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CHAPTER ONE 
 

INDOT Organization 
 
 
This Chapter discusses the organization and functions of those entities within the Indiana 
Department of Transportation which interact with the Production Management Division.  The 
Chapter provides the following: 
 
1. a brief discussion of each division operating under its respective deputy commissioner; 

and 
 
2. a brief discussion of field operations. 
 
 
1-1.0  ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
 
Figure 1-1A, INDOT Organization, shows the organization of the Indiana Department of 
Transportation as of July 2007. 
 
 
1-2.0  COMMISSIONER 
 
The commissioner has been appointed by the Governor to oversee all aspects and work of the 
Department. 
 
 
1-3.0  BUSINESS AND ASSETS MANAGEMENT DEPUTY COMMISIONER 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the Office of Research and Development. 
 
The office conducts research and administers the INDOT research program.  To fulfill this 
responsibility, the research program coordinates, on behalf of the Department, with the State’s 
universities and associations, the State’s industry and national affiliations for expertise and 
technical assistance in solving INDOT’s transportation problems. 
 
The office is also responsible for performing specialized pavement and research testing for 
various programs and needs within INDOT.  This includes friction testing, deflection testing, 
accelerated pavement testing, etc.  The office also tracks implementation and reports on savings 
achieved.  The office also assists the Department in information transfer and new technology 
introduction through its Technology Transfer Program. 
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The office includes the Transportation Systems, Pavement Materials, and Structures and 
Construction Research teams. 
 
1. Transportation Systems Team.  The team’s responsibilities are as follows: 
 

a. conducts research in pavement management, bridge management, congestion 
management, safety management, pavement performance modeling, traffic 
engineering, intelligent transportation systems, highway safety, system modeling, 
and overall transportation management systems; 

 
b. provides statistical, roadway data processing, and analysis support for INDOT; 

 
c. coordinates research results and new proven technologies implementations; 

 
d. oversees pavement-friction testing, the skid-accident-reduction program, and 

identifies potential wet-weather accident sites for INDOT; 
 

e. oversees pavement evaluation using ground penetrating radar which determines 
thickness of pavement layers and identifies deficient pavement joints; 

 
f. conducts and oversees policy related research studies; and 

 
g. provides truck weigh-in-motion data analyses for pavement design and 

transportation analyses. 
 
2. Pavement Materials Team.  The team’s responsibilities are as follows: 
 

a. conduct and/or oversee research into the structural performance of pavements and 
the materials used in their construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance; 

 
b. provide deflection testing and analysis for undersealing, cracking and seating, and 

overlay design; 
 

c. direct operation of the Falling Weight Deflectometer Calibration Center for 
pavement deflection testing; 

 
d. direct operation of the Accelerated Pavement Testing Facility; 

 
e. direct operation of the Research Laboratory ; 

 
f. conduct field and forensic investigations of pavements; and 
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g. facilitate technology transfer within and outside the Department. 

 
3. Structures and Construction Research Team.  The team’s responsibilities are as follows: 
 

a. provide electronic and electrical support to INDOT’s specialized testing systems 
and various research projects; 

 
b. design, develop, and upgrade electronic computer-controlled test systems, which 

collect data that supports contracts, resurfacing priorities, safety programs, and 
various State and Federal programs; 

 
c. conduct and oversee research and testing associated with structures, construction, 

contracts, hydraulics, and environmental issues including the reuse of waste 
materials; 

 
d. provide technical support to research projects in regards to field evaluations and 

laboratory testing; and 
 

e. provide support in planning and operation of the INDOT / JTRP research 
program. 

 
 
1-4.0  CHIEF OF STAFF 
 
The Chief of Staff oversees the overall operations of the Contract Administration, 
Communications, Employee Safety, and Local Programs divisions. 
 
 
1-4.01  Contract Administration Division 
 
The division includes the offices of Office Administration, Estimating, Contracting, and 
Prequalification Engineering. 
 
 
1-4.01(01)  Office Administration 
 
The office serves as a clearinghouse for all information supplied to media outlets.  It provides 
uniformity and control over the content of such information. 
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1-4.01(02)  Office of Estimating 
 
The office includes the Construction Cost, and Bid Review and Estimating teams. 
 
1. Construction Cost Team.  The team’s responsibilities are as follows: 
 

a. properly identifying the Department and FHWA codes, funding splits, etc., for all 
contract items; 

 
b. performing all necessary administrative work for contract bid letting. 

 
2. Bid Review and Estimating Team.  The team’s responsibilities are as follows: 
 
 a. preparing the Engineer’s Estimates; 
 

b. conducting contract lettings; 
 
 c. reviewing bids to determine a low bidder for each contract; 
 

d. determining that the low bidder is in accordance with the Department’s 
contracting requirements; and 

 
 e. awarding contracts to such lo bidders. 
 
 
1-4-01(03)  Office of Contracting 
 
The office includes the Consulting Services, Document Control, and Local Program Assistance 
teams. 
 
1. Consulting Services Team.  The team coordinates scheduling and plan submittal 

distribution for in-house and consultant plan development activities and negotiates and 
administers consultant design contracts.  The team performs the activities as follows: 

 
a. reviews and updates schedules for in-house and consultant plan development 

activities; 
 

b. prepares project lists for advertisement in Professional Services Bulletins; 
 

c. accumulates, summarizes, and distributes consultant evaluation data; 
 

d. prepares consultant data reports for use in consultant selection; 
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e. estimates and negotiates fees and schedules for plan-development contracts; 

 
f. initiates Purchase Orders and reviews and approves consultant invoices; and 

 
g. receives, logs, and distributes submittals to and from the Production Management 

Division’s Roadway Review and Bridge Engineering teams, and consultants, for 
all INDOT projects. 

 
2. Document Control Team.  The team prepares the contract documents, prepares the 

engineer’s estimate and administers the highway contract lettings.  More specifically, the 
team is responsible for the following: 

 
a. preparing the Proposal for each contract identifying the location, scope and 

requirements of the contract; 
 

b. receiving orders and shipping documents for lettings and other manuals to 
INDOT customers; 

 
3. Local Program Assistance Team.  BRUNO CANZIAN 
 
 
1-4.01(04)  Office of Prequalification Engineering 
 
The office is responsible for the prequalification of contractors desiring to bid on contracts for 
the construction and maintenance of State-maintained routes and bridges. 
 
 
1-4.02  Communications Division 
 
The division oversees the work of the offices of Public Information, Graphic Arts, and Local 
Service. 
 
 
1-4.02(01)  Public Information Office 
 
The office represents public information and public relations.  Most of the personnel are located 
in the Central Office.  A communications officer is assigned to Northwest Indiana, working out 
of the Governor’s satellite office in Gary. 
 
The office’s primary responsibility is media relations.  Secondary responsibilities include public 
inquiries and correspondence for the Governor and state legislators with regard to INDOT issues.  
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A stills photographer is assigned to the unit to document major events such as groundbreakings, 
road openings, or bridge dedications. 
 
The office handles internal communications and certain special events such as INDOT’s booth at 
the State Fair. 
 
 
1-4.02(02)  Graphic Arts Office 
JOHN JACKSON 
 
 
1-4.02(03)  Local Service Office 
LYLE SADLER 
 
The office includes the General Public and Service Providers teams. 
 
 
1-4.03  Employee Safety Division 
CALVIN LEE 
 
 
1-4.04  Local Programs Division 
 
The division develops policy, procedures, and guidelines regarding its offices of Aviation, Rails, 
Transit, and Local Programs.  The division is responsible for managing the state’s aviation, rails, 
public transportation, and includes teams responsible for each program.  The division provides 
technical assistance to elected officials and entities which provide public transportation and 
operate airports.  The division inspects and regulates the aviation and rail modes. 
 
 
1-4.04(01)  Office of Aviation 
KEVIN RECTOR 
 
 
1-4.04(02)  Office of Rails 
MICHAEL RILEY 
 
 
1-4.04(03)  Office of Transit 
LARRY BUCKEL 
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1-4.04(04)  Office of Local Programs 
RICK WHITNEY 
 
 
1-5.0  DISTRICT OPERATIONS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT DEPUTY 
COMMISSIONER 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the Traffic Management Centers, Technology 
Deployment, Traffic Control Systems, and Public Safety Operations divisions. 
 
 
1-5.01  Traffic Management Centers Division 
 
The division is responsible for all activities associated with INDOT’s two Traffic Management 
Centers (TMC) in Gary and Indianapolis, utilizing the devices deployed by the Technology 
Deployment Division and operating the Hoosier Helper Freeway Service Patrol.  Each TMC 
includes a Communications Team and an Operations Team. 
 
 
1-5.02  Technology Deployment Division 
 
The division is responsible for the design, maintenance, and successful operation of ITS field 
devices. 
 
 
1-5.03  Traffic Control Systems Division 
 
The division is responsible for coordinating with the districts to maximize the efficiency of 
traffic signal systems on INDOT’s non-freeway arterials. 
 
 
1-5.04  Public Safety Operations Division 
 
The division is responsible for incident management as it relates to public-safety agencies 
outside of INDOT, most notably law enforcement, fire departments, emergency medical 
services, and the Indiana Department of Homeland Security, as well as partnering with law 
enforcement to ensure that commercial vehicle weight laws are enforced, thus protecting 
INDOT’s investment in infrastructure. 
 
 
1-6.0  DISTRICT DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS 
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Each such deputy commissioner coordinates the activities of one of the six districts in the State, 
identified as follows: 
 
1. Crawfordsville, west central; 
2. Fort Wayne, northeast; 
3. Greenfield, east central; 
4. LaPorte, northwest; 
5. Seymour, southeast; and 
6. Vincennes, southwest. 
 
 
1-6.01  Districts 
 
The districts are further divided into a total of 37 subdistricts which oversee general maintenance 
such as snow and ice removal, pothole patching, sealing, mowing, and minor paving.  Each 
subdistrict has three or four maintenance units which are responsible for maintenance of a 
specific geographic area.  Each subdistrict employs mechanics who maintain INDOT’s vehicle 
and equipment fleet. 
 
The basic function of each district office is to provide the necessary field services for the 
Department within that district’s geographic boundaries.  Each district office develops and 
oversees construction projects; addresses traffic control issues such as traffic signals, signs, and 
speed limits; and tests the materials used in construction projects to ensure that quality materials 
are used.  Each district office also resolves environmental concerns and maintenance operations 
in its area.  More specifically, the responsibilities of each district office include the following: 
 
1. operating and maintaining the State highway system; 
 
2. providing construction inspection for Department construction projects; 
 
3. nominating projects for capital improvements and identifying the preliminary project 

scope of work; 
 
4. reviewing requests for private access onto the State highway system; 
 
5. serving as liaison between the local governments and the Department’s Central Office; 
 
6. performing field surveys; 
 
7. performing field tests for highway construction projects; 
 
8. participating in public hearings and public information meetings; 
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9. reviewing and commenting on the proposed traffic control plan during construction; and 
 
10. responding to public inquiries. 
 
 
1-6.02  Typical District Organization 
 
Each district office is organized as outlined below. 
 
1. Business and Human Resources Division 
 a. Finance Accounting Office 
 b. Personnel Office 
 c. Business Consulting Office 
 d. Facilities and Environment Program Office 
2. Planning and Programming Division 
 a. Program Management Office 
 b. Environmental Scoping Office 
 c. System Assessment Office 
  (1) Permits Team 
  (2) Traffic Team 
  (3) Bridge Inspection Team 
3. Public Information Division 
4. Safety and Health Program Division 
5. Production Division 
 a. Surveying Office 
 b. Real Estate and Right of Way Office 
 c. Design Office 
  (1) Two Design Teams 
  (2) Central Office Virtual Design Team 
  (3) Consultant Services Office 
6. Highway Management Division 
 a. Construction Office 
 b. Testing Office 
 c. Traffic Office 
 d. Roadway Services Office 
 
 
1-7.0  FINANCE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
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This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the Project Accounting, Budgeting, and 
Procurement; Accounting; Cost Accounting and Audits; and Business Information and Technical 
Systems divisions. 
 
 
1-7.01  Project Accounting, Budgeting, and Procurement Division 
 
The division is responsible for maintaining the financial record for INDOT, controlling the 
financial activities of all other divisions, and providing financial services to INDOT employees, 
customers, and vendors.  The division’s activities include issuance of paychecks, reimbursement 
of employees’ travel expenses, and paying INDOT vendors. 
 
The division is responsible for developing and implementing a fiscal plan which maximizes the 
financial resources of INDOT to enable the effective operations of the State’s transportation 
facilities while ensuring that optimal resources are devoted to State and local transportation 
infrastructure investment.  This is accomplished by providing financial information and fiscal 
planning guidance and services. 
 
The responsibilities of the division also include developing the construction and operating 
budgets, monitoring and administering the overall agency budget, scheduling Federal-aid 
construction projects, managing the allocation of obligation authority for projects, developing 
revenue forecasts, and developing recommendations for Departmental positions on fiscal 
matters. 
 
The division performs the activities as follows: 
 
1. developing and monitoring the Department’s operating budget; 
 
2. continually monitoring the Department’s goals and ensuring that budgets are in place to 

meet the goals; 
 
3. maintaining liaison with the State Budget Agency; 
 
4. assisting in all cost/benefit analyses; 
 
5. preparing revenue forecasts; 
 
6. prepares statistical studies on critical funding issues; 
 
7. develops models to determine the availability of highway funding in the future; and 
 
8. assists in preparing cost-benefit analyses of proposal expenditures. 
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The division includes the offices of Project Accounting, Budget, and Procurement. 
 
 
1-7.01(01)  Office of Project Accounting 
 
The office performs the activities as follows: 
 
1. developing and monitors the construction budget; 
 
2. programming the allocation of obligation authority for Federal-aid highway projects; 
 
3. scheduling highway projects for construction; 
 
4. coordinating lettings; 
 
5. coordinating FMIS; 
 
6. analyzing and improving TRNSPORT; and 
 
7. maintaining the production scheduling system. 
 
 
1-7.01(02)  Office of Budget 
 
The office is responsible for the development of the Department’s annual and biennium budgets.  
It provides fiscal assistance, constraints, and guidelines to all business units and programs within 
the Department. 
 
 
1-7.01(03)  Office of Procurement 
 
The office annually acquires approximately $70 million in goods or services for INDOT 
customers as follows: 
 
1. ensuring that procurements are conducted in accordance with 105 IAC 12; 
 
2. developing a productive and motivated procurement team; 
 
3. improving procurement processes on a continuous basis; 
 
4. educating procurement agents on all facets surrounding procurement policies; 
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5. optimizing all resources to timely acquire goods and/or services for INDOT customers; 

and 
 
6. employing innovative technologies throughout the Department. 
 
The office works with each of the district and sub district locations, the Toll Road, and all 
Central Office divisions. 
 
 
1-7.02  Accounting Division 
 
This division includes the offices of Accounts Payable, and Fiscal Analysis and Reporting. 
 
 
1-7.02(01)  Office of Accounts Payable 
 
The office serves all employees and those organizations significant to addressing payroll and 
insurance concerns.  The office coordinates and performs activities of primary interest to all 
INDOT employees, including the following: 
 
1. maintaining procedures and assisting local office personnel with processes from 

recording attendance to distributing payroll as issued by the Auditor of State; 
 
2. coordinating with the Human Resources Division to guide local payroll clerks in assisting 

INDOT employees with their rights and responsibilities related to insurance and other 
benefits; 

 
3. working closely with benefit (insurance) companies and employees to resolve related 

problems; 
 
4. implementing and enforcing policy related to routine leave time (vacation, sick, personal) 

and coordinating special leave considerations as approved by the Human Resources 
Division or State Personnel Department; and 

 
5. coordinating and facilitating the allocation of labor costs to various activities and projects 

to document and qualify eligible costs for reimbursement. 
 
 
1-7.02(02)  Office of Fiscal Analysis and Reporting 
 
The office performs the activities as follows: 
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1. developing and recommending new fiscal policies and policy changes; 
 
2. analyzing and interpreting existing and proposed Federal and State legislation; 
 
3. coordinating INDOT’s response to national transportation surveys and requests for 

comments on vital issues; 
 
4. monitoring sanctionable programs and taking necessary actions to avoid penalties; 
 
5. coordinating activities related to AASHTO; and 
 
6. monitoring media resources to identify critical information pertaining to transportation, 

and apprising management as appropriate. 
 
 
1-7.03  Cost Accounting and Audits Division 
 
The division serves external vendors or customers in conjunction with assisting INDOT 
operating divisions and other State agencies or elected officials with financial concerns and 
processes. 
 
The division includes the offices of Cost Accounting and Financial Auditing. 
 
 
1-7.03(01)  Office of Cost Accounting 
 
The office coordinates its activities as follows: 
 
1. receiving and recording all revenue due the Department, which includes billing and 

collection for services or products, provided by various INDOT locations; 
 
2. maintaining procedures and coordinating all processes from the reservation of INDOT’s 

budget to payment of amounts due vendors for services or materials received by district 
and division staffs; and 

 
3. performing and coordinating with all program managers the activities related to the 

financial aspects of project control from project authorization through final closeout, 
including those projects funded by FHWA, Bond, or LPA sources; 
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1-7.03(02)  Office of Financial Accounting 
 
The office primarily serves the financial information needs of INDOT staff and other entities 
primarily within the governmental environment.  The office is responsible for the activities as 
follows: 
 
1. maintaining and operating the Department’s accounting system which records all 

financial activity, controls the districts’ or divisions’ spending, and addresses the 
reporting needs of both management and operational staff; 

 
2. performing audits of railroad, utility, and consulting invoices to ensure adherence to 

agreement provisions and FHWA regulations; and 
 
3. performing various financial management activities related to financial statements, 

overhead rates, financial analyses, and special reports to meet the needs of INDOT, 
including its divisions, districts, and various other entities with financial interest. 

 
 
1-7.04  Business Information and Technical Systems Division 
 
The division manages the collection, security, and delivery of electronic data.  It serves the 
business and support units and districts by providing information solutions that enable timely 
delivery of data-driven decisions. 
 
 
1-8.0  BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS DEPUTY 
COMMISSIONER 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the District Information Technical Support, 
Business Operations, Application Development, I. T. Architecture and Data, M I. S. Planning 
Projects, and Network/Communications DataVoice Communications divisions. 
 
 
1-8.01  District Information Technical Support Division 
MIKE WOOD 
 
1-8.02  Business Operations Division 
 
The division provides the technical resources needed to assist the Department in planning, 
budgeting, and implementing approved information technology projects.  Typical projects 
include procurement and installation of personal computers and associated software.  Additional 
PC-related activities include installation and support for Local Area Networks. 
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Larger-scale projects, where data processing is mainframe based, include Outlook, Land 
Acquisition Management System, Road Inventory, and Scheduling.  These applications are 
supported by division staff.  Resources are provided to allow customers to interact with the 
division to identify their needs and solve problems that occur while using computer applications. 
 
 
1-8.03  Application Development Division 
 
The division includes the offices of Enterprise and Web Applications, CADD Development and 
Support, GIS Development and Support, and Highway Management Applications. 
 
 
1-8.03(01)  Office of Enterprise and Web Applications 
 
The office performs the activities as follows: 
 

a. develop/implement/support mainframe-based applications (Land Acquisition 
System, Physical Feature Inventory System, Permit Sales Systems, etc.); 

 
b. provide resources to assist INDOT customers in defining application requirements 

(primarily mainframe applications); and 
 

c. provide analyst resources to the Department to assist in defining their information 
technology requirements. 

 
 
1-8.03(02)  Office of CADD Development and Support 
 
The duties of the office include the installation and support of INDOT’s selected CAD, Bridge, 
and Road Design software and applications to any users within INDOT divisions.  This office 
also develops custom training material and trains those same users in the use of the CAD and 
Design software.  This office is responsible for the development of many custom tools within the 
CAD and Design software environment.  The office is also tasked with communicating with 
Central Office and district users to help with the development of a unified set of CAD standards.  
The office is then responsible for implementing those CAD-related standards into the CAD 
environment to ensure that those standards are followed throughout INDOT.  The office also 
provides access to all of the INDOT CAD Standards to the ACEC community.  The office must 
also stay up to date on the latest versions of the CAD and Design software to guarantee that 
INDOT is near the leading edge in the CAD and design worlds. 
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1-8.03(03)  Office of GIS Development and Support 
JOEL BUMP 
 
 
1-8.03(04)  Office of Highway Management Applications 
 
The office’s duties include the following: 
 
1. providing resources to interact with accounting, payroll, procurement, human resources, 

and legal functions; 
 
2. providing general clerical support for the division. 
 
3. providing the technical and operational resources to support the mainframe computing 

utility.  This includes data entry, computer operations, mainframe network support, 
systems software, and production scheduling functions; 

 
4. providing support for electronic connections to the Federal Highway Administration, 

ADVANTIS, CompuServe, the Internet, and other State agencies; 
 
5. providing resources for Computer Security, Business Recovery, and the Help Desk; 
 
6. providing support for the bid analysis and management system, TRNSPORT (formerly 

BAMS), and coordinating responsibilities for the Construction Management and 
Resource Management Systems; 

 
7. leading a work group to develop new-applications development strategies to take 

advantage of new methods of developing and deploying business systems with the 
client/server; and 

 
8. providing Business Process Reengineering Skills. 
 
 
1-8.04  I. T. Architecture and Data Division 
IRFAN ALVI 
 
 
1-8.05  M. I. S. Planning Projects Division 
GEORGE BRASHEAR 
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1-8.06  Network/Communications, DataVoice Communications Division 
STEVEN SWINFORD 
 
 
1-9.0  HIGHWAY MANAGEMENT DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the Construction Management, Facilities and 
Equipment Management, Highway Operations, and Production Management divisions. 
 
 
1-9.01  Construction Management Division 
 
The division includes the offices of State Construction, Construction Technical Support, and 
Materials Management. 
 
 
1-9.01(01)  Office of State Construction 
 
The office’s responsibilities are to establish construction specifications, standards, policies, and 
procedures, including those related to materials management. 
 
 
1-9.01(02)  Office of Construction Technical Support 
 
The office’s responsibilities are as follows: 
 
1. review application of established policies and procedures in the districts; 
 
2. provide support to the districts for issues involving contract claims, change orders, and 

time extension; and 
 
3. support district construction operations and other divisions with technical expertise. 
 
 
1-9.01(03)  Office of Materials Management 
 
The office works to develop, inspect, and test materials used in the construction and maintenance 
of highways to ensures that INDOT uses the most efficient and effective products.  Specifically, 
the office provides the direction for engineering, inspection, and testing of construction and 
maintenance materials. 
 
More specifically, the services that are provided are as follows: 
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1. ensuring Statewide uniformity and quality of materials; 
 
2. providing direction to district testing engineers; 
 
3. providing engineering advice and service to INDOT on inspection testing and materials 

issues; 
 
4. providing engineering advice to INDOT on issues relating to suitability, quality, and 

strength of materials for transportation purposes (including special field investigations to 
determine the cause of poor performance); and 

 
5. developing the specifications and special provisions for experimental materials or 

procedures used on each Department contract. 
 
The office includes the Administration and Building Services Administrative Support, Aggregate 
Geology, Asphalt, Chemical Laboratory, Computer Support, Concrete, and Miscellaneous 
Materials teams. 
 
1. Administrative and Building Services Administrative Support Team.  The team is 

responsible for support to the division in the areas of budgeting, purchasing, accounts 
payable, personnel payroll, inventory, forms management, supplies, mailing and 
shipping, telecommunications, reproduction, safety/security coordination, clerical 
assistance, property management, motor pool, and related activities.  The team acts as a 
liaison and compliance unit between other divisions, other organizations, private 
contractors, and the general public regarding the above-listed areas of administrative 
activity. 

 
2. Aggregate Geology Team.  ROBERT REES 
 
3. Asphalt Team.  MICHEAL PRATHER 
 
4. Chemical Laboratory Team.  DHIREN THAKRAR 
 
5. Computer Support Team.  RAETTE WILSON 
 
6. Concrete Team.  TONY ZANDER 
 
7. Miscellaneous Materials Team.  KENNY ANDERSON 
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1-9.02  Facilities and Equipment Management Division 
 
The division includes the offices of Facilities and Equipment. 
 
 
1-9.02(01)  Office of Facilities 
STEVE MC AVOY 
 
 
1-9.02(02)  Office of Equipment 
LARRY GOODE 
 
The office includes the EMS System, Equipment Support, and Motor Pool teams. 
 
 
1-9.03  Highway Operations Division 
 
The division includes the offices of Logistical Support, Traffic Engineering, and Maintenance 
Administration. 
 
 
1-9.03(01)  Office of Logistical Support 
 
The office is responsible for the following: 
 
1. supporting and assisting the districts and other divisions with materials, supplies, and 

equipment; 
 
2. supporting the Division and the districts in administrative, business, and contract support 

functions; 
 
3. supporting the districts in maintenance and traffic functions; 
 
4. supporting the districts in maintenance management, traffic management, facilities 

management, equipment management, and communications functions; 
 
5. operating the Department motor pool; and 
 
6. being responsible for all fixed asset inventory; 
 
The office includes the Sign Fabrication and Warehouse Stores teams. 
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1-9.03(02)  Office of Traffic Engineering 
 
The office is responsible for the following: 
 
1. establishing traffic policies and procedures; 
 
2. monitoring compliance with these policies in the districts; 
 
3. guiding the districts’ traffic operations; and 
 
4. supporting the districts with signs, signal equipment, and snow plow parts; 
 
5. developing and implementing the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS).  The basic 

objective of ITS is to effectively use existing transportation infrastructure through the use 
of state-of-the-art equipment and transportation technologies. 

 
The office includes the Work Zone Safety and Traffic Control teams. 
 
 
1-9.03(03)  Office of Maintenance Administration 
 
This office is responsible for the following: 
 
1. establishing maintenance policies and procedures; 
 
2. monitoring compliance with these policies in the districts; and 
 
3. guiding the districts’ maintenance operations. 
 
The office includes the Snow and Ice Program, Emergency Operations Program, Work 
Management, and Permits teams. 
 
 
1-9.04  Production Management Division 
 
The division is responsible for detailed project design up to project advertisement.  This is 
accomplished either through in-house design personnel or through a consultant. 
 
The division includes the offices of Aerial Engineering, Environmental Services, Geotechnical 
Services, Project Management, Public Hearings, Real Estate, Roadway Services, and Structural 
Services. 
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1-9.04(01)  Office of Aerial Engineering 
 
The office includes the Survey and Photogrammetry teams. 
 
1. Survey Team.  The team performs the route survey work needed for plan development of 

highway improvement projects that are administered by the Production Management 
Division.  The team’s responsibilities include the following: 

 
a. developing policies and practices for INDOT-route surveying work; 

 
b. performing route survey work using its own staff or consultants for in-house 

design work and some consultant projects that are administered by the Design 
Teams.  In general, the unit does not perform survey work for district-designed 
projects or for local public agency projects, does not review survey work 
performed by consultants, and does not perform right-of-way staking for 
construction; 

 
c. performing control traverse surveys to establish the existing centerline or survey 

baseline for a specific project, and providing that information in electronic format 
to the project designer in a Design Team; 

 
d. locating all physical evidence of property in the field and, in conjunction with 

other field survey information, preparing a route survey plat; 
 

e. optionally, providing ground control work and other ground survey work needed 
to complement aerial survey data.  The team does not perform aerial survey work, 
which is available instead from aerial survey consultants and/or the 
Photogrammetry Team; 

 
f. maintaining INDOT survey data and coordinate systems for a reference or base 

for the surveys conducted for each highway project; 
 

g. maintaining records of field survey work performed by the team; 
 

h. coordinating with the National Geodetic Survey office and with the Indiana 
Office of the State Geodetic Advisor on general issues for INDOT and on items 
specific to work performed by the team; 

 
i. purchasing and maintaining equipment used by the team, and, where feasible, 

coordinating the purchase of equipment for other divisions and the districts to 
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foster uniformity of equipment among all users and obtain group volume 
discounts on purchases; and 

 
j. providing technical assistance on surveying as needed to other divisions and 

districts, and to local public agencies where feasible. 
 
2. Photogrammetry Team.  STEPHEN ASHBY 
 
1-9.04(02)  Office of Environmental Services 
 
The office is responsible for assessing the environmental impact of a proposed project and 
ensuring that INDOT operates in compliance with all relevant environmental laws and 
regulations as well as waterway permitting. 
 
The office includes the Environmental Policy, Ecology and Permits, and Cultural Resources 
teams. 
 
1. Environmental Policy Team.  The multi-disciplinary team of scientists, biologists, 

archaeologists, historians, geologists, and landscape architects provides the expertise 
necessary for the development of an INDOT project.  The functions of the team include 
the following: 

 
a. ensuring compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act for each 

Department project that is Federally funded and compliant with relevant State 
environmental regulations; 

 
b. securing Section 4(f) and Section 6(f) approvals; 

 
c. developing a plan to mitigate environmental impacts; 

 
d. determining the need for early coordination with other State and Federal agencies 

and initiating contacts; 
 

e. identifying contaminated sites and determining the need for special provisions; 
 

f. ensuring Department compliance with Section 106 for historical and 
archaeological sites; 

 
g. conducting the necessary technical analyses for air, noise, water, and biological 

impacts for each Department project; 
 

h. obtaining waterway permits; and 
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i. developing landscaping for each INDOT project. 

 
These responsibilities are fulfilled either by performing the work in-house or by 
reviewing and evaluating the work of a consultant. 

 
The team provides a variety of services to the Division and other INDOT divisions and 
districts in the development of a highway project. 

 
2. Ecology and Permits Team.  The team is responsible for all landscaping and 

environmental mitigation activities for each project.  The team’s activities include the 
following: 

 
a. preparing the landscaping design for each in-house project; 

 
b. reviewing consultant-designed landscaping projects; 

 
c. providing technical support for erosion control issues; 

 
d. conducting construction field reviews for landscaping work; 

 
e. monitoring contractor warranties for landscaping work; 

 
f. preparing specifications and special provisions for landscaping work; 

 
g. preparing wetland mitigation design for each in-house project; and 

 
h. securing those permits and certifications related to the State’s waterways and 

water resources (e.g., U.S. Coast Guard Section 9, U.S. Corps of Engineers 
Section 404). 

 
3. Cultural Resources Team.  CHRIS KOEPPEL 
 
 
1-9.04(03)  Office of Geotechnical Services 
ATHAR KHAN 
 
The office includes the Geotechnical Operations Team, and three Design teams. 
 
 
1-9.04(04)  Office of Project Management 
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The office is responsible for providing oversight and coordination services for special types of 
projects such as Design-Build projects.  In addition, the office is responsible for evaluating the 
Project Management System (PMS) to identify potential improvements to the System. 
 
The office includes the Major Projects and Project Management teams. 
 
1. Major Projects Team.  The team’s responsibilities include the following: 
 

a. developing an education curriculum for design, development, and construction 
personnel; 

 
b. determining the causes for INDOT change orders; 

 
c. implementing a new automated project evaluation system; 

 
d. building and maintaining the INDOT constructability program; 

 
e. supervising riverboat sites’ transportation requirements; 

 
f. administering the Central Office employee incentive program. 

 
2. Project Management Team.  LOUIS FEAGANS 
 
 
1-9.04(05)  Office of Public Hearings 
 
The primary duties and responsibilities of the office are to coordinate, facilitate, and document 
project-specific public involvement activities for each INDOT project.  As a stipulation, each 
transportation project receiving federal funding must undergo formal public involvement 
activities, such as formal public hearings, paid legal advertising, impacted-area property-owner 
notification, and solicitation of public comment.  Also, timely public meetings, small focus 
group meetings, electronic notification, and announcement-posting and other activities may be 
required as needed depending on the level of project being developed.  The documentation of 
these activities is certified by the office and forwarded to FHWA for review and further 
documentation to ensure that both federal and State requirements have been met for each project 
in INDOT’s production schedule. 
 
The office also has staff whose job responsibilities require them to provide proactive engagement 
of the stakeholders for a number of select projects which require a more intensive approach due 
to project scope and complexity.  The office has four project facilitators who are responsible for 
stakeholder engagement for each IPOC-level project.  Their duties include the production and 
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development of project newsletters, small group presentations, and timely correspondence with 
project stakeholders. 
 
 
1-9.04(06)  Office of Real Estate 
 
The office coordinates all activities to obtain the right of way necessary for each INDOT project.  
This may be necessary for the construction of a new highway or widening an existing highway.  
The office determines the quantity and value of all land, and the improvements and damages for 
each piece of property according to established laws and procedures.  Each acquired property is 
obtained by purchase or through the court process by right of eminent domain.  The office also 
provides assistance to cities, towns, and counties in their land-acquisition efforts for local-agency 
road and street projects. 
 
The office includes the Utilities, Railroads, Property Management, Administrative Services, 
Acquisition teams, and Region teams for the North, Central, and South regions. 
 
1. Utilities Team.  The team performs utility coordination work required for plan 

development of each highway-improvement project administered by the division.  The 
team is responsible for the following: 

 
a. developing policies and practices for the accommodation of utilities and 

telecommunication facilities within INDOT right of way; 
 

b. coordinating each highway-improvement project with affected utilities.  In 
general, this does not include district-designed projects, local public agency 
projects, or stand-alone traffic projects for signs, signals, or lighting.  However, 
the team will provide expertise and review for such projects with reimbursable 
utility expenses as necessary; 

 
c. reviewing, evaluating, and approving utility relocation plans submitted by utility 

companies; 
 

d. obtaining cost estimates and securing agreements with reimbursable utilities, for 
the relocation and adjustment of their facilities as required to accommodate 
highway construction; and 

 
e. receiving and processing bills from utility companies for reimbursable utility 

work. 
 
2. Railroads Team.  The team is responsible for the following: 
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a. coordinating each project with affected railroads, including each INDOT project 
or local agency project administered by INDOT, and administering each INDOT 
stand-alone rail crossing safety improvement project; 

 
b. reviewing, evaluating, and approving plans and estimates submitted by railroad 

companies; 
 

c. obtaining cost estimates and preparing agreements with railroads for construction 
and/or adjustment of railroad facilities for each highway project; 

 
d. preparing agreements with local agencies and with railroads for each stand-alone 

rail crossing safety improvement project; 
 

e. receiving and processing bills from railroad companies for reimbursable railroad 
work; 

 
f. obtaining rail crossing inventory and accident data from the Federal Railroad 

Administration, and assisting in the update of the inventory data; 
 

g. performing predicted accident calculations for rail crossings, and identifying and 
prioritizing potential rail crossing safety improvement projects; and 

 
h. providing engineering and technical expertise on rail crossings to the Intermodal 

Rail Section, other divisions, districts, and local public agencies. 
 
3. Property Management Team.  The team is responsible for the following: 
 

a. obtaining title and encumbrance evidence for properties to be purchased by the 
Department; 

 
b. securing right-of-way cost estimates and other information for route studies, 

program funding, environmental studies, etc.; 
 

c. in coordination with the Design Teams, preparing the detailed right-of-way plans 
and special provisions related to right of way; 

 
d. providing coordination among the organizational units of the Office of Real 

Estate, the Division, and Federal Highway Administration on the preparation and 
approval of right-of-way plans; 

 
e. issuing authorizations for initiating the various phases of right-of-way acquisition 

work; 
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f. preparing legal descriptions, plats, and exhibits for use in property deeds and 

other documents and agreements used in the purchase or disposal of real property; 
and 

 
g. obtaining information for and preparing access control plans and access control 

resolutions for Department approval. 
 

The team is also responsible for the valuation of interests in real property to be acquired 
by the Department, including the following: 

 
a. developing appraisal policies, procedures, and guidelines; 

 
b. providing technical education for training staff appraisers; 

 
c. arranging services for outside fee appraisers when needed; 

 
d. providing technical assistance to staff and fee appraisers;  

 
e. attending field checks and preparing cost estimates for future projects; 

 
f. appraising excess land parcels for land being sold by the Department; 

 
g. reviewing appraisals and appraisal reviews prepared for Department and local 

public agency projects; 
 

h. reviewing all appraisals prepared for the Department; and 
 

i. determining the compensation that should be paid for each parcel of real property 
to be acquired. 

 
Appraisals and reviews are prepared following the Uniform Appraisal Standards for 
Federal Land Acquisitions, Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, and 
Indiana Statutes. 

 
4. Administrative Services Team.  The team is responsible for providing the administrative 

support services necessary for the Office of Real Estate.  Its responsibilities include the 
following: 

 
a. maintaining the official files and records of the Office of Real Estate and to 

provide right-of-way information as requested; 
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b. filing deeds and other recordable documents with the applicable public offices; 
 

c. monitoring attendance, payroll, employee benefits, and travel reimbursement; 
 

d. arranging for microfilming of files, plans, maps, etc.; 
 

e. maintaining statistical records and preparing necessary reports; 
 

f. providing assistance to local governments on land acquisition if State or Federal 
funds are involved; 

 
g. processing right-of-way claim vouchers and coordinating land acquisition 

schedules; and 
 

h. coordinating inventory, office equipment, and expendable supplies. 
 
5. Acquisition Team.  The team is responsible for the acquisition phase of acquiring 

property for the Department.  It is responsible for the following: 
 

a. developing negotiation policies, procedures, and guidelines; 
 

b. providing education and training for staff negotiators; 
 

c. reviewing and approving negotiated settlements for right-of-way parcels; 
 

d. coordinating the processing of right-of-way parcels for condemnation; and 
 

e. implementing the process for special property acquisition by the Department. 
 

In addition, the team provides liaison and coordination among the organizational units of 
the Office of Real Estate, the division, and Federal Highway Administration on right-of-
way negotiations.  The team coordinates actions to resolve damage claims from 
landowners. 

 
The team is also responsible for providing relocation assistance to displaced property 
owners.  In addition, the section is responsible for the management of property acquired 
for highway construction, which involves the following: 

 
a. developing policies, procedures, and guidelines for property management; 

 
b. processing claims for payment of right-of-way settlements; 
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c. obtaining mortgage releases; 
 

d. administering surplus property inventory; and 
 

e. processing reimbursement of tax payments. 
 
6. Region Teams.  The North Region Team is responsible for the Fort Wayne and LaPorte 

districts.  The Central Region Team is responsible for the Crawfordsville and Greenfield 
districts.  The South Region Team is responsible for the Seymour and Vincennes 
districts. 

 
 
1-9.04(07)  Office of Roadway Services 
 
The office includes the Roadway Engineering Standards Team, three Roadway In-House Design 
teams, two Roadway Review teams, and the Traffic Review Team. 
 
1. Roadway Engineering Standards Team.  The team is responsible for revising, adding 

and/or deleting standard documents for project development, plan design, surveying, and 
road design as required.  Such documents include the appropriate portions of the 
following: 

 
a. INDOT Standard Specifications, 
b. Supplemental Specifications, 
c. Recurring Special Provisions, 
d. INDOT Standard Drawings, and 
e. Indiana Design Manual. 

 
The team coordinates with other Department entities when changes to these standard 
documents are required, and it annually distributes revised or new standard documents.  
The team also periodically issues Design Memoranda on design issues until the Indiana 
Design Manual can be revised. 

 
2. Roadway In-House Design Teams.  The teams are responsible for all capital 

improvement projects for which the teams serve as the lead for in-house-designed project 
development.  This includes roadway and combination roadway-bridge projects.  The 
functions of each team include the following: 

 
a. designing and preparing the detailed design plans, quantities, special provisions, 

etc., to advance each project to advertisement; 
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b. coordinating all activities necessary for the design of each in-house-designed 
project (e.g., surveying, environmental evaluation, geotechnical, right-of-way, 
traffic engineering); 

 
c. providing design support as required on each project for which another team is 

lead (e.g., roadway approaches for a bridge rehabilitation project, traffic 
engineering project); and 

 
d. providing technical assistance to local jurisdictions on roadway issues. 

 
3. Roadway Review Teams.  The teams are responsible for all capital improvement projects 

for which the teams serve as the lead for consultant-designed-project development.  This 
includes roadway and combination roadway-bridge projects.  The functions of each team 
include the following: 

 
a. reviewing each consultant-designed project including the technical review of each 

local public agency project; 
 

b. coordinating all activities necessary for the design of a consultant-designed 
project (e.g., surveying, environmental evaluation, geotechnical, right-of-way, 
traffic engineering); 

 
c. providing design support as required on each project for which another team is 

lead (e.g., roadway approaches for a bridge rehabilitation project, traffic 
engineering project); and 

 
d. providing technical assistance to local jurisdictions on roadway issues. 

 
4. Traffic Review Team.  The team is primarily responsible for the review and design of 

traffic engineering projects, e.g., intersections, interchanges, signals, signs, lighting, and 
Intelligent Transportation System projects.  The team is responsible for all capital 
improvement projects for which the section serves as the lead unit, and provides a variety 
of traffic engineering to other Department teams. The functions of the team include the 
following: 

 
a. developing signing and pavement marking practices and their standard designs for 

each Department project; 
 

b. developing traffic signals and highway lighting practices and their standard 
designs for each Department project; 
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c. preparing/reviewing consultant-designed plans, quantities, special provisions, etc., 
to advance each traffic engineering or ITS project to advertisement; 

 
d. providing traffic engineering support as required on each projects for which 

another Division team is lead; and 
 

e. providing support on major issues related to maintenance of traffic during 
construction and serving as a partner in the traffic-maintenance-plan process. 

 
 
1-9.04(08)  Office of Structural Services 
 
The office includes the Hydraulics Team, Design Resources Team, three Bridge Engineering 
teams, and the Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team. 
 
1. Hydraulics Team.  The team is responsible for the hydrologic and hydraulic analyses for 

roadway drainage appurtenances and bridge waterway openings.  The team’s 
responsibilities include the following: 

 
a. developing INDOT policies and procedures on hydraulics (e.g., hydrologic 

methods, bridge and culvert hydraulics, design of closed drainage systems); 
 

b. providing hydraulics input to the project lead units (Roadway Design, Roadway 
Review, or Bridge Engineering teams) as needed during project development; 

 
c. working with district offices to respond to public inquiries on drainage problems; 

 
d. working with local jurisdictions and the Federal Emergency Management 

Administration (FEMA) on the administration of the National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP); 

 
e. determining field surveying needs for hydraulic analyses and working with the 

district offices to secure the field information;  
 

f. coordinating as necessary with State and Federal agencies responsible for 
hydraulic-related activities (e.g., the Indiana Department of Natural Resources); 
and 

 
g. providing technical assistance on hydraulics as needed to other Department units 

and local jurisdictions (e.g., for local public agency projects). 
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2. Design Resources Team.  The team is responsible for revising, adding, or deleting 
standard documents for hydraulics and structural design as required.  Such documents 
include appropriate portions of the following: 

 
a. INDOT Standard Specifications, 
b. Supplemental Specifications, 
c. Recurring Special Provisions, 
d. INDOT Standard Drawings, and 
e. Indiana Design Manual. 

 
The team coordinates with other Department units when changes to these standard 
documents are required, and it annually distributes revised or new standard documents.  
The team also periodically issues Design Memoranda on design issues until the Indiana 
Design Manual can be revised. 

 
3. Bridge Engineering Teams.  The teams are responsible for each capital improvement 

project for which the teams serve as the lead for project development.  The functions of 
each team include the following: 

 
a. designing and preparing the detailed design plans, quantities, special provisions, 

etc., to advance each project to advertisement; 
 

b. reviewing each consultant-designed project including the technical review of each 
local public agency project; 

 
c. coordinating all activities necessary for the design of an in-house project (e.g., 

surveying, environmental evaluation, geotechnical, right-of-way, hydraulics, 
traffic engineering); 

 
d. providing design support as needed on each project for which another team is lead 

(e.g., road project, traffic engineering project); and 
 

e. providing technical assistance to local jurisdictions on bridge issues. 
 
4. Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team.  The team is responsible for the review and 

design of each bridge-rehabilitation project (e.g., repair, widening).  The team is 
responsible for each capital improvement project for which the team serves as the lead 
unit.  The team provides a variety of bridge-rehabilitation services to other Department 
entities.  The team is responsible for all bridge-loading services.  The functions of the 
team include the following: 
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a. developing bridge-rehabilitation practices and standard designs for each 
applicable Department project; 

 
b. preparing/reviewing consultant-designed plans, quantities, special provisions, etc., 

to advance each project to advertisement; 
 

c. providing bridge-rehabilitation support as needed on each project for which 
another Department entity is lead; and 

 
d. preparing and providing load rating information as needed. 

 
 
1-10.0  HUMAN RESOURCES DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the Human Resources Division. 
 
The Human Resources Division is responsible for compensation, training, employment, 
affirmative action (internal complaints), and labor relations for INDOT.  The activities 
undertaken by the division include coordination of employee recruitment and hiring and the 
direction of training activities for INDOT employees. 
 
The division includes the Office of Payroll and Benefits and the Office of Internal Affairs. 
 
 
1-10.01  Office of Payroll and Benefits 
 
The office’s duties include the following: 
 
1. reviewing employee classifications; 
 
2. reviewing recruitment differentials and providing salary computations; 
 
3. answering technical questions regarding classification and staffing concerns; 
 
4. maintaining active and inactive employee files; 
 
5. verifying employment records; and 
 
6. maintaining staffing reports for INDOT. 
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1-10.02  Office of Employee Development 
 
The office includes the Training, Employment/Affirmative Action, and Labor Relations teams. 
 
1. Training Team.  The team administers, coordinates, and facilitates INDOT’s training and 

employee development programs such as the following: 
 

a. leadership training; 
 

b. Graduate Engineer Development Program; 
 

c. cooperative education/internships; 
 

d. educational assistance; 
 

e. Indiana Higher Education Telecommunications Systems (IHETS); 
 

f. Certified Technician Program; and 
 

g. National Highway Institute courses. 
 
2. Employment/Affirmative Action Team.  The team’s duties include the following: 
 

a. enforcing the employment policy; 
 

b. overseeing recruitment and hiring practices; 
 

c. assisting applicants during the employment process; 
 

d. coordinating the community outreach process; 
 

e. investigating internal complaints on discrimination; and 
 

f. administering the Americans with Disabilities Act program. 
 
3. Labor Relations Team.  The team’s duties include the following: 
 

a. offering guidance to managers and employees on various human-resource policies 
and procedures (e.g., Employee Manual, work rules, union settlement, work 
leaves, discipline); and 
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b. responding to employee complaints and union grievances at the third step of the 
complaint process. 

 
 
1-11.0  LEGAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER AND CHIEF LEGAL COUNSEL 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the Internal Affairs, Legal Services, and 
Economic Opportunity Divisions, and is the Department’s Chief Legal Counsel. 
 
 
1-11.01  Internal Affairs Division 
 
The division is responsible for developing and managing programs designed to ensure 
compliance with INDOT policies, procedures, and regulatory standards.  The division provides 
professional internal audits, investigations, and other security-related services to ensure 
responsible management control of INDOT assets.  The division also operates and manages the 
Department Employee Safety program. 
 
Through its offices of Audits and Investigations, the division maintains an effective monitoring 
and reporting system.  It prevents, detects, and identifies trends, improprieties, and irregularities 
throughout the Department, by promoting loss control and improved operational efficiency thus 
enhancing the public trust. 
 
 
1-11.02  Legal Services Division 
 
The division is responsible for serving as legal counsel for the Department.  Specifically, the 
division’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following: 
 
1. providing legal advice and assistance to all divisions and districts; 
 
2. investigating the legality of Department actions and validity of public complaints; 
 
3. drafting proposed legislation and administrative rules; 
 
4. researching and interpreting the law; 
 
5. preparing legal opinions; 
 
6. attending and testifying at legislative committee hearings; 
 
7. providing litigation support; and 
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8. conducting administrative hearings. 
 
 
1-11.03  Economic Opportunity Division 
 
The division manages the internal and external Title VI (Civil Rights), Title VII, Title VIII (Land 
Acquisition), and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) issues.  The division includes the 
offices of DBE Certification and Contract Compliance. 
 
 
1-11.03(01)  Office of DBE Certification 
 
The office serves as a resource for Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE), by conducting 
trade shows, seminars, and workshops. It directs the activities of each consultant that works one 
on one with each DBE to provide technical, managerial, and financial assistance.  There are also 
programs that assist youths in construction- and highway-related work.  It is responsible for 
Minority Business Development/Participation, and Equal Employment Opportunity/On-the-Job 
Training. 
 
 
1-11.03(02)  Office of Contract Compliance 
 
The office ensures the compliance of contractors related to State and Federal laws. 
 
 
1-12.0  PLANNING OPERATIONS DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
 
This deputy commissioner oversees the work of the Freight Mobility, Planning, and Public-
Private Partnership divisions. 
 
 
1-12.01  Freight Mobility Division 
 
The division partners with freight providers and distribution-logistics centers to enhance the 
State’s role as a logistics and transportation hub for not only the Midwest, but for the United 
States as whole, while reinforcing the State’s position as a leading manufacturing center and 
supporting overall economic development efforts as related to transportation. 
 
 
1-12.02  Planning Division 
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The division is responsible for the collection, analysis and reporting of traffic statistical data and 
for traffic projections, crash data, bridge inspection data, roadway physical feature inventory 
(including local road inventory), roadway functional classification, Highway Performance 
Monitoring System (HPMS) and road life history.  It also oversees the development and 
implementation of Statewide management systems of pavement, bridge, congestion, safety and 
traffic monitoring. 
 
The division is responsible for developing and establishing the Department’s Transportation 
Construction Programs (TCP) by soliciting the various project nominations and evaluating each 
project for program eligibility and fundability.  The division proposes the three-year Indiana 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (INSTIP) and project directory.  This involves 
coordination with the local governments, the district offices, and the Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations. 
 
The division includes the offices of Pavement Engineering, Roadway Safety and Mobility, 
Systems Analysis and Planning, Technical Services, and Urban and Corridor Planning. 
 
 
1-12.01(01)  Office of Pavement Engineering 
 
The office performs the following: 
 
1. develops and implements pavement management systems for INDOT; 
 
2. collects pavement condition information on State highways; 
 
3. makes decisions on pavement performance; 
 
4. maintains the Roadway Reference Post System; 
 
5. produces the Road Reference Physical Feature Inventory Books; and 
 
6. provides ride and condition data for pavements. 
 
 
1-12.01(02)  Office of Roadway Safety and Mobility 
 
The office summarizes crash data to determine crash rates by road systems and functional 
classification. 
 
It includes the Safety and Mobility teams. 
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1. Safety Team.  The team performs the following: 
 

a. provides crash summaries by location for projects under study by the Production 
Management Division’s Office of Environmental Services and for use by the 
districts and the Planning Division to aid in project selection and prioritization; 
and 

 
b. provides collision diagrams for high-frequency crash locations and Statewide 

maps showing fatal crash locations. 
 
2. Mobility Team.  PAUL SCHMIDT 
 
 
1-12.01(03)  Office of Systems Analysis and Planning 
 
The office includes the Bridge Management Team.  It performs the following: 
 
1. develops and implements a bridge-management system for all publicly owned bridges 

(INDOT and local); 
 
2. serves as a decision support tool that supplies data analysis; 
 
3. uses mathematical models to make predictions and recommendations; and 
 
4. proposes schedules for bridge programs within policy and budget constraints. 
 
 
1-12.01(04)  Office of Technical Services 
 
The office includes the Research and Documents Library, Bridge Inventory, GIS / Mapping 
Cartography Operations, Roadway Inventory, Technology Services, and Traffic Monitoring 
teams. 
 
1. Research and Documents Library Team.  The team’s members are available to all 

personnel within INDOT, plus consulting engineering firms, law firms, outside agencies, 
and the general public, to serve as a customer-service team providing information from 
various plans and files.  The team is responsible for the following: 

 
a. maintaining a variety of Department files including project files, design 

computation files, survey files, etc.; 
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b. storing as-designed plans (original and microfilm) and reproducing plans for 
distribution; 

 
c. processing plans and paperwork to be transmitted from the Production 

Management Division to the Contract Administration Division for the letting 
process; 

 
d. processing construction changes, field checks, and final right-of-way plans during 

the project development phase; 
 

e. processing all printing requests and plans between various divisions and the 
Department of Administration’s print shop; 

 
f. researching plans, files, and survey books in response to requests for information 

from outside agencies, INDOT personnel, law firms, consulting engineering 
firms, the general public, etc.; 

 
g. processing outgoing mail; and 

 
h. performing miscellaneous errands as required. 

 
2. Bridge Inventory Team.  The team performs the following: 
 

a. collects, reviews, maintains and files the Bridge Inspection/Inventory data for all 
State and county bridges; 

 
b. analyzes the bridge data and makes necessary recommendations to the districts 

and other divisions; 
 

c. monitors the bridge inspection frequencies for all public bridges and for bridges 
that require special inspection; 

 
d. provides guidance to the district bridge inspection engineers, and consultants; 

 
e. furnishes the National Bridge Inventory data and other bridge information to other 

INDOT divisions, FHWA, universities, and the public; 
 

f. generates the annual bridge inspection/inventory report to FHWA; and 
 

g. provides assistance and guidance to understand the bridge inspection/inventory 
codes and terminologies. 
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3. GIS / Mapping Cartography Operations Team.  KEMBERLY WALLACE 
 
4. Roadway Inventory Team.  The team is responsible for the following: 
 

a. Road Inventory. 
 

(1) Updates maps showing the State highway system and local road 
inventories; 

 
(2) Periodically physically inventories road miles or kilometers and monitors 

usages of the local roads; and 
 

(3) Provides updated maps to various customers and local government 
agencies. 

 
b. Functional Classification. 

 
(1) Classifies and keeps INDOT highways, roads and streets inventories 

current according to the character of service they are intended to provide; 
 

(2) Makes recommendations to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
on how roads should be classified based on the data provided; 

 
(3) Defines usage that any particular road or street should provide in servicing 

the flow of traffic through a highway network; 
 

(4) Maintains urban-area-boundary limits for the thirteen urbanized areas and 
sixty-eight small urban areas; and 

 
(5) Provides vital information for both tort claims and crash records. 

 
c. Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS). 

 
(1) Analyzes data submitted to, or collected by, Highway Inventory and 

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs); 
 

(2) Validates various HPMS elements through on-site inspections; and 
 

(3) Enters data into edit files that enable revisions or additions into the HPMS 
master file. 
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This information is incorporated into the annual HPMS submittal before 
forwarding to the FHWA. 

 
d. Roadlife.  This part of the team records and maintains a comprehensive 

chronological record of all State-highway construction improvements and 
provides historical pavement cross section data. 

 
5. Technology Services Team.  ERIK KRAG 
 
6. Traffic Monitoring Team.  The team does the following: 
 

a. collects and analyzes traffic counts on all INDOT routes on a regular basis; 
 

b. develops county and interstate traffic flow maps and annually publishes an AADT 
County Flow book; 

 
c. provides data collection and analysis of vehicular characteristics and usage 

associated with specific highway segments through the use of telemetry and 
weigh-in-motion stations; 

 
d. develops seasonal adjustment and growth factors; 

 
e. provides special traffic projections to support other INDOT divisions and the 

State’s MPOs; and 
 

f. cooperates with the Roadway Inventory Team to facilitate timely FHWA 
documentation requirements. 

 
The team is also responsible for processing the permits as follows: 

 
a. oversized or overweight superload permits; 

 
b. right-of-way permits; and 

 
c. outdoor-advertising-sign permits. 

 
 
1-12.01(05)  Office of Urban and Corridor Planning 
 
The office includes the Urban and MPO, Corridor and Long Range, Feasibility Engineering, and 
Modeling and Forecasting teams. 
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1. Urban and MPO Team.  (vacant) 
 
2. Corridor and Long Range Team.  STEPHEN SMITH 
 
3. Feasibility Engineering Team.  The team performs the following: 
 

a. defines what congestion is, where it occurs and where it potentially might occur in 
the future; and 

 
b. investigates demand management and operational movements before adding lanes 

and incorporates these ideas into each added-lane project to preserve its 
efficiency. 

 
4. Modeling and Forecasting Team.  The team provides technical planning support and 

service for various INDOT offices and teams.  The team is responsible for the following: 
 

a. providing certified traffic forecasts such as Traffic Forecasting ESALs, Minors, 
and Specials; 

 
b. Travel Demand Modeling activities, including testing proposed added-travel-

capacity improvements alternatives, evaluating new highway alignments, 
bypasses, and new interchange locations; 

 
c. system-wide evaluation of project benefit and cost; and 

 
d. emissions modeling for identified non-conforming air quality areas not under the 

jurisdiction of a MPO. 
 
 
1-12.03  Public-Private Partnerships Division 
RICK SMUTZER 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 
 
2.01  INTRODUCTION 
 
This Chapter documents the basic approach used by INDOT in its project-development process.  It 
provides four flow charts, each of which graphically illustrates the development of a typical project. 
 
1. Highway design project, as shown in Figure 2A, Project Development Process (Highway 

Design Project), which may be one of the following: 
 

a. road design project; 
b. new bridge or bridge replacement project; 
c. Interstate-route rehabilitation project (not a minor project); or 
d. intersection improvement project. 

 
2. Bridge rehabilitation project, as shown in Figure 2B, Project Development Process (Bridge 

Rehabilitation Project. 
 
3. Roadway lighting project, as shown in Figure 2C, Project Development Process (Roadway 

Lighting Project. 
 
4. Roadway signing project, as shown in Figure 2D, Project Development Process (Roadway 

Signing Project). 
 
 
2.02  PROJECT DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In using this Chapter, the following should be considered. 
 
1. Precedence Activity Network.  Each flow chart is a precedence activity network.  An activity 

occurs when a significant, discrete event occurs, or when the responsibility for the project 
(activity) is transferred from one entity to another.  The precedence nature of the network 
implies that an activity may not occur until all activities preceding that one have been 
completed.  However, some flexibility is necessary to apply this network to project 
development. 

 
2. Project Application.  Each flow chart represents an approximate process for a relatively 

complicated project for each project type.  Not every activity will be applicable to every 
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project.  Some activities will represent zero time on a relatively minor project.  However, a 
project which is developed according to these processes will have fewer management 
problems. 

 
The flow chart assumes that a project is designed in-house.  The process for a consultant-
designed project will be similar, except that communication lines exist between INDOT and 
the consultant for INDOT review and approval. 

 
As indicated above, Figure 2A, Project Development Process (Highway Design Project), 
applies to an Interstate-route rehabilitation project.  However, the modifications apply as 
follows: 

 
a. the public-information meeting occurs immediately after the Field Check Review.  A 

formal Public Hearing is not required prior to Design Approval; 
 

b. there is no Grade Review nor Final Field Check Review; and 
 

c. rarely will right of way be required. 
 
3. Lines of Communication.  The rigid application of the flow chart would lead to 

predetermined, precise points at which communication occurs between entities.  This is 
neither realistic nor desirable.  Communication between entities must be continuous.  This 
will result in fewer problems and fewer surprises in project development. 

 
4. Emphasis.  The objective of the flow chart is to illustrate the significant activities for the 

primary design elements of a project (e.g., road design, bridge rehabilitation).  Other project 
development elements (e.g., geotechnical, hydraulics) are illustrated as supplementary 
activities which diverge from and converge with the primary design process (i.e., the main 
spine of the flow chart). 

 
5. Other Design Manual Chapters.  Part I includes other chapters which provide complementary 

information to this Chapter.  The designer should review these chapters for more information 
on the project-development process. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

PROJECT DESIGN COORDINATION 
 
 
During the development of a road or bridge design project, the designer must coordinate with many 
entities which are both internal and external to the Production Management Division.  Chapter One 
discusses the functional responsibilities of the various entities within the Indiana Department of 
Transportation.  Chapter Two provides a network which describes the project-development sequence 
for the design process.  This Chapter discusses specific coordination responsibilities between the 
designer and other entities.  Together, the three chapters will provide an understanding of the 
necessary interaction among the various entities in project development. 
 
 
3-1.0  INTERNAL INDOT ENTITIES 
 
This Section discusses the specific coordination responsibilities between the designer and other 
INDOT entities. 
 
 
3-1.01  Production Management Division 
 
3-1.01(01)  Office of Environmental Services [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
The Office of Environmental Services is responsible for a variety of activities related to project 
scoping, environmental impacts and environmental procedures.  The following summarizes the 
coordination between the designer and the Office of Environmental Services: 
 
1. Project Scope of Work.  The Office of Environmental Services determines for all expansion 

and some preservation projects the overall Project Scope of Work; i.e., the basic highway 
improvement parameters (e.g., number of lanes, warrants for truck-climbing lanes, level of 
access control).  The road or bridge designer is responsible for developing the detailed 
project design within the Scope of Work established by the Office of Environmental 
Services.  In some cases, the designer may need to contact the division for clarification or if, 
for some reason, it is necessary to revisit the Project Scope of Work.  The designer must 
secure concurrence from the division for fundamental, consequential changes to the scope of 
work. 

 
2. NEPA/IDEM Requirements.  The designer may work with the Office of Environmental 

Services to ensure that the project meets environmental requirements pursuant to the 
National Environmental Policy Act and Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
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regulations.  This includes environmental documentation, water quality impacts, biological 
impacts, historical impacts, and archeological impacts.  In general, the Office of 
Environmental Services makes its environmental determination of impacts based on the 
Engineer’s Report or Scope of Work Report. 

 
3. Section 4(f).  A Section 4(f) approval is required from the Federal Highway Administration if 

a project will use land from a publicly owned park, recreational area, wildlife/waterfowl 
refuge, or from a significant historic site.  An approval will be granted only if there is no 
feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land from the property.  Where a Section 4(f) 
approval is required, the Office of Environmental Services will secure the approval.  If a 
change in scope occurs in the design phase, the designer should notify the Office of 
Environmental Services so that a proper evaluation can be made. 

 
4. Section 6(f).  Federal law places restrictions on the use of land acquired with funds 

authorized by the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 as administered by the 
U.S. Department of Interior, Section 6(f) of the 1965 Act.  Where a Section 6(f) approval is 
required, the Office of Environmental Services will secure the approval. 

 
5. Mitigation Features.  The Office of Environmental Services and designer work together on 

the plan for mitigation of environmental impacts. 
 
6. Early Coordination.  The Office of Environmental Services determines the need for early 

coordination on environmental issues with other State, Federal, or public entities and makes 
all direct contacts.  The designer receives copies of the early coordination results so that the 
designer is aware of the comments from the various entities, and that problems may be 
resolved early in the design process. 

 
7. Contaminated Sites.  The Office of Environmental Services identifies known contaminated 

sites.  The Office will provide the Indiana Department of Environmental Management with 
information on each site with the intent that IDEM will remediate the site before INDOT 
purchase.  The Office will provide the designer with any necessary special provisions.  The 
designer is responsible for incorporating these special provisions into the contract documents 
if the contamination removal or site remediation is to be accomplished by the highway 
contractor. 

 
8. Section 106.  For each Federally-funded project, INDOT must identify archeological and 

historic sites in the project vicinity.  The identified sites must be evaluated to determine if 
they are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  INDOT submits 
information to the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for review and comment.  If a 
site is considered eligible by SHPO for the NRHP and if the project will affect the site, the 
Department is required to follow the proper Federal procedures.  The Office of 
Environmental Services is responsible for the Section 106 process. 
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9. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan.  The designer has the primary responsibility to 
develop the plan for Best Management Practices (BMPs) for temporary erosion and sediment 
control.  The designer has the primary responsibility for specifying design elements of post-
construction BMPs for stormwater-pollution prevention.  The designer has the primary 
responsibility for preparing and submitting the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan to the 
Office of Environmental Services as soon as applicable, using the elements of the 
construction and post-construction stormwater-quality BMPs.  Once approval is attained, 
INDOT will be responsible for submitting NOI and NOT. 

 
 
3-1.01(02)  Office of Aerial Engineering’s Survey Team 
 
The Survey Team is responsible for conducting route survey work for the Division, including all in-
house design and some consultant-design work.  The following summarizes the coordination with 
the road or bridge designer: 
 
1. Field survey

 

.  The Survey Team performs the route survey work using its own field survey 
crews, typically after the Engineer’s Report, or Scope of Work Report, is complete but 
occasionally sooner if the information is needed to adequately define the project scope.  The 
Survey Team reviews and processes the raw data for transmittal to the designer in electronic 
format.  If the designer determines that additional survey data is needed, the designer must 
make a request for and coordinate with the Survey Team as needed. 

2. Route Plat

 

.  If the project requires purchase of right of way, the Survey Team will locate all 
physical evidence of property lines and corners in the field.  The Team then prepares a route 
survey plat in electronic format suitable for inclusion in the project plans and for use by the 
Office of Real Estate for recording the route survey at the county courthouse. 

3. Control Traverse Diagram

 

.  The Survey Team will perform the control traverse survey to 
establish the existing centerline or survey baseline for the project and will provide that 
information in electronic format to the designer for inclusion in the project plans. 

4. Aerial Survey

 

.  The Survey Team does not perform an aerial survey.  If the scope of the 
project or schedule is such that an aerial survey is needed, the designer must coordinate with 
the Public Information Division’s Office of Graphic Arts as needed, or obtain the services of 
an aerial surveying consultant.  The Survey Team may, if feasible, perform the ground 
control survey to provide the aerial targets and other needed ground survey information.  
However, the aerial surveyor will be responsible for integrating the ground survey data and 
the aerial data into a finished survey in an electronic format suitable for use by the designer. 
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3-1.01(03)  Office of Structural Services [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
1. Hydraulics Team.  The Hydraulics Team is responsible for hydrologic and hydraulic analyses 

for both roadway drainage appurtenances and bridge waterway openings.  The coordination 
between the designer and Hydraulics Team is summarized as follows: 

 
 a. Bridge Waterway Openings.  In coordination with the designer, the Hydraulics Team 

performs the hydrologic/hydraulic analyses for bridge waterway openings.  This 
includes the following: 

 
(1) selecting the design storm frequency; 

 
(2) selecting the hydrologic method; 

 
 (3) coordinating with agencies external to the Department (e.g., Indiana 

Department of Natural Resources); 
 

 (4) performing all hydraulic analyses; and 
 

 (5) determining the size of the bridge waterway opening subject to any structural 
constraints. 

 
 b. Culvert.  For a box culvert or pipe culverts, the Hydraulics Team will perform all 

hydraulics work on the culvert design for an in-house project or a small-structure 
replacement consultant project.  This includes the following: 

 
 (1) hydrological analysis to calculate design flow rate based on the drainage 

basin characteristics; 
 

 (2) hydraulic analysis to select culvert dimensions and layout (e.g., longitudinal 
slope); and 

 
 (3) selection of culvert options (e.g., smooth or corrugated) or material (e.g., 

reinforced concrete, corrugated metal) as appropriate. 
 
 c. Roadway Drainage.  The designer is responsible for the hydrologic/hydraulic analysis 

of an open channel and pavement surface drainage.  This includes determining a 
design discharge, selecting a channel lining, determining allowable ponding on the 
roadway, determining inlet locations, etc. 

 
 d. Closed Drainage System.  The designer will provide the proposed roadway design to 

the Hydraulics Team, documenting, for example, pavement width, cross slopes, 
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longitudinal grades, location of intersecting roads and approaches, location of inlets, 
etc.  Based on this information, the Hydraulics Team is responsible for the design of 
the closed drainage system for an in-house project only.  This includes the following: 

 
(1) flow calculations in the system; 
(2) hydraulic grade line calculations; 
(3) pipe size and material; 
(4) pipe slopes; and 
(5) outfall location and design. 

 
 e. Permanent BMPs.  The designer has the primary responsibility to develop the 

permanent BMPs.  Where necessary, the designer may seek technical guidance from 
the Hydraulics Team. 

 
 f. FEMA Regulations.  The Hydraulics Team is responsible for determining that the 

project design is consistent with regulations promulgated by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (e.g., development within delineated floodplains). 

 
 g. Documentation.  The following will apply to each drainage appurtenances or bridge 

waterway opening. 
 

 (1) The Hydraulics Team will submit the necessary information documenting its 
recommendations for the hydraulic design. 

 
 (2) The designer will incorporate all details into the road or bridge design plans. 

 
 (3) The designer will calculate all quantities for the roadway drainage 

appurtenances. 
 
 h. Coordination with County Surveyor Regarding Legal Drain

 

.  The Hydraulics Team 
will usually make initial contact during the hydraulic analysis, but the designer is 
responsible for coordination during the grade review stage of the design process. 

See Chapter Twenty-eight for more information on the relative responsibilities of the 
designer and the Hydraulics Team. 

 
2. Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team.  The Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team is 

primarily responsible for the design of bridge-rehabilitation projects. 
 

For a bridge rehabilitation project, the Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team is typically 
the lead team.  However, this group may coordinate with the Office of Roadway Services for 
any work on the roadway approaches (e.g., alignment, guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions). 
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A project may require the development of a Transportation Management Plan (TMP).  See 
Chapter Eighty-one.  The designer and Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team, among other 
entities, will coordinate in the preparation of a TMP. 

 
 
3-1.01(04)  Office of Real Estate 
 
The Office of Real Estate is responsible for all activities related to the legal right of way for the State 
highway system.  This includes appraisals, acquisitions, relocation, and property management. 
 
 
1. Right-of-Way Acquisition Procedure.  The following summarizes the coordination between 

the designer and Office of Real Estate. 
 
 a. Coordination.  The designer provides the Office with the needed design information 

to determine the right-of-way impacts. 
 
 b. Plan Preparation.  In coordination with the Office of Real Estate requirements in 

Chapter Eighty-five, the designer is responsible for initiating the right-of-way design. 
 The designer prepares a separate set of right-of-way plans for each project where 
right-of-way impacts exist and submits the plans to the Office of Real Estate where 
the plans are modified to become Final Right-of-Way Plans.  See Part IX for 
information on the preparation of right-of-way plans. 

 
 c. Acquisition.  The Office of Real Estate performs all right-of-way work and procures 

all takings and easements needed for the project.  The division notifies the designer 
of any design considerations resulting from negotiations with the property owners. 

 
2. Utilities and Railroads Teams. 
 
 a. Utilities Team.  The Utilities Team is the lead team for contacts with utility 

companies.  The designer should place all utility topography on the plans.  
Coordination with utility companies typically begins at the preliminary field check 
stage.  The designer sends field-check notification and plans to all affected utility 
companies and to the Utilities Team.  If the utility conflicts are significant, the 
designer may choose to contact the Utilities Team at an earlier stage in the plan 
development process.  After design approval is obtained, the Utilities Team will 
request plans from the designer for transmittal to the utility companies.  Using these 
plans, the utility companies will develop their own relocation plans, which are then 
sent to the Utilities Team for approval.  The designer, as needed, incorporates utility 
information into the design features, plans, and specifications. The Utilities Team 
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will obtain agreements and cost estimates as needed from the utility companies for 
reimbursable utility work and authorize them to proceed with design or construction 
activities as needed. 

 
 b. Railroads Team.  The Railroads Team is the lead unit for contacts with railroad 

companies.  The designer should place all railroad facilities (tracks, bridges, drainage 
structures, trackside equipment, communication and signal systems, warning devices, 
electrical/mechanical housings, etc.) and railroad right-of-way information on the 
plans.  The Railroads Team must review each project that impacts railroad facilities, 
that encroaches on railroad-company right of way, or that potentially affects railroad 
operations (such as highway construction operations or traffic maintenance, etc.).  
The designer initiates the railroad-company coordination process by providing the 
Railroads Team with a set of plans denoting the project impacts on railroad facilities. 
Typically, this is done at the preliminary field check stage.  However, a project that 
involves significant alteration of or encroachment upon railroad facilities (e.g., 
altering horizontal or vertical track profile, construction of an overpass or underpass) 
should be evaluated during the Scoping phase of the project.  The designer, as 
needed, incorporates railroad information into the design features, plans, and 
specifications.  The Railroads Team will obtain agreements, plans, and cost estimates 
as needed from the railroad company and authorize it to proceed with design or 
construction activities as needed. 

 
Where a railroad crossing is located within the project limits, coordination between 
the designer and the Railroads Team will be necessary to ensure that an agreement 
with the railroad company for signing/signalization at the crossing is secured. 

 
 
3-1.02  Contract Administration Division 
 
3-1.02(01)  Office of Contracting 
 
The Office of Contracting is responsible for preparing the construction contract documents and 
administering the highway contract lettings.  The designer will coordinate with the Office as follows. 
 
1. Plans.  After the plans have been finalized, the designer submits the final tracings to the 

project manager who then submits them to the Planning Division’s Research and Documents 
Library Team.  The Team will use the tracings for the printing of the contract plans.  The 
prints are forwarded to the Office of Contracting by the Team for sale to interested potential 
contractors.  The original final tracings are maintained permanently in the Research and 
Documents Library Team files. 
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2. Special Provisions.  The designer is responsible for the development of any necessary special 
provisions.  The Office ensures that these are included in the final contract document. 

 
3. Engineer’s Estimate.  The designer is responsible for preparing the estimated construction 

cost for each pay item.  The Office will review the designer’s estimate and check it for errors 
or omissions.  If significant discrepancies are noted, the two entities will resolve any 
differences.  The Office will prepare the final Engineer’s Estimate for the bid opening. 

 
4. Contract Proposal Book Certification.  Within one week after receipt, the designer should 

review the plans and proposal book for each contract for which the designer is signing and 
sealing some or all of the plan sheets.  The designer should complete the Contract Proposal 
Book Certification form (see www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ for an editable 
version), and transmit the original to the appropriate district construction engineer with 
copies to the Contract Administration Division’s Office of Contracting and the Production 
Management Division’s project manager.  If errors are noted, the designer should also 
contact the appropriate district construction engineer to determine how the errors should be 
handled (revision before opening bids, construction change after bids opened, etc.).  This 
determination should be documented in a memorandum to the appropriate district 
construction engineer with copies to the Office of Contracting and the project manager. 

 
 
3-1.02(02)  Office of Contracting Consulting Services Team 
 
The Department may use a consultant for design work.  If a consultant is used, the Consulting 
Services Team is the primary contact for scheduling plan submittals.  The Production Management 
Division will be the primary contact for technical support, and will review the plans prepared by the 
consultant. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
A consultant with a question regarding the Indiana Design Manual 
or design policy in general should contact its INDOT reviewer and 

not the FHWA. 
 

 
 
3-1.03  Construction Management Division’s Office of Materials Management 
 
The Office of Materials Management is responsible for testing and certifying all materials used in 
project work.  This includes geotechnical analyses and materials for pavements and structures.  The 
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district-office materials-management personnel perform the field sampling.  The coordination 
between the designer and the Office of Materials Management is summarized as follows. 
 
1. Geotechnical.  The Office of Geotechnical Services prepares a Geotechnical Report for each 

road or bridge project when necessary.  The Report provides the soil and rock types, 
recommended foundation type (e.g., pile type, spread footings), boring logs, bearing 
capacities, slope stability, rock-cut recommendations, peat excavation, subsurface drainage 
needs, waste products, etc.  The designer comments on the Report and works with the Office 
of Geotechnical Services to resolve any conflicts.  The designer incorporates the geotechnical 
recommendations into the plans. 

 
2. Pavement Design.  The Planning Division’s Office of Pavement Engineering determines the 

pavement type (concrete or bituminous) and rehabilitation treatments (e.g., recycling, crack 
and seat) and designs the pavement structure and subsurface drainage.  The designer 
incorporates the pavement design into the plans. 

 
3. Walls.  Where needed, the designer is responsible for preparing the design of cast-in-pace 

retaining walls, mechanically stabilized earth walls, binwalls, and gabions.  The designer, if 
necessary, will seek technical assistance from the Office of Materials Management. 

 
4. Special Provisions.  For those special provisions related to material requirements, the 

designer should coordinate with the Office of Materials Management in their preparation. 
 
5. New Material or Experimental Work.  The use of any new material or experimental work 

may be initiated by several sources (e.g., the designer, the traffic engineer, the New Products 
Evaluation Committee).  Depending upon the type of new material or experimental work, the 
Office of Materials Management may be responsible for monitoring the post-construction 
performance.  Coordination is required between the designer and the Office. 

 
 
3-1.04  Public Information Division 
 
The Public Information Division is responsible for providing project-related CADD services.  The 
designer must coordinate with the Division in the preparation of all CADD-generated project plan 
sheets. 
 
 
3-1.05  District Offices 
 
The Department’s District Offices (Crawfordsville, Fort Wayne, Greenfield, LaPorte, Seymour, and 
Vincennes) provide the field services needed within each assigned geographic area.  Their 
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responsibilities include maintenance of the State highway system, construction inspection services, 
and contacts with county and city governments. 
 
The district Office of Design begins project oversight and guidance once the Preliminary 
Engineering/Environmental Phase begins.  The project manager is responsible for ensuring that a 
schedule is agreed to and that project development maintains the schedule throughout the project 
development process.  If, during the development phase, a scope or design change is required, any 
proposed corresponding schedule changes must be approved by the district Office of Design. 
Proposed schedule changes are not automatic. 
 
Specifically for preconstruction activities, the coordination between the designer and appropriate 
district office is summarized as follows: 
 
1. Coordination.  The Central Office will maintain a steady contact with the district office.  The 

district office, for example, will be invited to all field reviews and may receive some project-
related correspondence. 

 
2. Aerial Survey.  If an aerial survey is conducted, the district office may provide the control 

traverse and pick-up field survey to locate items which may be missed by the aerial survey 
(e.g., underground utilities).  The district office conveys this information to the Public 
Information Division’s Office of Graphic Arts or to an aerial survey consultant for inclusion 
in the aerial survey. 

 
3. Soils.  The district office is responsible for testing soils and determining soil characteristics 

to be used in each embankment.  Its report is submitted to the Construction Management 
Division’s Office of Materials Management. The district office may also provide 
recommendations for shrink or swell factors.  The designer must reflect this information in 
the project design. 

 
4. Transportation Management Plan (TMP).  If a TMP is prepared, the district’s Traffic, 

Development, and Construction offices, and the designer, among other INDOT entities, may 
collaborate on the design and implementation of the TMP. 

 
 
3-2.0  EXTERNAL ENTITIES 
 
This Section discusses the specific coordination activities between the designer and entities which 
are external to INDOT. 
 
 
3-2.01  Federal Agencies 
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3-2.01(01)  Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
 
The FHWA administers the Federal-aid program which funds eligible highway improvements.  Its 
basic responsibility is to ensure that INDOT complies with all applicable Federal laws in the 
expenditure of Federal funds and to ensure that INDOT is in accordance with the applicable 
engineering requirements for each proposed highway project.  FHWA maintains a Division Office 
within the State.  This is the primary point of contact for INDOT. 
 
The 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), in addition to a realignment of 
the Federal-aid system, revised the role of FHWA for each individual project.  The Transportation 
Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) of 1998 further revised such role.  FHWA involvement is 
based on the following. 
 
1. Highway System.  FHWA involvement is only on the Interstate System. 
 
2. Project Scope of Work.  FHWA involvement is only an Interstate-System’s new 

construction/ reconstruction (4R) or partial reconstruction (4R) project. 
 
3. Project Cost.  FHWA involvement is only on an Interstate-System project with an estimated 

construction cost exceeding $1 million.  If the estimated construction cost at the beginning of 
scoping is under $1 million, but increases to over $1 million during the design process, the 
FHWA should be notified of their now-required involvement. 

 
If a project is not subject to FHWA oversight, FHWA will not be involved with the normal day-to-
day project activities, including field reviews, design approval, public-hearing certification, design 
exceptions, PS&E submittal, etc.  However, each Federally-funded project should be in accordance 
with the appropriate criteria in this Manual, regardless of the need for FHWA review. 
 
INDOT may request FHWA oversight on any Federal-aid project.  In addition, FHWA is not 
precluded from reviewing or investigating any phase of the Federal-aid program including control 
documents or any Federal-aid project, especially that which includes unique features or that with 
unusual circumstances such as a special structure design, experimental feature, warranty work, 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) feature, design-build, etc., which would make it desirable to 
have FHWA oversight.  The oversight determination for such special features will be made at the 
meeting discussed in Section 40-6.02, Item 3. 
 
 
3-2.01(02)  United States Forest Service (USFS) 
 
The USFS is responsible for the management of all national forests.  The USFS and INDOT 
currently have a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and approved procedures that describe the 
coordination between the two agencies for the planning and the development of each project having 
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USFS involvement.  If a proposed project will impact a national forest, the designer must coordinate 
the project development with the USFS.  The USFS should be invited to any field reviews and 
should receive copies of project reports.  Some project actions will require USFS approval (e.g., 
right-of-way acquisition). 
 
 
3-2.01(03)  United States Postal Service (USPS) 
 
Coordination with the USPS may be necessary to determine location of mail delivery points and 
mailbox turnouts and to ensure that crash-tested mailboxes are installed. 
 
 
3-2.01(04)  Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
 
Coordination may be necessary with the FAA if a project is located in the vicinity of an airport.  The 
anticipated development of the airport and existing traffic patterns which involve the airport should 
be considered during the design process. 
 
 
3-2.01(05)  National Park Service (NPS) 
 
Coordination with the NPS will be necessary if a project is in the vicinity of land under the 
jurisdiction of the NPS.  Although the Department has no formal agreement with the NPS, the level 
of involvement will be similar to that between INDOT and the USFS. 
 
 
3-2.01(06)  Department of Defense (DOD) 
 
Coordination with the DOD and concurrence by the Military Traffic Management Command 
Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA) is required where the vertical clearance over 
Interstate roadways does not meet applicable standards. 
 
 
3-2.02  Local Public Agency 
 
The coordination between the designer and a local public agency is descried as follows. 
 
1. Design.  The designer, through the district office, solicits input from the affected local 

agency, and keeps it up-to-date on any current or planned activities regarding an INDOT-
route project.  For example, the decision on whether to provide open or closed drainage on an 
urban street is significantly influenced by input from the locality.  In addition, a larger 
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municipality may have its own design criteria, which must be considered during the design 
process. 

 
2. Coordination.  The designer typically invites the local agency to any field reviews and 

provides it with copies of major project reports. 
 
3. Local Transportation Project.  The designer is usually a consultant under contract to the local 

public agency.  Coordination with the local agency is administered by the Contract 
Administration Division’s Local Program Assistance Team.  An INDOT designer performs 
only limited review of local-transportation-project plans. 

 
 
3-3.0  SPEED 
 
3-3.01  Definitions 
 
1. Design Speed.  Design speed is the maximum safe speed that can be maintained over a 

specified section of highway if conditions are so favorable that the design features of the 
highway govern.  A design speed is selected for each project which will establish criteria for 
several design elements including horizontal and vertical curvature, superelevation, and sight 
distance.  Section 3-3.02 discusses the selection of design speed in general.  Chapter Fifty-
three discusses specific design-speed criteria for a new-construction or reconstruction 
project.  Chapters Fifty-four through Fifty-six provide the design-speed criteria for a project 
on an existing highway. 

 
2. Low Speed.  For geometric design purposes, low speed is defined as 70 km/h or lower. 
 
3. High Speed.  For geometric design purposes, high speed is defined as 80 km/h or higher. 
 
4. Average Running Speed.  Running speed is the average speed of a vehicle over a specified 

section of highway.  It is equal to the distance traveled divided by the running time (the time 
that the vehicle is in motion).  The average running speed is the distance summation for all 
vehicles divided by the running time summation for all vehicles. 

 
5. Average Travel Speed.  Average travel speed is the distance summation for all vehicles 

divided by the total time summation for all vehicles.  Average running speed only includes 
the time that the vehicle is in motion.  Therefore, on an uninterrupted-flow facility which is 
not congested, average running speed and average travel speed are equal. 

 
6. Operating Speed.  Operating speed, as defined by AASHTO, is the highest overall speed at 

which a driver can safely travel a given highway under favorable weather conditions and 
prevailing traffic conditions while at no time exceeding the design speed.  Therefore, for a 
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low-volume condition, operating speed equals design speed.  This term has little or no usage 
in geometric design. 

 
7. 85th-Percentile Speed.  The 85th-percentile speed is the speed below which 85 percent of 

vehicles travel on a given highway.  The most common application of the value is its use as 
one of the factors, and usually the most important factor, for determining the posted, 
regulatory speed limit of a highway section.  Field measurements for the 85th-percentile 
speed will most often be conducted during off-peak hours when drivers are free to select their 
desired speed. 

 
8. Posted Speed Limit.  If needed, the INDOT district traffic office conducts the traffic 

engineering studies on a State route to select a posted speed limit.  When a study is 
performed, on either a State or local route, the posted speed limit is based on the factors as 
follows: 

 
a. the 85th-percentile speed; 

 
b. the design speed used during project design; 

 
c. road surface characteristics, shoulder condition, grade, alignment, and sight distance; 

 
d. functional classification and type of area; 

 
e. type and density of roadside development; 

 
f. the accident experience during the previous 12 months; and 

 
g. parking practices and pedestrian activity. 

 
On a new-construction or reconstruction project, the posted speed limit will typically be 
equal to the design speed used in design, if this does not exceed the legal limit.  A traffic 
engineering study may be conducted for various reasons to assist in the determination of the 
posted speed limit.  This procedure applies to either a State or local facility. 

 
9. Legal Speed Limit.  A legal speed limit is that set by the Indiana Statutes which applies, in 

general, to each portion of a public road which does not have a posted speed limit.  Section 
3-3.02 describes specific legal speed limits adopted by the State. 

 
 
3-3.02  Design Speed Selection 
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3-3.02(01)  Geometric Design Considerations 
 
From a geometric design perspective, the selected design speed is based on the road design elements 
as follows. 
 
1. Functional Classification.  A more-important facility should be designed with a higher design 

speed than a less-important facility. 
 
2. Urban/Rural.  The design speed in a rural area is generally higher than that in an urban area.  

This is consistent with the typically fewer constraints in a rural area (e.g., less development). 
 
3. Terrain.  The flatter the terrain, the higher the selected design speed will be.  This is 

consistent with the typically higher construction costs as the terrain becomes more rugged. 
 
4. Traffic Volume.  Design speed may vary by traffic volume.  As traffic volume increases, a 

higher design speed should be used.  For example, the design speed on a rural collector will 
vary according to traffic volume. 

 
5. Project Scope of Work.  A higher design speed is more applicable to a new-construction or 

reconstruction project than to a 3R project. 
 
For geometric design application, the relationship between these road design elements and the 
selected design speed reflects general cost-effective considerations.  For example, the higher the 
traffic volume, the more benefits to the traveling public from a higher design speed. 
 
 
3-3.02(02)  Regulatory Speed vs. Design Speed 
 
Each public road is controlled by a regulatory speed limit, either through posted speed-limit signs or 
with a legal speed limit shown in the Indiana Code; see Section 3-3.02(03).  The relationship 
between the project design speed and the regulatory speed limit is summarized as follows: 
 
1. General.  The design speed should equal or should exceed the anticipated posted speed limit 

after construction, or the State legal speed limit on a non-posted highway. 
 
2. Non-Posted Facility (Rural).  The maximum legal speed limit is 55 mph.  A project must be 

designed for 55 mph, or a traffic engineering study must be conducted to determine if a lower 
design speed is appropriate.  If the project is designed for lower than 55mph, the road must 
be posted at the selected design speed between logical termini. 

 
3. Non-Posted Facility (Urban).  The maximum legal speed limit and corresponding minimum 

design speed are as follows: 
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a. State route: maximum legal speed limit 30 mph, with 30 mph minimum design 

speed; or 
 

b. non-State route: maximum legal speed limit 55 mph, day, and 50 mph, night, with 55 
mph minimum design speed. 

 
As in a rural area, the minimum design speed must meet these criteria, unless a traffic 
engineering study indicates otherwise. 

 
To avoid a potential conflict, the Office of Environmental Services should, early in project 
development, coordinate the design-speed selection with the district office to assist in establishing 
the anticipated posted speed limit of the completed facility.  If the proposed design speed from the 
Geometric Design Tables included in this Manual is lower than the established posted speed limit, 
one of the methods must be selected as follows: 
 
1. increase the design speed to equal or exceed the established or anticipated posted speed limit; 

or 
 
2. seek a design exception for the individual geometric design element (e.g., a horizontal curve) 

which does not meet the established speed limit. 
 
 
3-3.02(03)  Legal Speed Limits 
 
This Section summarizes the legal speed limits established by the Indiana Code.  Figure 3-3A, Legal 
Speed Limits, Non-Interstate Facility, lists the legal limits for a rural or urban area and for a State or 
non-State facility. 
 
1. Maximum Speed Limit.  Indiana Code IC 9-21-5-2 and IC 9-21-5-6 set the maximum speed 

limit which applies to vehicular speeds on each public road in the State.  This maximum 
limit does not establish the upper limit for geometric design speed.  The speed limits are as 
follows: 

 
 a. 70 mph on an Interstate route, except within an urbanized area; 
 
 b. 65 mph for a vehicle (other than a bus) having a gross mass greater than 13,000 lb 

when operating on an Interstate route outside of an urbanized area; 
 
 c. 60 mph on a rural divided facility with four or more lanes; 
 
 d. 55 mph on a rural two-lane two-way facility; 
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 e. 30 mph on a State highway in an urban area*; 
 

f.  30 mph on a non-State highway in an urban area, with absolute maximum of 55 mph, 
day, and 50 mph, night*; and 

 
 g. 15 mph in an alley, with absolute maximum 30 mph*. 
 

* Requires an engineering and traffic investigation study to establish a maximum speed limit 
that is different from the value shown. 

 
2. Minimum Speed Limit.  Indiana Code IC 9-21-5-6 sets the minimum speed limit for a 

facility which is not posted with a regulatory speed-limit sign.  The minimum speed limits 
are as follows: 

 
 a. Rural Area.  30 mph, except as noted in Item c **. 
 
 b. Urban Area.  20 mph, except as noted in Items c and d **. 
 
 c. School Zone.  A local authority may establish a school-zone speed limit, if the 

conditions are met as follows: 
 

 (1) the limit is not lower than 20 mph; 
 

 (2) the limit is imposed only in the immediate vicinity of the school; 
 

 (3) children are present; 
 

 (4) the speed zone is properly signed; and 
 

 (5) if on a State route, the Department has been notified by certified mail of the 
limit imposed. 

 
 d. Park or Playground.  A local authority may establish a speed limit of not lower than 5 

mph on an urban street, if the conditions exist as follows: 
 

(1) the street is located within a park or playground established under IC 36-10.  
The board established under IC 36-10-3, the board established under IC 36-
10-4, or the park authority established under IC 36-10-5, requests the local 
authority to decrease the limit; and 

 
 (2) the speed zone is properly signed. 
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 e. Alley. The minimum speed limit is 5 mph **. 
 

** Requires an engineering- and traffic-investigation study to establish a speed limit that is 
below the maximum.  However, the lower limit cannot be below the minimum value shown. 
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Geographic 
Location 

System Maximum Minimum 

State 
Highway 

60 mph n/a 
Rural 

Non-State 
Highway 

55 mph 30 mph 

State 
Highway 

30 mph n/a 
Urban 

Non-State 
Highway 

Day: 55 mph 
Night: 50 mph 

20 mph 

 
  Note:  See Section 3-3.02(03) for exceptions. 
 
 

LEGAL SPEED LIMITS 
NON-INTERSTATE FACILITY 

 
Figure 3-3A 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
 
 
4-1.0  BACKGROUND 
 
The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) requires the development 
and implementation by INDOT of six transportation management systems.  The impetus for the 
mandate is the aging of the nation’s highway and transit systems.  Planning must therefore focus on 
how to use these systems more effectively and how to address the public’s performance expectations. 
 
Management systems are a key element in addressing these concerns and effectively managing 
existing transportation systems and resources.  Therefore, Congress included the transportation 
management systems in ISTEA as follows: 
 
1. Pavement Management System (PMS) Federal-aid highway only; 
2. Bridge Management System (BMS); 
3. Safety Management System (SMS); 
4. Congestion Management System (CMS); 
5. Public Transportation and Equipment Management System (PTMS); and  
6. Intermodal Management System (IMS). 
 
The FHWA/FTA regulations to implement ISTEA provide a common framework for all six 
management systems.  Each management system should reflect a systematic process designed to 
assist decision makers in selecting cost-effective strategies and actions to improve the efficiency and 
safety of, and protect the investment in, the nation’s transportation infrastructure.  The results of the 
management systems should be incorporated into the Statewide and metropolitan planning processes 
and into the development of the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) and the 
metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). 
 
Each transportation management system should include the elements as follows: 
 
1. identification of performance measures; 
2. data collection and analysis; 
3. determination of needs; 
4. evaluation and selection of appropriate strategies and actions to address needs; and 
5. evaluation of the effectiveness of the implemented strategies and actions. 
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The National Highway System Designation Act of 1995 relaxed the requirements of ISTEA by 
making the management systems optional.  However, INDOT has decided to develop and implement 
all six systems.  A brief discussion of each system follows. 
 
 
4-2.0  MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
 
4-2.01  Pavement Management System 
 
INDOT initiated the current Pavement Management System (PMS) in 1989 based on the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) requirements.  Subsequent regulation by Congress (ISTEA) and 
FHWA have further regulated the development and expansion of the PMS procedures. 
 
The Planning Division’s Roadway Inventory Team is responsible for the development of the PMS 
for use by INDOT.  The Team is responsible for collecting pavement condition data for each State 
highway, generating information from the data for use in programming each preservation project, 
and monitoring the condition of each State highway.  The information aids in informed decision-
making for a programming project, pavement design, and pavement material selection. 
 
A primary goal of the PMS is to provide the necessary engineering and economic tools to make 
decisions on preserving an INDOT pavement.  One of these tools is gathering information to provide 
quantifiable pavement needs and data on other roadway items such as geometrics and roadside 
barriers.  Cost-effective techniques are used to gather roughness, pavement condition, rutting, and 
video log data for each INDOT route in one pass for the PMS.  At the same time, inventories have 
been constructed from the videos for other systems and INDOT divisions.  These include speed 
limits, no-passing zones, guardrail and end treatments, limited GPS points and data on medians, 
shoulders, and geometrics. 
 
The Roadway Reference System is another tool for INDOT developed and maintained by the 
Roadway Inventory Team.  This system provides a unified-location reference system to link road 
location with road data.  Each project location description must include the reference post start and 
end point on the plans and project description.  Both printouts and live data base access are available 
from PMS to locate the correct reference post for a project. 
 
The Roadway Reference System is used on each State highway.  It consists of signposts placed at 
nominal 1 mi intervals.  All PMS data is recorded by the reference-post-location method.  The 
signpost numbering is continuous from the beginning of the route to the end.  The zero point, or 
beginning, of the route is at its southern or western extremity, and the number increases in the 
northward or eastward direction.  Each bridge is signed with its reference-post location.  Each post is 
a benchmark for locating projects and features.  The reference signs must be located for each 
construction project and be preserved in the end.  A manual which explains the reference-post-
location system is available from each district’s Office of Design. 
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The Roadway Inventory Team can provide operations research analysis of pavement materials, 
building techniques, and overall pavement performance.  This involves examining past and present 
performance information and projecting trends for the expected life of the pavement for various 
materials and techniques.  This is part of a life-cycle cost analysis which can provide information on 
the effectiveness of pavement treatment.  The Roadway Inventory Team provides this analysis for 
determining each project for programming.  Contact the Roadway Inventory Team for details and 
additional information. 
 
 
4-2.02  Bridge Management System 
 
The Bridge Management System (BMS) will be used as a planning tool to identify each proposed 
project with a recommended action, cost, priority ranking, and optimized listing based on a set 
budget.  Programming of a bridge project is based on recommended actions of the IBMS, district 
review and recommendations, and integration with other management systems. 
 
The Planning Division is responsible for developing and maintaining the Bridge Management 
System in cooperation with Purdue University.  An Indiana Bridge Management Advisory 
Committee (IBMAC), consisting of metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), county engineers, 
county commissioners, the Indiana Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP), Consulting 
Engineers of Indiana, and FHWA, was involved in preparing recommendations and developing 
processes for the IBMS.  Currently, the BMS is in the development phase.  The software will use 
data collected through the biennial National Bridge Inspection program as input data. 
 
The Bridge Management System is a decision support tool that supplies analysis and summaries of 
data, uses mathematical models to make predictions and recommendations, and provides the means 
to efficiently evaluate alternative policies and programs.  The System includes a database and an 
ongoing program for the collection and maintenance of the inventory, inspection, cost, and 
supplemental data needed to support it.  The System also includes a rational and systematic 
procedure for applying network level analysis and optimization to the bridge inventory.  The 
procedure has the capabilities as follows: 
 
1. forecast a probable rate of deterioration of bridge elements; 
 
2. identify feasible actions to improve bridge conditions, safety, and serviceability; 
 
3. estimate the cost of recommended actions; 
 
4. estimate expected user-cost savings for safety and serviceability improvements; 
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5. determine least-cost repair and rehabilitation strategies for bridge elements using life-cycle 
cost analysis; 

 
6. perform multiperiod optimization; and 
 
7. generate summaries and reports as needed for the planning and programming process. 
 
 
4-2.03  Safety Management System 
 
Since the passage of the National Highway System Designation Act of 1995, the Safety Management 
System (SMS) has been refocused to produce the tools that will select and prioritize Department 
projects and programs.  This effort will aid in efficiently using Safety set-aside funds and aid in 
justifying other projects.  SMS will also produce Statewide statistics for Highway Performance 
Monitoring System (HPMS) reporting and will help support and justify larger projects by predicting 
expected crash reductions due to proposed improvements. 
 
The Safety Management System will continue to be based on the goal of reducing the number and 
severity of traffic accidents by ensuring that all opportunities to improve highway safety are 
identified, considered, implemented as appropriate, and evaluated in all phases of highway planning, 
design, construction, maintenance, and operation.  The Department will continue the development of 
crash-reduction factors, improve the selection process for hazardous locations, and develop 
procedures for selecting and producing prioritized lists of safety projects and programs. 
 
The primary responsibility of the Planning Division’s Safety Team is to extract traffic crash data 
from Indiana State Police crash records, and compile summaries of traffic crash data on all State and 
local routes.  This activity involves maintaining a road-name-to-pseudo-number listing.  This listing 
is the basis for traffic crash locations within the State Police database. 
 
The Safety Team provides, upon request, summaries of crash statistics for each intersection, or, 
Statewide, by route system.  The summaries for each intersection are used to support the 
development of the SMS, and are used by Production Management Division’s Office of 
Environmental Services for project scoping.  The SMS uses the route-system summaries to 
determine high-hazard locations and to determine system-wide statistics used to support data 
requirements of the HPMS. 
 
 
4-2.04  Congestion Management System 
 
INDOT is developing a Statewide Congestion Management System (CMS).  The CMS will identify 
present and future congestion levels.  The CMS will also propose and evaluate congestion mitigation 
strategies and will provide recommendations for each project or program for consideration in the 
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development of Statewide and metropolitan transportation and improvement programs.  In addition, 
each transportation management area (TMA), as part of its transportation planning process, is 
required to have an operational CMS.  INDOT will continue supporting the TMAs in this effort. 
 
A Statewide report that assesses the level of congestion for each State highway has been completed. 
Refinements to this assessment are continuing.  The CMS recommends congestion management 
strategies and methods for their evaluation and selection.  It includes a prototype on how to best 
simulate congested corridors to evaluate mitigation strategies.  The CMS will also provide technical 
support for Indiana’s involvement with building an Intelligent Transportation Infrastructure (ITI), 
which is the marriage of telecommunications, information, and computer technologies to relieve 
traffic congestion. 
 
The CMS will be coordinated with the Public Transportation Management System (PTMS) and the 
Intermodal Management System (IMS), as discussed in the following Sections. 
 
 
4-2.05  Public Transportation Management System 
 
The Public Transportation Management System (PTMS) will serve as an informational tool to assist 
INDOT and the MPOs in making sound investment decisions on existing and future transit assets.  
The PTMS will establish a process for the collection of data on the age, condition, useful life, and 
replacement value of transit facilities and equipment to aid in the selection of the most cost-effective 
strategies for providing and maintaining transit assets.  The overall intent of the PTMS is to facilitate 
an ongoing, Statewide assessment of the condition of transit assets to identify and prioritize 
investment needs. 
 
The PTMS will function primarily as an asset management system, as opposed to other management 
systems that emphasize operational performance.  It will be linked with the CMS and IMS.  The 
PTMS will provide information on the condition and capacity of assets in a given region to support 
the evaluation of transit alternatives identified by the Congestion Management System.  This portion 
of the Congestion Management System will then support the transit components of the Intermodal 
Management System. 
 
The work elements for completion of the PTMS are as follows. 
 
1. Definition of PTMS Elements.  This task will determine which PTMS elements must be 

included to meet the needs of INDOT and the MPOs.  Transit operators, INDOT, and the 
MPOs will assist in defining the PTMS elements. 

 
2. Identification of Required Data.  INDOT will work with the MPOs and transit operators to 

identify which types of data are readily available to support the defined elements of the 
PTMS. 
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3. Data Collection.  INDOT will collect rolling stock data using the Annual Report Survey 

form. Facility and equipment information will be acquired through on-site visits with each 
transit system.  INDOT already maintains operating and performance data for all transit 
systems. 

 
4. Database Development.  Separate databases will be structured and maintained for rolling 

stock and facilities/equipment.  Each database will be compatible with all other management 
systems and with INDOT’s Public Transit Annual Report database. 

 
5. Condition Assessment Procedure.  A consistent procedure for the assessment of the base-year 

condition of transit assets will be developed within the database.  This procedure will follow 
a rating approach.  This will enable the PTMS to identify current and future conditions of 
transit assets.  Useful life, physical condition, and route-miles data will be part of this 
procedure. 

 
6. Performance Assessment Procedure.  A series of performance measures will also be built 

into the PTMS database.  This process will identify deficiencies associated with the 
maintenance of transit assets, and prevent INDOT from investing in a project that resulted 
from poor maintenance practices. 

 
7. Prioritization Procedure.  A prioritization procedure will be established in cooperation with 

the MPOs and transit operators.  The items that may be included are service maintenance 
performance, safety performance, financial performance, and compliance with regulatory and 
statutory requirements (e.g., ADA, Clean Air Act). 

 
8. Modeling Framework of PTMS.  This task will involve the integration of the PTMS 

database, condition assessment procedure, performance assessment procedure, and 
prioritization procedure to establish a functional management system.  The modeling 
approach will allow these PTMS components to interact and generate output that identifies 
and prioritizes the capital needs associated with public transportation. 

 
Operation of the PTMS will allow INDOT and transit operators to plan for transit capital investments 
in an integrated and cooperative manner.  The PTMS will serve INDOT, MPOs, and transit operators 
with a valuable decision-making tool and, concurrently, provide an information resource for 
Statewide planning purposes.  The net effect of a well-developed and properly-implemented PTMS 
will be improved public transportation performance.  This improvement in public transportation will 
help reduce congestion in each urban area, improve travel safety, reduce travel costs to the tax-
paying public, and improve service to the population with special mobility needs. 
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4-2.06  Intermodal Transportation System 
 
4-2.06(01)  Background 
 
INDOT has developed an Intermodal Management System (IMS) to evaluate the performance of 
intermodal transportation investments as part of the Statewide transportation planning process.  This 
planning process recognizes the shift from our historical emphasis on individual modes, to that of 
intermodalism as a means of increasing economic competitiveness by minimizing the cost of 
transportation. 
 
The INDOT Intermodal Management System Report (October 1997) was developed in a cooperative 
effort with major transportation stakeholders.  The Planning Division developed the IMS in 
conjunction with Freight and Passenger Advisory subcommittees.  These subcommittees contained 
representatives of other INDOT divisions, Federal agencies, metropolitan development 
organizations, trade associations, facility managers, and individual mode operators and transportation 
providers. 
 
 
4-2.06(02)  Definition 
 
The Intermodal Management System (IMS) is a systematic process that provides for the efficient, 
safe, and convenient movement of people and goods through the integration of transportation 
facilities and systems.  The IMS improves the coordination in planning and implementation of air, 
water, and various land-based transportation facilities and systems.  Intermodal transportation is 
viewed from the perspective of the total trip.  The IMS planning process identifies transfers and 
interactions among modes.  The IMS is a systematic process of the following. 
 
1. identifying key linkages among one or more modes of transportation, where the performance 

of one mode will affect another; 
 
2. defining strategies for improving the effectiveness of these modal interactions; and 
 
3. evaluating and implementing these strategies to enhance the overall performance of the 

transportation system. 
 
 
4-2.06(03)  Identification of Key Linkages 
 
The National Highway System (NHS) constituted the starting point for the development of the IMS. 
In 1995, INDOT worked with FHWA to identify intermodal passenger and freight facilities that 
qualified under Federal criteria for NHS access to define a network of NHS Intermodal Connectors.  
The intermodal facilities, NHS, and other State highways were analyzed in a geographic information 
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system (GIS).  Seventeen major intermodal facilities of National Significance were identified in this 
effort.  In the development of the IMS, an additional twenty-four major Intermodal Facilities of 
Statewide Significance were identified in a cooperative effort by the Freight and Passenger 
Subcommittees as shown in Figure 4-2A, Facilities with National/Statewide Significance, and in the 
Indiana Intermodal Facilities map. 
 
 
4-2.06(04)  Connecting Links Between the NHS and Major Intermodal Facilities 
 
The IMS process developed access links connecting the Intermodal Facilities by working with local 
MPOs and facility managers/operators.  Each connecting link may have a State-jurisdictional 
element and a local-jurisdictional element.  The connecting links between the Intermodal Facilities of 
National Significance and the NHS may qualify for NHS funding.  The connecting links between the 
NHS and Intermodal Facilities of National or Statewide Significance are awarded points in 
determining proposed project priority in the Office of Environmental Services Priority Setting 
Procedures.  The connecting links for major intermodal facilities are shown in maps for the regions 
as follows: 
 
a. Bloomington and Terre Haute; 
b. Clark County; 
c. Elkhart; 
d. Evansville; 
e. Gary; 
f. Fort Wayne; 
g. Indianapolis; 
h. Kokomo and Anderson; 
i. Lafayette and Remington; 
j. Northwestern Indiana; 
k. Portage; 
k. South Bend; and 
m. Waterloo/Garrett. 
 
 
4-2.06(05)  IMS Strategy Recommendations 
 
The IMS analysis results conclude that the intermodal deficiencies in Indiana were less severe than in 
other states due to our well-developed transportation infrastructure.  The major area of concern to the 
IMS Advisory Committee primarily addressed safety deficiencies.  Based upon the analysis of the 
performance of the connecting linkage highways, safety action recommendations were made for four 
intermodal connectors and mobility action recommendations were made for five intermodal 
connectors.  Other strategy recommendations included the need for INDOT to develop a multi-modal 
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and economic development focus in project identification and prioritization (see the October 1997 
IMS Report for details). 
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   Facility Type  Name 

National Significance 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Airport (Pass./Freight) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airports(Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Freight) 
Intercity Bus 
NICTD Station 
NICTD Station 
NICTD Station 
NICTD Station 
Rail/Truck Intermodal 
Rail/Truck Intermodal 
Port 
Port 
Port 
Port 
Port 

Indianapolis International 
South Bend Michiana Regional 
Fort Wayne International 
Evansville Regional 
Hulman Regional 
Tri-State Coach 
Hammond 
East Chicago 
Gary Metro 
Dune Park 
Indianapolis Avon Yard 
Fort Wayne Triple Crown 
Burns International Harbor 
Southwind Maritime Centre 
Clark Maritime Centre 
USX Steel 
Mulzer Stone, Evansville 

Statewide Significance 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Airport (Passenger) 
Amtrak Station 
Amtrak Station 
Amtrak Station 
Amtrak Station 
Amtrak Station 
Amtrak Station 
Amtrak Station 
Intercity Bus Station 
NICTD Station 
Park N Ride 
Port 
Port 
Port 
Rail/Truck Intermodal 
Rail/Truck Intermodal 
Rail/Truck Intermodal 

Purdue University – Lafayette 
Clark County 
Hulman Regional 
Eagle Creek Airpark 
Elkhart Municipal 
Monroe County 
Anderson Municipal 
Kokomo Municipal 
Indianapolis 
Hammond 
South Bend 
Elkhart 
Waterloo 
Lafayette 
Garrett 
Union Station, Indianapolis 
South Bend 
Indiana University, Bloomington 
Inland Steel 
LTV Steel 
Mulzer Stone, Newburgh 
Roanoke General Motors Facility 
Evansville CSX 
Hoosier Lift, Remington 

 
 

FACILITIES WITH NATIONAL OR STATEWIDE SIGNIFICANCE 
 

Figure 4-2A 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT 
 
 
This Chapter provides guidelines regarding evaluation of transportation improvement alternatives for 
a Department project.  This Chapter outlines the processes and methods adopted by the Office of 
Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team. 
 
 
5-1.0  ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY TEAM 
 
The responsibility of the Environmental Policy Team is to establish effective and efficient solutions 
to highway transportation problems.  Effectiveness measures how well a plan meets the project 
objectives.  As a measure of economic return on investment, efficiency is a function of project cost. 
 
The engineering-assessment process involves the development and comparison of alternatives, final 
selection, and documentation.  This phase of INDOT’s project development schedule succeeds 
planning and programming, and precedes final design.  The Team’s mission is as follows: 
 
1. ensure comprehensive consideration of reasonable improvement options; 
2. integrate engineering/transportation and environmental objectives; and 
3. effect recognition and selection of a cost-effective, satisfactory course of action. 
 
From this assessment, the Planning Division’s Roadway Inventory Team produces the Engineer’s 
Report, also referred to as the Scope of Work Report.  This document presents a formal record of the 
analysis of alternatives and identifies the proposal (recommendation) – the official agency record of 
decision for implementation. 
 
The Engineer’s Report principally guides downstream project-development stages such as field 
survey, other design functions, and the completion of the environmental review.  The document also 
serves to refine upstream planning and programming elements of the project, notably construction, 
land acquisition, and design engineering costs.  The Report often forms the basis for the consultant 
design agreement, if required, and serves as a resource to inform interested parties outside the 
Department. 
 
The Roadway Inventory Team, its in-house staff or possibly a consultant, typically produces an 
Engineer’s Report for the each project type as follows: 
 
1. new bridge and road construction; 
2. bridge replacement and removal; 
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3. small drainage structure new construction or replacement; 
4. drainage correction; 
5. protective buying of right-of-way; 
6. added travel lanes and median construction; 
7. intersection improvement; 
8. new interchange construction or interchange modification; 
9. sight-distance improvement; 
10. Interstate-route pavement replacement or rehabilitation to 3R or 4R standards; 
11. rest area construction or reconstruction; 
12. weigh station (port of entry) construction or reconstruction; or 
13. landslide correction. 
 
The Team does not assess and report on each project type as follows: 
 
1. bridge rehabilitation or repair; 
2. pavement resurface to non-3R or non-4R standards; 
3. shoulder rehabilitation; 
4. roadside work; 
5. access control; 
6. guardrail repair or replacement; or 
7. traffic-control-devices installation. 
 
The Roadway Inventory Team continually studies and reports on transportation matters beyond the 
Department’s routine project development structure.  Among others; the Indiana Department of 
Commerce economic development plans; collaborative efforts with towns, cities, counties, or other 
states; and the Indiana Department of Natural Resources park access needs generate these special 
assignments.  The Roadway Inventory Team annually appraises Interstate-route pavement 
rehabilitation and replacement plans in advance of project programming.  This exercise is commonly 
called a mini-scope. 
 
 
5-2.0  PREPARING THE ENGINEER’S REPORT 
 
The tasks in the following sections are listed in order of prevailing use in practice.  However, an 
individual project may vary in level of effort and processing order.  The user must use flexibility 
when applying these guidelines. 
 
 
5-2.01  Task 1 - Determine the Essential Project Need (Deficiency) and Purpose (Objective) 
 
A clear, solid purpose and need statement explains why expenditure of public funds is appropriate 
and is the basis for consideration of alternative plans.  Lack of a well-established project purpose and 
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need complicates determination of alternatives, reasonableness, prudence, and practicality. INDOT’s 
Procedural Manual for Preparing Environmental Studies provides further guidance on this subject. 
 
An explicit need for the improvement accompanies each project entering the Department’s work 
program.  An initial task of engineering assessment is to specify, or in some cases to verify, present 
or impending deficiencies in the existing facility.  Project needs may include elements such as lack of 
traffic-carrying capacity, operational/safety defect, poor intersection sight distance, substandard cross 
section, vertical profile or horizontal alignment, undesirable pavement condition, inadequate 
drainage, missing system linkage, etc.  The statement of need for improvement logically drives some 
action. 
 
Every project has a purpose that addresses the fundamental reason for the undertaking.  The project 
objective is a broad definition of the intended result (e.g., the project purpose is to stabilize failure of 
the back slope).  Objectives are neither statements of need/deficiencies nor are they a specific 
description of the solution.  Examples of project purpose include the following: 
 
1. reduce present or impending congestion; 
2. enhance operational safety; 
3. increase sight distance; 
4. update geometrics; 
5. improve pavement; 
6. convey runoff; and 
7. insert connecting links in the transportation network. 
 
Engineering assessment seeks to establish an action plan that satisfies the project objectives while 
minimizing agency and user costs.  An explicitly stated objective/purpose clarifies the comparison of 
alternative improvement strategies in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. 
 
Initial statements of project purpose and need normally are determined in the planning and 
programming process, preceding the engineering-assessment phase.  The Project Application form 
may document this prior action.  Consult with the district development engineer, or, as required, the 
district construction or traffic engineers), Planning Division, or other responsible party to identify the 
purpose and need, to determine if the project remains viable and to double check whether the work-
type classification is correct.  During the later stages of engineering assessment, the project manager 
must verify that the project need is indeed credible.  Engineering analysis may reveal that the needs 
perceived at the time of programming were not substantive.  If at this initial step, or at any 
subsequent stage, there is a consensus that the project should be canceled or fundamentally changed, 
the project manager should request the district Office of Design or district Planning and 
Programming Division to initiate the program changes (through the Planning Division) and revise 
the project schedule accordingly.  Also, the Environmental Policy Team may administer the changes. 
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5-2.02  Task 2 - Gather Information 
 
Accurate information is essential to develop and assess alternative plans.  In the information-
gathering step, the project manager is directed to take advantage of the Department’s resources to 
form a complete picture of the existing physical transportation infrastructure, plus environmental, 
social, and economic aspects of the project site.  The project manager must execute basic data 
requests without delay, particularly traffic volumes and aerial photographs, as the time necessary to 
secure crucial information often takes several months.  Likewise, events following data requests that 
render the information unnecessary call for immediate cancellation of the responsibility of the project 
manager.  Figure 5-2A, Information-Gathering Guide, explains circumstances compelling the project 
manager to seek information. 
 
The information that may be gathered is as follows: 
 
1. Project Application.  The data sheets are prepared by the district Production Division or the 

Planning Division.  The Environmental Policy Team generally transmits the related Project 
Application to the project manager upon assignment. 

 
2. Existing Road or Bridge Plans.  The Planning Division’s Research and Documents Library 

Team maintains microfilm and archived plans for existing State bridges, highways, traffic 
signals, and other related infrastructure.  Contact the Research and Documents Library Team 
for such plans.  Microfilm records can be printed at full or half size. 

 
3. Aerial Photography/GIS Maps.  Photographs or maps may be obtained from the following. 
 
 a. County Coverage.  The Department maintains a set of aerial photographs, although 

dated, that cover the entire State.  This is known as county coverage.  Contact prints, 
9 in. x 9 in., are available at a 1:24 000 scale.  Mylars can be made from the 
negatives.  The largest scale available for county coverage is 1:4000.  Requests 
should be directed to the Public Information Division’s Office of Graphic Arts. 

 
 b. New-Flight Coverage.  If the project manager needs more-recent, larger-scale, or 

controlled-aerial photographs, new-flight coverage should be requested.  Weather and 
seasonal restraints will result in varying delivery dates for new-flight aerials.  
Common scales of finished 24 in. x 36 in. mylars are 1:1000 for an urban area or 
1:5000 for a rural area.  However, intermediate scales are available (e.g., 1:2000). 
Upon explicit request, contact prints or their digital images are available to the 
project manager.  Requests should be directed to the Office of Graphic Arts.  Ground 
control for controlled aerials involves coordination with the Production Management 
Division’s Survey Team. 
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 c. Land Office.  The State Land Office maintains a set of one- to ten-year-old aerial 
photographs covering the entire State.  The photographs are at a 1:4800 scale, other 
than Marion County at 1:1200.  The State Land Office is located in the Indiana 
Government Center, South Building. 

 
 d. GIS Maps.  GIS maps depicting the existing infrastructure are available for select 

regions of the State.  They are expected to become more widely available in the 
future.  One example is the Indianapolis Metropolitan Area IMAGIS digitized 
database.  These maps use controlled, ortho-rectified aerial photographs of the 
Marion County area which are digitized into their mapping database.  The files or 
hardcopy format can be purchased from the IMAGIS Center at Indiana University 
Purdue University at Indianapolis. 

 
 e. Other Sources.  Rapid, ongoing advances in technology are generating useful aerial 

mapping products.  These alternative sources may produce cost-effective 
mapping/imaging, often in digital format. 

 
4. Traffic Data.  The project manager should evaluate each project for the requisite nature of 

traffic data.  The data generally include current-, or base-, year, intermediate-year and design-
year average annual daily traffic (AADT), A.M. and P.M. design hourly volumes (DHV), and 
the percentage of commercial vehicles in daily and peak-hour traffic streams. Turning 
movements for a project with intersections and interchange ramp terminals may warrant non-
standard approaches or auxiliary approach lanes.  A select major project warrants travel 
demand modeling and/or an origin-destination study. 

 
 Official traffic counts with projections are provided by the Planning Division’s Traffic 

Monitoring Team.  A request for traffic data should be transmitted to the Team’s supervisor 
on the Request for Traffic Projections standard form.  Figure 5-2B is a blank copy of such 
form.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  All traffic data must be routed through the 
Office of Environmental Services’s Environmental Policy Team. 

 
The district traffic engineer also may have twelve-hour (or shorter period) counts for certain 
intersections, particularly signalized junctions or those previously studied for traffic control 
warrants.  All relevant, independently secured counts should be forwarded to the Traffic 
Monitoring Team for its use in preparing formal turning-movement volumes. 

 
5. Crash Data.  Historical crash (accident) data are provided by the Planning Division’s Safety 

Team.  The records of crash events occurring on both the mainline and crossroads or 
interchange ramps should be requested.  Satisfactory analysis generally requires the last three 
full years of historic data.  There is a six- to nine-month time lag between a crash occurrence 
and its entry into the Department’s computer data base. 
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 A Request for Crash Records form should be submitted to the Team’s crash analysis 

supervisor.  Figure 5-2C is a blank copy of such form.  An editable version of this form may 
also be found on the Department’s website at 

 www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The designer may sometimes contact a local 
police agency for supplemental information. 

 
Retrieved records will be copied to a diskette, if so requested.  Each record’s file then can be 
read, reduced, and sorted through spreadsheet software.  The project manager may find it 
helpful to review complete hard copy/microfilmed reports on fatal events. 

 
6. Pavement Design.  For a project with moderate pavement treatment in the scope of work, 

preliminary pavement design should be requested from the Planning Division’s Office of 
Pavement Engineering.  In the request, summarize the project objective.  Also see Chapter 
Fifty-two for more information.  For a project that does not require a site-specific preliminary 
design, the Office uses the Department’s generalized pavement cross sections – replacement, 
overlay, or otherwise. 

 
7. Hydraulic Information.  Preliminary hydraulic analysis and recommendation commensurate 

with the specific project type are provided by the Production Management Division’s 
Hydraulics Team.  Small-structure replacement, bridge replacement, drainage corrections, or 
road reconstruction involving storm sewer work, among other project types, will benefit from 
an abridged report from the Department’s hydraulic specialists.  The Hydraulics Team’s 
cursory analysis yields preliminary recommendations on various elements.  This may include 
a tentative suggestion on one or more hydraulically adequate structure types and associated 
sizes.  Appropriate skew angle, wingwall configuration, and anticipated grade changes are 
often provided.  The Hydraulics Team can assist the project manager by evaluating overall 
roadway drainage and rendering a preliminary drainage design.  The Hydraulics Team 
receives all requests.  See Part IV for more information. 

 
8. Geotechnical Information.  To conduct an informed analysis of project alternatives it may be 

necessary to obtain data, and a recommendation, from the Production Management 
Division’s Office of Geotechnical Services.  This applies to landslide correction, erosion 
control, work in a landslide-prone area, or a project requiring significant earthwork.  The 
geotechnical office manager should be consulted regarding geotechnical issues.  See Chapter 
Eighteen for more information. 

 
9. Functional Classification Maps.  Functional classification maps are available from the 

Planning Division for inspection.  Functional classification plays a role in the selection of 
design criteria.  Though functional classification is an official designation approved by 
FHWA that may differ from the prevailing conditions, the latter a guide to selection of design 
class.  For additional guidance, see Chapter Forty. 
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10. Statewide Project Activity.  One source of information on planned or programmed 

improvements that may affect a project is the Directory of INDOT Highway Projects.  It is 
published by the Planning Division.  The Department’s scheduling system database is 
another comprehensive source.  It lists all programmed INDOT projects and local-agency 
projects using Federal-aid funds.  This computer database includes pertinent information on 
each active project and those already constructed within the last decade or longer.  The 
project manager may request a spring report listing related projects in the database from the 
Office of Environmental Services’ scheduling coordinator or Planning Division’s Feasibility 
Engineering Team. 

 
11. Planning and Feasibility Studies.  Completed and ongoing planning and feasibility studies 

may provide valuable background information.  Such reports are reserved for major projects, 
and are held by the Planning Division. 

 
12. Bicycle and Pedestrian Networks.  The Planning Division’s pedestrian/bicycle coordinator 

should be consulted if pedestrian and bicycle issues arise during the course of the 
engineering-assessment phase.  The coordinator plans activity among INDOT, the 
metropolitan planning organization (MPO), and local interest groups.  The district Office of 
Design and local officials may also assist in non-motorized transportation matters. 

 
13. Local Long-Range Transportation and Thoroughfare Plans.  Each local public agency 

occasionally adopts a comprehensive transportation plan outlining a long-range vision for its 
community’s transportation system.  Request these planning documents directly from the 
local agency.  Seek resolution from the Office of Environmental Services if the local plans 
conflict with the project’s objectives. 

 
14. Computer Database.  The Planning Division maintains data that may be of use in the 

development of the project scope of work.  The Division oversees data held in the computer 
database (under DOT IDMS sites named RII and PFI managed by the Department of 
Administration).  The database includes the road inventory consisting of collected geometric 
information for existing highways.  The database also contains bridge inspection reports and 
reference-post landmarks among other data regarding existing infrastructure. 

 
15. Pavement History, Condition.  The Planning Division maintains a log of historic pavement 

treatments on State routes.  The Division also collects data annually for the Interstate system 
and biennially for other State routes that includes video log and pavement status ratings. 

 
16. Inventory of Bridges.  The Planning Division publishes the Inventory of Bridges.  It lists vital 

statistics on each bridge under the Department’s jurisdiction. 
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17. Railroad Status.  The project manager should secure pertinent data on each railroad crossing 
in the study area from the Production Management Division’s Railroads Team. 

 
18. Telemetry and Weigh-In-Motion Stations, and Traffic-Actuated Signals.  The designer 

should check for telemetry stations and weigh-in-motion stations within the project limits.  If 
these are present, the designer should consult with the Planning Division’s Traffic 
Monitoring Team for further information, and work to incorporate treatment of them into the 
design.  If traffic-actuated signals are present, the designer should consult the district traffic 
engineer for further information, and work to incorporate treatment of them into the design. 

 
19. Strategic Highway Research Project (SHRP).  The designer should check with the Office of 

Research and Development’s Pavement Materials Team to determine if SHRP sections, 
Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP), INDOT research, or similar test projects are 
within the project limits.  Where these exist, approval must be obtained from the Planning 
Division to proceed with the project. 

 
20. Scheduling Production Management System (SPMS), and INSTIP.  The designer should 

check the SPMS or INSTIP files regarding local-public-agency improvement requests such 
as intersection improvements, roadside-safety enhancements, or other improvements within 
the project limits.  Such SPMS or INSTIP improvements could be considered for 
incorporation into the project work if approved. 

 
21. Maintenance and Traffic Programs.  The designer should check the District Maintenance and 

Traffic Contract Programs for work which may be incorporated into the project scope. 
 
 
5-2.03  Task 3 - Conduct Field Inspection 
 
Conduct a scoping field check prior to carrying out considerable engineering assessment of 
improvement plans.  The on-site inspection provides an opportunity to witness the project site 
alongside key decision makers. 
 
 
5-2.03(01)  Initial Research 
 
The steps to be completed prior to the field check are as follows: 
 
1. review existing design plans; 
 
2. review any previous studies/reports; 
 
3. review bridge inspection reports; 
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4. review traffic data; 
 
5. review crash data; 
 
6. review Project Application form; 
 
7. view available aerial and ground-level photographs, topographic maps, or video; 
 
8. identify apparent deficiencies/needs; 
 
9. check other State or local projects in the area for consistency and conflicts; 
 
10. determine functional classification; 
 
11. determine NHS versus STP Indiana’s 4R network versus 3R, National Truck Network Scenic 

Byways, and relinquishment status/funding; 
 
12. review likely applicable design guidelines, e.g., 3R versus 4R standards, urban versus rural 

design class (not necessarily defined by functional classification); and 
 
13. determine if the project is located in a floodplain, karst area, or other designated sensitive 

region. 
 
 
5-2.03(02)  Invitations 
 
The individuals who should be invited to the field check are as follows: 
 
1. district Design office manager, who will coordinate with the other appropriate district 

personnel and extend invitations as appropriate; 
 
2. Environmental Policy Team member assigned to the project; and 
 
3. Production Management Division representative, through the assigned office manager. 
 
The project manager may, elect to have one or more of the individuals join the field inspection as 
follows: 
 
1. Planning Division representative; 
 
2. Hydraulics Team member; 
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3. Utilities Team member; 
 
4. Office of Real Estate representative; 
 
5. Office of Geotechnical Services engineer; 
 
6. Pavement Engineering Office engineer; 
 
7. Subdistrict Operations manager; 
 
8. FHWA representative (for non-exempt Interstate-route project or other major project on the 

NHS); 
 
9. metropolitan planning organization (MPO) representative; 
 
10. city or county engineer; 
 
11. county surveyor; or 
 
12. others as appropriate. 
 
 
5-2.03(03)  On-Site Collection of Information 
 
During the field review, the project manager should address the following: 
 
1. record the names of all persons attending; 
 
2. verify project need and purpose; 
 
3. evaluate and note condition (state of repair) of existing infrastructure, including road, 

bridges, small structures, or traffic control devices; 
 
4. formulate tentative solutions; 
 
5. identify significant features, including historical structures, archaeological sites, cemeteries, 

churches, hospitals, fire stations, police stations, schools, parks, playgrounds, wetlands, 
Section 4(f) and 6(f) properties, etc; 

 
6. evaluate existing drainage patterns and features; 
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7. check reasonableness of project termini; 
 
8. discuss suitability of existing project schedule; 
 
9. assess accommodation of pedestrian and bicycle traffic; 
 
10. identify street lighting and its ownership; 
 
11. discuss potential constructability issues and their solutions; 
 
12. measure traveled way, roadway, and roadside cross sections.  Measure bridge elements, 

clearances, etc.  Determine right-of-way (property line) limits based on the locations of right-
of-way markers, sidewalks, utility poles, fence lines, or other physical features; 

 
13. secure (survey) approximate vertical profile, if necessary; 
 
14. assess horizontal alignment and measure superelevation, if necessary; 
 
15. measure intersection sight distance, if necessary; 
 
16. measure turn-lane storage and deceleration lengths, tapers, or turning radii.  Also, note lane 

configurations at intersections and interchanges; 
 
17. note locations and design of public and private drives; 
 
18. measure offsets to buildings and other structures subject to relocation; 
 
19. check and record pH value of flow in small drainage structures; 
 
20. perform drive-through inspection of potential official or unofficial detours; 
 
21. obtain input on traffic maintenance plan, particularly from the district traffic and design 

engineers. 
 
22. note posted speed limits and advisory speeds as well as other signs; 
 
23. note land use (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, woodland, wetland); 
 
24. identify terrain as either level or rolling; 
 
25. identify traffic generators (e.g., schools, residential, industrial, commercial developments); 
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26. identify traffic control (e.g., signals, flashing beacons, two-way and four-way stop, railroad 
crossing protection); 

 
27. identify environmentally sensitive sites; 
 
28. photograph critical features; 
 
29. identify access control type; 
 
30. identify soil and rock types, unsuitable soils (e.g., peat); 
 
31. note adjoining septic systems and water wells; 
 
32. identify substandard roadsides, particularly with respect to clear zone or obstruction-free 

zone; 
 
33. assess probability of need of additional right of way and its location; 
 
34. identify speed monitoring, telemetry, and weigh-in-motion sites; 
 
35. identify active, abandoned, or potential-for-abandoned railroads (helpful in identifying rails-

to-trails candidates); 
 
36. note locations of backslopes that have been steepened due to lengthening acceleration and 

deceleration lanes, that have therefore developed slope stability problems; and 
 
37. gather other information as needed. 
 
 
5-2.03(04)  Follow-Up 
 
After the on-site inspection, the project manager is responsible for writing minutes and distributing 
copies to those attending and to those invited who did not attend.  Immediately after the field 
meeting the project manager should consider the following: 
 
1. request additional data or cancel unneeded requests; 
 
2. effect revision to the project schedule or work type classification; 
 
3. arrange further meetings to discuss and resolve issues, including a public information 

meeting; and 
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4. make a reasonable effort to provide the assigned environmental scientist with provisional 
right-of-way acquisition limits, if any.  The providing of such information must sometimes 
await further development of alternatives.  The footprint may be superimposed on aerial 
photographs, sketched in a plan view drawing, or outlined in a written description to the 
scientist.  The purpose of this effort is to accelerate the environmental review process, 
specifically early coordination. 

 
 
5-2.04  Task 4 - Choose Design Criteria 
 
Select the applicable design criteria.  Once the facility’s functional classification, prevailing adjacent 
land use, NHS or non-NHS designation, 4R or 3R network location, National Truck Network, and 
project work type are known, the applicable design criteria can be determined.  See Chapters Forty 
and Fifty-three through Fifty-six for more information. 
 
 
5-2.05  Task 5 - Perform Data Analyses 
 
5-2.05(01)  Examination of Existing Roadway Geometrics 
 
Compare existing conditions to the selected geometric criteria.  Identify deficiencies in vertical 
profile, horizontal alignment, superelevation, roadsides, intersection sight distance, travel lane and 
shoulder (paved and usable) widths, structural condition, hydraulics, etc. 
 
 
5-2.05(02)  Traffic Analysis 
 
At a minimum, traffic analyses should determine current- (base-) year and design-year (typically 
twenty years after construction) levels of service (LOS), both with and without proposed 
improvements.  On occasion, the project manager may find it necessary to assess the provisional 
construction year and another intermediate year.  A cursory consideration of Task 7 may need to 
precede Task 5.  Use the Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity Manual and 
companion software (or compatible software/methods) for analysis.  Also, see Chapter Forty-one.  A 
project may require other state-of-the-art methods and software (e.g., freeway systems, multiple 
signals on an arterial, or effects of a project on a transportation network). 
 
 
5-2.05(03)  Crash (Accident) Analysis 
 
See Section 55-8.0 for further guidance on conducting a crash analysis. 
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Effective highway design can reduce risks associated with motor vehicle travel.  At a project level, 
this effort begins with the identification of high-frequency crash locations through the analysis of 
crash data.  Measures of effectiveness (MOE) with respect to traffic safety include crash events/rates, 
traffic conflicts/rates (time to collision, evasive maneuver, etc.), critical events (e.g., disregarding 
signal, aggressive behavior), and traffic-stream characteristics (e.g., pedestrian presence).  Each 
carries varied levels of uncertainty and vagueness in requisite data.  Unless circumstances dictate 
otherwise, the project manager should use simple, historic crash events and associated rates in 
evaluating safety.  The steps to be used in this evaluation are as follows. 
 
Step 1. Summarize Records.  This summary may be in tabular form or mapped graphically.  

Distinguish each crash event by location, severity (e.g., fatal, personal-injury, property-
damage) and collision type (e.g., rear-end, right-angle, left-turn).  Depending on the 
project, especially its expressed need and objective, it may be beneficial to note 
environmental conditions (e.g., weather, light) and other contributing circumstances. 

 
Step 2. Evaluate Sheer Crash Events.  Inspect the data summary for evidence of crash 

concentrations (cluster analysis).  Inspect the study area for spots or segments showing 
high-severity events.  Look for apparent relationships between existing roadway 
geometry or operation (e.g., sharp horizontal curvature, lack of exclusive left-turn signal 
phase) and crash location and collision type.  See Chapter Fifty-five or other widely 
available pattern/probable-cause/countermeasure tables for guidance. 

 
Step 3. Develop Crash Rates.  Crash rates are a function of traffic volumes traveling through the 

facility during the study period, typically three full years.  These rates are critical in 
assessing operation, because they relate crash frequency to traffic exposure.  The use of 
rates provides a common denominator for identifying locations with unusually high crash 
experience. 

 
Divide the study area into mid-block highway segments and major intersections.  
Determine respectively cumulative traffic exposure.  Express mid-block segments in 
units of millions of vehicle miles (mvmi) and intersections in millions of entering 
vehicles (mev). Divide absolute crash numbers by the appropriate mvmi or mev.  
Produce a separate rate for the three crash severities, plus in aggregate for each highway 
segment and intersection. 

 
The formula used to calculate intersection crash rate is as follows: 
 

(V)  (T)
000)(A)(1,000, = Ri  

Where: 
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Ri = intersection accident rate expressed in accidents per million entering 
vehicles (mev) 

A = number of accidents during the subject period 
T = time period in days 

    V = total average daily traffic (ADT) entering the intersection 
 

The formula for calculating the crash rate for a roadway (mid-block) segment is as 
follows: 

(L)  (V)  (T)
000)(A)(1,000, = Rs  

 
 Where: 

 
Rs = segment accident rate expressed in accidents per million vehicle miles 
A = number of accidents during the subject period 
T = time period in days 
V = total average daily traffic (ADT) 
L = segment length in miles 

 
Step 4.  Compare Crash Rates.  The project manager should compare the site’s crash rates with 

those of similar facilities in Indiana and the United States.  The U.S. DOT’s Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics publishes pertinent statistics, which are useful in comparative 
analyses especially for roadway and mid-block analyses.  For Indiana, Figure 5-2D shows 
motor vehicle fatalities and injuries – 1997, 1998, and 1999 averages.  Such averages 
may be used to determine if a particular section of highway exhibits above-average crash 
rates.  The averages should be reviewed with the intent of reducing crashes.  A computed 
intersection rate which exceeds 1.5 crashes per million entering vehicles at a major 
intersection should alert the project manager to a potential operational problem. 

 
Step 5.  Advanced Statistical Analysis.  Though generally reserved for extraordinary 

circumstances, the project manager may wish to employ statistical methods to minimize 
inherent weaknesses in judging a facility’s status exclusively by use of unadjusted, 
historic crash data.  Processes vary in complexity.  The results allow the analyst to state 
with distinct statistical confidence whether the crash risk is disproportionately high at a 
particular site and, therefore, whether certain remedial treatments are likely effective. 

 
Step 6.  Countermeasures.  Choosing efficient, effective corrective measures logically follows the 

identification of safety concerns.  Guidelines on effective forms of countermeasures are 
obtainable.  The basic, key elements to safe operation to be considered are as follows: 

 
a. consistent design (uniformity, standardization); 
b. sound access control; and 
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c. forgiving roadsides. 
 

Efficiency (optimal return on investment) of a proposal may also need to be addressed, 
though this is reserved only for a select project.  See Section 5-2.09 for a discussion on 
economic analysis.  Such a benefit-cost exercise commonly requires the use of accident-
reduction factors (point values on expected impact, or reduction, on crash occurrence) 
and explicit values on human fatalities and injuries. 

 
The project manager has at his/her disposal numerous reference textbooks, manuals, papers, etc., 
addressing traffic safety and crash analysis.  Sources include TRB, AASHTO, ITE and ASCE.  The 
ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook is one source normally accessible to practicing engineers and 
analysts. 
 
 
5-2.06  Task 6 - Verify and Refine Project Needs and Objectives 
 
Technical analyses and engineering judgment should generate clear needs.  These are specific 
deficiencies in the transportation system as identified by the project manager and other 
knowledgeable parties.  Project needs reflect the unacceptable, substandard performance of the 
facility.  Ensure that the stated objectives logically address identified needs. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Each structure of span of 20 ft or longer is considered a bridge and 
must have a bridge file number, separate Des number, separate 
Estimator cost estimate, and may warrant a separate project number.  
Other distinctly-separate work categories, such as a geographically-
separate wetland mitigation site linked to a major project, will also 
require a separate Des number, separate Estimator cost estimate, and 
separate project number. 
 

 
5-2.07  Task 7 - Develop Project Alternatives 
 
Project needs and objectives, as defined in Task 1 and Task 6, form the basis for any potential 
alternative developed for consideration. 
 
 
5-2.07(01)  Outline Physical Features of Alternatives 
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Engineering judgment and coordination with project stakeholders are used in the development of the 
alternatives.  Although there may be an infinite number of alternatives that solve a particular 
highway engineering problem, the project manager should address only those alternatives which are 
reasonable, prudent, practicable, and constructible. 
 
Sufficiently outline the plan to allow informed comparison with competing alternatives, and convey 
the full scope-of-work to end-users (i.e., design engineers, environmental scientists, etc) of the 
Engineer’s Report.  The explanation may be presented in the form of drawings and/or written text.  
Essential elements include the typical cross section, horizontal (and, to an extent, vertical) alignment, 
major structures, project limits, right-of-way impacts, construction costs, and traffic maintenance 
during construction.  Develop the proposal (i.e., recommendation or selected preferred alternative) in 
sufficient detail to the extent that the alignment and design features of the roadway are established, 
drainage needs are accommodated, environmental impacts can be assessed and mitigated, and right-
of-way requirements are determined at a preliminary level. 
 
Alternatives under active consideration (i.e., considered viable) at any given point in time must be 
developed in equal detail.  Document for the file and/or on the Engineer’s Report rationale 
supporting deletion of alternatives at each screening step. 
 
 
5-2.07(02)  Traffic Maintenance 
 
Analyze the options for maintaining traffic during construction as outlined in Chapters Eighty-One 
and Eighty-Two.  The project manager may in sometimes find it necessary to defer selection of a 
traffic maintenance plan to the design phase, or to qualify the selection as tentative.  The extent to 
which the traffic maintenance plan influences the selection of alternatives will determine the level of 
detail necessary for this analysis.  Costs should be determined for various traffic maintenance 
options.  Appropriate Department staff should be consulted regarding the viability of various traffic 
management/maintenance alternatives.  The level of commitment to the preferred traffic maintenance 
plan should be documented (i.e., the level of support and potential for revision as the project 
develops downstream).  If circumstances warrant, the project manager is charged with forming and, 
at least initially, steering the transportation management action group according to the criteria 
described in Chapter Eighty-One. 
 
5-2.07(03)  Determine Alternatives’ Environmental Impacts 
 
The engineering assessment is an integral part of a larger group of pre-design activities that form the 
basis for compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for study and disclosure of 
socio-economic and environmental impacts precipitated by a project.  The Engineer’s Report is 
developed in concert with the Office of Environmental Services’ assigned scientist, and it assists in 
analysis of the project’s environmental impacts and preparation of the environmental document.  The 
project manager should collaborate with the scientist to evaluate the environmental impacts of 
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alternatives under consideration.  This cooperative effort will be documented in the Engineer’s 
Report and will be used by the environmental scientist in documenting environmental assessment.  
Projects vary in the level of environmental oversight necessary to satisfy NEPA. 
 
 
5-2.07(04)  Estimate Costs 
 
Rudimentary cost estimates should be developed for each alternative.  The cost estimate should be 
for the current year only.  Document all assumptions and generally round cost items to $10,000 to 
avoid the false impression of precision. 
 
 
5-2.08  Task 8 - Build Consensus for an Alternative 
 
The alternative-screening process involves a coordination element to ensure that decisions made in 
the engineering-assessment phase will be supported and remain intact throughout the entire project 
development life.  The level of coordination varies by project.  Coordination of a project is a vital 
aspect of consensus building.  Not every stakeholder may agree with the proposed solution.  It is the 
project manager’s responsibility to negotiate and arbitrate with all interested parties.  It may be 
necessary to involve office managers, division directors and INDOT’s executive staff in this process 
so that binding decisions can be made and the project can be advanced in a timely manner.  It is 
important to maintain clear, organized records of meetings, conversations, and correspondence that 
document the coordination efforts.  A select project may call for a formal memorandum of 
understanding (MOA). 
 
The project manager may find it helpful to confer with the individuals, groups, or agencies as 
follows: 
 
1. district design and program management offices; 
 
2. district construction engineer; 
 
3. district traffic engineer; 
 
4. district operations engineer; 
 
5. Planning Division; 
 
6. Office of Real Estate; 
 
7. Production Management Division, notably the assigned office manager, staff engineer, and 

hydraulics engineer; 
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8. Office of Materials Management; 
 
9. Office of Environmental Services; 
 
10. INDOT executive staff; 
 
11. State and local elected officials; 
 
12. city or county engineer, surveyor, or planner; 
 
13. Indiana Department of Natural Resources; 
 
14. Federal Highway Administration, Indiana Division office; 
 
15. special interest groups stakeholders; and 
 
16. others as appropriate. 
 
 
5-2.09  Task 9 - Evaluate Alternatives 
 
5-2.09(01)  Background 
 
The project manager must select from the alternatives the proposal/recommendation for 
advancement to design and further environmental study.  Efficiency (money’s worth) and 
effectiveness (satisfying objectives) frame most decisions.  The selected course of action identified in 
the Engineer’s Report should most efficiently and effectively satisfy project purpose and need. 
 
One purpose of decision analysis is to clarify the problem by enhancing recognition of costs and 
consequences of available alternatives.  The process clarifies issues, often leading to identification of 
new, superior alternatives.  The decision analysis process also assists in building consensus for 
improvement strategies. 
 
No method can possibly reflect all factors.  Questions arise regarding appropriate measures of worth 
and associated units.  Sensible decision-making involves some semblance of valuation.  Informed, 
subjective, yet impartial judgments on the part of the project manager and others are inescapable and 
in fact critical in making sound decisions. 
 
Decision-making is rarely a rigid process.  It is iterative, with continual adjustments.  Often the 
decision is straightforward or lends itself to engineering judgment or discovery rather than extensive 
evaluation.  Sometimes it is complex, requiring sophisticated evaluation of the alternatives’ 
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consequences.  Ultimately, the selected path depends on the person(s) making the decision, the 
nature of the decision, and the characteristics of alternatives deemed worthy of consideration. 
 
The broad categories of decision analysis are described below.  These are strategies for making 
decisions, not decision rules.  The processes vary in complexity.  A critical distinction among the 
available techniques is the manner in which internal (user and sponsoring agency) versus external 
(non-user) factors are compared and how market (economic) versus non-market (environmental and 
social) elements are assessed.  The decision analyses are as follows: 
 
1. Informal Analysis.  Judgment regarding optimal improvement strategy relies on standard 

procedure and intuitive balancing of agency costs, user benefits, and external impacts.  A 
project assigned to the Office of Environmental Services most often may fittingly be 
addressed in this informal manner. 

 
2. Engineering Economic Analysis.  This analysis is limited to user and sponsoring-agency 

components having a tangible market dollar value in a life-cycle approach.  Commonly 
known as traditional benefit-cost analysis, the procedure is appropriate for a project having 
no appreciable non-user, environmental, or social consequences.  The analysis has less-
frequent applications than Informal Analysis, but more so than Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. 

 
3. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis.  This analysis blends objective and subjective reasoning along 

with qualitative and quantitative measures into the decision.  It is a more comprehensive 
form of benefit-cost analysis.  A contemporary infrastructure improvement project often has 
multiple objectives, demanding accounting of non-user and external consequences.  Only 
rarely will an engineering assessment call for such analysis, generally reserved for a massive 
capital improvement project on a cross-county corridor, e.g., a bypass. 

 
 
5-2.09(02)  Informal Analysis 
 
Many elements of road and bridge plans have been specified in advance.  The project manager is 
bound to these prior decisions.  They are specified by the design criteria and policies adopted by the 
Department.  For example, Chapter Fifty-three dictates that, for a rural freeway, travel lanes of 12 ft 
width and full access control are required.  These advance instructions result from judgments of 
economic worth.  A project with only a single improvement alternative essentially relies on these 
criteria and policies for full description of the appropriate scope of work.  This does not require 
further decision analysis. 
 
A project with more than one improvement alternative may warrant no structured approach to arrive 
at a sound decision regarding the best alternative.  Often no more than a cursory review of the 
alternatives’ costs, benefits, and consequences is necessary to render a valid decision.  One option 
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may clearly dominate all others with respect to the stated project objectives.  Relevant issues 
affecting optimal choice are clear.  Rigorous analysis is unnecessary in this scenario. 
 
 
5-2.09(03)  Engineering Economic Analysis 
 
Engineering economic analysis is the classical means for assessing a public-works project.  
Comparison of road-user benefits against project costs, incorporating money’s time value, is the 
essence of engineering economic analysis.  The process historically has been the most widely used 
project evaluation approach.  Subjective influence imparted by the decision maker is restricted.  The 
potential weakness of this traditional form of benefit-cost (B-C) analysis is that it recognizes only 
tangible attributes.  Non-monetary, external impacts (e.g., social and environmental consequences) 
receive no direct consideration.  However, engineering economic analysis applies well where non-
user impacts are absent, minimal or identical for all alternatives, and user impacts have a market 
value. 
 
Comparison of transportation user benefits against project development costs is the essence of 
engineering economic analysis.  Traditional B-C is moderately rigorous and rigid.  It separates 
characteristics of each alternative into two categories, benefits and costs.  All factors convert to 
dollar values.  The accounting procedure is to identify as benefits all user-related expenses (negative 
or positive) and as costs all agency-related expenses (negative or positive).  Usually the existing 
facility, absent of improvements other than routine maintenance, serves as the base (null alternative) 
against which net benefits and costs are derived.  Convert future cash flows to present worth.  A 
discount rate of 5 to 7 percent (real, as opposed to nominal) is a reasonable starting point.  Always 
test the sensitivity of B-C results to changes in key input variables possessing uncertainty, such as 
discount rate and economic life.  In lieu of computer applications tailored to engineering economic 
analysis (e.g., MicroBENCOST), an electronic-spreadsheet software may be used to assist in the 
computations. 
 
Benefits reflect dollars spent or saved by users of the facility.  The three traditional, basic user 
benefit (or dis-benefit) components are vehicle operation, occupants’ travel time, and crash potential. 
 Other priceable factors may be included under particular circumstances.  Although published values 
are available from various sources, defining sheer dollar costs associated with fatal and personal 
injury crashes is perplexing.  The question arises as to what costs to include.  One is cost to society.  
The other is lost quality of life.  The two lumped together consist of a comprehensive crash cost.  
Considerable uncertainty exists with respect to expressing lost quality of life in monetary terms.  As 
well, it is statistically difficult to predict and project rare events such as a fatal or personal injury 
crash.  The project manager should test B-C results to the sensitivity of a range of values. 
 
Costs are also measured in dollars.  Sponsoring agency costs are those associated with project 
development and construction.  Terminal (salvage) value may be added, though views differ on 
gauging its worth.  Recurrent or annual facility operation and maintenance costs and future 
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rehabilitation outlays (or receipts) over the project’s life cycle may be included, adjusted for money’s 
time value. 
 
After benefits and costs have been identified and valued, the analyst is ready to compare, accept, and 
reject alternatives.  B-C results may be presented in various forms.  Primary measures of project 
worth include net present value (NPV), also called net present worth, which is present value of 
benefits minus present value of costs; benefit-cost ratio (B/C), which is present worth of benefits 
divided by present worth of costs; and internal rate of return (IRR), which is rate generating NPV = 0 
and B/C = 1.  Each is valid.  Use of NPV in describing alternatives’ worthiness is preferred.  NPV is 
the least ambiguous and the most straightforward.  B/C ratios between alternatives within a project 
cannot be compared directly, as incremental, pair-wise comparison is essential. 
 
Practical guidance in conducting traditional B-C analysis is accessible from various sources.  TRB, 
ASCE, AASHTO, FHWA and ITE, among other organizations and individuals, publish literature in 
transportation and economic affairs.  The normally-accessible specific sources are as follows: 
 
1. Civil Engineering Reference Manual, by M. Lindeburg; 
 
2. AASHTO’s A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements; 

and 
 
3. MicroBENCOST, a software package for analyzing benefits and costs of highway 

improvements, published by the Texas Transportation Institute. 
 
 
5-2.09(04)  Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 
 
Cost-effectiveness (C-E) is a class of decision processes that incorporates user, non-user, market, and 
non-market elements.  The appraisal and program monitoring technique assists the decision-maker 
during evaluation of a project generating intangibles (no dollar value) and externalities (secondary 
impacts).  Though itself a form of and often labeled a benefit-cost analysis, it differs from 
engineering economic analysis/traditional B-C.  C-E attempts to provide a full accounting of costs: 
broad private, agency, and social gains and losses.  The more-comprehensive approach arose from 
the awareness that it is difficult to credibly convert all major impacts into monetary terms, and that 
failure to internalize secondary impacts leads to inefficient allocation of transportation resources.  As 
a matter of policy, the act of pricing (i.e., attaching a dollar value) to intangibles is discouraged.  
More suitable means exist to account for such influences. 
 
The project manager should use the C-E analysis only where there is a complicated or vague problem 
structure that suggests foregoing informal and engineering economic analyses.  The presence of 
numerous and conflicting objectives, externalities, intangibles, long-time horizons, interest groups, 
multiple decision makers, high stakes, etc., call for some form of C-E. 
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The cost side of C-E analysis, efficiency, represents economic return on investment.  It is a function 
of tangible costs, whether agency- or user-related.  Also, costs can be internal (e.g., long-term 
maintenance) or external (e.g., adjacent streets’ reduced congestion).  Efficiency consideration is 
limited to elements having a tangible market value, lending them to dollar-value conversion.  In this 
sense, measures such as net present value and benefit-cost ratio, derived from traditional B-C 
analysis, satisfactorily represent project efficiency and can be incorporated into C-E analysis. 
 
Balancing the costs is the effectiveness of the proposed solution.  This is the degree to which an 
alternative satisfies project objectives or purpose.  Measures of effectiveness (MOE) may include 
mobility factors and such environmental impacts as air pollution and wetland encroachment, plus 
other difficult-to-price social consequences (e.g., noise and neighborhood disruption).  The best 
alternative attains highest satisfaction of project objectives with lowest project cost. 
 
Selection of values within and importance (weights) of these MOE are sometimes derived 
subjectively, though impartially.  The decision-maker should be aware of the implications of 
including in the decision process factors beyond those having a definite economic worth.  The 
breadth of C-E decision analysis necessarily involves eliciting the decision-maker’s subjective 
judgments, most often on importance of non-market externalities (e.g., wetland impact).  The key is 
to conduct the study in a meticulous, unbiased manner using available tools to reconcile the lack of a 
common basis (unit) to examine market and non-market based objectives.  The project manager 
and/or requisite group of decision-makers is responsible for making reasonable judgments. 
 
A host of available C-E methods range from the rather simple (e.g., a chart of qualitative 
descriptions) to the highly sophisticated (e.g., stochastic modeling).  A typical process involves 
forming a decision matrix from selected determinants.  The magnitude and often their relative 
influence form a matrix that is often normalized via scaling factors.  Preference lies with C-E 
decision-making tools that break down the problem in successive steps, particularly with paired 
comparison of objectives and alternatives’ component values.  The project manager is responsible for 
deciding what form the C-E analysis should take.  It will hinge on the desired level of precision in 
assessing the worthiness of project alternatives. 
 
Information on C-E analyses and procedures can be obtained from TRB, ASCE, AASHTO, FHWA, 
ITE, and other sources. 
 
 
5-2.10  Task 10 - Write Engineer’s Report 
 
The Engineer’s Report for an INDOT project will outline the proposed project.  Generally, it will 
note known required design exceptions. 
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The general form of the Engineer’s Report is a memorandum from the project manager to the 
Environmental Policy Team leader.  He or she can provide, upon request, samples for various project 
types.  The Environmental Policy Team leader’s concurrence signature on the Report certifies the 
Department’s official position with respect to the selected improvement plan (scope of work). 
 
The project manager is instructed to document crucial information gathered during the engineering 
assessment phase, concisely and with precision.  Minimize repetition, as information presented in 
attached drawings need not be additionally described in verbiage of the Report body. 
 
 
5-2.10(01)  Engineer’s Report Contents 
 
The following is a suggested outline, not a rigid framework.  The project manager has the discretion 
of making adjustments to section headings and their sequence.  The Report size will vary, principally 
as a function of project type.  The typical sections listed in the Engineer’s Report are as follows: 
 
1. Purpose of Report.  State the purpose of the Engineer’s Report, which generally is to 

document the engineering assessment phase and, most important, to outline the proposal 
(recommendation).  Explain the Report’s intended use. 

 
2. Project Location.  Specify subject mainline road, crossing roads, stream or other feature; 

site’s offset from nearest State, U.S., or Interstate highway, reference post(s), county, city or 
town, and district.  Refer to project location maps and photographs, routinely appended. 

 
3. Project Purpose and Need.  Give succinct statements of the highway’s deficiencies and 

project’s objective. 
 
4. Project History, Prior Studies.  Discuss any relevant, previous study of the project or site. 
 
5. Existing Facility.  Describe the history and status of the present facility, its roads, bridges, 

small structures, traffic control devices, land use, etc. 
 
6. Field Check.  Highlight events of the on-site inspection.  Append field-check minutes.  

Summarize decisions made in the field. 
 
7. Traffic Data and Capacity Analysis.  Furnish traffic counts and results of capacity analysis. 

Discuss meaning of results. 
 
8. Crash Data and Analysis
 

.  Provide crash history, its analysis, and countermeasures. 

9. Discussion of Alternatives / Identification of Proposal.  Outline alternative improvement 
plans.  Describe alternatives evaluation.  State design guidelines.  Discuss hydraulic, 
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geotechnical, and pavement elements.  Identify the proposal (recommendation, preference, 
selection). 

 
10. Cost Estimate.  Tabulate present-year costs for construction, right of way, and design 

engineering.  List separate costs for road and individual traffic signal, lighting, and bridge 
elements to simplify scheduling. 

 
11. Environmental Issues.   List potential environmental constraints associated with the proposal. 
 
12. Survey Requirements.  Indicate the limits of requisite field survey of the proposal. 
 
13. Right-of-Way Impact.  Indicate the limits of additional permanent and temporary right of 

way needed to contain road improvements and consequent impacts.  State land area and type, 
number of parcels, number and type of relocations, etc. 

 
14. Traffic Maintenance During Construction.  With respect to the selected alternative, explain 

traffic maintenance options and, if appropriate, make a binding recommendation.  Clarify any 
decisions deferred to the design phase. 

 
15. Related Projects, Consistency.  Note related projects in the area and on any selected detour. 

Discuss any coordination necessary among projects, their timing in particular. 
 
16. Coordination, Meetings, Concurrence.  Summarize contacts made in association with the 

engineering assessment phase.  Include information regarding any public meeting held during 
the process.  State agreements made in principle to the proposal. 

 
17. Report Distribution List. 
 
 a. Office of Environmental Services, Environmental Policy Team leader; 
 
 b. District Design office manager; 
 
 c. Production Management Division, office manager - 4 copies; 
 
 d. Production Management Division, Design Team leader; 
 
 e. Production Management Division, Survey Team leader; 
 

f. Production Management Division, Utilities Team Leader (1)

 
; 

g. Production Management Division, Property Management Team Leader (2)

 
; 
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h. Production Management Division, Office of Geotechnical Services engineer; 
 

i. Planning Division, route transfer specialist (3)

 
; 

j. Contract Administration Division, Local Program Assistance Team leader (4)

 
; 

k. Federal Highway Administration, Indiana Division, field operations engineer; 
 
 l. Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Engineering Division, chief civil engineer 

(5)

 
; and 

 m. Others as needed or requested, e.g., local officials, MPO, Office of Materials 
Management engineer, district traffic or construction engineers. 

 
Notes: 
 

(1) Required only for non-Interstate-route project in urban or suburban area, moderate 
to major expansion in rural area, or other project having unusual utility impact. 

 
(2) Required only for project involving right-of-way acquisition. 

 
(3) Required only for project involving road identified as candidate for relinquishment, 

or project proposal effecting relinquishment condition. 
 

(4) Required only for Federal-aid funded local project. 
 

(5) Required only for park access road project. 
 
18. Appendices.  Include as attachments relevant maps, drawings, photographs, correspondence, 

etc.  These routinely include the following. 
 

a. Appendix A – Graphics. 
 

 (1) Statewide project location map; 
 

 (2) topographic project location map; 
 

 (3) aerial and ground-level photographs, often with the proposal superimposed; 
and 

 
 (4) other graphics, drawings, exhibits (e.g., typical cross sections, plan and 

profile, geometric layouts, traffic maintenance plan schematic); 
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b. Appendix B - Data and Analysis. 

 
 (1) traffic data and capacity analysis summary (or place in Report body); 

  (2) crash (accident) data and analysis summary (or place in Report body); 
 (3) preliminary hydraulic data and recommendation; 
 (4) preliminary pavement data and recommendation; and 
 (5) geotechnical report/study and analysis. 

 
c. Appendix C - Correspondence, Other. 

 
 (1) relevant correspondence (e.g., signing and lighting design, bridge inspection 

report excerpts, field inspection and other meeting minutes); 
 

 (2) Project Application form and other planning or programming support 
documents; and 

 
  (3) other relevant material. 
 
The designer is still responsible for designing the project to comply with the intent of the Engineer’s 
Report and this Manual.  The designer is not to decrease the design speed, lane widths, or shoulder 
widths (paved and usable) shown in the Report, even though the Manual would permit a lesser value. 
 For example, if the Report specifies an 8 ft usable shoulder, including 3 ft paved shoulder, and the 
Manual would permit a 6 ft usable shoulder, including 3 ft paved shoulder, the designer should 
provide the Report-specified values. 
 
 
5-2.10(02)  Revisions to the Engineer’s Report (Scope of Work Change) 
 
Essential criteria that determine whether explicit, formal concurrence from the Environmental Policy 
Team leader is required for revision to the adopted proposal (recommendation) are as follows: 
 
1. project objective changes, 
2. project termini change significantly, 
3. basic design criteria change, or 
4. cost substantially increases or decreases. 
 
Proposed variances for Level One criteria included in the Engineer’s Report should be considered as 
a proposed change in the scope. 
 
The procedure for proposing changes in the scope of work is as follows. 
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1. The designer sends the proposed change in scope to the appropriate Production Management 
Division office manager. 

 
2. The office manager will prepare a routing slip and route the change to the project reviewer. 
 
3. If the change in scope is satisfactory, the project reviewer sends it to the appropriate 

Production Management Division’s Design Team leader along with a memorandum 
expressing the Production Management Division’s concurrence with the proposed changes. 

 
4. If the change in scope is satisfactory, the office manager sends it to the Production 

Management Division director. 
 
5. If the change in scope is satisfactory, the Production Management Division director sends it 

to the Office of Environmental Services’s Office’s Environmental Policy Team leader for 
concurrence. 

 
6. If the Environmental Policy Team leader concurs in the change in scope, he or she returns it 

to the project manager for distribution. 
 
Sufficient time should be granted for consideration of the revision, normally two weeks or more.  
The response will be in the form of outright rejection, partial acceptance, unconditional agreement, 
or petition for more information.  Once signed concurrence is granted by the Office of 
Environmental Services manager, he or she will distribute the petitioner’s memorandum to the 
appropriate individuals. 
 
 
5-2.11  Checklist for Beginning Design Work on an Abbreviated Engineering Assessment 
(Mini-Scope) Project 
 
1. The designer should determine if aerial photos showing the anticipated right of way are 

available from the Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team.  Since the 
Mini-Scope lacks detail about right-of-way takes, aerial photographs showing the anticipated 
right of way have already been prepared.  These aerials were developed to facilitate 
preparation of the environmental document. 

 
2. The designer should determine if the environmental-document preparation work is 

progressing, and find out if there are any known environmental concerns.  The environmental 
document is usually prepared concurrently with the preliminary design.  Lack of an approved 
environmental document can hinder design work in environmentally-sensitive areas and will 
prevent a project from being advanced to the Design Hearing stage. 

 
3. A non-Interstate-route pavement-rehabilitation Mini-Scope project is usually a 3R project, 
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with a 15- to 20-year service life for the resurfaced areas.  The following criteria should be 
used in evaluating a 3R project. 

 
a. The horizontal alignment should be evaluated in accordance with Section 55-4.03. 

 
b. Superelevation should be upgraded to standard, or a design exception will be 

required. 
 

c. A substandard vertical curve may remain in place if it satisfies the benefit/cost 
criteria outlined in Section 55-4.04.  Design documentation will generally suffice, 
rather than a full design exception.  Old plans should be obtained, if possible, so the 
existing vertical curve can be checked against the required design criteria. 

 
d. If vertical alignment correction is necessary to obtain intersection sight distance, the 

vertical alignment should be improved to standard. 
 
4. If the Mini-Scope recommends a 6:1 or 4:1 roadway foreslope within the obstruction-free 

zone, there is generally no reason to exceed the given recommendation.  The intent is to keep 
embankment reconstruction and right-of-way acquisition to a minimum. 

 
5. The designer should review the pavement design recommended in the Mini-Scope.  If the 

project is primarily partial 3R to extend the service life of the existing pavement, the project 
can be designed without underdrains.  This will permit the use of substantially shallower 
roadside ditches.  The Planning Division’s Pavement Engineering Office manager’s 
preliminary recommendations regarding underdrains should be obtained.  If the project 
requires pavement replacement in excess of 30%, spot usage of underdrains may be required. 

 
6. Verify the Mini-Scope recommendations regarding maintenance of traffic with the district 

construction engineer.  If the project is to be constructed under traffic, substantial changes to 
the vertical alignment will result in significant additional expense for temporary widening or 
a temporary runaround. 

 
7. A grade review meeting or even possibly a pre-grade review meeting should be held.  

Representatives should be invited from the Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental 
Policy Team, the Pavement Engineering Office, the district Design Office, and the 
Production Management Division. 

 
 
5-3.0  MISCELLANEOUS 
 
5-3.01  Project File 
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The project manager should maintain a project file.  Typically it should include the following: 
 
1. project history and background information; 
 
2. cost estimate working notes; 
 
3. field check notes; 
 
4. engineering calculations and worksheets; 
 
5. project manager’s notes to file; 
 
6. software output for highway capacity analysis; 
 
7. meeting and conference minutes; 
 
8. correspondence, including hardcopies of electronic mail; and 
 
9. Engineer’s Report original plus file copy. 
 
All duplicate and reproducible material shall be purged from the file upon completion of the 
engineering-assessment phase. 
 
 
5-3.02  Route Relinquishment 
 
The term relinquishment refers to the process of transferring maintenance responsibility of a State or 
U.S. route, including all right of way, bridges, and appurtenances, between highway agencies.  If a 
roadway’s alignment changes, the facility being replaced must be either removed or relinquished to 
the appropriate local government agency.  Limited alignment changes (e.g., construction of a bridge 
on new alignment, intersection relocation) can trigger relinquishment activities. 
 
Sometimes a project is created to satisfy a condition defined in a signed relinquishment agreement 
between INDOT and another local highway agency.  The project manager should consider whether a 
route transfer agreement will need to be developed. 
 
The project manager or the Planning Division’s road relinquishment specialist is instructed to advise 
local officials of relinquishment issues early in the engineering-assessment phase.  Willingness and 
conditions imposed by the local officials will influence the recommended course of action.  The 
relinquishment specialist is responsible for leading the Department’s discussions and negotiations 
with a local agency regarding relinquishment. 
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5-3.03  Access Control 
 
Access control is a critical element in protecting through-movement capacity and enhancing safety.  
A roadway provides access to adjacent properties and mobility to through traffic.  These functions 
often conflict.  A roadway that offers unlimited access to abutting properties will generally provide 
less-efficient travel for through traffic than a roadway on which the frequency of driveways is 
limited.  Establish the suitable level of access control by assessing the official functional 
classification and apparent roadway function.  Evaluate the study area according to Chapters Forty 
and Eighty-six, as well as guidelines from Chapters Fifty-three to Fifty-five. 
 
 
5-3.04  Scheduling and Programming Considerations 
 
A large, complex project often has component parts for which schedules for baby projects and costs 
should be segregated.  It may be appropriate to divide a larger mother project to effect more 
streamlined project development or construction.  The project manager should work with the 
Planning Division’s Office of Systems Analysis and Planning to ensure that scheduling and 
programming issues are addressed.  Unless circumstances suggest otherwise, simplify program 
management by deferring, or at least minimizing, creation of baby projects, pending completion of 
the engineering assessment phase. 
 
 
5-3.05  Public Input Guidelines 
 
For additional guidance on public involvement procedures, see Chapter Eight and the Office of 
Public Hearings publication, Public Involvement Procedures. 
 
 
5-3.05(01)  Public Hearing 
 
A public hearing is an opportunity for the public to make formal statements of position.  The 
Planning Division’s Office of Public Hearings oversees these meetings.  The Department views the 
hearing as a specific observable administrative benchmark for public involvement.  Only one public 
hearing is required.  It occurs most often in the design phase.  For guidance on public hearing 
requirements, see Section 8-8.0. 
 
The Office of Public Hearings is responsible for any hearing deemed necessary in the corridor-
location stage of engineering and environmental assessments.  A public-information meeting may 
later be held by the Production Management Division to acquaint the public with the project details. 
If the public hearing is held during the design phase, the Production Management Division will 
represent the Department. 
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The Office of Public Hearings transcribes the event.  Disposition of comments typically is a 
collaborative effort on the part of the hearings examiner and the host division. 
 
 
5-3.05(02)  Public Information Meeting 
 
A public information meeting may be held during the engineering-assessment phase at the discretion 
of the project manager, Office of Environmental Services, and Office of Public Hearings.  This 
decision is often made in conjunction with the Department’s executive staff and the district.  Such a 
meeting is normally conducted before the environmental document has been prepared.  A public 
information meeting held during the engineering-assessment phase should accomplish these 
objectives as follows: 
 
1. solicit public input on alternatives under consideration; and 
2. inform the public of INDOT’s improvement plan: the proposal/recommendation. 
 
 
5-3.05(03)  Guidelines for Public Information Meeting 
 
The public information meeting is structured in the same manner as a formal public hearing.  
However, it is not a formal hearing and is not a substitute for the public hearing required by NEPA 
regulations.  The Office of Public Hearings is responsible for the public information meeting.  It 
must be requested by the Office of Environmental Services at least eight weeks in advance of the 
desired meeting date. 
 
The information to be provided to the Office of Public Hearings when requesting a public 
information meeting should be as follows: 
 
1. clearly stated goal of the meeting; 
2. narrative describing the project and the alternatives being considered; 
3. list of property owners, if possible or deemed necessary; and 
4. maps, drawings, sketches, displays, or aerial photographs. 
 
Information packets will be provided to the public.  The project manager may wish to design the 
information packet.  If so, the Office of Public Hearings must receive the draft packet a minimum of 
seven work days before the meeting.  The Office of Public Hearings will review and edit the packet 
within two work days.  If the Office of Public Hearings prepares the information packet, a draft copy 
of the packet will be provided to the project manager seven work days before the information 
meeting.  Revisions must be submitted within two work days to the Office of Public Hearings.  The 
Office of Public Hearings will copy the information packet for the meeting. 
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The hearings examiner will oversee the meeting.  He or she will make introductions and guide the 
meeting through its agenda.  A typical agenda will include the following: 
 
1. explanation of the public meeting process; 
2. explanation of methods in which the public can record its comments; 
3. introductions of the Department’s staff or representatives; 
4. presentation of the project plans by the project manager; and 
5. public comment opportunity. 
 
Transcription and disposition of comments are addressed as required.  The Department may choose 
to forego these tasks for an informal public meeting. 
 
 
5-3.05(04)  Press Release 
 
In lieu of or in addition to a public information meeting, a press release is sometimes an effective 
means of informing the public of improvement plans.  The project manager will work through the 
Public Information Division to generate a press release. 
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Note: “C/C” abbreviates case-by-case.  Whether a road project warrants new aerial 

flight/photography depends on anticipated extent of work and nature of land use, among other 
factors.  Turning movements of course only apply where an intersection or interchange ramp 
terminal is present.  The project manager may find it necessary to request of the chief 
geotechnical engineer, through the Engineering Assessment Section manager, a formal 
geotechnical analysis, if no recent study exists at a landslide site.  Feasibility studies may or may 
not have been conducted for those marked as “Yes” or “C/C.” 

 
 

A GENERALIZED GUIDE 
Figure 5-2A 
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TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS REQUEST 
 

Date __________________ 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  ______________________________ 
  Urban and Corridor Modeling and Forecasting Program Director 

Planning Division 
 
FROM: ______________________________ 
  Project Manager 
  ______________________________ 
  INDOT location or consultant 
 
ROUTE __________________________ 
DES. NO. __________ 
PROJECT NO. ____________________ 
_______  ______ of ________ to _______  ______ of ________ 
COUNTY: ________________________ 
 
 
For additional information contact _________________________; Telephone: _____________. 
 
Type of work planned: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Year for Traffic Projections: ________ 
 
The data requested is as follows: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Attached additional information to be returned:           Yes          No 
 
[Please include any additional information that will prove helpful in fulfilling your request (i.e., 
Project Location Map, aerial photos, etc.).] 
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INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204 

INTERDEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION 
 

     , 20       
 
 

REQUEST FOR CRASH RECORDS 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:        
  Project Manager 
 
FROM:       
  Designer 
         Division 

       District 
 Design Firm,       

 
ROUTE NO. OR ROAD NAME(s):       
DES NO.       
COUNTY:       
CITY OR TOWN:       
 
 
Please provide three years of crash data for the following location. 
[check one and complete necessary data including all known road names] 
 

 Intersection of       [main road] with       [crossroad] 
 

 Ramp of       [main road] with       [crossroad] 
 

 Road segment from       to       
 
 
      :       
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Functional Class Categories Fatal 
Crashes 

Fatal- 
Crash Rate 

Injury 
Crashes 

Injury- 
Crash Rate 

Property- 
Damage 
Crashes 

P.-D. 
Crash Rate 

Total 
All Cashes 

All-Crash 
Rate 

RURAL 
Interstate Freeway 60 0.73 1,445 17.63 5,626 68.08 7,131 86.34 
Other Principal Arterial 118 1.96 2,828 47.15 8,244 137.45 11,190 186.57 
Minor Arterial 99 2.06 2,583 53.48 7,536 155.98 10,218 211.52 
Major Collector 168 1.38 9,837 81.13 28,215 232.66 38,220 315.18 
Minor Collector 45 1.97 2,039 89.67 5,787 254.57 7,871 346.21 
Local Road 112 3.65 2,702 87.96 7,660 249.45 10,474 341.07 
RURAL SUBTOTAL 602 1.65 21,434 58.62 63,067 172.42 85,103 232.69 
URBAN 
Interstate Freeway 24 0.33 1,065 14.50 4,068 55.38 5,157 70.21 
Other Freeway or Expressway 36 3.12 518 45.27 1,513 132.28 2,067 180.67 
Other Principal Arterial 64 0.61 10,591 99.50 32,383 304.39 43,038 404.50 
Minor Arterial 70 0.93 8,336 110.51 27,553 365.16 35,959 476.59 
Collector 37 1.56 2,671 113.24 8,893 376.64 11,601 491.43 
Local Road 37 0.68 6,027 111.89 20,084 372.67 26,147 485.24 
URBAN SUBTOTAL 267 0.78 29,208 84.83 94,493 274.41 123,968 360.02 
Interstate System 84 0.54 2,509 16.08 9,694 62.05 12,287 78.67 
All Other Roads 785 1.42 48,133 86.84 147,867 266.77 196,784 355.03 
STATEWIDE TOTAL 869 1.22 50,642 71.34 157,560 221.92 209,071 294.48 

 
Notes: 
 
1.  Fatal- and Injury-crash rates are number of Fatal / Injury crashes per 160 million vehicle kilometers of travel. 
2.  The average of uninvestigated crashes of 40,013 events is not included in the above totals. 
3.  Data are from Program Development Division’s congestion and safety management engineer. 
 
 

MOTOR VEHICLE FATALITIES AND INJURIES – AVERAGES FOR 1997, 1998, AND 1999 
 

Figure 5-2D 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

CONSULTANT SERVICES PROCEDURES 
 
 
6-1.0  CONSULTING SERVICES  
 
6-1.01  Procedures 
 
The INDOT Consulting Services Procedures govern consultant design/plan development.  These 
were revised May 1998 and approved on July 15, 1998.  The approved INDOT Consulting Services 
Procedures are shown as Figure 6-1A. 
 
 
6-1.02  How the Consultant Submits Plans and/or Reports 
 
The consultant submits plans and/or reports to the Department as shown below. 
 

INDOT Production Management Division 
Consulting Services Team 
100 N. Senate Ave., IGC N642 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

 
Attn: (Name of Project Manager) 

 
All plans, reports, and Quality Assurance Forms that are being submitted to the Production 
Management Division must be submitted to its Consulting Services Team’s project manager.  The 
plans and/or reports should not be submitted directly to the reviewers. 
 
 
6-2.0  QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES 
 
6-2.01  Introduction 
 
The purpose of these procedures is to demonstrate to the Production Management Division that 
quality control measures are being incorporated into the design process.  The increased awareness 
and documentation provided by these procedures is intended to provide the Production Management 
Division with a level of confidence in the quality of plans which will promote a reduction in review 
time resulting in quicker turnaround times for plan submittals. 
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These procedures are not intended to replace quality control measures currently in use but to promote 
an increased awareness regarding the importance of quality control in the design process. 
Computation sheets and drawings must still be initialed by the originator and checker as per past 
practice.  Review of items should be done independently by a second qualified individual.  The 
qualifications of the checker should be commensurate with the item to be reviewed.  For example, a 
second drafter would be qualified to check preliminary plotting but, usually, only an engineer would 
be qualified to review structural computations for bridge design. 
 
 
6-2.02  Quality Assurance Form 
 
The designer must complete the Quality Assurance Form, Figure 6-2A, and include it with each 
submittal. An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The reviewer must provide a signature with the 
name typed or neatly printed below the signature line. The item blank will generally be the 
corresponding number from the appropriate checklist in Chapter Fourteen which was checked by the 
reviewer.  The items identified by letters beneath each numbered item are not to be listed unless 
these items were reviewed by more than one individual.  If some numbered items are not applicable 
for a specific project, they should be listed with a “N/A” in the reviewer space.  When items are 
reviewed which do not correspond to a number in the checklist, a short description should be 
included in the item space. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
The Quality Assurance Form is to be signed by both 

the designer and the reviewer. 
 

 
Immediately prior to submittal, the project manager will review the plans for consistency between 
sheets, completeness and overall content.  This will include verifying that the proper number of plans 
and items such as construction cost estimates are included with the submittal.  The project manager 
should also verify that all revisions requested from a previous submittal have been made or 
communicate what changes were not made and why.  Providing the name and telephone number of 
the project manager is important for future communication between the INDOT reviewer and the 
project manager.  Telephone conversations are encouraged to clarify items or answer questions 
during the review process. 
 
Changes which are made to the plans that are not requested by the Production Management Division 
should be communicated for each submittal.  A note could be written on the plans or included in the 
remarks section of the Quality Assurance Form.  The remarks section could also be used to list any 
revisions requested which were not made with an appropriate reason; however, the project manager 
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is encouraged to discuss these items with the INDOT reviewers prior to submittal. 
 
 
6-2.03  Structural Review Plan 
 
For a project which involves a bridge structure, the consultant shall provide a plan for checking 
structural design and detail computations prior to proceeding with the design.  The consultant shall 
provide written certification that the approved process has been followed along with the submittal of 
final plans. 
 
 
6-2.04  Plan Submittal 
 
Chapter Fourteen includes plan submittal information for the following types of projects. 
 
1. Road Design (new construction/reconstruction); 
2. Interstate Rehabilitation; 
3. Bridge (new bridge construction/bridge replacement); 
4. Bridge Rehabilitation; 
5. Signing; 
6. Signals; and 
7. Lighting. 
 
The checklists included in Chapter Fourteen are intended as a guide and are not all inclusive.  These 
lists are not a checklist of drafting and design items to be included on the plans.  Their purpose is to 
provide a minimum list of items that are to be independently reviewed prior to submittal.  The 
numbers of the items in the checklist are to be the items listed on the Quality Assurance Form.  The 
applicable portions of the Indiana Design Manual, INDOT memoranda, and other available 
publications should be consulted regarding specific technical procedures, formats, etc. 
 
 
6-3.0  CONSULTANT EVALUATION 
 
6-3.01  Introduction 
 
To monitor the quality of the plans prepared by consulting firms and being reviewed by INDOT, 
evaluations are performed on most plan and document submittals.  A copy of each completed 
evaluation will be returned to the consultant.  The consultant has the right to question any of the 
ratings.  The results of the evaluations will be used in the selection of consultants for future projects. 
 
The Level I design criteria presented in Section 40-8 are all considered to be major items. 
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6-3.02  Rating Definitions 
 
The review of each submittal is being performed so the consultant has an idea of how the quality of 
its work is being perceived by INDOT as the project is being developed.  The review of the 
completed evaluations can be extremely important to a consultant’s project manager, because the 
evaluation reflects the comments within the reviewed plans and/or reports.  If there are any questions 
with regard to the rating, the evaluator will answer these questions.  A rating of 3, 2, or 1 indicates 
that the reviewer felt the item reviewed was substandard.  If a consultant questions an evaluation 
solely because a substandard rating impacts the consultant’s future selection, it will not be well-
received.  At the same time, INDOT reviewers can sometimes make a mistake in the rating.  If this is 
true, and a valid reason is presented, the Department will be more than willing to revise a rating. 
 
The ratings will range from a high of 5 to a low of 1.  The general interpretations of the ratings are as 
follows: 
 

5 - Excellent.  The consultant went above and beyond what was required.  One or two 
very minor revisions will be allowed. 

 
4 - Good.  There were some revisions necessary and, of those found, they were minor. 

 
3 - Marginal.  There were many necessary revisions and, of those found, one or two were 

major and the remainder were minor. 
 

2 - Poor.  There were many revisions necessary and, of those found, three or four were 
major and the remainder were minor. 

 
1 - Unsatisfactory.  There was a considerable amount of necessary revisions, with a 

majority of them being major. 
 
 
6-3.03  Plan Evaluation 
 
A copy of the blank plan evaluation form used by the Production Management Division is shown as 
Figure6-3A, Routing/Evaluation Form/Design Plan Process. The form is also used as a routing slip 
within the Department.  This form will be attached to all submittals of plans and/or reports to be 
reviewed. An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ . 
 
The Production Management Division’s Consulting Services Team’s project manager initiates the 
use of the form when the consultant makes a submission.  The project manager completes the general 
project information and the coordination team rating items.  The general project information is found 
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at the top of the form. 
 
The section and reviewer to whom the plans and/or report are being sent can be found on the top of 
the evaluation form.  On the middle left of the evaluation form is where the project manager 
indicates the type of plans and/or report that has been submitted.  On the lower left, the project 
coordinator indicates what other information was included in the submittal. 
 
Items to be rated are located on the right half of the evaluation form.  The project reviewer rates the 
items found in the middle right under Reviewer’s Rating Items.  The project coordinator rates the 
items found at the lower right under Coordinator’s Rating Items.  The rating to be used is found at 
the lower right of the evaluation form. 
 
At the very bottom of the form is the final area to be completed by the reviewer.  In this area the 
reviewer can indicate what submittal of plans and/or report to be submitted next. The reviewer also 
indicates whether the revisions to the evaluated plans and/or report were major or not.  This helps the 
project coordinator set a due date for the next submission.  The last line on the form is for the 
reviewer to sign and date the evaluation which has been completed. 
 
 
6-3.03(01)  How the Consulting Services Team Project Manager Rates the Submittals 
 
When plans, reports, and Quality Assurance Forms are submitted to the project manager, an 
evaluation form will be attached to the submittal.  The evaluation form also serves as a routing slip 
for the submittal. 
 
The project manager is responsible for rating the submission for scheduling and procedure 
compliance.  These items can be found in the lower right corner of the standard evaluation form.  
The rating for these items is as follows: 
 
1. Scheduling.  The rating of this item by the project manager is as follows: 
 

Once a due date has been presented to the consultant, it is the consultant’s responsibility to 
meet that due date.  If a due date can not be met, the consultant must contact the project 
coordinator. 

 
If the consultant requests that a due date be revised, the consultant will work with the project 
manager to identify an acceptable revised due date.  If the due date is being revised due to 
reasons beyond the consultant’s control or responsibility, the consultant’s rating for 
scheduling can still be a 4 or 5 provided the revised due date is met.  If the revision of the 
due date is a result of the consultant’s own work, the rating must be a 3, 2, or 1.  Because the 
consultant did contact the project manager and revised the due date, the consultant will not 
be penalized for the procedure compliance rating due to scheduling problems. 
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2. Procedure Compliance.  The rating of this item will be based on the overall completeness of 

the submittal with regards to plan submittal procedures.  Substandard ratings (3, 2, 1) could 
result because of the following: 

 
a. all of the items requested were not received, 
b. the consultant did not contact the Project Manager to revise the due date, or 
c. the correct number of copies of a requested item were not received. 

 
A 1 will be given if the Quality Assurance Form is not received with each submission.  These 
are typical reasons for a rating of  3, 2, or 1 for Procedure Compliance. 

 
 
6-3.03(02)  How the INDOT Reviewers Rate the Submittal 
 
Figure 6-3B, Items Rated for Each Submittal, General Plans Review, and Figure 6-3C, Items Rated 
for Each Submittal, Bridge Rehabilitation Review, illustrate the items which will be checked at each 
project stage.  The following briefly describes each item. 
 
1. Design Concept.  The consultant will be evaluated on the completeness of a proposed design 

concept.  The term completeness encompasses how well the consultant has thought through 
all of the necessary factors that promote the best possible design.  If certain items were 
omitted from the design concept that are detrimental to the design, a lower rating will be 
issued. 

 
If the consultant is following the Engineer’s Report that has been previously established by 
the Office of Environmental Services’s Environmental Policy Team, the evaluation will 
reflect how well the consultant has followed that Report.  The evaluation will also consider 
how well the consultant has addressed any obstacle that was encountered and not foreseen 
when the development of the Engineer’s Report was completed. 

 
2. Critical Design Elements

 

.  Section 40-8 discusses the Level I Design Criteria.  Failure to 
satisfactorily address all applicable Level I Design Criteria will result in a rating no higher 
than 3. 

3. Calculations.  The operations of mathematical computations and deletions and/or additions to 
the computations are areas of scrutiny.  With the implementation of the Quality Assurance 
Program, the review of how well the computations were executed will not be examined as 
thoroughly as in the past.  However, spot checking will occur and the rating of this item will 
reflect the spot checking.  The scoring will be as follows: 
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a. A major error is defined as an error originating from the computations that will result 
in a significant design change. 

 
b. A minor error is one that poses no change to any element of the design. 

 
If computations are not submitted because of the nature of the submittal or if they were not 
warranted, this item will not be rated.  If the reviewer believes that some computations were 
needed but not submitted, the reviewer will not rate this category on this basis alone.  This 
will be addressed in the Documentation of Work item, thereby, eliminating double penalties. 

 
4. Plan/Report Quality.  All material submitted at each stage of development such as plans, 

Design Summary (DS), design computations, special provisions, and any other supportive 
material will be evaluated.  Ratings will be based on legibility, structure, and print quality. 

 
5. Engineering Judgment.  The rating of this item is subjective to the evaluator.  If it is felt that 

poor or good judgment was used, the rating will reflect this.  Engineering Judgment will be 
evaluated for areas such as rehabilitation options, project constructability, selection of 
construction materials, and maintenance of traffic scheme. 

 
6. Documentation of Work.  This item will be rated based on how well each design decision is 

documented or if they were documented at all.  A majority of the documentation will be 
found in the Design Summary, but documentation can also occur elsewhere. 

 
7. Environmental Mitigation/Permit Compliance.  This item will be rated on the basis of 

whether the consultant has included all required environmental mitigation measures.  This 
rating will also depend upon whether the consultant has identified all necessary permits and 
has initiated permit applications in a timely manner so that the permits are approved at the 
appropriate time. 

 
8. Procedure/Standard Compliance.  This category will evaluate how well the consultant is 

familiar with Federal, State and local policies, and will consider how well the consultant uses 
the available standards and guidelines and if the standards and guidelines were implemented 
properly into the design.  This category will also evaluate how well the consultant follows 
established procedures for items such as foundation reviews, the final tracings submittal 
memorandum to the Contract Administration Division’s Office of Contracting, etc. 

 
9. Quality Assurance.  The reviewer will rate this category based upon the consultant’s 

compliance with the Quality Assurance Guidelines.  Design computations should be initialed 
by both the design engineer and a second engineer who has reviewed the design engineer’s 
work.  This item rating is intended to monitor how well the consultant has performed the 
evaluation of checks and balances required for quality assurance including the submittal of 
the Quality Assurance Evaluation Form. 
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10. Cooperation.  The reviewer will base this rating on how well the consultant cooperates with 

the reviewer when changes are requested.  Willingness to answer questions and ease of 
participation for project development will also be a part of this category. 

 
 
6-3.04  Design Exception Evaluation 
 
The Production Management Division will review all Design Exception requests using the form 
shown as Figure 6-3D, Routing/Evaluation Form/Design Plan Process – Design Exception. An 
editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ . The following briefly describes each rating item. 
 
1. Identification of Need

 

.  The reviewer will evaluate how well the consultant determines the 
need for a design exception. 

2. Analysis

 

.  The reviewer will evaluate how well the consultant documents the basis and 
rationale for granting the requested design exception(s). 

3. Procedure/Compliance

 

.  The reviewer will evaluate how well the consultant complies with 
Section 40-8.04(01). 

4. Cooperation

 

.  The reviewer will base this rating on how well the consultant cooperates with 
the reviewer when changes are requested.  Willingness to answer questions will also be part 
of this category. 

5. Timeliness

 

.  The reviewer will base this rating on the timeliness of the submission.  A design 
exception should not be applied for until after the preliminary field check is held.  Thereafter, 
the consultant should apply for a design exception after determining that a critical design 
element (Level 1) does not meet the appropriate criteria in the Indiana Design Manual. 

 
6-3.05  Contracts and Construction Evaluation 
 
The Contract Administration Division will review all consultant-prepared contract documents just 
prior to contract letting using the form shown as Figure 6-3E, Routing/Evaluation Form/Design Plan 
Process – Contracts and Construction. An editable version of this form may also be found on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ . The following briefly 
describes each rating item. 
 
1. Special Provisions.  The reviewer will evaluate whether or not the consultant has properly 

specified needed special provisions and unique special provisions. 
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2. Pay Items.  The reviewer will evaluate whether or not the correct pay items and unique pay 

items are specified. 
 
3. Procedure/Standard Compliance.  The reviewer will base this rating on whether or not the 

right format is used in supplying contract special provisions, pay items, estimates, etc. 
 
4. Cooperation

 

.  The reviewer will base this rating on how well the consultant cooperates with 
the reviewer when changes are requested. 
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Revised May, 1998 
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

CONSULTING SERVICES PROCEDURES 
 

Figure 6-1A 
 
A. GENERAL 
 
 1. Applicability 
 
  a. These procedures apply to all divisions and districts of the Indiana Department of 

Transportation. 
 
  b. These procedures do not apply to: 
 
   i. the acquisition of land, except to the extent right-of-way engineering services are utilized. 
 
   ii. Local Public Agency (LPA) contracts; however, LPA consultants shall be evaluated as 

provided in Section N of these procedures. 
 
 2. Definitions 
 
  a. “Actual Costs” - means verifiable direct expenses that are directly attributable to a specific 

project and are the type of costs consistently charged to a particular project as an expense. 
 
  b. “Consulting Services” - means the furnishing of services by: 
 
   i. a person licensed, certified, or registered under I.C. 25-2.1 or by any board listed in I.C. 25-

1-5-3; 
 
   ii. an attorney; 
 
   iii. an expert witness, court reporter, or investigator retained by the department in connection 

with judicial or administrative proceedings; 
 
   iv. a minister, priest, rabbi, or other person empowered by the person’s religious faith to 

conduct religious services or to provide spiritual counseling or guidance; or 
 
   v. a person who performs services, the satisfactory rendition of which depends upon the 

person’s unique training or skills. 
 
  c. “Consulting Services Unit” - means the unit of the Legal Division responsible for consultant 

contracting. 
 
  d. “Cost Plus Fixed Fee” - means a payment method whereby the consultant is reimbursed actual 

costs on a project, plus paid a specific dollar amount for performing the work. 
 
  e. “Cost Plus % of Profit” - means a payment method whereby the consultant is reimbursed actual 

costs on a project, plus paid a profit margin on salaries and overhead only, exclusive of overtime 
premiums for completing the work.  Profit is not to exceed 15% and should be based on the 
degree of risk involved in the scope of work. 
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  f. “Department” - means the Indiana Department of Transportation. 
 
  g. “Executive Document Summary (EDS)” - means State Form 41221 issued by the Indiana 

Department of Administration to accompany all contract documents for tracking purposes. 
 
  h. “Lump Sum” - means a payment method whereby a consultant is paid a specified sum of money 

for a specific pay item of the contract. 
 
  i. “Negotiated Labor Rates” - means a payment method whereby the consultant and INDOT have 

agreed upon a specified hourly rate per classification for personnel working on an INDOT 
project.  The negotiated (or agreed upon) rate takes into account the consultant’s overhead rate 
and profit (which is not to exceed 15%), and must be approved by INDOT’s contract audit 
supervisor. 

 
  j. “Open End Contract” - means a contract with a consultant that does not specifically identify the 

projects to be included under the contract scope of work.  Usually, projects will be assigned 
under the contract on an “as needed” basis through the duration of the contract term. 

 
  k. “Person” - means an individual, partnership, corporation, or other business organization. 
 
  l. “Requesting Division” - means the division or district requesting the consulting service. 
 
 
B. APPROVAL OF PROJECTS FOR CONSULTANT UTILIZATION 
 

1. Necessity for Use of Consultant  
 
  The services of a consultant may be requested if funding is available and: 
 
  a. the in-house capabilities of the department are insufficient to accomplish the work within the 

desired time frame; 
 
  b. the complexity or nature of the project requires specialized expertise; 
 
  d. it is more economical to engage such services; or 
 
  e. it is otherwise in the public interest. 
 

2. Authorization to Employ a Consultant  
 

A Division Chief makes recommendations that consulting services be used for individual projects.  
The requesting division shall prepare a memorandum which contains the following: 

 
  a. verification that adequate funding is available; 
 
  b. a description of the project and the services request; and 
 
  c. the type and percentage of funding to be used (ex. 80% federal, 20% state) 
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  d. for “open-end” contracts, the request shall also identify the approximate number of projects to 
be assigned, the approximate duration, and the proposed maximum fee. 

 
3. Routing Consultant Utilization Request  

 
  The request shall be sent via memorandum to the division's Deputy Commissioner for approval.  If 

the request is approved, the original of the Deputy Commissioner's approval shall be sent to the 
Consulting Services Unit, and then the project will be included in a Professional Services Bulletin 
(PSB).  If denied, the request shall be returned to the originating division.  The Consulting Services 
Unit is responsible for retaining original approval memoranda. 

 
  If the consultant’s fee for federally funded work will be less than $100,000, the department may 

select a consultant in accordance with the Small Purchase Procedures without issuing a Professional 
Services Bulletin.  The department may negotiate the scope of work and fee. 

 
4. Sole Source Selections  

 
  A consultant may be selected by the department without advertising the work in a PSB, and only 

that consultant requested to submit a proposal, if the project will be funded with 100% state funds 
and one of the following conditions exists: 

 
  a. the project involves an emergency which will not permit the time necessary to issue a 

professional services bulletin, select a consultant, and negotiate a fee; or 
 
  b. the service is available only from a single source; or 
 
  c. after solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined inadequate; or 
 
  d. it is considered to be in the public interest. 
 

Any sole-source selection requires the approval of the Commissioner.  The requesting division will 
be responsible for documenting the reason(s) for using sole-source selection.  A copy of the 
documentation and the Commissioner’s approval shall be sent to the Consulting Services Unit. 

 
The department will develop an adequate scope of work and cost estimate before negotiating the fee. 
 Negotiations will be conducted in accordance with Section G of these procedures. 

 
 
C. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES BULLETINS 
 

1. Preparation of a Professional Services Bulletin  
 
  Once approved requests for use of consultants are received, the Consulting Services Unit shall 

prepare a Professional Services Bulletin (PSB).  Requests from various divisions should be 
combined whenever possible and will be coordinated with the participating divisions. 

 
  The requesting division is responsible for providing the Consulting Services Unit with the 

information regarding the project(s) to be included in the bulletin, including: 
 
  a. information the division would like submitted by consultants for evaluation 
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  b. detailed description of the technical requirements for the services to be rendered 
 
  c. anticipated method of payment 
 
  d. list of evaluation factors and the order of relative importance 
 
  e. whether the budgeted amount for the work is to be included in the PSB 
 
  f. any data and forms necessary for consultants to prepare statements of interest and proposals 
 
  The PSB will specify the closing date for accepting statements of interest and proposals.  Design 

PSBs will be advertised for a period of fourteen (14) days, unless the Design Division requests 
otherwise.  PSBs for all other requesting divisions will be advertised for a period of thirty (30) days, 
unless FHWA has approved a different time period for PSBs containing projects with federal 
participation.  The Commissioner may determine the closing date on PSBs containing 100% 
state-funded projects.  The Commissioner and the requesting division(s) shall review and approve 
draft copies of the PSB. 

 
2. Information to be Placed on Display  

 
  Each requesting division shall assemble copies of all relevant information on the projects before the 

PSB is mailed. The information shall be available for review from 7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. until the 
PSB closing date.  Each requesting division shall be responsible for displaying the information and 
answering questions about their projects. 

 
3. Display of Professional Services Bulletin  

 
  A copy of the PSB is to be displayed in the Consulting Services Unit of the central office and the 

Toll Road Division office.  The PSB is to remain on display until the closing date for the PSB has 
passed. 

 
4. Consultants to Receive Professional Services Bulletins  

 
  The Consulting Services Unit shall send a PSB to all firms that are currently on the consultant 

mailing list that have expressed an interest in one or more types of work contained in the PSB.  
Copies of the PSB will also be made available to the public in the Consulting Services Unit.  Before 
the PSB is mailed, Division Chiefs may inform the Consulting Services Unit of additional firms to 
receive the PSB. 

 
  The department will not be liable for any errors in the PSB or for failure to mail a PSB to any 

consultant. 
 

5. Distribution of Professional Services Bulletin  
 
  In addition to the consultants, copies of the PSB are to be distributed as follows: 
 
  a. Commissioner; 
 
  b. Deputy Commissioners of Division(s) with item(s) on the PSB; 
 
  c. Chief Counsel; 
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  d. Deputy Chief Engineer; 
 
  e. Division Chief(s) of Division(s) with item(s) on the PSB; 
 
  f. Division Chief of Civil Rights; 
 
  g. FHWA; and 
 
  h. Governor's Office 
 
 6. Public Notice of Professional Services Bulletin 
 
  The Consulting Services Unit shall arrange to have a notice of the PSB published in an Indianapolis 

newspaper of general circulation.  The notice should state that a Professional Services Bulletin has 
been issued, a general description of the types of work available, where a copy of the PSB may be 
obtained, and the closing date for submitting statements of interest. 

 
7. Statements of Interest and Proposals  

 
  Statements of interest and proposals shall be submitted to the Consulting Services Unit.  If a 

consultant properly identifies submittals as statements of interest and/or proposals, as instructed on 
the PSB, the submittals will not be opened until the closing date for that PSB. 

 
  The Consulting Services Unit will prepare a list of the consultants responding to the PSB and 

distribute the statements of interest and proposals to the appropriate division(s).  The requesting 
division shall be responsible for custody and control of the Statements of Interest and Proposals after 
receiving them from the Consulting Services Unit.  The division shall retain and dispose of the 
Statements of Interest and Proposals in accordance with the most current Approved Record 
Retention and Disposition Schedule of the Commission on Public Records. 

 
 
D. CONSULTANT SELECTION 
 
 1. Selection Process 
 
  a. Statements of Interest/Proposals Selection 
 
   i. The Chief of the requesting division or the Chief's designee shall review the statements of 

interest and proposals and compile a candidate list containing the following: 
 
    aa. list of consultants responding with item numbers shown, and whether the consultant is a 

DBE firm; 
 
    bb. list of existing projects by consultant; 
 
    cc. list of pending projects by consultant; 
 
    dd. list of the consultant’s existing, pending, and total fees by category of work and/or 

division; 
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    ff. the reasons for each recommendation. 
 
   ii. The above information shall be submitted to the appropriate Deputy Commissioner for 

review and approval. 
 
   iii. Once selected by the Deputy Commissioner, the name of the selected consultant shall be 

reviewed with the Commissioner and then submitted to the Consulting Services Unit. 
 
   iv. Upon receiving the name of the selected consultant, the Consulting Services Unit shall 

prepare a selection notification letter for the Commissioner’s review and signature. 
 

2. Notification of Selections  
 
  The Consulting Services Unit shall prepare a selection notification letter for the Commissioner’s 

approval and send a copy of the selection notice to all consultants that responded to the PSB, all 
divisions with items on the PSB, the appropriate Deputy Commissioners, and the Governor's Office. 

 
  The official notification of selection shall be the Notification of Selection letter prepared by the 

Consulting Services Unit.  No consultant shall be notified of its status in the selection process until 
the Commissioner approves the official Notification of Selection letter prepared by the Consulting 
Services Unit. 

 
  The Consulting Services Unit will retain a copy of the selected notice for all PSBs.  The division 

shall retain and dispose of the selection notices in accordance with the most current Approved 
Record Retention and Disposition Schedule of the Commission on Public Records. 

 
3. Federal Transit Funds  

 
  Request for noncompetitive negotiation must receive prior Federal Transit Administration approval. 

 A consultant may be selected by the department through noncompetitive negotiation only when the 
award of a contract is not feasible under competitive proposal procedures and at least one of the 
following circumstances applies: 

 
  a. the service is available only from a single source; 
 

  b. the project involves public exigency or emergency and does not permit a delay resulting from 
competitive solicitation; or 

 
  c. the results of a competitive solicitation has determined competition to be inadequate. 
 
  All noncompetitive negotiated contracts must be submitted to the Federal Transit Administration for 

pre-award review in accordance with Federal Transit Fund Circular 9040.  A cost analysis (in 
accordance with Section E of these procedures, Audit Evaluations) verifying the proposed cost data, 
the projections of the data, and the evaluation of the specific elements of costs and profit, is 
required. 

 
  If the consultant’s fee for federally funded work will be less than $100,000, the department may 

select a consultant in accordance with the Small Purchase Procedures without issuing a Professional 
Services Bulletin. 
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E. AUDIT EVALUATIONS 
  
 1. Pre-negotiation Audit 
 
  When consulting projects are awarded which are expected to exceed $250,000, the requesting 

division shall request the Contract Audit Unit of the Division of Accounting and Control to perform 
a pre-negotiation audit of the consultant's proposal; an overhead audit shall also be performed, if 
necessary.  A pre-negotiation audit is required for contracts less than $250,000 if any of the 
following conditions exist: 

 
  a. There is insufficient knowledge of the consultant’s accounting system; 
 
  b. There is previous unfavorable experience regarding the reliability of the consultant’s accounting 

system; or 
 
  c. The contract involves procurement of incidental equipment or supplies for which cost 

experience is lacking. 
 

2. Overhead Rate Audit  
 
  The Contract Audit Unit will determine if an overhead audit is necessary.  An overhead audit should 

be performed, if practical when: 
  
  a. the consultant's latest audited overhead rate is more than two (2) years old; 
 
  b. the department has never performed an overhead audit of the consultant; or 
 
  c. the circumstances warrant an overhead audit 
 
   The department may use an audit performed by an independent certified public accountant, 

another state, a federal agency, or a local governmental agency if the audit is current and of 
sufficient detail.  The overhead audits are to be treated as confidential information. 

 
   The Contract Audit Unit shall notify the Division of Design when a consultant overhead audit is 

scheduled.  The Division of Design may request the Contract Audit Unit to perform an audit of 
one or more of the consultant's completed lump-sum projects while performing the overhead 
audit.  The audit(s) shall indicate, as a minimum, the number of man-hours charged per 
classification and the consultant's total cost to complete the project. 

 
 
F. SCOPE OF WORK 
 
 1. The requesting division shall provide the consultant with existing reports regarding the project, the 

anticipated schedule for the project, and shall indicate the method of payment (i.e. lump-sum, 
cost-plus-fixed-fee, unit prices and/or negotiated hourly rate) to be used for each pay item on the 
project. 

 
 2. The requesting division shall arrange a scope of work meeting with the consultant, if necessary.  

Once the scope of work for the project has been agreed upon, the consultant shall be instructed to 
submit a proposal to the requesting division.  The submittal shall include: 
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  a. the requested number of copies of the proposal; 
 
  b. a brief description of the project and services; 
 
  c. a man-hour justification for each lump-sum pay item or cost-plus-fixed-fee contract (except 

open-end contracts); 
 
  d. other information requested by the division; 
 
  e. request to subcontract any portion of the work. 
 
 3. The consultant shall be given a deadline for its submittal.  If the consultant's submittal is not 

received by the deadline, the consultant's selection may be rescinded and the project may be 
awarded to another consultant responding to the PSB. 

 
 4. Subcontracts 
 
  All proposed subcontracts must be approved in advance by the requesting division.  The subcontract 

request shall be submitted with the consultant's proposal and include the following information: 
 
   a. name of proposed subcontractor; 
 
   b. type of work to be subcontracted; 
 
   c. proposed subcontractor fee; and 
 
   d. MBE-2 Forms, if a non-DBE firm is utilized. 
 
   The requesting division shall review the subcontract request and notify the prime consultant if 

the request is approved or denied. 
 
 
G. NEGOTIATIONS 
 
 1. The requesting division shall send copies of the proposal to other divisions for review, as needed.  

The divisions performing reviews shall send the results to the requesting division for use in the 
negotiations. 

 
 2. The requesting division shall be responsible for keeping schedules for consultant projects current so 

that the Division of Policy and Budget can program each project for the appropriate fiscal year. 
 
 3. The requesting division shall prepare a detailed cost estimate with an appropriate breakdown of 

specific types of  labor required, estimated hours by classification, and an estimated fixed fee (if 
applicable) based upon the size, duration, risk, and complexity of the project, for use during 
negotiations. 

 
 4. The requesting division shall perform a technical evaluation of the consultant's proposal. Prior to 

negotiating, the requesting division shall review the consultant's overhead audit, the technical 
evaluation, and the reviews by other involved divisions.  The requesting division shall document 
how the above information was used in the negotiations. 
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 5. If negotiations are not successful, the consultant shall be notified in writing that the department is 

rescinding its selection.  The requesting division shall prepare the letter for the Commissioner’s 
signature.  A copy of the letter shall be sent to the Consulting Services Unit.  The requesting 
division shall indicate the reason(s) for rescinding the selection.  The requesting division shall 
decide whether to recommend an alternate consultant from those responding to the PSB or to re-
advertise the item in a future PSB. 

 
 6. The consultant may withdraw from negotiations at any time by giving the requesting division 

written notice.  The requesting division shall decide whether to recommend an alternate consultant 
from those responding to the PSB or to re-advertise the item in a future PSB. 

 
 7. The Chief of the requesting division or his/her designee shall be responsible for the negotiation of 

consultant fees.  The negotiations may be handled by telephone. 
 
 8. Cost-Reimbursable Contracts: 
 
  a. The Chief of the requesting division or his/her designee shall be responsible for negotiating the 

fixed-fee and the maximum amount payable.  On federal-aid projects, a fixed-fee greater than 
15% of direct salary and overhead costs must be submitted to and approved by FHWA.  
Cost-reimbursable contracts utilizing federal-aid funds must be cost-plus-fixed-fee or negotiated 
labor rate agreements. 

 
  b. Federal Highway Administration Authorization: 
 
   For each project that is to utilize Federal Highway Administration funds, the requesting division 

shall prepare a FMIS form to request the obligation of funds and authorization from FHWA for 
the consultant to proceed with preliminary engineering, right-of-way, construction engineering, 
or project management on the project.  The FMIS form request may be prepared once the 
contract has been negotiated.  The total amount to be obligated shall be noted by the requesting 
division.  The FMIS form shall be sent to the Division of Policy and Budget for approval.  The 
Division of Policy and Budget shall then identify the class of funds and the federal aid requested 
in the form of an electronic agreement that is sent to the Federal Highway Administration. 

 
   A division representative for the Commissioner shall sign the electronic agreement with the 

Federal Highway Administration.  Once the Federal Highway Administration has signed the 
agreement, a copy of that agreement is then sent to the project manager who may then issue a 
notice to proceed. 

 
  c. Other Federal-aid Authorization: 
 
   For projects utilizing federal-aid other than Federal Highway Administration funding, the 

requesting division shall follow the appropriate federal guidelines. 
 
 
H. PROCESSING OF CONTRACT 
 
 1. Contract Request 
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  After negotiations for a project are complete, the request for a contract shall be made with a 
memorandum from the requesting chief (or the chief’s designee) to the Chief Counsel, attention:  
Consulting Services Unit.  The request shall include the following: 

 
  a. Name and address of selected consultant 
 
  b. Project description, including Des. No., if any 
 
  c. Maximum amount to be paid under the contract 
 
  d. Whether funds are federal or state, and the percentage of each type 
 
  e. Duration for the contract expressed either as an expiration date or term for a period of months or 

years. 
 
  f. The year, bulletin, and item number of the PSB for the work 
 
  g. The method of payment for the contract:  lump-sum, cost-plus-fixed fee, cost-plus % of profit or 

negotiated labor rates 
 
  h. Approval from contract audit of the overhead rates, negotiated rates, or facilities capital cost of 

money rates, if any requested 
 
  i. A completed Executive Document Summary (EDS); however, the Consulting Services Unit will 

complete the agency’s EDS number on the form. 
 
 2. Contract Preparation 
 

The Consulting Services Unit shall prepare a contract, incorporating the terms from the scope of 
work and the fees arrived at during the negotiation phase.  The contract shall specify the method of 
payment for each element of the work.  The contract shall be sent to the requesting division for 
review and comment.  The division's written approval or written request for changes shall be sent 
back to the Consulting Services Unit. 

 
 3. Consultant Signature 
 

The Consulting Services Unit shall resolve the division's comments and send two copies of the 
contract to the consultant for review and signature.  The letter shall be signed by the Program 
Coordinator, Consulting Services Unit. 

 
 4. Department Signature 
 

Once returned by the consultant, the Consulting Services Unit shall send the documents for 
signature to the Commissioner through the appropriate Deputy Commissioner.   

 
5. Attorney General's Approval  

 
After the department signatures are obtained, the Consulting Services Unit shall send the documents 
to the Office of the Attorney General for approval as to form and legality. 

 
6. Other Required Signatures  
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On occasion, the State Budget Agency or the Department of Administration may be required to 
approve professional services contracts.  If this is necessary, the Consulting Services Unit shall 
obtain the required signatures. 

 
7. Workers’ Compensation Certificates  

 
The Consulting Services Unit shall maintain a file of current workers’ compensation certificates for 
all consultants providing services to the department.  Prior to distributing the executed contract, the 
Consulting Services Unit shall verify that the consultant has a current workers’ compensation 
certificate on file.  If the consultant does not have a current certificate on file, the Consulting 
Services Unit shall contact the consultant to obtain one. 

 
8. Distribution of Contracts  

 
When the Consulting Services Unit has obtained all required signatures and verified that the 
consultant has a current workers’ compensation certificate on file, the Consulting Services Unit shall 
transmit one original contract to the requesting division. The requesting division shall retain a copy 
of the contract, then forward the original to the consultant.  The Consulting Services Unit shall retain 
the other original contract in the project file. 

 
  The contract may be distributed once the funds have been encumbered and all of the required 

signatures have been obtained. 
 
 
I. SUPPLEMENTING OR MODIFYING CONTRACTS 
 

1. Circumstances requiring Contract Modification  
 
  Circumstances may exist that require a consultant contract to be modified, amended, or 

supplemented.  Situations requiring a formal change to the contract include, but are not limited to: 
 
  a. a change in the maximum amount payable 
 
  b. a change to a specific pay item 
 
  c. any additions or deletions of pay items 
 
  d. revisions to the scope of work 
 
  e. a change in the term of the contract or completion date for the work 
 

2. Requesting Changes to Existing Contracts  
 

  a. A request to change an existing contract may be made with a memorandum from the requesting 
division chief (or the chief’s designee) to the Chief Counsel, attention:  Consulting Services 
Unit.  The request shall contain the following information: 

 
   i. identify the consultant agreement to be modified 
 
   ii. state the specific nature of the changes, including any revision to the amount of payment 
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   iii. an Executive Document Summary (EDS) for the supplemented or modified contract time, 

after the contract term has expired. 
 
  b. Requesting divisions should make requests for changes in a timely manner to allow changes 

to be made and all required signatures obtained within the existing term of the contract.  
Requests for extensions of time should be made as soon as it becomes apparent that 
additional time will be required. 

 
  c. Open-end contracts will not be supplemented, except for a change in the scope of work, to 

extend the duration of the contract for work already assigned, or to increase the maximum 
amount payable to complete work already in progress.  If a division desires to increase the 
maximum amount payable of an open-end contract for work not in progress, the division must 
request a new contract, instead of supplementing the existing contract. 

 
 
J. NOTICE TO PROCEED 
 

The requesting division is responsible for ascertaining the availability of funding and  issuing a written 
notice to proceed to the consultant.  No notice to proceed shall be given until the contract is 
fully-executed, the funds have been encumbered, and any necessary federal approvals have been 
received.  No payment will be made for work undertaken prior to the notice to proceed.  A copy of the 
notice to proceed shall be sent to the Consulting Services Unit. 
 
In the event there is a change in scope of work after the issuance of the written notice to proceed, 
adjustments in compensation to the consultant shall be determined by INDOT, subject to the 
consultant’s approval.  The consultant shall not commence the additional work until a supplemental 
contract is agreed to in writing, executed by all parties and approved by the Attorney General. 
 
However, upon approval by the Design Division, INDOT may authorize supplemental work up to 
$30,000.00 prior to the execution of a supplemental agreement for work.  Any authorization for 
additional work shall not be binding on the parties, unless and until the supplemental agreement is 
approved by the Attorney General as to form and legality. 

 
 
K. PROGRESS REVIEW 
 
 1. The Chief of the requesting division shall provide final review and supervision of the consultant's 

work.  The Chief of the requesting division will assign member(s) of the staff to directly monitor 
progress of the work, compliance with the contract, and any applicable state and/or federal standards 
and regulations. 

 
 2. Each division that revises a department manual, road or bridge memorandum, etc. affecting 

consulting work shall be responsible for ensuring that all consultants currently doing work for the 
department are made aware of the change(s). 

 
 3. The consultant shall make submittals and progress reports in accordance with the provisions of the 

contract.  The plans and/or reports shall be sent to the division responsible for monitoring the work. 
 
  Each division shall have a process in place to deal with untimely submittals.  
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  After reviewing the submittal, the division shall send directions, comments, and/or marked-up plans 
or reports to the consultant. 

 
  The consultant shall be requested to attend a conference if its submittals are wholly inadequate or 

substantially unsatisfactory. 
 
 4. Each division monitoring any portion of the consultant's work will watch for unauthorized 

subcontract work.  If unauthorized subcontract work is discovered, the requesting division shall 
request an explanation from the consultant.  

 
The consultant's response shall be sent to the personnel responsible for the selection of the 
consultant.  Penalties against the consultant for use of unauthorized subcontractors may range from a 
written warning against future violations to affecting future selection for consultant projects.  The 
department may also elect to terminate the contract. 

 
 
L. INVOICE VOUCHERS 
 
 1. Consultants shall send invoice vouchers to the requesting division.  The requesting division shall log 

in each invoice voucher received and write the date received on the voucher.  The voucher must be 
reviewed, signed, and sent to the Division of Accounting and Control within 21 calendar days of the 
date received in order to avoid paying interest on the payment.  If the invoice voucher is 
unacceptable, the requesting division will reject the invoice voucher and return it to the consultant 
with a Notice of Good Faith Dispute. 

 
 2. The invoice voucher shall be checked by the requesting division for the following: 
 
  a. purchase order number; 
 
  b. location, function and object codes; 
 
  c. state share, federal share and total disbursement; 
 
  d. cost account number; 
 
  e. project number; 
 
  f. consultant signature; and 
 
  g. fund and participation codes. 
 
 3. The requesting division will verify that: 
 
  a. money is available in the subject purchase order to pay the invoice; 
 
  b. the correct fee for the work has been used; 
 
  c. the consultant's claimed progress agrees with division records and the information received from 

other divisions; 
 
  d. the hourly rates and provisional overhead rates on cost reimbursable contracts are valid; and 
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  e. the mathematical computations are correct. 
 
   If the voucher information is correct, the requesting division will sign and forward the invoice 

voucher to the Division of Accounting and Control. 
  
   If the voucher information is incorrect, the requesting division of primary concern shall reject 

the invoice and mail the consultant a “Notice of Good Faith Dispute” letter detailing the 
reason(s) for the rejection. 

 
 
M. PROJECT COMPLETION 
 
 1. Lump-sum Contracts 
 
  The requesting division shall detail the fee earned and mark "lump-sum" on the face of the final 

invoice voucher to notify the Division of Accounting and Control that no audit is needed for final 
payment.  The invoice voucher will then be forwarded to the Division of Accounting and Control. 

 
  If the contract contains a cost-plus provision for changes during construction, and work has been 

performed thereunder, the requesting division may request the Division of Accounting and Control 
to perform a final audit for the cost-plus portion of the contract when that portion is less than 
$25,000.  The requesting division shall request the Division of Accounting and Control to perform a 
final audit when the “cost-plus” portion of the contract is $25,000 or more. 

 
2. Cost Reimbursable Contracts  

 
  The requesting division shall request the Division of Accounting and Control to perform a final 

audit for "cost-plus" contracts in excess of $25,000.00. 
 
  Upon receipt of the audit report, the requesting division shall follow the procedures established by 

the Division of Accounting and Control for audit resolutions and the finaling out of cost 
reimbursable contracts. 

 
 3. Closed Projects/Contracts 
 
  When a project has been completed and the contract has been closed, the requesting division shall 

promptly notify the Consulting Services Unit that the contract is closed.  Upon such notification, the 
Consulting Services Unit will remove the contract file from active status and will be responsible for 
the storage and retention of the contract in accordance with the most current Approved Record 
Retention and Disposition Schedule of the Commission on Public Records. 

 
 
N. CONSULTANT EVALUATIONS 
 
 1. The department will evaluate each consultant's performance on: 
 
  a. each department project; and 
 
  b. each Local Public Agency project utilizing federal-aid funds. 
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 2. The evaluation must include the following factors: 
 
  a. Timely completion of work. 
 
  b. Quality of work. 
 
  c. Administrative effectiveness. 
 
 3. Each division responsible for monitoring a portion of a project shall prepare an evaluation for each 

submittal or at regular intervals during the progress of the work and send a copy to the consultant. 
 
  The original shall be retained by the division performing the evaluation.  The consultant shall be 

given the opportunity to discuss its evaluations.  If the consultant submits written comments, they 
shall be attached to the evaluation. 

 
 
O. CONSULTANT PREQUALIFICATION 
 
 1. Division Criteria 
 
  Each division that establishes prequalification is responsible for the prequalification process to be 

used by that division, if any.  Consultants desiring to become prequalified should contact the 
division directly.  Consultants desiring to provide services for divisions that utilize prequalification 
must be prequalified in order to be considered eligible for placement on the department mailing list 
for such services. 

 
  If Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) funds are to be used, the requesting division’s 

prequalification process must receive prior FHWA approval. 
 

2. Prequalification Appeals Requirements  
 
  In accordance with I.C. 4-21.5, divisions that establish prequalification criteria must have an appeals 

process in place and notify consultants of their appeal rights.  Appeals must be conducted in 
accordance with I.C. 4-21.5. 

 
3. Geotechnical Services Prequalification  

 
  Consultants desiring to provide geotechnical services, as either contractors or subcontractors, must 

be prequalified by the Division of Materials and Tests.  The Division of Materials and Tests shall 
send a list of the prequalified firms and/or changes to the list to the Consulting Services Unit each 
time the list changes. 

 
4. Hazardous Materials Services  

 
  The department may utilize the consultant lists of the Indiana Department of Environmental 

Management when the services of hazardous waste consultants are required. 
 

5. Consultant Mailing List  
 
  The Consulting Services Unit shall maintain a consultant mailing list.  The purpose of the list is to 

facilitate the mailing of Professional Services Bulletins. 
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  The Consulting Services Unit shall request all consultants to complete an “areas of interest” form 

regarding the types of work desired.  Consultants will be placed on the mailing list to receive 
Professional Services Bulletins pertaining to the consultant’s areas of interest after submitting the 
“areas of interest” form.  In addition to the “areas of interest” form, the Consulting Services Unit 
shall request all consultants to provide data qualifications materials, which must be on file before a 
consultant may be considered for selection in response to a PSB.  It is the consultant’s responsibility 
to notify INDOT of changes to the areas of interest form and/or the data qualification materials, 
whenever the consultant information changes, or at least once every two (2) years.  It is also the 
consultant’s obligation to keep INDOT advised of the consultant’s current mailing address.  PSBs or 
other correspondence returned to INDOT undeliverable by the U.S. Postal Service at the address 
provided by the consultant shall result in the consultant being deleted from the mailing list. 

 
6. Updating Prequalification Data  

 
  Prequalification data shall be updated in accordance with the requirements of each division utilizing 

prequalification criteria.  Such divisions shall maintain their own prequalification data. 
 
 
P. DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE REPORTS 
 
 1. Documentation of DBE Utilization 
 
  The Consulting Services Unit shall prepare a monthly report of all consulting services contracts.  

The report will be sent to the Civil Rights Division by the fifth of each month. 
 
  The report shall include the following information: 
 
  a. date contract is distributed; 
 
  b. consultant name; 
 
  c. project description; 
 
  d. project number; 
 
  e. contract amount; 
 
  f. federal participation; 
 
  g. state participation; 
 
  h. DBE contracts identified; 
 
  i. monthly and fiscal year (state and federal) DBE total contract (primes and subcontractors) 

amount, federal participation, and state participation; 
 
  j. monthly and fiscal year (state and federal) consultant total contract, federal participation, and 

state participation; 
 
  k. monthly and fiscal year (state and federal) DBE percentages. 
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Q. EXCEPTIONS 
 
 Any exceptions to this procedure must be approved by the Commissioner, and FHWA must approve any 

exceptions to these procedure if any federal funding is to be utilized. 
 
 
 
Approved by: ______________________________  Date _______________, 20___ 
    Commissioner 
 
 
 
Approved by: ______________________________  Date _______________, 20___ 
    FHWA 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE FORM 
 
 
CONSULTANT COMPLETES THIS SECTION 
 
Consultant:       
 
Des. No.:       Project No.:       
 
Project Description:       
 
Submittal:       
 
This submittal has been reviewed with regard to consistency, completeness, and overall content 
prior to submittal by      , Project Manager, on      , 20     , telephone number      . 
 
 
REVIEWER COMPLETES THIS SECTION 
 
The submittal described above has been reviewed for quality in accordance with the Quality 
Assurance Procedures.  
 
The consultant is responsible for checking all of its work as outlined in Indiana Design Manual 
Section 6-2.0, Quality Assurance Procedures.  The table shown below indicates which of the 
reviewer’s personnel has checked which items. 
 

Item Designer Reviewer 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  

 
Remarks:       
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Item 
No. 

Item Rated 
Hydrau- 

lics 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

1 Design Concept X X X X 
2 Critical Design Elements  X X X 
3 Calculations X    
4 Plans/Report Quality X X X X 
5 Engineering Judgment     
6 Documentation of Work X X X X 

7 
Environmental Mitigation / 
Permit Compliance 

 X X X 

8 Procedure / Standards Compliance X X X X 
9 Quality Assurance X X X X 
10 Cooperation X X X X 

 
Notes: Table can be applied to either a PDP or pre-PDP project. 
 A change in the project scope may result in evaluations at subsequent design stages where such an evaluation was not 

originally scheduled. 
 Stage 1 corresponds to the Grade Review, Structure Type and Size, Final Field Check, and Design Summary phases. 
 Stage 2 corresponds to the Design Hearing and Preliminary Plans for Final Approval phases. 

Stage 3 corresponds to the Final Check Prints and Final Tracings phases. 
 

ITEMS RATED FOR EACH SUBMITTAL 
General Plans Review 

 
Figure 6-3B 
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Item 
No. 

Items Rated 
Inspection 

Report 
Preliminary 

Plans 
Final 
Plans 

Tracings 

1 Design Concept     X X X
2 Critical Design Elements X X X  
3 Calculations X    X X
4 Plan / Report Quality X X X X 
5 Engineering Judgment     X X X
6 Documentation of Work     X X X

7 
Environmental Mitigation / 
Permit Compliance 

X    X X

8 Procedure / Standards Compliance     X X X X
9 Quality Assurance     X X X
10 Cooperation     X X X X

 
  Note: A change in the scope of the project may result in evaluations at subsequent design stages where 
   such an evaluation was not originally scheduled. 
 
 

ITEMS RATED FOR EACH SUBMITTAL 
Bridge Rehabilitation Review 

 
Figure 6-3C 
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RATING / EVALUATION 
PLANS-DEVELOPMENT PROCESS, DESIGN EXCEPTION 

 
 
Consultant:       
 
Route:       
 
Des. No.       
 
Description:       
 
Structure No.:       
 
CN Project No.:       
 
 
REVIEWER’S ITEMS TO BE RATED 
 
Identification of Need       5 = Excellent, 4 = Good, 3 = Marginal 

2 = Poor, 1 = Unsatisfactory Analysis       
Procedure/Compliance       
Cooperation       
Timeliness       
 
Comments:       
 
Are Revisions Major?   Yes   No 
 
Reviewer’s Signature: __________________________________  Date:       
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RATING / EVALUATION 
PLANS-DEVELOPMENT PROCESS, PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

 
Contract No.:       Letting Date:       District:       
 
Route:       Des. No.:       
 
Description:       
 
CN Project No.:       Structure No.:       
 
Consultant:       Project Manager:       
 
 
REVIEWER’S ITEMS TO BE RATED 
 

5 = Excellent, 4 = Good, 3 = Marginal 
2 = Poor, 1 = Unsatisfactory 

Special Provisions       
Pay Items       
Procedure / Standards Compliance       
Cooperation       
 
Comments:       
 
Are Revisions Major?   Yes   No 
 
Reviewer’s Signature: __________________________________  Date:       
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES / 
DESIGN SUMMARY 

 
 
7-1.0  ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 
7-1.01  INDOT Document 
 
The INDOT Procedural Manual for Preparing Environmental Studies provides the 
Department’s procedures for the preparation of the environmental documents described below. 
 
The designer should refer to the appropriate document as needed to determine the role of 
environmental procedures in project development.  Copies of such document may be obtained 
from the Production Management Division’s Office of Environmental Services. 
 
An editable version of Figure 7-1A, Scope / Environmental Compliance Certification / Permit 
Application, may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
If more right of way is required for a project than is described in the environmental document, 
the designer should submit a written request to the Office of Environmental Services’ 
Environmental Policy Team to determine if an Additional Information subsection is required. 
 
Such documents prepared for a Department project will apply as shown below. 
 
 
7-1.01(01)  Categorical Exclusion (CE) 
 
The type of project for which the environmental document is typically considered to be a CE is 
as follows: 
 
1. access control; 
2. added travel lanes with little or no right-of-way take; 
3. bridge rehabilitation; 
4. bridge replacement; 
5. drainage correction; 
6. erosion and landslide control; 
7. guardrail and lighting; 
8. intersection improvement; 
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9. railroad-crossing improvement; 
10. rest-area modernization and construction; 
11. Resurfacing, Restoration, and Rehabilitation (3R); 
12. safety improvements; 
13. sight distance correction; 
14. signalization and signing; 
15. small-structure replacement; or 
16. weigh-station modernization and construction. 
 
 
7-1.01(02)  Environmental Assessment / Finding Of No Significant Impact (EA/FONSI) 
 
The type of project for which the environmental document is typically considered to be an 
EA/FONSI is as follows: 
 
1. added travel lanes involving acquisition of large amounts of right of way and a 

considerable number of relocations; or 
2. construction of a new roadway. 
 
 
7-1.01(03)  Environmental Impact Statement / Record of Decision (EIS / ROD) 
 
The type of project for which the environmental document is typically considered to be an EIS / 
ROD is as follows: 
 
1. construction of a new controlled-access freeway; 
2. construction of 4 or more lanes on a new location; or 
3. project with a significant adverse impact on the human environment. 
 
 
7-1.01(04)  Environmental Commitments 
 
A commitment is defined as an agreement by the Department with an outside party, that the 
Department will perform an action or refrain from certain actions.  A commitment may come 
from a variety of sources, such as resource agencies, landowners, utilities, or the public in 
general.  A commitment can be classified as firm, indicating that failure to comply with it has 
legal consequences, or it can be an item for further consideration, meaning that it is desirable but 
it is not required by law. 
 
During the development phase of a project a number of commitments or agreements with 
property owners or public agencies can be made, some which cannot be fulfilled until the project 
is constructed.  Environmental commitments are included in the language of the permits that are 
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included in the construction contract.  Commitments made to property owners or public agencies 
will be documented.  This will allow the project engineer/supervisor to have copies of these 
agreements during construction. 
 
All environmental, context-sensitivity, and regulatory-agency permits commitments to be 
incorporated into each project should be summarized in one electronic location (document), as 
described in Section 7-1.01(05). 
 
The designer may request and receive written approval from a commitment’s originator to omit a 
commitment.  Such request, including the rationale for deletion or modification of a 
commitment, should be sent to the Environment, Planning and Engineering Division’s 
Environmental Assessment Section.  A copy of the request should also be sent to the appropriate 
design project coordinator.  The Environmental Assessment Section will notify the designer 
whether it is acceptable to pursue deletion of a commitment with the appropriate regulatory 
agency.  The designer may not delete a commitment until written approval is received from the 
appropriate regulatory agency or agencies. 
 
An example of a commitment included in the environmental document that might be considered 
for deletion is the fish spawning restriction (no in-channel work between April 1 and June 30), 
especially if it is an intermittent stream (dry most of the time). 
 
If a project has not received design approval and the designer believes that one or more of the 
commitments listed in the environmental document should be omitted, the designer should 
follow the procedure described above.  The designer should then develop the Fish and Wildlife 
Review and Mitigation Section of the Design Summary accordingly, based upon the written 
response from the Environmental Assessment Section and the appropriate regulatory agency or 
agencies.  The designer should attach to the Fish and Wildlife Review, the letter(s) from the 
appropriate regulatory agency or agencies approving deletion or modification of a commitment. 
 
Each environmental document includes a section with a summary of commitments.  There are 
Required and Optional subsections. 
 
If INDOT committed to the fish spawning restriction in the Fish and Wildlife Review and such 
restriction is not contained in any of the permits to be included in the contract documents, the 
designer must prepare a unique special provision and include it in the special provisions 
attachments. 
 
1. Site Construction Approval of Wetland Mitigation Areas for Local Transportation 

Project.  The INDOT wetland scientist, wetland biologist, or landscape architect should 
not be referenced in the special provisions as an approving agent for wetlands under 
construction.  These duties are the responsibility of the design firm or the agent of the 
local public agency who will be monitoring these sites.  The local public agency is 
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responsible for the five year monitoring of these mitigation areas.  It is their 
responsibility to ensure the viability of the site for intended mitigation. 

 
2. Preliminary Site Investigation Review.  The designer should review the preliminary site 

investigation and site assessment and take appropriate action (place notes on plans, 
include special provisions, etc.).  For clarification or assistance with understanding these 
reports, the designer should contact the Environment, Planning and Engineering 
Division’s Environmental Services Section manager.  Information shown in these 
documents regarding gas storage tanks and hazardous waste should be incorporated into 
the plans or specifications. 

 
3. Woody Vegetation Plans Procedures.  The procedure for processing Woody Vegetation 

plans is as follows: 
 

a. The Woody Vegetation plans should be transmitted to the Design Division’s 
project coordinator at the Preliminary Field Check and Final Plan stages.  The 
submittals will be logged in by the project coordinator and sent to the Design 
Division’s landscape architect for review. 

 
b. Once the plan review has been completed, the landscape architect will send a 

memorandum to the designer with a copy to the project coordinator.  For a 
consultant-designed project, the landscape architect will also send a copy of the 
memorandum to the Design Division’s project manager. 

 
The preliminary woody revegetation review should be coordinated with the Design 
Division’s landscape architect.  This is to occur in advance of the Fish and Wildlife 
Review submittal.  The landscape architect is to respond directly to the designer with a 
written summary of the review with a copy to the Design Division’s project coordinator. 

 
The designer should work directly with the landscape architect regarding final woody 
revegetation review.  The Design Division’s project coordinator is to receive a copy of 
the written summary of the review. 

 
4. Asbestos Certification.  The designer is required to file a statement to certify that no 

asbestos-containing material was specified as a building material for the project.  The 
certifications that are received are placed in the project file.  In order to be of use to 
INDOT, it must be able to retrieve the appropriate statement when the structure is worked 
on in the future.  Therefore, the designer should send the original certification to the 
appropriate district bridge inspector, with a copy to the Environment, Planning and 
Engineering Division’s Environmental Services manager, and place a copy in the design 
calculation book for the project. 
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7-1.01(05)  INDOT Project Commitment Database 
 
A commitment-tracking procedure has been developed to ensure that everyone involved with a 
project is aware of its commitments, and to provide a means to document when the commitments 
are to be implemented. 
 
1. Procedure and Web Portal Access. 
 

See Figure 7-1B, Project Commitments Database Procedure.  Access to the Project 
Commitments Database is provided through the INDOT website, as described below. 

 
An internal user should not use the SPMS MyTasks application.  Instead, such user 
should access the website through the INDOT Web Portal, at 
https://webapp.indot.in.gov/iwp/login/login.aspx. 

 
An external user should access the INDOT Web Portal through 
https://netservices.indot.in.gov/iwp/login/Login.aspx. 

 
The designer should upload the All Project Commitments Report, at the appropriate 
design stages.  The Report should include the correct ERMS Document Type as shown in 
the revised Final Tracings Checklist at 
http://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms.  The Report should also include the 
correct Project File Naming Conventions as shown in Figure 7-1C.  The Report will be 
posted to the INDOT website at the time of contract advertisement along with all other 
supporting documents. 

 
Most consulting firms have admittance to the INDOT Web Portal as their primary access 
to ERMS.  Admission to the Portal can be granted by submitting a user-enrollment or 
organization-enrollment form.  Once admission has been granted, the procedure for a user 
to gain admittance to the database is as follows: 

 
a. click on Select New Process; 
b. check Project Commitments from the available list; 
c. click on Submit, then 
d. request each permission level (group description) desired. 

 
An external user may choose only from Commitments_UPDATE or 
Commitments_VIEWERS.  An internal user may choose from the entire list. 
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Additional FAQ and Help documents concerning the process of accessing the Project 
Commitments Database and using the INDOT website are located at 
http://www.in.gov/indot/6813.htm under Project Commitments Documents. 

 
 
2. Responsibilities. 
 

a. Designer.  The designer is responsible for ensuring that the commitments are 
included in the plans, pay items, and specifications.  The All Project 
Commitments Report should be included in the Final Tracings submittal. 

 
b. Project Manager.  A copy of the All Project Commitments Report should be 

provided to the designer by the project manager for the designer’s signature.  The 
Report should not be incorporated into the project’s Contract Information book. 

 
The project manager should ensure that all active commitments are listed in the 
Report prior to letting.  The project manager will supply the Report to the area 
engineer. 

 
The project manager should document changes in commitments or indicate 
commitments that cannot be satisfied.  An unresolved commitment determined by 
the project engineer/supervisor to require monitoring after construction should be 
resolved by ensuring that a contract exists for the required monitoring. 

 
c. Project Engineer/Supervisor.  After the final inspection, the project 

engineer/supervisor will maintain a copy of the All Project Commitments Report 
in the field office. 

 
 
7-1.02  Wildlife Habitat Replacement 
 
To some extent, the project will likely disturb existing wildlife habitat.  Wildlife habitats may 
include woodlands, overgrown fields, pastures, or wetlands.  The Department’s policy is to 
replace any disturbed wetland.  This will often require the purchase of additional right of way.  
To determine the project’s effect on plants and animals, the designer should review the 
Engineer’s Report or, where provided, the EIS or EA.  These reports may also provide 
recommendations on the type and quantities of habitat to be replaced. 
 
The designer is responsible for incorporating the mitigation of the wildlife habitat into the road 
or bridge plans.  This may include revegetation with special grasses and woody species, wetlands 
grading and seed mixtures, etc.  However, wetlands revegetation with aquatic and woody species 
is usually administered under a separate contract once the road or bridge plans have been 
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completed.  The Office of Environmental Services will assist in coordinating habitat types and 
quantities.  Its Ecology and Permits Team will assist in the development of plans and 
specifications. 
 
 
7-1.03  Wetland Design Guidelines 
 
Wetlands are often disturbed by a highway project.  The Department’s policy is to replace any 
disturbed wetland areas when required.  Therefore, where the creation of new wetlands for the 
replacement, enhancement or restoration of existing wetlands is necessary, the following 
guidelines should be considered. 
 
1. Wetland Sites
 

.  Previously altered wetland sites are preferred over upland sites. 

2. Early Coordination

 

.  Initiate and continue throughout the design process if the road or 
bridge and associated wetland designs are accomplished by separate designers. 

3. Design Features

 

.  Incorporate features which will allow control over the wetland water 
elevation when necessary.  This is critical to successful installation and establishment of 
various aquatic species. 

4. Wetland Contract

 

.  When setting up a separate contract involving wetlands, it will be the 
designer’s responsibility to include one or more of the conditions as follows. 

a. The wetland should be one of the first items constructed and operational, 
excluding aquatic plantings or seedlings.  This is imperative because the wetland 
hydraulics must function as intended and any corrections must be made during the 
contract time.  It will be necessary to include such items as sodding, temporary 
seeding, or erosion control that pertain to the wetland in the complementary road 
or bridge contract. 

 
b. Install aquatic plantings and seeding in a separate follow-up contract.  A 

minimum of one growing season establishment period will be required.  More 
than one establishment period may be necessary.  The Office of Environmental 
Services’ Ecology and Permits Team should be consulted for guidance in 
determining the establishment periods. 

 
c. Install aquatic plantings and seeding in the road or bridge contract when it is not 

practical to do so in a separate contract.  A one-growing-season establishment 
period will be required.  It is imperative that the wetland is one of the first items 
to be constructed and operational because availability, delivery, and installation of 
aquatic plantings and seeding are on a limited basis. 
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5. Vegetation Plans

 

.  When developing wetland vegetation plans, specify species which are 
commonly supplied by nurseries specializing in aquatic species.  Avoid species that are 
rare or uncommon which, typically, are limited in supply. 

6. Native Species

 

.  It is important to realize that species which are present at or near the 
wetland site will self colonize the new wetland given the necessary hydraulic 
requirements.  Sometimes these species are difficult or impossible to find and should be 
omitted from recommended planting lists. 

7. Planting Recommendations

 

.  When specifying aquatic plants, tubers, roots, etc., the 
following application rates are recommended. 

Proposed Wetland Site Treatment Application Rate Per Acre 
 
Enhancement ........................................................................ 1,000 
Restoration ........................................................................ 1,000 
Creation ........................................................................ 1,000 – 3,000 

 
It is also recommended that plants be installed in groupings of approximately 10 to 20 
plants. 

 
For additional information on wetland design, see the INDOT Division of Design, Wetland 
Mitigation Design Guide. 
 
 
7-2.0  DESIGN SUMMARY 
 
7-2.01  Introduction 
 
The Design Summary is a written document describing a project, its existing conditions, the 
planned improvements, and the different considerations utilized in developing the design for the 
project.  It is a Production Management Division document prepared primarily for the use of the 
Local Programs Division’s Office of Public Hearings. 
 
A Design Summary must be prepared for each project (including one that does not involve the 
acquisition of new right of way), except for a bridge rehabilitation or bridge widening project 
without right-of-way requirements.  Such a project requires a Bridge Inspection Report which is 
submitted to obtain design approval.  See Chapter Seventy-two for a discussion on the Bridge 
Inspection Report. 
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An Abbreviated Design Summary will be required for an Interstate-route rehabilitation project as 
described in Section 7-2.03.  A Brief Design Summary is required for each stand-alone project.  
Blank design summary forms are shown as the figures as follows: 
 

Figure  Title 
 

7-2A  Design Summary Form (Road / Bridge / Culvert Replacement) 
7-2B Design Summary Form (Roadway Lighting / Roadway Signs / 

Signalization Project) 
 
Editable versions of these figures may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
Where a major roadway project includes bridge replacement or new bridge construction within 
the project limits, the structure should be discussed within the Design Summary for the major 
project. 
 
The Final Design Summary should be processed for design approval as soon as all public 
involvement requirements have been satisfied.  With the exception of an Interstate-route 
rehabilitation project, it is not necessary to wait for the final pavement design before obtaining 
design approval. 
 
Section 7-2.0 assumes the project to be consultant designed, but it need not be limited to that use.  
Each Design Summary should follow the format suggested in this Section.  Direct all questions 
on the preparation of the Design Summary to the project manager. 
 
 
7-2.02  Design Summary Sections 
 
It is not necessary to attach the documents to the Design Summary as follows. 
 
1. title sheet; 
2. Index; 
3. cost estimate (except for an Interstate-route rehabilitation project); 
4. design concept letter; 
5. hydraulic review; 
6. scour review; 
7. permits; 
8. photographs; or 
9. pavement design (except for an Interstate-route rehabilitation project). 
 
The following documents, however, are required in the Design Summary. 
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1. Title Block

 

.  This information is used to identify the project and report submission.  The 
following format should be used. 

Design Summary Type ____________ 
Route No.: SR-___ or US-___ or I-___ 
Des No.: ________________________ 
Project No.: ___________________ 
Structure No.: ____________________ 
County: ________________________ 
City or Town: ___________________ 
Federal Oversight: (Not Required) (Required) 

 
a. Design Summary Type.  The Design Summary should be prepared in three 

phases:  Preliminary Draft, Draft, and Final.  The applicable submission type 
should be indicated in the Title Block. 

 
b. Route No.  The route number and/or road or street name should be included. 

 
c. Des. No.  This can be found in the INDOT project scheduling system, or, for a 

consultant-designed project, it can be found on the Notice to Proceed letter. 
 

d. Project No.  The Construction project number can be found in the INDOT project 
scheduling system, or, for a consultant-designed project, it can be found on the 
Notice to Proceed letter.  Subsequent correspondence generated by the project 
manager will reflect any changes in the project number. 

 
e. Structure No.  If applicable, this can be found in the INDOT project scheduling 

system, or, for a consultant-designed project, it can be found on the Notice to 
Proceed letter.  Subsequent correspondence generated by the Contract 
Administration Division’s Consulting Services Team will reflect any changes in 
the structure number. 

 
f. County.  The county in which the project is located should be shown. 

 
g. City or Town.  The city or town for an urban-area project should be shown. 

 
h. Federal Oversight.  This information can be found in the Engineer’s Report or in 

the INDOT project scheduling system. 
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2. Location and Project Description.  Provide a description of the location of the project, as 
a distance from a given reference point, and the county name.  See Section 40-8.0 for 
Department policies for adherence to design criteria. 

 
A brief written description of the planned improvement must be included in this section.  
Any important design elements or features that were not addressed in the environmental 
document should be included in the Design Summary. 

 
The first sentence of the Design Summary should include the work category.  Examples 
of work category include: Added Travel Lanes, Bridge Replacement, Road 
Reconstruction, etc. 

 
a. Roadway.  The data that should be included are as follows: 

 
(1) total project length; 

 
(2) changes in horizontal and vertical alignment; 

 
(3) length of approach work from each end of a bridge (bridge project only); 

and 
 

(4) indication of whether the intersection sight distance meets the applicable 
criteria for the project. 

 
b. Structure (if applicable).  The data that should be included are as follows: 

 
(1) description of the structure (e.g., structure type, span lengths, skew); and 
(2) clear-roadway width of structure. 

 
c. Miscellaneous Project-Related Information.  If applicable, the project features that 

should be briefly addressed are as follows: 
 

(1) significant county road relocations; 
(2) less-than-standard intersection sight distance; 
(3) underground storage tank remediation; 
(4) channel relocation; 
(5) clearing of wooded/forest areas; 
(6) significant historical/archaeological considerations; 
(7) sidewalks; 
(8) Level One design exceptions; 
(9) Level Two design criteria not met; 
(10) permanent road closures; and 
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(11) non-Interstate-route permanent median crossover closures. 
 

d. Discussion of Alternatives.  It is not necessary to repeat the discussion of 
alternatives contained in the Engineer’s Report and environmental document.  
The Office of Public Hearings can usually refer to the environmental documents 
which it has on file. 

 
3. Need for Improvement. 
 

a. The need for the improvement should include a brief description of the existing 
facility and the current condition of the facility.  For a bridge, discuss the existing 
structure condition, substandard geometrics or the inadequacy of the existing 
waterway opening. 

 
b. The accident history of the project location should be briefly discussed, if it is a 

contributing factor to the need for the project. 
 

c. For a major project, the additional points that may be applicable are as follows: 
 

(1) transportation demand, including the urban transportation plan; 
 

(2) Federal, State, or local government authority (legislation) directing the 
action; 

 
(3) social demands or economic development, new employment, schools, land 

use plan, recreation, etc.  What projected economic development/land use 
changes indicate the need to improve or add to the highway capacity?  
References to the environmental document could be helpful in these areas; 

 
(4) Intermodal Relationships information on how the proposed facility may 

interface with airports, rail facilities, mass transit services, etc.  References 
to the environmental document could be helpful in these areas; 

 
(5) system linkage questions, such as:  Is the proposed project the connecting 

link?  Does it connect with other highway facilities?  How does it fit into 
the system? 

 
(6) Capacity can add to the demand, social services demand, or economic 

development.  What capacity will be needed?  The existing and proposed 
Level of Service should be discussed.  Is the capacity of the existing 
facility adequate for the present traffic? 
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4. Prior Studies and Considerations.  List the environmental-document approval date, field 
check dates, and all permit information.  If a design exception was obtained, list its 
approval date also. 

 
Include the following statement: The proposed design is consistent with the approved 
environmental documentation.  If this is not true, briefly explain any minor deviations 
from the environmental report.  Any significant deviations must be addressed in an 
Additional Information (AI) to the environmental document.  If more right of way is 
required than is described in the environmental document, the designer should submit a 
written request to the Office of Environmental Services Environmental Policy Team to 
determine if Additional Information is required. 

 
5. Design Data.  Design data should at least include the project design criteria, functional 

classification, terrain, and design speed.  Also include posted speed, access control, 
proposed roadway and shoulder widths, minimum and maximum right-of-way widths, 
obstruction-free-zone widths, or clear-zone widths, side slopes, and, if appropriate, 
structure clear-roadway width.  A presentation similar to the following example should 
be shown. 

 
Design Data 
 

Project Design Criteria:   3R (Non-Freeway) 
 

Functional Classification:   Rural Minor Arterial 
 

Terrain:     Rolling 
 

Design Speed:     55 mph 
 

Posted Speed:     55 mph (90 km/h) 
 

Access Control:    None 
 

Number of Lanes and Widths:  2 @ 12 ft 
 

Shoulders:     9 ft (8 ft HMA stabilized) 
       12 ft (9 ft HMA stabilized) in 
       Guardrail Sections 
 

Maximum Right-of-Way Width:  110 ft (60 ft north and 50 ft south) 
 

Minimum Right-of-Way Width:  Existing 60 ft (30 ft north and 30 ft south) 
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Structure Clear Roadway Width:  42 ft 

 
Obstruction-Free Zone or Clear Zone:  20 ft 

 
Side Slopes:     4:1 

 
6. Traffic Data.  Data should include existing and projected AADT, DHV, and commercial 

vehicles.  The data is available in the Engineer’s Report.  A presentation similar to the 
following should be shown. 

 
Traffic Data: 

 
AADT (20___) ______ VPD 
AADT (20___) ______ VPD 
DHV (20___)  ______ VPH 
Comm. Veh. ______ DHV 

   ______ % AADT 
 
7. Description of Right of Way.  Discussion of right of way should include the area to be 

acquired in acres for both permanent and temporary right of way.  Include a list of any 
business or residential relocations.  Include a reference on the use of any temporary right 
of way such as Temporary Right of Way for Drive Construction. 

 
8. Estimated Cost.  The project costs should be shown.  Estimated project costs for both the 

year in which the report is expected to be approved and the anticipated year of 
construction should be shown.  The costs shall include preliminary engineering, right of 
way, and construction.  Each of these costs should be shown separately in a tabular form 
as follows: 

 
Project Cost Summary: 

 
Year: ______  Year*: ______ 

Preliminary Engineering:   $ _________  $ _________ 
Right of Way:        _________     _________ 
Construction:        _________     _________ 

 
Total Cost:     $ _________  $ _________ 

 
* ____ % annual inflation is used for projection 
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The preliminary engineering cost for a consultant-designed project will usually be the 
consultant’s design fee.  The in-house design cost is 10% of the construction cost, which 
includes environmental work, surveying, geotechnical, etc., in the preliminary 
engineering costs.  The recommended inflation factor for the construction cost is 5% per 
year.  The preliminary engineering and right-of-way costs should not be inflated for the 
projected year of construction. 

 
9. Maintenance of Traffic During Construction.  Discussion should include specific 

information pertaining to maintenance of traffic during construction.  Discussion should 
include economic information used to determine whether to maintain traffic or use a 
detour. If the traffic maintenance plan changes as a result of the hearing, the Design 
Summary should be revised before requesting design approval. 

 
10. Mitigation Measures.  Most environmental considerations are outlined in the 

environmental document.  Standard mitigation measures which recur on every project 
need not be reiterated within the Design Summary.  Items such as seeding and erosion 
control are addressed adequately by the INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
Special project-specific mitigation measures should be mentioned in this section.  If a fish 
and wildlife review is required, the designer should refer to the Fish and Wildlife Review 
Instructions and Form.  Editable versions of such documents may be found on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The discussion 
should include mitigation measures which were not mentioned in the environmental 
document or those which need further explanation.  Wetland mitigation, woody 
revegetation, or time restrictions on tree clearing or channel work are examples of 
mitigation to include. 

 
If there are no project-specific mitigation measures, this section should include a 
statement similar to the following:  No special mitigation measures are required for this 
project. 

 
11. Public Involvement.  For the Draft Design Summary, a statement should be made 

indicating that an opportunity for a public hearing will be offered by advertising in local 
newspapers.  Add that any opinions or comments received by the published deadline date 
will be added to this report.  Afterwards, the Final Design Summary will incorporate all 
views expressed by the public. 

 
For the final report, indicate one of the scenarios as follows: 
 
a. an opportunity for a public hearing was advertised in local newspapers with no 

requests forthcoming by the published hearing deadline of      date     ; 
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b. an opportunity for a public hearing was advertised and a hearing was requested, 
but concerns were addressed on an individual basis; or 

 
c. a public hearing was held on      date     . 
 
A summary and analysis of any views received concerning the proposed project is then 
developed.  Comment sheets can be used to address all views or the comments can be 
added to the final section of the Design Summary.  It is not considered responsive to 
state, “it is not part of the project scope,” or “it will be investigated.” 

 
For a project that does not require a hearing because less than 0.5 ac of additional 
permanent right of way is required, a statement should be included similar to the 
following:  This project is exempt from public hearing requirements because less than 0.5 
ac of additional permanent right of way is required. 

 
12. Miscellaneous. 
 

a. The preparer of the Design Summary should sign the document.  Information to 
be included should be the consulting firm name, name of the preparer, and the 
date: 

 
(Preparer’s Name)____________ (Date)______________ 
(Consulting Firm Name) 

 
b. Attachments should include the following: 

 
(1) a copy of the Field Check Minutes.  Include documentation of any field 

check concerns that were resolved after the field check minutes were 
prepared; 

 
(2) a copy of the Fish and Wildlife Review Memorandum (if applicable).  See 

Section 7-2.05.  A Fish and Wildlife Review is required for each project 
impacting rivers, streams, or wetlands, or one with special environmental 
mitigation measures; 

 
(3) a copy of the memorandum indicating that the hearing requirements have 

been met, the Certification of Public Hearing Requirements and Socio-
Economic-Ecological-Environmental Evaluations (SEE Certificate).  See 
Section 7-2.05; 

 
  (4) a map showing the location of the project, and 
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(5) a quadrangle map or other local map showing the location of the project. 
 

Other information that is pertinent to the report may also be attached.  The designer 
should check with the project manager for clarification on what to attach to the report. 

 
 
7-2.03  Road Rehabilitation Project 
 
For a road rehabilitation project, a brief Design Summary should accompany the design approval 
packet when it is submitted for design approval.  The design approval packet typically includes 
the field check minutes, the pavement design letter, and a current cost estimate.  For a project 
which requires a public information meeting, the Design Summary information should be made 
available at the time the meeting is requested, even if the project has not yet reached the design 
approval stage. 
 
The Design Summary format for a road rehabilitation project should be as follows: 
 
1. Title Block.  Follow the guidelines for a full Design Summary (Section 7-2.02). 
 
2. Location and Project Description.  Describe the location of the project by showing the 

beginning and ending points as a distance from a given State route.  Provide the project 
length and the county name.  Briefly describe the type of pavement rehabilitation 
treatment that is being specified. 

 
Do not discuss bridge rehabilitation work, as this is addressed in the Bridge Inspection 
Report.  It is also unnecessary to address signage or lighting requirements. 

 
3. Maintenance of Traffic During Construction.  Indicate whether the mainline traffic will 

be maintained by crossovers or lane closures.  Discuss any ramp closures that will occur.  
Address situations where staging of ramp closures may be required so that adjacent 
interchanges are not closed simultaneously.  Include the approximate duration of each 
ramp closure and identify the proposed marked detour route.  Describe any improvements 
that will be made to local roads or city streets that will be used as a marked or unmarked 
detour.  Will a formal agreement with local governments be required? 

 
If the project is located near a large urban or other heavily congested area, discuss any 
capacity constraints due to lane closures.  Include the anticipated delays to the motoring 
public during peak traffic periods.  Provide the approximate length of the queue and 
discuss user costs.  Indicate whether a transportation management plan (TMP) was 
utilized in developing the traffic control plan (TCP) for the project.  Discuss whether A-
Plus-B bidding would be beneficial. 
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The items of discussion specified in this section are most often not required for a rural 
Interstate-route rehabilitation project, unless ramp closures or long delays are anticipated. 

 
4. Resolution of Field Check Items or Scope Changes.  Discuss any items which may have 

been left unresolved in the field check minutes or attach memoranda which may indicate 
how field check issues were resolved.  Provide a brief, written documentation of any 
changes from the original project scope. 

 
5. Design Exceptions.  If applicable, list any Level One design elements for which a design 

exception was obtained and give the date of the design exception approval. 
 
6. Attachments.  The attachments to the Design Approval packet should include the 

following: 
 

a. field check minutes; 
b. pavement design letter; and 
c. cost estimate. 

 
The Scope/Environmental/Permit Compliance Certification Form should be submitted 
along with the Final Design Summary at the Design Approval stage. 

 
 
7-2.04  Transmittal for Design Hearing 
 
See Figure 7-2F, Document Transmittal to Office of Public Hearings and Request for Public 
Hearing – Cover Memorandum Form. 
 
 
7-2.05  Attachments 
 
The attachments that should be included with the Design Summary are as follows: 
 
1. Figure 7-3A, Fish and Wildlife Review Memorandum, as described in Section 7-3.0. 
 
2. If a public hearing is held, Figure 7-2G, Certificate of Public Hearing Held, should be 

attached.  If a public hearing is afforded but not held, Figure 7-2H, Certificate of Public 
Hearing Afforded but Not Held, should be attached. 

 
3. Figure 7-1A, Scope / Environmental Compliance Certification / Permit Application 

Certification. 
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Editable versions of all of the attachments listed above may be found on the Department’s 
website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
7-2.06  Design Approval Process 
 
In order to obtain Design Approval, it is necessary to have met the environmental requirements.  
The environmental requirements are considered met under any one of the conditions as follows: 
 
1. Environmental Impact Statement is complete and the Record Of Decision (ROD) has 

been issued; 
 
2. Environmental Assessment is complete and a Finding Of No Significant Impact (FONSI) 

is made by Federal Highway Administration; or 
 
3. Categorical Exclusion is complete.  If there is a line for Federal Highway Administration 

to sign, it must be so signed. 
 
Once the Design Summary procedure is completed, the design approval packet should be 
transmitted to the Production Management Division director for approval.  See Figure 7-2 I, 
Design Approval Packet Transmittal – Cover Memorandum form.  An editable version of this 
document may be found on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
7-3.0  FISH AND WILDLIFE REVIEW 
 
The procedure for conducting a fish and wildlife review is as follows.  Once the review is 
complete, the Environmental Consultation Form should be completed.  The form, designated as 
Summarization Figure 7-3C, should be used for all applicable project types, without regard to the 
type of environmental documentation.  An editable version of the new form is available on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
1. A fish and wildlife review is required for each project that impacts streams shown on 

USGS quadrangle maps as either solid blue lines or intermittent blue lines, and that 
includes a structure with a crossing span of 20 ft or greater.  Each project that impacts 
wetlands should also receive a fish and wildlife review. 

 
2. The designer should complete the entire Fish and Wildlife Review memorandum form 

before it is submitted for review. 
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3. The Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team leader will sign the 
form once he or she finds the content satisfactory. 

 
4. The United States Fish and Wildlife Service’s copy of the form should be sent to its 

Warsaw, IN, office if the project is in one of the counties as follows: 
 

Allen   Lagrange  Porter 
  DeKalb  Lake   Pulaski 
  Elkhart   LaPorte  St. Joseph 
  Fulton   Marshall  Starke 
  Jasper   Newton  Steuben 
  Kosciusko  Noble   Whitley 
 

The form for a project in a county not listed above should be sent to the USFWS 
Bloomington, IN, office. 
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SCOPE / ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION / 
PERMIT APPLICATION CERTIFICATION 

 
Route       
Des No.       
Bridge File:       
Project Type:       
Project Location:       
[Ckeck One:] 

 Scope Reviewed at Preliminary Plans Submittal. (1) 
 Environmental Document Reviewed at Hearing Plans Submittal. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Environmental Document Reviewed Upon Design Approval. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 All Permit Requirements Have Been Determined and Applications Have Been Made at 

 Final Check Prints Submittal. (1) (2) (3) (4) 

[Check Those Appropriate:] 
 (1) I have reviewed the Scope of Work/Environmental Document.  The design is consistent 

  with the Scope of Work and statements made in the Environmental Document. 
 (2) All mitigation measures stated in the Environmental Document or Permits are 

  incorporated into the plans and specifications. 
 (3) The Design Summary is accurate and consistent with the Environmental Document 

  and Plans. 
 (4) The following Permits are required and applications have been made. 

 
Permit Required Applied For
 Yes No Yes No 
FAA Tall-Structure Permit ..................................................................     
IDEM Section 401 Water Quality Certification..................................     
IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit ..........................................     
IDNR Lake Preservation Act Permit...................................................     
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit ..     
Rule 5 Submission [Yes box in Applied For column should be 
 checked only after NOI has been sent.] ...................................     
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Permit .....................................     
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 Permit 
 Type:  Individual   Regional ..........................................     
U.S. Coast Guard Bridge Permit (Section 9).......................................     
U.S. Coast Guard Construction, Dumping and Dredging Permit .......     
 
 
Printed Name:       INDOT Reviewer’s 
  Initials: ______ 
Consultant:       Date:       
 
Signature: ____________________________________ 
 
Date:       
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PROJECT COMMITMENT DATABASE PROCEDURE 
Figure 7-1B 

 
The purpose of the Project Commitments Database is to provide a venue of 
communication regarding project commitments and their resolution from inception 
through design and onto construction. 
 
Step 1:  Commitment Proposal 
A proposed commitment is brought to the attention of the project manager or designer for 
review. 
 
Step 2:  Data Entry 
a. Proposed Commitment Due to Legal Requirement.  The commitment is entered 

into the database.  An environmental commitment will be entered into the 
database by a member of the environmental staff, either from the Central Office 
or the appropriate district.  All other commitments will be entered into the 
database by the project manager or their designee. 

 
b. Proposed Commitment Not Due to Legal Requirement.  The terms of the 

commitment must be discussed with the appropriate parties, including the project 
manager, to determine if it should be included in the project.  If the commitment 
is determined to be necessary, it is entered into the database. 

 
Step 3:  Communication 
If a commitment is entered into the database by a person other than the project manager, 
that person should notify the project manager.  The notification must identify the Des 
number to which the commitment has been added.  The project manager should ensure 
that all affected parties are informed of commitment additions, changes, or deletions. 
 
Step 4:  Commitment Status 
a. Required or For Consideration.  A status of Required or For Consideration should 

be selected from a dropdown list in the database spreadsheet.  Required indicates 
that the commitment is due to a legal requirement.  For Consideration indicates 
that the commitment is desirable, but is not required by law. 

 
b. Implement During Project Development. This indicates whether or not the 

commitment should be considered during the design process for eventual 
inclusion in the contract documents.  If it is determined that a required 
commitment will not be implemented, the party that originally proposed the 
commitment as recorded in the database must be notified. 
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c. Attention to Construction.  The default value for this field is No. The field may be 
changed to Yes only by the project manager, if attention to the commitment by 
construction personnel at the preconstruction conference is warranted. 

 
Once a commitment has been reviewed and it has either been implemented into the 
design for inclusion in the contract documents or determined to not be applicable, the 
project manager will either input a summary of the action taken into the Notes/Resolution 
field, or change the status of the commitment in the database. 
 
Step 5:  Periodic Review 
The project manager and the designer will review the commitments database at regular 
intervals.  An updated commitments list with current status should be included with 
ERMS submittals at Stage 1, Preliminary Field Check; Stage 2, Final Field Check; and 
Stage 3, Final Check Prints and Final Tracings.  The commitments should be reviewed by 
the district Office of Construction’s area engineer at all three stages. 
 
The last review of commitments must be made not later than 6 weeks prior to the letting. 
New commitments may be entered up until that date, but should only be added if they are 
of an urgent nature since the development of the Contract Information book has already 
begun.  Inclusion of a commitment after RFC requires a revision to the contract and 
should not be done unless it is vital to the project. 
 
Step 6:  Preconstruction Review 
A list of all applicable commitments, including information about how each has been 
addressed in the contract documents, should be provided by the project manager to the 
area engineer prior to the letting for discussion at the preconstruction conference. 
 
Step 7:  Construction Responsibilities 
The project engineer or supervisor will maintain a copy of the list of commitments in the 
field office.  The list should be referenced if contract changes are necessary to ensure that 
such changes consider the commitments.  The list should be produced upon request 
during a quality-assurance review. 
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ERMS Format (also to be the File Name):

Submittal: Abbr. Description: Abbr. Description:
Bridge Inspection BrInsp [Previous Submittal] Mark-ups [Previous Submittal] 
Bridge Rehab BrRehab 10-Week Letter 10WkLtr
Construction Change * ConstChg Abbreviated Engineer's Report AbbEngRpt
County Drain Permit CoDrain All Projects Commitments Report Commit 
Engineer's Report EngRpt Asbestos Certification (14-1D) AsbCert
Environmental ENV Asbestos Report AsbRpt
FAA Navigable Airspace/Tall Structure Permit FAA Bridge Load Rating Memo LoadRtgMemo
Final Check Prints FCP Bridge Search Data Form (59-BSD) BSDF
Final Field Check FFC Consultant Project Input Form (20-2A) ConProjInFrm
Final Hearing FHRG Contract Preparation Documents Form (14-1C) ContPrepDoc
Final Pavement Design FinalPvmtDgn Correspondence Corresp
Final Right-of-Way FRW Cost Estimate Est
Final Tracings FT Cross Sections Xsect
Fish & Wildlife FW Deeds Deeds
Foundation Review (if submitted independently) FndRvw Design Approval Packet Transmittal Cover Memo (7-2I) DACover

Geotechnical GEO

Design Computations (ALL Comps - includes Geotechnical 
Criteria Comps, Hydraulic Comps, Inlet Spacing Comps, 
Intersection Sight Distance Comps, Level 1 Comps, DgnComps

Grade Review (Road) GR Draft Design Summary Report (7-2A or 7-2B) DDSR
Hydraulics HYD Draft Engineer's Report DraftEngRpt
IDEM 401 Water Quality Permit 401Wtr Draft Environmental Document DraftEnvDoc
IDNR Const. in a Floodway Permit DNR Environmental Review Plans EnvRvwPlans 
IDNR Lake Preservation Act Permit LakePres Final Design Summary Report (7-2A or 7-2B) FDSR
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit NPDES Final Engineer's Report FinalEngRpt
Pavement Design PvmtDgn Final Environmental Document FinalEnvDoc
Preliminary Field Check PFC Form Frm
Preliminary Hearing PHRG Geotechnical Report * GeoRpt
Preliminary Right-of-Way PRW Geotechnical Review of FCP Form (18-1B) GeoRvwFrm
Railroad RR Geotechnical Review of FCP Plans GeoRvwPlans 
Rule 5 Erosion Control Permit Rule5 Geotechnical Waiver GeoWaiver
Stage 1 STG1 Inspection Report InspRpt
Stage 2 STG2 Level 1 Design Criteria Checklist (40-8B) Lvl1Chk
Stage 3 STG3 Level 1 Design Exception Request (40-8C or 40-8D) Lvl1Exc
Structure Size & Type (Bridge) SST Level 2 Design Exception Request Lvl2Exc
Survey (Also need CD and Hard Copies) SVY Level 3 Design Exception Request Lvl3Exc
Traffic TRAF Limited Review Certification (6-Ltd Cer) LmtRvwCert
US Coast Guard Bridge Permit (Section 9) CstGdBr Location Control Route Survey Plat LCRSP
US Coast Guard Const., Dumping, Dredging Permit CstGdCDD Pay Item List PayItmLst
USACE 404 Permit 404Corps Permit Application (9-4A, B, C, D, E, F(02), F(20), F(29), PermitApp
USACE Levee Permit LeveeCorps Permit Review Plans PermitRvwPlans 
Utility UTIL Permits (All permit approvals combined for Final Tracings) Permits
Woody Revegetation WdyRvg Pictures Pics
* to be uploaded into ERMS 4 Plans Plans

Plans for Load Rating PlansLR
Plans with Cross Sections (if file too large, separate plans & PlansXsect
Preliminary Draft Design Summary Report  (7-2A or 7-2B) PDDSR

Description: Abbr. Proprietary Material Use Justification Form (17-1A) ProprMtrlFrm
All Project Commitments Report Commit Public Hearing Comments and Resolutions PubHearCom
Asbestos Certification (14-1D) AsbCert Public Hearing Request PubHearReq
Asbestos Report AsbRpt Public Hearing Transcript PubHearTr
Bridge Load Rating Memo LoadRtgMemo Quality Assurance Form (6-2A) QAFrm
Bridge Search Data Form (59-BSD) BSDF Quantity Calculations QtyCalcs
Consultant Project Input Form (05-27) ConProjInFrm R/W Clear Certification Letter RWCert
Contract Preparation Documents Form (14-1C) ContPrepDoc R/W Funding - Land, Improvements & Damages Letter LIDLtr
Cost Estimate Est Railroad Flagging Contract RRFlaggingCont
Final Tracing Checklist ChkList Railroad Special Provisions RRSP
Geotechnical Report GeoRpt Relocation Plans (Utility) RelocPlan
Geotechnical Waiver GeoWaiver Request Request
Permits (All approvals combined for Final Tracings) Permits Response to Comments Letter RespLtr
Plans Plans Schedule Schedule
Plans with Cross Sections (if file too large, separate PlansXsect Scope/Env/Permit Form (7-1A) ScoEnvPermitFrm
Proprietary Material Use Justification Form (17-1A) ProprMtrlFrm Scour Report ScourRpt
Quantity Calculations QtyCalcs Special Provisions (Recurring) SplProv
R/W Clear Certification Letter RWCert Special Provisions (Unique) UnqSplProv
Railroad Special Provisions RRSP Special Provisions Menu (Recurring) SplProvMenu
Relocation Plans (Utility) RelocPlan Special Provisions Menu (Unique) UnqSplProvMenu
Special Provisions (Recurring) SplProv Summary of Design Exceptions SumDgnExc
Special Provisions (Unique) UnqSplProv Survey Book SvyBook
Special Provisions Menu SplProvMenu Survey Book Checklist (23-2A) SvyBookChk
Special Provisions Menu (Unique) UnqSplProvMen Topography Topo
Transmittal Letter TransLtr Transmittal Letter TransLtr
Utility Coordination Certification (10-2B) UtilCert Utility Coordination Certification (10-2B) UtilCert
Utility Coordination Waiver (10-2D) UtilWaiver Utility Coordination Waiver (10-2D) UtilWaiver

* to be uploaded into ERMS 4

[Submittal] [Description] [Des #] for [Bridge, Roadway, Contract] Services

PROJECT FILE NAMING CONVENTIONS, Figure 7-1C

Quick Reference - Tracing Checklist Items

Revised 11/19/09 Russ Brittain

Approved for release in conjunction with Design Change Memo 09-28
Revised by Russ Brittain, Kate Francis Greg Klevitsky
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-1- 

 PRELIMINARY DRAFT   DRAFT   FINAL   DESIGN SUMMARY 
 Road   Bridge or Culvert   Project 
 
Delete all gray-highlighted instructional copy, such as this, from the completed version, which is 
not pertinent to it. 
 
     , 20      
 
Route:       
Des. No.:       
Project No.:       
Structure File:       
Over:       
County:       
Federal Oversight: Yes   No  
 
 
Location and Project Description 
 
The project is located about             of       to about             of      . 
 
The existing roadway consists of       driving lanes, each of which is about       width.  The 
present highway right-of-way width is about      . 
 
 
Need for Improvement 
 
This road reconstruction project will       
 
Additional discussion in this area should be limited to significant county road relocations, less-
than-desirable intersection sight distance, underground storage tanks, channel relocation, clearing 
of wooded or forested areas, significant historical or archaeological considerations, sidewalks, or 
design exceptions. 
 
 
Prior Studies and Considerations 
 
Fish and Wildlife Meeting Held:       
Environmental Document Type and Approval Date:       
Environmental Document Addendum Type and Approval Date:       
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-2- 

Preliminary Field Check Held:       
Environmental Permit Required, Date Received 
     ,       
     ,       
     ,       
     ,       
     ,       
     ,       
     ,       
 
The proposed design is consistent with the approved environmental documents. 
 
 
Design Data 
 
Project Design Criteria:       
Functional Classification:       
Terrain:       
Design Speed:       
Posted Speed Limit:       mph 
Access Control:       
Number of Lanes and Width:       at       
Shoulders Width and Type:       
Maximum Right-of-Way Width:       
Minimum Right-of-Way Width:       
 
 
Traffic Data 
 
AADT (20     ):       VPD 
AADT (20     ):       VPD 
DHV (20     ):       VPH 
Comm. Veh.:       % DHV 

      %AADT 
 
 
Description of Right of Way 
 

 The proposed project will not require additional permanent right of way. 
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-3- 

 The proposed project will require an additional total of       of permanent right of way 
from the properties as follows: 

Parcel Property Owner(s) Station Offset 
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
 

 Relocations of businesses or residents will not be required. 
 Relocations of businesses or residents will be required of the properties as follows: 

Parcel Property Owner(s) Station Offset 
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
 

 The proposed project will not require additional temporary right of way. 
 The proposed project will require an additional total of       of temporary right of way from 
the properties as follows: 

Parcel Property Owner(s) Station Offset Reason 
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-4- 

 
Estimated Costs 
 

Year:        Year*:       
Preliminary Engineering:   $        $       
Right of Way:                        
Construction:                        
 
Total Cost:     $        $       
 

*       % annual inflation is used for projection 
 
 
Maintenance of Traffic During Construction 
 
During construction, traffic will be 

 maintained by utilizing the existing roadway of      . 
 placed onto an official detour over State-maintained routes, using portions of      , and 
     , adding       to a through trip.  Local routes can be used by local traffic, adding 
      to a through trip.  Delay to emergency and public services will be about       
minutes using the detours.  The cost to the public to use the detours will be $     , assuming 
that      % use the local detour, or       AADT, during a      -day detour, and $      / 
      user cost. 

 
 
Mitigation Measures 
 
The following project-specific mitigation measures are required. 
 

 Woody revegetation will be placed in specific areas. 
 “Do Not Mow or Spray” signs will be posted along the right of way. 
 “Do Not Spray” signs will be posted along the right of way, since legume seed mixture will 
be used. 

 
Other Specific Mitigation Measures: 
      
 
 
Public Involvement 
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-5- 

No views or opinions other than those of the officials of the highway organizations and the 
affiliated workers have been expressed in this report. 
 

 An opportunity for a public hearing will be offered through advertising in local newspapers.  
All opinions or comments received by the published deadline will be attached to this report. 

 
 An opportunity for a public hearing will not be offered through advertising in local 
newspapers. 

 
 A public hearing will be scheduled.  All comments received at the public hearing will be 
attached to this report including their resolutions. 

 
 A public hearing will not be scheduled. 

 
 
      

Design Engineer 
 
 
      :       
 
Attachments: 

 Fish and Wildlife Meeting Report 
 Field Check Report 
 Public Hearing Transcript 
 Public Hearing Comments and Resolutions 
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-1- 

 PRELIMINARY DRAFT   DRAFT   FINAL   DESIGN SUMMARY 
 Roadway Lighting   Roadway Signs   Signalization   Project 
 
Delete all gray-highlighted instructional copy, such as this, from the completed version, which is 
not pertinent to it. 
 
     , 20       
 
Route:       
Des. No.:       
Project No.:       
County:       
Federal Oversight: Yes   No  
 
 
Location and Project Description 
 
The project is located about             of       to about             of      . 
 
The existing roadway consists of       driving lanes, each of which is about       in width.  
The present highway right-of-way width is about      . 
 
 
Need for Improvement 
 
This road reconstruction project will       
 
Additional discussion in this area should be limited to less-than-desirable intersection sight 
distance, sidewalks, or design exceptions. 
 
 
Prior Studies and Considerations 
 
Environmental Documentation: This project satisfies the requirements of a Categorical 

Exclusion under the Federal Register of August 28, 1996, 
Section 717.117(C)8. 

 
Field Check Held:       
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-2- 

Public Hearing: This project satisfies the INDOT Public Involvement 
Procedures for project development approved by the FHWA. 

 
Permits and Agreements: FAA Navigable Airspace Permit –       
 Railroad –       
 Utilities –       
 
 
Description of Right of Way 
 

 The proposed project will not require additional permanent right of way. 
 The proposed project will require an additional total of       of permanent right of way 
from the properties as follows: 

Parcel Property Owner(s) Station Offset 
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
 

 Relocations of businesses or residents will not be required. 
 Relocations of businesses or residents will be required of the properties as follows: 

Parcel Property Owner(s) Station Offset 
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
 

 The proposed project will not require additional temporary right of way. 
 The proposed project will require an additional total of       of temporary right of way from 
the properties as follows: 
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DESIGN SUMMARY 
-3- 

Parcel Property Owner(s) Station Offset Reason 
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
 
 
Estimated Costs 
 
Preliminary Engineering: $       
Right of Way:            
Construction:            
 
Total Cost:   $       
 
 
      

Design Engineer 
 
 
      :       
 
Attachment:  Field Check Minutes 
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PUBLIC HEARING / OPPORTUNITY REQUEST 
 

     , 20      
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:        

 Public Hearings Office Manager 
  Production Management Division 
 
FROM:       

Project Manager 
 

        
  INDOT location or consultant 
 
Route:         
 
Des. No.       
 
Bridge File:       
 
PE Project:       
 
R/W Project:       
 
CN Project:       
 
Location:             of       
 
County:       
 
Description:       
 
 
Transmitted herewith are three sets of Design Hearing Plans, one set of cross sections, 
and three copies of the Design Summary Report for your use. 
 
Yes   No  Please advertise for an opportunity for a hearing. 
Yes   No  Please set up for a hearing. 
 
      :       
 
 
cc: Roadway Services Manager or Structural Services Manager, 

 or District Design Manager 
file 
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INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Driving Indiana’s Economic Growth 
 
100 North Senate Avenue 
Room N758 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2216  (317) 232-5533  FAX: (317) 232-0238 

 
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor 
Michael W. Reed, Commissioner 

 

www.in.gov/dot/ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Writer’s Direct Line 
      

 
     , 20      

 
 

CERTIFICATION OF PUBLIC HEARING REQUIREMENTS AND 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC, ECOLOGICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATIONS 

 
 
Route:        Des. No.:        Project No.:       
 
Project Location:             of       
 
Project Description:       
 
The Indiana Department of Transportation hereby certifies that a public hearing relative to the subject project 
was held at       on      , in compliance with Title 23, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 771.111(h) 
entitled “Early Coordination, Public Involvement and Project Development,” and the Indiana Public 
Involvement / Public Hearing Procedures for Federal-Aid Project Development approved by the Federal 
Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, on July 8, 1997. 
 
The Indiana Department of Transportation further certifies that the economic and social effects of the location, 
its impact on the environment, and the consistency with the goals and objectives of urban planning, as has been 
promulgated by the community have been considered. 
 
 
Signed __________________________  Signed __________________________ 

            
Public Hearings Office Manager Environmental Services Office Administrator 
Local Programs Division Production Management Division 
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INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Driving Indiana’s Economic Growth 
 
100 North Senate Avenue 
Room N758 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2216  (317) 232-5533  FAX: (317) 232-0238 

 
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor 
Michael W. Reed, Commissioner 

 

www.in.gov/dot/ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Writer’s Direct Line 
      

     , 20      
 
 

CERTIFICATION OF PUBLIC HEARING REQUIREMENTS AND 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC, ECOLOGICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATIONS 

 
 
Route:        Des. No.:        Project No.:       
 
Project Location:             of       
 
Project Description:       
 
The Indiana Department of Transportation hereby certifies that an opportunity for a public hearing relative to 
the subject project has been afforded in compliance with Title 23, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 
771.111(h) entitled “Early Coordination, Public Involvement and Project Development,” and the Indiana 
Public Involvement / Public Hearing Procedures for Federal-Aid Project Development approved by the Federal 
Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, on July 8, 1997.  No hearing requests were 
received by a designated deadline of      . 
 
The Indiana Department of Transportation further certifies that the economic and social effects of the location, 
its impact on the environment, and the consistency with the goals and objectives of urban planning, as has been 
promulgated by the community have been considered. 
 
 
Signed __________________________ Signed __________________________ 

            
Public Hearings Office Manager Environmental Services Office Administrator 

 Local Programs Division Production Management Division 
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DESIGN-APPROVAL-PACKET TRANSMITTAL 
 

     , 20      
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To:       

Deputy Commissioner, Design, Project Management, & Technical Support 
 
Thru:       

Director, Highway Design, Bridge 
 
Thru:       

Reviewer 
 
Thru:       

Project Manager 
 
From:       

Designer 
 
Re: Design Approval 
 

Route:       
Des. No.:       
PE Project No.:       
R/W Project No.:       
CN Project No.:       
Project Location:             of       
Project Description:       

 
Transmitted herewith is the design approval packet for the above referenced project.  All 
environmental and public hearing requirements have been met. 
 
 
 Design Approval Packet Approved:        

Deputy Commissioner, Design, Project 
Management, & Technical Support 
Date:       

 
      :       
 
cc:       
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- 1 – 
Updated June 2011 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTATION FORM 

To be submitted at Design Stage 3 

 

(1) County:        (2) Route:        (3) Designation Number:       
 
(4) Date of Plan Submission:       
 

(5) Funding Source(s):   Federal State   Local   Private 
 

(6) Project Description:       
 

(7) Need for Improvement:       

 

(8) Right-of-Way Data: 

Existing:       
Proposed Permanent:       
Temporary:       
Number of Relocations:       
 
(9) Type of Environmental Document: 

 Exempt CE-1   CE-2  CE-3  CE-4  EA / FONSI   EIS / ROD 
 
Date of Initial Environmental Approval:       
 

Environmental Reevaluation Screening: 

(10) Are the scope and impacts still consistent with the approved CE/EA and all subsequent re-
evaluations, if any?   Yes   No 

(11) What is the approval date of the most recent Additional Information document, if any? 
       
(12) If an Additional Information document was prepared subsequent to the initial environmental 

approval, were there changes to the environmental commitments?  Yes   No 
 If Yes, the changes should be addressed in the Project Commitments Database. 
 
Impact Data: 

(13) Is the roadway being horizontally realigned?   Yes   No 
(14) Number of bridge spans and lengths:        
(15) Width of vegetation clearing at corners of structure:        
(16) Channel impacts:        
(17) Is the channel being relocated?   Yes   No 
(18) Wetland impacts:        
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- 2 – 
Updated June 2011 

(19) Is a causeway planned?   Yes   No 
(20) Is mitigation expected to be required?   Yes   No 

 

(21) If the type of approval was an EIS / ROD: 

Most recent date of an FHWA authorization (final design, right-of-way acquisition):        
 
Have more than three years passed between federal approvals?   Yes   No 
If Yes, what were the results of reevaluating the validity of the EIS?        
 
(22) Has the funding been switched from 100% state and/or local, to now include federal 
participation or need a federal action, such as permit approval?   Yes   No 
If Yes, does the current environmental document and approval address all of the applicable 
federal regulatory requirements?   Yes   No 
 
(23) Public Involvement: 

Opportunity for public hearing offered?   Yes   No 
Was a public hearing held?   Yes   No 
If Yes, public comments are as follows:        
 

(24) Commitments: 
A printout from the Project Commitments Database is attached. 
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- 3 – 
Updated June 2011 

(25) Waterway Permit Information: 

 

Permit Type Required? 
Date 

Obtained 

Expiration 

Date 

Incorporated 

Into 

Contract? 

US Army 

Corps of 

Engineers 

404 / 

Section 10 

Individual (IP) 
  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Nationwide 

(NWP) 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Regional General 

(RGP) 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Pre-Construction 

Notification (PCN) 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

IDEM 

Section 401 
  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Isolated Wetlands 

Determination 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Wetlands Mitigation 

required 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Stream Mitigation 

required 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Rule 5 
  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Pre-Construction 

Notification (PCN) 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

IDNR 

Construction in a 

Floodway 

  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Lake Preservation 
  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

US Coast Guard Section 9 Bridge 
  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 

Others 
  Yes 

 No 
            

  Yes 

 No 
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- 4 – 
Updated June 2011 

INDOT has reviewed the original Environmental Document and all subsequent reevaluations, if 
any, and hereby finds that the Document remains valid. 
 
 
(26) Prepared by:  _________________________ Date:        
  Designer 
 
 
       Approved by:  _________________________ Date:        
  District ESM / DPD or ES 
 
 
 
cc:      , IDNR 

     , USFWS 
     , IDEM 

 File 
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- 5 – 
Updated June 2011 

 
Instructions for Completing the Environmental Consultation Form 

 

1. The county in which the project is located.  If the project is located in more than one county, list 
all counties beginning with the starting terminus of the project. 

2. The State, US, or Interstate route, or local road name or number for which the project is 
programmed. 

3. The seven-digit designation number for which the project is programmed. 
4. The date of submission for the current set of plans. 
5. The type(s) of funding sources for the project.  Indicate all applicable types. 
6. The facility improvement that is planned at the time of this submittal. 
7. The transportation problem which the project is intended to address. 
8. The acres or hectares of land to be acquired, including reacquisition of apparent right of way, if 

necessary.  Also indicate the number of relocations anticipated. 
9. The specific type of environmental document that was prepared.  Indicate only one type. 
10. Subsequent to a comparison of the current design plans with the project footprint addressed in 

the approved environmental documentation, indicate whether or not the project remains as 
essentially discussed in the approved environmental documentation. 

11. If Yes is checked, list all of the environmental-approval dates and reevaluation dates associated 
with the project.  If No is checked, a project reevaluation is required before the completion of 
this form. 

12. Based on the just-completed reevaluation, were there changes required for the environmental 
commitments?  If Yes is checked, address changes on the attached Commitment Summary Form. 

13. State whether the roadway is being moved from its existing horizontal alignment. 
14. Indicate total length of the bridge and the length of each span, if applicable. 
15. Indicate clearing which will be necessary at the corners of the structure.  Repeat for multiple 

structures. 
16. List the extent of channel length in linear feet or meters which will be impacted, both upstream 

and downstream of the structure.  Repeat if there are multiple structures. 
17. State whether channel relocation will be necessary. 
18. Indicate the estimated acres or hectares of impacts to wetlands due to the project work. 
19. If it is known that a temporary causeway will be used during construction, it should be indicated 

here. 
20. State whether it is anticipated that mitigation for channel or wetland impacts will be necessary. 
21. This is not applicable to an EA / FONSI or CE level project.  If three years has passed between 

Federal approvals for an EIS document, it must be reevaluated to confirm that it is still valid. 
22. If a project has been “federalized” by addition of federal funding or approvals (such as 

permitting or connection to the interstate system), then the project must be reviewed to verify 
that NEPA has been satisfied. 

23. Summarize public involvement activities and results to date. 
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24. This should include all commitments marked Active at the current time. 
25. The information required here is whether a specific type of permit is required for this project, 

when the permit was obtained, what is the expiration date of the permit is, and whether the 
stipulations and the requirements of the permit been incorporated into the construction contract.  
This table is to be completed by the project manager for an INDOT-sponsored project, or the 
design consultant for an LPA-sponsored project. 

26. The form should be completed by the project designer and reviewed by the district scoping 
manager or Central Office Environmental Services, as appropriate. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 

PUBLIC-INVOLVEMENT PROCEDURES 
 
 
8-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
The Department has established a proactive public-involvement process that provides complete 
information, timely public notice, full public access to key decisions, and supports early and 
continuing involvement of the public in developing plans and transportation improvement programs. 
 
The goal is to develop a continuous public-involvement process which is accessible to the public and 
identifies and addresses critical environmental issues early in the project-development process.  It 
also minimizes duplication of public-involvement efforts and meets the needs of the public and 
resource/regulatory agencies to provide early and continuing input into the project-development 
process.  The following are elements of the public-involvement process which INDOT utilizes to 
accomplish this goal. 
 
1. MPO Procedures.  Each metropolitan planning organization (MPO) develops a public-

involvement process to solicit public comments on a comprehensive transportation plan and 
transportation project within the MPO’s area.  The MPO will include a discussion of the 
disposition of comments in their Transportation Plan or Transportation Improvement 
Program (TIP). 

 
2. INDOT’s Regional Process.  INDOT’s district offices will host annual meetings to seek 

public comment on the Statewide Transportation Plan and transportation projects 
programmed in the Indiana Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (INSTIP). These 
meetings will focus on the planning issues and projects outside MPOs’ areas while 
recognizing the leadership role of the MPOs in conducting comprehensive transportation 
planning in the State’s urbanized areas.  The district offices will conduct transportation 
planning/public involvement meetings to include clusters of communities within that region. 
These meetings will be held periodically to focus on local-area goals and objectives. 

 
3. Stakeholder Involvement.  INDOT will involve stakeholders in the development of policies 

and strategies for the Statewide Transportation Plan as outlined below. 
 
4. Statewide Transportation Forum.  INDOT will conduct regular meetings to seek public 

comments on the Statewide Transportation Plan from public agencies, Statewide interest 
groups, stakeholders in the transportation system, and others who are not able to attend the 
individual MPO or district meetings.  INDOT will invite the appropriate MPO to participate 
and provide a comprehensive overview of the metropolitan transportation plan.  The 
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Statewide Transportation Plan and INSTIP will include a discussion of the disposition of 
comments from the above meetings. 

 
5. Public Hearing.  Once a project-specific environmental document required under the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is approved for circulation, INDOT will offer a 
formal public hearing, as described in Section 8-8.0, to seek additional public comment. 
INDOT will include a disposition of these comments in the final approved NEPA document. 

 
6. Design Summary.  INDOT develops the design summary to serve as a public-information 

document, which includes permits, mitigation, design features, right-of-way features, etc., 
which are decided during final design. 

 
 
8-2.0  BACKGROUND 
 
The Statewide Planning and Metropolitan Planning Regulations (23 CFR Part 450 and 49 CFR Part 
613, October 28, 1993) require that INDOT and the MPOs develop public involvement procedures.  
These regulations also require that a Major Investment Study (MIS) be accomplished to involve 
agencies and the public in efforts to define the design concept and scope of major transportation 
investments. 
 
The regulations involving Air Quality Conformity (40 CFR Part 51, November 24, 1993) and the 
Management and Monitoring systems (23 CFR Part 500, December 1, 1993) indicate that the 
planning public-involvement process will serve as the vehicle for public input to air quality 
conformity determinations and the results of the management systems. 
 
The procedures that also meet the public-involvement requirements are as follows: 
 
1. 23 USC 128; 
2. Executive Orders 12898, 11988, and 11990; 
3. 36 CFR 800; 
4. 49 CFR 622; 
5. 33 CFR 115.60; and 
6. 33 CFR 325 and 327. 
 
These procedures are consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) regulations for 
implementing NEPA (40 CFR, Parts 1500-1508) and FHWA internal operating procedures required 
by NEPA (23 CFR 771, Environmental Impact and Related Procedures). 
 
 
8-3.0  MPO PROCEDURES 
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The Department recognizes the important role that an MPO plays in transportation network planning 
for an urbanized area.  INDOT participates in the cooperative transportation planning process within 
the MPO’s jurisdiction.  An effective metropolitan plan must incorporate transportation under both 
local and State jurisdiction.  Therefore, INDOT will rely on the MPO to include public involvement 
in the development of its comprehensive Transportation Plan and Transportation Improvement 
Program. 
 
Procedures have been developed by each MPO to provide opportunity for the public to provide input 
on the MPO Transportation Plan (20-year planning horizon), MPO Transportation Improvement 
Program (TIP), and Major Investment Studies (MIS), where applicable.  INDOT utilizes the MPO 
public-involvement process as the vehicle for soliciting public comment for an INDOT project 
within the MPO area.  INDOT acknowledges the unique nature of each metropolitan area and has 
determined that the MPO procedures and the Statewide transportation forum meet the planning 
public-involvement requirements of 23 CFR 450.316(b) for each transportation project within the 
MPO area. 
 
The MPO procedures include mechanisms for the public to express its views and to obtain 
information.  The MPO procedures also provide a general approach for involving the public in MIS.  
Within this framework, the MIS will include the development of public involvement strategies. 
 
The MPO procedures will also detail how the transportation needs of persons and groups who are 
traditionally underserved by existing transportation systems are identified and addressed per 
Executive Order 12898 (12/11/94), Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low Income Populations.  For example, an MPO may institute advisory committees 
to represent transportation-disadvantaged groups and communities such as transit patrons, elderly, 
handicapped, low income, and minorities. 
 
When substantial written and oral comments are received on the draft Transportation Plan or TIP as a 
result of the public-involvement process or the interagency consultation process required by the 
conformity regulations, a summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments should be 
made part of the draft Transportation Plan and TIP.  INDOT and the MPO will respond to comments 
and questions and include the responses in the final Transportation Plan and TIP. 
 
INDOT and the MPO will coordinate the MPO plan and Statewide Transportation Plan through the 
cooperative transportation-planning process that INDOT and the MPO conduct.  INDOT’s 
participation in the MPO planning process ensures that Statewide issues are considered in the MPO 
planning process.  INDOT will summarize and include the individual MPO transportation plan in the 
Statewide Transportation Plan. 
 
 
8-4.0  INDOT REGIONAL PROCESS 
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INDOT recognizes that the district offices serve a critical role in identifying transportation needs 
within their respective areas.  Local public officials and the public at-large will identify 
transportation needs through both formal requests for projects and informal telephone requests for 
maintenance.  The results of the management systems are also considered in identifying metropolitan 
and Statewide transportation needs. 
 
The district office’s design staff will participate in the MPO public-involvement process to 
cooperatively identify INDOT transportation projects within the MPO area for inclusion in the 
metropolitan Transportation Plan and TIP.  The district office should continue to utilize the various 
public-involvement mechanisms unique to its district to identify transportation needs. 
 
To invite broader participation in the identification of transportation needs focusing on an area 
outside the MPO planning area, each INDOT district will conduct a transportation-planning and 
public-involvement process to identify transportation needs. 
 
The district office, in cooperation with the Office of Environmental Services, conducts transportation 
planning meetings to include clusters of communities within that region and provide the opportunity 
for public involvement.  These meetings will be conducted periodically within the district to better 
respond to local transportation needs and address community goals and objectives. 
 
INDOT will provide notice in the local news media before a public meeting.  The district office 
should utilize other communication techniques to encourage broad public participation (e.g., 
transportation fairs, telephone hot-lines, focus groups, surveys).  The notice should include the 
meeting date, location, and information available for public review and comment.  The district office 
will provide reasonable public access to technical and policy information used in the development of 
the Statewide Transportation Plan and INSTIP. 
 
A comprehensive mailing list to notify the public and transportation stakeholders of planning and 
programming meetings will be maintained by the Central Office and the district offices for district 
meetings (see Section 8-6.0). 
 
The district office will consider and respond to all issues identified through written and oral 
comments.  This summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments should be made part 
of the final submittal to the Central Office listing the district’s proposed projects for inclusion in the 
INSTIP. 
 
Information on other public involvement methods is also available.  Methods include direct 
participatory techniques such as workshops, on-site tours, brainstorming sessions, task forces, or 
advisory committees, agency hot-lines, surveys, and project-site information centers.  Indirect 
participatory techniques may include newsletters, pamphlets, brochures, posters, information kits, 
and current mailing lists.  The mass media may be used to inform the public. 
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The Local Programs Division’s Office of Public Hearings is available to assist each district office by 
providing guidance on innovative public-involvement techniques and meeting formats that maximize 
meaningful public input.  The Office of Public Hearings will also identify successful techniques 
being utilized by the district office and communicate those techniques to the other district offices. 
 
 
8-5.0  STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 
 
INDOT will seek to involve transportation stakeholders in the development of policies and strategies 
for the Statewide Transportation Plan.  Such efforts will focus on specific transportation issues and 
will strive to include various interested parties including intermodal transportation representatives, 
environmental organizations, academic advisors, economic development interests and 
representatives of other State agencies.  INDOT may form advisory committees as appropriate. 
 
 
8-6.0  STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION FORUM 
 
The Office of Public Hearings will maintain a list of stakeholders in the transportation system 
including public agencies, representatives of transportation agency employees, private providers of 
transportation, organizations representing the traditionally underserved and other interested parties 
and segments of the community affected by transportation plans, programs and projects.  The Office 
of Public Hearings will annually distribute a notice listing the various INDOT and MPO public 
involvement opportunities.  The notice will include all available meeting dates and locations and 
addresses for submittal of written comments.  The Office of Public Hearings will also provide 
reasonable public access to the technical and policy information used in the development of the plan, 
INSTIP, draft MPO and district materials. 
 
INDOT and the MPO will conduct regular meetings to seek involvement by the stakeholders in the 
transportation system, and invite public agencies, Statewide interest groups, or others who were not 
able to attend the individual MPO and district meetings.  INDOT will make a presentation outlining 
the transportation planning process and the major initiatives evolving from the planning process.  
The presentation may also briefly outline the air quality conformity process and how the results of 
the management systems are considered in developing metropolitan and Statewide transportation 
plans and improvement programs. 
 
The meeting format will allow full participation by the general public and stakeholders in the State’s 
transportation system.  Three ways to comment are as follows: 
 
1. public statements before an audience of concerned citizens; 
2. verbal comments to a court recorder which can be transcribed verbatim; or 
3. comments submitted in writing at the meeting, by mail or via the Internet. 
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The format will consist of INDOT, in cooperation with the MPO, presenting the Statewide plan, if 
applicable.  In a nearby room, handouts and displays will explain the Statewide and local 
transportation plans.  A public-statement session will be held at an appropriate time during the 
meeting.  All groups and individuals wishing to make public statements will have an opportunity to 
speak. 
 
Written and oral comments will be collected at the Statewide Transportation Forum.  A discussion of 
the disposition of comments from the district-office process, Statewide Transportation Forum, and 
those received by mail will be included each year in the final INSTIP and the Statewide 
Transportation Plan, if applicable. 
 
Copies of the final INSTIP and Statewide Transportation Plan, where applicable, will be distributed 
to the district office and MPO.  The respective district and MPO will publish the availability of the 
INSTIP (and Transportation Plan where applicable) and provide copies for review in convenient 
locations.  INDOT will provide copies of the INSTIP (and Transportation Plan where applicable) to 
public agencies and interested groups. 
 
 
8-7.0  AMENDMENTS TO THE TIPS AND INSTIP 
 
Public involvement for amendments involving significant projects to the INSTIP or a TIP will be 
facilitated by the MPO or district office in which the amendment occurs.  A notice will be published 
by the MPO in local news media informing the public of proposed changes within urbanized areas.  
A notice will be published by the district in local news media for informing the public of proposed 
significant changes outside urbanized areas. 
 
A comment period should be established allowing time for interested parties to comment on the 
proposed amendments.  A discussion of the disposition of comments will be included with the 
transmittal of the amendment to the FHWA/Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requesting 
approval. 
 
Examples of revisions which are not sufficiently significant to require additional opportunity for 
public comment include minor changes in project scope/cost and moving minor or noncontroversial 
projects among the first three years of the INSTIP/TIP. 
 
 
8-8.0  PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT DURING PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
 
8-8.01  Early and Continuing Opportunities for Public Involvement 
 
Each transportation project will have a program of early and continuing public involvement 
coordinated with the stages of the NEPA process and building on public involvement conducted as 
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part of INDOT’s or the MPO’s transportation planning and programming process.  Early and 
continuing public involvement may be conducted through many different public involvement 
techniques.  Public meetings are only one element of a well-rounded involvement program.  
Transportation projects vary in scope, complexity, and level of public interest in a given project.  A 
project may require a public hearing or an opportunity for a public hearing, as described in Section 8-
8.02.  For a complex project, additional involvement activities before the public hearing are 
appropriate.  For a simple project with a low level of public interest, public notice through the 
transportation programming process may suffice. 
 
The Office of Public Hearings in cooperation with the Office of Environmental Services, conducts 
public information meetings on an as-needed basis to seek public input to assist in defining the scope 
of a proposed project.  INDOT normally conducts these public informational meetings before it 
prepares the environmental document. 
 
The Office of Public Hearings provides guidance on innovative public involvement techniques and 
meeting formats to maximize meaningful public input on such topics as gathering information on 
social impacts or locally known environmental resources (e.g., unmarked graves, long-abandoned 
underground storage tanks). 
 
Although separate location and design public hearings are no longer required and all references to 
design approval have been deleted from the regulations, there are instances where additional 
meetings may be desirable.  Where there are several practical location alternatives, preliminary 
public informational meetings may be appropriate. 
 
Once additional design details are available, an informational meeting may be held to acquaint the 
public with specific design considerations for the project.  This enables involved property owners to 
learn how the proposed project may affect abutting property. 
 
The MPO public involvement procedures establish the general approach for involving the public in 
Major Investment Studies (MIS). 
 
 
8-8.02  Public-Hearing Requirements 
 
The INDOT and MPO procedures for seeking and addressing public comments in the development 
of transportation plans and improvement programs will provide early and continuing opportunities 
for public involvement.  The public hearing is an opportunity for the public to make formal 
statements of position immediately before project decision-making and preparation of the final 
environmental document.  INDOT views the hearing as a specific, observable, administrative 
benchmark for public involvement.  Public meetings, as needed during the development of the 
NEPA document, provide additional opportunities for early and continuing public involvement. 
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The Office of Public Hearings will conduct one or more public hearings or provide the opportunity 
for public hearing at a convenient time and place for a Federal-aid project on a State-maintained 
route if a project meets one of the criteria as follows: 
 
1. The proposal requires more than 0.5 ac of permanent right of way. 
 
2. The proposal substantially changes the layout or function of connecting roadways or of the 

facility being improved. 
 
3. The proposal may have substantial adverse impact on abutting property. 
 
4. The proposal may have a significant social, economic, environmental, or other effect. 
 
5. The proposal is determined by FHWA, in consultation with INDOT, to warrant a public 

hearing in the public’s interest. 
 
6. The proposal involves impacts to resources in or eligible for inclusion in the National 

Register of Historic Places, wetland impacts, and/or significant floodplain encroachments. 
 
Under the supervision of the Office of Public Hearings, public hearings will be conducted for a local-
agency project by the local authority or its agent(s) if it meets one or more of the criteria listed above. 
 
Public hearings will be held for each transportation project which involves the development of an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  The 
disposition of both oral and written comments will be included in the final approved NEPA 
document which constitutes FHWA location approval. 
 
A transportation project that does not individually or cumulatively have a significant environmental 
effect is categorically excluded from the requirement for a NEPA document (EIS or EA).  The 
public-involvement requirements for a Categorical Exclusion (CE) project can be satisfied either by 
holding a public hearing or by INDOT publishing notices offering the opportunity for a public 
hearing.  Based on the re-evaluation of project environmental documents required by 23 CFR 
771.129, FHWA, in cooperation with INDOT, will determine whether changes in the project or new 
information warrant additional public involvement. 
 
INDOT will publish notices in local media.  For a local-agency project, local authorities will publish 
such notices in accordance with I.C. 5-3-1-4.  The procedure for requesting a public hearing should 
be explained in the notice.  In addition, the notice should indicate the availability of the appropriate 
environmental document and should explain where appropriate project materials may be reviewed.  
Further, the notice shall advise of significant floodplain encroachments and whether a practicable 
alternative exists for the use of impacted wetland and historic resources.  The deadline for 
submission of a request for a public hearing should be clearly stated.  If no response is received on 
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the notice by the stated deadline, the Office of Public Hearings will certify that the public 
involvement requirements have been satisfied and document the files accordingly.  INDOT should 
forward a copy of each certification to FHWA for information. 
 
If a limited number of requests are received in response to a notice offering the opportunity for a 
public hearing, appropriate INDOT representatives may meet individually with those who responded 
to determine their involvement and concerns.  The Office of Public Hearings will certify that the 
public-involvement requirements have been satisfied and will note the certification in the project 
files. 
 
A project-limits resident may request a public hearing be held if a substantial and significant social, 
economic, or environmental interest in the matter is perceived.  If a resident identifies no significant 
interest and INDOT determines that it is not in the public interest to hold such a meeting, the Office 
of Public Hearings will prepare a report to serve as documentation for the certification that the 
public-involvement requirements have been satisfied. 
 
 
8-8.03  Hardship and Protective Buying of Right of Way 
 
Federal regulation 23 CFR 771.117(d)(12) provides for the acquisition of land for hardship or 
protective purposes for a particular parcel or a limited number of parcels.  Where the imminent 
development of land would preclude further transportation use, protective acquisition is permitted. 
Advance acquisition is permitted only where the acquisition will not limit the evaluation of 
alternatives which may be required in the NEPA process.  The Office of Public Hearings will assure 
that all property owners are contacted, made aware of INDOT’s reasons for early acquisition of their 
property, and informed of the availability of the Categorical Exclusion environmental document 
concerning the proposed right-of-way acquisition.  Property acquisition may proceed once the Office 
of Public Hearings certifies that the contacts have been completed, thereby satisfying the public-
involvement requirement. 
 
If the governor or other appropriate official declares an emergency and INDOT deems it to be in the 
overall public interest for a specific project, INDOT can recommend to FHWA that alternative 
procedures for public involvement be followed or that certain requirements be waived.  Written 
concurrence must be obtained from FHWA for such alternative procedures or waiver of certain steps. 
 
 
8-8.04  Public Notices 
 
Once the documentation for a categorical exclusion (where applicable) has been approved by 
INDOT, or FHWA has approved an EA for circulation, INDOT will publish a Public Notice of 
Planned Improvement in accordance with I.C. 5-3-4-1, offering the opportunity for interested 
individuals to request a hearing.  Should a hearing result or the documentation for a draft EIS is 
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approved for circulation, INDOT will publish a Notice of Public Hearing in accordance with I.C. 5-
3-4-1.  INDOT will also achieve public-involvement goals in the appropriate minority and foreign-
language communities where a project is proposed in accordance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
and the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987 by publishing legal notices in the appropriate 
community media and language. 
 
INDOT will publish this notice at least 15 days in advance of the public hearing.  The Federal 
Register DEIS notice of availability should establish a period of not less than 45 days to return 
comments on the DEIS.  Regulations require that interested parties submit EA comments within 30 
days of the notice of the availability of the EA.  FHWA recommends that two notices be made for an 
EIS project: an initial, minimum 15-day notice, with a second notice 5 to 12 days in advance of the 
hearing. 
 
In addition to formal notices of the hearing, copies of the notice or a press release may be distributed 
to appropriate news media and local, State, or Federal governmental agencies that are affected or 
involved in the project or program.  Copies will also be mailed to any agency, local public official, 
public advisory group, or individuals who have requested notice of hearings and to other groups or 
agencies who are on the current INDOT mailing list. 
 
Each notice of a public hearing shall specify the date, time, and place of the hearing or meeting, and 
should include a general description of the proposal.  The notice should specify that location maps 
and other pertinent information, including the appropriate environmental document developed for the 
proposal, will be available for public review.  The notice should also provide information required to 
comply with public involvement requirements of other laws, Executive Orders, or regulations, as 
follows. 
 
1. Per the Clean Water Act, the notice will indicate the availability, where applicable, of the 

Section 404 Permit application and reference the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Public 
Notice seeking comments on the application. 

 
2. Where historic properties are involved (i.e., buildings, structures, or sites including 

archeological sites, or objects that are listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places), the notice will indicate as follows:  Per the National Historic 
Preservation Act, the views of the public are being sought regarding the effect of the 
proposed project on [list specified properties involved]. 

 
3. Per Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands, and Executive Order 11998, Floodplain 

Management, the notice should seek public comment on wetland impacts and floodplain 
encroachments where applicable. 

 
INDOT maintains a current mailing list upon which any Federal or State agency, local public official, 
public advisory group, or any other interested committee or persons may enroll to request all legal 
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notices issued by the Office of Public Hearings.  Any agency, official, group, or citizen desiring to 
receive such notices must submit a written request to the following: 
 

INDOT Local Programs Division 
Office of Public Hearings 
Room N848 
Indiana Government Center North 
100 North Senate Avenue 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2249 

 
 
8-8.05  Conducting the Hearing 
 
The Office of Public Hearings will hold a public hearing at a place and time generally convenient for 
persons affected by or interested in the proposed undertaking and in a facility that is accessible to the 
handicapped.  The Office of Public Hearings will also be responsible for assuring that all public-
involvement requirements listed below are satisfied.  The identical procedures will be observed by 
the local entity or its agent(s) when conducting public-involvement procedures for a local-agency 
project. 
 
Representatives of INDOT, the MPO, and the local authority or its agent(s), when appropriate, will 
explain the information as follows: 
 
1. the project’s purpose, need, and consistency with the goals and objectives of any local urban 

planning; 
 
2. the project’s alternatives and major design features; 
 
3. the social, economic, environmental, and other impacts of the project; 
 
4. the relocation-assistance program and the right-of-way acquisition process; and 
 
5. INDOT’s procedures for receiving both oral and written statements from the public. 
 
INDOT will ensure that engineers, planners, or other qualified personnel are present to explain the 
proposal and answer questions which may arise. 
 
At the public hearing it should be announced, or otherwise explained, that at any time after the 
hearing and before final approval is obtained, information developed relating to the proposed 
undertaking will be available upon request during normal working hours for public inspection and 
copying.  If the proposal requires the acquisition of property, INDOT’s right-of-way procedures, 
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including the relocation-assistance program (if applicable), will be explained.  The availability of the 
appropriate environmental document will be announced at the public hearing. 
 
INDOT is committed to providing a public-hearing format that allows full participation by the 
public.  This format will permit the public to comment on the project in any of the methods as 
follows: 
 
1. public statements before an audience of concerned citizens, 
2. verbal comments to a tape recorder which can be transcribed verbatim, or 
3. written comments provided in person, by mail, or via the Internet. 
 
 
8-8.06  Section 106 Consultation Under the Historic Preservation Act 
 
Once the views of interested persons have been considered and documented, the finding of no 
adverse effect or the Memorandum of Agreement can be forwarded to FHWA for approval.  The 
INDOT transmittal letter should document the means employed to solicit public comment, 
summarize the views of interested persons, and discuss the resolution of any outstanding issues.  
Once the Section 106 process is completed, FHWA can process the 4(f) Programmatic Agreement 
where applicable and conclude the NEPA approval process. 
 
 
8-8.07  Public-Hearing Transcript 
 
A transcript of the verbal and written statements from the public involvement phase should be made. 
The future availability of the transcript should be announced at the public hearing or by news release 
subsequent to its completion and distribution.  In addition, copies will be provided to individuals 
who request such copies as provided for in the INDOT policy concerning public disclosure.  INDOT 
should submit to FHWA a copy of each public-hearing transcript and a certification that a required 
hearing or hearing opportunity was offered.  The transcript will be accompanied by copies of all 
written statements from the public, both submitted at the public hearing and during an announced 
period after the hearing. 
 

**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 
 

With respect to resolution of hearing comments, it is not considered 
responsive to reply with statements such as, “It is not part of the 
scope,” or, “It will be looked into.”  An explanation must be given. 

 
 
Explicit consideration and response to both oral and written comments will be included in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).  If no significant impacts are identified, INDOT should 
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furnish FHWA a copy of the revised EA as appropriate; the public hearing transcript, where 
applicable; copies of any comments received and responses thereto; and recommend a Finding-Of-
No-Significant-Impact (FONSI).  If a project is located in an MPO area, the MPO will be given the 
opportunity to review and make additions to responses.  The MPO will provide expertise and 
assistance in addressing metropolitan-planning and community-development issues.  Therefore, the 
public-hearing responses will constitute joint INDOT-MPO comments.  Once the FHWA has granted 
final location approval by issuing the FEIS, Record of Decision, or FONSI, the project may be 
advanced to final design, right-of-way acquisition, and construction. 
 
 
8-9.0  DESIGN SUMMARY 
 
A Design Summary is required for each project for which a public hearing or the opportunity for a 
public hearing is offered.  Although the Design Summary is not required by regulation, INDOT has 
developed this public-information document to provide a complete description of the proposed 
project and transcript of the public hearing or certification of hearing requirements.  This document 
will also permit closure of unresolved issues at the time of FHWA approval of the FEIS/Record of 
Decision (ROD), EA/FONSI, or FHWA determination that the project is categorically excluded (CE) 
from the requirement to prepare a NEPA document. 
 
The Design Summary includes findings on permit, mitigation, design, and right-of-way issues.  The 
Design Summary also serves to respond to issues raised by written and oral comments on a project 
which is categorically excluded by FHWA from the requirement to prepare a NEPA document. 
 
Copies of the Design Summary will be made available to interested parties upon request as provided 
for in the INDOT policy concerning public disclosure.  FHWA will be supplied a copy of the Design 
Summary for each project located on the National Highway System. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

 
 PERMITS/CERTIFICATIONS 
 
 
9-1.0  GENERAL 

 
9-1.01  Introduction 

 
Many construction activities performed by the Indiana Department of Transportation impact the 
environment, navigation, public land, or private land.  Depending upon the nature of the impact, the 
activity may require the Department to obtain a permit, certification, approval, etc., during the design 
phase of a project.  Personnel involved in project development should be aware of the requirements 
for these permits/certifications so that they can ensure that all necessary authorizations and 
clearances are obtained.  The need to receive one or more permits/certifications can significantly 
affect the project schedule. 
 
This Chapter briefly documents the basic information related to Federal and State permits/ 
certifications which may be required for a project.  The Chapter is subdivided as follows: 
 
1. Section 9-2.0 discusses those permits/certifications which are commonly required; 
 
2. Section 9-3.0 discusses those permits/certifications which are only required for special 

circumstances; and 
 
3. Section 9-4.0 references permit applications and other information to assist the designer. 
 
The Chapter user should be aware that considerable research is needed to identify all relevant 
information for each permit or certification (e.g., warrants, procedures, applications).  The user must 
contact the applicable government agencies to determine the permit/certification procedures. 
 
 
9-1.02  Timing of Permit Application Submittal 

 
The designer is responsible for placing known information on each permit‟s application form.  The 
designer then submits it in a timely manner to the Production Management Division‟s permits 
coordinator, who then completes the application with the remaining required information.  The 
permits coordinator then transmits the completed application to the permitting agency with 
timeliness such that the permit is received before the Ready for Letting (RFL) date. 
 
The timing of permit application for the most common types of permits is shown in Figure 9-1A. 
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Any wetlands-mitigation requirements should be coordinated with the appropriate permitting agency 
and the Office of Environmental Services‟s Environmental Policy Team prior to when the permit 
application is transmitted to the agency.  The delineation of the impacted wetlands, the proposed 
mitigation plan, and the wetlands-monitoring plan must all be included with the permit application. 
 
The permits coordinator will return a permit application to the project manager if there is no project-
manager transmittal memorandum attached. 
 
The designer should track the status of permit expiration dates to ensure that valid permits will be 
available for the current project construction schedule.  All regulated areas including wetlands and 
streams must be delineated on the plans. 
 

 

9-1.03  Submittal of Approved Permits with Final Contract Documents 

 
The designer must submit copies of all permits when the final special provisions are submitted at the 
Final Tracings stage.  The copies should be single-sided.  Furnishing duplex copies has occasionally 
resulted in missing pages appearing in the contract document. 
 
If the final special provisions are turned in before all of the approved permits are available, it is the 
designer‟s responsibility to ensure that copies are furnished to the Contract Administration 
Division‟s Office of Contracting after the approved permits are received. 
 
Each permit should be read and appropriate action should be taken to make the plans, specifications, 
and estimate consistent with the permit conditions.  For example, special provisions and a pay item 
for erosion control blankets should be included where required by a permit. 
 
Revisions are often made to the erosion control plans and summary tables after final tracings are 
submitted.  It is the designer‟s responsibility to initiate plan and contract revisions for all changes 
that arise during the Rule 5 Submission approval process.  Plan revisions and construction changes 
must be processed in accordance with Sections 14-1.02(04) and 14-1.02(05), respectively. 
 
If a condition is not in a permit, it is not required even if it is listed in the environmental document or 
the Fish and Wildlife Review.  The exception to this is that all conditions with respect to the 
Endangered Species Act are required (for example, the tree cutting restriction for the Indiana bat). 
 
This procedure does not apply to woody-revegetation requirements which are provided as determined 
by the Production Management Division‟s landscape architect. 
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9-1.04  Delivery of Permits to Project Site 

 
Permits will be given to the designer by the Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator. 
For those permits which are to be publicly displayed on the project site, the designer will be 
responsible for delivering such permits to the project personnel in a timely manner, generally at the 
preconstruction conference. 
 
 
9-2.0  COMMON PERMITS OR CERTIFICATIONS 

 
9-2.01  Introduction 

 
1. Section 404 Department of the Army Corps of Engineers Permit.  This permit is obtained 

from the Corps of Engineers for the discharge of dredge or fill material into Waters of the 
United States, including adjacent wetlands.  Waters of the United States are defined in 
Section 9-2.02(07).  Each Corps district has its own procedures and permit requirements. 

 
2. Section 401 Water Quality Certification.  This certification is obtained from the Indiana 

Department of Environmental Management (IDEM).  A Section 401 Certification is required 
if a Section 404 Permit is required. 

 
3. IDNR Certification of Approval for Construction in a Floodway.  This certification is 

obtained from the Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water.  This 
approval is required for an urban stream with a drainage area equal to or greater than 1 sq mi 
or a rural stream with a drainage area equal to or greater than 50 sq mi. 

 
4. Rule 5 Submission.  The Indiana Department of Environmental Management is the 

responsible agency for Rule 5 compliance.  IDNR, acting as IDEM's agent, coordinates the 
review and acceptance of each erosion control plan through the appropriate soil and water 
conservation district (S&WCD).  Once the S&WCD representative has determined that an 
erosion control plan meets the acceptance criteria, a Notice of Intent (NOI) is sent to IDEM. 

 
 
9-2.02  Section 404 Department of the Army Corps of Engineers Permit 

 
9-2.02(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is a Section 404 Department of the Army Corps of Engineers Permit.  The informal 
name is Corps Permit. 
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9-2.02(02)  Responsible Federal Agency 

 
United States Army Corps of Engineers (Louisville or Detroit district) is the Federal agency with 
overall responsibility for administering the program, reviewing each permit application and issuing 
the permit. 
 
The Corps only regularly issues Regional General Permits and Individual Permits. 
 
 
9-2.02(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator all completed application forms and 
required sketches showing the location, nature and quantity of the fill into Waters of the United 
States.  These sketches should be in accordance with the permit-application instructions and should 
include a location map. 
 
 
9-2.02(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (1972), as amended by the Clean 

Water Act (1977 & 1987): 33 USC 1251-1376, DOT Order 5660.1A; 
 
2. 23 CFR 330, 23 CFR 650, Subpart B, 771; 
 
3. 33 CFR 209, 320-323, 325, 328, 329; and 
 
4. 40 CFR 121-125, 129-131, 133, 135-136, 230-231. 
 
 
9-2.02(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose of Section 404 is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity 
of the Waters of the United States through the prevention, reduction and, elimination of pollution. 
 
 
9-2.02(06)  Applicability 
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A Corps Permit is required for any discharge of dredged or fill material (e.g., concrete, riprap, earth 
fill, excavation) into the Waters of the United States, including wetlands.  See Section 9-2.02(07) for 
a definition of Waters of the United States. 
 
Figure 9-4A, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 Permit and Levee Work Permit 
Application, is accessible from the Department‟s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ as a link to the permitting agency‟s website for 
application and instructions. 
 
9-2.02(07)  Definitions 

 
The following definitions are applicable. 
 
1. Headwaters of the United States.  A river, stream, or its lake or impoundment, including 

adjacent wetlands, which are part of a surface tributary system of a navigable Waterway of 
the United States, upstream of that point on such river or stream at which the average flow 
rate is less than 5 ft3/s. 

 
2. Ordinary High Water (OHW).  The line showing on the shore which is established by 

fluctuations of water and is indicated by physical characteristics such as clear, natural lines 
impressed on the waterway bank, shelving, changes in the character of the soil, destruction of 
terrestrial plants, the presence of litter or debris, or other appropriate means that consider the 
characteristics of the surrounding area.  Ordinary High Water (OHW) is different from 
Average High Water. 

 
3. Special Aquatic Sites.  Mudflats, refuges, riffle and pool complexes, sanctuaries, vegetated 

shallows, and wetlands. 
 
4. Waters of the United States.  In general, for identification, the Waters of the United States 

includes all jurisdictional wetlands and areas within a blue solid line or a blue dash line on a 
USGS quadrangle map.  Each river, stream, creek, intermittent tributary, pond, 
impoundment, lake. or wetland is considered part of the Waters of the United States. 

 
5. Jurisdictional Wetland.  Bog, marsh, slough, or swamp are other terms used to describe this 

type of area.  A floodplain, or area where water stands on, at or near the groundline may be 
considered a suspected jurisdictional wetland. A riverine wetland is not a part of a 
jurisdictional wetland.  Guidelines as established by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
indicate that a jurisdictional wetland must have all of the characteristics as follows: 

 
 a preponderance of water-tolerant plants; 
 

b. hydric soils; and 
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c. water on, at, or near the surface of the ground during a specified portion of the 

growing season. 
 
 
9-2.02(08)  Individual Permit 

 
An Individual Coprs Permit application is required for each project that does not qualify for a 
Regional General Permit.  Where 1 ac or more of jurisdictional wetland or Waters of the United 
States are impacted, an Individual Permit is required.  If the wetland area impacted is greater than 0.1 
ac but less than 1 ac, the project will generally qualify for a Regional General Permit.  However, the 
Individual Permit application form must be filed with the Corps of Engineers for an impact of 1 ac or 
more. 
 
The permit application packet should include 8'' x 11'' sketches of all impacts to Waters of the United 
States, such as a bridge-crossing location or jurisdictional-wetland impact locations.  Each bridge-
location sketch requires a plan and elevation view.  Each wetland impact sketch must show a plan 
view and a cross section through the fill area.  The wetland area to be filled should be indicated on 
the sketch. 
 
The level of detail required in the permit-application sketches is as follows: 
 
1. Vicinity Map (taken from USGS quad map) 

a. location of activity 
b. name of waterbody 
c. route numbers or names of all roads 
d. north arrow 
e. scale 

 
2. Plan View Sketch 

a. name of waterbody 
a. route numbers or names and all roads 
b. hatched area showing the limits of fill replacement 
c. location of each wetland 
d. north arrow 
e. scale 

 
3. Elevation view (or typical cross section) 

a. OHW elevation 
b. other water elevations 
c. riprap 
d. other fill material 
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For a major road project that is expected to require an Individual Corps Permit, the Corps of 
Engineers has deemed it necessary to include a sketch showing the plan view and a longitudinal 
cross section of each culvert of 36 in. diameter or greater that appears in a naturally-occurring 
waterway.  An overall project map should be included to show the location of each such culvert and 
the location of each wetland impact.  For this situation the Corps of Engineers interprets the 
definition of Waters of the United States to include all naturally-occurring draws. 
 
The permit application should include the quantities of the various fill materials segregated to show 
both the total volume and volume to be placed below the ordinary high water elevation.  The total 
area of the fill material placed below ordinary high water should also be provided.  The wetland-
mitigation plan should include a wetland-delineation report and a wetland-monitoring plan. 
 
The designer must review constructability issues where a work causeway or a cofferdam will be 
required.  Construction activities such as bridge pier construction, sewer outfall into a waterway, or 
earth hauling across a waterway may all require temporary filling of the Waters of the United States. 
The designer must submit a detailed sketch of each temporary causeways, etc., which must be 
included with the application.  The designer should think through the project construction sequence, 
so that all construction activities which impact the Waters of the United States will be included in the 
permit application. 
 
A project that includes both road and bridge construction should have one combined Corps Permit 
application.  Multiple projects in the same contiguous section of roadway should also be submitted in 
one combined application. 
 
 
9-2.02(09)  Regional General Permit (RGP) 

 
For Section 404 application where an Individual Permit is not required, a Regional General Permit 
(RGP) will instead be.  This permit applies where the Corps has determined the proposed work to 
have individual and cumulative impacts on Waters of the United States of less than 1 ac.  The details 
and specific applicability criteria of an RGP are described in Figure 9-4A.  A project that impacts 
greater than 0.1 ac and less than 1 ac of wetland, or impacts less than 1 ac of Waters of the United 
States below the ordinary high water line may be eligible for a RGP.  Minor channel shaping at a 
structure inlet or outlet is not considered channel relocation. 
 
An RGP application should be made for each project that appears to qualify for a RGP.  If a project 
fits the criteria described above and if the wetland or Waters of the United States area being affected 
is greater than 0.1 ac and less than 1 ac, the IDEM Form #48598 (February 2000) [a.k.a., IDEM long 
form] must be completed and submitted to the permits coordinator.  This form will suffice for 
submittal to the Corps as the RGP application, the IDEM for the Section 401 Water Quality 
Certification, and the IDNR as the notice related to 401 and 404 / RGP applications.  This form does 
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not replace the IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit application.  If a project fits the criteria 
described above and if the wetland area being affected is 0.1 ac or less, the IDEM short form in lieu 
of Form #48598 (February 2000) should be used.  It must be completed and submitted to the permits 
coordinator.  This form will also suffice for submittal to the Corps as the RGP application, the IDEM 
as the Section 401 Water Quality Certification, and the IDNR as their notice related to 401 and 404 / 
RGP matters.  The short form does not replace the IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit 
application.  The appropriate form will also serve as the preconstruction notification. 
 
Once an RGP is designated or implied, the designer should prepare a memorandum to the project file 
stating that the project qualifies for a RGP in that [each eligibility criterion for the RGP should be 
listed and the level of adherence to that criterion noted].  In addition, the RGP application form with 
an accompanying 8.5" x 11" copy of the USGS 7.5-min series map should be submitted to the 
permits coordinator.  Also, any wetland-mitigation plan package may be a required supporting 
document if wetland mitigation is necessary.  This single packet will serve as an application/notice to 
the Army Corps of Engineers, IDEM, and IDNR, but not as an IDNR Construction in a Floodway 
Permit application.  Acknowledgment from the Army Corps of Engineers will be received in either 
situation.  An acknowledgment from IDEM will be received if the long form is used.  No 
acknowledgment from IDEM is anticipated if the short form is used.  No response from IDNR is 
anticipated with respect to 401 or 404 / RGP matters. 
 
 
9-2.02(10)  Nationwide Permit 

 
The Corps will occasionally issue a Nationwide Permit, but only under its discretion, in lieu of a 
Regional General Permit.  The designer should not propose an application specifically for a 
Nationwide Permit. 
 
 
9-2.03  Section 401 Water Quality Certification 

 
9-2.03(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is IDEM Section 401 Water Quality Certification.  The informal name is Section 
401. 
 
 
9-2.03(02)  Responsible Federal and State Agencies 

 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency, through the Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management (IDEM), is the agency with overall responsibility for administering the 
program, reviewing applications, and issuing approvals. 
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9-2.03(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator all completed application forms and 
required sketches showing the location of the impact, nature, and quantity of the fill and excavation 
in the Waters of the United States.  A project vicinity map is also required. 
 
 
9-2.03(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, Section 401, as amended by the Clean 

Water Acts of 1977 and 1987; 
 
2. 33 USC 1251-1376, DOT Order 5660.1A; 
 
3. 23 CFR 650, Subpart B, 771; 
 
4. 33 CFR 209, 320-323, 325, 328, 329; 
 
5. 40 CFR 121-125, 129-131, 133, 135-136, 230-231.; and 
 
6. 329 IAC 10. 
 
 
9-2.03(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to restore and maintain chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Waters of 
the United States through prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution. 
 
 
9-2.03(06)  Applicability 

 
This certification is required in conjunction with each Individual or Regional Corps Permit.  For 
information on the Section 401 Water Quality Certification for a Regional General Permit, see 
Section 9-2.02(10). 
 
Figure 9-4B, IDEM Water Quality Section 401 Permit Application, is accessible from the 
Department‟s website www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/, as a link to the permitting 
agency‟s website for application and instructions.  In block No. 4 it should be indicated if a 
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temporary runaround will be used, and, if appropriate, the possibility of the use of a cofferdam or 
work causeway. 
 
 
9-2.04  IDNR Certification of Approval for Construction in a Floodway 

 
9-2.04(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is IDNR Certification of Approval for Construction in a Floodway.  The informal 
name is the DNR permit. 
 
 
9-2.04(02)  Responsible State Agency 

 
The IDNR Division of Water is the state agency with overall responsibility for administering the 
program, reviewing applications, and issuing permits. 
 
 
9-2.04(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact for 
the DNR permit.  The designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator all completed 
application forms, required sketches showing the project location, etc. 
 
 
9-2.04(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. IC 14-28-1 (the Flood Control Act); 
 
2. IC 13-2-22 (Construction in a Floodway); and 
 
3. IC 14-3-16 (Public Notice). 
 
The administrative rules are included in 310 IAC 6-1. 
 
 
9-2.04(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to protect a floodway from undue restrictions and other environmental factors and to 
protect against interference to navigation. 
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9-2.04(06)  Applicability 

 
A DNR permit is required for any construction in a floodway, including wetlands, where the 
drainage area is at least 50 mi2 in a rural area or 1 mi2 in an urban area.  A project with more than 
100 ft of channel relocation beyond a bridge coping should be reviewed by the Production 
Management Division‟s Hydraulics Team to determine if a permit application should be filed. 
 
Figure 9-4C, IDNR Construction in Floodway Permit Application, is accessible from the 
Department‟s website www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/, as a link to the permitting 
agency‟s website for application and instructions. 
 
 
9-2.05  Rule 5 Submission 

 
9-2.05(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is NPDES Rule 5 (Storm Water Run-Off Associated with Construction Activity).  
The informal name is Rule 5. 
 
9-2.05(02)  Responsible State Agency 

 
The Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) is the State agency with overall 
responsibility for administering the program, reviewing applications and issuing approvals for Rule 5 
compliance.  IDNR, acting as IDEM's agent, coordinates the review and acceptance of each erosion-
control plan through the appropriate soil and water conservation districts.  Once the S&WCD 
representative has determined that an erosion-control plan meets the acceptance criteria, a Notice of 
Intent (NOI) is sent to IDEM.  A typical NOI includes the S&WCD acceptance notice, a publisher's 
affidavit, and the processing fee. 
 
 
9-2.05(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact for 
Rule 5 Submission.  The designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the 
completed application form, required half-sized plan sheets including the title sheet showing the 
project location, etc.  The erosion-control plan should include a legend of standard practices with a 
different color highlighting each practice.  The color highlighting should be included on the plans to 
indicate where each practice will be applied.  The work type should be clearly described on the title 
sheet. 
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9-2.05(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. IC 13-1-3-4; 
 
2. IC 13-1-3-7; 
 
3. IC 13-7-7; 
 
4. IC 13-7-10-1; and 
 
5. 327 IAC 15-5-1. 
 
 
9-2.05(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to reduce pollutants, principally sediment from soil erosion, in stormwater discharges 
into surface waters of the State from a construction site. 
 
 
9-2.05(06)  Applicability 

 
A Rule 5 Submission is required for construction activities where the area of grading, excavation, or 
other land disturbance impacts 1 ac or more of land area.  Any earth exposed counts toward the 1 ac. 
 Rule 5 applies to each INDOT or local-agency project regardless of community size or funding type. 
 Chapter Thirty-seven discusses INDOT practices for temporary erosion and sediment control during 
construction. 
 
The designer should determine if a body of water is designated as Outstanding State Resource or 
designated as Exceptional Use.  These are listed in Figure 9-2A. 
 
If the project‟s affected water is one of these locations, the designer should supply a list of names and 
addresses of the affected property owners with the erosion control plan to the Production 
Management Division‟s permits coordinator.  The coordinator will then request an individual 
NPDES Construction Permit.  Construction affects on other waters will not require an individual 
Permit. 
 
If an Individual Corps Permit is required, IDEM issues a public notice for 30-day comment.  The 
timeframe from IDEM‟s receipt of the NOI/request for an Individual Corps Permit until the end of 
the process can be 120 days. 
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Figure 9-4D, IDEM Stormwater Runoff Rule 5 Permit Application, is accessible from the 
Department‟s website www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/, as a link to the permitting 
agency‟s website for application and instructions. 
 
Once the designer receives the Notice of Intent (NOI) letter with respect to a Rule 5, the permit may 
be shown as received on the Scope/Environmental Compliance Certification/Permit Application 
Certification form. 
 
 
9-3.0  SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCE PERMITS / CERTIFICATIONS 

 
9-3.01  Introduction 

 
1. Tall-Structure Permit.  This permit is obtained from the Federal Aviation Administration and 

INDOT where proposed construction may impact the navigable airspace of a public-use 
airport. 

 
2. Regulated Drain.  Some counties require formal permission before INDOT performs any 

construction impacting a regulated drain.  Each regulated drain must have plans submitted 
for review and approval by the county drainage board. 

 
3. State Trunkline Right-of-Way Permit.  This permit is required from the applicable state 

adjoining Indiana if an INDOT project requires incidental construction work outside of 
Indiana‟s boundaries. 

 
4. IDNR Navigable Waterway.  This permit is obtained as a part of the IDNR Certification of 

Approval for Construction in a Floodway if the Navigable Waterway permit is required. 
 
5. Section 9 Navigable Waterway Permit.  This permit is obtained from the U. S. Coast Guard 

for construction, modification, replacement, or removal of a bridge or causeway over the 
navigable Waters of the United States.  Indiana is in the Second and Ninth districts. 

 
6. Section 10 Navigable Waterway Permit.  This permit is obtained from the U. S. Coast Guard 

for a structure or work (other than a bridge or causeway) affecting the navigable Waters of 
the United States. 

 
7. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Permit.  A Corp of Engineers Levee permit is required 

where construction impacts a levee system owned by the Corps. 
 
8. Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Point-Source 

Permit.  This permit is attained from IDEM for a project such as a rest area that involves a 
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point-source discharge of pollutants into Waters of the United States.  An outlet pipe for 
other than stormwater is required.  An individual permit will be required where the discharge 
points are into water categorized as exceptional use. 

 
9. Class V Injection-Well Permit.  This permit is filed with EPA for a project that impacts 

sinkholes in karst terrain or involves drainage into the sole-source aquifer near South Bend. 
 
 
9-3.02  Indiana Tall-Structure Permit 

 

9-3.02(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is Indiana Tall-Structure Permit.  The informal name is Tall-Structure permit. 
 
 
9-3.02(02)  Responsible Federal Agency 

 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is the Federal agency with overall responsibility for 
analyzing airspace and issuing determinations. 
 
 
9-3.02(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact and Application Procedure 

 
The Local Programs Division‟s Office of Aviation, Tall-Structures Project Manager is the 
responsible INDOT contact person.  The designer should submit the relevant information to the Tall-
Structures Project Manager. 
 
This information to be submitted includes a completed application form FAA 7460-1, a USGS 7.5-
min quadrangle map with a crosshair indicating the location of each obstruction, and other 
information pertinent to the project.  The latitude and longitude of each location measured should be 
provided to the nearest second (or tenth of a second if practical), the height of each obstruction 
measured to the nearest 2 ft, rounded up, and the site elevation (AMSL). 
 
Application 9-4E, FAA Form 7460-1 Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration, including 
instructions and application, is accessible from the Department‟s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The application should be submitted as early in the 
design phase as possible. 
 
A contact name and telephone number should be provided for both the project manager and the local 
planning commission that has jurisdiction over the structure site.  Separate applications should be 
prepared for permanent and temporary features, such as construction equipment.  All changes in the 
design height, structure location, or projected letting date should be communicated to the Tall-
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Structures Project Manager in a timely manner.  If the design height or structure location is changed, 
a new application should be completed and submitted. 
 
Upon FAA approval, the Tall-Structures Project Manager will provide the designer with a copy of 
the FAA‟s Determination of No Hazard to Air Navigation.  This Determination will become the 
Indiana Tall-Structure Permit 60 days after it is issued. 
 
 
9-3.02(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. Federal Aviation Act of 1958; 
 
2. Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 77; 
 
3. AC 70 / 7460 2K; and 
 
4. Indiana Code IC 8-21-10, Regulation of Tall Structures. 
 
 
9-3.02(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to promote safety in the air and on the ground, and to preserve the navigable airspace 
at public-use airports. 
 
 
9-3.02(06)  Applicability 

 
A Tall-Structure permit is required for a permanent installation (e.g., high-mast lighting tower) or 
construction equipment (e.g., crane, derrick) if the installation or equipment extends to a greater 
height than an imaginary surface extending outward and upward at one of the slopes as follows: 
 
1. 100 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 20,000 ft from the nearest runway of the nearest public-

use airport which has at least one runway at least 3,200 ft long.  The designer should contact 
the Tall-Structures Project Manager for information regarding runway lengths or elevations; 

 
2. 50 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 10,000 ft from the nearest runway of the nearest public-

use airport whose longest runway is less than 3,200 ft long; or 
 
3. 25 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 5,000 ft from the nearest landing or takeoff area of a 

public-use heliport. 
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If the structure itself is an Interstate highway, 17 ft should be added to the design elevation of the 
pavement before calculating the slope.  For a non-Interstate highway, 15 ft should be added. 
 
 
9-3.03  Regulated-Drain Permit 

 
9-3.03(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is Regulated-Drain Permit.  The informal name is County Drainage Permit. 
 
 
9-3.03(02)  Responsible Agency 

 
The county drainage board for the affected applicable county has overall responsibility for reviewing 
the application and issuing approval. 
 
 
9-3.03(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, a 
set of plans showing the project location, etc., if the work is one of the counties that requires this 
permit process.  Such counties are listed in Section 9-3.03(06). The designer should provide a set of 
plans to the county surveyor at the field check phase. 
 
 
9-3.03(04)  Legal References 

 
Regulated Drains are referred to by law in IC 36-9-27.  Each county has its own rules and not every 
county requires approval. 
 
 
9-3.03(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to notify the applicable county of INDOT‟s proposed construction that may impact a 
regulated drain. 
 
 
9-3.03(06)  Applicability 

 
The Regulated Drain Permit is required for work in Allen, Elkhart, Hamilton, Lake, or LaPorte 
county. 
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Figure 9-4F, Regulated Drain Permit Application, is accessible from the Department‟s website 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/, as a link to Elkhart, Hamilton, or Lake county‟s 

website for application and instructions.  The application and instructions for Allen or LaPorte 
county work is not accessible from a website.  The designer must contact one of these local agencies 
for such information. 
 
Some of the counties listed above require notification of any change in drainage.  A Regulated Drain 
approval typically requires the following: 
 
1. project description; 
2. high water and low water elevations; 
3. legal description (if not on plans); and 
4. set of plans. 
 
 
9-3.04  State Trunkline Right-of-Way Permit 

 
9-3.04(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is State Trunkline Right-of-Way Permit.  The informal name is Border State 
Coordination. 
 
 
9-3.04(02)  Responsible Agency 

 
The state transportation agency representing the affected state that adjoins Indiana is the agency with 
overall responsibility for reviewing the permit application and issuing the permit. 
 
 
9-3.04(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
required sketches showing the project location, etc. 
 
 
9-3.04(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal reference is Act 51 of 1951 to authorize construction (Michigan‟s law). 
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9-3.04(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to coordinate an INDOT project with an adjoining state for incidental construction 
within the adjoining state. 
 
 
9-3.04(06)  Applicability 

 
The permit is required to perform incidental construction work outside Indiana‟s boundary, if not 
performed under special agreement.  Sometimes a formal agreement, shared costs, or responsibility 
of work that exceeds incidental construction is required.  For this situation, the State Trunkline 
Right-of-Way permit will not apply. 
 
An application will typically require the following documentation. 
 
1. From Designer. 
 
 a. set of plans; 
 b. description of project; and 
 c. completed application form. 
 
2. From Permits Coordinator. 
 
 a. letter to adjoining state; and 
 b. entire package to the state‟s transportation agency that INDOT is applying to. 
 
Figure 9-4G, Trunkline Right of Way Permit Application, is accessible from the Department‟s 

website www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ as a link to Michigan‟s, Ohio‟s, or Illinois‟ 
website for application and instructions. 
 
9-3.05  IDNR Navigable Waterways 

 
9-3.05(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is IDNR Navigable Waterways. 
 
 
9-3.05(02)  Responsible State Agency 

 
The Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water, is the State agency with overall 
responsibility for administering the program, reviewing the application, and issuing approval. 
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9-3.05(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
required sketches showing the project location, etc.  Typically, the designer need not take any action 
to request this permit other than making application for the IDNR Construction in a Floodway 
Permit. 
 

 

9-3.05(04)  Legal References 

 
The following discusses the legal references for IDNR Navigable Waterways. 
 

Navigable Waterways Act, IC 14-29-1 
 
A. Regulatory Program 
 

The General Assembly charged the Department of Natural Resources with oversight of the 
State‟s navigable waters in the Powers and Duties of the Department Act, IC 14-19-1-1 (9), 
by stating, “... the Department shall ... have general charge of the navigable water of 
Indiana.”  To carry out this regulatory responsibility, the Assembly created several permitting 
programs, including Section 8 of the Navigable Waterways Act.  This provision requires that 
a person obtain a permit from the Department prior to initiating certain activities within a 
navigable waterway. 

 
Fundamental to the Department‟s administration of the Act‟s regulatory program is the 
definition of navigable waterway and the limit of jurisdictional authority. 

 
1. “Navigable water” is defined by rule in 2 parts: 

 
a. “navigable” means “a waterway which has been declared to be „navigable‟ 

or a „public highway‟ by one (1) or more of the following: 
 

(1) A court. 
(2) The Indiana General Assembly. 
(3) The United States Army Corps of Engineers. 
(4) The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 
(5) A board of county commissioners under IC 14-29-1-1. 
(6) The commission following a completed proceeding under IC 4-21.5. 
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b. “waterway” means “a river, stream, creek, run, canal, channel, ditch, lake 
reservoir, or embayment.” 

 
The determination of whether or not a waterway satisfies both definitions can 
be time consuming.  Therefore, IDNR has prepared a roster of the State‟s 
navigable waterways.  The roster was printed as a nonrule policy document in 
the Indiana Register, Volume 15, Number 10, (15 IR 2385) on July 1, 1992 
under the title “Natural Resources Commission, Information Bulletin #3, 
Roster of Indiana Waterways Declared Navigable.”  The roster is not 
dispositive of whether or not a waterway is navigable, but rather lists 
waterways where sufficient evidence exists to recognize them as such.  A 
copy of the roster is included in the Appendix.  

 
2. The accepted limit of jurisdiction on a navigable waterway is the ordinary high water 

mark unless the State‟s boundary is present.  The “ordinary high water mark” is also 
defined by rule: 

 
a. “ordinary high water mark” means the following: 

 
(1) The line on the shore of a waterway established by the fluctuations of 

water and indicated by physical characteristics.  Examples of these 
physical characteristics include the following: 

 
(A) A clear and natural line impressed on the bank. 
(B) Shelving. 
(C) Changes in the character of the soil. 
(D) The destruction of terrestrial vegetation. 
(E) The presence of litter or debris. 

 
(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1), the shore of Lake Michigan at five 

hundred eight-one and five-tenths (581.5) feet, I.G.L.D., 1985 (five 
hundred eighty-two and two hundred fifty-two thousandths (582.252) 
feet, N.G.V.D., 1929). 

 
B. Administrative Rule 
 

The Navigable Waterways rule, 310 IAC 21, contains definitions, standards, and permit 
information relative to the administration of the Navigable Waterways Act. 

 
C. Regulated Activities 
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For a person, other than a public or municipal water supply utility, the Act requires that a 
permit be obtained from the Department for the placement, filling, or erection of a permanent 
structure in; water withdrawal from; or material extraction from; a navigable waterway.  
Regulated activities include, but are not limited to bridge foundations, piers, seawalls, 
mineral extraction, etc. 

 
D. Evaluation Criteria 
 

In its assessment of a project‟s approvability, the Department evaluates a project‟s impact 
using the criteria prescribed within the Act: 

 
1. whether or not the project will reasonably impair the navigability of the waterway; 

 
2. whether or not the project will cause significant harm to the environment; and 

 
3. whether or not the project will pose an unreasonable hazard to life or property. 

 
E. Exempted Activities 
 

The Navigable Waterways Act‟s regulatory program contains a number of exemptions to 
minimize duplicity of regulation.  Specifically, a permit under the Act is not required if a 
permit has been obtained under any of the State or Federal statutes listed in Figure 9-3A, 
Navigable Waterways Act Exempted Activities, and the requirements of the Navigable 
Waterways Act have been applied in the project review. 

 
 
9-3.05(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to protect each waterway that has been designated by the State as navigable. 
 
 
9-3.05(06)  Applicability 

 
The permit is obtained as a part of the IDNR Certification of Approval for Construction in a 
Floodway if the Navigable Waterways permit is required. 
 
The IDNR Navigable Waterways Roster is accessible from the IDNR‟s website, at 
www.in.gov/dnr/nrc/2390.htm 
 
 
9-3.06  Section 9 Navigable-Waters Permit 
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9-3.06(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is Section 9 Navigable-Waters Permit.  The informal name is Coast Guard bridge 
permit. 
 
 
9-3.06(02)  Responsible Federal Agency 

 
The United States Coast Guard is the Federal agency with overall responsibility for administering the 
program, reviewing each permit application, and issuing the permit.  Indiana is included in the 
Second and Ninth districts. 
 
 
9-3.06(03)  Responsible INDOT Team 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
required sketches showing the project location, etc. 
 
 
9-3.06(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, Section 9; 
2. 33 USC 401, et seq, as amended and supplemented; 
3. 23 CFR part 650, Subpart H; and 
4. 33 CFR 114-115. 
 
 
9-3.06(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to ensure that there will be no interference to navigation on the navigable Waterways 
of the United States. 
 
 
9-3.06(06)  Applicability 

 
The permit is required for the construction, modification, replacement, or removal of any bridge or 
causeway over a navigable waterway (tidal or non-tidal).  See Figure 9-3B for a listing of affected 
navigable waterways. 
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9-3.07  Section 10 Navigable-Waters Permit 

 
9-3.07(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is Section 10 Navigable-Waters Permit.  The informal name is Coast Guard permit. 
 
 

9-3.07(02)  Responsible Federal Agency 

 
The United States Coast Guard is the Federal agency with overall responsibility for reviewing each 
permit application and issuing the permit. 
 
 
9-3.07(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
required sketches showing the project location, etc. 
 
 
9-3.07(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, Section 10; 
2. 33 USC 401, et seq, as amended and supplemented; 
3. 23 CFR part 650, Subpart H; and 
4. 33 CFR 114-115. 
 
 
9-3.07(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to protect and preserve the navigable Waterways of the United States against any 
degradation in water quality. 
 
 
9-3.07(06)  Applicability 

 
The permit is required for a structure or work (other than a bridge or causeway) affecting a navigable 
waterway (tidal or non-tidal).  See Figure 9-3B for a listing of affected navigable waterways.  
Examples of such work include dredging, channelization, and filling. 
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9-3.08  U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Permit 

 
9-3.08(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Permit.  The informal name is Corps 
Levee Permit. 
 
 
9-3.08(02)  Responsible Agencies 

 
The United States Army Corps of Engineers is the Federal agency with overall responsibility for 
administering the program, reviewing each permit application, and issuing the permit.  The local 
levee authority is a partner in this process.  The approval of the local levee authority is required 
before making application to Army Corps of Engineers. 
 
 
9-3.08(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
required sketches showing the project location, etc. 
 
 
9-3.08(04)  Legal References 

 
The regulations for maintenance and operation are included in the Code of Federal Regulations, as 
promulgated in Chapter II - Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army, Section 208.10 - Flood 
Control Regulations for local flood protection works; maintenance and operation of structures and 
facilities.  Such regulations were issued under authority of Sec. 3, 49 Stat. 1571, as amended; 33 
USC 701c (9 F.R. 9999, Aug., 17, 1944); 9 F.R. (10203, Aug. 22, 1944). 
 
 
9-3.08(05)  Purpose 

 
For a project that affects a regulated levee, a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers is necessary 
before any work can be constructed which may affect the levee.  The purpose of the levee-permit 
program is to ensure continuous levee system integrity.  The actual permit form may vary, depending 
on to whom it will be initially sent. 
 
For a legal levee within the jurisdiction of a local levee authority (e.g., Evansville Levee Authority), 
the permit application plus a set of mostly complete plans and select specifications should be sent 
through the permits coordinator to the levee authority.  The permit form should be obtained from the 
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local levee authority prior to application submittal.  The levee authority may suggest or require 
changes to the project plans.  These changes must be evaluated and coordinated on as required.  After 
the levee authority accepts and approves the project plans, it forwards them to the Army Corps of 
Engineers for final approval.  Army Corps of Engineers‟ acceptance and approval of a levee permit 
application is generally ensured once the local levee authority approves the plans.  A formal approval 
document is received from the local levee authority and the Army Corps of Engineers.  The Army 
Corps of Engineers will rarely not accept a set of plans already approved by a local levee authority.  
However, the designer must account for that possibility when determining the timing for the permit-
application submittal. 
 
For a legal levee that exists outside of the jurisdiction of a levee authority, the permit application 
plus a set of mostly complete plans and select specifications should be sent through the permits 
coordinator directly to the Army Corps of Engineers.  The Army Corps of Engineers may suggest or 
require changes to the project plans.  These changes must be evaluated and coordinated as required.  
The Army Corps of Engineers will ultimately accept and approve the project‟s plans, and it will send 
a notice to INDOT once final approval is granted. 
 
Numerous embankments that serve as unofficial levees have been constructed and are not part of the 
Army Corps of Engineers‟ levee system or part of some other levee authority‟s levee system.  
Although the designer may need to alter one of these embankments to achieve an effective design, 
some minor coordination should be accomplished before simply breaking the embankment‟s 
integrity.  The designer should check with the local drainage authority and the Army Corps of 
Engineers to ensure that the embankment is not part of either of those parties‟ flood control systems. 
Also, the designer may need to check with the Production Management Division‟s Hydraulics Team 
and the Office of Real Estate to determine the effects of breaking the embankment on adjacent lands. 
Only after these types of issues have been investigated, may the designer, if necessary, propose a cut 
into an apparent flood-control embankment that is not part of a legal, flood-control, levee system. 
 
 
9-3.08(06)  Applicability 

 
The permit is required where construction affects a levee system owned by the Corps.  Figure 9-4A, 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 Permit and Levee Work Permit Application, is accessible 
from the Department‟s website www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/, as a link to the 
permitting agency‟s website for application and instructions 
 
 
9-3.09  Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Point-

Source Permit 

 
9-3.09(01)  Name 
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The formal name is the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES - Point Source) 
Permit.  The informal name is the NPDES Rule 2 Permit. 
 
 
9-3.09(02)  Responsible Federal and State Agencies 

 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency is the ultimate agency with oversight 
responsibility for enforcement, management, and implementation of the permit program.  The 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management is the State agency that has the responsibility for 
the daily execution of the permit program (e.g., establishing program procedures, reviewing permit 
application, issuing permit). 
 
 
9-3.09(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
supporting documents, required sketches showing the project locations, etc. 
 
 
9-3.09(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal references are as follows: 
 
1. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (1972), Section 402, as amended by the Clean 

Water Acts of 1977 and 1987; 
 
2. 33 USC 1251-1376, DOT Order 5660.1A; 
 
3. 23 CFR 650, Subpart B, 771; 
 
4. 33 CFR 209, 320-323, 325, 328, 329; and 
 
5. 40 CFR 121-125, 129-131, 133, 135-136, 230-231. 
 
 
9-3.09(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to restore and/or maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the 
Waters of the United States through prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution. 
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9-3.09(06)  Applicability 

 
The permit is required for each point-source discharge (other than that addressed by the Section 404 
Permit and/or a Rule 5 submission) into the Waters of the United States (e.g., sewage treatment plant 
at a rest area) where an outlet pipe for other than stormwater is required.  An individual permit will 
be required where the discharge point is into waters categorized as exceptional use.  See Section 9-
2.05(06). 
 
Stormwater runoff from mainline pavement, shoulders, ramps, etc., which does not enter a 
combination sewer, is not under jurisdiction of this permit program.  There is some question on 
whether or not storm runoff from a rest-area parking area is within the permit program‟s jurisdiction. 
The Office of Environmental Services‟s Environmental Policy Team leader should be queried as 
required to determine the permitting requirements of this program for each individual rest-area 
project. 
 
 
9-3.10  Class V Injection Well Permit 

 
9-3.10(01)  Name 

 
The formal name is Class V Injection Well Permit. 
 

 

9-3.10(02)  Responsible Federal Agency 

 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency has the responsibility for enforcement, 
management, and implementation of the permit program. 
 
 
9-3.10(03)  Responsible INDOT Contact 

 
The Production Management Division‟s permits coordinator is the responsible INDOT contact.  The 
designer is responsible for submitting to the permits coordinator the completed application form, 
supporting documents, required sketches showing the project locations, etc. 
 
 
9-3.10(04)  Legal References 

 
The legal reference is The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) of 1974. 
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9-3.10(05)  Purpose 

 
The purpose is to restore or maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation‟s 
karst environments and eco-systems through control, prevention, reduction, mitigation, or 
elimination of pollution sources. 
 
 
9-3.10(06)  Applicability 

 
1. Karst Conditions:  The permit is filed with the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA).  It is required for a project in karst terrain where a sinkhole is modified to 
accept a direct discharge of roadway runoff.  If the runoff passes through a natural drainage 
ditch or swale before entering a sinkhole which is not modified, the permit is not required. 

 
 Application should be made during the design stage when other permit applications are filed. 
 
2. Sole Source Aquifer (South Bend region only): A project located in the South Bend region as 

identified by EPA may impact the region‟s sole source aquifer.  If so, application for the 
permit is required if a dry well or retention basin is used that may permit infiltration of 
surface water into the ground water.  A compliance certificate should be filed with EPA early 
in the design phase if the project is located in a sole-source aquifer area, in addition to the 
permit.  Screening of such a project by EPA is necessary to determine the level of impact to 
the sole-source aquifer. 

 
Figure 9-4J is an editable version of the application, which may be found on the Department‟s 

website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  See Figure 9-4K for the Class V Well 
Inventory form application instructions. 
 
 
9-4.0  APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS / CERTIFICATIONS 

 
The permits listed in the List of Figures for this Chapter have applications and instructions which 
are accessible from the Department‟s website www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ .  
All such applications and instructions are referenced to this Section. 
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Notice of Intent 
327 IAC 15-5 
Developers’ Continuing Responsibility 
 
Outstanding State Resource Waters 
 
1. Blue River in Washington, Crawford, and Harrison Counties from river kilometer 91.77 

to river kilometer 18.52 
 
2. Cedar Creek in Allen and DeKalb Counties from river kilometer 22.06 to its confluence 

with the St. Joseph River 
 
3. Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore waters 
 
4. Lake Michigan, Indiana portion 
 
5. Wildcat Creek, North Fork, in Carroll and Tippecanoe Counties from river kilometer 

69.41 to river kilometer 7.76 
 
6. Wildcat Creek, South Fork, in Tippecanoe County from river kilometer 16.44 to river 

kilometer 0.00 
 
 
Exceptional-Use Waters 
 
1. Bear Creek in Fountain County from the bridge on County Road 450No to its confluence 

with the Wabash River 
 
2. Bear Creek small tributary in Fountain County within the Portland Arch Nature Preserve 

which enters Bear Creek at the sharpest bend and has formed the small natural bridge 
called Portland Arch 

 
3. Big Pine Creek in Warren County downstream of the State Road 55 bridge near the Town 

of Pines Village to its confluence with the Wabash River 
 
4. Blue River from the confluence of its West and Middle Forks in Washington County 

downstream to its confluence with the Ohio River 
 
5. Blue River, South Fork, in Washington County from the Horners Chapel Road bridge 

downstream to its confluence with Blue River 
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6. Clifty Creek in Montgomery County within the boundaries of Pine Hills Nature Preserve 
 
7. Fall Creek in Warren County from the Old County Road 119 bridge in T. 22N, R. 8W, 

Sec. 21, NW qtr., downstream to its confluence with Big Pine Creek 
 
8. Indian Creek in Montgomery County from the County Road 650W bridge downstream to 

its confluence with Sugar Creek 
 
9. Lost River and all surface and underground tributaries upstream from the Orangeville 

Rise (T. 2N, R. 1W, Sec. 6) and the Rise of Lost River (T. 2N, R. 1W, Sec. 7), and the 
mainstream of the Lost River from the Orangeville Rise 

 
10. Mud Pine Creek in Warren County from the bridge on the county road between Brisco 

and Rainsville to its confluence with Big Pine Creek 
 
11. Rattlesnake Creek in Fountain County from the bridge on County Road 450N to its 

confluence with Bear Creek 
 
 

IDEM RULE 5 SUBMISSION 
Outstanding State Resource Waters and Exceptional-Use Waters 

 
Figure 9-2A 
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State Regulatory Programs 
 
Code 

 
Title 

 
IC 14-21-1 

 
Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology Act  

IC 14-28-1 
 
Flood Control Act  

IC 14-29-3 
 
Sand and Gravel Permits Act  

IC 14-29-4 
 
Construction of Channels Act  

IC 14-34 
 
Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation Act  

IC 14-37 
 
Oil and Gas Act  

 
An exemption is also authorized if a project has obtained a permit under any of 
the following federal programs. 

 
 
Federal Regulatory Programs 
 
Code 

 
Title 

 
16 USC 1451 et seq 

 
Coastal Zone Management Act  

33 USC 1344 
 
Clean Water Act 

 
42 USC 9601 et seq 

 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act. 

 
An exemption granted under the Navigable Waterways Act does not circumvent 
any other State, federal, or local permitting requirement.  The responsibility to 
obtain all other permits rests solely with the applicant. 

 
 

NAVIGABLE WATERWAYS ACT 
EXEMPTED ACTIVITIES 

 
Figure 9-3A 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 5 

CLASS V WELL INVENTORY FORM 
 
1. Name of Owner/Operator:       
 Address of Owner/Operator: 
       
       
       
 Telephone:       
 
2. Location of wells.     Street Address or Legal Description of Site: 
 County:                 
 Township:                 
 City or Town:                
Type and number of wells: Drywell,       Septic tank,       Other,       
 
3. Purpose of wells:       
 
4. Nature of fluid entering wells:       
 
5. Well-closure description:       
 
6. Injection Rate:  Maximum,       Minimum,       
 Injection Volume: Maximum,       Minimum,       
 Injection Pressure: Maximum,       Minimum,       
Wells Registered with:  State  County  Others:  
Does site have access to sewer hook-up? Yes   No  Surface Discharge:       
 
7. Provide a sketch of the wall construction on the back of this form. 
 
8. Prepared by:       Date:       
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Class V Well Inventory Form 
Application and Instructions 

 
Figure 9-4K 

 
  

 
Office of Water 

Quality 
 
 
  

 
 

Application Form and Instructions for 
Authorization to Discharge Dredged or Fill Material 

to a Water of the State 
 
 

Note to applicants: 
 

This form may be used to request either a water quality certification pursuant to section 401 of 
the Clean Water Act or an NPDES permit pursuant to 327 IAC 5.  It may also be used to request 
a review of a proposed project by IDEM to determine whether the project will violate water 
quality standards.  Applicants with discharges covered by an effluent limitation guideline should 
not use this application but instead contact Mr. Steve Roush (317) 232-8706 for the appropriate 
application form. 
 
Applicants should also contact the Indiana Department of Natural Resources (DNR) regarding 
potential permit requirements associated with construction in a floodway or a public freshwater 
lake.  You can reach the DNR Division of Water at 317-232-4160 or toll free at 1-877-
WATER55. 
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Revised June 6, 2001 

 

Instructions for Completing the Application 

 
Address all applications or questions to: 

Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
Water Quality Standards Section 

100 North Senate Avenue, P.O. Box 6015 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6015 
1-800-451-6027 or 317-233-8488 

 
 The numbers below correspond to the section numbers on the application form. 

 
Print clearly or type. 

 
Attach additional 8.5" x 11" sheets if necessary. 

 
1. Provide the applicant's name, address, and telephone number.  Applicants MUST provide a 

contact name.  
 
2. Provide the agent's address and telephone information (an agent is anyone representing the 

applicant on the project, such as an attorney or consultant).  Applicants are not required to 
have an agent. 

 
3. Provide specific project information relating to the location of the proposed project.  Include 

the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates including the datum (e.g. 1927 North 
American).  UTM coordinates can be obtained from the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Quadrangle maps. 

 
4. Provide the proposed start date and the anticipated completion date.  If you have started your 

project before obtaining authorization, you may be in violation of federal and/or state law.  
Give a narrative description of the proposed project. Describe the purpose of the project; 
what goal or outcome will be met by the construction of the project.  

 
5. Include all impacts with the appropriate unit of measure.  If you can avoid impacts to 

wetlands and other waterbodies, you may be able to avoid the requirement to obtain 
authorization from IDEM.  Minimization of the impacts may decrease any compensatory 
mitigation requirements that might otherwise apply and increase the chances of receiving 
authorization.  If the compensatory mitigation involves the creation or restoration of wetlands 
or other waterbodies, IDEM will require separate compensatory mitigation plan.  If you need 
guidance on the information required in a complete mitigation plan, contact IDEM.  

  
6. Drawing/Plan requirements.  All applicants must submit drawings/plans consistent with the 

specifications under item six. 
 
7. For all projects involving impacts to wetlands, a wetland delineation using the procedures 

established in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual, Technical 
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Report Y-87-1 (January 1987) is required.  Photographs aid the department in deciding if a 
site investigation is necessary and how best to locate the impact areas when site 
investigations are necessary.  

 
 

Instructions are continued immediately after the application form. 
 

 
*Only the Application Pages need to be mailed to IDEM. 

1.  APPLICANT INFORMATION 2.  AGENT INFORMATION 

Name of Applicant: Name of Agent: 

Mailing address (Street/ PO Box/ Rural Route, City, State, Zip): 
 
 
 

Mailing address (Street/ PO Box/ Rural Route, City, State, Zip): 
 
 

Daytime Telephone Number: Daytime Telephone Number: 

Fax Number: Fax Number: 

E-mail address (optional): E-mail address (optional): 

Contact person (required): Contact person: 

3.  PROJECT LOCATION 

County: Nearest city or town: 

U.S.G.S. Quadrangle map name (Topographic map): 
 
 

Project street address (if applicable): 
 
 

Quarter: Section: Township: Range: 

Project name or title (if applicable): 
 
 

Type of aquatic resource(s) to be impacted  (lake, river, stream, 
ditch, wetland, etc.  Include name if applicable):  
 

UTM North: UTM East: 

Other location descriptions or driving directions: 
 
 

4.  PROJECT PURPOSE and DESCRIPTION (Use additional sheet(s) if required) 

Has any construction been started?          YES          NO Anticipated start date: 

If yes, how much work is completed? 
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Project purpose and description: 

5.   Project Information: Applicants must answer all the following questions (Use additional sheet(s) if required). 

What are the linear feet of impacts to the waterbody below the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) and/or bank clearing? 
 
 

What is the acreage or square footage of wetlands or other water resources that are proposed to receive a discharge of material (ie. 
fill), to be mechanically cleared, or to be excavated? 
 
 

What is the area of wetlands or other water resources on the site, in acreage or square feet? 
 
 

Describe the type, composition and quantity (in cubic yards) of fill material to be placed in the wetland or below the OHWM of the 
water to receive the material (wetland or other water to be filled). 
 
 
 

Describe the type, composition and quantity (in cubic yards) of material proposed to be removed from the wetland or below the 
OHWM of the water resource. 
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Describe the alternative project locations and/or design configurations that you considered or implemented to avoid and/or 
minimize impacts to wetlands and other waterbodies to the greatest extent possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Describe any proposed compensatory mitigation for unavoidable impacts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.   Drawing/Plan Requirements (applicants must provide the following) 

a. Top/aerial/overhead view of the project site. 

b. Cross sectional view. 

c. North arrow, scale, property boundaries. 

d. Include wetland delineation boundary (if applicable).  Label the impact wetlands as I-1, I-2, I-3, etc. and the mitigation areas as 
M-1, M-2, etc.. 

e. Location of all surface waters, including wetlands, erosion control measures, existing and proposed structures, fill and 
excavation locations, disposal area for excavated material, including quantities, and wetland mitigation site (if applicable). 

f. Approximate water depths and bottom configurations (if applicable). 

g. Provide plans on 8" x 11"-inch paper, unless directed otherwise. 

7.   Documentation Requirements (applicants must provide the following) 

a. A wetland delineation for projects with wetland impacts (approved by Corps of Engineers if a Section 404 permit is required). 

b. Photographs of the project site.  Indicate where they were taken on the overhead view of the project plans. 

8.   Additional information that MAY be required  (IDEM will notify you if needed) 
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a. Erosion control and/or storm water management plans. 

b. Sediment analysis. 

c. Compensatory mitigation plan including type, size, location, methods of construction, planting & monitoring plans, and criteria 
for success. 

d. Species surveys for fish, mussels, plants and threatened or endangered species. 

e. Any other information IDEM deems necessary to review the proposed project. 

9.   Permitting Requirements 

a. Does this project require the issuance of a Department of the Army Section 404 Permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers?  
If no, you do not need to answer Part b. 

 
 

b. Have you applied for an Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit?  If yes, please supply the Corps of Engineers ID 
Number, the Corps of Engineers District, the project manager, and a copy of any correspondence with the Corps.  If no, 
contact the Army Corps of Engineers regarding the possible need for a permit application.   (See instruction #9.) 

 
 

c. Have you applied for, received, or been denied any other federal, state, or local permits, variances, licenses, or certifications 
for this project?  Please give the permit name, agency from which it was obtained, permit number, and date of issuance or 
denial.  

 

10.   Adjoining Property Owners and Addresses 

List the names and addresses of landowners adjacent to the property on which your project is located and the names and addresses 
of other persons (or entities) potentially affected by your project.  Use additional sheet(s) if required. 

Name 

Address 

City                                   State                  Zip 

Name 

Address 

City                                   State                  Zip 

Name 

Address 

City                                   State                  Zip 

Name 

Address 

City                                   State                  Zip 

Name 

Address 

City                                   State                  Zip 

Name 

Address 

City                                   State                  Zip 

11. Fee Submittal 
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If applying for authorization under an IDEM NPDES permit, please enclose with the application a check or money order for $50.00 
made payable to Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM). 

12.   Signature - Statement of Affirmation 

 
 
I certify that I am familiar with the information contained in this application and, to the best of my knowledge and 
belief, such information is true and accurate.  I certify that I have the authority to undertake and will undertake the 
activities as described in this application.  I am aware that there are penalties for submitting false information.  I 
understand that any changes in project design subsequent to IDEM's granting of authorization to discharge to a 
water of the state are not authorized and I may be subject to civil and criminal penalties for proceeding without 
proper authorization.  I agree to allow representatives of the IDEM to enter and inspect the project site.  I understand 
that the granting of other permits by local, state, or federal agencies does not release me from the requirement of 
obtaining the authorization requested herein before commencing the project. 
 
 
Applicant's Signature: ________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
 
Print Name: _________________________________________ Title: ____________________ 
 
 
 

Instructions continued 

 
8. Applicants are not required to submit the information specified in this section unless directed to do so 

by the department.  However, applicants may submit the information if they anticipate that such 
information will be required. 

 
9. Some projects involving impacts to isolated waterbodies, including wetlands, may not require the 

issuance of a Department of the Army permit.  These activities are still subject to the provisions of 
State law.  Please provide documentation from the Corps as to whether a Section 404 permit will be 
required.  Your application may not be processed until this information is provided.  The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers can be contacted at 502-315-6733 for the Louisville Corps District or at 313-226-
2218 for the Detroit Corps District. 

 
10. Adjacent property owner information must be provided for the purpose of providing public notice.  

IDEM requires the names and addresses of all property owners adjoining the property in which the 
project is to occur. 

 
11. A permit fee is required for the process on IDEM NPDES permits.  The application will not be 

reviewed until the application fee is submitted to IDEM. 
 
12. The applicant must sign and date the application. 
   

Where to get additional information 
For more information, contact IDEM at the address below.  Please contact the DNR or respective Corps District at 
the proper address below for questions regarding their programs. 
 
IDEM - Office of Water Quality 
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Water Quality Section 
P.O. Box 6015, IGCN Room 1255 
Indianapolis, IN  46206-6015 
317-233-8488 or toll-free at 1-800-451-6027 
 
http://www.in.gov/idem/water/planbr/401/401home.html 
 
 
Indiana Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
Division of Water 
402 W. Washington Street, Room W200 
Indianapolis, IN  46204 
317-232-4161 or toll free at 1-877-Water55 (1-877-928-3755) 
 
http://www.IN.gov/dnr/water/ 
 
 
United States Army Corps of Engineers 
Detroit District 
P.O. Box 1027 
Detroit, MI  48231-1027 
313-226-2218 
 
http://www.lre.usace.army.mil/functions/rf/dtwhome.html 
 
 
United States Army Corps of Engineers 
Louisville District 
P.O. Box 59 
Louisville, KY  40201-0059 
502-315-6733 
 
http://www.lrl.usace.army.mil/orf/default.htm 
 
 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
Office of Water Quality 
100 North Senate Avenue 
P.O. Box 6015 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6015 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
 

INTERIM DESIGN MEMORANDA 
 
As new policies, procedures, directives, or criteria are developed, it is desirable to provide this 
information quickly to the designer.  Because the Design Manual will only be updated on an annual 
basis, this information often needs to be published before it can formally be incorporated into the 
Design Manual.  To expedite these changes, this information will be issued to the designer as 
INDOT Design Memoranda.  The user may insert hardcopies of these Memoranda in this Chapter 
until the Manual is updated. 
 
 

12-1.0  Access to Current Design Memoranda 
 
Current Design Policy and Technical Advisory documents which have not yet been incorporated into 
the Design Manual are located on the Department’s website at 
http://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/standards/memos/memos.html. 
 
 

12-2.0  Design Memorandum Search Index 
 
An MSAccess search index is available to help find design memoranda policy changes, technical 
advisories, news bulletin articles, etc.  The index is not guaranteed to be all-inclusive, and it may 
include some outdated memoranda, but it can be helpful in finding policy and procedure information 
based on key words.  The database file may be downloaded from 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/forms.html. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

 

PLAN PREPARATION 

 
 
Other Parts of this Manual provide the designer with uniform criteria and procedures for the 
design of a highway facility.  A design must be incorporated into the construction plans so that it 
can be clearly understood by contractors, material suppliers, and Department personnel assigned 
to inspect the construction of the project.  An example is that if more than one plan and profile 
sheet is required, information overlaps of approximately 100 ft should be shown from the 
previous sheet to the next sheet.  To ensure a consistent interpretation of the construction plans, 
individual sheets should have a standard format and content, and the sequence of plan assembly 
should be the same.  This Chapter provides the general information in conjunction with the 
Project Development Process (PDP) necessary to prepare a complete set of construction plans for 
a road, bridge, traffic-signs, signalization, or lighting project.  Chapter Eighty-five discusses 
criteria for the preparation of right-of-way plans.  In addition to the information provided in this 
Chapter, the INDOT Typical Plan Sheets provides sample construction-plans sheets and guidance 
on what information should appear on each sheet. 
 
 
14-1.0  PLANS DEVELOPMENT 

 
14-1.01  Responsibilities 

 
Figure 14-1A, Sheet Preparation Responsibilities for Road, Bridge, or Traffic Project, illustrates 
who is responsible for preparing the details for an in-house designed project.  For consultant-
designed plans, the consultant will be responsible for the preparation of all plans sheets.  Minor, 
or baby, projects related to signs, lighting, or signals should be combined into one generic traffic 
project, which is associated with the lead project. 
 
The designer will initially complete all plans sheets, computation sheets, quantity estimates, and 
cost estimates.  A second qualified individual will independently review these documents.  The 
qualifications of the reviewer should be commensurate with the item to be reviewed.  For 
example, a second drafter should be qualified to check the preliminary drafting, but an engineer 
will be required to review the structural details and computations for a bridge design. 
 
At a number of design stages the plans will be submitted to various Department units for review.  
Section 14-2.0 identifies the construction-plans sheets that should be completed at each design 
stage. 
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Prior to these submissions, the project manager is responsible for ensuring that all appropriate 
information has been incorporated onto the plans or is included with the plans; the plans are 
consistent; all comments from previous submittals have been addressed; all calculations have 
been checked; and the overall content satisfies the Department’s criteria. 
 
 
14-1.02  Project Development 

 
Chapter Two illustrates the steps the designer should follow in preparing a set of construction 
plans.  Using this process will ensure that all appropriate information will be addressed in the 
construction documents.  The following discusses the project development relative to the plan 
sheets. 
 
 
14-1.02(01)  Project Initiation 

 
The Office of Planning and Programming is responsible for preparing the Engineer’s Report.  
This Report provides the scoping information the designer needs to initiate the project design. 
 
Prior to beginning design on an existing facility, the designer should review the as-built plans or 
the final design plans for that previous work.  Final design plans are on file, on microfilm, in the 
Planning Division’s Research and Documents Library.  The actual as-built plans or microfilm are 
located in the appropriate district office.  The district office is responsible for correcting the final 
design plans to reflect the as-built conditions. 
 
Although the as-built plans are an important resource, the designer will conduct a field review or 
have a survey conducted for each road or bridge project.  Section 14-3.0 discusses how to 
incorporate the survey data into the construction plans.  For most traffic signing, signalization, or 
lighting work, a survey will not be performed.  However, a field review will be required. 
 
If the design requires a deviation from an INDOT Standard Drawing, it may be handled by 
either of the methods as follows. 
 
1. A detail is included in the plans. 
 
2. Reference is made to an INDOT Standard Drawing, which is not applicable to the 

situation, but is warranted anyway.  For example, Standard Drawing 610-DRIV-05 is 
applicable if the mainline shoulder is paved and 8 ft or greater in width.  In a restricted 
situation, it may be appropriate to have the drive constructed in accordance with 610-
DRIV-04 instead.  In this situation, it will be sufficient to add a note in the Pavement 
Quantities and Approach Table’s Remarks column, as follows:  Construct in accordance 

with Standard Drawing 610-DRIV-04. 
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The designer of a mother project should coordinate the combining of multiple projects into one 
contract.  The pay items should be consistent (i.e., if one has QC/QA pavement, the other must 
also use QC/QA pavement if not otherwise warranted).  If there is no mother project (i.e., two 
independent bridge replacement projects), the INDOT designer or project manager should 
coordinate the combining of the projects into one contract. 
 
 
14-1.02(02)  Field Check Stage 

 
The designer is responsible for preparing and distributing plans for each field check.  This will 
consist of the following: 
 
1. Scheduling Field Check.  The designer is responsible for setting the field check date.  The 

designer must coordinate this effort with the project manager and the district Office of 
Construction’s area engineer so that all the appropriate personnel can attend. 

 
2. Notification and Plan Distribution.  The designer is responsible for preparing the field 

check notification letter and submitting electronic plans so that they are received by all 
parties on the distribution list at least two weeks prior to the field check.  The designer 
should strive for all plans to be distributed electronically.  Utilities or other parties not 
able to accept electronic plans may require the transmission of paper copies.  See Figure 
14-1B, Field-Check Notification.  An editable version of this form may also be found on 
the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
 

**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
For work in Gibson, Posey, Vanderburgh, or Warrick county, a 
copy of the plans and notification letter should be sent to EUTS 
(Evansville Urban Transportation System).  This information is 

shown on the distribution list on the Designer Forms webpage, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
 
4. Field Check Report.  After the field check has been completed, the designer will be 

responsible for preparing a report of the meeting and listing the comments from all 
individuals involved in the field check.  Copies of this report will be electronically 
distributed to all those involved in the field check and to those individuals listed in the 
distribution in Figure 14-1B. 
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14-1.02(03)  Final Tracings Submittal 

 
The construction project number should be shown in the box in the upper left hand corner of the 
Title Sheet and the lower right hand corner of all other plan sheets.  For right-of-way plans, the 
right-of-way project number should be shown. 
 
The designer will electronically transmit the Final Tracings to the project manager.  The project 
manager will submit the Final Tracings to the Contract Administration Division.  All 
submissions should be submitted electronically into ERMS.  This submittal should include 
Figure 14-1C, Contract-Preparation Documents to Constracts Administration Division 
memorandum.  An editable version of this document may be found on the Department’s website, 
at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
Other items to be submitted are as follows: 
 
1. one set of marked-up Final Check Plans in PDF format; 
 
2. final cost estimate (on Estimator), with a separate estimate prepared for each Des 

number, using the most recent bid history and pay item list files; 
 
3. Recurring Special Provisions Menu in Microsoft Excel, covering all Des numbers in the 

contract.  The Menu may be found on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/standards/rsp/index.html. 

 
4. modified recurring special provisions and unique special provisions in Microsoft Word. 
 
5. Figure 14-1C, the Contract-Preparation Documents to Constracts Administration 

Division memorandum which includes information on the status of permits, right-of-way, 
etc.  An editable version of this document may be found on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/; 

 
6. Figure 10-2B, Utility Coordination Certification, and Figure 10-2D, Utility Coordination 

Certification waiver.  Both appear on the dmforms website; 
 
7. Figure 7-4A, Summary of Commitments, should be complete at the time of submittal of 

Figure 14-1C.  The Summary should include all environmental-document, regulatory-
agency, property-acquisition, and context-sensitive commitments.  The Summary of 
Commitments Form appears on the dmforms website; 

 
8. permits or permit information.  See Section 9-1.03 for additional information; 
 
9. subsurface investigation, or geotechnical summary; 
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10. Level One checklist; 
 
11. design-exceptions summary; 
 
12. Scope/Environmental Compliance Certification/Permit Application Certification form. 
 An editable version of this document may be found on the Department’s website, at 
 www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
13. design computations and quantity calculations; 
 
14. project correspondence files; 
 
15. original survey books and electronic survey files on diskette or CD-ROM; 
 
16. Bridge Search Data form.  An editable version of this document may be found on the 

Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
17. Quality Assurance form.  An editable version of this document may be found on the 

Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
18. Figure 14-1D, Asbestos Certification (for new bridge construction, bridge replacement, 

or bridge rehabilitation project), with original to the appropriate district bridge inspector; 
a copy to the Environmental Services Office’s Environmental Policy Team leader; and a 
copy to be placed in the design calculations document.  An editable version of the 
Asbestos Certification may be found on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/; 

 
19. Geotechnical Review of Final Check Prints form.  An editable version of this document 

may be found on the Department’s website, at 
 www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/; 
 
20. Limited Review Certification.  An editable version of this document may be found on the 

Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/; 
 
21. consultant-project output files, if project is consutant-designed; 
 
22. the map of the official detour route, where applicable, as developed by the district Office 

of Traffic, should be provided to the Contract Administration Division’s Office of 
Contracting for incorporation into the Contract Information book; 

 
23. Traffic-Control-Plan Checklist.  See Figure 82-7A; and 
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24. Traffic Management  Plan (TMP) / Map, where applicable. 
 
Maps of unofficial detour routes should not be provided.  Also, the output from the pipe-material 
selection program should not be provided. 
 
The Scope/Environmental Compliance Certification/Permit Application Certification form, 
design computations, quantity calculations, project correspondence files, and survey books are 
maintained by the Research and Documents Library Team as a reference file for the project. 
 
If the contract-documents submission has been uploaded into ERMS and transitioned to 
CSREVIEW, and an additional document is required, it should be uploaded into ERMS. 
 
If a submitted contract document has been uploaded into ERMS and transitioned to CSREVIEW 
and it requires revision, the procedure described below should be followed. 
 
A new file should not be uploaded into ERMS.  The original document should be revised, 
showing changes or additions highlighted in yellow, or deletions highlighted in red and struck 
through.  The revised document should be e-mailed to the Contract Administration Division, 
Office of Estimating’s planner. 
 
If a new or revised document is to be submitted within 8 weeks of the letting date, it should first 
be e-mailed to the district construction engineer for approval.  Upon such approval, he or she will 
then e-mail it to the Office of Estimating’s planner. 
 
Before a new user can access the FTP Site, he or she must have prior approval to access the site.  
A first-time user of ERMS must enroll in ERMS and designate the FTP Site as one of the 
selections in his or her profile.  A current enrollee must modify his or her selections by adding 
the site to the profile. 
 
1. Instructions for the FTP Upload of Documents. 
 

a. Login through the INDOT Web Portal (IWP). 
 

b. Once logged into IWP, click on the link for Design Submittals – FTP. 
 

c. Enter e-mail address in the top textbox.  Currently, no e-mail will automatically 
be sent.  However, an automatic e-mail service is being constructed. 

 
d. Click on the Browse button to open the file selection window.  One or multiple 

files can be selected to load into the system.  Once all desired files are selected, 
click on the Open button. 
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e. The lower right of the upload form shows the status of the upload of the files.  

Wait until it indicates the upload to be complete. 
 

f. Once the files have uploaded completely, click on the arrow numbered 2 for step 
two. 

 
g. Once all of the filenames have been sent to the step two box, highlight the first 

file in the list. 
 

h. Information can be added to the files through either of the following methods. 
 

(1) Complete all of the required fields (those in red) and the desired optional 
fields.  After this information is completed, click on the Apply button.  
Highlight the next file in the list and repeat the process for entering the 
information, and again click on the Apply button.  Continue this procedure 
for all files until all of the information is entered.  Once each file includes 
the correct information, click on the step three arrow to complete the 
process. 

 
(2) Complete all of the required fields (those in red) and the desired optional 

fields.  After this information is completed, check the box next to Apply to 
All Files.  Click on the Apply button.  That set of information is now 
applied to each file in the list.  Uncheck the box next to Apply to All Files.  
Review each file, highlight it individually, change the information that 
must be changed for each specific document, and click on the Apply 
button after each change.  If the Apply button is not clicked, the changes 
will not take effect.  Once each file includes the correct information, click 
on the step three arrow to complete the process. 

 
2. File-Uploading Considerations. 
 

1. The files must be fully uploaded before proceeding to the step 2 box.  Otherwise 
the upload will be cancelled and the files will not be correct. 

 
2. Files should not be uploaded more than once.  Once the files are uploaded, they 

are kept on the server with their information until a background service runs and 
collects the files to place them into ERMS. 

 
3. Files being uploaded more than once will show mistakes in their information.  

They will remain in the FTP until the Help Desk cleans and resets the FTP.  If 
files are uploaded into ERMS through the FTP and they do not appear in ERMS 
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by the end of the day, submit a Help Desk request and the Help Desk will address 
the situation. 

 
4. The title field for the required information is forced to the name of the file.  

Therefore, the name of the file should reflect its desiredERMS title. 
 

5. The size of each file should not be greater than 40 megabytes.   If a file becomes 
too large, there are issues with consultants and contractors who are trying to 
download the file from the system. 

 
6. Not more than 180 files should be uploaded at one time. 

 
3. Final Tracings Checklist.  Figure 14-1E, Final Tracings Checklist, is available on the 

Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
Figure 14-1C, Contract-Preparation Documents to Contract Administration Division 
memorandum, should be completed by the project manager with the aid of the designer.  The 
project manager or designer should transmit plans and environmental permits, along with right-
of-way, utilities, and other pertinent information to the appropriate district construction engineer 
so that the construction engineer can assist in completion of the Contract Requirements 
Worksheet portion.  The plans, permits, and information should be transmitted to the 
construction engineer in a timely manner such that the construction engineer can provide 
information including possible new or revised pay items or quantities.  Once completed, the 
entire memorandum should be transmitted to the Planning Division’s Research and Documents 
Library Team with the Final Tracings submittal.  The construction engineer’s recommendations 
should be incorporated into the Final Tracings submittal. 
 
The ERMS I.D. required on the memorandum should preferably be the contract number.  If the 
contract number is not yet assigned, the I.D. should be the Des number. 
 
The project manager is responsible for the complete, accurate, and timely submittal of the 
Contract-Preparation Documents to Contract Administration Division Office of Estimating 
memorandum.  If a project manager is not assigned to the work, the responsibility is that of the 
designer. 
 
The editable version of the memorandum is on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
It is the responsibility of the designer handling a mother project to be certain that the tracings for 
all included projects are brought together and submitted to the project manager. 
 
The Contract Administration Divsion’s Office of Contracting enters the preliminary data on the 
project into TRANSPRT at this time.  The information is processed by the Des number.  If there 
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is more than one Des number, the data must be entered for each Des number and the cost 
estimates segregated by the Des number. 
 
The Contracts Administration Division’s Office of Contracting along with the Research and 
Documents Library Team prepares the original tracings for letting.  Contract numbers and 
project numbers are checked, reference points are checked, Des numbers are checked, and a 
memorandum is prepared for the signer of the plans.  The plans are signed and dated by the 
project designer and the Production Management Division director after the project is awarded. 
 
 
14-1.02(04)  Plans Revision Prior to Letting 

 
Plans revisions are the changes made to a set of plans up to one week prior to letting.  At this 
point, original plans sheets, other than the Title sheet, may be replaced with new sheets and 
numbered exactly as the original deleted sheets, with the original sheets discarded.  New sheets 
that were not in the original plan numbering, that are inserted into an original set of plans will be 
numbered with a numeric extension as follows. 
 
1. A new sheet inserted after 22 and before 23, should be numbered as 22-1. 
2. Three new sheets inserted after 13 and before 14, should be numbered as 13-1, 13-2, and 

13-3. 
3. A new sheet added at the end of a 40-sheet set of plans should be numbered as 40-1, and 

not 41. 
 
A change is made to the tracings with a revision note placed in the revision block on the title 
sheet (bridge project) or index sheet (road project).  This revision note should include the date of 
the revision, the revised sheet numbers, and a short explanation of the change.  A note should 
also be placed on the revised sheet or sheets in a location that will not restrict its visibility. 
 
1. Erasures are permitted from the time the tracings are turned in to the Research and 

Documents Library Team until the plans are printed for distribution to potential bidders 
or others.  This is approximately 5 weeks before the letting date.  Within this 5-week 
period, revisions may only be made to the tracings with the approval of the appropriate 
district construction engineer.  Such revisions are to be shown in clouds.  Although with 
electronic drafting it is common for the designer to delete a sheet and substitute a new 
one in its place, the designer should still use clouds to assist plans users in finding the 
changes on the new sheet. 

 
2. Revise the special provisions, noting all changes, if needed. 
 
3. Revise quantities and construction cost estimate if needed. 
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4. Submit through ERMS the revised tracings, special provisions package, quantity 
computations, and the construction cost estimate using Estimator. 

 
5. No changes are permitted within the week prior to the letting date. 
 
The letting date, and not the plan signing date, controls when and how revisions can be made to 
the plans. 
 
 
14-1.02(05)  Contract Information Book Certification 

 
Within 48 hours after receipt from the Contract Administration Division, the designer should 
review the plans and Contract Information book.  The designer should complete Figure 14-1F, 
the Contract Information Book Certification form, and e-mail the completed form to the contact 
person identified on the form.  An editable version of this document may be found on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
14-1.02(06)  Construction Change 

 
A construction change is made to a set of plans following the project letting and subsequent 
awarding to a contractor.  Each construction change must be routed through the project manager 
to the Research and Documents Library Team for processing.  A construction change is 
processed as follows. 
 
1. Plans Sheets.  Where a change is made to the tracings, a revision note should be placed in 

the revision block on the Title Sheet for a bridge project, or the Index Sheet for a road 
project.  This revision note should include the date of the revision, the revised sheet 
numbers, and a short explanation of the change.  A note should also be placed on the 
revised sheet or sheets in a location that will not restrict its visibility.  No erasures may be 
made to the original tracings as they are considered a legal contract document at the time 
of letting. 

 
If space allows, the original item to be revised should be hatchmarked through and the 
revision should be made on the same sheet.  The revision should be placed on the sheet in 
a location that will not restrict visibility, and should be shown in a cloud.  If the revision 
is too large to be shown on the original sheet, the deleted sheet number should be noted in 
the revision block.  This deleted sheet should remain in the original set of plans. 

 
a. Replacing an Existing Plans Sheet.  If an existing plans sheet is to be replaced, the 

replacement sheet should be numbered with an alphabetic extension (number-
letter) to indicate that it is a replacement sheet.  The deleted sheet should be 
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identified in the revision block and should remain in the plans for future 
reference.  Clouds must be used on the replacement sheet to indicate the changes 
made.  The replacement sheet number should also be identified in the revision 
block.  Examples of the number-letter extension are as follows. 

 
 (1) Sheet 2 is deleted, and sheet 2-A will take its place. 
 (2) Sheet 23 is deleted, and sheet 23-A will take its place. 
 (3) Sheet 17-A is deleted, and sheet 17-B will take its place. 
 (4) Sheet 15-1 is deleted, and sheet 15-1-A will take its place. 

 
The number followed by a letter indicates that an existing sheet has been replaced. 

 
b. Inserting a New Plans Sheet.  If a new sheet is to be inserted into the original 

plans after the project is let and awarded, the added sheet should be given a 
numeric extension (number-number) to indicate that it is an added sheet.  A new 
sheet is numbered according to the sheet preceding the insertion.  The added sheet 
should be identified in the revision block.  Examples of the number-number 
extension are as follows. 

 
 (1) Sheet 15-3 is inserted after sheet 15-2 and before sheet 16. 
 (2) Sheet 7-1 is inserted after 7-B and before sheet 8. 
 (3) Sheet 40-3 is inserted after 40-2 at the end of the set of plans. 
 (4) Sheet 5 is revised and two new sheets are added.  The sheet numbers are 

5-A (the revision to sheet 5), 5-1, and 5-2 (the two new sheets). 
 

If a construction change is submitted electronically (through ERMS), the project manager 
must make certain that the Research and Documents Library Team receives the change.  
The Research and Documents Library Team will then prepare a Construction Change 
Memorandum for distribution.  It will provide the district with three full-size sets of plans 
and the contractor with four full-size sets of plans.  The remainder of the distribution will 
be made by e-mail, ERMS, or CD.  Copies may be made at the recipient’s own 
convenience. 

 
2. Research and Documents Library Team.  A memorandum will be prepared by the 

Research and Documents Library Team to the district construction engineer (see Figure 
14-1G, Construction Change memorandum).  An editable version of this form may also 
be found on the Department’s website at 

 www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  Six sets of full-size plans should 
accompany this memorandum to the district Office of Construction.  Quantity revisions 
are computed and transmitted by the designer with the memorandum for use by the 
project’s field personnel in preparing Form IC-626. 
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3. Distribution.  A half-size set of plans and a copy of the memorandum should be 
distributed to the following: 

 
a. the Federal Highway Administration, if applicable; 
b. the contractor; 
c. the project engineer; 
d. Contract Administration Division’s Office of Contracting; 
e. Office of Real Estate, if right of way or railroad is involved;  
f. project manager; 
g. consultant, if applicable; 
h. Planning Division’s Bridge Inventory Team, if a bridge project; 
i. Planning Division’s Research and Documents Library Team; 
j. district manager of Office of Real Estate and Right-of-Way; 
k. Production Division’s load rating engineer, if revision involves a bridge; 
l. data specialist, Office of Construction Technical Support; 
m. district director (letter only); 
n. district manager of Office of Consultant Services (letter only) 

 
 
14-1.02(07)  Shop Drawings and Falsework-Review Procedure 

 
The following procedure should be implemented for submittal and review of shop drawings, 
falsework drawings, or related documents as described below.  Regardless of the submittal 
process described, it is the intent that the contractor communicates directly with the project 
engineer or supervisor to keep him or her informed of the status of submittals.  If the district has 
concerns about the structural integrity of shop drawings certified by a professional engineer, it 
should contact its construction management field engineer for further assistance. 
 
1. Structural Members and Related Work.  Shop drawings for the following work are to be 

submitted by the fabricator or supplier, for review and approval.  Shop drawings must be 
in accordance with the applicable specifications.  Work which does not require 
certification by a professional engineer for submittal is as follows: 

 
 a. structural steel or structural concrete members; 
 b. expansion joints type M; 
 c. expansion joints type S-S; or 
 d. elastomeric bearings. 
 
2. Mechanically-Stabilized Earth Retaining Wall.  The shop drawings and calculations are 

to be submitted by the contractor or fabricator directly to the designer of record for 
review and approval.  The shop drawings must be certified by a professional engineer.  
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The designer will attach a cover letter and transmit the approved shop drawings to the 
fabricator and two sets to the district Office of Construction for further distribution. 

 
3. Precast-Concrete Structure.  The shop drawings and design calculations for a 3-sided or 

oversized-box structure are to be submitted by the contractor directly to the Office of 
Roadway Services.  The Office of Roadway Services will forward the shop drawings to 
the designer of record for review and approval.  The designer of record will forward the 
review and approval back to the Office of Roadway Services for final concurrence.  The 
shop drawings must be certified by a professional engineer.  Roadway Services will 
distribute the approved shop drawings to the contractor and district Office of 
Construction manager. 

 
4. Traffic-Control Work.  For an IPOC project, shop drawings are to be submitted to the 

Office of Roadway Services for review and concurrence.  For a non-IPOC project, shop 
drawings are to be submitted to the designer for review and concurrence. 

 
5. Falsework or Temporary Bridge.  Drawings are to be submitted to the project engineer or 

supervisor.  Each drawing must include the contract number and contractor’s name, and 
must be certified by a professional engineer.  Work which requires drawings submittal is 
as follows: 

 
 a. cofferdam; 
 b. temporary deck falsework; 
 c. coping falsework; 
 d. falsework for a reinforced-concrete slab superstructure; 
 e. falsework for a hammerhead-pier cap; or 
 f. temporary bridge or runaround. 
 
The submittal for a temporary bridge must also include design calculations. 
 
The project engineer or supervisor will review the drawings only for compliance with the 
specifications and the specific project conditions. The Division of Construction Management’s 
field engineer is available for assistance.  Questions should be directed through the district Office 
of Construction area engineer. 
 
6. Permanent Metal Deck Forms.  The shop drawings are to be submitted by the contractor 

to the District Office of Construction for review only for compliance with the 
specifications and the specific project conditions.  Shop drawings submitted by the 
contractor must be certified by a professional engineer.  The Division of Construction 
Management maintains a deck-forms calculation spreadsheet that can be of assistance in 
review of the shop drawings. 
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7. Foundation Seal or Deck-Pour Sequence.  A request for the use of a foundation seal not 
shown on the plans is to be submitted to the Division of Construction Management for 
review and approval.  The submittal must include the contract number and contractor’s 
name, and must indicate the location and dimensions of the seal.  The Division of 
Construction Management will distribute the approved request. 

 
A request to revise the planned deck-pour sequence is to be submitted to the Division of 
Construction Management for review and approval.  The submittal must include the 
contract number, contractor’s name, and the original and proposed alternate sequence and 
pour rate.  The Division of Construction Management will distribute the approved 
request. 

 
8. Stream Crossing or Work Bridge.  A proposal for this work is to be submitted to the 

District Construction office for review and approval.  If the proposal varies from the 
contract’s environmental-permit conditions, the contractor must obtain approval for the 
change from the appropriate agency. 

 
9. Miscellaneous Work.  Shop drawings for miscellaneous work not described above, i.e., 

post-tensioning plan, non-standard manhole, etc., should be submitted through the project 
engineer or supervisor.  He or she should work with the district Office of Construction 
and the Division of Construction Management to determine the approval process for the 
work. 

 
Shop drawings and calculations should be submitted in the contract’s measurement units. 

 
 
14-2.0  PLANS SUBMISSIONS 

 
 
 
14-2.01  Road Plans, New Construction or Reconstruction Project 

 
14-2.01(01)  Grade-Review Meeting 

 
A grade-review meeting should be held with the project manager prior to the Stage 1 plan-review 
submittal.  The meeting is primarily for a Major project and is to be held at the discretion of the 
project manager.  The following plans sheets and overall sheets must be prepared for the grade-
review meeting. 
 
1. Typical Cross Sections.  These should include the following: 
 

a. lane and shoulder widths; 
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b. profile grade; 

 
c. cross slope; 

 
d. curbs; 

 
e. sidewalk locations and widths; 

 
f. bicycle facilities; 

 
g. side slopes; 

 
h. shoulder corrugations, if warranted; and 

 
i. ditches, in cut and fill sections. 

 
2. Overall Plan View.  A sheet showing the overall plan view of the existing topography and 

preliminary geometrics is required.  The overall plan view should be to a scale which is 
legible for review and discussion at the meeting.   

 
3. Overall Proposed Profile Sheet.  A sheet showing the overall proposed profile with the 

existing ground is required.  The overall proposed profile should be to a scale which is 
legible for review and discussion at the meeting.  More than one sheet may be required. 

 
4. Interchange Layout or Overall Layout Sheet.  A sheet showing the overall plan view of 

the existing topography and preliminary geometrics for each interchange is required.  The 
overall plan view should be to a scale which is legible for review and discussion at the 
meeting.  More than one sheet may be required. 

 
 
14-2.01(02)  Interchange-Geometrics Submission to FHWA 

 
For a project which includes at least one interchange requiring Federal oversight, the proposed 
horizontal alignment for the interchange may be required prior to the Stage 1 review submission.  
The following must be considered for Quality Assurance. 
 
1. Geometrics.  The plans sheets for the interchange geometrics should be graphically 

completed including stationing, curve data, bearings, etc.  The design speed for each 
ramp should be shown. 
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2. Ramp Grades.  Investigate ramp grades in as much detail as required to determine their 
effect on the proposed horizontal alignment. 

 
3. Traffic Elements.  The traffic elements to be considered to determine their effect on the 

interchange alignment are as follows: 
 

a. traffic counts and turning movements; 
 

b. consideration of signing; 
 

c. consideration of signals at ramp terminals; and 
 

d. consideration of illumination (high mast or conventional). 
 
4. Design Information.  Include all applicable design information (e.g., economic analysis, 

drainage analysis). 
 
 
14-2.01(03)  Stage 1 Review Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
Plans should be approximately 25% complete at this stage. 
 
Place the proposed design information in the computer-aided details file for this submittal.  This 
information will be submitted in pdf format.  However, the plans need not be in final form.  The 
designer should place notes on the plans which explain situations or items which are not readily 
apparent, and which may influence the proposed design.  The notes are to be removed in later 
submissions. 
 
The following sheets and information must be reviewed for Quality Assurance and should be 
included with the review submission: 
 
1. Conformance.  Review the plans for conformance with the Level One controlling design 

criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01), and indicate apparent or possible design exceptions.  
Also, identify discrepancies from the Level Two design criteria listed in Section 40-
8.02(02). 

 
2. Abbreviated Engineer’s Assessment.  Provide a written scope of the project requirements.  

This will be a short description of the criteria proposed for use in the design of the 
project. 

 
a. If an Abbreviated Engineer’s Assessment has been prepared, a copy should be 

included with the submission. 
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b. If an Abbreviated Engineer’s Assessment was not prepared, the designer should 

provide a brief written description of the project.  The description will, at a 
minimum, include the information as follows: 

 
  (1) project location; 
  (2) project need and purpose; 
  (3) existing facility; 
  (4) traffic data; 
  (5) identification of proposal; 
  (6) cost estimate; 
  (7) environmental issues; 
  (8) right-of-way impact; 
  (9) traffic maintenance during construction; and 

(10) concurrence.  For an INDOT project, signed by the district production 
director or the district planning director.  For an LPA project, signed by 
the Project Sponsor. 

 
3. Level One Checklist and Design Computations.  The designer should submit a Level One 

checklist, including computations for the mainline and each S-line.  The designer should 
include computations for the required intersection sight distance at each public road, 
including each local-service road or frontage road within the project limits.  The designer 
should also submit documentation of the intersection sight distance provided at each 
public road.  Level One Criteria verification is not required for maintenance of traffic at 
this time. 

 
It is not necessary to submit a Level One checklist for an S-line that does not exceed the 
work necessary to build the appropriate public-road approach, including the required 
taper distance to account for transitioning to the existing pavement width.  This does not 
relieve the designer of making the project satisfy all Level One design elements for such 
an S-line, e.g., maximum grade, vertical stopping sight distance, and intersection sight 
distance. 

 
The computations for the Level One items and intersection sight distance are to be 
initialed and dated by the designer and reviewer before submission.  The items to be 
included are as follows: 

 
 a. Level One checklist; 
 

b. project-length computations including guardrail lengths and other contributing 
factors; and 
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 c. design computations for determining geometrics. 
 
4. Index and Title Sheet.  At this project stage, information on the title sheet should include 

the following: 
 

a. project numbers; 
 

b. description (des) number; 
 

c. location map; 
 

d. project location map including north arrow and scale; 
 

e. description of the project work type and location; 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER ** 

 
The location description should be simple and should follow the 

description on the schedule.  For example, Bridge replacement on 

State Road 67 over Fall Creek, located 8 miles southwest of the 

south junction with State Road 39, in Section 13, T-11-N, R-2-W, 

Ray Township, Morgan County, Indiana.  A legal description 
should not be used. 

 
 

f. design data including design speed, project design criteria, functional 
classification, terrain, traffic data, urban or rural area, and access control. 

 
g. applicable reference point (does not apply to local agency project); 

 
h. signature blocks, but not filled in at this stage; 

 
i. gross and net project lengths, not including incidental construction or lengths 

along S-lines; 
 

j. an index of plan sheets at this stage.  Sheet numbers will change for future 
submittals; 

 
k. list of utility owners and addresses; 

 
l. bridge structure information; 
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m. latitude and longitude; and 
 
n. appropriate version of Standard Specifications. 

 
5. Typical Cross Sections.  Typical cross sections should show only the basic configuration 

and design features.  These include the following: 
 

a. lane and shoulder widths; 
 

b. profile grade, construction centerline, paper-relocation line, and survey-line 
locations; 

 
c. basic design features including curbs, sidewalk locations and widths, pavement  

and shoulder cross slopes, side slopes, ditches, shoulder configurations (if 
warranted), bicycle facilities, etc.; and 

 
d. clear-zone width for 4R project, or obstruction-free-zone width for 3R project. 

 
6. Plan and Profile Sheets.  These sheets will include only the preliminary design 

information.  The details that should be addressed include the following: 
 

a. existing topography; 
 
 b. beginning and end of project; 
 

c. horizontal alignment (e.g., horizontal curve data, PC, PI, PT, bearings); 
 

d. vertical alignment and its relationship to grade-controlling features; 
 

e. preliminary drainage design; 
  
 (1) include mainline culverts; 
  

(2) include ditch grades only if they must be known to establish the profile 
grade; 

  
 (3) need not show storm sewers; 

 
f. preliminary public-road approach and drive locations; 
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g. alignment-controlling features (e.g., high-water levels, existing crossroads and 
bridges, regulated drains, drainage structures, railroads, underdrain criteria, 
traffic-maintenance considerations, cemeteries, historical buildings, parks, ADA 
requirements, etc.); 

 
h. proposed guardrail limits, only if they affect the project limits; and 
 
i. survey reference ties and benchmark data. 

 
7. Details.  These should include only the superelevation-transition diagrams. 
 
8. Interchange.  If the project includes at least one interchange, the general layout of the 

interchange should be shown, including the following: 
 
 a. geometrics; 
 
 b. preliminary ramp grades; 
 
 c. horizontal and vertical alignments; 
 
 d. traffic elements; and 
 
 e. design information. 
 
9. Cross Sections.  The preliminary cross sections should include the following: 
 
 a. templates of the typical sections placed on the existing cross sections; 
 
 b.  profile-grade elevations; and 
 
 c. mainline drainage structures. 
 
10. Design Information.  In addition to the plans, the designer should include copies of the 

preliminary hydraulic analysis for each mainline culvert, if applicable, and results of 
economic analyses that may have been completed for alternative grade lines.  The 
preliminary cost estimate should be developed for the major pay items with percentages 
for the minor pay items.  The hydraulic analysis should be signed and sealed by a 
professional engineer licensed in Indiana. 

 
11. Certification.  Provide a current copy of the Scope/Environmental Compliance 

Certification/Permit Application Certification form with this submission. 
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12. Quality Assurance Form. 
 
13. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.01(04)  Geotechnical Investigation Request Submittal 

 
Upon approval of the Stage 1 review submission, the Geotechnical Investigation will be 
requested.  Anticipated pavement sections and intended treatment should be provided.  The 
sheets to be included with this request are as follows: 
 
1. title sheet; 
 
2. Typical Cross Sections; 
 
3. roadway plan and profile; 
 
4. bridge General Plan; 
 
5. Layout; 
 
6. Details.  This should show approximate location of a noise wall, retaining wall, or high-

mast-lighting tower; and 
 
7. cross sections. 
 
 
14-2.01(05)  Preliminary Field Check Meeting [Rev. Aug. 2011] 

 
A preliminary field check meeting should be held after the Stage One review submission and 
prior to the Stage Two review submission.  The preliminary field check meeting is not part of a 
review submittal.  Plan sets should be distributed a minimum of two weeks prior to the meeting 
(see Figure 14-1B, Field-Check Notification). 
 
To hold the Preliminary Field Check meeting, plans should be approximately 40% complete.  
The following plans sheets and information must be included for Quality Assurance. 
 
1. Previous Reviews.  Incorporate comments from the previous reviews. 
 
2. Conformance.  The designer should check the plans for conformance with the Level One 

controlling design criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01).  Apparent or possible design 
exceptions should be identified.  Discrepancies from the Level Two design criteria listed 
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in Section 40-8.02(02) should also be identified.  The required documentation for all 
Level One and Level Two design exceptions should be prepared. 

 
3. Title and Index Sheet. 
 
4. Plat Sheet.  A preliminary Plat No. 1 should be included for a project on a Department-

maintained route requiring right of way.  See Section 85-2.0. 
 
5. Plan and Profile Sheets.  In addition to the information described in Section 14-2.03(02), 

show the following: 
 

a. project limits; 
 

b. elevations and grades of ditches so that accurate right-of-way requirements can be 
determined; 

 
c. construction limits; 

 
d. proposed right of way, including temporary right of way; 

 
e. public-road approach and drive locations; 

 
f. approximate roadside barrier or guardrail locations; 

 
g. new sidewalks, bicycle lanes, etc., if not shown on the Details sheets; and 

 
h. conceptual storm-sewer layout which includes the trunk line and outlet locations. 

 
6. Details Sheets.  Include preliminary layouts for the details as follows: 
 

a. roadway and shoulder layout for guardrail; 
 

b. modified approaches, signs, sign structures, lighting, signals, where applicable.  
Traffic items should be submitted in a separate set of plans; 

 
c. intersection layout details including right- and left-turn lanes with the turning 

movements indicated; 
 

d. retaining walls; 
 

e. special drainage structures; 
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f. superelevation-transition diagrams; 
 

g. weigh station and associated facilities; 
 

h. rest area and associated facilities; and 
 

i if shoulder corrugations are warranted, and the plans include details for non-
standard public-road approaches, drives, etc., each detail should show the extent 
of corrugations installation required in conjunction with the construction 
illustrated by the detail.  If applicable, the INDOT Standard Drawings should be 
used as a guide in determining the limits of corrugations installation relative to the 
feature shown in the detail. 

 
7. Traffic-Maintenance Details.  The conceptual traffic-maintenance scheme and phasing 

should be outlined.  Level One criteria verification is not required at this time.  Plans 
should be developed to satisfy the PDP Manual’s Project Constructability Review 1. 

 
8. Cross Sections.  The preliminary draft should include the following: 
 

a. profile-grade elevations; 
 

b. templates of the typical sections placed on the existing cross sections; 
 

c. drainage structures; 
 

d. approaches and drives; and 
 

e. buildings. 
 
9. Design Information.  The activities which should occur include the following: 
 

a. Geotechnical coordination; 
 

b. unique special provisions initiation; 
 

c. preliminary woody-revegetation determination; and 
 

d. pavement design request submittal. 
 
 
14-2.01(06)  Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans Preparation 
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See Chapter Eighty-five for criteria and information that should be included with the Right-of-
Way Plans.  The designer should review the instructions for Quality Assurance. 
 
 
14-2.01(07)  Stage 2 Review Submission [Rev. Aug. 2011] 

 
Plans should be approximately 55% complete at this stage. 
 
Plans for this submittal should be close to their final form and should be legible and consistent 
with the quality desired for public viewing at a public-information meeting, if required.  The 
procedure for such meeting should be in accordance with Section 14-02(06).  The designer 
should review the INDOT Typical Plan Sheets document to determine what information should 
be included on each sheet.  Review the following sheets and information for Quality Assurance 
and include them with this submission. 
 
1. Previous Reviews.  Include the marked-up plans from the Stage One submittal, changes 

made from the Preliminary Field Check meeting, and comments from the construction 
review with this submission.  Include revisions to the plans due to Geotechnical Report 
recommendations, if completed.  Include responses to preliminary field check questions. 

 
2. Conformance.  The designer should check the plans for conformance with the Level One 

controlling design criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01).  Apparent or possible design 
exceptions should be identified.  Discrepancies from the Level Two design criteria listed 
in Section 40-8.02(02) should also be identified.  The required documentation for all 
Level One and Level Two design exceptions should be prepared. 

 
3. Index and Title Sheet.  Finalize the title sheet and index sheet for the roadway plans. 
 
4. Plat Sheets.  Plat sheets, if required, should be consistent with the plans and finalized. 
 
5. Plan and Profile Sheets.  Right of way should be finalized and consistent with the detail 

sheets.  Additional information to be shown is as follows: 
 

a. drainage features (e.g., storm sewers, pipe structures, ditch grades, preliminary 
inlet spacing for storm-sewer trunk line design, etc.) and proposed drainage notes; 
and 

 
b. permanent erosion protection, including paved side ditches, riprap, and sodding 

limits. 
 
6. Structure Data Table.  The table should be in a preliminary form and should include 

structure numbers and locations. 
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7. Approach Table.  The table should be in a preliminary form and should include approach 

geometrics. 
 
8. Cross Sections. 
 
9. Design Information.  Information to be included is as follows: 
 

a. hydraulics and storm-sewer calculations, signed and sealed by a professional 
engineer licensed in Indiana; and 

 
b. cost estimate.  The preliminary cost estimate should be refined for the major pay 

items with percentages shown for the minor pay items. 
 
10. Level One Checklists and Design Computations.  If there are no changes to the plans 

which affect Level One criteria since the prior submission, it is acceptable to copy the 
previous Level One Checklist and add a statement that no changes have been made to the 
plans that affect Level One criteria.  The statement should be initialed and dated for the 
current submission.  The plans must be developed to satisfy the PDP Manual’s Project 
Constructability Review 2. 

 
 The designer should submit a Level One checklist, including computations for the 

mainline, each S-line, and each traffic-maintenance phase.  The designer should include 
computations for the required intersection sight distance at each public road, including 
each local-service road or frontage road within the project limits.  The designer should 
also submit documentation of the intersection sight distance provided at each public road.  
This requirement also applies to the traffic-maintenance phases. 

 
11. Certification.  Include a current copy of the Scope/Environmental Compliance 

Certification/Permit Application Certification form. 
 
12. Quality Assurance form. 
 
13. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.01(08)  Right-of-Way Plans Preparation, if done by others 

 
Chapter Eighty-five provides the criteria and information that should be included with a set of 
right-of-way plans.  The designer should review the instructions for Quality Assurance as 
follows. 
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1. Previous Reviews.  Incorporate all revisions made during the previous plan submissions. 
 
2. Checklist for Right-of-Way Plans.  Complete the checklist shown in Figure 85-2F. 
 
3. Plan Sheets.  The required sheets and information are as follows: 
 

a. title sheet; 
 

b. Index and General Notes sheet; 
 

c. plat sheet; 
 

d. Location Control Route Survey Plat; 
 

e. plan and profile sheets; 
 

f. Details sheets; 
 

g. Approach Table; 
 

h. all sheet cross references; and 
 

i. all project-information boxes, including right-of-way project number and sheet 
numbers. 

 
4. Initiate right-of-way engineering. 
 
5. Quality Assurance form. 
 
 
14-2.01(09)  Hearing Plans Preparation, if required 

 
If a public-information meeting or hearing is required, provide plans and documents to the Office 
of Public Hearings for Certification of the Hearing Process.  The public-information meeting 
may be a requirement due to the amount of right of way being taken or deemed necessary by the 
project manager.  The meeting will be held after the Stage 2 plans have been reviewed. 
 
An opportunity for a public hearing will be afforded if a project satisfies at least one of the 
criteria as follows: 
 
1. more than 0.5 ac of permanent right of way is required; 
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2. the layout of the improved facility’s function is to be substantially changed; 
 
3. it may have an adverse impact on abutting property; 
 
4. it may have a significant social, economic, environmental, or other effect; 
 
5. a ramp within the project limits is to be closed for 7 days or longer; 
 
6. there is impact on a wetland; 
 
7. it involves a significant floodplain encroachment; 
 
8. there is impact on a resource eligible for or included in the National Register of Historic 

Places; or 
 
9. FHWA has determined that an opportunity should be afforded. 
 
If an opportunity for a public hearing need not be afforded, a public notice must be made 
available for comment on Section 106 findings. 
 
The following sheets and information should be provided. 
 
1. Stage 2 plan sheets and the revisions from the Stage 2 review. 
 
2. Environmental requirements are satisfied by one of the following: 
 

a. the Environmental Impact Statement is complete and the Record of Decision 
(ROD) has been issued; 

 
b. the Environmental Assessment is complete and a Finding of No Significant 

Impact (FONSI) is made by FHWA; or 
 

c. the Categorical Exclusion is complete and concurred in by FHWA. 
 
3. Updated Scope/Environmental Compliance Certification/Permit Application Certification 

form. 
 
4. Traffic-Maintenance Plan.  In preparation for a public information meeting, the designer 

may be asked to perform the activities as follows. 
 

a. Displays.  Prepare displays that can be used in a coordination meeting or a public 
information meeting.  These include, but are not necessarily be limited to, 
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sketches of the typical cross section for each phase of the construction, and 
composite drawings showing all ramp closures with traffic-flow arrows indicating 
the number of lanes to be open during each construction phase. 

 
b. Transportation Management Plan (TMP).  Address the requirements of a TMP 

that has been developed for the project. 
 

c. Queues.  Analyze the capacity constraints due to lane closures, including 
anticipated queues and user costs.  This can be done using the QUEWZ software 
discussed in Chapter Eighty-one. 

 
 
14-2.01(10)  Final Plans Right-of-Way Plans Preparation 

 
Chapter Eighty-five provides the criteria and information that should be included with a set of 
right-of-way plans.  This submission is not required for a local public agency project.  The 
designer should review the instructions for Quality Assurance, and perform the following: 
 
1. include the marked-up Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans with this submission, if required; 
 
2. incorporate all revisions made during the Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans submission 

review; 
 
3. complete all project-information boxes, including right-of-way project number and sheet 

numbers; 
 
4. complete all sheet-numbers cross references; and 
 
5. review the plans against the checklist shown as Figure 85-2F. 
 
 
14-2.01(11)  Final Field Check Meeting [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
A Final Field Check meeting should be held after the Stage Two review submission and prior to 
the Stage Three review submission.  The Final Field Check meeting is not part of a review 
submittal.  The meeting is to be held at the discretion of the project manager for each major 
project.  The meeting should not be required for a minor project.  Plans sets should be distributed 
a minimum of two weeks prior to the meeting (see Figure 14-1B, Field-Check Notification). 
 
To hold the Final Field Check meeting, plans should be approximately 80% complete.  The 
following sheets and information must be included for Quality Assurance. 
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1. Previous Reviews.  Incorporate comments from the previous reviews. 
 
2. Plans Sheets.  The plans should be nearly complete.  Changes resulting from the public 

information meeting, geotechnical recommendations, and pavement-design 
recommendations should be incorporated onto the plans.  Legends on sheets should be 
completed and checked for accuracy and consistency with Section 14-3.04.  The designer 
should include the information on the sheets as follows. 

 
a. Title Sheet.  Complete the Design Data block. 

 
b. Index and General Notes Sheet.  Check the general notes to ensure that they are 

current and accurate.  Revise the index as necessary. 
 

c. Plan and Profile Sheets. 
 

(1) Ensure that structure notations are completed; sodding, riprap, and paved 
sodded ditch locations are indicated; earthwork balances are shown; and 
removal items identified. 

 
(2) Update all property lines based on right-of-way engineering.  Add the 

station-and-offset callout for each right-of-way or property-line break 
point. 

 
d. Details Sheets.  Ensure that all details are completed and included.  This includes 

details for traffic maintenance and traffic-design elements (e.g., intersections, 
signals, signing, and lighting).  This also includes details and notes for temporary 
erosion and sediment control.  The plans must be developed to satisfy the PDP 
Manual’s Project Constructability Review 3. 

 
e. Tables.  Complete all data tables including the following: 

 
(1) Structure Data Table; 

 
(2) Approach Table; 

 
(3) Underdrain Table; 
 
(4) Other miscellaneous tables such as guardrail, paved side ditches, sodding, 

right-of-way markers, monuments, mailboxes, etc.; and 
 
(5) Earthwork Summary table. 
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e. Cross Sections.  Design information should be essentially complete.  This includes 
final structure indications, earthwork areas and volumes, and benching areas and 
volumes. 

 
3. Computations.  Include computations for erosion- and sediment-control features design. 
 
 
14-2.01(12)  Stage 3 Review Submission [Rev. Aug. 2011] 

 
Plans should be approximately 95% complete at this stage. 
 
The purpose of this submittal is to ensure that the plans are complete and satisfy the criteria 
provided in the Engineering Assessment studies.  The following should be completed and 
reviewed for Quality Assurance.  Include responses to Final Field Check questions. 
 
1. Previous Reviews.  Include the marked-up plans from the Stage 2 submittal and changes 

made from the Final Field Check meeting with this submission.  Right-of-way changes 
made after Final Right-of-Way Plans are submitted should be processed in accordance 
with Section 85-3.03. 

 
2. Conformance.  Review the plans for conformance with the Level One controlling design 

criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01) and indicate approved dates for design exceptions. 
 
3. Plans Set.  If a Final Field Check meeting is not held at the discretion of the project 

manager, all of the plans requirements of Section 14-2.01(10) should be incorporated. 
 

a. Erosion Control Plan.  Include the completed set. 
 

b  Road Summary Sheets.  The content and requirements are described below.  For a 
large project for which the standard-sized Summary tables cannot accommodate 
all of the items, multiple custom Summary sheets should be used to accommodate 
all the necessary information.  The Summary sheet frames, in DXF format, can be 
downloaded from http://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/test/choose.html.  The 
Pavement Quantities and Approach Table, Structure Data, Paved Side Ditch 
Summary, Riprap Ditch and Sodding Table, Underdrain Table, Guardrail 
Summary Table with guardrail-related pay items, Sign Summary Table, Pipe 
Material Selection, and mailbox approaches information including required HMA 
quantities should be completed.  The Structure Data tables should be updated to 
include Service Life, Site Designation, and pH for pipes. 

 
c. Cross Sections.  The project engineer or supervisor will require the elevations for 

existing cross sections in order to calculate the final earthwork quantities. 
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If the project was designed from an electronic survey, the design calculations 
should include a data table created from the electronic cross-sections which 
indicates all existing cross-section elevations. 

 
An example data table is shown as Figure 14-2A. 

 
4. Quantities.  Finalize all quantities. 
 
5. Reports.  Ensure that the recommendations from the Geotechnical Report and other 

reports regarding peat, hazardous waste, special waste, etc. have been incorporated into 
the plans, specifications, and cost estimate. 

 
6. Cost Estimate.  Conduct a detailed review to ensure that all necessary pay items have 

been included.  Finalize the construction cost estimate using Estimator. 
 
7. Level One Checklists and Design Computations.  If there are no changes to the plans 

which affect Level One criteria since the prior submission, it is acceptable to copy the 
previous Level One Checklist and add a statement that no changes have been made to the 
plans that affect Level One criteria.  The statement should be initialed and dated for the 
current submission. 

 
8. Certification Form.  Include a copy of the Scope/Environmental Compliance 

Certification/ Permit Application Certification form. 
 
9. Special Provisions.  Complete the special provisions menu, and include special 

provisions for non-standard pay items. 
 
10. Rule 5.  If required, and not previously submitted in accordance with Section 9-1.02, 

complete the Rule 5 Submission as described in Chapter Thirty-seven. 
 
11. Underground-Storage-Tanks Removal.  If this work is required, the designer should 

coordinate such activity with the Office of Environmental Services manager.  The 
designer should complete Figure 14-2B, Underground Storage Tanks Removal 
information request.  An editable version of this document may be found on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  If a final field 
check is not required, the coordination should take place six months prior to the Ready 
for Contract date. 

 
This coordination is to ensure that required pay items such as excavation and handling of 
contaminated soil are included in the contract. 
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12. Quality Assurance form. 
 
13. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
14. Proprietary Material.  If a proprietary material is specified that is not listed the INDOT 

Approved Materials List on the Department’s website, at 
http://www.in.gov/indot/div/M&T/appmat/appmat.htm, nor in Figure 17-1B, then a 
Proprietary Material Use Public Interest Finding for the use of the material should be 
prepared.  An editable version of this document appears on the Department’s website, at 
http://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
15. Environmental Consultation Form.  Summarization 7-3C should be completed at this 

submission.  An editable version of this document appears on the Department’s website, 
at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
16. Traffic-Control-Plan Checklist.  See Figure 82-7A for details. 
 
 
14-2.01(13)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
Plan should be 100% complete at this stage.  The construction project number should be shown 
in the box in the upper left-hand corner of the title sheet and the lower right-hand corner of all 
other sheets. 
 
The project manager will submit the Final Tracings package to the Contracts Administration 
Division’s Office of Contracting.  The submittal should include the items listed in Section 14-
1.02(03). 
 
 
14-2.02  Road Plans, Rehabilitation Project with No Additional Right of Way Required 

 
14-2.02(01)  Grade-Review Meeting 

 
A grade-review meeting should be held with the project manager prior to the Stage 1 plan review 
submittal.  The meeting is for a major project and is at the discretion of the project manager.  The 
following plan sheets and overall sheets must be prepared for the grade-review meeting; 
 
1. Typical Cross Sections.  This should include the following: 
 

a. lane and shoulder widths; 
 

b. profile grade; 
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c. cross slopes; 

 
d. curbs; 

 
e. sidewalk locations and widths; 

 
f. bicycle facilities; 

 
g. side slopes; 

 
h. shoulder corrugations, if warranted; 

 
i. ditches; 

 
j. detailed pavement design showing intended pavement treatment, such as 

resurfacing, crack and seating, rubblizing, replacement, etc.; 
 

k. underdrains, with locations shown relative to pavement; and 
 

l. clear-zone width, if 4R project. 
 
2. Overall Plan View.  A sheet showing the overall plan view of the existing topography and 

preliminary geometrics is required.  The overall plan view should be to a scale which is 
legible for review and discussion at the meeting.   

 
3. Overall Proposed Profile Sheet.  A sheet showing the overall proposed profile with the 

existing ground is required.  The overall proposed profile should be to a scale which is 
legible for review and discussion at the meeting.  More than one sheet may be required. 

 
4. Interchange Layout or Overall Layout Sheet.  A sheet showing the plan view of the 

existing topography and preliminary geometrics of each interchange is required.  The 
overall plan view should be to a scale which is legible for review and discussion at the 
meeting.  More than one sheet may be required. 

 
 
14-2.02(02)  Stage 1 Review Submission 

 
See Section 14-2.01(03). 
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14-2.02(03)  Geotechnical Investigation Request Submittal 

 
See Section 14-2.01(04). 
 
 
14-2.02(04)  Preliminary Field Check Meeting 

 
See Section 14-2.01(05). 
 
 
14-2.02(05)  Stage 2 Review Submission 

 
See Section 14-2.01(07). 
 
 
14-2.02(06)  Public-Information Meeting 

 
See Section 14-2.01(09). 
 
 
14-2.02(07)  Final Field Check Plans Submission Meeting 

 
If a final field check is required, see Section 14-2.01(11). 
 
 
14-2.02(08)  Stage 3 Review Submission 

 
See Section 14-2.01(12). 
 
 
14-2.02(09)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
See Section 14-2.01(13). 
 
 
14-2.03  Road Plans, Partial 3R Project 

 

14-2.03(01)  Preliminary Plans 

 
1. Title Sheet.  This is the first page and should include the information as follows: 
 
 a. contract and Des numbers; 

b. traffic data; 
 c. design data as follows: 
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  (1) design speed; 
  (2) project design criteria:  Partial 3R (non-freeway); 
  (3) functional classification; 
  (4) rural or urban setting; 
  (5) terrain; and 
  (6) access control; 
 
 d. project description information as follows: 
 
  (1) route number; 
  (2) county name and congressional township, range, and section; 

(3) limits described from Department-maintained route intersections and by 
Reference Post system; and 

  (4) length (gross and net); 
 
 e. location map, including information as follows: 
 
  (1) civil boundaries; 
  (2) county, township lines, corporate limits; 
  (3) nearby Department-maintained routes and major local roads; 
  (4) north arrow; and 
  (5) project limits, with stations and highlighted graphics; 
 
 f. paving exceptions, with stations; 
 g. station equations; 
 h. current INDOT Standard Specifications effective year; 
 i. certification block; and 
 j. state location map. 
 
2. Construction Plans Index.  The Construction Plans Index is a tabulation and description 

of the numbered design drawings to be included in the plans document. 
 
3. Strip Map.  This is a line drawing which shows the following: 
 
 a. route number; 
 b. beginning and ending stations and reference posts and station equations. 

Consistent units should be used throughout the plans; 
c. stations and reference posts for intersecting streets, county roads, city or town 

limits, and intersecting county lines and railroad crossings, bridges, and paving 
exceptions; 

 d. north arrow; 
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 e. location of all recommended construction signs; 
 f. existing utility lines within construction limits; and 
 g. civil townships. 
 
4. Typical Cross Sections.  These are composed of the basic parts as follows. 
 
 a. Illustration. 
 

(1) Existing conditions and dimensions (i.e., pavement width, material type, 
thickness cross-slope, curb, shoulder, ditches, etc.). 

 
(2) Proposed construction and dimensions (i.e., HMA courses with binder 

grading, overlay cross-slope, widening, curb shoulders, ditches, shoulder 
corrugations if warranted, etc.). 

 
b. Legend showing labels and corresponding items.  The descriptions shown in the 

pay item names should be used where applicable. 
 
 c. Title block. 
 
  (1) Route number. 
  (2) limits of section and exceptions. 
 
 d. Supplemental information block (i.e., curve data for superelevation). 
 
5. Typical Approach Details.  The INDOT Standard Drawings should be used.  Existing 

field conditions not in accordance with the details shown on the Standard Drawings will 
require details to be shown on the plans. 

 
6. Miscellaneous Details.  These include all other details not covered by the strip map, 

typical section, or INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
7. Special Provisions.  The designer should follow the guidelines for preparing special 

provisions described in Section 19-2.0.  The designer should not specify the use of 
proprietary or experimental products or construction methods. 

 
 
14-2.03(02)  Assessing Preliminary Pavement Design 

 
Once the project has been assessed to be a partial 3R project, the designer should determine an 
approximate pavement thickness for developing preliminary typical cross sections. 
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14-2.03(03)  Preliminary Field Check [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The preliminary field check should occur at a point before development of preliminary plans.  
The preliminary field check should be scheduled with the district-office entities involved with 
plan development.  The arrangements for scheduling the preliminary field check should be made 
while plan development is still proceeding, if possible.  Copies of preliminary plan 
documentation should be made available for review prior to the preliminary field check. 
 
The persons who should attend the preliminary field check are as follows: 
 
1. District Personnel. 
 
 a. Design Team leader. 
 b. Office of Construction area engineer. 
 c. Office of Construction field engineer. 
 d. Subdistrict manager or unit foreman. 
 e. Designer. 
 f. Traffic engineer. 
 g. Utilities/railroads engineer. 
 
2. Other Personnel. 
 
 a. Local government agency if applicable. 
 b. Local utilities if applicable. 

c. Planning Division’s Office of Pavement Engineering manager, if AADT ≥ 5000 
or trucks percentage ≥ 10%. 

 
3. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.03(04)  Right of Way 

 
Right-of-way acquisition should not be required.  If it is required, the designer should return to 
the Engineering Assessment phase to consider the project as full 3R, 4R, or possibly new 
construction. 
 
 
14-2.03(05)  Public Hearing 

 
Public involvement should not be required.  If it is, the designer should see Chapter Eight. 
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14-2.03(06)  Utilities and Railroads 

 
The portions of the project limits which may affect existing utilities should also be addressed 
early in the PPD phase.  The designer should stay in contact with the district Utilities/Railroads 
Team leader to ensure that existing utilities are relocated to avoid delays in the project 
development.  To accomplish this, the district Utilities/Railroads Team leader should have final 
check prints as early as possible. 
 
If one or more railroad crossings are within the project limits, the district Utilities/Railroads 
Team leader should be advised.  See Chapters Eleven and Forty-seven. 
 
 
14-2.03(07)  Calculations 

 
The calculations must follow a systematic and logical methodology.  All calculations should be 
reviewed for accuracy.  Systematic calculations make review and verifying quantities 
considerably more efficient.  All calculations should be submitted with the final documents and 
should remain the property of the Department. 
 
 
14-2.03(08)  Returned Correspondence 

 
Once input from the district offices of Highway Management, Roadway Services, Construction, 
and Traffic has been received with suggested changes following the preliminary field check, it 
may be necessary to arrange and conduct a final field check.  See Section 14-2.02(07) for the 
personnel list who should attend this field check. 
 
 
14-2.03(09)  Final Pavement Design 

 
If the current AADT ≥ 5,000 or the trucks percentage ≥ 10%, a request for a final pavement 
design should be submitted to the Planning Division’s Office of Pavement Engineering.  If the 
AADT < 5,000 or the trucks percentage < 10%, the designer performs the final pavement design. 
 
 
14-2.03(10)  Final Check Prints [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The final check prints should now be completed.  These documents are outlined below. 
 
1. Transmittal Letter.  This document should include the following: 
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 a. date; 
 b. To, Thru, From personnel; 
 c. contract number; 
 d. route number; 
 e. county; 
 f. Des number; 
 g. project description and location; 
 h. estimated contract completion date or number of work days; 
 i. estimated costs; and 
 j. letting date. 
 
2. Proposal Book Cover Sheet.  This sheet should include the contract number and letting 

date. 
 
3. Contract Information Book Cover Sheet.  This sheet should include the following: 
 
 a. contract number; 
 b. letting date; and 
 c. certifications (approval signatures and seals). 
 
4. Contract Requirements Worksheet.  The designer should place project identification 

information on this sheet.  The designer should coordinate with the district construction 
engineer to acquire appropriate necessary information.  The designer will then transmit it 
the Contract Administration Division’s Office of Contracting.  The identification 
information should include the following: 

 
 a. contract number; 
 b. letting date; 
 c. district; 
 d. project number; 
 e. route number; 
 f. description, including work type; 
 g. location; 
 h. county; and 
 i. effective dates of Standard Specifications and List of Approved Materials. 
 
5. Table of Contents.  This should indicate the documents to be identified as follows: 
 
 a. contract number; 
 b. map of official detour; 
 c. Proposal; 
 d. Schedule of Pay Items; 
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 e. construction plans and number of pages; and 
 f. special provisions. 
 
6. Estimate of Quantities and Cost Estimate.  All pay items, including undistributed items, 

should be referenced in the plans.  All pay items are to be worded using the nomenclature 
shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications and authorized-estimating-software listing.  
The sequence, or order of the pay items, should be numerical by INDOT Standard 

Specifications reference number. 
 
7. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.03(11)  Review of Final Check Prints 

 
After the designer has assembled the final check prints, a copy may be circulated among other 
designers for review and comment.  The final check prints are then forwarded to the district 
Design Office manager for additional review and comments.  Upon completion, the designer will 
make the appropriate revisions. 
 
A set of the final check prints is to be sent to the appropriate district offices of Program 
Management, Construction, Roadway Services, or Traffic, as required.  They are expected to 
review and return the set to the district Office of Design within one to two weeks.  A cover letter 
should be sent with the set indicating what is expected and when it should be returned. 
 
1. Office of Program Management Preliminary Review.  A copy of the contract documents 

is supplied for its use in coordinating local-agency agreements and detours, and updating 
the production schedule. 

 
2. Construction Review.  The area engineer should review the contract documents and 

indicate errors, inconsistencies, and constructability.  The area engineer completes the 
remaining information required on the Contract Requirements Worksheet such as the 
field-office requirements or the need for a profilograph, and also establishes the earliest 
date to begin work and the contract completion time. 

 
3. Roadway Services Review.  The Office of Roadway Services reviews the contract 

documents and suggests additional changes or corrections.  The review pertains to small 
drainage structures or pipes, wedge and level, patching, guardrail, and ditch work. 

 
4. Traffic Review.  The Office of Traffic reviews the contract documents and suggests 

additional changes or corrections pertaining to traffic maintenance or traffic safety.  It 
also verifies and coordinates the locations and impacts to signal loops, detector housings, 
no-passing zones, pavement markings, etc. 
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5. Discussion with Design Office manager.  After the other Offices have reviewed the 
contract documents and have offered suggested changes, the designer is to meet with the 
Design Office manager to discuss the changes and suggestions.  The Design Office 
manager will then decide which corrections are to be made.  The designer will then make 
the appropriate changes. 

 
6. Office of Program Management Final Review.  After all changes are made, a copy of the 

contract documents is sent to the Office of Program Management for final review.  The 
manager may suggest more changes. 

 
7. Office of Testing Review.  The materials engineer may suggest changes to the Plant 

Laboratory recurring special provision. 
 
 
14-2.03(12)  Shelf-Ready Project 

 
The final check prints are considered shelf-ready after they have been reviewed by the Design 
Office manager.  The documents, now final plans, are to be kept on file until funds are 
appropriated and a letting date has been established. 
 
 
14-2.03(13)  Signatures and Seals 

 
Once funds are appropriated and a letting date has been established, the final plans should be 
reviewed and updated.  The final plans should then be signed and sealed by the appropriate 
individuals as shown in Section 14-1.02(03). 
 
 
14-2.03(14)  Contract-Documents Package 

 
Upon receipt of the approved final plans by the Office of Program Management, they are ready 
to be transmitted as contract documents to the Contract Administration Division’s Office of 
Contracting for processing.  The package should consist of the following. 
 
1. Plans. 
 

a. 11 in. x 8½ in. Plans-Sheets Format.  The original construction plans and cross 
sections with one photocopied set should be transmitted.  If the cross sections are 
in the 36 in. x 24 in. format, only the originals of the cross sections should be 
sent. 
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b. 36 in. x 24 in. Plan-Sheets Format.  The original construction plans and cross-
sections and two sets of prints of the construction plans without cross-sections 
prints should be transmitted. 

 
2. Estimate of Quantities and Cost Estimate.  The estimate of quantities and cost estimate 

should be generated using the authorized estimating software.  The transmittal should 
consist of a diskette and one hard copy of both the estimate of quantities and cost 
estimate. 

 
3. Special Provisions.  One hardcopy of the prepared Special Provisions Menu with 

completed recurring special provisions and unique special provisions should be 
transmitted.  A diskette including the unique special provisions should be provided. 

 
4. Detour Map.  A map of the official detour and a map of an unofficial local detour, if 

required, with the approved unofficial-local-detour documents should be transmitted. 
 

The approved package should be sent to the Contract Administration Division’s Office of 
Contracting, where the documents will be processed and prepared for letting.  This step should 
be completed at least 14 weeks prior to the contract letting date. 
 
 
14-2.03(15)  Review Process 

 
1. Pre-Letting.  The Office of Contracting may require additional information or further 

corrections to be made in order for the contract documents to be properly processed.  The 
designer should promptly address these concerns.  All responses from the designer should 
be directed to the district construction engineer. 

 
2. Post-Letting.  Following the contract award, a preconstruction conference will be held.  

The designer should be available upon request to answer questions. 
 
 
14-2.04  Bridge Plans, New Construction or Replacement Project 

 
14-2.04(01)  Hydraulics Submittal 

 
Submittal of hydraulics information will be required a minimum of 60 days prior to the Stage 1 
Review submittal.  In preparing this submittal, consider the following. 
 
1. All preliminary plotting should be completed and checked. 
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2. For a new bridge over a waterway, a structure replacement, or a bridge on a new 
alignment, provide a Layout sheet with the contours plotted on the plan view.  For a 
consultant-designed project, provide the cross sections used in the model. 

 
3. For a crossing with roadway overflow, include the road plan and profile sheets so that the 

road profile can be reviewed. 
 
4. For a larger-waterway crossing, include a Details sheet of the plan view with the contours 

plotted to the survey limits.  This information will be used by the Department for review 
(consultant project) or the hydraulic analysis (in-house project). 

 
5. If the project is consultant-designed, include the hydraulic analysis, scour computations, 

and recommendations for review.  If the bridge requires an IDNR permit, the modeling 
check list should to be included.  The consultant needs to provide documentation that 
contact was made with the county surveyor’s office to determine if the stream is a 
regulated drain. 

 
6. The plans sheets will be for information purposes only, except for the Layout sheet which 

will include the preliminary structure geometrics. 
 
7. A Quality Assurance form is required. 
 
8. The hydraulic analysis and scour calculations should be signed and sealed by a 

professional engineer licensed in Indiana. 
 
 
14-2.04(02)  Stage 1 Review Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
Plans should be approximately 25% complete at this stage. 
 
Place the proposed design information in the computer-aided details files for this submittal.  This 
information will be submitted in pdf format.  However, the plans need not be in final form.  The 
designer should add notes to the plans explaining situations or items which are not readily 
apparent, and which may influence the proposed design.  The notes should be removed for later 
submissions. 
 
The following sheets and information must be reviewed for Quality Assurance and included with 
this submission. 
 
1. Conformance.  Review the plans for conformance with the Level One controlling design 

criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01) and indicate apparent or possible design exceptions.  
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Also, indicate discrepancies from the Level Two design criteria listed in Section 40-
8.02(02). 

 
2. Abbreviated Engineering Assessment.  Provide a written scope of the project 

requirements.  This will be a short description of the design criteria proposed for use in 
the design of the project. 

 
a. If an Abbreviated Engineering Assessment has been prepared, a copy should be 

included with the submission. 
 

b. If an Abbreviated Engineering Assessment was not prepared, the designer should 
provide a brief written description of the project.  This description will, at a 
minimum, include the information as follows: 

 
(1) project location; 
(2) project need and purpose; 
(3) existing facility; 
(4) traffic data; 
(5) identification of proposal; 
(6) cost estimate; 
(7) environmental issues; 
(8) right-of-way impact; 
(9) traffic maintenance during construction; and 
(10) concurrence.  For an INDOT project, signed by the district production 

director or the district planning director.  For an LPA project, signed by 
the Project Sponsor. 

 
3. Level One Checklist and Computations.  Include the information and computations as 

follows. 
 

a. Level One Checklist.  The designer should submit a Level One checklist, including 
computations, with each submission, for the mainline, each S-line, and each traffic-
maintenance phase.  The designer should include computations for the required 
intersection sigh distance at each public road, including each local-service road or 
frontage road within the project limits.  The designer should also submit 
documentation of the intersection sight distance provided at each public road.  This 
requirement also applies to the traffic-maintenance phases. 
 
The computations for the Level One items and intersection sight distance are to be 
initialed and dated by the designer and reviewer before submission. 

 
b. design computations for determining the structure size and geometrics; 
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c. project-length computations including guardrail lengths and other contributing 

factors; and 
 

d. waterway-opening calculations for each stream crossing. 
 
4. Economic Analysis.  Include a copy of structural economic analyses that may have been 

conducted to determine the most economic structural alternative.  Guidelines for this 
analysis are listed in Section 59-5.0.  A cost estimate should be provided for the selected 
alternative. 

 
5. Title and Index Sheets.  These should include the information as follows: 
 

a. project number; 
 

b. description (des) number (include all des numbers akin to the project); 
 

c. bridge file number; 
 

d. county location map; 
 

e. project location map including north arrow and scales; 
 

f. description of the project work type and location; 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
The location description should be simple and should follow the description on 

the schedule.  For example, Bridge replacement on State Road 67 over Fall 

Creek, located 8.00 miles southwest of the south junction with State Road 39, in 

Section 13, T-11-N, R-2-W, Ray Township, Morgan County, Indiana.  A legal 
description should not be used. 

 
 

g. design data including design speed, project design criteria, functional 
classification, terrain, and traffic data; 

 
h. applicable reference point (does not apply to local-agency project); 

 
i. signature blocks; the blocks will not be completed at this stage; 
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j. latitude and longitude; and 
 

k. an index of plan sheets, as separate sheet 2, at this stage.  Sheet numbers will 
change for future submittals. 

 
 
6. Typical Cross Sections.  Typical cross sections should only show basic configuration and 

design features.  This will include the following: 
 

a. lane and shoulder widths; 
 

b. profile grade, construction centerline, paper-relocation line, and survey line 
locations; and 

 
c. basic design features including curbs, sidewalks, pavement and shoulder cross 

slopes, side slopes, ditches, shoulder corrugations if warranted, etc. 
 
7. Road Plan and Profile Sheets.  At this project stage, these sheets will only include the 

preliminary design information.  Some of the details that should be addressed include the 
following: 

 
a. plotting of existing topography should be complete; 

 
b. beginning and end of project; 

 
c. horizontal alignment (e.g., horizontal curve data, PC, PI, PT, bearings); 

 
d. vertical alignment and its relationship to grade-controlling features; 

 
e. preliminary drainage design including mainline culverts; 

 
f. preliminary public-road approach and drive locations; 

 
g. approximate construction limits; and 

 
h. proposed guardrail limits. 

 
8. Layout Sheet.  This should include the preliminary design information for the following: 
 

a. existing-ground contours; 
 

b. horizontal alignment; 
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c. vertical alignment; 

 
d. drainage structures; 

 
e. public-road approach and drive locations; 

 
f. approximate construction limits; 

 
g. plan view showing bridge centerline station and skew; 

 
h. proposed structure geometrics (span lengths and clear roadway widths in the title 

block); 
 

i. channel protection; 
 

j. utility owners; 
 

k. existing structure data; and 
 

l. hydraulic data. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
The scour elevation to be shown on the Layout sheet 

should be the scour elevation for Q500. 
 

 
9. Channel-Change Layout Sheet.  Include this sheet if the extent of the channel change is 

beyond the general layout.  The sheet should include the preliminary design information 
for the following: 

 
a. stream profile; 
b. new channel geometrics; 
c. channel typical cross section; and 
d. slope protection. 

 
10. General Plan Sheet.  This should include the information as follows: 
 

a. plan view; 
b. elevation view; 
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c. typical bridge cross section; 
d. design data.  A note should be included which reads as follows: 

 
(1) Superstructure and substructure designed for HL-93 loading, in 

accordance with the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, ___th 

Edition, [current-edition year], and its subsequent interims. 
 

Substructure foundation designed for HS-25 loading, in accordance with 
the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, ___th 

Edition, [current-edition year], and its subsequent interims; or 
 

(2) Designed for HS-25 loading, in accordance with the AASHTO Standard 

Specifications for Highway Bridges, ___th Edition, [current-edition year], 
and its subsequent interims ; or 

 
(3) Designed for HS-20 loading, in accordance with the AASHTO Standard 

Specifications for Highway Bridges, ___th Edition, [current-edition year], 
and its subsequent interims. 

 
e. suggested substructure type; and 
f. minimum vertical clearance. 

 
11. Cross Sections.  The preliminary cross sections should include the following: 
 

a. templates of the typical sections placed on the existing cross sections; 
b. profile grade elevations; and 
c. drainage structures. 

 
12. Design Information.  In addition to the plans, the designer should include copies of the 

preliminary hydraulic analysis for each mainline culvert, if applicable, and results of 
economic analyses that may have been completed for alternative grade lines. 

 
13. Preliminary Cost Estimate.  This should be developed for the major pay items with 

percentages shown for the minor pay items. 
 
14. Certification.  Provide a current copy of the Scope/Environmental Compliance 

Certification/Permit Application Certification form with this submission. 
 
15. Quality Assurance form. 
 
16. INDOT All Project Commitments. Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
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14-2.04(03)  Geotechnical Investigation Request Submittal 

 
Upon approval of the Stage 1 Review Submission, the Geotechnical Investigation will be 
requested.  The plans sheets to be included with this request are as follows: 
 
1. title sheet; 
 
2. Typical Sections sheet, including tabulation of subgrade-treatment information; 
 
3. Details sheets.  If the project requires a MSE wall, include a preliminary wall layout; 
 
4. roadway plan and profile sheets; 
 
5. Layout sheet; 
 
6. General Plan sheet.  Include the anticipated foundation loads.  If the structure requires 

pile loads in excess of 70 tons, the required pile capacity should be shown; and 
 
7. Cross Section sheets. 
 
 
14-2.04(04)  Preliminary Field Check Meeting [Rev. Aug. 2011] 

 
A Preliminary Field Check meeting should be held after the Stage One review submittal and 
prior to the Stage 2 review submittal.  Plans sets should be distributed a minimum of three weeks 
prior to the meeting (see Figure 14-1B, Field-Check Notification). 
 
To hold the Preliminary Field Check meeting, plans should be approximately 35% complete.  
The following sheets and information must be included. 
 
1. Previous Reviews.  Incorporate comments from previous reviews. 
 
2. Index and Title Sheet. 
 
3. Typical Cross Sections. 
 
4. Plat Sheet.  Include a preliminary Plat No. 1 (does not apply to local-agency project). 
 
5. Road Plan and Profile Sheets.  In addition to the information described in Section 14-

2.04(02), show the following: 
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a. elevations and grades of ditches so that accurate right-of-way requirements can be 
determined; 

 
b. construction limits; 

 
c. proposed right of way including temporary right of way; 

 
d. public-road approach and drive locations; 

 
e. drainage features (e.g., storm sewers, pipe structures, ditch grades); and 

 
f. permanent erosion protection, including paved side ditches, riprap, or sodding 

limits. 
 
6. Details Sheets.  Include the preliminary layouts for the details as follows: 
 

a. roadway and shoulder layout for guardrail; 
 

b. special elements where applicable (e.g., modified approaches, signs, signals); 
 

c. intersection layout details including right- and left-turn lanes with the turning 
movements indicated; and 

 
d. superelevation transition diagrams. 

 
If shoulder corrugations are warranted, and the plans include details for a non-standard 
public-road approach, drive, etc., each detail should show the extent of corrugations 
installation required in conjunction with the construction illustrated by the detail.  If 
applicable, the INDOT Standard Drawings should be used as a guide in determining the 
limits of corrugations installation related to the feature shown in the detail. 

 
7. Traffic-Maintenance Details.  The proposed traffic-maintenance scheme and phasing 

should be outlined. 
 
8. Road Summary Sheet.  This preliminary sheet should include the following: 
 

a. approach table with type, location, geometric data, and types of materials; and 
 

b. Structure Data table with location, size, and type for each structure. 
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9. Cross Sections.  See the information regarding cross sections in Section 14-2.04(02).  
Finalize the cross sections according to the revisions from the Stage 1 review plans.  Also 
show the public-road approaches and drives. 

 
10. Design Information.  In addition to the plans, the designer should complete the following: 
 

a. initiate unique special provisions; 
 

b. preliminary woody-revegetation determination; and 
 

c. submit a request for the final pavement design to the Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
 
14-2.04(05)  Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans Preparation 

 
See Chapter Eighty-five for criteria and information that should be included with Right-of-Way 
Plans. 
 
 
14-2.04(06)  Stage 2 Review Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
Plans should be approximately 50% complete at this stage. 
 
Plans for this submittal should be close to their final form.  The plans sheets for this submittal 
should be legible and consistent with the quality desired for public viewing.  The right-of-way 
plans should be consistent with the requirements of Chapter Eighty-five.  The following sheets 
and information must be reviewed for Quality Assurance and should be included with this 
submission. 
 
1. Previous Reviews.  This submission should include the following: 
 

a. marked-up plans from the previous submission; 
 

b. document changes made from the Preliminary Field Check meeting; 
 

c. revisions to the plans due to the Geotechnical Report, if completed; and 
 

d. responses to field check questions. 
 
2. Conformance.  Review the plans for conformance with the Level One controlling design 

criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01) and indicate apparent or possible design exceptions.  
Indicate discrepancies from the Level Two design criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(02).  
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The required documentation for all Level One and Level Two design exceptions should 
be prepared. 

 
3. Title and Index Sheets.  Finalize the title sheet for right-of-way plans, and include the 

right-of-way index in a separate sheet 2. 
 
4. Plat Sheets.  All plat sheets, if required should be consistent with the plans and finalized. 
 
5. Soil Borings Sheet.  Ensure the information is accurate from the Geotechnical Report.  

Each boring log should include an elevation at each break in the soil strata.  The 
elevations should be shown along the vertical grid so that the elevation of each soil 
sample can be ascertained.  Logs for roadway borings should not be included on this 
sheet. 

 
 

**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Copies of the boring logs included in the Geotechnical Report may 
be scanned and placed onto the Soil Borings sheet, provided they 

are still legible once the plans are reduced to half-size. 
 

 
6. Road Plan and Profile Sheets.  Right-of-way should be finalized and consistent with the 

Details sheets.  The sheets should include the information as follows: 
 

a. drainage features (e.g., storm sewers, pipe structures, ditch grades, preliminary 
inlet spacing for storm-sewer trunk line design, etc.) and proposed drainage notes; 
and 

 
b. permanent erosion protection, including paved side ditches, riprap, and sodding 

limits. 
 
7. Layout Sheet.  The Layout sheet should be essentially complete. 
 
8. General Plan Sheet.  The General Plan sheet should be essentially complete. 
 
9. Road Summary Sheet. 
 

a. Structure data table is in preliminary form and should include structure numbers 
and locations. 
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b. Approach table is in preliminary form and should include the approaches’ design 
information. 

 
10. Cross Sections. 
 
11. Design Information.  In addition to the construction plans, this submittal should include 

an updated cost estimate.  The Department's cost-estimating procedures should be used 
for the preliminary construction cost estimate; see Chapter Twenty.  Quantities will 
consist only of major pay items with a percentage added to consider minor pay items.  If 
practical, the traffic-related pay items should be segregated. 

 
12. Level One Checklists and Design Computations.  If there are no changes to the plans 

which affect Level One criteria since the prior submission, it is acceptable to copy the 
previous Level One Checklist, and add a statement that no changes have been made to the 
plans that affect Level One criteria.  The statement should be initialed and dated for the 
current submission. 

 
 The designer should submit a Level One Checklist, including computations for the 

mainline, each S-line, and each traffic-maintenance phase.  The designer should include 
computations for the required intersection sight distance at each public road, including 
each local-service road or frontage road within the project limits.  The designer should 
also submit documentation of the intersection sight distance provided at each public road.  
This requirement also applies to the traffic-maintenance phases. 

 
13. Foundation Review Form. 
 
14. Permit Information.  This should be provided as required. 
 
15. Certification.  Provide a current copy of the Scope/Environmental Compliance 

Certification/Permit Application Certification form with this submission. 
 
15. Quality Assurance Form. 
 
16. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.04(07)  Hearing Plans Preparation (if necessary) 

 
See the requirements listed in Section 14-2.01(08) 
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14-2.04(08)  Final Right-of-Way Plans Preparation 

 
Chapter Eighty-five provides the criteria and information that should be included with a set of 
right-of-way plans.  This submission is not required for a local public agency project.  The 
designer should review the instructions for Quality Assurance, and perform the following: 
 
1. include the marked-up Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans with this submission, if required; 
 
2. incorporate all revisions made during the Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans submission 

review; 
 
3. complete all project-information boxes, including right-of-way project number and sheet 

numbers; 
 
4. complete all sheet-numbers cross references; and 
 
5. review the plans against the checklist shown as Figure 85-2F. 
 
 
14-2.04(09)  Stage 3 Review Submission [Rev. Sept. 2011] 

 
Plans should be approximately 95% complete at this stage. 
 
For this submittal, finalize the plans and include all roadway, traffic, and bridge details, and 
check the computations.  Complete the following and review these elements for Quality 
Assurance. 
 
1. Previous Reviews.  Include the marked-up plans from the previous submittal with this 

submission. 
 
2. Conformance.  Review the plans for conformance with the Level One controlling design 

criteria listed in Section 40-8.02(01) and identify approval dates of design exceptions. 
 
3. Pavement Design.  Incorporate the final pavement design into the typical cross section 

and final quantities. 
 
4. Computations and Quantities.  Include the computations and quantities with this 

submission as follows: 
 

a. final approach drainage design; 
b. superstructure design; 
c. end bent or abutment design; 
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d. interior substructure design; 
e. bridge-seat elevations; 
f. screeds at copings, profile grade, each beam line, and each construction joint; 
g. superstructure quantities; 
h. end-bent or abutment quantities; 
i. interior substructure quantities; 
j. pavement, curb, sidewalks, and related quantities; 
k. drainage-structure quantities; 
l. riprap, sodding, and seeding quantities; 
m. earthwork quantities; 
n. traffic-related items and designs as discussed and revised from Field Check Plans; 
o. traffic-maintenance quantities; 
p. miscellaneous roadway quantities; 
q. updated construction cost estimate; 
r. completed special provisions; and 
s. erosion- and sediment-control features design. 

 
5. Reports.  Ensure that the recommendations from the hearing comments, Geotechnical 

Report, or other reports regarding peat, hazardous waste, special wastes, etc., have been 
incorporated into the plans, specifications, and cost estimate. 

 
6. Plans.  The plans should be nearly complete at this stage and should include the 

following. 
 

a. Title and Index Sheets.  Complete the Design Data block and update the index as 
necessary. 

 
b. Typical Cross Sections.  Add the final pavement design information. 

 
c. Plan and Profile Sheets.  Ensure that structure notations are completed; sodding, 

riprap, and paved side ditch locations are indicated; earthwork balances are 
shown; and removal items identified.  Right-of-way station offsets from the final 
right-of-way plans should be incorporated. 

 
d. Details Sheets.  Ensure that all details are completed and included with this 

submission.  This includes details for the following: 
 

(1) reinforced-concrete bridge approach bill of materials and details; 
(2) temporary erosion control; 
(3) traffic-maintenance details; and  
(4) traffic-design elements (e.g., intersections, signals, signing, or lighting). 
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e. Bridge Sheets.  Finalize the design for these sheets as follows. 
 

(1) Soil Borings sheet. 
(2) Layout sheet.  Ensure that the riprap and slopewall quantities are shown 

and the earthwork summary is completed. 
(3) General Plan sheet. 
(4) End Bent or Abutment Details. 
(5) Interior Substructure Details. 
(6) Superstructure Details. 

 
f. Tables.  Complete all data tables including the following: 

 
(1) Bridge Summary Table; 
(2) Structure Data Table; 
(3) Approach Table; 
(4) Underdrain Table; 
(5) Paved Side Ditch and Sodding Table; 
(6) Guardrail Table; and 
(7) Sign Summary Table. 

 
g. Cross Sections.  Design information should be essentially complete.  This 

includes final structure notations, earthwork areas and volumes, and benching 
areas and volumes. 

 
7. Level One Checklists and Design Computations.  If there are no changes to the plans 

which affect Level One criteria since the prior submission, it is acceptable to copy the 
previous Level One Checklist and add a statement that no changes have been made to the 
plans that affect Level One criteria.  The statement should be initialed and dated for the 
current submission. 

 
 The designer should submit a Level One Checklist, including computations for the 

mainline, each S-line, and each traffic-maintenance phase.  The designer should include 
computations for the required intersection sight distance at each public road, including 
each local-service road or frontage road within the project limits.  The designer should 
also submit documentation of the intersection sight distance provided at each public road.  
This requirement also applies to the traffic-maintenance phases. 

 
8. Rule 5 Submission.  If required and not previously submitted, submit in accordance with 

Section 9-1.02. 
 
9. Limited Review and Certification Form. 
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10. Quality Assurance Form. 
 
11. Bridge Load Rating.  For each bridge on an INDOT route, a copy of the bridge plans, 

excluding cross sections, with a cover letter indicating the designer’s name, design firm 
(if applicable), telephone number or e-mail address, and other necessary information 
should be transmitted to the Production Management Division’s load rating engineer.  
This requirement will not apply to a box, three-sided, or local public agency structure. 
 
The load rating engineer will run the available bridge load rating program and will notify 
the project manager of the results within 30 days. 

 
If the analysis shows an inventory rating less than 1.0, the project manager will transmit 
the information to the designer to review, comment, and revise the design and plans, as 
necessary, or resolve rating-input errors. 

 
The project manager should submit to the load rating engineer a copy of changes or 
revisions to the bridge plans, including those due to a cost-reduction proposal that may 
affect the load capacity rating after the load rating is completed. 

 
The project manager will provide the bridge inspection engineer with the structural 
calculations including computer output if the bridge is one of the types as follows: 

 
a. post-tensioned concrete beams; * 
b. segmental concrete; * 
c. three-sided structure; ** 
d. oversize box culvert; ** or 
e. other as requested by the Bridge Inventory Team. 

 
* The designer will notify the bridge inspection engineer of this structure type as soon as 
practical after receipt of design approval. 

 
** No submission of final check prints will be made for this structure type.  Calculations 
will be furnished after shop plans are approved. 
 

12. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.04(10)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
See the requirements listed in Section 14-1.02(03). 
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14-2.04(11)  Bridge within Limits of Road Project 

 
Plans for a bridge which is complementary to plans for road work must be developed as 
described below.  Each structure which is assigned a bridge file number must also be assigned a 
Des number. 
 
1. INDOT-Route Project. 
 

a. New or Replacement Beam or Slab Bridge.  A separate set of plans should be 
developed for each bridge.  However, plans for an overflow structure may be 
included in the set for the main-channel structure. 

 
b. New or Replacement Three-Sided, Box, or Pipe Structure.  These may be 

incorporated into the road plans.  The structure file number and Des number for 
each such structure included in the road plans should be shown on the title sheet. 

 
A separate set of plans with only one title sheet may be developed for one or more of 
these structures. 

 
2. Local-Public-Agency Project.  Bridge plans may be incorporated into road plans or 

developed as a separate set per the requirements of the local public agency.  However, the 
structure file number and Des number for each structure included in the road plans should 
be shown on the road title sheet. 

 
 
14-2.05  Bridge Plans, Rehabilitation Project 

 
14-2.05(01)  Preliminary Field Check and Inspection Report 

 
Based on the initial inspection of the structure, prepare the Inspection Report.  The Report should 
include, but should not be limited to, the following: 
 
1. existing condition status; 
2. rehabilitation recommendations; 
3. tabulation of design criteria; 
4. cost estimate; 
5. quantity computations; 
6. color photographs; and 
7. environmental-permit requirements. 
 
The Report may also include a detailed account of past repairs, a design exception request, and 
justification for a survey to verify geometric information. 
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Section 72-2.05 provides the Department’s procedures for the initial Field Inspection and the 
suggested format and content of the Bridge Inspection Report. 
 
If potential scour problems were identified on the initial inspection, the Hydraulics Team should 
be contacted. 
 
If the project will include foundation work, the Office of Geotechnical Engineering should be 
contacted. 
 
 
14-2.05(02)  Scope-of-Work Approval 

 
Once the Inspection Report has been determined by the reviewer to be satisfactory, approval of 
the Scope of Work is recommended.  The designer will be requested to make a Preliminary Plans 
Submission upon Scope-of-Work Approval. 
 
 
14-2.05(03)  Preliminary Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
After receiving Scope-of-Work Approval, begin preparation of the preliminary plans.  
Information on these plans will include the following. 
 
1. Title and Index Sheets.  At this stage, these sheets should include the information as 

follows: 
 

a. project number, bridge file number, and Des number; 
 

b. project description; 
 

c. county location map; 
 

d. project layout map including north arrow and scale; 
 

e. design data including design speed, project design criteria, functional 
classification (rural or urban setting), type of terrain, and traffic data; 

 
f. signature blocks; these blocks will not be completed at this stage; and 

 
g. an index of plan sheets, as separate sheet 2, at this stage.  Sheet numbers may 

change for future submittals. 
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2. Traffic-Maintenance Details.  The proposed traffic-maintenance scheme and phasing 
should be outlined. 

 
3. Layout.  A Layout sheet is not required unless the rehabilitation project is significant 

enough to warrant a full survey. 
 
4. General Plan.  This sheet should include the following: 
 

a. plan view; 
b. elevation view; 

 c. typical bridge cross section; 
 d. design data relative to structural elements; 
 e. related general notes; and, 

f. general rehabilitation recommendations (e.g., legend, material notes, required 
stormwater- pollution-prevention retrofits). 

 
5. INDOT All Project Commitments. Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
Preliminary plans will be sent to the Production Management Division’s Railroads and Utilities 
teams for their use.  Preliminary Plans may be utilized in the application of relevant 
environmental permits.  Upon approval of the Preliminary Plans, the designer will be requested 
to submit the Final Plans. 
 
 
14-2.05(04)  Final Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
This submittal will include the following: 
 
1. all revisions to the Preliminary Plans; 
2. all necessary plans details required to adequately define the required repairs; 
3. final quantities computations; 
4. final design computations; 
5. special provisions; and 
6. final construction cost estimate; and 
7. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
The Final Plans should also include specific measures proposed by the Railroads, Utilities, 
Environmental, Geotechnical, or Hydraulics team. 
 
A submission to obtain a bridge load rating analysis should be made as described in Section 14-
2.04(09), item 12. 
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14-2.05(05)  Final Field Check 

 
After reviewing the Final Plans and finding them substantially complete and correct, a Final 
Field Check will be scheduled.  The purpose of this Field Check will be as follows: 
 
1. confirm the condition of the structure and appropriateness of the plans; and 
 
2. allow the district representative to review the traffic-maintenance scheme and 

construction procedures. 
 
 
14-2.05(06)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
All revisions resulting from the Final Field Check and Final Plans review will be completed for 
this submission. 
 
 
14-2.05(07)  Bridges within Limits of Road Project 

 
Plans for multiple bridge rehabilitations which are complementary to plans for road work may be 
combined into one set of bridge plans.  The structure file numbers and Des numbers for all such 
structures should be shown on the title sheet. 
 
 
14-2.06  Traffic Plans, Signing Project 

 
Separate traffic-signs plan sheets, including Title sheet, Index, and General Notes sheet, etc., are 
provided for each road project where a separate Des number is used for the traffic-signs portion 
of the project.  This occurs if the project is 1 mi or longer, or for a major project including an 
interchange. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Existing traffic-signs plans for a non-Interstate route are not 

required unless instructed otherwise. 
 

 
 
14-2.06(01)  Preliminary Plans 
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Preliminary plans will consist of plan sheets with the information as follows: 
 
1. mainline geometry and all intersecting roadways; 
2. North arrow on each sheet; and 
3. mainline and each intersecting roadway labeled, and centerline stationing. 
 
 
14-2.06(02)  Preliminary Field Check Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
For this submittal, the plans should include the sheets as follows. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  Include the layout map and show the project location on the location map. 
 
2. Index and General Notes Sheet.  The index blocks should be completed to indicate the 

sheet numbers for the plans at this stage.  The sheet numbers will change for future 
submittals. 

 
3. Signs Plans Sheets.  These sheets should include the information as follows: 
 

a. plan view of the roadway; 
 

b. route numbers and street names; 
 

c. right-of-way limits; 
 

d. north arrow; 
 

e. stationing, identification number, and message of all existing sheet signs, ground-
mounted panel signs, and overhead panel signs; 

 
f. stationing and identification number of each proposed sign; 

 
g. proposed panel-sign messages; and 

 
h. the applicable legend; see Section 14-3.04. 

 
4. Sign Summary Table.  The sign location (station) and type (sign code) should be shown.  

However, the sign size, summary, and post size need not be completed at this stage. 
 
5. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
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14-2.06(03)  Final Field Check Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The plans should be in their final form.  However, some changes still may occur.  Plans should 
include the following. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  This sheet should be essentially complete except for signatures. 
 
2. Index and General Notes Sheet.  This sheet should include a list of all utilities and a 

complete list of general notes. 
 
3. Existing Signs Plans Sheets.  These sheets will provide the stationing, identification 

number, and message for each existing sign. 
 
4. Proposed Signs Plans Sheets.  In addition to the criteria for Preliminary Field Check plan 

sheets, these sheets should include the information for overhead-sign lighting as follows: 
 

a. service point; 
b. cable duct; 
c. cable duct marker; and 
d. handhole. 

 
5. Sign Layout Sheets.  These sheets should include the following: 
 

a. size of sign; 
b. sign border; 
c. corner radii; 
d. height of message or legend; 
e. stationing and identification number; 
f. code for route shield; 
h. size of arrow and degree of slant; and 
g. notation for special color combinations (e.g., black copy on yellow background). 

 
6. Cross-Sections.  These sheets should include the following: 
 

a. for each box truss, monotube span, tri-cord, or cable-span structure, the full 
roadway cross section; 

 
b. for each cantilever structure, half cross section from the lane lines for a multilane 

facility or the centerline for a 2-lane facility to the front slope; 
 

c. for each ground-mounted panel sign, the cross section from the edge of the 
traveled way to the right-of-way line; 
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d. Cross section sheets for each ground-mounted panel sign will include the 

following: 
 

(1) size of sign; 
(2) sign message; 
(3) size and length of posts; 
(4) horizontal clearance from the edge of traveled way; 
(5) vertical clearance from the edge of traveled way or ground line; 
(6) footing dimensions; 
(7) identification number; and 
(8) stationing. 

 
e. Cross section sheets for each overhead-sign structure will include the following: 

 
(1) size of sign; 
(2) legend; 
(3) luminaire and spacing, if required; 
(4) structure dimensions; 
(5) identification number; 
(6) stationing; and 
(7) type of roadside protection. 

 
7. Details Sheets.  The details sheets to be included are as follows: 
 

a. completed Sign Summary Table; 
b. proposed route-marker-assembly details; 
c. sheet sign details; 
d. traffic sign details; 
e. foundation details; and 
f. any special design details. 

 
8. Other Documents.  Other documents that should be included with this submission may 

include structure and foundation calculations, special provisions, and cost estimates. 
 
9. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.06(04)  Final Check Prints Submission 

 
The purpose of this submittal is to ensure that the plans are complete.  Those items which were 
revised at the Final Field Check should have been addressed.  All quantities should be finalized 
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and a bound copy of the computations should be included with the submittal.  Conduct a detailed 
review to ensure that all necessary pay items have been included and that a special provision is 
provided for each non-standard pay item.  A finalized cost estimate should also be included. 
 
 
14-2.06(05)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
The Final Plans submittal will include all necessary revisions from the Final Check Prints 
submittal.  Section 14-1.02(03) discusses what is required for the Final Tracings submission. 
 
 
14-2.07  Traffic Plans, Signalization Project 

 
14-2.07(01)  Preliminary Plans 

 
Preliminary plans will consist of plan sheets with the information as follows: 
 
1. mainline geometry and all intersecting roadways; 
2. north arrow on each sheet; 
3. outline of signalized intersections; and 
4. centerline stationing. 
 
 
14-2.07(02)  Preliminary Field Check Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
For the Preliminary Field Check submittal, the plans should include the following. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  Include the layout map and show the project location on the location map. 
 
2. Index and General Notes Sheet.  The index block should be completed to indicate the 

sheet numbers for the plans at this stage.  The sheet numbers will change for future 
submittals. 

 
3. Signalization Plan Sheets.  These sheets should include the information as follows: 
 

a. plan view of the intersection including intersection geometrics, curbs, shoulders, 
and building lines; 

 
b. route numbers and street names; 

 
c. right-of-way limits; 
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d. north arrow; 
 

e. commission number for signal (State highway only); 
 

f. all existing features (e.g., controller cabinets, signal poles, mast arms, 
foundations, sidewalks, curbs, pavement markings, utilities, etc.); 

 
g. proposed signal installations (e.g., types of signal supports, location of controller 

cabinet, pavement markings, lane restrictions, intersection dimensions, roadway 
width, position and direction of signal heads, phase diagram, detector locations, 
conduit locations, number of wires in each cable run, power service location, 
detector housing, hand holes, disconnect hangers, etc.); 

 
h. other applicable information includes the location of any pertinent signs, panel 

sign messages, approaches near the intersection, bus stops and loading zones, 
drainage structures, curb ramps, and utilities; 

 
i. the applicable legend; see Section 14-3.04; and 

 
j. posted speed limit. 

 
4. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
14-2.07(03)  Final Field Check Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
For this submittal, the plans should be in their final form.  However, some changes still may 
occur.  Plans will include the following. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  This sheet should be essentially complete except for signatures. 
 
2. Index and General Notes Sheet.  This sheet should include a list of all utilities and a 

complete list of general notes. 
 
3. Signalization Plan Sheets.  Include all revisions from the Preliminary Field Check and 

finalize the sheets. 
 
4. Details Sheets.  All necessary details sheets should be included with this submission. 
 
5. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
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14-2.07(04)  Final Check Prints Submission 

 
The purpose of this submittal is to ensure that the plans are complete.  Those items which were 
revised at the Final Field Check should have been included.  All quantities should be finalized in 
the Estimate of Quantities, with a bound copy of the computations included in the submittal.  
Conduct a detailed review to ensure that all of the necessary pay items have been included and 
that a special provision is provided for each non-standard pay item.  A finalized cost estimate 
should also be included. 
 
The Details sheets should include the following: 
 
1. intersection alignment and proper number of lanes; 
2. all approaches with posted speeds clearly identified; 
3. all drives; 
4. all property lines; 
5. all right-of-way lines; 
6. all edges of pavement and shoulders; 
7. locations of curbs, sidewalks, and curb ramps; 
8. all pertinent pavement markings, including lane lines, crosswalk lines, and stop lines; 
9. all existing and proposed guardrail locations; 
10. underground and overhead utilities locations; 
11. Legend, Phase Diagram, and Loop Tagging Table; and 
12. route number including street name, if any. 
 
Traffic diagrams should not be included. 
 
 
14-2.07(05)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
The Final Plans submittal will include all necessary revisions from the Final Check Prints 
submittal.  Section 14-1.02(03) discusses what is required for the Final Tracings submission. 
 
 
14-2.08  Traffic Plans, Lighting Project 

 
The lighting-plans portion to accompany plans for a road or bridge project should be submitted 
as a separate set of plans, including the title sheet, Index and General Notes sheet, etc. 
 
 
14-2.08(01)  Preliminary Plans 

 
Preliminary plans will consist of plan sheets including the information as follows: 
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1. mainline geometry and all intersecting roadways; 
2. north arrow on each sheet; 
3. mainline and all intersecting roadways labeled; and 
4. centerline stationing. 
 
 
14-2.08(02)  Preliminary Field Check Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
For the Preliminary Field Check submittal, the plans should include the following. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  Include the layout map and show the project location on the location map. 
 
2. Index and General Notes Sheet.  This sheet should include a list of all utilities and a 

complete list of general notes.  The index block should be completed to indicate the sheet 
numbers for the plans at this stage.  The sheet numbers will change for future submittals. 

 
3. Plan Sheets.  These sheets should include the information as follows: 
 

a. plan view of the roadway; 
b. route numbers and street names; 
c. right-of-way limits; 
d. north arrow; 
e. stationing and identification number of proposed light standards; 
f. identification of overhead-sign lighting, if required; 
g. applicable legend; see Section 14-3.04; and 
h. service point location and type. 

 
4. Design Data.  The following design data to be included is as follows: 
 

a. initial lamp lumens; 
b. average maintained illumination; 
c. lamp lumens depreciation factor; 
d. luminaire dirt depreciation factor; 
e. uniformity ratio; 
f. mounting height; 
g. luminaire classification; and 
h. pavement classification. 

 
5. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
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14-2.08(03)  Final Field Check Plans Submission [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
For this submittal, the plans should be in final form.  However, some changes still may occur.  
Plans will include the following. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  This sheet should be essentially complete except for signatures. 
 
2. Index and General Notes Sheet.  This sheet should include a list of all utilities and a 

complete list of general notes.  The index block should be completed to indicate the sheet 
numbers for the plans. 

 
3. Lighting Plans Sheets.  In addition to the criteria for Preliminary Field Check plans 

sheets, these sheets should include the following: 
 

a. cable duct; 
b. circuit number; 
c. cable duct marker, if required; 
d. handhole, if required; and 
e. main breaker and circuit breaker rating. 

 
4. Summary Table.  This should include the following: 
 

a. luminaire or tower number; 
b. connection type; 
c. circuit connection; 
d. pole set-back distance from edge of traveled way, taper, or ramp; 
e. mast-arm length (conventional lighting); 
f. luminaire effective mounting height (E.M.H.); and 
g. top foundation elevation with respect to the edge of traveled way. 

 
5. High-Mast Tower Plans.  These should include the details as follows: 
 

a. pole data schedule; 
b. highway illumination tower detail; 
c. high-mast tower miscellaneous details; 
d. external winch concrete pad; 
e. lightning rod typical details; and 
f. tower retrofit details, if required. 

 
6. Other Documents.  Other documents may include the following: 
 

a. voltage drop and breaker rating calculations; 
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b. design calculations; 
c. special provisions; and 
d. cost estimates. 

 
7. INDOT All Project Commitments Report.  This should include all known resolutions. 
 
 
14-2.08(04)  Final Check Prints Submission 

 
The purpose of this submittal is to ensure that the plans are complete.  Those items which were 
revised at the Final Field Check should have been included.  All quantities should be finalized 
and a bound copy of the computations should be included with the submittal.  Conduct a detailed 
review to ensure that all of the necessary pay items have been included and that a special 
provision is provided for each non-standard pay item.  A finalized cost estimate should also be 
included. 
 
 
14-2.08(05)  Final Tracings Submission 

 
This submittal will include all necessary revisions from the Final Check Prints submittal.  
Section 14-1.02(03) discusses what is required for this submission. 
 
14-2.09  Sidewalk and Curb Ramps Project 

 
The plans should consist of the information as follows. 
 
1. Title Sheet. 

a. Project type as sidewalk 
b. Brief project-location description 
c. Des number and project number 
d. Latitude and longitude 

 
2. Index Sheet. 

a. Plans-sheets index 
b. Utilities information 
c. Revision block 

 
3. Traffic-Maintenance Details.  These should be included as needed. 
 
4. Typical Cross Section Sheet. 

 
a. Sidewalk width and cross slope of 2% 
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b. Location of sidewalk relative to adjacent travel lane 
c. Widths of travel lanes 

 
5. Plan and Profile Sheets. 

a. Existing curbs and separations 
b. Protruding objects such as fire hydrants or utility poles, with horizontal and vertical 

clearances 
c. Longitudinal grade 
d. Profile Grade survey (PG) 
e. Widths of all existing and proposed sidewalks 

 
6. Cross Sections.  These should be included as needed 
 
 
14-3.0  DRAFTING GUIDELINES 

 
14-3.01  Drafting Methods 

 
All project drafting will be performed using Microstation.  The INDOT CADD System User 

Guide provides information on the Department’s Microstation system.  For a consultant not 
using INDOT’s Microstation system, Chapter Sixteen, once developed, will provide the 
Department's criteria for translating the CADD files to the Department’s system. 
 
The Department’s preferred practice is to use only Microstation drafting.  However, for a small 
in-house or consultant-designed project, manual drafting may be acceptable.  For a manually-
drafted project, the designer/drafter should use the criteria described in the INDOT CADD 

System User Guide, and Chapter Fifteen, once it is developed, for line weights, topography 
symbols, plotting accuracy, etc. 
 
Where manual plotting is used, the drafter must consider line weights and text sizes to ensure 
that, once the plans size is reduced, the plans will still be readable.  The minimum text should be 
at least 5/8 in. height.  Letters should be open and formed with a dense but not wide line. 
 
 
14-3.02  Plotting Survey Data 

 
The designer is responsible for plotting all survey data received as an electronic file.  The 
INDOT CADD System User Guide discusses how to plot the survey data.  Each consultant should 
plot the survey data according to the procedures provided with the CADD software package. 
 
In plotting survey data, the following accuracies should be used to show elements on the plans 
sheets. 
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1. Show horizontal alignment data (e.g., curve information, equations, reference-point tie-

ins, section corner tie-ins) to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 
2. Show existing roadway elevations used for pavement tie-ins and vertical clearance 

computations to the nearer 0.1 ft.  Show benchmark elevations to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 
3. Horizontal pluses, offsets, physical feature dimensions, and locations, etc., may be shown 

to either the nearer 0.05 ft or 0.01 ft.  The nearer 0.01-ft accuracy is preferred. 
 
4. The survey should be plotted for 300 ft beyond the project limits.  At a minimum, the 

survey should be plotted for 150 ft beyond the project limits. 
 
 
14-3.03  Sheet Size [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The plans-sheet sizes which may be used are as follows. 
 
1. 8½ in. by 11 in.  This size should be used for a partial 3R or other type of project that 

does not require a significant amount of detail.  The sheets are placed into the Contract 
Information book. 

 
2. 24 in. by 36 in.  This size should be used for all other projects. 
 
3. 11 in. by 17 in.  Plans sheets should not be initially developed, and final tracings should 

not be submitted, in this size.  Plans sheets of 24 in. by 36 in., if reduced to this size, will 
not be exactly at half scale.  Such plans sheets may be reduced to this size during the 
development or construction processes for use convenience.  Final tracings submitted in 
this size will be rejected and a resubmission as 24 in. by 36 in. sheets will be required. 

 
 
14-3.04  General Guidelines 

 
The following provides general guidelines for plotting survey data and design details on the plan 
sheets. 
 
 
14-3.04(01)  Dimensions 

 
In dimensioning, the following should be considered. 
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1. Measurement Units.  Show all dimensions in english measure.  Do not use dual metric 
and english units.  Each unit symbol should be lower-cased and exponentiated, if 
required, in accordance with english-units customary practice.  A period should follow 
only the symbols in. and gal. 

 
2. Bridge Plans.  Show all bridge-plans detail dimensions including span lengths, floor slab 

widths, etc., in feet and inches.  Show all non-structure dimensions on the General Plan 
and Layout sheets in feet. 

 
3. Road Plans.  Road-plans sheets will be prepared using feet and decimals of a foot. 
 
4. Traffic Plans.  Traffic-plans sheets will use either feet and inches, or feet and decimals of 

a foot, depending upon the element shown.  However, if the large majority of the 
dimensions of a drawing or detail are all in one unit method or the other, show all 
dimensions using one method. 

 
5. Common Units.  Where all or most of the units are shown in one set of dimensions (e.g., 

either feet or inches), a footnote may be added to the sheet stating this fact.  For example, 
All dimensions are in inches (in.) except as noted.  Remove the ft or ’, or the in. or ” 
symbol from the plans to improve the sheet clarity. 

 
6. Spacing.  Provide a space between the value and abbreviation symbol (e.g., 12 ft or 12.25 

ft or 6 in.).  Do not provide a space between the value and punctuation symbol (e.g. 12’ 
or 6”).  Provide a hyphen between a feet-and-inches value using punctuation symbols 
(e.g. 12’-6”). 

 
7. Value Less Than 1.  For a decimal value, place a zero before the decimal marker (e.g., 

0.75 ft).  For a fractional value of less than one inch in a feet-and-inches value using 
punctuation symbols, include a zero ahead of the fraction (e.g. 12’-0½”). 

 
8. Large Number.  For a number larger than three digits, use a comma to separate blocks of 

three digits (e.g., 12,000 ft2).  For plan dimensions, it will be satisfactory to either insert 
or omit the comma as desired. 

 
 
14-3.04(02)  Symbols and Legends 

 
Chapter Fifteen, once it is developed, will provide the Department’s electronic-drafting symbol 
library.  These symbols should be used in the preparation of manually- or electronically-drafted 
plans.  To obtain a copy of this library, the designer should contact the CADD Support Team. 
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Figure 14-3A, Recommended Plans Legends, provides the legends that may be used on plans.  
Chapter Fifteen will describe traffic symbols and legends that should be used within a set of 
plans.  A circle with either a letter or number inside it may be used to indicate various 
construction items or materials.  Where additional items are similar but with different 
thicknesses, layers, weights, etc., use an alphanumeric combination [e.g., (A1) 14-in. Plain 
Cement Concrete Pavement, (A2) 10-in. Plain Cement Concrete Pavement].  The legend should 
be consistent throughout a set of plans (i.e., each number or letter applies to an individual item 
throughout a set of plans).  Do not renumber the legends on each sheet to account for the unused 
legends.  List the legends used on a sheet in an open area on the sheet. 
 
 
14-3.04(03)  Text 

 
Chapter Fifteen, once it is developed, will provide the Department’s criteria for text sizes, fonts, 
and line weights.  For each sheet type, use uniform text sizes and line weights.  For example, all 
of the text for notations in the plan view should be of the same size and weight.  However, the 
text for the summary table may be in a different text size.  The font type should be uniform 
throughout the plans. 
 
Words should not be abbreviated so should therefore be completely spelled out.  However, this is 
not always practical.  Figure 14-3B, Plans Abbreviations, provides the common abbreviations 
that should be used where it is necessary to abbreviate words.  Spell out the words for those 
terms not listed in Figure 14-3B. 
 
 
14-3.04(04)  Plan Notes 

 
Specific plan notes (e.g., dimensions, clarifications) should be placed directly on the applicable 
sheet.  General notes which apply to the whole project or several sheets should be placed on the 
Index and General Notes Sheet.  The types of notes that are acceptable for placement in the plans 
are as follows: 
 
1. a specific reference to a drawing on a sheet; 
2. a note with an arrow drawn to a part of a drawing it complements; 
3. utility owners; 
4. soil-borings information; 
5. cross references to other plan sheets or INDOT Standard Drawings; 
6. hydraulic data; 
7. earthwork table or balance information; 
8. bridge-seat calculation procedure; 
9. legends; 
10. screed instructions; 
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11. benchmark data; 
12. traffic-signal diagram description; 
13. Sign Summary description notes; 
14. all tables; and 
15. Structure Data sheet remarks. 
 
Notes which describe the particular work, material requirements, construction requirements, 
method of measurement, or basis of payment are considered to be specifications and should not 
be included on a set of plans.  These notes should be included in the INDOT Standard 

Specifications, recurring special provisions, or unique special provisions.  Chapter Nineteen 
provides guidance on the use and preparation of these specifications. 
 
 
14-3.04(05)  Miscellaneous 

 
The following provides guidelines which the designer should consider in preparing a set of plans. 
 
1. Stationing.  An english-units station of 100 ft is used, which is shown to two decimal 

places (e.g., 1 + 00.00).  Show tic marks at 100-ft intervals.  The tic marks are shown on 
the survey left side of the centerline.  Indicate a full station at every 500-ft interval with 
plus stations at 100-ft intervals.  For an example, see INDOT Typical Plan Sheets. 

 
For example, Sta. 12+27.96 indicates a point 27.96 ft forward of english-units Sta. 
12+00.  The location of the first even-hundred station on a new alignment is arbitrary. 

 
2. Cross-Section Intervals.  Use 50-ft cross-section intervals where the alignment is 

maintained over existing embankments and through rolling terrain.  A larger interval may 
be used where uniform templates are used over flat terrain.  Provide additional cross-
section intervals where there are abrupt changes in either the typical section or the 
existing ground. 

 
3. Angles.  Express angles in degrees, minutes, and seconds. 
 
4. North Arrow.  Provide a uniform north arrow on the finished set of plans.  Chapter 

Fifteen illustrates the appropriate north arrow that should be used. 
 
5. Reduction.  A full-sized set of mylar (reproducible) plans is required for construction and 

contract letting.  Section 14-3.03 discusses the sheet sizes that are used by the 
Department.  Scales used for drafting the full-size sheets are no longer accurate once the 
plans are reduced.  Once the plans are reduced, readability of the plans may become 
critical.  The minimum text sizes that should be used are provided in the INDOT CADD 

System User Guide, and Chapter Fifteen, once it is developed 
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6. Limits.  The limits of plan coverage on a road-project plans sheet will vary according to 

the plan and profile scale selected and type of plans sheet selected.  Section 14-3.05 
discusses the scales that should be used. 

 
7. Plans Sheets.  The Department’s typical plans sheets can be obtained from the INDOT 

CADD library. 
 
8. Alignment Placement.  Where the horizontal alignment is on tangent, the centerline or 

survey line should parallel the top border and be centered vertically in the plan-view 
space.  Where the horizontal alignment is on a curve, tangents should be angled to 
produce reasonable balance.  Keep an entire curve on the same sheet. 

 
9. Soil-Boring Logs.  In plotting soil-boring logs for a bridge project, elevations should be 

shown along the vertical grid for each boring log so that the elevation of each soil sample 
can be ascertained.  Road-boring logs should not be included in the plans. 

 
Boring logs may be scanned and placed onto the Soil Borings sheet, provided such logs 
are legible when reduced to half-size. 

 
10. Project Block.  Each sheet will have a project block along the bottom of the sheet.  The 

project block will vary from sheet to sheet.  These are illustrated in the INDOT Typical 

Plan Sheets document.  The following information, from left to right, should be included 
in the project block. 

 
 a. Design Information.  In the lower left-hand corner of each plan and profile sheet, 

include the horizontal-alignment references.  For most other sheets, this area will 
be left blank. 

 
b. Engineer’s Seal.  The engineer’s seal is required on each sheet along with the 

signature of the engineer and date signed.  The seal location may vary within the 
plans sheet depending on which engineer prepared the sheet. 

 
c. Signatures.  The signature block will include the signatures for the design 

engineer, designer, drafter, and checkers. 
 
 d. Sheet Title.  Each sheet should be labeled. 
 

e. Scales.  Where applicable, identify the scales used on the drawing in the lower 
right-hand corner. 
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f. File Numbers.  Show all applicable files and references including contract 
number, bridge file, Des number, survey book number, etc., in the lower right-
hand corner. 

 
g. Sheet Numbering.  Provide the sheet number and the total number of sheets for 

the set in the lower right-hand corner of each sheet.  Number all sheets 
sequentially including the title sheet.  Sheets that are added after the sheet 
numbers have been placed should be designated as described in Section.14-
1.02(04), and identified in the index.  The additional sheets are not included in the 
total number of sheets.  The sheet numbering should be the last thing the designer 
does prior to submitting the final tracings to the Research and Documents Library 
Team. 

 
h. Survey Lines.  If there are multiple survey lines, indicate the line designation with 

the sheet title (e.g., Plan and Profile Line “S-1-A”). 
 
 
14-3.04(06)  Title Sheet [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The information block should be in accordance with the format shown in Figure 14-3C.  Part V 
includes geometric design tables which reflect the scope of project construction.  The applicable 
design criteria in such tables are based not only on traffic volume characteristics, but also on 
road classification, rural or urban setting, type of terrain, and access control.  The information 
block will have all of these design controls defined in one location.  A person looking at the 
plans will immediately know which geometric design table and what design criteria were used in 
the project development. 
 
In the signatures box, the words Indiana Department of Transportation should be shown under 
the Approved for Letting signature line, as shown in Figure 14-3C(1).  Nothing else should be 
shown. 
 
14-3.05  Scales 

 
The following provides the recommended drawing scales that should be used in developing a set 
of plans.  The selected scales should be shown in the project block on each sheet.  Where scales 
are not used, this should be shown in the project block. 
 
 

14-3.05(01)  Road Project 

 
For a road project, use the following scales. 
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1. Title Sheet.  For the location map, a 1” = 2000’ scale should be used.  A location map for 
an urban area may use a 1” = 1000’ scale for better clarity.  For a longer project, a scale 
of 1” = 4000’ may be necessary. 

 
2. Typical Sections.  The scale for the typical-section figures, commonly ¼” = 1’-0”, is at 

the designer’s discretion.  The scale selected should adequately show the necessary 
features.  Although not desirable, the scale may vary from typical section to typical 
section.  The vertical scale may be exaggerated to adequately show the pavement cross 
section. 

 
3. Right-of-Way Sheets.  The appropriate scale will depend on the plat sheet used.  The 

following will apply. 
 

a. Route Survey Plat.  Use a scale of 1” = 200’. 
 

b. Plat No. 1.  For a rural area, use a scale of 1” = 400’.  For an urban area, use 1” = 
100’.  For a spot improvement project (e.g., small structure replacement, sight 
distance improvement, etc.), a scale of 1” = 200’ may be used. 

 
c. Plat No. 3.  For a rural area, use a scale of 1” = 400’.  For an urban area, use 1” = 

100’.  For an intermediate area, a scale of 1” = 200’ may be used. 
 
4. Plan and Profile Sheets.  Plan and profile views will be shown together on one sheet, with 

the plan view on top and profile view on the bottom.  The following scales are used. 
 

a. Plan View, Rural.  A scale of 1” = 50’ should be used.  For a longer rural project, 
a 1” = 100’ scale may be used. 

 
b. Plan View, Urban.  Depending upon the complexity of the location and work to 

be accomplished, a scale of 1” = 20’ or 1” = 50’ should be used. 
 

c. Profile View, Horizontal.  This will be the same scale as the plan view. 
 

d. Profile View, Vertical.  The vertical-profile scale will be 1” = 5’ or 1” = 10’ 
depending on the complexity of the project and the plan-view scale selected.  A 
1” = 10’ scale will be used with a plan-view scale of 1” = 100’.  A 1” = 5’ scale 
will be used with a plan-view scale of 1” = 50’ or 1” = 20’. 

 
Other scales, as necessary, may be used to provide better clarity or more practical 
layouts.  If a detail cannot be adequately viewed in the selected scale, show the element 
on a Details sheet. 
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5. Superelevation-Transition Sheet.  The selected scale is left to the designer's discretion.  
Select a scale which will adequately show the necessary features. 

 
6. Details Sheet.  The selected scale will vary based on the complexity of the detail and 

room available on the sheet.  The following provides the scales that are commonly used. 
 

a. Construction Details.  Use a plan-view scale of 1” = 20’. 
 

b. Intersection or Approach Details.  Use a plan-view scale of 1” = 20’. 
 

c. Spot-Elevation Sheet.  Use a plan-view scale of 1” = 20’. 
 

d. Signing Details.  The plan-view scale will be 1” = 50’ for an urban area or 1” = 
100’ for a rural area. 

 
e. Signal Details.  The plan view scale will be 1” = 20’. 

 
f. Pavement Markings.  The preferred plan-view scale is 1” =50’.  Where significant 

detail is required, use a plan-view scale of 1” = 20’. 
 

g. Traffic-Maintenance Details.  Use a plan-view scale of 1” = 50’ or 1” = 100’. 
 

The designer may select an alternative scale for one of the above details based on the 
complexity of the detail and space available on the sheet.  For those details not listed, the 
designer will determine the scale as required. 

 
7. Cross Sections.  The horizontal and vertical cross-section scales will be 1” = 10’.  A 

larger scale may be used where a greater cross-section width or height is required. 
 
 
14-3.05(02)  Bridge Project 

 
Many of the sheets for a bridge project (e.g., index and title sheet, Typical Cross Sections, Right-
of Way Plat, Plan and Profile sheets, cross sections) will use the same scales as listed in Section 
14-3.05(01) for a road project.  The scales for the structural details will vary according to the 
complexity of the drawing and space available on the sheet.  The designer should select a scale 
which will adequately show the necessary detail and still allow the detail to be readable at a 
reduced scale.  The scale for the Layout sheet should be 1” = 30’, 1’ = 40’, or 1” = 50’.  For a 
complex urban project or a project in a steep rural area, a 1” = 20’ scale may be used. 
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14-3.05(03)  Traffic Project 

 
For a traffic-signs, signalization, or lighting project, the following scales should be used. 
 
1. Title Sheet.  For the location map, a 1” = 2000’ scale should be used.  The location map 

for an urban area may use a larger scale for better clarity.  For a longer project or for a 
project scattered throughout a district, it may be necessary to use a scale of 1” = 5000’ or 
smaller. 

 
2. Plans Sheets.  The selected scale will depend upon the type of project selected. 
 

a. Traffic-Signs Sheets.  The plan-view scale will be 1” = 50’ for an urban area.  For 
a rural area, depending on the project complexity, the scale will be 1” = 100’ or 1” 
= 200’. 

 
b. Signalization Sheets.  The plan-view scale for signalization at an intersection will 

be 1” = 20’.  Where details are required for work between intersections (e.g., 
interconnect details), the scale may be 1” = 100’ or 1” = 50’. 

 
c. Lighting Sheets.  The plan-view scale will be 1” = 50’ in an urban area.  For a 

rural area, depending on the project complexity, the scale will be 1” = 100’ or 1” 
= 200’. 

 
3. Details Sheets.  The selected scales will be determined depending on the complexity of 

the detail and space available on the sheet. 
 
4. Cross Sections.  Where cross sections are required, the horizontal and vertical cross-

section scales will be 1” = 10’.  A larger scale may be used where a greater cross-section 
width or height is required. 

 
 
14-3.06  Plans-Dimensions Accuracy 

 
The accuracy of plan dimensions should be consistent with data upon which they are based.  
Accuracy for dimensions to be shown on plans is as follows. 
 
 
14-3.06(01)  Road or Traffic Plans 

 
The following accuracies should be observed. 
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1. Stationing.  Show all stationing to the nearest hundredth of a foot (i.e., 0 + 00.01).  This 
will include PVI, PC, PI, PT, equation stations, etc. 

 
2. Angle.  An angle or bearing should be shown to the nearest second (i.e., 0º 00′ 01″). 
 
3. Horizontal-Alignment Data.  Figure 14-3D, Horizontal-Curve Data on Plans Sheets, 

provides the order and rounding accuracy that should be used to describe curve data. 
 
4. Vertical-Profile Data.  The following vertical-alignment accuracies should be used. 
 

a. PVI. Stationing.  Show each PVI at an even station. 
 

b. Vertical-Curve Length.  Round the length to the nearer 10 ft. 
 

c. PVI Elevation.  Show the elevation to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 

d. Grade.  Show each vertical grade to the nearer 0.001%. 
 

e. Vertical Clearance.  Show each vertical clearance to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 
5. Elevation.  The following elevation accuracies should be used. 
 

a. Bench Mark.  Show the elevation to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 

b. Flow-Line Elevation.  Show each elevation to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 

c. Pavement Elevation.  For existing pavement, show each elevation to the nearer 
0.01 ft. 

 
d. Ground Line.  Show the existing ground line to the nearer 0.01 ft. 

 
e. Other.  Show all other vertical elevations, breaks in ditch grades, pipe invert 

elevations, etc., to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 
6. Contour Interval.  The contour interval will be in 1-ft increments.  Each fifth contour 

should be emphasized and identified.  Intermediate contours will not be identified unless 
they represent a high or low contour.  In rugged terrain or on a steep slope, the 
intermediate contour lines may be removed for clarity. 

 
7. Topography Features.  Show the location of all proposed features to the nearer 0.1 ft, or 

the nearer 0.01 ft where practical. 
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8. Typical-Cross-Section Elements.  The following will apply. 
 

a. Width.  Show all typical-cross-section elements in increments of 6 in.  This 
includes lane or shoulder widths, ditch widths, bench widths, median widths, 
sidewalks, etc. 

 
b. Cross Slope.  Show each cross slope to the nearer 0.1%, including superelevation 

rates. 
 

c. Pavement Depth.  HMA pavement-course density should be shown to the nearer 
10 lb/yd2.  Show all other pavement elements (e.g., concrete-pavement thickness, 
aggregate or subbase depth, special-subgrade-treatment depth, underdrain 
dimensions, etc.) to the nearer inch. 

 
8. Cross-Sections Elements.  Show the profile-grade elevation to the nearer 0.01 ft. 
 
9. Miscellaneous Features.  For the following features, show the dimensions to nearer 

increment indicated as follows: 
 

a. drive location to the nearer 1 ft; 
b. culvert location to the nearer 1 ft; 
c. guardrail to the nearer 0.1 ft 
d. ditch-grade break to the nearer 1 ft. 

 
 
14-3.06(02)  Bridge Plans 

 
In addition to the plan accuracies discussed for road plans, use the following accuracies on 
bridge plans. 
 
1. Bridge Elements.  Bridge elements should be shown in increments of 3 in. (e.g., footing 

length, span length, beam spacing, pier height, etc.).  Where increments of 3 in. are not 
practical, use 2-in. or 1-in. increments. 

 
2. Reinforcing Bars.  Where practical, show the length of each straight bar to the nearer 3 

in.  For a bent bar, show the individual dimensions to the nearer ½ in.  The total length of 
a bent bar should be rounded to the higher inch.  Show spacing of reinforcing bars to the 
nearer 2 in. 

 
3. Dimensions.  Use the following accuracy. 
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a. Concrete Details.  These should be shown in increments of 1 in. (e.g., deck 
thickness, column section, wall thickness, cap dimension, footing width, pile 
spacing, etc.). Where increments of 1 in. are not practical, use ½-in. increments. 

 
b. Camber and Deflection Details.  Show these to the nearer 0.001-ft increment. 

 
c. Structural-Steel Details.  For designations, dimensions, and properties of 

structural shapes, see ASTM A 6M and the AISC english-shape tables.  Other 
dimensions on Details sheets (e.g., plate width, plate length, splice detail, hole 
spacing, steel-shoe-assembly size, etc.) should be dimensioned to the nearer 1/8 
in.  Plate thickness may be shown to the nearer 1/16-in. increment. 

 
d. Precast Prestressed-Concrete Members.  Show all cross-section dimensions for 

these elements to the nearer ¼ in. 
 

e. Manufactured Items.  Accuracy for detailed dimensions for these items (e.g., 
expansion joints, bearing devices, etc.) should be in accordance with industry 
standards. 

 
f. Horizontal Alignment Tie-Up.  Show these dimensions to the nearer 0.01 ft. 

 
4. Elevation.  Show each structure elevation, including top-of-bearing-plate elevation, to the 

nearer 0.01 ft, except as follows. 
 

a. Top-of-Pile Elevation.  Where a pile is encased in a concrete cap, show the top-
of-pile elevation to the nearer 0.1 ft.  Where superstructure beams are attached to 
the piling, show the top-of-pile elevation to the nearer 0.01 ft. 

 
b. Existing Structure.  Show each existing-structure elevation or concrete-removal-

line elevation to the nearer 0.1 ft. 
 

c. Ground Elevation.  Show each of these (e.g., berm, channel clearing, upper limit 
of wet excavation, etc.) to the nearer 0.01 ft. 

 
5. Bridge Quantities.  Chapter Seventeen provides the rounding criteria for bridge quantities 

that are also shown on bridge plans. 
 
 
14-3.07  Plans-Sheets Organization 

 
To provide consistency from project to project, the plans sheets should be assembled in the 
sequence listed below for the applicable project type.  Not all plans sets will include all sheets, 
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and some sheets can be combined together (e.g., Details sheets).  For a project type not listed 
below, the sequence shown for a road project should be used. 
 
 
14-3.07(01)  Road Project 

 
The recommended plans-sheets sequence is as follows: 
 
1. Title sheet; 
 
2. Index and General Notes; 
 
3. Typical Cross Sections; 
 
4. Plat No. 1 or Plat No. 3; 
 
5. Geometric Tie-Up sheet; 
 
6. Traffic Maintenance Details.  A sheet is not required for an official-detour route.  A 

diagram thereof should be included in the Contract Information book; 
 
7. Plan and Profile; 
 
8. Superelevation-Transition Diagram 
 
9. Details sheets, in the order as follows: 
 

a. Construction Details; 
b. Intersection Details; 
c. Spot Elevation Details; 
d. Channel Details; 
e. Geometric Details; 
f. Right-of-Way Details; 
g. Grading Plan; 
h. Drainage Details; 
i. Erosion Control Details (plan view); 
j. Retaining Wall Details; and 
k. Wetland Mitigation Details. 

 
10. traffic-work details, in the order as follows: 
 

a. Signs (if separate traffic-sign plans are not required); 
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b. Signals; 
c. Lighting (if separate lighting plans are not required); and 
d. Pavement Markings. 

 
11. miscellaneous tables; 
 
12. Approach Table; 
 
13. Underdrain Table; 
 
14. Guardrail Summary Table; 
 
15. Structure Data Table; 
 
16. Pipe Materials sheet; and 
 
17. cross sections. 
 
 
14-3.07(02)  Bridge Project 

 
The recommended plans-sheets sequence is as follows: 
 
1. index and title sheet; 
 
2. Typical Cross Sections; 
 
3. Traffic Maintenance Details.  A sheet is not required for an official-detour route.  A 

diagram thereof should be included in the Contract Information book; 
 
4. Road Plan and Profile; 
 
5. Superelevation-Transition Diagram; 
 
6. Roadway Details, in the order as follows: 

 
a. Construction Details; 
b. Intersection Details; 
c. Spot-Elevation Details; 
d. Geometric Details; 
e. Right-of-Way Details; 
f. Grading Plan; 
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g. Drainage Details; and 
h. Erosion-Control Details (plan view); 

 
7. traffic-work details, in the order as follows: 

 
a. Signs (if separate traffic-sign plans are not required); 
b. Signals; 
c. Lighting (if separate lighting plans are not required); and 
d. Pavement Markings. 

 
8. Soil Borings; 
 
9. Channel Change Layout; 
 
10. Layout; 
 
11. General Plan; 
 
12. structure-details sheets, in the order as follows: 
 

a. Coping Offsets and Tie-up Dimensions; 
b. Abutment/Bent/Pier Details and Bill of Materials; 
c. Framing Plan and Girder Elevation; 
d. Structural-Steel Details or Precast-Concrete Beam Details; 
e. Jacking Frames; 
f. Bearing Details; 
g. Floor Details; 
h. Corner Details and Floor Bill of Materials; 
i. Railing Details; 
j. Expansion Joint Details; and 
k. Screeds (optional). 

 
13. Reinforced-Concrete Bridge Approach Details; 
 
14. Bridge Summary; 
 
15. miscellaneous tables; 
 
16. Approach Table; 
 
17. Underdrain Table; 
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18. Guardrail Summary Table; 
 
19. Structure Data Table; 
 
20. Pipe Materials sheet; and 
 
21. cross sections. 
 
 
14-3.07(03)  Traffic-Signs Project 

 
The recommended plans-sheets sequence is as follows: 
 
1. title sheet; 
2. Index and General Notes; 
3. Signing Plan; 
4. Sign Layout; 
5. cross sections; 
6. Footing Details; and 
7. Structural Details. 
 
 
14-3.07(04)  Signalization Project 

 
The recommended plans-sheets sequence is as follows: 
 
1. title sheet; 
2. Index and General Notes; 
3. Signal Plan; and 
4. Signal Details. 
 

 

14-3.07(05)  Lighting Project 

 
The recommended plans-sheets sequence is as follows: 
 
1. title sheet; 
2. Index and General Notes; 
3. Lighting Plan; and 
4. cross sections. 
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SHEET 

Road, Bridge,
or Traffic 

Project 
Manager 

Traffic 
Signs 
Team 

Traffic 
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Team 

Highway 
Lighting 
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Title 

 
X 

 
 

 
 

 
  

Index and General Notes 
 

X 
 
 

 
 

 
  

Typical Sections 
 

X 
 
 

 
 

 
  

R/W Plats 
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Geometric Tie-Up Sheet 
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Plan and Profile 
 

X 
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Details 
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Signs 
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Layout 
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Bridge Structure Details 
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Bridge Summary 
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X  
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Structure Data Table 
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Guardrail Summary Table 
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Cross Sections 
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SHEET-PREPARATION RESPONSIBILITIES 
FOR ROAD, BRIDGE, OR TRAFFIC PROJECT 

 
Figure 14-1A 
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FIELD CHECK NOTIFICATION 

 
     , 20      

 
Preliminary   Final   Field Check Notification 
 
Work Type:       
Route:       
Des No.       
PE Project No.        
R/W Project No.       
CN Project No.       
Bridge File:       
Over       
Location:      , mi   km       of      , in       County 
 
A Preliminary   Final   Field Check for this project has been scheduled for      .  The 
meeting will be held at       at the project site.  Anyone wishing to provide input into the 
design of this project should plan to attend. 
 
Utilities with facilities within the limits of this project should review the plans to determine if 
their existing facilities are accurately shown.  Utilities that believe that their facilities will need to 
be adjusted should attend this meeting.  This meeting could provide opportunities for design 
changes that could eliminate some utility conflicts.  Utilities will be contacted by the INDOT 
Utilities and Railroads Division’s Utilities Team leader at a later date concerning the project 
schedule and relocation coordination.  The Team leader can be contacted at (317) 232-5308. 

 
             
       Project Manager 
 
 
The distribution of this notification is as follows: 
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INDOT CENTRAL OFFICE DISTRIBUTION 

Recipient PFC FFC Letter Plans X-
Sec. 

Environmental Policy Manager, 
Environmental Services Div. (C) X X X X  

Geotechnical Design Engineer, 
Geotechnical Services Div. X X X X 

2 sets 
X 

2 sets 
Major-Project Manager, 
Project Management Div. (C) X X X (2) (2) 

Railroads Team Leader, 
Utilities and Railroads Div. (C) X  X X  

Acquisition Team Leader, 
Real Estate Div. X X X (3)  

Real Estate Administrative Services 
Team Leader, Real Estate Div. X X X   

Real Estate Property Mgmt. 
Team Leader, Real Estate Div. X  X X (4)  

Utilities Team Leader, 
Utilities and Railroads Div. (C) (5) X X X   

Field Engineer, 
Construction Management Div. X  X   

INDOT DISTRICT DISTRIBUTION 
Bridge Inspection Engineer (11) X X  X  

Construction Engineer X X X X 
2 sets  

Design Office Manager (D) (6) X X X X X 
Environmental Scoping Mgr. (D) X X X X  
Highway Maintenance Director X X X   
Planning and Programming Director X X X   
Production Director X X X   
Program Coordinator X X X   
Railroads Team Leader (D) X  X X  
Real Estate and R/W Pgm. Dir. (D) X X X X  
System Assessment Mgr. (D) X X X   
Testing Office Mgr. (D) X X X X X 
Traffic Operations Mgr. X X X (7)  
Utilities Team Leader (D) X X X X X 

NON-INDOT DISTRIBUTION 
City officials (8) X X X   
County Road Spvsr. or Hwy. Engr. X X X (9)  
FHWA Area Engineer X X X (10)  
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service X X X   
Utility companies X X X X X 
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Notes: 
 
(C) Central-Office-developed project only 
(D) District-developed project only 
 
  (1) only for project other than Interstate-route bridge rehabilitation 
  (2) only if plans do not change from initial submittal 
  (3) only if additional right of way is required 
  (4) 2 sets plans if additional right of way is required 
  (5) only if Major Moves or Major New project 
  (6) only if district-developed, or if signs, pavement markings, signals, or lighting are involved 
  (7) only if traffic project 
  (8) only if metropolitan area is affected 
  (9) only if legal drains, etc., are involved 
(10) only if project requires FHWA oversight 
(11) only if bridge project 
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[CONSULTANT LETTERHEAD] 

 
 
 

     , 20      
 
Preliminary   Final   Field Check Notification 
 
Work Type:       
Route:       
Des No.       
PE Project No.        
R/W Project No.       
CN Project No.       
Bridge File:       
Over       
Location:      , mi   km       of      , in       County 
 
 
Our firm is under contract with the Indiana Department of Transportation for the design of the 
referenced project.  A Preliminary   Final   Field Check for this project has been scheduled 
for      .  The meeting will be held at       at the project site.  Anyone wishing to provide 
input into the design of this project should plan to attend. 
 
Utilities with facilities within the limits of this project should review the plans to determine if 
their existing facilities are accurately shown.  Utilities that believe that their facilities will need to 
be adjusted should attend this meeting.  This meeting could provide opportunities for design 
changes that could eliminate some utility conflicts.  Utilities will be contacted by the INDOT 
Utilities and Railroads Division’s Utilities Team leader at a later date concerning the project 
schedule and relocation coordination.  The Team leader may be contacted at (317) 232-5308. 

 
             
       Project Manager 
 
 
The distribution of this notification is as follows: 
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INDOT CENTRAL OFFICE DISTRIBUTION 

Recipient PFC FFC Letter Plans X-
Sec. 

Environmental Policy Manager, 
Environmental Services Div. (C) X X X X  

Geotechnical Design Engineer, 
Geotechnical Services Div. X X X X 

2 sets 
X 

2 sets 
Major-Project Manager, 
Project Management Div. (C) X X X (2) (2) 

Railroads Team Leader, 
Utilities and Railroads Div. (C) X  X X  

Acquisition Team Leader, 
Real Estate Div. X X X (3)  

Real Estate Administrative Services 
Team Leader, Real Estate Div. X X X   

Real Estate Property Mgmt. Team 
Leader, Real Estate Div. X  X X (4)  

Utilities Team Leader, 
Utilities and Railroads Div. (C) (5) X X X   

Field Engineer, 
Construction Management Div. X  X   

INDOT DISTRICT DISTRIBUTION 
Bridge Inspection Engineer (11) X X  X  

Construction Engineer X X X X 
2 sets  

Design Office Manager (D) (6) X X X X X 
Environmental Scoping Mgr. (D) X X X X  
Highway Maintenance Director X X X   
Planning and Programming Director X X X   
Production Director X X X   
Program Coordinator X X X   
Railroads Team Leader (D) X  X X  
Real Estate and R/W Pgm. Dir. (D) X X X X  
System Assessment Mgr. (D) X X X   
Testing Office Mgr. (D) X X X X X 
Traffic Operations Mgr, X X X (7)  
Utilities Team Leader (D) X X X X X 

NON-INDOT DISTRIBUTION 
City officials (8) X X X   
County Road Spvsr. or Hwy. Engr. X X X (9)  
FHWA Area Engineer X X X (10)  
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service X X X   
Utility companies X X X X X 
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Notes: 
 
(C) Central-Office-developed project only 
(D) District-developed project only 
 
  (1) only for project other than Interstate-route bridge rehabilitation 
  (2) only if plans do not change from initial submittal 
  (3) only if additional right of way is required 
  (4) 2 sets plans if additional right of way is required 
  (5) only if Major Moves or Major New project 
  (6) only if district-developed, or if signs, pavement markings, signals, or lighting are involved 
  (7) only if traffic project 
  (8) only if metropolitan area is affected 
  (9) only if legal drains, etc., are involved 
(10) only if project requires FHWA oversight 
(11) only if bridge project 
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CONTRACT-PREPARATION DOCUMENTS TO 
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION DIVISION 

Office of Estimating 
 
Des No.:       Route:       
Contract No.:       Letting Date:       
Project No.:       PE County:       
       RW Bridge File:       
       CN Over:       
Location:       
 
It is recommended that tracings for the above noted project be accepted.  The following items 
accompany the tracings. 
 
  Final Design Book  Detail Packet 
  Final Cost Estimate, Disk   CES   Permit Certification Form 
  Detour Map   Design Calculations 
 Final Special Provisions,  Disk   ERMS 
 ERMS Title:  FTSplProv[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Federal Highway Administration Oversight.  Required?  YES   NO  
 
Asbestos Report.  Required?  YES   NO  
 ERMS Title:  FTAsbRpt[Des No.]Contracts 

If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Environmental-Document Compliance.  The environmental document was approved on 
     .  The plans were reviewed against it on       and were determined to be in compliance 
with it. 
 
Geotechnical Report.  Required?  YES   NO  
 ERMS Title:  FTGeoRpt[Des No.]Contracts 

If not in ERMS, why?        
 
LPA Agreement Determination.  Required?  YES   NO  
Transmitted to the Research and Documents Library Team on      . 
 
Railroad Agreement.  Signed?  YES   NO   N/A  
 If not signed, what is status?        
 Railroad special provision included?  YES   NO  
 ERMS Title:  FTRRSP[Des No.]Contracts 
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 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Right of Way.  Additional R/W required?  YES   NO   N/A  
 Is R/W clear and is Certification Letter included?  YES   NO  
 ERMS Title:  FTR/WCert[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 If not clear, number of parcels remaining is       
 Expected R/W clear date is       
 R/W contact person is       
 
Utility Coordination.  Complete?  YES   NO  
 If not complete, what is status?        
 Utilities special provision 107-R-169 included?  YES   NO  
 ERMS Title:  FTUtilSplProv[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 Utility Coordination Certification   Waiver   included?  YES   NO  
 ERMS Title:  FTUtilCert[Des No.]Contracts 

If not in ERMS, why?        
 Utility contact person is       
 

P
e 
r
m
i 
t 
s 

Coast Guard Permit. 
 Not Required   Applied For   Received      . 
 ERMS Title:  FTCstGd[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Corps of Engineers Permit. 
 Individual:  Not Required   Applied For   Received       
 Regional General:  Not Required   Applied For   Received       
 ERMS Title:  FT404Corps[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
DNR Permit for Construction in a Floodway. 
 Not Required   Applied For   Received       
 ERMS Title:  FTDNR[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
FAA Indiana Tall-Structures Permit. 
 Not Required   Applied For   Received       
 ERMS Title:  FTFAA[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
401 Water Quality Permit. 
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 Not Required   Applied For   Received       
 ERMS Title:  FT401Wtr[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Rule 5. 
 Not Required   Applied For   Received       
 ERMS Title:  FTRule5Eros[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Are all Permits included with the submittal?  Yes   NO  
If No, why not?        
 
Summary of Commitments.  This consists of a listing of commitments from the environmental 
document, regulatory agencies, purchasing agreements, etc., including context-sensitive items, as 
related to design and construction. 
 ERMS Title:  FTCommit[Des No.]Contracts 
 If not in ERMS, why?        
 
Design Approval.  Date       
 
Proprietary Materials.  Are any specified which are not listed in Design Manual Chapter 17? 
 YES   NO  
 If Yes, has the justification been submitted and approved for each item?  YES   NO  
 
Unique Pay Items.  Are any listed in the Schedule of Pay Items?  YES   NO  

If Yes, has a unique special provision been drafted and a unique pay item number been 
requested for each in accordance with Design Manual Chapter 20?  YES   NO  

 Unique special provisions authenticated by:  Testing   Design   Construction  
 
Non-Participating Pay Items. Are any non-participating pay items included in this contract? 
 YES   NO  
 If Yes, is there a separate list of the pay items included in the submittal?  YES   NO  
 Is there a cost-sharing agreement for the non-participating pay items?  YES   NO  
 If Yes, is a copy of the agreement attached to the submittal?  YES   NO  
 
Load Rating.  Have all bridge structures in the contract been load rated or has the load-rating 
engineer indicated that structure(s) can not be rated at this time?  YES   NO   N/A  
 
Coordination with District Construction Engineer. 
 
For project with field office: 
 (628-R-552) Field Office,       MOS 
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   Type A, 400 SFT (37 m2) 
   Type B, 500 SFT (51 m2) 
   Type C, 650 SFT (60 m2) 
  Field Office Computer System, Additional, 
   Qty.      , Mos.       YES   NO  
For project without field office: 
 Mobile Laptop Computer System, Qty.      , Mos.        YES   NO  
 Mobile Internet Service, Qty.      , Mos.       YES   NO  
For project with field laboratory: 
 (628-R-552) Field Laboratory,       MOS 
   Type A, 400 SFT (37 m2) 
   Type B, 500 SFT (51 m2) 
   Type C, 650 SFT (60 m2) 
 
Cellular telephone (105-C-164), Qty.       YES   NO  
 Anytime minutes, Qty.       
Radio, Qty.        YES   NO  
Construction engineering YES   NO  
Incentive/Disincentive (108-C-043) YES   NO  
 if YES, attach Justification form. 
Partnering (108-C-078) YES   NO  
Profilograph as pay item for HMA pavement YES   NO  
Profilograph as pay item for PCCP pavement YES   NO  
Traffic maintenance (104-C-112) (provide details) YES   NO  
 
Latest date to begin work:       Liquidated damages: $      
(108-C-090) 
Restriction time:       Liquidated damages: $      
(108-C-091 or -092) (provide details) 
Closure time:        Liquidated damages: $      
(108-C-093) 
Intermediate completion date:       Liquidated damages: $      
(108-C-094) 
Calendar completion date:       Liquidated damages: $      
(108-C-095) 
Earliest date to begin work:       Liquidated damages: $      
(108-C-127) 
 
 
Designer:       
 
Construction information provided by:       
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Comments: 
      
 
 
Prepared by:       Date:       
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ASBESTOS CERTIFICATION 
 
Route:       
Des. No.:       
Contract No.:       
Project No.:       
Structure No.:       
Over:       
County:       
 
I hereby certify that no asbestos-containing material was specified in a construction document as 
a building material for this project. 
 
 
______________________________       
(signed) Designer    Date 
 
      
INDOT location or consulting firm 
 
 
      :       
 
 
cc:      ,       District Bridge Inspection Engineer 
      , Environmental Policy Administrator 
 Project design calculations document 
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 FINAL-TRACINGS CHECKLIST Rev. 12-27-10 
Required Items for Contract Administration Division 

 
CONTRACT NO.       DES NO.        DATE:       

DATE DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION FILE 
TYPE REMARKS ERMS DOC. 

TYPE 

      ASBESTOS REPORT PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL ASBESTOS 
REPORT 

      BRIDGE LOAD-RATING MEMO PDF  OTHER 

      BRIDGE SEARCH DATA FORM PDF  OTHER 

      
CONTRACT PREPARATION 
DOCUMENT SUMMARY TO 
CONTRACT ADMIN. DIV. 

PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL CONTRACT 
WORKSHEET 

      COST ESTIMATE PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL; 
OPTIONAL COST ESTIMATE 

      COST ESTIMATE, 
GROUP NUMBER CHANGED TO 12 CES LETTING-DATE CRITICAL NOT LOADED IN 

ERMS 
      GEOTECHNICAL REPORT PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL REPORTS 
      GEOTECHNICAL WAIVER PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL REPORT 

      LARGE CROSS-SECTIONS SHEETS, 
36 in. x 24 in. or 34 in. x 22 in. PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL FINAL 

TRACINGS 

      LARGE PLANS SHEETS, 
36 in. x 24 in. or 34 in. x 22 in. PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL FINAL 

TRACINGS 

      OFFICIAL DETOUR ROUTE if not on plans PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

      PERMITS: 404, 401, DNR, RULE 5, FAA, 
ETC. PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL PERMITS 

      ALL PROJECT COMMITMENT REPORT PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL COMMITMENTS 

      PROPRIETARY-MATERIALS-USE 
JUSTIFICATION PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL OTHER 

      QUANTITY CALCULATIONS PDF  QUANTITY 
CALCULATIONS 

      R/W CERTIFICATION LETTER PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL ROW 

      RAILROAD SPECIAL PROVISIONS, 
if applicable Word LETTING-DATE CRITICAL PROVISIONS 

      SMALL PLANS SHEETS, 8½ in. x 11 in. PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL PLANS 
      SPECIAL PROVISIONS MENUS Excel LETTING-DATE CRITICAL PROVISIONS 

      TRANSMITTAL LETTER PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL TRANSMITTAL 
LETTER 

      
UNIQUE SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND 
MODIFIED RECURRING SPECIAL 
PROVISIONS 

Word LETTING-DATE CRITICAL PROVISIONS 

      UTILITY-COORDINATION 
CERTIFICATION / WAIVER PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL OTHER 

      UTILITY-RELOCATION PLANS PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL UTILITY INFO 
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 FINAL-TRACINGS CHECKLIST Rev. 12-27-10 
Required Items for Research and Documents Library Team 

 
 

DATE DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION FILE 
TYPE 

REMARKS ERMS DOC. 
TYPE 

      ASBESTOS CERTIFICATION, BRIDGE PDF LETTING-DATE CRITICAL LETTERS 

      CORRESPONDENCE FILES PDF OPTIONAL FOR LPA 
PROJECT LETTERS 

      DESIGN COMPUTATIONS PDF  DESIGN 
COMPUTATIONS 

      FINAL DESIGN SUMMARY REPORT PDF 
NOT REQUIRED FOR 
PROJECT WITH STAGE 1, 2, 3 
SUBMITTALS 

DESIGN SUM- 
MARY REPORT 

      FINAL PAVEMENT DESIGN PDF  OTHER 

      GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW OF FINAL 
CHECK PRINTS FORM PDF  LETTERS 

      LEVEL ONE DESIGN CRITERIA 
CHECKLIST PDF  LEVEL 1 

CHECKLIST 

      LIMITED-REVIEW CERTIFICATION PDF  LTD.-REVIEW 
CERTIFICATION 

      
LPA-PROJECT CONSTRUCTION 
ENGINEERING AGREEMENT IN 
PLACE ? 

 YES   NO   N/A   

      LPA-PROJECT MASTER CONTRACT 
SIGNED BY LPA ?  YES   NO   N/A   

      MARKUPS – FINAL CHECK PRINTS PDF INCORPORATED INTO FINAL 
TRACINGS ?  YES   NO  LETTERS 

      ORIGINAL FIELD BOOK PDF OPTIONAL FOR LPA 
PROJECT OTHER 

      QUALITY ASSURANCE FORM PDF  QA FORM 

      RESPONSE TO COMMENTS LETTER PDF  LETTERS 

      

SCOPE / ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION / 
PERMIT APPLICATION 
CERTIFICATION 

PDF  
ENVIRON- 
MENTAL 
COMPLIANCE 
FORM 

      SUBMITTAL DATE 14 WEEKS PRIOR 
TO LETTING DATE ?  YES   NO   

      SUMMARY OF DESIGN EXCEPTIONS PDF  LETTERS 
      TRAFFIC-CONTROL-PLAN CHECKLIST PDF CHECKLIST OTHER 
      TRAFFIC-MANAGEMENT PLAN PDF WHERE APPLICABLE OTHER 
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CONTRACT INFORMATION BOOK CERTIFICATION 
(Return to INDOT in 48 hours) 

 
INDOT contact person,      , Project Coordinating Engineer, 
Office of Estimating, Contract Administration Division 
 
Letting Date:       
Contract No.:       
Route:        
Des. No.:       
County:       
 
I certify that I have reviewed the plans and the Contract Information book (CIB), and have 
verified that they are correct as compiled, based on design submittals received by Contract 
Administration prior to the compilation of the CIB. 
 
      _________________________________________ 
      (signed) project designer 
 
            
      INDOT location or consulting-firm name 
 
      Date,       
 
 
      OR 
 
The plans or CIB include errors.  The designer is responsible for documenting the errors, and for 
noting which errors were caused by omissions or misinterpretations by INDOT based upon the 
original material, or based upon new material.  The designer shall transmit the documentation to 
the contact person identified above. 
 
      _________________________________________ 
      (signed) project designer 
 
            
      INDOT location or consulting-firm name 
 
      Date,       
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CONSTRUCTION CHANGE 
 

Date:       
 
Contract No.:       Work Type:       
Route:       Des No.:       Location:             of       
Structure No.:       Project No.:       
 
 
TO:       
       District Deputy Commissioner 
 
ATTN.:       
 District Construction Office Manager 
 
FROM:       
 Project Manager 
 
 
Transmitted herewith are copies of the above-referenced contract’s revised plans sheets, 
numbered      .  These sheets were revised on      .  The revision involved the following: 
      
 
Please have the Project Engineer or Supervisor prepare a Change in Plans, Form IC-626, 
addressing revised pay quantities, if applicable. 
 
Two sets of the revised sheets are for your files and two sets each are to be delivered to the 
Contractor and Project Engineer or Supervisor.  The FHWA is being provided with a half-size 
set of the revised sheets for its files (if applicable). 
 
 
 
Note: Quantities revisions are to be computed and transmitted by the designer with this 

memorandum to the Project Engineer or Supervisor for aid in preparing Form IC-626. 
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DATE:  14JUN04.  TIME: 08:58:37 
MOSS 
 
REPO SECTIONS DESIGN 
 
MODELNAME RECORD SECURITY LAST UPDATED 
Sections 195 Free 14 Jun 04, 08:11:52 
Design 194 Free 14 Jun 04, 08:37:04 
 
LABEL SUBREF CONTENTS NO. PTS. X-MIN Y-MIN X-MAX Y-MAX 
G001 MBRA 7705 24 4843 4801 4936 4874 
 
CHAINAGE 2100.000 
 

Point ---X--- ---Y--- ---Z--- OFFSET LABEL CUT 

  1 4843.480 4873.250 783.566 -58.220 BNDR 
  2 4843.597 4873.159 783.578 -58.072 TRIA 
  3 4849.094 4868.863 783.709 -51.096 BNDR 
  4 4857.378 4862.390 783.784 -40.582 *TR* 
  5 4865.662 4855.916 783.858 -30.068 BNDR 
  6 4870.090 4852.456 783.252 -24.449 DLL1 
  7 4870.323 4852.274 783.292 -24.153 TRIA 
  8 4870.603 4852.055 783.322 -23.798 TRIA 
  9 4873.658 4849.668 783.634 -19.921 TRIA 
10 4878.029 4846.253 784.052 -14.374 ESL1 
11 4881.321 4843.680 784.194 -10.196 TRIA 
12 4881.836 4843.277 784.211   -9.542 TRIA 
13 4881.930 4843.204 784.214   -9.423 EPL1 
14 4890.246 4836.705 783.901    1.131 TRIA 
15 4890.299 4836.664 783.899    1.199 RC01 
16 4890.359 4836.617 783.895    1.274 TRIA 
17 4899.115 4829.774 783.278  12.387 EPR1 
18 4900.460 4828.724 783.283  14.093 TRIA 
19 4902.977 4826.756 783.239  17.288 ESR1 
20 4904.728 4825.389 782.875  19.510 BNDR 
21 4913.940 4818.190 782.961  31.202 BNDR 
22 4919.066 4814.184 784.485  37.707 TRIA 
23 4933.653 4802.785 784.324  56.219 TRIA 
24 4935.277 4801.516 784.460  58.281 BNDR 
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LABEL SUBREF CONTENTS NO. PTS. X-MIN Y-MIN X-MAX Y-MAX 
G002 MBRA 7705 21 4854 4814 4958 4898 
 
CHAINAGE 2125.000
 

Point ---X--- ---Y--- ---Z--- OFFSET LABEL CUT 

  1 4854.682 4897.293 782.607 -64.367 BNDR 
 
 

EXISTING ELEVATIONS FROM 
ELECTRONIC CROSS SECTIONS DATA 

 
Figure 14-2A 
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS REMOVAL 
 

     , 20      
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:       
 Environmental Services Office Administrator 
 Production Management Division 
 
THRU:       
   Roadway Services Manager, Production Management Division 
   Structural Services Manager, Production Management Division 
         District Design Manager 
 
FROM:       
 Project Manager 
 
SUBJECT: Underground Storage Tanks Removal 
 
 Route:        Des. No.:       
 Project No.:      : PE County:       
 Description and Location:       
 
Transmitted herewith is one set of plans for the above-referenced project. 
 
This project has underground storage tanks to be removed at the locations as follows: 

Station:       Offset:       left       right 
Station:       Offset:       left       right 
Station:       Offset:       left       right 

 
Please provide the list of pay items and required special provisions.  Also provide us with 
additional details that may be needed to accomplish the task. 
 
If you need further information, please contact me at       or e-mail. 
 
Attachments/Enclosures 
1.       
2.       
 
      :       
 
cc:       
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(A)    (thickness)    in. Plain PCCP 
 
(A1)    (thickness)    in. Plain PCCP 
 
(C)    (thickness)    in. PCCP for Driveways 
 
(D) _____ lb/yd2 HMA for Approaches        (type)        on _____ mm 
 Compacted Aggregate Base      (type)      ,    (size) 
 
(D1) _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Surface      (type)      on 

_____ lb/yd 2 HMA Base      (type)      on 
_____ mm Compacted Aggregate Base      (type)     ,  (size)

 
(D2) _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Surface      (type)      on 

_____ lb/yd 2 HMA Base      (type) 
 
(F) Concrete Sidewalk 
 
(J) _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Shoulder 
 
(J1)    (thickness)    in. Plain PCCP Shoulder 
 
(J2) _____ in. Compacted Aggregate for Shoulder 
 
(K) Full Depth HMA Pavement 
 
(K1) Breakdown of Quantities, e.g., _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Surface on 

  _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Intermediate on 
  _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Base on 
  _____ in. Compacted Aggregate Base    (type) 

 
(N) _____ in. Compacted Aggregate for Surface      (size) 
 
(O) _____ in. Compacted Aggregate Base      (type)     ,    (size) 
 
(P) _____ Prime Coat 
 
(P1) _____ Seal Coat 
 
(P2) _____ Tack Coat 
 
(R) _____ lb/yd 2 HMA OverlayTack Coat 
 
(R1) _____ lb/yd 2 HMA Surface on 

_____ lb/yd 2 HMA Intermediate on 
_____ lb/yd 2 HMA Base 

 
(R4)     (thickness)      in. PCCP for Resurface 
 
(U)         (size)           Underdrain 
 
(X) Construction Sign, Type A 
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(X1) Construction Sign, Type B 
 
(X2) Construction Sign, Type ____ 
 
(Y) Barricade, Type _____ 
 
(Y1) Barricade, Type _____ 
 
(1) 33 in. Concrete Barrier 
 
(2) 45 in. Concrete Barrier 
 
(2A) Modified Concrete Barrier 
 
(3) Longitudinal Joint 
 
(5) Butt Joint 
 
(6) Construction Joint 
 
(7) Keyway Joint 
 
(8) 1 in. Expansion Joint with Load Transfer 
 
(9)     (width)      in. Preformed Joint Filler 
 
(12) Impact Attenuator, Type _____ 
 
(13) Concrete Curb 
 
(14) Integral Concrete Curb 
 
(15) Concrete Curb and Gutter 
 
(16) Concrete Curb Type B 
 
(18) Integral Concrete Curb and Gutter, Type ____ 
 
(20) Contraction Joint, Type ____ 
 
(21) Longitudinal Construction Joint 
 
(22) Concrete Center Curb, Type ____ 
 
(23) Asphalt Curb 
 
(24) Ear Construction, Type A 
 
(25) Ear Construction, Type B 
 
(26) Sodding 
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(27) Cement Concrete Header, Type ____ 
 
(28) Retrofitted Tie Bar 
 
(31) Temporary Concrete Barrier 
 
(32) Impact Attenuator, CZ, Type _____ 
 
(33) Snowplowable Raised Pavement Marker 
 
(34)     (width)       in. Solid White Paint Line 
 
(35)     (width)       in. Solid Yellow Paint Line 
 

Concrete Curb Ramp 
(Type is indicated by letter inside hexagon) 

 
(36)    (message)     Preformed Plastic Pavement Message Marking 
 
(37)    (message)     Thermoplastic Pavement Message Marking 
 
(38)      (width)       in.      (type)            (color)      Thermoplastic Transverse Marking 
 
(39)      (width)       in.      (type)            (color)      Preformed Plastic Transverse Marking 
 
(40)      (width)       in. Solid White Preformed Plastic Line 
 
(41)      (width)       in. Solid Yellow Preformed Plastic Line 
 
(42)      (width)       in. Broken White Preformed Plastic Line 
 
(43)      (width)       in. Broken Yellow Preformed Plastic Line 
 
(44) 24 in. Solid White Preformed Plastic Line 
 
(45) 24 in. White Stop Line, Preformed Plastic 
 
(46)      (width)       in. Solid White Thermoplastic Line 
 
(47)      (width)       in. Solid Yellow Thermoplastic Line 
 
(48)      (width)       in. Broken White Thermoplastic Line 
 
(49)      (width)       in. Broken Yellow Thermoplastic Line 
 
(50) No Change Required to Existing Sign and Supports 
 
(51) Remove Existing Panel Sign from Ground Mounted Supports 
 
(52) Remove Existing Sheet Sign from Supports 
 
(53) Remove Existing Panel Sign from Overhead Sign Structure 
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(54) Remove Existing Sheet Sign from Overhead Sign Structure 
 
(55) Remove Existing Sign Foundation 
 
(56) Remove Existing Sheet Sign and Supports 
 
(57) Remove Existing Ground Mounted Panel Sign, Supports and Foundations 
 
(58) Remove Existing Overhead Sign, Supports and Foundations 
 
(59) Existing Sheet Sign on New Supports 
 
(60) Existing Panel Sign on New Supports 
 
(61) Existing Panel Sign on New Overhead Structure 
 
 

RECOMMENDED PLANS LEGENDS 
 

Figure 14-3A 
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& And 
@ At 
Δ Delta or Deflection Angle 
= 

 Fish 
Equals 

| | Parallel 
% Percent 
┴ Perpendicular 
0/  Phase or Diameter 
ΓB Begin L.A. R/W 
ΓE End L.A. R/W 
A.A.D.T. Annual Average Daily Traffic 
AASHTO American Association of State 
   Highway and Transportation 

 Officials 
Ab. Abrupt 
Abut. Abutment 
Ac Acres 
A.C. Aluminum Cap/Asphalt Cement 
A.C.L. Access Control Line 
Add. Exc. Additional Excavation 
Adj. Adjusted 
Aggr. Aggregate 
Ah. Ahead 
Alum. Aluminum 
A.P. Anchor Plate 
App. Exist. R/W Apparent Existing Right-of-Way 
App. P. L. Apparent Property Line 
Appl. Application 
Appr. Approach 
Approx. Approximate 
Art. Article 
Asph. Asphalt 
ASTM American Society for Testing 

  Materials 
Ave. Avenue 
Avg. Average 
AWG America Wire Gauge 
Az. Azimuth 
B. Barn 
B.E. Bridge End 
Beg. Begin 
B.I.P. Boiler Iron Pipe 
Bit. Bituminous or Bitumen 
Bk. Back or Bank 
BL Baseline 
Bldg. Building 
Blk Block 
Blktp. Blacktop 
Blvd. Boulevard 
Bm. Beam 
B.M. Bench Mark 
Bndry. Boundary 
Bot. Bottom 
Br. Bridge 
Brg. Bearing 
Brk. Brick 
Br. S. Bridge Seat 
B.S. Backsight 

B. Spk. Boat Spike 
B.S.T. Bituminous Surface Treatment 
Bur. Buried 
Calc. Calculated 
C.A.P. Corrugated Aluminum Pipe 
C.A.T. Crash Cushion/Attenuating 

 Terminal Guard Rail End 
 Treatment 

Cb. Curb 
C.B. Catch Basin 
Cb.In. Curb Inlet 
Cb.L. Curb Line 
C.B.W. Concrete Block Wall 
C.C. Corn Crib 
C-C Center to Center 
Cdtn. Condition 
Cem. Cemetery 
C.G.M.P. Corrugated Galvanized Metal Pipe 
Ch. Channel or Chain 
Chan. Chg. Channel Change 
Chd. Chord 
C.I. Cast Iron 
C.I.P. Cast Iron Pipe 
Cir. Circle  
CL Centerline 
Cl. Class or Clearance 
C.L. Corporation or City Limits 
C.L.T.F. Chain Link Type Fence 
C.M.B. Concrete Median Barrier 
C.M.P. Corrugated Metal Pipe 
Co. County or Company 
C.O. Clean Out 
Col. Column 
Comp. Compacted or Composite 
Conc. Concrete 
Conc. P. Concrete Pipe 
Conn. Connection 
Const. Construction or Construct 
Cont. Continuous 
Cor. Corner 
Corr. Corrugated 
Cov. Cover 
C.P. Catch Point 
Cr. Crushed or Creek 
Crs. Course 
C. Stn. Crushed Stone 
Ct. Court 
Ctr. Center 
Cu. Cubic 
Cul. Culvert 
Cyd Cubic Yards 
C.Z. Clear Zone or Construction Zone 
D Distribution of Traffic 
Dbl. Double 
Defl. Deflection 
Desc. Description 
Dest. Destroyed 
Det. Detour or Detail 
Detc. Detector 
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D.H. Drill Hole 
D.H.V. Design Hourly Volume 
Dia. Diameter 
Diaph. Diaphragm 
Dim. Dimension 
Dist. Distance or District 
Dn. Down 
Dp. Deep 
Dr. Drain or Drive 
Dt. Ditch 
Drwg. Drawing 
E East 
Ea. Each 
E.B. Eastbound 
E.B. L. Eastbound Lane 
E.F. Each Face 
E.G. Edge of Gutter 
Elec. Electric 
El. Elevation 
E.M. Edge of Metal (surface) 
Emb. Embankment 
Eq. Equation 
Esmt. Easement 
E.T.L.  Edge of Traveled Lane 
E.T.W. Edge of Traveled Way 
Exc. Excavation 
Exist. Existing 
Exp. Expansion 
Ext. Extension 
Fa. Face 
F.A. Federal Aid 
F.B.C.P.C.S. Fully Bituminous Coated 
   Perforated Corrugated Steel 
F.Div. Field Division 
Fdn. Foundation 
Fe. Fence 
Fert. Fertilizer 
F-F Face to Face 
F.F. Front Face 
F.F.T.F. Farm Field Type Fence 
F. Hyd. Fire Hydrant 
Fig. Figure 
Fin. Finish 
Fix. Fixed 
Fl. Flush 
F.L. Flow Line 
Flg. Flange 
F.O. Fiber Optic 
F.P. Fence Post 
F.R. Frontage Road 
F.S. Far Side or Foot of Slope 
F.T. Farm Tile 
ft Feet 
Ftg. Footing 
Fut. Future 
Fwy. Freeway 
G. Garage 
Galv. Galvanized 
G.B.A. Gravel Barrel Array Impact 

 Attenuator 
G.B.E.S._ _ Grated Box End Section (Pipes) 
Gdr. Girder 
Geod. Geodetic 
G.L. Gas Line 
G.P. Guy Pole 
G.P.S. Global Positioning System 
G.R. Guard Rail 
Grav. Gravel 
G.R.E.A.T. __ GREAT Unit (Bays) 
G.R.E.T. Guard Rail End Treatment 
Grnd. Ground 
Gr.Sep. Grade Separation 
G.S. Gravel Surfacing 
G.S.P. Galvanized Steel Pipe 
Gut. Gutter 
G.V. Gas Valve 
H.H. Hand Hole 
Hdw. Headwall 
H.I. Height of Instrument 
H. House 
Horiz. Horizontal 
H.P.S.V. High Pressure Sodium Vapor 
H.S. High Strength 
Ht. Height 
H.W. High Water 
H.W.L. High Water Line 
Hwy. Highway 
I Interstate 
I.C. Incidental Construction 
I.D. Inside Diameter 
I.F. Inside Face 
IMSA International Municipal Signal 

  Association 
in. Inches 
In to In Inside to Inside 
Inc. Incorporated 
Incl. Included 
Inlt. Inlet 
Instr. Instrument 
Inters. Intersection 
Intch. Interchange 
Inv. Invert 
I.P. Iron Pipe 
I.P.B. Iron Pipe Buried Below Plow 

 Depth 
I.P.F. Iron Pin Flush 
I.P.L. Iron Pin Lightly Buried 
I.P.N.F. Iron Pin Not Found 
Jct. Junction 
Jt. Joint 
L Length of Curve, Liter or Loop 
L.A. Limited Access 
L.A.R/W. Limited Access Right of Way 
Lb Pounds 
L.C. Long Chord 
LC Length of Circular Curve 
L.D. Loop Detector 
Leng. Length or Lengthen 
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Ln. Lane 
LRFD Load Resistance Factor Design 
L.S. Land Surveyor 
L.S.R. Local Service Road 
Lt. Left 
Lt. P. Light Pole 
L.W. Low Water 
Mac. Macadam 
Matl. Material 
Max. Maximum 
Mbox. Mailbox 
Mdwl. Mudwall 
Meas. Measured 
Med. Median 
Mh. Manhole 
Mi Miles 
Min. Minimum, Mineral or Minute 
Misc. Miscellaneous 
Mkr. Marker 
ML. Mainline 
Mncpl. Municipal 
M.O. Mid Ordinate 
Mom. Moment 
Mon. Monument 
M.P.C. Mid-Point of Curve 
N North 
N.B. Northbound 
N.B.L. Northbound Lane 
N.C. Normal Crown 
N.E. Northeast 
Neg. Negative 
NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers 

  Association 
N.E.P.L. No Evidence of Property Line 
N.F. Near Face 
N.G. Natural Gas 
N.G.S. National Geodetic Survey 
Nl. Nail 
Nly. Northerly 
No. or # Number 
N.S. Near Side 
N.W. Northwest 
O.C. On Centers or Overhead 

  Crossing 
O.D. Outside Diameter 
O.F. Outside Face 
Off.  Offset 
Oh. Overhang or Overhead 
O-O Out to Out 
O.P.O.C. Offset Point on Curve 
O.P.O.S.T. Offset Point of Semi-Tangent 
O.P.O.T. Offset Point on Tangent 
Out. Outlet 
Oz Ounces 
P Power Cable or Pipe 
P. or Pg. Page 
P.B. Pull Box 
P.C. Point of Curve (Beginning of  

 Curve) 

P.C.C. Point of Compound Curve or 
  Portland Cement Concrete 

Ped. Pedestrian 
Pen. Penetration 
Perf. Perforated 
P.G. Profile Grade 
P.I. Point of Intersection 
Pl. Place or Plate 
P.L. Property Line 
Plas. Plastic 
P.M.P. Perforated Metal Pipe 
P.O.C. Point on Curve 
Pos. Positive 
P.O.S.T. Point on Semi-Tangent 
P.O.T. Point on Tangent 
P.O.V.C. Point on Vertical Curve 
Pp. Pages 
P.P.B. Pedestrian Push Button 
P.R.C. Point of Reverse Curve 
Prest. Prestressed 
Priv. Private 
Proc. Processing 
Proj. Project or Projected 
Prot. Protect, Protector or Protection 
P.S.D. Paved Side Ditch 
Pt. Point 
P.T. Point of Tangent (End of 

  Curve) 
Pub. Public 
Pv.C. Polyvinyl Chloride 
P.V.C. Point of Vertical Curve 
P.V.I. Point of Vertical Intersection 
Pvm’t. Pavement 
P.V.T. Point of Vertical Tangent 
Pwp. Powerpole 
Pwr. Power (Lines) 
Q Peak Discharge (Water) 
R. Range or River 
Rad. or R. Radius 
R.C. Rapid Curing, Reinforced 

 Concrete or Remove Crown 
R.C.P. Reinforced Concrete Pipe 
Rd. Road 
Rdl. Radial 
Rd. N. Road Nail 
Rd NF. Road Nail Flush 
Rd NL. Road Nail Lightly Buried 
Rdwy. Roadway 
Rec. Record or Recommended 
Ref. Reference 
Reinf. Reinforcement, Reinforcing, 

 Reinforced 
Req’d. Required 
Ret. Retaining  
Rev. Revised 
R.M. Reference Monument 
R.P. Reference Point 
R.P.M. Raised Pavement Marker 
R.R. Railroad 
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R.R. Spk. Railroad Spike 
Rt. Right or Route 
Rte. Route 
R/W Right-of-Way 
R/W Mkr. Right-of-Way Marker 
Rwy. Railway 
S South 
S. Shed 
San.  Sanitary Sewer 
S.B. Southbound 
S.B.L. Southbound Lane 
Sched. Schedule 
Sdwk. Sidewalk 
S.E. Southeast 
Sec. Section or Second 
Sec. Line Section Line 
Ser. Rd. Service Road 
S.G. Subgrade 
Sht. Sheet 
Shldr. Shoulder 
Sig. Signal 
S.L.D. Sea Level Datum 
Sly. Southerly 
Spa. Spaces, Spacing 
Spec. Prov. Special Provision 
Spk. Spike 
Spl. Special or Splice 
Sq. Square 
Sft Square Feet 
Sq. in. Square Inches 
S.R. State Road or State Route 
S.S. Stainless Steel 
St. Street 
Sta. Station 
Std. Standard 
Std. Spec. Standard Specifications 
Stiff. Stiffener 
Stk. Staked or Stake 
Stl. Steel 
Str. Structure, Structural 
Subd. Subdivision 
Subgr. Subgrade 
Supstr. Superstructure 
Surf. Surface or Surfacing 
Surv. Survey 
S.W. Southwest or Sidewalk 
Sym. Symmetrical 
T. Tangent Length or Township 

  (as T-6-N) 
 
 
 PLANS ABBREVIATIONS 

Figure 14-3B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T Ton 
Tan. Tangent 
T.B. Test Boring  
T.B.M. Temporary Bench Mark 
Tbr. Timber 
Tel. Telephone 
Tel.C. Telephone Cable 
Tgp. Telegraph Pole 
Tfp. Telephone Pole 
Temp. Temperature or Temporary 
T.O. Top of Opening 
T.O.B. Top of Bank 
T.O.P. Top of Pipe 
T.O.S. Top of Slope 
Topog. Topographic 
T.P. Turning Point 
Trans. Transmission Line or Transition 
Trav. Traverse 
T.T. Transmission Tower 
Twp. Township (as Center Township) 
T.W.L.T.L. Two-Way Left-Turn Lane 
Typ. Typical 
U. Unit 
Ug. Underground 
Uncl. Unclassified 
U’pass. Underpass 
U.S.C. & G.S. U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey 
U.S.Co.E. U.S. Corps of Engineers 
U.S.F.S. U.S. Forest Service 
U.S.G.S. U.S. Geological Survey 
U.S.P.L.S. U.S. Public Land Survey 
V Design Speed or Velocity 
V.C. Vertical Curve 
Veh. Vehicle, Vehicular 
Vert.  Vertical 
W West, Wide Flange Beam or 
      Water 
W/ With 
W.B. Westbound 
W.B.L. Westbound Lane 
Wd. Wood 
W.L. Water Line 
Wly. Westerly 
W.P. Working Point 
Wt. Weight 
W.T. Water Table 
W.V. Water Valve 
W.W. Wing Wall or Woven Wire 
Xing. Crossing 
Xsec.  Cross Section 
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TRAFFIC  DATA 

A.A.D.T. (20___) ①  V.P.D. 

A.A.D.T. (20___) ②  V.P.D. 

D.H.V. (20 ___) ②  V.P.H. 

DIRECTIONAL  DISTRIBUTION ③  % 
 % A.A.D.T TRUCKS ④  % D.H.V. 

DESIGN  DATA 
DESIGN  SPEED  mi/h 
PROJECT  DESIGN  CRITERIA ⑤ 

FUNCTIONAL  CLASSIFICATION ⑥ 
RURAL / URBAN (7) 
TERRAIN (8) 
ACCESS  CONTROL (9) 

 
① Current year and count 
 
② Design year and count 
 
③ Current-year figure 
 
④ Design-year figures 
 
⑤ is ONE of the following: 
 NEW  CONSTRUCTION (FREEWAY) 
 NEW  CONSTRUCTION (NON-FREEWAY) 

COMPLETE  RECONSTRUCTION (FREEWAY) 
 PARTIAL  RECONSTRUCTION (4R) (FREEWAY) 

RECONSTRUCTION (NON-FREEWAY) 
3R (FREEWAY) 

 3R (NON-FREEWAY) 
 PARTIAL 3R (NON-FREEWAY) 
 
⑥ is ONE of the following: 
 PRINCIPAL  ARTERIAL 
 MINOR  ARTERIAL 
 STATE  COLLECTOR 
 LOCAL  AGENCY  COLLECTOR 
 LOCAL  ROAD 
 LOCAL  STREET 
 RECREATIONAL  ROAD 
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(7) is ONE of the following: 
 RURAL 
 URBAN (SUBURBAN) 
 URBAN (INTERMEDIATE) 
 URBAN (BUILT-UP) 
 
(8) is ONE of the following: 
 LEVEL 
 ROLLING 
 
(9) is ONE of the following: 
 FULL 
 PARTIAL 
 NONE 
 
 

TITLE SHEET INFORMATION BLOCK 
 

Figure 14-3C 
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DATUM ACCURACY 

PI 0 + 00.01 
Δ 00º 00′ 01″ 

R, existing 
alignment 

0.01 ft 

R, new 
alignment 

10 ft 

T 0.01 ft 
L 0.01 ft 
E 0.01 ft 

SE 0.1% 
 
 

HORIZONTAL-CURVE DATA ON PLAN SHEETS 
 

Figure 14-3D 
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CHAPTER TEN 
 

UTILITIES 
 
 
This Chapter includes step-by-step procedures for utility agreements and coordinating with utility 
companies.  The Chapter also provides the INDOT policies, procedures, and criteria for the 
accommodation of utilities within highway right of way. 
 
 
10-1.0  UTILITY PROCEDURES 
 
10-1.01  Joint Occupancy 
 
Transportation and utility networks are growing in number and complexity.  As a result, the 
frequency of two or more networks occupying a common right of way or intersecting one another has 
increased.  Therefore, problems may arise due to the construction, maintenance, and operation of one 
network as it affects another.  Each transportation agency has the responsibility to maintain the 
highway right of way under its jurisdiction and to preserve the operation, safety, integrity, and 
function of the highway facility.  Generally, utilities have a qualified right to install their lines and 
facilities on the right of way of most public roads and streets.  Because the manner in which utilities 
cross or otherwise occupy highway right of way can materially affect the safe operation, 
maintenance, and appearance of the highway, it is necessary that such use and occupancy be 
authorized and reasonably regulated.  Likewise, it is important that utilities are not unnecessarily 
impacted by a highway construction project, because it is generally in the public interest to 
accommodate utility facilities on highway right of way when such use and occupancy do not 
adversely affect highway safety, construction, maintenance, or operations. 
 
Generally, utilities have a qualified right to free occupancy of the public right of way.  Utilities are 
allowed to occupy the right of way, assuming they do not unreasonably restrict the highway agency’s 
ability to construct, maintain, modify, improve, or otherwise operate its highway network. Additional 
restrictions and limitations apply to a limited-access facility.  Because utility companies do not pay 
for a right to occupy the public right of way, they usually have to pay the costs of any 
relocations/adjustments. When total project costs are being considered, utility relocation/adjustment 
costs should also be included, regardless of who is responsible for the cost.  Like roadways, utilities 
are important to public health, safety, and welfare.  Therefore, they should not be unnecessarily 
impacted by a construction project.  The utility-service needs of current and future customers 
adjacent to the project area should be considered by the designer. 
 
Highway and utility facilities frequently co-exist within or along the same corridor.  Therefore, it is 
essential that these public-service facilities be compatibly designed and operated.  Joint highway and 
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utility planning and development efforts should be encouraged.  Highway safety is important when 
accommodating utility facilities within highway right of way.  The design and location of the 
utilities’ use and occupancy of highway right-of-way must conform to the policies of the highway 
agency to provide and maintain an adequate roadside clear zone.  However, safety should be 
balanced with other factors such as constructability, operations, and maintenance. 
 
 
10-1.02  Adjustment/Relocation Plan 
 
The utility owner is responsible for the design of its facility including depth, clearance, and 
separation between lines.  Its work must meet the highway agency’s utility-accommodation policy 
(see Section 10-3.0 for INDOT’s Policy).  The utility owner must ensure that its proposal is properly 
designed, installed, operated, and maintained. 
 
 
10-1.02(01)  Survey 
 
A utility adjustment/relocation plan should be developed using the INDOT survey stationing and 
offsets.  This will allow for ease in reviewing the proposed utility work.  All utility facilities within 
the proposed right-of-way should be addressed, especially facilities located within the proposed 
construction limits. 
 
 
10-1.02(02)  Review 
 
Developing the utility adjustment/relocation plan on the highway agency’s construction plans will 
aid in reviewing the proposed adjustment/relocation work relative to the proposed construction 
activities.  The adjustment/relocation plan should show the alignment and profile of the proposed 
relocation work. 
 
The adjustment/relocation plan will be reviewed to determine if reasonable efforts are being made to 
resolve potential conflicts with the proposed construction project.  The timing of the proposed work 
will also be reviewed to determine if there will be a potential impact to the contractor’s work phasing 
and schedule. 
 
Material acquisition time frames, budgetary constraints, utility seasonal demands, and proposed 
utility construction time frames all must be identified to properly coordinate the utility 
adjustment/relocation work with the proposed construction project. 
 
Although a utility adjustment/relocation is generally performed by the utility-company forces or a 
contractor hired by the utility company, it may sometimes be in the best interest of all involved 
parties to allow the highway contractor to perform some of the utility work.  Where it can be 
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demonstrated that total project costs can be reduced and the inclusion of additional work will not 
unduly interfere with the contractor’s scheduling of work, utility adjustment/relocation work may be 
added to the contract.  This will not affect the responsibility for paying for the work. 
 
 
10-1.03  Reimbursement 
 
Generally, a utility company is eligible for reimbursement if the utility facility is located on land for 
which the utility company has a properly-recorded property right, such as an easement.  Utility 
companies involved within an Interstate-route project may also be eligible for reimbursement.  
Relocation of service facilities which are customer-owned may be eligible for reimbursement.  In 
addition, for an INDOT project, where it can be shown that a utility company will incur an 
extraordinary cost to relocate, the utility company may be eligible for partial reimbursement.  
Reimbursement of extraordinary costs is subject to approval by the INDOT Chief Engineer. 
 
The utility company is entitled to reimbursement for costs incurred for the adjustment/relocation of 
the facility within the documented property right of way.  Eligible costs are those associated with 
replacement in kind for the affected facility.  Costs which can be accredited to betterment or for 
relocation which goes beyond what is reasonable to accommodate the project are not eligible for 
reimbursement.  The utility company must enter into an agreement with the Department prior to 
incurring costs to be eligible for reimbursement. 
 
On a local-public-agency project, eligibility for reimbursement is the same with the addition that a 
municipal utility company may also qualify for reimbursement.  However, a reimbursement 
agreement must be executed before incurring costs. 
 
To enter into an agreement with the Department, the utility company must present a plan and cost 
estimate to INDOT.  This information is attached to a Utility Agreement and, therefore, must be 
developed to clearly identify proposed work and associated costs.  Costs should be identified on a 
unit basis which can be readily verified in the field and which can be audited.  Because costs incurred 
prior to entering into the Agreement are not eligible for reimbursement and because it can require 
considerable time to execute the Agreement, it is important to initiate utility coordination early in the 
project cycle to avoid unnecessary delay.  Documentation of the property right must also be 
submitted. 
 
Expenses eligible for reimbursement need to be clearly identified as the following: 
 
1. labor; 
2. material; 
3. overhead; 
4. transportation; 
5. contract engineering; 
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6. contract construction; 
7. property acquisition; or 
8. other costs. 
 
Identified rates must be supported and able to withstand an audit by the Department. 
 
Where affected utility facilities are located on both land for which the utility company holds a 
recorded property right and land for which the utility company does not have a recorded property 
right, such as public right of way, a reimbursement ratio will be established to identify the portion of 
work eligible for reimbursement.  This ratio should reflect the extent of work eligible for 
reimbursement to total adjustment/relocation work. 
 
Eligibility for reimbursement is determined based on where the anticipated construction conflict is 
located.  If a conflict point is in public right of way, the adjustment/relocation work is not eligible for 
reimbursement.  If a conflict point is outside public right of way, such work is eligible for 
reimbursement.  If the conflict is an area, as opposed to a point, eligibility is determined by the area 
in conflict outside of the public right-of-way to the total area of conflict. 
 
If Federal-aid funds will be used to reimburse a utility, such funds must be obligated prior to the 
utility company’s incurring of expenses. 
 
Where the utility company has a documented property right to property which the Department has 
acquired as public right of way, the utility company must subordinate its property right to the State 
through a Subordination Agreement.  The Subordination Agreement identifies which rights have 
been subordinated and which rights have been retained by the utility company. 
 
 
10-1.04  Subsurface-Utility Engineering 
 
Subsurface-utility engineering represents a more-thorough investigation of the horizontal and vertical 
alignment of an underground utility facility.  This information can be used to eliminate unnecessary 
utility adjustments/relocations and, therefore, minimize total project costs. 
 
Subsurface-utility engineering is especially useful where the right of way is limited, and it is 
expected that the underground may be congested by a variety of different facilities, such as in a high-
density urban area.  Benefits are usually gained in construction phases by the utility company and by 
the project contractor. 
 
However, to gain the greatest benefit, the subsurface-utility engineering needs to be done very early 
in the project design cycle.  By utilizing the information from the subsurface-utility engineering 
report, the designer can make reasonable adjustments to the proposed design which may eliminate 
the need to relocate/adjust the utility.  Potentially, this process can help reduce total project costs and 
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streamline some of the construction process because the contractor should have more definitive 
information on utility location. 
 
Subsurface-utility engineering usually involves the process as follows. 
 
1. Utility records are reviewed to determine the extent and type of utilities that should be 

encountered during the designating phase. 
 
2. Utility facilities are designated in the field.  This involves a relatively precise location of the 

utility facility regardless of the materials or products used by the utility company.  These 
designations are then field surveyed so that the locations can be added to the construction 
plans. 

 
3. At certain points identified on the construction plans as potential conflict points, the utility 

facility is exposed so that the vertical alignment can be determined.  From this information, 
determinations can be made on the necessary extent of utility adjustments/relocations and/or 
what, if any, design changes can be made to lessen the impact of the project on the utility 
facility. 

 
 
10-1.05  Utility Coordination 
 
Section 10-2.0 provides the Department’s guidelines for coordination with a utility company. 
 
 
10-2.0  UTILITY COORDINATION 
 
10-2.01  Introduction 
 
There are many factors that dictate the level of effort required to coordinate a specific utility 
relocation.  These include the type and condition of utility facility, potential impact to the project, 
and knowledge of the location. 
 
Because of the many factors involved, the uniqueness of each project, and its impact on utilities, it is 
not practical to provide exact definitions of the level of effort required for each project.  The intent of 
the coordination process is to resolve all utility issues during the design phase and, therefore, provide 
a better product for the contractor. 
 
Responsiveness received from utility companies with respect to a highway project varies 
considerably.  Most utility companies respond in a timely manner.  However, utility companies have 
their own priorities and, unfortunately, sometimes it becomes necessary to contact a company several 
times to receive the required response.  Part of the intent of these guidelines is to establish 
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benchmarks on what is reasonably expected when the designer is faced with an unresponsive utility 
company. 
 
 
10-2.02  Utility Coordination Factors 
 
When coordinating with a utility company, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Utility Type.  The type of utility facility encountered includes electric, water, sanitary sewer, 

gas and petroleum (or other product lines), or communication (e.g., telephone, cable TV). 
Each utility type can present unique situations or conflicts. 

 
2. Impacts.  There are many types of potential utility impacts due to poor coordination.  These 

may include the following: 
 

a. the impact to the project schedule if a utility is in conflict with construction and the 
project is delayed because of this; 

 
b. the impact to construction workers who might strike a buried utility line; 

 
c. the impact to the users of the utility if a line is struck; or 

 
d. environmental consequences and disruption to essential (e.g., national defense, 

airport) communication links. 
 
3. Location.  The exact location of an underground utility has a direct correlation on the 

potential impact of that facility on the project.  Utility-relocation problems may delay the 
contract work if the right of way is set so tight that there is inadequate room for all the 
utilities.  The designer should make sure that all utilities are shown on the plans as correctly 
as possible. 

 
 
The type of facility, potential impact, and knowledge of location are closely interrelated, and the 
combination of these factors is an indication of the level of effort is required to properly coordinate 
utilities. 
 
 
10-2.03  Utilities Coordinator 
 
The utilities coordinator for each type of work will be as follows: 
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1. The Production Management Division’s Utilities Team is responsible for State-route projects 
developed in-house and by consultants. 

 
2. The district Office of Design is responsible for a district-developed project. 
 
3. The designer is responsible for State-route traffic work in a separate contract from road or 

bridge work. 
 
4. The design consultant is responsible for a local-agency Federal-aid project. 
 
When completing the utility-coordination-status questionnaire on the Memorandum to Office of 
Contracting form, if the designer does not have responsibility for utility coordination, he or she 
should contact the person who is responsible in the Production Management Division’s Utilities 
Team.  The designer should not contact a utility company for this information if he or she is not 
responsible for the coordination. 
 
 
10-2.04  Certification 
 
The utilities coordinator must complete a Utility Coordination Certification.  The Certification must 
be transmitted with the final tracings, special provisions, estimates, and other final documents.  The 
Certification ultimately becomes the property of the Contract Administration Division’s Office of 
Contracting, which retains it in its contract file.  A contract will not be advertised for letting without 
a fully executed Utility Coordination Certification form. 
 
 
10-2.05  Utility Coordination Process, Design Timeframe of 12 Months or Longer - Design 
Phase 
 
The following coordination process should be used, unless a waiver is approved to use the process 
for a short-term project as described in Sections 10-2.06 and 10-2.07, or a complete waiver of 
process is approved as described in Section 10-2.08. 
 
 
10-2.05(01)  Responsibilities 
 
For a State-route project, the typical assignment of responsibility for the steps in Section 10-2.05(02) 
is as follows: 
 
1. Step 1:  Party preparing project scope. 
 
2. Step 2:  Surveyor. 
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3. Steps 3 - 6:  Designer.  The Utilities Team will participate in meetings and assist with follow-

up. 
 
4. Steps 7 - 11:  Utilities Team. 
 
For a local-agency Federal-aid project, the design consultant is responsible for all steps.  The Utilities 
Team will be available for advice. 
 
 
10-2.05(02)  Process Steps 
 
The steps for a long-term-design projects are as follows: 
 
1. Identify and include a complete list of all affected utilities in the preliminary project reports 

(e.g., Engineers’ Report).  The locations of the utilities and all significant impacts should be 
included in the report.  If the owner of the utility is evident from a field investigation, also 
include this information in the report. 

 
2. Prior to conducting a field survey, prepare a list of all existing utilities including names, 

addresses, and telephone numbers.  Contact each utility company and request that they field-
locate their facilities.  The field-located facilities will be shown on the survey and ultimately 
shown on the plans.  Ensure that each utility company has actually field-located its facilities. 

 
3. Send approved Grade Review Plans to each utility company for the purpose of requesting 

verification that its facilities are accurately shown.  All utility locations, types, and sizes 
should be shown and verified. 

 
4. Set-up a coordination meeting with each utility company early in the design phase 

(approximately 25% complete).  This will allow the designer to work the utility company to 
develop alternatives where there are conflicts and to find the most cost-effective solution for 
all parties. 

 
5. Distribute Preliminary Field Check plans to the utility companies and invite them to the field 

check. 
 
6. Conduct the field check with the utility companies participating.  Discuss any right-of-way 

needs. 
 
7. After design approval, distribute plans with a tentative project schedule to each utility 

company.  Also, request submittal of the relocation plan with an estimated relocation 
schedule.  All revisions affecting utilities must be sent to the affected utility companies. 
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8. Written documentation is required for all utilities whether relocations are required or not. 
 
9. Review each relocation plan and schedule to verify that all conflicts are resolved.  At the 

appropriate time, INDOT or the local agency will provide written notice for the utility to 
proceed.  Hold a meeting, if necessary, to resolve location or constructability issues. 

 
10. Distribute two copies of the utility company’s written notice to proceed with the approved 

utility-relocation plan to the appropriate district office. 
 
11. Provide each utility company, along with contract documents, not later than 90 days prior to 

the contract letting, the items as follows: 
 

a. utility contact with telephone number; 
 

b. utility-relocation plan and/or verbal description of relocation if relocation is 
necessary; 

 
c.  total schedule for relocation, if relocation is necessary, including material delivery, 

weather restraints, pre-work requirements, coordination issues, need for right-of-way 
staking, and construction time; and 

 
d. Utility Coordination Certification. 

 
The Utility Coordination Certification, signed by the designer or other person responsible for utility 
coordination, should state that all utility companies have been contacted and that the included 
relocation plans address the relocation of all facilities known to be in conflict with the project.  
Figure 10-2A provides a Sample Utility Special Provision.  Figure 10-2B provides a Utility 
Coordination Certification.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s 
website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
10-2.06  Utility Coordination Process, Design Timeframe of Shorter than 12 Months 
(Short-Term Project) - Design Phase 
 
This process may only be used for a project which is granted a waiver by the district development 
engineer, the Production Management Division’s Design Team leader, or the Utilities Team leader. 
 
 
10-2.06(01)  Responsibilities 
 
The typical assignment of responsibility for the steps in Section 1-2.06(02) is as follows: 
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1. Step 1:  Party preparing project scope. 
2. Step 2:  Surveyor or designer. 
3. Steps 3 - 8:  Designer.  The Production Management Division’s Utilities Team will be 

available for advice. 
 
The Utilities Team is responsible for Steps 3-8 for a bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
 
10-2.06(02)  Process Steps 
 
The steps for a short-term-design project are as follows: 
 
1. The district office will identify and include a complete listing of all affected utilities in the 

project data sheets and preliminary project reports.  The locations of the utilities and all 
significant impacts should be included in the report.  If the owner of the utility is evident 
from field investigation, this should also be included in the report. 

 
2. At the time the field survey is being conducted, prepare a list of all existing utilities including 

names, addresses, and telephone numbers.  Contact each utility company and request that it 
field-locate its facilities.  The field-located facilities should be shown on the survey and 
ultimately shown in the contract documents.  Ensure that each utility company has actually 
field-located its facilities.  If a field survey is not conducted, utility locations should be 
discussed and verified during the field check (Step 4.)  Add verified locations to the plans as 
appropriate.  Calling the Indiana Underground Plant Protection Service and local utilities for 
locations prior to the field check may also be desirable if no field survey is conducted. 

 
3. Distribute field check plans to the utility companies and invite them to the field check(s).  

See Section 10-2.06(03) for the procedure for a bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
4. Conduct field check with the participating utility companies.  At this time discuss possible 

conflicts, relocation, and any right-of-way needs.  See Section 10-2.06(03) for the procedure 
for a bridge-rehabilitation project. 

 
5. Distribute plans, after design approval, with tentative project schedule to each utility 

company, requesting submittal of the relocation plan with estimated relocation schedule.  See 
Section 10-2.06(03) for the procedure for a bridge-rehabilitation project.  All revisions 
affecting utilities must be sent to the affected utility companies. 

 
6. Written documentation is required for all utilities whether relocations are required or not. 
 
7. Review the relocation plan and issue notice for the utility company to proceed. 
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8. Provide each utility company, along with contract documents prior to the contract letting, the 

items as follows: 
 

a. utility contact with telephone number; 
 

b. utility relocation plan, or verbal description of relocation if relocation is necessary; 
 

c. total schedule for relocation, if relocation is necessary, including material delivery, 
weather restraints, pre-work requirements, coordination issues, need for right-of-way 
staking, and construction time; and 

 
d. Utility Coordination Certification. 

 
The Utility Coordination Certification, signed by the designer or other responsible person 
responsible for utility coordination, should state that all utility companies have been 
contacted and that the included relocation plan addresses the relocation of all facilities known 
to be in conflict with the project. 

 
 
10-2.06(03)  Bridge-Rehabilitation Project 
 
A bridge-rehabilitation project has unique qualities and benchmarks that prevent it from exactly 
conforming to the sequence of steps for this process.  A field check held for the purpose of preparing 
an inspection report, and a field check is held near the end of the plan development process.  Neither 
of these meetings are appropriate times to perform the utility coordination outlined in Section 10-
2.06(02), Steps 3 and 4.  Once preliminary plans are developed, transmit these plans to the 
Production Management Division’s Utilities Team.  The number of copies of plans sent for utility 
coordination must equal the number of utilities plus one copy for the Utilities Team.  The Utilities 
Team will then set up a field check to be attended by the utility companies, the designer, and a 
representative from the Utilities Team.  The preliminary plans distributed for the field check are also 
to be used by the utility companies for development of relocation plans and schedule as outlined in 
Step 5.  A second distribution of plans to the utility companies as is indicated in Step 5 will not be 
required. 
 
 
10-2.07  Utility Coordination Process, Design Timeframe of Shorter than 12 Months 
(Short-Term Project) - Traffic Signal Project Design Phase 
 
A traffic signal project has unique qualities and benchmarks that prevent it from exactly conforming 
to the sequence of steps for the Utility Coordination Process for Short Term Project outlined in 
Section 10-2.06. 
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The steps for a traffic signal project are as follows: 
 
1. The district office will identify and include a complete list of all affected utilities and the 

owners of the utilities in the project data sheets and preliminary project reports.  The location 
of the utilities and all significant impacts should be included in the report. 

 
2. The designer will contact the Indiana Underground Plant Protection Service and the utility 

companies at least once before the preliminary field inspection for locating utilities prior to 
the field inspection.  Each utility company is responsible for field-locating its existing 
facilities.  The designer is responsible for ensuring that this happens.  Show all utilities on the 
preliminary field inspection plans.  If, in the preliminary field inspection, a utility company 
does not locate its facilities, location of said facilities should be discussed and verified at the 
final field inspection. 

 
3. The designer will invite each utility company to attend the final field inspection.  Send the 

invitation at least two, and preferably three, weeks before the final field inspection.  Provide 
the design plans to each utility company before or at the final field inspection. 

 
4. Conduct final field inspection with the utility companies participating.  At this time, discuss 

possible conflicts and relocations and verify locations of utilities.  Each utility company must 
verify the location of its facilities and submit revisions to the designer no later than three 
weeks after the final field inspection. 

 
5. The designer should request that each utility company needing to relocate its facilities submit 

a utility-relocation plan and estimated relocation schedule.  The utility company should be 
given at least 30 days to do this.  All revisions affecting utilities will be sent to the affected 
utility companies. 

 
6. Written documentation is required for all utilities whether relocations are required or not. 
 
7. Review the relocation plan and issue notice for the utility company to proceed. 
 
8. Provide each utility company, along with contract documents prior to the contract letting, the 

items as follows: 
 

a. utility contact with telephone number; 
 

b. utility relocation plan, or verbal description of relocation if relocation is necessary; 
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c total schedule for relocation, if relocation is necessary including material delivery, 
weather restraints, pre-work requirements, coordination issues, need for right-of-way 
staking, and construction time; and 

 
d. Utility Coordination Certification. 

 
The Utility Coordination Certification, signed by the designer, should state that the utility 
company has been contacted and that the included relocation plan addresses the relocation of 
all facilities known to be in conflict with the project.  Figure 10-2A provides a Utility 
Coordination Certification for Short Term Project. 

 
 
10-2.08  Complete Waiver of Process 
 
Work such as herbicide treatment, mowing, raised pavement markers, traffic striping, sweeping, etc., 
which normally have no utility involvement may be granted a complete waiver from the utility 
coordination process.  The waiver must be signed for approval by the district development engineer, 
the Production Management Division’s Design Team leader, or the Utilities Team leader.  See Figure 
10-2D, Utility Coordination Certification Waiver form.  An editable version of this form may also be 
found on the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
10-2.09  Level of Effort 
 
10-2.09(01)  Process Steps 
 
The listed step number corresponds to the step number of the Utility Coordination Process for a 
long-term-design project as described in Section 10-2.05.  The discussion can also be applied to 
Sections 10-2.06 and 10-2.07 for a short-term project.  The level of effort required for each step is 
described below. 
 
1. Step 1.  Provide a general description of the locations of all visible utilities in the report.  If 

the owner of the utility facility is evident in the field, include this information in the report.  
Also, it may be obvious that there are other utilities in an area but there might not be visible 
appurtenances.  Therefore, contact the applicable local government unit, the appropriate 
district office, or the Production Management Division’s Utilities Team to obtain the name of 
the utility company so that a description of the location of the facilities can be given in the 
report.  All significant impacts or concerns involving utilities must be described.  Research 
required beyond what can de done in the field to obtain utility locations and utility-company 
names should be kept to a reasonable minimum.  The intent of this step is not to have the 
writer of the report spend a significant amount of time doing utility research. 
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2. Step 2.  All utility facilities must be located and shown on the plans.  Compile a list of all 
existing utility companies including names, addresses, and telephone numbers.  Use the list 
of utility owners supplied in the preliminary project report as a starting point for this step.  
Contact the Underground Plant Protection Service for a list of underground utilities in the 
area.  Not all utility companies subscribe to this service, so the records at the county 
courthouse also must be checked.  All underground utilities are listed with the county 
recorder.  This listing is arranged by civil townships. 

 
All identified utility companies must be contacted to field locate their facilities in order that 
they may be located by the survey crew.  If, upon arrival at the site, it is discovered that a 
utility company has not responded to the request, contact it immediately to to provide this 
service at least one more time.  If the utility company marks its facilities prior to the survey 
crew leaving the site, the survey crew should note the markings.  If the utility company does 
not mark its facilities prior to the survey crew leaving the site, there is nothing else the survey 
crew must do.  Each unresponsive or uncooperative utility company should be documented. 

 
3. Steps 3 and 4.  All utility companies must be sent plans and be invited to the coordination 

meeting.  It is up to the utility company to attend or not.  It is recommended, however, to 
contact by telephone and advise each utility company that will have significant involvement 
in the project to attend the meeting. 

 
4. Steps 5 and 6.  All utility companies should be sent plans and be invited to the preliminary 

field check.  It is up to the utility company to attend or not.  It is recommended to contact by 
telephone and advise each utility company that will have significant involvement. 

 
5. Steps 7-10.  A response from each utility company is required.  The effort required for these 

steps are the hardest to define in terms of what is required to comply with the intent of the 
coordination process if there is an unresponsive utility company.  The level of effort required 
for coordination depends upon the factors listed earlier.  Because each situation can be 
unique, no specific guidelines have been established.  However, Section 10-2.09(02) 
provides examples which show what levels of effort should be used to obtain a response 
from the utility company. 

 
If an unresponsive utility company is encountered, it will be up to the utility coordinator to 
assess the situation and determine what level of effort and what steps should be taken to meet 
the intent of these guidelines.  The utility coordinator should also note the following: 

 
a. If unable to make contact with a utility company, ensure that the proper person is 

being contacted and that the telephone number is correct. 
 

b. If at least one other individual is known at the utility company, consider contacting 
that individual to determine how to get cooperation from the unresponsive individual. 
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c. Provide reasonable time frames for relocation-plan return dates.  For a large road 

project or other project with major utility involvement, each utility company should 
be sent plans to develop its relocation plan at least a year in advance of the ready-for-
letting date.  For another project type (excluding a short-term project), plans should 
be sent at least six months in advance of the ready-for-letting date when asking for a 
relocation plan.  For a short-term project, because it is not possible to give each 
utility company a long advance notice, make every effort to provide the utility 
company with a reasonable amount of time to respond to the request. 

 
6. Step 11.  The information to complete this step should have been obtained in the previous 

steps.  Therefore, supply this information to the proper personnel. 
 
 
10-2.09(02)  Examples 
 
The following examples are provided to show what level of effort should be used to address an 
unresponsive utility company. 
 
Example 10-2.1 Several power poles are located within the project limits.  From field 

observations it is apparent that neither the poles nor the lines attached to them 
should conflict with the project.  All facilities are visible and a reasonably 
accurate decision may be made that no conflict exists.  Thus, if the utility 
company does not respond to the letter sent, it would not be productive to try 
to contact it more than two or three times to elicit a reply.  If no response is 
ever received from the utility company, a letter should be sent notifying it that 
the assumption is being made that there is no conflict with its facilities and 
that it will be liable for any delay to the project if there is a conflict.  Or, at a 
minimum, documentation of the attempted communication should be kept if 
a problem later develops. 

 
Example 10-2.2 A cable-TV line is attached to poles owned by an electric company.  The 

electric company will be moving its poles to accommodate construction of 
the project.  The cable TV company has not provided a relocation plan even 
though it has been contacted twice after the letter requesting a relocation plan 
was sent.  It appears fairly obvious that the cable company will have to move 
with the electric company, but it just will not respond to the request to submit 
a letter that this is what it intends to do.  A notice to proceed with relocation 
should be sent to the utility company.  This notice should include a statement 
that the utility company will be liable for any delay to the project if it does 
not relocate in a timely manner. 
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Example 10-2.3 An overhead telephone line is present within the project limits.  It is apparent 
that the poles will be in conflict with the project.  The utility company has not 
submitted its relocation plan by the date requested.  The utility company has 
been called twice since that date and has not responded back with a relocation 
plan or a reason on why its submission is late. 

 
Because a conflict is evident, make every effort to contact the utility company 
by telephone or other means.  If after trying to contact the utility company up 
to four or five more times over a period of a month, and a response has still 
not been received, a letter from the project owner should be sent notifying the 
utility company that its facilities are in conflict with the project and that 
action will be taken against it if it does not proceed with developing its 
relocation plan and relocating its facilities. 

 
If no response is received after this, the matter should be turned over to the 
project owner to pursue with its attorneys or however it deems necessary.  At 
this point, the utility coordinator has fulfilled his/her obligations in this 
matter.  The only further obligation would be if the utility company does 
respond and submits a relocation plan.  The coordinator would have to 
resume his/her coordination per normal procedures.  The Production 
Management Division’s Utilities Team may also be contacted for advice in 
such a matter. 

 
Example 10-2.4 A water main exists within the limits of a road project.  The line is known to 

run the length of the project either under or near where new pavement will be 
placed.  No other details of location of the main or service lines are known.  It 
is not known if there is a conflict or not.  Whether there is a conflict or not 
would depend on the location and condition of the main and the service lines. 

 
The utility company has not submitted its relocation plan by the date 
requested.  The utility coordinator has contacted the utility company and was 
told that the utility company would get right on it and have plans submitted 
within two weeks.  Three weeks have passed and a relocation plan has still 
not been received.  During the next three weeks, five telephone messages 
have been left with the utility company, but none of the calls has been 
returned. 

 
It is necessary to obtain a response from the utility company due to the 
possible consequences if a conflict exists.  A letter from the project owner 
must be sent notifying the utility company that its facilities are likely in 
conflict with the project and action will be taken against it if it does not 
proceed with developing its relocation plan and relocating its facilities.  If no 
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response is received, the utility coordinator has fulfilled his/her obligation 
and the matter should be turned over to the project owner to pursue. 

 
Example 10-2.5 A high-pressure gas transmission line crosses under the road at one location 

within the limits of a road project.  It appears that there might not be a 
conflict because only minimal work is being done above the pipeline.  
However, there will be a need for heavy construction machinery to traverse 
over top of the area where the lines are located during construction. 

 
The utility company has been contacted but has indicated that it is too busy to 
spend the time to review the project plans and make an assessment of the 
situation.  The utility company has indicated that it will be at least 6 months 
before it will have a chance to do a review.  Unfortunately, this is not in 
accordance with the schedule for the highway project. 

 
Even though the utility is present only at a spot location, due to the type of 
utility facility involved, a response would be necessary from the utility 
company.  Also, gas transmission and other pipeline utilities have stringent 
regulations that sometimes result in relocations where it might not be readily 
apparent that there would need to be one.  Pipeline relocations can also tend 
to be costly, take a considerable amount of time and be subject to seasonal 
constraints.  Thus, it would be beneficial to receive an early response from 
the utility company. 

 
The utility company is communicating, but it is not willing to meet the 
highway project schedule due to its own priorities.  It would be best to inform 
the utility company why it is to its advantage to spend some time to at least 
perform an analysis to see if a conflict exists or not.  For instance, if a conflict 
is identified early enough, the project plans or special provisions could be 
altered to accommodate the utility without the utility having to make any 
adjustment to its facilities.  If the utility company waits until the last minute, 
there will be much less flexibility to make changes.  Therefore, a short 
amount of time spent now could save a large amount of time later.  It is 
always best to try to demonstrate to the utility company the advantages of 
coordinating in a timely manner. 

 
If the incentive method doesn’t work, then more forceful methods would 
need to be pursued as listed in the Examples 10-2.3 and 10-2.4. 

 
 
10-3.0  UTILITY ACCOMMODATION POLICY 
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10-3.01  Introduction 
 
10-3.01(01)  Purpose 
 
The policies and principles in this Section should be used to control the utility occupancy of public-
highway right of way, including easements, under INDOT’s jurisdiction.  This includes local-public-
agency work which uses Federal-aid funds administered by INDOT. 
 
INDOT has the responsibility to maintain highway right of way under its jurisdiction as necessary to 
preserve the integrity, operational safety, and function of the highway facility.  Because the manner 
in which utilities cross or otherwise occupy highway right of way can materially affect the 
appearance, safe operation, and maintenance of the highway, it is necessary that this use and 
occupancy be authorized and reasonably regulated. 
 
This policy is provided to develop and preserve a safe roadside and to minimize possible interference 
and impairment to the highway, its structures, appearance, safe operation, construction, and 
maintenance. 
 
 
10-3.01(02)  Application 
 
This policy applies to all public and private utilities including electric power, telephone, telegraph, 
cable television, water, gas, oil, petroleum products, steam, chemicals, sewage, drainage, irrigation, 
and similar lines that will be located, adjusted, or relocated within the right of way under the 
jurisdiction of INDOT.  The utilities may involve underground, surface, or overhead facilities, either 
singularly or in combination. 
 
 
10-3.01(03)  Scope 
 
This policy is provided by INDOT for use in regulating the location, design, and methods for 
installing, adjusting, accommodating, and maintaining utilities on highway right-of-way.  It is limited 
to matters which are the responsibility of highway authorities for preserving the integrity of the 
highway and its safe operation. 
 
Where laws or orders of public authority (such as the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, the 
Indiana State Board of Health, or the requirements of the Federal Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 
1968), industry or governmental codes prescribe a higher degree of protection or standards than those 
described herein, the higher degree will prevail. 
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10-3.01(04)  Other Requirements 
 
All utility installations and construction must comply with the requirements contained herein, the 
INDOT Standard Specifications, the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, and the clear-zone 
requirements described in Chapter Forty-nine. 
 
 
10-3.01(05)  Exceptions 
 
Throughout this policy, there are several instances where the phrase “exceptions may be permitted in 
accordance with Section 10-3.01(05)” is used.  These denote where INDOT tends to receive the most 
requests for exceptions to this policy.  However, exceptions not only to these provisions, but any 
provision contained in this section may be authorized by the INDOT Chief Engineer, where it is 
demonstrated that extreme hardship or unusual conditions provide justification and where alternative 
measures can be prescribed to fulfill the intent of this policy.  All requests for exceptions must 
include an evaluation of the direct and indirect design, environmental and economic effects, 
including impacts on agricultural lands, which would result if the installation is permitted and a 
comparison to the results if it is not permitted, plus any other pertinent information. 
 
 
10-3.01(06)  Prior Instructions 
 
This policy supersedes and replaces all policies or portions of policies pertaining to the 
accommodation, location and methods of utility installations, adjustments and maintenance which 
are in conflict. 
 
 
10-3.02  Definitions 
 
The following definitions apply to utility accommodation. 
 
1. Utility.  This term applies to all publicly-, privately-, or cooperatively-owned lines and/or 

their accessories within the highway right of way except those used for highway-oriented 
needs.  Such utilities may involve underground, surface, or overhead facilities either 
singularly or in combination.  The term Utility, when capitalized, means the utility company, 
including any wholly-owned or -controlled subsidiary.  Public utilities are generally 
considered those which convey a product, power, or communication from the Utility to a 
customer.  Private lines are generally considered those which are devoted exclusively to 
private use. 
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2. Low-Volume Highway.  Any non-limited-access highway which carries a traffic volume of 
not more than 750 vehicles per day, and, if known, upon which the projected traffic volume 
at the design year is not anticipated to exceed 1300 vehicles per day. 

 
3. Utilities Team.  The team in the Production Management Division responsible for identifying 

potential utility conflicts in a highway project and coordinating with those utility companies 
to make adjustments or relocations as needed. 

 
4. Permits Team.  The team in the Contract Administration Division responsible for issuing a 

permit to a Utility for the construction, rebuilding ,or repair of utility lines and facilities on 
highway right of way. 

 
5. Relocation Permit.  The written permission provided to a Utility by the Utilities Team and/or 

district office which allows the Utility to relocate existing facilities to accommodate highway 
construction or maintenance. 

 
6. Right-of-Way Permit.  The written permission by INDOT which allows the use and 

occupancy of highway right of way for utility lines and/or facilities. 
 
7. High- or Low-Pressure Gas Line.  A high-pressure gas line is that which is generally operated 

at a pressure in excess of 60 psi.  A low-pressure gas line is that which operate at 60 psi or 
lower. 

 
8. Pavement Structure.  The combination of the surface, intermediate, and base courses, 

subbase, and up to 8 in. of stabilized subgrade material which supports the traffic load and 
distributes it to the roadbed.  A maximum of 8 in. of subgrade stabilization will be 
considered a part of the pavement structure. 

 
9. Highway, Street, or Road.  A general term denoting a public way for purposes of vehicular 

travel, including the entire area within the right of way. 
 
10. Roadway.  The portion of a highway, street, or road, including shoulders, intended for 

vehicular use.  A divided highway has two or more roadways. 
 
 
10-3.03  General 
 
10-3.03(01)  Permits 
 
Each public utility company has a qualified right to occupy public right of way, subject to the control 
of INDOT or other agencies with jurisdiction of the right of way.  This control is exercised by 
requiring a right-of-way permit for each point or area of use by a utility facility.  This will ensure 
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compliance with the standards, policies, and methods promulgated by INDOT and will make 
possible the safe control of traffic movement, safety, and coordination of work with other utilities 
and highway maintenance or construction work. 
 
A utility company’s occupancy request may be initiated as follows. 
 
1. Utility-Company-Initiated.  A utility company initiates the request if it wants to install new 

facilities or adjust existing facilities within highway right of way.  The utility company must 
obtain a permit through the appropriate district or subdistrict office.  A fee is charged for the 
permit. 

 
2. INDOT-Initiated.  INDOT initiates the request if a utility must be relocated or adjusted to 

accommodate proposed highway construction, reconstruction, or maintenance.  This work is 
coordinated by the Utilities Team or the appropriate district office. 

 
All utility facilities within the existing or proposed right of way are identified while the project is in 
the design stage.  All affected utility companies receive plans of the proposed highway construction 
and are notified if relocation is necessary.  Each utility company must coordinate relocations with, 
and obtain a relocation permit from, the Utilities Team or the appropriate district office.  No fee is 
charged for the permit. 
 
If the utility company does not complete its adjustments or relocations in a timely manner, INDOT 
may claim damages from the utility company for delay of highway work.  In the event of delay, 
INDOT may also perform the necessary work itself or through a contractor and bill the utility 
company for all costs associated with this work. 
 
The utility company must identify and obtain any other necessary permits or authorizations for the 
installation, which may be required from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Indiana Department 
of Natural Resources, railroad companies, or others.  INDOT may require the utility company to 
produce satisfactory evidence that these permits and authorizations have been obtained. 
 
 
10-3.03(02)  Driveway Conflict 
 
Construction, reconstruction, modification, or relocation of a private drive on highway right of way 
may also require adjustment or relocation of utility facilities.  Where the work on the drive is 
initiated by is or incidental to a highway project, the adjustment or relocation of the utility will be 
treated like any other highway-initiated work. 
 
Where the work on the drive is initiated by a private owner, subject to INDOT approval, INDOT is 
not responsible for identifying or resolving any conflicts between the drive and utilities.  If a conflict 
exists and there is no other practical location for the drive, the utility must be adjusted or relocated.  
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The division of costs, if any, for this work will be resolved between the utility company and the 
owner of the drive. 
 
 
10-3.03(03)  Private Line 
 
Because a private line serves only its owner, it is not in the public interest for it to be located within 
highway right of way.  A longitudinal installation of a private line is not permitted. Exceptions may 
be made in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05) where public interest can be demonstrated.  A 
crossing of highway right-of-way by a private line may be permitted subject to INDOT control.  A 
private-line installation must be in accordance with all other applicable requirements included herein. 
 
 
10-3.03(04)  Service Line 
 
A service line is a special class of private line.  Whether the public-utility facility is on or off 
highway right-of-way, the sole reason for a service line to be on highway right-of-way is to facilitate 
its connection with a public utility.  Because it is in the interest of both the customer and utility 
company to have these connections, a service line is permitted on highway right-of-way whenever 
practical. 
 
There is a wide variation among utility companies on the division of ownership, costs, and 
responsibility between them and their customers for the portion of the service line on highway right-
of-way.  INDOT neither seeks nor desires to regulate this relationship.  However, the utility company 
clearly benefits from the service line.  As a practical consequence of effectively regulating utility 
occupancy of highway right-of-way, the utility company must at a minimum co-sign any service line 
permit.  Each utility company must determine the proper division of costs, if any, with each 
customer. 
 
 
10-3.03(05)  Access Control 
 
INDOT has the authority to control and regulate access to each highway under its jurisdiction.  A 
large public investment has been made to construct and maintain a safe and efficient highway 
system.  A major objective is to limit interference with vehicles or pedestrians which are entering, 
exiting, or crossing the highway.  Access control includes the categories as follows. 
 
1. Non-Limited Access.  INDOT has the authority to regulate the location and details of access 

which affect the safe operation of the highway.  However, it has not purchased access control 
rights from adjoining properties.  This level is typical of a highway with frequent drives or 
intersections. 
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2. Partial Limited Access.  INDOT has declared or purchased access control from adjoining 
properties.  Access is controlled to give preference to through traffic, but there may still be 
some intersecting streets at grade and some driveway connections.  This level is typical of a 
divided highway with some intersections or drives. 

 
3. Full Limited Access.  INDOT has purchased access control rights from adjoining properties.  

Access is controlled to give priority to through traffic by providing access only from selected 
public roads, by prohibiting crossings at grade, and by prohibiting driveway connections.  
This level is typical of an Interstate highway or a divided highway. 

 
The type of access control is not always apparent from visual inspection.  The appropriate district 
office should be contacted to confirm the type of control in effect for a specific location.  This 
determines the type and extent of utility installations which may be permitted.  The access-control 
line is the limit at which access is physically controlled for limited-access right of way.  The access-
control line is normally but not always in the same location as the right-of-way line. 
 
 
10-3.03(06)  Location 
 
The following applies to the location of utility lines. 
 
1. Utility lines must be located to avoid or minimize the need for adjustment for future highway 

improvements and to permit access to the utility lines for their maintenance with minimum 
interference to highway traffic.  Full consideration must be given to the measures necessary 
to preserve and protect the maintenance, operation, safety, and aesthetic characteristics of the 
highway. 

 
2. Utility installations on an urban street with closely abutting improvements must be resolved 

consistent with the prevailing limitations and conditions. 
 
3. Utilities should cross a roadway at right angles or as nearly as practical to right angles.  

Reasonable latitude may be exercised for existing utilities which are otherwise qualified to 
remain in place. 

 
4. Underground utility crossings which are encased should be constructed to allow for 

replacement of the lines within the existing encasement if the existing line ruptures. 
 
5. For utility crossings on a limited-access highway, all supporting structures and above-ground 

appurtenances should be located outside the access-control line and, preferably, outside the 
right-of-way line.  Installation and maintenance must be from non-limited access frontage 
roads, crossroads, or streets where practical or otherwise from outside the access-control line 
and, preferably, outside the right-of-way line of the through-traffic roadway.  Exceptions may 
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be allowed in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05) for an unusually wide right of way or 
median. 

 
6. Longitudinal installations must be located on uniform alignment as near as practical to the 

right-of-way line to provide space for future highway construction and for possible future 
utility installations.  Where irregularly shaped portions of the right of way extend beyond the 
normal right-of-way limits, variances in the location from the right-of-way line may be 
allowed as necessary to maintain a reasonably uniform alignment for longitudinal utility 
installations.  Above-ground longitudinal installations are not permitted in a highway 
median. 

 
7. Longitudinal installations on a highway with partial access control are generally discouraged. 

Installations may be allowed in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05) and the following 
conditions. 

 
a. Individual service connections will be permitted only if no other reasonable 

alternative exists.  Factors to be considered include distance between distribution 
points, terrain, cost, and prior existence. 

 
b. Utility maintenance points, such as manholes, must be installed outside of the right of 

way wherever practical. 
 
8. Longitudinal installations on a highway with full access control are not permitted.  

Exceptions may be allowed in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05) and the following 
conditions: 

 
a. individual service connections may not be permitted; 

 
b. the utility must not be installed or serviced by direct access from the limited-access 

roadway or connecting ramps; and 
 

c. the utility must not interfere with or impair the safety, design, construction, operation, 
maintenance, stability, or future expansion of the highway. 

 
2. Wireless telecommunication towers may be permitted in highway right-of-way with partial- 

or full-access control in accordance with Section 10-3.06. 
 
 
10-3.03(07)  Design 
 
The following applies to the design of a utility installation. 
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1. The utility company is responsible for the design of the utility facility to be installed within 
the highway right-of-way or attached to a highway structure.  Full consideration must be 
provided to the measures necessary to preserve and protect the maintenance, operation, 
safety, and aesthetic characteristics of the highway. 

 
2. Utility installations on, over, or under the highway right of way must, at a minimum, be in 

accordance with the following: 
 

a. electric power and communication facilities must be in accordance with the National 
Electric Safety Code; 

 
b. water lines must be in accordance with the applicable specifications of the American 

Water Works Association; 
 

c. pressure pipelines must be in accordance with the applicable sections of the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Code for Pressure Piping; 49 CFR 
Parts 192, 193 and 195; and any applicable industry codes; 

 
d. liquid petroleum pipelines must be in accordance with the applicable recommended 

practice of the American Petroleum Institute for pipeline crossings under a railroad or 
highway; and 

 
e. any pipeline carrying hazardous materials must be in accordance with the rules and 

regulations of the U. S. Department of Transportation governing the transportation of 
such materials. 

 
3. Each utility installation on, over, or under highway right of way, or attachment to a highway 

structure should be of durable materials designed for a long service life expectancy, and be 
relatively free from routine servicing and maintenance. 

 
4. On a new installation or adjustment of an existing utility line, provisions should be made for 

known or planned expansion of the utility facilities, particularly those located underground or 
attached to a bridge.  They should be planned to minimize hazards and interference with 
highway traffic if additional overhead or underground lines are installed at some future date. 

 
5. Utility lines which are attached to a highway bridge or separation structure must have shut-

off valves, automatic where practical, installed at or near the ends of the structure, unless 
segments of the lines can be isolated by other devices within a reasonable distance. 

 
 
10-3.04  Structure 
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10-3.04(01)  Utility Structure 
 
Where it would be more economical to carry one or several utility lines across a highway in a tunnel 
or on a bridge rather than in separately trenched and encased crossings, consideration should be 
given to using a separate structure specifically for the utility crossing.  Such a structure may serve a 
joint purpose as a utility and pedestrian facility and/or sign support structure. 
 
Each utility company must agree that any maintenance, servicing, or repair of its utility lines will be 
its responsibility.  Further, the cost of designing, constructing, and maintaining the utility tunnel or 
bridge must be divided among the utility companies in an agreed, equitable manner.  INDOT will 
participate in these costs only to the extent that the utility company would otherwise normally be 
reimbursable for such work or to the extent that the structure is also used for highway purposes. 
 
 
10-3.04(02)  Highway Structure 
 
The following applies to the attachment of utility lines to a highway structure. 
 
1. The attachment of utility lines to a highway bridge or separation structure is discouraged.  

Such attachments can materially affect the durability and load capacity of the structure, the 
safe operation of traffic, the ease of maintenance, and the overall appearance. 

 
2. Exceptions are permitted in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05) and the following criteria.  

Each attachment will be considered individually and must not be considered a precedent for 
granting of any subsequent requests for attachment. 

 
a. Communication Line.  Where it is impractical to carry a communication line across a 

stream or other obstruction, INDOT may permit attachment of the line to its bridge.  
On an existing bridge, the line must generally be carried in conduit and located so as 
not to interfere with stream flow, traffic, or routine maintenance operations.  If a 
request is made prior to construction of a bridge, suitable conduit will be provided in 
the structure if the utility company bears the cost of all additional work and materials 
involved and all other applicable requirements have been met. 

 
b. Gas or Petroleum Line.  A line carrying these or other hazardous, explosive, or highly 

pressurized or heated materials must not be attached to a structure except in extreme 
hardship.  It cannot be installed where it can be impacted by traffic on or under the 
bridge, nor where a leak could flood a roadway on or under the bridge. 

 
c. Power Line.  A high-voltage power line must not be attached to a structure except in 

extreme hardship.  A low-voltage line may be attached where the cost of other 
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solutions is prohibitive.  A power line will not be installed where it can be impacted 
by traffic on or under the bridge. 

 
d. Water or Sewer Line.  This line must not be installed where it can be impacted by 

traffic on or under the bridge, nor where a leak could flood a roadway on or under the 
bridge. 

 
e. Structural Analysis.  Each request to attach a pipeline to an existing bridge must be 

accompanied by sufficient information to determine the effect of the added load on 
the structure.  If the bridge does not have sufficient strength to carry the load with an 
adequate margin of safety, the request will be denied.  Where the request is to attach 
a line within or to a new structure, the utility company will be responsible for any 
increase in the cost of the structure to support the extra load of the pipeline, including 
any increase in the size or thickness of members necessary to contain lines or 
conduits installed within the structure. 

 
f. Attachment Details.  All requests for attachments must be accompanied by sufficient 

details of the manner and type of attachment to allow for adequate review and 
approval by INDOT. 

 
g. Asbestos Materials.  Materials contain asbestos should not be used on a utility line 

attached to a highway structure.  Where a utility is located on a highway structure, the 
utility company shall submit to INDOT on its letterhead, a signed, dated copy of the 
statement as follows: 

 
We hereby certify that no asbestos-containing material was specified 
as a building material in any construction document for this project. 

 
In addition, the Contractor’s contract should include the statement as follows: 

 
Before final payment of the contract price, the Engineer will sign and 
submit to INDOT, on the Contractor’s letterhead, a dated copy of the 
following statement: 

 
I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge that no asbestos- 
containing material was used as a building material during this 
project. 

 
3. If an attachment to a structure must be relocated to accommodate highway work or safety, the 

utility company must apply for a new attachment.  Prior existence will not be a basis for 
reattachment. 
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10-3.05  Pipeline 
 
10-3.05(01)  General 
 
1. Methods of Protection. 
 

a. General.  Each pipeline must provide sufficient strength to withstand internal design 
pressures and must be of satisfactory durability under the conditions to which it may 
be subjected and must meet any other applicable codes or industry standards for the 
type of pipeline and material being transmitted. 

 
b. Encased.  Encasement must consist of a pipe or other separate structure around and 

outside the carrier line and should be designed to support the superimposed loads of 
roadway, traffic, and construction equipment.  Casing strength must meet or exceed 
the structural requirements for a drainage culvert.  Casing materials must be of 
satisfactory durability under the conditions to which they may be subjected.  A 
highway crossing must be encased in the interest of safety, protection of the highway 
and utility, and access to the utility. 

 
Where casing is used, it must be provided under a median, from top of backslope to 
top of backslope for a cut section, 5 ft beyond the toe of slope under a fill section, 5 ft 
beyond face of curb in an urban section, or 5 ft beyond any structure which the line 
passes under or through.  Encasement may be omitted under a median which is 
substantially wider than standard for such a roadway. 

 
c. Non-Encased.  A non-encased pipeline must provide sufficient strength to withstand 

internal design pressures and the superimposed loads of the roadway and traffic, 
including that of construction equipment.  A non-encased pipeline crossing a 
highway must comply with the requirements herein for each type of utility. 

 
2. Manhole, Vault, or Pit.  This type of access must be limited to that necessary for installation 

and maintenance of an underground line.  Each must be directly in line with the utility 
facility, must be of the minimum width and length to accomplish its intended function, and 
must comply with any other necessary codes or requirements.  It must not be placed or 
permitted to remain in place in the pavement or shoulders of a high-volume roadway.  
Exceptions in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05) may be permitted for extreme hardship 
for a roadway in an urban area.  It may also be placed or permitted to remain in place under 
traffic lanes of a low-volume roadway in an urban area provided steps are taken to minimize 
such installation and to avoid its location at an intersection.  It must be installed flush with 
the roadway or ground surface and must be of sufficient strength to withstand the 
superimposed loads of the roadway, traffic, and construction equipment. 
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3. Depth.  As used herein, depth of cover must be to the top of the pipe if non-encased or 

otherwise to the top of the casing.  The depth of an underground line must be as specified 
herein for each type of utility.  Where placement at such depth is impractical or where 
unusual conditions exist, exceptions to permit other types of protection may be approved as 
appropriate. 

 
4. Methods of Installation.  An underground line to be installed across an existing roadway 

must be installed by boring, tunneling, or jacking in accordance with INDOT specifications.  
Where installed by jacking or boring, encasement may be required.  A bore pit should be 
located at least 30 ft from the edge of the nearest through traffic lane and not less than 20 ft 
from the edge of pavement on ramps.  On a low-traffic roadway or a frontage road, a bore pit 
should not be less than 10 ft from the edge of pavement or 5 ft from face of curb.  Adequate 
warning devices, barricades, or protective devices must be used to prevent traffic hazards.  
Where circumstances necessitate the excavation of a bore pit closer to the edge of pavement 
than established above, concrete barrier rail or another approved device must be installed for 
protection of traffic in accordance with INDOT criteria (see Chapter Eighty-two).  A bore pit 
must be located and constructed so as to not interfere with highway structural footings.  
Shoring must be used if necessary. 

 
5. Location.  An unsuitable or undesirable location must be avoided.  This includes the 

following: 
 

a. deep cut; 
 

b. near footing of bridge or other highway structure; 
 

c. across at-grade intersection or ramp terminal; 
 

d. at cross-drain where flow of water, drift, or stream bedload may be obstructed; 
 

e. within basin or an underpass drained by a pump if the pipeline carries a liquid or 
liquefied gas; or 

 
f. in wet or rocky terrain where minimum depth of cover would be difficult to attain. 

 
6. Clearance.  Vertical and horizontal clearance between a pipeline and a structure or other 

highway or utility facility should be sufficient to permit maintenance of the pipeline and the 
other facility. 
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7. Materials.  Each pipeline or casing must provide sufficient strength to withstand the internal 
design pressure and the dead and live loads of the backfill, pavement structure, and traffic, 
including construction equipment. 

 
 
10-3.05(02)  High-Pressure Gas or Liquid Petroleum Line 
 
1. Depth of Cover.  Each line that is not under the roadway and not within 5 ft of it must have a 

minimum depth of cover of 2.5 ft if encased, or 3 ft if not encased. 
 

Each line that is under the roadway or within 5 ft of it must have a minimum depth of cover 
under the pavement surface of 2.5 ft if encased, or 4 ft if not encased.  Further, each line must 
be a minimum of 18 in. or one-half the diameter of the pipe or casing beneath the pavement 
structure, whichever is greater. 

 
Each line must have a minimum depth of cover of 4 ft under a ditch. 

 
An exception may be authorized for an existing line to remain in place with a reduction of 
0.15 m in the depth of cover specified above.  A further reduction may be permitted if the 
pipeline is protected by a reinforced-concrete slab which meets the following requirements. 

 
a. Width.  Three times the pipe diameter but not less than 4 ft. 
b. Thickness.  Minimum of 6 in. 
c. Reinforcing.  Minimum of #4 bars on 12 in. centers, or equivalent. 
d. Cover.  Minimum of 6 in. between the slab and top of pipe. 

 
2. Crossing Line.  This may be encased or non-encased.  However, only a welded-steel line with 

adequate corrosion protection may be used for a non-encased highway crossing. 
 
3. Vents.  One or more vents must be provided for each casing or series of casings.  For a 

casing longer than 150 ft, vents should be provided at both ends.  For a shorter casing, a vent 
should be located at the high end with a marker placed at the low end.  Vents must be placed 
at the right-of-way line immediately above the pipeline and situated so as to not interfere 
with highway maintenance and to not be concealed by vegetation.  Ownership of the line 
must be shown on the vents. 

 
4. Marker.  The utility company must place a readily-identifiable and suitable marker 

immediately above any high-pressure gas or liquid petroleum line where it crosses the right-
of-way line, except where marked by a vent. 
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10-3.05(03)  Low-Pressure Gas Line 
 
1. Depth of Cover.  Each line that is not under the roadway and not within 5 ft of it must have a 

minimum depth of cover of 2.5 ft if encased, or 3 ft if not encased. 
 

Each line that is under the roadway or within 5 ft of it must have a minimum depth of cover 
under the pavement surface of 2.5 ft if encased, or 4 ft if not encased.  Further, each line must 
be a minimum of 18 in or one-half the diameter of the pipe or casing beneath the pavement 
structure, whichever is greater. 

 
Each line must have a minimum depth of cover of 4 ft under a ditch. 

 
An exception may be authorized for an existing line to remain in place with a reduction of 6 
in. in depth of cover specified above. 

 
2. Crossing Line.  This may be encased or non-encased.  A non-encased crossing must be of 

welded-steel construction with adequate corrosion protection or a plastic line with no joints 
under or within 5 ft of the roadway. 

 
3. Vents.  One or more vents must be provided for each casing or series of casings.  For a 

casing longer than 45 m, vents should be provided at both ends.  For a shorter casing, a vent 
should be located at the high end with a marker placed at the low end.  Vents must be placed 
at the right-of-way line immediately above the pipeline and situated so as to not interfere 
with highway maintenance and to not be concealed by vegetation.  Ownership of the line 
must be shown on the vents. 

 
4. Marker.  The utility company must place a readily identifiable and suitable marker 

immediately above any low-pressure gas line where it crosses the right-of-way line, except 
where marked by a vent. 

 
5. Plastic Line.  The maximum size must not exceed industry standards, which is 6 in. to 8 in.  

Where plastic pipe is installed without a metallic casing, a metal wire must be installed 
concurrently or other means must be provided for detection purposes. 

 
6. Location Exception.  In an urban area, an existing longitudinal line which can be maintained 

without violating access control and which is not under the pavement or shoulder of any 
existing roadway or potential future improvement may remain in place provided that all other 
requirements are met, and provided that measures are taken to minimize any future need for 
cutting the pavement to make service connections on a high-traffic roadway. 
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10-3.05(04)  Water Line 
 
1. Depth of Cover.  Each line that is not under the roadway and not within 5 ft of it must have a 

minimum depth of cover of 2.5 ft. 
 

Each line that is under the roadway or within 5 ft of it must have a minimum depth of cover 
under the pavement surface of 4 ft.  Further, each line must be a minimum of 18 in. or one-
half the diameter of the pipe or casing beneath the pavement structure, whichever is greater. 

 
Each line must have a minimum depth of cover of 3 ft under a ditch. 

 
An exception may be authorized for an existing line to remain in place with a reduction of 6 
in. in depth of cover specified above. 

 
2. Crossing Line.  Each crossing line must be encased, except for a service line of 2 in. diameter 

or less.  Encasement under an entrance may be omitted in consideration of the type and 
amount of traffic and the depth, condition, and maintenance responsibility. 

 
3. Plastic Line.  Where plastic pipe is installed without a metal casing, a metal wire must be 

installed concurrently or other means should be provided for detection purposes. 
 
4. Location Exception.  In an urban area, an existing longitudinal line which can be maintained 

without violating access control and which is not under the pavement or shoulder of any 
existing roadway or potential future improvement may remain in place provided that all other 
requirements are met, and provided that measures are taken to minimize any future need for 
cutting the pavement to make service connections on a high-traffic roadway. 

 
5. Appurtenances.  Meter pits, sprinkler pits, regulator pits, or other such features must not be 

located within highway right of way.  An exception may be allowed for an existing facility if 
it does not interfere with proposed highway construction, maintenance, operation, or safety. 

 
6. Drain.  One or more drains must be provided for each casing or series of casings.  The drain 

should outlet outside of the roadway area to a natural drainage feature or roadway ditch. 
 
7. Marker.  The utility company must place a readily identifiable and suitable marker 

immediately above any water line where it crosses the right-of-way line. 
 
 
10-3.05(05)  Sanitary Sewer Line 
 
1. Depth of Cover.  Each line that is not under the roadway and not within 5 ft of it must have a 

minimum depth of cover of 2.5 ft. 
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Each line that is under the roadway or within 5 ft of it must have a minimum depth of cover 
under the pavement surface of 4 ft.  Further, each line must be a minimum of 30 in. or one-
half the diameter of the pipe or casing beneath the pavement structure, whichever is greater. 

 
Each line must have a minimum depth of cover of 3 ft under a ditch. 

 
An exception may be authorized for an existing line to remain in place with a reduction of 6 
in. in depth of cover specified above. 

 
2. Crossing Line.  A line to be operated under pressure or which does not conform to the 

material, strength, or cover depths described herein must be encased.  Encasement under an 
entrance may be omitted in consideration of the type and amount of traffic, depth, condition 
and maintenance, responsibility. 

 
3. Material.  New or relocated sewer lines may be of any material which has been proven to be 

of satisfactory strength and durability in local use, provided all other requirements are met. 
 
4. Non-Metallic Line.  Where a non-metallic line is installed without a metallic casing, a 

durable metal wire must be installed concurrently or other means should be provided for 
detection purposes. 

 
5. Location Exception.  Except where relocation is necessary to clear an existing line from a 

structure or other highway appurtenance or for other specific reasons, INDOT may permit an 
existing line to remain in place at any location except longitudinally under through-traffic 
lanes or ramps of a limited-access highway, provided the line is of satisfactory quality and 
depth, manholes are adjusted as needed, and provisions are made to ensure that any future 
service lines will not violate access-control limits or disturb the roadway. 

 
 
10-3.06  Overhead Power or Communication Line 
 
10-3.06(01)  General 
 
1. Type of Construction.  A longitudinal line should be limited to single-pole construction.  A 

transverse line should be limited to single-pole construction where practicable, but may also 
be approved to use the same type of support as used on the portion of the line immediately 
adjacent to the highway right of way provided all other requirements herein are met. 

 
2. Vertical Clearance.  Except as noted in Item 3.c. below, the minimum vertical clearance for 

an overhead communication or power line above the highway shall be not less than 18 ft, and 
should be greater if required by the National Electric Safety Code or other law or regulation. 
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3. Location. 
 

a. In a rural area or at an uncurbed section in an urban area, poles supporting a 
longitudinal line should be located on a uniform alignment as far from the roadway as 
possible.  Guy wires placed within the right of way should be held to a minimum and 
should normally be in line with the pole line.  Other locations may be permitted for 
guy poles or wires, but they should not be located within the specified clear zone.  At 
a curbed section in an urban area, poles shall be located as far as practical behind the 
outer curbs and preferably adjacent to the right-of-way line, but should provide at 
least 1.5 ft clearance behind the face of an existing curb or 2 ft behind the face of a 
proposed curb. 

 
b. At a crossing, poles will not be permitted in the median or more than 3 ft inside the 

right-of-way line where practical.  An exception may be allowed where the cost of 
spanning an extreme width is excessive and where poles can be located in accordance 
with these requirements. 

 
c. The horizontal or vertical location of an overhead power and communication line 

relative to a highway bridge or other structure should provide adequate clearance for 
construction and maintenance activities, where practical. 

 
4. Clear Roadside.  Each new utility-pole installation or other above-ground obstruction should 

be located outside of the appropriate clear zone (see Chapter Forty-nine).  If the clear-zone 
width extends to the right-of-way line, an installation will not be permitted unless approved 
in accordance with Section 10-3.01(05).  An existing installation must be relocated to outside 
of the clear zone (see Chapter Forty-nine) or obstruction-free zone (see Chapter Fifty-five), 
whichever is applicable, where they are found within the project limits. 

 
Guy wires to ground anchors or stub poles should not be placed between a pole and the 
traveled way where they encroach upon the clear zone. 

 
 
10-3.06(02)  Telecommunication Tower 
 
1. Applicability.  These requirements apply specifically to a telecommunication tower placed 

within highway right-of-way as part of a resource-sharing project.  Such tower will typically 
occupy space within Interstate-route limited-access right of way.  A telecommunication tower 
that is not a part of a resource-sharing project will not be permitted to occupy Interstate-route 
limited-access right of way.  A resource-sharing project is defined as a project undertaken by 
the State and a telecommunications provider to achieve a common goal of meeting each 
other’s communication needs. 
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2. Location.  Each location site must be in accordance with the following: 
 

a. adequate sight distance for safe ingress to and egress from the tower site; 
 

b. the tower should be located outside the clear zone and where it is unlikely to be 
struck unless shielding already exists.  The desirable distance is 80 ft; and 

 
c. there is an adequate pull-off area beyond the shoulder for construction and 

maintenance of the tower. 
 

Listed below, in descending order of preference, are the site locations that INDOT will 
consider. 

 
a. Priority 1.  Vehicle access to the tower site can be obtained from outside the limited-

access control roadway.  This would include access from a frontage or local road.  
This also would include access from a ramp to a rest area, weigh station, etc.  Where 
fencing exists, gates should be placed at appropriate locations to provide controlled 
access to the tower.  Gates should be sized to accommodate the type of traffic-
maintenance equipment that will access the tower.  All gates shall be secured with 
locks, with keys being distributed to appropriate personnel.  A locked-gate access 
requires an FHWA approval.  See Figure 10-3A, Priority 1 Access. 

 
b. Priority 2.  Within an interchange, vehicle access can be obtained from the right-hand 

side of a diagonal ramp.  See Figure 10-3B, Priority 2 Access. 
 

c. Priority 3.  Within an interchange, vehicle access can be obtained from the left-hand 
side of a diagonal ramp.  See Figure 10-3C, Priority 3 Access. 

 
An installation within Interstate-route limited-access right of way that is not in accordance 
with the criteria described above may be approved only through joint INDOT/FHWA 
concurrence. 

 
3. Multiple Providers.  Multiple telecommunication providers will be permitted on a tower.  

However, only one provider will maintain the tower structure and all attachments.  The 
provider who will maintain the tower will be chosen through standard INDOT selection 
procedures. 

 
 
10-3.07  Underground Power Line 
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1. Depth of Cover.  Each line that is not under the roadway and not within 5 ft of it must have a 
minimum depth of cover of 2.5 ft if encased, or 3 ft if not encased. 

 
Each line that is under the roadway or within 5 ft of it must have a minimum depth of cover 
under the pavement surface of 2.5 ft if encased, or 4 ft if not encased.  Further, each line must 
be a minimum of 18 in. or one-half the diameter of the pipe or casing beneath the pavement 
structure, whichever is greater. 

 
Each line must have a minimum depth of cover of 4 ft under a ditch. 

 
An exception may be authorized for an existing line to remain in place with a reduction of 
0.15 m in the depth of cover specified above.  A further reduction may be permitted if the 
pipeline is protected by a reinforced-concrete slab which meets the following requirements. 

 
a. Width.  Three times the pipe diameter but not less than 4 ft. 
b. Thickness.  Minimum of 6 in. 
c. Reinforcing.  Minimum of #4 bars on 12 in. centers, or equivalent. 
d. Cover.  Minimum of 6 in. between the slab and top of pipe. 

 
2. Crossing Line.  An underground power line operating at 600 V or less may be encased or 

non-encased provided the installation complies with the depths of cover specified herein.  A 
line operating at above 600 V must be encased.  Consideration should be given to 
encasement or other suitable protection for a power line near a bridge footing or other 
highway structure, or near other locations where there may be hazards. 

 
Encasement, where used, may be metallic or nonmetallic.  Such encasement must be 
designed to support the load of the highway and superimposed loads thereon, including that 
of construction equipment.  The strength of the encasement must equal or exceed structural 
requirements for a drainage culvert.  It must be composed of materials of satisfactory 
durability under conditions to which it may be subjected.  Where used, encasement must be 
provided under a median, from top of backslope to top of backslope for a cut section, 5 ft 
beyond toe of slope and under a fill section, 5 ft beyond face of curb in an urban section 
including all side streets, and 5 ft beyond any structure which the line passes under or 
through.  Encasement may be omitted under a median which is substantially wider than 
standard for such a roadway. 

 
3. Marker.  The utility company must place a readily identifiable and suitable marker 

immediately above any underground power line where it crosses the right-of-way line. 
 
4. Location and Installation.  A longitudinal line may be placed by plowing or open-trench 

method.  It must be located on uniform alignment as near as practical to the right-of-way line 
to provide space for possible future highway construction or utility installations.  Distance 
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from the right-of-way line will depend upon the terrain involved and obstructions such as 
trees or other existing underground or aerial utility lines.  On a highway with a frontage road, 
such installation will be located between the frontage road and the right-of-way line.  An 
underground power line must not be placed longitudinally beneath the median or beneath a 
through-traffic roadway including shoulders.  An underground power line placed 
longitudinally along a connecting roadway must not be placed under the median or beneath a 
through-traffic roadway, including shoulders, where that roadway connects with a State 
highway. 
 
An underground line to be installed across an existing roadway must be installed by means of 
boring, tunneling, or jacking in accordance with INDOT specifications.  If installed by means 
of jacking or boring, encasement may be required.  A bore pit should be located at least 30ft 
from the edge of the nearest through traffic lane and not less than 20 ft from the edge of 
pavement on a ramp.  On a low-traffic roadway or frontage road, a bore pit should not be less 
than 10 ft from the edge of pavement or 5 ft from face of curb.  Adequate warning devices, 
barricades, or protective devices must be used to prevent traffic hazards.  Where 
circumstances necessitate the excavation of a bore pit closer to the edge of pavement than 
established above, concrete barrier rail or another approved device must be installed for 
protection of traffic in accordance with Chapter Eighty-two.  A bore pit must be located and 
constructed so as to not interfere with the highway’s structural footings.  Shoring must be 
used if necessary. 

 
5. Appurtenances.  Above-ground pedestals or other appurtenances must be located at or near 

the right-of-way line, well outside the highway maintenance operation area. 
 
6. Manhole, Vault, or Pit.  This type of access point must be limited to that necessary to install 

and service the line.  It must be directly in line with the utility facility and of the minimum 
width to accomplish its intended function and comply with any other necessary codes or 
requirements.  It must be installed flush with the roadway or ground surface and must be of 
sufficient strength to withstand the superimposed loads of the roadway and traffic, including 
that of construction equipment.  It should not be placed or permitted to remain in the 
pavement or shoulders of a high-volume roadway.  An exception in accordance with Section 
10-3.01(05) may be permitted on a roadway in an urban area of extreme hardship.  A 
manhole may be placed or permitted to remain in place under traffic lanes of a low-volume 
roadway in an urban area provided measures are taken to minimize such installations and to 
avoid such locations at an intersection. 

 
 
10-3.08  Underground Communication Line 
 
1. Depth of Cover.  Each line that is not under the roadway and not within 5 ft of it must have a 

minimum depth of cover of 2.5 ft. 
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Each line that is under the roadway or within 5 ft of it must have a minimum depth of cover 
under the pavement surface of 2.5 ft if encased, or 4 ft if not encased.  Further, each line must 
be a minimum of 18 in. or one-half the diameter of the pipe or casing beneath the pavement 
structure, whichever is greater. 

 
Each line must have a minimum depth of cover of 3 ft under a ditch. 

 
An exception may be authorized for an existing line to remain in place with a reduction of 6 
in. in depth of cover specified above. 

 
2. Crossing.  A line crossing a highway does not require encasement except where in the 

judgment of INDOT it is necessary for the protection of the highway or utility facility.  
Where encasement is not used, the utility company must specifically agree that the pavement 
will not be cut for repairs at any time in the future.  Consideration should be given to 
encasement or other suitable protection for any communication facilities near bridge footings 
or other highway structures or near other locations where there may be hazards. 

 
Encasement, where used, may be metallic or nonmetallic.  Such encasement must be 
designed to support the load of the highway and superimposed loads thereon, including that 
of construction equipment.  The strength of the encasement must equal or exceed structural 
requirements for a drainage culvert.  It must be composed of materials of satisfactory 
durability under conditions to which it may be subjected.  Where used, encasement must be 
provided under a median, from top of backslope to top of backslope for a cut section, 5 ft 
beyond toe or slope and under a fill section, 5 ft beyond face of curb in an urban section and 
all side streets, and 5 ft beyond any structure which the line passes under or through.  
Encasement may be omitted under a median which is substantially wider than standard for 
such a roadway. 

 
3. Marker.  The utility company must place a readily identifiable and suitable marker 

immediately above any underground communication line where it crosses the right-of-way 
line. 

 
4. Non-Metallic Line.  Where a non-metallic line is installed without a metallic casing, a 

durable metal wire must be installed concurrently or other means must be provided for 
detection purposes. 

 
5. Location and Installation.  A longitudinal line may be placed by plowing or open-trench 

method.  It must be located on uniform alignment as near as practical to the right-of-way line 
to provide space for possible future highway construction or utility installations.  Distance 
from the right-of-way line will depend upon the terrain involved and obstructions such as 
trees or other existing underground or aerial utility lines.  On a highway with a frontage road, 
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such installation will be located between the frontage road and the right-of-way line.  An 
underground power line must not be placed beneath the median or beneath a through-traffic 
roadway or connecting roadway, including shoulders. 

 
An underground line to be installed across an existing roadway must be installed by means of 
boring, tunneling, or jacking in accordance with INDOT specifications.  If installed by means 
of jacking or boring, encasement may be required.  A bore pit should be located at least 30 ft 
from the edge of the nearest through traffic lane and not less than 20 ft from the edge of 
pavement on a ramp.  On a low-traffic roadway or frontage road, a bore pit should not be less 
than 10 ft from the edge of pavement or 5 ft from face of curb.  Adequate warning devices, 
barricades, or protective devices must be used to prevent traffic hazards.  Where 
circumstances necessitate the excavation of a bore pit closer to the edge of pavement than 
established above, concrete barrier rail or another approved device must be installed for 
protection of traffic in accordance with Chapter Eighty-two.  A bore pit must be located and 
constructed so as to not interfere with the highway’s structural footings.  Shoring must be 
used if necessary. 

 
6. Appurtenances.  Above-ground pedestals or other appurtenances must be located at or near 

the right-of-way line, well outside the highway maintenance operation area. 
 
7. Manhole, Vault, or Pit.  This type of access point must be limited to that necessary to install 

and service the line.  It must be directly in line with the utility facility and of the minimum 
width to accomplish its intended function and comply with any other necessary codes or 
requirements.  It must be installed flush with the roadway or ground surface and must be of 
sufficient strength to withstand the superimposed loads of the roadway and traffic, including 
that of construction equipment.  It should not be placed or permitted to remain in the 
pavement or shoulders of a high-volume roadway.  An exception in accordance with Section 
10-3.01(05) may be permitted on a roadway in an urban area of extreme hardship.  A 
manhole may be placed or permitted to remain in place under traffic lanes of a low-volume 
roadway in an urban area provided measures are taken to minimize such installations and to 
avoid such locations at an intersection. 

 
 
10-3.09  Irrigation or Drainage Pipe, Ditch, or Canal 
 
1. An irrigation or drainage facility installed across highway right of way must be designed and 

constructed in accordance with INDOT standards for a culvert or a bridge. 
 
2. A longitudinal ditch or canal which would closely parallel the highway must not be permitted 

nor will any appurtenances be permitted within the clear zone which would constitute a 
hazard to traffic.  See Chapter Forty-nine. 
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10-3.10  Miscellaneous 
 
10-3.10(01)  General 
 
Various types of utility lines not specifically described herein must be considered based on the nature 
of the line.  Each line carrying caustic, flammable or explosive, heated, or otherwise hazardous 
materials must be considered in the requirements for high-pressure gas or liquid-petroleum line. 
 
1. Preservation, Restoration, and Cleanup. 
 

a. Disturbed Area.  The area disturbed by a utility installation or relocation should be 
minimized.  Restoration methods must be in accordance with INDOT specifications 
or special provisions included in the utility use and occupancy agreements. 

 
b. Spraying, Cutting, or Trimming of Tree.  The utility company should be prohibited 

from such activities unless written permission is provided by INDOT.  Where 
permission is granted, only light trimming should be permitted.  If the removal of a 
tree is permitted, the stump must either be cut to the ground or be removed and the 
hole properly backfilled as specified by INDOT.  All debris, refuse, and waste must 
be removed from the site.  It is common that a tree must be removed where a utility 
company is doing relocation work to accommodate an INDOT project.  If the utility 
company wishes to do the removal, it must contact INDOT regarding trees that must 
not be disturbed. 

 
c. Drainage.  An existing drainage facility should not be disturbed.  An underground 

utility facility must be backfilled with pervious material and outlets must be provided 
for entrapped water.  Underdrains must be provided where necessary.  Jetting or 
puddling will not be permitted under the roadway. 

 
2. Safety and Convenience. 
 

a. Control of Traffic.  Traffic controls for utility construction and maintenance 
operations must be in accordance with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices.  All construction and maintenance operations must be planned with full 
regard to safety and to minimize traffic interference.  On a heavily-traveled highway, 
construction operations interfering with traffic should not be permitted during periods 
of peak traffic flow.  Such work must be planned so that closure of intersecting 
streets, road approaches, or other access points is minimized. 

 
b. Servicing, Maintenance, or Repairs.  Each utility facility must be maintained in good 

repair both structurally and aesthetically.  The utility use and occupancy agreement 
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will identify the maintenance operations which are permitted and will indicate 
situations where prior notification to INDOT is required. 

 
3. Records.  The utility company must maintain records that describe the utility usage, size, 

configuration, material, location, height or depth, and any special features such as 
encasement, manholes, and valves.  Such records must include all service lines which enter 
or cross the highway right-of-way.  The information must be in a reproducible form which is 
available to other utility companies or highway agencies. 

 
4. Construction Identification of Utilities.  If it is likely that construction or maintenance 

activities could involve existing utilities, it is often desirable to locate and identify these 
facilities well in advance of the initiation of the work as an aid to both design and 
construction.  The location of each underground utility should be identified by the utility 
company with stakes, paint, or other temporary surface markings color coded by utility type.  
The recommended uniform color code system is as follows. 

 
a. Red:  Electric power line or conduit. 
b. Orange:  Communication line. 
b. Yellow:  Gas, petroleum, steam, or other hazardous material. 
d. Green:  Storm or sanitary sewers. 
e. Blue:  Water system or slurry pipeline. 
f. Purple:  Radioactive material. 

 
 
10-3.10(02)  Trenching and Backfill 
 
The essential features for trench and backfill construction are as follows: 
 
1. restoration of the structural integrity of entrenched roadbed; 
2. security of the pipe against deformation likely to cause leakage; and 
3. assurance against the trench becoming a drainage channel. 
 
The integrity of the pavement structure, shoulders, and embankment are of primary concern. 
 
Trenched construction, bedding, and backfill must be in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
Specifications.  Other controls are as follows. 
 
1. A trench must be cut with vertical faces, where soil and depth conditions permit, with a 

maximum width of outside diameter of pipe plus 24 in.  It must be shored where necessary. 
 
2. Bedding must be provided to a depth of 6 in. or half the diameter of the pipe, whichever is 

less.  For ducts not encased in concrete, not less than 3 in. of bedding must be placed under 
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the lower duct.  Bedding must consist of pit-run sand and gravel mixture or other suitable 
material approved by the permit inspector.  The bottom of the trench must be prepared to 
provide the pipe with uniform bedding support throughout the length of the installation. 

 
3. Backfill for a trench in the roadway, or within 5 ft of pavement, paved shoulders, sidewalks, 

curbs, gutters, or similar structures, must consist of B borrow or other suitable material 
approved by the regulatory investigator and compacted in accordance with the INDOT 
Standard Specifications. 

 
4. Backfill for a trench outside the roadway may consist of the excavated material or other 

suitable material as approved by the permit inspector and compacted to a density comparable 
to that of the surrounding soil.  The top 12 in. of fill must be topsoil. 

 
 
10-3.10(03)  Underground Plant Protection 
 
Each underground-utility company should subscribe to the Underground Plant Protection (UPP) 
Service.  This ensures protection of the utility company’s facilities, as it is required by law that the 
UPP is called at least two days prior to any excavation work.  This allows the utility company to 
mark its underground facilities before excavation work is started. 
 
Once a survey is completed for a proposed highway project, the surveyor should also contact UPP.  
While utility companies are not required by law to locate their facilities for survey work, this should 
still be done.  If the facilities are marked for the survey, this information should be shown on the 
project plans.  This will allow the designer to design around these facilities, if possible, and will 
allow the utility company to be notified in advance of an upcoming project and any potential impact 
to its facilities.  The utility company also will have a chance to meet with the designer and discuss 
possible alternatives that might lessen any impact.  Therefore, it is beneficial to all parties involved 
that each utility company subscribes to this service. 
 
 
10-3.10(04)  Pavement Cut 
 
Open cutting of the pavement to install a utility facility is discouraged as it adversely affects the 
structural integrity of the roadway.  If it is not possible to install a facility without disturbing the 
pavement, the utility company will be required to provide written documentation and justification for 
an open cut.  Where a longitudinal open cut is proposed or where several cuts are proposed to cross 
the pavement in the same area, the district office will inspect the roadway to determine the extent of 
road repair that will be required. 
 
The utility company will be required to use patch materials of at least equal quality and thickness as 
the originally constructed material and place it in accordance with INDOT specifications.  The limits 
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of the pavement patch must extend at least 2 ft outside the limits of the trench.  The edges of the 
trench must be beveled at least 6 in.  The limits of the patch must have vertical faces and must be 
sawcut for a clean break.  The restored surface must be flush with and sloped at the same rate as the 
existing surface. 
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      Rev. 7-1-95 

STATEMENTS ABOUT EXISTING CONDITIONS OF UTILITIES, 
ADDITIONAL RIGHT-OF-WAY, AND ENCROACHMENTS 

 
The Standard Specifications are revised as follows: 

 
SECTION 107, AFTER LINE 597, INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 

107.25 Existing Conditions of Utilities, Additional Right-of-Way, and Encroachments.  Such 
existing conditions are as described below. 
 
 

(a) Utilities.  The status of all utility companies and organizations potentially involved with the work 
to be performed are described below. 
 

The facilities of Spartan Water Co. exist within the project limits, but are not expected to be affected 
by the proposed construction.  The utility has a 6 in. water line crossing under SR 1001 at Station 20+00.  If 
questions arise, Dan Tanna of the utility shall be contacted at 800-111-1111. 
 

The facilities of Hawkeye Pipeline Co. exist within the project limits.  Their facilities have been 
adjusted to accommodate construction.  The utility has a 12 in. product pipeline crossing SR 1001 at Station 
30+00 which has been lowered in place to eliminate any conflict with the construction of the underdrains.  If 
questions arise, Thurston Howell III of the utility shall be contacted at 800-222-2222. 

 
The facilities of Golden Gopher Sewer Co. exist within the project limits.  The utility has a 12 in. 

sewer main running parallel to SR 1001 on the North side of the road for the entire length of the project.  
This sewer main will be relocated to within 6 ft of the new North right-of-way line for the entire length of the 
project.  It is anticipated that they will adjust their facilities for construction on or before March 31, 1999.  
This date is dependent on the utility receiving their environmental permit prior to March 1, 1999.  If 
questions arise, Jamie Sommers of the utility shall be contacted at 800-333-3333. 
 

The facilities of Boilermaker Electric Co. exist within the project limits.  The utility has power poles 
along the existing North right-of-way line for the entire length of the project.  The utility will relocate its 
facilities to the new North right-of-way line for the entire length of the project except from Station 45+00 to 
Station 50+00 where the poles will remain in place.  Where the poles will remain in place the utility will 
support these poles when the Contractor places the storm sewer in this area.  It is anticipated that the utility 
will take approximately 20 work days to adjust its facilities once the Contractor has staked and cleared the 
right-of-way along the north side of SR 1001.  If questions arise, Norm Petersen of the utility shall be 
contacted at 800-444-4444. 
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The facilities of Nittany Lion Gas Co. exist within the project limits.  The utility has a 16 in. gas line 

outside of the existing right-of-way on the South side of SR 1001 for the entire length of the project.  The gas 
line will be relocated as follows: 
 
  i From Station 10+000 to Station 15+00 the line will remain in place. 
  
  i From Station 15+00 to Station 40+00 the line will be relocated to within 3 ft of the new 

South right-of-way line. 
  
  i From Station 40+00 to Station 50+00 the line will remain in place.  In the areas where 

drainage structures shall be placed, the utility will locate and expose their main.  The gas 
main shall not be disturbed during the placement of these structures. 

 
Once the contractor has staked and cleared the right-of-way between Station 10+00 and Station 

50+00 along the south side of SR 1001 and placed Structure No. 10, the utility will take approximately 30 
work days to adjust its facilities.  This line cannot be worked on until after May 1 and anytime the 
temperature is below freezing.  The utility’s schedule is also dependent on the availability of 16 in. steel gas 
line.  Supply of this is scarce and may not be able to be delivered to the site until May 15.  If questions arise, 
Mary Richards of WJM Contract Services shall be contacted at 800-555-5555. 
 

The facilities of Bearcat Communications exist within the project limits.  The utility has two fiber 
optic cables on poles owned by Boilermaker Electric Co.  The utility will be relocating their facilities on the 
new power poles to be placed by Boilermaker Electric Co.  The utility cannot begin their relocation until 
Boilermaker Electric Co. has completed the majority of their work.  It is anticipated that the utility will take 
approximately 10 work days to complete their relocation.  Once the utility relocates, they will work with 
Boilermaker Electric Co. to remove the existing poles.  This will take approximately an additional 3 work 
days. If questions arise, Herb Tarlick of the utility shall be contacted at 800-777-7777. 
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SAMPLE UTILITY SPECIAL PROVISION 

Figure 10-2A 
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UTILITY COORDINATION CERTIFICATION 
 
Contract No.         Des No.       
 
Project Description: 
      
 
The undersigned certifies they have made a diligent effort, consistent with INDOT guidelines, to 
identify and show all known utilities within the limits of this contract.  All known utility 
companies have been provided with plans or other information that clearly identifies the scope of 
this contract.  Utility relocation plans and schedules, where provided, for all utilities expected to 
be in the way of construction in this contract have been reviewed, coordinated, and approved or 
forwarded to the Owner for approval.  The “Existing Conditions of Utilities” statements included 
in this contract include utility names, contact persons’ names and telephone numbers, and 
relocation descriptions and schedules, where provided, for all utilities found to be within the 
limits of this right-of-way. 
 
The Utility Coordinator is not responsible for utility companies who have failed to cooperate, 
respond, and/or provide information needed.  Further, the Utility Coordinator does not guarantee 
or warrant in any way the accuracy of information supplied by utility companies. 
 
 
UTILITY COORDINATOR 
 
________________________________  Date:       
Signed 
 
___________________________ 
Printed 
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The facilities of the _______ (utility) (utilities) exist within the project limits, but are not 
expected to be affected by the proposed construction. 
 
The _______ utility is involved in this contract as a (non-reimbursable) (reimbursable) utility  
The relocation (plan) (agreement) was approved on ______. [Copy the sentence for each utility, 
then complete it. Delete this instruction when finished.] 
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Utility Coordination Certification Waiver 
 
 
Contract No.        Des No.       
 
Project Description: 
      
 
 
The facilities of the _______ (utility) (utilities) exist within the project limits, but are not 
expected to be affected by the proposed construction. 
 
The undersigned agrees that the type of work included in this contract does not normally 
affect utility facilities and hereby approves this contract for a waiver from the need to 
follow utility coordination guidelines. 
 
 
(signed) ________________________________  Date:       
 
(printed) _______________________________ 
District Real Estate and Right-of-Way Program Director, or 
Production Management Division Highway-Utility Manager 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 

RAILROAD COORDINATION 
 
 
11-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
11-1.01  General 
 
Railroad coordination is required if a project crosses or is adjacent to a railroad, and which 
potentially has an impact on the railroad facilities or operation.  This includes roadway design 
features (e.g., roadway widening, earthwork) which obviously require work on railroad right-of-way, 
and not-so-obvious impacts (e.g., maintenance of traffic, contractor work activities during 
construction) which may impact the safe operations of the affected rail line. 
 
The highway and railroad networks are both vital components of our transportation system.  Each 
includes its own unique set of design, construction, operational, and maintenance considerations.  
Where these two modes intersect, are adjacent to, or otherwise encroach upon each other, problems 
may develop if the operations of one mode affect the other.  Highway agencies and railroad 
companies are each generally responsible for constructing, maintaining, and operating their own 
facilities.  However, close coordination and cooperation between the two is needed where they 
interact to ensure that the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of both modes are 
compatible. 
 
Within INDOT, the Production Management Division’s Railroads Team is responsible for 
coordinating with each railroad company that is affected by a proposed highway project administered 
by the Department, regardless of whether the project is designed by the Production Management 
Division, a district office, a consultant, or a local public agency.  The Railroads Team does not 
generally perform highway design or railroad design functions and does not assume the 
responsibilities of the designer.  Rather, the Team is responsible for the following: 
 
1. initiating contact with the railroad company; 
 
2. providing technical advice and guidance to both the highway and railroad-company 

designers; 
 
3. facilitating a mutually-satisfactory resolution of any conflicts or problems between the 

highway project and the railroad company; and 
 
4. administering the Railroad Agreement and reimbursement process for each railroad company 

involved in a highway project. 
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11-1.02  Responsibilities 
 
The various responsibilities of highway agencies and railroad companies are documented in detail in 
State and Federal laws and regulations.  It is a complex and sometimes confusing set of rules and 
responsibilities.  The Indiana Design Manual does not repeat, replace, or modify these laws or 
regulations.  This Chapter briefly discusses some of the more common considerations in the railroad-
coordination process.  The Railroads Team should be notified of any conflict between the 
information presented in this Manual and State/Federal laws and regulations. 
 
The following information applies to the railroad-coordination process. 
 
1. Reimbursement.  If a highway agency initiates a proposed project, the agency must 

coordinate with any railroad company that might be affected by the highway project and, be 
responsible for reimbursing any costs the railroad company incurs in adjusting its facilities or 
operations to accommodate the highway project. 

 
Likewise, if the railroad company initiates the work, it generally responsible for coordinating 
with the affected highway agency and for reimbursing any costs incurred by the highway 
agency. 

 
2. Maintenance.  Once a facility has been constructed, the railroad company is generally 

responsible for maintaining the crossing surface, the crossbucks, any train-activated warning 
devices, and its own track, ties, ballast, communication lines, or other facilities.  The 
highway agency is responsible for maintaining the approach roadway at the crossing, advance 
warning signs, pavement markings, stop signs, or other traffic control devices at the crossing. 

 
3. Right of Way.  At a highway-railroad crossing, the railroad company owns the right of way, 

although there are some exceptions, predominantly for an industrial spur-track crossing.  
Although this does not prevent one party from crossing the other, it is an important 
consideration for any highway project. 

 
4. Regulatory Authority.  For INDOT, regulatory authority resides with the Railroads Team.  

This includes the authority to order construction of a new highway-railroad crossing, to 
relocate an existing crossing, to eliminate a crossing, and to change the type of warning 
devices at a crossing.  Therefore, a highway project may occasionally require review and 
approval of the Railroads Team before proceeding to construction.  The Railroads Team can 
also advise and assist the highway designer when this approval is needed. 
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11-2.0  RAILROAD-COORDINATION PROCESS 
 
11-2.01  General 
 
A highway project may have simple or complex impacts on railroad operations and facilities.  These 
include right-of-way encroachments, conflicts with railroad communication and signal lines, at-grade 
crossings, changes in track alignment and grade, interconnected highway and railroad traffic signals, 
grade separation structures, etc.  In addition, each railroad company has a different organizational 
structure with differing abilities to respond in a timely manner to the preliminary engineering (PE) 
and construction activities needed to accommodate a highway project.  Because of the variety of 
potential conflicts, the wide variation in potential scope for each type of conflict, and the internal 
variations among railroad companies, no single railroad-coordination process or timetable is 
applicable to every highway project. 
 
The coordination process is not initiated until the designer informs the Railroads Team that a 
potential conflict exists between the highway project and the railroad.  The Railroads Team will then 
review the plans, discuss the project with the designer, briefly discuss it with the railroad company, 
and advise the designer what information is needed (and at what point in design) before the Railroads 
Team can formally begin the coordination process with the railroad company.  Even if some 
coordination occurred in the scoping stage of a highway project, it is essential that the designer 
contact the Railroads Team to ensure that coordination with the railroad company proceeds in a 
timely manner. 
 
The INDOT highway project schedule includes an item for Railroad Coordination.  The target 
completion date is just before the Ready for Contract (RFC) date.  It is not, however, an activity that 
should occur just before a project is ready for contract, nor does it mark the end of all railroad 
coordination required for a project.  Instead, it is an indication that railroad-coordination work is 
sufficiently advanced for the highway project to proceed to the contract stage.  The Railroads Team 
determines if the railroad coordination is complete and records this in the project schedule.  This 
indicates the following: 
 
1. the highway plans and specifications are acceptable (or have only pending minor revisions) 

to the railroad company; 
 
2. all information needed from the railroad company for the highway project to proceed to 

letting has been received (or is expected in the near future); 
 
3. the railroad company has completed (or nearly completed) all preliminary engineering work 

needed for the highway project to proceed to letting; and 
 
4. regulatory approval (for new or relocated highway-railroad crossing) has been received from 

the Railroads Team (or at least no major objections are expected from the railroad company). 
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The highway project manager or designer must contact the Railroads Team to request railroad-
coordination work for a highway project.  The highway project manager or designer must also 
periodically inform the Railroads Team of the status of the highway project and of any changes that 
might affect the railroad or the railroad coordination process. 
 
The highway-project schedule must allow sufficient time for the railroad company to perform its 
engineering and construction relative to the overall highway project.  Although the Department 
reimburses the railroad for these costs, each company has unique constraints on its manpower and 
other resources necessary to accommodate a highway project.  The highway project manager must 
coordinate with the Railroads Team to ensure that the anticipated project design and letting and 
construction schedules are compatible with the probable timetable that can be expected from the 
railroad company for a specific project.  The railroad work may sometimes control the overall 
highway project schedule, and it may set controlling limits on how and when the highway contractor 
may proceed with construction of the highway project and what type or sequence of construction 
activities are permissible. 
 
 
11-2.02  Process Steps 
 
Figure 11-2A, Railroad-Coordination Process, provides a flowchart of the typical railroad-
coordination process.  The following discussion reflects the typical aspects of railroad coordination.  
However, experience and judgment regarding a specific project or with a specific railroad company 
is essential.  The top of Figure 11-2A lists the major steps in highway-project development.  The 
major corresponding activities for railroad coordination are provided below the highway-project 
process. 
 
 
11-2.02(01)  Scoping Process 
 
If the project includes constructing a railroad bridge over a roadway, involves changes to the 
alignment or profile of the railroad tracks, or if consolidation of multiple tracks could reduce 
structure costs or otherwise improve the roadway, railroad coordination must begin during the 
project scoping stage.  The project manager or scoping engineer must contact the Railroads Team 
and request the initiation of the railroad-coordination process.  The Railroads Team will contact the 
railroad company if needed for input on the various project alternatives, their feasibility from the 
railroad company’s perspective, the potential project impact on railroad facilities and operations, 
very preliminary cost estimates from the railroad company to evaluate project alternatives, and any 
information on changes in facilities or operations that the railroad company may have independently 
planned that could affect the highway project scope. 
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It is advantageous to initiate railroad coordination too soon rather than too late.  With the proper 
information up front, informed decisions can be made on project scope to avoid subsequent 
unexpected events that may require substantial additional cost and time to redesign or to 
accommodate during construction.  Assumptions regarding railroads and potential project scope or 
railroad-company involvement should not be made.  Even though the involvement appears to be 
minimal or non-existent, if there is a railroad within or near the proposed highway project, the 
project manager or scoping engineer should request a brief review by the Railroads Team.  Although 
the highway project may appear to have little or no impact on the railroad, potential changes in 
facilities or operations by the railroad company may have a significant impact on the scope of the 
proposed highway project.  If no actual highway construction encroaches on or requires changes to 
railroad facilities or construction techniques, equipment or sequencing (or maintenance of traffic 
outside the project limits) may impact railroad operations, require the use of a flagger by the railroad 
company during construction of the highway project, or require other actions on train operations. 
 
Some project-scoping issues can be addressed directly by the Railroads Team based on its overall 
experience and knowledge of specific railroad companies.  Other issues will require coordination 
with the railroad company to obtain the needed information.  It may require considerable time to 
receive a response, depending on the complexity of the impact and the specific railroad company 
involved.  The Railroads Team may sometimes initiate contact and then, subsequently, request that 
the appropriate staff at the railroad company work directly with the highway project manager or 
scoping engineer to resolve the scoping issues. 
 
 
11-2.02(02)  Preliminary Design 
 
Early in the preliminary design process, the designer (or project manager) for the highway project 
must contact the Railroads Team to discuss the project.  The applicable railroad information is 
needed to properly select a structure type and size and to establish the line and grade of the highway 
or railroad. 
 
Neither a highway bridge over a railroad nor a railroad bridge over a highway can be designed 
without identifying the number of railroad tracks and determining whether a maintenance or service 
road must be provided for the railroad.  Elsewhere, this Manual discusses the clearances and 
geometrics for a railroad bridge (see Chapter Fifty-nine).  These should be considered minimal 
guidelines, as these criteria do not replace requirements which may be specific to an individual 
project or railroad. 
 
The project design must incorporate a track alignment and profile that is acceptable to the railroad 
company.  Railroad-track work is based on design criteria which is distinct from that familiar to the 
highway designer.  Each individual railroad company may have criteria specific to its individual 
needs that differ from typical AREMA specifications. 
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It is necessary to determine if rail traffic must be maintained during construction or if it can be 
detoured or halted.  If traffic must be maintained, it may require a temporary railroad bridge (and 
connecting track) over a highway, a temporary at-grade crossing, a new railroad bridge on new 
railroad alignment in conjunction with a permanent track relocation, or operation of the railroad on 
its existing track including coordination and sequencing of highway construction in conjunction with 
continuing rail operations on that track. 
 
Some project preliminary-design issues can be addressed directly by the Railroads Team based on its 
overall experience and knowledge of specific railroad companies.  Other issues will require 
coordination with the railroad company to obtain the needed information.  It may require 
considerable time to receive a response, depending on the complexity of the impact and the specific 
railroad company involved.  The Railroads Team may sometimes initiate contact and then, 
subsequently, request that the appropriate staff at the railroad company work directly with the 
highway project manager or design engineer to resolve the preliminary design issues.  The Railroads 
Team should be informed of all such direct contact developments, and the Team should receive 
copies of all written correspondence. 
 
 
11-2.02(03)  Field Check/Design Approval Stage 
 
The highway project manager should submit plans to the Railroads Team at the Field Check stage.  
For a project in which a preliminary and a final field check are expected to be held, the submission of 
plans should be at the Preliminary Field Check stage.  The Railroads Team will review the plans for 
any obvious issues and will ensure that the information the railroad company will need for its review 
or design is included in the plans. 
 
If not previously performed in the scoping or preliminary design stages, the Railroads Team will 
formally authorize the railroad company to work on the project and incur reimbursable expenses.  
However, this authorization is the culmination of a separate process for funding and authorizing 
railroad preliminary-engineering work.  Key points of this process include ensuring the following: 
 
1. that the highway project is properly programmed for railroad work in the proper fiscal year; 
 
2. that Federal-aid funds (if being used) have been obligated for the railroad work on the 

project; 
 
3. that an Agreement exists between the State and local agency (for a local project using 

Federal-aid funds) for the necessary railroad work; and 
 
4. that a purchase order has been requested and received allowing payment of railroad expenses 

for the project. 
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An omission of any of these or their related steps can lead to delays in authorizing the railroad 
company to begin preliminary engineering work, and it may ultimately delay the highway project. 
 
The Railroads Team will submit the plans to the railroad company for review and comments and 
request that the company perform any necessary railroad preliminary engineering and request that the 
railroad submit the following: 
 
1. the flagging and insurance information which will eventually be needed as part of the 

highway project; 
 
2. special provisions concerning the railroad for construction of the highway project; and 
 
3. cost estimates for all railroad work necessary to accommodate the highway project. 
 
If the highway project involves creating a new highway-railroad crossing where none existed before, 
or relocating an existing crossing, the Railroads Team will, at this time, provide guidance to the 
highway project manager or designer on submission of a formal petition to request regulatory 
approval for the proposed crossing and warning devices. 
 
The Railroads Team or the affected railroad company may attend the highway project field check, or 
they may visit the site independently, either together or separately, depending on the scope and extent 
of railroad involvement and the specific railroad company involved. 
 
As the Design Approval stage approaches, the highway project manager or designer should closely 
communicate with the Railroads Team.  Although the railroad company will sometimes submit all 
needed information and comments back to the Railroads Team by the Design Approval date, this 
may not always happen.  The Railroads Team may need to contact the railroad company to determine 
if the railroad has any significant problems with the overall design concept for the project at the 
Design Approval stage.  If there are no major objections from the railroad company, the highway 
project can proceed to the Final Plans stage.  If the railroad company has serious concerns on the 
acceptability of the plans, work on final highway plans and possibly design approval should be 
delayed until the major issues are resolved.  This typically occurs for a bridge project or a project that 
requires changes to railroad alignment and grade.  It may also be a factor in creating a new at-grade 
highway-railroad crossing where none existed before, and the railroad company has strong objections 
that may affect the regulatory process for receiving approval for the crossing. 
 
 
11-2.02(04)  Final Plans Stage 
 
While final work on the highway plans is being completed, a number of railroad coordination 
activities must also be completed for the overall project to remain on schedule and be ready to 
proceed with highway letting activities.  These include the following. 
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1. If not previously received, the railroad company must submit its detailed project cost 

estimates and drawings and details of its proposed work, as needed.  The Railroads Team 
will use this and other information to prepare a legal Agreement between the State and the 
railroad company for the necessary railroad work to accommodate the highway project.  The 
Agreement requires both railroad company and INDOT approval to proceed. 

 
2. If not previously received, the railroad company must submit its detailed information on 

railroad flagging and insurance requirements for the INDOT highway contract and contractor 
for highway construction work at or near the railroad. 

 
3. No project with a new or relocated at-grade highway-railroad crossing should proceed 

beyond the Final Plans stage until regulatory approval for the new crossing is received from 
the Railroads Team. 

 
 
11-2.02(05)  Ready-for-Contract Process 
 
The highway project manager or designer must submit final plans and specifications (at least for 
items that affect the railroad) to the Railroads Team.  The Railroads Team will submit the plans and 
specifications, where appropriate, to the railroad company for approval.  Desirably, for items that 
directly affect railroad facilities or operations, the railroad company will accept the proposed 
highway plans and specifications at this stage.  However, lacking full acceptance, the letting and 
construction process may proceed, if there is assurance that items still in dispute are relatively minor 
and that they can be addressed satisfactorily without subsequent delay to the highway contractor. 
 
If not previously completed, the Railroads Team will also finalize the Railroad Agreement and the 
flagging and insurance items at this time. 
 
Once the plans, specifications, Agreement, and flagging/insurance activities are completed, the item 
in the highway project schedule for Railroad Coordination is marked complete.  However, more 
accurately, this represents the end of the preliminary engineering phase of railroad coordination and 
indicates that it is reasonable to proceed to the letting and construction phases of the highway 
project. 
 
Although it is desirable to complete all of these activities before proceeding to highway letting and 
construction, this is not always practical or reasonable.  For example, it may be reasonable to proceed 
with a major road reconstruction project without railroad coordination fully completed if the railroad 
work is incidental to the overall project and the railroad company has no basic objections (such as 
line, grade, bridge clearances, etc.) to the overall project concept, and it is reasonably certain that any 
minor objections can be addressed and any railroad construction completed without causing delay to 
the overall highway project.  These are discretionary decisions, and the highway project manager 
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must work closely with the Railroads Team before proceeding to letting or construction if Railroad 
Coordination in the project schedule is not marked complete. 
 
 
11-2.02(06)  Letting Stage 
 
For the highway project, this involves soliciting bids, selecting a contractor, and authorizing the 
contractor to initiate work on the project. 
 
For railroad coordination, it involves formally authorizing the railroad company to proceed with any 
necessary construction activities to accommodate the highway project.  However, this authorization 
is the culmination of a separate process for funding and authorizing railroad construction work.  Key 
points of this process include ensuring the following: 
 
1. that the highway project is properly programmed for railroad construction in the proper fiscal 

year; 
 
2. that Federal-aid funds (if being used) have been obligated for the railroad work on the 

project; 
 
3. that the necessary State funds (if any, for a State-route project) are available; 
 
4. that, for a local-agency project, an Agreement exists between the State and local agency for 

the necessary railroad work; 
 
5. that the necessary local funds (if any) for railroad construction have been received and 

deposited into an escrow account for the project; and 
 
6. that a purchase order has been requisitioned and received to allow payment of railroad 

construction expenses. 
 
An omission of any of these or their related steps can delay authorizing the railroad company to 
begin work, and this may ultimately delay the highway letting or construction of the project. 
 
 
11-2.02(07)  Construction Stage 
 
If not previously performed, the railroad company must be authorized to do any necessary railroad 
construction and flagging work. 
 
Project construction requires coordination among all parties.  However, the contractor and INDOT’s 
construction project manager are responsible for the day-to-day coordination during construction.  
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Railroad construction work must sometimes proceed in advance to clear an area or otherwise prepare 
it to accommodate the work of the highway contractor.  Otherwise, the contractor must perform 
advance work before the railroad work can begin or be completed.  Still otherwise, both the railroad 
company and contractor must be working concurrently. 
 
Some contractor activities will require railroad flagging for safety of the contractor, railroad, or 
public.  The railroad company must have sufficient advance notice to ensure that a flagger is present. 
This again requires close day-to-day coordination in the field, which is the responsibility of the 
contractor and field personnel. 
 
Where problems develop that cannot be resolved satisfactorily in the field, the Railroads Team is 
available for assistance. 
 
Once the contractor has finished all work in the vicinity of the railroad and the railroad company is 
satisfied that it has no claims against the contractor, the railroad company will sign a release to 
relieve the contractor of any further responsibility and of the need for any further railroad protective 
liability insurance.  This can be addressed between the contractor and the railroad company, but 
INDOT requires a file copy for its records and to close out the project. 
 
Final inspection and approval of railroad work is limited to items which directly affect highway 
operations and safety, such as warning devices or surface work for an at-grade crossing.  Where the 
work only affects the railroad, such as communication and signal lines or track work, INDOT need 
not inspect nor approve the work.  Only a general review is necessary to ensure that the billed time, 
material, and equipment costs appear consistent with the work that was actually performed by the 
railroad company for the highway project. 
 
 
11-2.02(08)  Project Complete 
 
If not previously received, closing out a project requires confirming that the railroad company has 
granted a release to the contractor for the highway project.  It also requires implementing the steps of 
a separate process for the final railroad invoice on the project.  This process starts when the railroad 
company submits a comprehensive, final invoice for the project that itemizes all salaries, material, 
and equipment billed to the project and provides adequate documentation for those costs.  The 
invoice is reviewed by both the Railroads Team and the district office, it is audited by the 
Accounting Division, any problems are resolved, a final payment is made to the railroad company (or 
refund received), and the project officially is closed out. 
 
The final invoice is actually the culmination of a series of periodic preliminary engineering and 
construction progress invoices received from the railroad company during the project time and 
reviewed as needed by the Railroads Team or the district office.  Since progress invoices are 
estimates of progress, they do not require documentation for every billed item but, rather, a brief 
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review to ensure that the amounts billed appear consistent with work performed by the railroad 
company to date on the project.  Detailed documentation is not required until the final invoice. 
 
 
11-2.03  Conclusion 
 
This Section provides only a brief introduction to the railroad-coordination process.  The actual 
sequence on a specific project will depend on the type of highway project, the extent of the railroad 
involvement, the internal organization of the specific railroad company that is involved, and the 
desired schedule of the highway project relative to any constraints on the railroad company to 
provide the manpower and resources to accommodate the highway project.  This is subject to their 
internal workloads and priorities and the importance of the highway project relative to other current 
highway projects that affect that railroad company. 
 
Mainline railroad companies, such as CSX Transportation, Norfolk Southern, and Conrail, operate 
over territories within many states.  They must continually balance their resource needs and projects 
against those in INDOT and those of many other State and local transportation agencies.  Short-line 
railroad companies, although often locally-owned and with limited territories, have different 
problems because they seldom have the engineering expertise or field personnel to quickly react to 
the Department’s design and construction needs.  They must often use consultants and contractors of 
their own selection (subject to INDOT approval) to accommodate a highway project. 
 
The Railroads Team does not have the authority to direct a railroad company to accommodate a 
highway project or meet the Department’s desired project deadlines.  Although, arguably, this is 
inherent within INDOT’s overall authority to provide and maintain a safe highway transportation 
system, State law does not clearly provide this authority.  The Railroads Team depends on 
maintaining a good working relationship with each railroad company and maintaining close 
coordination as needed for a specific highway project.  There are a number of key steps that must be 
completed, depending on the type of project and railroad involvement.  However, the exact 
sequencing and time needed for each step may vary among projects and railroad companies. 
 
The greater the impact on the railroad facilities, the earlier in the project that coordination must 
begin.  Railroad coordination, even for routine or relatively minor involvement, is likely to require 6 
to 12 months before the highway project can proceed to letting.  Further, depending on the type of 
construction that must be performed, the railroad company may need up to 6 months of advance 
notice to order and stockpile critical materials needed for construction. 
 
Finally, railroad coordination must be considered an essential part of each project, even that which 
may initially appear to have no railroad involvement.  For example, a bridge-painting contract or 
road project with a paving exception may require railroad coordination.  If a highway project crosses, 
is adjacent to, is in close proximity to, or has a detour or other traffic control plan that crosses a 
railroad, or the contractor has a work plan that places traffic on, over, or near railroad tracks at any 
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time, railroad coordination is required, and the Railroads Team should be contacted as soon as 
possible. 
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CHAPTER 22 [Rewritten Apr. 2011] 
 

GENERAL SURVEY PROCEDURES 
 
 
The intent of this Chapter is to follow the rules and procedures concerning a route survey as defined 
in 865 IAC.  If INDOT rules and procedures are determined to be less stringent than those shown in 
865 IAC, 865 IAC will govern. 
 
 
22-1.0  ENGINEER’S REPORT 
 
The Engineer’s Report provides a project number, a designation number, and a new structure number 
for a bridge project.  The report will be for one of the types of projects  as follows: 
 
1. bridge replacement; 
2. bridge rehabilitation and repair; 
3. small structure replacement; 
4. intersection improvement; 
5. road rehabilitation and repair; 
6. added travel lanes; or 
7. a new-centerline route. 
 
The Engineer’s Report also establishes the project’s survey limits and incorporates incidental 
construction and right of way, temporary or otherwise, that is required. 
 
Once the Engineer’s Report is received by the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys, a survey then may 
be initiated.  A major objective of the survey is to establish a baseline that complements the survey 
limits documented in the Engineer’s Report.  If right of way is required, section corners must be 
located during the survey. 
 
 
22-2.0  PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 
 
22-2.01  Research Requirements 
 
The items to be researched by the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys, or a consultant, and furnished 
to the field-survey party prior to initiating the survey are as follows: 
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1. USGS quadrangle maps which encompass the project, ensuring that adjoining maps are 
obtained where drainage basins extend beyond the primary maps’ edge; 

 
2. benchmark locations, elevations, and base datum.  NGS 1988 NAVD is required if within 8 

mi of the project limits; 
 
3. existing road and intersection survey books; 
 
4. existing road plans; 
 
5. bridge survey books of existing structures; 
 
6. layout and general plans of existing structures; 
 
7. railroad plans within the limits of the project; 
 
8. Engineer’s Report for the proposed project; 
 
9. painted cross references; 
 
10. available section-corner references; 
 
11. project designation number; 
 
12. project number including the parenthesized character; 
 
13. structure number, if for a bridge project; and 
 
14. line designation letters. 
 
These items should be packaged so that an item which was researched but not found is readily 
identified by the party chief. 
 
 
22-2.02  Sources of Information 
 
The sources that should be contacted during the research phase of the survey include public offices, 
private surveyors, or utility companies.  The information obtained from these sources will be of value 
during the development of the survey.  Key sources of information are discussed below. 
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22-2.02(01)  County Surveyor’s Office 
 

Contact the office for section-corner references that may be required.  The county surveyor, by virtue 
of its position, is on the county’s Drainage Board and will have relevant information concerning 
legal drains within its county.  Information that is required for legal drains include the following: 
 
1. cause number; 
2. flowline profile; 
3. side slopes; 
4. bottom width; 
5. last year dredged; 
6. official drainage area and how it was determined; and 
7. information pertinent to tying stationing and level equations to the survey baseline. 
 
 
22-2.02(02)  County Auditor’s Office 
 
One of the duties of the county auditor’s office is to maintain property plat maps.  Contact the office 
to obtain updated records of property owners who may be affected by the planned project survey.  A 
notice of survey  should be sent to each of the affected property owners.  This information will also 
be required to prepare section plats and topography notes.  The preparation of notice of survey and 
section plats is discussed in Section 22-3.0 and Section 22-4.0, respectively. 
 
 
22-2.02(03)  County Recorder’s Office 
 
The county recorder’s office maintains all final subdivisions plats, property surveys, Title 865 
surveys, deeds, and easement records.  If a survey baseline is in the vicinity of a subdivision or 
platted town, a copy of the official plat and its description must be obtained, without exception.  
These plats are necessary to locate relevant property lines and section corners.  Deeds for all affected 
property owners within the survey area must be obtained and packaged with the completed survey. 
 
 
22-2.02(04)  Private Surveyors 
 
Private surveyors are familiar with the section corners, property deeds, and peculiarities particular to 
their locale. 
 
 
22-2.02(05)  Utility Companies 
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A critical part of the survey is the accurate location of the underground utilities that will be affected 
by the project.  This requires that each local utility company be notified before the project survey is 
initiated.  To facilitate this task, the utility companies have established the two toll-free telephone 
numbers as follows: 
 
1. 800-382-5544 for calls originating within Indiana, and 
2. 800-428-5200 for calls originating outside Indiana. 
 
Do not attempt to contact individual utility companies unless they are not listed by Underground 
Indiana.  A utility company will not respond to a utility-location request unless it is placed through 
one of these numbers, and it is best to give as much advance notice as practical.  Once the call is 
placed, the caller should be prepared to provide the information as follows: 
 
1. county name; 
2. civil township; 
3. section, congressional township, and range; 
4. address or location; 
5. type of work; 
6. extent of work; 
7. name of caller; 
8. title of caller; 
9. telephone number; 
10. best time to call; 
11. start date; 
12. start time; 
13. contractor; 
14. surveyor or engineer’s telephone number; and 
15. contracting engineer’s or surveyor’s address. 
 
During the conversation, the person contacted will inform the caller of the companies that will be 
notified.  This information should be compiled for placement in the field book.  The person 
contacted will also issue a reference telephone number that should be retained if future discussions 
are needed or if a problem arises, e.g., schedule conflict, utility company fails to locate lines.  The 
person contacted will ensure that all relevant utility companies are notified of the planned project 
survey.  Each notified company then will schedule its own field crew to locate underground utility 
lines and appurtenances.  Afterward, the locations of all affected utilities should be incorporated into 
the field-data file. 
 
 
22-2.02(06)  Research and Documents Library Team 
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Because the survey will most likely involve an existing State-maintained route, the plans and the 
field books for each affected highway must be obtained.  These can be obtained from the Planning 
Division’s Research and Documents Library Team.  Department benchmark information can be 
obtained from the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys.  The location of a benchmark should already 
be determined from field reconnaissance before contacting the Office for the elevation. 
 
 
22-2.02(07)  National Geodetic Survey 
 
The desired control, both vertical and horizontal, is obtained from NGS.  Control that is used should 
be identified for the datum, e.g., NGVD29, NAVD88, NAD83 (1986).  However, the latest datum 
should be used if possible.  The website address is http://www.ngs.noaa.gov. 
 
 
22-3.0  NOTICE OF SURVEY 
 
22-3.01  Indiana Code Requirements 
 
To comply with Indiana Code IC 8-23-7-26 through 8-23-7-28, it is necessary to mail a survey notice 
to each affected property owners.  Quoted below is Indiana Code 8-23-7-26 through 8-23-7-28 as 
added by Public Law 18-1990, Sec. 216. 
 
1. Sec. 26.  An authorized employee or representative of the department engaged in a survey or 

investigation authorized by the commissioner or the commissioner’s designee may enter 
upon, over, or under any land or property within Indiana to conduct the survey or 
investigation by manual or mechanical means, which include the following: (1) Inspecting, 
(2) Measuring, (3) Leveling, (4) Boring, (5) Trenching, (6) Sample-taking, (7) Archeological 
digging, (8) Investigating soil and foundation, (9) Transporting equipment, (10) Any other 
work necessary to carry out the survey or investigation. 

 
2. Sec. 27.  Before an authorized employee or representative of the department enters upon, 

over, or under any land or water under section 26 of this chapter, the occupant of the land or 
water shall be notified in writing by first class United States mail of the entry not later than 
five (5) days before the date of entry.  The employee or representative of the department shall 
present written identification or authorization to the occupant of the land or water before 
entering the land or water. 

 
3. Sec. 28.  If during an entry under section 26 of this chapter damage occurs to the land or 

water as a result of the entry or work performed during the entry, the department shall 
compensate the aggrieved party.  If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the 
compensation determined by the department, the amount of damages shall be assessed by the 
county agricultural extension educator of the county in which the land or water is located 
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and two (2) disinterested residents of the county, one (1) appointed by the aggrieved party 
and one (1) appointed by the department.  A written report of the assessment of damages 
shall be mailed to the aggrieved party and the department by first class United States mail.  
If either the department or the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the assessment of 
damages, either or both may file a petition, not later than fifteen (15) days after receiving the 
report, in the circuit or superior court of the county in which the land or water is located. 

 
 
22-3.02  Preparation of Survey Notice 
 
A notice of survey should be completed as illustrated in Figure 22-3A.  An editable version of this 
form appears on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
1. Item 1.  The name of the person or persons whose names appear on the tax records in the 

office of assessor or auditor of the county where the project is located.  This information 
should be placed near the top-left side of the sheet. 

 
2. Item 2.  The survey party’s telephone number should be located near the top-right side of the 

sheet.  If a consultant is performing the survey, its telephone number should be located here 
instead of the Survey Team’s number.  Also, include a fax number as indicated. 

 
3. Item 3.  The date of mailing. 
 
4. Item 4.  RE: Survey _____________.  This information must include the project number and 

a brief project description written in layman's terms. 
 
5. Item 5.  The notice should include a complimentary close and the following: 
 

_______________ (name) 
Location Survey Engineer 
or Consultant Project Manager 

 
6. Item 6.  The designation number for the project. 
 
The front pages of both the white and yellow copies of the form are identical and should be 
completed with the same information, i.e., a carbon copy.  The white copy must be sent by first-class 
mail to the property owner.  The yellow copy is retained for the interviewer. 
 
Prior to entering private property, the occupant first must be interviewed.  The back of the form’s 
yellow copy is used to document the interview.  The following provides the instructions for 
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completing the survey interview report as illustrated in Figure 22-3B.  An editable version of this 
form appears on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
1. Item 1.  Enter the designation number. 
 
2. Item 2.  Enter the project number. 
 
3. Item 3.  Enter the name of the county. 
 
4. Item 4.  Enter the route number. 
 
5. Item 5.  Enter a brief description of the project location. 
 
6. Item 6.  Enter the name of person interviewed, and indicate if this is the property owner, a 

renter, lessee, or other occupant. 
 
7. Item 7.  Enter the date on which the interview took place. 
 
8. Item 8.  Enter the name of the survey-party interviewer. 
 
9. Item 9.  Indicate if the occupant received the Notice of Survey letter. 
 
10. Item 10.  Enter a name or address correction if necessary. 
 
11. Item 11.  Enter information relevant to property access and the interviewee (i.e., attitude, 

special requests, instructions to close gates, beware of dog, future identification). 
 
The yellow copy of the survey notice is retained until the completion of the survey, and then filed 
with the Research and Documents Library Team. 
 
 
22-3.03  Public Relations 
 
The survey party and project consultant can promote public relations for future contacts through 
representatives of the State.  These individuals are among the first representatives to contact people 
that will be affected by a planned highway improvement.  A first impression is a lasting one, and its 
importance cannot be over-emphasized.  To achieve this goal, the survey party should perform a 
service to the Department by being courteous, presenting a pleasing appearance, conducting 
themselves properly, and properly identifying themselves to the people that they contact during the 
performance of their duties. 
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Survey notices and interview reports, as described above, are the first step in this process for public 
relations.  The survey party should be sensitive to the needs of each property owner.  For example, an 
overgrown fencerow may be viewed by a farmer as a nuisance, so the farmer may want to have the 
survey crew cutting brush as needed for surveying operations.  Others may view the same fencerow 
as prime wildlife habitat, or it can include their favorite persimmon tree or berry patch.  The survey 
party will need to work differently with each property owner or occupant in such a circumstance. 
 
While a survey party has the right to enter on private property to conduct a survey, it does not own or 
control the property.  The survey party should minimize adverse impacts.  The party should not leave 
behind trash or debris.  Lath and flagging should be removed, unless a property owner agrees that it 
can remain in place.  For farm animals, plastic flagging or sheeting may pose a health hazard if eaten. 
The property owner can prefer that it not be used.  Due consideration must be given to lath and 
stakes that extend above ground which can interfere with farm operations or cause damage to farm 
equipment such as combines if left in place.  Walking around a site may be a problem at a time of 
year when farm crops are susceptible to damage. 
 
A survey control point that must be left in place to facilitate subsequent phases of project 
development poses other concerns.  In a farm field which is plowed, such a point should be buried 
1.0 ft to 1.5 ft below the ground line to avoid being disturbed by plowing or damage to the plow or 
other farm equipment.  Where possible, it may be desired to locate such a point in a fencerow or edge 
of a field where it is less likely to be disturbed or cause a problem. 
 
A buried survey point may also be needed where a vandal or unhappy property owner willfully 
removes or disturbs the control monument overnight while the survey is still in progress.  Though it 
is a nuisance for the survey party, such action cannot be stopped since the party does not own the 
property.  A somewhat-visible nearby decoy point can be installed that a vandal can disturb, while 
the real survey control point is buried to be as inconspicuous as possible. 
 
A property owner or occupant may refuse to allow the survey party onto the property, or can become 
belligerent or threatening.  The party should contact its office for further instructions.  A consultant 
should contact the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys for further instruction.  A telephone call or 
letter from the Office or the Legal Services Division can resolve the problem.  A law-enforcement 
officer may be needed to help preserve the peace.  A court order may be needed to enforce INDOT’s 
right to enter upon private property to complete a survey.  A survey-party member should not argue 
with a property owner or occupant, should not force his or her way onto a property, and should not 
take action that can endanger safety. 
 
A property owner or occupant, nearby residents, or the media can all be expected to be curious about 
the effect of the project on the property and the area.  Questions from the media should be directed to 
the Office of Communications.  A property owner deserves explanation once a survey  party enters 
his or her property.  However, most inquiries are best addressed by explaining the general nature of 
the project (intersection improvement, bridge replacement, road reconstruction, etc.).  It is best to 
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explain that the survey party is there only to gather information necessary for proper design of the 
project.  The survey party is unfamiliar with details of the project except for the scope of the needed 
survey.  Questions about specific design features or impact on specific properties must be referred 
back to its office, and often cannot be answered until later in project development. 
 
A survey party should be neighborly and should maintain public relations with each property owner 
or occupant, and the public.  These people may have anxiety or concerns about the project and its 
potential impact on their property, so they may not want the survey party on the property.  
Understanding and concern for individual needs and concerns will make the survey process easier for 
both the party and the public. 
 
 
22-4.0  SECTION PLATS 
 
22-4.01  Section-Plat Requirements 
 
A preprinted section plat form is furnished by the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys to the survey 
party for use in preparing a section plat.  The items to be completed on the form are as follows. 
 
1. Project Number. 
 
2. Transit-Book Number.  For a bridge project, this is Number 1, as a bridge survey will not 

likely to be extensive enough to require more than one book.  For a road project, multiple 
books are numbered consecutively. 

 
3. Survey-Line Letters. 
 
4. County. 
 
5. Civil Township. 
 
6. Section. 
 
7. Congressional Township. 
 
8. Range. 
 
9. Designation Number. 
 
10. North Arrow.  The north arrow is preprinted on the form. 
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11. Scale.  A scale of 1:12 000 is used to facilitate the use of USGS quadrangle maps at double 
scale. 

 
12. Date.  The date of plat preparation. 
 
13. Survey Party.  The person who prepared the plat and the survey-party members. 
 
 
22-4.02  Preparation of Section Plat 
 
1. Property Information.  The plat should identify all of the property included within the quarter 

sections where the project is located.  All contiguous properties which lie within adjoining 
quarter sections should also be identified.  The Real Estate Division requires this information 
to assess property damage.  The property-owner names should be shown, and can be obtained 
either from the county auditor or the township assessor.  A routine check of the Transfer 
Books is necessary so that the current owners are identified on the plat. 

 
2. Development Identification.  Cities, towns, subdivisions, or additions should be identified as 

shaded areas.  A copy of the official plat that is obtained from the county recorder’s office 
must be submitted with the field book. 

 
3. Survey Baseline.  The survey baseline must be shown, and the beginning and ending points 

must be identified. 
 
4. Color Scheme.  The color scheme should be as follows: 
 

a. blue for stream, 
b. yellow for State-maintained route, 
c. red for survey baseline, and 
d. green for county road. 

 
This achieves a neat and consistent appearance on the original section plat.  Color does not 
appear on copies of documents. 

 
5. Section Monuments.  Section and quarter-section monuments should be shown. 
 
6. Road Names.  All road names should be identified. 
 
A copy of the completed section plat should be made and placed in an envelope in the back of the 
field book.  The original section plat is retained by the Research and Documents Library Team.  
Figure 22-4A provides an example of a completed section-plat sheet. 
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If a county updates its plat records electronically, its plat books will be located on a computer.  A 
copy should be purchased and manually updated as the county does not update the older plat books.  
Each property owner will have a code number associated with his or her property holdings.  Items on 
the older plats should appear on the electronic plat, e.g., scale. 
 
 
22-5.0  SURVEY OPERATIONS 
 
22-5.01  Establishing Alignment Baseline 
 
The first operation of the survey is to establish the baseline.  The new baseline is used for the 
following: 
 
1. determining the present right of way in relation to the baseline; 
2. determining additional right-of-way requirements; and 
3. staking the new right of way. 
 
In establishing the baseline, permanent points should first be located from the original survey.  Iron 
pins will be in their original positions if not disturbed by construction.  This approach is best for 
establishing both alignment and stationing.  However, other means may be necessary to establish the 
baseline.  For a concrete pavement, split the pavement in two locations at either side of a PI, and 
project the tangents to their point of intersection.  The stationing then can be equated at the PI.  If a 
concrete pavement has been resurfaced with asphalt, a pick or jackhammer should be used to locate 
the pavement edge.  For a road without as-built plans (e.g., a county-road takeover), the baseline can 
be established by splitting the pavement using the longest possible sights available or by establishing 
an offset baseline that identifies pavement edges at 60-ft intervals. 
 
After the centerline tangents are recreated and intersected to form the PI, the Δ angle is determined 
from the results of the centerline traverse or by coordinate geometry calculation with verification on 
the calculations.  Since these measurements are likely being done with more-accurate equipment than 
that used for the original survey, the Δ angle for the curve and the stationing will vary.  It is not 
desired to have a station equation at every monument found, therefore the new more-precise Δ angle 
should not match the old even-minute Δ angle from the original survey.  Horizontal-curve 
calculations require two elements to geometrically define the curve.  Apart from the Δ angle, the 
desired second element for curve calculation is the plan radius or the degree of curve converted to 
feet and then to meters.  If monuments are found at the PCs or PTs, they should be used for tangent-
line determination only because of the discrepancy in the stationing described above.  Therefore, the 
two desired elements for curve determination are the new measured Δ angle and the radius as 
obtained from the old plans. 
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22-5.02  Alignment Data 
 
Once the alignment has been established, a closed traverse should be run through the PIs and back on 
a separate line to the beginning of the traverse.  Measured distances should be recorded and a 
minimum of two pairs of angles (i.e., one direct, one reverse) should be turned at each traverse point. 
The horizon shall be closed at the end of the traverse.  The misclosure should be calculated, and the 
traverse shall close with a precision of at least 1 in 20 000.  The raw field data should be recorded in 
the field book. 
 
After checking the misclosure, a full adjustment should be performed on the traverse and the 
adjusted data recorded in the field book for the alignment data.  All curve information then should be 
calculated and the PCs and PTs set from existing monuments at the PIs. 
 
The alignment data is the listing of the permanent points in the field and curve data.  The listing 
should reflect the type of point (e.g., PC, PT), its correct stationing (e.g., 107+80.26), and type of 
monument set.  The PI station should include the following: 
 
1. Δ angle; 
2. radius of curve, or degree of curve; 
3. tangent length; 
4. length of curve; 
5. external distance; and 
6. bearing of the foretangent. 
 
Points in the survey baseline should not exceed an interval of 1000 ft and should be of a material and 
size that is in accordance with 865 IAC 1-12-24. 
 
Each permanent point must be referenced.  These references can be used to assist in relocating the 
originally set monument.  The measured distance between the monument and reference shall always 
be made to accurately reset the monument in its original location if the monument has been 
destroyed or disturbed.  The references must be shown in the topography notes next to the point 
listing.  The most common reference is a roofing nail that is driven through a bottle cap into a tree.  
However, a point on a distinct object may be used as long as the reference is fully described (e.g., 
northeast corner of headwall, bolt on light standard).  A compass-directional description should not 
be used. 
 
A folded piece of flagging may be used for a reference.  As a tree matures, the flagging will remain 
visible long after the tree has grown over the nail.  At least three references should be used for each 
point.  Each reference should be positioned to swing an arc so that it will have a distinct crossing 
over the point.  If a sloped distance is used, it should be identified on the reference. 
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22-5.03  Obtaining Bearings 
 
The starting bearing must be shown and the source described.  Methods of obtaining a bearing are as 
follows: 
 
1. celestial observation, either polar observation or sun shot; 
2. using global positioning equipment to fix a bearing; 
3. running a bearing traverse from a USC&GS triangulation station; or 
4. using a bearing from existing road or bridge plans. 
 
 
22-5.04  Running Bench Levels 
 
Only the length of survey line described in the transit book should be in the corresponding level 
book.  Benchmark elevations begin on level book page 2 for a road survey. 
 
Bench levels should originate at a benchmark that is on a sea level datum.  The permitted types of 
benchmarks are as follows: 
 
1. National Geodetic Survey (NGS), formerly U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (USC&GS); 
 
2. U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); 
 
3. Indiana Flood Control and Water Resources (IFC&WR) of the Indiana Department of 

Natural resources; and 
 
4. Indiana Department of Transportation. 
 
If available, NGS with NAVD 1988 datum is required within a 3-mi radius of the project.  The 
monument should be described in detail including the fully-spelled-out name of the agency, the 
datum used, the elevation, and a digital photograph of the disc.  The NGS benchmark elevations that 
are in the vicinity of the work area are available from NGS at the location shown in Section 22-2.02. 
 
If the starting benchmark is distant from the beginning of the project, a circuit must be run from that 
benchmark to the first benchmark set for the project and back to the original benchmark to complete 
the circuit.  Each bench circuit should be run to third-order accuracy and specification.  The 
allowable error in the circuit is computed from the formula as follows: 
 

Allowable Error = Kft05.0  where: K = length of circuit, mi 
 
This provides the survey party with a starting elevation to use as the benchmark elevation for the 
baseline benchmarks following the double-run benchmark circuit as shown in Figure 22-5A. 
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In running bench levels, do not make sights of more than 300 ft length.  Keep the backsight and 
foresight as equidistant as practical with a 30-ft maximum difference per setup and a 30-ft 
cumulative maximum per circuit (see Third-Order Leveling Specifications, NGS).  The selected 
point should be marked before giving a sight.  If more than one sight is needed, the exact point is lost 
between sights.  The rodperson should use a solid turning point and keep the bottom of the rod shoe 
free from mud, ice, etc.  The same standards and allowable error in the circuit apply for the 
benchmarks along the baseline.  Do not set or check a benchmark as a sideshot on a benchmark.  
Make a complete turn on every benchmark with a different instrument set-up for a foresight and 
backsight.  Once the circuit has been closed, the benchmarks for the project are set.  Starting at the 
benchmark, set in the circuit at the start of the project.  The benchmarks for the project should be set 
not more than 1000 ft apart.  In a hilly terrain they should be set closer as the number of turns 
determines the frequency rather than the distance.  Benchmarks should not be more than four turns 
apart.  A benchmark should be set far enough from the baseline in a permanent object such that it 
will not be disturbed during construction.  The most common object is a 6-in boat spike in a tree.  
The boat spike should be placed as low in the tree as practical so that, if the tree is cut down, the 
benchmark will remain undisturbed in the stump.  A benchmark can be a chiseled cross or square in 
the concrete base of a sign, etc.  The description of each benchmark written on the right-hand page 
should describe the benchmark followed by its location as a plus and distance out from the baseline.  
A minimum of three benchmarks should be set for each project, with one at each end of the project 
and outside of the construction limits. 
 
Conventional field-book notes may not be utilized due to recording in an electronic data collector.  
However, if the software used for processing the data allows for the printout of a level-book format 
report, it should be included with the adjusted elevations in the skeleton-survey field book. 
 
If starting a baseline for a new survey, the benchmark should be numbered at the start of the survey 
as TBM #1, the next benchmark as TBM #2, etc.  Benchmarks retain the number assigned to them on 
the earliest field survey.  Thus, if survey line “A” is completed and it later becomes necessary to run 
baseline “B” ±1 mi from line “A”, benchmark 1 “A” retains its original number and elevation.  If line 
“B” bench levels tie into other line “A” bench levels, the line “B” benchmarks also carry their 
original numbers 1st TBM 1 “A,” 2nd TBM 1 “B,” 3rd TBM 2 “B,” 4th TBM 5 “A,” etc. 
 
Level equations, with their respective basis of datum, are to be shown in bench levels as illustrated in 
the example in Figure 22-5A.  Each benchmark is tied to the survey baseline by station and offset.  
Benchmarks can be tied using conventional surveying techniques or an electronic data collector.  
Show party members’ names, the date, and weather conditions at the time bench levels are run. 
 
After the bench levels have been run and the backsights and foresights have been totaled,  the 
difference between the totals of the foresights and the backsights  should be equal to the difference in 
elevation between the start and end of the bench circuit.  This is done at the end of each bench circuit 
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and is a check on the mathematics of the circuit.  Each level circuit should be adjusted according to 
standard techniques. 
 
 
22-5.05  Locating Section Corners 
 
Each section or quarter-section corner in the area should be located and tied in to the survey baseline 
so that an accurate Location Control Route Survey Plat can be made.  When the last deed of record is 
examined, if monuments are called for in the document, such monuments should be located.  If the 
monument corners are not found, that should be indicated.  The Office of Real Estate uses the 
information which appears in the Location Control Route Survey Plat to compute right-of-way 
takings and to write descriptions of such takings.  If a reference point cited from a last deed of record 
cannot be found, the county surveyor’s office should be notified of a candidate location which needs 
to be re-established by that office. 
 
If a section corner is visible from the survey line, a distance and a minimum of two pairs of angles 
should be measured to the section corner.  These measurements should be recorded in the field book 
or electronic data file. 
 
If a section corner is not visible from the survey baseline, a closed traverse should be run from the 
survey line to the section corner with the measured distance recorded and two pairs of angles turned 
at each traverse point.  The horizon will be closed at the end of the traverse.  The traverse misclosure 
shall be calculated and the traverse shall close with a precision of at least 1 in 20,000.  The raw data 
of the completed traverse should be recorded in the field book or electronic data collector. 
 
Other pertinent information about the monument found at a section corner also should be recorded in 
the field book.  This includes the following: 
 
1. type of monument; 
2. size of monument; 
3. mass of monument; 
4. distance above or below the ground; 
5. other existing monument near the subject monument; 
6. reasons for using the monument; 
7. testimony; and 
8. other relevant information. 
 
The above list is not complete, but should provide sufficient guidance to the type of information that 
is to be recorded in the field book.  The references are to be drawn in the book and provided on 
reference cards as shown on Figure 26-1C. 
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Whether the county surveyor is the only party who can reset a section or quarter-section corner 
monument is debatable.  The following sections of the Indiana Code clarify the issue. 
 
1. Indiana Code 36-2-12-13, Sec. 13.  A person may, for excavation, mineral extraction, or 

other purposes related to the person’s business, temporarily remove a monument marking a 
corner.  The person must notify in writing the county surveyor at least thirty (30) days before 
removing the monument.  The person must replace the monument within a reasonable time at 
the person’s expense under the supervision of the county surveyor or, if the county surveyor 
is not registered under IC 25-31, the registered person who is selected under section 11 of 
this chapter.  The surveyor shall file a copy of the notice in the corner record book. 

 
Only a county surveyor or a designee may change the location of any monument.  A person 
who wishes to have the location of a monument changed must make a request to the surveyor 
in writing and furnish written approval of all landowners whose property is affected by the 
proposed change.  The surveyor may approve, reject, or modify the request and shall file a 
copy of the notice and the landowners’ consents in the corner record book. 

 
2. Indiana Code 8-23-9-24.  If in the construction or maintenance of a state highway it is 

necessary to remove or bury a monument marking or evidencing an established corner, the 
department shall cause to be set in the pavement or right-of-way at the place where the 
monument was located a monument capable of activating a metal detection device.  The top 
of the monument must be level with the pavement or the grade of the right-of-way.  The 
department shall cause a memorandum of the monument to be filed in the county surveyor’s 
office of the county. 

 
To perpetuate the location of a corner before, during, or after construction, the following definitions 
apply. 
 
1. Established Corner.  A corner for which the county surveyor has provided references, which 

was found as referenced and described, and which the county surveyor has recognized as 
being true and correct. 

 
2. Re-established Corner.  A corner that has been reestablished by the field survey party and 

accepted by the county surveyor as being true and correct. 
 
3. Apparent Corner.  A corner location that has been reestablished by the field survey party and 

has not yet been approved or accepted by the county surveyor. 
 
All three types of corners should be documented in the field survey notes, referenced, and the type 
identified.  For items 2 and 3 listed above, a pin or rebar should be set on that corner and the type of 
monument should be identified.  The references and an explanation of the procedure used should be 
provided to the county surveyor so that he or she can add them to the reference book. 
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22-6.0  FIELD-BOOK FORMAT 
 
22-6.01  Front Flyleaf 
 
An identifying note on the flyleaf should include the project number, designation number, structure 
number if a bridge survey, and a brief description of the project. 
 
The description of a bridge project as found in the improvement program is taken directly from the 
bridge-inventory book.  If there is a conflict between the improvement program and the bridge-
inventory book, the wording of the improvement-program description should be used, as it is the 
most-common usage.  To further clarify this statement, the following example applies. 
 

The improvement program states, SR 2, bridge over Wolf Creek, 6.60 mi south of US 
30.  The bridge-inventory book shows Wolf Creek on SR 2 to be 6.60 mi south of US 
30 and also 6.85 mi north of US 231. 

 
The description in this example is expressed to 0.01 mi. 
 
The description to be used on the flyleaf should read as follows: 
 

Structure No. 2-64-1170 over Wolf Creek, 6.60 mi south of US 30. 
 
If the other description, Structure No. 2-64-1170 over Wolf Creek, 6.85 mi north of US 231, is used, 
all subsequent correspondence can raise a doubt as to whether that bridge or another was being 
discussed.  A check of the bridge-inventory book is needed for clarification. 
 
For a road project, the description shown in the improvement program should be followed as closely 
as possible. 
 
An example is a follows: 
 

US 6, from the west junction with SR 3 to 0.40 mi east of Kendallville. 
 
See Figure 22-6A for an example of a front flyleaf. 
 
 
22-6.02  Index Sheet 
 
The index sheet is page 1 of a road or bridge survey’s transit book.  The list of the information that 
should appear on the index sheet is as follows. 
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1. Transit Book Number.  The transit book number should be centered on the top line of the 

left-hand sheet. 
 
2. Project Number.  The project number should be in the right margin on the second line. 
 
3. Route Number.  The route number should be in the left margin on the second line. 
 
4. County Name.  The county names should be centered on the third line. 
 
5. Structure Number.  The new structure number of the proposed bridge should be centered on 

the fourth line. 
 
6. Designation Number.  The designation number should be centered on the fifth line. 
 
7. Line Description.  The line description should be listed in order of appearance on the actual 

survey in progressing headline.  An example is, S-16-G – a side-road survey @ Co. Rd. 500S 
from Station 50+21.78 to Station 62+62.63. 

 
8. Instrument Data.  Instrument data should be shown, including the instrument manufacturer, 

model, and serial number for total station, or transit and EDM, along with horizontal circle 
least count and the manufacturer’s specified accuracy for the EDM. 

 
9. Registration Seal.  The book must be certified by a registered Indiana land surveyor.  The 

land surveyor who certifies the book should place his or her seal on the lower left hand sheet 
of page 1 under the line description.  He or she should place his or her initials and the date 
adjacent to the seal. 

 
10. Top Line.  The top line of the right hand sheet of page 1 should indicate Indiana Department 

of Transportation and Survey Team or the consulting-firm name. 
 
11. Roster.  The roster of the survey party should be shown under the party number. 
 
12. Table of Contents.  The table of contents for the items shown in the transit book follows the 

roster for the party numbers. 
 
13. Dates.  The last line on the sheet shows the date the book was started and the date the book 

was finished. 
 
The only difference between a road- or bridge-survey table of contents sheet is the indexed items.  
The level book and transit book for a bridge survey is one book, so there will be only one index.  
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This also applies to a small intersection improvement or spot-improvement.  See Figure 22-6B for an 
example. 
 
 
22-6.03  General-Information Sheet 
 
This sheet is page 2 in a bridge survey, but is not included in a road project.  However, for a road 
project it is useful to have this sheet to describe how the baseline was set up and certain specifics 
about the project. 
 
This sheet is used to point out specifics which are difficult to show graphically, but for which the 
designer must develop a logical design. 
 
There can be more than one name for a stream.  The bridge-inventory book can have one name; the 
quadrangle map for the area can have another; and the county records can show a third.  If the stream 
is a legal ditch, the name of the first person to sign the petition is used as the name of the ditch.  If 
there is more than one name, the name which appears in the bridge-inventory book should be used, 
with the other names shown in brackets, to make it clear that the stream has more than one name.  
The following is the information to be shown on the general-information sheet as illustrated in 
Figure 22-6C: 
 
1. Alignment and Stationing.  A full explanation of the method of establishing the alignment is 

necessary.  If the old plans are available, they should be used to establish the baseline of the 
survey.  If the old line is re-established, the existing right-of-way location can be determined 
by the Real Estate Division.  If the baseline is established at random without regard to the 
existing right of way, the existing right-of-way location is difficult to re-establish.  The 
baseline should be matched to that on the old plans with equations in at least two places.  The 
existing right-of-way location can be determined mathematically. 

 
2. Level Datum.  A full explanation of the level datum used is needed.  An existing bridge was 

likely built on an assumed datum.  As it is required to survey an INDOT project on a sea-
level datum (see Section 22-5.04), there should be a statement concerning the level datum 
used.  Level equations must be shown between the survey for the present structure and the 
survey for the proposed bridge. 

 
3. Present Structure.  There should be a short description of the present structure.  This 

description should state type of structure, number of spans, lengths of spans, and clear-
roadway width. 

 
4. Miscellaneous Information.  This is the location to make comments such as conversations 

with local people about the location of section corners, unusual circumstances encountered 
on the project (e.g., such as not being able to re-establish the baseline without difficulty, 
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etc.).  Statements which are neither level notes nor topography notes can be valuable to the 
designer in the work. 

 
5. Survey Purpose.  A statement as to the purpose of the survey (e.g., widening, replacement, 

repair) should be included.  An example is, The purpose of this survey is to provide data for 
the repair and widening of the present structure. 

 
6. Other References.  There should be references to old survey books, plans, or miscellaneous 

information so that the designer is aware that more information is available. 
 
 
22-6.04  Stream-Data Information 
 
Stream-data information appears on page 4 of the bridge-survey field book, but is not included in a 
road-survey field book.  Figure 22-6D illustrates an example of stream data.  The information needed 
is similar to drainage data for a small- to medium-sized area.  The information can be shown in 
narrative form and should include discussions of the following: 
 
1. how fast the water level rises and falls; 
2. the condition of the channel; 
3. siltation; 
4. brush; 
5. amount and size of drift; and 
6. ice flow. 
 
 
22-6.05  Present-Structure Information 
 
The present-structure information appears on page 5 of the bridge-survey field book, but is not 
included in a road-survey field book. 
 
If the bridge is to be replaced, whether on its present location or on a slightly different location, the 
regular station and offset, as shown in the topography notes, is sufficient to show the existing bridge. 
If the present bridge was State built and plans are available, the old plans can be used to determine 
the quantities for removal of the present structure.  A statement that the bridge was built according to 
the plans is sufficient. 
 
If the bridge is to be repaired or widened, it is necessary to obtain detailed information on the 
existing structure so that the new work will match the existing structure once completed.  A plan 
view of the structure needs to be drawn, with the station and offset recorded on the drawing to the 
nearest 0.02 ft.  See Figure 22-6E for an example. 
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Also, a side view should be drawn so that the elevations can be recorded.  The required elevations 
are as follows: 
 
1. top of opening; 
 
2. profile along the main baseline under the bridge, showing enough ordinates to adequately 

figure the effective opening; 
 
3. low-water elevation; 
 
4. ordinary high-water elevation; 
 
5. extreme high-water elevation; 
 
6. bridge-seat elevations; 
 
7. top of curb, if present; and 
 
8. top of handrail. 
 
Additional levels on the present structure will be discussed later in this Chapter.  See Figure 22-6F 
for an example. 
 
 
22-6.06  Utility-Ownership Information 
 
The complete name and address of each utility and the reference number should be listed on Page 2 
of a road-survey field book, or page 6 of a bridge-survey field book.  If more than one company for a 
single utility is encountered, all names and addresses should be listed.  The limits of each utility 
location should be identified with stationing and left or right offset. 
 
The name of the utility shown refers to the area served by that utility and implies only the company 
involved.  If a company has no utilities in the field, then None should be entered next to the name of 
the utility.  See Figure 22-6G for an example. 
 
 
22-7.0  FIELD-POINT REFERENCE 
 
The information described below will assist the surveyor in maintaining uniformity and minimizing 
ambiguity in reference drawings.  Examples are illustrated in Figures 22-7A and 22-7B. 
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22-7.01  Field-Book Entries 
 
Make each field-book entry neat, but be expedient in entering information.  If a question arises about 
spelling, wording, coordinates, etc., ask and resolve the question before entering the information.  
Avoid erasing a field-book entry.  If an entry cannot be crossed out, then redevelop the field-book 
page.  Entering the information correctly the first time is desirable over having to redevelop a page in 
a hurried manner. 
 
 
22-7.02  Orientation 
 
In a new-roadway-location area, or an area accessed via winding roads, disorientation is possible.  To 
minimize mistakes resulting from becoming disoriented, use a compass for each reference ties.  Have 
an assistant check all information.  Use the following guidelines for orientation. 
 
1. Reference a survey or base-line point to the ahead line. 
 
2. Reference a section corner, or other point not referenced to the survey line, to North. 
 
3. Label the arrow appropriately (e.g., line name, North) and check the compass reading to 

verify the direction of the line. 
 
4. In drawing the reference, ensure that it is properly labeled.  If, for example, the southwest 

corner of a post is used, draw the line to the southwest corner of the post. 
 
5. If the point is an equation point of two lines, orient to the current line of the survey.  Show 

the relationship of the other line by drawing a solid line at the appropriate angle and label 
both lines.  In the equation note, list the station of the current alignment first and the 
intersecting line second.  In a reference note, list the S-line page number for the 
corresponding equation reference in the book. 

 
6. Use a compass and provide an azimuth, from North, to the nearest one degree to each 

reference point from the point being referenced.  Show the azimuth of each line drawn (e.g., 
angled road, fence, wall). 

 
 
22-7.03  Drawing Details 
 
If a point is revisited after a considerable length of time, some, if not most, of the references will be 
missing.  Therefore, document sufficient detail to increase the likelihood that something will exist in 
the field that ensures finding the point.  Place the point number and the designation number in the 
lower left corner of the section-corner card.  All points will have coordinates placed in the book after 
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traverse adjustments are made.  Have an assistant check the information gathered.  Use the following 
guidelines in developing the drawing. 
 
1. Show all notations and drawings on field-book paper.  If the drawing must be redone for 

clarification, place the original in the back of the book until the final check.  Keep the 
original reference drawing in the field book. 

 
2. Use a straightedge, protractor, and template for drawing a circle, rectangle, tree, etc., and 

make the drawing as graphically accurate as practical.  However, for clarity, an angle or 
distance may have to be exaggerated graphically to avoid clutter. 

 
3. Measure all distances horizontally.  Choose tie points such that the measurement will be as 

level as practical. 
 
4. Draw and specify fence lines, tree lines, edge of pavement including road name or number, 

edge of field, etc. 
 
5. For a PI, draw the deflection of the line in the appropriate direction and specify the Δ angle. 
 
6. If a corner post is used, specify the direction of the fence lines and label which side or corner 

of the post where the reference nail was set. 
 
7. If a reference is set and measured to, state what device was used, e.g., N&C for nail and 

bottle cap. 
 
8. If a reference is set and described with a particular height, then for consistency describe each 

such reference in the same manner.  Measure and document height to the nearest 0.1 ft. 
 
9. Ensure that everything written is legible, especially the distances. 
 
10. Place each distance parallel to the line, not across it.  Illegibility results if a figure is placed 

over a line. 
 
11. Enter each distance measured in feet to two decimal places.  Include the unit of 

measurement, e.g., 97.45′.  Include the decimals even if they are zero. 
 
12. For a tree size, show the diameter at breast height (DBH) to the nearest 0.1 ft. 
 
13. For a decimal measurement of less than 1 ft, include a zero at the beginning of the 

documented, e.g., 0.1 ft post.  If the decimal point becomes illegible, the distance will be read 
as 1 ft. 
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14. Take each reference measurement using a feet-and-decimals tape.  If the original 
measurements must be taken in feet and inches, show the distance in the units used to 
measure with, then convert and show the distance in the desired units in parentheses; e.g., 7’-
2¾” (7.23’). 

 
15. If references are all in a straight line, then draw it as such, e.g., three fence posts. 
 
16. In referencing to repetitious objects (e.g., fence posts, railroad ties), specify the object by the 

number of them away from the control point (e.g., 3rd tie, 5th

 
 post). 

17. The desired number of references is four.  Specify three references only if a reasonable fourth 
tie is not available.  If there are fewer than three ties available, then state N.O.R.A. (No Other 
Reference Available) or N.R.A. (No Reference Available). 

 
18. In referencing a section corner, indicate the following: 
 

1. how the found monument fits original county surveyor’s ties; 
2. the physical condition of the monument; 
3. the relationship to the surface of the ground; and 
4. the uncertainty of the found monument. 

 
 
22-8.0  CONVENTIONAL SURVEY 
 
All surveying information for an INDOT project shall be collected using electronic surveying 
techniques.  Conventional or hand-written survey submittals are no longer acceptable.  The following 
is for reference only regarding previous project survey submittals. 
 
 
22-8.01  Nomenclature 
 
The survey party is expected to use consistent nomenclature in survey work and notebooks.  Figure 
22-8A provides a sample illustration of nomenclature use.  Figure 22-8B defines the nomenclature 
terms. 
 
 
106-8.02  Conventional and Topographic Lines and Symbols 
 
Figure 22-8C provides the conventional and topographic lines and symbols that should be used. 
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22-8.03  Abbreviations 
 
The abbreviations shown in Figure 22-8D are established through common usage and should be used 
in note keeping in preference to spelling out words to save time and space.  The abbreviations shown 
in Figure 22-8E are not as established, but may be used at the option of the individual taking the 
notes where necessary or convenient to save time and space, provided the manner of usage is such as 
to make the abbreviation clear.  For example, the abbreviation Loc. for locust is used in connection 
with the symbol for a tree, followed by its diameter in inches, for example, 15-in. Loc. Rec., for 
recommend, is used in recommending that certain work should done or used in design and 
construction, for example, 49 + 56, Rec. 15-in. pipe, meaning that a 15-in. pipe is recommended at 
Station 49 + 56 under the road to be constructed. 
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INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Driving Indiana’s Economic Growth 
 
100 North Senate Avenue 
Room N758 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2216  (317) 232-5533  FAX: (317) 232-0238 

 
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor 
Michael W. Reed, Commissioner 

 
      
      
      
 

     , 20      
 

NOTICE OF SURVEY 
 
Dear Property Owner: 
 
Our information indicates that you own or occupy property near the subject proposed highway project.  Our 
employees will be performing a survey of the project area in the near future.  It may be necessary for them to 
come onto your property to complete this work.  This is permitted by law per Indiana Code IC 8-23-7-26.  They 
will show you their identification, if you are available, before coming onto your property.  If you have sold this 
property, or it is occupied by someone else, please let us know the name and address of the new owner or 
current occupant so we can contact them about the survey. 
 
At this stage, we generally do not know what effect, if any, our project can eventually have on your property.  If 
we determine later that your property is involved, we will contact you with additional information. 
 
The survey work will include mapping the location of features such as trees, buildings, fences and drives, and 
obtaining ground elevations.  The survey is needed for the proper planning and design of this highway project.  
Please be assured of our sincere desire to cause you as little inconvenience as possible during this survey.  If 
problems do occur, please contact our field crew or contact me at the telephone number or address shown 
above. 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
 
        

Project Manager 
      :       
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SURVEY INTERVIEW REPORT 
 

Route:        Des No.:         Project No.:       
 
County:        Location:              of       
 
Name of person interviewed:        Date:       
 
Name of interviewer:       
 
Has occupant received the Notice of Survey letter? Yes   No  
 
If different from letter, correct occupant’s name and address is as shown below: 
 

Name:       
Address:       
       

        
 
Suggestions, special requests, attitude of individual interviewed: 
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PROJ. NO.   ST-141-1(C) LINE       “A”       PG.  10 OF 30 
NAVD ’88 LEVEL DATUM 
START BENCH LEVEL NOTES 

POINT PLUS H.I. MINUS ELEV. ADJ. ELEV  U.S.C. & G.S. BENCH MARK DISK SET IN THE SIDEWALK ON THE  
E 247 2.83 

 
635.81√ 

 
 

 
632.98√ 

 
 

 
 

 
S.E. END OF THE R.C. GIRDER, STEEL BEAM, & STEEL TRUSS 

 4.26 634.58√ 5.49 630.32√   BRIDGE OVER FLATROCK RIVER, 18.33 ft LT. OF STA. 370+78.47 “A” 
TBM 3 "A” 9.46 635.11√ 8.93 625.65√    

 4.23 634.82√ 4.52 630.59√   BT. SPK. IN PWP. #738-142 AT STA. 365+63.46 “A”, 49.36 ft LT. 
 4.02 634.68√ 4.16 630.66√    

TBM 2 “A” 10.79 635.09√ 10.38 624.30√   BT. SPK. IN PWP. #738-138 AT STA. 358+54.43 “A”, 53.12 ft LT. 
 5.80 638.25√ 2.64 632.45√    

TBM 1 "A” 1.01 638.24√ 1.02 637.23√   BT. SPK. IN PWP. 82.93 ft LT. OF STA. 353+20.34 “A” 
 3.06 635.20√ 6.10 632.14√    

TBM 2 “A” 10.30 634.60√ 10.90 624.30√ 624.31√   
 4.34 634.85√ 4.09 630.51√    
 4.02 634.56√ 4.31 630.54√    

TBM 3 “A” 8.73 634.37√ 8.92 625.64√ 625.65√  Thursday, August 11, 2005 
 5.25 635.95√ 3.67 630.70√   Clear & Hot  

E 247  
 
 2.97 

 
632.98√ 

 
632.98√ 

 
 

 
Notes & Instrument DWS 

 +78.10√  -78.10√    Level Rod BRJ 
 632.98√  711.08√    E 247 to TBM#1 & Return 

√ by MAS 711.08√  632.98√     
        
 END BENCH LEVEL NOTES    
        
        
        
       LEVEL EQUATION: 
       LINE “A” PROJ. F-170(4) IS 0.14 ft ABOVE LINE “A” STA. 370+78.47 
       LINE “A” = 632.92 PROJ. F-170(4)    NGVD ’29 
       LINE “A” = 632.78 THIS PROJECT    NAVD ’88 
       0.14 DATUM DIFFERENCE 
        

 
 

BENCH LEVEL NOTES 
 

Figure 22-5A 
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Survey Book 
 

For 
 

Structure No. 9-52-6793 over Hawk Creek 
 

3.400 mi north of SR 14 
 

Project No. ST-144-1(A) 
 

Des. No. 03 15648 
 
 
 
 

If found, please return to, or contact: 
 

Engineer of Location Surveys 
Room N642 

Indiana Government Center 
100 North Senate Avenue 

Indianapolis, Indiana  46204-2217 
 

Phone (317) 232-5309 

 
 

FRONT FLYLEAF EXAMPLE 
 

Figure 22-6A 
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PROJ. NO.   NH-G200(19)    LINE     “P”     PG.  1 OF 30
BRIDGE SURVEY  

TRANSIT & LEVEL BOOK #1 
 
 

 
 INDIANA DEPARMTENT OF TRANSPORTATION  

U.S.R. #31   PROJECT NO. NH-G200(19) 
 
 

 
 LOCATION SURVEY SECTION  

COLUMBUS TWP.   BARTHOLOMEW CO. 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
CHIEF OF PARTY   E. C. HOFFMAN  

LINE “P” STA. 100+00.00 TO 213+22.00 
 
 

 
INSTRUMENTMAN   R. J. FISH  

 
 
 

 
INSTRUMENTMAN   R. W. McCAIN  

LINE “S-1-P” STA 50+00.00 TO 58+20.00 
 
 

 
TOPOGRAPHER   K. R. BUNSOLD  

 
 
 

 
RODMAN/CHAINMAN  L. M. HIGGENBOTHAM  

 
 
 

 
RODMAN/CHAINMAN  O. A. RANDOM  

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 INDEX  

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION    P.2  

 
 
 

 
STREAM DATA     P.3  

 
 
 

 
PRESENT STRUCTURE TIE-IN    P.4  

 
 
 

 
PUBLIC UTILITIES         P.5  

 
 
 

 
BENCH TIE-IN CIRCUIT         P.6  

 
 
 

 
BENCH LEVEL NOTES    P.7  

 
 
 

 
ALIGNMENT & TOPOGRAPHY NOTES LINE “P”       P.8-10  

 
 
 

 
ALIGNMENT & TOPOGRAPHY NOTES LINES “S-1-P”       P.11  

  INITIAL & DATE HERE 
 
 

 

LAND 
SURVEYOR’S 

STAMP 
GOES 
HERE 

LEVELS ON PRESENT STRUCTURE        P.12  
 

 
 

 
HIGH-WATER LEVELS         P.13  

 
 
 

 
TESTIMONY OF LOCAL PEOPLE        P.14  

 
 
 

 
SECTION CORNER DESCRIPTIONS & REFERENCES       P.15  

 
 
 

 
AERIAL CROSS REFERENCES         P.16  

 INSTRUMENT DATA 
 
 

 
MISCELLANEOUS ENVELOPE         P.17  

 
 
 

 
CHECK GUIDE          P.18  

 SOKKIA SET XL TOTAL STATION NO. 15634 HORIZONTAL 
 
 

 
  

 CIRCLE LEAST COUNT 1 SECOND EDM MEASUREMENT 
 
 

 
SURVEY STARTED 9/28/94 SURVEY COMPLETED 10/31/94  

 ACCURACY +/- (0.01 ft + 0.01 ft) MEAN SEA ELEVATION. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

INDEX SHEET 
Figure 22-6B 
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GENERAL INFORMATION
 

STR. # 3-40-6560 OVER MUSCATATUCK RIVER 
PROJ. F-199-4(2)  LINE “A” 

VERNON TWP. - JENNINGS CO. 
 

 
Located in the Northwest Quarter of Section 11, T-6-N, R-8-E, 0.24 mi Northwest of the junction 
of State Road 7 and State Road 3 and 2.99 mi south of the junction of State Road 7 and State 
Road 3. 
 
Alignment and stationing was established by recovering the old road survey (1929) PI at Station 
815+31.2 ft and then centering on the present structure at each end.  All 3 points were in line.  
Stationing was established using this PI as a starting point, and should match the original 
stationing.  Alignment should also be the same as the original.  See plans for Project 164 (1929), 
sheets 6, 7, and 8.  Also see the old bridge plans for Project 7. 

 
Level datum is IFC and WRC using TBM VFMR 80 for this project elevation = 639.79 ft.  This 
same datum was used for Aerial Survey and Kelsplotter, which is being used in conjunction with 
ground survey for this project. 
 
This survey datum is 326.40 ft higher than the old road and bridge project datum.  See page 36 of 
this book for level equation and old road and bridge plans (1929) Projects 164 and 7. 

 
The present structure was State-built in 1930 as a Reinforced Concrete Arch with 5 spans at 80 ft 
each with 0°00’ skew and 22 ft clear roadway.  The bridge was repaired in 1956.  The original 
structure number was 7-40-957. 

 
The present State Road 7 and 3 is a blacktop over concrete roadway varying in width from 24 ft 
to 28 ft and has shoulders of varying width. 

 
The original charter of Vernon and various maps, show the Corporation Line of Vernon to be on 
the low water mark at the south edge of the river’s channel being at the foot of the hill on the 
south end of the present structure at that time and, at the present time, at the location of a small 
running channel.  There were at that time, according to local residents, two channels, one at the 
south end of the structure and one at the north end of the structure.  The main channel is now at 
the north side of the structure and it is shown now on all newer maps that the corporation line is at 
the low water mark on the north edge of the present main channel. 

 
The purpose of this survey is to show underwater elevations to be used by the Photogrammetry 
Team to complete the contour maps and also to establish alignment and stationing, to survey 
property lines, to locate underground utilities, limited topography, stream profile, and other 
incidentals. 

 
 

SAMPLE GENERAL-INFORMATION PAGE 
 

Figure 22-6C 
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STREAM DATA 
 

The drainage area is 196.0 mi2 (12,540 ac).  This value was obtained from the 
drainage book prepared by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological 
Survey, page 124. 

 
The stream rises slowly and lowers slowly.  The main channel is new at the 
north side of the structure and has been for many years, but another channel 
was at the south end of the structure before this structure was built.  This 
information was obtained from an old atlas and local residents. 

 
About 230 ft of the river bottom is along the centerline and about 500 ft up- 
and downstream is an island built up of mud, sand, and loose rock.  This 
island is vegetated with willows and small sycamores that catch quite a bit of 
small- to medium-sized drift and probably slow the flow of water during high 
water period.  A set of plans is on hand, dated 1957, which proposed to clear 
out a similar situation at this location.  Whether it was done is not known.  If it 
was, it is probably just as bad or worse now.  Such set of plans shows the 
main channel to be on the south side of the structure. 

 
High-Water Elevation = 633.5 ft  (1897 and 1961) 
Low-Water Elevation = 605.6 ft  (present water elevation minus 0.50 ft) 

 
 

STREAM-DATA SAMPLE 
 

Figure 22-6D 
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CABLE TELEVISION: 

T.C.I. OF INDIANA 
1600 WEST THIRD STREET 
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402 

ELECTRIC: 
PUBLIC SERVICE OF INDIANA 
1100 WEST 2ND. STREET 
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402 

GAS: 
INDIANA GAS COMPANY, INC. 
P. O. BOX 966 
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402 

SANITARY SEWER: 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 
1969 SOUTH HENDERSON 
P. O. BOX 1216 
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402 

TELEPHONE: 
AMERITECH 
4517 EAST INDIANA BELL COURT 
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401 

WATER: 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON UTILITIES 
1969 SOUTH HENDERSON 
P. O. BOX 1216 
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402 

 
Note: There may be other utilities other than these that are listed that 

were not notified by underground Indiana, and no evidence was 
discovered as to their identity. 

 
Note:  Underground Utilities Contract # 943706042

 

 
 
 
 
 

PUBLIC UTLITIES 
Figure 22-6G 
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P.I.  Point of Intersection, the point where two tangent lines intersect. 
P.I.-1, P.I.-2, etc. Denotes points on the semi-tangents of a curve, or elsewhere, at which angles are turned when the 

P.I. itself is inaccessible, the algebraic sum of the angles turned at these points being the total 
deflection that would be turned at the P.I. if it could be set and used. 

E.P.I.  External P.I., the intersection point made by two tangents to a compound curve produced to meet 
outside the regular P.I.s. 

P.C.  Point of Curve, the point where a tangent ends and a curve begins. 
P.T.  Point of Tangent, the point where a curve ends and a tangent begins. 
P.C.C.  Point of Compound Curve, the common point where a curve of a given radius ends and another 

curve of a different radius begins. 
P.E.C.  Point of Equal Curve, the common point where a curve of a given radius ends and another curve 

of the same radius begins. 
P.O.C.  Point on Curve, any point on the arc of a curve. 
P.O.T.  Point on Tangent, any point on tangent line. 
P.O.S.T.  Point on Semi-Tangent, any point on the semi-tangents of a curve. 
P.O.R.T.  Point on Random Tangent, a P.O.T. on the random line between a P.I.-1, P.I.-2, or P.I.-3, etc. 
P.O.T.F.  Point on Tangent (Produced) Forward, any point on the backward semi-tangent of a curve, 

produced ahead, through and beyond the P.I. 
P.O.T.B.  Point on Tangent (Produced) Backward, any point on the forward semi-tangent of a curve, 

produced back, through and behind the P.I. 
C.P.  Center Point, the center of a circle of which an arc used, usually of small radius, is a part.  C.P. is 

often times set if the radius is 100 ft or less. 
B.S.  Backsight, the point on which the total station is backsighted. 
F.S.  Foresight, the point on which the total station is foresighted. 
P.O.E.T.  Point on External Tangent (see Figure 22-8A). 
E.T.B.  External Tangent Backward (from E.P.I.) 
E.T.F.  External Tangent Forward 
Δ  Delta, the deflection angle at the P.I. or total angular turn of a curve. 
Δ-1, Δ-2, etc. Angles turned at P.I.-1, P.I.-2, etc., their algebraic sum being Δ. 
 

  D Degree of Curve    M.B.  Magnetic Bearing, read from needle, 
 E External of a Curve    without correction for variation. 
 T Semi-Tangent of a Curve  C.M.B. Corrected Magnetic Bearing, bearing  

 L Length of a Curve    obtained from needle reading corrected  
 R Radius of a Curve    for variation. 
 LC Long chord of a curve.  O.B. Observed Bearing, true bearing obtained 
        from observation on Polaris, or the Sun. 

T.P. Turning Point, a temporary point on which the rod is set in making a turn in leveling. 
B.M. Bench Mark, a solid point set or already established, the elevation of which is determined in 

leveling to provide a permanent elevation reference point. 
T.B.M. Temporary Bench Mark, a bench mark for temporary use but not intended to remain as a 

permanent B.M. 
H.I. Height of Instrument, in level work the elevation of the instrument line of sight when level is set 

up. 
B.S. Backsight, the rod reading when backsighting with the level to obtain the H.I. 
F.S. Foresight, the rod reading when foresighting with the level to obtain the elevation of any point. 
 
Note: In establishing the centerline of a survey, the original or first line established is designated as Line “A.”  If 

an alternate line is established, it becomes Line “B,” with any succeeding alternates as Line “C,” Line 
“D,” etc.  If a revision of a line is to be run of a line run previously by others, and it is not known how many 
letters have been used for alternates, the revision line should be identified as Line “M.”  In establishing 
preliminary lines, the first one run is “P-1,” the next, “P-2,” etc.  For side roads, the letter S should be 
used, the first one being “S-1,” the next “S-2,” etc.  Y-lines should be labeled according to the corner in 
which they lie, thus a Y-line in a northeast corner connecting a survey with S.R.100 would be “Y-100-NE.”  
Where alternate line “B” connects, the line designation would be“YB-100-NE.” 

 
NOMENCLATURE FOR USE IN CONVENTIONAL SURVEYS 

 
Figure 22-8B 
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Sta.  Station 
CL  Centerline 
P.L.  Property line 
F.L.  Flow line 
W.E.  Water’s edge 
H.W.  High water 
Ord. H.W. Ordinary H.W. 
L.W.  Low water 
Rd.  Road 
Rdwy.  Roadway 
Hwy.  Highway 
Pub.  Public 
Priv.  Private 
R.R.  Railroad 
Rwy.  Railway 
Elec.  Electric 
R.  Right 
L.  Left 
N.  North 
E.  East 
S.  South 
W.  West 
p.  Page 
pp.  Pages 
Sec.  Section 
R/W  Right-of-way 
Dist.  Distance 
c.-c.  Center to center 

o.-o.  Out to out 
in.-in.  Inside to inside 
F.T.  Farm title 
V.P.  Vitrified clay pipe 
C.I.P.  Cast iron pipe 
C.G.M.P. Corrugated galvanized metal pipe 
B.I.P.  Boiler iron pipe 
Conc. P. Concrete pipe 
Wd.B.  Wood box 
M.H.  Manhole 
Br.  Bridge 
Conc.  Concrete 
Grav.  Gravel 
Bit.  Bituminous 
Asph.  Asphalt, asphaltic 
Brk.  Brick 
Pav.  Paving, pavement 
Ft.  Foot, feet 
In.  Inch, inches 
Yd.  Yard, yards 
Mi.  Mile, miles 
sq.  Square 
cu.  Cubic 
Elev.  Elevation 
T.P.  Turning point 
B.M.  Bench Mark 
N&C  Roofing Nail in Bottle Cap 

COMMON ABBREVIATIONS FOR NOTE KEEPERS 
Figure 22-8D 
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Off.  Offset 
Adj.  Adjusted   
Ref.  Reference  
Rec.  Recommend 
Aver.  Average 
Approx. Approximate 
S.R.  State road or route 
U.S.R.  U.S. route 
C.L.  Corporate limits 
C.L.  City limits 
Sec. L.  Section line 
H.  House 
B.  Barn 
G.  Garage 
S.  Shed 
C.C.  Corn crib 
W.C.  Water closet 
F.S.  Filling station 
Gas. P.  Gasoline pump 
F.P.  Fence post 
Tf.P.  Telephone pole 
Tg.P.  Telegraph pole 
Pw.P.  Power pole 
Lt. P.  Light pole 
Br. P.  Brace pole 
Gy. P.   Guy pole 
F. Hyd.  Fire hydrant 
Sdwk.  Sidewalk 
Cb.L.  Curb line 
Cb. In.  Curb inlet 
Gut.  Gutter 
M.H.  Manhole 
I.P.  Iron pin 
W.H.  Wood hub 

I.P.F. or W.H.F. Flush with ground 
I.P.L. or W.H.L. Lightly buried 
I.P.B. or W.H.B Buried below plow 
B. Spk  Boat spike 
R.R. Spk. Railroad spike 
X-Sec.  Cross-section 
T.B.  Top of bank 
F.S.  Foot of slope 
T.O.  Top opening 
T.P.  Top of pipe 
Chan. Chg. Channel change 
Hdw.  Headwall 
Abut.  Abutment 
Wgw.  Wingwall 
Br. S.  Bridge seat 
T.H.R.  Top of handrail 
Wh.  White 
Blk.  Black 
Yel.  Yellow 
O.  Oak 
S. Map.  Soft maple 
H. Map. Hard maple 
Wal.  Walnut 
Hick.  Hickory 
Wil.  Willow 
Syc.  Sycamore 
Chy.  Cherry 
W. Chy. Wild cherry 
Apr.  Apricot 
Pch.  Peach 
Pers.  Persimmon 
Pop.  Poplar 
Cot.  Cottonwood 
Sass.  Sassafras 
Loc.  Locust 

ADDITIONAL ABBREVIATIONS FOR NOTE KEEPERS 
Figure 22-8E 
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CHAPTER 23 [Rewritten Apr. 2011] 
 

ELECTRONIC DATA-COLLECTION SURVEY 
 
 
23-1.0  GENERAL 
 
An electronic data collector may be used to collect field survey information for a highway-
improvement project.  There is hardware and software available to collect and interpret this 
information.  However, it is not within the scope of this Chapter to provide procedures and 
guidelines for every situation.  All electronic survey data collected by or for the Department shall be 
compatible with InRoads design and survey software in use by the Department, unless approved 
otherwise (See Section 26-1.02). 
 
Implementing electronic data collection does not alter the amount or type of survey information 
required for a highway-improvement project.  All the information that is required for a conventional 
survey is still necessary and is provided in survey-book format. 
 
The correct location of each topographical feature is plotted by computer from the electronic data.  
Coordinates or station and offset values need not be shown on the plot unless the survey is submitted 
as a final product and the design is to be completed by others.  However, all topographic features 
must be identified. 
 
Property-corner markers, easements, existing right-of-way lines, fences, or other evidence of 
ownership, and section and subdivision lines and corners and similar information which are 
ordinarily shown within the limits of the survey must be plotted and identified with coordinates or 
station and offset values shown on the plot. 
 
All plotting should be conducted using the line types and symbols as determined by the Department. 
 
A road plan provides all major topographical features that affect the ground surface and that 
influence the interpolation or generation of contours and cross sections.  This includes such features 
as follows: 
 
1. building; 
2. road; 
3. top of bank; 
4. toe of slope; 
5. ditch flow line; 
6. edge of water; 
7. edges of stream; 
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8. lake; 
9. quarry; 
10. wall; or 
11. other feature that represents abrupt changes in slope or surface elevations. 
 
Each spot elevation should be depicted on the plot together with the elevation of each shot. 
 
A section or other corner tie requires a separate plot that includes all traverse and closure data or 
GPS coordinates with projection details, together with the following: 
 
1. relative positional accuracy; 
2. description of monument; and 
3. evidence of perpetuation or origin and references for each corner. 
 
A differential-level circuit for elevation control should be performed and shall include a description 
and location (i.e., station and offset) for each benchmark.  The submitted level data shall include 
closed circuit-adjusted elevations for all control points and TBMs, together with closure information. 
 
Submittal of a conventional section plat and conventional notice of survey is required.  See Chapter 
106 for preliminary research requirements. 
 
 
23-2.0  GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES 
 
23-2.01  Field Book 
 
An electronic-data-collection field book is a skeletal field book that includes supplemental data for 
the survey.  Information pertaining to topography and the ground model is included in the data-
collector files.  The following provides information relevant to the electronic field book. 
 
1. The field-book format is letter-size paper. 
 
2. Set up the field book in the sequence as follows: 
 

a. flyleaf page; 
b. Table of Contents page; 
c. General Information; 
d. Stream Data, if applicable; 
e. present-structure tie-in, if applicable, with station-offset and/or coordinates with 

supporting metadata; 
f. public utilities; 
g. alignment line “A,”; 
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h. bench tie-in circuit; 
i. bench level notes; 
j. level notes; 
k. level notes for present structure, if applicable; 
l. high-water levels; 
m. testimony of local residents, if applicable; 
n. section-corner references; 
o. aerial survey marker references, if applicable; 
p. miscellaneous envelope (see Chapter26 for contents); and 
q. check guides (see Figure 23-2A, Guide for Checking Survey Book).  An editable 

version of this form appears on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ ). 

 
 
23-2.02  Alignment Baseline and Data 
 
Information pertaining to establishing the alignment baseline and collecting alignment data is 
provided in Section 22-5.0.  See Figure 23-2B, Alignment Sketch. 
 
 
23-2.03  Bench Level 
 
The guidelines and procedures relative to running a bench level and collecting bench-level data are 
discussed in Section 22-5.0. 
 
 
23-2.04  Data-Collector Preparation 
 
The procedure to aid in the preparation of the electronic data collector is as follows: 
 
1. select the instrument; 
 
2. select the job settings; 
 
3. configure the reading for collecting data in raw-data SDVA format (i.e., slope distance 

vertical angle); 
 
4. select the input type to accommodate english units of measure; and 
 
5. input data tolerances. 
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23-2.05  Keyboard Input 
 
The keyboard input that is required includes the following: 
 
1. designation number; 
 
2. project number; 
 
3. old or new structure number, as applicable; 
 
4. name of survey firm; 
 
5. names of survey-party personnel; 
 
6. project description and location; 
 
7. coordinates for all centerline and adjusted control points; 
 
8. centerline stations, line letters, and monument type; 
 
9. start date of survey; 
 
10. end date of survey; and 
 
11. additional survey or pickup survey notes, including dates or other description information.  

Indicate whether the information is additional survey or pickup survey data. 
 
 
23-2.06  Setting Temporary Control or Fly Stations 
 
1. Station Location.  Set each temporary control station beyond the roadway in a visible 

location. 
 
2. Survey Control.  Set each temporary control station from the survey control. 
 
3. Third-Generation Control.  A third-generation temporary control station is not permitted.  If 

an additional temporary control station is necessary, return to the survey-control line and 
backsight a control-line point.  The additional temporary control station can then be set. 

 
 
23-2.07  INDOT String-Label Conventions 
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For a copy of the current list of INDOT string labels, contact the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys. 
 
 
23-2.08  Topography Plot 
 
The key information that should be shown on a topography plot is described below. 
 
 
23-2.08(01)  Building 
 
Identify each building type that extends within the limits of the survey including the following: 
 
1. accurate location; 
2. perimeter dimensions; and 
3. a brief description (e.g., frame, brick, concrete, number of stories, residential, commercial, 

etc). 
 
Round and record all dimensions to the nearest 0.1 ft.  The extent of coverage from the baseline 
varies, and the amount of coverage is determined either from the Engineer’s Report or the Office of 
Land and Aerial Surveys.  See Figure 23-2C, Topography Plot Example, for an example of showing 
a building on a topographic plot. 
 
 
23-2.08(02)  Fence 
 
Identify each fence with at least two points on each tangent of the fence including fence corners.  
Figure 23-2C provides an example. 
 
 
23-2.08(03)  Tree or Forest 
 
If a wooded tract is encountered, show its limits, and approximate the number and prevailing kinds 
and sizes of the trees within the survey limits right and left of the baseline.  Apart from a forest, show 
each individual tree of appreciable value, particularly each tree or shrub located on a lawn, etc., and 
that is within the proposed right-of-way limits.  Show each fruit tree.  See the examples in Figure 23-
2C. 
 
 
23-2.08(04)  Field 
 
The limits of a pasture, truck patch, garden, berry patch, lawn, or park that are within the survey 
limits should be recorded on the topography plot.  Figure 23-2C provides an example. 
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23-2.08(05)  Utilities 
 
Each utility should be identified on the topography plot including the following: 
 
1. electric line; 
2. telephone line; 
3. cable-television line; 
4. water line; 
5. gas line; 
6. oil line; 
7. sewer line (e.g., sanitary, storm); 
8. manhole; 
9. fire hydrant; 
10. transmission-line tower; 
11. power line; or 
12. underground oil- or gas-transmission line. 
 
A power-transmission line must be tied to the baseline by locating either the centerline of each high-
tension tower or all four legs.  Both right and left distances from the center of the closest tower must 
be recorded.  The easement width must be obtained from the utility company and placed in the 
survey envelope.  Power, telephone, or telegraph poles are observed to the center of the pole.  
Identification numbers which appear on the poles should be shown on the topography plot.  Utility 
companies prefer that underground utility lines be located and marked by their employees.  Further 
discussion regarding utilities is provided in Section 22-2.0.  Utilities should then be located by the 
survey party and recorded in the topography notes as illustrated in Figure 23-2C, Topography Plot 
Example. 
 
 
23-2.08(06)  Roadway or Path 
 
Each public road, private road, or field entrance should be located on the topography plot together 
with a complete description (e.g., type, purpose or use, width, type of surface, condition).  The need 
to survey an S-line is determined by the Office of Land and Aerial Surveys prior to the party’s 
assignment to a project.  The length and coverage limits required for an S-line is predetermined by 
the Office.  The topography plot also should include the location and description of each sidewalk, 
curb, gutter, retaining wall, or other similar item.  Figure 23-2C illustrates examples of locating the 
items discussed herein. 
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23-2.08(07)  Railroad 
 
If working within the right of way of a railroad company, proper written notification and a request 
for flaggers during survey work should be made to the railroad company prior to entering its right of 
way.  Where railroad switch or mainline tracks are encountered, locate the centerline of track and the 
gauge side of each rail to the nearest 0.01 ft.  Locate each switch or frog point within the survey 
limits both right and left of the baseline.  Surveying a separate line (e.g., “RR-1-A”) both right and 
left of the baseline and along the centerline of the tracks is warranted.  Such survey line runs from 
left to right across the baseline using station 50+00.00 at the equation point on the baseline.  
However, if railroad plans are available, it is permissible to survey a railroad line on the railroad 
stationing.  An accurate distance must be obtained that relates to an identifiable feature along the 
railroad, e.g., milepost, bridge.  Railroad plans may be available from the county surveyor’s office if 
unavailable from the Utilities and Railroads Division. 
 
 
23-2.08(08)  Natural Drainage Feature 
 
Each natural drainage feature should be identified on the topography plot.  Identify the limits, 
direction of flow, extreme- and ordinary-high-water elevations, and other relevant information for 
features as follows: 
 
1. quarry; 
2. gravel pit; 
3. stream; 
4. lake; 
5. pond; 
6. marsh; 
7. spring; 
8. sinkhole; and 
9. dry run. 
 
A drainage area of 100 ac or less should be determined in the field and recorded in the survey notes.  
The high-water elevations are recorded in the level notes.  An example of providing natural drainage 
features is illustrated in Figure 23-2C, Topography Plot Example. 
 
 
23-2.08(09)  Geographical Feature 
 
Depict rock, shale outcrop, peat bog, or muck area on the topography plot by identifying the area 
limits.  Rock or muck soundings are taken where required, and recorded in the level book.  Each 
ditch, tile drain, catch basin, or curb inlet must be depicted together with information describing its 
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location, size, direction of flow, type, and depth below surface.  Figure 23-2C provides examples of 
locating the items discussed herein. 
 
 
23-2.08(10)  Structure 
 
The topography plot should identify each bridge, culvert, or small structure.  Report in the survey 
notes, together with corresponding sketches, sufficient details regarding each structure’s condition 
and future usefulness.  A structure that is 20 ft or longer is considered a bridge.  Figure 23-2C 
illustrates an example of the appropriate method to identify a structure. 
 
 
23-2.08(11)  Sign 
 
Each sign that is within the survey limits, e.g., traffic, public, private, should be shown on the 
topography plot.  Sign dimensions should be determined and recorded to the nearest 0.1 ft.  The sign 
message should also be identified. 
 
 
23-2.08(12)  Mailbox 
 
The topography plot should show each mailbox within the limits of the survey.  The size and type of 
post support and the number of boxes should also be indicated. 
 
 
23-2.08(13)  Guardrail 
 
Where guardrail is shown on the topography plot, record the X, Y, and Z values of the top of the 
beam rail where it meets the blockout or post.  Both horizontal and vertical breaks should be shot.  
See Figure 23-2D, Guardrail Survey Point. 
 
 
23-2.08(14)  Property Line 
 
An important objective of a project survey is to collect sufficient data to adequately describe the 
right-of-way requirements.  However, performing a full retracement of each property affected is not 
an objective of the survey.  As such, the following statement should be recorded on the General 
Information page. 
 

The purpose of this survey is to collect data for the design of a 
highway improvement, and to provide a basis for describing right-of-
way required for the project.  It is not a property retracement survey. 
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All apparent property lines or corners, or subdivision or section 
corners shown are based on physical evidence or testimony.  For 
example, a fence between two houses can be identified as an apparent 
property line. 

 
The survey party should gather all information pertaining to evidence, physical or otherwise, of 
property lines including the following: 
 
1. fence; 
2. iron pipe; 
3. rebar; 
4. stake; 
5. hedge row; 
6. tree line; 
7. field divide; and 
8. testimony. 
 
Where located, record these items in the survey book as, for example, apparent property line, or 
apparent corner (i.e., App. PL or App. Cor.).  Locating markers should be conducted with a high 
degree of accuracy.  Where a property line exists without evidence or testimony, a statement should 
be recorded in the topography plat indicating, no evidence of property line (NEPL).  The locations of 
property lines should not be computed so they can be plotted for the survey.  Record only the 
physical evidence or testimony.  A property-owner’s name should be recorded on each side of a 
property line.  If evidence or testimony is unavailable, property deeds may be used to determine the 
general limits of ownership. 
 
Where a subdivision is involved, it is necessary to locate the subdivision corners within the project 
limits.  At least one additional corner beyond the project limits is required to indicate direction.  If 
subdivision corners are unavailable, the individual lot corners should be identified.  The number of 
corners required is based on a prudent search and should represent a consensus of surveys conducted 
in the area. 
 
Identical procedures should be followed to locate property-corner markers of metes-and-bounds 
descriptions.  An accurate location of each property-corner marker is required as previously 
indicated.  A reasonable and prudent search should be made for existing markers within the project 
limits.  If the last deed of record is examined, the monument corners referenced in the instrument 
should be located and, if not found, should be indicated.  Not all property-corner monuments need be 
located.  However, property-corner monuments should be located for each property line which 
intersects the centerline or is within the survey limits.  However, the purpose of the survey is not to 
retrace the entire description in the field. 
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Copies of subdivision plats and metes-and-bounds descriptions should be transmitted to the Office of 
Land and Aerial Surveys along with the completed survey books. 
 
 
23-2.08(15)  Right-of-Way Line 
 
Physical evidence of a right-of-way line should be identified on the topography plot including the 
following: 
 
1. fence; 
2. property-corner marker; 
3. utility poles; 
4. edge of field; and 
5. right-of-way markers. 
 
Physical evidence of property and right-of-way limits should be recorded in the data collector.  For a 
right-of-way marker, locate and record the center of the back edge of the marker.  All other 
monuments are to be located at the center of the monument. 
 
 
23-2.08(16)  Graveyard, Burial Ground, or Cemetery 
 
In the absence of a fence surrounding an observed graveyard, burial ground, or cemetery, a line that 
best encloses the area should be shot in as a string “NG”.  If a fence is present, it should be coded as 
fence and a material shot taken inside of the area. 
 
 
23-2.09  Procedures for MXRoad User 
 
Although it is preferred that all collected survey data to be submitted in InRoads format, there can be 
a project or circumstance that may necessitate the use of previously-accepted data formats such as 
MXRoads.  However, approval prior to collecting and transmitting electronic survey data in a format 
other than InRoads must be obtained.  As a reference, the following are the procedures that should be 
considered by an MXRoad user. 
 
1. 201s (straight); 
 
2. 202s (curve); 
 
3. 203s (parallel line); 
 
4. circles; 
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5. rectangles; 
 
6. offset for an object that cannot be seen due to obstruction is as follows. 
 
 a. An angle offset is made by observing the horizontal angle with one reading and the 

vertical angle and distance with another.  The two are then combined into one 
observation record. 

 
b. A single-distance offset is made by observing a prism located at a known distance 

from the target point.  The direction from the prism to the target is normal to or along 
the line of sight from the instrument to the prism.  The instrument measures the angle 
and distance to the prism.  The offset distance and the offset direction are input into 
the data collector. 

 
7. taping; 
 
8. closing; 
 
9. repeat shot; 
 
10. discontinuities; 
 
11. a P-note, related to a single point, and immediately following the observation (e.g., P 1234 

0.15 CMP outlet); and 
 
12. an S-note, related to a single string, and placed after the first or last shot in that string or in 

between (e.g., S UT01 200-pair cable owned by Ameritech). 
 
 
23-2.10  Checking Shots 
 
At least once every half hour, or as conditions dictate, the horizontal circle reading on the backsight 
should be checked.  If a discrepancy of only a few seconds is found, the circle may be reset, and data 
collection may continue.  If a greater discrepancy is found, the source of error should be determined 
and corrected.  At least once during each setup, a check shot to a known point should be taken.  If the 
same setup is used during the morning and afternoon, a check shot should be taken during each 
session.  A check shot should be conducted on a known point such as a centerline control point.  This 
reconciles and verifies the horizontal angle, the vertical angle, and the distance between the control 
points. 
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23-2.11  Data-Processing Checks 
 
The items that should be checked during data processing are as follows: 
 
1. string crossings; 
2. triangles; 
3. contours; 
4. corrupt discontinuities; 
5. format of notes; 
6. validity of codes; and 
7. single-point strings. 
 
 
23-2.12  Survey Transmittal 
 
Chapter 26 discusses the procedures for transmitting a survey to the Department. 
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SURVEY-BOOK CHECKLIST    Survey Book No.       
 
Items with an X in the box next to them apply to this book. 
 
  1.  Check Guide inserted in back of book. 
  2.  Book Number on front flyleaf. 
  3.  Return address on front flyleaf. 
  4.  Front flyleaf notation [Book No., Project No., Des. No., Route No., Terminal Points of 

Project, County, brief description of each line, and Instrument data.] 
  5.  Title page and Index complete. 
  6.  Pages numbered. 
  7.  Section Plats complete, with State and County routes, Streams, RRs, Towns, Villages, 

Cornerstones, Property Owners, Survey Centerlines; Sec. No., Township and Range; 
Civil Township.] 

  8.  Project Number and Line letters at tops of pages. 
  9.  Continuation notes within book, or book-to-book cross reference. 
10.  Start and end of each line shown with equations and cross references to other surveys. 
11.  Control Points labeled and coordinates shown. 
12.  Alignment data shown and checked. 
13.  References shown and checked. 
14.  Bearings calculated, checked, and sources fully described. 
15.  Daily notations; Date, Party, Weather Conditions of each day’s work. 
16.  Centerline points correctly placed; Curves red-lined in topography. 
17.  Details of topography, buildings, etc., near line likely to be damaged by construction 
18.  Distance to near graves in cemeteries. 
19.  Section, Quarter Section, and Property corners located. 
20.  Public Utilities, Gas and Water mains, Telephone and Power lines, and Cable Television 

ownership noted. 
21.  Underground Utilities Reference Number noted on public utilities page. 
22.  Underground Oil and Gas transmission lines shown; Easements and address of owner 

noted. 
23.  Names of Cities and Towns. 
24.  State and County routes; types of surfaces noted. 
25.  Details of existing structures near line. 
26.  Structures up- and downstream. 
27.  Drainage areas and recommendations. 
28.  High-water elevation and date, and source and date of information. 
29.  Section Corners referenced and shown in the book and on the section corner reference 

cards. 
30.  Source of level datum. 
31.  Bench mark descriptions complete. 
32.  Legal flowline elevations of county ditches. 
33.  Elevations of low wire of overhead transmission lines. 
34.  Level equations with other surveys shown, and explained. 
35.  Enough topography coverage to satisfy study report. 
36.  Shots on near structures, and sketches showing structures. 
37.  Centerline points correctly placed. 
38.  Book is clean. 
 

  Checked By:       
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Figure 23-2C, Topography Plot Example, is not yet available but will be supplied to users 
and owners of Part III of the new Indiana Design Manual when it is developed. 
 
 

Topography Plot Example 
Figure 23-2C 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 
 

AERIAL PHOTO CONTROL SURVEY 
 
 
An aerial survey of a highway project produces a long, thin photographic mosaic that 
encompasses the survey limits of the project.  Ground control points (i.e., panel points) and GPS 
technology are used to establish and maintain survey control during project development.  A 
GPS survey is ideal as the traverse angles of a conventional survey do not close on a long 
highway project. This Chapter provides guidelines and procedures for implementing an aerial 
photo control survey. 
 
 
24-1.0  GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES 
 
24-1.01  Research 
 
The Engineer’s Report includes information pertaining to the aerial-photo control survey (i.e., 
project location and flight information).  The Report specifies the size of the panel points that are 
necessary for ground control during the aerial survey.  It also specifies control location and the 
distance between successive controls.  Upon receipt and review of the Engineer’s Report, 
research should be performed to establish project-control monumentation. 
 
Traditional research entails a review of the USGS quadrangle maps that encompass the project.  
A supplement to this base is the use of geodetic-control diagrams.  Unfortunately, the availability 
of these diagrams is limited as they are no longer published by NGS.  There are some, however, 
that are still maintained by NGS. 
 
It is desirable to tie the aerial-photo control into the USC&GS triangulation network, especially 
if GPS is utilized.  For example, if GPS is used, only one horizontal monument should be tied 
into the network.  As practical, the vertical control should be based on NGS or USC&GS NAVD 
1988 datum.  The accuracy of another agency’s datum (e.g., USGS, INDOT) is not as reliable 
because some of its recorded bench marks were based upon an estimated project elevation or 
were established by trigonometric observations.  At least two vertical benchmarks should be 
used.  A third is desired in order to resolve conflicts in elevation and to verify elevation transfers.  
If additional right of way is required, section corners should be tied into the survey as well.  
Chapter Twenty-two provides additional information pertaining to section corners, subdivision 
corners, and property corners. 
 
 
24-1.02  Field Work 
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The located centerline control points, section corners, and property corners should be used as 
ground control points.  Do not set road nails randomly, near the centerline or near property lines, 
as they may be confused with centerline and property-corner monumentation.  If a panel point 
location is desired near the centerline, position it on or beyond the pavement edge.  If the panel 
point must be located near the centerline, set the panel point without a road nail.  Instead, use a 
non-standard marker such as a roofing nail. 
 
A cross shape has been traditionally used as the configuration of the panel point.  However, a 
chevron shape is preferred by the Department.  A non-standard marker should be driven either at 
the center of the cross or at the tip of the chevron panel point.  This point should be referenced if 
the road is chipped and sealed before control can be run. 
 
If a conventional survey is being conducted, panel points may be established with a side shot.  
However, ensure that two sets of angles are taken as a verification check.  Elevations may be 
carried with the traverse as long as the elevations close to third-order accuracy.  The necessary 
measurements and computations should be made to substantiate the validity of results. 
 
 
24-1.03  Accuracy and Precision 
 
Unless GPS technology is used during the survey, a horizontal circuit should be run and closed 
with an unadjusted precision that is more accurate than 1:20 000. 
 
Elevations should be run to third-order accuracy as discussed in Chapter Twenty-two.  As 
practical, the elevations should be tied to an NGS or USC&GS NAVD 1988 datum benchmark to 
achieve a more-reliable source of elevations. 
 
 
24-1.04  Supplemental Survey Data 
 
An aerial-photo control survey is conducted in conjunction with, and not in place of, a project’s 
ground survey (i.e., electronic or conventional), as an INDOT project requires survey control and 
information beyond that which can be provided by aerial photographs alone.  For example, a 
project may depend on information that is either relative to topographic features that are not 
distinguishable from the air or not directly related to ground topography (e.g., owner names, 
company names, addresses).  The following should be considered where an aerial-photo control 
survey is necessary. 
 
1. Survey Equation.  Where an equation to another survey is necessary, it is impractical to 

expect that the required degree of accuracy will be obtained from aerial photography.  
Ground-survey operations should be conducted to satisfy this objective. 
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2. Feature Proximity.  It is beneficial to detail the topography of features that are in close 
proximity to the proposed right of way.  For example, ground-survey details may reveal 
that a building can be saved by steepening the backslope or by constructing a retaining 
wall. 

 
3. Utility Pole.  As an aerial photograph is shot normal to the prevailing terrain surface, 

utility poles rarely appear in the photograph.  Where they do appear, however, it is 
difficult to identify the type of pole.  This information must be obtained in the field. 

 
4. Underground Utility.  The location of a subsurface feature such as an underground utility, 

cannot be determined aerially using conventional photographic-film media.  A ground 
survey must be employed to verify the location of such an item.  Section 22-2.0 discusses 
the appropriate procedures for coordinating with utility companies during the survey. 

 
5. Body of Water.  It is difficult to determine the elevation of an underwater feature such as 

a stream bed or lake bottom by employing the methods of conventional aerial 
photography.  If water is involved, determine underwater elevations during the ground 
survey. 

 
6. Substantially-Valued Tree.  A tree of substantial value (e.g., fruit tree, hardwood tree, 

shade tree) that is close to the right-of-way line may become the subject of negotiation 
between the owner and the Department.  The location of such an item is critical and 
should be determined by the ground-survey party. 

 
7. Obscured Visibility.  There may be a need to determine the topography of an area that is 

obscured from an aerial view (i.e., under tree canopy, building overhang).  Such 
topography should be collected using ground-survey techniques. 

 
Other information that is required during the project survey but cannot be adequately obtained 
from an aerial observation includes the following: 
 
1. physical evidence of researched section, property lines, and corners; 
 
2. drawings of section plats and key maps; 
 
3. descriptions of bearing sources; 
 
4. city or corporation limits; 
 
5. field-tile locations; 
 
6. storm- or sanitary-drainage-structure locations; 
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7. locations of utility lines; 
 
8. utility company names and addresses; 
 
9. present-structure profile drawings; 
 
10. profile of project baseline; 
 
11. edges of pavement; 
 
12. temporary benchmarks that are set and described; 
 
13. completed level circuit; 
 
14. elevations of drainage structures including headwalls, tops of openings, flowlines, tops of 

manhole rims, etc.; 
 
15. elevations of overhead lines that are in close proximity to the project limits; 
 
16. profile of railroad tracks; 
 
17. high-water elevations; and 
 
18. other features that do not appear in an aerial observation and are critically located to the 

project. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 
 

GPS Survey Control Network 
 
 
25-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The primary purpose for employing the global positioning system (GPS) is to establish more-
accurate survey control in road design by improving angular control on a long, narrow traverse.  
Employing GPS technology saves time during the survey because the conventional traverse and 
the level circuits need to be run in only one direction. 
 
The traditional use of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey (USC&GS) for horizontal 
control results in a repeatability error that is outside an acceptable tolerance.  A GPS control 
survey can minimize such error because it will facilitate a reference to state-plane coordinates 
(SPC) which will allow future control to be re-established within a tolerance of only about 0.1 ft.  
Establishing control by referencing SPC will become increasingly important once the Federal 
Base Network/Cooperative Base Network (FBN/CBN), formerly known as the High Accuracy 
Reference Network (HARN), has been completed and adjusted.  If a section corner or centerline-
control monument is based on adjusted FBN/CBN SPC, it can be readily and accurately re-
established by use of a local monument that is also based on FBN/CBN SPC. 
 
This Chapter provides guidelines and procedures for employing GPS technology and 
establishing a GPS survey-control network. 
 
 
25-2.0  GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES 
 
25-2.01  Horizontal Control 
 
Where practical, an INDOT project survey should be based on North American Horizontal 
Datum 1983 (NAD 83) with adjusted FBN/CBN SPC.  The SPC should only be used for 
reference purposes or to re-establish control.  The topography data should not be collected under 
SPC. 
 
The SPC should be transformed to a local coordinate system upon completing the control 
network.  Such a capability is available in most GPS software packages.  To achieve optimal 
results, create a local Transverse Mercator projection for a north-south strip and a local Lambert 
Conformal Conic projection for an east-west strip, or an Oblique Mercator projection for an 
angled strip.  Establish the local coordinate system on a value that is not an SPC (e.g., 10 000, 10 
000).  For a distance within the conventional measurement range (e.g., < 5500 ft), the difference 
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between local grid and actual ground measurements should be negligible, thus minimizing the 
need for SPC grid-to-ground conversions. 
 
Both the FBN/CBN SPC network coordinates based on NAD 83 horizontal datum, and the local 
grid coordinates, should be submitted for each centerline control point or section corner.  The 
SPC data should not be used for general topography.  Until the adjusted FBN/CBN coordinates 
are published, constrain the final GPS adjustments to only one NAD 83 horizontal control. 
 
 
25-2.02  Vertical Control 
 
The Department prefers that the North American Vertical Datum 1988 (NAVD 88) be used for 
the vertical control of a project that is based on National Geodetic Survey (NGS) benchmarks.  
Many of the existing GPS software packages require that NAVD 88 datum be used for elevation 
calculations.  The National Geodetic Survey includes all of the previous records of the USC&GS 
database which should not be confused with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).  The accuracy 
of other datum (e.g., USGS, INDOT) is not as dependable because some of the recorded 
benchmarks were based on estimates or trigonometric observations. 
 
All NGS data for the State is available on computer CD.  Copies may be purchased from the 
National Geodetic Survey.  Optionally, the NGS data may be obtained through the internet under 
Products and Services at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov.  The data may be extracted by a PID, a 
station name, or an area that is defined by latitude and longitude. 
 
To maintain vertical control, at least three reliable benchmarks should be established.  These 
benchmarks should be spaced evenly within the network.  Only one benchmark should be fixed 
at a time, as the orthometric height is constrained during final GPS adjustment.  Compare the 
difference between the calculated and the published elevations before constraining to other 
orthometric benchmark elevations. 
 
 
25-2.03  Research 
 
A source for obtaining horizontal and vertical controls is the NGS geodetic control diagrams.  
These diagrams illustrate the position of each horizontal monument, including the lines of 
observation, and the level circuit between each vertical benchmark.  Unfortunately, geodetic 
control diagrams are no longer published by NGS, and their availability is limited.  Computer 
mapping software is available that will process NGS control data and produce graphical displays.  
The standard USGS quadrangle maps should identify a majority of the horizontal and vertical 
controls that may be required for a project. 
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During the research effort, the name of a particular monument should be identified so that its 
location description and its published data may be obtained.  The monument’s latitude and 
longitude should be recorded for use in plotting GPS obstructions during schedule planning.  
Only one NGS horizontal control is required to tie a project to the SPC system.  However, one 
large geometrically-solid triangle may be necessary if the control’s location is far from the 
project (e.g., up to a 12-mi radius for static observations). 
 
The GPS network should incorporate as many existing monuments as practical.  Existing 
centerline control and section-corner monuments should be researched and located during the 
survey.  Road plans and field books may be obtained from the Planning Division’s Research and 
Documents Library Team.  Information pertaining to section corners may be obtained from the 
county surveyor’s office.  Other useful information may be acquired by researching deeds for 
surrounding property or by interviewing local surveyors.  Property owners must be given 
advanced notice (i.e., Notice of Survey) before a survey party can access monuments or section 
corners on private property.  Chapter Twenty-two provides additional information regarding 
preliminary research and survey notice. 
 
 
25-2.04  Reconnaissance 
 
Preliminary research will identify most of the control points within the survey limits, with a 
general description of the monument.  However, a field reconnaissance should be employed to 
physically locate the monument and to find or set additional project controls.  Such an operation 
may require that the centerline location be calculated from existing points so that additional 
centerline control can be staked out to know where to look for a known monument. 
 
If a monument is a potential candidate for inclusion in the GPS network, satellite vehicle (SV) 
obstructions (e.g., trees, buildings, power lines) should be plotted, as illustrated in Figure 25-2A, 
GPS Station SV Obstruction Chart, and logged in the computer.  A schedule of observation times 
can then be computed.  Reference drawings should be made on the back of the obstruction chart.  
See Figure 25-2B, Reference Drawing.  These drawings should be made for each GPS 
monument that is either found or set. 
 
Because there may be an unforeseen delay in returning to the project site, each monument should 
be marked and referenced.  Each section corner, either found or apparent, must be referenced and 
recorded.  Figure 26-1C illustrates the Department’s format for a section-corner reference card.  
Once the FBN/CBN system is completed, adjusted, published, and used in the network, the SPC 
should be placed on all reference drawings. 
 
 
25-2.05  Network Design 
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As practical, at least one NGS horizontal control monument and three NGS vertical control 
monuments should be incorporated in the control network.  Additional random monuments may 
need to be set to create a geometrically strong network. 
 
Two pairs of intervisible points, one pair located at each end of the project, are required so that 
beginning and ending bearings may be used to close the conventional traverse angles.  For a 
project longer than 3 mi, an additional pair, located near the center of the project, should be 
considered so that two shorter traverses can be constructed.  This should minimize errors that are 
associated with closing a long traverse. 
 
The control networks should be collected using either static or fast static observations.  Either 
kinematic or real-time kinematic (i.e., RTK) observations may be used for other singular control 
points.  Where a random point must be set for the purpose of general control or strength-of-
figure, do not set the monument near the centerline or a property line as the random point can 
then be mistaken for such monumentation.  All control points should be kept within the project 
right-of-way or on public property.  The spacing of the final centerline control monuments and 
the benchmarks should not exceed 1000 ft. 
 
 
25-2.06  Scheduling 
 
Prior to developing a schedule, determine the date upon which the field observations will be 
conducted.  If GPS observations have not been conducted recently, a new ephemeris should be 
collected because satellite orbits are altered frequently.  An old ephemeris is not reliable.  After 
plotting the obstructions and computing the observation times for all points in the GPS control 
network, a schedule should be made to accommodate those points having limited visibility.  To 
avoid rescheduling, the ephemeris should be less than one week old.  A new ephemeris should be 
collected the day before conducting the scheduled observations, and the schedules should be 
checked for alterations. 
 
The best geometric control network is one that is composed of triangles similar to a steel bridge 
structure.  A single observation session produces a number of measured baselines that is equal to 
the number of receivers used minus one.  Therefore, the optimal number of receivers to use in 
network design is four.  However, with more forethought and difficulty, the task may be 
conducted with two or three receivers. 
 
The first observation setup should be on the fixed horizontal control point.  If four receivers are 
being used, three receivers should be set up in a triangular configuration that will measure the 
three desired baselines.  The fourth receiver (i.e., the dummy) should be set at a point on the next 
desired triangle.  For each subsequent observation session, the farthest receiver is moved to the 
next point in the network.  During each session, it is ideal to obtain a measured baseline for each 
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leg of the triangle.  This will produce redundancy for more-accurate least-squares-adjustment 
results. 
 
For fast static observations that are collecting L1 and L2 frequencies with P-code, the required 
time for a 15-s epoch is as follows: 
 
1. 20 min or longer for four an observable satellite vehicle; 
2. 15 to 20 min for five satellite vehicles; and 
3. 8 to 10 min for six or more satellite vehicles. 
 
A schedule may incorporate 15-min observation periods with an average of 25-min relocation 
times similar to the example provided in Figure 25-2C, Fast Kinematic GPS Observation Sheet.  
Each session’s receiver must collect data simultaneously from the same satellites during the 
same minimum time period.  Radio communication between each receiver’s operator is desired 
so that, if a problem occurs, an allowance can be made to immediately avoid an erroneous 
observation session. 
 
 
25-2.07  Equipment Preparation 
 
Charge all batteries before conducting the field observations.  Check and adjust tribrachs for both 
level and optical plummet.  Tighten the tripods to eliminate wobble.  If a prism pole is used in a 
kinematic observation, adjust the spirit bubble so that an accurate location can be obtained.  Set 
the correct parameters for the type of observations being made on all receivers (e.g., type of 
observation, type of antenna, type of antenna height measurement, the epoch time length, the 
local time zone).  The file name is the concatenation of a unique four-character name of the 
observed monument, the Julian date, and the session number (e.g., BASE1941).  Ensure that a 
sufficient number of observation forms have been prepared for all of the planned sessions. 
 
25-2.08  Field Observations 
 
A failure to adhere to the planned observation schedule will produce an erroneous session.  If 
radio contact cannot be maintained between receiver operators, adhering to the planned schedule 
becomes important.  If a receiver battery needs to be changed, it should be changed during a 
scheduled move because the data-collection period must be both synchronized and continuous.  
Some receivers have the capability of maintaining power during a battery change.  Points that do 
not have to be a part of the control network may be collected by employing GPS kinematic 
observations.  The observation forms provided in Figure 25-2D, GPS Field-Data Sheet, and 
Figure 25-2E, Special Situation and Station Description Sheet, should incorporate the following 
information. 
 
1. project name; 
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2. project location; 
 
3.  USGS quadrangle-map identification; 
 
4. observation date; 
 
5. type of receiver and antenna including serial numbers; 
 
6. observer’s name; 
 
7. station name and identification; 
 
8. each session’s start and stop observation times; 
 
9. antenna heights and how they were measured (e.g., true vertical, slope to ground plane); 

and 
 
10. conflicting occurrences including the time span (e.g., a battery change, a large truck that 

stopped and obscured the target for more than 1 min). 
 
Review the observation forms for potential problems that can be corrected during a subsequent 
session in the field. 
 
 
25-2.09  Downloading Receivers 
 
Review the data-collection observation forms for changes that may be required in the file 
information.  Download the data from each receiver and check file names, point names, antenna 
heights, and fixed-control information. 
 
25-2.10  Data Processing 
 
One control point should be fixed both horizontally and vertically (i.e., ellipsoidal height) for 
baseline processing.  To process baseline data, specify the generation of all baselines and select 
the set of independently-measured baselines.  Review the ratios, reference values, and solution 
types of the detailed summary to determine measurement quality.  The results should then be 
saved.  Visually check the network map for gross errors.  Determine the closure on both the 
network perimeter and additional circuits and check the vertical benchmarks.  Save and print the 
results.  Baseline closures should be more accurate than 1 in 100 000.  If an observation session 
is erroneous, then recompute the observation times under a different time frame and repeat the 
observation session.  Once quality data has been collected for each baseline, begin the least 
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square’s adjustment and constrain to only one fixed horizontal control monument.  The results 
should be compared with other known quantities so that particularly erroneous points can be 
isolated.  Upon completing the fully-constrained adjustment and the time frame, repeat the 
observation session.  Quality data should be changed to State Plane Coordinates (i.e., either east 
or west).  Save and print the results for reference purposes.  A local plane coordinate system then 
should be created.  This can be either a Transverse Mercator projection for a north-south route, a 
Lambert Conformal Conic projection for an east-west route, or an Oblique Mercator projection 
for an angled route.  The planes will be so close to the ground that the resulting difference 
between grid and ground distances will be negligible.  The result should then be saved and 
printed as it will become the control for all ground work.  Verify the results during the bench-
level circuits and the conventional traverse which will need to be run in order to set the 
centerline control and the fly stations for topography. 
 
 
25-2.11  Conventional Traverse 
 
After the network is finalized, the conventional traverse for local control and centerline stakeout 
can begin at the two intervisible GPS control points, then continued to the next two intervisible 
GPS control points.  Centerline control points should not be spaced at more than 1000 ft.  Run a 
bench-level circuit between either benchmarks or GPS control points.  Temporary benchmarks 
should be set, where practical, within the right of way and should not be more than 1000 ft apart. 
 
 
25-2.12  Submittals 
 
So that other projects with common control monumentation may benefit from previously 
collected data, the information to be submitted is as follows: 
 
1. raw .data files that have been downloaded from receivers; 
2. copies of the GPS station satellite vehicle obstruction charts; 
3. GPS field-data sheets; 
4. a network diagram illustrating the measured baselines; and 
5. adjusted SPC and Local Projection coordinates with projection definition. 
 
The network diagram should be provided on a copy of the USGS quadrangle map.  By 
maintaining a database of raw project data, multiple networks may be tied and processed 
together. 
 
A standard program function for transferring data is to make a backup copy of all project files.  
For Trimble receiver software, this function is located under the menu selection; GPSurvey, 
Desktop, Project, Backup.  If the GPS data has been collected using another brand of receiver 
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software, the data transfer may require the use of the RINEX file format.  The Department 
requires that all data be backed up in both formats (i.e., standard and RINEX) before it is deleted. 
 
A hardcopy of the results should also be submitted.  This should include the following. 
 
1. Processed Baseline Summary.  A detailed summary of the processed baseline that 

provides the ratios, reference values, solution types, and the quality of the measurements 
shall be included. 

 
2. Closure Log.  Include a closure log that provides the combinations of network loops and 

the validity checks of the measurements.  This should include the outer perimeter and the 
inner loops and benchmark loops.  All combinations of loops should be investigated to 
locate the weakest link in the network.  The precision and the delta misclosures for the 
Northing, Easting, and the elevation should be identified for each loop. 

 
3. Summary of Covariances.  Include a summary of covariances that provides the precision 

on each baseline resulting from the redundancy of measurements. 
 
4. Map-Projection Transformation Sheet, SPC.  A map-projection transformation sheet that 

illustrates the transformation parameters from the geodetic coordinates (i.e., latitude, 
longitude) to map coordinates (i.e., State Plane Coordinates east or west) for each point 
should be included.  This should include the coordinates, the scale, and the convergence 
angle. 

 
5. Map-Projection Transformation Sheet, Local Coordinates.  Include a map-projection 

transformation sheet that provides the transformation parameters from the geodetic 
coordinates to map coordinates for each point in the local coordinate grid.  This should 
include the type of projection in addition to the coordinates, the scale, and the 
convergence angle. 

 
6. Final Coordinate Adjustment Summary.  The final coordinate adjustment summary for 

each point should also be included.  This should indicate the points that are fixed 
horizontally or vertically.  The summary also should indicate whether the elliptical or the 
orthometric height was held fixed.  The orthometric height is preferably held fixed. 

 
7. Long Inverse Printout.  Include printouts of long inverses (i.e., full-information inverses) 

between control points and indicate the inverse information for the local grid and the 
geodetic ground distances.  This should be conducted for a short, a long, and an average 
distance.  In comparing this information, the locally-defined grid distance should be 
within 0.03 ft of the ground distance. 
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This information should be compiled and printed from the software through a standard report 
selection.  If the software does not have this capability, contact the Production Management 
Division’s Surveys Team for alternatives. 
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FAST KINEMATIC  GPS OBSERVATION 
TIMES FOR DES #8574910 RACCOON LAKE 

July 11, 1996 
 
RECEIVER LOCATION  BEGIN TIME  QUIT TIME  MOVE TIME 

SESSION 1 
BASE @ BM J-71   8:35   8:50    
ROVER 1 @ BM L-71  
ROVER 2 @ 0550   9:00   9:15 ALTERNATIVE 
ROVER 3 @ 0551 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
ROVER 2 MOVES TO 0550 & ROVER 3 MOVES TO 0551    25' 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

SESSION 2 
BASE @ BM J-71   9:15   9:30 
ROVER 1 @ BM L-71 
ROVER 2 @ 0551   9:40    9:55 ALTERNATIVE 
ROVER 3 @ 0550 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
ROVER 3 MOVES TO BM K-71        25' 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

SESSION 3 
BASE @ BM J-71   9:55   10:10 
ROVER 1 @ BM L-71 
ROVER 2 @ 0551   10:20   10:35 ALTERNATIVE 
ROVER 3 @ BM K-71 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
ROVER 1 MOVES TO 0618        25' 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

SESSION 4 
BASE @ BM J-71   10:35   10:50 
ROVER 1 @ 0618 
ROVER 2 @ 0551   11:00   11:15 ALTERNATIVE 
ROVER 3 @ BM K-71 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
ROVER 2 MOVES TO 0617        25' 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

SESSION 5 
BASE @ BM J-71   11:15   11:30 
ROVER 1 @ 0618 
ROVER 2 @ 0617   11:40   11:55 ALTERNATIVE 
ROVER 3 @ BM K-71 

 
 

FAST KINEMATIC GPS OBSERVATION SHEET 
Figure 25-2C 
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 PROJECT NAME:  DESIGN # 8574910    LOCATION: RACCOON LAKE  
 OBSERVER:  JOHN SMITH     QUAD MAP(s):  MANSFIELD  
 RECEIVER TYPE:  TRIMBLE 4000 SSI  (ROVER3)  SERIAL NUMBER:  11640  
 ANTENNA TYPE:  TRIMBLE COMPACT L1/L2 W/GROUND PLANE SERIAL NUMBER:  24895 

 
******************************************************************************************************** 
SESSION FILE NUMBER: 16401931 16401932 16401933 
 SESSION 1 SESSION 2 SESSION 3 SESSION 4 
  

STATION NAME:  0551 0550  BMK71  
TYPE OF MONUMENT “+” ON HDWL US CORP/ENG BM MM13 USCGS BM K 71  

JULIAN DAY:  193 193  193  
MM DD YY:  7-12-96 7-12-96  7-12-96  

GREENWICH TIME - START:13:48:15 START:  14:21:30 START:  15:12:15  START:  
(TO BE COMPLETED  STOP:14:15:30 STOP:  14:55:45 STOP:  16:57:15  STOP: 

    AT LOG - IN) 
 
*************************************************************************************************** 

ANTENNA HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS 
 

TYPE OF MEAS.:   UNCORRECTED TO EDGE OF GROUND PLANE 
 

1ST 5.41 ft 1ST 5.89 ft 1ST 4.85 ft 1ST ft 
BEGIN 2ND 5.43 ft 2ND 5.89 ft 2ND 4.85 ft 2ND ft 

3RD 5.42 ft 3RD 5.89 ft 3RD 4.86 ft 3RD ft 
MEAN 5.42 ft MEAN 5.89 ft MEAN 4.85 ft MEAN ft 

 
1ST 5.41 ft 1ST 5.89 ft 1ST 4.85 ft 1ST ft 

END 2ND 5.43 ft 2ND 5.89 ft 2ND 4.85 ft 2ND ft 
3RD 5.42 ft 3RD 5.89 ft 3RD 4.86 ft 3RD ft 

MEAN 5.42 ft MEAN 5.89 ft MEAN 4.85 ft MEAN ft 
 
**************************************************************************************************** 
 
INDIANA 
LOCAL TIME START: 8:48 START: 9:21 START: 10:12 START:  
 STOP: 9:15 STOP: 9:55 STOP: 11:57 STOP  
SYNC RATE: SET TO 15” EPOCHS MIN. SV’s: 4 ELEV. MASK: 15 deg MAX. PDOP: 7  
 
WEATHER:  SUNNY, MILD, SLIGHT WIND  
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
POINT # 0551 IS A CUT “+” ON TOP CENTER OF HEADWALL ON NORTH SIDE OF DAM ROAD AT OFFICE. 
 
POINT #0550 IS A U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS BENCH MARK “MM 13” WITH A GIVEN ELEVATION OF 712.44 ft 
(217.152 m)  (DATUM UNKNOWN). 
 
POINT BMK71 IS USC&GS BENCH MARK “K 71 RESET 1956”. 
 
USE BACK OF SHEET TO DESCRIBE ANY ABNORMALITIES NOTED DURING THE SESSIONS 

 

 

GPS FIELD DATA SHEET - STATIC OBSERVATION 
 

Figure 25-2D 
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CHAPTER 26 [Rewritten Apr. 2011] 
 

SURVEY TRANSMITTAL 
 
 
Transmitting accurate and consistently-formatted survey data to the designer will facilitate an 
efficient and cost-effective project design.  Regardless of the survey method, each electronic 
survey-data submission shall be in a format that is compatible with the Department’s current 
versions of survey and design software in use.  Each submission shall be compatible with 
InRoads design and survey software.  However, with prior written approval from INDOT, a 
consultant may be permitted to submit electronic files that are in accordance with previously-
accepted formats on a project by project basis (See Section 26-1.02).  If the survey submittal is 
for a design consultant’s CADD system, the files may be transmitted in a format compatible with 
the consultant’s design application.  However, a submittal of the survey data shall also be 
provided to INDOT that is compatible with the Department’s current software.  A complete 
survey transmittal should incorporate all relevant survey information, whether electronic or not. 
 
This Chapter provides the content, style, and format requirements for a survey transmittal that is 
acceptable to the Department.  The guidelines and procedures described herein also include the 
types of files and the documentation formats that should be utilized in project design. 
 
 
26-1.0  GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES 
 
Providers of land-surveying services are required to embrace current technology to improve the 
quality, consistency, and accuracy of survey data collected in the field and to satisfy INDOT 
standards.  To effectively and efficiently exchange electronic information, INDOT requires 
standardized file formats that provide compatibility between data collectors, data processors, and 
data users; and which allow for future reuse of the data by the Department or its consultants. 
 
26-1.01  InRoads Format 
 
Considering that INDOT has adopted Microstation and InRoads as its standard drafting and 
design software applications, respectively, the CAD Support Team has developed standard 
resource files such as design templates (seed files) and survey-data processing (.xin) files.  The 
most current INDOT seed.dgn and survey.xin files made available through the CAD Support 
Team shall be used. 
 
The Department has established a standard naming convention for all InRoads survey files to 
make the data more portable so that all users can easily recognize and use the files created by 
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others.  The conventions also provide information on file contents at a glance.  Each InRoads 
survey file submitted to INDOT shall use the format and provide the content as described below. 
 
DES#_SRxx Name.extension 
 Key: 
 DES#: designation number for project as provided by INDOT 
 SRxx: route number of project, for example: SR37, SR162, I64, US150 

Name: descriptive name of information in file, for example: Topo, LCRS Plat 
 Extension: file extension name, for example, .xin, .dgn, .fwd 
 
The files to be submitted to INDOT for each survey are as follows: 
 
1. Des #_SRxx Control Points.fwd 
2. Des #_SRxx LCRS Plat.pdf 
3. Des #_SRxx LCRS Plat.dgn 
4. Des #_SRxx Survey Alignment.alg 
5. Des #_SRxx Survey Book.docx 
6. Des #_SRxx Survey Surface.dtm 
7. Des #_SRxx Survey Surface Boundary.dtm 
8. Des #_SRxx Survey.xin 
9. Des #_SRxx Topo.dgn 
10. Des #_SRxx Topo.fwd 
 
 
26-1.01(01)  Minimum File Requirements 
 
Each file shall include, at a minimum, the data described below. 
 
1. Des #_SRxx Control Points.fwd.  This file includes all centerlines, a partial list of fly 

stations (random control points), bench marks, and United States Public Land Survey 
(USPLS) subdivision corners, including corners of properties not within USPLS areas, 
necessary to describe acquisition parcels. 

 
a. Centerline.  All centerline points of each survey line within the survey shall be 

included in this file. 
 

(1) The code for centerline points shall be “PSSA”. 
 

(2) Notes for each “PSSA” shall include location (e.g., POT, PC, POST, etc.) 
stationing, line letter, PI information (delta angle, degree of curve or 
radius length, tangent length, arc length, and external length), description 
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of monument, and location of top of monument relative to ground surface 
or pavement surface. 

 
b. Fly station.  All fly stations traversed through, during establishment or 

reestablishment of survey lines, shall be included in this file.  All fly locations set 
during topographic collection shall not be in this file, but shall be included in the 
“Des #_SRxx Topo.fwd” file. 

 
(1) The code for fly station shall be “FLY”. 

 
(2) Notes for “FLY” shall include the description of the monument and 

location of top of monument relative to ground surface or pavement 
surface for each point. 

 
c. Bench Marks.  These used for survey data collection shall be included in this file. 

 
(1) Monuments shall be coded in accordance with the .xin file provided by 

INDOT. 
 

(2) Bench-mark notes shall include the name and description of each 
monument, a description of the structure that the monument is placed in or 
on, the station and offset from the survey line, and the survey-line letters. 

 
Examples: BM#1, Boat Spike in root of 21-in. oak tree, 125 ft left of 
Station 123+45, Line “A”.  INDOT BM 19 V 1030, disc in north end of 
concrete headwall, 55 ft right of Station 35+25, Line “S-1-A”. 

 
d. USPLS Corners.  These, or corners of properties not within USPLS areas, 

necessary to describe acquisition parcels, shall be included in this file. 
 

(1) Monuments shall be coded in accordance with the .xin file provided by 
INDOT. 

 
(2) Notes for monuments shall include the location of the corner. 

 
Example for area within USPLS: “N ¼ Corner of Section 34, T2N, R2W”.  
Example for area not within USPLS: “NE Corner of Division “C” of the 
Vincennes Commons Lands”. 

 
(3) Notes shall include a description and location of each monument relative 

to the ground surface or pavement surface. 
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2. Des #_SRxx LCRS Plat.pdf.  This file is a copy of the Location Control Route Survey 
Plat (LCRS) as recorded in the County Recorder’ office, for the survey project.  This 
copy shall have the seal and signature of the Licensed Land Surveyor in responsible 
charge, and all recording information placed on the LCRS by the County Recorder. 

 
3. Des #_SRxx LCRS Plat.dgn. This Microstation file shall include multiple models of the 

following. 
 

a. The LCRS used to generate that for recording with the County Recorder.  This 
shall be provided for design reference and use. 

 
b. Survey control points and references, which include the following: 

 
  (1) description of point along alignment (e.g., POT, PC, POST, etc.); 
 

(2) stationing of survey-line point (e.g., 123+45.67, etc.); 
 

(3) line letter (e.g., “A”, “S-1-A”, etc.); 
 

(4) description of monument (e.g., 5/8 in. rebar with cap stamped INDOT 
0005, Mag Nail with washer stamped INDOT 0005, etc.); 

 
(5) location of top of monument relative to ground surface (e.g., Flush with 

surface, 0.1 ft below ground surface, protruding 0.4 ft above ground 
surface, etc.); 

 
(6) description of reference monument (e.g., Nail in Bottle Cap in 15-in. 

Maple, Nail in Bottle Cap in Corner Fence Post, X Cut in Concrete 
Headwall, etc.); and 

 
(7) azimuth to nearest degree, and distance to nearest 0.01 ft, from control 

monument to reference monument. 
 

c. USPLS corners, or corners within areas not part of the USPLS, and references, 
including, at a minimum, the following: 

 
(1) descriptions of USPLS corners (e.g., W ¼ Corner of Section 24, T3N, 

R5W); 
 

(2) descriptions of monuments not within USPLS areas (e.g., NE Corner of 
Division “C” of the Vincennes Commons Lands); 
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(3) description of monument (e.g., 9” x 6” stone with “S 24 W ¼” cut on side 
of stone); 

 
(4) location of top of monument relative to ground surface (e.g., Flush with 

surface, 1.5 ft below ground surface, protruding 0.7 ft above ground 
surface, etc.); 

 
(5) description of reference monument (e.g., Nail in Bottle Cap in 15-in. 

Maple, Nail in Bottle Cap in Corner Fence Post, X Cut in Concrete 
Headwall, etc); and 

 
(6) Azimuth, to the nearest degree, and distance, to the nearest 0.01 ft, from 

control monument to reference monument. 
 
4. Des #_SRxx Survey Alignment.alg.  This file includes all alignments of the survey 

project. 
 

a. In writing Survey (“Des #_SRxx Control Points.fwd”) to Geometry, in the 
“Project Name” box, enter “Survey Alignment“. 

 
b. In creating alignment, in “Name” box, enter “A” for Line “A”, etc. 

 
c. If there is an “S” line, under “Survey Alignment”, name alignment “S-1-A”, “S-

SRxx-A”, etc. 
 

d. For the description of each alignment, use the applicable route name (e.g., SR 1, 
CR 250 W, etc.). 

 
e. The alignment shall have the correct stationing applied. 

 
f. Save as “Des #_SRxx Survey Alignment.alg” 

 
5. Des #_SRxx Survey Book.docx.  This file includes all supplemental survey information 

not found in other files.  The .docx format is preferred.  However, .doc or .pdf is also 
acceptable.  It shall include the following: 

 
a. front page notations, i.e., Des No., Route No., Terminal Points of Project, County, 

brief description of each line; 
 

b. title page and completed Table of Contents; 
 

c. dates of survey start and survey completion; 
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d, names of survey crew members; 

 
e. Des number and page numbers at top of each page; 

 
f. Surveyors Report, in accordance with IAC-865, as a minimum requirement; 

 
g. start and end of each line shown with equations and cross references to other 

surveys; 
 

h. control points labeled, with location (e.g., POT, PC, POST, etc.), stationing, line 
letters, location relative to surface (e.g. flush, 0.1’ below ground level, etc.), and 
coordinates shown; 

 
i. alignment data shown and checked; 

 
j. references shown and checked, if LCRS not prepared.  If an LCRS was prepared, 

this information will be on the recorded LCRS; 
 

k. source of bearings described; 
 

l. utility ownerships within limits of survey, with mailing addresses, with a notation 
of utilities not within limits; 

 
m. Underground Utility Reference Number placed on Utilities page; 

 
n. high-water elevation and date, with source and date of information; 

 
o. source of level datum; 

 
p. bench-mark descriptions completed; 

 
q. level notes for all bench marks used for survey; 

 
r. legal flow-line elevations of county ditches; and 

 
s. level equations with other surveys shown, and explained. 

 
6. Des #_SRxx Survey Surface.dtm. 
 

a. In writing Survey to Surface, in “Surface Name” box, enter “Survey Surface” and 
save as “Des #_SRxx Survey Surface.dtm”. 
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b. For more than one surface within a survey project, use “Survey Surface A”, etc. 

(see “Des #_SRxx Topo.fwd” below). 
 

c. All string crossings shall be resolved. 
 

d. Upon completion of the survey, with all corrections of field data completed, a 
“Survey Surface” shall be created.  After determining this surface to be correct, 
create a boundary string named “Boundary” by connecting all points and strings 
along the exterior of the survey that are to be included in the triangulation.  
“Survey Surface” will contain the survey surface and the exterior “Boundary” 
feature.  This surface shall be saved as “Des#_SRxx Survey Surface.dtm”. 

 
7. Des #_SRxx Survey Surface Boundary.dtm. 
 

a. After creating the boundary string around the survey perimeter, as described in 
item 6d above, such boundary shall be saved in a separate surface file as “Des 
#_SRxx Survey Surface Boundary.dtm", which shall include only that feature. 

 
b. For more than one boundary around a survey project, use “Survey Surface 

Boundary A” for the boundary of “Survey Surface A”, etc. (see “Des #_SRxx 
Topo.fwd” file, item 9, below). 

 
8. Des #_SRxx Survey.xin.  This is the InRoads “xin” file used for the survey project.  

InRoads standards for survey data processing have been set up in this file.  This file 
includes the INDOT standards for Feature Codes, Feature Styles, and Feature Filters, 
Dialog Box Settings, Linestyles, Lineweights, colors, and other settings.  This file is 
critical for use in the InRoads Survey Process, and for accurate DTM and geometry 
object creation.  Additional Names Symbology or Styles should not be added in order for 
the .xin file to be consistent with the current MicroStation settings.  Utilities will 
therefore function properly. 

 
a. It shall be a copy of INDOT.xin, as provided by the CAD Support Team, at the 

time of project inception. 
 

b. All modifications to .xin shall not affect the ability of submitted files (.dtm, .alg, 
.fwd) to interact with later versions of .xin in an error-free manner.  Feature 
names, symbology, etc. shall not be changed. 

 
9. Des #_SRxx Topo.dgn.  Secondary display items, such as Contours, Triangles, and 

Survey Graphics, may be written to additional .dgn files and provided as references. 
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a. MicroStation files shall be used with InRoads for the survey project. 
 

b. It shall be in accordance with the appropriate unitary system for the survey, i.e., 
US Survey Feet, seed files as provided by CAD Support. 

 
c. The features to be displayed on separate levels, as defined by INDOT.xin, shall be 

as follows: 
 

(1) DTM features; 
 

(2) existing contours; 
 

(3) existing triangulation; 
 

(4) survey alignment with annotation; 
 

(5) survey field-book data written to graphics, including symbols, names. 
elevations, notes, and codes. 

 
10. Des #_SRxx Topo.fwd.  This file includes all topographic data for the survey project. 
 

a. All topographic data shall be included in one field book (i.e., Des #_SRxx 
Topo.fwd”).  An exception is if there are isolated survey locations in a lengthy 
project, for example structure replacements in a resurface project, as discussed 
below. 

 
b. Under “Survey Data” in InRoads, create a new book named “Des #_SRxx Topo”. 

 
c. Import the data collector (controller) or text file into InRoads to create a field 

book.  Save the created field book as “Des #_SRxx Topo.fwd”. 
 

d. Data imported from a collector (controller) or a text file shall not have a file name 
containing more than 15 characters.  A file name longer than this will be truncated 
within InRoads to 15 characters after the field book is saved and then loaded 
again at the next session.  This is not the name of the field book as required in 
item 10c above, but it is the name of the data file used to create the field book. 

 
e. If more than one survey site is included in the survey project, for sites that are not 

near each other, create a different .fwd file for each site.  For example, for two or 
more small structure replacements in a resurface project, use “Des #_SRxx Topo 
A” for the first site (south to north, or west to east) and “Des #_SRxx Topo B” for 
the second site, and continue using the same procedure. 
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26-1.01(02)  Aerial-Survey File Requirements 
 
1. All files created by an aerial survey shall follow the established InRoads survey file 

naming and technical conventions. 
 
2. In naming these files, they shall have the suffix “_Aerial” appended at the end of the file 

name, prior to the file extension, i.e., “Des #_SRxx Topo_Aerial.fwd”. 
 
3. If a combination of aerial and ground surveys is submitted, they shall be combined into a 

single .dtm survey surface. 
 
 
26-1.02  Other Formats 
 
Although it is preferred for collected survey data to be submitted in the InRoads format as 
described above, there can be a project or circumstance that necessitates the use of previously-
accepted data-submittal formats.  For this situation, approval to collect and transmit electronic 
survey data in a format other than the current version of survey and design software in use must 
be obtained from INDOT.  A written request must be submitted to the appropriate designer and 
survey-program director through the project manager.  Approval will be required prior to the 
start of field work. 
 
 
26-2.0  OTHER SURVEY INFORMATION 
 
A complete survey transmittal includes other survey information that is relevant to the project.  
This is described below.  A submittal may be downloaded directly into the INDOT Electronic 
Records management System (ERMS) or the current version of INDOT’s electronic document 
repository.  However, each submittal shall include the minimum amount of information as 
outlined below, whether in electronic format, hardcopy, or a combination of the two. 
 
1. Survey-Envelope Contents.  The survey envelope should be a 9-in. x 12-in. manila 

envelope, or comparable type.  It shall include all property-owner-interview sheets and 
the recorded LCRS.  All other information should be packaged in a separate envelope and 
submitted with the completed survey. 

 
Figure 26-2A, Survey-Envelope Label, illustrates how the survey envelope should be 
labeled.  The outside of the survey envelope should include the following: 

 
 a. route number and location description as it appears on the schedule sheet; 
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 b. designation number; 
 c. project number, if available; 
 d. structure number, if applicable; 
 e. county; 
 f. district; 
 g. date of survey; 
 h. survey-party personnel, with designated party chief; and 
 i. list of envelope contents. 
 
2. Survey Book.  The survey book, a hardcopy or .pdf version, shall be submitted with the 

final survey materials. 
 
3. Miscellaneous Envelope.  See Figure 26-2B, Miscellaneous Envelope.  The 

miscellaneous envelope should be placed in the back of the survey book and should 
include the following: 

 
a. copies of section plats to indicate adjoining property owners; 

 b. copies of digital photographs; and 
 c. section-corner reference cards (see Figure 26-2C). 
 
4. Property Deeds.  Property deeds that are within the survey limits and those deeds which 

appear necessary for other reasons shall be obtained by the survey party.  Property deeds 
shall be submitted with the field survey and forwarded to the Office of Real Estate. 

 
5. Subdivision Plat.  Subdivision plats and town plats, if applicable, should be placed in the 

envelope that is submitted to the Department. 
 
6. LCRS.  An LCRS is required for an INDOT project that requires the purchase of right of 

way.  The LCRS shall, at a minimum, comply with the requirements established by IAC 
865 when conducting a route survey.   A copy of the recorded LCRS is required for use 
by the Office of Real Estate.  The recorded LCRS shall be submitted on 24” x 36” media 
(see Section 14-3.03); however the exact size of the recorded document is subject to 
requirements of the appropriate Office of the County Recorder.  See Figure 26-2D, 
Location-Control Route-Survey Plat Example.  The following guidelines are intended to 
aid in developing an LCRS to satisfy IAC 865, but are not intended to replace the 
surveyor’s judgment as to what should appear in the survey. 

 
a. The LCRS size may be reduced to satisfy specific requirements for recordation.  

The reduction should be considered in choosing font sizes and line thickness for 
the original-sized version. 
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b. Indicate the scale along with a graphical representation of the scale.  A standard 
engineering scale shall be utilized.  Consideration shall be made to ensure 
legibility at reduced scale that may be required for recordation.  See Section 14-
3.05(01). 

 
c. Indicate the location of the project by identifying all roads on the plat.  If no 

intersecting roads are within the project limits, include a description for the 
location in the surveyor’s report. 

 
d. Units shall be in US Survey feet.  The U.S. Survey foot is defined based on 1 m = 

39.37 in.  The following conversion factor will be utilized: 
 

 1 meter = 3.280833333 U.S Survey feet. 
 

e. Show all edges of pavement, fences, centerline points found or set, approximate 
locations of apparent property lines, buildings, etc.  INDOT uses a separate plat 
for the LCRS and the Right of Way plat.  For the LCRS, showing the right of way 
is not required.  Only physical evidence of right of way is shown.  The property 
lines shown on the field plat are for graphical representation only.  They are not 
intended for a property retracement and may not be to scale. 

 
f. Indicate all centerline points, random control points, and reference baseline points 

that are set.  The stationing used on the centerline should be shown and the basis 
of the stationing indicated in the surveyor’s report.  Section corners should also be 
graphically indicated on the plat where feasible due to scale considerations.  All 
points should have references drawn according to the type of monument (e.g., 
centerline, section corner, subdivision corner, survey marker, etc.).  The arrow for 
a centerline point indicates the direction of the alignment.  For a section corner, 
the arrow indicates the direction for north.  This should be shown in the reference 
boxes.  See Figure 26-2D, Location-Control Route-Survey Plat Example. 

 
g. Indicate as to whether the monument was found or set, and include a description 

in the surveyor’s report.  This should include the size, type of monument, vertical 
description (e.g., flush, buried, protruding), location to physical features around 
the monument, origin (if known), uncertainty, etc. 

 
h. The location of the monument can be identified with an angle and distance, 

station and offset, or a coordinate system.  Coordinates shall be reproducible with 
the information contained on the LCRS.  Include all necessary information so that 
this may be accomplished.  INDOT uses an assumed ground coordinate system.  
However, survey control ties shall be referenced to the Indiana State Plane 
Coordinate System.  The metadata required and identified in 865 IAC Rule 12 in 
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referencing state plane coordinates or utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS) 
shall be included. 

 
i. Show the property owners’ names on the plat at the time of the survey. 

 
j. Include all title-block information known at the time the plat is transmitted to the 

Office of Real Estate. 
 
7. Recorded Plats.  The recorded surveys that were obtained from the recorder’s office 

should be submitted with the survey. 
 
8. Plans.  Copies of plans that have been obtained from the Central Office, district office, or 

other sources should also be submitted to the Department. 
 
9. Electronic Data Submittal.  All data or information submitted in digital format shall be 

copied to and stored on compact disc or digital video disc optical storage media, a copy 
of which shall be included with the submittal.  A submittal can require larger memory 
storage capacity.  If so, approval to submit data on media other than standard discs must 
be obtained prior to submittal.  All submitted discs shall be labeled with the appropriate 
route number, designation number, location description, survey start and finish dates, and 
disc number.  Disc labels shall not be hand written.  The text on the label shall be in the 
Arial font with a minimum point size of 10.  See Figure 26-2E. 
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SURVEY-ENVELOPE LABEL 

 
Figure 26-2A 

 
 
     U.S. 231 - BRIDGE OVER FIRST CREEK, 4.0 mi SOUTH OF S.R. 558 
     DES.  NO.  8017990 
     PROJECT NO. F-075-6(008) 
     STRUCTURE NO.  231-14-3524 (OLD), 231-14-7332 (NEW) 
     DAVIESS COUNTY 
     AUGUST 1994 
     SURVEY CREW #4 (R. C. HOWELL) 
 
 
 
 
 ENVELOPE CONTAINS 
 
     1. SECTION PLATS 
     2. SURVEY NOTICES 
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  SECTION ______, TOWNSHIP ________, RANGE ____________ 
  (Description of Corner Location) __________________________________ 
  ____________________________ COUNTY, INDIANA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  TYPE OF MON.:     
  DEPTH:      
  UNCERTAINTY:     
  BY:       
  DATE:      
  DES. NO.:      
 
  State Form 40180 
 
 
 

 
SECTION-CORNER REFERENCE CARD 

 
Figure 26-2C 
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SAMPLE DISC LABEL 
 

Figure 26-2D 
 
 

SR#61  DES#8068470 
 

Str. #61-42-6475, Bridge 
Replacement over Branch Deshee 
River, 0.86 mi North of S.R. 241 

Knox County 

Survey start: 08/18/2010 
Survey complete: 09/23/2010 

 
Disc 1 of 1 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 

GEOTECHNICAL 
INFORMATION FOR DESIGN 

 
 
Chapter Eighteen discusses the elements of geotechnical engineering which the designer will 
typically be required to address during the design of a project.  Chapter Eighteen does not address the 
analyses and procedures conducted by a geotechnical consultant or the Office of Materials 
Management’s Office of Geotechnical Services during its investigation.  If questions arise, the 
designer should review the geotechnical report or contact the geotechnical engineer for guidance. 
 
 
18-1.0  GEOTECHNICAL REPORT 
 
All project geotechnical considerations should be made in accordance with Figure 18-1A, Policy 
for Geotechnical Investigation or Geotechnical Waiver. 
 
If, after reviewing the Policy, the designer has determined that a geotechnical investigation is 
warranted, he or she should provide the Production Management Division’s Office of Geotechnical 
Services with the information shown below, so that the Office can develop a geotechnical report. 
 
1. Project location; 
 
2. anticipated pavement treatment (i.e., resurface, rubblize, etc.) from the Engineer’s Report or 

mini-scope; and 
 
3. locations where the pavement will be widened. 
 
If there is a change in scope after the above information is provided to the Office, the designer must 
immediately notify the Office. 
 
The geotechnical report provides the data obtained during the geotechnical investigation.  It also 
summarizes the engineering analyses conducted and provides recommended treatments for the 
various soils and conditions encountered on the project.  The following sections discuss the 
information that may be included in a geotechnical report. 
 
 
18-1.01  General Information 
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The geotechnical report will include the following general information. 
 
1. Project Description.  The report will identify the location of the project (including the 

beginning and ending stations), provide a project-identification description, and define the 
scope of the proposed construction. 

 
2. Field Investigations.  The report will summarize the field and laboratory investigation 

procedures used on the project.  It will also include the date when the field investigations 
were conducted. 

 
3. Environmental Conditions.  Environmental conditions that could have affected the results 

(e.g., climatic conditions) will be included in the report. 
 
4. Geological Information.  The beginning of the report will include a general description of the 

geology and soils encountered on the project.  It should also provide a description of the 
terrain including drainage patterns, ground water elevation, bedrock information, and other 
specific conditions that may have value in the design of a bridge, culvert, or other structure. 

 
 
18-1.02  Detailed Geotechnical Conditions and Recommendations 
 
This portion of the geotechnical report should provide a discussion on specific problems or 
conditions that may affect the design or construction of the project.  The report will discuss the 
following. 
 
1. Features

 

.  The report will provide a detailed description of the conditions found on the 
project, organized according to areas of similar soils and terrain features.  It will identify the 
types of soils found, their strengths, and their locations. 

2. Recommendations

 

.  The report will provide recommendations concerning potential design 
and construction problems for earthwork, pavement, bridges, retaining walls, culverts, sign 
supports, or other structures.  Where applicable, the report should provide the 
recommendations as follows: 

a. special embankment construction; 
 

b. cut slopes in soil or rock; 
 

c. how to treat unsuitable materials in subgrades (e.g., removal, replacement, special 
treatment such as lime, cement, or flyash stabilization, etc.); 

 
d. rock swell factors; 
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e. special drainage installations; 

 
f. use of special channel lining materials; 

 
g. landslide corrections; 

 
h. wet soils; 

 
i. embankment construction using recycled waste materials; 

 
j. embankment over landfill; 

 
k. foundations; or 

 
l. dewatering. 

 
3. Field Equipment

 

.  The report will list where field monitoring equipment or devices including 
settlement plates, lateral stakes, settlement stakes, standpipe piezometers, or water 
monitoring boreholes are required.  The report will list the following: 

a. purpose or objective of the equipment; 
b. proposed locations; 
c. approximate schedule for the frequency of readings; and 
d. special construction controls. 

 
The designer must note the location and quantities of the field monitoring equipment to be 
installed.  The equipment should be listed on the plans, in a tabular format, and in the 
schedule of pay items.  Such equipment is described in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
4. Boring Logs

 

.  Boring logs will be included in the appendix of the geotechnical report.  These 
will be based on field logs and laboratory test data.  Boring logs are available in an electronic 
format for an in-house-designed project. 

 
18-1.03  Test Data and Engineering Analyses 
 
The report will summarize the field and laboratory investigation procedures used in the 
investigations.  Results of the laboratory tests on various samples will be included in the appendix of 
the geotechnical report in a tabular format.  Each sample will be identified according to its sample 
number, boring number, location, depth, and results from testing.  Separate tabulations will be 
included for classification test results, strength test results, or other special test results. 
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The work described in this report section will include a review and correlation of the various test 
results for embankment stability, material placement, and other geotechnical engineering 
considerations.  Sketches, assumptions, calculations, etc., will be provided in the appendix of the 
report.  Some analyses that may be included are as follows: 
 
1. settlement analysis; 
2. sand drain analysis; 
3. sliding block slope stability analysis; 
4. rotational slope stability analysis; 
5. bridge foundation analysis for each bridge foundation; or 
6. retaining structure analysis. 
 
 
18-1.04  Geotechnical Profile 
 
The geotechnical profile, if required, shows the geotechnical information on a set of plans.  The 
following is the applicable design and construction information that may be included in the 
geotechnical profile. 
 
1. Soil Test Data.  Soil test data will be tabulated on separate sheets.  This may include the 

information as follows: 
 

a. laboratory sample number; 
b. field sample number; 
c. boring number; 
d. station; 
e. offset; 
f. depth of sample; 
g. pH; 
h. textural or grain size classification; 
i. AASHTO classification; 
j. test results obtained from mechanical analysis; 
k. liquid limit; 
l. plastic limit; 
m. plasticity index; 
n. maximum dry density; 
o. optimum moisture content; 
p. CBR; 
q. loss on ignition; or 
r. calcium and magnesium. 
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2. Boring Locations.  The boring locations will be plotted on the plan view.  Elevation of 
subsurface water during boring, at the completion of boring and 24 hours later, will be shown 
on the profile sheets.  The location and depth from which test samples were obtained will be 
indicated and referenced to the Soil Test Data sheet. 

 
3. Unsuitable Materials.  The locations of unsuitable material will be shown on the plan and 

profile views or in the cross-section sheets.  This may include peat, unstable soil, wet soils, 
etc. 

 
4. Soundings.  If soundings are made, these may be plotted on plan and profile or cross section 

sheets.  The limits of peat or unsuitable material to be removed, the proposed grade line, rock 
line, etc., will be plotted on the sounding profile and cross section sheets. 

 
 
18-1.05  Incorporation of Geotechnical Report Into Contract Documents 
 
The geotechnical engineer will review the final check prints and geotechnical evaluation report 
summary, and transmit his or her findings to the designer.  Figure 18-1B, Geotechnical Review of 
Final Check Prints, should be used.  An editable version of this document appears on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
After the designer addresses concerns identified in the geotechnical engineer’s review, a copy of the 
geotechnical evaluation report summary should be included in the documents intended for 
incorporation into the Contract Information Book.  A report prepared by the Office of Geotechnical 
Services, excluding boring logs, drawings, and test data, should be included in its entirety into the 
Contract Information book, as the extent of the report’s text is only a few pages. 
 
The designer should place a quality paper copy of the Department-prepared geotechnical report or a 
geotechnical report summary into the contract-documents file as is done for the environmental 
permits. 
 
 
18-2.0  APPLICATIONS 
 
There are numerous areas throughout Indiana where special subsurface treatments should be 
considered.  Figure 18-2A, Indiana Counties with Special Geotechnical Concerns, identifies the 
counties where the designer may encounter coal mine subsidence, peat, sink holes (karst areas) and 
slide conditions.  The geotechnical report will most often identify special requirements, and it will 
recommend possible solutions.  The following provides basic information and guidance for treatment 
of common geotechnical elements the designer may encounter. 
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18-2.01  Coal-Mine Subsidence 
 
Coal-mine subsidence occurs once the effects of roof collapse in an underground coal mine reaches 
the surface or reaches structure foundations.  Figure 18-2A identifies the counties where coal-mine 
subsidence is a concern.  Effects on the surface include sinkholes, sags, and troughs.  This may result 
in cracks, breaks, or settlement in buildings, roads, structures, and utilities, and may change surface 
and subsurface drainage. 
 
For a mine less than 150 ft deep, roof collapse is very likely to cause surface effects.  A mine deeper 
than 150 ft seldom shows sudden, dramatic, surface collapse such as sink holes, but generally causes 
sags and troughs and can cause cracks and breaks in structures, etc. 
 
The added weight of a new embankment or structure can cause collapse of a coal-mine roof that had 
already been near the breaking point.  Other factors such as drainage changes and earthquake 
acceleration coefficients (in structure design) increase the probability of more collapse and 
subsidence. 
 
Subsidence prevention treatment for design of a bridge or structure on a deep foundation includes 
drilled shafts, predrilling to a depth below the mined elevation to set pile tips, or injection of grout to 
fill the voids to prevent collapse.  Treatment for a roadway or embankment includes grout injection 
to prevent subsidence and use of lightweight fill.  Post-construction treatment includes wedge-and-
level patching to eliminate an abrupt dip.  Sinkhole-type failures can be treated as a Karst sinkhole; 
see Section 18-2.07.  Monitoring for subsidence can be done with settlement stakes and plates. 
 
 
18-2.02  Erosion Control 
 
Erosion can occur from both surface-water flow and subsurface seepage and drainage.  Soil 
susceptibility to surface erosion is primarily a function of the water flow and the gradation and 
plasticity of the soils.  There are several methods to protect soils from surface flows.  Each site must 
be treated individually.  The possible options include the following: 
 
1. removing the erodible materials and replacing them with acceptable materials; 
2. using slope encasement with cohesive soil; 
3. using geotextile fabrics with riprap; see Section 18-2.08(05); 
4. providing erosion mats; 
5. planting vegetation; 
6. reducing side slopes; 
7. providing sediment basins; 
8. constructing special drainage channels and ditches; or 
9. providing closed drainage systems. 
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Chapter Thirty-seven provides additional guidance on the design of temporary erosion control 
methods during construction. 
 
Erosion by subsurface flows may also be a problem if soil particles are transported by the water flow. 
Protection against subsurface erosion is treated with spring boxes or with granular filter materials or 
filter fabrics which have particles or perforations sized to satisfactorily pass the water flow without 
permitting movement or loss of the soil particles. 
 
 
18-2.03  Geotextiles or Geogrids 
 
Geotextiles or geogrids have been proven to be an effective solution to solving many geotechnical 
problems.  They can be used as follows: 
 
1. to stabilize weak and saturated subsoils under a pavement surface; 
 
2. between pavement layers to reduce cracking and to provide a moisture barrier; 
 
3. as a soil filter for subsurface drainage (e.g., underdrains along pavement, behind retaining 

walls); 
 
4. as part of an erosion control system (e.g., under riprap, as a sediment fence);  
 
5. as part of a soil retaining wall; 
 
6. as slope reinforcement; 
 
7. as a separator layer; and 
 
8. to minimize differential settlement. 
 
The geotechnical report should identify the locations where geotextiles or geogrids should be used.  
The designer should contact the Office of Geotechnical Services for specifications and guidelines on 
the design and placement of geotextiles or geogrids. 
 
 
18-2.04  Landfill Treatment 
 
A landfill is a man-made feature which generally provides unsuitable material for the roadway 
substructure.  The geotechnical report should identify the location of landfills and any proposed 
treatment.  If cost effective, the most desirable option will be to excavate the landfill and replace it 
with acceptable backfill.  However, other options may be more feasible, including surcharging, using 
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lightweight fills, using geotextiles, or providing ground modifications (e.g., dynamic compaction, 
stone columns). 
 
 
18-2.05  Landslide 
 
The term landslide is used to denote the movement of a mass of rock, debris, or soil down a slope.  
The type of landslide can be further defined by characteristics such as the materials in the slide, 
speed of the landslide, or the type of movement.  Figure 18-2A, Indiana Counties with Special 
Geotechnical Concerns, identifies the counties where landslides may be a problem.  The geotechnical 
report will identify the sites where landslides may be a concern. 
 
A landslide may occur under man-made conditions (e.g., adverse grading, adjacent construction, 
vibration from nearby vehicles) or natural conditions (e.g., erosion, earthquakes, precipitation and 
runoff).  Because of the nature of soils and the geologic environment in which they are found will 
vary from site to site, acceptable mitigation procedures will be determined for each site.  The 
designer should review the geotechnical report to determine the appropriate measures to mitigate the 
landslide potential. 
 
 
18-2.06  Peat Treatment 
 
Peat soils are those soils with a high organic content.  Where the organic content is approximately 
10% by weight, it typically poses a stability problem and will require special consideration.  Two 
common solutions for treating peat soil are to completely remove and replace the peat soil with 
acceptable foundation materials, or to use lightweight materials to reduce settlement.  Peat 
excavation consists of the necessary excavation and satisfactory disposal of peat, muck, marl, or any 
other similar unsuitable material in a peat deposit together with any overlaying material which is not 
used in embankment construction. 
 
Where the ground water table is below the bottom of the peat deposit, normal excavation and 
embankment criteria as stated in the INDOT Standard Specifications will typically apply.  Where the 
peat deposit is deep or the peat deposit is all or partially below the ground water table, special 
treatments as discussed in the geotechnical report and INDOT Standard Specifications will be 
required.  The limits of peat removal for these sections will usually be established by the 1:1 slope as 
shown in Figure 18-2B, Peat Excavation, Backfill, and Disposal. 
 
When showing peat treatment on the plans, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Typical Section.  Indicate the removal limits as shown in Figure 18-2B. 
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2. Plan and Profile Sheets.  Show the profile for any peat deposit within the construction limits 
on the profile sheet.  Show this profile with a short dashed line and label it as “Peat Profile 
on Center Line” or “Peat Profile ___ ft Lt. or Rt. of Center Line” as appropriate. 

 
3. Cross Sections.  Use solid lines to show the peat excavation limits and peat backfill (B 

borrow) limits on the applicable cross sections.  Mark the first peat section in any series as 
such to define these limits.  Include the end areas and volumes for peat removal on the cross 
sections. 

 
4. Approval.  Submit all peat disposal plans to the Office of Geotechnical Services for approval. 
 
 
18-2.07  Sink Hole 
 
18-2.07(01)  General 
 
A sink hole is caused by subsurface voids, which may continue to enlarge, in rocks (primarily 
limestone) that are subject to dissolution by the passage of moving groundwater.  Figure 18-2A, 
Counties with Special Geotechnical Concerns, illustrates the counties where sink holes may be a 
concern.  Sink holes should be anticipated in a carbonated rock terrain.  Known sink-hole locations 
will be shown in the geotechnical report and environmental documents.  During a field review, a sink 
hole can be identified as a roughly circular, closed depression at the ground surface.  Another 
identifying feature is water is flowing into a depression with no outlet.  Inspection of topographic 
mapping and aerial photographs will also assist in the confirmation of a sink hole. 
 
The treatment for a sink hole will vary based on the location, size of the sink hole, and 
environmental considerations.  A sink hole will typically be capped or installed with a chimney.  A 
capped sink hole is filled with material (e.g., rocks, concrete, gravel) and sealed so that additional 
surface water cannot flow into the hole.  See Figure 18-2C, Typical Sink Hole Cap.  The chimney 
treatment encourages surface water to continue to flow into the hole.  However, any surface water 
flowing into the sink hole must be filtered.  The Office of Environmental Services should be 
consulted regarding the filter design and detention requirements.  See Figure 18-2D, Typical Sink 
Hole Cap with Chimney. 
 
 
18-2.07(02)  Exploratory Excavation 
 
Exploratory excavation consists of the excavation of overlying soil and rock layers to determine 
subsurface conditions (e.g., the existence of a sink hole or cavity) and to determine the exact 
location, extent and size of the sink hole or cavity.  In determining the quantities that should be 
shown in the plans for exploratory excavation, the designer should discuss the proposed treatment 
with the district construction engineer during the field check. 
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18-2.08  Slopes 
 
18-2.08(01)  Slope Stability 
 
An earth slope of 2:1 or flatter will not require additional special considerations relative to stability.  
However, under restricted conditions a steeper slope may be required.  Where a steeper embankment 
slope is proposed, riprap or other special material may be required to protect the slope from erosion 
and slippage.  Figure 18-2E, Embankment Treatment, provides guidelines for determining the 
thickness of this material based on the embankment height.  Before specifying a steep slope, the 
designer should review the geotechnical report or contact the Geotechnical Operations Team for 
additional guidance.  Depending on the rock type, a rock cut may have faces which are nearly 
vertical. These are illustrated in Figure 18-2F, Typical Rock Cut Benching (< 10 ft); Figure 18-2G, 
Typical Rock Cut Benching (≥ 10 ft); and Figure 18-2H, Typical Soft/Weathered (Rippable) Rock 
Cut Benching. 
 
 
18-2.08(02)  Transverse Interceptor Drain 
 
A transverse interceptor drain is typically used to collect subsurface water on an embankment where 
the roadway passes from a cut section to a fill section.  A transverse interceptor drain is used to 
reduce the potential for slope slippage on the embankment.  The geotechnical report should indicate 
where transverse interceptor drains are required.  See Figure 18-2 I, Typical Transverse Interceptor 
Drainage. 
 
 
18-2.08(03)  Benching 
 
Benching is used on an embankment to stabilize proposed fill on the existing slopes by excavating 
the existing material on the side slopes to eliminate a plane of weakness or to provide a greater mass 
of stable material at the toe of slope.  Benching should be considered if the existing slope is 4:1 or 
steeper.  The INDOT Standard Specifications provide the criteria for where benching should be 
provided on an embankment.  See Figure 18-2J, Typical Benching Methods, for embankment 
benching. 
 
Benching in a cut section is provided only in a rock cut to provide a debris-collection area for a rock 
slide.  Figure 18-2G, Typical Rock Cut Benching (≥ 10 ft), and Figure 18-2H, Typical 
Soft/Weathered (Rippable) Rock Cut Benching, illustrate the benching procedure for a rock cut.  
Where soft or weathered rock is encountered, the material is often rippable (machine workable) and 
does not require drilling or the use of explosives as is necessary for removing hard-rock material. 
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18-2.08(04)  Fill on Unsuitable Foundation 
 
Where a fill will be placed on soft, wet, or other unsuitable material (e.g., peat), these materials 
should be removed and replaced with acceptable backfill, if economically feasible.  Section 18-2.06 
discusses the treatment for peat or other similar materials.  If it is not economically feasible to 
remove the unsuitable materials, the use of geotextile fabrics, lightweight fill, or other method may 
be required.  These should be addressed in the geotechnical report.  If not, the designer should 
contact the Geotechnical Operations Team for information. 
 
 
18-2.08(05)  Placement of Geotextile Under Riprap on Slope 
 
Riprap is often placed on an embankment side slope to prevent future erosion problems or to correct 
existing erosion problems.  One of the most cost-effective methods for stabilizing a shallow 
embankment failure is to remove the failed material and replace it with riprap.  The embankment 
should be lined with a geotextile fabric before the riprap is placed.  This includes such areas as 
follows: 
 
1. soil slope steeper than 2:1 (below the riprap); 
2. there are erodible soils at the interface of the riprap and existing embankment; 
3. there is surface runoff flowing through the riprap; or 
4. there is flow of subsurface water out of the embankment into the riprap. 
 
Where riprap and geotextile fabric are required and where the slope is steeper than 2:1, benching 
should also be used to anchor the new fill material (riprap).  Without benching, the new fill material 
may slide down the slope at the interface due to a decrease in shear strength of the soil and the 
infiltration of water.  At least one bench be provided at mid-height of the slope for an embankment 
height of 10 ft or less.  Provide an additional bench for each additional 10 ft of embankment height.  
Additional benches may be required depending on the size of the benches, steepness of the slope, or 
thickness of the riprap.  The height and width of the bench will vary according to the steepness of the 
slope.  The height will be in the range of 2 ft to 5 ft. 
 
Where riprap is placed on an existing slope, providing a geotextile fabric under the riprap will 
facilitate drainage through the riprap without the loss of soil particles at the soil surface due to 
erosion.  The geotextile fabric should be placed as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
18-2.09  Special Soil Treatment 
 
Special treatment of the subgrade may be required to prepare the soil for construction.  The top 24 in. 
of subgrade below the pavement structure must be compacted to at least 100% of standard proctor.  
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This may involve adding lime, cement, kiln dust, or fly ash to the subgrade; constructing drains; or 
replacing the unsuitable material with special borrow or aggregate.  The designer should review the 
INDOT Standard Specifications for additional criteria.  The Office of Pavement Engineering will 
make the final determination based on the results of the geotechnical investigations. 
 
 
18-2.10  Structure 
 
In order for the Office of Geotechnical Services to make suitable recommendations for a structure, it 
is essential that the designer provide as much information as practical (e.g., structure configuration, 
loads).  If the designer anticipates the need for a working-stress capacity of more than 70 tons per 
pile, the designer should advise the Office of Materials Management at the preliminary field check.  
This working-stress capacity should be noted in the field check minutes.  The planning and design of 
a structure (e.g., bridge, retaining wall, sign support, culvert) requires a determination of the strength 
of the proposed foundation material.  For light to moderate loads, dense soils, rock, stiff clay, etc., 
may be adequate for a shallow foundation.  Where there are clearly unsuitable materials or other 
considerations (e.g., scour potential), the designer may be required to design a deep foundation (e.g., 
piles) or remove the unsuitable material and replace it with acceptable backfill.  The designer should 
review the geotechnical report to ensure that appropriate materials at the site are available for the 
proposed foundation design.  Section 59-2.0 discusses the types of bridge foundations used and the 
criteria which influence the selection of a foundation type.  Chapter Sixty-six discusses criteria for 
foundation design for a bridge structure. 
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Indiana Department of Transportation 
Office of Geotechnical Engineering 

 
Policy for Geotechnical Investigation or Geotechnical Waiver 

 
Purpose:  To establish a uniform policy regarding the need for a geotechnical investigation or a 
geotechnical waiver on a State or Local Public Agency (LPA) project utilizing Federal-Aid 
Funds. 
 
Policy:  Each project requires a geotechnical investigation with the exceptions noted below.  The 
Office of Geotechnical Engineering or a Department-approved geotechnical consultant will 
conduct all geotechnical investigations.  The Office of Geotechnical Engineering must approve a 
consultant report before the report is used in the design. 
 
Exceptions:  A project satisfying the following conditions may qualify for a geotechnical 
waiver.  However, subgrade recommendations may still be required. 
 
1. Preventative-Maintenance Type Project. 

a. Chip Seal, Crack Sealing, Microsurface, Single Lay HMA Mill and Overlay, or 
Functional HMA Overlay. 

b. PCCP Joint Sealing, Retrofit Joint Transfer, etc. 
 
2. Rehabilitation-Type Project:  Shoulder widening up to 2 ft on existing pavement with less 

than 2 ft of cut or fill. 
 
3. Bridge maintenance or repair that does not include foundation work. 
 
4. Pipe structure smaller than 36 in. diameter or pipe extension of shorter than 5 ft length. 
 
However, if the project is in an area that contains known isolated problematic soils such as peat, 
marl, etc., or if the project includes fills of greater than 2 ft, a geotechnical waiver will not be 
granted. 
 
Waiver Request:  The project manager or the LPA design consultant must submit a request for 
approval with the supporting data to the Office of Geotechnical Engineering, no later than the 
preliminary field check. 
 
The waiver request will include the following: 
 
1. Project Scoping Report; 
2. plans and cross sections – one set; and 
3. six to ten existing-pavement photographs. 
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No Geotechnical Investigation or Waiver is Required:  The following types of projects will 
not require a geotechnical investigation or geotechnical waiver. 
 
1. Bridge Painting; 
2. Pavement Marking; 
3. Landscaping/Enhancement; 
4. Traffic Signals; 
5. Guardrails; 
6. Small Signs; 
7. Wedge and Level; 
8. Mowing; 
9. Lighting Maintenance; or 
10. other project with no earthwork, foundations, or retaining walls. 
 
Approval:  The Manager of the Office of Geotechnical Engineering will either approve or deny 
the geotechnical waiver in writing to the project manager within 5 days. 
 
 

POLICY FOR GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION 
OR GEOTECHNICAL WAIVER 

 
Figure 18-1A 
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GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW OF FINAL CHECK PRINTS 
 
Route:       
Des:       
Bridge File:       
Over:       
Project No.:       
Date of Geotechnical Report:       
Date of Addenda to Geotechnical Report:       
 
I have reviewed the Final Check Prints and the geotechnical summary for the project described 
above. 
 

 The Final Check Prints and the special provisions are consistent with the Geotechnical 
Report and its addenda.  No changes are required. 

 
 The Final Check Prints and the special provisions are not consistent with the Geotechnical 
Report and its addenda.  The following must be addressed. 

      
 

 The geotechnical summary as submitted by the designer is satisfactory to include in the 
Contract Information book. 

 
 The geotechnical summary as submitted by the designer is not satisfactory.  The following 
must be addressed. 

      
 
 
_____________________________ 
Signature of Geotechnical Engineer 
 
      
INDOT entity or consultant 
 
      
date 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

 

Quantity Estimating 
 
 
In addition to preparing clear and concise plans, as described in Chapter Fourteen, the designer 
should compile an accurate summary of the project quantities.  This information leads directly to 
the project cost estimate, which combines the computed quantities of work and the estimated unit 
prices.  An accurate summary of quantities is critical to prospective contractors interested in 
submitting a bid on the project.  In addition to the INDOT Standard Drawings and the INDOT 

Standard Specifications, Chapter Seventeen provides additional guidelines on calculating 
quantities for a highway, bridge, or traffic project. 
 
 
17-1.0  GENERAL 

 
17-1.01  Guidelines for Preparing Quantity Computations 

 
When preparing quantity computations, the designer should consider the following guidelines. 
 
1. Specifications.  Cross check all items against the INDOT Standard Specifications to 

ensure that the appropriate pay items, methods of measurement, and bases of payment are 
used.  If an item is not described in the Standard Specifications or recurring special 
provisions, a unique special provision must be included in the contract documents to 
cover the item.  Chapter Nineteen discusses how to prepare special provisions. 

 
2. Pay Item Code Number.  Every pay item has a unique number assigned to it for data 

processing.  This code number is located in the computer programs CES and Estimator.  
Section 20-2.01 describes these programs.  Only the official pay item name and 
description should be used in the contract documents, special provisions, or summary of 
quantities. 

 
3. Rounding.  The quantity of any item should check exactly with the figure on the 

computation sheets.  Indicate any rounding of the raw estimated figures on the 
computation sheets.  Unless stated otherwise, rounding of the calculations should not be 
done until the value is incorporated into the Quantity Summary Tables. 

 
4. Significant Digits.  When calculating quantities, consider the implied correspondence 

between the accuracy of the data and the given number of digits. 
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5. Cost Estimate.  Only use the total values from the Quantity Summary Tables to develop 
the cost estimate.  Show all items described in the plans that will be included in the cost 
estimate.  The designer will be responsible for inserting these values into either CES or 
Estimator. 

 
 
17-1.02  Computation Records 

 
Quantity-computation sheets may be generated by computer or by hand.  Combine all 
computation sheets and bind them with a cover sheet.  The preparer will sign or initial and date 
each sheet.  The checker will also be required to sign or initial and date each sheet. 
 
Check all values obtained through computations or use of standardized tables.  For those pay 
items where agreements may be reached to make payment on the basis of plan quantities, an 
independent check should be performed and noted.  The resolution of any differences between 
original and check computations should be identified.  Where computations are performed by 
computer, an independent check is not required.  However, check the input and review the 
computation output sheet for mistakes.  Also, sign and date the computer output similarly to 
hand computation sheets. 
 
Retain the quantity computations within the project file. 
 
The contractor may request copies of the quantity calculations subsequent to the letting.  
Requests prior to the letting from contractors should be directed through the Legal Services 
Division. 
 
 
17-1.03  Units of Measurement 

 
Quantities for all contract pay items should be estimated using the measurement units shown in 
the INDOT Standard Specifications or the special provisions.  The values determined from the 
computations should be rounded as described below and shown in the quantities-summary tables 
and elsewhere in the plans as required. 
 
Rounding of values should be as follows. 
 
1. Small Quantity.  For a quantity of 10 or less, round to the nearer whole unit (i.e., 3.2 to 3, 

5.5 to 6, or 9.8 to 10). 
 
2. Large Quantity.  For a quantity greater than 10, round up to the next whole unit (i.e., 27.8 

to 28, or 146.2 to 147). 
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3. Linearly-Measured Work.  Round each linear-measure quantity up to the next whole foot. 
 
4. Earthwork.  For an individual cross-section area, round to the nearer 0.1 ft2.  For an 

individual end-area volume, round to the nearer 1 yd3.  For a total pay quantity, round up 
to the next multiple of 5 yd3. 

 
5. Structural Concrete.  Round each structural-concrete quantity to the nearest 0.1 yd3.  This 

includes each individual pour or structure portion and the total quantity for each concrete 
class shown in bills of materials and the Bridge Summary sheet. 

 
The values shown in the Estimate of Quantities and Cost Estimate developed by the designer 
should reflect this rounding procedure.  The Engineer’s Estimate and Schedule of Pay Items 
developed by the Contract Administration Division’s Estimating Office will also reflect this 
procedure. 
 
 
17-1.04  Non-Defined Work 

 
17-1.04(01)  Lump-Sum Pay Unit 

 
Only use a lump-sum pay unit where the scope of work for the item is clearly defined, and the 
amount of work has a minimal chance of changing during construction.  The INDOT Standard 

Specifications defines which quantities may be estimated as lump sum.  Where practical, list the 
quantities for the separate work that will be included within the lump-sum item.  The list should 
note that the separate quantities are for estimating purposes only.  Where there is a significant 
chance of quantity changes, the work must be by the unit and not lump sum. 
 
 
17-1.04(02)  Item Included in Other Work 

 
No work should be shown as incidental to another pay item or the contract.  If any work will be 
included as part of another item, it must be addressed by the specifications or with a special 
provision.  The designer should only include an item of work in another pay item where the 
scope of work for both is clearly defined and the probability of the quantity of either item 
changing is minimal.  Minimize the amount of work to be included in other pay items.  It is 
impossible for bidders, or the Department, to prepare an estimate for a project which contains 
incidental items for which quantities or the scope of work is indeterminable. 
 
 
17-1.05  Proprietary Material 
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To ensure competitive bidding, the designer should restrict the use of proprietary materials on a 
project.  A proprietary material is defined through specifications that are so specific that only one 
product will satisfy the requirements, or that the name of the product is actually specified.  
However, if a situation occurs where the use of a proprietary material will enhance safety, 
control costs, or will otherwise improve the project design, the use of a proprietary material may 
be justifiable.  Where this is applicable, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Justification.  The designer must prepare public-interest finding for the use of a 

proprietary material not later than the Stage 3 submittal.  This should include a 
description of the circumstance being addressed by the proprietary material, alternative 
solutions considered, and the reasoning why the proprietary material was chosen.  Figure 
17-1A, the form that should be used to request approval for the proprietary material, has 
been revised to be identified as the Proprietary-Material-Use Public-Interest Finding.  It 
now also provides instructions regarding the required specific information.  An editable 
version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
2. Existing Facility.  A proprietary material may be justified where it is essential for 

synchronization with an existing highway facility, for which there is no equally suitable 
alternative. 

 
3. Experimental.  A proprietary material may be justified for research purposes or for a 

distinctive type of roadway.  A justification for an experimental or research item must 
include a work plan detailing the evaluation to be conducted.  Each project on the State 
highway system must follow the procedures described in the INDOT Guidelines for 

Initiating and Reporting Experimental Features Studies. 
 
4. Approval.  Submit the justification to the Production Management Division director for 

approval.  This may occur anytime between Design Approval and Final Plans submittal.  
Use of a proprietary material on a non-exempt NHS project will require FHWA approval.  
This will occur when the PS&E is submitted for the letting. 

 
5. Approved Proprietary Material.  A list of approved proprietary materials which have been 

found to be in the public interest for use may be found on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/indot/div/M&T/appmat/appmat.htm.  Figure 17-1B lists approved 
proprietary materials which do not appear on the website’s list.  No justification is 
required if such a material is specified for use. 

 
 
17-2.0  EARTHWORK QUANTITIES 
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17-2.01  Computerized Computations 

 
Earthwork computations can be determined using a computer and special design software 
packages.  Earthwork quantities for a small project, approach, S-line, side road, ditch, or 
additional-grading feature may require manual calculations (see Section 17-2.02).  For computer 
calculation of mainline earthwork quantities, the information required is as follows: 
 
1. cross section showing existing and proposed ground surfaces; 
2. shrinkage and swell factors; and 
3. identification of sections not to be included (e.g., bridge section). 
 
The computer can generate a computation of end areas and volumes for each cross section.  
Show the actual computed end areas and volumes on the plans cross sections. 
 
 
17-2.02  Manual Computations 

 
For a small project, or to calculate special features on a larger project (e.g., approach, ditch), it 
may be necessary to calculate the earthwork quantities manually.  The following procedures 
apply. 
 
1. Computation Sheet.  See Figure 17-2A, Computation Sheet, for that used by the 

Department.  This form can be used for documenting cross-sectional areas and volumes 
between cross sections.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
2. End Areas.  The end areas used to compute the quantities are defined by the ground lines 

and typical-section template.  See Figure 17-2B, End Area Template.  After the cross 
sections have been plotted, determine the areas of cut and fill for each cross section using 
a planimeter.  Include the waste of unsuitable soils, undercut, rock excavation, trench 
excavation, or special excavation or embankment on the section.  Record the cut and fill 
areas for each cross section on the computation sheet. 

 
3. Sum of End Areas.  The Sum of End Areas columns are the sum of adjacent cross-section 

areas for the Cut and Fill columns.  The line in the figure is offset between the two end 
areas.  This line indicates that two areas are to be added together. 

 
4. Length.  Record the distance between stations in this column. 
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5. Volume Computation.  Volumes for excavation (cut) and embankment (fill) are 
determined using the average-end-area formula, 

 
Where:  V   = volume, yd3 

 
A1 + A2 = sum of cut or fill end areas of adjacent sections from the 

Sum of End Areas, yd2 
 

D   = distance between sections, ft  
 

These values are recorded in the appropriate Volume of Cut and Volume of Fill columns 
on the computation sheet. 

 
 
17-2.03  Shrinkage and Swell Factors 
 
Fill quantities calculated manually or by a computer must be adjusted by the appropriate 
shrinkage factor to account for the compaction of material, loss from hauling, subsidence of the 
existing ground caused by the overburden, erosion, and clearing operation.  The factors used in 
the calculations will depend on the soil type, quantity to be moved, and engineering judgment.  
Sand and gravel have smaller shrinkage factors than clay or silt.  For rock excavation, it may be 
necessary to apply an expansion or swell factor.  Figure 17-2C, Shrinkage and Swell Factors, 
provides factors that may be used for preliminary design purposes.  A more definitive value may 
be available from other sources (e.g., the Geotechnical Report). 
 
Only use one shrinkage factor for the entire project or for each individual balance within the 
project.  The district office may provide guidance in choosing the applicable factor(s) to be used 
in the calculations.  The designer may need to adjust the shrinkage factor to account for smaller 
quantities. 
 
 
17-2.04  Balancing 
 
For a large project, it is desirable to approximately balance the earthwork (cut and adjusted fill) 
for the project.  An unbalanced project will require the contractor to haul extra material (borrow) 
or remove the excess (excavation) from the project site, which will typically increase 
construction costs.  Balancing within the project limits can be accomplished by revising the 
profile grade line, revising cut and fill slopes, revising ditch profiles, etc.  To determine if 
balancing is appropriate, the designer should consider the following. 
 

(D) 
2

A + A = V 21 





      (Equation 17-2.1) 
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1. Rural New Construction or Reconstruction.  It is desirable to make a reasonable effort to 
balance the earthwork quantities. 

 
2. Rural 3R Project.  The need for balancing will be determined for each project as required. 
 
3. Other Project.  For an urban-area, interchange, or partial 3R project it is impractical to 

provide a balanced grading design.  Therefore, it will not be necessary to balance the 
earthwork. 

 
For a long project, the designer should provide several intermediate balance points.  The length 
of each balance section should not exceed 2000 ft unless an interchange, rest area, or area of 
deep cut or fill are included.  A bridge is not included within the balance limits. 
 
 
17-2.05  Earthwork Tabulation 

 
To allow the contractor to determine the amount of excavation, borrow, etc., required the 
designer should include an earthwork balance table in the plans.  For a long roadway project, 
provide a separate table for each balance section.  Quantities for benching should be included in 
the earthwork balance.  This table should be included on a Road Plan and Profile sheet, typically 
in the profile half of the sheet.  Figure 17-2D, Earthwork Balance Table (Road Project), 
illustrates the typical format that should be used.  For a bridge project, one earthwork tabulation 
table will be required for the entire project.  Show this table on the Layout sheet.  Figure 17-2E, 
Earthwork Tabulation (Bridge Project) illustrates the typical format that should be used. 
 
 
17-2.06  Linear Grading 

 
The use of the linear grading pay item is generally limited to a project with a minimal amount of 
earthwork.  This will only include the applications as follows. 
 
1. Preventative Maintenance, Functional, or Structural Pavement Treatment.  Linear grading 

consists of earth wedging at the outside edge of each shoulder where the pavement is to 
receive one of these treatments.  If this type of earthwork is significant enough to require 
benching, linear grading should not be considered. 

 
2. Guardrail.  Linear grading consists of earth wedging behind guardrail to obtain the 

required earth backup for the posts.  If this type of earthwork is significant enough to 
require benching, linear grading should not be considered. 
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3. Median.  Linear grading consists of earth filling a median required for paving shoulders 
and placement of a concrete median barrier where travel lanes are not being added. 

 
All other earthwork should be paid for as common excavation and borrow. 
 
Where linear grading is being considered, the measurement for payment will be based on the 
length of roadway per linear foot measured along the centerline actually constructed to the lines 
and grades shown in the typical cross section.  Measurement will be made once per centerline 
per area.  Typical cross sections should be separated. 
 
The pay-quantity limits should be measured along the roadway centerline, with deductions for 
bridges, etc.  For example, a divided-roadway project length is 25,000 ft, and includes two 
bridges with a combined length of 600 ft.  Linear grading is to be done in the median and beyond 
the outside shoulders.  The linear-grading pay length is 24,400 ft.  The plans should indicate 
which work is to be included in the linear-grading pay item, both by typical section and in 
estimated quantities per area of linear grading, i.e., cubic yards of common excavation. 
 
The pay unit for linear grading is linear-foot. 
 
 
17-2.07  B Borrow 
 
Where B borrow is specified, it should be considered as a separate pay item.  All locations where 
B borrow is to be placed should be shown on the plans.  When estimating the quantity of B 
borrow, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Mechanically Stabilized Earth Retaining Wall.  B borrow is placed outside of the limits 

of structure backfill (e.g., beyond the reinforcing straps).  Section 17-4.05 provides 
additional information for determining backfill material quantities for a retaining wall. 

 
2. Unsuitable Materials.  B borrow is used to replace unsuitable materials (e.g., peat) within 

the roadway structure.  Section 18-2.06 provides guidance for determining the locations 
for the placement of B borrow with peat excavation. 

 
3. Culvert Replacement.  Where a culvert is to be removed for an existing roadway, replace 

the culvert excavation material with B borrow. 
 
 
17-2.08  Structure Backfill 
 
17-2.08(01)  Structure-Backfill Types 
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Structure backfill has been subdivided into types.  Each type should be specified as described 
below. 
 
1. Type 1.  This type should be specified for a location as follows: 
 

a. longitudinal or transverse structure placed under, or within 5 ft of, the back of 
paved shoulder or back of sidewalk of a new facility, or 

 
b. such a structure for an existing facility where all existing pavement is to be 

replaced. 
 
2. Type 2.  This type should be specified for a location as follows: 
 

a. longitudinal or transverse structure placed under, or within 5 ft of, the back of 
paved shoulder or back of sidewalk where undisturbed existing pavement is to 
remain; or 

 
b. precast-concrete three-sided or four-sided structure with height of cover of 2 ft or 

greater. 
 
3. Type 3.  This type should be specified for use behind a mechanically-stabilized-earth 

retaining wall. 
 
4. Type 4.  This type should be specified for a location as follows: 
 

a. trench where a utility line is present; or 
 

b. behind a reinforced-concrete slab-bridge end bent. 
 
5. Type 5.  This type should be specified for a location as follows: 
 

a. precast-concrete three-sided or four-sided structure with height of cover of less 
than 2 ft; 

 
b. filling voids in an underground facility; 

 
c. filling in an abandoned pipe or structure; or 

 
d. other application that does not require excavation. 
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17-2.08(02)  Information to be Shown on Plans 

 
Structure backfill is a separate pay item.  The pay-item name should include the type.  The pay 
unit is square yard.  In estimating the quantity of structure backfill, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. Drainage Structure.  Section 17-3.0 discusses the procedure for estimating structure-

backfill quantities for a drainage structure. 
 
2. Abutment.  The quantity of structure backfill should be determined and shown similarly 

to that for a concrete retaining wall, i.e., 1:1 backslope to a point 1.5 ft outside the neat 
lines of the abutment footing.  See Section 17-5.05(01). 

 
3. Retaining Wall.  The quantity of structure backfill should be determined and shown on 

the cross sections at each retaining-wall location.  Section 17-5.05(02) provides 
additional information regarding retaining-wall structure backfill. 

 
 
17-2.09  Flowable Backfill 

 
Flowable backfill is a separate pay item.  It is required for backfilling behind the end bents of a 
reinforced-concrete slab bridge, or behind the wingwalls of a precast-concrete three- or four-
sided structure.  It is also required for backfilling a new cross-culvert placed under an existing 
roadway. 
 
Flowable backfill for use other than as structure backfill should be specified as either removable 
flowable or non-removable flowable backfill.  R should be entered in Structure Data sheet’s 
Flowable Backfill column if the material is removable.  N should be entered in the column if the 
material is non-removable. 
 
 
17-3.0  DETERMINING PIPE-BACKFILL QUANTITIES 

 
The determination of pipe-backfill quantities is based on the pipe shape, pipe-interior 
designation, backfill method, and backfill material. 
 
For additional guidance on determining pipe-backfill quantities, see the INDOT Standard 

Specifications or the INDOT Standard Drawings, or contact the Production Management 
Division’s Design Resources Team. 
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17-3.01  Background Information 

 
17-3.01(01)  Pipe Shape 

 
The pipe shape is either circular or deformed. 
 
 
17-3.01(02)  Pipe-Interior Designation 

 
The interior of a pipe is either smooth or corrugated.  For most pipe structures and pipe types, the 
contractor will have a choice of pipe materials, of either interior designation.  For the purpose of 
determining backfill quantities, a corrugated interior should be assumed. 
 
 
17-3.01(03)  Backfill Method 

 
The standard backfill methods are described below, and also shown on the INDOT Standard 

Drawings. 
 
1. Method 1.  This method should be used for a structure to be placed under a new- or 

replacement-roadway mainline or public road approach, for a structure to be placed under 
a median embankment, or for a new structure to be placed under an existing roadway 
mainline or public road approach. 

 
2. Method 2.  This method should be used for a structure to be placed under a drive in new 

or replacement work, or under an existing drive. 
 
3. Method 3.  This method should be used for a structure to be placed under a new- or 

replacement-roadway’s median trench. 
 
 
17-3.01(04)  Backfill Material 

 
Unless instructed otherwise, structure backfill is required for each culvert or storm-drain 
structure, except a field-entrance culvert which is to be backfilled with suitable excavated 
material. 
 
The contractor may substitute coarse aggregate as an option for structure backfill for backfilling 
a concrete culvert, pipe, structural plate pipe, pipe-arch, or arch.  However, the backfill material 
should always be identified as structure backfill.  If coarse aggregate is used, the ends and top of 
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the trench are to be capped with geotextile as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The 
geotextile is not a separate pay item. 
 
A specific backfill type should be specified only if, for example, a pipe is to be placed in the 
vicinity of utilities.  Then, flowable backfill should be specified.  If structure backfill or flowable 
backfill are both acceptable alternates, the material should be identified and quantified as 
structure backfill. 
 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings to determine the appropriate backfill materials for the 
structure based on the backfill method required. 
 
 
17-3.02  Hand-Calculation of Backfill Quantities 
 
Figure 17-3A identifies the values described below which are required for determining backfill 
quantities. 
 
 
17-3.02(01)  Circular Pipe, Earth Foundation 
 

Ct = corrugations thickness = 0.5 in. 
 

12
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Tc = trench cover depth over pipe 

 
Vc = 1 ft for Bc ≤ 1.5 ft, or 1.5 ft for Bc > 1.5 ft 

 
For backfill method 1 or 2,   ccB HTWidthPvmtL  22.)5(2 , 
where Tc = Vc.  The pavement width is that of the travel lanes plus shoulders. 

 
For backfill method 3, or method 1 in a median embankmemt, 

   )5(222  ccB HTWidthMedianL .  The median width excludes the shoulder 
widths. 
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W = 0.3Bc or 0.75 ft, whichever is greater 

 
Wb = 2W + Bc 
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For backfill method 3,
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All methods, backfill quantity, BBC, per linear foot from trench bottom to pipe crown: 
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Method 1 or 2 backfill quantity, BCT, per linear foot from pipe crown to top of trench: 
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Method 3 backfill quantity, BCV, per linear foot from pipe crown to top of Vc dimension: 
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Method 3 backfill quantity, BVT, per linear foot from top of Vc dimension to top of trench: 
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Method 1 backfill per linear foot = BBC + BCT. 
Method 1 total backfill quantity = LB(BBC + BCT). 

 
For backfill method 2, BBC and BCT each represent different materials, so the quantities 
should not be added.  The total quantity for method 2’s BBC material is (LB)(BBC).  The 
total quantity for method 2’s BCT material is (LB)(BCT). 

 
For backfill method 3, BBC and BCV are the same material, so the total method 3 quantity 
of this material is LB(BBC+ BCV).  BVT  represents a different material, so it should not be 
added to BBC+ BCV.  The total quantity for method 3’s BVT material is (LB)(BVT). 
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17-3.02(02)  Circular Pipe, Rock Foundation 
 
The total backfill quantity is that required for an earth foundation plus the foundation backfill 
required below the pipe.  The additional volume is determined as follows: 
 

A = 8 in. or 2/3 ft.  The entry in the formula below for WF must be made in feet. 
 

12
22 ABWW cF   

 
Backfill quantity, BF, per linear foot of foundation area: 

 







 


2

Fb
F

WW
AB  

 
Total foundation-backfill quantity = (LB)(BF) 

 
 
17-3.02(03)  Deformed Pipe, Earth Foundation 
 

Ct = corrugations thickness = 0.5 in. 
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For backfill method 1 or 2,   ccB HTWidthPvmtL  22.)5(2 , 
where Tc = Vc.  The pavement width is that of the travel lanes plus shoulders. 

 
For backfill method 3, or method 1 in a median embankment, 

   )5(222  ccB HTWidthMedianL .  The median width excludes the shoulder 
widths. 
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W = 0.3Bc or 0.75 ft, whichever is greater 

 
Wb = 2W + Bc 
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All methods, backfill quantity, BBC, per linear foot from trench bottom to pipe crown: 
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Method 1 or 2 backfill quantity, BCT, per linear foot from pipe crown to top of trench: 
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Method 3 backfill quantity, BCV, per linear foot from pipe crown to top of Vc dimension: 
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Method 3 backfill quantity, BVT, per linear foot from top of Vc dimension to top of trench: 
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Method 1 total backfill per linear foot = BBC + BCT. 
Method 1 total backfill quantity = LB(BBC + BCT). 

 
For backfill method 2, BBC and BCT each represent different materials, so the quantities 
should not be added.  The total quantity for method 2’s BBC material is (LB)(BBC).  The 
total quantity for method 2’s BCT material is (LB)(BCT). 

 
For backfill method 3, BBC and BCV are the same material, so the total method 3 quantity 
of this material is LB(BBC+ BCV).  BVT  represents a different material, so it should not be 
added to BBC+ BCV.  The total quantity for method 3’s BVT material is (LB)(BVT). 

 
 
17-3.02(04)  Deformed Pipe, Rock Foundation 
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The total backfill quantity is that required for an earth foundation plus the foundation backfill 
required below the pipe.  The additional volume is determined in the same manner as for a 
circular pipe. 
 
 
17-3.03  Computer Program for Determining Backfill Quantities 

 
The computer program, Backfill Calculation Software, is now available on the Department’s 
website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/standards/07Bkfl-qt.xls.  Use of the program precludes 
the need for hand-calculations for cross-structures as shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
For a circular pipe, the input data include pipe diameter, pavement or median width as required, 
and Tc. 
 
For a deformed pipe, the input data include pipe size, pavement or median width as required, Tc, 
span, rise, and perimeter P.  Span, rise, and P can be determined from the reference sheets 
included with the program. 
 
The following backfill-quantities calculation examples are included with the program. 
 
1. Method 1, Circular Corrugated Pipe, Rock Foundation 
2. Method 1, Deformed Smooth-Interior Pipe, Earth Foundation 
3. Method 1, Circular Smooth-Interior Pipe, Earth Foundation 
4. Method 2, Circular Corrugated Pipe, Earth Foundation 
5. Method 2, Circular Corrugated Pipe, Structural-Plate Metal, Rock Foundation 
6. Method 2, Deformed Corrugated Pipe, Earth Foundation 
7. Method 3, Circular Corrugated Pipe, Earth Foundation 
8. Method 3, Deformed Corrug. Pipe, Structural-Plate Aluminum Alloy, Earth Foundation 
9. Method 3, Deformed Corrugated Pipe, Structural-Plate Steel, Rock Foundation 
 
 
17-3.04  Video Inspection 

 
Video inspection will be required for each pipe that is inaccessible for visual inspection, or for 
which visual inspection is impossible.  This includes each location considered to be in a confined 
space.  Commercial- and private-drive pipes will not be video inspected.  This is a pay item, and 
should be applied as necessary to each non-underdrain pipe pay item, without regard to INDOT 
Standard Specifications reference number. 
 
 
17-3.05  Information to be Shown on Plans 
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The backfill method, material, and quantity; geotextile quantity if applicable; and video-
inspection quantity if applicable, should be shown in the Structure Data table for each pipe 
structure. 
 
 
17-4.0  ROADWAY QUANTITIES 

 
17-4.01  Pavement Materials 

 
Chapter Fifty-two discusses INDOT pavement design criteria.  It also provides information for 
quantity determinations of subgrades, asphalt materials, concrete materials, underdrains and 
geotextile wraps.  Figure 17-4A, Roadway Factors, provides factors that can be used to 
determine asphalt pavement and other roadway quantities. 
 
The following method should be used to determine quantities for shoulder corrugations.  For an 
Interstate route, it is sufficient to multiply the number of shoulders requiring corrugations, 
usually four, by the gross project length in yards.  For another type of facility, it is acceptable to 
multiply the number of shoulders that require corrugations by the gross project length in yards by 
0.8 to account for the gaps in the intermittent corrugation pattern.  It is not necessary to subtract 
the length of gaps at bridge approach slabs and bridge decks, driveways, median crossovers, or 
public road approaches when calculating the quantity.  It is also not necessary to subtract the 
length of non-corrugated shoulder less than 7 ft wide adjacent to a roadside barrier. 
 

 
17-4.02  Subgrade Treatment 

 
The subgrade is defined as the top surface of a roadbed upon which the pavement structure and 
shoulders are constructed.  The subgrade area should be computed for all areas of new pavement 
or shoulders, including cuts and fills.  The width of the treatment is between points which are 2 
ft, or as determined, outside the edges of paved shoulders or back faces of curbs, as shown in 
Chapter Fifty-two, or as instructed by the Production Management’s Office of Geotechnical 
Services.  The lateral limits and type of subgrade treatment should be shown on the Typical 
Cross Sections on the plans. 
 
 
17-4.02(01)  Subgrade-Treatment Types [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
For each of the subgrade treatment types described below, the contractor is to choose from the 
applicable options for each type.  Where subgrade treatment other than that described here is 
recommended by the Office of Geotechnical Services, a special provision should be prepared. 
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The subgrade treatment methods are as follows: 
 
1. Type I.  The contractor’s options are as follows: 
 a. 14 in. chemical soil modification; 

b. 12 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with coarse aggregate No. 53; or 
 c. 24 in. of soil compacted to density and moisture requirements. 
 
2. Type IA.  The contractor’s options are as follows: 
 a. 14 in. chemical soil modification; or 

b. 12 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with coarse aggregate No. 53. 
 
3. Type IB.  This treatment consists of 14 in. chemical soil modification. 
 
4. Type IC.  This treatment consists of 12 in. of subgrade excavated and replaced with 

coarse aggregate No. 53. 
 
5. Type II.  The contractor’s options are as follows: 
 a. 8 in. chemical soil modification; 

b. 6 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with coarse aggregate No. 53; or 
 c. 12 in. of soil compacted to density and moisture requirements. 
 
6. Type IIA.  The contractor’s options are as follows: 
 a. 8 in. chemical soil modification; or 

b. 6 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with coarse aggregate No. 53. 
 
7. Type III.  The contractor’s options are as follows: 
 a. 6 in. of soil compacted to density and moisture requirements; or 

b. 6 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with coarse aggregate No. 53. 
 
8. Type IIIA.  This treatment consists of 6 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with 

coarse aggregate No. 53. 
 
9. Type IV.  This treatment consists of 9 in. of the subgrade excavated and replaced with 

coarse aggregate No. 53 on geogrid. 
 
 
17-4.02(02)  Subgrade-Treatment Type Determination 

 
1. Project With Subgrade-Treatment Type Determined per Former Practice.  The designer 

should transmit a memorandum to the Office of Geotechnical Services.  Such 
memorandum should request that the Office of Geotechnical Services review the 
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pavement design to determine the subgrade-treatment type or types required as described 
herein.  Once the Office of Geotechnical Services transmits its determination to the 
designer, the designer must revise the plans, pay items, and pay quantities accordingly. 

 
A project that did not require subgrade treatment per former practice will likely do so 
now. 

 
2. Project With Subgrade-Treatment Type Yet to be Determined.  The preliminary field 

check plans should include projected AADT figures and subgrade-treatment areas 
tabulated for each survey line as shown in Figure 17-4B.  During the field check, the 
Office of Geotechnical Services should be informed of possible shallow utilities, 
temporary pavement, need for a temporary runaround, or night construction so that it can 
make suitable recommendations for subgrade type.  Such considerations should be 
documented in the field check minutes. 

 
The type or types of subgrade treatments described in Section 17-4.02(01) to be used will 
be specified in the Geotechnical Report.  If the Geotechnical Report does not specify the 
subgrade-treatment type, the designer should send a memorandum requesting the 
subgrade treatment to the Office of Geotechnical Services. 

 
The field check may have already been conducted, but the Geotechnical Report may not 
yet have been received by the designer.  For this situation, the designer should submit to 
the Office of Geotechnical Services the tabulation and information regarding shallow 
utilities, temporary pavement, need for a temporary runaround, or night construction so 
that it can make suitable recommendations for subgrade type. 

 
 
17-4.02(03)  Determining Pay Items and Quantities 

 
A divided highway may have parallel but separate subgrade-treatment areas, likely of the same 
type, depending upon the width of the median.  An isolated area such as that on an S-line, 
median crossover, or possibly a portion of the mainline, may be of a different treatment type than 
that of the mainline.  Quantities should be determined for each required subgrade-treatment pay 
item. 
 
 
17-4.03  Placing Pipe Under Existing Pavement 
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Pay quantities for backfill and pavement replacement work at an installation or replacement of a 
pipe, culvert, structure, or utility line placed either transversely or longitudinally under an 
existing paved-roadway alignment will be determined as described below. 
 
 
17-4.03(01)  Determining the Longitudinal Pay Limits of the Pavement Replacement 
 
The following equations, along with the INDOT Standard Drawings, should be used to 
determine the longitudinal pay limits, L, in linear feet, of the pavement replacement. 
 
1. Structure of 30 in. Diameter/Span or Smaller. 
 

  
126

5.5 cBdL        [Equation 17-3.1] 

 
  where d = vertical distance from flow line to profile grade, feet 
   Bc = inside diameter or span, inches 
 
2. Structure of Diameter/Span of Greater Than 30 in. 
 

  cBdL 13.0
6

4        [Equation 17-3.2] 

 
 
17-4.03(02)  Determining Pavement Quantities 
 
The pavement material to be placed should match the existing pavement section as closely as 
possible.  If the existing section is shallower than the minimum section shown on the INDOT 
Standard Drawings, such minimum section should be specified.  The designer will determine the 
existing pavement section from the most recent approved pavement design or existing typical 
cross sections details.  If the existing asphalt pavement section cannot be determined, the 
minimum HMA section shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings with 440 lb/yd2 HMA Base 
should be specified.  If the existing concrete pavement section cannot be determined, a minimum 
PCCP section of 9 in. depth should be specified.  The same new pavement section should be 
used for both travelway and shoulders. 
 
1. Asphalt Pavement.  Hot mix asphalt (HMA) pavement quantities should be determined 

for Surface, Intermediate, or Base courses.  The thickness of each course should 
approximate that in place with consideration given to current practice in determining 
course thicknesses.  If a thicker section than the minimum is required, the additional 
thickness should consist of HMA Base 25.0 mm.  The courses and lay rates should be 
shown on the plans. 
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The pay unit is ton.  The type should be determined as described in Section 52-9.02(03).  
Quantities should be determined for each course and summed to obtain a total quantity of 
HMA for structure installation to be shown on the plans on the Structure Data sheet in the 
Pavement Replacement, HMA columns. 

 
2. Concrete Pavement.  The required portland cement concrete pavement (PCCP) quantity is 

the travelway and shoulder widths times L as determined above.  The pay unit is square 
yard.  The same pay item should be specified without regard to the required pavement 
depth.  The required depth should be shown on the plans.  The new subbase should match 
the existing thickness and type, whether the existing subbase is open graded or dense 
graded.  The PCCP quantity should be shown on the plans on the Structure Data sheet in 
the Pavement Replacement, PCCP column. 

 
3. Composite Asphalt over Concrete Base.  HMA of the thickness in place should be placed 

on PCCP of the minimum or greater thickness if required.  The HMA material should 
consist of HMA for Structure Installation as required.  The new subbase should match the 
existing thickness and type, whether the existing subbase is open graded or dense graded.  
The quantities should be determined and shown on the plans as described in Items 1 and 
2 above. 

 
 
17-4.03(03)  Determining Backfill Quantities 

 
Quantities for backfill should be determined based on the section shown in the INDOT Standard 

Drawings, and as described in Section 17-3.01(03).  The backfill quantities should be shown on 
the Structure Data sheet in the appropriate Backfill column.  If no Structure Data sheet is 
included with the plans, the backfill quantities should still be shown on the plans. 
 
 
17-4.03(04)  Determining Underdrain Quantities 

 
Underdrains, if present, should be perpetuated.  The only pay quantity will be for the linear 
measure of underdrains based on the existing configuration.  The pay unit is linear foot.  
Quantities should not be determined for underdrain pipe, aggregate for underdrains, geotextile 
for underdrains, HMA for underdrains, outlet protector if required, video inspection for 
underdrains, and all other incidentals for underdrains, as this work is included in the cost of the 
pay item. 
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17-4.04  Subbase and Underdrains for Cement Concrete Pavement 

 
17-4.04(01)  Subbase 

 
The subbase under cement concrete pavement consists of two aggregates Coarse Aggregate Size 
No. 8 on top of Compacted Aggregate Base, Type O, No. 53.  The INDOT Standard 

Specifications provides the criteria for thickness of these aggregates.  The bottom layer of this 
composite subbase should be designated on the plans as a separation layer.  Include this 
separation layer in a cement-concrete mainline, S-line, or approach pavement except a drive.  For 
estimating and payment purposes, combine the quantities for both aggregate types and designate 
them together as Subbase for Cement Concrete Pavement.  For additional guidance, see Chapter 
Fifty-two and the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
17-4.04(02)  Underdrains 

 
Underdrains are required under new pavement.  Locate the underdrain in the pavement structure 
as shown in Chapter Fifty-two and provide a detail in the construction plans.  For additional 
guidance, see Chapter Fifty-two and the INDOT Standard Specifications.  Where underdrains are 
used, include the following pay items. 
 
1. Underdrain.  The underdrain will consist of the pay items as follows: 
 

a. Pipe, Type 4, Circular,   (size)   in.; 
 

b. Geotextile for Underdrains; and 
 

c. Aggregate for Underdrains.  Only the aggregate placed below the subgrade is 
included as aggregate for underdrains. 

 
2. Underdrain Outlets.  Underdrain outlets will consist of the pay items as follows: 
 

a. Pipe Underdrain Outlet,   (size)   in.; 
b. Outlet Protector,   (type)  ; and 
c. Delineator Post. 

 
 
17-4.05  Non-Standard Concrete Median Barrier 

 
A non-standard concrete median barrier may be required on a horizontal curve, superelevation 
transition, or other locations where the barrier height varies from the standard dimensions, or 
where the median barrier is attached to a concrete footing or wall cap.  Identify these locations 
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on the plans and include the pay items Concrete, Class A and Reinforcing Steel, on the plans.  
Also, include a special provision in the contract. 
 
A short length of irregular concrete median barrier section used in conjunction with the standard 
shape, a barrier at an approach to a bridge pier, sign foundation, or other similar support should 
be considered concrete median barrier and quantified as concrete barrier. 
 
 
17-4.06  Concrete Curb Ramps 

 
The pay limit for each curb ramp type is shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The 
approximate pay quantity for each type of curb ramp is described in Figure 17-4D, Quantities for 
Curb Ramps.  Quantities for curb or curb and gutter within the curb-ramp limits should be 
incorporated into the project’s appropriate curb or curb-and-gutter quantities.  Quantities for 
sidewalk required outside the curb-ramp pay limit, including those for additional landing area or 
improved access area, should be incorporated into the project concrete sidewalk quantities.  If 
flared sides are sod instead of concrete, such sodding should be incorporated into the project 
sodding quantities. 
 
 
17-4.07  Sodded, Paved, or Riprap Ditch 

 
A longitudinal-ditch slope of flatter than 1% will be seeded.  A slope of 1% or steeper but flatter 
than 3% will require sodding.  A slope of 3% or steeper will require a paved side ditch or riprap 
lining.  However, in an area of poor soil, a slope of flatter than 3% may be paved or lined with 
riprap.  A riprap ditch is typically used in a rural area and should be avoided in an urban area.  
The final ditch-protection type will be determined at the field check in consultation with the 
district office.  The following discusses how to estimate the quantities for each ditch type. 
 
 
17-4.07(01)  Sodded Ditch 

 
A standard sodded ditch is that which is parallel to the pavement profile grade line.  A special 
sodded ditch is that which varies in elevation with respect to the pavement profile grade line.  
Depending on the side slopes, either ditch type may be used within the clear zone.  Do not use a 
ditch with side slopes of 3:1 or steeper within the clear zone. 
 
A ditch should be sodded to a point 1 ft above the flow line.  Figure 17-4E, Sodded Ditch 
Quantities, provides the factors that can be used to determine the sodding quantities for a 4-ft 
wide sodded ditch based on various side slopes. 
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17-4.07(02)  Paved Side Ditch 

 
The INDOT Standard Drawings and Figure 17-4F, Paved Side Ditch, illustrate the types of 
paved side ditch used by the Department.  To determine the type of paved side ditch, use the 
criteria provided in Section 30-3.03(02). 
 
When computing quantities, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Limits.  Where a paved side ditch meets a sodded or unsodded ditch flowing in the same 

direction, extend the limits of the paved side ditch 25-ft beyond the theoretical point of 
termination.  A longer distance may be required under special circumstances. 

 
2. Measurement.  Paved side ditch is measured from station to station in meters.  For a 

grade of 20% or flatter, increase the measured distance from the plans by 5% to 
compensate for grade.  For a grade steeper than 20%, increase the measured distance by 
10%. 

 

3. Transition.  A paved-side-ditch transition is required at an intersection with an earth ditch 
or pipe culvert.  Convert the transition to an equivalent length of the type of paved side 
ditch specified.  A transition of 10 ft or shorter is also required between two different 
types of paved side ditches.  The transition is provided for in the pay length of the larger 
type of paved side ditch type specified. 

 
4. Cutoff Wall.  A cutoff wall is required at the beginning and end of each paved side ditch.  

Each cutoff wall is considered to be equivalent to 8 lft of the paved-side-ditch type 
specified at a location.  Therefore, add an additional 8 lft to the measured paved-side-
ditch quantity for each cutoff wall required. 

 
5. Lug.  A lug is provided to prevent sliding on a steep slope.  Each lug is considered 

equivalent to 8 lft of the paved-side-ditch type specified at a location.  Therefore, add an 
additional 8 lft to the measured paved-side-ditch quantity for each lug required.  Lugs 
should be provided at the locations as follows: 

 
a. 10 ft downslope from a grade change; 

 
b. 10 ft downslope from the intersection of two different types of paved side ditches; 

 
c. at the downslope end of a transition between two different types of paved side 

ditches; or 
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d. at the intervals shown in Figure 17-4G, Lug Intervals. 
 
6. Sodding.  Provide sodding next to a paved side ditch as shown in Figure 17-4F, Paved 

Side Ditches.  To determine the sodding quantity, use a factor of 2.6 yd2 per linear foot of 
paved side ditch.  This factor is applicable for all paved-side-ditch types. 

 
 
17-4.07(03)  Riprap-Lined Ditch 

 
When designing a riprap-lined ditch, consider the following: 
 
1. Revetment riprap may be used for a slope of 3% or steeper, but 10% or flatter.  Class I or 

class II riprap should be used for a slope steeper than 10%. 
 
2. At a bridge cone, use the riprap type specified for the bridge cone. 
 
3. Where a riprap ditch meets a sodded or unsodded ditch flowing the same direction, 

extend the limits of the riprap 25 ft beyond the theoretical point of termination. 
 
4. Place geotextile under the riprap. 
 
5. Show the ditch details on the plans. 
 
6. Use uniform riprap for a ditch which is within the clear zone. 
 
 
17-4.08  Mailbox Assembly and Mailbox Approach 

 
A project on a rural non-Interstate-route will require mailbox assemblies.  Section 51-11.0 
provides guidance on the design and location of a mailbox approach.  If mailbox locations are 
not shown on the topographic survey, the designer should not assume that mailboxes are not 
present on the route.  In the absence of survey information, the designer should check for 
mailboxes at the field check review.  The use of the videolog will also aid in determining the 
location and number of mailboxes. 
 
Figure 17-4H, Mailbox Summary Table, illustrates the mailbox quantities that should be used.  If 
the designer is certain that mailboxes are not located within the project limits, there is no need to 
include the work in the plans. 
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17-4.09  Monuments 

 
17-4.09(01)  General 

 
A monument is set to define a certain civil boundary such as a section line, or to permanently 
establish a vital survey point.  Monuments used by the Department are shown in the INDOT 

Standard Drawings and are defined as follows. 
 
1. Monument Type A.  Use this type with vitrified brick or asphalt surface on concrete base. 
 
2. Monument Type B.  Use this type with an asphalt pavement. 
 
3. Monument Type C.  Use this type where a monument is required outside the pavement 

area. 
 
4. Monument Type D.  Use this type with a concrete pavement. 
 
5. Benchmark Post.  Use this type to establish a Department benchmark. 
 
6. Section Corner Monument.  Use this type to monument a section corner. 
 
It is the responsibility of the designer to select the type of monument that best suits the location 
where a monument is required. 
 
 
17-4.09(02)  Civil Boundary 

 
The following will apply. 
 
1. Location.  Provide a monument at each section corner or quarter-section corner that 

appears within the right of way for a new facility, or for a facility to be reconstructed 
except as described in Item 2 below.  Where a section line crosses a limited-access 
facility, provide a monument at the intersection of the right-of-way line and the section 
line.  For fenced, limited-access right of way, place the monument outside the fence at 
each point where the section line crosses the limited-access right-of-way line. 

 
2. Responsibilities.  The district office will request the county surveyor to establish each 

section corner or section line not already defined by a monument at the time of 
construction.  If the county surveyor fail to establish each such point as requested, the 
district office will eliminate each monument provided for this purpose from the contract. 
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3. Plans.  Designate each monument by type and show it on the plans with an arrow to its 
approximate location. 

 
 
17-4.09(03)  Survey-Line Control Point 

 
A survey-line control point and its respective monument are used as the basis for the description 
of all right of way that is acquired.  With respect to right-of-way description, it is as significant 
as a section corner.  A survey-line control-point monument must be set by a registered land 
surveyor.  A partial 3R project or a project not requiring additional right of way is exempt from 
this requirement.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Monumenting PI, PC, or PT.  The following will apply. 
 

a. Where a PI appears within the right of way, provide a monument at the PI. 
 

b. Provide a monument for each PC or PT. 
 

c. Designate each monument by type and show it on the plans with an arrow to its 
approximate location. 

 
2. Monumenting Beginning and End Point of Project.  Place a monument on the survey 

centerline at each of these points. 
 
3. Monumenting POT or POC.  The following will apply. 
 

a. It is not necessary to monument each POT or POC.  These intermediate points are 
to be monumented as necessary so that the maximum interval between adjacent 
monuments does not exceed 1000 ft. 

 
b. The designer must inspect the plans and select intermediate points to be 

monumented so that an instrument operator can see a tripod with a target set on an 
adjacent monument in at least one direction.  For this purpose, use a line-of-sight 
of 4 ft above adjacent monuments. 

 
c. Locate each monument such that the line-of-sight between adjacent monuments 

will appear within the right of way. 
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d. Where practical, a monument required to define a POC or POT should coincide 
with a POC or POT established during the original survey for greater accuracy in 
locating the monument. 

 
e. Designate each POC or POT monument by type and station and show it on the 

plans with an arrow to its approximate location. 
 
 
17-4.09(04)  INDOT Benchmark 

 
A benchmark should be provided at least every 1.5 mi.  It should be located as follows. 
 
1. Structure.  Include a benchmark on each bridge, slab-top culvert, or box culvert.  Where 

twin structures or dual structures are constructed at the same location, a benchmark is 
required only on one structure. 

 
2. Non-Structure.  Where the spacing of structures is in excess of 1.5 mi, show benchmark 

posts on the plans and space them such that the maximum spacing between benchmarks 
is 1.5 mi. 

 
3. Plans.  Designate each benchmark post required under Item 2 by station on the plans with 

the note as follows: 
 

Benchmark Post Required 
Station _______ + _______ 

 
 
17-4.09(05)  Correcting Plans 

 
The district construction engineer will notify the Production Management Division’s Survey 
Team if monuments are to be eliminated from the contract or the location of a monument is 
changed.  The as-built plans are to reflect any changes made to the monument locations shown in 
the construction plans. 
 
 
17-4.09(06)  Right-of-Way Marker 

 
See Section 85-7.0 for information. 
 
 
17-4.09(07)  National Geodetic Survey Benchmark 
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Each National Geodetic Survey (NGS) benchmark disturbed by highway construction must be 
re-established.  It is the responsibility of the Contractor to secure the replacement disk for such a 
benchmark.  In addition, the construction plans should include the note as follows: 
 

N.G.S. Benchmark Post No. __________, 
Station __________, (Rt.) (Lt.) shall be re-established by the Contractor. 

 
Information for field procedures on resetting a NGS benchmark may be obtained by making the 
contacts as follows: 
 
For Illinois benchmark:     For Indiana benchmark: 
 

Illinois Geodetic Advisor     Coordinator for Indiana 
IDOT Administration Building, Room 005   Area of Surveying Engineering 
2300 South Dirksen Parkway     School of Civil Engineering 
Springfield, IL 62764      Purdue University 
(217) 524-4890       1284 Civil Engineering Building 

West Lafayette, IN 47907-1284 
(765) 494-2165 

 
 
17-4.09(08)  NGS Horizontal-Control Point (formerly Triangulation Point) 

 
The designer is responsible for notifying the NGS if a NGS horizontal-control point must be re-
established due to proposed highway construction.  This notification will be by letter from the 
Production Management Division director and should be made at the time the plans are sent to 
the district office. 
 
It is not necessary to include a monument in the plans for use in re-establishing a NGS 
horizontal-control point.  However, the appropriate monument should be requested from the 
NGS to replace the existing monument being re-established.  The NGS address is as follows: 
 

National Geodetic Survey 
NOAA RC 
325 Broadway 
Boulder, CO  80303 

 
 
17-4.09(09)  United States Geological Survey Benchmark 
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Each United States Geological Survey (USGS) benchmark disturbed by highway construction 
must also be re-established.  Information on resetting such may be obtained by contacting the 
following: 
 

U.S. Geological Survey 
Mid-Continent Mapping Center, MS 309 
1400 Independence Road 
Rolla, MO  65401 
Telephone: (573) 308-3808 
Fax:    (573) 308-3652 

 
 
17-4.10  Seeding and Sodding 

 
17-4.10(01)  Seeding for Grading and Paving Project 

 
The following will apply. 
 
1. Rural Area of 1 ac or Larger.  An area within the right of way that is not sodded or paved 

should be seeded as follows. 
 

a. Seeding.  Use Seed Mixture R as specified in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  
Estimate the quantity assuming an application rate of 170 lb/ac. 

 
b. Mulching.  Use the pay item Mulching Material and estimate it at a rate of 2 T/ac. 
 
c. Fertilizer.  For estimating purposes, assume an application rate of 800 lb/ac. 

 
2. Urban Area of 1 ac or Larger.  An area within the right of way that is not sodded or paved 

should be seeded as follows. 
 

a. Seeding.  Use Seed Mixture U as specified in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  
Estimate the quantity assuming an application rate of 150 lb/ac. 

 
b. Mulching.  Use the pay item Mulching Material and estimate it at a rate of 2 T/ac. 

 
c. Fertilizer.  For estimating purposes, assume an application rate of 800 lb/ac. 

 
3. Rural Area of Smaller Than 1 ac.  For an area within the right of way which is not sodded 

or paved, use the pay item Mulched Seeding R.  Estimate the area and pay quantity in 
square yards. 
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4. Urban Area of Smaller Than 1 ac.  For an area within the right of way which is not 
sodded or paved, use the pay item Mulched Seeding U.  Estimate the area and pay 
quantity in square yards. 

 
 
17-4.10(02)  Seeding for Grading Project 

 
The following will apply. 
 
1. Shoulder Point to Shoulder Point.  The area between the outside shoulder points should 

be seeded as follows. 
 

a. Seeding.  Use Seed Mixture P as specified in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  
Estimate the quantity assuming an application rate of 80 lb/ac. 

 
b. Fertilizer.  For estimating purposes, assume an application rate of 400 lb/ac. 

 
2. Shoulder Point to Right-of-Way Line.  The area between the outside shoulder point and 

the right-of-way line should be seeded according to the requirements for a grading and 
paving project as discussed in Section 17-3.10(01). 

 
 
17-4.10(03)  Temporary Seeding [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
Temporary seeding is used to establish seeding where temporary cover is required for soil 
disturbed during construction operations (e.g., temporary runaround). and where late-season soil 
stabilization and temporary ground cover is required.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Seeding.  Use seed mixture T, conventional mix, as specified in the INDOT Standard 

Specifications.  Estimate the quantity assuming an application rate of 150 lb/ac. 
 
2. Mulching.  Use the pay item Mulching Material and estimate it at a rate of 2 t/ac. 
 
The designer should be alert to recognize each work area where soil will be disturbed by 
construction operations, and is likely to remain in an uncovered state, especially on a multi-phase 
project, for an extended period of time.  Temporary-seeding locations should be shown on the 
plans, and temporary-seeding-related pay items and quantities should be included to eliminate 
the need for the negotiation of a contract change order. 
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17-4.10(04)  Seeding for Environmental Mitigation 

 
Where environmental mitigation is required by the environmental document, the Design 
Summary, or as determined from a field check, specify one of the following seed mixtures. 
 
1. Seed Mixture Grass.  The following will apply. 
 

a. Type 1.  Specify this mixture where a special grass is required in addition to the 
regular seed mixture.  The pay item is Seed Mixture Grass Type 1.  For estimating 
purposes, assume an application rate of 195 lb/ac. 

 
b. Type 2.  This mixture is to be furnished at the contractor’s expense instead of the 

regular seed mixture in an urban area that has been disturbed beyond the 
construction limits. 

 
2. Seed Mixture Legume.  The following will apply. 
 

a. Type 1.  Specify this mixture where a special legume mixture is required in 
addition to the regular seed mixture.  The pay item is Seed Mixture Legume Type 
1.  For estimating purposes, assume an application rate of 190 lb/ac. 

 
b. Type 2.  This mixture is to be furnished at the contractor’s expense instead of the 

regular seed mixture in a rural area that has been disturbed beyond the 
construction limits. 

 
c. Signs.  Include “Do Not Spray” signs where this mixture is specified. 

 
 
17-4.10(05)  Wildflower Seed Mixture 

 
Where a wildflower seed mixture is specified, prepare the necessary special provisions so that at 
least three alternatives of equal cost, type, and growing condition are available for the contractor 
to select.  These alternates may be designated by alternate vendors’ formulations, by the 
designer’s own non-proprietary formulations, or any combination thereof that results in three 
equal alternatives.  Ensure that alternate component varieties for non-proprietary formulations 
allow the contractor to make substitutions for component varieties that may be in short supply.  
If the designer has any questions regarding application rates, method of measurement, or pay 
item descriptions, he or she should contact the Production Management Division’s landscape 
architect. 
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17-4.10(06)  Sodding 

 
In determining the need for sodding, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Sod.  Sod should be included as described as follows: 
 

a. in an earth ditch with longitudinal slope of 1% or steeper but flatter than 3%; 
 

b. along a paved side ditch (see INDOT Standard Drawings); 
 

c. at a bridge-cone area near a bridge structure as shown in Figure 17-5 I, Riprap and 
Sodding Limits with Barrier Transitions on Bridge, or Figure17-5J, Riprap and 
Sodding Limits with Barrier Transitions on RCBA; 

 
d. in a median ditch of a divided highway; see Figure 17-4 I, Sodding Locations; and 

 
e. at side-slope break points; see Figure 17-3 I. 

 
2. Nursery Sod.  Nursery sod will be required for all exposed surfaces within the right of 

way of a developed area (i.e., commercial, industrial, residential).  A maintained lawn 
expected to be disturbed by construction a rural area will also require nursery sod. 

 
3. Estimates.  Estimate the area of sod and nursery sod in square yards. 
 
4. Water.  To estimate the amount of additional water required for sod and nursery sod, 

assume a rate of 3.6 gal./yd2.  The pay unit is kilogallon, symbol kGAL. 
 

 
17-4.10(07)  Mobilization and Demobilization for Seeding 

 
If pay items for seeding are required, at least one each of the pay item Mobilization and 
Demobilization for Seeding is required.  If the project includes a temporary runaround, add at 
least one additional unit to the estimate.  Additional units may be added as required for the likely 
progression of work (e.g., for the various construction phases). 
 
 
17-4.11  No-Passing-Zone Pavement Markings 

 
If a no-passing zone extends beyond the project limits, striping quantities should include required 
solid-yellow lines and adjacent broken-yellow lines to the ends of such no-passing zone. 
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17-4.12  Spare Parts Package for Guardrail End Treatment or Impact Attenuator 

 
If a guardrail end treatment or impact attenuator is required, the designer should contact the 
appropriate district Office of Roadway Services regarding the number of each type and stage of 
spare parts packages desired.  The Office will provide the number of each required, along with 
the delivery location.  Only one delivery address will be permitted.  The appropriate recurring 
special provisions should be modified to incorporate this information and included in the 
contract documents.  The appropriate pay items and quantities should be incorporated into the 
estimate of quantities and cost estimate. 
 
 
17-4.13  Temporary Traffic Barrier (TTB) 

 
The total pay quantity of each type of TTB should be computed only once, regardless of how 
may traffic-maintenance phases it is to be used in, or how many times it must be moved. 
 
The length of the longitudinal portion of TTB should be taken from the beginning point of where 
it is required to the ending point of where it is required.  Gaps required to accommodate public 
road approaches or drives should be subtracted out.  The length of each such gap should be taken 
as the approach or drive width plus its radii.  The lengths of each flared portion should be 
measured along the flare. 
 
A construction-zone energy-absorbing terminal, if required for use with TTB type 1 or type 3, is 
a separate pay item to be quantified only once, regardless of how many traffic-maintenance 
phases it is to be used in, or how many times it must be moved.  The length of each construction-
zone energy-absorbing terminal, if required for use with TTB type 2 or 4, should be taken as 
37.58 ft where used along an outside shoulder, or 12.5 ft where used along a median shoulder.  
Such lengths should be included in the linear quantities of TTB. 
 
Delineation, and anchoring or other means required to control deflection, are included in the 
TTB quantities, so they should not be considered when determining the pay quantities. 
 
 
17-4.14  High-Tension Cable-Barrier System (CBS) 

 
1. Plans.  The longitudinal and transverse CBS locations should be shown on the plans.  A 

geotechnical investigation of the soil conditions will be required for the approximate 
locations of the safety terminal and the representative locations of the intermediate line-
post foundations at the respective sites throughout the entire length of the proposed 
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barrier installation.  The geotechnical-investigation results should be incorporated into 
the contract documents. 

 
2. Quantities.  The length of each end terminal should be included in the quantities for CBS.  

A safety terminal should be included for each end of each CBS run.  One spare-parts set 
should be included.  The plans should show all necessary linear-grading work to be done 
in the median.  The quantities should be included in a pay item for linear grading.  A 
traffic-control plan should be included, along with a pay item for maintaining traffic. 

 
 
17-5.0  BRIDGE QUANTITIES 

 
17-5.01  Structural-Concrete Quantities 

 
17-5.01(01)  Cast-In-Place Concrete 

 
Measure concrete quantities, in cubic yards, based on the theoretical volume for the class and use 
specified.  Do not deduct for the volume of piles, joint material, or reinforcing steel within the 
concrete. 
 
 
17-5.01(02)  Concrete Structural Members 

 
Prestressed I beams and bulb-tee beams will be measured by the linear foot.  There is no 
measurement per each or lump sum.  Prestressed box beams will be measured by the square yard. 
 
 
17-5.01(03)  Surface Seal 

 
The manner of showing the limits of surface seal on the plans, and the pay quantity of surface 
seal, should be determined based on attached Figure 17-5A(0).  The quantity in square feet 
(square meters) should be shown where appropriate on the Bridge Summary of Quantities. 
 
For a bridge with concrete structural members, the tops of all such members, and the outside 
faces of the fascia members should also be surface sealed.  This quantity is included in the 
concrete-structural-member quantities.  It should not be calculated, nor included in the surface-
seal quantity shown on the Bridge Summary of Quantities. 
 
 
17-5.02  Excavation Quantities 
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Structure excavation can consist of several types of excavation.  In addition to the INDOT 
Standard Specifications, Figure 17-5A, Structure Excavations, and the following discuss the 
various structure-excavation types and how to determine the applicable quantities. 
 
1. Class X Excavation.  Specify the pay item Excavation, X, where solid rock, loose stones, 

boulders of more than 0.5 yd3 in volume, concrete footings from old structures not shown 
on the plans, timber grillages, piles, or other similar materials are encountered within the 
limits of foundation excavation.  The volume of class X excavation is determined as 
follows: 

 

Class X Excavation =    
27

DWL  

 
 Where: L  = length of footing, ft 

W = width of footing, ft 
D   = depth of class X excavation, ft (See note * in Figure 17-5A) 

 
 D extends from the bottom of the footing to the top of the rock elevation. 

 
2. Wet Excavation.  Specify the pay item Excavation, Wet, where foundation excavation is 

encountered below a horizontal plane designated on the plans as the upper limit of wet 
excavation.  The limits for wet excavation quantities are defined as the theoretical volume 
bounded by the bottom of the footing, the upper limit of wet excavation and vertical 
planes which are 1.5 ft outside the neat lines of the footing and parallel thereto.  The 
elevation of the upper limit of wet excavation is the low-water elevation plus 1 ft.  The 
volume of any class X excavation encountered within these limits must be subtracted 
from the wet excavation quantities.  The volume of wet excavation is determined as 
follows: 

 

  Wet Excavation =   
27

33 DWL   

 
 Where: L  =  length of footing, ft 

W  =  width of footing, ft 
D  =  depth of wet excavation, ft (See note * in Figure 17-5A) 

 
Additional quantities may be required outside these limits for the following conditions. 

 
a. The plans show a cofferdam with dimensions that exceed 1.5 ft outside the 

footing and the cofferdam is not a pay item.  The theoretical volume for wet 
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excavation will be based on the dimensions of the cofferdam as shown in the 
plans. 

 
b. A foundation seal is required.  The wet-excavation limits will be extended to the 

bottom elevation of the foundation seal. 
 

If a portion of the present structure lies wholly or partially within the limits of wet 
excavation, do not alter the pay quantities for wet excavation. 

 
3. Dry Excavation.  The volume of dry excavation is the amount of excavation required 

from the top of wet excavation to the top of proposed ground line (see note ** in Figure 
17-5A).  Only include the pay item Excavation, Dry, if the quantity exceeds 250 yd3. 
Where dry excavation is not included as a pay item, the quantity is included the concrete 
quantity.  The volume of dry excavation is determined as follows: 

 

  Dry Excavation =   
27

33 DWL   

 
 Where: L  =  length of footing, ft 

W  =  width of footing, ft 
D  =  depth of dry excavation, ft (See note ** in Figure 17-5A) 

 
4. Waterway Excavation or Common Excavation.  This excavation is the amount of 

excavation required from the existing ground line to the proposed ground line (see note * 
in Figure 17-5A).  If this excavation is in the main-channel area, the pay item is 
Excavation, Waterway.  Otherwise it is Excavation, Common.  If it is as common 
excavation, add this quantity to the previously computed quantity for the road work.  If 
extensive channel work is required, compute the waterway excavation separately. 

 
5. Foundation Excavation (Unclassified).  If there are no other types of structure excavation, 

the excavation pay item required at each end bent is Excavation, Foundation, 
Unclassified.  The volume of foundation excavation (unclassified) is determined as 
follows: 

 

  Foundation Excavation (Unclassified) =   
27

33 DWL   

 
 Where: L = length of footing or end bent cap, ft 
 W = width of footing or end bent cap, ft 
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D = depth of excavation from the natural ground line to bottom of the 
foundation, ft 

 
 
17-5.03  Piling [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
17-5.03(01)  Test Piles [Added Jan. 2011] 

 
The geotechnical report will specify the test method for determining the nominal driving 
resistance of a driven pile as dynamic formula, dynamic-pile load, or static load.  If the number 
of hours required before restriking can occur is not provided in the geotechnical report, 0 should 
be entered in the appropriate recurring special provision’s appropriate blank. 
 
The appropriate test-piling-related pay items are as follows. 
 
1. Dynamic-Formula Method, INDOT Standard Specifications Section 701.05(a). 
 

a. Test Pile, Indicator, Production.  One such pile per support is required. 
 

b. Test Pile, Indicator, Restrike.  A quantity of one each is required for each test pile. 
 

 If the geotechnical report does not specify a number of hours before restrike can occur, 
the pay items for indicator test pile and indicator test pile restrike are not required. 
In addition to the criteria shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications, the designer 
should consider the following. 
 

2. Dynamic Pile-Load Test, INDOT Standard Specifications Section 701.05(b). 
 

a. Test Pile, Dynamic, Production.  The required number and locations of such piles 
per support or structure will be shown in the geotechnical report. 

b. Test Pile, Dynamic, Restrike.  A quantity of one each is required for each test 
pile. 

c. Dynamic Pile Load Test.  A quantity of one each is required for each test pile. 
 

3. Static-Load Test, INDOT Standard Specifications Section 701.05(c). 
 

a. Test Pile, Static Load, pile size, Non-Production.  The required number of such 
piles per support or structure will be shown in the geotechnical report. 

b. Static Pile Load Test.  A quantity of one each is required for the test pile. 
 

If this test method is specified, the static-load test-pile location area should be shown on 
the plans.  The geotechnical report will also specify the dynamic-pile-load test for the 
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same piles.  The pay items for test pile, dynamic restrike, and dynamic pile load test will 
also be required. 

 
If the geotechnical report specifies epoxy-coated or reinforced-concrete-encased piling, the 
portion of the production test pile that is to be so treated should be quantified as an epoxy-coated 
or reinforced-concrete-encased pile.  The remainder of the pile length should be quantified as a 
test pile, as described above. 
 
Quantities should not be included for restock piling.  This is for construction-oversight personnel 
use at the conclusion of pile-driving operations. 
 
 
17-5.03(02)  Permanent Piles [Added Jan. 2011] 

 
1. Exposed or Buried Piles.  Piles which consist of an exposed portion and a buried portion 

should be measured as two pay items.  The buried portion of a steel-pipe pile is Pile, 
Steel Pipe,   (pipe-well thickness)   in,   (diameter)   in.  The exposed portion is Pile, Steel 
Pipe, Epoxy Coated,   (pipe-well thickness)   in,   (diameter)   in. 

 
2. Pay Items.  The pay items defined in the INDOT Standard Specifications should be used.  

The pay item names will include information on the pile diameter or size, the type of 
encasement, reinforcing-steel requirements, and the wall thickness of the steel shell. 

 
3. Measurement.  The minimum pile tip elevation shown on the General Plan sheet for a 

stream crossing is established to provide adequate penetration to protect against scour and 
does not necessarily indicate the penetration needed to obtain the required bearing.  The 
estimated elevation needed to obtain the required bearing is shown only in the 
Geotechnical Report.  The billed length of piling should be computed based on the lower 
of the minimum tip elevation shown on the General Plan sheet or the estimated bearing 
elevation shown in the Geotechnical Report. 

 
4. Incidental Items.  Do not include separate pay items for pile encasement, reinforcing 

steel, or concrete filling.  These are included in the pay items for the piles. 
 
5. Oversized Predrilled Pile Holes.  For an integral end bent structure, include a special 

provision to define the additional payment breakdown required for oversized predrilled 
holes and uncrushed gravel backfill.  The piles themselves should be measured as 
described in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  Include the special provision where the 
blow count (N) exceeds 35 blows per foot within the 10-ft interval below the bottom of 
the cap. 
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17-5.04  Steel Sheet Piling 

 
Steel sheet piling required for railroad protection should be shown on the plans.  Sheet piling 
with a higher section modulus than that specified may be required by the railroad company or by 
the contractor’s bearing design.  Sheet piling is cut to 10 ft below the final ground elevation, and 
left in place after construction is complete.  The sheeting is not required for permanent support, 
but disturbance caused by its removal may be damaging.  Steel sheet piling to be left in place is 
measured by the square foot. 
 
The specified section modulus should be included in the pay item name. 
 
 
17-5.05  Backfill for a Structure 

 
17-5.05(01)  Backfill at Bridge Support 

 
1. End Support. 
 

a. Beam or Girder Type Superstructure.  Backfill behind an end bent should consist 
of coarse aggregate wrapped in a geotextile as shown in the INDOT Standard 

Drawings.  An end bent drain pipe should also be included.  A structure over 
water should have the outlet located on the downstream side wherever possible. 

 
b. Reinforced Concrete Slab Bridge.  Flowable backfill should be used to backfill 

behind an end bent as shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings.  End bent drain 
pipes will not be required. 

 
2. Interior Support. 
 

a. Railroad or Roadway Grade Separation Structure.  The area to a point 1.5 ft 
outside the neat lines of each footing should be backfilled with structure backfill 
as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The neat-line limits and estimated 
quantities should be shown on the Layout sheet for each support location. 

 
b. Bridge Over Waterway.  The area to a point 1.5 ft outside the neat lines of each 

footing should be backfilled with common fill or borrow material. 
 
 
17-5.05(02)  Backfill for Retaining Wall 
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Chapter Sixty-eight provides the design criteria and warrants for the placement of a retaining 
wall. 
 
Figure 17-5B, Cast-in-Place Concrete Retaining Wall Earthwork Quantities Limits; Figure 17-
5C, MSE Retaining Wall Earthwork Quantities Limits; and Figure 17-5D, MSE Retaining Wall 
Earthwork Quantities Limits Showing Foundation Treatment, each illustrate the typical pay 
limits for excavation and backfill material quantities for a retaining wall.  The contractor may 
select an alternate wall design.  However, the earthwork quantities should be calculated based on 
the outermost neat-line construction limits for the wall type shown on the plans. 
 
All excavation quantities required for placement of retaining walls should be incorporated into 
the project’s earthwork quantities tabulation and balancing.  The required pay items for a cast-in-
place concrete wall are common excavation and structure backfill.  The required pay items for an 
MSE wall are common excavation, structure backfill, and B borrow. 
 
 
17-5.06  Roadway Items 

 
Where bridge construction is to be included within road-project limits, the bridge designer 
should provide the road designer with a Layout sheet and a General Plan sheet indicating the 
proposed roadway construction near the bridge.  In addition, the bridge designer will be 
responsible for providing the road designer with the quantities for the pay items listed in Figure 
17-5E, Bridge Pay Items in Road Plans, so that they can be included with the roadway quantities. 
 
 
17-5.07  Pavement Markings 

 
A bridge project should include pay items and quantities for traffic-lane stripes, edge lines, and 
signs.  A detail or a table illustrating permanent pavement-marking limits and quantities should 
be shown in the plans; see INDOT Typical Plan Sheets.  The designer should consider the 
following. 
 
1. Edge and Center Lines.  Determine the quantity for solid-white edge lines and for 

broken-yellow center lines directly from the plans. 
 
2. No-Passing Zones.  The quantity for solid-yellow lines to denote a no-passing zone is an 

undistributed item.  New solid-yellow lines for a no-passing zone should be provided for 
the entire no-passing zone, even if the no-passing zone extends beyond the limits of the 
bridge project.  Approximate lengths may be determined during the field check.  
However, actual limits will be determined by the district Office of Traffic. 
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17-5.08  Regulatory or Warning Traffic Signs 

 
The designer, in conjunction with district-office personnel during the field check review, should 
determine whether new traffic signs will be required or if the present ones can be reset. 
 
The method of determining quantities for new regulatory or warning traffic signs is as follows. 
 
1. Posts.  Sign posts are measured by the linear ft and specified by type. 
 
2. Signs.  Sheet signs are measured by the area, in square feet, according to the sheeting 

type and thickness. 
 
Figure 17-5F, Sign Post and Sheet Sign Summary (Bridge Project), illustrates the signing tables 
that should be placed on the Bridge Summary sheet or on the Approach Details sheet.  For a 
project with a small number of signs, the totals may be omitted. 
 
Sign codes, description, size, location, post length, and type are listed in the tables according to 
the guidelines in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, the INDOT Standard 

Drawings and Chapter Seventy-five.  The type and quantity of posts should be determined as 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
17-5.09  Reinforced Concrete Bridge Approach (RCBA) 

 
17-5.09(01)  Summary of Bridge Quantities 

 
Quantities for the following pay items should be included in the Summary of Bridge Quantities 
table on the Bridge Summary sheet. 
 
1. PCCP of the required thickness in the RCBA and extensions is measured by the square 

yard.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for the required RCBA thickness. 
 
2. Epoxy coated reinforcing steel in the RCBA and extensions is measured by the pound. 
 
3. Dense-graded subbase placed under the RCBA and extensions is measured by the unit 

ton. 
 
 
17-5.09(02)  RCBA Details 
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The designer may not be able to use the details and bill of materials shown in the INDOT 

Standard Drawings.  The designer should therefore consider providing complete RCBA details 
on the bridge plans.  Complete details should be provided on the plans where the conditions are 
present as follows: 
 
1. a bridge that will be constructed in two or more phases; 
 
2. a bridge where the RCBA width must be sufficient to provide for more than two travel 

lanes, auxiliary lanes, or a median; 
 
3. where variable or nonstandard RCBA length, thickness, or details are used; and 
 
4. where concrete sidewalks, median barrier, center curb, lip gutter, etc. must be 

accommodated. 
 
 
17-5.10  Riprap and Sodding Limits at Bridge Cone 

 
Figure 17-5 I, Riprap and Sodding Limits with Barrier Transitions on Bridge, and Figure17-5J, 
Riprap and Sodding Limits with Barrier Transitions on RCBA, illustrate the placement of riprap 
and sodding at a bridge cone to control erosion.  Figure 17-5 I illustrates the placement where the 
barrier transitions are on the bridge and Figure 17-5J where they are on the RCBA.  Riprapping 
the surfaces of the bridge cones and fill slopes adjacent to the RCBA (Figure 17-5J) is 
recommended for a new bridge at a stream crossing.  Where mowing equipment experiences 
difficulty traversing riprap drainage turnouts for a grade separation structure (e.g., at an 
interchange), the bridge cone surfaces may be sodded instead. 
 
For a bridge-rehabilitation project, the designer should review proposed erosion control 
techniques (e.g., erosion control mat, riprap drainage turnout, sodded flume, curb inlet/piping) 
with the Production Management Division’s Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team and the 
district office. 
 
 
17-5.11  Structural-Steel Painting 

 
Steel-bridge painting and partial-bridge painting are designated by type.  The type refers to the 
location of the steel to be painted.  The types are as follows. 
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17-5.11(01)  Type 1 

 
The steel to be painted at this location is entirely beneath the bridge deck.  A beam or girder 
bridge is a representative example. 
 
 
17-5.11(02)  Type 2 

 
The majority of the steel to be painted at this location is beneath the bridge deck.  However, 
some steel extends above, but not over the bridge deck.  A pony-truss bridge is a representative 
example. 
 
 
17-5.11(03)  Type 3 

 
The majority of the steel to be painted at this location is above and over the bridge deck.  There 
is also some steel to be painted beneath the bridge deck.  A through-truss bridge is a 
representative example. 
 
A particular structure should have only one Type designation.  For example, a through truss with 
beam-approach spans has a Type 3 designation. 
 
 
17-5.11(04)  Structural-Steel Cleaning 

 
Bridge cleaning and partial-bridge cleaning are designated by the same types as for painting, but 
are also designated by QP type.  The QP designation refers to the contractor’s certification level.  
If the structure was built in 1995 or later, the QP-1 designation should be used.  If all or a portion 
of the structure was built in 1994 or earlier, the QP-2 designation should be used.  The 
Department’s Bridge Inventory Log Book’s Year Built should be used to determine the QP type. 
 
 
17-5.11(05)  Quantities Determination 

 
The pay quantity is computed as the surface area of the bridge deck, or the out-to-out coping 
width multiplied by the out-to-out bridge-floor length for each type.  The same quantity applies if 
all or a portion of the steel is to be painted.  The portions of the steel to be painted should be 
identified on the plans. 
 
If only the bearings, end diaphragms, beam ends, etc., are to be cleaned and painted, the work 
should be identified as painting a portion of the structural steel.  Additional clarification should 
be provided via a unique special provision, or details should be shown on the plans. 
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A pay item for maintaining traffic should be included.  Corresponding pay items for other traffic-
maintenance appurtenances, such as construction signs, temporary traffic barrier, attenuator 
truck, etc., should also be included. 
 
The designer should discuss the need for the inclusion of other site-specific work such as 
clearing, tree trimming, guardrail removal and replacement, working platform, or other unique 
items that may be required, with the district Office of Construction’s project engineer or 
supervisor who typically handles painting contracts. 
 
If possible, the number of bridge sites in one contract should be limited to not more than three.  
This will result in more contracts, but it should result in more-competitive bidding.  It will also 
provide a better opportunity of completing the contract within the temperature and humidity 
restrictions and within the construction season.  Summarization 17-5K shows the information 
that should be provided in the Contract Information book, along with a sample english-units 
entry.  An editable version of this document is available on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
17-6.0  MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS 

 
Figure 17-6A provides mathematical formulas to be used for various quantity determinations. 
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Proprietary-Material Transmittal Memorandum 
 
__________, 20____ 
 
TO: __________________________________ 
 __________________________________ 
 
THRU: __________________________________ 
 __________________________________ 
 
FROM: __________________________________ 
 __________________________________ 
 
ROUTE: __________________________________ 
 
DES. NO.: __________ 
 
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL: ______________________________________ 
 
The attached documentation is for your consideration in approving use of the proprietary 
material shown above.  Pursuant to 23 CFR 635.411, the material satisfies the requirement 
checked below. 
 

 Certification that no suitable equal exists 
 Certification that product is essential for synchronization 
 Approval for experimental purposes, Work Plan included 
 Public-Interest Finding (PIF); suitable alternatives exist but they are not the most cost- 

 effective or in the public’s best interest 
 Programmatic Approval for PIF / certification, Work Plan included 

 
Additional comments: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 17-1A 
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THERE ARE NO APPROVED PROPRIETARY 
MATERIALS AT THIS TIME. 

 
 

APPROVED PROPRIETARY MATERIALS 

 

Figure 17-1B 
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CERTIFICATION FOR PROPRIETARY-MATERIAL USE, 
NO SUITABLE EQUAL EXISTS 

 
ROUTE: ___________________________ DES. NO: __________ 
PROJECT NO.: __________ COUNTY: _____________________ 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: _______________________________ 
FHWA OVERSIGHT:  YES   NO 
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL: ____________________________ 
 
1. Description of Need: [Provide a discussion as to why the product was selected, including 
limitations and conditions for its use.  Delete all instructions once fields are completed.] 
 
2. Product History: [Indicate if the product has been used successfully in Indiana or 
elsewhere.] 
 
3. Product Availability: [Indicate if there are other similar products that can be used, and 
which other similar products were considered.  Indicate that there are not at least two other 
similar products for Certification.  A minimum of 3 vendors’ products are necessary to negate 
the need for a proprietary-material approval.  Provide discussion or comparison matrix.] 
 
4. Product Cost: [Provide the difference in the cost of the proposed item to other non-
proprietary items.  Indicate the additional cost or cost savings for the use of the proposed item.  
Include an estimate of additional cost incurred as a result of this proprietary-product 
requirement.] 
 

 This certification is for an experimental or research item.  The Work Plan is attached. 
 
 
Prepared By: _______________________________.  Date: __________ 
 
APPROVED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
   INDOT Director of Highway Design 
   INDOT Director of Bridges 
  Engineering Services and Design Support 
 
CONCURRED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
  Federal Highway Administration 
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CERTIFICATION FOR PROPRIETARY-MATERIAL USE, 
ESSENTIAL FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 

 
ROUTE: ________________________ DES NO: __________ 
PROJECT NO: __________  COUNTY: _______________ 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: _______________________________ 
FHWA OVERSIGHT: YES   NO 
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL: _____________________________ 
 
1. Description of Need: [Provide a discussion as to why the product was selected, including 
limitations and conditions for its use.  Delete all instructions once fields are completed.] 
 
2. Product History: [Indicate if the product has been used successfully in Indiana or 
elsewhere.] 
 
3. Product Availability: [Indicate if there are other similar products that can be used, and 
which other similar products were considered.  Indicate that there are not at least two other 
similar products for Certification.  A minimum of 3 vendors’ products are necessary to negate 
the need for a proprietary-material approval.  Provide discussion or comparison matrix.] 
 
4. Product Cost: [Provide the difference in the cost of the proposed item to other non-
proprietary items.  Indicate the additional cost or cost savings for the use of the proposed item.  
Include an estimate of additional cost incurred as a result of this proprietary-product 
requirement.] 
 
5. Project Compatibility: [Indicate if this is the only product that is compatible due to 
function, logistics, or aesthetics.  Discuss and document compatibility requirements evaluated.  
Provide comparisons to other products and their relationship to the product requirements.] 
 
6. Maintenance:  [Discuss maintenance issues such as training or storage.  Provide discussion 
as to why other products cannot be used due to maintenance concerns.] 
 
Prepared By: ________________________________.  Date: __________ 
 
APPROVED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
   INDOT Director of Highway Design 
   INDOT Director of Bridges 
  Engineering Services and Design Support 
 
CONCURRED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
  Federal Highway Administration 
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PUBLIC-INTEREST FINDING FOR PROPRIETARY-MATERIAL USE 
 
ROUTE: ____________________________ DES NO: __________ 
PROJECT NO: ___________  COUNTY: _______________ 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: _______________________________ 
FHWA OVERSIGHT: YES   NO 
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL: _____________________________ 
 
1. Description of Need: [Provide a discussion as to why the product was selected, including 
limitations and conditions for its use.  Delete all instructions once fields are completed.] 
 
2. Product History: [Indicate if the product has been used successfully in Indiana or 
elsewhere.] 
 
3. Product Availability: [Indicate if there are other similar products that can be used, and 
which other similar products were considered.  Indicate that there are not at least two other 
similar products for Certification.  A minimum of 3 vendors’ products are necessary to negate 
the need for a proprietary-material approval.  Provide discussion or comparison matrix.] 
 
4. Product Cost: [Provide the difference in the cost of the proposed item to other non-
proprietary items.  Indicate the additional cost or cost savings for the use of the proposed item.  
Include an estimate of additional cost incurred as a result of this proprietary-product 
requirement.] 
 
5. Project Compatibility: [Indicate if this is the only product that is compatible due to 
function, logistics, or aesthetics.  Discuss and document compatibility requirements evaluated.  
Provide comparisons to other products and their relationship to the product requirements.] 
 
6. Maintenance: [Discuss maintenance issues such as training or storage.  Provide discussion 
as to why other products cannot be used due to maintenance concerns.] 
 
7. Engineering Analysis: [Compare the project requirements to similar project types and 
discuss the reasonableness of the requirements.  Discuss unique project factors.] 
 
8. Expanded Economic Analysis: [Include life-cycle cost analysis.] 
 
9. Contractual or Performance Implications: [Discuss whether use of this item will impose 
restrictions on the use of other items specified in the contract or in future contracts.] 
 
10. Attach Supplemental Documentation: [Outline assumptions, product research, and 
quantifiable benefits.] 
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11. Length of Time that Approval is Effective: ____________________ 
 
Prepared By: ________________________________.  Date: __________ 
 
APPROVED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
   INDOT Director of Highway Design 
   INDOT Director of Bridges 
  Engineering Services and Design Support 
 
APPROVED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
  Federal Highway Administration 
 
 

 
PUBLIC-INTEREST FINDING FOR PROPRIETARY-MATERIAL USE 
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PROGRAMMATIC CERTIFICATION FOR PROPRIETARY-MATERIAL USE, 
NO SUITABLE EQUAL EXISTS 

 
ROUTE: __________________________ DES NO: __________ 
PROJECT NO:. _________ COUNTY: ___________________ 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: _____________________________ 
FHWA OVERSIGHT: YES   NO 
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL: ___________________________ 
 
1. Description of Need: [Provide a discussion as to why the product was selected, including 
limitations and conditions for its use.  Delete all instructions once fields are completed.] 
 
2. Product History: [Indicate if the product has been used successfully in Indiana or 
elsewhere.] 
 
3. Product Availability: [Indicate if there are other similar products that can be used, and 
which other similar products were considered.  Indicate that there are not at least two other 
similar products for Certification.  A minimum of 3 vendors’ products are necessary to negate 
the need for a proprietary-material approval.  Provide discussion or comparison matrix.] 
 
4. Product Cost: [Provide the difference in the cost of the proposed item to other non-
proprietary items.  Indicate the additional cost or cost savings for the use of the proposed item.  
Include an estimate of additional cost incurred as a result of this proprietary-product 
requirement.] 
 
5. Length of Time that Approval is Effective: _________________ 
 
The Work Plan is attached. 
 
 
Prepared By: ___________________________.  Date: __________ 
 
APPROVED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
  INDOT Deputy Commissioner 
  Engineering Services and Design Support 
 
APPROVED: __________________________  Date: __________ 
  Federal Highway Administration 
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EARTHWORK COMPUTATION 

 

ROUTE           DES. NO.           PAGE NO.          OF____ 

BY       DATE    SUBJECT      

CHKD BY      DATE          

 

STATION AREA CUT 
(ft2) 

AREA FILL 
(ft2) 

CUT, SUM 
END 

AREAS 
(ft2) 

FILL, SUM 
END 

AREAS 
(ft2) 

LENGTH 
(ft) 

VOL. CUT 
(cys) 

VOL. 
FILL 
(cys) 
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Recommended shrinkage factor to be used for divided-roadway project: 
0 < cys < 1000 / 100 lft =  25% 
1000 ≤ cys < 2000 / 100 lft =  20% 
≥ 2000 cys / 100 lft  =  15% 

 
Recommended shrinkage factor to be used for two-lane-roadway project: 

0 < cys < 500 / 100 lft  =  25% 
500 ≤ cys < 1000 / 100 lft =  20% 
≥ 1000 cys / 100 lft  =  15% 

 
The recommended shrinkage factor to be used for a shoulder-widening project is 30% to 35%. 
 
The recommended swell factor to be used for a rock fill is 30% to 35%. 
 
 

SHRINKAGE AND SWELL FACTORS 
 

Figure 17-2C 
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 Earthwork Balance 
 
 

Fill +____12   cys 
 

Common Excavation2345   cys 
 

Unclassified Excavation2345   cys 
 

Rock Excavation2345   cys 
 

Borrow or Waste    cys 
 

Peat Excavation    cys 
 

Benching235    cys 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 

 
1 For shrinkage and swell factors to be used, see Figure 17-2C. 

 
2 When the project is on new alignment, increase both the excavation and fill quantities to 

include any benching required.  See Figure 18-2J for typical benching procedures. 
 

3 Where benching is required for construction of a new embankment over an existing 
embankment, no direct payment is made for benching. 

 
4 Excavation for subgrade treatment is not included in the excavation quantities. 

 
5 If applicable, include a note that the ________  excavation quantity includes ______ cys 

of unsuitable material and/or _______ cys of benching. 
 

 
 

EARTHWORK BALANCE TABLE 
(Road Project) 

 
Figure 17-2D 
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 Earthwork Tabulation 
 
 

Fill +20% ________ cys 

Common Excavation  ________ cys 

Usable Waterway Excavation (______ %)   ________ cys 

Surplus Foundation Excavation  ________ cys 

Borrow or Waste ________ cys 

Total Waterway Excavation ________ cys 

Benching (Estimated)  ________ cys 

 
 Excavation for subgrade treatment is not included in the above excavation 

quantities. 
 

 Show the actual usable portion on the plans (______ %).  Estimate the percentage 
during the field check.  If no other information is available, use 70%. 

 
 Includes earth volume displaced by substructure concrete or structure backfill at 

foundation excavations.  If this volume < 100 cys, do not include it in the 
earthwork tabulation. 

 
 Include all material excavated to shape the channel under the structure, reduced 

by the estimated concrete volume of existing piers or abutments above the 
channel-clearing line.  Abutment backfill above the clearing line should be 
included in waterway excavation. 

 
 Benching is to be shown on the cross sections.  Benches are to be 8 ft to 10 ft wide 

where practical.  Volume should be estimated and shown in the earthwork 
tabulation.  The benching quantity is not included in the common-excavation 
quantity. 

 

 
EARTHWORK TABULATION, 

BRIDGE PROJECT 
 

Figure 17-2E 
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Asphalt Mixtures Compacted Aggregate 
Pavement 
Thickness 

Factor 
Aggregate 
Thickness 

Factor 

1 in. 110 lb/yd2 = 0.055 T/yd2 3 in. 0.167 T/yd2

1.25 in. 140 lb/yd2 = 0.070 T/yd2 4 in. 0.222 T/yd2

1.5 in. 165 lb/yd2 = 0.083 T/yd2 5 in. 0.278 T/yd2

1.65 in. 180 lb/yd2 = 0.090 T/yd2 6 in. 0.333 T/yd2

2 in. 220 lb/yd2 = 0.110 T/yd2 7 in. 0.389 T/yd2

2.25 in. 250 lb/yd2 = 0.125 T/yd2 8 in. 0.444 T/yd2

2.5 in. 275 lb/yd2 = 0.138 T/yd2 9 in. 0.500 T/yd2

2.75 in. 300 lb/yd2 = 0.150 T/yd2 12 in. 0.667 T/yd2

3 in. 330 lb/yd2 = 0.165 T/yd2 B Borrow for Draintile 
3.25 in. 360 lb/yd2 = 0.180 T/yd2 Pipe Dia. Factor 
3.5 in. 385 lb/yd2 = 0.193 T/yd2 6 in. 0.257 yd3/lft 
4.5 in. 495 lb/yd2 = 0.248 T/yd2 8 in. 0.269 yd3/lft 
8 in. 880 lb/yd2 = 0.440 T/yd2 10 in. 0.278 yd3/lft 

12 in. 0.304 yd3/lft Asphalt for 
Prime Coat 

0.63 gal./yd2 = 
0.0028 T/yd2 18 in. 0.502 yd3/lft 

Asphalt for 
Tack Coat 

0.06 gal./yd2 = 
0.00025 T/yd2 Aggregate for Underdrains 

Riprap Pipe Dia. Factor 
Riprap 1.5 T/yd3 6 in. 0.090 yd3/lft 

Water for Sodding 8 in. 0.110 yd3/lft 
Water 4 gal./yd2 = 0.004 kgal/yd2 10 in. 0.136 yd3/lft 

Pavement Markings Shoulder Drains 
Flat Terrain 24.8 T/mi 
Rolling 
Terrain 

30.2 T/mi Permanent 
Broken 
Centerline 

0.25 lft/ft 
Hilly 
Terrain 

35.5 T/mi 

 
 

ROADWAY QUANTITIES FACTORS 
 

Figure 17-4A 
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Line 
Design-Year 

AADT 
Treatment 
Area, SYS 

“A” 20,000 10,000 
“S-1-A” 300 500 
“S-2-A” 400 950 

 
EXAMPLE TABULATION OF SUBGRADE TREATMENT 

INFORMATION TO ACCOMPANY MEMORANDUM 
TO MATERIALS AND TESTS DIVISION 

 
 

Figure 17-4B 
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Curb 
Ramp 
Type 

6-in. Curb 8-in. Curb 
Assumptions for Calculation 
Purposes (Top Landing Not 
Incl. in Area), All Dimens. ft 

Area 
(SYS) 

Assumptions for Calculation 
Purposes (Top Landing Not 
Incl. in Area), All Dimens. ft 

Area 
(SYS) 

A Sdwk. width 10 7.0 Sdwk. width 12 11.1 

B 
Sdwk. width 13; R = 10 
Sdwk. width 18; R = 25 

16.4 
21.4 

Sdwk. width 15; R = 10 
Sdwk. width 20; R = 25 

19.4 
30.6 

C Utility-strip width 6 2.7 Utility-strip width 8 3.5 
D Utility-strip width 6 2.7 Utility-strip width 8 3.5 

E 
Utility-strip W = 10 (one side 
only); Sdwk. W = 4, R = 10 
         Sdwk. W = 7, R = 25 

10.7 
6.0 

Not possible to construct on 
utility-strip width of 10 n/a 

F 
Sdwk. width 4; R = 15 
Sdwk. width 4; R = 25 

14.3 
21.6 

Sdwk. width 4; R = 15 
Sdwk. width 4; R = 25 

16.1 
23.3 

G Sdwk. 5, Util. 6; R = 25 4.9 Sdwk. 5, Util. 6; R = 25 6.0 
H Sdwk. Width 6; R = 25 6.3 Sdwk. Width 6; R = 25 7.7 
K Sdwk. width 5 8.9 Sdwk. width 5 11.1 
L Grass median width 16 9.3 Grass median width 16 9.3 

 
 

QUANTITIES FOR CURB RAMPS 
 

Figure 17-4D 
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Foreslope Backslope Sodding Factor 
(syd/lft) 

6:1 
4:1 
4:1 
3:1 
3:1 

4:1 
4:1 
3:1 
3:1 
2:1 

1.56 
1.33 
1.22 
1.11 
1.00 

 
Notes: 

  1. Sodding factor assumes a 4-ft wide ditch bottom. 
 2. Sodding factor assumes sodding is placed to a height of 1 ft 
  above the flow line. 

  3. For sodding next to a paved side ditch, use a sodding factor of 
   0.3 syd/lft. 
 
 

SODDED-DITCH QUANTITIES 
 

Figure 17-4E 
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Grade Range Interval 

3% ≤ Grade < 5% 
5% ≤ Grade < 8% 
8% ≤ Grade < 10% 

10% or greater 

200 ft 
150 ft 
100 ft 
50 ft 

 
 

LUG INTERVALS 
 

Figure 17-4G 
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MAILBOX APPROACHES * 

LOCATION 
MAILBOX 

ASSEMBLIES 
REQUIRED 

LT or RT CL BOX 
STATION 

DESCRIPTION WIDTH 
(ft) 

SINGLE DOUBLE

LT 106+41 Paved Shoulder, 
Mailbox Beyond Drive 10 -- 1 

RT 106+54 Paved Shoulder, 
Mailbox Before Drive 10 1 -- 

LT 124+32 Paved Shoulder, 
Mailbox Beyond Drive 8 2 1 

      
      
      
      
      
 
 *  See the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 

SAMPLE MAILBOX SUMMARY TABLE 
 

Figure 17-4H 
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Spec. Ref. Item Unit Quantity 

203 Excavation, Waterway cyd  

211 B Borrow cyd  

211 Structure Backfill cyd  

211 Flowable Backfill cyd  

302 Dense Graded Subbase cyd  

503 Terminal Joint lft  

601 Bridge Railing Transition, TGB each  

601 Bridge Railing Transition, WGB each  

609 Reinforced Concrete Bridge Approach, _____ in. syd  

703 Reinforcing Steel lb  

704 Grates, Basins, and Fittings, Cast Iron lb  

715 Pipe, Type 4, Circular, 6 in. lft  

715 Pipe, Type 5, Circular, 12 in. lft  

203 Surplus Foundation Excavation [not a pay item] cyd  

    

    

    

   

   

 
 

BRIDGE PAY ITEMS IN ROAD PLANS 
 

Figure 17-5E 
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SIGN POST SUMMARY 
LOCATION SIGN 

CODE STATION AND LINE LT. or RT. 
NO. OF 
POSTS 

POST 
TYPE 

TOTAL 
LENGTH (lft) 

      
      
      
      
      
      

TOTAL A  
TOTAL B  
TOTAL 1  

 TOTAL 2  
 
Note: Sign location and post lengths are approximate.  Exact location and length to be determined in the field in 

accordance with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 
 
 

SHEET SIGN SUMMARY 
SIGN 
CODE SIGN DESCRIPTION NO. OF 

SIGNS 
SHEETING 

TYPE* 
THICKNESS 

(in.) 
TOTAL 

AREA (sft) 
      
      
      
      
      
  TOTAL I 0.080  
  TOTAL II 0.080  
  TOTAL I 0.100  
  TOTAL II 0.100  
  TOTAL I 0.125  
  TOTAL II 0.125  

 
*Type I – “Enclosed lens” reflective sheeting 
  Type II – “Encapsulated lens” reflective sheeting 
 
 

SIGN POST AND SHEET SIGN SUMMARIES 
(Bridge Project) 

 
Figure 17-5F 
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Bridge-Painting Locations and Information 
Contract 
Structure 
Number 

Route 
Number Structure Number NBI 

Number
Ref. 
Post County Feature Crossed Location 

No. 
of 

Spans
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     
                                                     

 
         Drainage 

Contract 
Structure 
Number 

Lengths of Strl.- 
Steel Spans 

ft-in. * 

Existing
Primer 
Type 

Year 
Last 

Painted

Year 
Built 

Tons of 
Strl. 

Steel ** 

Surf. Area 
Strl. Steel, 

ft2 ** 

New- 
Paint 
Color 

(name) 

New- 
Color No.  

(5-digit no.)

Clean & 
Paint 

Castings, each 

Roadway 
Drain Casting 
Extensions, 

each 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 
                                                                 

* Length shown is approximate.  ** The quantities shown are approximate only. 
The Contractor shall determine the quantities upon which to base its bid. 

BRIDGE-PAINTING LOCATIONS AND INFORMATION 
 

Figure 17-5K 
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RIGHT TRIANGLE

OBLIQUE TRIANGLES

Given

A, B, a

A, a, b

C, a, b

a, b, c

C, a, b

Sought

b, c

A

B
D

E
C

a

b 

c

B

A C

c

b

a

OBLIQUE TRIANGLE

RIGHT TRIANGLES

B, c

A

Area

Area

Formula

b = 

a

sin A
 * sin B

Given s = 1/2 (a + b + c), then:

 (A + B)
2
1

 (A - B)
2
1

  * sin (A + B)
sin A

a
c  = 

  * sin C
sin A

a
c = 

 ab sin C
2
1

Area = 

 (A + B)
2
1

  * tan 
a + b
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 (A - B) = 
2
1

tan 

 = cot B
b
a

tan A = 

 = cos B
c
a

sin A = 

 = sin B
c
b

cos A =  = csc B
b
c

sec A = 

 = sec B
a
c
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 = tan B
a
b

cot A = 

2 2a = c sin A = c cos B = b tan A = b cot B =   c  - b

2 2b = c cos A = c sin B = a cot A = a tan B =   c  - a

a a b b

sin A cos B sin B cos B
c = = = = 

  * b
a

sin A
sin B = 

 C
2
1

 (A + B) = 90° - 
2
1

(s - b)(s -c)

bc
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2
1

sin 

s(s - a)

bc
 A = 

2
1

cos 

(s - b)(s -c)

s(s - a)
 A = 

2
1

tan 

(s - b)(s -c)s(s - a)

bc
sin A =  2

Area = s(s - a)(s - b)(s -c)
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A  =  total surface area

Nomenclature

b

h

Area of Triangle
r

d  =  distance

h  =  height

r  =  radius

s  =  side (edge) length, arc length

V  =  volume

Circle

Parabola

External Area

r

h

b 

s

d

t

s

r r

r

r

x
r-
 x

 bh
3
1

A  =  

  =  vertex angle, in radiansq

  =  central angle, in radiansf

p  =  perimeter

rpp  = 2

2
r   =  pA  =  

p4

p
2

f

f   = 2 =  arccos  r - d
r

s
r

2
)f -  sin f r  (

2
1
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2bh

3

f

2
 sr

2
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s
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  =f
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Circle Segment Circle Sector (1)
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  =fcos 
r - x
r

f

fr sin 

Area of Circle Sector

 )fA   =    (r - x)(r sin 1
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1

1
A

2
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2
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f

360°
2

 in deg)f(

q

f

tan
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q
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r

2
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q
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f
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q
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Triangle

Trapezoid

Parallelogram Regular Polygon

(n equal sides)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

triangle

rectangle

pentagon

hexagon

heptagon

octagon

nonagon

decagon

h

b

If a = b, the parallelogram is a rhombus

a

c d h
p  =  a  +  b  +  c  +  d

n

(n - 2)

n

2

r
s

h
b

d
d

a

p  =  2(a + b)

b

of Sides
Number

Polygon
Name of

2
1
 bhA  = 

p  =  ns

2
1
 nsrA  =  

h

b

 )fA  =  ah  =  ab(sin 

If c = d, the trapezoid is isosceles.

f

f

q

  =f

  =q

p

p

s  =  2r tan
2

f

2
1
 h (a + b)A  =  

2

2

2

1d  + d   =  2(a  + b  )
2 2

d   =  
1

2 2
 )fa  + b  - 2ab(cos 

2
d   = 

2 2
 )fa  + b  + 2ab(cos 

 in rad)f(

 in rad)q(
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 
 

STANDARD CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND 
UNIQUE SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

 
Chapter Fourteen provides the Department’s procedures for the preparation of construction plans.  
This Chapter describes the Department’s standard contract documents, including the Standard 
Specifications, Supplemental Specifications, Standard Drawings, Recurring Special Provisions, 
Recurring Plan Details, and Schedule of Pay Items.  This Chapter also provides guidelines for 
preparing Unique Special Provisions if the standard documents do not address the needs of the 
project. 
 
 
19-1.0  GENERAL 
 
19-1.01  Standards Committee 
 
The mission of the Department’s Standards Committee is to develop, review, and recommend for 
approval all substantive additions and revisions to the Department’s standard documents used for 
design and construction of projects.  These documents include this Manual, the INDOT Standard 
Specifications and the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
The Standards Committee meets regularly to review and act on proposed changes to the standard 
documents.  The Committee consists of representatives from the Department entities as follows: 
 
1. Director, Construction Management Division – Committee Chairperson 
2. Contract Administration Division 
3. Construction Management Division, Office of Materials Management 
4. Construction Management Division, Office of the State Construction Engineer 
5. Construction Management Division, Office of Construction Technical Support 
6. One representative from a district construction office 
7. One representative from a district production office 
8. Highway Operations Division, Office of Traffic Engineering 
9. Planning Division, Office of Pavement Engineering 
10. Production Management Division, Office of Roadway Services 
11. Production Management Division, Office of Structural Services 
12. Construction Management Division, Specifications Engineer – Secretary (non-voting) 
 
A Federal Highway Administration representative is present to provide comments on proposals for 
use on the National Highway System.  The FHWA representative is a non-voting member. 
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A proposal for consideration by the Standards Committee may be submitted through the Secretary 
for possible inclusion on the Committee’s agenda. 
 
 
19-1.02  Contract Documents 
 
All bid and contract documents should complement and agree with each other to provide a clear, 
concise package that can be readily understood by bidders, contractors, and field personnel.  A 
conflict between contract documents can result in change orders and claims which can delay 
construction and increase project cost. 
 
In developing and assembling the contract documents for a project, the designer should ensure that 
all the documents are compatible.  If the designer believes one of the standard documents may cause 
a conflict, the Project Manager should be notified. 
 
 
19-1.03  Hierarchy of Contract Documents 
 
The Standard Specifications, Supplemental Specifications, Standard Drawings, Special Provisions, 
Recurring Plan Details, construction plans, and supplementary documents are essential parts of the 
contract.  A requirement occurring in one is as binding as though occurring in all.  They are intended 
to compliment each other and are used to describe and provide complete instructions for the work to 
be accomplished. 
 
The designer should perform quality control checks to reduce or eliminate discrepancies between the 
contract documents.  However, discrepancies between documents will occur.  The Standard 
Specifications define the following contractual hierarchy of relationships between the documents in 
order of precedence, as follows: 
 
1. Instructions to Bidders and description of pay items listed in the Schedule of Pay Items; 
2. Special Provisions; 
3. Plans, including Standard Drawings and Recurring Plan Details; 
4. Supplemental Specifications; 
5. Standard Specifications. 
 
If there is a discrepancy in dimensions, calculated dimensions govern over dimensions scaled from 
the plans. 
 
The order of precedence is from the least-standardized document to the most-standardized document. 
Each group of documents is discussed in detail below, listed from most standardized to least 
standardized, since each successive document type may represent a modification of the previous 
documents. 
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19-1.03(01)  Standard Specifications 
 
The Standard Specifications consist of the standard contract language adopted by the Department for 
a construction project.  They are incorporated into each contract by reference.  They provide the 
Department’s criteria for the following: 
 
1. the contractor’s duties; 
2. control of material quality; 
3. the contractor’s and Department’s contractual relationship; and 
4. measurement and payment for pay items. 
 
The Standard Specifications are published by the Construction Management Division and are 
available either from the Department’s website or on CD.  The Department also prints a limited 
number of copies for use by Department field personnel only.  New editions are not published on a 
regular schedule.  They are instead issued as warranted due to the number of changes authorized by 
the Standards Committee.  If a new edition is issued, it will be published in March and become 
effective beginning with contracts let on or after September 1 of that year.  The designer is 
responsible for ensuring that contract documents are developed using the edition of the Standard 
Specifications applicable to the project based on the contract letting date. 
 
 
19-1.03(02)  Supplemental Specifications 
 
Supplemental Specifications are revisions to the Standard Specifications which have been adopted 
by the Department since the last publication of the Standard Specifications.  The intent is that they 
will be incorporated into the Standard Specifications’ next revision.  Complete sets of Supplemental 
Specifications are added to the contract documents for each project and are intended for general use. 
 
Beginning with the Standard Specifications 2008 edition, Supplemental Specifications are not being 
used.  Instead, required revisions to the Standard Specifications necessary before the next edition is 
published are incorporated into contracts through Recurring Special Provisions. 
 
 
19-1.03(03)  Plans 
 
Plans include the approved construction plans, profiles, typical cross sections, working drawings, the 
Standard Drawings, and applicable Recurring Plan Details, or exact reproductions thereof, which 
show the location, character, dimensions, and details of the work to be done on a project. 
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1. Recurring Plan Details.  Recurring Plan Details are either standard details that have been 
adopted since the last update of the Standards Drawings or are details that are included in a 
contract to complement a Recurring Special Provision. 

 
As new or revised Standard Drawings are adopted by the Department, they will be included 
in contracts as Recurring Plan Details.  The Department will determine for which letting the 
Recurring Plan Details will become effective.  The Recurring Plan Details will then be 
included in the next update of the Standard Drawings set and will be deleted as Recurring 
Plan Details. 

 
Recurring Plan Details that are included in a contract to complement a Recurring Special 
Provision may never become part of the Standard Drawings.  Such Recurring Plan Details 
are discussed further in Section 19-1.03(04), item 1. 

 
2. Standard Drawings.  The Standard Drawings provide standardized construction details for 

various elements that are consistent from project to project (e.g., guardrail, fencing, drainage 
details, bridge elements, signs).  They provide information on how to lay out or construct the 
various design elements.  The complete set of Standard Drawings is included by reference as 
part of the plans in each construction contract.  The Standard Drawings are typically updated 
once each year with the new set becoming effective for contracts let on or after September 1 
of each year. 
 
Standard Drawings are available on the Department’s website.  Plan details required for a 
project which are not included in the Standard Drawings must be developed by the designer 
for inclusion in the plans. 

 
 
19-1.03(04)  Special Provisions 
 
Special provisions are specifications in addition to the Standard Specifications that describe 
conditions and requirements for special situations on a specific project.  Special provisions are added 
to the contract documents for a specific project and are not binding for a contract other than the one 
for which they are included. 
 
A special provision serves one of two functions in the contract documents as follows: 
 
1. directly modifies the existing Standard Specifications by adding, deleting, or revising 

language in an existing section, or by adding a new section; or 
 
2. adds a stand-alone specification to the contract that does not directly modify the Standard 

Specifications. 
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The two distinct types of special provisions are Recurring Special Provisions, which are further 
subdivided into Standard Recurring Special Provisions and Contract-Specific Recurring Special 
Provisions; and Unique Special Provisions. 
 
1. Recurring Special Provision.  A Recurring Special Provision is a specification created by the 

Department to describe work not included in the Standard Specifications.  It is typically used 
in multiple contracts over a period of time.  A Recurring Special Provision is typically 
created as a revision to the Standard Specifications as the result of action by the Standards 
Committee.  Passage of a Standard Specifications revision by the Committee will often result 
in the need to issue the revision as a Recurring Special Provision prior to the next edition of 
the Standard Specifications, at which time the Recurring Special Provision may be adopted 
into the Standard Specifications. 

 
A Recurring Special Provision may require the inclusion of a Recurring Plan Detail in the 
contract to complement the special provision.  The Department maintains a menu of all 
current Recurring Special Provisions and Recurring Plan Details that is updated as new 
provisions are adopted and existing provisions are revised or deleted.  The Special Provision 
Menu is available on the Department's website and includes a basis for use for each 
provision. 

 
In preparing a project for submittal of plans and contract documents, the designer is 
responsible for calling out the appropriate Recurring Special Provisions and Recurring Plan 
Details from the menu.  The designer must ensure that the provisions selected are applicable 
for the specific project before their inclusion in the contract documents.  Section 19-2.0 
provides further guidance on the use of the Special Provision Menu. 

 
 a. Standard Recurring Special Provision.  A Standard Recurring Special Provision can 

either be a direct modification of the Standard Specifications or a completely new 
specification for work not addressed in the Standard Specifications.  Standard 
Recurring Special Provisions are not to be modified by the designer and are included 
in a contract, in their entirety, as the Department-approved version for the contract 
letting date.  If the language of a Recurring Special Provision must be revised to suit 
a specific contract need, the designer must submit the revised provision as a Unique 
Special Provision. 

 
 b. Contract-Specific Recurring Special Provision.  A Contract-Specific Recurring 

Special Provisions, or fill-in-the-blanks special provisions, requires project-specific 
information to be entered by the designer.  Each Contract-Specific Recurring Special 
Provision has defined fields to be completed by the designer with information 
specific to that project.  No other portion of the provision is to be edited by the 
designer.  As with a Standard Recurring Special Provision, if the language in the non-
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editable fields of a Contract-Specific Recurring Special Provision must be revised, 
the designer must submit the revised provision as a Unique Special Provision. 

 
2. Unique Special Provision.  A Unique Special Provision is a specification that pertains only to 

a specific situation on a project that is not covered by an existing standard document.  A 
Unique Special Provision is intended only for a single use in a specific contract.  The 
Department tracks the use of Unique Special Provisions and considers creation of a new 
Recurring Special Provision if the same general specification requirements begin to occur in 
several Unique Special Provisions. 

 
If a project-specific situation that is not described by an existing standard document, a 
Unique Special Provision must be written and submitted by the designer.  Section 19-3.0(01) 
discusses guidelines for preparing a Unique Special Provision. 

 
 
19-1.03(05)  Instructions to Bidders and Schedule of Pay Items 
 
Instructions to Bidders are formal instructions issued to bidders as part of or by reference in the 
bidding documents.  These include instructions regarding the procedures for the bidder to follow in 
preparing and submitting a bid, as well as other special requirements.  The instructions are set based 
on Departmental needs and State and Federal codes.  They should be understood by the designer, but 
the designer is typically not responsible for preparing or revising such instructions.  If a contract-
specific instruction is required (e.g., mandatory pre-bid meeting), the designer should add this as a 
Unique Special Provision. 
 
The Contract Information book’s Schedule of Pay Items includes the description of each pay item in 
the contract and the unit of measure for the pay item.  Each pay item listed in the Schedule of Pay 
Items should have a related specification in the contract documents that uses the same pay-item 
description and the same unit of measure as the pay item shown in the Schedule of Pay Items.  It is 
the designer’s responsibility to ensure this compatibility of pay items and specifications. 
 
 
19-2.0  INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND RECURRING PLAN 
DETAILS 
 
The Special Provision Menu is maintained by the Department and is available on the Department’s 
website.  The Menu lists each current approved Recurring Special Provision and Recurring Plan 
Detail.  A basis for use is included for each provision and plan detail to define the conditions that 
warrant the inclusion of a Recurring Special Provision or Recurring Plan Detail in a contract. 
 
For each provision on the Menu, the date on which the provision was either adopted or revised, and 
the first letting date for which the provision is effective, is included.  If a provision is listed twice, it 
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will have two different effective letting dates.  This occurs if an older version is being replaced by a 
newer version, but the new version’s effective letting date has not yet passed.  Once the new letting 
effective date has passed, the older version will be removed from the Menu.  The designer should 
ensure that the correct version of a Recurring Special Provision or Recurring Plan Detail is selected 
based on the scheduled letting date for the contract. 
 
A “How to Use” document that provides further details on use of the Menu is included on the 
Department’s website along with the Special Provision Menu. 
 
 
19-2.01  Standard Recurring Special Provisions and Recurring Plan Details 
 
Provisions listed in the Menu’s Section I – Standard Recurring Special Provisions and Recurring 
Plan Details, are intended to appear in the contract as shown on the Department’s website.  If such a 
provision is required, place an X in the Place In Contract box that corresponds to the desired 
provision or detail.  The designer should not submit a copy, electronic or printed, of a Standard 
Recurring Special Provision or Recurring Plan Detail that is to be included in the contract.  Some 
provisions or plan details are required in every contract.  The check box for Place In Contract will be 
pre-selected and will not open for editing by the designer. 
 
 
19-2.02  Contract-Specific Recurring Special Provisions 
 
Provisions listed in the Menu’s Section II – Contract-Specific Recurring Special Provisions, will 
require an attachment to be submitted.  For each such provision, place an X in the Place In Contract 
box that corresponds to the desired provision.  The Attach. Req’d. box will be pre-selected and will 
not open for editing by the designer.  The designer must submit an electronic copy of the provision 
with the blank fields completed. 
 
Instructions for use of the Recurring Special Provisions and Recurring Plan Details Menu are 
included with the Menu on the Department’s website. 
 
 
19-2.03  Unique Special Provisions 
 
The Unique Special Provisions Summary Sheet is reserved for the designer to list each Unique 
Special Provision being submitted for the contract.  The designer must enter the title of each Unique 
Special Provision and the Standard Specification section it is most closely related to.  The Unique 
Special Provisions should be listed in Standard Specifications Section numerical order.  An 
electronic copy of each provision must be submitted.  The Summary Sheet is available on the 
Department’s website. 
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19-2.04  Finalization of Menu and Special Provisions 
 
The completed Special Provision Menu must be submitted to the Contract Administration Division.  
Regardless of the number of Des numbers associated with a contract, only one menu is required.  If 
multiple menus are submitted, they will be returned to the designer to combine them. 
 
Contract-Specific Special Provisions attachments should be placed into one electronic file, in the 
order in which they are listed in the Menu’s Section II.  Unique Special Provisions should be placed 
into another electronic file, in the order in which they are listed on the Unique Special Provisions 
Summary Sheet. 
 
The Contract Administration Division uses the submitted menu to assemble the Standard Recurring 
Special Provisions, Recurring Plan Details and Contract-Specific Special Provisions that will be 
included in the Contract Information Book.  The approved versions of the provisions and details, as 
maintained by the Department, will then be placed in the Contract Information book.  Information 
required for Contract-Specific Recurring Special Provisions will be copied from the attachments 
submitted by the designer and placed into the Department-approved version of the special provision. 
Unique Special Provisions, as submitted by the designer and approved by the Department, will also 
be included in the Contract Information book. 
 
 
19-3.0  INSTRUCTIONS FOR UNIQUE SPECIAL PROVISION USE 
 
A Unique Special Provision is required if the items of work, methods, materials, sequence of 
operations, or other restrictions or requirements necessary for completion of the project cannot be 
described completely by a Recurring Special Provision, a Recurring Plan Detail, the Standard 
Drawings, the Supplemental Specifications, or the Standard Specifications.  Described completely 
should be interpreted to mean that the work to be accomplished, the type of materials or equipment 
required, the construction methods or details to be used, the method of measuring the work, the basis 
of payment for the work, and all restrictions or requirements specific to the contract are clearly 
defined. 
 
If a Unique Special Provision is required for a project, the use of a provision that specifies a 
proprietary product is discouraged.  However, the use of a proprietary product may be justified if it 
will enhance safety, control costs, or otherwise improve the project.  In specifying a proprietary 
product, the designer must provide a written explanation that describes why the proprietary item is 
necessary and what the benefits of the product are.  Section 17-1.05 provides guidance concerning 
use of and approval of proprietary products. 
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For a product or material to not be considered proprietary, those of at least three vendors must be 
available.  If only one or two are known, the product or material is considered proprietary.  The 
procedure described in Section 17-1.05 should then be followed. 
 
Example unique special provision phraseology is as follows. 
 Incorrect: Product A, as manufactured by vendor A or approved equal, shall be used. 

Correct: Product A, as manufactured by vendor A; product B, as manufactured by 
vendor B; or product C, as manufactured by vendor C, shall be used. 

 
A Unique Special Provision should not be written to correct grammatical, typographical, or other 
errors that can exist in the Standard Specifications or Recurring Special Provisions.  If one of these is 
discovered, it should be brought the attention of the Contract Administration Division. 
 
 
19-3.01  Preparing a Unique Special Provision 
 
A Unique Special Provision can be written to satisfy one of two basic purposes. 
 
A constructive special provision is used to define a portion of the actual construction work, including 
materials, equipment, methods, measurement, and payment. 
 
A restrictive special provision sets out specific restrictions or requirements that must be followed by 
the contractor.  An example of a restrictive-type Unique Special Provision is illustrated in Figure 19-
3A. 
 
The focus of this Section is to provide guidelines for preparing a constructive-type Unique Special 
Provision. 
 
1. Define Need.  Review existing Standard Specifications, Standard Drawings, Recurring 

Special Provisions, and Recurring Plan Details to determine if an existing document 
adequately addresses the situation.  A Unique Special Provision be prepared only if a 
situation is not adequately addressed in an existing document. 

 
2. Research.  Research the topic so that complete and detailed information is available before 

writing the provision.  This may require contacting manufacturers, contractors, or suppliers 
for the latest information.  Local conditions and problems should also be fully investigated. 

 
3. Structure and Format.  Prepare a Unique Special Provision in the same structure and format 

as the Standard Specifications (i.e., Description, Materials, Construction Requirements, 
Method of Measurement, and Basis of Payment).  Section 19-3.01(02) provides guidance for 
the structure, and Section 19-3.01(03) provides guidance for the format that should be used 
for a Unique Special Provision. 
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4. Type.  Analyze the type of construction to be addressed in the provision to determine the type 

of specification to prepare.  A specification can be written as either a method specification or 
a performance-based specification.  A method specification describes the exact methods, 
materials, or procedures to be used to construct the work.  A performance-based specification 
describes the quality of the materials to be used and the required end result of the work.  A 
performance-based specification is preferred to encourage innovation and efficiency by the 
contractor.  A method specification should only be used if the method is critical to achieving 
the desired result. 

 
5. Outline.  Develop an outline that addresses the basic requirements of the work to be 

completed.  It should define the essential physical characteristics of the work (e.g., material 
requirements, dimensional limitations, time, strength, weight, size, shape, configuration, 
etc.).  The contractor’s responsibilities should be clearly stated.  Organize all relevant factors 
under each appropriate heading. 

 
6. Write the Unique Special Provision.  Once the outline has been developed and all research 

has been completed, prepare the first draft.  The designer should review existing Recurring 
Special Provisions for guidance on format and language.  The following provides 
grammatical recommendations for preparing a Unique Special Provision: 

 
 a. Voice.  Use passive voice and indicative mood: “A rubbed finish shall be applied to 

the exposed surfaces.” instead of “Apply a rubbed finish to exposed surfaces.” 
 
 b. Sentences.  Use simple language and words.  Keep sentences short, to 20 words or 

less, unless complexity is unavoidable.  Avoid the use of too many commas in a 
sentence. 

 
 c. Paragraphs.  Limit paragraphs to three to four sentences if possible. 
 
 d. Terminology.  Words should be used consistent with their exact meaning.  The same 

word should be used throughout.  Do not use synonyms.  Avoid words which have 
more than one meaning.  Section 19-3.01(03) provides the recommended terminology 
that should be used.  Nonessential words and phrases should be omitted. 

 
 e. Pronouns.  Avoid the use of pronouns, even if this results in frequent repetition of 

nouns. 
 
 f. Punctuation.  Use the minimum number of punctuation marks consistent with the 

precise meaning of the language.  Do not use a semicolon to separate related though 
distinct clauses.  Instead, use a period to effect distinct sentences.  Ensure that there 
can be no doubt regarding the meaning of a sentence. 
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 g. Capitalization.  The only phrases which require full capitalization are the special 

provision title and subsection headings.  The only words which require an initial 
capital letter without regard to their location in the sentence are Department, 
Engineer, Contractor, titles of reference publications, traffic sign copy, or other 
proper nouns if their use is required. 

 
 h. Parentheses.  Avoid the use of parentheses for other than metric-measure equivalents. 

Instead, use commas or rewrite the sentence. 
 
 i. Numbers.  It is unnecessary to write numbers both in words and figures, e.g., “Use 

four (4) bolts”.  Each number, including 0 or 1, should be written numerically, unless 
it must be used to begin a sentence.  In writing dimensions, numbers should be used, 
e.g., ¼ in., 10 ft, 3 gal.  Do not write 2 in. x 4 in., but instead, 2 in. by 4 in.  Times 
and dates should be written numerically.  Decimals of less than one should be 
preceded by the zero (e.g., 0.02 ft).  Do not begin a sentence with a numeral.  Either 
write the number in words, or rewrite the sentence by placing the numeral within the 
sentence. 

 
 j. Units of Measure.  Write out units of measure within a sentence where not 

accompanied by a quantity.  Symbolize units of measure where used in a tabular form 
or where accompanied by a quantity. 

 
 k. Emphasis.  All parts of a specification are equally important contractually.  Do not 

use all capitals, underlines, italics, bold type, larger pitch, different font, punctuation, 
etc., to emphasize words, sentences, pay items, or pay units. 

 
 l. Percentages.  Where a percent is preceded by a number, the % symbol is used.  

Where percent is used in a sentence without a number preceding it, the word percent 
is spelled out. 

 
7. Clarity.  To ensure that the provision is clearly written, the designer should review the 

following. 
 
 a. Give directions, not suggestions. 
 
 b. Do not assume that the reader understands your intent. 
 
 c. Limit the use of phrases such as “as approved by the Engineer,” “at the discretion of 

the Engineer,” or “as directed by the Engineer” in place of definite workmanship 
requirements.  Such phrases may lead to confusion or misunderstanding.  The 
contractor may not know what the engineer is thinking. 
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 d. Avoid conflicting or ambiguous requirements.  Every specification statement should 

have only one meaning. 
 
 e. Disclose known difficulties or hazards. 
 
 f. Use the standard abbreviations listed in Standard Specifications. 
 
8. Conciseness.  A Unique Special Provision should be as concise as practical.  In reviewing a 

provision, the designer should consider the following. 
 
 a. Avoid duplications between the Unique Special Provision and other contract 

documents, including the Standard Specifications. 
 
 b. Do not give reasons for a specification requirement. 
 
 c. Do not provide additional information which is unnecessary for the preparation of 

bids and the accomplishment of the work. 
 
 d. Once stated, do not repeat an instruction, requirement, direction, or piece of 

information provided elsewhere in the provision you are writing, or elsewhere in the 
contract documents. 

 
 e. Do not include mandatory provisions that are required in general by the contract. 
 
 f. Write the specification in a positive form (e.g., use “shall” instead of “shall not”). 
 
 g. Do not include instructions to the Department. 
 
 h. Do not include design information that is not necessary for the performance of the 

work. 
 
9. Completeness.  Ensure that the essentials have been included and that each requirement is 

definitive and complete.  The Unique Special Provision should not be vague or open to 
differing interpretations. 

 
10. Correctness.  To ensure that a Unique Special Provision is written correctly, the designer 

should consider the following. 
 
 a. Check all references to the Standard Specifications or other contract documents to 

ensure that the references are correct. 
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 b. Where practical, independently cross-check every factual statement. 
 
 c. Do not include conditions that cannot be required or enforced. 
 
 d. Ensure that the provision does not punish the contractor or supplier.  Penalties or 

liquidated damages may be included, but the conditions that will result in penalties or 
liquidated damages must be clearly defined. 

 
 e. Ensure that the provision does not unintentionally exclude an acceptable product, 

construction method, or equipment. 
 
 f. Ensure that the provision does not change the basic design of the work. 
 
 g. Do not specify impossibilities.  The practical limits of workers, equipment, and 

materials must be known and recognized. 
 
 h. Specify standard sizes and patterns where practical. 
 
 i. Avoid personal whims and favorite requirements. 
 
 j. Ensure that sufficient attention has been provided to assessing the durability or 

reliability of the material or procedure discussed.  The use of recognized standards 
should be quoted to ensure that the specified performance or characteristics are 
achieved. 

 
 k. Make a careful, critical examination of manufacturer- or trade-association 

recommendations, and require supporting evidence to be submitted by the contractor. 
 
 l. Ensure that the provision gives directions to the contractor that are consistent with 

standard industry practice and current Department policies and procedures. 
 
 m. Ask a colleague to review the provision.  What may seem clear to one person may not 

be clear to someone else. 
 
11. Submittal.  Submit the completed draft Unique Special Provision for review and approval.  

Section 19-3.02 discusses the submittal of a Unique Special Provision for review and 
approval. 

 
 
19-3.01(01)  Structure of a Unique Special Provision 
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Prepare a Unique Special Provision using the same structure as the Standard Specifications, 
including subsection layouts.  The use of the standardized structure of the Standard Specifications 
provides a common outline for special provisions that helps to ensure that all the necessary 
information is included in a provision.  The designer should review the Standard Specifications 
before writing a Unique Special Provision in order to become familiar with the structure and typical 
phrasing used throughout. 
 
The standard structure consists of the “Big Five”: Description, Materials, Construction 
Requirements, Method of Measurement, and Basis of Payment. 
 
1. Description.  Briefly, but completely describe the scope of work to be performed, with 

references to specifications, plans, or other recurring special provisions that further define the 
work.  Where necessary or desirable for clarity, describe the relationship of this work to other 
work or other phases of construction.  Do not editorialize. 

 
2. Materials.  List the materials to be used in the work and clearly indicate the criteria for 

acceptance of the materials.  Define the specifications and properties of each material and the 
method of tests for acceptance.  Use references to the Standard Specifications’ materials 
section as much as possible.  References may be made to AASHTO, ASTM, or other 
recognized specifications if the materials are not addressed in the Standard Specifications.  
Ensure that references to AASHTO, ASTM, or other specifications or test methods from 
agencies outside of INDOT are accurate and up to date.  If a certification is required, ensure 
that the certification type fits the situation and that information required in the certification is 
clearly defined. 

 
A prime consideration in establishing materials requirements is whether the material will be 
tested by the Department and if the Department has the capability to perform the test.  The 
Office of Materials Management can provide guidance for specifying materials testing and 
acceptance criteria. 

 
3. Construction Requirements.  The construction requirements should be written in the logical 

order in which field operations are anticipated to proceed.  Clearly define the requirements 
for general conditions, types of construction, and quality of workmanship.  Do not leave the 
contractor in doubt as to what is required. 

 
Describe the sequence of construction operations (method specification) or the desired end 
product (performance-based specification) as described in Section 19-3.01, item 4.  Where 
practical, a performance-based specification is preferred.  The construction requirements 
should define tolerances, limits, restrictions, preparations, or other criteria related 
construction of the work that must be satisfied for an acceptable product.  These 
requirements can include, but are not limited to, dimensions, on-site test criteria, weather 
conditions, traffic condition, or time limits. 
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4. Method of Measurement.  Describe the components of the completed work that will be 

measured to determine the pay quantity for the pay item as it will be described in the 
Schedule of Pay Items.  Define the units of measurement and whether the item will be 
measured in original position, in transporting vehicles, or in the completed work.  Designate 
modifying factors or other requirements needed to establish a definitive, measurable unit.  A 
prime consideration for method of measurement should be the degree of difficulty that field 
personnel will encounter in making measurements. 

 
5. Basis of Payment.  Define the measured units for which payment will be made.  Include the 

pay item name as it will appear in the Schedule of Pay Items and define the scope of work 
included in payment.  Determine and identify which work is to be paid for as an individual 
pay item, what work is to be included in the cost of that pay item and what work is to be 
included in the cost of other pay items.  The Basis of Payment must clearly identify to the 
contractor what work is and is not to be included in the unit cost of the pay item.  For work 
that is not included in the pay item in the provision, the designer must then determine and 
clearly state where the cost of such work is to be placed. 

 
 
19-3.01(02)  Format of Unique Special Provision 
 
The format of a Unique Special Provision will depend on whether it directly modifies the Standard 
Specifications or not. 
 
A provision that directly modifies the Standard Specifications must identify the section and line 
numbers in the applicable edition that is being modified and clearly indicate the modifications being 
made.  The following guidelines should be used in preparing a Unique Special Provision that directly 
modifies the Standard Specifications. 
 
1. Identify the section and line numbers being revised.  Place distinct revisions within a section 

in line numerical order.  For example: 
 
  SECTION 101, LINE 13, INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 

  SECTION 101, BEGIN LINE 176, DELETE AS FOLLOWS: 

  SECTION 101, DELETE LINES 525 THROUGH 548. 

  SECTION 101, AFTER LINE 1083, DELETE AND INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 

 
2. Where more than one section is revised in a single Unique Special Provision, place the 

revised sections in numerical order.  For example: 
 
  SECTION 205, DELETE LINES 52 THROUGH 86. 

  SECTION 404, AFTER LINE 1448, INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 
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  SECTION 609, BEGIN LINE 990, DELETE AND INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 

 
3. Spaces in the Standard Specifications between paragraphs count as lines.  Also, horizontal 

lines shown in tables count as lines. 
 
4. Show revisions to Standard Specifications text by using strikethroughs to show deleted text 

and italics for inserted text.  Delete, then insert.  Do not insert, and then delete.  Do not use a 
“track changes” feature in word-processing software to indicate revisions. 

 
5. Retain all unrevised existing Standard Specification text in the sentence for clarity of the 

revision.  Show entire sentences, even if only one word in the sentence is revised. 
 
6. Include all text shown in each line involved in the revision.  This includes sentence 

fragments not involved in the revision which may appear in the first or last line involved. 
 
7. Where four or more lines of the existing text are entirely deleted without insertions, the 

deleted copy need not to be shown as overstruck.  Indicate the deleted section and lines as 
follows: 

 
  SECTION 101, DELETE LINES 267 THROUGH 288. 

 
8. In making a revision which inserts new text after an existing paragraph, identify the space 

after the paragraph as the line to begin after. 
 
Do not develop a provision that revises the Standard Specifications solely to correct typographical, 
spelling, grammatical, or other errors.  If such errors are evident, bring them to the attention of the 
Office of Contracting. 
 
Figure 19-3B, Example Special Provision which Directly Modifies the Standard Specifications, 
illustrates the outline and layout that should be used for such a provision. 
 
A provision that does not directly modify the Standard Specifications is formatted differently than 
that which does.  Figure 19-3C, Example Special Provision which Does Not Directly Modify the 
Standard Specifications, illustrates the format to use for a stand-alone Unique Special Provision. 
 
 
19-3.01(03)  Terminology 
 
Phraseology and terminology used in a Unique Special Provision should be consistent with that used 
in the Standard Specifications.  In addition, the designer should consider the following. 
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1. Amount, quantity.  Use “amount” when writing about money only.  If writing about measures 
of volume, such as ft3, gal., etc., use “quantity.” 

 
2. And/Or.  Use “and” alone, or “or” alone. Do not use “and/or”. 
 
3. Any, all.  The word “any” implies a choice and may cause confusion.  In place of “any,” the 

term “all” should be used.  For example, “Correct all defects.” 
 
4. As per.  Instead, use “as stated,” “as shown,” “in accordance with,” or another similar phrase. 
 
5. As shown on the plans.  Use this phrase instead of “as shown in the plans,” “as detailed on 

the plans,” “as shown on the detail sheets,” “as shown on the Standard Drawings,” or “as 
shown on sheet __ of the plans.” 

 
6. At the contractor’s expense.  Instead of this phrase, use “_____ shall be included in the costs 

of _________.” 
 
7. Balance, remainder.  “Balance” should be used if referring to money.  “Remainder” should 

be used to describe something or material left over. 
 
8. Broken, skip line.  Use “broken line” rather than “skip line.” 
 
9. Coarse, course.  Use “coarse” to describe a texture.  Use “course” for a layer. 
 
10. Conform.  Use the word “conform” to refer to dimensions, sizes, or fits that must be strictly 

adhered to (e.g., “cut bolt threads conforming to ASA Standards, Class 2 fit, coarse thread 
series”).  Where a better product is acceptable, use the phrase “in accordance with...” (e.g., 
aggregates in accordance with the specification requirements if tested in accordance with 
AASHTO T 27.) 

 
11. Contractor.  Use the word “Contractor” in place of the word “Bidder.”  “Bidder” should only 

be used in a proposal.  If referring to the contractor by means of a pronoun, use “it” rather 
than “he.” 

 
12. Department.  Use “Department” in place of “Indiana Department of Transportation.”  The 

abbreviation INDOT should not be used in the contract documents. 
 
13. Engineer.  Use of "the Engineer" refers to the Chief Engineer of the Department acting 

directly or through a duly authorized representative.  If used in this context, "Engineer" is 
always capitalized. 

 
14. Ensure.  Do not use “insure” or “assure,” but instead use “ensure.” 
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15. Guardrail.  Spell “guardrail” as one word rather than as two. 
 
16. In accordance with.  Use the phrase “in accordance with” in place of “in conformance with.” 
 
17. May.  Use “may” for contractor’s operations that are optional. 
 
18. Milling.  Do not use “scarifying,” but instead use “milling” or “surface milling.” 
 
19. Or equal.  Do not use this phrase without clearly defining what is “equal”. 
 
20. Pay item.  Use this phrase instead of “bid item,” “item,” or “line item.” 
 
21. Proposal.  The word “proposal” should not be used where the word “contract” is intended.  

The term “proposal” should only be used to describe requirements during the bidding 
process. 

 
22. Resisting, resistant.  Do not use “corrosion-resisting,” but instead use “corrosion-resistant.” 
 
23. Said.  Do not use “said pipe,” “said aggregates” but instead, use “this pipe,” “these 

aggregates.” 
 
24. Same.  Do not use “same” to replace a pronoun like “it” or “them” standing alone, such as 

“connected to same,” “specified for same,” “same will be given consideration,” “conforming 
to requirements for same.”  The sentence should be rewritten to clearly describe what is 
meant. 

 
25. Schedule of Pay Items.  Use this phrase instead of “Itemized Proposal” or “Proposal” in 

referring to the list of pay items. 
 
26. Shall.  Use “shall” to define what the contractor is required to do.  Do not use “may” unless 

the contractor has an option under the specification. 
 
27. State.  The term “State” is preferred over the “State of Indiana” or “Indiana.” 
 
28. Such.  Do not end a sentence with the word “such.”  “Such” usually means “of this or that 

kind,” or similar to something stated.  Instead, state that which is actually meant, or name the 
work to be completed or rephrase the sentence. 

 
29. Symbols.  Do not use the following symbols in writing a unique special provision. 
 

Symbol Write Instead 
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/  per, or “a” 
Fº  ºF 
+  plus 
-  minus 
x  by 

 
30. The.  Do not eliminate “the” for brevity. 
 
31. Thoroughly, Carefully, Clearly, etc.  Avoid using these or other similar adverbs, e.g., 

thoroughly wet, shall be carefully dried, shall be clearly shown, etc., as they are 
unenforceable.  Preferably, state the value of the intended requirements in percent, 
dimensions, number of passes, etc. 

 
32. Unit Price.  Use “contract unit price” instead of “contract unit price bid.” 
 
33. Will.  Use only in describing something the Department will do that affects the contractor’s 

performance, e.g., “The Engineer will respond in writing in 14 days” or “________ will be 
accepted based on the Department’s test results.” 

 
 
19-3.02  Unique Special Provision Review Process 
 
Once a Unique Special Provision is developed an electronic copy is to be transmitted to the project 
manager for the review process.  An explanation of the need for the Unique Special Provision must 
also be provided, along with a request for unique pay items that can be required.  The project 
manager will transmit the provision to the appropriate offices for review and comment.  Depending 
on the nature of the Unique Special Provision, the following offices should be afforded the 
opportunity to review a provision prior to inclusion in a contract. 
 

• Central Office 
o Division of Planning 

 Office of Pavement Engineering 
 Office of Roadway Safety and Mobility 

o Division of Production 
 Office of Roadway Services 
 Office of Structural Services 
 Office of Geotechnical Engineering 
 Office of Environmental Services 

o Division of Traffic Control Systems 
o Division of Technology Deployment 
o Division of Contract Administration 

 Office of Estimating 
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o Division of Construction Management 
 Office of Technical Support 
 Office of Materials Management 
 Office of the State Construction Engineer 

o Division of Highway Operations 
 Office of Traffic Engineering 
 Office of Pavement Preservation 
 Office of Maintenance Administration 

• District Office 
o District Traffic 
o District Construction 
o District Testing 
o District Operations 

 
 
The Unique Special Provision will be reviewed to ensure that it does not conflict with current 
Department policy or procedure, that it does not create unwarranted costs or inefficiencies, that it 
does not duplicate a description of work addressed by the Standard Specifications or Recurring 
Special Provisions, and that the work it describes is materially available, testable, constructible, and 
non-proprietary unless approved.  The provision will also be checked for proper structure, language, 
and format. 
 
The reviewing parties will return their comments and recommendations to the project manager for 
action by the designer.  The designer should work through the project manager to resolve concerns or 
questions regarding reviewers’ comments and recommendations.  Figure 19-3D shows the flow of 
the Unique Special Provision process. 
 
 
19-3.03  Submittal of Approved Unique Special Provision 
 
Once a Unique Special Provision has been reviewed and approved for use in a contract, the designer 
must submit the provision along with the other required contract documents at Stage III submission. 
 
The Department maintains instructions for use and submittal of Unique Special Provisions on its 
website.  These instructions are located along with the instructions for use of the Special Provision 
Menu. 
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STOCKPILED BORROW MATERIAL FOR PROJECT 

 
 The Department has stockpiled sufficient borrow material for use in the 
project in the southwest quadrant of the I-465 interchange with I-70 on the 
eastside of Indianapolis. 
 
 All borrow required for the project shall be taken from this stockpile. 
 

 
EXPLANATION 

 
1. Provision title is centered and is Courier New font, 10-pt. pitch, all capitals. 
 
2. There are no referenced Standard Specifications sections and line numbers. 
 
3. Specification text is Courier New font, 10-pt. pitch. 
 
5. There are no deletions or insertions. 
 
 

EXAMPLE OF A RESTRICTIVE TYPE UNIQUE SPECIAL PROVISION 
 

Figure 19-3A 
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USE OF CONES IN LIEU OF DRUMS 

 
 
SECTION 107, BEGIN LINE 416, DELETE AND INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 
 Pavements and shoulders having an edge drop of more than 3 in. (75 mm) shall be 
delineated with drums in accordance with 801.09. Delineation shall be at a maximum spacing of 
200 ft (60 m). The use of cones in accordance with 801.08 will be permitted during daylight 
hours in lieu of drums. 
 
SECTION 801, BEGIN LINE 259, DELETE AND INSERT AS FOLLOWS: 
 Cones shall be made of a material to withstand impact without damage to striking 
vehicles. They shall have a substantial base to restrict overturning. Cones and tubular markers 
shall be as shown on the plans. 
 
 Cones shall be used only during temporary activities where portability is advantageous 
and they remain in place and do not create a hazard to traffic. The use of cones in lieu of drums 
will be permitted during daylight hours unless otherwise directed as shown on the plans. 
However, cones shall not be used for Interstate-route lane restrictions. 
 
 Tubular markers shall be used for separating two-lane two-way traffic as shown on the 
plans or as directed. 
 
 Cones and tubular markers shall be secured in place either by weighting or adhesives. 
The use of metal bases will not be permitted. 
 
 

EXPLANATION 
 

1. Provision title is centered and is Courier New font, 10-pt. pitch, all capitals. 
 

2. Referenced Standard Specifications section and line numbers are Courier New font, 10-pt. 
pitch, all capitals. 

 
3. Specification text is Times New Roman font, 12-pt. pitch. 

 
4. Deletions are shown by overstrike. 

 
5. Insertions are shown in italics. 

 
 

EXAMPLE SPECIAL PROVISION WHICH 
DIRECTLY REVISES THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Figure 19-3B 
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LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE FOR EMBANKMENT 

 
Description 

 This work shall consist of furnishing and placing lightweight aggregate 
fill for embankment construction in accordance with 105.03. 
 

Materials 
 Materials shall be in accordance with the following: 
 
 The aggregate source shall submit independent laboratory test results 
for the quality parameters listed. The test report shall be dated not later 
than 18 months from the time it is submitted. Independent laboratory test 
results will not be required if the aggregate is supplied by a certified 
aggregate producer on the Department’s approved Certified Aggregate Producer 
List. 
 
 The lightweight aggregate shall satisfy the requirements as follows: 
 
  1. Dry Rodded Unit Weight (Mass), Max... 58 pcf (929 kg/m3) 
  2. Gradation, AASHTO M 195.............. 1/2 in. to No. 4 
    (12.7 mm to 4.75 mm) 
  3. Finer than No. 200, Max.............. 8.0% by wet analysis 
  4. Wear, Max............................ 50% 
  5. Soundness, Max....................... 12% loss 
  6. Friable Particles, Max............... 10.0% 
  7. Deleterious Particles, Max........... 1.0% 
 
The source of lightweight aggregate is subject to approval of the Engineer. 
Aggregate that is without suitable documentation of testing by an independent 
testing laboratory and is not approved or is not supplied by a certified 
aggregate producer, will not be accepted. 
 
Recycled materials will not be allowed in an environmentally-sensitive area. 
 

Construction Requirements 
After placement, this material shall be lightly compacted. Density 

tests will not be required after placement. 
 

Method of Measurement 
 Lightweight aggregate for embankment will be measured in accordance 
with 203.27(d). 
 

Basis of Payment 
Lightweight aggregate for embankment will be paid at the contract unit 

price per ton (megagram). 
 

Payment will be made under: 
 
  Pay Item Pay Unit Symbol 
 
  Lightweight Aggregate for Embankment...................TON (Mg) 
 

The costs of material, transportation, placement, and all incidentals 
shall be included in the cost of the pay item. 
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EXPLANATION 
 

1. Provision title is centered and is Courier New font, 10-pt. pitch, all capitals. 
 
2. There are no referenced Standard Specifications sections and line numbers. 
 
3. Provision subheadings are Courier New font, 10-pt. pitch, boldface. 
 
4. Specification text is Courier New font, 10-pt. pitch. 
 
5. There are no deletions or insertions. 
 
 

EXAMPLE SPECIAL PROVISION WHICH 
DOES NOT DIRECTLY REVISE THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Figure 19-3C 
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CHAPTER TWENTY 
 

COST ESTIMATING 
 
 
To adequately define the project scope and to ensure that sufficient construction funds are available, 
a construction cost estimate is required during the various stages of project development.  As the 
project progresses, the estimate is updated to ensure the project remains cost-effective, that sufficient 
funds are available for construction, and that the contractor’s bid price is reasonable.  This Chapter 
discusses the project cost estimates required and who is responsible for their preparation. 
 
 
20-1.0  PROJECT ESTIMATES 
 
20-1.01  Project Initiation Estimate 
 
Each district is responsible for nominating projects to be included on the Department’s Multi-Year 
Highway Improvement Program.  Two notable exceptions are major-improvement studies and the 
Interstate System rehabilitation program, which are nominated by the Planning Division.  Once a 
project is nominated, the Urban and Corridor Planning Office is responsible for gathering the 
necessary project information before it can be included on the Program list.  One part of this 
information-gathering includes a preliminary cost estimate for construction.  The preliminary cost 
estimate is generally provided by the entity which nominated the project.  This estimate is 
determined using broad units of cost (e.g., cost per mile, cost per square yard), by the type of 
improvement and by reviewing similar, recent projects in the area. 
 
 
20-1.02  Preliminary Engineering Study Estimate 
 
The Environmental Policy Team, with input from the district, will prepare a more-detailed cost 
estimate for a project requiring an Engineer’s Report.  This estimate will be prepared based on the 
estimating procedures discussed below (e.g., cost per mile, cost per square yard).  However, where 
quantities are available, these should be used.  The Environmental Policy Team will be responsible 
for obtaining appropriate parametric cost estimate data. 
 
A preliminary-study cost estimate is determined according to the following. 
 
1. Roadway Items.  For most roadway items, the cost estimate is determined assuming a cost 

per mile per roadway width.  This estimate reflects the cost for earthwork, pavement 
structures, drainage, or other miscellaneous items.  Every effort should be made to include all 
anticipated work items. 
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2. Structure Items.  For most structural items, the cost estimate is determined assuming a cost 

per square yard based on similar structure type, work type (e.g., bridge rehabilitation, 
replacement) and crossing type (e.g., railroad, highway, stream). 

 
3. Traffic-Signal Items.  For a signal installation, a cost estimate is determined assuming a cost 

per intersection.  For a signal-interconnect system, a cost estimate is determined assuming a 
cost per installation.  These cost estimates will be provided by the Traffic Signals Team. 

 
4. Traffic-Signs Items.  The cost estimate is based on the number of panel signs and cost per 

sign.  The cost estimate will be provided by the Signing and Lighting Team. 
 
5. Lighting Items.  Lighting is estimated assuming a cost per mile or per interchange where 

lighting will be provided.  The cost estimates will be provided by the Signing and Lighting 
Team. 

 
6. Traffic Maintenance.  Include an estimate for traffic maintenance for each project.  This 

estimate is determined by parametric means with the aid of previous projects of similar size, 
type, and complexity.  For an expansion or major-preservation project, traffic maintenance 
costs range from 5 to 15 percent of the roadway or bridge construction items. 

 
7. Right of Way.  Right-of-way costs for an expansion or major-preservation project are 

furnished by the Office of Real Estate, including land cost, damages, and administration 
costs.  Right-of-way cost for another project type is provided by the Administrative Services 
Team based on previous land-acquisition costs of similar projects. 

 
8. Contingencies.  For an expansion or major-preservation project, add a contingency factor for 

miscellaneous and lump-sum items based on 20 to 30 percent of the roadway or bridge 
construction items. 

 
9. Preliminary Engineering.  For a road project, add a preliminary-engineering cost of 3 to 6 

percent based on the total of Items 1 through 8 above, excluding Item 7.  For a bridge project, 
use 5 to 8 percent.  The preliminary-engineering cost includes environmental, survey, design, 
and geotechnical work. 

 
10. Unit Costs.  If quantities are available, these quantities in conjunction with the average 

weighted unit prices from Estimator or CES are used to develop the estimate. 
 
The user should add the cost of major features that are beyond the basic assumptions used to develop 
the estimate.  For example, the cost for a major box culvert should be added to the roadway cost per 
mile estimate. 
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20-1.03  Design Estimates 
 
20-1.03(01)  Preliminary Field Check 
 
This is the first project stage for which the designer is responsible for preparing the cost estimate.  
The total from this estimate is included in the preliminary draft from the Design Summary.  At this 
stage, the plans should be sufficiently advanced so that some of the major quantities can be 
approximated.  The estimate should be based on these quantities and the average weighted unit 
prices.  After entering all known quantities into Estimator or CES, the designer should include a 10 
to 25 percent contingency factor based on engineering judgment for the miscellaneous items for 
which the quantities have not yet been determined.  If the quantities are not available, the general 
cost estimating procedures discussed in Section 20-1.02 should be used (e.g., cost per mile per 
roadway width).  The designer should contact the Production Management Division’s Utilities and 
Railroad teams, and the Office of Real Estate to obtain an estimated cost for utilities, railroads, or 
right of way, unless previously supplied. 
 
For a consultant-designed project, the consultant will be required to use the computer program 
Estimator to determine the preliminary cost estimate.  Section 20-2.01 discusses the Estimator 
program.  As with CES, Estimator will provide an initial cost estimate based on the available 
quantities.  The consultant will be responsible for adjusting the values to reflect the project type, 
location, environment, and engineering judgment. 
 
A project may have two or more Des numbers.  For example, a combination roadway and bridge 
project will have multiple Des numbers.  For this type of project, separate cost estimates are required 
for each Des number based on the quantities associated with that particular work category.  The 
Office of Contracting will combine individual estimates within a single contract. 
 
 
20-1.03(02)  Design Approval Plans 
 
Most major quantities should be known at this stage.  However, if this is not true, the procedures 
described for determining the cost estimate in Section 20-1.03(01) are also applicable.  Include the 
final total from the cost estimate in the Final Design Summary.  The Design Summary is submitted 
to the Production Management Division director for approval including the total estimated cost.  A 
complete cost estimate is required as an attachment to the Design Summary for an Interstate-route 
rehabilitation project, or to the Bridge Inspection Report for a bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
 
20-1.03(03)  Final Check Prints 
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At this stage, the plans should be complete, and the preliminary cost estimate updated to a final cost 
estimate.  All quantities should be finalized at this stage and entered into Estimator.  Section 20-2.03 
provides additional guidelines for determining a cost estimate based on quantities. 
 
 
20-1.03(04)  Final Tracings 
 
Before submitting the final tracings, the designer must prepare a final detailed cost estimate based on 
the final plans and quantities.  This may be an update of an earlier cost estimate.  This estimate will 
be used by the Office of Contracting to develop the Engineer’s Estimate. 
 
For a local-public-agency project, the Office of Contracting will review the local agency’s cost 
estimate and prepare the Department’s cost estimate.  This may be, but is not required to be, an 
independent estimate.  If the difference between the local agency’s cost estimate and the Office of 
Contracting’s cost estimate is significant, the Local Program Assistance Team will contact the local 
public agency and negotiate an estimate acceptable to both parties. 
 
If the cost estimate changes after the plans have been transmitted to the Office of Contracting due to 
changes in the quantities, the procedures described in Section 14-1.02(03) and 14-1.02(04) should be 
followed. 
 
 
20-1.03(05)  Other Estimates 
 
The following indicates where new or revised cost estimates may be required during the design stage 
of a project. 
 
1. Project Scope Change.  If the scope of the project changes, the designer is responsible for 

obtaining a new construction cost estimate.  If major changes on a Federal-aid project are 
over $250,000 and if construction will occur in the current or next Federal fiscal year, 
forward the revised cost estimates to the Urban and Corridor Planning Office so that it can 
revise the Multi-Year Program.  Estimates for scope of work changes are based on 
approximate quantities and are determined using the procedures discussed in Section 20-
1.02. 

 
2. Project Delay.  If there has been a significant delay in the project since it was originally 

designed and estimated, it will be necessary to update the cost estimate. 
 
 
20-1.04  Engineer’s Estimate 
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The Engineer’s Estimate will provide a basis for the Department’s evaluation of the bids for highway 
construction and will allow the Department to determine if the low-bid price is fair and reasonable 
for the work involved.  This estimate and the data used to generate the estimate are confidential and 
are not for general distribution. 
 
After receiving the cost estimate, the Office of Contracting will ensure that the following reviews or 
activities occur. 
 
1. Review of Estimate.  The Office of Contracting will review the designer’s estimate and 

check it for errors or omissions.  If large discrepancies are noted, it will contact the designer 
to discuss and resolve differences. 

 
2. Review of Contract Completion Time.  The Office of Contracting will ensure that the cost 

estimate is compatible with the contract completion period set by the district construction 
personnel. 

 
3. Review of Cost Estimate From Office of Real Estate.  The Office of Contracting will add 

cost estimates from the Office of Real Estate to the designer’s estimate to determine the final 
Engineer’s Estimate. 

 
4. Prepare Plans, Specifications, and Estimates (PS&E).  For a Federal-aid-funded project, the 

Office of Contracting will include an estimate as part of the PS&E package submitted to 
FHWA. 

 
5. Review Pre-Bid Meeting Comments.  The Office of Contracting will review comments from 

the Pre-Bid Meeting to determine their effect, if any, on the cost estimate. 
 
6. Opening and Processing Bids.  After the public reading of the bids, the Office of Contracting 

will check the proposals for omissions or errors.  If the low bidder satisfies all criteria and if 
the low bid is within a pre-established award range, the bid is forwarded for approval. 

 
7. Rejection of Bids.  If all bid estimates exceed the pre-established award range, the bids and 

contract are rejected and the re-advertising process begins.  The Engineer’s Estimate is 
reviewed with regard to the bids received. 

 
 
20-2.0  ESTIMATING PROCEDURES 
 
20-2.01  Computer Estimates [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
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Each construction-cost estimate must be submitted via the CES Cost Estimating System software.  
CES has a detailed user-guide manual that the designer should review before using the program.  The 
manual can be obtained from the Office of Contracting or by contacting the Architecture and 
Application Development Divison’s TRNSPORT (BAMS) Administrator. 
 
In order to better-estimate construction costs in the future, and to analyze work done in the past, 
more information must be entered into CES for an in-house-designed project, or into Figure 20-2A, 
Consultant Project Input Form, for a consultant-designed project. 
 
All consultant-designed-project-metrics information formerly submitted on the Consultant Project 
Input Form should not be entered directly into CES.  The following project metrics should be 
submitted. 
 
1. Latitude and Longitude.  This information should be taken from the SPMS project schedule. 

If it is not shown there, the designer or estimator should determine the location of the 
midpoint of the project in degrees, minutes, and seconds.  This data should be entered 
without units symbols.  For example, 89º 59’ 34’’ is entered as 895934.  This information is 
entered on the General tab, second page.  Latitude or longitude information that is already 
present must be verified. 

 
a. For a project that includes work on more than one route, the latitude and longitude 

should be entered for the point closest to the geographic center of all work. 
 

b. For a district- or subdistrict-wide contract, the latitude and longitude should be 
entered for the district or subdistrict office. 

 
2. Project Length, Pavement Width and Depth, and Lane Miles (Kilometers).  This information 

should be entered on the the General tab, first page, bottom left, in the block titled Metrics.  
English units should be used for a metric-units project.  Each entry should be rounded to two 
decimal places, as appropriate. 

 
a. The project length is the overall length of pavement, entered in miles. 

 
b. The pavement width is the total width of new mainline pavement, excluding paved 

shoulders, entered in feet. 
 

c. The pavement depth is the average depth of new mainline pavement, excluding paved 
shoulders, entered in inches. 

 
d. Lane miles is the project length times the number of through travel lanes, excluding 

shoulders, entered in miles. 
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The Consultant Project Input Form, Excel file 0527-inf.xls, previously used to submit the 
information described above in using the Estimator® project-estimation software, will no 
longer be required. 

 
Cost estimates are based on the quantities and applicable unit prices.  CES allows the designer to 
enter quantities or to develop cost estimates based on general estimating procedures (e.g., cost per 
square foot of bridge deck, cost per intersection).  For Estimator, the user must input actual quantities 
into the program before it can generate a cost estimate.  Once the quantities have been entered, the 
programs will automatically provide a cost estimate based on historical data from past bids.  The 
Department is responsible for providing the base information used by the programs.  This estimate 
may be used as-is.  However, the designer should review the unit costs.  Based on the proposed scope 
for the project, the designer should be aware of factors that may influence unit prices as follows: 
 
1. geographic location (e.g., urban or rural, State location, district); 
2. similarity of recent construction projects; 
3. inflation (adjustments of past prices to reflect the current year); 
4. reliability of recent construction cost data; 
5. recent trends in cost of materials, labor, or equipment; 
6. anticipated difficulty of construction; 
7. project size relative to size of similar projects; 
8. proposed project schedule; 
9. anticipated construction staging; 
10. expected environmental problems (e.g., hazardous wastes, wetlands); 
11. use of experimental materials, which requires coordination with the Office of Research and 

Development; and 
12. engineering judgment. 
 
 
20-2.02  Coded Pay Items 
 
20-2.02(01)  General 
 
Each pay item has an official title and code number which is tied to the Standard Specifications.  
These items are listed in the INDOT Catalog of Unit Price Averages for Roads - Bridges - Traffic. 
This document can be obtained from the Office of Contracting.  These item numbers are used by the 
Department for tracking and as a historic data base.  For most items, CES or Estimator will provide 
the official pay item number.  However, for some specialty or new items, the construction item may 
not be within the computer.  Therefore, the designer will be required to conduct the following. 
 
1. Checking.  The designer should ensure that there is an actual number for the item within the 

system by entering the item into CES or Estimator.  Do not assume that the item is not in the 
system. 
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2. Specifications.  The designer should review the Standard Specifications, Supplemental 

Specifications, or Recurring Special Provisions to determine if there is a method of payment 
for the item.  If not, a special provision must be developed; see Section 19-2.0. 

 
The designer should be certain that the CES or Estimator software’s pay items catalog to be used in 
developing the estimate of quantities and cost estimate corresponds to that which is effective for the 
contract letting date.  Pay item names, pay units, or code numbers are periodically revised, added, or 
deleted.  It is the designer’s responsibility to check the estimating software when these changes 
occur, and to be certain that they are reflected in the estimate of quantities and cost estimate 
throughout project development. 
 
 
20-2.02(02)  New Pay Item and Code Number 
 
If an item does not exist within the CES or Estimator program, the designer may request the Office 
of Contracting to develop a new pay item and code number.  The designer should minimize this 
option as much as practical.  The design should instead be modified slightly in order to use an 
existing pay item.  Where necessary, use the following procedure to request a new pay item and code 
number. 
 
1. Request.  Send or fax a memorandum requesting a new pay item to the Office of Contracting. 

This memorandum should include the information as follows: 
 

a. the proposed pay item name; 
b. the pay unit, both English and metric; 
c. the applicable Standard Specifications section reference; 
d. 3 copies of the special provision for the item, double spaced; and 
e. where applicable, plan details. 

 
2. Comments.  The Office of Contracting will review the request and may solicit comments 

from other Department entities.  The written request for comments will include the 
information as follows: 
 
a. the Standard Specifications section number; 
b. a copy of the special provision; 
c. plan details, where applicable; and 
d. the Office of Contracting’s comments on the request. 

 
Those solicited for comments will be given five work days to return their comments. 
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3. Response.  Upon receipt of all comments, the Office of Contracting will either approve the 
new pay item for use and assign it a new pay item code number, or it will recommend the use 
of an existing pay item by developing a supplemental description for an existing 
specification. 

 
 
20-2.02(03)  Bridge Identification in Pay Item Name 
 
A unique identifier should be assigned to each distinct bridge in the contract if required in a pay item 
name.  For a set of twin structures, each bridge should therefore be assigned a unique identifier. 
 
 
20-2.02(04)  Non-Participating Pay Items [Added Sept. 2011] 
 
Figure 14-1C, Contract Preparation Documents to Contract Administration Division, includes a 
section for identification of non-participating pay items.  These are pay items which FHWA 
cannot participate in the cost of, in an otherwise federal-aid project.  The pay items should be 
identified as such in the cost estimate. 
 
The most common non-participating pay items include the following. 
 
1. Commemorative plaque on a bridge. 
 
2. Work outside the right-of-way without permit. 
 
3. Adjustment of private facilities not included in the right-of-way acquisition document such 

as signs; fences, lawn sprinklers, etc. 
 
4. Costs incurred to salvage items for later use by the State are not eligible for federal 

participation.  This includes transportation of materials or storage costs. 
 
5. A betterment that is not currently part of the project.  Example: excess sizing of a non-

INDOT sewer for future development.  The additional cost over replacement-in-kind should 
be borne by the owner of the facility being adjusted. 

 
6. Purchase of equipment or supplies for retention by INDOT or an LPA that are not permanent 

project fixtures.  Example: purchase of changeable-message signs for retention by INDOT. 
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20-2.03  Estimating Guidelines 
 
For most items, CES and Estimator will provide the designer with sufficient guidance in determining 
the appropriate cost for a specific item.  However, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Unit Cost.  The unit cost will be based upon an average price data base maintained by the 

Department within CES and Estimator, price books, and unit cost bid tabulations.  
Adjustments to the unit cost may be appropriate based on the factors listed in Section 20-
2.01. 

 
2. Lump-Sum Pay Item.  Desirably, a lump-sum item should not be used on a project.  

However, this is not always practical.  Where necessary, only use a lump-sum item where the 
scope of work for the item is clearly defined and the amount of work has a minimal chance of 
changing during construction.  In determining the unit price for a lump-sum item, the 
designer should consider the following. 

 
a. Components.  Most lump-sum items can be divided into individual parts for 

estimating purposes.  For example, a temporary traffic signal structure can be divided 
into the pole installation, signal heads, controller, installation, maintenance, removal, 
etc.  Once the elements have been segregated, the designer should use engineering 
judgment to determine the appropriate cost for each component. 

 
b. Percentages.  Some lump-sum items are determined based on a percentage of the 

total of the contract items (e.g., mobilization and demobilization, clearing right of 
way).  These are further discussed below. 

 
3. Clearing Right of Way.  This is assumed to be 1 to 2 percent of the total contract cost.  

Factors that should be considered include project location, rural or urban, the type of clearing 
required (trees or brush), concentration of clearing, and method of disposal. 

 
4. Temporary Bridge and Approaches.  This should be segregated into its components as 

discussed in Item 2.a.  For example, the cost of temporary approaches should be determined 
according to the amount of embankment required, width of pavement, drainage systems, etc. 
Temporary guardrail and temporary pavement markings are separate pay items. 

 
5. Miscellaneous Items.  The following pay items should always be included in the cost 

estimate. 
 

a. Field Office.  The pay unit is month.  The number of months used for the final 
quantity and schedule of pay items is set by the district Office of Construction based 
on the estimated construction time. 
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b. Maintaining Traffic.  Maintaining traffic is a lump-sum item and will be determined 
based on its components.  Elements that should be considered include traffic volume, 
traffic composition, peak times, number of lanes, length of construction, and type of 
work. 

 
c. Construction Engineering.  This will be determined by the computer.  Construction 

engineering is determined using 2% of the total contract cost.  This may require 
revision if significant engineering may be required during construction. 

 
d. Mobilization and Demobilization.  This is a lump-sum item and will be determined 

by the computer.  Mobilization and demobilization is determined using 5% of the 
total contract cost including the amount for construction engineering.  Mobilization 
and demobilization consists of preparatory work and operations necessary for the 
movement of personnel, equipment, supplies, and incidentals to and from the project 
site; for the establishment and removal of offices, buildings, and other facilities 
necessary for work on the project; and for all other work or operations that must be 
performed or costs incurred when beginning or ending work on the project. 

 
6. Other Cost Estimates.  Other entities will prepare their own cost estimates.  The designer is 

responsible for ensuring that such entities receive the correct information so that they can 
properly prepare their estimates. 

 
7. Other Information.  The designer should provide the Office of Contracting with information 

that may influence the cost of the project (e.g., special commitments, experimental materials, 
special equipment, expected construction difficulties). 

 
8. Special Material.  Contact a supplier directly to obtain a quote for a special material.  The 

quoted price is what a supplier hopes to receive for its product.  The final price the contractor 
will be required to pay will be lower due to competition and negotiations between the 
contractor and supplier.  Such an item as a discount for a large quantity, early payment, or 
extreme competition may impact the final price.  The designer should adjust the quoted price 
based on these factors, previous estimates, and engineering judgment. 

 
9. Incidentals.  Incidental costs cover work that may or may not be addressed by a specific 

contract pay item.  Incidental costs may include the following: 
 

a. work included in other items per the Standard Specifications or a special provision; 
 

b. coordination with other contractors; 
 

c. early completion date which demands multiple work shifts; 
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d. payment of overtime; 
 

e. winter construction; 
 

f. congested work area; 
 

g. high-elevation work; 
 

h. hauling through heavy traffic, frequent railroad crossings, or traffic signals; 
 

i. work not adaptable to the normal equipment used which results in manual labor or 
renting of special equipment; 

 
j. location of plant sites, including costs of rental and renovation; 

 
k. the season during which the work will be performed; 

 
l. the cost of maintaining traffic including stage construction, flaggers, lights, 

barricades, or flashing-arrow signs; and 
 

m. outside agencies’ rules and regulations (e.g., OSHA, EPA). 
 
10. Structural-Plate Pipe-Arch Unit-Price Data.  For a large-culvert location, the hydraulics 

recommendation letter will include a structural-plate pipe-arch sizing as well as a precast-
concrete box-structure or three-sided structure sizing.  If this occurs, the designer should 
evaluate both structures at the structure type and size stage and choose the more economical 
alternate.  If the hydraulics recommendation letter includes the option of a small- to medium-
sized structural-plate pipe-arch, a deformed pipe type 1 should be shown on the plans so that 
the contractor has the option of providing either a corrugated-metal or an elliptical-concrete 
pipe. 

 
The Department has very little historical unit-price data for structural-plate pipe-arch 
structures.  Data from recent bid tabulations is available from the Contract Administration 
Division’s Office of Contracting.  The designer should contact pipe suppliers for additional 
price information for a specific size.  Some sample price data from specific contracts is 
shown in Figure 20-2B. 

 
11. Three-Sided-Structure or Oversize-Box-Structure Unit-Price Data.  This data may be found 

at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/standards/bridges/3sidedculv.pdf. 
 
12. Concrete-Structural-Members Unit-Price Data.  Estimated unit prices for are listed in Figure 

20-2C.  The designer should adjust unit prices based on the quantities required for the 
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project.  The designer should increase the unit price 20 to 50 percent for small quantities.  
The designer should further check with a fabricator. 
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CONSULTANT PROJECT INPUT FORM 
ENGLISH-UNITS PROJECT 

 
Des No.       
Route No. or Road Name:       
Work Type:       

Std. Spec. Year: 2010 

Project Length, 4 decimal places:       mi 
Pavement Width, 4 decimal places:       ft 

Latitude:      °      ’      ” 

Pavement Depth, :       in. 
Lane Miles, 1 decimal place:       mi 

Longitude:      °      ’      ” 

 
 
If pavement work is not required, the width and depth fields should be left blank. 
 
In saving the completed form, it should be identified as [Submittal] ConProjInFrm [Des No.] for 
[Bridge, Roadway, Contract] Services.  An example reads FT ConProjInFrm 1012345 for 
Contract Services. 
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Contract LETTING 
DATE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION Quantity UNIT 
PRICE 

R-20165    9-16-97 717-26046 Pipe Arch, 0.109 in. T&S, 
0.138 in. Bot, 28 sq ft 

95 LFT $140 

B-22807 12-17-96 717-26166 Pipe Arch, 0.109 in. T&S, 
0.138 in. Bot, 43 sq ft 

78 LFT $210 

R-23259 10-22-97 717-26236 Pipe Arch, 0.109 in. T&S, 
0.138 in. Bot, 55 sq ft 

104 LFT $275 

B-20916   6-04-96 717-26256 Pipe Arch, 0.109 in. T&S, 
0.138 in. Bot, 58 sq ft 

110 LFT $150 

R-22693   2-11-97 717-26306 Pipe Arch, 0.109 in. T&S, 
0.138 in. Bot, 64 sq ft 

188 LFT $250 

R-23259 10-22-97 717-26411 Pipe Arch, 0.109 in. T&S, 
0.138 in. Bot, 81 sq ft 

114 LFT $300 

M-23445   2-10-98 717-04722 Pipe Arch, 0.168 in. T&S, 
0.188 in. Bot, 119 sq ft 

100 LFT $396 

R-22445   3-19-96 717-26656 Pipe Arch, 0.138 in. T&S, 
0.168 in. Bot, 131 sq ft 

110 LFT $325 

R-23392   2-10-98 717-26657 Pipe Arch, 0.168 in. T&S, 
0.188 in. Bot, 142 sq ft 

140 LFT $264 

M-23686   7-14-98 715-05252 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 20.5 sq ft 28 LFT $128 
R-23126 12-16-97 715-05027 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 20.5 sq ft 128 LFT $175 
R-23126 12-16-97 715-05042 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 21.9 sq ft 136 LFT $100 
RS-24801   3-20-01 715-05254 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 21.9 sq ft 40 LFT $196 
M-23589   8-11-98 715-05260 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 27.4 sq ft 40 LFT $145 
R-24432   2-22-00 715-05265 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 32.1 sq ft 315 LFT $220 
R-24729   2-22-00 715-05272 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 37.0 sq ft 158 LFT $207 
R-23907 11-16-99 715-05298 Pipe, Type 1, Deformed, 

Min. Area 74.3 sq ft 
98 LFT $290 

 
 

SAMPLE CONTRACT UNIT PRICES 
PIPE-ARCHES AND DEFORMED PIPE 

 
Figure 20-2B 
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Description Cost per Linear Foot

Type I $66.00 
Type II $88.00 
Type III $102.00 
Type IV $125.00 

Bulb Tee, 54 in. $114.00 
Bulb Tee, 66 in. $120.00 
Bulb Tee, 73 in. $140.00 

 
English Units 

 
 

CONCRETE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS UNIT COSTS 
 

Figure 20-2C 
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CHAPTER EIGHTY-FIVE 
 

RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANS PREPARATION 
 
 
85-1.0  GENERAL 
 
85-1.01  Purposes 
 
The primary purposes of acquiring highway rights of way are to provide sufficient right of way 
to efficiently construct the facility, to enable the safe operation of vehicles on the facility after it 
is constructed, and to permit the satisfactory and efficient operation of maintenance equipment 
after construction. 
 
In establishing the right of way, consideration should be given to the Office of Real Estate’s 
requirements for preparing legal descriptions of each acquisition or parcel, and in appraising the 
property and negotiating with the property owner.  Further consideration should be given to the 
staking of the right of way and the Department’s or property owners’ problems in fencing the 
right of way. 
 
 
85-1.02  Definitions 
 
For definitions used in this Chapter, see the INDOT Right-of-Way Engineering Procedures 
Manual published by the Office of Real Estate’s Administrative Services Team.  The definitions 
listed below are not included in the above-referenced manual: 
 
1. Access Control Line (ACL).  This is the line on which access is physically controlled for 

Limited Access Right of Way (L.A. R/W).  The ACL is usually the same as the L.A. R/W 
line along which access is controlled in a legal sense.  See examples in Section 86-4.0. 

 
2. Local Service Road.  This is a road constructed to a property that would not have other 

access because of the purchase of L.A. R/W or physical constraints. 
 
3. Centerline.  This is a base line established in the field survey by geometric computation 

(paper-relocated line) or by computer generation and is used in the preparation of plans 
and in construction. 

 
4. Chain-Link Type Fence (CLTF).  This is a closely-woven fence as shown on the INDOT 

Standard Drawings which is used to fence the L.A. R/W in an urbanized area or in front 
of a developed property with a maintained lawn. 
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5. Control of Access.  The rights of owners, occupants, or other persons on land abutting a 

highway to access, light, air, or view in connection with the highway are fully or partially 
controlled by a public authority.  Indiana Statutes refer to this authority as limited access.  
However, the extent of control or limitation is defined as follows: 

 
a. Full Control.  The control under which the authority to control access is exercised 

to give preference to through traffic by providing an access connection to a 
selected public road only and by prohibiting a crossing at grade or a direct drive 
connection. 

 
b. Partial Control.  The authority to control access is exercised to give preference to 

through traffic to a degree that, in addition to access a connection with a selected 
public road, there may be a crossing at grade or a drive connection, as governed 
by existing conditions and economics in land acquisition and construction. 

 
6. Construction Limit.  T he construction limit is  the farthest limit of construction as 

measured perpendicular to a base line (e.g., toe of slope, top of ditch backslope). 
Construction limits should be shown throughout the plans. 

 
7. Farm-Field Type Fence (FFTF).  This is an open-woven fence used to fence L.A. R/W in 

a rural area, but not in front of a nearby rural dwelling or a developed property with a 
maintained lawn. 

 
8. Final Right-of-Way Plans.  T he right-of-way plans are considered to be final after the 

parcel numbers and other pertinent right-of-way data have been added to the right-of-way 
plans by the Office of Real Estate and have been signed by the Office of Real Estate 
director. 

 
9. Landlocked Property.  A property is considered legally landlocked where it is left without 

access by the purchase of limited access right-of-way across its existing access or where a 
physical barrier (e.g., a high fill, stream channel relocation) has been constructed across 
its existing access or property frontage. 

 
10. Limited Access Right-of-Way (L.A. R/W).  See Item 5 above. 
 
11. Monument, Type A, B, C, or D.  Standard monument (marker) used to define the survey 

line, construction centerline, or civil boundary or division. 
 
12. Partial L.A. R/W.  See Item 5 above. 
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13. Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans.  R ight-of-way plans are considered to be preliminary 
until such time as they are submitted to the Office of Real Estate for approval. 

 
14. Property Line.  A property line outlines or defines property ownership. 
 
15. Right-of-Way Line.  A proposed-right-of-way line outlines or defines the land-

acquisition requirements for a new highway project or the improvement of an existing 
highway facility. 

 
 
85-1.03  Abbreviations 
 
The following abbreviations should be used on right-of-way plans. 
 

R/W   Right of Way 
L.A. R/W  Limited-Access Right of Way 
A.C.L.   Access Control Line 
C.L.T.F.  Chain-Link Type Fence 
F.F.T.F.  Farm-Field Type Fence 
APP. P.L.  Apparent Property Line 
APP. EXIST R/W Apparent Existing Right of Way 
L.S.R.   Local Service Road 
B   Beginning of L.A. R/W 
E   Ending of L.A. R/W 
N.E.P.L.  No Evidence of Property Line 

 
 
85-1.04  Composition 
 
A complete set of road right-of-way plans will include the sheets as follows: 
 
1. Title sheet; 
2. Index sheet; 
3. Location Control Route Survey Plat; 
4. Plat No. 1 (if Plat No. 3 is not furnished); 
5. Typical Cross Sections; 
6. Plan and Profile sheets; 
7. Detail sheets (if required); 
8. Approach Table; and 
9. Plat No. 3, if Plat No. 1 is not required. 
 
A complete set of bridge right-of-way plans will include the following: 
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1. Title and Index sheet; 
2. Location Control Route Survey Plat; 
3. Plat No. 1; 
4. Typical Cross Sections; 
5. Detail sheets (if required); 
6. Road Plan and Profile sheets; 
7. Layout; 
8. General Plan; and 
9. Bridge Summary. 
 
Right-of-way plans should be on standard 36 in. by 24 in. sheets (A-1 size), except for Plat No. 
3, which is discussed in Section 85-2.10. 
 
Include the right-of-way project number and right-of-way code on all right-of-way plan sheets 
including the plan and profile sheets. 
 
 
85-1.05  Sheet Numbering 
 
The purpose of the right-of-way plans is to provide a set of maps and other drawings showing the 
area required for the highway and associated purposes.  T here is no i ntention on t he part of 
INDOT to make the right-of-way plans complete with the full construction details of a proposed 
facility, as this would duplicate the contents of another set of highway plans called the 
Construction Plans (see Chapter Fourteen).  Right-of-way plans may show construction details, 
because they are developed using the construction plan sheets and parcel numbers added to 
construction plans.  Right-of-way plans will include fewer sheets than the construction plans for 
the same project and, consequently, are numbered differently. 
 
The right-of-way plans include references to construction plan sheet numbers.  Such references 
which are discordant with the right-of-way plan sheet numbers should be corrected to show 
right-of-way plan sheet numbers or should be omitted, whichever is appropriate for the 
conditions. 
 
The aerial mosaic, Plat No. 3, if required, should be numbered as the last sheet of the right-of-
way plans.  Plat No. 3 may have its own numbering system shown in the title block in the lower-
right-hand corner. 
 
Number all right-of-way plan sheets consecutively from the beginning to the end of the set.  The 
title sheet is sheet 1.  If, after the sheets have been numbered, it becomes necessary to insert 
additional sheets, the insertions can be made without re-numbering the original plan sheets by 
using letters.  For example, two new sheets to be inserted between 17 and 18 w ould be the 
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numbered 17A and 17B.  Re-numbering is necessary, however, where a sheet is eliminated.  The 
total number of sheets should not be shown. 
 
 
85-1.06  State-Funded FHWA Oversight Exempt Project or Non-NHS Project 
 
The State will not submit plans or other right-of-way data to the Federal Highway 
Administration for a State-funded FHWA oversight exempt project or a non-NHS project.  The 
delegated responsibility for such approval has been assumed by the State under its approval plan. 
 
 
85-1.07  Location Survey 
 
A surveyor will not attempt to re-establish a property line from a deed.  He or she will, however, 
review the last deed of record to find references to property-corner monumentation and attempt 
to collect all physical evidence of property lines that are available.  A hedge row or fence row 
that appears to be a property line will be labeled App. P.L.  Where property-line evidence cannot 
be found but where a property line is expected to exist, the survey will identify this as N.E.P.L.  
Where a section corner cannot be found, it will be identified as such in the survey 
documentation. 
 
 

85-1.08  Property-Owner Contact for Condemned Parcel 
 
Once a parcel is in condemnation, the only contacts that a condemned property’s owner may 
have are with the Legal Services Division or the Attorney General’s office. 
 
After the land-acquisition process begins, it is the project manager’s responsibility to be aware of 
which parcels may be undergoing the condemnation process. 
 
If a co ndemned property’s owner, representative, or tenant appears on a final field check, the 
field-check conductor must explain to him or her that no one in attendance is legally permitted to 
answer questions or provide information, and that they must instead contact the Attorney 
General’s office. 
 
 
85-2.0  RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANS SHEETS 
 
85-2.01  Title Sheet for Road Project or Title and Index Sheet for Bridge Project 
 
The right-of-way title sheet should be similar to the title sheet for the construction plans and will 
include the following: 
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1. location map to scale; 
 
2. project description (e.g., project type; location; civil township; county, section, township, 

and range); 
 
3. project reference numbers including designation number, Office of Real Estate code 

number, and reference point.  The Office of Real Estate code number may be left off the 
Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans, if it is  unavailable.  It must be shown on t he Final 
Right-of-Way Plans; 

 
4. a signature block for the following: 
 

a. the Office of Real Estate director; and 
b. the Acquisition Team leader; 

 
5. right-of-way index (bridge project), see Figure 85-2B; and 
 
6. revision table (bridge project). 
 
 
85-2.02  Index Sheet (Road Project) 
 
The Index sheet will include the following: 
 
1. a completed index.  See Figure 85-2A, Sample Right-of-Way Index (Road Plans); 
2. a list of utilities; 
3. an abbreviation legend; 
4. notes that can affect right-of-way purchasing; and 
5. a revision table. 
 
 
85-2.03  Parcel Listing for Land Acquisition 
 
This sheet is no longer required in the plans. 
 
 
85-2.04  Route Survey Plat 
 
A Location Control Route Survey Plat will be kept with the survey materials for each project that 
requires additional right of way and will be submitted by the designer with the Right-of-Way 
Plans.  A print of the Location Control Route Survey Plat should be submitted with Preliminary 
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Right-of-Way Plans.  The Mylar of the Location Control Route Survey Plat should be submitted 
with the Final Right-of-Way Plans. 
 
1. In-House Developed Survey.  The Location Control Route Survey Plat for an in-house 

developed survey will be transmitted to the Office of Real Estate to be recorded, and then 
transmitted back to the Production Management Division vault to be held until the project 
is assigned to a designer.  Once assigned to a designer, the Location Control Route Survey 
Plat will be transmitted to the designer along with the survey and held by the designer until 
submittal of Right-of-Way Plans. 

 
2. Open-End-Contract Survey.  The survey, when completed, along with the signed, sealed, 

and recorded Location Control Route Survey Plat will be held in the Production 
Management Division vault until the project is assigned to a designer.  Once assigned to a 
designer, the Location Control Route Survey Plat will be transmitted to the designer along 
with the survey and held by the designer until submittal of Right-of-Way Plans. 

 
3. Design-Consultant-Developed Survey.  For a project where the survey is performed by a 

design consultant, the designer should submit the survey and the signed, sealed, and 
recorded Location Control Route Survey Plat with Grade Review or Structure Type and 
Size Plans to be logged in and assigned a survey book number.  O nce logged in and 
numbered, the survey and Location Control Route Survey Plat will be returned to the 
designer.  The Location Control Route Survey Plat will then be held by the designer until 
submittal of Right-of-Way Plans. 

 
 
85-2.05  Plat No. 1 
 
Plat No. 1 is defined as a plan showing the project centerline and the outline of all properties 
affected by the proposed construction.  In addition to the property lines, Plat No. 1 should show 
all property owners, the proposed roadway, local service roads, interchanges, S-lines, and 
landlocked properties.  Plat No. 1 should not include the areas of the properties. 
 
It is not necessary to include a Plat No. 1 in the right-of-way plans if a Plat No. 3 is furnished.  
For a local public agency bridge project, a Plat No. 1 need not be included in the plans.  Where 
Plat No. 3 is not included in the right-of-way plans, Plat No. 1 must be included.  Where Plat No. 
1 is required, include it in the plans following the Typical Cross Sections. 
 
The scale for Plat No. 1 must be determined for each project.  See Section 14-3.05(01) item 3 for 
scale information. 
 
All property outlines should be shown.  For small compact properties or lots, use a code system 
and tabulate the property owners elsewhere on t he plat.  For a s mall property which requires 
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identification by means of a coding system, do not refer to the property as a parcel.  Instead, use 
the term Index Number, as shown in Figure 85-2B(1), Plat No. 1 Property Owners Tabulation 
Example. 
 
All mitigation sites should be shown.  A separate legal description and area calculations should 
be prepared for each mitigation site and labeled as Mitigation Site, with the land-acquisition code 
and parcel number. 
 
Figure 85-2C provides a checklist for the information that should be included on Plat No. 1.  An 
editable version of this form may also be found on t he Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
85-2.06  Typical Cross Sections 
 
Include all necessary typical roadway cross sections.  These will include the mainline roadway, 
crossroads or streets, or local service roads. 
 
 
85-2.07  Plan and Profile Sheets 
 
85-2.07(01)  Topography 
 
 
Show all topographic information in the field survey book or model files on the Plan and Profile 
and the Interchange Right-of-Way sheets.  P lot all topography information for 300 ft on each 
side of the centerline for a s heet with a 1” = 100’ scale, or for 150 ft on each side of the 
centerline for a sheet with a 1” = 50’ scale.  Stationing should be shown at 100-ft intervals.  The 
Plan and Profile sheets should include the following. 
 
1. Topography.  The topography should include the following: 
 

a. subdivision lot lines, apparent property lines, no-evidence-of property lines, 
property owners’ names, centerline with stationing, bearings, equations, curve 
data, and apparent existing right of way; 

 
b. county lines or corporation limits; 

 
c. section or quarter-section line labeled as App. Section Line or App. ¼ S ection 

Line; 
 

d. existing highways, streets, or alleys showing widths and names; 
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e. cemeteries, railroads, streams, or ditches; 

 
f. private easements of access, if known; 

 
g. sewage disposal systems, utilities, tile drains, wells, lakes, right-of-way markers, 

section-corner stones, pipes, wood stakes, marks cut in concrete, brass plugs, or 
other monuments; 

 
h. iron pins or other physical features which could represent property corners, 

including those located outside the limits of the plan sheet; 
 

i. fences and fence corners; 
 

j. limits of woods, or individual trees if identified during the survey; 
 

k. existing sidewalks, curbs, gutters, pavements, or retaining walls; 
 

l. private roads or entrances, including drive types and materials; 
 

m. quarries, pits, or mines; 
 

n. springs, bridges, or culverts; 
 

o. fire hydrants, manholes, inlets, catch basins, or vents; 
 

p. peat bogs or muck areas, and mitigation sites; and 
 

q. railroads or all other physical features which may affect the acquisition of right-
of-way. 

 
2. Stationing.  Include the station and angle of intersection at each point where the project 

centerline or an “S” line crosses a centerline of a street or highway, subdivision 
boundaries, section lines, quarter-section lines, or county lines. 

 
3. Distances.  Include measured distances from the project centerline or an “S” line to 

property corners inside and nearest property corners outside the proposed right-of-way, 
and block corners in subdivisions. 

 
4. Closure.  Ensure that the computed alignment data for an interchange or paper relocation 

closes mathematically. 
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5. Property-Corner Monuments.  Reference the station and offset of existing property corner 
monuments located outside the limits of the plan sheet and show the App. P.L., if 
applicable. 

 
6. Old Survey Line.  For original right of way established from an old survey line, include 

an equation and enough reference points to allow the Office of Real Estate to re-establish 
the old right-of-way. 

 
7. Descriptions.  Include the section, civil township, congressional township and range, and 

name of county, subdivision lot numbers (not placed in circles), and north arrow.  See 
Figure 85-2D, Example Description.  A  circled number on the final right-of-way plans 
indicates a parcel number.  Ensure that conflicts with the construction plans are avoided. 

 
 
85-2.07(02)  Design Information 
 
The following design information should be included on the Plan and Profile sheets. 
 
1. Paper-Relocation Line.  If the right of way is referenced from a paper-relocation line or 

master alignment string, it must be tied to the survey line. 
 
2. Construction Limits.  Denote construction limits with dashed lines and label them 

Construction Limits for the entire length of the project, including each “S” line.  Also, 
show construction limits for each drive, long structure, channel change, etc.  Include and 
label temporary construction limits for a temporary runaround, where applicable. 

 
3. Profile.  Include the profile of the existing surface along the project centerline and each 

“S” line, with the proposed profile-grade lines. 
 
4. Access Lane.  A design feature which limits access to or from the highway (raised 

median curb, removal of median curb, etc.). 
 
 
85-2.07(03)  Property Lines 
 
Each existing property line must be described as completely as practical.  Where applicable, 
extend the property line beyond the right-of-way line for ease in identification.  S how the 
stationing and offset distance for each property line that parallels the survey line.  A property line 
that is not parallel to the survey centerline may be described by either of two methods as follows. 
 
1. Describe one point on the apparent property line by showing a station and offset distance 

and a second point on the centerline by showing the range station. 
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2. Describe two points on the apparent property line by showing both stations and offset 

distances. 
 
Method 2 is the preferred method. 
 
The Plan and Profile sheets should include the following: 
 
1. apparent property lines where evidence exists; 
2. N.E.P.L. note at each location where a property line is suspected to exist; or 
3. App. Existing R/W for existing right-of-way line if known from old plans or surveys. 
 
If all attempts to determine the apparent existing right of way are unsuccessful, the Office of 
Real Estate’s Acquisition Team should be consulted to provide the apparent existing right of 
way.  If the Team is unable to find evidence of existing right of way, the Property Management 
Team will prescribe the apparent existing right-of-way lines to be used.  A request for right-of-
way determination should be sent to the Acquisition Team under the signature of the Production 
Management Division’s Office manager.  C opies of the Plan and Profile sheets should be 
included with the request.  A copy of the request, without attachments, should be transmitted to 
the project manager for tracking. 
 
 
85-2.07(04)  Buildings or Other Improvements 
 
Indicate the following on the Plan and Profile sheets. 
 
1. Building.  S how the station and offset dimension of the nearest corner for each 

improvement within and 75 f t beyond the right-of-way line.  It may be necessary to 
increase this dimension in a rural area.  Locate and show each structure containing an 
overhang which occurs within the above limits.  The amount of eave overhang should be 
shown at each building located close to, but not crossing, the new right-of-way line. 

 
2. Distance.  Where the survey is an aerial survey, required or necessary data may be scaled 

from the aerial topography.  However, an aerial mosaic may not be uniformly to scale. 
 
3. Addition.  Where during the Preliminary Field Check it is determined that there is an 

improvement (e.g., sign, underground tank, encroachment) that was not noted by the 
original survey or included on t he plans within or 75 ft beyond the right-of-way line, 
determine the station, offset dimensions, and plan dimensions of the improvement, and 
show the improvement on the plans. 
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4. Utility.  Each utility crossing or entering on the proposed right of way must be shown on 
the plans.  For a line suspended on pol es, show only the poles.  H owever, for a high-
tension line, show the line crossing. 

 
The correct inclusion of each utility facility should be reviewed by both the Production 
Management Division and its Utilities Team at the time of the field check.  Discrepancies 
in the plans should be identified at this time so that proper corrections can be made.  
Where a change is simply noted and revised later in the office, it can too late to secure the 
necessary location data. 

 
5. Existing Pipe.  Each existing pipe and its size and type should be shown on the plans. 
 
 
85-2.07(05)  Notations 
 
The following should be shown on the Plan and Profile sheets. 
 
1. Right-of-Way Note.  Include the following notes on each sheet as applicable: 
 

All R/W described from Line “_____” except as shown. 
 

Line “____” to be constructed.  [only for multiple survey lines or a paper 
relocation] 

 
Limited Access R/W requirements to apply where indicated.  [only where limited 
access right of way is to be acquired] 

 
2. Right-of-Way Description.  Right of way should be described as follows: 
 

a. Identification.  Except as otherwise provided in Item 2.f. below, each breakpoint 
in the right-of-way line should be identified with a station and offset distance.  A 
station or offset may be described in terms of a property line or right-of-way line 
(e.g., +PL/30, +150/RW, +LARW/23, +PL/PL).  T he right of way should be 
described from the centerline, which should be the survey or construction 
centerline, where practical.  Show the offset in whole-foot increments. 

 
b. Parallel.  W here the right-of-way line is parallel to the centerline between two 

breakpoints, it should be identified by using the offset distance (e.g., 75 ft R/W).  
On a curve, a uniform right-of-way line parallel to the curved centerline may be 
identified by using the offset distance between the PC and the PT.  The PC and 
the PT of a curve should be labeled on the right-of-way line.  See Section 85-4.02 
for additional guidance. 
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c. Non-Uniform.  Non-uniform right of way should be marked “R/W” or “L.A. 

R/W” and should be considered as a straight line between the breakpoints, 
including where the centerline is curved. 

 
d. Clarity.  Right-of-way lines and right-of-way notes should stand out and be easily 

seen and understood on each sheet.  For minimum line thickness and applicable 
R/W symbols, see Chapter Fifteen.  A  right-of-way line should not obliterate a 
physical feature or note that is necessary in the plan or topography presentation. 

 
e. Common PL and R/W.  Where a property line is intended to be the right-of-way 

line for the new project, the right-of-way line should be drawn coincident with the 
apparent property line.  Designate the line either as “P.L. & R/W” or “P.L. & L.A. 
R/W, A.C.L., & _._.T.F.”  Ensure that the existing property line or fence symbol 
is still labeled. 

 
f. Right of Way through Platted Area.  In a platted area, the exact right-of-way line 

location should be dimensioned from a property corner and not from the project 
centerline.  A dimension at every lot line crossed is neither necessary nor desired.  
It is sufficient to make ties only at streets, alleys, or the platted area boundaries 
unless additional intermediate right-of-way breakpoints are required.  Figure 85-
2E, Right of Way Through Platted Area, provides a sample layout.  H owever, 
proper ties must be established between the platted area and the project centerline. 

 
 
85-2.08  Detail Sheet 
 
A detail sheet should be included in the right-of-way plans if right-of-way lines are shown on the 
sheet.  All right-of-way lines should be shown, including dimensions and descriptions. 
 
 
85-2.09  Approach Table Sheet 
 
This sheet should show each approach location, type of approach, width, length, radii, and types 
of materials, but not quantities (X shown in appropriate space), and distance beyond the right-of-
way line. 
 
 
85-2.10  Plat No. 3 
 
Plat No. 3, a s required with preliminary right-of-way plans, will consist of one set of 
photographic reproduction mylars (36 in. x 24 in.) of the entire length of the project.  It should be 
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prepared using a scale as described in Section 14-3.05(01) Item 3, from an uncontrolled aerial 
photo enlargement, with 10% overlap and with the error not to exceed 2%. 
 
Mylar enlargements may be prepared from existing aerial photographs produced by a qualified 
aerial-survey organization within the past three years, from new photography flown, or upon the 
order of the designer specifically for the coverage required.  The photography, especially that of 
an urban area, should depict acceptable current conditions of civic, personal property, or other 
improvement of the area involved, and should provide acceptable quality of the photographic 
image.  Include all proposed photography with the right-of-way plans submittal to the Office of 
Real Estate. 
 
If a property extends beyond the limits of a project, the designer should extend the aerial 
coverage and description to include the property. 
 
The coverage of the reproduction Mylar in the 24-in. dimension should not be less than 10,000 ft 
at the 1” = 50’ scale, or less than 2000 ft at the 1” = 100’ scale. 
 
The 10,000 ft Mylar enlargements should be sufficiently matched and end-lapped between 
successive sheets, so as to provide for a matched continuous strip of the project length once 
printed, trimmed, and spliced together. 
 
The reproduction Mylar should include the following information. 
 
1. Centerline.  T he centerline of the final selected surveyed route should be positioned 

approximately in the center of the 24-in. dimension.  Include the centerline stationing and 
the curve radius for each portion of the centerline which is on a curve.  Include the north 
arrow on each sheet. 

 
2. Property Lines.  T he boundary of the entire property ownership on bot h sides of the 

centerline and all property adjacent to or bisected by the centerline should be shown with 
a dashed line and designated with the letters PL. 

 
3. Mitigation Sites.  T he boundaries should be shown as solid lines.  The site should be 

labeled as a mitigation site. 
 
4. Right-of-Way Lines.  T he right-of-way lines, as established, should be shown on both 

sides of the centerline.  Station and offset dimensions need not be shown. 
 
5. Property Owners.  The name of each property owner involved should be shown. 
 
6. Section Corner.  Ea ch section corner appearing within the coverage specified, on bot h 

sides of the centerline, should be shown with all four sections indicated in a small circle. 
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7. Political Boundaries.  Appropriate designation of county lines, State or county roads, and 

streams or ditches should be shown. 
 
8. Area.  The areas of the properties should not be included. 
 
9. Title Block.  A n appropriate title block in the lower right-hand corner of each 

reproduction, in a block of approximately 3 in. x 5 in., should indicate the following: 
 

a. R/W Plat No. 3, for the Office of Real Estate, Indiana Department of 
Transportation; 

 
b. project number, designation number, and Office of Real Estate code number; 

 
c. aerial photo mosaic; 

 
d. description of controlling project termini; 

 
e. mosaic scale of 1” = 20’, 1” = 50’, or 1” = 100’; 

 
f. date and source of aerial photography used; and 

 
g. sheet number of each reproduction with its relation to the total number of 

reproduction Mylar involved.  A lso include the total number of sheets in the 
plans. 

 
 
85-2.11  Checklist 
 
Figure 85-2F provides a checklist which may be used to ensure that the applicable information 
has been included on a set of right-of-way plans.  An editable version of this form may also be 
found on the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
85-3.0  PROCESSING RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANS 
 
85-3.01  Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans 
 
The preliminary right-of-way plans will be processed as discussed in Chapter Fourteen.  The 
preliminary right-of-way plans are submitted to the project manager by the designer for 
subsequent transmittal to the Office of Real Estate’s Acquisition Team for its review and 
comments. 
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At the completion of Office of Real Estate’s review, the preliminary plans will be returned to the 
designer through the project manager.  It is the responsibility of the designer in charge of the 
project to review the Acquisition Team’s comments and resolve differences of opinion between 
the markup and the designer’s intent. 
 
 
85-3.02  Final Right-of-Way Plans 
 
After the preliminary right-of-way plans have been found to be acceptable, a mylar set of the 
final right-of-way plans and two sets of prints will be submitted by the designer to the project 
manager.  If the project was developed using CADD, include the CADD files with this submittal.  
For an in-house project, the designer will only submit one set of prints to the project manager.  A 
memorandum will be prepared by the project manager and transmitted to the Planning Division’s 
Research and Documents Library Team along with the Mylar set and prints for processing.  The 
mylar set and memorandum will be transmitted by the Team to the Office of Real Estate’s 
Acquisition Team for their use.  A transmittal letter will be prepared by the Research and 
Documents Library Team and sent to the county surveyor along with two sets of prints for 
review by the county drainage board.  This submittal from the Research and Documents Library 
Team will not become complete Final Right-of-Way Plans until the parcel numbers and other 
right-of-way data have been added and the plans have been signed by the Office of Real Estate 
director. 
 
Once the designer receives the final right-of-way plans from the Office of Real Estate, the 
designer should add the offset distances for right-of-way points.  After submission of right-of-
way plans, the designer is responsible for submitting all right-of-way revisions to INDOT as 
soon as possible.  The Office of Real Estate needs the current information so that it may proceed 
with the following: 
 
 1. prepare legal descriptions for the correct properties; 
 
 2. appraise the correct acquisitions; and 
 
 3. show the correct project features to the property owners. 
 
If the designer needs access to, or a copy of, a Buyer’s Report, the Research and Documents 
Library Team leader should be contacted. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
The district construction engineer should always be consulted 
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prior to letting a project with right-of-way clearance exceptions. 
 

 
 
85-3.03  Revision of Approved Right-of-Way Plans 
 
85-3.03(01)  Right-of-Way Change Initiated by the Production Management Division 
 
1. Change Not Requiring Land-Acquisition Suspension.  A change to the right of way or 

access (e.g., raised median curb, removal of median crossover, etc.), initiated by the 
Production Management Division after the final right-of-way plans have been processed, 
will require the following. 

 
a. A memorandum to the Office of Real Estate director from the designer through 

the Production Management Division director.  This memorandum should contain 
a detailed explanation of the revision and why it was necessary. 

 
 b. A set of prints of the revised sheets. 
 

This type of revision is submitted to the Office of Real Estate through the Research and 
Documents Library Team. 

 
2. Change Requiring Land-Acquisition Suspension.  If a major design change or scope 

change is identified that will result in a right-of-way revision, the designer should send a 
memorandum to the Office of Real Estate requesting that the right-of-way acquisition for 
the project, or for specific parcels, be temporarily suspended.  The design change should 
involve three or more parcels, or 10% of the total number of parcels, in order for the 
entire project’s right-of-way acquisition to be suspended.  For a design change affecting 
only one or two parcels, the memorandum should indicate that right-of-way acquisition is 
to be suspended only on such parcels. 

 
Figure 85-3A is the memorandum form for partial suspension.  F igure 85-3B is the 
memorandum form for complete suspension.  Editable versions of these forms may also 
be found on the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
The Office of Real Estate should also be notified in writing if the issues causing the delay 
have been resolved and right-of-way acquisition may resume.  Such notification may be 
included in the transmittal memorandum accompanying the revised right-of-way plans. 

 
 
85-3.03(02)  Right-of-Way Change Initiated by the Office of Real Estate 
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A change to the right of way, initiated by the Office of Real Estate after the final right-of-way 
plans have been processed, will require the following. 
 
1. The Office of Real Estate will verbally request that the designer review a p roposed 

change. 
 
2. The designer will verbally advise the Office of Real Estate of his or her position 

regarding the request. 
 
3. Once the request has been reviewed and approved, the Office of Real Estate will send a 

memorandum to the designer authorizing a change to the plans, with a copy to the project 
manager.  T he Office of Real Estate will establish a r easonable due date for the 
submission and communicate it to the designer in the memorandum. 

 
4. The designer revises the plans in accordance with the Office of Real Estate’s 

memorandum. 
 

a. If the designer is a consultant, go to Step 5. 
 

b. If the designer is in house, go to Step 7. 
 
5. The designer submits revised plan sheets, along with a copy of the of the Office of Real 

Estate’s request, to the Production Management Division’s project manager.  The project 
manager forwards the submission to the reviewer. 

 
6. The reviewer checks the submission in accordance with the Limited Review policy. 
 

a. If acceptable, the reviewer transmits the revised plan sheets along with a copy of 
the Office of Real Estate’s request to the project manager.  Go to Step 7. 

 
b. If not acceptable, the designer sends a letter through the project manager to the 

consultant.  The consultant should resolve the matter and resubmit. 
 

7. One copy of the revised plan sheets, along with a copy of the of Office of Real Estate’s 
request, is distributed by the project manager to the following: 

 
a. the author of the of Office of Real Estate memorandum who requested the 

change; 
 

b. the Office of Real Estate’s Acquisition Team leader; and 
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c. the project manager for a consultant-designed project, or the designer for an in-
house designed project. 

 
Only a copy of the correspondence is sent to the Office of Real Estate’s Property 
Management Team leader. 

 
 
85-3.04  Construction Change 
 
A right-of-way change made after a project is let and awarded must be processed as a 
construction change.  A construction change is processed as discussed in Section 14-1.02. 
 
 
85-4.0  RIGHT-OF-WAY DESIGN 
 
85-4.01  Width 
 
85-4.01(01)  Interstate Route 
 
The right-of-way width is based on a  desirable clear width of 15 ft between the construction 
limits and the right-of-way line.  For construction beyond the right-of-way limits, see Section 85-
5.0. 
 
 
85-4.01(02)  Non-Interstate Route Except County Road 
 
The minimum right-of-way width is based on a  desirable clear width of 10 f t between the 
construction limits and the right-of-way line.  R ight-of-way width less than desirable is 
permissible at a specific location based on engineering judgment.  A less-than-desirable right-of-
way width should only be used where the cost of required right of way is prohibitive, or if 
physical features control such as those encountered in an urban area. 
 
For construction beyond the right-of-way limits, see Section 85-5.0. 
 
 
85-4.01(03)  County Road (Local-Public-Agency Project) 
 
The minimum right-of-way width is based on desirable clear distance of 3 ft between the 
construction limits and the right-of-way line. 
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85-4.02  Design Considerations 
 
In determining right-of-way limits, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Minimizing Number of Breakpoints.  Except as required below, the number of right-of-

way breakpoints should be kept to a minimum. 
 
2. Right-of-Way Break on Property Line.  A change in the distance from the centerline to 

the right-of-way line should not occur on a property line if there is a taking from both 
properties involved.  However, if it is impractical to place the breakpoint approximately 
20 ft from the property line, the point should be placed exactly on the property line.  The 
breakpoint should not be placed in or near a stream bed, river, etc. 

 
3. Right of Way Around a Curve.  Where the right-of-way line is on a curve, the right-of-

way line should be parallel to the centerline.  A nearby improvement or other condition 
may justify using straight-line chords. 

 
4. Abrupt Change in the Right-of-Way Line.  An abrupt change in the right-of-way line 

should be avoided.  The maximum desirable rate of change is 5 ft laterally for each 100 ft 
along the centerline.  This low rate of change may not, however, be practical in rough 
terrain.  This will reduce the number of right-of-way markers or corner posts for fencing, 
and will reduce the maintenance cost of the fence. 

 
5. Adjacent Projects.  Where adjacent projects end within the limits of a particular property, 

each project must show the complete right-of-way requirements across the property in 
question, both on the plan and profile sheets and on the aerial mosaic (Plat No. 3) or Plat 
No. 1. 

 
6. Variable Median.  The right of way should be described only from one survey centerline 

for a variable-median roadway.  For a wide median of at least 200 ft, it may be necessary 
to describe the right of way from two centerlines. 

 
7. Hatching of Residue.  Landlocked residue should be identified by the use of hatching on 

Plat No. 3 or Plat No. 1. 
 
8. Construction Limits.  S how the construction limits for each area where construction is 

planned in order to establish the right-of-way requirements for the project. 
 
9. Two-Centerlines Description.  Do not describe one right-of-way point from each of two 

centerlines. 
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10. Unstakable Breakpoint.  A void a right-of-way break where the breakpoint cannot be 
staked (e.g., in a stream or drive). 

 
11. Small Parcel.  Ad ditional right-of-way breakpoints or short distances between breaks 

should be considered where such a procedure will eliminate taking a parcel or will avoid 
leaving a small remnant. 

 
12. Cemetery.  I n conformance with Indiana Statutes, a Department-maintained route is 

required to be a minimum of 100 ft from the nearest gravesite wherein burial rights have 
been transferred, or from a mausoleum in a cemetery.  Right of way or temporary right of 
way can be taken from a cemetery with the consent of the cemetery owner, governing 
board, or the relatives of interred people.  However, avoidance of taking right of way 
from a cemetery is advisable because of the substantial administrative burden and 
because the contractor can be enjoined from building a road on cemetery property upon 
the complaint of a person.  Where a small cemetery is affected, relocation of the cemetery 
may be an acceptable mitigation strategy. 

 
 
85-5.0  ALTERNATE RIGHTS OF WAY 
 
85-5.01  Temporary Right of Way 
 
Temporary right of way should be specified for where there is a definite time limit on the State’s 
need for the use of the land.  The conditions under which temporary right of way will be required 
are discussed below. 
 
 
85-5.01(01)  Drive Construction 
 
Temporary right of way is not always warranted for drive construction.  If permanent right of 
way is not required from a property owner, temporary right of way from that property should be 
avoided if possible.  This is in effort to reduce the number of parcels on a project. 
 
1. Where to Consider Temporary Right of Way for Drive Construction.  Temporary right of 

way for drive construction should be considered where one of the criteria exists as 
follows: 

 
a. the proposed drive grade and vertical curve required to construct the drive tie-in 

extend beyond the permanent right-of-way line.  T he drive grade should not 
exceed the grade shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings; 
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b. if right of way is required from a property for other work, the drive should be 
paved to the right-of-way line and the necessary temporary right of way for drive 
construction should be acquired; 

 
c. the drive pavement is in need of replacement to the right-of-way line, or a 

different drive pavement material than that in place must be used; 
 

d. if the proposed drive is wider than the existing drive, the tapers should be placed 
outside the permanent right of way as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings; 
or 

 
e. revising the drainage causes grading work outside the permanent right of way. 

 
2. Where Not to Consider Temporary Right of Way for Drive Construction.  T emporary 

right of way for drive construction should not be considered in one the situations as 
follows: 

 
a. the proposed drive grade and vertical curve required to construct the drive tie-in 

are short of the permanent right-of-way line, and the existing pavement beyond 
the tie-in point may remain in place.  Paving should stop at the drive tie-in point, 
or within 5 ft of the right-of-way line, whichever is farther from the roadway; or 

 
b. for a partial 3R project, a 3-ft wide HMA wedge is placed adjacent to the mainline 

or shoulder pavement.  Therefore, no t emporary right of way will be required.  
See Section 56-4.05(02). 

 
Construction limits for each drive should be shown on the plans within the temporary right of 
way.  Excessive temporary right of way should not be taken outside of the construction limits.  
The minimum distance from the construction limits to the temporary right-of-way line is 5 ft.  
This distance can vary depending on the individual situation.  A  feature such as a tree, well, 
septic system, planter, garden, sign, lamp post, etc., may appear within the temporary right-of-
way limits.  If such a feature is within the temporary right of way and is not to be removed, it 
should be identified on the plans as not to be disturbed. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Where it is necessary for complete construction of a drive to extend 
outside the permanent right of way, the necessary temporary right 
of way for construction of the drive should be shown on the plans 

and labeled as such. 
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85-5.01(02)  Improvement Removal 
 
Where improvement removal is required, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Where it is necessary to go outside the permanent right of way to complete the removal 

of an improvement through which the right-of-way lines pass, show the necessary 
temporary right of way for the removal on the plans (see Item 3 below). 

 
2. Temporary right of way will be provided for the removal of each improvement that 

encroaches on the proposed right of way, but is also partially located outside the take (see 
Item 3 below).  Temporary right of way will not be required to remove an encroachment 
where the existing right of way is adequate and there is no other right-of-way acquisition.  
The property owner will be required to remove an encroachment of this nature. 

 
Temporary right of way can be established only for the removal of a partial encroachment 
upon right of way to be acquired.  T he removal of a partial or complete illegal 
encroachment upon existing right of way acquired on p revious projects, with no 
encroachment upon ne w right of way, is the responsibility of the owner of the 
encroaching improvement.  Therefore, no temporary right of way is required. 

 
 Temporary right of way cannot be acquired from an owner for the removal of an 

adjoining owner’s improvement.  If an improvement is on or  extends over the property 
line, the Office of Real Estate should be consulted. 

 
3. The parts of an encroaching building, including signs, which lie outside the permanent 

right of way, must be embraced with temporary right of way, having limits which are 
about 20 ft from a part of the building or sign.  W here practicable, the perimeter of 
temporary right of way for building removal will be a four-sided figure formed by two 
parallel lines (one of which is the designed right-of-way line) and by two lines 
perpendicular to the centerline.  The distance between this temporary right-of-way line 
and the extremities of the building involved may exceed 20 ft for the purpose of 
convenience.  E xceptions to the 20-ft distance will occur where the distance from the 
building in question to the boundary of the property involved is less than 20 ft.  In this 
situation, the temporary right-of-way line should follow the property line.  T he 20-ft 
distance must be waived where it will embrace a portion of a second building which is 
situated wholly on the abutting owner’s residue and should not be removed. 

 
For a platted lot, the above described method of designing the quadrilateral should be 
disregarded if the four bounding lines can be made parallel with lot lines to enable the use 
of descriptions “By Parallel Lines.”  F or example, such a description may read, “The 
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north 24’ of the south 49’ of the west 41’ of Lot 29 in Smith’s Addition …. .”  This is a 
perimeter-type metes-and-bounds description, furnishes an easy means of identifying the 
land, and is easier to compose. 

 
 
85-5.01(03)  Unsuitable Materials 
 
The following discusses where temporary right of way may be required for unsuitable materials. 
 
1. Peat Removal.  Where the permanent right of way is not sufficient to provide for disposal 

of peat, temporary right of way may be taken for this purpose. 
 
2. Other Materials.  U nsatisfactory foundation soils other than peat are disposed of as 

Unsuitable Material, and temporary right of way is not provided for this disposal.  Where 
the quantities of unsatisfactory foundation soils are of the magnitude that it is desirable to 
provide temporary right of way adjacent to the proposed facility, the plans must state the 
nature of the soils to be disposed of on the temporary right of way. 

 
3. Disposal.  Temporary right of way for the deposit of soils to be wasted as in Items 1 and 

2 above should be determined on the basis of depositing the waste soil at a depth of 3 ft. 
 
 
85-5.01(04)  Grading as Excavation on Temporary Right of Way 
 
Where temporary right of way will not be returned to its original condition, this fact must be 
shown on t he plans.  Where material from the temporary right of way is to be used in the 
roadway fill, a note to this effect must be shown, e.g., Excavation of 120 yd3 from the channel 
change shall be used in the roadway fill. 
 
 
85-5.01(05)  Concrete Slab Removal 
 
Do not include temporary right of way for concrete slab removal where the slab can be sawed 
along the permanent right-of-way line. 
 
 
85-5.01(06)  Describing Temporary Right of Way 
 
Where temporary right of way is required, define on t he plans the purpose for which the 
temporary right of way is being taken. 
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85-5.01(07)  Permanent Construction 
 
Permanent construction may not take place on temporary right of way.  Permanent right of way 
must be acquired for this purpose.  An exception may be made to this for grading in a residential 
area where a shallow cut or fill is involved.  Temporary right of way for yard grading may be 
specified for up t o 2 ft difference in elevation.  O therwise, permanent right of way should be 
purchased.  E xceptions to this method of establishing right of way should be used upon t he 
recommendation of the Office of Real Estate with the concurrence of the property owner. 
 
 
85-5.01(08)  Restriction on Temporary Right of Way for Drive Construction 
 
Temporary right of way cannot be acquired from one owner to construct an adjoining owner’s 
drive.  If the drive cannot be relocated entirely upon the adjoining owner’s property, permanent 
right of way should be acquired. 
 
 
85-5.02  Provisional Right of Way 
 
Where there is a continuing need (no definite time limit) for entrance onto a property outside the 
permanent right of way line, the area so required should be taken as provisional right of way.  
Provisional right of way must be shown on the plans, and the purpose for which it is being taken 
clearly indicated (e.g., Provisional Right of Way to Limit Line-of-Sight Obstruction). 
 
Provisional right of way cannot be condemned.  W here provisional right of way cannot be 
acquired through negotiated purchase or gift, the fee simple title will need to be secured by 
condemnation and the right of way will be considered permanent. 
 
 
85-5.03  Perpetual Easement for Off-Highway Construction 
 
Where an off-highway sewer, ditch, drain, or other permanent item is to be constructed and 
subsequently maintained by the State, and it is not necessary or desirable to acquire the fee 
simple title to the right of way, the plans should show the acquisition as a Perpetual Easement 
for ________________________________.” 
 
The relocation of a legal ditch or legal pipe drain requires the acquisition of a perpetual easement 
so that the county can maintain the portions of the ditch or pipe drain outside the permanent 
right-of-way limits. 
 
The amount of legal-ditch- or pipe-drain-usable easement right-of-way overlap will vary from 0 
where right-of-way costs are minimal, to a m aximum where extensive damages are indicated.  
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The amount of overlap should be discussed on the field check.  Right-of-way markers will not be 
required for delineation of a perpetual easement. 
 
The design should be incorporated into the applicable Right-of-Way Plans not yet submitted to 
the Office of Real Estate.  Revisions to such plans now in review by the Office of Real Estate 
should be made per its request. 
 
 
85-6.0  FIELD CHECK 
 
85-6.01  Purpose 
 
A field check is held during preparation of design plans, at which time the proposed right of way 
may be reviewed.  A field check may be held specifically for right-of-way review, particularly in 
an urban area where there are a large number of right-of-way decisions to be made. 
 
 
85-6.02  Types of Inspections 
 
The following describes the right-of-way field inspections that may occur. 
 
1. Preliminary Field Check.  Right-of-way requirements are a primary consideration at the 

Preliminary Field Check.  A ccess provisions on a limited-access facility should be 
resolved at this time as discussed in Chapter Eighty-six.  The Preliminary Field Check 
Plans which are provided to the Office of Real Estate for use at the field check must be 
prepared showing the right-of-way lines. 

 
2. Final Field Check, If Required.  Right-of-way requirements should be shown in complete 

detail on the Final Field Check Plans.  At the time of the Final Field Check, the right-of-
way requirements are to be reviewed by the members of the field-check party and either 
revised or approved. 

 
An Office of Real Estate representative should be present at the Preliminary and Final Field 
Checks to consult with the designer regarding right-of-way impacts.  The Office of Real Estate 
representative should be encouraged to make an independent review of the plans, not only from a 
right-of-way viewpoint, but also in anticipation of appraising and buying problems. 
 
 
85-7.0  REINFORCED-CONCRETE RIGHT-OF-WAY MARKERS 
 
85-7.01  Specifications 
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Reinforced-concrete right-of-way markers should be in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
Drawings and the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
85-7.02  Warrants 
 
Reinforced-concrete right-of-way markers are used to define the right-of-way for the following. 
 
1. Route within the State system including that on the Interstate System. 
 
2. That portion of a county road or city or town street where right of way is purchased by 

the State to permit reconstruction of a portion of the road even though the road and the 
right of way may be subsequently abandoned to the local agency. 

 
3. Local-service road where the State is purchasing the right of way for a new location but 

intends to subsequently abandon the right of way and the local-service road to the local 
agency. 

 
4. County-Federal aid route. 
 
Right-of-way markers may be eliminated in a highly-urbanized area where recommended or 
approved by the appropriate district office. 
 
 
85-7.03  Placement 
 
The back face of each marker should be set on the right-of-way line approximately 1000 ft apart.  
A marker should also be placed as follows: 
 
1. at each corner or angle point of an irregularly-shaped right-of-way line; 
 
2. opposite each PC and PT of each curve on each right-of-way line; 
 
3. a maximum of 500 ft apart on the inside and outside of each curve; and 
 
4. where, at a given marker, the adjacent marker on that line is visible assuming an eye level 

of 60 in. at the intermediate marker. 
 
The location of each right-of-way marker should be shown on the plans.  The locations will also 
be tabulated in a table showing station and offset and designated as Right or Left of the 
centerline. 
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85-7.04  Fence as Right-of-Way Marker 
 
The following will apply to fencing as a right-of-way marker. 
 
1. A right-of-way marker is not required where the plans provide for a fence on the Limited-

Access Right-of-Way line (L.A. R/W). 
 
2. Where the L.A. R/W is not fenced, markers should be provided as set out in Section 85-

7.03. 
 
3. Where a fenced L.A. R/W line ends and non-fenced right of way begins, the end fence 

post should be considered as a right-of-way marker in determining the placement of the 
first right-of-way marker. 

 
4. A corner or angle point should not be artificially introduced so as to require a marker at 

less than the normal distance after a fence post at the end of L.A. R/W. 
 
 
85-7.05  Resetting Right-of-Way Marker 
 
At one of the field checks, the Production Management Division representative should, in 
cooperation with the district representative, determine if there are existing right-of-way markers 
that should be reset.  The number of new markers plus the number of markers to be reset should 
equal the total number of markers required for the project. 
 
 
85-7.06  Quantities and Pay Items 
 
Quantities and pay items should be determined as described in the INDOT Standard 
Specifications. 
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Sheet No. Description 

1 Title 

2 Index 

3-4 Location Control Route Survey Plat * 

5-6 Plat No. 1 (if no Plat No. 3 is furnished) 

7-8 Typical Cross Sections 

9-26 Plan and Profile 

27 Interchange Geometrics 

28 Interchange R/W 

29 Interchange Drainage 

30-33 Interchange Details 

34 Approach Table 

 Plat No. 3 (if required) 

 
*This sheet is provided by the district Office of Surveying. 

 
 

SAMPLE RIGHT-OF-WAY INDEX, ROAD PLANS 
 

Figure 85-2A 
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Sheet No. Description 

1 Title and Index 

2 Location Control Route Survey Plat* 

3 Plat No. 1 

4-5 Typical Cross Sections 

6 Approach Details 

7 Temporary Runaround Details 

8-9 Road Plan and Profile 

10 Layout 

11 Channel Change Layout 

12 General Plan 

13 Bridge Summary 

 
*This sheet is provided by the district Office of Surveying. 

 
 

SAMPLE RIGHT-OF-WAY INDEX, BRIDGE PLANS 
 

Figure 85-2B 
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Section Index No. Owner 

25  
 

John & Mary Brown 

 
 

PLAT No. 1 PROPERTY-OWNER TABULATION EXAMPLE 
 

Figure 85-2B(1) 
 

  1 
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1. Section corner tie-in included if project did not have a Location Control Route Survey Plat.  

2. Section corners, section lines, and quarter-section lines identified.  

3. For all properties impacted by the proposed construction, property owners identified and 
apparent property lines shown, but not labeled as such. 

 

4. Name of stream, river, etc., identified, with flow direction.  

5. Civil township; and section, township, and range; and county identified.  

6. Stations shown in 100-ft (100-m) increments.  

7. All right-of-way lines shown and identified.  Stations and offsets for right-of-way points should 
not be shown. 

 

8. All temporary right of way shown and labeled.  The purpose for temporary right of way need 
not be specified. 

 

9. Line designation of project centerline and all S-lines identified.  Centerlines shown from 
which new right of way is described. 

 

10. Stations and locations of begin-project and end-project points identified.  

11. All station equations shown and labeled.  

12. Applicable subdivision names and lot numbers identified.  

13. North arrow shown.  

14. Drawing scale indicated.  

15. Existing roads shown and labeled.  

16. Landlocked residues identified with crosshatching.  

17. Hexagons placed around numbers used for property owner legend / index.  

18. All mitigation sites delineated and labeled.  

 
 

CHECKLIST FOR PLAT NO. 1 
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SEC. 21, T-23N, R-3W 

PERRY TWP. 
TIPPECANOE COUNTY 

 
  The top line is the congressional township description. 
  The middle line is the civil township description. 
 
 

EXAMPLE TOWNSHIP DESCRIPTION 
 

Figure 85-2D 
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CHECKLIST FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANS 
 

1. Section-line and section-corner locations identified.  

2. Civil and congressional township information and county name shown.  

3. All apparent property lines identified.  

4. Names of last property owners of record shown.  

5. Apparent existing right-of-way lines identified.  

6. Property-corner monumentation identified, including iron pins, etc.  

7. All proposed and temporary right of way identified, including purposes for temporary right 
of way.  

8. Centerline bearing identified.  

9. Right-of-way lines made to match up with those on abutting sheets or abutting projects.  

10. Right-of-way project number and code number shown on each sheet.  

11. Approach table completed.  

12. Cross sections not furnished.  

13. Note, “All R/W described from Line “__”, except as shown,” appears on all Plan and 
Profile sheets.  

14. If more than one survey line is shown, the line intended as the construction line is 
identified as such.  

15. R/W Index labeled as such.  

16. Signature block included, equivalent to the one shown on the Right-of-Way Plans title 
sheet frame.  

17. Construction limits shown to be inside the right-of-way lines.  

18. Drafting line styles used as shown in IDM Chapters Fourteen and Fifteen.  

19. The right-of-way lines and names of property owners shown on Plat No. 1 match those 
shown on the Plan and Profile sheets.  

20. Equations and enough reference points included for old survey lines that original right of 
way was acquired from so that they can be re-established by the Office of Real Estate.  

21. Station and offset of the nearest building corner shown and labeled for each building 
within 25 m (75 ft) of the new right-of-way line.  

22. All subdivision names, lot lines, and numbers identified.  

23. All mitigation sites delineated and labeled.  
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PARTIAL SUSPENSION OF 
RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION ACTIVITIES 

 
     , 20      

 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:       , Manager 
  Real Estate Office 
 
THRU:       
  Roadway Services or Structural Services Manager, 
  or Design Office Manager,       District 
 
FROM:       
  Project Manager 
 
SUBJECT: Partial Suspension of Right-of-Way Acquisition Activities 
 

Route:       
 Des. No.:       
 P.E. Project No.:       
 R/W Project No.:       
 R/W Code No.:       
 Project Description:       
 
 
The above referenced project will be undergoing substantial design changes that will result in a 
right-of-way revision to Parcel No(s).      . 
 
We hereby request that right-of-way acquisition of such parcel(s) be suspended until the design 
changes are finalized. 
 
      :       
 
cc:      , Real Estate Office Property Management Team leader 
      , project manager 
      , reviewer 
      , designer 
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COMPLETE SUSPENSION OF 
RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION ACTIVITIES 

 
     , 20      

 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:       , Manager 
  Real Estate Office 
 
THRU:       
  Roadway Services or Structural Services Manager, 
  or Design Office Manager,       District 
 
FROM:       
  Project Manager 
 
SUBJECT: Complete Suspension of Right-of-Way Acquisition Activities 
 

Route:       
 Des. No.:       
 P.E. Project No.:       
 R/W Project No.:       
 R/W Code No.:       
 Project Description:       
 
 
The above referenced project will be undergoing substantial design changes that will result in a 
right-of-way revision to Parcel Nos.      . 
 
We hereby request that all right-of-way acquisition activities be suspended until the design 
changes are finalized. 
 
      :       
 
 
cc:      , Real Estate Office Property Management Team leader 
      , project manager 
      , reviewer 
      , designer 
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CHAPTER EIGHTY-SIX 
 

ACCESS CONTROL 
 
 
The regulated limitation of access is called access control and is accomplished on a new project by 
purchasing of Limited-Access Right of Way (L.A. R/W).  Access control is a proven effective 
method to provide a safe environment for the highway user and preserves the investment in the 
geometric and capacity elements of a highway design.  Full control of access means that connections 
are provided only with selected public roads through interchanges.  Partial control of access allows 
connections with selected public roads and with selected drives necessary to serve the abutting 
properties.  A drive necessary to serve a property may be on a local service road, on a frontage road, 
or directly connected with the highway, depending on the type of project.  Cost studies should be 
made to determine the economics of each situation. 
 
 
86-1.0  ACCESS STUDIES 
 
86-1.01  Definitions 
 
In addition to the definitions discussed in Sections 85-1.02 and 40-5.0, the designer should consider 
the following. 
 
1. Landlocked Property.  A property is considered legally landlocked where it is left without 

access by the purchase of limited access right of way across its existing access or where a 
physical barrier (e.g., a high fill, stream channel relocation) has been constructed across its 
existing access or property frontage. 

 
2. Local-Service Road.  The term may be defined as a road or street designated on the right-of-

way plans to provide access to one or more properties.  The term also applies to a proposed 
road or street open at one end only and designed specifically for service to one or more 
abutting properties or adjacent areas.  The use of the term access road or frontage road is 
prohibited. 

 
 
86-1.02  Preparation of Cost Studies for Access vs. Landlocking 
 
If a property is left without access, a study should be conducted to determine whether it is more 
economical to provide access to the property or to leave it without access.  An access study may not 
be necessary if it is obvious by inspection of the plans that it would not be feasible to provide access. 
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Conversely, it may be obvious that access should be provided without preparing an access study. 
 
The designer should prepare a rough estimate to determine the construction costs per linear foot of 
the local service road, considering the amount of grading required, the typical pavement section, and 
drainage structures required.  The designer will also need to determine the total area to be landlocked 
and the area required for the local-service road.  Figure 86-1A, Comparative Cost Study for Local-
Service Road (Form R/W-16), should be completed for each landlocked property showing the 
comparative cost study.  Where there are two or more landlocked properties, the information for each 
property should be incorporated onto the form shown in Figure 86-1B, Local-Service-Road Study for 
Multiple Properties.  All backup data should be included with Form R/W-16.  Where more than one 
local-service road alternative has been studied to provide access to a property, the most practical and 
cost-effective alternative should be selected.  Editable versions of these forms may also be found on 
the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/ 
 
Figures 86-1D and 86-1E illustrate a completed Form R/W-16 for a sample project shown in Figure 
86-1C. 
 
The designer will forward Form R/W 16 to the project manager.  The project manager will forward 
this information to the Office of Real Estate for completion and recommendation. 
 
 
86-1.03  Design Considerations for Local-Service Road 
 
The designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Minimum Criteria.  Use the local road or street minimum design criteria for the type, 

thickness, and width of the roadway section, and for the minimum right-of-way requirements. 
It will be the responsibility of the designer to get this information from the local agency’s 
officials.  Such information should be used to determine the applicable surface type and 
exceptions based upon economic or legal factors as requested by the Office of Real Estate.  If 
no local criteria exist, use the minimum AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways 
and Streets criteria or the criteria provided in Chapters Fifty-three and Fifty-five. 

 
2. Closure.  It will be the responsibility of the designer to ensure that each local-service road 

which forms a closed circuit will mathematically close. 
 
3. Access.  Each local-service road must connect to the public highway system.  A local-service 

road must not be established for the purpose of crossing through one property to connect 
between two non-contiguous residues of another property unless a further connection is made 
to the public highway system.  Otherwise, the local-access road will have two dead ends and 
cannot be of public use.  Consequently, the right of way cannot be condemned.  Because 
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public maintenance would be impractical, its transfer to a county or municipal authority 
would be prevented. 

 
4. Landlocking.  Where there is not a substantial difference in the estimated costs between 

landlocking versus construction of a local-service road, the designer, in conjunction with the 
Office of Real Estate’s representative, should recommend landlocking the parcel.  If the 
comparative cost study indicates that the construction of a local -service road is justified, the 
typical section for the road should satisfy the local agency’s criteria; see Item 1 above.  The 
Office of Real Estate’s representative will review the comparative cost study to determine the 
justification for landlocking versus the construction of the local-service road at the time of 
the preliminary field inspection. 

 
5. Dead End.  Additional right of way should be acquired at the end of a dead-end local-service 

road to accommodate a cul-de-sac where developer or local-agency criteria require such 
action. 

 
6. Local-Service-Road Terminus.  A local-service road that provides access to more than one 

property should end at the terminal property’s boundary.  Treat road work necessary beyond 
that point as drive construction for which temporary right of way should be acquired. 

 
7. Right-of-Way Width.  Once the engineering and economic feasibility of a local-service road 

has been established, select a right-of-way width which best fits the usage of the land that it 
is intended to serve, provides the least practical disturbance to neighboring properties, and 
considers all construction costs.  Zoning restrictions (including minimum county or 
municipal criteria for a highway or street) should be considered regarding the potential uses 
of the property.  Existing ordinances may be secured for consideration as documentation 
affecting the market value of the land.  The designer should consider zoning restrictions due 
to their influence upon potential land use and to avoid a local-service-road right-of-way 
width which is inconsistent with the zoning restrictions.  With a narrow right-of-way width, 
temporary right of way may be required to accommodate minor grading, etc. 

 
8. Cattle Pass or Other Private Underpass.  If a private underpass is provided, it should be 

justified by the Office of Real Estate.  The appropriate right-of-way plan and profile sheet 
should include a note which reads as follows:  Structure No. ________ (Cattle Pass) 
Included to Mitigate R/W Damages. 

 
 
86-1.04  Preliminary Field Check 
 
The Preliminary Field Check plans should show the most reasonable means of providing access to 
each property that is not to be landlocked.  More than one local-service road location may be studied 
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to access the same property.  The designer should complete the access study form (Form R/W-16) in 
Figure 86-1A for each proposed local-service road location.  The form, together with a set of 
Preliminary Field Check Plans, should be provided to Office of Real Estate’s representative at the 
Preliminary Field Check.  The Office of Real Estate’s representative should also complete Form 
R/W-16 and Figure 86-1B, the multiple-property form, if required, and return them to the Production 
Management Division as a part of the Preliminary Field Check Report. 
 
If access problems are discovered after the time of the Preliminary Field Check, forward this 
information to the Office of Real Estate’s manager by memorandum for the project manager’s 
signature, requesting that the forms be completed and returned to the Production Management 
Division with the recommendations regarding access versus landlocking.  Processing of forms and 
accompanying correspondence will be through the Production Management Division’s project 
manager. 
 
 
86-1.05  Federal Highway Administration Involvement 
 
An access study and recommendation should be prepared and reviewed in-house and approved by the 
Production Management Division director.  This applies whether the project is exempt or not exempt 
from FHWA oversight.  However, if a unique problem arises, provide an extra set of plans at the 
Preliminary Field Check stage for the FHWA.  Include one copy of each of the forms discussed in 
Section 86-1.02 and a complete set of plans showing all access provisions.  This material should be 
transmitted by letter for the signature of the Production Management Division director with definite 
recommendations in the letter identifying each affected property owner and a recommendation to 
either provide access or landlock the particular property. 
 
Access provisions as recommended by the Department may be included in the right-of-way plans 
after they have been reviewed and approved by the FHWA. 
 
 
86-2.0  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 
86-2.01  Interstate-Route Right of Way 
 
Full access control will apply.  The right of way will be designated as Limited-Access Right of Way 
(L.A. R/W). 
 
 
86-2.02  Non-Interstate Route 
 
For a non-Interstate route, the following will apply. 
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1. Freeway.  Full access control will apply.  The right of way will be designated as L.A. R/W. 
 
2. Divided Roadway.  Access control will consist of the following. 
 

a. New Location.  Partial access control will apply.  Access to a new facility will be 
only at selected public roads.  Conduct cost studies to determine the need and 
effectiveness of local-service roads to serve abutting landowners. 

 
b. Existing Location with Additional Right of Way.  The addition of lanes or other 

safety features requires a considerable expenditure of funds.  The physical taking of 
land adds a considerable cost to the project.  The acquisition of access control and 
construction of local-service roads is well-justified because it helps to prevent 
obsolescence of the design and helps to ensure future capacity and safety. 

 
Partial access control will apply.  Access will only be from selected public roads.  
Consider using local-service roads to provide reasonable access to abutting 
properties.  It may be necessary to provide direct access to an abutting parcel.  Private 
direct access should be minimized.  Adverse impacts should be analyzed or cost 
studies made to determine the best access alternative. 

 
c. Existing Location within Existing Right of Way.  Partial access control will apply.  

Access control that will provide as much preference as practical to the highway user 
but yet serves the developments and abutting properties without the need for local-
service roads is desirable.  On a divided lane facility, access points on alternate sides 
of the highway should be opposite each other and located at crossovers if practical to 
minimize points of potential traffic conflicts.  Where properties abutting the highway 
are numerous with narrow frontage, it may not be economically feasible or practical 
to acquire access rights. 

 
3. Two-Way Facility.  This is a connector route providing access between communities or to a 

higher-type roadway.  For a new location, partial access control should be provided that will 
give preference to the highway user.  On an existing alignment, developments and abutting 
properties must be served.  The designer should provide reasonable access and minimize the 
right-of-way costs, as practical. 

 
 
86-2.03  Limited-Access Right of Way on Crossroads at Interchange 
 
This is shown in Figures 86-4A, 86-4B, 86-4C, 86-4D, 86-4E, and 86-4F.  The figures are titled as 
listed below. 
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 86-4A  L.A. R/W at Interchange, Case I 
 86-4B  L.A. R/W at Interchange, Case II 
 86-4C  L.A. R/W at Interchange, Case III 
 86-4D  L.A. R/W at Interchange, Case IV 
 86-4E  L.A. R/W at Interchange, Case V 
 86-4F  L.A. R/W at Interchange, Case VI 
 
 
86-2.04  Opening in Limited-Access Right of Way 
 
Where an opening is required, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Width.  If a project is designated a Partially-Controlled Access facility and some access 

points are permitted on the L.A. R/W, provide a 50-ft minimum opening at the right-of-way 
line.  An opening of larger than 50 ft should be provided where necessary to accommodate 
the land use and to avoid excessive damage to adjoining properties.  However, an opening 
wider than 60 ft is not necessary unless a drive is skewed.  The opening for each drive should 
be measured at a right angle to the centerline of the drive outside the L.A. R/W line, or 25 ft 
on each side for a 50-ft opening.  See Figure 86-2A, L.A. R/W Opening (Horizontal Curve), 
and Figure 86-2B, L.A. R/W Opening (Angled Approach).  No dimensions are required on 
End L.A. R/W and Begin L.A. R/W.  It is the responsibility of the designer to provide a 
minimum width for a road and street approach consistent with local-agency requirements or 
criteria. 

 
2. Tabulations.  Tabulate all openings in limited-access right of way using the centerline 

stationing on the respective plan and profile sheet as shown in Figure 86-2B(1), Access 
Openings Tabulation Example. 

 
3. Designations.  In designating right-of-way openings on the plan and profile sheets, the 

designer should consider the following. 
 

a. Indicate each End Limited-Access Right of Way, Access-Control Line and  (type)    
Fence location by showing the station and offset distance.  The symbol E may be 
used provided a legend is given.  The fence should either be the chain-link type 
(CLTF) or the farm-field type (FFTF).  Use the correct abbreviations on the plans 
rather than the complete description; see Chapter Fourteen. 

 
b. Indicate Begin L.A. R/W, ACL &    (type)    Fence locations by providing the station 

and offset distance.  The symbol B may be used provided a legend is given. 
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c. Designate right of way across each private or commercial approach.  However, do not 
provide a designation across a railroad, street or highway, or navigable stream or 
lake.  If a railroad is abandoned, L.A. R/W across the old railroad right of way may 
be considered. 

 
d. Each Begin Fence or End Fence point should be assigned a station and offset distance 

from a control line, except as shown in Item 1 above. 
 

e. Examples for designating an opening are provided in the figures in Section 86-4.0. 
 
4. Designating an Approach.  On the plan and profile and interchange-details sheets, indicate 

the type of drive with the note    (width)    Class    (type)    Drive Req’d.  Also include the 
station location and an arrow pointing to the right of way for drive construction.  Include the 
drive details on the approach table. 

 
 
86-2.05  Bypass 
 
Indiana Statutes require that where INDOT constructs a bypass around a city or town, the 
Department must designate and establish the highway as a limited-access facility. 
 
 
86-2.06  Improvements Within Limited-Access Right of Way 
 
No part of a private improvement will be permitted inside the limited-access right of way.  A 
deviation from this policy must be approved in advance by the Production Management Division 
director and the Federal Highway Administration, where applicable. 
 
 
86-2.07  Railroad 
 
Limited-access right of way should not be shown across operating-railroad right of way.  The 
description of the opening should be as discussed in Section 86-2.04.  On a non-Interstate-route 
project where the new roadway parallels a railroad, it will not be necessary to take limited access 
right of way along the railroad.  Consideration should be given to where more than the minimum 
distance exists between the highway and the railroad, and there is a possibility of commercial 
development on the property.  Do not leave an area large enough to permit later development 
between a highway and a railroad which can result in a request for access to a limited-access facility 
at some future date. 
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86-2.08  Access to Adjoining Properties with a Common Approach 
 
Figure 86-2C illustrates the preferred method for providing access with a common approach to 
adjacent properties. 
 
 
86-3.0  FENCING 
 
86-3.01  Warrants 
 
Limited-access right of way should be fenced.  Exceptions to this criterion include the following: 
 
1. through a floodplain where the fence will be below the high-water elevation; 
 
2. on new or reconstruction work where the property is a residence or a business and has a 

maintained lawn; 
 
3. parallel to existing railroad right of way (see Section 86-2.07); 
 
4. where entrances are relatively close and short runs of fence would provide minimal benefit; 
 
5. where an existing fence is considered adequate or has been requested to remain by the 

property owner; 
 
6. where a physical feature (e.g., large cut, public land, heavily-wooded area) discourages the 

development of an unapproved access point; or 
 
7. other unique situation which may preclude the practicality and need for a fence. 
 
For an Interstate-route rehabilitation project, the need to repair or replace the right-of-way fence 
should be discussed at the field check.  If the field-check recommendation is different than the 
recommendation shown in the Engineer’s Report, it should be indicated in the field-check minutes. 
 
The guidelines for fence repair or replacement are as follows. 
 
1. For a partial 3R project, the fence design life is about 10 years.  Hence, if the fencing will last 

10 years, a quantity of fence patching should be determined. 
 
2. For a crack and seat project, the fence design life is about 15 years.  Hence, if the fencing will 

last 15 years, a quantity of fence patching should be determined. 
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3. For a pavement rubblization and replacement project, the fence design life is about 25 to 30 
years.  Therefore, the fence should be replaced. 

 
 
86-3.02  Application 
 
Fence used to define and control limited-access right of way is placed on the access-control line.  
Two exceptions are at a separation structure or large culvert.  The fence is terminated at the near 
corner of a bridge structure and begun again at the far corner.  The fence may be either terminated at 
one side of a large culvert and started at the other side or carried over the top of the culvert. 
 
Provide chain-link type fence in front of a house (lawn area) or in an urban or suburban or other area 
where aesthetics may be important to the occupant (e.g., motel, office, school, church).  Farm-field 
type fence should be used at all other locations.  A short section of farm-field type fence should not 
be used where it would detract from the appearance of the installation.  The project engineer may 
change the type of fence shown on the plans upon receipt of reasonable written justification from a 
property owner. 
 
 
86-3.03  Fence Posts 
 
Group 1 fence posts should be used where new fence is required.  Group 2 fence posts should be 
used for existing fence which requires repair or replacement.  The fence-post type must be identified 
where fencing requirements are shown on the plan and profile sheets as in the example notes as 
follows: 
 

L.A.R./W., A.C.L. & F.F.T.F. w/ Gp. 1 Posts Required 
or 

___ l ft of C.L.T.F. w/ Gp. 2 Posts Required 
 
 
86-4.0  ACCESS-CONTROL FIGURES 
 
The following figures illustrate INDOT’s limited-access right-of-way policy and fencing practice. 
 
1. L. A. R/W at Interchange.  Figures 86-4A through 86-4F illustrate the application of limited-

access right of way at an interchange.  The following are shown. 
 

a. Case I.  Figure 86-4A illustrates an outer-ramp connection with a divided facility in a 
rural or urban area. 
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b. Case II.  Figure 86-4B illustrates a typical at-grade ramp connection for an undivided 
facility in a rural or an urban area. 

 
c. Case III.  Figure 86-4C illustrates an outer-ramp connection with a divided facility 

where the divided facility is transitioned from a two-lane facility in a rural area. 
 

d. Case IV.  Figure 86-4D illustrates an at-grade ramp connection with a divided facility 
where the divided facility is transitioned from a two-lane facility in a rural area. 

 
e. Case V.  Figure 86-4E illustrates an outer-ramp connection with a divided facility 

where the divided facility is transitioned from a two-lane facility in an urban area. 
 

f. Case VI.  Figure 86-4F illustrates an at-grade ramp connection with a divided facility 
where the divided facility is transitioned from a two-lane facility in an urban area. 

 
2. Limited Access Control.  Figures 86-4G through 86-4 O illustrate typical examples for access 

control for a facility crossing a freeway.  The following examples are provided. 
 

a. Figure 86-4G illustrates where the access control is carried along the crossroad over 
the freeway. 

 
b. Figure 86-4H illustrates where a fenced and a non-fenced crossroad passes under the 

freeway. 
 

c. Figure 86-4 I illustrates where a fenced and a non-fenced railroad passes under the 
freeway. 

 
d. Figure 86-4J illustrates where a crossroad is closed and where a railroad is 

abandoned. 
 

e. Figure 86-4K illustrates where the freeway passes under a crossroad left at its original 
grade. 

 
f. Figure 86-4L illustrates where the freeway passes under a crossroad and the crossroad 

has been elevated. 
 

g. Figure 86-4M illustrates where the freeway passes over a navigable river, stream, or 
lake. 

 
h. Figure 86-4N illustrates where the freeway passes over a non-navigable river, stream, 

or lake. 
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i. Figure 86-4 O illustrates where the crossroad passes under a freeway with a wide 

median. 
 

j. Figure 86-4P illustrates where the freeway passes under a relocated crossroad. 
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 State Review By       

ROUTE:        PROJECT:       AREA LANDLOCKED:       ac 

COUNTY:       FROM STA.       TO STA.      , 

PARCEL NO.:             ft LT.        ft RT. 

OWNER:       ACCESS ROAD NO.       

A. WITH ACCESS PROVIDED C. R/W COST OF LOCAL SERVICE ROAD 

VALUE OF RESIDUE AFTER TAKE: AREA REQUIRED FOR LOCAL SERVICE ROAD 

LAND   $             ac @ $      / ac = $      

IMPROVEMENTS  $      IMPROVEMENTS VALUE   $      

“A” TOTAL VALUE $      DAMAGES DUE TO LOC. SVC. ROAD $      

B. LANDLOCKED “C” TOTAL COST OF R/W   $      

VALUE OF RESIDUE AFTER TAKE: 
D. SPECIFICATIONS AND COSTS 

OF LOCAL SERVICE ROAD 

LAND   $      LENGTH:       ft  WIDTH:       ft 

IMPROVEMENTS  $      TYPE OF SURFACE:       

“B” TOTAL VALUE $      COST PER RUNNING FOOT: $      

 OTHER COSTS:  $      

 “D” TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST: $      

ADDITIONAL COST LANDLOCKED RESIDUE “A” MINUS “B” $      
LESS TOTAL COST LOCAL SERVICE ROAD “C” PLUS “D” $      

DIFFERENCE, plus or minus $      

OTHER REASONS WHY LOCAL SERVICE ROAD SHOULD BE PROVIDED: 
      

PROVIDE LOCAL SERVICE ROAD: YES   NO  SIGNED ______________________________________ 

LAND VALUE BY:       TITLE:        DATE:       

  Company Name if other than INDOT personnel:       

ROAD COST BY :        TITLE:        DATE:       

  Company Name if other than INDOT personnel:       

 

Note:  Worksheets should be placed in Right-of-Way File. 

 
 

COMPARATIVE COST STUDY FOR LOCAL SERVICE ROAD 
 

(Form R/W-16) 
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LOCAL-SERVICE-ROAD (LSR) STUDY, MULTIPLE PROPERTIES 
Route:        County:        Sec.        T-       R-      

LSR 
No. 

From 
Sta. 

To 
Sta. 

Across 
Property Owner 

To 
Property Owner 

Acres 
Req’d. 

(1) 
Value of 
Residue, 

Size 
with 
LSR 

(2) 
 

Value of 
Improve 
ments 
Added 

(3) 
 

Value of 
Residue 
Without 

LSR 

(4) 
 
 

R/W 
Cost for 

LSR 

(5) 
 
 

Constr. 
Cost for 

LSR 

(6) 
 

Net Gain 
or Loss 

for 
Parcel 

Cumula- 
tive total 
Gain or 

Loss 
   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      

   
                                 $     , 

      ac $      $      $      $      $      $      
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Note:  ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]54316 +--=  
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 State Review By                             
 
AREA LANDLOCKED                      26.7 ac  

 
PROJECT                               I-65-3( )  

 
FROM STATION   873 + 01        TO STATION 

 
COUNTY                   Marion       

 
            880 + 35      LEFT         X  RIGHT    

 
PARCEL NO.             21  

 
ACCESS ROAD NO.                             1A  

 
OWNER                     John White  

 
 WITH ACCESS PROVIDED 

 
 R/W COST OF LOCAL SERVICE ROAD 

 
VALUE OF RESIDUE AFTER TAKE 

 
AREA REQUIRED FOR ACCESS ROAD 

 
LAND   26.7 ac @ $2,524 $  67,392 

 
     1.14   ACRES @ $ 2,623    =  $ 2,990 

 
IMPROVEMENTS  $ 60,000 

 
IMPROVEMENTS VALUE   $ 1,500 

 
“A” TOTAL VALUE $ 127,392 

 
DAMAGES DUE TO ACCESS ROAD   $ 500 

 
LANDLOCKED 

 
“C” TOTAL COST OF R/W   $ 4,990 

 
VALUE OF RESIDUE AFTER TAKE 

 
SPECIFICATIONS AND COSTS OF LOCAL SERVICE 
ROAD 

 
LAND 26.7 ac @ $981 $  26,190 

 
LENGTH           820 ft     WIDTH        22’-0”  

 
IMPROVEMENTS              $ 20,800 

 
TYPE OF SURFACE                 Asphalt  

 
“B” TOTAL VALUE  $ 46,990 

 
COST PER LIN.FT. $ 51.50 x 820 ft = 42,250  

 
 

 
OTHER COST $      60-in. pipe-200  lft @ 60 = 12,000________ 

 
 

 
“D” TOTAL CONST. COST $ 54,250 

 
ADDITIONAL COST LANDLOCKED RESIDUE “A” MINUS “B” ………………………… $                                       80,402 
LESS, TOTAL COST ACCESS ROAD “C” PLUS “D” ………….…………………………… $                                       59,240 

DIFFERENCE, plus or minus  …………………………. $                            +         21,162 
 
STATE ANY OTHER REASON ACCESS ROAD SHOULD BE PROVIDED. 
 
 
PROVIDE ACCESS - YES     3  NO    SIGNED                  Howard Jones  
 
LAND VALUE BY  H. Jones   TITLE       Appraiser II  DATE        9-12-95  
 
ROAD COST BY    N. Adams     TITLE        HE II  DATE        9-7-95  
 
If values and road cost are provided by other than Department personnel, give name, company and title.  Work sheets should be  

placed in Right-of-Way File. 

 
 

EXAMPLE FORM R/W-16 
Figure 86-1D 
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Cumulative 
Total 
(+Gain) 
(-Loss) 

 

+21 162 

 

-12 338 

 

+4862 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

    (6)  ℜ 
 
 
 
Net Gain 
for Parcel 

 

+21 162 

 

-33 500 

 

+17 200 

 

 
 

 
 

 
(5)         (-) 
 
 
Construction 
Cost for 
Service Road 

54 250 

 

42 000 

 

12 600 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

(4)    (-) 
 
R/W Cost 
for 
Service 
Road 

4990 

 

2900 

 

1000 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

(3)  (-) 
Value of 
Residue 
W/O 
Service 
Road 

 

46 990 

 

9700 

 

16 000 

 

 
 

 
 

 

(2)    
 
Value of 
Improve-
ments 
Affected  

 

(60 000) 

 

(7900) 

 

- 

 

 
 

 
 

 

(1)    (-) 
 
Value & Size 
of Residue 
with Service 
Road 

 

127 392 
(29.5 ac) 

 

21 100   
(8.6 ac) 

 

46 800   
(16.1 ac) 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Number of 
Acres 
Required 

1.14 

 

1.11 

 

1.11 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
To  Parcel 
Owner 

 

Martin 
Hoffman 

 

G. Spring 

 

R. Quick 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Across 
Parcel 
Owner  

James & 
Ann Buck 

 

M. 
Hoffman 

 

G. Spring 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Stations 
From  To 

873+01 -
880+35 

 

880+85 
889+34 

 

889+34 -
891+54 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Local 
Service 
Road No. 

ℵ   1A 

ℑ 

      1B 

 

      1C 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

__Marion_________I-65-3_____________(  )_____ 
    County                  Route                      Section 

EXAMPLE ACCESS STUDY FORM 
Figure 86-1E 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ℵ  First line for items relating to local road. 
ℑ  Second line for items relating to property served by local service road. 
ℜ  Difference of values in columns (1) and (3) minus sum of columns (4) and (5). 
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C/L Access Opening * 
Approach 

Type or Class 
C/L of Approach 

Sta. 100 + 51 “A” Lt. Class II Sta. 100 + 62 Lt. 

Sta. 100 + 61 “A” Rt. & Lt. 
Public-Road Approach, 

Type B 
Sta. 100 + 72 Rt. & Lt. 

 
* Each access opening in a rural area should be 50 ft or wider unless otherwise shown. 

 
 

ACCESS-OPENINGS TABULATION EXAMPLE 
 

Figure 86-2B(1) 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
In aggregate, Part IV discusses INDOT policies, practices, and procedures for performing 
hydraulic analyses on each project which is the responsibility of the Department.  Specifically, 
this Chapter discusses general information on INDOT hydraulic practices.  This includes 
defining the responsibilities of Department entities in hydraulic analyses, discussing the 
coordination between the Indiana Design Manual and the AASHTO Model Drainage Manual, 
describing the basic legal authority for drainage, providing the documentation requirements for 
the hydraulic analyses, and discussing the Department’s Pipe Classification System. 
 
 
28-1.0  GENERAL 
 
28-1.01  Introduction 
 
For highway applications, hydraulics is the science of collecting, transporting, and disposing of 
surface water originating on or near the highway right of way or flowing in a stream crossing or 
bordering such right of way.  Proper drainage control is one of the essential elements of highway 
construction.  The cost for the adequate removal of surface water justifies a scientific approach 
for the design of a drainage facility.  A large percent of highway construction costs is devoted to 
culverts, bridges, or other drainage structures. 
 
Drainage design is a unique field of Civil Engineering because there are no definitive methods or 
rules that provide absolute answers to engineering questions.  The hydraulics designer must rely 
on engineering judgment, experience, and common sense to achieve meaningful results.  The 
many drainage design methodologies available to the designer are only tools to aid him or her in 
making judgments.  The drainage designer must fully understand each method that is employed, 
especially its limitations.  Only with understanding can the designer be assured of producing a 
reasonable hydraulics design. 
 
For this Manual, highway drainage design will be confined to methods of preventing the 
accumulation and retention of water on and by the roadway through the following: 
 
1. anticipating the amount and frequency of storm runoff; 
 
2. determining natural points of concentration and discharge and other hydraulic controls; 
 
3. providing the most efficient disposal facility consistent with cost, the importance of the 

road, maintenance, and legal obligations; and 
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4. removing detrimental amounts of subsurface water. 
 
In hydraulic design, the basic objective is to protect the highway against damage from storm and 
subsurface waters considering the effect of the proposed improvement on traffic and property.  
Therefore, unless the State will benefit, no improvement in the drainage of areas outside the right 
of way is warranted. 
 
 
28-1.02  Responsibilities 
 
28-1.02(01)  Department-Designed Project 
 
For a project designed in-house by INDOT personnel, the following summarizes the 
responsibilities of Department entities. 
 
1. Designer.  For roadway-drainage appurtenances, the designer is responsible for the 

hydrologic or hydraulic analyses of an open channel or pavement-surface drainage. 
 

The designer is responsible for gathering all needed information for the hydraulic 
analysis of a culvert or storm drain. 

 
2. Hydraulics Team.  The Hydraulics Team is responsible for the hydrologic or hydraulic 

analyses of the following: 
 

a. bridge waterway opening (in coordination with the designer); 
b. culvert; 
c. urban area where the drainage basin exceeds 200 acres; 
d. closed drainage system; and 
e. as requested by the designer. 

 
The Hydraulics Team is responsible for developing criteria and policies for each 
hydraulic analysis performed by the Department.  The Team does not check the analysis 
performed by the designer.  However, the Team serves as a technical resource as needed. 

 
 
28-1.02(02)  Consultant-Designed Project 
 
For a project designed by a consultant, the following summarizes the division of responsibilities. 
 
1. Consultant.  The consultant is responsible for the following: 
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a. all hydrologic and hydraulic computations for a local-transportation project; and 
 

b. all hydrologic and hydraulic computations for an INDOT project related to each 
storm drain or culvert except that titled in the system as a small-structure replacement. 

 
The consultant is responsible for performing its analyses consistent with the policies and 
criteria adopted by the Department.  The consultant must submit its calculations to the 
INDOT project manager for the design file for the following: 

 
a. culvert of 36 in. diameter or less, or deformed pipe of equivalent area; and 

 
b. storm drain. 

 
2. Hydraulics Unit.  For roadway drainage appurtenances, the Hydraulics Team will 

perform the following: 
 

a. review the consultant’s computations for a culverts of greater than 36 in. diameter 
or deformed pipe of equivalent area; 

 
b. review the consultant’s computations for a project in an urban area where the 

drainage basin exceeds 200 acres; and 
 

c. perform computations for an INDOT project listed as a small-structure 
replacement. 
 
The Hydraulics Team does not review storm-drain calculations except for a project in an 
urban area where the drainage basin exceeds 200 acres. 

 
For a bridge waterway opening, the Hydraulics Team will perform the following: 

 
a. review all bridge hydraulic computations performed by the consultant for a local-agency 

project; 
 
b. review scour computations performed by the consultant for a local-agency project; and 
 
c. perform all bridge hydraulic computations for an INDOT project. 
 
 
28-1.02(03)  Pipe-Classification System 
 
Section 28-6.0 discusses the designer responsibilities specifically for the INDOT Pipe-
Classification System. 
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28-2.0  AASHTO MODEL DRAINAGE MANUAL 
 
The AASHTO Task Force on Hydrology and Hydraulics has produced the Model Drainage 
Manual (MDM).  The MDM provides design theories, concepts, guidelines, criteria, policies, and 
procedures for use by the hydraulics designer.  It has been prepared in a format suitable for direct 
use, with State-specific modifications, by INDOT. 
 
This Part has been prepared based on the AASHTO MDM.  Where practical, the text and 
graphics in the MDM have been incorporated into this Manual with modifications to reflect 
INDOT practice.  The following summarizes the disposition of each chapter of the MDM herein. 
 
1. Chapter One, Introduction.  Chapter One is not incorporated herein. 
 
2. Chapter Two, Legal Aspects.  Chapter Two has been edited and incorporated into Section 

28-3.0. 
 
3. Chapter Three, Policy.  Sections 3.1 and 3.2 have been edited and incorporated into 

Section 28-4.0. 
 
4. Chapter Four, Documentation.  Chapter Four has been edited and incorporated into 

Section 28-5.0. 
 
5. Chapter Five, Planning and Location.  This Manual references Chapter Five. 
 
6. Chapter Six, Data Collection.  Part III discusses data collection for a drainage survey 

based on this MDM Chapter. 
 
7. Chapter Seven, Hydrology.  Chapter Seven has been used as a resource for the 

development of Manual Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 
8. Chapter Eight, Channels.  Chapter Eight has been edited and incorporated into Manual 

Chapter Thirty. 
 
9. Chapter Nine, Culverts.  Chapter Nine has been edited and incorporated into Manual 

Chapter Thirty-one. 
 
10. Chapter Ten, Bridges.  Chapter Ten has been used as a resource for the development of 

Manual Chapters Thirty-two and Thirty-three. 
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11. Chapter Eleven, Energy Dissipaters.  Chapter Eleven has been edited and incorporated 
into Manual Chapter Thirty-four. 

 
12. Chapter Twelve, Storage Facilities.  Chapter Twelve has been edited and incorporated 

into Manual Chapter Thirty-five. 
 
13. Chapter Thirteen, Storm Drainage Systems.  Chapter Thirteen has been edited and 

incorporated into Manual Chapter Thirty-six. 
 
14. Chapter Fourteen, Pump Stations.  This Manual references Chapter Fourteen. 
 
15. Chapter Fifteen, Surface Water Environment.  This Manual references Chapter Fifteen. 
 
16. Chapter Sixteen, Erosion and Sediment Control.  Chapter Sixteen has been used as a 

resource for the development of Manual Chapter Thirty-seven. 
 
17. Chapter Seventeen, Bank Protection.  Chapter Seventeen has been edited and 

incorporated into Manual Chapter Thirty-eight. 
 
18. Chapter Eighteen, Coastal Zone.  Chapter Eighteen is not applicable to Indiana. 
 
19. Chapter Nineteen, Construction.  This Manual references Chapter Nineteen. 
 
20. Chapter Twenty, Maintenance of Drainage Facilities.  This Manual references Chapter 

Twenty. 
 
21. Chapter Twenty-one, Restoration.  This Manual references Chapter Twenty-one. 
 
 
28-3.0  LEGAL ASPECTS 
 
28-3.01  Overview 
 
The drainage laws and rules that are applicable to a highway facility are discussed in this 
Section.  It should not be treated as a basis for legal advice or legal decisions.  It is not a 
summary of all existing drainage laws and is not intended as a substitute for legal counsel. 
 
The following generalizations can be made for drainage liability. 
 
1. A goal in highway-drainage design should be to perpetuate natural drainage as practical. 
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2. The courts look with disfavor upon infliction of injury or damage that can reasonably be 
avoided by a prudent designer, including where some alteration in flow is legally 
permissible. 

 
3. The laws relating to the liability of government entities are undergoing radical change, 

with a trend toward increased government liability. 
 
The descending order to law supremacy is Federal, State, then local, and except as provided for 
in the statutes or constitution of the higher level of government, the superior level is not bound 
by laws, rules, or regulations of a lower level.  The following summarizes the role of drainage 
law at each level of government. 
 
 
28-3.02  Federal Laws 
 
28-3.02(01)  General 
 
Federal law consists of the Constitution of the United States, Acts of Congress, regulations 
which government agencies issue to implement these acts, Executive Orders issued by the 
President, and case law.  Compilations of Federal Statutory Law, revised annually, are available 
in the United States Code (USC) and the United States Code Service (USCS).  Compilations of 
Federal regulatory material, revised annually, are available in the Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR). 
 
Federal law does not address drainage per se, but many laws have implications which affect 
drainage design.  These include laws concerning the following: 
 
1. flood insurance and construction in a flood-hazard area; 
2. navigation and construction in a navigable waterway; 
3. water-pollution control; 
4. environmental protection; and 
5. protection of fish and wildlife. 
 
Federal agencies formulate and promulgate rules and regulations to implement these laws.  A 
highway-hydraulics designer should attempt to remain informed on proposed and final 
regulations. 
 
 
28-3.02(02)  Navigable-Waters Regulations 
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The Congress of the United States is granted constitutional power to regulate Interstate 
commerce, including navigable waters.  The Federal agencies which implement existing Federal 
regulations are as follows. 
 
1. United States Coast Guard (USCG).  The USCG has regulatory authority under the 

Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, Section 9 (33 U.S.C. 401), to approve plans and issue 
permits for bridges and causeways across navigable rivers.  FHWA has the responsibility 
to determine that a USCG permit is not required.  The USCG has the responsibility for 
the following: 

 
a. to determine whether or not a USCG permit is required for the improvement or 

construction of a bridge over a navigable waterway except for the exemption 
exercised by FHWA; and 

 
b. to approve the bridge location, alignment, and appropriate navigational clearances 

for each bridge permit application. 
 
2. Corps of Engineers.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has regulatory authority over the 

construction of dams, dikes, or other obstructions which are not bridges and causeways 
under Section 9 (33 U.S.C. 401).  The Corps also has authority to regulate of the Rivers 
and Harbors Act of 1899, Section 10 (33 U.S.C. 403), which prohibits the alteration or 
obstruction of a navigable waterway with the excavation or deposition of fill material in 
such waterway.  The Clean Water Act, Section 404 (33 U.S.C. 1344) prohibits the 
unauthorized discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, 
including navigable waters.  Such discharges require a Permit.  The term discharges of 
fill material means the addition of rock, sand, dirt, concrete, or other material into the 
waters of the United States incidental to the construction of a structure.  The Corps of 
Engineers will grant a Regional General Permit for certain categories of minor activities 
involving discharge of fill material.  Otherwise, an Individual 404 Permit is required. 

 
3. Federal Highway Administration.  The Federal Highway Administration has the authority 

to implement the Section 404 Permit Program (Clean Water Act of 1977) for each 
Federal-aid highway project processed under a 23 CFR 771.115 (b) categorical exclusion.  
This permit is granted for a project where the activity, work, or discharge is categorically 
excluded from environmental documentation because such activity does not have an 
individual or cumulative significant effect on the human environment. 

 
4. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  The EPA is authorized to prohibit the use of 

an area as a disposal site if it is determined that the discharge of materials at the site will 
have an unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds, fishery 
areas, or wildlife or recreational areas per the Clean Water Act, Section 404(c) (33 U.S.C. 
1344).  Also EPA is authorized under the Clean Water Act, Section 402 (33 U.S.C. 1344) 
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to administer and issue a National Pollutant Elimination Discharge System (NPDES) 
Permit for a point-source discharge, provided prescribed conditions are satisfied. 

 
See Chapter Nine for more information on permits. 
 
 
28-3.02(03)  Fish and Wildlife Service 
 
The Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 (16 U.S.C. 742 et seq.), the Migratory Game-Fish Act (16 
U.S.C. 760c-760g), and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 611-666c), express 
the concern of Congress with the quality of the aquatic environment as it affects the 
conservation, improvement, and enjoyment of fish and wildlife resources.  The Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act requires the following: 
 

whenever the waters of any stream or body of water are proposed or authorized 
to be impounded, diverted, the channel deepened, or the stream or other body of 
water otherwise controlled or modified for any purpose whatever, including 
navigation and drainage, by any department or agency of the United States, or by 
any public or private agency under Federal permit or license, such department or 
agency shall first consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Department of the Interior, and with the head of the agency exercising 
administration over the wildlife resources of the particular state with a view to 
the conservation of wildlife resources by preventing loss of and damage to such 
resources as well as providing for the development and improvement thereof. 

 
The Fish and Wildlife Service’s role in the permit-review process is to review and comment on 
the effects of a proposal on fish or wildlife resources.  It is the function of the regulatory agency 
(e.g., Corps of Engineers, U. S. Coast Guard) to consider and balance all factors, including 
anticipated benefits and costs in accordance with NEPA, in deciding whether to issue the permit. 
 
 
28-3.02(04)  National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) 
 
The Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 denies Federal financial assistance to flood-prone 
communities that fail to qualify for flood insurance.  The Act requires communities to adopt 
certain land use controls to qualify for flood insurance.  These requirements could impose 
restrictions on the construction of highways in floodplains or floodways in communities which 
have qualified for flood insurance.  A floodway is that portion of the floodplain required to pass 
a flood that has a 1-percent chance (i.e., a 100-year flood) of occurring in a 1-year period without 
cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation more than the allowable backwater.  See 
Chapter Thirty-two for specific INDOT / IDNR criteria. 
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1. Flood Insurance.  The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 requires that communities 
adopt adequate land use and control measures to qualify for insurance.  Federal criteria 
promulgated to implement this requirement include the following which can affect 
certain highways. 

 
 In a riverine situation, the community must require that, until a floodway has been 

designated, no use, including landfill, may be permitted within the floodplain area having 
flood hazards for which base flood elevations have been provided.  Unless it is 
demonstrated that the cumulative effect of the proposed use, when combined with all 
other existing and reasonably-anticipated uses of a similar nature, this will not increase 
the water-surface elevation of the 100-year flood more than the allowable backwater at a 
given location within the community. 

 
 After the floodplain area having flood hazards has been identified, and the water surface 

elevation for the 100-year flood and floodway data have been provided, the community 
must designate a floodway.  The floodway will convey the 100-year flood without 
increasing the water surface elevation of the flood more than the allowable backwater at a 
given point.  It will prohibit, within the designated floodway, fill, encroachments, or new 
construction and substantial improvements of existing structures which can result in an 
increase in flood height within the community during the occurrence of the 100-year 
flood discharge. 

 
 See Chapter Thirty-two for specific INDOT / IDNR criteria. 
 

The local community with land-use jurisdiction has the responsibility for enforcing 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) regulations in that community if the 
community is participating in the NFIP.  Consistency with NFIP standards is a 
requirement for Federal-aid highway action involving a regulatory floodway.  The 
community, by necessity, must submit proposals to the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) for amendments to NFIP ordinances and maps in that community if 
necessary.  Determination of the status of a community’s participation in the NFIP and 
review of applicable NFIP maps and ordinances are, therefore, essential first steps in 
conducting location hydraulic studies and preparing environmental documents. 

 
2. NFIP Maps.  Where NFIP maps are available, their use is mandatory in determining 

whether a highway-location alternative will include an encroachment on the base 
floodplain.  The types of NFIP maps that are published are as follows: 

 
 a. Flood Hazard Boundary Map (FHBM); 
 b. Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM); and 
 c. Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM). 
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A FHBM is not based on a detailed hydraulic study and, therefore, the floodplain boundaries 
shown are approximate.  A FBFM is derived from a detailed hydraulic study and should provide 
reasonably accurate information.  The hydraulic data from which the FBFM was derived are 
available through the regional office of FEMA.  This is in the form of computer input data 
records for calculating the water-surface profile.  The FIRM is produced at the same time using 
the same hydraulic model and has appropriate rate zones and base flood elevations added. 
 
A community may or may not have published one or more of the above maps depending on its 
level of participation in the NFIP.  Information on community participation in the NFIP is 
provided in the National Flood Insurance Program Community Status which is published 
semiannually for the State. 
 
 
28-3.03  State Drainage Law 
 
28-3.03(01)  Types 
 
State drainage law is derived from two sources as follows. 
 
1. Common Law.  Common law is that body of principles which developed from 

immemorial usage and custom and which receives judicial recognition and sanction 
through repeated application.  These principles were developed without legislative action 
and are embodied in the decisions of the courts. 

 
2. Statutory Law.  Statutory laws of drainage are enacted by legislatures to enlarge, modify, 

clarify, or change the common law applicable to a particular drainage condition.  This 
type of law is derived from constitutions, statutes, ordinances, and codes. 

 
The common-law rules of drainage predominate unless they have been enlarged or superseded 
by statutory law. 
 
 
28-3.03(02)  Classification of Waters 
 
The first step in the evaluation of a drainage problem is to classify the water as surface water, 
stream water, floodwater, or groundwater.  Once the classification has been established, the rule 
that applies to the particular class of water determines responsibilities with respect to disposition 
of the water.  The following definitions apply. 
 
1. Surface Water.  Surface water is that which has been precipitated on the land from the 

sky or forced to the surface from a spring and which has then spread over the surface of 
the ground without being collected into a definite body or channel. 
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2. Stream Water.  Stream water is former surface or groundwater which has entered and 

now flows in a well-defined natural watercourse, together with other waters reaching the 
stream by direct precipitation or rising from springs in the bed or banks of the 
watercourse.  Legally, a watercourse refers to a definite channel with bed and banks 
within which water flows either continuously or intermittently. 

 
3. Floodwater.  Floodwater is former stream water which has escaped from a watercourse 

(and its overflow channels) and flows or stands over adjoining land.  It remains a 
floodwater until it disappears from the surface as a result of infiltration or evaporation, or 
return to a natural watercourse. 

 
4. Groundwater.  In legal considerations, groundwater is either percolating water or an 

underground stream.  The term percolating water includes all waters which pass through 
the ground beneath the surface of the earth without a definite channel.  All underground 
waters are presumed to be percolating and, to remove them from the percolating class, the 
existence and course of a permanent channel must be clearly shown.  An underground 
stream is water passing through the ground beneath the surface in a permanent, distinct, 
well-defined channel. 

 
 
28-3.04  State Water Rules 
 
28-3.04(01)  Basic Concepts 
 
Two rules have been developed by the courts regarding the disposition of surface waters.  One is 
the civil-law rule of natural drainage.  The other is the common-enemy doctrine.  Much of the 
law regarding stream water is founded on a common-law maxim that states that water runs and 
ought to run as it is by natural law accustomed to run.  Thus, an interference with the flow of a 
natural watercourse to the injury or damage of another will result in liability.  However, there are 
qualifications as follows. 
 
1. In common law, a floodwater is treated as a common enemy of all people, lands, and 

property attacked or threatened by it. 
 
2. In ground water law, the English Rule, which is analogous to the common-enemy rule in 

surface-water law, is based on the doctrine of absolute ownership of water beneath the 
property by the landowner. 

 
 
28-3.04(02)  Surface Water 
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The civil-law rule is based upon the perpetuation of natural drainage.  The rule places a natural 
easement or servitude upon the lower land for the drainage of surface water in its natural course, 
and the natural flow of the water cannot be obstructed by the servient owner to the detriment of 
the dominant owner.  The State has modified this rule so that the owner of upper lands has an 
easement over lower lands for drainage of surface water, and natural drainage conditions can be 
altered by an upper proprietor provided the water is not sent down in a manner or quantity to do 
more harm than formerly.  The following also applies. 
 
1. Under the common-enemy doctrine, surface water is regarded as a common enemy which 

each property owner may fight off or control as he or she will or is able, either by 
retention, diversion, repulsion, or altered transmission.  Thus, there is not necessarily 
cause of action if an injury occurs causing damage.  This doctrine has been subject to a 
limitation that one must use his or her land so as not to unreasonably or unnecessarily 
damage the property of others. 

 
2. Under the reasonable-use rule, each property owner can legally make reasonable use of 

his or her land, though the flow of surface waters is altered thereby and causes some 
harm to others.  However, liability occurs if his or her harmful interference with the flow 
of surface water is unreasonable.  Whether a landowner’s use is unreasonable is 
determined by means of a nuisance-type balancing test.  The analysis involves the 
questions as follows. 

 
a. Was there reasonable necessity for the actor to alter the drainage to make use of 

his or her land? 
 

b. Was the alteration done in a reasonable manner? 
 

c. Does the utility of the actor’s conduct reasonably outweigh the gravity of harm to 
others? 

 
 
28-3.04(03)  Stream water 
 
Where a natural watercourse is unquestioned in fact, permanence, and stability, there is little 
difficulty in application of the rule.  A highway crosses channel on a bridge or culvert, with some 
constriction of the width of the channel and obstruction by the substructure within the channel, 
both causing backwater upstream and acceleration of flow downstream.  The changes in regime 
must be so small as to be tolerable by adjoining owners, or there may be liability of injuries or 
damages suffered. 
 
Surface water from a highway is often discharged into the most convenient watercourse.  The 
right is unquestioned if the water was naturally tributary to the watercourse and unchallenged if 
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the watercourse has adequate capacity.  However, if all or part of the surface water has been 
diverted from another watershed to a small watercourse, a downstream owner may complain and 
recover for ensuing damage. 
 
 
28-3.04(04)  Floodwater 
 
Considering floodwater as a common enemy permits all affected landowners, including owners 
of highways, to act in a reasonable way to protect themselves and their property from the 
common enemy.  They may obstruct its flow from entering their land, backing or diverting water 
onto the land of another without penalty, by gravity or pumping, by diverting dikes or ditches, or 
by other reasonable means. 
 
The test of reasonableness has frequently been applied, and liability can result where 
unnecessary damage is caused.  The highway designer should make provision for overflow in an 
area where it is foreseeable that it will occur.  There is a definite risk of liability if such water is 
impounded on an upstream owner or, worse yet, is diverted into an area where it would not 
otherwise have gone.  To label water as floodwater does not mean that it can be disregarded. 
 
The English Rule has been modified by the Reasonable-Use Rule which states in essence that 
each landowner is restricted to a reasonable exercise of his or her own right and a reasonable use 
of his property in view of the similar right of his or her neighbors. 
 
Although reasonable may be interpreted somewhat differently for each situation, it means that a 
landowner can utilize subsurface water on his or her property for the benefit of agriculture, 
manufacturing, irrigation, etc., pursuant to the reasonable development of the property, although 
such action may interfere with the underground waters of neighboring proprietors.  However, it 
does preclude the withdrawal of underground waters for distribution or sale for uses not 
connected with beneficial ownership or enjoyment of the land from whence they were taken. 
 
A further interpretation of reasonable in relation to highway construction views the excavation 
of a deep cut section that intercepts or diverts underground water to the detriment of adjacent 
property owners as unreasonable.  Highway construction has permitted the introduction of 
surface contamination into subsurface waters and thus incurred liability for resulting damages. 
 
 
28-3.05  Statutory Law 
 
The inadequacies of the common law or court-made law of drainage has led to a gradual 
enlargement and modification of the common-law rules by legislative mandate.  If the common-
law rules have been enlarged or superseded by statutory law, the statute prevails.  Statutes have 
been enacted that affect drainage as described below. 
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28-3.05(01)  Eminent Domain 
 
In the absence of an existing right, a public agency may acquire the right to discharge highway 
drainage across adjoining lands through the use of the right of eminent domain.  Eminent domain 
is the power of a public agency to take private property for public use. 
 
The State constitution grants the right of eminent domain which allows the taking of property for 
public purposes, including the development of a watercourse or watershed area.  However, if a 
property is taken under eminent domain, the private landowner must be compensated for his or 
her loss. 
 
 
28-3.05(02)  Water Right 
 
The water right which attaches to a watercourse is a right to the use of the flow, and not 
ownership of the water itself.  This is true under both the riparian doctrine and the appropriation 
doctrine.  This right of use is a property right, entitled to protection to the same extent as other 
forms of property, and is regarded as real property.  After the water has been diverted from the 
stream flow and reduced to possession, the water itself becomes the personal property of the 
riparian owner or the appropriator.  The following applies. 
 
1. Riparian Doctrine.  Under the riparian doctrine, lands contiguous to a watercourse has 

prior claim to waters of the stream solely by reason of location and regardless of the 
relative productive capacities of riparian and non-riparian lands. 

 
2. Doctrine of Prior Appropriation.  The essence of this doctrine is the exclusive right to 

divert water from a source if the water supply naturally available is not sufficient for the 
needs of all those holding rights to its use.  Such exclusive right depends upon the 
effective date of the appropriation, the first in time being the first in right. 

 
A highway designer must consider that proposed work in the vicinity of a stream should not 
impair either the quality or quantity of flow of a water right to the stream. 
 
 
28-3.06  Local Laws and Applications 
 
Each local government (city, town, county, improvement district) has ordinances and codes 
which require consideration during design.  For example, zoning ordinances can have a 
substantial effect on the design of a highway and future drainage from an area.  The State is not 
legally required to comply with local ordinances except where compliance is required by specific 
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State statute.  However, INDOT will, as practical, satisfy local ordinances as a courtesy, 
especially if it can be done without imposing a burden on the State. 
 
A municipality is treated as a private party in State drainage matters.  A municipality undertaking 
a public improvement is liable like an individual for damage resulting from negligence or an 
omission of duty.  A municipality is under no legal duty to construct drainage improvements 
unless public improvements necessitate drainage (e.g., where street construction accelerates or 
alters storm runoff).  A municipality is not liable for adoption or selection of a defective plan of 
drainage. 
 
A municipality can be held liable for negligent construction of drainage improvements, for 
negligent maintenance and repair of drainage improvements, or if it fails to provide a proper 
outlet for drainage improvements.  In the absence of negligence, a municipality will not be held 
liable for increased runoff occasioned by the necessary and desirable construction of storm 
drains, nor will a municipality be held liable for damages caused by overflow of its storm drains 
occasioned by extraordinary, unforeseeable rains or floods.  Municipal liability will occur where 
a municipality does the following: 
 
1. collects surface water and casts it in a body onto private property where it did not 

formerly flow; 
 
2. diverts, by means of artificial drains, surface water from the course it would otherwise 

have taken, and casts it into a body large enough to do substantial injury on private land 
where, but for the artificial storm drain, it would not go; and 

 
3. fills up, dams back, or otherwise diverts a stream of running water so that it overflows its 

banks and flows on the land of another. 
 
 
28-3.07  Legal Drains 
 
Most counties have established a system of legal drains which are maintained by the county 
surveyor.  State law grants the counties certain privileges where a project impacts an established 
legal drain.  More detailed information on legal-drain regulations can be found in IC 36-2-12-15 
and IC 36-9-27. 
 
At the initiation of a bridge or road project, the designer should contact the appropriate county 
surveyor’s office to determine if an affected waterway is a legal drain.  If so, the designer should 
invite the county surveyor to all field checks.  This will provide an opportunity for the surveyor 
to express concerns and provide comments on the project.  The designer should also request 
available information regarding legal flow lines or other requirements.  This information must be 
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included with the grade review plans.  If not, include a note on the plans stating that the 
waterway is not a legal drain. 
 
 
28-4.0  POLICY 
 
28-4.01  Introduction 
 
28-4.01(01)  Purpose 
 
Drainage concerns are one of the most important aspects of highway design and construction.  
The purpose of this Section is to outline specific policies that guide and determine the variables 
which influence drainage design. 
 
 
28-4.01(02)  Policy vs. Criteria 
 
Policy and criteria statements are closely related.  Criteria are INDOT’s numerical or specific 
guidance which is founded in broad policy statements.  For this Manual, the following 
definitions apply. 
 
1. Policy.  A definite course of action or method of action selected to guide and determine 

present and future decisions. 
 
2. Design Criteria.  The standards by which a policy is implemented or placed in action. 
 
Thus, design criteria are needed for design; policy statements are not.  The following is an 
example of a policy statement. 
 

The designer will size the drainage structure to accommodate a flood compatible 
with the projected traffic volume. 

 
The following is an example of a design criterion. 
 

For projected traffic volume less than or equal to 750 vehicles per day, each 
drainage structures should be designed for a 10-year flood (exceedance 
probability of 10%).  For projected traffic volume greater than 750 vehicles per 
day, each drainage structure should be designed for a 25-year flood (exceedance 
probability of 4%). 

 
The following provides information on the hydraulic design of a drainage structure and related 
Federal, State, and local policies.  Some of the following outline the relevant policies (with 
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references indicating where details can be obtained).  Some of the following state the policies 
and provide detailed information. 
 
 
28-4.02  General Hydraulic Design Policies 
 
28-4.02(01)  Introduction 
 
An adequate drainage structure is defined as one which satisfies the following: 
 
1. the design of the structure satisfies or exceeds INDOT standard engineering practice; and 
 
2. the design is consistent with what a reasonably competent and prudent designer will do 

under similar circumstances. 
 
Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, and engineering evaluation of selected alternatives, are 
conducted as a part of the design of a highway-drainage structure and serve as a means of 
achieving an adequate drainage design. 
 
These studies are discussed further below. 
 
 
28-4.02(02)  Hydrologic Analysis 
 
Present state-of-practice formulas and models for estimating flood flow are based on statistical 
analyses of rainfall and runoff records.  The designer should select appropriate hydrologic 
estimating procedures and obtain runoff data where available for purposes of evaluation, 
calibration, and determination of the predicted value of the desired flood frequencies.  The 
predicted value of the flood flow represents the designer’s best estimate, with varying degrees of 
error.  The expected magnitude of this variation can be determined for some formulas or models 
as a part of the hydrologic design procedure. 
 
 
28-4.02(03)  Hydraulic Analysis 
 
The next step in the design process involves preliminary selections of alternative designs that are 
judged to meet the site conditions and to accommodate the flood flow selected for analysis.  The 
hydraulic analysis is made utilizing appropriate formulas, physical models, or computer 
programs for purposes of defining, calibrating, and checking the performance of the preliminary 
designs over a range of flows. 
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28-4.02(04)  Engineering Evaluation 
 
The final step in the design process is the engineering evaluation of the preliminary designs and 
approval of the selected final design.  This process involves consideration and balancing of a 
number of factors.  Some of these factors are as follows: 
 
1. legal considerations; 
2. flood hazards to highway users or neighboring property owners; 
3. hydraulic efficiencies; 
4. costs; 
5. environmental and social concerns; and 
6. other site-specific concerns. 
 
 
28-4.02(05)  General Policies 
 
Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses set forth the design-process representative of INDOT’s 
standard engineering practice.  Engineering evaluation outlines the approach to be followed by a 
reasonably competent and prudent designer in evaluating, selecting, and approving a final 
design.  The following policies are made regarding this design process. 
 
1. It is the designer’s responsibility to provide an adequate drainage structure.  The designer 

is not required to provide a structure that will accommodate all conceivable flood flows 
under all possible site conditions. 

 
2. The detail of design studies should be commensurate with the risk associated with the 

encroachment and with other economic, engineering, social, or environmental concerns. 
 
3. The overtopping or design flood may serve as criteria for evaluating the adequacy of a 

proposed design.  The overtopping flood is the smallest recurrence-interval flood which 
will result in flow over the highway or other watershed boundary.  The overtopping flood 
flow is the flow that overtops the highway or other watershed boundary limit.  The design 
flood is the recurrence interval of the flood for which the drainage structure is sized to 
ensure that no traffic interruption or significant damage will result.  The overtopping 
flood and the design flood may vary widely depending on the grade, alignment, and 
classification of the road and the characteristics of the watercourse and floodplain. 

 
4. The predicted value of the 100-year or base flood serves as the present engineering 

standard for evaluating a flood hazard and as the basis for regulating a floodplain under 
the National Flood Insurance Program.  The designer must make a professional judgment 
on the degree of risk that is tolerable for the base flood as required for each project. 
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5. The developed hydraulic performance curve of a drainage structure depicts the 
relationship between floodwater stage (or elevation) and flood-flow magnitude and 
frequency.  The performance curve should include the 100-year flood.  With the 
performance curve, the designer can evaluate the adequacy of the design for a range of 
flows and consider errors of estimate in the hydrologic estimating procedure.  It is 
standard engineering practice to use the predicted value of the 100-year flood as the basis 
for evaluating a flood hazard.  However, a flow larger than this value may be considered 
for a complex, high-risk, or unusual situation that requires special studies or risk 
analyses. 

 
 
28-4.03  Water Main or Sanitary Sewer Construction 
 
The INDOT Standard Specifications do not include most elements related to the construction of 
water main or sanitary sewer construction.  However, many contracts, mostly those for local 
public agencies, include construction of these facilities.  Therefore, special provisions should be 
developed and included each individual contract.  The special provisions should adequately 
describe the work, determine material and construction requirements, and establish methods to 
measure and pay for the work. 
 
There are many reference materials available from which information can be obtained to assist in 
the preparation of a required special provision.  One such reference is the Model Specifications 
For Water and Sewer Main Construction In Indiana, prepared as a result of a joint effort 
between the Consulting Engineers of Indiana, Inc., Purdue University, and the Indiana 
Constructors Association.  Other such reference documents have been prepared by individual 
public- and privately-owned entities. 
 
The designer is free to develop a project-specific special provision or to incorporate a document 
into a contract by reference.  The work must be completely addressed in the special provision.  If 
a document is incorporated into a contract by reference, the special provision must indicate that 
the INDOT Standard Specifications govern if there is conflict with the referenced document.  
The designer should also be certain that the referenced document is readily available for use by 
the contractor or field personnel.  The designer may indicate in a special provision how or where 
the document may be obtained. 
 
 
28-5.0  DOCUMENTATION 
 
28-5.01  Overview 
 
28-5.01(01)  Introduction 
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An important part of the design or analysis of a hydraulic facility is its documentation.  
Appropriate documentation of the design of a hydraulic facility is essential because of the 
following: 
 
1. the importance of public safety; 
 
2. justification of expenditure of public funds; 
 
3. future reference by engineers (where improvements, changes, or rehabilitations are made 

to the highway facility); 
 
4. information leading to the development of defense in litigation; and 
 
5. public information. 
 
It may be necessary to refer to plans, specifications, or analyses long after the actual construction 
has been completed.  Documentation permits evaluation of the performance of a structure after a 
flood event to determine if the structure performed as anticipated or to establish the cause of 
unexpected behavior.  If the structure fails, it is essential that contributing factors be identified so 
that recurring damage can be avoided. 
 
 
28-5.01(02)  Definition 
 
The definition of hydrologic and hydraulic documentation as used in this Section is the 
compilation and preservation of the design and related details and all pertinent information on 
which the design and decisions were based.  This should include the drainage area and other 
maps, field survey information, source references, photographs, engineering calculations and 
analyses, measured and other data, and flood history including narratives from newspapers and 
individuals such as highway maintenance personnel or local residents who witnessed or had 
knowledge of an unusual event. 
 
 
28-5.01(03)  Purpose 
 
This Section provides the documentation which should be included in the design file and on the 
construction plans.  Although the Department’s documentation requirements for an existing or 
proposed drainage facility are similar, the data retained for an existing facility is often slightly 
different than that for a proposed facility, and these differences are discussed.  This Section 
focuses on the documentation of the findings obtained in using the other chapters of this Manual.  
Thus, the designer should be familiar with all of the hydrologic and hydraulic design procedures 
associated with this Section.  This Section identifies the Department’s system for organizing the 
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documentation of a hydraulic design or review to provide as complete a history of the design 
process as is practical. 
 
The purpose of providing documentation is to define the design procedure that was used and to 
show how the final design and decisions were selected.  Often, there is expressed the myth that 
avoiding documentation will prevent or limit litigation losses as it supposedly precludes 
providing the plaintiff with incriminating evidence.  This seldom occurs, and documentation 
should be viewed as the record of reasonable and prudent design analysis based on the best 
available technology.  Thus, good documentation can provide the following: 
 
1. protecting the Department by proving that reasonable and prudent actions were, in fact, 

taken (such proof should certainly not increase the potential court award, and may 
decrease it by disproving any claims of negligence by the plaintiff); 

 
2. identifying the situation at the time of design which might be very important if legal 

action occurs in the future; 
 
3. documenting that rationally-accepted procedures and analyses were used at the time of 

the design which were commensurate with the perceived site importance and flood 
hazard (this should further disprove negligence claims); 

 
4. providing a continuous site history to facilitate future reconstruction; 
 
5. providing the file data necessary to quickly evaluate a future site problem that can occur 

during the facility’s service life; and 
 
6. expediting plan development by providing the reasons and rationale for specific design 

decisions. 
 
 
28-5.01(04)  Types 
 
The types of documentation which should be considered are preconstruction, design, and 
construction or operation. 
 
1. Preconstruction documentation should include the following, if available, or within the 

budgetary restraints of the project. 
 

a. aerial photographs; 
 

b. contour mapping; 
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c. watershed map or plan including flow directions, watershed boundaries, and 
watershed areas; 

 
d. surveyed data reduced to include existing hydraulic facilities, existing controls, 

profiles (roadway, channel, drives), and cross sections (roadway, channel, faces of 
structure); 

 
e. flood insurance studies and maps by FEMA; 

 
f. Natural Resource Conservation Service soil maps; 

 
g. field trip report(s) which may include videocassette recordings, audio tape 

recordings, still-camera photographs, movie-camera films, or written analysis of 
findings with sketches; and 

 
h. reports from other agencies (local, State, or Federal), INDOT personnel, 

newspapers, and abutting property owners. 
 
2. Design documentation should include all of the information used to justify the design, 

including the following: 
 

a. reports from other agencies; 
b. hydrological report; 
c. hydraulic report; and 
d. approvals. 

 
3. Construction or operation documentation should include the following: 
 

a. plans; 
b. revisions; 
c. as-built plans and subsurface borings; 
d. photographs; and 
e. record of operation during flooding events, complaints, and resolutions. 

 
The as-built plans should be prepared and maintained in a permanent file for each drainage 
structure to document subsurface foundation elements such as footing types and elevations, pile 
types, (driven) tip elevations, etc.  There may be other information which should be included or 
may become evident as the design or investigation develops.  This additional information shall 
be incorporated at the discretion of the designer. 
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28-5.01(05)  Scheduling 
 
Documentation should not be considered as occurring at specific times during the design, or as 
the final step in the process; this could be long after the final design is completed.  
Documentation should rather be an ongoing process and part of each step in the hydrologic and 
hydraulic analysis and design process.  This will increase the accuracy of the documentation, 
provide data for future steps in the plan development process, and provide consistency in the 
design if different designers are involved at different times of the plan development process. 
 
 
28-5.01(06)  Responsibility 
 
The designer should be responsible for determining which hydrologic analyses, hydraulic design, 
and related information should be documented during the plan-development process.  The 
designer should make a determination that complete documentation has been achieved during the 
plan-development process which will include the final design.  To assist in this determination, 
see Section 28-5.04. 
 
 
28-5.02  Procedures 
 
28-5.02(01)  Introduction 
 
A complete hydrologic and hydraulic design and analysis documentation file for each waterway 
encroachment or crossing should be maintained by the Hydraulics Team.  If practical, this file 
should include the following: 
 
1. identification and location of the facility; 
2. photographs (ground and aerial); 
3. hydrologic investigations; 
4. drainage area maps, vicinity maps, and topographic maps; 
5. contour maps; 
6. interviews (local residents, adjacent property owners, or maintenance forces); 
7. newspaper clippings; 
8. design notes and correspondence relating to design decisions; 
9. history of performance of the existing structure; and 
10. assumptions. 
 
The documentation file should include design and analysis data and information which 
influenced the facility design. 
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28-5.02(02)  Practices 
 
The following are the Department’s practices related to documentation of hydrologic and 
hydraulic design and analysis. 
 
1. Hydrologic and hydraulic data, preliminary calculations and analyses, and all related 

information used in developing conclusions and recommendations related to drainage 
requirements, including estimates of structure size and location, should be compiled in a 
documentation file. 

 
2. The designer should document all design assumptions and selected criteria including the 

decisions related thereto. 
 
3. The amount of detail of documentation for each design or analysis should be 

commensurate with the risk and the importance of the facility. 
 
4. Documentation should be organized to be as concise and complete as practicable so that 

future designers can understand what was done by predecessors. 
 
5. Circumvent incriminating statements if possible by stating uncertainties in less than 

specific terms (e.g., the culvert may back water rather than the culvert will back water). 
 
6. Provide all related references in the documentation file to include such things as 

published data and reports, memos and letters, or interviews.  Include dates and 
signatures where appropriate. 

 
7. Documentation should include data and information from the conceptual stage of project 

development through construction to provide successors with all information. 
 
8. Documentation should be organized to logically lead the reader from past history through 

the problem background, into the findings, and through the performance. 
 
9. A summary at the beginning of the documentation will provide an outline of the 

documentation file to assist the user in finding detailed information. 
 
 
28-5.03  Documentation Procedures 
 
28-5.03(01)  Introduction 
 
The following should be included in the documentation file.  The intent is not to limit the data to 
only those items listed but, rather, to establish a minimum requirement consistent with the 
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hydraulic design procedures as outlined in this Manual.  If circumstances are such that the 
drainage facility is sized by other than normal procedures or if the size of the facility is governed 
by factors other than hydrologic or hydraulic factors, a narrative summary detailing the design 
basis should appear in the documentation file.  The designer should include the items listed 
below which are useful in understanding the analysis, design, findings, and final 
recommendations. 
 
 
28-5.03(02)  Hydrology 
 
The items used in the design or analyses to be included in the documentation file are as follows: 
 
1. contributing watershed-area size and identification of source (map name, etc.); 
 
2. hydrologic discharge and hydrograph estimating method and findings; 
 
3. IDNR Recommendation Letter (if an IDNR permit is required); and 
 
4. method for estimating 500-year discharge (when applicable). 
 
 
28-5.03(03)  Bridge 
 
The items to be included in the documentation file are as follows: 
 
1. 100-year high-water elevation for natural, existing, and proposed conditions; 
 
2. cross sections used in the design high-water elevation determination; 
 
3. roughness coefficient (n value) assignments; 
 
4. information on the method used for design high-water elevation determination; 
 
5. observed high-water elevation, date, and discharge; 
 
6. velocity measurements or estimates and locations (including both the through-bridge and 

channel velocity) for the 100-year flood; 
 
7. calculated backwater, velocity, and scour for the 100-year and 500-year floods for scour 

evaluation; 
 
8. magnitude and frequency of overtopping flood; 
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9. copies of computer analyses (existing and proposed) and disk containing all data files; 
 
10. complete hydraulic study report; 
 
11. economic analysis of design and alternatives; 
 
12. bridge scour results; 
 
13. roadway geometry (plan and profile); and 
 
14. potential flood hazards to adjacent properties. 
 
 
28-5.03(04)  Culvert 
 
The items to be included in the documentation file are as follows: 
 
1. culvert performance curves; 
 
2. allowable headwater elevation and basis for its selection; 
 
3. cross sections used in the design high-water elevation determination; 
 
4. roughness coefficient assignments (n values); 
 
5. observed high-water elevation, date, and discharge; 
 
6. stage-discharge curve for natural, existing, and proposed conditions to include the depth 

and velocity measurements or estimates and location for the 100-year flood; 
 
7. performance curves showing the calculated backwater elevations, outlet velocity, and 

scour (if applicable), and the 100-year flood; 
 
8. type of culvert-entrance condition; 
 
9. culvert-outlet appurtenances and energy dissipation calculations and designs (if 

applicable); 
 
10. copies of all computer analyses and a disk containing all data files; 
 
11. roadway geometry (plan and profile); and 
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12. potential flood hazard to adjacent properties. 
 
 
28-5.03(05)  Open Channel 
 
The items to be included in the documentation file are as follows: 
 
1. stage-discharge curves for the 100-year and historical water-surface elevations; 
2. cross sections used in the design water-surface determinations and their locations; 
3. roughness coefficient assignments (n values); 
4. information on the method used for design water-surface determinations; 
5. observed high water elevation, date, and discharge; 
6. channel velocity measurements or estimates and locations; 
7. water-surface profiles through the reach for the 100-year or historical flood; 
8. design or analysis of materials proposed for the channel bed and banks; 
9. energy dissipation calculations and designs; and 
10. copies of all computer analyses, including data disks. 
 
 
28-5.03(06)  Storm Drain 
 
The items to be included in the documentation file are as follows: 
 
1. computations for inlets and pipes, including hydraulic grade lines; 
 
2. copies of the standard computation sheets shown in Chapter Thirty-six or the computer 

printout; 
 
3. complete drainage area map; 
 
4. design frequency (10-year gravity and 50-year pressure flow); 
 
5. information concerning outfalls, existing storm drains, or other design considerations; 

and 
 
6. a schematic indicating storm-drain system layout. 
 
  
28-5.03(07)  Pumping Station 
 
The items to be included in the documentation file are as follows: 
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1. inflow design hydrograph from drainage area to pump, 
2. flood-frequency curve for the attenuated peak discharge, 
3. maximum allowable headwater elevation and related probable damage, 
4. starting sequence and elevations, 
5. sump dimensions, 
6. available storage amounts, 
7. pump size and operation, 
8. pump calculations and design report, and 
9. line storage and pit storage capacity. 
 
 
28-5.03(08)  Computer Files 
 
The input data listing (hard copy and data disk) and output results of selected alternatives should 
be included in the documentation file and should be labeled. 
 
 
28-5.04  Documentation Project Checklist 
 
The Documentation Project Checklist is shown as Figure 28-5A.  An editable version of this 
form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
28-6.0  PIPE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
28-6.01  Introduction 
 
INDOT has developed and implemented a Pipe Classification System which is intended to 
enhance the performance and longevity of pipe material used for a culvert, storm drain, 
underdrain, or other drainage facility.  This is a comprehensive system which impacts all INDOT 
procedures and documents related to pipes, including the following: 
 
1. the Indiana Design Manual, 
2. the INDOT Standard Specifications, and 
3. the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
The information is segregated as follows: 
 
1. Section 28-6.0 discusses information which applies to each pipe regardless of type of 

drainage appurtenance. 
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2. Chapter Twenty-nine has incorporated those elements of the System which apply to 

hydrology (e.g., choice of hydrologic method). 
 
3. Chapter Thirty-one has incorporated those elements of the System which apply to a 

culvert (e.g., culvert design process, cover height). 
 
4. Chapter Thirty-six has incorporated those elements of the System which apply to a storm 

drain or underdrain (e.g., minimum velocity, inlet spacing). 
 
 
28-6.02  Description 
 
The Pipe Classification System consists of the following. 
 
1. Type 1 Pipe.  Culvert under mainline and or public-road-approach pavement. 
2. Type 2 Pipe.  Storm-drain pipe. 
3. Type 3 Pipe.  Culvert under drive or field entrance. 
4. Type 4 Pipe.  Underdrain or drain tile. 
5. Type 5 Pipe.  Broken-back or other pipe installation which requires coupled pipe. 
 
The INDOT Standard Specifications lists the materials that have been approved for each pipe 
type. 
 
Although the Pipe Classification System serves as the foundation of drainage-structure design, 
other structure types are available for use as appropriate.  One such category is referred to as 
Specialty Structure.  A Specialty Structure should be used if the design process indicates that the 
materials included in the Pipe Classification System do not provide an adequate hydraulic 
structure.  Specialty Structures include the following: 
 
1. precast reinforced concrete box section; 
2. precast reinforced concrete three-sided structure; or 
3. structural-plate arch. 
 
Specific-Application Structures are also not included in the Pipe Classification System but are 
available for use as appropriate.  These structures include the following: 
 
1. concrete-culvert extension; 
2. pipe extension; 
3. slotted-drain pipe or slotted-vane-drain pipe; and 
4. end-bent-drain pipe. 
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28-6.03  Design Process 
 
The drainage-structure design process, excluding a Specific-Application Structure, begins based 
on the assumption that the Pipe Classification System includes material that can provide a 
structure that satisfies all design requirements.  A Specialty Structure must not be considered 
until it has been demonstrated that the appropriate System pipe type cannot provide a 
hydraulically-adequate structure. 
 
Specific design requirements relative to culvert (Chapter Thirty-one) or storm-drain (Chapter 
Thirty-six) sizing are detailed elsewhere herein.  The general concepts that apply to the 
implementation of the Pipe Classification System are discussed below. 
 
1. Interior Designation.  Sizing of a pipe-type structure is based interior designation.  An 

interior designation of smooth or corrugated has been assigned to each type 1, 2, 3, or 5 
pipe material.  A type 4 pipe size is not determined by means of hydraulic calculations.  
Individual materials must not be considered during the sizing process for a pipe-type 
structure.  More information on interior designation is included in Chapter Thirty-one. 

 
2. Material.  Each pipe type in the Pipe Classification System includes a list of approved 

materials.  However, except for a type 4 pipe, the approval is general in nature.  For 
example, an individual mainline culvert site may possess features that render the site 
unsuitable for some approved type 1 Pipe materials.  Therefore, it is necessary to perform 
a Structure Site Analysis for each type 1, 2, 3, or 5 pipe structure.  Features to be 
considered during the analysis include cover-height and service-life criteria (i.e., service 
life duration, abrasive or non-abrasive site designation, and structure pH).  See Section 
28-6.04 for additional information on Structure Site Analysis. 

 
 
28-6.04  Structure Site Analysis 
 
A Structure Site Analysis is required for each type 1, 2, 3, or 5 pipe structure.  Unless otherwise 
specified, the analysis is not required for a type 4 pipe, Specialty, or Specific-Application 
Structure.  The scope of the analysis is discussed below. 
 
 
28-6.04(01)  Cover 
 
Cover is measured from the pipe crown to the bottom of the proposed pavement.  The depth of 
aggregate base under HMA pavement or subbase under concrete pavement is included in the 
cover dimension.  The allowable cover depth can vary based on pipe material.  For a circular 
pipe, the minimum cover should be at least 1 ft., and the maximum cover should be at least 100 
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ft.  For a deformed pipe with a corrugated interior designation, the minimum cover should be at 
least 1.5 ft.  If these requirements cannot be satisfied, it is necessary to consider other structure 
types before continuing with the Structure Site Analysis. 
 
The cover depth must be determined for a structure with a precast reinforced-concrete box 
section. 
 
 
28-6.04(02)  Pipe-Service-Life Duration 
 
This indicates the desired length of service for the drainage structure.  The duration is based on 
the functional classification of the mainline roadway.  If the mainline roadway is a freeway or 
expressway, or is functionally classified as an arterial, the required service-life duration for each 
type 1, 2, 3, or 5 pipe structure is 75 years.  If the mainline roadway is functionally classified as a 
collector or local road, the required service-life duration for each such structure is 50 years. 
 
 
28-6.04(03)  Abrasive or Non-Abrasive Site Designation 
 
A site is considered abrasive if it is probable that runoff will transmit material which can damage 
the pipe.  Each mainline culvert site or each site where a public-road-approach or drive culvert is 
installed in a natural channel is considered abrasive. 
 
A storm-drain site or public-road-approach or drive culvert site on a constructed side-ditch line is 
considered non-abrasive.  However, the designer must use judgment to confirm that abrasive 
elements are not likely to impact such a site.  If the designer concludes that a storm-drain- or 
side-ditch-culvert site can have abrasive materials transported by runoff, an abrasive site 
designation must be assigned to each affected structure. 
 
 
28-6.04(04)  Structure pH 
 
Acidic runoff may have contributed to service-life problems with a pipe structure.  To mitigate 
these problems, the designer must determine a pH value for each type 1, 2, 3, or 5 pipe structure.  
The pH data may be provided in the Engineer’s or Geotechnical Reports.  The data should 
include the stream pH-test result for each type of existing structure as follows: 
 
1. mainline culvert; 
2. public-road-approach or drive culvert in a natural channel; 
3. storm-drain-system outlet pipe; or 
4. the most-downstream culvert on each constructed ditch line. 
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The designer will use the following guidelines to establish each proposed structure’s pH value. 
 
1. Culvert.  Assign the data provided for each existing mainline culvert to the corresponding 

proposed pipe structure.  Likewise, assign the data associated with each existing public-
road-approach or drive culvert located in a natural channel to the corresponding proposed 
structure.  Each proposed public-road-approach or drive culvert installed on a constructed 
ditch line should be assigned the report’s pH value for the most-downstream culvert on 
the corresponding existing ditch line. 

 
2. Storm Drain.  If a proposed storm-drain system will replace an existing system, assign the 

pH value obtained at the existing system’s outlet pipe to each pipe structure in the 
proposed system.  If the proposed system is replacing an existing open-drainage system, 
apply the pH value collected at the most-downstream existing side-ditch culvert to each 
structure in the proposed system. 

 
The final structure pH is the lowest of the following values. 
 
1. Preliminary Field Check Plans pH Value.  This value is obtained from one of the 

following sources. 
 

a. Engineer’s Report. 
 

b. pH Testing.  If pH data is not available from the Engineer’s Report, the designer 
is required to perform pH testing of water samples taken at the structure.  The 
scope of the testing required is below and is illustrated by the flowcharts included 
in the following figures. 

 
 28-6B Structure pH Determination Procedure for Proposed Mainline Culvert or 
  Other Culvert in Natural Channel (Area Where Map pH = 7.0) 
 28-6C Structure pH Determination Procedure for Proposed Storm-Drain Structure 
  (Area Where Map pH = 7.0) 
 28-6D Structure pH Determination Procedure for Proposed Side-Ditch Culvert 
  (Area Where Map pH = 7.0) 
 28-6E Structure pH Determination Procedure for Proposed Mainline Culvert or 
  Other Culvert in Natural Channel (Area Where Map pH < 7.0) 
 28-6F Structure pH Determination Procedure for Proposed Storm-Drain Structure 
  (Area Where Map pH < 7.0) 
 28-6G Structure pH Determination Procedure for Proposed Side-Ditch Culvert 
  (Area Where Map pH < 7.0) 
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c. pH Map.  If the Engineer’s Report does not provide structure pH data, and pH 
testing is not appropriate, Figure 28-6A, pH Map, is used to determine the 
Preliminary Field Check pH value. 

 
2. Final Check Prints pH Value.  This value is obtained from one of the following sources. 
 

a. Geotechnical Report. 
 

b. pH Testing.  If a structure pH value is not available from the Geotechnical Report 
and testing is appropriate (see Item 1.b. above), pH testing of a water sample 
taken from the corresponding existing structure site is required. 

 
c. pH Map.  Use of the pH map is appropriate only if a structure pH value is not 

available from the two sources listed above. 
 
3. Final Tracings pH Value.  If the pH values from Items 1 and 2 for a structure are not 

within 0.5 of each other, a third value must be obtained for comparison.  The third value 
is obtained from one of these two sources. 

 
a. pH Testing.  If pH testing is appropriate, testing of water samples at the 

corresponding existing structure is required. 
 

b. pH Map.  If pH testing is not appropriate, the pH map is the appropriate source for 
the third pH value. 

 
Before pH testing is performed, the project location must be determined from Figure 28-6A, pH 
Map.  If the project is located in a county with a posted 7.0 pH value, the testing scope is as 
follows: 
 
1. Identify Structure Requiring Testing.  The structure type to be considered for testing is as 

follows: 
 

a. mainline culvert; 
b. public-road-approach or drive culvert located in a natural channel; 
c. outlet pipe of storm-drain system; or 
d. the most downstream culvert on a constructed ditch line. 

 
2. Structure Inspection.  The testing process begins by inspecting the structure.  If an 

existing structure does not show signs of corrosion, pH testing is not required.  If the 
structure shows signs of corrosion, a water sample at the structure must be obtained and 
the pH of the sample must be determined. 
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If the project is located in a county with a pH map value < 7.0, the structure-inspection step 
described in Item 2 does not apply.  Each structure identified in Item 1 requires obtaining a water 
sample for pH determination. 
 
The following apply to the determination of a structure pH value, regardless of the source of the 
data. 
 
1. Maximum Structure pH Value.  The pH value for a structure cannot exceed the map pH 

value for the project location.  If the pH value obtained from a report on pH testing is 
greater than the map pH value, the obtained value is ignored and the map value is used 
for the structure. 

 
2. Precision of pH Value.  The pH value is expressed to the nearest 0.5.  If a report or pH 

testing yields a value that is more precise, the structure pH is rounded to the next lower 
0.5. 

 
3. Lack of Sample Availability.  If pH testing is required, but a sample is not available at a 

structure site, the structure pH value will equal the value for the nearest adjacent 
structure.  If a water sample is not available at an appropriate structure within the project 
limits, the pH map value is used for all structures. 

 
4. Storm-Drain-Structure pH Determination.  The structure pH assigned to the outlet pipe of 

a storm-drain system is assigned to each structure in the proposed system. 
 
5. Side-Ditch-Culvert Structure pH Determination.  The structure pH assigned to the most 

downstream pipe in a segment of side ditch is assigned to each culvert installed in that 
ditch line segment. 

 
 
28-6.05  Pipe-Material-Selection Process 
 
The data collected during the Structure Site Analysis is used to determine which pipe materials 
are acceptable for installation at an individual structure site.  A computer program has been 
developed to perform the required material selection for a type 1, 2, 3, or 5 pipe structure. 
 
The input required for the Pipe-Material-Selection Software includes the following: 
 
1. required pipe type; 
2. required pipe-interior designation, if applicable (see Chapter Thirty-one); 
3. pipe size; 
4. cover; 
5. required service-life duration; 
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6. abrasive or non-abrasive site designation; and 
7. structure pH. 
 
The software analyzes the input and lists all pipe materials that are acceptable for installation at 
each individual structure site. 
 
For material selection, each corrugated-metal pipe’s protective coating or invert treatment is 
considered to define a unique material.  For example, an acceptable-materials list showing zinc-
coated corrugated steel pipe and zinc-coated corrugated steel pipe with bituminous-paved invert 
is considered to include two materials. 
 
The following apply to the performance of the Pipe-Material-Selection Process. 
 
1. Software Indicates No Acceptable Materials for Structure.  If this occurs, the cause is 

likely to be incorrect-input-data entry.  If a review of the input reveals that there are no 
errors, the designer must contact the INDOT Hydraulics Team for additional instructions. 

 
2. Software Indicates Only One Acceptable Material for Structure.  By definition, a pipe-

type designation indicates that a contractor may select from a list of materials that have 
been determined to be acceptable for an individual structure.  If the list includes only one 
acceptable material, the pipe-type designation is meaningless.  If this occurs, the structure 
cannot refer to a pipe type.  See Section 28-6.08 for more information on contract 
document requirements for such a structure. 

 
3. Software Indicates Two or More Materials are Acceptable for Structure.  By definition, a 

pipe-type designation remains appropriate for this structure. 
 
4. Pipe-Extension Structure.  A pipe extension requires the selection of a specific material.  

If possible, the selected material should match the existing pipe material.  However, the 
material thickness and coating combination or material-strength classification must 
satisfy the cover and service-life-criteria requirements.  By definition, a pipe-extension 
structure is a structure that involves attaching a new pipe to an existing pipe. 

 
5. Selection of Corrugated-Metal Pipe Optimum Corrugation Profile.  The Pipe-Material-

Selection Software may indicate that more than one corrugation-profile and material-
thickness combination is acceptable for a structure.  It is then necessary to determine the 
optimum corrugation profile.  The procedure for determining the optimum corrugation 
profile is as follows. 

 
a. Select the Profile with the Minimum Thickness.  If the acceptable corrugation 

profiles require different material thicknesses, select the profile with the minimum 
thickness. 
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b. Select the Smallest Profile.  If all acceptable corrugation profiles require the same 

material thickness, select the smallest profile.  By definition, a 2⅔” x ½” 
corrugation profile is considered smaller than a 3” x 1” profile. 

 
 
28-6.06  Draintile Structure 
 
If it is known that the proposed construction will require the removal of existing field tile, the 
drainage will be perpetuated in the following manner. 
 
1. Tile Replacement Within Temporary Right of Way.  Type 4 pipe is used to perpetuate the 

drainage.  The pipe size will match the existing tile and must be perforated in accordance 
with the INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
2. Tile Outlet in Ditch Prior to Crossing Mainline Pavement.  Type 4 non-perforated pipe 

and a 10-ft long segment of draintile terminal section are required between the right-of-
way line and the proposed outlet.  If necessary, a concrete collar is used to connect to the 
existing pipe at the right-of-way line, and a rodent screen is required at the terminal-
section outlet.  Revetment riprap or other gradation [as required to satisfy the clear-zone 
criteria (see Chapter Forty-nine)] is required between the tile outlet and the ditch flow 
line to prevent erosion. 

 
3. Tile Outlet in Ditch After Crossing Mainline Pavement.  Type 1 pipe is required between 

the right-of-way line and the proposed outlet.  The concrete collar, rodent screen, and 
riprap requirements described in Item 2 above will apply to the type 1 pipe installation.  
The acceptable type 1 pipe materials must satisfy the cover and service-life criteria.  The 
site is assumed to be non-abrasive and the map pH can be assigned to the structure. 

 
4. Tile Outlet in Storm Drain System.  Type 2 pipe is required between the right-of-way line 

and the outlet location.  A concrete collar is required.  The acceptable type 2 pipe 
materials must satisfy the cover and service-life criteria.  The site is assumed to be non-
abrasive, and the structure pH must match the value for the storm-drain structure that 
serves as the tile outlet. 

 
5. Tile is Perpetuated Across Right of Way.  Type 1 pipe is required from right-of-way line 

to right-of-way line.  A concrete collar is required.  The acceptable type 1 pipe materials 
must satisfy the cover and service-life criteria.  The site is assumed to be non-abrasive, 
and the pH map value for the project location is assigned to the structure. 

 
 
28-6.07  [blank section] 
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28-6.08  Contract Documents 
 
Part II discusses the INDOT requirements on the preparation of contract documents (e.g., plans 
preparation, quantity estimate, cost estimate).  This section provides additional information on 
contract-document preparation for drainage-structures requirements. 
 
 
28-6.08(01)  Plans Content 
 
The following is necessary to incorporate drainage-structures information into a set of plans. 
 
1. Typical Cross Sections Sheet.  This is the appropriate location for details related to the 

installation of longitudinal underdrains. 
 
2. Plan and Profile Sheet.  This is the appropriate location for drainage-structure 

identification.  Samples are as follows. 
 

a. 60 ft of 36-in. Pipe and 2 Pipe End Sections Required 
 

b. 60 ft of 36-in. Smooth Pipe and 2 Pipe End Sections, or 42-in. Corrugated Pipe 
Type 2 and 2 Concrete Anchors Required 

 
c. 60 ft of 36-in. Smooth Pipe and 2 Pipe End Sections Required 
 
d. Manhole Type C-4 and 300 ft of 18-in. Pipe Required. 
 
e. 60 ft of 12-in. Slotted Drain Pipe Required. 
 
f. 225 ft of 96” x 48” Precast Reinforced Concrete Box Section Required.  Skew 30° 

Rt. 
 

Each culvert structure or storm-drain outlet-structure length will be expressed to the 
nearest 1 ft.  Other storm-drain structure lengths are expressed to the nearest 3 in. with 
the measurement taken from outside face to outside face of adjacent manholes, inlets, 
catch basins, or similar structures. 

 
A structure that includes a pipe type or requires a specific pipe material is identified only 
as Pipe.  A Specialty Structure or Specific-Application Structure must be identified as 
such. 
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3. Detail Sheet.  All drainage-structure-related features that are not included on the 
Standard Drawings must be detailed here.  The features that require such detailing 
include the concrete collar required to join existing and proposed pipes or Specialty-
Structure backfill requirements. 

 
4 Structure Data Sheet.  The following apply to the preparation of this sheet. 
 

a. For a structure that refers to a pipe type, identify it in the Pipe Type column.  The 
word Pipe is entered in the Description column. 

 
b. For a structure that requires a specific pipe material, an entry is not placed in the 

Pipe Type column.  The word Pipe is entered in the Description column. 
 
c. A pipe-type structure that requires different sizes based on the interior designation 

requires separate rows of input data for each interior designation. 
 
d. A Specialty Structure or Specific-Application Structure is identified in the 

Description column.  The identification for a pipe-extension structure is Pipe 
Extension.  A concrete-culvert extension using precast reinforced-concrete box 
sections is identified with Precast Reinforced-Concrete Box-Section Culvert 
Extension in the Description column.  No entry is made in the Pipe Type column. 

 
5. Pipe Material Sheet.  This is used to list the acceptable pipe materials for each pipe-type 

structure excluding type 4 pipe, specific-pipe-material structure, or pipe-extension 
structure. 

 
6. Underdrain Table.  This is used to summarize the complete underdrain design for the 

project.  For more details regarding underdrain design procedures, see Chapter Fifty-two. 
 
 
28-6.08(02)  Backfill Material 
 
See Section 17-2.09 for backfill-material requirements. 
 
 
28-6.08(03)  Pay Items 
 
Sample drainage-system-related pay items are listed below. 
 
1. Pipe, Type 1, Circular, 36 in.  This is the pay-item-name format for a pipe-type structure.  

Its use indicates that at least two materials are acceptable for the structure.  Also, for type 
1, 3, or 5 pipe, the lack of an interior designation in the pay item name indicates that the 
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materials acceptable for installation include those with a smooth-interior designation and 
others with a corrugated-interior designation. 

 
2. Pipe, Type 2, Circular, 12 in.  This is the pay-item-name format for a storm-drain pipe 

structure.  Since all type 2 pipe materials have a smooth-interior designation, the interior 
designation is not included in the pay item name. 

 
3. Pipe, Type 1, Circular, 36 in. Smooth or 42 in., Corrugated.  This pay-item name 

indicates that there are at least two materials acceptable for the structure.  At least one has 
a smooth-interior designation and at least one has a corrugated-interior designation.  The 
hydraulic design indicates that different-sized smooth- and corrugated-interior pipe sizes 
are required. 

 
4. Pipe Type 3, Deformed, Min. Area = 1.8 ft2, Corrugated.  This pay-item name indicates 

that there are at least two materials acceptable for installation and all have a corrugated 
interior designation. 

 
5. Pipe, RCP, Class II, D0.3 = 50, 36 in.  This pay-item name indicates that reinforced-

concrete pipe of the specified strength classification is the only acceptable material for a 
new pipe structure.  A reinforced-concrete-pipe pay-item name must include the required-
strength classification and the D-load rating. 

 
6. Pipe Extension, ZC CSP w/BPI, 0.10 in., 18 in.  This pay-item name indicates that a zinc-

coated corrugated steel pipe with a bituminous-paved invert and a material thickness of 
0.10 in. is the only acceptable material for a structure that involves placing a new pipe on 
an end of an existing pipe.  A corrugated-metal-pipe pay-item name must include the 
protective coating, required invert treatment, and the required material thickness. 

 
7. Structure, Precast Reinforced-Concrete Three-Sided, 20 ft x 10 ft.  This is the pay-item-

name format for a Specialty Structure or Specific-Application Structure.  The Specialty 
Structure or Specific-Application Structure must be identified in the pay item name. 

 
8. Pipe End Section, 36 in.  This is the pay-item-name format for an object placed on each 

end of a structure that has only one specified pipe size. 
 
9. Concrete Anchor 42 in. or 48 in.  This is the pay-item-name format for a structure with 

different-sized smooth-interior and corrugated-interior alternatives.  A concrete anchor is 
required regardless of the pipe size that is actually installed. 

 
10. Pipe End Section, 36 in., or Concrete Anchor, 42 in.  This is the pay-item-name format 

for a structure with different-sized smooth-interior and corrugated-interior alternatives 
which each require a different object to be placed on each pipe end.  Pipe end sections are 
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required if the 36-in. structure alternative is installed, and concrete anchors are required if 
the 42-in. structure alternative is installed. 

 
 
28-6.09  English-to-Metric Conversion Information 
 
Figures 28-6H through 28-6S provide conversion information related to drainage structures.  
These figures are provided to give the designer the ability to convert results from English-units 
design software, nomographs, etc., to the appropriate corresponding metric-units dimensions.  
The figure designations with their titles are listed below. 
 
 28-6H Circular Smooth Pipe (Conversion from English-Units Designed Pipe Size to 

Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6 I Circular Corrugated Pipe (Conversion from English-Units Designed Pipe Size 

to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6J Circular Corrugated Structural-Plate Pipe (Conversion from English-Units 

Designed Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6K Deformed Corrugated Pipe (Conversion from English-Units Designed Pipe 

Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6L Deformed Corrugated Structural-Plate Pipe (Conversion from English-Units 

Designed Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6M Deformed Smooth Pipe (Conversion from English-Units Designed Pipe Size to 

Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6N Precast Reinforced-Concrete Box Sections (Conversion from English-Units 

Designed Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6 O Precast Reinforced-Concrete Three-Sided Structure (Conversion from English-

Units Designed Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 28-6P Non-Reinforced-Concrete Pipe Class 3 Wall Thickness 
 28-6Q Reinforced-Concrete Pipe Wall Thickness 
 28-6R Precast Reinforced-Concrete Box Section Wall Thickness 
 28-6S Reinforced-Concrete Horizontal Elliptical Pipe Wall Thickness 
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Project Documentation Checklist 
 
 
Route        Project No.        City/Town:        County:       
 
Description:        Engineer:       
 
 

Check Appropriate Items 
 
REFERENCE DATA HYDROLOGY (Cont’d.) 
 
Maps:  High Water Elevations: 

 USGS – Quad., Scale, Date  INDOT Survey 
 USGS – Other   External Sources 
 Local Zoning Maps  Personal Reconnaissance 
 Flood Hazard Delineation (Quad.) for 100 Yr. 

 Flood Plain Delineation (HUD) Flood History: 
 Local Land Use  External Sources 
 Soils Maps  Personal Reconnaissance 
 Geologic Maps  Maintenance Records 
 Aerial Photos – Scale, Date  Photographs 

   IDNR Historic Flood Profiles 
Studies By External Agencies: 

 FEMA Flood Insurance Studies 
 SCS Watershed Studies HYDRAULIC DESIGN 
 USGS Gages & Studies 
 Interim Flood Plain Studies Calibration of High Water Data: 
 Water Resource Data  Discharge and Frequency of H.W. el. 
 Regional Planning Data  Influences Responsible for H.W. el. 
 Forestry Service  Analyze Hydraulic Performance of Existing Facility 
 Utility Company Plans  for 100 Yr. 

   Analyze Hydraulic Performance of Proposed Facility 
Studies By Internal Sources: 

 Hydraulics Section Records Design Appurtenances: 
 Flood Records (High Water, Newspaper)  Dissipators 

   Riprap 
   Erosion and Sediment Control 
HYDROLOGY 
  Technical Aids: 
Technical Resources:  Indiana Design Manual, Part IV 

 Part IV, Indiana Design Manual  INDOT and FHWA Directives 
 INDOT Directives  Technical Library 
 Technical Library 

  Computer Programs: 
Discharge Calculations:  FESWMS-2DH 

 Drainage Areas  HEC-RAS 
 Gaging Data – Regional Analysis  HEC-2 
 Regression Equations (if no other method  HYDRAIN 

 available)  HY8 
 Area-Discharge Coordinated Curves  WSPRO 
 Log-Pearson Type III Gage Rating (B 17B) 
 Computer Programs:  HYDRO, SCS (TR-20), 

 HEC-1 HYDROLOGIC-HYDRAULIC REPORTS 
 
  Data Reports: 
   Environmental Reports 
   Reconnaissance Report 
   Hydraulic Recommendations from Engineer’s 
   Report 
   INDOT Data 
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DESIGN 
DIAMETER (in.) 

PAY-ITEM 
DIAMETER (mm) 

12 300 
15 375 
18 450 
21 525 
24 600 
27 675 
30 750 
33 825 
36 900 
42 1050 
48 1200 
54 1350 
60 1500 
66 1650 
72 1800 
78 1950 
84 2100 
90 2250 
96 2400 
102 2550 
108 2700 
114 2850 
120 3000 
126 3150 
132 3300 
138 3450 
144 3600 

 
 

CIRCULAR SMOOTH PIPE 
(Conversion from English-Units-Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6H 
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DESIGN 
DIAMETER (in.) 

PAY-ITEM 
DIAMETER (mm) 

12 300 
15 375 
18 450 
21 525 
24 600 
27 675 
30 750 
33 825 
36 900 
42 1050 
48 1200 
54 1350 
60 1500 
66 1650 
72 1800 
78 1950 
84 2100 
90 2250 
96 2400 
102 2550 
108 2700 
114 2850 
120 3000 
126 3150 
132 3300 
138 3450 
144 3600 

 
 

CIRCULAR CORRUGATED PIPE 
(Conversion from English-Units-Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6I 
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DESIGN 
DIAMETER (ft-in.) 

PAY-ITEM 
DIAMETER (mm) 

5′-0″ 1500 
5′-6″ 1655 
6′-0″ 1810 
6′-6″ 1965 
7′-0″ 2120 
7′-6″ 2275 
8′-0″ 2430 
8′-6″ 2585 
9′-0″ 2740 
9′-6″ 2895 
10′-0″ 3050 
10′-6″ 3205 
11′-0″ 3360 
11′-6″ 3515 
12′-0″ 3670 
12′-6″ 3825 
13′-0″ 3980 
13′-6″ 4135 
14′-0″ 4290 
14′-6″ 4445 
15′-0″ 4600 
15′-6″ 4755 
16′-0″ 4910 
16′-6″ 5065 
17′-0″ 5220 
17′-6″ 5375 
18′-0″ 5530 
18′-6″ 5685 
19′-0″ 5840 
19′-6″ 5995 
20′-0″ 6150 
20′-6″ 6305 
21′-0″ 6460 

 
CIRCULAR CORRUGATED STRUCTURAL-PLATE PIPE 

(Conversion from English-Units-Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 
 

Figure 28-6J 
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DESIGN PIPE SIZE 
(in. x in.) 

DESIGN AREA 
(ft2) 

PAY-ITEM AREA 
(m2) 

17″ x 13″ 1.1 0.10 
21″ x 15″ 1.6 0.15 
24″ x 18″ 2.2 0.20 
28″ x 20″ 2.9 0.27 
35″ x 24″ 4.5 0.42 
42″ x 29″ 6.5 0.60 
49″ x 33″ 8.9 0.83 
57″ x 38″ 11.6 1.08 
60″ x 46″ 15.6 1.45 
64″ x 43″ 14.7 1.37 
66″ x 51″ 19.3 1.79 
71″ x 47″ 18.1 1.68 
73″ x 55″ 23.2 2.16 
77″ x 52″ 21.9 2.03 
81″ x 59″ 27.4 2.55 
83″ x 57″ 26.0 2.42 
87″ x 63″ 32.1 2.98 
95″ x 67″ 37.0 3.44 
103″ x 71″ 42.4 3.94 
112″ x 75″ 48.0 4.46 
117″ x 79″ 54.2 5.04 
128″ x 83″ 60.5 5.62 
137″ x 87″ 67.4 6.26 
142″ x 91″ 74.5 6.92 

 
 

DEFORMED CORRUGATED PIPE 
(Conversion from English-Units-Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6K 
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MATERIAL 
DESIGN PIPE SIZE 

(ft-in x ft-in) 
DESIGN 

AREA (ft2) 
PAY-ITEM 
AREA (m2) 

6′-1″ x 4′-7″ 22 2.0 
6′-4″ x 4′-9″ 24 2.2 
6′-9″ x 4′-11″ 26 2.4 
7′-0″ x 5′-1″ 28 2.6 
7′-3″ x 5′-3″ 31 2.9 
7′-8″ x 5′-3″ 33 3.1 
7′-11″ x 5′-7″ 35 3.3 
8′-2″ x 5′-9″ 38 3.5 
8′-7″ x 5′-11″ 40 3.7 
8′-10″ x 6′-1″ 43 4.0 
9′-4″ x 6′-3″ 46 4.3 
9′-6″ x 6′-5″ 49 4.6 
9′-9″ x 6′-7″ 52 4.8 
10′-3″ x 6′-9″ 55 5.1 
10′-8″ x 6′-11″ 58 5.4 
10′-11″ x 7′-1″ 61 5.7 
11′-5″ x 7′-3″ 64 5.9 
11′-7″ x 7′-5″ 67 6.2 
11′-10″ x 7′-7″ 71 6.6 
12′-4″ x 7′-9″ 74 6.9 
12′-6″ x 7′-11″ 78 7.2 
12′-8″ x 8′-1″ 81 7.5 
12′-10″ x 8′-4″ 85 7.9 
13′-3″ x 9′-4″ 97 9.0 
13′-6″ x 9′-6″ 102 9.5 
14′-0″ x 9′-8″ 105 9.8 
14′-2″ x 9′-10″ 109 10.1 
14′-5″ x 10′-0″ 114 10.6 

14′-11″ x 10′-2″ 118 11.0 
15′-4″ x 10′-4″ 123 11.4 
15′-7″ x 10′-6″ 127 11.8 

15′-10″ x 10′-8″ 132 12.3 
16′-3″ x 10′-10″ 137 12.7 
16′-6″ x 11′-0″ 142 13.2 
17′-0″ x 11′-2″ 146 13.6 

ST
EE

L 

17′-2″ x 11′-4″ 151 14.0 
 

DEFORMED CORRUGATED STRUCTURAL-PLATE PIPE 
(Conversion From English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6L 
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MATERIAL 
DESIGN PIPE SIZE 

(ft-in x ft-in) 
DESIGN 

AREA (ft2) 
PAY-ITEM 
AREA (m2) 

17′-5″ x 11′-6″ 157 14.6 
17′-6″ x 11′-8″ 161 15.0 
18′-1″ x 11′-10″ 167 15.5 
18′-7″ x 12′-0″ 172 16.0 
18′-9″ x 12′-2″ 177 16.4 
19′-3″ x 12′-4″ 182 16.9 
19′-6″ x 12′-6″ 188 17.5 
19′-8″ x 12′-8″ 194 18.0 

19′-11″ x 12′-10″ 200 18.6 
20′-5″ x 13′-0″ 205 19.0 

ST
EE

L 

20′-7″ x 13′-2″ 211 19.6 
6′-7″ x 5′-8″ 29 2.7 
6′-11″ x 5′-9″ 31 2.9 
7′-3″ x 5′-11″ 34 3.2 
7′-9″ x 6′-0″ 36 3.3 
8′-1″ x 6′-1″ 39 3.6 
8′-5″ x 6′-3″ 41 3.8 
8′-10″ x 6′-4″ 44 4.1 
9′-3″ x 6′-5″ 47 4.4 
9′-7″ x 6′-6″ 49 4.6 
9′-11″ x 6′-8″ 52 4.8 
10′-3″ x 6′-9″ 55 5.1 
10′-9″ x 6′-10″ 58 5.4 
11′-1″ x 7′-0″ 61 5.7 
11′-5″ x 7′-1″ 64 5.9 
11′-9″ x 7′-2″ 67 6.2 
12′-3″ x 7′-3″ 70 6.5 
12′-7″ x 7′-5″ 73 6.8 
12′-11″ x 7′-6″ 77 7.2 
13′-1″ x 8′-2″ 83 7.7 
13′-1″ x 8′-4″ 86 8.0 
13′-11″ x 8′-5″ 90 8.4 
14′-0″ x 8′-7″ 94 8.7 
13′-11″ x 9′-5″ 101 9.4 
14′-3″ x 9′-7″ 105 9.8 

 
A

LU
M

IN
U

M
 A

LL
O

Y
 

14′-8″ x 9′-8″ 109 10.1 
 

DEFORMED CORRUGATED STRUCTURAL-PLATE PIPE 
(Conversion From English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6L (Contd.) 
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MATERIAL DESIGN PIPE SIZE 
(ft-in x ft-in) 

DESIGN 
AREA (ft2) 

PAY-ITEM 
AREA (m2) 

14′-11″ x 9′-10″ 114 10.6 
15′-4″ x 10′-0″ 118 11.0 
15′-7″ x 10′-2″ 123 11.4 
16′-1″ x 10′-4″ 127 11.8 
16′-4″ x 10′-6″ 132 12.3 
16′-9″ x 10′-8″ 136 12.6 
17′-0″ x 10′-10″ 141 13.1 
17′-3″ x 11′-0″ 146 13.6 
17′-9″ x 11′-2″ 151 14.0 
18′-0″ x 11′-4″ 156 14.5 
18′-5″ x 11′-6″ 161 15.0 
18′-8″ x 11′-8″ 167 15.5 
19′-2″ x 11′-9″ 172 16.0 
19′-5″ x 11′-11″ 177 16.4 
19′-10″ x 12′-1″ 182 16.9 
20′-1″ x 12′-3″ 188 17.5 
20′-1″ x 12′-6″ 194 18.0 

20′-10″ x 12′-7″ 199 18.5 
21′-1″ x 12′-9″ 205 19.0 
21′-6″ x 12′-11″ 211 19.6 
20′-1″ x 13′-11″ 216 20.1 
20′-7″ x 14′-3″ 224 20.8 
21′-5″ x 14′-3″ 241 22.4 

21′-11″ x 14′-11″ 254 23.6 

A
LU

M
IN

U
M

 A
LL

O
Y

 

22′-8″ x 15′-3″ 267 24.8 
 

DEFORMED CORRUGATED STRUCTURAL-PLATE PIPE 
(Conversion From English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6L (Contd.) 
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DESIGN 
DIAMETER (in. x in.) 

DESIGN 
AREA (ft2) 

PAY-ITEM 
AREA (m2) 

23″ x 14″ 1.8 0.17 
30″ x 19″ 3.3 0.31 
34″ x 22″ 4.1 0.38 
38″ x 24″ 5.1 0.47 
42″ x 27″ 6.3 0.59 
45″ x 29″ 7.4 0.68 
49″ x 32″ 8.8 0.82 
53″ x 34″ 10.2 0.95 
60″ x 38″ 12.9 1.20 
68″ x 43″ 16.6 1.55 
76″ x 48″ 20.5 1.90 
83″ x 53″ 24.8 2.30 
91″ x 58″ 29.5 2.73 
98″ x 63″ 34.6 3.21 
106″ x 68″ 40.1 3.73 
113″ x 72″ 46.1 4.28 
121″ x 77″ 52.4 4.87 
128″ x 82″ 59.2 5.49 
136″ x 87″ 66.4 6.17 
143″ x 92″ 74.0 6.87 
151″ x 97″ 82.0 7.63 

166″ x 106″ 99.2 9.22 
180″ x 116″ 118.6 11.02 

 
 

DEFORMED SMOOTH PIPE 
(Conversion from English-Units-Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6M 
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DESIGN BOX SIZE 
(ft x ft) 

PAY-ITEM SIZE 
(mm x mm) 

3′ x 2′ 900 x 600
3′ x 3′ 900 x 900
4′ x 2′ 1200 x 600
4′ x 3′ 1200 x 900
4′ x 4′ 1200 x 1200
5′ x 3′ 1500 x 900
5′ x 4′ 1500 x 1200
5′ x 5′ 1500 x 1500
6′ x 3′ 1800 x 900
6′ x 4′ 1800 x 1200
6′ x 5′ 1800 x 1500
6′ x 6′ 1800 x 1800
7′ x 4′ 2100 x 1200
7′ x 5′ 2100 x 1500
7′ x 6′ 2100 x 1800
7′ x 7′ 2100 x 2100
8′ x 4′ 2400 x 1200
8′ x 5′ 2400 x 1500
8′ x 6′ 2400 x 1800
8′ x 7′ 2400 x 2100
8′ x 8′ 2400 x 2400
9′ x 5′ 2700 x 1500
9′ x 6′ 2700 x 1800
9′ x 7′ 2700 x 2100
9′ x 8′ 2700 x 2400
9′ x 9′ 2700 x 2700
10′ x 5′ 3000 x 1500
10′ x 6′ 3000 x 1800
10′ x 7′ 3000 x 2100
10′ x 8′ 3000 x 2400
10′ x 9′ 3000 x 2700
10′ x 10′ 3000 x 3000
11′ x 4′ 3300 x 1200
11′ x 6′ 3300 x 1800
11′ x 8′ 3300 x 2400
11′ x 10′ 3300 x 3000
11′ x 11′ 3300 x 3300
12′ x 4′ 3600 x 1200
12′ x 6′ 3600 x 1800
12′ x 8′ 3600 x 2400
12′ x 10′ 3600 x 3000
12′ x 12′ 3600 x 3600 

 
 

PRECAST REINFORCED-CONCRETE BOX SECTIONS 
(Conversion from English-Units-Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6N 
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DESIGN STRUCTURE 
SIZE (ft x ft) 

PAY-ITEM SIZE 
(mm x mm) 

12′ x 3′ 3600 x 900 
12′ x 4′ 3600 x 1200 
12′ x 5′ 3600 x 1500 
12′ x 6′ 3600 x 1800 
12′ x 7′ 3600 x 2100 
12′ x 8′ 3600 x 2400 
12′ x 9′ 3600 x 2700 
12′ x 10′ 3600 x 3000 
13′ x 3′ 3900 x 900 
13′ x 4′ 3900 x 1200 
13′ x 5′ 3900 x 1500 
13′ x 6′ 3900 x 1800 
13′ x 7′ 3900 x 2100 
13′ x 8′ 3900 x 2400 
13′ x 9′ 3900 x 2700 
13′ x 10′ 3900 x 3000 
14′ x 3′ 4200 x 900 
14′ x 4′ 4200 x 1200 
14′ x 5′ 4200 x 1500 
14′ x 6′ 4200 x 1800 
14′ x 7′ 4200 x 2100 
14′ x 8′ 4200 x 2400 
14′ x 9′ 4200 x 2700 
14′ x 10′ 4200 x 3000 
15′ x 3′ 4500 x 900 
15′ x 4′ 4500 x 1200 
15′ x 5′ 4500 x 1500 
15′ x 6′ 4500 x 1800 
15′ x 7′ 4500 x 2100 
15′ x 8′ 4500 x 2400 
15′ x 9′ 4500 x 2700 
15′ x 10′ 4500 x 3000 

 
 

PRECAST REINFORCED-CONCRETE THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 
(Conversion from English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6 O 
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DESIGN STRUCTURE 

SIZE (ft x ft) 
PAY-ITEM SIZE 

(mm x mm) 
16′ x 3′ 4800 x 900 
16′ x 4′ 4800 x 1200 
16′ x 5′ 4800 x 1500 
16′ x 6′ 4800 x 1800 
16′ x 7′ 4800 x 2100 
16′ x 8′ 4800 x 2400 
16′ x 9′ 4800 x 2700 
16′ x 10′ 4800 x 3000 
17′ x 3′ 5100 x 900 
17′ x 4′ 5100 x 1200 
17′ x 5′ 5100 x 1500 
17′ x 6′ 5100 x 1800 
17′ x 7′ 5100 x 2100 
17′ x 8′ 5100 x 2400 
17′ x 9′ 5100 x 2700 
17′ x 10′ 5100 x 3000 
18′ x 3′ 5400 x 900 
18′ x 4′ 5400 x 1200 
18′ x 5′ 5400 x 1500 
18′ x 6′ 5400 x 1800 
18′ x 7′ 5400 x 2100 
18′ x 8′ 5400 x 2400 
18′ x 9′ 5400 x 2700 
18′ x 10′ 5400 x 3000 
19′ x 3′ 5700 x 900 
19′ x 4′ 5700 x 1200 
19′ x 5′ 5700 x 1500 
19′ x 6′ 5700 x 1800 
19′ x 7′ 5700 x 2100 
19′ x 8′ 5700 x 2400 
19′ x 9′ 5700 x 2700 

 
 

PRECAST REINFORCED-CONCRETE THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 
(Conversion from English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6 O (Contd.) 
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DESIGN STRUCTURE 

SIZE (ft x ft) 
PAY-ITEM SIZE 

(mm x mm) 
19′ x 10′ 5700 x 3000 
20′ x 3′ 6000 x 900 
20′ x 4′ 6000 x 1200 
20′ x 5′ 6000 x 1500 
20′ x 6′ 6000 x 1800 
20′ x 7′ 6000 x 2100 
20′ x 8′ 6000 x 2400 
20′ x 9′ 6000 x 2700 
20′ x 10′ 6000 x 3000 
21′ x 3′ 6300 x 900 
21′ x 4′ 6300 x 1200 
21′ x 5′ 6300 x 1500 
21′ x 6′ 6300 x 1800 
21′ x 7′ 6300 x 2100 
21′ x 8′ 6300 x 2400 
21′ x 9′ 6300 x 2700 
21′ x 10′ 6300 x 3000 
22′ x 3′ 6600 x 900 
22′ x 4′ 6600 x 1200 
22′ x 5′ 6600 x 1500 
22′ x 6′ 6600 x 1800 
22′ x 7′ 6600 x 2100 
22′ x 8′ 6600 x 2400 
22′ x 9′ 6600 x 2700 
22′ x 10′ 6600 x 3000 
23′ x 3′ 6900 x 900 
23′ x 4′ 6900 x 1200 
23′ x 5′ 6900 x 1500 
23′ x 6′ 6900 x 1800 
23′ x 7′ 6900 x 2100 
23′ x 8′ 6900 x 2400 

 
 

PRECAST REINFORCED-CONCRETE THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 
(Conversion from English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6 O (Contd.) 
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DESIGN STRUCTURE 

SIZE (ft x ft) 
PAY-ITEM SIZE 

(mm x mm) 
23′ x 9′ 6900 x 2700 
23′ x 10′ 6900 x 3000 
24′ x 3′ 7200 x 900 
24′ x 4′ 7200 x 1200 
24′ x 5′ 7200 x 1500 
24′ x 6′ 7200 x 1800 
24′ x 7′ 7200 x 2100 
24′ x 8′ 7200 x 2400 
24′ x 9′ 7200 x 2700 
24′ x 10′ 7200 x 3000 
25′ x 3′ 7500 x 900 
25′ x 4′ 7500 x 1200 
25′ x 5′ 7500 x 1500 
25′ x 6′ 7500 x 1800 
25′ x 7′ 7500 x 2100 
25′ x 8′ 7500 x 2400 
25′ x 9′ 7500 x 2700 
25′ x 10′ 7500 x 3000 
26′ x 3′ 7800 x 900 
26′ x 4′ 7800 x 1200 
26′ x 5′ 7800 x 1500 
26′ x 6′ 7800 x 1800 
26′ x 7′ 7800 x 2100 
26′ x 8′ 7800 x 2400 
26′ x 9′ 7800 x 2700 
26′ x 10′ 7800 x 3000 
27′ x 3′ 8100 x 900 
27′ x 4′ 8100 x 1200 
27′ x 5′ 8100 x 1500 
27′ x 6′ 8100 x 1800 
27′ x 7′ 8100 x 2100 

 
 

PRECAST REINFORCED-CONCRETE THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 
(Conversion from English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6 O (Contd.) 
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DESIGN STRUCTURE 

SIZE (ft x ft) 
PAY-ITEM SIZE 

(mm x mm) 
27′ x 8′ 8100 x 2400 
27′ x 9′ 8100 x 2700 
27′ x 10′ 8100 x 3000 
28′ x 3′ 8400 x 900 
28′ x 4′ 8400 x 1200 
28′ x 5′ 8400 x 1500 
28′ x 6′ 8400 x 1800 
28′ x 7′ 8400 x 2100 
28′ x 8′ 8400 x 2400 
28′ x 9′ 8400 x 2700 
28′ x 10′ 8400 x 3000 
29′ x 3′ 8700 x 900 
29′ x 4′ 8700 x 1200 
29′ x 5′ 8700 x 1500 
29′ x 6′ 8700 x 1800 
29′ x 7′ 8700 x 2100 
29′ x 8′ 8700 x 2400 
29′ x 9′ 8700 x 2700 
29′ x 10′ 8700 x 3000 
30′ x 3′ 9000 x 900 
30′ x 4′ 9000 x 1200 
30′ x 5′ 9000 x 1500 
30′ x 6′ 9000 x 1800 
30′ x 7′ 9000 x 2100 
30′ x 8′ 9000 x 2400 
30′ x 9′ 9000 x 2700 
30′ x 10′ 9000 x 3000 

 
 

PRECAST REINFORCED-CONCRETE THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 
(Conversion from English-Units Design Pipe Size to Metric-Units Pay-Item Pipe Size) 

 
Figure 28-6 O (Contd.) 
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PIPE SIZE 
(in.) 

WALL 
THICKNESS 

(in.) 
12 1-3/4 
15 2 
18 2-1/4 
21 2-3/4 
24 3-1/2 
27 3-3/4 
30 4-1/4 
33 4-1/2 
36 4-3/4 

 
NON-REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE 

(Class 3 Wall Thickness) 
 

Figure 28-6P 
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PIPE SIZE 
(in.) 

WALL THICKNESS 
(in.) 

12” 2-3/4” 
15” 3” 
18” 3-1/4” 
21” 3-1/2” 
24” 3-3/4” 
27” 4” 
30” 4-1/4” 
33” 4-1/2” 
36” 4-3/4” 
42” 5-1/4” 
48” 5-3/4” 
54” 6-1/4” 
60” 6-3/4” 
66” 7-1/4” 
72” 7-3/4” 
78” 8-1/4” 
84” 8-3/4” 
90” 9-1/4” 
96” 9-3/4” 
102” 10-1/4” 
108” 10-3/4” 
114” 11-1/4” 
120” 11-3/4” 
126” 12-1/4” 
132” 12-3/4” 
138” 13-1/4” 
144” 13-3/4” 

 
 

REINFORCED-CONCRETE-PIPE WALL THICKNESS 
 

Figure 28-6Q 
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WALL THICKNESS SPAN x RISE COVER < 2.0 ft COVER ≥ 2.0 ft 
36" x 24" 7” 4” 
36" x 36" 7” 4” 
48" x 24" 7.6” 5” 
48" x 36" 7.6” 5” 
48" x 48" 7.6” 5” 
60" x 36" 8” 6” 
60" x 48" 8” 6” 
60" x 60" 8” 6” 
72" x 36" 8” 7” 
72" x 48" 8” 7” 
72" x 60" 8” 7” 
72" x 72" 8” 7” 
84" x 48" 8” 8” 
84" x 60" 8” 8” 
84" x 72" 8” 8” 
84" x 84" 8” 8” 
96" x 48" 8” 8” 
96" x 60" 8” 8” 
96" x 72" 8” 8” 
96" x 84" 8” 8” 
96" x 96" 8” 8” 
108" x 60" 9” 9” 
108" x 72" 9” 9” 
108" x 84" 9” 9” 
108" x 96" 9” 9” 
108" x 108" 9” 9” 
120" x 60" 10” 10” 
120" x 72" 10” 10” 
120" x 84" 10” 10” 
120" x 96" 10” 10” 
120" x 108" 10” 10” 
120" x 120" 10” 10” 
132" x 48" 11” 11” 
132" x 72" 11” 11” 
132" x 96" 11” 11” 
132" x 120" 11” 11” 
132" x 132" 11” 11” 
144" x 48" 12” 12” 
144" x 72" 12” 12” 
144" x 96" 12” 12” 
144" x 120" 12” 12” 
144" x 144" 12” 12” 

 
PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE BOX SECTION 

(Wall Thickness) 

Figure 28-6R 
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SPAN x RISE WALL THICKNESS 

23" x 14" 2-3/4" 
30" x 18" 3-1/4" 
34" x 22" 3-1/2" 
38" x 24" 3-3/4" 
42" x 27" 3-3/4" 
45" x 29" 4-1/2" 
49" x 32" 4-3/4" 
53" x 34" 5" 
60" x 38" 5-1/2" 
68" x 43" 6" 
76" x 48" 6-1/2" 
83" x 53" 7" 
91" x 58" 7-1/2" 
98" x 63" 8" 
106" x 68" 8-1/2" 
113" x 72" 9" 
121" x 77" 9-1/2" 
128" x 82" 9-3/4" 
136" x 87" 10" 
143" x 92" 10-1/2" 
151" x 97" 11" 
166" x 106" 12" 
180" x 116" 13" 

 
 

REINFORCED CONCRETE HORIZONTAL ELLIPTICAL PIPE 
(Wall Thickness) 

 
Figure 28-6S 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE 
 

HYDROLOGY 
 
 
29-1.0  HYDROLOGIC DESIGN POLICIES 
 
29-1.01  Introduction 
 
The following is a summary of policies which apply to hydrologic analysis.  For more 
information, see the AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines. 
 
 
29-1.02  Surveys 
 
Hydrologic considerations can influence the selection of a highway corridor and the alternative 
routes within the corridor.  Studies and investigations should be performed, including the 
consideration of the environmental and ecological impact of the project.  The magnitude and 
complexity of these studies should be commensurate with the importance and magnitude of the 
project and the problems encountered.  The data to be included in these surveys or studies 
include topographic maps, aerial photographs, streamflow records, historical high-water 
elevations, flood discharges, or locations of hydraulic features such as reservoirs, water projects, 
or designated or regulatory floodplain areas. 
 
 
29-1.03  Flood-Hazard Areas 
 
A hydrologic analysis is a prerequisite to identifying flood-hazard areas and determining the 
locations at which construction and maintenance will be unusually expensive or hazardous. 
 
 
29-1.04  Coordination 
 
Interagency coordination is necessary because many levels of government plan, design, and 
construct highway and water resource projects which can have an effect on each other.  Agencies 
can share data and experiences within project areas to assist in the completion of accurate 
hydrologic analyses.  The agencies include the Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFS), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE), 
watershed management organizations, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS), and counties and cities. 
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29-1.05  Documentation 
 
The design of a highway drainage facility should be adequately documented.  It is often 
necessary to refer to plans or specifications long after the actual construction has been 
completed.  Documentation should include final computations, method of analysis selected, 
drainage area map, designer’s name and date, project correspondence relative to hydraulic 
considerations, and permit information.  See Section 28-5.0 for Department guidelines on 
documentation for hydrologic information. 
 
 
29-1.06  Evaluation of Runoff Factors 
 
For each hydrologic analysis, the following must be evaluated and included if they will have a 
significant effect on the final results. 
 
1. Drainage-basin characteristics including size, shape, slope, land use, geology, soil type, 

surface infiltration, and storage. 
 
2. Stream channel characteristics including geometry and configuration, natural and 

artificial controls, channel modification, aggradations or degradation, and ice and debris. 
 
3. Floodplain characteristics. 
 
4. Meteorological characteristics such as precipitation amounts and type, distribution 

characteristics, and time rate of precipitation (hyetograph). 
 
5. Where appropriate, the designer should evaluate future land use changes that can occur 

during the service life of the proposed facility and that can result in an inadequate 
drainage system. 

 
 
29-1.07  Flood History 
 
Each hydrologic analysis must consider the flood history of the area and the effect of such 
historical floods on each existing or proposed structure.  The flood history must include the 
historical floods and the flood history for each existing structure. 
 
 
29-2.0  OVERVIEW 
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29-2.01  Introduction 
 
The analysis of the peak rate of runoff, volume of runoff, and time distribution of flow is 
fundamental to the design of a drainage facility.  The design of each highway drainage facility 
requires the determination of discharge-frequency relationships.  One design may require a peak-
flow rate while another requires a runoff hydrograph providing an estimate of runoff volume.  
The peak-flow rate is used in the design of a bridge, culvert, roadside ditch, or small storm-sewer 
system.  A drainage system involving detention storage, pumping stations, or large or complex 
storm-sewer systems require the development of a runoff hydrograph. 
 
Errors in the estimates will result in a structure that is either undersized and causes more 
drainage problems, or oversized and costs more than necessary.  A hydrologic analysis is only an 
approximation.  The relationship between the amount of precipitation on a drainage basin and the 
amount of runoff from the basin is complex.  Insufficient data is available concerning the factors 
influencing the rural and urban rainfall-runoff relationship to expect exact solutions. 
 
 
29-2.02  Definition 
 
Hydrology is defined as a science which explores the interrelationship between water on and 
under the earth and in the atmosphere.  For this Manual, hydrology will address estimating flood 
magnitudes as the result of precipitation.  In the design of a highway-drainage structure, floods 
are considered in terms of peak runoff or discharge in cubic feet per second (ft3/s) and 
hydrographs as discharge per time.  For a structure which is designed to control the volume of 
runoff (e.g., detention storage facility) or where flood routing through a culvert is used, the entire 
discharge hydrograph will be of interest.  Wetland hydrology, the water-related driving force to 
create a wetland, is addressed in the AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines, Volume X. 
 
 
29-2.03  Factors Affecting a Flood 
 
In the hydrologic analysis for a drainage structure, the designer must recognize that there are 
many variables that affect a flood.  Some of the factors which must be considered on an 
individual site-by-site basis include the following: 
 
1. rainfall amount and storm distribution; 
2. drainage area size, shape, and orientation; 
3. ground cover and soil type; 
4. slopes of terrain and streams; 
5. antecedent moisture condition; 
6. storage potential (overbank, pond, wetlands, reservoir, channel, etc.); 
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7. watershed-development potential; 
8. type of precipitation (rain, snow, hail, or combinations thereof); and 
9. elevation and mixed-population events. 
 
 
29-2.04  Sources of Information 

 
The type and source of information available for hydrologic analysis will vary from site to site, 
and it is the responsibility of the designer to determine what information is available and 
applicable to each analysis.  Sources of information include, but are not limited to the following: 
 
1. discharge information, IDNR; 
2. topographic maps, USGS; 
3. county soil maps, NRCS; 
4. stream flow data and regression equations, USGS; 
5. hydrology studies, NRCS; 
6. flood insurance studies, IDNR; 
7. watershed data studies done by other units of government; 
8. rainfall data, U.S. Weather Bureau; 
9. aerial photos, INDOT; 
10. flood data, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; 
11. site visits; and 
12. State, county, or local maps, as appropriate. 
 
 
29-3.0  SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

 
To provide consistency within this Chapter and throughout this Manual, the symbols in Figure 
29-3A, Hydrologic Symbols and Definitions, will be used.  These symbols have been selected 
because of their widespread use in hydrologic publications. 
 
 
29-4.0  CONCEPT DEFINITIONS  [REV. JAN. 2011] 

 
The following discusses concepts which will be important in a hydrologic analysis.  These 
concepts will be used throughout the remainder of this Chapter in addressing different aspects of 
hydrologic studies. 
 
1. Antecedent Moisture Conditions.  These are the soil-moisture conditions of the watershed 

at the beginning of a storm.  These conditions affect the volume of runoff generated by a 
specific storm event.  They affect the peak discharge only in the lower range of flood 
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magnitude (i.e., below about the 15-year event threshold).  As flooding becomes rarer, 
antecedent moisture has a rapidly-decreasing influence on runoff. 

 
2. Depression Storage.  This consists of the natural depressions within a watershed which 

store runoff.  After the depression storage is filled, runoff will commence. 
 
3. Frequency.  This is the number of times a flood of a given magnitude can be expected to 

occur on average over a long period of time.  Frequency analysis is the estimation of peak 
discharges for various recurrence intervals.  Frequency can also be expressed by means of 
probability.  Probability analysis seeks to define the flood flow with a probability of 
being equaled or exceeded in a given year. 

 
4. Hydraulic Roughness.  This is a composite of the physical characteristics which influence 

the flow of water across the earth's surface, whether natural or channelized.  It affects 
both the time response of a watershed and drainage channel and the channel storage 
characteristics. 

 
5. Hydrograph.  This is a graph of the time distribution of runoff from a watershed. 
 
6. Hyetographs.  This is a graph of the time distribution of rainfall over a watershed. 
 
7. Infiltration.  This is a complex process of allowing runoff to penetrate the ground surface 

and flow through the upper soil surface.  The infiltration curve is a graph of the time 
distribution at which this occurs. 

 
8. Interception.  This consists of storage of rainfall on foliage or another intercepting surface 

during a rainfall event. 
 
9. Lag Time.  This is the time from the centroid of the excess rainfall to the peak of the 

hydrograph. 
 
10. Peak Discharge.  Also identified as peak flow, is the maximum rate of flow of water 

passing a given point during or after a rainfall event or snowmelt. 
 
11. Rainfall Excess.  This is the water available to runoff after interception, depression 

storage, and infiltration requirements have been satisfied. 
 
12. Rainfall Intensity.  This is the amount of rainfall occurring in a unit of time, converted to 

its equivalent in inches per hour. 
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13. Recurrence Interval.  This is the average number of years between occurrences of a 
discharge or rainfall that equals or exceeds the given magnitude. 

 
14. Runoff.  This is the portion of the precipitation which runs off the surface of a drainage 

area after all abstractions are accounted for. 
 
15. Runoff Coefficient.  This is a factor representing the portion of runoff resulting from a 

unit rainfall.  It is dependent on topography, land use, and soil characteristics. 
 
16. Stage.  The stage of a river is the elevation of the water surface above an elevation datum. 
 
17. Time of Concentration.  This is the time required for a drop of water falling on the 

hydraulically most-remote point in the watershed to travel through the watershed to the 
point under investigation. 

 
18. Ungaged Stream Site.  This is a location at which no systematic records are available for 

actual stream flow. 
 
19. Unit Hydrograph.  This is the direct runoff hydrograph resulting from a rainfall event 

which has a specific temporal and spatial distribution, which lasts for a specific duration, 
and which has unit volume (or results from a unit depth of rainfall).  The ordinates of the 
unit hydrograph are such that the volume of direct runoff represented by the area under 
the hydrograph is equal to one inch of runoff from the drainage area.  If a unit hydrograph 
is shown with units of cubic feet per second, it is implied that the ordinates are cubic feet 
per second per inch of direct runoff. 

 
20. Volumetric Runoff Coefficient, VR .  This is used in water-quality calculations.  It 

represents the portion of rainfall that becomes runoff and is dependent on percentage of 
impervious cover. 

 
21. Water-Quality Volume.  This is the treatment volume or accumulated direct runoff depth 

that should be treated to remove a significant percentage of the stormwater pollution load, 
or approximately 80% of the average annual post-development total suspended solids 
loading.  Water-quality volume is identified as VWQ  for units of acre-feet, or W VQ  for 
units of inches.  Water-quality volume is used to design a detention-based water-quality-
treatment system such as a stormwater wetland, wet detention pond, or water-quality 
swale. 

 
22. Water-Quality-Treatment Rate, W AQ .  This is the design flow rate for flow through a 

water-quality system.  A properly designed flow-through system, such as an infiltration 
trench or hydrodynamic separator, should be able to satisfy pollutant-removal 
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requirements at the design-flow rate, and should be able to bypass inflows greater than 
the design treatment rate. 

 
For a more-complete discussion of these concepts and others related to hydrologic analysis, the 
designer should see Hydrologic Design For Highways, Federal Highway Administration, 
Hydraulic Design Series 2, 1995; and Guidelines for Hydrology - Volume II Highway Drainage 

Guidelines, Task Force On Hydrology and Hydraulics, AASHTO Highway Subcommittee on 
Design. 
 
 
29-5.0  DESIGN FREQUENCY 

 
29-5.01  Overview 

 
Because it is not economically feasible to design a structure for the maximum runoff that a 
watershed is capable of producing, a design frequency must be established.  The design 
frequency for a given flood is defined as the reciprocal of the probability or chance that a flood 
will be equaled or exceeded in a given year.  If a flood has a 20 percent chance of being equaled 
or exceeded each year over a long period of time, the flood will be equaled or exceeded on 
average once every five years.  This is called the return period or recurrence interval (RI).  Thus, 
the exceedance probability equals 100/RI.  The 5-year flood is not one that will necessarily be 
equaled or exceeded every five years.  There is a 20 percent chance that the flood will be equaled 
or exceeded in a given year.  Therefore, the 5-year flood can conceivably occur in several 
consecutive years.  The same reasoning applies to a flood with another return period. 
 
INDOT has related design frequency to roadway serviceability.  Roadway serviceability may be 
defined as travel lanes open to traffic with no floodwaters encroaching into the travel lanes 
during a design storm.  The higher functional classifications require design-flood frequencies of 
less-frequent storms than the lower functional classifications. 
 
 
29-5.02  Design Frequency 

 
The design frequency used to design a hydraulic facility is determined by the type, size, and 
location of the structure.  The following applies to the design frequency for the indicated 
drainage application. 
 
1. Cross Drainage.  A drainage facility should be designed to accommodate a discharge with 

a given return period(s) for the following circumstances.  The design should be such that 
the backwater (the headwater) caused by the structure for the design storm does not cause 
the following: 
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a. significantly increases the flood hazard for property; 
b. overtop the highway; or 
c. exceeds a certain depth on the highway embankment. 

 
Based on these design criteria, a design involving temporary roadway overtopping for a 
flood larger than the design event is acceptable practice.  If overtopping is allowed, the 
structure may be designed to accommodate a flood of a lesser frequency without 
overtopping. 

 
2. Storm Drain.  A storm drain should be designed to accommodate a discharge with a given 

return period(s) for the following circumstances.  The design shall be such that the storm 
runoff does not cause the following: 

 
a. significantly increases the flood hazard for property; 
b. encroach onto the street or highway so as to cause a significant traffic hazard; or 
c. limit traffic, emergency vehicles, or pedestrian movement to an unreasonable 

extent. 
 

Based on these design criteria, a design involving temporary street or road inundation for 
a flood larger than the design event is acceptable practice. 

 
See Figure 29-5A, Design Frequency (Return Period – Years). 
 
 
29-5.03  Review Frequency 
 
Where appropriate, the design of a hydraulic structure should include an assessment of flood 
hazards inherent in the proposed facility for frequencies other than the design frequency.  After 
sizing a drainage facility using a flood or possibly the hydrograph corresponding to the design 
frequency, it is necessary to review the proposed facility with a base discharge.  This is done to 
ensure that there are no unexpected flood hazards inherent in the proposed facility.  Where the 
design Q is less than Q100, the review flood should be the 100-year event.  If available, 
discharges should be obtained from the coordinated discharge curves, which are shown in the 
IDNR publication Coordinated Discharges of Selected Streams in Indiana and in FEMA/NFIP 
publications. 
 
Potential impacts to consider include possible flood damage due to a high embankment where 
overtopping is not practical, backup due to the presence of a median barrier or noise wall, or 
flood damage due to a storm-sewer backup.  Potential scour damage to a bridge substructure 
should be reviewed for the 500-year frequency. 
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29-5.04  Rainfall Curves 
 
Rainfall data are available for many geographic areas.  From these data, rainfall intensity-
duration-frequency (IDF) curves have been developed for the commonly-used design 
frequencies.  The IDF curves are shown in Section 29-8.  The curves have been developed using 
HYDRAIN’s HYDRO module, and they are based on National Weather Service (NWS) 
technical memorandum, HYDRO-35.  HYDRO may be used to develop the IDF for a specific 
location with known latitude and longitude for a duration up to 60 min. 
 
 
29-6.0  HYDROLOGIC PROCEDURE SELECTION 
 
29-6.01  Overview 
 
Streamflow measurements for determining a flood frequency relationship at a site are usually 
unavailable.  Therefore, it is accepted practice to estimate peak runoff rates and hydrographs 
using statistical or empirical methods.  Results from using several methods should be compared, 
not averaged.  The designer should review the design discharge for other structures on the stream 
and historical data and consider previous studies including flood-insurance studies.  INDOT’s 
practice is to use the discharge that best reflects local project conditions with the reasons 
documented.  The following discusses INDOT’s use for each procedure. 
 
 
29-6.02  Peak-Flow Rate or Hydrograph 
 
A consideration of peak-runoff rate for the design condition is adequate for a conveyance system 
such as a storm drain or open channel.  However, if the design must include flood routing (e.g., 
storage basin, complex conveyance network), a flood hydrograph is required.  Although the 
development of a runoff hydrograph (more complex than estimating peak-runoff rate) is 
accomplished using computer programs, some methods are adaptable to nomographs or other 
desktop procedures. 
 
 
29-6.03  Hydrologic Methods 
 
Where feasible, for a large structure, more than one method of computing discharge should be 
checked, comparing the results to what other structures in the area are designed for and the 
historical data for the area.  Engineering judgment should then be used to select the discharge.  If 
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practical, the method should be calibrated to local conditions and tested for accuracy and 
reliability. 
 
Figure 29-6A, Selection of Discharge Computation Method, summarizes the recommended 
hydrologic methods currently acceptable for use and their application in the design of a highway 
structure.  The following provides additional guidance on the selection of hydrologic methods. 
 
1. IDNR Coordinated Discharge Curves.  This is the preferred method for a stream for 

which the information is available.  The reference is Coordinated Discharges of Selected 
Streams in Indiana. 

 
2. IDNR Letter of Discharge.  The IDNR Letter of Discharge must be prepared for a 

structure that requires a Construction in a Floodway Permit. 
 
3. NRCS (formerly SCS) Unit Hydrograph Method (TR-20).  This method can be used to 

determine peak discharge and hydrograph in a rural area for a given basin size. 
 
4. HEC I.  This hydrograph method can be used to determine peak discharge and 

hydrograph in a rural area for a given basin size, or in an urban area with large 
watersheds. 

 
5. Indiana USGS Regression Equations.  This method can be used in a rural area for 

estimating if no other method is available. 
 
6. Rational Method.  This is the preferred method for a developed area.  It can be used for a 

drainage area of less than 100 acres in an urban area or that of less than 200 acres in a 
rural area. 

 
7. FEMA.  The 100-year discharge specified in the applicable FEMA flood-insurance study 

should be used to analyze impacts of a proposed crossing on a regulatory floodway.  
However, if the discharge is considered outdated, the discharge based on current methods 
may be used subject to receiving the necessary regulatory approvals. 

 
8. Frequency Analysis of Stream-Gaging Records.  The IDNR Division of Water maintains 

a database of discharges for various frequencies computed using methodologies included 
in Water Resources Council Bulletin 17B.  Comparisons of discharges computed for 
nearby gages can be of value. 

 
 
29-7.0  TIME OF CONCENTRATION 
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29-7.01  Overview 
 
The time of concentration, tC, is the time required for water to flow from the hydraulically most-
remote point of the drainage area to the point under investigation.  Time of concentration is an 
important variable in many hydrologic methods, including the Rational and Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (formerly SCS) procedures.  For the same size watershed, the shorter the 
tC, the larger the peak discharge. 
 
 
29-7.02  Procedure 
 
Water moves through a watershed as a combination of overland and channelized flow.  The type 
that occurs is a function of the conveyance system and is best determined by field inspection.  In 
designing a drainage system, the overland flow path is not necessarily perpendicular to the 
contours shown on available mapping.  The land will often be graded, and swales will intercept 
the natural contour and conduct the water to the streets which reduces the time of concentration.  
The overland-flow path should be less than 100 ft. 
 
 
29-7.02(01)  Available Methods 
 
See Figure 29-7A, Methods for Calculating Time of Concentration. 
 
 
29-7.02(02)  Selection of Method 
 
The methods included in this Chapter are applicable for both the Rational Equation and the 
NRCS (formerly SCS) Peak Flow or Hydrograph Methods.  In the Rational Equation, tC is 
expressed in minutes.  In the NRCS procedures, tC is expressed in hours. 
 
To choose a method, consider the conditions for which the equation was developed and how they 
compare to the drainage area being designed.  If NRCS methods will be used to compute 
discharge, tC should be determined using the methods recommended by the NRCS. 
 
 
29-7.02(03)  Total Time of Concentration 
 
To obtain the total time of concentration, the channel-flow time must be calculated and added to 
the overland-flow time.  After first determining the average flow velocity in the pipe or channel, 
the travel time, tt, is obtained by dividing velocity into the pipe or channel length. 
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V

Ltt 60
=          (Equation 29-7.1) 

 
Where:  tt = travel time, min 

L = length which runoff must travel, ft 
V = estimated or calculated velocity, ft/s 

 
The total time of concentration is as follows: 
 
 tOC ttt +=         (Equation 29-7.2) 
 
Where:  tC = total time of concentration 

tO = overland flow time 
tt = travel time 

 
 
29-7.02(04)  Storm-Drainage System 
 
For a storm-drainage system, the time of concentration for an area consists of an inlet time plus 
the time of flow in a closed conduit or open channel to the design point.  Inlet time is the sum of 
the time required for water to move across the pavement or overland back of the curb to the 
gutter, plus the time required for flow to move through the length of gutter to the inlet.  If the 
total time of concentration for pavement-drainage inlets is less than 5 min, a minimum of 5 min 
should be used to estimate the duration of rainfall. 
 
 
29-7.03  NRCS Curve Number 
 
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) (formerly SCS) Curve Number method 
may be used to estimate the total time of concentration for a small rural area of 3 acres to 2000 
acres (NRCS, 1989).  Use Equation 29-7.3 to estimate the time of concentration from a natural, 
homogeneous watershed with the same curve number as follows: 
 

 
( )

5.0

7.0
8.0

1140

91000

Y
CN

L
tC







 −

=       (Equation 29-7.3) 

 
Where:  tC = time of concentration, h 

L = length of mainstream to farthest divide, ft 
Y = average watershed slope, % 
CN = NRCS curve number (Section 29-10) 
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The above equation should only be used for a rural watershed with a flow length between 200 ft 
and 26,000 ft (5 mi), and an average watershed slope between 0.5% and 64%.  This method is 
included in HYDRO as an option for calculating tC. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Example 29-7.1 
 
Given:  L = 660 ft Y = 2 % CN = 77 
 
Find:  Time of concentration, tC, using Equation 29-7.3. 
 

Solution: 
( )

( )
min1729.0

21140

9
77

1000660
5.0

7.0
8.0

==






 −

= htC  

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
 
29-7.04  Kinematic Wave Equation 
 
HEC No. 12 (FHWA, 1984) recommends the kinematic wave equation as the most-realistic 
method for estimating overland flow time of concentration.  The equation is as follows: 
 

 
( ) 3.04.0

6.06.093.0
SCi
nLtO =        (Equation 29-7.4) 

 
Where:  tO = time of overland flow, min 

L = overland flow length, ft 
n = Manning roughness coefficient 
C = runoff coefficient 
i = rainfall rate, in./h 
S = average slope of the overland area, decimal 

 
In using the equation, both the time of concentration and rainfall intensity are unknown and 
iteration is required.  A value for i is first assumed and the related time of concentration found.  
The assumed rainfall intensity must then be checked against the rainfall Intensity-Duration-
Frequency curve for the frequency of the event chosen for the particular design problem, and the 
procedure repeated until the assumed rainfall intensity approximately agrees with the intensity 
associated with the time of concentration.  This method is included in HYDRO. 
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* * * * * * * * * * 

Example 29-7.2 
 
Given:  L = 150 ft 

S = 0.02 
  n = 0.24 (dense grass) 

C = 0.40 (impervious soil with turf) 
Design frequency = 10 yr 
Location:  Indianapolis 

 
Find:  Overland flow time, tO, using Equation 29-7.4. 
 
Solution: 
 
1. Assume i = 4.8 in./h and calculate tO as follows: 
 

  ( ) ( )
( )( )[ ] ( )

min20
02.08.440.0

24.015093.0
3.04.0

6.06.0

==Ot  

 
2. Based on calculated tO, find i from Figure 29-8D, Rainfall Intensity-Duration-Frequency 

Curve (Indianapolis): 
 

 i = 4 in./h 
 
3. Calculate tO as follows: 
 

  ( ) ( )
( )( )[ ] ( )

min21
02.0440.0
24.015093.0

3.04.0

6.06.0

==Ot  

 
4. Based on calculated tO, find i from Figure 29-8D. 
 

 i = 3.92 in./h, assumed value was 4 in./h; therefore, tO = 21 min 
 
 
29-7.05  Manning’s Kinematic Solution 
 
For sheet (overland) flow of less than 300 ft, TR-55 (NRCS, 1986) recommends Manning’s 
kinematic solution (Overton and Meadows, 1976) to compute tO.  This method is included in the 
TR-55 computer program.  The equation is as follows: 
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 ( )
( ) 4.05.0

2

8.042.0
SP

nLtO =        (Equation 29-7.5) 

 
Where:  tO = overland flow time, min 

n = Manning’s roughness coefficient, Figure 29-7B, Roughness Coefficients 
for the Rational Formula 

L = flow length, ft 
P2 = 2-year, 24-h rainfall, in (from TP-40) 
S = slope of hydraulic grade line (land slope), decimal 

 
This simplified form of the Manning’s kinematic solution is based on the following: 
 
1. shallow steady uniform flow; 
2. constant intensity of rainfall excess (rain available for runoff); 
3. rainfall duration of 24 h; and 
4. minor effect of infiltration on travel time. 
 
This overland time of concentration is acceptable for use within the TR-20 hydrologic 
methodology. 
 

* * * * * * * * * 
Example 29-7.3 
 
Given:  L = 150 ft 
  S = 0.02 
  n = 0.24 (dense grass) 

Location:  Indianapolis 
 
Find:  Overland flow time, tO, using Equation 29-7.5. 
 
Solution: 
 
1. For Indianapolis, P2 = 2.6 in, from TP 40. 
 
2. Determine tO as follows: 
 

 ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )

min8.2136.0
02.06.2
15024.042.0

4.05.0

8.0

=== htO  
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* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
29-7.06  Federal Aviation Administration Method 
 
For design conditions that do not involve complex drainage conditions, the Federal Aviation 
Administration Equation (FAA, 1970) can be used to estimate overland flow time.  Equation 29-
7.6 was developed from airport-drainage data, and it is best suited for a small drainage area with 
fairly homogeneous surfaces.  For each drainage area, the distance is determined from the inlet to 
the most remote point in the tributary area.  From a topographic map, the average slope is 
determined for the same distance.  Figures 29-8A and 29-8B, Runoff Coefficients for the 
Rational Formula, provide values for the Rational Method runoff coefficient, C. 
 

 ( )
33.0

5.0

63.2
1.1

S
LCtO

−
=        (Equation 29-7.6) 

 
Where:  tO =  overland flow travel time, min 

L =  overland flow path length, ft 
S =  slope of overland flow path, decimal 
C =  Rational Method runoff coefficient (Figures 29-8A and 29-8B) 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

Example 29-7.4 
 
Given:  L = 150 ft 
  S = 0.02 
  Surface:  grass 
 
Find:  Overland flow time, tO, using Equation 29-7.6  
 
Solution: 
 
1. Determine C from Figure 29-8A. 

For lawn, heavy soil, 2% to 7% slope, use C = 0.18. 
 
2. Determine tO as follows: 
 

  ( )( )
( )

min16
02.063.2

15018.01.1
33.0

5.0

=
−

=Ot  

 
* * * * * * * * * * 
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29-7.07  NRCS Upland Method 
 
The Upland Method (NRCS, 1972) can be used to determine flow velocity to estimate time of 
concentration.  This method relates watershed slope and surface to flow velocity.  HYDRO 
includes the Grassed Waterway relationship to calculate channel travel time.  TR-55 (1986) 
includes the relations for Grassed Waterway for an unpaved area and paved area to determine the 
travel time for shallow concentrated flow as follows: 
 

Unpaved V = 16.393 S0.5 (Equation 29-7.7) 
 

Paved  V = 20.653 S0.5 (Equation 29-7.8) 
 
Where:  V = average velocity, ft/s 

S = slope of hydraulic grade line (watercourse slope), decimal 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Example 29-7.5 
 
Given:  L = 500 ft 
  S = 0.025 (gutter slope) 
  Surface:  concrete (paved) 
 
Find:  Gutter travel time, tt (shallow concentrated flow) 
 
Solution: 
 
1. Determine V from Equation 29-7.8 as follows: 
 

 V = 20.653 (0.025)0.5 = 3.27 ft/s 
 
2. Determine tt from Equation 29-7.1 as follows: 
 

  min6.2
min)sec/60)(/27.3(

500
==

sft
fttt  

 
* * * * * * * * * * 
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29-7.08  Triangular Gutter Flow 
 
The travel time for gutter flow can be estimated using an average velocity of the flow.  Equation 
29-7.9 can be used to determine the velocity in a triangular gutter section given the watercourse 
slope, gutter cross slope, and water spread. 
 

 67.067.05.012.1 TSS
n

V x=       (Equation 29-7.9) 

 
Where:  V = flow velocity in gutter, ft/s 

n = Manning’s roughness coefficient for sheet flow (Figure 29-7B) 
S = longitudinal slope, decimal 
Sx = gutter cross slope, decimal 
T = water spread, ft 

 
For a triangular channel with uniform inflow per length and zero flow at the upstream end, the 
average velocity will occur where the spread is 65% of the maximum.  HYDRO includes this 
method as an option to determine travel time. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Example 29-7.6 
 
Given:  S = 0.025 (longitudinal slope)  
  Sx = 0.02 (cross slope) 

T = 10 ft (design spread at inlet) 
L = 500 ft (flow length) 
n = 0.016 (concrete) 

 
Find:  Travel time of flow in gutter 
 
Solution: 
 
1. Use Tavg = 2.17Tdesign = (2.17)(3) = 6.51 ft 
 
2. From Equation 29-7.9: 
 

 )51.6( )(0.02 )(0.025 
0.016

12.1 = V 0.670.670.5  = 2.82 ft/s 

 
3. From Equation 29-7.1: 
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  min9.2
min)sec/60)(/82.2(

500
==

sft
fttt  

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
 
29-7.09  Mannings’ Equation 
 
In a watershed with storm drains or channels, the travel time must be added to the overland flow 
time to find the total time of concentration where appropriate.  The velocity can be determined 
using Manning’s equation as follows: 
 

 2/13/2486.1 SR
n

V =        (Equation 29-7.10) 

 
Where:  V = mean velocity of flow, ft/s 

n = Manning’s roughness coefficient 
R = hydraulic radius = Area/Wetted Perimeter (ft) 
S = slope of the hydraulic grade line, decimal 

 
 
29-7.09(01)  Pipe Flow 
 
For ordinary conditions, a storm drain should be sized assuming that it will flow full or almost 
full for the design discharge.  For non-pressure flow, the velocity can be determined using 
Manning’s equation.  For a circular pipe flowing full, the equation becomes the following: 
 

 2/13/2593.0 SD
n

V =        (Equation 29-7.11) 

 
 Where: D = diameter of circular pipe, ft 
 
Pipe flow charts can be used to determine the velocity for either full or partially-full flow 
conditions. 
 
 
29-7.09(02)  Open Channel 
 
An open channel is assumed to begin where the surveyed cross-section information has been 
obtained, where the channel is visible on an aerial photograph, or where a blue line (indicating a 
stream) appears on a United States Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle sheet.  Manning’s 
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equation or the water-surface profile information can be used to estimate average flow velocity.  
Equation 29-7.10 can be used to determine the average flow velocity.  It is determined for bank-
full elevation. 
 
 
29-7.10  Continuity Equation 
 
If the pipes of a storm-drainage system will operate under pressure flow, the continuity equation 
should be used to determine velocity as follows: 
 

V = Q/A (Equation 29-7.12) 
 
Where:  V = mean velocity of flow, ft/s 

Q = discharge in pipe, ft3/s 
A = area of pipe, ft2 

 
 
29-7.11  Reservoir or Lake 
 
It may be necessary to compute tC for a watershed having a relatively large body of water within 
its flow path.  Therefore, tC is computed to the upstream end of the lake or reservoir.  For the 
body of water, the travel time is computed using the following equation (King, 1967). 
 

Vw = (gDm)0.5 (Equation 29-7.13) 
 
Where:  Vw = the wave velocity across the water, ft/s 

g = the acceleration due to gravity, or 32.2 ft/s2 
Dm = mean depth of lake or reservoir, ft 

 
Vw will be 8.3 ft/s to 30 ft/s.  Equation 29-7.13 only estimates travel time across the lake.  It does 
not account for the travel time involved with the passage of the inflow hydrograph through 
spillway storage and the reservoir or lake outlet.  This time is much longer and is added to the 
travel time across the lake.  The travel time through lake storage and its outlet can be determined 
by the storage routing procedures described in Chapter Thirty-five. 
 
Equation 29-7.13 can be used for a swamp with considerable open water, but where the 
vegetation or debris is relatively thick (less than about 25 percent open water) Manning’s 
equation is more appropriate. 
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29-7.12  Kerby’s Equation 
 
The time of concentration for overland flow using Kerby’s Equation is calculated as follows: 
 
 ( ) 467.05.0−= LNSKtO        (Equation 29-7.14) 
 
Where:  tO = time of overland flow, min 

K = 0.67 
L = length of flow, ft 
N = retardance roughness coefficient (Figure 29-7C) 
S = average slope of overland flow, decimal 

 
The length used in the equation, L, is the straight-line distance from the most-distant point of the 
watershed to the outlet, measured parallel to the slope of the land until a well-defined channel is 
reached.  A watershed of less than 10 acres was used to calibrate the model.  The slope was less 
than 1%, the N value was 0.8 or less, and surface flow dominated. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 29-7.7 
 
Given:  L = 666.7 ft 
   S = 0.5% 
   Grass cover 
    N = 0.40 from Figure 29-7C 
 
Find:  Overland tO using Kerby’s Equation. 
 
Solution: Using Equation 29-7.14: 
 
   ( )( )( )[ ] min8.38005.040.07.66667.0 467.05.0 == −

Ot  
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
29-7.13  Kirpich’s Equation 
 
Kirpich’s Equation is an empirical watershed equation based on data which account for length, 
slope, and soil cover.  It derives from work done to determine the rate of runoff from a small 
agricultural watershed.  The Equation is considered applicable to a watershed from 3 ac to 200 
ac. 
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Kirpich’s Equation is expressed as follows: 
 
 ( ) 385.077.00078.0 −= HLtC       (Equation 29-7.15) 
 
Where:  tC = time of concentration, h 

L = length of the longest waterway from the point in question to the basin divide, 
ft 

H = difference in elevation between the point in question and the basin divide 
(omitting drops due to gully overfills, waterfalls, etc.), ft 

 
Kirpich’s Equation works well for a natural, rural basin with well-defined channels, for overland 
flow on bare earth, or for a mowed earth roadside channel.  Using the Equation, a paved basin 
and a forested one will have identical times of concentration if the lengths and reliefs are the 
same.  This cannot occur; therefore the Equation should be adjusted if it is used elsewhere using 
the following guidelines: 
 
For overland flow on a grass surface, multiply tC by 2.0. 
For overland flow on a concrete or asphalt surface, multiply tC by 0.4. 
For flow in a concrete-lined channel, multiply tC by 0.2. 
 
The application of Kirpich’s Equation to a basin is as follows: 
 
1 Compute the length, L, in feet between the basin divide and the point in question. 
 
2. Compute the relief, H, in feet between the basin divide and the point in question.  The 

elevation of the basin divide should represent an average of the elevations in the 
immediate vicinity of the termination point of the longest watercourse.  This procedure 
avoids bias in the tC computation due to an isolated peak in the headwater area.  The 
elevation of the site should be interpolated between successive contours crossing the 
stream. 

 
Compute tC in hours using Equation 29-7.15. 
 
Apply an adjustment factor, if applicable, based on surface type. 
 
The tC produced by Step 4 is appropriate for an urban area or a steep area.  For the use of 
Kirpich’s Equation, steep is defined as an overall basin slope of greater than 0.6% to 0.7%.  For 
other than an urban area or a steep area, the tC produced by Step 4 should be divided by 0.6.  
Because a basin may not clearly be rural or urban, or flat or steep, divide Kirpich’s Equation by 
0.8. 
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* * * * * * * * * * 

Example 29-7.8 
 
Given:  L = 2666.7 ft 

H = 33 ft 
Surface:  grass 

 
Find:  Time of concentration, tC, using Kirpich’s Equation, 29-7.15. 
 
Solution: 
 
1. Using Equation 29-7.15: 
 
  ( )( ) min3.180125.07.26660078.0 385.077.0 == −

Ct  
 
2. For overland flow on a grass surface, multiply tC by 2.0 as follows: 
 
 
  tC = 2 (18.3) = 37 min 
 
3. The basin slope = 33.3 / 2666.7 = 1.25%.  Therefore, this is defined as steep for the use 

of Kirpich’s Equation.  No other adjustments are necessary.  Therefore tC = 37 min. 
 
 tC = 2 (0.31) = 0.62 h = 37 min 
 
 
29-8.0  RATIONAL METHOD 
 
29-8.01  Introduction 
 
The Rational Method is used to calculate the peak flow from a small drainage area.  It is 
recommended for estimating the design-storm peak runoff for a rural area of up to 200 ac or an 
urban area of up to 100 ac. 
 
 
29-8.02  Application 
 
The precautions to be considered in applying the Rational Method are as follows. 
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1. The first step in applying the Rational Method is to obtain a topographic map and to 
define the boundaries of the drainage area under study.  A field inspection of the area 
should also be made to determine if the natural drainage divides have been altered. 

 
2. Restrictions to the natural flow such as highway crossings or dams that exist in the 

drainage area should be investigated to determine how they affect the design flows. 
 
3. The charts, graphs, and tables included herein are not intended to replace reasonable and 

prudent engineering judgment which should permeate each step in the design process. 
 
 
29-8.03  Characteristics 
 
The Rational-Method formula applies a developed area with a significant amount of pavement, 
gutters, or storm sewers.  The assumptions within the Rational Method include the following. 
 
1. Basin Size.  The rate of runoff resulting from rainfall intensity is a maximum if the 

rainfall intensity lasts as long as or longer than the time of concentration.  That is, the 
entire drainage area does not contribute to the peak discharge until the time of 
concentration has elapsed. 

 
This assumption limits the size of the drainage basin that can be evaluated by the 
Rational Method.  For a large drainage area, the time of concentration can be so large that 
constant rainfall intensity for such a long period does not occur, and a shorter, more-
intense rainfall can produce a larger peak flow. 

 
2. Frequency of Peak Discharge.  The frequency of peak discharges is the same as that for 

the rainfall intensity for the given time of concentration. 
 

The frequency of peak discharge depends on rainfall frequency, antecedent moisture 
conditions in the watershed, and the response characteristics of the drainage system.  For 
a small and largely impervious area, rainfall frequency is the dominant factor.  For a 
larger drainage basin, the response characteristics control. 

 
3. Runoff.  The fraction of rainfall that becomes runoff, C, is independent of rainfall 

intensity or volume. 
 

The assumption is reasonable for an impervious area such as a street, rooftop, or parking 
lot.  For a pervious area, the fraction of runoff varies with rainfall intensity and the 
accumulated volume of rainfall.  The selected runoff coefficient must be appropriate for 
the storm, soil, and land-use conditions. 
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4. Peak Rate.  The peak rate of runoff is sufficient information for design. 
 
 
29-8.04  Equation 
 
The Rational-Method formula estimates the peak rate of runoff at a location in a watershed as a 
function of the drainage area, runoff coefficient, and mean rainfall intensity for duration equal to 
the time of concentration.  Because the result of using the Rational-Method formula to estimate 
peak discharge is sensitive to the parameters used, the designer must use engineering judgment 
in estimating values that are used in the Method.  The formula is expressed as follows: 
 

Q = CIA (Equation 29-8.1) 
 
 Where:  Q = maximum rate of runoff, ft3/s 
 

 C = runoff coefficient representing a ratio of runoff to rainfall 
 

 I = average rainfall intensity for a duration equal to the time of 
concentration for a selected return period, in./h 

 
 A = drainage area tributary to the design location, acres. 

 
Due to assumptions made in the formula, C can vary depending on the design storm.  The 
value for C can be expressed as follows: 

 
  C = kC1 
 
 Where: k = factor to adjust formula.  It should be taken as follows: 
 

Design Storm k 
2- to 10-year 1.0 

25-year 1.1 
50-year 1.2 
100-year 1.25 

 
 C1 = runoff coefficient representing a ratio of runoff to rainfall. 
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29-8.05  Time of Concentration 
 
The time of concentration is the time required for water to flow from the hydraulically most-
remote point of the drainage area to the point under investigation.  Use of the Rational Formula 
requires the time of concentration, tC, for each design point within the drainage basin to 
determine the rainfall intensity.  Section 29-7.0 provides the methods for computing time of 
concentration. 
 
 
29-8.05(01)  Storm-Drainage System 
 
For a storm-drainage system, the designer is interested in two different times of concentration, 
one for inlet spacing and one for pipe sizing.  There is a difference between the two times as 
discussed in the following. 
 
1. Inlet Spacing.  The time of concentration, tC, for inlet spacing is the time for water to 

flow from the hydraulically most-distant point of the drainage area to the inlet, which is 
known as the inlet time.  This is the sum of the time required for water to move across the 
pavement or overland back of the curb to the gutter, plus the time required for flow to 
move through the length of the gutter to the inlet.  For pavement drainage, if the total 
time of concentration to the upstream inlet is less than 5 min, a minimum tC of 5 min 
should be used to estimate the intensity of rainfall.  The time of concentration for the 
second downstream inlet and each succeeding inlet should be determined independently, 
the same as the first inlet.  Travel time between inlets is not considered. 

 
2. Pipe Sizing.  The time of concentration for a point on a storm drain is the inlet time for 

the inlet at the upper end of the line plus the time of flow through the storm drain from 
the upper end of the storm drain to the point in question.  If there is more than one source 
of runoff to a given point in a storm-drainage system, the longest tC is used to estimate 
the rainfall intensity, I.  There can be an exception to this, for example, where there is a 
large inflow area at some point along the system, the tC for that area may produce a larger 
discharge than the tC for the summed area with the longer tC.  The designer should be 
aware of this possibility if joining drainage areas and determining which drainage area 
governs. 

 
 
29-8.05(02)  Common Errors 
 
Two common errors should be avoided when calculating tc.  First, runoff from a portion of the 
drainage area which is highly impervious may result in a greater peak discharge than can occur if 
the entire area is considered.  An adjustment can be made to the drainage area by disregarding 
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those areas where flow time is too slow to add to the peak discharge.  It may be necessary to 
estimate several different times of concentration to determine the design flow that is critical for a 
specific application. 
 
Second, the overland flow path is not necessarily perpendicular to the contours shown on 
available mapping.  The land may be graded and swales will intercept the natural contour and 
conduct the water to the streets which reduces the time of concentration.  The overland flow path 
should not exceed 200 ft in an urban area or 300 ft in a rural area. 
 
 
29-8.06  Runoff Coefficient 
 
The runoff coefficient, C, requires engineering judgment and an understanding by the designer.  
A typical coefficient represents the integrated effects of many drainage basin parameters.  The 
selected value must be appropriate for the storm, soil, and land-use conditions. 
 
Two sets of runoff coefficients for various types of surfaces are shown in Figures 29-8A and 29-
8B.  The designer may select a runoff coefficient from either set as deemed appropriate for the 
specific site application.  The total CA value should be based on a ratio of the drainage areas 
associated with each C value as follows: 
 

Total CA = A1C1 + A2C2 + A3C3 ... (Equation 29-8.2) 
 
The coefficients provided in Figures 29-8A and 29-8B are applicable to a storm of five- to ten-
year frequency.  A less frequent, higher intensity storm will require a higher coefficient because 
infiltration and other losses have a proportionately smaller effect on runoff (Wright, McLaughlin, 
1969). 
 
As the slope of the drainage basin increases, the selected C value should also increase.  This is 
because, as the slope of the drainage area increases, the velocity of overland and channel flow 
will increase allowing less opportunity for water to infiltrate the ground surface.  Thus, more of 
the rainfall will become runoff from the drainage area. 
 
Figure 29-8A, Runoff Coefficient for the Rational Formula, provides an example for the 
calculation of a weighted runoff coefficient. 
 
 
29-8.07  Rainfall Intensity 
 
The rainfall intensity, I, is the average rainfall rate in inches per hour for a duration equal to the 
time of concentration for a selected return period.  Once a return period has been selected for 
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design and a time of concentration calculated for the drainage area, the rainfall intensity can be 
determined from the rainfall Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) curves. 
 
IDF curves are located at the NOAA website, 
http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/orb/in_pfds.html. 
 
 
29-8.08  Rational-Method Example Problem 
 
The following example problem illustrates the application of the Rational Method to estimate the 
peak discharge.  The peak runoff is needed at the storm-sewer catch basin for a 10-yr return 
period. 
 
Step 1:  Determine site data. 
 

The following data were measured from a topographic map and field survey: 
 

Residential area (single family) = 1.725 ac 
Pavement area (concrete)  = 0.3 ac 

 
Length of overland flow = 150 ft  Average overland slope = 2.0% 
Length of concrete gutter = 500 ft Slope of gutter = 0.025 

 
Step 2:  Choose runoff coefficient from Figure 29-8A and find total CA. 
 

Runoff 
Land Use     Area Coefficient CA 

 
Residential (single family)  1.725 0.40  0.69 
Concrete Pavement   0.3 0.90  0.27 

 
   Total Weighted CA = 0.96 

 
Step 3:  Calculate the total time of concentration to the inlet. 
 

Overland flow time: tO calculated using the kinematic wave equation in 
Example 29-7.2 to be 14 min 

 
Channel flow time: tt calculated using the triangular gutter method in 
Example 29-7.6 to be 3 min 
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Total Time of Concentration: tC = tO + tt = 14 + 3 = 17 min 
 
Step 4: Find Rainfall Intensity, I, from NOAA website, 
 http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/orb/in_pfds.html.  Click on location on map 

corresponding to the peak discharge.  The information is shown in English 
measurement units only.  For this example, 

 
Indianapolis 
10-year return period 
Duration = tC = 17 min. 

 
Interpolation: 
Solve for x, 
 

( )
( )

( )
( )16.1

1517
62.1

1730
−

−
=

−
−

xx
 

 
x = 1.22 in. for 17 min, which converts to 4.31 in./h 
 
I10 = 4.31 in./h from NOAA website 

 
Step 5: Compute Peak Runoff. 
 

Q = CIA = (0.96) (4.31) = 4.14 ft3/s 
 
 
29-9.0  USGS REGRESSION EQUATIONS 
 

The USGS procedure cannot be used for the final design. 
 
 
29-9.01  Introduction 
 
This Section provides equations for estimating the magnitude and frequency of a flood at an 
ungaged site on a regulated rural stream.  They are based on the USGS publication Techniques 
for Estimating Magnitude and Frequency of Floods on Streams in Indiana (Water-Resources 
Investigations Report 84-4134).  The equations were developed by multiple-regression analysis 
of basin characteristics and peak-flow statistical data from 242 gaged locations in Indiana, Ohio 
and Illinois.  The State was divided into seven areas on the basis of the regression analysis.  A set 
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of equations for estimating peak discharge with recurrence intervals of 2, 10, 25, 50, and 100 
years was developed for each area.  Significant basin characteristics in the equations are drainage 
area, channel length, channel slope, mean annual precipitation, storage, precipitation intensity, 
and a runoff coefficient.  Standard errors of estimate for the equations range from 24 percent to 
45 percent. 
 
This Section also provides methods for estimating flood magnitude and frequency at a site on a 
gaged stream. 
 
 
29-9.02  Hydrologic Regions 
 
Regression analyses use stream-gage data to define hydrologic regions.  These are geographic 
regions which have very similar flood frequency relationships, and as such commonly display 
similar characteristics.  Because of the distance between stream gages, the regional boundaries 
cannot be considered as precise.  Figure 29-9A, Areas for Selecting Flood-Frequency USGS 
Estimating Equations, shows the hydrologic regional boundaries. 
 
Problems related to hydrologic boundaries may occur in selecting the appropriate regression 
equation.  The watershed of interest may lie partially within two or more hydrologic regions, or it 
may lie totally within a hydrologic region but close to a hydrologic region boundary.  A field 
visit is recommended to first collect all available historical flood data and to compare the project 
watershed characteristics with those of the abutting hydrologic regions. 
 
 
29-9.03  Basin Characteristics 
 
The basin characteristics that are required for use of the USGS equations are defined as follows: 
 
1. Design Discharge,Qt, (cubic feet per second).  The peak discharge for the specified 

design flood frequency, t. 
 
2. Drainage Area, DA, square miles.  The area contributing directly to runoff at the study 

site.  Draw an outline of the drainage areas on a topographic map and use a planimeter to 
determine the area. 

 
3. Main-Channel Slope, SL, feet per mile.  The slope of the streambed between points that 

are 10% and 85% of the distance from the location on the stream to the basin divide.  
Determine from topographic maps to nearest 0.1 ft/mi. 
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4. Channel Length, L, miles.  The distance measured along the main channel from the 
location on the stream to the basin divide is determined from topographic maps to the 
nearest 0.1 mile. 

 
5. Storage,STOR, percent.  The percentage of drainage area covered by lakes, ponds, or 

wetlands. 
 
6. Mean Annual Precipitation, PREC, inches.  The 1941-70 average annual precipitation is 

determined from Figure 29-9B, Mean Annual Precipitation (1941-70), (Stewart, 1983).  
A constant of 30 in. is subtracted from the characteristic PREC for use in the estimating 
equations.  Plot the basin centroid determined from Figure 29-9B and determine the mean 
annual precipitation for that point by interpolating between lines of equal precipitation. 

 
7. Precipitation Intensity, I24,2, inches.  The maximum 24-h precipitation having a 

recurrence interval of 2 yr is determined from Figure 29-9C, Two-Year, 24-Hour 
Projection, (Hershfield, 1961). 

 
8. Runoff Coefficient, RC.  A coefficient that relates storm runoff to soil permeability by 

means of major hydrologic soil groups is determined from Figure 29-9D, Major 
Hydrologic Soil Groups, (Davis, 1975).  Values range from 0.3 for hydrologic soil group 
A to 1.0 for hydrologic soil group E. 

 
 
29-9.04  Regression Equations for Ungaged Site 
 
Figure 29-9E, Production Equations, Standard Errors of the Estimate, SEE, and Equivalent Years 
of Record, EY, provides the equations for an ungaged site for each of the seven geographic areas 
(see Figure 29-9A).  Figure 29-9F, Ranges of Area Basin Characteristics for USGS Regression 
Equations, provides the ranges for application of each basin characteristic to each of the 
geographic areas. 
 
 
29-9.05  Procedure 
 
Follow this procedure for the USGS Method. 
 
Step 1:  From Figure 29-9A, locate the area for the site. 
 
Step 2:  From Techniques for Estimating Magnitude and Frequency of Floods on Streams 

in Indiana, USGS Report 84-4134, Figure 1 and Table 4, determine if the study 
site is at a gaged site or on a gaged stream. 
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Step 3:  If the site is on a gaged stream, go to Step 6. 
 
Step 4:  Determine the basin characteristics necessary to solve the regression equation 

from Figure 29-9E (Prediction Equations). 
 
Step 5:  Use the appropriate equation from Figure 29-9E to solve for the required 

discharge. 
 
Step 6:  If the site is at a gaged location, the weighted estimate of Qt from the USGS 

Report Table 4should be used. 
 
Step 7:  If the drainage area of an ungaged site on a gaged stream is less than 50% or 

greater than 150% of the drainage area of a gaged site on the same stream, the 
discharge should be estimated from the appropriate equation in Figure 29-9E as if 
the site were on an ungaged stream.  Go to Step 4. 

 
Step 8: If the drainage area of an ungaged site on a gaged stream is between 50% and 

150% of the drainage area of a gaged site on the same stream, the discharge 
should be an estimate calculated from both gaged data (USGS Report Table 4) 
and estimating equations (Figure 29-9E).  An estimate of the process is as 
follows: 

 
  a. Compute the ratio as follows: 
 

   
TR

TW

Q
Q

R =  

 
  Where:  QTW = weighted estimate of T-year flood at gaged site 
    QTR = regression equation estimate of T-year flood at gaged site 
    Both can be obtained from USGS Report, Table 4 
 
  b. Compute weighting factor as follows: 
 

   ( )12
−







 ∆
−= R

A
ARR

G
W  

 
Where:  R = ratio defined in Step 8.a. 

∆A = absolute value of the difference between the drainage areas 
(DA) of the gaged and ungaged sites 
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AG = DA of gaged site 
 

c. Compute T-year peak discharge at the ungaged site as follows: 
 

QT = QTRRW 
 

   Where:  QTR = regression equation estimate of T-year flood at 
ungaged site 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 29-9.1:  Ungaged Stream 
 
Given:  Location:  Brown County 

DA = 6.94 mi2 (ungaged site) 
L = 4.40 mi 
Elevation of channel at 10% of length (0.4 mi) = 652′ 
Elevation of channel at 85% of length (3.7 mi) = 824′ 
Distance between points = 3.7 - 0.4 = 3.3 mi 

Channel Slope, miftSL /1.52
3.3
652824

=
−

=  

  I24,2 = 3.05 in., from Figure 29-9C 
 
Find:  The 100-year discharge. 
 
Solution: 
 
Step 1.  Determine area where site is located.  From Figure 29-9A, Brown County is 

located in Area 3 for an ungaged stream. 
 
Step 2.  From Figure 29-9E, the regression equation for Q100 in Area 3 is as follows: 
 

  ( )( )( ) 831.0
2,24

466.0779.0
100 5.2181 −= ISLDAQ  

 
Step 3.  Substitute the values of basin characteristics as follows: 
 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) cfsQ 31405.205.31.5294.6181 831.0466.0779.0

100 =−=  
 
 
Example 29-9.2 (Gaged Stream) 
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Given:  Gaging Station 03366500 on the Muscatatuck River near Deputy; 

Ungaged site on Muscatatuck River downstream from gaging station. 
Basin characteristics (ungaged site) are as follows: 

 
DAU  = 359 mi2 

SL  = 6.2 ft/mi 
L  = 68.8 mi 
I24,2  = 3.00 in. 

 
Find:  Q100 at gaging station 

Q100 at ungaged site downstream 
 
Solution: 
 
Step 1:  From USGS Report, Table 4, three values are given for Q100 as follows: 
 

a. 40,900 ft3/s, from flood frequency analysis of observed station data 
b. 44,600 ft3/s, from regression equation 
c. 41,200 ft3/s, from weighting the station and area estimates 

 
Select the weighted value as the best estimate.  Therefore, Q100 = 41,200 ft3/s at 
the gaging site. 

 
Step 2:  From USGS Report, Figure 1, and Figure 29-9A, the gaging station is located in 

Area 4.  The regression equation for Q100 in Area 4 is as follows: 
 
   ( )( )( )( ) 464.0

2,24
730.0705.0565.0

100 5.232 −= ILSLDAQ  

 
Step 3:  Substitute the values of basin characteristics as follows: 
 

Q100 = 32(359)0.565(6.2)0.705(68.8)0.730(3.00 – 2.5)0.464 = 51,200 ft3/s 
 
Step 4:  Compute the ratio of the ungaged drainage area to the gaged drainage area as: 
 

   22.1
293
359

==
G

U

DA
DA

 

 
   1.22 is greater than 0.5 and less than 1.5, therefore the ratio is acceptable. 
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Step 5:  Compute the gaged-site discharge ratio as follows: 
 

   924.0
600,44
200,41

===
TR

TW

Q
Q

R  

 
Step 6:  Compute the weighting factor as follows: 
 

   ( )12
−

∆
−= R

A
ARR

G
W  

 
 

   ( ) ( ) 958.01924.0
293

2933592924.0 =−



 −

−=WR  

 
Step 7:  Reduce regression value by weighting factor as follows: 
 

 QT = (51,200)(0.958) = 49,000 ft3/s 
 
 
29-10.0  NRCS UNIT HYDROGRAPH 
 
29-10.01  Introduction 
 
Techniques developed by the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service (formerly the Soil 
Conservation Service) for calculating rate of runoff require the same data as for the Rational 
Method: drainage area, a runoff factor, time of concentration, and rainfall intensity.  The NRCS 
approach, however, is more sophisticated because it also considers the time distribution of the 
rainfall, the initial rainfall losses to interception and depression storage, and an infiltration rate 
that decreases during the course of a storm.  In the NRCS method, the direct runoff can be 
calculated for a given storm, either real or fabricated, by subtracting infiltration and other losses 
from the rainfall amount to obtain the precipitation excess.  Details of the methodology can be 
found in the NRCS National Engineering Handbook, Section 4. 
 
 
29-10.02  Application 
 
A unit hydrograph and a dimensionless-unit hydrograph are used in the NRCS procedure.  A 
unit hydrograph represents the time distribution of flow resulting from 1 in. of direct runoff 
occurring over the watershed in a specified time.  A dimensionless-unit hydrograph represents 
the composite of many unit hydrographs.  The dimensionless-unit hydrograph is plotted in 
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nondimensional units of time versus time to peak and discharge at given time versus peak 
discharge. 
 
Characteristics of the dimensionless hydrograph vary with the size, shape, and slope of the 
tributary drainage area.  The most significant characteristics affecting the dimensionless 
hydrograph shape are the basin lag and the peak discharge for a given rainfall.  Basin lag is the 
time from the center of mass of rainfall excess to the hydrograph peak.  Steep slopes, a compact 
shape, and an efficient drainage network tend to make lag time short and peaks high.  Flat 
slopes, an elongated shape, and an inefficient drainage network tend to make lag time long and 
peaks low. 
 
 
29-10.03  Equations and Concepts 
 
The following discussion outlines the equations and basic concepts utilized in the NRCS 
method. 
 
1. Drainage Area.  The drainage area of a watershed is determined from topographic maps 

and field surveys.  For a large drainage area, it may be necessary to divide the area into 
subdrainage areas to account for major land-use changes, obtain analysis results at 
different points within the drainage area, or locate stormwater drainage facilities and 
assess their effects on the flood flows.  A field inspection of existing or proposed 
drainage systems should be made to determine if the natural drainage divides have been 
altered.  These alterations could make significant changes in the size and slope of the 
subdrainage areas. 

 
2. Rainfall.  See Figure 29-10A, Huff Distribution of Design Rainfall (50% Probability of 

Design Rainfall).  Quartile II should be used.  The rainfall intensity for the given 
duration and return period should be multiplied by the duration to determine rainfall 
depth. 

 
3. Rainfall-Runoff Equation.  A relationship between accumulated rainfall and 

accumulated runoff has been derived by NRCS from experimental plots for numerous 
soils and vegetative-cover conditions.  Data for land-treatment measures, such as 
contouring and terracing, from experimental watersheds have been included.  Equation 
29-10.1 was developed for a small watershed for which only daily rainfall and 
watershed data are ordinarily available.  It was developed from recorded storm data that 
included total amount of rainfall in a calendar day but not its distribution with respect to 
time.  The NRCS runoff equation is therefore a method of estimating direct runoff from 
24-h or 1-day storm rainfall.  The equation is as follows: 
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( )

( ) SIP
IP

Q
a

a

+−
−

=
2

      (Equation 29-10.1) 

 
Where:  Q = accumulated direct runoff, in. 

 
P = accumulated rainfall (potential maximum runoff), in. 

 
Ia = initial abstraction including surface storage, interception, and 

infiltration prior to runoff, in. 
 

S = potential maximum retention, in. 
 

The relationship between Ia and S was developed from experimental watershed data.  It 
removes the necessity for estimating Ia for common usage.  The empirical relationship 
used in the NRCS runoff equation is as follows: 

 
 Ia = 0.2S   (Equation 29-10.2) 

 
Substituting 0.2S for Ia in Equation 29-10.1, the NRCS rainfall-runoff equation becomes 
the following: 

 

  ( )
( )SP

SPQ
8.0

2.0 2

+
−

=        (Equation 29-

10.3) 
 
Figure 29-10B, NCRS Relation Between Direct Runoff, Curve Number and Precipitation, shows 
a graphical solution of Equation 29-10.3 which enables the precipitation excess from a storm to 
be obtained if the total rainfall and watershed curve number are known. 
 
 
29-10.04  Procedure 
 
The following is a discussion of procedures that are used in the hydrograph method along with 
recommended tables and figures. 
 
 
29-10.04(01)  Runoff Factor 
 
In a hydrograph application, runoff is referred to as rainfall excess or effective rainfall defined as 
the amount by which rainfall exceeds the capability of the land to infiltrate or otherwise retain 
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the rainwater.  The principal physical watershed characteristics affecting the relationship 
between rainfall and runoff are land use, land treatment, soil types, and land slope. 
 
Land use is the watershed cover, and it includes both agricultural and nonagricultural uses.  
Items such as type of vegetation, water surfaces, roads, roofs, etc., are all part of the land use.  
Land treatment applies to agricultural land use, and it includes mechanical practices such as 
contouring or terracing, and management practices such as rotation of crops. 
 
The NRCS uses a combination of soil conditions and land-use (ground cover) to assign a runoff 
factor to an area.  The runoff factors, called runoff curve numbers, CN, indicate the runoff 
potential of an area when the soil is not frozen.  The higher the CN, the higher the runoff 
potential. 
 
Soil properties influence the relationship between rainfall and runoff by affecting the rate of 
infiltration.  The NRCS has divided soils into four hydrologic soil groups, A, B, C, and D, based 
on infiltration rates.  The groups were previously described for the Rational Method.  The 
applicable NRCS soil classification maps may be obtained from the appropriate county agency. 
 
The effect of urbanization on the natural hydrologic soil group should be considered.  If heavy 
equipment can be expected to compact the soil during construction or if grading will mix the 
surface and subsurface soils, appropriate changes should be made in the soil group selected.  
Also, runoff curve numbers vary with the antecedent soil moisture conditions, defined as the 
amount of rainfall occurring in a selected period preceding a given storm.  The greater the 
antecedent rainfall, the more direct runoff there is from a given storm.  A 5-day period is used as 
the minimum for estimating antecedent moisture conditions.  Antecedent soil moisture 
conditions also vary during a storm.  Heavy rain falling on dry soil can change the soil moisture 
condition from dry to average to wet during the storm period. 
 
The following figures provide a series of runoff factors.  Figures 29-10C provides runoff curve 
numbers for an urban area, Figure 29-10D provides those for an undeveloped area, and Figure 
29-10E provides those for agricultural land.  The tables are based on the average antecedent 
moisture condition:  soils are neither very wet nor very dry once the design storm begins.  Curve 
numbers should be selected only after a field inspection of the watershed and a review of zoning 
and soil maps.  Figure 29-10F provides conversion from average antecedent moisture conditions.  
Figure 29-10G provides rainfall groups for antecedent soil moisture conditions during growing 
and dormant seasons. 
 
 
29-10.04(02)  Time of Concentration 
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The average slope within the watershed together with the overall length and retardance of 
overland flow are the factors affecting the runoff rate through the watershed.  In the NRCS 
method, time of concentration, tC, is defined as the time required for water to travel from the 
hydraulically most-distant point in a watershed to its outlet.  Lag, L, can be considered as a 
weighted time of concentration and is related to the physical properties of a watershed, such as 
area, length, and slope.  The NRCS derived the following empirical relationship between lag and 
time of concentration. 
 

L = 0.6tC  (Equation 29-10.4) 
 
In an urban area of less than 2000 ac, a curve-number method can be used to estimate the time of 
concentration from watershed lag.  In this method, the lag for the runoff from an increment of 
excess rainfall can be considered as the time between the center of mass of the excess rainfall 
increment and the peak of its incremental outflow hydrograph.  The equation developed by 
NRCS to estimate lag is as follows: 
 

 
[ ]( )

( )5.0

7.08.0

1900
)1(

Y
SL

L m +
=        (Equation 29-10.5) 

 
Where:   L = lag, h 

Lm = length of mainstream to farthest divide, ft 
Y = average slope of watershed, % 

    S = 







−



 101000

CN
, in. 

CN = NRCS curve number 
 
The lag time can be corrected for the effects of urbanization by using Figure 29-10H, Factors for 
Adjusting Lag if Impervious Areas Occur in Watershed, and Figure 29-10 I, Factors for 
Adjusting Lag if Main Channel has been Hydraulically Improved.  The amount of modification 
to the hydraulic flow length must be determined from topographic maps or aerial photographs 
following a field inspection of the area.  The modification to the hydraulic flow length not only 
includes pipes or channels but also the length of flow in streets or drives. 
 
After the lag time is adjusted for the effects of urbanization, Equation 29-10.4 can be used to 
calculate the time of concentration for use in the NRCS method.  Section 29-7.0 provides an 
alternative procedure for travel time and time of concentration estimation. 
 
 
29-10.04(03)  Triangular Hydrograph Equation 
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The triangular hydrograph is a practical representation of excess runoff with only one rise, one 
peak, and one recession.  Its geometric configuration can be described mathematically, which 
makes it useful in estimating discharge rate.  The NRCS developed Equation 29-10.6 to estimate 
the peak rate of discharge for an increment of runoff, as follows: 
 

 ( )[ ]






 +

=
Ld

qAQp

2

208.0         (Equation 29-10.6) 

 
   Where: Qp =  peak rate of discharge, ft3/s 

   A = area, mi2 
   q = storm runoff during time interval, in 
   d = time interval, h 
    L = watershed lag, h 

 
Equation 29-10.6 can be used to estimate the peak discharge for the unit hydrograph which can 
then be used to estimate the peak discharge and hydrograph from the entire watershed. 
 
The constant 0.208, or peak-rate factor, is valid for the NRCS dimensionless-unit hydrograph.  A 
change in the dimensionless-unit hydrograph reflecting a change in the percent of volume under 
the rising side will cause a corresponding change in the shape factor associated with the 
triangular hydrograph and therefore a change in the constant 0.208.  The constant has been 
known to vary from about 0.258 in steep terrain to 0.129 in flat swampy terrain. 
 
 
29-10.05  TR-20 Example Problem, NRCS Method 
 
The Natural Resources Conservation Service has developed the computerized program TR-20 to 
perform the calculations for the NRCS hydrologic methodology.  The program is in English units 
of measurement, therefore all input and output data must be in English units.  To run TR-20, the 
user must input the data as follows: 
 
1. desired design frequency; 
2. runoff Curve Number; 
3. average watershed slope; 
4. stream cross-section data; 
5. reach length; 
6. structure data; 
7. cumulative rainfall table including desired time increment; 
8. antecedent moisture condition; 
9. storm characteristics; 
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10. routing instructions; and 
11. desired output. 
 
Figure 29-10A provides a sample output from TR-20. 
 
 
29-11.0  HEC 1 
 
HEC 1 was developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1967.  It is also a hydrograph-
oriented program with the capability to compute, combine, and route hydrographs through a 
system of subareas.  HEC 1 can be utilized without regard to basin size.  Input requirements are 
similar to TR-20.  A detailed description of HEC 1 is not provided here because of its similarities 
to TR-20. 
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Symbol  Definition Unit
 
A   Drainage area     ac, mi2

BDF   Basin development factor % 
C   Runoff coefficient - 
Cf   Frequency factor - 
CN   NRCS-runoff curve number - 
Ct, Cp   Physiographic coefficients - 
d   Time interval h 
DH   Difference in elevation  ft 
I or i   Rainfall intensity    in./h 
IA   Percentage of impervious area % 
Ia   Initial abstraction from total rainfall in. 
K   Frequency factor for a particular return period and skew - 
L   Lag      h 
Lm   Length of mainstream to furthest divide ft 
Lca   Length along main channel to a point opposite the watershed centroid mi 
M   Rank of a flood within a long record - 
n   Manning roughness coefficient  - 
N   Number of years of flood record years 
P   Accumulated rainfall  in 
Q   Rate of runoff     ft3/s 
q   Storm runoff during a time interval in. 
R   Hydraulic radius    ft 
RC   Regression constant - 
RQ   Equivalent rural peak runoff rate ft3/s 
S or Y   Ground slope  in./in., ft/mi or % 
S   Potential maximum retention storage in. 
NRCS   Natural Resources Conservation Service - 
SL   Main channel slope ft/ft 
SL   Standard deviation of the logarithms of the peak annual floods - 
ST   Basin storage factor % 
TB   Time base of unit hydrograph h 
tC   Time of concentration min or h 
TL   Lag time h 
Tr   Snyder’s duration of excess rainfall h 
UQ   Urban peak runoff rate ft3/s 
V   Velocity     ft/s 
X   Logarithm of the annual peak   − 
 
 

HYDROLOGIC SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

Figure 29-3A 
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(1) An overtopping area should be provided at the driveway entrance to accommodate floods larger than the design flood.  The designer should check  the capacity 
of the driveway culvert for the design frequency indicated for the roadway cross culvert to ensure that there will be no overtopping of the roadway.  The design 
storm for allowable backwater for driveway pipes will match the allowable backwater for the facility the driveway is connected to. 

 
(2) Inlet spacing for pavement drainage is based on both the recurrence interval and the allowable spread of water in the gutter.  See Figure 36-7A for the criteria    

for allowable spread. 
 
(3) Traffic volumes are for a 20-year projection. 
 
(4) Side ditches only.  Relocated streams parallel to the road will be designed for a 100-year event. 
 
General Note:  Where existing drainage appurtenances can accommodate less frequent recurrence intervals, no reduction in hydraulic capacity nor serviceability is 
allowable. 

 
 

DESIGN FREQUENCY 
(Return Period - Years) 

Figure 29-5A 
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100 
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100 

100 
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100 

100 

25 

10 

10 

N/A 

100 
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    AADT ≥ 3000 

    3000 > AADT ≥ 1000 

    AADT < 1000 

Driveways (1) 

Bridge Decks (Non-
Freeways) 

Ramps 
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Methodology 

Facility Description(5) IDNR 
Coordinated 

Curves 
TR-20 HEC I 

USGS 
Regression 
Equations 

Rational 
Method 

(6) 

Stream Flow, Channel, 
Bridge, Large Culvert (1) (2) (2) (4)  

Small Culvert  (1) (1) (4) (2) 

Storm Drain, Roadside 
Ditch, Roadside 
Culvert, Inlet Spacing 

 (2) (2)  (1) 

Pumping Station  (3) (3)  (2) 

Detention Basin  (3) (3)  (4) 

 
Note: TR-55 methodology is acceptable for time of concentration only. 
 
(1) Preferred method. 
 
(2) Alternative if (1) is not applicable. 
 
(3) Preferred for complex facility or if hydrograph is required. 
 
(4) Method may be used for preliminary evaluation. 
 
(5) The IDNR Letter of Discharge is required for a project that requires an IDNR Permit. 
 
(6) The Rational Method can only be used for a drainage area of less than 100 ac in an 

urban area or less than 200 ac in a rural area. 
 
 

SELECTION OF DISCHARGE COMPUTATION METHOD 
 

Figure 29-6A 
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Method Comments 

NRCS Curve Number 
Overland and channelized flow time for rural 
area (2 to 200 ac).  Included in HYDRO. 

Kinematic Wave 
Overland flow time.  Requires iterative solution and is 
included in HYDRO and HEC 1. 

Manning’s Kinematic Solution 
Overland flow time.  The maximum flow length is 300 
ft.  Included in TR-55. 

Federal Aviation Administration Overland flow time; developed for airport. 

NRCS Upland Method 
Flow velocity for overland and shallow concentrated 
flow.  Included in TR-55 for shallow, concentrated 
flow.  Grassy waterway method included in HYDRO. 

Triangular Gutter Flow Flow velocity in gutter.  Included in HYDRO. 

Manning’s Equation 
Flow velocity for non-pressure flow in pipe or open 
channel. 

Continuity Equation Flow velocity for pressure flow in pipe. 

Reservoir and Lake 
Wave velocity across water; does not account for 
travel time of hydrograph through storage. 

Kerby 
Overland flow time.  Watershed < 10 ac, slopes < 1%, 
and N value ≤ 0.8 were used to calibrate model. 

Kirpich 
Good estimate of overall flow time for steep, wooded 
watershed.  Can be applied to flatter basin by dividing 
result by 0.6. 

 
 

METHODS FOR CALCULATING TIME OF CONCENTRATION 
 

Figure 29-7A 
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Surface Description n 1

Smooth Surface (concrete, asphalt, gravel, bare soil) 0.011 
Fallow (no residue) 0.05 

Residue cover ≤ 20% 0.06 
Cultivated Soil 

Residue cover > 20% 0.17 
Short-grass prairie 0.15 
Dense grass 2 0.24 Grass 
Bermuda grass 0.41 

Range (natural) 0.13 
Light underbrush 0.40 

Woods 3
Dense underbrush 0.80 

 
1 The n value is a composite of information complied by Engman (1986). 
 
2 Includes species such as weeping lovegrass, bluegrass, buffalo grass, blue grama grass, or 

native grass mixtures. 
 
3 In selecting n, consider cover to a height of about 12 in.  This is the only part of the plant 

cover that will obstruct sheet flow. 
 
 

ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT (MANNING’S n) FOR SHEET FLOW 
 

Figure 29-7B 
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Type of Surface n 

Smooth, impervious surface 0.02 

Smooth, bare, packed soil 0.10 
Poor grass, cultivated row crops, or moderately rough, bare surface 0.20 
Deciduous timberland 0.60 
Pasture or overage grass 0.40 
Conifer timberland, deciduous timberland with deep forest litter, or dense grass 0.80 

 
 

VALUES OF n FOR KERBY’S FORMULA 
 

Figure 29-7C 
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TYPE OF SURFACE       RUNOFF COEFFICIENT 
 

Rural Area 
 
Concrete or sheet asphalt pavement..................................................................................... 0.8 - 0.9 
Asphalt macadam pavement ................................................................................................ 0.6 - 0.8 
Gravel roadway or shoulder................................................................................................. 0.4 - 0.6 
Bare earth ............................................................................................................................. 0.2 - 0.9 
Steep grassed area (2:1 slope).............................................................................................. 0.5 - 0.7 
Turf meadow........................................................................................................................ 0.1 - 0.4 
Forested area ........................................................................................................................ 0.1 - 0.3 
Cultivated field..................................................................................................................... 0.2 - 0.4 
 

Urban Area 
 
Watertight roof surface .................................................................................................... 0.75 - 0.95 
Asphalt or concrete pavement.......................................................................................... 0.80 - 0.95 
Traffic-bound pavement................................................................................................... 0.70 - 0.90 
Gravel roadway................................................................................................................ 0.35 - 0.70 
Impervious soil, heavy ..................................................................................................... 0.40 - 0.65 
Impervious soil, with turf................................................................................................. 0.30 - 0.55 
Slightly pervious soil ....................................................................................................... 0.15 - 0.40 
Slightly pervious soil, with turf ....................................................................................... 0.10 - 0.30 
Moderately pervious soil.................................................................................................. 0.05 - 0.20 
Moderately pervious soil, with turf.................................................................................. 0.00 - 0.10 
 

Example of Weighted C Factor 
 
5% watertight roof surface.....................................................................................5% x 0.85 = 0.04 
10% asphalt or concrete pavement ........................................................................10% x 0.9 = 0.09 
10% traffic-bound pavement..................................................................................10% x 0.8 = 0.08 
50% slightly impervious soil .................................................................................50% x 0.4 = 0.20 
15% slightly impervious soil, with turf .................................................................15% x 0.2 = 0.03 
10% moderately pervious soil................................................................................10% x 0.1 = 0.01 
 
 WEIGHTED C FACTOR = 0.45 
 
 

RUNOFF COEFFICIENT FOR THE RATIONAL FORMULA 
 

Figure 29-8A 
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URBAN AREA 

Type of Drainage Area 
Runoff 
Coefficient 

Downtown 0.70 - 0.95 Business 
Neighborhood 0.50 - 0.70 
Single-family unit 0.30 - 0.50 

Detached 0.40 - 0.60 
Multi-family unit 

Attached 0.60 - 0.75 
Suburban 0.25 - 0.40 

Residential 

Apartment dwelling 0.50 - 0.70 
Light 0.50 - 0.80 

Industrial 
Heavy 0.60 - 0.90 

Park or Cemetery 0.10 - 0.25 
Playground 0.20 - 0.35 
Railroad yard 0.20 - 0.40 
Unimproved 0.10 - 0.30 

flat, 2% 0.05 - 0.10 
average, 2 - 7% 0.10 - 0.15 Sandy soil 
steep, 7% 0.15 - 0.20 
flat, 2% 0.13 - 0.17 
average, 2 - 7% 0.18 - 0.22 

Lawn 

Heavy soil 
steep, 7% 0.25 - 0.35 

Asphalt 0.70 - 0.95 
Concrete 0.80 - 0.95 Street 
Brick 0.70 - 0.85 

Drive or walk 0.75 - 0.85 
Roof 0.75 - 0.95 

 
 

RUNOFF COEFFICIENTS FOR THE RATIONAL FORMULA 
 

Figure 29-8B 
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RURAL AREA 
Watershed Cover Soil Type 

Cultivated Pasture Woodlands 
With above-average infiltration rate; 
usually sandy or gravelly. 

0.20 0.15 0.10 

With average infiltration rate; no clay 
pans, loams, or similar soils. 

0.40 0.35 0.30 

With below-average infiltration rate; 
and heavy clay soils or soils with a clay 
pan near the surface, and shallow soils 
above impervious rock 

0.50 0.45 0.40 

 
 

RUNOFF COEFFICIENTS FOR THE RATIONAL FORMULA 
 

Figure 29-8B (contd.) 
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Equations SEE EY 
AREA 1 (16 Stations) 

Q2 = 6.72 DA0.714 (STOR + 1)-0.289 (PREC - 30)0.965 
Q10 = 10.3 DA0.701 (STOR + 1)-0.262 (PREC - 30)1.060 
Q25 = 11.8 DA0.697 (STOR + 1)-0.253 (PREC - 30)1.093 
Q50 = 12.9 DA0.696 (STOR + 1)-0.248 (PREC - 30)1.114 
Q100 = 13.8 DA0.695 (STOR + 1)-0.243 (PREC - 30)1.132 

27% 
35% 
39% 
42% 
45% 

3 
3 
3 
4 
5 

AREA 2 (31 Stations) 
Q2 = 26.4 DA0.708 (STOR + 1)-0.207 RC0.479 (PREC - 30)0.653 
Q10 = 61.8 DA0.655 (STOR + 1)-0.312 RC0.697 (PREC - 30)0.696 
Q25 = 85.0 DA0.635 (STOR + 1)-0.357 RC0.782 (PREC - 30)0.702 
Q50 = 106 DA0.619 (STOR + 1)-0.391 RC0.859 (PREC - 30)0.707 
Q100 = 127 DA0.608 (STOR + 1)-0.418 RC0.902 (PREC - 30)0.708 

24% 
28% 
31% 
35% 
37% 

4 
4 
5 
6 
7 

AREA 3 (60 Stations) 
Q2 = 102 DA0.758 SL0.273 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.948 
Q10 = 141 DA0.772 SL0.384 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.894 
Q25 = 158 DA0.776 SL0.423 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.868 
Q50 = 170 DA0.777 SL0.445 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.847 
Q100 = 181 DA0.779 SL0.466 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.831 

36% 
34% 
36% 
37% 
39% 

3 
4 
5 
7 
9 

AREA 4 (46 Stations) 
Q2 = 16.8 DA0.435 SL0.528 L0.860 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.459 
Q10 = 24.1 DA0.517 SL0.628 L0.769 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.445 
Q25 = 27.4 DA0.545 SL0.664 L0.741 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.448 
Q50 = 29.6 DA0.554 SL0.687 L0.738 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.458 
Q100 = 32.0 DA0.565 SL0.705 L0.730 (I24,2 - 2.5)0.464 

31% 
30% 
32% 
34% 
37% 

3 
6 
7 
9 
11 

 
Qt = Peak Discharge (ft3/s)   STOR = Lakes, Ponds, Wetlands (%) 
DA = Drainage Area (mi2)   PREC = Average Annual Precipitation (in.) 
SL = Channel Slope (ft/mi)    I24,2 = Max. 24-h, 2-yr Precipitation 
L = Channel Length (mi)   RC = Runoff Coefficient 
SEE = Standard Error of Estimate  EY = Equivalent Years of Record 
 

 
PREDICTION EQUATIONS, STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATE, 

AND EQUIVALENT YEARS OF RECORD 
 

Figure 29-9E 
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Equations SEE EY 
AREA 5 (35 Stations) 

Q2 = 45.5 DA0.760 SL0.390 
Q10 = 67.7 DA0.780 SL0.469 
Q25 = 77.0 DA0.790 SL0.499 
Q50 = 83.8 DA0.805 SL0.516 
Q100 = 91.2 DA0.811 SL0.529 

30% 
33% 
36% 
39% 
42% 

3 
5 
5 
7 
8 

AREA 6 (32 Stations) 
Q2 = 681 DA0.691 RC0.856 (I24,2 - 2.5)1.771 
Q10 = 2,177 DA0.662 RC0.865 (I24,2 - 2.5)1.980 
Q25 = 3,165 DA0.598 RC0.852 (I24,2 - 2.5)2.035 
Q50 = 3,908 DA0.584 RC0.849 (I24,2 - 2.5)2.049 
Q100 = 4,734 DA0.570 RC0.834 (I24,2 - 2.5)2.068 

27% 
29% 
32% 
34% 
37% 

5 
7 
7 
10 
12 

AREA 7 (22 Stations) 
Q2 = 22.6 DA0.468 SL0.414 L0.624 RC0.846 
Q10 = 45.7 DA0.350 SL0.439 L0.726 RC0.862 
Q25 = 56.4 DA0.318 SL0.458 L0.754 RC0.862 
Q50 = 63.6 DA0.300 SL0.473 L0.770 RC0.860 
Q100 = 70.1 DA0.285 SL0.488 L0.785 RC0.854 

26% 
29% 
32% 
35% 
38% 

3 
4 
4 
5 
6 

 
Qt = Peak Discharge (ft3/s)   STOR = Lakes, Ponds, Wetlands (%) 
DA = Drainage Area (mi2)   PREC = Average Annual Precipitation (in.) 
SL = Channel Slope (ft/mi)    I24,2 = Max. 24-h, 2-yr Precipitation 
L = Channel Length (mi)   RC = Runoff Coefficient 
SEE = Standard Error of Estimate  EY = Equivalent Years of Record 

 
 

PREDICTION EQUATIONS, STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATE, 
AND EQUIVALENT YEARS OF RECORD 

 
Figure 29-9E (contd.) 
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Area 
DA 

(mi2) 
SLOPE 
(ft/mi) 

I24,2 
(in.) 

STOR 
(%) 

RC 
LENGTH 

(mi) 
PREC 
(in.) 

No. of Gaging 
Stations 

1 0.17 - 3370   0 - 13.3    16 
2 0.17 - 1967   0 - 4.1 0.5 - 0.8  34 - 46 31 
3 0.31 - 4927 2.0 - 149 2.85 - 3.15    34 - 39 60 
4 0.07 - 1224 2.4 - 267 2.80 - 3.30   0.3 - 77.1  46 
5 0.04 - 11,125 1.2 - 236      35 
6 0.10 - 856  2.70 - 3.00  0.3 - 0.8   32 
7 0.39 - 1578 0.9 - 39.7   0.3 - 0.7 1.1 - 78.6  22 

 
 

RANGE OF AREA-BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 
FOR USGS REGRESSION EQUATION 

 
Figure 29-9F 
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IV 

0.00 
8.26 

16.35 
22.73 
28.50 
34.04 
40.20 
50.00 
67.50 
87.50 

100.00 

III 

0.00 
7.00 

13.33 
20.00 
27.50 
39.13 
58.46 
75.98 
86.79 
94.17 

100.00 

II 

0.00 
7.50 

18.57 
34.00 
51.43 
66.67 
75.17 
82.32 
88.89 
94.78 

100.00 

South Bend 

I 

0.00 
20.00 
40.00 
51.67 
60.89 
67.35 
75.00 
80.83 
86.67 
92.89 

100.00 

IV 

0.00 
7.14 

14.23 
20.00 
25.71 
33.33 
38.00 
48.50 
68.24 
87.88 
100.00 

III 

0.00 
6.00 

12.23 
18.86 
26.15 
38.46 
57.23 
76.11 
87.69 
95.08 

100.00 

II 

0.00 
6.67 

17.14 
34.17 
52.18 
66.67 
76.36 
84.29 
90.00 
95.56 

100.00 

Fort Wayne 

I 

Note:  Quartile II is recommended for use. 
 
 

HUFF DISTRIBUTION OF DESIGN RAINFALL 
(50% Probability Curve Ordinates) 

 
Figure 29-10A 

Each Indiana Station Contains Four Quartiles 

0.00 
20.00 
41.11 
54.83 
62.00 
68.42 
75.00 
81.62 
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100.00 

IV 

0.00 
6.92 

14.04 
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100.00 

III 

0.00 
5.13 
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95.88 

100.00 

II 

0.00 
6.28 

17.33 
33.33 
53.09 
69.57 
78.57 
85.60 
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96.50 

100.00 

Evansville 

I 

0.00 
22.82 
44.69 
57.11 
65.33 
71.43 
78.15 
84.66 
90.00 
95.36 

100.00 

IV 

0.00 
6.67 

14.25 
20.00 
26.09 
33.33 
40.00 
50.00 
68.57 
88.37 

100.00 

III 

0.00 
5.26 

11.55 
17.06 
24.24 
37.78 
58.33 
78.03 
88.68 
95.29 

100.00 

II 

0.00 
6.50 

18.13 
35.85 
52.94 
67.86 
76.52 
83.81 
90.67 
95.89 

100.00 

Indianapolis 
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0.0 
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83.05 
89.70 
95.00 

100.00 

% Storm 
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Cover Description Curve Number for Hydrologic Soil Group 
Cover Type and 

Hydrologic Condition 
Average Percent 

Impervious Area 2 A B C D 

Fully-developed urban area (vegetation 
established) 
Open space (lawn, park, golf course, cemetery, 
etc.) 2

Poor condition (grass cover < 50%) 
Fair condition (grass cover 50% to 75%) 
Good condition (grass cover > 75%) 

  
 
 
 

68 
49 
39 

 
 
 
 

79 
69 
61 

 
 
 
 

86 
79 
74 

 
 
 
 

89 
84 
80 

Impervious Area: 
Paved parking lot, roof, drive, etc. 
(excluding right of way) 

  
98 

 
98 

 
98 

 
98 

Street or Road: 
Paved; curbs and storm drains (excluding 
right of way) 
Paved; open ditches (including right of way) 
Gravel (including right of way) 
Dirt (including right of way) 

  
98 

 
83 
76 
72 

 
98 

 
89 
85 
82 

 
98 

 
92 
89 
87 

 
98 

 
93 
91 
89 

Urban Area: 
Commercial or Business 
Industrial 

 
85 
72 

 
89 
81 

 
92 
88 

 
94 
91 

 
95 
93 

Residential Area by Average Lot Size: 
0.12 ac or less (townhouse) 
0.25 ac 
0.33 ac 
0.50 ac 
1.00 ac 
2.00 ac 

 
65 
38 
30 
25 
20 
12 

 
77 
61 
57 
54 
51 
46 

 
85 
75 
72 
70 
68 
65 

 
90 
83 
81 
80 
79 
77 

 
92 
87 
86 
85 
84 
82 

 
Developing Urban Area 

Newly-graded area (pervious area only, no 
vegetation) 

 
 

 
 

77 

 
 

86 

 
 

91 

 
 

94 
 

Idle land (CN is determined using cover types similar to those shown in Figure 29-10E). 
 

1 Average runoff condition, and Ia = 0.2S 
 
2  The average percent impervious area shown was used to develop the composite CN.  Other assumptions 

are as follows: An impervious area is directly connected to the drainage system and has a CN of 98; a 
pervious area is considered equivalent to open space in good hydrologic condition.  If the impervious area 
is not connected, the NRCS method has an adjustment to reduce the effect. 

 
3  CN shown is equivalent to that for a pasture.  A composite CN may be computed for other combinations of 

open-space cover type. 
 
 

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER FOR URBAN AREA 1 

 
Figure 29-10C 
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Cover Description Curve Number for Hydrologic Soil Group 
Cover Type and 

Hydrologic Condition 
A B C D 

Cultivated Land (Row Crops): 
 With conservation treatment 
 Without conservation treatment 

 
62 
72 

 
71 
81 

 
78 
88 

 
81 
91 

Pasture or Range Land: 
 Poor condition 
 Good condition 

 
68 
39 

 
79 
61 

 
86 
74 

 
89 
80 

Meadow: 
 Good condition 

 
30 

 
58 

 
71 

 
78 

Wood or Forest Land: 
Thin stand, poor cover, no mulch 
Good cover 

 
45 
25 

 
66 
55 

 
77 
70 

 
83 
77 

 
 

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER FOR UNDEVELOPED AREA 
 

Figure 29-10D 
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Cover Description 
Curve Number for 

Hydrologic Soil Group 
Cover Type and Hydrologic Condition A B C D 
Pasture, grassland or range with 
continuous forage for grazing: 

Poor 
Fair 

Good 

 
 

68 
49 
39 

 
 

79 
69 
61 

 
 

86 
79 
74 

 
 

89 
84 
80 

Meadow with continuous grass, protected 
from grazing and generally mowed for hay 

30 58 71 78 

Brush/brush-weed-grass mixture with 
brush being the major element: 

Poor 
Fair 

Good 

 
 

48 
35 
30 

 
 

67 
56 
48 

 
 

77 
70 
65 

 
 

83 
77 
73 

Woods and grass combination 
(orchard or tree farm): 

Poor 
Fair 

Good 

 
 

57 
43 
32 

 
 

73 
65 
58 

 
 

82 
76 
72 

 
 

86 
82 
79 

Woods: 
Poor 
Fair 

Good 

 
45 
36 
30 

 
66 
60 
55 

 
77 
73 
70 

 
83 
79 
77 

Farmsteads 59 74 82 86 
 
 

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER FOR AGRICULTURAL LAND 
 

Figure 29-10E 
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Corresponding CN CN for 
Average 

Condition Dry Wet 

100 100 100 
95 87 98 
90 78 96 
85 70 94 
80 63 91 
75 57 88 
70 51 85 
65 45 82 
60 40 78 
55 35 74 
50 31 70 
45 26 65 
40 22 60 
35 18 55 
30 15 50 
25 12 43 
15 6 30 
5 2 13 

 
Source: USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service TP-149 (NRCS-TP-149), A Method for 

Estimating Volume and Rate of Runoff in Small Watersheds, revised April 1973. 
 
 

CONVERSION FROM AVERAGE ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITIONS 
 

Figure 29-10F 
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Antecedent 
Condition 

Condition 
Description 

Growing Season 5-day 
Antecedent Rainfall 

Dormant Season 5-day 
Antecedent Rainfall 

Dry 

An optimum condition of 
watershed soils, where soils 
are dry but not to the wilting 
point and when satisfactory 
plowing or cultivation takes 
place 

Less than 1.5 in. Less than 0.5 in. 

Average 
The average situation for an 
annual flood 

1.5 in. ≤ rainfall < 2 in. 0.5 in. ≤ rainfall < 1 in.

Wet 

Where a heavy rainfall, or 
light rainfall and low 
temperatures, have occurred 
during the five days 
previous to a given storm 

Over 2 in. Over 1 in. 

 
 Source:  Natural Resources Conservation Service 
 
 

RAINFALL GROUP FOR ANTECEDENT SOIL MOISTURE CONDITION 
DURING GROWING OR DORMANT SEASON 

 
Figure 29-10G 
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TR 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

 
Figure 29-10J 
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TR 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
(continued) 

Figure 29-10J 
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TR 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
(continued) 

Figure 29-10J 
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TR 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
(continued) 

Figure 29-10J 
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CHAPTER THIRTY 
 

CHANNELS 
 
 
30-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
30-1.01  Definitions 
 
An open channel is a natural or constructed conveyance for water in which the water surface is 
exposed to the atmosphere and the gravity-force component in the direction of motion is the 
driving force. 
 
The types of open channels related to a transportation facility are as follows: 
 
1. stream channels; 
2. roadside channels or ditches; 
3. interceptor ditches; and 
4. drainage ditches. 
 
The principles of open-channel-flow hydraulics are applicable to each drainage facility including 
a culvert or a storm drain. 
 
A stream channel has the properties as follows: 
 
1. is a natural channel with its size and shape determined by natural forces; 
 
2. is compound in cross section with a main channel for conveying low flow and a 

floodplain to transport flood flow, and 
 
3. is shaped geomorphologically by the long-term history of sediment load and water 

discharge which it experiences. 
 
An artificial channel can be a roadside channel, interceptor ditch, or drainage ditch which can be 
a constructed channel with regular geometric cross section, and is unlined or lined with artificial 
or natural material to protect against erosion. 
 
Although the principles of open-channel flow are the same regardless of the channel type, a 
stream channel and an artificial channel (primarily a roadside channel) will be treated separately 
in this Chapter as needed. 
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30-1.02  Significance  [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
Channel analysis is necessary for the design of a transportation drainage system to assess the 
following: 
 
1. potential flooding caused by changes in water-surface profile; 
2. disturbance of the river system upstream or downstream of the highway right of way; 
3. changes in lateral flow distribution; 
4. changes in velocity or direction of flow; 
5. need for conveyance and disposal of excess runoff; and 
6. need for channel lining to prevent erosion. 
7. potential impacts to water quality. 
 
 
30-1.03  Design 

 
Hydraulic design associated with a natural channel or side ditch is a process which selects and 
evaluates alternatives according to established criteria.  These criteria are the standards 
established by INDOT to ensure that a highway facility satisfies its intended purpose without 
endangering the structural integrity of the facility itself and without undue adverse effects on the 
environment or the public welfare. 
 
 
30-1.04  Purpose 

 
The purpose of this Chapter is as follows: 
 
1. establish INDOT policy; 
2. specify design criteria; 
3. review design philosophy; 
4. outline channel-design procedures; and 
5. demonstrate design techniques by means of example problems. 
 
30-1.05  Symbols 

 
To provide consistency within this Chapter and throughout this Manual, see Figure 30-1A, 
Symbols for Open Channels. 
 
 
30-2.0  POLICY 
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30-2.01  General 

 
Policy is a set of goals that establish a definite course or method of action and that are selected to 
guide and determine present and future decisions.  Policy is implemented through design criteria 
established as standards for making decisions.  See Section 30-3.0. 
 
 
30-2.02  Federal Policy 

 
The following Federal policies apply. 
 
1. Channel design or design of a highway facility that impacts a channel should satisfy the 

policies of the Federal Highway Administration applicable to floodplain management if 
Federal funding is involved. 

 
2. Federal Emergency Management Agency floodway regulations and Corps of Engineers’ 

wetland restrictions for permits should be satisfied. 
 
 
30-2.03  INDOT Policy  [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The following INDOT policies apply. 
 
1. Coordination with other Federal, State, or local agencies concerned with water-resources 

planning should have high priority in the planning of a highway facility. 
 
2. The safety of the general public should be a consideration in selection of the cross- 

sectional geometry of an artificial drainage channel. 
 
3. The design of an artificial drainage channel or other facility should consider the 

frequency and type of maintenance expected, and should make allowance for the access 
of maintenance equipment. 

 
4. A stable channel is the goal for each channel that is located on highway right of way or 

that impacts a highway facility. 
 
5. The environmental impacts of channel modification, including disturbance of fish habitat, 

wetlands, water quality, or channel stability, should be assessed. 
 
6. The range of design-channel discharges should be selected and approved by the designer 

based on roadway functional classification, the consequences of traffic interruption, flood 
hazard risks, economics, or local site conditions. 
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30-3.0  DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
30-3.01  General 
 
The design criteria establish the standards by which a policy is placed into action.  They form the 
basis for the selection of the final design configuration.  Listed below are examples of design 
criteria which should be considered for channel design. 
 
 
30-3.02  Stream Channel 
 
The following criteria apply to a natural channel. 
 
1. The hydraulic effects of floodplain encroachment should be evaluated over a full range of 

frequency-based peak discharges from the mean annual or bank full flood through the 
500-year flood on a major highway facility as deemed necessary by the designer. 

 
2. If relocation of a stream channel is unavoidable, the cross-sectional shape, meander, 

pattern, roughness, sediment transport, and slope satisfy the existing conditions insofar as 
practical.  A means of energy dissipation may be necessary where existing conditions 
cannot be duplicated.  See Chapter Thirty-four. 

 
3. Stream bank stabilization should be provided, where appropriate, as a result of a stream 

disturbance such as encroachment, and should include both upstream and downstream 
banks and the local site. 

 
4. Incorporate provisions into the design and construction for access by maintenance 

personnel and equipment to maintain features such as a dike or a levee. 
 
5. Realignment or change to a natural channel should be minimized.  The conditions that 

warrant a channel change are as follows: 
 

a. the natural channel crosses the roadway at an extreme skew; 
 

b. the embankment encroaches on the channel; 
 

c. the natural channel has inadequate capacity; or 
 

d. the location of the natural channel endangers the highway embankment or 
adjacent property. 

 
The most important factor in channel design is the effect of scour and siltation. 
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30-3.03  Roadside Channel, or Side Ditch 
 
A roadside channel is a channel, or side ditch, adjacent to the roadway which intercepts runoff 
and groundwater within the right of way and transports this flow to drainage structures or to a 
natural waterway. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
If a property owner has a pipe instead of an open ditch on the 

property, an equivalent new pipe should be provided instead of an 
open ditch. 

 
 
30-3.03(01)  General 
 
The following criteria apply to a roadside channel. 
 
1. Safety.  Clear-zone requirements should be satisfied (see Chapter Forty-nine).  Channel 

side slopes should not exceed the angle of repose of the soil or lining, and should be 
2H:1V or flatter for rock riprap lining.  See Chapter Forty-five for more information on 
the cross section of a roadside channel. 

 
2. Design Discharge.  The design discharge for permanent roadside channel lining should 

have a 10-year frequency flow.  A temporary lining should be designed for a 2-year 
frequency flow. 

 
3. Freeboard.  If an inadequate freeboard is provided, the depth of flow may exceed dmax 

and, thereby, increase the potential for scour in the channel.  In addition, freeboard 
provides a margin of safety against channel overtopping and its consequences.  Channel 
freeboard should be 6 to 12 in. or two velocity heads, whichever is greater, measured 
vertically.  This should be adequate for a small drainage channel.  However, more 
freeboard may be appropriate, or, no freeboard may be necessary. 

 
 
30-3.03(02)  Channel Lining 
 
The selection of a roadside-channel lining must reflect both initial costs and long-term 
maintenance costs.  The channel lining should be selected based on the method of allowable 
tractive force.  This is discussed in Section 30-6.03.  The following provides the INDOT practice 
for roadside-channel lining.  However, the use of these criteria should be confirmed using the 
lining-selection methodology described in Section 30-6.03: 
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1. Seeded Channel (G < 1%).  A seeded channel is protected from erosion by means of fast-
growing permanent seeding.  This type of channel has the advantage of being low in 
initial cost and maintenance, aesthetically pleasing, and compatible with the natural 
environment.  The use of an erosion control mat (e.g., straw, coconut fiber) is encouraged 
to help establish seed growth. 

 
2. Sod-Lined Channel (1% ≤ G < 3%).  A sod-lined channel is protected from erosion by 

means of a sod cover.  It is used as a roadside channel in a median or at a channel change 
of a small watercourse.  It may also be used on steeper grades where ditch flow is a 
minimum.  A sodded channel has the advantage of being low in initial cost, aesthetically 
pleasing, and compatible with the natural environment.  This type of channel should be 
selected for use wherever practical.  A sodded channel should be sodded to a point 1 ft 
above the flow line. 

 
3. Paved Channel (G ≥ 3%).  A paved concrete ditch is extremely resistant to erosion.  Its 

principal disadvantages are its high maintenance and initial costs, susceptibility to failure 
if undermined by scour, and the tendency for scour to occur downstream due to an 
acceleration of flow. 

 
The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate the paved channels used by the Department.  
Type A through H is used where the toe of the ditch is outside of the clear zone.  Type J 
through M is used where the toe of the ditch is inside the clear zone.  For Type J through 
M, place the 6H:1V sideslope nearest to the roadway.  The INDOT Standard Drawings 
also indicate the type of paved channel that should be used based on the diameter of the 
pipe at the outlet and inlet. 

 
4. Riprap-Lined Channel (3% ≤ G ≤ 10%).  A riprap lining is effective for this slope range, 

depending on the design flow of the channel.  However, riprap should be used on a slope 
steeper than 10% at a bridge cone.  It is also appropriate to use riprap in a ditch where the 
grade is flatter than 3%.  For example, if there is a hill in the ditch watershed, riprap 
should be placed to dissipate energy and minimize ditch erosion.  A mild slope is 
constructed by dumping riprap into a prepared channel lined with geotextile filter cloth 
and grading to the desired shape.  The advantages are low construction and maintenance 
costs and self-healing characteristics.  Riprap has limited application on a steep slope 
where the flow will tend to displace the lining material. 

 
5. Non-Erodible Channel (3% ≤ G ≤ 15%).  A non-erodible channel has a lining of soil 

erosion matting that is highly resistant to erosion.  This type of channel is moderately 
expensive to construct and, if properly designed, should have a very low maintenance 
cost. 

 
The lining material should extend to the top of the channel or to at least 6 in. above the design 
water level measured vertically. 
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30-3.04  Drainage Ditch 
 
A drainage ditch is a channel which is not immediately adjacent to the roadway but which is part 
of the roadway facility’s overall drainage system.  It includes, for example, an interceptor ditch, 
which is located in the natural ground near the top edge of a cut slope or down the backslope in a 
cut section from a small natural drainage course from outside the right of way.  The criteria for a 
roadside channel are more stringent than those for a drainage ditch.  Therefore, such criteria are 
listed separately.  This is true for a ditch that may be located off the highway right of way. 
 
The following criteria apply to a drainage ditch. 
 
1. An unlined drainage ditch is considered erodible and should have a capacity equal to, or 

greater than, the 10-year frequency design flow with a velocity equal to or less than the 
maximum allowable velocity shown in Figure 30-3A, Maximum Velocity in Drainage 
Ditch. 

 
2. A bend in an erodible drainage ditch should have a minimum radius to the center of the 

ditch of three times the bottom width.  This will tend to minimize the scouring effect at 
the bend. 

 
3. An erodible drainage ditch may need scour protection where it is located adjacent to a 

highway embankment, especially at bends in the ditch.  Riprap or other suitable 
protection should be provided where necessary. 

 
 
30-3.05  Other Criteria 
 
The following applies to a roadside channel or other type of drainage ditch. 
 
1. Transition.  A paved-side-ditch transition is required at an intersection with an earth ditch 

or pipe culvert. 
 
2. Cut-Off Wall.  A cut-off wall is required at the beginning and end of each paved side 

ditch. 
 
3. Lug.  Lugs have been proven to prevent sliding on a steep slope.  A lug should be 

provided at the locations as follows: 
 
a. 10 ft downslope from a grade change; 
b. 10 ft downslope from the intersection of different types of paved side ditches; 
c. at the downslope end of a transition between different types of paved side ditches; 

and 
d. as shown in Figure 30-3B, Lug Intervals. 
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30-4.0  OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW 
 
30-4.01  General 
 
Design analysis of both natural and artificial channels proceeds according to the basic principles 
of open channel flow (see Chow, 1970; Henderson, 1966).  The basic principles of fluid 
mechanics continuity, momentum, and energy can be applied to open-channel flow with the 
additional complication that the position of the free surface is one of the unknown variables.  The 
determination of this unknown is one of the principal problems of open-channel flow analysis 
and it depends on quantification of the flow resistance.  A natural channel displays a much wider 
range of roughness values than an artificial channel. 
 
 
30-4.02  Definitions 
 
1. Specific Energy.  Specific energy, E, is defined as the energy head relative to the channel 

bottom.  If the channel slope less than 10% and the stream lines are nearly straight and 
parallel (so that the hydrostatic assumption holds), E becomes the sum of the depth and 
velocity head, as follows: 

 

  y
g

VE +=
2

2α        (Equation 30-4.1) 

 
 Where: y = depth, ft 

α = velocity distribution coefficient (see Equation 30-4.2) 
V = mean velocity, ft/s 
g = gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/s2 

 
2. Velocity Distribution Coefficient.  Due to the presence of a free surface and also due to 

friction along the channel boundary, the velocities in a channel are not uniformly 
distributed in the channel section.  As a result of non-uniform distribution of velocities in 
a channel section, the velocity head of an open channel is greater than the average 
velocity head computed as (Q/At)/2g.  A weighted-average value of the velocity head is 
obtained by multiplying the average velocity head, above, by a velocity distribution 
coefficient, α, defined as follows: 

 

 ∑
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α       (Equation 30-4.2) 

 
 Where: Ki = conveyance in subsection (see Equation 30-4.8) 

Kt = total conveyance in section (see Equation 30-4.8) 
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Ai = cross-sectional area of subsection, ft2 
At = total cross-sectional area of section, ft2 
n = number of subsections 

 
The velocity distribution coefficient should be taken as 1 for turbulent flow in a prismatic 
channel, but may be different in a natural channel. 

 
3. Total Energy Head.  The total energy head is the specific energy head plus the elevation 

of the channel bottom with respect to a datum.  The locus of the energy head from one 
cross section to the next defines the energy grade line.  See Figure 30-4A, Specific 
Energy and Discharge Diagram for Rectangular Channel. 

 
4. Steady or Unsteady Flow.  A steady flow is one in which the discharge passing a given 

cross section is constant with respect to time.  The maintenance of steady flow in a reach 
requires that the rates of inflow and outflow be constant and equal.  Where the discharge 
varies with time, the flow is unsteady. 

 
5. Uniform Flow or Non-uniform Flow.  A non-uniform flow is one in which the velocity 

and depth vary in the direction of motion while they remain constant in uniform flow.  
Uniform flow can only occur in a prismatic channel, which is a channel of constant cross 
section, roughness, and slope in the flow direction.  However, non-uniform flow can 
occur either in a prismatic channel or in a natural channel with variable properties. 

 
6. Gradually-Varied or Rapidly-Varied Flow.  A non-uniform flow, in which the depth and 

velocity change gradually enough in the flow direction that vertical accelerations can be 
neglected, is referred to as a gradually-varied flow.  Otherwise, it is considered to be 
rapidly-varied. 

 
7. Froude Number.  The Froude number, Fr, is a dimensionless parameter in open-channel 

flow.  It represents the ratio of inertial forces to gravitational forces and is defined as 
follows: 

 

  
( ) 5.0gd

VaFr =        (Equation 30-4.3) 

 
 Where: α = velocity distribution coefficient 

V = mean velocity = Q/A, ft/s 
g = gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/s2 
d = hydraulic depth = A/T, ft 
A = cross-sectional area of flow, ft2 
T = channel top width at the water surface, ft 
Q = total discharge, ft3/s 
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This expression applies to a single-section channel.  For a rectangular channel, the 
hydraulic depth is equal to the flow depth. 

 
8. Critical Flow.  Critical flow occurs if the specific energy is a minimum.  The variation of 

specific energy with depth at a constant discharge shows a minimum in the specific 
energy at a depth called critical depth at which the Froude number has a value of 1.  
Critical depth is also the depth of maximum discharge if the specific energy is held 
constant.  These relationships are illustrated in Figure 30-4A, Specific Energy and 
Discharge Diagram for Rectangular Channel.  During critical flow, the velocity head is 
equal to half the hydraulic depth.  The expression for flow at critical depth is as follows: 

 

  
T
A

g
Q 32

=
α        (Equation 30-4.4) 

 
 Where: α = velocity distribution coefficient 

Q = total discharge, ft3/s 
g = gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/s2 
A = cross-sectional area of flow, ft2 
T = channel top width at the water surface, ft 

 
If flow is at critical depth, Equation 30-4.4 must be satisfied, regardless of the shape of 
the channel. 

 
9. Subcritical Flow.  A depth greater than the critical depth occurs in subcritical flow and 

the Froude number is less than 1.  In this state of flow, small water surface disturbances 
can travel both upstream and downstream, and the control is located downstream. 

 
10. Supercritical Flow.  A depth less than the critical depth occurs in supercritical flow and 

the Froude number is greater than 1.  Small water surface disturbances are swept 
downstream in supercritical flow, and the location of the flow control is always upstream. 

 
11. Hydraulic Jump.  A hydraulic jump occurs as an abrupt transition from supercritical to 

subcritical flow in the flow direction.  There are significant changes in depth and velocity 
in the jump, and energy is dissipated.  For this reason, the hydraulic jump is often 
employed to dissipate energy and control erosion at a highway-drainage structure. 

 
 
30-4.03  Flow Classification 
 
The classification of open-channel flow can be summarized as follows. 
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1. Steady Flow 
 
 a. Uniform Flow 
 b. Non-uniform Flow 

 (1) Gradually-Varied Flow 
 (2) Rapidly-Varied Flow 

 
2. Unsteady Flow 
 
 a. Unsteady Uniform Flow (rare) 
 b. Unsteady Non-uniform Flow 

 (1) Gradually-Varied Unsteady Flow 
 (2) Rapidly-Varied Unsteady Flow 

 
Steady uniform flow and the steady non-uniform flow are the most fundamental types of flow 
treated in highway-engineering hydraulics. 
 
 
30-4.04  Equations 
 
The following equations are those used to analyze open-channel flow.  The use of these 
equations in analyzing open-channel hydraulics is discussed in Section 30-5.0. 
 
1. Continuity Equation.  The continuity equation is the statement of conservation of mass in 

fluid mechanics.  For one-dimensional, steady flow of an incompressible fluid, it assumes 
the simple form as follows: 

 
 Q = A1V1 = A2V2 (Equation 30-4.5) 

 
 Where:  Q = discharge, ft3/s 

A = cross-sectional area of flow, ft2 
V = mean cross-sectional velocity perpendicular to the cross section, ft/s 

 
 The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to successive cross sections along the flow path. 
 
2. Manning’s Equation.  For a given depth of flow in an open channel with a steady, 

uniform flow, the mean velocity, V, can be computed as follows: 
 

  
n
SRV

5.067.0

=       (Equation 30-4.6) 

 
 Where:  V = velocity, ft/s 
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n = Manning’s roughness coefficient 
R = hydraulic radius = A/P, ft 
P = wetted perimeter, ft 
S = slope of the energy gradeline, ft/ft.  For steady uniform flow, S = 

channel slope 
A = cross-sectional area of flow, ft2 

 
The selection of Manning’s n is based on observation.  However, considerable experience 
is essential in selecting appropriate n value.  The selection of Manning’s n is discussed in 
Section 30-5.02(01).  The range of n values for each type of channel and floodplain is 
shown in Figure 30-4B, Uniform Flow (Value of Manning’s n). 

 
The continuity equation can be combined with Manning’s equation to obtain the steady, 
uniform flow discharge as follows: 

 
  ])/486.1[( 2/13/2 SARnQ =      (Equation 30-4.7) 
 

For a given channel geometry, slope, and roughness, and a specified value of Q, a unique 
value of depth occurs in steady, uniform flow.  It is called normal depth and is computed 
from Equation 30-4.7 by expressing the area and hydraulic radius in terms of depth.  The 
resulting equation may require a trial-and-error solution.  See Section 30-5.03 for a more 
detailed discussion of the computation of normal depth. 

 
If the normal depth is greater than critical depth, the slope is classified as a mild slope.  
On a steep slope, the normal depth is less than critical depth.  Thus, uniform flow is 
subcritical on a mild slope and supercritical on a steep slope. 

 
3. Conveyance.  In channel analysis, it is convenient to group the channel properties into a 

single term called the channel conveyance, K. 
 
 3/2)/486.1( ARnK =       (Equation 30-4.8) 
 
 Equation 30-4.7 can then be written as follows: 
 
 5.0KSQ =        (Equation 30-4.9) 
 

The conveyance represents the carrying capacity of a stream cross section based upon its 
geometry and roughness characteristics alone, and is independent of the streambed slope. 

 
Channel conveyance is useful in computing the distribution of overbank flood flows in 
the stream cross-section, or the flow distribution through the opening in a proposed 
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stream crossing.  It is also used to determine the velocity distribution coefficient, ά (see 
Equation 30-4.2). 

 
4. Energy Equation.  The energy equation expresses conservation of energy stated as energy 

per unit weight of fluid, which has the dimension of length, and is therefore called energy 
head.  The energy head is composed of potential energy head (elevation head), pressure 
head, and kinetic energy head (velocity head).  These energy heads are scalar quantities 
which give the total energy head at a given cross section once added.  Between an 
upstream open channel cross section designated 1 and a downstream cross section 
designated 2, the energy equation is as follows: 

 

  Lh
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1
αα      (Equation 30-4.10) 

 
  Where: h1 and h2 = the upstream and downstream stages, respectively, ft 

α  =  velocity distribution coefficient 
V  =  mean velocity, ft/s 
hL  = head loss due to local cross-sectional changes (minor loss) and 

boundary resistance, ft 
 

The stage h is the sum of the elevation head z at the channel bottom and the pressure 
head, or depth of flow y, therefore, h = z + y.  See Figure 30-4C, Terms in the Energy 
Equation.  The energy equation states that the total energy head at an upstream cross 
section is equal to the energy head at a downstream section plus the intervening energy 
head loss.  The energy equation can only be applied between two cross sections at which 
the streamlines are nearly straight and parallel so that vertical accelerations can be 
neglected. 

 
 
30-5.0  HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS 
 
30-5.01  General 
 
The hydraulic analysis of a channel determines the depth and velocity at which a given discharge 
will flow in a channel of known geometry, roughness, and slope.  The depth and velocity of flow 
are necessary for the design or analysis of a channel lining or highway-drainage structure. 
 
Two methods are commonly used.  The single-section method is a simple application of 
Manning’s equation to determine tailwater rating curves for a culvert or to analyze other 
situations in which uniform or nearly-uniform flow conditions exist.  Manning’s equation can be 
used to estimate the high-water elevation for a bridge that does not constrict the flow.  The step-
backwater method is used to compute the complete water surface profile in a stream reach to 
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evaluate the unrestricted water-surface elevations for bridge hydraulic design or to analyze other 
gradually-varied flow problems in a stream. 
 
The single-section method will yield less-reliable results because it requires more judgment and 
assumptions than the step-backwater method.  However, the single-section method is all that is 
justified (e.g., standard roadway ditch, culvert, storm drain outfall). 
 
 
30-5.02  Cross Sections 
 
Cross-sectional geometry of a stream is defined by coordinates of lateral distance and ground 
elevation which locate individual ground points.  The cross section is taken normal to the flow 
direction along a single straight line where possible.  In a wide floodplain or bend, it may be 
necessary to use a section along intersecting straight lines; i.e., a dog-leg section.  The cross 
section should be plotted to reveal inconsistencies or errors. 
 
Cross sections should be located to be representative of the subreaches between them.  A stream 
location with major breaks in bed profile, abrupt changes in roughness or shape, control sections 
such as free overfalls, bends, or contractions, or other abrupt changes in channel slope or 
conveyance will require cross sections taken at shorter intervals to better model the change in 
conveyance. 
 
Cross sections should be subdivided with vertical boundaries where there are abrupt lateral 
changes in geometry or roughness, such as in overbank flow.  The conveyances of each 
subsection are computed separately to determine the flow distribution, and ά and are then added 
to determine the total flow conveyance.  The subsection divisions must be chosen so that the 
distribution of flow or conveyance is nearly uniform in each subsection (Davidian, 1984).  
Selection of cross sections and vertical subdivision of a cross section are shown in Figure 30-5A, 
Hypothetical Cross Section Showing Reaches, Segments and Subsections Used in Determining n 
Value. 
 
 
30-5.02(01)  Manning’s n Value Selection 
 
Manning’s n is affected by many factors, and its selection for a natural channel depends on 
engineering experience.  Pictures of channels and floodplains for which the discharge has been 
measured and Manning’s n has been calculated are useful (see Arcement and Schneider, 1984; 
Barnes, 1978).  A more-regimented approach is provided in Arcement and Schneider, 1984.  
Once the Manning’s n value has been selected, it should be verified or calibrated with historical 
high-water marks or gaged streamflow data. 
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Manning’s n value for an artificial channel is more easily defined than for a natural stream 
channel.  See Figure 30-4B, Uniform Flow (Value of Manning’s n), for the n value for an 
artificial channel or a natural stream channel. 
 
 
30-5.02(02)  Calibration 
 
The equations should be calibrated with historical high-water marks or gaged streamflow data to 
ensure that they accurately represent local channel conditions.  The following parameters, in 
order of preference, should be used for calibrations:  Manning’s n, slope, discharge, cross 
section.  Proper calibration is essential if accurate results are to be obtained. 
 
 
30-5.02(03)  Switchback Phenomenon 
 
If the cross section is improperly subdivided, the mathematics of Manning’s equation causes a 
switchback.  A switchback results if the calculated discharge decreases with an associated 
increase in elevation.  This occurs where, with a minor increase in water depth, there is a large 
increase of wetted perimeter.  Simultaneously, there is a corresponding small increase in cross-
sectional area which causes a net decrease in the hydraulic radius from the value it had for a 
lesser water depth.  With the combination of the lower hydraulic radius and the slightly larger 
cross-sectional area, a discharge is computed which is lower than the discharge based upon the 
lower water depth.  More subdivisions within such cross sections should be used to avoid the 
switchback. 
 
See Figure 30-5A(1) for the switchback phenomenon. 
 
The phenomenon can occur in any type of conveyance computation, including the step-
backwater method.  Computer logic can be confused if a switchback occurs in a cross section 
being used in a step-backwater program.  For this reason, the cross section should be subdivided 
with respect to both vegetation and geometric changes.  The actual n value itself may be the 
same in adjacent subsections. 
 
 
30-5.03  Single-Section Analysis 
 
The single-section analysis method (slope-area method) is a solution of Manning’s equation for 
the normal depth of flow given the discharge and cross-section properties including geometry, 
slope, and roughness.  It implicitly assumes the existence of steady, uniform flow.  However, 
uniform flow rarely exists in either an artificial or natural stream channel.  Nevertheless, the 
single-section method is used to design an artificial channel for uniform flow as a first 
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approximation and to develop a stage-discharge rating curve in a stream channel for tailwater 
determination at a culvert or storm-drain outlet. 
 
A stage-discharge curve is a graphical relationship of streamflow depth or elevation to discharge 
at a specific point on a stream.  This relationship should include a range of discharges up to at 
least the base 100-year flood.  The stage-discharge curve can be determined as follows. 
 
1. Select the typical cross section at or near the location where the stage-discharge curve is 

needed. 
 
2. Subdivide the cross section and assign n values to subsections as described in Section 30-

5.02(01). 
 
3. Estimate water-surface slope.  Because uniform flow is assumed, the average slope of the 

streambed can be used. 
 
4. Apply a range of incremental water-surface elevations to the cross section. 
 
5. Calculate the discharge using Manning’s equation for each incremental elevation.  Total 

discharge at each elevation is the sum of the discharges from each subsection at that 
elevation.  In determining hydraulic radius, the wetted perimeter should be measured only 
along the solid boundary of the cross section and not along the vertical water interface 
between subsections. 

 
6. After the discharge has been calculated at several incremental elevations, a plot of stage 

versus discharge should be made.  This plot is the stage-discharge curve, and it can be 
used to determine the water-surface elevation corresponding to the design discharge or 
other discharges of interest. 

 
An example application of the stage-discharge curve procedure is provided in Section 30-8.0. 
 
Alternatively, a graphical technique such as that shown in Figure 30-5B, Trapezoidal Channel 
Capacity Chart, or a nomograph as in Figure 30-5C, Nomograph for Normal Depth, can be used 
for a trapezoidal or prismatic channel.  The best approach for a stream channel is to use a 
computer program such as WSPRO, HEC-RAS or HEC-2 to obtain the normal depth. 
 
In a stream channel, the transverse variation of velocity in a cross section is a function of 
subsection geometry and roughness, and may vary considerably from one stage and discharge to 
another.  This variation should be considered for the purpose of designing erosion-control 
measures and locating relief openings in a highway fill, for example.  The best method of 
establishing transverse velocity variations is by means of current foot measurements.  If this is 
not possible, the single-section method can be used by dividing the cross section into subsections 
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of relatively uniform roughness and geometry.  The energy-grade-line slope is assumed to be the 
same across the cross section so that the total conveyance, Kt, of the cross section is the sum of 
the subsection conveyances.  The total discharge is then KtS1/2, and the discharge in each 
subsection is proportional to its conveyance.  The velocity in each subsection is obtained from 
the continuity equation, V = Q/A. 
 
An alluvial channel provides for a more-difficult problem in establishing stage-discharge 
relations by the single-section method because the bed itself is deformable and may generate bed 
forms such as ripples and dunes in lower-regime flows.  These bed forms are highly variable 
with the addition of form resistance, and selection of a value of Manning’s n is not 
straightforward.  Instead, the methods outlined in Vanoni, 1977 have been developed for this 
situation (Einstein-Barbarossa; Kennedy-Alam-Lovera; and Engelund), and should be followed 
unless it is possible to obtain a measured stage-discharge relation. 
 
There may be a location where a stage-discharge relationship has already been measured in a 
channel.  This usually exists at a gaging station on a stream monitored by the USGS.  Measured 
stage-discharge curves will yield more accurate estimates of water-surface elevation, and should 
take precedence over the analytical methods described above. 
 
 
30-5.04  Step-Backwater Analysis 
 
Step-backwater analysis is useful for determining unrestricted water surface profiles where a 
highway crossing is planned, or for analyzing how far upstream the water-surface elevation is 
affected by a culvert or bridge.  Because the calculations involved in this analysis are tedious and 
repetitive, a computer program such as the FHWA/USGS program WSPRO or Corps of 
Engineers HEC-2 should be used. 
 
 
30-5.04(01)  Step-Backwater Models 
 
The WSPRO program has been designed to provide a water-surface profile for the types of open-
channel-flow situations as follows: 
 
1. unconstricted flow; 
2. single-opening bridge; 
3. bridge opening with spur dikes; 
4. single-opening embankment overflow; 
5. multiple alternatives for a single site; and 
6. multiple openings. 
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The HEC-2 or HEC-RAS programs developed by the Corps of Engineers are used for calculating 
water surface profile for steady gradually-varied flow in a natural or constructed channel.  Both 
subcritical and supercritical flow profiles can be calculated.  The effect of a bridge, culvert, weir, 
or other structure in the floodplain may be also considered in the computations.  This program is 
also designed for application in a floodplain-management or flood-insurance study. 
 
 
30-5.04(02)  Step-Backwater Methodology 
 
The computation of water-surface profiles by WSPRO, HEC-RAS, or HEC-2 is based on the 
standard step method in which the stream reach of interest is divided into a number of subreaches 
by cross sections spaced such that the flow is gradually varied in each subreach.  The energy 
equation is then solved in a step-wise fashion for the stage at one cross section based on the stage 
at the previous cross section. 
 
The method requires definition of the geometry and roughness of each cross section as discussed 
in Section 30-5.01.  Manning’s n values can vary both horizontally and vertically across the 
section.  Expansion and contraction head-loss coefficients, variable main-channel and overbank 
flow lengths, and the method of averaging the slope of the energy grade line can all be specified. 
 
To clarify the methodology, the energy equation from Section 30-4.04 is repeated below. 
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The total head loss is calculated as follows: 
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1 αα      (Equation 30-5.2) 

 
Where:  Km = expansion or contraction loss coefficient 

S f =  the mean slope of the energy grade line evaluated from Manning’s 
equation and a selected averaging technique, ft/ft 

L =  discharge-weighted or conveyance-weighted reach length, ft 
 
These equations are solved numerically in a step-by-step procedure called the Standard Step 
Method from one cross section to the next. 
 
The default values of the minor-loss coefficient, Km, are 0 and 0.1 for a contraction, or 0.5 and 
0.3 for an expansion, in WSPRO and HEC-2, respectively.  HEC-RAS requires that the user 
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input the value for Km.  The range of these coefficients, from an ideal transition to an abrupt 
change, is 0.0 to 1.0 for an expansion, or 0.0 to 0.5 for a contraction. 
 
WSPRO calculates a conveyance-weighted reach length, L, as follows: 
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=      (Equation 30-5.3) 

 
Where:  Llob, Lch, Lrob   = flow distance between cross sections in the left overbank, main 

channel, and right overbank, respectively, ft 
 

Klob, Kch, Krob  = conveyance in the left overbank, main channel, and right 
overbank, respectively, of the cross section with the unknown 
water-surface elevation 

 
HEC-2 or HEC-RAS calculates a discharge-weighted reach length, L, as follows: 
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=      (Equation 30-5.4) 

 
 
Where:  Llob, Lch, Lrob = flow distance between cross sections in the left overbank, 

main channel, and right overbank, respectively, ft 
 

Qlob, Qch, Qrob  = arithmetic average of flows between cross sections for the left 
overbank, main channel, and right overbank, respectively, ft3/s 

 
WSPRO, HEC-RAS, or HEC-2 allows the user the following options for determining the friction 
slope, Sf. 
 
1. Average conveyance equation: 
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2. Average friction slope equation: 
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3. Geometric mean friction slope equation: 
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  fdfuf SSS =         (Equation 30-5.7) 

 
4. Harmonic mean friction slope equation: 
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       (Equation 30-5.8) 

 
Where:  Qu , Qd =  discharge at the upstream and downstream cross sections, respectively, 

ft3/s 
 

Ku , Kd = conveyance at the upstream and downstream cross sections, 
respectively 

 
Sfu , Sfd = friction slope at the upstream and downstream cross sections, 

respectively, ft/ft 
 
The default option is the geometric mean friction slope equation in WSPRO and the average 
conveyance equation in HEC-2 and HEC-RAS. 
 
 
30-5.04(03)  Profile Computation 
 
Water surface profile computation requires a beginning value of elevation or depth (boundary 
condition) and proceeds upstream for subcritical flow, or downstream for supercritical flow.  For 
supercritical flow, critical depth is often the boundary condition at the control section.  For 
subcritical flow, uniform flow and normal depth may be the boundary condition.  The starting 
depth can be found by the single-section method (slope-area method) or by computing the water 
surface profile upstream to the desired location for several starting depths and the same 
discharge.  The profiles should converge toward the desired normal depth at the control section 
to establish one point on the stage-discharge relation.  If the several profiles do not converge, the 
stream reach may need to be extended downstream, a shorter cross section interval should be 
used, or the range of starting water-surface elevations should be adjusted.  A plot of the 
convergence profiles can be a useful tool in such an analysis (see Figure 30-5D, Profile 
Convergence Pattern Backwater Computations). 
 
Given a long-enough stream reach, the water-surface profile computed by step-backwater will 
converge to normal depth at some point upstream for subcritical flow.  Establishment of the 
upstream and downstream boundaries of the stream reach is required to define limits of data 
collection and subsequent analysis.  Calculations must begin sufficiently far downstream to 
ensure accurate results at the structure site, and continued a sufficient distance upstream to 
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accurately determine the impact of the structure on upstream water-surface profiles (see Figure 
30-5E, Profile Study Limits). 
 
The Corps of Engineers (USACOE, 1986) developed equations for determining upstream and 
downstream reach lengths as follows: 
 

 ( )
S

HDLd

8.02.1
=         (Equation 30-5.9) 

 
 SHLHDLu /)])([(1000 5.06.0=      (Equation 30-5.10) 
 
Where: Ld = downstream study length along main channel for normal-depth starting 

condition, ft 
 
 Lu =  estimated upstream study length along main channel required for 

convergence of the modified profile to within 0.1 ft of the base profile, ft 
 
 HD = average hydraulic depth (1-percent-chance-event-flow area divided by the 

top width), ft 
 
 S = average reach slope, ft/ft 
 
 HL = head loss ranging between 0.50 ft and 5.0 ft at the channel crossing structure 

for the 1-percent-chance flood, ft 
 
References (Davidian, 1984 and USCE, 1986) are valuable sources of additional guidance on the 
practical application of the step-backwater method to highway-drainage problems involving an 
open channel.  The references include more-specific guidance on cross-section determination, 
location, spacing, and stream-reach determination.  Reference (USACOE, 1986) investigates the 
accuracy and reliability of water-surface profile related to n-value determination and the survey 
or mapping technology used to determine the cross-section coordinate geometry. 
 
The computation procedure is as follows. 
 
A sample procedure is taken from Hydrologic Engineering Methods for Water Resources 
Development - Volume 6, Water Surface Profiles, The Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of 
Engineers, U.S. Army, Davis, California. 
 
A convenient form for use in calculating water-surface profiles is shown in Figure 30-5F.  An 
editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  In summary, Columns 2 and 4 through 12 are 
devoted to solving Manning’s equation to obtain the energy loss due to friction; Columns 13 and 
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14 include calculations for the velocity distribution across the section; Columns 15 through 17 
include the average kinetic energy; Column 18 includes calculations for other losses (expansion 
and contraction losses due to interchanges between kinetic and potential energies as the water 
flows); and Column 19 includes the computed change in water surface elevation.  Conservation 
of energy is accounted for by proceeding from section to section down the computation form. 
 
Column 1.  CROSS SECTION NO. is the cross-section identification number.  Distance in 

miles should be shown upstream from the mouth. 
 
Column 2.  ASSUMED is the assumed water-surface elevation which must agree with the 

resulting computed water-surface elevation within ± 0.05 ft, or an allowable 
tolerance, for trial calculations to be successful. 

 
Column 3.  COMPUTED is the rating-curve value for the first section, but thereafter is the 

value calculated by adding WS to the computed water-surface elevation for the 
previous cross section. 

 
Column 4.  A is the cross-sectional area.  If the section is complex and has been subdivided into 

parts (e.g., left overbank, channel, and right overbank) use one line of the form for 
each subsection, then sum them to get the total area of cross section, At.  

 
Column 5.  R is the hydraulic radius.  Use the same procedure as for Column 4 if the section is 

complex, but do not sum the subsection values. 
 
Column 6.  R2/3 is two-thirds power of hydraulic radius. 
 
Column 7.  n is Manning roughness coefficient.  
 
Column 8.  K is conveyance and is defined as follows: 
 

  
n

ARC
K m

67.0

=  

 
where Cm should be taken as 1.486.  If the cross section is complex, sum the 
subsection K values to get Kt. 

 
Column 9.  K t is average conveyance for the reach and is calculated as 0.5(Ktd + Ktu) where 

subscripts d and u refer to downstream and upstream ends of the reach, respectively. 
 
Column 10. S f is the average slope through the reach and is determined as follows: 
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Column 11.  L is the discharge-weighted or conveyance-weighted reach length. 
 
Column 12.  hf is energy loss due to friction through the reach and is calculated as follows: 
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Column 13.  Σ(K3/A2) is part of the expression relating distributed flow velocity to an average 

value.  If the section is complex, calculate one of these values for each subsection 
and sum all subsection values to get a total.  If one subsection is used, Column 13 
is not needed and α from Column 14 below should be taken as 1. 

 
Column 14. α is the velocity distribution coefficient and is calculated as follows: 
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Column 15.  V is the average velocity and is calculated as Q/At. 
 
Column 16.  αV2/2g is the average velocity head corrected for flow distribution. 
 
Column 17.  α2V2/2g is the difference between velocity heads at the downstream and upstream 

sections.  A positive value indicates that velocity is increasing.  Therefore, use a 
contraction coefficient for the other losses.  A negative value indicates that the 
expansion coefficient should be used in calculating the other losses. 

 
Column 18.  ho is the other losses, and is calculated by multiplying either the expansion or 

contraction coefficient, Km, times the absolute value of that in Column 17. 
 
Column 19.  αWS is the change in water-surface elevation from the previous cross section.  It is 

the algebraic sum of the values in Columns 12, 17, and 18. 
 
 
30-5.05  Water and Sediment Routing 
 
The BRI-STARS (Bridge Stream Tube Model for Sediment Routing Alluvial River Simulation) 
Model was developed by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program and FHWA.  It 
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is based on utilizing the stream-tube method of calculation which allows the lateral and 
longitudinal variation of hydraulic conditions and sediment activity at various cross sections 
along the study reach.  Both energy and momentum functions are used in the BRI-STARS model 
so that the water-surface profile computation can be carried out through combinations of sub 
critical and supercritical flows without interruption.  The stream-tube concept is used for 
hydraulic computations in a semi-two-dimensional way.  Once the hydraulic parameters in each 
stream tube are computed, the scour or deposition in each stream tube, determined by sediment 
routing, will provide the variation of channel geometry in the vertical direction. 
 
The BRI-STARS model includes a rule-based expert system program for classifying a stream by 
size, bed and bank-material stability, planform geometry, and other hydrologic and 
morphological features.  Due to the complexities of a single classification system that utilizes all 
parameters, no universally-acceptable stream-classification method presently exists.  
Consequently, this model does not include a single methodology for classifying every stream.  
Instead, methodologies were first classified according to the channel-sediment sizes they were 
derived for then.  Within each size group, one or more classification schemes have been included 
to cover a wider range of environments.  The stream-classification information can be used to 
assist in the selection of model parameters and algorithms. 
 
Applications of the BRI-STARS model can be summarized as follows. 
 
1. Fixed-bed model to compute water-surface profile for subcritical, supercritical, or a 

combination of both flow conditions involving a hydraulic jump. 
 
2. Movable-bed model to route water and sediment through alluvial channels. 
 
3. Use of stream tubes to allow the model to compute the variation of hydraulic conditions 

and sediment activity in the longitudinal and the lateral directions. 
 
4. The armoring option allows simulation of longer-term riverbed changes. 
 
5. The minimization procedure option allows the model to simulate channel widening and 

narrowing processes. 
 
6. The local bridge-scour option allows for the computation of pier or abutment scour. 
 
7. The bridge routines for the fixed-geometry mode from WSPRO are available as an option 

in the program. 
 
 
30-6.0  DESIGN PROCEDURE 
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30-6.01  General 
 
The design procedure for each type of channel has some common elements and some substantial 
differences.  This Section will outline a process for assessing a natural stream channel and a 
more-specific design procedure for a roadside channel. 
 
 
30-6.02  Stream Channel 
 
The analysis of a stream channel is in conjunction with the design of a highway hydraulic 
structure such as a culvert or bridge.  The objective is to convey the water along or under the 
highway such that it will not cause damage to the highway, stream, or adjacent property.  An 
assessment of the existing channel is necessary to determine the potential for problems that can 
result from a proposed action.  The detail of studies necessary should be commensurate with the 
risk associated with the action and with the environmental sensitivity of the stream and adjoining 
flood plain.  Additional information on stream morphology and factors that affect stream stability 
is provided in Section 30-7.0. 
 
Although the following step-by-step procedure may not be appropriate for each application, it 
does outline a process which will usually apply. 
 
1. Step 1:  Assemble Site Data and Project File. 
 

a. Data Collection 
(1) Topographic, site, and location maps 
(2) Roadway profile 
(3) Photographs 
(4) Field reviews 
(5) Design data at nearby structures 
(6) Gaging records 
(7) Historic flood data and local knowledge 

 (8) pH readings 
b. Studies by Other Agencies 

(1) Flood-insurance studies 
(2) Floodplain studies 
(3) Watershed studies 

c. Environmental Constraints 
(1) Floodplain encroachment 
(2) Floodway designation 
(3) Fish and wildlife habitat 
(4) Commitments in review documents 

d. Design Criteria.  See Section 30-3.0. 
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2. Step 2:  Determine the Project Scope. 
 

a. Determine Level of Assessment 
(1) Stability of existing channel 
(2) Potential for damage 
(3) Sensitivity of the stream 

b. Determine Type of Hydraulic Analysis 
(1) Qualitative Assessment 
(2) Single-Section Analysis 
(3) Step-Backwater Analysis 

c. Determine Additional Survey Information 
(1) Extent of streambed profiles 
(2) Locations of cross sections 
(3) Elevations of flood-prone property 
(4) Details of existing structures 
(5) Properties of bed and bank materials 

 
3. Step 3:  Evaluate Hydrologic Variables. 
 

a. Compute Discharges for Selected Frequencies 
b. See Chapter Twenty-nine 

 
4. Step 4:  Perform Hydraulic Analysis. 
 

a. Single-Section Analysis (Section 30-5.03) 
(1) Select representative cross section (Section 30-5.02) 
(2) Select appropriate n values from Figure 30-4B, Uniform Flow (Values of 

Manning’s n) 
(3) Compute stage-discharge relationship 

b. Step-Backwater Analysis (Section 30-5.04) 
c. Calibrate with Known High Water 

 
5. Step 5:  Perform Stability Analysis. 
 

a. Geomorphic Factors 
b. Hydraulic Factors 
c. Stream Response to Change 

 
6. Step 6:  Design Countermeasures. 
 

a. Criteria for Selection 
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(1) Erosion mechanism 
(2) Stream characteristics 
(3) Construction and maintenance requirements 
(4) Vandalism considerations 
(5) Cost 

b. Types of Countermeasures 
(1) Meander migration countermeasures 
(2) Bank stabilization (Chapter Thirty-eight) 
(3) Bend control countermeasures 
(4) Channel braiding countermeasures 
(5) Degradation countermeasures 
(6) Aggradation countermeasures 

c. For Additional Information 
(1) HEC 20 Stream Stability 
(2) Highways in the River Environment 
(3) See Reference List 

 
7. Step 7:  Documentation. 
 

a. Prepare Report and File with Background Information 
b. See Chapter Twenty-eight 

 
 
30-6.03  Roadside Channel 
 
A roadside channel is defined as an open channel paralleling the highway embankment and 
within the limits of the highway right of way.  It is trapezoidal or V-shaped in cross section and 
lined with grass or a protective lining. 
 
The primary function of a roadside channel is to collect surface runoff from the highway 
pavement and areas which drain to the right of way, and convey the accumulated runoff to 
acceptable outlet points. 
 
A secondary function is to drain subsurface water from the base of the roadway to prevent 
saturation and loss of support for the pavement or to provide a positive outlet for a subsurface 
drainage system such as pipe underdrains. 
 
The alignment, cross section, and grade of a roadside channel are constrained by the geometric 
and safety criteria applicable to the project.  Such a channel should accommodate the design 
runoff in a manner which ensures the safety of the motorist and minimizes future maintenance, 
damage to adjacent properties, and adverse environmental or aesthetic effects. 
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The procedure described below will assist the designer in stable channel design and in 
determining the type of lining if necessary.  Section 30-6.03(02) provides information on the 
computer program HYCHL. 
 
 
30-6.03(01)  Step-By-Step Procedure 
 
Each project is unique, but the following basic design steps are applicable. 
 
1. Step 1:  Establish a Roadside Plan. 
 

a. Collect available site data. 
b. Obtain or prepare existing and proposed plan-and-profile layouts including 

highway, culverts, bridges, etc. 
c. Determine and plot on the plan the locations of natural basin divides and roadside 

channel outlets.  An example of a roadside channel plan and profile is shown in 
Figure 30-6A, Sample Roadside Channel. 

d. Perform the layout of the proposed roadside channels to minimize diversion flow 
lengths. 

 
2. Step 2:  Obtain or Establish Cross Section Data. 
 

a. Provide channel depth adequate to drain the subbase and minimize freeze-thaw 
effects. 

b. Choose channel side slopes based on geometric design criteria including safety, 
economics, soil, aesthetics, and access. 

c. Establish bottom width of trapezoidal channel. 
d. Identify features which may restrict cross section design 

(1) right-of-way limits 
(2) trees or environmentally-sensitive areas 
(3) utilities 
(4) existing drainage facilities 

 
3. Step 3:  Determine Initial Channel Grades. 
 

a. Plot initial grades on the plan-and-profile layout.  Slopes in a roadside ditch in a 
cut are controlled by the highway grades. 

b. Provide a minimum grade of 0.3% to minimize ponding and sediment 
accumulation. 

c. Consider influence of type of lining on grade. 
d. Where possible, avoid features which may influence or restrict grade, such as 

utility locations. 
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4. Step 4:  Check Flow Capacities and Adjust As Necessary. 
 

a. Compute the design discharge at the downstream end of a channel segment (see 
Chapter Twenty-nine). 

b. Set preliminary values of channel size, roughness coefficient, and slope. 
c. Determine maximum allowable depth of channel including freeboard. 
d. Check flow capacity using Manning’s equation and single-section analysis. 
e. If capacity is inadequate, possible adjustments are as follows: 

(1) increase bottom width; 
(2) make channel side slopes flatter; 
(3) make channel slope steeper; 
(4) provide smoother channel lining; or 
(5) install drop inlets and a parallel storm drain pipe beneath the channel to 

supplement channel capacity. 
f. Provide smooth transitions at changes in channel cross sections. 
g. Provide extra channel storage where needed to replace floodplain storage or to 

reduce peak discharge. 
 
5. Step 5:  Determine Channel Lining or Protection Needed (HEC 15). 
 
 a. Select a lining and determine the permissible shear stress τp in lb/ft2 from Figure 

30-6B, Classification of Vegetal Covers as to Degrees of Retardancy, or Figure 
30-6C, Summary of Permissible Shear Stress for Variable Protection Measures. 

 
b. Estimate the flow depth and choose an initial Manning’s n value from Figure 

30-6D, Manning’s Roughness Coefficients and Roughness Element Height, kS, or 
from the figures as follows: 

 
 30-6E Manning’s n Versus Relative Roughness for Selected Lining Types 
  (HEC 15) 
 30-6F Manning’s n Versus Hydraulic Radius, R, for Class A Vegetation 
  (HEC 15) 
 30-6G Manning’s n Versus Hydraulic Radius, R, for Class B Vegetation 
  (HEC 15) 
 30-6H Manning’s n Versus Hydraulic Radius, R, for Class C Vegetation 
  (HEC 15) 
 30-6 I Manning’s n Versus Hydraulic Radius, R, for Class D Vegetation 
  (HEC 15) 
   30-6J Manning’s n Versus Hydraulic Radius, R, for Class E Vegetation 
    (HEC 15) 
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c. Calculate normal flow depth yo (ft) at design discharge using Manning’s equation 
and compare with the estimated depth.  If they do not agree, repeat Steps 5.b. and 
5.c. 

 
d. Compute maximum shear stress at normal depth as follows: 

 
τd = 2990yoS, where S = channel slope, ft/ft 

 
e. If τd < τp, the lining is acceptable.  Otherwise, consider the following: 

(1) choose a more resistant lining; 
(2) use concrete, gabions, or other more-rigid lining either as full lining or 

composite; 
(3) decrease channel slope; 
(4) decrease slope in combination with drop structures; or 
(5) increase channel width or flatten side slopes. 

 
6. Step 6:  Analyze outlet points and downstream effects. 
 

a. Identify adverse impacts such as increased flooding or erosion to downstream 
properties which, at the channel outlet, may result from one of the following: 
(1) increase or decrease in discharge; 
(2) increase in velocity of flow; 
(3) concentration of sheet flow; 
(4) change in outlet water quality; or 
(5) diversion of flow from another watershed. 

 
b. Mitigate adverse impacts identified in Step 6.a.  The possibilities include the 

following: 
(1) enlarge outlet channel or install control structures to provide detention of 

increased runoff in channel; 
(2) install velocity control structures (energy dissipators); 
(3) increase capacity or improve lining of downstream channel; 
(4) install sedimentation or infiltration basins; 
(5) install weirs or other outlet devices to redistribute concentrated channel 

flow; or 
(6) eliminate diversions which result in downstream damage and which 

cannot be mitigated in a less-expensive manner. 
 
 
30-6.03(02)  Design Considerations 
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To obtain the optimum roadside-channel-system design, it may be necessary to conduct more 
than one trial of the previous procedure before a final design is achieved. 
 
More details on channel lining design are provided in HEC 15 including consideration of channel 
bends, steep slopes, and composite linings.  The riprap design procedures described in HEC 15 
are for a channel having a design discharge of 50 ft3/s or less.  Where the design discharge 
exceeds 50 ft3/s, the design procedure provided in Chapter Thirty-eight on bank protection 
should be followed. 
 
Stable channel design can be accomplished with the assistance of the HYCHL computer 
program.  HYCHL is a module of the integrated system HYDRAIN.  The basis for the program’s 
algorithms is provided in FHWA publications HEC-11 and HEC-15.  Although both documents 
address the analysis of lining stability, each document addresses different classes of problems.  
HEC 15 focuses on linings in a roadside channel which are characterized by relatively uniform 
cross sections on a constant slope.  Alternatively, HEC 11 addresses a natural channel with 
irregular cross sections, varying bottom slopes, and carrying a larger flow.  HEC 11 focuses on 
the design of riprap lining.  Together, HEC 15 and HEC 11 provide a series of analysis and 
design tools that are present in HYCHL. 
 
The computational elements of the program are all based in English-measurement units because 
these are the common units for all of the reference materials.  HYCHL performs the necessary 
input and output conversions for an English-units design. 
 
HEC 15 outlines procedures for analyzing channel linings based on tractive-force theory.  The 
procedure involves comparing an estimated shear stress resulting from flow in a channel to the 
maximum permissible shear stress determined for a given lining type.  If the shear from flowing 
water increases to where it is greater than the permissible shear of the lining, failure may occur.  
This concept allows for calculation of the maximum discharge that a channel can convey, if the 
calculated shear is assumed to equal permissible shear. 
 
The analysis of a rigid, vegetative, gabion, or temporary lining in HYCHL is applicable to a 
channel of uniform cross section and constant bottom slope.  A roadside channel exhibits such 
characteristics.  HYCHL offers design and analysis options including the following: 
 
1. rigid or flexible linings; 
2. temporary or permanent linings; 
3. single or composite linings; 
4. straight or bending channel section; 
5. alternative regular channel shape; and 
6. constant or variable channel flow. 
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HEC 15 and HEC 11 both outline procedures for analyzing riprap-lined channels.  These 
procedures are based on the tractive-force theory but include additional considerations not 
necessary for analyzing rigid, vegetative, gabion, or temporary lining types.  A channel lined 
with riprap can be analyzed for stability given the riprap size, or the riprap size can be 
determined based on a user-supplied stability factor.  A composite channel which has riprap for 
the low-flow lining and another lining type for the high-flow channel can be analyzed.  HYCHL 
can also analyze an irregular channel shape which is lined with riprap only. 
 
 
30-7.0  STREAM MORPHOLOGY 
 
30-7.01  Introduction 
 
The form assumed by a natural stream, which includes its cross-sectional shape and its plan-
form, is a function of many variables for which cause-and-effect relationships are difficult to 
establish.  The stream may be graded or in equilibrium with respect to long time periods, which 
means that on average it discharges the same amount of sediment that it receives although there 
may be short-term adjustments in its bed forms in response to flood flows.  The stream reach of 
interest may be aggrading or degrading as a result of deposition or scour in the reach, 
respectively.  The planform of the stream may be straight, braided, or meandering.  These 
complexities of stream morphology can be assessed by inspecting aerial photographs and 
topographic maps for changes in slope, width, depth, meander form, and bank erosion with time. 
 
A qualitative assessment of the river response to a proposed highway facility is possible through 
a thorough knowledge of river mechanics and the accumulation of engineering experience. 
 
Equilibrium sediment-load calculations can be made by a variety of techniques and compared 
from reach to reach to detect an imbalance in sediment inflow and outflow and thus identify an 
aggradation or degradation problem.  The BRI-STARS model (see Section 30-5.0) is 
recommended as a tool to quantify the expected scour or sedimentation of potential problem 
locations.  References (FHWA, 1990, and Molinas, 1994) should be consulted to evaluate the 
problem and propose mitigation measures.  The proposed methodology is subject to approval by 
the Hydraulics Team leader. 
 
The natural stream channel will assume a geomorphological form which will be compatible with 
the sediment load and discharge history which it has experienced.  To the extent that a highway 
structure disturbs this delicate balance by encroaching on the natural channel, the consequences 
of flooding, erosion, and deposition can be significant and widespread.  The hydraulic analysis of 
a proposed highway structure should include a consideration of the extent of these consequences. 
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30-7.02  Levels of Assessment 
 
The analysis and design of a stream channel will require an assessment of the existing channel 
and the potential for problems as a result of the proposed action.  The necessary detail of studies 
should be commensurate with the risk associated with the action and with the environmental 
sensitivity of the stream.  Observation is the best means of identifying potential locations for 
channel-bank erosion and subsequent channel stabilization.  Analytical methods for the 
evaluation of channel stability can be classified as either hydraulic or geomorphic.  These 
analytical tools should only be used to substantiate the erosion potential indicated through 
observation.  Descriptions of the three levels of assessment are as follows. 
 
1. Level 1.  Qualitative assessment involving the application of geomorphic concepts to 

identify potential problems and alternative solutions.  Data needed may include historic 
information, current site conditions, aerial photographs, old maps and survey notes, 
bridge-design files, maintenance records, or interviews with long-time residents. 

 
2. Level 2.  Quantitative analysis combined with a more detailed qualitative assessment of 

geomorphic factors.  This includes water-surface profile and scour calculations.  This 
level of analysis will be adequate if the problems are resolved and relationships between 
different factors affecting stability are adequately explained.  Required data will include 
Level 1 data in addition to the information needed to establish the hydrology and 
hydraulics of the stream. 

 
3. Level 3.  Complex quantitative analysis based on detailed mathematical modeling and 

possibly physical hydraulic modeling.  This is necessary only for a high-risk location, an 
extraordinarily complex problem, or an after-the-fact analysis where losses and liability 
costs are high.  This level of analysis may require professionals experienced with 
mathematical modeling techniques for sediment routing (see Section 30-5.0) or physical 
modeling.  Required data will include Level 1 and 2 data, field data on bed load and 
suspended load-transport rates, and properties of bed and bank materials such as size, 
shape, gradation, fall velocity, cohesion, density, or angle of repose. 

 
 
30-7.03  Factors That Affect Stream Stability 
 
Factors that affect stream stability and, potentially, bridge and highway stability at a stream 
crossing can be classified as geomorphic factors and hydraulic factors. 
 
1. Geomorphic Factors. 
 
 a. Stream size 
 b. Flow variability 
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 c. Valley setting 
 d. Floodplains 
 e. Natural levees 
 f. Apparent incision 
 g. Sinuosity 
 h. Channel boundaries 
 i. Width variability 
 j. Degree of braiding 
 k. Bar development 
 l. Degree of anabranching 
 

Figure 30-7A, Geomorphic Factors That Affect Stream Stability, depicts examples of the 
geomorphic factors. 

 
2. Hydraulic Factors. 
 
 a. Magnitude, frequency, and duration of flood 
 b. Bed configuration 
 c. Resistance to flow 
 d. Water-surface profiles 
 

Figure 30-7B, Channel Classification and Relative Stability as Hydraulic Factors Are 
Varied, depicts the changes in channel classification and relative stability as related to the 
hydraulic factors. 

 
Rapid or unexpected changes may occur in a stream in response to man’s activities in the 
watershed such as alteration of vegetative cover.  Changes in perviousness can alter the 
hydrology of a stream, sediment yield, and channel geometry.  Channelization, stream channel 
straightening, stream levees and dikes, bridges and culverts, reservoirs, and changes in land use 
can have major effects on stream flow, sediment transport, channel geometry, and location.  
Knowing that man’s activities can influence stream stability can help the designer anticipate 
some of the problems that can occur. 
 
A natural disturbance such as a flood, drought, earthquake, landslide, volcano, or forest fire can 
also cause large changes in sediment load and thus major changes in the stream channel.  
Although it is difficult to plan for such a disturbance, if one does occur it is likely that changes 
will also occur to the stream channel. 
 
 
30-7.04  Stream Response To Change 
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The complicating factors in river mechanics are the large number of interrelated variables that 
can simultaneously respond to natural or imposed changes in a stream system; and the continual 
evolution of stream channel patterns, channel geometry, bars, and forms of bed roughness with 
changing water and sediment discharge.  To better understand the responses of a stream to the 
actions of man and nature, hydraulic and geomorphic concepts are described below. 
 
The dependence of stream form on slope, which may be imposed independently of other stream 
characteristics, is illustrated schematically in Figure 30-7C, Sinuosity Versus Slope with 
Constant Discharge. 
 
A natural or artificial change which alters channel slope can result in modifications to the 
existing stream pattern.  For example, a cutoff of a meander loop decreases channel sinuosity and 
increases channel slope.  In Figure 30-7C, this shift in the plotting position to the right could 
result in a shift from a relatively tranquil, meandering pattern toward a braided pattern that varies 
rapidly with time, has high velocities, is subdivided by sandbars, and carries relatively large 
quantities of sediment.  Conversely, it is possible that a slight decrease in slope could change an 
unstable braided stream into a meandering one. 
 
The different channel dimensions, shapes, and patterns associated with different quantities of 
discharge and amounts of sediment load indicate that, as these independent variables change, 
major adjustments of channel morphology can be anticipated.  Further, a change in hydrology 
may cause changes in stream sinuosity, meander wave length, and channel width and depth.  A 
long period of channel instability with considerable bank erosion and lateral shifting of the 
channel may be required for the stream to compensate for the hydrologic change. 
 
Figure 30-7D, Slope-Discharge for Braiding- or Meandering-Bed Stream, illustrates the 
dependence of river form on channel slope and discharge, showing that if SQ0.25 ≤ 0.00070 in a 
sand bed channel, the stream will meander.  Similarly, if SQ0.25 ≥ 0.0041, the stream is braided. 
 
In these equations, S is the channel slope in feet per foot and Q is the mean discharge in cubic 
feet per second.  The transitional range of SQ0.25 is between these values. 
 
Many rivers plot in the zone between the limiting curves defining a meandering or braided 
stream.  If a stream is meandering, but its discharge and slope border on a boundary of the 
transitional zone, a relatively small increase in channel slope may cause it to change, in time, to a 
transitional or braided stream. 
 
 
30-7.05  Countermeasures 
 
A countermeasure is defined as a measure incorporated into a highway crossing of a stream to 
control, inhibit, change, delay, or minimize stream and bridge stability problems.  It may be 
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installed at the time of highway construction or retrofitted to resolve stability problems at an 
existing crossing. 
 
Retrofitting is good economics and good engineering practice because the magnitude, location, 
and nature of potential stability problems are not always discernible at the design stage and, may 
take a period of several years to develop. 
 
The selection of an appropriate countermeasure for a specific bank erosion problem is dependent 
on factors such as the erosion mechanism, stream characteristics, construction and maintenance 
requirements, potential for vandalism, and costs. 
 
Below is a discussion of possible countermeasures for some common river-stability problems.  
Consult the references listed at the end of this Chapter for detailed information on the design and 
construction of the countermeasures. 
 
 
30-7.05(01)  Meander Migration 
 
The best countermeasure against meander migration is a crossing location on a relatively straight 
reach of stream between bends.  Other countermeasures include the protection of an existing 
bank line, the establishment of a new flow line or alignment, or the control and constriction of 
channel flow.  Countermeasures identified for bank stabilization and bend control include bank 
revetment, spur, retardance structure, longitudinal dike, vane dike, bulkhead, or channel 
relocation.  Measures may be used individually or in combination to combat meander migration 
at a site (FHWA, 1990; HEC-20, 1991). 
 
 
30-7.05(02)  Channel Braiding 
 
Countermeasures used at a braided stream are intended to confine the multiple channels to one 
channel.  This tends to increase sediment transport capacity in the principal channel and 
encourage deposition in secondary channels. 
 
The measures consist of dikes constructed from the limits of the multiple channels to the channel 
over which the bridge is constructed.  A spur dike at a bridge end used in combination with 
revetment on a highway fill slope, riprap on highway fill slope only, or a spurs arranged in the 
stream channels to constrict flow to one channel have also been used successfully. 
 
 
30-7.05(03)  Degradation 
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Degradation can cause the loss of a bridge pier in a stream channel, or a pier or abutment in a 
caving bank.  A check dam, which is a low dam or weir constructed across a channel, is one of 
the most successful techniques for halting degradation on a small to medium stream. 
 
A longitudinal stone dike placed at the toe of a channel bank can be an effective countermeasure 
for bank caving in a degrading stream.  Precautions to prevent outflanking, such as tiebacks to 
the banks, may be necessary where installation is limited to the vicinity of the highway stream 
crossing.  Channel lining alone is not a successful countermeasure against degradation problems 
(HEC-20). 
 
 
30-7.05(04)  Aggradation 
 
Current measures in use to alleviate aggradation problems at a highway-stream crossing include 
channelization, bridge modification, continued maintenance, or combinations of these. 
 
Channelization may include excavating and cleaning a channel, constructing cutoffs to increase 
the local slope, constructing flow control structures to reduce and control the local channel 
width, or constructing relief channels to improve flow capacity at the crossing.  Except for relief 
channels, these measures are intended to increase the sediment transport capacity of the channel, 
thus reducing or eliminating problems with aggradation. 
 
Another technique is the submerged vane technique developed by the University of Iowa.  The 
studies suggest that the submerged vane structure may be an effective, economic, low-
maintenance, and environmentally-acceptable sediment-control structure with a wide range of 
applications (HEC-20, Odgaard and others, 1986). 
 
 
30-8.0  EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
 
30-8.01  Example 30-8.1 
 
Given:  Q25 = 175 ft3/s and Q100 = 220 ft3/s.  Cross-section information is shown in the 

following table of surveyed data points for a typical cross section. 
 

Table of Cross-Section Data (Section A, Sta. 1 + 36) 
 

Distance  Elevation  n Value 
 

    0.00   745.23   0.06 
    8.13   742.90   0.06 
  40.63   742.50   0.035 
  45.73   738.63   0.035 
  50.80   738.63   0.035 
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  53.83   742.30   0.05 
  77.98   741.07   0.05 
  79.23   742.70   0.05 
109.73   745.73   0.05 

 
Subsection 1 consists of an overbank area with light brush and trees.  Subsection 2 is 
in the main channel of this stream and comprises a clean, straight stream with a few 
weeds and rocks.  Subsection 3 is in the right-hand floodplain and includes some 
scattered brush with considerable weeds. 

 
  See Figure 30-8.1 for site data. 
 
Find:  Use the single-section method to develop a stage-discharge curve for the channel 

cross-section at Station 1 + 36 which is located downstream from a highway culvert.  
Determine the tailwater elevation at the outlet of the culvert (assume a channel station 
of 0 + 30 for this location) for the 25-year and 100-year floods. 

 
  See Figure 34-8.2 for stream cross section “A.” 
 
Solution: The slope of the stream can be determined by examining the reach from stream 

Station -0 + 91 to the typical section at Station 1 + 36.  The flow line differential for 
this reach is 2 ft (in 757 ft of stream reach).  Therefore, the slope, S, is 0.0027 ft/ft. 

 
Figure 30-8A can be used to assist in the development of a stage-discharge curve for 
this typical section.  Assuming water-surface elevations beginning at 739.63, 
calculate pairs of water surface elevation/discharge for plotting on a stage-discharge 
curve.  Illustrative calculations in which arbitrary increments of water-surface 
elevation of 1 ft were used are shown in Figure 30-8A, Channel Computation Form.  
A plotted stage-discharge curve is shown in Figure 30-8B.  The water elevation for 
Q25 is 175 ft3/s and for Q100 is 220 ft3/s. 

 
Because the calculation section for the stream is downstream of the culvert site, it will 
be necessary to project the water-surface elevation as determined from the typical 
section at stream Station 1 + 36 to represent the tailwater elevation at stream Station 0 
+ 30.  Therefore, the projected tailwater levels are calculated as follows: 

 
TW25 = 742.60 + (453 – 100) (0.0027)  = 743.55 ft 

 
TW100 = 742.80 + 0.953 = 743.75 ft 

 
 
30-8.02  Example 30-8.2 
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Given:  A series of five cross sections are available for a creek flowing at a discharge of 
10,000 ft3/s.  The ground data points, GR, roughness, n, and subsection data, SA, are 
included in the WSPRO data input shown in Figure 30-8C, WSPRO Input Data File, 
for cross sections A, B, C, D and E. 

 
Find:  For tailwater elevations of 607.57 ft, 608.60 ft, and 609.60 ft at cross section A, 

compute the water surface profiles using the FHWA/USGS program WSPRO. 
 
Solution: The computer results for tailwater, TW, values of 607.75 ft, 608.60 ft, and 609.60 ft 

are shown in Figure 30-8D, WSPRO Results.  The message no. 135 is ignored 
because the ratio of conveyances of cross sections A and B is only slightly outside the 
recommended limit of 1.4.  If this ratio becomes too large (>1.4) or too small (< 0.6), 
additional cross sections may be required.  The water-surface profiles are shown in 
Figure 30-8E, Water Surface Profiles for Q – 10,000 ft3/s and Variable Tailwater 
Elevations.  The critical water-surface elevations, CRWS, at each cross section are 
shown to emphasize that these profiles are all sub critical.  The profiles tend to 
converge in the upstream direction, but the distance required for convergence at the 
desired cross section should be determined as discussed in Section 30-5.04(03). 

 
 
Example 30-8.3 
 
Given:  A roadside drainage channel is trapezoidal with a bottom width of 4 ft and 3H:1V 

side slopes.  The bed slope is 0.005 ft/ft and the design flow rate is 21 ft3/s. 
 
Find:  Calculate the required diameter, D50, of a gravel riprap that is to be used as a 

permanent channel lining and the design depth of flow. 
 
Solution: The solution follows the procedure outlined in HEC 15 which is based on the tractive-

force method. 
 

1. Choose a rounded gravel with D50 = 1 in. 
 

Then τp = 0.40 lb/ft2 (Figure 30-6C, Summary of Permissible Shear Stress for 
Variable Protection Measures) 

 
2. Estimate n = 0.033 from Figure 30-6D, Manning’s Roughness Coefficients, 

and Roughness Element Height, kS, for d = 0.5 – 2 ft 
 

3. Calculate y from Manning’s equation (Figure 30-5B, Trapezoidal Channel 
Capacity Chart), as follows: 
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Then from Figure 30-5B with Z = 3:  y/b = 0.28 and y = (4.0)(0.28) = 1.12 ft 

 
4. Check n value as follows: 
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From Figure 30-6E, Manning’s n Versus Relative Roughness for Selected 
Lining Types (HEC 15), n = 0.034 ≈ 0.033, therefore, acceptable. 

 
5. Calculate maximum bed shear stress, τd: 

 
τ

d 
= 9800Sy = (62.4)(1.12)(0.005) = 0.35 lb/ft

2
 

  
Since τd < τp, accept D50 of approximately 1 in.  Otherwise, repeat with 
another riprap diameter. 

 
6. Sideslopes will be stable because they are not steeper than 3H:1V.  If the 

sideslopes are steeper than 3H:1V or if the channel slope is steep, consult 
HEC 15 for additional computations. 

 
 
Example 30-8.4 
 
(From HEC 15) 
 
Given:  A median ditch is lined with a stand of Kentucky bluegrass of approximately 0.677 ft 

height.  The ditch is trapezoidal with a bottom width of 4 ft and side slopes of 4H:1V.  
The ditch slope is 0.01 ft/ft. 

 
Find:  Compute the maximum discharge for which the lining will be stable, and the 

corresponding flow depth. 
 
Solution: From Figure 30-6B, Classification of Vegetal Covers as to Degree of Retardancy, 

Kentucky bluegrass has a retardance class of C and, from Figure 30-6C, Summary of 
Permissible Shear Stress for Variable Protection Measures, the permissible shear 
stress is τp = 1 lb/ft2 
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The allowable depth can be determined by assuming τp = τd, as follows: 
 

y = τ
p
/(62.4 S) = 1/(62.4) (0.01) = 1.60 ft  

 
 

Determine the flow area A and hydraulic radius R, as follows: 
 

 A = y(b + yz) = 1.60[4 + (4)(1.60)] = 16.6 ft2 
 

 P = b + 2y(1 + z2)1/2 = 4 + 2(1.60)(1 + 16)1/2 = 17.19 ft 
 

   ft
P
AR 97.0

19.17
6.16
===  

 
Finally, determine the Manning’s n value from Figure 30-6H, Manning’s n Versus 
Hydraulic Radius, R, for Class C Vegetation (HEC 15), and solve for Q from 
Manning’s equation. 

 
From Figure 30-6H, n = 0.072, and 

 

   
n

SARQ
5.067.0486.1

=  

 

   ( )( ) ( ) 6.33
072.0

01.097.06.16486.1 5.067.2

==Q  ft3/s 

 
This method is called the maximum discharge method and is useful for determining 
the stable channel capacity for a variety of different linings for purposes of 
comparison. 

 
 
Example 30-8.5 
 
Given:  A rectangular channel on a slope S = 0.001 with a width of 6 ft expanding to a width 

b = 10 ft in a straight walled transition, and Z = 0.  The design discharge is 300 ft3/s 
and Manning’s n = 0.02. 

 
Find:  Calculate the depth of flow in the upstream 6 ft wide channel if normal depth is the 

downstream control. 
 
Solution: 1. Compute the downstream normal depth, y2,as follows: 
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    ( )( )
( ) ( )

41.0
67.210001.0

02.0300
5.067.25.0 ==

bS
Qn  

 
From Figure 30-5B, Trapezoidal Channel Capacity Chart, with z = 0, y2 = 6.50 
ft.  Therefore y2/b = 0.65.  For a rectangular channel, 

 

    ft
b
Q

g
yc 0.31

33.02

=

















= , therefore subcritical. 

 
2. The downstream specific energy is determined as follows: 

 

    ( )
( ) ( )( )[ ]

ft
gA
QyE 83.6

5.6102.322
3005.6

2 2

2

2
2

2

22 =+=+=  

 
3. Choose a straight-walled transition with a divergence angle of 12.5 deg with 

an expansion-loss coefficient of 0.5 (HEC 14).  The length of the transition is 
determined as follows: 

 

    ftL 9.8
5.12tan

2
)610(

=




 −

=  

 
4. Check if sub critical flow is possible by assuming critical depth in the 

upstream channel as follows: 
 

    L
c

cc hzzEEand
g

V
yE +−+=+− 1221

2
1

11 ,
2

 

 
where: z2 - z1 = 0.001(2.71) = 0.009, say 0 

fty c 27.4
2.32

6
300

3/12

1 =




























=  

( )( ) sft
A
QV

c
c /7.11

27.46
300

1
1 ===  

( )( ) sft
A
QV /6.4

105.6
300

2
2 ===  

90.0)2.32)(2/()6.47.11(5.0 22 =−=Lh  
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   ,40.6)2.32)(2/(7.1127.41, 2 ftcEthen =+=  
and, E1 = 6.83 + 0 + 0.90 = 7.73 ft. 

 
Since E1 > E1c, a sub critical solution exists.  If this were not true, the width of 
6.0 ft would have to be increased. 

 
5. Solve the energy equation, Equation 30-4.10, by trial as follows: 

 

    LhEz
gA
Qyz ++=++ 222

1

2

11 2
 

 

    ( )( )
( )( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )( )[ ]2

2

2
1

2

2

1 5.6102.322
3005.083.6

0.62.322
3005.01

−=
−

+
y

y  

 
where: z1 - z2 = 0 

 

   ( ) ( )







−= 2

2

2

2
1

2

22
5.0

gA
Q

gA
QhL  

 E2 = 6.66 ft 
   A2 = (10)(6.5) = 65 ft 

 
with the result y1 = 6.13 ft, and V1 = 8.2 ft/s. 

 
6. Calculate the water surface profile using the Standard Step Method if 

boundary-resistance losses are of concern. 
 
 
Example 30-8.6 
 
Given:  A rectangular transition contracts from a width of 10 ft to a width of 5 ft.  The 

approach flow rate is 300 ft3/s with a depth of 1 ft. 
 
Find:  Calculate the depth in the contracted section and the angle and length of the 

contraction so that the transmission of downstream standing waves is minimized. 
 
Solution: 1. Calculate the approach Froude number for a rectangular channel as follows: 
 

   
( )

( )( )
[ ] 3.5

)1)(2.32(
110

300
2/1

5.0 =









==
gd

VF , therefore supercritical. 
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 2. Determine the contraction ratio as follows: 
 

   5.0
0.10
0.5

1

3 ===
b
b

τ  

 
 3. Use Figures 30-8F and 30-8G to determine the following: 
 
   θ = 5 deg and y3/y1 = 2.1, or y3 = 2.1 ft 
 

   6.3,66.0 3

2/3

1

31

1

3 ==







=

−

− For
y
y

F
F

τ  

 

   

( )

ft

bb

L 6.28
5tan

2
13

=






 −

=  

 
 4. This design satisfies the criterion F3 > 2 and also is just to the left of curve A 

which means choking is not possible. 
 
 For the complete equations, see HEC 14 and Sturm, 1985. 
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SYMBOL DEFINITION UNIT 

A Cross-sectional area of flow ft2

d Hydraulic depth ft 
E Energy of a system ft 
Fr Froude number -- 
n Manning’s roughness coefficient -- 
P Wetted perimeter ft 
q Discharge per unit width of channel ft3/s/ft 
Q Total discharge ft3/s 
R Hydraulic radius ft 
S Slope of the energy gradeline ft/ft 
T Channel top width at the water surface ft 
V Mean velocity ft/s 
Vc Critical velocity ft/s 
yc Critical depth ft 
α Velocity distribution coefficient -- 

h 
Elevation of channel bottom, with respect to a datum, 
plus y, depth of water 

ft 

hL Head loss in the reach under study ft 
y Depth of water ft 
Z Elevation above a datum ft 

 
 

SYMBOLS FOR OPEN-CHANNEL HYDRAULICS 
 

Figure 30-1A 
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Material Manning’s n 
Maximum Allowable 

Velocity (ft/s) 

Fine Sand 0.20 2.5 
Sandy Loam 0.20 2.5 
Silty Loam 0.20 3.0 
Clay Loam 0.20 3.6 
Clay 0.20 5.0 
Silty Clay 0.20 5.0 
Shale 0.20 6.0 
Fine Gravel 0.20 5.0 
Coarse Gravel 0.25 6.0 

 
 

MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN A DRAINAGE DITCH 
 

Figure 30-3A 
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Grade, G Interval 

3% ≤ G < 5% 200 ft 
5% ≤ G < 8% 150 ft 
8% ≤ G < 10% 100 ft 

≥ 10% 50 ft 
 
 

LUG INTERVAL 
 

Figure 30-3B 
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Type of Channel and Description Minimum Normal Maximum
EXCAVATED OR DREDGED 

1. Earth, Straight and Uniform 0.016 0.018 0.020 
 a. Clean, recently completed 0.018 0.022 0.025 
 b. Clean, after weathering 0.022 0.025 0.030 
 c. Gravel, uniform section, clean 0.022 0.027 0.033 
2. Earth, Winding and Sluggish    
 a. No vegetation 0.023 0.025 0.030 
 b. Grass, some weeds 0.025 0.030 0.033 
 c. Dense weeds or aquatic plants in deep channel 0.030 0.035 0.040 
 d. Earth bottom and rubble sides 0.025 0.030 0.035 
 e. Stony bottom and weedy sides 0.025 0.035 0.045 
 f. Cobble bottom and clean sides 0.030 0.040 0.050 
3. Dragline, Excavated or Dredged    
 a. No vegetation 0.025 0.028 0.033 
 b. Light brush on banks 0.035 0.050 0.060 
4. Rock Cut    
 a. Smooth and uniform 0.025 0.035 0.040 
 b. Jagged and irregular 0.035 0.040 0.050 
5. Channel Not Maintained, Weeds and Brush Uncut    
 a. Dense weeds, high as flow depth 0.050 0.080 0.120 
 b. Clean bottom, brush on sides 0.040 0.050 0.080 
 c. Clean bottom, highest stage of flow 0.045 0.070 0.110 
 d. Dense brush, high stage 0.080 0.100 0.140 

NATURAL STREAM 
1. Minor Stream (top width at flood stage < 100 ft)    
 a. Stream on plain    
  (1) Clean, straight, full stage, no rifts or deep 
   pools 

0.025 0.030 0.033 

  (2) Same as above, but more stones or weeds 0.030 0.035 0.040 
  (3) Clean, winding, some pools or shoals 0.033 0.040 0.045 
  (4) Same as above, but some weeds or stones 0.035 0.045 0.050 
  (5) Same as above, lower stages, more  
   ineffective slopes and sections 

0.040 0.048 0.055 

  (6) Same as (4), but more stones 0.045 0.050 0.060 
  (7) Sluggish reaches, weedy, deep pools 0.050 0.070 0.080 
  (8) Very weedy reaches, deep pools, or  
   floodway with heavy stand of timber and 
   underbrush 

0.075 0.100 0.150 
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NATURAL STREAM (contd.) 

Type of Channel and Description Minimum Normal Maximum
1. Minor Stream (contd.)    
 b. Mountain stream, no vegetation in channel,  
  banks usually steep, trees and brush along  
  banks submerged at high stages 

   

  (1) Bottom:  gravel, cobbles, and few  
   boulders 

0.030 0.040 0.050 

  (2) Bottom: cobbles with large boulders 0.040 0.050 0.07 
2. Floodplain    
 a. Pasture, no brush    
  (1) Short grass 0.025 0.030 0.035 
  (2) High grass 0.030 0.035 0.050 
 b. Cultivated area    
  (1) No crop 0.020 0.030 0.040 
  (2) Mature row crops 0.025 0.035 0.045 
  (3) Mature field crops 0.030 0.040 0.050 
 c. Brush    
  (1) Scattered brush, heavy weeds 0.035 0.050 0.070 
  (2) Light brush and trees, in winter 0.035 0.050 0.060 
  (3) Light brush and trees, in summer 0.040 0.060 0.080 
  (4)Medium to dense brush, in winter 0.045 0.070 0.110 
  (5)Medium to dense brush, in summer 0.070 0.100 0.160 
 d. Trees    
  (1) Dense willows, in summer, straight 0.110 0.150 0.200 
  (2) Cleared land with tree stumps, no sprouts 0.030 0.040 0.050 
  (3) Same as above, but with heavy growth of 
   sprouts 0.050 0.060 0.080 
  (4) Heavy stand of timber, a few downed  
   trees, little undergrowth, flood stage  
   below branches 

0.080 0.100 0.120 

  (5) Same as above, but with flood stage  
   reaching branches 

0.100 0.120 0.160 

3. Major Stream (top width at flood stage > 100 ft).  
 The n value is less than that for a minor stream of 
 similar description, because banks offer less 
 effective resistance. 

   

 a. Regular section with no boulders or brush 0.025 n/a 0.060 
 b. Irregular and rough section 0.035 n/a 0.100 

Source:  Chow, V.T. 
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VALUES OF MANNING’S n FOR UNIFORM FLOW 
 

Figure 30-4B 
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Water Surface 
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WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
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RETARD- 
ANCE 

COVER CONDITION 

Ischaemum Excellent stand, tall, average 30 in. 
Weeping lovegrass Excellent stand, tall, average 36 in. A 
Yellow bluestem Excellent stand, tall, average 36 in. 
Alfalfa Good stand, unmowed, average 19 in. 
Bermuda grass Good stand, tall, average 12 in. 
Blue gamma Good stand, unmowed, average 13 in. 
Kudzu Very close growth, uncut 
Lespedeza sericea Good stand, not woody, tall, average 24 in. 
Native grass mixture: 
 blue gamma, bluestem, little 
 bluestem, other short- and 
 long-stem Midwest grasses 

Good stand, unmowed 

B 

Weeping lovegrass Good stand, unmowed, average 13 in. 
Bermuda grass Good stand, mowed, average 6 in. 
Centipedegrass Very dense cover, average 6 in. 
Common lespedeza Good stand, unmowed, average 11 in. 
Crabgrass Fair stand, unmowed, 10 to 48 in. 
Grass-legume mixture, summer: 
 common lespedeza, Italian 
 ryegrass, orchard grass, redtop

Good stand, unmowed, 6 to 8 in. 

C 

Kentucky bluegrass Good stand, headed, 6 to 12 in. 
Bermuda grass Good stand, mowed to 2-½ in. 
Buffalo grass Good stand, unmowed, 3 to 6 in. 
Common lespedeza Excellent stand, unmowed, average 4-½ in. 
Grass-legume mixture, autumn: 
 common lespedeza, Italian 
 ryegrass, orchard grass, redtop

Good stand, unmowed, 4 to 5 in. 
D 

Lespedeza sericea Good stand, mowed to 2 in. 
Bermuda grass Good stand, mowed to 1-½ in. E 
Bermuda grass Burned stubble 

 
Note:  Covers classified as shown have been tested in an experimental channel.  Covers were 
green and generally uniform.  Source of table is HEC 15. 
 
 

CLASSIFICATION OF VEGETAL COVERS AS TO DEGREE OF RETARDANCY 
 

Figure 30-6B 
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PROTECTIVE COVER UNDERLYING 
SOIL 

τp (lb/ft2) 

Erosion Resistant 3.70 Class A Vegetation Erodible 3.70 
Erosion Resistant 2.10 Class B Vegetation Erodible 2.10 
Erosion Resistant 1.00 Class C Vegetation Erodible 1.00 
Erosion Resistant 0.60 Class D Vegetation Erodible 0.60 
Erosion Resistant 0.35 Class E Vegetation Erodible 0.35 

Woven Paper n/a 0.15 
Jute Net n/a 0.45 
Single Fiberglass n/a 0.60 
Double Fiberglass n/a 0.85 
Straw with Net n/a 1.45 
Curled Wood Mat n/a 1.55 
Synthetic Mat n/a 2.00 
Plain Grass, Good Cover Clay n/a 
Plain Grass, Average Cover Clay n/a 
Plain  Grass, Poor Cover Clay n/a 
Grass, Reinforced with Nylon Clay n/a 
Dycel with Grass Clay n/a 
Petraflex with Grass Clay n/a 
Armorflex with Grass Clay n/a 
Dymex with Grass Clay n/a 
Grasscrete Clay n/a 
Gravel   
 D50 = 1 in. n/a 0.40 
 D50 = 2 in. n/a 0.80 
Rock   
 D50 = 6 in. n/a 2.50 
 D50 = 12 in. n/a 5.00 
6 in. Gabions Type I 35 
4 in. Geoweb Type I 10 
Soil Cement (8% cement) Type I > 45.00 
Dycel w/o Grass Type I > 32.00 
Petraflex w/o Grass Type I > 1532 
Armorflex w/o Grass Type I 12.00 – 20.00 
Enkamat with 3 in. in Asphalt Type I 13.00 – 16.00 
Enkamat with 1 in. in Asphalt Type I < 5.00 
Armorflex Class 30 
 with longitudinal and 
 lateral cables, no grass 

Type I > 34.00 

Dycell 100, longitudinal 
cables, cell filled with mortar Type I < 12.00 

Concrete construction blocks, 
granular filter underlayer 

Type I > 20.00 

Wedge-shaped blocks 
 with drainage slot Type I > 25.00 

Type I soil is a silty clay to silty sand (SC-SM) with AASHTO classification A-4(0). Source: FHWA-RD-89-199 

 
SUMMARY OF PERMISSIBLE SHEAR STRESS FOR 

VARIABLE PROTECTION MEASURES 
 

Figure 30-6C 
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n value 
Depth Range Lining Category Lining Type ks (ft) 

0 < 0.5 ft 
0.5 ≤ depth 
≤ 2.0 ft 

> 2.0 ft 

Concrete -- 0.15 0.13 0.13 
Grouted Riprap -- 0.040 0.030 0.028 
Stone Masonry -- 0.042 0.032 0.030 
Soil Cement -- 0.025 0.022 0.020 

Rigid 

Asphalt -- 0.018 0.016 0.016 
Bare Soil -- 0.023 0.020 0.020 

Unlined 
Rock Cut -- 0.045 0.035 0.025 
Woven Paper Net 0.003 0.016 0.015 0.015 
Jute Net 0.039 0.028 0.022 0.019 
Fiberglass Roving 0.036 0.028 0.022 0.019 
Straw with Net 0.121 0.065 0.033 0.025 
Curled Wood Mat 0.112 0.066 0.035 0.028 

Temporary * 

Synthetic Mat 0.066 0.036 0.025 0.021 
1 in. D50 0.082 0.044 0.033 0.030 

Gravel Riprap 
2 in. D50 0.164 0.066 0.041 0.034 
6 in. D50 0.492 0.104 0.069 0.035 

Rock Riprap 
12 in. D50 0.984 -- 0.078 0.040 

 
Note:  The n value listed is the representative value for the respective depth range, and varies 
with the flow depth.  For riprap, ks = D50. 
 
* Some temporary linings become permanent if buried. 
 
Source: HEC 15 
 
 

MANNING’S ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT, n, AND 
ROUGHNESS-ELEMENT HEIGHT, kS

 
Figure 30-6D 
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Elevation = 739.63, Slope = 0.0027 

Subsection ID I II III IV V VI 
Totals/ 

Average 
Area (ft2)  6.22     6.22 
Wetted Perimeter (ft)  8.03      
Hydraulic Radius (ft)  0.77      
R2/3  0.84      
N 0.060 0.035 0.050     
∆Q (ft3/s)  11.53     11.53 
Subsection Vel. (ft/s)  1.85     1.85 

 
Elevation = 734.00 

Subsection ID I II III IV V VI 
Totals/ 

Average 
Area (ft2)  14.78     14.78 
Wetted Perimeter (ft)  11.07      
Hydraulic Radius (ft)  1.33      
R2/3  1.21      
N 0.060 0.035 0.050     
∆Q (ft3/s)  39.45     39.45 
Subsection Vel. (ft/s)  2.67     2.67 

 
Elevation = 741.67 

Subsection ID I II III IV V VI 
Totals/ 

Average 
Area (ft2)  25.44 6.78    32.2 
Wetted Perimeter (ft)  15.13 22.27     
Hydraulic Radius (ft)  1.67 0.30     
R2/3  1.41 0.45     
N 0.060 0.035 0.050     
∆Q (ft3/s)  79.14 4.71    83.85 
Subsection Vel. (ft/s)  3.11 0.69    2.60 

 
 

CHANNEL COMPUTATION SAMPLE 
 

Figure 30-8A 
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Elevation = 742.67, Slope = 0.0027 

Subsection ID I II III IV V VI 
Totals/ 

Average 
Area (ft2) 1.67 38.33 46.44    86.44 
Wetted Perimeter (ft) 16.27 16.27 50.90     
Hydraulic Radius (ft) 0.10 2.36 0.91     
R2/3 0.22 1.77 0.94     
N 0.060 0.035 0.050     
∆Q (ft3/s) 0.47 149.7 67.4    217.57 
Subsection Vel. (ft/s) 0.28 3.91 1.45    2.52 

 
Elevation = 743.70 

Subsection ID I II III IV V VI 
Totals/ 

Average 
Area (ft2) 43.22 50.56 98.89    192.7 
Wetted Perimeter (ft) 35.37 16.27 52.93     
Hydraulic Radius (ft) 1.22 3.10 1.87     
R2/3 1.14 2.13 1.52     
N 0.060 0.035 0.050     
∆Q (ft3/s) 63.41 237.6 232.1    553.1 
Subsection Vel. (ft/s) 1.47 4.70 2.35    2.77 

 
Elevation = _______, Slope = _______ 

Subsection ID I II III IV V VI 
Totals/ 

Average 
Area (ft2)        
Wetted Perimeter (ft)        
Hydraulic Radius (ft)        
R2/3        
N        
∆Q (ft3/s)        
Subsection Vel. (ft/s)        

 
 

CHANNEL COMPUTATION SAMPLE 
 

Figure 30-8A (Contd.) 
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*F 
T1 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
T2 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
T3 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
SI 1 
* 
Q 283.13 283.13 283.13 
WS 182.27 182.58 182.88 
* 
XS SEC-A 30.48 
GR   32.6 , 189.82   40.2 , 186.25   51.8 , 183.42   57.9 , 181.04 
GR   75.6 , 179.98   82.6 , 179.98   89.3 , 179.85   94.5 , 179.98 
GR   96.9 , 180.77  103.0 , 181.62  106.7 , 183.02  112.2 , 184.03 
GR  115.8 , 184.40  121.9 , 184.46 
N    .065     .027   .065 
SA   51.8    112.2 
* 
XS SEC-B 64.0 
GR   43.9 , 189.61   55.5 , 184.55   62.5 , 181.50   66.7 , 180.92 
GR   67.7 , 180.95   83.8 , 179.79   90.5 , 179.76   96.3 , 179.82 
GR  105.2 , 180.01  108.8 , 180.95  117.0 , 184.12  117.3 , 184.46 
GR  121.9 , 184.58 
SA   55.5   117.0 
* 
XS SEC-C 114.3 
GR   60.0 , 188.78   68.3 , 185.43   75.3 , 181.65   83.5 , 180.28 
GR   84.1 , 179.67   89.6 , 179.61   93.0 , 179.37   96.6 , 179.24 
GR   99.7 , 179.37  107.6 , 179.73  108.2 , 180.68  114.0 , 181.71 
GR  119.8 , 183.91  121.0 , 184.27  121.9 , 184.30 
SA   68.3   121.0 
* 
XS SEC-D 152.4 
GR   67.1 , 188.69   73.1 , 184.00   77.1 , 180.89   83.2 , 180.80 
GR   84.1 , 180.07   89.9 , 180.01   95.1 , 180.01   96.0 , 179.52 
GR  100.0 , 179.55  103.6 , 179.58  103.9 , 180.07  113.4 , 181.29 
GR  118.6 , 183.91  121.9 , 184.00 
SA   73.1   118.6 
* 
XS SEC-E 195.1 
GR   62.2 , 188.66   73.1 , 180.77   78.6 , 180.80   84.1 , 180.52 
GR   89.3 , 180.46   94.8 , 180.46  100.3 , 180.37  105.8 , 180.74 
GR  111.2 , 180.68  117.0 , 183.18  121.9 , 183.48  122.2 , 185.31 
SA   73.1   111.2 
* 
EX 
ER  
END 

 
 

WSPRO INPUT DATA FILE 
Figure 30-8C 
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**************************  W S P R O ******************************* 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Run Date & Time: 10/18/95  9:04 am   Version V092695 
 Input File:  ex82.wsp    Output File:  ex82.LST 
*-------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
*F 
***                   Input Data In Free Format    *** 
 
T1  SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
T2  (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
T3  SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
SI  1 
 
 
 Metric (SI) Units Used in WSPRO 
 

Quantity   SI Units   Precision 
----------  ------------------- --------- 
Length   meters   0.001 
Depth   meters   0.001 
Elevation  meters   0.001 
Widths   meters   0.001 

 
Velocity   meters/second  0.001 
Discharge  cubic meters/second 0.001 
Slope   meter/meter   0.001 

 
Angles   degrees   0.01   
----------  ------------------- --------- 

 
Q   283.13   283.13   283.13 
 
 ***   Processing Flow Data; Placing Information into Sequence 1  *** 
 
WS  182.27   182.58   182.88 
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 **************************** W S P R O ************************* 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 * Starting To Process Header Record SEC-A * 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 
XS SEC-A 30.48 
GR   32.6 , 189.82   40.2 , 186.25   51.8 , 183.42   57.9 , 181.04 
GR   75.6 , 179.98   82.6 , 179.98   89.3 , 179.85   94.5 , 179.98 
GR   96.9 , 180.77  103.0 , 181.62  106.7 , 183.02  112.2 , 184.03 
GR  115.8 , 184.40  121.9 , 184.46 
N    0.065    0.027   0.065 
SA   51.8    112.2 
 
 *** Completed Reading Data Associated With Header Record SEC-A *** 
 *** Storing X-Section Data In Temporary File As Record Number 1*** 
 
 ***          Data Summary For Header Record SEC-A              *** 
SRD Location:      30. Cross-Section Skew:   .0   Error Code   0 
Valley Slope:  .00000 Averaging Conveyance By Geometric Mean. 
Energy Loss Coefficients ->  Expansion:  .50   Contraction:   .00 
 
 X,Y-coordinates (14 pairs) 
     X        Y          X            Y           X          Y 
 --------  ---------  ----------  ----------   ---------  --------- 
  32.600    189.820      40.200     186.250      51.800    183.420 
  57.900    181.040      75.600     179.980      82.600    179.980 
  89.300    179.850      94.500     179.980      96.900    180.770 
 103.000    181.620     106.700     183.020     112.200    184.030 
 115.800    184.400     121.900     184.460 
 --------  ---------  ----------  ----------   ---------  --------- 
 
 Minimum and Maximum X,Y-coordinates 
Minimum X-Station:    32.600  (associated Y-Elevation:  189.820) 
Maximum X-Station:   121.900  (associated Y-Elevation:  184.460) 
Minimum Y-Elevation: 179.850  (associated X-Station:     89.300) 
Maximum Y-Elevation: 189.820  (associated X-Station:     32.600) 
 
 Roughness Data (3 Subareas) 

Roughness Horizontal 
SubArea Coefficient Breakpoint 
------- ----------- ---------- 
   1    0.065        --- 

   ---        51.800 
   2    0.027        --- 

   ---       112.200 
   3    0.065        --- 
------- ----------- ---------- 

 *------------------------------------------*  * Finishing Processing Header Record SEC-A * 
 *------------------------------------------* 
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 **************************** W S P R O ************************* 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 * Starting To Process Header Record SEC-B * 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 
XS SEC-B 64.0 
GR   43.9 , 189.61   55.5 , 184.55   62.5 , 181.50   66.7 , 180.92 
GR   67.7 , 180.95   83.8 , 179.79   90.5 , 179.76   96.3 , 179.82 
GR  105.2 , 180.01  108.8 , 180.95  117.0 , 184.12  117.3 , 184.46 
GR  121.9 , 184.58 
SA   55.5   117.0 
 
 *** Completed Reading Data Associated With Header Record SEC-B *** 
 *** Storing X-Section Data In Temporary File As Record Number 2*** 
 
 ***            Data Summary For Header Record SEC-B            *** 
SRD Location:      64. Cross-Section Skew:   .0   Error Code   0 
Valley Slope:  .00000 Averaging Conveyance By Geometric Mean. 
Energy Loss Coefficients ->  Expansion:  .50   Contraction:   .00 
 
 X,Y-coordinates (13 pairs) 
      X         Y          X          Y           X          Y 
 --------  ---------   ---------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
  43.900    189.610      55.500     184.550      62.500    181.500 
  66.700    180.920      67.700     180.950      83.800    179.790 
  90.500    179.760      96.300     179.820     105.200    180.010 
 108.800    180.950     117.000     184.120     117.300    184.460 
 121.900    184.580 
 --------  ---------   ---------   ---------  ----------  --------- 
 
 Minimum and Maximum X,Y-coordinates 
Minimum X-Station:    43.900  (associated Y-Elevation:  189.610) 
Maximum X-Station:   121.900  (associated Y-Elevation:  184.580) 
Minimum Y-Elevation: 179.760  (associated X-Station:     90.500) 
Maximum Y-Elevation: 189.610  (associated X-Station:     43.900) 
 
 Roughness Data (3 Subareas) 

Roughness Horizontal 
SubArea Coefficient Breakpoint 
------- ----------- ---------- 
   1    0.065        --- 

   ---         55.500 
   2    0.027        --- 

   ---        117.000 
   3    0.065        --- 
------- ----------- ---------- 

 
 *------------------------------------------* 
 * Finishing Processing Header Record SEC-B * 
 *------------------------------------------* 
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 **************************** W S P R O ************************* 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 * Starting To Process Header Record SEC-C * 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 
XS SEC-C 114.3 
GR   60.0 , 188.78   68.3 , 185.43   75.3 , 181.65   83.5 , 180.28 
GR   84.1 , 179.67   89.6 , 179.61   93.0 , 179.37   96.6 , 179.24 
GR   99.7 , 179.37  107.6 , 179.73  108.2 , 180.68  114.0 , 181.71 
GR  119.8 , 183.91  121.0 , 184.27  121.9 , 184.30 
SA   68.3   121.0 
 
 *** Completed Reading Data Associated With Header Record SEC-C *** 
 *** Storing X-Section Data In Temporary File As Record Number 3*** 
 
 ***       Data Summary For Header Record SEC-C                 *** 
SRD Location:     114. Cross-Section Skew:   .0   Error Code   0 
Valley Slope:  .00000 Averaging Conveyance By Geometric Mean. 
Energy Loss Coefficients ->  Expansion:  .50   Contraction:   .00 
 
 X,Y-coordinates (15 pairs) 
    X          Y            X          Y           X          Y 
 --------  ---------  ----------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
  60.000    188.780      68.300     185.430      75.300    181.650 
  83.500    180.280      84.100     179.670      89.600    179.610 
  93.000    179.370      96.600     179.240      99.700    179.370 
 107.600    179.730     108.200     180.680     114.000    181.710 
 119.800    183.910     121.000     184.270     121.900    184.300 
 --------  ---------  ----------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
 
 Minimum and Maximum X,Y-coordinates 
Minimum X-Station:    60.000  (associated Y-Elevation:  188.780) 
Maximum X-Station:   121.900  (associated Y-Elevation:  184.300) 
Minimum Y-Elevation: 179.240  (associated X-Station:     96.600) 
Maximum Y-Elevation: 188.780  (associated X-Station:     60.000) 
 
 Roughness Data (3 Subareas) 

Roughness Horizontal 
SubArea Coefficient Breakpoint 
------- ----------- ---------- 
   1    0.065        --- 

   ---        68.300 
   2    0.027        --- 

   ---       121.000 
   3    0.065        --- 
------- ----------- ---------- 

 
 *------------------------------------------* 
 * Finishing Processing Header Record SEC-C * 
 *------------------------------------------* 
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 **************************** W S P R O ************************* 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 * Starting To Process Header Record SEC-D * 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 
XS SEC-D 152.4 
GR   67.1 , 188.69   73.1 , 184.00   77.1 , 180.89   83.2 , 180.80 
GR   84.1 , 180.07   89.9 , 180.01   95.1 , 180.01   96.0 , 179.52 
GR  100.0 , 179.55  103.6 , 179.58  103.9 , 180.07  113.4 , 181.29 
GR  118.6 , 183.91  121.9 , 184.00 
SA   73.1   118.6 
 
 *** Completed Reading Data Associated With Header Record SEC-D *** 
 *** Storing X-Section Data In Temporary File As Record Number 4*** 
 
 ***          Data Summary For Header Record SEC-D              *** 
SRD Location:     152. Cross-Section Skew:   .0   Error Code   0 
Valley Slope:  .00000 Averaging Conveyance By Geometric Mean. 
Energy Loss Coefficients ->  Expansion:  .50   Contraction:   .00 
 
 X,Y-coordinates (14 pairs) 
    X          Y           X          Y           X          Y 
 --------  ---------  ----------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
  67.100    188.690      73.100     184.000      77.100    180.890 
  83.200    180.800      84.100     180.070      89.900    180.010 
  95.100    180.010      96.000     179.520     100.000    179.550 
 103.600    179.580     103.900     180.070     113.400    181.290 
 118.600    183.910     121.900     184.000 
 --------  ---------  ----------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
 
 Minimum and Maximum X,Y-coordinates 
Minimum X-Station:    67.100  (associated Y-Elevation:  188.690) 
Maximum X-Station:   121.900  (associated Y-Elevation:  184.000) 
Minimum Y-Elevation: 179.520  (associated X-Station:     96.000) 
Maximum Y-Elevation: 188.690  (associated X-Station:     67.100) 
 
 Roughness Data (3 Subareas) 

Roughness Horizontal 
SubArea Coefficient Breakpoint 
------- ----------- ---------- 
   1    0.065        --- 

   ---       73.100 
   2    0.027        --- 

   ---      118.600 
   3    0.065        --- 
------- ----------- ---------- 

 
 *------------------------------------------* 
 * Finishing Processing Header Record SEC-D * 
 *------------------------------------------* 
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 **************************** W S P R O ************************ 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 * Starting To Process Header Record SEC-E * 
 *-----------------------------------------* 
 
XS SEC-E 195.1 
GR   62.2 , 188.66   73.1 , 180.77   78.6 , 180.80   84.1 , 180.52 
GR   89.3 , 180.46   94.8 , 180.46  100.3 , 180.37  105.8 , 180.74 
GR  111.2 , 180.68  117.0 , 183.18  121.9 , 183.48  122.2 , 185.31 
SA   73.1   111.2 
 
 *** Completed Reading Data Associated With Header Record SEC-E *** 
 *** Storing X-Section Data In Temporary File As Record Number 5*** 
 
 ***          Data Summary For Header Record SEC-E              *** 
SRD Location:     195. Cross-Section Skew:   .0   Error Code   0 
Valley Slope:  .00000 Averaging Conveyance By Geometric Mean. 
Energy Loss Coefficients ->  Expansion:  .50   Contraction:   .00 
 
 X,Y-coordinates (12 pairs) 
     X         Y           X          Y           X          Y 
 --------  ---------  ----------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
  62.200    188.660      73.100     180.770      78.600    180.800 
  84.100    180.520      89.300     180.460      94.800    180.460 
 100.300    180.370     105.800     180.740     111.200    180.680 
 117.000    183.180     121.900     183.480     122.200    185.310 
 --------  ---------  ----------   ---------   ---------  --------- 
 
 Minimum and Maximum X,Y-coordinates 
Minimum X-Station:    62.200  (associated Y-Elevation:  188.660) 
Maximum X-Station:   122.200  (associated Y-Elevation:  185.310) 
Minimum Y-Elevation: 180.370  (associated X-Station:    100.300) 
Maximum Y-Elevation: 188.660  (associated X-Station:     62.200) 
 
 Roughness Data (3 Subareas) 

Roughness Horizontal 
SubArea Coefficient Breakpoint 
------- ----------- ---------- 
   1    0.065         --- 

   ---         73.100 
   2    0.027         --- 

   ---        111.200 
   3    0.065         --- 
------- ----------- ---------- 

 
 *------------------------------------------* 
 * Finishing Processing Header Record SEC-E * 
 *------------------------------------------* 
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 **************************** W S P R O ******************************** 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
EX 
 
 *================================================* 
 *    Summary of Boundary Condition Information   * 
 *================================================* 
 
          Reach         Water Surface      Friction 
 #      Discharge         Elevation          Slope      Flow Regime 
---     ---------       -------------      ---------    ----------- 
 1       283.12            182.279          ******      Sub-Critical 
 2       283.12            182.589          ******      Sub-Critical 
 3       283.12            182.889          ******      Sub-Critical 
---     ---------       -------------      ---------    ----------- 
 
 *==========================================* 
 *    Beginning 3 Profile Calculation(s)   * 
 *==========================================* 
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 **************************** W S P R O ******************************** 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 
 
                     WSEL       VHD       Q         AREA       SRDL       LEW 
                     EGEL        HF       V          K         FLEN       REW 
                     CRWS        HO      FR #        SF        ALPHA      ERR 
                   ---------  -----    -------    -------  ---------  ------- 
Section: SEC-A      182.278   .518    283.124     88.821   *********   54.749 
Header Type: XS     182.797   *****     3.187    4791.65   *********  104.723 
SRD:     30.481     181.963   *****      .763      *****       1.000   ****** 
 
===135 CONVEYANCE RATIO OUTSIDE OF RECOMMENDED LIMITS. 

"SEC-B"   KRATIO = 1.42 
 
Section: SEC-B      182.554    .324   283.124    112.218      33.521   60.102 
Header Type: XS     182.879    .082     2.522    6807.56      33.521  112.933 
SRD:     64.003     181.799    .000      .553      .0025       1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-C      182.603    .415   283.124     99.251      50.302   73.554 
Header Type: XS     183.018    .093     2.852    6305.92      50.302  116.337 
SRD:    114.305     181.855    .045      .598      .0019       1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-D      182.652     .49   283.124     91.159      38.101   74.848 
Header Type: XS     183.144    .086     3.105    5581.40      38.101  116.091 
SRD:    152.407     182.094    .038      .667      .0023       1.000     .002 
 
Section: SEC-E      182.729    .579   283.124     88.929      42.702   70.408 
Header Type: XS     183.308    .119     3.183    5113.09      42.702  115.939 
SRD:    195.109     182.357    .043      .770      .0028       1.120     .003 
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 **************************** W S P R O ******************************** 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 
 
                    WSEL        VHD       Q         AREA       SRDL       LEW 
                    EGEL         HF       V          K         FLEN       REW 
                    CRWS         HO      FR #        SF        ALPHA      ERR 
                ---------    -----    -------    -------   ---------  ------- 
Section: SEC-A    182.588     .373    283.124    104.563   *********   53.954 
Header Type: XS   182.962    *****      2.707    6149.63   *********  105.542 
SRD:     30.481   181.963    *****       .607      *****       1.000   ****** 
 
Section: SEC-B    182.746     .272    283.124    122.420      33.521   59.662 
Header Type: XS   183.018     .056      2.312    7772.47      33.521  113.428 
SRD:     64.003   181.799     .000       .489      .0017       1.000    -.001 
 
Section: SEC-C    182.776     .358    283.124    106.739      50.302   73.232 
Header Type: XS   183.135     .073      2.652    7028.30      50.302  116.795 
SRD:    114.305   181.855     .043       .541     .0015        1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-D    182.812     .427    283.124     97.804      38.101   74.642 
Header Type: XS   183.239     .069      2.894    6216.38      38.101  116.409 
SRD:    152.407   182.094     .034       .604     .0018        1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-E    182.868     .508    283.124     95.291      42.702   70.216 
Header Type: XS   183.376     .096      2.970    5687.75      42.702  116.262 
SRD:    195.109   182.357     .040       .701     .0023        1.129    -.001 
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 **************************** W S P R O ******************************** 
 Federal Highway Administration  -  U. S. Geological Survey 
 Model for Water-Surface Profile Computations 
 Input Units:  Metric   /  Output Units:  Metric 
 *---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
 SOME CREEK WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
 (WSPRO USER'S MANUAL, J.O. SHEARMAN 
 SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
 
 
                    WSEL        VHD       Q         AREA       SRDL       LEW 
                    EGEL         HF       V          K         FLEN       REW 
                    CRWS         HO      FR #        SF        ALPHA      ERR 
                ---------    -----    -------    -------   ---------  ------- 
Section: SEC-A    182.888     .282    283.124    120.274   *********   53.185 
Header Type: XS   183.171     *****     2.353    7604.10   *********  106.335 
SRD:     30.481   181.963     *****      .500     *****        1.000   ****** 
 
Section: SEC-B    182.987     .222    283.124    135.562      33.521   59.107 
Header Type: XS   183.210     .038      2.088    9071.46      33.521  114.054 
SRD:     64.003   181.799     .000       .425     .0012        1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-C    183.004     .299    283.124    116.770      50.302   72.811 
Header Type: XS   183.304     .055      2.424    8030.60      50.302  117.395 
SRD:    114.305   181.855     .038       .478     .0011        1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-D    183.028     .357    283.124    106.930      38.101   74.363 
Header Type: XS   183.386     .053      2.647    7122.06      38.101  116.839 
SRD:    152.407   182.094     .028       .533     .0014        1.000     .000 
 
Section: SEC-E    183.067     .427    283.124    104.524      42.702   69.941 
Header Type: XS   183.494     .073      2.708    6554.45      42.702  116.723 
SRD:    195.109   182.357     .034       .618     .0017        1.141    -.001 
 
ER 
 
 ********************  Normal end of WSPRO execution.  ******************** 
 *****************  Elapsed Time:  0 Minutes  8 Seconds  ***************** 

 
 

WSPRO RESULTS 
Figure 30-8D 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE 
 

CULVERTS 
 
 
31-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
31-1.01  Definition of a Culvert 
 
A culvert is defined as the following: 
 
1. a structure (pipe, cast-in-place reinforced concrete, precast reinforced concrete, structural 

plate arch, etc.) which is designed hydraulically to take advantage of submergence to 
increase hydraulic capacity; 

 
2. a structure used to convey surface runoff through an embankment; 
 
3. a structure, as distinguished from a bridge, which is covered with embankment and is 

composed of structural material around the entire perimeter, although it can be supported 
on spread footings with the streambed serving as the bottom of the culvert; or 

 
4. a structure with less than a 20 ft span length along the centerline of roadway between 

extreme ends of openings for multiple barrels.  Figure 31-1A, Maximum Span Length for 
Culvert, provides schematics which define a culvert based on span length for various 
structural configurations.  However, a structure designed hydraulically as a culvert is 
treated as discussed in this Chapter, regardless of span length. 

 
In addition, the following apply to defining a culvert. 
 
1. Mainline Culvert.  A structure under a mainline roadway. 
 
2. Public-Road-Approach Culvert.  A structure under a public-road approach. 
 
3. Drive Culvert.  A structure under a drive or field entrance. 
 
4. Concrete-Culvert Extension.  New construction that extends an existing reinforced 

concrete slab-top, box-, or arch-culvert structure.  Acceptable methods for constructing 
the extension include cast-in-place reinforced concrete or installation of precast 
reinforced-concrete box sections. 
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31-1.02  Purpose 
 
This Chapter provides design procedures for the hydraulic design of a highway culvert which are 
based on FHWA Hydraulic Design Series Number 5 (HDS #5) Hydraulic Design of Highway 
Culverts.  This Chapter also provides the following: 
 
1. the results of culvert analysis using microcomputers which emphasizes the use of the 

HYDRAIN system and the HY8 culvert analysis software; and 
 
2. a summary of the design philosophy included in the AASHTO Highway Drainage 

Guidelines, Chapter IV. 
 
 
31-1.03  Definitions 
 
The following are definitions of concepts to be considered in culvert design. 
 
1. Backwater.  The increase in water-surface elevation caused by the introduction of a 

culvert into an open channel or other open drainage system. 
 
2. Critical Depth, dC.  The depth at which the specific energy of a given flow rate is at a 

minimum.  For a given discharge and cross-section geometry there is only one critical 
depth. 

 
3. Crown.  The inside top of a culvert. 
 
4. Flow Type.  The USGS has established culvert-flow types which assist in determining the 

flow conditions at a particular culvert site.  Diagrams of these flow types are provided in 
Section 31-5.0. 

 
5. Free Outlet.  A free outlet has a tailwater equal to or lower than critical depth.  For a 

culvert having a free outlet, lowering of the tailwater has no effect on the discharge or the 
backwater profile upstream of the tailwater. 

 
6. Improved End Treatment (Improved Inlet).  An improved end treatment has an entrance 

geometry which decreases the flow contraction at the end treatment and thus increases 
the capacity of a culvert.  The end treatment is referred to as side- or slope-tapered (walls 
or bottom tapered). 

 
7. Invert.  The flowline of the culvert (inside bottom). 
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8. Normal Flow.  Normal flow occurs in a channel reach if the discharge, velocity, and 
depth of flow do not change throughout the reach.  The water surface and channel bottom 
will be parallel. 

 
9. Slope.  The following applies. 
 

a. A steep slope occurs where critical depth is greater than normal depth. 
b. A mild slope occurs where critical depth is less than normal depth. 

 
10. Submergence.  The following applies. 
 

a. A submerged outlet occurs where the tailwater elevation is higher than the crown 
of the culvert. 

 
b. A submerged inlet occurs where the headwater is greater than 1.2D, where D is 

the culvert diameter or barrel height. 
 
 
31-1.04  Symbols 
 
To provide consistency within this Chapter and throughout this Manual, the symbols in Figure 
31-1B, Culvert Symbols, will be used.  These symbols have wide use in culvert publications. 
 
 
31-2.0  POLICY 
 
31-2.01  Definition 
 
Policy is a set of goals that establish a definite course of action or method of action and that are 
selected to guide and determine present and future decisions.  Policy is implemented through 
design criteria for making decisions (see Section 31-3.0). 
 
 
31-2.02  Culvert Policy 
 
The following policies are specific to a culvert. 
 
1. Each culvert should be hydraulically designed.  However, the minimum pipe size 

specified in Section 31-3.05(03) will sometimes control. 
 
2. The design storm frequency/frequencies selected should be consistent with the criteria 

described in Section 31-3.03. 
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3. Survey information should include topographic features, channel characteristics, high-

water information, existing-structure data, and other related site-specific information. 
 
4. Culvert location in both plan and profile should approximate the alignment of the natural 

channel to avoid sediment build-up in the barrel. 
 
5. A culvert should be designed to accommodate debris, or proper provisions should be 

made for debris maintenance. 
 
6. A culvert should be located and designed to present a minimum hazard to traffic and 

pedestrians. 
 
7. The detail of documentation for each culvert site should be commensurate with the risk 

and importance of the structure.  Design data and calculations should be assembled in an 
orderly fashion and retained for future reference as provided for in Chapter Twenty-eight. 

 
8. Where necessary as directed by INDOT, some means should be provided for personnel 

and equipment access to facilitate maintenance. 
 
 
31-3.0  DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
31-3.01  Definition 
 
Design criteria are the standards by which a policy is implemented.  They form the basis for the 
selection of the final design configuration.  Listed below by categories are the design criteria 
which should be considered. 
 
 
31-3.02  Site Criteria 
 
The following apply. 
 
1. Structure-Type Selection.  A culvert is used at the locations as follows: 
 

a. where a bridge is not hydraulically required; 
b. where debris and ice are tolerable; and 
c. where its use will be more economical than a bridge. 

 
A bridge is used as follows: 
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a. where more economical than a culvert; 
b. to avoid floodway encroachment; 
c. to accommodate ice or large debris; and 
d. where a culvert will generate excessive velocity, backwater, or other hydraulic 

deficiency. 
 
2. Length and Slope.  The culvert length and slope should be chosen to approximate 

existing topography and, as practical, the culvert invert should be aligned with the 
channel bottom and the skew angle of the stream.  The roadway clear-zone requirements 
and the embankment geometry may dictate the culvert length.  See Chapter Forty-nine. 

 
3. Location in Plan.  A severe or abrupt change in channel alignment upstream or 

downstream is not recommended.  The following applies. 
 

a. A small culvert with no defined channel is placed normal to the roadway 
centerline. 

 
b. A large culvert perpetuating drainage in a defined channel should be skewed as 

necessary to minimize channel relocation and erosion. 
 

c. All utilities should be located before determining the final location of a culvert to 
minimize conflicts. 

 
4. Location in Profile.  The culvert profile will likely approximate the natural stream profile.  

Exceptions which must be approved by the Hydraulics Team can be considered as 
follows: 

 
a. arrest stream degradation by utilizing a drop-end treatment or broken-back 

culvert; 
b. improve hydraulic performance by utilizing a slope-tapered end treatment; or 
c. avoid conflicts with other utilities that are difficult to relocate such as sanitary 

sewers. 
 
5. Debris Control.  Debris control should be designed using Hydraulic Engineering Circular 

No. 9 Debris-Control Structures, and may be considered as follows: 
 

a. where experience or physical evidence indicates the watercourse will transport a 
heavy volume of controllable debris; 

 
b. for a culvert under a high fill; or 
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c. where clean-out access is limited.  However, access must be available to clean out 
the debris-control device. 

 
 
31-3.03  Design-Storm Frequency 
 
See Figure 31-3A, Design Storm Frequency (Culvert). 
 
 
31-3.04  Hydraulic Design Criteria 
 
31-3.04(01)  Allowable Headwater (AHW) 
 
Allowable headwater is the depth of water that can be ponded at the upstream end of a culvert 
during the design flood.  AHW will be limited by one or more of the following. 
 
1. New Alignment.  The maximum backwater (increase in headwater elevation over the sum 

of TW depth plus inlet invert elevation) should not exceed 1.5 in.  The 1.5-in. maximum 
may be modified as follows: 

 
a. the backwater dissipates to 1.5 in. or less at the right-of-way-line; or 

 
b. the channel is sufficiently deep to contain the increased elevation without 

overtopping the banks. 
 

The Hydraulics Engineer must approve exceptions to the 1.5-in. backwater allowance. 
 
2. Existing Conditions.  The IDNR limits surcharge to 1 ft, in an urban or rural location.  

Existing conditions are defined as the water surface profile that results from only those 
encroachments that were constructed prior to December 31, 1973.  Although IDNR 
policy will allow for a slight increase over existing conditions, INDOT will not.  INDOT 
policy for a culvert replacement or rehabilitation is that the surcharge created by a 
proposed structure must be equal to or less than the existing surcharge, unless the existing 
surcharge is less than 1 ft.  This will allow future widening of the structure.  If the 
surcharge created by an existing structure is greater than 1 ft, the proposed surcharge for 
the culvert replacement or extension must not be greater than 1 ft above the natural-
channel flood profile. 

 
3. Right of Way.  The ponding limit from the AHW cannot exceed the right-of-way limit for 

a structure on a new alignment. 
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4. Upstream Channel.  The ponding limit from the AHW cannot exceed the banks of an 
upstream channel for a structure on a new alignment. 

 
5. Other.  Other constraints on AHW include the following: 
 

a. grades of adjacent drives; 
b. finished floor elevation of adjacent buildings or other improvements; and 
c. elevation of existing cropland or other property. 

 
 
31-3.04(02)  Roadway Serviceability 
 
For the appropriate design storm, headwater caused by the proposed structure cannot exceed the 
following for the roadway. 
 
1. If Q100 is the appropriate design storm, the resulting headwater elevation must be at least 

2 ft below the edge-of-pavement elevation. 
 
2. If the appropriate design storm frequency is less than Q100, the resulting headwater 

elevation must not exceed the edge-of-pavement elevation. 
 
 
31-3.04(03)  Maximum Velocity 
 
Each culvert requires outlet protection to prevent erosion.  The protection used must be in 
accordance with the following. 
 
1. Revetment riprap is required for a structure with an outlet velocity, Vo, of 6.5 ft/s or 

lower. 
 
2. Class 1 riprap is required for a structure with 6.5 ft/s ≤ Vo < 10 ft/s. 
 
3. Class 2 riprap is required for a structure with 10 ft/s ≤ Vo < 13 ft/s. 
 
4. An energy dissipator is required if Vo ≥ 13 ft/s.  See Chapter Thirty-four for the design of 

an energy dissipator. 
 
If clear zone or other issues prohibit the use of the required riprap gradation, the designer must 
contact the Hydraulics Team for additional instructions. 
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31-3.04(04)  Minimum Velocity 
 
The minimum velocity in the culvert barrel should result in a tractive force, τ = γdS, greater than 
critical τ of the transported streambed material at a low-flow rate.  The designer should use 3 ft/s 
if the streambed material size is not known. 
 
 
31-3.04(05)  Tailwater Relationship 
 
For a channel, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Evaluate the hydraulic conditions of the downstream channel to determine a tailwater 

depth (see Chapter Thirty). 
 
2. Calculate backwater curves for sensitive locations or use a single cross-section analysis. 
 
3. Use the critical depth and equivalent hydraulic grade line if the culvert outlet is operating 

with a free outfall. 
 
4. Use the headwater elevation of a nearby downstream culvert if it is above the channel 

depth. 
 
For a confluence or large body of water, the designer should use the high-water elevation that 
has the same frequency as the design flood if events are known to occur concurrently 
(statistically dependent) to determine the tailwater. 
 
 
31-3.04(06)  Storage (Temporary or Permanent) 
 
Storage should not be considered in the hydraulic design of a culvert. 
 
 
31-3.04(07)  Culvert Sumping [Added Jan. 2011] 
 
Sumping in a drainage structure consists of placing the structure invert elevation and scour 
protection at a specified depth below the waterway or stream flowline to satisfy the IDEM Water 
Quality Section 401 permit requirements.  This sumping allows the natural movement of stream 
bed material through the structure.  Sumping should be provided for each structure over one of 
the Waters of the United States. 
 
1. Three-Sided Structure.  The sump depth should be 18 in. for a stream bed of sand, 12 in. 

for a stream bed of other soil, or 3 in. for a stream bed of rock or till.  The stream bed and 
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scour protection should be as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  A base slab 
should be used only if the geotechnical report identifies flowline-area soil that will not 
support riprap.  No increase in structure size is required due to sumping.  The sump area 
will not require backfill as part of the contract work, but will be allowed to fill in 
naturally over time. 

 
2. Pipe or Box Structure.  Such a structure should be sumped as shown on the INDOT 

Standard Drawings and Figure 31-3B(1). 
 
If the required sump exceeds 3 in., the structure diameter or rise may need to be increased 
by the sump value.  The structure’s design capacity should be checked to determine if 
such increase is required.  If a pipe end section or riprap is required, these should be 
sumped to the same depth as the structure.  The sump area of the structure and end 
section or riprap will not require backfill as part of the contract work, but will be allowed 
to fill in naturally over time. 

 
Scour-protection limits should be shown on the plans.  Quantities for geotextile and riprap, or a 
base slab, that are intended for scour protection, should be determined and identified as such in 
the Structure Data table for each applicable structure.  Appropriate columns have been 
incorporated into the Structure Data table.  Such quantities are not pay quantities, and therefore 
should not be incorporated into other pay quantities of geotextile, riprap, or concrete. 
 
 
31-3.05  Culvert-Sizing Process 
 
31-3.05(01)  Priority System 
 
The culvert-sizing process is performed in accordance with a priority system.  The system 
consists of six trials where specific installations are considered prior to evaluating other structure 
types.  The design priority system is as follows. 
 
1. Trial 1.  Single Circular-Pipe Installation. 
2. Trial 2.  Single Deformed-Pipe Installation. 
3. Trial 3.  Single Specialty-Structure Installation. 
4. Trial 4.  Multiple Circular-Pipes Installation. 
5. Trial 5.  Multiple Deformed-Pipes Installation. 
6. Trial 6.  Multiple Specialty-Structures Installation. 
 
The principles of the priority system are summarized below. 
 
1. A pipe structure is preferred to a specialty structure (e.g., precast reinforced-concrete box 

section, precast reinforced-concrete three-sided culvert, structural plate arch). 
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2. A circular pipe is preferred to a deformed pipe. 
 
3. A single-cell installation is preferred to a multiple-cell installation. 
 
Section 31-3.0 provides a decision flowchart for each of the six trials in the priority system, as 
the following figures. 
 
 31-3C Culvert Design Process (Trial 1 - Single Circular Pipe) 
 31-3D Culvert Design Process (Trial 2 - Single Deformed Pipe) 
 31-3E Culvert Design Process (Trial 3 - Single Specialty Structure) 
 31-3F Culvert Design Process (Trial 4 - Multiple Circular Pipes) 
 31-3G Culvert Design Process (Trial 5 - Multiple Deformed Pipes) 
 31-3H Culvert Design Process (Trial 6 - Multiple Specialty Structures) 
 
31-3.05(02)  Pipe-Culvert-Interior Designation 
 
During the performance of Trials 1, 2, 4, or 5, specific pipe materials will not be considered.  
Instead, two generic designs are required.  One design will size pipes with smooth interiors and 
the second will size pipes with corrugated interiors.  The smooth-interior hydraulic design will 
be based on a Manning’s n value of 0.012 and can use the nomographs or computer software 
used for sizing a reinforced concrete pipe.  The corrugated hydraulic design is based on a 
Manning’s n value of 0.024 and can utilize the nomographs or computer software used to size a 
corrugated-metal pipe.  If the corrugated-pipe design indicates that structural-plate pipe is 
required, the Manning’s n value must be in accordance with accepted engineering practice.  See 
Figure 31-10A for typical values.  The nomographs or computer software used to size a 
structural-plate pipe may be used to determine the required size for a larger structure. 
 
The two hydraulic designs for an individual structure will be based on identical pipe lengths and 
invert elevations. 
 
If separate hydraulic designs are performed for smooth and corrugated interior pipes, the 
following situations are possible. 
 
1. Situation 1.  The required smooth-interior and corrugated-interior pipe sizes are identical.  

The structure callout on the plans should include the required pipe size.  No reference to 
an interior designation is made. 

 
2. Situation 2.  The required smooth-interior and corrugated-interior pipe sizes are different.  

The structure callout on the plans should indicate that the structure requires a smooth pipe 
of one size or a corrugated pipe of another. 
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3. Situation 3.  An acceptable pipe size can be determined for one interior designation but 
not the other.  If this occurs, the structure callout on the plans should indicate the required 
pipe size and interior designation. 

 
4. Situation 4.  No acceptable pipe size can be found for either interior designation.  The 

designer must proceed to the next trial of the culvert-sizing process. 
 
 
31-3.05(03)  Minimum Culvert Size 
 
If it is determined that a pipe is acceptable for a culvert structure, the proposed pipe size must be 
greater than or equal to that shown in Figure 31-3B, Minimum Pipe-Culvert Size. 
 
 
31-3.05(04)  Cover 
 
In addition to the minimum-pipe-size requirement, cover is another factor that the designer must 
consider during the structure-sizing process.  For a circular pipe structure, a minimum of 1 ft of 
cover (measured from the top of the pipe to the bottom of the asphalt or concrete pavement) must 
be provided.  If the structure requires a deformed corrugated-interior pipe material, at least 1.5 ft 
of cover must be provided.  The cover for a circular pipe structure should not exceed 100 ft.  The 
cover for a deformed corrugated-interior pipe structure should not exceed 13 ft.  If the pavement 
grade or structure invert elevations cannot be adjusted to satisfy the cover criteria discussed 
above, contact the Hydraulics Team for additional instructions. 
 
 
31-3.05(05)  Pipe-Extension Structure-Sizing Process 
 
The sizing of a pipe-extension structure should be in accordance with the following. 
 
1. Match Existing Pipe Size and Interior Designation.  If practical, the pipe extension should 

be the same size and material as the existing pipe.  However, at this stage, it is only 
necessary to identify the required interior designation for the extension. 

 
2. Perform Appropriate Hydraulic Analysis.  The appropriate hydraulic calculations must be 

performed to verify whether the extended structure satisfies the required design criteria.  
Because the structure’s interior designation is known, it is only necessary to perform 
hydraulic calculations appropriate for that interior designation. 

 
If the extended structure satisfies the required design criteria, the structure sizing process is 
complete.  If the extended structure does not satisfy the required design criteria, the designer 
must reevaluate whether the existing structure can be replaced with a new structure.  If it is not 
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practical to replace the existing pipe because of construction method, traffic maintenance, or 
other constraints, contact the Hydraulics Team for further instructions. 
 
 
31-3.05(06)  Concrete-Culvert-Extension Sizing Process 
 
If an existing cast-in-place reinforced-concrete slab-top culvert, box culvert, or arch culvert 
requires extension, the designer must decide whether the extension will be constructed using 
cast-in-place reinforced concrete or precast reinforced-concrete box sections.  Once the extension 
method has been determined, the appropriate culvert-design criteria must be checked to verify 
that the extended structure satisfies the hydraulic requirements.  If the analysis indicates that the 
extended structure does not satisfy the hydraulic requirements, the designer must reevaluate 
whether the existing structure can be removed and replaced with a new structure.  If it is not 
possible to replace the existing culvert because of construction method, traffic maintenance, or 
other constraints, contact the Hydraulics Team for further instruction. 
 
 
31-3.06  Other Culvert Features 
 
31-3.06(01)  Culvert Skew 
 
The culvert skew should not exceed 45 deg as measured from a line perpendicular to the 
roadway centerline, without the approval of the Hydraulics Engineer. 
 
 
31-3.06(02)  Inlet or Outlet End Treatment 
 
The culvert end-treatment type should be selected from the list shown below based on the given 
considerations and the end treatment coefficient, Ke.  See Section 31-10.0 for the recommended 
value of Ke.  Roadside safety should be considered in the selection and design.  See Section 49-
3.0 for a detailed discussion of INDOT practices for the safety treatment of a drainage structure. 
 
The following discusses the types of culvert end treatments and their advantages and 
disadvantages. 
 
1. Projecting Inlet or Outlet. 
 

a. Extends beyond the roadway embankment. 
 

b. Is susceptible to damage during roadway maintenance or an errant vehicle. 
 

c. Has a low construction cost. 
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d. Has poor hydraulic efficiency for thin material. 

 
e. Should include anchoring the end treatment to strengthen the weak leading edge 

for a culvert of 42 in. diameter or larger.  The anchorage should include a 
sufficient weight of concrete to resist buoyant forces (see the INDOT Standard 
Drawings). 

 
f. May be strengthened by use of a concrete collar, if necessary. 

 
Where a projecting inlet or outlet is within the roadside clear zone, the designer should 
consider the use of a grated box end section (GBES) or a safety metal end section 
(SMES).  See Chapter Forty-nine for INDOT criteria on roadside clear zone.  See the 
INDOT Standard Drawings for the GBES and SMES. 

 
2. Mitered End Treatment. 
 

a. Is hydraulically more efficient than a thin edge projecting. 
 

b. Should be mitered to match the fill slope. 
 

c. Should include anchoring the end treatment to strengthen the weak leading edge 
for a culvert of 42 in. diameter or larger. 

 
3. Improved End Treatment. 
 

a. Should be considered for a culvert which will operate in inlet control. 
 

b. Can increase the hydraulic performance of the culvert, but may also add to the 
total culvert cost.  Therefore, it should only be used if economically justified. 

 
4. Pipe End Section. 
 

a. Is available for either corrugated-metal or concrete pipe. 
 

b. Retards embankment erosion and incurs less damage from maintenance. 
 

c. May improve a projecting metal-pipe entrance by increasing hydraulic efficiency, 
reducing accident hazard, and improving the pipe entrance’s appearance. 

 
d. Is hydraulically equivalent to a headwall, but can be equivalent to a beveled or 

side-tapered entrance if a flared, enclosed transition occurs before the barrel. 
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5. Wingwall. 
 

a. Is used to retain the roadway embankment to avoid a projecting culvert barrel. 
 

b. Is used where the side slopes of the channel are unstable. 
 

c. Is used where the culvert is skewed to the normal channel flow. 
 

d. Provides the best hydraulic efficiency if the flare angle is between 30º° and 60º. 
 

e. Should be provided for a precast-concrete drainage structure. 
 
6. Apron. 
 

a. Is used to reduce scour from a high headwater depth or from approach velocity in 
the channel. 

 
b. Should extend at least one pipe diameter upstream. 

 
c. Should not protrude above the normal streambed elevation. 

 
d. May be constructed of riprap and an appropriate geotextile or concrete. 

 
7. Cutoff Wall. 
 

a. Is used to prevent piping along the culvert barrel and undermining at the culvert 
end. 

 
b. Should be used for a culvert with headwalls. 

 
c. Should be of minimum 20 in. depth or as shown in the INDOT Standard 

Drawings or Standard Specifications. 
 
8. Weep Hole.  A weep hole should not be used. 
 
 
31-3.06(03)  Pipe-Length Determination 
 
After the structure size and cover have been determined, the designer must determine the 
required length.  The design length for a culvert structure should be rounded to the next higher 
1.5 ft. 
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31-3.06(04)  Buoyancy Protection 
 
Pipe end sections or concrete anchors where a projecting end treatment or outlet is used, or other 
means of anchoring to provide buoyancy protection, should be considered for a flexible culvert.  
The seriousness of buoyancy depends on the steepness of the culvert slope, depth of the potential 
headwater (debris blockage may increase), flatness of the upstream fill slope, height of the fill, 
large culvert skew, or mitered ends.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings and Standard 
Specifications. 
 
 
31-3.06(05)  Relief Opening 
 
Where a culvert serving as a relief opening has its outlet set above the normal stream flow line, 
precautions should be made to prevent headcutting or erosion from undermining the culvert 
outlet. 
 
 
31-3.06(06)  Erosion and Sediment Control 
 
Temporary measures should be shown on the construction plans.  The measures may include the 
use of a silt box, brush silt barrier, filter cloth, temporary silt fence, or check dam.  For more 
information, see Chapter Thirty-seven.  The scour elevation to be shown on the Layout sheet is 
the scour elevation for Q500. 
 
 
31-4.0  DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
 
31-4.01  Overview 
 
The design of a culvert system for a highway crossing a floodplain involves using information 
from other chapters in this Part (e.g., hydrology, channels).  Each of these should be consulted as 
appropriate.  The discussion below focuses on alternative analyses and design methods. 
 
 
31-4.02  Alternative Analyses 
 
A culvert alternative should be selected which satisfies the topography, design policies, and 
design criteria. 
 
Alternatives should be analyzed for hydraulic equivalency, risk, and cost. 
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Select an alternative which best integrates engineering and economic and political 
considerations.  The selected culvert should satisfy the applicable structural and hydraulic 
criteria, and should be based on the following: 
 
1. construction and maintenance costs; 
2. risk of failure or property damage; 
3. roadside safety; and 
4. land-use requirements. 
 
 
31-4.03  Design Methods 
 
The designer should choose either of the following: 
 
1. to use a culvert or a storm drain; or 
 
2. to use nomographs or computer software.  The use of nomographs not based on HDS #5 

is subject to the approval of the Hydraulics Engineer. 
 
 
31-4.03(01)  Structure Type 
 
The following applies to the structure type. 
 
1. Culvert.  This is one of the following: 
 

a. a covered structure with both ends open; 
b. a type of structure designed using the procedures described in HDS #5; or 
c. a type of structure which may be circular, deformed, or specialty. 

 
 

**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 
 

If twin box culverts are required, space 
should not be left between them. 

 
 
 
2. Storm Drain.  This is one of the following: 
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a. a covered structure with at least one end in a manhole inlet or catch basin and is 
usually a part of a system of pipes; 

 
b. designed using HYDRA software included in HYDRAIN; or 

 
c. designed using other computer models or by hand calculations. 

 
See FHWA-SA-96-078 Urban Drainage Design Manual HEC #22, and Chapter Thirty-
six and for more information. 

 
3. Specialty Structure.  A specialty structure can be used in either a culvert or storm-drain 

application.  See Section 31-4.05 for more information on specialty structures. 
 
 
31-4.03(02)  Hydrology Methods 
 
See Chapter Twenty-nine for detailed information on hydrology.  A constant discharge is 

assumed for culvert design, is always the peak discharge, and will yield a conservatively-
sized structure where temporary storage is available but not used. 

 
 
31-4.03(03)  Computational Methods 
 
Nomographs require a trial-and-error solution which most often provides a reliable design, and 
require additional computations for tailwater, outlet velocity, hydrographs, routing, and roadway 
overtopping.  They are available for many culvert sizes and shapes (see HDS #5). 
 
 
31-4.03(04)  Computer Software 
 
HY-8 is the only computer program allowed for the hydraulic analysis of a culvert.  The FHWA 
Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts (HDS #5) is also acceptable.  HDS #5 has also been 
updated and released as a CD ROM (the FHWA Hydraulics Library). 
 
1. HYDRAIN Microcomputer System. 
 
 a. Is recommended by AASHTO; 
 b. includes HY8; and 
 c. has a User’s Manual. 
 
2. HY8 (FHWA Culvert Analysis Software). 
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 a. Is an interactive program written in Basic. 
 
 b. Uses the theoretical basis for the nomographs. 
 
 c. Can compute tailwater, improved end treatments, road overtopping, hydrographs, 

routing, and multiple independent barrels. 
 
 d. Develops and plots tailwater rating curves. 
 
 e. Develops and plots performance curves. 
 
 f. Is documented in the HYDRAIN User’s Manual and HY8 Applications Guide. 
 
 
31-4.04  Modifying or Replacing an Existing Culvert 
 
If considering whether to modify or replace an existing culvert, the designer should first obtain a 
copy of the road log from the district office.  The road log includes an inventory of the locations, 
sizes, and types of drainage structures located on each state highway.  During the field data 
collection process, the size, location, and type of each culvert should be verified.  Each structure 
should be inspected.  See the FHWA Culvert Inspection Manual for information on structure 
inspection.  See Figure 31-4A, Culvert Inspection Report Form.  An editable version of this form 
may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  If necessary, district operations or maintenance 
should be contacted to clean each plugged or partially-plugged structure so an adequate 
inspection can be performed.  The district should be notified of changes that need to be made in 
the road log. 
 
Once inspection of all culverts to be addressed has been completed, a list of those requiring 
modification or replacement should be provided to the district Office of Highway Management.  
The Office will slip-line or replace pipes of less than 36 in. diameter requiring excavation of less 
than 5 ft.  See Section 31-4.04(02) Item 1 for an explanation of slip lining.  This work should be 
done before the road work is contracted. 

 
Rehabilitation or replacement should be considered as part of the project work for a culvert of 36 
in. or greater diameter that has poor roadway geometry or that has a remaining life of less than 
the anticipated life of the proposed road work. 
 
 
31-4.04(01)  Determining Need for Culvert Modification or Replacement 
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Each culvert to be modified or replaced should be evaluated by an individual familiar with 
structure inspection. 
 
1. General Considerations.  The items to check include, but are not limited to, those as 

follows: 
 
 a. structure alignment with the channel and the potential for erosion or scour; 
 b. erosion of the approaches, particularly the areas behind the wingwalls; 
 c. loss of fill material from beneath the roadway; 

d. local and contraction scour and general channel degradation; 
e. indications of foundation undermining and the potential for foundation 

undermining; 
 f. structure settlement; 
 g. timber decay; 
 h. roadway geometry; 
 i. hydraulic adequacy; and 
 j. approach erosion. 
 
2. Metal Pipe.  Items to check when inspecting a metal pipe include, but are not limited to, 

those as follows: 
 

a. corrosion, including holes which could cause erosion of the surrounding backfill 
material; and 

 b. excessive deformation. 
 

A metal pipe found to be in poor condition should be considered for slip lining or 
replacement. 

 
3. Concrete Pipe.  Items to check when inspecting a concrete pipe include, but are not 

limited to, those as follows: 
 
 a. cracking, efflorescence, delaminating, or spalling of concrete; 
 b. exposed or corroded concrete reinforcement; 
 c. deterioration at widening joints; 
 d. settlement or separation of joints allowing backfill material into the pipe; and 
 e. deterioration of the structure. 
 

A concrete pipe found to be in poor condition should be considered for resetting, slip 
lining, or possibly replacement. 
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4. Jacking a Pipe.  If a pipe is to be jacked under a road, space should be provided for a 
jacking pit.  Temporary right of way will be required if there is not sufficient permanent 
right of way.  The designer should discuss this issue at the preliminary field check. 

 
 
31-4.04(02)  Culvert Modification 
 
A Structure Data Table should be included in the plans for drainage structures requiring 
modification.  Detail sheets should be provided where required. 
 
1. Slip Lining.  Slip lining is a technique for rehabilitating a culvert of 18 in. diameter or 

larger.  Slip lining is also suitable for use for a box- or arch-type culvert.  It is completed 
by pushing or pulling sections of polyethylene pipe through the existing structure and 
filling the space between the polyethylene and existing structure with grout.  The capacity 
of a structure can often be increased due to the low friction factor of the polyethylene 
liner.  Factors to consider when deciding whether or not to slip line a structure are as 
follows: 

 
 a. The structure barrel should be relatively straight and free from obstructions. 
 b. The backfill around the structure should be free from large voids. 

c. There should be sufficient room to work from at least one end of the existing 
structure. 

d. The structure should be under at least 6.5 ft of fill or in a location where a road 
closure is undesirable or impossible. 

 
2. Culvert Extension.  A culvert that is structurally and hydraulically adequate, but of 

insufficient length, may be considered for an extension.  Each culvert with a diameter of 
50 in. or greater that will be extended 5 ft or more will require a geotechnical evaluation.  
See Section 31-3.05(05) for criteria regarding culvert extension. 

 
3. Culvert End Treatment.  See Section 31-3.06(02) for desirable design criteria regarding a 

culvert end treatment. 
 
4. Headwalls and Anchors.  Removal of headwalls or anchors damages the existing 

structure.  As a minimum, 40 in. of new structure should be placed for each headwall 
removed. 

 
Each protruding headwall which is not in accordance with the obstruction-free-zone 
criteria should be considered for removal or modification.  A headwall which is shielded 
from impact by guardrail should not be removed unless it is located within clearance 
range of the guardrail as shown in Figure 49-4A. 
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31-4.04(03)  Culvert Replacement 
 
Each culvert with a diameter of 50 in. or greater that is to be replaced will require a geotechnical 
report and a hydraulic analysis.  If a legal drain is involved, the county surveyor should be 
contacted for the replacement-structure parameters.  County soils survey and county drainage 
maps are available.  The USGS 7.5-min series topography maps provide information regarding 
drainage patterns at a large scale.  The topography maps show rivers, creeks, and streams which 
indicate the drainage pattern of the basin as a whole. 
 
The designer should provide the flow-line elevation for the structure to be replaced.  The 
established temporary benchmarks should be shown on the detail sheet.  Cross sections should be 
provided where required for each culvert replacement or new installation. 
 
If a culvert is already in the INSTIP program for replacement, the designer should attempt to 
incorporate the replacement into the project work. 
 
 
31-4.04(04)  Backfill Materials 
 
See Section 17-2.09 for culvert-backfill requirements. 
 
 
31-4.05  Specialty Structures 
 
Specialty structures include those described below. 
 
 
31-4.05(01)  Precast-Concrete Box Culvert 
 
A precast-concrete box culvert may be recommended by the Hydraulics Team.  A box structure 
is considered oversize if its clear-span length is more than 12’-0”.  The recommended layout 
method for a box culvert is to extend it to the point where the roadway sideslope intercepts the 
stream flowline.  The sideslope at the end of a box culvert should be protected with guardrail or 
be located beyond the clear zone. 
 
 
31-4.05(02)  Precast-Concrete Oversize Box Structure 
 
A precast-concrete oversize box structure may be recommended by the Hydraulics Team.  A box 
structure is considered oversize if its clear-span length is more than 12’-0”, but not more than 
20’-0”.  Product information is available from local suppliers. 
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The hydraulic recommendations letter will indicate if a three-sided structure with a base slab is 
an acceptable alternate to an oversize box structure.  The designer should consult with the 
Hydraulics Team for guidance as to whether the two structure types are interchangeable for the 
specific site.  A cost comparison should be used in making the final structure selection. 
 
If the distance between the top of the structure and the top of the pavement section, is less than 2 
ft as measured at the edge of travel lane, all top slab reinforcement in a box structure, or all 
reinforcement in a three-sided structure, should be epoxy coated.  A note should be placed in the 
Structure Data Table’s comments column indicating this. 
 
An oversize box culvert should be laid out so that the total structure length is a multiple of the 
box-segment length for the given box size.  It is not necessary to add a tolerance for the joints 
between segments in determining the total structure length.  The available segment masses 
(weights) and lengths are shown in Figure 31-4B. 
 
 
31-4.05(03)  Wingwalls and Headwalls for Precast-Concrete Structure 
 
Wingwalls and headwalls for a precast-concrete structure will be required.  Such wingwalls and 
headwalls may b precast or cast in place. 
 
The information to be shown on the plans is as follows: 
 
1. a plan view showing the total length of the structure, skew angle, distance from roadway 

centerline to each end of structure, and the flare angle of all wingwalls; 
 
2. an elevation view of the end of the structure including wingwalls and headwall.  The span 

and rise of the structure should be dimensioned.  The heights of the headwalls should be 
shown; 

 
3. wingwalls labeled A through D with a table showing all dimensions and elevations for 

each wingwall; 
 
4. a table summarizing the wingwall areas required; 
 
5. a conceptual drawing showing a typical section through each wingwall that shows the 

approximate footing configuration.  Footing dimensions should not be shown.  The 
contractor is responsible for the footing design; and 

 
6. the allowable soil bearing pressure.  A table should be included on the plans listing the 

soil parameters for wingwall design as follows: 
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a. angle of friction between wingwall footing and foundation soil, δ; 
b. angle of internal friction of the foundation soil, φ; 
c. ultimate cohesion of foundation soil, C; and 
d. ultimate adhesion between foundation soil and concrete, CA. 

 
These soil parameters will be provided in the geotechnical report for the structure. If the 
geotechnical report is lacking this information, it should be requested from the 
Production Management Division’s Office of Geotechnical Services. 

 
The headwalls’ quantities will be included in the structure quantities. 
 
If a project has at least one precast-concrete box structure, and at least one precast-concrete 
three-sided drainage structure, each with wingwalls, the wingwalls’ quantities for both types of 
structures may be combined. 
 
 
31-4.05(04)  Plans Details, and Design Computations and Shop Drawings 
 
Only the conceptual layout for a precast-concrete 3-sided or 4-sided structure, or precast 
wingwalls and headwalls, should be shown on the plans.  Once the work is under contract, the 
fabricator will design and detail the structure.  For each 3-sided structure, or for a 4-sided 
structure of greater than 12’-0” span, the fabricator will provide design computations and shop 
drawings which are to be checked by, and are subject to the approval of, the designer. 
 
The contractor may choose to substitute a three-sided structure as a cost-reduction incentive.  
Details for a hydraulically-equivalent three-sided structure should not be shown on the plans. 
 
 
31-4.05(05)  Structure-Size Increments 
 
For structure box sections and structure-extension box sections, the size increments are as 
follows. 
 
1. Structure of 12’-0” Span or Less

 

.  Span and rise range from a minimum of 3 ft through a 
maximum of 12 ft, in 1-ft increments.  The rise must be less than or equal to the span. 

2. Oversize Structure
 

.  Span is 14, 16, 18, or 20 ft.  Rise is 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 ft. 

 
31-5.0  DESIGN EQUATIONS 
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31-5.01  General 
 
An exact theoretical analysis of culvert flow is complex due the requirements as follows: 
 
1. analyzing non-uniform flow with regions of both gradually varying and rapidly varying 

flow; 
 
2. determining how the flow type changes as the flow rate and tailwater elevations change; 
 
3. applying backwater and drawdown calculations, energy, and momentum balance; 
 
4. applying the results of hydraulic model studies; and 
 
5. determining if hydraulic jumps occur and if they are inside or downstream of the culvert 

barrel. 
 
 
31-5.02  Approach 
 
The procedure considers the following. 
 
1. Control Section.  The control section is the location where there is a unique relationship 

between the flow rate and the upstream water-surface elevation.  Inlet control is governed 
by the inlet geometry.  Outlet control is governed by a combination of the culvert end-
treatment geometry, the barrel characteristics, and the tailwater. 

 
2. Minimum Performance.  Minimum performance is assumed by analyzing both inlet and 

outlet control and using the highest headwater.  The culvert may operate more efficiently 
at times (more flow for a given headwater level), but it will not operate at a lower level of 
performance than calculated. 

 
3. Culvert Sizing.  The culvert sizing process must satisfy the criteria as follows: 
 

a. allowable headwater elevation at Q100; 
 

b. roadway serviceability for storm of specific magnitude, depending on functional 
classification; and 

 
c. maximum pipe outlet velocity or energy dissipator design. 

 
4. Computer Software.  The HY8 hydraulics computer software and FHWA Hydraulics 

Library CD design methods are acceptable for structure sizing. 
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31-5.03  Inlet Control 
 
For inlet control, the control section is at the upstream end of the barrel (the inlet).  The flow 
passes through critical depth near the inlet and becomes shallow, high-velocity (supercritical) 
flow in the culvert barrel.  Depending on the tailwater, a hydraulic jump may occur downstream 
of the inlet. 
 
 
31-5.03(01)  Headwater Factors 
 
These include the following. 
 
1. Headwater depth is measured from the inlet invert of the inlet control section to the 

surface of the upstream pool. 
 
2. Inlet area is the cross-sectional area of the face of the culvert.  The inlet face area is the 

same as the barrel area. 
 
3. Inlet-edge configuration describes the entrance type.  Inlet-edge configurations include 

thin-edge projecting, mitered, square edge in a headwall, and beveled edge.  See Section 
31-10.0 for the edge configuration of an INDOT culvert inlet. 

 
4. Inlet shape is the same as the shape of the culvert barrel.  Shapes include rectangular, 

circular, elliptical, and arch.  Check for an additional control section, if different than the 
barrel. 

 
 
31-5.03(02)  Hydraulics 
 
Three regions of flow are shown in Figure 31-5A, Unsubmerged, Submerged, and Transition.  
These are described as follows. 
 
1. Unsubmerged.  For headwater below the inlet crown, the entrance operates as a weir.  A 

weir is a flow-control section where the upstream water surface elevation can be 
predicted for a given flow rate.  The relationship between flow and water surface 
elevation must be determined through model tests of the weir geometry or by measuring 
prototype discharges.  These tests are then used to develop equations.  HDS #5 Appendix 
A includes the equations which were developed from model test data.  See Figure 31-5B, 
Flow Type I. 
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2. Submerged.  For headwater above the inlet, the culvert operates as an orifice.  An orifice 
is an opening, submerged on the upstream side and flowing freely on the downstream 
side, which functions as a control section.  The relationship between flow and headwater 
can be defined based on results from model tests.  HDS #5 Appendix A includes flow 
equations which were developed from model test data.  See Figure 31-5C, Flow Type V. 

 
3. Transition Zone.  The transition zone is located between the unsubmerged and the 

submerged flow conditions where the flow is poorly defined.  This zone is approximated 
by plotting the unsubmerged and submerged flow equations and connecting them with a 
line tangent to both curves. 

 
 
31-5.03(03)  Nomographs 
 
The inlet-control flow versus headwater curves which are established using the above procedure 
are the basis for constructing the inlet control design nomographs.  In the inlet control 
nomographs, HW is measured to the total upstream energy grade line including the approach 
velocity head. 
 
 
31-5.04  Outlet Control 
 
Outlet control has depths and velocities which are subcritical.  The control of the flow is at the 
downstream end of the culvert (the outlet).  The tailwater depth is either assumed to be critical 
depth near the culvert outlet or the downstream channel depth, whichever is higher.  In a given 
culvert, the type of flow is dependent on all of the barrel factors.  All of the inlet-control factors 
also influence the culvert in outlet control, as follows. 
 
1. Interior Designation.  The pipe-culvert interior designation (i.e., the barrel roughness) 

will be either smooth or corrugated.  See Section 31-3.05(02) for INDOT practice.  The 
roughness is represented by a hydraulic resistance coefficient such as the Manning’s n 
value.  Manning’s n values are provided in Section 31-10.0. 

 
2. Barrel Area.  Barrel area is measured perpendicular to the flow. 
 
3. Barrel Length.  Barrel length is the total culvert length from the entrance invert to the exit 

invert.  Because the design height of the barrel and the slope influence the actual length, 
an approximation of barrel length is necessary to begin the design process. 

 
4. Barrel Slope.  Barrel slope is the actual slope of the culvert barrel and is often the same as 

the natural stream slope.  However, if the culvert inlet or outlet is raised or lowered, the 
barrel slope is different from the stream slope. 
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31-5.04(01)  Tailwater Elevation 
 
Tailwater is based on the downstream water-surface elevation.  Backwater calculations from a 
downstream control, a normal depth approximation, flood insurance studies, or IDNR historic 
flood profiles are used to define the tailwater elevation (see Section 31-3.03). 
 
 
31-5.04(02)  Hydraulics 
 
Full flow in the culvert barrel is assumed for the analysis of outlet control hydraulics.  Outlet-
control flow conditions can be calculated based on an energy balance from the tailwater pool to 
the headwater pool.  See Figure 31-5D, Flow Type IV. 
 
The following equations apply. 
 
1. Losses. HL =  HE + Hf + HV + Hb + Hj + Hg (Equation 31-5.1) 
 

Where: HL = total energy loss, ft 
HE = entrance loss, ft 
Hf = friction losses, ft 
HV = exit loss, or velocity head, ft 
Hb = bend losses, ft (see HDS #5) 
Hj = losses at junctions, ft (see HDS #5) 
Hg = losses at grates, ft (see HDS #5) 

 
2. Velocity.  V = Q/A (Equation 31-5.2) 
 

Where: V = average barrel velocity, ft/s 
Q = flow rate, ft3/s 
A = cross sectional area of flow with the barrel full, ft2 

 
3. Velocity head.  

g
VHV 2

2

=      (Equation 31-5.3) 
Where: g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s2 

 
4. Entrance loss.  

g
VKH E

E 2

2

=     (Equation 31-5.4) 
Where: KE = entrance loss coefficient; see Section 31-10.0. 

 
5. Friction loss.  
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 (Equation 31-5.5) 
Where  L = length of the culvert barrel, ft 
  n = Manning’s roughness coefficient (see Section 31-10.0) 
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R = hydraulic radius of the full culvert barrel = A/P, ft 
P = wetted perimeter of the barrel, ft 

 
6. Exit loss.  

g
VV

H d
O 2

22 −
=       (Equation 31-5.6) 

 
 
 

Where:  Vd = channel velocity downstream of the culvert, ft/s (usually neglected; see 
Equation 31-5.5).  If neglected, 

   
g

VHH VO 2

2

==   (Equation 31-5.7) 
 
7. Barrel losses. H = HE + HO + Hf (Equation 31-5.8) 
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8. Energy Grade Line.  The energy grade line represents the total energy at a point along the 

culvert barrel.  Equating the total energy at Sections 1 and 2, upstream and downstream 
of the culvert barrel in Figure 31-5D, Flow Type IV, the resulting relationship is as 
follows: 

 
  L

dU
O H

g
V

TW
g

V
HW ++=+

22

22

    (Equation 31-5.9) 
 

Where:  HWO = headwater depth above the outlet invert, ft 
VU  = approach velocity, ft/s 
TW  = tailwater depth above the outlet invert, ft 
Vd  = downstream velocity, ft/s 
HL  = sum of all losses (Equation 31-5.1) 

 
9. Hydraulic Grade Line.  The hydraulic grade line is the depth to which water would rise in 

vertical tubes connected to the sides of the culvert barrel.  In full flow, the energy grade 
line and the hydraulic grade line are parallel lines separated by the velocity head except at 
the inlet and the outlet. 

 
 
31-5.04(03)  Nomographs 
 
The following describes the assumptions for the culvert nomographs in the FHWA Hydraulics 
Library CD. 
 
1. Full Flow.  The nomographs were developed assuming that the culvert barrel is flowing 

full and that the following apply. 
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a. TW ≥ D, Flow Type IV (see Figure 31-5D), or dC ≥ D, Flow Type VI (see Figure 
31-5E). 

 
b. VU is small and its velocity head can be considered to be a part of the available 

headwater, HW, used to convey the flow through the culvert. 
 

c. Vd is small and its velocity head can be neglected. 
 

d. Equation 31-5.9 becomes the following: 
 

HW = TW + H - SOL (Equation 31-5.10) 
 

Where:  HW  = depth from the inlet invert to the energy grade line, ft 
H  = value read from the nomographs (Equation 31-5.8), ft 
SOL  = drop from inlet to outlet invert, ft 

 
2. Partly-Full Flow.  Equations 31-5.1 through 31-5.10 were developed for full-barrel flow.  

The equations also apply to a flow situation which is effectively a full-flow condition, if 
TW < dC; see Figure 31-5F, Flow Type VII.  Backwater calculations may be required 
beginning at the downstream water surface and proceeding upstream.  If the depth 
intersects the top of the barrel, full flow extends from that point upstream to the culvert 
entrance. 

 
3. Partly-Full Flow, Approximate Method.  Based on backwater calculations performed by 

FHWA, it has been determined that the hydraulic grade line pierces the plane of the 
culvert outlet at a point halfway between critical depth and the top of the barrel, or (dC + 
D)/2 above the outlet invert.  TW should be used if it is higher than (dC + D)/2.  The 
following equation should be used. 

 
HW = hO + H - SOL (Equation 31-5.11) 

 
Where:  hO = the larger of TW or (dC + D)/2, ft 

 
Adequate results are obtainable down to HW = 0.75D.  For a lower headwater, backwater 
calculations are required.  See Figure 31-5G if TW < dC, or Figure 31-5H if TW ≥ dC. 

 
 
31-5.05  Outlet Velocity 
 
Culvert outlet velocity should be calculated to determine the extent of erosion protection 
required at the culvert exit.  A culvert affects an outlet velocity which is higher than the natural 
stream velocity.  See Section 31-3.0 for the INDOT policy on outlet protection. 
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31-5.05(01)  Inlet Control 
 
The velocity is calculated from Equation 31-5.2 after determining the outlet depth.  Either of the 
following methods may be used to determine the outlet depth. 
 
1. Calculate the water surface profile through the culvert.  Begin the computation at dC at 

the entrance and proceed downstream to the exit.  Determine the depth and flow area at 
the exit. 

 
2. Assume normal depth and velocity.  This approximation may be used because the water 

surface profile converges towards normal depth if the culvert is of adequate length.  This 
outlet velocity may be slightly higher than the actual velocity at the outlet.  Normal depth 
may be obtained from design aids described in publications such as HDS #3. 

 
 
31-5.05(02)  Outlet Control 
 
The cross-sectional area of the flow is defined by the geometry of the outlet and either critical 
depth, tailwater depth, or the height of the conduit.  The following applies. 
 
1. Critical depth is used where the tailwater is less than critical depth. 
 
2. Tailwater depth is used where tailwater is greater than critical depth but below the top of 

the barrel. 
 
3. The total barrel area is used where the tailwater exceeds the top of the barrel. 
 
 
31-5.06  Roadway Overtopping 
 
A roadway is designed to avoid overtopping during the appropriate design storm given for the 
road-serviceability requirement.  However, for a storm that exceeds the road-serviceability 
design storm, it is necessary to calculate HW elevations and velocities. 
 
Roadway overtopping will begin once the headwater rises to the elevation of the roadway.  The 
overtopping will occur at the low point of a sag vertical curve on the roadway.  The flow will be 
similar to flow over a broad-crested weir.  Flow coefficients for flow overtopping a roadway 
embankment are shown in HDS #1 Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways and in the documentation of 
HY-7, Bridge Waterways Analysis Model. 
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Equation 31-5.12 defines roadway overtopping as follows: 
 

Qr = CdLHWr
1.5 (Equation 31-5.12) 

 
Where: Qr  = overtopping flow rate, ft3/s 

Cd  = overtopping discharge coefficient (weir coefficient) = ktCr 
kt  = submergence coefficient 
Cr  = discharge coefficient 
L  = length of the roadway crest, ft 
HWr =  the upstream depth, measured above the roadway crest, ft 

 
The length is difficult to determine where the crest is defined by a roadway sag vertical curve.  
Either of the following may be used. 
 
1. Subdivide the length into a series of segments.  The flow over each segment is calculated 

for a given headwater.  The flows for each segment are then added together to determine 
the total flow. 

 
2. The length can be represented by a single horizontal line (one segment).  The length of 

the weir is the horizontal length of this segment.  The depth is the average depth 
(area/length) of the upstream pool above the roadway. 

 
Total flow is calculated for a given upstream water-surface elevation using Equation 31-5.9.  The 
following applies. 
 
1. Roadway overflow plus culvert flow must equal total design flow. 
 
2. A trial-and-error process is necessary to determine the flow passing through the culvert 

and the amount flowing across the roadway. 
 
3. Performance curves for the culvert and the road overflow may be summed to yield an 

overall performance. 
 
 
31-5.07  Performance Curves 
 
Performance curves are plots of flow rate versus headwater depth or elevation, velocity, or outlet 
scour.  The culvert performance curve is composed of the controlling portions of the individual 
performance curves for each of the following control sections (see Figure 31-5 I, Overall 
Performance Curve), as follows. 
 
1. Inlet.  The inlet performance curve is developed using the inlet control nomographs. 
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2. Outlet.  The outlet performance curve is developed using Equations 31-5.1 through 31-

5.10, the outlet control nomographs, or backwater calculations. 
 
3. Roadway.  A roadway performance curve is developed using Equation 31-5.12. 
 
4. Overall.  An overall performance curve is the sum of the flow through the culvert and the 

flow across the roadway and can be determined by performing the following steps. 
 

a. Select a range of flow rates and determine the corresponding headwater elevations 
for the culvert flow alone.  These flow rates should occur above and below the 
design discharge and include the entire flow range of interest.  Both inlet and 
outlet control headwaters should be calculated. 

 
b. Combine the inlet and outlet control performance curves to define a single 

performance curve for the culvert. 
 

c. If the culvert headwater elevation exceeds the roadway crest elevation, 
overtopping will begin.  Calculate the upstream water-surface depth above the 
roadway for each selected flow rate.  Use these water surface depths and Equation 
31-5.12 to calculate flow rates across the roadway. 

 
d. Add the culvert flow and the roadway overtopping flow at the corresponding 

headwater elevations to obtain the overall culvert performance curve as shown in 
Figure 31-5 I, Overall Performance Curve. 

 
 
31-6.0  DESIGN PROCEDURES 
 
The following design procedure provides a convenient and organized method for designing a 
culvert for a constant discharge, considering inlet and outlet control.  The procedure does not 
address the affect of storage which is discussed in Chapter Thirty-five and Section 31-9.0.  
Storage will not be considered in the design of a structure which is not part of a detention 
facility.  The following also applies. 
 
1. The designer should be familiar with all equations in Section 31-5.0 before using these 
 procedures. 
 
2. Following the design method without an understanding of culvert hydraulics can result in 
 an inadequate, unsafe, or costly structure. 
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3. The computation form has been provided in Section 31-10.0 to guide the user.  It includes 
 blocks for the project description, designer’s identification, hydrologic data, culvert 
 dimensions and elevations, trial culvert description, inlet and outlet control HW, culvert 
 barrel selected, and comments. 
 
4. Step 1:  Assemble Site Data And Project File. 
 
 a. See Section 28-5.0.  The minimum required data are as follows: 
 
  (1) USGS, site and location maps; 
  (2) embankment cross section; 
  (3) roadway profile; 
  (4) channel cross section at outlet of proposed structure; 
  (5) photographs; 
  (6) survey (sediment, debris); and 
  (7) design data for nearby structures for which data is readily available. 
 
 b. Studies and regulatory requirements by other agencies including the following: 
 
  (1) small dam: NRCS, USACOE; 
  (2) canal: NRCS, USACOE; 
  (3) floodplain: NRCS, USACOE, FEMA, USGS, NOAA, IDNR; and 
 (4) storm drain: local or private, including drains regulated by county 

 drainage board. 
 
 c. Design criteria. 
  (1) review Section 31-3.0 for applicable criteria, and 
  (2) prepare analysis. 
 
5. Step 2:  Determine Hydrology. 
 
 a. See Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 b. Minimum required data are drainage area map and a discharge. 
 c. Determine magnitude of each required design storm. 
 
6. Step 3:  Analyze Downstream Channel. 
 
 a. See Chapter Thirty. 

b. Minimum required data are cross section and slope of channel, and the rating 
curve for the channel. 

 c. Perform analysis for each required design-storm magnitude. 
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7. Step 4:  Summarize Data On Design Form. 
 
 a. See Chart in Section 31-10.0. 
 b. Data from Steps 1-3. 
 c. Perform analysis for each required design-storm magnitude. 
 
8. Step 5:  Select Design Discharge, Qd. 
 
 a. See Section 31-3.0 and Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 b. Determine flood frequency from criteria. 
 c. Determine Q. 
 
9. Step 6:  Perform Structure-Sizing Process. 
 
 a. See Section 31-3.0. 
 b. Steps 7, 8 and 9 must be performed for each structure type analyzed in Trials 1 

 through 6 for the design-storm magnitudes appropriate for allowable headwater 
 and roadway serviceability. 

 c. Continue with trials until hydraulic design is complete. 
 d. Select acceptable structure size, type, and pipe-interior designation, if applicable, 

 and select the end treatment. 
 
10. Step 7:  Determine Inlet Control Headwater Depth, HWi.  Use the inlet-control 

nomograph (FHWA Hydraulics Library CD).  A plastic sheet with a matte finish can be 
used to mark on so that the nomographs can be preserved.): 

 
 a. Locate the size or height on the scale. 
 
 b. Locate the discharge. 
 
  (1) For a circular shape, use discharge. 
  (2) For a box shape, use Q per foot of width. 
 
 c. Locate HW/D ratio. 
 
  (1) Use a straightedge. 
  (2) Extend a straight line from the culvert size through the flow rate. 
  (3) Mark the first HW/D scale.  Extend a horizontal line to the desired scale, 
   read HW/D, and identify on Chart in Section 31-10.0. 
 
 d. Calculate headwater depth, HWi. 
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  (1) Multiply HW/D by D to obtain HW to energy gradeline. 
  (2) Neglecting the approach velocity, HWi = HW. 
  (3) Including the approach velocity, HWi = HW – (approach velocity head). 
 
11. Step 8:  Determine Outlet Control Headwater Depth At Inlet, HWoi. 
 
 a. Calculate the tailwater depth, TW, using the design flow rate and normal depth  
  (single section) or using a water surface profile. 
 
 b. Calculate critical depth, dC, using the appropriate chart in HDS #5. 
 
  (1) Locate flow rate and read dC. 
 
  (2) dC cannot exceed D. 
 
 (3) If dC > 0.9D, consult Handbook of Hydraulics (King and Brater) for a

 more accurate dC, if needed, because curves are truncated where they 
 converge. 

 
 c. Calculate (dC + D)/2. 
 
 d. Determine hO.  It equals the larger of TW or (dC + D)/2. 
 
 e. Determine entrance loss coefficient, KE, from Section 31-10.0. 
 
 f. Determine losses through the culvert barrel, H. 
 
  (1) Use nomograph (FHWA Hydraulics Library CD) or Equation 31-5.8 or  
   31-5.9 if outside the range. 
 
  (2) Locate appropriate KE scale. 
 

(3) Locate culvert length, L or L1.  Use L if Manning’s n matches that of the 
culvert.  Use L1 to adjust for a different culvert n value. 

 
    

n
L

L n1
1

2
=      (Equation 31-5.13) 

 
   Where:  L1 = adjusted culvert length, ft 
     L = actual culvert length, ft 
     n1 = desired Manning’s n value 
     n = Manning’s n value from chart 
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(4) Mark point on turning line.  Use a straightedge and connect the size with 
the length. 

 
(5) Read H.  Use a straightedge, connect Q and turning point, and read H on 

the Head Loss scale. 
 
 g. Calculate outlet control headwater, HWoi: 
 
  (1) Use Equation 31-5.14, if VU and Vd are neglected, as follows: 
 
    HWoi = H + hO – SOL    (Equation 31-5.14) 
 
  (2) Use Equations 31-5.1, 31-5.6, and 31-5.9 to include VU and Vd. 
 
  (3) If HWoi is less than 1.2D, and the outlet controls, the following apply. 
 
    (a) The barrel may flow partly full. 
 
    (b) The approximate method of using the greater of tailwater or 
     (dC + D)/2 may not be applicable. 
 
    (c) backwater calculations should be used to check the result. 
 
    (d) If the headwater depth falls below 0.75D, the approximate 
     nomograph method should not be used. 
 
12. Step 9:  Determine Controlling Headwater, HWC. 
 
 a. Compare HWi and HWoi, and use the higher value. 
 
 b. Compare HWC with allowable HW and adjust culvert size if necessary. 
 
13. Step 10:  Compute Discharge Over The Roadway, Qr. 
 
 a. Choose Qt and thereby establish a TW. 
 

b. Assume an upstream depth over the roadway, HWr, calculate the length of 
roadway crest, L, and calculate the overtopping flow rate using Equation 31-5.15 
as follows: 

 
  Qr = CdL(HWr)1.5      (Equation 31-5.15) 
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  See Section 31-5.06. 
 
 c. Calculate the flow in the culvert by using Equations 31-5.8 and 31-5.10 solving  
  for V and then Qd. 
 
14. Step 11:  Calculate Outlet Velocity, VO, and Depth, dn.  If inlet is the controlling 

headwater using the design-storm magnitude appropriate for the velocity, calculate the 
following: 

 
 a. flow depth at culvert exit using normal depth or water-surface profile; 
 
 b. flow area, A; and 
 
 c. exit velocity, VO = Q/A. 
 

If outlet is the controlling headwater using the design-storm magnitude appropriate for 
the velocity, calculate the following: 

 
 a. flow depth at culvert exit; 
 
  (1) use dC if it is greater than TW, 
  (2) use TW if dC < TW < D, or 
  (3) use D if it is less than TW. 
 
 b. flow area, A; and 
 
 c. exit velocity, VO = Q/A. 
 
15. Step 12:  Review Results.  Compare alternative design with constraints and assumptions.  
 If one or more of the following is exceeded, repeat Steps 5 through 12. 
 
 a. The barrel must have adequate cover; see Section 31-3.05(04). 
 b. The length should be close to the approximate length. 
 c. The allowable backwater should not be exceeded. 
 d. The roadway serviceability must be satisfied. 
 e.  The outlet velocity should not be excessive; see Section 31-3.0. 
 
16. Step 13:  Related Designs.  Consider the following options (see Sections 31-5.04 and 31-
 5.05). 
 
 a. Improved end treatments if culvert is in inlet control and has limited available 

 headwater. 
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 b. Energy dissipator if VO ≥ 13 ft/s (see Section 31-3.0 and Chapter Thirty-four). 
 
 c. Sediment-control storage for site with sediment concerns such as alluvial fans 

 (see Chapter Thirty-seven). 
 
17. Step 14:  Documentation. 
 
 a. See Chapter Twenty-eight. 
 b. Prepare report and file with background information. 
 
 
31-7.0  NOMOGRAPH DESIGN 
 
The following example problem follows the Design Procedure Steps described in Section 31-6.0. 
 
1. Step 1:  Assemble Site Data And Project File. 
 
 a. Site survey project file should include the following: 
 
  (1) USGS site and location maps; 
  (2) roadway profile; 
  (3) embankment cross section; 
  (4) if two-lane roadway, ADT > 3000; and 
  (5) new alignment. 
 
  See Figure 31-7.1 for site data. 
 

b. Survey notes should indicate no sediment or debris problems and no nearby 
structures. 

 
 c. Studies by other agencies: none. 
 
 d. Environmental risk assessment shows the following: 
 
  (1) no buildings near floodplain; 
  (2) no sensitive floodplain values; 
  (3) no FEMA involvement; and 
  (4) convenient detours exist. 
 
 e. Design criteria. 
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  (1) HW: Q100.  Maximum backwater is 1.5 in. 
  (2) RS: Q100.  Headwater elevation must be 2 ft below the edge-of-  

  pavement elevation. 
(3) VEL: Q50.  Maximum velocity is 13 ft/s without energy dissipator.  See 

Section 31-3.0 for INDOT criteria on outlet protection. 
 
2. Step 2:  Determine Hydrology.  USGS regression equations yield the following: 
 
  Q50 = 134 ft3/s, and Q100 = 148 ft3/s 
 
3. Step 3:  Analyze Downstream Channel.  See Figure 31-7.2 for cross section of channel 
 (slope = 0.001). 
 
  Point Station (ft) Elevation (ft) 
     1     12.3  194.0 
     2     22.3  193.0 
     3     28.3  192.8 
     4     31.0  190.4 
     5     43.0  190.4 
     6     45.7  192.8 
     7     62.0  197.6 
 
 The rating curve for the channel calculated with normal depth yields the following: 
 
  Q (ft3/s) TW (ft)  V (ft/s) 
     44.5     1.73     1.97 
     89.0    3.13     2.90 
    133.5    2.57     2.47 
    148.3    3.30     3.00 
    178.0    3.60     3.20 
 
4. Step 4:  Summarize Data On Design Form.  See Figure 31-7A, Chart 17 and Performance 
 Curve, for design example. 
 
5. Step 5:  Select Design Discharge. 
 
  Qd = Q100 = 148 ft3/s for HW and RS 
  Q50 = 134 ft3/s for outlet velocity 
 
6. Step 6:  Perform Structure-Sizing Process. 
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 a. Start with Trial 1, Singular Circular Pipe, and proceed through the trials until the 
 hydraulic design is complete. 

 
 b. Review site conditions to determine what limitations may be applicable. 
 
   Assume shoulder PI at approximate elevation of 198.3 ft. 
   Assume pavement thickness of -0.83 ft. 
   Assume minimum cover of -1.00 ft. 
   Pipe thickness is -0.60 ft. 
   Inlet elevation is -190.7 ft. 
   Maximum allowable rise is 5.17 ft. 
 
 c. Try a circular pipe with diameter = 60 in. 
 

d. Assume an end section which satisfies the fill-slope requirement for both RCP 
and CMP.  KE = 0.5 from Figure 31-10B, Entrance Loss Coefficients (Outlet 
Control, Full or Partly Full). 

 
 e. TW = 3.3 ft.  AHW = El.i + TW + 0.13 = 190.7 + 3.3 + 0.13 = 194.1 ft 
 

f. With a very flat channel slope of 0.001, the culvert will likely operate under outlet 
control.  However, for ease of calculations, Step 7 will determine inlet control for 
the largest permissible pipe and, if a trial size is too small, Step 7 will indicate 
continuing on to the next trial. 

 
7. Step 7:  Determine Inlet Control Headwater Depth, HWi.  Use inlet-control nomograph. 
 
   D = 5 ft, KE = 0.5 
   Q = 148 ft3/s 
   From nomograph, HW/D = 1.16 
   HWi = 1.16 (5) = 5.8 ft 
   El.h1 = HWi + El.i = 5.8 + 190.7 = 196.5 ft > 194.1 ft, therefore No Good. 
   Go to Trial 2, Single Deformed Pipe. 
 
  a. Maximum rise = 60 in. 

Maximum allowable corrugated-metal pipe-arch size = 72 in. x 48 in. 
 
  b. From nomograph, HW/D = 1.55 
 
  c. HWi = 1.55 (4) = 6.2 ft 
 
  d. El.h1 = 6.2 + 190.7 = 196.9 ft > 194.1 ft, therefore No Good. 
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  e. Try reinforced-concrete deformed pipe, 100 in. x 63 in. 
 
  f. From nomograph, HW/D = 0.75.  HWi = 0.75 (5.27) = 3.95 
 
  g El.h2 = 3.95 + 190.7 = 194.7 ft > 194.1 ft, therefore No Good. 
 
  Go to Trial 3, Single Specialty Structure. 
 
 With a maximum of a 1.5-in. increase in backwater allowed and a flat slope of 

0.001, a wide shallow box will be necessary.  Therefore, try a reinforced-concrete 
box, 132 in. x 48 in., with a wingwall 30 deg to 75 deg to barrel.  KE = 0.5 from 
Figure 31-10B. 

 
  Use inlet-control nomograph. 
 
   D = 4 ft 
   Q/B = 148.3/11 = 13.48 ft3/s per foot 
   HW/D = 0.71 
   HWi = 0.71 (4) = 2.84 ft 
   Eli = 190.7 + 2.84 = 193.54 ft < 194.1 ft, therefore OK 
 
  Go to outlet control. 
 
8. Step 8:  Determine Outlet-Control Headwater Depth at Inlet, HWoi. 
 
  TW = 3.3 ft for Q = 148.3 ft3/s 
  dC = 1.73 ft from Critical Depth, Rectangular Section chart 
  (dC + D)/2 = (0.52 + 1.2)/2 = 0.86 
  hO = the larger of TW or (dC + D)/2 = 3.3 ft 
  KE = 0.5 
  Determine H from Chart 15, Outlet-Control Nomograph. 
 
   a. KE, scale = 0.5 
   b. Culvert length, L = 300 ft 
   c. n = 0.012 
   d. Area = 11 x 4 = 44 ft2 
   e. H = 0.4 ft 
   f. El.hO = ElO + H + hO = 190.3 + 0.4 + 3.3 = 194 ft < 194.1 ft 
 
9. Step 9:  Determine Controlling Headwater Elevation. 
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 a. El.hO = 194.1 ft > El.hC = 193.5 ft 
 b. The culvert is in outlet control. 
 
10. Step 10:  Calculate Outlet Velocity, VO. 
 
 a. Calculate flow depth at culvert exit. 
  Use TW if dC < TW < D 1.73 < 3.13 < 4 TW = 3.13 ft 
 b. Calculate flow area:  (11) (3.13) = 34.43 ft2 
 c. Calculate exit velocity:  VO = Q50/A = (134/34.43) = 3.9 ft/s 
 
11. Step 11:  Review Results.  Compare alternative design with constraints and assumptions. 
 
 a. Check cover:  199 – (190.7 + 4 + 1) = 3.3 ft, therefore OK. 
 b. L = 300 ft 
 c. El.hO = 194.0 ft < AHW of 194.1 ft, therefore OK. 
 d. Overtopping flood > Q100, and RS = Q100 
  Pavement-edge elevation of 199 ft – El.hO of 194.0 ft = 5 ft > 2 ft, OK. 
 e. Outlet velocity of 3.9 ft/s < 13.3 ft/s, therefore OK. 
  Use revetment riprap; see Section 31-3.04(03). 
 

The outlet-control nomographs are designed for full flow.  In this example, full flow does 
not exist because the TW depth of 3.3 ft is less than the rise of 4 ft and the culvert is on a 
flat slope.  The above answer should be considered approximate.  A more-accurate 
solution is provided in Section 31-8.0 with the microcomputer analysis. 

 
12. Step 12:  Documentation.  Prepare a Report which includes the Culvert Design Form 
 shown on Figure 31-7A, Chart 17 and Performance Curve for Design Example. 
 
 
31-8.0  MICROCOMPUTER SOLUTION 
 
31-8.01  Overview 
 
Culvert hydraulic analysis can also be accomplished with the aid of the HYDRAIN software.  
The following example has been produced using the HY8 Culvert Analysis Microcomputer 
Program.  It is the computer solution of the data provided in Section 31-7.0.  Although Trials 1 
and 2 of the culvert-design process can be worked on HY8, they are not shown in this example.  
Trial 3, the reinforced concrete box culvert, is shown. 
 
The screens shown in the figures may not exactly match the version of HY8 available to the user 
because some editorial changes have been made to fit the screens in this text for presentation. 
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31-8.02  Data Input 
 
After creating a file, the user will be prompted for the discharge range, site data, and culvert 
shape, size, material, and end-treatment type.  The discharge range for this example will be from 
0 to 222 ft3/s.  The site data are entered by providing culvert invert data.  The data input prompt 
screen is shown as Figure 31-8A, HY8 Data Input Prompt Screen.  If embankment data points 
are input, the program will fit the culvert in the fill and subtract the appropriate length. 
 
 
31-8.02(01)  Culvert Data 
 
As an initial size estimate, try a concrete box culvert, 132-in x 48-in.  For the culvert, assume 
that a conventional end treatment with 1:1 bevels and 45-deg wingwalls will be used.  As each 
group of data is entered, the user is allowed to edit incorrect entries.  Figure 31-8A shows the 
screen that summarizes the culvert information. 
 
 
31-8.02(02)  Channel Data 
 
Next, the program will prompt for data pertaining to the channel so that tailwater elevations can 
be determined.  Referring to the problem statement, the channel is irregularly shaped and can be 
described by the eight coordinates listed.  The channel data prompt screen is shown as Figure 31-
8B, HY8 Channel Data Prompt Screen.  After opening the irregular-channel file, the user will be 
prompted for channel slope of 0.001, number of cross-section coordinates, 8, and subchannel 
option.  The subchannel option will be option 2, left and right overbanks with n = 0.08, and main 
channel with n = 0.03. 
 
The next prompt, for channel boundaries, refers to the number of the coordinate pair defining the 
left subchannel boundary and the number of the coordinate pair defining the right subchannel 
boundary.  The boundaries for this example are the 3rd and 6th coordinates.  After this is input, 
the program prompts for channel coordinates.  Once these are entered, press P and the computer 
will display the channel cross-section shown in Figure 31-8C, Channel Cross Section.  The user 
can identify input errors by looking at the plot.  To return to the data input screens, press any 
key.  If data are correct, press Enter.  The user can then enter the roughness data for the main 
channel and overbanks. 
 
 
31-8.03  Rating Curve 
 
The program now has sufficient information to develop a uniform flow rating curve for the 
channel and provide the user with a list of options.  See Figure 31-8D, HY8 Rating Curve 
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Prompt Screen.  Selecting option T on the Irregular Channel Data Menu will command the 
program to compute the rating-curve data and display Figure 31-8D.  Selecting option I will 
permit the user to interpolate data between calculated points. 
 
The Tailwater Rating Curve Table consists of tailwater elevation, TWE, at normal depth, natural 
channel velocity, Vel., and the shear stress at the bottom of the channel for various flow rates.  At 
the design flow rate of 148.3 ft3/s, the tailwater elevation will be 193.7 ft.  The channel velocity 
will be 3 ft/s, and the shear will be 0.162 lb/ft2.  This information will be useful in the design of a 
channel lining if needed.  Entering P will command the computer to display the rating curve for 
the channel.  This curve, shown in Figure 31-8E, Tailwater vs. Flow Rate, is a plot of tailwater 
elevation vs. flow rate at the exit of the culvert. 
 
 
31-8.04  Roadway Data 
 
The next prompts are for the roadway profile so that an overtopping analysis can be performed.  
Referring to the problem statement, the roadway profile is a sag vertical curve, which will 
require nine coordinates to define.  Once these coordinates are input, the profile will be displayed 
once P is entered, as illustrated in Figure 31-8F, Roadway Profile.  The other data required for 
overtopping analysis are roadway surface or weir coefficient and the embankment top width.  
For this example, the roadway is paved with an embankment width of 50.8 ft. 
 
 
31-8.05  Data Summary 
 
All of the data has now been entered and the summary table is displayed as shown in Figure 31-
8G, HY8 Data Summary Prompt Screen.  At this point, the data can be changed or the user can 
save the data and continue by pressing Enter, which will bring up the Culvert Program Options 
Menu. 
 
 
31-8.06  Performance Curve for Culvert Size of 132 in. x 48 in. 
 
From the Culvert Program Options Menu, the culvert performance curve table can be obtained 
by selecting option S.  If option S is selected, the program will compute the performance-curve 
table without considering overtopping in the analysis.  Because this 132-in. x 48-in. culvert is a 
preliminary estimate, the performance without considering overtopping is calculated and is 
shown as Figure 31-8H, HY8 Performance Curve Prompt Screen, 132-in. Span by 48-in. Rise. 

 
The table indicates the controlling headwater elevation, HW, the tailwater elevation, and the 
headwater elevations associated with all possible control sections of the culvert.  It is apparent 
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from the table that at 148.3 ft3/s, HW = 194.2 ft, which exceeds the design headwater of 194.1 ft.  
Consequently, the 132-in. x 48-in. box culvert is inadequate for the site conditions.  Figure 31-8 
I, Inlet/Outlet Control Headwaters plot, can be obtained by entering P.  In this example, the 
culvert is operating in outlet control (the upper curve) throughout the discharge range.  
Backwater should be calculated as follows: 
 

BW = Headwater El. - (Inlet El. + Tailwater Depth) 
 

For this example, BW at Q = 148.3 ft3/s is 194.2 – (190.7 + 3.3) = 0.2 ft 
 
The backwater for the 132-in. x 48-in. culvert is greater than allowable for 1.5 in.  The next 
larger size of 144 in. x 48 in. will be analyzed. 
 
 
31-8.07  Performance Curve for Culvert Size of 144 in. x 48 in. 
 
Because the design headwater criterion was not satisfied by a size of 132 in. x 48 in., try a size of 
144 in. x 48 in. and modify the file accordingly.  The resulting performance table shown as 
Figure 31-8J indicates that the design headwater will not be exceeded at 148.3 ft3/s.  The 
designer must check the roadway serviceability at Q100 and the maximum velocity at Q50. 
 
This structure is sized to satisfy the INDOT criteria on new alignment of an increase of 1.5 in. 
maximum backwater if compared to existing conditions.  If the culvert had been a replacement 
structure, the INDOT criteria is a maximum total backwater of 12 in.  The box-culvert size can 
be modified to satisfy this criterion. 
 
 
31-8.08  Performance Curve for Culvert Size of 84 in. x 48 in. 
 
The user can modify the existing program file to analyze a smaller barrel.  Try a size of 84 in. x 
48 in.  From the Culvert Program Options Menu, press E to edit the file, and then E again to edit 
the culvert size.  The prompts will be the same as they were for the 144 in. x 48 in. culvert.  The 
user will return to the Culvert Data Summary Table directly without seeing the tailwater and 
overtopping menus again.  Press F to rename the data file, or press Enter to save the changes into 
the current file and return to the Culvert Program Options Menu.  The performance of this 
culvert can be checked by selecting option S for no overtopping.  The performance curve table 
shown as Figure 31-8K, HY8 Performance Curve Prompt Screen, 84-in. Span by 48-in. Rise, 
appears. 
 
Check the backwater for Q100 of 148.3 ft3/s as follows: 
 
 BW = Headwater Elevation – (Inlet Elevation + TW depth) 
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 BW = 194.9 – (190.7 + 3.3) = 0.9 ft < 1 ft, therefore OK. 
 
Therefore, a reinforced-concrete box culvert of 84-in. x 48-in. RCB will be adequate if the 
Allowable Backwater, ABW, is increased to 12 in. 
 
 
31-8.09  Minimize Culvert Span 
 
Rather than using a series of trials to increase or reduce the culvert headwater to an acceptable 
level, as in the preceding examples, the Minimize Culvert Span feature of HY8 can be used.  
This feature is intended to allow the designer to use HY8 as a tool to perform culvert design for a 
circular, box, elliptical, or arch-shaped culvert based on a user’s defined allowable headwater 
elevation, assuming no overtopping.  This feature can be activated by pressing M.  Once this 
option is selected, the user inputs the allowable headwater elevation.  That elevation will be the 
basis for adjusting the user’s defined culvert size for the design discharge.  The program will 
adjust the culvert span by increasing or decreasing in it in 6-in. increments.  It will compute the 
headwater elevation for the span, and compare it with the user’s defined allowable headwater.  If 
the computed headwater elevation is lower than or equal to the defined allowable headwater 
elevation, the minimization routine will stop, and the adjusted culvert can be used for the 
remainder of the program.  Other hydraulic parameters are also computed while performing the 
minimization routine.  These hydraulic parameters which are part of the output of the 
minimization-routine table, as shown in Figure 31-8L, HY8 Minimization Routine Table Prompt 
Screen, must be printed from this screen because they are not printed with the output-listing 
routine.  The AHW of 195 ft based on the inlet elevation of 190.7 ft, TW of 3.3 ft, and allowable 
backwater of 1 ft yields the results shown in Figure 31-8L. 
 
This feature is a timesaver, as it avoids the need for repetitively editing a culvert size to obtain a 
controlling headwater elevation. 
 
 
31-8.10  Overtopping Performance Curve, Culver Size of 144. in x 48 in. 
 
Return to the 144-in. x 48-in. culvert to determine the amount of overtopping and the actual 
headwater from the Culvert Program Options Menu, and select O for overtopping.  Figure 31-
8M, Summary of Culvert Flows Prompt Screen, will appear. 
 
This computation table is used if overtopping is used.  It shows the headwater, total flow rate, the 
flow through each barrel and overtopping flow, and the number of iterations it took to balance 
the flows.  The overtopping discharge of 201 ft3/s occurs at the roadway sag-point elevation of 
194.6 ft.  For the maximum discharge of 222 ft3/s, 215 ft3/s will flow through the culvert and 
7.42 ft3/s will flow over the road.  From this information, a total (culvert and overtopping) 
performance curve, shown in Figure 31-8N, Total Performance Curve, can be obtained by 
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selecting option P.  This curve is a plot of the headwater elevation vs. the total flow rate which 
indicates how the culvert or group of culverts will perform over the selected range of discharges.  
It is useful for comparing the effects of various combinations of culverts.  See Figure 31-8 O, 
HY8 Overtopping Performance Curve Prompt Screen, 144-in. Span by 48-in. Rise. 
 
 
31-8.11  Review 
 
For the design criteria set forth for the example in Section 31-7.0, the design of a reinforced-
concrete box culvert of 144 in. x 48 in. is selected as follows: 
 
 Q100 = 148.3 ft3/s, HW = 194.1 ft, AHW = 194.1 ft, VO = 3.93 ft/s, VC = 3 ft/s. 
 Q50 = 134 ft3/s, VO = 3.73 ft/s.  No energy dissipation necessary. 
 
 Road sag point elevation = 194.6 ft, Overtopping Q = 201 ft3/s. 
 Therefore, Roadway Serviceability, RS > Q100. 
 
An energy dissipater is warranted at a velocity higher than 13.3 ft/s.  See Section 31-3.0. 
 
 
31-9.0  IMPROVED END TREATMENTS 
 
31-9.01  General 
 
An improved end treatment is a flared culvert inlet with an enlarged face section and a 
hydraulically-efficient throat section.  An improved end treatment may have a depression, or fall, 
incorporated into the end-treatment structure or located upstream of the end treatment.  The 
depression is used to exert more head on the throat section for a given headwater elevation.  
Therefore, an improved end treatment improves culvert performance by providing a more-
efficient control section (the throat).  An improved end treatment with a fall also improves 
performance by increasing the head on the throat.  The following also applies. 
 
1. An improved end treatment is not recommended for use with a culvert flowing in outlet 

control because the simple beveled edge is of equal benefit. 
 
2. Design criteria and methods have been developed for two basic end treatment designs -- 

the side-tapered end treatment and the slope-tapered end treatment. 
 
3. Improved-end-treatment design charts are available for a rectangular box culvert or a 

circular pipe culvert. 
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4. The use of an improved end treatment must be accompanied by an economic justification 
for its use, subject to the approval of the Hydraulics Engineer. 

 
 
31-9.02  Side-Tapered 
 
The side-tapered end treatment has an enlarged face section with the transition to the culvert 
barrel accomplished by tapering the side walls (Figure 31-9A, Side-Tapered End Treatment).  
The face section is approximately the same height as the barrel height and the inlet floor is an 
extension of the barrel floor.  The end treatment roof may slope upward slightly, provided that 
the face height does not exceed the barrel height by more than 10 percent (1.1D).  The 
intersection of the tapered sidewalls and the barrel is defined as the throat section. 
 
There are two possible control sections:  the face and the throat.  HWf, shown in Figure 31-9A, is 
the headwater depth measured from the face section invert.  HWt is the headwater depth 
measured from the throat section invert.  The throat of a side-tapered end treatment is a very 
efficient control section.  The flow contraction is nearly eliminated at the throat.  The throat is 
always slightly lower than the face so that more head is exerted on the throat for a given 
headwater elevation. 
 
The beneficial effect of depressing the throat section below the streambed can be increased by 
installing a depression upstream of the side-tapered end treatment.  See Figure 31-9B, Side-
Tapered End Treatment (Upstream Depression Contained Between Wingwalls).  For this type of 
depression, the floor of the barrel should extend upstream from the face a minimum distance of 
D/2 before sloping upward more steeply.  The length of the resultant upstream crest where the 
slope of the depression meets the streambed should be checked to ensure that the crest will not 
control the flow at the design flow and headwater.  If the crest length is too short, the crest may 
act as a weir control section. 
 
 
31-9.03  Slope-Tapered 
 
The slope-tapered end treatment also has an enlarged face section with tapered sidewalls meeting 
the culvert-barrel walls at the throat section (Figure 31-9C, Slope-Tapered End Treatment with 
Vertical Face).  A vertical fall is incorporated into the end treatment between the face and throat 
sections.  The fall concentrates more head on the throat section.  At the location where the 
steeper slope of the end treatment intersects the flatter slope of the barrel, a third section, 
designated the bend section, is formed. 
 
A slope-tapered end treatment has three possible control sections:  the face, the bend, and the 
throat.  Of these, only the dimensions of the face and the throat section are determined by the 
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design procedures included herein.  The size of the bend section is established by locating it a 
minimal distance upstream from the throat so that it will not control the flow. 
 
The slope-tapered end treatment combines an efficient throat section with additional head on the 
throat.  The face section does not benefit from the fall between the face and throat; therefore, the 
face sections of the end treatment are larger than the face sections of an equivalent depressed 
side-tapered end treatment.  The required face size can be reduced by the use of bevels or other 
favorable edge configurations.  See Figure 31-9C, Slope-Tapered End Treatment with Vertical 
Face. 
 
The slope-tapered end treatment is the most complex inlet improvement recommended herein.  
Construction difficulties are inherent, but the benefits in increased performance can be 
significant.  With proper design, a slope-tapered end treatment passes more flow at a given 
headwater elevation than another configuration.  A slope-tapered end treatment can be applied to 
either a box culvert or a circular-pipe culvert.  For the latter application, a square to round 
transition is used to connect the rectangular slope-tapered end treatment to the circular end-
treatment pipe. 
 
 
31-9.04  Hydraulic Design 
 
31-9.04(01)  Inlet Control 
 
A tapered end treatment’s control sections include the face, the bend (for a slope-tapered end 
treatment), and the throat.  A depressed side-tapered end treatment has a possible control section 
at the crest upstream of the depression.  Each of these inlet-control sections has an individual 
performance curve.  The headwater depth for each control section is referenced to the invert of 
the section.  One method of determining the overall inlet-control performance curve is to 
calculate performance curves for each potential control section, and then select the segment of 
each curve which defines the minimum overall culvert performance.  See Figure 31-9D, Inlet-
Control Performance Curves (Schematic). 
 
1. Side-Tapered End Treatment.  The throat should be designed to be the primary control 

section for the design range of flows and headwaters.  Because the throat is only slightly 
lower than the face, it is likely that the face section will function as a weir or an orifice 
with downstream submergence within the design range.  At a lower flow rate and 
headwater, the face will usually control the flow. 

 
2. Slope-Tapered End Treatment.  The throat can be the primary control section with the 

face section submerged or unsubmerged.  If the face is submerged, the face acts as an 
orifice with downstream submergence.  If the face is unsubmerged, the face acts as a 
weir, with the flow plunging into the pool formed between the face and the throat.  The 
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bend section will not act as the control section if the dimensional criteria described herein 
are followed.  However, the bend will contribute to the inlet losses which are included in 
the inlet loss coefficient, KE. 

 
 
31-9.04(02)  Outlet Control 
 
If a culvert with a tapered end treatment performs in outlet control, the hydraulics are the same as 
described in Section 31-5.0 for all culverts.  The tapered-end-treatment entrance loss coefficient, 
KE, is 0.2 for a side-tapered or a slope-tapered end treatment.  This loss coefficient includes 
contraction and expansion losses at the face, increased friction losses between the face and the 
throat, and the minor expansion and contraction losses at the throat. 
 
 
31-9.05  Design Methods 
 
Tapered end treatment design begins with the selection of the culvert-barrel size, shape, and 
material.  The calculations are performed using the Culvert Design Form provided in Section 31-
10.0.  The design nomographs included in HDS #5 are used to design the tapered end treatment.  
The design procedure is similar to designing a culvert with other control sections (face and 
throat).  The result will be one or more culvert designs, with or without tapered end treatments, 
all of which satisfy the site design criteria.  The designer must select the best design for the site 
under consideration. 
 
The goal is to maintain control at the efficient throat section in the design range of headwater and 
discharge.  This is because the throat section has the same geometry as the barrel, and the barrel 
is the most costly part of the culvert.  The end-treatment face is then sized large enough to pass 
the design flow without acting as a control section in the design discharge range.  Some slight 
oversizing of the face is beneficial because the cost of constructing the tapered end treatment is 
minor compared with the cost of the barrel. 
 
Performance curves should be considered in understanding the operation of a culvert with a 
tapered end treatment.  Each potential control section (face, throat, or outlet) has a performance 
curve, based on the assumption that a specific section controls the flow.  Calculating and plotting 
the performance curves results in a graph similar to that shown in Figure 31-9E, Culvert 
Performance Curve (Schematic), including the face control, throat control, and outlet control 
curves.  The overall culvert-performance curve is represented by the hatched line.  In the range 
of lower discharges, face control governs.  In the intermediate range, throat control governs.  In 
the higher discharge range, outlet control governs.  The crest and bend performance curves are 
not calculated because they do not govern in the design range. 
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31-10.0  TABLES AND FORMS 
 
Section 31-10.0 includes the figures as follows. 
 
 31-10A Recommended Manning’s n Value.  These are the recommended Manning’s n 

values used in the hydraulic design of a culvert. 
 31-10B Entrance Loss Coefficient (Outlet Control, Full or Partly Full).  This 

coefficient, KE, is for a culvert based on the type of entrance. 
 31-10C Entrance Loss Coefficient (Standard INDOT Culvert).  This coefficient, KE, is 

for a specific culvert as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
Editable versions of the following forms may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 31-10D Culvert Design Form, Conventional End Treatment 
 31-10E Culvert Design Form, Tapered End Treatment 
 31-10F Culvert Design Form, Mitered End Treatment 
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Symbol Definition Unit 

A Area of cross section of flow  ft2

AHW Allowable headwater ft 
B Barrel width  in. or ft 
BW Backwater ft 
D Culvert diameter or barrel height in. or ft 
d Depth of flow ft 
dC Critical depth of flow ft 
g Acceleration due to gravity ft/s2

H Sum of HE + Hf + HO ft 
Hb Bend head loss ft 
HE Entrance head loss ft 
Hf Friction head loss ft 
HL Total energy losses ft 
HO Outlet or exit head loss ft 
HV Velocity head  ft 
hO Hydraulic grade line height above outlet invert ft 
HW Headwater depth (subscript indicates section) ft 
KE Entrance-loss coefficient -- 
L Length of culvert ft 
n Manning’s roughness coefficient -- 
P Wetted perimeter ft 
Q Rate of discharge ft3/s 
R Hydraulic radius (A/P) ft 
S Slope of culvert ft/ft 
TW Tailwater depth above invert of culvert ft 
V Mean velocity of flow with barrel full ft/s 
Vd Mean velocity in downstream channel ft/s 
VO Mean velocity of flow at culvert outlet ft/s 
VU Mean velocity in upstream channel ft/s 
γ Unit weight of water lb/ft3

τ Tractive force lb/ft2

 
 

CULVERT EQUATION SYMBOLS 
 

Figure 31-1B 
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Functional 
Classification 

Allowable 
Backwater 

Roadway 
Serviceability 

Allowable 
Velocity 

Freeway Q100 Q100 Q50

Non-Freeway ≥ 4 Lanes Q100 Q100 Q50

Two-Lane Facility    
 AADT ≥ 3000 Q100 Q100 Q50

 3000 > AADT ≥ 1000 Q100 Q25 Q25

 AADT < 1000 Q100 Q10 Q10

Drive Q100 Q10 Q10

 
Note: The design-storm frequency for a culvert-extension structure is identical to that for a new 

culvert structure.  Traffic volume is for a 20-year projection. 
 
 

DESIGN-STORM FREQUENCY, CULVERT 
 

Figure 31-3A 
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Structure 
Application 

Minimum Circular- 
Pipe Size 

Minimum Deformed- 
Pipe Area 

Drive 15 in. 1.1 ft2

Mainline or Public-Road 
Approach (2 lanes) 

15 in. 1.1 ft2

Mainline or Public-Road 
Approach (≥ 3 Lanes) 

36 in. 6.7 ft2

 
 

MINIMUM PIPE-CULVERT SIZE 
 

Figure 31-3B 
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Structure  
Diameter  

or Span, S (ft) 

Sump Required  
for Stream Bed  

of Sand (in.) 

Sump Required  
for Stream Bed  

of Other Soil (in.) 

Sump Required  
for Stream Bed  

of Rock or Till (in.) 
< 4 6 3 3 

4 ≤ S < 12 12 6 3 
12 ≤ S < 20 18 12 3 

 

Pipe or Box Structure Sump Requirement 

31-3B(1) 
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CULVERT INSPECTION REPORT 
 
ROUTE        R.P.        DISTRICT:       
 
INVENTORY DATA 
 
NO. LANES:        CLEARANCE:        FILL:       
DESCRIPTION:       
CULVERT NO.      -     -      
   (route)-(co. no.)-(r.p.) 
 
ROADWAY ITEMS – RATING  COMMENTS 
ALIGNMENT                
PAVEMENT                
SHOULDERS                
EMBANKMENT               
OVERALL                
 
CULVERT ITEMS – RATING   COMMENTS 
HEADWALLS                
WINGWALLS                
BARREL / BOX               
SETTLEMENT               
OVERALL                
 
CHANNEL ITEMS – RATING   COMMENTS 
ALIGNMENT                
EROSION                
SCOUR                 
DRIFT / SEDMT.               
ADEQUACY                
OVERALL                
 
OVERALL RATING:                
MX. NEEDED                
INSTIP CODE                
 
INSTIP Codes:  0 = No Work Needed.  1 = Replace Structure by Contract.  2 = Repair Structure by Contract. 
 
INSPECTOR:       DATE:       
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RISE 4 ft 5 ft 6 ft 7 ft 8 ft 

SPAN 
Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt, 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

14 ft 3.15 6 3.30 6 3.45 6 3.60 6 3.75 5 
16 ft 3.45 6 3.60 6 3.75 5 3.90 5 4.05 5 
18 ft 3.75 5 3.90 5 4.05 5 4.20 5 4.35 5 
20 ft 4.05 5 4.20 5 4.35 5 4.50 4 4.65 4 

 
 

OVERSIZE-BOX-CULVERT SEGMENTS WEIGHT AND LENGTH 
 

Figure 31-4B 
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CULVERT DESIGN FORM 

 
 

PROJECT:     Example Problem 
              Nomograph 

 

STATION:      Test
 

SHEET   1           OF   1        
 
DESIGNER/DATE:      OF    
 
REVIEWER/DATE:      OF    

 
 HYDROLOGICAL DATA
 

      ⌧ METHOD:    USGS 
 DRAINAGE AREA:              STREAM SLOPE:    
 CHANNEL SHAPE:   
 ROUTING:               OTHER:   

 
 DESIGN FLOWS/TAILWATER
 

   R.I. (YEARS)   FLOW (ft3/s)             TW (ft)     
      50                133              3.13        

      100                   148.3            3.30        

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HEADWATER CALCULATIONS 

See Figure 31-7A(1) for Details 

 
INLET CONTROL 

 
OUTLET CONTROL 

CULVERT DESCRIPTION: 
MATERIAL-SHAPE-SIZE-ENTRANCE 

 
TOTAL
FLOW 

 
Q 

(ft3/s) 

 
FLOW 
PER 

BARREL
Q/N 
(1) 

 
HWi /D 

(2) 
 
HWi
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ELhi
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TW 
(5) 

 
dc
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COMMENTS

 
Trial 1: Single RCP or CMP 60 inch 

 
148.3 

 
148.3 

 
1.16 

 
5.80

 
- 

 
196.5 

 
 

 
No 

 
Good 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Case 4  

Trial 2: Single Deformed Conc. 100” x 63” 
 
148.3 

 
148.3 

 
0.75 

 
3.97

 
- 

 
194.7 

 
 

 
No 

 
Good 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Case 4  

Trial 2: Single CSP-A 72” x 48” 
 
148.3 

 
148.3 

 
1.55 

 
6.20

 
- 

 
196.9 

 
 

 
No 

 
Good 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Case 4  

Trial 3: RCB 132” x 48” 
 
148.3 

 
148.3 

 
0.71 

 
2.83

 
- 

 
193.5 

 
3.3 

 
1.73

 
2.87 

 
3.3 

 
0.5 

 
0.40 

 
194.0 

 
194.0 

 
4.3 

 
Looks OK 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
TECHNICAL FOOTNOTES: 
 
(1) USE Q/NB FOR BOX CULVERTS 
 
(2) HWi /D = HW/D OR HWt/D FROM DESIGN CHARTS 
 
FALL = HWi - (ELhd - ELsf ); FALL IS ZERO FOR CULVERTS ON GRADE 

 
(3) ELhi =HWi + ELi 
               (INVERT OF INLET CONTROL          
               SECTION) 
 
(4)   TW BASED ON DOWNSTREAM   
               CONTROL  OR FLOW DEPTH IN  
               CHANNEL 

 
(6)  ho = TW or (dc + D)/2 (WHICHEVER IS                    
                  GREATER) 
 
(7) H = (1+ke+(19.63 n2L)/R1.33) V2/2g 
 
(8)   ELho = ELo + H + ho

 
SUSCRIPT DEFINTIIONS: 
a Approximate 
f Culvert Face 
hd Design Headwater 
hi Headwater in Inlet Control 
ho Headwater in Outlet Control 
i Inlet Control Section 
o  Outlet 
sf Streambed at Culvert Face 
tw Tailwater 

 
COMMENTS/DISCUSSION: 
 

This is an approximate solution because 
box not flowing full.  Check with 
microcomputer HY8 for exact solution. 

 
CULVERT BARREL SELECTED: 
 
 
SIZE:   132 x 48 
 
SHAPE:   RCB 
 
MATERIAL:      Concrete   n:  0.012 
 
ENTRANCE:   Conventional Bevel 

 

CHART 17 AND PERFORMANCE CURVE FOR DESIGN EXAMPLE 
Figure 31-7A 
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FILE NAME: 31833  FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS        DATE: 10-12-1998 

TAILWATER FILE: 3180 HY8, VERSION 6.0             CULVERT NO. 1 OF 1 

 

******* CULVERT DATA SUMMARY **************************************************** 

 

  BARREL SHAPE:   BOX 

  BARREL SPAN:   132 in. 

  BARREL RISE:   48  in. 

  BARREL MATERIAL:   CONCRETE 

  BARREL MANNING'S n:  0.012 

  INLET TYPE:    CONVENTIONAL 

  INLET EDGE AND WALL:  1:1 BEVEL (45 DEG. FLARE) 

  INLET DEPRESSION:   NONE 

 

 <ENTER> TO CONTINUE       <NUMBER> TO EDIT ITEM 

 

1 -Help   2-Prog   3       4       5-End   6       7-Edit  8       9-Dos  10 
 

HY8 DATA INPUT PROMPT SCREEN 
 

Figure 31-8A 
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IRREGULAR CHANNEL CROSS-SECTION 

 

CROSS-SECTION  X  Y 

COORD. NO. (ft) (ft) 

 1  12.3 194.0 

 2  22.3 193.0 

 3  28.3 192.8 

 4  31.0 190.4 

 5  43.0 190.4 

 6  45.7 192.8 

 7  51.7 193.0 

 8  62.0 197.6 

 

<NUMBER> TO EDIT COORDINATES 

<I>  <D> TO INSERT OR DELETE 

<ENTER> TO CONTINUE 

<P>  TO PLOT CROSS-SECTION 

 

1-Help  2-Prog  3       4       5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS  10 

 
HY8 CHANNEL DATA PROMPT SCREEN 

 
Figure 31-8B 
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CULVERT FILE: EX31803  FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS         DATE: 10-06-98 

TAILWATER FILE: 3180  HY8, VERSION 6.0          CULVERT NO. 1 OF 1 

 

******* UNIFORM FLOW RATING CURVE FOR DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 
 

FLOW  W.S.E FROUDE DEPTH VEL. SHEAR 
(ft3/s)  (ft) NUMBER (ft)  (ft/s) (lb/ft2) 
0.00  190.4 0.000 0.00  0.00 0.00 
22.2  191.5 0.267 1.17  1.57 0.06 
44.5  192.1 0.280 1.73  1.97 0.09 
66.7  192.6 0.287 2.20  2.27 0.11 
89.0  192.9 0.293 2.57  2.47 0.12 
111.2  193.2 0.299 2.86  2.70 0.14 
133.5  193.5 0.304 3.13  2.90 0.15 
148.3  193.7 0.307 3.30  3.00 0.16 
178.0  194.0 0.312 3.60  3.20 0.18 
200.2  194.0 0.312 3.63  3.23 0.18 
222.5  194.0 0.312 3.63  3.23 0.18 

 
Note: Shear stress was calculated using R. 

 

PRESS <D> FOR DATA 

 <P> TO PLOT RATING CURVE 

 <ESC> FOR CHANNEL SHAPE MENU 

 <ENTER>TO CONTINUE 

 

1-Help  2-Progr 3       4       5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS  10  

 
HY8 RATING CURVE PROMPT SCREEN 

 
Figure 31-8D 
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CURRENT DATE: 10-12-1998    FILE DATE: 10-12-1998 

C URRENT TIME: 11:34:41 FILE NAME: 31833 

 FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS 

 HY-8, VERSION 6.0 
 

SITE DATA CULVERT SHAPE, MATERIAL, INLET 

CULV. 
NO. 

INLET 
ELEV. 
(ft) 

OUTLET 
ELEV. 
(ft) 

CULVERT 
LENGTH 
(ft) 

BARRELS 
SHAPE 

MATERIAL 

 
SPAN 
(in.) 

 
RISE 
(in.) 

 
MANNING 

n 

 
INLET 
TYPE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

190.7 190.4 300 1 RCB 132 48 0.012 CONVENTIONAL 

 
     OPTION MENU:  PRESS <LETTER> 
 

CULVERT FILE    SINGLE CULVERT (NO OVERTOPPING) 
<C> Create     <S> Calculate 
<E> Edit     <M> Minimize Width 
<N> Name     <R> Report - Display or Print 
<D> Directory    <F> File - Save PC and LST files 

 
AVAILABLE FILES   MULTIPLE CULVERTS & OVERTOPPING 
Culvert: EX31803.INP  <O> Overtopping 
 Output: EX31803.PC  <R> Report - Display or Print 
 Report: None   <L> List - Save PC and LST files 

 
DESIGN OPTIONS   DEFAULT OPTIONS 
<H> Hydrograph   <U> Units Used - English 
<I> Routing    <W> Outlet Control - Profiles 
<J> Dissipator   <P> Paths for files & Defaults 

 
<Enter> for Documentation Menu 
    <Q> Quit 

 

  1-Help   2-Progr 3       4       5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS   10      

 
HY8 DATA SUMMARY PROMPT SCREEN 

 
Figure 31-8G 
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PERFORMANCE CURVE FOR CULVERT 1 – One (132 in. by 48 in.) RCB 

   DIS- HEAD- INLET OUTLET 
CHARGE WATER CONTROL CONTROL FLOW NORMAL CRIT. OUTLET TW OUTLET TW 
FLOW ELEV. DEPTH DEPTH TYPE DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH VEL. VEL. 
(ft3/s) (ft) (ft) (ft) <F4> (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) 
0.00 190.7 0.00 -0.30 0-NF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22.2 191.7 0.77 1.03 3-M1t 0.70 0.53 1.17 1.17 1.83 1.57 
44.5 192.3 1.23 1.67 3-Mlt 1.13 0.83 1.73 1.73 2.43 1.97 
66.7 192.8 1.60 2.17 3-Mlt 1.47 1.07 2.20 2.20 2.90 2.27 
89.0 193.3 1.93 2.60 3-Mlt 1.77 1.30 2.57 2.57 3.27 2.47 
111.2 193.7 2.27 3.03 3-Mlt 2.07 1.50 2.87 2.87 3.70 2.70 
133.5 194.0 2.57 3.37 3-Mlt 2.33 1.70 3.13 3.13 4.07 2.90 
148.3 194.2 2.80 3.50 3-Mlt 2.50 1.83 3.30 3.30 4.27 3.00 
178.0 194.6 3.17 3.87 3-Mlt 2.83 2.07 3.60 3.60 4.70 3.20 
200.2 194.7 3.47 4.07 3-Mlt 3.07 2.23 3.63 3.63 5.27 3.23 
222.5 194.9 3.73 4.20 3-Mlt 3.30 2.40 3.63 3.63 5.83 3.23 
  

El. inlet face invert 190.7 ft  El. outlet invert 190.4 ft 
El. inlet throat invert  0.00 ft  El. inlet crest  0.00 ft 

 
PRESS: <KEY> TO CONTINUE <W> FOR PROFILE TABLE 

  <P> TO PLOT <I> FOR IMPROVED INLET TABLE 
 
1- Help 2       3       4-Type  5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS   10 

 

 
HY8 PERFORMANCE CURVE PROMPT SCREEN 

132 in SPAN BY 48 in RISE CULVERT 
 

Figure 31-8H 
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PERFORMANCE CURVE FOR CULVERT 1 – One (144 in. by 48 in.) RCB 

   DIS- HEAD- INLET OUTLET 
CHARGE WATER CONTROL CONTROL FLOW NORMAL CRIT. OUTLET TW OUTLET TW 
FLOW ELEV. DEPTH DEPTH TYPE DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH VEL. VEL. 
(ft3/s) (ft) (ft) (ft) <F4> (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) 
0.00 190.7 0.00 -0.30 0-NF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22.2 191.7 0.73 1.03 3-M1t 0.67 0.50 1.17 1.17 1.67 1.57 
44.5 192.3 1.17 1.63 3-Mlt 1.03 0.77 1.73 1.73 2.23 1.97 
66.7 192.8 1.50 2.13 3-Mlt 1.37 1.00 2.20 2.20 2.67 2.27 
89.0 193.2 1.83 2.57 3-Mlt 1.67 1.23 2.57 2.57 3.00 2.47 
111.2 193.6 2.13 2.90 3-Mlt 1.93 1.43 2.87 2.87 3.34 2.70 
133.5 193.9 2.43 3.23 3-Mlt 2.17 1.60 3.13 3.13 3.73 2.90 
148.3 194.1 2.63 3.42 3-Mlt 2.33 1.73 3.30 3.30 3.93 3.00 
178.0 194.5 2.97 3.87 3-Mlt 2.63 1.97 3.60 3.60 4.30 3.20 
200.2 194.6 3.23 3.93 3-Mlt 2.87 2.10 3.63 3.63 4.83 3.23 
222.5 194.7 3.50 4.07 3-Mlt 3.07 2.27 3.63 3.63 5.37 3.23 
  

El. inlet face invert 190.7 ft  El. outlet invert 190.4 ft 
El. inlet throat invert  0.00 ft  El. inlet crest  0.00 ft 

 
PRESS: <KEY> TO CONTINUE <W> FOR PROFILE TABLE 

  <P> TO PLOT <I> FOR IMPROVED INLET TABLE 
 
1- Help 2       3       4-Type  5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS   10 

 

 
HY8 PERFORMANCE CURVE PROMPT SCREEN 

144 in SPAN BY 48 in RISE CULVERT 
 

Figure 31-8J 
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PERFORMANCE CURVE FOR CULVERT 1 – One (84 in. by 48 in.) RCB 

   DIS- HEAD- INLET OUTLET 
CHARGE WATER CONTROL CONTROL FLOW NORMAL CRIT. OUTLET TW OUTLET TW 
FLOW ELEV. DEPTH DEPTH TYPE DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH VEL. VEL. 
(ft3/s) (ft) (ft) (ft) <F4> (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) 
0.00 190.7 0.00 -0.30 0-NF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22.2 191.9 1.03 1.23 3-M1t 1.00 0.70 1.17 1.17 2.87 1.57 
44.5 192.6 1.67 1.97 3-Mlt 1.60 1.10 1.73 1.73 3.83 1.97 
66.7 193.2 2.17 2.57 3-Mlt 2.10 1.47 2.20 2.20 4.57 2.27 
89.0 193.7 2.67 3.07 3-M2t 2.60 1.77 2.57 2.57 5.15 2.47 
111.2 194.2 3.13 3.53 3-M2t 3.03 2.03 2.87 2.87 5.80 2.70 
133.5 194.6 3.57 3.93 3-M2t 3.50 2.30 3.13 3.13 6.37 2.90 
148.3 194.9 3.87 4.20 3-M2t 4.00 2.47 3.30 3.30 6.70 3.00 
178.0 195.4 4.47 4.73 3-M2t 4.00 2.80 3.60 3.60 7.40 3.20 
200.2 195.7 4.90 5.03 3-M2t 4.00 3.03 3.63 3.63 8.27 3.23 
222.5 196.3 5.37 5.63 3-M2t 4.00 3.23 3.63 3.63 9.20 3.23 
  

El. inlet face invert 190.7 ft  El. outlet invert 190.4 ft 
El. inlet throat invert  0.00 ft  El. inlet crest  0.00 ft 

 
PRESS: <KEY> TO CONTINUE <W> FOR PROFILE TABLE 

  <P> TO PLOT <I> FOR IMPROVED INLET TABLE 
 
1- Help 2       3       4-Type  5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS   10 

 

 
HY8 PERFORMANCE CURVE PROMPT SCREEN 

84 in SPAN BY 48 in RISE CULVERT 
 

Figure 31-8K 
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CULVERT FILE: HDS5EX1    DATE: 10-10-1998 

T AILWATER FILE:  AP-GDEX1 CULVERT NO. 1 OF 1 

 FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS 

 HY-8, VERSION 6.0 

 

SUMMARY TABLE FOR FILE 2400 
 

<S>  SITE DATA <C>  CULVERT SHAPE, MATERIAL, INLET 

CULV. 
NO. 

INLET 
ELEV. 
(ft) 

OUTLET 
ELEV. 
(ft) 

CULVERT 
LENGTH 
(ft) 

BARRELS 
SHAPE 

MATERIAL 

 
SPAN 
(in.) 

 
RISE 
(in.) 

 
MANNING 

n 

 
INLET 
TYPE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

190.7 190.4 300 1 RCB 84 48 0.012 CONVENTIONAL 

 
HEADWATER ELEVATION (ft) 
 ENTER ALLOWABLE = 195.0 
 CONTROLLING = 194.9 
 INLET CONTROL = 194.5 
 OUTLET CONTROL = 194.9 

 
FLOW VELOCITY (ft/s) 
 V CULVERT  = 6.73 
 V CHANNEL  = 3.00 
 Q (ft3/s)  = 148.3 

   SLOPE   = 0.0010 
 

FLOW DEPTHS (ft) 
 CULVERT   = 3.30 
 CHANNEL   = 3.30 
 NORMAL   = 4.00 
 CRITICAL   = 2.47 

 
 MAXIMUM HEADWATER   <ENTER> TO RETURN 

 <H> TO CHANGE HEADWATER 

       <S> TO SAVE FILE 

 

1       2-      3       4       5-End   6       7       8       9       10 

 
HY8 MINIMIZATION ROUTINE TABLE PROMPT SCREEN 

 
Figure 31-8L 
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HY8, VERSION 6.0 

  
SUMMARY OF CULVERT FLOWS (ft3/s)  FILE: 31808    DATE: 10-12-1998 

 

ELEV(ft) TOTAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 ROADWAY ITER 

190.7 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

191.7 21.2 21.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

192.3 45.9 45.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

192.8 67.1 67.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

193.2 88.3 88.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

193.6 113.0 109.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

193.9 134.2 134.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

194.1 148.3 148.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

194.5 176.6 176.6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

194.6 201.3 201.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4 

194.7 222.5 215.4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.42 6 

194.6 201.3 201.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 OVERTOPPING 

 

  PRESS: <P> TO PLOT TOTAL RATING CURVE 

   <T> TO DISPLAY TABLE FOR EACH CULVERT 

   <E> TO DISPLAY ERROR TABLE 

   <R> TO PRINT REPORT   Output stored in HDS5EX1.PC 

   <H> TO RETURN TO HEADWATER TABLE 

     <ENTER> TO RETURN TO OPTION MENU 

 

1-Help   2-Progr    3-Time    4      5-End    6       7      8    9-DOS  10 

 
HY8 SUMMARY OF CULVERT FLOWS PROMPT SCREEN 

 
Figure 31-8M 
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OVERTOPPING PERFORMANCE CURVE FOR CULVERT 1 – One (144 in. by 48 in.) RCB 

 DIS- HEAD- INLET OUTLET 
CHARGE WATER CONTROL CONTROL FLOW NORMAL CRIT. OUTLET TW OUTLET TW 
FLOW ELEV. DEPTH DEPTH TYPE DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH VEL. VEL. 
(ft3/s) (ft) (ft) (ft) <F4> (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) 
0.00 190.7 0.00 -0.30 0-NF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22.2 191.7 0.73 1.03 3-M1t 0.67 0.50 1.17 1.17 1.67 1.57 
44.5 192.3 1.17 1.63 3-Mlt 1.03 0.77 1.73 1.73 2.23 1.97 
66.7 192.8 1.50 2.13 3-Mlt 1.37 1.00 2.20 2.20 2.67 2.27 
89.9 193.2 1.83 2.57 3-Mlt 1.67 1.23 2.57 2.57 3.00 2.47 
111.2 193.6 2.13 2.90 3-Mlt 1.93 1.43 2.87 2.87 3.67 2.70 
133.4 193.9 2.43 3.23 3-Mlt 2.17 1.60 3.13 3.13 3.73 2.90 
148.3 194.1 2.63 3.43 3-Mlt 2.33 1.73 3.30 3.30 3.93 3.00 
178.0 194.5 2.97 3.87 3-Mlt 2.63 1.97 3.60 3.60 4.33 3.20 
200.0 194.6 3.23 3.93 3-Mlt 2.87 2.10 3.63 3.63 4.80 3.23 
214.0 194.7 3.40 4.00 3-Mlt 3.00 2.20 3.63 3.63 5.17 3.23 
  

El. inlet face invert 190.7 ft  El. outlet invert 190.4 ft 
El. inlet throat invert  0.00 ft  El. inlet crest  0.00 ft 

 
PRESS: <KEY> TO CONTINUE <W> FOR PROFILE TABLE 

  <P> TO PLOT <I> FOR IMPROVED INLET TABLE 
 
1- Help 2       3       4-Type  5-End   6       7       8       9-DOS   10 

 

 
HY8 OVERTOPPING PERFORMANCE CURVE PROMPT SCREEN 

144 in SPAN BY 48 in RISE CULVERT 
 

Figure 31-8 O 
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Type of Conduit Wall Description Manning’s n 

Concrete Pipe Smooth Interior 0.012 

Concrete Box Smooth Walls 0.012 - 0.015 

Corrugated Metal Pipe or 
Box, Annular or Helical Pipe 

(see HDS #5) 

2.75 in. x 0.5 in. corrugations 
6 in. x 1 in. corrugations 
5 in. x 1 in. corrugations 
3 in. x 1 in. corrugations 

6 in. x 2 in. structural plate 
9.25 in. x 2.5 in. structural plate 

0.024 
0.024 
0.024 
0.024 

0.033 - 0.035 
0.033 - 0.037 

Thermoplastic Pipe Smooth Interior 0.012 

 
Note 1: The value indicated in this table is the recommended Manning’s n design value. 

The actual field value for an older, existing pipeline may vary depending on the 
effects of abrasion, corrosion, deflection and joint conditions.  A concrete pipe 
with poor joints and deteriorated walls may have an n value of 0.014 to 0.018.  A 
corrugated metal pipe with joint and wall problems may also have a higher n 
value, and may experience shape changes which can adversely affect the general 
hydraulic characteristics of the culvert. 

 
Note 2: For further information concerning Manning’s n value for selected conduits, 

consult Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts, Federal Highway Administration, 
HDS #5, p. 163. 

 
 

RECOMMENDED MANNING’S n VALUE 
 

Figure 31-10A 
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⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
 

g2
V2

  Ke = He  

 
Type of Structure and Design of Entrance Coefficient KE 
 
Pipe, Concrete 

Mitered to conform to fill slope ...................................................................  0.7 
*End-Section conforming to fill slope.........................................................  0.5 
Projecting from fill, square cut end..............................................................  0.5 
Headwall or headwall and wingwalls 

Square-edge  ......................................................................  0.5 
Rounded (radius = 1/12D) ...............................................................  0.2 
Socket end of pipe (groove-end)......................................................  0.2 

Projecting from fill, socket end (groove-end)..............................................  0.2 
Beveled edges, 33.7-deg or 45-deg bevels...................................................  0.2 
Side- or slope-tapered inlet ......................................................................  0.2 

 
Pipe or Pipe-Arch, Corrugated Metal 

Projecting from fill (no headwall)................................................................  0.9 
Mitered to conform to fill slope, paved or unpaved slope ...........................  0.7 
Headwall or headwall and wingwalls square-edge......................................  0.5 
*End-Section conforming to fill slope.........................................................  0.5 
Beveled edges, 33.7-deg or 45-deg bevels...................................................  0.2 
Side- or slope-tapered inlet ......................................................................  0.2 

 
Box, Reinforced Concrete 

Wingwalls parallel (extension of sides) 
Square-edged at crown.....................................................................  0.7 

Wingwalls at 10 deg to 25 deg, or 30 deg to 75 deg to barrel 
Square-edged at crown.....................................................................  0.5 

Headwall parallel to embankment (no wingwalls) 
Square-edged on 3 edges .................................................................  0.5 
Rounded on 3 edges to radius of 1/12 barrel 

dimension, or beveled edges on 3 sides ...............................  0.2 
Wingwalls at 30 deg to 75 deg to barrel 

Crown edge rounded to radius of 1/12 barrel 
dimension, or beveled top edge ...........................................  0.2 

Side- or slope-tapered inlet ......................................................................  0.2 
 
*  An end section conforming to fill slope, made of either metal or concrete, is the section 

commonly available from manufacturers.  From limited hydraulic tests, it is equivalent in 
operation to a headwall in both inlet and outlet control.  An end section incorporating a 
closed taper in its design may have a superior hydraulic performance.  Such a section can be 
designed using the information shown for the beveled inlet. 

 
 

ENTRANCE-LOSS COEFFICIENTS 
(Outlet Control, Full or Partly Full) 

 
Figure 31-10B 
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End-Treatment Type Entrance Type KE

Grated Box End Section, 
Type 1 

Concrete Pipe, headwall 
with square edge 

0.5 

Grated Box End Section, 
Type 2 

Concrete Pipe, headwall 
with square edge 

0.5 

Multiple-Pipes Concrete 
Anchor 

Concrete Pipe, projecting 
from fill, square cut end 

0.5 

Multiple-Pipes Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
Projecting from fill 

0.9 

Metal Pipe End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
end section conforming 
to fill slope 

0.5 

Precast-Concrete End 
Section 

Concrete Pipe, end section 
conforming to fill slope 

0.5 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
mitered to conform 
to fill slope 

0.7 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
end section conforming 
to fill slope 

0.5 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
mitered to conform 
to fill slope 

0.7 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
end section conforming 
to fill slope 

0.5 

Single-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
projecting from fill 

0.9 

Single-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Concrete Pipe, projecting 
from fill, square cut end 

0.5 

Single-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch, 
projecting from fill 

0.9 

Multiple-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Concrete Pipe-Arch, projecting 
from fill, square cut end 

0.5 

Multiple-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch, 
projecting from fill 

0.9 

 
ENTRANCE-LOSS COEFFICIENT, KE, 
FOR STANDARD INDOT CULVERT 

 
Figure 31-10C 
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CULVERT DESIGN FORM ROUTE:          DES NO.:       
PROJECT NO.:       
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:       
 

STATION:       
 
SHEET       OF       

DESIGNER:          DATE:       
 
REVIEWER:          DATE:       

HYDROLOGICAL DATA 
 

METHOD:       
DRAINAGE AREA:       mi2   STREAM SLOPE:       
CHANNEL SHAPE::       
ROUTING:         OTHER:       

 
DESIGN FLOWS / TAILWATER 

 
R.I. (years) FLOW (ft3/s) TW (ft) 
                  
                  
                   

See Figure 31-10D(1) for culvert-design details 
 

HEADWATER CALCULATIONS 
INLET CONTROL OUTLET CONTROL 

CULVERT DESCRIPTION 
MATERIAL-SHAPE-SIZE-ENTRANCE 

TOT. 
FLOW 

 
Q 

(ft3/s) 

FLOW 
PER 
BAR- 
REL 
Q/N 
(1) 

HWi D 
(2) HWi 

FALL 
(3) 

ELhi 
(4) 

TW 
(5) dc 

d + D 
2 

ho 
(6) ke 

H 
(7) 

ELho 
(8) 

CTRL. 
HEAD- 
WTR. 
ELEV.

OUTL. 
VELO- 
CITY 

COMMENTS

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                     

TECHNICAL FOOTNOTES: 
 
(1)  USE Q/NB FOR BOX CULVERT 
 
(2)  HWi /D = HW/D OR HWt/D FROM DESIGN CHARTS 
 
(3)  FALL = HWi - (ELhd - ELsf ); FALL IS ZERO FOR CULVERT ON GRADE 
      ELhi =HWi + ELi 
 
(4)  INVERT OF INLET CONTROL SECTION 

(5)  TW BASED ON DOWNSTREAM CONTROL OR FLOW DEPTH IN 
CHANNEL 
 
(6)   ho = TW or (dc + D)/2 (WHICHEVER IS GREATER) 

(7)  ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
++= 33.1

263.191
2 R

Lnk
g

VH e  

(8)  ELho = ELo + H + ho 
SUSCRIPT DEFINTIIONS 
a Approximate 
f Culvert Face 
hd Design Headwater 
hi Headwater in Inlet Control 
ho Headwater in Outlet Control 
i Inlet Control Section 
o  Outlet 
sf Streambed at Culvert Face 
TW Tailwater 

COMMENTS / DISCUSSION:       CULVERT BARREL SELECTED: 
 
SIZE:       
 
SHAPE:       
 
MATERIAL:         n:       
 
ENTRANCE:       
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CULVERT DESIGN FORM – TAPERED INLET ROUTE:        DES. NO.:       
PROJECT NO.:       
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:       

STATION:       
 
SHEET       OF       

DESIGNER:        DATE:       
REVIEWER:        DATE:       

DESIGN DATA: 
 
Q      =       ft3/s;   EL.hl       (ft) 
EL. Throat Invert       (ft) 
EL. Stream Bed at Face       (ft) 
FALL:       (ft);   TAPER       :1  (4H:1V to 6H:1V) 
STREAM SLOPE, Sc =       (ft/ft) 
SLOPE OF BARREL, S =      (ft/ft) 
Sf       :1  (2H:1V to 3H:1V) 
Barrel Shape and Material:       
N =      ;  B =      ;  D =       
Inlet Edge Description:       

  COMMENTS:       

SLOPE-TAPERED ONLY SIDE-TAPERED w/ FALL 

Q 
(ft3/s) EL.hl 

EL. 
Throat 
Invert 

EL. 
Face 
Invert 

(1) 
HWf 
(2) 

HWf 
E 
(3) 

Q_ 
Bf 
(4) 

Min. 
Bf 
(5) 

Sel- 
Ected 

Bf 

Min. 
L3 
(6) 

L2 
(7) 

Check 
L2 
(8) 

Adj. 
L3 
(9) 

Adj. 
Taper 
(10) 

L1 
(11) 

EL. 
Crest 
Invert 

HWc 
(12) 

Min. 
W 

(13) 
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            

                                                                                                            

                                                                                                            

TECHNICAL FOOTNOTES: 
(1) Slope-Tapered:  EL. Face Invert = EL. Stream Bed at Face 
      Side-Tapered:  EL. Face Invert = EL. Throat Invert + 1 ft (approx.) 
(2) HWf = EL.hl – EL. Face Invert 
(3) 1.1D ≥ E ≥ D 
(4) From Design Charts 
(5) Min. Bf = Q / (Q/Bf) 
(6) Min. L3 = 0.5NB 
(7) L2 = Sr(EL. Face Invert – EL. Throat Invert) 
(8) Check ( ) 32 5.0 LTaperNBBL r −−=  

(9) If (8) > (7), Adj. ( ) 33 5.0 LTaperNBBL r −−=  

(10) If (7) ≤ (8), Adj. Taper = ( )NBB
LL

r −
+

5.0
32  

(11) Slope-Tapered:  L1 = L2 + L3 
        Side-Tapered: ( )TaperNBBL r −= 5.0  
(12) HWc = EL.hl – EL. Crest Invert 

(13) Min.
cHW
QW 634.0

=  

SELECTED DESIGN: 
Bf =       
L1 =       
L2 =       
L3 =       
Bevels Angle =       º 
b =       
d =       
Taper =       :1V 
Sf =       :1V 
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CULVERT DESIGN FORM – MITERED INLET ROUTE:        DES. NO.:       
PROJECT NO.:       
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:       

STATION:       
 
SHEET       OF       

DESIGNER:        DATE:       
REVIEWER:        DATE:       

DESIGN DATA: 
 
Q      =       ft3/s;   EL.hl       (ft) 
EL. Throat Invert       (ft) 
EL. Stream Bed at Face       (ft) 
FALL:       (ft);   TAPER       :1  (4H:1V to 6H:1V) 
STREAM SLOPE, Sc =       (ft/ft) 
SLOPE OF BARREL, S =       (ft/ft) 
Sf       :1  (2H:1V to 3H:1V) 
Barrel Shape and Material:       
N =      ;  B =      ;  D =       
Inlet Edge Description:       

  COMMENTS:       

Q 
(ft3/ 
s) EL.hl 

EL. 
Throat 
Invert 

y 
(1) 

EL. 
Face 
Invert 

(2) 
HWf 
(3) 

HWf 
E 
(4) 

Q_ 
Bf 
(5) 

Min. 
Bf 
(6) 

Sel- 
ected 

Bf 

Min. 
L3 
(7) 

L4 
(8) 

L2 
(9) 

Check 
L2 

(10) 

Adj. 
L3 

(11) 

Adj. 
Taper 
(12) 

L1 
(13) 

EL. 
Crest 
Inv. 

HWC 
(14) 

Min. 
W 

(15) 
W 

(16) 
                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                              

TECHNICAL FOOTNOTES: 

(1) 
( )

( )( ) D
SSS

SS
y

ffo

fo −
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

+−

−−
=

1
1

 

(2) EL. Face Invert = EL. Stream Bed at Crest – y  
(3) HWf = EL.hl – EL. Face Invert (4) 1.1D ≥ E ≥ D 
(5) From Design Charts  (6) Min. Bf = Q / (Q/Bf) 
(7) Min. L3 = 0.5NB   (8) L4 = ySf + D/Sf 
(9) L2 = Sr(EL. Crest Invert – EL. Throat Invert) 
 If negative, do not use mitered inlet. 
(10) Check ( ) 32 5.0 LTaperNBBL r −−=  

(11) If (10) > (9), Adj. ( ) 33 5.0 LTaperNBBL r −−=  

(12) If (9) ≥ (10), Adj. Taper = ( )NBB
LL

r −
+

5.0
32  

(13) L1 = L2 + L3 + L4 
(14) HWc = EL.hl – EL. Crest Invert 

(15) Min.
cHW
QW 634.0

=  

(16) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+=

Taper
LNBW 12

  If W < Min. W, adjust taper. 

SELECTED DESIGN: 
Bf =       
L1 =       
L2 =       
L3 =       
L4 =       
Bevels Angle =       º 
b =       
d =       
Taper =       :1V 
Sf =       :1V 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO 
 

BRIDGE HYDRAULICS 
 
 
32-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
32-1.01  Definition 
 
A bridge is defined as follows: 
 
1. a structure that transports traffic over a waterway, railroad, road or other obstruction; 
 
2. a part of a stream-crossing system that includes the approach roadway over the 

floodplain, relief openings, and the bridge structure; and 
 
3. legally, a structure with a total span of 20 ft or longer, measured along the centerline of 

the roadway.  For a multiple-pipe structure, this includes the distance between the pipes.  
However, a structure designed hydraulically as a bridge as described above is treated in 
this Chapter, regardless of length. 

 
See Figure 31-1A, Maximum Span Length for Culvert, for precise definitions on the 
measurement of span length to distinguish between a bridge and a culvert. 
 
 
32-1.02  Analysis and Design 
 
Proper hydraulic analysis and design is as vital as the structural design.  A stream-crossing 
system should be designed for the following: 
 
1. minimum cost subject to applicable criteria; 
2. desired level of hydraulic performance up to an acceptable risk level; 
3. mitigation of impacts on stream environment; and 
4. accomplishment of social, economic, and environmental goals. 
 
 
32-1.03  Purpose of Chapter 
 
This Chapter includes the following: 
 
1. guidance in the hydraulic design of a stream-crossing system through the following: 
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a. appropriate policy and design criteria; and 
b. technical aspects of hydraulic design; 

 
2. non-hydraulic factors that influence design including the following: 
 

a. environmental concerns; 
b. emergency access, traffic service; and 
c. consequences of catastrophic loss; 

 
3. a design procedure which emphasizes hydraulic analysis using the computer programs 

WSPRO and HEC-2; and 
 
4. a brief section on design philosophy.  A more in-depth discussion is provided in the 

AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines, Chapter VII. 
 
 
32-2.0  POLICY 
 
32-2.01  General Policy 
 
Policy is a set of goals or a plan of action.  Federal and State policies that broadly apply to 
drainage design are provided in Chapter Twenty-eight.  Policies that are unique to bridge 
crossings are provided herein. 
 
The hydraulic analysis should consider a number of stream-crossing system designs to determine 
the most cost-effective proposal consistent with design constraints. 
 
 
32-2.02  General INDOT Policy 
 
The following general INDOT policy identifies specific areas for which quantifiable criteria can 
be developed. 
 
1. The final design selection should consider the maximum backwater allowed by IDNR or 

INDOT.  See Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 
2. The final design should not significantly alter the flow distribution in the floodplain. 
 
3. The crest-vertical curve profile should be considered as the preferred highway crossing 

profile in allowing for embankment overtopping at a lower discharge. 
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4. A 2-ft freeboard should be established to allow for passage of ice and debris.  For a 
navigation channel, a vertical clearance in accordance with Federal or IDNR 
requirements should be established based on expected flows during the navigation 
season. 

 
5. Degradation or aggradation of the river and contraction or local scour should be 

estimated.  Appropriate positioning of the foundation, below the total scour depth if 
practical, should be included as part of the final design. 

 
 
32-2.03  INDOT Bridge-Sizing Policy 
 
The INDOT bridge-sizing policy is as follows. 
 
1. Category 1.  A bridge that does not require an Indiana Department of Natural Resources 

(IDNR) Permit. 
 
2. Category 2.  A bridge that does require an IDNR Permit. 
 
A structure that requires an IDNR Permit (Certificate of Approval for Construction in a 
Floodway) includes the following: 
 
1. structure with a drainage area greater than 50 mi2 in a rural area; or 
2. structure with a drainage area greater than 1 mi2 in an urban area. 
 
A rural area is defined in the Indiana Register, Volume 16, Number 6, March 1, 1993, p. 1527, as 
follows: 
 

An area where the flood protection grade of each residential, commercial, or 
industrial building impacted by this project is higher than the regulatory flood 
elevation under the project control, and where the area lies outside: 

 
(i) the corporate boundaries of the consolidated city or an incorporated city 

or town; and 
 

(ii) the territorial authority for comprehensive planning established under IC 
36-7-4-205(b). 

 
An area cannot be rural if it lies within a city or its planning zone, or if a finished floor elevation 
within the project backwater limits is below the Q100 elevation. 
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A project with a drainage area less than that listed above will not require a permit from IDNR.  
See Chapter Nine for more information on the IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit. 
 
For a new bridge on a new alignment, the maximum backwater should not exceed 1.5 in.  The 
1.5-in maximum may be modified as follows: 
 
1. the backwater dissipates to 1.5 in or less at the right-of-way line; 
 
2. the channel is sufficiently deep to contain the increased elevation without overtopping the 

banks; or 
 
3. a flood easement may be purchased upstream of the bridge to allow for greater than 1.5 

in. of backwater.  The cost savings should be enough to offset the cost of the flood 
easement and the possible delay in constructing the project.  Past experience has shown 
that this option may delay a project by one or more years. 

 
The Hydraulics Engineer must approve an exception to the 1.5-in. backwater allowance for a 
new bridge on a new alignment. 
 
For existing or baseline conditions, the IDNR limits surcharge to 1.25 in., urban or rural area.  
Existing conditions are defined as the water-surface profile that results from only those 
encroachments that have been in place since 1973.  Although IDNR policy will allow for a slight 
increase over existing conditions, INDOT will not.  INDOT policy for a bridge replacement or 
bridge rehabilitation is that the surcharge created by a proposed structure must be equal to or less 
than the existing surcharge, unless the existing surcharge is less than 1.25 in.  This will allow 
future widening of the structure.  If the surcharge created by an existing structure is greater than 
12 in., the proposed surcharge for the bridge replacement or bridge rehabilitation project must 
not be greater than 12 in. above the natural channel flood profile. 
 
FHWA does not require economic justification for a bridge that causes less than 12 in. of 
backwater.  Therefore, a formal risk assessment will not be required. 
 
 
32-3.0  DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
Design criteria are the tangible means for placing accepted policies into action, and become the 
basis for the selection of the final design configuration of the stream-crossing system.  Criteria 
are subject to change if conditions so dictate, or as approved by the Hydraulics Engineer. 
 
 
32-3.01  General Criteria 
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The following are the AASHTO general criteria related to the hydraulic analysis for the location 
and design of a bridge, as stated in the Highway Drainage Guidelines. 
 
1. Backwater will not significantly increase flood damage to property upstream of the 

crossing. 
 
2. Velocity through the structure will not damage the highway facility nor increase damage 

to adjacent property. 
 
3. Maintain the existing flow distribution as practical. 
 
4. Provide pier spacing and orientation and abutments designed to minimize flow disruption 

and potential scour. 
 
5. Provide foundation design or scour countermeasures to avoid failure due to scour. 
 
6. Design pier spacing and freeboard at the structure to pass anticipated debris and ice. 
 
7. Consider acceptable risks of damage or viable measures to counter the vagaries of an 

alluvial stream. 
 
8. Consider minimal disruption of ecosystems and values unique to the floodplain and 

stream. 
 
9. Provide a level of traffic service compatible with that expected for the class of highway 

and compatible with the projected traffic volume. 
 
10. Design choices should support costs for construction, maintenance, and operation, 

including probable repair and reconstruction and potential liability that are affordable. 
 
 
32-3.02  INDOT Criteria 
 
The criteria described below and Figure 32-3A, Design-Storm Frequency, Bridge Waterway 
Opening, augment the general criteria described in Section 32-3.01.  They provide specific, 
quantifiable values that relate to local site conditions.  Evaluation of alternatives according to 
these criteria can be accomplished by using the water-surface profile programs WSPRO or HEC-
2. 
 
 
32-3.02(01)  Roadway Serviceability 
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See Section 31-3.04(02). 
 
 
32-3.02(02)  Design Flood 
 
A structure and its approach roadways should be designed, at a minimum, for the passage of the 
design-year flood specified for the required road serviceability for the highway classification 
system specified.  By definition, a design flood will not overtop the roadway.  As shown in 
Chapter Twenty-nine and Figure 32-3A, Design-Storm Frequency, Bridge Waterway Opening, 
the backwater must be calculated from the Q100 flood which may exceed the design flood. 
 
 
32-3.02(03)  Freeboard 
 
Where practical, a minimum clearance of 2 ft should be provided between the design approach 
water-surface elevation and the low chord of the bridge for the final design alternative to allow 
for passage of ice and debris.  Where this is not practical, the clearance should be established by 
the designer based on the type of stream and level of protection desired as approved by INDOT.  
For example, 1 ft should be adequate for a small stream that normally does not transport drift.  
An urban bridge with a grade limitation may provide no freeboard.  A 3 ft freeboard is desirable 
for a major river which is known to carry large debris.  The crest vertical curve profile is the 
preferred highway crossing profile in allowing for embankment overtopping at a lower 
discharge. 
 
 
32-3.02(04)  Span Lengths 
 
The minimum span length for a bridge with more than 3 spans should be 100 ft for those spans 
over the main channel.  A three-span bridge should have the center span length maximized at a 
site where debris may be a problem.  For a two-span bridge, span lengths are subject to approval 
by the Hydraulics Engineer. 
 
 
32-3.02(05)  Flow Distribution 
 
The conveyance of the proposed stream-crossing location should be calculated to determine the 
flow distribution and to establish the location of a bridge opening.  The proposed facility should 
not cause a significant change in the existing flow distribution. 
 
 
32-3.02(06)  Scour 
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Design for bridge foundation scour considering the magnitude of flood, including the 100-year 
(1%) event, which generates the maximum scour depth.  The design should use a geotechnical 
design practice safety factor of 2 to 3.  The resulting design should then be checked using a super 
flood, Q500.  Use 1.7 times the magnitude of the 100-year (1%) event if no other source for Q500 
is available and a geotechnical design practice safety factor of at least 1.0.  See Section 32-6.08. 
 
 
32-3.02(07)  Temporary-Runaround Structure 
 
A temporary-runaround structure is operational for three months to two years.  Therefore, the 
serviceability criteria are greatly reduced.  At a minimum, a temporary runaround should be 
serviceable during a Q2 discharge, and should be checked for allowable backwater at a Q100 
discharge.  The best way to achieve this objective is to set the grade of the temporary runaround 
as close as possible to the elevations corresponding with the serviceability levels shown in Figure 
32-3B, Design-Storm Frequency for Temporary Structure. 
 
Backwater must be computed for the design storm and Q100 discharges.  For a structure requiring 
an IDNR permit, the backwater at Q100 must not exceed 1.5 in. over the base condition (i.e., 
existing backwater elevation).  Base condition is the condition of the floodplain on January 1, 
1973, but without an unauthorized dam or levee.  If an activity after December 31, 1972, lowered 
the regulatory-flood profile, the floodplain under the lower profile is the base condition.  For a 
structure not requiring an IDNR permit, the backwater from the Q100 event should not exceed the 
finished-floor elevations of nearby buildings or residences. 
 
 
32-3.02(08)  Channel Clearing 
 
Channel clearing consists of the removal of sediment to enlarge the waterway opening.  Channel 
clearing should not occur below 1 ft above the Ordinary High Water elevation.  For an 
intermittent stream, where the Ordinary High Water elevation is very near the flowline elevation, 
channel clearing should not occur below 2 ft above the flowline elevation. 
 
 
32-4.0  DESIGN PROCEDURE 
 
32-4.01  Survey Accuracy (Computation Method) 
 
The design for a stream-crossing system requires a comprehensive engineering approach that 
includes formulation of alternatives, data collection, selection of the most cost-effective 
alternative according to established criteria, and documentation of the final design. 
 
Water-surface profiles are computed for technical uses including the following: 
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1. flood insurance study; 
2. flood hazard mitigation investigation; 
3. drainage crossing analysis; and 
4. longitudinal encroachment. 
 
The completed profile can affect the highway bridge design and is the mechanism for 
determining the effect of a bridge opening on upstream water levels.  Errors associated with 
computing water-surface profiles with the step-backwater profile method can be classified as 
follows: 
 
1. data estimation errors resulting from incomplete or inaccurate data collection and 

inaccurate data estimation; 
 
2. errors in accuracy of energy-loss calculations depending on the validity of the energy-loss 

equation employed and the accuracy of the energy-loss coefficients (Manning’s n value is 
the coefficient measuring boundary friction); 

 
3. inadequate length of stream reach investigated; and 
 
4. significant computational errors resulting from using cross-sectional spacings which are 

incorrectly considered to be adequate.  The errors are due to inaccurate integration of the 
energy-loss-distance relationship which is the basis for profile computations.  These 
errors may be reduced by adding interpolated or actual sections (more calculation steps). 

 
 
32-4.02  Design-Procedure Outline 
 
The following design-procedure outline should be used.  Although the scope of the project and 
individual site characteristics make each design unique, this procedure should be applied unless 
indicated otherwise by INDOT. 
 
1. Data Collection. 
 

a. Survey 
(1) Topography 
(2) Geology 
(3) High-water marks 
(4) History of debris accumulation, ice, and scour 
(5) Maps and aerial photographs 
(6) Field reconnaissance 
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b. Influences on Hydraulic Performance of Site 
(1) Other streams, reservoirs, water intakes 
(2) Structures upstream or downstream 
(3) Natural features of stream and floodplain 
(4) Channel modifications upstream or downstream 
(5) Floodplain encroachments 
(6) Sediment types and bed forms (Also see FHWA HEC 20, Appendix C, 

Scour, Site Data, Level I Qualitative Analysis, 1991) 
 

 c. Environmental Impact 
(1) Existing bed or bank instability (Level I) 
(2) Floodplain land use and flow distribution 
(3) Environmentally-sensitive areas (fisheries, wetlands, etc.) 
(4) Level I Qualitative Analysis (FHWA HEC 20, 1991) 

 
c. Site-Specific Design Criteria 

(1) Road serviceability (design frequency) 
(2) Flood damage potential 
(3) Freeboard 

 
2.  Hydrologic Analysis. 
 

a. Studies by Other Agencies 
(1) Federal Flood Insurance Studies 
(2) Federal Floodplain Studies by the COE, NRCS, etc. 
(3) IDNR and Local Floodplain Studies 
(4) Hydraulic performance of existing bridge 

b. Watershed Morphology 
(1) Drainage area (attach map) 
(2) Watershed and stream slope 
(3) Channel geometry 

c. Hydrologic Computations 
(1) Discharge and frequency for historical flood that complements the high-

water marks used for calibration 
(2) Discharges for specified frequencies 

 
3.  Hydraulic Analysis. 
 

a. Computer Model Calibration and Verification 
b. Hydraulic Performance for Existing Conditions 
c. Hydraulic Performance of Proposed Designs 
d. Scour Computations 
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4.  Selection of Final Design. 
 

a. Measure of compliance with established hydraulic criteria 
b. Compare proposed bridge size and backwater to the existing bridge 
c. Consider environmental and social criteria 
d. Make final selection 
e. Design of riprap, scour abatement, river training, etc. 

 
5.  Documentation.  A bridge-waterway study is required at the Hydraulics Grade Review 

plan submittal.  The study requires the following. 
 

a. Drainage-Area Determination.  The drainage area can be obtained by planimeter 
from USGS Quad Maps using the USGS manual Drainage Areas of Indiana 
Streams for supplemental data as needed.  For a large stream, the drainage area 
can be obtained from the USGS Manual Drainage Areas of Indiana Streams.  The 
sources used must be photocopied and attached to the bridge waterway study. 

 
b. Hydrologic Analysis.  Complete documentation of the method used and all 

relevant variables.  See Chapter Twenty-nine for allowable methods. 
 

c. Hydraulic Analysis of Existing and Proposed Conditions.  See Section 32-4.04.  A 
hardcopy of all input and output files and a site plan that illustrates the location of 
all cross sections used in the hydraulic analysis is required.  A disk with all input 
files must also be submitted. 

 
d. Justification of Selected Bridge.  A summary of the results of the hydraulic 

analysis of bridge types is required. 
 

e. Summary of Hydraulic Parameters.  Summarize the bridge-waterway study by 
listing the parameters as follows: 

 
(1) drainage area; 
(2) Q100 discharge; 
(3) Q100 elevation; 
(4) backwater; 
(5) velocity; 
(6) waterway area; 
(7) low-structure elevation; 
(8) skew; 
(9) existing waterway opening; 
(10) existing low-structure elevation; and 
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(11) existing backwater. 
 

f. Files.  Provide one diskette containing all input and output files for WSPRO or 
HEC-2. 

 
g. Layout Sheet for LPA Project.  This must show the following: 

 
(1) profile grade (existing and proposed); 
(2) waterway opening; 
(3) pier placement; 
(4) superstructure; 
(5) hydraulic data; and 
(6) Q100 elevation; 

 
If road overflow is expected, the Plan and Profile sheet must show the limits of road overflow.  A 
checklist form is provided in Section 32-7.0. 
 
 
32-4.03  Hydraulic Performance of Bridge 
 
The stream-crossing system is subject to either free-surface flow or pressure flow through one or 
more bridge openings with possible embankment overtopping.  These hydraulic complexities 
should be analyzed using WSPRO or HEC-2 unless indicated otherwise by INDOT.  Alternative 
methods of analysis of bridge hydraulics are discussed below, but emphasis is placed on the use 
of WSPRO. 
 
It is impractical to perform the hydraulic analysis for a bridge by manual calculations due to the 
interactive and complex nature of those computations.  However, an example of the basic manual 
calculations is included in the AASHTO Model Drainage Manual, Chapter 10, Appendix D, as 
an explanation of the aspects of bridge hydraulics. 
 
The hydraulic variables and flow types are defined in Figure 32-4A, Bridge-Hydraulics 
Definitions Sketch, and Figure 32-4B, Bridge Flow Types.  The following applies. 
 
1. Backwater, h1, is measured relative to the normal water-surface elevation without the 

effect of the bridge at the approach cross section (Section 1).  It is the result of 
contraction and re-expansion head losses and head losses due to bridge piers.  Backwater 
can also be the result of a “choking” condition in which critical depth is forced to occur 
in the contracted opening with a resultant increase in depth and specific energy upstream 
of the contraction.  This is illustrated in Figure 32-4B. 
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2. Type I flow consists of subcritical flow throughout the approach, bridge, and exit cross 
sections, and is the most common condition encountered in practice. 

 
3. Type IIA and IIB flows both represent subcritical approach flows which have been 

choked by the contraction, resulting in the occurrence of critical depth in the bridge 
opening.  In Type IIA, the critical water-surface elevation in the bridge opening is lower 
than the undisturbed normal water-surface elevation.  In Type IIB, it is higher than the 
normal water surface elevation.  A weak hydraulic jump immediately downstream of the 
bridge contraction is possible. 

 
4. Type III flow is supercritical approach flow and remains supercritical through the bridge 

contraction.  Such a flow condition is not subject to backwater unless it chokes and forces 
the occurrence of a hydraulic jump upstream of the contraction. 

 
 
32-4.04  Methodologies 
 
No single method is ideally suited for every situation.  If a satisfactory computation cannot be 
achieved with a given method, an alternative method should be attempted.  However, it has been 
found that, with attention to the setup requirements of each method, essentially duplicative 
results can usually be achieved using both momentum and energy methods. 
 
 
32-4.04(01)  Momentum 
 
The Corps of Engineers’ HEC-2 model uses a variation of the momentum method in the bridge 
routine where there are bridge piers.  The momentum equation between cross sections 1 and 3 is 
used to detect Type II flow and solve for the upstream depth with critical depth in the bridge 
contraction. 
 
This model has been used for the majority of the flood-insurance studies performed under the 
NFIP.  However, some believe that the bridge-analysis routines in HDS-1 and WSPRO may 
yield a better definition of actual hydraulic performance. 
 
 
32-4.04(02)  HEC-RAS 
 
The Corps of Engineers’ Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) has developed the HEC-RAS 
(River Analysis System) program package.  It operates under WINDOWS and has full graphic 
support.  The package includes all the features inherent to HEC-2 and WSPRO, plus program 
selected friction slope methods, mixed flow regime capability, automatic n value calibration, ice 
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cover, quasi 2-D velocity distribution, superelevation around bends, bank erosion, riprap design, 
stable channel design, sediment transport calculations, and scour. 
 
HEC-RAS Version 2.2 will provide the outputs necessary to evaluate bridge hydraulics for all 
flow types.  However, earlier versions will not be accepted for bridge hydraulics computations. 
 
 
32-4.04(03)  Energy (HDS-1) 
 
The method developed by FHWA described in HDS-1 is an energy approach with the energy 
equation written between cross sections 1 and 4 as shown in Figure 32-4B, Bridge Flow Types, 
for Type I flow.  The backwater is defined as the increase in the approach water-surface 
elevation relative to the normal water-surface elevation without the bridge. 
 
This model utilizes a single typical cross section to represent the stream reach from points 1 to 4 
on Figure 32-4B.  It also requires the use of a single energy gradient.  This method is no longer 
allowed by INDOT for final design analysis of a bridge due to its inherent limitations, but it may 
be useful for preliminary analysis and training.  Studies performed by the Corps of Engineers for 
the FHWA show the need to utilize a multiple cross-section method of analysis to achieve 
reasonable stage-discharge relationships at a bridge. 
 
 
32-4.04(04)  Energy (WSPRO) 
 
WSPRO combines step-backwater analysis with bridge backwater calculations.  This method 
allows for pressure flow through the bridge, embankment overtopping, and flow through 
multiple openings and culverts.  It also includes an improved technique for determining approach 
flow lengths and the introduction of an expansion loss coefficient.  The flow-length improvement 
was found necessary where approach flows occur on a very wide, heavily vegetated floodplain.  
The program also greatly facilitates the hydraulic analysis required to determine the least-cost 
alternative. 
 
WSPRO is suggested for both preliminary and final analyses of bridge hydraulics.  If only a 
single surveyed cross section is available, the input-data propagation features of WSPRO make it 
easy to apply with more comprehensive output available than with HDS-1. 
 
 
32-4.04(05)  Two-Dimensional Modeling 
 
The water-surface profile and velocities in a section of river are often predicted using a computer 
model.  In practice, most analysis is performed using one-dimensional methods such as the 
standard step method found in WSPRO or HEC-2.  Although one-dimensional methods are 
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adequate for many applications, these methods cannot provide a detailed determination of the 
cross-stream water surface elevations, flow velocities, or flow distribution. 
 
Two-dimensional models are more complex and require more time to set up and calibrate.  They 
require essentially the same field data as a one-dimensional model and, depending on 
complexity, may require a little more computer time. 
 
Bri-Stars is a semi-two-dimensional model capable of computing alluvial scour or deposition 
through subcritical, supercritical, and a combination of both flow conditions involving hydraulic 
jumps.  It is capable of simulating channel widening or narrowing and local scour due to 
highway encroachments. 
 
It has a bridge component which allows the computation of hydraulic flow variables and the 
resulting scour.  Bri-Stars also includes a companion expert system program which allows 
classifying a stream by its morphological properties.  See Section 30-5.0 for a more complete 
discussion of Bri-Stars. 
 
The USGS has developed a two-dimensional finite element model for the FHWA that is 
designated FESWMS.  This model has been developed to analyze flow at a bridge crossing 
where complicated hydraulic conditions exist.  This two-dimensional modeling system is flexible 
and may be applied to many types of steady and unsteady flow problems, including multiple-
opening bridge crossing, spur dike, floodplain encroachment, multiple channels, flow around an 
island, and flow in an estuary.  Where the flow is essentially two-dimensional in the horizontal 
plane, a one-dimensional analysis may lead to costly over-design or possibly improper design of 
hydraulic structures and improvements. 
 
 
32-4.04(06)  Physical Modeling 
 
A complex hydrodynamic situation defies accurate or practical mathematical modeling.  Physical 
models should be considered as follows: 
 
1. hydraulic performance data are needed that cannot be reliably obtained from 

mathematical modeling; 
 
2. risk of failure or excessive over-design is unacceptable; and 
 
3. research is needed. 
 
The constraints on physical modeling are as follows: 
 
1. size (scale); 
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2. cost; and 
3. time. 
 
 
32-4.05  WSPRO Modeling 
 
In theory, the water-surface profile used in the hydraulic analysis of a bridge should extend from 
a point downstream of the bridge that is beyond the influence of the constriction, to a point 
upstream that is beyond the extent of the bridge backwater.  In practice, all of the cross sections 
that are actually necessary for the energy analysis through the bridge opening for a single-
opening bridge without spur dikes are shown in Figure 32-4C, Cross-Section Locations for 
Stream Crossing with a Single Waterway Opening.  The additional cross sections that are 
necessary for computing the entire profile are not shown in this Figure.  Cross sections 1, 3, and 
4 are required for a Type I flow analysis and are referred to as the approach section, bridge 
section, and exit section, respectively.  Cross section 3F, which is identified as the full-valley 
section, is needed for the water-surface profile computation without the presence of the bridge 
contraction.  Cross section 2 is used as a control point in Type II flow but requires no input data.  
Two more cross sections must be defined if spur dikes and a roadway profile are specified. 
 
Pressure flow through the bridge opening is assumed to occur where the depth just upstream of 
the bridge opening exceeds 1.1 times the hydraulic depth of the opening.  The flow is then 
calculated as orifice flow with the discharge proportional to the square root of the effective head.  
Submerged orifice flow is treated similarly with the head redefined.  WSPRO can also 
simultaneously consider embankment overflow as a weir discharge.  This leads to flow classes 1 
through 6 as shown in Figure 32-4D, Flow Classification According to Submergence Conditions 
(WSPRO User Instructors Manual - 1990). 
 
In free-surface flow, there is no contact between the water surface and the low-girder elevation 
of the bridge.  In orifice flow, only the upstream girder is submerged.  In submerged-orifice flow, 
both the upstream and downstream girders are submerged.  A total of four different bridge types 
can be analyzed. 
 
The user’s instruction manual for WSPRO should serve as a source for more-detailed 
information on using the computer model.  Some specific example problems are provided in 
Model Drainage Manual, Chapter 10, Appendix B, with sample computer input and output data 
provided.  Only the information required to understand the examples is included. 
 
 
32-4.06  HEC-2 Modeling 
 
In theory, the water surface profile used in the hydraulic analysis of a bridge should extend from 
a point downstream of the bridge that is beyond the influence of the constriction, to a point 
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upstream that is beyond the extent of the bridge backwater.  The cross sections that are necessary 
in practice for the analysis of a single-opening bridge using the special bridge option are shown 
in Figure 32-4E, Cross Section Locations in the Vicinity of a Bridge. 
 
Energy losses caused by a structure such as a bridge or culvert are computed in two parts.  First, 
the losses due to expansion and contraction of the cross section on the upstream and downstream 
sides of the structure are computed in the standard step calculations.  Secondly, the loss through 
the structure itself is computed by either the normal-bridge or the special-bridge method. 
 
The user’s instructional manual for HEC-2 should serve as a source for more-detailed 
information for using the computer model.  Input/output examples are provided.  HEC-2 has its 
own data creation package, COED, that assists the user with preparing and editing input data and 
includes online help features.  A separate, stand-alone data-editing program which checks for 
input/modeling errors is also provided.  Cross-section, water-surface profile, and rating-curve 
viewing/plotting/printing are provided using the PLOT2 program. 
 
The normal-bridge method handles the cross section at the bridge just as it can at a river cross 
section with the exception that the area of the bridge below the water surface is subtracted from 
the total area.  The wetted perimeter is increased where the water-surface elevation exceeds the 
low chord.  The normal-bridge method is particularly applicable for a bridge without piers, a 
bridge under high submergence, or for low flow through a circular or arch culvert.  Where flow 
crosses critical depth in a structure, the special-bridge method should be used.  The normal-
bridge method is automatically used by the computer, though data were prepared for the special-
bridge method, for a bridge without piers and under low-flow control. 
 
The special-bridge method can always be used, but it should be used for a bridge with piers 
where low flow or pressure flow controls, or where flow passes through critical depth in passing 
through the structure.  The special-bridge method computes losses through the structure for low 
flow, weir flow, and pressure flow, or for a combination of these. 
 
A series of program capabilities are available to restrict flow to the effective flow areas of cross 
sections.  Among these capabilities are options to simulate sediment deposition, to confine flow 
to a levied channel, to block out roadway fill or a bridge deck, and to analyze floodplain 
encroachments. 
 
Cross sections with low overbank areas or levees require consideration in computing water-
surface profiles because of possible overflow into areas outside the main channel.  The 
computations are based on the assumption that all of the area below the water-surface elevation 
is effective in passing the discharge.  However, if the water-surface elevation at a particular cross 
section is less than the top-of-levee elevation, and if the water cannot enter or leave the 
overbanks upstream of that cross section, the flow areas in these overbanks should not be used in 
the computations.  Variable IEARA on the X3 card and the bank stations coded on the X1 card 
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in fields 3 and 4 are used for this condition.  By setting IEARA equal to 10, the program will 
consider only flow confined by the levees, unless the water-surface elevation is above the top of 
one or both levees, such that flow areas outside the levees will be included.  If this option is used 
and the water-surface elevation is close to the top of a levee, it may not be possible to balance the 
assumed and computed water surface elevations due to the changing flow areas just above and 
below the levee top.  Where this condition occurs, a statement will be printed that states that the 
assumed and computed water-surface elevations for the cross section cannot be balanced.  A 
water-surface elevation equal to the elevation which came closest to balancing will be adopted.  
The program user should determine the appropriateness of the assumed water-surface elevation 
and restart the computation at that cross section if required. 
 
The user should study the flow pattern of the river where levees exist.  If, for example, a levee is 
open at both ends and flow passes behind the levee without overtopping it, IEARA equals 0, or a 
blank should be input.  Also, assumptions regarding effective-flow areas may change with 
changes in flow magnitude.  Where cross-section elevations outside the levee are considerably 
lower than the channel bottom, it may be necessary to set IEARA equal to 10 to confine the flow 
to the channel. 
 
A user’s instruction manual for HEC-2 is available and should serve as a source for more-
detailed information on using this computer model. 
 
 
32-5.0  BRIDGE SCOUR OR AGGRADATION 
 
32-5.01  Introduction 
 
Hydraulic analysis of a bridge design requires that an assessment be made of the proposed 
bridge’s vulnerability to undermining due to potential scour.  Because of the extreme hazard and 
economic hardships posed by a rapid bridge collapse, considerations must be made in selecting 
appropriate flood magnitudes for use in the analysis.  The hydraulics engineer must endeavor to 
always be aware of and use the most current scour-forecasting technology. 
 
The FHWA has issued Technical Advisory TA 5140.20 on bridge scour.  The document, Interim 
Procedures for Evaluating Scour at Bridges is an attachment to the Technical Advisory.  The 
interim procedures were replaced by HEC 18 (1991, 1993, 1995).  Users of this Manual should 
see HEC 18 for a more thorough treatise on scour and scour prediction methodology.  A 
companion FHWA document to HEC 18 is HEC 20, Stream Stability at Highway Structures. 
 
The inherent complexities of stream stability, further complicated by highway-stream crossings, 
require a multilevel solution procedure.  The evaluation and design of a highway-stream crossing 
or encroachment should begin with a qualitative assessment of stream stability.  This involves 
application of geomorphic concepts to identify potential problems and alternative solutions.  This 
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analysis should be followed with quantitative analyses using basic hydrologic, hydraulic, and 
sediment-transport engineering concepts.  Such analyses can include evaluation of flood history, 
channel hydraulic conditions (including, for example, water-surface profile analysis), and basic 
sediment transport analyses such as evaluation of watershed sediment yield, incipient motion 
analysis, and scour calculations.  This analysis can be considered adequate if the problems are 
resolved and the relationships between different factors affecting stability are adequately 
explained.  If not, a more complex quantitative analysis based on detailed mathematical 
modeling or physical hydraulic models should be considered.  This multilevel approach is 
provided in HEC 20. 
 
Less hazardous are problems associated with aggradation.  Where freeboard is limited, problems 
associated with increased flood hazards to upstream property or to the traveling public due to 
more frequent overtopping may occur.  Where aggradation is expected, it may be necessary to 
evaluate these consequences.  Aggradation in a stream reach may serve to moderate potential 
scour depths.  Aggradation can be referred to as negative scour. 
 
 
32-5.02  Scour Types 
 
Present technology dictates that bridge scour should be evaluated as the interrelated components 
as follows: 
 
1. long-term profile changes (aggradation or degradation); 
2. plan form change (lateral channel movement); 
3. contraction scour or deposition; and 
4. local scour. 
 
 
32-5.02(01)  Long-Term Profile Changes 
 
Long-term profile changes can result from stream-bed profile changes that occur from 
aggradation or degradation. 
 
1. Aggradation is the deposition of bed load due to a decrease in the energy gradient. 
 
2. Degradation is the scouring of bed material due to increased stream sediment transport 

capacity which results from an increase in the energy gradient. 
 
Forms of degradation and aggradation should be considered as imposing a permanent future 
change for the stream-bed elevation at a bridge site if they can be identified. 
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32-5.02(02)  Plan-Form Change 
 
A plan-form change is a morphological change such as meander migration or bank widening.  
The lateral movement of a meander can threaten bridge approaches and increase scour by 
changing flow patterns approaching a bridge opening.  Bank widening can cause significant 
changes in the flow distribution and thus the bridge’s flow-contraction ratio. 
 
 
32-5.02(03)  Contraction 
 
Channel contraction scour results from a constriction of the channel which may, in part, be 
caused by bridge piers in the waterway.  Deposition results from an expansion of the channel or 
from the bridge site being positioned immediately downstream of a steeper reach of stream.  A 
highway, bridge, or natural-channel contraction is the most commonly encountered cause of 
contraction scour.  The practices provided herein for estimating deposition or contraction scour 
are as follows. 
 
1. Sediment Routing Practice.  This practice should be considered if either bed armoring or 

aggradation from an expanding reach is expected to cause an unacceptable hazard. 
 
2. Empirical Practice.  This practice is adapted from laboratory investigations of bridge 

contractions in non-armoring soils and, as such, must be used considering this 
qualification.  This practice does not consider bed armoring and its application for 
aggradation may be technically weak. 

 
The same empirical practice algorithms used in herein to evaluate a naturally contracting reach 
may also be used to evaluate deposition in an expanding reach provided armoring is not expected 
to occur.  With deposition, the practice of applying the empirical equations in reverse is required.  
For example, the narrower cross section is upstream which results in the need to manipulate the 
use of the empirical contraction scour equation.  This need to manipulate the intended use of an 
equation does not occur with the sediment-routing practice which is why it may be more reliable 
in an expanding reach. 
 
 
32-5.02(04)  Local Scour 
 
Exacerbating the potential scour hazard at a bridge site are abutments or piers located within the 
flood-flow prism.  The amount of potential scour caused by these features is termed local scour.  
Local scour is a function of the geometry of these features as they relate to the flow geometry.  
However, the importance of these geometric variables will vary.  As an example, increasing the 
pier or cofferdam width either through design or debris accumulation will increase the amount of 
local scour, but only up to a point in a subcritical-flow stream.  After reaching this point, pier 
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scour should not be expected to measurably increase with increased stream velocity or depth.  
This threshold has not been defined for a rarer, supercritical-flowing stream. 
 
Where fendering or other pier-protection systems are used, their effect on pier scour and 
collection of debris should be considered in design.  The stability of abutments in an area of 
turbulent flow should be investigated.  Exposed embankment slopes should be protected with 
appropriate scour countermeasures. 
 
 
32-5.03  Armoring 
 
Armoring occurs because a stream or river is unable, during a particular flood, to move the more-
coarse material comprising either the bed or, if some bed scour occurs, its underlying material.  
Scour may occur initially but later become arrested by armoring before the full scour potential is 
reached for a given flood magnitude.  If armoring does occur, the coarser bed material will tend 
to remain in place or quickly redeposit to form a layer of riprap-like armor on the stream bed or 
in the scour holes and thus limit further scour for a particular discharge.  This armoring effect 
can decrease scour-hole depths which were predicted based on formulas developed for sand or 
other fine material channels for a particular flood magnitude.  If a larger flood occurs than used 
to define the probable scour-hole depths, scour will likely penetrate deeper until armoring again 
occurs at a lower threshold. 
 
Armoring may also cause bank widening.  Bank widening encourages a river or stream to seek a 
more unstable, braided regime.  Such instabilities may pose serious problems for a bridge as they 
encourage further, difficult-to-assess plan-form changes.  Bank widening also spreads the 
approach-flow distribution which in turn results in a more-severe bridge-opening contraction. 
 
 
32-5.04  Scour Resistant Materials 
 
Caution is necessary in determining the scour resistance of bed materials and the underlying 
strata.  With sand-sized material, the passage of a single flood may result in the predicted scour 
depths.  Conversely, in scour resistant material, the maximum predicted depth of scour may not 
be realized during the passage of a particular flood.  However, some scour-resistant material may 
be lost.  This material is replaced with more-easily scoured material.  Thus, another flood may 
later reach the predicted scour depth.  Serious scour has been observed to occur in materials 
commonly perceived to be scour-resistant, such as consolidated soils and glacial till, bedrock 
streams, and streams with gravel and boulder beds. 
 
 
32-5.05  Scour-Analysis Methods 
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Before the scour-forecasting methods for contraction and local scour can be applied, it is first 
necessary to obtain the fixed-bed channel hydraulics, estimate the profile and plan form scour or 
aggradation, adjust the fixed-bed hydraulics to reflect these changes, and compute the bridge 
hydraulics.  Two methods are provided in the AASHTO Model Drainage Manual, Chapter 10, 
for combining the contraction and local scour components to obtain total scour.  Method 1 has 
application where armoring is not a concern or insufficient information is available to permit its 
evaluation, or where more-precise scour estimates are not deemed necessary.  Method 2 may be 
used where stream bed armoring is of concern, more-precise contraction scour estimates are 
deemed necessary, or deposition is expected and is a primary concern.  INDOT uses Method 1, 
which is described below. 
 
Method 1 is considered a conservative practice because it assumes that the scour components 
develop independently.  Thus, the potential local scour to be calculated using this method should 
be added to the contraction scour without considering the effects of contraction scour on the 
channel and bridge hydraulics.  The approach with Method 1 is as follows. 
 
1. Estimate the natural channel’s hydraulics for a fixed-bed condition based on existing 

conditions. 
 
2. Assess the expected profile and plan-form changes. 
 
3. Adjust the fixed-bed hydraulics to reflect expected profile or plan-form changes. 
 
4. Estimate contraction scour using the empirical contraction formula and the adjusted 

fixed-bed hydraulics assuming no bed armoring. 
 
5. Estimate local scour using the adjusted fixed-bed channel and bridge hydraulics assuming 

no bed armoring. 
 
6. Add the local scour to the contraction scour to obtain the total scour.  If contraction scour 

is negative, then use zero for contraction scour. 
 
 
32-5.06  Scour-Assessment Procedure 
 
Bridge scour assessment should be accomplished by collecting the data and applying the 
procedure outlined herein.  An example problem demonstrating the scour computations is 
included in the AASHTO Model Drainage Manual, Chapter 10, Appendix B. 
 
 
32-5.06(01)  Site Data 
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1. Bed Material.  Obtain bed-material samples for all channel cross sections where armoring 
will be evaluated.  If armoring is not being evaluated, this information need only be 
obtained at the site.  From these samples, try to identify historical scour and associate it 
with a discharge.  Also, determine the bed-material size distribution in the bridge reach 
and from this distribution determine d16, d50, d84, and d90.  This will be accomplished 
by using the appropriate soil borings. 

 
2. Geometry.  Obtain existing stream and floodplain cross sections, stream profile, site plan, 

and the streams present, and where possible, historic geomorphic plan form.  Also, locate 
the bridge site with respect to other bridges in the area, tributaries to the stream or close 
to the site, bedrock controls, man-made controls (dam, old check structure, river-training 
works, etc.), and downstream confluence with other streams.  Locate (distance and 
height) headcuts due to natural causes or, for example, gravel-mining operations.  
Upstream gravel-mining operations may absorb the bed-material discharge resulting in 
the more-adverse clear-water scour situation discussed below.  Data related to plan-form 
changes such as meander migration and the rate at which they may be occurring are 
useful. 

 
3. Historic Scour.  Obtain scour data for other bridges or similar facilities along the stream. 
 
4. Hydrology.  Identify the character of the stream hydrology; i.e., perennial, ephemeral, 

intermittent, and whether it is flashy, or subject to broad hydrograph peaks resulting from 
a gradual flow increase such as that which occurs with a thunderstorm or snowmelt. 

 
5. Geomorphology.  Classify the geomorphology of the site, whether it is a floodplain 

stream, crosses a delta, or crosses a youthful, mature, or old-age alluvial fan. 
 
 
32-5.06(02)  General 
 
1. Step 1.  Decide which analysis method is applicable.  Method 1 should be used to 

evaluate existing bridges to identify significant potential scour hazards or, where 
armoring is obviously not of concern, a proposed bridge.  Method 2 should be used to 
evaluate bridges where significant armoring may occur. 

 
2. Step 2.  Determine the magnitude of the 100-year flood and the 500-year super flood. 
 
3. Step 3.  Develop a water-surface profile through the site’s reach for fixed-bed conditions 

using WSPRO or HEC-2. 
 
4. Step 4.  Obtain the variables necessary to determine contraction and local scour. 
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5. Step 5.  Compute the predicted scour depths using the equations in HEC 18 for 
contraction and pier scour for the 100-year and 500-year floods or an overtopping flood 
of a lesser recurrence interval. 

 
6. Step 6.  Once an acceptable scour threshold is determined, the Office of Geotechnical 

Services can prepare a foundation recommendation for the bridge based on the scour 
information obtained from the foregoing procedure and using commonly accepted safety 
factors.  The structural engineer should evaluate the lateral stability of the bridge based 
on the aforementioned scour. 

 
Spread footings on soil or erodible rock should be located so that the bottom of each 
footing is below the scour depth determined for the check flood for scour.  A spread 
footing on scour-resistant rock should be designed and constructed to maintain the 
integrity of the supporting rock. 

 
7. Step 7.  Repeat the aforementioned assessment procedures using the greatest bridge 

opening flood discharge associated with the selected 500-year superflood, or an 
overtopping flood of a lesser recurrence interval.  These findings are again for the Office 
of Geotechnical Services to use in evaluating the foundation recommendation obtained in 
Step 6.  A foundation design safety factor of 1.0 is used to ensure that the bridge is 
marginally stable for a flood associated with the 500-year superflood. 

 
 
32-5.07  Pressure-Flow Scour 
 
The following is extracted from the FHWA Publication HEC 18 Evaluating Scour at Bridges, 
April, 1993. 
 
Pressure flow, which is also denoted as orifice flow, occurs where the water surface elevation at 
the upstream face of the bridge is greater than or equal to the low chord of the bridge 
superstructure.  Pressure flow under the bridge results from a pile-up of water on the upstream 
bridge face, and a plunging of the flow downward and under the bridge.  At a higher approach-
flow depth, the bridge can be entirely submerged with the resulting flow being a complex 
combination of the plunging flow under the bridge and the flow over the bridge. 
 
With pressure flow, the local scour depths at a pier or abutment are larger than for free-surface 
flow with similar depths and approach velocities.  The increase in local scour at a pier subject to 
pressure flow results from the flow being directed downwards toward the bed by the 
superstructure and by increasing the intensity of the horseshoe vortex.  The vertical contraction 
of the flow is a more significant cause of the increase in scour depth.  However, where a bridge 
becomes submerged, the average velocity under it is reduced due to a combination of additional 
backwater caused by the bridge superstructure impeding the flow, and a reduction of discharge 
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which must pass under the bridge due to weir flow over the bridge and approach embankments.  
As a consequence, an increase in local scour due to pressure flow may be offset by a lesser 
velocity through the bridge opening due to increased backwater, and a reduction in discharge due 
to overtopping. 
 
WSPRO or HEC-2 can be used to determine the discharge through the bridge and the velocity of 
approach and depth upstream of the piers where flow impacts the bridge superstructure.  These 
values should be used to calculate local pier scour.  Engineering judgment should then be used to 
determine the appropriate multiplier times the calculated pier-scour depth for the pressure-flow 
scour depth.  This multiplier ranges from 1.0 for a low-approach Froude number (Fr = 0.1) to 1.6 
for a high-approach Froude number (Fr = 0.6).  If the bridge is overtopped, the depth to be used 
in the pier-scour equations and for computing the Froude number is the depth to the top of the 
bridge deck or guardrail obstructing the flow. 
 
 
32-6.0  DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
 
32-6.01  Introduction 
 
A stream is a dynamic natural system which, as a result of the encroachment caused by elements 
of a stream-crossing system, will respond so as to challenge an experienced hydraulics engineer.  
The complexities of the stream response to encroachment demand that the hydraulics engineer 
must be involved from the outset in the choice of alternative stream-crossing locations, and at the 
design team must have experience in the hydraulic design of a stream-crossing system.  The 
hydraulics engineer should also be involved in the solution of stream-stability problems at an 
existing structure. 
 
The design issues which contribute to the overall complexity of spanning a stream with a stream-
crossing system are discussed below.  A more thorough discussion of design philosophy and 
design considerations is provided in the AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines Hydraulic 
Analyses for the Location and Design of Bridges. 
 
 
32-6.02  Location of Stream Crossing 
 
Although many factors, including non-technical ones, enter into the final location of a stream-
crossing system, the hydraulics of the proposed location must have a high priority.  Hydraulic 
considerations in selecting the location include floodplain width and roughness, flow distribution 
and direction, stream type (braided, straight, or meandering), stream regime (aggrading, 
degrading, or equilibrium), and stream controls.  The hydraulics of a proposed location also 
affects environmental considerations such as aquatic life, wetlands, sedimentation, and stream 
stability.  The hydraulics of a particular site determines whether or not certain national objectives 
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such as wise use of floodplains, reduction of flooding losses, and preservation of wetlands can be 
satisfied. 
 
 
32-6.03  Coordination, Permits, and Approvals 
 
The interests of other government agencies must be considered in the evaluation of a proposed 
stream-crossing system.  Cooperation and coordination with these agencies, especially water-
resources-planning agencies, must be undertaken. 
 
The designer of a stream-crossing system must be cognizant of relevant local, State, and Federal 
laws and permit requirements.  Federal and State permits are required for construction of a 
bridge over a navigable waterway and are issued by the U.S. Coast Guard and IDNR.  Permits 
for other construction activities in a navigable waterway are under the jurisdiction of the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers.  Applications for Federal permits may require environmental-impact 
assessments under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.  IDNR issues permits for 
construction in a floodway or lake preservation.  IDEM issues 401 permits to accompany 404 
permits if required.  If more than 5 ac of land are disturbed, a Rule 5 (NPDES) permit will be 
required.  See Chapter Nine for more information on permits and certifications. 
 
 
32-6.04  Environmental Considerations 
 
Environmental criteria which must be satisfied in the design of a stream-crossing system include 
the preservation of wetlands and protection of aquatic habitat.  Such considerations often require 
the expertise of a biologist.  The hydraulic design criteria related to scour, degradation, 
aggradation, flow velocities, and lateral distribution of flow, for example, are criteria for 
evaluation of environmental impacts and the safety of the stream-crossing structure. 
 
 
32-6.05  Stream Morphology 
 
The form and shape of the stream path created by its erosion and deposition characteristics 
comprise its morphology.  A stream can be braided, straight, or meandering, or it can be in the 
process of changing from one form to another as a result of natural or man-made influences.  A 
historical study of the stream morphology at a proposed stream-crossing site is mandatory 
(FHWA HEC 20 Level I Analysis).  This study should also include an assessment of long-term 
trends in aggradation or degradation.  A braided stream or alluvial fans should be avoided at a 
stream-crossing site if possible. 
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32-6.06  Data Collection 
 
The purpose of data collection is to gather all necessary site information.  This should include 
such information as topography and other physical features, land use and culture, flood data, 
basin characteristics precipitation data, historical high-water marks, existing structures, channel 
characteristics, and environmental data.  A site plan should be developed on which much of the 
data can be shown. 
 
 
32-6.07  Scour 
 
The extreme hazard posed by a bridge subject to scour failure dictates a different philosophy in 
selecting suitable flood magnitudes to use in the scour analysis.  With bridge-flood hazards other 
than scour, such as those caused by roadway overtopping or property damage from inundation, a 
prudent and reasonable practice is to first select a design flood to determine a trial bridge 
opening geometry.  This geometry is either subjectively or objectively selected based on the 
initial cost of the bridge along with the potential future costs for flood hazards.  Following the 
selection of this trial bridge geometry, the base flood (100-year) is used to evaluate this selected 
opening.  This two-step evaluation process is used to ensure that the selected bridge opening, 
based on the design flood, includes no unexpected increase in existing flood hazards other than 
those from scour or aggradation.  Bridge scour or aggradation should be considered from the 
base flood (100-year) as well as the superflood (500-year). 
 
Prediction technology is steadily developing but lacks the reliability associated with other facets 
of hydraulics engineering.  Formulas for predicting scour depths are currently available and 
others will be developed in the future.  The designer should strive to be acquainted with the state 
of practice at the time of a given analysis and is encouraged to be conservative in the resulting 
scour predictions. 
 
The determination should be made as to what constitutes the greatest discharge passing through 
the bridge opening during a particular flood.  Where there are relief structures on the floodplain, 
or if overtopping occurs, a flood other than the base flood or superflood may cause the worst 
bridge-opening scour.  This situation occurs where the bridge opening will pass the greatest 
discharge just prior to incurring a discharge relief from overtopping or a floodplain relief 
opening.  A discharge relief at the bridge due to overtopping or a relief opening may not result in 
reduction in the bridge opening discharge. 
 
With potential bridge scour hazards, a different flood selection and analysis philosophy is 
considered reasonable.  The aforementioned trial bridge opening, which is selected by 
considering initial costs and future flood hazard costs, should be evaluated for two possible scour 
conditions, with the worse condition dictating the foundation design and possibly indicating a 
change in the selected trial bridge opening. 
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First, evaluate the proposed bridge and road geometry for scour using the base flood.  Once the 
expected scour geometry has been assessed, the Office of Geotechnical Services will recommend 
the foundation.  This foundation design should use the conventional foundation safety factors, 
and eliminate consideration of stream-bed or bank material displaced by scour for foundation 
support. 
 
Second, impose a superflood on the proposed bridge and road geometry.  This event should be 
used to evaluate the proposed bridge opening to ensure that the resulting potential scour will 
produce no unexpected scour hazards.  The superflood is defined as the 500-year flood or a 
designated ratio (e.g., 1.7) times the 100-year flood.  Similar to the manner for the base flood, 
evaluate the selected bridge opening using the superflood.  The foundation design based on the 
base flood should then be reviewed by the Office of Geotechnical Services using a safety factor 
of 1.0 and again, considering stream-bed or bank material displaced by scour from the super 
flood. 
 
 
32-6.08  Preventive or Protection Measures 
 
Based on an assessment of potential scour provided by the Hydraulics Engineer, the structural 
designer can incorporate design features that will prevent or mitigate scour damage at the piers.  
Circular piers or elongated piers with circular noses and an alignment parallel to the flood flow 
direction are a possible alternative.  Spread footings should be used only where the stream bed is 
extremely stable below the footings, or where the spread footings are founded at a depth below 
the maximum scour computed in Section 32-6.07.  Footings may be founded above the scour 
elevation where they are keyed into non-erodible rock.  Drilled shafts or drilled piers are possible 
where piles cannot be driven.  Protection against stream-bed degradation can be provided with a 
drop structure or grade-control structure in, or downstream of, the bridge opening. 
 
Rock riprap is used where stone of sufficient size is available, to armor abutment fill slopes and 
the area around the bases of piers.  Riprap design information is provided in Chapter Thirty-
eight. 
 
If possible, clearing of vegetation upstream or downstream of the toe of the embankment slope 
should be avoided.  Embankment overtopping may be incorporated into the design but should be 
located away from the bridge abutments and superstructure.  Spur dikes are recommended to 
align the approach flow with the bridge opening and to prevent scour around the abutments.  
They are usually elliptically shaped with a major to minor axis ratio of 2.5 to 1.  A length of 
approximately 150 ft provides a satisfactory design.  Their length can be determined according to 
HDS 1.  Spur dikes, embankments, and abutments should be protected with rock riprap with a 
filter blanket or other revetments approved by INDOT. 
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32-6.09  Deck Drainage 
 
The designer is responsible to provide for the safety of the traveling public.  There is a greater 
risk of someone being injured or killed in an accident on the bridge as the result of wet pavement 
than there is of injury or death due to the catastrophic collapse of the bridge due to a flood or 
structural failure. 
 
An improperly-drained bridge deck can cause problems including corrosion, icing, or 
hydroplaning.  If possible, a bridge deck should be watertight, and deck drainage should be 
carried to the ends of the bridge.  Drains at the ends of the bridge should have sufficient inlet 
capacity to carry all bridge deck drainage. 
 
The design of pavement drainage on the bridge should use the same criteria as the approach 
roadway.  However, an approach roadway with a rural typical section will be freer draining than 
a bridge deck with parapets where the deck confines the runoff in a manner similar to a curbed-
roadway section.  Consideration must be given to spread on the bridge deck. 
 
Where it is necessary to intercept deck drainage at intermediate points along the bridge, the 
design of the interceptors should be in accordance with the procedure described in Chapter 
Thirty-three. 
 
Where deck-drainage interceptors are needed, a collection system will be necessary to discharge 
the runoff.  Some considerations for this system are as follows: 
 
1. environmental concerns for discharging pavement runoff directly into a waterway; 
 
2. design and maintenance of an extensive drain system attached to the superstructure; 
 
3. free drops from deck interceptors; 
 
4. 6-in. minimum projection beyond the lowest adjacent superstructure component; and 
 
5. provide erosion control under free drops unless the outlet from the bridge superstructure 

is more than 40 ft above the ground. 
 
 
32-6.10  Construction Maintenance 
 
A temporary structure or crossing used during construction should be designed for a specified 
risk of failure due to flooding during the construction period.  The impacts on normal water 
levels and normal flow distribution must be considered. 
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Each borrow area within the floodplain should be chosen to minimize the potential for scour and 
adverse environmental effects within the limits of the bridge and its approaches on the 
floodplain. 
 
The stream-crossing design should incorporate measures which reduce maintenance costs if 
possible.  These measures include spur dikes, retards, guide dikes, jetties, riprap protection of 
abutments and embankments, embankment overflow at lower elevations than the bridge deck, 
and alignment of piers with the flow. 
 
 
32-6.11  Waterway Enlargement 
 
Roadway and structural constraints can dictate the vertical positioning of a bridge, resulting in a 
small vertical clearance between the low chord and the ground.  Significant increases in span 
length provide small increases in effective waterway opening. 
 
It is possible to increase the effective area by excavating a flood channel through the reach 
affecting the hydraulic performance of the bridge.  The factors that must be accommodated if this 
action is taken are as follows. 
 
1. The flow line of the flood channel should be set above the stage elevation of the 

dominant discharge.  See the AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines. 
 
2. The flood channel must extend far enough up- and downstream of the bridge to establish 

the desired flow regime through the affected reach. 
 
3. The flood channel must be stabilized to prevent erosion and scour. 
 
 
32-6.12  Auxiliary Openings 
 
The need for auxiliary waterway openings, or relief openings, arises on a stream with a wide 
floodplain.  The purpose of openings in the floodplain is to pass a portion of the flood flow in the 
floodplain once the stream reaches a certain stage.  It does not provide relief for the principal 
waterway opening in the sense that an emergency spillway at a dam does, but it has predictable 
capacity during a flood event. 
 
The objectives in choosing the location of auxiliary openings include the following: 
 
1. maintenance of flow distribution and flow patterns; 
2. accommodation of relatively large flow concentrations on the floodplain; 
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3. avoidance of floodplain flow along the roadway embankment for long distances; and 
4. crossing of significant tributary channels. 
 
The technological weakness in modeling auxiliary openings is in the use of one-dimensional 
models to analyze two-dimensional flow.  The development of two-dimensional models, such as 
FESWMS, is a step toward more-adequate analysis of a complex stream-crossing system. 
 
The most complex factor in designing an auxiliary opening is determining the division of flow 
between two or more structures.  If incorrectly proportioned, one or more of the structures may 
be overtaxed during a flood event.  The design of an auxiliary opening should be generous to 
guard against that possibility. 
 
 
32-7.0  DESIGN PROCEDURE FORM 
 
A checklist to document the design procedures, studies, decisions, criteria, calculations, etc., for 
bridge hydraulics is shown as Figure 32-7A, Design Procedure Checklist. 
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Functional 
Classification 

Allowable 
Backwater 

Roadway 
Serviceability 

Allowable 
Velocity 

Freeway Q100 Q100 Q100 

Multilane Non-Freeway Q100 Q100 Q100 

Two-Lane Facility    
 AADT ≥ 3000 Q100 Q100 Q100 
 3000 > AADT ≥ 1000 Q100 Q25 Q100 
 AADT < 1000 Q100 Q10 Q100 

Ramp Q100 Q100 Q100 

 
 

DESIGN-STORM FREQUENCY 
(Bridge Waterway Opening) 

 
Figure 32-3A 
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Facility Type Road Serviceability Allowable Velocity 

Freeway Q25 Q10

Non-Freeway, ≥ 4 Lanes Q10 Q10

Two-Lane Facility 
ADT ≥ 3000 
3000 > ADT ≥ 1000 
ADT <1000 

 
Q10

Q2

Q2

 
Q10

Q2

Q2

 
 

DESIGN-STORM FREQUENCY, TEMPORARY STRUCTURE 
 

Figure 32-3B 
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Flow Through Bridge Opening Only 
Flow Through Bridge Opening, 
and Over Roadway Grade 

Class 1 – Free-surface flow Class 4 – Free-surface flow 
Class 2 - Orifice flow Class 5 - Orifice flow 
Class 3 – Submerged-orifice flow Class 6 – Submerged-orifice flow 

 
 

FLOW CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBMERGENCE CONDITIONS 
(WSPRO User Instructors Manual, 1990) 

 
Figure 32-4D 
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DESIGN PROCEDURE CHECKLIST 
 

Figure 32-7A 

Design Procedure Checklist
 
Route:        Des No.        Project No.       
County:        City or Town:       
Description:        Designer:       
 
MAPS 

  USGS Quad.  Scale        Date       
  Flood-Hazard Delineation (Quad.) 
  Floodplain Delineation (HUD) 
  Flood-Insurance Firm and FHBM 
  Local Land Use 
  Soils Map 
  Geologic Maps 
  Aerial PhotosScale Date 

 
STUDIES BY EXTERNAL AGENCIES 

  USACE Floodplain Information Report 
  NRCS Watershed Studies, PFP-HYDRO 
  Local Watershed Management 
  USGS Gages and Studies 
  Interim Floodplain Studies 
  Water Resources Data 
  Regional Planning Data 
  Forestry Service 
  FEMA Flood-Insurance Studies 

 
STUDIES BY INTERNAL SOURCES 

  Hydraulics-Team Records 
  Flood Record (High Water, Newspaper) 

 
  BEIDGE INSPECTION REPORTS 

 
CALIBRATION OF HIGH-WATER DATA 

  Discharge and Frequency of H.W. el. 
  Influences Responsible for H.W. el. 
  Analyze Hydraulic Performance of 

 Existing Facility for 100-Year Flood 
 

  Analyze Hydraulic Performance of 
 Proposed Facility for 100-Year Flood 

  Reconnaissance Revisions Report 
 
DESIGN APPURTENANCES 

  Dissipators, Riprap 
  Scour Analysis/Evaluation 
  Utility-Company Plans 

 
TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

  Indiana Design Manual, Part IV 
  Technical Library 

 
DISCHARGE CALCULATIONS 

  Drainage Areas 
  Formula 
  HEC-1 / TR-20 
  NRCS 

Gaging Da    Regional Analysis 
  Regression Equations 
  Area-Discharge Curves 
  Log-Pearson Type III Gage Rating 

 
HIGH-WATER ELEVATIONS 

  INDOT Survey 
  External Sources 
  Personal Reconnaissance 

 
FLOOD HISTORY 

  Erosion and Sediment Control 
  External Sources 
  Personal Reconnaissance 
  Maintenance Records 
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DESIGN PROCEDURE CHECKLIST 
 

Figure 32-7A (Continued) 

 
DATA REPORTS 

  INDOT Data 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS 

  INDOT 
 
TECHNICAL AIDS 

  Indiana Design Manual, Part IV 
  INDOT and FHWA Directives 
  Technical Library 

       
 
 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
  HY8, CDS 
  Direct-Step Water-Surface Profile 
  USACE HEC-2 Water-Surface Profile 
  FHWA Bridge Backwater 
  Log-Pearson Type III Analysis 
  WSPRO Water-Surface Profile 
  PFP-HYDRA 
  FESWMS 
  HEC-1 / TR 20 
  HY-9 Scour Analysis 
  USACE HEC-RAS River Analysis System 
  BRISTARS 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE 
 

BRIDGE DECK DRAINAGE 
 
 
33-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
The objective of this Chapter is to present a sound, economic, and low-maintenance design for 
bridge-deck and bridge-end drainage facilities.  The detrimental effects of runoff emphasize the 
importance of removing water from the bridge deck as quickly as practical.  This highlights the 
need for an efficient drainage system that always works properly.  Proper design provides 
benefits for traffic safety, maintenance, structural integrity, and aesthetics. 
 
 
33-1.01  Scope 
 
This Chapter provides guidelines and procedures for designing a bridge-deck drainage system, 
including illustrative and practical examples.  It incorporates hydraulic capacity, traffic safety, 
structural integrity, and practical maintenance.  System hardware components, such as inlets, 
pipes, and downspouts, are described.  It provides guidance for selecting a design gutter spread 
and flood frequency, and a design methodology for inlet spacing including example problems. 
 
 
33-1.02  Objectives 
 
The objectives in developing a design that will control the spread of water into traffic lanes, will 
function properly with a minimum of maintenance, and will not interfere with the architectural 
beauty or structural integrity of the bridge are discussed below. 
 
 
33-1.02(01)  Minimization of Maintenance 
 
A bridge may not require a drainage system.  This is ideal because of the high maintenance 
required to keep deck drains and other types of inlets free from debris discarded from vehicles 
and sand deposited during winter-maintenance activities.  A clogged deck drain can cause more 
encroachment of runoff onto the shoulder or travel lane than no drainage structure.  Bridge deck 
drains may be necessary in addition to riprap turnouts to capture runoff from the bridge and 
convey it to an appropriate outlet. 
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33-1.02(02)  Minimization of Spread 
 
As water accumulates and spreads across the width of the gutter and into the travel lane, it can 
reduce service levels and cause safety problems.  Where inlets are required, they must be 
adequately sized and spaced to remove runoff from the bridge deck before it encroaches onto the 
traveled way to the limit of the design spread. 
 
This Chapter provides a procedure to determine the maximum length of deck allowable without 
exceeding the design spread.  See Chapter Thirty-six for more information. 
 
 
33-1.02(03)  Avoidance of Hydroplaning 
 
Precipitation produces sheet flow on pavement and gutter flow.  If sheet flow or spread has 
sufficient depth, vehicle tires can separate from the pavement surface and produce hydroplaning.  
To reduce this risk, the drainage system must be designed to prevent the accumulation of 
significant depths of water. 
 
 
33-1.02(04)  Reduction of Icing Potential on Deck 
 
A bridge deck is usually the first segment of a highway to become icy in cold weather.  Adequate 
deck drainage through use of minimum grades and cross slopes is essential to prevent the 
accumulation and spreading of icy spots.  Icing on a bridge deck caused by frost is difficult to 
prevent except through surface texture and maintenance practices.  Proper signing to warn the 
motoring public of the potential of ice on a bridge may be appropriate. 
 
 
33-1.02(05)  Integration into Structural Dimensions 
 
The deck-drainage system must satisfy the structural requirements of the bridge.  Drainage 
details affect structural design.  For example, inlets for a reinforced-concrete bridge deck must fit 
within the reinforcing-bars layout.  If deck drainage is not needed, structural design is free of 
inlet details.  The drainage system should prevent water, road salt, or other corrosives from 
contacting the structural components. 
 
 
33-1.02(06)  Aesthetics 
 
A pipe system conveying water from deck inlets to natural ground can be affixed to the exterior 
surfaces of a bridge.  However, encasing the piping in structural members may not be advisable 
because of potential freezing damage.  Pipes affixed to exterior surfaces of a structure, running at 
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odd angles, can present an unpleasant silhouette and detract from the bridge’s architectural 
aesthetics.  To avoid this, pipes can be located in slots up the back of the columns or can be 
hidden behind decorative pilasters. 
 
 
33-1.02(07)  Protection of Water Quality [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The number of drains that discharge directly into a waterway should be reduced.  Where possible 
and practicable, stormwater treatment measures should be included to treat the stormwater runoff 
prior to entering the waterway.  Additional treatment or additional measures may be required as a 
result of a commitment during early coordination or as a regulatory-agency-permit condition. 
 
33-1.03  Concept Definitions 

 
The following are definitions of concepts used in bridge-deck-drainage analysis and design. 
 
1. Cleanout plug.  A removable plug in the piping system that provides access to a run of 

piping for cleaning.  It is located near a bend or Y-shaped intersection. 
 
2. Cross Slope.  The slope of the pavement cross section from the curb to the crown. 
 
3. Drop Inlet.  A drain that is used away from a bridge or at a bridge end.  It is larger than an 

inlet chamber and is set in earth in the subgrade or shoulder of an approach embankment.  
It has a horizontal or near-horizontal opening. 

 
4. Drain.  A receptacle that receives and conveys water. 
 
5. Drainage System.  The entire arrangement of grates, drains, inlet chambers, pipes, 

gutters, ditches, outfalls, and energy dissipators necessary to collect water and convey it 
to a disposal point. 

 
6. Grate.  The ribbed or perforated cover of an inlet chamber that admits water and supports 

traffic loads.  Grates are removable to allow access for maintenance. 
 
7. Inlet Chamber.  The small cast-iron, welded steel, or formed concrete compartment that is 

beneath a grate.  Although set into the bridge deck, it is sometimes only an open hole in 
the deck. 

 
8. Outlet Pipe.  The pipe that leads the water away from an inlet chamber or drop inlet. 
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9. Runoff, Drainage.  A liquid that can run off the roadway surface.  Although the liquid is 
most-often water, it includes other liquids and dissolved solids that can make their way 
into the drainage system. 

 
10. Scupper.  A small opening in a curb or barrier through which water can flow from the 

bridge deck.  The term is nautical and by analogy relates bridge-deck drains to openings 
in the sides of a ship at deck level to allow water to exit. 

 
11. Spread.  The top of water measured laterally from the bridge curb. 
 
12. Storm Drain.  A beneath-the-bridge and underground piping system that may connect to a 

municipal storm-drain system or may be a separate collection system for highway and 
bridge drainage. 

 
 
33-2.0  SYSTEM COMPONENTS [REV. JAN. 2011] 

 
A bridge-deck drainage system includes the bridge deck itself, bridge gutters, inlets, pipes, 
downspouts, and stormwater-pollution-prevention controls.  The system is designed by the 
bridge designer and coordinated with the Hydraulics Team.  Coordination of efforts is essential 
in designing the components of the system to satisfy the objectives described in Section 33-1.0. 
 
 
33-2.01  System Requirements 

 
The primary requirement of the drainage system is to remove rainfall-generated runoff from the 
bridge deck before it collects and spreads in the gutter to encroach onto the traveled way and 
exceed the limit of a design spread.  To satisfy this objective, the drainage system must satisfy 
the design criteria described below. 
 
 
33-2.01(01)  Structural Considerations 

 
The primary structural considerations in bridge-deck drainage-system design are as follows. 
 
1. Inlet sizing and placement must be compatible with the structural reinforcement and 

components of a bridge. 
 
2. The drainage system should be designed to deter flow from contacting vulnerable 

structural members and to minimize the potential of eroding embankments. 
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The structural and hydraulics engineer should work together to design a system that has the 
necessary hydraulic capacity and is compatible with structural elements.  To avoid corrosion and 
erosion, the design must include proper placement of outfalls, including prevention of flow from 
splashing or being blown back onto support members.  Water should be prevented from running 
down the joint between the pavement and the bridge and thereby undermining an abutment or 
wingwall. 
 
 
33-2.01(02)  Deck and Gutters 

 
The bridge deck and gutters are surfaces that initially receive precipitation.  If grades, super-
elevations, and cross slopes are properly designed, water and debris are efficiently conveyed to 
the inlets or riprap turnouts.  A bridge deck with a level profile grade or in a sag vertical curve 
has poor hydraulics and may cause ponded water and hydroplaning problems.  Superelevation 
transitions through a level grade may cause water and ice problems as well.  The cross slope is 
2% on a tangent section.  A level grade or a sag vertical curve is not allowed for a bridge on a 
new alignment.  The desirable longitudinal grade for bridge-deck drainage is 0.5% or steeper.  A 
flatter grade is permissible where it is not physically possible or economically desirable to satisfy 
the above criteria. 
 
 
33-2.01(03)  Drainage Appurtenances 

 
These include inlets, grates, pipes, and downspouts.  From the deck and gutters, water and debris 
flow to the inlets, through pipes and downspouts, and finally to the outfall.  A number of grate 
and inlet box designs are available to discourage clogging.  Collector pipes and downspouts with 
smooth Y-connections and bends help prevent clogging in mid-system.  T-connections are 
discouraged because of their propensity to plug.  Collector pipes need a slope of 2% to sustain a 
self-cleaning velocity.  Cleanout plugs located near curves and Y-connections should be included 
to provide access to the pipe to facilitate cleaning.  A storm-drainage system beneath the bridge 
may be necessary to transport runoff to side-ditch, storm-drain or stormwater detention facilities. 
 
 
33-2.01(04)  Riprap Turnout 

 
See Figure 33-2A, Slopewall, Riprap, and Sodding Limits for Grade Separation Structure, for 
treatment for a grade separation.  See Figures 17-4 I and 17-4J for treatment for a stream 
crossing. 
 
 
33-2.01(05)  Bridge-End Collector on Curbed Roadway 
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A drainage inlet placed at the end of the bridge is essential for proper drainage.  A grate inlet, 
curb-opening inlet, or combination inlet may be used at a bridge end.  The hydraulic 
characteristics of the inlet should be considered in selecting the type.  An inlet placed on the 
upslope end of the bridge should be designed to collect all of the runoff upslope of the bridge.  
This will prevent the bridge-deck drains and inlets from being overtaxed from runoff entering 
onto the bridge from the approaches.  A collector at the downslope end of the bridge should be 
designed to collect all of the flow not intercepted by the bridge inlet.  A conservative design 
approach is to assume that 50% of the inlets on the bridge are plugged and to size the end 
collectors accordingly.  If there are no bridge inlets, downslope inlets should be designed to 
intercept all of the bridge drainage.  From the inlet structure, there must be a pipe, paved 
channel, or trough to transport the water down the face of the embankment. 
 
 
33-2.01(06)  Stormwater-Pollution-Prevention Controls [Added Jan. 2011] 

 
Stormwater-pollution-prevention controls (SWPPP) should be designed to provide an average 
annual post-development TSS removal rate of 80%.  All stormwater controls should satisfy the 
other design criteria described herein.  Controls should not increase the spread of water into 
traffic lanes, should function properly with minimum maintenance, and should not interfere with 
the structural integrity of the bridge.  Downspouts should not be allowed to discharge untreated 
flow, unless such discharge is collected and treated on the receiving body beneath the bridge. 
Direct discharge of untreated stormwater runoff is not allowed.  Flow consolidation should be 
considered to reduce the number of multiple BMP installations and maintenance requirements. 
 

 
33-2.02  Bridge-Deck Inlet 

 

33-2.02(01)  Types 

 
A bridge-deck inlet must remove water from a deck within the limits of the allowable spread.  
Considering hydraulics, inlets should be large and widely separated.  Considering the structure, 
inlets should be avoided or be as small and as few as practical.  This Section describes the inlet 
designs used by INDOT and discusses the factors that affect inlet interception capacity.  This 
Section discusses design features to help prevent clogging, and it provides guidance for 
determining inlet locations.  The following inlets are currently in use. 
 
1. Grate A.  This grate fits onto roadway drain type SQ.  It is a parallel bar grate and the 

most hydraulically efficient grate in use.  The grate is 19 in. square.  Because the width of 
the openings is 1 in., the grate is not considered bicycle-safe if placed with the bars 
parallel to the direction of traffic.  However, it is feasible to use this grate where bicycle 
traffic is allowed on the bridge if the bars are placed perpendicular to the direction of 
travel.  The perpendicular arrangement may substantially reduce the hydraulic capacity of 
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the grate, as shown on Figure 33-5C, Grate Inlet Frontal Flow Interception Efficiency.  
The outlet fitting is circular pipe, 6 in. diameter. 

 
2. Grate D.  This grate fits onto roadway drain type OS.  This is a type C grate with parallel 

bars but has two transverse bars which prevent bicycle wheels from dropping into the 
inlet; therefore, it is considered bicycle-safe.  The transverse bars reduce the hydraulic 
capacity of the grate.  The grate dimensions are 19 in. wide by 20 in. long.  The outlet 
fitting is circular pipe, 6 in. diameter. 

 
3. Slab-Bridge Floor Drain.  This deck drain is to be used with a reinforced-concrete slab 

bridge.  The drain is a PVC pipe, 6 in. diameter, set into the deck.  This drain has limited 
hydraulic capacity; therefore, the spacing will be much closer than that for grate type A 
or D.  The standard spacing is approximately 72 in.  A ½-in. depression, which extends 1 
ft transversely from the face of the curb, slightly increases the capacity. 

 
4. Curved-Vane Grate.  This grate is to be used on a curbed roadway where the inlets are 

located off the bridge deck. 
 
5. Concrete-Barrier-Railing Scupper.  This device should be used only on a local public 

agency bridge with concrete-barrier railings. 
 
 
33-2.02(02)  Interception Capacity and Efficiency 
 
Inlet interception capacity is the flow intercepted by a bridge deck inlet under a given set of 
conditions.  The efficiency of an inlet is the percent of total flow that the inlet will intercept.  The 
efficiency of an inlet varies with cross slope, longitudinal slope, total gutter flow and, to a lesser 
extent, pavement roughness.  Efficiency, E, is defined as follows: 
 

 
Q
Q

E i=          (Equation 33-2.1) 

 
  Where:  Q = Total gutter flow, ft3/s 

    Qi = Intercepted flow, ft3/s 
 
The intercepted flow consists of frontal flow entering the inlet parallel to the gutter and flow 
entering from the side of the inlet.  For a small, rectangular inlet, side flow is assumed to be 
small.  The ratio of side flow intercepted to total side flow, Rs, is defined as follows:: 
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  Where:  Lg = Length of the inlet parallel to the flow, ft 

   V = Average velocity in the gutter, ft/s 
   SX = Pavement cross slope, ft/ft 

 
Because the side flow is small compared to the total flow, the inclusion of side flow is at the 
discretion of the designer.  Equation 33-2.3 describes the ratio of frontal flow to total gutter flow 
as follows: 
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WEO       (Equation 33-2.3) 

 
  Where:  W = Width of the inlet, ft 

    T = Width of the design spread, ft 
 
Figure 33-5B provides a solution to Equation 33-2.3.  The fraction of frontal flow that actually 
enters the inlet can be expressed as follows: 
 
  ( )Of VVR −−= 09.01       (Equation 33-2.4) 
 
  Where:  Rf  =  Frontal flow capture fraction 

   V = Gutter velocity, ft/s 
   VO =  Grate splashover velocity, ft/s 

 
See Figure 33-5C, Grate Inlet Frontal Flow Interception Efficiency, for a nomograph solution. 
 
 
33-2.03  Inlet Location 
 
33-2.03(01)  Factors 
 
The deck-spread criteria and geometric controls will determine the optimal hydraulic location of 
inlets.  See Section 33-4.0.  However, structural constraints, maintenance considerations, and 
other factors will influence the actual locations of inlets.  For a pavement on grade, design spread 
will determine the distance between grates.  Gutter flow should be intercepted on a horizontal 
curve or within a superelevation transition to minimize water flow across the bridge deck. 
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33-2.03(02)  Spacing 
 
Determining the maximum spacing between inlets is straightforward if the drainage area consists 
of pavement only, or has reasonably uniform runoff characteristics and is regularly shaped.  This 
assumes that the time of concentration, tC, is the same for all evenly-spaced inlets.  See Section 
33-5.0 for inlet-spacing calculations. 
 
 
33-2.03(03)  Sag Vertical Curve 
 
Where ponding can occur in a sag vertical curve, flanking inlets should be placed on each side of 
the inlet at the low point of the sag.  The flanking inlets should be placed so that they will limit 
spread on a low-gradient approach to the level point and act in relief of the inlet at the low point 
if it becomes clogged, or if the design storm is exceeded.  See Section 36-10.0. 
 
 
33-2.03(04)  Minimum Number and Location 
 
The following applies to inlet location. 
 
1. Structure with Curbs. 
 

a. For a structure of less than 170 ft length and on grade, or a structure of less than 
250 ft length and on a crest vertical curve, inlets are not required.  However, 
hydraulic calculations for deck drains are required. 

 
b. For a structure on grade, provide roadway drains at the low end of the structure 

and riprap turnouts at the ends of the railing transitions. 
 

c. For a structure on a crest vertical curve, provide a circular roadway drain on each 
corner of the bridge and riprap turnouts at the end of the railing transitions. 

 
d. For a structure on a sag vertical curve, a minimum of two roadway inlets are 

required. 
 
2. Structure Without Curbs.  Inlets or riprap turnouts are not required. 
 
3. Grade-Separation Structure.  If deck drainage is required at the ends of the bridge, deck 

drains should discharge into inlets located in the berm or on the slopewall under the 
bridge as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
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33-2.03(05)  Coordination with Deck Reinforcement 
 
Inlet locations must be considered in the design and layout of the reinforcement spacing within 
the deck and must not promote corrosion of the structural members.  Additional reinforcement 
should be provided around the deck drain to maintain the continuity of the deck reinforcement. 
 
 
33-2.03(06)  Maintenance 
 
An inlet should be placed where it can be serviced easily and safely.  A difficult-to-reach inlet 
will be neglected and inevitably become plugged.  An inlet placed in a traffic lane may plug due 
to vehicles forcing debris into it. 
 
 
33-2.04  Underdeck Collectors and Discharge System 
 
33-2.04(01)  Design 
 
The following applies to the design of the underdeck drainage system. 
 
1. General.  A bridge-drainage pipe beneath the deck is sized larger than needed for 

hydraulic purposes to facilitate maintenance.  The minimum pipe diameter is 6 in.  The 
inlet conditions will control the flow capacity.  Entrances, bends, and junctions in the 
underdeck pipe system provide opportunities for debris to snag and collect.  Provide 
smooth transitions and smooth interior surfaces.  Avoid sharp bends, corner joints, or 
bevel joints. 

 
2. Velocity.  The recommended minimum velocity for storm drainage is 2.67 ft/s.  Because 

vertical fall for a pipe beneath a bridge is available, an 8% slope is the minimum required 
to transport sand and silt through the pipe at over 2.67 ft/s. 

 
3. Standard Details.  The details for cast-iron roadway drains used by the Department are 

shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
4. Alternative Design.  Figure 33-2B, Ratio of Frontal Flow to Total Gutter Flow, 

Rectangular Inlet, illustrates two alternatives to drains.  Figure 33-2B(a) shows a 
traditional arrangement including a short overhang and a steel beam, which permits the 
drain pipe to be located internally with reference to the external beam.  Figure 33-2B(b) 
shows another arrangement including a large overhang and a bulb-tee beam, which 
locates the drain pipe to the outside.  This is aesthetically less pleasing, therefore 
emphasizing the desirability of keeping the number of drains to a minimum. 
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5. Drain Location, Exterior Beam.  A drainage casting should be positioned such that the 
outlet pipe is located inside the exterior beam, if practical.  See Figure 33-2B(a).  If not, 
the casting type and position should be selected to locate the drainage pipe as close as 
practical to the exterior beam.  The plans should show the drain location, positioning, and 
attachment details. 

 
6. Longitudinal Pipe, Closed Drainage.  This pipe must not extend below the superstructure.  

The minimum slope is 1% for a longitudinal pipe between drains or from a drain to the 
point of discharge. 

 
7. Overpass.  An open deck drain should not be located over a roadway, sidewalk, or 

railroad.  If a drain must be located in one of these areas, a closed drainage system should 
be provided. 

 
 
33-2.04(02)  Free-Fall 
 
The following applies to free-fall, where used beneath a bridge. 
 
1. The downspout should be extended 6 in. below the beam soffit.  The downspout should 

be placed approximately 10 ft from the face of a substructure unit, unless a closed 
drainage system is used.  A downspout should not interfere with the required horizontal 
or vertical clearances.  A pipe system designed to bring water down to ground level may 
become clogged with debris and ice and should only be used as the last option. 

 
2. A downspout should not discharge water where such water can be windblown and flow 

down a column or pier. 
 
3. Water should not be discharged openly over a traveled way (vehicular, railroad, or 

pedestrian), unpaved embankment, or unprotected ground where it can cause erosion or 
undermine a structural element.  An energy dissipater or riprap should be provided to 
prevent erosion. 

 
4. A free fall exceeding 25 ft will sufficiently disperse the falling water so that erosion 

damage will not occur beneath the bridge.  Where the water freefalls onto riprap or 
flowing water a lesser freefall will be permissible. 

 
 
33-2.04(03)  Cleanout 
 
A cleanouts for maintenance access should be provided at key points within the system to 
facilitate the removal of obstructions.  A downspout should be located so that a maintenance 
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crew can access it from underneath the bridge and preferably from the ground.  The most 
convenient arrangement should be made, as a cleanout that is inaccessible or difficult to reach 
will not be cleaned. 
 
 
33-3.0  CALCULATION OF RUNOFF 
 
33-3.01  Rational Method 
 
The conventional method for estimating runoff for bridge-deck drainage is the Rational Method.  
This hydrologic method is discussed in detail in Chapter Twenty-nine.  The Rational Method is 
discussed below as it pertains to bridge -deck drainage. 
 
The Rational formula is as follows: 

  Where:  Q = Peak runoff rate, ft3 
 

   C = A dimensionless runoff coefficient that represents characteristics 
of the drainage area.  C = 0.9 for a bridge deck. 

 
   i = Rainfall intensity, in./h 

 
   A = Drainage area, ac 

 
 
33-3.02  Rainfall Intensity 
 
For a bridge deck, the determination of the design rainfall intensity for use in the Rational 
Method can be based on the following: 
 
1. the time of concentration, which is a function of the design spread; 
2. the specific intensity at which a motorist’s vision will be impaired; or 
3. the condition for which hydroplaning will occur. 
 
The source of rainfall intensity data is from Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) curves which 
can be plotted for the location in question.  Other sources of rainfall intensity data are available 
and will be discussed below. 
 
The design rainfall intensity can be obtained from IDF Curves for the exact location (latitude and 
longitude) of the project.  This is readily available from the HYDRO module of the computer 
program HYDRAIN.  Regional IDF curves are included in Chapter Twenty-nine.  The rainfall 

CiA = Q        (Equation 33-3.1) 
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intensity obtained from the IDF curve is a conservative design value if compared with values 
obtained from hydroplaning or motorist-vision criteria.  Because these latter criteria involve 
variable factors, such as tire tread wear and driver behavior, one approach is to use the IDF curve 
as the governing criteria for selecting rainfall intensity and then compare that intensity to the 
other two criteria.  The most conservative rainfall intensity value should be used. 
 
For non-freeway bridge-deck drainage, the design flood for determining the spacing and location 
of inlets is based on a 10-year return period.  For a freeway, the return period is 50-years.  
Rainfall intensity of 5 in./h to 6 ½ in./h for time of concentration of 5 to 10 min during a 10-year 
frequency storm is not unusual. 
 
 
33-3.03  Time of Concentration 
 
HEC 12 Drainage of Highway Pavements assumes that inlets are independent drainage elements 
that collect runoff from their small contributing drainage areas.  This assumption yields a 
conservative and constant time of concentration for equally-spaced deck inlets or scuppers, and 
equals the time of concentration to the first inlet. 
 
The time of concentration for bridge-deck inlets consists of overland-flow time and gutter-flow 
time.  The overland flow is sheet flow from the deck high point to the gutter.  Gutter-flow time is 
the time of flow in the gutter. 
 
33-3.03(01)  Overland Flow Time of Concentration 
 
The following equations should be used for determining time of concentration for overland flow, 
tO. 
 

 
( )

( )
( )

( ) 3.04.0
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O ==      (Equation 33-3.2) 

 
Where:  tO = Time of overland flow, min 

lO = Wp = Overland, flow length, ft 
n = Manning’s roughness coefficient 
C = Runoff coefficient 
i = Rainfall intensity, in./h 
S = Average slope of the overland area 
kW = 0.93, a constant 

 
 
33-3.03(02)  Gutter Flow Time of Concentration 
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The following equation should be used for determining time of concentration for gutter flow, tg. 
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        (Equation 33-3.3) 

 
  Where:  tg = Time of gutter flow, min 

   SX = Cross slope of gutter 
   T = Spread, ft 
   C = Runoff coefficient 
   i = Rainfall intensity, in./h 
   WP= Width of pavement contributing runoff, ft 
   kg = 484, a constant 

 
Figure 33-3A illustrates the cross-section elements which apply to Equation 33-3.3. 
 
 
33-3.03(03)  Total Time of Concentration 
 
The total time of concentration, tC, is the sum of tO and tg. 
 
33-4.0  FLOW IN A GUTTER 
 
A bridge-deck gutter is defined as the section of pavement adjacent to the curb or parapet that 
conveys water during a storm-runoff event.  It may include a portion or all of a travel lane.  A 
gutter cross section has a triangular shape with the curb forming the near-vertical leg of the 
triangle.  A bridge-deck gutter has a straight cross slope. 
 
Chapter Thirty-six discusses gutter flow in detail relative to pavement drainage.  Gutter flow is 
discussed below as it pertains to bridge-deck drainage. 
 
For a bridge deck, a modification of the Manning equation is necessary for use in computing 
flow in a triangular channel because the hydraulic radius in the equation does not adequately 
describe the gutter cross section, especially where the top width of the water surface may be 
more than 40 times the depth at the curb.  The resulting equation is as follows: 
 

 67.25.067.1 TSS
n

k
Q x

g








=       (Equation 33-4.1) 

 
Where:  Q = Flow rate, ft3/s 

kg = 0.56, a constant 
T = Width of flow (spread), ft 
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SX = Cross slope 
S =  Longitudinal slope 
n = Manning’s roughness coefficient 

 
Figure 33-4A illustrates the cross section which applies to Equation 33-4.1. 
 
See Figure 36-7A for the criteria for design frequency and allowable water spread, T. 
 
Gutter velocity is determined by dividing the gutter-flow equation by the cross-sectional area of 
the gutter.  The resulting relation is as follows: 
 

 67.067.05.02 TSS
n
kgV x






=       (Equation 33-4.2) 

 
Where:  V = Gutter velocity, ft/s 

 
 
33-5.0  INLET SPACING 
 
Chapter Thirty-six discusses inlet spacing in detail for pavement.  This Section provides methods 
specifically for determining inlet spacing for a constant-grade, flat, or vertically-curved bridge.  
Example problems are also included. 
 
 
33-5.01  Constant-Grade Bridge 
 
33-5.01(01)  Procedure 
 
An IDF curve for the appropriate location will be necessary.  HYDRO can be used to generate an 
IDF curve for a known latitude and longitude, or the designer may use the closest regional IDF 
curve shown in Chapter Twenty-nine.  The designer must select a return period (10 years) and 
design spread (see Section 33-4.0 and Chapter Thirty-six).  If the bridge slope is nearly flat (less 
than 0.3%), the procedure for a flat bridge should also be followed as a check.  The hydraulic 
procedure is to start at the high end of the bridge and work downslope from inlet to inlet.  Use 
the following procedure. 
 
1. Step 1.  An iterative process is necessary to determine rainfall intensity, i, because this 

value is necessary to solve both Equations 33-3.2 and 33-3.3.  Assume a value of i and 
solve for overland time of concentration using Equation 33-3.2, and gutter-flow time of 
concentration using Equation 33-3.3.  Add the times together for the total time.  If it is 
less than 5 min, use 5 min.  Compare with the assumed value and repeat the process if not 
sufficiently close.  Select a design rainfall intensity from the IDF data. 
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2. Step 2.  Find the flow on the deck, Q, at design spread, T, using Equation 33-4.1. 
 
3. Step 3.  Starting at the high end of the bridge, the inlet spacing, LC, can be computed 

using Equation 33-5.1 as follows: 
 

  ( )
p

C CiW
EQxL

410356.4
=       (Equation 33-5.1) 

 
Where: LC = Distance to the first inlet or between inlets, ft 

i = Design rainfall intensity, in/h (Step 1) 
Q = Gutter flow, ft3/s (Step 2) 
C = Rational runoff coefficient 
Wp = Width of pavement contributing to gutter flow, ft 
E = Constant equal to 1 for first inlet, equal to capture efficiency for 

subsequent inlets 
 

LO = LC for the first inlet; LC = LC for the others. 
 

2.  For vertical curve, E = K; K = 1, LO = LC  for the first inlet; LO = L C, 
for others.   

 
4. Step 4.  Compare LC with the length of the bridge.  If LC is greater than the length of the 

bridge, inlets are not needed and only bridge end treatment is needed.  If LC is less than 
the bridge length, go to Step 5. 

 
5. Step 5.  If inlets are required, the designer should calculate the constant inlet spacing, LC, 

for the subsequent inlets.  To do this, it will be necessary to determine the capture 
efficiency, E, for the type of inlet that is proposed for use.  For type SQ inlets where the 
grate is transverse to the direction of travel for a bicyclist, a reduction in capture 
efficiency will be required as indicated in Figure 33-5C. 

 
For a circular drain, such as a slab-bridge floor drain, Figure 33-5A, Efficiency Curves 
for Circular Drain, summarizes results from a laboratory study.  To use the figure, 
calculate the ratio of inlet diameter, D, to gutter spread, and enter the graph at the 
appropriate value along the x-axis.  Upon interception with the applicable curve (or 
appropriate interpolated curve), read efficiency, E, from the y-axis. 

 
For a rectangular inlet, the steps necessary are shown below to calculate flow interception 
efficiency, E, which is the ratio of intercepted to total deck flow. 
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a. Find the ratio of frontal flow, EO, bound by the width of grate, W, to total deck 
flow, using Figure 33-5B, Ratio of Frontal Flow to Total Gutter Flow 
(Rectangular Inlet), or the following: 

 

  
67.2

11 





 −−=

T
WEO      (Equation 33-5.2) 

 
b. Find the flow intercepted by the inlet as a percent of the frontal flow.  The gutter 

velocity is needed and is provided by Equation 33-4.2. 
 

c. Identify the grate type, and, using Figure 33-5C, Grate Inlet Frontal Flow 
Interception Efficiency, determine the portion of frontal flow, Rf, the total flow 
within a grate width from the curb, which is intercepted by a grate.  This will be 
less than 100% if the gutter velocity exceeds the splashover velocity. 

 
d. The interception efficiency, E, is then computed as follows: 

 
  E = RfEO      (Equation 33-5.3) 

 
If side flow is to be considered, see Chapter Thirty-six. 

 
e. The flow intercepted by an inlet is as follows: 

 
     Qi = EQw      (Equation 33-5.4) 
 
     Where Qw = QEo 
 

f. The flow bypassing an inlet is as follows: 
 
   ( ) ( )[ ]oob EEEQQ −+−= 11     (Equation 33-5.5) 
 
6. Step 6.  After E is determined, solve for LC, spacing of all inlets using Equation 33-5.1.  

Because bridge-deck grade and time of concentration are assumed to be constant, the 
spacing between inlets will be constant. 

 
7. Step 7.  Continue to space inlets until the end of the bridge is reached.  Once LO and LC 

have been determined analytically, these values may need to be adapted to accommodate 
structural and aesthetic constraints. 

 
* * * * * * * * 
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33-5.01(02)  Example 33-5.1 
 
Given:  Two-lane urban arterial 

120-m bridge with 0.5% grade (SO = 0.005) 
Latitude 40 deg 0 min, and longitude 86 deg 0 min 
Wp = 20 ft from the centerline crown to the gutter edge 
C   = 0.9 
T   =  8-ft shoulder + 4-ft allowable encroachment = 12 ft 
n    = 0.016 
SX  =    0.02 
10-year return period 

 
Inlets, if provided, will be deck drain type SQ with grate type A.  The bridge has a 
waterproof expansion joint.  All upslope pavement drainage is intercepted by bridge 
end collectors. 

 
Find:  Inlet spacing, LO, LC. 
 
Solution: Use the procedure for a constant-grade bridge. 
 
1. Step 1.  Compute intensity, i, for time of concentration, tC, to first inlet.  Figure 33-5D, 

IDF Data from HYDRO (40 deg latitude and 86 deg longitude), reproduces the IDF data 
from HYDRO for the given latitude and longitude for the 10-year return period.  Use the 
IDF data and the time-of-concentration equations shown in Section 33-3.0 in the iterative 
process. 

 
 a. Select a trial value for tC of 10 min and verify this assumption. 
 
 b. From the IDF data, i10 for 10 min duration is 5.44 in./h. 
 

c. Compute the overland flow time of concentration using Equation 33-3.2 as 
follows: 

 

   ( ) ( )
( )( )[ ] ( )

min80
02.044.59.0

016.02093.0 3.04.0

6.06.0

==Ot  

 
d. Compute gutter-flow time of concentration using Equation 33-3.3.  Because the 

upslope bridge end inlet intercepts all approach flow, E = 1. 

 

minutes 14.2 = 
)20)(44.5(0.9)(

)12( (0.02) 844 = t
2

g  
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 e. Compute total tC and compare with selected value as follows: 
 

 
f. Because the trial value of 10 min and the computed value of 15 min are not equal, 

select another trial tC value of 19 min and repeat steps c through e.  The 
interpolated value of i from Figure 33-5D, IDF Data from HYDRO (40 deg 
latitude and 86 deg longitude), for a duration of 19 min is 4.2 in./h. 

 
g. The computed time of concentration for the second trial duration is 19.02 min, 

which is very close to 19 min.  Therefore, use i = 4.2 in./h as the design rainfall 
intensity. 

 
2. Step 2.  Compute full-gutter flow based on the design spread of 12 ft.  Use Equation 33-

4.1 as follows: 

 
3. Step 3.  Starting at the upslope end of the bridge, compute the distance to the first inlet, 

LO, using Equation 33-5.1 with E = 1. 

 
4. Step 4.  Compare LO = 1579 ft with the bridge length of 400 ft.  Because LO is greater 

than the total bridge length of 400 ft, drainage inlets are not required on the bridge. 
 
5. Step 5.  Not applicable. 
 
6. Step 6.  Not applicable. 
 
7. Step 7.  Not applicable. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
33-5.01(03)  Example 33-5.2 
 
Given:  6-lane rural freeway 

2200-ft bridge on 1% grade (SO = 0.01) 
Latitude 40 deg 0 min, and longitude 86 deg 0 min 
WP = 34 ft from the centerline crown to the gutter edge 

minutes 15.0 = 14.2 + 0.80 = tc  

/s 74.2 = )12( )(0.005 )(0.02 
0.016

560. = Q 32.670.51.67
f ft






  

ft1579 = 
)20)(2.4(0.9)(
)74.2( )46250( = LO  
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n = 0.016 
C = 0.9 
SX = 0.02 
T = 10 ft to edge of traveled way 
10-year return period 

 
Bicycle traffic is not allowed on the bridge.  Therefore, inlets will be deck drain type 
SQ with grate type A. 

 
The bridge has a waterproof expansion joint.  All upslope pavement drainage is 
intercepted by a bridge-end collector. 

 
Find:  Inlet spacing, LO, LC. 
 
Solution: Use the procedure for a constant-grade bridge. 
 
1. Step 1.  Compute intensity, i, for time of concentration, tc, to the first inlet.  Use the IDF 

data in Figure 33-5E, Parameters for Equation 33-5.6, and the time-of-concentration 
equations in Section 33-3.0 in an iterative procedure. 

 
a. Select trial value for tC of 6 minutes and verify the assumption. 

 
b. The i for duration of 6 min is 6.48 in./h from the IDF data. 

 
c. Compute overland flow time of concentration using Equation 33-3.2 as follows: 

 
d. Compute gutter-flow time of concentration using Equation 33-3.3.  Because the 

upslope bridge-end inlet intercepts all approach flow, E = 1. 
 

 
e. Compute total tC and compare it with the selected trial value as follows: 

 

 
f. Because the trial value and the computed value are approximately equal, use i = 

6.48 in./h as the design rainfall intensity. 

minutes 1.03 = 
)(0.02 ])48.6[(0.9)(

)(0.016)34( 93.0 = t 0.30.4

0.60.6

O  

minutes 4.88 = 
)34)(48.6(0.9)(

)10(0.02)( 484 = t
2

g  

minutes 5.91 = 4.88 + 1.03 = tc  
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0.37 = (0.37)(1) = E  

 
2. Step 2.  Compute full-gutter flow for the design spread of 10 ft.  Use Equation 33-4.1 as 

follows: 

 
3. Step 3.  Starting at the upslope end of the bridge, compute the distance to the first inlet, 

LO, using Equation 33-5.1 as follows: 
 

 
4. Step 4.  Because LO of 522 ft is less than the total bridge length of 2250 ft, inlets are 

needed. 
 
5. Step 5.  Determine the inlet efficiency, E, for the rectangular inlets: 
 

a. Using Equation 33-5.2, compute the frontal flow ratio, EO, as follows: 

 
b. Using Equation 33-4.2, compute gutter velocity as follows: 

 
c. Using Figure 33-5C, find the frontal-flow intercept efficiency, Rf, for a parallel 

bar grate, L = 1.6 ft.  The splash over velocity is approximately 4.3 ft/sec, which 
is greater than the gutter velocity which implies Rf  = 1.0. 

 
d. Therefore, the interception efficiency from Equation 33-5.3 is as follows: 

 
 
6. Step 6.  Compute constant spacing for the remainder of the inlets using Equation 33-5.1 

as follows: 

 
7. Step 7.  Adapt spacing to structural constraints.  For example, if bent spacing is 183 ft to 

200 ft, place the first inlet at the second bent approximately 366 ft to 400 ft from the high 

/s38.2 = )10( )(0.01 )(0.02 
0.016

560. = Q 32.670.51.67
f ft






  

ft522 = 
)34)(48.6(0.9)(

(1) )38.2( )56043( = LO  

0.37 = 
10

6.1 - 1 - 1 = E 2.67
O 






  

/s38.2= )10( )(0.02 )(0.01 
0.016

)56(2)(0. = V 0.670.670.5 ft  

ft193 = (0.37) 
)34)(48.6(0.9)(
)38.2( )56043( = LC  
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end of the bridge.  Place an inlet at each bent thereafter for a total of 10 or 11 inlets, 
depending on the bent spacing. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
 
33-5.02  Flat Bridge 
 
33-5.02(01)  Procedure 
 
A bridge in a vertical curve, either sag or crest, is nearly flat at its low- or high-point station.  A 
bridge with a grade of less than about 0.3% is nearly flat.  For a nearly-flat station on a 
vertically-curved bridge, or a bridge with a constant grade, the designer should check spacing 
assuming that the bridge is flat.  If the flat-bridge spacing is less than the spacing determined 
using a nearly flat grade, the flat-grade spacing is warranted.  Use the following procedure. 
 
1. Step 1.  The time of concentration, tC, to each inlet is assumed to be 5 min.  Frequency, 

design spread, T, pavement width, WP, bridge length, LB, Manning’s n, Rational runoff 
coefficient, C, and gutter slope, SX, are assumed to be known.  Using a time of 
concentration of 5 min and the selected frequency, rainfall intensity is determined from 
HYDRO or from the regional IDF curves shown in Chapter Twenty-nine. 

 
2. Step 2.  Constant inlet spacing, LC, can then be computed using Equation 33-5.6, as 

follows: 
 

  ( )
11.244.1

67.0

1312 TS
nCiW

L x
p

C











=      (Equation 33-5.6) 

 
Where variables are as previously defined.  Figure 33-5E illustrates the 
parameters for Equation 33-5.6. 

 
3. Step 3.  Compare the computed spacing with the known bridge length.  If LC is greater 

than the length of the bridge, there is no need for inlets and the designer need only be 
concerned with the design of bridge end treatments (Step 6).  If LC is less than the bridge 
length, the total needed inlet perimeter, P, can be computed using Equation 33-5.7, which 
is based on critical depth along the perimeter of the inlet (weir flow), as follows: 

 

 
n S 5.102
T )CiW(

 = P
0.670.06

0.610.33

x

p      (Equation 33-5.7) 
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Where variables as previously defined.  Figure 33-5F illustrates the parameters for 
Equation 33-5.7. 

 
4. Step 4.  Select inlet based on perimeter requirements. 
 
5. Step 5.  Adapt spacing to accommodate structural and aesthetic constraints. 
 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
33-5.02(02)  Example 33-5.3 
 
Given:  6-lane rural freeway 

1000-ft bridge 
Latitude 40 deg 0 min, and longitude 86 deg 0 min  
Wp = 34 ft from centerline crown to the gutter edge 
n = 0.016 
C = 0.9 
SX = 0.02 
T = 10 ft to edge of traveled way 
10-year return period 

 
Find:  Inlet spacing, LC, and total inlet perimeter, P. 
 
Solution: Use the procedure for a flat bridge. 
 
1. Step 1.  Compute intensity for time of concentration of 5 min from the IDF data shown in 

Figure 33-5D, therefore, i = 6.72 in./h. 
 
2. Step 2.  Compute inlet spacing, LC, using Equation 33-5.6 as follows: 

 
3. Step 3.  Because LC < 1000 ft, the length of the bridge, inlets are needed.  Compute total 

inlet perimeter using Equation 33-5.7 as follows: 

 
4. Step 4.  An inlet configuration may be used if the total inlet perimeter is at least 56 in.  If 

a square or rectangular grate is adjacent to the curb, the sum of the other three sides 

ftc  227 = )10()(0.02 
)]34)(72.6.9)([(0.016)(0

1312 = L 2.111.44
0.67 








 

ft65.4 = 
)(0.016 )(0.025.102
)10( ])34)(72.6[(0.9)( = P 0.670.06

0.610.33
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should equal 56 in.  Thus, 56 / 3 = 18¾ in.  Either deck drain type OS or SQ is adequate.  
A circular floor drain, such as the slab-bridge floor drain, can be used.  Three 6-in. 
diameter drains are necessary at 267-ft intervals. 

 
5. Step 5.  Adapt spacing and type of inlet to structural constraints. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
 
33-5.03  Vertically-Curved Bridge 
 
33-5.03(01)  Procedure 
 
The methodology for spacing inlets on a vertically-curved bridge is similar to that for a constant-
grade bridge, except that a trial-and-error approach is incorporated into the inlet-spacing 
computations to reflect the estimated grade at the next inlet.  The designer first selects a design 
frequency and design spread.  Bridge dimensions, bridge-end grades, roughness and runoff 
coefficients, and inlet specifications are assumed to be given.  Using basic geometry, the 
designer computes the distance from the high point to each end of the bridge, LE1, LE2.  Use the 
following procedure. 
 
1. Step 1.  Compute the lengths of the short and long ends of the bridge, LE1, LE2, by solving 

Equation 33-5.8 as follows: 

 
Where:  LB = length of bridge, ft 

g1, g2 = slopes of the tangents of the vertical curve, decimals 
 

Solving for X with S = 0 provides the distance from the left edge to the high point, LE1. 
 
2. Step 2.  Determine the rainfall intensity based on the computed time of concentration to 

the first inlet as follows. 
 

a. Select trial time of concentration and determine rainfall intensity from the IDF 
data. 

 
b. Compute overland travel time, tO, using Equation 33-3.2. 

 
c. Compute gutter travel time, tg, using Equation 33-3.3. 

 

g  + X  
L

g  -  g = S 1
B

12







        (Equation 33-5.8) 
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d. Compute time of concentration by summing the gutter- and overland-travel times. 
 

e. Compare computed time with trial time in Step 2.a. and repeat if necessary. 
 
3. Step 3.  Select a trial distance from the high point to the first inlet on the long end of the 

bridge, LO, and compute the local slope using Equation 33-5.8. 
 
4. Step 4.  Compute gutter flow, Qf, corresponding to the design spread using Equation 33-

4.1. 
 
5. Step 5.  Compute the distance to the first inlet, LO, letting K = 1 for the first inlet, and 

using Equation 33-5.1.  Substitute K for E and LO for LC in the equation. 
 
6. Step 6.  Determine spacing to the next inlet on the long end of the bridge as follows. 
 

a. Select a trial L1. 
 

b. Compute the local slope, S, using Equation 33-5.3. 
 

c. Calculate the gutter flow, Q, using Equation 33-4.1. 
 

d. Compute inlet efficiency, E, using Figure 33-5A for circular scuppers, Figure 33-
5B, Equation 33-4.2, Figure 33-5C, and Equation 33-5.3 for rectangular inlets. 

 
e. Compute the interception, K.  K is less than 1 for the inlets following the first one.  

Use Equation 33-5.9 as follows: 

 
Where:  E = EO.  Rf = interception efficiency 

Su = Longitudinal grade for upstream inlet. 
 

f. Compute inlet spacing, L1, using Equation 33-5.1 by substituting K for E and L1 
for LC, and compare to the trial L1 in Step 6.a.  If the computed L1 value does not 
equal the trial L1 value, repeat Step 6. 

 
7. Step 7.  Repeat Step 6 for the next inlet.  Inlet spacing is determined one at a time until 

the sum of the inlet spacings exceeds the length of the long side of the bridge.  Spacing 
on the short side of the bridge, starting from the high point and working down, will be the 
same as that determined for the long side until, of course, the length of the short side is 







S
S ) E-(1 -1 =K 

0.5 
u      (Equation 33-5.9) 
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exceeded.  The spacing of the vertically-curved-deck inlets is symmetrical with respect to 
the high point of the bridge. 

 
8. Step 8.  Adapt spacing of inlets to accommodate structural constraints. 
 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
33-5.03(02)  Example 33-5.4 
 
Given:  6-lane rural freeway 

Bridge on vertical curve 
Latitude 40 deg 0 min, and longitude 86 deg 0 min  
Wp = 34 ft from centerline crown to gutter edge 
n = 0.016 
SX = 0.02 
T = 10 ft to edge of traveled way 
C = 0.9 
LB = 2000 ft 
10-year return period 
g1 = +0.01 
g2 = -0.02 

 
Inlets will be deck drain type SQ.  Bicycle traffic is not allowed. 

 
Find:   Inlet spacing LO, L1, L2, L3, etc. 
 
Solution:  Use the procedure for a vertically-curved bridge. 
 
1. Step 1.  Compute LE1 and LE2, assuming a parabolic vertical curve.  Locate the high point, 

XHP, using Equation 33-5.30 with S = 0, as follows: 
 

 
Thus:  LE1 = 667 ft and LE2 = 2000 – 667 = 1333 ft 

 
2. Step 2.  Compute intensity for time of concentration to the first inlet.  Use the IDF data 

shown in Figure 33-5D as follows: 
 

a. Select trial time of concentration of 6 min.  Then i10 = 6.48 in./h for a 10-year 
return period. 

ft 667 = 
0.01)-(-0.02

00)20( (-0.01) = XHP 
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b. Compute tO from Equation 33-3.2 as follows: 

 
c. Compute tg from Equation 33-3.3 as follows: 

 
d. Compute tC as follows: 

 
e. The calculated tC is sufficiently close to the assumed tC.  Therefore, use 6.48 in./h 

as the design rainfall intensity. 
 
3. Step 3.  Select a trial value for the distance from the bridge’s high point to the first inlet, 

working down the long side of the bridge, and compute the local slope. 
 

a. Select LO = 333 ft (1st trial) 

 
X = 667 + 333 = 1000 ft (distance from the left end) 

 
b. Use Equation 33-5.8 to determine S as follows: 

 
  Use S  = 0.005 

 
4. Step 4.  Compute full gutter flow, Qf, at design spread of 10 ft for Equation 33-4.1 as 

follows: 

 
5. Step 5.  Compute distance to first inlet, LO.  K = 1 for the first inlet.  Use Equation 33-5.1 

as follows: 

 

minutes 1.03 = 
)(0.02 ])48.6[(0.9)(

](0.016) )34[( 93.0 = t 0.30.4

0.6

O  

minutes 4.88 = 
)34)(48.6(0.9)(

)10( (0.02) 844 = t
2

g  

minutes 5.91 = 4.88 + 1.03 = tc  

0.005- = 0.01 + 00)10( 
0020
0.01) - (-0.02 = S  

/s 68.1 = )10( )(0.005 )(0.02 
0.016

560. = Q 32.670.51.67
f ft






  

ft370 = 
)34)(48.6( (0.9)

)68.1( )56043( = LO  
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0.0065- = 0.01 + )1100( 
0200
0.01)-(-0.02 = S  (Use |S| = 0.0065) 

Use LO = 333 ft.  Inlets are needed because LO is less than the length of the long side of 
the bridge. 

 
6. Step 6.  Determine spacing to next inlet as follows. 
 

a. Select L1 = 100 ft (1st trial). 
 

X = 667 + 333 + 100 = 1100 ft (distance from left end) 
 

b. Use Equation 33-5.30 to determine S as follows: 
 
 
  

Su = prior S = 0.0050, the slope at immediately-upstream inlet. 
 

c. Compute full gutter flow, Qf, using Equation 33-4.1 as follows: 

 
d. Compute inlet efficiency, E, for rectangular inlets using Equation 33-5.2 or Figure 

33-5B. 
 

EO = 1 - [1 – 1.6/10]2.67  = 0.37 
 

Rf = 1.0 from Figure 33-5C, Grate Inlet Frontal Flow Interception 
Efficiency 

 
E = EORf = 0.37 (1.0) = 0.37 

 
From Figure 33-5C, splash over does not occur for parallel grates until a gutter 
velocity of 4.3 ft/s is reached corresponding to a slope of 1.9%.  Thus, Rf will 
equal 1.0 and E will equal 0.37 for the remainder of this example.  For less-
efficient grates on a steep slope, E can change from inlet to inlet. 

 
e. Compute interception coefficient, K, using Equation 33-5.9.  K does not equal 1 

for the second inlet. 
 

/s92.1 = )10( )(0.0065 )(0.02 
0.016

560. = Q 32.670.51.67
f ft






  

/s92.1 = )10( )(0.0065 )(0.02 
0.016

12.1 = V 0.670.50.67 ft
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   ( ) 45.0
0065.0
005.037.011

5.0

=





−−=K  

 
f. Compute inlet spacing, L1, using Equation 33-5.1 as follows: 

 

   ( )( )
( )( )( ) ( ) 19045.0

3448.69.0
92.156043

1 ==L  ft (not equal to 100 ft as assumed) 

 
7. Repeat Step 6.  Because the computed value for L1 does not equal the trial value, select a 

new trial value for L1 and repeat Step 6 as follows: 
 

a. Select L1 = 250 ft (2nd trial). 
 

X = 667 + 333 + 250 = 1250 ft    (Equation 33-5.10) 
 

b. Use Equation 33-5.8 to redetermine S as follows: 

 
Su is still equal to 0.005. 

 
c. Recompute Q as follows: 

 

 
d. Recompute inlet efficiency, E, as follows: 

 
E = 0.37 (no change as noted)    (Equation 33-5.12) 

 
e. Recompute interception coefficient, K1, as follows: 

 

   ( ) 524.0
00875.0
005.0

37.011
5.0

=







−−=K   (Equation 33-5.13) 

 
f. Recompute inlet spacing, L1, as follows: 

 

   ( )( )
( )( )( ) ( ) 256524.0

3448.69.0
23.243560

1 ==L  ft  (Equation 33-5.14) 

 

0.00875) = |S| (use 0.00875- = 0.01 + )0512( 
0020
0.01) - (-0.02 = S  

/s23.2 = )10( )(0.00875 )(0.02 
0.016

560. = Q 32.670.51.67 ft





  (Equation 33-5.11) 
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This is sufficiently close to 250 ft. 
 
8. Step 7.  Determine spacing to next and subsequent inlets.  Select the values as follows: 
 

L2 = 250 ft 
X  = 1500 ft 

 S   = 0.0125 
 Q  = 2.58 ft3/s 
 E  = 0.37 
 K1 = 0.473 
 L2 = 280 ft, therefore OK 
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Inlet Spacing From High Point 

Slope, S 
Gutter Flow, 

Q (ft3/s) Li Long Side Short Side 
LO 333 ft 333 ft 0.0050 1.68 
L1 250 ft 250 ft 0.00875 2.23 
L2 250 ft N/A 0.0125 2.58 
L3 250 ft N/A 0.0163 2.93 

 
9. Step 8.  Adapt spacing to accommodate structural constraints. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
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Duration 
(min) 

i10

(in./h) 

5 
10 
15 
30 
60 
120 

6.4 
5.44 
4.56 
3.28 
2.12 
1.36 

 
 

IDF DATA FROM HYDRO 
(40 deg Latitude and 86 deg Longitude) 

 
Figure 33-5D 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR 
 

ENERGY DISSIPATORS 
 
 
34-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
34-1.01  Overview 
 
The failure or damage of a culvert or detention-basin outlet structure can be traced to unchecked 
erosion.  Erosive forces which are at work in the natural drainage network are often exacerbated 
by the construction of a highway or by other urban development.  Interception and concentration 
of overland flow or constriction of a natural waterway inevitably results in an increased erosion 
potential.  To protect the culvert and adjacent areas, it can be necessary to use an energy 
dissipator. 
 
 
34-1.02  Definition 
 
An energy dissipater is a device designed to protect downstream areas from erosion by reducing 
the velocity of flow to acceptable limits. 
 
 
34-1.03  Purpose 
 
This Chapter provides the information as follows: 
 
1. design procedures which are based on FHWA Hydraulic Engineering Circular Number 

14 (HEC 14) Hydraulic Design of Energy Dissipators for Culverts and Channels, 
September 1983, revised in 1995; and 

  
2. results of analysis using the HYDRAIN system and the HY8 software. 
 
 
34-1.04  Symbols 
 
See Figure 34-1A, Symbols, Definitions, and Units. 
 
 
34-2.0  DESIGN CRITERIA 
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34-2.01  Overview 
 
34-2.01(01)  Policy 
 
Policy is a set of goals that establish a definite course of action or method of action and that are 
selected to guide and determine present and future decisions (see Section 28-4.0).  Policy is 
implemented through design criteria for making decisions. 
 
 
34-2.01(02)  Design Criteria 
 
Design criteria are the standards by which a policy is carried out or placed into action.  They 
form the basis for the selection of the final design configuration.  Listed below by categories are 
the design criteria which should be considered for an energy-dissipator design. 
 
 
34-2.02  Dissipator-Type Selection 
 
The dissipator type selected for a site must be appropriate to the location.  The terms internal and 
external are used to indicate the location of the dissipator in relation to the culvert.  An external 
dissipator is located outside of the culvert.  An internal dissipator is located within the culvert 
barrel.  The following applies to type selection. 
 
1. Internal Dissipator.  An internal dissipator is used as follows: 
 

a. the scour hole at the culvert outlet is unacceptable; 
b. the right of way is limited; 
c. debris is not a problem; and 
d. moderate velocity reduction is needed. 

 
2. Natural Scour Hole.  A natural scour holes is used as follows: 
 

a. undermining of the culvert outlet will not occur or it is practicable to be checked 
by a cutoff wall; 

 
b. the expected scour hole will not cause costly property damage; and 

 
c. there is no nuisance effect. 

 
3. External Dissipator.  An external dissipator is used where the outlet scour hole is 

not acceptable, and a moderate amount of debris is present. 
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4. Stilling Basin.  A stilling basin is used where the outlet scour hole is not 
acceptable, and debris is present. 

 
 
34-2.03  Design Limitations 
 
The following applies. 
 
1. Ice Buildup.  If ice buildup is a factor, it should be mitigated by sizing the structure to not 

obstruct the winter low flow, and by using an external dissipator. 
 
2. Flood Frequency.  The flood frequency used in the design of the energy dissipator device 

should be the same flood frequency used for the culvert design. 
 
3. Maximum Culvert-Exit Velocity.  The culvert-exit velocity should be less than 8 ft/s, or 

should be mitigated by using channel stabilization and energy dissipation. 
 
4. Tailwater Relationship.  The downstream hydraulic conditions should be evaluated to 

determine a tailwater depth and the maximum velocity for an open channel.  A lake, 
pond, or large water body should be evaluated using the high-water elevation that has the 
same frequency as the design flood for the culvert. 

 
 
34-2.04  Design Options 
 
34-2.04(01)  Material Selection 
 
The material selected for the dissipator should be based on a comparison of the total cost over 
the design life of alternate materials and should not be made using first cost as the only criterion.  
This comparison should consider replacement cost, the difficulty of construction, and traffic 
delay. 
 
 
34-2.04(02)  Culvert Outlet Type 
 
In choosing a dissipator, the selected culvert end treatment has the following implications. 
 
1. A culvert end which is projecting or mitered to the fill slope offers no outlet protection. 
 
2. Headwalls provide embankment stability and erosion protection.  They provide 

protection from buoyancy and reduce damage to the culvert. 
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3. Commercial end sections add little cost to the culvert and may require less maintenance, 
retard embankment erosion, and incur less damage from maintenance. 

 
4. Aprons do not reduce outlet velocity but, if used, should extend at least one culvert height 

downstream.  They shall not protrude above the normal streambed elevation. 
 
5. Wingwalls are used where the sideslopes of the channel are unstable, where the culvert is 

skewed to the normal channel flow, to redirect outlet velocity, or to retain fill. 
 
 
34-2.04(03)  Safety Considerations 
 
Traffic should be protected from an external energy dissipator by locating it outside the 
appropriate clear-zone distance as described in Chapter Forty-nine. 
 
 
34-2.05  Related Designs 
 
34-2.05(01)  Culvert 
 
The culvert should be designed independent of the dissipator design (see Chapter Thirty-one), 
with the exception of an internal dissipator, which may require an iterative solution.  The culvert 
design should be completed before the outlet protection is designed and should include 
computation of outlet velocity. 
 
 
34-2.05(02)  Downstream Channel 
 
The downstream channel protection should be designed concurrently with the dissipator design 
(see Chapter Thirty). 
 
 
34-3.0  DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
 
34-3.01  Alternative Analysis 
 
Choose alternatives which satisfy the topography, and design policies and criteria. 
 
Analyze alternatives for environmental impact, hydraulic efficiency, and risk and cost. 
 
The selected dissipator should satisfy the selected structural and hydraulic criteria, and should be 
based on the following: 
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1. construction and maintenance costs; 
2. risk of failure or property damage; 
3. traffic safety; 
4. environmental or aesthetic considerations; 
5. political or nuisance considerations; and 
6. land-use requirements. 
 
 
34-3.02  Design Methods 
 
The designer must choose as follows: 
 
1. to design for local scour or channel degradation; 
 
2. to mitigate or monitor erosion problems; 
 
3. to use a drop structure, internal dissipator, scour hole, external dissipater, or stilling 

basin; and 
 
4. to use charts or computer software. 
 
 
34-3.02(01)  Types of Scour 
 
The following apply. 
 
1. Local Scour.  Local scour is the result of high-velocity flow at the culvert outlet and 

extends only a limited distance downstream. 
 
2. Channel Degradation.  Channel degradation may proceed in a fairly uniform manner over 

a long length or may be evident in one or more abrupt drops (headcuts) progressing 
upstream with each runoff event. 

 
 
34-3.02(02)  Scour-Hazard Protection 
 
The following apply. 
 
1. Mitigated.  The scour-hazard protection device should be designed by providing 

protection at the culvert outlet as follows: 
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a. Initial protection should be sufficient to provide assurance that extensive damage 
cannot result from one design runoff event. 

 
b. The protection device should be inspected after a major storm to determine if 

protection must be increased or extended. 
 
2. Monitored.  The site should be inspected after a major-storm event to determine if 

protection is needed. 
 
 
34-3.02(03)  Dissipator Types 
 
The following types are available. 
 
1. Scour Hole.  The design of a scour hole is described in Section 34-4.0. 
 
2. Internal Dissipator.  This includes the tumbling-flow type and the increased-resistance 

type. 
 

This Chapter does not address the design of an internal dissipator.  The designer should 
refer to FHWA HEC 14 Hydraulic Design of Energy Dissipators for Culverts and 
Channels, September 1985, revised in 1995, and FHWA/OH-84/007 Internal Energy 
Dissipators, if design procedure is needed. 

 
3. External Dissipator.  This includes the following: 
 

a. USBR Type VI Impact (see Section 34-9.0); 
b. riprap (see Section 34-8.0); 
c. CSU rigid boundary (see HEC 14); 
d. Contra Costa (see HEC 14); 
e. hook (see HEC 14); and 
f. hydraulic jump (see HEC 14). 

 
4. Stilling Basin.  This includes the following: 
 

a. Saint Anthony Falls (SAF) (see Section 34-7.0); 
b. USBR Type II (see HEC 14); 
c. USBR Type III (see HEC 14); and 
d. USBR Type IV (see HEC 14). 

 
5. Drop Structure.  See HEC 14. 
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34-3.02(04)  Computational Methods 
 
The following are available. 
 
1. Charts.  Charts are required for a manual solution.  Charts required for the design of a 

scour hole, riprap basin, USBR Type VI impact basin, or SAF basin are included herein.  
Charts required for the design of another type of energy dissipator are shown in HEC 14. 

 
2. Computer Software.  HY-8 (FHWA Culvert Analysis Software) Version 4.1 or later, 

includes an energy-dissipator module which can be used to analyze most types of energy 
dissipators described in HEC 14. 

 
 
34-4.0  DESIGN EQUATIONS 
 
34-4.01  General 
 
An exact theoretical analysis of flow at a culvert outlet is complex because the required 
information is as follows: 
 
1. analyzing non-uniform and rapidly-varying flow; 
2. applying energy and momentum balance; 
3. determining where a hydraulic jump will occur; 
4. applying the results of hydraulic model studies; and 
5. consideration of temporary upstream storage effects. 
 
 
34-4.02  Approach 
 
The design procedure provided herein is based on the following. 
 
1. Model studies were used to calibrate the equations and charts for scour-hole estimating 

and energy-dissipator design. 
 
2. HEC 14 (revised version, 1995) is the base reference and includes a full explanation of all 

equations and procedures used herein, with the exception of those discussed in Section 
34-4.03. 

 
 
34-4.03  Culvert-Outlet Conditions 
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The culvert design establishes the outlet-flow conditions.  However, these parameters may 
require closer analysis for energy-dissipator design. 
 
1. Depth, do (ft)  The normal depth assumption should be reviewed, and a water-surface 

profile calculated if L < 50do.  The brink depth (see HEC 14 for curves) should be used 
for a mild slope and low tailwater, not critical depth. 

 
2. Area, Ao (ft2) The cross-sectional area of flow at the culvert outlet should be calculated 

using do. 
 
3. Velocity, Vo (ft/s)  The culvert outlet velocity should be calculated as follows: 
 

  
o

o A
QV =        (Equation 34-4.1) 

 
Where Q = discharge, ft3/s 

 
4. Froude Number, Fr.  The Froude number is a flow parameter that has been used to design 

an energy dissipater, and is calculated using the formula as follows: 
 

  
( ) 5.0

o

o

gd
V

Fr =         (Equation 34-4.2) 

 
 Where g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s2 

 
5. Equivalent Depth, dE = (Ao/2)0.5 (ft)  Equivalent depth is an artificial depth which is 

calculated for a culvert which is not rectangular, so that a reasonable Fr can be 
determined. 

 
6. Discharge Intensity, DIc.  Discharge intensity is a flow parameter similar to Fr which is 

used for a circular culvert of diameter, D, which is flowing full, as follows: 
 

  5.25.0 Dg
QDIc =        (Equation 34-4.3) 

 
7. Discharge Intensity Modified, DI.  Modified discharge intensity, as described in HEC 14, 

Chapter V, (revised version, 1995), is as follows: 
 

  5.25.0
cRg

QDI =        (Equation 34-4.4) 
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Where:  Q = discharge, ft3/s 
Ac = culvert area, ft2 
Pc = culvert perimeter, ft 
Rc = Ac/Pc 

 
 
34-4.04  Scour-Hole Estimation 
 
HEC 14, Chapter V, (revised version, 1995) includes an estimating procedure for scour-hole 
geometry based on soil, flow data, and culvert geometry.  This scour-prediction procedure is 
intended to serve together with the maintenance history and site reconnaissance information for 
determining energy-dissipator needs. 
 
Only a scour hole on cohesionless material will be discussed herein.  For a scour hole on 
cohesive soil, see HEC 14, Chapter V for details. 
 
The results of tests by the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi, 
indicate that scour-hole geometry varies with the tailwater conditions.  The maximum scour-hole 
geometry occurs at a tailwater depth of less than half the culvert height.  The maximum depth of 
scour, dS, occurs at a location approximately 0.4LS downstream of the culvert, where LS is the 
length of the scour. 
 
The following empirical equations defining the relationship between the culvert discharge 
intensity and time, and the length, width, depth, and volume of the scour hole, are provided for 
the maximum or extreme scour situation. 
 

 
θβ

σ
α
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,, 5.25.033.0
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Rg
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c
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s

c

s    (Equation 34-4.5) 

 
 Where: dS  =  maximum depth of scour hole, ft 

LS  =  length scour hole, ft 
WS =  width of scour hole, ft 

 
dS, WS, or LS = RcF1F2F3 (Equation 34-4.6) 

 

Where:  33.01 σ
αhsCC

F =  and 
β











= 5.25.02

cRg
QF  

  t = 30 min or the time of concentration, if longer 
Rc = hydraulic radius of drainage structure flowing full 
σ = material standard deviation (σ = 2.10 for gravel, or 1.87 for sand) 
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ά, ß, θ , Cs, and Ch are coefficients as shown in Figure 34-4A, Coefficients for Scour-
Hole Estimation 
F1, F2 and F3 are factors to aid the computation, as shown in Step 7B, Figure 34-5A, 
Energy Dissipator Checklist.  An editable version of this form may also be found on 
the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
 
34-5.0  DESIGN PROCEDURE 
 
The following design procedure is intended to provide a convenient and organized method for 
manually designing an energy dissipator.  The designer should be familiar with all of the 
equations in Section 34-4.0 before using the procedure.  Application of the following design 
method without an understanding of hydraulics can result in an inadequate, unsafe, or costly 
structure. 
 
1. Step 1.  Assemble Site Data And Project File. 
 

a. See culvert design file for site survey. 
b. Review Section 34-2.0 for applicable criteria. 

 
2. Step 2.  Determine Hydrology.  See culvert design file. 
 
3. Step 3.  Select Design Q. 
 

a. See Section 34-2.03. 
b. See culvert design file. 
c. Select flood frequency. 
d. Determine Q from frequency plot (Step 2). 

 
4. Step 4.  Design Downstream Channel. 
 

a. See culvert design file. 
b. Determine channel slope, cross section, normal depth, and velocity. 
c. Check bed- and bank-materials stability. 

 
5. Step 5.  Design Culvert.  See culvert design file and obtain design discharge, outlet flow 

conditions (velocity and depth), culvert type (size, shape, and roughness), culvert slope, 
and performance curve. 

 
6. Step 6.  Summarize Data On Design Form. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-5A, Energy Dissipator Checklist. 
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b. Enter data from Steps 1-5 into Figure 34-5A. 
 
7. Step 7.  Estimate Scour-Hole Size. 
 

a. Enter input for the scour equation shown in Figure 34-5A. 
b. Calculate dS, WS, LS using Equation 34-4.5 or 34-4.6. 

 
8. Step 8.  Determine Need for Dissipator.  An energy dissipator is needed if one or more 

conditions apply as follows: 
 

a. the estimated scour-hole dimensions, which exceed the allowable right of way, 
undermines the culvert cutoff wall or presents a safety or aesthetic problem; 

 
b. downstream property is threatened; or 

 
c. Vo is significantly greater than Vd. 

 
9. Step 9.  Select Design Alternative.  See Section 34-2.04. 
 
10. Step 10.  Design Dissipator.  Use the following design procedure and charts. 
 

a. Section 34-7.0 for SAF. 
b. Section 34-8.0 for riprap. 
c. Section 34-9.0 for USBR Type VI. 

 
11. Step 11.  Design Riprap Transition.  A dissipator will likely require some protection 

adjacent to the basin exit.  The length of protection can be judged based on the difference 
between Vo and Vd.  The riprap should be designed using HEC 11. 

 
12. Step 12.  Review Results. 
 

a. If downstream channel conditions (velocity, depth, and stability) are exceeded, 
either design riprap for the channel (Step 4), or select another dissipator (Step 9). 

 
b. If the preferred energy dissipator type affects the culvert hydraulics, return to Step 

5 and calculate culvert performance. 
 

c. If a debris-control structure is required upstream, see HEC 9. 
 

d. If a check Q was used for the culvert design, assess the dissipator performance 
with this discharge. 
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13. Step 13.  Documentation. 
 

a. See Chapter Twenty-eight. 
b. Include computations in the culvert report or file. 

 
 
34-6.0  DESIGN EXAMPLE 
 
34-6.01  Design Example Steps 
 
The following example problem uses the culvert data provided in Chapter Thirty-one. 
 
1. Step 1.  Assemble Site Data and Project File. 
 

a. Site survey.  The culvert project file includes USGS, site, and location maps, 
roadway profile, and embankment cross sections.  Site-visit notes indicate no 
sediment or debris problems and no nearby structures.  See Figure 34-6.1 for site 
data. 

 
b. Studies by Other Agencies.  None. 

 
c. Design Criteria. 

 
(1) 50-year frequency for design. 
(2) 100-year frequency for check. 

 
2. Step 2.  Determine Hydrology.  USGS regression equations yield the following: 
 

a. Q50 = 400 ft3/s 
b. Q100 = 500 ft3/s 

 
3. Step 3.  Select Design Q.  Use Q50 = 400 ft3/s, as requested by the design criteria. 
 
4. Step 4.  Design Downstream Channel. 
 
 a. See Figure 34-6.2 for cross section of channel with slope = 0.05. 
 

 Point  Station, ft Elevation, ft 
 1  12.3  182.9 

2  22.3  177.8 
 3  32.7  177.3 

4   34.7  175.3 
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5   39.7  175.3 
6   41.7  177.3 
7   51.7  177.8 
8   62.0  182.9 

 
b. Rating curve for channel.  Calculating normal depth yields the following: 

 
Q (ft3/s) TW (ft)  V (ft/s) 

 100.0  1.43  11.33 
 200.0  2.10  14.00 
 300.0  2.57  16.20 
 400.0  2.87  17.83 
 500.0  3.13  19.13 

 
c. At V50 = 17.83 ft/s, the 3-in. gravel material which makes up the channel 

boundary is not stable and riprap is needed for a transition. 
 

5. Step 5.  Design Culvert.  A reinforced-concrete box culvert, 7 ft by 6 ft, with a beveled 
entrance on a slope of 0.05 was the selected design.  The FHWA HY8 program showed 
that this culvert is operating at inlet control and has the following properties.

   
 Q (ft3/s) HWi (ft) Vo (ft/s) 

 
Q50 = 400.0 7.73  28.70 
Qot = 460.0 8.63  29.60 
Q100= 500.0 8.73  29.67 

 
6. Step 6.  Summarize Data On Design Form.  See Figure 34-5A. 
 
7. Step 7.  Size Scour Hole.  The size of the scour hole is determined using Equations 34-4.5 

and 34-4.6.  For a channel with gravel bed, the standard deviation of the material, σ, is 
2.10.  Figure 34-4A shows that the value of Cs =1.00 and Ch = 1.08.  See Figure 34-6A, 
Energy Dissipator Checklist (Example), for a summary of the computation. 

 
8. Step 8.  Determine Need For Dissipator.  The scour-hole dimensions are excessive, and, 

since Vo = 28.70 ft/s is much greater than Vd = 17.83 ft/s, an energy dissipator is needed. 
 
9. Step 9.  Select Design Alternative.  See Section 34-2.04. 
 
10. Step 10.  Design Dissipator.  The design of an SAF stilling basin is as shown in Section 

34-7.0. 
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11. Step 11.  Design Riprap Transition.  Protection is required (see HEC 11). 
 
12. Step 12.  Review Results.  The downstream-channel conditions are matched by the 

dissipator. 
 
13. Step 13.  Documentation. 
 

a. See Chapter Twenty-eight. 
b. Include computations in the culvert report or file. 

 
 
34-6.02  Computer Output 
 
The scour-hole geometry can also be computed by using the FHWA microcomputer program 
HY-8, Culvert Analysis, Version 4.0 or later, Energy Dissipators module.  A hardcopy of the 
module output is as shown as Figure 34-6B.  The dimensions of the scour hole computed by the 
HY-8 program are reasonably close to the values calculated above. 
 
  
34-7.0  STILLING BASIN 
 
34-7.01  Overview 
 
The St. Anthony Falls (SAF) stilling basin uses a forced hydraulic jump to dissipate energy and 
has the properties as follows: 
 
1. is based on model studies conducted by the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) at the St. Anthony Falls (SAF) Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of 
Minnesota; 

 
2. uses chute blocks, baffle blocks, and an end sill to force the hydraulic jump and reduce 

jump length by about 80%; and 
 
3. is recommended where Fr ranges from 1.7 to 17.0. 
 
 
34-7.02  Equations 
 
1. Basin Width, WB. 
 

a. for a box culvert, WB = B = culvert width (ft) 
b. for a pipe, WB = culvert diameter, D, (ft) or 
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5.25.0769.1
Dg

QDWB =      (Equation 34-7.1) 

 
whichever is larger. 

 
Where Q = discharge, ft3/s 

 
2. Flare (z:1).  Flare is optional.  If used, it should be flatter than 2:1. 
 
3. Basin Length, LB. 
 

                (Equation 34-7.2) 
 

Where:  d1   =  initial depth of water, ft 
dj   =  sequent depth of jump, ft 

 Fr1  =  Froude number entering basin, ≠ Fr 
 

       76.0
1

5.4
Fr

d
L j

B =         (Equation 34-7.3) 

 
4. Basin Floor.  The basin floor should be depressed below the streambed enough to obtain 

the depth, d2, below the tailwater as follows: 
 

a. For 1.7 ≤ Fr1 < 5.5, 
 
 (Equation 34-7.4) 
 
 
 

b. For 5.5 ≤ Fr1 < 11.0, 
 

d2 = 0.85dj (Equation 34-7.5) 
 

c. For 11.0 ≤ Fr1 < 17.0, 
 
   
       (Equation 34-7.6) 
 
 

5. Chute Blocks. 




















120
Fr  -  1.1d  =  d 1

2

j2  




















800
Fr  -  1.1d  =  d 1

2

j2  
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  Height, h1 = d1 
  Width, W1 = spacing, W1 = 0.75d1 
  Number of blocks, Nc = WB/2W1, rounded to a whole number 
  Adjusted W1 = W2 = WB/2Nc 
  Nc includes the half-block at each wall 
 
6. Baffle Blocks. 
 
  Height, h3 = d1 
  Width, W3 = spacing, W4 = 0.75d1 
  Basin width at baffle blocks, WB2 = WB + 2LB/3z 
  Number of blocks, NB = WB2/2W3, rounded to a whole number 
  Adjusted W3 = W4 = WB2/2NB 
  Check total block width to ensure that 40% to 55% of WB2 is occupied by blocks 
  Staggered with chute blocks 
  Space at wall ≥ 0.38d1 
  Distance from chute blocks, L1-3 = LB/3 
 
7. End Sill Height.  h4 = 0.07dj 
 
8. Sidewall Height.  d2 + 0.33dj 
 
9. Wingwall Flare.  45 deg 
 
 
34-7.03  Design Procedure 
 
The design of a St. Anthony Falls (SAF) basin consists of the steps as follows. 
 
1. Step 1.  Select Basin Type. 
 

a. Rectangular or flared. 
b. Choose flare (if needed), z:1. 
c. Determine basin width, WB. 

 
2. Step 2.  Select Depression. 
 

a. Choose depth d2 to depress below the streambed, Bd. 
b. Assume Bd = 0 for first trial. 

 
3. Step 3.  Determine Input Flow. 
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a. d1 and V1, using energy equation. 
b. Froude Number, Fr1. 

 
4. Step 4.  Calculate Basin Dimensions. 
 

a. dj (Equation 34-7.2). 
b. LB (Equation 34-7.3). 
c. d2 (Equation 34-7.4, 34-7.5. or 34-7.6). 
d. LS = (d2 – TW)/SS 
e. LT = Bd/ST (see Figure 34-7A, St. Anthony Falls Basin Checklist). An 

editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s 
website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

f. L = LT + LB + LS (see Figure 34-7A). 
 
5. Step 5.  Review Results. 
 

a. If d2 ≠ (Bd – LSo + TW), return to Step 2. 
b. If approximately equal, continue. 

 
6. Step 6.  Size Elements. 
 

a. Chute blocks, h1, W1, W2, Nc. 
b. Baffle blocks, h3, W3, W4, NB, L1-3. 
c. End sill, h4. 
d. Side wall height, h5 = d2 + 0.33dj. 

 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
34-7.04  Example 34-7.1 
 
See Section 34-6.0 for input values.  See Figure 34-7C, Energy Dissipator HY-8 Program 
Output, for completed computation form. 
 
1. Step 1.  Select Basin Type. 
 

a. Use a rectangular basin. 
b. No flare. 
c. Basin width, WB = 7.00 ft 

 
2. Step 2.  Select Depression.  Trial 1:  Bd = 1.83 m, SS = ST = 1. 
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3. Step 3.  Determine Input Flow, Trial 1. 
 

a. Energy equation, culvert to basin: 
Culvert outlet = Bd + do + Vo

2/2g = 6.00 + 1.87 + (28.9)2/2(32.2) = 20.83 ft 
Basin floor = 0 + d1 + V1

2/2g 
Solve:  20.83 = d1 + V1

2/2g 
 

d1  V1  d1+V1
2/2 

1.63  36.20  21.98 > 20.83 
1.67  35.47  21.20 ≠ 20.83, Use. 

 

 b. 80.4
)2.3267.1(

47.35
50.01 =







×

=Fr  

 
4. Step 4.  Calculate Basin Dimensions, Trial 1. 
 

a. dj = 10.50 ft (Equation 34-7.2) 
b. LB = 14.33 ft (Equation 34-7.3) 
c. d2 = 9.53 ft (Equation 34-7.5) 
d. LS = (d2 – TW)/SS = (9.53 – 2.86)/1 = 6.67 ft 
e. LT = Bd/ST = 6.00/1 = 6.00 ft 
f. L = LT + LB + LS = 6.00 + 14.33 + 6.67 = 27 ft 

 
5. Step 5.  Review Results, Trial 1. 
 

a. If d2 does not equal (Bd – LSo + TW),  adjust drop. 
9.53 ≠ [6.00 – 27.00(0.05) + 2.87] = 7.52 ft 

 
b. Add 9.53 – 7.52 = 2.01 more drop and return to Step 2. 

 
6. Repeat Step 2.  Select Depression.  Trial 2:  Bd = 2.41 m, SS = ST = 1. 
 
7. Repeat Step 3.  Determine Input Flow.  Trial 2: 
 

a. Energy equation, culvert to basin: 
  Culvert outlet = Bd + do + Vo

2/2g = 8.03 + 2.07 + (28.7)2/2g = 22.89 ft 
  Basin floor = 0 + d1 + V1

2/2g 
  Solve:  6.60 = d1 + V1

2/2g 
 

d1  V1  d1 = V1
2/2g 

1.60 36.93  22.78 ≠ 22.89, Use. 
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 b. 
[ ]

11.5
2.3260.1

93.36
5.01 =

×
=Fr  

 
 
8. Repeat Step 4.  Calculate Basin Dimensions.  Trial 2: 
 

a. dj = 10.53 ft (Equation 34-7.2) 
b. LB = 13.93 ft (Equation 34-7.3) 
c. d2 = 9.40 ft (Equation 34-7.5) 
d. LS = (d2 – TW)/SS = 6.53 ft 
e. LT = Bd/ST = 8.03/1 = 8.03 ft 
f. L = LT + LB + LS = 8.03 + 13.93 + 6.53 = 28.5 ft 

 
9. Repeat Step 5.  Review Results.  Trial 2: 
 

d2 = 9.40 ≠ [8.03 – 28.5(0.05) + 2.87] = 9.47 ft. 
Is approximately equal; continue. 

 
10. Step 6.  Size Elements.  Trial 2: 
 

a. Chute blocks, h1, W1, W2, Nc 
h1 = d1 = 1.60 ft 
W1 = 0.75d1 = 1.20 ft 
Nc = WB/2W1 = 7.00/2(1.2) = 2.92; use 3 
Adjusted W1 = 7.00/2(3) = 1.17 ft = W2 
Use 2 full blocks, 3 spaces and a half-block at each wall. 

 
b. Baffle blocks, h3, W3, W4, NB, L1-3 

h3 = d1 = 1.60 ft 
W3 = 0.75d1 = 1.20 ft 
Use 3 blocks, as above, W3 = W4 = 1.17 ft 
L1-3 = LB/3 = 13.93/3 = 4.64 ft 

 
 c. End sill, h4 = 0.07dj = 0.07(10.53) = 0.74 ft 
 

d. Sidewall height, h5 = d2 + 0.33dj = 9.40 + 0.33(10.53) = 12.88 ft 
 See Figure 34-7A(0) for block design. 

 
34-7.05  Computer Output 
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The dissipator geometry can be computed using the HY-8 Culvert Analysis microcomputer 
program, Energy Dissipator module.  The output of the culvert and channel input data, and 
computed geometry using this module are shown as Figure 34-7B, St. Anthony Falls Basin, 
Example. 
 
  
34-8.0  RIPRAP BASIN 
 
34-8.01  Overview 
 
The riprap-basin design is based on laboratory data obtained from full-scale prototypical 
installations.  The following are the principal features of the basin. 
 
1. Preshaping and lining with riprap of median size, d50. 
 
2. Constructing the floor at a depth of hS below the invert, where hS is the depth of scour 

that will occur in a pad of riprap of size d50. 
 
3. Sizing d50 so that 2 < hS/d50 < 4. 
 
4. Sizing the length of the dissipating pool to be 10hS or 3Wo, whichever is larger for a 

single barrel.  The overall length of the basin is 15hS or 4Wo, whichever is larger. 
 
5. Angular-rock results were approximately the same as the results for rounded material. 
 
6. Layout details are shown on Figure 34-8A, Details of Riprap-Basin Energy Dissipator. 
 
For high tailwater, TW/do > 0.75, the following applies. 
 
1. The high-velocity core of water emerging from the culvert retains its jet-like character as 

it passes through the basin. 
 
2. The scour hole is not as deep as with low tailwater and is longer. 
 
3. Riprap may be required for the channel downstream of the rock-lined basin. 
 
 
34-8.02  Design Procedure 
 
An editable version of Figure 34-8C, Riprap Basin Design Checklist, may also be found on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
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1. Step 1.  Determine Input Flow.  do or dE, Vo, Fr at the culvert outlet, and dE, the 
equivalent depth at the brink = (A/2)0.5. 

 
2. Step 2.  Check TW.  Determine if TW/do ≤ 0.75. 
 
3. Step 3.  Determine d50. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-8B, Riprap Basin Depth of Scour. 
b. Select d50/dE. Satisfactory results will be obtained if 0.25 < d50/dE < 0.45. 
c. Obtain hS/dE using Fr and Figure 34-8B. 
d. Check if 2 < hS/d50 < 4 and repeat until d50 is found to be within the range. 

 
4. Step 4.  Size basin as shown in Figure 34-8A, Details of Riprap Basin Energy Dissipator. 
 

a. Determine length of the dissipating pool, LS = 10hS or 3Wo minimum. 
 

b. Determine length of basin, LB = 15hS or 4Wo minimum. 
 

c. Thickness of riprap: 
(1) Approach, 3d50 or 1.5dmax 
(2) Remainder, 2d50 or 1.5dmax 

 
5. Step 5.  Determine VB. 
 

a. Basin exit depth, dB = critical depth at basin exit. 
b. Basin exit velocity, VB = Q/WBdB. 
c. Compare VB with the average normal flow velocity in the natural channel, Vd. 

 
6. Step 6.  High Tailwater Design. 
 

a. Design a basin for low tailwater conditions, Steps 1-5. 
 

b. Compute equivalent circular diameter, DE, for brink area as follows: 
 

   oo
E WdDA ==

4

2π  

 
c. Estimate centerline velocity at a series of downstream cross sections using Figure 

34-8D, Distribution of Centerline Velocity for Flow from Submerged Outlets. 
 

d. Size riprap using HEC 11, Use of Riprap For Bank Protection. 
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7. Step 7.  Design Filter.  This is necessary unless the streambed material is sufficiently 
well-graded.  Follow the instructions shown in HEC 11, Section 4.4. 

 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
34-8.03  Low Tailwater, Example 34-8.1 
 
Given:  Box culvert, 8 ft by 6 ft 

Design discharge Q = 800 ft3/s 
Supercritical flow in culvert 
Normal flow depth, do = brink depth; dE = 4.00 ft 
Tailwater depth, TW = 2.83 ft 

 
1. Step 1.  Determine Input Flow. 
 

do = dE for rectangular section 
 do = dE = 4 ft 
 Vo = Q/A = 800/(4)8 = 25 ft/s 

( ) ( )( )[ ]
0.320.2

42.32
25

5.05.0 <===
ggd

VFr , therefore OK 

 
2. Step 2.  Check TW. 
 

Determine if TW/do ≤ 0.75 
TW/dE = 2.83/4.0 = 0.71 
TW/dE < 0.75, therefore OK 

 
3. Step 3.  Determine d50. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-8B. 
 

b. Select d50/dE = 0.45 
 d50 = 0.45(4) = 1.8 ft 

 
c. Obtain hS/dE using Fr = 2.2 and 0.41 ≤ d50/dE ≤ 0.5 
 hS/dE = 1.6 

 
d. Check if 2 < hS/d50 < 4: 

  hS = 4(1.6) = 6.4 ft 
  hS/d50 = 6.4/1.8 = 3.55 ft 
  2 < 3.55 < 4, therefore OK 
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4. Step 4.  Size basin as shown in Figure 34-8A, Details of Riprap Basin Energy Dissipator. 
 

a. Determine length of dissipating pool, LS. 
  LS = 10hS = 10(6.50) = 65.00 ft 
  minimum = 3Wo = 3(8) = 24.00 ft 
  Therefore, use LS = 65.00 ft 
 

b. Determine length of basin, LB. 
  LB = 15hS = 15(6.50) = 97.50 ft 
  minimum = 4Wo = 4(8.00) = 32.00 ft 
  Therefore, use LB = 97.50 ft 
 

c. Determine the thickness of riprap. 
  Approach, 3d50 = 3(1.83) = 5.49 ft 
  Remainder, 2d50 = 2(1.83) = 3.66 ft 
 
5. Step 5.  Determine VB. 
 

a. dB = critical depth at basin exit = 3.30 ft, assuming a rectangular cross section 
with width WB = 24 ft 

 
b. VB = Q/WBdB = 800/(24) (3.30) = 10.10 ft/s 

 
c. VB = 10.10 ft/s < Vd = 18.3 ft/s 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
 
34-8.04  High Tailwater, Example 34-8.2 
 
Given:  Data for the channel and the culvert are the same as for Example 34-8.1, except 

that the tailwater depth, TW = 4.26 ft. 
TW/do = 4.20/4.00 = 1.06 > 0.75 
Downstream channel can tolerate only 7 ft/s. 

 
1. Steps 1 through 5 are the same as in Example 34-8.1. 
 
2. Step 6.  High-Tailwater Design. 
 

a. Design a basin for the low-tailwater condition, Steps 1-5 as above: 
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  d50 = 1.83 ft, hS = 6.50 ft 
  LS = 65.00 ft, LB = 97.50 ft 
 

b. Compute equivalent circular diameter, DE, for the brink area as follows: 
 

   2
2

00.32)8(4
4

ftWdDA oo
E ====

π  

 

   ftDE 5.64)0.32( 5.0

=



=

π
 

 
   Vo = 25.4 ft/s 
 

c. Estimate centerline velocity at a series of downstream cross sections using Figure 
34-8D, Distribution of Centerline Velocity for Flow from Submerged Outlets. 

 
L/DE 

1  L  VL/Vo  VL  d50 
2 

10  65.00  0.59  15.0  1.43 
15 3  97.50  0.37  9.40  0.60 
20  123.0  0.30  7.73  0.40 
21  137.2  0.28  7.73  0.40 

 
1 Use Wo = DE in Figure 34-8D. 
2 from Figure 34-8E, Riprap Size Versus Exit Velocity (After HEC 14). 
3 is on a logarithmic scale, therefore, interpolations must be made logarithmically. 

 
d. Size riprap using HEC 11.  The channel can be lined with the same size rock used 

for the basin.  Protection must extend at least 135 ft downstream. 
 
 
34-8.05  Computer Output 
 
The dissipator geometry can be computed using the HY-8, Culvert Analysis microcomputer 
program, Energy Dissipator module.  The output of the culvert and channel input data, and 
computed geometry using this module are shown as Figure 34-8G, Riprap Stilling Basin HY-8 
Program Output. 
 
 
34-9.0  IMPACT BASIN USBR TYPE VI 
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34-9.01  Overview 
 
Figure 34-9A, USBR Type VI Impact Dissipator, was developed by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation (USBR).  The basin requirements are as follows: 
 
1. it is referred to as the USBR Type VI basin, or hanging baffle; 
2. it is contained in a relatively small boxlike structure; 
3. it requires no tailwater for successful performance; 
4. it also may be used for an open channel; and 
5. it is not recommended where debris or ice buildup may cause substantial clogging. 
 
The following applies to the USBR Type VI basin. 
 
1. Hanging Baffle.  Energy dissipation is initiated by flow striking the vertical hanging 

baffle and being deflected upstream by the horizontal portion of the baffle and by the 
floor, creating horizontal eddies. 

 
2. Notches in Baffle.  Notches are provided to aid in cleaning the basin.  The notches 

provide concentrated jets of water for cleaning.  The basin is designed to carry the full 
discharge over the top of the baffle if the space beneath the baffle becomes completely 
clogged. 

 
3. Equivalent Depth.  This depth must be calculated for a pipe or irregular shaped conduit.  

The cross-section flow area in the pipe is converted into an equivalent rectangular cross 
section in which the width is twice the depth of flow. 

 
4. Limitations.  A discharge of up to 400 ft3/s per barrel and a velocity as high as 50 ft/s can 

be used without subjecting the structure to cavitation damage. 
 
5. Tailwater.  A moderate depth of tailwater will improve performance.  For best 

performance, set the basin so that the maximum tailwater does not exceed h3 + (h2/2). 
 
6. Slope.  If the culvert slope is greater than 15 deg, a horizontal section of at least four 

culvert widths should be provided upstream. 
 
7. End Treatment.  An end sill with a low-flow drainage slot, 45-deg wingwalls, and a 

cutoff wall should be provided at the end of the basin. 
 
8. Riprap.  Riprap should be placed downstream of the basin for a length of at least four 

conduit widths. 
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34-9.02  Design Procedure 
 
1. Step 1.  Calculate Equivalent Depth, dE. 
 

a. Rectangular section, dE = do = yo. 
b. Other type of section, dE = (A/2)0.5. 

 
2. Step 2.  Determine Input Flow. 
 

a. Froude number, Fr = Vo/(gdE)0.5. 
b. Specific energy, Ho = dE + Vo

2/2g. 
 
3. Step 3.  Determine Basin Width, W. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-9B, Design Curve for USBR Type VI Dissipator. 
b. Enter with Fr and read Ho/W. 

 
4. Step 4.  Size Basin. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-9C, Dimensions of USBR Type VI Basin, and W. 
b. Obtain the remaining dimensions. 

 
5. Step 5.  Energy Loss. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-9D, Energy Loss for USBR Type VI Dissipator. 
b. Enter with Fr and read HL/Ho. 

 
6. Step 6.  Exit Velocity, VB. 
 

a. Exit energy, HE = Ho – HL. 
b. HE = dB + VB

2/2g. 
c. VB = Q/WdB. 

 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
Example 34-9.1 
 
An editable version of Figure 34-9E, Impact Basin Type VI Checklist, may also be found on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
Given:  D = 48-in. dia. pipe, So = 0.15, n = 0.015 
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Q = 300 ft3/s, do = 2.3 ft, Vo = 40.00 ft/s 
 
1. Step 1.  Calculate Equivalent Depth, dE. 

Other type of section, dE = (A/2)0.5 
  A = Q/Vo = 300/40.00 = 7.50 ft2 

dE = (7.50/2)0.5 = 1.94 ft 
 
2. Step 2.  Determine Input Flow. 
 

a. Froude number, Fro = Vo/(gdE)0.5 
  Fr = 40.63/[32.2(1.94)]0.5 = 5.06 
 

b. Specific energy, Ho = dE + Vo
2/2g 

  Ho = 1.94 + (40.00)2/(2)(32.2) = 26.78 ft 
 
3. Step 3.  Determine Basin Width, W. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-9B, Design Curve for USBR Type VI Dissipator. 
b. Enter with Fr = 5.06 and read Ho/W = 1.68 
c. W = 26.78/1.68 = 15.94 ft ≈ 16 ft 

 
4. Step 4.  Size Basin. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-9C, Dimensions of USBR Type VI Basin, and W. 
b. Obtain the remaining dimensions. 

 
5. Step 5.  Energy Loss. 
 

a. Use Figure 34-9D, Energy Loss for USBR Type VI Dissipator. 
b. Enter with Fr = 5.05 and read HL/Ho = 0.67 
c. HL = 0.66(26.78) = 17.67 ft 

 
6. Step 6.  Exit Velocity, VB. 
 

a. Exit energy, HE = Ho – HL = 26.78 – 17.67 = 9.10 ft 
b. HE = dB + VB

2/2g = 9.10 ft 
c. VB = Q/WdB = (300)/16dB = 18.75/dB 

 
dB  VB  dB+VB

2/2g = 9.10 
 
  2.33 = dc 8.33  3.41 
  1.00  19.4  6.84 
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  0.67  29.2  13.9 
  0.87  22.4  8.66 
  0.90  21.6  8.14 
  0.83  23.3  9.25, approx. 9.10, use. 
 
 
34-9.04  Computer Output 
 
The dissipator geometry can be computed using the HY-8 Culvert Analysis, microcomputer 
program, Energy Dissipator module.  The output of the culvert and channel input data, and 
computed geometry using this module are shown as Figure 34-9G, USBR Type 6 Dissipator HY-
8 Program Output. 
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Symbol Definition Unit 
A Cross-sectional area ft2

Ao Area of flow at culvert outlet ft2

D Height of culvert in. 
d50 Mean diameter of riprap in. 
dE Equivalent depth at brink ft 
do Normal flow depth at brink ft 
DI Discharge Intensity Modified (none) 
Fr Froude number (none) 
hS Depth of dissipator pool ft 
L Length of culvert ft 
LBB Overall length of basin ft 
LS Length of dissipator pool ft 
Q Rate of discharge ft3/s 
So Slope of streambed ft/ft 

TW Tailwater depth ft 
Vd Velocity downstream ft/s 
VL Velocity at L from brink ft/s 
Vo Normal velocity at brink ft/s 
Wo Diameter or width of culvert in. 
WS Width of scour hole ft 

 
 

SYMBOLS, DEFINITIONS, AND UNITS 
 

Figure 34-1A 
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A.  Coefficient for Culvert-Outlet Scour, Cohesionless Materials 
 

Property α β θ 
Depth, dS 2.27 0.39 0.06 
Width, WS 6.94 0.53 0.08 
Length, LS 17.10 0.47 0.10 
Volume, VS 127.08  1.24 0.18 

 
 

B.  Coefficient CS for Outlet Above the Bed 
 

HS Depth Width Length Volume 
0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1 1.22 1.51 0.73 1.28 
2 1.26 1.54 0.73 1.47 
4 1.34 1.66 0.73 1.55 

HS is the height above bed in pipe diameters, ft. 
 
 

C.  Coefficient Ch for Culvert Slope 
 

Slope % Depth Width Length Volume 
0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 1.03 1.28 1.17 1.30 
5 1.08 1.28 1.17 1.30 

> 7 1.12 1.28 1.17 1.30 
 
 

COEFFICIENTS FOR SCOUR-HOLE ESTIMATION 
 

Figure 34-4A 
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ENERGY DISSIPATOR CHECKLIST 

Route         Des No.         Project No.       
Designer:         Date:       
Reviewer:         Date:       

 

SCOUR EQUATIONS STEP 7A – EQUATION INPUT DATA 

FACTOR Value 

Q = Discharge, ft3/s        

Ac = Culvert area, ft2        

Pc = Perimeter, ft       

θβ
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⎠
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⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

316
,, 3/1  

( )( )( )( )csss RFFFLWd 321,, =  Rc = Ac / Pc       

 DI = Discharge Intensity       

STEP 6 – DATA SUMMARY 

 

t = time of concentration       

Parameters Culvert Channel   

Station              STEP 7B – SCOUR COMPUTATION 

Control              Factor Depth, ft Width, ft Length, ft 
Type              α 2.27 6.94 17.10 
Height, D              β 0.39 0.53 0.47 
Width, B              θ 0.06 0.08 0.10 
Length, L              F1                   
Material              F2                   
Manning’s n              F3                   
Side Slope              (F1)(F2)(F3)(Rc)                   
Discharge, Q              Allowable                   

Depth, d              

Velocity, V              

Fr = V/(gd)0.5               

Flow Area, A              

Slope              

If calculated scour > allowable scour, and: 
 
1. Fr > 3, design a SAF basin 
2. Fr ≤ 3, design a riprap basin 
3. Fr ≤ 3, design a USBR Type VI 
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ENERGY DISSIPATOR CHECKLIST 

Project No.  I-31(88) over Example Creek                                                    
Designer  PLT                                                                                                Date      8/26/88   
Reviewer Te Anh Ngo, OK. DOT                                                                      Date      6/2/97  

 
 

SCOUR EQUATIONS 
 

STEP 7A - EQUATION INPUT DATA 
 

FACTOR 
 

VALUE 
 
Q = Discharge, ft3/s  

 
   400 ft3/s 

 
Ac = Culvert area, ft2  

 
   43 ft2

 
Pc = Perimeter, ft 

 
   26 ft 

 

]
316

t[ ]
R2.5cg.5
Q[] 1/3[CsCh = 

Rc
Ls ,

Rc
Ws ,

Rc
ds θβ

σ

α
 

  dS,WS,LS = [CSChα/σ1/3][DI]β[t/316]θ Rc

   
  dS,WS,LS = [F1] [F2] [F3] Rc

 
Rc = Ac / Pc

 
   1.63 

 
 

 
DI= Discharge Intensity 

 
   21.1 

 
STEP 6  - DATA SUMMARY 

 
  

 
 
  
 

 
t = time of concentration 

 
   30 minutes 

 
Parameters 

 
Culvert 

 
Channel 

 
 

 
 

 
Station 

 
1 + 01  

 
4 + 06 

 
 

 
STEP 7B - SCOUR COMPUTATION 

 
Control 

 
Inlet 

 
Super. 

 
 

 
 Factor 

 
 Depth 

 
 Width 

 
 Length 

 
Type 

 
RCB 

 
Natural 

 
 

 
  α 

 
  2.27 

 
  6.94 

 
 17.10   

 
Height, D 

 
6 ft  

 
7.6 ft 

 
 

 
  β 

 
  0.39 

 
  0.53 

 
  0.47 

 
Width, B 

 
7 ft 

 
29.5 ft 

 
 

 
  θ 

 
  0.06 

 
  0.08 

 
  0.10 

 
Length, L 

 
305 ft 

 
----- 

 
 

 
 F1        

 
  1.92 

 
  6.94 

 
 15.62  

 
Material 

 
Concrete 

 
Gravel 

 
 

 
 F2

 
  3.28 

 
  5.03 

 
  4.19 

 
Manning’s n 

 
0.012 

 
0.03 & 0.08 

 
 

 
 F3

 
  0.87 

 
  0.83 

 
  0.79 

 
Side Slope 

 
--- 

 
1V:1H 

 
 

 
[F1][F2][F3]Rc

 
  8.93 

 
  47.2 

 
  84.3 

 
Discharge, Q 

 
400 ft3/s 

 
400 ft3/s 

 
 

 
Allowable 

 
   7.0* 

 
  29.5* 

 
  65.0*  

 
Depth, d 

 
1.9 ft 

 
2.9 ft 

 
 

 
Velocity, V 

 
28.7 ft/s 

 
17.8 ft/s 

 
 

 
Fr = V/(gd)0.5  

 
3.54 

 
2.01 

 
 

 
Flow Area, A 

 
14.4 ft2

 
23.5 ft2

 
 

 
Slope 

 
0.05 ft/ft 

 
0.05 ft/ft 

 
 

 
If calculated scour > Allowable and: 
1. Fr > 3, design a SAF basin 
2. Fr < 3, design a riprap basin 
3. Fr < 3, design a USBR Type VI 
* These values are not standards.  They may vary, 
depending on design criteria. In this case, calculated scour 
> Allowable and Q < 425 ft3/s:: Recommend a SAF Basin.   

 
 

Figure 34-6A 
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FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS, HY-8, VERSION 6.0 
 
CURRENT DATE  CURRENT TIME FILE NAME   FILE DATE 
06-04-2003  10:56:51  CHPTR11A  06-04-2003 
 

CULVERT AND CHANNEL DATA 
 
CULVERT NO. 1     DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 
CULVERT TYPE: 7 ft x 6 ft  BOX   CHANNEL TYPE : IRREGULAR 
CULVERT LENGTH = 305.2 ft   BOTTOM WIDTH = 7.00 ft 
NO. OF BARRELS = 1.0    TAILWATER DEPTH = 2.87 ft 
FLOW PER BARREL = 400 ft3/s   TOTAL DESIGN FLOW = 400 ft3/s 
INVERT ELEVATION = 175.27 ft   BOTTOM ELEVATION = 172.27 ft 
OUTLET VELOCITY = 29.15 ft/s   NORMAL VELOCITY = 17.84 ft/s 
OUTLET DEPTH = 2.05 ft 
 

SCOUR HOLE GEOMETRY AND SOIL DATA 
 
LENGTH = 95.62 ft     WIDTH = 53.59 ft 
DEPTH = 10.05 ft     VOLUME = 17,656.8 ft3

MAXIMUM SCOUR OCCURS 38.24 ft DOWNSTREAM OF CULVERT 
SOIL TYPE: NONCOHESIVE 
SAND SIZES: 
 D16 = 1/3 in. 
 D50 = 1/2 in. 
 D84 = 3/4 in. 
 

 
SCOUR HOLE GEOMETRY HY-8 PROGRAM OUTPUT 

 
Figure 34-6B 
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ST. ANTHONY FALLS (SAF) BASIN CHECKLIST 

Route       Project No.       
Designer       Date       
Reviewer       Date       

SAF BASIN 

DESIGN VALUES 

TRIAL 

1 

FINAL 

TRIAL 
 

DIMENSIONS 

OF ELEMENTS 

TRIAL 

1 

FINAL 

TRIAL 

DIMENSIONS 

OF ELEMENTS 

TRIAL 

1 

FINAL 

TRIAL 

Type              CHUTE BLOCK BAFFLE BLOCK 

Flare (z:1)              Height, h1             Height, h3             
Width, WB              Width, W1             Width, W3             
Depression, Bd              Spacing, W2             Spacing, W4             
SS = ST              Block No., NC             Block No., NB             

Depth, do              END SILL SIDE WALL 

Velocity, Vo              Height, h4             Height, h5             

Bo = do+Vo
2/2g                

Depth, d1                

Velocity, V1                

Fr1                

dj                

LB                

d2                

LS                

LT = Bd / ST                

L = LB+LS+LT                

Bd = LSo+ TW                
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ST. ANTHONY FALLS (SAF) BASIN 
 
Project No.   Example Problem    
Designer                                                                                                                                                       Date     
Reviewer     Te Anh Ngo                                                                                                                              Date            9/19/96  

 
                                                                                                                                   

 
 SAF BASIN 

DESIGN VALUES 

 
TRIAL 

1 

 
FINAL  

TRIAL 

 
 

 
DIMENSIONS OF 

ELEMENTS 

 
TRIAL 

   1    

 
FINAL  

TRIAL 

 
DIMENSIONS 

OF ELEMENTS 

 
TRIAL 

1 

 
FINAL  

TRIAL 

 
Type 

 
Rect. 

 
Rect. 

 
 

 
CHUTE BLOCK 

 
BAFFLE BLOCK 

 
Flare (Z:1) 

 
1:1 

 
1:1 

 
 

 
Height, h1

 
1.60 

 
1.60 

 
Height, h3

 
1.60 

 
1.60 

 
Width, WBB

 
7.00 

 
7.00 

 
 

 
Width, W1

 
1.17 

 
1.17 

 
Width, W3

 
1.17 

 
1.17 

 
Depression, Bd

 
6.00 

 
6.00 

 
 

 
Spacing, W2

 
1.17 

 
1.17 

 
Spacing, W4

 
1.17 

 
1.17 

 
SS = ST

 
1:1 

 
1:1 

 
 

 
Block No., NC

 
3 

 
3 

 
Block No., NBB

 
3 

 
3 

 
Depth, do

 
2.07 

 
2.07 

 
 

 
END  SILL 

 
SIDE  WALL 

 
Velocity, Vo

 
28.7 

 
28.7 

 
 

 
Height, h4

 
0.73 

 
0.73 

 
Height, h5

 
12.87 

 
12.87 

 
BBo = do+Vo

2/2g 
 
20.83 

 
20.83 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Depth, d1

 
1.67 

 
1.60 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Velocity, V1

 
35.47 

 
36.93 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Fr1

 
4.80 

 
5.11 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
dj

 
10.50 

 
10.53 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
LBB

 
14.33 

 
13.93 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
d2

 
9.53 

 
9.40 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
LS

 
6.67 

 
6.53 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
LT = Bd / ST

 
6.00 

 
8.03 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
L = LB+LB S+LT

 
27.00 

 
28.50 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
BBd - LSo + TW 

 
7.52 

 
7.52 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ST. ANTHONY FALLS BASIN 
(Example Problem) 

Figure 34-7B 
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FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS, HY-8, VERSION 6.0 
 
CURRENT DATE CURRENT TIME FILE NAME   FILE DATE 
09-19-2003  15:26:05  CHPTR11A  09-19-2003 
 

CULVERT AND CHANNEL DATA 
  
CULVERT NO. 1     DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 
CULVERT TYPE:  7.0 ft x 6.0 ft BOX   CHANNEL TYPE:  IRREGULAR 
CULVERT LENGTH = 300.37 ft   BOTTOM WIDTH = 7.12 ft 
NO. OF BARRELS = 1.0    TAILWATER DEPTH = 2.87 ft 
FLOW PER BARREL = 400 ft3/s   TOTAL DESIGN FLOW = 400 ft3/s 
INVERT ELEVATION = 175.27 ft   BOTTOM ELEVATION = 175.27 ft 
OUTLET VELOCITY = 28.7 ft/s   NORMAL VELOCITY = 17.85 ft/s 
OUTLET DEPTH = 2.05 ft 
 

ST. ANTHONY FALLS BASIN -- FINAL DESIGN 
 

  LB = 14.07 ft  LS = 13.88 ft   LT = 18.52 ft 
  L = 46.47 ft  Y1 = 1.536 ft   Y2 = 9.653 ft 
  Z1 = 166.00 ft  Z2 = 166.00 ft   Z3 = 172.94 ft 
   WB = 7.000 ft   WB3 = 7.000 ft 
 

------------------------------ CHUTE BLOCKS ------------------------------ 
H1 = 1.532 ft  W1 = 1.167 ft  W2 = 1.167 ft  NC = 3.000 

 
------------------------------ BAFFLE BLOCKS ----------------------------- 

  W3 = 1.167 ft   W4 = 1.167 ft  NB = 3.000 
  H3 = 1.60 ft      LCB = 4.69 ft 
 

------------------------------ END SILL ---------------------------- 
H4 = 0.73 ft 

BASIN OUTLET VELOCITY = 17.85 ft/s 
 
 

ENERGY DISSIPATOR HY-8 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
 

Figure 34-7C 
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RIPRAP BASIN CHECKLIST 
Route       Project No.       
Designer       Date       
Reviewer       Date       

DESIGN VALUES 
(IDM Figure 34-8B) TRIAL 1 FINAL 

TRIAL  BASIN DIMENSIONS FEET 

Equivalent Depth, dE              10hS       

D50/dE              
Pool length is the 
larger of: 

3Wo       
 

D50              15hS       

Froude No., Fr              
Basin length is the 
larger of: 4Wo       

 

hS/dE              Approach Thickness 3D50       

hS              Basin Thickness 2D50       

hS/D50                  

2 < hS/D50 < 4                  

 
TAILWATER CHECK  DOWNSTREAM RIPRAP (IDM Figure 34-8D) 

Tailwater, TW        L/DE L VL/Vo VL D50 

Equivalent depth, dE                                      

TW/dE                                      

                               IF TW/dE > 0.75, calculate riprap 
downstream using IDM Figure 34-8D                                

DE = (4Ac/π)0.5                                      
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RIPRAP BASIN 
 
  Project No.                                                                                                                       
  Designer                                                                                                   Date   
  Reviewer                                                                                                  Date                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DESIGN VALUES 

(Figure 34-8B) 

 
TRIAL   

1 

 
FINAL  
TRIAL 

 
 

 
 

BASIN DIMENSIONS 

 
 
METERS 

 
  Equi. Depth, dE

 
 4.00 ft 

 
 4.00ft 

 
 

 
10hS

 
65.0 

 
  D50/dE

 
 0.45 

 
 0.45 

 
 

 
Pool length is the 
larger of:  

3Wo

 
24.0 

 
 
 65.0 

 
  D50

 
1.83 ft 

 
1.83 ft 

 
 

 
15hS

 
97.5 

 
  Froude No., Fr 

 
 2.20 

 
 2.20 

 
 

 
Basin length is      
the larger of:  

4Wo

 
32.0 

 
 97.5 

 
  hS/dE

 
 1.60 

 
 1.60 

 
 

 
Approach 
Thickness 

 
3D50

 
5.40 

 
  hS

 
 6.50 ft 

 
6.50 ft 

 
 

 
Basin Thickness 

 
2D50

 
3.60 

 
  hS/D50

 
 3.55 

 
 3.55 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  2 < hS/D50 < 4 

 
 OK 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

TAILWATER CHECK 
 
 DOWNSTREAM RIPRAP (Figure 34-8D) 

 
 Tailwater, TW  

 
 4.20 ft 

 
 

 
 L/DE

 
 L 

 
 VL/Vo

 
 VL

 
 D50

 
 Equivalent depth, dE

 
    4.00 ft 

 
 

 
 10 

 
 65 

 
 0.59 

 
 15.0 

 
 0.43 

 
 TW/dE

 
 1.05 

 
 

 
 15 

 
 97.5 

 
 0.37 

 
  9.40 

 
 0.18 

 
 

 
 20 

 
 130 

 
 0.30 

 
  7.73 

 
 0.12 

 
 IF TW/dE > 0.75, calculate riprap 
 downstream using Figure 34-8D 
  

 
 

 
 21 

 
 137 

 
 0.28 

 
  7.73 

 
 0.12 

 
 DE=(4Ac/�)0.5

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

RIPRAP BASIN DESIGN EXAMPLE 
 

Figure 34-8F 
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FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS, HY-8, VERSION 6.0 
 
CURRENT DATE  CURRENT TIME FILE NAME  FILE DATE 
06-02-2003  15:23:59  ENERGY3  06-02-2003 
  

CULVERT AND CHANNEL DATA 
 
CULVERT NO. 1     DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 
 
CULVERT TYPE:  8.00 ft x 6.00 ft BOX CHANNEL TYPE: IRREGULAR 
 
CULVERT LENGTH = 305.0 ft    BOTTOM WIDTH = 8.00 ft 
 
NO. OF BARRELS = 1.0    TAILWATER DEPTH = 2.840 ft 
 
FLOW PER BARREL = 800 ft3/s   TOTAL DESIGN FLOW = 800 ft3/s 
 
INVERT ELEVATION = 175.26 ft   BOTTOM ELEVATION = 175.27 ft 
 
OUTLET VELOCITY = 25.82 ft/s   NORMAL VELOCITY = 32.15 ft/s 
 
OUTLET DEPTH = 4.06 ft 
 
 

RIPRAP STILLING BASIN -- FINAL DESIGN 
 
 THE LENGTH OF THE BASIN = 97.840 ft 
 THE LENGTH OF THE POOL = 65.227 ft 
 THE LENGTH OF THE APRON = 32.613 ft 
 THE WIDTH OF THE BASIN AT THE OUTLET  =   8.000 ft 
 THE DEPTH OF POOL BELOW CULVERT INVERT =   6.523 ft 
 THE THICKNESS OF THE RIPRAP ON THE APRON =   6.667 ft 
 THE THICKNESS OF THE RIPRAP ON THE REST OF THE BASIN =    5.000ft 
 THE BASIN OUTLET VELOCITY = 17.487 ft/s 
 THE DEPTH OF FLOW AT BASIN OUTLET =   6.000 ft 
 
 

RIPRAP STILLING BASIN HY-8 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
 

Figure 34-8G 
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W h1 h2 h3 h4 L L1 L2

3.33 2.63 1.27 0.57 1.43 4.67 1.97 2.63 
5.00 3.87 1.90 0.83 2.07 6.67 2.93 3.87 
6.67 5.13 2.50 1.10 2.77 8.93 3.80 5.13 
8.33 6.43 3.13 1.40 3.47 11.10 4.77 6.43 
10.00 7.67 3.73 1.67 4.17 13.40 5.73 7.67 
11.67 8.93 4.40 1.93 4.87 15.50 6.67 8.93 
13.33 10.40 5.03 2.23 5.57 17.77 7.60 10.27 
15.00 11.53 5.60 2.50 6.27 20.00 8.53 11.53 
16.67 12.73 6.23 2.77 6.93 21.73 9.47 12.73 
18.33 13.97 6.77 3.03 7.63 24.30 10.40 13.97 
20.00 15.33 7.50 3.33 8.33 26.60 11.40 15.33 

W W1 W2 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

3.33 0.27 0.87 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.27 
5.00 0.43 1.40 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.27 
6.67 0.50 1.83 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.27 
8.33 0.60 2.27 0.53 0.60 0.60 0.53 0.27 
10.00 0.73 2.77 0.67 0.67 0.73 0.67 0.27 
11.67 0.87 3.03 0.67 0.77 0.77 0.70 0.33 
13.33 1.00 3.03 0.67 0.93 0.83 0.83 0.33 
15.00 1.20 3.03 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.43 
16.67 1.30 3.03 0.73 1.03 1.00 1.00 0.50 
18.33 1.37 3.03 0.73 1.10 1.10 1.10 0.60 
20.00 1.50 3.03 0.83 1.20 1.17 1.17 0.63 

 
 Note:  The h, L, and W values in are in feet.  The t values are in seconds. 
 
 

DIMENSIONS OF USBR TYPE VI BASIN 
 

Figure 34-9C 
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USBR TYPE VI BASIN CHECKLIST 

Route       Project No.       
Designer       Date       
Reviewer        Date       

DETERMINE BASIN WIDTH, W 
(IDM Figure 34-9B) 

TRIAL 
1 

FINAL 
TRIAL CHECK OUTLET VELOCITY, Vo 

Equivalent Depth, dE             HL/Ho (IDM Figure 34-9D)       

Vo (ft/s)              HL = (HL/Ho)Ho       

Ho = dE+Vo
2/2g             He = Ho – HL       

Froude No, Fr             dB                   

Ho/W             VB = (Q/W)/dB                   

W = Ho/(Ho/W)             (He)T = dB+VB
2/2g                   

BASIN DIMENSIONS (FT) FROM IDM FIGURE 34-9C 

W h1 h2 h3 h4 L L1 L2 

                                                

W W1 W2 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 
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USBR TYPE VI BASIN CHECKLIST 

Project No. ______________________________ 
Designer _______________________ Date ___________ 
Reviewer  _______________________ Date ___________ 

DETERMINE BASIN WIDTH, W 
(IDM Figure 34-9B) 

TRIAL 
1 

FINAL 
TRIAL CHECK OUTLET VELOCITY, Vo 

Equivalent Depth, dE   HL/Ho (IDM Figure 34-9D)  

Vo (ft/s)    HL = (HL/Ho)Ho  

Ho = dE+Vo
2/2g   He = Ho – HL   

Froude No, Fr   dB    

Ho/W   VB = (Q/W)/dB    

W = Ho/(Ho/W)   (He)T = dB+VB
2/2g    

BASIN DIMENSIONS (FEET) FROM IDM FIGURE 34-9C 

W h1 h2 h3 h4 L L1 L2 
        

W W1 W2 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 
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FHWA CULVERT ANALYSIS, HY-8, VERSION 6.0 
 
CURRENT DATE CURRENT TIME FILE NAME  FILE DATE 
06-02-2003  16:13:53  ENERGY4  06-02-2003 

CULVERT AND CHANNEL DATA 
  
CULVERT NO. 1     DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 
CULVERT TYPE:  48 in. CIRCULAR  CHANNEL TYPE: IRREGULAR 
CULVERT LENGTH = 308.21 ft   BOTTOM WIDTH = 5.00 ft 
NO. OF BARRELS = 1.0    TAILWATER DEPTH = 2.56 ft 
FLOW PER BARREL = 300 ft3/s   TOTAL DESIGN FLOW = 300 ft3/s 
INVERT ELEVATION = 175.23 ft    BOTTOM ELEVATION = 175.27 ft 
OUTLET VELOCITY = 25.1 ft/s   NORMAL VELOCITY = 16.25 ft/s 
OUTLET DEPTH = 4.00 ft 
 

USBR TYPE 6 DISSIPATOR - FINAL DESIGN 
 

BASIN OUTLET VELOCITY = 3.31 ft/s 
 
   W  = 16.257 ft  W1 = 1.270 ft  W2 = 3.047 ft 
   L   = 21.673 ft  L1  = 9.230 ft  L2  = 12.447 ft 
   H1 = 12.447 ft  H2  = 6.097 ft  H3  = 2.710 ft 
   H4 = 6.773 ft  T1  = 0.763 ft  T2  = 1.017 ft 
  T3 = 1.017 ft  T4  = 1.017 ft  T5  = 0.507 ft 
 
 

USBR TYPE 6 DISSIPATOR HY-8 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
 

Figure 34-9G 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE 

 

STORAGE FACILITIES 

 

 

35-1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
35-1.01  Overview 

 
The traditional design of a storm-drainage system has been to collect and convey storm runoff as 
rapidly as possible to a suitable location where it can be discharged.  As an area urbanizes, this 
type of design may result in major drainage and flooding problems downstream.  The 
engineering community is now more conscious of the quality of the environment and the impact 
that uncontrolled increases in runoff can have on our customers.  Under favorable conditions, the 
temporary storage of some of the storm-runoff can decrease downstream flows and often the cost 
of the downstream conveyance system.  This Chapter provides design criteria for a detention or 
retention storage basin as well as procedures for performing preliminary and final sizing and 
reservoir-routing calculations. 
 
 
35-1.02  Safety Considerations 

 
Ponding of water for a significant period of time, at a relatively shallow depth, may introduce an 
additional risk factor for property damage, personal injury, or loss of life.  A storage facility in a 
location that is easily accessible to the public should be provided with warning signs and fencing 
adequate to prevent entry onto the site by unauthorized persons.  A storage facility located 
adjacent to a roadway should be provided with an adequate clear zone to minimize the accidental 
entry of an errant vehicle. 
 
 
35-1.03  Detention and Retention 

 
An urban stormwater storage facility is referred to as either a detention or retention facility.  For 
this Chapter, these are defined as follows. 
 
1. Detention.  A detention facility is that designed to reduce the peak discharge and only 

detain runoff for a short period of time.  Detention storage involves detaining or slowing 
runoff and then releasing it.  A detention basin has a positive outlet that completely 
empties all runoff between storms.  The excavation of a detention facility may sometimes 
extend below the water table or outlet level where the bottom is sealed by sedimentation.  
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This is referred to as a detention pond or wet-bottom detention basin.  The detention pond 
also has a positive outlet and releases all temporary storage. 

 
A detention facility may be designed to contain a permanent pool of water.  The use of a 
dry-bottom detention pond is recommended for an INDOT project.  Because most of the 
design procedures are the same for a wet- or a dry-bottom detention facility, the term 
storage facility will be used in this Chapter to mean either. 

 
2. Retention.  A retention facility retains runoff for an indefinite amount of time and has no 

positive outlet.  Runoff is removed only by infiltration through a porous bottom or by 
evaporation.  A retention pond or lake is an example of a retention facility that may be 
built in a development, and, may enhance the overall project.  A retention basin is 
designed to drain into the groundwater table.  This is not addressed herein. 

 
A storage facility is most often small in terms of storage capacity and dam height, and will serve 
a single outfall from a watershed of a few acres.  A very small facility may be contained in a 
parking lot or other on-site facility.  Although the same principles apply to each storage facility, 
Section 35-10.0 more-specifically relates to a smaller installation. 
 
If other procedures are needed for the design of a detention or retention facility, these will be 
specified. 
 
 
35-1.04  Computer Programs 

 
Routing calculations needed to design a storage facility, although not extremely complex, are 
time-consuming and repetitive.  To assist with these calculations, there are many available 
reservoir-routing computer programs.  If the watershed draining into a storage facility is greater 
than 2 acres, design should be based upon reservoir-routing methods which develop hydrographs 
for both inflow and outflow.  A smaller basin may be analyzed using the storage-indication 
method or the Rational Method. 
 
 
35-2.0  USES 

 
35-2.01  Introduction [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
The use of a storage facility for stormwater management has increased in recent years. 
Controlling the quantity of stormwater using a storage facility can provide the potential benefits 
as follows: 
 
1. prevention or reduction of peak runoff rate increases caused by urban development; 
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2. mitigation of downstream drainage capacity problems; 
3. reduction or elimination of the need for downstream outfall improvements; and 
4. maintenance of historically low flow rates by controlled discharge from storage. 
5. improvement of downstream water quality through stormwater-pollution-prevention 

BMP design features. 
 
 
35-2.02  Objectives 

 
The objectives for managing stormwater quantity by a storage facility are based on limiting peak 
runoff rates to match either or both of the values as follows: 
 
1. historic rates for specific design conditions (i.e., post-development peak equals pre-

development peak for a particular frequency of occurrence); or 
 
2. non-hazardous discharge capacity of the downstream drainage system. 
 
For a watershed without an adequate outfall, the total volume of runoff is critical.  A storage 
facility is used to store the stormwater due to increases in volume and control-discharge rates. 
 
 
35-3.0  SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

 
To provide consistency within this Chapter and throughout this Manual, the symbols in Figure 
35-3A will be used.  These symbols were selected because of their wide use in technical 
publications.  The same symbol may be used in existing publications for more than one 
definition.  Where this occurs in this Chapter, the symbol will be defined where it occurs in the 
text or equations. 
 
 
35-4.0  DESIGN CRITERIA 

 
35-4.01  General Criteria [Rev. Jan. 2011[ 

 
Storage may be developed in a depressed area in a parking lot, road embankment, freeway 
interchange, or a small lake, pond, or depression within an urban development.  The utility of a 
storage facility depends on the amount of storage, its location within the system, and its 
operational characteristics.  An analysis of such a storage facility should consist of comparing 
the design flow at a point or points downstream of the proposed storage site, with or without 
storage.  Other flows in excess of the design flow that may be expected to pass through the 
storage facility may be required in the analysis (i.e., 100-year flood).  The design criteria for a 
storage facility should include the following: 
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1. release rate; 
2. storage volume; 
3. grading and depth requirements; 
4. outlet works; 
5. location; and 
6. water-quality design requirements. 
 
 
35-4.02  Release Rate 

 
At a minimum, a storage facility should be designed to detain the 50-year, post-development 
peak runoff and release it at the 10-year, pre-developed peak runoff rate.  If applicable, it should 
also satisfy the more-restrictive requirements that may be imposed by a local jurisdiction.  An 
emergency overflow capable of accommodating the 100-year discharge may be required in a 
facility using a dam. 
 
 
35-4.03  Storage 

 

Routing calculations must be used to demonstrate that the facility-storage volume is adequate to 
provide the required detention.  If sedimentation during construction causes loss of detention 
volume, design dimensions should be restored before completion of the project.  For a detention 
basin, all detention volume should be drained within the average period between storm events, or 
72 h. 
 
 
35-4.04  Grading and Depth 

 
35-4.04(01)  General 

 
The construction of a storage facility requires excavation or placement of an earthen 
embankment to obtain sufficient storage volume.  The embankment should be of less than 6.5 ft 
height.  A vegetated embankment should have side slopes not steeper than 3H:1V.  A riprap-
protected embankment should not be steeper than 2H:1V.  An excavated storage facility should 
not have an operating design pool depth of greater than 5 ft unless specifically approved by the 
Hydraulics Team. 
 
A minimum freeboard of 1 ft above the 100-year-storm high-water elevation should be provided. 
 
Other considerations in setting the depth include flood-elevation requirements, public safety, 
land availability, land value, present and future land use, water-table fluctuations, soil 
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characteristics, maintenance requirements, and required freeboard.  Aesthetically-pleasing 
features should also be considered in an urban area.  Fencing of a basin is addressed in Section 
35-14.0. 
 
 
35-4.04(02)  Dry-Bottom Detention 

 
The area above the normal high-water elevation of a storage facility should be sloped toward the 
facility to allow drainage and to prevent standing water.  Finish grading is required to avoid 
creation of upland surface depressions that may retain runoff.  The bottom area of a storage 
facility should be graded toward the outlet to prevent standing-water conditions.  A low flow or 
pilot channel constructed across the facility bottom from the inlet to the outlet is recommended 
to convey low flow and to prevent standing-water conditions. 
 
 
35-4.04(03)  Wet-Bottom Detention 

 
The maximum depth of a permanent storage facility will be determined based on site conditions 
and design constraints.  If the facility provides a permanent pool of water, a depth sufficient to 
discourage growth of weeds should be considered.  A depth of 6.5 ft is reasonable. 
 

 

35-4.05  Outlet Works 

 
Outlet works selected for a storage facility include a principal spillway or an emergency 
overflow and must be able to accomplish the design functions of the facility.  Outlet works can 
take the form of combinations of a drop inlet, pipe, weir, or orifice.  A slotted-riser pipe is 
discouraged because of clogging problems.  A curb opening may be used for parking-lot storage.  
The principal spillway is intended to convey the design storm without allowing flow to enter an 
emergency outlet. 
 
An orifice outlet takes the form of a restriction of 12 in. or less placed in a larger pipe.  The 
preferred design for such an outlet consists of placing a smaller pipe on the flowline of a larger 
pipe.  The smaller pipe will be the required size to achieve the desired detention results and is 
approximately 12 in. length.  Grout is placed around the smaller pipe to fill the area of the larger.  
This type of construction provides for adequate maintenance and is more durable than a single 
constrictor plate. 
 
 
35-5.0  GENERAL PROCEDURE 
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35-5.01  Data Needs 
 
The data required to complete the storage design and routing calculations are as follows: 
 
1. inflow hydrograph for each selected design storm; 
 
2. stage-storage curve for the proposed storage facility (see Figure 35-5A for an example).  

For a large storage volume, use acre/feet, otherwise use cubic feet; and 
 
3. stage-discharge curve for each outlet-control structure (see Figure 35-5B for an example). 
 
Using these data, a design procedure is used to route the inflow hydrograph through the storage 
facility with different basin and outlet configurations until the desired outflow hydrograph is 
achieved.  See the example problem in Section 35-8.0. 
 
 
35-5.02  Stage-Storage Curve 
 
A stage-storage curve defines the relationship between the depth of water and storage volume in 
a reservoir.  The data for this type of curve are developed using a topographic map and one of the 
following formulas, the average-end area, frustum of a pyramid, or prismoidal.  A storage basin 
may be irregular in shape to blend well with the surrounding terrain and to improve aesthetics.  
Therefore, the average-end-area formula is preferred as the method to be used for a non-
geometric area.  The double-end-area formula is expressed as follows: 
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        (Equation 35-5.1) 

 
Where:  V1,2 =  storage volume, ft3, between elevations 1 and 2 

A1 =  surface area at elevation 1, ft2 
A2 =  surface area at elevation 2, ft2 
d =  change in elevation between points 1 and 2, ft 

 
The frustum of a pyramid is expressed as follows: 
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       (Equation 35-5.2) 

 
Where:   V = volume of frustum of a pyramid, ft3 

d = change in elevation between points 1 and 2, ft 
A1 =  surface area at elevation 1, ft2 
A2 =  surface area at elevation 2, ft2 
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The prismoidal formula for a trapezoidal basin is expressed as follows: 
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      (Equation 35-5.3) 

 
Where:   V = volume of trapezoidal basin, ft3 

L = length of basin at base, ft 
W = width of basin at base, ft 
D = depth of basin, ft 
Z = side slope factor, ratio of horizontal to vertical 

 
 
35-5.03  Stage-Discharge Curve 
 
A stage-discharge curve defines the relationship between the depth of water and the discharge or 
outflow from a storage facility.  A storage facility has two spillways: principal and emergency. 
The principal spillway is designed with a capacity sufficient to convey the design flood without 
allowing flow to enter the emergency spillway.  A pipe culvert, weir, or other appropriate outlet 
can be used for the principal spillway or outlet.  Tailwater influences and structure losses must 
be considered in developing discharge curves. 
 
The emergency spillway, when needed, is sized to provide a bypass for floodwater during a flood 
that exceeds the design capacity of the principal spillway.  This spillway should be designed 
taking into account the potential threat to downstream life and property if the storage facility 
were to fail.  The stage-discharge curve should take into account the discharge characteristics of 
both the principal and emergency spillways. 
 
 
35-5.04  Procedure 
 
The procedure for using the above data in the design of a storage facility is described below. 
 
1. Compute inflow hydrographs for runoff from the design storm using the procedure 

outlined in Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 
2. Perform preliminary calculations to evaluate detention-storage requirements for the 

hydrographs from Step 1 (see Section 35-7.0 for recommended methods). 
 
3. Determine the physical dimensions necessary to hold the estimated volume from Step 2, 

including freeboard.  The maximum storage requirement calculated from Step 2 should 
be used. 
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4. Size the outlet structure.  The estimated peak stage will occur for the estimated volume 

from Step 2.  The outlet structure should be sized to convey the allowable discharge at 
this stage.  Ascertain that tailwater effects have been considered. 

 
5. Perform routing calculations using inflow hydrographs from Step 1 to check the 

preliminary design using the storage-routing equations.  If the routed post-development 
peak discharge from the 50-year design storm exceeds the pre-development 10-year peak 
discharge, or if the peak stage varies significantly from the estimated peak stage from 
Step 4, revise the estimated volume and return to Step 3. 

 
6. Where required, consider emergency overflow from runoff due to the 100-year design 

storm and established freeboard requirements. 
 
7. Evaluate the control structure outlet velocity and provide channel and bank stabilization 

if the velocity will cause erosion problems downstream. 
 
This procedure can involve a significant number of reservoir-routing calculations to obtain the 
desired results. 
 
 
35-5.05  Computer Procedures 
 
A number of commercial computer software packages exist which automate a number of the 
steps described above.  Although these programs can greatly accelerate the design process, they 
should be used with caution.  The output from these programs should be reviewed considering 
sound engineering judgment.  Except in modeling a drainage area of less than 2 acres, the 
programs must be capable of developing hydrographs for both inflow and outflow.  For an area 
of less than 2 acres, the Rational Method is acceptable for generating the inflow hydrographs. 
 
 
35-6.0  OUTLET HYDRAULICS 
 
35-6.01  Outlets 
 
Sharp-crested-weir flow equations for a no-end contraction, a two-end contraction, and 
submerged discharge conditions are provided below, followed by equations for a broad-crested 
weir, V-notch weir, proportional weir, orifice, or a combination of these facilities.  If a culvert is 
used as an outlet works, the procedure described in Chapter Thirty-one should be used to develop 
stage-discharge data.  In analyzing release rates, tailwater influences must be considered to 
determine the effective head on each outlet.  A slotted riser-pipe outlet facility should be 
avoided. 
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35-6.02  Sharp-Crested Weir 
 
A sharp-crested weir with no-end contractions is illustrated in Figure 35-6A.  The discharge 
equation for this configuration is as follows (Chow, 1959): 
 

 

















cH
HLHQ 4.027.35.1       (Equation 35-6.1) 

 
Where:  Q = discharge, ft3/s 

H = head above weir crest excluding velocity head, ft 
Hc = height of weir crest above channel bottom, ft 
L = horizontal weir length, ft 

 
A sharp-crested weir with two-end contractions is illustrated in Figure 35-6B.  The discharge 
equation for this configuration is as follows (Chow, 1959): 
 

   

















cH
HHHLQ 4.027.32.0 5.1  (Equation 35-6.2) 

 Where the variables are the same as for Equation 35-6.4. 
 
Figure 35-6C illustrates a sharp-crested weir and head. 
 
A sharp-crested weir will be affected by submergence if the tailwater rises above the weir-crest 
elevation.  The result will be that the discharge over the weir will be reduced.  The discharge 
equation for a sharp-crested submerged weir is as follows (Brater and King, 1976): 
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HQQ fS       (Equation 35-6.3) 

 
Where:  QS =  submergence flow, ft3/s 

Qf =  free flow, ft3/s 
H1 =  upstream head above crest, ft 
H2 =  downstream head above crest, ft 

 
 
35-6.03  Broad-Crested Weir 
 
The equation used for the broad-crested weir is as follows (Brater and King, 1976): 
 

Q = CLH1.5 (Equation 35-6.4) 
 
Where:  Q = discharge, ft3/s 
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C = broad-crested weir coefficient 
L = broad-crested weir length, ft 
H = head above weir crest, ft 

 
If the upstream edge of a broad-crested weir is so rounded as to prevent contraction, and if the 
slope of the crest is as great as the loss of head due to friction, flow will pass through critical 
depth at the weir crest.  This yields the maximum C value of 1.704.  For sharp corners on the 
broad-crested weir, a minimum C value of 1.435 should be used.  Additional information on C 
value as a function of weir-crest breadth and head is shown in Figure 35-6D. 
 
 
35-6.04  V-Notch Weir 
 
The discharge through a V-notch weir can be calculated from the equation as follows (Brater and 
King, 1976): 
 

Q = 2.5 tan(φ/2)H2.5 (Equation 35-6.5) 
 
Where:  Q = discharge, ft3/s 

φ = angle of V-notch, deg 
H = head on apex of notch, ft 

 
 
35-6.05  Proportional Weir 
 
Although more complex to design and construct, a proportional weir may significantly reduce 
the required storage volume for a given site.  The proportional weir is distinguished from other 
control devices by having a linear head-discharge relationship achieved by allowing the 
discharge area to vary nonlinearly with head. 
 
Design equations are as follows (Sandvik, 1985): 
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Where Q = discharge, ft3/s 

 
Dimensions a, b, H, x, and y are shown in Figure 35-6E. 
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35-6.06  Orifice 
 
A pipe smaller than 12 in. diameter may be analyzed as a submerged orifice if H/D is greater 
than 1.5.  For square-edged entrance conditions, the formula that applies is as follows: 
 

Q = 0.6A(2gH)0.5 (Equation 35-6.8) 
 
Where:   Q = discharge, ft3/s 

A = cross-section area of pipe, ft2 
g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s2 
D = diameter of pipe, ft 
H = head on pipe, from the center of pipe to the water surface, ft 

 
Where the tailwater is higher than the center of the opening, the head is calculated as the 
difference in water-surface elevations. 
 
 
35-7.0  PRELIMINARY DETENTION CALCULATIONS 
 
35-7.01  Storage Volume 
 
A preliminary estimate of the storage volume required for peak flow attenuation may be obtained 
from a simplified design procedure that replaces the actual inflow and outflow hydrographs with 
the standard triangular shapes shown in Figure 35-7A. 
 
The required storage volume may be estimated from the area above the outflow hydrograph and 
inside the inflow hydrograph, expressed as follows: 
 

VS = 0.5Ti(Qi – Qo) (Equation 35-7.1) 
 
Where:  VS =  storage-volume estimate, ft3 

Qi =  peak inflow rate, ft3/s 
Qo =  peak outflow rate, ft3/s 
Ti = duration of basin inflow, s 

 
Consistent units may be used for Equation 35-7.1. 
 
 
35-7.02  Alternative Method 
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An alternative preliminary estimate of the storage volume required for a specified peak flow 
reduction can be obtained through the following regression-equation procedure (Wycoff & 
Singh, 1986). 
 
1. Determine input data, including the allowable peak outflow rate, Qo, the peak flow rate 

of the inflow hydrograph, Qi, the time base of the inflow hydrograph, tb, and the time to 
peak of the inflow hydrograph, tp. 

 
2. Calculate a preliminary estimate of the ratio VS/Vr using the input data from Step 1 and 

the equation as follows: 
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Where:  VS = volume of storage, ft3 

Vr = volume of runoff, ft3 
Qo = outflow peak flow, ft3/s 
Qi = inflow peak flow, ft3/s 
tb = time base of the inflow hydrograph, h 

(Determined as the time from the beginning of rise to a point on the 
recession limb where the flow is 5% of the peak.) 

tp = time to peak of the inflow hydrograph, h 
 
 
35-7.03  Peak-Flow Reduction 
 
A preliminary estimate of the potential peak-flow reduction for a selected storage volume can be 
obtained by the following procedure. 
 
1. Determine the following. 
 

a.  volume of runoff, Vr 
b.  peak flow rate of the inflow hydrograph, Qi 
c.  time base of the inflow hydrograph, tb 
d.  time to peak of the inflow hydrograph, tp 
e.  storage volume, VS 
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2. Calculate a preliminary estimate of the potential peak-flow reduction for the selected 
storage volume using the equation as follows (Singh, 1976). 
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    (Equation 35-7.3) 

 
Where:  Qo = outflow peak flow, ft3/s 
   Qi = inflow peak flow, ft3/s 
   VS = volume of storage, ft3 
   Vr = volume of runoff, ft3 
   tb = time base of the inflow hydrograph, h 

(Determined as the time from the beginning of rise to a point on the 
recession limb where the flow is 5% of the peak.) 

tp  = time to peak of the inflow hydrograph, h 
 
3. Multiply the peak flow rate of the inflow hydrograph, Qi, times the potential peak-flow 

reduction calculated from Step 2 to obtain the estimated peak outflow rate, Qo, for the 
selected storage volume. 

 
 
35-7.04  Preliminary Basin Dimensions 
 
The following applies. 
 
1. Plot the control-structure location on a contour map. 
 
2. Select a desired depth of ponding for the design storm. 
 
3. Divide the estimated storage volume needed by the desired depth to obtain the surface 

area required of the reservoir. 
 
4. Based on site conditions and contours, estimate the geometric shapes required to provide 

the estimated reservoir surface area. 
 
 
35-8.0  ROUTING CALCULATIONS 
 
The following procedure is used to perform routing through a reservoir or storage facility (Puls 
Method of storage routing). 
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1. Develop an inflow hydrograph, stage-discharge curve, and stage-storage curve for the 
proposed storage facility.  Example stage-storage and stage-discharge curves are shown 
in Figures 35-8A and 35-8B, respectively. 

 
2. Select a routing time period, Δt, to provide at least five points on the rising limb of the 

inflow hydrograph (Δt < Tc/5). 
 
3. Use the storage-discharge data from Step 1 to develop storage characteristics curves that 

provide values of S(O1/2)Δt versus stage.  An example tabulation of storage-
characteristics curve data is shown in Figure 35-8C. 

 
4. For a given time interval, I1 and I2 are known.  Given the depth of storage or stage, H1, at 

the beginning of that time interval, S1 – (O1/2)Δt, can be determined from the appropriate 
storage-characteristics curve (example shown in Figure 35-8D). 

 
5. Determine the value of S2 + (O2/2)Δt from the equation as follows: 
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     (Equation 35-8.1) 

 
Where:  S2 = storage volume at time 2, ft3 

O2 = outflow rate at time 2, ft3/s 
Δt = routing time period, s 
S1 = storage volume at time 1, ft3 
O1 = outflow rate at time 1, ft3/s 
I1 = inflow rate at time 1, ft3/s 
I2 =  inflow rate at time 2, ft3/s 

 
Other consistent units are equally appropriate. 

 
6. Enter the storage-characteristics curve at the calculated value of S2 + (O2/2)Δt determined 

in Step 5 and read off a new depth of water, H2. 
 
7. Determine the value of O2 which corresponds to a stage of H2 determined in Step 6, using 

the stage-discharge curve. 
 
8. Repeat Steps 1 through 7 by setting new values of I1, O1, S1, and H1 equal to the previous 

I2, O2, S2, and H2, and using a new I2 value.  This process is continued until the entire 
inflow hydrograph has been routed through the storage basin. 
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35-9.0  EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

 
35-9.01  Example 

 
This example demonstrates the application of the methodology provided herein for the design of 
a detention-storage facility.  Example inflow hydrographs and associated peak discharges for 
both pre- and post-development conditions are assumed to have been developed using hydrologic 
methods from Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 
 
35-9.02  Design Discharge and Hydrographs 

 
A storage facility is to be designed for runoff from both the 10-year and 50-year design storms.  
INDOT requires that the 50-year post-development peak discharge attains or does not exceed the 
10-year pre-development peak discharge.  Example peak discharges from the 10-year and 50-
year design storm events are as follows: 
 
1. pre-development 10-year peak discharge = 5.66 ft3/s; and 
2. post-development 50-year peak discharge = 7.08 ft3/s. 
 
Because the post-development 50-year peak discharge must not exceed the pre-development 10-
year peak discharge, the allowable outflow discharge cannot exceed 5.66 ft3/s. 
 
Example runoff hydrographs are shown in Figure 35-9A.  Inflow durations from the post-
development hydrographs are approximately 1.2 and 1.25 h, respectively, for runoff from the 10-
year and 50-year storms. 
 
 
35-9.03  Preliminary Volume Calculations 

 
Preliminary estimates of required storage volume are obtained using the simplified method 
outlined in Section 35-7.0.  The required storage volume, VS, to contain the difference between 
Q50 (POST) and Q10 (PRE) is computed using Equation 35-7.1. 
 

VS = 0.5Ti(Qi – Qo) = 0.5Ti (Q50 (POST) – Q10 (PRE)) 
VS = 0.5 (1.25) (3600) (250 – 200) = 112500 ft3 

 

 
35-9.04  Design and Routing Calculations 

 
Stage-discharge and stage-storage characteristics of a storage facility that should provide 
adequate peak flow attenuation for runoff from the 50-year design storm is provided in Figure 
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35-9B.  The storage-discharge relationship is developed by requiring the preliminary storage 
volume estimates of runoff for the 50-year design storm to be provided once the corresponding 
allowable peak discharge occurred.  Discharge values are computed by solving the broad-
crested-weir equation for head, H, assuming a constant discharge coefficient of 1.71, a weir 
length of 4.00 ft and no tailwater submergence.  The capacity of the storage-relief structure is 
assumed to be negligible. 
 
Storage routing is conducted for runoff from the 50-year design storm to confirm the preliminary 
storage-volume estimates and to establish design-water surface elevations.  Routing results using 
the Stage-Discharge-Storage data shown in Figure 35-9B and the Storage Characteristics Curves 
shown in Figures 35-8A and 35-8B, and 0.1-h time steps are shown in Figure 35-9C for runoff 
from the 50-year design storm.  The preliminary design provides adequate peak discharge 
attenuation. 
 
For the routing calculations, Equation 35-8.1 should be used. 
 
The value in Column 6 should equal that in Column 3 plus that in Column 5. 
 
Because the routed peak discharge is lower than the maximum allowable peak discharges for the 
50-year design storm event, the weir length can be increased or the storage decreased.  If 
revisions are desired, routing calculations must be repeated. 
 
Although not shown for this example, runoff from the 100-year storm should be routed through 
the storage facility to establish freeboard requirements and to evaluate emergency overflow and 
stability requirements.  The preliminary design provides hydraulic details only.  The final design 
should consider site constraints such as depth of water, side slope stability and maintenance, 
grading to prevent standing water, and provisions for public safety. 
 
 
35-10.0  DRY-BOTTOM  DETENTION BASIN 

 
35-10.01  Introduction 

 
A dry-bottom detention basin is a depressed area that stores runoff during wet weather and is dry 
the rest of the time.  It is popular because of its comparatively low cost; few design limitations; 
and ability to serve a large or small watershed. 
 
 
35-10.02  Design 

 
The following applies. 
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1. Quantity.  The pond should be designed to provide the required detention.  It should be 
able to safely pass a 100-year storm.  It should be designed using the procedures 
described in Sections 35-5.4 and 35-5.5.  A 100-year storm should be routed through the 
facility to ensure that the embankment will not be damaged or fail during the passage of 
the storm.  To improve the efficiency of the outlet, it may be necessary to include an 
antivortex device. 

 
2. Outlet.  The outlet for a dry basin can be designed in a variety of configurations.  

However, INDOT discourages the use of a riser pipe.  A larger flow is accommodated by 
an emergency spillway. 

 
 
35-10.03  Other Considerations 

 
The sideslopes of the pond should not be steeper than 3H:1V to facilitate maintenance activities.  
The floor of the pond should be sloped at 2% toward the outlet to prevent ponding.  The 
maximum operating pool depth should not exceed 6.5 ft without approval of the INDOT 
Hydraulics Team. 
 
Routine maintenance activities include an annual inspection, preferably during wet weather, and 
mowing, as needed. 
 
 
35-11.0  WET-BOTTOM  DETENTION BASIN 

 
35-11.01  Introduction 

 
A wet-bottom detention basin is similar to a dry-bottom detention basin in that it detains 
stormwater.  However, it is different in that it retains a permanent pool during dry weather.  A 
wet-bottom detention basin is more expensive than a dry-bottom detention basin. 
 
 
35-11.02  Design 

 
The following applies. 
 
1. Quantity.  A wet-bottom detention basin should provide the required detention and be 

able to safely pass a 100-year storm. 
 
2. Outlet.  The outlet can be designed in a variety of configurations.  However, INDOT 

discourages the use of a riser pipe. 
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35-11.03  Other Considerations 

 
The sideslopes of the pond should not be steeper than 3H:1V both above and below water for 
both safety and maintenance.  Normal pool depth should not exceed 5 ft.  The maximum 
operating-pool depth should not exceed 8.25 ft. 
 
Routine maintenance includes annual inspections, preferably during wet weather, and mowing as 
needed. 
 
 
35-11.04  Illustration 

 
See Figure 35-11A for an illustration of a wet-bottom detention basin. 
 
 
35-12.0  LANDLOCKED RETENTION [REV. JAN. 2011] 

 
A watershed area that drains to a central depression without a positive outlet is typical of an area 
including karst topography.  It can be evaluated using a mass-flow-routing procedure to estimate 
flood elevations.  Although the procedure is straightforward, the evaluation of basin outflow is a 
complex hydrogeologic phenomenon that requires quality field measurements and a thorough 
understanding of local conditions.  Because the outflow rate for a flooded condition is difficult to 
calculate, field measurements are desirable.  See the AASHTO Model Drainage Manual for 
more-detailed information. 
 
Directing a significant amount of treated or untreated stormwater toward a karst feature is an 
allowable practice if the following can be satisfied. 
 
1. The project karst evaluator has previously indicated to the project engineer that no 

adverse reactions are expected.  
2. The practice is consistent with the karst MOU of 1993. 
 
 
35-13.0  CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

 
To ensure acceptable performance and function, a storage facility that requires extensive 
maintenance is discouraged.  The maintenance problems that are typical of an urban detention 
facility are as follows: 
 
1. weed growth; 
2. grass and vegetation maintenance; 
3. bank deterioration; 
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4. standing water or soggy surfaces; 
5. mosquito control; 
6. blockage of outlet structures; 
7. litter accumulation; and 
8. maintenance of fences and perimeter plantings. 
 
A proper design should focus on the elimination or reduction of maintenance requirements by 
addressing the potential for problems as follows. 
 
1. Both weed growth and grass maintenance may be addressed by constructing sideslopes 

that can be maintained using available power-driven equipment, such as a tractor mower. 
 
2. Bank deterioration can be controlled with protective lining or by limiting bank slopes. 
 
3. Standing water or soggy surfaces may be eliminated by sloping the basin bottom toward 

the outlet, or constructing a low-flow pilot channel across the basin bottom from the inlet 
to the outlet. 

 
4. Once the problems listed above are addressed, mosquito control will not be a major 

problem. 
 
5. An outlet structure should be selected to minimize the possibility of blockage.  Small 

pipes tend to block easily and should be avoided). 
 
6. The facility should be located for easy access where the maintenance associated with 

litter and damage to fences or perimeter plantings can be conducted regularly. 
 
 
35-14.0  PROTECTIVE TREATMENT 

 
Safety considerations include reducing the chance of drowning by fencing the basin, reducing the 
maximum depth, or including ledges or mild slopes to prevent a person from falling in and 
facilitate his or her escape from the basin.  Protective treatment may be required to prevent entry 
to a facility that poses a hazard to children, and, to a lesser extent, all persons.  Fences and signs 
will be required for a detention area where the following conditions exist. 
 
1. Rapid stage increases make escape difficult. 
2. Water depth either exceeds 3.3 ft for more than 24 h or the area is permanently wet. 
3. Sideslopes equal or exceed 1.5H:1V. 
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Where a storage facility is located near a roadway, the road should be provided with an adequate 
clear zone.  The maximum operating-pool depth will be limited to 6.5 ft unless approved by the 
Hydraulics Team. 
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Symbol Definition Unit 
A Cross-sectional or surface area ft2

C Weir coefficient (none) 
d Change in elevation ft 
D Depth of basin; Diameter of pipe ft 
f Infiltration rate in./h 
g Acceleration due to gravity ft/s2

H Head on structure ft 
Hc Height of weir crest above channel bottom ft 
I Inflow rate for storage computations ft3/s 
L Length ft 
O Outflow rate in./h 
Q Flow rate in./h 
S Storage volume ac-ft 
t Routing time period S 
tb Time based on hydrograph H 
Ti Duration of basin inflow H 
tp Time to peak H 
VS Storage volume ft3

W Width of basin ft 
z Sideslope factor (none) 

 
 

SYMBOLS, DEFINITIONS, AND UNITS 
 

Figure 35-3A 
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Measured 
Head, H 1 

Breadth of the Crest of Weir (ft) 

(ft) 0.50 0.77 1.00 1.53 2.03 2.53 3.03 4.07 5.07 10.17 15.23 
0.20 5.17 5.07 4.97 4.83 4.67 4.57 4.50 4.37 4.30 4.57 4.93 
0.40 5.37 5.17 5.00 4.87 4.80 4.80 4.73 4.67 4.60 4.70 4.97 
0.60 5.67 5.33 5.07 4.87 4.80 4.80 4.93 4.97 4.97 4.97 4.97 
0.80 6.07 5.60 5.23 4.93 4.80 4.80 4.90 4.93 4.93 4.97 4.87 
1.00 6.10 5.77 5.50 5.07 4.90 4.87 4.87 4.90 4.93 4.93 4.83 
1.23 6.10 5.90 5.67 5.27 4.97 4.87 4.87 4.90 4.90 4.97 4.87 
1.43 6.10 6.00 5.90 5.37 5.10 4.93 4.87 4.87 4.87 4.90 4.87 
1.63 6.10 6.07 6.03 5.63 5.33 5.07 4.93 4.90 4.87 4.87 4.83 
1.83 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.63 5.30 5.03 4.93 4.90 4.87 4.87 4.83 
2.03 6.10 6.10 6.07 5.57 5.23 5.07 4.17 4.93 4.87 4.87 4.83 
2.53 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.03 5.63 5.33 5.17 5.00 4.90 4.87 4.83 
3.03 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.90 5.60 5.37 5.03 4.90 4.87 4.83 
3.57 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.87 5.47 5.07 4.93 4.87 4.83 
4.07 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.63 5.13 4.97 4.87 4.83 
4.57 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.30 5.03 4.87 4.83 
5.07 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.63 5.13 4.87 4.83 
5.60 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 5.30 4.87 4.83 

 

1Measured at least 2.5H upstream of the weir. 
 
Reference:  Brater and King (1976). 
 
 

BROAD-CRESTED WEIR COEFFICIENT C VALUE AS A FUNCTION OF 
WEIR CREST BREADTH AND HEAD WEIR CREST BREADTH (ft) 

 
Figure 35-6D 
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(1) 
Stage 
(ft) 

(2) 
Storage 1 

(ac-ft) 

(3) 
Discharge 2 

(ft3/s) 

(4) 
S − (O/2)Δt 

(ac-ft) 

(5) 
S + (O/2)Δt 

(ac-ft) 
98.4 0.05 0 0.05 0.05 
99.3 0.3 15 0.20 0.40 
100.0 0.8 35 0.56 1.04 
100.9 1.6 63 1.17 2.03 
101.7 2.8 95 2.15 3.45 
102.5 4.4 143 3.41 5.39 
103.4 6.6 200 5.22 7.98 
104.2 10.0 275 8.11 11.89 

 
1 Obtained from the Stage-Storage Curve. 
2 Obtained from the Stage-Discharge Curve.  
 
Note:  t = 10 min = 0.167 h 
 
 

STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Figure 35-8C 
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Pre-Development Runoff 
Post-Development 

Runoff 
Time (h) 10-yr Storm (ft3/s) 50-yr Storm (ft3/s) 

0 0 0 
0.1 24 50 
0.2 81 178 
0.3 170 250 > 200 
0.4 200 165 
0.5 150 90 
0.6 95 50 
0.7 61 30 
0.8 40 16 
0.9 28 9 
1 18 5 

1.1 15 3 
1.2 13 1 

 
 

EXAMPLE RUNOFF HYDROGRAPHS 
 

Figure 35-9A 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Stage (ft) Q (ft3/s) (ac-ft) (ac-ft) (ac-ft) 

0.0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.9 10 0.26 0.22 0.89 
1.4 20 0.42 0.33 1.91 
1.8 30 0.56 0.43 2.65 
2.2 40 0.69 0.53 3.24 
2.5 50 0.81 0.61 4.12 
2.9 60 0.93 0.68 5.00 
3.2 70 1.05 0.76 5.88 
3.5 80 1.17 0.84 6.75 
3.7 90 1.28 0.89 7.78 
4.0 100 1.40 0.98 8.51 
4.5 120 1.63 1.13 9.98 
4.8 130 1.75 1.21 10.86 
5.0 140 1.87 1.29 11.74 
5.3 150 1.98 1.36 12.47 
5.5 160 2.10 1.43 13.50 
5.7 170 2.22 1.51 14.38 
6.0 180 2.34 1.59 14.96 
6.4 200 2.58 1.76 16.61 
6.8 220 2.83 1.92 18.19 
7.0 230 2.95 2.00 19.07 
7.4 250 3.21 2.19 20.54 

 
 

STAGE-DISCHARGE-STORAGE DATA 
 

Figure 35-9B 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Time 
(h) 

Inflow 
(ft3/s) 

[(I1 + I2)]/2 
(ac-ft) 

H1 
(ft) 

S1 − (O1/2)Δt 
(ac-ft) 

(6) – (3) 

S2 + (O2/2)Δt 
(ac-ft) 

(3) + (5) 
H2 
(ft) 

Outflow 
(ft3/s) 

0.0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 
0.1 50 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.21 0.40 3 
0.2 178 0.94 0.40 0.08 1.02 2.50 49 
0.3 250 1.77 2.50 0.60 2.37 4.90 134 
0.4 165 1.71 4.90 1.26 2.97 2.97 173 < 200 OK
0.5 90 1.05 5.80 1.30 2.35 4.00 137 
0.6 50 0.58 4.95 1.25 1.83 4.10 103 
0.7 29 0.33 4.10 1.00 1.33 3.10 68 
0.8 16 0.19 3.10 0.75 0.94 2.40 46 
0.9 9 0.10 2.40 0.59 0.69 1.90 32 
1.0 5 0.06 1.90 0.44 0.50 1.40 21 
1.1 3 0.03 1.40 0.33 0.36 1.20 16 
1.2 1 0.02 1.20 0.28 0.30 0.90 11 
1.3 0 0.00 0.90 0.22 0.22 0.60 6 

 
 

STORAGE ROUTING FOR THE 50-YEAR STORM 
 

Figure 35-9C 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX 
 

PAVEMENT/STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
 
36-1.0  OVERVIEW 
 
36-1.01  Introduction 
 
This Chapter provides guidance on storm-drain design and analysis.  The quality of the final in-
place system reflects the attention accorded to every aspect of the design as well as that accorded 
to the construction and maintenance of the facility.  The aspects of storm-drain design such as 
system planning, pavement drainage, gutter-flow calculations, inlet spacing, pipe sizing, and 
hydraulic grade line calculations are discussed herein. 
 
The design of a drainage system must address the needs of the traveling public as well as those of 
the local community through which it passes.  The drainage system for a roadway traversing an 
urbanized region is more complex than for a roadway traversing a sparsely-settled rural area.  This 
is due to the following: 
 
1. wide roadway sections and flat grades, both in the longitudinal and transverse directions, 

shallow water courses, absence of side channels; 
 
2. more costly property damage which may occur from ponding of water or from flow of 

water through a built-up area; and 
 

3. the roadway section must carry traffic but also act as a channel to convey the water to a 
disposal point.  Unless proper precautions are taken, this flow of water along the roadway 
will interfere with or possibly halt the passage of highway traffic. 

 
 
36-1.02  Inadequate Drainage 
 
The most serious effects of an inadequate roadway drainage system are as follows: 
 
1. damage to surrounding or adjacent property resulting from water overflowing the roadway 

curbs and entering such property; 
 
2. risk and delay to traffic caused by excessive ponding in sags or excessive spread along the 

roadway; and 
 
3. weakening of base and subgrade due to saturation from frequent ponding of long duration 
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36-2.0  POLICY AND GUIDELINES 
 
36-2.01  Introduction [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
A highway storm-drainage facility collects stormwater runoff and conveys it through the roadway 
right of way to adequately drain the roadway and minimize the potential for flooding and erosion 
to properties adjacent to the right of way.  A storm-drainage facility consist of curbs, gutters, storm 
drains, side ditches or open channels (as appropriate), or culverts.  The placement and hydraulic 
capacity of a storm-drainage facility should be designed to consider damage to adjacent property 
and to secure as low a degree of risk of traffic interruption due to flooding as is consistent with the 
importance of the road, the design traffic service requirements, and available funds.  Stormwater-
pollution-prevention requirements should be considered and addressed in the design process of 
each storm-drainage system. 
 
The following is a summary of the policies for pavement drainage system design and analysis. 
 
 
36-2.02  Bridge Deck 
 
A zero gradient, sag vertical curve, or superelevation transition with a flat pavement section should 
be avoided on a bridge.  The desirable longitudinal grade for bridge-deck drainage is 0.5% or 
steeper, especially for new construction.  A flatter grade will be tolerated where it is not physically 
or economically desirable to satisfy this criterion.  A bridge may not require drainage facilities.  
The quantity and quality of runoff should be maintained as required by applicable stormwater 
regulations.  See Chapter Thirty-three for additional information. 
 
 
36-2.03  Curbs, Inlets, and Turnouts 
 
Curbs, inlets, or turnouts are used where runoff from the pavement can erode fill slopes, or where 
reduction of the right of way needed for shoulders, side ditches, or open channels, etc., is desirable.  
Where storm drains are necessary, the pavement section should be curbed. 
 
 
36-2.04  Design Frequency 
 
The design flood frequency for roadway drainage is related to the allowable water spread on the 
pavement and design speed.  This design criterion is discussed in Section 36-7.0. 
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36-2.05  Detention Storage 
 
Reduction of peak flow can be achieved through the storage of runoff in a detention basin, storm 
drainage pipe, swale, side ditch, open channel, or other detention storage facility.  Stormwater can 
then be released to the downstream conveyance facility at a reduced flow rate.  The concept should 
be considered where existing downstream conveyance facilities are inadequate to handle peak flow 
rates from a highway storm-drainage facility.  A developer may not be permitted to increase runoff 
over existing conditions, thus necessitating a detention storage facility.  Additional benefits include 
the reduction of downstream pipe sizes and the improvement of water quality by removing 
sediment or pollutants.  For additional information, see Chapter Thirty-five. 
 
 
36-2.06  Gutter-Flow Calculations 
 
Gutter-flow calculations are necessary to relate the quantity of flow to the spread of water on a 
shoulder, parking lane, or pavement section.  A composite gutter section has a greater hydraulic 
capacity for a normal cross slope than a uniform gutter section, and is therefore preferred.  See 
Section 36-8.0 for additional information and procedures. 
 
 
36-2.07  Hydrology 
 
The Rational Method is the most common method in use for the design of a storm drain if the 
momentary peak flow rate is desired.  Its use should be limited to a system with a drainage area of 
200 acres or less.  A minimum time of concentration of 5 min is acceptable.  The Rational method 
is described in Chapter Twenty-nine. 
 
 
36-2.08  Inlets 
 
The term refers to each type, such as a grate inlet, curb inlet, or slotted inlet.  A drainage inlet is 
sized and located to limit the spread of water on traffic lanes to a tolerable width for the design 
storm in accordance with the design criteria specified in Section 36-7.0.  The width of water spread 
on the pavement at a sag should not be substantially greater than the width of spread encountered 
on a continuous grades. 
 
A grate inlet or depression-of-curb-opening inlet should be located outside the through traffic lanes 
to minimize the shifting of a vehicle attempting to avoid it.  A grate inlet should be bicycle-safe if 
used on a roadway that allows bicycle travel.  If a grate inlet is used at a sag location, a double 
curved vane grate should be utilized to compensate for plugging that can occur. 
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Where significant ponding can occur, such as at an underpass or sag vertical curve in a depressed 
section, flanking inlets should be placed on each side of the inlet at the low point in the sag.  See 
Section 36-9.03 for a discussion on the location of inlets. 
 
 
36-2.09  Manholes 
 
The maximum spacing of access structures whether manholes, junction boxes, or inlets should be 
approximately 400 ft.  Figure 36-11B is useful in determining the relationship between manhole 
diameter, maximum pipe size, and deflection angle as defined in Figure 36-13B. 
 
 
36-2.10  Roadside or Median Ditch 
 
A large amount of runoff should be intercepted before it reaches the highway to minimize the 
deposition of sediment or other debris on the roadway, and to reduce the amount of water which 
must be carried in the gutter section.  A median area or inside shoulder must be sloped to prevent 
runoff from the median area from flowing across the pavement.  A surface channel should have 
adequate capacity for the design runoff and should be located and shaped to not present a traffic 
hazard.  Where permitted by the design velocity, a channel should have a vegetative lining.  An 
appropriate lining may be necessary where vegetation will not control erosion.  See Chapter Thirty 
for detailed hydraulic information on a channel. 
 
 
36-2.11  Storm Drain 
 
A storm drain is defined as a closed-conduit system.  It consists of that portion of the storm-
drainage system that receives runoff from inlets and conveys the runoff to a point where it is then 
discharged into a side ditch or water body.  At least one end is connected to a manhole, inlet, catch 
basin, or similar structure.  A pipe which is connected to an inlet located in a paved median, 
grassed median, or lawn area is considered a storm-drain structure.  A storm drain should have 
adequate capacity so that it can accommodate runoff that enters the system.  It should be designed 
considering future development if appropriate.  The storm-drain system for a sag vertical curve 
should have a higher level of flood protection to decrease the depth of potential ponding on the 
roadway or bridge.  Where feasible, the storm drain should be designed to avoid existing utilities.  
The storm-drain outfall should be designed to ensure that the potential for erosion is minimized.  
The drainage-system design should be coordinated with the proposed staging of a large 
construction project to maintain an outlet throughout the construction project. 
 
A storm-sewer trunk line should be located behind the curb or, if not practical, under the roadway 
without being located in the wheel path. 
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Design the main and all laterals as a system.  The system must not operate under pressure for the 
design storm.  The hydraulic grade line must not exceed a manhole, catch basin, or inlet rim 
elevation for the check storm. 
 
The placement and capacity should be consistent with local stormwater management plans.  A 
minimum pipe size of 12 in. with a minimum velocity of 2.5 ft/s is desirable to prevent 
sedimentation from occurring in the pipe. 
 
 
36-2.12  System Planning 
 
System planning prior to commencing the design of a storm-drain system is essential.  The basic 
requirements are discussed in Section 36-5.0, and include the general design approach, type of data 
required, information on initiating a cooperative agreement with a municipality, the importance of 
a preliminary sketch, and some special considerations. 
 
 
36-2.13  Storm-Drainage Agreement Policy 
 
A storm-drainage agreement is required if a new or reconstructed INDOT drainage facility is 
designed to accommodate stormwater from a sewer controlled by a local public agency (LPA).  
This is applicable regardless of whether the shared drainage facility is constructed within or 
outside of INDOT right of way. 
 
Where INDOT constructs a drainage facility outside the limits of the right of way to provide 
adequate drainage for a highway, I.C. 8-23-6-2 allows INDOT to assess a proportionate share of 
the cost of constructing the drainage facility outside the right of way to beneficiaries of the 
drainage structure.  Therefore, a municipality or other beneficiary that connects to an INDOT 
drainage structure outside the limits of the right of way can be assessed a share of the cost of the 
drainage structure in proportion to the amount of drainage discharged.  The proportionate share is 
calculated as follows: 
 
 

T

OR
FB

Q

Q
CA  

 Where:  AB = Amount of assessment to beneficiary 
   CF = Cost of drainage facility 
   QOR = Discharge from storm sewer draining from outside INDOT R/W 
   QT = Total discharge of drainage facility 
 
The remainder of the cost will be paid by INDOT. 
 
By common law, INDOT also has the authority to seek a contribution from the LPA if stormwater 
from outside the INDOT right of way discharges into a drainage facility within the INDOT right of 
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way.  For example, if a municipality wishes to make a direct discharge into an INDOT trunkline 
storm drain, INDOT’s policy will be to request a storm-drainage agreement for the trunkline sewer 
construction.  The proportionate share will also be determined from Equation 36-2.1.  If the 
discharge is in the form of sheet flow onto INDOT right of way, INDOT will not seek a 
contribution from the municipality involved.  INDOT is not legally required to accept sheet-flow 
runoff from outside the right of way, but will do so as a matter of public policy. 
 
If a particular situation involving sheet flow onto right of way is sufficiently significant to warrant 
a storm-drainage agreement, the LPA should agree to the necessary local contribution as a 
condition for initiating the State highway improvement.  Such an agreement cannot be forced upon 
an LPA, but must be pre-arranged through negotiations between the LPA and the Planning 
Division or the Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team.  However, this 
may occur as late as the design phase. 
 
A situation may arise if INDOT storm-sewer construction results in a request for stormwater 
detention or a county assessment for the reconstruction of a regulated drain.  See Section 28-3.07.  
If the situation also involves INDOT conveying city or town stormwater, INDOT should seek a 
storm-sewer cost-sharing contribution from the city or town.  The procedure for determining the 
appropriate contribution by the city or town will be as described above.  INDOT cannot site I.C. 8-
23-6-2 as authority to pass on a portion of a county drainage assessment to the city or town.  Only 
a county drainage board has the authority to levy a drainage assessment on a municipality or 
private-property owner if a regulated drain is involved. 
 
A county drainage assessment does not require a formal agreement to be legally binding on 
INDOT.  However, if an assessment includes a monetary contribution which relieves INDOT from 
providing stormwater detention mandated by the county, the conditions of the assessment should 
be formalized in a storm-drainage agreement. 
 
The need for a storm-drainage agreement should be identified during the preliminary-plans 
development.  Detailed information necessary for the preparation of the formal agreement should 
be coordinated with the municipality prior to INDOT design approval.  The preliminary cost 
estimate of the trunkline sewer and the exact ratio to be used in determining the municipality’s 
share should be verbally agreed to with the municipality.  The ratio may be based on the sewer’s 
cross-sectional area if the discharge of the municipality’s storm sewer cannot be reasonably 
determined.  The municipality should be notified in writing of the approximate cost of its share so 
that it can arrange financing. 
 
After design approval, the formal storm-drainage agreement will be written to bind the LPA and 
the State.  The Legal Services Division will prepare this document.  The agreement must be signed 
by all parties concerned before the project may be scheduled for a letting. 
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36-2.14  Compatibility of Drainage Structure and Casting 
 
Figure 36-2A shows which casting may be used with a given type of catch basin, inlet, or manhole.  
The information shown in the figure is complementary to that shown on the related INDOT 
Standard Drawings.  In developing a drainage plan, the designer should refer to the figure to 
ascertain structure and casting compatibility.  If the designer desires to use a structure-casting 
combination other than that permitted in the figure, he or she should contact the Production 
Management Division’s Hydraulics Team. 
 
 
36-3.0  SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
 
To provide consistency within this Chapter and throughout this Manual, the symbols shown in 
Figure 36-3A will be used.  The symbols were selected because of their wide use in storm-
drainage publications. 
 
 
36-4.0  CONCEPT DEFINITIONS 
 
The following are the concepts which should be considered in a storm-drainage analysis or design.  
The concepts will be used throughout this Chapter in addressing the different aspects of storm 
drainage analysis. 
 
1. Check Storm or Check Event.  The use of a less-frequent event, such as a 50-year storm, to 

assess a hazard at a critical location where water can pond to an appreciable depth. 
 
2. Combination Inlet.  A drainage inlet composed of a curb-opening inlet and a grate inlet. 
 
3. Crown or Soffit.  The inside top of a pipe. 
 
4. Culvert.  A drainage structure which extends through the embankment on both ends for the 

purpose of conveying surface water under a roadway.  It may have one or two inlets 
connected to it to convey drainage from the median area. 

 
5. Curb Opening.  A drainage inlet consisting of an opening in the roadway curb. 
 
6. Drop Inlet.  A drainage inlet with a horizontal or nearly-horizontal opening. 
 
7. Equivalent Cross Slope.  An imaginary straight cross slope having conveyance capacity 

equal to that of the given compound cross slope. 
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8. Flanking Inlet.  An inlet placed upstream and on each side of another inlet at the low point 
in a sag vertical curve.  The purpose of a flanking inlet is to intercept debris as the slope 
decreases and to act in relief of the inlet at the low point. 

 
9. Flow.  The quantity of water which is flowing. 
 
10. Frontal Flow.  The portion of the flow which passes over the upstream side of a grate. 
 
11. Grate Inlet.  A drainage inlet composed of a grate in the roadway section or at the roadside 

in a low point, swale, or channel. 
 
12. Grate Perimeter.  The sum of the lengths of all sides of a grate, except that a side adjacent 

to a curb is not considered a part of the perimeter in weir-flow computations. 
 
13. Gutter.  That portion of the roadway section adjacent to the curb which is utilized to 

convey stormwater runoff.  A composite gutter section consists of the section immediately 
adjacent to the curb, of 24 in. width at a cross-slope of 2.5%, and the parking lane, 
shoulder, or pavement at a cross slope of 2.0%.  A uniform gutter section has one constant 
cross slope.  See Section 36-8.0 for additional information. 

 
14. Hydraulic Grade Line.  The locus of elevations to which water can rise in successive 

piezometer tubes if the tubes were installed along a pipe run (pressure head plus elevation 
head). 

 
15. Inlet Efficiency.  The ratio of flow intercepted by an inlet to total flow in the gutter. 
 
16. Invert.  The inside bottom of a pipe. 
 
17. Lateral Line or Lead.  This has inlets connected to it but has no other storm drains 

connected to it.  It is 15 in. diameter or less and is a tributary to the trunkline. 
 
18. Pressure Head.  The height of a column of water that can exert a unit pressure equal to the 

pressure of the water. 
 
19. Runby, Bypass, or Carryover.  Flow which bypasses an inlet on grade and is carried in the 

street or channel to the next inlet downgrade.  An inlet can be designed to allow a certain 
amount of runby for one design storm, or a larger or smaller amount for another storm. 

 
20. Sag Point or Major Sag Point.  A low point in a vertical curve.  A major sag point is a low 

point that can overflow only if water can pond to a depth of 1.5 ft or more. 
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21. Scupper.  A vertical hole through a bridge deck for the purpose of deck drainage.  This can 
also be a horizontal opening in a curb or barrier. 

 
22. Side-Flow Interception.  Flow which is intercepted along the side of a grate inlet, as 

opposed to frontal interception. 
 
23. Slotted-Drain Inlet.  A drainage inlet composed of a continuous slot built into the top of a 

pipe which serves to intercept, collect, and transport the flow.  The types in use are slotted 
drain pipe and slotted vane-drain pipe.  A slotted-drain inlet is used in conjunction with a 
single-grate inlet for cleanout access. 

 
24. Storm Drain.  Each pipe that is installed in conjunction with at least one inlet, catch basin, 

or manhole.  A grassed-median inlet, lawn inlet, lawn catch basin, or pipe catch basin is 
considered to be a storm drain. 

 
25. Splash-Over.  The portion of frontal flow at a grate which skips or splashes over the grate 

and is not intercepted. 
 
26. Spread.  The width of stormwater flow in the gutter measured laterally from the roadway 

curb. 
 
27. Trunkline or Main.  The main storm-drain line.  A lateral line may be connected at an inlet 

structure or manhole. 
 
28. Velocity Head.  Velocity head is a quantity proportional to the kinetic energy of flowing 

water expressed as a height or head of water (V2/2g). 
 
 
36-5.0  SYSTEM PLANNING 
 
36-5.01  Introduction 
 
The design of a storm-drainage system involves the accumulation of basic data, familiarity with 
the project site, and a basic understanding of the hydrologic and hydraulic principles and drainage 
policy associated with that design. 
 
36-5.02  General Design Approach 
 
The design of a storm-drain system is a process which evolves as a project develops.  The primary 
ingredients to this process are listed below in the sequence by which they may be carried out.  All 
of the individuals who contribute to this process cannot be listed, because the list varies for each 
project.  However, the Hydraulics Engineer’s role is as follows: 
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1. data collection (see Section 36-5.03); 
2. coordination with other agencies (Section 36-5.04); 
3. preliminary sketch (Section 36-5.05); 
4. inlet locations and spacing (Sections 36-9.0 and 36-10.0); 
5. plan layout of storm-drain system as follows: 

a. locate main outfall; 
b. determine direction of flow; 
c. locate existing utilities; 
d. locate connecting mains; and 
e. locate manholes; 

6. size the pipes (Section 36-12.0); 
7. review hydraulic grade line (Section 36-13.0); 
8. prepare the plan; and 
9. provide documentation (Chapter Twenty-eight). 
 
 
36-5.03  Required Data [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
The designer should be familiar with land-use patterns, the nature of the physical development of 
the area to be served by the storm-drainage system, the stormwater management plans for the area, 
and the ultimate pattern of drainage (both overland and by storm drains) to an existing outfall 
location.  There should be an understanding of the nature of the outfall because it has a significant 
influence on the storm-drainage system.  Water-quality requirements should always be considered, 
particularly in an environmentally-sensitive area. 
 
Actual surveys of these and other features are the most reliable means of gathering the required 
data.  Photogrammetric mapping has become a method of obtaining the large amounts of data 
required for drainage design, particularly for a busy urban roadway with attendant urban 
development.  Existing topographic maps, available from the U. S. Geological Survey, the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service, municipalities, county governments, or private developers, are 
also valuable sources of the kind of data needed for a proper storm-drainage design.  
Governmental planning agencies should be consulted regarding plans for the area in question.  The 
physical characteristics of a rapidly-growing urban area to be served by a storm-drainage system 
may change drastically in a short time.  The designer must anticipate these changes and consider 
them in the storm-drainage design. 
 
Comprehensive stormwater-management plans or floodplain ordinances should be reviewed if they 
are available. 
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36-5.04  Preliminary Sketch 
 
A preliminary sketch or schematic, showing the basic components of the intended design, is 
useful.  Such a sketch should indicate watershed areas and land use, existing drainage patterns, 
plan and profile of the roadway, street or drive layout with respect to the project roadway, 
underground utility locations and elevations, locations of proposed retaining walls, bridge 
abutments and piers, logical inlet and manhole locations, preliminary lateral and trunkline layouts, 
and a definition of the outfall location and characteristics.  The sketch should be reviewed with the 
traffic-staging plans and soils recommendations for an area which is incompatible with required 
construction staging.  With the sketch or schematic, the designer is able to proceed with the 
detailed process of storm-drainage design calculations, adjustments, and refinements. 
 
Unless the proposed system is simple and small, the designer should not ignore a preliminary plan 
as described above.  Upon completion of the design, documentation of the overall plan is 
facilitated by the preliminary schematic. 
 
 
36-5.05  Special Considerations 
 
Consideration and planning should be directed toward avoidance of utilities and deep cuts.  Traffic 
may be maintained or a temporary bypass may be constructed, and temporary drainage may be 
provided for during the construction phase.  Further consideration should be given to the actual 
trunkline layout and its constructability.  The proposed location of the storm drain may interfere 
with existing utilities or disrupt traffic.  A trunkline may be required on each side of the roadway 
with few laterals, or only a single trunkline may be required.  Such features are a function of 
economy but may be controlled by other physical features. 
 
Pipe size should not be decreased in a downstream direction regardless of the available pipe 
gradient because of potential plugging with debris. 
 
 
36-6.0  PAVEMENT DRAINAGE 
 
36-6.01  Introduction 
 
Roadway features considered during gutter, inlet, and pavement drainage calculations include the 
following: 
 
1. longitudinal and cross slopes; 
2. curb and gutter sections; 
3. roadside and median ditches; and 
4. bridge deck. 
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The pavement width, cross slope, and profile grade control the time required for stormwater to 
drain to the gutter section.  The gutter cross section and longitudinal slope control the quantity of 
flow which can be carried in the gutter section. 
 
 
36-6.02  Roadway Longitudinal Slope 
 
A minimum longitudinal grade should be considered for a curbed pavement because of the spread 
of stormwater against the curb.  A flat grade on an uncurbed pavement can also lead to a spread 
problem if vegetation is allowed to build up along the pavement edge. 
 
The desirable minimum gutter grade for a curbed pavement is 0.5%, and the desirable minimum is 
0.3%.  A minimum grade in curbed sections can be maintained in flat terrain by rolling the 
longitudinal-gutter profile.  On an uncurbed roadway, the minimum longitudinal grade is 0%. 
 
To provide adequate drainage in a sag vertical curve, a minimum slope of 0.3% should be 
maintained within 50 ft of the level point in the curve.  This is accomplished where the length of 
the curve divided by the algebraic difference in grades is equal to or less than 170.  Although 
ponding is not a problem at a crest vertical curve, a similar minimum grade should be provided to 
facilitate drainage. 
 
 
36-6.03  Cross Slope 
 
The selection of pavement cross slope is a compromise between motorist comfort and safety (i.e., 
flatter cross slope) and drainage (i.e., steeper cross slope).  Chapters Forty-five and Fifty-three 
provide INDOT criteria on cross slope for the traveled way, shoulder, and curb offset.  The slope 
will vary according to the following: 
 
1. facility of two-lanes, or facility of 4 or more lanes; 
2. urban or rural location; 
3. functional classification of the facility; 
4. new construction or reconstruction, or 3R work; and 
5. curbed or uncurbed facility. 
 
See Chapters Forty-five and Fifty-three to determine the applicable roadway cross slope. 
 
 
36-6.04  Pavement Texture 
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The pavement texture should be considered for roadway surface drainage.  Although the designer 
will have little control over the selection of the pavement type or its texture, the pavement texture 
does have an impact on the buildup of water depth on the pavement during a storm.  A high level 
of macrotexture provides a channel for water to escape from the tire-pavement interface and thus 
reduces the potential for hydroplaning. 
 
A high level of macrotexture may be achieved by tining a new portland-cement-concrete pavement 
surface while it is still in the plastic state.  Retexturing of an existing portland-cement-concrete 
surface can be accomplished through pavement grooving or cold milling.  Longitudinal or 
transverse grooving is effective in achieving macrotexture in concrete pavement.  Transverse 
grooving aids in surface runoff resulting in less wet pavement time.  A combination of longitudinal 
and transverse grooving provides the most adequate drainage for high-speed conditions. 
 
 
36-6.05  Curb and Gutter 
 
A curb at the outside edge of a pavement is common for a low-speed, urban highway facility.  It 
contains the surface runoff within the roadway and away from adjacent properties, prevents 
erosion, provides pavement delineation, and enables the orderly development of property adjacent 
to the roadway.  See Section 45-1.0 for a discussion on curb types and usage. 
 
A curb and gutter forms a triangular channel that can be an efficient hydraulic conveyance facility 
to convey runoff of a lesser magnitude than the design flow without interruption to traffic.  If a 
design storm flow occurs, there is a spread or widening of the conveyed water surface and the 
water spreads to include not only the gutter width, but also parking lanes or shoulders and portions 
of the traveled surface.  This is the width of concern for curb-and-gutter flow.  This width should 
be limited as discussed in Section 36-7.0. 
 
Where practical, it is desirable to intercept runoff from a cut slope or other area draining toward 
the roadway before it reaches it, to minimize the deposition of sediment or other debris on the 
roadway and to reduce the amount of water which must be carried in the gutter section.  A shallow 
swale section at the edge of the roadway pavement or shoulder offers advantages over a curbed 
section where curbs are not needed for traffic control.  The advantages include a lesser hazard to 
traffic than a near-vertical curb, and hydraulic capacity that is not dependent on spread on the 
pavement.  A swale section without a curb is appropriate where a curb has been used to prevent 
water from eroding a fill slope. 
 
 
36-6.06  Roadside or Median Ditch 
 
A roadside ditch is used with an uncurbed roadway section to convey runoff from the highway 
pavement and from areas which drain toward the highway.  Due to right-of-way limitations, a 
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roadside ditch should not be used on an urban arterial.  It can be used in a cut section, depressed 
section, or other location where sufficient right of way is available, and drives or intersections are 
infrequent.  Where practical, the flow from an area draining toward a curbed highway pavement 
should be intercepted in the ditch as appropriate. 
 
A median area or inside shoulder should be sloped to a center swale to prevent drainage from the 
median area from flowing across the pavement.  This should be considered for a high-speed 
facility, or for one with more than two lanes of traffic in each direction. 
 
Chapter Thirty discusses the hydraulic design of a channel. 
 
 
36-6.07  Bridge Deck 
 
Drainage of a bridge deck is similar to that for a curbed roadway section.  However, it can be less 
efficient because cross slopes are flatter, parapets collect large amounts of debris, and small 
drainage inlets or scuppers have a higher potential for clogging by debris.  Bridge-deck 
construction requires a constant cross slope.  Because of the difficulties in providing and 
maintaining an adequate deck-drainage system, gutter flow from the roadway should be 
intercepted before it reaches a bridge.  Runoff should be collected by inlets, although gutter 
turnouts may be used for a minor flow.  Runoff should also be handled in compliance with 
applicable stormwater-quality regulations.  Deck drainage can be carried several spans to the 
bridge end for disposal. 
 
The gutter spread should be checked to ensure compliance with the design criteria described in 
Section 36-7.0.  A flat grade or sag vertical curve is not allowed on a bridge on a new alignment.  
The desirable longitudinal slope for bridge-deck drainage is 0.5% or steeper.  A flatter grade will 
be tolerated where it is not physically or economically desirable to satisfy the above criteria. 
 
A bridge deck may not require drainage structures.  To determine the length of deck permitted 
without drainage structures and without exceeding the allowable spread, see Chapter Thirty-three. 
 
 
36-6.08  Shoulder Gutter or Curb 
 
A shoulder gutter or sloping curb may be appropriate to protect a fill slope from erosion caused by 
water from the roadway pavement.  It should be considered for a 2:1 fill slope higher than 20 ft.  It 
should also be considered for a 3:1 fill slopes higher than 20 ft if the roadway grade is steeper than 
2%.  Where permanent vegetation cannot be established, the height criterion should be reduced to 
10 ft regardless of the grade.  Inspection of the existing and proposed site conditions and contact 
with maintenance and construction personnel should be made by the designer to determine if 
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vegetation will survive.  An erosion-control blanket can be effective to facilitate the establishment 
of vegetation. 
 
A shoulder gutter or curb, or a riprap turnout should be utilized at a bridge end where concentrated 
flow from the bridge deck would otherwise flow down the fill slope.  The section of gutter should 
be long enough to include the transitions.  A shoulder gutter or riprap turnout is not required on the 
high side of a superelevated section or adjacent to a barrier wall on a high fill. 
 
 
36-6.09  Median or Median Barrier 
 
A median is used to separate opposing lanes of traffic on a divided highway.  It is preferable to 
slope a median area or inside shoulder to a center depression to prevent stormwater in the median 
area from flowing across the traveled way.  Where a median barrier is used, or on a horizontal 
curve with associated superelevations, it is necessary to provide inlets and connecting storm drains 
to collect the water which accumulates against the barrier.  A slotted drain adjacent to the median 
barrier or weep holes in the barrier can also be used for this purpose. 
 
 
36-6.10  Impact Attenuator 
 
The location of an impact-attenuator system should be reviewed to determine the need for a 
drainage structure.  It is necessary to have a clear or unobstructed opening as traffic approaches the 
point of impact to allow a vehicle to impact the system head on.  If the impact attenuator is placed 
where superelevation or other grade separation occurs, a grate inlet or a slotted drain may be 
needed to prevent water from flowing through the clear opening and crossing the highway lanes or 
ramp lanes.  A curb, curb-type structure, or swale cannot be used to direct water across the clear 
opening because vehicular vaulting can occur once the attenuator system is impacted. 
 
 
36-7.0  STRUCTURE-SIZING PROCESS 
 
The following is a summary of the hydraulic processes for sizing a storm-drain system or slotted-
drain inlet. 
 
 
36-7.01  Storm-Drain System 
 
36-7.01(01)  Design Frequency and Spread 
 
The design-storm frequency for pavement drainage should be consistent with the frequency 
selected for other components of the storm-drain system.  For pavement drainage, the design 
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frequency must include both the recurrence interval of the rainfall and the allowable spread of 
water in the gutter.  See Figure 36-7A for INDOT practices. 
 
The factor that governs how much water can be tolerated in the curb-and-gutter section and on the 
adjacent roadway is water spread.  Water is allowed to spread onto the roadway area within 
tolerable limits because it is not economically feasible to limit it within a narrow gutter width. 
 
The spread should be held to the specified width for the design frequency.  For a storm of greater 
magnitude, the spread can be allowed to utilize most of the pavement as an open channel.  For a 
curb-and-gutter section with 4 or more lanes, or a gutter-section roadway with no parking, it is not 
practical to avoid travel-lane flooding where the longitudinal grade is 0.2% to 1%.  However, 
flooding should not extend beyond the lane adjacent to the gutter or shoulder for design conditions.  
INDOT design criteria for allowable water spread are shown in Figure 36-7A. 
 
The median-inlet spacing for an Interstate route or other divided highway is also based on an 
allowable-spread width.  Runoff collected by inlets in a grass or paved median must not encroach 
beyond the inside traveled way edge for the storm frequency shown in Figure 36-7A. 
 
 
36-7.01(02)  Inlet Spacing 
 
Curb-inlet spacing must be in accordance with accepted engineering practice.  The designer must 
contact the Hydraulics Team if the intended calculation method is acceptable.  Gutter flow that 
bypasses curb inlets installed on grade must be accounted for at a downstream structure.  Flanking 
inlets should be provided at a sag location to mitigate ponding problems resulting from grate 
clogging. 
 
After calculating the required spacing, actual inlet locations must be determined.  Section 36-10.0 
provides the Department’s hydraulic calculations for inlet spacing.  Section 36-9.03 provides 
criteria for inlet locations independent of hydraulic calculations.  Each curb inlet and its associated 
lateral line must be included in the system modeling required for the design- and check-storm 
evaluation discussed below. 
 
1. Design Storm.  Each storm-drain structure must be designed so that Q10 passes through 

each structure via gravity.  See Section 36-12.0. 
 
2. Check Storm.  The storm-drain network must accommodate the Q50 storm event.  The 

system may operate under pressure, but the Hydraulic Grade Line (HGL) must remain 
below the rim elevation at each system manhole, inlet, catch basin, or similar structure.  
See Section 36-13.0. 
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The design process for a storm-drain structure does not require two sets of hydraulic calculations, 
because each pipe material acceptable for use as a storm drain has a smooth-interior designation.  
Therefore, computer modeling or hand calculations for storm-drain pipe sizing can be based on a 
Manning’s n value of 0.012. 
 
 
36-7.01(03)  Pipe Size, Cover, and Velocity 
 
The minimum pipe size that can be used for a storm drain structure is 12 in. dia. or 1.11 ft2.  The 
cover provided over a storm-drain structure must be at least 1 ft and not greater than 100 ft.  The 
minimum full-flow velocity for a storm drain structure is 2.5 ft/s, and the recommended maximum 
velocity is 6.5 ft/s.  A storm-drain outlet structure also requires an energy dissipator to mitigate 
potential erosion.  The dissipator riprap-gradation requirements are identical to those outlined for a 
culvert structure.  See Chapter Thirty-four.  Contact the Hydraulics Team for additional 
instructions if the required riprap gradation is prohibited due to clear zone or other issues. 
 
If a satisfactory pipe type cannot be identified for a storm-drain structure, the only acceptable 
specialty-structure type is a precast-reinforced concrete box section.  If a suitable precast 
reinforced-concrete box section size cannot be determined, contact the Hydraulics Team for 
additional instructions. 
 
 
36-7.02  Slotted-Drain Pipe or Slotted-Vane-Drain Pipe 
 
The design requirements for this structure type depend on the structure application.  See Sections 
36-9.02 and 36-10.0 for a discussion on the hydraulic design of a slotted-drain inlet.  The 
following provides the applications and the associated design requirements. 
 
1. Superelevated Traveled-Way-Edge Installation (Slotted-Drain Pipe).  If installed adjacent to 

the edge of a superelevated section, the slotted-drain pipe sizing will be based on a 50-year 
storm frequency for an Interstate facility, or a 10-year storm frequency for another type of 
facility.  The pipe sizing must be in accordance with accepted practices described in 
recognized engineering publications.  See Section 36-10.06. 

 
2. Gutter Installation at Sag Curb Inlet (Slotted-Drain Pipe).  The design-storm requirement for 

this installation is identical to that for a storm drain.  The length and size of pipe required 
must be determined in accordance with accepted practices described in recognized 
engineering publications.  See Section 36-10.05. 

 
3. Storm-Drain Structure.  A slotted-drain pipe or slotted-vane-drain pipe installed as a 

component of a storm-drain system must adequately intercept sheet flow and also 
accommodate all upstream runoff collected by the storm-drain system.  The structure is first 
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sized in accordance with the storm-drain sizing-procedure outlined in Section 36-7.01, 
except that Manning’s n = 0.024 for slotted-drain pipe.  The pipe size obtained from the 
process described above must be checked for adequacy for interception of sheet flow.  The 
sheet-flow-interception design-storm frequency will be Q50 for an Interstate facility, or Q10 
for another type of facility. 

 
4. Culvert Structure.  The sizing of a slotted-drain pipe with corrugated-interior designation or 

a slotted-vane-drain pipe with smooth-interior designation for a culvert application is also a 
two-step process.  The structure is first sized as a culvert in accordance with the 
requirements for culvert sizing (see Chapter Thirty-one).  After the appropriate culvert size 
is determined, it is necessary to verify whether the structure is adequate for intercepting 
sheet flow at the site. 

 
If the required slotted-drain pipe or slotted-vane-drain pipe size exceeds the maximum size shown 
on the INDOT Standard Drawings, contact the Hydraulics Team for additional instructions. 
 
 
36-7.03  Pipe Extension 
 
The sizing of a pipe extension for a storm-drain structure is as follows. 
 
1. Match Existing Pipe Size and Interior Designation.  If practical, the pipe extension should 

be the same size and material as the existing pipe.  However, at this stage, it is only 
necessary to identify the required interior designation for the extension. 

 
2. Perform Appropriate Hydraulic Analysis.  The hydraulic analysis must verify that all 

storm-drain design criteria described above are satisfied. 
 
If the extended structure satisfies all of the required design criteria, the structure-sizing process is 
complete.  If the extended structure does not satisfy the required design criteria, the designer must 
reevaluate whether the existing structure can be replaced with a new structure.  If it is not practical 
to replace the existing pipe because of the construction method, traffic maintenance, or other 
concern, contact the Hydraulic Team for further instructions. 
 
 
36-7.04  Sanitary Sewer and Water Utility Coordination 
 
Coordination with each utility should begin as soon as possible once it is determined that the 
proposed construction will impact existing utility facilities.  For an INDOT-route project, the 
coordination will be administered through the Utilities Team.  For a project not on an INDOT 
route, the designer should contact each affected utility as soon as possible. 
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Preliminary inlet spacing and trunkline design determinations should be incorporated into the 
Preliminary Field Check Plans, as required for early coordination with the utility companies. 
 
Final storm-drain design determinations should be incorporated into the Hearing Plans so that final 
utility coordination can begin upon design approval. 
 
If it is determined that utility relocation work will be included in the contract, the designer must 
verify that all elements of the utility construction are included in the contract documents.  For 
example, the INDOT Standard Specifications do not include material or testing requirements for 
sanitary-sewer or water-main pipe.  Therefore, if construction of these facilities is required, the 
designer is responsible for including all applicable requirements in the contract via special 
provisions.  If the utility has specific casting, manhole, or other facility requirements that differ 
from those included in the INDOT Standard Specifications or Standard Drawings, these 
requirements must be included in the contract via plan details or special provisions. 
 
See Chapter Ten for more information on utility accommodation. 
 
 
36-8.0  GUTTER-FLOW CALCULATIONS 
 
36-8.01  Introduction 
 
Gutter-flow calculations are necessary to relate the quantity of flow, Q, in a curbed channel to the 
spread of water on a shoulder, parking lane, or pavement section.  Equations can be utilized to 
solve for a uniform cross-slope channel, composite gutter section, or V-shaped gutter section.  
Figure 36-8D can also be used to solve for a composite-gutter section.  A computer program, such 
as the FHWA HEC 12 program, can be used to solve for this, or to determine inlet capacity.  A 
composite gutter section has a greater hydraulic capacity for normal cross slopes than a uniform 
gutter section, and is therefore preferred.  The following provides example problems for each 
gutter section. 
 
 
36-8.02  Manning’s n For Pavement 
 
Figure 36-8A provides the value of Manning’s n for a street or pavement gutter. 
 
 
36-8.03  Uniform-Cross-Slope Procedure 
 
Gutter capacity for a uniform cross slope can be determined from the equation as follows: 
 
 

n

TSS
Q X

67.25.067.156.0        (Equation 36-8.1) 
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Where: 
 

Q = flow in the gutter (ft3/s) 
SX = cross slope 
S = longitudinal slope 
T = water spread, ft 
n = Manning’s n (see Figure 36-8A) 

 
If the gutter geometrics are known, Q or T can be determined if one of these is known.  Figure 36-
8B illustrates the parameters shown in Equation 36-8.1. 
 
 
36-8.04  Composite-Gutter-Section Procedure 
 
To solve for composite gutter flow, use Equation 36-8.1, Equation 36-8.2, Equation 36-8.3 and 
Figure 36-8C as illustrated in the following procedure.  Figure 36-8C can be used to determine the 
flow in a gutter section with width, W, less than the total spread, T.  These calculations are used for 
evaluating a composite gutter section or frontal flow for a grate inlet. 
 
1. Condition 1.  Find spread, given flow. 
 

a. Determine input parameters, including longitudinal slope, S, cross slope, SX, 
depressed-section slope, SW, depressed-section width, W, Manning’s n, gutter flow, 
Q, and a trial value of the gutter capacity above the depressed section, QS. 

 
Example: S = 0.01; SX = 0.02; SW = 0.06; W = 2.0 ft; n = 0.016; Q = 2.0 ft3/s.  Try 
QS = 0.706 ft3/s. 

 
b. Calculate the gutter flow, QW, in W, using the equation as follows: 

 
QW = Q – QS      (Equation 36-8.2) 

 
Therefore, QW = 2.0 – 0.706 = 1.294 ft3/s 

 
c. Calculate the ratios QW/Q and SW/SX and use Figure 36-8C to find an appropriate 

value of W/T: 
 

QW/Q = 1.294/2.0 = 0.65.  SW/SX = 0.06/0.02 = 3. 
From Figure 36-8C, W/T = 0.27. 
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d. Calculate the spread, T, by dividing the depressed-section width, W, by the value of 
W/T from Step 1.c., as follows: 

 
T = 2.0/0.27 = 7.41 ft 

 
e. Find the spread above the depressed section, TS, by subtracting W from the value of 

T obtained in Step 1.d., as follows:  TS = 7.41 – 2.0 = 5.41 ft 
 

f. Use the value of TS from Step 1.e., Manning’s n, S, and SX to find the actual value 
of QS from Equation 36-8.1 as follows:  QS = 0.494 ft3/s 

 
g. Compare the value of QS from Step 1.f. to the trial value from Step 1.a.  If the 

values are not comparable, select a new value of QS and return to Step 1.a. 
 

Compare 0.494 to 0.706.  It is too low.  Try QS = 0.812.  Therefore 2.0 – 0.812 = 1.188, 
and 1.188/2.0 = 0.6.  From Figure 36-8C, W/T = 0.23.  Therefore T = 2.0/0.23 = 8.70 ft, 
and TS = 8.70 – 2.0 = 6.7 ft.  From Equation 36-8.1, QS = 0.812 ft3/s.  Therefore OK. 

 
Answer:  Spread, T = 8.70 ft. 

 
2. Condition 2.  Find gutter flow, given spread. 
 

a. Determine input parameters, including spread, T, spread above the depressed 
section, TS, cross slope, SX, longitudinal slope, S, depressed-section slope, SW, 
depressed-section width, W, Manning’s n, and depth of gutter flow, d. 

 
Example:  Allowable spread, T = 10.17 ft; W = 2.0 ft; TS = 10.17 – 2.0 = 8.17 ft; SX 

= 0.04; S = 0.005 ft/ft; SW = 0.06; n = 0.016; d = 0.f3 ft 
 

b. Use Equation 36-8.1 to determine the capacity of the gutter section above the 
depressed section, QS.  Use the procedure for uniform cross slope, Condition 2, 
substituting TS for T.  From Equation 36-8.1, QS = 3 ft3/s. 

 
c. Calculate the ratios W/T and SW/SX and, from Figure 36-8C, find the appropriate 

value of EO, the ratio of QW/Q.  W/T = 2.0/10.17 = 0.2.  SW/SX = 0.06/0.04 = 1.5.  
From Figure 36-8C, EO = 0.46. 

 
 d. Calculate the total gutter flow using the equation as follows: 
 

   
O

S

E

Q
Q

1
      (Equation 36-8.3) 

Where: Q = gutter flow rate, ft3/s 
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QS = flow capacity of the gutter section above the depressed section, 
ft3/s 

EO = ratio of frontal flow to total gutter flow, QW/Q 
 

Therefore, Q = 3.00/(1 – 0.46) = 5.55 ft3/s. 
 
 e. Calculate the gutter-flow width, W, using Equation 36-8.2 as follows: 
 

QW = Q – QS = 5.55 – 3.00 = 2.55 ft3/s 
 

Figure 36-8D can also be used to calculate the flow in a composite-gutter section. 
 
 
36-8.05  V-Type Gutter Section Procedure 
 
Equation 36-8.1 can also be used to solve for a V-type channel.  The spread, T, can be calculated 
for a given flow, Q, or the flow can be calculated for a given spread.  This method can be used to 
calculate approximate flow conditions in the triangular channel adjacent to a median barrier.  It 
assumes the effective flow is confined to the V-section with spread, T1. 
 
1. Condition 1.  Given flow, Q, find spread, T. 
 

a. Determine input parameters, including longitudinal slope, S, cross slope, SX = 
SX1SX2/(SX1  + SX2), Manning’s n, total flow, Q.  Example: S = 0.01, SX1 = 0.06, SX2 = 
0.04, SX3 = 0.015, n = 0.016, Q = 2.0 ft3/s, shoulder = 6.1 ft.  See Figure 36-8E. 

 
 b. Calculate SX as follows: 
 

      024.0
04.006.0
04.006.0

21

21 






XX

XX
X SS

SSS  

 
c. Solve for T1 using Equation 36-8.1.  T1 is a hypothetical width that is correct if it is 

contained within SX1 and SX2. From Equation 36-8.1, T1 = 8.5 ft.  However, because 
the shoulder width of 6.1 ft is less than 8.5 ft, SX2 is 0.04 and the pavement cross 
slope SX3 is 0.015, T will actually be greater than 8.5 ft.  Therefore, 8.5 – 2.0 = 6.5 
ft, > 4.0 ft.  Therefore, the spread is greater than 8.5 ft. 

 
 d. To find the actual spread, solve for depth at points B and C. 
 

Point B: 6.5 ft at 0.04 = 0.26 ft.  Point C: 0.26 ft – (4.0 ft at 0.04) = 0.10 ft 
 
 e. Solve for the spread on the pavement.  Pavement cross slope = 0.015. 
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T0.015 = 0.10/0.015 = 6.67 ft 

 
 f. Find the actual total spread, T.  T = 6.10 + 6.67 = 12.77 ft 
 
2. Condition 2.  Given spread, T, find flow, Q. 
 

a. Determine input parameters, longitudinal slope, S, cross slope, SX = SX1SX2/(SX1 + 
SX2), Manning’s n, and allowable spread.  Example: n = 0.016, S = 0.015, SX1 = 
0.06, SX2 = 0.04, T = 6.10 ft 

 
 b. Calculate SX as follows: 
 

      024.0
04.006.0
04.006.0

21

21 
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X SS

SSS  

 
 c. Using Equation 36-8.1, solve for Q as follows: 
 

For T = 6.10 ft, Q = 1.0 ft3/s 
 
 
36-9.0  INLETS 
 
36-9.01  General 
 
An inlet is a drainage structure which is utilized to collect surface water through a grate or curb 
opening and convey it to a storm drain or a direct outlet to a culvert.  A grate inlet should be 
bicycle-safe unless located on a highway where bicycles are not permitted. 
 
 
36-9.02  Types 
 
Inlets used for the drainage of a highway surface can be divided into three major classes.  These 
classes are discussed as follows.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details on the inlet types 
used by the Department. 
 
 
36-9.02(01)  Grate Inlet 
 
This consists of an opening in the gutter covered by one or more grates.  It is best suited for use on 
a continuous grade.  The grate is susceptible to clogging with debris and, thus, should be 
supplemented with a curb box and additional grate capacity to allow for partial clogging at a sag 
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point.  Flanking inlets are recommended at a major sag point.  The grate should be bicycle safe 
where bicycle traffic is anticipated.  It should be structurally designed to handle the appropriate 
loads if subject to traffic.  The width of each inlet casting should match the width of the gutter.  
See Section 36-10.0 for additional discussion. 
 
 
36-9.02(02)  Combination Inlet 
 
Various types of combination inlet are in use.  A curb-box and grate combination is common with 
the curb opening adjacent to the grate.  A slotted inlet is used in combination with a grate, located 
either longitudinally upstream of the grate, or transversely adjacent to the grate.  Engineering 
judgment is necessary to determine if the total capacity of the inlet is the sum of the individual 
components or a portion of each.  The gutter grade, cross slope, and proximity of the inlets to each 
other will be deciding factors.  A combination inlet may be desirable in a sag because it can 
provide additional capacity if plugged. 
 
 
36-9.02(03)  Slotted-Drain Inlet 
 
INDOT uses the slotted-drain-pipe inlet on a mainline roadway, and the slotted-vane-drain-pipe 
inlet on a drive.  The slotted-drain is used to intercept sheet flow at the roadway edge.  It can also 
be installed in a concrete gutter in conjunction with a curb inlet at a sag location.  The slotted-
vane-drain is used to intercept sheet flow on an urban drive.  A slotted-drain inlet is used as a 
component of a storm-drainage system. 
 
The slotted-drain pipe consists of a horizontal metal pipe with a continuous vertical riser and a 
slotted opening with bars perpendicular to the opening.  The slotted-vane drain consists of a gray-
iron casting which is placed on top of a horizontal PVC pipe encased in a low-grade concrete.  
Each type functions as a weir with flow entering from the side.  It can be used to intercept sheet 
flow, collect gutter flow with or without a curb, modify an existing system to accommodate 
roadway widening or increased runoff, or reduce ponding depth and spread at a grate inlet. 
 
 
36-9.03  Inlet Location 
 
An inlet is required where needed to collect runoff within the design controls specified in the 
design criteria (Section 36-7.0).  An inlet may be necessary where it contributes little to the 
drainage area.  Such a location should be shown on the plans prior to performing computations 
regarding discharge, water spread, inlet capacity, or run-by.  Location examples are as follows: 
 
1. sag point in the gutter grade; 
2. upstream of a median break, entrance- or exit-ramp gore, crosswalk, or street intersection; 
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3. immediately upstream and downstream of a bridge; 
4. immediately upstream of a cross-slope reversal; 
5. on a side street at an intersection; 
6. at the end of a channel in a cut section; 
7. behind a curb, shoulder, or sidewalk to drain a low area; or 
8. where necessary to collect snowmelt. 
 
An inlet should not be located in the path where a pedestrian is likely to walk. 
 
 
36-10.0  INLET SPACING 
 
36-10.01  General 
 
A number of inlets are required to collect runoff at a location with little regard for contributing 
drainage area as discussed in Section 36-9.0.  These should be plotted on the plan first.  Locate 
inlets starting from the crest and working downgrade to the sag point.  The location of the first 
inlet from the crest can be established by determining the length of pavement and the area back of 
the curb sloping toward the roadway which will generate the design runoff.  The design runoff can 
be computed as the maximum allowable flow in the curbed channel which will satisfy the design 
criteria described in Section 13-7.0.  Where the contributing drainage area consists of a strip of 
land parallel to and including a portion of the highway, the location of the first inlet can be 
calculated as follows: 
 

 
CWi

QtL 56043
          (Equation 36-10.1) 

 
Where:  L = distance from the crest, ft 

Qt = maximum allowable flow, ft3/s 
C = composite runoff coefficient for contributing drainage area 
W = width of contributing drainage area, ft 
i = rainfall intensity for design frequency, in/h 

 
If the drainage area contributing to the first inlet from the crest is irregular in shape, trial and error 
will be necessary to match a design flow with the maximum allowable flow.  Equation 36-10.1 is 
an alternative form of the Rational Equation. 
 
To space successive downgrade inlets, it is necessary to compute the amount of flow which will be 
intercepted by the inlet, Qi, and subtract it from the total gutter flow to compute the run-by.  The 
run-by from the first inlet is added to the computed flow to the second inlet, the total of which 
must be less than the maximum allowable flow dictated by the criteria.  Figure 36-10K is an inlet-
spacing computation sheet which can be utilized to record the spacing calculations.  An editable 
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version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
36-10.02  Grate Inlet On Grade 
 
The capacity of a grate inlet depends upon its geometry, cross slope, longitudinal slope, total gutter 
flow, depth of flow, and pavement roughness.  The depth of water next to the curb is the major 
factor in the interception capacity of a gutter inlet and a curb-opening inlet.  At a low velocity, all 
of the water flowing in the section of gutter occupied by the grate, termed frontal flow, is 
intercepted by the grate inlet.  A small portion of the flow along the length of the grate, termed 
side flow, is intercepted.  On a steep slope, a portion of the frontal flow may tend to splash over 
the end of the grate.  Figure 36-10A can be used to determine splashover velocity for a curved 
vane grate or reticuline grate.  Data is not available for other grate types used by INDOT.  An 
estimate of splashover velocity for a grate with a rectangular opening, such as the alternative grate 
for casting type 12, 13, or 14, is approximately 2.0 ft/s less than the splashover velocity for a 
reticuline grate. 
 
INDOT recommends the curved vane grate for a curb-and-gutter application.  Section 36-17.0 
provides a hydraulic capacity chart for the curved vane grate inlet used by INDOT.  The chart is 
based on a roadway cross section used by the Department.  For another inlet type and roadway 
cross section, the procedure for determining the hydraulic performance is described below. 
 
FHWA has developed computer software, HY12, which will analyze the flow in a gutter and the 
interception capacity of a grate inlet, curb-opening inlet, slotted-drain inlet, or combination inlet on 
a continuous grade.  Both uniform and composite cross-slopes can be analyzed.  The program can 
analyze a curb-opening, slotted-drain, or grate inlet in a sag.  Enhanced versions by private 
vendors have made the program more user-friendly and have improved its usefulness.  Not all 
INDOT grate configurations have been included in the HEC 12 program.  The curved vane grate 
and the reticuline grate used in the program are similar to the INDOT grates and can be used by 
inputting the appropriate size.  Other grate types, such as INDOT casting type 12, 13, or 14, are 
not included in HEC 12.  However, grate-inlet-capacity curves are available from manufacturers 
and are recommended for use. 
 
The ratio of frontal flow to total gutter flow, EO, for a straight cross slope can be determined from 
the equation as follows: 
 

 
67.2

11 
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Q
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E W
O       (Equation 36-10.2) 

 
   Where: Q = total gutter flow, ft3/s 
      QW = flow in width W, ft3/s 
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   W = width of depressed gutter or grate, ft 
   T = total spread of water in the gutter, ft 

 
Figure 36-8C provides a graphical solution for EO for a straight cross slope or a depressed-gutter 
section. 
 
The ratio of side flow, QS, to total gutter flow is as follows: 
 

 O
WS E

Q
Q

Q
Q

 11       (Equation 36-10.3) 

 
The ratio of frontal flow intercepted to total frontal flow, Rf, is expressed by the equation as 
follows: 
 

Rf = 1 – 0.09(V – VO)       (Equation 36-10.4) 
 

Where: V = velocity of flow in the gutter, ft/s 
VO = gutter velocity where splashover first occurs, ft/s 

 
This ratio is equivalent to frontal-flow-interception efficiency.  Figure 36-10A provides a solution 
for Equation 36-10.4 which reflects grate length, bar configuration, and gutter velocity at which 
splashover occurs.  The gutter velocity needed to use Figure 36-10A is total gutter flow divided by 
the area of flow. 
 
The following equation may be used to solve for velocity in a triangular gutter section with known 
cross slope, slope, and spread. 
 

 
n

TSSV X
67.067.05.012.1

       (Equation 36-10.5) 

 
Where: V = velocity of flow in gutter, ft/s 

S = longitudinal slope of gutter 
 SX = cross slope 
 T = water spread, ft 

 
Figure 36-10B illustrates the gutter cross section to which Equation 36-10.5 applies. 
 
The ratio of side flow intercepted to total side flow, RS, or side flow interception efficiency, is 
expressed as follows: 
 

 8.13.2

3.2

15.0 VSL
SLRS 

       (Equation 36-10.6) 

 
Where: V = velocity of flow in gutter, ft/s 

 L = length of grate, ft 
 SX = cross slope 
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Figure 36-10C provides a solution to Equation 36-10.6. 
 
The efficiency, E, of a grate is expressed as follows: 
 

E = RfEO + RS(1 –EO) (Equation 36-10.7) 
 
The interception capacity of a grate inlet on grade is equal to the efficiency of the grate multiplied 
by the total gutter flow, as follows: 
 

Qi = EQ = Q[RfEO + RS(1 – EO)] (Equation 36-10.8) 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 36-10.1 
 
Given: Urban non-freeway; 4-lanes, undivided with crown at centerline 

Drainage area:  200 ft residential strip, C = 0.4, S = 0.005 
12 ft lane with 0.02 cross slope and 2 ft gutter at 0.025 cross slope 
10-year design, IDF Curve for Indianapolis in Chapter Twenty-nine 
Allowable spread T = 8.0 ft, n = 0.016 
SO = 0.01, SX = 0.02, SW = 0.025 
Use curves and equations 
Use INDOT standard grate types 10 and 11, 16 in. x 36 in. 

 
Find:  Maximum allowable flow, QT 

Qi intercepted by 16 in. x 36 in. vane grate 
Qr run-by 
Location of first and second inlets from crest of hill 
 

See Figure 36-10C(1) for sketch. 
 
Solution: 
 
Step 1.  Solve for QS using Equation 36-8.1 as follows: 
 

        6087.00.20.801.002.0
016.0
56.0 67.25.067.1 SQ  ft3/s 

  QS = 0.6087 ft3/s 
 
Step 2.  Use Figure 36-8C to find EO as follows: 
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25.1
02.0
025.0;55.0;25.0
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Step 3.  Find total maximum allowable flow, QT,as follows: 
 

35.1
55.01

6087.0
1








O

S
T E

Q
Q  ft3/s 

 
Step 4.  Determine V from Equation 36-10.5 as follows: 
 

        05.2802.001.0
016.0
12.1 67.067.05.0 V  ft/s 

 
Step 5.  Determine Qi from Equation 36-10.8 as follows: 

 
Step 6.  From Figure 36-10A, Rf = 1.0; from Figure 36-10C, RS = 0.35. 
 
Step 7.  Qr = QT – Qi.  Therefore, Qr = 1.35 – 0.955 = 0.395. 
 
Step 8.  Locate first inlet from crest, use Equation 36-10.1.  To find i in the equation, first solve for 

tC.  From Figure 29-7D, for a residential area, the following apply. 
 

100-ft strip 
C = 0.4 
S = 0.5%, overland flow 
tC = 15 min 
Gutter flow estimated at V = 2.03 ft/s from Step 4. 

 

Try L = 330 ft.  Therefore,    7.2
6003.2

330
Ct  min. 

Total tC = 15 + 2.7 = 17.7 min 
From Figure 29-8C (IDF curve), i = 4.4 in./h 
Solve for weighted C value as follows: 

 

       50.0
126

9.0264.0100



C  

 
Solve for L as follows: 

 

/s 9550. = 0.55)] - 0.35(1 + (0.55) [(1.0) 35.1 = Qi ft  

)]EO - (1RS + EO Rf[ QT = EQ = Qi  
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    212

1264.450.0
35.156043

L  ft.  No Good. 

 
Try i = 200 ft/h and recalculate L as follows: 

 

  
    208

12648.450.0
35.156043

L  ft.  OK. 

 
 Therefore, place the first inlet 200 ft from the crest. 
 
9. Step 9.  Locate the second inlet. 
 

QT = 1.35 ft3/s, Qr = 0.395 ft3/s, Qallowable = 1.35 – 0.395 = 0.955 ft3/s. 
Assuming similar drainage area and tC, i = 4.4 in/h. 
 

  
    150

1264.450.0
955.056043

L  ft 

Therefore, place the second inlet 150 ft from the first inlet. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
36-10.03  Grate Inlet In Sag 
 
36-10.03(01)  Standard Practice 
 
Standard practice is to install two curved vane grates, types 10 or 11, on one frame casting at the 
sag point.  Each vane grate is positioned to receive water from each upstream direction.  A curb 
box is combined with the grate to provide relief if the grate is plugged with debris.  The curb box 
is ignored in the hydraulic-capacity calculations. 
 
A grate inlet in a sag operates as a weir up to a depth of about 0.5 ft and as an orifice for a depth 
greater than 1.5 ft.  Between these depths, a transition from weir- to orifice-flow occurs.  The 
capacity of a grate inlet operating as a weir is as follows: 
 
 5.1CPdQi          (Equation 36-10.9) 
 
 Where: P = perimeter of grate excluding bar widths and side against curb, ft 

 C = 3.0 
 d = depth of water at curb measured from the normal cross slope gutter flow line, 

ft 
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The capacity of a grate inlet operating as an orifice is determined as follows: 
 
   5.02gdCAQi         (Equation 36-10.10) 
 
 Where: C = orifice coefficient, 0.67 

 A =  clear opening area of the grate, ft2 
 g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s2 

 
Figure 36-10D is a plot of Equations 36-10.9 and 36-10.10 for various grate sizes.  The effect of 
grate size on the depth at which a grate operates as an orifice is apparent from the chart.  Transition 
from weir to orifice flow results in interception capacity less than that computed by either the weir 
or orifice equation.  This capacity can be approximated by drawing in a curve between the lines 
representing the perimeter and net area of the grate to be used. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 36-10.2 
 
The following example illustrates the use of Figure 36-10D. 
 
Given: A symmetrical sag vertical curve with equal bypass from inlets upgrade of the low point. 
 
Q = 1.0 ft3/s, design storm  Qr = 0.35 ft3/s 
Q = 1.25 ft3/s, check storm  Qr = 0.53 ft3/s 
SX = 0.02 ft/ft    T = 8.0 ft, design 
d = TSX = 0.16 ft   n = 0.016 
Use grate types 10 and 11 (16 in. x 36 in.) 
 
Find: Grate size for design Q and depth at curb for check Q.  Check spread at S = 0.003 on 

approaches to the low point. 
 
Solution:  Try one grate type 10 and one grate type 11. 
 
1. Design Storm. 
 

a. P = 16 + 36 + 16 = 68 in. = 5.67 ft 
 

 b. Using Equation 36-10.9, solve for allowable Q as follows: 
 
   Q = (3.0)(5.67)(0.16)1.5 = 1.089 OK 
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In accordance with INDOT policy, one grate type 10 and one grate type 11, each 
with a curb box, will be placed at the sag point.  The curb boxes will not be 
analyzed hydraulically, but are available for drainage if the inlet becomes plugged. 

 
2. Check Storm. 
 
 a. P = 2(16) + 2(36) = 104 in. ≈ 8.67 ft 
 
 b. Determine d as follows: 
 

      119.0.42.0
67.80.3

089.1
0.3

5.1  d
P

Qd  ft OK 

 
INDOT practice is to provide a grade of 0.3% within 50 ft of the level point in a sag 
vertical curve.  Check T at S = 0.003 for the design and check the flow as follows: 

 
c. Use Equation 36-8.1.  Determine T for the design storm as follows: 

 

     
   

11.65.125
003.002.056.0

016.035.0
5.067.1

67.2  TT  ft  OK 

 
 d. Determine T for the check storm as follows: 
 

     
   

14.7.99.7
003.002.056.0

016.053.0
5.067.1

67.2  TT  ft  OK 

 
Thus, a standard castings type 10 and 11 are adequate to intercept the design flow at 
a spread which does not exceed the design spread.  The standard INDOT practice of 
placing two grates with curb boxes will intercept a check storm within the design 
criteria and allow for some plugging with debris. 

 
 * * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
36-10.03(02)  Flanking Inlets 
 
At a major sag point where significant ponding can occur, such as an underpass or sag vertical 
curve in a depressed section, a minimum of one flanking inlet should be placed on each side of the 
inlet at the sag point.  The flanking inlets should be placed so that they will limit spread on a low-
grade approach to the level point and act in relief of the sag inlet if it becomes clogged.  Figure 36-
10E shows the spacing required for depth-at-curb criteria and vertical curve length defined by K = 
L/A, where L is the length of the vertical curve in feet and A is the algebraic difference in approach 
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grades.  The INDOT geometrics specify a maximum K value for the design speed, and a maximum 
K of 170 considering drainage on a curbed facility. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 36-10.3 
 
Given:  Data from Example 36-10.2: 

 
  Speed = 57 mi/h, K = 40  SX = 0.02  T = 8.0 ft, design 
 
Find:  Location of flanking inlets so that they will function in relief of the inlet at the low 

point where the depth at the curb exceeds the design depth. 
 
Solution: Allowable depth, d, at curb = 8.0 ft at 0.02 = 0.16 ft 
 
  Spacing to flanking inlet, x = 64.3 ft, from Figure 36-10E by interpolation. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 

 
36-10.04  Slotted Inlet 
 
36-10.04(01)  Divided Facility with Median Barrier 
 
Snow accumulation adjacent to a concrete barrier on the inside or outside shoulder can present a 
drainage problem.  Therefore, Department practice is to use a slotted drain in conjunction with 
inlet type H-5 or HA-5 as follows. 
 
1. Tangent Section.  Use at every third inlet. 
 
2. Low Side of Superelevated Curve.  Use at all inlet sites. 
 
3. Sag Vertical Curve.  Use three, centered on the low point. 
 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for more-detailed information. 
 
 
36-10.04(02)  High-Side Shoulder 
 
A slotted-drain pipe is used at locations as follows: 
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1. high-side shoulder of a superelevated section; 
2. the high-side shoulder slopes toward the traveled way; 
3. high-traffic-volume freeway; or 
4. roadway that is either curbed or uncurbed. 
 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for more-detailed information. 
 
 
36-10.05  Slotted Inlet on Grade 
 
A slotted inlet, which uses a vertical riser, is an effective pavement drainage inlet which has a 
variety of applications.  It can be used on a curbed or uncurbed section, and offers little 
interference to traffic operations.  It can be placed longitudinally in the gutter or transversely to the 
gutter.  A slotted inlet should be connected into an inlet structure so that it will be accessible to 
maintenance forces upon plugging or freezing. 
 
 
36-10.05(01)  Longitudinal Placement 
 
Flow interception by a slotted-drain pipe and a curb-opening inlet is similar in that each is a side 
weir, and the flow is subjected to lateral acceleration due to the cross slope of the pavement.  A 
slotted inlet can have economic advantages and can be useful in a widening or safety project where 
right of way is narrow and existing inlet capacity must be supplemented.  A curb can be eliminated 
as a result of utilizing a slotted inlet. 
 
The length of a slotted-drain pipe required for total interception of gutter flow on a pavement 
section with a straight cross slope is expressed as follows: 
 

 
6.0

3.042.0 1










X
T nS

SKQL       (Equation 36-10.11) 

 
 Where:  K = 0.60 
 LT = slotted inlet length required to intercept 100% of gutter flow, ft 
 
Figure 36-10H illustrates the gutter cross section to which Equation 36-10-11 applies. 
 
The INDOT standard slotted-drain-pipe slot width is 1-¾ in. and the length is 20 ft.  The efficiency 
of a slotted inlet shorter than the length required for total interception is expressed as follows: 
 

 
8.1
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 Where L = slotted-inlet length, ft 
 
Figure 36-10 I provides a solution of Equation 36-10.12. 
 
The length of inlet required for total interception by a slotted inlet in a composite section can be 
determined by using an equivalent cross slope, Se, as follows: 
 
 OWXe ESSS '        (Equation 36-10.13) 
 
 Where: SX = pavement cross slope 

 SW = gutter cross slope 
 S′W = SW – SX 
 EO = ratio of flow in the depressed gutter to total gutter flow, QW/Q (see Figure 36-

8C) 

 The same equations are used for a slotted inlet or a curb-opening inlet.  The following example 
illustrates the use of this procedure. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 36-10.4 
 
Given:  Longitudinal placement of slotted inlet adjacent to curb. 
 

SO = 0.01 Allowable spread = 10.0 ft n = 0.016 W = 2.0 ft 
Uniform cross slope, SX = 0.02 
Composite cross slope, SX = 0.02, SW = 0.025 

 
Find:  (1) Maximum allowable Q 

Qi for a 20.0 ft slotted inlet on a straight cross slope. 
(2) Maximum allowable Q 

Qi for a 10.0 ft slotted inlet on a composite cross slope. 
 
Solution: (1) Determine maximum allowable Q from Equation 36-8.1 as follows: 

          38.21001.002.0
016.0
56.0 67.25.067.1 QMax  ft3/s 

 
   Determine LT from Equation 36-10.11 as follows: 
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           12.27
02.0016.0

101.038.260.0
6.0

3.042.0 







TL  ft 

 

   Therefore, 74.0
12.27

20


TL
L  

 
From Figure 36-10I, E = 0.91. 

 
Qi = EQ = (0.91)(2.38) = 2.17 ft3/s intercepted. 

 
  (2) Determine QS from Equation 36-8.1 as follows: 
 

          312.10.20.1001.002.0
016.0
560.0 67.25.067.1 SQ  ft3/s 

 

    .25.1
02.0
025.0.2.0

10
0.2


X

W

S
S

T
W  

 
From Figure 36-8C, EO = 0.46. 
 

43.2
46.01

312.1



MaxQ  ft3/s 

 
S’W = SW – SX = 0.025 – 0.02 = 0.005 
Se = SX + S’WEO = 0.02 + (0.005)(0.46) = 0.022 

 
   Determine LT from Equation 36-10.11 as follows: 

           6.25
022.0016.0

101.038.260.0
6.0

3.042.0 







TL ft 

 

   Therefore, 78.0
6.25

20


TL
L  

 
From Figure 36-10I, E = 0.92. 
 
Qi = EQ = (0.92)(2.38) = 2.19 ft3/s intercepted. 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
36-10.05(02)  Transverse Placement of Slotted Vane Drain 
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At a drive where it is desirable to capture virtually all of the flow (e.g., in a drive sloped toward the 
roadway), a slotted-vane drain can be installed in conjunction with a grate inlet.  Tests have 
indicated that, if the slotted-vane drain is installed perpendicular to the flow, it will capture 
approximately 1.589 ft3/s per running foot of drain on a longitudinal slope of 0% to 6%.  Capacity 
curves are available from the manufacturers.  The ideal installation utilizes a grate inlet to capture 
the flow in the gutter and the slotted-vane drain to collect the flow extending into the shoulder.  A 
slotted-vane drain is shaped and rounded to increase inlet efficiency and should not be confused 
with a vertical-riser-type slotted inlet (i.e., a slotted-drain pipe). 
 
 
36-10.06  Slotted Inlet In Sag Location 
 
Except adjacent to a concrete barrier (Section 36-10.04), the use of a slotted-drain inlet in a sag 
configuration is discouraged because of the propensity of such an inlet to collect debris.  However, 
there may be a location where it is desirable to supplement an existing low point inlet with the use 
of a slotted drain.  A slotted inlet in a sag location performs as a weir to a depth of about 0.2 ft, 
dependent on slot width and length.  At a depth greater than about 0.4 ft, it performs as an orifice.  
Between these depths, flow is in a transition stage.  The interception capacity of a slotted inlet 
operating as an orifice can be computed from the equation as follows: 
 

)gd(2 W L 0.8 = Q 0.5
i        (Equation 36-10.14) 

 
Where:  W =  width of slot, ft 

L =  length of slot, ft 
d =  depth of water at slot, ft 
g =  acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s2 

 
For a slot width of 1-¾ in., the above equation becomes the following: 
 
 5.094.0 LdQi         (Equation 36-10.15) 
 
The interception capacity of a slotted inlet at a depth between 0.2 ft and 0.4 ft can be computed by 
use of the orifice equation.  The orifice coefficient varies with depth, slot width, and the length of 
slotted inlet.  Figure 36-10J provides solutions for weir flow and a plot representing data at depth 
between weir and orifice flow. 
 
 
36-10.07  Inlet-Spacing Computations 
 
To determine the locations of the inlets for a given project, information such as a layout or plan 
sheet suitable for outlining drainage area, road profile, typical cross section, grading cross section, 
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superelevation diagram, and contour maps is necessary.  The inlet computation sheet (Figure 
36-10K) should be used to document the computations.  The procedure is as follows. 
 
1. Complete the blanks on top of the sheet to identify the job by project, route, date, and 

initials. 
 
2. Mark on the plan the location of inlets which are necessary without considering specific 

drainage area.  See Section 36-9.03 for additional information. 
 
3. Start at one end of the project, at one high point, and work toward the low point, then space 

from the other high point back to the same low point. 
 
4. Select a trial drainage area of approximately 300 ft to 500 ft below the high point and, 

using a drainage-area map, outline the area including drainage that may come over the 
curb.  Where practical, a large area of behind-curb drainage should be intercepted before it 
reaches the highway.  See Section 36-6.05. 

 
5. Describe the location of the proposed inlet by number and station in columns 1 and 2.  

Identify the curb and gutter type in column 19.  A sketch of the cross section should be 
provided in the open area of the computation sheet. 

 
6. Compute the drainage area in acres and enter in column 3. 
 
7. Select a C value from the appropriate table in Chapter Twenty-nine and enter in column 4. 
 
8. Compute a time of concentration for the first inlet.  This will be the travel time from the 

hydraulically-most-remote point in the drainage area to the inlet.  See additional discussion 
in Chapter Twenty-nine.  The minimum time of concentration should be 5 min.  Enter 
value in column 5. 

 
9. Using the Intensity-Duration-Frequency curves from Chapter Twenty-nine, select a rainfall 

intensity at the tC for the design frequency.  Enter in column 6. 
 
10. Calculate Q by multiplying the values in columns 3, 4, and 6.  Enter in column 7. 
 
11. Determine the gutter slope at the inlet from the profile grade.  Check the effect of 

superelevation.  Enter in column 8. 
 
12. Enter the cross slope adjacent to the inlet in column 9 and the gutter width in column 13. 

Sketch the composite cross slope and include dimensions. 
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13. For the first inlet in a series (high point to low point), enter the value from column 7 in 
column 11 because no previous run-by has occurred yet. 

 
14. Using Equation 36-8.1 or the available computer model, determine the spread, T, and enter 

it in column 14.  Calculate the depth d at the curb by multiplying T by the cross slopes, and 
enter in column 12.  Compare with the allowable spread as determined by the design 
criteria described in Section 36-7.0.  If the value in column 15 is less than the curb height, 
and the value in column 14 is near the allowable spread, continue on to Step 16.  If not 
acceptable, expand or decrease the drainage area to satisfy the criteria and repeat Steps 5 
through 14.  Continue until the value in column 14 is near the allowable spread, and then 
proceed to Step 15. 

 
15: Calculate W/T and enter in column 15. 
 
16. Select the inlet type and dimensions and enter in column 16. 
 
17. Calculate the intercepted flow, Qi, and enter in column 17.  Use Equation 36-8.1 and Figure 

36-8C or Figure 36-8D to define the flow in the gutter.  Use Figures 36-8C, 36-10A, and 
36-10C, and Equation 36-10.8 to calculate Qi for a grate inlet, and Equation 36-10.11 to 
calculate Qi for a curb-opening inlet.  See Section 36-10.02 for a grate-inlet example. 

 
18. Calculate the run-by by subtracting the value in column 17 from that in column 11 and 

enter into column 18 and also into column 10 on the next line if an additional inlet exists 
downstream. 

 
19. Proceed to the next inlet downgrade.  Select an area approximately 300 ft to 400 ft below 

the first inlet as a first trial.  Repeat Steps 5 through 7 considering only the area between 
the inlets. 

 
20. Compute a time of concentration for the second inlet downgrade based on the area between 

the two inlets. 
 
21. Determine the intensity based on the time of concentration determined in Step 20 and enter 

it in column 6. 
 
22. Determine the discharge from this area by multiplying the values in columns 3, 4, and 6.  

Enter the discharge in column 7. 
 
23. Determine total gutter flow by adding the values in columns 7 and 10, and enter in column 

11.  The value in column 10 is the same as that in column 18 from the previous line. 
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24. Determine T based on total gutter flow from column 11 by using Equation 36-8.1 or Figure 
36-8D and enter in column 14.  If T exceeds the allowable spread, reduce the area and 
repeat Steps 19 through 24.  If T is substantially less than the allowable spread, increase the 
area and repeat Steps 19 through 24. 

 
25. Select inlet type and dimensions and enter in column 16. 
 
26. Determine Qi and enter in column 17.  See Step 17. 
 
27. Calculate the run-by by subtracting the value in column 17 from that in column 7 and enter 

in column 16.  This completes the spacing design for this inlet. 
 
28. Return to Step 19 and repeat Steps 19 through 27 for each subsequent inlet.  If the drainage 

area and weighted C values are similar between each inlet, the values from the previous 
grate location can be reused.  If they are significantly different, recomputation will be 
required. 

 
 
36-11.0  MANHOLES 
 
36-11.01  Location 
 
A manhole is utilized to provide entry to a continuous underground storm drain for inspection and 
cleanout.  An inlet box with a grate may be used in lieu of a manhole on the upper end of a storm-
drain run to provide access to the system.  In this manner, stormwater interception can be achieved 
with minimal additional cost.  The locations where a manhole should be specified are as follows: 
 
1. where two or more storm drains converge; 
2. at an intermediate points along a tangent section; 
3. where the pipe size changes; 
4. where an abrupt change in alignment occurs; and 
5. where an abrupt change of the grade occurs. 
 
A manhole should not be located in a traffic lane.  However, if this is impossible, it should not be 
in the normal vehicle wheel path.  Where practical, a manhole should be located off the roadway. 
 
 
36-11.02  Spacing 
 
The spacing should be a maximum of 400 ft. 
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36-11.03  Types 
 
The types of manholes used by INDOT are listed in Figure 36-11A.  The type selected is 
dependent on the storm-drain pipe size and depth of the manhole. 
 
 
36-11.04  Sizing 
 
In determining the minimum round manhole size required for a given trunkline pipe size and 
location, the criteria to be satisfied are as follows: 
 
1. The manhole or inlet structure must be large enough to accept the maximum pipe size 

shown in Figure 36-11B.  In addition to accommodating the maximum pipe size, ensure 
that not too many pipes enter the manhole to threaten its structural capacity. 

 
2. Knowing the relative locations of two pipes, compute the following: 
 

  





inTRTRK 2.142211     (Equation 36-11.1) 

 
Where: K is the in./deg (see Figure 36-11B) 

R1 and T1 are the interior radius and wall thickness of Pipe No. 1, in. 
R2 and T2 are the interior radius and wall thickness of Pipe No. 2, in. 
Δ = angle between the pipes, deg 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
Example 36-11.1 
 
Given:   Pipe No. 1 dia. = 54 in., Pipe No. 2 dia. = 48 in. 

Δ = 140 deg 
 

Solution: 



140

2.1408.5246.527 ininininin  

 
K  = 0.542 in./deg 

 
The table indicates the minimum manhole barrel to be 66 in.  For the 1650-barrel, 
the table indicates a maximum pipe size of 48 in.  Because the maximum pipe 
size in the example is 54 in., a 72-in. manhole must be used. 
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For this example, spacing is not critical and the pipe size governs.  If Δ is 115 deg 
or less, the spacing is critical and a larger manhole barrel is required.  If pipes are 
located at substantially different elevations, pipes may not conflict and the above 
analysis is unnecessary. 

 
See Figure 36-11C for pipe layout. 
 
 
36-12.0  STORM DRAINS 
 
36-12.01  Introduction 
 
The design frequency for storm-drain design is 10 years utilizing gravity-flow techniques.  The 
trunkline should be checked only utilizing HGL techniques for the 50-year storm. 
 
After the preliminary locations of inlets, connecting pipes, and outfalls with tailwater have been 
determined, the next step is the computation of the rate of discharge to be carried by each reach of 
the storm drain and the determination of the size and grade of pipe required to convey this 
discharge.  This is done by starting at the upstream reach, calculating the discharge and sizing the 
pipe, then proceeding downstream, reach by reach to the point where the storm drain connects with 
other drains or the outfall.  At a manhole where the pipe size is increased, the pipe crowns should 
match where grades permit. 
 
The rate of discharge at a point in the storm drain is not necessarily the sum of the inlet flow rates 
of all inlets above that section of storm drain.  It is less than this total.  The time of concentration is 
most influential and, as the time of concentration grows larger, the rainfall intensity to be used in 
the design grows smaller.  Where a relatively large drainage area with a short time of 
concentration is added to the system, the peak flow may be larger using the shorter time, though 
the entire drainage area is not contributing.  Flows may arrive at a manhole at which no additional 
flows enter.  Although the time of concentration at this point is technically longer, the flow rate in 
the downstream pipe should not be reduced.  The designer should be aware of unusual conditions 
and should determine which time of concentration controls for each pipe segment.  See Chapter 
Twenty-nine for a discussion on time of concentration. 
 
For ordinary conditions, a storm drain should be sized based on the assumption that it will flow 
full or practically full under the design discharge but will not flow under pressure head.  The 
Manning’s formula is recommended for capacity calculations.  In a depressed section or underpass 
where ponded water can be removed only through the storm-drain system, a higher design 
frequency, 50 years, should be considered to design the storm drain which drains the sag point.  
See Section 36-10.08 for a discussion on the location of flanking inlets.  The main storm drain 
downstream of the depressed section should be designed by computing the hydraulic grade line 
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and keeping the water-surface elevations below the grates or the established critical elevations for 
the design storm. 
 
 
36-12.02  Design Procedure 
 
The storm-drainage system design procedure is as follows. 
 
1. Determine inlet locations and spacing as outlined earlier herein. 
 
2. Prepare a plan layout of the storm-drainage system establishing the design data as follows: 
 

a. location of storm drains; 
 

b. direction of flow; 
 

c. location of manholes; and 
 

d. locations of existing utilities such as water, gas, sanitary sewer, or underground 
cables. 

 
3. Determine drainage area, runoff coefficient, and a time of concentration to the first inlet.  

Using an Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) curve for 10-year recurrence interval, 
determine the rainfall intensity.  Calculate the discharge as 1.008ACI. 

 
4. Size the pipe to convey the discharge by varying the slope and pipe size as necessary.  A 

storm-drain system is designed for full gravity flow conditions using the design-frequency 
discharges. 

 
5. Calculate travel time in the pipe to the next inlet or manhole by dividing the pipe length by 

the velocity.  This travel time is added to the time of concentration, for a new time of 
concentration and a new rainfall intensity at the next entry point. 

 
6. Calculate the new area, A, and multiply by the runoff coefficient, C.  Add to the previous A 

time C product.  Multiply by 1.008 and the new rainfall intensity, I, to determine the new 
discharge.  Determine the size of pipe and slope necessary to convey the discharge. 

 
7. Continue this process to the storm-drain outlet.  Utilize the equations or nomographs to 

accomplish the design. 
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8. Complete the design by calculating the hydraulic grade line as described in Section 36-13.0 
for the trunkline only for the 50-year recurrence interval.  The design procedure should 
include the following. 

 
a. Storm-drain design computations can be made on forms as illustrated in Figure 36-

12F.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s 
website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
b. All computations and design sheets should be identified.  The designer's initials and 

date of computations should be shown on each sheet.  Voided or superseded sheets 
should be so marked.  The origin of data used on one sheet but computed on 
another should be identified. 

 
 
36-12.03  50-Year Sag Point 
 
As indicated above, the storm drain which drains a major sag point should be sized to 
accommodate the runoff from a 50-year frequency rainfall.  This can be done by actually 
computing the run-by occurring at each inlet during a 50-year rainfall and accumulating it at the 
sag point.  The inlet at the sag point as well as the storm-drain pipe leading from the sag point 
must be sized to accommodate this additional run-by within the criteria established.  See Section 
36-7.0.  To design the pipe leading from the sag point, convert the additional run-by created by the 
50-year rainfall into an equivalent CA which can be added to the design CA.  This equivalent CA 
can be approximated by dividing the 50-year run-by by 1.008 x I10 in the pipe at the sag point. 
 
A separate system may be designed to prevent the above-ground system from draining into the 
depressed area.  This concept may be more costly but may be justified.  Another method is to 
design the upstream system for a 50-year design to minimize the run-by to the sag point.  Each 
method must be evaluated on its own merits and the impacts and risk of flooding a sag point must 
be assessed. 
 
 
36-12.04  Hydraulic Capacity 
 
The formula for determining the hydraulic capacity of a storm-drain for gravity and pressure flow 
is the Manning’s formula, expressed by the equation as follows: 
 

 5.067.0486.1 SR
n

V          (Equation 36-12.1) 

 
 Where:  V = mean velocity of flow, ft/s 

  n = Manning’s roughness coefficient 
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  R = hydraulic radius, ft.  R = area of flow divided by the wetted perimeter 
  S = slope of the energy grade line 

 
In terms of discharge, the above formula becomes the following: 
 

 5.067.0486.1 SAR
n

VAQ         (Equation 36-12.2) 

 Where:  Q = rate of flow, ft3/s 
  A = cross-sectional area of flow, ft2 

 
For a storm drain flowing full, the above equations become the following: 
 

 67.25.067.0 463.059.0 DS
n

QSD
n

V      (Equation 36-12.3) 

 
 Where D = diameter of pipe, ft 
 
The nomograph solution of Manning’s formula for full flow in a circular storm drain is shown in 
Figure 36-12A, Figure 36-12B, and Figure 36-12C.  Figure 36-12D has been provided to assist in 
the solution of Manning’s formula for part full flow in a storm drain. 
 
 
36-12.05  Minimum Grade 
 
A storm drain should be designed such that the velocity of flow will not be less than 2.67 ft/s at 
design flow.  For a flat grade, the components should be designed so that the flow velocity will 
increase progressively throughout the length of the pipe system.  The storm-drainage system 
should be checked to ensure that there is sufficient velocity in all of the drains to deter settling of 
particles.  The minimum slope, S, required for a velocity of 2.67 ft/s can be calculated as shown 
below, or the value shown in Figure 36-12E can be used. 
 

  
33.1

2

R
nVS            (Equation 36-12.4) 

 
The maximum velocity of flow should not exceed 8.3 ft/s. 
 
 
36-13.0  HYDRAULIC GRADE LINE 
 
36-13.01  Introduction 
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The hydraulic grade line (HGL) is the last feature to be established regarding the hydraulic design 
of a storm drain.  This grade line aids the designer in determining the acceptability of the proposed 
system by establishing the elevations along the system to which the water will rise if the system is 
operating from a flood of design frequency.  INDOT policy is that the maximum HGL is at the top 
of the inlet or manhole for Q50 flow. 
 
If the HGL is above the crown of the pipe, pressure flow hydraulic calculations are appropriate.  
Conversely, if the HGL is below the crown of the pipe, open-channel flow calculations are 
appropriate.  A concern with a storm drain designed to operate under pressure-flow conditions is 
that inlet surcharging and possible manhole-lid displacement can occur if the hydraulic grade line 
rises above the ground surface.  A design based on open-channel conditions must be planned, 
including evaluation of the potential for excessive and inadvertent flooding created if a storm event 
larger than the design storm pressurizes the system.  As hydraulic calculations are performed, 
frequent verification of the existence of the desired flow condition should be made.  A storm-drain 
system can often alternate between pressure and open-channel flow conditions from one section to 
another. 
 
The detailed methodology employed in calculating the HGL through the system begins at the 
system outfall with the tailwater elevation.  If the outfall is an existing storm-drain system, the 
HGL calculation must begin at the outlet end of the existing system and proceed upstream through 
the in-place system, then upstream through the proposed system to the upstream inlet.  The same 
considerations apply to the outlet of a storm drain as to the outlet of a culvert.  See Figure 31-5D 
for a sketch of a culvert outlet which depicts the difference between the HGL and the energy grade 
line (EGL).  The EGL should be computed first, then the velocity head, V2/2g, should be 
subtracted to obtain the HGL. 
 
 
36-13.02  Tailwater 
 
The tailwater will either be above the crown of the outlet or can be considered to be between the 
crown and critical depth.  To determine the EGL, begin with the tailwater elevation or (dc + D)/2, 
whichever is higher, add the velocity head for full flow and proceed upstream to compute all losses 
such as exit losses, friction losses, junction losses, bend losses, and entrance losses as appropriate. 
 
An exception to the above is a very large outfall with low tailwater for which a water-surface 
profile calculation is appropriate to determine the location where the water surface will intersect 
the top of the barrel and full-flow calculations can begin.  The downstream water-surface elevation 
is based on critical depth or the tailwater, whichever is higher. 
 
In estimating tailwater depth on the receiving stream, the designer will consider the joint or 
coincidental probability of two events occurring at the same time.  For a tributary stream or a 
storm drain, its relative independence may be qualitatively evaluated by a comparison of its 
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drainage area with that of the receiving stream.  A short-duration storm which causes peak 
discharge on a small basin may not be critical for a larger basin.  If the same storm causes peak 
discharge on both basins, the peaks will be out of phase.  To aid in the evaluation of joint 
probabilities, see to Figure 36-13A. 
 
 
36-13.03  Exit Loss 
 
The exit loss is a function of the change in velocity at the outlet of the pipe.  For a sudden 
expansion such as an endwall, the exit loss is determined as follows: 

Where:  V =  average outlet velocity, ft/s 
Vd =  channel velocity downstream of outlet, ft/s 

 
If Vd = 0 as in a reservoir, the exit loss is one velocity head.  At a location with a flap gate at the 
outlet to prevent water from backing up into the system, an additional loss caused by the flap gate 
may need to be added.  A manufacturer should be consulted for information.  For part full flow 
where the pipe outlets into a channel with moving water, the exit loss may be reduced to virtually 
zero. 
 
 
36-13.04  Bend Loss 
 
The bend loss coefficient for storm-drain design is minor, but can be evaluated using the formula 
as follows: 
 

 
g

V
H o

b 2
0033.0 2

         (Equation 36-13.2) 

 
 Where Δ = angle of curvature, deg. 
 
 
36-13.05  Pipe-Friction Loss 
 
The friction slope is the energy gradient for that run.  The friction loss is the energy gradient 
multiplied by the length of the run in feet.  Energy loss from pipe friction can be determined from 
the Manning’s formula with terms as previously defined, as follows: 
 

 
g2

V   -   
g2

V  1.0=H
2
d

2

o 







     (Equation 36-13.1) 
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2

67.0 







AR
QnS f          (Equation 36-13.3) 

 
The head loss due to friction can be determined from the formula as follows: 
 
 Hf = LSf            (Equation 36-13.4) 
 
The Manning’s formula can be used to determine friction loss as follows: 
 

 33.1

2287.2
D

LVnH f          (Equation 36-13.5) 

 

 

















g
V

R
LnH f 2

4.64 2

33.1

2

       (Equation 36-13.6) 

Where:  Hf = total head loss due to friction, ft 
n = Manning’s roughness coefficient 
D = diameter of pipe, ft 
L = length of pipe, ft 
V = mean velocity, ft/s 
R = hydraulic radius, ft 
g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s2 
Sf  = slope of hydraulic grade line 

 
 
36-13.06  Manhole Losses 
 
The head loss encountered in flowing from one pipe to another through a manhole is represented 
as being proportional to the velocity head at the outlet pipe.  Using K to identify this constant of 
proportionality, the energy loss is approximated as K(Vo

2/2g).  Experimental studies have 
determined that K can be approximated as follows: 
 

Where:  K = adjusted loss coefficient 
KO = initial head loss coefficient based on relative manhole size 

  CD = correction factor for pipe diameter, pressure flow only 
Cd = correction factor for flow depth, non-pressure flow only 
CQ = correction factor for relative flow 
CB = correction factor for benching 
Cp = correction factor for plunging flow 

 

CCC CCK =K BpQdDO       (Equation 36-13.7) 
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1. Relative Manhole Size.  KO is estimated as a function of the relative manhole size and the 
angle of deflection between the inflow and outflow pipes.  See Figure 36-13B. 

 

   
15.0

sin4.1sin11.0 


















OO
O D

b
D
bK     (Equation 36-13.8) 

  Where:  θ = angle between the inflow and outflow pipes, deg 
   b = manhole diameter, in. 
   DO = outlet-pipe diameter, in. 

 
2. Pipe Diameter.  A change in head loss due to differences in pipe diameter is significant 

only in a pressure-flow situation where the depth in manhole to outlet pipe diameter ratio, 
d/DO, is greater than 3.2. 

 

  
3











i

O
D D

D
C         (Equation 36-13.9) 

 
  Where:  Di =  incoming pipe diameter, in. 

   DO =  outgoing pipe diameter, in. 
 
3. Flow Depth.  The correction factor for flow depth is significant only in free-surface flow or 

low pressure, where the d/DO ratio is less than 3.2.  Water depth in the manhole is 
approximated as the level of the hydraulic-grade line at the upstream end of the outlet pipe.  
The correction factor for flow depth, Cd, is calculated as follows: 

 

  
6.0

5.0 









O
d D

dC        (Equation 36-13.10) 

 
  Where:  d = water depth in manhole above outlet pipe, ft 

   DO = outlet pipe diameter, ft 
 
4. Relative Flow. 
 

The correction factor for relative flow, CQ, is a function of the angle of the incoming flow 
as well as the percentage of flow coming in through the pipe of interest versus other 
incoming pipes.  It is computed as follows: 

 
  Where:  CQ = correction factor for relative flow 

   θ = angle between the inflow and outflow pipes, deg 

1+  
Q
Q  -1  x   )sin   2 -(1 = C 0.75

O

i
Q 








    (Equation 36-13.11) 
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   Qi = flow in the inflow pipe, ft3/s 
   QO = flow in the outlet pipe, ft3/s 

 
As can be seen from the equation, CQ is a function of the angle of the incoming flow as 
well as the percentage of flow coming in through the pipe of interest versus other incoming 
pipes.  To illustrate this effect, consider the manhole shown in the sketch and assume the 
following two discharge situations to determine the impact of pipe 2 entering the access 
hole. 

 

    35.11
24.4

18.31180sin21
75.0

13 





 

QC  

 
 a. For discharge situation 1, Q1 =  3.18 ft3/s, Q2 =  1.06 ft3/s, and Q3 =  4.24 ft3/s.  

Therefore, CQ = 1.35. 
 
 b. For discharge situation 2, Q1 =  1.06 ft3/s, Q2 =  3.18 ft3/s, and Q3 =  4.24 ft3/s.  

Therefore, CQ = 1.81. 
 
 See Figure 36-13B(1) for relative-flow effect. 
 
5. Plunging Flow.  The correction factor for plunging flow, Cp, is calculated as follows: 

 
  Where:  Cp = correction for plunging flow 

  h = vertical distance of plunging flow from flowline of incoming 
pipe to the center of outlet pipe, ft 

   DO = outlet pipe diameter, ft 
   d = water depth in manhole, ft 

 
This correction factor corresponds to the effect of another inflow pipe or surface flow from 
an inlet, plunging into the manhole, on the inflow pipe for which the head loss is being 
calculated.  Using the notations in the above sketch for the example, Cp is calculated for 
pipe No. 1 if pipe No. 2 discharges plunging flow.  The correction factor is applied only if 
h > d. 

 
6. Benching.  The correction for benching in the manhole, CB, is obtained from Figure 36-

13C.  Benching tends to direct flow through the manhole, resulting in reductions in head 
loss.  For a flow depth between the submerged and unsubmerged conditions, a linear 
interpolation is performed. 


















D
d)(h- x  

D
h  0.2 + 1 = C

OO
p   (Equation 36-13.12) 
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7. Summary.  To estimate the head loss through a manhole from the outflow pipe to a 

particular inflow pipe, multiply the above correction factors together to get the head loss 
coefficient, K.  This coefficient is then multiplied by the velocity head in the outflow pipe 
to estimate the minor loss for the connection. 

 
 
36-13.07  Hydraulic-Grade-Line Design Procedure 
 
The equations and charts necessary to manually calculate the location of the hydraulic gradeline 
are included herein.  The HYDRA computer program in the HYDRAIN system is recommended 
for design of a storm drain.  It will include a HGL analysis and a pressure-flow simulation.  A 
step-by-step procedure is described to manually compute the HGL.  Figure 36-13D can be used to 
document the procedure.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s 
website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
If the HGL is above the pipe crown at the next upstream manhole, pressure-flow calculations 
should be performed.  If it is below the pipe crown, open-channel-flow calculations should be used 
at the upstream manhole.  The process is repeated throughout the storm-drain system.  If all HGL 
elevations are acceptable, the hydraulic design is adequate.  If the HGL exceeds an inlet elevation, 
adjustments to the trial design must be made to lower the water-surface elevation. 
 
1. Enter in column 1 the station for the junction immediately upstream of the outflow pipe.  

HGL computations begin at the outfall and are worked upstream taking each junction into 
consideration. 

 
2. Enter in column 2 the tailwater elevation if the outlet will be submerged during the design 

storm.  Otherwise, refer to the tailwater discussion in Section 36-13.02 for the procedure. 
 
3. Enter in column 3 the diameter of the outflow pipe, DO. 
 
4. Enter in column 4 the design discharge for the outflow pipe, QO. 
 
5. Enter in column 5 the length of the outflow pipe, LO. 
 
6. Enter in column 6 the outlet velocity of flow, VO. 
 
7. Enter in column 7 the velocity head, VO

2/2g. 
 
8. Enter in column 8 the exit loss, HO. 
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9. Enter in column 9 the friction slope of the outflow pipe, SFO.  This can be determined by 
using Equation 36-13.3.  This assumes full-flow conditions. 

 
10. Enter in column 10 the friction loss, Hf, which is computed by multiplying the length, LO, 

in column 5 by the friction slope, SFO, in column 9.  For a curved alignment, calculate 
curve loss by using the formula Hb = 0.0033θVO

2/2g, where θ = angle of curvature, deg, 
and add to the friction loss. 

 
11. Enter in column 11 the initial head loss coefficient, KO, based on relative manhole size as 

computed from Equation 36-13.8. 
 
12. Enter in column 12 the correction factor for pipe diameter, CD, as computed from Equation 

36-13.9. 
 
13. Enter in column 13 the correction factor for flow depth, Cd, as computed from Equation 36-

13.10.  This factor is significant only where the d/DO ratio is less than 3.2. 
 
14. Enter in column 14 the correction factor for relative flow, CQ, as computed from Equation 

36-13.11. 
 
15. Enter in column 15 the correction factor for plunging flow, Cp, as computed from Equation 

36-13.12.  This correction factor is applied only if h > d. 
 
16. Enter in column 16 the correction factor for benching, CB, as determined from Figure 36-

13C. 
 
17. Enter in column 17 the value of K as computed from Equation 36-13.7. 
 
18. Enter in column 18 the value of the total manhole loss, KVO

2/2g. 
 
19. If the tailwater submerges the outlet end of the pipe, enter in column 19 the sum of the 

TW-elevation value in column 2 and the exit-loss value in column 7 to get the EGL at the 
outlet end of the pipe.  If the pipe is flowing full, but the tailwater is low, the EGL will be 
determined by adding the velocity head to (dC + D)/2. 

 
20. Enter in column 20 the sum of the friction-head value from column 10, the manhole-losses 

value from column 18, and the energy-grade-line value from column 19 at the outlet to 
obtain the EGL at the inlet end.  This value becomes the EGL for the downstream end of 
the upstream pipe. 

 
21. Determine the HGL for column. 21 throughout the system by subtracting the velocity-head 

value from column 7) from the EGL value from column 20. 
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22. Check to make certain that the HGL is below the level of allowable high water at that 

point.  If the HGL is above the finished-grade elevation, water will exit the system at this 
point for the design flow. 

 
The above procedure applies to a pipe that is flowing full, as should be the condition for the design 
of a new system.  If a part full flow condition exists, the EGL is located one velocity head above 
the water surface. 
 
Figure 36-13E provides a summary of energy losses which should be considered.  Figure 36-13F 
illustrates the proper and improper use of energy losses in developing a storm-drain system. 
 
 
36-14.0  UNDERDRAINS 
 
See Section 52-10.0 for INDOT’s design criteria and application for underdrains. 
 
 
36-15.0  COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
 
To assist with storm-drain-system design, a microcomputer software module has been developed 
for the computation of the hydraulic grade line.  The computer program, called HYDRA, is part of 
the HYDRAIN system.  HYDRA can be used to check design adequacy and to analyze the 
performance of a storm-drain system under assumed inflow conditions.  Section 36-16.0 provides 
an example problem using the HYDRA computer model. 
 
If another commercial package is used, it must be capable of computing the trunkline size for 
gravity flow at a 10-year event and performing the hydraulic-grade-line computation for the 50-
year event.  Hand calculations which satisfy these requirements are also acceptable. 
 
For slotted-drain pipe and slotted-vane-drain pipe, use manufacturers’ publications with capture-
rate information for a sag or on-grade installation. 
 
 
36-16.0  EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
 
The following is an example problem of inlet and storm-drain computations worked manually and 
using microcomputer software.  The inlet computations utilized HEC 12, available from 
McTRANS.  The storm-drain calculations utilized HYDRA. 
 
Given:  Sketch of roadway segment with inlets located as shown in Figure 36-16A.  The 

drainage area is as indicated on the Inlet Computation sheet. 
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12-ft travel lane with SX = 0.02, and 2.0-ft gutter with SW = 0.025 
10-year design, IDF curve for Indianapolis 
Allowable spread, T = 6.0 ft; n = 0.016; SO = 0.012 
Curved vane grates type 10 and 11, size 16 in x 36 in 

 
Find:  Check spread at inlet locations.  Design storm-drain size and slope.  Calculate hydraulic 

grade line. 
 
Solution: 
 
1. Inlet Computations. 
 

a. Hand calculations documented in Figure 36-16B, Inlet Computation Sheet. 
 
b. Analysis computed by HEC 12 computer program and documented on printout 

labeled HEC 12, after Figure 36-16B. 
 
2. Storm-Drain Calculations. 
 

a. Hand calculations for pipe sizing in Figure 36-16C, Storm-Drain Computation 
Sheet. 

 
b. HYDRA calculations for pipe sizing and Hydraulic-Grade Line shown on HYDRA 

printout, after Figure 36-16C. 
 
 
36-17.0  INLET-CAPACITY CHART 
 
Because of its frequency of usage by INDOT, Figure 36-17A provides a hydraulic-capacity chart 
for the curved vane grate, frame casting types 10 and 11.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings.  
The inlet-capacity chart has been produced based on the following assumptions. 
 
1. Grate dimensions: 36 in x 16 in 
2. SX = roadway slope = 0.02 
3. SW = gutter-pan slope = 0.025 
4. W = gutter width = 2 ft 
5. n = 0.016 
6. S = longitudinal slope = 0.5% to 7% 
7. Q = gutter flow = 0.35 ft3/s to 8.48 ft3/s 
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The assumed roadway conditions for SX, SW, and W are those that occur on a curbed facility.  
Figure 36-17A allows the user to determine the intercepted flow, Qi, for a given longitudinal slope, 
S, and total gutter flow, Q.  For example: 
 

S = 1% 
Q = 4.23 ft3/s 

 
Figure 36-17A yields Qi = 1.87 ft3/s. 
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Casting Types Str. Type 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 12A 13 14 15 

A X X     X       
D     X         
E      X        
J        X      
K        X      
S            X  C

at
ch

 B
as

in
s 

W 1 X X     X       
 A X X     X       

B             X 
C             X 
D     X         
E      X        
F      X        
G      X        

H, HA    X          
J        X      
M        X      
N         X     
P          X    
R           X   
S            X  

In
le

ts
 

T            X  
A X  X    X       
B X  X    X       

C 2 X  X    X       
D X  X    X       
E X  X    X       
F X  X    X       
G X  X    X       
H X  X    X       
J X  X    X       
K X  X    X       
L X  X    X       
M X  X    X       

M
an

ho
le

s 

N X  X    X       
Notes: 1 May be substituted for catch basin type A. 

2 May be substituted for manhole type A or B. 
 

COMPATIBILITY OF DRAINAGE STRUCTURES AND CASTINGS 
 

Figure 36-2A 
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Symbol Definition Units
A  Area of cross section   ft2

A  Watershed area ac 
a  Depth of depression in. 
C  Runoff coefficient or coefficient - 
d  Depth of gutter flow at the curb line ft 
D  Diameter of pipe ft 
EO  Ratio of frontal flow to total gutter flow Qw/Q - 
h  Height of curb opening inlet     ft 
H  Head loss ft 
I  Rainfall intensity in./h 
K  Coefficient - 
L  Length of curb opening inlet    ft 
L  Pipe length ft 
L  Pavement width ft 
L  Length of runoff travel ft 
n  Roughness coefficient in Manning formula - 
P  Perimeter of grate opening, neglecting bars and side against curb  ft 
P  Tire pressure lb/ft2

Q  Rate of discharge in gutter     ft3/s 
Qi  Intercepted flow ft3/s 
QS  Gutter capacity above the depressed section  ft3/s 
QT  Total flow ft3/s 
QW  Gutter capacity in the depressed section ft3/s 
Rh  Hydraulic radius ft 
S or SX  Pavement cross slope       ft/ft 
S  Crown slope of pavement ft/ft 
S or SL  Longitudinal slope of pavement ft/ft 
SW  Depressed section slope  ft/ft 
T  Top width of water surface (spread on pavement) ft 
tC  Time of concentration min 
TD  Tire tread depth in 
TS  Spread above depressed section ft 
TXD  Pavement texture depth in. 
V  Vehicle speed mph 
V  Velocity of flow ft/s 
W  Width of depression for curb opening inlets ft 
Wd  Rotational velocity on dry surface rpm 
WD  Water depth in. 
WW  Rotational velocity on flooded surface rpm 
y  Depth of flow in approach gutter ft 
Z  T/d, reciprocal of the cross slope - 
 
 

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

Figure 36-3A 
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Type of Facility Design Frequency Allowable Spread, T 

Freeway 50 years Edge of travel lane 
Non-Freeway, ≥ 4 Lanes 10 years Across one-half travel lane  
Two-Lane Facility 10 years 4 ft onto travel lane 
Bridge Deck, Non-Freeway 
 V ≥ 50 mi/h 
 V ≤ 50 mi/h 

 
10 years 
10 years 

 
Edge of travel lane 
3 ft onto travel lane 

Ramp, Roadway or Bridge 
 V ≥ 50 mi/h 
 V ≤ 50 mi/h 

 
10 years 
10 years 

 
Edge of travel lane 
3 ft onto travel lane 

 
 

DESIGN FREQUENCY AND ALLOWABLE WATER SPREAD 
 

Figure 36-7A 
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Type of Gutter or Pavement Manning’s n 

Concrete gutter, troweled finish 0.012 

Asphalt Pavement 
Smooth texture 
Rough texture 

 
0.013 
0.016 

Concrete gutter-asphalt pavement 
Smooth 
Rough 

 
0.013 
0.015 

Concrete pavement 
Float finish 
Broom finish 

 
0.014 
0.016 

 
Notes: 1. For a gutter with a small slope where sediment may accumulate, increase n value by 

0.002. 
 2.  Reference: USDOT, FHWA, HDS-3 (1961) 
 
 

MANNING’S n FOR STREET OR PAVEMENT GUTTER 
 

Figure 36-8A 
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Speed 
(mph) 

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 62 65 70 

d↓  K→ 20 30 40 50 70 90 110 130 160 167 180 220 
0.1 20 24 28 32 37 42 47 51 57 58 60 66 
0.2 28 35 40 45 53 60 66 72 80 82 85 94 
0.3 35 42 49 55 65 73 81 88 98 100 104 115 
0.4 40 49 57 63 75 85 94 102 113 116 120 133 
0.5 45 55 63 71 84 95 105 114 126 129 134 148 
0.6 49 60 69 77 92 104 115 125 139 142 147 162 
0.7 53 65 75 84 99 112 124 135 150 153 159 176 
0.8 57 69 80 89 106 120 133 144 160 163 170 188 

 
Notes: 1. x = (200dK)0.5, where x = distance from the low point to flanking inlet, ft, and 
  d = depth at curb, ft 
  Maximum K for drainage = 170 (ft/%A) for a curbed facility. 

 2. K = L/A, where L = length of vertical curve, ft, and A = algebraic difference in approach grades, %. 
  Reference: HEC 12 (modified). 

 3. See Figure 36-10E(1) for Example 36-10.3 details. 
 
 

FLANKING-INLET LOCATIONS 
 

Figure 36-10E 
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ROUTE: __________  PROJECT: __________________________  COMPUTED BY: __________________________  DATE: ___________            SHEET ____  OF  ____ 

LOCATION GUTTER DISCHARGE 
Design Frequency: _________ 

GUTTER DISCHARGE 
Allowable Spread: _________ INLET  DISCHARGE 

Inlet 
No. Station 

Drain 
Area 

A 
 

(ac) 

Run- 
off 

Coef. 
C 

Time 
of 

Conc. 
TC

(min.) 

Rain 
Inten- 
sity, I 
(in./ 
h) 

Q = 
.002 – 
78 x 
CIA 
(cfs) 

Grade 
So
 
 

(ft/ft) 

Cross 
Slope 

Sx
 

(ft/ft) 

Prev. 
Run- 
by 

 
(cfs) 

Total 
Gutt. 
Flow 

 
(cfs) 

Depth 
d 

T/W 
 

(ft) 

Gutt. 
Width 

W 
 

(ft) 

Sprd. 
T 
 
 

(ft) 

W/T Inlet 
Type 

Inter- 
cept 
Qi
 

(cfs) 

Run- 
by 
Qr
 

(cfs) 

REMARKS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
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Manhole 
Type 

Manhole Inside- 
Dia. Dimension 

(in.) 

Maximum Trunkline 
Pipe Size 

(in.) 

Minimum Trunkline 
Pipe Size 

(in.) 

A 
B 

48 dia 
36 dia 

24 
18 

12 
12 

C 49 dia 24 12 

D 
E 
F 
G 

58 x 74 
80 x 74 
108 x 74 
136 x 74 

42 
60 
84 
108 

27 
48 
66 
90 

H 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 

49 dia 
62 dia 
74 dia 
98 dia 
104 dia 
110 dia 

36 
36 
48 
54 
72 
84 

24 
24 
36 
48 
54 
72 

 
 

MANHOLE TYPES 
 

Figure 36-11A 
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MH Dia. 
(in.) 

K 
(in./deg) 

Maximum Pipe Size 
(in.) 

27 0.24 15 
42 0.38 27 
48 0.43 30 
54 0.48 36 
60 0.53 42 
66 0.59 48 
72 0.64 54 
78 0.69 60 
84 0.74 66 
90 0.80 72 
96 0.85 72 
102 0.90 78 
108 0.96 84 

 
 

MANHOLE SIZING 
 

Figure 36-11B 
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Pipe Size, 
in 

Full-Pipe 
Flow, ft3/s 

Slope * 

12 2.12 0.0030 

15 3.14 0.0022 

18 4.48 0.0017 

21 6.14 0.0014 

24 8.12 0.0012 

27 10.17 0.0010 

30 12.57 0.00087 

33 15.11 0.00076 

36 18.05 0.00068 

42 24.47 0.00055 

48 31.96 0.00046 

54 40.29 0.00039 

60 49.86 0.00034 

66 60.39 0.00030 

72 72.25 0.00027 

 
  * n = 0.012, coefficient of pipe roughness assumed by INDOT for storm drain 
 
 

MINIMUM SLOPE NECESSARY TO ENSURE 3.0 ft/s 
IN STORM DRAIN FLOWING FULL 

 
Figure 36-12E 
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Route __________ Section  _____________ County  _______________________
Computed ____________________ Date ____________ 
Checked _____________________ Date ____________ 
 

Drainage
Area A 

(ac) 
(A)(C) Flow Time 

(min) 
Velocity 

(ft/s) Invert Elev. 

Station 
Le

ng
th

 
(ft

) 

In
cr

em
en

t 

To
ta

l 

R
un

of
f C

oe
ffi

ci
en

t 
C
 

In
cr

em
en

t 

To
ta

l 

To
 U

pp
er

 
E

nd
 

In
 S

ec
tio

n 

R
ai

nf
al

l I
nt

en
si

ty
 

I (
in

./h
) 

To
ta

l R
un

of
f 

0.
00

27
8C

I
 =

 Q
 

A
(c

fs
) 

D
ia

m
et

er
 P

ip
e 

(in
.) 

C
ap

ac
ity

 F
ill

 
(c

fs
) 

Fl
ow

in
 g

Fu
ll 

D
es

ig
n 

Fl
ow

 

U
pp

er
 

E
nd

 

Lo
w

er
 

E
nd

 

M
an

ho
le

 
In

ve
rt 

D
ro

p 

S
lo

pe
 o

f D
ra

in
 

(ft
/ft

) 
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FREQUENCY FOR COINCIDENTAL OCCURRENCE 

10-Year Design 100-Year Design AREA 
RATIO MAIN 

STREAM 
TRIBUTARY 

MAIN 
STREAM 

TRIBUTARY

10 000 to 1 
1 
10 

10 
1 

2 
100 

100 
2 

1000 to 1 
2 
10 

10 
2 

10 
100 

100 
10 

100 to 1 
5 
10 

10 
5 

25 
100 

100 
25 

10 to 1 
10 
10 

10 
10 

50 
100 

100 
50 

1 to 1 
10 
10 

10 
10 

100 
100 

100 
100 

 
 

JOINT PROBABILITY ANALYSIS 
 

Figure 36-13A 
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Station TW DO QO LO VO VO
2/2g HO SfO Hf KO CD Cd CQ Cp CB K K(VO

2 
/2g) 

EGLO
2+7 

EGLi
10+ 

18+19

HGL 
EGL-7

TOC 
Elev 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 
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g2
V2

 = Htm  
g2

V2
 0.5 = He  

  
  
    

 TERMINAL JUNCTION LOSSES 
 (at beginning of run) 

 ENTRANCE LOSSES 
 (for structure at end of run) 
 Assuming square - edge 

  
   
Where:   g  = gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/s2  

  
  

  
  
   

gQ42
V2

1KQ1 + V2
2Q2 - V2

1Q1 - V2
4Q4 = H 2j  

  
 JUNCTION LOSSES 
 (After FHWA) 
 
Total losses to include Hj2 plus losses for changes in 
direction of less than 90º (Hb). 
 
Where: K = Bend loss factor 

Q3 = Vertical dropped-in flow from an inlet
V3 = Assumed to be zero 

 
 
 FRICTION LOSS (Hf) 
 
Hf = (Sf) (L) 
 
Where: Hf = Friction head, ft 

Sf = Friction slope, ft/ft 
L = Length of conduit, ft 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

AR 3/2
Qn

2
 = Sf  

 
Where: Q = Discharge of conduit, ft3/s 

n = Manning’s coefficient of roughness 
(use 0.013 for R.C. Pipes) 

A = Area of conduit, ft2

R = Hydraulic radius of conduit (D/4 for 
round pipe), ft 

  
(Outflow) 

g2
V = H 1j

2
   

  
  
  
  

 
 JUNCTION LOSSES 
 
Use only where flows are identical to above; 
otherwise, use Hj2 Equation. 

  
  
                                              
                                                        

g2
KV2

1 = Hb  

  
 
 BEND LOSSES 
 (Change in direction of flow) 
 

 
Where K

 
Degree of 

Turn (A) in Junction
 

0.19 
0.35 
0.47 
0.56 
0.64 
0.70 

 
15 
30 
45 
60 
75 
90 

 
 

                                                  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 TOTAL ENERGY LOSSES AT EACH JUNCTION  TOTAL ENERGY LOSSES AT EACH JUNCTION 
 HT = Htm + He + (Hj1 or Hj2) + Hb + Hf HT = Htm + He + (Hj1 or Hj2) + Hb + Hf

  
  

SUMMARY OF ENERGY LOSSES SUMMARY OF ENERGY LOSSES 
Figure 36-13E Figure 36-13E 
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RE-

MARKS 

 

 
19 

 

 

 

 

 
Sag 

Point 

 
Sag  

Point 

 

 

 
RUNBY 

 
“Qr” 
(ft3/s) 

 
18 

 
0.177 

 
0.177 

 
0.177 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0.141 

 
0.177 

 
 

 
INTER-
CEPT 
“QI” 
(ft3/s) 

 
17 

 
0.530 

 
0.530 

 
0.530 

 

 
1.200 

 

 
1.236 

 

 
0.459 

 

 
0.530 

 

 
 

 
INLET DISCHARGE 

 
INLET 
TYPE 

 
16 

 
10 & 11 

 

 
10 & 11 

 
10 & 11 

 
Double 
10 & 11 

 
Double 
10 & 11 

 
10 & 11 

 
10 & 11 

 
 

 
W/T 

 
15 

 
0.33 

 

 
0.33 

 
0.33 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
SPREAD 

“T” 
 

(ft) 

 
14 

 
6.00 

 

 
6.00 

 
6.00 

 

 
6.67 

 
6.67 

 
5.73 

 

 
6.00 

 

 
 

 
GUTTER 
WIDTH 

“W” 
(ft) 

 
13 

 
2.00 

 
2.00 

 
2.00 

 

 
1.32 

 

 
1.32 

 

 
1.32 

 

 
1.32 

 

 
 

 
DEPTH 

“d” 
T/W 
(ft) 

 
12 

 
0.133 

 
0.133 

 
0.133 

 

 
0.140 

 
0.143 

 

 
0.123 

 

 
0.133 

 

 
 

 
TOTAL 

GUTTER 
FLOW 
(ft3/s) 

 
11 

 
0.706 

 
0.706 

 

 
0.706 

 

 
1.200 

 

 
1.236 

 

 
0.600 

 
0.706 

 

 
 

 
PREV. 

RUNBY 
 

(ft3/s) 

 
10 

 
0 
 

 
0 
 

 
0.177 

 

 
0 

 
0.177 

 

 
0.177 

 

 
0 
 

 
 

 
CROSS 
SLOPE 

Sx
(ft/ft) 

 
9 

 
0.02 

 
0.02 

 

 
0.02 

 

 
0.02 

 

 
0.02 

 

 
0.02 

 

 
0.02 

 

 
 

 
     GUTTER DISCHARGE 

ALLOWABLE SPEED    6.0 ft (Roadway) 7.0 ft (Street)  

 
GRADE 

“SO” 
 

(ft/ft) 

 
8 

 
0.012 

 
0.012 

 

 
0.012 

 

 
Sag 

 

 
Sag 

 

 
0.012 

 

 
0.012 

 

 
 

 
Q=.002- 
78CIA 

 
(ft3/s) 

 
7 

 
0.706 

 
0.706 

 
0.530 

 

 
1.200 

 

 
1.059 

 

 
0.424 

 

 
0.706 

 

 
 

 
Rain 

Intensity 
“I” 

(in/h) 

 
6 

 
5.28 

 
5.28 

 
5.08 

 

 
6.00 

 

 
6.00 

 
5.04 

 

 
5.04 

 

 
 

   
TIME OF 
C ONC. 

“TC” 
(min) 

 
5 

 
10 

 

 
10 

 
11.2 

 

 
7 

 
7 

 
11.5 

 
11.5 

 

 
RUNOFF 

COEF 
“C” 

 
4 

 
0.4 
0.9 

 
0.4 
0.9 

 
0.9 
0.4 

 
0.9 
0.9 

 
0.9 
0.9 

 
0.9 

 
0.9 
0.4 

 

 
                 GUTTER DISCHARGE 
                 DESIGN FREQUENCY       10 

DRAIN 
AREA 

“A” 
(acres) 

 
3 

 
0.125 
0.100 

 
0.125 
0.100 

 
0.050 
0.150 

 
0.100 
0.125 

 
0.100 
0.100 

 
0.100 

 
0.050 
0.250 

 

INLET COMPUTATION SHEET                                                                                                               DATE__________PROJECT__________ROUTE______ 
                                                                                                                                                                            COMPUTED BY_________________SHEET_____OF____ 

STAT. 

 
2 

INLET SPACING COMPUTATION SHEET 
(Example Problem) 

Figure 36-16B 

 
10+00 

 
10+00 

 
10+42.7 

 
Street 

 
Street 

 
11+00 

 
11+00 

 

 

 
LOCATION 

INLET 
   No. 

 
1 

 
1 

 
2 

 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
 

Figure 36-16B(1) 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16B(1) 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16B(1) 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16B(1) 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16B(1) 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16B(1) 
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HIGHWAY DRAINAGE DESIGN EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16B(1) 
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Computed    Date                  Route                                           
Section                                        

Checked      Date                   County    
 

Station 

Drainage
Area A 
(acres) A x C 

Flow Time 
(min) 

Velocity 
(ft/s) Inert Elev. 

Fr
om

 

To
 Le

ng
th

 
(ft

) 

In
cr

em
en

t 

To
ta

l 

R
un

of
f C

o
ffi

ci
en

t 
e

C
 

In
cr

em
en

t 

To
ta

l 

To
 U

pp
er

 
E

nd
 

In
 S

ec
tio

n 

R
ai

nf
al

l I
nt

en
si

ty
 

I (
in

/h
) 

To
ta

l R
un

of
f 

0.
00

27
8C

IA
 =

 Q
 

(ft
3 /s

) 

D
ia

m
et

er
 P

ip
e 

(in
) 

C
ap

ac
ity

 F
ill

 
(ft

3 /s
) 

Fl
ow

in
g 

Fu
ll 

D
es

ig
n 

Fl
ow

 

U
pp

er
 

E
nd

 

Lo
w

er
 

E
nd

 

M
an

ho
le

 
In

ve
rt 

D
ro

p 

S
lo

pe
 o

f D
ra

in
 

(ft
/ft

) 

1 2 24.3 0.125  0.4 0.05  
   0.100 0.225 0.9 0.9 0.14 10 5.28 0.745 12 3.53 5.67 5.00 333.33 333.10 0.01
                    

2 MH1 3.33 0.125  0.4 0.050  
   0.100 0.45 0.9 0.09 0.28 10.2 5.28 1.48 12 3.53 5.67 5.00 333.10 333.06 0.01
                    

MH1 MH2 143.3  0.45   0.28 10.2 5.28 1.48 12 4.24 6.67 6.00 333.06 331.33 0.012
                    

3 MH2 3.33 0.05 
0.15 0.20 0.9 

0.4 
0.045 
0.6 0.105 11.2  5.08 0.533 12 3.53 5.67 5.00 331.60 331.57  0.01 

                    

MH2 MH3 73.33  0.65   0.385 11.2 5.08 1.96 12 4.24 6.67 6.00 331.33 330.47 0.012
                    

4 5 24.33 0.300  0.4 0.12  
   0.125 0.425 0.9 0.113 0.232 10 5.28 1.22 12 2.83 4.00 3.67 330.80 330.67 0.005
                    

5 MH3 30.0 0.325  0.4 0.13  
   0.125 0.875 0.9 0.113 0.475 10.1 5.28 2.51 12 3.53 4.67 4.67 330.67 330.47 0.007
                    

MH3 MH4 116.7  1.525   1.09 11.4 5.08 5.54 15 8.12 7.00 6.76 330.20 328.80 0.012
                    

6 7 24.3 0.100  0.9  0.09 11.5 5.04 0.454 12 2.83 4.00 2.67 329.33 329.20 0.005
                    

7 MH4 3.33 0.050  0.9 0.045  
   0.250 0.30 0.4 0.100 0.145 11.5 5.04 0.731 12 2.83 4.00 3.33 329.20 329.17 0.005
                    

MH4 Outlet 81.7  1.825   1.23 11.7 5.04 6.20 18 8.48 5.33 5.00 328.53 328.13 0.005

 
STORM DRAIN COMPUTATION SHEET 

FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
 

Figure 36-16C 
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HYDRA EXAMPLE 
 

Figure 36-16D 
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HYDRA EXAMPLE 

(continued) 
 

Figure 36-16D 
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HYDRA EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16D 
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HYDRA EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16D 
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HYDRA EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16D 
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HYDRA EXAMPLE 
(continued) 

 
Figure 36-16D 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT 
 

BANK PROTECTION 
 
 
38-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
38-1.01  Purpose 
 
One of the hazards of placing a highway near a river or stream channel or other water body is the 
potential for erosion of the highway embankment by moving water.  If erosion of the highway 
embankment is to be prevented, bank protection must be anticipated, and the proper type and 
amount of protection must be provided in the right locations. 
 
The available methods of protecting a highway embankment from bank erosion are as follows: 
 
1. relocating the highway away from the stream or water body; 
2. moving the water body away from the highway (channel change); 
3. changing the direction of the current with training works; and 
4. protecting the embankment from erosion. 
 
This Chapter provides procedures for the design of revetment to be used as channel-bank 
protection, and channel lining on a larger stream or river (i.e., that having a design discharge 
greater than 50 ft3/s).  Procedures are also provided for riprap protection at a bridge pier or 
abutment.  For a small discharge, the procedures provided in Chapter Thirty should be used.  
Emphasis in this Chapter has been placed on rock riprap revetment due to its cost, environmental 
considerations, flexible characteristics, and widespread acceptance.  Other channel-stabilization 
methods such as spurs, guide-bank retard structures, longitudinal dikes, and bulkheads are 
discussed in Stream Stability at Highway Structures, Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 20. 
 
 
38-1.02  Erosion Potential 
 
Channel and bank stabilization is essential to the design of a structure affected by the water 
environment.  The identification of the potential for bank erosion, and the subsequent need for 
stabilization, is best accomplished through observation.  A three-level analysis procedure is 
provided in Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 20.  This procedure is described in Chapter 
Thirty.  The three-level analysis provides a procedure for determining the geomorphological 
characteristics, evaluating the existing conditions through field observations, and determining the 
hydraulic and sediment transport properties of the stream.  If sufficient information is obtained at 
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a given level of the analysis to solve the problem, the procedure may be stopped without 
proceeding to the other levels. 
 
Observations provide the most positive indication of erosion potential.  Observation comparison 
can be based on historic information or current site conditions.  Aerial photographs, old maps, 
surveying notes, bridge-design files, and river-survey data are available at the INDOT Central 
Office and at Federal agencies.  Gaging-station records and interviews of long-time residents can 
provide documentation of recent and potentially current channel movement or bank instabilities. 
 
Current site conditions can be used to evaluate stability.  If historic information indicates that a 
bank has been relatively stable in the past, local conditions may indicate more recent instabilities.  
Local site conditions which are indicative of instabilities may include tipping and falling of 
vegetation along the bank, cracks along the bank surface, the presence of slump blocks, fresh 
vegetation laying in the channel near the channel banks, deflection of channel flows in the 
direction of the bank due to a  recently deposited obstruction or channel-course change, fresh 
vertical face cuts along the bank, locally high velocities along the bank, new bar formation 
downstream from an eroding bank, local headcuts, pending or recent cutoffs, etc.  The presence 
of one of these conditions does not in itself indicate an erosion problem.  Bank erosion is 
common in each channel if the channel is stable. 
 
 
38-1.03  Symbols and Definitions 
 
To provide consistency within this Chapter and throughout this Manual, the symbols in Figure 
38-1A will be used.  These symbols were selected because of their wide use in bank- and shore-
protection publications.  Where the same symbol is used for more than one definition, the 
symbol will be defined where it is used. 
 
 
38-2.0  POLICY 
 
A highway alignment or improvement can cross, encroach upon, or otherwise require 
construction of a new channel or modification of the existing channel.  It is necessary to protect 
the public, the highway investment, and the environment from the natural reaction to the 
highway changes.  Department policy requires that the facility, including bank protection, will 
perform without significant damage or hazard to people and property for flood and flow 
conditions experienced on a 100-year recurrence interval.  The facility, to the maximum extent 
possible, should perpetuate natural drainage conditions thus protecting and maintaining the 
environment. 
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38-3.0  BANK- AND LINING-FAILURE MODES 
 
38-3.01  Potential Failures 
 
Prior to designing a bank-stabilization scheme, the common erosion mechanisms and revetment-
failure modes, and the causes or driving forces behind bank erosion processes should be known.  
Inadequate recognition of potential erosion processes at a particular site may lead to failure of 
the revetment system. 
 
Many causes of bank erosion and revetment failure have been identified.  The more-common 
causes include abrasion, debris flows, water flow, eddy action, flow acceleration, unsteady flow, 
freeze-and-thaw, human actions on the bank, ice, precipitation, waves, toe erosion, and 
subsurface flow.  However, it is most often a combination of mechanisms which cause bank or 
revetment failure, and the actual mechanism or cause is difficult to determine.  Failures are 
classified by mode as follows: 
 
1. particle erosion; 
2. translational slide; 
3. modified slump; and 
4. slump. 
 
 
38-3.02  Particle Erosion 
 
Particle erosion is the most commonly considered erosion mechanism.  Particle erosion results if 
the tractive force exerted by the flowing water exceeds the bank material’s ability to resist 
movement.  If displaced stones are not transported from the eroded area, a mound of displaced 
rock will develop on the channel bed.  The mound has been observed to cause flow concentration 
along the bank, resulting in further bank erosion. 
 
One type of particle erosion results in loss of the underlying material, resulting in undermining 
and eventual collapse of the revetment protection.  The underlying material is lost through the 
revetment, or is piped under the toe of the revetment protection.  This failure is common in and is 
damaging to a rigid type of protective lining.  Providing a suitable filter, either natural or fabrics, 
in conjunction with a hydrostatic relief feature, will prevent this failure. 
 
Another type of particle erosion failure occurs at the edges of the protective feature.  The 
interface creates turbulence which in turn increases the tractive stresses placed on the protective 
layer, underlying layers and the natural bank material beyond the revetment.  Extension of the 
protective feature moves, but does not eliminate, the failure. 
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38-3.03  Translational Slide 
 
A translational slide is a failure of riprap caused by the downslope movement of a mass of 
stones, with the fault line on a horizontal plane.  The initial phases of a translational slide are 
indicated by cracks in the upper part of the riprap bank that extend parallel to the channel.  As 
the slide progresses, the lower part of the riprap separates from the upper part and moves 
downslope as a homogeneous body.  A resulting bulge may appear at the base of the bank if the 
channel bed is not scoured. 
 
 
38-3.04  Modified Slump 
 
The failure of riprap referred to as modified slump is the mass movement of material along an 
internal slip surface within the riprap blanket.  The underlying material supporting the riprap 
does not fail.  This type of failure is similar to the translational slide, but the geometry of the 
damaged riprap is similar in shape to initial stages of failure caused by particle erosion. 
 
 
38-3.05  Slump 
 
Slump is a rotational-gravitational movement of material along a surface of rupture that has a 
concave upward curve.  The cause of a slump failure is related to shear failure of the underlying 
base material that supports the riprap revetment.  The primary feature of a slump failure is the 
localized displacement of base material along a slip surface, which is caused by excess pore 
pressure that reduces friction along a fault line in the base material. 
 
 
38-4.0  REVETMENT TYPES 
 
38-4.01  Common Types 
 
The types of slope protection or revetment used for bank or shore protection and stabilization 
include the following: 
 
1. rock and rubble riprap; 
2. wire-enclosed rock (gabions); 
3. preformed blocks; 
4. grouted rock; 
5. grouted fabric; 
6. sand or cement bags; and 
7. soil cement. 
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38-4.02  Riprap 
 
Riprap is a layer or facing of rock, dumped or hand-placed to prevent erosion, scour, or 
sloughing of a structure or embankment.  Materials other than rock are also referred to as riprap.  
These include rubble, broken concrete slabs, or preformed-concrete shapes such as slabs, blocks, 
rectangular prisms, etc.  These materials are similar to rock in that they can be hand-placed or 
dumped onto an embankment to form a flexible revetment.  The depth of riprap should be taken 
as 18 in. 
 
 
38-4.03  Wire-Enclosed Rock 
 
A wire-enclosed rock, or gabion, revetment consists of rectangular wire mesh baskets filled with 
rock.  This revetment is formed by filling pre-assembled wire baskets with rock and anchoring 
them to the channel bottom or bank.  A wire-enclosed rock revetment is either a rock-and-wire 
mattress, or blocks.  In a mattress, the individual wire-mesh units are laid end to end and side to 
side to form a mattress layer on the channel bed or bank.  The gabion baskets comprising the 
mattress have a depth dimension which is much smaller than its width or length.  A block gabion 
is more equal-dimensional, having a depth that is approximately the same as its width and of the 
same order of magnitude as its length.  It is rectangular or trapezoidal in shape.  A block gabion 
revetment is formed by stacking individual gabion blocks in a stepped fashion. 
 
 
38-4.04  Precast-Concrete Block 
 
The preformed sections which comprise the revetment system are butted together or joined.  As 
such, they form a continuous blanket or mat.  The concrete blocks which make up the mats differ 
in shape and method of articulation but share certain common features.  The features include 
flexibility, rapid installation, and provisions for establishment of vegetation within the revetment.  
The permeable nature of this revetment permits free draining of the bank materials.  The 
flexibility, although limited, allows the mattress to conform to minor changes in the bank 
geometry.  Its limited flexibility, however, subjects it to undermining in an environment 
characterized by large and relatively rapid fluctuations in the surface elevation of the channel bed 
or bank.  Unlike wire-enclosed rock, the open nature of precast-concrete blocks does promote 
volunteering of vegetation within the revetment. 
 
 
38-4.05  Grouted Riprap 
 
Grouted riprap consists of rock-slope protection having voids filled with concrete grout to form a 
monolithic armor.  Grouted riprap is a rigid revetment.  It will not conform to changes in the 
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bank geometry due to settlement.  As with a monolithic revetment, grouted riprap is susceptible 
to failure from undermining and the subsequent loss of the supporting bank material.  Although it 
is rigid, grouted riprap is not extremely strong.  Therefore, the loss of a small area of bank 
support can cause failure of large portions of the revetment.  See the INDOT Standard 
Specifications for more information. 
 
 
38-4.06  Grouted Fabric Slope Pavement 
 
A grouted fabric slope pavement revetment is constructed by injecting sand-cement mortar 
between two layers of double-woven fabric which has first been positioned on the slope to be 
protected.  Mortar may be injected into this fabric envelope either underwater or in-the-dry.  The 
fabric enclosure prevents dilution of the mortar during placement underwater.  The two layers of 
fabric act first as the top and bottom form to hold the mortar in place while it hardens.  The 
fabric, to which the mortar remains tightly bonded, then acts as tensile reinforcing to hold the 
mortar in place on the slope.  This revetment is analogous to slope paving with reinforced 
concrete.  The bottom layer of fabric acts as a filter cloth underlayment to prevent loss of soil 
particles through cracks which may develop in the revetment as a result of soil subsidence.  
Greater relief of hydrostatic uplift is provided by weep holes or filter points which are woven 
into the fabric and remain unobstructed by mortar during the filling operation. 
 
 
38-4.07  Sand-Cement Bags 
 
Sand-cement bags consist of a dry mix of sand and cement placed in a burlap or other suitable 
bag.  They are hand placed in contact with adjacent bags.  They require firm support from the 
protected bank.  A filter fabric is placed underneath this type of revetment.  Adequate protection 
of the terminals and toe is essential.  The revetment has little flexibility, low tensile strength, and 
is susceptible to damage, particularly on a relatively flat slope where the area of contact between 
the bags is less. 
 
 
38-4.08  Soil Cement 
 
Soil cement consists of a dry mix of sand, cement, and admixtures batched in a central mixing 
plant.  It is transported, placed with equipment capable of producing the width and thickness 
required, and compacted to the required density.  Control of the moisture and time after 
introduction of the mixing water is critical.  Curing is required.  This results in a rigid protection.  
Soil cement can be placed either as a lining or in stepped horizontal layers.  The stepped 
horizontal layers are stable provided toe scour protection has been incorporated into the design. 
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38-5.0  DESIGN CONCEPTS 
 
38-5.01  Introduction 
 
Concepts related to the design of bank protection are discussed below. 
 
 
38-5.02  Design Discharge 
 
The design flow rate for the design or analysis of a highway structure in the vicinity of a river or 
stream has a 10- to 100-year recurrence interval.  This discharge level will also be applicable to 
the design of a revetment system.  However, a lower discharge may produce hydraulically-worse 
conditions with respect to riprap stability.  Several discharge levels be evaluated to ensure that 
the design is adequate for all discharge conditions up to that selected as the design discharge for 
a structure associated with the riprap scheme. 
 
 
38-5.03  Flow Types 
 
Open-channel flow can be classified as follows: 
 
1. uniform, gradually-varying, or rapidly-varying flow; 
2. steady or unsteady flow; and 
3. subcritical or supercritical flow. 
 
The design relationships described herein are based on the assumption of uniform, steady, 
subcritical flow.  The relationships are also valid for gradually-varying flow conditions.  
Although the individual hydraulic relationships are not in themselves applicable to rapidly-
varying, unsteady, or supercritical flow conditions, procedures are provided for extending their 
use to these flow conditions.  See Chapter Thirty for more information related to channel design. 
 
A rapidly-varying, unsteady flow condition is common in an area of flow expansion, flow 
contraction, or reverse flow.  These conditions are common at and immediately downstream of a 
bridge.  A supercritical or near-supercritical flow condition is common at a bridge constriction or 
a steeply-sloped channel. 
 
Non-uniform, unsteady, and near-supercritical flow conditions create stresses on the channel 
boundary that are significantly different from those induced by uniform, steady, subcritical flow.  
These stresses are difficult to assess quantitatively.  The stability-factor method of riprap design 
provided in Section 38-6.0 provides a means of adjusting the final riprap design which is based 
on relationships derived for steady, uniform, subcritical flow for the uncertainties associated with 
the other flow conditions.  The adjustment is made through the assignment of a stability factor.  
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The magnitude of the stability factor is based on the level of uncertainty inherent in the design-
flow conditions. 
 
 
38-5.04  Section Geometry 
 
The design procedures described herein require as input channel cross-section geometry.  The 
cross-section geometry is necessary to establish the hydraulic design parameters (flow depth, top 
width, velocity, hydraulic radius, etc.) required by the riprap-design procedures, and to establish 
a construction cross section for placement of the revetment material.  Where the entire channel 
perimeter will be stabilized, the selection of appropriate channel geometry is only a function of 
the desired channel conveyance properties and limiting geometric constraints.  However, where 
the channel bank alone will be protected, the design must consider the existing channel-bottom 
geometry. 
 
The development of an appropriate channel section for analysis is subjective.  The intent is to 
develop a section which reasonably simulates a worst-case condition with respect to riprap 
stability.  Information which can be used to evaluate channel geometry includes current channel 
surveys, past channel surveys (if available), and current and past aerial photos.  The effect that 
channel stabilization will have on the local channel section must be considered. 
 
The first problem arises if an attempt is made to establish an existing channel bottom profile for 
use in design.  A single channel profile is not enough to establish the design cross section.  In 
addition to current-channel surveys, historic surveys can provide valuable information.  A 
comparison of current and past channel surveys at the location provides information on the 
stability of the site and a history of past channel-geometry changes.  Past surveys for a particular 
site may not be available.  If so, past surveys at other sites in the vicinity of the design location 
may be used to evaluate past changes in channel geometry. 
 
 
38-5.05  Flow In Channel Bend 
 
Flow conditions in a channel bend are complicated by the distortion of flow patterns in the 
vicinity of the bend.  In a long, relatively straight channel, the flow conditions are uniform and 
symmetrical about the centerline of the channel.  However, in a channel bend, the centrifugal 
forces and secondary currents produced can lead to non-uniform and non-symmetrical flow 
conditions. 
 
The increased velocities and shear stresses that are generated as a result of non-uniform flow 
should be considered in a bend. 
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Superelevation of flow in a channel bend should be considered in the revetment design.  
Although the magnitude of superelevation is small if compared with the overall flow depth in the 
bend (less than 1 ft), it should be considered in establishing freeboard limits for a bank-
protection scheme on a sharp bend.  The magnitude of superelevation at a channel bend may be 
estimated for subcritical flow from the equation as follows: 
 

 
o

a

gR
TCV

Z
2

=         (Equation 38-5.1) 

 
 Where: Z = superelevation of the water surface, ft 

C = coefficient that relates free vortex motion to velocity streamline for 
unequal radii of curvature 

Va = mean channel velocity, ft/s 
T = water-surface width at section, ft 
g = gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/s2) 
Ro = mean radius of the channel centerline at the bend, ft 

 
The coefficient C has been evaluated by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and ranges from 
0.5 to 3.0, with an average value of 1.5. 
 
 
38-5.06  Flow Resistance 
 
The hydraulic analysis performed as a part of the riprap-design process requires the estimation of 
Manning’s roughness coefficient.  Physical characteristics upon which the resistance equations 
are based include the channel base material, surface irregularities, variations in section geometry, 
bed form, obstructions, vegetation, channel meandering, flow depth, and channel slope.  
Seasonal changes in these factors must also be considered.  See Chapter Thirty for a discussion 
on the selection of Manning’s n value. 
 
 
38-5.07  Extent of Protection 
 
Extent of protection refers to the longitudinal and vertical extent of protection required to 
adequately protect the channel bank. 
 
 
38-5.07(01)  Longitudinal Extent 
 
The longitudinal extent of protection required for a particular bank protection scheme is 
dependent on local site conditions.  The revetment should be continuous for a distance greater 
than the length that is impacted by channel-flow forces severe enough to cause dislodging or 
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transport of bank material.  Although this is a vague criterion, it should be considered.  Review 
of existing bank-protection sites has revealed that a common misconception in stream-bank 
protection is to provide protection too far upstream and not far enough downstream. 
 
One criterion for establishing the longitudinal limits of protection required is illustrated in Figure 
38-5A.  As illustrated, the minimum distances recommended for bank protection are an upstream 
distance of 1 channel width, and a downstream distance of 1.5 channel widths from 
corresponding reference lines.  All reference lines pass through tangents to the bend at the bend 
entrance or exit.  This criterion is based on an analysis of flow conditions in symmetric channel 
bends under ideal laboratory conditions.  Real-world conditions are not as simplistic. 
 
Many site-specific factors have an effect on the actual length of bank that should be protected.  
The designer will determine that the above criteria are difficult to apply on a mildly-curving 
bend or on a channel having irregular, non-symmetric bends.  Other channel controls such as 
bridge abutments can be producing a stabilizing effect on the bend so that only a part of the 
channel bend needs to be stabilized.  The magnitude or nature of the flow event can only cause 
erosion problems in a localized portion of the bend, requiring that only a short channel length be 
stabilized.  Therefore, the above criteria should only be used as a starting point.  Additional 
analysis of site-specific factors is necessary to define the actual extent of protection required. 
 
Field reconnaissance is useful for the evaluation of the longitudinal extent of protection required, 
particularly if the channel is actively eroding.  In a straight channel reach, scars on the channel 
bank may be useful to help identify the limits required for channel-bank protection.  The 
upstream and downstream limits of the protection scheme should be extended a minimum of 1 
channel width beyond the observed erosion limits. 
 
In a curved channel reach, the scars on the channel bank can be used to establish the upstream 
limit of erosion.  A minimum of 1 channel width should be added to the observed upstream limit 
to define the limit of protection.  The downstream limit of protection required in a curved 
channel reach is more difficult to define.  Because the natural progression of bank erosion is in 
the downstream direction, the present visual limit of erosion may not define the ultimate 
downstream limit.  Additional analysis based on consideration of flow patterns in the channel 
bend may be required. 
 
 
38-5.07(02)  Vertical Extent 
 
The vertical extent of protection required of a revetment includes design height and foundation 
or toe depth. 
 
1. Design Height.  The design height of a riprap installation should be equal to the design 

highwater elevation plus an allowance for freeboard.  Freeboard is provided in a 
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causeway situation to ensure that the desired degree of protection will not be reduced due 
to unaccounted factors, including the following: 

 
 a. wave action from wind or boat traffic; 
 b. superelevation in channel bends; 
 c. hydraulic jumps; and 
 d. flow irregularities due to piers, transitions, or flow junctions. 
 

Erratic phenomena such as unforeseen embankment settlement, the accumulation of silt, 
trash, debris in the channel, aquatic or other growth in the channel, and ice flows should 
be considered in setting the freeboard height.  Wave runup on the bank must be 
considered. 

 
The prediction of wave height from a boat-generated wave is not as straightforward as 
other wave sources.  Figure 38-5B provides a definition sketch for the wave-height 
discussion to follow.  The height of a boat-generated wave must be estimated from 
observations. 

 
It is necessary to estimate the magnitude of wave runup which results if waves impact the 
bank.  Wave runup is a function of the design-wave height, the wave period, bank angle, 
and the bank-surface characteristics (as represented by different revetment materials).  
For a wave height of less than 2 ft, wave runup can be computed using Figures 38-5C and 
38-5D.  The runup height, R, shown in Figure 38-5D is for concrete pavement.  
Correction factors are provided in Figure 38-5C for reducing the runup magnitude for 
other revetment materials.  The correction factor is multiplied by the wave height to 
obtain R. 

 
The factors to be considered in the selection of an appropriate freeboard height are 
described below.  As a minimum, a freeboard elevation of 1 ft to 2 ft should be used in an 
unconstricted reach, or 2 ft to 3 ft in a constricted reach.  The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency requires 3 ft for levee protection, or 4 ft at a bridge for a 100-year 
flood.  If computational procedures indicate that additional freeboard may be required, 
the greater height should be used.  Wave and flow conditions should be observed during 
various seasons of the year, if possible.  Consult existing records, and interview persons 
who have knowledge of past conditions in establishing the necessary vertical extent of 
protection required for a particular revetment installation. 

 
2. Toe Depth.  The undermining of revetment-toe protection has been identified as one of 

the mechanisms of revetment failure.  In the design of bank protection, estimates of the 
depth of scour are needed so that the protective layer is placed sufficiently low in the 
streambed to prevent undermining.  The ultimate depth of scour must consider channel 
degradation and natural scour and fill processes. 
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The relationships provided in Equations 38-5.2 and 38-5.3 below can be used to estimate 
the probable maximum depth of scour due to the natural scour and fill phenomenon in a 
straight channel or in a channel having mild bends.  In application, the depth of scour, ds, 
should be measured from the lowest elevation in the cross section.  The low point in the 
cross section may eventually move adjacent to the protection if this is not shown in the 
current survey. 

 
ds = 12.2 ft for D50 < 0.005 ft  (Equation 38-5.2) 
 
ds = 6.5 D50

-0.11 for D50 > 0.005 ft (Equation 38-5.3) 
 
  Where: ds = estimated probable maximum depth of scour, ft 

  D50 = median diameter of bed material, in. 
 

If D50 is in inches, ds = 1.738D50
-0.11. 

 
The depth of scour predicted from Equations 38-5.2 and 38-5.3 must be added to the 
magnitude of predicted degradation and local scour to arrive at the total required toe 
depth. 

 
 
38-6.0  DESIGN GUIDELINES 
 
38-6.01  Rock Riprap 
 
Guidelines are provided for bank slope, rock size, rock gradation, riprap layer thickness, filter 
design, edge treatment, and construction considerations.  Construction details are illustrated.  The 
guidelines apply equally to rock or rubble riprap. 
 
 
38-6.01(01)  Bank Slope 
 
A primary consideration in the design of a stable riprap bank-protection scheme is the slope of 
the channel bank.  For a riprap installation, the maximum recommended face slope is 2H:1V.  
Although not recommended, the steepest slope acceptable for rubble revetment is 1.5H:1V.  To 
be stable under an identical wave attack or lateral velocity, a rubble revetment with a steep slope 
will need larger rubble sizes and greater thicknesses than one with a flatter slope. 
 
 
38-6.01(02)  Rock Size 
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The stability of a particular riprap particle is a function of its size, expressed either in terms of its 
weight or equivalent diameter.  Relationships are provided for evaluating the riprap size required 
to resist particle and wave-erosion forces. 
 
1. Particle Erosion.  The methods used to evaluate a material’s resistance to particle erosion 

are the permissible-velocity approach and the permissible tractive-force (shear stress) 
approach.  In the permissible-velocity approach, the channel is assumed stable if the 
computed mean velocity is lower than the maximum permissible velocity.  The tractive-
force (boundary-shear stress) approach focuses on stresses developed at the interface 
between flowing water and materials forming the channel boundary. 

 
2. Design Relationship.  A riprap-design relationship that is based on tractive-force theory 

with velocity as its primary design parameter is provided in Equation 38-6.1.  The design 
relationship in Equation 38-6.1 below is based on the assumption of uniform, gradually-
varying flow.  Figure 38-6A provides a graphical solution to Equation 38-6.1.  Equation 
38-6.2 can be solved using Figures 38-6B and 38-6C. 

 

  ( ) ( ) 5.1
1

5.0

3

50
001.0

Kd
V

D
avg

a=       (Equation 38-6.1) 

 
  Where: D50 = median riprap particle size, ft 

  C = correction factor, described below 
  Va = average velocity in the main-flow channel, ft/s 
  davg = average flow depth in the main-flow channel, ft 

 
K1 is defined as follows: 

 

   
5.0

2

2

1 sin
sin1 








−=

φ
θK      (Equation 38-6.2) 

 
  Where: θ = bank angle with the horizontal 

  φ = riprap material's angle of repose. 
 

The average flow depth and velocity used in Equation 38-6.1 are main channel values.  
The main channel is defined as the area between the channel banks (see Figure 38-6D). 

 
Equation 38-6.1 is based on a rock-riprap specific gravity of 2.65 and a stability factor of 
1.2.  Equations 38-6.3 and 38-6.4 provide correction factors for other specific gravities 
and stability factors as follows: 
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  Where Ss = specific gravity of rock riprap. 
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=

SFCsf        (Equation 38-6.4) 

 
  Where SF = stability factor to be applied. 
 

The correction factors computed using Equations 38-6.3 and 38-6.4 are multiplied 
together to form a single correction factor, C.  This correction factor is then multiplied by 
the riprap size computed from Equation 38-6.1 to arrive at a stable riprap size.  Figure 38-
6E provides a solution to Equations 38-6.3 and 38-6.4 using correction factor C. 

 
The stability factor, SF, used in Equation 38-6.4 is defined as the ratio of the average 
tractive force exerted by the flow field and the riprap material’s critical shear stress.  As 
long as the stability factor is greater than 1, the critical shear stress of the material is 
greater than the flow-induced tractive stress, and the riprap is considered to be stable.  A 
stability factor of 1.2 was used in the development of Equation 38-6.1. 

 
The stability factor is used to reflect the level of uncertainty in the hydraulic conditions at 
a particular site.  Equation 38-6.1 is based on the assumption of uniform or gradually 
varying flow.  This assumption can be violated or other uncertainties can occur, such as 
debris or ice impacts, the cumulative effect of high shear stresses, or forces from boat-
generated waves.  The stability factor is used to increase the design rock size if these 
conditions must be considered.  Figure 38-6F provides guidelines for the selection of an 
appropriate value for the stability factor. 

 
3. Application.  Application of the relationship in Equation 38-6.1 is limited to a uniform or 

gradually-varying flow condition that is in a straight or mildly-curving channel reach of 
relatively uniform cross section.  The relationship is also applicable in a non-uniform, 
rapidly-varying flow condition exhibited in a natural channel with sharp bends and steep 
slopes, or in the vicinity of a bridge pier or abutment. 

 
To fill the need for a design relationship that can be applied at a sharp bend or on steep 
slopes in a natural channel or at a bridge abutment, Equation 38-6.1 should be used with 
appropriate adjustments in the velocity or stability factor as described below. 

 
4. Steep Slopes.  The flow condition in a steep-sloped channel is rarely uniform.  It is 

characterized by high flow velocity and significant flow turbulence.  In applying 
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Equation 38-6.1 to a steep-sloped channel, the appropriate velocity must be determined.  
In determining the flow velocity, Equation 38-6.5 must be used to determine the 
channel’s roughness coefficient.  The selection of the stability factors shown in Figure 
38-6F must be considered. 
 
For a high-gradient stream, it is difficult to obtain an estimate of the median-bed material 
size.  If the stream slope is steeper then 0.2% and the bed material is larger than 0.20 ft 
(gravel, cobble, or boulder-size material), the relationship shown in the following 
equation be used to evaluate the base Manning’s n. 

 
n = 0.39 Sf

0.38 R-0.16 (Equation 38-6.5) 
 
  Where: Sf = friction slope 

  R = hydraulic radius, ft 
 
5. Bridge Pier.  For recommendations, see Chapter Thirty-two. 
 
6. Wave Erosion.  Waves generated by boat traffic have also been observed to cause bank 

erosion on an inland waterway.  The most widely-used measure of riprap’s resistance to 
waves is that developed by R. Y. Hudson, Laboratory Investigations of Rubble-Mound 
Breakwaters, 1959.  The Hudson relationship is described in the equation as follows: 
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     (Equation 38-6.6) 

 
  Where: W50 = weight of median particle, lb 
 

   γs = unit weight of riprap (solid) material, lb/ft3 (other parameters are 
as defined previously) 

 
   H = wave height, ft 

 
   Ss = specific gravity of riprap material 

 
   θ = bank angle with the horizontal 

 
Assuming Ss = 2.65 and γs = 165 lb/ft3, Equation 38-6.6 can be reduced to the following: 

 

 
θcot

7.16 3

50
HW =  (Equation 38-6.7) 

 
 In terms of an equivalent diameter, Equation 38-6.7 can be reduced to the following: 
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θ33.050 cot
75.0 HD =  (Equation 38-6.8) 

 
  Where D50 = median riprap size, ft. 
 

Methods for estimating a design wave height are provided in Section 38-5.07.  Equation 
38-6.8 is provided in nomograph form in Figure 38-6G.  Equations 38-6.7 and 38-6.8 can 
be used for preliminary or final design where H is less than 5.0 ft, and there is no major 
overtopping of the embankment. 

 
7. Ice Damage.  Ice can affect riprap linings.  Moving surface ice can cause crushing and 

bending forces and large impact loadings.  The tangential flow of ice along a riprap-lined 
channel bank can also cause excessive shearing forces.  Quantitative criteria for 
evaluating the impact ice has on a channel-protection scheme are unavailable.  However, 
historic observations of ice flows in New England rivers indicate that riprap sized to 
resist a design flow event will also resist ice forces. 

 
For design, consideration of ice forces should be evaluated as required for each project.  
Ice flows are not of sufficient magnitude to warrant detailed analysis.  Where ice flows 
have historically caused problems, a stability factor of 1.2 to 1.5 should be used to 
increase the design rock size.  The selection of an appropriate stability factor to account 
for ice-generated erosive problems should be based on local experience. 

 
 
38-6.01(03)  Rock Gradation 
 
The gradation of stones in riprap revetment affects the riprap’s resistance to erosion.  The stone 
should be well-graded throughout the riprap-layer thickness.  The gradation limits should not be 
so restrictive that production costs are excessive.  Figure 38-6H provides suggested guidelines 
for establishing gradation limits.  Figure 38-6J can be used as an aid in selecting appropriate 
gradation limits. 
 
The use of a four-point gradation as specified in Figure 38-6H can be too harsh a requirement for 
a smaller quarry.  If so, the 85% requirement can be dropped as is done in Figure 38-6 I.  A 
uniform gradation between D50 and D100 will likely result in an appropriate D85. 
 
 
38-6.01(04)  Layer Thickness 
 
All stones should be contained within the riprap-layer thickness to provide maximum resistance 
against erosion.  Oversized stones in isolated locations may cause riprap failure by precluding 
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mutual support between individual stones, providing large voids that expose filter and bedding 
materials, and creating excessive local turbulence that removes smaller stones.  Small amounts of 
oversized stones should be removed individually and replaced with proper-size stones.  The 
following criteria apply to the riprap layer thickness. 
 
1. It should not be less than the spherical diameter of the D100 (W100) stone, or less than two 

times the spherical diameter of the D50 (W50) stone, whichever results in the greater 
thickness. 

 
2. It should not be less than 12 in. for practical placement. 
 
3. The thickness determined by either Item 1 or 2 above should be increased by 50 percent if 

the riprap is placed underwater to provide for uncertainties associated with this type of 
placement. 

 
4. An increase in thickness of 6 in. to 12 in., accompanied by an appropriate increase in 

stone sizes, should be provided where riprap revetment will be subject to attack by 
floating debris or ice or by waves from boat wakes, wind, or bedforms. 

 
 
38-6.01(05)  Filter Design 
 
A filter is a transitional layer of gravel, small stones, or fabric placed between the underlying soil 
and the structure.  The filter prevents the migration of the fine soil particles through voids in the 
structure, distributes the weight of the armor units to provide more uniform settlement, and 
permits relief of hydrostatic pressures within the soils.  A filter should be used where the riprap 
is placed on non-cohesive material subject to significant subsurface drainage, such as where the 
water-surface level frequently fluctuates, or in an area of high groundwater level. 
 
1. Granular Filter.  For rock riprap, a filter ratio of 5 or less between layers will result in a 

stable condition.  The filter ratio is defined as the ratio of the 15-percent particle size, D15, 
of the coarser layer to the 85-percent particle size, D85, of the finer layer.  The ratio of the 
15-percent particle size of the coarser material to the 15-percent particle size of the finer 
material should exceed 5 but should be less than 40.  This requirement can be stated as 
follows: 

The first test of the inequality is intended to prevent piping through the filter.  The second 
test provides for adequate permeability for structural bedding layers.  The right-hand 
portion provides a uniformity criterion. 

40 <  
layer) (finer D15

layer) (coarser D15 < 5 <  
layer) (finer D85

layer) (coarser D15   (Equation 38-6.9) 
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If a single layer of filter material will not satisfy the filter requirements, one or more 
additional layers of filter material must be used.  The filter requirement applies between 
the bank material and the filter blanket, between successive layers of filter material if 
more than one layer is used, and between the filter blanket and the riprap cover.  In 
addition to the filter requirements, the grain-size curves for the various layers should be 
approximately parallel to minimize the infiltration of fine material from the finer layer to 
the coarser layer.  Not more than 5 percent of the filter material should pass the 75-μm 
sieve.  Figures 38-6J and 38-6K can be used as an aid in designing an appropriate 
granular filter.  An editable version of Figure 38-6K may also be found on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 

 
The thickness of the filter blanket should range from 6 in. to 18 in. for a single layer, or 
from 4 in. to 8 in. for individual layers of a multiple layer blanket.  Where the gradation 
curves of adjacent layers are approximately parallel, the thickness of the blanket layers 
should approach the minimum.  The thickness of individual layers should be 
proportionately increased above the minimum as the gradation curve of the material 
comprising the layer departs from a parallel pattern. 

 
2. Geotextile Filter.  A synthetic geotextile filter may be used use as an alternative to a 

granular filter.  See Figure 38-6L.  Since the original geotextile erosion control 
application in 1957, thousands of successful projects have been completed.  The 
advantages relevant to using a geotextile filter are as follows. 

 
 a. Installation is quick and labor efficient. 
 
 b. A geotextile filter is more economical than a granular filter. 
 
 c. A geotextile filter has consistent and more-reliable material quality. 
 
 d. A geotextile filter has high inherent tensile strength. 
 
 e. Local availability of suitable granular-filter material is no longer a design 

consideration in using a fabric filter. 
 
 Disadvantages include the following. 
 
 a. Geotextiles can be difficult to install underwater. 
 
 b. Geotextiles have widely-variable hydraulic properties and must be designed based 

on project-specific conditions and performance requirements. 
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 c. Geotextile-filter performance is sensitive to construction procedures. 
 
 d. Special installation or inspection procedures may be necessary in using a 

geotextile filter. 
 
3. Geotextile-Filter Design.  The design follows traditional graded granular-filter design 

principles and should consider the following: 
 
 a. soil retention (piping resistance); 
 b. permeability; 
 c. clogging; and 
 d. survivability. 
 

Individual site conditions and performance requirements should be established in 
conjunction with the geotextile design.  Generalized geotextile requirements should be 
used only for a very small or non-critical/non-severe installation where a detailed analysis 
is not warranted.  AASHTO has developed materials and construction specifications 
(AASHTO Specification M 288) for a routine, non-critical/non-severe geotextile 
application.  Geotextile-filter design requirements, for all levels of project severity and 
criticality, are provided in the Federal Highway Administration publication Geosynthetic 
Design and Construction Guidelines, (FHWA-HI-95-038).  This reference provides 
guidance on specifying and installing geotextiles for a variety of transportation 
applications.  The American Society for Testing and Materials Committee D-35 has 
developed standard testing procedures for approximately 35 general, index, and 
performance properties of geosynthetics.  These standard test procedures are 
recommended for use in the design if using geosynthetics. 

 
The following design steps are necessary for geotextile design in riprap or another 
permanent-erosion-control application. 

 
 Step 1:  Evaluate the application site (determine if the application is critical or severe). 
 
 Step 2:  Obtain and test soil samples (perform grain size analysis and permeability tests). 
 
 Step 3:  Evaluate possible armor material and placement procedures. 
 
 Step 4:  Calculate anticipated reverse flow through the erosion control system. 
 
 Step 5:  Determine geotextile requirements as follows: 
 

(1) soil retention; 
(2) permeability/permittivity; 
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(3) clogging; and 
(4) survivability. 

 
 Step 6:  Estimate cost and prepare specifications. 
 
4. Geotextile Installation Procedure.  A properly-selected cloth should be installed with 

regard to the following precautions. 
 
 a. Grade the area and remove debris to provide a smooth, fairly even surface. 
 
 b. Place geotextile loosely, and lay in the direction of anticipated water flow or 

movement. 
 
 c. Seam or overlap the geotextile as required. 
 
 d. The maximum allowable slope on which a riprap-geotextile system can be placed 

is equal to the lowest soil-geotextile friction angle for the natural ground or stone-
geotextile friction angle for cover or armor materials.  Additional reductions in 
slope may be necessary due to hydraulic considerations and possible long-term 
stability.  For a slope steeper than 2.5H:1V, special construction procedures will 
be required. 

 
 e. For a stream bank or wave-action application, the geotextile must be keyed in at 

the bottom of the slope.  If the system cannot be extended about 10 ft above the 
anticipated high-water level, the geotextile should also be keyed in at the crest of 
the slope. 

 
 f. Place the revetment cushion layer or riprap over the geotextile width while 

avoiding puncturing it. 
 
 
38-6.01(06)  Edge Treatment 
 
The edges of a riprap revetment (flanks, toe, and head) require a treatment to prevent 
undermining.  The flanks of the revetment should be designed as illustrated in Figure 38-6M.  
The upstream flank is illustrated in section (a) and the downstream flank in section (b) of the 
figure.  A more constructible flank section uses riprap rather than compacted fill. 
 
Undermining of the revetment toe is one of the primary mechanisms of riprap failure.  The toe of 
the riprap should be designed as illustrated in Figure 38-6N.  The toe material should be placed 
in a toe trench along the entire length of the riprap blanket. 
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Where a toe trench cannot be dug, the riprap blanket should terminate in a thick, stone toe at the 
level of the streambed (see alternate design in Figure 38-6N).  The toe material should not 
mound and form a low dike.  A low dike along the toe can result in flow concentration along the 
revetment face which can stress the revetment to failure.  The channel's design capability should 
not be impaired by placement of too much riprap in a toe mound. 
 
The size of the toe trench or the alternate stone toe is controlled by the anticipated depth of scour 
along the revetment.  As scour occurs, the stone in the toe will launch into the eroded area as 
illustrated in Figure 38-6 O.  Observation of the performance of this type of rock toe indicates 
that the riprap will launch to a final slope of approximately 2H:1V. 
 
The volume of rock required for the toe must be equal to or exceed one and one-half times the 
volume of rock required to extend the riprap blanket (at its design thickness and on a slope of 
2H:1V) to the anticipated depth of scour.  Dimensions should be based on the required volume 
using the thickness and depth determined from the scour evaluation.  The alternate location can 
be used if the amount of rock required does not constrain the channel.  Establishing a design 
scour depth is described in Section 38-5.07. 
 
 
38-6.01(07)  Construction Considerations 
 
Construction considerations related to a riprap revetment include bank slope or angle, bank 
preparation, and riprap placement. 
 
1. Bank Preparation.  The bank should be prepared by clearing all trees and debris from the 

bank and grading the bank surface to the desired slope.  The graded surface should not 
deviate from the specified slope line by more than 6 in.  However, a local depression 
larger than this can be accommodated because initial placement of filter material or rock 
for the revetment will fill such a depression.  Large boulders or debris found buried near 
the edges of the revetment should be removed. 

 
2. Riprap Placement.  The common methods of riprap placement are hand placing; machine 

placing, such as from a skip, dragline, or bucket; and dumping from trucks and spreading 
by bulldozer.  Hand placement produces the best riprap revetment, but it is the most 
expensive method except if labor is inexpensive.  Steeper side slopes can be used with 
hand-placed riprap more so than with another placement method.  Where steep slopes are 
unavoidable (the channel width is constricted by an existing bridge opening or other 
structure, and right of way is costly), hand placement should be considered. 

 
In the machine-placement method, sufficiently small increments of stone should be released as 
close to their final positions as practical.  Rehandling or dragging operations to smooth the 
revetment surface tend to result in segregation and breakage of stone and can result in a rough 
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revetment surface.  Stone should not be dropped from an excessive height because this may 
result in the same undesirable conditions.  Riprap placement by dumping and spreading is 
satisfactory, provided the required layer thickness is achieved.  However, this is the least-
desirable method, as a large amount of segregation and breakage can occur.  It may be 
economical to increase the layer thickness and stone size somewhat to offset the shortcomings of 
this placement method. 
 
 
38-6.01(08)  Design Procedure 
 
The rock-riprap design procedure described below consists of preliminary data analysis, rock 
sizing, and revetment-detail design.  Figures 38-6P and 38-6Q provide a useful format for 
recording data at each step of the analysis.  Editable versions of these forms may also be found 
on the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
1. Compile all necessary field data including channel cross section surveys, soils data, aerial 

photographs, history of problems at site, etc. 
 
2. Determine design discharge. 
 
3. Develop design cross sections.  The rock-sizing procedure described herein is intended to 

prevent riprap failure from particle erosion. 
 
4. Compute design water surface as follows. 
 
 a. In evaluating the design water surface, Manning’s n should be estimated.  If a 

riprap lining is being designed for the entire channel perimeter, an estimate of the 
rock size may be required to determine n.  See Section 38-5.06. 

 
 b. If the design section is a regular trapezoidal shape, and flow can be assumed to be 

uniform, use the design procedure described in Chapter Thirty. 
 
 c. If the design section is irregular or flow is not uniform, backwater procedures 

must be used to determine the design water surface. 
 
 d. The backwater analysis must be based on conveyance weighing of flows in the 

main channel, right bank, and left bank. 
 
5. Determine design average velocity and depth as follows. 
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 a. Average velocity and depth should be determined for the design section in 
conjunction with the computations from Step 4.  The average depth and velocity 
in the main flow channel should be used. 

 
 b. If riprap is being designed to protect the channel banks, abutments, or piers 

located in the floodplain, the average floodplain depth and velocity should be 
used. 

 
6. Compute the bank angle correction factor K1 from Equation 38-6.2 and Figures 38-6B 

and 38-6C. 
 
7. Determine the riprap size required to resist particle erosion from Equation 38-6.1 and 

Figure 38-6A as follows. 
 
 a. Initially assume no corrections. 
 
 b. Evaluate the correction factor for rock-riprap specific gravity and stability factor 

C = CsgCsf. 
 
 c. If designing riprap for a pier or abutment, see Chapter Thirty-two. 
 
8. If the entire channel perimeter is being stabilized, and an assumed D50 was used in 

determination of Manning’s n for backwater computations, repeat Steps 4 through 7. 
 
9. If in a causeway situation, determine the wave height. 
 
10. Select the final D50 riprap size, set material gradation from Section 38-6.01(03) and 

Figure 38-6J, and determine riprap-layer thickness from Section 38-6.01(05). 
 
11. Determine the longitudinal extent of protection required (Section 38-5.07). 
 
12. Determine the appropriate vertical extent of revetment (Section 38-5.07). 
 
13. Design filter layer from Section 38-6.01(05), Figure 38-6K as follows: 
 
 a. determine the appropriate filter material size and gradation; and 
 b. determine layer thickness. 
 
14. Design edge flanks and toe.  See Section 38-6.01(07). 
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38-6.01(09)  Design Examples 
 
The following design examples illustrate the use of the design methods and procedures outlined 
above.  Example 38-6.1 illustrates the design of a riprap-lined channel section.  Example 38-6.2 
illustrates the design of riprap as bank protection.  In the examples, the steps correlate with the 
design procedure described above.  Computations are also shown on the appropriate figures. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
1. Example 38-6.1.  A 1267-ft channel reach is to be realigned to make room for the 

widening of an existing highway.  Realignment of the channel reach will necessitate 
straightening the channel and reducing its length from 1267 ft to 1017 ft.  The channel is 
to be sized to carry 5000 ft3/s within its banks.  Additional site conditions are as follows: 

 
 a. flow conditions can be assumed to be uniform or gradually varying; 
 

b. the existing channel profile dictates that the straightened reach be designed at a 
uniform slope of 0.0049; 

 
c. the natural soils are gap graded from medium sands to coarse gravels, with the 

distribution as follows: 
 

D85 = 0.107 ft  D50 = 0.065 in.  D15 = 0.0046 ft 
K (permeability) = 1.17 x 10-3 ft/s 

 
d. Available rock riprap has a specific gravity of 2.65, and D50 = 1.0 ft. 

 
Design a stable trapezoidal riprap-lined channel for this site.  Design figures used to 
summarize the data in this example are reproduced in Figures 38-6R and 38-6S. 

 
 a. Compile Field Data. 
 
  (1) See the given information for this example. 
 

(2) Other field data include site history, geometric constraints, roadway-
crossing profiles, site topography, etc. 

 
b. Design Discharge. 

 
(1) Given as 5000 ft3/s. 
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(2) Discharge in main channel equals the design discharge because the entire 
design discharge is to be contained in the channel as specified. 

 
c. Design Cross Section. 

 
(1) As specified, a trapezoidal section is to be designed. 

 
(2) Initially assume a trapezoidal section with a 20 ft bottom width and 2H:1V 

side slopes (see Figure 38-6R). 
 

d. Compute Design Water Surface. 
 

(1) Determine roughness coefficient, n = 0.04. 
 

(2) Compute flow depth.  Assume R = 7.0 ft 
 

(3) Solve Manning’s equation for normal depth or see Chapter Thirty. 
 

    
n

SARQ
5.067.0486.1

=  

    d = 11.8 ft 
 

(4) Compute the hydraulic radius to compare with the assumed value used in 
Step d(1).  Use computer programs, available charts and tables, or 
manually compute. 

 
   R = A/P 
   R = 531 / 74 
   R = 7.17 ft, which is approximately equal to R (assumed); therefore, 
   d = 12.0 ft  OK 
 

e. Determine design parameters. 
 

A = 11.8(20) + 2 (11.8)2 = 514.5 ft2 
Va = Q/A = 5000 / 514.5 = 9.7 ft/s  
da = d = 11.8 ft (uniform channel bottom) 

 
f. Bank Angle Correction Factor. 

 
θ  = 2H:1V 
φ  = 41 (from Figure 38-6B) 
K1 = 0.73 (from Figure 38-6A) 
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g. Determine riprap size.  See Section 38-6.01(08). 

 
(1) Using Figure 38-6S. 

 
   for channel bed, D50 = 0.28 ft 
   for channel bank, D50 = 0.44 ft 
 
  (2) Riprap specific gravity = 2.65 (given). 
 
   Stability factor = 1.2 (Figure 38-6P, column 9) 
   Uniform flow, little or no uncertainty in design 
   C = 1 
 
  (3) No piers or abutments to evaluate for this example, therefore Cp/a = 1. 
 

(4) Corrected riprap size. 
 

For channel bed, D'50 = D50 = 0.28 ft 
For channel banks, D'50 = D50 = 0.44 ft 

 
h. This step is not applicable. 

 
i. Surface waves.  Surface waves determined not to be a problem at this site. 

 
j. Select design riprap size, gradation, and layer thickness. 

 
D50 size:  Recommend AASHTO Face Class riprap 
D50 = 0.97 ft for entire perimeter 

 
Layer thickness, T. 

 
T = 2D50 = 2(0.97 ft) = 1.94 ft, or T = D100 = 1.32 ft 
Use T = 2.0 ft 

 
k. Longitudinal Extent of Protection.  Riprap lining is to extend along the entire 

length of the straightened reach plus an additional upstream and downstream 
distance. 

 
 l. Vertical Extent of Protection.  Riprap entire channel perimeter to top of bank. 
 
 m. Filter layer design. 
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  (1) Filter material size. 
 

   405
15

15

85

15 <<<
layerfinerD
layercoarserD

layerfinerD
layercoarserD

 (Equation 38-6.10) 

 
  (2) Riprap-to-soil interface. 
 

   56
10.0
6.0

85

15 >==
soilD

riprapD
    (Equation 38-6.11) 

 
   and, 
 

   40130
0046.0
60.0

15

15 >==
soilD

riprapD
   (Equation 38-6.12) 

 
 

Therefore, a filter layer is needed.  Try a 2 in. uniformly-graded coarse 
gravel filter. 

 
  (3) Filter-to-soil interface. 
 

   594.0
107.0

1.0

85

15 <==
soilD
filterD

   (Equation 38-6.13) 

 
   and, 
 

   4059.21
0046.0

1.0

15

15 <>== and
soilD

riprapD
  (Equation 38-6.14) 

 
   Therefore, filter-to-soil interface is OK. 
 
  (4) Riprap-to-filter interface. 
 

   53
2.0
6.0

85

15 <==
filterD

riprapD
    (Equation 38-6.15) 

 
   and, 
 

   4056
1.0
6.0

15

15 <>== and
filterD

riprapD
   (Equation 38-6.16) 
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Therefore, the 2-in. filter material is adequate. 

 
(5) Filter layer thickness.  Because the soil-gradation curve and the filter-layer 

gradation curve are not approximately parallel, use layer thickness of 8 in. 
 

n. Edge Details.  Line the entire perimeter.  The edge flanks and toe should be as 
shown in Figure 38-6M.  Also see the sketch in Figure 38-6R. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
2. Example 38-6.2.  The site illustrated in Figure 38-6T and discussed below is migrating 

laterally towards Route 1; see Figure 38-6T(a).  Design a riprap revetment to stabilize the 
active bank erosion at this site. 

 
The process of developing appropriate channel geometry is illustrated in Figure 38-6T.  
Figure 38-6T(a) illustrates the location of the design site at position 2 along Route 1.  The 
section illustrated in Figure 38-6T(c) was surveyed at this location and represents the 
current condition.  No previous channel surveys are available at this site.  However, data 
from some old surveys are available in the vicinity of an upstream railroad crossing 
(location 1).  Figure 38-6T(b) illustrates these survey data.  The surveys indicate that 
there is a trend for the thalweg of the channel to migrate within the right half of the 
channel.  Because locations 1 and 2 are along bends of similar radii, it can be assumed 
that a similar phenomenon occurs at location 2.  A thalweg located immediately adjacent 
to the channel bank represents the hydraulically-worst situation section at location 2.  
Therefore, the surveyed section at location 2 is modified to reflect this.  The maximum 
section depth located in the thalweg is increased to reflect the effect of stabilizing the 
bank.  The maximum depth in the thalweg is set to 1.7 times the average depth of the 
original section.  It is assumed that the average depth before modification of the section is 
the same as the average depth after modification.  The final modified-section geometry is 
illustrated in Figure 38-6T(c). 

 
Additional site conditions are as follows: 

 
 a. flow conditions are gradually varying; 
 

b. channel characteristics are as described above; 
 

c. topographic survey indicates the following: 
 

(1) channel slope = 0.0024 
(2) channel width = 300 ft; and 
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(3) bend radius = 1200 ft; 
 

d. channel bottom is armored with cobble-sized material with D50 of approximately 
6 in; 

 
e. bank soils are silty sand with the soil characteristics as follows: 

 
D85 = 0.0043 ft; 
D50 = 0.0015 ft; 
D15 = 0.0005 ft; and 
K (permeability) = 3.3 x 10-6 ft/s; 

 
f. available rock riprap has a specific gravity of 2.60 and is described as angular; 

 
g. field observations indicate that the banks are severely cut just downstream of the 

bend apex.  Erosion was also observed downstream to the bend exit and upstream 
to the bend quarter points; and 

 
h. bank height along the cut banks is approximately 9.0 ft. 

 
Figure 38-6U provides the completed Example 2.  Figures 38-6V and 38-6W summarize 
the data used in Example 2. 

 
a. Compile Field Data. 

 
(1) See the given information for this example. 
(2) See the site history described above. 

 
 b. Design Discharge. 
 

(1) Given as 46,620 ft3/s. 
 

(2) From backwater analysis of this reach, it is determined that the discharge 
confined to the main channel, Qmc, is 34,610 ft3/s. 

 
c. Design Cross Section. 

 
(1) Only the channel bank is to be stabilized.  Therefore, the channel section 

will consist of the existing channel with the bank graded to an appropriate 
angle to support the riprap revetment.  Figure 38-6V illustrates the existing 
channel section. 
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(2) To minimize loss of bank vegetation and to limit the encroachment of the 
channel on adjacent lands, a 2H:1V bank slope is to be used. 

 
(3) The current bank height along the cut banks is 9.0 ft. 

 
 d. Compute Design Water Surface. 
 

(1) Determine roughness coefficient n = 0.042.  This represents the average 
reach n used in the backwater analysis. 

 
(2) Compute flow depth: 

 
(a) Flow depth determined from backwater analysis.  The maximum 

main channel depth is determined to be dmax = 15.25 ft. 
 

(b) Hydraulic radius for main channel.  R = 10.5 ft from the backwater 
analysis.  R assumed of 10 ft is approximately equal to R actual.  
Therefore, n as computed is OK. 

 
e. Determine Other Design Parameters.  From the backwater analysis, the main-

channel values are as follows: 
 

A = 2750 ft2 
Va = 12.6 ft/s 
da = d = 12 ft 

 
f. Bank angle correction factor. 

 
θ = 2H:1V 
φ = 41 deg, from Figure 38-6B and Figure 38-6W 
K1 = 0.73 from Figure 38-6A 

 
g. Determine riprap size. 

 
(1) Using Figure 38-6A, D50 = 0.9 ft 

 
(2) Riprap specific gravity = 2.60 (given) 

Stability factor = 1.6 
gradually varying flow, sharp bend, bend radius to width = 4 
C = 1.6 

 
(3) no piers or abutments to evaluate for this example, therefore Cp/a = 1 
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(4) Corrected riprap size. 

 
D'50 = D50(1.6)(1.0) = 1.44 ft 

 
 h. This step is not applicable. 
 

i. Surface Waves.  Surface waves determined not to be a problem at this site. 
 

j. Select design riprap size, gradation, and layer thickness for preliminary design of 
waterway area. 

 
D50 size:  Recommend AASHTO 0.25-ton-class riprap 
D50 = 1.8 ft 

 
Gradation:  See Figure 38-6U. 

 
Layer thickness, T: 
T = 2D50 = 2(1.8) = 3.6 ft, or T = D100 = 2.3 ft 
Use T = 3.6 ft 

 
k. Longitudinal Extent of Protection.  Field observations indicate that the banks are 

severely cut just downstream of the bend apex.  Erosion was also observed 
downstream to the bend exit and upstream to the bend quarter points.  Therefore, 
establish longitudinal limits of protection to extend to a point 300 ft, W, upstream 
of the bank entrance, and to a point 450 ft, 1.5W, downstream of the bend exit. 

 
l. Vertical Extent of Protection.  Riprap the entire channel bank from top of bank to 

below the depth of anticipated scour.  Scour depth is evaluated as illustrated in 
Section 38-5.07, as follows: 

 
ds = 6.5D50

-0.11       (Equation 38-5.3) 
ds = 6.5 (0.5)-0.11 = 7.0 ft 

 
Adding this to the observed maximum depth yields a potential maximum scour 
depth of 15 + 7.0 = 22.0 ft. 

 
The bank material should be run to this depth, or a sufficient volume of stone 
should be placed at the bank toe to protect against the necessary depth of scour. 

 
 m. Filter Layer Design. 
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(1) Filter-material size (Figure 38-6K). 
 

   405
15

15

15

15 <<<
layerfinerD
layercoarserD

layerfinerD
layercoarserD

 (Equation 38-6.17) 

 
  (2) Riprap-to-soil interface. 
 

   5125
004.

5.0

85

15 >==
soilD

riprapD
    (Equation 38-6.18) 

 
  and, 

 

   401000
005.0

5.0

15

15 >==
soilD

riprapD
   (Equation 38-6.19) 

 
 

Therefore, a filter layer is needed.  Try a 0.5-in. uniformly-graded fine-
gravel filter with gradation characteristics as shown in Figure 38-6J.. 

 
  (3) Filter-to-soil interface. 
 

   58.3
004.0
015.0

85

15 <==
soilD
filterD

    (Equation 38-6.20) 

 
   and, 
 

   40531
0005.0
015.0

15

15 <>== and
soilD

riprapD
  (Equation 38-6.21) 

 
   Therefore, filter-to-soil interface is OK. 
 
  (4) Riprap-to-filter interface. 
 

   55
10.0
5.0

85

15 ≤==
filterD

riprapD
    (Equation 38-6.22) 

 
   and, 
 

   40533
015.0

5.0

15

15 <>== and
filterD

riprapD
  (Equation 38-6.23) 
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Therefore, the 0.5-in. filter material is adequate. 
 

(5) Filter Layer Thickness.  Because the soil-gradation curve and filter layer, 
riprap, and bank soil are approximately parallel, use a layer thickness of 8 
in. 

 
 n. Edge Details.  For the flank and toe details, see Figure 38-6W. 
 

Anticipated scour depth below the existing channel bottom at the bank, d's, is the 
depth of scour computed in Step 12 minus the current bed elevation at the bank 
(see Figure 38-6V): 22.3 ft – 12.3 ft = 10 ft. 

 
Rock quantity required below the existing bed is determined as follows: 

 
   θ1sin'5.1 −= sq TdR      (Equation 38-6.24) 
 

Where: Rq =required riprap quantity per foot of bank, ft2 
θ = bank angle with the horizontal, deg 
T = riprap-layer thickness, ft 

 
Rq = 3 (2.24)(1.1)(1.5) = 11.1 ft2 

 
A 6-ft deep trapezoidal toe trench, with side slopes of 2H:1V and 1H:1V and a 
bottom width of 6 ft, contains the necessary volume.  Figure 38-6W illustrates the 
resulting toe-trench detail. 

 
 
38-6.02  Wire-Enclosed Rock 
 
As described in Section 38-4.03, a wire-enclosed rock, or gabion, revetment consists of 
rectangular wire mesh baskets filled with rock.  The most common types of wire-enclosed 
revetment are mattresses and stacked blocks.  The wire cages which make up the mattresses and 
gabions are available from commercial manufacturers. 
 
A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment consists of flat wire baskets or units filled with rock that are 
laid end to end and side to side on a prepared channel bed or bank.  The individual mattress units 
are wired together to form a continuous revetment mattress. 
 
A stacked-block gabion revetment consists of rectangular wire baskets which are filled with 
stone and stacked in a stepped-back fashion to form the revetment surface.  It is commonly used 
at the toe of an embankment slope as a toewall, which helps to support other upper-bank 
revetments and prevents undermining. 
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38-6.02(01)  Mattress Gabion 
 
Components of a rock-and-wire-mattress include layout of a general scheme or concept, bank 
and foundation preparation, mattress size and configuration, stone size, stone quality, basket- or 
rock-enclosure fabrication, edge treatment, and filter design.  Design guidance is provided 
below. 
 
1. General.  A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment can be constructed from commercially-

available wire units as illustrated in Figures 38-6X and 38-6Y, or from available wire-
fencing material as illustrated in Figure 38-6Z.  The use of commercially-available basket 
units is the most common practice and the least expensive. 

 
A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment can be used to protect either the channel bank as 
illustrated in Figure 38-6X, or the entire channel perimeter (Figure 38-6Y).  If used for 
bank protection, this revetment consists of a toe section and upper-bank paving (see 
Figure 38-6X).  As illustrated in Figure 38-6X, a variety of toe designs can be used.  
Design emphasis should be placed on toe design and filter design.  These designs are 
discussed later.  The vertical and longitudinal extent of the mattress should be based on 
guidelines provided in Section 38-5.07. 

 
2. Bank and Foundation Preparation.  The channel bank should be graded to a uniform 

slope.  The graded surface, either on the slope or on the streambed at the toe of the slope 
on which the rock-and-wire mattress is to be constructed, should not deviate from the 
specified slope line by more than 6 in.  Blunt or sharp objects such as rocks or tree roots 
protruding from the graded surface should be removed. 

 
3. Mattress-Unit Size and Configuration.  Individual mattress units should be of a size that 

is easily handled on site.  Commercially-available gabion units are available in standard 
sizes as indicated in Figure 38-6AA.  Manufacturers’ literature indicates that alternative 
sizes can be manufactured if required, provided that the quantities involved are of a 
reasonable magnitude. 

 
The mattress should be divided into compartments so that failure of one section of the 
mattress will not cause loss of the entire mattress.  Compartmentalization also adds to the 
structural integrity of individual gabion units.  Diaphragms should be installed at a 
nominal 3-ft spacing within each of the gabion units to provide the recommended 
compartmentalization (see Figure 38-6BB). 
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On a slope steeper than 1H:3V, and in an environment subject to high stresses (area prone 
to high flow velocity, debris flow, ice flow, etc.), diaphragms should be spaced at 
minimum intervals of 2 ft to prevent movement of the stone inside the basket. 

 
The thickness of the mattress is determined by the erodibility of the bank soil, the 
maximum velocity of the water, and the bank slope.  The minimum thickness required for 
given conditions is tabulated in Figure 38-6CC.  These values are based on observations 
of a number of mattress installations which assume a filling material in the size range of 3 
in to 6 in. 

 
The mattress thickness should be at least as thick as two overlapping layers of stone.  The 
thickness of a mattress used as a bank-toe apron should exceed 12 in.  The range is 12 in 
to 20 in.  The thickness of a mattress revetment can vary according to need by utilizing 
gabions of different depths as illustrated in Figure 38-6X(d). 

 
4. Stone Size.  The maximum stone size should not exceed the thickness of the individual 

mattress units.  The stone should be well-graded within the sizes available.  Seventy 
percent of the stone, by weight, should be slightly larger than the wire-mesh opening.  
For commercially-available units, the wire-mesh opening sizes are listed in Figure 38-
6AA. 

 
The common median-stone size used in a mattress design ranges from 3 in. to 6 in. for a 
mattress less than 12 in. thick.  For a thicker mattress, rock with a median size up to 12 
in. is used. 

 
5. Stone Quality.  The stone should satisfy the quality requirements for dumped-rock riprap. 
 
6. Basket Fabrication.  Commercially-fabricated basket units are formed from galvanized 

steel wire mesh of triple twist hexagonal weave.  The netting wire and binding wire is 
approximately 0.007 ft in diameter.  The wire for edges and corners is approximately 
0.009 ft in diameter.  Manufacturers’ instructions for field assembly of basket units 
should be followed. 

 
Galvanized wire baskets may be safely used in fresh water or where the pH of the liquid 
in contact with it is not greater than 10. 

 
For a highly-corrosive condition, such as in a salt-water environment, industrial area, 
polluted stream, or soil such as muck, peat, or cinders, a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
coating should be placed over the galvanized wire.  It should be capable of resisting 
deleterious effects of natural weather exposure and immersion in salt water and should 
not show a material difference in its initial characteristics over time. 
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7. Edge Treatment.  The toe, head, and flanks of a rock-and-wire mattress revetment 
installation require treatment to prevent damage from undermining.  Figure 38-6X 
illustrates the possible toe-treatment configurations.  If a toe apron is used, its projection 
should be 1.5 times the expected maximum depth of scour in the vicinity of the revetment 
toe.  Where little toe scour is expected, the apron can be replaced by a single-course 
gabion toewall which helps to support the revetment and prevents undermining.  Where 
an excessive amount of toe scour is anticipated, both an apron and a toe wall can be used. 

 
To provide extra strength at the revetment flanks, mattress units having additional 
thickness be used at the upstream and downstream edges of the revetment (see Figure 38-
6EE).  A thin layer of topsoil should be spread over the flank units to form a soil layer to 
be seeded once the revetment installation is complete.  The head of a rock-and-wire-
mattress revetment can be terminated at grade as illustrated in Figure 38-6X. 

 
8. Filter Design.  Individual mattress units will act as a crude filter and a pavement unit if 

filled with overlapping layers of hand-size stones.  However, the need for a filter should 
be investigated.  If necessary, a layer of permeable membrane cloth (geotextile) woven 
from synthetic fibers, or a 4-in. to 6-in. layer of gravel should be placed between the silty 
bank and the rock-and-wire-mattress revetment to further inhibit washout of fines. 

 
9. Construction.  Construction methods for a rock-and-wire mattress vary with the design 

and purpose for which the protection is provided.  Details are illustrated in Figures 38-
6X, 38-6Y, and 38-6Z.  A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment may be fabricated where it 
is to be placed or at an off-site location.  Fabrication at an offsite location requires that 
the individual mattress units be transported to the site.  Moving and placing the baskets 
should not damage them by breaking or loosening strands of wire or ties, or by removing 
the galvanizing or PVC coating.  Because of the potential for damage to the wire 
enclosures, off-site fabrication is not recommended. 

 
Installation of mattress units above the water line is accomplished by placing individual 
units on the prepared bank, lacing them together, filling them with appropriately-sized 
rock, and then lacing the tops to the individual units.  Figure 38-6FF provides an 
illustration.  Where the mattress units must be placed below the water line in relatively 
shallow water, mattress units can be assembled at a convenient location and then be 
placed on the bank using a crane as illustrated in Figure 38-6GG.  For a deep-water 
installation, an efficient method of large-scale placement is to fabricate the mattress 
sections on a barge or pontoon and then launch them into the water at the shore line (see 
Figure 38-6HH). 

 
 
38-6.02(02)  Stacked-Block Gabion 
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Components of a stacked-block gabion revetment include the layout of a general scheme or 
concept, bank and foundation preparation, unit size and configuration, stone size and quality, 
edge treatment, backfill and filter considerations, and basket or rock enclosure fabrication.  
Design guidelines for stone size and quality and bank preparation are the same as those discussed 
for a mattress design. 
 
1. General.  A stacked-block gabion revetment is used instead of a gabion mattress where 

the slope to be protected is steeper than 1H:1V, or where the purpose of the revetment is 
for flow training.  Design methods include flow-training wall, as shown in Figure 38-6 I 
I(a), or low retaining wall, as shown in Figure 38-6 I I(b). 

 
A stacked-block gabion revetment must be based on a firm foundation.  The foundation 
or base elevation of the structure should be below the anticipated scour depth.  In an 
alluvial stream where channel-bed fluctuations are common, an apron should be used as 
illustrated in Figure 38-6 I I(a) and (b).  An apron should be used where the estimated 
scour depth is uncertain. 

 
2. Size and Configuration.  The common commercial sizes are listed in Figure 38-6AA.  

The most common size used is that of width and depth of 3.0 ft.  A size of less than 1.0 ft 
thickness is not practical. 

 
Configurations include flow-training wall or structural retaining walls.  The primary 
function of a flow-training wall is to establish a normal channel boundary in a river 
where erosion has created a wide channel, or to realign the river where it is encroaching 
on an existing or proposed structure.  A stepped-back wall is constructed at the desired 
bank location.  Counterforts are installed to tie the wall to the channel bank at regular 
intervals as illustrated.  The counterforts are installed to form a structural tie between the 
training wall and the natural stream bank and to prevent overflow from scouring a 
channel behind the wall.  Counterforts should be spaced to eliminate the development of 
eddy or other flow currents between the training wall and the bank which can cause 
further erosion of the bank.  The dead-water zones created by the counterforts so spaced 
will encourage sediment deposition behind the wall which will enhance the stabilizing 
characteristics of the wall. 

 
A retaining wall can be designed in a stepped-back configuration as illustrated in Figure 
38-6 I I(b).  Structural details and configurations can vary from site to site. 

 
A gabion wall is a gravity structure, and its design follows standard engineering practice 
for a retaining structure.  Design procedures are available in standard soil mechanics texts 
or in gabion manufacturers’ literature. 
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3. Edge Treatment.  The upstream and downstream flanks of the revetment should include 
counterforts.  See Figure 38-6 I I(a).  The counterforts should be placed 12 ft to 18 ft 
from the upstream and downstream limits of the structure and should extend a minimum 
of 12 ft into the bank. 

 
The toe of the revetment should be protected by placing the base of the gabion wall at a 
depth below the anticipated scour depth.  Where it is difficult to predict the depth of 
expected scour, or where channel-bed fluctuations are common, a mattress apron should 
be used.  The minimum apron length should be equal to 1.5 times the anticipated scour 
depth below the apron.  This length can be increased in proportion to the level of 
uncertainty in predicting the local toe scour depth. 

 
4. Backfill or Filter Requirements.  Gabion-structure design requires the use of selected 

backfill behind the retaining structure to provide for drainage of the soil mass behind the 
wall.  The permeable nature of a gabion structure permits natural drainage of the 
supported embankment.  However, because material leaching through the gabion wall 
can become trapped and can cause plugging, a granular backfill material should be used.  
The backfill should consist of a 2 in. to 12 in. layer of graded crushed stone backed by a 
layer of fine granular backfill. 

 
5. Basket Fabrication.  Commercially-fabricated basket units are formed from galvanized 

steel wire mesh of triple twist hexagonal weave.  Figure 38-6JJ illustrates the details of 
basket fabrication. 

 
6. Construction.  Construction of a gabion installation varies with the design and purpose 

for which the protection is being provided.  Installation methods are shown in Figures 38-
6 I I and 38-6JJ. 

 
As with a mattress gabion, fabrication and filling of individual basket units can be done at 
the site or at an off-site location.  The most common practice is to fabricate and fill 
individual gabions at the design site.  The following steps outline the sequence used for 
installing a stacked-block gabion revetment or wall. 

 
a. Prepare the revetment foundation.  This includes excavation for the foundation 

and revetment wall. 
 

b. Place the filter and gabion mattress, if required, on the prepared grade.  
Sequentially stack the gabion baskets to form the revetment system. 

 
c. Each basket is unfolded and assembled by lacing the edges together and the 

diaphragms to the sides. 
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d. Fill the gabions to a depth of 1.0 ft with stone of 4 in. to 12 in. diameter.  Place 
one connecting wire in each direction and loop it around two meshes of the 
gabion wall.  Repeat this operation until the gabion is filled. 

 
e. Wire the adjoining gabions together by their vertical edges.  Stack empty gabions 

onto the filled gabions and wire them at front and back. 
 

f. After the gabion is filled, fold the top shut and wire it to the ends, sides, and 
diaphragms. 

 
g. Crushed stone and granular backfill should be placed at intervals to help support 

the wall structure.  Backfill be should placed in three-course intervals. 
 
 
38-6.03  Precast Concrete Blocks 
 
A precast-concrete-block revetment consists of preformed sections which interlock with each 
other, are attached to each other, or butt together to form a continuous blanket or mat.  The 
concrete blocks which make up the mats differ in shape and method of articulation, but they 
share certain common features.  The features include flexibility, rapid installation, and provision 
for the establishment of vegetation within the revetment. 
 
 
38-6.03(01)  Block Configurations 
 
Precast-concrete blocks are available in a number of shapes and configurations.  Figures 38-
6KK, 38-6LL, 38-6MM, 38-6NN and 38-6 OO illustrate commercially-available concrete-block 
configurations.  Other manufacturers’ configurations are available.  A precast-concrete revetment 
is bound to rectangular sheets of filter fabric, interlocks individual blocks, or is butted together at 
the site.  The most common method is to join individual blocks with wire cable or synthetic fiber 
rope. 
 
 
38-6.03(02)  Design Guidelines 
 
Components of a precast-concrete-block revetment design include layout of a general scheme or 
concept, bank preparation, mattress and block size, slope, edge treatment, filter design, and 
surface treatment. 
 
As illustrated in Figures 38-6KK, 38-6LL, 38-6MM, 38-6NN and 38-6 OO, precast-concrete 
blocks are placed on the channel bank as continuous mattresses.  Design emphasis should be 
placed on toe design, edge treatment, and filter design. 
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1. Bank Preparation.  Channel banks should be graded to a uniform slope.  Large boulders, 

roots, or debris should be removed from the bank prior to final grading.  Holes, soft areas, 
and large cavities should be filled.  The graded surface, either on the slope or on the 
stream bed at the toe of the slope on which the revetment is to be constructed, should be 
true to line and grade.  The bank surface should be lightly compacted to provide a solid 
foundation for the mattress. 

 
2. Mattress And Block Size.  The overall mattress size is dictated by the longitudinal and 

vertical extent required of the revetment system.  An articulated block mattress is 
assembled in sections prior to placement on the bank.  Individual mattresses should be 
constructed to a size that is easily handled on site with available construction equipment.  
The size of individual blocks is variable from manufacturer to manufacturer.  Individual 
manufacturers have a number of standard sizes of a particular block available.  
Manufacturers’ literature should be consulted in selecting an appropriate block size for a 
given hydraulic condition. 

 
3. Slope.  An articulated precast-block revetment can be used on a bank slope up to 

1.5H:1V.  However, an earth anchor should be used at the top of the revetment to secure 
the system against slippage (see Figures 38-6MM and 38-6NN).  A precast-block 
revetment that is assembled by butting individual blocks end to end with no physical 
connection should not be used on a slope steeper than 3H:1V. 

 
4. Edge Treatment.  The toe, head, and flanks require treatment to prevent undermining.  

Toe treatment includes an apron design as illustrated in Figures 38-6KK and 38-6NN, 
and a toe-trench design as illustrated in Figures 38-6LL and 38-6MM.  As a minimum, a 
toe apron should extend 1.5 times the anticipated scour depth in the vicinity of the bank 
toe.  If a toe trench is used, the mattress should extend to a depth greater than the 
anticipated scour depth in the vicinity of the bank toe. 

 
The edges can be terminated at-grade (Figures 38-6KK, 38-6LL, and 38-6NN) or in a 
termination trench.  A termination trench is recommended in an environment subject to 
significant erosion (silty or sandy soil, or high velocity), or where failure of the revetment 
results in significant economic loss.  A termination trench provides more protection 
against failure from undermining and outflanking than an at-grade termination.  
However, where upper-bank erosion or lateral outflanking is not expected to be a 
problem, a grade termination may provide an economic advantage. 

 
For an articulated block, earth anchors should be placed at regular intervals along the top 
of the revetment (see Figures 38-6LL and 38-6MM).  Anchors are spaced based on soil 
type, mat size, and the size of the anchors.  See manufacturers’ literature for the 
recommended spacing. 
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5. Filter.  Prior to installing the mats, a geotextile filter fabric should be installed on the 

bank to prevent bank material from leaching through the openings in the mattress 
structure.  Although a fabric filter is recommended, graded filter material can be used if it 
is properly designed and installed to prevent movement of the graded material through 
the protective mattress. 

 
6. Surface Treatment.  The spaces between and within individual blocks located above the 

low-water line should be filled with earth and seeded so that natural vegetation can be 
established on the bank (see Figures 38-6LL and 38-MM).  This treatment enhances both 
the structural stability of the embankment and its aesthetic qualities. 

 
 
38-6.03(03)  Construction 
 
Schematics of the types of precast-block revetments discussed above are provided in Figures 38-
6KK, 38-6LL, 38-6MM, 38-6NN, and 38-6 OO.  More-detailed sketches and information are 
available from individual manufacturers.  Manufacturers also have available information on 
construction procedures.  A manufacturer can provide on-site advice and assistance in the 
installation of its system. 
 
After the site preparation work is completed, construction follows the following sequence. 
 
1. Excavate toe, flank, and upper bank protection trenches as required. 
 
2. Place filter fabric or graded filter material on the prepared subgrade. 
 
3. Individual mats are attached to a spreader bar and lifted for placement onto the 

embankment slope.  Mats are placed side by side on the bank until the entire prepared 
surface is covered. 

 
4. Adjacent mats are secured to one another by fastening side-connecting cables and end 

loops or by pouring side-connecting keys. 
 
5. Optional anchors are placed at the top and flanks of the protection as required. 
 
6. Backfill is spread over the mats and into the open cells or spaces between cells and into 

the anchor trenches.  Anchor trenches are then compacted.  The backfill should be seeded 
and fertilized according to local seasonal conditions. 

 
A non-articulated block revetment, in which the blocks are butted together instead of being 
physically attached, is constructed in a similar manner.  However, the individual blocks must be 
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placed on the bank by hand, one at a time.  This results in a much more labor-intensive 
installation procedure. 
 
 
38-6.04  Grouted Riprap 
 
38-6.04(01)  Design Guidelines 
 
Grouted revetment riprap consists of rock-slope-protection having voids filled with concrete 
grout to form a monolithic armor.  See Section 38-4.05 for additional descriptive information and 
performance characteristics. 
 
Components of grouted-rock-riprap design include the layout of a general scheme or concept, 
bank preparation, bank slope, rock quality, grout quality, edge treatment, filter design, and 
pressure relief. 
 
Grouted riprap is a rigid monolithic bank-protection method.  Once complete, it forms a 
continuous surface.  A grouted-riprap section is shown in Figure 38-6PP. 
 
Grouted riprap should extend from below the anticipated channel-bed scour depth to the design 
highwater level, plus additional height for freeboard. 
 
1. Bank and Foundation Preparation.  The bank should be prepared by clearing all trees or 

debris from the bank and grading the bank surface to the desired slope.  The graded 
surface should not deviate from the specified slope line by more than 6 in.  However, a 
local depression larger than this can be accommodated because initial placement of filter 
material or rock for the revetment will fill the depression. 

 
Because grouted riprap is rigid but not extremely strong, support by the embankment 
must be maintained.  To form a firm foundation, the bank surface should be tamped or 
lightly compacted.  Soil permeability similar to that of the natural, undisturbed bank 
material should be maintained.  The foundation for the grouted-riprap revetment should 
have a bearing capacity sufficient to support either the dry weight of the revetment alone 
or the submerged weight of the revetment plus the weight of the water in the wedge 
above the revetment for design conditions, whichever is greater. 

 
2. Bank Slope.  The bank slope for should not be steeper than 1.5H:1V. 
 
3. Rock Quality.  Rock used in grouted-rock slope-protection is the same as that used in 

ordinary rock-slope-protection.  However, the values for specific gravity and hardness 
may be lowered if necessary as the rocks are protected by the surrounding grout.  The 
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rock used in a grouted-riprap installation should be free of fines so that penetration of 
grout may be achieved. 

 
4. Grout Quality and Characteristics.  Grout should consist of concrete with a maximum 

aggregate size of ¾ in. and a slump of 3 in. to 4 in.  A sand mix may be used where 
roughness of the grout surface is unnecessary, provided sufficient cement is added to 
provided strength and workability. 

 
The finished grout should leave face stones exposed for one-fourth to one-third their 
depth.  The surface of the grout should expose a matrix of coarse aggregate.  See the 
INDOT Standard Specifications for more information on grout. 

 
5. Edge Treatment.  The head, toe, and flanks require treatment to prevent undermining.  

The revetment toe should extend to a depth below anticipated scour depths or to bedrock.  
The toe should be designed as illustrated in Figure 38-6PP(a).  After excavating to the 
desired depth, the riprap-slope protection should be extended to the bottom of the trench 
and grouted.  The remainder of the excavated area in the toe trench should be filled with 
ungrouted riprap.  The grout-free riprap provides extra protection against undermining at 
the bank toe.  Edge-treatment designs are illustrated in Figure 38-6PP (a), (b) and (c). 

 
6. Filter Design.  A filter is required under the grouted-riprap revetment to provide a zone of 

high permeability to carry off seepage water and prevent damage to the overlying 
structure from uplift pressure.  A 6-in. granular filter is required beneath the pavement to 
provide an adequate drainage zone.  The filter can consist of well-graded granular 
material or uniformly-graded granular material with an underlying filter fabric.  The filter 
should be designed to provide a high degree of permeability while preventing base 
material particles from penetrating the filter, thus causing clogging and failure of the 
protective filter layer. 

 
7. Pressure Relief.  Weep holes should be provided in the revetment to relieve hydrostatic 

pressure buildup behind the grout surface; see Figure 38-6PP(a).  Weep holes should 
extend through the grout surface to the interface with the gravel underdrain layer.  Weep 
holes should consist of 3-in. diameter pipes having a maximum horizontal spacing of 6 ft 
and a maximum vertical spacing of 10 ft.  The buried end of the weep hole should be 
covered with wire screening or a fabric filter of a gage that will prevent passage of the 
gravel underlayer. 

 
 
38-6.04(02)  Construction 
 
Construction details for a grouted-riprap revetment are illustrated in Figure 38-6PP.  The 
following construction procedures should be followed. 
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1. Construction procedures include bank clearing and grading, development of foundations, 

placement of rock-slope protection, grouting of the interstices, backfilling toe and flank 
trenches, and vegetation of disturbed areas. 

 
2. The rock should be wet immediately prior to commencing the grouting operation. 
 
3. The grout may be transported to the place of final deposit by means of chutes, tubes, 

buckets, pneumatic equipment, or other mechanical method which will control 
segregation and uniformity of the grout. 

 
4. Spading and rodding are necessary where penetration is achieved through gravity flow 

into the interstices. 
 
5. Loads should not be allowed upon the revetment until the proper strength has been 

developed. 
 
 
38-6.05  Grouted-Fabric Slope Paving 
 
A grouted fabric-formed revetment is a relatively new development for use on an earth surface 
subject to erosion.  It has been used as an alternative to traditional revetment such as a concrete 
liner, or riprap on a reservoir, canal, or dike. 
 
A grouted fabric-formed revetment is made by pumping a fluid structural grout, or fine-
aggregate concrete, into an in-situ envelope consisting of a double-layer synthetic fabric.  During 
filling, excess mixing water is squeezed out through the permeable fabric, to substantially reduce 
the water/cement ratio with consequent improvement in the quality of the hardened concrete.  An 
advantage of this type of revetment is that it may be assembled underwater or in a dry location. 
 
 
38-6.05(01)  Types 
 
The types of fabric-formed revetments are as follows. 
 
1. Type 1.  Two layers of nylon fabric are woven together at 5 in. to 10 in. centers as 

indicated in Figure 38-6QQ.  These points of attachment serve as filter points to relieve 
hydrostatic uplift caused by percolation of groundwater through the underlying soil.  The 
finished revetment has a deeply-cobbled or quilted appearance.  Mat thickness averages 
from 2 in. to 6 in. 
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2. Type 2.  Two layers of nylon or polypropylene woven fabric are joined together at spaced 
centers by means of interwoven tie cords, the length of which controls the thickness of 
the finished revetment.  See Figure 38-6RR.  Plastic tubes may be inserted through the 
two layers of fabric prior to grout injection to provide weep holes for relief of hydrostatic 
uplift.  The finished revetment is of uniform cross section and has a lightly-pebbled 
appearance.  Mat thickness averages from 2 in to 10 in. 

 
3. Type 3.  Two layers of nylon fabric are interwoven into rectangular block patterns.  The 

points of interweaving serve as hinges to permit articulation of the hardened concrete 
blocks.  The revetment is reinforced with steel cables or nylon rope threaded between the 
two layers of fabric prior to grout injection and remains embedded in the hardened cast-
in-place blocks.  Block thickness is controlled with spacer cords in the center of each 
block. 

 
 
38-6.05(02)  Design Guidelines 
 
The woven fabric for a grouted fabric-formed revetment is available from a number of 
manufacturers.  The designer should consult the manufacturers’ literature for designing and 
selecting the appropriate type of material and thickness for a given hydraulic condition. 
 
 
38-6.06  Sand-Cement Bags 
 
A sand-cement bag consists of a dry mix of sand and cement placed in a burlap or other suitable 
bag.  It requires firm support from the protected bank.  A filter fabric is placed underneath this 
type of riprap.  Adequate protection of the terminals and toe is essential.  The riprap has little 
flexibility and low tensile strength.  It is susceptible to damage on a flatter slope where the area 
of contact between the bags is less. 
 
 
38-6.06(01)  Design Guidelines 
 
Concrete riprap consists of approximately 0.7 ft3 of class C concrete in a burlap bag or in a 
cement sack.  Each bag should be tied if in a cement sack, or the top should be folded around the 
bag if in a burlap sack.  This type of riprap provides a heavy protection regardless of the 
requirements of the site.  The riprap has little flexibility and low tensile strength, and it is 
susceptible to damage from floating ice.  It requires firm support from the protected bank and 
requires a filter blanket underneath the riprap.  Adequate protection of the terminals and toe is 
essential.  The toe trench must end in firm support and extend below the depth of anticipated 
scour.  Details of terminal protection and cutoff stubs are shown in Figure 38-6SS. 
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The bags make close contact with each other.  Some bond is secured between the bags due to the 
cement mortar leaking through the porous bags.  A flat slope reduces the area of contact between 
the sacks and thus the bond is less.  The slope of the protected embankment is 1.5H:1V.  If the 
slope is as flat as 2H:1V, all sacks after the bottom row should be laid as headers, with the long 
dimension of each sack in line with the slope, rather than as stretchers, with the long dimension 
at a right angle to the slope direction. 
 
Concrete riprap in bags can be placed as a dry mix.  The riprap is wetted as the work progresses.  
Some of the bond between sacks can be lost by this method, but it allows the sacks to be filled at 
a convenient location and brought to the construction site.  A well-graded filter blanket is 
essential to drain the water that is added during construction. 
 
 
38-6.06(02)  Construction 
 
Cloth sacks, about two-thirds filled with concrete, and securely tied, or burlap grain sacks, 
containing about 0.7 ft3 of concrete and folded at the top, are immediately placed into position 
after filling.  The fold on each burlap sack is placed underneath the sack for a header, or against 
the previously-placed sack for a stretcher.  Where the protected slope is 1.5H:1V or steeper, a 
bed consisting of two rows of sacks placed as stretchers is followed by a row of sacks placed as 
headers.  Succeeding rows of sacks are placed as stretchers with joints between sacks staggered 
(see Figure 38-6SS).  Each sack is hand placed and pushed into contact with the adjacent sack.  
On a slope flatter than 1.5H:1V, all rows after the bed row are placed as headers. 
 
Cutoffs and weep holes should be placed as shown on the plans or as directed by the designer.  
The finished work should present a neat appearance with parallel rows of sacks.  No sack should 
protrude more than 3 in. from the finished surface. 
 
The riprap should be placed only if the temperature is above 35 oF and rising.  It should be 
protected from freezing and cured as for concrete. 
 
If placement of concrete riprap in bags is delayed sufficiently to affect the bond between 
succeeding courses, a small trench about half the depth of a sack should be excavated back of the 
last row of sacks in place and the trench filled with fresh concrete before the next layer of sacks 
is placed.  At the start of each day's work or if a delay of over 2 h occurs during the placing of 
successive layers of sacks, the previously-placed sacks should be moistened and dusted with 
cement to develop bond. 
 
 
38-6.07  Soil-Cement 
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Soil-cement is an acceptable method of slope protection for a dam, dike, levee, channel, or 
highway embankment.  Soil-cement can also be used to construct an impervious core in a 
retention-dam type structure and provide a protective facing.  Soil-cement is constructed in a 
stairstep manner by placing and compacting the soil-cement in horizontal layers stairstepped up 
the embankment (See Figure 38-6TT).  An embankment slope from 2.5H:1V and 4H:1V, and a 
horizontal-layer width from 7.0 ft to 9.0 ft provide minimum protective thicknesses of about 1.5 
ft to 2.5 ft measured normal to the slope. 
 
A number of soil types can be used to make durable soil-cement slope protection.  The Portland 
Cement Association (PCA) has data on soil types, gradations, costs, and testing procedures.  The 
PCA also has data on placement and compaction methods. 
 
Use of soil-cement does not require further design considerations for the embankment.  Proper 
embankment design procedures should be followed based on individual project conditions, to 
prevent subsidence or other type of embankment distress. 
 
 
38-6.07(01)  Design Guidelines 
 
1. Top, Toe, and End Features.  All extremities of the facing should be tied into non-

erodible sections or abutments.  Adequate freeboard and carrying the soil-cement to the 
paved roadway, plus a lower-section detail as shown in Figure 38-6TT, will minimize 
erosion from behind the crest and under the toe of the facing.  The ends of the facing 
should terminate smoothly in a flat slope or against a rocky abutment.  A small amount of 
rock riprap may be placed over and adjacent to the edges of the soil-cement at its contact 
with the abutment. 

 
Where a structure such as a culvert extends through the facing, the areas immediately 
adjacent to such a structure are constructed by placing and compacting the soil-cement by 
hand, with small power tools, or by using a lean-mix concrete. 

 
2. Special Conditions.  Slope stability is provided for an embankment by means of the 

strength and impermeability of the soil-cement facing.  Further design considerations 
should not be necessary for a soil-cement-faced embankment.  It is necessary to utilize 
proper design and analysis procedures to ensure the structural and hydraulic integrity of 
the embankment.  Conditions most likely to require analysis include subsidence of the 
embankment or rapid drawdown of the reservoir or river. 

 
3. Subsidence.  Embankment subsidence results from a compressible foundation, settlement 

within the embankment itself, or both.  Analyzing the possible effects of such a condition 
involves a number of assumptions by the designer concerning the embankment behavior.  
Combining these assumptions with the characteristics of the facing, a structural analysis 
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of the condition can be made.  If the unit weight and flexural strength of the soil-cement 
are not known, they should be taken as 120 lb/ft3 and 150 to 200 lb/in2, respectively.  The 
layer effect can be ignored. 

 
The post-construction appearance of a pattern of narrow surface cracks of about 10 ft to 
20 ft apart is evidence of normal hardening of the soil-cement.  Substantial embankment 
subsidence can allow the facing to settle back in large sections coinciding with the 
normal shrinkage-crack pattern.  If such settlement of the soil-cement, with separation at 
the shrinkable cracks, takes place, the slope remains adequately protected unless the 
settlement is large enough to allow the outer face of a settling section to move past the 
inner face of an adjoining section. 

 
4. Rapid Drawdown.  Rapid drawdown exceeding 15 ft or more within 3 to 4 days 

theoretically produces hydrostatic pressure from moisture trapped in the embankment 
against the back of the facing.  The design concepts that can be used to prevent damage 
due to rapid drawdown-induced pressure are as follows: 

 
 a. designing the embankment so that its least-permeable zone is immediately 

adjacent to the soil-cement facing, which ensures that seepage through cracks in 
the facing will not build up a pool of water sufficient to produce damaging 
hydrostatic pressure; 

 
 b. arbitrarily assuming the weight of the facing sufficient to resist uplift pressures 

that may develop; and 
 
 c. providing free drainage behind, through, or under the soil-cement facing to 

prevent adverse hydrostatic pressure. 
 
 
38-6.07(02)  Construction 
 
The method of construction at a central plant or mixed in place should be considered by the 
designer in determining the facing cross section.  Both methods have been successfully used for 
soil-cement slope protection.  The central plant method, however, allows faster production and 
provides maximum control of mixing operations.  In the mixed-in-place method, mixing should 
be deep enough so that there will be no unmixed seams between the layers.  However, excessive 
striking of the soil-cement below the layer being mixed should be avoided.  A compacted layer 
thickness of 6 in. should be used, with the recommended maximum of 9 in. for efficient, uniform 
compaction. 
 
The central-plant method should be more economical for all but the smallest project.  The 
contractor should be permitted the option of using either method where the quantity of soil-
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cement involved is only about several thousand cubic feet.  The PCA has sample specifications 
regarding these construction methods. 
 
 
38-7.0  REFERENCES 
 
1. U.S. Corps of Engineers, April 1985, Design of Coastal Revetments, Seawalls, and 

Bulkheads, Engineering Manual EM-1110-2-1614. 
 
2. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Design of Riprap 

Revetment, Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 11, 1989. 
 
3. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Geosynthetic 

Design and Construction Guidelines, FHWA-HI-95-038. 
 
4. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Stream Stability at 

Highway Structures, Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 20, February 1991. 
 
5. Holtz, Robert D., Christopher, Barry R., and Berg, Ryan R., Geosynthetic Design & 

Construction Guidelines, Participant Notebook, July 29, 1994 Draft, National Highway 
Institute, US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. 
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Symbol Definition Unit 

AOS Apparent opening size in filter cloth in. 
A Coefficient used to determine apparent opening size -- 
C Coefficient, relates free-vortex motion to velocity 

streamline for equal radius of curvature 
-- 

Cu Uniformity coefficient -- 
D50 Median-bed-material size ft or in. 
D15 15% finer particle size ft or in. 
D85 85% finer particle size ft or in. 
davg Average flow depth in main-flow channel ft 
ds Estimated probable maximum depth of scour ft 
g Gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/s2 ft/s2

H Wave height ft 
k Permeability ft/s or in./s 

K1 Correction term reflecting bank angle -- 
n Manning’s roughness coefficient -- 

O95 Opening size in geotextile material for which 95% 
of the openings are smaller 

in. 

Qmc Discharge in zone of main-channel flow ft3/s 
R Hydraulic radius ft 
R Wave runup ft 
Ro Mean radius of channel centerline at bend ft 

Sf, S Friction slope or energy-grade-line slope ft/ft 
SF Stability factor -- 

Ss, s Specific gravity of riprap material -- 
T Top width of channel between its banks ft 
V Velocity ft/s 
Va Mean channel velocity ft/s 

W50 Weight of median particle lb 
Z Superelevation of water surface ft 
γ Unit weight of riprap material lb/ft3

θ Bank angle with the horizontal deg 
Φ Riprap material’s angle of repose deg 

 
 

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

Figure 38-1A 
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Slope-Surface Characteristic Placement Method Correction Factor 
Concrete blocks, voids < 20% fitted 0.90 
Concrete blocks, 20% ≤ voids < 40% fitted 0.70 
Concrete blocks, 40% ≤ voids ≤ 60% fitted 0.50 
Concrete pavement --- 1.00 
Grass --- 0.85 – 0.90 
Grouted rock --- 0.90 
Rock riprap, angular random 0.60 
Rock riprap, hand-placed or keyed keyed 0.80 
Rock riprap, round random 0.70 
Wire-enclosed rocks or gabions --- 0.80 

 
 

CORRECTION FACTORS FOR WAVE RUNUP 
 

Figure 38-5C 
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Conditions Stability Factor 
Range 

Uniform flow. 
Straight or mildly-curving reach, curve radius/channel width ≥ 30. 
Impact from wave action and floating debris is minimal. 
Little or no uncertainty in design parameters. 

1.0 – 1.2  

Gradually-varying flow. 
Moderate bend curvature, 10 < curve radius/channel width < 30. 
Impact from waves or floating debris moderate. 

1.21 – 1.6 

Approaching rapidly-varying flow. 
Sharp bend curvature, curve radius/channel width ≤ 10. 
Significant impact potential from floating debris or ice. 
Significant boat-generated waves, 1 ft to 2 ft. 
High flow turbulence. 
Turbulently mixing flow at bridge abutment. 
Significant uncertainty in design parameters. 

1.61 – 2.0 

 
 

GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION OF STABILITY FACTORS 
 

Figure 38-6F 
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Stone-Size Range 
(ft) 

Stone-Weight Range 
(lb) 

Percent of Gradation 
Smaller Than 

1.5D50 to 1.7D50 3.0W50 to 5.0W50 100 

1.2D50 to 1.4D50 2.0W50 to 2.75W50 85 

1.0D50 to 1.15D50 1.0W50 to 1.5W50 50 

0.4D50 to 0.6D50 0.1W50 to 0.2W50 15 

 
 

ROCK RIPRAP GRADATION LIMITS 
 

Figure 38-6H 
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Percent Smaller 
Size, in. 

Revetment Class 1 Class 2 

30   100 

24  100 85-100 
18 100 85-100 60-80 
12 90-100 35-50 20-40 
6 20-40 10-30 0-20 
3 0-10 0-10 0-10 

Minimum Depth 
of Riprap 18 in. 24 in. 30 in. 

 
Note: The material should be coarse aggregate, Class F or higher.  See the INDOT Standard 

Specifications for more information. 
 
 

RIPRAP GRADATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

Figure 38-6 I 
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ROUTE: _________ DES. NO.: _______________ PROJECT NO.: _______________________________ 
DESCRIPTION: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
Prepared By: _______________________ Date: ___________ Checked By: ________________________ Date: __________ 
 
 
GRANULAR FILTER 
 

LAYER  DESCRIPTION D15 
(in.) 

D85 
(in.) RATIO FineD

CoarseDD
85

151 =  251 DD <<  
? FineD

CoarseD
D

15

152 =  402 <D  
? 

Yes  No Yes  No 
Yes  No Yes  No 
Yes  No Yes  No 
Yes  No Yes  No 
Yes  No Yes  No 
Yes  No Yes  No 
Yes  No Yes  No 

       
       
       
       
       
       
       

 
 
SUMMARY 
 

LAYER  DESCRIPTION D15 (in.) D85 (in.) THICKNESS (in.) 
    

 
 
 

   
   
   

 
 
FABRIC FILTER 
 
 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES CLASS: _______________ 
 HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES: 
  PIPING RESISTANCE < 50% PASSING #200 AOS < 24 mils 
  PIPING RESISTANCE < 50% PASSING #200 AOS < 12 mils 
 PERMEABILITY:  SOIL PERMEABILITY < FABRIC PERMEABILITY 
 SELECTED FILTER FABRIC SPECIFICATIONS: _________________________________________________ 
 
 

FILTER DESIGN 
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ROUTE: _________ DES. NO.: _______________ PROJECT NO.: _______________________________ 
DESCRIPTION: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
Prepared By: _______________________ Date: ___________ Checked By: ________________________ Date: __________ 
 
  Definition Sketch 

QTOTAL ________ Soil Characteristics: 
QMC __________ D15 __________ 
QLB __________ D50 __________ 
QRB __________ D85 __________ 

 

DEPTH 
OR W.S. 

(ft) 
(1) 

A 
(ft2) 

 
(2) 

Vg 
(ft/s) 

 
(3) 

da 
(ft) 

 
(4) 

θ 
 

(5) 

Φ 
 

(6) 

K1 
 

(7) 

D50 
(in.) 

 
(8) 

SF 
 

(9) 

SS 
 

(10) 

C 
 

(11) 

CP/A 
 

(12) 

D50 
(in.) 

 
(13)  NOTES

              

              

              

              

              

              

Design Sketch RIPRAP CHARACTERISTICS: 
Size: _______ Thickness: ________ 
D50   _______ 2D50 ________ 
Class ______ D100 ________ 
AASHTO Use ________ 
Gradation: Size:  Percent 

 (in.)  Finer 
 _____  100 
 _____  50 
 _____  5-10 

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS: 
Granular: Size:  Percent 

 (in.)  Finer 
 _____  100 
 _____  50 

    _____  5-10 
Fabric: AOS <  _____ mils 
 Perm. >  _____ mils 

(1) Water surface elevation 
(2) Main channel flow area 
(3) Main channel average velocity 
(4) Main channel average depth 

(5) Bank angle 
(6) Riprap angle of repose (Fig. 38-

6C) 
(7) Bank angle correction (Fig. 38-

6B) 

(8) Riprap size (Fig. 38-6A) 
(9) Stability factor 
(10) Riprap specific gravity 
(11) Riprap size correction factor (Fig. 

38-6E) 

(12) Pier/abutment correction (3.38 if 
applicable) 

(13) Correction D50 = (8) x (11) x (12) 

 
 

RIPRAP SIZE PARTICLE EROSION 
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ROUTE: _________ DES. NO.: _______________ PROJECT NO.: _______________________________  Sheet ____  o f ____ 
DESCRIPTION: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
Prepared By: _______________________ Date: ___________ Checked By: ________________________ Date: __________ 
 
  Definition Sketch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WIND 
SPEED 
(mph) 

FETCH 
(mi) 

Rv 
(ft) 

Ho 
(ft) o

v

H
R  Θ CORR. 

FACTOR 
D50 
(in.) 

        
        
        
        
        
        

 
 
RIPRAP SIZE:  REVETMENT THICKNESS:  AASHTO GRADATION: 
D50   _______    2D50 ________    Size:  Percent 
Class ______    D100 ________    (in.)  Finer 
       Use ________    _____  100 

         _____  50 
         _____  5-10 
 

RIPRAP DATA WORKSHEET 
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ROUTE: _________ DES. NO.: _______________ PROJECT NO.: _______________________________ 
DESCRIPTION: ________________________Example 1_________________________________________________________
Prepared By: _______SAB________________ Date: ____2/4_______ Checked By: _________CJH_______________ Date: ___3/4_______
 
  Definition Sketch 

QTOTAL 5000   Soil Characteristics: See Figure 38-6R(1) for definition sketch. QMC    5000    D15 0.0055 ft 
QLB __________ D50 0.04 ft        
QRB __________ D85 0.105 ft

 

DEPTH 
OR W.S. 

(ft) 
(1) 

A 
(ft2) 

 
(2) 

Vg
(ft/s) 

 
(3) 

da
(ft) 

 
(4) 

θ 
 

(5) 

Φ 
 

(6) 

K1
 

(7) 

D50
(in.) 

 
(8) 

SF 
 

(9) 

SS
 

(10) 

C 
 

(11) 

CP/A
 

(12) 

D50
(in.) 

 
(13) NOTES 

11.8 514.5 9.7 11.8 2:1 41° 0.73 5.16 1.2 2.65 1 N/A 0.43 BANK 
       3.36 1.2 2.65 1 N/A 0.28 BED 
              
              
              
              

Design Sketch RIPRAP CHARACTERISTICS: 
Size: _______ Thickness: ________ 
D50   0.95___ 2D50 _1.9 ft
Class Facing D100 _1.3 ft
AASHTO Use _2.0 ft
Gradation: Size:  Percent 

 (ft)  Finer 
 1.30  100 
 0.95  50 
 0.40  5-10 

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS: 
Granular: Size:  Percent 

 (ft)  Finer 
 0.20  85 
 0.17  50 

    0.10  15 
Fabric: AOS <  _____ mils 
 Perm. >  _____ mils 

(1) Water surface elevation 
(2) Main channel flow area 
(3) Main channel average velocity 
(4) Main channel average depth 

(5) Bank angle 
(6) Riprap angle of repose (Fig. 38-

6C) 
(7) Bank angle correction (Fig. 38-

6B) 

(8) Riprap size (Fig. 38-6A) 
(9) Stability factor 
(10) Riprap specific gravity 
(11) Riprap size correction factor (Fig. 

38-6E) 

(12) Pier/abutment correction (3.38 if 
applicable) 

(13) Correction D50 = (8) x (11) x (12) 

 
RIPRAP SIZE FORM (EXAMPLE 1) 

Figure 38-6R 
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PROJECT:   Example 2 
DESCRIPTION:     

  

 
Prepared by/Date:    /    
Checked by/Date:     /    

  Sheet         of          
  

  Definition Sketch: 
QTOTAL     Soil Characteristics: 
QMC    D15    
QLB    D50   
QRB    D85   

 

DEPTH 
OR W.S. 

(ft) 
(1) 

A 
(ft2) 

 
(2) 

Vg
(ft/s) 

 
(3) 

da
(ft) 

 
(4) 

θ 
 

(5) 

Φ 
 

(6) 

K1
 

(7) 

D50
(in.) 

 
(8) 

SF 
 

(9) 

SS
 

(10) 

C 
 

(11) 

CP/A
 

(12) 

D50
(in.) 

 
(13) 

NOTES 
 

(14) 

15 255 12.8 12 2:1 41o 0.73 11 1.6 2.6 1.6 1 1.44 Sharp Bend 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Design Sketch: 

 
RIPRAP CHARACTERISTICS: 

Size: 22  Thickness: 43 
D50     2D50    27 
Class   D100    43 

AASHTO  Use      
Gradation:   Size:    Percent 

  (in.)              Finer    
 27                100 
 22                 50 
 11.5               5-10 

 
FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS: 
 

Granular:   Size    Percent 
         (in.)                    Finer    
                       _______                    85 
                       _______                    50 
                       _______                    15 

Fabric: 
AOS   <    
Perm. >    

 
 Average Opening Size 

 
(1) Water surface elevation 
(2) Main channel flow area 
(3) Main channel average velocity 
(4) Main channel average depth 

 
(5) Bank angle 
(6) Riprap angle of repose (Figure 38-6C) 
(7) Bank angle correction (Figure 38-6B) 
(8) Riprap size (Figure 38-6A) 

 
(9) Stability factor 
(10) Riprap specific gravity 
(11) Riprap size correction factor (Figure 38-6E) 

 
(12) Pier/abutment correction (3.38 if 

applicable) 
(13) Correction D50 = (8) x (11) x (12) 
(14) Notes or comments 

 
 

RIPRAP SIZE FORM (Example 2) 
Figure 38-6U 
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Thickness 
(ft) 

Width 
(ft) 

Length 
(ft) 

Wire-Mesh 
Opening Size 

(in. x in.) 
0.75 6 9 3 x 3 
0.75 6 12 3 x 3 
1.0 3 6 3 x 3 
1.0 3 9 3 x 3 
1.5 3 12 3 x 3 
1.5 3 6 3 x 3 
1.5 3 9 3 x 3 
1.5 3 12 3 x 3 
3.0 3 6 3 x 3 
3.0 3 9 3 x 3 
3.0 3 12 3 x 3 

 
 

STANDARD GABION SIZES 
 

Figure 38-6AA 
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Bank Soil Type Maximum Velocity 
(ft/s) 

Bank Slope 
(H:V) 

Minimum Required
Mattress Thickness 

(in.) 

10 Flatter than 1:3 9 

13 – 16 Steeper than 1:2 12 
Clay, 
Heavy Cohesive 
Soils Any Steeper than 1:2  ≥ 18 

Silt, fine sand 10 Flatter than 1:2 12 

16 Flatter than 1:3 9 

20 Flatter than 1:2 12 Shingle with Gravel 

Any Steeper than 1:2 ≥ 18 

 
 

CRITERIA FOR GABION THICKNESS 
 

Figure 38-6CC 
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Nominal Diameter 

of Wire (in.) 
Minimum Coating Weight, 

Class 3 or A Coating (oz/ft2)

0.086 0.7 
0.104 0.8 
0.128 0.9 

 
 

MINIMUM COATING WEIGHT 
 

Figure 38-6DD 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN 

 

TEMPORARY EROSION 

AND SEDIMENT CONTROL 
 
 
37-1.0  GENERAL INFORMATION [REV. JAN. 2011] 

 
An erosion- and sediment-control plan is required to be submitted to IDEM for an INDOT 
project, or the applicable local Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) for an LPA 
project, to comply with 327 IAC 15-5 (Rule 5) as required by Section 9-2.05(06).  INDOT 
Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings have been developed for erosion and sediment 
control to formalize and expand on existing measures available to the designer.  These guidelines 
will aid the designer in choosing the appropriate measures and frequency of their use.  Although 
Rule 5 requires erosion- and sediment-control measures for a specified minimum disturbed area, 
these measures should be applied to each project if land is disturbed.  Formal submittal to 
comply with Rule 5 is not required where less than the minimum specified area is disturbed.  
However, where soil is disturbed, an erosion- and sediment-control plan must be developed.  
This applies particularly where sediment can enter a waterway. 
 
The goals of erosion control and sediment control are different.  The purpose of erosion-control 
measures is to prevent sediment from being mobilized on the project site.  The purpose of sediment-
control measures is to recapture soil that has been mobilized and to prevent it from leaving the 
construction site.  Water flowing through a construction-disturbed area is to be filtered of 
sediment before it mixes with water which is not affected by construction operations.  These 
guidelines concentrate on temporary erosion and sediment control measures.  It is the designer’s 
responsibility to include permanent measures where warranted.  Temporary erosion-control 
measures should be in compliance with the construction-zone clear-zone criteria shown in 
Chapter Eighty-two.  The erosion- and sediment-control plan should address erosion and 
sediment control during the entire construction process.  This may mean that different measures 
will be used during different phases of construction.  Allowance should be made for changes in 
the field to fit existing conditions or the use of different measures where they are more 
appropriate.  The erosion- and sediment-control measures have been listed in groups according to 
their use.  Some of the measures may be used in multiple applications. 
 
A copy of Rule 5 is available via the Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
(IDEM) website, at http://www.in.gov/idem/4221.htm.  It lists items that should be submitted 
with the erosion- and sediment-control plan to the applicable SWCD.  The designer is 
responsible for all items listed in Figure 37-1A, Erosion Control Sediment Plan Technical Review 
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Checklist.  An editable version of this form is available on the Department’s website, at. 
http://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/index.html.  The erosion- and sediment-
control plan should be prepared and submitted to the appropriate SWCD.  The Notice of Intent 
letter should be filed with IDEM.  The submittals are as follows. 
 
1. Plans developed for a Central-Office project will be filed by the Production Management 

Division’s Permit Coordinator. 
 
2. Plans developed by a district office will be filed by district personnel. 
 
3. Plans developed for a local public agency project will be filed by the local agency. 
 
Guidance on plans development in accordance with 327 IAC 15-5 (Rule 5) Plan Elements 
appears on IDEM’s website, at http://www.in.gov/idem/5419.htm.  Once on this page, click on 
the Guidance for Construction Plan/Storm Water Pollution Plan Development hyperlink, which 
appears under Step 1, fourth paragraph. 
 
 
37-2.0  SITE ANALYSIS [REV. JAN. 2011] 

 
The erosion- and sediment-control plan should identify control measures that will be used to 
minimize erosion and off-site sedimentation.  It serves as a blueprint for the location, installation, 
and maintenance of these measures. 
 
In preparing the erosion- and sediment-control plan, the designer should start by looking at local 
drainage patterns, soil types, and topography.  The watershed area of each concentrated water 
flow entering the project site at various locations should be determined and shown on the 
erosion- and sediment-control plan at each point of entry.  Where reasonable, off-site waters 
should be isolated and allowed to pass through the project site.  Sediments from on-site sources 
should be captured prior to leaving the site.  The method of treatment depends upon the drainage 
area and soil types. 
 
Providing a vegetated ground cover is the most important factor in terms of preventing erosion.  
If the existing vegetation is to be disturbed, appropriate erosion- and sediment-control measures 
should be utilized.  If utility features traverse the site, their relocation should be taken into 
consideration in designing these measures. 
 
The following principles of erosion and sediment control should be utilized. 
 

1. The physical characteristics of the site should be assessed, including topography, 
soils, and drainage to determine how to best minimize erosion and sedimentation. 
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2. The erosion- and sediment-control plan should be designed to include measures 
that will keep sediment on the construction site as much as possible. 

 
3. Where reasonable, perimeter dikes or waterways should be used to divert or 

intercept off-site runoff. In evaluating the decision as to whether diversion or 
interception of off-site runoff is reasonable, the increased sizing of a proposed 
BMP structure should be considered to treat off-site runoff if such diversion is not 
performed. 

 
4. Where reasonable, a perimeter dike or waterway should be used to divert or 

intercept off-site runoff. 
 

5. Measures to slow runoff and allow deposition of sediment should be designed 
using grading and sediment barriers to break up long, steep slopes. 

 
6. Temporary seeding should be utilized where applicable. 

 
7. Runoff velocity should be reduced by maintaining existing vegetative cover, 

preserving a natural buffer strip around the lower perimeter of the disturbed land, 
and installing a perimeter control such as a sediment barrier, silt fence, filter, dike, 
or sediment basin or trap. 

 
8. The amount of disturbed area on the construction site should be minimized. 

 
9. Construction phasing and incremental final stabilization of areas should be 

considered where such measures can adequately satisfy the intended use 
requirements of such areas. 

 
10. The impervious surface should be kept at the minimum required to satisfy public 

safety needs. The use of porous material should be encouraged outside the 
mainline pavement area. 

 
The construction-zone clear zone should be determined in order to select the appropriate erosion-
control measures.  Chapter Eighty-two includes the information necessary to determine the 
construction-zone clear zone.  Straw bales should be used instead of riprap for a ditch check in 
the construction-zone clear zone. 
 
Temporary entrance points will likely be required for the contractor’s use from off-road locations 
on to public roads.  The INDOT Standard Specifications require the contractor to install stable 
construction entrances at these points in order to control movement of sediment off the project 
site by construction traffic.  If the designer determines that such entrances are required, an 
undistributed quantity of 100 tons of No. 2 stone should be included in the preliminary estimate 
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of quantities and cost estimate.  This minimum quantity should be sufficient to provide two 
stable construction entrances.  If the designer anticipates that additional entrances will be 
required, the quantity should be adjusted accordingly. 
 
Within the construction clear zone, straw bales, fiber wattle rolls, or other approved means 
should be considered instead of riprap. 
 
37-3.0  TEMPORARY EROSION- AND SEDIMENT-CONTROL MEASURES 

 
37-3.01  Protection of Adjacent Area 

 
These measures are used to minimize sediment to an area adjacent to the disturbed area.  These 
measures include silt fence, vegetative filter strip, sediment trap, and sediment basin. 
 
 
37-3.01(01)  Silt Fence 

 
A silt fence is a fabric barrier used to retain sediment from a small, sloping, disturbed area by 
reducing the velocity of sheet flow.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details.  A silt fence 
requires a trench for proper installation and should not be used on a fill slope.  A silt fence 
captures sediment by ponding water to allow deposition, not by filtration.  Although the practice 
works best in conjunction with other erosion-control measures, it can be effective when used 
alone under the proper field conditions.  A silt fence is not recommended to divert water; nor is it 
to be used across a stream, channel, or where concentrated flow is anticipated. 
 
Use of a silt fence is limited to a disturbed site in a drainage area.  The use of a silt fence is 
further restricted by the slope (grade), as indicated in Figure 37-3A.  A silt fence should be 
installed nearly level, approximately following the land contour.  Ideally, a silt fence should be 
installed at least 10 ft from the toe of slope to provide a broad, shallow sediment pool with 
increased storage capacity. 
 
The length of silt fence should be sufficient to encompass the boundaries of the toe of the slope 
with the ends of the fence terminated upslope.  The silt fence should terminate at adjacent 
erosion control measures or at a stabilized area. 
 
For an area greater or a slope steeper than provided in Figure 37-3A, additional erosion-control 
measures should be utilized such as a slope drain, sediment trap or basin, temporary or 
permanent stabilization, etc. 
 
 
Where site conditions exceed the limits shown in Figure 37-3A, other appropriate erosion- and 
sediment-control measures should be implemented in conjunction with the silt fence. 
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37-3.01(02)  Vegetative Filter Strip 

 
Leaving existing grassy vegetation in place is the most effective method for erosion control.  It 
may not be practical or possible to leave all existing vegetation in place.  It is still best to 
maintain as much existing vegetation as possible; it will reduce erosion and will act as a filter 
trap for sediment from an upslope area.  A vegetative filter strip is an area where the ground 
cover is to be left undisturbed to filter runoff from a drainage area.  A filter strip is located 
between a sediment-producing site and a downslope site or watercourse.  The locations which 
are not to be disturbed by the contractor should be shown in the erosion- and sediment-control 
plan. 
 
Applications for this sediment-control measure include an area adjacent to right-of-way limits, 
roadside ditch, relocated or existing waterway, or wetlands. 
 
The vegetative filter strip’s effectiveness is increased when it is used in conjunction with other 
measures such as a silt fence, inlet protection, or sediment trap or basin, etc. 
 
The effectiveness of a vegetative filter strip is dependent upon the slope of the undisturbed area.  
The designer should evaluate and identify all potential areas for use of this control measure. 
 
It is preferable that the vegetative strip is on the flatter area beyond the toe of slope.  This does 
not preclude leaving as much vegetation on the slope as possible.  If site conditions exist that do 
not allow for locating a filter strip on the flatter ground, the designer should preserve vegetation 
on the slope.  The vegetative filter strip may be considered for an undisturbed area within the 
construction limits. 
 
Where a vegetative filter strip is to be used independent of other measures, the strip should be in 
accordance with or exceed the requirements shown in Figure 37-3C. 
 
Where existing vegetation cannot be in accordance with the minimum requirements shown in 
Figure 37-3C, there are still advantages to leaving the vegetation in place.  However, the 
vegetative strip should be used in conjunction with other appropriate practices.  If a silt fence is 
to be used in conjunction with a filter strip, the fence should be installed 10 ft from the toe of the 
slope on the flatter ground. 
 
 
37-3.01(03)  Sediment Trap 

 
A sediment trap is an area located in a ditch line that is used to temporarily pond runoff, which 
allows the sediment to be contained.  It is the last measure used in a ditch to filter water before it 
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enters another legal drainage body.  If the ditch grade is 5% or steeper, or if the ditch is 3500 ft 
or longer, the last two measures in the ditch should be sediment traps.  Revetment riprap should 
be used in construction of a sediment trap. 
 
If used independent of other sediment-control measures, the sediment trap should be designed for 
up to a maximum drainage area of 5 ac.  Where right of way is limited, the sediment trap should 
be designed considering the space rather than the drainage area.  In this situation, other sediment-
control measures should be specified in conjunction with the sediment trap.  Ideally, the trap 
should be designed to store sediment for a minimum disturbed volume of 65 yd3/ac.  In order to 
determine the volume of the trap; the watershed that is tributary to the sediment trap should be 
calculated. 
 
Figures 37-3E, 37-3F, and 37-3G indicate the minimum spillway design for a sediment trap. 
 
The sediment-trap design depends on the geometric characteristics of the proposed ditch as 
follows: 
 
1. ditch grade; 
2. ditch shape (flat bottom or V-ditch); and 
3. sideslopes (fore- and backslope). 
 
Figure 37-3G indicates the minimum spacing for sediment traps, based on the flood pool length, 
so that the next measure would not encroach into the pool of the previous one.  The procedure is 
as follows. 
 
1. Select the largest sediment trap, by spillway height, which can physically fit in the 

proposed ditch cross section 
 
2. Check the proposed ditch grade directly upstream of the approximate location of the 

sediment trap.  The grade should be continuous. 
 
3. From the table for the appropriate ditch, find the required sediment-traps spacing.  The 

provided spacing should be at least that shown in Figure 37-3G. 
 
 
37-3.01(04)  Sediment Basin [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

 
A sediment basin is a water-impoundment structure formed with an embankment or by 
excavating a basin.  It is used to prevent offsite sedimentation by retaining sediment on the 
construction site.  A sediment basin should be a primary consideration for a new-construction 
project where there is adequate right of way.  It should be used within an interchange, rest area, 
weigh station, or replacement wetlands.  Where right of way is limited, the sediment basin 
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should be designed considering available space rather than drainage area.  In this situation, other 
control measures should be specified in conjunction with the sediment basin depending on site 
conditions. 
 
A sediment basin is the last control measure encountered by runoff before it leaves the 
construction site.  It is about twice as long as it is wide, but it must be shaped to fit the area it 
will be used in.  It should therefore be designed and detailed for each specific site, as no standard 
details have been developed.  However, a schematic detail is shown in Figure 37-3H.  If used 
independent of other sediment-control measures, the basin should be designed for a drainage 
range of 1 to 30 ac.  The basin should be designed to store a minimum water volume of 65 yd3/ac 
for the watershed.  If the watershed area is greater than 30 ac, additional consideration should be 
given. 
 
A wetland-replacement site or detention pond may be used temporarily as a sediment basin.  For 
guidance in the use of a wetland-replacement site as a sediment basin, contact the Production 
Management Division’s Hydraulics Team.  If the permanent control structure of the wetland-
replacement site or detention pond is a pipe, a temporary perforated riser should be used to 
dewater the basin allowing for adequate residence time in the basin. 
 
This sediment-control measure should not be used where failure of the embankment can 
endanger life or property.  Temporary right of way may be provided where possible. 
 
 
37-3.02  Slope 

 
The following measures are used to temporarily control erosion on a slope.  These measures 
include interceptor ditch and slope drain, vegetative strip in a cut section, temporary seeding and 
temporary mulching, erosion control blanket, and surface roughening. 
 
 
37-3.02(01)  Interceptor Ditch and Slope Drain 

 
An interceptor ditch, in combination with temporary or permanent seeding, protects a work area 
from runoff and diverts water to a sediment trap or a protected-flow area.  An interceptor ditch is 
constructed to protect a work area, fill slope, or cut slope.  It should be constructed and graded to 
drain to provide positive drainage.  A slope drain is a pipe drain used in conjunction with an 
interceptor ditch to convey runoff down a slope without causing erosion.  An interceptor ditch 
with a slope drain should be specified at the top of a fill slope to divert runoff from the top of the 
embankment, and control where the runoff is discharged.  Where cut or fill height exceeds 10 ft, 
a slope drain should be used.  The INDOT Standard Drawings specify the pipe diameter and its 
drainage area.  This information is useful in determining the spacing of slope drains. 
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The contractor should be permitted to use a temporary-pipe slope drain or an open slope drain.  
The slope drain should be lengthened as the embankment is extended upward.  A slope drain 
should not be outlet directly into a stream due to the possible conveyance of sediment from the 
top of the embankment.  Instead, it should be outlet onto a riprap splash pad and into another 
sediment-control measure. 
 
 
37-3.02(02)  Interceptor Ditch or Vegetative Strip in Cut Section 

 
An interceptor ditch in accordance with Section 37-3.02(01) may be warranted in a cut section at 
the right-of-way line to divert runoff from the construction site to adjacent properties.  Another 
method for addressing this situation is to specify that a vegetative strip be left at the right-of-way 
line to filter runoff from the construction site.  The strip should be shown on the erosion- and 
sediment-control plan, to indicate that the contractor should not clear the area. 
 
 
37-3.02(03)  Temporary Seeding and Temporary Mulching 

 
Temporary seeding and mulching are used to reduce erosion and sedimentation damage by 
stabilizing a disturbed area where additional work is not scheduled for at least 15 calendar days.  
Temporary seeding reduces problems associated with mud or dust from a bare-soil surface 
during construction, and also reduces sediment runoff downstream by providing temporary 
stabilization.  Mulching protects the soil from the impact of wind and water, prevents the soil 
from crusting, conserves moisture, and promotes seed germination and growth.  Temporary 
seeding and mulching are often used in concert, although temporary mulching should be used 
where temporary seeding is not reasonable, such as during the winter months.  The seasonal 
requirements for the use of temporary seeding and mulching are shown in the INDOT Standard 

Specifications. 
 
The pay quantity for temporary seeding should be determined based on the contract type as 
follows: 
 
1. Bridge Contract.  Based on the same area as the permanent seeding. 
 
2. Road Contract.  Based on one-half the area of the permanent seeding. 
 
3. Maintenance, Traffic, or Resurfacing Contract.  A pay quantity should not be included 

unless an analysis of the project shows it to be necessary. 
 
A different pay quantity for temporary seeding may be shown if an analysis of the project shows 
it to be warranted. 
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When mulch is used during certain periods of the year instead of temporary seed, a pay quantity 
for mulch should also be included in a road or bridge contract.  The quantity specified should be 
doubled, to cover the areas to be temporarily and permanently seeded.  An additional quantity of 
mulch should not be shown if a quantity is already included. 
 
 
37-3.02(04)  Erosion-Control Blanket and Surface Roughening 

 
If an erosion-control blanket is required as a permanent measure, and the special provisions 
require their early installation, it may be used as a temporary erosion-control measure.  Surface 
roughening is required by the INDOT Standard Specifications for construction of erosion-control 
methods.  The designer should not consider the measure as part of the temporary erosion- and 
sediment-control plan. 
 
 
37-3.03  Side Ditch 

 
The measures used to control sediment in a side ditch include check dam, sediment trap, and 
grass- or riprap-lined channel.  Figure 37-3L shows the measures to be used with a disturbed 
ditch.  Figure 37-3M shows the measures to be used with an undisturbed ditch. 
 
 
37-3.03(01)  Check Dam 

 
A check dam is used to reduce erosion in a drainage channel by slowing the velocity of the flow.  
A check dam is used in a channel that is degrading but where permanent stabilization measures 
are impractical due to their short period of usefulness, or in an eroding channel where 
construction delays or weather conditions prevent timely installation of erosion-resistant linings.  
A check dam should not be used in an intermittent or perennial stream.  A check dam should be 
used only a drainage area less than or equal to 2 ac.  A revetment-riprap check dam should be 
specified for use if it is outside the construction clear zone and is not exposed to public traffic.  A 
straw-bale check dam should be specified for use only if it is inside the construction clear zone 
and exposed to public traffic.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
A check dam should be wide enough to traverse the ditch section to force water to flow over the 
check dam instead of around the ends. 
 
Figures 37-3J and 37-3K provide guidance in developing quantities based on the spacing of 
revetment-riprap check dams.  The spacing dimensions listed below were determined based on a 
4.0 ft bottom ditch with 4:1 fore- and backslopes.  For another ditch cross section, the spacing 
should be recalculated.  It is not necessary to show the spacing on the plans.  The check dams 
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should be spaced such that the top of the downstream check is at the same elevation as the toe of 
the adjacent upstream check dam. 
 
The check-dam weight, WRR, in tons, should be determined by using either of the formulas as 
follows: 
 

  For 2-ft depth,  




 


23

5.1 cbaWRR  

  For 3-ft depth,  



  cbaWRR 2

5.1  

 
The coarse aggregate No. 5 and geotextile fabric required with this work are not separate pay 
items, therefore, quantities need not be determined. 
 
Geotextile is required under the riprap and as an apron as shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  The area to be covered with geotextile is as follows: 
 
  Area (sys) = 1/9 [12a + 21 (b + c)] 
 
 
37-3.03(02)  Sediment Trap in Side Ditch 
 
A sediment trap is used in a side ditch in lieu of, or in conjunction with, a check dam.  It allows 
sediment to settle out of the water instead of damming the sediments as with a check dam.  
Riprap quantities are shown in Figures 37-3N, 37-3 O, and 37-3P.  See Section 37-3.01(03) for 
details. 
 
 
37-3.03(03)  Grass- or Riprap-Lined Channel 
 
Grass seed or riprap should be placed in a channel early in the construction process.  This 
measure may be used as a temporary erosion- and sediment-control measure, and then retained 
as a permanent feature. 
 
 
37-3.04  Stream 
 
A sediment basin and silt fence is used to control sediment at a stream.  Although all of the 
measures contribute to the reduction of sediment that could enter a stream, the measures 
described below apply adjacent to the stream. 
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37-3.04(01)  Sediment Basin Alongside Stream 
 
A sediment basin is used as a last sediment-control measure, in a line of several measures, before 
runoff is allowed to enter a waterway.  This measure may not be necessary on a project with a 
small disturbed area.  A sediment basin allows sediments to settle out of the water.  See Section 
37-3.01(04) for information concerning this measure. 
 
 
37-3.04(02)  Silt Fence Alongside Stream 
 
Where a stream is adjacent to an exposed fill slope, the stream should be protected from 
sediment by use of a silt fence alongside the stream as described in Section 37-3.01(01). 
 
 
37-3.05  Inlet 
 
Prevention of sedimentation of a stream includes protection of each stormwater inlet.  The inlet-
protection measures described below have been established to handle a maximum drainage area 
of 1 ac.  If the drainage area is greater than 1 ac per inlet, additional measures should be used in 
conjunction with the inlet-specific protection measures. 
 
 
37-3.05(01)  Ditch-Inlet Protection 
 
Ditch-inlet protection is used to keep sediment from entering an inlet.  Ditch-inlet protection is 
needed only where there is likelihood that sediment will enter the inlet.  The designer should 
include ditch-inlet protection in the erosion- and sediment-control plan only where such plan 
calls for disturbing the area around the inlet.  The contractor should be given the option of using 
silt-fence, slotted-barrel, or aggregate-ring inlet protection.  Each measure captures sediment at 
the approach to a storm-drain inlet, allowing full use of the storm-drain system during the 
construction period.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
 
37-3.05(02)  Curb-Inlet Protection 
 
Curb-inlet protection should be provided where a road is still closed to traffic, or is being used by 
the contractor as a haul road, and there is a reasonable potential for sediment to wash onto the 
road from surrounding areas or be tracked by construction equipment.  There are no sediment-
control measures that the designer may consider regarding this situation.  Measures which the 
contractor must consider are described in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
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The following is a check for the following items to be adequately addressed on the plans. (The 
plans must include appropriate legends, scales, and north arrow.) 
 
   PROJECT INFORMATION 
Yes No 

  1A Project location map (Show project in relation to other areas of the county.) 
  1B Narrative describing the nature and purpose of the project 
  1C Location of planned and/or existing roads, utilities1, structures, highways, 

etc. 
  1D Building locations2

____ ____ 1E Land use of adjacent areas (Show the entire upstream watershed and 
adjacent areas within 500 ft of the property lines.)3

 
 
   TOPOGRAPHIC, DRAINAGE, AND GENERAL SITE FEATURES 
Yes No 

  2A Existing vegetation (Identify and delineate.) 
  2B Location/name of all wetlands, lakes, and water courses on and adjacent to 

site 
  2C 100-year floodplains, floodway fringes, and floodways (not applicable if 

none.)4

  2D Soils information (If hydric soils are present, it is the responsibility of the 
owner to investigate the existence of wetlands and obtain appropriate 
permits.)5

  2E Existing/planned contours6 at intervals appropriate to indicate drainage 
patterns 

  2F Locations of specific points where stormwater discharge will leave the site 
  2G Identify all receiving waters (If discharge is to a separate municipal storm 

sewer, identify the name of the municipal operator and the ultimate receiving 
water.) 

  2H Potential areas where storm water may enter groundwater (note if none.) 
  2 I Location of stormwater system (Include culverts, storm sewers, channels, 

and swales.) 

                                                           
1 Use best available information. 
2 Within project area. 
3 Attach the appropriate United States Geological Survey topographic map. 
4 This item is satisfied by showing the 100-year flood elevation on the plans. 
5 No formal submittal from the designer is necessary for this item. 
6 Profiles or contours where available. 
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   LAND-DISTURBING ACTIVITIES 
Yes No 

  3A Location and approximate dimensions of all disturbed areas [i.e., 
construction limits] (Areas where vegetation cover will be preserved should 
clearly be designated.) 

  3B Soil stockpiles and borrow areas7 (Show location or note if none.) 
 
 
   EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
Yes No 

  4A Sequence of each measure to be implemented7 (Relative to earth-disturbing 
activities.) 

  4B Monitoring and maintenance guidelines for each measure8

  4C Perimeter sediment control measures (Location, construction detail, 
dimensions, specifications.) 

  4D Temporary seeding (Specifications including seed mix, fertilizer, lime, and 
mulch rates.)8

  4E Temporary erosion and sediment control measures (Location, construction 
details dimensions, specifications.) 

  4F Permanent erosion and sediment control measures (Location, construction 
details, dimensions, specifications.) 

  4G Storm drain inlet protection (Location, construction details, dimensions, 
specifications.) 

  4H Storm drain outlet protection (Location, construction details, dimensions, 
specifications.) 

  4 I Stable construction entrance (Location, construction details, dimensions, 
specifications.)7

  4J Permanent seeding (Specifications including seed mix, fertilizer, lime, and 
mulch rates.)8

 
 

EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN 
TECHNICAL REVIEW CHECKLIST 

 

                                                           
7To be submitted by the contractor following contract award. 
8This item addressed in Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications. 
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Slope, a:1 (Grade, %)* 
Maximum 

Slope Length, B** 
Flatter than 50:1 (< 2%) 100 ft 

50:1 ≤ Slope < 20:1 (2% ≤ Grade < 5%) 80 ft 
20:1 ≤ Slope < 10:1 (5% ≤ Grade < 10%) 50 ft 
10:1 ≤ Slope < 5:1 (10% ≤ Grade < 20%) 30 ft 

5:1 or Steeper (≥ 20%) 20 ft 
 
  * Steepest portion of the slope. 
** The length of the slope above the fence that will be contributing runoff.  This is not to 

be interpreted as a spacing distance between multiple rows of fence down a slope.  
Multiple or terraced rows of silt fence are not an approved application of this 
sediment-control measure. 

 
Figure 37-3B should be used with this figure. 

 
 

SLOPE LENGTH FOR SILT FENCE 
 

Figure 37-3A 
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Slope, a:1 (Grade, %) * 
Minimum 

Recommended 
Filter Width, B 

Maximum Slope 
Length, C ** 

Flatter than 20:1 (< 5%) 20 ft 80 ft ≤ C < 100 ft 
20:1 ≤ Slope < 10:1 
(5% ≤ Grade < 10%) 

40 ft 50 ft ≤ C < 80 ft 

10:1 ≤ Slope < 5:1 
(10% ≤ Grade < 20%) 

60 ft 30 ft ≤ C < 50 ft 

5:1 or Steeper (≥ 20%) 80 ft 20 ft ≤ C < 30 ft 
 

*   Steepest portion of the slope 
** Length of the slope above the filter strip that will contribute runoff. 

 
Note: Figure 37-3D should be used with this figure. 

 
 

MINIMUM FILTER-STRIP APPLICATION 
 

Figure 37-3C 
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STORAGE CAPACITY, ft3 / SPACING, ft 

2:1 Foreslope, 2:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

3:1 Foreslope, 2:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

3:1 Foreslope, 3:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

Spillway 
Height 

(ft) 
2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

2.0 
67
388 * 

43
247 * 

33
177 *

27
141 *

20
141 *

83
460 *

53
317 *

40
247 *

33
176 * 

27
177 *

100
565  

67
388

50
283

40
212

33
177

2.5 
127
741  

87
494  

63
388

50
282

43
247

160
918  

107
636

80
459

63
388  

53
317

193
1130

127
742

97
565

77
459

63
388

3.0 
220

1271  
147
847  

110
635

90
529

73
423

277
1624

183
1059

137
812

110
636  

93
529

333
1942

220
1271

167
953

133
777

110
636

 
* This spacing is for information only.  Use the minimum spacing from Figure 37-3G instead. 

 
 

SEDIMENT TRAP IN V-DITCH 
 

Figure 37-3E 
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STORAGE CAPACITY, ft3 / SPACING, ft 

31 Foreslope, 31 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

41 Foreslope, 31 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

41 Foreslope, 41 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

Spillway 
Height 

(ft) 
2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

2.00 
77
565 * 

77
565 * 

57
423

47
353

37
283

130
953  

87
635

63
460

53
388  

43
317

147
1059

97
706

73
530

60
424

47
353

2.50 
217

1553  
143

1060  
110
777

87
636

73
530

247
1766

193
1165

123
883

100
706  

83
600

280
1942

187
1306

140
953

113
777

93
636

3.00 
367
2578  

243
1730  

183
1271

147
1024

123
848

420
2896

280
1942

210
1448

167
1165  

140
953

477
3213

317
2154

237
1624

190
1271

160
1059

 
Note: The values are calculated for a 3-ft width flat-bottom ditch. They are also suitable for use for a 4-ft width ditch, due to the 

proximity of the values. 
 
 

SEDIMENT TRAP IN FLAT-BOTTOM DITCH 
 

Figure 37-3F 
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Ditch Grade, up to: Spillway 
Height, ft 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

2.0 100 70.0 50.0 40.0 35.0

2.5 125 84.0 65.0 50.0 40.0

3.0 150 100 75.0 60.0 50.0

3.5 175 117 90.0 70.0 60.0

 
 

FLOOD-POOL LENGTH (ft) 
 

Figure 37-3G 
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Sideslopes, F = Fore., B= Back. 

4:1 F; 
4:1 B 

4:1 F; 
3:1 B 

4:1 or 
3:1 F; 
2:1 B 

3:1 or 
2:1 F; 
2:1 B 

Ditch Grade, 
G 

Check-Dam 
Spacing 

X X X X ≤ 0.5% 400 ft 
X X X X 0.5% < G ≤ 0.75% 270 ft 
X X X X 0.75% < G ≤ 1% 200 ft 
X X X X 1% < G ≤ 1.25% 170 ft 
X X X X 1.25% < G ≤ 1.5% 135 ft 
X X X X 1.5% < G ≤ 1.75% 120 ft 
X X X X 1.75% < G ≤ 2% 100 ft 
X X X X 2% < G ≤ 3% 70 ft 
X X X X 3% < G ≤ 4% 50 ft 
* X X X 4% < G ≤ 5% 40 ft 
* * X X 5% < G ≤ 6% 35 ft 
* * * X 6% < G ≤ 7% 30 ft 

* * * * > 7% 
Establish Permanent 

Erosion 
Control Measure 

 
* A permanent erosion-control measure should be specified.  Permanent erosion-control 
measures are to be established immediately.  These include turf-reinforcement material, a 
channel liner, or riprap.  Temporary measures are to be specified in order to protect permanent 
measures until construction is complete in that area. 
 
 

SPACING FOR CHECK DAM OF 2.0-ft HEIGHT AT SPILLOVER 
 

Figure 37-3J 
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Sideslopes, F= Fore., B = Back. 

4:1 F; 
4:1 B 

4:1 F; 
3:1 B 

4:1 or 
3:1 F; 
2:1 B 

3:1 or 
2:1 F; 
2:1 B 

Ditch Grade, 
G 

Check-Dam 
Spacing 

X X X X ≤ 0.5% 600 ft 
X X X X 0.5% < G ≤ 0.75% 400 ft 
X X X X 0.75% < G ≤ 1% 300 ft 
X X X X 1% < G ≤ 1.25% 250 ft 
X X X X 1.25% < G ≤ 1.5% 200 ft 
X X X X 1.5% < G ≤ 1.75% 170 ft 
X X X X 1.75% < G ≤ 2% 150 ft 
X X X X 2% < G ≤ 3% 100 ft 
X X X X 3% < G ≤ 4% 85 ft 
* X X X 4% < G ≤ 5% 70 ft 
* * X X 5% < G ≤ 6% 50 ft 
* * * X 6% < G ≤ 7% 40 ft 

* * * * > 7% 
Establish Permanent 

Erosion 
Control Measure 

 
* A permanent erosion-control measure should be specified.  Permanent erosion-control 
measures are to be established immediately.  These include turf-reinforcement material, a 
channel liner, or riprap.  Temporary measures are to be specified in order to protect permanent 
measures until construction is complete in that area. 
 
 

SPACING FOR CHECK DAM OF 3.0-ft HEIGHT AT SPILLOVER 
 

Figure 37-3K 
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Sideslope Spillway 
Height, ft 2:1 F; 

2:1 B 
3:1 F; 
2:1 B 

3:1 F; 
3:1 B 

2.0 100 145 190 
2.5 150 210 265 
3.0 210 285 355 

3.5 280 365 450 

 
In Sideslopes columns, F = Foreslope, B = Backslope 

 
 

RIPRAP VOLUME (ft3) IN V-DITCH 
 

Figure 37-3N 
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Sideslope Spillway 
Height, ft 3:1 F; 

3:1 B 
4:1 F; 
3:1 B 

4:1 F; 
4:1 B 

2.0 310 350 390 
2.5 415 465 525 
3.0 530 600 670 

3.5 665 750 840 

 
In Sideslopes columns, F = Foreslope, B = Backslope 

 
 

RIPRAP VOLUME (ft3) IN 3.0-ft-BOTTOM DITCH 
 

Figure 37-3 O 
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Sideslope Spillway 
Height, ft 3:1 F; 

3:1 B 
4:1 F; 
3:1 B 

4:1 F; 
4:1 B 

2.0 350 390 430 
2.5 460 515 575 
3.0 590 660 730 

3.5 735 825 910 

 
In Sideslopes columns, F = Foreslope, B = Backslope 

 
 

RIPRAP VOLUME (ft3) IN 4.0-ft-BOTTOM DITCH 
 

Figure 37-3P 
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CHAPTER 201 

 

GENERAL HYDROLOGY INFORMATION 
 
201-1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
For a highway application, hydrology is the science of estimating surface-water runoff that will 
arrive at a specific location.  Hydraulics is the science of collecting, transporting, and disposing 
of surface water originating on or near the highway right of way or flowing in a stream crossing 
or bordering such right of way.  Drainage design is one of the essential elements of highway 
construction.  A large percent of highway construction costs is devoted to culverts, bridges, or 
other drainage structures. 
 
The designer must rely on engineering judgment, experience, and common sense to achieve 
meaningful results.  Methodologies available are only tools to aid in making judgments.  The 
designer must understand each method that is employed, especially its limitations. 
 
Drainage design should address drainage issues that can result due to highway construction 
through the activities as follows: 
 
1. anticipating the amount and frequency of storm runoff; 
 
2. determining natural points of concentration and discharge and other hydraulic controls; 

and 
 
3. providing the most efficient facility consistent with cost, the importance of the highway, 

maintenance, and legal obligations. 
 
In drainage design, the primary objectives are to mitigate off-site flooding due to a new highway 
project, and to protect the highway against damage from surface waters, considering the effect of 
the project on traffic and property.  Improvements in drainage outside the highway right of way 
will not be considered unless there is an advantage to the transportation system. 
 
 
201-1.01  General Policies 

 
The purpose of this Section is to outline specific policies that guide and determine the variables 
which influence drainage design.  An adequate drainage design is defined as one which satisfies 
INDOT policies.  Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, and engineering evaluation of suitable 
alternatives, are considered part of the design of a highway-drainage facility. 
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The engineering design process involves consideration and balancing of the following: 
 
1. legal considerations; 
2. flood hazards to highway users or neighboring property owners; 
3. hydraulic efficiencies; 
4. costs, such as construction, serviceability, maintenance, life cycle, right of way, etc.; 
5. environmental concerns; 
6. overtopping flood consideration in addition to design flood; and 
7. other site-specific concerns. 
 
 
201-1.02  Responsibilities 

 
This section outlines the responsibilities for design and review of a highway-drainage facility.  
However, INDOT reserves the right to review each aspect of the drainage design at any point 
during plan development. 
 
Design responsibilities are as follows. 
 
1. Central-Office-Designed Project. 
 

For a consultant-designed project, the consultant will be responsible for all hydraulics for 
IPOC work.  The Office of Hydraulics will review each bridge, detention pond, or culvert 
of diameter larger than 36 in. 

 
For an in-house-designed project, all hydraulics will be performed by the Office of 
Hydraulics. 

 
For a bridge-rehabilitation project, the Office of Hydraulics will review scour reports. 

 
2. District-Designed Project. 
 

For a consultant-designed project, the consultant will perform all hydraulics.  The Office 
of Hydraulics will review each bridge, detention pond, or culvert of diameter larger than 
36 in. 

 
For an in-house-designed project, the district will design each culvert.  The Office of 
Hydraulics will review each culvert of diameter larger than 36 in.  The Office of 
Hydraulics will design such culvert at the request of the district.  All sizes and types of 
slip-liners should be sent to the Office of Hydraulics for design or review. 
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The Office of Hydraulics will perform the hydraulics for each bridge, storm drain, or 
detention pond. 

 
3. Engineering Assessment. 
 

For a consultant-developed report, the consultant will perform all hydraulics. 
 

For an in-house-developed report the district may perform preliminary culvert hydraulics 
or request it from the Office of Hydraulics.  The Office will perform preliminary 
hydraulics for a bridge, storm drain, or detention pond. 

 
The Office of Hydraulics will perform hydraulics for an emergency replacement for 
operations. 

 
The Office of Hydraulics will investigate drainage problems for operations. 

 
The Office of Hydraulics will calculate scour for a problem bridge or design 
countermeasure. 

 
4. Driveway Permit.  The Office of Hydraulics will review the drainage calculations if 

desired.  However, the district may elect to use its own personnel for the review. 
 
5. Local-Public-Agency Project.  The Office of Hydraulics will review hydraulics for each 

bridge, detention pond, or each culvert of diameter larger than 36 in. 
 
6. Training. 
 

a. The Office of Hydraulics will periodically provide training regarding culvert 
hydraulics for district design personnel. 

 
b. The Office of Hydraulics will be available to answer questions from district 

design personnel regarding culvert hydraulics. 
 
 
201-1.03  Documentation and Procedures 

 
The purpose of providing documentation is to define the design procedure that was used, and to 
show how the final design and decisions were selected.  The documentation should be viewed as 
the record of reasonable and prudent design analysis based on the best available technology.  
Documentation is an important part of the design or analysis of a drainage facility due to the 
following: 
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1. the importance of public safety; 
 
2. justification of expenditure of public funds; 
 
3. future reference where improvements, changes, or rehabilitations are made to the 

highway facility; 
 
4. information leading to the development of defense in litigation; and 
 
5. public information. 
 
It may be necessary to refer to plans, specifications, or analyses after the actual construction has 
been completed.  Documentation permits evaluation of the performance of a structure after a 
flood event to determine if the structure performed as anticipated, or to establish the cause of 
unexpected behavior.  If the structure fails, the contributing factors should be identified so that 
recurring damage can be avoided. 
 
The documentation requirements for hydrology and hydraulics are provided in their respective 
Chapter or Section for each drainage-facility type. 
 
 
201-1.04  Legal Considerations 

 
201-1.04(01)  Legal Aspects 

 
The drainage laws and rules that are applicable to a drainage facility are discussed below.  It 
should not be treated as a basis for legal advice or legal decisions.  It is not a summary of all 
existing drainage laws, and it is not intended as a substitute for legal counsel.  The following 
generalizations can be made regarding drainage liability. 
 
1. A goal in drainage-facility design should be to perpetuate natural drainage as practical. 
 
2. The courts look with disfavor upon infliction of injury or damage that can be reasonably 

avoided by a prudent designer, including where some alteration in flow is legally 
permissible. 

 
3. The descending order to law supremacy is Federal, State, and then local.  Except as 

provided for in the statutes or constitution of a higher level of government, the higher 
level is not bound by laws, rules, or regulations of a lower level. 

 

The designer is responsible for making the determination as to which agencies may have 
jurisdiction with regard to site-specific drainage requirements.  Regulatory and local jurisdictions 
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and requirements should be identified and investigated early in the project development and 
documented by the designer.  This will also identify the potential regulatory requirements that 
may differ from INDOT design requirements.  The procedure followed should be continuously 
documented throughout the review process. 
 
The designer should have knowledge of updates and changes to regulations that can affect a 
drainage-facility project.  Sources for legal information pertaining to drainage facilities include, 
but are not limited to, the following. 
 
1. Federal Regulatory Agencies. 
 
 a. FEMA, Federal Emergency Management Agency 
 b. FHWA, Federal Highway Administration 
 c. NRCS, Natural Resource Conservation Service 
 d. USACE, United States Army Corp of Engineers 
 e. USCG, United States Coast Guard 
 f. USEPA, United States Environmental Protection Agency 
 g. USFWS, United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
 h. USGS, United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey 
 
2. State Regulatory Agencies. 
 
 a. IDEM, Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
 b. IDNR, Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
 c. SHPO, State Historic Preservation Office 
 
3. Local Agencies. 
 
 a. City engineer 
 b. Conservancy district 
 c. County drainage board 
 d. County surveyor 
 
 
201-1.04(02)  Local-Law Policy 

 
INDOT will, as practical, satisfy local ordinances as a courtesy, especially if it can be done 
without imposing a burden on the State. 
 
 
201-1.04(03)  Legal Drains 
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Most counties have established a system of legal drains which are maintained by the county 
surveyor.  State law grants each such county certain privileges where a project impacts an 
established legal drain.  More detailed information on legal-drain regulations appears in IC 36-2-
12-15 and IC 36-9-27. 
 
 
201-1.05  References 

 

201-1.05(01)  Uncited References 

 
The designer should be familiar with the following references that pertain to drainage design.  
More-specific references will be provided in Part 2’s respective Chapters. 
 

1. AASHTO Model Drainage Manual, Chapter 2, American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials, Washington, DC. 

 
2. AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines, American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials, Washington, DC. 
 
3. Indiana Administrative Code, Indiana General Assembly – Indiana Register.  Appears on 

http://www.in.gov/legislative/iac/iac_title?iact=105. 
 
4. Code of Federal Regulations. 
 
5. Stormwater Drainage Manual. Burke, Christopher B., and Thomas T. Burke, West 

Lafayette, IN, Purdue Research Foundation, 2008. 
 
6. Indiana Department of Natural Resources statutes and Indiana Code rules. 
 
 
201-1.05(02)  Cited References 

 
1. ASCE Hydrology Handbook, Manuals and Reports on Engineering Practice, No. 28, 

American Society of Civil Engineers, 1949. 
 
2. ASCE Nomenclature for Hydraulics. Manuals and Reports on Engineering Practice, No. 

43, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1962. 
 
3. Chemical Quality of Water and Sedimentation in the Moreau River Drainage Basin, 

South Dakota, Colby, B. R., Hembree, C. H., and Jochens, E. R.  U.S. Geol. Survey Circ. 
270, 1953. 
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4. Federal Glossary of Selected Terms: Subsurface-Water Flow and Solute Transport, 

USGS Groundwater Subcommittee of the Federal Interagency Advisory Committee on 
Water Data.  U.S. Geological Survey, Office of Water-Data Coordination, 1989. 

 
5. General Introduction and Hydrologic Definitions. Manual of Hydrology: Part 1. General 

Surface-Water Techniques, Langbein, W. B., and Iseri, K. T.  U.S. Geological Survey 
Water-Supply Paper 1541-A, 1960. 

 
6. Guide for Collection, Analysis and Use of Urban Stormwater Data, Alley, W. M., ed.  

Conference Report presented Nov. 28 – Dec. 3, 1976, at Easton, Maryland.  Cosponsored 
by the Urban Water Resources Research Council, American Society of Civil Engineers, 
1976. 

 
7. Guidelines for Determining Flood Flow Frequency, Bulletin 17B, Hydrology 

Subcommittee of the Federal Interagency Advisory Committee on Water Data.  U.S. 
Geological Survey, Office of Water Data Coordination, 1982. 

 
8. Guidelines on Community Local Flood Warning and Response Systems, Hydrology 

Subcommittee of the Federal Interagency Advisory Committee on Water Data.  U.S. 
Geological Survey, Office of Water Data Coordination, 1985. 

 
9. Stream-Gaging Procedure, a Manual Describing Methods and Practices of the 

Geological Survey, Corbett, D. M., et al.  U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 
888, 1943. 

 
10. USGS National Engineering Handbook, Section 4 Hydrology, Chapter 22, Glossary.  

U.S. Geological Survey, Office of Water-Data Coordination, 1956, reprinted with minor 
revisions, 1971. 

 
11. WRD Data Reports Preparation Guide, 1985 Edition, Novak, C. E.  U.S. Geological 

Survey, 1985. 
 
 
201-2.0  DEFINITIONS 

 
A parenthetical number which follows a definition corresponds to the number of the cited 
reference shown in Section 201-1.05(02). 
 
Abutment.  The superstructure support at either end of a bridge or similar type structure, usually 
classified as spillthrough or vertical.  Considered part of the bridge substructure.  See 
Spillthrough Abutment and Vertical Abutment. 
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Aggradation.  1. General and progressive upbuilding of the longitudinal profile of a channel, or 
within a drainage facility due to the deposition of sediment.  Compare with Sedimentation.  2. 
Permanent or continuous aggradation is an indicator that a change in the stream’s discharge and 
sediment load characteristics is taking place. 
 
Allowable-Headwater, AHW, Depth.  The depth or elevation of the flow impoundment for a 
drainage facility above which damage, some other unfavorable result, or a significant flood 
hazard can occur.  Compare with Headwater Depth. 
 
Alluvial.  Deposits of silts, sands, gravels, or similar detrital material that has been transported 
by running water. 
 
Analysis, Hydraulic.  An evaluation of a drainage-related circumstance or condition based on 
measured or computed findings coupled with prudent judgment.  Compare with Assessment, 
Hydraulic. 
 
Analysis, Economic.  See Economic Analysis.  Compare with Economic Assessment. 
 
Approach Section.  A cross section of the stream channel, normal to thread of current and for the 
discharge of interest, located in the approach channel.  See Approach Channel. 
 
Apron.  1. Protective material laid on a streambed to prevent scour commonly caused by a 
drainage facility.  More specifically, a floor lining of concrete, timber, or riprap, to protect a 
surface from erosion, such as the pavement below a chute, spillway, at the toe of a dam, or at the 
outlet of a culvert.  2. Material placed on the banks is commonly termed a blanket.  Compare 
with Channel Lining and Blanket. 
 
Armor.  Artificial surfacing of a channel bed, bank, or embankment slope to resist streambed 
scour or lateral-bank erosion.  Compare with Apron, Blanket, Channel Lining, and Revetment. 
 
Articulated-Concrete Mattress.  Rigid concrete slabs that can move without separating as scour 
occurs, usually hinged together with corrosion-resistant fasteners.  Primarily used for a lower-
bank-protection armor blanket. 
 
Backfill.  The material used to refill a ditch or other excavation, placed adjacent to or around a 
drainage structure, or the process of doing so. 
 
Backwater.  The increase in water-surface elevation induced upstream from a bridge, culvert, 
dike, dam, another stream at a higher stage, or other similar structure or condition that obstructs 
or constricts a channel relative to the elevation occurring under natural channel and floodplain 
conditions.  Otherwise, water backed up or retarded in its course as compared with its normal or 
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natural conditions of flow.  Also applies to the water-surface profile in a channel or conduit.  See 
Backwater Curve. 
 
The difference between the observed stage and that indicated by the stage-discharge relation is 
reported as backwater (8). 
 
Other definitions and examples are as follows: 
 
1. a flow retarding influence due to a dam, other constriction such as a bridge or culvert, or 

another stream; 
 
2. the increase in water-surface elevation due to a bridge constriction above the normal 

unconstricted elevation at an approach section located one bridge length upstream from 
the bridge constriction; 

 
3. water backed up or retarded in its course as compared with its normal or natural condition 

of flow; or 
 
4. in stream gaging, a rise in stage produced by a temporary obstruction such as ice or 

weeds, or by the flooding of the stream below the backwater area.  The low-lying lands 
adjacent to a stream that can become flooded due to backwater effects.  Compare with 
Floodplain. 

 
Backwater Flooding.  The backup of water into a stream from a river or lake having a higher 
water elevation (6). 
 
Baffle.  1. A structure constructed on the bed of a stream or drainage facility to deflect or disturb 
the flow.  2. Vanes or guides, a grid, grating, or similar device placed in a conduit to check eddy 
currents below them, and effect a more uniform distribution of velocities.  3. A device used in a 
culvert or similar structure to facilitate fish passage. 
 
Bank.  1. The side slopes or margins of a channel between which the stream or river is normally 
confined.  More formally, the lateral boundaries of a channel or stream, as indicated by a scarp, 
or on the inside of bends, by the streamward edge of permanent vegetal growth.  2. The margins 
of a channel.  Banks are identified as right or left as viewed facing downstream (8).  See Upper 
Bank, Lower Bank, Left Channel Bank, and Right Channel Bank. 
 
Bankfull Discharge.  1. Discharge that, on average, fills a channel to the point of overflowing.  
Commonly considered as the mean annual discharge, Q2.33, or two- to three-year discharge, Q2, 
Q3, in a channel that has been relatively stable for a number of years without the occurrence of a 
large, bank-destroying flood.  2. The discharge at which maximum sediment transport occurs. 
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Bankfull Stage.  1. Stage at which a stream first overflows its natural banks.  Compare with 
Flood Stage.  Bankfull stage is a hydraulic term, whereas flood stage implies damage (8).  2. The 
water elevation that reaches the top of the banks along a stream (6). 
 
Barrel Width.  The inside, horizontal extent of a drainage facility. 
 
Basin, Detention.  1. A basin or reservoir incorporated into the watershed whereby runoff is 
temporarily stored, thus attenuating the peak of the runoff hydrograph.  2. A stormwater 
management facility that temporarily impounds runoff and discharges it through a hydraulic 
outlet control structure. 
 
Basin, Infiltration.  A basin or reservoir wherein water is stored for regulating a flood.  It does 
not have an controlled outlet.  The stored water is disposed by such means as infiltration, 
injection or dry wells, or by release to the downstream drainage system after the storm event.  
The release can be through a gate-controlled gravity system or by means of pumping. 
 
Basin, Sedimentation.  A basin or tank in which floodwater or stormwater containing settleable 
solids is retained to remove by means of gravity or filtration a part of the suspended matter. 
 
Bed-Load Discharge.  The quantity of bed load passing a cross section of a stream in a unit of 
time. 
 
Berm.  1. A narrow shelf or ledge, also a form of dike, such as the space left between the upper 
edge of a cut and the toe of an embankment, or a horizontal strip or shelf built into an 
embankment to break the continuity of an otherwise long slope.  2. The top surface or plane of a 
shoulder, ledge, or bank constructed in connection with the roadway embankment at a bridge 
abutment, waste along a fill slope, or a canal or ditch bank. 
 
Bridge, Relief.  An opening through an embankment located on a floodplain for the purpose of 
permitting passage of overbank flow. 
 
Carryover.  See Flow, Bypass. 
 
Catch Basin.  A structure, sometimes with a sump, for inletting drainage from a gutter or median 
and discharging the water through a conduit.  In common usage it is a grated inlet, curb opening, 
or combination inlet with or without a sump.  A sump in a catch basin can cause environmental 
hazards by further polluting first-flush runoff and subsequent runoff passing through the catch 
basin. 
 
Causeway.  Rock or earth embankment carrying a roadway across water. 
 
... 
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Check Dam.  1. A relatively low dam or weir across a channel for the diversion of irrigation 
flows from a small channel, canal, ditch, or lateral.  2. A low structure, dam, or weir, across a 
channel for the control of water stage or velocity, or the control of channel bank erosion and 
channel-bed scour from headcutting. 
 
Check Dam,  Modified.  A modified check dam that is a runoff control structure, consisting of 
geotextile fabric, revetment riprap and a filter course of # 5 or 8 stone aggregate, placed across 
drainage channels to slow and filter storm water runoff.  
 
Check Dam, Revetment.  A check dam that is a runoff control structure, consisting of geotextile 
fabric and revetment riprap, placed across drainage channels to slow storm water runoff.  
 
Check Dam, Traversable.  A check dam that is a runoff control structure, consisting of soft 
material such as straw bales, fiber, rolls, or filter socks anchored in place across a drainage 
channel to slow and filter storm water runoff in areas where safety concerns or special site 
conditions exist. 
 
Chemical Stabilization.  Channel-bank protection technique involving the application of 
chemical substances to increase particle cohesiveness and to shift the size distribution toward the 
coarser fraction.  The net effect is to improve the erosion resistance of the material. 
 
Code of Federal Regulations, CFR.  Federal regulations that are codified and published at least 
annually, and currently in force.  The CFR is kept current through individual issues of the 
Federal Register.  The two publications should be used together to determine the latest version of 
a given rule. 
 
Confluence.  The junction of two or more streams. 
 
Construction in a Floodway, CIF, Permit.  A permit required from IDNR for such construction if 
the drainage area is 50 sq mi or greater in a rural area, or 1 sq mi or greater in an urban area. 
 
Continuity Equation.  Discharge equals velocity times cross section area, Q = VA.  For steady 
flow there is a continuity of discharge through succeeding sections of channel, expressed as: Q = 
A1V1 = A2V2 = AnVn = a constant. 
 
Contracted Section.  A cross section at the narrowing of the natural channel, typically near a 
bridge or culvert. 
 
Conveyance.  1. A measure of the ability of a stream, channel, or conduit to convey water.  2. A 
comparative measure of the water-carrying capacity of a channel; that portion of the Manning 
discharge formula that accounts for the physical elements of the channel.  3. A measure of the 
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water-transporting capacity of a channel, floodplain, drainage facility, storm drain, or other 
natural or artificial watercourse feature traversed by flow such as runoff or irrigation water.  For 
the design storm(s), conveyance can include that associated with overtopping flow and flood 
plain relief at a cross-drainage structure. 
 
Cost-Effective.  1. A measure of a drainage-design strategy’s acceptability is based on a 
judgment where either expected first costs or, where appropriate, the economic analysis costs are 
weighed against the selected design criteria.  2. The relationship between the benefits derived 
from a system and the cost of purchasing, operating, and maintaining it (6). 
 
Countermeasure.  A measure, either incorporated into the design of a drainage facility or 
installed separately at or near the facility that serves to prevent, minimize, or control hydraulic 
problems. 
 
Cover.  The vertical extent of soil above the crown of a pipe or culvert to the bottom of the 
pavement. 
 
Critical Depth.  Where the energy head is a minimum and the velocity head equals one-half the 
mean depth, the corresponding depth is Belanger’s critical depth (3).  The depth at which the 
specific energy, equal to depth plus velocity head, for a particular discharge is a minimum.  It is 
the depth at which, for a given energy content of the water in a channel, maximum discharge 
occurs or the depth at which, in a given channel, a given quantity of water flows with minimum 
content of energy. 
 
Cutoff Wall.  A wall, usually constructed of sheet piling or concrete, that extends from the end of 
a drainage structure or flow line downward to prevent structure undermining. 
 
D50.  Median size of riprap or granular material.  The particle diameter at the 50-percentile point 
on a size-versus-weight-distribution curve such that half of the particles, by weight, are larger 
and half are smaller. 
 
Deposition.  The settling of material from the stream flow onto the bed. 
 
Depth, Normal.  1. The depth of water in an open conduit that corresponds to uniform velocity 
for the given flow.  It is a hypothetical depth under conditions of steady non-uniform flow.  2. 
The depth for which the water surface and bed are parallel.  Normal depth and velocity apply 
only to uniform flow with a free water surface. 
 
Depth, Outlet.  The depth of water in an open conduit at the downstream end. 
 
Design Criteria.  Criteria, coupled with prudent judgmental factors, that are used to design a 
drainage facility. 
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Design Discharge.  1. The maximum rate of flow or discharge for which a drainage facility is 
designed, and thus expected to accommodate without exceeding the adopted design constraints.  
2. The maximum flow that a bridge, culvert, or other drainage facility is expected to 
accommodate without contravention of the adopted design criteria.  3. The peak discharge, 
volume, stage, or wave-crest elevation, and its associated probability of exceedence selected for 
the design of a roadway culvert or bridge over a channel, floodplain, or along a shoreline.  See 
Exceedance Probability. 
 
Dike.  An impermeable linear structure for the containment or control of overbank flow.  It 
trends parallel with a river bank and differs from a levee only in that a dike extends for a much 
shorter distance along the bank. 
 
Dike, Spur.  An outdated term for a guide bank. 
 
Discharge.  Volume of water passing a point during a given time. 
 
Diversion Interceptor.  A storm water control structure consisting of a temporary ridge, 
excavated channel, or combination of a channel and supporting ridge constructed on a 
predetermined grade across a slope to collect storm water runoff and divert it to a treatment 
device or stable outlet. 
 
Drainage Area.  The catchment area for rainfall or other forms of precipitation that is delineated 
as the drainage area producing runoff, i.e., contributing drainage area.  Also known as drainage 
basin or watershed. 
 
Drainage Divide.  1. The rim of a drainage basin.  2. The divide separating one drainage basin 
from another. 
 
Drain, Storm.  A conduit for carrying off stormwater. 
 
Drawdown.  The difference in elevation between the water-surface elevation at a constriction in 
a stream or conduit and the elevation that exists if the constriction were absent.  Drawdown also 
occurs at a change from a mild to a steep channel slope or at a weir or vertical spillway. 
 
Economic Analysis.  A probabilistically-based analysis that compares the estimated construction 
costs with the expected average flood-related operational costs and risks that can be quantified 
for the anticipated service life of a project to identify an optimum design flood frequency. 
 
Economic Assessment.  A less rigorous, more judgmental economic analysis. 
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Eminent Domain.  In law, the right of a government to take or to authorize the taking of private 
property for public use, just compensation being given to the owner. 
 
Encroachment.  Construction within the limits of a floodplain.  A longitudinal encroachment 
roughly parallels a channel or floodplain.  A transverse encroachment crosses a channel or 
floodplain. 
 
End Section.  A structure, commonly made of concrete or metal, that is attached to the end of a 
culvert for retaining the embankment from spilling into the waterway, improving the appearance, 
providing anchorage, improving the discharge coefficient, or limiting some scour at the outlet. 
 
Energy Dissipation.  The phenomenon whereby energy is dissipated or used up.  In highway 
drainage, this is the energy in flowing water. 
 
Energy Grade Line.  1. A line joining the elevation of energy heads of a stream.  2. A line drawn 
above the hydraulic grade line a distance equivalent to the velocity head of the flowing water at 
each cross section along a stream or channel reach or through a conduit.  3. An inclined line 
representing the total energy of a stream flowing from a higher to a lower elevation.  4. An 
energy gradient.  5. The slope of the energy line with reference to a plane or, more simply, the 
slope of the energy grade line.  6. The slope of this line represents the rate of loss of head, and it 
should always slope downward in the direction of flow.  Compare with Hydraulic Gradient and 
Friction Slope. 
 
Entrance Head.  1. The head required to cause flow into a conduit or other structure.  It includes 
both entrance loss and velocity head.  Equivalent to headwater height.  2. Energy head at 
approach section to culvert or bridge. 
 
Entrance Loss.  The head lost in an eddy and friction at the inlet to a conduit or structure, 
expressed as a coefficient, Ke. 
 
Equalizer.  An opening, such as a culvert or bridge, placed where it is desirable to equalize the 
water level on both sides of an embankment. 
 
Equivalent Diameter. The diameter of a circular pipe that has the same area as a known 
deformed pipe. 
 
Erosion.  1. Displacement of soil particles on the land surface due to water or wind action.  2. 
The wearing away or eroding of material on the land surface or along channel banks by flowing 
water or wave action on a shore. 
 
Exceedance Probability (EP).  Probability that a random event will exceed a specified magnitude 
in a given time period, usually one year unless otherwise indicated (7). 
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Field Data.  All stormwater data collected in the field regardless of whether or not it was 
analyzed in the field (1). 
 
Fill Slope.  Side or end slope of an earth-fill embankment.  Where a fill slope forms the 
streamward face of a spillthrough abutment, it is regarded as part of the abutment. 
 
Filter.  1. A layer of synthetic fabric, sand, gravel, or graded rock placed, or developed naturally 
where suitable in-place materials exist, between the bank revetment and soil, to prevent the soil 
from moving through the revetment by means of piping, extrusion, or erosion (exfiltrating); to 
prevent the revetment from sinking into the soil; or to permit natural seepage from the stream 
bank, thus preventing buildup of excessive hydrostatic pressure.  2. A device or structure for 
removing solid or colloidal material from stormwater and floodwater or preventing the migration 
of fine-grained soil particles as water passes through soil, that is, water is passed through a 
filtering medium, usually a granular material or finely woven or non-woven geotextile.  
Depending on context, can be used to remove material other than soils from a substance. 
 
Flood.  An event that overflows the normal flow banks or runoff that has escaped from a channel 
or other surface waters.  In technical usage, it refers to a given discharge based, typically, on a 
statistical analysis of an annual series of events. 
 
Floodplain.  1. A plain that borders a stream and is covered by its waters in time of flood.  
Topographic area adjoining a channel that is covered by flood flows and those areas where the 
path of the next flood flow is unpredictable, such as a debris cone, alluvial fan, or braided 
channel.  2. A nearly flat, alluvial lowland bordering a stream and formed due to stream 
processes, that is subject to inundation by floods. 
 
Flow, Bypass.  Flow that bypasses an inlet on grade and is carried in the street or channel to the 
next inlet downstream.  Also termed carryover. 
 
Flow Distribution.  The estimated or measured spatial distribution of the total streamflow from 
the landward edge of one floodplain or stream bank to the landward edge of the other floodplain 
or stream bank. 
 
Flow, Gradually-Varied.  Flow in which changes in depth and velocity take place slowly over 
large distances, resistance to flow dominates, and acceleration forces are neglected. 
 
Flowline.  1. The line or path, such as a rill, connecting the lowest flow points along the bed of a 
channel.  The line does not include local depressions.  2. The path that very low flow follows in 
proceeding down a stream, river, swale, or channel.  3. The line extending along a channel 
profile that follows the lowest elevation of the bed.  Also known as thalweg. 
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Fluvial Geomorphology.  A study of the structure and formation of the earth’s features that result 
from the forces of water.  Sometimes incorrectly identified in discussions to morphology. 
 
Freeboard, Channel.  The difference between the water surface elevation and the top of bank in a 
channel. 
 
Freeboard, Serviceability.  The difference between the headwater elevation and the edge of 
pavement on a roadway. 
 
Freeboard, Structural.  Vertical clearance between the Q100 elevation and the lowest structural 
member of a bridge superstructure, the  culvert  soffit. 
 
Free-Water Surface. The water surface of flow in an open channel or in a closed conduit not 
flowing full. 
 
Friction Loss, or Head. The head or energy loss as the result of disturbances set up due to the 
contact between a moving stream of water and its containing conduit. 
 
Froude number, Fr.  1. A dimensionless number that represents the ratio of inertial to 
gravitational forces, i.e., at a Froude number of 1 the flow velocity and wave celerity are equal.   
A high Froude number can be indicative of a high velocity associated with supercritical flow and 
thus the potential for scour and high momentum forces.  2. A number that varies in magnitude 
inversely with the relative influence of gravity on the flow pattern.  Fr > 1 indicates rapid, or 
supercritical, flow.  Fr < 1 indicates tranquil, or subcritical, flow. 
 
Gabion.  A rectangular basket made of steel wire fabric or mesh that is filled with rock or similar 
material of suitable size and gradation.  It is used to construct a flow-control structure, bank 
protection, groin, jetty, permeable dike, or riparian spur dike.  If filled with cobbles, masonry 
remnants, or other rock of suitable size and gradation, the gabion becomes a flexible and 
permeable block with which the foregoing structures and devices can be built. 
 
Gage, or Gauge.  1. A staff graduated to indicate the elevation of a water surface.  2. A device for 
registering water level, flow, velocity, or pressure. 
 
Gaging Station.  A particular site on a stream, canal, lake, or reservoir where systematic 
observations of gage height or discharge are obtained (9). Used synonymously with gage (8). 
 
Geotextile.  Fabric material that is used under the placement of riprap for soil stabilization. 
 
Groundwater.  1. Subsurface water occupying the saturation zone, from which wells and springs 
are fed.  2. A source of base flow in a stream.  The term applies only to water below the water 
table. 
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Grout.  A fluid mixture of cement and water, or of cement, sand, and water used to fill joints and 
voids. 
 
Guide Bank. Formerly termed spur dike.  Relatively short embankment in the shape of a quarter 
of an ellipse and constructed at the upstream side, or sometimes the downstream side, of either or 
both bridge ends as an extension of the abutment spillslope.  The purpose is to align the flow 
with the bridge opening so as to decrease scour at the bridge abutment by spreading the flow and 
resultant scour throughout the bridge opening. 
 
Gutter.  That portion of the roadway section adjacent to the curb that is utilized to convey 
stormwater runoff. 
 
Head.  1. The height of water above a point, plane, or datum of reference.  Used also in 
computations as energy head, entrance head, friction head, static head, pressure head, lost head, 
etc.  2. The height of the free surface of a body of water above a given point. 
 
Headcut.  1. Channel degradation associated with abrupt changes in the bed elevation, or 
headcut, that migrates in an upstream direction.  2. Channel-bed erosion moving upstream 
through a basin indicating that a readjustment of the basin’s profile slope, channel discharge, and 
sediment load characteristics is taking place. 
 
Headwall.  The structural appurtenance usually applied to the end of a culvert inlet and outlet or 
stormdrain outlet to retain an adjacent highway embankment and protect the culvert ends or 
storm-drain outlet and highway embankment or storm-drain outfall from bank erosion or 
channel-bed scour. 
 
Headwater Depth.  1. Depth of water above the inlet flow line at the entrance of a culvert or 
similar structure.  2. Natural flow depth plus backwater caused by a drainage structure.  3. The 
depth of water impounded upstream of a culvert, bridge, or similar contracting structure due to 
the influence of the structures constriction, friction and configuration.   
 
High-Water Elevation.  The water surface elevation that results from the passage of flow.  It may 
be an observed high-water-mark elevation as a result of someone actually viewing and recording 
a runoff event or a calculated high-water elevation as part of a design process. 
 
High-Water Mark.  A mark left as evidence of the height to which a flood reached, usually in the 
form of deposited sediment, debris, or detritus. 
 
Historical Flood.  1. A past flood event of known or estimated magnitude.  2. A known flood 
event predating systematic flow measurements at a given site. 
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Hydraulic Grade Line.  1. In a closed conduit, a line joining the elevation to which water can 
stand in risers.  In an open conduit, the hydraulic grade line is the water surface.  2. In open-
channel flow, it is the water surface. 
 
Hydraulic Jump.  The sudden and usually turbulent passage of water from a stage below critical 
depth, or supercritical flow, to a stage above critical depth, or subcritical flow, during which the 
velocity passes from supercritical to subcritical. 
 
Hydraulic Radius.  The cross section area of a stream divided by its wetted perimeter. 
 
Hydrograph.  By definition, a hydrograph is a plot of the variation of discharge with respect to 
time.  It can also be the variation of stage or other water property with respect to time.  Discharge 
is the volume of water flowing past a location per unit time, usually in cubic feet per second 
(cfs). 
 
Hydrograph, Unit.  The hydrograph of direct runoff from a storm uniformly distributed over the 
drainage basin during a specified unit of time.  The hydrograph is reduced in vertical scale to 
correspond to a volume of runoff of 1 in. from the drainage basin (2). 
 
Hydrologic Soil Group.  A group of soils having the same runoff potential under similar storm 
and cover conditions (10). 
 
Infiltration.  The downward entry of water into the soil or rock (11). 
 
Infiltration Rate.  The rate at which water enters the soil under a given condition.  The rate is 
expressed in inches per hour, feet per day, or cubic feet per second. 
 
Inflow.  The rate of discharge arriving at a point in a stream, structure, or reservoir. 
 
Inlet.  1. A surface connection to a closed drain.  2. A structure at the diversion end of a conduit.  
3. The upstream end of a structure through which water can flow.  4. An inlet structure for 
capturing concentrated surface flow. 
 
Inlet Control.  A condition in which the relation between headwater elevation and discharge is 
controlled by the upstream end of a structure through which water may flow.  For example, a 
culvert on a steep slope and flowing partly full is operating under inlet control. 
 
Inlet, Drop.  Drainage structure with a vertical fall used as an energy dissipator. 
 
Inlet Efficiency.  The ratio of flow intercepted by an inlet to the total flow. 
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Inlet, Flanking.  Inlets placed upstream and on either side of a storm-drain inlet that is located at 
the low point in a sag vertical curve. 
 
Inlet, Improved.  Flared, depressed, or tapered culvert inlet that decreases the amount of energy 
needed to pass the flow through the inlet and thus increase the capacity of a culvert with inlet 
control or supercritical flow.  Improved inlets are generally used when there are potential 
problems due to backwater elevation and other factors such as road profile are fixed. 
 
Inlet, Mitered.  A flush-entrance culvert where the barrel is mitered to the slope of the 
embankment. 
 
Inlet, Projecting.  The culvert barrel projects beyond the plane of the slope or headwall, 
sometimes referred to as a re-entrant entrance. 
 
Inlet, Square-Edged.  An approximately 90-deg corner formed by the inside of the barrel and the 
upstream end of a culvert.  Small chamfers ordinarily used in concrete construction are 
considered as producing a square-edged entrance, i.e., no hydraulic improvement. 
 
Inlet, Tapered.  A type of culvert design having an entrance face area larger than the main barrel. 
 
Invert. The lowest point in a pipe or culvert. 
 
Karst Topography.  Irregular topography characterized by sinkholes, streamless valleys, or 
streams that disappear into the underground, all developed by the action of surface and 
underground water in soluble rock such as limestone. 
 
Lag Time, TL.  1 The difference in time between the centroid of the excess rainfall  producing 
runoff and the peak of the runoff hydrograph.  Often estimated as 60% of the time of 
concentration, or TL = 0.6Tc (10). 
 
Land Use.  A term that relates to both the physical characteristics of the land surface and the 
human activities associated with the land surface (1). 
 
Levee.  1. An embankment, generally landward of a top bank, that confines flow during high-
water periods, thus preventing overflow into lowlands.  2. A linear embankment outside a 
channel for containment of flow (compare to Dike). 
 
Manhole.  A structure through which one can access a drainage system. 
 
Mitigation.  1. The act of lessening, offsetting, or compensating an impact on surface waters.  To 
moderate a qualifying or condition in force or intensity.  2. To decrease or rectify an adverse 
condition or action. 
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Navigable Waters.  A regulatory term as it applies to highway-drainage planning, design and 
construction in jurisdictional surface waters, as waters of the United States including the 
territorial seas. 
 
Normal Flow.  1. Flow at normal depth.  2. Average flow prevailing during the greater part of the 
year. 
 
Open-Channel Flow.  Flow in an open or closed conduit where the water surface is free, at 
atmospheric pressure. 
 
Ordinary High Water.  The Ordinary High Water Mark means that line on the shore of a 
waterbody established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by physical characteristics such 
as clear, natural line impressed on the bank, shelving, changes in the character of soil, natural 
destruction of terrestrial vegetation, the presence of litter and debris, or other appropriate means 
that consider the characteristics of the surrounding areas. 
 
Outfall.  The point where water flows from a conduit, the mouth or outlet of a drain or sewer, or 
drainage discharges from a channel or storm drain. 
 
Outlet Control.  A condition where the relation between headwater elevation and discharge is 
controlled by the conduit, outlet, or downstream conditions of a structure through which water 
can flow. 
 
Peak Discharge.  Maximum discharge rate on a runoff hydrograph for a given flood event. 
 
Piping.  The action of water passing through or under an embankment and carrying some of the 
finer material with it to the surface at the downstream face.  Removal of soil material through 
subsurface flow or seepage water that develops channels or pipes within the soil bank. 
 
Rainfall Intensity.  Amount of rainfall occurring in a unit of time, converted to its equivalent in 
inches per hour at the same rate. 
 
Reach.  1. A segment of stream or valley, selected with arbitrary bounds for purposes of study.  
2. A comparatively short length of a stream or channel. 
 
Receiving Stream.  A natural body of water that one or more catchments enters into. 
 
Regional Analysis.  Flood-frequency-relationship line for a gaged watershed in a similar 
homogeneous physiographic area or region is used to develop a flood-frequency line for an 
ungaged watershed in that same region. 
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Regulatory Floodway.  The floodplain area that is reserved in an open manner by Federal, State, 
or local requirements, i.e., unconfined or unobstructed either horizontally or vertically, to 
provide for the discharge of the base flood so that the cumulative increase in water surface 
elevation is not more than a designated amount. 
 
Reservoir Routing.  1. Flood routing through a reservoir (10).  2. Flood routing of a hydrograph 
through a reservoir taking into account reservoir storage, spillway, and outlet-works discharge 
relationships. 
 
Revetment.  Rigid or flexible armor placed on a bank or embankment as protection against scour 
and lateral erosion. 
 
Sand.  1. Soil material that can pass the No. 4 U.S. Standard Sieve and can be retained on the No. 
200 sieve [FHWA, HIRE, 1987].  2. Granular material that is smaller than 0.08 in. and coarser 
than 0.0024 in. [FHWA, HIRE, 1990]. 
 
Scour.  1. The displacement and removal of channel-bed material due to flowing water, usually 
considered as being localized as opposed to general bed degradation or headcutting.  2. The 
result of the erosive action of running water that excavates and carries away material from a 
channel bed. 
 
Scour, Contraction.  The response of a river or drainage facility such as bridge to the change in 
its bed load requirement as a result of a natural or constructed contraction of flow, i.e., the flow 
contraction is due to an encroachment of either the main channel or the floodplain by a natural 
constriction or the highway embankment. 
 
Scour Depth.  The vertical distance that a streambed is lowered by scour below the flowline 
elevation. 
 
Scour, Pier.  .  1. Scour in a channel or on a floodplain that is localized at a pier. 
 
Sediment.  Fragmental material that originates from weathering of rocks and is transported by, 
suspended in, or deposited by water or air, or is accumulated in a bed by other natural agencies 
(4). 
 
Sediment Trap.  A temporary sediment trap is a sediment control structure consisting of a small, 
temporary settling pool formed by constructing an embankment and/or excavated basin with an 
outlet control structure. 
 
Sewer, Combined.  A sewer that conveys stormwater and, at times, sanitary sewage. 
 
Sheet Flow.  See Flow, Overland. 
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Shoulder.  The portion of the roadway contiguous with the traveled way for accommodating 
stopped vehicles, for emergency use, or for lateral support of the road’s base and surface courses. 
 
Side Slope.  The slope of the sides of a embankment or bridge abutment, measured as a 
horizontal distance to vertical distance, i.e., 2:1. 
 
Silt.  1. Material passing the No. 200 U.S. Standard Sieve that is nonplastic or very slightly 
plastic and exhibits little or no strength if air-dried.  2. According to the Unified Soil 
Classification System, material finer than 0.0025 in. and coarser than 0.00015 in. 
 
Sinuosity.  The ratio of the length of a river thalweg to the length of the valley proper. 
 
Skew.  The measure of the angle of intersection between a line normal to the roadway centerline 
and the direction of the flow in a channel at flood stage in the linear direction of the main 
channel. 
 
Soffit.  The inside top of a culvert. 
 
Soil.  Finely-divided material composed of disintegrated rock mixed with organic matter, as the 
loose surface material in which plants grow. 
 
Soil-Cement.  A designed mixture of soil and portland cement compacted at a proper water 
content to form a veneer or structure that can prevent the erosion of a channel bank, dam face, or 
inlet and outlet of a drainage structure. 
 
Spillthrough Abutment.  A bridge abutment having a fill slope on the channel side.  The term 
originally referred to the spillthrough of fill at an open abutment but is now applied to each 
abutment having such a slope. 
 
Spillway, Emergency.  A rock or vegetated earth waterway around a dam, built with its crest 
above the normally used principal spillway.  Used to assist or supplement the principal spillway 
in conveying extreme amounts of runoff safely past the dam so as to minimize damage and flood 
hazards (10). 
 
Spillway, Principal.  Conveys all ordinary discharges coming into a reservoir and the portion of 
an extreme discharge that does not pass through the emergency spillway or outlet works. 
 
Spread.  1. The accumulated flow in and next to the roadway gutter.  2. The transverse 
encroachment of stormwater onto a street.  This water often represents an interruption to traffic 
flow, splash-related problems, and a source of hydroplaning during a storm.  3. The lateral 
distance of roadway ponding extending out from the curb or edge of the traveled way. 
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Spread Footing.  A pier or abutment footing that transfers load directly to the earth. 
 
Stage.  Height of water surface above a specified datum. 
 
Stage-Discharge Curve. A graph showing the relation between the gage height, and the amount 
of water flowing in a channel, expressed as volume per unit of time (8). 
 
Stage-Storage Curve.  A graph showing the relation between the surface elevation of the water in 
a reservoir, plotted as ordinate, against the volume below that elevation, plotted as abscissa, or 
the amount of water flowing in a channel, expressed as volume per unit of time, plotted as 
abscissa.  Compare with Stage-Discharge Curve and Rating Curve. 
 
Stilling Basin.  A device or structure placed at or near the outlet of a structure for the purpose of 
inducing energy dissipation where flow velocity is expected to cause unacceptable channel-bed 
scour and bank erosion. 
 
Storage.  Water detained in a drainage basin, such as groundwater, channel storage, or depression 
storage.  The term drainage-basin storage or basin storage is used to refer collectively to the 
amount of water in storage in a drainage basin. 
 
Stream.  A general term for a body of flowing water. 
 
Stream-Bank Erosion.  Removal of soil particles or a mass of particles from a bank surface due 
primarily to water action.  Other factors such as weathering, ice and debris abrasion, chemical 
reactions, and land-use changes can also directly or indirectly lead to stream-bank erosion. 
 
Stream-Bank Protection.  A technique used to prevent erosion or failure of a channel bank. 
 
Stream, Braided.  A stream whose surface is divided at normal stage with small middle bars or 
small islands. 
  
Stream Gaging.  The process and art of measuring the depth, area, velocity, and rate of flow in a 
natural or artificial channel (5). 
 
Stream-Gaging Station.  A gaging station where a record of discharge of a stream or river is 
obtained.  This term is used only for a gaging station where a continuous record of discharge is 
obtained (8). 
 
Stream, Intermittent.  A stream that flows only at certain times of the year once it receives water 
from a spring or from a surface source such as melting snow in a mountainous area (8). 
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Stream Reach.  A length of stream channel selected for use in hydraulic or other computations 
(10). 
 
Submerged Inlet.  An inlet of a culvert-like structure having a headwater greater than 
approximately 1.2D, where D is the culvert rise. 
 
Submerged Outlet.  A culvert-like outlet having a tailwater elevation greater than the soffit of the 
culvert. 
 
Substructure.  All of the structure below the bearings of simple or continuous spans, skewbacks 
of arches and tops of footings or rigid frames, together with the backwalls, wingwalls, and wing-
protection railings. 
 
Superelevation.  1. The increase in water-surface elevation at the outside of an open-channel 
bend.  2. A transverse tilting of the channel bed in a lined channel with predominately 
supercritical flow. 
 
Superflood.  A 0.2% Annual EP flood. 
 
Surcharge.  Increase in headwater elevation above existing conditions. 
 
Swale.  1. A wide, shallow ditch usually grassed or paved and without well-defined bed and 
banks.  2. A slight depression in the ground surface where water collects and that can be 
transported as a stream.  Often vegetated and shaped so as not to provide a visual signature of a 
bank. 
 
Synthetic Mattress, Matting, or Tubing.  A grout, or sand-filled, manufactured, semiflexible 
casing placed on a channel bank to prevent erosion. 
 
Tailwater, TW.  The depth of flow in a channel directly downstream of a drainage facility.  Often 
calculated for the discharge flowing in the natural stream without the highway effect. 
 
Time of Concentration, Tc. The time required for water to flow from the farthest point on the 
watershed to the measuring point. 
 
Toe.  The portion of a stream cross section where the lower bank terminates and the channel 
bottom or the opposite lower bank begins. 
 
Tractive Force.  The drag on a stream bank caused by passing water that tends to pull soil 
particles along with the streamflow. 
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Travel Time.  The average time for water to flow through a reach or other stream or valley length 
that is less than the total stream or valley length.  Travel time is part of Tc, but not all of it (10). 
 
Tributary.  A lesser branch of a watershed-stream system. 
 
Two-Dimensional Water-Surface Profile.  An estimated water-surface profile that recognizes 
flow only in the upstream-downstream and transverse direction.  Vertical velocity vector 
components are ignored. 
 
Vertical Abutment.  An abutment, usually with wingwalls, that has no fill slope on its channel 
side.  See Abutment.  Compare with Spillthrough Abutment. 
 
Watershed.  See Drainage Area. 
 
Water-Surface Elevation.  A point on the water-surface profile at a specific location of interest. 
 
Water-Surface Profile.  A graph of water levels plotted against stream distance at a particular 
time or for a particular condition, such as for a flood peak or for a low-flow period. 
 
Waterway-Opening Area.  Area of bridge opening at or below a specified stage, measured 
perpendicular to principal direction of flow. 
 
Wave Attack.  Impact of waves on a channel bank or shore. 
 
Wave Run-Up.  Height to which water rises above still-water level where waves meet a beach, 
wall, embankment, or causeway. 
 
Wetted Perimeter.  The length of the wetted contact between a stream and its containing conduit, 
measured along a plane at right angles to the flow in question. 
 
 
201-3.0  NOTATIONS 

 
A Area of pipe, ft2 
A Algebraic difference in approach grades, % 
A Cross sectional area of the channel, ft2 
AB Amount of assessment to beneficiary 
C Rational Method Coefficient reflecting land use and soil type 
CF Cost of drainage facility 
CN Curve Number 
D Maximum depth of flow in the channel for the design discharge, ft 
D Diameter of circular pipe, ft 
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d50 Median particle or rock diameter 
DE Equivalent diameter 
dmax Maximum particle or rock diameter 
EP Exceedance probability 
Fr Froude number 
G Longitudinal road profile grade, % 
hs Dissipator pool depth, ft 
I Intensity, in./h 
K Flanking inlet spacing coefficient 
Ke Entrance Loss Coefficient 
L Length of the vertical curve, ft 
L Flow length, ft 
LB Length of basin 
Ls Length of dissipating pool 
n Manning’s roughness coefficient for sheet or channel flow 
P2 2-year, 24-h rainfall, in., from NOAA Atlas 14 
Pw Wetted Perimeter, ft 
Q Flow Rate, ft3/s 
QOR Discharge from storm sewer draining from outside INDOT right of way 
QT Total discharge of drainage facility 
R Hydraulic Radius, ft 
r Hydraulic Radius, ft 
s Watercourse slope, ft/ft 
S Watercourse slope, ft/ft 
Sx Gutter cross slope, ft/ft 
T Riprap or revetment thickness 
T Water spread, ft 
tc Time of Concentration, h or min 
tO Overland flow time,  
Tt Total travel time, h or min 
TW Tailwater depth 
V Average velocity, ft/s 
VB Basin exit velocity 
Wo Width of culvert opening 
yo Outlet depth, also known as ye 
γ Unit weight of water, 62.4 lb/ft3 
τ Shear stress in channel at maximum depth, lb/ft2 
τp Permissible shear stress, lb/ft2 
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CHAPTER 202 

 

HYDROLOGY 
 
 
202-1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
Highway drainage structures must be sized to convey a specific flow rate, Q, which satisfies 
some established standard.  Determining structure size and type is generally one of the earliest 
activities undertaken in the design process.  Various hydrologic methods can be used to estimate 
Q.  Multiple methods of obtaining estimates can sometimes be used, and the engineer determines 
the best Q to use at that site.  A specific method of determining Q can sometimes be prescribed. 
 
 
202-1.01  Hydrology Definition 

 
Hydrology is a broad science encompassing many disciplines relating to water.  In highway 
engineering, hydrologic studies are primarily concerned with surface-water runoff and 
determining design Q.  A hydrologic analysis is a prerequisite to identifying flood-hazard areas 
and determining the locations at which construction and maintenance will be unusually 
expensive or hazardous. 
 
 
202-1.02  Exceedance Probability 

 
Exceedance probability is a statistical term that states the probability of a specific value or event 
being equaled or exceeded.  Established rainfall events for design purposes are described, such as 
100-year storm, Q100, 1% storm, return period, exceedance probability, etc.  The INDOT 
preferred method of stating a standard rainfall event is as exceedance probability, EP.  An 
established standard can be set as INDOT policy or it may be set by an outside authority such as 
a city, county surveyor for a legal drain, IDNR, State law, or other jurisdictional agency.  
Therefore, although the standard may not be originally stated in INDOT’s preferred terms, it 
should be restated as EP. 
 
 
202-1.03  Q Definition 

 
Q is the common denotation of the total flow rate.  It is dimensioned in cubic feet per second for 
INDOT design.  Depending on the project, there can be different Qs of interest.  For example, for 
sizing a bridge based on backwater criteria, the design Q is that for a 1% EP.  However, for scour 
analysis on a new bridge, the 1% EP and the 0.2% EP both should be evaluated.  A storm drain, 
channel, ditch, local driveway, etc. each have a specific EP defined for design purposes. 
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202-1.04  Estimating Flow Rate 

 
The importance of accurate estimates of Q cannot be overstated.  An error committed in this part 
of the design can directly lead to an incorrectly-sized drainage structure.  An oversized drainage 
structure implies that money can be wasted.  An undersized structure increases the risk of 
potential flooding and maintenance issues.  Existing-structure size should be considered in 
designing a replacement structure.  Long term legal, financial, or operational impacts can be 
expected if undersized structures are consistently installed. 
 
Most highway-drainage structures are constructed using taxpayer-supported funding.  As such, 
an INDOT project should present the correct stewardship.  The designer should utilize sound 
hydrologic methodology in the development of the design. 
 
 
202-2.0  HYDROLOGIC-ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

 
The following is a discussion of policies and procedures which apply to hydrologic analysis.  For 
more information, see the AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines. 
 
 
202-2.01  Data Gathering and Preliminary Studies 

 
The data to be gathered for a hydrologic study includes, but is not limited to, topographic maps, 
soil maps, aerial photographs, stream-flow records, historical high-water elevations, flood 
discharges, rainfall curves, or locations of hydraulic features such as reservoirs, water projects, 
or designated or regulatory floodplains, and contemporaneous interviews with affected property 
owners. 
 
 
202-2.02  Hydrologic Factors 

 
Hydrologic factors are site specific and should be evaluated by an engineer proficient in the 
practice of hydraulic and hydrologic engineering to understand their effect on the runoff from a 
watershed.  Many factors may be subject to alteration over time and whether that potential needs 
to be addressed should also be evaluated.  Some of these factors include the following. 
 
1. Drainage-Basin Characteristics.  These include size, shape, slope, land use, geology, soil 

type, surface infiltration and storage, and the maturity of the watershed’s drainage 
system. 
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2. Stream-Channel Characteristics.  These include geometry and configuration, natural and 
artificial controls, channel modifications, aggradations or degradations, ice, debris, and 
routine maintenance. 

 
3. Floodplain Characteristics.  A floodplain is defined as a strip of relatively smooth land 

bordering a stream and is flooded at a time of high water.  Due to its continually changing 
nature, a floodplain or other flood-prone area should to be examined relative to how it 
can affect or be affected by development.  Flooding is a natural and recurring event for a 
river or stream. 

 
4. Meteorological Characteristics.  These include observable weather events which are 

explained through the science of meteorology.  Those events are bound by the variables 
that exist in the atmosphere:  They include temperature, air pressure, water vapor, and the 
gradients and interactions of each variable, and how they change in time.  INDOT’s 
concerns are for intensity and duration of specific storm events.  The site-specific data 
used for an INDOT hydrologic study appears in NOAA Atlas 14. 

 
 
202-2.03  Determining Drainage Area 

 
With the exception of a very large watershed, a drainage-area boundary should be delineated on 
a topographic map.  The most readily-available topographic maps are USGS Quadrangle maps.  
Many counties have had more-detailed topographic surveying done that is mapped to 1- or 2-ft 
contours.  The availability of topographic-survey mapping can be determined from the Indiana 
Geographic Information Council website or by contacting the county surveyor. 
 
Initial area determination can be obtained using computer-based automatic delineation programs.  
Web-based and easily-accessed programs include USGS STREAMSTATS and HYMAPS-OWL.  
STREAMSTATS can be accessed at the USGS website.  HYMAPS-OWL can be accessed at the 
Purdue Agricultural and Biological Engineering (ABE) website.  The results of these programs 
should be examined to ensure accuracy, particularly where a railroad track or highway crosses 
the drainage path, as areas can erroneously be included or excluded which can alter runoff 
estimates significantly.  Aerial photography can be helpful, but field inspection can be required 
to ensure accuracy.  In an area with land improvements, the watershed boundaries can be altered 
and inconsistent with the determinations made on a topographic map.  Adjustments should be 
made accordingly.  Field inspections or consultation with city or county officials may be 
necessary to determine how the drainage pattern has been modified. 
 
For a very large area it can be impractical to delineate the boundaries.  Alternative methods may 
be used.  One publication is Drainage Areas of Indiana Streams, which appears on the IDNR 
Division of Water website.  It provides watershed determinations at various points on Indiana 
streams. 
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If there are bridges or other developments in the vicinity, other State or local agencies should be 
contacted as drainage studies may have already been performed that have area determinations 
that can be of use. 
 
 
202-2.04  Determination of Soil, Vegetation, and Land-Use Factors 

 
Soil types can be determined from mapping obtained on the NRCS website.  These usually 
should be reclassified as Type A, B, C, or D for determination of the C factor for use in the 
Rational Formula (see Figure 202-2E), or determination of the CN factor for use in hydrographs 
(see Figure 202-2F).  Vegetation and land-use can be determined through field inspection for a 
small area, and by using aerial photography which is available at various websites.  The Purdue 
HYMAPS-OWL watershed delineation tool also generates a summary of soil types A, B, C, or 
D, and land use by acres for the watershed.  If the watershed delineation has been verified as 
accurate, this data can then be used to calculate the C or CN for the watershed.  If a detailed 
hydrograph is being modeled with numerous sub-areas, the soil, vegetation, and land-use 
characteristics should be properly determined for each sub-area instead of using an overall 
average for the total watershed. 
 
 
202-2.05  Determination of Time of Concentration 

 
The time of concentration, tc, is the time required for water to flow from the hydraulically most-
remote point of the drainage area to the point of concern.  Time of concentration is an important 
variable in many hydrologic methods, including the Rational and Natural Resources 
Conservation Service, formerly SCS, procedures.  For a similar size and type of watershed, the 
shorter the tc, the larger the peak discharge. 
 
Water moves through a watershed as a combination of sheet, shallow concentrated, and 
channelized flow.  The type that occurs is a function of the conveyance system and is best 
determined through field inspection, but can be evaluated using topographic and aerial 
photographic mapping.  TR-55 should be used as the method for determining time of 
concentration.  See Figure 202-2A for the standard TR-55 Worksheet.  The TR-55 method of 
determining time of concentration is applicable for both the Rational Equation and the NRCS, 
formerly SCS, Peak Flow, or other hydrograph method.  In the Rational Equation, tc is expressed 
in minutes.  In the NRCS procedures, tc is expressed in hours.  If another method is to be used for 
determining time of concentration, approval from the Office of Hydraulics manager is required. 
 
 
202-2.05(01)  Sheet-Flow Method 
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In designing a drainage system, the sheet-flow path is not necessarily perpendicular to the 
contours shown on available mapping.  The land will often be graded, and swales will intercept 
the natural contour and conduct the water to the streets which reduces the time of concentration.  
Aerial photography is useful in determining obvious variations in the general flow path.  Sheet 
flow should be limited to a maximum length of 100 ft per current TR-55 methodology.  
However, a smaller length should be used if flow begins to channelize sooner.  The equation 
used for sheet flow is known as the Manning’s Kinematic Solution, as follows: 
 

 
 

  4.05.0
2

8.0007.0
SP

nLtO   [Equation 202-2.1] 

 
Where: tO = overland flow time, h 

n = Manning’s roughness coefficient for sheet flow 
L = flow length, ft 
P2 = 2-year, 24-h rainfall, in., from NOAA Atlas 14 
S = slope of hydraulic grade line, or watercourse slope, ft/ft 

 
Sheet flow has its own set of Manning’s roughness values which appear in Figure 202-2B.  
These values will typically be rougher than channel-flow roughness values for the same type of 
surface because the water flow is very shallow. 
 
 
202-2.05(02)  Shallow-Concentrated-Flow Method 
 
Shallow concentrated flow occurs once sheet flow first begins to channelize.  The Upland 
Method, NRCS 1972, can be used to determine velocity of shallow concentrated flow to estimate 
time of concentration of that portion.  This method relates watershed slope and surface to flow 
velocity.  TR-55 includes the relations for an unpaved area and paved area to determine the 
travel time for shallow concentrated flow as follows: 
 

Unpaved V = 16.393 S0.5 [Equation 202-2.2] 
 

Paved V = 20.683 S0.5  [Equation 202-2.3] 
 

Where: V = average velocity, ft/s 
 S = slope of hydraulic gradient, or watercourse slope, ft/ft 

 
This relationship is shown on the logarithmic chart for easier use (see Figure 202-2D).  The 
length of the shallow concentrated flow can then be divided by the velocity to determine the 
amount of shallow-concentrated-flow time. 
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202-2.05(03)  Open-Channel-Flow Method 

 
An open channel is assumed to begin where the surveyed cross-section information has been 
obtained, where the channel is visible on an aerial photograph, or where a blue line indicating a 
stream appears on a United States Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle sheet.  Manning’s 
equation, as follows, can be used to estimate average flow velocity.  The velocity is determined 
for the bank-full elevation. 
 

2/13/2486.1
SR

n
V  [Equation 202-2.4] 

 
The total time of concentration is the summation of sheet flow, shallow concentrated flow, and 
open-channel flow. 
 
 
202-2.05(04)  Lag Time 

 
If HEC-HMS is used, lag time should be considered in the total time of concentration.  Lag time 
will be considered as 0.6 times the total time of concentration. 
 
 
202-2.05(05)  Storage and Flood-Control Facility 

 
Storage will not be considered in the total time of concentration unless the pond or reservoir is a 
government-regulated facility. 
 
 
202-2.05(06)  Storm-Drain-Flow Method 

 
For a storm-drainage system, the time of concentration for an area consists of an inlet time plus 
the time of flow in a closed conduit or open channel to the design point. 
 
1. Inlet Time.  Inlet time is the sum of the time required for water to move across the 

pavement or overland back of the curb to the gutter using TR-55 methodology, plus the 
time required for flow to move through the length of gutter to the inlet.  If the total time 
of concentration for pavement-drainage inlets is less than 5 min, a minimum of 5 min 
should be used to estimate the duration of rainfall.  The travel time for gutter flow can be 
estimated using an average velocity of the flow.  The following equation can be used to 
determine the velocity in a triangular gutter section given the watercourse slope, gutter 
cross slope, and water spread. 
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 67.067.05.012.1
TSS

n
V x

 [Equation 202-2.5] 

 
Where: V = flow velocity in gutter, ft/s 

n = Manning’s roughness coefficient for sheet flow from Figure 202-2B 
S = longitudinal slope, ft/ft 
Sx = gutter cross slope, ft/ft 
T = water spread, ft 

 
For a triangular channel with uniform inflow per length and zero flow at the upstream 
end, the average velocity will occur where the spread is 65% of the maximum.  Each inlet 
should have its own independent time of concentration.  Travel time between inlets is not 
considered. 

 
2. Storm-Drain Time.  For ordinary conditions, a storm drain should be sized assuming that 

it will flow full or almost full for the design discharge.  For non-pressure flow, the 
velocity can be determined using Manning’s equation.  For a circular pipe flowing full, 
the equation becomes the following: 

 

 2/13/2593.0
SD

n
V  [Equation 202-2.6] 

 
Where: V = average velocity, ft/s 

D = diameter of circular pipe, ft 
S = longitudinal slope, ft/ft 

 
Pipe flow charts can be used to determine the velocity for either full or partially-full flow 
conditions.  If storm-drainage-system pipes will operate under pressure flow, the 
continuity equation should be used to determine velocity as follows: 

 
 V = Q/A [Equation 202-2.7] 

 
Where: V = mean velocity of flow, ft/s 

Q = discharge in pipe, ft3/s 
A = area of pipe, ft2 

 
The rational method should be used to determine discharge for a storm-drainage system.  
Other methods can be incorporated within the design process.  However, approval from 
INDOT must be requested prior to submittal for initial review. 
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202-2.05(07)  Stormwater-Storage-Flow Method 

 
The TR-55 methodology should be used for determining time of concentration of watershed 
runoff to a storage facility.  A unit hydrograph method, using a computer program such as TR-20 
or HEC-HMS, should be used to determine pre-development and post-development discharges.  
Inflow and outflow hydrographs should be developed for existing and proposed conditions.  
Other computer programs may be used as long as the critical design parameters are identified 
and documented.  See Section 202-4.03(03). 
 
 
202-2.06  Determination of Precipitation Rate 

 
The standard source for rainfall data to be used in the Rational Method or in the Unit 
Hydrograph Method is NOAA Atlas 14, Volume 2.  It appears on 
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hdsc/.  Navigate to the PF Data Server and select Indiana.  The 
Rational Method rainfall term, I, is stated in in./h, so precipitation intensity should be selected in 
Data Description.  Precipitation depth should be selected for input into the Unit Hydrograph 
method. 
 
 
202-2.07  Determining Discharge 

 
The determination of drainage area, runoff factors, time of concentration, and precipitation are 
used in determining discharge by either the Rational Method or a Unit Hydrograph Method.  A 
computer program, such as TR-20 or HEC-HMS, should be used for the Unit Hydrograph 
Method.  If using the Unit Hydrograph Method, the accepted rainfall distribution is the 50% 
probability Huff Distribution.  The appropriate Quartile should be used based on the time period 
that is being applied.  Sources of information regarding use of the Rational Method or Unit 
Hydrograph include Indiana LTAP, FHWA, AASHTO, etc.  Section 202-3.0 lists other 
acceptable methods that can be used in determining discharge. 
 
 
202-3.0  ACCEPTED METHODOLOGIES 

 
202-3.01  Definition 

 
Stream-flow measurements for determining a flood frequency relationship at a site are usually 
unavailable.  Therefore, peak runoff rates and hydrographs can be estimated using statistical or 
empirical methods.  The design discharge should be reviewed for other structures over the 
stream, historical data, and previous studies including flood-insurance studies.  The discharge 
should be used that best reflects local project conditions with the reasons documented. 
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A consideration of peak-runoff rate for the design condition is adequate for a conveyance system 
such as a storm drain or open channel.  However, if the design must include flood routing, e.g., 
storage basin, complex conveyance network, a flood hydrograph is required.  Although the 
development of a runoff hydrograph, which is more complex than estimating peak-runoff rate, is 
accomplished using computer programs, some methods are adaptable to nomographs or other 
desktop procedures. 
 
Where feasible, for a large structure, more than one method of computing discharge should be 
checked, comparing the results to what other structures in the area are designed to convey and 
the historical data for the area.  Engineering judgment should then be used to select the 
discharge.  It is seldom appropriate to only average estimates from the utilized methods.  If 
practical, the method should be calibrated to local conditions and tested for accuracy and 
reliability.  INDOT practice is to use the discharge that best reflects local project conditions with 
the reasons documented. 
 
 
202-3.02  Selection of Discharge-Computation Method 

 
The following provides additional guidance on the selection of hydrologic methods.  These 
methods are used in determining the discharge for a culvert or bridge unless otherwise stated.  If 
other methods are desired for use, contact the Office of Hydraulics for approval. 
 
1. Rational Method.  This method can be used for a developed area or a small drainage area.  

It can be used if the drainage area is less than 100 ac in an urban area or less than 200 ac 
in a rural area.  The rational method must be used in the design of each roadway inlet and 
or storm drain. 

 
2. NRCS (formerly SCS) Unit Hydrograph Method TR-20.  This method can be most often 

used to determine peak discharge and hydrograph for a given drainage basin size.  
However, the results have less confidence in a very flat drainage basin with potential 
watershed storage, or a very large drainage basin.  This method is also used for design of 
a detention/retention pond or storage facility. 

 
3. HEC-HMS.  This hydrograph method can be used under the same conditions shown 

above for TR-20. 
 
4. IDNR Letter of Discharge.  The IDNR Letter of Discharge must be requested for a 

structure that requires a Construction in a Floodway Permit. 
 
5. IDNR Coordinated Discharge Curves.  This is the preferred method for a stream for 

which the information is available.  The reference is Coordinated Discharges of Selected 

Streams in Indiana.  It also appears on the IDNR-Water website. 
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6 Streamstats.  This method can be used in conjunction with other methods.  This method is 

valuable for setting parameters or justification as to what the appropriate discharge can 
be. 

 
7. Frequency Analysis of Stream-Gaging Records.  This method is considered to have high 

confidence on a larger watershed for which data is available, since it involves real-time 
data.  The USGS, and the IDNR Division of Water, maintain a database of discharges for 
various frequencies computed using methodologies included in Water Resources Council 
Bulletin 17B. 

 
8. Purdue Regression Equations.  This method can be used in a rural area for estimating if 

no other method is available. 
 
9. FEMA.  The 1% exceedance probability specified in the applicable FEMA flood-

insurance study should be used to analyze impacts of a proposed crossing on a regulatory 
floodway.  However, if the discharge is considered outdated, the discharge based on 
current methods can be used subject to receiving the necessary regulatory approvals. 

 
 
202-3.03  Selection of Discharge for Pump Station 

 
The federal design criteria shown in HEC-24, Highway Stormwater Pump Station Design, should 
be followed for a pump station.  The hydrological considerations shown in of HEC-24 Sections 
5.3 through 5.5 should be utilized. 
 
 
202-3.04  Selection of Methods Table 

 
See Figure 202-3A for the typical methods choices based on facility. 
 
 
202-4.0  DOCUMENTATION FOR HYDROLOGY 

 
The following provides an explanation of the submittal requirements for a hydraulic report as it 
pertains to hydrology.  See Chapter 203 for a list what should be included in the hydraulic report. 
 
 
202-4.01  Culvert or Bridge 

 
202-4.01(01)  Narrative 
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The narrative should discuss the hydrological project background, existing and proposed 
facilities, upstream and downstream impacts, flooding issues, localized drainage issues, or other 
special circumstances.  Discussion should also consider assumptions, constraints, and special 
instructions as they pertain to a culvert or bridge. 
 
 
202-4.01(02)  Drainage Area 

 
A topographic map with drainage-area delineation should be provided.  The preferred method is 
a manual delineation.  However, for a large drainage area, this can be impractical.   Computer-
determined delineation such as USGS’s STREAMSTATS or Purdue’s HYMAPS-OWL may be 
used, but the determined drainage area should be verified for accuracy.  Sometimes an incorrect 
drainage area is added or subtracted.  For a large drainage area, Drainage Areas of Indiana 

Streams, which appears on the IDNR Division of Water website, may also be used.  The time-of-
concentration path should be shown on the delineation map if TR-55 is being used. 
 
 
202-4.01(03)  Rational or Unit Hydrograph Method 

 
1. Soil Conditions.  The submittal should include information pertaining to the value used 

for runoff.  This may include a map of the varying soil characteristics within the 
watershed, documentation of the values chosen from a runoff table, and calculations used 
to determine a weighted average value where multiple soil or land-use types exist.  The 
actual runoff tables should not be provided as long as the value used states the vegetation 
and soil type used to determine that value. 

 
2. Time of Concentration (TR-55).  The submittal should include the TR-55 worksheet (see 

Figure 202-2A), computer spreadsheet or similar spreadsheet that summarizes the time of 
concentration for sheet, shallow concentrated, or channel flow.  Roughness n values 
chosen should refer to, but not necessarily include, the appropriate tables by stating the 
channel characteristics for that segment. 

 
3. Rainfall.  Rainfall information should be provided such as the computer output from 

NOAA Atlas 14. 
 
4. Hydrograph Computer Program TR-20 or HEC-HMS.  The input and the final output 

should be included in the report.  Enough storm events should be run, so that a peak 
discharge can be determined.  The peak discharge should be highlighted within the 
output. 
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5. Site and Aerial Photographs.  These should be provided for justification of design values.  
Site photographs must include views looking upstream and downstream at the crossing 
location. 

 
 
202-4.01(04)  Other Methods 

 
For all other methods, input or output should be provided to the extent that another reader can 
identify the discharge determined and the assumptions that were made. 
 
If using tables or charts to document assumptions, the assumption used should be highlighted or 
identified. 
 
 
202-4.02  Pavement or Storm Drainage 

 
202-4.02(01)  Narrative 

 
The narrative should discuss the hydrological project background, existing and proposed 
facilities, issues affecting offsite stormwater collection, upstream and downstream impacts, 
flooding issues, localized drainage issues, or other special circumstances.  Discussion should also 
consider assumptions, constraints, and special instructions. 
 
 
202-4.02(02)  Drainage Area 

 
A scaled topographic map with drainage-area delineation should be provided for each individual 
inlet or catch basin.  The drainage area should include all land within the right of way draining to 
the inlet or catch basin, plus the off-site area as required. 
 
 
202-4.02(03)  Hydrologic Computations 

 
The accepted method of determining runoff volume is the Rational Method.  For required 
documentation, see Section 202-4.01(03). 
 
 
202-4.03  Stormwater Storage 

 
202-4.03(01)  Narrative 
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The narrative should discuss the hydrological project background, the type of facility being 
proposed, i.e., side-ditch detention, subsurface storage, detention pond, retention pond, etc., 
existing and proposed drainage conditions, soil characteristics, infiltration potential, outfall 
restrictions, or other special circumstances.  Discussion should also consider assumptions, 
constraints, and special instructions. 
 
 
202-4.03(02)  Drainage Area 

 
A scaled topographic map with drainage-area delineation should be provided for the designed 
storage system.  The watershed should delineate all areas draining to the storage system, 
including all off-site areas.  For special-ditch grades that do not coincide with the roadway 
profile grade, and involve a side-ditch detention system, the watershed delineation should 
identify all ditch-grade breaks and be labeled showing high points and drainage-area divides. 
 
 
202-4.03(03)  Hydrologic Computations 

 
Calculations should include a hydrograph method that shows storage volumes and discharges 
over time.  Inflow and outflow hydrographs should be developed for existing and proposed 
conditions.  See Section 202-4.01(03) for the required documentation.  The calculations should 
identify the peak storage volume based upon different inflow storm events.  See Section 203-5.0 
for specific design criteria.  For software modeling, sufficient computational informational and 
critical-design elements should be referenced for ease of review and understanding for a future 
analysis.  An inflow/outflow discharge and storage-volume table may be required. 
 
 
202-5.0  REFERENCES 

 
1. AASHTO, Highway Drainage Guidelines (2007), Chapter 2 (Hydrology), Chapter 5 (The 

Legal Aspects of Highway Drainage), and Chapter 12 (Stormwater Management) 
 
2. AASHTO, Model Drainage Manual, 1991, 1997, or 2005. 
 
3. Federal Highway Administration, Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 19, Hydrology, 

1994. 
 
4. Highway Extension and Research Project for Indiana Counties and Cities, H-94-6, Storm 

Water Drainage Manual, July 1994. 
 
5. Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Coordinated Discharges of Selected Streams 

in Indiana. 
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6. Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water, Hydrology and Hydraulics 

in Indiana, Volume 1, January 1986. 
 
7. NOAA National Weather Service, Hydrometeorological Design Studies Center 
 
8. USGS, Water-Resources Investigations Report 84-4134, Techniques For Estimating 

Magnitude and Frequency of Floods on Streams in Indiana. 
 
9. Water Resources Council, Bulletin 17B, Guidelines for Determining Flood Flow 

Frequency, 1981. 
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TR-55 TIME-OF-CONCENTRATION WORKSHEET 
 

Route:        Project No.:        Location:       
Designer:       Date:       
Checked By:        Date:       
 

Present   Developed  
 

Tc   Tt   Through subarea       
 

A map, schematic, or flow-segments description is attached. 
 

Sheet Flow, applies to Tc only   Segment ID             
  1. Surface description, see Figure 202-2B             
  2. Manning’s roughness coeff., n, see Figure 202-2B             
  3. Flow length, L (total L ≤ 100 ft)       ft       ft 
  4. Two-year 24-h rainfall       in.       in. 
  5. Land slope, s       ft / ft       ft / ft 

  6.  . .

. .        h       h 

Total Tt in line 6 for both segments =       h 
 

Shallow Concentrated Flow    Segment ID             
  7. Surface description, paved or unpaved             
  8. Flow length, L       ft       ft 
  9. Watercourse slope, s       ft / ft       ft / ft 
10. Average velocity, V, see Figure 202-2D       ft / s       ft / s 
11.         h       h 
Total Tt in line 11 for both segments =       h 
 

Channel Flow      Segment ID             
12. Cross-sectional flow area, a       ft2       
13. Wetted perimeter, Pw       ft       ft 
14. Hydraulic radius, r = a/Pw       ft       ft 
15. Channel slope, s       ft / ft       ft / ft 
16. Manning’s roughness coeff., n, see Figure 202-2C             

17.  . / /
       ft / s       ft / s 

18. Flow length, L       ft       ft 
19.         h       h 
Total Tt in line 19 for both segments =       h 
 

20. Add Tt in lines 6, 11, and 19 to get watershed or subarea Tc or Tt =       h 
 

EXAMPLE OF TR-55 TIME OF CONCENTRATION WORKSHEET 
Figure 202-2A 
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TYPE OF SURFACE n VALUE 
Smooth, such as concrete, 
asphalt, gravel, or bare soil 

0.011 

Rangeland 0.13 
Short Grass 0.15 
Cultivated Soil 0.17 
Dense Grass 0.24 
Light Woods and Underbrush 0.40 
Dense Woods and Underbrush 0.80 

 
 

MANNING’S ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT, n, FOR SHEET FLOW 
Adapted from Engman, 1983 

 
Figure 202-2B 
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Type of Surface n 
 
Fairly Regular Section 
Some grass and weeds, little or no brush ..................................................................... 0.03 - 0.035 
Dense growth of weeds, flow greater than weeds height ............................................. 0.035 - 0.05 
Some weeds, light brush on banks ............................................................................... 0.035 - 0.05 
Some weeds, heavy brush on banks ............................................................................. 0.05 - 0.07 
Some weeds, dense willows on banks ......................................................................... 0.06 - 0.08 
Trees within channel, branches submerged during high flow, increase value by ........ 0.01 - 0.02 
 
Irregular Section with Pools, Slight Channel Meander 
Increase value by .......................................................................................................... 0.01 - 0.02 
 
Steep Stream, Trees Only on Steep Banks 
Bottom of gravel, cobbles, and few boulders .............................................................. 0.04 - 0.05 
Bottom of cobbles with large boulders ........................................................................ 0.05 - 0.07 
 
Floodplain 
Short grass .................................................................................................................... 0.03 - 0.035 
High Grass ................................................................................................................... 0.035 - 0.05 
Mature field crop .......................................................................................................... 0.04 - 0.06 
Scattered brush, heavy weed ........................................................................................ 0.05 - 0.07 
Light brush and trees .................................................................................................... 0.06 - 0.08 
Medium to dense brush and trees ................................................................................. 0.10 - 0.16 
Heavy stand of timber, few downed trees, little undergrowth ..................................... 0.10 - 0.12 
 
 
 

MANNING’S ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT, n, FOR CHANNEL FLOW 
Adapted from Chow, 1970 

 
Figure 202-2C 
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AVERAGE VELOCITIES FOR ESTIMATING TRAVEL TIME FOR SHALLOW 
CONCENTRATED FLOW 

 
Figure 202-2D 

Average velocity (ft/sec)
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C Value for Rural Area 

Vegetation and Topography 
Open 
Sand 
Loam 

Clay 
and Silt 
Loam 

Tight 
Clay 

Woodland 
 Flat, 0 ≤ slope < 5% 0.10 0.30 0.40 
 Rolling, 5 ≤ slope < 10% 0.25 0.35 0.50 
 Hilly, 10 ≤ slope ≤ 30% 0.30 0.50 0.60 
Pasture 
 Flat, 0 ≤ slope < 5% 0.10 0.30 0.40 
 Rolling, 5 ≤ slope < 10% 0.16 0.36 0.55 
 Hilly, 10 ≤ slope ≤ 30% 0.22 0.42 0.60 
Cultivated 
 Flat, 0 ≤ slope < 5% 0.30 0.50 0.60 
 Rolling, 5 ≤ slope < 10% 0.40 0.60 0.70 
 Hilly, 10 ≤ slope ≤ 30% 0.52 0.72 0.82 

C Value for Urban Area 
Character of Surface Runoff Coefficient, C 
Business 
 Downtown 0.70 to 0.95 
 Neighborhood 0.50 to 0.70 
Residential 
 Single-Family 0.30 to 0.50 
 Multi-Units, Detached 0.40 to 0.60 
 Multi-Units, Attached 0.60 to 0.75 
Residential Suburban 0.25 to 0.40 
Apartment 0.50 to 0.70 
Industrial 
 Light 0.50 to 0.80 
 Heavy 0.60 to 0.90 
Park, Lawn, Cemetery, Grassy Area 0.10 to 0.25 
Railroad Yard 0.20 to 0.35 
Unimproved 0.10 to 0.30 
Pavement 
 Asphalt or Concrete 0.80 to 0.95 
 Brick 0.70 to 0.85 
Other Impervious 0.75 to 0.95 
Water Impoundment 1.00 

 
RATIONAL-METHOD RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, C 

Adapted from Indiana LTAP, 2008 
 

Figure 202-2E 
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Runoff Curve Number for Rural Area 
Cover Type A B C D 
Brush or Brush-Weed Mixture 35 56 70 77 
Meadow 30 58 71 78 
Pasture or Rangeland 49 69 79 84 
Row Crops 67 76 83 86 
Water 100 100 100 100 
Woods and Grass, Orchard 36 60 73 79 
Woods or Forest 43 65 76 82 

Runoff Curve Number for Urban Area 
Cover Type A B C D 
Open Space: Lawn or Golf Course 
 Fair Condition, grass cover <75% 49 69 79 84 
 Good Condition, grass cover ≥75% 39 61 74 80 
Street or Road 
 Paved, open ditches, entire right of way 83 89 92 93 
 Gravel, open ditches, entire right of way 76 85 89 91 
 Earth, open ditches, entire right of way 72 82 87 89 
Impervious 98 98 98 98 
Urban Area 
 Commercial or Business, 85% impervious 89 92 94 95 
 Industrial, 72% impervious 81 88 91 93 
Residential Area 
 1/8 acre, apartments, 65% impervious 77 85 90 92 
 1/4 acre, 38% impervious 61 75 83 87 
 1/3 acre, 30% impervious 57 72 81 86 
 1/2 acre, 25% impervious 54 70 80 85 
 1 acre, 20% impervious 51 68 79 84 
 2 acres, 12% impervious 46 65 77 82 
Developing Urban Area 
 Newly graded, pervious with no vegetation 57 73 82 86 
Water 100 100 100 100 

 
CURVE-NUMBER TABLE 

Adapted from NRCS, July 1999 
 

Figure 202-2F 
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Facility Description 

Methodology 

Rational 
Method* 

TR-20 or 
HEC-HMS 

IDNR 
Coordinated 

Curves 

USGS 
Gaging 

Information 

Stream 
Stats 

Purdue 
Regression 
Equations 

Culvert 2 2 1 -- 3 -- 
Bridge or Channel, 
< 5 sq mi drainage 
area 

-- 2 1 3 3 3 

Bridge or Channel, 
≥ 5 sq mi drainage 
area 

-- 3 1 2 3 3 

Storm Drain and Inlets 1 4 -- -- -- -- 

Storage Facility 5 1 -- -- -- -- 

Pumping Station ** -- 1 -- -- -- -- 

 
Notes: Must use IDNR Discharge Letter if IDNR Permit is required. 

 
1 is the preferred method 

 
2 is the preferred method if 1 is unavailable 

 
3 is the secondary method 

 
4 may be used if a complex facility exists 

 
5 may be used for retention storage with no outlet 

 
*  Rational Method may be used only if drainage area is less than 100 ac in an urban area or 

less than 200 ac in a rural area. 
 

**  See HEC-24, Chapters 5.3 – 5.5. 
 
 

SELECTION OF DISCHARGE-COMPUTATION METHOD 
 

Figure 202-3A 
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CHAPTER 203 

 

HYDRAULICS AND 

DRAINAGE DESIGN 
 
203-1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
This Chapter describes aspects of highway drainage such as that for a culvert, bridge, stormwater 
drainage, storage facility, pump station, or channel work.  They should be accepted as the most 
common uses and desirable course of action.  There can be exceptions that deviate from the 
policies shown.  The Office of Hydraulics should be contacted for special considerations or 
changes to a particular design. 
 
The goal is a design that is the most cost-efficient while still satisfying the criterion described 
below.  In considering a cost-efficient drainage design, the initial cost should be considered, but 
facility longevity and future maintenance costs and legal and environmental constraints should 
be considered also. 
 
 
203-2.0  CULVERT 

 
203-2.01  Introduction 

 
This Section provides design procedures for the hydraulic design of a highway culvert, which are 
based on FHWA Hydraulic Design Series Number 5 (HDS #5) Hydraulic Design of Highway 
Culverts.  This Section also provides a summary of the design philosophy included in the 
AASHTO Highway Drainage Guidelines, Chapter IV. 
 
A culvert is defined as follows. 
 
1. A structure used to convey surface runoff through an embankment. 
 
2. FHWA defines a culvert as a structure with a span length of less than a 20 ft along the 

centerline of roadway between extreme ends of openings for multiple barrels.  Figure 
203-2A, Maximum Span Length for Culvert, provides schematics which define a culvert 
based on span length for various structural configurations. 

 
3. A structure, as distinguished from a bridge, which is covered with embankment and is 

composed of structural material around the entire perimeter.  However, it can be 
supported on spread footings with the streambed serving as the bottom of the culvert. 
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4. A structure such as a cast-in-place reinforced-concrete pipe, precast reinforced-concrete 

pipe, structural-plate arch, etc., which is designed hydraulically to take advantage of 
submergence to increase hydraulic capacity; 

 
The culvert to be selected should best integrate hydraulic policy and economic and political 
considerations.  The selected culvert should be based on construction and maintenance costs, risk 
of failure or property damage, roadside safety, land-use requirements, and satisfaction of the 
applicable structural and hydraulic criteria.  Culvert design should also consider the adjacent 
channel.  Considerations such as sumping, improved inlet, erosion at the inlet or outlet, are all an 
integral part of culvert design. 
 
The failure of, or damage to, a culvert or detention-basin outlet structure can be traced to 
unchecked erosion.  Erosive forces which are at work in the natural drainage network are often 
exacerbated due to the construction of a highway or other urban development.  Interception and 
concentration of overland flow or constriction of a natural waterway inevitably results in an 
increased erosion potential.  To protect the culvert and adjacent areas, an energy dissipater can 
be necessary. 
 
 
203-2.02  Culvert Policy 

 
The following policies are specific to a culvert. 
 
1. Each culvert should be hydraulically designed.  However, the minimum pipe size 

specified in Figure 203-2B will sometimes control. 
 
2. HY-8 and the HEC-RAS culvert modules are the only computer programs allowed for the 

hydraulic analysis of a culvert.  The FHWA HDS #5 Hydraulic Design of Highway 
Culverts is also acceptable and available from the FHWA website. 

 
3. HY-8 and the HEC-RAS culvert module have design limitations if the structure span 

approaches 20 ft.  Therefore, in designing a replacement culvert, where the existing 
structure has a span of 20 ft or greater measured perpendicular to flow, only the HEC-
RAS bridge module should be used for hydraulic analysis.  Both the existing and 
proposed structures should be analyzed using the same module. 

 
4. The Office of Hydraulics will review each culvert of diameter of 36 in. or greater.  The 

Office reserves the right to review all culverts. 
 
5. The design-storm frequency selected should be consistent with the criteria described in 

Figure 203-2C, Design-Storm Frequency for Bridge or Culvert. 
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6. Survey information should include topographic features, channel characteristics, high-

water information, existing-structure data, and other related site-specific information. 
 
7. Culvert location in both plan and profile should approximate the alignment of the natural 

channel to avoid sediment build-up in the barrel. 
 
8. INDOT has a single-structure-opening policy to minimize debris accumulation. 
 
9. The detail of documentation for each culvert site should be commensurate with the risk 

and importance of the structure.  Design data and calculations should be assembled in an 
orderly fashion and retained for future reference as provided for in this Chapter. 

 
10. The culvert design should incorporate the environmental requirements of IDNR, IDEM, 

USACE, and other applicable government agencies. 
 
 
203-2.02(01)  Site Criteria 

 
1. Structure-Type Selection.  A culvert is used at the locations as follows: 
 

a. where a bridge is not hydraulically required; 
b. where debris and ice are tolerable; or 
c. where its use will be more economical than a bridge. 

 
2. Length and Slope.  The culvert length and slope should be chosen to approximate existing 

topography and, as practical, the culvert invert should be aligned with the channel bottom 
and the skew angle of the stream.  The roadway clear-zone requirements and the 
embankment geometry can dictate the culvert length.  See Chapter 49. 

 
3. Location in Plan.  A severe or abrupt change in channel alignment upstream or 

downstream is not recommended.  The following apply. 
a. A small culvert with no defined channel is placed perpendicular to the roadway 

centerline. 
b. A large culvert perpetuating drainage in a defined channel should be skewed as 

necessary to minimize channel relocation and erosion. 
c. All utilities should be located before determining the final location of a culvert to 

minimize conflicts. 
 
4. Location in Profile.  The culvert profile should approximate the natural stream profile.  

Exceptions which require approval by the Office of Hydraulics can be considered as 
follows: 
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a. Arrest stream degradation by utilizing a drop-end treatment or broken-back 

culvert. 
b. Improve hydraulic performance by utilizing a slope-tapered end treatment. 
c. Avoid conflicts with other utilities that are difficult to relocate such as sanitary 

sewers. 
 
5. Debris Control.  Debris control should be designed using HEC-9 Debris-Control 

Structures, and can be considered as follows: 
 

a. where experience or physical evidence indicates that the watercourse will 
transport a heavy volume of controllable debris; 

b. for a culvert under a high fill; or 
c. where clean-out access is limited.  However, access must be available to clean out 

the debris-control device. 
 
 
203-2.02(02)  Allowable Headwater (AHW) 

 
Allowable headwater is the depth of water that can be ponded at the upstream end of a culvert 
during the design flood.  AHW will be limited by one or more of the following. 
 
1. New Alignment.  The maximum backwater, or increase in headwater elevation over the 

sum of TW depth plus inlet flowline elevation, should not exceed 0.14 ft.  The maximum 
backwater may be modified if the backwater dissipates to 0.14 ft or less at the right-of-
way-line or the channel is sufficiently deep to contain the increased elevation without 
overtopping the banks.  If backwater remains within the channel banks or right of way, it 
is limited to a maximum of 1 ft. 

 
An exception to the 0.14 ft backwater allowance is subject to approval by the Office of 
Hydraulics. 

 
2. Existing-Structure Replacement.  The IDNR limits surcharge to 0.14 ft over existing 

conditions in an urban or rural location.  Existing conditions are defined as the water-
surface profile that results from those encroachments that were constructed prior to 
December 31, 1973.  Although IDNR policy will allow for a slight increase over existing 
conditions, INDOT will not.  This will allow future widening of the structure.  If the 
backwater created by an existing structure is greater than 1 ft, the proposed backwater for 
the culvert replacement or extension should not be greater than 1 ft above the natural-
channel flood profile.  If the backwater created by an existing structure is less than 1 ft, 
the proposed backwater for the culvert replacement or extension should be less than or 
equal to that of the existing backwater. 
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3. Other.  Other constraints on AHW include the following: 
 

a. grades of adjacent drives; 
b. finished floor elevation of adjacent buildings or other improvements; or 
c. elevation of existing cropland or other property. 

 
4. Inlet Depression.  An inlet depression should be limited to a depth of not more than half 

of the rise of the structure.  If the structure is required to be sumped, an inlet depression 
should not be used without prior approval of the appropriate resource agencies. 

 
 
203-2.02(03)  Roadway-Serviceability Freeboard 

 
See Figure 203-2C, Design-Storm Frequency for Bridge or Culvert, for guidance regarding 
roadway-serviceability freeboard and design-storm frequency. 
 
 
203-2.02(04)  Structure Freeboard 

 
There is no structure freeboard requirement for a culvert. 
 
 
203-2.02(05)  Maximum Velocity 

 
Riprap or an energy dissipator should be used to manage the design-outlet velocity.  See Figure 
203-2D. 
 
 
203-2.02(06)  Minimum Velocity 

 
The minimum velocity in the culvert barrel should result in a tractive force, τ = γdS, greater than 
critical τ of the transported streambed material at a low-flow rate.  A flow rate of 3 ft/s should be 
used if the streambed-material size is not known. 
 
 
203-2.02(07)  Temporary or Permanent Storage 

 
Storage should not be considered.  Because upstream storage is not typically controlled by 
INDOT, it cannot be presumed to exist for the life of the structure. 
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203-2.02(08)  Culvert Skew 

 
The culvert skew should not exceed 45 deg as measured from a line perpendicular to the 
roadway centerline, without the approval of the Office of Hydraulics. 
 
 
203-2.02(09)  Cover 

 
For a circular pipe or reinforced-concrete box structure, a minimum of 1 ft of cover, measured 
from the top of the pipe to the bottom of the asphalt or concrete pavement, should be provided.  
If the structure requires a deformed corrugated-interior pipe material, at least 1.5 ft of cover 
should be provided.  The cover for a circular pipe structure should not exceed 100 ft.  The cover 
for a deformed corrugated-interior pipe structure should not exceed 13 ft.  If the pavement grade 
or structure-invert elevations cannot be adjusted to satisfy the cover criteria discussed above, the 
Office of Hydraulics should be contacted for additional instructions. 
 
 
203-2.02(10)  Culvert Sumping 

 
Sumping consists of placing the structure-invert elevation and scour protection at a specified 
depth below the waterway or stream flowline to satisfy the IDEM Water Quality Section 401 
permit requirements.  Sumping allows the natural movement of stream-bed material through the 
structure.  Sumping should be provided for each structure over Waters of the United States and 
Waters of the State. 
 
1. Three-Sided Structure.  The sump depth should be 18 in. for a stream bed of sand, 12 in. 

for a stream bed of other soil, or 3 in. for a stream bed of rock or till.  The stream bed and 
scour protection should be as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  A base slab 
should be used only if the geotechnical report identifies flowline-area soil that will not 
support riprap.  No increase in structure size is required due to sumping.  The sump area 
will not require backfill as part of the contract work, but will be allowed to fill in 
naturally over time. 

 
2. Pipe or Box Structure.  Such a structure should be sumped as shown on the INDOT 

Standard Drawings and Figure 203-2E, Pipe- or Box-Structure Sump Requirement. 
 
If the required sump exceeds 3 in., the structure diameter or rise may need to be increased by the 
sump value.  The structure’s design capacity should be checked to determine if such increase is 
required.  If a pipe end section or riprap is required, these should be sumped to the same depth as 
the structure.  The sump area of the structure and end section or riprap will not require backfill as 
part of the contract work, but will be allowed to fill in naturally over time. 
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Scour-protection limits should be shown on the plans.  Quantities for geotextile and riprap, or a 
base slab intended for scour protection, should be determined and identified as such in the 
Structure Data table for each applicable structure.  Appropriate columns have been incorporated 
into the Structure Data table. 
 
 
203-2.02(11)  Culvert Replacement 

 
The proposed structure span should be equal to or greater than the existing span unless prior 
approval is given from the Office of Hydraulics.  Each culvert with a diameter of 48 in. or 
greater that is to be replaced will require a geotechnical report. 
 
 
203-2.02(12)  Culvert-Sizing Process 

 
The culvert-sizing process is performed in accordance with a priority system.  The design 
priority system is as follows. 
 
1. Single Circular-Pipe Installation. 
2. Single Deformed-Pipe Installation. 
3. Single Specialty-Structure Installation. 
4. Multiple Circular-Pipes Installation. 
5. Multiple Deformed-Pipes Installation. 
6. Multiple Specialty-Structures Installation. 
 
The principles of the priority system are summarized below. 
 
1. A pipe structure is preferred to a specialty structure, e.g., precast reinforced-concrete box 

section, precast reinforced-concrete three-sided culvert, structural plate arch. 
2. A circular pipe is preferred to a deformed pipe. 
3. A single-cell installation is preferred to a multiple-cell installation. 
4. Multiple-cell installation should be considered as a last resort.  If a multiple-cell 

installation is being considered, the Office of Hydraulics should be contacted. 
 
 
203-2.02(13)  Pipe-Culvert-Interior Designation 

 
For a circular or deformed pipe, both corrugated and smooth alternates are required.  The 
smooth-interior hydraulic design will be based on a minimum Manning’s n value of 0.012.  For 
corrugated-pipe design, the Manning’s n value should be in accordance with accepted 
engineering practice.  See Figure 203-2F for typical values. 
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The two hydraulic designs for an individual structure will be based on identical pipe lengths and 
invert elevations. 
 
If separate hydraulic designs are performed for smooth and corrugated interior pipes, the 
following situations are possible. 
 
1. The required smooth-interior and corrugated-interior pipe sizes are identical.  The 

structure callout on the plans should include the required pipe size.  No reference to an 
interior designation is made. 

 
2. The required smooth-interior and corrugated-interior pipe sizes are different.  The 

structure callout on the plans should indicate that the structure requires a smooth pipe of 
one size or a corrugated pipe of another. 

 
3. An acceptable pipe size can be determined for one interior designation but not the other.  

If this occurs, the structure callout on the plans should indicate the required pipe size and 
interior designation. 

 
 
203-2.02(14)  Pipe Lining 

 
1. Introduction.  Pipe lining is a technique for rehabilitating a culvert in poor condition 

where replacement is difficult.  Pipe lining can be used for a circular or deformed culvert.  
The common types of pipe lining that have been standardized are high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE) pipe or a cured-in-place (CIPP) system.  If other types of pipe 
liners are to be considered, the Office of Hydraulics should be contacted for approval.  
Pipe-lining considerations include the following. 

 
a. The structure barrel should be relatively straight, not significantly damaged, and 

basically intact. 
 

b. The backfill around the structure should be free from large voids. 
 

c. There should be sufficient room to work from at least one end of the existing 
structure. 

 
d. The structure is in a location where a road closure is undesirable or impractical. 

 
2. Design Criteria.  A structure may not increase backwater over existing conditions.  

Exceptions to this will require justification and approval by the Office of Hydraulics. 
 

a. Riprap scour protection should be used as shown in Figure 203-2D. 
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b. The smooth-interior hydraulic design will be based on a minimum Manning’s n 
value of 0.012. 

c. An HY-8 hydraulic analysis of each proposed pipe liner should be completed. 
d. Deviation from the design criteria will require a design exception subject to 

Office of Hydraulics approval. 
e. The largest possible liner should be used, though a smaller liner can be 

hydraulically adequate. 
f. Because of cost, a CIPP liner should be considered only if the HDPE liner cannot 

be applied.  A CIPP liner should be used only in an existing structure with an 
equivalent diameter of 96 in. or less. 

g. A CIPP liner will reduce the existing structure size as follows. 
(1) For an equivalent diameter of 24 in., the diameter is reduced by 1 in. 
(2) For an equivalent diameter of 27 in. through 48 in., the diameter is 

reduced by 2 in. 
(3) For an equivalent diameter of 54 in. through 72 in., the diameter is 

reduced by 3 in. 
(4) For an equivalent diameter of 78 in. through 96 in., the diameter is 

reduced by 4 in. 
 
 
203-2.02(15)  Pipe or Box-Extension Structure-Sizing Process 

 
The sizing of a pipe-extension structure should be in accordance with the following. 
 
1. Match Existing Pipe Size and Interior Designation.  If practical, the pipe extension should 

be the same size and material as the existing pipe.  However, at this stage, it is necessary 
only to identify the required interior designation for the extension. 

 
2. Perform Appropriate Hydraulic Analysis.  The appropriate hydraulic calculations should 

be performed to verify whether the extended structure satisfies the required design 
criteria.  Because the structure’s interior designation is known, it is necessary only to 
perform hydraulic calculations appropriate for that interior designation. 

 
3. Headwalls and Anchors.  Removal of headwalls or anchors damages the existing 

structure.  As a minimum, 40 in. of new structure should be placed for each headwall 
removed.  Each protruding headwall which is not in accordance with the obstruction-free-
zone criteria should be considered for removal or modification.  A headwall which is 
shielded from impact by guardrail should not be removed unless it is located within 
clearance range of the guardrail as shown in Figure 49-4A. 

 
4. Age and Condition.  The remaining life expectancy of the existing structure should be 

evaluated in comparison to the proposed extension. 
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If the extended structure satisfies the required design criteria, the structure-sizing process is 
complete.  If the extended structure does not satisfy the required design criteria, replacement of 
the existing structure with a new structure should be reevaluated.  If it is not practical to replace 
the existing pipe because of construction method, traffic maintenance, or other constraints, the 
Office of Hydraulics should be contacted for further instructions. 
 
A Structure Data Table should be included in the plans for drainage structures requiring 
modification.  Details sheets should be provided where required. 
 
 
203-2.02(16)  Energy Dissipator 

 
An energy dissipator is used to protect the culvert and downstream channel from scour.  The two 
primary types of scour are local scour and channel degradation.  Local scour is the result of high-
velocity flow at the culvert outlet and extends only a limited distance downstream.  Channel 
degradation can proceed in a fairly uniform manner over a long length or can be evident in one 
or more abrupt drops, or headcuts, progressing upstream with each runoff event. 
 
The culvert should be designed independent of the dissipator design, with the exception of an 
internal dissipator, which may require an iterative solution.  The culvert design should be 
completed before the outlet protection is designed and should include computation of outlet 
velocity.  The downstream channel protection should be designed concurrently with the 
dissipator design. 
 
A culvert will likely require outlet protection.   The class of riprap used for outlet protection 
should be sized in accordance with Figure 203-2D.  For a side ditch that does not carry a live 
stream, sod can be used at the outlet.  Seeding should be used if the design velocity is less than 2 
ft/s. 
 
For a structure that creates an outlet velocity greater than 13 ft/s, an energy dissipater will be 
required unless either of the following conditions are satisfied.  Otherwise Class II riprap should 
be used. 
 
1. The existing outlet velocity is already greater than 13 ft/s, there are no signs of scour at 

the outlet, and the proposed outlet velocity does not increase over existing velocity. 
 
2. The natural stream has an average velocity that is at least 70% of the proposed outlet 

velocity. 
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203-2.03  Design Considerations 

 
In addition to INDOT’s hydraulic policy, other design considerations that should be evaluated 
are described below. 
 
 
203-2.03(01)  Culvert Location 

 

A culvert should be located and designed to present a minimum hazard to vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic.  Where necessary as directed, a means should be provided for personnel and 
equipment access to facilitate maintenance. 
 
 
203-2.03(02)  Culvert-Hydrology Methods 

 
See Chapter 202 for information on hydrology.  A constant peak discharge is assumed for culvert 
design and will yield a conservatively-sized structure where temporary storage is available but 
not considered. 
 
 
203-2.03(03)  Tailwater Relationship 

 
A larger waterway downstream should be checked to determine if its flood elevations can 
backwater through the system and affect road serviceability.  If this potential exists, a joint 
stream probability analysis should be performed (see Figure 203-2G) to check the correct storm 
events that should be analyzed for potential road overtopping.  The joint stream probability 
analysis is based on the peak discharges of both the design stream and the larger downstream 
waterway occurring at different times.  The analysis compares the streams at different storm 
designs based on their difference in drainage area. 
 
 
203-2.03(04)  Inlet or Outlet End Treatment 

 
The culvert end-treatment type should be selected from the list shown below based on the given 
considerations and the entrance loss coefficient, KE.  See Figures 203-2H and 203-2 I for the 
recommended values of KE.  Roadside safety should be considered in the selection and design.  
See Chapter 49 for a discussion of practices for the safety treatment of a drainage structure. 
 
The following discusses the types of culvert end treatments and their advantages and 
disadvantages. 
 
1. Projecting Inlet or Outlet. 
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a. Extends beyond the roadway embankment. 
b. Susceptible to damage during roadway maintenance or an errant vehicle. 
c. Has a low construction cost. 
d. Has poor hydraulic efficiency for thin material. 
e. Should include anchoring the end treatment to strengthen the weak leading edge 

for a culvert of diameter of 42 in. or larger. 
f. Can be strengthened by use of a concrete collar, if necessary. 

 
2. Mitered End Treatment. 
 

a. Hydraulically more efficient than a thin edge projecting. 
b. Should be mitered to match the fill slope. 
c. Should include anchoring the end treatment to strengthen the weak leading edge 

for a culvert of diameter of 42 in. or larger. 
 
3. Improved End Treatment. 

 
a. Should be considered for a culvert which will operate in inlet control. 
b. Can increase the hydraulic performance of the culvert, but can also add to the total 

culvert cost.  Therefore, it should be used only if economically justified. 
 
4. Pipe End Section. 
 

a. Used to retain the roadway embankment to avoid a projecting culvert barrel. 
b. Used where the side slopes of the channel are unstable. 
c. Used where the culvert is skewed to the normal channel flow. 
d. Provides the best hydraulic efficiency if the flare angle is between 30 and 60 deg. 
e. Should be provided for a precast-concrete drainage structure. 

 
5. Wingwall. 
 

a. Available for either corrugated metal or concrete pipe. 
b. Retards embankment erosion and incurs less damage from maintenance. 
c. Can improve a projecting metal pipe entrance by increasing hydraulic efficiency, 

reducing accident hazard, and improving the pipe entrance’s appearance. 
d. Is hydraulically equivalent to a headwall, but can be equivalent to a beveled or 

side-tapered entrance if a flared, enclosed transition occurs before the barrel. 
 
6. Apron. 
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a. Used to reduce scour from a high headwater depth or from approach velocity in 
the channel. 

b. Should extend at least one pipe diameter upstream. 
c. Should not protrude above the normal streambed elevation. 
d. May be constructed of riprap and an appropriate geotextile or concrete. 
e. Should be set at the structure invert elevation. 

 
7. Cutoff Wall. 
 

a. Used to prevent piping along the culvert barrel and undermining at the culvert end. 
b. Should be used for a culvert with headwalls. 
c. Depth should be of minimum 20 in., or as shown in the INDOT Standard 

Drawings or Standard Specifications. 
 
8. Weep Hole.  A weep hole should not be used. 
 
 
203-2.03(05)  Pipe-Length Determination 

 
After the structure size and cover have been determined, the required length should be 
determined.  The design length for a culvert structure should be rounded to the next higher 1 ft. 
 
 
203-2.03(06)  Buoyancy Protection 

 
Pipe end sections, concrete anchors, or other means of anchoring should be considered for a 
flexible culvert where a projecting end treatment or outlet is used. 
 
The severity of buoyancy depends on the steepness of the culvert slope, depth of the potential 
headwater which debris blockage can increase, flatness of the upstream fill slope, height of the 
fill, large culvert skew, or mitered ends.  For anchor details, see the INDOT Standard Drawings 
and Standard Specifications. 
 
 
203-2.03(07)  Relief Opening 

 
Where a culvert serving as a relief opening has its outlet set above the normal stream flow line, 
precautions should be made to prevent headcutting or erosion from undermining the culvert 
outlet. 
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203-2.03(08)  Erosion and Sediment Control 

 
Temporary measures should be shown on the plans.  For more information, see Chapter 37. 
 
 
203-2.03(09)  Improved End Treatment 

 
An improved end treatment is a flared culvert inlet with an enlarged face section and a 
hydraulically-efficient throat section.  An improved end treatment can have a depression, or fall, 
incorporated into the end-treatment structure or located upstream of the end treatment.  The 
depression is used to exert more head on the throat section for a given headwater elevation.  
Therefore, an improved end treatment improves culvert performance by providing a more-
efficient control section, which is the throat.  An improved end treatment with a fall also 
improves performance by increasing the head on the throat.  For information concerning the 
design of an improved end treatment, see HDS-5. 
 
The selected culvert end treatment has the implications as follows. 
 
1. A culvert end which is projecting or mitered to the fill slope offers no outlet protection. 
2. Headwalls provide embankment stability and erosion protection.  They provide 

protection from buoyancy and reduce damage to the culvert. 
3. Commercial end sections add little cost to the culvert and may require less maintenance, 

retard embankment erosion, and incur less damage from maintenance. 
 
Wingwalls are used where the side slopes of the channel are unstable, where the culvert is 
skewed to the normal channel flow, to redirect outlet velocity, or to retain fill. 
 
 
203-2.03(10)  Energy Dissipator 

 
In designing an energy dissipator, chosen alternatives should satisfy the topography, design 
policies, and criteria.  Alternatives should be analyzed for environmental impact, hydraulic 
efficiency, and risk and cost.  The selected dissipator should satisfy the selected structural and 
hydraulic criteria.  It should also be based on construction and maintenance costs, risk of failure 
or property damage, traffic safety, environmental or aesthetic considerations, political or 
nuisance considerations, and land-use requirements. 
 
The Office of Hydraulics allows a variety of energy-dissipator methods.  These include 
corrugated metal pipes, riprap aprons, riprap basins, internal dissipators, stilling basins, or other 
external dissipators.  The dissipator type selected for a site should be appropriate for the location. 
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Although technically not an energy dissipator, the higher Manning’s n value for a corrugated 
metal pipe provides some velocity reduction at the outlet. 
 
A riprap apron is the most commonly used form of energy dissipation and scour protection.  It is 
a riprap pad located at the outlet of the culvert.  The minimum apron dimensions are shown in 
Figure 203-2J, Riprap Apron.  Site conditions can dictate a longer apron. 
 
A riprap basin, also referred to as a designed scour hole, is the most common energy dissipator 
where a riprap apron is not sufficient.  It is acceptable for use where undermining of the culvert 
outlet will not occur, the expected scour hole will not cause costly property damage, and there is 
no nuisance effect.  The design of a scour hole is described in Section 203-3.03(04).  Other 
dissipators should be considered if there is limited right of way. 
 
An internal dissipator includes the tumbling-flow type and the increased-resistance type.  This 
should be used only for an inlet-control situation where the flow near the outlet of the culvert is 
shallow enough.  This should be used where the scour hole at the culvert outlet is unacceptable, 
the right of way is limited, debris is not a problem, or moderate velocity reduction is required. 
 
This Chapter does not address the design of an internal dissipator.  See FHWA HEC-14 and 
FHWA/OH-84/007 Internal Energy Dissipators if a design procedure is required. 
 
Another type of external dissipator can be used where the riprap basin is not acceptable and a 
moderate amount of debris is anticipated.  This can include USBR Type VI Impact, CSU rigid 
boundary, Contra Costa, hook, or hydraulic jump.  This Chapter does not address the design of 
this type of external dissipator.  See HEC-14 if a design procedure is required. 
 
A stilling basin is used where the riprap basin is not acceptable, and debris is anticipated.  This 
can include Saint Anthony Falls (SAF), USBR Type II, USBR Type III, or USBR Type IV.  This 
Chapter does not address the design of this type of stilling basin.  See HEC-14 if a design 
procedure is required. 
 
This Chapter does not address the design of a drop structure.  See HEC-14 if a design procedure 
is required. 
 

Additional factors should be considered in designing an energy dissipator.  If ice buildup is a 
factor, it should be mitigated by sizing the structure to not obstruct the winter low flow, and by 
using an external dissipator.  The flood frequency used in the design of the energy dissipator 
should be the same flood frequency used for the culvert design.  The downstream hydraulic 
conditions should be evaluated to determine a tailwater depth and the maximum velocity for an 
open channel.  A lake, pond, or large water body should be evaluated using the high-water 
elevation that has the same frequency as the design flood for the culvert. 
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The material selected for the dissipator should be based on a comparison of the total cost over 
the design life of alternate materials and should not be made using first cost as the only criterion.  
This comparison should consider replacement cost, the difficulty of construction, and traffic 
delay. 
 
Traffic should be protected from an external energy dissipator by locating it outside the 
appropriate clear-zone distance as described in Chapter 49. 
 
 
203-2.04  Design Procedures 

 
203-2.04(01)  General 

 
An exact theoretical analysis of culvert flow is complex.  First, the analysis of non-uniform flow 
with regions of both gradually varying and rapidly varying flow should be performed.  Then, the 
flow-type changes should be determined as the flow-rate and tailwater elevations change.  
Backwater and drawdown calculations, and energy and momentum balances, should be 
completed.  Results of hydraulic-model studies should be applied.  It should be determined if 
hydraulic jumps occur and if they are inside of or downstream of the culvert barrel.  Calculations 
can be simplified, based on the following. 
 
1. Control Section.  The control section is where there is a unique relationship between the 

flow rate and the upstream water-surface elevation.  Inlet control is governed by the inlet 
geometry.  Outlet control is governed by a combination of the culvert end-treatment 
geometry, the barrel characteristics, and the tailwater elevation. 

 
2. Minimum Performance. This is assumed by means of analyzing both inlet and outlet 

control and using the highest headwater elevation.  The culvert can operate more 
efficiently at times with more flow for a given headwater level, but it will not operate at a 
lower level of performance than calculated. 

 
3. Culvert Sizing.  The culvert-sizing process should satisfy the criteria as follows: 
 

a. allowable headwater elevation at 1% annual EP; 
b. roadway serviceability for storm of specific magnitude, depending on functional 

classification; and 
c. maximum pipe-outlet velocity or energy-dissipator design. 

 
4. Computer Software.  The HY8 software and the HEC-RAS Culvert Module are 

acceptable design methods for structure sizing. 
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203-2.04(02)  Headwater Factors 

 
1. Headwater depth is measured from the flowline of the inlet-control section to the surface 

of the upstream pool. 
 
2. Inlet area is the cross-sectional area of the face of the culvert.  The inlet-face area is the 

same as the barrel area. 
 
3. Inlet-edge configuration describes the entrance type.  Inlet-edge configurations include 

thin-edge projecting, mitered, square edge in a headwall, and beveled edge.  See Figure 
203-2H for the edge configuration of a culvert inlet. 

 
4. Inlet shape is the same as that of the culvert barrel.  Shapes include rectangular, circular, 

elliptical, and arch.  The shape should be checked for an additional control section, if 
different than the barrel. 

 
 
203-2.04(03)  Tailwater Factors 

 

1. The hydraulic conditions of the downstream channel should be evaluated to determine a 
tailwater depth. 

 
2. Backwater curves should be calculated for sensitive locations, or a single cross-section 

analysis should be used. 
 
3. The existing outlet depth  may be used in lieu of the tailwater depth if the culvert outlet is 

operating with a low tailwater depth or a free outfall. 
 
4. The headwater elevation of a nearby downstream culvert should be used if it is above the 

channel depth. 
 
 

203-2.04(04)  Energy Dissipator 

 

Since the riprap basin is the preferred energy dissipator where the riprap apron is not adequate, 
design procedures are as follows.  The riprap-basin design is based on laboratory data obtained 
from full-scale prototypical installations.  The features of the basin include the following: 
 
1. pre-shaping and lining with riprap of median size, d50; 
2. constructing the floor at a depth of hS below the invert, where hS is the depth of scour that 

will occur in a pad of riprap of size d50; 
3. sizing d50 so that 2 < hS/d50 < 4; 
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4 sizing the length of the dissipating pool to be 10hS or 3Wo, whichever is larger for a single 
barrel.  The overall length of the basin is 15hS or 4Wo, whichever is larger; 

5. angular-rock results were approximately the same as the results for rounded material; and 
6. layout details are shown on Figure 203-2K, Riprap-Basin Energy Dissipator. 
 
When high tailwater conditions, TW/yo > 0.75, exist, the following characteristics apply.  The 
high-velocity core of water emerging from the culvert retains its jet-like character as it passes 
through the basin.  The scour hole is shallower and longer than that found in a low-tailwater 
condition.  Riprap may be required for the channel downstream of the rock-lined basin. 
 
An editable version of Figure 203-2L, Riprap-Basin Design Checklist, appears on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
1. Determine Input Flow. yo or yE, Vo, Fr at the culvert outlet, and yE, the equivalent depth at 

the brink = (A/2)0.5. 
2. Check TW.  Determine if TW/yo ≤ 0.75. 
3. Determine d50. 

a. Use Figure 203-2M, Riprap-Basin Scour Depth. 
b. Select d50/yE.  Satisfactory results will be obtained if 0.25 < d50/yE < 0.45. 
c. Obtain hS/yE using Fr. 
d. Check if 2 < hS/d50 < 4 and repeat until d50 is found to be within the range. 

4. Size basin as shown in Figure 203-2K. 
a. Determine length of the dissipating pool, LS = 10hS or 3Wo minimum. 
b. Determine length of basin, LB = 15hS or 4Wo minimum. 
c. Thickness of riprap: 

(1) Approach, 3d50 or 1.5dmax 
(2) Remainder, 2d50 or 1.5dmax 

5. Determine VB. 
a. Basin exit depth, yB = critical depth at basin exit. 
b. Basin exit velocity, VB = Q/WByB. 
c. Compare VB with the average normal flow velocity in the natural channel, Vd. 

6. High-Tailwater Design. 
a. Design a basin for low-tailwater conditions, Steps 1-5. 
b. Compute equivalent circular diameter, DE, for brink area as follows: 

   oo
E WyDA

4

2

 

c. Estimate centerline velocity at a series of downstream cross sections using Figure 
203-2N, Distribution of Centerline Velocity for Flow from Submerged Outlets. 

d. Size riprap using Figure 203-2D. 
7. Filter Placement.  Geotextile should be placed under a riprap feature. 
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The dissipator geometry can be computed using the HY-8, Culvert Analysis Software, Energy 
Dissipator module. 
 
 
203-2.05  Specialty Structure 

 
Perpendicular-span length is measured between the inside faces of the structure walls, 
perpendicular to them.  Structural-span length is measured between the inside faces of the 
structure walls, along the roadway centerline. 
 
 
203-2.05(01)  Precast-Concrete Box Culvert 

 
A precast-concrete box culvert may be recommended by the Office of Hydraulics.  The 
maximum perpendicular span for a box culvert is 12 ft.  The recommended layout method for a 
box culvert is to extend it to the point where the roadway sideslope intercepts the stream 
flowline.  The sideslope at the end or outcrop of a box culvert should be protected with guardrail 
or be located beyond the clear zone. 
 
 
203-2.05(02)  Precast-Concrete Oversize Box Structure 

 
A precast-concrete oversize box structure may be recommended by the Office of Hydraulics.  A 
box structure is considered oversize if its clear-perpendicular-span length is more than 12 ft.  
Commercially available oversized boxes seem to be limited to 20 ft span in the Indiana region.  
Any oversized box structure greater than 20 ft should be hydraulically modeled as a bridge.  
Product information is available from local suppliers.  If contacting a supplier, the designer 
should provide the most general information about project location.  The designer should contact 
at least two suppliers of the same product. 
 
The hydraulic-recommendations letter will indicate if a three-sided structure with a base slab is 
an acceptable alternate to an oversize box structure.  The designer should contact the Office of 
Hydraulics for guidance as to whether the two structure types are interchangeable for the specific 
site.  A cost comparison should be used in making the final structure selection. 
 
An oversize box culvert should be laid out so that the total structure length is a multiple of the 
box-segment length for the given box size.  It is not necessary to add a tolerance for the joints 
between segments in determining the total structure length.  The typically-available segment 
weights and lengths are shown in Figure 203-2 O.  For a 9-ft through 12-ft rise, at least one box-
structure supplier should be contacted for available weights and lengths. 
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203-2.05(03)  Precast-Concrete Three-Sided Structure 

 
A precast-concrete three-sided structure may be recommended by the Office of Hydraulics. 
 
1. Structure Sizing and Selection.  The designer will choose either the flat-topped, arch-

topped, or true-arch structure section, show it on the plans and reference, by note, the 
other sections.  The designer will determine the hydraulic size for the alternate structures. 

 
The hydraulic recommendations will include the Q100 elevation, the assumed flowline 
elevation, the required perpendicular span, and the required waterway opening for all 
structure sections.  The designer will determine the rise of the structure for all structure 
sections.  The minimum desirable freeboard requirement will be 1 ft for a flat-topped or 
an arch-topped structure, with the low-structure elevation determined at the structure 
centerline for each section.  The minimum desirable freeboard requirement will be 2 ft 
for a true-arch structure.  If the designer elects to use a freeboard of less than desirable, 
the designer should obtain the concurrence of the Office of Hydraulics manager. 

 
Figure 203-2P should be used as guidance for determining the acceptable alternates to 
show on the plans. 

 
The arch-topped structure will likely have a greater perpendicular-span requirement than 
the flat-topped structure where it is used with less than 2 ft of freeboard.  The arch-topped 
structure will not be included as an alternate in the hydraulics recommendation letter if its 
required perpendicular span exceeds that of the flat-topped alternate by more than 4 ft.  
The true-arch structure will likely have a greater perpendicular-span requirement than the 
flat-topped or arch-topped structure. 

 
Where the required structural span exceeds 30 ft, the designer will also provide the 
required waterway opening for a spill-through bridge.  The designer will size an 
appropriate bridge and perform an economic comparison between the bridge and the 
three-sided structure options. 

 
The dimensional designation shown in Figure 203-2Q for perpendicular span, and Figure 
203-2R for rise, should be used for designating each required three-sided structure.  The 
plans should show the structure size in feet. 

 
2. Segment Configuration and Skew.  Skew should be rounded to the nearer most-practical 

5 deg, although the nearer 1 deg is permissible where necessary. 
 

It is not necessary for the designer to determine the exact number and length of segments.  
The final structure length and segment configuration will be determined by the fabricator 
and may deviate from that implied by the plans.  However, a minimum horizontal 
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clearance of 6 ft must exist between the front face of guardrail and the outside face of the 
structure headwall where the drainage-structure end is within the clear zone. 

 
Square segments are more economical if the structure is skewed.  Laying out the structure 
with square segments will result in the greatest right-of-way requirement and thus allow 
ample space for potential redesign by the contractor, if necessary, to another segment 
configuration. 

 
For a structure with a skew of 15 deg or less, structure segments may be laid out square 
or skewed.  Skewed segments are preferred for a structure of less than 80 ft length.  
Square segments are preferred for a longer structure.  However, skewed segments have a 
greater structural span.  A structure with a skew of greater than 15 deg requires additional 
analysis as described in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  Skewed 
segments and the analysis both contribute to higher structure cost. 

 
For a structure with a skew of greater than 15 deg, structure segments should be laid out 
square.  If hydraulic conditions dictate the use of a flat-topped structure only, the 
segments may be laid out skewed if the structure is relatively short. 

 
A number of flat-topped structures are built with skewed segments, i.e., segments shaped, 
in plan view, like parallelograms.  However, some INDOT structures have been 
redesigned to use only square segments.  Where a flat-topped structure is laid out with 
ends parallel to the roadway, skewed segments are implied by the designer. 

 
The preferred layout scheme for an arch-topped structure with a skew of greater than 15 
deg should assume square segments with a sloping top of headwall to yield the shortest 
possible wingwalls.  Where an arch-topped structure is laid out with skewed ends, 
therefore, headwalls parallel to the roadway, the skew will be developed within the end 
segments by varying the lengths of the legs as measured along the centerline of the 
structure.  The maximum attainable skew is controlled by the difference between the full-
segment leg length as recommended by the arch-topped-structure fabricator and a 
minimum leg length of 2 ft. 

 
If the roadway above the structure is to be constructed in two phases, a segment-skew 
configuration should be proposed which is compatible with the anticipated construction-
phasing line between construction phases.  Therefore, if the structure length is 80 ft or 
greater, a unique special provision should be included to require the contractor to design 
and detail segments or cast-in-place construction required to conform to the construction 
line between phases.  These details should be reviewed by the designer at the time of the 
working-drawings submission. 
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3. Plans Requirements for Structure Layout and Detailing.  The designer should use the 
perpendicular span and rise for the structure section shown on the plans as a reference for 
the information required on the title sheet.  The structure type to be shown on the title, 
Layout, and General Plan sheets should be precast reinforced-concrete three-sided 
structure. 

 
 The General Plan should include a note as follows: 
 

An alternate structure type with a _____-ft perpendicular span and a _____-ft rise 
may be substituted for the structure shown on the Layout sheet. 

 
Where a flat-topped structure is the only option permitted, the General Plan should 
include a note as follows: 

 
A three-sided arch-topped or true-arch structure will not be permitted at this location. 

 
 The elevations to be provided on the General Plan or other detail sheet are as follows: 
 
  a. Q100; 
  b. flow line, at both structure ends and the roadway centerline; 
  c. the low structure at the centerline of the structure; 
  d. the tops of headwalls; and 
  e. the tops of wingwalls. 
 

The assumed elevations of the top of the footing and the base of the structure leg should 
also be shown.  For structure-layout purposes, a 2-ft footing thickness should be assumed 
with the base of the structure leg seated 2 in. below the top-of-footing elevation.  With 
the bottom of the footing placed at the standard depth of 4 ft below the flowline 
elevation, the base of the structure leg should therefore be shown as 2’-2” below the 
flowline.  An exception to the 4-ft depth will occur where the anticipated footing 
thickness is known to exceed 2 ft, where the footing must extend to rock, or where poor 
soil conditions dictate that the footing should be deeper. 

 
The footing should be kept level if possible.  If the stream grade prohibits a level footing, 
the wingwall footings should be laid out to be constructed on the same plane as the 
structure footings. 

 
The structure length and the flare angle, and the length and height of wingwalls should be 
shown.  For a skewed structure, the wingwall geometrics should be determined for each 
wing.  The sideslope used to determine the wing length should be shown on the plans. 
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A structure should extend to a point where the headwall height can be kept to a 
minimum, preferably 1 ft.  All headwalls should have standard-length-post guardrail 
protection unless the structure cover does not permit it.  Where structure cover does not 
permit a standard headwall and standard-length-post guardrail installation, another option 
as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be shown, with the selected low-
cover guardrail option.  A minimum of 6 ft of clearance should exist horizontally 
between the face of guardrail and the outside face of the structure headwall. 

 
If the height of the structure legs exceeds 10 ft, pedestals should be shown in the structure 
elevation view.  For illustration purposes, the pedestals should be drawn at approximately 
2-ft width, but the dimensions and details should not be shown.  The pedestal height 
should be included in the rise dimension specified in the pay-item name. 

 
The design and details for footings or base slabs, wingwall footings, wingwalls, and 
headwalls will be provided by the structure manufacturer once the working drawings are 
submitted.  The designer who prepared the contract plans will review the design 
calculations and working drawings.  For a federal-aid local-agency project, such 
documents are reviewed and approved by the local agency or its design consultant. 

 
Wingwall-anchorage system, wing thickness, wall thickness of precast units, corner 
chamfer dimensions of precast units, footing-width, or footing-reinforcement information 
that suggest a proprietary product should not be identified as such on the plans.  Such 
details will be shown on the working drawings. 

 
 The General Plan should include the design-data information as follows: 
 

Designed for HL-93 loading in accordance with AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications, [current-edition year], and all subsequent interim specifications. 

 
Dead load increased 35 psf for future wearing surface. 

 
Quantities for the structure and wingwall footings should be included with those for the 
structure and the wingwalls, respectively.  Quantities for headwalls and foundation 
excavation should also be included in those for the structure. 

 
4. Foundations.  The allowable soil bearing pressure should be shown on the plans.  If the 

footing is on piling, the nominal driving resistance should be shown. 
 

Where a pile footing is required, the type and size of pile and the required pile spacing, 
and which piles are to be battered, should be shown on the plans.  The final design of the 
pile cap will be performed by the fabricator, and the details will be shown on the working 
drawings as is the practice for other footing types.  If the geotechnical report recommends 
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that piling be used, the structure-type selection should be re-evaluated to consider a spill-
through bridge due to the added expense of pile footings. 

 
The plans for a three-sided structure should include a sheet showing the soil boring logs for the 
structure. 
 
 
203-2.06  Specialty-Structure Requirements 

 
203-2.06(01)  Wingwalls and Headwalls 

 
Wingwalls and headwalls are required without regard to structure type or size.  Such wingwalls 
and headwalls may be precast or cast in place. 
 
The information to be shown on the plans is as follows: 
 
1. a plan view showing the total length of the structure, skew angle, distance from roadway 

centerline to each end of structure, and the flare angle of all wingwalls; 
 
2. an elevation view of the end of the structure including wingwalls and headwall if 

applicable.  The perpendicular span and rise of the structure should be dimensioned.  The 
height of the headwall should be shown; 

 
3. wingwalls labeled A through D with a table showing all dimensions and elevations for 

each wingwall, and summarizing the wingwall areas required; and 
 
4. the allowable soil bearing pressure.  A table should be included on the plans listing the 

soil parameters for wingwall design as follows: 
 
 a. angle of friction between wingwall footing and foundation soil, δ; 
 b. angle of internal friction of the foundation soil, φ; 
 c. ultimate cohesion of foundation soil, C; and 
 d. ultimate adhesion between foundation soil and concrete, CA. 
 
These soil parameters will be provided in the geotechnical report for the structure.  If the 
geotechnical report is lacking this information, it should be requested from the Office of 
Geotechnical Services. 
 
Quantities should be determined for headwalls and wingwalls. 
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If a project includes at least one precast-concrete box structure, and at least one precast-concrete 
three-sided drainage structure, each with wingwalls, the wingwalls’ quantities for both types of 
structures should not be combined. 
 
 
203-2.06(02)  Reinforcement Treatment 

 
If the distance between the top of the pavement and the top of the structure is less than 2 ft as 
measured at the edge of travel lane, all reinforcement in a three-sided structure or an oversized 
box structure should be coated.  Coated reinforcement should be indicated in the Structure Data 
Table’s structure-description name. 
 
 
203-2.06(03)  Scour Considerations 

 
The standard footing depth of 4 ft below the flowline and the riprap protection shown on the 
INDOT Standard Drawings will suffice for scour protection in a routine installation.  Riprap and 
geotextile used in the waterway should be shown on the plans in the plan view and labeled as 
Scour Protection. 
 
Figure 203-2 S should be used to determine the type of scour protection required for a three-sided 
structure, or the channel.  The riprap type and quantity should be shown on the plans.  A note should 
be placed on the plans, similar to the following: 
 

Quantities of ___ tons of [Class 1] [Class 2] [revetment] riprap and _____ sys of geotextile 
shall be placed as scour protection. 

 
For a routine installation, the riprap and geotextile shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings will 
suffice for scour protection on the stream banks adjacent to the wingwalls or projecting ends of 
the structure.  Quantities of riprap and geotextile used on the stream banks adjacent to the 
wingwalls or projecting ends of the structure should be shown on the plans. 
 
If an INDR Floodway Construction, IDEM Water Quality 401, or a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
404 permit application is required, the required scour quantities of riprap or cast-in-place concrete 
should be incorporated into the application.  If one or more of these permits has already been 
granted, the designer must provide the quantities information to the Environmental Services 
Division’s Ecology and Permits Team.  The Team leader will then apply for a permit amendment. 
 
For a three-sided structure, if the allowable soil bearing pressure is less than 1000 lb/ft2, or where 
the stream velocity exceeds 13 ft/s, a concrete base slab should be provided instead of a 
conventional strip footing.  Details of the base-slab method of scour protection are shown on the 
INDOT Standard Drawings.  If the allowable soil bearing pressure is not extremely low or where 
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the stream velocity does not exceed 13 ft/s, the cost effectiveness of providing a base slab versus 
providing a strip footing with scour protection should be considered.  The input of the district 
Office of Construction should be requested at the preliminary field check if the costs appear to be 
equal. 
 
 
203-2.06(04)  Backfilling 

 
Where there is less than 2 ft of cover between the top of the structure and the top of the proposed 
pavement structure, as measured at the edge of travel lane, the backfill should be structure 
backfill type 5 to the top of the structure.  The backfill above the top of the structure should be 
structure backfill type 2. 
 
Where there is 2 ft or more of cover between the top of the structure and top of the proposed 
pavement structure, as measured at the edge of travel lane, all backfill should be structure 
backfill type 2. 
 
The minimum and maximum cover distances should be shown in the Structure Data Table.  The 
material used to backfill the structure should be also used to backfill the wingwalls. 
 
The minimum cover distance between the top of the structure and the top of the pavement 
section should be equal to the pavement-section thickness.  If the minimum cover distance is less 
than the pavement-section thickness, the Planning Division’s Office of Pavement Engineering 
should be consulted for the minimum pavement thickness to be used above the structure. 
 
For a three-sided structure, the structure and wingwall backfill limits should be shown on the 
plans.  The backfill limits should have a width of 1.5 ft at the bottom of the footing and should 
extend upward at a slope rate of 1:4.  The wingwalls’ backfill should extend upward at a 1:1 
slope from the bottom of the wingwall footings.  The structure fabricator will also be required to 
show the backfill limits on the shop drawings.  The backfill pay limits should be based on the 
neat-line limits shown on the plans.  The type of structure backfill and the quantities for 
excavation and structure backfill should be shown on the plans. 
 
 
203-2.06(05)  Plans Details, Design Computations, and Working Drawings 

 
Only the conceptual layout for a precast-concrete three-sided or box structure, or precast 
wingwalls and headwalls, should be shown on the plans.  The structure centerline, minimum 
perpendicular span, minimum structural span, minimum rise, and minimum Q100 hydraulic-
opening area should be shown on the Layout sheet. 
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Once the work is under contract, the fabricator will design and detail the structure.  For each 
cast-in-place structure, three-sided structure, or for each box structure of perpendicular span 
greater than 12’-0” or of a size not described in ASTM C 1577, the fabricator will provide design 
computations and working drawings which are to be checked by, and are subject to the approval 
of, the designer. 
 
 
203-2.07  Documentation 

 
The hydraulic report and necessary software data or input files should be submitted to the Office 
of Hydraulics for review and acceptance.  All relevant information should be cross referenced if 
utilized in other sections of the report.  The information in the report should include, but should 
be not limited to, the following: 
 
1. project-specific overview, including stating location, purpose, vertical datum used, and 

other pertinent information; 
2. Topographic Map with drainage area and flow path for Time of Concentration delineated 

and labeled, including north arrow and graphic scale bar; 
3. aerial photo with drainage area delineated; 
4. Summary Table with the information, if applicable, as follows: 
 

a. drainage area; 
b. Q100 flow; 
c. Q100 water-surface elevation; 
d. structure size and type; 
e. inlet-edge condition; 
f. backwater depth; 
g. culvert velocity; 
h. headwater elevation; 
i. road overflow area; 
j. outlet-erosion protection; 
k. sump depth; 
l. outlet-flowline elevation; 
m. minimum low structure elevation; 
n. approximate skew; and 
o. inlet-depression depth. 

 
5. hydrology calculations which can include the Rational Method, Hydrograph (TR-20, 

HEC-HMS, etc.), curve numbers, Manning’s n values, Time of Concentration, etc. 
6. HY-8.  Only information for the recommended structure, primary alternates, and existing 

structure should be included if applicable.  The input file, output file, and version of 
software used should be included for the reviewer’s use; 
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7. plans including cross-section of downstream channel, road plan and profile, and layout 
sheet if applicable; 

8. site photos with key map; 
9. backwater calculation with a justification of backwater and its effects, i.e., remains in 

channel, below finish floor elevation, or contained within the right of way; 
10. other calculations, meeting minutes, local testimony, telephone log, permits, etc., to add 

clarity; 
11. coordination with county surveyor; and 
12. energy-dissipator calculations and files. 
 
 
203-3.0  BRIDGE 

 
203-3.01  Introduction 

 
FHWA defines a bridge as a structure with a total span of 20 ft or longer, measured along the 
centerline of the roadway.  For a multiple-pipe structure, this includes the distance between the 
pipes.  For hydraulic purposes, a structure with a span greater than 20 ft, perpendicular to the 
direction of flow, is considered a bridge.  Each bridge defined by the Office of Hydraulics should 
be modeled using HEC-RAS bridge analysis. 
 
The following define bridge criteria and considerations, including modeling and report-
documentation requirements. 
 
 
203-3.02  Design Considerations 

 
The following should be considered in designing a bridge for hydraulic purposes. 
 
1. Various stream-crossing systems should be evaluated to determine the most cost-effective 

proposal consistent with design constraints. 
 
2. Emergency access, safety, and consequences of catastrophic failure should be considered. 
 
3. The legal requirements of government agencies and their policies and restrictions, 

including permits should be considered.  See Chapter 201 for a list of the involved 
agencies. 

 
4 The Office of Environmental Services should be contacted to determine all permitting 

and environmental requirements. 
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5. Backwater should not increase flood damage to property upstream of the crossing, and 
will satisfy INDR requirements. 

 
6. For a project on new alignment, flood easements should be considered in a rural area, or 

where land is inexpensive, as a possible cost-saving measure. 
 
7. The effects of road or bridge realignment altering the flood-elevation location and 

potentially causing property damage due to flooding should be considered. 
 
8. Velocity through the structure should not damage the highway facility or adjacent 

property. 
 
9. The existing flow distribution should be maintained as is practical. 
 
10. In designing for overtopping, the crest-vertical curve profile location should be 

considered as the preferred highway-crossing profile to allow for embankment 
overtopping. 

 
11. The downstream conditions should be studied, including those at other bridges or larger 

streams that can have the potential to flood back up to the structure.  The proposed bridge 
should then satisfy the road-serviceability requirements due to the downstream flood 
backwater. 

 
12. Side ditches should be checked to ascertain that their elevation is below the water-surface 

elevation, and that the flow does not spill over and affect road serviceability in adjacent 
watersheds. 

 
13. Forms of degradation and aggradation should be considered as imposing a permanent 

future change for the stream-bed elevation at a bridge site if they can be identified.  If the 
waterway shows signs of meandering or change over time, historical aerial photographs 
and topographical mapping should be examined to determine possible present and future 
impacts.  Bridge location, size, pier type and placement, skew, or channel and bank 
stability measures may need to be adjusted accordingly. 

 
14. The location of the opening should account for future stream meandering, floodplain 

effects, and possible damage to wetlands or other environmental concerns.  An overflow 
structure can be required for a very wide floodplain. 

 
15. Pier spacing, pier orientation, and abutments should be designed to minimize flow 

disruption and potential scour.  Piers should be kept out of the main channel where 
possible. 
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16. Foundation design for new bridges or scour countermeasures for existing bridges should 
be provided to avoid failure due to scour. 

 
17. Pier spacing and freeboard at the structure should be designed so that debris or ice can 

pass. 
 
18. Minimal disruption of ecosystems and values unique to the floodplain and stream should 

be considered. 
 
19. A level of traffic service should be provided that is compatible with that expected for the 

class of highway and the projected traffic volume. 
 
20. Choices should be designed that are supported with costs for construction, maintenance, 

and operation, including probable repair and reconstruction and potential liability. 
 
21. The proposed structure’s span should be equal to or greater than the existing span unless 

prior approval is given from the Office of Hydraulics. 
 
 
203-3.03  Design Procedure and Criteria 
 

203-3.03(01)  Bridge Sizing 

 
The following criteria are required for hydraulic bridge sizing. 
 
1. Design-Storm Frequency.  Figure 203-2C should be used to determine the appropriate 

storm event for design.  It shows the design-storm requirements for allowable backwater, 
outlet velocity, and road-serviceability freeboard. 

 
2. Allowable Backwater.  This is the difference caused by a bridge between the upstream 

water-surface elevation and the natural condition with no bridge at the same location.  
The backwater is the maximum proposed bridge value that occurs at a given cross-section 
location.  The design-storm requirements are shown in Figure 203-2C. 

 
If the existing bridge has a backwater of greater than 1 ft, the proposed bridge has an 
allowable backwater equal to or less than 1 ft.  If the existing bridge has a backwater less 
than or equal to 1 ft., the proposed bridge has an allowable backwater equal to or less 
than the backwater of the existing bridge.  If the proposed bridge is on new alignment, the 
allowable backwater is 0.14 ft. For exceptions, see item 10 below. 
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FHWA does not require economic justification for a bridge that causes less than 1 ft. of 
backwater.  Therefore, a formal risk assessment will not be required. 

 
3. Outlet Velocity.  The design-storm frequency shown in Figure 203-2C should be used to 

determine the appropriate storm event for design.  Figure 203-2D should be used to 
determine the appropriate riprap size based on outlet velocity. 

 
4. Road-Serviceability Freeboard.  The headwater elevation from the bridge should 

maintain a road-serviceability freeboard to the edge of pavement based on the facility 
level shown in Figure 203-2C.  If the facility level allows, embankment overtopping may 
be incorporated into the design, but should be located away from the bridge abutments 
and superstructure.  The required road serviceability should be maintained throughout the 
entire flood reach of the stream.  A larger downstream waterway should be checked to 
determine if its floodwaters can backwater through the system and affect road 
serviceability.  If this potential exists, a joint-stream probability analysis should be 
performed to check the correct storm events that should be analyzed for potential road 
overtopping.  See Figure 203-2G.  The joint-stream probability analysis is based on the 
peak discharges of both the design stream and the larger downstream waterway occurring 
at different times.  The analysis compares the streams at different storm designs based on 
their difference in drainage area. 

 
5. Structure Freeboard.  Where practical, a minimum clearance of 2 ft should be provided 

between the Q100 elevation and the low chord of the bridge to allow for passage of ice and 
debris.  Where this is not practical, the clearance should be established based on the type 
of stream and level of protection desired as approved by the Office of Hydraulics.  For 
example, 1 ft should be adequate for a small stream that normally does not transport drift.  
An urban bridge with a grade limitation can provide no freeboard.  A 3-ft freeboard is 
desirable for a major river which is known to carry large debris.  The crest vertical-curve 
profile is the preferred highway crossing profile in allowing for embankment overtopping 
at a lower discharge. 

 
6. Span Lengths.  Where possible, a single-span bridge is desired in lieu of a multi-span 

bridge, though this may sacrifice desired structure freeboard.  The minimum span length 
for a bridge with more than three spans should be 100 ft for those spans over the main 
channel.  A three-span bridge should have the center span length maximized at a site 
where debris can be a problem.  For a two-span bridge, span lengths are subject to 
approval of the Office of Hydraulics. 

 
7. Channel Clearing.  This consists of the removal of sediment to enlarge the waterway 

opening.  Channel clearing should not occur within 1 ft of the Ordinary High Water 
elevation.  Where the Ordinary High Water elevation is less than 1 ft above the flowline 
elevation, channel clearing should not occur within 2 ft of the flowline elevation. 
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8. Multiple-Opening Structure.  A multiple-opening structure is used in a wide floodplain to 

pass a portion of the flow once the stream reaches a certain stage.  The objectives in 
choosing the location of a multiple opening include the following: 

 
a. maintenance of flow distribution and flow patterns; 
b. accommodation of relatively large flow concentrations on the floodplain; 
c. avoidance of floodplain flow along the roadway embankment for a long distance; 
d. crossing of significant tributary channels; and 
e. possible reduction of the size of the main bridge and the overall cost of the 

project. 
 

The technological weakness in modeling a multiple opening is in the use of a one-
dimensional model, such as HEC-RAS, to analyze two-dimensional flow.  The 
development of a two-dimensional model, such as FESWMS, is a step toward more-
adequate analysis of a complex stream-crossing system.  The most complex factor in 
designing a multiple opening is determining the division of flow between two or more 
structures.  If incorrectly proportioned, one or more of the structures can be overtaxed 
during a flood event.  The design of a multiple opening should be generous to guard 
against that possibility. 

 
9. Temporary-Runaround Structure.  A temporary-runaround structure is typically 

operational for three months to two years.  Therefore, the serviceability criteria are 
greatly reduced.  At a minimum, such a structure should be serviceable during a 50% 
annual EP discharge. 

 
Figure 203-2C should be checked to determine the road-serviceability design storm 
required.  The edge of pavement should be above the headwater elevation of the required 
design storm. 

 
The backwater should be determined for the 1% annual EP discharge event.  For a 
structure requiring an IDNR permit, the backwater at 1% annual EP should not exceed 
0.14 ft over existing conditions.  IDNR should be contacted for further guidance.  For a 
structure not requiring an IDNR permit, the backwater from the 1% annual EP event 
should not exceed 1 ft below the finished-floor elevations of nearby buildings or 
residences.  Impacts to crops and yards should be allowed for only a short duration. 

 
The most cost-efficient temporary-runaround structure is achieved by lowering the 
roadway profile as much as possible while still obtaining the required road serviceability. 

 
10. New-Alignment Bridge.  For a new bridge on a new alignment, the maximum backwater 

should not exceed 0.14 ft.  The 0.14 ft maximum may be modified as follows: 
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a. the backwater dissipates to 0.14 ft or less at the right-of-way line; 
b. the channel is sufficiently deep to contain the increased water height without 

overtopping the banks; the backwater is less than or equal to 1 ft; and the 
maximum velocity is not excessive; or 

c. a flood easement can be purchased upstream of the bridge to allow for greater 
than 0.14 ft of backwater. 

 
In a rural area where land costs are minimal, the cost savings may be substantial to 
purchase flood easements and reduce the bridge-structure size.  The use of flood 
easements should be identified early in the design stage so that they can be included in 
any land purchasing.  However, flood easements are still limited to the maximum 1-ft 
backwater requirement. 

 
An exception to the 0.14-ft backwater allowance for a new bridge on a new alignment is 
subject to approval of The Office of Hydraulics. 

 
11. Bridge that Requires an IDNR CIF Permit.  The water-surface elevation cannot be 

increased more than 0.14 ft from existing conditions outside the right of way.  The IDNR 
Floodplain Guidelines Manual should be checked to determine if a CIF permit is 
required, and for the definition of what the existing or base conditions are. 

 
 
203-3.03(02)  Bridge-Hydraulics Modeling 

 
The regulatory agencies require the use of computer hydraulic-modeling software to support 
calculations used in flood modeling.  The required modeling program is HEC-RAS.  The HEC-
RAS procedures are followed as stated in the IDNR manual, General Guidelines for the 
Hydrologic-Hydraulic Assessment of Floodplains in Indiana, or Floodplain Guidelines, and the 
USACE HEC-RAS manuals.  The following should be considered in performing a HEC-RAS 
model. 
 
1. Survey Accuracy.  A survey is performed for the purpose of bridge or road design.  

However, the survey does not always extend far enough up- and downstream to cover the 
entire reach used in hydraulic-modeling design.  It may be necessary to propagate the last 
cross-section up- and downstream as necessary to extend to the full reach length desired.  
If available, some county, city, or USGS maps include contours that can be useful in 
determining the cross-section shape outside the general project survey area.  These tend 
to be most useful in sizing the flood plain.  Current aerial photography should be used 
where current land uses may have changed from the original survey, such as new levees, 
structures, etc.  Other types of mapping are be available should be discussed with the 
Office of Hydraulics prior to use.  The hydraulic model should have adjusted the survey 
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to the NAVD 88 datum.  The Floodplain Guidelines Chapters 4 and 5 provide 
information on survey and mapping requirements. 

 
2. Cross-Sections and Ineffective Flow.  The cross-sections should extend far enough up- 

and downstream to include areas that can affect the water surface as it passes through the 
bridge of interest.  This can include other downstream bridges or structures that can have 
potential backwater effects to the bridge of interest.  The beginning cross-section should 
be the same for natural, existing, and proposed conditions for the same discharge.  The 
ending cross-section should show a decline in backwater converging back towards the 
natural water-surface elevation. 

 
The individual cross-sections should have data points that extend higher than the water-
surface elevation at its extents.  Extending the cross-sections beyond the water-surface 
elevation can affect the scale of the cross-section so that the channel itself is difficult to 
visualize in the model display.  The cross-sections should be chosen at appropriate 
locations that are perpendicular to the channel.  However, the overbank section may have 
to be manipulated so that two cross-sections do not overlap.  If possible, scour holes and 
large sediment mounds near the bridge should be avoided as cross-section locations.  If 
such a location is necessary, manipulation of the flowline may be necessary to avoid 
large rises and drops. 

 
See Floodplain Guidelines Chapter 8 for more information on modeling.  For the 
appropriate roughness n value, see Figure 203-3A. 

 
3. Bridge.  In HEC-RAS, a bridge automatically uses the adjacent cross sections in the 

modeling.  It may be necessary to investigate the internal cross-sections to make changes 
for channel clearing or lowering the channel’s n value through the bridge.  The bridge 
should be modeled such that is normal to the direction of flow.  This can be done 
manually or by using the skew function. 

 
4. Check-RAS. - Check-RAS is a separate program that can be used in conjunction with 

HEC-RAS to help determine if errors occurred during the modeling procedure. 
 
 
203-3.03(03)  Scour 
 

Scour is the most common cause of bridge failure.  Therefore, potential scour problems should 
be recognized.  The appropriate countermeasures should be used as necessary to improve bridge 
safety.  HEC-18 and HEC-20 are FHWA documents that provide information and appropriate 
analysis procedure for determining scour.  The scour can be computed using hand calculations 
from HEC-18, or by using the bridge modeling from HEC-RAS. 
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The types of scour that are used in bridge-hydraulics calculations include contraction, pier or 
local, and abutment.  Only contraction and pier scour should be computed.  Abutment scour is 
accounted for, due to riprap protection required at each abutment.  Abutment scour has been 
shown to be overestimated. 
 
For a new or replacement bridge, the scour should be computed for both the 1% annual EP and 
0.2% annual EP.  The 0.2% annual EP discharge should not be computed using the traditional 
1.7 multiplier of the 1% annual EP discharge method, as this has typically overestimated scour 
and increased foundation costs.  The 0.2% annual EP discharge should be determined using the 
same methods described in Chapter 202 as used to determine other storm events.  Scour 
countermeasures are not required, as all bridge pier piles will be driven below the low-scour 
elevation.  However, the embankment should have appropriately-sized riprap placed on it in a 
cone shape around the entire abutment.  See Figure 203-3B, Riprap Scour Protection.  For a 
three-sided or box structure, see the INDOT Standard Drawings for the location of riprap. 
 
A bridge-rehabilitation project requires only the 1% annual EP to be evaluated.  It should be 
determined if the bridge is potentially scour-critical, based on the determined low-scour 
elevation and the elevation of the bridge foundation.  For a scour-critical bridge, scour 
countermeasures should be taken as shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications and Figure 
203-3B.  If the bridge is not scour critical, the scour countermeasures should still be identified.  
The designer should decide whether they should be used or not. 
 
In evaluating a bridge, all indications and locations of scour occurrence should be identified.  
Bridge-inspection reports should also be checked, along with other historical scour and 
geomorphology issues.  Scour can be occurring though there are no apparent signs, as scour 
holes can fill in prior to the water level sufficiently dropping to allow inspection.  If overtopping 
occurs before a 1% annual EP event, it is possible that the maximum scour can occur at a lesser 
event.  Therefore, the scour that occurs just before overtopping should be studied. 
 
If the bridge is a single opening with a wide floodplain and the stream has a high probability of 
meandering, guide banks, or spur dikes, should be used to align the approach flow with the 
bridge opening and to prevent scour around the abutments.  They are usually elliptically shaped 
with a major-to-minor-axis ratio of 2.5 to 1.  Their length can be determined according to HDS-1 
procedures.  Guide banks, embankments, and abutments should be protected with rock riprap 
with a filter blanket or other approved revetment. 
 
If possible, clearing of vegetation upstream or downstream of the toe of the embankment slope 
should be avoided.  For more information regarding riprap design and stronger armoring 
practices, see Section 203-6.0. 
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The foundation design for the 1% annual EP should include a geotechnical-design-practice safety 
factor of 2.0 to 3.0.  The resulting design should then be checked using a superflood, the 0.2% 
annual EP, and a geotechnical-design-practice safety factor of at least 1.0.  Chapter 18 for more 
information. 
 
 
203-3.03(04)  Scour-Hydraulic Modeling Using HEC-RAS 

 
The hydraulic design model should be obtained.  A velocity distribution at the bridge should be 
computed that will determine the maximum velocity that occurs.  The velocity distribution 
should have at least 20 sections in the channel.  This distribution is used later in the pier-scour 
calculations. 
 
1. Contraction-Scour Analysis.  Use live-bed calculations.  Clear-water calculations should 

be used for scour just downstream of a dam, overflow structure on a floodplain, or other 
location where sediment in the stream is minimal. 

 
Determine which upstream cross-section will be used as the fully-expanded approach 
section to the bridge for scour analysis.  This should be the first section before 
contraction begins upstream of the bridge.  If there is a nearby existing bridge upstream 
with no road overflow, the most fully-expanded cross-section will be at the intersection 
of the upstream bridge expansion and the downstream bridge contraction junction; which 
may not be a fully-expanded section. 

 
Determine D50 from the geotechnical report.  If D50 is unknown or a geotechnical report 
does not yet exist at the time of hydraulic modeling, a value of 0.01 mm may be used 
which will produce the most conservative result.  If using HEC-RAS, D50 should have a 
value and it must be at least 0.01 mm.  If using a lesser value, HEC-RAS will incorrectly 
show contraction scour as 0 ft. 

 
Use the modeling to determine the remaining equation variables.  HEC-RAS determines 
this, or the equations in HEC-18 may be used for manual use. 

 
Only the contraction scour result from the channel should be used. 

 
2. Pier Local-Scour Analysis.  Choose the Maximum V1Y1 method for determining pier 

scour.  The channel can meander and the highest velocity can occur at the face of the 
pier. 

 
Use the CSU Equation Method. 
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Determine the pier shape and the pier angle with respect to the channel-flow direction.  
The pier angle, not the bridge skew, is typically 0 deg for a new or replacement bridge.  
However, due to stream meandering, a bridge to be rehabilitated can have flow 
approaching the piers at an angle.  A pier angle value should be entered or HEC-RAS 
will not compute pier scour. 

 
Use the modeling to determine the remaining equation variables. HEC-RAS usually 
determines this, or the equations in HEC-18 may be used for manual use. 

 
3. Total Scour Analysis.  Add the contraction scour and the pier scour for total scour depth.  

This should be subtracted from the flowline at the bridge to determine low-scour 
elevation.  If analyzing an existing bridge, the foundation of the bridge should be checked 
against the low-scour elevation to determine if the bridge is scour critical.  If an existing 
bridge foundation is unknown, the bridge is automatically considered scour critical 

 
 
203-3.03(05)  Pressure-Flow Scour 

 
With pressure flow, the local scour depth at a pier or abutment is larger than for free-surface flow 
with a similar depth and approach velocity.  The increase in local scour at a pier subject to 
pressure flow results from the flow being directed downward toward the bed by the 
superstructure and by increasing the intensity of the horseshoe vortex.  The vertical contraction 
of the flow is a more significant cause of the increase in scour depth.  However, where a bridge 
becomes submerged, the average velocity under it is reduced due to a combination of additional 
backwater caused by the bridge superstructure impeding the flow, and a reduction of discharge 
which must pass under the bridge due to weir flow over the bridge and approach embankments.  
As a consequence, an increase in local scour due to pressure flow can be offset by a lesser 
velocity through the bridge opening due to increased backwater, and a reduction in discharge due 
to overtopping. 
 
In using HEC-RAS in a pressure-flow scenario, the program usually will not determine some 
variables, such as the average flow depth at the bridge for contraction scour.  They should be 
entered manually. 
 
HEC-RAS can be used to determine the discharge through the bridge and the velocity of 
approach and depth upstream of the piers where flow impacts the bridge superstructure.  These 
values should be used to calculate local pier scour.  Engineering judgment should then be used to 
determine the appropriate multiplier times the calculated pier-scour depth for the pressure-flow 
scour depth.  This multiplier ranges from 1.0 for a low-approach Froude number Fr = -0.1, to 1.6 
for a high-approach Froude number, Fr = 0.6.  If the bridge is overtopped, the depth to be used in 
the pier-scour equations and for computing the Froude number is the depth to the top of the 
bridge deck or guardrail obstructing the flow.  Research sponsored by FHWA has a listed 
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procedure for three separate pressure-flow situations.  See FHWA-HRT-09-041 October 2009 
for more information on this process. 
 
 
203-3.04  Determination of Hydraulic- and Scour-Data Parameters 
 
The method used to determine the hydraulic- and scour-data parameters using HEC-RAS is 
described below.  The parameters should be shown for both existing and proposed conditions 
where applicable. 
 
1. Hydraulic Data. 
 

a. Drainage Area.  The drainage area is the delineated area that drains to the 
structure in question.  See Chapter 202. 

 
b. Q100.  The 1% annual EP discharge should be determined using the methods 

described in Chapter 202. 
 

c. Q100 Elevation.  This elevation is determined for natural conditions at the 
downstream face of the bridge.  If using HEC-RAS, this can be determined by 
using interpolated sections between the adjacent bridge sections in natural 
conditions to the downstream bridge face. 

 
d. Q100 Headwater Elevation.  This elevation is determined for the proposed 

conditions at the closest upstream cross section from the bridge.  This information 
is used so that the reviewer can check road-serviceability requirements across the 
entire floodplain and watershed. 

 
e. Gross Waterway Area Opening Below Q100 Elevation.  The required area is 

determined by using the Q100 natural water surface elevation at the downstream 
bridge face.  Since this is to be the gross area, the flow-area output from HEC-
RAS, which is net area, should include the piers and adjusted flow-area water-
surface elevation to the Q100 elevation.  The gross waterway area should be taken 
in a direction parallel to the flow. 

 
f. Road-Overflow Area.  This is the actual flow area that will go over the road.  This 

is not based on the Q100 elevation.  It should use the approach-crest elevation 
along with the road profile to determine the area. 

 
g. Q100 Velocity.  This is the outlet velocity at the downstream face of the bridge as 

it exits the structure.  This is shown in the HEC-RAS Bridge Output as velocity 
for the downstream side of the bridge.  No other adjustments should be made, and 
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the continuity equation should not be used.  The outlet velocity is the average 
velocity across the whole structure. 

 
h. Minimum Low-Structure Elevation.  The low-structure elevation should be taken 

at the lowest elevation point along the bottom of a beam, slab, or concrete flat 
section under the bridge.  If the structure is an arch, the low-structure elevation is 
at the top inside of the arch structure. 

 
i. Skew.  The bridge skew is offset from the perpendicular to the roadway 

centerline. 
 
2. Scour Data.  Q100 and Q100 elevation are as described above. 
 

a. Q100 Maximum Velocity.  The maximum velocity is determined from the highest 
value of a HEC-RAS velocity distribution that includes at least 20 subsections 
across the channel.  The maximum velocity should be the highest value of both 
the upstream and downstream bridge sections. 

 
b. Q100 Contraction Scour.  This is the HEC-RAS-determined contraction scour for 

the channel only. 
 

c. Q100 Total Scour.  This is the addition of pier scour and contraction scour, but 
does not include abutment scour.  For multiple piers, use the pier with the highest 
scour value. 

 
d. Q100 Low-Scour Elevation.  Subtract the total scour from the flowline elevation at 

the bridge. 
 

e. Q500.  Use the methods described in Chapter 202.  Do not use the 1.7 multiplier 
method.  Repeat the scour data parameters for Q500. 

 
f. Flowline Elevation.  This is the lowest point in the channel under the downstream 

face of the bridge. 
 
 
203-3.05  Documentation 

 
The following provides an explanation of what is required in the submittal requirements for a 
hydraulics report as it pertains to bridge-hydraulic analysis.  The hydrologic requirements appear 
in Section 202-4.0. 
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1. Narrative.  The narrative should include a discussion of the thought process used for the 
hydraulics or modeling of the bridge.  This should also include special features or 
conditions that the designer wants the reviewer to consider as a basis for decisions.  
Historical flooding issues should be discussed. 

 
2. Hydraulics-Summary Table.  A tabulated hydraulics and scour-data summary should be 

provided.  This should include the hydraulic parameters listed in Section 203-3.04. 
 
3. Hydraulic-Data Calculations.  Computations should be provided to support the data in the 

hydraulic summary.  This can be done by using the output from HEC-RAS with 
calculations on it, or a separate sheet.  However, general HEC-RAS output sheets that are 
not related to the calculations should not be submitted since they will already be in the 
HEC-RAS modeling. 

 
4. Plan Sheet.  Provide a plan sheet showing the cross-section locations used in the 

modeling analysis.  Expansion and contraction ineffective-flow-area lines, if using a 
HEC-RAS method, should be included. 

 
5. Layout Sheet.  A layout sheet should be provided showing the bridge geometry.  It should 

include the low-structure, Q100, flowline, ordinary-high-water, and channel-clearing 
elevations. 

 
6. Site Photos and Aerial Photography.  Photos of the site location should be provided that 

show both up- and downstream views, and an aerial photograph, so that stream roughness 
values, stream morphology, and structure alignment can be verified. 

 
7. HEC-RAS Analysis.  A hydraulic model should be provided in the submittal.  The model 

should be in a single project file.  The natural, existing, and proposed plans should be 
included within the file.  By having the plans in one file, the natural, existing, and 
proposed conditions can be compared next to each other. 

 
8. IDNR Checklist and INDOT-IDNR MOU.  If an IDNR Construction in a Floodway 

Permit is required, an IDNR checklist should be provided.  If the structure is replacement 
in kind, an INDOT-IDNR MOU should be provided.  These should also be submitted to 
the Office of Environmental Services. 

 
9. Check-RAS.  This should be used to check for modeling warnings.  The warnings should 

be explained or corrected. 
 
10. Hydraulics Quality-Assurance Checklist.  A checklist to document the design procedures, 

studies, decisions, criteria, calculations, etc., for bridge hydraulics is shown as Figure 
203-3C. 
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203-4.0  PAVEMENT AND STORM DRAINAGE 

 

203-4.01  Introduction 

 
This Section provides guidance regarding storm-drain design and analysis policy.  A storm-
drainage facility consist of curbs, gutters, storm drains, side ditches or open channels as 
appropriate, or culverts.  The aspects of storm-drain design such as system planning, pavement 
drainage, gutter-flow calculations, inlet spacing, pipe sizing, and hydraulic grade line 
calculations are discussed herein.  In addition to INDOT policy, local ordinances and legal 
constraints should be considered in the final design. 
 
The design of a drainage system should address the needs of the traveling public and as those of 
the local community through which it passes.  The drainage system for a roadway traversing an 
urbanized region can be more complex.  This can be attributed to concentrated development 
areas and conflicts with existing utilities and drainage systems. 
 
See HEC-22 Urban Drainage Design Manual, Chapters 4 and 7, or LTAP Stormwater Drainage 
Manual, Chapter 5 and 7 for more information on storm-drain design. 
 
 
203-4.02  General Policy 

 
The placement and hydraulic capacity of a storm-drainage facility should be designed to consider 
damage to adjacent property and to secure as low a degree of risk of traffic interruption due to 
flooding as is consistent with the importance of the road, the design traffic service requirements, 
and available funds. 
 
The Rational Method is used for the design of a storm drain.  The storm-drain flow method is 
described in Chapter 202.  The specific policies for pavement-drainage-system design and 
analysis are described in Section 203-4.04. 
 
 
203-4.03  Design Considerations 

 
203-4.03(01)  Corridor Plan 

 
The type of facility determines allowable pavement spread and the amount of impervious area 
that will be intercepted by the storm drainage system.  See Figure 203-4A to determine the 
allowable spread.  If the facility is planned to be expanded as a future project, consideration 
should be given to designing the storm sewer to handle the future impervious area.  Other 
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transportation users can utilize the areas between the curb and edge of travel lane, which can 
affect the design. 
 
 
203-4.03(02)  Local Issues 

 
INDOT policy is not generally required to be in accordance with local jurisdictional rules or 
regulations.  A local jurisdiction can be more restrictive than INDOT drainage requirements.  If 
so, the local design parameters should be followed as much as practical. 
 

 

203-4.03(03)  Existing Conditions 

 
In considering the storm drain, the existing conditions should be evaluated.  Off-site drainage 
may need to be intercepted by the storm-drain system.  This can require earth inlets for drainage 
that is blocked by the road.  Off-site areas drainage onto the roadway can require additional curb 
inlets and storm-sewer capacity.  A large concentrated volume of water can be collected more 
efficiently in a channel using culvert-type inlets rather than being allowed to flow overland onto 
the pavement and into the pavement inlets.    Existing utilities should be considered in 
determining the storm-drain location and depth. 
 
 
203-4.03(04)  Downstream Conditions 

 
Where drainage is into an existing system such as a ditch or other storm drain, impacts to the 
receiving system should be considered.  Possible impacts include, but are not limited to, outlet 
velocity, capacity of receiving system, erosion, finished floor elevations, etc.  The outlet 
structure flow should contain a reasonable outlet velocity and should be protected against scour.  
See Figure 203-2D for riprap size based on outlet velocity.  Downstream flow conditions include 
the following. 
 
1. If the storm drain outlets into a legal drain, the county surveyor should be contacted to 

ascertain that the legal drain can handle the additional flow. 
 
2. If the receiving ditch cannot or should not satisfy the necessary capacity requirement, a 

detention facility, either above or below ground, should be considered.  See Section 203-
5.0. 

 
3. The outlet invert into a ditch should be as high as possible.  If the outlet invert has to be 

less than 1 ft above the low-flow elevation, high-water analysis of the ditch should be 
performed to determine the backwater effects into the storm-drain system. 
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4. FHWA has developed guidelines for determining the backwater effects through the 
storm-drain system during a higher creek flow.  See Figure 203-2G for these 
requirements.  For this situation, a flap gate may be required on the outlet structure. 

 
 
203-4.03(05)  Environmental Issues 

 

Some ditches are considered environmentally sensitive.  If draining into a sensitive stream, 
water-quality improvements can be necessary.  A sensitive stream should be identified in the 
environmental document.  The Office of Environmental Services should be contacted if 
questions arise.  Sanitary and storm drainage systems should be separate.  A storm drain may be 
required to tie back into an existing storm-drain system that is a combined sewer.  The receiving 
wastewater-treatment facility should have sufficient capacity for the additional flow, and that all 
EPA requirements are satisfied. 
 

 

203-4.03(06)  Roadway Drainage 

 

In designing the storm drain, the trunk lines should be placed as shallow as possible while 
satisfying cover requirements.  This will reduce the cost of excavation and increase safety for the 
construction crew.  However, this is not always possible due to utility conflicts, slope 
requirements, outlet elevations, or other issues.  Where there is a slope, the inlets should be 
placed on the upstream side of a driveway or intersection.  Where practical, manholes should be 
placed outside of the pavement limits.  If this is not possible, inlets and manholes should be 
placed to avoid the wheel path in the roadway mainline, an intersection or a drive.  A trunk 
mainline may be required on each side of the roadway with few laterals, or only a single trunk 
mainline may be required.  Such features are a function of economy but can be controlled by 
other physical features. 
 
 
203-4.03(07)  Bridge-Deck Drainage 

 
Bridge deck drainage is similar to that for a curbed roadway section.  However, it can be less 
efficient because cross slopes are flatter, parapets collect large amounts of debris, and small 
drainage inlets or scuppers have a higher potential for clogging due to debris.  Bridge-deck 
construction requires a constant cross slope.  Because of the difficulties in providing and 
maintaining an adequate deck-drainage system, gutter flow from the roadway should be 
intercepted before it reaches a bridge.  Runoff should be collected by means of inlets, although 
gutter turnouts may be used for a minor flow.  The drainage system should prevent water, road 
salt, or other corrosives from contacting the structural components.  Runoff should be handled in 
compliance with applicable stormwater-quality regulations.  Deck drainage can be carried 
several spans to the bridge end for disposal. 
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A bridge deck is usually the first segment of a highway to become icy in cold weather.  Adequate 
deck drainage through use of minimum grades and cross slopes is essential to prevent the 
accumulation and spreading of icy spots.  Icing on a bridge deck caused due to frost is difficult to 
prevent except through surface texture and maintenance practices. 
 
 
203-4.03(08)  Construction and Maintenance 

 
A storm drain is one of the earlier items constructed during the project work.  Drainage should be 
maintained throughout the construction process.  The feasibility of construction should be 
considered in designing the storm-drain system.  Safety and costs should be analyzed.  If the 
storm drain is too deep, it may not be able to be constructed without extensive and expensive 
safety measures.  The storm-drain design should satisfy the specified velocity requirements of 
Section 203-4.04(06), so that less maintenance and cleaning will be required. 
 
1. Compatibility of Drainage Structure and Casting.  Figure 203-4B shows which casting 

may be used with a given type of catch basin, inlet, or manhole.  The information shown 
in the figure is complementary to that shown on the related INDOT Standard Drawings.  
In developing a drainage plan, the designer should refer to the figure to ascertain 
structure and casting compatibility.  If a structure-casting combination other than that 
permitted in the figure is desired, the Office of Hydraulics should be contacted. 

 
2. Pump Station.  A pump station may be required to satisfy the grade requirements.  The 

use of a pump station is not desirable.  If the designer is considering the use of a pump 
station is considered, the Office of Hydraulics should be contacted for approval. 

 
 
203-4.04  Design Procedure and Criteria 

 
203-4.04(01)  Data Collection and Preliminary Sketch 

 
The first step in the design of a storm-drainage system is to collect initial data about the project 
and site location.  This includes knowing the purpose of the project, coordinating with local 
agencies, and understanding present and future land-use patterns.  All possible outlet locations 
should be determined.  Topographical and aerial mapping is helpful at this point in the process.  
Some cities and counties have detailed mapping information of their areas. 
 
 
203-4.04(02)  Inlet Location 
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An inlet is required where needed to collect runoff within the design controls specified in Figure 
203-4A.  An inlet may be necessary where it contributes little to the drainage area.  Such a 
location should be shown on the plans prior to performing computations regarding discharge, 
water spread, inlet capacity, or run-by.  Location examples are as follows: 
 
1. sag point in the gutter grade; 
2. upstream of a median break, entrance or exit ramp gore, crosswalk, or street intersection; 
3. immediately upstream and downstream of a bridge; 
4. immediately upstream of a cross-slope reversal; 
5. on a side street at an intersection; 
6. at the end of a channel in a cut section; 
7. behind a curb, shoulder, or sidewalk to drain a low area; or 
8. where necessary to collect snowmelt. 
 
An inlet should not be located in the path where a pedestrian is likely to walk. 
 
 
203-4.04(03)  Inlet Spacing and Spread 

 
An inlet will draw an amount of water off the road and into the storm-drain system.  Once the 
water spreads out a certain distance from the curb onto the road it is desirable to have an inlet 
added that will reduce this width of water.  This width is known as allowable water spread.  The 
spread is determined based on the quantity of water and the geometry of the road as it moves 
down the gutter, as gutter flow.  To determine the amount of water that reaches an inlet, the 
Rational Method should be used.  The minimum time of concentration should be taken as 5 min.  
The design-storm frequency is determined based on the type of facility.  The runoff is typically 
all impervious unless there is some off-road drainage coming on to the road. 
 
Pavement can have a texture which can affect the friction of the water as it moves across the 
road.  See Figure 203-4C for Manning’s n value to be used for a street or pavement gutter.  The 
transverse and longitudinal roadway slopes can be determined from the proposed road design. 
 
The desirable minimum longitudinal gutter grade for a curbed pavement is 0.3%.  A minimum 
grade in a curbed section can be maintained in flat terrain by rolling the longitudinal-gutter 
profile. 
 
The inlet efficiency should be determined to see whether there will be by-pass flow from the 
inlet that should be added to the next basin for determining the location of the next inlet.  Each 
inlet casting has a unique flow-intercept-efficiency coefficient.  Manufacturer’s catalogs are a 
source of this information. 
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A curved vane grate should be used for a curb-and-gutter application.  Figure 203-4D provides a 
hydraulic capacity chart for a curved vane-grate inlet.  The chart is based on a roadway cross 
section used by the Department.  For another inlet type and roadway cross section, the procedure 
for determining the hydraulic performance is described below.  FHWA has developed computer 
software, HY12, which will analyze the flow in a gutter and the interception capacity of a grate 
inlet, curb-opening inlet, slotted-drain inlet, or combination inlet on a continuous grade.  Both 
uniform and composite cross-slopes can be analyzed.  The program can analyze a curb-opening, 
slotted-drain, or grate inlet in a sag.  Enhanced versions by private vendors have made the 
program more user-friendly and have improved its usefulness.  Not all INDOT grate 
configurations have been included in HEC-22.  The curved vane grate and the reticuline grate 
used in the program are similar to the INDOT grates and can be used by inputting the appropriate 
size.  Other grate types, such as INDOT casting type 12, 13, or 14, are not included in HEC-22.  
However, grate-inlet-capacity curves are available from manufacturers and are recommended for 
use. 
 
See HEC-22 Chapter 4 for the spread-equation and inlet by-pass calculations. 
 
The methodology for inlet location and calculating spread is done with a computer program or 
on a computer spreadsheet similar to that shown in Figure 203-4E. 
 
The maximum allowable spread requirement is shown in Figure 203-4A. 
 
 
203-4.04(04)  Pipe Capacity, Non-Pressure Flow 

 
A storm-drainage system should be designed so that the 10% annual EP passes through the 
system via gravity.  Pipe size should not be decreased in a downstream direction regardless of 
the available pipe gradient because of potential plugging with debris.  See HEC-22 Chapter 7 for 
more information. 
 
 
203-4.04(05)  Hydraulic Gradient, Pressure Flow 

 
The storm-drain network should accommodate the 2% annual EP.  The system may operate 
under pressure, but the hydraulic grade line (HGL) should remain below the rim elevation at 
each system manhole, inlet, catch basin, or similar structure.  At the outlet, the initial HGL will 
be determined based on the tailwater, which will be either the receiving flow depth or halfway 
between the crown and critical depth.  See HEC-22 Chapter 7 for more information. 
 
 
203-4.04(06)  Minimum Pipe Diameter and Design Velocity 
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The minimum pipe diameter is 12 in.  A minimum full-flow velocity of 2.5 ft/s is desirable to 
prevent sedimentation from occurring in the pipe.  The recommended maximum storm-sewer 
velocity is 10.0 ft/s.  The minimum Manning’s roughness value allowed for pipe is 0.012 
regardless of material.  For a situation that cannot be accommodated, the Office of Hydraulics 
should be contacted. 
 
 
203-4.04(07)  Pipe Cover 

 
Cover is measured from the pipe crown to the bottom of the proposed pavement.  The depth of 
aggregate base under HMA pavement or subbase under concrete pavement is included in the 
cover dimension.  The allowable cover depth can vary based on pipe material.  For a circular 
pipe, the minimum cover should be at least 1 ft., and the maximum cover should be not more 
than 100 ft.  For a deformed pipe with a corrugated interior designation, the minimum cover 
should be at least 1.5 ft.  If these requirements cannot be satisfied, it is necessary to consider 
other structure types before continuing with the Structure Site Analysis. 
 
The cover depth should be determined for a structure with a precast reinforced-concrete box 
section. 
 
 
203-4.04(08)  Connecting Inlets and Manholes 

 
A manhole is utilized to provide entry to a continuous underground storm drain for inspection 
and cleanout.  As a cost-saving measure, the storm drain system should connect inlets together as 
much as possible before connecting to a manhole.  The inlets or manholes should be placed 
within 400 ft of each other so that maintenance can clean them when necessary.  The manhole-
bottom elevation should match that of the pipe invert leaving the manhole to avoid 
sedimentation. 
 
The locations where a manhole should be specified are as follows: 
 
1. where two or more storm drains converge; 
2. at intermediate points along a tangent section; 
3. where the pipe size changes; 
4. where an abrupt change in alignment occurs; or 
5. where an abrupt change of the grade occurs. 
 
A manhole should not be located in a traffic lane.  However, if this is impossible, it should not be 
in the normal vehicle-wheel path.  Where practical, a manhole should be located off the roadway.  
Figure 203-4F shows the guidelines for a pipe size connection to a particular manhole. 
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203-4.04(09)  Sag Vertical Curve and Flanking Inlets 

 
Two curved vane grates, type 10 or 11, should be installed on one frame casting at the sag point.  
Each vane grate is positioned to receive water from each upstream direction.  A curb box is 
combined with the grate to provide relief if the grate is plugged with debris.  The curb box is 
ignored in the hydraulic-capacity calculations.  A sag grate inlet operates as a weir up to a depth 
of about 0.5 ft and as an orifice for a depth greater than 1.5 ft.  In a depressed section or 
underpass where ponding water can be removed only through the storm-drain system, a higher 
design frequency, 2% annual EP, should be considered to design the storm drain which drains 
the sag point. 
 
To provide adequate drainage in a sag vertical curve, a minimum slope of 0.3% should be 
maintained within 50 ft of the level point in the curve.  The location of or need for flanking inlets 
should be based on the design spread, design speed, traffic volume, potential for clogging of the 
low point inlet, maximum depth of ponding potential at the site, or other considerations that can 
be peculiar to the site.  Typically, the longer the storm drain reach, the greater the need for 
flanking inlets. 
 
The flanking inlets should be placed so that they will limit spread on a low-grade approach to the 
level point and act in relief of the sag inlet if it becomes clogged.  Figure 203-4G shows the 
spacing required for depth-at-curb criteria and vertical curve length defined by K = L/A, where L 
is the length of the vertical curve in feet and A is the algebraic percentage difference in approach 
grades.  The INDOT geometrics specify a maximum K value for the design speed, and a 
maximum K value of 170 for considering drainage on a curbed facility.  See HEC-22, Chapter 
4.4 for design information. 
 
 
203-4.04(10)  Slotted Drain 

 
A slotted-drain pipe is used at locations as follows: 
 
1. high-side shoulder of a superelevated section; 
2. high-side shoulder that slopes toward the traveled way; 
3. high-traffic-volume freeway; or 
4. roadway that is either curbed or uncurbed. 
 
See HEC-22 Chapter 4.4 for more information on designing a slotted drain. 
 
Snow accumulation adjacent to a concrete barrier on the inside or outside shoulder can present a 
drainage problem.  Therefore, a slotted drain should be used in conjunction with inlet type H-5 or 
HA-5 as follows: 
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1. in a tangent section, at every third inlet; 
2. on the low side of a superelevated curve, at all inlet sites; or 
3. in a sag vertical curve, three inlets, centered on the low point. 
 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for more-detailed information. 
 
1. Slotted Inlet on Grade.  A slotted inlet, which uses a vertical riser, is an effective 

pavement-drainage inlet which has a variety of applications.  It can be used on a curbed 
or uncurbed section, and offers little interference to traffic operations.  It can be placed 
longitudinally in the gutter or transversely to the gutter.  A slotted inlet should be 
connected into an inlet structure so that it will be accessible to maintenance forces upon 
plugging or freezing. 

 
a. Longitudinal Placement.  Flow interception by a slotted-drain pipe and a curb-

opening inlet is similar in that each is a side weir, and the flow is subjected to 
lateral acceleration due to the cross slope of the pavement.  A slotted inlet can 
have economic advantages and can be useful in a widening or safety project 
where right of way is narrow and existing inlet capacity should be supplemented.  
A curb opening inlet can be eliminated as a result of utilizing a slotted inlet.  The 
standard slotted-drain-pipe slot width is 1¾ in., and the length is 20 ft.  The same 
equations that are used for a curb-opening inlet are also used for a slotted inlet.  
See HEC 22 Chapter 4.4.4 for more-specific information. 

 
b. Transverse Placement of Slotted Vane Drain.  At a drive where it is desirable to 

capture virtually all of the flow, e.g., a drive sloped toward the roadway, a slotted-
vane drain can be installed in conjunction with a grate inlet.  Tests have indicated 
that, if the slotted-vane drain is installed perpendicular to the flow, it will capture 
approximately 1.6 ft3/s per running foot of drain on a longitudinal slope less than 
6%.  Capacity curves are available from the manufacturers.  The ideal installation 
utilizes a grate inlet to capture the flow in the gutter and the slotted-vane drain to 
collect the flow extending into the shoulder.  A slotted-vane drain is shaped and 
rounded to increase inlet efficiency and should not be confused with a vertical-
riser-type slotted inlet, i.e., a slotted-drain pipe. 

 
2. Slotted Inlet in a Sag Location.  Except adjacent to a concrete barrier, the use of a slotted-

drain inlet in a sag configuration is discouraged because of the propensity of such an inlet 
to collect debris.  However, it may be used where it is desirable to supplement an existing 
low-point inlet with the use of a slotted drain.  A slotted inlet in a sag location performs 
as a weir to a depth of about 0.2 ft, dependent on slot width and length.  At a depth 
greater than about 0.4 ft, it performs as an orifice.  Between these depths, flow is in a 
transition stage. 
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203-4.04(11)  Underdrains 

 
Section 52-10.0 provides the procedure for the design of underdrains. 
 
 
203-4.04(12)  Roadside or Median Ditch 

 
A roadside ditch is used with an uncurbed roadway section to convey runoff from the highway 
pavement and from areas which drain toward the highway.  Due to right-of-way limitations, a 
roadside ditch should not be used on an urban arterial.  It can be used in a cut section, depressed 
section, or other location where sufficient right of way is available, and drives or intersections 
are infrequent.  Where practical, the flow from an area draining toward a curbed highway 
pavement should be intercepted behind the curb to prevent flow onto the pavement.. 
 
A median area or inside shoulder should be sloped to a center swale to prevent drainage from the 
median area from flowing across the pavement.  This should be considered for a high-speed 
facility, or for one with more than two lanes of traffic in each direction.  Where a median barrier 
is used, or on a horizontal curve with associated superelevations, it is necessary to provide inlets 
and connecting storm drains to collect the water which accumulates against the barrier.  A slotted 
drain adjacent to the median barrier or weep holes in the barrier can also be used for this 
purpose. 
 
Section 203-6.0 discusses the hydraulic design of a channel. 
 
A median or roadside ditch can be drained by means of drop inlets similar to those used for 
pavement drainage, pipe culverts under one roadway, or cross-drainage culverts which are not 
continuous across the median.  The type P inlet is used for median ditch drainage.  See the 
INDOT Standard Drawings for inlet details.  See HEC-22 Chapter 4 for additional information 
regarding design procedures. 
 
 
203-4.04(13)  Curb and Gutter 

 
A curb at the outside edge of a pavement is common for a low-speed, urban highway facility.  It 
contains the surface runoff within the roadway and away from adjacent properties, prevents 
erosion, provides pavement delineation, and enables the orderly development of property 
adjacent to the roadway.  See Section 45-1.05 for a discussion on curb types and usage. 
 
A curb and gutter forms a triangular channel that can be an efficient hydraulic conveyance 
facility to convey runoff of a lesser magnitude than the design flow without interruption to 
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traffic.  If a design-storm flow occurs, there is a spread or widening of the conveyed water 
surface and the water spreads to include not only the gutter width, but also parking lanes or 
shoulders and portions of the traveled surface. 
 
Where practical, runoff should be intercepted from a cut slope or other area draining toward the 
roadway before it reaches it.  A shallow swale section at the edge of the roadway pavement or 
shoulder offers advantages over a curbed section where curbs are not needed for traffic control.  
The advantages include a lesser hazard to traffic than a near-vertical curb, and hydraulic capacity 
that is not dependent on spread on the pavement. 
 
 
203-4.04(14)  Shoulder Gutter or Curb 

 
A shoulder gutter or sloping curb may be appropriate to protect a fill slope from erosion caused 
due to water from the roadway pavement.  It should be considered for a 2:1 fill slope higher than 
20 ft.  It should also be considered for a 3:1 fill slope higher than 20 ft if the roadway grade is 
steeper than 2%.  Where permanent vegetation cannot be established, the height criterion should 
be reduced to 10 ft regardless of the grade.  Inspection of the existing and proposed site 
conditions and contact with maintenance and construction personnel should be made by the 
designer to determine if vegetation will survive. 
 
A shoulder gutter or curb, or a riprap turnout should be utilized at a bridge end where 
concentrated flow from the bridge deck will otherwise flow down the fill slope.  The section of 
gutter should be long enough to include the transitions.  A shoulder gutter or riprap turnout is not 
required on the high side of a superelevated section or adjacent to a barrier wall on a high fill. 
 
 
203-4.04(15)  Impact Attenuator 

 
The location of an impact-attenuator system should be reviewed to determine the need for a 
drainage structure.  It is necessary to have a clear or unobstructed opening as traffic approaches 
the point of impact to allow a vehicle to impact the system head-on.  If the impact attenuator is 
placed where superelevation or other grade separation occurs, a grate inlet or a slotted drain can 
be needed to prevent water from flowing through the clear opening and crossing the highway 
lanes or ramp lanes.  A curb, curb-type structure, or swale cannot be used to direct water across 
the clear opening because vehicular vaulting can occur once the attenuator system is impacted. 
 
 
203-4.04(16)  Bridge-Deck Drainage 

 
HEC-21 should be referenced for bridge-deck drainage design procedure.  The longitudinal slope 
of the bridge deck should be steep enough to satisfy the gutter-spread requirements without the 
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need for gutter inlets on the structure itself.  However, this is not always feasible, and runoff 
capture may be necessary.  All surface drainage should be intercepted before it enters the bridge 
section.  If inlets are required on the structure, the criteria to be implemented are as follows. 
 
1. For a structure length of less than 170 ft and on grade, or a structure length of less than 

250 ft and on a crest vertical curve, inlets are not required.  However, hydraulic 
calculations for deck drains are required. 

 
2. The gutter spread should be checked to ensure compliance with the design criteria 

described in Figure 203-4A. 
 
3. The desirable minimum longitudinal slope for bridge-deck drainage is 0.5%.  A flatter 

grade will be tolerated where it is not physically or economically desirable to satisfy this 
criterion. 

 
4. Fifty percent of the inlets on the bridge should be assumed to be plugged.  The end 

collectors should be sized accordingly. 
 
5. Considering hydraulics, inlets should be large and widely separated. 
 
6. If deck drainage is required at the ends of the grade-separation structure, deck drains 

should discharge into inlets located in the berm or on the slopewall under the bridge as 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
7. A flat grade or sag vertical curve is not allowed on a bridge on a new alignment.  

Vertical-curve criteria for an existing structure should be followed for inlet placement.  
Because a grate inlet at a sag location is prone to clogging, a safety factor of 2.0 for the 
inlet design size should be used if no alternative design is feasible. 

 
8. Allowable inlet types should be the following: 
 

a. Grate Type A.  This grate fits onto roadway drain type SQ.  It is a parallel bar 
grate and the most hydraulically-efficient grate in use.  The grate is 19 in. square.  
Because the width of the openings is 1 in., the grate is not considered bicycle-safe 
if placed with the bars parallel to the direction of traffic.  However, it is feasible to 
use this grate where bicycle traffic is allowed on the bridge if the bars are placed 
perpendicular to the direction of travel.  The perpendicular arrangement can 
substantially reduce the hydraulic capacity of the grate.  The outlet fitting is a 
circular pipe with diameter of 6 in. 

 
b. Grate Type D.  This grate fits onto roadway drain type OS.  This is a type C grate 

with parallel bars but has two transverse bars which prevent bicycle wheels from 
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dropping into the inlet.  Therefore, it is considered bicycle-safe.  The transverse 
bars reduce the hydraulic capacity of the grate.  The grate dimensions are width of 
19 in. by length of 20 in.  The outlet fitting is a circular pipe with diameter of 6 in. 

 
c. Slab-Bridge Floor Drain.  This drain should be used on a reinforced-concrete slab 

bridge.  The drain is a PVC pipe, diameter of 6 in., set into the deck.  This drain 
has limited hydraulic capacity.  Therefore, the spacing will be much closer than 
that for grate type A or D.  The standard spacing is approximately 72 in.  A ½-in. 
depression, which extends 1 ft transversely from the face of the curb, slightly 
increases the capacity. 

 
d. Curved-Vane Grate.  This grate should be used on a curbed roadway where the 

inlets are located off the bridge deck. 
 

e. Concrete-Barrier-Railing Scupper.  This device should be used only on a local 
public agency bridge with concrete-barrier railings. 

 
The following applies to the design of the underdeck drainage system. 
 
1. A bridge-drainage pipe beneath the deck is sized larger than necessary for hydraulic 

purposes to facilitate maintenance.  The minimum pipe diameter is 6 in.  The inlet 
conditions will control the flow capacity.  Entrances, bends, and junctions in the 
underdeck pipe system provide opportunities for debris to snag and collect.  Smooth 
transitions and smooth interior surfaces should be provided.  Sharp bends, corner joints, 
or bevel joints should be avoided. 

 
2. The recommended minimum velocity for storm drainage should be used. 
 
3. The INDOT Standard Drawings show details for cast-iron deck drains. 
 
4. Figure 203-4H, Typical Floor Drain Sections, illustrates two alternatives to drains.  Its 

detail (a) shows a traditional arrangement including a short overhang and a steel beam, 
which permits the drain pipe to be located internally with reference to the external beam.  
Its detail (b) shows another arrangement including a large overhang and a bulb-tee beam, 
which locates the drain pipe to the outside.  This is aesthetically less pleasing, therefore 
emphasizing the desirability of keeping the number of drains to a minimum. 

 
5. A drainage casting should be positioned such that the outlet pipe is located inside the 

exterior beam, if practical.  See detail (a).  If it cannot be located as such, the casting type 
and position should be selected to locate the drainage pipe as close as practical to the 
exterior beam.  The plans should show the drain location, positioning, and attachment 
details. 
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6. The pipe-conveyance system should not extend below the superstructure until the outfall.  

The minimum desirable slope is 1% for a longitudinal pipe between drains or from a 
drain to the point of discharge. 

 
7. An open deck drain should not be located over a roadway, sidewalk, or railroad.  If a 

drain is to be located in one of these areas, a closed drainage system should be provided. 
 
The following applies to free-fall, where used beneath a bridge. 
 
1. The downspout should be extended 6 in. below the beam soffit.  The downspout should 

be placed approximately 10 ft from the face of a substructure unit, unless a closed 
drainage system is to be used.  A downspout should not interfere with the required 
horizontal or vertical clearances.  A pipe system designed to bring water down to ground 
level can become clogged with debris and ice and should only be used as the last option. 

 
2. A downspout should not discharge water where such water can be windblown and can 

flow down a column or pier. 
 
3. Water should not be discharged openly over a traveled vehicular, railroad, or pedestrian 

way, unpaved embankment, or unprotected ground where it can cause erosion or 
undermine a structural element.  An energy dissipator or riprap should be provided to 
prevent erosion. 

 
4. If a free fall is less than 25 ft, riprap or a splash pad will be required to prevent erosion. 
 
A cleanout for maintenance access should be provided at key points within the system to 
facilitate the removal of obstructions.  A downspout should be located so that a maintenance 
crew can access it from underneath the bridge and preferably from the ground.  The most 
convenient arrangement should be made, as a cleanout that is inaccessible or difficult to reach 
will not be cleaned. 
 
 
203-4.04(17)  Storm-Drainage-Agreement Policy 

 
A storm-drainage agreement is required if a new or reconstructed INDOT drainage facility is 
designed to accommodate stormwater from a sewer controlled by an LPA.  This is applicable 
regardless of whether the shared drainage facility is constructed within or outside of INDOT 
right of way. 
 
Where INDOT constructs a drainage facility outside its right-of-way limits to provide adequate 
drainage for a highway, I.C. 8-23-6-2 allows INDOT to assess a proportionate share of the cost 
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of constructing the drainage facility outside the right of way to beneficiaries of the drainage 
structure.  Therefore, a municipality or other beneficiary that connects to an INDOT drainage 
structure outside INDOT right-of-way limits can be assessed a share of the cost of the drainage 
structure in proportion to the amount of drainage discharged.  The proportionate share is 
calculated as follows: 
 

  [Equation 203-4.1] 

Where AB = Amount of assessment to beneficiary 
CF = Cost of drainage facility 
QOR = Discharge from storm sewer draining from outside INDOT R/W 
QT = Total discharge of drainage facility 

 
The remainder of the cost will be paid by INDOT. 
 
By common law, INDOT also has the authority to seek a contribution from the LPA if 
stormwater from outside the INDOT right of way discharges into a drainage facility within the 
INDOT right of way.  For example, if a municipality wants to make a direct discharge into an 
INDOT trunkline storm drain, INDOT’s policy will be to request a storm-drainage agreement for 
the trunkline-sewer construction.  The proportionate share will also be determined from Equation 
203-4.1.  If the discharge is in the form of sheet flow onto INDOT right of way, INDOT will not 
seek a contribution from the municipality involved. 
 
If a particular situation involving sheet flow onto INDOT right of way is increased from existing 
conditions, the LPA should agree to the necessary local contribution as a condition for initiating 
the State highway improvement.  Such an agreement cannot be forced upon an LPA, but must be 
pre-arranged through negotiations between the LPA and the Planning Division or Office of 
Environmental Services.  However, this can occur as late as the design phase. 
 
A situation may arise if INDOT storm-sewer construction results in a request for stormwater 
detention or a county assessment for the reconstruction of a regulated drain.  If the situation also 
involves INDOT conveying city or town stormwater, INDOT should seek a storm-sewer cost-
sharing contribution from the city or town.  The procedure for determining the appropriate 
contribution by the city or town will be as described above.  INDOT cannot cite I.C. 8-23-6-2 as 
authority to pass on a portion of a county drainage assessment to the city or town.  Only a county 
drainage board has the authority to levy a drainage assessment on a municipality or private-
property owner if a regulated drain is involved. 
 
A county drainage assessment does not require a formal agreement to be legally binding on 
INDOT.  However, if an assessment includes a monetary contribution which relieves INDOT 
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from providing stormwater detention mandated by the county, the conditions of the assessment 
should be formalized in a storm-drainage agreement. 
 
The need for a storm-drainage agreement should be identified during the preliminary-plans 
development.  Information necessary for the preparation of the formal agreement should be 
coordinated with the municipality prior to INDOT design approval.  The preliminary cost 
estimate of the trunkline sewer and the exact ratio to be used in determining the municipality’s 
share should be verbally agreed to with the municipality.  The ratio may be based on the sewer’s 
cross-sectional area if the discharge of the municipality’s storm sewer cannot be reasonably 
determined.  The municipality should be notified in writing of the approximate cost of its share 
so that it can arrange financing. 
 
After design approval, the formal storm-drainage agreement will be written to bind the LPA and 
the State.  The Legal Services Division will prepare this document.  The agreement must be 
signed by all parties concerned before the project may be scheduled for a letting. 
 
 
203-4.04(18)  Computer Programs 

 
INDOT does not limit the designer to particular software design programs.  However, the 
designer should provide output in a spreadsheet format as explained in Section 203-4.05. 
 
 
203-4.05  Documentation 

 
The following provides an explanation of the submittal requirements for an INDOT hydraulics 
report as it pertains to storm-drain-hydraulics analysis.  The hydrologic requirements are 
described in Section 202-4.02. 
 
 
203-4.05(01)  Spread Calculations for Inlet Spacing 

 
A tabulated summary of spread calculations for inlet spacing should be provided as shown in 
Figure 203-4E.  Computer software programs may be used for preparation of solutions.  
However, the results should still be summarized and referenced in the accepted tabular form. 
 
 
203-4.05(02)  Storm-Sewer Capacity 

 
A storm sewer should be designed to carry the runoff from a 10% annual EP through the system 
via gravity.  Computer-software methods are available to the user to determine the capacity of a 
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storm-sewer system.  The results from an electronic or manual method should be provided in an 
accepted tabular method as shown in Figure 203-4 I. 
 
 
203-4.05(03)  Hydraulic-Grade-Line Check 

 
The final storm-sewer design should be checked to determine its adequacy by analysis using a 
2% annual EP through the entire system of the hydraulic gradient.  The gradient line should not 
exceed the elevation of an opening into the system.  A tabular summary or plotted profile should 
be provided in the hydraulics-report submittal. 
 
 
203-4.05(04)  Plan and Profile 

 
Road plans for a storm-drain project should be submitted so that the appropriate inlet and storm 
drain pipe locations can be identified.  The plan view should be simplified to show the pipe type, 
slope, and size; structure identifier, road grade, and other information necessary to evaluate the 
storm-drain system.  The plans structure numbers should match the computer and tabular results 
in the report submittal.  All discrepancies should be addressed prior to report submittal. 
 
 
203-4.05(05)  Additional Information 

 
Other information that the designer deems necessary toward validation of the design should be 
provided in the hydraulics report.  Non-traditional methodology requires the approval of the 
Office of Hydraulics manager. 
 
 
203-5.0  STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AND DETENTION 

 

203-5.01  Introduction 

 
The traditional design of a storm-drainage system has been to collect and convey storm runoff as 
rapidly as possible to a suitable location where it can be discharged.  However, the impact of 
such a traditional storm-drainage design has not always been favorable.   Rapidly conveying 
stormwater can cause environmental impacts to karst topography and wetlands downstream, 
overwhelm limited outlet capacities, and flood downstream properties, especially where the 
amount of impervious area is increased as part of a roadway project.  To reduce these impacts, 
various forms of stormwater management have been developed, for an open-system or closed-
system facility, as described below. 
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203-5.02  General Policy 

 
203-5.02(01)  Reasons for Storage 

 
Controlling the quantity of stormwater release using a storage facility can provide the potential 
benefits as follows: 
 
1. prevention or reduction of peak runoff rate increase; 
2. mitigation of downstream drainage-capacity problems; 
3. reduction or elimination of the need for downstream outfall improvements; and 
4. protection of environmentally-sensitive areas, such as karst topography. 
 
 
203-5.02(02)  Downstream Conditions 

 
Storage can be developed in a depressed area in a parking lot, road embankment, freeway 
interchange, or a small lake, pond, or depression.  The utility of a storage facility depends on the 
amount of storage, its location within the system, and its operational characteristics.  An analysis 
of such a storage facility should consist of comparing the design flow at a point or points 
downstream of the proposed storage site, with or without storage.  Other flows in excess of the 
design flow that can be expected to pass through the storage facility may be required in the 
analysis, i.e., 1% annual EP flood.  The design criteria for a storage facility should include the 
following: 
 
1. release rate; 
2. storage volume; 
3. grading and depth requirements; 
4. outlet works; and 
5. location. 
 
At a minimum, a storage facility should be designed to detain the 1% annual EP, post-
development peak runoff rate, and release it at the 10% annual EP, pre-developed peak runoff 
rate.  An emergency overflow capable of accommodating the 1% annual EP post-development 
discharge may be required. 
 
 
203-5.02(03)  Local Jurisdictional Requirements 

 
A local jurisdiction can be more restrictive than INDOT drainage requirements.  INDOT 
requirements need not be in accordance with local jurisdictional rules and regulations.  However, 
the local design parameters should be followed as much as practical. 
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203-5.03  Design Considerations 

 
A pump station may be required to outlet from an infiltration/detention facility.  The use of a 
pump station to outlet a facility is not desirable.  If a pump station is being considered, the Office 
of Hydraulics should be contacted for approval. 
 
Dam safety should be considered for a berm or embankment created as part of a detention 
facility.  An embankment should not be subject to IDNR regulation and inspection requirements.  
Per the Indiana Code, IDNR has jurisdiction over all structures, except where the embankment is 
lower than 20 ft, the contributing drainage area is less than 1 sq mi, or the storage volume behind 
the structure is less than 100 ac-ft.  For more information, see Indiana Code 14-27-7.5: 
Regulation of Dams. 
 
 
203-5.03(01)  Detention Pond 

 
A detention pond is designed to reduce the peak discharge and detain runoff only for a specific 
duration.  A detention basin should have a positive outlet that empties all runoff between storms.  
The excavation of a detention pond can extend below the water table or outlet level where the 
bottom is sealed due to sedimentation.  This is a detention pond or wet-bottom detention basin.  
The detention pond also has a positive outlet and releases all temporary storage. 
 
A dry-bottom detention facility should be used.  A detention basin will require additional right of 
way.  The basin will require a certain amount of space, and it should be outside the clear-zone for 
safety purposes.  The pond location and outlet should be considered, especially for flood routing.  
The overflow location should avoid impacting nearby property and the roadway. 
 
 
203-5.03(02)  Retention Pond 

 
A retention pond retains runoff for an indefinite time and has no positive outlet.  Runoff is 
removed only by means of infiltration through a permeable bottom or by means of evaporation.  
A retention pond or lake is an example of a retention facility.  A retention pond is designed to 
drain into the groundwater table. 
 
Soil characteristics are the primary concern in designing a retention pond.  A geotechnical report 
should be obtained from the Office of Geotechnical Services, county surveyor’s office, etc, to 
determine the infiltration capacity of the substratum. 
 
A retention pond will require additional right of way. It should be located outside the clear-zone 
for safety purposes. 
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203-5.03(03)  Roadside-Ditch Detention 

 
A roadside ditch detention system takes advantage of the additional capacity of the roadside and 
median ditches created by the clear-zone requirements.  A roadside ditch detains runoff from the 
roadway and discharges it at a restricted rate to a positive outlet. 
 
A roadside ditch is the least expensive open-detention system, since it does not require additional 
right of way or significant additional maintenance.  Since the ditch is within the right of way, 
safety considerations and roadway serviceability should be evaluated. 
 
 
203-5.03(04)  Underground Storage 

 
Underground detention is best suited to an urbanized area where right of way and available land 
are constrained.  It is desirable for where an underground storage structure is to be located 
outside the pavement limits.  Coordination with local utilities is required.  Conflicts should be 
minimized.  Clearances should be observed between stormwater and other systems such as 
drinking water and sanitary sewers.  In considering underground detention, the native soil should 
be determined to ensure constructability.  All inline detention should have a positive grade to 
minimize sedimentation.  Access should be provided for cleaning of the underground facility.  
The grade should be set to avoid the need for a pump station if possible. 
 
The types of underground detention include underground storage, inline detention, parallel 
storage systems, oversize storm-sewer system, and infiltration trench.  Underground storage can 
be built as one single unit with one inlet and one outlet, under a large area such as a parking lot.  
It can also be built as a pipe network or conduit system with multiple inlets and only one outlet, 
under a large area such as a parking lot.  Inline detention replaces part of a storm-sewer system 
with a larger structure near the outlet to detain water within the system.  A parallel storage 
system runs parallel to the existing storm-sewer system to provide additional storage.  An 
oversize storm-sewer system increases the pipe sizes as needed in parts of the storm sewer to add 
storage to the entire system.   An infiltration trench functions like a roadway underdrain, but it 
can be used only in sandy soil, where the infiltration rate is high. 
 
 
203-5.03(05)  Outlet Conditions 

 
An outlet work can take the form of combinations of a drop inlet, pipe, weir, or orifice.  An 
outlet work selected for a storage facility includes a principal spillway or an emergency 
overflow.  It should be able to accomplish the design functions of the facility. 
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A slotted-riser pipe should not be used due to clogging problems.  A curb opening can be used 
for parking-lot storage.  The principal spillway is intended to convey the design storm without 
allowing flow to enter an emergency outlet. 
 
An emergency spillway is an outlet provided to allow excess water to exit the pond once the 
design storm is exceeded.  Usually in the shape of a weir, the emergency outlet should be located 
so that the excess stormwater flows to an adequate outlet and does not damage nearby property.  
An emergency spillway should be included in a storage-facility design if possible.  However, a 
viable emergency spillway location may not exist. 
 
 
203-5.03(06)  Maintenance 

 
To ensure acceptable performance and function, a storage facility that requires extensive 
maintenance is discouraged.  The maintenance problems that are typical of a detention facility 
are as follows: 
 
1. weed growth; 
2. grass and vegetation maintenance; 
3. bank deterioration; 
4. standing water or soggy surface; 
5. mosquito control; 
6. blockage of outlet structures; 
7. litter accumulation; or 
8. maintenance of fences and perimeter plantings. 
 
The design should focus on the elimination or reduction of maintenance requirements by 
addressing the potential for problems as follows: 
 
1. Both weed growth and grass maintenance can be addressed by constructing side slopes 

that can be maintained using available power-driven equipment, such as a tractor mower. 
2. Bank deterioration can be controlled with protective lining or by limiting bank slopes. 
3. Standing water or soggy surfaces can be eliminated by means of sloping the basin bottom 

toward the outlet, or by means of constructing a low-flow pilot channel across the basin 
bottom, from the inlet to the outlet. 

4. Once the problems listed above are addressed, mosquito control will not be a major 
problem. 

5. An outlet structure should be selected to minimize the possibility of blockage.  A pipe of 
diameter of less than 6 in. tends to block easily and should be avoided. 

6. The facility should be located for easy access where the maintenance associated with 
litter and damage to fences or perimeter plantings can be conducted regularly. 
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Routine maintenance activities include an annual inspection, preferably during wet weather, and 
mowing, as required. 
 
 
203-5.03(07)  Safety Issues 

 
Ponding of water for a significant period of time, at a relatively shallow depth, can introduce an 
additional risk factor for property damage, personal injury, or loss of life.  Safety considerations 
include reducing the chance of drowning by fencing the basin, reducing the maximum depth, or 
including ledges or mild slopes to prevent a person from falling in and to facilitate his or her 
escape from the basin.  A storage facility in a location that is easily accessible to the public 
should be provided with fencing adequate to prevent entry onto the site by unauthorized persons.  
A storage facility located adjacent to a roadway should be provided with an adequate clear zone 
to minimize the accidental entry of an errant vehicle. 
 
Protective treatment is required to prevent entry to a facility that poses a hazard to all persons.  
Fences and signs are required for a detention or retention pondwith a locked gate to allow for 
maintenance access. 
 
Where a storage facility is located near a roadway, the road should be provided with an adequate 
clear zone.  The maximum operating-pool depth is limited to 5 ft unless otherwise approved by 
the Office of Hydraulics. 
 
 
203-5.04  Design Procedure 

 
A storage facility will require an inflow rate and an outflow rate to determine the necessary 
storage volume. 
 
The amount of water flowing into the storage facility should be determined.  This inflow rate is 
the post-developed 1% annual EP.  However, an additional smaller inflow rate should be 
considered, if a stricter local ordinance is being followed.   The outflow rate should then be 
determined.   The outflow rate is the pre-developed 10% annual EP.  However, additional 
smaller outflow rate should be considered, if a stricter local ordinance is being followed. 
 
The required storage volume should be calculated, based on the inflow and outflow rates, and 
storm duration.   If the watershed draining into a storage facility is greater than 2 ac, the design 
should be based on reservoir-routing methods which develop hydrographs for both inflow and 
outflow.  WinTR-20 and HEC-HMS are available public-domain hydrographic programs.  A 
basin regulating less than 2 ac can be analyzed using the Rational Method to create a triangular 
hydrograph. 
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203-5.04(01)  Detention Pond 

 
For a detention pond, a minimum freeboard of 1 ft above the 1% annual EP storm highwater 
elevation should be provided.  Other considerations in setting the depth include flood-elevation 
requirements, public safety, land availability, land value, present and future land use, water-table 
fluctuations, soil characteristics, maintenance requirements, and required freeboard. 
 
The primary outlet should be designed to drain the entire detention volume within 72 h.  A 
restrictor plate should not be used.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
An emergency overflow structure should also be added.  The emergency overflow structure 
should be placed in a location that will accept the extra flow.  This may or may not outlet to the 
design outfall.  Usually, the emergency overflow structure takes the shape of a weir. 
 
The area above the detention pond’s normal high-water elevation should be sloped towards the 
pond.  The bottom area of the pond should be graded toward the outlet to prevent standing water 
conditions.  A low-flow or pilot channel constructed across the facility bottom from the inlet to 
the outlet should be used to convey low flow.  See HEC-22, Chapter 8 for example problems and 
more information. 
 
 
203-5.04(02)  Retention Pond 

 
The inflow rate is calculated using the Rational Method, regardless of the size of the drainage 
area.  Since the pond is retaining all of the runoff from the 1% annual EP, the outflow rate is 
almost negligible, because infiltration and evaporation are the only available mechanisms for 
drainage.  To determine the infiltration rate, soil borings should be obtained to ensure accurate 
calculations. 
 
A retention pond also requires an emergency spillway.  The emergency spillway should overflow 
to an acceptable outlet.  The pond should be sized to allow for 1 ft of freeboard below the 
emergency spillway.  If an acceptable emergency overflow outlet is not available, the pond 
should be sized for 1.5 times the total volume required, plus 1 ft of freeboard. 
 
The construction of a storage facility can require excavation or placement of an earthen 
embankment to obtain sufficient storage volume.  The embankment should be of less than 6.5 ft 
height.  A vegetated embankment should not be steeper than 3H:1V.  A riprap-protected 
embankment should not be steeper than 2H:1V.  An excavated storage facility should not have 
an operating design-pool depth of greater than 5 ft unless approved by the Office of Hydraulics. 
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203-5.04(03)  Roadside-Ditch Detention 

 
A detention pond detains water from the entire drainage area.  A roadside ditch detains water 
only from additional pavement being added during construction.  However, the methodology for 
determining that volume remains the same.  To detain the water in a roadside ditch, a berm 
should be built upstream of the stream receiving the flow from the ditch.  The outlet structure 
diameter should not be smaller than 6 in. to prevent clogging.  The berm should be constructed 
with an overflow weir for a storm event that exceeds the design storm.  For more information on 
emergency overflow design, see HEC-22, Chapter 8.  The capacity of the outfall may not allow 
for a normal 1% annual EP inflow and 10% annual EP outflow situation.  The release rate should 
be considered, since the roadside ditch can be outletting upstream of existing structures. 
 
 
203-5.04(04)  Oversized Storm Sewer and Inline Detention 

 
An oversized storm-sewer system upsizes the pipes near the outlet of the system to provide extra 
capacity.  An oversized storm-sewer system uses larger round or deformed pipes to provide the 
extra capacity, while inline detention uses vaults or boxes to provide the extra capacity. 
 
An oversized storm sewer or inline detention should be designed in accordance with Section 
203-4.0 for inlet spacing, water-spread calculations, trunk-line placement, and outlet tailwater 
conditions.  However, detention-routing calculations should be performed to ensure that a 
sufficient amount of water is being detained.  Gravity flow should be maintained for the 10% 
annual EP.  The 2% annual EP hydraulic-grade line should remain below the structure top 
casting elevation.  If  local detention requirements require the 1% annual EP to be detained, 
another hydraulic-grade-line check should be made, to ensure that the hydraulic-grade line 
remains below the structure top casting elevation at the 1% annual EP.  Since the velocity 
through the oversized section is likely to be lower than the suggested minimum velocity, 
sedimentation is a potential problem.  Manholes should be oversized and placed more frequently 
through the oversized section, to assist maintenance personnel in removing sediment from the 
storm-sewer system. 
 
Since inline detention is usually present near the outlet of the storm-sewer system, an emergency 
overflow structure should be placed in the underground storage vault.  This consists of a pipe 
placed in the upper corner of the storage vault.  A pipe of diameter of at least 6 in. should be 
used to prevent the emergency overflow structure from clogging. 
 
 
203-5.04(05)  Infiltration Trench 

 
An infiltration trench is similar to anretention pond, except it is long and narrow and may work 
within the right-of-way. An infiltration trench is lined with geotextiles and backfilled with 
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aggregate.  The Rational Method should be used to calculate the inflow rate.  The outflow rate 
will then be determined based on the infiltration capacity of the soil.  Only highly pervious soils 
should be considered.  The length of the system will depend on the volume required, given the 
inflow and outflow rates.  Only the volume of the pipe should be considered for storage.  The 
volume of the voids available in the backfilled trench should be ignored, to provide a factor of 
safety.  Larger pipes should be used, to allow for maintenance.  An infiltration trench should be 
constructed in accordance with Section 203-4.0.  For additional information, see HEC-22, 
Chapter 8 or Chapter 10. 
 
 
203-5.05  Pump Station 

 
A pump station requires electricity as well as regular maintenance for proper function.  It 
requires accessibility, monitoring, has limited capacity, and can be expensive.  During a large 
storm event, it can be prone to flooding and failure.  For these reasons, use of a pump station is 
discouraged by INDOT.  However, because of topography or geometrics, it may become 
necessary.  If so, the Office of Hydraulics should be contacted and the design guidelines for a 
pump station shown in HEC-24 should be followed. 
 
 
203-5.06  Documentation 

 
The information is required for a storage-facility submittal is as follows: 
 
1. project background, including existing and proposed structure; 
2. summary of hydraulics design and assumptions, including design criteria; 
3. USGS topographic map, or county 2 ft contour lines, and aerial map of the project site to 

determine the drainage area for the storage design; 
4. Hydrology, depending on methods used, IDNR discharge letter if required, coordinated 

discharges, FIS information, gaged sites or TR-55 and hydrograph methodologies.  See 
Section 203-2.0; 

5. computation of the inflow hydrograph; 
6. computation of the outflow hydrograph or the restricted outflow according to the 

pertinent ordinance; 
7. summary-performance table for the storage system used to determine the maximum 

storage volume and the maximum water surface elevation, and to verify the release rate 
relative to the INDOT, city or town, or county regulation.  See Figure 203-5A; 

8. computation of the outflow-rating curve, or stage-storage-discharge relationship;  
9. plan sheet showing the geometric shape of the detention including the maximum water 

surface elevation inside the pond, the freeboard, and the emergency spillway if 
applicable; and 
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10. an appendix including the calculation and computer-program input and output data used 
to determine the data shown on the summary-performance table. 

 
 
203-6.0  CHANNEL OR DITCH 

 
203-6.01  Introduction 

 
An open channel is a natural or constructed conveyance for water in which the water surface is 
exposed to the atmosphere and the gravity-force component in the direction of motion is the 
driving force. 
 
The types of open channels related to a transportation facility are stream channel, or artificial 
channel or ditch. 
 
The principles of open-channel-flow hydraulics are applicable to each drainage facility including 
a culvert or a storm drain. 
 
A stream channel has the properties as follows: 
 
1. a natural channel with its size and shape determined by means of natural forces; 
2. compound in cross section with a main channel for conveying low flow and a floodplain 

to transport flood flow, and 
3. shaped geomorphologically due to the long-term history of sediment load and water 

discharge which it experiences. 
 
An artificial channel can be a roadside channel, interceptor ditch, or drainage ditch which can be 
a constructed channel with regular geometric cross section, and is unlined or lined with artificial 
or natural material to protect against erosion. 
 
Although the principles of open-channel flow are the same regardless of the channel type, a 
stream channel and an artificial channel, primarily a roadside channel, will be addressed 
separately herein. 
 
203-6.02  General Policy 

 
203-6.02(01)  Significance 

 
Channel analysis is necessary for the design of a transportation drainage system to assess the 
following: 
 
1. potential flooding caused by changes in water-surface profile; 
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2. disturbance of the river system upstream or downstream of the highway right of way; 
3. changes in lateral flow distribution; 
4. changes in velocity or direction of flow; 
5. need for conveyance and disposal of excess runoff; and 
6. need for channel lining to prevent erosion. 
 
 
203-6.02(02)  Design 

 
Hydraulic design associated with a natural channel or side ditch is a process which selects and 
evaluates alternatives according to established criteria.  These criteria are the standards 
established to ensure that a highway facility satisfies its intended purpose without endangering 
the structural integrity of the facility itself and without undue adverse effects on the environment 
or the public welfare. 
 
 
203-6.02(03)  Federal Policy 

 
The federal policies which apply are as follows. 
 
1. Channel design, or design of a highway facility that impacts a channel, should satisfy the 

FHWA policies which are applicable to floodplain management if federal funding is 
involved. 

 
2. FEMA floodway regulations and USACE wetland restrictions for permits should be 

satisfied. 
 
3. NEPA regulations including the MOU for karst areas or other environmental MOU. 
 
 
203-6.02(04)  INDOT Policy 

 
The INDOT policies which apply are as follows. 
1. Coordination with other federal, State, or local agencies concerned with water-resources 

planning should have high priority in the planning of a highway facility. 
2. The safety of the general public should be a consideration in selection of the cross-

sectional geometry of an artificial drainage channel. 
3. The design of an artificial drainage channel or other facility should consider the 

frequency and type of maintenance expected, and should make allowance for the access 
of maintenance equipment. 

4. A stable channel is the goal for each channel that is located on highway right of way, or 
that impacts a highway facility. 
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5. The environmental impact of channel modification, including disturbance of fish habitat, 
wetlands, or channel stability, should be assessed. 

 
The most important factor in channel design is stability.  Channel stability is the result of 
controlling the effects of scour and siltation. 
 
A highway alignment or improvement can cross, encroach upon, or otherwise require 
construction of a new channel or modification of the existing channel.  It is necessary to protect 
the public, the highway investment, and the environment from the natural reaction to the 
highway changes.  The facility, including bank protection, should perform without significant 
damage or hazard to people and property for flood and flow conditions experienced on a 1% 
annual EP.  The facility, to the maximum extent possible, should perpetuate natural drainage 
conditions thus protecting and maintaining the environment. 
 
 
203-6.03  Open-Channel Flow 

 
Design analysis of a natural or artificial channel should proceed according to the basic principles 
of open-channel flow (see Chow, 1970; Henderson, 1966).  The basic principles of fluid 
mechanics, continuity, momentum, and energy can be applied to open-channel flow with the 
additional complication that the position of the free surface is one of the unknown variables.  The 
determination of this unknown is one of the principal problems of open-channel flow analysis.  It 
depends on quantification of the flow resistance.  A natural channel displays a wider range of 
roughness values than an artificial channel. 
 
 
203-6.04  Stream Channel 

 
203-6.04(01)  Stream Morphology 

 
HEC-20 Stream Stability at Highway Structures, and HDS-6 River Engineering for Highway 
Encroachments, should be consulted.  Additional references can be obtained through FHWA 
hydraulics publications. 
 
 
203-6.04(02)  Design Considerations 

 
1. The hydraulic effects of floodplain encroachment should be evaluated for the 1% annual 

EP, and other design-storm events as required, for a major highway facility. 
2. If relocation of a stream channel is unavoidable, the cross-sectional shape, meander, 

pattern, roughness, sediment transport, and slope should satisfy the existing conditions 
insofar as practical.  A means of energy dissipation may be necessary where existing 
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conditions cannot be duplicated.  Coordination with the Environmental Services Division 
will be necessary for stream channel relocation.  See Section 203-3.0. 

3. Stream-bank stabilization should be provided, where appropriate, as a result of a stream 
disturbance such as encroachment.  It should include both upstream and downstream 
banks and the local site. 

4. Provisions should be incorporated for access by maintenance personnel and equipment to 
maintain features such as a dike or a levee. 

5. Realignment or change to a natural channel should be minimized.  The conditions that 
warrant a channel change are as follows: 
a. the natural channel crosses the roadway at an extreme skew; 
b. the embankment encroaches on the channel; and 
c. the location of the natural channel endangers the highway embankment or 

adjacent property. 
6. For channel clearing, see Section 203-3.03. 
 
 
203-6.04(03)  Design Procedure 

 
The hydraulic analysis of a channel determines the depth and velocity at which a given discharge 
will flow in a channel of known geometry, roughness, and slope.  The depth and velocity of flow 
are necessary for the design or analysis of a channel lining or highway-drainage structure. 
 
The single-section method is a simple application of Manning’s equation to determine tailwater-
rating curves for a culvert or to analyze other situations in which uniform or nearly-uniform flow 
conditions exist.  Manning’s equation can be used to estimate the high-water elevation for a 
bridge that does not constrict the flow.  See Figure 203-3A for the n value for uniform flow in an 
artificial channel or a natural stream channel. 
 
The step-backwater method is used to compute the complete water surface profile in a stream 
reach to evaluate the unrestricted water-surface elevation for bridge hydraulic design, flood 
easement, or a longitudinal encroachment.  The step-backwater method is a calculation-intensive 
iterative process that is suited for a computer application.  HEC-RAS should be used.  Other 
programs may be used with prior authorization from the Office of Hydraulics. 
 
The step-backwater method should be used for stream-channel analysis.  The single-section 
method will yield less-reliable results, as it requires more judgment and assumptions than the 
step-backwater method.  However, the single-section method should be used for analysis of a 
standard roadway ditch, culvert, or storm-drain outfall. 
 
 
203-6.05  Roadside Channel or Other Ditches 
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203-6.05(01)  Design Considerations 

 
A roadside channel is a channel, or side ditch, adjacent to the roadway which intercepts runoff 
and groundwater within the right of way and transports its flow to drainage structures or to a 
natural waterway.  If a property owner has a pipe instead of an open ditch on the property, an 
equivalent new pipe should be provided instead of an open ditch. 
 
A median ditch, ditch in a cut section, or other critical ditch section should be checked to verify 
that the water surface elevation from a 1% annual EP does not encroach onto the travel lane. 
 
The criteria which apply to a roadside channel or other ditch are as follows. 
 
1. Safety.  Clear-zone requirements should be satisfied (see Chapter 49).  Channel side 

slopes should not exceed the soil or lining’s angle of repose, and should be 3H:1V or 
flatter.  See Chapter 49 for more information on the cross section of a roadside channel. 

 
2. Design Discharge.  The design discharge for a permanent roadside channel or channel 

lining should be based on a 10% annual EP.  If a natural stream or drainage ditch enters 
the side ditch, the design should be for a 1% annual EP.  A temporary lining should be 
designed for a 50% annual EP. 

 
3. Channel Freeboard.  Freeboard provides a margin of safety against channel overtopping 

and its consequences.  The desirable channel freeboard should be 1 ft, or two velocity 
heads, whichever is greater, measured from the top of bank.  This should be adequate for 
a small drainage channel.  Variance from the freeboard of 1 ft should be justified in the 
hydraulics report. 

 
4. Intercept.  Where a roadside ditch intercepts a drainage ditch located adjacent to a 

highway embankment, riprap or other suitable protection should be provided where 
necessary. 

 
5. Velocity.  Figure 203-6A provides guidance regarding maximum allowable velocity for 

natural stream-bed materials. 
 
 
203-6.05(02)  Design Procedure 

 
There can be a location where a stage-discharge relationship has already been measured in a 
channel.  This exists at a gaging station on a stream monitored by the USGS.  Measured stage-
discharge curves will yield more accurate estimates of water-surface elevation, and should take 
precedence over the analytical methods described below. 
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1. Cross Sections.  Cross-sectional geometry of a stream is defined by coordinates of lateral 
distance and ground elevation which locate individual ground points.  The cross section is 
taken normal to the flow direction along a single straight line where possible.  In a wide 
floodplain or bend, it may be necessary to use a section along intersecting straight lines, 
i.e., a dog-leg section. The cross section should be plotted to reveal inconsistencies or 
errors. 

 
Cross sections should be located to be representative of the subreaches between them.  A 
stream location with major breaks in bed profile, abrupt changes in roughness or shape, 
control sections such as free overfalls, bends, or contractions, or other abrupt changes in 
channel slope or conveyance will require cross sections at shorter intervals to better 
model the change in conveyance. 

 
Cross sections should be subdivided with vertical boundaries where there are abrupt 
lateral changes in geometry or roughness, such as in overbank flow. The conveyances of 
each subsection are computed separately to determine the flow distribution and ά, and are 
then added to determine the total flow conveyance.  The subsection divisions should be 
chosen so that the distribution of flow or conveyance is nearly uniform in each subsection 
(Davidian, 1984).  Selection of cross sections and vertical subdivision of a cross section 
are shown in Figure 203-6B, Hypothetical Cross Section Showing Reaches, Segments, 
and Subsections Used in Determining n Value. 

 
2. Single-Section Analysis.  This method, also known as the slope-area method, is a solution 

of Manning’s equation for the normal depth of flow given the discharge and cross-section 
properties including geometry, slope, and roughness.  It assumes the existence of steady, 
uniform flow.  However, uniform flow rarely exists in either an artificial or natural 
stream channel.  Nevertheless, the single-section method is used to design an artificial 
channel for uniform flow as a first approximation, and to develop a stage-discharge rating 
curve in a stream channel for tailwater determination at a culvert or storm-drain outlet. 

 
 The procedure is as follows. 
 

a. Select the typical cross section at or near the location where the stage-discharge 
curve is required. 

 
b. Subdivide the cross section and assign n values to the subsections. 

 
c. Estimate the water-surface slope.  Because uniform flow is assumed, the average 

slope of the streambed can be used. 
 

d. Apply a range of incremental water-surface elevations to the cross section. 
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e. Calculate the discharge using Manning’s equation for each incremental elevation.  
Total discharge at each elevation is the sum of the discharges from each 
subsection at that elevation.  In determining hydraulic radius, the wetted perimeter 
should be measured only along the solid boundary of the cross section, and not 
along the vertical water interface between subsections. 

 
f. After the discharge has been calculated at several incremental elevations, plot the 

stage versus discharge.  This plot is the stage-discharge curve, and it can be used 
to determine the water-surface elevation corresponding to the design discharge or 
other discharges of interest. 

 
g. Perform the multi-section analysis using HEC-RAS due to the complexity of the 

calculations. 
 
 
203-6.05(03)  Channel Lining 

 
The selection of a roadside-channel lining should reflect both initial costs and long-term 
maintenance costs.  The channel lining should be selected based on the method of allowable 
tractive force.  This is discussed in Section 203-6.05  Roadside Channel or Other Ditches.  The 
following provides the procedure for roadside-channel lining.  However, the use of these criteria 
should be confirmed using the lining-selection methodology described in Section 203-6.05. 
 
1. Seeded Channel, G < 1%.  A seeded channel is protected from erosion by means of fast-

growing permanent seeding.  This type of channel has the advantage of being low in 
initial cost and maintenance, aesthetically pleasing, and compatible with the natural 
environment.  The use of an erosion control mat, e.g., straw, coconut fiber, is encouraged 
to help establish seed growth. 

 
2. Sod-Lined Channel, 1%  G < 3%.  A sod-lined channel is protected from erosion by 

means of a sod cover.  It is used as a roadside channel in a median or at a channel change 
of a small watercourse.  It may also be used on a steeper grade where ditch flow is a 
minimum.  A sodded channel has the advantage of being low in initial cost, aesthetically 
pleasing, and compatible with the natural environment.  This type of channel should be 
selected for use wherever practical.  The channel should be sodded to a point 1 ft above 
the flow line. 

 
3. Paved Channel, G ≥ 3%.  A paved concrete ditch can be resistant to erosion.  Its principal 

disadvantages are its high maintenance and initial costs, susceptibility to failure if 
undermined by scour, and the tendency for scour to occur downstream due to an 
acceleration of flow.  A paved channel is less desirable for a rural setting.  However, it 
can be appropriate in a select urban location.  The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate 
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the standard paved channels.  Type A through H is used where the toe of the ditch is 
outside of the clear zone.  Type J through M is used where the toe of the ditch is inside 
the clear zone.  For Type J through M, the 6H:1V side slope should be placed nearest to 
the roadway.  The INDOT Standard Drawings also indicate the type of paved channel 
that should be used based on the diameter of the pipe at the outlet and inlet. 

 
The following applies to a roadside channel or other type of drainage ditch: 

 
a. Transition.  A paved-side-ditch transition is required at an intersection with an 

earth ditch or pipe culvert. 
 

b. Cut-Off Wall.  A cut-off wall is required at the beginning and end of each paved 
side ditch. 

 
c. Lug.  A lug has been proven to prevent sliding on a steep slope.  A lug should be 

provided at the locations as follows: 
 

(1) 10 ft downslope from a grade change; 
(2) 10 ft downslope from the intersection of different types of paved side 

ditches; 
(3) at the downslope end of a transition between different types of paved side 

ditches; or 
(4) as shown in Figure 203-6C, Lug Intervals. 

 
4. Riprap-Lined Channel, 3%  G  10%.  A riprap lining is effective for this slope range, 

depending on the design flow of the channel.  However, riprap should be used on a slope 
steeper than 10% at a bridge cone.  It is also appropriate to use riprap in a ditch where the 
grade is flatter than 3%.  For example, if there is a hill in the ditch watershed, riprap 
should be placed to dissipate energy and minimize ditch erosion.  A mild slope is 
constructed by means of dumping riprap into a prepared channel lined with geotextile 
filter cloth and grading to the desired shape.  The advantages are low construction and 
maintenance costs and self-healing characteristics.  Riprap has a limited application on a 
steep slope where the flow will tend to displace the lining material. 

 
5. Non-Erodible Channel, 3%  G  15%.  A non-erodible channel has a lining of soil 

erosion matting that is resistant to erosion.  This type of channel is moderately expensive 
to construct and, if properly designed, should have a very low maintenance cost.  The 
lining material should extend to the top of the channel, or to at least 6 in. above the 
design water level measured vertically.  HEC-15, Design of Roadside Channels with 
Flexible Linings, can be used as a reference for channel-lining design.  The riprap design 
procedures described in HEC 15 are for a channel having a design discharge of 50 cfs or 
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less.  Where the design discharge exceeds 50 cfs, the design procedure provided in 
Section 203-6.06 should be followed. 

 
 
203-6.06  Bank Protection 

 
One of the hazards of placing a highway near a river or stream channel or other water body is the 
potential for erosion of the highway embankment due to moving water.  If erosion of the 
highway embankment is to be prevented, bank protection should be anticipated.  The proper type 
and amount of protection should be provided in the appropriate locations. 
 
The available methods of protecting a highway embankment from bank erosion are as follows: 
 
1. relocating the highway away from the stream or water body; 
2. moving the water body away from the highway, as a channel change; 
3. changing the direction of the current with training works; and 
4. protecting the embankment from erosion. 
 
This Section provides procedures for the design of revetment to be used as channel-bank 
protection, and channel lining on a stream or river with a design discharge greater than 50 cfs.  
Procedures are also provided for riprap protection at a bridge pier or abutment.  For a small 
discharge, the procedures provided in Chapter 202 should be used.  Rock riprap revetment 
should be used due to its low cost, environmental considerations, flexible characteristics, and 
widespread acceptance.  Other channel-stabilization methods such as a spur, guide-bank retard 
structure, longitudinal dike, and bulkhead are discussed in Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 
20, Stream Stability at Highway Structures and Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 23, Bridge 
Scour and Stream Instability Countermeasures. 
 
 
203-6.06(01)  Erosion Potential 

 
Channel and bank stabilization is essential to the design of a structure affected by the water 
environment.  The identification of the potential for bank erosion, and the subsequent need for 
stabilization, is best accomplished through observation.  A three-level analysis procedure is 
provided in HEC-20.  The three-level analysis provides a procedure for determining the 
geomorphological characteristics, evaluating the existing conditions through field observations, 
and determining the hydraulic and sediment transport properties of the stream.  If sufficient 
information is obtained at a given level of the analysis to solve the problem, the procedure may 
be stopped without proceeding to the other levels. 
 
Observations provide the most positive indication of erosion potential.  Observation comparison 
can be based on historic information or current site conditions.  Aerial photographs, old maps, 
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surveying notes, bridge-design files, and river-survey data are available from the Office of 
Hydraulics and FHWA.  Gaging-station records and interviews of long-time residents can 
provide documentation of recent and potentially current channel movement or bank instabilities. 
 
Current site conditions can be used to evaluate stability.  If historic information indicates that a 
bank has been relatively stable in the past, local conditions can indicate more recent instabilities.  
Local site conditions which are indicative of instabilities can include tipping and falling of 
vegetation along the bank, cracks along the bank surface, the presence of slump blocks, fresh 
vegetation lying in the channel near the channel banks, deflection of channel flows in the 
direction of the bank due to a recently-deposited obstruction or channel-course change, fresh 
vertical face cuts along the bank, locally high velocity along the bank, new bar formation 
downstream from an eroding bank, local head-cuts, impending or recent cutoffs, etc.  The 
presence of one of these conditions does not in itself indicate an erosion problem.  Bank erosion 
is common in each channel if the channel is stable. 
 
 
203-6.06(02)  Bank and Lining Failure Modes 

 
Prior to designing a bank-stabilization scheme, the common erosion mechanisms and revetment-
failure modes, and the causes or driving forces behind bank erosion processes should be known.  
Inadequate recognition of potential erosion processes at a particular site can lead to failure of the 
revetment system.  Many causes of bank erosion and revetment failure have been identified.  The 
more-common causes include abrasion, debris flows, water flow, eddy action, flow acceleration, 
unsteady flow, freeze-and-thaw, human actions on the bank, ice, precipitation, waves, toe 
erosion, and subsurface flow.  However, a combination of mechanisms can cause bank or 
revetment failure.  The actual mechanism or cause is difficult to determine.  Failures are 
classified as follows. 
 
1. Particle Erosion:  Particle erosion is the most commonly considered erosion mechanism.  

Particle erosion results if the tractive force exerted by the flowing water exceeds the bank 
material’s ability to resist movement.  If displaced stones are not transported from the 
eroded area, a mound of displaced rock will develop on the channel bed.  The mound has 
been observed to cause flow concentration along the bank, resulting in further bank 
erosion. 

 
2. Translational Slide:  A translational slide is a failure of riprap caused by the down-slope 

movement of a mass of stones, with the fault line on a horizontal plane.  The initial 
phases of a translational slide are indicated by cracks in the upper part of the riprap bank 
that extend parallel to the channel.  As the slide progresses, the lower part of the riprap 
separates from the upper part and moves downslope as a homogeneous body.  A resulting 
bulge can appear at the base of the bank if the channel bed is not scoured. 
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3. Modified Slump:  This riprap failure consists of the mass movement of material along an 
internal slip surface within the riprap blanket.  The underlying material supporting the 
riprap does not fail.  This type of failure is similar to the translational slide, but the 
geometry of the damaged riprap is similar in shape to initial stages of failure caused by 
particle erosion. 

 
4. Slump:  Slump is a rotational-gravitational movement of material along a surface of 

rupture that has a concave upward curve.  The cause of a slump failure is related to shear 
failure of the underlying base material that supports the riprap revetment.  The primary 
feature of a slump failure is the localized displacement of base material along a slip 
surface, which is caused by excess pore pressure that reduces friction along a fault line in 
the base material. 

 
 
203-6.06(03)  Design Considerations 

 
1. Revetment Types. 
 

a. Riprap.  Riprap is a layer or facing of rock, dumped or hand-placed to prevent 
erosion, scour, or sloughing of a structure or embankment.  Materials other than 
rock are also referred to as riprap.  These include rubble, broken concrete slabs, or 
preformed-concrete shapes such as slabs, blocks, rectangular prisms, etc.  These 
materials are similar to rock in that they can be hand-placed or dumped onto an 
embankment to form a flexible revetment.  The minimum depth should be 18 in.  
For minimum riprap-laying depths, see the INDOT Standard Drawings.  For 
determining which riprap class to use based on velocity, see Figure 203-2D, 
Stream Velocity for Erosion Protection. 

 
b. Wire-Enclosed Rock.  A wire-enclosed rock, or gabion, revetment consists of 

rectangular wire mesh baskets filled with rock.  This revetment is formed by 
filling pre-assembled wire baskets with rock and anchoring them to the channel 
bottom or bank.  A wire-enclosed rock revetment is either a rock-and-wire 
mattress, or blocks.  In a mattress, the individual wire-mesh units are laid end to 
end and side to side to form a mattress layer on the channel bed or bank.  The 
gabion baskets comprising the mattress have a depth dimension which is much 
smaller than its width or length.  A block gabion is more equal-dimensional, 
having a depth that is approximately the same as its width and of the same order 
of magnitude as its length.  It is rectangular or trapezoidal in shape.  A block 
gabion revetment is formed by stacking individual gabion blocks in a stepped 
fashion. 
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c. Precast-Concrete Block.  The preformed sections which comprise the revetment 
system are butted together or joined.  As such, they form a continuous blanket or 
mat.  The concrete blocks which make up the mats differ in shape and method of 
articulation but share certain common features.  The features include flexibility, 
rapid installation, and provisions for establishment of vegetation within the 
revetment.  The permeable nature of this revetment permits free draining of the 
bank materials.  The flexibility, although limited, allows the mattress to conform 
to minor changes in the bank geometry.  Its limited flexibility, however, subjects 
it to undermining in an environment characterized by large and relatively rapid 
fluctuations in the surface elevation of the channel bed or bank.  Unlike wire-
enclosed rock, the open nature of precast-concrete blocks does promote 
volunteering of vegetation within the revetment. 

 
d. Grouted Riprap.  Totally grouted riprap is not recommended because it is 

susceptible to failure from undermining and the subsequent loss of the supporting 
bank material.  However, partially grouted riprap may be used, see Section 203-
6.06(04) for design procedures. 

 
e. Grouted-Fabric-Slope Pavement.  This revetment is constructed by means of 

injecting sand-cement mortar between two layers of double-woven fabric which 
has first been positioned on the slope to be protected.  Mortar can be injected into 
this fabric envelope either underwater or in-the-dry.  The fabric enclosure 
prevents dilution of the mortar during placement underwater.  The two layers of 
fabric act first as the top and bottom form to hold the mortar in place while it 
hardens.  The fabric, to which the mortar remains tightly bonded, then acts as 
tensile reinforcement to hold the mortar in place on the slope.  This revetment is 
analogous to slope paving with reinforced concrete.  The bottom layer of fabric 
acts as a filter-cloth underlayment to prevent loss of soil particles through cracks 
which can develop in the revetment as a result of soil subsidence.  Greater relief 
of hydrostatic uplift is provided by means of weep holes or filter points which are 
woven into the fabric and remain unobstructed by mortar during the filling 
operation. 

 
f. Soil Cement.  Soil cement consists of a dry mix of sand, cement, and admixtures 

batched in a central mixing plant.  It is transported, placed with equipment 
capable of producing the width and thickness required, and compacted to the 
required density.  Control of the moisture and time after introduction of the 
mixing water is critical.  Curing is required.  This results in a rigid protection.  
Soil cement can be placed either as a lining or in stepped horizontal layers.  The 
stepped horizontal layers are stable, provided that toe scour protection has been 
incorporated into the design. 
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2. Design Discharge.  The design flow rate for the design or analysis of a highway structure 
in the vicinity of a river or stream has a 10% to 1% annual EP.  This discharge level will 
also be applicable to the design of a revetment system.  However, a lower discharge can 
produce hydraulically-worse conditions with respect to riprap stability.  Discharge levels 
should be evaluated to ensure that the design is adequate for all discharge conditions up 
to that selected as the design discharge for a structure associated with the riprap scheme. 

 
3. Flow Types.  Open-channel flow can be classified as follows: 
 

a. uniform, gradually-varying, or rapidly-varying flow; 
b. steady or unsteady flow; and 
c. subcritical or supercritical flow. 

 
The design relationships described herein are based on the assumption of uniform, steady, 
subcritical flow.  The relationships are also valid for gradually-varying flow conditions.  
Although the individual hydraulic relationships are not in themselves applicable to 
rapidly-varying, unsteady, or supercritical flow conditions, procedures are provided for 
extending their use to these flow conditions.  See Section 203-6.06(04) for more 
information related to channel design. 

 
A rapidly-varying, unsteady flow condition is common in an area of flow expansion, flow 
contraction, or reverse flow.  These conditions are common at and immediately 
downstream of a bridge.  A supercritical or near-supercritical flow condition is common 
at a bridge constriction or a steeply-sloped channel. 

 
4. Section Geometry.  Aerial photography, current-channel surveys, and historic surveys 

can provide valuable information.  A comparison of current and past channel surveys at 
the location provides information on the stability of the site and a history of past channel-
geometry changes.  Past surveys for a particular site may not be available.  If so, past 
surveys at other sites in the vicinity of the design location can be used to evaluate past 
changes in channel geometry. 

 
5. Flow in Channel Bend.  The increased velocity and shear stress that are generated as a 

result of non-uniform flow should be considered on the outside of a bend.  Superelevation 
of flow in a channel bend should be considered in the revetment design.  For a channel 
with overbank flow, the revetment should extend to top of bank.  For a channel where the 
flow remains within the banks, the revetment should extend up the banks to provide a 
freeboard of at least 1 ft.  For guidance in the design of channels in a bend, see HEC-15 
and HDS-4. 

 
6. Flow Resistance.  The hydraulic analysis performed as a part of the revetment design 

process requires the estimation of Manning’s roughness coefficient.  Physical 
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characteristics upon which the resistance equations are based include the channel-base 
material, surface irregularities, variations in section geometry, bed form, obstructions, 
vegetation, channel meandering, flow depth, and channel slope.  Seasonal changes in 
these factors should also be considered. 

 
7. Extent of Protection.  This refers to the longitudinal and vertical extent of protection 

required to adequately protect the channel bank. 
 

a. Longitudinal Extent.  The longitudinal extent of protection required for a bank-
protection scheme is dependent on local site conditions.  The revetment should be 
continuous for a distance greater than the length that is impacted by channel-flow 
forces severe enough to cause dislodging or transport of bank material.  Although 
this is a vague criterion, it should be considered.  Review of existing bank-
protection sites has revealed that a common misconception in stream-bank 
protection is to provide protection too far upstream and not far enough 
downstream. 

 
One criterion for establishing the longitudinal limits of revetment protection 
required is illustrated in Figure 203-6D.  As illustrated, the minimum distance 
recommended for bank protection upstream is 1 channel width, or downstream 
1.5 channel widths, from corresponding reference lines.  All reference lines 
should pass through tangents to the bend at the bend entrance or exit.  This 
criterion is based on an analysis of flow conditions in symmetric channel bends 
under ideal laboratory conditions.  Real-world conditions are not as simplistic. 

 
Many site-specific factors have an effect on the actual length of bank that should 
be protected.  The above criteria are difficult to apply on a mildly-curving bend or 
on a channel having irregular, non-symmetric bends.  Other channel controls such 
as bridge abutments can produce a stabilizing effect on the bend so that only a 
part of the channel bend should be stabilized.  The magnitude or nature of the 
flow event can cause erosion problems only in a localized portion of the bend, 
requiring that only a short channel length be stabilized.  Therefore, the above 
criteria should be used only as a starting point.  Additional analysis of site-
specific factors is necessary to define the actual extent of protection required. 

 
Field reconnaissance is useful for the evaluation of the longitudinal extent of 
protection required, particularly if the channel is actively eroding.  In a straight 
channel reach, scars on the channel bank can be useful to help identify the limits 
required for channel-bank protection.  The upstream and downstream limits of the 
protection scheme should be extended a minimum of 1 channel width beyond the 
observed erosion limits. 
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In a curved channel reach, the scars on the channel bank can be used to establish 
the upstream limit of erosion.  A minimum of 1 channel width should be added to 
the observed upstream limit to define the limit of protection.  The downstream 
limit of protection required in a curved channel reach is more difficult to define.  
Because the natural progression of bank erosion is in the downstream direction, 
the present visual limit of erosion may not define the ultimate downstream limit.  
Additional analysis based on consideration of flow patterns in the channel bend 
can be required. 

 
b. Vertical Extent.  The vertical extent of protection required of a revetment includes 

design height and foundation or toe depth. 
 

(1) Design Height.  The design height of a riprap installation should be equal 
to the design high-water elevation plus an allowance for freeboard.  
Freeboard is provided in a causeway situation to ensure that the desired 
degree of protection will not be reduced due to unaccounted factors, 
including the following: 

 
(a) superelevation in channel bends;  
(b) hydraulic jumps;  
(c) flow irregularities due to piers, transitions, or flow junctions; or 
(d) wave action from wind or boat traffic. 

 
Erratic phenomena such as unforeseen embankment settlement, the 
accumulation of silt, trash, debris in the channel, aquatic or other growth 
in the channel, and ice flows should be considered in setting the freeboard 
height.  Wave run-up on the bank should be considered. 

 
The prediction of wave height from a boat-generated wave is not as 
straightforward as other wave sources.  Figure 203-6E provides a 
definition sketch for the wave-height discussion below.  The height of a 
boat-generated wave should be estimated from observations. 

 
It is necessary to estimate the magnitude of wave run-up which results if 
waves impact the bank.  Wave run-up is a function of the design-wave 
height, the wave period, bank angle, and the bank-surface characteristics 
as represented by different revetment materials.  For a wave height of less 
than 2 ft, wave run-up can be computed using Figures 203-6F, Wave Run-
up on Smooth Impermeable Slope, and 203-6G, Correction Factor for 
Wave Run-up.  The run-up height, R, shown in Figure 203-6F, is for 
concrete pavement.  Correction factors are provided in Figure 203-6G for 
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reducing the run-up magnitude for other revetment materials.  The 
correction factor is multiplied by the wave height to obtain R. 

 
As a minimum, a freeboard of 1 ft to 2 ft should be used in an 
unconstricted reach, or 2 ft to 3 ft in a constricted reach.  FEMA requires 3 
ft for levee protection, or 4 ft at a bridge for a 1% annual EP.  If 
computational procedures indicate that additional freeboard is required, 
the greater height should be used.  Wave and flow conditions should be 
observed during various seasons of the year, if possible.  Existing records 
should be consulted, and persons should be interviewed who have 
knowledge of past conditions in establishing the necessary vertical extent 
of protection required for a particular revetment installation. 

 
(2) Toe Depth.  The undermining of revetment-toe protection has been 

identified as one of the mechanisms of revetment failure.  Figure 203-6H 
identifies dimensions of the toe trench for classes of riprap.  For guidance 
regarding the design of the toe depth, see HEC-11, Design of Riprap 
Revetment. 

 
 
203-6.06(04)  Design Procedure 

 
1. Rock Riprap.  Guidelines are provided for bank slope, rock size, rock gradation, riprap 

layer thickness, and edge treatment.  The guidelines apply equally to rock or rubble 
riprap. 

 
a. Bank Slope.  A primary consideration in the design of a stable riprap bank-

protection scheme is the slope of the channel bank.  For a riprap installation, the 
maximum recommended face slope is 2H:1V.  Although not recommended, the 
steepest slope acceptable for rubble revetment is 1.5H:1V.  To be stable under an 
identical wave attack or lateral velocity, a rubble revetment with a steep slope will 
require larger rubble sizes and greater thicknesses than one with a flatter slope. 

 
b. Rock Size.  The stability of a particular riprap particle is a function of its size, 

expressed either in terms of its weight or equivalent diameter.  See the INDOT 
Standard Specifications and Figure 203-2D which relates the required riprap class 
to the velocity. 

 
(1) Bridge Pier.  For recommendations, see Section 203-3.0. 

 
(2) Wave Erosion.  See Highway Engineering Circular 23, Volume 2, Design 

Guide 17 for guidance if wave erosion is anticipated. 
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(3) Ice Damage.  Ice can affect riprap linings.  Moving surface ice can cause 

crushing and bending forces and large impact loadings.  The tangential 
flow of ice along a riprap-lined channel bank can also cause excessive 
shearing forces.  Quantitative criteria for evaluating the impact ice has on 
a channel-protection scheme are unavailable. 

 
For design, consideration of ice forces should be evaluated as required for 
each project.  Ice flows are not of sufficient magnitude to warrant detailed 
analysis.  Where ice flows have historically caused problems, revetment 
size should be increased. 

 
c. Rock Gradation.  The gradation of stones in riprap revetment affects the riprap’s 

resistance to erosion.  The stone should be well-graded throughout the riprap-
layer thickness.  The gradation limits appear in the INDOT Standard 
Specifications. 

 
d. Layer Thickness.  All stones should be contained within the riprap-layer thickness 

to provide maximum resistance against erosion.  For guidance, see the INDOT 
Standard Specifications. 

 
e. Geotextile Filter.  A synthetic geotextile filter should be used as an alternative to a 

granular filter.  See Figure 203-6 I.  Since the original geotextile erosion control 
application in 1957, thousands of successful projects have been completed. 

 
f. Edge Treatment.  The riprap-revetment flanks, toe, and head require a treatment 

to prevent undermining.  The flanks should be designed as illustrated in Figure 
203-6J.  The upstream flank is illustrated in section (a) and the downstream flank 
in section (b).  A more constructible flank section uses riprap rather than 
compacted fill. 

 
Undermining of the revetment toe is one of the primary mechanisms of riprap 
failure.  The toe of the riprap should be designed as illustrated in Figure 203-6K.  
The toe material should be placed in a toe trench along the entire length of the 
riprap blanket. 

 
Where a toe trench cannot be dug, the riprap blanket should terminate in a thick, 
stone toe at the level of the streambed.  The toe material should not mound and 
form a low dike.  A low dike along the toe can result in flow concentration along 
the revetment face which can stress the revetment to failure.  The channel's design 
capability should not be impaired due to placement of too much riprap in a toe 
mound. 
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The size of the toe trench or the alternate stone toe is controlled by the anticipated 
depth of scour along the revetment.  As scour occurs, the stone in the toe will 
launch into the eroded area as illustrated in Figure 203-6L.  Observation of the 
performance of this type of rock toe indicates that the riprap will launch to a final 
slope of approximately 2H:1V. 

 
The volume of rock required for the toe should be equal to or exceed 1.5 times the 
volume of rock required to extend the riprap blanket at its design thickness and on 
a slope of 2H:1V, to the anticipated depth of scour.  Dimensions should be based 
on the required volume using the thickness and depth determined from the scour 
evaluation.  The alternate location can be used if the amount of rock required does 
not constrain the channel. 

 
2. Wire-Enclosed Rock.  As described in Section 203-6.06(03), a wire-enclosed rock, or 

gabion, revetment consists of rectangular wire mesh baskets filled with rock.  The most 
common types of wire-enclosed revetment are mattresses and stacked blocks.  The wire 
cages which make up the mattresses and gabions are available from commercial 
manufacturers. 

 
A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment consists of flat wire baskets or units filled with rock 
that are laid end to end and side to side on a prepared channel bed or bank.  The 
individual mattress units are wired together to form a continuous revetment mattress. 

 
A stacked-block gabion revetment consists of rectangular wire baskets which are filled 
with stone and stacked in a stepped-back fashion to form the revetment surface.  It is 
commonly used at the toe of an embankment slope as a toewall, which helps to support 
other upper-bank revetments and prevents undermining. 

 
a. Mattress Gabion.  Components of a rock-and-wire-mattress include layout of a 

general scheme, bank and foundation preparation, mattress size and configuration, 
stone size, stone quality, basket- or rock-enclosure fabrication, edge treatment, 
and filter design.  Design guidance is as follows. 

 
(1) General.  A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment can be constructed from 

commercially-available wire units as illustrated in Figures 203-6M and 
203-6N.  The use of commercially-available basket units is the most 
common practice and the least expensive. 

 
A rock-and-wire-mattress revetment can be used to protect either the 
channel bank as illustrated in Figure 203-6M, or the entire channel 
perimeter as illustrated in Figure 203-6N.  If used for bank protection, this 
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revetment consists of a toe section and upper-bank paving.  The vertical 
and longitudinal extent of the mattress should be based on guidelines 
provided in Section 203-6.06(03). 

 
(2) Bank and Foundation Preparation.  The channel bank should be graded to 

a uniform slope.  The graded surface, either on the slope or on the 
streambed at the toe of the slope on which the rock-and-wire mattress is to 
be constructed, should not deviate from the specified slope line by more 
than 6 in.  Blunt or sharp objects such as rocks or tree roots protruding 
from the graded surface should be removed. 

 
(3) Mattress-Unit Size and Configuration.  Individual mattress units should be 

of a size that is easily handled on-site.  Commercially-available gabion 
units are available in standard sizes as indicated in Figure 203-6 O.  
Manufacturers’ literature indicates that alternative sizes can be 
manufactured if required, provided that the quantities involved are 
reasonable. 

 
The mattress should be divided into compartments so that failure of one 
section of the mattress will not cause loss of the entire mattress.  
Compartmentalization also adds to the structural integrity of individual 
gabion units. 

 
On a slope steeper than 1H:3V, and in an environment subject to high flow 
velocity, debris flow, ice flow, etc., diaphragms should be spaced at 
minimum intervals of 2 ft to prevent movement of the stone inside the 
basket. 

 
The thickness of the mattress is determined by the erodibility of the bank 
soil, the maximum velocity of the water, and the bank slope.  The 
minimum thickness required for given conditions is tabulated in Figure 
203-6P.  These values are based on observations of a number of mattress 
installations which assume a filling material in the size range of 3 to 6 in. 

 
The mattress thickness should be at least as thick as two overlapping 
layers of stone.  The thickness of a mattress used as a bank-toe apron 
should exceed 12 in.  The range is 12 to 20 in. 

 
(4) Stone Size.  The maximum stone size should not exceed the thickness of 

the individual mattress units.  The stone should be well-graded within the 
sizes available.  Seventy percent of the stone, by weight, should be slightly 
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larger than the wire-mesh opening.  For commercially-available units, the 
wire-mesh opening sizes are listed in Figure 203-6 O. 

 
The common median-stone size used in a mattress design ranges from 3 to 
6 in. for a mattress thickness of less than 12 in.  For a thicker mattress, 
rock with a median size of up to 12 in. should be used. 

 
(5) Stone Quality.  The stone should satisfy the quality requirements for 

dumped-rock riprap. 
 

(6) Basket Fabrication.  Commercially-fabricated basket units are formed 
from galvanized steel wire mesh of triple twist hexagonal weave.  The 
netting wire and binding wire diameter is approximately 0.08 in.  The wire 
diameter for edges and corners is approximately 0.01 in.  Manufacturers’ 
instructions for field assembly of basket units should be followed. 

 
Galvanized wire baskets can be safely used in fresh water or where the pH 
of the liquid in contact with it is not greater than 10.  For minimum 
coating weight, see Figure 203-6Q. 

 
For a highly-corrosive condition, such as in a salt-water environment, 
industrial area, polluted stream, or soil such as muck, peat, or cinders, a 
PVC coating should be placed over the galvanized wire.  It should be 
capable of resisting deleterious effects of natural weather exposure and 
immersion in salt water.  It should not show a material difference in its 
initial characteristics over time. 

 
(7) Edge Treatment.  The toe, head, and flanks of a rock-and-wire mattress 

revetment installation require treatment to prevent damage from 
undermining.  Figure 203-6M illustrates the possible toe-treatment 
configurations.  If a toe apron is used, its projection should be 1.5 times 
the expected maximum depth of scour in the vicinity of the revetment toe.  
Where little toe scour is expected, the apron can be replaced with a single-
course gabion toewall. This helps to support the revetment and prevents 
undermining.  Where an excessive amount of toe scour is anticipated, both 
an apron and a toe wall can be used. 

 
To provide extra strength at the revetment flanks, mattress units having 
additional thickness should be used at the upstream and downstream edges 
of the revetment, as shown in Figure 203-6R.  A thin layer of topsoil 
should be spread over the flank units to form a soil layer to be seeded once 
the revetment installation is complete.  The head of a rock-and-wire-
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mattress revetment can be terminated at grade as illustrated in Figure 203-
6M. 

 
(8) Filter Design.  Individual mattress units will act as a crude filter and a 

pavement unit if filled with overlapping layers of hand-size stones.  
However, the need for a filter should be investigated.  If necessary, a layer 
of permeable membrane cloth, or geotextile, woven from synthetic fibers, 
or a gravel layer of thickness of 4 to 6 in. should be placed between the 
silty bank and the rock-and-wire-mattress revetment to further inhibit 
washout of fines. 

 
b. Stacked-Block Gabion:  Components of a stacked-block gabion revetment include 

the layout of a general scheme, bank and foundation preparation, unit size and 
configuration, stone size and quality, edge treatment, backfill and filter 
considerations, and basket or rock enclosure fabrication.  Design guidelines for 
stone size and quality and bank preparation are the same as those for a mattress 
design. 

 
(1) General.  A stacked-block gabion revetment should be used instead of a 

gabion mattress where the slope to be protected is steeper than 1H:1V, or 
where the purpose of the revetment is for flow training.  Methods include 
a flow-training wall, as shown in Figure 203-6 S detail (a), or a low 
retaining wall, as shown in Figure 203-6 S detail (b). 

 
A stacked-block gabion revetment should be based on a firm foundation.  
The foundation or base elevation of the structure should be below the 
anticipated scour depth.  In an alluvial stream where channel-bed 
fluctuations are common, an apron should be used as illustrated in Figure 
203-6 S.  An apron should be used where the estimated scour depth is 
uncertain. 

 
(2) Size and Configuration.  The common commercial sizes are listed in 

Figure 203-6 O.  The most common size used is that of width and depth of 
3 ft.  A thickness of less than 1 ft is not practical. 

 
Configurations include a flow-training wall or a structural retaining wall.  
The primary function of a flow-training wall is to establish a normal 
channel boundary in a stream where erosion has created a wide channel, or 
to realign the stream where it is encroaching on an existing or proposed 
structure.  A stepped-back wall is constructed at the desired bank location.  
Counterforts are installed to tie the wall to the channel bank at regular 
intervals as illustrated.  The counterforts are installed to form a structural 
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tie between the training wall and the natural stream bank and to prevent 
overflow from scouring a channel behind the wall.  Counterforts should be 
spaced to eliminate the development of eddy or other flow currents 
between the training wall and the bank which can cause further erosion of 
the bank.  The dead-water zones created by the counterforts so spaced will 
encourage sediment deposition behind the wall which will enhance the 
stabilizing characteristics of the wall. 

 
A retaining wall can be designed in a stepped-back configuration as 
illustrated in Figure 203-6 S detail (b).  Structural details and 
configurations can vary from site to site. 

 
A gabion wall is a gravity structure, and its design follows engineering 
practice for a retaining structure.  The design procedure is available in 
soil-mechanics texts or in gabion manufacturers’ literature. 

 
(3) Edge Treatment.  The upstream and downstream flanks of the revetment 

should include counterforts.  See Figure 203-6 S detail (a).  The 
counterforts should be placed 12 to 18 ft from the upstream and 
downstream limits of the structure, and should extend a minimum of 12 ft 
into the bank. 

 
The toe of the revetment should be protected by means of placing the base 
of the gabion wall at a depth below the anticipated scour depth.  Where it 
is difficult to predict the depth of expected scour, or where channel-bed 
fluctuations are common, a mattress apron should be used.  The minimum 
apron length should be equal to 1.5 times the anticipated scour depth 
below the apron.  This length can be increased in proportion to the level of 
uncertainty in predicting the local toe-scour depth. 

 
(4) Backfill or Filter Requirements.  Gabion-structure design requires the use 

of selected backfill behind the retaining structure to provide for drainage 
of the soil mass behind the retaining structure.  The permeable nature of a 
gabion structure permits natural drainage of the supported embankment.  
However, because material leaching through the gabion wall can become 
trapped and can cause plugging, a granular backfill material should be 
used.  The backfill should consist of a 2 to 12 in. layer of graded crushed 
stone backed with a layer of fine granular backfill. 

 
3. Precast Concrete Blocks.  A precast-concrete-block revetment consists of preformed 

sections which interlock with each other, are attached to each other, or butt together to 
form a continuous blanket or mat.  The concrete blocks which make up the mats differ in 
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shape and method of articulation, but they share common features.  These include 
flexibility, rapid installation, and provision for the establishment of vegetation within the 
revetment. 

 
a. Block Configurations.  Precast-concrete blocks are available the shapes and 

configurations shown in Figures 203-6T, 203-6U, 203-6V, 203-6W, and 203-6X.  
Other manufacturers’ configurations are available.  A precast-concrete revetment 
is bound to rectangular sheets of filter fabric, interlocks individual blocks, or is 
butted together at the site.  The most common method is to join individual blocks 
with wire cable or synthetic fiber rope. 

 
b. Design Guidelines.  Components of a precast-concrete-block revetment design 

include layout of a general scheme, bank preparation, mattress and block size, 
slope, edge treatment, filter design, and surface treatment. 

 
As illustrated in Figures 203-6T, 203-6U, 203-6V, 203-6W, and 203-6X, precast-
concrete blocks are placed on the channel bank as continuous mattresses. 

 
(1) Mattress And Block Size.  The overall mattress size is dictated by the 

longitudinal and vertical extent required of the revetment system.  An 
articulated block mattress is assembled in sections prior to placement on 
the bank.  The size of individual blocks is variable.  Manufacturers have a 
number of standard sizes of a particular block available.  Manufacturers’ 
literature should be consulted in selecting an appropriate block size for a 
given hydraulic condition. 

 
(2) Slope.  An articulated precast-block revetment can be used on a bank 

slope up to 1.5H:1V.  However, an earth anchor should be used at the top 
of the revetment to secure the system against slippage (see Figures 203-6V 
and 203-6W).  A precast-block revetment that is assembled by means of 
butting individual blocks end to end with no physical connection should 
not be used on a slope steeper than 3H:1V. 

 
(3) Edge Treatment.  The toe, head, and flanks require treatment to prevent 

undermining.  Toe treatment includes an apron as illustrated in Figures 
203-6T and 203-6W, or a toe-trench as illustrated in Figures 203-6U and 
203-6V.  As a minimum, a toe apron should extend 1.5 times the 
anticipated scour depth in the vicinity of the bank toe.  If a toe trench is 
used, the mattress should extend to a depth greater than the anticipated 
scour depth in the vicinity of the bank toe. 
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The edges can be terminated at grade as shown in Figures 203-6T, 203-
6U, and 203-6W, or in a termination trench.  A termination trench should 
be used in silty or sandy soil, for a high-velocity flow, or where failure of 
the revetment results in significant economic loss.  A termination trench 
provides more protection against failure from undermining and 
outflanking than an at-grade termination.  However, where upper-bank 
erosion or lateral outflanking is not expected to be a problem, a grade 
termination can provide an economic advantage. 

 
For an articulated block, earth anchors should be placed at regular 
intervals along the top of the revetment (see Figures 203-6U and 203-6V).  
Anchors should be spaced based on soil type, mat size, and the size of the 
anchors.  See manufacturers’ literature for the recommended spacing. 

 
(4) Filter.  Prior to installing the mats, a geotextile filter fabric should be 

installed on the bank to prevent bank material from leaching through the 
openings in the mattress structure.  Although a fabric filter is 
recommended, graded filter material can be used if it is properly designed 
and installed to prevent movement of the graded material through the 
protective mattress. 

 
(5) Surface Treatment.  The surface treatments should be as shown in Figures 

203-6U and 203-6V.  This treatment enhances both the structural stability 
of the embankment and its aesthetic qualities. 

 
4. Grouted Riprap.  Partially-grouted riprap should be used.  It consists of rock-slope 

protection that is spot grouted to bind individual rocks into larger masses while leaving 
ungrouted areas so they are not connected into a monolithic armor.  Partially-grouted 
riprap is flexible and allows vegetation to be established within the non-grouted areas 
which can also assist in stabilizing the slope.  It can be placed on a bedding or filter layer 
of sand, gravel or geotextile fabric.  It is hydrostatically stable, as it prevents trapping 
groundwater.  The large interlocking masses provide resistance to stream flow and wave 
action.  Optimal grouting ties together adjacent rock, but still leaves internal voids within 
the rock masses.  A grouted-riprap section is shown in Figure 203-6Y.  For additional 
information regarding partially-grouted riprap, see HEC-23. 

 
 

 
Partially grouted riprap should extend from below the anticipated channel-bed scour 
depth to the design high-water level, plus additional height for freeboard. 
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a. Bank and Foundation Preparation.  The graded surface should not deviate from 
the specified slope line by more than 6 in.  However, a local depression larger 
than this can be accommodated because initial placement of filter material or rock 
for the revetment will fill the depression. 

 
b. Bank Slope.  The bank slope should not be steeper than 1.5H:1V.  The Office of 

Geotechnical Services should be consulted for guidance. 
 

c. Edge Treatment.  The head, toe, and flanks require treatment to prevent 
undermining.  The revetment toe should extend to a depth below anticipated scour 
depths or to bedrock.  The toe should be designed as illustrated in Figure 203-6Y, 
Grouted Riprap Sections, detail (a).  The grout-free riprap provides extra 
protection against undermining at the bank toe.  Edge-treatment configurations 
are illustrated in Figure 203-6Y. 

 
d. Filter.  A filter is required under the grouted-riprap revetment to provide a zone of 

high permeability to carry off seepage water and prevent damage to the overlying 
structure from uplift pressure.  A granular filter of 6-in. thickness is required 
beneath the pavement to provide an adequate drainage zone.  The filter can 
consist of well-graded granular material or uniformly-graded granular material 
with an underlying filter fabric.  The filter should be designed to provide a high 
degree of permeability while preventing base material particles from penetrating 
the filter, thus causing clogging and failure of the protective filter layer. 

 
e. Pressure Relief.  Weep holes should be provided in the revetment to relieve 

hydrostatic pressure buildup behind the grout surface; see Figure 203-6Y detail 
(a).  Weep holes should extend through the grout surface to the interface with the 
gravel underdrain layer.  Weep holes should consist of pipes of 3-in. diameter 
with a maximum horizontal spacing of 6 ft and a maximum vertical spacing of 10 
ft.  The buried end of the weep hole should be covered with wire screening or a 
fabric filter of a gage that will prevent passage of the gravel underlayer. 

 
5. Grouted-Fabric Slope Paving.  A grouted fabric-formed revetment is a relatively new 

development for use on an earth surface subject to erosion.  It has been used as an 
alternative to traditional revetment such as a concrete liner, or riprap on a reservoir, 
canal, or dike. 

 
A grouted fabric-formed revetment is made by means of pumping a fluid structural grout, 
or fine-aggregate concrete, into an in-situ envelope consisting of a double-layer synthetic 
fabric.  During filling, excess mixing water is squeezed out through the permeable fabric, 
to reduce the water/cement ratio with consequent improvement in the quality of the 
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hardened concrete.  An advantage of this type of revetment is that it can be assembled 
underwater or in a dry location. 

 
a. Types.  The types of fabric-formed revetments are as follows. 

 
(1) Type 1.  Two layers of nylon fabric are woven together at 5 in. to 10 in. 

centers as indicated in Figure 203-6Z.  These points of attachment serve as 
filter points to relieve hydrostatic uplift caused due to percolation of 
groundwater through the underlying soil.  The finished revetment has a 
deeply-cobbled or quilted appearance.  Mat thickness averages from 2 to 6 
in. 

 
(2) Type 2.  Two layers of nylon or polypropylene woven fabric are joined 

together at spaced centers by means of interwoven tie cords, the length of 
which controls the thickness of the finished revetment.  See Figure 203-
6AA.  Plastic tubes can be inserted through the two layers of fabric prior 
to grout injection to provide weep holes for relief of hydrostatic uplift.  
The finished revetment is of uniform cross section and has a lightly-
pebbled appearance.  Mat thickness averages from 2 to 10 in. 

 
(3) Type 3.  Two layers of nylon fabric are interwoven into rectangular block 

patterns.  The points of interweaving serve as hinges to permit articulation 
of the hardened concrete blocks.  The revetment is reinforced with steel 
cables or nylon rope threaded between the two layers of fabric prior to 
grout injection and remains embedded in the hardened cast-in-place 
blocks.  Block thickness is controlled with spacer cords in the center of 
each block. 

 
b. Design Guidelines.  The woven fabric for a grouted fabric-formed revetment is 

available from a number of manufacturers.  Manufacturers’ literature should be 
consulted for designing and selecting the appropriate type of material and 
thickness for a given hydraulic condition. 

 
6. Soil-Cement.  Soil-cement is an acceptable method of slope protection for a dam, dike, 

levee, channel, or highway embankment.  Soil-cement can also be used to construct an 
impervious core and provide a protective facing.  Soil-cement is constructed in a stairstep 
manner by means of placing and compacting it in horizontal layers stairstepped up the 
embankment (See Figure 203-6BB).  An embankment slope from 2.5H:1V to 4H:1V, and 
a horizontal-layer width from 7 ft to 9 ft provide minimum protective thicknesses of 
about 1.5 to 2.5 ft measured normal to the slope. 
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The Portland Cement Association (PCA) has data on soil types, gradations, costs, and 
testing procedures.  The PCA also has data on placement and compaction methods. 
 
Use of soil-cement does not require further design considerations for the embankment.  
Proper embankment design procedures should be followed based on individual project 
conditions, to prevent subsidence or other type of embankment distress. 

 
a. Top, Toe, and End Features.  All extremities of the facing should be tied into non-

erodible sections or abutments.  Adequate freeboard and the carrying of the soil-
cement to the paved roadway, plus a lower section as shown in Figure 203-6BB, 
will minimize erosion from behind the crest and under the toe of the facing.  The 
ends of the facing should terminate smoothly in a flat slope or against a rocky 
abutment.  A small amount of rock riprap can be placed over and adjacent to the 
edges of the soil-cement at its contact with the abutment. 

 
b. Special Conditions.  Slope stability is provided for an embankment by means of 

the strength and impermeability of the soil-cement facing.  Further design 
considerations should not be necessary for a soil-cement-faced embankment.  It is 
necessary to utilize proper design and analysis procedures to ensure the structural 
and hydraulic integrity of the embankment.  Conditions most likely to require 
analysis include subsidence of the embankment or rapid drawdown of the 
reservoir or river. 

 
c. Subsidence.  Embankment subsidence results from a compressible foundation, 

settlement within the embankment itself, or both.  Analyzing the possible effects 
of such a condition involves assumptions concerning the embankment behavior.  
Combining these assumptions with the characteristics of the facing, a structural 
analysis of the condition can be made.  If the unit weight and flexural strength of 
the soil-cement are not known, they should be taken as 120 lb/ft3 and 150 to 200 
lb/in2, respectively.  The layer effect can be ignored. 

 
The post-construction appearance of a pattern of narrow surface cracks of about 
10 to 20 ft apart is evidence of normal hardening of the soil-cement.  Substantial 
embankment subsidence can allow the facing to settle back in large sections 
coinciding with the normal shrinkage-crack pattern.  If such settlement of the soil-
cement, with separation at the shrinkable cracks, takes place, the slope remains 
adequately protected unless the settlement is large enough to allow the outer face 
of a settling section to move past the inner face of an adjoining section. 

 
d. Rapid Drawdown.  Rapid drawdown exceeding 15 ft or more within 3 to 4 days 

theoretically produces hydrostatic pressure from moisture trapped in the 
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embankment against the back of the facing.  The design concepts that can be used 
to prevent damage due to rapid drawdown-induced pressure are as follows: 

 
(1) designing the embankment so that its least-permeable zone is immediately 

adjacent to the soil-cement facing, which ensures that seepage through 
cracks in the facing will not build up a pool of water sufficient to produce 
damaging hydrostatic pressure; 

 
(2) arbitrarily assuming the weight of the facing sufficient to resist uplift 

pressures that may develop; and 
 

(3) providing free drainage behind, through, or under the soil-cement facing to 
prevent adverse hydrostatic pressure. 
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Figure 203-2A

MAXIMUM SPAN LENGTHS FOR CULVERTS

Concrete slabs

in the backwall

or steel beams embedded

Concrete beams or girders

concrete beams on bearings

Steel beams or girders or

(one or multi-span)

Metal pipe under fill

X + Y + X... = less than 20 ft

X + Y + X... = less than 20 ft

under fill (one or multi-span)

Concrete box culvert at grade or 

less than 20 ft

Clear span

less than 20 ft

Clear span

less than 20 ft

Clear span

X XX

Y Y

XX Y
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Structure 
Application 

Minimum Circular- 
Pipe Size 

Minimum Deformed- 
Pipe Area 

Drive 15 in. 1.1 ft2 

Mainline or Public-Road 
Approach (2 lanes) 

15 in. 1.1 ft2 

Mainline or Public-Road 
Approach (≥ 3 Lanes) 

36 in. 6.7 ft2 

 
 

MINIMUM PIPE-CULVERT SIZE 
 

Figure 203-2B 
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Functional 
Classification 

Allowable 
Backwater, 
Annual EP 

Roadway 
Serviceability,

Annual EP 

Service- 
ability 

Freeboard * 

Bridge, 
Allowable 
Velocity, 

Annual EP 

Culvert, 
Allowable 
Velocity, 

Annual EP 
Freeway 1% 1% 2 ft 1% 2% 
Ramp 1% 1% 0 ft 1% 2% 
Non-Freeway, 
4 or More Lanes 

1% 1% 2 ft 1% 2% 

Two-Lane Facility, 
AADT > 3000 

1% 1% 1 ft 1% 2% 

Two-Lane Facility, 
1000 < AADT ≤ 
3000 

1% 4% 0 ft 1% 4% 

Two-Lane Facility, 
AADT ≤ 1000 

1% 10% 0 ft 1% 10% 

Drive 1% 10% 0 ft 1% 10% 
 
* Required serviceability freeboard is based on the difference between the edge-of-pavement 

and the structure-headwater elevations throughout the floodplain or watershed.  Roadway 
serviceability should consider backwater effects from a larger downstream waterway. 

 
 

DESIGN-STORM FREQUENCY 
FOR BRIDGE OR CULVERT 

 
Figure 203-2C 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Functional 
Classification 

Backwater 
Design 
Storm, 

Annual EP 

Roadway 
Serviceability,

Annual EP 

Service- 
ability 

Freeboard * 

Allowable 
Velocity, 

Annual EP 

Freeway 1% 4% 0 ft 10% 
Non-Freeway, 
4 or More Lanes 

1% 10% 0 ft 10% 

Two-Lane Facility, 
AADT > 3000 

1% 10% 0 ft 10% 

Two-Lane Facility, 
1000 < AADT ≤ 
3000 

1% 50% 0 ft 50% 

Two-Lane Facility, 
AADT ≤ 1000 

1% 50% 0 ft 50% 

 
* Required serviceability freeboard is based on the difference between the edge-of-pavement 

and the structure-headwater elevations throughout the floodplain or watershed.  Roadway 
serviceability should consider backwater effects from a larger downstream waterway. 

 
 

DESIGN-STORM FREQUENCY 
FOR TEMPORARY STRUCTURE 

 
Figure 203-2C 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Erosion-Protection Method Velocity, v (ft/s)
Revetment Riprap 5.6  

Class 1 Riprap 6.5 < v < 10 
Class 2 Riprap 10  v 13  

Energy Dissipator > 13 
 
Note: If clear-zone or other issues prohibit the use of the required erosion-protection method, the 
Office of Hydraulics should be contacted for additional instructions. 
 
 

STREAM VELOCITY FOR EROSION PROTECTION 
 

Figure 203-2D 
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Structure 
Diameter 

or Span, S (ft) 

Sump Required 
for Stream Bed 

of Sand (in.) 

Sump Required 
for Stream Bed 

of Other Soil (in.) 

Sump Required 
for Stream Bed 

of Rock or Till (in.) 
< 4 6 3 3 

4 ≤ S < 12 12 6 3 
12 ≤ S < 20 18 12 3 

 
 

PIPE- OR BOX-STRUCTURE SUMP REQUIREMENT 
 

Figure 203-2E 
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Type of Conduit Wall Description Manning’s n 
Concrete Pipe Smooth Interior 0.012 
Concrete Box Smooth Walls 0.012- 0.015 

Corrugated Metal Pipe or Arch, 
Annular or Helical Pipe 

2.75 in. x 0.5 in Corrugations 
6 in. x 1 in. corrugations 
5 in. x 1 in. corrugations 
3 in. x 1 in. corrugations 

6 in. x 2 in. structural plate 
9.25 in. x 2.5 in. structural plate 

0.024 
0.022-0.025 
0.025-0.026 
0.027-0.028 
0.033-0.035 
0.033-0.037 

Thermoplastic/HDPE Pipe Smooth Interior 0.012 
Cured in Place Liner (CIPP) Smooth Interior 0.012 

 
Note:  The value indicated in this table is the recommended Manning’s n design value.  The 

actual field value for an older, existing pipeline may vary depending on the effects of 
abrasion, corrosion, deflection and joint conditions.  A concrete pipe with poor joints and 
deteriorated walls may have an n value of 0.014 to 0.018.  A corrugated metal pipe with 
joint and wall problems may also have a higher n value, and may experience shape 
changes which can adversely affect the general hydraulics characteristics of the culvert. 

 
 

RECOMMENDED MANNING’S n VALUE FOR CULVERTS 
 

Figure 203-2F 
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AREA 
RATIO 

FREQUENCY FOR COINCIDENTAL OCCURRENCE 
10-Year Design 100-Year Design 

MAIN 
STREAM 

TRIBUTARY 
MAIN 

STREAM 
TRIBUTARY

10 000 to 1 
1 
10 

10 
1 

2 
100 

100 
2 

1000 to 1 
2 
10 

10 
2 

10 
100 

100 
10 

100 to 1 
5 
10 

10 
5 

25 
100 

100 
25 

10 to 1 
10 
10 

10 
10 

50 
100 

100 
50 

1 to 1 
10 
10 

10 
10 

100 
100 

100 
100 

 Source:  HEC-22, Table 7-3. 
 

JOINT PROBABILITY ANALYSIS 
 

Figure 203-2G 
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Type of Structure and Design of Entrance     Coefficient KE 
 
Pipe, Concrete 
 Mitered to conform to fill slope ...........................................................................0.7 
 *End-Section conforming to fill slope .................................................................0.5 
 Projecting from fill, square cut end ......................................................................0.5 
 Headwall or headwall and wingwalls, 
  Square-edged ..................................................................................................0.5 
  Rounded, radius = 1/12D ...............................................................................0.2 
  Socket end of pipe, grooved...........................................................................0.2 
 Projecting from fill, socket end, grooved .............................................................0.2 
 Beveled edges, 33.7-deg or 45-deg bevels ...........................................................0.2 
 Side- or slope-tapered inlet ..................................................................................0.2 
 
Pipe or Pipe-Arch, Corrugated Metal 
 Projecting from fill with no headwall ..................................................................0.9 
 Mitered to conform to fill slope, paved or unpaved slope ...................................0.7 
 Headwall or headwall and wingwalls, square-edged ...........................................0.5 
 *End-section conforming to fill slope ..................................................................0.5 
 Beveled edges, 33.7-deg or 45-deg bevels ...........................................................0.2 
 Side- or slope-tapered inlet ..................................................................................0.2 
 
Box, Reinforced Concrete 
 Wingwalls parallel, extension of sides, 
  Square-edged at crown ...................................................................................0.7 
 Wingwalls at 10 deg to 25 deg, or 30 deg to 75 deg to barrel, 
  Square-edged at crown ...................................................................................0.5 
 Headwall parallel to embankment without wingwalls, 
  Square-edged on 3 edges ...............................................................................0.5 
  Rounded on 3 edges to radius of 1/12 barrel 
   dimension, or beveled edges on 3 sides ...................................................0.2 
 Wingwalls at 30 deg to 75 deg to barrel, 
  Crown edge rounded to radius of 1/12 barrel 
   dimension, or beveled top edge ...............................................................0.2 
 Side- or slope-tapered inlet ..................................................................................0.2 
 

*  An end section conforming to the fill slope, made of either metal or concrete, is the section 
commonly available from manufacturers.  From limited hydraulic tests, it is equivalent in 
operation to a headwall in both inlet and outlet control.  An end section incorporating a closed 
taper in its design may have a superior hydraulic performance.  Such a section can be designed 
using the information shown for the beveled inlet. 
 
 

ENTRANCE-LOSS COEFFICIENT 
Outlet Control, Full or Partly Full 

 
Figure 203-2H 
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End-Treatment Type Entrance Type KE 
Grated Box End Section, 
Type 1 

Concrete Pipe, headwall 
with square edge 

0.5 

Grated Box End Section, 
Type 2 

Concrete Pipe, headwall 
with square edge 

0.5 

Multiple-Pipes Concrete 
Anchor 

Concrete Pipe, projecting 
from fill, square cut end 

0.5 

Multiple-Pipes Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
Projecting from fill 

0.9 

Metal Pipe End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
end section conforming 
to fill slope 

0.5 

Precast-Concrete End 
Section 

Concrete Pipe, end section 
conforming to fill slope 

0.5 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
mitered to conform 
to fill slope 

0.7 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
end section conforming 
to fill slope 

0.5 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
mitered to conform 
to fill slope 

0.7 

Safety Metal End Section 
Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
end section conforming 
to fill slope 

0.5 

Single-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe, 
projecting from fill 

0.9 

Single-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Concrete Pipe, projecting 
from fill, square cut end 

0.5 

Single-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch, 
projecting from fill 

0.9 

Multiple-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Concrete Pipe-Arch, projecting 
from fill, square cut end 

0.5 

Multiple-Pipe Concrete 
Anchor 

Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch, 
projecting from fill 

0.9 

 
ENTRANCE-LOSS COEFFICIENT, KE, 

FOR STANDARD CULVERT 
 

Figure 203-2 I 
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Figure 203-2J

MINIMUM RIPRAP APRON DIMENSIONS

0
D

0
3 D

0
5 D

or to R/W

 Min.
0

4 D

 = Outside Diameter of structure
0

D
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Figure 203-2K

DETAILS OF RIPRAP BASIN ENERGY DISSIPATOR

to support riprap

Berm as required 

backfill with riprap.

Excavate to this line,

the same elevation or lower than natural channel bottom at Sec. A-A.

 Warp basin to conform to natural stream channel.  Top of riprap in floor of basin should be at NOTE B:

SEC. B-B SEC. D-D

SEC. C-C
SEC. A-A

HALF PLAN

   SECTION

B
A

C

D

C B AD

support riprap

Berm as required to 

 

max.
1.5d

 or 
50

2d

max.
 or 1.5d

50
2d

 

 2
0

W1

2

See Note B.

Natural channel

backfill with riprap.

Excavate to this line, 

Berm

max.
 or 1.5d

50
2d

s
h

culvert

 = Span of pipe-arch 
c

W

box culvert

 = Barrel width for 
b

W

culvert

 = Diameter for pipe 
a

W

NOTE:

about

Symm. 

Apron

1V:2H3

1

1
V
:2

H

1
V
:2

H

1
V
:2

H

Horizontal
1V:2HCulvert

sh
ow

n

R
ip
ra
p 
no
t

edg
e o
f w

ate
r

App
rox
imate

Berm

Top
 of r
ipra

p
See Note B

 
 2

0
W

degradation is anticipated.

downstream channel 

optional.  Construct if 

Thickened or sloping toe 

channel

Top of natural

 

 See Note Btop of riprap

Top of berm, 

Horiz. 1V
:2H

1V:2H

max.
1.5d

 or 
50

2d
 

max.
1.5d

 or 
50

2d

max.
1.5d

 or 
50

2d

m
in
.

b
o
a
rd

fr
e
e

1
.0
 f
t

1.5 ft min.
max.

 or 1.5d
50

3d

 

Dissipator pool

 min.
0

 or 3W
s

10h  

Apron

 min.
0

 or W
s

5h

See Note A

TW

s
h

e
y

 / (Cross section area at Sec. A-A)  =  Specified exit velocity.
des

area at Section A-A such that Q

 If exit velocity of basin is specified, extend basin as requried to obtain sufficient cross-sectional NOTE A:
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RIPRAP BASIN CHECKLIST 
Route       Project No.       
Designer       Date       
Reviewer       Date       

DESIGN VALUES 
(IDM Figure 203-2M) TRIAL 1 FINAL 

TRIAL  BASIN DIMENSIONS FEET 

Equivalent Depth, dE              
Pool length is the 
larger of: 

10hS       
 

D50/dE              3Wo       

D50              
Basin length is the 
larger of: 

15hS       
 

Froude No., Fr              4Wo       

hS/dE              Approach Thickness 3D50       

hS              Basin Thickness 2D50       

hS/D50                  

2 < hS/D50 < 4                  

 
TAILWATER CHECK  DOWNSTREAM RIPRAP (IDM Figure 203-2N) 

Tailwater, TW        L/DE L VL/Vo VL D50 

Equivalent depth, dE                                      

TW/dE                                      

IF TW/dE > 0.75, calculate riprap 
downstream using IDM Figure 203-2N 

                               

                               

DE = (4Ac/π)0.5                                      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RIPRAP BASIN CHECKLIST 
 

Figure 203-2L 
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Figure 203-2M

RIPRAP BASIN DEPTH OF SCOUR

1 2 3

1

2

3

FROUDE NUMBER =
ave

v

)
e

(g) (Y

e
Y
s

h

 = 4
50

 / d
s

NOTE:  2 = h

  for non-rectangular sections

   

(A/2)=

Brink depth for box culvert=

Equivalent brink depth=
a

y

0.5

rounded rock or angular rock

Median size of rock by weight,  =
50

d

Wetted area at brink of culvert

       Design discharge (Q)
 =

ave
v

Culvert brink

a
y

TW

s
h

    SECTION

downstream from basin.

banks and channel bottom 

riprap may be required on 

 > 0.75, then 
0

If TW/Y

 =
 0
.2

c

 /
 y

5
0

0
.1
 =
 d

 =
 0
.3

c

 /
 y

5
0

0
.2

1
 =
 d  =
 0
.4

c

 /
 y

5
0

0
.3
1
 =
 d

 =
 0
.5

c

 /
 y

5
0

0
.4
1
 =
 d  =
 0
.6

c

 /
 y

5
0

0
.5
1
 =
 d

 =
 0
.7

c

 /
 y

50

0.
61
 =
 d

R
E
L
A

T
IV

E
 D

E
P
T

H
 O

F
 S

C
O

U
R
 H

O
L
E
,
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50

V

SYM

W Q
O

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

L

W
O

TW
3(ft) (ft /s) (ft/s) (ft)

1.44

1.44

3.08

3.08

1.44

1.44

14

21

84

65

14

23

9.29

14.01

11.91

9.29

10.30

15.09

1.25

1.25

3.08

3.08

1.61

1.61

ave

V

(V )
aveL

ave

=  Average velocity at outlet

cross sectional areas to an equivalent circular area with diameter W.

For partially full circular section or non-circular brink areas, convert wetted NOTE:

Distance downsteam from plane of the outlet

Equivalent circular diameter

an infinite basin

Circular orifice into 

an infinite basin

Rectangular orifice into 

Design curve

V
ave

(V )
aveL

downstream from brink

Average velocity L meters =

culvert outlets where high tailwater prevails.

To be used for predicting channel velocities downstream from NOTE:

Figure 203-2N

FROM SUBMERGED OUTLETS

DISTRIBUTION OF CENTERLINE VELOCITY FLOW
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RISE 4 ft 5 ft 6 ft 7 ft 8 ft 
PERP. 
SPAN 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt., 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

Wt, 
T / ft 

Lgth., 
ft 

13 ft 2.00 6 3.15 6 3.30 6 3.45 6 3.60 6 
14 ft 3.15 6 3.30 6 3.45 6 3.60 6 3.75 5 
15 ft 3.30 6 3.45 6 3.60 6 3.75 5 3.90 5 
16 ft 3.45 6 3.60 6 3.75 5 3.90 5 4.05 5 
17 ft 3.60 6 3.75 5 3.90 5 4.05 5 4.20 5 
18 ft 3.75 5 3.90 5 4.05 5 4.20 5 4.35 5 
19 ft 3.90 5 4.05 5 4.20 5 4.35 5 4.50 4 
20 ft 4.05 5 4.20 5 4.35 5 4.50 4 4.65 4 

 
 

OVERSIZE-BOX-CULVERT SEGMENTS WEIGHT AND LENGTH 
 

Figure 203-2 O 
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Case Freeboard Specified Acceptable Structure Alternates to be Shown on Plans 
1 ≥ 1 ft Flat-topped, arch-topped, true-arch 
2 < 1 ft Those indicated in hydraulics recommendation letter 

 
 

DETERMINATION OF ACCEPTABLE 
THREE-SIDED-STRUCTURE ALTERNATES 

 
Figure 203-2P 
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Feet Inches Feet Inches

12 144 24 288 
13 156 25 300 
14 168 26 312 
15 180 27 324 
16 192 28 336 
17 204 29 348 
18 216 30 360 
19 228 32 384 
20 240 34 408 
21 252 36 432 
22 264 42 504 
23 276 48 576 

 
 

THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 
PERPENDICULAR-SPAN DESIGNATIONS 

 
Figure 203-2Q 
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Feet Inches Feet Inches

4 48 10’-4” 124 
5 60 10’-8” 128 
6 72 11’ 132 
7 84 11’-4” 136 
8 96 11’-8” 140 
9 108 12 144 
10 120 --- --- 

 
 

THREE-SIDED-STRUCTURE 
RISE DESIGNATIONS 

 
Figure 203-2R 
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MIN. AVG. 
STREAM 

VELOCITY
ft/s 

MAX. AVG.
STREAM 

VELOCITY 
ft/s 

RIPRAP 
AT 

STR. 

RIPRAP 
AT OUTSIDE 

CURVED BEND
IN CHANNEL 

BASE-SLAB 
CONCRETE 

AT STR. 

n/a ≤ 6.5 Revetment Class 1 n/a 
> 6.5 < 10 Class 1 Class 2 n/a 

≥ 10 < 13 Class 2 Base Slab Class B 

≥ 13 n/a Base Slab Base Slab Class B 

 
  Note:  The maximum average stream velocity at the structure can occur at a lesser event 

than the design storm if roadway overtopping is present during the design storm. 
 
 

SCOUR PROTECTION OF CHANNEL 
AT THREE-SIDED STRUCTURE 

 
Figure 203-2S 
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Type of Channel and Description Minimum Normal Maximum
EXCAVATED OR DREDGED 

1. Earth, Straight and Uniform 0.016 0.018 0.020 
 a. Clean, recently completed 0.018 0.022 0.025 
 b. Clean, after weathering 0.022 0.025 0.030 
 c. Gravel, uniform section, clean 0.022 0.027 0.033 
2. Earth, Winding and Sluggish    
 a. No vegetation 0.023 0.025 0.030 
 b. Grass, some weeds 0.025 0.030 0.033 
 c. Dense weeds or aquatic plants in deep channel 0.030 0.035 0.040 
 d. Earth bottom and rubble sides 0.025 0.030 0.035 
 e. Stony bottom and weedy sides 0.025 0.035 0.045 
 f. Cobble bottom and clean sides 0.030 0.040 0.050 
3. Dragline, Excavated or Dredged    
 a. No vegetation 0.025 0.028 0.033 
 b. Light brush on banks 0.035 0.050 0.060 
4. Rock Cut    
 a. Smooth and uniform 0.025 0.035 0.040 
 b. Jagged and irregular 0.035 0.040 0.050 
5. Channel Not Maintained, Weeds and Brush Uncut    
 a. Dense weeds, high as flow depth 0.050 0.080 0.120 
 b. Clean bottom, brush on sides 0.040 0.050 0.080 
 c. Clean bottom, highest stage of flow 0.045 0.070 0.110 
 d. Dense brush, high stage 0.080 0.100 0.140 

NATURAL STREAM 
1. Minor Stream (top width at flood stage < 100 ft)    
 a. Stream on plain    
  (1) Clean, straight, full stage, no rifts or deep 
   pools 

0.025 0.030 0.033 

  (2) Same as above, but more stones or weeds 0.030 0.035 0.040 
  (3) Clean, winding, some pools or shoals 0.033 0.040 0.045 
  (4) Same as above, but some weeds or stones 0.035 0.045 0.050 
  (5) Same as above, lower stages, more  
   ineffective slopes and sections 

0.040 0.048 0.055 

  (6) Same as (4), but more stones 0.045 0.050 0.060 
  (7) Sluggish reaches, weedy, deep pools 0.050 0.070 0.080 
  (8) Very weedy reaches, deep pools, or  
   floodway with heavy stand of timber and 
   underbrush 

0.075 0.100 0.150 

2012



 

 
Type of Channel and Description Minimum Normal Maximum

NATURAL STREAM (contd.) 
1. Minor Stream (contd.)    
 b. Mountain stream, no vegetation in channel,  
  banks usually steep, trees and brush along  
  banks submerged at high stages 

   

  (1) Bottom:  gravel, cobbles, and few  
   boulders 

0.030 0.040 0.050 

  (2) Bottom: cobbles with large boulders 0.040 0.050 0.07 
2. Floodplain    
 a. Pasture, no brush    
  (1) Short grass 0.025 0.030 0.035 
  (2) High grass 0.030 0.035 0.050 
 b. Cultivated area    
  (1) No crop 0.020 0.030 0.040 
  (2) Mature row crops 0.025 0.035 0.045 
  (3) Mature field crops 0.030 0.040 0.050 
 c. Brush    
  (1) Scattered brush, heavy weeds 0.035 0.050 0.070 
  (2) Light brush and trees, in winter 0.035 0.050 0.060 
  (3) Light brush and trees, in summer 0.040 0.060 0.080 
  (4) Medium to dense brush, in winter 0.045 0.070 0.110 
  (5) Medium to dense brush, in summer 0.070 0.100 0.160 
 d. Trees    
  (1) Dense willows, in summer, straight 0.110 0.150 0.200 
  (2) Cleared land with tree stumps, no sprouts 0.030 0.040 0.050 
  (3) Same as above, but with heavy growth of 
   sprouts 0.050 0.060 0.080 
  (4) Heavy stand of timber, a few downed  
   trees, little undergrowth, flood stage  
   below branches 

0.080 0.100 0.120 

  (5) Same as above, but with flood stage  
   reaching branches 

0.100 0.120 0.160 

3. Major Stream (top width at flood stage > 100 ft).  
 The n value is less than that for a minor stream of 
 similar description, because banks offer less 
 effective resistance. 

   

 a. Regular section with no boulders or brush 0.025 n/a 0.060 
 b. Irregular and rough section 0.035 n/a 0.100 

Source:  Chow, V.T. 
VALUES OF MANNING’S n FOR UNIFORM FLOW, Figure 203-3A 
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Type 
Minimum 
Thickness 

Abutment Pier 

Revetment 1.5 ft 2.0 ft 

Class 1 2.0 ft 3.0 ft 

Class 2 2.5 ft 4.0 ft 

 
Riprap-Lay Thickness 

 
Note: The thickness is measured such that the top is at the ground elevation. 

 
 

Substructure 
Type 

Lay Width 

Sloping 
Abutment 

The cone is covered top to toe, a square toe trench 
is placed below the riprap, based on lay thickness. 

Vertical 
Abutment 

2 times the water depth or a minimum of 10 ft 

Pier 
2 times the pier width or a minimum of 6 ft.  The 
lay width is from the outside wall of the pier, all 

the way around. 
 

Riprap-Lay Width 
 

Note: For an oversized-box or three-sided structure, see the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 

RIPRAP SCOUR PROTECTION 
 

Figure 203-3B 
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Hydraulics QA Checklist 

Hydraulics QA Checklist 
 
Route:        Des No.         
County:        City or Town:       
Description:         
Designer:        Reviewer:       
 
MAPS 

  USGS Quad.  Scale        Date       
  ARC GIS  Date       
  Flood-Insurance Firm and FHBM 
  Soils Map 
  Aerial Photos Scale       Date       

 
STUDIES BY EXTERNAL AGENCIES 

  FEMA Flood-Insurance Studies 
  NRCS Watershed Studies 
  USGS Gages and Studies 
  Interim Floodplain Studies 

 
STUDIES BY INTERNAL SOURCES 

  Office Records 
  Flood Record (High Water, Newspaper) 

 
  BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORTS 

 
CALIBRATION OF HIGH-WATER DATA 

  Discharge and Frequency of H.W. el. 
  Influences Responsible for H.W. el. - Check             

Maps for Larger Streams Nearby that May 
Backwater the Site 

  Analyze Hydraulic Performance of 
 Existing Facility for 100-Year Flood 

  Analyze Hydraulic Performance of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DESIGN APPURTENANCES 

  Dissipators, Riprap 
  Scour Analysis/Evaluation 

 
 
TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

  Indiana Design Manual, Part II 
  Other ___________________ 

 
DISCHARGE CALCULATIONS 

  Drainage Area Delineation 
  Drainage Areas of IN Streams 
  DNR Discharge Letter 
  Rational Formula 
  HEC-HMS / TR-20 
  NRCS 

Gaging Da    Regional Analysis 
  Coordinated Discharges of IN Streams 
  Log-Pearson Type III Gage Rating 

 
HIGH-WATER ELEVATIONS 

  INDOT Survey 
  Plans for Existing Structure 
  DNR Historic Flood Profiles 
  Maintenance Records 
  External Sources 
  Personal Reconnaissance 

      Proposed Facility for 100-Year Flood 
  Field Reconnaissance Revisions Report 
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Hydraulics QA Checklist 
 

(Continued) 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS 

  INDOT 
 
TECHNICAL AIDS 

  Indiana Design Manual, Part II 
  INDOT and FHWA Directives 
  FHWA Publications 

 
 
 

 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

  HY8 
  HEC-RAS River Analysis System 
  Log-Pearson Type III Analysis 
  WSPRO Water-Surface Profile 
  PFP-HYDRA 
  HEC-HMS / TR 20 
  HEC-RAS Scour Analysis 

 
  Other______________________ 

 
 
Designed by:_________________________ Date:________ 
 
 
Reviewed by:_________________________ Date:________ 
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Type of Facility Design Frequency Allowable Spread, T 

Freeway 2% Annual EP Edge of travel lane 
Non-Freeway, ≥ 4 Lanes 10 % Annual EP Across one-half travel lane  
Two-Lane Facility 10 % Annual EP 4 ft onto travel lane 
Bridge Deck, Non-
Freeway 
 V ≥ 50 mph 
 V < 50 mph 

 
10 % Annual EP 
10% Annual EP 

 
Edge of travel lane 
3 ft onto travel lane 

Ramp      
   10% Annual EP 

10% Annual EP 

 
Edge of travel lane 
3 ft onto travel lane 

       V ≥ 50 mph 
       V < 50 mph 

 
Note:Consideration for a 2% annual EP storm event should be used when in a depressed area.  
See Section 203-4.04(10)  
 
 

DESIGN FREQUENCY AND ALLOWABLE WATER SPREAD 
 

Figure 203-4A 
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Str. Type Casting Types 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 12A 13 14 15 

C
at

ch
 B

as
in

 
A X X     X       
D     X         
E      X        
J        X      
K        X      
S            X  

W 1 X X     X       

In
le

t 

A X X     X       
B             X 
C             X 
D     X         
E      X        
F      X        
G      X        

H, HA    X          
J        X      
M        X      
N         X     
P          X    
R           X   
S            X  
T            X  

M
an

ho
le

 

A X  X    X       
B X  X    X       

C 2 X  X    X       
D X  X    X       
E X  X    X       
F X  X    X       
G X  X    X       
H X  X    X       
J X  X    X       
K X  X    X       
L X  X    X       
M X  X    X       
N X  X    X       

Notes: 1 May be substituted for catch basin type A. 
2 May be substituted for manhole type A or B. 

 
COMPATIBILITY OF DRAINAGE STRUCTURES AND CASTINGS 

 
Figure 203-4B 
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Type of Gutter or Pavement Manning’s n 

Concrete gutter, troweled finish 0.012 

Asphalt Pavement 
Smooth texture 
Rough texture 

 
0.013 
0.016 

Concrete gutter-asphalt pavement 
Smooth 
Rough 

 
0.013 
0.015 

Concrete pavement 
Float finish 
Broom finish 

 
0.014 
0.016 

 
Notes: 1. For a gutter with a small slope where sediment may accumulate, increase n value by 
  0.002. 
 2.  Reference: USDOT, FHWA, HDS-3 (1961) 
 
 

MANNING’S n FOR STREET OR PAVEMENT GUTTER 
 

Figure 203-4C 
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FIGURE 203-4D

(CURVED VANE GRATE)

INLET CAPACITY CHART
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ROUTE: __________  PROJECT: __________________________  COMPUTED BY: __________________________  DATE: ___________            SHEET ____  OF  ____ 

LOCATION GUTTER DISCHARGE 
Design Frequency: _________ 

GUTTER DISCHARGE 
Allowable Spread: _________ INLET  DISCHARGE 

REMARKS 
Inlet 
No. Station 

Drain 
Area 

A 
 

(ac) 

Run- 
off 

Coef. 
C 

Time 
of 

Conc. 
TC 

(min.) 

Rain 
Inten- 
sity, I 
(in./ 
h) 

Q = 
.002 – 
78 x 
CIA 
(cfs) 

Grade 
So 
 
 

(ft/ft) 

Cross 
Slope 

Sx 
 

(ft/ft) 

Prev. 
Run- 
by 

 
(cfs) 

Total 
Gutt. 
Flow 

 
(cfs) 

Depth 
d 

T/W 
 

(ft) 

Gutt. 
Width 

W 
 

(ft) 

Sprd. 
T 
 
 

(ft) 

W/T Inlet 
Type 

Inter- 
cept 
Qi 
 

(cfs) 

Run- 
by 
Qr 
 

(cfs) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   

 
INLET SPACING COMPUTATION SHEET 

 
Figure 203-4E 
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Manhole 
Type 

Manhole Inside- 
Dia. Dimension 

(in.) 

Maximum Trunkline 
Pipe Size 

(in.) 

Minimum Trunkline 
Pipe Size 

(in.) 

A 
B 

48 dia. 
36 dia. 

24 
18 

12 
12 

C 49 dia. 24 12 

D 
E 
F 
G 

58 x 74 
80 x 74 
108 x 74 
136 x 74 

42 
60 
84 
108 

27 
48 
66 
90 

H 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 

49 dia. 
62 dia. 
74 dia. 
98 dia. 
104 dia. 
110 dia. 

36
36 
48 
54 
72 
84 

24 
24 
36 
48 
54 
72 

 
 

MANHOLE TYPES 
 

Figure 203-4F 
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Speed 
(mph) 

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 62 65 70 

d↓ K→ 20 30 40 50 70 90 110 130 160 167 180 220 
0.1 20 24 28 32 37 42 47 51 57 58 60 66 
0.2 28 35 40 45 53 60 66 72 80 82 85 94 
0.3 35 42 49 55 65 73 81 88 98 100 104 115 
0.4 40 49 57 63 75 85 94 102 113 116 120 133 
0.5 45 55 63 71 84 95 105 114 126 129 134 148 
0.6 49 60 69 77 92 104 115 125 139 142 147 162 
0.7 53 65 75 84 99 112 124 135 150 153 159 176 
0.8 57 69 80 89 106 120 133 144 160 163 170 188 

 
Notes: 1. x = (200dK)0.5, where x = distance from the low point to flanking inlet, ft, and 
  d = depth at curb, ft 
  Maximum K for drainage = 170 (ft/%A) for a curbed facility. 

 2. K = L/A, where L = length of vertical curve, ft, and A = algebraic difference in approach grades, %. 
  Reference: HEC 12 Chapter 9 (modified). 

 
 

FLANKING-INLET LOCATIONS 
 

Figure 203-4G 
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(a) (b)

1:12

that runoff cannot directly enter the stream.

If possible, drain extension to be placed such NOTE:

1’-0"1"-9"

barrier rail

Concrete 

Drain type OS

Steel beam

Pipe support bracket

hex head bolt

3/8" x 1 1/2" 

6" dia.

Drain extension, 

6"

1"

6"

1"

1’-0" 1"-9"

beam

bulb-tee 

Concrete 

Pipe support bracket

hex head bolt

3/8" x 1 1/2" 

6" dia.

Drain extension, 

Drain type SQ

barrier rail

Concrete Beam

Beam

1:12

Figure 203-4H

TYPICAL FLOOR DRAIN SECTIONS
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Route __________ Section  _____________ County  _______________________ 
Computed ____________________ Date ____________ 
Checked _____________________ Date ____________ 
 

Station 
Le

ng
th

 
(f

t) 

Drainage
Area A 

(ac) 

R
un

of
f C

oe
ff

ic
ie

nt
 

C
 

(A)(C) Flow Time 
(min) 

R
ai

nf
al

l I
nt

en
si

ty
 

I (
in

./h
) 

To
ta

l R
un

of
f 

0.
00

27
8C
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Storm Durations for   
1% Annual EP 

Inflow Rates 
(cfs) 

Outflow Rates 
(cfs) 

Peak Water Surface 
Elevations (ft) 

Peak Volumes 
(ft3) 

     
1% Annual EP - 0.25 hr     
1% Annual EP - 0.5 hr     
1% Annual EP - 1 hr     
1% Annual EP - 2 hr     
1% Annual EP - 3 hr     
1% Annual EP - 6 hr     
1% Annual EP - 12 hr     
1% Annual EP - 24 hr     
     
 

SUMMARY PERFORMANCE TABLE FOR STORAGE 
 

Figure 203-5A 
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Material Manning’s n 
Maximum Allowable 

Velocity (ft/s) 

Fine Sand 0.20 2.5 
Sandy Loam 0.20 2.5 
Silty Loam 0.20 3.0 
Clay Loam 0.20 3.6 
Clay 0.20 5.0 
Silty Clay 0.20 5.0 
Shale 0.20 6.0 
Fine Gravel 0.20 5.0 
Coarse Gravel 0.25 6.0 

 
 

MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN A DRAINAGE DITCH 
 

Figure 203-6A 
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SEGMENTS, AND SUBSECTIONS USED IN ASSIGNING n VALUES
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Grade, G Interval 

3% ≤ G < 5% 200 ft 
5% ≤ G < 8% 150 ft 
8% ≤ G < 10% 100 ft 

≥ 10% 50 ft 
 
 
 

LUG INTERVAL 
 

Figure 203-6C 
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LONGITUDINAL EXTENT OF REVETMENT PROTECTION
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Slope-Surface Characteristic Placement Method Correction Factor 
Concrete blocks, voids < 20% fitted 0.90 
Concrete blocks, 20% ≤ voids < 40% fitted 0.70 
Concrete blocks, 40% ≤ voids ≤ 60% fitted 0.50 
Concrete pavement --- 1.00 
Grass --- 0.85 – 0.90 
Grouted rock --- 0.90 
Rock riprap, angular random 0.60 
Rock riprap, hand-placed or keyed keyed 0.80 
Rock riprap, round random 0.70 
Wire-enclosed rocks or gabions --- 0.80 

 
 

CORRECTION FACTOR FOR WAVE RUNUP 
 

Figure 203-6F 
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WAVE RUNUP ON SMOOTH, IMPERMEABLE SLOPES
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Figure 203-6H

RIPRAP TOE DIMENSIONS
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For laying depth, see Standard Specifications.2.

Not to Scale.1.
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Filter cloth

base of armor.

Wrap cloth around 

Figure 203-6 I

GEOTEXTILE FILTER
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Figure 203-6J

TYPICAL RIPRAP INSTALLATION: PLAN AND FLANK DETAILS
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(Bank Protection Only)

TYPICAL RIPRAP INSTALLATION:  SIDE VIEW
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Figure 203-6L

LAUNCHING OF RIPRAP TOE MATERIAL
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Figure 203-6M

ROCK AND WIRE MATTRESS CONFIGURATION
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Design High Water

Bank Paving

Filter Layer

Figure 203-6N

COVERING ENTIRE CHANNEL PERIMETER

ROCK AND WIRE MATTRESS INSTALLATION
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Thickness 
(ft) 

Width 
(ft) 

Length 
(ft) 

Wire-Mesh 
Opening Size 

(in. x in.) 
0.75 6 9 3 x 3 
0.75 6 12 3 x 3 
1.0 3 6 3 x 3 
1.0 3 9 3 x 3 
1.5 3 12 3 x 3 
1.5 3 6 3 x 3 
1.5 3 9 3 x 3 
1.5 3 12 3 x 3 
3.0 3 6 3 x 3 
3.0 3 9 3 x 3 
3.0 3 12 3 x 3 

 
 

STANDARD GABION SIZES 
 

Figure 203-6 O 
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Bank Soil Type Maximum Velocity 
(ft/s) 

Bank Slope 
(H:V) 

Minimum Required
Mattress Thickness 

(in.) 

Clay, 
Heavy Cohesive 
Soils 

10 Flatter than 1:3 9 

13 – 16 Steeper than 1:2 12 

Any Steeper than 1:2 ≥ 18 

Silt, fine sand 10 Flatter than 1:2 12 

Shingle with Gravel 

16 Flatter than 1:3 9 

20 Flatter than 1:2 12 

Any Steeper than 1:2 ≥ 18 

 
 

CRITERIA FOR GABION THICKNESS 
 

Figure 203-6P 
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Nominal Diameter 

of Wire (in.) 
Minimum Coating Weight, 

Class 3 or A Coating (oz/ft2)

0.086 0.7 
0.104 0.8 
0.128 0.9 

 
 

MINIMUM COATING WEIGHT 
 

Figure 203-6Q 
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FLANK TREATMENT FOR ROCK AND WIRE MATTRESS DESIGNS
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Figure 203-6S

TYPICAL STACKED BLOCK GABION REVETMENT DETAILS
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Figure 203-6T

MONOSLAB REVETMENT
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Figure 203-6U

ARMORFLEX

(b)  Revetment Configuration

(a)  Block Detail
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Figure 203-6V

PETRAFLEX

(a)  Block Detail

(b)  Revetment Configuration

Petraflex Revetment

Earth Anchor

Filter Fabric

Continuous Woven 

1’-0"

1’-0"
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Figure 203-6W

ARTICULATED CONCRETE REVETMENT
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Figure 203-6Y
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Figure 203-6Z
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GROUTED FABRIC-FORMED REVETMENT
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CHAPTER 204    

                                              
PERMANENT STORMWATER QUALITY 

CONTROLS 

 
The EPA is currently rulemaking, focusing on stormwater quality regulations which will impact 
project development and design as well as water resources.  INDOT, a significant transporter of 
and contributor to storm water runoff, has reserved chapter 204 for development of best 
management practices for permanent water quality measures. INDOT is currently developing 
guidelines that will aid the designer in choosing the appropriate measures and frequency of their 
use.  Refer to chapters 201 and 203-5.0 for currently available measures.  Please direct questions 
to the Hydraulics Manager and Permit Manager for special circumstances that arise during the 
project’s design and development. 
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CHAPTER 205 

 

TEMPORARY EROSION 

AND SEDIMENT CONTROL 
 
 
205-1.0  GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
An erosion and sediment control plan should be developed where soil is disturbed, especially 
where sediment can enter a waterway or move off site.  The erosion and sediment control plan 
should address erosion and sediment control during the entire construction process.  Different 
measures will likely be used during different phases of construction.  Allowance should be made 
for changes in the field to accommodate existing conditions or the use of different measures 
where they are more appropriate.   
 
The goals of erosion control and sediment control are different.  The purpose of placing erosion 
control measures is to prevent sediment from being mobilized on the project site.  Sediment control 
measures are placed to recapture soil that has been mobilized and prevent it from leaving the 
construction site.  Water flowing through a construction-disturbed area is to be filtered of 
sediment before it mixes with water which is not affected by construction operations.  The 
guidelines presented in this chapter concentrate on temporary erosion and sediment control 
measures.  The designer should coordinate with the Office of Environmental Services to 
determine the need for permanent erosion and sediment control measures.   
 
INDOT Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings show existing temporary erosion and 
sediment control measures available to the designer.  The erosion and sediment control measures 
described herein have been listed in groups according to their use.  Some of the measures may be 
used in multiple applications.  These guidelines will aid the designer in choosing the appropriate 
measures and frequency of their use.  Erosion and sediment control measures should be designed 
at a minimum for a 2-yr 24-h rain event unless otherwise stated.   
 
An erosion and sediment control plan known as a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP), is required to be submitted to the Indiana Department of Environment Management 
(IDEM) to comply with 327 IAC 15-5 (Rule 5).  Rule 5 Notice of Intent (NOI) is a key component 
of the permitting process in order to maintain compliance with other water quality permits such as 
404, 401, and DNR permits.  See Design Manual Chapter 9 for additional permit information.   
 
Formal submittal to comply with Rule 5 is required where 1 acre or more is disturbed.  A copy of 
Rule 5 Notice NOI is available via the IDEM website, at http://www.in.gov/idem/4914.htm .  It lists 
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items that should be submitted to IDEM with the erosion and sediment control plan.  The designer 
should consider all items listed in Figure 205-1A Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Technical 
Review Checklist.  The erosion and sediment control plan should be prepared and submitted to 
IDEM.  The NOI letter should be filed with IDEM.  The submittals should be as follows 
 
1. Plans developed for an INDOT project will be filed by the Environmental Services 

Division permit coordinator. 
 
2. Plans developed for a local public agency project will be filed by the local agency or its 

representative to the Soil and Water Conservation District. 
 
3. Plans developed by a contractor, i.e., design build or lump-sum erosion control, will be 

signed by the contractor first and then by the Environmental Services manager or 
representative.  Plans are submitted to IDEM by the contractor. 

 
 
205-2.0  SITE ANALYSIS 

 
The erosion and sediment control plan should identify control measures that will be used to 
minimize erosion and off-site sedimentation.  It serves as a blueprint for the location, installation, 
and maintenance of these measures. 
 
In preparing the erosion and sediment control plan, the designer should start by observing local 
drainage patterns, geometric site constraints, and topography.  The volume of water entering and 
leaving the construction site at various locations should be considered.  Where reasonable, off-
site waters should be isolated and allowed to pass through the project site.  Sediments from on-
site sources should be captured prior to leaving the site.  The method of treatment depends upon 
the drainage area. 
 
Providing a vegetated ground cover is most important in terms of preventing erosion. If the 
existing vegetation is to be disturbed, appropriate erosion and sediment control measures should 
be utilized.  If utility features traverse the site, their relocation should be considered in designing 
these measures. 
 
The following principles of erosion and sediment control should be utilized. 
 
1. The physical characteristics of the site should be assessed, including topography and 

drainage, to determine how to best minimize erosion and sedimentation. 
 
2. The erosion and sediment control plan should be designed to include measures that will 

keep sediment on the construction site as much as possible. 
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3. Where reasonable, a diversion interceptor or waterway should be used to divert or 

intercept off-site runoff.  If the designer determines that the use of a diversion interceptor 
for off-site runoff is not practical, the designer should increase the size or quantity of 
proposed erosion and sediment control measures to satisfy the additional volume of water 
being treated from off-site runoff. 

 
4. Measures to slow runoff and allow deposition of sediment should be designed using 

grading and sediment barriers to break up a long, steep slope. 
 
5. A temporary seeding quantity in accordance with 205-3.02(03) should be provided for 

each area of disturbed soil. 
 
6. Runoff velocity should be reduced by means of maintaining existing vegetative cover, 

preserving a natural buffer strip around the lower perimeter of the disturbed land, and 
installing perimeter controls such as silt fences, filter berms, and sediment basins or traps. 

 
7. The contractor should be provided adequate working space to construct, repair, and 

maintain erosion control features. 
 
The construction clear-zone should be considered when selecting the appropriate erosion control 
measures.  Chapter 82 includes the information necessary to determine the construction clear- 
zone.  For example, traversable check dams such as straw bales, fiber rolls, or fiber socks should 
be used instead of riprap check dams inside the construction clear-zone. 
 
 
205-3.0  TEMPORARY EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 

 
205-3.01  Protection of Adjacent Areas 

 
The following measures are used to minimize sediment to areas adjacent to the disturbed areas.  
These measures include silt fence, vegetative filter strips, filter berms, sediment traps, and 
sediment basins. 
 
205-3.01(01)  Silt Fence 

 
A silt fence captures sediment by pooling water to allow deposition, not by filtration.  A silt 
fence requires a trench for proper installation and should not be used on a fill slope.  Though the 
practice usually works best in conjunction with other erosion control measures, it can be 
effective where used alone under the proper field conditions.  A silt fence should not be used to 
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divert water.  It should not be used across a stream, channel, or where concentrated flow is 
anticipated. 
 
Use of a silt fence is limited to a disturbed drainage area of 0.25 ac/100 ft of fence.  The use of 
silt fence is further restricted by the slope or grade, as indicated in Figures 205-3A and 205-3B.  
The silt fence should be installed as level as possible while following the land contour.  Ideally, 
silt fence should be installed at least 10 ft from the toe of slope to provide a broad, shallow 
sediment pool with increased storage capacity. 
 
The length of a silt fence should be sufficient to encompass the boundaries of the toe of the slope 
with the ends of the fence terminated upslope.  The silt fence should terminate at adjacent 
erosion control measures or at stabilized areas. 
 
Where site conditions exceed the limits shown in Figure 205-3A, other appropriate erosion and 
sediment control measures should be implemented in conjunction with the silt fence.  See the 
INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
 
205-3.01(02)  Vegetative Filter Strip 

 
A vegetative filter strip is an area where the ground cover is left undisturbed to filter runoff.  
Leaving existing grassy vegetation in place is the most effective method for erosion control.  The 
designer should identify all potential areas for use of this control measure and evaluate each 
according to the minimum requirements shown in Figures 205-3C and 205-3D.   
 
A vegetative filter strip should be left between a sediment-producing site and a downslope site or 
watercourse. The effectiveness of a vegetative filter strip is dependent upon the slope of the 
undisturbed area.  Where practical, the vegetative strip should be on the flatter area beyond the 
toe of slope.  A site condition that does not allow for preserving a filter strip on the flatter 
ground, or existing vegetation that does not meet the minimum requirements shown in Figure 
205-3C should not preclude leaving as much vegetation on the slope as possible.  In this 
situation, the vegetative filter strip should be used in conjunction with other measures such as silt 
fence, inlet protection, sediment trap, or sediment basin to increase effectiveness. 
 
Typical applications for this sediment control measure include the area adjacent to the right-of-
way limit, roadside ditch, relocated or existing waterway, or wetland.  The vegetative filter strip 
may be considered for any undisturbed area within the construction limits.  The locations which 
are not to be disturbed by the contractor should be shown in the erosion and sediment control 
plan. 
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205-3.01(03)  Filter Berm 

 
A filter berm is a temporary barrier consisting of a compost, organic mulch, or No. 5 or 8 filter 
stone installed on the contour to intercept sheet flow and filter stormwater runoff from a small, 
unvegetated drainage area.  In an area prone to flooding, a riprap berm faced with filter stone 
should be used.  Filter stone will be placed on the upslope side of the riprap berm, or the riprap 
should be wrapped in geotextile.  The designer should show the berm ends turned upslope so that 
the ends of the berm terminate at higher elevations than the top of the berm at its lowest point.  
This will prevent water from flowing unfiltered around the berm. 
 
The maximum drainage area for this measure is limited to 0.25 ac/100 ft of berm.  A filter berm 
should not be placed on a slope steeper than 4:1. When placed at the toe of slope, the filter berm 
should be located 5 to 10 ft from the toe. 
 
 
205-3.01(04)  Sediment Trap 

 
A sediment trap is used to temporarily detain runoff and contain sediment in a drainage-flow 
area such as in a ditch line or swale.  It is most often utilized as the last measure to filter water 
before it leaves the project site. Revetment riprap and No. 5 or 8 stone, along with geotextile, 
should be used in the construction of a sediment trap.  The detained storage area should have a 
length-to-width ratio of 2:1 or greater. See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
If used independent of other sediment-control measures, the sediment trap should be designed for 
a maximum drainage area of 5 acres.  Where space is limited, the sediment trap should be 
designed considering the limited space rather than the drainage area.  In this situation, other 
sediment control measures should be considered.  To determine the volume of the trap, calculate 
the watershed acreage that is the tributary to the sediment trap.  The trap should then be designed 
to store sediment for a minimum disturbed volume of 65 yd3/ac.  
 
Figures 205-3E, 205-3F, and 205-3G indicate the storage capacity and flood pool length for a 
sediment trap. 
 
The sediment trap design depends on the following geometric characteristics of the proposed 
ditch: 
 
1. ditch grade; 
2. ditch shape, as flat bottom or V bottom; and 
3. foreslope and backslope. 
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Figure 205-3G indicates the minimum spacing for sediment traps, based on the flood pool length, 
so that the next measure cannot encroach into the pool of the previous one. The procedure used 
to determine spacing of multiple sediment traps is as follows. 
 
1. Select the largest sediment trap, by spillway height, that can physically fit into the 

proposed ditch cross section. 
 
2. Check the proposed ditch grade directly upstream of the approximate location of the 

sediment trap.  The grade should be continuous. 
 
3. From Figure 205-3G, find the required minimum sediment-trap spacing. 
 
 
205-3.01(05)  Sediment Basin 

 
A sediment basin is a water-impoundment structure designed to hold the 10-yr 24-h rain event 
for the watershed passing through the site.  The basin can be formed with an embankment or by 
means of excavation and is used to prevent offsite sedimentation by retaining sediment on the 
construction site.  A sediment basin should be a primary consideration for a new-construction 
project where there is adequate right of way.  It should be used within an interchange, rest area, 
weigh station, or replacement wetland.  Where right of way is limited, the sediment basin should 
be designed considering available space rather than drainage area.  In this situation, other control 
measures should be specified in conjunction with the sediment basin depending on site 
conditions. 
 
The sediment basin will have a length-to-width ratio of 2:1 or greater.  It must be shaped to fit 
the area in which it will be used.  If used independent of other sediment control measures, the 
basin should be designed for a maximum drainage area of 30 acres.  The basin should be 
designed to store a minimum water volume of 65 yd3/ac of watershed.  If the watershed area is 
greater than 30 acres, additional measures should be considered.  A berm should be placed 
around the pond that is at least 2 ft above the design elevation.  An emergency spillway should 
be provided, typically as a weir, to drain excessive storm-event rainfall beyond the required 
design.  The spillway crest should be set at least 1 ft higher than the design elevation.  The 
spillway location will be determined based on the available right of way.  However, the spillway 
should not be directly above the outlet pipe.  Results from the design calculations should be 
shown on the plans.  These should include but not be limited to, the design storm event, the 
elevation of the water-flow level, and the storage capacity of the basin. See Figure 205-3H for 
example details. 
 
For guidance in the use of a wetlands replacement site as a sediment basin, contact the Office of 
Hydraulics.  If the permanent control structure of the wetlands replacement site or detention 
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pond is a pipe, a temporary perforated riser with an anti-seep collar and anti-flotation block 
should be used to dewater the basin allowing for adequate residence time in the basin. 
 
This sediment control measure should not be used where failure of the embankment can 
endanger life or property. 
 
 
205-3.01(06)  Temporary Stable Construction Entrance 

 
A temporary stable construction entrance is a sediment control measure consisting of a stabilized 
aggregate pad over geotextile. A temporary construction entrance is used where construction 
traffic will be coming from a construction site to an adjoining public right of way, street, alley, 
sidewalk, or parking area minimizing the tracking of mud and sediment onto a public roadway. 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details.  The designer should use the minimum values of 
100 tons of No. 2 stone and 235 yd2 of geotextile when estimating quantities.  This should be 
sufficient to provide two stable construction entrances.  The designer will determine the need for 
additional construction-entrance quantities based on the number of road and stream crossings 
within the project limits. 
 
 
205-3.02  Slope 

 
The following measures are used to temporarily control erosion on a slope.  They include 
diversion interceptor and slope drain, vegetative strip in a cut or fill section, temporary seeding 
and temporary mulch, erosion control blanket, and surface roughening. 
 
 
205-3.02(01)  Diversion Interceptor 

 
1. Type A, Embankment Diversion.  An embankment diversion is a stormwater control 

measure consisting of a temporary ridge, excavated channel, or combination thereof 
constructed across a slope to collect stormwater runoff and divert it to a treatment device 
with a stable outlet.  An embankment diversion should have the capacity to accommodate 
a maximum drainage area of 3 acres.  The side slopes should be 2:1 or flatter with a top 
ridge or bottom channel width of 2 ft allowing for 6 in. of freeboard. 

 

2. Type B, Water Bar or Transverse Diversion.  This consists of a series of small ridges, or 
ridges and channels, used to intercept and divert stormwater runoff from a long narrow 
corridor such as a haul road.  Diverted stormwater should be discharged into a treatment 
device with a stable outlet.  The length of a water bar should not exceed 100 ft.  Its grade 
should not exceed 2% towards the outlet.  Ridge height should be a minimum of 9 in. 
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from the downslope ground level to the top of settled ridge.  Water-bar spacing shall be 
as shown in Figure 205-3 I, Spacing for Diversion Type B. 

 
3. Type C, Perimeter Diversion.  This is used to collect offsite runoff before it enters the 

project site.  A maximum drainage area of 5 acres is allowed before additional 
considerations are required by the designer.  A perimeter diversion consists of a stable 
channel and supporting ridge constructed across a slope to collect stormwater runoff and 
divert it to a stable outlet.  Side slopes should be 2:1 or flatter with a minimum ridge top 
or channel bottom width of 2 ft, allowing 6 in. of freeboard and stabilized with vegetation 
unless a ditch grade of 6% or steeper warrants the use of riprap with geotextile.  The 
runoff diverted away from the project site will be exempt from using a sediment 
treatment measure.  However, a stable outlet may be needed in order to release water 
onto stable terrain.  Perimeter diversion measures remain in place for the duration of 
construction.   

 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
 
205-3.02(02)  Slope Drain 

 
A slope drain is a pipe drain used in conjunction with a diversion interceptor to convey runoff 
down a slope without causing erosion.  A diversion interceptor with a slope drain should be 
specified at the top of a fill or cut slope to divert runoff from the top of the embankment and 
control where the runoff is discharged.  Where the cut or fill height exceeds 10 ft, a slope drain 
should be used.  The INDOT Standard Drawings specify the pipe diameter and its drainage area.  
This information should be used in determining the spacing of slope drains. 
 
The contractor should be permitted to use a temporary pipe slope drain or an open slope drain. 
The slope drain should be lengthened as the embankment is extended upward.  A slope drain 
should not be outlet directly into a stream due to the possible conveyance of sediment from the 
top of the embankment.  Instead, it should be outlet onto a riprap splash pad and into another 
sediment control measure. 
 
 
205-3.02(03)  Temporary Seeding and Temporary Mulch 

 
Temporary seeding and mulch are used to reduce erosion and sedimentation damage by means of 
stabilizing a disturbed area where additional work is not scheduled for at least 7 calendar days.  
Temporary seeding reduces problems associated with mud or dust from bare soil surfaces during 
construction.  It also reduces sediment runoff downstream by providing temporary stabilization.  
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Mulch protects the soil from the impact of wind and water, prevents the soil from crusting, 
conserves moisture, and promotes seed germination and growth. 
 
The pay quantity for temporary seeding should be determined based on the contract type as 
follows. 

 
1. Bridge Contract.  The quantity is based on 1.5 times the area of permanent seeding. 
 
2. Road Contract.  The quantity is based on 2 times the area of permanent seeding. 
 
3. Maintenance, Traffic, or 2R.  A pay quantity should not be included unless soil 

disturbance is known.  Quantities should then be based on the same area as the permanent 
seeding. 

 
During certain periods of the year, as described in the INDOT Standard Specifications, 
temporary seeding will not be required, only mulch.  If the designer determines it is likely that 
the project will be constructed during such periods, a temporary seeding quantity should still be 
calculated as described above, but the mulch quantity should be increased to 2.5 tons per acre. 
 
205-3.02(04)  Manufactured Surface Protection Products and Surface Roughening 

 
If manufactured surface protection products or erosion control blankets are required as a 
permanent measure, and the special provisions require their early installation, such measures 
may be used as a temporary erosion control measure.  Although surface roughening is required 
by the INDOT Standard Specifications for construction of erosion control methods, the designer 
need not consider surface roughening as part of the temporary erosion and sediment control plan. 
 
 
205-3.03  Side Ditch 

 
The measures used to control sediment in a side ditch include check dam, sediment trap, and 
grass or riprap-lined channel.  Figure 205-3J shows the measures to be used with a disturbed 
ditch.  Figure 205-3K shows the measures to be used with an undisturbed ditch. 
 
 
205-3.03(01) Check Dam 

 
A check dam is used to reduce erosion and control sediment in a drainage channel by slowing the 
velocity of the flow.  A check dam is used in a channel that is degrading but where permanent 
stabilization measures are impractical due to their short period of usefulness.  It is also used in 
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eroding channels where construction delays or weather conditions prevent timely installation of 
erosion-resistant linings.  A check dam should not be used in jurisdictional waters.   
 
A check dam is an appropriate erosion control measure for a drainage area of 2 acres or less.  For 
a drainage area of more than 2 acres, other erosion and sediment control measures will be 
needed.  A revetment-riprap check dam should be specified for use if it will be outside the 
construction clear-zone.  A traversable check dam should be specified only if it will be inside the 
construction clear-zone, or for site specific needs.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for 
details.  In any case, the check dam should be wide enough to traverse the ditch section so as to 
force water to flow over the check dam instead of around the ends.   
 
The cross section for a revetment-riprap check dam is shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings.  
The check dams should be spaced such that the top of the downstream check dam is at the same 
elevation as the toe of the adjacent upstream check dam.  For a traversable check dam, the 
spacing should be calculated, although it is not necessary to show the spacing on the plans.   
 
 
205-3.03(02) Modified Check Dam 
 
A modified check dam is used as an erosion and sediment control measure to filter runoff water 
at critical points along the ditch line.  It includes an additional layer of filter stone as shown in 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  At a minimum, the locations within the project limits that 
require a modified check dam are as follows: 
 
1. on the flatter of the 2 slopes at a grade break of 1% or more in a ditch line; 
 
2. at a pipe inlet or stream crossing where right-of-way limitations prohibit the placement of 

a sediment trap or sediment basin as described in sections 3.01(04) and 3.01(05); 
 
3. the final check dam location prior to placement of a sediment trap or basin; or  
 
4. at the final check dam location prior to water entering a permanent vegetated ditch.  
 
Unless otherwise specified, one fourth of the check dams, evenly distributed, shall be modified 
check dams.  If the geotechnical report indicates erosive soils, modified check dams shall be 
used throughout the project limits.  However, this measure is not to be used where the contractor 
will have difficulty accessing the dam for maintenance. 
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205-3.04  Inlet Protection 
 
Prevention of sedimentation of a stream includes protection of stormwater inlets.  Inlet protection 
is used to keep sediment from entering an inlet, allowing for full operation of the storm-drain 
system during the construction period. Inlet protection is needed when there it is likely that 
sediment will enter the inlet.  The designer should include inlet protection in the erosion and 
sediment control plan only where such plan calls for disturbing the area around the inlet.  Inlet 
protection should also be provided for an inlet in a paved area where there is a potential for 
sediment to wash onto the road from surrounding areas or be tracked by construction equipment. 
 
The contractor has the option of using sandbag, or basket-insert inlet protection for a curb or 
deck inlet.  A maximum drainage area of 1 acre applies to the sandbag method.  A maximum 
drainage area of 0.25 acre applies to the basket-insert method.  If the drainage area is greater than 
1 acre per inlet, additional measures should be used in conjunction with the inlet-specific 
protection measures described here. 
 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
205-4.0 REFERENCES 
 
The designer should be familiar with the following references that pertain to erosion and 
sediment control design. 
 
1. Indiana Administrative Code, Indiana General Assembly-Indiana Register, 327 IAC 15-5. 

Available at http://www.in.gov/legislative/ic/code/titile8/ar23/ch6.html 
 

2. Federal Register, Final Rule. 40CFR Chapter 1 Part 9, 122, 123, 124. 
 

3. Indiana Storm Water Quality Manual.  Available at http://www.in.gov/idem/4899.htm, 
Chapter 7. 
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Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Technical Review Checklist Page 1 of 2 
IDM Figure 205-1A  Rev. 09/2012 

EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN 
TECHNICAL REVIEW CHECKLIST 

 
The following is a check for the following items to be adequately addressed on the plans. (The 
plans must include appropriate legends, scales, and north arrow.) 
 

PROJECT INFORMATlON 
Yes No 

  1A Project location map (Show project in relation to other areas of the 
county.) 

  1B  Narrative describing the nature and purpose of the project 
  1C  Location of planned and/or existing roads, utilities1, structures, highways, 

etc. 
  1D  Building locations2  
  1E  Land use of adjacent areas (Show the entire upstream watershed and 

adjacent areas within 500ft of the property lines.)3 
 

TOPOGRAPHIC, DRAINAGE, AND GENERAL SITE FEATURES 
Yes No 

  2A  Existing vegetation (Identify and delineate.) 
  2B  Location/name of all wetlands, lakes, and water courses on and adjacent to 

site 
  2C  100-year floodplains, floodway fringes, and floodways (not applicable if 

none.)4 
  2D  Soils information (If hydric soils are present, it is the responsibility of the 

owner to investigate the existence of wetlands and obtain appropriate 
permits.)5 

  2E  Existing/planned contours6 at intervals appropriate to indicate drainage 
patterns 

  2F  Locations of specific points where stormwater discharge will leave the site 
  2G  Identify all receiving waters (If discharge is to a separate municipal storm 

sewer, identify the name of the municipal operator and the ultimate 
receiving water.) 

  2H  Potential areas where storm water may enter groundwater (note if none.) 
  2I  Location of stormwater system (Include culverts, storm sewers, channels, 

and swales.) 
 

                                                      
1 Use best available information. 
2 Within project area. 
3 Attach the appropriate United States Geological Survey topographic map. 
4 This item is satisfied by showing the 100-year flood elevation on the plans. 
5 No formal submittal from the designer is necessary for this item. 
6 Profiles or contours where available. 
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Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Technical Review Checklist Page 2 of 2 
IDM Figure 205-1A  Rev. 09/2012 

LAND-DISTURBING ACTIVITIES 

Yes No 
  3A Location and approximate dimensions of all disturbed areas [i.e., 

construction limits] (Areas where vegetation cover will be preserved 
should clearly be designated.) 

  3B  Soil stockpiles and borrow areas7 (Show location or note if none.) 
 
 
  EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
Yes No 

  4A Sequence of each measure to be implemented7 (Relative to earth-
disturbing activities.) 

  4B Monitoring and maintenance guidelines for each measure8 
  4C Perimeter sediment control measures (Location, construction detail, 

dimensions, specifications.) 
  4D Temporary seeding (Specifications including seed mix, fertilizer, lime, and 

mulch rates.)8 
  4E Temporary erosion and sediment control measures (Location, construction 

detail, dimensions, specifications.) 
  4F Permanent erosion and sediment control measures (Location, construction 

detail, dimensions, specifications.) 
  4G Storm drain inlet protection (Location, construction detail, dimensions, 

specifications.) 
  4H Storm drain outlet protection (Location, construction detail, dimensions, 

specifications.) 
  4I Stable construction entrance (Location, construction detail, dimensions, 

specifications.)7 
  4J Permanent seeding (Specifications including seed mix, fertilizer, lime, and 

mulch rates.)8 
 
  

                                                      
7 To be submitted by the contractor following contract award. 
8 This item addressed in Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications. 
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Slope, a:1 (Grade, %)* 
Maximum 

Slope Length, B** 
Flatter than 50:1 (< 2%) 100 ft 

50:1 ≤ Slope < 20:1 (2% ≤ Grade < 5%) 80 ft 
20:1 ≤ Slope < 10:1 (5% ≤ Grade < 10%) 50 ft 
10:1 ≤ Slope < 5:1 (10% ≤ Grade < 20%) 30 ft 

5:1 or Steeper (≥ 20%) 20 ft 
 
  * Steepest portion of the slope. 
** The length of the slope above the fence that will be contributing runoff.  This is not to 

be interpreted as a spacing distance between multiple rows of fence down a slope.  
Multiple or terraced rows of silt fence are not an approved application of this 
sediment-control measure. 

 
Figure 205-3B should be used with this figure. 

 
 

SLOPE LENGTH FOR SILT FENCE 
 

Figure 205-3A 
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10’

Slope 1

a

Disturbed slope

Maximum Slope Length

B

Pavement

Undisturbed slope

Silt Fence

1

See Figure 205-3C for B.1

NOTE:

Figure 205-3B

SILT FENCE APPLICATION
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Slope, a:1 (Grade, %) * 
Minimum 

Recommended 
Filter Width, B 

Maximum Slope 
Length, C ** 

Flatter than 20:1 (< 5%) 20 ft 80 ft ≤ C < 100 ft 
20:1 ≤ Slope < 10:1 
(5% ≤ Grade < 10%) 

40 ft 50 ft ≤ C < 80 ft 

10:1 ≤ Slope < 5:1 
(10% ≤ Grade < 20%) 

60 ft 30 ft ≤ C < 50 ft 

5:1 or Steeper (≥ 20%) 80 ft 20 ft ≤ C < 30 ft 
 

*   Steepest portion of the slope 
** Length of the slope above the filter strip that will contribute runoff. 

 
Note: Figure 205-3D should be used with this figure. 

 
 

MINIMUM FILTER-STRIP APPLICATION 
 

Figure 205-3C 
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Pavement

Disturbed slope

Slope 1

a Undisturbed slope

Ditch

Slope Length

C

Filter Strip

B

1

1

See Figure 205-3C for B and C.1

NOTE:

Figure 205-3D

VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIP APPLICATION
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Spillway 
Height 

(ft) 

STORAGE CAPACITY, ft3 / SPACING, ft 

2:1 Foreslope, 2:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

3:1 Foreslope, 2:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

3:1 Foreslope, 3:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

2.0 
67
388 * 

43
247 * 

33
177 * 

27
141* 

20
141* 

83
460 * 

53
317 * 

40
247 * 

33
176 * 

27
177 * 

100
565  

67
388  

50
283  

40
212  

33
177  

2.5 
127
741  

87
494  

63
388  

50
282  

43
247  

160
918  

107
636  

80
459  

63
388  

53
317  

193
1130  

127
742  

97
565  

77
459  

63
388  

3.0 
220

1271  
147
847  

110
635  

90
529  

73
423  

277
1624  

183
1059  

137
812  

110
636  

93
529  

333
1942  

220
1271  

167
953  

133
777  

110
636  

 
* This spacing is for information only.  Use the minimum spacing from Figure 205-3G instead. 

 
 

SEDIMENT TRAP IN V-DITCH 
 

Figure 205-3E 
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Spillway 
Height 

(ft) 

STORAGE CAPACITY, ft3 / SPACING, ft 

3:1 Foreslope, 3:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

4:1 Foreslope, 3:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

4:1 Foreslope, 4:1 Backslope 
Ditch Grade, up to: 

2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

2.00 
77
565 * 

77
565 * 

57
423  

47
353  

37
283  

130
953  

87
635  

63
460  

53
388  

43
317  

147
1059  

97
706  

73
530  

60
424  

47
353  

2.50 
217

1553  
143

1060  
110
777  

87
636  

73
530  

247
1766  

193
1165  

123
883  

100
706  

83
600  

280
1942  

187
1306  

140
953  

113
777  

93
636  

3.00 
367
2578  

243
1730  

183
1271  

147
1024  

123
848  

420
2896  

280
1942  

210
1448  

167
1165  

140
953  

477
3213  

317
2154  

237
1624  

190
1271  

160
1059  

 
Note: The values are calculated for a 3-ft width flat-bottom ditch. They are also suitable for use for a 4-ft width ditch, due to the 

proximity of the values. 
 
 

SEDIMENT TRAP IN FLAT-BOTTOM DITCH 
 

Figure 205-3F 
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Spillway 
Height, ft 

Ditch Grade, up to: 

2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

2.0 100 70.0 50.0 40.0 35.0 

2.5 125 84.0 65.0 50.0 40.0 

3.0 150 100 75.0 60.0 50.0 

3.5 175 117 90.0 70.0 60.0 

 
 

FLOOD-POOL LENGTH (ft) 
 

Figure 205-3G 
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Basin

Top of 

Basin

Top of 

A

A

CC

B

B

PLAN VIEW

FLOW

Perforated Riser Pipe

FLOW

FL
O

W

Emergency Spillway

Seed or Sod

Erosion Blanket with

2

1

should be used.

a 10’ bottom 

to site.  Ideally 

Width varies

(Page 1 of 3)

Figure 205-3H

SEDIMENT BASIN

length-to-width ratio of 2:1.

Basin shape varies and must have min. 3.

vegetated channel.

toe at the dike and be discharged into a stable 

Riprap channel shall extend 20’ beyond the overflow 2

disperse water into the basin.

riprap pad twice the channel width to slow and 

slope from eroding.  The design should include a 

surface for water to flow into the basin to prevent the 

meet capacity, the designer should include a stable 

When basin design is cut into the site’s contours to 1

:NOTES
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Design Elevation

1

2.5 (Max.)

1

2.5 (Max.)

SECTION A-A

PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY PROFILE & DAM

10’-0" Min.

Flow

Earth Dam

Keyway Trench

Fastened to Riser Pipe

Discharge Pipe to be

Perforated Riser Pipe

or Greater

for Pipes 8" in Dia. 

Anti-Seep Collar

Filter Stone 

 No. 5 Aggregate

Aggregate Filter Pack

Riprap or No. 2

to Riser Pipe 

Block to be Fastened 

Anti-Flotation

Block

Top of Anti-Flotation

Bottom Elevation at

Sediment Basin

6’-0"

M
in
.

2
’-
0
"

M
in
.

2
’-
0
"

2
x
 P
ip
e
 D
ia
.

 and Figure 203.2J

See IDM Section 31-3.04 (03)

 based on Outlet Velocity.

 geotextile. Size and Depth

Revetment Riprap with

M
in
.

2
’-
0
"

2’-0" Min.M
in
.

1
’-
5
"

1

2

(Page 2 of 3)

Figure 205-3H

SEDIMENT BASIN

the geotechnical report for further guidance.

embankment if necessary for stability.  See 

Keyway trench runs the length of the 2

recommended by the geotechnical report.

Soil for use in embankment will be as 

Earth dam paid in accordance with 203.  1

:NOTES

1
0
’-
0
" 

M
a
x
.
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(Page 3 of 3)

Figure 205-3H

SEDIMENT BASIN

Pool

Desired Slope = 2%

SECTION B-B

PROFILE  ALONG    OF EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

Surface
Basin Water 

with Geotextile

Riprap Thickness 2’-0"

Exit Section

with Geotextile

Revetment Riprap

Free Board 1-0" min.
Elevation of Top of Dam    6’-0" Min.

Level Section

M
in
.

3
’-
0
"

1
3 Min.

1
3 Min.

SECTION C-C

CROSS SECTION AT EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

Btm Width = 6’-0"

M
in
.

1
’-
0
"

w/ Geotextile

Thickness 2 ft.

Min. Riprap

Embankment

Top of Basin 
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Slope, S Grade, G Spacing 
< 5% < 20:1 125 ft 

5% ≤ S < 10% 20:1 ≤ G < 10:1 100 ft 
10% ≤ S < 20% 10:1 ≤ G < 5:1 75 ft 
20% ≤ S < 33% 5:1 ≤ G < 3:1 50 ft 

≥ 33% > 3:1 25 ft 
 
 

SPACING FOR DIVERSION TYPE B 
 

Figure 205-3 I 
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Figure 205-3K

UNDISTURBED SIDE DITCH TREATMENT

Earth Dike(Earth)

Temporary Diversion 
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CHAPTER FORTY 
 

BASIC DESIGN CONTROLS 
 
 
40-1.0  HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 
 
40-1.01  Functional-Classification System 
 
The functional classification concept is a determining factor in highway design.  In this concept, 
each highway is grouped by the character of service it provides.  Functional classification 
recognizes that the public-highway network serves two basic and often conflicting functions, access 
to property and travel mobility.  Each highway or street will provide varying levels of access and 
mobility, depending upon its intended service.  In the functional-classification scheme, the overall 
objective is that the highway system, if viewed in its entirety, will yield an optimum balance 
between its access and mobility purposes.  If this objective is achieved, the benefits to the traveling 
public will be maximized. 
 
The functional-classification system provides the framework for determining the geometric 
design of an individual highway or street.  Once the function of the highway facility is defined, 
the designer can select an appropriate design speed, roadway width, roadside-safety elements, 
amenities, and other design values.  Part V is based upon this systematic concept of determining 
highway design. 
 
The Planning Division’s Office of Highway Statistics has functionally classified each public 
highway and street.  To design a project, it is necessary to determine the predicted functional 
class of the highway or street for the selected design year (e.g., 20 years beyond the project 
completion date).  The functional classification of the facility is identified in the Engineer’s 
Report prepared by the Office of Environmental Services.  See Chapter Five. 
 
 
40-1.01(01)  Arterial 
 
An arterial highway is characterized by a capacity to quickly move relatively a large volume of 
traffic and an often restricted function to serve abutting properties.  The arterial system provides 
for high travel speed and the longest trip movements.  A rural arterial provides connections 
between major urban areas and provides a level of service suitable for statewide or interstate 
travel.  The rural-arterial system provides integrated, continuous movements without the need for 
stub connections. 
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In an urban area, the arterial system serves the major centers of activity within the urban area, 
carries the highest traffic volume and longest trip movements, and serves both major intra-city 
and through trips.  The rural and urban arterial systems are connected to provide continuous 
through movements at approximately the same level of service. 
 
The arterial functional classification is subdivided into principal and minor categories for rural 
and urban areas, as follows. 
 
1. Principal Arterial.  In a rural or urban area, the principal arterial provides the highest 

traffic volume and the greatest trip lengths.  A principal arterial can be further subdivided 
as follows. 

 
a. Freeway.  The freeway, which includes each Interstate highway, is the highest 

level of arterial.  This type of facility is characterized by full control of access, 
high design speeds, and a high level of driver comfort and safety.  For these 
reasons, a freeway is considered a special type of highway within the functional-
classification system, and separate design criteria have been developed for it. 

 
b. Other Principal Arterial or Expressway.  This type of facility may be 2 or 4 lanes, 

with or without a median.  Partial control of access is desirable along this type of 
facility and, if a divided highway, this is termed an expressway.  The level of 
geometric design is often equivalent to that of a freeway (e.g., 12-ft lane widths 
are required). 

 
2. Minor Arterial.  In a rural area, a minor arterial will provide a mix of interstate and 

interregional travel service.  In an urban area, a minor arterial may carry local bus route 
and provide intra-community connections, but it will not, for example, penetrate a 
neighborhood.  If compared to the principal arterial, the minor arterial provides lower 
travel speed, accommodates shorter trip lengths and lower traffic volume, but it provides 
more access to property. 

 
 
40-1.01(02)  Collector 
 
A collector route is characterized by a roughly even distribution of its access and mobility 
functions.  Traffic volume and speed will be somewhat lower than that for an arterial.  In a rural 
area, a collector serves intra-regional needs and provides connections to the arterial system.  All 
cities and towns within a region will be connected.  In an urban area, a collector acts as an 
intermediate link between the arterial system and points of origin and destination.  An urban 
collector penetrates a residential neighborhood or commercial or industrial area.  Local bus 
routes often include collector streets. 
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40-1.01(03)  Local Road or Street 
 
Each public road or street not classified as an arterial or collector is classified as a local road or 
street.  A local road or street is characterized by its many points of direct access to adjacent 
properties and its relatively minor value in accommodating mobility.  Speed and traffic volume 
are low and trip distances are short.  Through traffic is often deliberately discouraged. 
 
 
40-1.01(04)  Recreational Road 
 
A recreational road, which is a subset of the local-road system, provides access to a campground, 
park, boat-launching ramp, picnic area, or scenic or historic site.  It is designed to protect and 
enhance the existing aesthetic, ecological, environmental, or cultural amenities that form the 
basis for distinguishing each recreational site or area.  Because of its unique functional purpose, 
specific geometric design criteria have been developed for a recreational road.  These are 
provided in Chapter Fifty-one. 
 
 
40-1.02  Urban Design Subcategories by Type of Area 
 
The functional-classification system is divided into urban and rural categories.  However, an 
urban or rural designation may not be sufficiently specific to determine the appropriate project 
design, especially in an urban area.  Therefore, the design criteria described for an urban project 
in Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six are further divided by the type of area where the project 
is located.  This refinement to the highway-design process will allow the designer to tailor an 
urban project to the constraints of the surrounding environment. 
 
Within an urbanized or urban area, the selection of design values will depend upon the design 
subcategory of the facility.  A separate design is appropriate for a suburban, intermediate, or 
built-up classification.  The following provides a description of the subcategories. 
 
1. Suburban.  This area is located at the fringe of an urbanized or small urban area.  The 

predominant character of the surrounding environment is residential, but it may also 
include a considerable number of commercial establishments, especially strip 
development along a suburban arterial.  There may also be at least one industrial park.  
The motorist has a significant degree of freedom but, nonetheless, must also devote 
attention to entering and exiting vehicles.  Roadside development is characterized by low 
to moderate density.  Pedestrian activity may or may not be a significant design factor.  
Right of way is often available for roadway improvements. 

 
Local and collector streets in a suburban area are located in a residential area, but may 
also serve a commercial area.  The posted speed limit ranges from 30 to 50 mph.  Most 
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intersections will have stop or yield control, but there will be an occasional traffic signal.  
A suburban arterial will have strip commercial development and some residential 
properties.  The posted speed limit ranges from 35 to 55 mph.  There will be some 
signalized intersections along the arterial. 

 
2. Intermediate.  As its name implies, an intermediate area is classified between a suburban 

and a built-up area.  The surrounding environment may be residential, commercial, or 
industrial, or a combination of these.  The extent of roadside development will have a 
significant impact on the selected speeds of motorists.  The increasing frequency of 
intersections is also a control on average travel speeds.  Pedestrian activity has become a 
significant design consideration, and sidewalks and crosswalks at intersections are 
common.  The available right of way will restrict the practical extent of roadway 
improvements. 

 
A local or collector street in an intermediate area has a posted speed limit ranging from 
30 to 45 mph.  The frequency of signalized intersections has increased substantially if 
compared to a suburban area.  An arterial in an intermediate area will often have 
intensive commercial development along its roadside.  The posted speed limit ranges 
from 35 to 50 mph.  An arterial has a number of signalized intersections per mile. 

 
3. Built-up.  This refers to the central business district within an urbanized or small urban 

area.  The roadside development has a high density and is often commercial.  However, a 
substantial number of roads and streets in a built-up area pass through a high-density, 
residential environment (e.g., apartment complexes, row houses).  Access to property is 
the primary function of the road network.  Pedestrian considerations may be as important 
as vehicular considerations, especially at intersections.  Right of way for roadway 
improvements is not available. 

 
Because of the high density of development in a built-up area, the distinction between the 
functional classifications becomes less important in considering signalization and speeds.  
The primary distinction among the three functional classifications is often the relative 
traffic volume and, therefore, the number of lanes.  As many as half the intersections may 
be signalized.  The posted speed limit ranges from 25 to 35 mph. 

 
See Section 40-1.01 for definitions of the functional classifications. 
 
 
40-1.03  Federal-Aid System 
 
The Federal-aid system previously consisted of those routes which were eligible for categorical 
Federal highway funds.  The Department, working with local governments and in cooperation 
with FHWA, designated the eligible routes.  The criteria were based on the relative importance 
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of the highway route and the anticipated functional classification 5 to 10 years in the future. 
United States Code, Title 23, described the applicable Federal criteria for establishing the 
Federal-aid system. 
 
The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 implemented a major 
realignment of the Federal-aid system.  The system had been divided into Interstate, primary, 
secondary, and urban Federal-aid systems.  Separate categories of Federal funds were available 
for eligible Federal-aid projects on each system.  The following describes the Federal-aid system 
created by ISTEA. 
 
 
40-1.03(01)  National Highway System 
 
The National Highway System (NHS) is a system of highways determined to have the greatest 
national importance to transportation, commerce, and defense in the United States.  It consists of the 
Interstate highway system, logical additions to the Interstate system, selected other principal 
arterials, and other facilities which satisfy the requirements of one of the subsystems within the 
NHS. The National Highway System has been revised recently to include designated Intermodal 
Connectors which serve major ports, airports, public transportation and transit facilities, interstate 
bus terminals and rail and intermodal transportation facilities.  Two Strategic Highway Network 
(STRAHNET) facilities have also been designated.  The NHS represents approximately 4 to 5% of 
the total public-road mileage in the United States.  Specifically, the NHS includes the following 
subsystems.  A specific highway route may be on more than one subsystem. 
 
1. Interstate System.  The current Interstate highway system retains its separate identity 

within the NHS.  There are provisions to add mileage to the existing Interstate subsystem. 
 
2. Other Principal Arterials.  These are highways in rural and urban areas which provide 

access between an arterial and a major port, airport, public transportation facility, or other 
intermodal transportation facility. 

 
3. Strategic Highway Network.  This is a network of highways which is important to the 

United States’ strategic defense policy and which provide defense access, continuity, and 
emergency capabilities for defense purposes. 

 
4. Major Strategic Highway Network Connectors.  These are highways which provide 

access between major military installations and highways which are part of the Strategic 
Highway Network. 

 
5. Intermodal Connectors.  These are highways connecting NHS routes to major ports, 

airports, public transportation and transit facilities, interstate bus terminals, and rail or 
other intermodal transportation facilities. 
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Maps illustrating these routes and their locations are available and accessible on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/indot/3156.htm. 
 
 
The 1991 ISTEA mandated that the Department, in cooperation with other jurisdictional agencies, 
develop and implement transportation management systems.  These include management systems 
for pavements, bridges, traffic congestion, highway safety, public transportation facilities and 
equipment, and intermodal transportation facilities or systems.  Chapter Four discusses INDOT’s 
development of transportation management systems. 
 
Local and military authorities should be consulted to verify the project traffic assignments (AADT), 
truck volume (% AADT commercial), and types of trucks that use the facility to ensure that the 
proper design vehicles are used for geometric design of the project. 
 
 
40-1.03(02)  Surface Transportation Program 
 
The Surface Transportation Program (STP) is a block-grant type program that may be used by 
the State or a local agency for a road including an NHS facility that is not functionally classified 
as a local or rural minor collector.  Such a road is referred to as a Federal-aid route.  A bridge 
project funded through this program is not restricted to a Federal-aid route.  A transit capital 
project is also eligible for Federal aid through the STP program. 
 
 
40-1.03(03)  Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program 
 
The Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program (BRRP) has retained its separate identity 
within the Federal-aid program.  BRRP funds are eligible for work on a bridge regardless of the 
road’s functional classification. 
 
 
40-1.04  Jurisdictional System 
 
The State includes approximately 92,000 mi of public roads.  The network has been divided into 
jurisdictional systems based on the organization or agency responsible for highway or street 
improvements and for maintenance. 
 
 
40-1.04(01)  State Highway System 
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The State highway system consists of all highways under the jurisdiction of the Indiana 
Department of Transportation.  This system includes all Interstate highways, the Indiana Toll 
Road, the majority of the facilities on the National Highway System, and other State and U.S. 
routes not on the NHS.  The State highway system consists of about 12%, or 11,350 mi, of all 
public roads and streets.  These routes are the most important highways in the State, have the 
greatest traffic volume, and operate at the highest speeds. 
 
 
40-1.04(02)  County Road System 
 
Each county government is responsible for all roads within its boundaries which are not on the 
State highway system, but is not responsible for the streets within incorporated cities or towns 
within the county.  There are 66,078 mi of county-maintained roads in the State.  In addition to 
the county-road system, each county is responsible for maintenance and improvements of 
bridges on city or town roads or streets.  INDOT is responsible for administering Federal funds 
which are available for highway improvements on eligible county routes.  The construction of a 
county-road bridge over a State or Interstate route is the responsibility of INDOT.  The 
maintenance of such a bridge is the responsibility of INDOT.  The maintenance of a bridge 
which carries a railroad over a road or street is the responsibility of the railroad company. 
 
 
40-1.04(03)  City or Town Street System 
 
The city or town street system consists of all public streets within corporate limits except those 
on the State highway system.  There are 14,519 mi of city- and town-maintained streets in the 
State.  The extensions of these routes outside the corporate limits, but still within an urbanized or 
small urban area, are the responsibility of the county.  INDOT is responsible for administering 
Federal funds which are available for highway improvements on eligible city or town streets. 
 
 
40-1.04(04)  DNR Recreational Roads 
 
The Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) is responsible for maintaining roads 
within State public recreational areas.  INDOT may be responsible for the design and 
construction of these facilities in cooperation with IDNR. 
 
 
40-1.05  National Truck Network 
 
The Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982 required that the U.S. Secretary of 
Transportation, in cooperation with the Department, designate a national network of highways 
which allow the passage of trucks of specified minimum dimensions and weight.  The objective 
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of the STAA is to promote uniformity throughout the nation for legal truck sizes and weights on 
a National Truck Network.  The Truck Network includes all Interstate highways and significant 
portions of the former Federal-aid primary system built to accommodate large-truck travel.  The 
STAA requires that reasonable access be provided along other designated routes to the STAA 
commercial vehicles from the National Truck Network to terminals and to facilities for food, 
fuel, repair, and rest, and, for household-goods carriers, to points of loading and unloading. 
 
Under State statute, each principal arterial is available to commercial vehicles with the 
dimensions authorized by the STAA, subject to local restrictions.  The State has enacted 
legislation that stipulates that each public road is legally available to STAA vehicles, subject to 
local restrictions.  The geometric-design criteria provided in the applicable Part V Chapters 
reflect the impact of the STAA vehicles on road design.  For example, a 12-ft lane width is 
required for each highway on the National Truck Network. 
 
Figure 40-1B provides the National Truck Network in Indiana. 
 
 
40-2.0  TRAFFIC-VOLUME CONTROLS 
 
40-2.01  Definitions 
 
1. Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT).  The total yearly volume in both directions of 

travel divided by the number of days in a year. 
 
2. Average Daily Traffic (ADT).  The calculation of average traffic volume in both 

directions of travel in a time period longer than one day and shorter than one year and 
divided by the number of days in that time period.  Although incorrect, ADT is often used 
interchangeably with AADT. 

 
3. Capacity.  The maximum number of vehicles which can reasonably be expected to 

traverse a point or uniform section of a road during a given time period under prevailing 
roadway, traffic, and control conditions.  The time period used for analysis is 15 min. 
Capacity corresponds to Level of Service E. 

 
4. Delay.  The primary performance measure on an interrupted-flow facility, especially at a 

signalized intersection.  For this element, average stopped-time delay is measured, which 
is expressed in seconds per vehicle. 

 
5. Density.  The number of vehicles occupying a given length of lane, averaged over time.  

It is expressed as vehicles per mile per lane. 
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6. Design Hourly Volume (DHV).  The 1-h volume in both directions of travel in the design 
year selected for determining the highway design.  The DHV is the 30th highest hourly 
volume during the design year.  For capacity analysis, the DHV is converted to an hourly 
flow rate based on the maximum 15-min flow rate during the design hour. 

 
7. Service Flow Rate.  The maximum hourly vehicular volume which can pass through a 

highway element at the selected level of service. 
 
8. Directional Design Hourly Volume (DDHV).  The 1-h volume in one direction of travel 

during the design hour in the selected design year. 
 
9. Directional Distribution (D).  The division, by percent, of the traffic in each direction of 

travel during the design hour or day. 
 
10. Level of Service (LOS).  A qualitative concept which has been developed to characterize 

an acceptable degree of congestion as perceived by the motorist.  In the Highway 
Capacity Manual, the qualitative descriptions of each level of service (A to F) have been 
converted into quantitative measures for the capacity analysis for each highway element 
as follows: 

 
a. freeway mainline; 
b. freeway mainline ramp junction; 
c. freeway weaving area; 
d. interchange ramp; 
e. 2-lane, 2-way rural highway; 
f. rural highway of 4 or more lanes; 
g. signalized intersection; 
h. unsignalized intersection; and 
i. urban or suburban arterial. 

 
Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six provide guidelines for selecting the level of service 
for capacity analysis in road design. 

 
11. Peak-Hour Factor (PHF).  A ratio of the volume occurring during the peak hour to the 

maximum rate of flow during a given time period within the peak hour, typically, 15 min. 
 
12. Percent Trucks (T).  A factor which reflects the percentage of heavy vehicles (trucks, 

buses, and recreational vehicles) in the traffic stream during the design hour or day.  For 
geometric design and capacity analysis, a truck is defined as a vehicle with six or more 
tires.  Data on trucks are compiled and reported by the Planning Division’s Traffic 
Monitoring Team. 
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13. Rate of Flow.  The equivalent hourly rate at which vehicles pass over a given point or 
section of a lane or roadway during a given time interval of less than one hour, typically, 
15 min. 

 
 
40-2.02  Design Year Selection 
 
40-2.02(01)  Roadway Design 
 
A highway should be designed to accommodate the traffic volume expected to occur within the 
life of the facility under reasonable maintenance.  This involves projecting the traffic conditions 
for a selected future year.  The recommended design year is provided in Figure 40-2A.  The 
design year is measured from the expected letting date for construction.  Future traffic volume 
for each State highway is provided by the Planning Division’s Traffic Monitoring Team. 
 
 
40-2.02(02)  Other Highway Elements 
 
The following provides the recommended criteria for consideration of a design year for highway 
elements other than road design: 
 
1. Bridge or Underpass.  The structural life of a bridge may be 50 years or more.  For a new 

bridge, including a bridge replacement, the initial clear-roadway width of the bridge or 
underpass will be based on the 20-year traffic-volume projection beyond the original 
projected letting date for construction. 

 
A bridge-rehabilitation project is that for which a significant amount of the existing 
substructure or superstructure will remain in place.  For a bridge-rehabilitation project 
which includes significant improvements to all or part of the superstructure including full 
bridge-deck replacement, the clear-roadway width will be based on the 20-year traffic-
volume projection beyond the original projected letting date for construction.  A project 
which includes a bridge-deck overlay may be based on the 10-year projected traffic 
volume.  For a bridge-rehabilitation project which includes only improvements to the 
substructure, the bridge will be evaluated as an existing bridge to remain in place.  See 
Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six for specific criteria. 

 
2. Right-of-Way Grading.  The designer should consider potential right-of-way needs for 

the anticipated long-term corridor growth for a year considerably beyond that used for 
roadway design.  No specific design year is recommended.  However, in selecting an 
initial median width on a divided highway, for example, the designer should evaluate the 
potential need for future expansion of the facility to add through travel lanes.  Other 
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examples include potential future interchanges and potential conversion of a 2-lane, 2-
way facility to a divided highway of 4 or more lanes. 

 
3. Drainage Design.  Drainage appurtenances are designed to accommodate a flow rate 

based on a specific design year or frequency of occurrence.  The selected design year or 
frequency will be based on the functional classification of the facility and the specific 
drainage appurtenance (e.g., culvert).  Chapter Twenty-nine provides the Department’s 
criteria for selecting a design year for drainage. 

 
4. Pavement Design.  The pavement structure is designed to withstand the vehicular loads it 

will sustain during the design analysis period without appearing below selected terminal 
pavement serviceability.  Chapter Fifty-two provides the Department’s criteria for 
selecting a design year for pavement design. 

 
 
40-2.03  Design-Hourly-Volume Selection 
 
For most geometric design elements which are impacted by traffic volume, the peaking 
characteristics are most significant.  The highway facility should be able to accommodate the 
design hourly volume (adjusted for the peak-hour factor) at the selected level of service.  This 
design hourly volume (DHV) will affect many design elements including the number of travel 
lanes, lane and shoulder widths, and intersection geometrics.  The designer should also analyze 
the proposed design using morning and evening DHVs separately.  This can have an impact on 
the geometric design of the highway. 
 
The 30th highest hourly volume in the selected design year will be used to determine the DHV 
for design purposes. 
 
 
40-2.04  Capacity Analysis 
 
40-2.04(01)  Objective 
 
The highway mainline, intersection, or interchange should be designed to accommodate the 
selected design hourly volume (DHV) at the selected level of service (LOS).  This may involve 
adjusting highway factors which affect capacity until a design is found that will accommodate 
the DHV.  The detailed calculations, factors, and methodologies are provided in the Highway 
Capacity Manual (HCM).  Chapter Forty-one provides additional information which the 
Department has adopted for the use of the HCM.  The service flow rate of the facility is 
calculated.  Capacity assumes a LOS of E.  Service flow rate is the maximum volume of traffic 
that a proposed highway of given geometrics is able to serve without the degree of congestion 
appearing below a preselected LOS.  This is always higher than a LOS of E. 
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The HCM has established measures of effectiveness for the level-of-service definition for each 
highway element for each type of highway facility.  These are provided in Figure 40-2B.  For 
each measure, the HCM will provide the analytical tools required to calculate the numerical 
value. 
 
The following provides the simplified procedure for conducting a capacity analysis for the 
highway mainline. 
 
1. Select the design year (Section 40-2.02). 
 
2. Determine the DHV (Section 40-2.03). 
 
3. Select the Level of Service (Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six). 
 
4. Document the proposed highway geometric design (lane width, clearance to obstructions, 

length of weaving section, number and width of approach lanes at an intersection, etc.). 
 
5. Using the HCM, analyze the capacity of the highway element for the proposed design as 

follows: 
 

a. determine the maximum flow rate under ideal conditions; 
 

b. adjust the maximum flow rate for prevailing roadway, traffic, and control 
conditions; and 

 
c. calculate the service flow rate for the selected level of service. 

 
6. Compare the calculated service flow rate to the DHV.  If the DHV is less than or equal to 

the service flow rate, the proposed design will satisfy the objectives of the capacity 
analysis.  If the DHV exceeds the service flow rate, the proposed design will be 
inadequate.  The designer should either adjust the highway design or should adjust one of 
the capacity elements (e.g., the selected design year or the level-of-service goal). 

 
 
40-2.04(02)  Responsibility 
 
For a State highway project, the Office of Environmental Services or its consultant is responsible 
for performing the required capacity analysis. 
 
For a consultant-designed project on a non-State highway, the capacity analysis may be performed 
by either the local jurisdiction or the consultant. 
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40-3.0  SPEED 
 
40-3.01  Definitions 
 
1. Design Speed.  Design speed is the maximum safe speed that can be maintained over a 

specified section of highway if conditions are so favorable that the design features of the 
highway govern.  A design speed is selected for each project which will establish criteria 
for design elements including horizontal and vertical curvature, superelevation, and sight 
distance.  Section 40-3.02 discusses the selection of design speed.  Chapter Fifty-three 
provides specific design-speed criteria for a new construction or reconstruction project.  
Chapters Fifty-four through Fifty-six provide the design-speed criteria for a project on an 
existing highway. 

 
2. Low Speed.  For geometric design purposes, low speed is defined as 45 mph or lower. 
 
3. High Speed.  For geometric design purposes, high speed is defined as 50 mph or higher. 
 
4. Average Running Speed.  Running speed is the average speed of a vehicle over a 

specified section of highway.  It is equal to the distance traveled divided by the running 
time (the time the vehicle is in motion).  The average running speed is the distance 
summation for all vehicles divided by the running time summation for all vehicles. 

 
5. Average Travel Speed.  Average travel speed is the distance summation for all vehicles 

divided by the total time summation for all vehicles.  Average running speed includes 
only the time the vehicle is in motion.  Therefore, on an uninterrupted-flow facility which 
is not congested, average running speed and average travel speed are equal. 

 
6. Operating Speed.  Operating speed, as defined by AASHTO, is the highest overall speed 

at which a motorist can safely travel a given highway under favorable weather conditions 
and prevailing traffic conditions while at no time exceeding the design speed.  Therefore, 
for low-volume conditions, operating speed equals design speed.  This term has little or 
no usage in geometric design. 

 
7. 85th-Percentile Speed.  The 85th-percentile speed is the speed below which 85 percent of 

vehicles travel on a given highway.  The most common application of the value is its use 
as one of the factors for determining the posted, regulatory speed limit of a highway 
section.  Field measurements for the 85th-percentile speed will be conducted during off-
peak hours when motorists are free to select their desired speed. 
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8. Posted Speed Limit.  If needed, the INDOT district Office of Traffic conducts the traffic 
engineering studies on the State highway system to select a posted speed limit.  If a study 
is performed, on either the State or local system, the posted speed limit is based on the 
following: 

 
a. the 85th-percentile speed; 

 
b. the design speed used during project design; 

 
c. road-surface characteristics, shoulder condition, grade, alignment, and sight 

distance; 
 

d. functional classification and type of area; 
 

e. type and density of roadside development; 
 

f. accident experience during the previous 12 months; and 
 

g. parking practices and pedestrian activity. 
 

On a new-construction or reconstruction project, the posted speed limit will be equal to 
the design speed used in design, if this does not exceed the legal speed limit.  A traffic 
engineering study may be conducted to assist in the determination of the posted speed 
limit.  This procedure applies to either a State or non-State facility. 

 
9. Legal Speed Limit.  The legal speed limit is that set by the Indiana Statutes which applies 

to a public road which does not have a posted speed limit.  Section 40-3.02 provides legal 
speed limits adopted by the State of Indiana.  An advisory speed sign is not a regulatory 
sign.  Hence, it are meaningless for determining the posted speed limit. 

 
 
40-3.02  Design-Speed Selection 
 
40-3.02(01)  Geometric Design Considerations 
 
From a geometric design perspective, the selected design speed is based on the following design 
elements. 
 
1. Functional Classification.  A facility regarded as more important is designed with a 

higher design speed than a facility regarded as less important. 
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2. Urban or Rural.  The design speed in a rural area is higher than that in an urban area.  
This is consistent with the likelihood of fewer constraints occurring in a rural area (e.g., 
less development). 

 
3. Terrain.  The flatter the terrain, the higher the selected design speed will be.  This is 

consistent with the expected higher construction cost as the terrain becomes more rugged. 
 
4. Traffic Volume.  Design speed can vary by traffic volume.  As traffic volume increases, a 

higher design speed is used.  For example, the design speed on a rural collector varies 
according to traffic volume. 

 
5. Project Scope of Work.  A higher design speed is more applicable to a new-construction 

or reconstruction project than to a 3R project. 
 
For geometric design application, the relationship between these road-design elements and the 
selected design speed reflects cost-effective considerations.  For example, the higher the traffic 
volume, the more benefit to the traveling public from a higher design speed. 
 
 
40-3.02(02)  Regulatory Speed vs. Design Speed 
 
Each public road is controlled by a regulatory speed limit, either through posted speed-limit 
signs or with a legal speed limit established in the State statutes; see Section 40-3.02(03).  The 
following summarizes the relationship between the project design speed and the regulatory speed 
limit. 
 
1. General.  The design speed should equal or exceed the anticipated posted speed limit 

after construction, or the State legal speed limit for a non-posted highway. 
 
2. Non-Posted Rural Facility.  The maximum legal speed limit is 55 mph.  A project on such 

a facility must be designed for 55 mph, or a traffic engineering study must be conducted 
to determine if a lower design speed is appropriate.  If the project is designed for a lower 
speed than 55 mph, the road must be posted at the selected design speed between logical 
termini. 

 
3. Non-Posted Urban Facility.  The maximum legal speed limits, and corresponding 

minimum design speeds, are as follows: 
 

a. on a State highway, maximum legal speed limit 30 mph, minimum design speed 
30 mph; and 

b. on a non-State highway, maximum legal daytime speed limit 55 mph, maximum 
legal nighttime speed limit 50 mph, minimum design speed 55 mph. 
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As in a rural area, the minimum design speed must satisfy these criteria, unless a traffic 
engineering study indicates otherwise. 

 
To avoid a potential conflict, the Office of Environmental Services should, early in project 
development, coordinate the design-speed selection with the district Office of Traffic to assist in 
establishing the anticipated posted speed limit of the completed facility.  If the proposed design 
speed from the Geometric Design Tables is less than the established posted speed limit, one of 
the determinations must be made as follows: 
 
1. increase the design speed to equal or exceed the established or anticipated posted speed 

limit; or 
 
2. seek a design exception for the individual geometric design element (e.g., a horizontal 

curve) which does not satisfy the established-speed-limit requirement. 
 
 
40-3.02(03)  Legal Speed Limit 
 
The legal speed limits established by the State statutes are summarized below.  Figure 40-3A 
provides the legal speed limits for a non-Interstate facility. 
 
1. Maximum Speed Limit.  IC 9-21-5-2 and IC 9-21-5-6 set maximum speed limits which 

apply to vehicular speeds for all public roads.  These maximum limits do not establish 
upper limits for geometric design speeds.  The speed limits are as follows: 

 
 a. 70 mph on an Interstate route outside an urbanized area; 
 
 b. 65 mph on an Interstate route outside an urbanized area for a vehicle other than a 

bus having a gross weight greater than 26,000 lb; 
 
 c. 60 mph on a rural facility of 4 or more lanes; 
 
 d. 55 mph on a rural facility of 2 lanes; 
 
 e. 55 mph on an Interstate route inside an urbanized area; 
 
 f. 30 mph on a State highway in an urban area *; 
 
 g. 30 mph on a non-State highway in an urban area, with maximums of 55 mph 

daytime, and 50 mph nighttime *; and 
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 d. 15 mph in an alley, with a maximum of 30 mph *. 
 

* Requires an engineering and traffic investigation study to establish a maximum speed 
limit that is different from the value shown. 

 
2. Minimum Speed Limit (Non-State Facility).  IC 9-21-5-6 of the Statutes sets minimum 

speed limits which apply to a non-State facility which is not posted with a regulatory 
speed-limit sign.  The speed limits are as follows. 

 
 a. Rural Area.  30 mph, except as shown in Item 2.c. below **. 
 
 b. Urban Area.  20 mph, except as shown in Items 2.c. and 2.d. below **. 
 
 c. School Zone.  A local authority may establish a speed limit within a school zone 

if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 

 (1) The limit is not lower than 20 mph. 
 

 (2) The limit is imposed only in the immediate vicinity of the school. 
 

 (3) Children are present. 
 

 (4) The speed zone is properly signed. 
 

 (5) The Department has been notified by certified mail of the limit imposed. 
 
 d. Park or Playground.  A local authority may decrease the speed limit on an urban 

street to not lower than 15 mph, if the following conditions exist. 
 

 (1) The street is located within a park or playground established under IC 36-
10. 

 
(2) The: boards established under IC 36-10-3 or IC 36-10-4, or the park 

authority established under IC 36-10-5 requests the local authority to 
decrease the limit. 

 
 (3) The speed zone is properly signed. 

 
 e. Alley.  5 mph **. 
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** Requires an engineering and traffic investigation study to establish a speed limit that 
is below the maximum.  However, the lower limit can not be lower than the minimum 
value shown. 

 
 
40-4.0  VEHICULAR CHARACTERISTICS 
 
The physical and operational characteristics of vehicles using the highway are important controls in 
geometric design.  These will vary according to the type of vehicle being considered.  If a highway 
facility or intersection is being designed, the largest design vehicle likely to use that facility with 
considerable frequency should be used to determine the selected design values.  See Chapter Forty-
six for design-vehicle selection at an intersection. 
 
Figure 40-4A provides information on dimensions for the standard design vehicles.  Figures 40-
4B and 40-4C provide illustrations for two combination trucks for application of the basic 
dimensions. 
 
 
40-5.0  ACCESS-CONTROL DEFINITIONS 
 
Access control is defined as the condition where a public authority fully or partially controls the 
right of abutting owners to have access to and from the public highway.  The functional 
classification of a highway is partially determined by the degree of access it allows.  Access control 
may be exercised by statute, zoning, right of way purchases, drive controls and permits, turning and 
parking regulations, or geometric design (e.g., grade separation or frontage road). 
 
The definitions of the types of access control are as follows. 
 
1. Full Control.  Full control of access is achieved by giving priority to through traffic by 

providing access only at interchanges with selected public roads.  At-grade crossings or 
drive connections are not allowed.  This type of facility is termed a freeway.  Full control 
of access maximizes the capacity, safety, and vehicular speeds on the freeway. 

 
2. Partial Control.  Partial control of access is an intermediate level between full control and 

no control.  Priority is given to through traffic, but some at-grade intersections and drive 
connections are allowed.  The proper selection and spacing of at-grade intersections and 
service connections will provide a balance between the mobility, safety, and access 
service of the highway.  This type of facility is termed an expressway. 

 
3. No Control.  The use of the term no is actually a misnomer.  Each highway warrants 

some degree of access control by permit or by design.  If access points to other public 
roads and drives are properly spaced and designed, the adverse effects on highway 
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capacity and safety will be minimized.  These points should be located where they can 
best suit the traffic and land-use characteristics of the highway being designed.  Their 
design should enable a vehicle to enter and exit safely with a minimum of interference to 
through traffic.  Access control is exercised by the Department on a State highway or by 
a local jurisdiction on a non-State facility to determine where private interests may have 
access to and from the public-road system. 

 
The designer should reference the following for more information on access-control regulations 
and design guidelines. 
 
1. INDOT Driveway Permit Handbook. 
 
2. Indiana Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) Access Control for Local Roads 

and Streets in Small Cities and Rural Areas. 
 
3. INDOT Right-of-Way Engineering Procedures Manual. 
 
4. INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
5. Indiana Design Manual Sections 46-8.0, 48-6.06, 48-1.03, and Chapter Eighty-six. 
 
 
40-6.0  PROJECT SCOPE OF WORK 
 
The project scope of work will reflect the basic intent of the highway project and will determine 
the overall level of highway improvement.  This decision will determine which criteria in this 
Part will apply to the geometric design of the project. 
 
 
40-6.01  Definitions 
 
40-6.01(01)  New Construction 
 
New construction is defined as horizontal and vertical alignment in a new location.  An 
intersection or interchange which appears within the project limits of a new highway mainline or 
is relocated to a new point of intersection is considered new construction.  Chapters Forty-one 
through Fifty-three provide the Department’s criteria for new construction. 
 
 
40-6.01(02)  Complete Reconstruction, Freeway 
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Complete reconstruction of an existing freeway is defined as replacement of the existing facility.  
Complete reconstruction results in significant improvements to the freeway’s level of service, 
operational efficiency, and safety.  Because of the significant level of work, Chapters Forty-one 
through Fifty-three will apply to the design of a complete reconstruction project. 
 
 
40-6.01(03)  Partial Reconstruction (4R), Freeway 
 
Partial reconstruction (4R) of an existing freeway is defined as work which includes one or more 
of the following improvements. 
 
1. Over 30% of the travelway pavement area must be removed and replaced.  Pavement 

rubblization with an overlay is considered to be one form of pavement removal and 
replacement. 

 
2. A concrete overlay of at least 6 in., or an asphalt overlay of 8 in. or greater as measured at 

the point of greatest thickness over the existing travelway, is required. 
 
3. The facility cannot adequately accommodate the current or projected (10-year) traffic 

demand and additional lanes are necessary. 
 
4. Major revisions are necessary to the existing horizontal and vertical alignment requiring 

that over 30% of the travelway pavement must be replaced. 
 
5. Bridge replacement or total bridge-deck replacement is required. 
 
6. Bridge-deck widening is necessary due to added travel lanes on the approach. 
 
7. Interchange upgrading is required to satisfy current and projected (20-year) traffic 

demands. 
 
A partial 4R freeway project is to be designed in accordance with Chapter Fifty-four. 
 
 
40-6.01(04)  Reconstruction (4R), Non-Freeway 
 
Reconstruction of an existing highway mainline includes the addition of travel lanes or major 
revisions to the existing horizontal and vertical alignment or reconstruction of a significant 
portion of the existing pavement structure.  However, the highway will remain essentially within 
the existing corridor.  The project may require right-of-way acquisition.  A 4R project is 
undertaken because one or more of the following conditions exist along the highway. 
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1. Over 30% of the pavement area in the traveled way must be removed and replaced. 
 
2. A concrete overlay of at least 6 in., or an asphalt overlay of 8 in. or greater as measured at 

the point of greatest thickness over the existing travelway, is required. 
 
3. The facility cannot adequately accommodate its current or projected (10-year) traffic 

demand and additional lanes are necessary. 
 
4. Major revisions are necessary to the existing horizontal and vertical alignment requiring 

more than 30% of the traveled way to be replaced. 
 
5. Bridge replacement or total bridge-deck replacement is required. 
 
6. Bridge-deck widening is necessary due to added travel lanes on the approach. 
 
7. Major interchange upgrading is necessary to satisfy current and projected (20-year) 

traffic demands at an acceptable level of service.  However, an analysis may determine 
that interim improvements are cost effective. 

 
7. Work planned on adjoining sections of the highway involves reconstruction for an 

appreciable length of the highway requiring reconstruction to achieve roadway-design 
consistency along the route between logical termini. 

 
The final decision on selecting a 4R scope of work will be made based on the Department’s 
long-range plans for upgrading the State’s highway system.  See Section 40-6.02 for more 
information. 
 
Because of the significant level of work for reconstruction, the design will be based on the 
criteria for new construction.  Therefore, Chapters Forty-one through Fifty-three will apply to a 
reconstruction (4R) project. 
 
An added-travel-lanes project should be classified as a 4R project. 
 
 
40-6.01(05)  3R Project, Freeways 
 
A 3R project (resurfacing, restoration, rehabilitation) on an existing freeway is intended to 
extend the service life of the existing facility and to enhance highway safety.  A 3R project 
should make cost-effective improvements to the existing geometrics where practical.  Right of 
way acquisition is rarely necessary.  Improvements include the following: 
 
1. pavement resurfacing; 
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2. full-depth pavement reconstruction, if the reconstructed pavement area is 30% or less of 

the traveled way; 
 
3. widening existing travel lanes or shoulders; 
 
4. upgrading the structural strength of shoulders; 
 
5. improving the superelevation of existing horizontal curves; 
 
6. adding an auxiliary lane; 
 
7. improving roadway delineation; 
 
8. upgrading roadside safety; 
 
9. increasing the length of acceleration and deceleration lanes at an interchange; 
 
10. widening an existing bridge as part of a bridge-reconstruction project; 
 
11. upgrading or replacing bridge railing; 
 
12. overlaying a bridge deck; 
 
13. preservation of bridge substructure; 
 
14. improving roadside drainage; 
 
15. widening an existing ramp; 
 
16. flattening a horizontal or vertical curve; or 
 
17. increasing the vertical clearance at an underpass. 
 
Chapter Fifty-four provides the criteria for the design of a 3R freeway project. 
 
 
40-6.01(06)  3R Project, Non-Freeway 
 
A 3R project (rehabilitation, restoration, resurfacing) on an existing non-freeway is intended to 
extend the service life of the existing facility and to enhance highway safety.  A 3R project 
should make cost-effective improvements to the existing geometrics, where practical.  A 3R 
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project on the mainline or at an intersection is work on the existing alignment.  Minimal right of 
way acquisition may be required.  Improvements include the following: 
 
1. pavement resurfacing or rehabilitation or a limited amount of pavement reconstruction 

(30% or less of the traveled way area); 
 
2. bridge rehabilitation or replacement; 
 
3. lane or shoulder widening; 
 
4. upgrading the structural strength of shoulders; 
 
5. flattening a horizontal or vertical curve; 
 
6. adjustment to the roadside clear zone; 
 
7. flattening side slopes; 
 
8. converting an existing median to a 2-way left-turn lane; 
 
9. adding a truck-climbing lane; 
 
10. converting an uncurbed urban street into a curbed street; 
 
11. revising the location, spacing, or design of an existing drive along the mainline; 
 
12. adding or removing a parking lane; 
 
13. bridge widening and associated substructure work to accommodate the widening; 
 
14. bridge railing upgrading or replacement; 
 
15. bridge-deck overlay; 
 
16. work to preserve the bridge substructure; 
 
17. adding sidewalks; 
 
18. relocating utility poles; 
 
19. upgrading guardrail or other safety appurtenances to satisfy current criteria; 
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20. other geometric or safety improvements to an existing bridge; 
 
21. drainage improvements; 
 
22. increasing vertical clearance at an underpass; 
 
23. intersection improvement (e.g., adding turn lanes, flattening turning radii, channelization, 

corner sight-distance improvements, etc.); 
 
24. adding new or upgrading traffic signals; or 
 
25. other spot improvements. 
 
Specifically related to the level of pavement improvement, the following definitions apply. 
 
1. Resurfacing.  Resurfacing consists of the placement of additional surface material over 

the existing restored or rehabilitated roadway or structure to improve serviceability or to 
provide additional strength. 

 
2. Restoration or Rehabilitation.  Restoration or rehabilitation is defined as work required to 

return the existing pavement to a condition of adequate structural support or to a 
condition adequate for the placement of an additional stage of construction.  This can 
include milling the existing pavement. 

 
Chapter Fifty-five provides the criteria for the design of a 3R non-freeway project. 
 
 
40-6.01(07)  Partial 3R Project 
 
A partial 3R project is intended to extend the service life of the pavement and, where practical, to 
enhance highway safety.  Geometric design improvements are included to correct obvious 
deficiencies on the existing highway.  Right of way acquisition is rarely involved.  Partial 3R 
improvements include the following: 
 
1. pavement resurfacing; 
2. lane or shoulder widening; 
3. adjustments to the roadside clear zone; 
4. relocating utility poles; 
5. upgrading guardrail or other safety appurtenances to satisfy current criteria; 
6. correcting a high-accident locations; 
7. drainage improvements; or 
8. improving superelevation to the extent practical. 
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Chapter Fifty-six provides the criteria for the design of a partial 3R project.  The only partial 3R 
treatment permitted on an NHS route is preventative maintenance.  All types of partial 3R 
treatments are permitted on a non-NHS route.  Chapter Fifty-Two provides pavement-design 
criteria for each type of project. 
 
 
40-6.01(08)  High-Accident-Location Improvement, Non-Freeways 
 
1. Non-NHS Route.  This type of project is intended to make improvements to correct a 

safety problem at a location that is identified through the FHWA-approved INDOT 
Safety Improvement Program process, which applies to either a State or local facility.  It 
is not intended to provide a general upgrading of the highway, as is a project categorized 
as new construction or reconstruction, or 3R.  No specific design criteria for this type of 
improvement are described herein.  The objective is to rapidly correct an identified 
accident hazard using the highest level of design criteria as practical at the site 
considering existing site limitations (e.g., right-of-way restrictions). 

 
2. NHS Route.  A high-accident-location improvement must satisfy the appropriate criteria, 

or a design exception must be obtained.  This is also identified through the FHWA-
approved INDOT Safety Improvement Process.  However, the design criteria to be used 
are those for new construction or reconstruction, or 3R, based on the criteria described in 
Section 40-6.02(01). 

 
 
40-6.01(09)  Traffic-Control-Devices Project 
 
A traffic-control-devices project is programmed specifically to install, replace, or remove signs, 
pavement markings, traffic signals, highway lighting, etc.  No other work is included, except that 
a traffic-signal project will include curb ramps at each involved intersection.  Part VII provides 
the criteria for the installation of traffic-control devices on a freeway or a non-freeway. 
 
 
40-6.02  Application 
 
40-6.02(01)  National Highway System (NHS) Project 
 
For long-range transportation planning purposes, INDOT has evaluated the State highway 
system to determine which routes warrant reconstruction or 4R, and which routes warrant a 3R-
type improvement.  Figure 40-6A provides a map of the State highway system to indicate 3R and 
4R routes.  The project scope of work definitions in Section 40-6.01 will apply to each project on 
the NHS.  The following will apply to the use of Figure 40-6A for a 3R or 4R route on the NHS. 
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1. General.  The factors that determine if a project should be classified as 3R or 4R are as 

follows. 
 

a. If 70% or more of the existing traveled-way pavement area can be retained and 
resurfaced, the project can be classified as 3R.  If not, the project should be 
classified as 4R. 

 
b. An assessment of the level of service (LOS) for the 10-year traffic volume 

projection can determine if the project is 3R or 4R, based upon the expected 
service life of the pavement. 

 
Other factors should also be considered in making the project scope of work 
determination (e.g., accident rates). 

 
2. Freeway.  A freeway project will be classified as new construction, complete 

reconstruction, partial reconstruction, or 3R.  See Section 40-6.01 for definitions. 
 
3. 4R Non-Freeway Route.  Environmental Policy Team or the local jurisdictional agency 

will determine the level of service (LOS) for the 10-year traffic volume projections based 
on the discussion in Section 40-2.0.  If this is LOS of D or better, it will be acceptable to 
design the project using the 3R geometric-design criteria shown in Chapter Fifty-five.  If 
the projected LOS will not satisfy D, the facility will be designed according to the criteria 
for new construction or reconstruction.  A bridge replacement, bridge-deck replacement, 
or bridge widening should be designed to satisfy 4R criteria. 

 
4. 3R Non-Freeway Route.  The project will be designed according to the 3R geometric-

design criteria shown in Chapter Fifty-five.  However, consideration should be given to 
using the 4R criteria. 

 
5. 3R Project.  If the 3R project scope of work is selected, costly items (e.g., bridge 

reconstruction or replacement, alignment corrections), which have a long service life and 
can be incorporated into a future 4R project, should be constructed to satisfy 4R design 
criteria as part of the 3R project. 

 
6. Combination Project.  If a project will include both 3R and 4R work, the overall project 

scope of work classification should be based on the predominant type of work.  For 
example, a 6-mi resurfacing project which includes the replacement of a mainline bridge 
to 4R criteria should be classified as a 3R project, unless the bridge is considered to be a 
major structure and its replacement cost is equal to or greater than that of the 3R roadway 
work. 
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7. S-Line.  Each S-line should be individually evaluated to determine the appropriate design 
criteria (4R or 3R) based on the factors described herein if it is on the NHS, or Section 
40-6.02(02) if it is not on the NHS. 

 
If an S-line is designed to 3R criteria, the intersection sight distance must be determined 
based on the 4R criteria described in Section 46-10.0. 

 
The requirements described herein must be used to design each NHS project regardless of the 
funding source, whether Federal, State, or local-agency funds are used.  However, the values 
shown in the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets may be used as 
minimum values if they are lower than similar values shown herein where restricted conditions 
warrant. 
 
 
40-6.02(02)  Non-NHS Project 
 
The project scope of work definitions in Sections 40-6.01 and 40-6.02(01) and Figure 40-6A are 
intended only as guidance for a non-NHS project.  The decision of classifying a project that is 
not on the NHS should be made based on the future plans of the jurisdictional highway agency 
for the entire route between logical termini for the foreseeable future (20 years).  The future 
plans for a route must consider current and projected traffic volumes, anticipated land use, and 
accident experience.  The following are examples of applying this concept to a non-NHS project. 
 
1. Example One.  Approximately 60% of the pavement on a 6-mi section of a county road 

will be replaced.  The remainder of the pavement is in reasonably good condition and 
requires only milling and resurfacing.  The 6-mi section is part of a 30-mi county route 
which is the main highway between two small towns.  The existing road has a LOS of A, 
and it is anticipated to provide a LOS of B based on 20-year projected traffic volume.  
There is no adverse accident experience for the last three years.  Based on this 
information, a highway agency could decide to designate the 3R classification and 
construct the road to 3R design criteria.  This is acceptable, though more than 30% of the 
pavement is being completely replaced. 

 
2. Example Two.  Approximately 40% of the pavement on a 6-mi section of county road 

will be replaced.  The remainder of the segment will be resurfaced.  This segment of road 
is part of a 25-mi county route which connects two small towns.  This county road is 
located approximately 20 mi from a major metropolitan area.  It is anticipated that, within 
the next 20 years, there will be considerable residential and commercial development 
adjacent to this portion of the county road because of its proximity to the rapidly-
expanding metropolitan area. The current LOS is B, but projected traffic volume 
indicates that the LOS will drop to D in 10 years and to F in 20 years.  The highway 
agency has two options.  It could decide to design the project to 3R criteria for the present 
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and, then, undertake a 4R project in 10 years once the pavement is likely in need of major 
work.  Its second option is to construct the project to 4R criteria now to satisfy future 
traffic demands. 

 
3. Example Three.  A 6-mi section of highway, which is located on INDOT’s 3R highway 

system, requires complete pavement replacement because of poor drainage.  The Central 
Office has rechecked the status of this highway with the district office and has verified 
that there are no plans for work on the remainder of this route in the future (20 years) 
except for 3R-type work.  The current LOS is B, and it is anticipated to remain at B for 
the next 20 years.  There is no adverse accident experience and no anticipated major land 
development along the route.  INDOT can decide to design the project to 3R design 
criteria, even though all pavement is being replaced. 

 
4. Example Four.  A 200-ft bridge on the State’s 3R system requires complete replacement.  

There are sharp horizontal curves on each end of the bridge where numerous accidents 
have occurred during the last three years.  It has been decided to correct the poor 
alignment on the bridge approaches and to construct the approaches and bridge on a new 
location.  The total length of the project is 1.5 mi.  The Central Office has discussed the 
status of this site with the district office, and both have agreed that it should remain on 
the 3R system.  The current LOS is B, and it is estimated that the LOS will be C in 20 
years.  There are no plans except to perform 3R-type work to the remainder of the road in 
the future (20 years).  INDOT can decide to design the entire project to 3R criteria. 

 
5. Example Five.  A 6-mi segment of a route on INDOT’s 3R system requires replacing 

20% of the pavement and resurfacing the remaining 80%.  The current LOS is D and will 
deteriorate to E in 5 years.  There is rapid residential, commercial, and industrial 
development in the area.  The Central Office and the district office agree that the entire 
route was properly classified as a 3R route.  However, this one 6-mi segment is an 
exception because rapid growth adjacent to it is expected to occur.  The appropriate 
solution is to upgrade the facility to accommodate anticipated traffic demand for the next 
20 years and to design the project to 4R criteria. 

 
 
40-6.02(03)  Procedures 
 
For an INDOT project, the scope of work is selected based on the following procedure. 
 
1. The district office initially identifies the project scope. 
 
2. The project is programmed based on the project scope determined by the district. 
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3. The Office of Environmental Services will make the final decision on the scope of work.  
However, for each NHS project which has an estimated construction cost exceeding $1 
million, FHWA will meet with representatives of the Office of Environmental Services to 
cooperatively agree on the project classification and whether it should not be exempt 
from FHWA oversight.  This will occur as early in the project scoping process as 
possible, so that FHWA can have input on each project which is subject to its oversight.  
The meeting will be held as soon as an initial concept for the project design has been 
developed.  The results, including classification and oversight determination, will be 
documented in the Engineer’s Report.  The cover of the report will indicate whether the 
project is exempt or not exempt from FHWA oversight. 

 
4. The Production Management Division, during project design, may re-evaluate the project 

scope and request the Office of Environmental Services to modify the scope of work. 
 
For a Federal-aid project not on the State highway system, the project scope of work 
determination will be based on the future plans of the local agency for improvements to its local 
road or street system.  The philosophy provided in Section 55-2.01(02) Item 2 should be applied 
to a local project.  The local agency must submit a letter to the Planning Division to document 
the local agency’s plans for that facility in the foreseeable future. 
 
If the project is on the NHS and the estimated construction cost exceeds $1 million, the Planning 
Division will schedule a meeting with the local agency and FHWA to agree upon a project 
classification (3R or 4R).  This meeting should occur early in the scoping process so that FHWA 
can have input on each project that is subject to its oversight. 
 
 
40-7.0  FHWA INVOLVEMENT 
 
The 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), and the National Highway 
System Act of 1995, in addition to a realignment of the Federal-aid system, revised the role of 
the Federal Highway Administration for each project.  The Transportation Efficiency Act for the 
21st Century (TEA-21) of 1998, further revised the role of FHWA for each project as described 
below. 
 
1. Highway System.  FHWA oversight is required only on an Interstate-route project. 
 
2. Project Scope of Work.  FHWA oversight is required only on a new Interstate-route 

construction or reconstruction project. 
 
3. Project Cost.  FHWA oversight is required only on an Interstate-route project with an 

estimated construction cost exceeding $1 million. 
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The jointly-approved INDOT and FHWA Stewardship and Oversight Agreement provides the 
basis for the stewardship and oversight of FHWA for the use of Federal-aid funds by INDOT. 
 
For a project with INDOT oversight, FHWA will not be involved with day-to-day project 
activities, including field reviews, design approval, public-hearing certification, design 
exceptions, PS&E submittal, etc.  Such project is still subject to the FHWA Program and Process 
Review.  However, each Federally-funded project will be designed in accordance with the 
appropriate criteria described herein, and the INDOT Standard Specifications and Standard 
Drawings, regardless of FHWA review. 
 
The FHWA is not precluded from reviewing or investigating a phase of the Federal-aid program 
including control documents or a Federal-aid project, especially a project including a unique 
feature or unusual circumstance such as a special structure design, experimental feature, etc., for 
which it is desirable to have FHWA oversight.  The oversight determination for each such 
project will be made at the meeting discussed in Section 40-6.02(03), Item 3.  INDOT and 
FHWA will meet to determine oversight responsibility as shown in Figure 40-7A. 
 
 
40-8.0  ADHERENCE TO DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
Part V provides information on geometric design for application to each individual project.  The 
designer is responsible to satisfy these criteria in the project design.  However, this will not 
always be practical.  The Department’s procedures for identifying, justifying, and processing 
exceptions to the geometric design criteria shown in this Part are described below. 
 
 
40-8.01  Department Intent 
 
The Department’s intent is that all road-design criteria described in this Part should be satisfied.  
If practical, the proposed design should exceed the minimum or lower criteria.  If a range of 
values is provided, a design which is near the upper value should be provided.  This is intended 
to ensure that the Department will provide a highway system which satisfies the transportation 
needs of the State and provides a reasonable level of safety, comfort, and convenience for the 
traveling public.  However, recognizing that this will not always be practical, the Department has 
established a process to evaluate and approve exceptions to geometric design criteria. 
 
 
40-8.02  Hierarchy of Design Criteria 
 
40-8.02(01)  Level One 
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Level One controlling design criteria are those highway design elements which are judged to be 
the most critical indicators of a highway’s safety and its overall serviceability.  Not all of the 
design information described in this Part qualifies as a Level One criterion.  The Department and 
FHWA have identified the following design elements as Level One.  The formal documentation 
and approval process for a design exception or waiver described in Section 40-8.04 must be 
followed if these criteria are not satisfied. 
 
1. design speed for mainline or interchange ramp *; 
2. lane width; 
3. shoulder width for uncurbed section or curb offset for curbed section; 
4. bridge width for new, rehabilitated, or existing bridge to remain in place; 
5. structural capacity for new, rehabilitated, or existing bridge to remain in place; 
6. horizontal curvature (i.e., minimum radius); 
7. superelevation-transition length; 
8. application of stopping sight distance to a horizontal curve or a vertical curve; 
9. maximum grade; 
10. travel-lane cross slope; 
11. superelevation rate; 
12. minimum vertical clearance; 
13. accessibility requirements for handicapped individuals **; and 
14. bridge-railing safety performance criteria. 
 
* An exception to design speed is not allowed.  Instead, the designer will use the Department’s 

applicable criteria for the project design speed and will, if needed, seek an exception to each 
individual design element which does not satisfy the design-speed requirement (e.g., a 
horizontal or vertical curve). 

 
** Requires a waiver, not an exception.  See Section 40-8.04(01). 
 
It is not necessary to submit a Level One checklist for an S-line that does not exceed the work 
necessary to build the appropriate public-road approach, including the required taper distance to 
account for transitioning to the existing pavement width.  This requirement does not relieve the 
designer of having the S-line satisfy all critical design elements in the area (i.e., maximum grade, 
vertical stopping sight distance, and intersection sight distance). 
 
The existing minimum vertical clearance dimension for a structure carrying a roadway over a 
railroad should be field measured.  Standard track maintenance procedures performed by a railroad 
company often result in an increase in the rail elevation.  Therefore, the minimum vertical 
clearance dimension shown on prior construction plans will not be a true indication of the current 
minimum vertical clearance.  Each report or plan identifying the existing minimum vertical 
clearance dimension over a railroad should indicate the date of the field measurement.  This 
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dimension should be shown on the profile view of the General Plan sheet with a corresponding 
note identifying the date of the field measurement. 
 
Each Level One criterion must be satisfied for the entire project length, including all paving 
exceptions.  If a criterion is not satisfied, the designer must apply for a design exception or revise 
the plans. 
 
The Level One Criteria Checklist is to be submitted with each submittal.  If there are no changes 
to the plans from the previous submittal that affect the Level One criteria, it is permissible to 
copy the previous Checklist form and add a comment.  The comment should indicate that there 
are no changes to the plans that affect Level One criteria.  Such statement should be initialed and 
dated for the current submittal.  A completed Limited Review Certification should be submitted 
at the Final Check Prints and Final Tracings stages.  These forms are available at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms. 
 
 
40-8.02(02)  Level Two 
 
Level Two design criteria are those which are judged to be important indicators of a highway’s 
safety and serviceability, but are not considered as critical as the Level One criteria.  If a Level 
Two criterion is not satisfied, the designer will document in the project file that the criterion has 
not been satisfied and will provide a brief rationale for not satisfying it.  However, it is not 
necessary to prepare an in-depth documentation to justify the decision. 
 
The brief rationale for a project’s inaccordance with the intersection sight distance requirements 
should include the following: 
 
1.  design speed; 
 
2.  summarization of accident data for the most recent available 3-year period; 
 
3.  evaluation of the accident data which is related to intersection sight distance; and 
 
4.  approximate cost of accordance with the intersection sight distance requirements. 
 
For a local-agency project, the local agency should furnish written concurrence with a decision 
not to improve the intersection sight distance to full accordance with the requirements.  This 
concurrence may be in the form of a local elected official’s signing off on the Level Two design 
exception, or a separate letter from the elected official. 
 
The Level Two design criteria are as follows: 
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1. all roadside-safety design elements (see Chapter Forty-nine); 
 
2. obstruction-free zone for a non-freeway 3R project; 
 
3. median- or side-slope rate; 
 
4. access control for a freeway or a freeway ramp intersection with a non-freeway facility; 
 
5. intersection sight distance; 
 
6. freeway acceleration lane length; 
 
7. freeway deceleration lane length; 
 
8. median width; 
 
9. shoulder cross slope and rollover; 
 
10. auxiliary lane or shoulder width on a non-freeway; 
 
11. minimum grade for drainage; 
 
12. minimum level-of-service criteria; 
 
13. parking-lane width; 
 
14. two-way left-turn lane width; 
 
15. critical length of grade; and 
 
16. truck SSD for specific application (see Section 42-1.0). 
 
 
40-8.02(03)  Level Three 
 
Level Three includes the design criteria not listed in Level One or Two.  No action is required if 
a Level Three criterion is not satisfied.  However, the designer should informally notify his or 
her supervisor of the situation. 
 
 
40-8.03  Design-Exception Process 
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The design-exception process will be applied as follows: 
 
1. Project Scope of Work.  The design exception process will apply to a new construction, 

reconstruction (4R), 3R or partial-reconstruction freeway, or 3R non-freeway project.  
The application of the design-exception process to a partial 3R project is discussed in 
Chapter Fifty-six.  The design-exception requirements do not apply to a high-accident-
location project on a non-NHS route because there are no specific design criteria.  The 
design-exception process does not apply to a signing, pavement markings, traffic-signal 
installation, or traffic-barrier project which requires little or no roadway work. 

 
The design-exception process does not apply to a preventative maintenance project on the 
National Highway System.  An exception is not required for the retention of an existing 
feature which does not satisfy INDOT criteria.  In effect, INDOT is maintaining the 
project as built and as agreed to with FHWA in the project agreement.  However, a new 
design feature which does not satisfy INDOT criteria created by the project, or existing 
ones made worse, must be addressed in an exception, because such action in effect 
changes the project as built.  Preventative maintenance includes restoration and 
rehabilitation of specific elements of a highway facility if it can be demonstrated that 
such activities are a cost-effective means of extending the service life of the existing 
facility.  Preventative-maintenance treatments are listed in Section 52-3.0. 

 
2. Federal-Aid Project on the National Highway System.  A design element that does not 

satisfy the Level One criteria will be addressed as described in Section 40-8.04.  For a 
Level Two design exception, the designer should inform FHWA of the exception if the 
project is not exempt from FHWA oversight. 

 
3. State-Funded Project, FHWA-Oversight Exempt Project, or Project Not on the NHS.  

Each design element that does not satisfy the Level One criteria should be documented 
and approved as an INDOT exception.  If a Level Two criterion will not be satisfied, the 
designer should document in the project file that the criterion has not been satisfied, and 
should provide a brief rationale. 

 
4. Locally-Funded Project.  The designer should document where the proposed design 

deviates from the criteria provided in this Part. 
 
5. Signing and Dating the Design-Exception Request.  For a Level One or Level Two 

design-exception request, the designer should sign and date the request.  A consultant, if 
used, should also include the name of the consulting firm below the signer’s name. 

 
 
40-8.04  Procedure for Level One Design Exception 
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The designer will not request an exception to the Level One design criteria until he/she has fully 
evaluated the impacts of the proposed design (i.e., the exception) and the associated impacts of 
fully satisfying the Level One criteria.  The evaluation process should include obtaining 
comments from the applicable offices or teams including the following: 
 
1. Highway Operations Division, Office of Traffic Engineering; 
2. Production Management Division, Office of Environmental Services, Environmental 

Policy Team; 
3. Production Management Division, Office of Geotechnical Engineering; 
4. Production Management Division, Office of Real Estate, Property Management Team; 
5. Production Management Division, Office of Real Estate, Utilities and Railroads Team; 
6. Production Management Division, Office of Structural Services, Hydraulics Team; 
 
After review by the applicable offices or teams, the design exception should then be routed in the 
order shown below for further comments, recommendations, and final action. 
 
 
40-8.04(01)  Department Procedure 
 
Each design element that does not satisfy the Level One criteria will require a formal, written 
INDOT exception.  Each design element must have its own approval cover letter.  This includes 
all paving exceptions, S-lines, and traffic maintenance phases.  See Figure 40-8B, Level One 
Design Exception Checklist.  An editable version of this document is available on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  All design exceptions 
for a project may be included in one document.  Each of the items described below must be 
addressed in the order as follows: 
 
1. Level One Criteria Except Physically-Challenged Individuals Accessibility.  The written 

design exception request will, at a minimum, address the following. 
 
 a. Project Description.  This includes project location, functional classification, 

description of work, and type of area (residential, commercial, rural, etc.) in 
which the project is located.  The location of the design exception should be 
identified by referencing it to the nearest Department-maintained route or other 
major point such as a county line. 

 
 b. Design Feature.  This is a description of the design feature that does not satisfy 

the Department’s criteria.  Both the proposed criterion and the Department 
criterion should be identified, with respective design speeds where applicable.  
Drawings should be used to explain the criterion if necessary.  The reason for the 
design exception request should be indicated. 
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 c. Construction Costs.  This is the additional cost to construct the feature to satisfy 
the Department criterion.  An abbreviated breakdown of the costs should be 
included. 

 
 d. Project Design.  This includes the basic design parameters of the project (e.g., 

current and projected 20-year traffic volumes, design speed, posted speed, percent 
trucks, design criteria, terrain, and access control). 

 
 e. Crash Analysis.  In addition to furnishing the computer printout of crash 

experience for the previous 3-year period, the crash data must be presented as 
follows. 

 
 (1) It should be summarized and described in general terms (e.g., type, 

severity, contributing circumstances). 
 
  (2) All available sources (city, county, and state police) must be contacted to 

obtain the data and be identified in the design exception request. 
 

 (3) The crash experience which is related to the design feature and does not 
satisfy Department criteria should be analyzed and evaluated.  The 
evaluation may include, for example, a comparison of the crash rate on the 
highway to the Statewide rate for that type of facility or may include a 
statistical analysis of the crash experience at the location of the design 
feature (e.g., a horizontal curve). 

 
 f. Cost-Effective Analysis.  A cost-effective analysis should be conducted to justify 

the proposed design exception, if applicable (e.g., there are crashes related to the 
design feature in question.  See Chapter Fifty for more information. 

 
 g. Ancillary Impact.  Adverse effects that the design exception will have on other 

design elements on or near the project site must be evaluated and documented 
(e.g., sight distance on a horizontal curve impacts intersection sight distance at an 
intersection outside the project limits). 

 
 h. Safety.  The safety impacts of the design exception must be evaluated and 

documented.  For example, if there were no crashes with the existing condition in 
place and the project will match or improve the situation, the conclusion is that 
there is no increase in crashes. 

 
 i. Remedial Actions.  The designer must document the proposed remedial actions 

which will be implemented to alleviate the retention or construction of the design 
feature which does not satisfy Department criteria (e.g., traffic-control devices). 
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 j. Other Factors.  Other factors which may have an effect on the final 

recommendation should be discussed.  For example, the following: 
 

 (1) projected service life of the facility after construction is completed; 
 (2) compatibility with adjacent sections of the proposed project; 
 (3) probable time before reconstruction of the section is anticipated; and 
 (4) environmental and right-of-way impacts of satisfying the Department 

criteria. 
 

The design exception request must contain all of the necessary information or references 
without requiring the reviewer to obtain additional information (e.g., plan sheets, copies 
of pages of this Manual that pertain to the design exception request, or copies of pertinent 
pages of the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.) 

 
A design exception for a local-agency project or a State project involving an element on a 
local agency’s road should be signed by the local elected officials who have jurisdiction 
of the project or road. 

 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
The computations for the Level One items and intersection sight 

distance are to be initialed and dated by the designer and reviewer 
before submission to the Production Management Division’s 

project manager. 
 

All design exceptions for a project 
may be included in one document. 

 
 
2. Physically-Challenged Individuals Accessibility.  The following will apply to a request 

for a waiver to the physically-challenged individuals accessibility requirements. 
 
 a. Federally Funded Project Including That Exempt From FHWA Oversight.  A 

waiver of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements, rather than a 
design exception, is required if it is not considered practical to comply with a 
specific design element of the ADA.  The waiver request must be submitted to 
FHWA for its review.  FHWA will forward the request to the Architectural and 
Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (ATBCB) for approval. 
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The content of the waiver request will vary depending on the design element.  
However, it must be demonstrated that compliance with the ADA requirements is 
not practical.  There must be sufficient information submitted so that the ATBCB 
can readily make its decision without asking for more information.  For example, 
if a 2% sidewalk cross slope cannot be maintained across a drive, it is reasonable 
to submit the information as follows: 

 
 (1) a set of plans showing the location and the profile grade of the drive; 

 
 (2) the station and left or right of centerline for the drive; 

 
 (3) the street address for the affected property; 

 
 (4) the sidewalk cross slope that is proposed across the affected drive; 

 
 (5) the work that will be required to achieve the 2% cross slope; and 

 
 (6) the cost of achieving the 2% cross slope at the drive. 

 
 b. State or Local-Agency Project With No Federal Funds Involved.  If it is not 

practical to comply with the ADA requirements for this type of project, it will be 
necessary to document the project files with the appropriate justification.  The 
justification must demonstrate that compliance with the ADA requirements is not 
practical.  The documentation should be in sufficient detail for later use, if 
necessary, as the basis for a defense regarding a complaint or litigation. 

 
3. Design Exception Request Routing and Approval. 
 

For further information regarding approval of a Level One design exception request, see 
the notes or statements associated with the figures in Chapter Fifty-three, Section 54-2.0, 
and Section 55-3.0. 

 
 a. NHS Route Project.  Within INDOT, the final concurrence in the design 

exception is the responsibility of the Production Management Division director.  
The design exception request will be submitted by Department memorandum to 
the Production Management Division director for review and concurrence.  Upon 
concurrence, the Production Management Division director will transmit it for 
review to FHWA for approval.  An editable version of the cover memorandum, 
Figure 40-8C, is available on the Department’s website, at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The Level One design exception 
request should be routed for approval as follows: 
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  (1) project manager; 
  (2) Production Management Division’s roadway manager or structural 

services manager, as applicable; 
  (3) Production Management Division director; and 
  (4) FHWA for approval. 
 
 b. Non-NHS Route Project.  The design exception request will be submitted by 

Department memorandum to the Production Management Division’s roadway 
manager or structural services manager, as applicable, for review and approval.  
An editable version of the cover memorandum, Figure 40-8D, is available on the 
Department’s website, at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The 
Level One design exception request should be routed for approval as follows: 

 
  (1) project manager; and 

 (2) Production Management Division’s roadway manager or structural 
services manager, as applicable, for approval. 

 
 
40-8.04(02)  FHWA Procedure 
 
A proposed exception to the Level One criteria for a project on the Interstate system and not 
exempt from FHWA oversight must be submitted to the FHWA Indiana Division’s 
Administrator for review and approval.  A proposed exception for a Federal-aid project will not 
be submitted to FHWA until after the exception has completed the internal Department process; 
see Section 40-8.04(01).  The documentation required for the Department’s exception process 
will be sufficient for FHWA evaluation. 
 
For a Level Two design exception, the designer should inform FHWA of such exception on a 
non-exempt Interstate-system project. 
 
 
40-8.04(03)  Procedure for Exception to Vertical Clearance on the Interstate System 
 
The Production Management Division Director can only take approval action on a design 
exception to reduce or retain the existing vertical clearance over the Interstate system that is less 
than the required 16’-0’’ after coordinating formally with the Department of Defense (DOD), 
Military Traffic Management Command Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA).  
This coordination is necessary whether the work is a new construction project, a project that does 
not provide for correction of an existing substandard condition, or a project that creates a 
substandard condition at an existing structure.  The requirement to provide or preserve the 16’-
0’’ vertical clearance extends to the full roadway width including shoulders for the through 
lanes, as well as to ramps or collector-distributor roadways in an Interstate-to-Interstate 
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interchange.  This requirement applies to the Indiana Toll Road since it is part of the Interstate 
System. 
 
The Production Management Division Director will coordinate directly with DOD by sending 
the design exception recommendation and a response date to: 
 

Director 
Military Traffic Management Command 
Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA) 
ATTN:  MTTE-SA 
720 Thimble Shoals Boulevard, Suite 130 
Newport News, Virginia 23606-2574 
(Telephone:  (757)-599-1117, FAX:  (757)-599-1560) 

 
A response time of 30 days after being sent from INDOT should allow an adequate review 
period for the MTMCTEA.  The MTMCTEA should verify receipt of the INDOT request by 
telephone or fax to the appropriate design engineer named in the transmittal letter (see Figure 40-
8A.)  An editable version of this form is available on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
If the MTMCTEA does not reply by the response date, it will be assumed that it has no concerns 
with the proposed design exception.  If the MTMCTEA reply does not agree with the design 
exception, INDOT personnel should consider feasible mitigation measures and should notify the 
MTMCTEA of the proposed action. 
 
On a non-exempt project, INDOT personnel should work jointly with FHWA in determining 
proposed mitigation measures.  The content of the submission to the MTMCTEA should include 
the information required in Section 40-8.04(01). 
 
In addition to the above information, the submission should include preliminary plan and profile 
sheets for both the Interstate highway and the overpassing structure. 
 
Coordination with the MTMCTEA is to be completed before transmitting the design exception to 
the FHWA for a non-exempt project.  The submission to the FHWA should include 
documentation that the coordination with the MTMCTEA has been satisfactorily completed. 
 
 
40-8.04(04)  Procedure for Local Project with Federal Funds 
 
For a local project with Federal funds, a design-exception request will be made by letter to the 
Production Management Division director.  Each design element must have its own approval 
cover letter. 
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40-8.04(05)  Procedure for 100% Locally-Funded Project 
 
For a project funded entirely with local funds, the local agency should establish a procedure so 
that an individual with the proper authority will approve the design exception. 
 
 
40-8.04(06)  Signature Block 
 
The Production Management Division director is responsible for the approval of each proposed 
exception to the Level One criteria for an FHWA-exempt project on the NHS system, or each 
Federal-aid project on a non-NHS route. The Production Management Division director must 
also approve each design exception for a Federal-aid project on the NHS that is not exempt from 
FHWA oversight before the exception is submitted to FHWA for its approval.  The Production 
Management Division director is responsible for approval of each design-exception request for a 
100% State-funded project.  Each design-exception request will contain a block for an approval 
signature at the bottom of the letter or memorandum, as shown below. 
 
1. Federal-Aid Project on the NHS that is Not Exempt from FHWA Oversight. 
 

Approved:        Date:     
Director, Production Management Division 

 
Approved:        Date:     

   Division Administrator 
   Federal Highway Administration 
 
2. Other Project, Except 100% Locally-Funded Project. 
 

Approved:        Date:     
   Director, Production Management Division 
 
 
40-8.05  Documentation 
 
Figure 40-8B should be used to document the project’s accordance with the Department’s Level 
One design criteria.  An editable version of this form is available on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  This applies to each project, with or without 
design exception.  The designer should complete the appropriate boxes on the form.  The 
determination of whether or not the proposed project design satisfies the INDOT design criteria 
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is dependent upon the project scope of work and the design criteria described herein.  If, for 
example, a 3R non-freeway project is being designed, Chapter Fifty-five will apply. 
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PROJECT SCOPE OF WORK DESIGN YEAR 
New Construction or Reconstruction 20 
3R, Freeway 20 * 
3R, Non-Freeway 20 * 
Partial 3R 10 
Intersection Improvement 20 * 

 
 Note:  The design year is the number of years after the work is expected to be completed. 
 
 * For a partial 3R project, this may be 10. 
 
 

RECOMMENDED DESIGN-YEAR 
TRAFFIC VOLUME FOR ROAD DESIGN 

 
Figure 40-2A 
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TYPE OF FACILITY MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Freeway 
 Basic freeway segment 
 Weaving area 
 Ramp junction 

 
Density (passenger cars per mile per lane) 
Average travel speed (mph) 
Flow rate (passenger cars per hour) 

Highway of 4 or More Lanes Density (passenger cars per mile per lane) 

Two-Lane Highway 
Time delay (%) 
Average travel speed (mph) 

Arterial Average travel speed (mph) 

Signalized Intersection 
Average individual stopped delay 
 (seconds/vehicle) 

Unsignalized Intersection Reserve capacity (passenger cars per hour) 
 
 

MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR LEVEL OF SERVICE 
 

Figure 40-2B 
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Geographic 
Location 

System Minimum Maximum 

State 
Highway n/a 55 mph * 

Rural 
Non-State 
Highway 30 mph 55 mph 

State 
Highway n/a 30 mph 

Urban 
Non-State 
Highway 20 mph 55 mph (day) 

50 mph (night) 

 
Notes: 
 
* 60 mph for a facility of 4 or more lanes 
 
1. This table applies to a non-Interstate facility. 
 
2. See Section 40-3.02(03) for exceptions. 

 
 

LEGAL SPEED LIMITS 
 

Figure 40-3A 
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Figure 40-4A 
 

DIMENSIONS (ft) 
Overall Overhang Wheelbases DESIGN VEHICLE TYPE SYMBOL 

Height Width Lgth. Front Rear WB1 WB2 S T WB3 WB4
Passenger Car P 4.25 7.0 19.0 3.0 5.0 11.0      
Single Unit Truck SU 11-13.5 8.0 30.0 4.0 6.0 20.0      
Intercity Bus BUS-40 12.0 8.5 40.0 6.0 6.3a 24.0 3.7     
Motor Coach BUS-45 12.0 8.5 45.0 6.0 8.5a 26.5 4.0     
City Transit Bus CITY-BUS 10.5 8.5 40.0 7.0 8.0 25.0      
Conventional School Bus (65 Pass.) S-BUS 36 10.5 8.0 35.8 2.5 12.0 21.3      
Large School Bus (84 Pass.) S-BUS 40 10.5 8.0 40.0 7.0 13.0 20.0      
Articulated Bus A-BUS 11.0 8.5 60.0 8.6 10.0 22.0 19.4 6.2b 13.2b   
Combination Trucks:     
    Intermediate Semitrailer WB-40 13.5 8.0 45.5 3.0 2.5a 12.5 27.5     
    Intermediate Semitrailer WB-50 13.5 8.5 55.0 3.0 2.0a 14.6 35.4     
    Interstate Semitrailer WB-62 13.5 8.5 68.5 4.0 2.5a 21.6 40.4     
    Interstate Semitrailer WB-65 or WB-67 13.5 8.5 73.5 4.0 4.5-2.5a 21.6 43.4     
    “Double-Bottom”-Semitrailer WB-67D 13.5 8.5 73.3 2.33 3.0 11.0 23.0 3.0c 7.0c 23.0  
    Triple-Semitrailer WB-100T 13.5 8.5 104.8 2.33 3.0 11.0 22.5 3.0c 7.0c 23.0 23.0 
    Turnpike Double Semitrailer WB-109D 13.5 8.5 114 2.33 2.5d 14.3 39.9 2.5d 10.0d 44.5  
Recreational Vehicles:     
    Motor Home MH 12.0 8.0 30.0 4.0 6.0 20.0      
    Car and Camper Trailer P/T 10.0 8.0 48.7 3.0 10.0 11.0  5 19   
    Car and Boat Trailer P/B  8.0 42.0 3.0 8.0 11.0  5 15   
    Motor Home and Boat Trailer MH/B 12.0 8.0 53.0 4.0 8.0 20.0  6 15   
Farm Tractore TR 10.0 8-10.0 16.0f   10.0 9.0 3 6.5   

*  The Indiana Design Vehicle (IDV) is equivalent to the WB-65. 
WB1, WB2, WB3, and WB4 are effective vehicle wheelbases. 
S = Distance from the rear effective axle to the hitch point. 
T = Distance from the hitch point to the lead effective axle of the following unit. 

 
a = This is overhang from the back axle of the tandem axle assembly. 
b = Combined dimension is 19.4 ft and articulating section is 4 ft wide. 
c = Combined dimension is typically 10.0 ft. 
d = Combined dimension is typically 12.5 ft. 
e = Dimensions are for a 150-200 hp tractor excluding wagon length. 
f = To obtain the total length of tractor and one wagon, add 18.5 ft to tractor length.  Wagon length is measured from front of drawbar to rear of wagon, and 
drawbar is 6.5 ft long. 

DESIGN-VEHICLE DIMENSIONS 
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HIGHWAY SYSTEM 
Project Category 

Interstate Non-Interstate 
NHS Non-NHS 

New Construction, 
Reconstruction, or 

Partial Reconstruction (4R) 
≥ $1,000,000 

FHWA 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

New Construction 
or Reconstruction (4R) 

< $1,000,000 

INDOT 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

3R Project INDOT 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

Design-Build Project FHWA 
Oversight 

FHWA 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

Rest Area or 
Weigh Station 
≥ $1,000,000 

FHWA 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS) Features 

FHWA 
Oversight 

FHWA 
Oversight 

INDOT 
Oversight 

 
Note:  Though this figure provides guidelines for determining FHWA oversight for each 
project, there may be exceptions, such as a project including a unique feature or an unusual 
circumstance such as a special structure design, experimental feature, etc., for which it is 
desirable to have FHWA oversight. 

 
 

OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITY 
 

Figure 40-7A 
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(Date)       
 
Director 
Military Traffic Management Command 
Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA) 
Attn:  MTTE-SA 
720 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 130 
Newport News, Virginia 23606-2574 
 
Re: Design Exception Request 
 Interstate-Roadway Vertical Clearance 
 
Interstate Route       
Des. No.       
Bridge File       
Project No.       
Facility Crossing Interstate:       
County:       
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
 Enclosed is a Design Exception Request for the above referenced project for your review 
and comments.  The required 16-ft (4.9-m) vertical clearance over the Interstate roadway cannot 
be obtained at this location.  We believe that the enclosed documentation justifies the proposed 
vertical clearance.  We hereby request your concurrence by signature in the space provided at the 
end of this letter. 
 
 Please acknowledge receipt of this submission by advising the INDOT design engineer, 
     , by telephone at      , fax at      , or e-mail at      .  Answers to questions or further 
information that you require can be obtained by contacting the design engineer. 
 
 If we do not receive a response from you within 30 calendar days from the date of this 
letter, we will assume that you do not have concerns with the proposed design exception.  
Comments that you offer will be considered for mitigation to the extent feasible and you will be 
informed of our proposed action. 
 

  Sincerely, 
 
 
       __________________________ 
       Production Management Division Director 
 
Concur: __________________________ Date       
Title:       
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LEVEL ONE DESIGN CRITERIA CHECKLIST – English-Units Project 
 
Route       Des. No.            Page       of       
Project No.        Bridge File:       
Functional Classification:        Terrain:       
Design Year: 20       AADT:       
Designer:        INDOT location or Consultant:       
Submittal:        Date:       
 Enter the value provided in appropriate column. 

Does the proposed design 
satisfy INDOT criteria? Design-Criteria Table       

Yes No * N/A 
1.  Design Speed, Mainline:       mph 
    Ramps,       mph                   

2.  Lane Width, Mainline:       ft 
  Ramps:       ft 
  Auxiliary Lanes:       ft 

                  

3a.  Uncurbed Sections, Shoulder Width adjacent to: 
  Mainline,       ft 
  Ramps,       ft 
  Auxiliary Lanes,       ft 

                  

3b.  Curbed Sections, Curb Offset:       ft                   
4.  Bridge Clear-Roadway Widths                   
5.  Structural Capacity                   
6.  Horizontal Curvature, Minimum Radius =       ft                   
7.  Superelevation Transition Lengths **                   
8a.  Stopping Sight Distances at Horizontal Curves **                   
8b.  Stopping Sight Distances at Vertical Curves **                   
9.  Maximum Grades                   
10.  Through-Travel-Lane Cross Slope:       %                   
11.  Superelevation Rate **                   
12.  Vertical Clearances                   
13.  Accessibility Criteria for Physically-Challenged 
 Individuals                   

14.  Bridge-Railing Safety Performance Criteria, ** 
 TL-2  v.  TL-4  v.  TL-5                   

* Justification for design exception or waiver must be prepared and approved.  See Indiana Design Manual 
Section 40-8.0. 
** Attach calculations. 
Note:  Criteria 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10 apply throughout the project.  The remaining criteria apply to specific sites 
within the project limits. 

 
Submitted By        Date      .  Checked By        Date      .  INDOT reviewer        Date       
 
If there are no changes to the plans from the previous submittal that affect Level One, initial and date here. 
      (initials)  Date       
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LEVEL ONE DESIGN EXCEPTION REQUEST 

 

     , 20      

 

MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:        

  Director, Highway Design   Bridges  

 

THRU:       

  Director,       District Production Division 

 

THRU:       

  Project Reviewer 

 

THRU:       

  Project Manager 

 

FROM:       

  Designer 

 

SUBJECT: Design Exception Request for [click here to select] 

  Des. No.:       

  Route No. or Road Name:       

  PE Project No.:       

  Structure No.:       

 

Transmitted, herewith, is a Design Exception request for the above referenced project.  The 

documentation has been reviewed for compliance with the Design Exception requirements included in 

Indiana Design Manual Section 40-8.0.  Based on the analysis of the substandard Level One design 

features, we believe that the design exception is justified and we therefore recommend approval. 

 

Concur:  ________________________________        

  Director, Highway Design   Date 

  Director of Bridges 

 

FHWA oversight required:  Yes   No  

 

Approved: ______________________________        

  Division Administrator   Date 

 

INDOT Design Exception Database Information 

Des. No.:       

Request Date:       

Approved   Rejected  

Commitment Made:  Yes   No  

 

cc:      , Director, Highway Design   Bridges  

 file 
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CHAPTER FORTY-ONE 
 

HIGHWAY CAPACITY 
 
Special Report 209 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) has been adopted by the Department as the 
basic document for traffic-capacity analysis.  This Chapter provides a supplement to the HCM.  The 
supplement provides the following: 
 
1. additional information on capacity-analysis procedures not provided in the HCM; 
 
2. an elaboration on specific sections of the HCM; 
 
3. clarifying information; 
 
4. modifications to the HCM where the Department has adopted a different practice; and 
 
5. the Department’s adopted practice, where the HCM indicates more than one option. 
 
Unless stated otherwise in this Chapter, the Department has fully adopted the HCM.  This Chapter 
is organized to follow the sequence shown in the HCM. 
 
 
41-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The HCM is the primary reference used to perform the Department’s traffic-capacity analysis.  
Another major source of information on capacity analysis is AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric 
Design of Highways and Streets.  Other sources on capacity analysis may be appropriate.  However, 
prior to their use, the designer should first consult with the Production Management Division’s 
Office of Environmental Services and the Highway Operations Division’s Office of Traffic 
Engineering to confirm that these methodologies are applicable or acceptable to the Department. 
 
Most of the methodologies included in the HCM are provided on a computerized software package 
entitled Highway Capacity Software (HCS).  The HCS package and the User’s Manual can be 
purchased from McTrans Center, 512 Weil Hall, Gainesville, Florida 32611-2083.  The user should 
contact the Office of Environmental Services to determine which version may be used for capacity 
analysis.  Other software packages which are based on the HCM may also be used, only after prior 
approval by INDOT.  This approval will ensure that the software is an acceptable alternative to the 
HCS. 
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41-2.0  PRINCIPLES OF CAPACITY (HCM CHAPTERS 1 AND 2) 
 
The following comment refers to Chapter 2, Traffic Characteristics. 
 
Peak-Hour Factor.  Existing traffic data should be used to determine the appropriate peak-hour 
factor.  If the peak-hour factor cannot be determined from the existing traffic data, a peak-hour 
factor of 0.90 may be used.  A factor as low as 0.60 may be used where significant peaking is 
expected to occur such as at a factory, industrial park, school, etc. 
 
 
41-3.0  FREEWAY (HCM CHAPTERS 3, 4, 5, AND 6) 
 
The following comments refer to Chapter 3, Basic Freeway Segments. 
 
1. Truck-Lane Usage.  Trucks are required to use the right lane of each roadway on a 4-lane 

freeway, or the right two lanes of a freeway of 6 lanes or more.  Unless specific counts or 
observations are available, the truck distribution for a facility of 6 lanes or more can be 
assumed to be split evenly between the middle and right lanes.  These configurations should 
be considered in making the freeway-capacity-analysis calculations. 

 
2. Heavy-Vehicle Factor.  Table 3-9, Adjustment Factor for the Effect of Trucks, Buses, or 

Recreational Vehicles in the Traffic Stream, should only be used if the traffic stream 
consists only of trucks, buses, or recreational vehicles, and not a combination of these 
vehicles.  If the traffic stream consists of a combination of these vehicles, Equation 3-4 and 
the accompanying tables should be used instead. 

 
 
41-4.0  RURAL HIGHWAY (HCM CHAPTERS 7 AND 8) 
 
The following comment refers to Chapter 8, Two-Lane Highways. 
 
Climbing Lane.  Chapter Forty-four discusses the warrants for a climbing lane.  The warrants 
described in Chapter Forty-four are different than those described in the HCM and AASHTO’s A 
Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. 
 
 
41-5.0  URBAN STREET (HCM CHAPTERS 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, AND 14) 
 
The following comments refer to Part IV, Urban Streets. 
 
1. Urban LOS.  For urban-highway elements, especially at a signalized intersection, a LOS of 

C may be difficult to attain.  Often, a LOS of D is more attainable for a 10- to 20-year 
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design.  Chapters Fifty-three and Fifty-five provide the design LOS values. 
 
2. 3-Lane Section.  The HCM does not directly address capacity of a continuous, alternating, 

or 2-way center left-turn lane.  A 3-lane section with many left-turn movements will often 
have more capacity and greater safety than a 4-lane section without a separate turn lane.  
National studies are presently being conducted which may provide capacity information on 
these configurations in the near future. 

 
The following comments refer to Chapter 9, Signalized Intersections. 
 
1. Planning Methodology.  Due to possible misapplications, the Planning Analysis should not 

be used for capacity analysis at a signalized intersection.  Instead, the Operational Analysis 
procedure should be used. 

 
2. Operational Analysis.  After using the HCM procedure, the user should check this 

information using one of the signal-timing programs that are available (e.g., Passer II, 
SOAP84).  See Chapter Seventy-seven for additional information. 

 
3. Level of Service (LOS).  As a guide, a lane-group LOS or approach LOS should not be 

more than one LOS below the intersection LOS or design LOS.  However, this may not 
always be practical, especially for a left-turn lane or a group of side streets.  Chapters Fifty-
three and Fifty-five provide the LOS values required for design. 

 
4. Cycle Length.  The cycle length should be at least 60 s, but should not exceed 120 s.  The 

degree of saturation should not be permitted to approach 1.0, especially for a short cycle 
length. 
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CHAPTER FORTY-TWO 
 

SIGHT DISTANCE 
 
 
42-1.0  STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE 
 
42-1.01  Theoretical Discussion 
 
Stopping sight distance (SSD) is the sum of the distance traveled during a driver’s 
perception/reaction or brake reaction time and the distance traveled while braking to a stop.  To 
calculate SSD, the following formula is used: 
 

 
a

VVtSSD
2075.147.1 +=       (Equation 42-1.1) 

 
Where: SSD =  stopping sight distance, ft 
 V =  design speed, mph 
 t =  brake reaction time, 2.5 s 
 a =  deceleration rate, 11.2 ft/s2 
 
The following discusses the theoretical rationale for each assumption within the SSD model. 
 
1. Brake Reaction Time.  This is the time interval between when an obstacle in the road can 

first be physically seen and when the driver first applies the brakes.  The assumed value 
is 2.5 s.  This time is considered adequate for 90% of drivers in simple to moderately-
complex highway environments. 

 
2. Speed.  The SSD tables provide a minimum value which is based on the design speed. 
 
3. Grade Adjustment.  AASHTO ’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 

provides values to adjust the SSD for each grade which, theoretically, affects braking 
distances.  Due to the conservative SSD model and the nature of the State’s terrain, the 
use of the grade adjustment is not required. 

 
4. AASHTO.  AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets provides 

additional information on the assumptions used to develop the SSD model. 
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42-1.02  Passenger-Car Stopping Sight Distance 
 
See Figure 42-1A, Stopping Sight Distance for Passenger Car.  Stopping sight distance 
exceeding that shown in Figure 42-1A should be used where practical.  In applying the SSD 
value for a passenger car, the height of eye is assumed to be 3.5 ft and the height of object 2 ft.  
The height of object is equivalent to the height of a passenger car’s taillights. 
 
The minimum SSD value for a passenger car represents the Department’s Level One criterion for 
determining the need for a design exception.  See Section 40-8.02. 
 
 
42-1.03  Truck Stopping Sight Distance 
 
Recommended stopping sight distance is based on passenger-car operation and does not 
explicitly consider design for truck operation.  A truck, as a whole, especially a larger or heavier 
unit, needs a longer stopping sight distance for a given speed than does a passenger vehicle.  
However, the truck driver is able to see substantially father beyond vertical sight obstructions 
because of the higher position of the seat in the vehicle.  Separate stopping sight distance values 
for a truck and a passenger car are therefore not used in highway design. 
 
Where horizontal sight restrictions occur on a downgrade, particularly at the end of a long 
downgrade where truck speed closely approaches or exceeds that of a passenger car, the greater 
height of a truck driver’s eye is of little value, even where the horizontal sight obstruction is a cut 
slope.  Although the average truck driver tends to be more experienced than the average 
passenger-car driver and is quicker to recognize potential risks, it is desirable under such 
conditions to provide a stopping sight distance that exceeds the value shown in Figure 42-1A, 
Stopping Sight Distances for Passenger Cars. 
 
 
42-2.0  DECISION SIGHT DISTANCE 
 
42-2.01  Theoretical Discussion 
 
A driver may be required to make a decision where the highway environment is difficult to 
perceive or where unexpected maneuvers are required.  This occurs in an area of concentrated 
demand where the roadway elements, traffic volume, and traffic-control devices may all compete 
for the driver’s attention.  This relatively complex environment may increase the required driver 
reaction time beyond that provided by the SSD value (2.5 s).  At such a location, the designer 
should consider providing decision sight distance to provide an additional margin of safety.  
Decision sight distance reaction time ranges from 3 to 14.5 s depending on the location and 
expected maneuver.  The avoidance maneuvers used to develop Figure 42-2A, Decision Sight 
Distance, Columns A through E, are as follows: 
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1. Column A, Avoidance Maneuver A: Stop on rural road. 
 
2. Column B, Avoidance Maneuver B: Stop on urban road. 
 
3. Column C, Avoidance Maneuver C: Speed/path/direction change on rural road. 
 
4. Column D, Avoidance Maneuver D: Speed/path/direction change on suburban road. 
 
5. Column E, Avoidance Maneuver E: Speed/path/direction change on urban road. 
 
Columns A and B were developed using Section 42-1.0, Equation 42-1.1. Columns C, D, and E 
were developed using Equation 42-2.1, as follows: 
 

DSD = 1.47 Vt       (Equation 42-2.1) 
 
where: DSD =  decision sight distance, ft 
 V =  design speed, mph 
 t =  total time for the maneuver (reaction time + maneuver time), s 
 
 
42-2.02  Applications 
 
The designer should consider using decision sight distance at a relatively complex location 
where the driver reaction time may exceed 2.5 s.  Example locations where decision sight 
distance may be appropriate include the following: 
 
1. exit or entrance gore; 
2. lane drop; 
3. freeway left-side entrance or exit; 
4. railroad/highway grade crossing; 
5. approach to detour or lane closure; 
6. toll plaza; or 
7. intersection location where unusual or unexpected maneuvers are required. 
 
As with SSD, the height of eye is 3.5 ft and the height of object is 2 ft. 
 
 
42-3.0  PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE 
 
42-3.01  Theoretical Discussion 
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Passing sight distance consideration is limited to a 2-lane, 2-way highway.  On such a facility, a 
vehicle may overtake a slower-moving vehicle, and the passing maneuver must be accomplished 
on a lane used by opposing traffic. 
 
The minimum passing sight distance is determined from the sum of four distances as illustrated 
in Figure 42-3A, Elements of Passing Sight Distance on a 2-Lane Highway.  Figure 42-3B, 
Passing Sight Distance on a Two-Lane Highway, and the following provide the assumptions 
used to develop passing sight distance values. 
 
1. Initial Maneuver Distance (d1).  This is the distance traversed during the perception and 

reaction time and during the initial acceleration to the point of encroachment on the left 
lane.  For the initial maneuver, the overtaken vehicle is assumed to be traveling at a 
uniform speed, and the passing vehicle is accelerating at the rate shown in Figure 42-3B.  
The average speed of the passing vehicle is assumed to be 10 mph higher than that of the 
overtaken vehicle.  Equation 42-3.1 is used to determine d1 as follows: 

 









2
at + m - v  

.6
t = d 11

1 80
     (Equation 42-3.1) 

 
 Where: t1  = time of initial maneuver, s 
  a  = average acceleration, mph/s 
  v  = average speed of passing vehicle, mph 
  m = difference in speed of passed vehicle and passing vehicle, mph 
 
2. Distance that Passing Vehicle is in Left Lane (d2).  This is the distance traveled by the 

passing vehicle while it occupies the left lane.  The assumed time for while the passing 
vehicle occupies the left lane are shown in Figure 42-3B.  Equation 42-3.2 is used to 
determine d2 as follows: 

 Where: t2 = time during which the passing vehicle occupies the left lane, s 
 v  = average speed of passing vehicle, mph 

 
3. Clearance Distance (d3).  This is the distance between the passing vehicle at the end of its 

maneuver and the opposing vehicle.  This distance at the end of the passing maneuver is 
assumed to be between 100 ft and 250 ft. 

 
4. Opposing-Vehicle Distance (d4).  This is the distance traversed by an opposing vehicle 

during two thirds of the time that the passing vehicle occupies the left lane.  As shown in 
Figure 42-3A, the opposing vehicle appears after approximately one third of the passing 

68.0
vt = d 2

2        (Equation 42-3.2) 
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maneuver (d2) has been accomplished.  The opposing vehicle is assumed to be traveling 
at the same speed as the passing vehicle.  Therefore, d4 = 2/3 d2. 

 
 
42-3.02  Applications 
 
Figure 42-3B provides the minimum passing sight distance for design on a 2-lane, 2-way 
highway.  This distance allows the passing vehicle to safely complete the passing maneuver.  
The value should not be confused with the value shown in the MUTCD for the placement of no-
passing-zone stripes, which are based on different operational assumptions (i.e., distance for the 
passing vehicle to abort the passing maneuver).  The highway capacity adjustment in the 
Highway Capacity Manual for a 2-lane, 2-way highway is based on the MUTCD criteria for 
marking a no-passing zone.  It is not based on the percent of passing sight distance from 
AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. 
 
For an existing highway, it will not be cost effective to improve the existing passing sight 
distance.  On a rural new-construction or reconstruction project, the designer should attempt to 
provide passing sight distance over the project of the project consistent with the percentages 
shown in Figure 42-3C, Recommended Guideline For Percent Passing on Rural Facility.  It will 
not be cost effective, however, to make significant improvements to the horizontal or vertical 
alignment solely to increase the available passing sight distance. 
 
An appreciable grade can increase the sight distance required for safe passing.  Passing tends to 
be easier for a vehicle traveling downgrade because the overtaking vehicle can accelerate more 
rapidly.  However, so can the overtaken vehicle.  For an upgrade, the passing sight distance 
should be greater than the derived minimum.  Specific adjustments for use are unavailable.  
Consequently, the designer should use engineering judgment to make practical adjustments to 
the passing sight distance for an upgrade. 
 
Passing sight distance is measured from a 3.5-ft height of eye to a 3.5-ft height of object.  It is 
impractical to design a crest vertical curve to provide for passing sight distance because of high 
cost where a cut are involved. 
 
 
42-4.0  INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE 
 
Section 46-10.0 discusses the design requirements for intersection sight distance. 
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Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

Brake 
Reaction 
Time (s) 

Brake 
Reaction 
Dist. (ft) 

Braking 
Distance

(ft) 

Minimum 
Calculated
SSD (ft) 

Rounded 
SSD for 

Design (ft) 
15 2.5 55.1 21.6 76.7 80 
20 2.5 73.5 38.4 111.9 115 
25 2.5 91.9 60.0 151.9 155 
30 2.5 110.3 86.4 196.7 200 
35 2.5 128.6 117.6 246.2 250 
40 2.5 147.0 153.6 300.6 305 
45 2.5 165.4 194.4 359.8 360 
50 2.5 183.8 240.0 423.8 425 
55 2.5 202.1 290.3 492.4 495 
60 2.5 220.5 345.5 566.0 570 
65 2.5 238.9 405.5 644.4 645 
70 2.5 257.3 470.3 727.6 730 

 
STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE 

FOR PASSENGER CAR 
 

Figure 42-1A 
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Decision Sight Distance, ft Design 

Speed 
(mph) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver 

A 

Avoidance 
Maneuver 

B 

Avoidance 
Maneuver 

C 

Avoidance 
Maneuver 

D 

Avoidance 
Maneuver 

E 
30 220 490 450 535 620 
35 275 590 525 625 720 
40 330 690 600 715 825 
45 395 800 675 800 930 
50 465 910 750 890 1030 
55 535 1030 865 980 1135 
60 610 1150 990 1125 1280 
65 695 1275 1050 1220 1365 
70 780 1410 1105 1275 1445 

 
Avoidance Maneuver A:  Stop on rural road – t = 3.0 s 
Avoidance Maneuver B:  Stop on urban road – t = 9.1 s 
Avoidance Maneuver C:  Speed/path/direction change on rural road – t varies between 10.2 
 and 11.2 s 
Avoidance Maneuver D:  Speed/path/direction change on suburban road – t varies between 12.1 
 and 12.9 s 
Avoidance Maneuver E:  Speed/path/direction change on urban road – t varies between 14.0 
 and 14.5 s 
 
 

DECISION SIGHT DISTANCE 
 

Figure 42-2A 
 
 
Note:  Figures 42-2B, 42-2C, 42-2D, and 42-2E have been deleted. 
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Assumed Speeds Passing Sight Distance Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

Passed 
Vehicle (mph) 

Passing 
Vehicle (mph) 

Calculated 
Value (ft) 

Rounded for 
Design (ft) 

20 18 28 706 710 
25 22 32 897 900 
30 26 36 1088 1090 
35 30 40 1279 1280 
40 34 44 1470 1470 
45 37 47 1625 1625 
50 41 51 1832 1835 
55 44 54 1984 1985 
60 47 57 2133 2135 
65 50 60 2281 2285 
70 54 64 2479 2480 

 
PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE 
ON TWO-LANE HIGHWAY 

 
Figure 42-3B 
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Terrain 
Functional Classification 

Arterial Collector Local Road 

Level 60% 50% 40% 

Rolling 40% 30% 20% 

 
 

RECOMMENDED GUIDELINE FOR PERCENT PASSING 
(Rural) 

 
Figure 42-3C 
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CHAPTER FORTY-THREE 
 

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT 
 
 
43-1.0  DEFINITIONS 
 
The definitions for basic elements of horizontal alignment are shown below.  Section 43-6.0 
provides mathematical details for a horizontal curve (e.g., deflection angle, point of curvature). 
 
1. Simple Curve.  This is a continuous arc of constant radius which achieves the necessary 

highway deflection without an entering or exiting transition. 
 
2. Compound Curves.  This is a series of two or more simple curves with deflections in the 

same direction immediately adjacent to each other. 
 
3. Reverse Curves.  This is two simple curves with deflections in opposite directions which 

are joined by a relatively short tangent distance. 
 
4. Broken-Back Curves.  This is two closely-spaced horizontal curves with deflection angles 

in the same direction with an intervening, short tangent section. 
 
5. Superelevation.  Superelevation is the amount of cross slope or banking provided on a 

horizontal curve to help counterbalance the centrifugal force of a vehicle traversing the 
curve. 

 
6. Maximum Superelevation, emax.  This is an overall superelevation control used on a 

specific facility.  Its selection depends on factors including climatic conditions, terrain 
conditions, type of area (rural or urban), and highway functional classification. 

 
7. Superelevation Transition Length.  This is the distance required to transition the roadway 

from a normal crown section to full superelevation.  It is the sum of the tangent runout, 
TR, and superelevation runoff, L, distances, as follows: 

 
a. Tangent Runout, TR.  This is the distance required to change from a normal crown 

section to a point where the adverse cross slope of the outside lane or lanes is 
removed (i.e., the outside lane is level). 

 
b. Superelevation Runoff, L.  This is the distance required to change the cross slope 

from the end of the tangent runout (adverse cross slope removed) to a section that 
is sloped at the design superelevation rate. 
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8. Axis of Rotation.  This is the line about which the pavement is revolved to superelevate 

the roadway.  This line will maintain the normal highway profile throughout the curve. 
 
9. Superelevation Rollover.  This is the algebraic difference, A, between the superelevated 

travel-lane slope and shoulder slope on the outside of a horizontal curve. 
 
10. Normal Crown (NC).  This is the typical cross section on a tangent section (i.e., no 

superelevation). 
 
11. Remove Adverse Crown (RC).  This is a superelevated roadway section which is sloped 

across the entire traveled way in the same direction and at a rate equal to the cross slope 
on a tangent section. 

 
12. Relative Longitudinal Slope.  In a superelevation-transition portion of a two-lane facility, 

this is the relative gradient between the profile grade and edge of traveled way. 
 
 
43-2.0  HORIZONTAL CURVE 
 
43-2.01  General Theory 
 
A horizontal curve is, in effect, a transition between two tangents.  These deflectional changes 
are necessary in virtually all highway alignments to avoid impacts on a variety of field 
conditions (e.g., right-of-way, natural features, man-made features).  The following provides a 
brief overview of the general theory of horizontal alignment.  The designer should reference the 
AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets for more information. 
 
 
43-2.01(01)  Basic Curve Equation 
 
The point-mass formula is used to define vehicular operation around a curve.  Where the curve is 
expressed using its radius, the basic equation for a simple curve is as follows: 

 
f) + (e 1

V = R
2

5
 

Where: 
 

R = radius of curve, ft 
e = superelevation rate 
f = side-friction factor 
V = vehicular speed, mph 
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43-2.01(02)  Theoretical Approaches 
 
Establishing horizontal-curvature criteria requires a determination of the theoretical basis for the 
various factors in the basic curvature equation.  These include the side-friction factor, f, and the 
distribution method between side friction and superelevation.  The theoretical basis will be one 
of the following. 
 
1. Open-Roadway Condition.  The theoretical basis includes the following: 
 

a. relatively low side-friction factor (i.e., a relatively small level of driver 
discomfort); and 

 
b. the use of AASHTO Method 5 to distribute side friction and superelevation. 

 
Open-roadway condition applies to a rural facility or an urban facility where the design 
speed V ≥ 50 mph. 

 
2. Low-Speed Urban Street.  The theoretical basis includes the following: 
 

a. relatively high side-friction factor to reflect a higher level of driver acceptance of 
discomfort; and 

 
b. the use of AASHTO Method 2 to distribute side friction and superelevation. 

 
A low-speed urban street is defined as that within an urban or urbanized area where the 
design speed V ≤ 45 mph. 

 
3. Turning-Roadway Condition.  The theoretical basis includes the following: 
 

a. higher side-friction factor than open-roadway condition to reflect a higher level of 
driver acceptance of discomfort; and 

 
b. a range of acceptable superelevation rates for combinations of curve radius and 

design speed to reflect the need for flexibility to meet field conditions for a 
turning roadway. 

 
This applies to a turning roadway at an intersections at-grade.  See Chapter Forty-six. 

 
 
43-2.01(03)  Superelevation 
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Superelevation allows a driver to negotiate a curve at a higher speed than would otherwise be 
comfortable.  Superelevation and side friction work together to offset the outward pull of the 
vehicle as it traverses the horizontal curve.  It is necessary to establish a limiting value of 
superelevation rate, emax, based on the operational characteristics of the facility.  Values of emax 
used by INDOT are discussed in Section 43-3.0. 
 
 
43-2.01(04)  Side Friction 
 
AASHTO has established limiting side-friction factors, f, for various design speeds and various 
highway operating conditions.  The f value represents a threshold of driver discomfort, and not 
the point of impending skid.  Different sets of f values have been established for different 
operating conditions (i.e., open roadway, low-speed urban street, or turning roadway).  The basis 
for the distinction is that drivers, through conditioning, will accept a different level of discomfort 
on each different facility. 
 
 
43-2.02  Selection of Horizontal-Curve Type 
 
Because of its simplicity and ease of design, survey, and construction, a simple curve is nearly 
always used on the highway mainline.  A simple curve may rarely be inconsistent with field 
conditions; therefore, an alternative arrangement such as a compound curve should be used.  
Spiral curves should not be used. 
 
 
43-2.03  Minimum Radius 
 
The following figures provide the minimum radius, Rmin, for an open-roadway facility or a low-
speed urban street.  Criteria for a turning roadway are provided in Chapter Forty-six.  To define 
Rmin, a maximum superelevation rate, emax, must be selected.  These are as follows: 
 
1. Figure 43-2A is applicable to a facility where emax = 8% and open-roadway conditions 

apply. 
 
2. Figure 43-2B is applicable to a low-speed urban street where emax = 4% or 6% is applied. 
 
See Section 43-3.0 for the selection of emax for various facility types. 
 
 
43-2.04  Maximum Deflection Without Curve 
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It may be appropriate to design a facility without a horizontal curve where small a deflection 
angle is present.  As a guide, the designer may retain a deflection angle of about 1 deg or less 
(urban), or 0.5 deg or less (rural) for the highway mainline.  The absence of a horizontal curve 
will not likely affect driver response or aesthetics. 
 
 
43-2.05  Minimum Length of Curve 
 
A short horizontal curve may provide the driver the appearance of a kink in the alignment.  To 
improve the aesthetics of the highway, the designer should lengthen each short curve, if 
practical, even if not necessary for engineering reasons.  The following guidance should be used 
to compare the calculated curve length to the recommended minimum length. 
 
1. General.  The minimum length of curve on an open roadway should be based on the 

deflection angle, Δ, as follows: 
 

Δ (deg) 
Minimum Curve 

Length (ft) 
≤ 1 100 

1 < Δ ≤ 2 200 
2 < Δ ≤ 3 300 
3 < Δ ≤ 4 400 
4 < Δ ≤ 5 500 

> 5 Calculated Length 
 

The minimum length of curve on a low-speed urban street will be determined as required. 
 
2. Freeway or Rural Highway.  The minimum length of curve in feet should be 15V for 

aesthetics.  V is design speed in mph. 
 
 
43-2.06  Shoulder Treatment 
 
On a facility with a relatively sharp horizontal curve, the calculated and design values for 
traveled-way-widening on an open-highway curve (two-lane highway, one-way, or two-way), 
shown in the AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, and truck 
volume greater than 1000, a full-structural strength shoulder should be provided on both sides of 
the curve in lieu of pavement widening.  The following will apply. 
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1. Strengthened Length.  The strengthened shoulder should be available from the beginning 
of the superelevation transition before the curve to the end of the transition beyond the 
curve. 

 
2. Asphalt Traveled Way.  The pavement structure of the strengthened shoulder should 

match that of the traveled way. 
 
3. Concrete Traveled Way with Asphalt Shoulder.  The Office of Pavement Engineering 

will determine the pavement structure of the strengthened shoulder. 
 
4. Concrete Traveled Way with Concrete Shoulder.  The pavement structure of the 

strengthened shoulder should match that of the traveled way. 
 
See AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets for more information on 
pavement widening. 
 
 
43-3.0  SUPERELEVATION 
 
43-3.01  Superelevation Rate, Open-Roadway Condition 
 
43-3.01(01)  General 
 
The open-roadway condition is used for each rural highway, or each urban facility where V ≥ 50 
mph.  This type of facility exhibits relatively uniform traffic operations.  Therefore, for 
superelevation development, the flexibility exists to design a horizontal curve with the more 
conservative AASHTO Method 5 (for distribution of superelevation and side friction).  The 
following provides the specific design criteria for superelevation rate assuming the open-
roadway condition. 
 
 
43-3.01(02)  Maximum Superelevation Rate 
 
The selection of a maximum rate of superelevation, emax, depends upon urban or rural location 
and prevalent climatic conditions.  For the open-roadway condition, INDOT has adopted the 
following for the selection of emax. 
 
1. Rural Facility.  An emax = 8% is used.  An exception should be evaluated as required. 
 
2. Urban Facility (V ≥ 50 mph).  An emax = 8% is used.  A rate of 6% or 4% may be used 

where V ≤ 45 mph or where site-specific conditions warrant. 
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43-3.01(03)  Superelevation Rate 
 
Based on the selection of emax = 8%, 6%, or 4% and the use of AASHTO Method 5 to distribute 
e and f, Figure 43-3A, 43-3A1, 43-3A2, 43-3A3, 43-3A4 or 43-3A5 allow the designer to select 
the superelevation rate for any combination of curve radius, R, and design speed, V.  The design 
speed selected for determining the superelevation rate will be the same as that used for the 
overall project design.  However, site-specific factors may indicate a need to use a higher design 
speed specifically to determine the superelevation rate.  This may be appropriate if the designer 
anticipates that travel speeds higher than the project design speed will occur at the horizontal 
curve with some frequency.  Examples include the following. 
 
1. Transition Area.  Where a highway is transitioning from a predominantly rural 

environment to an urban environment, travel speeds in the transition area within the 
urban environment may be higher than the urban design speed. 

 
2. Downgrade.  Where a horizontal curve is located at the bottom of a downgrade, travel 

speeds at the curve may be higher than the overall project design speed.  As suggested 
adjustments, the design speed used for the horizontal curve may be 5 mph (grade of 3% 
to 5%) or 10 mph (grade >5%) higher than the project design speed.  This adjustment 
may be more appropriate for a divided facility than for a 2-lane, 2-way highway. 

 
3. Long Tangent.  Where a horizontal curve is located at the end of a long tangent section, a 

design speed of up to 10 mph higher than the project design speed may be appropriate. 
 
 
43-3.01(04)  Minimum Radius Without Superelevation 
 
A horizontal curve with a very large radius does not require superelevation, and the normal 
crown section (NC) used on the tangent section can be maintained throughout the curve.  On a 
sharper curve for the same design speed, a point is reached where a superelevation rate of 2% 
across the total traveled way width is appropriate.  Figure 43-3B provides the threshold (or 
minimum) radius for a normal crown section at various design speeds.  The figure also provides 
the curve-radius range where remove (adverse) crown (RC) applies.  This table applies to where 
the open-roadway condition is used. 
 
 
43-3.02  Superelevation Rate, Low-Speed Urban Street 
 
43-3.02(01)  General 
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In a built-up area, the combination of wide pavements, proximity of adjacent development, 
control of cross slope, profile for drainage, frequency of cross streets, and other urban features 
make superelevation impractical and undesirable.  Superelevation is not provided on a local 
street in a residential area.  It may be considered on a local street in an industrial area to facilitate 
operation.  If superelevation is used, the curve should be designed for a maximum superelevation 
rate of 4%.  If terrain dictates sharp curvature, a maximum superelevation rate of 6% is justified 
if the curve is long enough to provide an adequate superelevation transition. 
 
The low-speed urban street condition may be used for a superelevating street in an urban or 
urbanized area where V ≤ 45 mph.  A superelevation rate of 6% is considered the maximum 
desirable rate for low-speed urban street design.  On such a facility, providing superelevation at a 
horizontal curve is frequently impractical because of roadside conditions and may result in 
undesirable operational conditions.  The following lists some of the characteristics of a low-
speed urban street which often complicate superelevation development. 
 
1. Roadside Development, Intersection, or Drive.  Built-up roadside development is 

commonly adjacent to a low-speed urban street.  Matching a superelevated curve with a 
drive, intersection, sidewalk, etc., creates considerable complications.  This may also 
require re-shaping a parking lot, lawn, etc., to compensate for the higher elevation of the 
high side of the superelevated curve. 

 
2. Non-Uniform Travel Speed.  Travel speeds are often non-uniform because of frequent 

signalization, stop signs, vehicular conflicts, etc.  It is undesirable for traffic to stop on a 
superelevated curve, especially if snow or ice is present. 

 
3. Limited Right of Way.  Superelevating a curve often results in more right-of-way impacts 

than would otherwise be necessary.  Right of way is often restricted. 
 
4. Wide Pavement Area.  A low-speed urban street may have wide pavement areas because 

of high traffic volume in a built-up area, the absence of a median, or the presence of 
parking lanes.  The wider the pavement area, the more complicated will be the 
development of superelevation. 

 
5. Surface Drainage.  Proper pavement drainage can be difficult with a normal crown.  

Superelevation introduces another complicating factor. 
 
As discussed in Section 43-2.0, AASHTO Method 2 is used to distribute superelevation and side 
friction in determining the superelevation rate for the design of a horizontal curve on a low-speed 
urban street.  A relatively high side-friction factor is used.  The practical impact is that 
superelevation is rarely warranted on such a facility. 
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The higher side-friction factor for a low-speed urban street is consistent with driver acceptance 
of more discomfort in an urban area. 
 
 
43-3.02(02)  Superelevation Rate 
 
Figure 43-3C is used to determine the superelevation rate for a horizontal curve of given radius 
on a low-speed urban street of given design speed.  The figure is divided into three areas.  The 
following examples illustrate how to use Figure 43-3C for site conditions within each area. 
 

* * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 43-3.1 
 
Given:  Design speed = 35 mph 

Radius = 600 ft 
Cross slope (on tangent) = 2% 

 
Problem: Determine the superelevation rate. 
 
Solution: From Figure 43-3C the required superelevation rate = -0.043.  Since this value is 

negative, a normal crown section should be maintained throughout the curve (i.e., 
e = -0.020). 

 
 
Example 43-3.2 
 
Given:  Design speed = 35 mph 

Radius = 450 ft 
 
Problem: Determine the superelevation rate. 
 
Solution: From Figure 43-3C, the required superelevation rate = +0.006.  This occurs in the 

area where the roadway may be uniformly superelevated at the cross slope of the 
roadway on tangent (typically 0.020).  This is the desirable treatment.  However, 
it is acceptable to superelevate the roadway at the theoretical superelevation rate 
(+0.006), if this is consistent with field conditions (e.g., surface drainage will 
work properly). 

 
 
Example 43-3.3 
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Given:  Design speed = 35 mph 
Radius = 390 ft 

 
Problem:  Determine the superelevation rate. 
 
Solution:  Figure 43-3C yields a required superelevation rate = +0.03.  Therefore, the entire 

pavement should be transitioned to this rate. 
 

* * * * * * * * * 
 
43-3.02(03)  Minimum Radius Without Superelevation 
 
On a low-speed urban street, a horizontal curve with a sufficiently large radius does not require 
superelevation; therefore, the normal crown section can be maintained around a curve.  The 
threshold exists where the theoretical superelevation equals -0.02.  The lower boundary of the 
shaded area in Figure 43-3C illustrates this threshold.  For convenience, see Figure 43-3D, Curve 
Radius for Normal-Crown Section and Remove (Adverse)-Crown Section (Low-Speed Urban 
Street). 
 
 
43-3.03  Transition Length, Open-Roadway Condition 
 
As defined in Section 43-1.0, the superelevation transition length is the distance required to 
transition the roadway from a normal crown section to the full design superelevation (as 
determined from the figures based on the selected emax).  The superelevation transition length is 
the sum of the tangent runout distance, TR, and superelevation runoff length, L. 
 
 
43-3.03(01)  Two-Lane Roadway 
 
1.  Superelevation Runoff.  Figures 43-3A and 43-3A1 show the superelevation runoff 

length, L2, for various combinations of curve radius and design speed.  The length is 
calculated as follows: 

 
  ( )RSWeL =2       (Equation 43-3.1) 
 
  Where: 
 

 L2 = Superelevation runoff length (assuming the axis of rotation is about the 
roadway centerline), ft 

 
 W = Width of rotation (assumed to be 12 ft) 
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 e = Superelevation rate 
 
 RS = Reciprocal of relative longitudinal slope between the profile grade and 

outside edge of roadway (see Figure 43-3E) 
 
 The superelevation runoff length applies to the following: 
 
 a. a 2-lane, 2-way roadway rotated about its centerline; or 
 
 b. either directional roadway of a 4-lane divided facility, rotated about its centerline 

independently of the other roadway [see Section 43-3.03(02)]. 
 
2. Tangent Runout.  The tangent runout distance is calculated as follows: 
 

  
e

SL
TR normal2=       (Equation 43-3.2) 

 
  Where: 
 
  TR = Tangent runout distance, ft 
 
  L2 = Superelevation runoff length, ft (Equation 43-3.1) 
 
  Snormal = Travel lane cross slope on tangent (typically 0.02) 
 

  e = Design superelevation rate (i.e., full superelevation for horizontal 
curve) 

 
This will ensure that the relative longitudinal gradient of the tangent runout equals that of the 
superelevation runoff. 
 
 
43-3.03(02)  Highway with 4 or More Lanes 
 
1. Superelevation Runoff.  The superelevation runoff distance is calculated as follows: 
 

  
G
ebwn

L w1=          (Equation 43-3.3) 

 
  Where: 
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 L = Superelevation runoff length, ft, rounded up to the next 15-ft increment 
 
  w = Width of one traffic lane, ft 
 
  n1  = Number of lanes rotated 
 
  e = Design superelevation rate, % 
 
  bw = Adjustment factor for number of lanes rotated (see Figure 43-3G) 
 
  G = Maximum relative gradient, % 
 
2. Tangent Runout.  The tangent runout distance is calculated from Equation 43-3.2, same 

as for a two-lane roadway. 
 

The length of tangent runout is determined by the amount of adverse cross slope to be 
removed and the rate at which it is removed.  To effect a smooth edge of pavement 
profile, the rate of removal should equal the relative gradient used to define the 
superelevation runoff length. 

 
The cross slope may not be constant across all lanes.  If there are three lanes sloped in the 
same direction, the first two lanes will be sloped at 2% and the third will be sloped at 3%.  
See Section 45-1.01(02) Item 2.b. 

 
This will ensure that the relative longitudinal gradient of the tangent runout equals that of 
the superelevation runoff. 

 
 
43-3.03(03)  Application of Transition Length 
 
Once the superelevation runoff and tangent runout superelevation transition length have been 
calculated, the designer must determine how to fit the length in the horizontal and vertical 
planes.  The following will apply: 
 
1. Simple Curve.  Typically, 75% of the superelevation runoff length will be placed on the 

tangent and the remainder on the curve.  Exceptions to this practice may be necessary to 
meet field conditions.  The superelevation runoff may be distributed 50% to 70% on the 
tangent and 50% to 30% on the curve.  It is acceptable to use Figure 43-3F to determine 
the percent of superelevation runoff to place on the tangent before the PC. 

 
2. Reverse Curve.  See Section 43-3.07 for a discussion on superelevation development for 

a reverse curve. 
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3. Vertical Profile.  At the beginning and ending of the superelevation transition, angular 

breaks would occur in the profile if it is not smoothed.  These abrupt angular breaks 
should be smoothed by the insertion of short vertical curves at the two angle points.  As a 
guide, the transitions should have a length of 60 ft. 

 
4. Ultimate Development.  If the facility is planned for ultimate development to an 

expanded facility, the designer should, where practical, reflect this in the initial 
superelevation-transition application.  For example, a four-lane divided facility may be 
planned to ultimately be a six-lane divided facility.  Therefore, the superelevation runoff 
length for the initial four-lane facility should be consistent with the future requirements 
of the six-lane facility.  See Section 43-3.05. 

 
 
43-3.03(04)  Superelevation-Development Figures 
 
Figures 43-3H, 43-3I, 43-3J, and 43-3K are the figures for superelevation development.  The 
following describes each figure. 
 
1. Two-Lane Roadway.  Figure 43-3H illustrates the superelevation development for a 2-

lane roadway.  The axis of rotation is about the centerline of the roadway. 
 
2. Four-Lane Divided with No Future Third Lane.  Figure 43-3 I illustrates the 

superelevation development for this situation.  The axes of rotation are about the two 
median edges. 

 
3. Six-Lane Divided or Four-Lane Divided with Future Third Lane.  Figure 43-3J illustrates 

the superelevation development for this situation.  The axes of rotation are about the two 
median edges or, where the future third lane is anticipated in the median, about the two 
future median edges. The figure illustrates how to treat the travel lane with a steeper cross 
slope (i.e., 3%). 

 
4. Median Barrier.  Figure 43-3K illustrates the superelevation development for a divided 

highway with a median barrier.  The axes of rotation are about the two edges of the 
median barrier, which allows the barrier to remain within a horizontal plane throughout 
the horizontal curve.  The figure illustrates how to treat the two inside shoulders in the 
superelevation development. 

 
These figures provide acceptable methods for superelevation development which will often be 
applicable to typical site conditions.  Other superelevation methods or strategies should be 
developed as required to meet specific field conditions.  For example, several highway features 
may significantly influence superelevation development for a divided highway.  These include 
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guardrail, median barrier, drainage, or other field conditions.  The designer should consider the 
intended functions of these features and ensure that the superelevated section and selected axis of 
rotation does not compromise their operation.  The acceptability of superelevation-development 
methods other than those in the figures should be judged individually. 
 
For a divided facility, the figures provide the superelevation development for the inside and 
outside roadways separately.  The coordination between the two roadways for a given station 
number will be determined individually.  The superelevation development for each roadway 
should begin such that full superelevation for each roadway is reached simultaneously (i.e., at the 
same station). 
 
43-3.04  Transition Length, Low-Speed Urban Street 
 
A low-speed urban street is an urban facility where V ≤ 45 mph.  If the open-roadway condition 
is used to determine the superelevation rate, the superelevation transition length should be 
determined by means of the criteria for the open-roadway condition (Section 43-3.03).  If the 
superelevation rate is determined by means of the low-speed urban street condition, the 
superelevation transition length may be determined by means of the criteria described below. 
 
 
43-3.04(01)  Two-Lane Roadway 
 
1. Superelevation Runoff.  Figure 43-3L provides the minimum superelevation runoff 

length, L2, for a 2-lane roadway.  Using a straight-line interpolation to determine an 
intermediate superelevation rate, the superelevation runoff may be calculated for any 
design speed and superelevation rate. 

 
If L2 is less than the value of Lr shown in AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of 
Highways and Streets Exhibit 3-32, use the value shown in the Exhibit. 
 
For a site-specific situation, the Exhibit 3-32 value of Lr may not be attainable.  If so, a 
Level One design exception request should be submitted for approval. 

 
2. Tangent Runout.  The tangent runout distance can be calculated from Equation 43-3.2, 

using L2 from Figure 43-3L.  This will ensure that the relative longitudinal gradient of the 
tangent runout equals that of the superelevation runoff. 

 
 
43-3.04(02)  Highway with 4 or More Lanes 
 
Section 43-3.03 provides criteria for superelevation transition length for such a highway 
assuming the open-roadway condition.  This is accomplished by providing an adjustment factor, 
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C, to apply to the transition length, L2, for a 2-lane, 2-way roadway.  The procedures and 
formulas in Section 43-3.03 also apply to a highway with 4 or more lanes assuming the low-
speed urban street condition, except that L2 will be based on Figure 43-3L. 
 
 
43-3.04(03)  Application of Transition Length 
 
The criterion provided in Section 43-3.03 for the open-roadway condition also applies to a low-
speed urban street. 
 
 
43-3.05  Axis of Rotation 
 
The following discusses the axis of rotation for a 2-lane, 2-way highway or highway with 4 or 
more lanes.  Section 43-3.03 provides figures illustrating the application of the axis of rotation in 
superelevation development. 
 
 
43-3.05(01)  Two-Lane, Two-Way Highway 
 
The axis of rotation will be about the centerline of the roadway.  This method will yield the least 
amount of elevation differential between the pavement edges and their normal profiles.  It is 
acceptable to rotate about the inside or outside edge of the travelway.  This may be necessary to 
meet field conditions (e.g., drainage on a curbed facility, roadside development). 
 
On a 2-lane highway with an auxiliary lane (e.g., a climbing lane), the axis of rotation will be 
about the centerline of the two through lanes. 
 
 
43-3.05(02)  Divided Highway 
 
If no future travel lanes are planned, the axes of rotation will be about the two median edges.  
Where these are used as the axes, the median will remain in a horizontal plane throughout the 
curve.  Depending upon field conditions, the axes of rotation may be about the centerlines of the 
two roadways.  Unless the two roadways are on independent alignments, this method results in 
different elevations at the median edges and, therefore, a compensating slope is necessary across 
the median.  On a narrow median, the axis of rotation may be about the centerline of the entire 
roadway cross section. 
 
The figures in Section 43-3.03 illustrate the axis of rotation for a divided highway. 
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43-3.06  Shoulder Superelevation 
 
43-3.06(01)  High-Side Shoulder 
 
The following will apply to the shoulder slope. 
 
1. Application.  The high-side shoulder will be sloped as follows: 
 

a. If the superelevation rate on the curve is 4% or less, use 4% (its normal cross 
slope). 

 
b. If the superelevation rate on the curve is greater than 4% but less than or equal to 

6%, use 2% down away from the traveled way. 
 

c. If the superelevation rate on the curve is greater than 6%, use 1% towards the 
traveled way. 

 
d. Where the paved median shoulder is the high-side shoulder and is 4 ft or 

narrower, it should be sloped in the same plane as the travelway.  See Figure 43-
3M, Paved-Shoulder Cross Slopes, Superelevated Section, With Underdrains; or 
Figure 43-3N, Paved-Shoulder Cross Slopes, Superelevated Section, Without 
Underdrains, for more-specific information. 

 
2. Maximum Rollover.  Where the typical application cannot be provided, the high-side 

shoulder must be sloped such that the algebraic difference between the shoulder and 
adjacent travel lane will not exceed 8%. 

 
3. Shoulder as Deceleration Lane.  A driver may use a paved shoulder as a right-turn lane 

on a superelevated horizontal curve.  Chapter Forty-six provides cross-slope breakover 
criteria between a turning roadway and a through travel lane at an intersection at-grade.  
Where the shoulder is used by a turning vehicle, the designer should limit the shoulder 
rollover to the turning roadway breakover criteria (4% to 5%). 

 
 
43-3.06(02)  Low-Side (Inside) Shoulder 
 
The normal shoulder slope should be retained until the adjacent superelevated travel lane reaches 
that slope.  The shoulder is then superelevated concurrently with the travel lane until the design 
superelevation is reached (i.e., the inside shoulder and travel lane will remain in a plane section). 
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43-3.07  Reverse Curve 
 
A reverse curve is two closely-spaced simple curves with deflections in opposite directions.  For 
this situation, it may not be practical to achieve a normal crown section between the curves.  A 
plane section continuously rotating about its axis (e.g., the centerline) can be used between the 
two curves, if they are close enough together.  The applicable superelevation-development 
criteria should be used for each curve.  The following will apply to a reverse curve. 
 
1. Normal Section.  The designer should not attempt to achieve a normal tangent section 

between the two curves unless the normal section can be maintained for a minimum of 
two seconds of travel time, and the superelevation-transition requirements can be met for 
both curves. 

 
2. Continuously-Rotating Plane.  If a normal section is not provided, the pavement will be 

continuously rotated in a plane about its axis.  The minimum distance between the PT and 
PC will be that needed to meet the superelevation-transition requirements for the two 
curves (e.g., distribution of superelevation runoff between the tangent and curve). 

 
 
43-3.08  Bridge 
 
If practical, a horizontal curve or superelevation transition should be avoided on a bridge.  A 
bridge should be placed within a curve if this results in a more desirable alignment on either 
approaching roadway.  If a superelevation transition is unavoidable on a bridge, see Section 59-
1.01(01) for recommendations.  However, if properly designed and constructed, a bridge will 
function adequately where this occurs. 
 
 
43-4.0  HORIZONTAL SIGHT DISTANCE 
 
43-4.01  Sight Obstruction Definition 
 
A sight obstruction on the inside of a horizontal curve is defined as an obstacle of considerable 
length which continuously interferes with the line of sight.  This includes a guardrail, bridge 
railing, median barrier, wall, cut slope, wooded area, building, or tall farm crop.  A barrier to the 
line of sight should be assumed to be constructed on the right-of-way line.  A point obstacle such 
as a traffic sign or utility pole is not considered a sight obstruction.  The designer must examine 
each curve individually to determine whether it is necessary to remove an obstruction, increase 
the offset to the obstruction, or increase the radius to obtain the required sight distance.  
However, the shoulder width should not exceed 12 ft. 
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43-4.02  Curve Length Relative to Stopping Sight Distance 
 
1. Curve Length > Stopping Sight Distance.  Where the length of curve, L, is greater than 

the stopping sight distance, S, used for design, the needed clearance on the inside of the 
horizontal curve is calculated as follows: 

 

  













−=

R
SRM 65.28cos1      (Equation 43-4.1) 

 
  Where: 
 

 M = Middle ordinate, or distance from the center of the inside travel lane to the 
obstruction, ft 

 
 R = Radius of curve, ft 
 
 S = Stopping sight distance, ft 
 
2. Curve Length ≤ Stopping Sight Distance.  Where the length of curve is less than or equal 

to the stopping sight distance, the design should be checked graphically or by utilizing a 
computational method. 

 
 
43-4.02(01)  Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) 
 
At a minimum, SSD will be available throughout the horizontal curve.  Figure 43-4A provides 
the horizontal clearance criteria (i.e., middle ordinate) for various combinations of stopping sight 
distance and curve radius.  For those selections of S which appear outside of the range of values 
in the figure (i.e., M > 50 ft or R < 165 ft), the designer should use Equation 43-4.1 to calculate 
the needed clearance.  The Example in Figure 43-4C illustrates the determination of clearance 
requirements for entering or exiting from a horizontal curve. 
 
 
43-4.02(02)  Other Sight Distance Criteria 
 
It may be warranted to provide SSD for trucks, or decision sight distance or passing sight 
distance at the horizontal curve.  Chapter Forty-two discusses candidate sites and provides design 
values for such sight-distance criteria.  These S values should be used in the basic equation to 
calculate M (Equation 43-4.1). 
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43-4.02(03)  Entering and Exiting Portions 
 
The M value from Figures 43-4A or 43-4B applies between the PC and PT.  Some transition is 
needed on the entering and exiting portions of the curve.  The procedure is as follows. 
 
1. Locate the point which is on the outside edge of shoulder and a distance of S/2 before the 

PC. 
 
2. Locate the point which is a distance M measured laterally from the center of the inside 

travel lane at the PC. 
 
3. Connect the two points located in Steps 1 and 2.  The area between this line and the 

roadway should be clear of all continuous obstructions. 
 
4. A symmetrical application of Steps 1 through 3 should be used beyond the PT. 
 
The Example in Figure 43-4C illustrates the determination of clearance requirements for entering 
or exiting from a curve. 
 
 
43-4.03  Application 
 
For application, the height of eye is 3.5 ft and the height of object is 2 ft.  Both the eye and object 
are assumed to be in the center of the inside travel lane.  If the lane width for a ramp is wider 
than 12 ft, the horizontal stopping sight distance should be calculated by placing the eye and 
object 6 ft from the edge of the lane on the inside of the curve. 
 
 
43-4.04  Longitudinal Barrier 
 
A longitudinal barrier (e.g., bridge railing, guardrail, median barrier) can cause sight distance 
problems at a horizontal curve, since a barrier is placed relatively close to the travel lane (often, 
10 ft or less) and its height is greater than 2 ft. 
 
The designer should check the line of sight over a barrier along a horizontal curve and attempt, if 
practical, to locate the barrier such that it does not block the line of sight.  The following should 
be considered. 
 
1. Superelevation.  The designer should account for the superelevation in the calculations. 
 
2. Grade.  The line of sight over a barrier may be improved for a driver on an upgrade or 

lessened on a downgrade. 
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3. Barrier Height.  The higher the barrier, the more obstructive it will be to the line of sight. 
 
Each barrier location on a horizontal curve will require an individual analysis to determine its 
impacts on the line of sight.  The designer must determine the height of the driver’s eye, the 
height of the object, and the height of the barrier where the line of sight intercepts the barrier run.  
If the barrier does block the line of sight to a 2-ft height object, the designer should consider 
relocating the barrier or revising the horizontal alignment.  If the barrier blocks the sight distance 
needed for minimum SSD on the mainline, it will be necessary to obtain a design exception. 
 
 
43-5.0  DESIGN CONTROLS AND PROCEDURE 
 
43-5.01  General Controls 
 
As discussed in Chapter Forty-three, the design of horizontal alignment involves complying with 
specific limiting criteria.  These include minimum radius, superelevation rate, and sight distance 
around a curve.  Certain design principles and controls should be considered which will 
determine the overall safety of the facility and will enhance the aesthetic appearance of the 
highway.  These design principles include the following. 
 
1. Consistency.  Alignment should be consistent.  A sharp curve at the end of a long 

tangent, or a sudden change from gently- to sharply-curving alignment should be 
avoided. 

 
2. Direction.  Alignment should be as directional as possible, consistent with physical and 

economic constraints.  On a divided highway, a flowing line that conforms generally to 
the natural contours is preferable to one with long tangents that slash through the terrain.  
Directional alignment will be achieved by using the smallest practical central angle. 

 
3. Use of Minimum Radius.  The use of the minimum radius should be avoided if practical. 
 
4. High Fill.  Avoid a sharp curve on a long, high fill.  Under this condition, it is difficult for 

a driver to perceive the extent of horizontal curvature. 
 
5. Alignment Reversal.  Avoid an abrupt reversal in alignment, such as an S or reverse 

curve.  Provide a sufficient tangent distance between two curves to ensure proper 
superelevation transitions for both curves. 

 
6. Broken-Back Curvature.  Avoid this where possible.  This arrangement is not 

aesthetically pleasing, it violates driver expectancy, and it creates undesirable 
superelevation-development requirements. 
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7. Compound Curve.  Avoid the use of a compound curve on the highway mainline.  This 

may fool the driver when judging the sharpness of a horizontal curve. 
 
8. Coordination with Natural or Man-Made Feature.  The horizontal alignment should be 

properly coordinated with the existing alignment at the ends of the project, natural 
topography, available right-of-way, utilities, roadside development, or natural or man-
made drainage patterns. 

 
9. Environmental Impact.  Horizontal alignment should be properly coordinated with 

environmental impact (e.g., encroachment onto wetlands). 
 
10. Intersection.  Horizontal alignment through an intersection may present problems (e.g., 

intersection sight distance, superelevation development).  See Chapter Forty-six for the 
design of an intersection at-grade. 

 
11. Coordination with Vertical Alignment.  Chapter Forty-four discusses design principles 

for the coordination between horizontal and vertical alignments. 
 
 
43-5.02  Coordination 
 
In the design of horizontal alignment, the designer should be aware of the responsibility to 
communicate properly with other INDOT personnel (e.g., drafting, field survey): 
 
1. Preparation of Plans.  Part II discusses the content and format of plans sheets, 

abbreviations, symbols, scales, and the use of the Department's CADD system.  The 
designer must ensure that the design of the horizontal alignment is consistent with 
Department practices. 

 
2. Surveying.  Part III provides the Department's procedures and criteria for surveying 

practice. 
 
3. Mathematical Computations.  Section 43-6.0 provides figures which include the needed 

mathematical equations and techniques to make various computations for a horizontal 
curve. 

 
 
43-6.0  MATHEMATICAL DETAILS FOR HORIZONTAL CURVE 
 
This Section provides mathematical details used for various applications to the design of a 
horizontal curve.  Figure 43-6A summarizes the figures in the Section. 
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Design Speed, 

V (mph) 
fmax

Minimum Radius, 
Rmin (ft) 

15 0.32 40 
20 0.27 75 
25 0.23 135 
30 0.20 215 
35 0.18 315 
40 0.16 445 
45 0.15 585 
50 0.14 760 
55 0.13 960 
60 0.12 1200 
65 0.11 1480 
70 0.10 1810 

 

 ( )max

2

min 15 fe
VR
+

=   where e = 0.08 

 
 Note:  The value of Rmin for design has been rounded to the nearer 5-ft increment. 
 
 

MINIMUM RADIUS 
Open-Roadway Conditions 

 
Figure 43-2A 
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Design Speed, 
V (mph) 

e fmax 
Minimum Radius, 

Rmin (ft) 
15 

0.04 

0.32 40 
20 0.27 85 
25 0.23 155 
30 0.20 250 
35 0.18 370 
40 0.16 535 
45 0.15 710 
15 

0.06 

0.32 40 
20 0.27 80 
25 0.23 145 
30 0.20 230 
35 0.18 340 
40 0.16 485 
45 0.15 645 

 

  ( )max

2

min 15 fe
VR
+

=  

 
 Note:  The value of Rmin for design has been rounded up to the nearer 5-ft increment 
 
 

MINIMUM RADIUS 
Low-Speed Urban Street, V ≤ 45 mph 

 
Figure 43-2B 
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e 
(%) 

Vd = 15 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 20 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 25 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 30 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 35 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 40 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 45 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 50 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 55 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 60 
mph 
R (ft) 

1.5 796 1410 2050 2830 3730 4770 5930 7220 8650 10300 
2.0 506 902 1340 1880 2490 3220 4040 4940 5950 7080 
2.2 399 723 1110 1580 2120 2760 3480 4280 5180 6190 
2.4 271 513 838 1270 1760 2340 2980 3690 4500 5410 
2.6 201 388 650 1000 1420 1930 2490 3130 3870 4700 
2.8 157 308 524 817 1170 1620 2100 2660 3310 4060 
3.0 127 251 433 681 982 1370 1800 2290 2860 3530 
3.2 105 209 363 576 835 1180 1550 1980 2490 3090 
3.4 88 175 307 490 714 1010 1340 1720 2170 2700 
3.6 73 147 259 416 310 865 1150 1480 1880 2350 
3.8 61 122 215 348 512 730 970 1260 1600 2010 
4.0 42 86 154 250 371 533 711 926 1190 1500 

 
Note:  Use of emax = 4% should be limited to urban conditions. 
 
 

MINIMUM RADIUS, R, FOR DESIGN SUPERELEVATION RATE, e, 
DESIGN SPEED, Vd, AND emax = 4% 

 
Figure 43-3A(1) 
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e 
(%) 

Vd = 15 
mph  
R (ft) 

Vd = 20 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 25 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 30 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 35 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 40 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 45 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 50 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 55 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 60 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 65 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 70 
mph 
R (ft) 

1.5 868 1580 2290 3130 4100 5230 6480 7870 9410 11100 12600 14100 
2.0 614 1120 1630 2240 2950 3770 4680 5700 6820 8060 9130 10300 
2.2 543 991 1450 2000 2630 3370 4190 5100 6110 7230 8200 9240 
2.4 482 884 1300 1790 2360 3030 3770 4600 5520 6540 7430 8380 
2.6 430 791 1170 1610 2130 2740 3420 4170 5020 5950 6770 7660 
2.8 384 709 1050 1460 1930 2490 3110 3800 4580 5440 6200 7030 
3.0 341 635 944 1320 1760 2270 2840 3480 4200 4990 5710 6490 
3.2 300 566 850 1200 1600 2080 2600 3200 3860 4600 5280 6010 
3.4 256 498 761 1080 1460 1900 2390 2940 3560 4250 4890 5580 
3.6 209 422 673 972 1320 1740 2190 2710 3290 3940 4540 5210 
3.8 176 358 583 864 1190 1590 2010 2490 3040 3650 4230 4860 
4.0 151 309 511 766 1070 1440 1840 2300 2810 3390 3950 4550 
4.2 131 270 452 684 960 1310 1680 2110 2590 3140 3680 4270 
4.4 116 238 402 615 868 1190 1540 1940 2400 2920 3440 4010 
4.6 102 212 360 555 788 1090 1410 1780 2210 2710 3220 3770 
4.8 91 189 324 502 718 995 1300 1640 2050 2510 3000 3550 
5.0 82 169 292 456 654 911 1190 1510 1890 2330 2800 3330 
5.2 73 152 264 413 595 833 1090 1390 1750 2160 2610 3120 
5.4 65 136 237 373 540 759 995 1280 1610 1990 2420 2910 
5.6 58 121 212 335 487 687 903 1160 1470 1830 2230 2700 
5.8 51 106 186 296 431 611 806 1040 1320 1650 2020 2460 
6.0 39 81 144 231 340 485 643 833 1060 1330 1660 2040 

 
MINIMUM RADIUS, R, FOR DESIGN SUPERELEVATION RATE, e, 

DESIGN SPEED, Vd, AND emax = 6% 
 

Figure 43-3A(2) 
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e 
(%) 

Vd = 15 
mph  
R (ft) 

Vd = 20 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 25 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 30 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 35 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 40 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 45 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 50 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 55 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 60 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 65 
mph 
R (ft) 

Vd = 70 
mph 
R (ft) 

1.5 932 1640 2370 3240 4260 5410 6710 8150 9720 11500 12900 14500 
2.0 676 1190 1720 2370 3120 3970 4930 5990 7150 8440 9510 10700 
2.2 605 1070 1550 2130 2800 3570 4440 5400 6450 7620 8600 9660 
2.4 546 959 1400 1930 2540 3240 4030 4910 5870 6930 7830 8810 
2.6 496 872 1280 1760 2320 2960 3690 4490 5370 6350 7180 8090 
2.8 453 796 1170 1610 2130 2720 3390 4130 4950 5850 6630 7470 
3.0 415 730 1070 1480 1960 2510 3130 3820 4580 5420 6140 6930 
3.2 382 672 985 1370 1820 2330 2900 3550 4250 5040 5720 6460 
3.4 352 620 911 1270 1690 2170 2700 3300 3970 4700 5350 6050 
3.6 324 572 845 1180 1570 2020 2520 3090 3710 4400 5010 5680 
3.8 300 530 784 1100 1470 1890 2360 2890 3480 4140 4710 5350 
4.0 277 490 729 1030 1370 1770 2220 2720 3270 3890 4450 5050 
4.2 255 453 678 955 1280 1660 2080 2560 3080 3670 4200 4780 
4.4 235 418 630 893 1200 1560 1960 2410 2910 3470 3980 4540 
4.6 215 384 585 834 1130 1470 1850 2280 2750 3290 3770 4210 
4.8 193 349 542 779 1060 1390 1750 2160 2610 3120 3590 4100 
5.0 172 314 499 727 991 1310 1650 2040 2470 2960 3410 3910 
5.2 154 284 457 676 929 1230 1560 1930 2350 2820 3250 3740 
5.4 139 258 420 627 870 1160 1480 1830 2230 2680 3110 3570 
5.6 126 236 387 582 813 1090 1390 1740 2120 2550 2970 3420 
5.8 115 216 358 542 761 1030 1320 1650 2010 2430 2840 3280 
6.0 105 199 332 506 713 965 1250 1560 1920 2320 2710 3150 
6.2 97 184 308 472 669 909 1180 1480 1820 2210 2600 3020 
6.4 89 170 287 442 628 857 1110 1400 1730 2110 2490 2910 
6.6 82 157 267 413 590 808 1050 1330 1650 2010 2380 2790 
6.8 76 146 248 386 553 761 990 1260 1560 1910 2280 2690 
7.0 70 135 231 360 518 716 933 1190 1480 1820 2180 2580 
7.2 64 125 214 336 485 672 878 1120 1400 1720 2070 2470 
7.4 59 115 198 312 451 628 822 1060 1320 1630 1970 2350 
7.6 54 105 182 287 417 583 765 980 1230 1530 1850 2230 
7.8 48 94 164 261 380 533 701 901 1140 1410 1720 2090 
8.0 38 76 134 214 314 444 587 758 960 1200 1480 1810 

 
MINIMUM RADIUS, R, FOR DESIGN SUPERELEVATION RATE, e, 

DESIGN SPEED, Vd, AND emax = 8% 
 

Figure 43-3A(3) 
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Curve Radii (ft) Design 

Speed 
(mph) 

Normal 
Crown 

Remove 
(Adverse) 

Crown 

See 
Figure 

43-3A(3) 

25 R ≥ 2400 2400 > R ≥ 1730 R < 1730 
30 R ≥ 3300 3300 > R ≥ 2450 R < 2450 
35 R ≥ 4950 4950 > R ≥ 3250 R < 3250 
40 R ≥ 5950 5950 > R ≥ 5450 R < 5450 
45 R ≥ 7000 7000 > R ≥ 6300 R < 6300 
50 R ≥ 8000 8000 > R ≥ 7200 R < 7200 
55 R ≥ 9800 9800 > R ≥ 7600 R < 7600 
60 R ≥ 10800 10800 > R ≥ 8700 R < 8700 
65 R ≥ 11200 11200 > R ≥ 9300 R < 9300 
70 R ≥ 12800 12800 > R ≥ 10700 R < 10700 

 
  Notes: 
 
  1. Table is based on emax = 8%. 
 
  2. Remove (Adverse) Crown indicates that the entire traveled way 
   width will be superelevated at a rate of 0.02. 
 
 

CURVE RADII FOR NORMAL-CROWN AND REMOVE-CROWN SECTIONS 
(Open-Roadway Conditions) 

 
Figure 43-3B 
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Curve Radius, R (ft) Design Speed, 

V (mph) [ See 
Figure 43-3C ] 

Remove (Adverse) 
Crown * 

Normal 
Crown 

20 < 85 85 ≤ R < 95 ≥ 95 
25 < 155 155 ≤ R < 180 ≥ 180 
30 < 250 250 ≤ R < 300 ≥ 300 
35 < 375 375 ≤ R < 460 ≥ 460 
40 < 540 540 ≤ R < 675 ≥ 675 
45 < 750 750 ≤ R < 965 ≥ 965 

 
 
* The shaded area in Figure 43-4C reflects these radius ranges.  In one of these ranges, it is 

desirable to remove the crown and superelevate the roadway at a uniform cross slope, e, of 
+0.02.  However, it is acceptable to superelevate at the theoretical rate from Figure 43-3C, 
if consistent with field conditions. 

 
Note:  The limit for normal crown is based on a theoretical superelevation rate, e, of -0.02.  The 
upper limit for remove (adverse) crown is based on a theoretical superelevation rate, e, of 
+0.02.  The radius is calculated from the formula as follows: 
 

 ( )fe
VR
+

=
15

2

 

 
 
 

RADIUS FOR NORMAL-CROWN SECTION 
AND REMOVE (ADVERSE)-CROWN SECTION 

(Low-Speed Urban Street) 
 

Figure 43-3D 
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Design Speed 
(mph) 

Equivalent 
Max. RS 

Edge-of- 
Travelway Slope 

Relative to Centerline 
Gmax (%) 

15 128 0.78 
20 135 0.74 
25 143 0.70 
30 152 0.66 
35 161 0.62 
40 172 0.58 
45 185 0.54 
50 200 0.50 
55 213 0.47 
60 222 0.45 
65 233 0.43 
70 250 0.40 

 

  
RS

G 100
max =  

 
 

RELATIVE LONGITUDINAL SLOPES 
(Two-Lane Roadway) 

 
Figure 43-3E 
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Number of Lanes Rotated V 
(mph) 1 1.5 2 or 2.5 3 or 3.5 
15 - 45 80% 85% 90% 90% 
50 - 70 70% 75% 80% 85% 

 
PORTION OF SUPERELEVATION RUNOFF ON TANGENT, % 

 
Figure 43-3F 
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Number of Lanes 
Being Rotated* 

bw 

1 
1½ 
2 

2½ 
3 

3½ 

1.0 
0.83 
0.75 
0.70 
0.67 
0.64 

 
* This column refers to the number of lanes being rotated on either side of the axis rotation.  

Select the higher value. 
 

 
As an example, consider a 5-lane roadway (i.e., four through lanes and a two-way, left-turn 
lane (TWLTL) with the axis of rotation in the center of the TWLTL.  In this case, the number 
of lanes being rotated is 2.5; therefore, bw = 0.70. 

 
 

bw VALUES 
(Superelevation Runoff Lengths, Multilane Highways) 

 
Figure 43-3G 
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Design Speed 
(mph) 

Superelevation 
Rate, e 

Minimum 
Superelevation 
Runoff, L2 (ft) 

0.02 34 
0.03 51 
0.04 69 
0.05 86 

25 

0.06 103 
0.02 36 
0.03 54 
0.04 73 
0.05 91 

30 

0.06 109 
0.02 39 
0.03 58 
0.04 77 
0.05 96 

35 

0.06 116 
0.02 41 
0.03 62 
0.04 83 
0.05 103 

40 

0.06 124 
0.02 44 
0.03 66 
0.04 89 
0.05 111 

45 

0.06 133 
 
Note: For a superelevation rate intermediate between those in table, use a straightline 

interpolation to calculate the superelevation runoff length. 
 
 

SUPERELEVATION RUNOFF LENGTH 
(Low-Speed Two-Lane Urban Street) 

 
Figure 43-3L 
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Paved Shld. 
Width, w (ft) 

High-Side-Shoulder 
Cross Slope 

Low-Side-Shoulder 
Cross Slope 

2 ≤ w ≤ 4 e e 

w > 4 
e for 2 ft Closest to 

Travel Lane, then ** 
e for 2 ft Closest to 

Travel Lane, then *** 
 

e = superelevation rate for travelway 
** as outlined in Section 43-3.06(01) 
*** as outlined in Section 43-3.06(02) 

 
 

PAVED-SHOULDER CROSS SLOPES 
SUPERELEVATED SECTION, WITH UNDERDRAINS 

 
Figure 43-3M 
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Paved Shld. 
Width, w (ft) 

High-Side-Shoulder 
Cross Slope 

Low-Side-Shoulder 
Cross Slope 

0 ≤ w ≤ 2 e e 
2 < w ≤ 4 e e 

w > 4 ** *** 
 

e = superelevation rate for travelway 
** as outlined in Section 43-3.06(01) 
*** as outlined in Section 43-3.06(02) 

 
 

PAVED-SHOULDER CROSS SLOPES 
SUPERELEVATED SECTION, WITHOUT UNDERDRAINS 

 
Figure 43-3N 
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Figure Number Figure Title 
Figure 43-6B Basic Trigonometric Functions  
Figure 43-6C Simple Curve Computation 
Figure 43-6D Curve Symbols, Abbreviations and Formulas 
Figure 43-6E Simple Curve Computation (Example) 
Figure 43-6F Simple Curves (Stationing) 

 
 

MATHEMATICAL DETAILS FOR HORIZONTAL CURVES 
 

Figure 43-6A 
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CONTROL-POINT ABBREVIATIONS  FORMULAS 
 

PC = Point of Curvature (beginning of curve)  
180
πRL Δ

=  

PI = Point of Intersection of tangents 

PT = Point of Tangency (end of curve)  ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Δ=

2
tanRT  

PRC = Point of Reverse Curvature 

PCC = Point of Compound Curvature  ( ) ( ) RRTE −⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
Δ

=Δ=
2/cos

4/tan  

 
    ( )2/sin2 Δ= RLC  
SYMBOLS 
    ( )[ ] ( )2/cos2/cos1 Δ=Δ−= ERM  
Δ = Deflection angle (deg) 
T = Tangent length (distance from PC to PI, 
  or from PI to PT) (ft)  LOCATING THE PC OR PT 
L = Length of curve (distance from PC to 
  PT along curve) (ft)  Station of PC = Station of PI – T/100 
R = Radius of curve (ft)  Station of PT = Sta. of PC + L/100 
E = External distance (transverse distance 
  from PI to midpoint of curve) (ft)  1 station = 100 ft.  For example, 
LC = Long Chord length (straight-line  Sta. 13+54.86 is 1354.86 ft 
  distance from PC to PT) (ft)  from Sta. 0+00.00. 
C = midpoint of long Chord 
M = Middle ordinate distance (transverse 
  distance from midpoint of L to 
  point C (ft) 
 
 

HORIZONTAL CURVE ABBREVIATIONS, 
SYMBOLS, AND FORMULAS 

 
Figure 43-6D 
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Sample Problem: 
 
With the alignment information given below, determine the basic curve data. 
 
 
Solution: 
 
From the information given, find L and T: 
 
L = PT Sta. - PC Sta. = (20 + 77.72) - (16 + 64.78) = 412.94 ft 
T = PI Sta. - PC Sta. = (18 + 55.36) - (16 + 64.78) = 190.58 ft 
 
Using horizontal curve formulas from Figure 43-6D, solve for E, M, and R: 
 

 
 
 

ft20.548 = 
0.34765

0.5819 = 
19.17tan 
0.5819 = 

2) /tan(
T = R

°Δ

E = T tan (Δ/4) = (190.58)(tan 9.585Ε) = (190.58)(0.16887) = 32.18 ft 
M = R (1 - cos Δ/2) = (412.94)(1 - cos 19.17Ε) = (412.94)(0.05545) = 22.90 ft 
 
 

SIMPLE CURVE COMPUTATION 
(Example) 

 
Figure 43-6E 
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CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR 
 

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT 
 
 
This Chapter provides the Department’s criteria for the design of each vertical-alignment element.  
This includes grade, climbing lane, vertical curve, and vertical clearance. 
 
 
44-1.0  GRADE 
 
44-1.01  Terrain Definitions 
 
1. Level.  Highway sight distances are either long or could be made long without major 

construction expense.  The terrain is considered to be flat, which has minimal impact on 
vehicular performance. 

 
2. Rolling.  The natural slopes consistently rise above and fall below the roadway grade.  Steep 

slopes may restrict the desirable highway alignment.  Rolling terrain generates steeper 
grades, causing trucks to reduce speeds to below those of passenger cars. 

 
3. Mountainous.  Longitudinal and transverse changes in elevation are abrupt, and benching 

and side-hill excavation are frequently required to provide the desirable highway alignment.  
Mountainous terrain aggravates the performance of trucks relative to passenger cars, 
resulting in some trucks operating at crawl speeds. 

 
 The use of mountainous terrain criteria will not be permitted on a Federal-aid project 

because, even though a roadway may pass through a mountainous site, the area as a whole is 
still considered to be rolling terrain. 

 
If it is not clear which terrain designation to use (e.g., level versus rolling), the flatter of the two 
should be selected. 
 
 
44-1.02  Maximum Grade 
 
Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six provide the Department’s criteria for maximum grade based 
on functional classification, urban or rural location, type of terrain, design speed, and project scope 
of work.  The maximum grade should be used only where absolutely necessary.  Where practical, a 
grade flatter than the maximum should be used. 
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44-1.03  Minimum Grade 
 
The following provides the Department’s criteria for minimum grade. 
 
1. Uncurbed Road.  It is desirable to provide a longitudinal grade of approximately 0.5%.  This 

allows for the possibility that the original crown slope is subsequently altered as a result of 
swell, consolidation, maintenance operations, or resurfacing.  A level longitudinal grade 
may be acceptable on a pavement which is adequately crowned to drain laterally. 

 
2. Curbed Street.  The centerline profile on a highway or a street with curbs should desirably 

have a minimum longitudinal grade of 0.5%.  A flatter or level grade with rolling curb lines 
may be necessary in level terrain, where the adjacent development precludes the taking of 
additional right of way. 

 
 On a curbed facility, the longitudinal grade at the gutter line will have a significant impact 

on the pavement drainage characteristics (e.g., ponding, flow capture by grated inlets or 
catch basins).  See Part IV for more information on pavement drainage. 

 
 
44-1.04  Critical Length of Grade 
 
Critical length of grade is the maximum length of a specific upgrade on which a loaded truck can 
operate without an unreasonable reduction in speed.  The highway gradient in combination with the 
length of grade will determine the truck speed reduction on an upgrade.  The following will apply to 
the critical length of grade. 
 
1. Design Vehicle.  A loaded truck, powered so that the mass/power ratio is about 200 lb/hp is 

representative of the size and type of vehicle normally used for design on a major route.  For 
another type of highway, designing for the 200 lb/hp truck is not always cost-effective, 
especially on a route which has minimal truck traffic.  Therefore, to better reflect the wide 
range of trucks, INDOT has adopted the following critical-length-of-grade criteria. 

 
a. Major Route.  The 10-mph reduction curve shown in Figure 44-1A, Critical Length 

of Grade for Truck, provides the critical length of grade for a 200 lb/hp truck.  This 
figure should be used to determine the critical length of grade on a freeway, 
principal or minor arterial, or for a project on the extra-heavy-duty-highway system.  
See Chapter Sixty for a listing of extra-heavy-duty routes.  It also should be used on 
another type of road classification where significant numbers of large trucks are 
known to use the facility (e.g., coal-hauling route). 
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b. Other Route.  The 15-mph reduction curve shown in Figure 44-1A provides the 
critical length of grade for a single-unit truck and the major portion of tractor-trailer 
trucks. 

 
 See Figure 44-1B, Critical Length of Grade for Recreational Vehicles. 
 
2. Criteria.  Figure 44-1A provides the critical lengths of grade for a given percent grade and 

acceptable truck-speed reduction.  This figure is based on an initial truck speed of 70 mph, 
and representative truck of 200 lb/hp. 

 
3. Momentum Grade.  Where an upgrade is preceded by a downgrade, a truck will often 

increase speed to make the climb.  A speed increase of 10 mph on a moderate downgrade (3 
to 5%), and 15 mph on a steeper downgrade (6 to 8%) of sufficient length are reasonable 
adjustments.  These can be used in design to allow the use of a higher speed reduction curve 
from Figure 44-1A or 44-1B.  However, this speed increase may not be attainable if traffic 
volume is high enough that a truck may be behind a passenger vehicle when descending the 
momentum grade.  Therefore, the increase in speed can only be considered if the highway 
has a LOS of C or better. 

 
4. Measurement.  Figures 44-1A and 44-1B are based upon length of tangent grade.  If a 

vertical curve is part of the length of grade, Figure 44-1C, Measurement for Length of 
Grade, illustrates how to determine an approximate equivalent tangent grade length. 

5. Application.  If the critical length of grade is exceeded, the grade should be flattened, if 
practical, or the need for a truck-climbing lane should be evaluated (see Section 44-2.0). 

 
6. Highway Type.  The critical-length-of-grade criteria apply to a 2-lane or divided highway, 

or to an urban or rural facility.  A climbing lane is not used as extensively on a freeway or 
multilane facility since it more frequently has sufficient capacity to handle its design-year 
traffic without being congested.  A faster vehicle can more easily move left to pass a slower 
vehicle. 

 
7. Example Problems.  Examples 44-1.1 and 44-1.2 illustrate the use of Figure 44-1A to 

determine the critical length of grade.  Example 44-1.3 illustrates the use of both Figures 44-
1B and 44-1C.  In the examples, the use of subscripts 1, 2, etc., indicate the successive 
grades and lengths of grade on the highway segment. 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
Example 44-1.1 
 
Given:  Level Approach 
  G = +4% 
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  L = Length of grade of 1000 ft 
  Rural Arterial 
 
Problem: Determine if the critical length of grade is exceeded. 
 
Solution: Figure 44-1A yields a critical length of grade of 1150 ft for a 10-mph speed 

reduction.  The grade is therefore acceptable (1000 ft < 1150 ft). 
 
 
Example 44-1.2 
 
Given:  Level Approach 
  G1 = +2% 
  L1 = 1600 ft 
  G2 = +5% 
  L2 = 650 ft 
  Rural Collector with significant number of heavy trucks 
 
Problem: Determine if the critical length of grade is exceeded for the combination of grades 

G1 and G2 
 
Solution: Using Figure 44-1A, G1 yields a truck speed reduction of 5 mph.  G2 yields 

approximately 6 mph.  The total of 11 mph is greater than the allowable 10 mph.  
Therefore, the critical length of grade is exceeded. 

 
 
Example 44-1.3 
 
Given:  Figure 44-1D illustrates the vertical alignment on a low-volume, 2-lane rural 

highway with no large trucks. 
 
Problem: Determine if the critical length of grade is exceeded for G2 or the combination 

upgrade G3/G4. 
 
Solution: Figure 44-1C provides the criteria for determining the length of grade.  This is 

calculated as follows for this example. 
 

  ft = 
4
0 + 0 + 

4
00 = L2 1062856010  

 

  ft = 
2

 + 0 + 
4
0 = L3 10684106585  

 

  ft = 
4
0 + 0 + 

2
 = L4 9037950410  
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Read into Figure 44-1B for G2 (3%) and find a length of grade of 1800 ft.  L2 is less than this value, 
therefore the length of grade is not exceeded. 
 
Read into Figure 44-1B for G3 (3.5%) and L3 = 1080 ft and find a speed reduction of 4 mph.  Read 
into Figure 44-1B for G4 (2%) and L4 = 900 ft and find a speed reduction of 2 mph.  Therefore, the 
total speed reduction on the combination upgrade G3/G4 is 6 mph.  However, for a low-volume 
road, the designer may assume a 5-mph increase in truck speed for the 3% momentum grade, G2, 
which precedes G3.  Therefore, the speed reduction may be as high as 15 mph before the 
combination grade exceeds the critical length of grade.  Assuming the benefits of the momentum 
grade leads to the conclusion that the critical length of grade is not exceeded. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
44-2.0  CLIMBING LANE 
 
44-2.01  Warrants 
 
A climbing lane may be warranted for truck or recreational-vehicle traffic so that a specific upgrade 
can operate at an acceptable level of service.  The following criteria will apply. 
 
 
44-2.01(01)  Two-Lane Highway 
 
A climbing lane may be warranted if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1. Upgrade traffic flow rate is in excess of 200 vehicles per hour. 
 
2. Upgrade truck flow rate is in excess of 20 trucks per hour. 
 
3. One of the following conditions exists. 
 
 a. A 10-mph or greater speed reduction is expected for a typical heavy truck. 
 
 b. Level of Service (LOS) of E or F exists on the grade. 
 
 c. A reduction of two or more levels of service is experienced when moving from the 

approach segment to the grade. 
 
The upgrade flow rate is determined by multiplying the design-hour volume by the directional 
distribution factor for the upgrade direction and dividing the result by the peak-hour factor.  See 
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AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets for more information including 
where to begin and end a climbing lane. 
 
A climbing lane may also be warranted where the above criteria are not met if, for example, there is 
an adverse accident experience on the upgrade related to slow-moving trucks.  However, on a 
designated recreational route, where a low percentage of trucks may not warrant a climbing lane, 
sufficient recreational-vehicle traffic may indicate a need for an additional lane.  This can be 
evaluated by using Figure 44-1B, Critical Length of Grade for Recreational Vehicle.  A climbing 
lane must be designed for each traffic direction, independently of the other. 
 
 
44-2.01(02)  Divided Highway 
 
A climbing lane may be warranted if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1. The critical length of grade is less than the length of grade being evaluated; and 
 
2. one of the following conditions exists: 
 
 a. the LOS on the upgrade is E or F, or 
 
 b. there is a reduction of one or more LOS when moving from the approach segment to 

the upgrade; and 
 
3. the construction costs and the construction impacts (e.g., environmental, right of way) are 

considered reasonable. 
 
A climbing lane is generally not warranted on a 4-lane facility with directional volume below 1000 
vehicles per hour per lane, regardless of the percentage of trucks.  See AASHTO A Policy on 
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets for more information. 
 
A climbing lane may also be warranted where the above criteria are not met if, for example, there is 
an adverse accident experience on the upgrade related to slow-moving trucks. 
 
 
44-2.02  Capacity Procedure 
 
44-2.02(01)  Two-Lane Highway 
 
The objective of the capacity analysis procedure is to determine if the warranting criteria in Section 
44-2.01 are met for a 2-lane facility.  This is accomplished by calculating the service flow rate for 
each LOS level (A through D) and comparing this to the actual flow rate on the upgrade.  Because a 
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LOS worse than D warrants a climbing lane, it is not necessary to calculate the service flow rate for 
LOS of E. 
 
The operations on the grade should be analyzed using the procedures in the Highway Capacity 
Manual (HCM).  In addition, the following should be considered. 
 
1. To calculate the LOS, the following data should be compiled to complete the analysis. 
 
 a. Average annual daily traffic (AADT) (mixed composition for year under design); 
 
 b. the K factor (i.e., the proportion of AADT occurring in the design hour); 
 
 c. the directional distribution, D, during the design hour (DHV); 
 

d. the truck factor, T, during the DHV (i.e., the percent of trucks, buses, and 
recreational vehicles); 

 
 e. the peak-hour factor, PHF; 
 
 f. the design speed; 
 
 g. lane and shoulder width (ft); 
 
 h. percent grade; 
 
 i. percent no-passing zones (based on the MUTCD criteria for striping of a no-passing 

zone); see Chapter Seventy-six; and 
 
 j. length of grade (mi). 
 
2. The type of truck is not a factor in determining the passenger-car equivalent.  Only the 

proportion of heavy vehicles (i.e., trucks, buses, or recreational vehicles) in the upgrade 
traffic stream is applicable. 

 
3. For a highway with a single grade, the critical length of grade can be directly determined 

from Figure 44-1A, Critical Length of Grade for Truck, or Figure 44-1B, Critical Length 
of Grade for Recreational Vehicle.  However, the highway will usually have a continuous 
series of grades.  It is necessary to find the impact of a series of significant grades in 
succession.  If several different grades are present, a speed profile may need to be 
developed.  Section 44-2.04 provides information on how to develop a truck speed profile. 
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44-2.02(02)  Divided Highway 
 
A climbing lane on a divided highway is not as easily justified as that on a 2-lane facility because of 
the operational advantage of divided highway.  A passenger car can pass a slow-moving truck 
without occupying an opposing lane of travel.  As indicated in Section 44-2.01, INDOT has adopted 
criteria to warrant a truck-climbing lane on a divided highway.  These are based on the critical 
length of grade and on the LOS on the upgrade. 
 
The calculation of LOS for an upgrade is similar to that for a 2-lane highway; see Section 44-
2.02(01) and the HCM.  However, the adjustment factors required to calculate the service flow rate 
differ.  This reflects the operational difference between a divided and a 2-lane facility.  See the 
Highway Capacity Manual for the detailed capacity methodology. 
 
 
44-2.03  Design 
 
See Figure 44-2A, Design Criteria for Climbing Lane.  The following should also be considered. 
 
1. Design Speed.  For a design speed of 55 mph or higher, use 55 mph for truck design speed.  

For a speed lower than 55 mph, use the design speed. 
 
2. Superelevation.  For a horizontal curve, the climbing lane will be superelevated at the same 

rate as the adjacent travel lane. 
 
3. Performance Curve.  Figure 44-2B, Performance Curves for Heavy Truck (200 lb/hp) for 

Deceleration on Upgrade, provides the deceleration rates for a heavy truck.  Figure 44-2C, 
Speed-Distance Curves for Acceleration of a Typical Heavy Truck (200 lb/hp) on 
Upgrade or Downgrade, provides the acceleration rates for a heavy truck. 

 
4. End of Full-Width Lane.  In addition to the criteria in Figure 44-2A, the available sight 

distance should be considered to the point where the truck will merge back into the through 
travel lane.  At a minimum, this will be stopping sight distance.  The driver should have 
decision sight distance available to the merge point at the end of the taper to safely complete 
the maneuver, especially where the merge is on a horizontal or vertical curve. 

 
 
44-2.04  Truck-Speed Profile 
 
The following example illustrates how to construct a truck-speed profile and how to use Figures 44-
2B and 44-2C. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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Example 44-2.1 
 
Given:  Level Approach 
  G1 = +3% for 500 ft (PVI to PVI) 
  G2 = +5% for 3500 ft (PVI to PVI) 
  G3 = -2% beyond the composite upgrade (G1 and G2) 
  V  = 60 mph (design speed) 
  Rural Arterial, Heavy-Truck Route 
 
Problem: Using the criteria shown in Figure 44-2A and Figure 44-2B, construct a truck-speed 

profile and determine the beginning and ending points of the full-width climbing 
lane. 

 
Solution: The following steps apply. 
 
Step 1:  Determine the beginning of the full-width climbing lane.  From Figure 44-2A, the 

beginning of the full-width lane will begin at the PVC and, at a minimum, at the 
PVT. 

 
Step 2:  Determine the truck speed on G1, at 200-ft increments, using Figure 44-2B and plot 

them in Figure 44-2D.  Assume an initial truck speed of 55 mph (see Figure 44-2B). 
 

Distance From 
PVI1 (ft) 

Horizontal 
Distance on 

Figure 44-2B (ft) 

Truck Speed 
(mph) 

Comments 

0 0 55 PVI1 
200 200 53  
400 400 51  
500 500 50 PVI2 

 
Step 3:  Determine the truck speed on G2, at 500-ft increments, using Figure 44-2B and plot 

them in Figure 44-2D.  From Step 2, the initial speed on G2 is the final speed from 
G1 (i.e., 50 mph).  Move left horizontally along the 50-mph line to the 5% upgrade.  
This is approximately 250 ft along the horizontal axis.  This is the starting point for 
G2. 

 

Distance From 
PVI1 (ft) 

Horizontal 
Distance on 

Figure 44-2B (ft) 

Truck Speed 
(mph) 

Comments 

500 1500 55 PVI2 
1000 2000 50  
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1500 2500 45  
2000 3000 40  
2500 3500 36  
3000 4000 32  
3500 4500 30 (1)  
4000 5000 27 (1) PVI3 

  (1)  The final crawl speed of the truck for a 5% upgrade. 
 
Step 4:  Determine the truck speed on G3, at 500-ft increments, using Figure 44-2B until the 

point where the truck is able to accelerate to 45 mph (minimum design speed for 
ending the climbing lane) and plot them in Figure 44-2D.  The truck will have a 
speed of 27 mph as it enters the 2% downgrade at the PVI3.  Read into Figure 44-2B 
at the 27-mph point on the vertical axis over to the -2% line.  This is approximately 
0 ft along the horizontal axis.  The -2% line is followed to 45 mph, which is 
approximately 1000 ft along the horizontal axis.  Therefore, the truck will require 
1000 ft (1000 ft - 0 ft) from the PVI3 to reach 45 mph.  The truck will require 
approximately an additional 1200 ft to reach 55 mph (the desirable criterion). 

 

Distance From 
PVI1 (ft) 

Horizontal 
Distance on 

Figure 44-2C (ft) 

Truck Speed 
(mph) 

Comments 

4000 0 27 PVI3 
4500 500 40  
5000 1000 45 Minimum End 
5500 1500 50  
6000 2000 53  
6500 2500 55 Desirable End 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
 
44-3.0  VERTICAL CURVE 
 
44-3.01  Crest Vertical Curve 
 
A crest vertical curve is in the shape of a parabola.  The basic equations for determining the 
minimum length of a crest vertical curve are as described below. 
 
 
44-3.01(01)  Stopping Sight Distance 
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If the stopping sight distance, S, is less than the vertical curve length, L, 
 

 
215822100

2AS
)h + h(

AS = L 2
21

2

=  (Equation 44-3.1) 

 
 L  =  KA (Equation 44-3.2) 
 
If the stopping sight distance, S, is greater than or equal to the vertical curve length, L, 
 

 
A

SL 21582 −=  (Equation 44-3.3) 

 
where: 
 
 L  =  length of vertical curve, ft 
 A  =  algebraic difference between the two tangent grades, % 
 S  =  stopping sight distance, ft 
 h1  =  height of eye above road surface, ft 
 h2  =  height of object above road surface, ft 
 K  =  horizontal distance needed to produce a 1% change in gradient 
 
The length of the crest vertical curve will depend upon A for the specific curve and upon the 
selected sight distance, height of eye, and height of object.  The following discusses the selection of 
these values. 
 
The principal control in the design of a crest vertical curve is to ensure that, at a minimum, stopping 
sight distance (SSD) is available throughout the curve.  Figure 44-3A, K Value for Crest Vertical 
Curve (Stopping Sight Distance – Passenger Car), provides the K value for the design speed where 
S < L.  The following discusses the application of the K value. 
 
1. Passenger Car.  The K value is calculated by assuming h1 = 3.5 ft, h2 = 2 ft, and S = SSD in 

the basic equation for a crest vertical curve (Equation 44-3.1).  The value represents the 
lowest acceptable sight distance on a facility.  However, every reasonable effort should be 
made to provide a design in which the K value is greater than the value shown, where 
practical. 

 
Where the stopping sight distance is greater than or equal to the vertical curve length, any 
of the following methods may be used to check the stopping sight distance. 

 
a. Using K Value.  The K value provided is greater than or equal to the K value 

required and there are no changes to G1 or G2 in Figure 44-3A(1), Crest Vertical 
Curve Stopping Sight Distance Using K Value. 
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b. Using Equation.  Equation 44-3.3 shown above is only valid if there are no other 

vertical curves or angular breaks in the area shown in Figure 44-3A(1). 
 
 c. Using the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. 
 

d. Checking Graphically.  The eye should be placed at 3.5 ft above the pavement and 
the height of the object at 2 ft.  The distance between the eye and the object that is 
unobstructed (by the road, backslope of a cut section, guardrail, etc.) is the 
stopping sight distance provided.  It is necessary to check it in both directions for 
a 2-lane highway. 

 
If the stopping sight distance provided exceeds that required (even though the K 
value provided is less than the K value required), the K value will be treated as a 
Level Three design exception item instead of Level One. 

 
If the K value provided exceeds the K value required, it is not necessary to perform either 
the equation check or the graphical check even though S ≥ L. 

 
2 Truck.  The higher eye height for a truck, 7.6 ft, offsets the longer stopping distance required 

on a vertical curve.  Therefore, the K value for truck stopping sight distance need not be 
checked. 

 
3. Minimum Length.  The minimum length of a crest vertical curve in feet should be 3V, where 

V is the design speed in mph, unless existing conditions make it impractical to use the 
minimum-length criteria. 

 
 
44-3.01(02)  Decision Sight Distance 
 
It may sometimes be warranted to provide decision sight distance in the design of a crest vertical 
curve.  Section 42-2.0 discusses candidate sites and provides design values for decision sight 
distance.  These S values should be used in the basic equation for a crest vertical curve (Equation 
44-3.1).  In addition, the following will apply. 
 
1. Height of Eye (h1).  For a passenger car, h1 is 3.5 ft 
 
2. Height of Object (h2).  Decision sight distance, is often predicated upon the same principles 

as stopping sight distance; i.e., the driver needs sufficient distance to see a 2-ft-height object. 
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3. Passenger Car.  Figure 44-3B, K Value for Crest Vertical Curve (Decision Sight Distance 
– Passenger Car), provides the K value using the decision sight distance shown in Section 
42-2.0. 

 
 
44-3.01(03)  Drainage 
 
Drainage should be considered in the design of a crest vertical curve where a curbed section or 
concrete barrier is used.  Drainage problems are minimized if the crest vertical curve is sharp 
enough so that a minimum longitudinal grade of at least 0.3% is reached at a point about 50 ft from 
either side of the apex.  To ensure that this objective is achieved, the length of the vertical curve 
should be based upon a K value of 167 or less.  For a crest vertical curve in a curbed section where 
this K value is exceeded, the drainage design should be evaluated near the apex. 
 
For an uncurbed roadway section, drainage should not be a problem at a crest vertical curve.  
However, it is desirable to provide a longitudinal gradient of at least 0.15% at points about 50 ft on 
either side of the high point.  To achieve this, K must equal 300 or less. 
 
See Part IV for more information on drainage. 
 
 
44-3.02  Sag Vertical Curve 
 
A sag vertical curve is in the shape of a parabola.  It is designed to allow the vehicular headlights to 
illuminate the roadway surface (i.e., height of object = 0 ft) for a given distance S.  A headlight 
height, h3, of 2 ft, and a 1-deg upward divergence of the light beam from the longitudinal axis of the 
vehicle are assumed. 
 
 
44-3.02(01)  Stopping Sight Distance 
 
These assumptions yield the following equations for determining the minimum length of a sag 
vertical curve.  If the stopping sight distance, S, is less than the vertical curve length, L, 
 

 
S

ASL
5.3400

2

+
=        (Equation 44-3.4) 

 
If the stopping sight distance, S, is greater than or equal to the vertical curve length, L, 
 

 
A

SSL 5.34002 +
−=        (Equation 44-3.5) 

where: 
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 L  =  length of vertical curve, ft 
 A  =  algebraic difference between the two tangent grades, % 
 S  =  sight distance, ft 
 K  =  horizontal distance needed to produce a 1% change in gradient 
 
The length of the sag vertical curve will depend upon A for the specific curve and upon the selected 
sight distance and headlight height.  The following discusses the selection of these values. 
 
The principal control in the design of a sag vertical curve is to ensure that, at a minimum, stopping 
sight distance (SSD) is available for headlight illumination throughout the curve.  Figure 44-3C, K 
Value for Sag Vertical Curve (Stopping Sight Distance – Passenger Car), provides the K value for 
the design speed where S < L.  The following discusses the application of the K value. 
 
1. Passenger Car.  The K value is calculated by assuming h3 = 2 ft and S = SSD in the equation 

for a sag vertical curve (Equation 44-3.4).  The value represents the lowest acceptable sight 
distance on a facility.  However, every reasonable effort should be made to provide a design 
in which the K value is greater than the value shown, where practical. 

 
Where the stopping sight distance is greater than or equal to the vertical curve length, any of 
the following methods may be used to check the stopping sight distance. 

 
 a. Using K Value.  The K value provided is greater than or equal to the K value 

required, and there are no changes to G1 or G2 as shown in Figure 44-3C(1), Sag 
Vertical Curve Stopping Sight Distance Using K Value. 

 
b. Using Equation.  Equation 44-3.5 shown above is only valid if there are no other 

vertical curves or angular breaks in the area shown in Figure 44-3C(1). 
 
 c. Using the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. 

 
d. Checking Graphically.  The headlight should be placed at 2 ft above the pavement 

and the height of the object at 0 ft.  The light beam is assumed at a 1-deg upward 
divergence from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle.  The distance between the 
headlight and the object that is unobstructed (by the road, backslope of a cut 
section, guardrail, etc.) is the stopping sight distance provided.  It is necessary to 
check it in both directions for a 2-lane highway. 

 
If the stopping sight distance provided exceeds that required (even though the K 
value provided is less than the K value required), the K value will be treated as a 
Level Three design exception item instead of Level One. 
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2. Truck.  The higher headlight height for a truck, 4 ft, offsets the longer stopping distance 

required on a vertical curve.  Therefore, the K value for truck stopping sight distance need 
not be checked. 

 
3. Minimum Length.  The minimum length of a sag vertical curve in feet should be 3.2V, 

where V is the design speed in mph, unless existing conditions make it impractical to use the 
minimum length criteria. 

 
 One exception to this minimum length may apply in a curbed section.  If the sag is in a 

sump, the use of the minimum-length criteria may produce longitudinal slopes too flat to 
drain the stormwater without exceeding the criteria for the limits of ponding on the travel 
lane. 

 
 
44-3.02(02)  Decision Sight Distance 
 
It may sometimes be warranted to provide decision sight distance in the design of a sag vertical 
curve.  Section 42-2.0 discusses candidate sites and provides design values for decision sight 
distance.  These S values should be used in the equation for a sag vertical curve (Equation 44-3.5).  
The height of headlights, h3, is 2 ft.  Figure 44-3D, K Value for Sag Vertical Curve (Decision 
Sight Distance – Passenger Car), provides the K value using decision sight distance. 
 
 
44-3.02(03)  Drainage 
 
Drainage should be considered in the design of a sag vertical curve where a curbed section or 
concrete barriers are used.  Drainage problems are minimized if the sag vertical curve is sharp 
enough so that both of the following criteria are met. 
 
1. A minimum longitudinal grade of at least 0.3% is reached at a point about 50 ft from either 

side of the low point. 
 
2. There is at least a 0.25-ft elevation differential between the low point in the sag and the two 

points 50 ft to either side of the low point. 
 
To ensure that the first objective is achieved, the length of the vertical curve should be based upon a 
K value of 167 or less.  For a sag vertical curve in a curbed section where this K value is exceeded, 
the drainage design should be more carefully evaluated near the low point.  For example, it may be 
necessary to install flanking inlets on either side of the low point. 
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For an uncurbed roadway section, drainage should not be a problem at a sag vertical curve.  
However, it is desirable to provide a longitudinal gradient of at least 0.15% at points about 50 ft on 
either side of the low point.  To achieve this, K must equal 300 or less. 
 
See Part IV for more information on drainage. 
 
 
44-3.02(04)  Sight Distance at Undercrossing 
 
Sight distance on a highway through a grade separation should be at least as long as the minimum 
stopping sight distance and preferably longer.  Design of the vertical alignment is the same as at any 
other point on the highway except where a sag vertical curve underpasses a structure, as shown in 
Figure 44-3D, K Value for Sag Vertical Curve (Decision Sight Distance – Passenger Car).  While 
not a frequent problem, the structure fascia may cut the line of sight and limit the sight distance to 
less than that otherwise attainable.  It is practical to provide the minimum length of sag vertical 
curve at a grade separation structure.  Where the recommended grades are exceeded, the sight 
distance should not be reduced below the minimum value for stopping sight distance. 
 
The available sight distance should sometimes be checked at an undercrossing, such as at a two-lane 
undercrossing without ramps, where it would be desirable to provide passing sight distance.  Such a 
check is best made graphically on the profile, but may be performed through computations. 
 
The equations for sag vertical curve length at an undercrossing are as follows. 
 
1. Sight distance, S, greater than vertical curve length, L, 
 

  






 +−

−=
A

hhCSL )](5.0[8002 21     (Equation 44-3.6) 

 

2. Sight distance, S, less than or equal to vertical curve length, L, 
 

  
)](5.0[ 800 21

2

hhC
ASL

+−
=      (Equation 44-3.7) 

 
 For both equations, where: 
 
  L = length of vertical curve, ft 

 S = sight distance, ft 
 A = algebraic difference in grades, % 
 C = vertical clearance, ft 
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 h1 = height of eye, ft 
 h2 = height of object, ft 

 
Using an eye height of 7.6 ft for a truck driver and an object height of 2 ft for the taillights of 
a vehicle, the following equation can be derived. 

 
3. Sight distance , S, greater than vertical curve length, L, 
 

 ( )
A
CSL 58002 −

−=       (Equation 44-3.8) 

 
4. Sight distance, S, less than or equal to vertical curve length, L, 
 

 ( )5800

2

−
=

C
ASL       (Equation 44-3.9) 

 
 
44-3.03  Vertical-Curve Computations 
 
The following will apply to the mathematical design of a vertical curve. 
 
1. Definitions.  Figure 44-3E, Vertical-Curve Definitions, provides the common terms and 

definitions used in vertical-curve computations. 
 
2. Measurements.  All measurements for a vertical curve are made on the horizontal or vertical 

plane, not along the profile grade.  With the simple parabolic curve, the vertical offsets from 
the tangent vary as the square of the horizontal distance from the PVC or PVT.  Elevations 
along the curve are calculated as proportions of the vertical offset at the point of vertical 
intersection (PVI).  The necessary formulas for computing the vertical curve are shown in 
Figure 44-3F, Symmetrical Vertical-Curve Equations.  Figure 44-3G, Vertical-Curve 
Computations (Example 44-3.1), provides an example of how to use these formulas. 

 
3. Unsymmetrical Vertical Curve.  It may be necessary to use an unsymmetrical vertical curve 

to obtain clearance on a structure or to satisfy some other design feature.  This curve is 
similar to the parabolic vertical curve, except the curve does not vary symmetrically about 
the PVI.  The necessary formulas for computing the unsymmetrical vertical curve are shown 
in Figure 44-3H, Unsymmetrical Vertical-Curve Equations. 

 
4. Vertical Curve Through Fixed Point.  A vertical curve often must be designed to pass 

through an established point.  For example, it may be necessary to tie into an existing 
transverse road or to clear an existing structure.  See Figure 44-3 I, Vertical-Curve 
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Computations.  Figure 44-3J, Vertical-Curve Computations (Example 44-3.2), illustrates 
an example of how to use these formulas. 

 
 

**  PRACTICE POINTERS  ** 
 

The profile grade should not be set too low.  Field complaints about 
the profile grade having been set too low are much more common 

than complaints about it having been set too high. 
 

The K values for vertical curves should not be shown on the plans. 
 

 
44-4.0  VERTICAL CLEARANCE 
 
See Figure 44-4A, Minimum Vertical Clearance (New Construction or Reconstruction).  Chapter 
Fifty-three provides additional information.  Chapters Fifty-four through Fifty-six provide 
vertical-clearance information for an existing highway. 
 
 
44-5.0  DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURE 
 
44-5.01  General Controls for Vertical Alignment 
 
As discussed elsewhere in this Chapter, the design of vertical alignment involves, to a large 
extent, complying with specific limiting criteria.  These include maximum and minimum grades, 
sight distance at a vertical curve, and vertical clearance.  The following design principles and 
controls should be considered which will determine the overall safety of the facility and will 
enhance the aesthetic appearance of the highway.  These design principles for vertical alignment 
include the following. 
 
1. Consistency.  Use a smooth grade line with gradual changes, consistent with the type of 

highway and character of terrain, rather than a line with numerous breaks and short 
lengths of tangent grades. 

 
2. Environmental Impact.  Vertical alignment should be properly coordinated with 

environmental impact (e.g., encroachment onto wetlands).  The Office of Environmental 
Services is responsible for evaluating environmental impacts. 

 
3. Long Grade.  On a long ascending grade, it is preferable to place the steepest grade at the 

bottom and flatten the grade near the top. 
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4. Intersection.  Maintain moderate grades through an intersection to facilitate turning 
movements.  See Chapter Forty-six for specific information on vertical alignment through 
an intersection. 

 
5. Roller Coaster.  The roller-coaster type of profile should be avoided.  It may be proposed 

in the interest of economy, but it is aesthetically undesirable and may be hazardous. 
 
6. Broken-Back Curvature.  Avoid a broken-back grade line of two crest or sag vertical 

curves separated by a short tangent.  One long vertical curve is more desirable. 
 
7. Coordination with Natural or Man-Made Feature.  The vertical alignment should be 

properly coordinated with the natural topography, available right of way, utilities, 
roadside development, or natural or man-made drainage patterns. 

 
8. Cut Section.  A sag vertical curve should be avoided in a cut section unless adequate 

drainage can be provided. 
 
 
44-5.02  Coordination of Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 
 
Horizontal and vertical alignment should not be designed separately, especially for a project on 
new alignment.  Their importance demands that the interdependence of the two highway design 
features be carefully evaluated.  This will enhance highway safety and improve the facility’s 
operation.  The following should be considered in the coordination of horizontal and vertical 
alignment. 
 
1. Balance.  Curvature and grades should be in proper balance.  Maximum curvature with 

flat grades or flat curvature with maximum grades does not achieve this desired balance.  
A compromise between the two extremes produces the best design relative to safety, 
capacity, ease, and uniformity of operations and a pleasing appearance. 

 
2. Coordination.  Vertical curvature superimposed upon horizontal curvature (i.e., vertical 

and horizontal PIs at approximately the same station) results in a more pleasing 
appearance and reduces the number of sight-distance restrictions.  Successive changes in 
profile not in combination with the horizontal curvature may result in a series of humps 
visible to the driver for some distance, which may produce an unattractive design.  
However, sometimes superimposing the horizontal and vertical alignment must be 
tempered somewhat by Items 3 and 4 as follows. 

 
3. Crest Vertical Curve.  Sharp horizontal curvature should not be introduced at or near the 

top of a pronounced crest vertical curve.  This is undesirable because the driver cannot 
perceive the horizontal change in alignment, especially at night when headlight beams 
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project straight ahead into space.  This problem can be avoided if the horizontal curvature 
leads the vertical curvature or by using design values which well exceed the minimums. 

 
4. Sag Vertical Curve.  A sharp horizontal curve should not be introduced at or near the low 

point of a pronounced sag vertical curve or at the bottom of a steep vertical grade.  
Because visibility to the road ahead is foreshortened, only flat horizontal curvature will 
avoid an undesirable, distorted appearance.  At the bottom of a long grade, vehicular 
speeds often are higher, particularly for trucks, and erratic operations may occur, 
especially at night. 

 
5. Passing Sight Distance.  The need for frequent passing opportunities and a higher 

percentage of passing sight distance may sometimes supersede the desirability of 
combining horizontal and vertical alignment.  It may be necessary to provide a long 
tangent section to secure sufficient passing sight distance. 

 
6. Intersection.  At an intersection, horizontal and vertical alignment should be as flat as 

practical to provide a design which produces sufficient sight distance and gradients for 
vehicles to slow or stop.  See Chapter Forty-six. 

 
7. Divided Highway.  On a divided facility with a wide median, it is frequently 

advantageous to provide independent alignments for the two one-way roadways.  Where 
traffic justifies a divided facility, a superior design with minimal additional cost can 
result from the use of independent alignments. 

 
8. Residential Area.  The alignment should be designed to minimize nuisance factors to a 

neighborhood.  A depressed facility makes the highway less visible and reduces the noise 
to adjacent residents.  Minor adjustment to the horizontal alignment may increase the 
buffer zone between the highway and residential area. 

 
9. Aesthetics.  The alignment should be designed to enhance attractive scenic views of 

rivers, rock formations, parks, golf courses, etc.  The highway should head into rather 
than away from those views that are considered to be aesthetically pleasing.  The 
highway should fall towards those features of interest at a low elevation and rise toward 
those features which are best seen from below or in silhouette against the sky. 

 
 
44-5.03  Profile-Grade Line 
 
44-5.03(01)  General 
 
The profile-grade line is the roadway geometric characteristic which has the greatest impact on a 
facility’s costs, aesthetics, safety, and operation.  The profile grade is a series of tangent lines 
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connected by parabolic vertical curves.  It is placed along the roadway centerline of an undivided 
facility or on the two pavement centerlines of a divided facility. 
 
The designer must evaluate many factors in establishing the profile-grade line.  These include the 
following: 
 
1. maximum and minimum grades; 
2. sight-distance criteria; 
3. earthwork balance; 
4. bridge or drainage structure; 
5. high-water level; 
6. drainage considerations; 
7. water-table elevations; 
8. highway intersection or interchange; 
9. snow drifting; 
10. railroad-highway crossing; 
11. types of soil; 
12. adjacent land use and values; 
13. highway safety; 
14. coordination with other geometric features (e.g., cross section); 
15. topography or terrain; 
16. truck performance; 
17. right of way; 
18. utilities; 
19. urban or rural location; 
20. aesthetics and landscaping; 
21. construction costs; 
22. environmental impacts; 
23. driver expectations; 
24. airport flight paths (e.g., grades and lighting); and 
25. pedestrian and handicapped accessibility. 
 
The following discusses the establishment of the profile-grade line in more detail. 
 
 
44-5.03(02)  Earthwork Balance 
 
Where practical and where consistent with other project objectives, the profile-grade line should 
be designed to provide a balance of earthwork.  This should not be achieved, however, at the 
expense of smooth grade lines and sight-distance requirements at a vertical curve.  Ultimately, a 
project-by-project assessment will determine whether a project will be borrow, waste, or 
balanced. 
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The following should be considered in earthwork balance. 
 
1. Basic Approach.  The best approach to laying grade and balancing earthwork is to 

provide a significant length of roadway in embankment, to limit the number and amount 
of excavation areas.  Long lengths of roadway in excavation with several short balance 
distances should be avoided. 

 
2. Urban or Rural.  Earthwork balance is a practical objective only in a rural area.  In an 

urban area, other project objectives (e.g., limiting right-of-way impacts) have a higher 
priority than balancing earthwork.  Excavated materials from an urban project are often 
unsuitable for embankments. 

 
3. Borrow Sites.  The availability and quality of borrow sites in the project vicinity will 

impact the desirability of balancing the earthwork. 
 
4. Mass Diagram.  A mass diagram illustrates the accumulated algebraic sum of material 

within the project limits.  Such a diagram is useful in balancing earthwork and calculating 
haul distances and quantities.  The mass diagram may indicate the following: 

 
a. the most economical procedure for disposing of excavated material, 

 
b. whether material should be moved backward or forward, or 

 
c. whether borrowing or wasting is more economical than achieving earthwork 

balance. 
 

A mass diagram is not prepared by the designer.  It may be prepared and used by the 
contractor for construction operation. 

 
5. Balance Length.  A balance length is 2000 ft or longer.  For an interchange, the balance 

points should be selected to incorporate the entire interchange. 
 
6. Earthwork Computations.  Chapter Seventeen discusses the proper methods to compute 

and record the project earthwork quantities. 
 
 
44-5.03(03)  Soils 
 
The type of earth material encountered often influences the grade line at a certain location.  If 
rock is encountered, for example, it may be more economical to raise the grade and reduce the 
rock excavation.  Soils which are unsatisfactory for embankment or cause a stability problem in a 
cut area may also be determining factors in establishing a grade line.  The development of the 
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profile grade should be coordinated with the Office of Materials Management, which will 
conduct a soils survey. 
 
 
44-5.03(04)  Drainage and Snow Drifting 
 
The profile-grade line should be compatible with the roadway drainage design and should 
minimize snow drifting problems.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Culvert.  The roadway elevation should satisfy the Department criteria for minimum 

cover at a culvert and minimum freeboard above the head water level at a culvert.  See 
Part IV for more information on culvert design. 

 
2. Coordination with Geometrics.  The profile-grade line must reflect compatibility between 

drainage design and roadway geometrics.  These include the design of sag and crest 
vertical curves, spacing of inlets on a curbed facility, impacts on adjacent properties, 
superelevated curves, intersection design elements, and interchange design elements.  For 
example, a sag vertical curve should be avoided in a cut section, and a long crest vertical 
curve should be avoided on a curbed pavement. 

 
3. Snow Drifting.  Where practical, the profile-grade line should be at least 3 ft above the 

natural ground level to prevent snow from drifting onto the roadway and to promote snow 
blowing off the roadway. 

 
4. Water Table.  The profile-grade line should be established such that the top of the 

subgrade elevation should be not less than 2 ft above the water table at all points along 
the cross section within the paved roadway surface.  The elevation of the water table can 
be found in the Geotechnical Report.  If it is not practical to provide the 2-ft clearance, 
the designer should meet with the Pavement Engineering Office manager and 
geotechnical engineer to develop an alternative solution. 

 
 
44-5.03(05)  Erosion Control 
 
To minimize erosion, the following should be considered relative to the grade line. 
 
1. Minimize the number of deep cuts and high fill sections. 
 
2. Conform to the contour and drainage patterns of the area. 
 
3. Make use of natural land barriers and contours to divert runoff and confine erosion and 

sedimentation. 
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4. Minimize the amount of disturbance. 
 
5. Make use of existing vegetation. 
 
6. Reduce slope length and steepness and ensure that erosion is confined to the right of way 

and does not deposit sediment on or erode away adjacent land. 
 
7. Avoid locations having high base erosion potential. 
 
8. Avoid cut or fill sections in a seepage area. 
 
 
44-5.03(06)  Bridge 
 
The design of the profile-grade line must be coordinated with each bridge within the project 
limits.  The following will apply: 
 
1. Vertical Clearance.  The criteria in Chapters Fifty-three and Fifty-six and Section 44-3.0 

must be satisfied.  In laying the preliminary grade line, an element in determining 
available vertical clearance is the assumed structure depth.  This will be based on the 
structure type, span lengths, and depth/span ratio.  For preliminary design, a 20-ft to 21-ft 
distance should be assumed between the finished grade of the roadway and the finished 
grade of the bridge deck.  For final design, the designer must coordinate with the bridge 
designer to determine the roadway- and bridge-grade lines. 

 
2. Bridge Over Water.  Where the proposed facility will cross a body of water, the bridge 

elevation must be consistent with the necessary waterway opening to satisfy the 
Department’s hydraulic requirements.  The designer must coordinate with the Production 
Management Division’s Hydraulics Team and the bridge designer to determine the 
approach-roadway elevation to complement the necessary bridge elevation. 

 
3. Railroad Bridge.  A proposed facility over a railroad must satisfy the applicable criteria 

(e.g., vertical clearances, structure type, and depth).  See Chapter Sixty-nine for more 
information. 

 
4. Highway Under Bridge.  Where practical, the low point of a roadway sag vertical curve 

should not be within the shadow of the bridge.  This will help minimize ice 
accumulations, and it will reduce the ponding of water which may weaken the earth 
foundation beneath the bridge.  To achieve these objectives, the low point of a roadway 
sag should be approximately 100 ft from the bridge. 

 
5. High Embankment.  The impacts of high embankment on a structure should be 

considered.  This will increase the span length thus increasing structure costs. 
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6. Low Point.  It is desirable to locate the low point of a sag vertical curve off the bridge 

deck. 
 
 
44-5.03(07)  Distance Between Vertical Curves 
 
A desirable objective on a rural facility is to provide at least 1500 ft between two successive 
PVIs.  This objective applies only to a project which has a considerable length where 
implementation is judged to be practical. 
 
 
44-5.03(08)  Ties with Existing Highways 
 
A smooth transition is needed between the proposed profile grade line of the project and the 
existing grade line of an adjacent highway section.  The existing grade line should be considered 
for a sufficient distance beyond the beginning or end of a project to ensure adequate sight 
distance.  A connection should be made which is compatible with the design speed of the new 
project and which can be used if the adjoining road section is reconstructed. 
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DESIGN ELEMENT DESIRABLE MINIMUM 

Lane Width 12 ft Same as that required 
for through lane 

Shoulder Width Same as approach roadway 
Freeway: Same as approach 
  roadway (1) 
Non-Freeway: 4 ft paved 

Cross Slope on Tangent 3% 2% 

Beginning of Full-Width 
Lane 

Near the PVC of the 
vertical curve preceding 

the grade. 
At the PVT of the grade. 

End of Full-Width Lane (2) 
To where truck has reached 
highway design speed or 55 

mph, whichever is lower. 

To where truck has reached 10 mph 
below highway design speed or 45 

mph, whichever is lower. 

Entering Taper 100 ft 100 ft 

Exiting Taper 50:1 500 ft 

Minimum Full-Width 
Length n/a 1000 ft 

 
Notes: 
 
(1) On a reconstruction project, a 6-ft shoulder may be used. 
 
(2) Use Figure 44-2B to determine truck deceleration rate.  Use Figure 44-2C to determine 

truck acceleration rate.  Also, see discussion in Section 44-2.03. 
 
 

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR CLIMBING LANE 
 

Figure 44-2A 
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ROUNDED SSD 
FOR DESIGN 1 

(ft) 

CALCULATED 
K VALUE 2 

K VALUE 
ROUNDED 

FOR 
DESIGN 

DESIGN 

SPEED 

(mph) 
Des. Min. Des. Min. Des. Min. 

15 115 80 6.1 3.0 7 3 
20 155 115 11.1 6.1 12 7 
25 200 155 18.5 11.1 19 12 
30 250 200 29.0 18.5 29 19 
35 305 250 43.1 29.0 44 29 
40 360 305 60.1 43.1 61 44 
45 425 360 83.7 60.1 84 61 
50 495 425 113.5 83.7 114 84 
55 570 495 150.6 113.5 151 114 
60 645 570 192.8 150.6 193 151 
65 730 645 246.9 192.8 247 193 
70 820 730 312.6 246.9 312 247 

 
Notes: 
 
1 Stopping sight distance (SSD) is from Figure 42-1A. 
 
2 The K value is calculated using the rounded value for design stopping sight distance, eye 

height of 3.5 ft, and object height of 2 ft. 
 
3. If curbs are present, and K > 167, proper pavement drainage should be ensured near the 

high point of the curve. 
 
 

K VALUE FOR CREST VERTICAL CURVE 
(Stopping Sight Distance – Passenger Car) 

 
Figure 44-3A 
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Notes: 
 
1. See Section 42-2.0 for decision sight distances (DSD). 
2. The K value is calculated using the rounded value for design decision sight distance, eye height of 3.5 ft, and object height of 2 ft. 

  
2158

2DSDK =  

3. If curbs are present and K > 167, proper pavement drainage should be ensured near the high point of the curve. 
 
 

K VALUE FOR CREST VERTICAL CURVE 
(Decision Sight Distance – Passenger Car) 

 
Figure 44-3B 

Avoidance 
Maneuver A 

(Stop on Rural 
Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver B 

(Stop on 
Urban Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver C 
(Speed/Path/ 

Direction 
Change on 

Rural Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver D 
(Speed/Path/ 

Direction 
Change on 
Suburban 

Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver E 
(Speed/Path/ 

Direction 
Change on 

Urban Road) 

Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

20 90 11 270 54 300 62 360 77 415 92 
25 110 15 335 72 375 82 450 101 515 121 
30 220 23 490 112 450 94 535 133 620 178 
35 275 35 590 162 525 128 625 181 720 241 
40 330 51 690 221 600 167 715 237 825 315 
45 395 73 800 297 675 211 800 297 930 401 
50 465 100 910 384 750 261 890 367 1030 492 
55 535 133 1030 492 865 347 980 445 1135 597 
60 610 173 1150 613 990 454 1125 587 1280 759 
65 695 224 1275 754 1050 511 1220 690 1365 864 
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DESIGN 
SPEED 
(mph) 

ROUNDED SSD 
FOR DESIGN 1 

(ft) 

CALCULATED K 
VALUE 2 

 

( )S
SK

5.3400

2

+
=  

K VALUE 
ROUNDED FOR 

DESIGN 

20 115 16.5 17 
25 155 25.5 26 
30 200 36.4 37 
35 250 49.0 49 
40 305 63.4 64 
45 360 78.1 79 
50 425 95.7 96 
55 495 114.9 115 
60 570 135.7 136 
65 645 156.5 157 
70 730 180.3 181 

 
Notes: 
 
1. Stopping sight distance (SSD) is from Figure 42-1A. 
 
2. The K value is calculated using the rounded value for design stopping sight distance S and 

a headlight height of 2 ft. 
 
3. If curbs are present and K > 167, proper drainage should be ensured near the low point of 

the curve. 
 
 

K VALUE FOR SAG VERTICAL CURVE 
(Stopping Sight Distance – Passenger Car) 

 
Figure 44-3C 
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Avoidance 
Maneuver A 

(Stop on Rural 
Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver B 

(Stop on 
Urban Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver C 
(Speed/Path/ 

Direction 
Change on 

Rural Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver D 
(Speed/Path/ 

Direction 
Change on 
Suburban 

Road) 

Avoidance 
Maneuver E 
(Speed/Path/ 

Direction 
Change on 

Urban Road) 

Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

DSD 
(ft) 

K 
Value 

20 90 25 270 68 300 83 360 73 415 111 
25 110 39 335 100 375 101 450 101 515 139 
30 220 55 490 131 450 120 535 144 620 168 
35 275 70 590 160 525 141 625 170 720 197 
40 330 86 690 188 600 163 715 195 825 227 
45 395 104 800 220 675 184 800 220 930 257 
50 465 124 910 251 750 205 890 245 1030 285 
55 535 144 1030 285 865 238 980 271 1135 315 
60 610 166 1150 320 990 274 1125 312 1280 357 
65 695 190 1275 355 1050 291 1220 340 1365 381 

 
Notes: 
 
1. The K value is calculated using the rounded value for design decision sight distance and headlight height of 2 ft. 

  
S

DSDK
5.3120 +

=  

 
2. If curbs are present and K > 167, proper pavement drainage should be ensured near the low point of the curve. 
 
 

K VALUE FOR SAG VERTICAL CURVE 
(Decision Sight Distance – Passenger Car) 

 
Figure 44-3D 
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ELEMENT ABBREVIATION DEFINITION 
Point of Vertical 
Curvature 

PVC 
The point at which a tangent grade ends and 
the vertical curve begins. 

Point of Vertical 
Tangency  

PVT 
The point at which the vertical curve ends and 
the tangent grade begins. 

Point of Vertical 
Intersection 

PVI 
The point where the extension of two tangent 
grades intersect. 

Grade G1, G2 

The rate of slope between two adjacent PVIs 
expressed as a percent.  The numerical value 
for percent of grade is the vertical rise or fall in 
feet for each 100 ft of horizontal distance.  An 
upgrade in the direction of stationing is 
identified as plus (+).  A downgrade is
identified as minus (-). 

External Distance M 
The vertical distance (offset) between the PVI 
and the roadway surface along the vertical 
curve. 

Algebraic Difference 
in Grade 

A 
The value is the deflection in percent between 
two tangent grades. 

Length of 
Vertical Curve  

L 
The horizontal distance in feet from the PVC 
to the PVT. 

 
 

VERTICAL-CURVE DEFINITIONS 
 

Figure 44-3E 
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M = Mid-ordinate, feet 
Z = Any tangent offset, feet 
L = Horizontal length of vertical curve, feet 
X = Horizontal distance from PVC or PVT to any ordinate Z, feet 
G1 and G2 = Rates of grade, expressed algebraically, percent 
 
All expressions are to be calculated algebraically. 
 

 
200

1LG
ElevPVCElevPVI +=  

 

 
( )

200
21 GGLElevPVCElevPVT +

+=  

 

 
( )

800
12 GGLM −

=  

 
For offset Z at distance X from PVC or PVT: 
 

 
22
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

L
XMZ   or  

( )
L

GGXZ
200

12
2 −

=  

 
For slope S, in percent, of a line tangent to any point on the vertical curve at distance X measured 
from the PVC: 
 

 ( )
L

GGXGS 21
1

−
−=  

 
Calculate location and elevation of the high or low point on the curve: 
 

 
21

1

GG
LGX T −

=  

 
Where XT equals the horizontal distance from the PVC to the high or low point on the 
curve, feet. 

 

 
( )
( )12

2
1

200 GG
GLElevPVCElev
−

−=  

 
 

SYMMETRICAL VERTICAL-CURVE EQUATIONS 
 

Figure 44-3F 
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Example 44-3.1
 
Given:  G1 = -1.75% 
  G2 = +2.25% 
  Elev. of PVI = 577.50 
  Station of PVI = 13+80 
  L = 500 ft 
 
Problem: Compute the grade for each 50-ft increment.  Compute the low point station and 

elevation. 
 
Solution: 
 
1. Draw a diagram of the vertical curve and determine the station of the beginning (PVC) and 

the end (PVT) of the curve. 
 
 Beginning Station (PVC) = PVI Sta. – 0.5L = (13+80) – (2+50) = 11+30 
 End Station (PVT) = PVI Sta. + 0.5L = (13+80) + (2+50) = 16+30 
 
2. Solve the vertical curve equations: 
 

 ft = 
800

0(-1.75)]  - [2.25 = 
800

L )G - G( = M 12 50.250  

 
   ( )( )

000
X = 

0025
X =  

L
4MX = 

L/2
X  M= Z

2

2

2 

250,0
5.24 22

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

 
  
 
3. Set up a table to show the vertical curve elevations at the 50-ft increments: 
 

Station Inf. Tangent 
Elevation X X2 Z Grade 

Elevation 

11+30 PVC 581.875 0 0 0 581.875 
11+80  581.000 50 2500 0.100 581.100 
12+30  580.125 100 10000 0.400 581.525 

12+80  579.250 150 22500 1.125 580.375 

13+30  578.385 200 40000 2.000 580.375 

13+80 PVI 577.500 250 62500 3.125 580.625 
14+30  578.675 200 40000 2.000 580.675 
14+80  579.750 150 22500 1.125 580.875 
15+30  580.875 100 10000 0.400 581.275 
15+80  582.000 50 2500 0.100 582.700 
16+30 PVT 583.125 0 0 0 583.125 

 
 
4. Determine low point on curve: 
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PVC from ft = 
4.00-

- = 
2.25 - 1.75-

(-1.75)  = 
G - G

LG = X
21

1
t 75.218875500  

 
 therefore, the station at low point is 
 
 (11+30.00) + (2+18.75) = (13+48.75) 
 
 and the elevation of low point on curve is 
 

( )
( )[ ] 33.580545.1875.581

75.125.2
500875.581

2
1 =

−−
  -  = 

200 
)(-1.75  -  = 

200 )G - G(
GL

 - PVC Elev.
2

12

 

 
 

VERTICAL-CURVE COMPUTATIONS 
(Example 44-3.1) 

 
Figure 44-3G 
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P = Theoretical Point at PVI 
M = Offset from the PVI to the curve, feet 
Z = Any tangent offset, feet 
L = Horizontal length of vertical curve, feet 
L1 = Horizontal distance from PVC to PVI, feet 
L2 = Horizontal distance from PVT to PVI, feet 
X = Horizontal distance from PVC or PVT to any ordinate Z, feet 
G1 and G2 = Rates of grade, expressed algebraically, percent 
 
All expressions to be calculated algebraically, as follows: 
 

 

 

 

 
For offset Z at distance X from PVC: 
 

 
2

1
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

L
XMZ  

 
For offset Z at a distance X from PVT: 
 

 
2

2
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

L
XMZ  

 
The high or low point on curve is calculated as follows: 
 
 If the high or low point occurs on the left portion of the curve: 
 

 
Where XT equals the horizontal distance from the PVC to the high or low point on 
the curve, feet. 

 
 

 
100

L G + ELEVPVC = ELEVPVI 11  

 
100

L G + 
100

L G + ELEVPVC =ELEV PVT 2211  

 ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

100
L G + L G 

L
L + ELEVPVC = ELEVP 22111  

 ( )
2

ELEVPVI -ELEVP = G - G 
L 200

L L = M 12
21 ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛  

 ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
)G - G(

L  G 
L
L = X

21

1

2

1
T  
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 If the high or low point occurs on the right portion of curve: 
 

 
Where XT equals the horizontal distance from the PVC to the high or low point on 
the curve, feet. 

 
 

 
 

UNSYMMETRICAL VERTICAL-CURVE EQUATIONS 
 

Figure 44-3H 

  
( )

( ) ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡

− 200
.

12

2
1

GG
GL 

L
L - ELEVPVC = PtthisofElev

2

1  

 ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
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L  G 
L
L = X T

12

2

1

2  

  
( )

( ) ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡

− 200
.

21

2
2

1

2
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GL 

L
L - ELEVPVT = PtthisofElev  
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TO PASS A VERTICAL CURVE THROUGH A GIVEN POINT P 
 
G1 = Grade In, % 
G2 = Grade Out, % 
A = Algebraic difference in grades, % 
Z = Vertical curve correction at point P, feet 
X = Distance from point P to PVC, feet 
D = Distance from point P to PVI, feet 
L = Length of vertical curve, feet 
 
Given:  G1, G2, D 
 
Find: Length of vertical curve 
 
 
Solution:
 
1. Find algebraic difference in grades: 
 
  A = G2 – G1
 
2. Find vertical curve correction at point P at distance x measured from PVC: 
 

 ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

L 200
G - G X = Z 122  

 
3. From inspection of the above diagram: 
 

  DXL
+=

2
, or  ( )DXL += 2  

 
Substituting 2(X+D) for L and A for (G2-G1) yields: 

 
   ( ) ( ) 04004002 =−+−= DZZXAX
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4. Solve for X given the quadratic equation as follows: 
 

  
2A

ADZ 1600 + Z 160,000  400Z = 
2a

4ac-b b- = X
22 ±±  

Solving for X will result in two answers.  If both answers are positive, there are two 
solutions.  If one answer is negative, it can be eliminated and only one solution exists. 

 
5. Substitute X and D into the equation shown in Step 3 and solve for L. 
 
 Note:  Two positive X values will result in two solutions for L.  Desirably, the 

solution that results in a longer L should be used provided that it satisfies the 
stopping sight distance criteria based on the selected design speed and algebraic 
difference in grades.  See Figures 44-3A and 44-3C). 

 
 

VERTICAL-CURVE COMPUTATIONS 
 

Figure 44-3I 
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Example 44-3.2 
 
Given: Design Speed = 55 mph 
 G1 = -1.5% 
 G2 = +2.0% 
 A  = 3.5% 
 PVI Station = 49+10 
 PVI elevation = 642.10 
 
Problem: At Station 47+46, the new highway must pass under the center of an existing railroad 

which is at elevation 669.00 at the highway centerline.  The railroad bridge that will be 
constructed over the highway will be 4 ft in depth, 20 ft in width and at right angles to 
the highway.  What would be the length of the vertical curve that would provide a 16.5-
ft clearance under the railroad bridge? 

 
Solution: 
 
1. Sketch the problem with known information. 
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Example 44-3.2 (continued) 
 
2. Determine the station where the minimum 16.5-ft vertical clearance will occur (Point P): 
 

From inspection of the sketch, the critical location is on the left side of the railroad bridge.  
The critical station is as follows: 

 
  Sta. P = Bridge Centerline Sta. – ½ (Bridge Width) 
  Sta. P = Sta. (47+46) – ½ (0+20) 
  Sta. P = Sta. 47+36 
 
3. Determine the elevation of Point P: 
 
  Elev. P = Elev. Top of Bridge – Bridge Depth – Clearance 
  Elev. P = 669.00 – 4.00 – 16.5 
  Elev. P = 648.50 
 
4. Determine distance D from Point P to PVI: 
 
  D = STA. PVI – STA. P 
      = (49+10) – (47+36) = 174 ft 
 
5. Determine the tangent elevation at Point P: 

Elev. is 644.71 
 
6. Determine the vertical curve correction Z at Point P: 
 
  Z = Elev. on Curve – Elev. on Tangent 
 
     = 648.50 – 644.71 = 3.79 ft 
 
7. Solve for X using equation from Figure 44-3 I, Step 4: 
 

 

 
8. Using Figure 44-3 I, Step 3, solve for L: 
 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
100

  (-1.5) -  =Elev 17410.642  
 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

100
D G - ElevPVI = Elev 1  

 

2A
ADZ 1600 + Z 2 160,000   Z400 = X ±

 
 

2(3.5)
))(1600(3.5)( + )(160,000)(  )( 400

 = X
2 79.317479.379.3 ±
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  X = 566.24 ft or -133.10 ft [Disregard negative value] 
 
  L = 2(X + D) 
  L = 2(566.24 + 174) 
  L = 1480.48 ft 
 
9. Determine if the solution meets the stopping sight distance for the 55-mph design speed.  

From Figure 44-3C, the K value is 115. 
 
 The algebraic difference in grades is as follows: 
 
  A = G2 – G1 = (+2.0) - (-1.5) = 3.5 
 

From Equation 44-3.2, the minimum length of vertical curve which meets the stopping sight 
distance is as follows: 

 
  L = KA 
     = (115) (3.5) 
     = 402.50 ft 
 

L of 1480.48 ft exceeds 402.50 ft., therefore the desirable stopping sight distance is 
satisfactory. 

 
 

VERTICAL-CURVE COMPUTATIONS 
(Example 44.3-2) 

 
Figure 44-3J 
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Type 
Minimum 

Clearance (ft-in.) 
Freeway Under Bridge 16’-6”  (1.) (2.) 
Arterial Under Bridge 16’-6”  (1.) (3.) 
Collector Under Bridge 14’-6”  (1.) 
Local Road Under Bridge 14’-6”  (1.) 
Roadway under Pedestrian Bridge 17’-6”  (1.) 
Roadway under Traffic Signal 17’-0”  (1.) (4.) 
Railroad under Roadway (Typical) 23’-0”  (5.) 
Roadway under Sign Truss 17’-6”  (1.) 
Non-Motorized-Vehicle-Use 
Facility under Bridge 

10’-0”  (6.) 

 
 
Notes: 
 
1. Value allows 6 in. for future resurfacing. 
 
2. A 14’-6” clearance (including future resurfacing) may be used in an urban area where 

an alternative freeway facility with a 16’-0” clearance is available. 
 
3. In a highly urbanized area, a minimum clearance of 14’-6” (including future 

resurfacing) may be provided if there is at least one route with a 16’-0” clearance. 
 
4. Distance is measured from roadway surface to the bottom of signal at the bottom of the 

back plate or to the mast arm.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
5. See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on a railroad under a roadway. 
 
6. Value allows for clearance of a maintenance or emergency vehicle. 
 
 

MINIMUM VERTICAL CLEARANCE, 
NEW CONSTRUCTION OR RECONSTRUCTION 

 
Figure 44-4A 
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CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE 
 

CROSS-SECTION ELEMENTS 
 
 
Chapter Fifty-three provides numerical criteria for various cross-section elements for a new-
construction or reconstruction project.  Chapters Fifty-four through Fifty-six provide criteria for 
cross-section elements for an existing highway.  This Chapter provides additional guidance which 
should be considered in the design of each cross-section element.  The designer should also review 
the typical cross sections provided in Section 45.8.0. 
 
 
45-1.0  ROADWAY SECTION 
 
45-1.01  Travel Lane 
 
45-1.01(01)  Width 
 
Travel-lane width can vary from 9 ft through 12 ft, depending upon the functional classification, 
traffic volume, design speed, rural or urban location, and project scope of work.  The tables in 
Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six provide specific criteria for travel-lane width for these various 
conditions. 
 
 
45-1.01(02)  Cross Slope 
 
Surface cross slopes are required for the proper drainage of through travel lanes on a tangent 
section.  This reduces the hazard of wet pavement by quickly removing water from the surface, and 
reduces the likelihood of ponding.  On a State highway, the following will apply for a tangent 
roadway section. 
 
1. 2-Lane Highway.  The travelway lane pavement should be crowned at the centerline with a 

cross slope of 2% sloping away from the center. 
 
2. Divided Facility.  For two lanes in each direction, each roadway is crowned at the centerline 

with a cross slope of 2% sloping away from the center.  For three or more lanes in each 
direction, the following will apply. 

 
 a. Three-Lane Section (New Construction or Reconstruction).  The pavement is 
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crowned along the lane edge between the center lane and the lane adjacent to the 
median, with the right two lanes sloping to the outside.  The travel-lanes cross slopes 
should be 2%. 

 
 b. Three-Lane Section (Adding Lanes to Existing Facility).  When adding new lanes 

either in the median or on the outside, the existing roadway crown is maintained.  
The added-travel-lane cross slope direction and rate will be the same as that of the 
adjacent travel lane.  Where three lanes are sloped in the same direction, the third 
lane should be sloped at 3%. 

 
 c. Four-Lane Section.  The travelway pavement should be crowned at the one-way-

roadway centerline (i.e., two lanes on each side) with a cross slope of 2% sloping 
away from the center.  Where three or more lanes are sloped in the same direction, 
the third and fourth lanes should be sloped at 3%. 

 
 d. Existing.  For a roadway with 2-lanes sloped in one direction, increase the overlay 

depth by 3 in. on the inside edge to achieve a uniform 2% cross slope downward 
across both travelway lanes.  For three lanes sloped in one direction, use a 3% cross 
slope for the outside lane.  If the additional lane is to be added in the median, it 
should be sloped at 2% toward the median. 

 
3. Bridge.  For a new or reconstructed bridge, the cross slope will be 2% sloping away from 

the crown and will apply to the entire width from the crown to the face of the railing or curb.  
The crown across the bridge will be in the same location as the approaching roadway.  An 
existing bridge to remain in place may retain an existing cross slope of 1.5%. 

 
For a non-State highway, the travel-lanes cross slopes will vary depending upon the pavement 
surface and local practices.  For a paved surface, the cross slope should be the same as for a State 
highway (2%).  For a non-State facility with an aggregate surface, the cross slope should be 6%. 
 
 
45-1.02  Shoulders or Curb Offsets 
 
45-1.02(01)  Definitions 
 
The following definitions apply. 
 
1. Shoulder.  The portion of the roadway contiguous with the traveled way for accommodation 

of a stopped vehicle, for emergency use, or for lateral support of subbase, base, and surface 
courses. 
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2. Usable-Shoulder Width.  The width of the shoulder that can be used by a driver for 

emergency parking or stopping.  Figure 45-1A illustrates the definition of usable-shoulder 
width. 

 
3. Effective Usable-Shoulder Width.  This width is equal to the usable-shoulder width minus 1 

ft.  However, the effective usable-shoulder width cannot be less than the required paved-
shoulder width. 

 
4. Curb Offset.  The term is used to define the distance between the edge of the travel lane and 

the face of curb. 
 
 
45-1.02(02)  Functions 
 
A shoulder serves many functions.  The wider the shoulder, the greater the benefits, including the 
following: 
 
  1. providing structural lateral support for the travelway; 
 
  2. increasing highway capacity; 
 
  3. encouraging uniform travel speed; 
 
  4. providing space for emergency or discretionary stops; 
 
  5. improving roadside safety by providing more recovery area for a run-off-the-road vehicle; 
 
  6. providing a sense of openness; 
 
  7. improving sight distance around a horizontal curve; 
 
  8. enhancing highway aesthetics; 
 
  9. facilitating maintenance operations (e.g., snow storage); 
 
10. providing additional lateral clearance to a roadside appurtenance (e.g., guardrail, traffic 

signal); 
 
11. facilitating pavement drainage; 
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12. providing space for pedestrian and bicycle use; and 
 
13. providing space for a bus stop. 
 
 
45-1.02(03)  Width 
 
Shoulder width will vary according to functional classification, traffic volume, urban or rural 
location, curbed or uncurbed facility, and project scope of work.  The figures in Chapters Fifty-three 
through Fifty-six provide the paved- and usable-shoulder width criteria for these conditions.  See 
Section 49-5.0 for shoulder width where guardrail is required. 
 
 
45-1.02(04)  Surface Type 
 
For a new or reconstruction project on a State highway, the shoulder will be paved with asphalt or 
concrete.  On a 3R or partial 3R project on a State highway, the shoulder should be paved.  
However, a sealed-aggregate shoulder may be appropriate.  For a non-State highway, the shoulder 
should be paved.  However, a sealed-aggregate or earth surface is acceptable. 
 
 
45-1.02(05)  Cross Slope 
 
The cross slope of the shoulder varies according to the shoulder type and width.  It should be the 
same across the full width of the usable shoulder.  One exception is shown in Section 55-
4.03(02) Item 4.  The figures in Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six provide the cross slopes used 
for each classification.  For a paved shoulder of 4 ft or narrower, the shoulder cross slope should be 
the same as that of the adjacent travel lane.  See Figure 45-1A(1), Paved-Shoulder Cross Slope 
and Pavement Treatment, Tangent Section, with Underdrains; or Figure 45-1A(2), Paved-
Shoulder Cross Slope and Pavement Treatment, Tangent Section, without Underdrains. 
 
The following summarizes INDOT and local public agency practice: 
 
1. Paved.  The cross slope is 4%. 
 
2. Curb Offset.  The curb offset is paved and has the same cross slope as the adjacent travel 

lane, which is 2%. 
 
3. Aggregate.  The cross slope is 4 to 6%. 
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4. Earth.  The cross slope is 6 to 8%. 
 
 
45-1.02(06)  Shoulder Corrugations 
 
Shoulder corrugations should be considered for shoulders only on a roadway designed as a rural 
facility. 
 
The minimum paved width for an outside shoulder to be corrugated is 6 ft.  If guardrail, concrete 
barrier railing, or another type of roadside barrier is adjacent to an outside shoulder, such 
minimum paved width is 7 ft.  The minimum paved width for a median shoulder to be corrugated 
is 4 ft. 
 
Shoulder corrugations should be milled, without regard to the shoulder-pavement material. 
 
 
45-1.03  Auxiliary Lane 
 
An auxiliary lane includes a left- or right-turn lane, acceleration or deceleration lane, or climbing 
lane.  An auxiliary lane should be the same width as the adjacent travel lane, but not less than 1ft 
narrower.  The figures in Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-five provide the specific width criteria 
for an auxiliary lane.  The figures also provide the criteria for shoulder width adjacent to an 
auxiliary lane. 
 
The cross slope for an auxiliary lane should be 1% greater than that of the adjacent through lane. 
 
Chapter Forty-six provides additional information for a two-way left-turn lane. 
 
 
45-1.04  Parking Lane (On-Street) 
 
For an urban-area project, the designer must evaluate the demand for parking.  Such parking needs 
will be accommodated by providing an off-street parking facility.  Chapter Fifty-one provides 
information on the design and layout of an off-street parking facility.  If providing on-street parking 
along an urban street, the designer should evaluate the following. 
 
1. Warrants.  Adjacent land use may create the need to provide on-street parking along an 

urban street.  A parking lane provides convenient access for a motorist to a business or 
residence.  However, on-street parking reduces capacity, impedes traffic flow, may 
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produce undesirable traffic operations, or may increase the accident potential.  Therefore, 
a new parking lane should not be placed along a State highway.  The designer should 
consider removing parking lanes on a State-highway reconstruction (4R) project, 
wherever practical.  Removal of, or revising an existing on-street parking configuration 
will require concurrence from local officials and an official action by INDOT. 

 
2. Configuration.  The two types of on-street parking are parallel and angle parking.  These are 

illustrated in Figure 45-1B.  Parallel parking is the preferred arrangement where street space 
is limited and traffic capacity is a major factor.  Angle parking provides more spaces per 
linear foot than parallel parking, but a greater street width is necessary for this design.  The 
total entrance and exit time for parallel parking exceeds that required for angle parking.  
Parallel parking also requires a vehicle to stop in the travel lane and await an opportunity to 
back into the parking space.  However, the designer should also consider that angle parking 
requires the vehicle to back into the lane of travel where sight distance may be restricted by 
adjacent parked vehicles or where this maneuver may surprise an approaching motorist. 

 
 In selecting the parking configuration, the designer should evaluate the operational 

consequences of the selection.  The designer should consider the backing maneuver required 
with angle parking.  As indicated in Figure 45-1B, the parked car will require a certain 
distance B to back out of its stall.  Whether or not this is a reasonably safe maneuver will 
depend upon the number of lanes in each direction, lane width, operating speed, traffic 
volume during peak hours, parking demand, and turnover rate of parked vehicles. 

 
 On a new-construction project, only parallel parking should be provided.  An existing 

facility with angle parking should be converted to parallel parking.  Changes to existing on-
street parking will require concurrence from local officials and an official action by INDOT. 

 
3. Stall Dimensions.  Figure 45-1B provides the width and length criteria for a parking stall for 

various configurations.  The figure also indicates the number of stalls which can be provided 
for each parking configuration for a given curb length. 

 
The figures in Chapters Fifty-three and Fifty-five provide parking-lane width for parallel 
parking.  For angle parking, the parking lane width will be a combination of A and B as 
shown in Figure 45-1B, exclusive of the through travel lane.  However, in a restricted area, a 
portion of the B dimension may be required for the through travel lane, thereby reducing the 
actual parking-lane width.  Figure 45-1C provides the recommended street width that should 
be considered with on-street parking. 

 
 Section 51-1.03 provides information on parking-stall dimensions for a handicapped parking 

space. 
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4. Cross Slope.  The cross slope of the parking lane will be 1% steeper than that of the adjacent 

travel lane, therefore 3%. 
 
5. Handicapped.  Section 51-1.03 provides the handicapped-accessibility requirements for on-

street parking. 
 
6. Location.  In locating parking spaces, the designer should consider the following. 
 
 a. Parking is prohibited within 20 ft of a crosswalk. 
 

b. Parking should be prohibited within 5 to10 ft of the beginning of the curb radius at a 
mid-block drive entrance. 

 
 c. Parking is prohibited within 50 ft of the nearest rail of a railroad-highway crossing. 
 
 d. Parking is prohibited within 15 ft of a fire hydrant. 
 
 e. Parking is prohibited within 30 ft on the approach leg to an intersection with a 

flashing beacon, stop sign, or traffic control signal.  For a no-control or yield-
controlled intersection, parking is not allowed within the intersection itself. 

 
 f. Parking is prohibited within 20 ft of the near side of a fire station drive entrance, and 

75 ft from the entrance for the opposite side of the street. 
 
 g. Parking is prohibited on a bridge or within a highway tunnel. 
 
 h. Parking is prohibited along the same side or opposite a street excavation or 

obstruction if it would obstruct traffic. 
 
 i. Parking should be prohibited from areas designated by local traffic and enforcement 

regulations (e.g., near a school zone, loading zone, bus stop).  See local ordinances 
for additional information on parking restrictions. 

 
 
45-1.05  Curbs 
 
Curbs are often used on an urban facility to retain the cut slope, control drainage, delineate the 
pavement edge, reduce right-of-way requirements, channelize vehicular movements, and improve 
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aesthetics.  In an urban area, curbs have a major benefit in containing the drainage within the 
pavement area and in channelizing traffic into and out of adjacent properties. 
 
A curbed cross section is an appropriate design option in an outlying suburban or intermediate 
setting, or in an area undergoing or in imminent transition from rural-to-suburban land use, as well 
as in a low-speed or built-up urban setting.  This clarification and latitude to expand opportunities 
for selection of a curbed cross-section is due in part to a desire by INDOT to plan each facility in 
context with existing and planned land-use characteristics. 
 
 
45-1.05(01)  Warrants For a Curbed Section 
 
Selecting a curbed section or uncurbed section depends upon many variables, including vehicular 
speed, urban or rural location, drainage, and construction costs.  The following discusses those 
factors which will determine whether or not a curbed section is warranted. 
 
1. Urban Location.  A curbed section is typically used in a Built-Up urban area due to 

restricted right of way, other constraints, and to better delineate travel lanes or parking lanes 
from pedestrian-use areas. 

 
 A curbed section may be considered in a Suburban or Intermediate location for a design 

speed as high as 55 mph.  The use of a curbed or uncurbed section will be made on a 
project-by-project basis, considering right-of-way constraints, drainage, pedestrian activity, 
channelization needs, drive access control, etc.  This applies to new-construction, 4R, or 3R 
work in each functional classification other than freeway.  The exceptions listed under Item 
2 below for a rural location also apply to a high-speed Suburban facility. 

 
2. Rural Location.  The use of curbs is usually limited to conditions such as the following: 
 
 a. where there is sufficient development along the highway and there is a need to 

channelize traffic into and out of properties; 
 
 b. where it is absolutely necessary to control drainage; 
 
 c. where restricted right-of-way provides insufficient space for roadside ditches; 
 
 d. to lessen property impacts; 
 
 e. to prevent soil erosion; 
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 f. the design speed is 55 mph or lower; or 
 
 g. where otherwise deemed absolutely necessary. 
 
Shoulders may be appropriate in a curbed cross section.  However, it is acceptable practice not to 
provide a shoulder aside a curb for a design speed of 55 mph or lower.  The appropriate figure in 
Chapter Fifty-three, Fifty-four, or Fifty-five shows the shoulder width adjacent to a curb where a 
shoulder is used. 
 
 
45-1.05(02)  Types 
 
There are two types of curbs, sloping and vertical.  A sloping curb has a height of 4 in. or lower with 
a face batter no steeper than approximately one horizontal to one vertical.  A vertical curb has a 
height of up to 6 in. with a face batter steeper than one horizontal to six vertical.  The INDOT 
Standard Drawings illustrate the typical curb sections used by the Department, and provide details 
for these and other curb types. 
 
1. Sloping Curb. 
 
 a. Curb Height of 4 in.  This curb height should be used where a curb is determined to 

be warranted and the design speed is 30 mph or higher.  In a Suburban or 
Intermediate urban location, the curb should be located at the edge of the paved 
shoulder.  The shoulder widths to be used in either of these locations are shown in 
Figures 53-6 through 53-9, and Figures 55-3E through 55-3H. 

 
 b. Curb Height of 3½ in.  This curb height should only be used by a local public 

agency in a residential area where curbs are determined to be warranted.  It should 
not be used on an INDOT-maintained route.  However, it may be used to reconstruct 
a local street disturbed by INDOT-facility construction. 

 
2. Vertical Curb.  A vertical curb is only used on a low-speed, urban Built-Up facility where 

the design speed is 25 mph or lower.  A vertical curb may be used where the design speed 
reaches 45 mph, but only for drainage or curbed-section continuity. 

 
Although a vertical curb may deflect a vehicle at a lower speed, it should not be used in lieu of 
guardrail as protection from an obstruction.  Where vehicular encroachment is permissible, a 
sloping curb should be used. 
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45-1.05(03)  Curb-Type Selection 
 
1. Materials.  Concrete curbs are used.  However, for a project on an existing facility, asphalt 

curbing, not to exceed 4 in. in height, may be used under guardrail to control erosion.  
Asphalt curbing may also be used for a temporary island, temporary median within a 
construction zone, etc.  Where snowplowing operations are conducted, asphalt curbing may 
be subject to severe damage or total removal.  Therefore, it should not be used where 
damage from snowplows can be expected. 

 
2. Speed.  Vertical curbs are used only on a low-speed, urban facility where the design speed is 

45 mph or lower.  Preferably, curbs should not be used along a rural or high-speed urban 
highway with a design speed of 50 mph or higher.  If curbs are deemed necessary, only 
sloping curbs located at the edges of the shoulders should be used on such a high-speed 
facility. 

 
3. Vehicular Encroachment.  Although at a lower speed a vertical curb may deflect a vehicle, it 

should not be used in lieu of guardrail as protection from a hazardous object.  Where 
vehicular encroachment is permissible, a sloping curb should be used. 

 
4. Sidewalk.  Where a sidewalk is present or is to be constructed in an urban area, a curb may 

be used.  Consideration should be given to the type of curb existing or proposed in a similar 
condition within the adjacent geographical area. 

 
5. Island.  Where a divisional or directional island is used, it should be raised and corrugated.  

Section 46-9.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings provide additional information on the 
design and placement of a raised corrugated island. 

 
6. Local Practice.  On a State highway, the designer should strive to meet the prevailing local 

practice where it does not conflict with Department criteria.  Where local practice differs, 
INDOT criteria should prevail.  On a non-State facility, local practice will govern. 

 
 
45-1.05(04)  Design Considerations 
 
The use of a curbed section requires the consideration and implementation of the design 
considerations as follows. 
 
1. Drainage.  Department practice limits the allowable amount of water ponding on the 

roadway.  A closed-drainage system is used with a curbed section.  The hydraulic analysis 
will, among other factors, depend on the curb characteristics.  These include type of material 
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(concrete or asphalt), cross slope leading up to the curb, and shape of the curb face.  It may 
be necessary to prevent the gutter flow from overtopping the curb.  This will affect the 
selected curb height.  See Chapter Thirty-six for the specific criteria and procedure for 
drainage analysis. 

 
The minimum profile grade in a curbed section is ±0.3%.  Additional consideration 
should be given to the minimum grade in a curbed superelevation-transition area to avoid 
drainage problems.  The following criteria will alleviate such problems. 

 
a. A minimum profile grade of ±0.5% should be maintained through a 

superelevation-transition section. 
 

b. A minimum edge of pavement grade of ±0.5% should be maintained through a 
superelevation-transition section.  The equations to be considered for this criterion 
are as follows: 

 
   G ≤ -Δ* - 0.5      [Equation 45-1.1] 
   G ≥ -Δ* + 0.5      [Equation 45-1.2] 
   G ≤ Δ* - 0.5      [Equation 45-1.3] 

G ≥ Δ* + 0.5      [Equation 45-1.4] 

r

d

L
wne

=∆*       [Equation 45-1.5] 

 
where, 

 
G  = profile grade, %; 
Δ* = effective maximum relative gradient, %; 
w  = width of one traffic lane, m (typically 3.6) 
n  = number of lanes rotated; 
ed = design superelevation rate, %; 
Lr = length of superelevation runoff, m. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
EXAMPLE 45-1.01 

 
To illustrate the combined use of the two criteria, consider the following: 

 
  ∆*= 0.65% in the transition section 
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Criterion 1.a. described above excludes a grade between –0.5% and +0.5%. 
 
Criterion 1.b. excludes a grade between -1.15% (via Equation 03-19.1, where G ≤ -0.65 - 
0.5, or -1.15), and -0.15% (via Equation 03-19.2, where G ≥ -0.65 + 0.5, or -0.15). 
 
Also, Criterion 1.b. excludes a grade between +0.15% (via Equation 03-19.3, where G ≤ 
+0.65 - 0.5, or +0.15), and +1.15% (via Equation 03-19.4, where G ≥ +0.65 + 0.5, or 
+1.15). 

 
Therefore, the profile grade within the transition must be outside the range of –1.15% to 
+1.15% in order to satisfy both criteria and provide adequate pavement surface drainage. 

 
See the AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets for more 
information. 

 
2. Cross Slope.  Where an integral curb-and-gutter section is used, the cross slope of the gutter 

is the same as the adjacent pavement surface.  Where a separate curb-and-gutter section is 
used, the gutter-pan cross slope is as shown in Figure 45-1D. 

 
3. Roadside Safety.  The placement of a barrier behind a curb must meet placement and height 

criteria.  Chapter Forty-nine discusses roadside-safety criteria relative to a curb. 
 
4. Future Resurfacing.  The designer should consider the likelihood and depth of a future 

resurfacing course when determining the initial curb height.  For example, the curb height 
may be determined from the sum of the water-overtopping depth (based on a drainage 
analysis) and the future resurfacing depth.  Because milling of the pavement is becoming 
more prevalent, additional curb height may not be a consideration. 

 
5. Parking Considerations.  The curb height next to on-street parking should be 6 in. or less.  

This will allow clearance for the opening of a car door.  The curb height on a street or 
parking lot with diagonal or perpendicular parking should also be limited to 6 in to prevent 
underside vehicle damage. 

 
6. Freeze-Thaw Considerations.  The combined curb-and-gutter design removes the pavement 

joint away from the face of curb.  After several freeze-thaw cycles, a standard curb type may 
become uneven and present an unsightly appearance; therefore, an integral or combined 
curb is preferable. 

 
7. Handicapped Accessibility.  A curb should be designed with a curb ramp at each pedestrian 

crosswalk to provide adequate access for the safe and convenient movement of physically-
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handicapped individuals.  Section 51-1.08 and the INDOT Standard Drawings provide 
details on the design and location of a curb ramp. 

 
 
45-1.06  Sidewalk 
 
A sidewalk is considered an integral part of the urban environment.  In such an area, a traveler 
frequently chooses to make all or part of his or her trip on foot, and a pedestrian desires to use a 
paved surface for the trip.  In a rural area, a sidewalk is less common, but it may have sufficient 
value in a developed rural area, especially in the vicinity of a school, to warrant its construction. 
 
 
45-1.06(01)  Guidelines for Sidewalk Warrant 
 
1. Sidewalk Currently Exists.  Where a sidewalk currently exists and will be disturbed by 

construction, the sidewalk will be reconstructed in kind.  If a bridge with an existing 
pedestrian sidewalk is reconstructed, the sidewalk will be retained. 

 
 If a sidewalk exists only on one side of a State highway or bridge, the project will often 

include the construction of a new sidewalk on the other side.  However, the funding and 
maintenance arrangements will be according to the criteria in Item 5 below. 

 
2. Sidewalk Does Not Currently Exist on Roadway.  The warrant for a sidewalk depends upon 

if the project is inside or outside city limits.  The following provides guidance for each of 
these situations. 

 
a. Project within City Limits.  At the preliminary field check stage, the designer should 

arrange a meeting between the appropriate district personnel and city officials to 
make a collective determination on the need for a sidewalk.  If the city officials 
indicate that a sidewalk is needed and request that it be included as part of the 
project, the project will include the sidewalk.  If Federal-aid funds are used, the 
Department may elect to help pay for the construction of the new sidewalk.  
However, if Federal-aid funds are not used, this will require a reimbursement 
agreement between the State and the city in accordance with Item 5 below.  If the 
city officials indicate that the sidewalk is needed but do not want it included as part 
of the project, the designer should develop the plans so that a graded grassed area is 
provided for a future sidewalk.  The incorporation will be responsible for installing 
the sidewalk in the future. 
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 b. Project outside City Limits (Town or Rural Area).  The Department may install a 
sidewalk if it deems it necessary.  The need for a sidewalk will be determined as 
required for each project.  No numerical warrants are available.  The designer should 
consider providing a sidewalk along a roadway where pedestrians are present or 
would be expected be present if they had a sidewalk available (i.e., a latent demand 
exists such as evidence of a pathway along a highway). 

 
 Once the decision is made to provide a sidewalk along a roadway, the need for a sidewalk 

on both sides of the roadway will be determined as required for each project. 
 
3. Sidewalk Does Not Currently Exist on Bridge.  If a bridge is within the limits of a 

reconstruction (4R) or 3R project and if its bridge deck will be rehabilitated as part of the 
project, a sidewalk will be provided on the bridge if provided on the approach roadway.  If 
the bridge deck will not be rehabilitated as part of the reconstruction or 3R project, it will 
rarely be warranted to perform work solely to provide a sidewalk on the bridge unless a 
sidewalk exists on the approaching roadway. 

 
 Bridge-deck rehabilitation may be the only work on a 3R project.  A sidewalk may be on the 

approach roadway or the approach roadway may be a candidate for a future sidewalk based 
on the discussion in Item 2 above.  If so, a sidewalk should be included as part of the bridge-
deck rehabilitation project. 

 
 Once the decision is made to provide a sidewalk on a bridge, one will be constructed on 

each side, unless there is a justification to place a sidewalk on only one side. 
 
4. Sidewalk Does Not Currently Exist on Underpass.  An underpass may be within the limits 

of a project.  If the approach roadway will have a sidewalk, it will be provided through the 
underpass, unless this would involve unreasonable costs to relocate the bridge substructure.  
A bridge-reconstruction project may involve major work on or the replacement of the bridge 
substructure.  If the bridge passes over a roadway, the designer should consider allowing 
space for the future addition of a sidewalk through the underpass. 

 
 Once the decision is made to provide a sidewalk through an underpass, one will normally be 

constructed along each side of the underpassing roadway, unless there is a justification to 
place a sidewalk on only one side. 

 
5. Funding and Maintenance Considerations.  Sidewalk funding and maintenance 

considerations are dependent upon project location.  The following will apply: 
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 a. City Limits.  For a sidewalk constructed within city limits, the city will be 
responsible for the costs of constructing the sidewalk unless Federal-aid funds are 
used.  The State may then participate.  If totally funded by the city, a reimbursement 
agreement will be required between the Department and the city prior to the project 
letting.  The State will be responsible for the cost of right-of-way acquisition and 
grading required specifically for the sidewalk. 

 
 b. Town or Rural Area.  A new sidewalk constructed in a town or rural area outside of 

city limits may be funded with State or Federal-aid funds.  This includes all costs for 
right-of-way acquisition, grading, and construction. 

 
 c. Bridge.  Regardless of location, the total cost for a sidewalk on a bridge may be 

funded with State or Federal-aid funds. 
 
 
45-1.06(02)  Sidewalk-Design Criteria 
 
In determining the sidewalk design, the designer should consider the following: 
 
1. Width.  A typical sidewalk is 5 ft wide with a 5-ft buffer area between the roadway and 

sidewalk.  If there is no buffer area provided, the sidewalk should be 6 ft wide to 
accommodate any appurtenances which may be included in the sidewalk (see Item 4 below). 

 
A high pedestrian volume may warrant a greater width in, for example, a commercial area or 
school zone.  The designer may conduct a detailed capacity analysis to determine the 
sidewalk width.  Highway Capacity Manual Chapter 13 should be reviewed for this 
analysis. 

 
2. Handicapped Accessibility.  A sidewalk should be in accordance with the handicapped-

accessibility criteria provided in Section 51-1.05(01).  Where this is not practical, the criteria 
in Section 51-1.05(02) may be used. 

 
3. Urban Area.  In a central business district, the entire area between a curb and a building is 

used as a paved sidewalk. 
 
4. Appurtenance.  The designer should consider the impacts of a roadside appurtenance within 

the sidewalk (e.g., fire hydrant, parking meter, utility pole).  These elements will reduce the 
effective usable width because they interfere with pedestrian activity.  Such an appurtenance 
should be placed behind the sidewalk.  If it is placed within the sidewalk, the sidewalk 
should be widened accordingly. 
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5. Cross Slope.  The cross slope is 2%.  If the sidewalk is on an accessible route, the maximum 

cross slope will be 2%.  See Section 51-1.05. 
 
6. Buffer Area.  If the available right of way is sufficient, a buffer area between the curb and 

sidewalk is desirable.  This area provides space for snow storage and allows for a greater 
separation between vehicle and pedestrian.  The buffer area should be at least 5 ft wide to be 
effective and should desirably be wider.  A buffer area may also be used for the placement 
of roadside appurtenances, if necessary.  However, this is undesirable because the proximity 
to the traveled way increases the likelihood of a vehicle/fixed-object accident.  The presence 
of an appurtenance in a buffer area detracts from the appearance of the highway 
environment. 

 
7. Pedestrian Railing on Bridge.  Chapter Fifty-nine provides criteria for where a pedestrian 

railing will be required on a bridge.  Chapter Forty-nine provides information for the 
treatment of a blunt end of a pedestrian railing. 

 
 
45-2.0  MEDIAN 
 
A median is desirable on a highway with 4 or more lanes.  The principal functions of a median are 
as follows: 
 
  1. to provide separation from opposing traffic, 
  2. to prevent undesirable turning movements, 
  3. to provide an area for deceleration and storage of left-turning vehicles, 
  4. to provide an area for storage of a vehicle crossing the mainline at an intersection, 
  5. to facilitate drainage collection, 
  6. to provide an area for snow storage, 
  7. to provide an open green space, 
  8. to provide a recovery area for an out-of-control vehicle, 
  9. to provide a refuge area in case of emergency, 
10. to minimize headlight glare, 
11. to provide an area for pedestrian refuge, or 
12. to provide space for future lanes. 
 
45-2.01  Median Width 
 
The median should be as wide as can be used advantageously.  The median width is measured from 
the edges of the two inside travel lanes and includes the left shoulders or curb offsets.  The design 
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width will depend on the functional classification of the highway, type of median, availability of 
right of way, construction costs, maintenance considerations, acceptable median slopes, the 
anticipated ultimate development of the facility, operations at crossing intersections, and field 
conditions.  The designer should consider the following to determine an appropriate median width. 
 
1. Left Turn.  The need for a left-turn bay should be considered in selecting a median width. 
 
2. Crossing Vehicle.  A median should be approximately 25 ft wide to safely allow a crossing 

passenger vehicle to stop between the two roadways.  Where trucks are commonly present 
(e.g., truck stop), the median width should be increased to allow a truck to stop between 
roadways.  The appropriate design vehicle for determining the median width should be 
chosen based on the actual or anticipated vehicle mix of crossroad or other traffic crossing 
the median. 

 
3. Signalization.  At a signalized intersection, a wide median can lead to inefficient traffic 

operation and may increase crossing time. 
 
4. Median Barriers.  A median barrier may be warranted in a narrow median.  Therefore, the 
median should be wide enough to eliminate the need for a barrier.  See Section 49-4.05. 
 
5. Operations.  Some vehicular maneuvers at an intersection are partially dependent on the 

median width.  These include a U-turn or a turning maneuver at a median opening.  The 
designer should evaluate the likely maneuvers at an intersection and provide a median width 
that will accommodate the selected design vehicle.  See Section 46-8.01 and Item 2 above. 

 
6. Separation.  From a driver’s perspective, a median width of 40 ft physically and 

psychologically separates him or her from the opposing traffic. 
 
7. Uniformity.  A uniform median width is desirable.  However, a variable-width median may 

be advantageous where right of way is restricted, at-grade intersections are widely spaced 
(2500 ft or more), or an independent alignment is practical. 

 
8. Other Elements.  The widths of other roadway cross-section elements should not be reduced 

to provide additional median width. 
 
Section 45-8.0 includes typical roadway cross-section figures which also provide design details for 
a median.  Chapter Fifty-three provides specific numerical criteria for median width on a new-
construction or reconstruction project.  On an existing highway, retaining of the existing median 
width will be determined as required for each project. 
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45-2.02  Median Type 
 
Figure 45-2A illustrates the available median types:  flush, flush with concrete median barrier, 
raised, or depressed.  The following provides additional information on median type. 
 
 
45-2.02(01)  Flush Median 
 
A flush median is used on an urban highway or street.  A flush median should be slightly crowned 
to avoid ponding water in the median area.  However, a flush median with a concrete median barrier 
should be depressed to collect water within a closed-drainage system. 
 
The width for a flush median on an urban street ranges from 4 ft to 16 ft.  If the median width is 16 
ft or less, the designer should consider using a continuous raised corrugated median or a slightly 
mounded median curb with 1 to 2 in. edge height.  A corrugated type of median should be used 
where there is little or no anticipation that a motorist will drive onto the median to make a left turn.  
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide additional details for a corrugated or mounded median.  
To accommodate a left-turn lane, a flush median should be 14 ft wide.  This will allow a 12-ft turn 
lane and a minimum 2-ft separation between a left-turning vehicle and the opposing traffic. 
 
A two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) is also considered a flush median.  The roadway cross section 
with a flush median will allow ultimate development for a TWLTL.  The figures in Chapters Fifty-
three, Fifty-five, or Fifty-six provide the criteria for TWLTL width.  Section 46-5.02 provides 
information on design details for a TWLTL at an intersection. 
 
A flush median with a concrete median barrier may be used on an urban freeway where the right of 
way does not allow for the use of a depressed median.  For a new-construction or complete 
reconstruction project, the minimum width of a flush median for an urban freeway is 25 ft.  This 
allows the use of two 12-ft left shoulders and the width of the concrete median barrier.  On a partial-
reconstruction project, the minimum width may be the existing median width. 
 
 
45-2.02(02)  Raised Median 
 
A raised median is used on an urban highway or street to control access and left turns, and to 
improve the capacity of the facility.  Figure 45-2A illustrates a raised median. 
 
If compared to a flush median, a raised median offer the advantages as follows: 
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1. mid-block left turns are controlled; 
 
2. left-turn channelization can be more effectively delineated if the median is wide enough; 
 
3 a distinct location is available for traffic signs, signals, pedestrian refuge, or snow storage; 
 
4. the median edges are more discernible during and after a snowfall; 
 
5. drainage collection may be improved; and 
 
6. limited physical separation is available. 
 
If compared to a flush median, the disadvantages of a raised median are as follows: 
 
1. it are more expensive to construct and more difficult to maintain; 
 
2. it may need a greater width to serve the same function (e.g., left-turn lane at an intersection) 

because of the raised island and offset between curb and travel lane. 
 
3. adverse vehicular behavior may result upon impact of a curb; 
 
4. prohibiting mid-block left turns may overload a street intersection and may increase the 

number of U-turns; 
 
5. it may complicate the drainage design; and 
 
6. access for an emergency vehicle is restricted. 
 
If a raised median will be used, the designer should consider the following in the design of the 
median: 
 
1. Design Speed.  Because of the possible adverse effect that a curb can have on a vehicular 

behavior if impacted, a raised median should only be used where the design speed is 45 mph 
or lower. 

 
2. Curb Type.  Either a vertical or sloping curb with an edge height of 1 to 2 in. or more may 

be used. 
 
3. Appurtenance.  If practical, the placement of an appurtenance within the median is 

discouraged (e.g., traffic signal pole, light standard). 
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4. Desirable Width.  If practical, the width should be sufficient to allow for the development of 

a channelized left-turn lane.  This yields an 18-ft median width, assuming the following: 
 
 a. a 12-ft turn lane, 
 b. a 2-ft curb offset between the opposing through lane and raised island, and 
 c. a minimum 4-ft raised island. 
 
5. Minimum Width.  The minimum width should be 8 ft.  This assumes a minimum 4-ft raised 

island with 2-ft curb offsets on each side adjacent to the through travel lanes.  In a restricted 
location, a continuous vertical curb may be offset 1 ft, and sloping curb may be offset 0 ft.  
Under this condition, the minimum raised-median width with a vertical curb is 6 ft, and that 
with a sloping curb is 4 ft. 

 
6. Raised Island (Paved).  For a raised island up to 16 ft wide, the island should be paved to 

reduce the maintenance requirements of the median. 
 
7. Raised Island (Landscaped).  For a raised island of 16 ft or wider, the area between the curbs 

is backfilled and landscaped.  However, where there are numerous signs, bridge piers, etc., 
in the island, it may be more economical to pave the raised island to eliminate excessive 
hand mowing. 

 
 
45-2.02(03)  Depressed Median 
 
A depressed median is used where practical on a freeway or other divided rural arterial.  A 
depressed median has better drainage and snow storage characteristics and, therefore, is preferred 
for a major highway.  It provides the driver with a greater sense of comfort and freedom of 
operation.  In the design of a depressed median, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Width.  It should be as wide as practical to allow for the addition of future travel lanes on the 

inside while maintaining a sufficient median width.  See Chapters Fifty-three and Fifty-four. 
 
2. Longitudinal Gradient.  The minimum center longitudinal grade with an unpaved ditch 

should be 0.5%, or, with a paved ditch 0.3%. Under a restricted condition, a minimum grade 
of 0.3% or 0.2%, respectively, may be used. 

 
3. Side Slope.  The side slopes should be 6:1. 
 
4. Ditch.  On new construction, a 4-ft flat-bottom ditch in the center should be considered. 
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5. Drainage Inlet.  A drainage inlet should be designed with the top of the inlet flush with the 

ground or with traversable safety grates on the culvert ends.  See Section 49-3.0 for more 
information. 

 
6. INDOT Standard Drawings. The INDOT Standard Drawings provide additional details and 

layout for a depressed median. 
 
 
45-3.0  ROADSIDE ELEMENTS 
 
45-3.01  Fill Slope 
 
A fill slope is the slope extending outward and downward from the edge of the shoulder to intersect 
the natural ground line.  The slope criterion depend upon the functional classification, fill height, 
urban or rural location, project scope of work, and the presence of curbs.  For new construction, a 
6:1 slope should be used to the edge of the clear zone and, if the slope has not intersected the natural 
ground line at this point, a 3:1 or flatter slope is used to the toe.  Figures 45-3A and 45-3B provide 
the fill-slope criteria. 
 
Although Figures 45-3A and 45-3B provide specific criteria for a fill slope, consideration must be 
given to right-of-way restrictions, utility considerations, and roadside development in determining 
the appropriate fill slope for the site conditions.  If practical, a flatter fill slope than indicated should 
be used. 
 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Grading for guardrail end treatment should not be shown on the 

Typical Cross Section sheet. 
 

 
45-3.02  Cut Slope 
 
45-3.02(01)  Slope Rate 
 
On a facility without curbs, a roadside ditch is provided in a cut slope to control drainage.  Figure 
45-3C provides the criteria for a cut section without a curb.  As indicated in Figure 45-3C, the ditch 
section includes the foreslope, ditch width, and backslope as appropriate for the facility type.  On a 
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facility with curbs, a shelf is provided with a backslope beyond the shelf.  Where a sidewalk is 
present or anticipated in the future, a minimum shelf width of 11 ft should be provided.  This 
provides a 1-ft appurtenance strip behind the sidewalk.  The minimum shelf width without a 
sidewalk or anticipated sidewalk may be 5 ft.  Applicable criteria are provided in Figure 45-3D.  For 
a section with a curb, sidewalk and ditch, the designer should refer to Figure 45-3C for appropriate 
criteria beyond the sidewalk.  The following provides additional information for an earth or rock 
cut. 
 
 
45-3.02(02)  Rock Cut (Backslope) 
 
The backslope for a rock cut should not exceed 1:6.  For a large rock cut, benching of the backslope 
may be required.  Section 18-2.08 provides the benching criteria for a rock cut. 
 
 
45-3.02(03)  Material and Soils Conditions 
 
The designer must ensure that permanent erosion control is considered in the design of a ditch in a 
cut slope.  The Office of Materials Management will review the existing soils conditions to 
determine if additional measures may be required to control erosion (e.g., additional topsoil, special 
plantings, paving).  It will be the designer’s responsibility to consider such recommendations for 
incorporation into the plans.  A longitudinal-ditch slope of 1% or steeper will require sodding.  A 
slope of 3% or steeper will require a paved or riprap lining.  For more information on the design of 
ditch lining, the designer should review Part IV and the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
45-3.02(04)  Roadside Safety 
 
To safely accommodate a run-off-the-road vehicle, the ditch slopes should be as flat as practical.  
Section 49-3.02 provides specific criteria to determine desirable foreslope and backslope 
combinations.  All hazards within the clear zone are to be removed, relocated, made breakaway, or 
shielded.  See Chapter Forty-nine. 
 
 
45-3.02(05)  Hydraulic Design 
 
Part IV discusses the hydraulic design of a roadside ditch.  The depth of the ditch should ensure that 
the flow line for the design discharge (e.g., Q10) will be below the subgrade intercept with the 
foreslope.  The flattest longitudinal grade for an unpaved ditch should be 0.5%.  A flatter 
longitudinal grade of 0.3% may be used under a restricted condition. 
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45-3.03  Reducing the Use of a 2:1 Slope 
 
A slope of 2:1 or steeper should be avoided on an INDOT project unless it is absolutely 
necessary.  Such a slope is extremely difficult to maintain, is susceptible to erosion problems, 
and in some soil types has serious slope-stability problems.  The use of a 2:1 or steeper slope on 
a local-public-agency project will be at the discretion of the local public agency. 
 
The acceptability of using a steeper-than-desirable sideslope differs depending on the project 
design criteria as follows. 
 
 
45-3.03(01)  New-Construction or Reconstruction Project (4R) 
 
On a 4R project which requires additional right of way, the use of a 2:1 slope should be avoided 
wherever possible.  In a deep cut or high fill, the additional right-of-way cost to construct a 3:1 
slope beyond the clear zone is a minor consideration.  If a 2:1 slope appears to be necessary at a 
select location, early geotechnical investigation should be conducted to determine its suitability. 
 
In an urban area with limited or costly right of way, a 2:1 slope is permissible.  An alternative 
such as burying a pipe in a ditch to reduce the slope or constructing a mechanically-steepened 
slope should be evaluated if one of these practices will result in better slope stability.  Another 
alternative is described in Section 36-6.08, which recommends the use of a curb under guardrail 
along the shoulder at the top of a steep slope with high erosion potential.  Details of this practice 
are shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
For an Interstate 4R rehabilitation project, it may not be feasible to upgrade each slope to provide 
the required clear zone due to environmental constraints or right-of-way limitations.  If a slope 
steeper than 3:1 is retained, it should be evaluated to determine if guardrail is warranted using 
the figures shown in Section 49-4.04.  A slope may also be evaluated using the software included 
in the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.  See Section 54-4.0. 
 
The designer must prepare Design Exception Level Two documentation where a 2:1 sideslope is 
proposed on a 4R project.  This should be completed at the grade-review stage.  The 
documentation must include a discussion of the economic or environmental reasons for needing 
a sideslope of 2:1 or steeper. 
 
A slope of 3:1 instead of 2:1 should be used in a rock-cut area.  Most rock is sandstone or shale 
and will not stand vertically.  A backslope of 2:1 should be used only where good slope stability 
or sound rock has been verified. 
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45-3.03(02)  3R Project 
 
The use of a 3:1 slope should be considered as described in Section 55-4.05(10) Item 2.a.  If a 
steeper slope is required, a 2.5:1 slope should be considered before implementing a 2:1 slope.  A 
slope behind guardrail at a corner of a bridge should not be steepened to 2:1, though the slope 
may be completely protected by the guardrail. 
 
A location or situation that may warrant a slope of 2:1 or steeper is as follows: 
 
1. roadway widening that encroaches into a wetland; 
 
2. area with restrictive or costly right of way; or 
 
3. slope at the end of a large culvert, bridge spillslope, or other location where it is desirable 

to protect the slope with riprap. 
 
Where a 2:1 slope is specified, it should be protected with erosion-control blankets and capping 
soils suitable for growing vegetation.  The designer should contact the Production Management 
Division’s landscape architect concerning the possibility of capping a cut or fill slope steeper than 
3:1. 
 
45-4.0  BRIDGE OR UNDERPASS CROSS SECTION 
 
The highway cross section must be carried over or under a bridge, which often requires special 
considerations because of the confining nature of a bridge and its high unit costs.  The bridge or 
underpass section will depend upon the cross section of the approaching roadway, the highway 
functional classification, and the project scope of work. 
 
 
45-4.01  Bridge 
 
The road-design criteria will determine the proper cross section width of the roadway, and the 
bridge design will accommodate the paved approach width across each structure within the project 
limits.  This will provide full continuity of the roadway section for the entire project.  This process 
will, of course, require proper communication between the road designer and bridge designer to 
identify and resolve any problems. 
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The bridge cross section will be determined by the project scope of work.  For new construction or a 
bridge project within the limits of a 4R road project, the criteria provided in Chapter Fifty-three will 
determine the cross section of the bridge.  For a bridge project within the limits of a 3R road project, 
the cross section will be determined from the criteria shown in Chapter Fifty-four or Fifty-five.  
Section 40-6.0 provides project scope-of-work definitions and a map of the State highway system 
with designated 3R and 4R routes.  The following will apply to the cross section of a bridge. 
 
1. Clear-Roadway Width.  Chapter Fifty-three provides criteria for a new-construction project 

and a bridge within the limits of a 4R road project.  Chapters Fifty-four and Fifty-five 
provide criteria for a bridge within the limits of a 3R road project on a freeway or non-
freeway.  For a summary of bridge-width criteria, see Section 59-1.01. 

 
2. Travelway-Width Reduction.  Upon approaching a narrow bridge, the roadway width must 

be reduced to allow it to be accommodated by the bridge.  The travelway-reduction 
transition should be designed using the taper rate shown in Figure 76-2B. 

 
3. Auxiliary Lane.  To determine the additional width needed for an auxiliary lane, the 

following will apply. 
 
 a. Chapter Forty-eight discusses the warrants for and design of an auxiliary lane within 

an interchange.  This may be needed across a bridge, for example, to accommodate 
vehicular weaving within a full-cloverleaf interchange. 

 
 b. Chapter Forty-six discusses warrants for and the design of an auxiliary lane at an 

intersection, including two-way left-turn lane, turning roadway, and exclusive turn 
lane.  This may impact the design width of a structure near an intersection. 

 
 c. Section 44-2.0 discusses the warrants for and design of a climbing lane.  The full 

width of this lane including shoulders will be provided across a structure. 
 
 d. Chapters Fifty-three, Fifty-four and Fifty-five provide the width of an auxiliary lane 

for various project scopes of work (e.g., 3R, 4R) and facility type (e.g., arterial). 
 
4. Cross Slope.  On a tangent section, a new or reconstructed bridge will be constructed with a 

cross slope of 2% sloping away from the crown.  The 2% applies to the entire width from 
the crown to the front face of railing or curb.  The crown across the bridge will be in the 
same location as the approaching roadway’s crown.  An existing bridge to remain in place 
may retain an existing cross slope of 1.5%. 
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 On a superelevated roadway section, a break may be provided between the traveled way and 
the high-side shoulder.  However, on a superelevated bridge, a constant slope at the 
superelevation rate is provided across the entire curb-to-curb or railing-to-railing width of 
the bridge.  This applies to a fully-superelevated section, or a section within a superelevation 
transition. 

 
 The approach roadway will include a shoulder with a cross slope different from that on the 

bridge.  For example, the typical roadway shoulder cross slope on tangent is 4%.  It will be 
necessary to transition the roadway shoulder slope to the bridge deck slope before reaching 
the bridge deck.  The rate of transition should be consistent with the relative longitudinal 
slope used for a superelevation transition.  This is described in Section 43-3.0. 

 
 See Section 59-1.0 for the cross section for a bridge. 
 
5. Median.  Section 45-2.0 discusses the design of a median.  Twin parallel structures will be 

used to carry a median across an overpass.  For a long span with a sufficiently narrow 
median, some economy in substructure costs may be realized by constructing a single 
structure.  Depending on site conditions, a single structure may be more cost effective than 
twin structures where the median width is approximately 30 ft or less on a freeway or 20 ft 
or less on another type of road.  The median width at an overpass will match the median 
width on the approach. 

 
6. Sidewalk.  Section 45-1.06 provides the sidewalk warrants on a bridge.  For design of a 

sidewalk on a bridge, see Chapter Sixty-one. 
 
7. Side Slope.  Section 45-3.0 provides criteria for fill and cut slopes along the roadway.  If it is 

necessary to transition a slope, the transition should be made such that the maximum 
longitudinal slope along the roadside does not exceed 20:1 at a line measured a distance of 
25 ft from the edge of traveled way. 

 
8. Ramp.  For a bridge on an interchange ramp, the full paved width of the ramp should be 

provided across the bridge.  See Section 48-5.0 for criteria on ramp width. 
 
 
45-4.02  Underpass 
 
The cross section of an underpass has a significant impact on the size of the overpassing structure. 
The underpass should be designed as described below. 
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1. Roadway Section.  The full approach-roadway section, including the median width, should 
be provided through the underpass section. 

 
2. Clear Zone.  The roadside clear zone applicable to the approaching roadway section will be 

provided through the underpass.  Section 49-2.0 provides clear-zone criteria, which are a 
function of design speed, traffic volume, highway alignment, and side slopes.  If an auxiliary 
lane is provided through the underpass, this impacts the clear-zone determination.  Section 
49-2.0 discusses the width of a clear zone where an auxiliary lane is present. 

 
3. Travelway-Width Reduction.  Upon approaching a narrow underpass, the roadway width 

should be reduced to allow the roadway to pass under the bridge.  The travelway-reduction 
transition should be designed using the taper rate shown in Figure 76-2B. 

 
4. Sidewalk.  Section 45-1.06 provides the sidewalk warrants through an underpass. 
 
5. Side Slope.  Section 45-4.01 discusses the rate of transition for modifying the rate of a fill or 

cut slope near an underpass. 
 
6. Future Expansion.  In determining the cross-section width of a highway underpass, the road 

designer should also consider the likelihood of future roadway widening.  Widening an 
existing underpass in the future can be expensive.  Therefore, the designer should evaluate 
the potential for further development in the vicinity of the underpass which would 
significantly increase traffic volume.  If appropriate, a reasonable allowance for future 
widening may be made to provide sufficient lateral clearance for additional lanes. 

 
7. Ramp.  For an underpass on an interchange ramp, the full paved width of the ramp including 

shoulders and the clear-zone width should be provided through the underpass.  See Section 
48-5.0 for criteria on ramp width. 

 
 
45-5.0  CHANGE IN ROADWAY CROSS SECTION 
 
The transition from a divided facility to one of only 2 lanes is a complex decision-making area for a 
driver, who may not be expecting the lanes reduction.  Therefore, the designer should use the safest 
criteria practical, whether the transition is permanent or temporary. 
 
The horizontal alignment for a permanent or temporary transition should follow the criteria 
described in Chapter Forty-three.  A temporary connection should be designed as a new facility.  
This includes, but is not limited to, superelevation, transition length, reverse curves, or the tangent 
length between curves. 
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Decision sight distance should be provided to and throughout the transition area.  To achieve this 
objective, the project termini may need to be adjusted. 
 
The following figures illustrate transition design. 
 
1. Figure 45-5A provides the details for a transition from a 2-lane to a 4-lane facility on a 

curve.  The transition may also be designed on a tangent.  The designer must consider the 
design of the horizontal-alignment features.  See Chapter Forty-three. 

 
2. Figure 45-5B provides the details for a split transition from a 4-lane to a 2-lane facility on a 

tangent section. 
 
3. Figure 45-5C provides the details for a split transition from a 4-lane undivided to a 4-lane 

divided facility on a tangent section. 
 
4. Figure 45-5D provides the details for a split transition from a 4-lane undivided to a 5-lane 

TWLTL facility on a tangent section. 
 
 
45-6.0  RIGHT OF WAY 
 
45-6.01  Definitions 
 
The following right-of-way definitions will apply: 
 
1. Permanent Right of Way.  Right of way acquired for permanent ownership by the State for 

an activity which is the responsibility of the State for an indefinite period of time.  The State 
obtains the title to the property.  Permanent right of way is acquired for roadway, utility 
accommodation, fill or cut slopes, etc. 

 
2. Temporary Right of Way.  Right of way required for the legal right of usage by the State to 

serve a specific purpose for a limited period of time.  The period of time is that until a 
project is completed, for building removal until the building is removed, or for 
condemnation until three years beyond December of the anticipated letting year at the time 
of condemnation.  Once the activity is completed, the State yields its legal right of usage and 
returns the land to its original condition as close as practical. 
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3. Right-of-Way Easement.  Right of way required with the perpetual right to construct and 
maintain a public highway and incidental facilities over and across the surface of land.  This 
includes the following: 

 
 a. highway easement (e.g., relocating, cleaning, or repairing a legal ditch); 
 b. utility easement for a private facility (e.g., pipeline, private access road); or 
 c. storm-sewer easement. 
 
4. Perpetual Easement.  Right of way acquired with the perpetual or permanent right to 

construct and maintain an off-road facility such as a sewer line, drainage ditch, or other item 
(except that under the jurisdiction and control of a county drainage board) outside the 
highway or service-area right of way. 

 
 
45-6.02  Width 
 
The minimum right-of-way width will be the sum of the widths of travel lanes, shoulders, median 
(if applicable), ditches, plus that necessary for fill or cut slopes or for roadside clear zones, 
whichever is greater.  The overall right-of-way width should be increased to provide additional 
width for the following. 
 
1. Maintenance.  A 6-ft to 15-ft maintenance area should be provided along each side of the 

roadway to accommodate maintenance equipment at the top or bottom of a cut or fill slope. 
 
2. Utility Corridor.  A utility corridor, for an underground or overhead utility, should be 

provided beyond the roadside clear zone.  Chapter Ten provides additional information on 
the placement of utility lines within the highway right of way. 

 
3. Future Expansion.  The designer should initially consider obtaining sufficient right of way to 

meet the anticipated long-term corridor growth.  This may include obtaining additional right 
of way for the following: 

 
 a. a wider median to allow for the addition of future through travel lanes; 
 b. expansion of an existing interchange; 
 c. a future interchange; or 
 d. expanding an existing 2-lane facility to a 4-lane divided highway. 
 
The right-of-way width should be uniform, but this is not a necessity.  In an urban area, a variable 
width may be necessary due to existing development or varying side slopes.  Embankment heights 
may make it desirable to vary the right-of-way width.  Right-of-way limits will likely have to be 
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adjusted at each intersection or freeway interchange.  Other right-of-way controls to be considered 
are as follows. 
 
1. At a horizontal curve or intersection, additional right of way may be warranted to ensure that 

the necessary sight distances are always available in the future. 
 
2. Where the necessary right-of-way width cannot be reasonably obtained, the designer should 

consider using steeper slopes, revising grades, or using retaining structures. 
 
3. Right-of-way considerations at an interchange are discussed in Chapter Forty-eight. 
 
Chapter Eighty-five provides additional criteria for establishing the right-of-way limits.  The 
designer will coordinate with the Office of Real Estate on the purchase of right of way. 
 
 
45-7.0  FRONTAGE ROAD 
 
45-7.01  General 
 
A frontage road serves numerous functions, depending on the type of facility served and the 
character of the surrounding area.  It may be used to control access to the facility, to function as a 
street serving adjoining property, or to maintain circulation of traffic on each side of the main 
highway.  A frontage road segregates local traffic from the higher-speed through traffic and serves 
drives of residences or commercial establishments along the highway.  A connection between the 
main highway and frontage road, usually provided at a crossroad, furnishes access between the 
through road and adjacent property.  Thus, the through character of the highway is preserved and is 
unaffected by subsequent development along the roadside. 
 
A frontage road may be used with a facility of any functional classification.  It greatest use is 
adjacent to a freeway where its primary function is to distribute and collect traffic between local 
streets and the freeway interchanges.  A frontage road is also desirable along an arterial street in 
either an urban or suburban area. 
 
Despite its advantages, the use of a continuous frontage road on a relatively high-speed arterial 
street with intersections at grade may be undesirable.  At a cross street, the various through and 
turning movements greatly increases the accident potential.  Multiple intersections are also 
vulnerable to wrong-way entrances.  Traffic operations are improved if the frontage road is located a 
considerable distance from the main highway at the intersecting crossroad in order to lengthen the 
spacing between successive intersections along the crossroad.  See Section 45-7.03. 
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A frontage road is parallel to the through roadway.  It may or may not be continuous, and it may be 
provided on one or both sides of the arterial. 
 
For a private frontage or access road, an economic analysis needs to be completed to ensure that the 
construction of the frontage road will be cost effective versus the purchasing of the property. 
 
 
45-7.02  Functional Classification 
 
The design elements of pavement width, cross slope, horizontal or vertical alignment, etc., should 
be provided consistent with the functional operation of the frontage road.  The same considerations 
relative to functional classification, design speed, traffic volume, etc., apply to a frontage road as 
they would to another highway. 
 
For a high-traffic volume, continuous frontage road, the desirable functional classification will be 
one level below that of the main highway classification. 
 
For a low-traffic volume, non-continuous frontage road, the design functional classification should 
be local road or street. 
 
 
45-7.03  Design 
 
45-7.03(01)  Design Elements 
 
The selection of the appropriate design criteria is based on the functional classification of the 
frontage road.  Once the functional classification has been determined, the appropriate design speed, 
lane and shoulder widths, etc., from the figures in Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-five, can be 
selected. 
 
 
45-7.03(02)  One-Way Versus Two-Way Operation 
 
From an operational and safety perspective, a one-way frontage road is preferred to two-way.  A 
one-way operation may inconvenience local traffic to some extent, but the advantages in reducing 
vehicular and pedestrian conflicts at an intersecting street compensates for this inconvenience.  
There is some savings in pavement and right-of-way width.  A two-way frontage road at a high-
traffic volume, at-grade intersection complicates crossing and turning movements.  An off ramp 
(e.g., slip ramp) joining a two-way frontage road should not be used because the potential for 
wrong-way entry is increased. 
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A two-way frontage road may be considered for a partially-developed urban area where the 
adjoining street system is so irregular or so disconnected that one-way operation would introduce 
considerable added travel distance and cause undue inconvenience.  A two-way frontage road may 
also be appropriate for a suburban or rural area where points of access to the through facility from 
the frontage road are widely spaced. 
 
 
45-7.03(03)  Outer Separation 
 
The area between the main highway and a frontage road is the outer separation.  This separation 
functions as a buffer between the through traffic on the main highway and the local traffic on the 
frontage road.  This separation also provides space for shoulders and ramp connections to or from 
the through facility. 
 
The wider the outer separation, the less influence local traffic will have on through traffic.  A wider 
separation lends itself to the landscape treatment and enhances the appearance of both the highway 
and the adjoining property.  The outer separation between the through arterial and the frontage road 
should be 100 ft in a rural area or 60 ft in an urban area.  These distances are measured between the 
edges of the through lanes for the main highway and frontage road.  The intersection of the frontage 
road and crossroad should be 160 ft or more from the intersection of the arterial and crossroad.  This 
lengthens the spacing between successive intersections along the crossroad.  The minimum width of 
outer separation will be that required for the shoulder adjacent to the main highway, the frontage 
road shoulder or offset, and a median barrier. 
 
A substantial width is particularly advantageous at an intersection with a cross street.  A wide outer 
separation minimizes vehicular and pedestrian conflicts.  At an intersection, the outer separation 
should be based on future traffic considerations. 
 
 
45-7.03(04)  Access 
 
The connection between the main highway and the frontage road are an important design element.  
On an arterial with slow-moving traffic and a one-way frontage road, a slip ramp or simple opening 
in a narrow outer separation may work reasonably well.  A slip ramp from a one-way frontage road 
to a freeway is acceptable.  However, a slip ramp from a freeway to a two-way frontage road is 
undesirable as it tends to induce wrong-way entry onto the freeway and may cause crashes at the 
intersection of the ramp and frontage road.  Therefore, on a freeway or other arterial with high 
operating speeds and a two-way frontage road, the access to the freeway should be provided at an 
interchange.  Details for the ramp and frontage road design are provided in Section 48-6.04. 
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45-7.04  Design Considerations for Frontage-Road and Local-Road Intersection 
 
Section 40-8.0 discusses the procedure for processing an exception to an INDOT design criterion.  
These apply to the design of a frontage road. 
 
An existing, reconstructed, or proposed intersection between a frontage road and another facility 
may need to include a relatively restricted horizontal or vertical alignment on the frontage road as it 
approaches the intersection.  Reduced alignment features near an intersection may be used, 
assuming that a prudent driver will reduce speed as the vehicle approaches the intersection with the 
higher-volume facility.  Therefore, reduced alignment features for that portion of the frontage road 
near the intersection may be incorporated if most of the following conditions are met. 
 
1. The frontage road is in a rural area. 
 
2. The road has the appearance of a frontage road. 
 
3. The frontage road does not have a length of over 2500 ft of open-highway conditions that 

could lead a motorist to conclude that he or she is on a through road. 
 
4. The design speed of the frontage road is 50 mph or lower. 
 
5. There is a sufficient tangent length of 500 to 650 ft to allow for placement of advance curve 

warning and intersection signs. 
 
6. The projected AADT on the frontage road must be 750 or less. 
 
7. The intersection approach should be controlled with a stop sign for the foreseeable future. 
 
8. Stopping sight distance for the design speed on the frontage road or the local road is 

available at the approach. 
 
Failure to be in accordance with one of these criteria should not preclude submitting a design 
exception request for reduced alignment features if a valid justification can be presented.  Such 
factors as heavy development along the road; a posted speed limit lower than the design speed; 
adverse impacts to property owners and the environment; stable, but higher than recommended, 
AADT; construction costs; adequate advance signing; and predicted driver reaction to the highway 
alignment should be considered. 
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Paved Shld. 
Width, (ft) 

Shoulder Cross Slope 

≤ 4 2% 1 

> 4 
2% 1 for the 2 ft closest to 
the travel lane, then 4% 

 
Notes: 
1 Where the travel lane tangent cross slope differs from 2%, the shoulder cross slope 
 should match the travel lane cross slope. 
2. The shoulder pavement section should be as described in Section 52-9.02(06). 
 
 

PAVED-SHOULDER CROSS SLOPES, 
TANGENT SECTION, WITH UNDERDRAINS 

 
Figure 45-1A(1) 
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Paved Shld. 
Width, (ft) 

Shoulder Cross Slope 

≤ 4 2% 1 
> 4 4% 

 
Notes: 
1 Where the travel lane tangent cross slope differs from 2%, the shoulder cross slope 
 should match the travel lane cross slope. 
2. The shoulder pavement section should be as described in Section 52-9.02(06). 
 
 

PAVED-SHOULDER CROSS SLOPES, 
TANGENT SECTION, WITHOUT UNDERDRAINS 

 
Figure 45-1A(2) 
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PARKING CONDITION WIDTH (ft) 
No parking on either side of street 32 
Parallel parking on one side 32 
Parallel parking on both sides 40 
Angle parking on one side 52 
Angle parking on one side, parallel on the other 60 
Angle parking on both sides 82 
Parallel parking on both sides, with lane lines 64 
Angle parking on both sides, with lane lines 106 

 
 

DESIRABLE STREET WIDTH WITH ON-STREET PARKING 
 

Figure 45-1C 
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BACKSLOPE (3) FACILITY FORESLOPE DITCH WIDTH (2) 
A B 

Freeway 6:1 1.2 4:1 for 20 ft H ≤ 10 ft; 4:1 
H > 10 ft; 3:1 

Arterial or 
Rural Collector 6:1 1.2 4:1 for 20 ft 3:1 max to top 

Urban Collector Des. 6:1 
Max. 4:1 1.2 4:1 for 4 ft 3:1 max to top 

Rural Local Road 
 V ≥ 50 mph 
 V ≤ 45 mph 

4:1 (max) 
3:1 (max) 

Des. 4 ft 
Min. “V” 

4:1 (max) 
3:1 (max) 

Urban Local Street 3:1 (max) Des. 4 ft 
Min. “V” 3:1 (max) 

 
Notes: 
 
(1) See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 to determine lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 

(2) For a rock cut, see Section 45-8.0.  Figure value may be exceeded where drainage capacity 
or other considerations warrant. 

(3) Value is for earth cut and represents maximum slope.  See Section 45-8.0 for typical rock- 
cut sections. 
 
 

TYPICAL CUT SLOPE 
(Non-Curbed Facility) 

 
Figure 45-3C 
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CHAPTER FIFTY 
 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
 
 
50-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The material provided in this Chapter is intended to provide a methodology to evaluate the cost 
effectiveness of various safety improvement measures at a specific location. 
 
The designer is responsible for ensuring that the design of the project reflects a cost-effective 
expenditure of the available construction funds.  This applies to the design of individual elements 
(e.g., roadway width, intersection, traffic signal, bridge width, or culverts).  The cost-effective 
evaluation will be based on the judgment and subjective analysis of the designer.  A design may 
sometimes warrant an analytical cost-effective evaluation.  This may include, for example, a safety 
improvement project which will be extremely expensive, or a 3R project which is not in accordance 
with the criteria shown in Chapter Fifty-five.  Section 50-2.0 discusses the Department’s cost-
effectiveness procedures. 
 
Value engineering is an important, creative management tool used by the Department to optimize 
expenditures for highways and transportation facilities.  The Department’s value-engineering 
approach is to use a team of individuals from various disciplines who review a project to ensure 
that it meets the desired objectives.  Section 50-3.0 discusses INDOT’s value-engineering program. 
 
 
50-2.0  COST-EFFECTIVE ANALYSES 
 
50-2.01  General 
 
The criteria in this Manual reflect general cost-effective considerations and are applicable to a wide 
range of conditions.  However, because of the need to develop design criteria for widespread 
application, they must inherently assume typical benefits and typical costs that would normally be 
encountered in the selection and design of a project.  What is actually encountered for a specific 
project or site may vary widely in terms of expected benefits and expected costs.  It is therefore 
appropriate to consider the cost-effectiveness of applying the normal design criteria to an individual 
project or site. 
 
The cost-effective analysis will be conducted by the application of engineering judgment.  A 
rough estimate of construction and right-of-way costs is usually available.  The designer has 
likely evaluated the projected traffic volumes, accident history, and the project impacts on right 
of way, the environment, and utility relocation.  Once the designer evaluates the likely benefits 
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and costs of the proposed improvement, it is often obvious whether or not a design element under 
consideration is cost effective.  This approach is the most practical in the interest of time.  
Therefore, engineering judgment will most often be used to conduct the cost-effective analysis. 
 
An analytical cost-effect evaluation may be warranted.  The following discusses the basic types of 
cost-effective methodologies used by INDOT.  For additional information on cost-effective 
methodologies, the user should review NCHRP Synthesis 142 Methods of Cost-Effectiveness 
Analysis for Highway Projects. 
 
The users of any cost-effective methodology should recognize its limitations.  These include the 
following. 
 
1. The research data to establish critical relationships (e.g., an accident-reduction factor for 

flattening a vertical curve) may have questionable validity.  The research may have made 
assumptions which are not universally applicable, or several research studies may have 
yielded conflicting results.  There may be no data available to establish a critical 
relationship. 

 
2. A cost-effective methodology may require significant amounts of data, and it may require 

considerable effort to perform. 
 
3. A cost-effect study can only consider those impacts which are quantifiable and which can be 

assigned a realistic monetary value.  It cannot realistically incorporate the impacts of such 
factors as general design consistency, aesthetics, land values and uses, access, driver 
convenience and comfort, social ramifications, or environmental consequences. 

 
Therefore, the results of a cost-effective analysis should only serve as a tool to the decision maker.  
Despite its analytical approach, there is nonetheless a great deal of subjectivity in the analysis.  The 
final decision must place the results in proper perspective when considering the limitations of the 
cost-effective methodology. 
 
 
50-2.02  User Benefit-Cost Analysis 
 
This approach estimates the total user benefits and costs for a project as a whole or for an 
individual design element within a project.  The methodology considers user benefits such as 
savings in vehicular operation costs, reduced driving time, and reduced accidents.  It considers 
direct project costs such as preliminary engineering, construction, right of way, and maintenance. 
The objective is to compare overall benefits to overall costs to determine the economic feasibility 
of the proposed project or improvement to a specific design element.  The comparison may be 
made by means of economic techniques including present worth, benefit-cost ratio, rate of return, 
or payback period. 
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Many cost-effective methodologies have been developed and many references exist which address 
user benefit-cost analyses.  The standard reference is the AASHTO publication A Manual on User 
Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements.  The publication’s basic approach can 
be summarized as follows: 
 
1. Select Cost Factors.  The Manual provides highway user cost data for a base year of 1975.  

The user of the methodology must select multipliers to convert such data to the year under 
study. 

 
2. Select Economic Study Model.  A method to measure the cash outward and inward flows in 

equivalent dollars by use of a compound interest must be selected.  INDOT has selected a 
discount rate of 4% to calculate present value.  An analysis period (e.g., twenty years for 
new construction) must also be selected (see Section 50-2.03). 

 
3. Estimate Project Costs.  These include construction, right-of-way, and maintenance costs. 
 
4. Calculate Unit User Costs.  The user costs, as a function of traffic characteristics and 

highway geometry, should be estimated for the alternative designs including the do-nothing 
alternative.  User costs include vehicular operating cost, travel time, accident costs, and 
fares. 

 
5. Calculate User Benefits.  The benefits for savings in vehicular operating costs, travel time, 

accident costs, and fares should be estimated. 
 
6. Convert to Annual User Benefits.  It is necessary to convert all benefits to an annual 

amount. 
 
7. Estimate Residual (Salvage) Value.  At the end of a facility’s or design element’s service 

life, some value will likely remain.  This value should be estimated and its worth included 
in the methodology to offset project costs. 

 
8. Determine Present Value.  The stream of user benefits and user costs over the design service 

life must be converted to a present value for comparison between the two. 
 
 
50-2.03  Safety Benefits Based on Accident History 
 
Accident history is usually the best indicator of future accident experience.  Therefore, if the data is 
available and if valid, it is possible to calculate with some precision the cost-effectiveness of a 
proposed highway safety countermeasure.  This approach is applicable to any assessment of the 
safety cost-effectiveness of a design element intended to reduce the frequency and severity of 
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accidents, assuming that the pertinent information is available.  Because accident history can only 
be obtained for an existing facility, the procedures described below are only used for a safety-
improvement project or a 3R safety enhancement.  Section 55-8.0 provides a discussion on how to 
analyze the accident data. 
 
The controlling factor in this analysis is the benefit to cost ratio (B/C).  If the B/C ratio is less than 
1, the proposed improvement is not economically prudent.  If the B/C ratio is 1 or greater, the 
improvement is economically prudent.  If the B/C ratio is less than but very close to 1, the 
secondary benefits resulting from the proposed improvement should be analyzed before abandoning 
the proposed improvement. 
 
The following provides INDOT’s procedure for evaluating the safety benefits of a project 
improvement based on accident history. 
 
 
50-2.03(01)  Definitions 
 
1. Equivalent Uniform Annual Benefit (EUAB).  The projected annual dollar savings 

amortized over the service life of the improvement.  This savings is based on accident 
reduction and other related cost savings. 

 
2. Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost (EUAC).  The projected annual cost amortized over the 

service life of the improvement.  This cost is based on the initial cost, annual maintenance 
cost, and the terminal (salvage) value of the improvement. 

 
3. Net Annual Benefit (NAB).  The difference between the equivalent uniform annual benefit 

and the equivalent uniform annual cost. 
 
4. Capital Recovery Factor (CRF).  The factor used to determine the annual cost with interest 

to recover the capital investment during the expected service life of the improvement for an 
equal payment series. 

 
5. Present-Worth Factor (PWF).  The factor used to determine the present-day value of the 

projected economic benefits during the expected service life of the improvement.  The 
present-worth factor for single payment (PWFSP) is used when determining the present-day 
worth of the terminal value of the improvement.  The present-worth factor for equal 
payment series (PWFEPS) is used when determining the present-day value of the annual 
maintenance costs. 

 
6. Service Life.  The time period that the improvement can reasonably be expected to impact 

accident experience.  The expected service life should reflect this time period and is not 
necessarily the physical life of the improvement. 
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7. Accident Reduction Factor (ARF).  The expected percent reduction in accidents based on 

the type of improvement. 
 
8. Accident Projection Factor (APF).  The factor used to project the number of accidents in a 

given year.  It is assumed to be equal to the factor used to project the increase in AADT.  
Accidents are assumed to increase at the same rate as the AADT. 

 
 
50-2.03(02)  Criteria and Constants 
 
The following criteria and constants should be used in computing the B/C ratio.  Any deviation 
from these criteria or constants should be documented in the project files and, where necessary, an 
informational copy should be furnished to FHWA.  The designer should consider the following: 
 
1. Accident Costs.  To evaluate a project on the same basis, benefits should be computed with 

the accident-cost values shown in Figure 50-2A, Accident Cost Per Accident ($). 
 
2. Service Life.  Figure 50-2B shows service lives of various improvements.  Costs and 

benefits should be based on these time periods. 
 
3. Interest Rate.  An interest rate of 4% should be used.  Figure 50-2C, 4% Interest Factors for 

Annual Compounding Interest, provides the present-worth and capital-recovery factors for a 
4% interest rate. 

 
4. AADT and Accident Projection.  The designer should assume a 2% increase in AADT and 

accidents per year over the previous year, unless better data or method of projection is 
available. 

 
5. Accident Reduction Benefits.  INDOT is currently using ARFs developed by the State of 

Missouri.  These factors are shown in Section 50-2.03(05); see Figure 50-2G, Missouri 
Accident Reduction Factors).  The ARF should be applied to the total number of accidents, 
regardless of the number of people or vehicles involved, when calculating accident 
reduction benefits.  Examples are as follows. 

 
 a. For a two-car property-damage-only accident, use the ARF from Figure 50-2G 

times $3,000, the accident cost from Figure 50-2A, Accident Cost Per Accident ($). 
 
 b. For a two-car accident where one car is property-damaged only and two personal 

injuries occur in the other car, use the ARF from Figure 50-2G times $37,000, the 
accident cost from Figure 50-2A. 
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For an improvement that involves multiple alternates, Equation 50-2.1 should be used to 
calculate the total percent accident reduction for each type of accident. 
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 Where: 
 
 ARPt = total percent accident reduction for multiple improvements 
 
 ARP1 = the largest percentage reduction in accidents of one of the improvements 
 
 ARP2 = the second largest percent reduction in accidents of one of the improvements 
 
 ARP3 = the third largest percentage reduction in accidents of one of the improvements 
 
 For more information on how to determine accident reduction factors, the user should 

review the Institute of Transportation Engineers publication, Selecting and Making 
Highway Safety Improvements, a Self Instructional Text TTC-440. 

 
6. Secondary Benefits.  Secondary benefits, such as improved capacity or other economic 

benefits, will not be included in the final computed B/C ratio of the selected alternate 
solution.  Secondary benefits may be used in the B/C computational ratios of the alternate 
improvements studied in determining the selection of the preferred alternate but should not 
be used for the final B/C ratio. 

 
7. Equivalent Uniform Annual Benefit (EUAB) and Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost 

(EUAC).  A summary of the calculations required to determine EUAB, EUAC, and the B/C 
ratio are shown in Section 50-2.03(03).  Example calculations for determining B/C ratios 
are shown in Section 50-2.03(04). 

 
 
50-2.03(03)  Summary of Steps to Determine the Benefit-Cost Ratio and Net Annual Benefit 
 
The following provides a step-by-step procedure which can be used to compute the B/C ratio and 
the NAB: 
 
1. Collect accident data and identify accident pattern (see Section 55-8.0). 
 
2. Identify the proposed safety improvement (e.g., flatten horizontal or vertical curve, widen 

roadway or bridge width, add exclusive left-turn lane, provide traffic signal). 
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3. Determine the expected service life of the proposed improvement from Figure 50-2B, 
Service Life. 

 
4. Estimate the construction costs and expected annual maintenance costs. 
 
5. Assuming that the accident data will parallel the AADT, estimate accident reduction for 

each severity class and for each year of the service life of the improvement as follows: 
 
 
  ( )( )( )2APFARFNAR a=      (Equation 50-2.2) 
 
 Where: 
 
 AR = Accident reduction by year of service life 
 Na = Number of accidents (from accident data) 

 ARF = Accident reduction factor (from existing records, judgment, or 
   Figure 50-2G) 

 APF2 = Accident projection factor 
 
6. Assign values to accident reductions using data from ARF in Figure 50-2G, Missouri 

Accident Reduction Factors.  Compute the accident reduction benefits as follows: 
 
  ( )( )3ACARARB =       (Equation 50-2.3) 
 
 The result of this step is the gross dollar figure for the total annual benefits for each year of 

the service life of each improvement. 
 
7. Estimate secondary benefits, wherever possible, and include them in the gross benefit figure 

but do not include them in the final B/C computation of the selected alternate. 
 
8. Convert gross benefits from Step 6 above to the EUAB as follows: 
 
 a. Adjust the benefits to the present-day values by multiplying each year’s total benefit, 

from Step 6 above, by the present-worth factor for that year from Figure 50-2C, 4% 
Interest Factors for Annual Compounding Interest. 

 
 b. Add up all of these adjusted benefits. 
 
 c. Multiply the total of the adjusted benefits by the CRF from Figure 50-2C for the last 

year of the improvement's service life. 
 
 d. The formula for the above steps is as follows: 
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   ( )CRFEUAB = (Summation of Yearly-Adjusted Benefits)    (Equation 50-2.4) 
 
9. Convert the gross costs to the EUAC as follows: 
 
 a. Multiply the annual maintenance cost by the present-worth factor for equal payment 

series for the last year of the improvement’s service life to determine the cumulative 
maintenance cost. 

 
 b. Add the initial cost to the total of the cumulative maintenance costs. 
 
 c. Multiply the terminal value by the present-worth factor for single payment for the 

improvement's last service year and subtract that amount from the result of Step 9.c. 
 
 d. Multiply the result of Step 9.d. by the CRF for the improvement's last service year. 
 
 e. The formula for the above steps is as follows: 
 
   ( )( ) ( )[ ]SPEPSacc PWFTPWFMICRFEUAC −+=  (Equation 50-2.5) 
 
  Where: 
 
  CRF  = Capital recovery factor for the last year of the improvement’s service 

life 
  Ic   = Initial cost 
  Mac   = Annual maintenance cost 
  PWF  = Present-worth factor 
  PWFEPS = Present-worth factor (equal-payment series) 
  PWFSP  = Present-worth factor (single payment) 
  T   = Terminal value 
 
10. Calculate the B/C ratio by dividing the EUAB by the EUAC as follows: 
 

 
11. Calculate the NAB by subtracting the EUAC from the EUAB as follows: 
 

 
 

5EUAC
EUAB = B/C  (Equation 50-2.6) 

6EUAC - EUAB = NAB  (Equation 50-2.7) 
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50-2.03(04)  Example Calculations for Benefit-Cost Ratio and Net Annual Benefit 
 
The following are two examples for determining the B/C ratio and the NAB. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Example 50-2.1 
 
Given:  S.R. 62, an Urban Collector 
  Non-freeway 3R Project 
  Horizontal curve which meets the criteria described in Section 55-4.03, but has a 

history of accidents as shown in Figure 50-2D, Accident Summary (Example 50-
2.1). 

 
Problem: Determine if realignment of the horizontal curve will be cost effective 
 
Solution: The following steps from Section 50-2.03(03) apply: 
 
Step 1:  Collect accident data.  The accident data is provided in Figure 50-2D. 
 
Step 2:  Identify the proposed safety improvement.  The selected improvement is to realign 

the horizontal curve. 
 
Step 3:  Determine the service life of improvement.  From Figure 50-2B, Service Life, the 

expected service life for a horizontal alignment change is 20 years. 
 
Step 4:  Estimate initial construction and annual maintenance costs.  From similar projects, 

the construction cost is estimated to be $750,000 with annual maintenance after 
realignment to be $3,000.  After 20 years, the terminal (salvage) value is expected to 
be $20,000. 

 
Step 5:  Estimate the assumed accident reduction for each accident type and for each year of 

service life.  The following will apply. 
 
  a. From Figure 50-2G, the ARF is 50%. 
 

b. The ARF is assumed to be 2% per year; see Section 50-2.03(02) Item 4 and 
Figure 50-2E, Accident Reduction Benefits (Example 50-2.1), column 2. 

 
  c. From Figure 50-2D, the average annual PDO accidents is 5.66 and average 

annual F/I accidents is 2.33. 
 
  d. Using Equation 50-2.2, Figure 50-2E, columns 3 and 4 show the expected 
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number of PDO and F/I accidents to be reduced. 
 
Step 6:  Compute accident reduction benefits.  The following will apply; see Figure 50-2E: 
 
  a. Column 5.  Determine the benefits of the reduced number of PDO accidents 

by multiplying the value in column 3 by $3,000, from Figure 50-2A, 
Accident Cost Per Accident ($), using Equation 50-2.3. 

 
  b. Column 6.  Determine the benefits of the reduced number of F/I accidents by 

multiplying the value in column 4 by $37,000, from Figure 50-2A, using 
Equation 50-2.3. 

 
  c. Column 7.  Determine total benefit of the reduced number of accidents by 

adding columns 5 and 6. 
 
  d. Column 8.  Determine the present-worth factor from Figure 50-2C, 4% 

Interest Factors for Annual Compounding Interest. 
 
  e. Column 9.  Determine the present worth of the benefits from the reduced 

number of accidents by multiplying column 7 by column 8. 
 
  f. Total.  Determine the total yearly benefits by summing the values in column 

9.  The total yearly benefit for this realignment example is $846,958. 
 
Step 7:  Estimate the secondary benefits.  For this example, there are no secondary benefits. 
 
Step 8:  Convert gross benefit from Step 6 to EUAB.  The CRF factor from Figure 50-2C 

for 20 years is 0.0736.  Use Equation 50-2.4 to obtain the following: 
 
   EUAB = 0.0736 x $846,958 = $62,336 
 
Step 9:  Convert gross costs to EUAC.  Using Equation 50-2.5: 
 

 
  Where: 
 
  CRF  = Capital recovery factor for the last year of the improvement’s service 

life = 0.0736 at 20 years (from Figure 50-2C) 
 
  Ic  = Initial cost = $750,000 
 

 $57,529 =4564)] $20,000(0. - 5903)$3,000(13. + [$750,000 x (0.0736) = EUAC  
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  PWFEPS = Present-worth factor for equal-payment series = 13.5903 at 20 years 
(from Figure 50-2C) 

  
  PWFSP  = Present-worth factor for single-payment series = 0.4564 at 20 years 

(from Figure 50-2C) 
 
  Mac  = Annual maintenance cost = $3,000 
 
  T  = Terminal (salvage) value = $20,000 
 
Step 10: Calculate the B/C ratio.  Use Equation 50-2.6 to obtain the following: 

  

 
Step 11: Calculate the NAB.  Use Equation 50-2.7 to obtain the following: 

  

 
Comments: 
 
1. The NAB is a positive value as expected because the B/C ratio is greater than 1.  This 

means that, if the proposed improvement were constructed, the projected annual benefits 
would be $4,807. 

 
2. Because the B/C ratio is greater than 1, this project would be cost effective to construct. 
 
 
Example 50-2.2 
 
Given:  S.R. 62, an Urban Collector 
  Non-freeway 3R Project 
  Horizontal curve which meets the criteria described in Section 55-4.03, but has a 

history of accidents as shown in Figure 50-2D, Accident Summary (Example 50-
2.1). 

 
Problem: Determine if improving the superelevation at the horizontal curve will be cost-

effective. 
 
Solution: The following steps from Section 50-2.03(03) apply. 
 
Step 1:  Collect accident data.  The accident data is provided in Figure 50-2D. 

1.0836 = 
$57,529
$62,336 = 

EUAC
EUAB = Ratio B/C

 

$4,807 = $57,529 - $62,336 = EUAC - EUAB = NAB  
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Step 2:  Identify the proposed safety improvement.  The selected improvement is to improve 

the superelevation on the horizontal curve. 
 
Step 3:  Determine the service life of improvement.  From Figure 50-2B, Service Life, the 

expected service life for horizontal-alignment change is 20 years. 
 
Step 4:  Estimate initial construction and annual maintenance costs.  From similar projects, 

the construction cost is estimated to be $750,000 with annual maintenance after 
realignment to be $3,000.  After 20 years, the terminal (salvage) value is expected to 
be $20,000. 

 
Step 5:  Estimate the assumed accident reduction for each accident type and for each year of 

service life.  The following will apply. 
 
  a. From Figure 50-2G, Missouri Accident Reduction Factors, the ARF is 50%. 

However, because the selected improvement would still have restricted 
horizontal geometry, an ARF of 30% is assumed for these computations. 

 
b. The APF is assumed to be 2% per year; see Section 50-2.03(02) Item 4, and 

Figure 50-2F column 2. 
 
  c. From Figure 50-2D, the average annual PDO accidents is 5.66 and average 

annual F/I accidents is 2.33. 
 

d. Using Equation 50-2.2, and Figure 50-2F columns 3 and 4, Accident 
Reduction Benefits (Example 50-2.2), show the expected number of PDO 
and F/I accidents to be reduced. 

Step 6:  Compute accident reduction benefits.  The following will apply; see Figure 50-2F. 
 
  a. Column 5.  Determine the benefits of the reduced number of PDO accidents 

by multiplying the value in column 3 by $3,000 (from Figure 50-2A) using 
Equation 50-2.3. 

 
  b. Column 6.  Determine the benefits of the reduced number of F/I accidents by 

multiplying the value in column 4 by $37,000 (from Figure 50-2A) using 
Equation 50-2.3. 

 
  c. Column 7.  Determine total benefit of the reduced number of accidents by 

adding columns 5 and 6. 
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  d. Column 8.  Determine the present worth factor from Figure 50-2C, 4% 
Interest Factors for Annual Compounding Interest. 

 
  e. Column 9.  Determine the present worth of the benefits from the reduced 

number of accidents by multiplying column 7 by column 8. 
 
  f. Total.  Determine the total yearly benefits by summing the values in column 

9.  The total yearly benefit for this example is $508,175. 
 
Step 7:  Estimate the secondary benefits.  For this example, there are no secondary benefits. 
 
Step 8:  Convert gross benefit from Step 6 to EUAB.  The CRF factor from Figure 50-2C for 

20 years is 0.0736.  Using Equation 50-2.4, the EUAB is as follows: 
 
  EUAB = 0.0736 x $508,175 = $37,402 
 
Step 9:  Convert gross costs to EUAC.  Using Equation 50-2.5, the EUAB is as follows: 
 

 

  Where: 
 
  CRF  = Capital-recovery factor for the last year of the improvement’s service 

life = 0.0736 at 20 years (from Figure 50-2C) 
 
  Ic  = Initial cost = $750,000 
 
  PWFEPS = Present-worth factor for equal payment series = 13.5903 at 20 years 

(from Figure 50-2C) 
  
  PWFSP  = Present-worth factor for single payment series = 0.4564 at 20 years 

(from Figure 50-2C) 
 
  Mac  = Annual maintenance cost = $3,000 
 
  T  = Terminal (salvage) value = $20,000 
 
Step 10: Calculate the B/C ratio using Equation 50-2.6 as follows: 
 

 

$57,529 =(0.4564)]  $20,000 - (13.5903) $3,000 + [$750,000 x (0.0736) = EUAC  

 
0.6501 = 

$57,529
$37,402 = 

EUAC
EUAB = Ratio B/C
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Step 11: Calculate the NAB using Equation 50-2.7 as follows: 
 

 
Comments: 
 
1. The NAB is a negative value as expected because the B/C ratio is less than 1.  This means 

that, if the proposed improvement were constructed, the projected annual cost would be 
$20,127. 

 
2. Because the B/C ratio is considerably less than one, it will not be economically prudent to 

construct the proposed pavement. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
50-2.03(05)  Accident Reduction Factors 
 
The Department is presently using the accident reduction factors developed by the State of 
Missouri.  These factors are provided in Figure 50-2G. 
 
 
50-2.04  Safety Benefits Based on Accident Potential (Run-off-the-Road Accident) 
 
It is unusual for a roadside site to have a sufficiently high-accident experience to estimate safety 
benefits based on accident history.  They usually occur at random locations along the highway 
roadside.  However, run-off-the-road accidents in total represent a high proportion of highway 
accidents.  Therefore, roadside hazard improvements may be warranted even if a particular site has 
never experienced a hazard. 
 
The AASHTO Roadside Design Guide Appendix A provides a methodology to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of a roadside-safety improvement.  This methodology will assess the potential for a 
given hazard to be struck based on pertinent traffic, highway, and hazard characteristics and will 
allow for the calculation of the cost effectiveness of the alternative countermeasures.  It can be used 
to evaluate individual sites or to evaluate roadside safety for a highway segment (e.g., 1 to 2 miles 
in length).  There is an inherent realization in this approach that a certain number of hazardous 
locations where a treatment is deemed to be cost effective will never experience an accident, and a 
certain number of hazardous locations where a treatment is deemed to be not cost effective will, in 
fact, experience an accident. 
 
The AASHTO methodology establishes the following possible countermeasures in order of 

 $20,127- = $57,529 - $37,402 = EUAC - EUAB = NAB  
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desirability. 
 
1. Remove the roadside hazard. 
 
2. Laterally relocate the hazard to a location where the potential for being struck is acceptable. 
 
3. Reduce the severity of the hazard by making it breakaway or by making it traversable. 
 
4. Shield the hazard with guardrail or crash cushion. 
 
5. Do nothing; i.e., leave the hazard unshielded. 
 
The above procedure permits the determination of which countermeasure is the most cost effective. 
 
Chapter Forty-nine provides the Department’s warrants for guardrail and other safety 
appurtenances.  AASHTO Roadside Design Guide Appendix A in conjunction with the Department 
input data (e.g., accident costs) should be used to determine the appropriate warrant application.  
Section 49-10.0 provides a step-by-step guide on how to use ROADSIDE (i.e., the ROADSIDE 
Computer Software Program for Appendix A). 
 
 
50-3.0  VALUE ENGINEERING 
 
50-3.01  General 
 
Value Engineering (VE) can be defined as a systematic application of recognized techniques, 
applied by a multi-disciplinary team which identifies the function of a product or service; 
establishes a worth for that function; and provides alternative ways to accomplish the necessary 
function reliably, at the lowest overall cost, through the use of creative techniques.  VE is not 
merely a method of cost cutting but a methodology to review alternatives and to suggest choices 
that still provide a reasonable product without reducing its quality.  Value engineering is a proven 
effective tool for both product improvement and design enhancement.  VE can substantially 
improve design and cost-effectiveness of projects, facilities, operations, procedures and other areas 
of the transportation program. 
 
VE uses the team approach to review all aspects of the project:  design, procurement, construction, 
operation, and maintenance.  A VE team is made up of 5 to 7 individuals with a variety of expertise 
to study the major problem areas anticipated within the project (e.g., traffic, right of way, structures, 
soils, materials, construction, design, maintenance).  Due to cost and time constraints, the VE team 
will normally only review 20% of the project elements which account for approximately 80% of a 
project's total cost.  For the greatest benefit, VE should be implemented as early as practical in a 
project’s development.  Figure 50-3A, VE Potential During Life of a Project (Conceptual), 
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illustrates the benefit of how implementing VE early in the project development can provide the 
greatest savings. 
 
 
50-3.02  INDOT Application 
 
Not every project warrants the review of a value-engineering team.  The Department most often 
relies on the designer to implement the VE approach in his or her design.  A large project or a 
project with special design concerns is a prime candidate for review by a value-engineering team.  
Project selection for VE review is determined during the project’s preliminary-engineering-study 
stage. 
 
 
50-3.03  References 
 
For more detailed information on value-engineering techniques and procedures, the user is referred 
to the publications as follows: 
 
1. Value Engineering for Highways, FHWA, Revised October 1983. 
 
2. AASHTO Guidelines for Value Engineering, 1987, AASHTO. 
 
3. Value Engineering in Preconstruction and Construction, NCHRP Synthesis 78, TRB, 

September 1981. 
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Route Type Fatal / Injury * Property Damage Only 
Interstate Route, Rural 75,000 6,500 
Interstate Route, Urban 52,000 6,500 

U.S. or State Route, Rural 78,000 6,500 
U.S. or State Route, Urban 48,000 6,500 

Other Route, Rural 56,500 6,500 
Other Route, Urban 42,500 6,500 

 
  *  This cost includes property-damage cost. 
 
 

ACCIDENT COST PER ACCIDENT 
In 2001 Dollars 

 
Figure 50-2A 
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Code Project Description Service Life 
Intersection Improvement 

10 
11 
12 
13 
19 
1A 
1B 

Channelization, left-turn bay 
Traffic Signalization 
Combination of 10 and 11 
Sight distance improvement 
Other intersection improvement except structures 
Combination of 10 and 19 
Combination of 11, 13, 19 and/or 65 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

Cross Section 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
2A 

Pavement widening, no lanes added 
Lanes added without new median 
Highway divided, new median added 
Shoulder widening or improvement 
Combination of 20 and 23 
Skid treatment, grooving 
Skid treatment, resurfacing 
Flattening or clearing side slopes 
Other cross section or combination of 20-27 
Combination of 20 and 26 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
10 
10 
20 
20 
15 

Structure 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
39 

Widening bridge or major structure 
Replacing bridge or major structure 
New bridge or major structure, except 34 & 51 
Minor structure 
Pedestrian over- or under-crossing 
Other structure 

20 
30 
30 
20 
30 
20 

Alignment 
40 
41 
42 
49 

Horizontal alignment change, except 52 
Vertical alignment change 
Combination of 40 and 41 
Other alignment change 

20 
20 
20 
20 

Railroad Grade Crossing 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
5A 

Add flashing lights 
Eliminate with new or reconstructed grade separation 
Elimination by relocating highway or railroad 
Illumination 
Flashing lights replacing active devices 
Automatic gates replacing signs 
Automatic gates replacing active devices 
Signing and marking 
Crossing-surface treatment 
Other railroad grade crossing 
Combination of 50, 54, 55, 56, 57, or 58 

10 
30 
30 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

 
 

SERVICE LIFE (years) 
 

Figure 50-2B 
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Code Project Description Service Life 

Roadside Appurtenances 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
6A 
6B 
6C 
6D 
6E 
6F 
6G 

Traffic signs 
Breakaway signs or luminaire supports 
Road-edge guardrail 
Median barrier 
Markings or delineators 
Lighting 
Improve drainage structures 
Fencing 
Impact attenuators 
Other roadside appurtenances 
Combination of 60-64 
Combination of 63-64 
Combination of 60 and 62 
Combination of 60 and 64 
Combination of 62 and 69 
Combination of 62, 66, and 69 
Combination of 60 and 63 

6 
10 
10 
15 
2 
15 
20 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
8 
4 
10 
10 
10 

Other Safety Improvement 
90 
99 
9A 
9B 
9C 
9D 
9E 
9F 
9G 
9H 
9I 

Safety provisions for roadside features and appurtenances 
Project not otherwise classified 
Combination of 11, 26, and 69 
Combination of 26 and 66 
Combination of 27, 30, 62, and 99 
Combination of 11 and 60 
Combination of 11 and 64 
Combination of 23, 26, and 62 
Combination of 27, 61, 62, and 64 
Combination of 22, 39, and 65 
Combination of 23, 61, 62, 64, 65, and 66 

20 
20 
10 
15 
20 
8 
6 
15 
10 
20 
15 

 
 

SERVICE LIFE (years) 
 

Figure 50-2B (continued) 
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Single Payment Equal-Payments Series 

Year Compound 
Amount 

Present 
Worth 

Compound 
Amount 

Sinking 
Fund 

Present 
Worth 

Capital 
Recovery 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

1.0400 
1.0816 
1.1249 
1.1699 
1.2167 
1.2653 
1.3159 
1.3686 
1.4233 
1.4802 
1.5395 
1.6010 
1.6651 
1.7317 
1.8009 
1.8730 
1.9479 
2.0258 
2.1068 
2.1911 
2.2788 
2.3699 
2.4647 
2.5633 
2.6658 
2.7725 
2.8834 
2.9987 
3.1187 
3.2434 
3.3731 
3.5081 
3.6484 
3.7943 
3.9461 
4.1039 
4.2681 
4.4388 
4.6164 
4.8010 
4.9931 
5.1928 
5.4005 
5.6165 
5.8412 
6.0748 
6.3178 
6.5705 
6.8333 
7.1067 

0.9615 
0.9246 
0.8890 
0.8548 
0.8219 
0.7903 
0.7599 
0.7307 
0.7026 
0.6756 
0.6496 
0.6246 
0.6006 
0.5775 
0.5553 
0.5339 
0.5134 
0.4936 
0.4746 
0.4564 
0.4388 
0.4220 
0.4057 
0.3901 
0.3751 
0.3607 
0.3468 
0.3335 
0.3207 
0.3083 
0.2965 
0.2851 
0.2741 
0.2636 
0.2534 
0.2437 
0.2343 
0.2253 
0.2166 
0.2083 
0.2003 
0.1926 
0.1852 
0.1780 
0.1712 
0.1646 
0.1583 
0.1522 
0.1463 
0.1407 

1.0000 
2.0400 
3.1216 
4.2465 
5.4163 
6.6330 
7.8983 
9.2142 
10.5828 
12.0061 
13.4864 
15.0258 
16.6268 
18.2919 
20.0236 
21.8245 
23.6975 
25.6454 
27.6712 
29.7781 
31.9692 
34.2480 
36.6179 
39.0826 
41.6459 
44.3117 
47.0842 
49.9676 
52.9663 
56.0849 
59.3283 
62.7015 
66.2095 
69.8579 
73.6522 
77.5983 
81.7022 
85.9703 
90.4091 
95.0255 
99.8265 
104.8196 
110.0124 
115.4129 
121.0294 
126.8706 
132.9454 
139.2632 
145.8337 
152.6671 

1.0000 
0.4902 
0.3203 
0.2355 
0.1846 
0.1508 
0.1266 
0.1085 
0.0945 
0.0833 
0.0741 
0.0666 
0.0601 
0.0547 
0.0499 
0.0458 
0.0422 
0.0390 
0.0361 
0.0336 
0.0313 
0.0292 
0.0273 
0.0256 
0.0240 
0.0226 
0.0212 
0.0200 
0.0189 
0.0178 
0.0169 
0.0159 
0.0151 
0.0143 
0.0136 
0.0129 
0.0122 
0.0116 
0.0111 
0.0105 
0.0100 
0.0095 
0.0091 
0.0087 
0.0083 
0.0079 
0.0075 
0.0072 
0.0069 
0.0066 

0.9615 
1.8861 
2.7751 
3.6299 
4.4518 
5.2421 
6.0021 
6.7327 
7.4353 
8.1109 
8.7605 
9.3851 
9.9856 
10.5631 
11.1184 
11.6523 
12.1657 
12.6593 
13.1339 
13.5903 
14.0292 
14.4511 
14.8568 
15.2470 
15.6221 
15.9828 
16.3296 
16.6631 
16.9837 
17.2920 
17.5885 
17.8736 
18.1476 
18.4112 
18.6646 
18.9083 
19.1426 
19.3679 
19.5845 
19.7928 
19.9931 
20.1856 
20.3708 
20.5488 
20.7200 
20.8847 
21.0429 
21.1951 
21.3415 
21.4822 

1.0400 
0.5302 
0.3603 
0.2755 
0.2246 
0.1908 
0.1666 
0.1485 
0.1345 
0.1233 
0.1141 
0.1066 
0.1001 
0.0947 
0.0899 
0.0858 
0.0822 
0.0790 
0.0761 
0.0736 
0.0713 
0.0692 
0.0673 
0.0656 
0.0640 
0.0626 
0.0612 
0.0600 
0.0589 
0.0578 
0.0569 
0.0559 
0.0551 
0.0543 
0.0536 
0.0529 
0.0522 
0.0516 
0.0511 
0.0505 
0.0500 
0.0495 
0.0491 
0.0487 
0.0483 
0.0479 
0.0475 
0.0472 
0.0469 
0.0466 

4% INTEREST FACTORS FOR ANNUAL COMPOUNDING INTEREST 
Figure 50-2C 

2012



 
Accident Types Accident 

Summary H.O. R.E. R.A. S.S. T.M. Ped. L.C. Other 
PD F/I 

Year 
PD F/I PD F/I PD F/I PD F/I PD F/I PD F/I PD F/I PD F/I 

6 2 1988 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5 3 1989 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
6 2 1990 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Accident Totals 2 1 1 0 0 0 11 5 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 
Average / Year 0.6 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 3.7 1.7 0 0 0 0 1 0.3 0 0 
Sum of Average PD per Year = 5.6 Sum of Average F/I per Year = 2.3 

 
Where: 
 
 PD = Property Damage Only 
 F/I = Fatal/Injury 
 H.O. = Head On 
 R.E. = Rear End 
 R.A. = Right Angle 
 S.S. = Sideswipe 
 T.M. = Turning Movement 
 Ped. = Pedestrian 
 L.C. = Lost Control 

 
 

ACCIDENT SUMMARY 
(Example 50-2.1) 

 
Figure 50-2D 

2012



Accident Reduction Adjusted Benefits ($) 
Service 

Year 
(1) 

APF 
(2) 

PDO 
(3) 

F/I 
(4) 

PDO x 
$3,000 

(5) 

F/I x 
$37,000 

(6) 

Total 
Benefit 

(7) 
PWF 
(8) 

Adjusted 
Benefits 

(9) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1.02 
1.04 
1.06 
1.08 
1.10 
1.13 
1.15 
1.17 
1.20 
1.22 
1.24 
1.27 
1.29 
1.32 
1.35 
1.37 
1.40 
1.43 
1.46 
1.49 

2.89 
2.94 
3.00 
3.06 
3.11 
3.20 
3.25 
3.31 
3.40 
3.45 
3.51 
3.59 
3.65 
3.74 
3.82 
3.88 
3.96 
4.05 
4.13 
4.22 

1.19 
1.21 
1.23 
1.26 
1.28 
1.32 
1.34 
1.36 
1.40 
1.42 
1.44 
1.48 
1.50 
1.54 
1.57 
1.60 
1.63 
1.67 
1.70 
1.74 

8,660 
8,830 
8,999 
9,169 
9,339 
9,594 
9,764 
9,933 
10,188 
10,358 
10,528 
10,782 
10,952 
11,207 
11,462 
11,631 
11,886 
12,141 
12,395 
12,650 

43,967 
44,829 
45,691 
46,553 
47,416 
48,709 
49,571 
50,433 
51,726 
52,588 
53,450 
54,743 
55,605 
56,899 
58,192 
59,054 
60,347 
61,640 
62,933 
64,226 

52,627 
53,659 
54,691 
55,723 
56,755 
58,302 
59,334 
60,366 
61,914 
62,946 
63,978 
65,526 
66,558 
68,105 
69,653 
70,685 
72,233 
73,781 
75,329 
76,877 

0.9615 
0.9246 
0.8890 
0.8548 
0.8219 
0.7903 
0.7599 
0.7307 
0.7026 
0.6756 
0.6496 
0.6246 
0.6006 
0.5775 
0.5553 
0.5339 
0.5134 
0.4936 
0.4746 
0.4564 

50,603 
49,611 
48,620 
47,632 
46,648 
46,077 
45,089 
44,109 
43,500 
42,524 
41,559 
40,927 
39,973 
39,329 
38,676 
37,739 
37,082 
36,420 
35,754 
35,085 

Sum of Average/Yr:  PDO = 5.66;  F/I = 2.33;  APF = 1.02 
Summation of Adjusted Total Yearly Benefits = $846,958 

 
 

ACCIDENT REDUCTION BENEFITS 
(Example 50-2.1) 

 
Figure 50-2E 

2012



Accident Reduction Adjusted Benefits ($) 
Service 

Year 
(1) 

APF 
(2) 

PDO 
(3) 

F/I 
(4) 

PDO x 
$3,000 

(5) 

F/I x 
$37,000 

(6) 

Total 
Benefit 

(7) 
PWF 
(8) 

Adjusted 
Benefits 

(9) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1.02 
1.04 
1.06 
1.08 
1.10 
1.13 
1.15 
1.17 
1.20 
1.22 
1.24 
1.27 
1.29 
1.32 
1.35 
1.37 
1.40 
1.43 
1.46 
1.49 

1.73 
1.77 
1.80 
1.83 
1.87 
1.92 
1.95 
1.99 
2.04 
2.07 
2.11 
2.16 
2.19 
2.24 
2.29 
2.33 
2.38 
2.43 
2.48 
2.53 

0.71 
0.73 
0.74 
0.75 
0.77 
0.79 
0.80 
0.82 
0.84 
0.85 
0.87 
0.89 
0.90 
0.92 
0.94 
0.96 
0.98 
1.00 
1.02 
1.04 

5,196 
5,298 
5,400 
5,502 
5,603 
5,756 
5,858 
5,960 
6,113 
6,215 
6,317 
6,469 
6,571 
6,724 
6,877 
6,979 
7,132 
7,284 
7,437 
7,590 

26,380 
26,898 
27,415 
27,932 
28,449 
29,225 
29,742 
30,260 
31,036 
31,553 
32,070 
32,846 
33,363 
34,139 
34,915 
35,432 
36,208 
36,984 
37,760 
38,536 

31,576 
32,195 
32,814 
33,434 
34,053 
34,981 
35,601 
36,220 
37,148 
37,768 
38,387 
39,315 
39,935 
40,863 
41,792 
42,411 
43,340 
44,269 
45,197 
46,126 

0.9615 
0.9246 
0.8890 
0.8548 
0.8219 
0.7903 
0.7599 
0.7307 
0.7026 
0.6756 
0.6496 
0.6246 
0.6006 
0.5775 
0.5553 
0.5339 
0.5134 
0.4936 
0.4746 
0.4564 

30,362 
29,766 
29,172 
28,579 
27,989 
27,646 
27,053 
26,465 
26,100 
25,514 
24,935 
24,556 
23,984 
23,598 
23,206 
22,644 
22,249 
21,852 
21,453 
21,051 

Sum of Average/Yr:  PDO = 5.66;  F/I = 2.33;  APF = 1.02 
Summation of Adjusted Total Yearly Benefits = $508,175 

 
 

ACCIDENT REDUCTION BENEFITS 
(Example 50-2.2) 

 
Figure 50-2F 
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Pavement 
Markings 

General Pave- 
ment Markings 

     10 20 10   10 10   

Double Yellow 
Center Lines 5              

Right Edge 
Lines 2            25  

Reflectorized 
Raised Pave- 
ment Markers 

5              

No Passing 
Lines 65              

Pavement 
Treatments 

Deslickinga 20 15            50 

Resurfacingc 42 46             

a On two or more lanes; b  Two lanes 
c Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume must be 

< 8,000 AADT 

 
 

MISSOURI ACCIDENT REDUCTION FACTORS 
 

Figure 50-2G 
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Signs  

Upgrade Signs    20 10      10 10   

Overhead 
Lane Signs 

    10  10        

Overhead 
Warning Signs 

    20 20  20 20      

Four-Way 
Stop Signsc 70 ≥67             

Special Curve 
Warning Signs 75              

Minor Leg 
Stop Control 

48b; 
≥38a 

71b; 
≥18a             

Yield Signs ≥59b; 
≥46a 80b             

Directional or 
Warning Signs 
at Intersection 

29b; 
41a 

≥59b; 
≥47a ≥26a  

          

a On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume must be 

<8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Signs (Continued) 

Warning Signs 
and Delineators 
at Intersections 

              

Warning Signs 
on Sections 

14b; 
≥20a 

≥14b;
≥26a 

            

Regulations 

Eliminate 
Parking 32a 3a             

Change Two- 
Way Operation 
to One-Way 

25  
            

Prohibit Turns 40a 39a             

Channelization 

Install Median 
Barriers  ≥61a             

Add Painted/ 
Raised Median 12a              

a      On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c        Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume must 

be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Channelization (Continued) 

Add Left-Turn 
Lane Without 
Signals 

≥19; 
6a 

≥80; 
≥54a      

       

Turn Bay New 
Left Channeli- 
zation at  
Signalized 
Intersection w/ or 
w/o Left-Turn 
Phase 

w/o 
15; 
w/ 
36a 

   20   

       

New Left-Turn 
Channelization 
at Unsignalized 
Intersection 
With Curbs -  
Painted 

C
ur

b 
70

 
Pa

in
t 1

5 

             

Install Two-Way 
Left-Turn 
Lanes 

35 
             

a     On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c      Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume must 

be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Access Control 

Close Median 
Openings 

   100 50 100 50 100       

Relocate Drive    20 20 10 10 10 10      

Signalization 

Install Warning 
Signals  ≥73a             

Flashing Beacons 
(Red-Yellow) 50              

Flashing Beacons 
(All Red) 75              

Flashing Beacons 
at RR Crossing 80              

Advance Warn- 
ing Flashers 30              

a     On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c      Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume 

must be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Signalization (Continued) 

Improve Signals 31 
2a ≥35             

Add Pedestrian 
Signals 

13 
3a 

56 
42             

Add Left-Turn 
Lanes and Signals 27a 1a             

Add Left-Turn 
w/o Turning Lane 39a 57a             

Add Turn-Lane, 
Signal and 
Illumination 

46a 76a            
 

Improve Timing     10 10  10 10  10    

305-mm Lens     10          

Improve Signals 
to Correspond 
to MUTCD 

    20 20 10 20 20   20  
 

a     On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c      Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume 

must be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Signalization (Continued) 

Add Left-Turn 
Lane without 
Signal Turn 
Phase 

≥19
6a 

≥80 
≥54a ≥18a          

  

Modify Signals 27              

Actuate     10 10 20 10 20      

Optically- 
Programmed 
Signals 

   20 10 10  10     
  

Pedestrian 
Phase           60    

Remove Signal     90          

Add Signal     

90 
minus 
1% for 
every 
2000 
vpd 

80       

  

a     On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c      Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume must 

be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Lighting 

Add Lighting            50   

At Intersection: 
  New  
 Upgrading 

 
          75 

50   

At Railroad 
Crossing 

           60   

At Bridge 
Approach 

           50   

At Underpass            10   

Miscellaneous 

Relocate Fixed 
Object 

         60     

Curtail Turning 
Movement 40b 39b             

Realignment 50              

Superelevation 50              

a     On two or more lanes;   b  Two lanes 
c        Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume 

must be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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Miscellaneous (Continued) 

Reconstruction 25              

≥ Rough 
Estimate               

Reconstruction of 
Horiz. And Vert. 
Curves 

50  
            

a     On two or more lanes 
b        Two lanes 
c        Minor street must be 35% or more of total intersection volumes; total intersection volume 

must be < 8,000 AADT 
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Figure 50-2G (Continued) 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-THREE 
 

Geometric Design Tables 
(New Construction/Reconstruction) 

 
 
This chapter provides the Department’s criteria for the design of a new construction or reconstruction 
(4R) project.  The following should be considered in the use of the figures. 
 
1. Project Scope of Work (Freeway).  The geometric design criteria shown in Figure 53-1 apply 

to new construction or complete reconstruction of a freeway.  The Department has adopted 
separate criteria for a 3R project or a partial 4R project on a freeway.  See Chapter Fifty-four. 
Chapters Forty and Fifty-four provide definitions for the freeway-project scope of work, 
which will determine which set of criteria should be used for project design. 

 
2. Project Scope of Work (Non-Freeway).  The geometric design criteria shown in Figures 53-2 

through 53-9 apply to a new construction or reconstruction (4R) project on a non-freeway.  
The Department has adopted separate criteria for the geometric design of a 3R non-freeway 
project.  See Chapter Fifty-five.  Chapter Forty provides definitions for the non-freeway-
project scope of work, which will determine which set of criteria should be used for project 
design. 

 
3. Functional Classification.  The selection of design values depends on the functional 

classification of the highway facility.  This is discussed in Section 40-1.01.  Functional-
classification maps for all public roads are available from the Planning Division. 

 
See Section 40-1.01 for definitions of the functional classifications. 

 
4. Urban Design Subcategories.  Within an urbanized or urban area, the selection of design 

values depends on the design subcategory of the facility.  Separate criteria are provided for 
suburban, intermediate, and built-up subcategories.  These classifications are defined as 
follows. 

 
a. Suburban.  This type of area is located at the fringe of an urbanized or small urban 

area.  The predominant character of the surrounding environment is residential, but it 
may include a considerable number of commercial establishments, especially strip 
development along a suburban arterial.  There may also be a few industrial parks.  On 
a suburban road or street, a motorist has a significant degree of freedom, but 
nonetheless he or she must also devote some of their attention to entering and exiting 
vehicles.  Roadside development is characterized by low to moderate density.  
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Pedestrian activity may or may not be a significant design factor.  Right of way is 
often available for roadway improvements. 

 
A local or collector street is located in a residential area, but may also serve a 
commercial area.  The posted speed limit ranges between 30 and 50 mph.  The 
majority of intersections will have stop or yield control, but there will be an 
occasional traffic signal.  A suburban arterial will have strip commercial 
development and perhaps a few residential properties.  The posted speed limit ranges 
between 35 and 55 mph, and there will usually be a few signalized intersections 
along the arterial. 

 
b. Intermediate.  As the name implies, an intermediate area is between a suburban and a 

built-up area.  The surrounding environment may be either residential, commercial, 
or industrial or a combination of these.  The extent of roadside development will 
have a significant impact on the selected speeds of motorists.  The increasing 
frequency of intersections is also a control on average speed.  Pedestrian activity has 
now become a significant design consideration, and sidewalks and cross walks at 
intersections are common.  The available right of way will restrict the practical extent 
of roadway improvements. 

 
A local or collector street has a posted speed limit ranging between 30 and 45 mph.  
The frequency of signalized intersections has increased substantially if compared to a 
suburban area.  An arterial will have intensive commercial development along its 
roadside.  The posted speed limit ranges between 35 and 50 mph.  Such an arterial 
has several signalized intersections per mile. 

 
c. Built-up.  This type of area refers to the central business district within an urbanized 

or small urban area.  The roadside development has a high density and is often 
commercial.  However, a substantial number of roads and streets pass through a high-
density environment (e.g. apartment complexes, row houses).  Access to property is 
the primary function of the road network.  Pedestrian considerations may be as 
important as vehicular considerations, especially at intersections.  Right of way for 
roadway improvements is usually not available. 

 
Because of the high density of development, the distinction between the functional 
classifications (local, collector, or arterial) becomes less important when considering 
signalization and speeds.  The primary distinction among the three functional classes 
is often the relative traffic volume and, therefore, the number of lanes.  As many as 
half the intersections may be signalized.  The posted speed limit ranges between 25 
and 35 mph. 
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If the area is rural in character (e.g., a sparsely-populated area without a gridlike street 
system), it may be appropriate to use the rural-area design criteria though the facility is 
urban. 

 
5. Rural-Area Figures.  These do not provide design criteria for sub-categories.  However, there 

are many rural facilities which pass through relatively built-up, but unincorporated, areas.  It 
may be inappropriate to use the rural-area design criteria.  The designer may, as an option, 
use the suburban criteria for a functional classification (e.g., arterial) in a relatively built-up 
rural area.  Therefore, if the area is urban in character (e.g., a densely populated area with a 
grid-like street system) it may be appropriate to use the urban-area design criteria even 
though the facility is rural.  This decision will be documented in the Engineer’s Report (see 
Chapter Seven). 

 
6. Cross-Section Elements.  Some of the cross-section elements included in a figure (e.g., 

sidewalk width) are not automatically warranted in the project design.  The values will only 
apply after the decision has been made to include the element in the highway cross section. 

 
7. Manual Section References.  The figures are intended to provide a concise listing of design 

values for easy use.  However, the designer should review the Manual section references for 
greater insight into the design elements. 

 
8. Footnotes.  The figures include many footnotes, which are identified by a number in 

parentheses, e.g., (6).  The information in the footnotes is critical to the proper use of the 
figures. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section Rural Urban 

D
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  Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years 20 Years 
*Design Speed, mph 40-3.0 70 50-70 (1) 
 Access Control 40-5.0 Full Control Full Control 

 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B     Minimum:  C Desirable:  B     Minimum:  C (2) 
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 Travel Lane *Width 45-1.01 12 ft 12 ft 
 Surface Type(3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Shoulder 
*Right Width(4) 45-1.02 Usable:  11 ft      Paved:  10 ft Usable:  11 ft      Paved:  10 ft 
*Left Width(5) 2 Ln: D 8 ft, M 4 ft Paved;  3 Ln:  10 ft Paved 2 Lanes:  4 ft Paved     3 Lanes:  10 ft Paved 
 Surface Type(3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (6) 45-1.01 2% 2% 

 Shoulder (6A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2% 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2% 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

 Auxiliary Lane *Lane Width 45-1.03 12 ft 12 ft 
*Shoulder Width Right:  10 ft (7)     Left:  4 ft Right:  10 ft (7)     Left:  4 ft 

 Median Width  Depressed 45-2.0 Desirable:  100 ft      Minimum:  54.5 ft Desirable:  60 ft 
Minimum:  10 ft for 4 lanes, 54.5 ft for 6 lanes 

 Flush, with CMB Desirable:  30.5 ft      Minimum:  26.5 ft Minimum:  26.5 ft 
 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (8) (8) 

 Side Slopes (9)  Cut 
Foreslope  6:1 (10) 6:1 (10) 
Ditch Width 45-3.0 4 ft (11) 4 ft (11) 
Backslope  4:1 (12) 4:1 (12) 

 Fill 45-3.0 6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 max. to Toe 6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 max. to Toe 
 Median Slopes 45-2.02 Desirable:  8:1     Maximum:  5:1 Desirable:  8:1     Maximum:  5:1 

B
rid

ge
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 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 60 HL-93 (13) HL-93 (13) 
*Clear-Roadway Width 
(14) 45-4.01 Full Paved Approach Width Full Paved Approach Width 

 Existing Bridge 
 to Remain in 
 Place 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 72 HS-20 HS-20 

*Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.01 Travelway Plus 10 ft Rt. & 4 ft Lt. Shoulders Travelway Plus 10 ft Rt. & 4 ft Lt. Shoulders 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Freeway Under 
 (15c) 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (15a) 

44-4.0 

16.5 ft 16.5 ft(15b) 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 16 ft 16 ft (15b) 

 Sign Truss / 
 Pedestrian Bridge (15a) New:  17.5 ft     Existing:  17 ft New:  17.5 ft     Existing:  17 ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Freeway over Railroad (16) Chp. 69 23 ft 23 ft 

 
* Controlling design criterion. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 

(New Construction or Complete Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-1 
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Design Element 
Manual 
Section 

Rural Urban 
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 Design Speed --- 70 mph 50 mph 55 mph 60 mph 70 mph 

*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 730 ft 425 495 ft 570 ft 730 ft 
 Decision Sight Distance (17) 42-2.0 780 ft 910 1030 ft 1150 ft 1410 ft 
*Minimum Radius, e=8% 43-2.0 1640 ft 750 1000 ft 1290 ft 1650 ft 
*Superelevation Rate 43-3.0 emax=8% (18) emax=8% (18) 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (19) (19) 
*Vertical Curvature, 
 K-value 

Crest 
44-3.0 

247 84 114 151 247 
Sag 181 96 115 136 181 

*Maximum Grade (20) 
Level 

44-1.02 
3% 4% 3.5% 3% 3% 

Rolling 4% 5% 4.5% 4% 4% 
 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.0% Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.0% 

 
*  Controlling design criterion:  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
These criteria apply to a route either on or off the National Highway System, regardless of funding source. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 
(New Construction or Complete Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-1 (continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 
(New Construction or Complete Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-1 

 
(1) Design Speed.  A 50 mph design speed may be considered in a restricted urban area. 
 
(2) Level of Service.  A minimum Level of Service of D may be used on an urban reconstruction project. 
 
(3) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the INDOT Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(4) Shoulder Width, Right.  The following will apply. 
 a. The shoulder is paved to the front face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder 

width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. Where the number of trucks exceeds 250 DDHV, a 12-ft width should be used.  If the 12-ft width is used, the usable-shoulder 

width will be 13 ft. 
 c. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 
(5) Shoulder Width, Left.  The following will apply. 
 a. The usable-shoulder width is equal to the paved-shoulder width.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the usable-shoulder 

width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. Where there are 3 or more lanes in one direction and the volume of trucks exceed 250 DDHV, a 12-ft width should be used. 
 c. For a left shoulder of 4 ft or wider, the usable-shoulder width will be 1 ft more than the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(6A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(7) Auxiliary-Lane Shoulder Width, Right.  On a reconstruction project, a 6-ft width may be used. 
 
(8) Clear-Zone Width.  This will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature.  See Section 49-

2.0. 
 
(9) Side Slopes.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see 

Section 49-3.0. 
 
(10) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 
(New Construction or Complete Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-1 (continued) 

 
(11) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0. 
 
(12) Backslope.  For an earth cut of 10 ft or deeper, the first horizontal 20 ft of the backslope will be sloped at a rate of 4:1.  Then, a slope 

rate of 3:1 is normally used to the natural ground line.  See Section 45-3.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The backslope for a 
rock cut will vary according to the height of cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for typical 
rock-cut sections. 

 
(13) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge. 
 a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 b. A State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
 c. A bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck-loading configuration. 
 d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
 
(14) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the 

algebraic sum of the following: 
a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(15) Vertical Clearance, Freeway Under.  The following will apply. 
 a. Table value includes an additional 6 in. allowance for future overlays. 
 b. A 14-ft clearance may be used in an urban area where an alternate freeway facility with a 16-ft clearance is available. 
 c. Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(16) Vertical Clearance, Freeway Over Railroad.  See Chapter 69 for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(17) Decision Sight Distance.  Value is for the avoidance maneuver (speed/path/direction change).  See Section 42-2.0. 
 
(18) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius. 
 
(19) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight 

distance.  Sometimes, the stopping-sight-distance value for a truck should be considered.  See the discussion in Section 43-4.0. 
 
(20) Maximum Grade.  A grade of 1% steeper may be used in a restricted urban area where development precludes the use of a flatter 

grade.  A grade of 1% steeper may also be used for a one-way-roadway downgrade. 
 
(21) For a bridge of 200 ft or longer that is to remain in place, the minimum width of each shoulder is 4 ft.  This requirement does not 

apply to a bridge-deck replacement. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2 Lanes 4 or More Lanes 

 Design-Year Traffic, AADT  40-2.01 < 400 400 ≤ AADT 
< 2000 ≥ 2000 **Undivided Divided 

 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years 20 Years 
*Design Speed, mph (1) 40-3.0 Level:  60 – 70;  Rolling:  50 – 60 60 60-70 
 Access Control 40-5.0 Partial Control / None Partial Control / None 

D
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 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  C Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  C 
*Width 45-1.01 12 ft 12 ft 

 Travel Lane  Typical Surface Type (2) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

*Width Usable 45-1.02 6 ft 8 ft 11 ft (3b) 11 ft (3b) Right: 11 ft (3b) 
Left:    4 ft (3e) 

*Width Paved 45-1.02 4 ft 6 ft 10 ft (3b) 10 ft (3b) Right: 10 ft (3b) 
Left:    4 ft (3e) 

 Shoulder (3) 

 Typical Surface Type (2) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Travel Lane (4) 45-1.01 2% 2%  Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (4A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 
 Lane Width (5) Desirable:  12 ft;  Minimum:  11 ft Desirable:  12 ft;  Minimum:  11 ft  Auxiliary 

 Lane  Shoulder Width (6) 
45-1.03 

Same as Next to Travel Lane Same as Next to Travel Lane 

 Median Width 45-2.0 N/A 0.0 ft Desirable:  80 ft 
Minimum:  16 ft (7) 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (8) (8) 
Foreslope  6:1 (10) 6:1 (10) 
Ditch Width 45-3.0 4 ft (11) 4 ft (11)  Cut 
Backslope  4:1 for 20 ft;  3:1 Max. to Top (12) 4:1 for 20 ft;  3:1 Max. to Top (12)  Side Slopes (9) 

 Fill 
 45-3.0 6:1 to Clear Zone;  3:1 Max. to Toe 6:1 to Clear Zone;  3:1 Max. to Toe 
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 Median Slopes 45-2.02 N/A Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  5:1 
*Structural 
 Capacity Chp. 60 HL-93 (13)  New or 

 Reconstructed 
 Bridge  *Clear-Roadway Width(14) 45-4.01 Full Paved Approach Width 

*Structural 
 Capacity Chp. 72 HS-20  Existing 

 Bridge to 
 Remain in 
 Place *Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.01 Travelway Plus 2 ft on Each Side 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (15) 16.5 ft 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 14 ft 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Arterial Under 

 Sign Truss / 
 Pedestrian Bridge (15) 

44-4.0 

New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17 ft 

B
rid
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**
 

 Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad (16) Chp. 69 23 ft 

* Controlling design criterion.  ** An arterial of 4 or more lanes on a new location should be designed as Divided. 
*** Selection of the cross section and bridge elements is based on the design-year traffic volume irrespective of the design speed. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-2 
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Design Element Manual
Section Rural Arterial 

 Design Speed --- 50 mph 55 mph 60 mph 70 mph 
*Stopping Sight  Distance 42-1.0 425 ft 495 ft 570 ft 730 ft 

Speed / Path / 
Direction 
Change 

750 ft 865 ft 990 ft 1105 ft  Decision Sight 
 Distance 

Stop Maneuver
42-2.0

465 ft 535 ft 610 ft 780 ft 
 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 1835 ft 1985 ft 2135 ft 2480 ft 
 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to
 +3% (20) 

46-
10.0 

P: 630 ft;  SUT: 
780 ft 

P: 730 ft;  SUT: 
890 ft 

P: 840 ft;  SUT: 
1020 ft 

P: 1030 ft;  SUT: 
1240 ft 

*Minimum Radius, e=8% 43-2.0 750 ft 1000 ft 1290 ft 1650 ft 
*Superelevation Rate  43-3.0 emax = 8% (17) 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (18) 

Crest 84 114 151 247 *Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value Sag 

44-3.0
96 115 136 181 

Level 4% 4% 3% 3% *Maximum Grade 
(19) Rolling 

44-
1.02 5% 5% 4% 4% 
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 Minimum Grade 44-
1.03 

Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% 

 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
These criteria apply to a route either on or off the National Highway System, regardless of funding source. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-2 (continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

  
Footnotes to Figure 53-2 

 
(1) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value from the table or the anticipated posted speed limit after 

construction, whichever is greater.  The legal speed limit is 60 mph on a non-posted divided highway. 
 
(2) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the INDOT Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(3) Shoulder.  The following will apply. 
 a. If there are 3 or more lanes in each direction and there is a median barrier, a 10-ft paved shoulder and a 2-ft offset is required. 
 b. For new construction with 2000 ≤ AADT < 5000, this may be 8 ft.  On a reconstruction project, the usable-shoulder width may be 10 

ft, and the paved-shoulder width may be 8 ft. 
 c. The shoulder is paved to the front face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  

See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 d. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 e. If there are 3 or more lanes in each direction, a full-width shoulder, 11 ft usable and 10 ft paved, is desirable. 
 f. If curbs are to be used, the criteria described in Figure 53-6 or 53-7 should be applied. 
 
(4) Cross Slope, Travel Lanes.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place.  Where three or more lanes are 

sloped in the same direction, each successive pair of lanes may have an increased sideslope. 
 
(4A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(5) Auxiliary Lane, Lane Width.  Truck climbing-lane width is 12 ft. 
 
(6) Auxiliary Lane, Shoulder Width.  At a minimum, a 2-ft shoulder may be used adjacent to an auxiliary lane.  At a minimum, the shoulder 

adjacent to a truck climbing lane is 4 ft. 
 
(7) Median Width, Flush.  Value is for new construction.  A median of 25 ft or narrower should be avoided at an intersection.  A median 

wider than 60 ft is undesirable at a signalized intersection or at an intersection that may become signalized in the foreseeable future.   On 
a reconstruction project, the minimum flush-median width is 14 ft for a roadway with left-turn lanes, or 22 ft for a roadway with concrete 
median barrier. 

 
(8) Clear-Zone Width.  This will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature.  See Section 49-2.0. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

Footnotes to Figure 53-2 (continued) 
 
(9) Side Slope.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see 

Section 49-3.0. 
 
(10) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(11) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0. 
 
(12) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See Section 45-

8.0 for typical rock-cut sections. 
 
(13) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply. 

a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 b. A State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 

c. A bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck-loading configuration. 
 d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
 
(14) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic 

sum of the following: 
a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(15) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(16) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(17) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius. 
 
(18) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight 

distance which applies at the site.  Sometimes, the stopping-sight-distance value for a truck will apply.  See the discussion in Section 43-
4.0. 

 
(19) Maximum Grade.  A grade of 1% steeper may be used for a downgrade on a one-way roadway. 
 
(20) Intersection Sight Distance.  For a left turn onto a 2-lane road:  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for value 

for a combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2 Lanes 

 Design-Year Traffic, AADT 40-2.01 < 400 400 ≤ AADT < 1500 1500 ≤ AADT < 2000 > 2000 
 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years (1) 

 Level 35 - 55 50 - 55 50 - 55 60 *Design Speed, mph (2) 
 Rolling 

40-3.0 
30 - 55 35 - 55 35 - 55 50 - 55 

 Access Control 40-5.0 None 
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 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable.:  B;  Minimum:  C 
*Width 45-1.01 D: 12 ft;  M: 10 ft D: 12 ft;  M: 11 ft D: 12 ft;  M: 11 ft (20) 12 ft  Travel Lane 
 Typical Surface Type (3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete 
*Width Usable 45-1.02 4 ft 6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 
*Width Paved 45-1.02 2 ft 4 ft 6 ft 8 ft  Shoulder (4) 
 Typical Surface Type (3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete 
*Travel Lane (5) 45-1.01 2%  Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (5A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

 Lane Width Des:  Same as Through Lanes;  Min:  11 ft Desirable:  12 ft 
Minimum:  11 ft  Auxiliary 

 Lane 
 Shoulder Width (6) 

45-1.03 
Same as Next to Travel Lane 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (7) 
Foreslope  Des:  6:1;  Max:  4:1 (9) 
Ditch Width 45-3.0 4 ft (10)  Cut 
Backslope  4:1 for 20 ft;  3:1 Max. to Top (11) 
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 Side Slopes (8) 

 Fill 45-3.0 Des:  6:1 to Clear Zone;  Max:  3:1 to Toe 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 60 HL-93 (12)  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge *Clear-Roadway Width (13) 45-4.01 Full Paved Approach Width 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 72 HS-15  Existing Bridge 
 to Remain in Place *Clear-Roadway Width (14) 45-4.01 22 ft 22 ft 24 ft 28 ft 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (15) 14.5 ft *Vertical Clearance, 

 Collector Under  Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 

44-4.0 
14 ft 

B
rid
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 Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad (16) Chp. 69 23 ft 

D or Des: Desirable;  M or Min: Minimum 
 
*  Controlling design criterion. 
** Selection of the cross section and bridge elements is based on the design-year traffic volume irrespective of the design speed. 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-3 
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Design Element 
Manual 
Section 

2 Lanes 

 Design Speed  40 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 60 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 305 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 570 ft 

Speed / path / direction change 600 ft 675 ft 750 ft 865 ft 990 ft 
 Decision Sight Distance 

Stop Maneuver 
42-2.0 

330 ft 395 ft 465 ft 535 ft 610 ft 
 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 1470 ft 1625 ft 1835 ft 1985 ft 2135 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (21) 46-10.0 
P: 440 ft 

SUT: 560 ft 
P: 500 ft 

SUT: 630 ft 
P: 630 ft 

SUT: 780 ft 
P: 730 ft 

SUT: 890 ft 
P: 840 ft 

SUT: 1020 ft 
*Minimum Radius, e=8% 43-2.0 410 ft 590 ft 750 ft 1000 ft 1290 ft 
*Superelevation Rate  43-3.0 emax = 8% (17) 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (18) 

Crest 44 61 84 114 151 *Vertical Curvature, 
 K-value Sag 

44-3.0 
64 79 96 115 136 

Level 7% 7% 6% 6% 5% 
*Maximum Grade (19) 

Rolling 
44-1.02 

8% 8% 7% 7% 6% 
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 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.0% 
 
* Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
A deviation from a controlling design criterion should be addressed in an approved design exception. 
 
These criteria apply to each project regardless of funding source. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-3 (continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-3 

 
(1) Design Forecast Year.  If the DHV is less than 100 (based on a 20-year projection) the current AADT may be used for design. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value from the table or the anticipated posted speed limit after 

construction, whichever is higher.  The legal speed limit is 55 mph on a non-posted highway. 
 
(3) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the INDOT Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(4) Shoulder Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. The shoulder is paved to the front face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  

See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
b. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
c. If curbs are to be used, the criteria described in Figure 53-8 should be applied. 

 
(5) Cross Slope, Travel Lanes.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(5A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(6) Auxiliary Lane, Shoulder Width.  At a minimum, a 2-ft width may be used adjacent to an auxiliary lane. 
 
(7) Clear-Zone Width.  This will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature.  See Section 49-2.0. 
 
(8) Side Slope.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see 

Section 49-3.0 
 
(9) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(10) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0. 
 
(11) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See Section 45-

8.0 for typical rock-cut sections. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-3 (continued) 

 
(12) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply. 
 a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 b. A State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
 c. A bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck-loading configuration. 
 d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
 
(13) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic 

sum of the following: 
a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(14) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  Clear-roadway width will be at least equal to the approach traveled-way width or the table 

value, whichever is greater. 
 
(15) Vertical Clearance, Collector Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(16) Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(17) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius. 
 
(18) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight 

distance which applies at the site.  See Section 43-4.0. 
 
(19) Maximum Grade.  For a grade along a longitudinal distance of less than 480 ft (PVT to PVC), a one-way downgrade, or a road with 

AADT < 400, the maximum grade may be up to 2% steeper than the table value. 
 
(20) Use 12 ft if V = 55 mph. 
 
(21) Intersection Sight Distance.  For a left turn onto a 2-lane roadway.  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for 

values for a combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2 Lanes 

Design-Year Traffic, AADT 40-2.01 < 400 400 ≤ AADT < 1500 1500 ≤ AADT < 
2000 ≥ 2000 

 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years (2) 
 Level 35 – 55 50 - 55 50 - 55 60 *Design Speed, mph (3) 
 Rolling 

40-3.0 
30 - 55 35 - 55 35 - 55 50 - 55 

 Access Control 40-5.0 None 
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 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  C 
*Width (4) 45-1.01 10 ft (4a) 11 ft 11 ft (4b) 12 ft  Travel Lane 
 Typical Surface Type Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete 

*Width Usable 45-1.02 Des:  4 ft 
Min:  2 ft (5) 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  4 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  6 ft 

Des:  10 ft 
Min:  8 ft 

*Width Paved, optional 45-1.02 2 ft 4 ft 6 ft 8 ft  Shoulder 

 Typical Surface Type Chp. 52 Asphalt / Aggregate / Earth 
*Travel Lane (6) 45-1.01 2% 

 Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (6A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft:  2%;  Paved Width > 4 ft:  4% - 6% Asphalt; 

6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 

 Lane Width 10 ft Desirable:   11 ft 
Minimum:   10 ft 

Desirable:  12 ft 
Minimum:  10 ft  Auxiliary Lane 

 Shoulder Width 
45-1.03 

Desirable:  Same as Next to Travel Lane;  Minimum:  2 ft 
 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (7) 

Foreslope  Des:  6:1;  Max:  4:1 (9) 
Ditch Width 45-3.0 4 ft (10)  Cut 
Backslope  4:1 for 20 ft;  3:1 Max. to Top (11) 
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 Side Slopes (8) 

 Fill 45-3.0 Des:  6:1 to Clear Zone;  Max:  3:1 to Toe 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 60 HL-93 (11A)  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge *Clear-Roadway Width (12) 45-4.01 Travelway + 4 ft Travelway + 6 ft Travelway + 8 ft Full Paved 

Approach Width 
*Structural Capacity Chp. 72 HS-15  Existing Bridge 

 to Remain in Place *Clear-Roadway Width (13) 45-4.01 22 ft 22 ft 24 ft 28 ft 
 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (14) 14.5 ft *Vertical Clearance, 

 Collector Under  Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 

44-4.0 
14 ft 

B
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 Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad (15) Chp. 69 23 ft 

Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
 
*  Controlling design criterion. 
** Selection of the cross section and bridge elements is based on the design-year traffic volume irrespective of the design speed. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-4 
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Design Element 
Manual 
Section 

2 Lanes 

 Design Speed  30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 60 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 570 ft 

Speed / path / direction change 450 ft 525 ft 675 ft 750 ft 865 ft 990 ft 
 Decision Sight Distance 

Stop Maneuver 
42-2.0 

220 ft 275 ft 395 ft 465 ft 535 ft 610 ft 
 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 1090 ft 1280 ft 1625 ft 1835 ft 1985 ft 2135 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (19) 46-10.0 
P: 330 ft 

SUT: 420 ft 
P: 390 ft 

SUT: 490 ft 
P: 500 ft 

SUT: 630 ft 
P: 630 ft 

SUT: 780 ft 
P: 730 ft 

SUT: 890 ft 
P: 840 ft 

SUT: 1020 ft
*Minimum Radius, e=8% 43-2.0 270 ft 410 ft 590 ft 750 ft 1000 ft 1290 ft 
*Superelevation Rate 43-3.0 emax = 8% (16) 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (17) 

Crest 19 29 61 84 114 151 *Vertical 
 Curvature, K-value Sag 

44-3.0 
37 49 79 96 115 136 

Level 7% 7% 6% 6% 5.5% 5% 
*Maximum Grade (18) 

Rolling 
44-1.02 

9% 8% 7% 7% 6.5% 6% 
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 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% 
 
* Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
A deviation from a controlling design criterion should be addressed in an approved design exception. 
 
These criteria apply only to a federal-aid project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-4 (continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-4 

(1) (Blank.) 
 
(2) (Blank.) 
 
(3) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value or the anticipated posted speed limit after construction, 

whichever is greater.  The legal speed limit is 55 mph on a non-posted highway. 
 
(4) Travel-Lane Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. Use an 11-ft width if the design speed is 55 mph. 
 b. Use a 12-ft width if the design speed is 55 mph. 
 
(5) Shoulder Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. If guardrail is required, the minimum width is 4 ft. 
 b. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 c. If curbs are to be used, the criteria described in Figure 53-8 should be applied. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lanes.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(6A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(7) Clear-Zone Width.  This will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature.  See Section 49-2.0. 
 
(8) Side Slope.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see 

Section 49-3.0. 
 
(9) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(10) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0 
 
(11) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See Section 45-

8.0 for typical rock-cut sections. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Footnotes to Figure 53-4 (continued) 
 
(11A)Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 
(12) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic 

sum of the following: 
a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(13) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  Clear-roadway width will be at least equal to the approach traveled-way width or the table 

value, whichever is greater.  For a bridge longer than 100 ft, the value does not apply.  The acceptability of such a bridge will be assessed 
individually. 

 
(14) Vertical Clearance, Collector Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(15) Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(16) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius. 
 
(17) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight 

distance which applies at the site.  See Section 43-4.0. 
 
(18) Maximum Grade.  For a grade along a longitudinal distance of less than 480 ft (PVT to PVC), a one-way downgrade, or a road with 

AADT < 400, the maximum grade may be up to 2% steeper than the table value. 
 
(19) Intersection Sight Distance.  For a left turn onto a 2-lane roadway:  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for 
value for a combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2 Lanes 

 Design-Year Traffic, AADT 40-2.01 < 50 50 ≤ AADT 
< 250 

250 ≤ AADT 
< 400 

400 ≤ AADT 
< 1500 

1500 ≤ AADT 
< 2000 ≥ 2000 

 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 years 
 Level 30 – 55 30 – 55 35 – 55 50 – 55 50 – 55 50 – 55 *Design Speed, mph (3) 
 Rolling 

40-3.0 
30 – 55 30 – 55 30 – 55 35 – 55 35 – 55 35 – 55 

 Access Control 40-5.0 None 
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 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D 
*Width 45-1.01 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft (4a) 11 ft 11 ft (4b) 12 ft  Travel Lane 
 Typical Surface Type Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / Aggregate 
*Width Usable 45-1.02 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 6 ft (5) 6 ft 8 ft  Shoulder 
 Typical Surface Type Chp. 52 Asphalt / Aggregate / Earth 
*Travel Lane (6) 45-1.01 2%-3% Asphalt / Concrete;  6% Aggregate 

 Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (6A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft:  2% - 3%;  Paved Width > 4 ft:  4% - 6% Asphalt/Concrete; 

6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 
 Lane Width Same as Travel Lane Des:  Same as Travel Lane;  Min:  10 ft  Auxiliary Lane 
 Shoulder Width 

45-1.03 
Desirable:  4 ft;  Minimum:  2 ft 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (7) 
Foreslope  4:1 (V ≥ 60) (8);  3:1 (V ≤ 50) (8) 
Ditch Width 45-3.0 Des:  4 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft  Cut 
Backslope  4:1 (V ≥ 60);  3:1 (V ≤ 50) (9) 
0-30 ft Height Desirable:  4:1;  Maximum:  3:1 
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 Side Slopes 

 Fill 
>30 ft Height 

45-3.0 
3:1 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 60 HL-93 (9A)  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge *Clear-Roadway Width (10) 45-4.01 Travelway + 4 ft Travelway + 6 ft 

Full Paved 
Approach 

Width 
*Structural Capacity Chp. 72 HS-10 HS-15  Existing Bridge 

 to Remain in Place *Clear-Roadway Width (11) 45-4.01 20 ft 22 ft 24 ft 28 ft 
 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (12) 14.5 ft *Vertical Clearance, 

 Local Road Under  Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 

44-4.0 
14 ft 

B
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 Vertical Clearance, Local Road Over Railroad) (13) Chp. 69 23 ft 

 
Des:  Desirable.  Min:  Minimum. 
 
* Controlling design criterion. 
** Selection of the cross section and bridge elements is based on the design-year traffic volume irrespective of the design speed. 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-5 
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Design Element 
Manual 
Section 

2 Lanes 

 Design Speed ---- 20 mph  25 mph 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 115 ft 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

Speed / Path / Direction Chg. 300 ft 375 ft 450 ft 525 ft 675 ft 750 ft 865 ft  Decision Sight 
 Distance Stop Maneuver 

42-2.0 
130 ft 170 ft 220 ft 275 ft 395 ft 465 ft 535 ft 

 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 710 ft 900 ft 1090 ft 1280 ft 1625 ft 1835 ft 1985 ft 
 Intersection Sight Distance  46-10.0 220 ft 280 ft 330 ft 390 ft 500 ft 550 ft 610 ft 
*Minimum Radius, e=8% 43-2.0 90 ft 180 ft 270 ft 590 ft 590 ft 750 ft 1000 ft 
*Superelevation Rate  43-3.0 emax=8% (14) 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (15) 

Crest 7 12 19 29 61 84 114 *Vertical Curvature, 
 K-value Sag 

44-3.0 
17 26 37 49 79 96 115 

Level 8% 7% 7% 7% 7% 6% 5.5% 
*Maximum Grade 

Rolling 
44-1.02 

11% 11% 10% 9% 9% 8% 7% 
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 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable: 0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% 

 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
A deviation from a controlling design criterion should be addressed in an approved design exception. 
 
These criteria apply only to a federal-aid project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-5 (continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-5 

 
(1) (Blank). 
 
(2) (Blank). 
 
(3) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value or the anticipated posted speed limit after construction, 

whichever is greater.  The legal speed limit is 55 mph on a non-posted highway. 
 
(4) Travel Lane Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. Use 11-ft lanes where V ≤ 50 mph. 
 b. Use 12-ft lanes where V ≥ 55 mph. 
 
(5) Shoulder Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. For 400 ≤ AADT < 1500, the shoulder width may be 4 ft. 
 b. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 c. If curbs are to be used, the criteria described in Figure 53-8 should be applied. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lanes.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(6A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(7) Clear-Zone Width.  This will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature.  See Section 49-2.0. 

For a design speed of lower than 50 mph, a 10-ft clear-zone width may be used. 
 
(8) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(9) Backslope.  The backslopes for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements. 
 
(9A) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  HL-93 loading should be applied. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-5 (continued) 

 
(10) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic 

sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(11) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  Minimum clear-roadway width of 2 ft narrower than the value may be used on a road with 

few trucks.  The clear-roadway width should be at least the same width as the approach travelway.  For a one-lane bridge, the width 
may be 18 ft.  For a bridge longer than 100 ft, the value does not apply.  The acceptability of each such bridge will be assessed 
individually. 

 
(12) Vertical Clearance, Local Road Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(13) Vertical Clearance, Local Road Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under highway. 
 
(14) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius. 
 
(15) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight 

distance which applies at the site.  See Section 43-4.0. 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) Design Element Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years 20 Years 20 Years 

 Design Speed, mph (1) 40-3.0 Curbed:  45-55 
Uncurbed:  50-60 

Curbed:  40-50 
Uncurbed:  50-60 Curbed:  30-35 

 Access Control 40-5.0 Partial Control / None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Des:  B;  Min:  C Des:  C;  Min:  D Des:  C;  Min:  D 
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 On-Street Parking 45-1.04 None Optional (2) Optional (2) 

*Width (3) 45-1.01 Curbed:  12 ft 
Uncurbed:  12 ft 

Curbed:  Des.: 12 ft;  Min.: 11 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des.: 12 ft;  Min.: 11 ft Curbed:  Des.: 12 ft;  Min.: 10 ft  Travel Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (5) 45-1.02 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 

*Paved Width (6) 45-1.02 
Curbed, Rt.  Des: 10 ft; Min 2 ft 
Curbed, Lt.  Des: 4 ft; Min 2 ft 
Uncurbed, Rt.:  10 ft;  Lt.:  4 ft 

Curbed, Rt.  Des: 8 ft; Min 2 ft 
Curbed, Lt.  Des: 4 ft; Min 2 ft 
Uncurbed, Rt.:  8 ft;  Lt.:  4 ft 

Right:  6 ft;  Left:  4 ft  Shoulder 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Travel Lane (7) 45-1.01 2% 2% 2% 

 Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (7A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; 

Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

 Lane Width Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
 Curb Offset (8) 1 ft 1 ft 1 ft 
 Shoulder Width 

45-1.03 
Des:  10 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  8 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
 TWLTL Width  46-5.0 Des:  16 ft;  Min.  14 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  14 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  12 ft 
 Parking-Lane Width 45-1.04 N/A Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft (9) Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft (9) 

 Depressed 26.5 ft – 50 ft N/A N/A 
 Raised Island Des:  18 ft;  Min:  13 ft (10) Des:  18 ft;  Min:  4 ft (10) Des:  18 ft;  Min:  4 ft (10)  Median 

 Width 
 Flush / Corrugated 

45-2.0 
Des:  16 ft;  Min:  13 ft (10) Des:  16 ft;  Min:  4 ft (10) Des:  16 ft;  Min:  4 ft (10) 

 Sidewalk Width (11) 45-1.06 5 ft with 5-ft Buffer (Des) 5 ft with 5-ft Buffer (Des) Varies;  6 ft Min 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (12) 51-7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld Width +4 ft 

Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shoulder Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (13) (13) (13) 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (14) 45-1.05 Sloping / Vertical Sloping / Vertical Sloping / Vertical 

Foreslope 6:1 (16) 6:1 (16) N/A 
Ditch Width 4 ft (17) 4 ft (17) N/A  Cut 
Backslope 4:1 for 20 ft; 3:1 Max. to Top (18) 4:1 for 20 ft; 3:1 Max. to Top (18) N/A 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 
 (15) 

 Fill 

45-3.0 

6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 Max. to Toe 6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 Max. to Toe N/A 
 Cut, Backslope (19) (19) (19)  Side Slopes, 

 Curbed  Fill 
45-3.0 

12:1 for 12 ft; 3:1 Max. to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft; 3:1 Max. to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft; 3:1 Max. to Toe 
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 Median Slopes, Depressed 45-2.0 Des:  8:1;  Max:  5:1 N/A N/A 

*  Controlling design criterion.  Des:  Desirable.  Min:  Minimum. 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, 4 OR MORE LANES 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-6 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) Design Element Manual 

Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

*Structural Capacity (20) Ch. 60 HL-93 HL-93 HL-93  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Clear-Roadway 
 Width (21) 45-4.01 Uncurbed:  Full Paved Approach Width 

Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 HS-20 HS-20  Existing 
 Bridge to Re- 
 main in Place *Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.01 Uncurbed:  Travelway Plus 2 ft on Each Side;  Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge 
 (22a) 

16.5 ft 16.5 ft (22b) 16.5 ft (22b) 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 14 ft 14 ft 14 ft 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Arterial 
 Under 
 (22)  Sign Truss / 

 Pedestrian Bridge (22a) 

44-4.0 

New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17 ft New: 17.5ft;  Existing: 17 ft New: 17.5 ft;  Existing: 17 ft 

B
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 Vertical Clearance, Arterial over Railroad 
 (23) 

Ch. 69 23 ft 

 Design Speed  30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU:  800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:  890 ft 

U:  1135 ft 
SU:  980 ft  Decision Sight 

 Distance 
 Stop Maneuver 

42-2.0 
490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 910 ft 1030 ft 

P: 355 ft P: 415 ft P: 530 ft P: 665 ft P: 770 ft  Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (28) 46-10.0 SUT: 450 ft SUT: 525 ft SUT: 675 ft SUT: 825 ft SUT: 950 ft 
*Minimum Radius for emax =4% / 6% 43-2.0 260 ft/ 240 ft (24a) 420ft / 390 ft (24a) 600 ft / 550 ft (24a) 750 ft (24b) 1000 ft (24b) 
*Superelevation Rate (25) 43-3.0 Up to emax = 6% emax=8% 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (26) 

 Crest 19 29 61 84 114 *Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value  Sag 

44-3.0 
37 49 79 96 115 
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 Level 8% 7% 6.5% 6% 5.5% *Maximum 44-1.02  Grade (27)  Rolling 9% 8% 7.5% 7% 6.5% 
Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.3% (Curbed);  Minimum Grade 44-1.03     0.0% (Uncurbed) 

U:  Urban; SU:  Suburban. 
  

*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
  

These criteria apply to a route either on or off the National Highway System, regardless of funding source. 
  

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, 4 OR MORE LANES 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-6 (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, 4 OR MORE LANES 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-6 

 
(1) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value, the anticipated posted speed limit after construction, or the legal speed limit on a non-posted 

highway.  The legal speed limit in an urban district is 30 mph.  Based on an engineering study, the design speed may be raised to an absolute maximum of 55 mph. 
 
(2) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(3) Travel-Lane Width.  For an arterial on the National Truck Network, the right lane must be 12 ft in width. 
 
(4) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the INDOT Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(5) Curb Offset.  The curb offset (for both left and right sides) should be 2 ft.  Vertical curbs introduced intermittently should be offset 2 ft.  A continuous curb used along a 

median or channelizing island may be offset 1 ft. 
 
(6) Shoulder Width.  The value applies to the paved-shoulder width.  The following will also apply. 
 a. For an uncurbed section, the shoulder is paved to the front face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  See 

Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
b. For an uncurbed section, a desirable additional 1 ft of compacted aggregate will be provided. 

 c. For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved shoulder width. 
 
(7) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable for an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(8) Curb Offset for Auxiliary Lane.  In a curbed section, the offset may be zero. 
 
(9) Parking Lane.  Where a parking lane will be used as a travel lane during peak hours or may be converted to a travel lane in the future, the width should be equal to the 

travel lane width plus a 1-ft offset to the curb (if present).  The cross slope for a parking lane is typically 1% steeper than that of the adjacent travel lane. 
 
(10) Minimum Median Width.  The criteria assume the presence of a mountable curb with a 0-ft curb offset. 
 
(11) Sidewalk Width.  A buffer of less than 2 ft wide is not permitted.  If no buffer is provided, the sidewalk width should be 6 ft. 
 
(12) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The value is in addition to the width of a parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(13) Clear-Zone Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. Facility with Vertical Curbs.  The clear-zone width will be measured from the edge of travel lane or will be to the right-of-way line, whichever is less.  No clear 

zone is required where there is 24-h parking. 
 b. Facility with Sloping Curbs or without Curbs.  The clear-zone width will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature. 
 c. Curbed Facility.  There should be an appurtenance-free area as measured from the gutter line of a curb. 
 d. Value.  See Section 49-2.0 for specific clear-zone-width value. 
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Footnotes to Figure 53-6 (continued) 
 
(14) Curbing Type.  Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed 45 mph or lower. 
 
(15) Side Slope, Uncurbed.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see Section 49-3.0. 
 
(16) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(17) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0. 
 
(18) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See Section 45-8.0 for typical rock-cut sections. 
 
(19) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The minimum width of a shelf will be 6 ft.  

Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 
 
(20) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply. 
 a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 b A State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
 c. A bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
 d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
 
(21) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 

a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(22) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Under Railroad.  The following will apply. 
 a. Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays. 
 b. In a highly urbanized area, a minimum clearance of 14 ft may be provided if there is at least one route with a 16-ft clearance. 
 c. Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(23) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(24) Minimum Radius.  The following will apply: 
 a. Based on e  = 4% or 6% and low-speed urban street conditions. max
 b. Based on e  = 8% and open-road conditions. max
 
(25) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for values of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius.  See Section 43-3.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings for 

information on superelevation requirements. 
 
(26) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight distance which applies at the site. 

Sometimes the stopping-sight-distance value for a truck will apply.  See the discussion in Section 43-4.0. 
 
(27) Where adjacent sidewalks are present, the maximum desirable grade is 5%. 
 

Intersection Sight Distance(28) .  For a left turn onto a two-way, 4-lane undivided roadway:  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for value for a 
combination truck. 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) Design Element Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-up 

 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years 20 Years 20 Years 

*Design Speed, mph (1) 40-3.0 Curbed:  35-55 
Uncurbed:  40-55 

Curbed:  35-55 
Uncurbed:  40-50 Curbed:  30 - 35 

 Access Control 40-5.0 Partial Control / None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Des:  B;  Min:  C Des:  C;  Min:  D Des:  C;  Min:  C 

D
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 On-Street Parking 45-1.04 None Optional (2) Optional (2) 

*Width (3) 45-1.01 Curbed:  12 ft 
Uncurbed:  12 ft 

Curbed:  Des.: 12 ft;  Min.: 11 ft 
Uncurbed:  12 ft Curbed:  Des.: 12 ft;  Min.: 11 ft  Travel Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (5) 45-1.02 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 

*Paved Width (6) 45-1.02 Curbed  Des: 10 ft;  Min. 2 ft 
Uncurbed:  10 ft 

Curbed:  Des: 8 ft;  Min: 2 ft 
Uncurbed:  8 ft; 

6 ft 
 Shoulder 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch 52. Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Travel Lane (7) 45-1.01 2% 2% 2%  Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (7A) 45-1.02 4% 4% 4% 
 Lane Width Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  11 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
 Curb Offset (8) 1 ft 1 ft 1 ft 
 Shoulder Width 

45-1.03 
Des:  10 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  8 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
 TWLTL Width  46-5.0 Des:  16 ft;  Min. 14 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  14 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  12 ft 
 Parking-Lane Width 45-1.04 N/A Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft (9) Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft (9) 
 Sidewalk Width (10) 45-1.06 5 ft with 5-ft Buffer (Des) 5 ft with 5-ft Buffer (Des) Varies;  6 ft Min 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (11) 51.7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shoulder Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (12) (12) (12) 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (13) 45-1.05 Sloping / Vertical Sloping / Vertical Sloping / Vertical 

Foreslope 6:1 (15) 6:1 (15) N/A 
Ditch Width 4 ft (16) 4 ft (16) N/A  Cut 
Backslope 4:1 for 20 ft; 3:1 Max. to Top (17) 4:1 for 20 ft; 3:1 Max. to Top (17) N/A 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 
 (14) 

 Fill 

45-3.0 

6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 Max. to Toe 6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 Max. to Toe N/A 
 Cut, Backslope (18) (18) (18) 
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 Side Slopes, 
 Curbed  Fill 45-3.0 12:1 for 12 ft; 3:1 Max. to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft; 3:1 Max. to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft; 3:1 Max. to Toe 

 
*Controlling design criterion.  Des:  Desirable;  Min.  Minimum. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, 2 LANES 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-7 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) 

Design Element 
Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

*Structural Capacity (19) Ch. 60 HL-93 HL-93 HL-93  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge *Clear-Roadway Width(20) 45-4.01 Uncurbed:  Full Paved Approach Width 

Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 
*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 HS-20 HS-20  Existing 

 Bridge to Re- 
 Main in Place *Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Uncurbed:  Travelway Plus 2 ft on Each Side;  Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (21a) 16.5 ft 16.5 ft (21b) 16.5 ft (21b) 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 14 ft 14 ft 14 ft 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Arterial Under 
 (21)  Sign Truss / 

 Pedestrian Bridge (21a) 

44-4.0 

New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17 ft New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17 ft New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17 ft 

B
rid

ge
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 Vertical Clearance, Arterial over Railroad (22) Ch. 69 23 ft 

 Design Speed  30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 

*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 

U:  620 ft 
SU: 535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU:  800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:  890 ft 

U:  1135 ft 
SU:  980 ft  Decision Sight 

 Distance 
 Stop Maneuver 

42-2.0 
490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 910 ft 1030 ft 

P: 330 ft P: 390 ft P: 500 ft P: 630 ft P: 730 ft  Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (27) 46-10.0 SUT: 420 ft SUT: 490 ft SUT: 630 ft SUT: 780 ft SUT: 890 ft 
*Minimum Radius for emax = 4% / 6% 43-2.0 260 ft/ 240 ft (23 a) 420 ft / 390 ft (23a) 600 ft / 550 ft (23a) 750 ft (23b) 1000 ft (23b) 

*Superelevation Rate (24) 43-3.0 Up to emax=6% emax=8% 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (25) 

 Crest 19 29 61 84 114 A
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*Vertical 
44-3.0  Curvature, 

37 49 79 96 115  K-value  Sag 
 Level 8% 7% 6.5% 6% 5.5% *Maximum 44-1.02  Grade  Rolling 9% 8% 7.5% 7% 6.5% 

Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.3% (Curbed);  Minimum Grade (26) 44-1.03     0.0% (Uncurbed) 

  
U:  Urban;  SU:  Suburban. 
 
* Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
These criteria apply to a route on or off the National Highway System, regardless of funding source. 

  
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, 2 LANES 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-7 (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, 2 LANES 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-7 

 
(1) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value, the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal speed limit on a non-

posted highway.  The legal speed limit in an urban district is 30 mph.  Based upon an engineering study, the design speed may be raised to an absolute maximum of 
55 mph. 

 
(2) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(3) Travel-Lane Width.  For an arterial on the National Truck Network, lane widths must be 12 ft. 
 
(4) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the INDOT Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(5) Curb Offset.  The curb offset should be 2 ft.  Vertical curbs introduced intermittently should be offset 2 ft.  A continuous curb used along a median or channelizing 

island may be offset 1 ft. 
 
(6) Shoulder Width.  The value applies to the paved-shoulder width.  The following will also apply. 
 a. For an uncurbed section, the shoulder is paved to the front face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable shoulder width.  See 

Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. For an uncurbed section, a desirable additional 1 ft of compacted aggregate will be provided. 

 c. For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(7) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(8) Curb Offset for Auxiliary Lane.  In a curbed section, the offset may be zero. 
 
(9) Parking Lane.  Where the parking lane will be used as a travel lane during peak hours or may be converted to a travel lane in the future, the width should be equal to 

the travel lane width plus a 1-ft offset to the curb (if present).  The cross slope for a parking lane is typically 1% steeper than that of the adjacent travel lane. 
 
(10) Sidewalk Width.  A buffer of less than 2 ft wide is not permitted.  If no buffer is provided, the sidewalk width should be 6 ft. 
 
(11) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The value is in addition to the width of a parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(12) Clear-Zone Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. Facility with Vertical Curbs.  The clear-zone width will be measured from the edge of travel lane or will be to the right-of-way line, whichever is less.  No clear 

zone is required where there is 24-h parking. 
 b. Facility with Sloping Curbs or without Curbs.  The clear-zone width will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature. 
 c. Curbed Facility.  There should be an appurtenance-free area as measured from the gutter line of a curb. 
 d. Value.  See Section 49-2.0 for specific clear-zone-width value. 

(13) Curbing Type.  Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed 45 mph or lower. 
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Footnotes to Table 53-7 (continued) 
 
(14) Side Slope, Uncurbed.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see Section 49-3.0. 
 
(15) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(16) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0. 
 
(17) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See Section 45-8.0 for typical rock-cut 

sections. 
 
(18) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The minimum width of a shelf will be 6 ft. 

 Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 2 ft beyond the edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 
 
(19) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply. 
 a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 b. A State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
 c. A bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
 d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
 
(20) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 

a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(21) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Under Railroad.  The following will apply. 
 a. Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays. 
 b. In a highly urbanized area, a minimum clearance of 14 ft may be provided if there is at least one route with a 16-ft clearance. 
 c. Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulder. 
 
(22) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(23) Minimum Radius.  The following will apply: 
 a. Based on e  = 4% or 6% and low-speed urban street conditions. max
 b. Based on e  = 8% and open-road conditions. max

 
(24) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius.  See Section 43-3.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings 

for information on superelevation requirements. 
 
(25) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight distance which applies at the site.  

Sometimes the stopping-sight-distance value for a truck will apply.  See the discussion in Section 43-4.0. 
 
(26) Where adjacent sidewalks are present, the maximum desirable grade is 5%. 
 

Intersection Sight Distance(27) .  For a left turn onto a 2-lane roadway:  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for value for a combination truck. 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) 
Design Element Manual 

Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 
 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years 20 Years 20 Years 

*Design Speed, mph (2) 40-3.0 Curbed:  30 - 50 
Uncurbed:  30 - 50 

Curbed:  30 - 45 
Uncurbed:  30 - 45 Curbed:  30 - 35 

 Access Control 40-5.0 None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D 
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 On-Street Parking 45-1.04 Optional (3) Optional (3) Optional (3) 

*Width (4) 45-1.01 Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min:  11 ft 
Uncurbed: Des: 12 ft;  Min:  11 ft 

Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 10 ft  Travel Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (6) 45-1.02 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 

*Paved Width (7) 45-1.02 
Curbed  Des: 8 ft;  Min. 2 ft 

Uncurbed:  8 ft 
Curbed:  Des: 6 ft;  Min: 2 ft 

Uncurbed:  6 ft 8 ft  Shoulder 
 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Travel Lane (8) 45-1.01 2% 2% 2%  Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (8A) 45-1.02 4% 4% 2% 
 Lane Width Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
 Curb Offset Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft 
 Shoulder Width 

45-1.03 
Des:  8 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
 TWLTL Width 46-5.0 Des:  16 ft;  Min:  12 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  12 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  12 ft 
 Parking-Lane Width (1) 45-1.04 Des:  11 ft;  Min:  8 ft Des:  11 ft;  Min:  8 ft Des:  11 ft;  Min:  8 ft 

 Raised Island Des:  18 ft;  Min:  4 ft (9) Des:  18 ft;  Min:  4 ft (9) Des:  18 ft;  Min:  4 ft (9)  Median Width 
 Flush / Corrugated 

45-2.0 
Des:  16 ft;  Min:  4 ft (9) Des:  16 ft;  Min:  4 ft (9) Des:  16 ft;  Min:  4 ft (9) 

 Sidewalk Width (10) 45-1.06 5 ft with 5 ft Buffer (Des) 5 ft with 5 ft Buffer (Des) Varies, 6 ft Min 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (11) 51-7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (12) (12) (12) 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (13) 45-1.05 Sloping / Vertical Sloping / Vertical Sloping / Vertical 

Foreslope Des: 6:1;  Max: 4:1 (15) Des: 6:1;  Max: 4:1 (15) N/A 
Ditch Width 4 ft (16) 4 ft (16) N/A  Cut 
Backslope 4:1 for 4 ft;  3:1 Max. to Top (17) 4:1 for 4 ft;  3:1 Max. to Top (17) N/A 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 
 (14) 

 Fill 

45-3.0 

Des:  6:1 to Clr Zone;  3:1 Max to Toe 
Max:  4:1 to Clr Zone;  3:1 Max to Toe

Des:  6:1 to Clr Zone;  3:1 Max to Toe 
Max:  4:1 to Clr Zone;  3:1 Max to Toe N/A 

 Cut(Backslope) (18) (18) (18) 
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 Side Slopes, 
 Curbed  Fill (19) 

45-3.0 
12:1 for 12 ft;  3:1 Max to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft;  3:1 Max to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft;  3:1 Max to Toe 

 
 *  Controlling design criterion.  Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-8 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) Design Element Manual 

Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

*Structural Capacity (20) Ch. 60 HL-93 HL-93 HL-93  New or 
 
Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Clear-Roadway Width(21) 45-4.01 
Uncurbed:  Full Paved Approach Width 

Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 HS-20 HS-20  Existing 
 Bridge to 
 Remain 
 in Place *Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.01 Uncurbed:  Travelway Plus 2 ft on Each Side 

Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 
 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (22) 14.5 ft 14.5 ft 14.5 ft *Vertical 

 Clearance, 
 Collector  
 under (22) 

 Existing Overpassing 
 Bridge 

44-4.0 
14 ft 14 ft 14 ft 

B
rid
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 Vertical Clearance, Collector over Railroad 
 (23) Ch. 69 23 ft 

 Design Speed  30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU: 800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:  890 ft  Decision Sight 

 Distance 
 Stop Maneuver 

42-2.0 
490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 910 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (28) 46-10.0 P: 330 ft 
SUT: 420 ft 

P: 390 ft 
SUT: 490 ft 

P: 500 ft 
SUT: 630 ft 

P: 630 ft 
SUT: 780 ft 

*Minimum Radius for emax = 4% / 6% 43-2.0 270 ft / 250 ft (24a) 430 ft / 400 ft (24a) 610 ft / 560 ft (24a) 760 ft (24b) 
*Superelevation Rate (25) 43-3.0 Up to emax = 6% emax = 8% 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (26) 

 Crest 19 29 61 84 *Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value  Sag 

44-3.0 
37 49 79 96 

 Level 9% 9% 8% 7% *Maximum 
Grade (27)  Rolling 

44-1.02 
11% 10% 9% 8% 
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 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.3% (Curbed); 0.0% (Uncurbed) 

 
 U:  Urban;  SU:  Suburban. 
 
 * Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 

These criteria apply regardless of funding source. 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-8 (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-8 

 
(1) Parking Lane.  In a residential area, a parallel parking lane of 7 to 8 ft width should be provided on one or both sides of the street.  In a commercial or industrial area, parking-

lane width should range from 8 to 11 ft, and lanes should usually be provided on both sides of the street.  The minimum value may only be used if the lane is not intended for 
use as a travel lane in a restricted condition.  Where a curb-and-gutter section is used, the gutter-pan width may be considered as part of the parking-lane width.  Where 
practical, the parking-lane width should be in addition to the gutter-pan width. 

 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value, the anticipated posted speed limit after construction, or the legal speed limit on a non-posted 

highway.  The legal speed limit in an urban district is 30 mph.  Based upon an engineering study, the design speed may be raised to an absolute maximum of 55 mph. 
 
(3) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(4) Travel-Lane Width.  In an industrial area, a 12-ft width should be used.  Where right-of-way is restricted, an 11-ft width may be used in an industrial area, or a 10-ft width may 

be used in a residential area.  On a multi-lane facility in a built-up area, the minimum width is 10 ft. 
 
(5) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the INDOT Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(6) Curb Offset.  The curb offset should be 2 ft.  Vertical curbs introduced intermittently should be offset 2 ft.  A continuous curb used along a median or channelizing island may 

be offset 1 ft. 
 
(7) Shoulder Width.  The value applies to paved-shoulder width.  The following will also apply. 
 a. For an uncurbed section, the shoulder is paved to the front face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable shoulder width.  See Section 

49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. For an uncurbed section, a desirable additional 1 ft of compacted aggregate will be provided. 
 c. For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(8) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(8A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
 
(9) Minimum Median Width.  The criteria assume the presence of mountable curbs with a 0-ft curb offset. 
 
(10) Sidewalk Width.  A buffer of less than 2 ft wide is not permitted.  If no buffer is provided, the sidewalk width should be 6 ft. 
 
(11) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The width is in addition to the width of a parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(12) Clear-Zone Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. Facility with Vertical Curbs.  The clear-zone width will be measured from the edge of travel lane or will be to the right-of-way line, whichever is less.  No clear zone is 

required where there is 24-h parking. 
 b. Facility with Sloping Curbs or without Curbs.  The clear-zone width will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature. 
 c. Curbed Facility.  There should be an appurtenance-free area as measured from the gutter line of a curb. 
 d. Value.  See Section 49-2.0 for specific clear-zone-width value.

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-8 (continued) 
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(13) Curbing Type.  Vertical curbs may only be used with a design speed 45 mph or lower. 
 
(14) Side Slopes, Uncurbed.  Value is for new construction.  See Sections 45-3.0 and 45-8.0 for more information.  For a reconstruction project, see Section 49-3.0. 
 
(15) Foreslope.  See Sections 49-2.0 and 49-3.0 for the lateral extent of the foreslope in a ditch section. 
 
(16) Ditch Width.  A V-ditch should be used in a rock cut.  See Section 45-8.0. 
 
(17) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See Section 45-8.0 for typical rock-cut sections. 
 
(18) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The minimum width of a shelf will be 6 ft.  Where a 

sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 
 
(19) Side Slope, Curbed, Fill.  If no sidewalks are present or planned, the lateral extent of the 12:1 slope may be reduced to 4 ft. 
 
(20) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply. 
 a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
 b. A State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
 c. A bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
 d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
 
(21) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 

a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(22) Vertical Clearance, Collector Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays.  Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of 

shoulder. 
 
(23) Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(24) Minimum Radius.  The following will apply. 
 a. Based on emax = 4% or 6% and low-speed urban street conditions. 
 b. Based on emax = 8% and open-road conditions. 
 
(25) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius.  See Section 43-3.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings for 

information on superelevation requirements. 
 
(26) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight distance which applies at the site.  See the 

discussion in Section 43-4.0. 
 
(27) Maximum Grade.  For a grade along a longitudinal distance of less than 500 ft (PVT to PVC), a one-way downgrade, or a road with AADT < 400, the maximum grade may be 

up to 2% steeper than the table value.  Where adjacent sidewalks are present, the maximum desirable grade is 5%. 
 
(28) Intersection Sight Distance.  For a left turn onto a 2-lane roadway:  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for value for a combination truck. 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) Design Element Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

 Design Forecast Period 40-2.02 20 Years 20 Years 20 Years 

*Design Speed, mph (2) 40-3.0 Curbed:  30 - 40 
Uncurbed:  30 - 45 

Curbed:  30 - 40 
Uncurbed:  30 - 40 Curbed:  25 - 40 

 Access Control 40-5.0 None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D D D

es
ig

n 
C

on
tro

ls
 

 On-Street Parking 45-1.04 Optional (3) Optional (3) Optional (3) 

*Width (4) 45-1.01 Curbed:  11 ft 
Uncurbed:  11 ft 

Curbed:  10 ft 
Uncurbed:  11 ft Curbed:  10 ft  Travel Lane 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (5) 45-1.02 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 

*Usable Width 45-1.02 
Curbed  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 2 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 2 ft 
Curbed  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 2 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 2 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft 
 Shoulder 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

*Travel Lane (6) 45-1.01 2% 2% 2% 
 Cross Slope 

 Shoulder 45-1.02 2%-6% Asph. / Conc.;  6%-8% Aggr.; 
8% Earth 

2%-6% Asph. / Conc.;  6%-8% Aggr.; 
8% Earth 

2%-6% Asph. / Conc.;  6%-8% Aggr.;
8% Earth 

 Lane Width Des:  11 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  11 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  10 ft;  Min:  9 ft 
 Curb Offset Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft 
 Shoulder Width 

45-1.03 
Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

 Parking-Lane Width (1) 45-1.04 Des:  9 ft;  Min:  8 ft Des:  9 ft;  Min:  8 ft Des:  9 ft;  Min:  8 ft 
 Sidewa k Width (7) 45-1.06 5 ft with 5-ft Buffer (Des) 5 ft with 5-ft Buffer (Des) Varies, 6 ft Min 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (8) 51-7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Clear-Zone Width 49-2.0 (9) (9) (9) 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (9c) 45-1.05 Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping 

Foreslope 3:1 Max 3:1 Max N/A 
Ditch Width Des:  4 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  0.0 ft N/A  Cut 
Backslope 3:1 Max (10) 3:1 Max. (10) N/A 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 

 Fill 

45-3.0 

3:1 Max 3:1 Max. N/A 
 Cut, Backslope (11) (11) (11) 

C
ro

ss
 S

ec
tio

n 
E

le
m

en
ts

 

 Side Slopes, 
 Curbed  Fill (12) 

45-3.0 
12:1 for 12 ft;  3:1 Max to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft;  3:1 Max to Toe 12:1 for 12 ft;  3:1 Max to Toe 

 
 Des:  Desirable; Min:  Minimum. 
 
 * Controlling design criterion. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET 

(New Construction or Reconstruction) 
 

Figure 53-9 
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Design Value (By Type of Area) 

Design Element Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 60 HL-93 (12A) HL-93 (12A) HL-93 (12A)  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge *Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.01 Curbed: Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 

Uncurbed:  (13) 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 HS-20 HS-20  Existing 
 Bridge to Re- 
 main in Place *Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.01 Existing Width (14) 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge 
 (15) 

14.5 ft 14.5 ft 14.5 ft *Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Local Under 
 (15)  Existing 

 Overpassing Bridge 44-4.0 14 ft 14 ft 14 ft 

B
rid

ge
s 

 Vertical Clearance, Local over Railroad (16) Ch. 69 23 ft 

 Design Speed  20 mph 25 mph 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 
*Stopping Sight 
 Distance  Desirable 42-1.0 115 ft 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 

U:  415 ft 
SU:  360 ft 

U:  515 ft 
SU:  445 ft 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU: 800 ft  Decision Sight 

 Distance 
 Stop Maneuver 

42-2.0 
300 ft 430 ft 490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (22) 46-10.0 P: 220 ft 
SUT: 280 ft 

P: 280 ft 
SUT: 350 ft 

P: 330 ft 
SUT: 420 ft 

P: 390 ft 
SUT:490 ft 

P: 500 ft 
SUT: 630 ft 

*Minimum Radius 43-2.0 70 ft (17) 140 ft (17) 260 ft (17) 420 ft (17) 600 ft (17) 
*Superelevation Rate (18) 43-3.0 emax = 4% 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 (19) 

 Crest 7 12 19 29 61 *Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value  Sag 

44-3.0 
17 26 37 49 79 

 Level 10% 10% 10% 9% 8% *Maximum Grade 
 (20)  Rolling 

44-1.02 
15% 11% 11% 10.5% 10% 

A
lig

nm
en

t E
le

m
en

ts
 

 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum:  0.3% (Curbed) (21) 
0.0% (Uncurbed) 

 U:  Urban;  SU:  Suburban. 
 
 * Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
 These criteria apply only to a federal-aid project. 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Figure 53-9 (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-9 

 
(1) Parking Lane.  In a residential area, the minimum width is 7 ft.  In a commercial or industrial area the minimum width is 8 ft.  Where curb-and-gutter sections are 

used, the gutter width should be considered part of the parking lane width. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the minimum value, the anticipated posted speed limit after construction, or the legal speed limit on a non-

posted highway.  The legal speed limit in an urban district is 30 mph.  Based upon an engineering study, the design speed may be raised to an absolute maximum of 
55 mph. 

 
(3) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(4) Travel-Lane Width.  In a restricted area and where there are few trucks, a width of 1 ft narrower than the value may be used, but the total width may not be less than 

10 ft.  In an industrial area, a 12-ft width should be used.  In a residential area, a 26-ft roadway (curb face to curb face) consisting of one 12-ft travel lane and two 7-ft 
parking lanes is used.  In an industrial area, a 12-ft width is desirable and an 11-ft width is minimum. 

 
(5) Curb Offset.  The curb offset should be 2 ft.  For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7) Sidewalk Width.  A buffer of less than 2 ft wide is not permitted.  If no buffer is provided, the sidewalk width should be 6 ft. 
 
(8) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The value is in addition to the width of a parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(9) Clear-Zone Width.  The following will apply. 
 a. Facility with Vertical Curbs.  The clear-zone width will be measured from the edge of travel lane or will be to the right-of-way line, whichever is less.  No clear 

zone is required where there is 24-h parking. 
 b. Facility with Sloping Curbs or without Curbs.  The clear-zone width will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes, and horizontal curvature. 
 c. Curbed Facility.  There should be an appurtenance-free area as measured from the gutter line of a curb.  Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed 45 

mph or lower. 
 d. Value.  See Section 49-2.0 for specific clear-zone-width values. 
 
(10) Backslope.  The backslope for a rock cut will vary according to the height of the cut and the geotechnical requirements.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for 

typical rock-cut sections. 
 
(11) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The minimum width of a shelf is 6 ft.  

Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET 
(New Construction or Reconstruction) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 53-9 (continued) 

 
(12) Side Slope, Curbed, Fill.  If no sidewalks are present or planned, the lateral extent of the 12:1 slope may be reduced to 4 ft. 

(12A) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  HL-93oading should be applied. 
 
(13) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 

a. the approach traveled-way width; 
b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 

 
(14) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  If the width of an existing bridge is less than the approach travelway width, consideration should be given to widening 

the bridge.  For such a bridge of length greater than 200 ft, the minimum shoulder width on the right and the left sides is 3.5 ft. 
 
(15) Vertical Clearance, Local Street Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for future pavement overlays.  Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to 

usable edge of shoulder. 
 
(16) Vertical Clearance, Local Street Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(17) Minimum Radius.  This is based on emax=4% and low-speed urban street conditions. 
 
(18) Superelevation Rate.  See Section 43-3.0 for value of superelevation rate based on design speed and radius.  See Section 43-3.0 for information on superelevation 

requirements. 
 
(19) Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the radius and the sight distance which applies at the site.  

See the discussion in Section 43-4.0. 
 
(20) Maximum Grade.  In a residential area, the maximum grade should not exceed 15%.  In an industrial or commercial area, the maximum grade should not exceed 8%. 
 
(21) Flat Terrain.  In very flat terrain and where no drainage outlet is available, a gutter grade as low as 0.2% may be used. 
 
(22) Intersection Sight Distance.  For a left turn onto a 2-lane roadway:  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for value for a combination truck. 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-FOUR 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF EXISTING 
FREEWAY (3R) OR (4R) 

PARTIAL RECONSTRUCTION 
 
 
54-1.0  GENERAL 
 
54-1.01  Background 
 
The Department began construction of its freeway system in the 1950s, and today the Indiana system 
has been completed.  The freeway system has introduced a level of mobility and safety for the 
traveling public which was unattainable without its special features, such as full control of access, 
wide roadway widths, and higher design speeds. 
 
The freeway system requires periodic repair and upgrading which exceeds the limits of normal 
maintenance.  Such a capital improvement is defined as a 3R project (resurfacing, restoration, and 
rehabilitation), partial-reconstruction (4R) project, or full-reconstruction (4R) project.  This Chapter 
discusses the Department’s design criteria for a 3R or partial 4R reconstruction project on a freeway. 
These criteria meet or exceed the criteria described in AASHTO’s A Policy on Design Standards - 
Interstate System and AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.  A full-
reconstruction project should be designed in accordance with the criteria described elsewhere in this 
Manual. 
 
 
54-1.02  Applicability 
 
54-1.02(01)  Freeway Definition 
 
Within the functional-classification system, a freeway is the highest level of arterial.  Such a facility 
is characterized by full control of access, divided roadways, high design speed, and a high level of 
driver comfort and safety.  Each Interstate highway as well as any other route with full control of 
access is classified as a freeway (e.g., US 31 around South Bend, SR 912 in Lake County, Airport 
Expressway in Indianapolis).  See Section 40-1.0 for more information on the functional-
classification system and the role of the freeway within the system. 
 
 
54-1.02(02)  Project Scope of Work 
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Section 40-6.01 defines the typical types of improvements that are made on a 3R or reconstruction 
project on the National Highway System (NHS).  The following provides an overview of what may 
represent a 3R freeway project or a freeway reconstruction project.  For a more in-depth description, 
the designer should review Section 40-6.01.  For a freeway, the distinction between 3R, partial 
reconstruction, and complete reconstruction can be summarized as follows: 
 
1. 3R Project.  A 3R freeway project may include the improvements as follows: 
 

a. pavement resurfacing; 
 

b. full-depth pavement reconstruction, if the reconstructed pavement area is 30% or less 
of the traveled way; 

 
c. widening existing travel lanes or shoulders; 

 
d. upgrading the structural strength of shoulders; 

 
e. improving the superelevation of existing horizontal curves; 

 
f. adding auxiliary lanes; 

 
g. improving roadway delineation; 

 
h. upgrading roadside safety; 

 
i. increasing the length of acceleration and deceleration lanes at an interchange; 

 
j. widening an existing bridge as part of a bridge reconstruction project; 

 
k. upgrading or replacing bridge railings; 

 
l. overlaying bridge decks; 

 
m. preservation of bridge substructures; 

 
n. improving roadside drainage; 

 
o. widening existing ramps; 

 
p. flattening horizontal or vertical curves; or 

 
q. increasing the vertical clearance at underpasses. 
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2. Partial-Reconstruction (4R) Project.  A partial-reconstruction (4R) freeway project may 

include the improvements as follows: 
 

a. more than 30% of the travelway pavement area must be removed and replaced, 
 

b. a concrete overlay of a least 6 in. is required, or an asphalt overlay of at least 8 in. is 
to be placed; 

 
c. the facility cannot adequately accommodate the current or projected (10-year) traffic 

demand and additional lanes are necessary; 
 

d. major revisions are necessary to the existing horizontal and vertical alignment 
requiring that more than 30% of the travelway pavement must be replaced; 

 
e. total bridge or bridge-deck replacement is required; 

 
f. bridge-deck widening is necessary due to added travel lanes on the approaches; or 

 
g. interchange upgrading is required to meet current and projected (20-year) traffic 

demands. 
 
3. Complete-Reconstruction (4R) Project.  A freeway improvement is considered to be a 

complete reconstruction if the project intent is to replace the existing facility.  Complete 
reconstruction will typically provide significant improvements in level of service, operational 
efficiency, and safety.  For a complete-reconstruction project, the criteria described in 
Chapter Fifty-three should be used. 

 
 
54-1.03  Objectives 
 
The basic objective of a 3R/partial 4R freeway project is to improve the freeway’s serviceability to 
meet future demands by extending the service life of the existing facility and enhancing highway 
safety.  This objective applies to all aspects of the freeway’s serviceability.  If a project is classified 
as a partial 4R project, an additional objective, where practical, is to upgrade existing elements to 
new-construction criteria.  For example, where the pavement is to be replaced, it may be practical to 
improve the horizontal or vertical alignment. 
 
 
54-1.04  Approach 
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A 3R/Partial 4R freeway project is most-often initiated to make a specific improvement to the 
freeway (e.g., resurfacing or roadside-safety improvements).  The Department’s policy is to review 
and upgrade other design elements, wherever practical.  The Department’s 3R/partial 4R approach is 
summarized as follows. 
 
1. Nature of Improvements.  Identify the specific improvements intended for the project.  The 

designer should review Section 54-1.02(02) for typical freeway-project improvements. 
 

2. Numerical Criteria.  The criteria are based on AASHTO A Policy on Design Standards - 
Interstate System and the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
new construction/reconstruction criteria for a freeway.  Sections 54-2.0 through 54-6.0 
provide the 3R/partial 4R freeway criteria.  Unless stated in this Chapter, the freeway-design 
criteria described elsewhere in this Manual should be incorporated where practical. 

 
3. Secondary Impact.  Identify and evaluate any secondary impact which may be precipitated 

due to the freeway improvement.  Examples are as follows: 
 

a. the installation of a median barrier may restrict horizontal sight distance; 
b. a pavement overlay may reduce the vertical clearance requirements under a bridge; 
c. a pavement overlay may require the adjustment of roadside-barrier height. 

 
4. Other Improvements.  Identify geometric design deficiencies within the project limits which 

can be practically corrected without exceeding the intended project scope of work.  A review 
of the accident history is important in conducting this evaluation. 

 
5. Design Exception.  The discussion in Section 40-8.0 on design exceptions applies to the 

geometric design of a 3R/partial 4R freeway project.  However, the designer should evaluate 
the proposed design against the criteria described in this Chapter.  The need for a design 
exception should be based on the minimum AASHTO Interstate System criteria that were in 
effect at the time of original construction or when the facility was incorporated into the 
Interstate system.  These design elements include the following: 

 
a. horizontal alignment, except superelevation; 
b. vertical alignment; 
c. shoulder widths; and 
d. median width. 

 
 
54-1.05  3R or Partial 4R Project Evaluation 
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Sections 54-2.0 through 54-6.0 provide the specific geometric design and roadside-safety criteria 
which will be used to determine the design of a 3R/partial 4R freeway project.  The following should 
also be evaluated as described below. 
 
1. Accident Experience.  The historical accident data within the project limits should be 

evaluated.  Accident data is available from the Office of Environmental Services.  Section 
55-8.0 further describes the Department’s accident-analysis procedure. 

 
2. Existing Geometrics.  The designer will review the as-built plans and combine this review 

with the field review and field survey (if conducted) to determine the existing geometrics 
within the project limits.  This includes lane and shoulder widths, horizontal and vertical 
alignment, interchange geometrics, and roadside-safety design. 

 
3. Physical Constraints.  The physical constraints within the project limits will often determine 

what geometric improvements are practical and cost-effective.  These include topography, 
adjacent development, available right of way, utilities, or environmental constraints (e.g., 
wetlands). 

 
4. Field Review.  The designer will conduct a thorough field review of the proposed project.  

Other personnel should attend the field review as appropriate, including personnel from the 
district traffic, maintenance, and construction offices.  The objective of the field review 
should be to identify potential safety hazards and potential safety improvements to the 
facility. 

 
5. Pavement Condition.  A 3R/Partial 4R project is programmed because of a significant 

deterioration of the existing pavement structure.  The extent of deterioration will determine 
the necessary level of pavement improvements, which may include milling of the existing 
pavement surface or replacement of the pavement.  This decision will also influence the 
extent of practical geometric improvements.  For a freeway to be eligible for pavement 
resurfacing or replacement, the pavement should exhibit one or more of the conditions as 
follows: 

 
a. alligator cracking; 
b. bleeding; 
c. block (cracking); 
d. bump (upheaval); 
e. corrugation; 
f. depression and rutting; 
g. edge cracking; 
h. longitudinal or transverse cracking; 
i. patching or utility cut; 
j. polished aggregate; 
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k. potholing; 
l. slippage-cracking; or 
m. weathering and raveling. 

 
Pavement resurfacing or replacement will be based upon the design-year traffic data, at 10 
years for resurfacing or 20 years for reconstruction.  The pavement surface should be 
designed to incorporate skid resistance. 

 
6. Geometric Design of Adjacent Highway Sections.  The designer should examine the 

geometric features and operating speeds of the freeway sections adjacent to the project.  This 
will include investigating whether or not highway improvements are in the planning stages.  
The project should provide design continuity with the adjacent sections.  This involves a 
consideration of factors such as driver expectancy, geometric design consistency, and proper 
transitions between sections with different geometric designs. 

 
7. Early Coordination for Right-of-Way Acquisition or Utilities Coordination.  Significant 

right-of-way acquisitions are typically outside the scope of a 3R/partial 4R freeway project.  
However, the field review and accident or speed studies may indicate the need for selective 
safety improvements or other minor operational improvements which will require right of 
way purchases (e.g., interchange improvements).  Therefore, the designer should, as early as 
feasible, determine the improvements which will be incorporated into the project design and 
initiate the right-of-way acquisition process. 

 
8. Maintenance and Protection of Traffic.  For work on an existing alignment, maintenance and 

protection of traffic during construction should be considered in project development.  The 
protection of construction workers should also be considered.  The designer should see Part 
VIII for criteria on the design of a work zone for traffic accommodation. 

 
9. Traffic-Control Devices.  Signing and pavement markings should be in accordance with Part 

VII and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).  The Highway 
Operations Division’s Office of Traffic Engineering is responsible for selecting, locating, and 
analyzing the adequacy of breakaway or yielding sign or light supports.  However, the 
designer should work with the Office of Traffic Engineering to identify possible geometric 
and safety deficiencies which will remain in place (i.e., no improvement will be made).  The 
Office of Traffic Engineering will then determine if additional signing, traffic-control 
devices, or delineation treatments are warranted. 

 
10. Documenting the Design Process.  The Office of Environmental Services will prepare the 

Engineer’s Report which will address the following: 
 

a. existing geometric and roadside features, traffic volumes and speeds, and accident 
history; 
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b. applicable minimum design criteria; 

 
c. specific safety problems or concerns raised as a result of a review of accident data, by 

a field inspection, or by the public; 
 

d. design options for correcting safety problems and the cost, safety, and other relevant 
impacts of these options; 

 
e. proposed exceptions to applicable design criteria and the rationale to support the 

exceptions; and 
 

f. the recommended design proposal. 
 

The Office of Environmental Services will identify design exceptions that will be required.  
The designer will be responsible for the preparation of a design-exception request (See 
Section 40-8.0). 

 
 
54-2.0  TABLE OF 3R OR PARTIAL 4R FREEWAY GEOMETRIC-DESIGN VALUES 
 
Figure 54-2A provides the Department’s criteria for the design of a 3R or partial 4R freeway project 
for either a rural or an urban area.  The designer should consider the following in the use of the table. 
 
1. Design Manual Section References.  The designer should review the appropriate section 

references for greater insight into the design elements. 
 
2. Footnotes.  The table includes footnotes which are identified by a number in parentheses, 

e.g., (6).  The information in the footnotes is critical to the proper use of the table. 
 
3. Controlling Design Criteria.  Controlling design criteria are identified with an asterisk.  The 

designer should evaluate the proposed design against the criteria shown in the table and 
elsewhere in this Chapter. 

 
4. Design Exception.  These standards are for use on an existing freeway including that on the 

National Highway System.  They are to be used for each project that is classified as 3R or 
partial reconstruction regardless of funding source.  Deviation from controlling design 
criteria should be addressed in an approved design exception.  Operational or maintenance 
changes, permanent or temporary, exclusive of work-zone traffic control that create 
substandard conditions such as by re-striping to obtain added lane(s) by reducing existing 
lane widths or shoulders, must be addressed in a design exception whether or not actual 
construction or reconstruction is involved. 
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54-3.0  GEOMETRIC DESIGN 
 
Though Figure 54-2A provides the required geometric-design criteria, the designer must still make 
certain decisions, such that some flexibility can be applied.  These are discussed below. 
 
The design criteria used for horizontal alignment excluding superelevation, vertical alignment, and 
width of median or shoulders may be the AASHTO Interstate System criteria that were in effect at 
the time of the route’s original construction or inclusion into the Interstate System. 
 
 
54-3.01  Design Controls 
 
54-3.01(01)  Traffic-Volume Analysis 
 
1. Design Life.  The pavement-resurfacing portion of a 3R project should be designed using a 

10-year design life.  All other elements should have a design life of 20 years beyond the 
expected construction date. 

 
2. Level of Service (LOS).  Figure 54-2A provides the desirable and minimum LOS criteria.  

The geometric-design elements should be designed to be in accordance with the level-of-
service criteria for a design hourly volume at 20 years beyond the expected completion date. 

 
3. Traffic Data.  The designer should obtain the necessary traffic data from the Office of 

Environmental Services.  This should include current and future (10 and 20 years) AADT, 
DHV, percent of trucks and buses (including that for each interchange), accident data for the 
most recent 3-year period, and any known future traffic impact. 

 
4. Capacity Analysis.  The analytical techniques in the Highway Capacity Manual and Chapter 

Forty-one will be used to conduct the capacity analysis. 
 
 
54-3.01(02)  Design Speed 
 
Chapter Fifty-three provides the Department’s criteria for selecting the design speed for a new 
construction or complete 4R freeway project.  These will also apply to a 3R/partial 4R freeway 
project.  As a minimum, the design speed for the original work may be used.  Under restricted urban 
conditions, the existing posted speed limit may be used as the design speed. 
 
The design speed selected must equal or exceed the existing posted speed limit or a design exception 
will be required.  See Section 40-4.0 for additional information on design speed. 
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54-3.02  Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 
 
Unless the specific objective of the freeway project is to improve one or more horizontal- or vertical-
alignment features, the existing alignment will be acceptable under the conditions as follows: 
 
1. the design is in accordance with the AASHTO Interstate System criteria that were in effect at 

the time of the route’s original construction or inclusion into the Interstate system; and 
 
2. a review of the accident history for the past three years does not indicate a problem. 
 
Once the decision has been made to reconstruct a horizontal- or vertical-alignment feature, the 
designer should apply the criteria described in Chapter Forty-three or Forty-four. 
 
 
54-3.02(01)  Superelevation 
 
On a horizontal curve where the existing radius will be retained, it may be necessary to make 
improvements to the superelevation.  This may require revising the pavement-resurfacing thickness 
to meet the superelevation criteria described in Sections 43-2.0 and 43-3.0.  Where the pavement 
structure will be reconstructed, the superelevation design should be in accordance with the new 
construction criteria described in Sections 43-2.0 and 43-3.0. 
 
 
54-3.02(02)  Grades 
 
The maximum grades are shown in Figure 54-2A. 
 
 
54-3.02(03)  Vertical Clearance 
 
The minimum vertical clearance is 16 ft over the entire roadway including the usable shoulder 
widths for both the left and right shoulders.  If practical, the 16-ft clearance should be provided at 
each overpass within the project limits.  If the 16-ft clearance cannot be obtained, a design exception 
will be required.  However, for the routes in Marion County listed below, an existing overpass with a 
vertical clearance of at least 14 ft may be retained without a design exception. 
 
1. I-65 from I-465 South to I-465 North; 
2. I-70 from I-465 East to I-465 West; and 
3. I-465 from I-69 Westward to I-65 North. 
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A low-clearance warning sign should be provided for each structure with a vertical clearance of less 
than 14.5 ft. 
 
 
54-3.03  Cross Section 
 
54-3.03(01)  Lane and Shoulder Width 
 
Each travel-lane or shoulder width not in accordance with Figure 54-2A should be evaluated for 
widening. 
 
1. Travel Lane.  The width of each travel lane or auxiliary lane should be 12 ft. 
 
2. Shoulder.  Existing shoulder widths may be retained if they are in accordance with the 

AASHTO Interstate System criteria in effect at the time of the route’s original construction 
or inclusion into the Interstate system. 

 
 
54-3.03(02)  Curbs 
 
1. Safety Considerations.  All existing curbs should be removed for safety reasons, unless they 

are required for drainage. 
 
2. Type.  If curbing is required for drainage, only sloping curbs will be permitted. 
 
3. Guardrail.  A curb in front of a guardrail may cause an errant vehicle to vault over or break 

through the barrier.  Where guardrail is used and curbing is necessary for drainage, the 
maximum curb height should be 4 in. and should be placed behind the front face of the 
guardrail. 

 
 
54-3.03(03)  Median 
 
1. Width.  The existing width should be retained. 
 
2. Parallel Slopes.  Existing slopes of 4:1 or flatter should be retained.  If existing slopes are 

flattened, the designer should consider the effect on drainage within the median. 
 
3. Transverse Slopes.  Transverse slopes for ditch checks or median crossovers should be 10:1 

or flatter. 
 
4. Median Opening.  See Section 54-6.0 for information. 
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54-3.03(04)  Fill or Cut Slope 
 
1. No Roadway Widening.  An existing slope of 2:1 or flatter should be retained.  However, a 

slope steeper than 4:1 should be evaluated for flattening. 
 
2. Roadway Widening.  If the lanes or shoulders are widened as part of the project, this will 

produce a steeper fill slope or ditch foreslope (assuming the toe of fill slope or toe of 
backslope remains in the same location).  The roadside design should be modified to provide 
a configuration which is the same as or flatter than the roadside cross section before the 
project limits.  As a minimum, the following will apply. 

 
a. Embankment slope.  A fill slope or ditch foreslope beginning at the shoulder break 

should not be steeper than 4:1 unless steeper slopes can be justified in an engineering 
and economic analysis.  If the slope can be made flatter than 4:1, the designer should 
desirably provide a 6:1 slope at least within the clear zone. 

 
b. Ditch.  If right of way is available, the existing ditch line should be moved outward 

and the slopes flattened as much as practical.  A drainage ditch within the clear zone 
should be regraded as much as practical to make it traversable for an errant vehicle.  
See Section 49-3.02 for information on a traversable ditch. 

 
c. Embankment Stability.  Stable embankment material is required.  Sod or other 

appropriate materials or methods should be provided where erosion may be 
considered a problem. 

 
3. Roadside Safety.  Upgrading the roadside safety is often an objective of the project.  The 

designer should consider the safety benefits of flattening fill or cut slopes to eliminate 
guardrail and, as a minimum, to be in accordance with Item 2 above.  An evaluation of run-
off-the-road accidents will assist in the assessment (see Chapter Fifty).  See Section 54-4.0 
for more information on roadside-safety criteria. 

 
 
54-3.03(05)  Right of Way 
 
Where practical, additional right of way should be secured to permit cost-effective geometric and 
roadside-safety improvements. 
 
 
54-3.03(06)  Interchange 
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The project may include proposed work on an interchange.  This work will only include selective 
improvements to the interchange geometrics.  This may include lengthening acceleration or 
deceleration lanes, clearing the gore area, correcting the ramp superelevation, etc.  The designer 
should consider the following. 
 
1. Desirable.  The criteria provided in Chapter Forty-eight should be used to design each 

interchange element which will be improved as part of the freeway project. 
 
2. Minimum.  The criteria provided in the AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of 

Highways and Streets may be used as the minimum design where INDOT’s criteria exceed 
AASHTO’s.  For example, Figures 54-3A and 54-3B may be used to determine deceleration 
distance for a freeway exit instead of INDOT’s standard 1000-ft length. 

 
3. Acceleration or Deceleration Lane.  Only a parallel ramp exit or entrance should be used; see 

Section 48-4.0.  If converting a taper design to the preferred parallel design, the existing taper 
portion that is less than 12 ft wide should be removed and reconstructed to provide the full 
12-ft width for the entire acceleration or deceleration length. 

 
4. Ramp Shoulder.  Under restrictive conditions, an existing right-hand-side shoulder width of 

7.5 ft may be retained. 
 
 
54-4.0  ROADSIDE SAFETY 
 
The project should be evaluated for potential roadside-safety improvements within the project limits. 
The criteria described in Chapter Forty-nine will apply to the evaluation.  This includes roadside 
clear zone, barrier warrants as shown in Figure 49-4G(1), barrier design, and drainage features. 
 
Not all 2:1 fill slopes or foreslopes will require the use of guardrail.  The designer first should 
conduct a cost-effective analysis based on traffic volume, design speed, accident frequency, accident 
cost, accident severity, installation costs, and repair costs to determine if guardrail is necessary.  
Section 49-11.0 provides information on the AASHTO computer software program entitled 
ROADSIDE, which should be used for the cost-effectiveness analysis. 
 
 
54-5.0  BRIDGES 
 
54-5.01  General 
 
Figure 54-2A provides the Department’s criteria for structural capacity and width for a new or 
reconstructed bridge, or for an existing bridge to remain in place.  An existing bridge may remain in 
place if it meets, or is upgraded to meet, the structural and geometric requirements described in 
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Figure 54-2A and Section 54-5.02.  Upgrading a bridge to be in accordance with these criteria may 
be considered if an engineering analysis determines that the upgrading is appropriate.  Some of the 
items that should be considered in the analysis include the following: 
 
1. remaining service life; 
2. sufficiency rating; 
3. traffic volume; 
4. clear-roadway width; 
5. design speed; and 
6. accident records. 
 
If it is determined that a bridge should be replaced or undergo major reconstruction (e.g., replacing 
superstructure, widening superstructure or substructure), the design will be in accordance with the 
AASHTO LRFD criteria and load-carrying capacity (see Part VI). 
 
 
54-5.02  Bridge To Remain In Place 
 
An existing bridge should be evaluated for possible upgrading or replacement (see Section 54-5.01), 
if it is not in accordance with the following. 
 
1. Width.  The width should be evaluated against the criteria shown in Figure 54-2A. 
 
2. Structural Capacity.  The structural capacity should be evaluated against the criteria shown in 

Figure 54-2A. 
 
3. Vertical Clearance.  An existing structure should provide at least a 16-ft vertical clearance 

over the entire roadway including the usable shoulder widths for both left and right 
shoulders. If it is necessary to retain a vertical clearance of less than 16 ft, a design-exception 
request is required as described in Section 40-8.0.  However, Section 54-3.02 provides a list 
of routes foe which existing an overpass with a minimum 14-ft vertical clearance may be 
retained without a design exception. 

 
4. Bridge Railing.  Only an existing bridge railing that have been proven to be acceptable 

through crash testing may be retained.  Each new bridge-railing installation should in 
accordance with Section 61-6.01.  Consideration should be given to widening the bridge at 
the same time the railing is replaced to achieve the full approach-roadway width. 

 
5. Approach-Barrier Transition.  An approaching barrier transition should be in accordance with 

Chapter Forty-nine and the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
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54-6.0  MEDIAN OPENING 
 
On a fully access-controlled freeway, median crossing is denied to the public.  However, an 
occasional median opening or emergency crossover is required to accommodate maintenance, 
snowplowing, or emergency service vehicles. 
 
 
54-6.01  Guidelines 
 
A median crossover should be placed away from a mainline conflict, such as an interchange.  The 
number and location of median crossovers should be kept to a minimum. 
 
1. Spacing.  A median opening may be provided if it is in accordance with the spacing 

requirements as follows: 
 

a. A median crossover may be provided approximately half way between two 
interchanges if the spacing between them is greater than 3 mi but less than 4 mi. 

 
b. Multiple crossovers may be provided such that the distance between each crossover 

or interchange is not greater than 3 mi if the spacing between interchanges is greater 
than 4 mi. 

 
2. Jurisdiction.  A median crossover may be appropriate at a State line or a division line 

between districts or subdistricts. 
 
3. Urban.  A crossover should not be located in an urban area or an area with a narrow median. 
 
4. Interstate-Route Usage.  Section 54-6.04 provides a listing of the FHWA-approved crossover 

sites on the Interstate System. 
 
5. Rest Area or Weigh Station.  A crossover should be located at least 1500 ft from the end of 

the exit or entrance ramp taper for a rest area or weigh station. 
 
 
54-6.02  Implementation 
 
If warranted as discussed in Section 54-6.01, each new crossover on an existing facility should be in 
accordance with 54-6.03.  The addition of a median crossover, either during construction or after the 
highway is in use, requires the approval of the Chief Engineer and concurrence from the FHWA. 
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54-6.03  Design 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the criteria for the design of a freeway crossover.  The 
designer should also consider the following. 
 
1. Interchange or Lane Drop.  A crossover should be at least 1500 ft from the terminus of an 

exit ramp, entrance ramp, or lane drop. 
 
2. Overhead Structure.  A crossover should be located at least 1500 ft from a structure crossing 

over the freeway. 
 
3. Sight Distance.  Because of unexpected nature of a U-turn maneuver, adequate sight distance 

should be available at a crossover.  Decision sight distance should be provided in both 
directions.  This would favor, for example, placing the crossover in a sag vertical curve.  The 
minimum stopping sight distance should be provided. 

 
4. Median Barrier.  A crossover should be avoided where a median barrier is present.  If a 

crossover must be provided, the barrier should be flared as shown in Figure 54-6A, or 
terminated with an appropriate end treatment as discussed in Chapter Forty-nine.  The width 
of the opening should not be greater than 35 ft. 

 
6. Horizontal Curve.  A crossover should not be located within a curve requiring 

superelevation. 
 
7. Pavement.  The crossover pavement will be constructed with an asphalt surface of sufficient 

strength to accommodate the largest expected vehicle (e.g., fully loaded dump truck, fire 
truck).  See Chapter Fifty-two. 

 
8. Drainage.  A crossover should be located such that an additional drainage structure would not 

be required.  The designer should review the median drainage patterns to ensure that the 
median crossover will not negatively disrupt the median drainage (e.g., cause ponding in the 
median).  If a culvert is required under the crossover, consideration should be given to 
providing inlets or culvert end sections which are in accordance with Section 49-3.03 and the 
INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
 
54-6.04  Location of Interstate-Route Crossover 
 
The FHWA-approved sites for median crossovers on the Interstate system are listed in Figure 54-
6B(64) for I-64, Figure 54-6B(65) for I-65, Figure 54-6B(69) for I-69, Figure 54-6B(70) for I-70, 
Figure 54-6B(74) for I-74, Figure 54-6B(94) for I-94, or Figure 54-6B(100) for the three-digit-
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numbered routes.  The sites are listed according to district, reference marker, and location 
description. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section Rural Urban 

D
es

ig
n 

C
on

tro
ls

 Design Forecast Year 54-3.01 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed (mph) 54-3.01 Min:  Original Design Speed Min:  Original Design Speed (2) 
Access Control 40-5.0 Full Control Full Control 
Level of Service 40-2.04 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  C Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D 

C
ro

ss
 S

ec
tio

n 
E

le
m

en
ts

 

 Travel Lane 
 *Width 54-3.03 12 ft 12 ft 
 Surface Type(3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Shoulder 
*Right Width(4) 

54-3.03 
Usable:  11 ft;  Paved:  10 ft Usable:  11 ft;  Paved:  10 ft 

*Left Width(5) 2 Lanes:  4 ft Paved.  3 Lanes:  10 ft Paved 2 Lanes:  4 ft Paved.  3 Lanes:  10 ft Paved 
 Surface Type(3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (6) 45-1.01 2% 2% 

 Shoulder (6A) 45-1.02 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4% 

 Auxiliary Lane 
*Lane Width 

45-1.03 
12 ft 12 ft 

*Shoulder Width Left or Right:  Des:  12 ft;  Min:  6 ft Left or Right:  Des:  12 ft;  Min:  6 ft 

 Median Width 
 Depressed 

54-3.03 
Existing Existing 

 Flush (CMB) Existing Existing 
 Clear Zone 49-2.0 (8) (8) 

 Side Slopes (9) 
 Cut 

Foreslope 
54-3.03 

2:1 or Flatter 2:1 or Flatter 
Ditch Width Existing Existing 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter 2:1 or Flatter 

 Fill 45-3.0 2:1 or Flatter 2:1 or Flatter 

 Median Slopes 45-3.03 Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  4:1 Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  4:1 

B
rid

ge
s 

 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 60 HL-93 (10) HL-93 (10) 

*Clear-Roadway Width(11) 54-5.0 Full Paved Approach Width Full Paved Approach Width 

 Existing 
 Bridge 
 to Remain in 
 Place 

*Structural Capacity Chp. 72 HS-20 HS-20 

*Clear-Roadway Width 54-5.0 Travelway Plus 10 ft Rt. 
& 4 ft Lt. Shoulders (7) 

Travelway Plus 10 ft Rt. 
& 4 ft Lt. Shoulders (7) 

*Vertical 
 Clearance 
 (Freeway 
 Under) 
 (12a) 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (12b) 

54-5.0 

16.5 ft 16.5 ft (12c) 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 16 ft 16 ft (12c) 

 Sign Truss / 
 Pedestrian Bridge New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17 ft New:  17.5 ft;  Existing: 17 ft 

 Vertical Clearance (Freeway over Railroad) 
 (13) 

Chp. 69 23 ft 23 ft 

* Controlling design criterion (see Section 40-8.0). 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 
(3R or Partial 4R Project) 

 
Figure 54-2A 
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Design Element Manual 
Section Rural Urban 

A
lig

nm
en

t E
le

m
en

ts
 

 Design Speed  70 mph 55 mph 60 mph 70 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance 42-1.0 730 ft 530 ft 610 ft 730 ft 
*Minimum Radius 43-2.0 Existing (14) Existing (14) 

*Superelevation Rate (15) 43-3.0 emax = 8% emax = 8% 

*Horizontal Sight Distance 43-4.0 See Section 43-4.0 See Section 43-4.0 
*Vertical 
 Curvature 
 (K-value) 

Crest 44-3.0 Existing (14) Existing (14) 

Sag Existing (14) Existing (14) 

*Maximum 
 Grade  

Level 
54-3.02 

Existing (14) Existing (14) 
Rolling Existing (14) Existing (14) 

 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% Desirable:  0.5%     Minimum:  0.0% 

In
te

rc
ha

ng
e 

E
le

m
en

ts
  Traveled Way 

Width 48-5.02 16 ft 16 ft 
Surface Type (3) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Shoulder 
Right Width 

48-5.02 
Usable:  11 ft.  Paved:  Des: 8 ft;  Min: 7.5 ft Usable:  11 ft.  Paved:  Des: 8 ft;  Min: 7.5 ft 

Left Width Usable:  7 ft.  Paved:  Des: 4 ft;  Min: 2.5 ft Usable:  7 ft.  Paved:  Des: 4 ft;  Min: 2.5 ft 
Surface Type (16) Chp. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Cross Slope 
Traveled Way 

48-5.02 
2% 2% 

Shoulder (17) Right:  4%;  Left:  2% Right:  4%;  Left:  2% 
 Superelevation 48-5.03 emax = 8% emax = 4%, 6%, or 8% (18) 

 Maximum 
 Grade 

Upgrade 
48-5.04 

3% - 5% 3% - 5% 
Downgrade 4% - 6% 4% - 6% 

 
*  Controlling design criterion (see Section 40-8.0). 
 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 

(3R or Partial 4R Project) 
 

Figure 54-2A (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 
(3R or Partial 4R Project) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 54-2A 

 
(1) Design Forecast Year.  A resurfaced pavement has a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The existing posted speed limit may be used in restricted urban conditions.  The design speed should be 50 mph or 

higher on an Interstate highway. 
 
(3) Surface Type.  The pavement type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(4) Shoulder Width, Right.  The following will apply. 
 
 a. The shoulder is paved to the face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder 

width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 
 b. If the number of trucks exceeds 250 DDHV, a 12-ft right shoulder should be considered.  If the 12-ft shoulder is used, the 

usable-shoulder width will be 13 ft. 
 
 c. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 
(5) Shoulder Width, Left.  The following will apply. 
 

a. The effective usable-shoulder width is equal to the paved-shoulder width.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the 
effective usable-shoulder width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 

 
b. Where there are 3 or more lanes in one direction, a 12-ft left shoulder should be provided if practical. 

 
c. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point.  Usable width 

is 1 ft wider than the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(6A) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FREEWAY 
(3R or Partial 4R Project) 

 
Footnotes to Figure 54-2A (Continued) 

 
(7) Shoulders for Bridge to Remain in Place.  For such a bridge of length > 200 ft, the minimum shoulder width on the right and the 

left may be 3.5 ft.  This requirement does not apply to a bridge deck replacement. 
 
(8) Clear Zone.  The clear zone will vary according to design speed, traffic volume, side slopes and horizontal curvature.  See Section 

49-2.0. 
 
(9) Side Slopes.  Retention of an existing side slope of 2:1 or flatter most often will be acceptable.  However, an existing fill slope of 

steeper than 4:1 should be evaluated for flattening.  Section 54-3.03 provides additional information for side-slope criteria for a 
project with freeway widening (i.e., lane or shoulder widening). 

 
(10) Structural Capacity (New or Reconstructed Bridge).  HS-25 loading with Alternate Military Loading should be applied for each 

project with notice to proceed with design beginning September 1, 2004, through December 31, 2005.  Other loadings will apply to 
the Toll Road or an Extra Heavy Duty Highway.  See Chapter Sixty for more information. 
 

(11) Width (New or Reconstructed Bridge).  See Sections 45-4.01 and 59-1.0 for more information on bridge width. 
 
(12) Vertical Clearance (Freeway Under).  The following will apply. 
 

a. Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
b. Table value includes an additional 0.5 ft allowance for future overlays. 
c. A 14-ft clearance may be used in an urban area where an alternative freeway facility with a 16-ft clearance is available; see 

Section 54-3.02. 
 
(13) Vertical Clearance (Freeway Over Railroad).  S ee Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
(14) Existing Conditions.  For these design elements, the existing conditions are satisfactory unless accident history dictates that a 

modification is necessary. 
 
(15) Superelevation Rate.  The designer should review Sections 43-2.0 and 43-3.0 to determine if improvements are necessary. 
 
(16) Shoulders (Surface Type).  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering.  For a ramp 

with curve radii less than or equal to 350 ft, the shoulders will have the same pavement design as the travelway. 
 
(17) Cross Slope (Shoulders).  For a ramp with curve radii less than or equal to 350 ft, the shoulder cross slope will be the same as the 

travelway. 
 
(18) Superelevation.  The maximum superelevation rate will depend on s ite conditions.  The highest rate practical should be used, 

especially for a descending ramp. 
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Highway 
Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

Average 
Running 
Speed, 

Va 
(mph) 

L = Deceleration Length (ft) 
For Design Speed of First Governing Geometric Control (mph) 

Stop 15 20 25 30 40 45 50 
For Average Running Speed, V′a (mph) 

0 10 17 22 26 32 39 43 
30 29 250 230 200 150 -- -- -- -- 
40 34 320 300 270 220 180 -- -- -- 
45 39 360 350 310 280 230 180 -- -- 
50 43 430 410 380 360 300 270 180 -- 
55 48 480 460 450 400 360 330 250 200 
60 53 560 550 510 480 450 400 330 280 
70 57 590 590 560 530 500 460 400 350 

 
 
Notes: 
 
1. Value i s for a gr ade of 3% or  l ess.  S ee F igure 54 -3B f or s teeper upgr ades or  

downgrades. 
 
2. The deceleration lengths are calculated from the distance needed for a passenger car to 

decelerate from the highway mainline speed to the speed of the first governing geometric 
control on the exit ramp.  The basic assumptions within the AASHTO deceleration model 
are as follows. 

 
a. The v ehicle i s i nitially t raveling at  t he av erage r unning s peed of  the h ighway 

mainline. 
 

b. The vehicle decelerates in gear for 3 s of travel time. 
 

c. The motorist brakes the vehicle at a comfortable rate until it reaches the average 
running speed of the first governing geometric control. 

 
 The AASHTO deceleration model is discussed in detail in A Policy on Geometric Design 

of Rural Highways, 1965, pp. 348-351. 
 
 

LENGTH FOR DECELERATION 
 

Figure 54-3A 
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Direction 
of Grade 

Ratio of Deceleration Length on Grade to Length on Level 

< 3% 3% ≤ Ratio < 4% 4% ≤ Ratio < 6% ≥ 6% 

Upgrade* 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.70 

Downgrade 1.00 1.20 1.35 1.50 

 
*  Upgrade adjustment is only used in a restricted location. 
 
 
Notes: 
1. Table applies to each highway design speed. 
 
2. The gr ade in t he t able is t he av erage gr ade ov er t he di stance us ed f or measuring t he 

length of deceleration. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 
 
Given:  Highway Design Speed  70 mph 

First Exit Curve Design Speed 45 mph 
Average Grade   5% downgrade 

 
Problem: Determine length of deceleration. 
 
Solution: Figure 54-3A yields a minimum deceleration length of 400 ft on the level.  

According to Figure 54-3B, this should be increased by 1.35. 
 

Therefore: L = (400 ft) (1.35) 
L = 540 ft 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
 

GRADE ADJUSTMENT FOR DECELERATION 
 

Figure 54-3B 
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Ref. Mkr. I-64 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-64 
 
 Figure 54-6B(64) 

Vincennes District 
 
0.8  0.8 mi. E. of Indiana-Illinois State Line 
3.7  0.7 mi. W. of Griffin Road 
5.1  0.7 mi. E. of Griffin Road 
6.9*  2.5 mi. E. of Griffin Road (0.4 mi. W. of Black River Rest Area) 
8.9  4.5 mi. E. of Griffin Road (1.2 mi. E. of Black River Rest Area) 
10.9  1.0 mi. W. of SR 165 
12.4*  0.5 mi. E. of SR 165 
16.9  0.8 mi. W. of SR 65 
18.2  0.5 mi. E. of SR 65 
19.8  2.1 mi. E. of SR 65 
23.3  1.7 mi. W. of US 41 
25.8*  0.8 mi. E. of US 41 
28.8  0.6 mi. W. of SR 57 & I-164 
30.2*  0.8 mi. E. of SR 57 & I-164 
33.3  3.9 mi. E. of SR 57 & I-164 
36.8  2.5 mi. W. of SR 61 
38.7  0.6 mi. W. of SR 61 
40.2  0.9 mi. E. of SR 61 
43.6  4.3 mi. E. of SR 61 
46.9*  7.6 mi. E. of SR 61 
50.2  3.4 mi. W. of SR 161 
53.1*  0.5 mi. W. of SR 161 
54.3*  0.6 mi. E. of SR 161 
55.9  0.9 mi. W. of US 231 
57.7  1.0 mi. E. of US 231 (0.3 mi. W. of Dale Rest Area) 
59.9  3.1 mi. W. of SR 162 (1.4 mi. E. of Dale Rest Area) 
62.3  0.7 mi. W. of SR 162 
63.7  0.7 mi. E. of SR 162 
68.6*  5.6 mi. W. of SR 162 
71.7  0.7 mi. W. of SR 145 
73.0*  0.6 mi. E. of SR 145 
75.5*  3.1 mi. E. of SR 145 
78.0  0.6 mi. W. of West Junction SR 37 
79.2  1.8 mi. W. of West Junction SR 37 
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Ref. Mkr. I-64 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-64 
 
 Figure 54-6B(64) (Continued) 

Vincennes District (cont’d.) 
 
84.7  1.1 mi. mi. of East Junction SR 37 
86.5  0.7 mi. E. of East Junction SR 37 
90.0  2.1 mi. W. of SR 66 
 
 

Seymour District 
 
92.5  04. mi. E. of SR 66 
94.9  2.8 mi. E. of SR 66 
98.5  6.4 mi. E. of SR 66 
101.9  9.8 mi. E. of SR 66 
104.8*  0.7 mi. E. of SR 135 
105.9  0.4 mi. E. of SR 135 
109.2  3.7 mi. E. of SR 135 
111.9  0.7 mi. W. of Lanesville Road 
113.4*  0.8 mi. E. of Lanesville Road (1.1 mi. W. of Lanesville Rest Area) 
117.1*  0.8 mi. E. of SR 62 & SR 64 (1.9 mi. E. of Lanesville Rest Area) 
118.7*  0.8 mi. E. of SR 62 & SR 64 (0.9 mi. W. of US 150) 
119.8*  0.2 mi. S. of  US 150 
121.3  0.5 mi. W. of 1-265 
122.6  0.8 mi. E. of I-265 (0.8 mi. W. of Spring Street) 
  (1.0 mi. W. of Indiana-Kentucky State Line) 
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Ref. Mkr. I-65 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-65 
 
 Figure 54-6B(65) 

Seymour District 
 
9.7  0.6 mi. N. of SR 311 
12.5  3.4 mi. N. of SR 311 
15.1*  0.6 mi. S. of Memphis Road 
16.4*  0.7 mi. N. of Memphis Road 
18.5  0.7 mi. S. of SR 160 
19.9  0.7 mi. N. of SR 160 
21.6*  2.4 mi. N. of SR 160 (0.5 mi. S. of Henryville NB Rest Area) 
23.0*  3.8 mi. N. of SR 160 (0.5 mi. N. of Henryville SB Rest Area) 
26.2  7.0 mi. N. of SR 160 
28.7  0.6 mi. S. of SR 56 
29.9  0.6 mi. N. of SR 56 
32.8*  0.7 mi. S. of SR 256 
34.2*  0.7 mi. N. of SR 256 
35.7*  0.7 mi. S. of US 31 
37.3  0.8 mi. N. of US 31 
40.3*  0.8 mi. S. of SR 250 
41.8*  0.7 mi. N. of SR 250 
45.5  0.2 mi. N. of US 31 
48.7  0.8 mi. S. of US 50 
50.6*  1.1 mi. N. of US 150 
54.5  0.7 mi. S. of SR 11 
56.1  0.9 mi. N. of SR 11 
59.5*  4.3 mi. N. of SR 11 
63.1  0.6 mi. N. of SR 58 
64.3  0.6 mi. S. of SR 58 
67.6  0.6 mi. N. of SR 46 
68.9  0.6 mi. N. of SR 46 
71.6  3.3 mi. N. of SR 46 (0.5 mi. S. of Taylorsville NB Rest Area) 
74.5*  1.2 mi. S. of US 31 (0.7 mi. N. of Taylorsville SB Rest Area) 
76.7  1.0 mi. N. of US 31 
79.3*  0.8 mi. S. of SR 252 
80.8  0.7 mi. N. of SR 252 
84.1  4.0 mi. N. of SR 252 
88.9  0.7 mi. S. of SR 44 
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Ref. Mkr. I-65 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-65 
 
 Figure 54-B(65) (Continued) 

 
Seymour District (cont’d.) 

 
90.2  0.6 mi. N. of SR 44 
93.7  0.8 mi. S. of Whiteland Road 
95.3*  0.8 mi. N. of Whiteland Road 
97.9  1.4 mi. S. of Greenwood Road 
100.6  1.3 mi. N. of Greenwood Road 
 
 

Greenfield District 
 
102.2  0.9 mi. S. of Southport Road 
104.9  1.1 mi. S. of I-465 South Leg 
119.7*  1.2 mi. S. of Lafayette Road 
121.7*  0.8 mi. N. of Lafayette Road 
123.9*  0.5 mi. S. of 71st Street 
124.9*  0.5 mi. N. of 71st Street 
127.8*  3.4 mi. N. of 71st Street 
129.7  0.4 mi. S. of SR 334 
 
 

Crawfordsville District 
 
130.6*  0.5 mi. N. of SR 334 
132.8  0.5 mi. S. of SR 267 
133.8  0.5 mi. N. of SR 267 
136.8*  0.9 mi. S. of SR 100E 
138.3*  0.5 mi. S. of SR 39 
141.1*  1.0 mi. N. of SR 32 
142.4*  0.4 mi. N. of US 52 
145.1  0.7 mi. of S. of SR 47 
146.6  0.8 mi. N. of SR 47 (1.8 mi. S. of Lebanon NB Rest Area) 
151.0  5.2 mi. N. of SR 47 (1.1 mi. N. of Lebanon SB Rest Area) 
153.7*  4.2 mi. S. of SR 28 
157.2  0.7 mi. S. of SR 28 
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Ref. Mkr. I-65 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-65 
 
 Figure 54-B(65) (Continued) 

158.8*  0.9 mi. N. of SR 28 
Crawfordsville District (cont’d.) 

 
162.0  4.1 mi. N. of SR 28 
165.5  3.0 mi. S. of SR 38 
167.9  0.6 mi. S. of SR 38 
169.3  0.8 mi. N. of SR 38 
171.6  0.5 mi. S. of SR 26 
172.9  0.8 mi. N. of SR 26 
174.2  0.9 mi. S. of SR 25 
176.6*  1.5 mi. N. of SR 25 
178.9  0.6 mi. N. of US 231 
181.5  3.2 mi. N. of US 231 
184.9  3.1 mi. S. of SR 18 
187.0  1.0 mi. S. of SR 18 
188.7  0.7 mi. N. of SR 18 
192.7  0.6 mi. S. of US 231 
194.3  1.0 mi. N. of US 231 (1.4 mi. S. of Wolcott SB Rest Area) 
197.1*  4.3 mi. S. of SR 24 (0.9 mi. N. of Wolcott SB Rest Area) 
200.4  1.0 mi. of S. of SR 24 
 
 

LaPorte District 
 
202.1*  0.6 mi. N. of US 24 
203.9*  0.8 mi. S. of US 231 
205.6*  0.6 mi. N. of US 231 
207.7  2.7 mi. N. of US 231 
209.6  0.3 mi. N. of SR 16 
211.7  2.1 mi. N. of SR 16 
214.0  0.7 mi. S. of SR 114 
215.4  0.7 mi. N. of SR 114 
217.8  3.1 mi. N. of SR 114 
219.9  0.6 mi. S. of SR 14 
223.2  2.8 mi. N. of SR 14 
225.1*  4.6 mi. N. of SR 14 
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Ref. Mkr. I-65 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-65 
 
 Figure 54-B(65) (Continued) 

228.9  0.7 mi. S. of SR 10 
LaPorte District (cont’d.) 

 
230.2  0.5 mi. N. of SR 10 (0.7 mi. S. of Kankakee NB Rest Area) 
232.9  3.3 mi. N. of SR 10 (1.6 mi. N. of Kankakee NB Rest Area) 
235.8  4.2 mi. S. of SR 2 
239.3  0.6 mi. S. of SR 2 
241.8*  1.6 mi. N. of SR 2 (0.6 mi. N. of NB Weigh Station) 
244.1  3.3 mi. S. of US 231 
246.8  0.7 mi. S. of US 231 
247.8*  0.4 mi. N. of US 231 
250.7  3.3 mi. N. of US 231 
252.1  0.7 mi. S. of US 30 
260.8  1.1 mi. N. of I-80 & I-94 
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Ref. Mkr. I-69 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-69 
 
 Figure 54-6B(69) 

Greenfield District 
 
6.3  1.3 mi. N. of 116th Street 
8.1  2.0 mi. S. of SR 238 
10.9*  0.8 mi. N. of SE 238 
13.7  0.8 mi. S. of SR 13 
15.2  0.7 mi. N. of SR 13 
18.2  0.5 mi. S. of SR 38 
19.3*  0.6 mi. N. of SR 38 
21.4  1.0 mi. S. of SR 67 & SR 9 
23.0  0.6 mi. N. of SR 67 & SR 9 
25.2  1.0 mi. S. of N. Jct. SR 9 
27.0*  0.8 mi. N. of N. Jct. SR 9 
29.3  3.0 mi. N. of N. Jct. SR 9 
32.5  1.0 mi. S. of SR 32 & SR 67 
34.3  0.9 mi. N. of SR 32 & SR 67 
37.3  3.9 mi. N. of SR 32 & SR 67 
40.3  0.4 mi. S. of SR 332 
42.1*  1.4 mi. N. of SR 332 
44.1  0.6 mi. S. of US 35 & SR 28 
45.3  0.6 mi. N. of US 35 & SR 28 
49.4  4.7 mi. N. of US 35 & SR 28 (0.3 mi. S. of Pipe Creek NB Rest Area) 
51.3*  3.8 mi. S. of SR 26 (0.5 mi. N. of Pipe Creek SB Rest Area) 
54.3*  0.8 mi. S. of SR 26 
 

Fort Wayne District 
 
55.5*  0.5 mi. N. of SR 26 
58.0  1.0 mi. S. of SR 22 
59.7*  0.7 mi. N. of SR 22 
62.9  1.2 mi. S. of SR 18 
64.8  0.7 mi. N. of SR 18 
67.2  3.1 mi. N. of SR 18 
69.7  3.1 mi. S. of SR 218 
72.3  0.5 mi. S. of SR 218 
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Ref. Mkr. I-69 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-69 
 
 Figure 54-6B(69) (Continued) 

Fort Wayne District (cont’d.) 
 
73.4  0.6 mi. N. of SR 218 
76.9*  0.6 mi. S. of SR 5 
78.5  1.0 mi. N. of SR 5 (1.2 mi. S. of Weigh Station) 
80.5*  3.0 mi. N. of SR 5 (0.4 mi. N. of Weigh Station) 
83.5  2.9 mi. S. of US 224 
85.8*  0.6 mi. S. of US 224 
87.6  1.2 mi. N. of US 224 
88.7*  2.3 mi. N. of US 224 (0.4 mi. S. of Flat Creek NB Rest Area) 
90.3*  3.9 mi. N. of US 224 (0.5 mi. N. of Flat Creek NB Rest Area) 
92.2*  4.3 mi. S. of SR 469 (0.4 mi. S. of Flat Creek SB Rest Area) 
93.4  3.1 mi. S. of SR 469 (0.4 mi. N. of Flat Creek SB Rest Area) 
95.5  1.0 mi. S. of SR 469 
98.0  1.5 mi. N. of SR 469 
100.5*  1.5 mi. N. of Lower Huntington Road 
103.7*  1.7 mi. N. of US 24 
106.9  1.6 mi. N. of SR 14 
108.6  0.7 mi. S. of US 30 & US 33 
113.1*  0.9 mi. N. of Coldwater Road 
116.4*  0.6 mi. N. of SR 1 
119.7*  3.9 mi. N. of SR 1 
123.4*  2.8 mi. S. of CR 11A (0.5 mi. S. of Auburn NB Rest Area) 
125.2*  1.0 mi. S. of SR 11A (1.0 mi. N. of Auburn SB Rest Area) 
128.6  0.4 mi. S. of SR 8 
129.6*  0.6 mi. N. of SR 8 
132.9  1.4 mi. S. of US 6 
134.8  0.5 mi. N. of US 6 
137.0  2.7 mi. N. of US 6 
140.0  0.4 mi. S. of SR 4 
141.0  0.6 mi. N. of SR 4 
142.8  2.4 mi. N. of SR 4 (1.0 mi. S. of Pigeon Creek SB Rest Area) 
144.7*  4.3 mi. N. of SR 4 (0.4 mi. N. of Pigeon Creek SB Rest Area) 
147.4*  0.5 mi. S. of US 20 
149.0*  1.0 mi. N. of US 20 
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Ref. Mkr. I-69 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-69 
 
 Figure 54-6B(69) (Continued) 

151.1  0.7 mi. N. of CR 200W 
Fort Wayne District (cont’d.) 

 
153.1*  0.9 mi. S. of SR 127 
155.1  1.1 mi. N. of SR 127 
156.4*  0.5 mi. S. of Jamestown Exit 
157.6*  0.7 mi. N. of Jamestown Exit (0.2 mi. S. of Indiana-Michigan State Line) 
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Ref. Mkr. I-70 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-70 
 
 Figure 54-6B(70) 

Crawfordsville District 
 
0.0  Indiana-Illinois State Line (1.4 mi. W. of Terre Haute Rest Area) 
2.8  0.5 mi. W. of Darwin Road (1.3 mi. E. of Terre Haute Rest Area) 
4.1  0.7 mi. E. of Darwin Road 
5.7*  1.3 mi. W. of US 41 
7.6  0.7 mi. E. of US 41 
10.5*  0.7 mi. W. of SR 46 
12.6*  1.4 mi. E. of SR 46 
16.2  5.0 mi. E. of SR 46 
19.2*  3.4 mi. W. of SR 59 
21.9*  0.7 mi. W. of SR 59 
23.3  0.7 mi. E. of SR 59 
27.1  4.5 mi. E. of SR 59 
29.6  7.5 mi. W. of SR 243 
32.8  4.4 mi. W. of SR 243 
35.1  2.1 mi. W. of SR 243 
38.0  0.8 mi. E. of SR 243 
40.3*  0.7 mi. W. of US 231 
42.0  0.9 mi. E. of US 231 
45.2*  4.1 mi. E. of US 231 
47.8  6.7 mi. E. of US 231 
50.2  0.5 mi. W. of CR 1100W Little Point Road 
51.5  0.7 mi. E. of CR 1100W Little Point Road 
55.8  3.6 mi. W. of SR 39 
58.8  0.6 mi. W. of SR 39 
60.2*  0.8 mi. E. of SR 39 
63.5  2.9 mi. W. of SR 267 (1.0 mi. W. of Plainfield Rest Area) 
65.7  0.7 mi. W. of SR 267 (1.1 mi. E. of Plainfield Rest Area) 
67.1  0.7 mi. E. of SR 267 
69.2  2.8 mi. E. of SR 267 
71.0  2.0 mi. W. of the W. leg I-465 
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Ref. Mkr. I-70 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-70 
 
 Figure 54-6B(70) (Continued) 

Greenfield District 
 
90.2  0.6 mi. W. of Post Road 
91.3*  0.5 mi. E. of Post Road 
93.9  3.1 mi. E. of Post Road 
95.4  0.5 mi. W. of Mt. Comfort Road 
96.8  0.9 mi. E. of Mt. Comfort Road 
100.3*  4.4 mi. E. of Mt. Comfort Road 
102.9  0.8 mi. W. of SR 9 
104.4  0.7 mi. E. of SR 9 
106.4*  2.7 mi. E. of SR 9 (0.4 mi. W. of Greenfield EB Rest Area) 
107.6*  3.9 mi. E. of SR 9 (0.4 mi. E. of Greenfield EB Rest Area) 
110.7  7.0 mi. E. of SR 9 
113.2*  2.1 mi. W. of SR 109 (0.4 mi. W. of Greenfield WB Rest Area) 
114.7  0.6 mi. W. of SR 109 (0.6 mi. E. of Greenfield WB Rest Area) 
116.4  1.1 mi. E. of SR 109 
119.8  4.5 mi. E. of SR 109 
122.3  0.7 mi. W. of SR 3 
123.5*  0.5 mi. E. of SR 3 
125.9  2.9 mi. E. of SR 3 
128.9  2.1 mi. W. of Wilber Wright Road 
131.6  0.6 mi. E. of Wilber Wright Road 
133.8  2.8 mi. E. of Wilber Wright Road 
136.7  0.7 mi. W. of SR 1 
138.2*  0.8 mi. E. of SR 1 
140.3*  2.9 mi. E. of SR 1 
143.4*  2.1 mi. W. of Centerville Road (0.4 mi. W. of Centerville Rest Area) 
144.7  0.6 mi. W. of Centerville Road (0.7 mi. E. of Centerville Rest Area) 
146.3*  1.2 mi. E. of Centerville Road (1.4 mi. W. of Weigh Station) 
153.5*  0.8 mi. E. of SR 227 
155.5  0.6 mi. W. of US 40 (0.7 mi. W. of Indiana-Ohio State Line) 
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Ref. Mkr. I-74 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-74 
 
 Figure 54-6B(74) 

Crawfordsville District 
 
0.0  Indiana-Illinois State Line 
0.6*  0.6 mi. E. of Indiana-Illinois State Line (0.6 mi. W. of Spring Creek Rest Area) 
3.2  1.1 mi. W. of SR 63 
4.8  0.5 mi. E. of SR 63 
7.3*  0.7 mi. W. of Covington/Strington Road 
8.7*  0.7 mi. E. of Covington/Strington Road 
11.8*  3.7 mi. W. of US 41 
14.4  1.1 mi. W. of US 41 
16.2  0.7 mi. E. of US 41 
17.3*  1.8 mi. E. of US 41 (1.0 mi. W. of Veedersburg Weigh Station) 
19.5*  4.0 mi. E. of US 41 (0.8 mi. E. of Veedersburg Weigh Station) 
21.6*  6.1 mi. E. of US 41 (0.7 mi. W. of Waynetown Rest Area) 
24.3  0.6 mi. W. of SR 25 (1.4 mi. E. of Waynetown Rest Area) 
25.5  0.6 mi. E. of SR 25 
29.0  4.8 mi. W. of US 231 
32.4  1.4 mi. W. of US 231 
35.2  1.4 mi. E. of US 231 
38.6*  0.7 mi. W. of SR 32 
40.0  0.7 mi. E. of SR 32 
44.0  4.7 mi. E. of SR 32 
47.3  4.7 mi. W. of SR 75 
51.4  0.6 mi. W. of SR 75 
52.5  0.5 mi. E. of SR 75 
55.5*  3.5 mi. E. of SR 75 (0.8 mi. W. of Lizton Rest Area) 
57.1  0.5 mi. W. of SR 39 (0.4 mi. E. of Lizton Rest Area) 
58.0  0.4 mi. E. of SR 39 
60.6*  0.6 mi. W. of Pittsboro Road 
61.8*  0.6 mi. E. of Pittsboro Road 
65.0  0.9 mi. W. of SR 267 
66.5*  0.6 mi. E. of SR 267 
69.2  3.3 mi. E. of SR 267 
72.8  0.5 mi. W. of I-465 
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Ref. Mkr. I-74 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-74 
 
 Figure 54-6B(74) (Continued) 

Greenfield District 
 
94.5*  1.4 mi. W. of Post Road 
97.1*  1.9 mi. W. of Acton Road 
100.5  0.6 mi. W. of Pleasant View Road 
101.8*  0.7 mi. E. of Pleasant View Road 
103.6  0.6 mi. E. of London Road 
106.3  3.3 mi. E. of London Road 
108.8  0.6 mi. W. of Fairland Road 
109.9  0.5 mi. E. of Fairland Road 
112.1  0.7 mi. W. of SR 9 
113.4  0.6 mi. E. of SR 9 
117.1*  1.3 mi. W. of SR 244 
119.1*  0.7 mi. E. of SR 244 
122.6  0.5 mi. W. of St. Paul-Middletown Exit 
 
 

Seymour District 
 
123.9  0.7 mi. E. of St. Paul-Middletown Exit 
126.8  3.6 mi. E. of St. Paul-Middletown Exit 
129.2  6.0 mi. E. of St. Paul-Middletown Exit 
131.5  0.5 mi. W. of US 421 WB Ramp 
133.2  0.8 mi. W. of SR 3 
134.7  0.6 mi. E. of SR 3 
138.5*  4.4 mi. E. of SR 3 
142.3*  0.7 mi. W. of New Point Road 
143.7*  0.7 mi. E. of New Point Road 
146.1*  3.1 mi. E. of New Point Road 
148.4*  0.6 mi. W. of SR 229 
149.6  0.6 mi. E. of SR 229 
150.9*  1.9 mi. E. of SR 229 (0.5 mi. W. of Batesville EB Rest Area) 
152.7*  3.7 mi. E. of SR 229 (0.6 mi. E. of Batesville WB Rest Area) 
155.0  0.7 mi. W. of SR 101 
156.5  0.8 mi. E. of SR 101 
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Ref. Mkr. I-74 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-74 
 
 Figure 54-6B(74) (Continued) 

159.4*  3.7 mi. E. of SR 101 
Seymour District (cont’d.) 

 
162.3*  1.3 mi. W. of SR 1 
164.3  0.7 mi. E. of SR 1 
166.7*  3.1 mi. E. of SR 1 
168.1*  0.9 mi. W. of US 52 
169.9*  0.9 mi. E. of US 52 (0.6 mi. W. of Weigh Station) 
171.2  2.2 mi. E. of US 52 
  (0.3 mi. E. of Weigh Station) (0.2 mi. W. of Indiana-Ohio State Line) 
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Ref. Mkr. I-94 Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS, I-94 
 
 Figure 54-6B(94) 

LaPorte District 
 
16.3*  1.2 mi. E. of SR 51 
18.0*  0.9 mi. W. of SR 249 
19.9*  1.1 mi. E. of SR 249 
21.7  0.6 mi. W. of US 20 
23.1  0.8 mi. E. of US 20 
25.1  0.9 mi. W. of SR 49 
28.5  2.5 mi. E. of SR 49 (0.2 mi. W. EB Weigh Station) 
31.5  3.0 mi. W. of US 421 (2.5 mi. E. of EB Weigh Station) 
33.8  0.8 mi. W. of US 421 
35.3*  0.7 mi. E. of US 421 
38.8  1.1 mi. W. of US 20 
41.3*  1.4 mi. E. of US 20 (1.5 mi. W. of Michigan City Rest Area) 
43.7*  3.8 mi. E. of US 20 (0.5 mi. E. of Michigan City Rest Area) 
45.8*  Indiana-Michigan State Line 
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Ref. Mkr. Location Description 
 

*  New crossover location 
 
 INTERSTATE-ROUTE CROSSOVERS 
 Three-Digit-Numbered Routes 
 
 Figure 54-6B(100) 

I-164, Vincennes District 
 
1.2  1.2 mi. N. of US 41 
3.7  0.8 mi. N. of Green River Road 
8.1  0.7 mi. S. of Morgan Avenue 
10.2  1.4 mi. N. of Morgan Avenue 
11.8  3.0 mi. N. of Morgan Avenue 
14.6  0.5 mi. S. of Boonville-New Harmony Road 
16.3  1.2 mi. N. of Boonville-New Harmony Road 
20.0  0.8 mi. S. of I-64 
 
 

I-265, Seymour District 
 
2.1*  2.1 mi. E. of I-64 (1.0 mi. W. of SR 111) 
5.5  1.1 mi. E. of SR 311 (1.2 mi. W. of I-65) 
7.5*  0.8 mi. E. of I-65 (1.8 mi. W. of SR 62) 
 
 

I-275, Seymour District 
 
15.4*  0.6 mi. S. of US 50 Connector (0.6 mi. N. of Indiana-Kentucky State Line) 
17.7  1.7 mi. N. of US 50 Connector (0.2 mi. S. of Indiana-Ohio State Line) 
 
 

I-865, Greenfield District 
 
1.2  0.4 mi. E. of I-65 
3.4*  2.6 mi. E. of I-65 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-FIVE 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF 
EXISTING NON-FREEWAY (3R) 

 
 
55-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
Section 40-6.0 identifies project scopes of work as follows: 
 
1. new construction; 
2. complete reconstruction, freeway; 
3. partial reconstruction, freeway (4R); 
4. reconstruction, non-freeway (4R); 
5. 3R project, non-freeway; 
6. 3R project ,freeway; 
7. partial 3R project, non-freeway; 
8. high-accident location improvement, non-freeway; and 
9. traffic-control-devices project. 
 
Chapter Fifty-three provides tables of geometric design criteria which apply to a new 
construction or reconstruction project.  Chapters Forty through Fifty-two provide design concepts 
and criteria which are directly applicable to new construction or reconstruction.  For this type of 
project, the designer has the liberty of designing the highway to satisfy the most desirable and 
stringent criteria practical. 
 
The geometric design of a project on an existing highway is viewed from a different perspective. 
This type of project is often initiated for reasons other than geometric design deficiencies (e.g., 
pavement deterioration, bridge replacement), and it often must be designed within restrictive 
right of way, and financial or environmental constraints.  Therefore, the design criteria for new 
construction are often not attainable without major and, frequently, unacceptable adverse 
impacts.  At the same time, however, the Department must use the opportunity to make cost-
effective, practical improvements to the geometric design of an existing highway or street. 
 
For these reasons, INDOT has adopted different limits for geometric design criteria for a project 
on an existing highway which are often lower than the values for new construction.  The criteria 
for an existing highway are based on a sound, engineering assessment of the underlying 
principles behind geometric design and on how the criteria for new construction can be modified 
to apply to an existing highway. 
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This chapter provides the Department’s criteria for a 3R non-freeway project.  These criteria 
balance the many competing and often conflicting objectives.  The objectives include improving 
an existing highway, minimizing the adverse impacts of highway construction on an existing 
highway, and improving the greatest longitudinal distance within the available funds for capital 
improvements.  Where the 3R project scope of work is selected, costly work (e.g., bridge 
reconstruction or replacement, alignment improvements), which has a long service life and can 
be incorporated into a future 4R project, should desirably be constructed to satisfy 4R design 
criteria as part of the 3R project. 
 
 
55-2.0  GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
55-2.01  Applicability 
 
55-2.01(01)  3R Scope-of-Work Definition 
 
A 3R project (rehabilitation, restoration, and resurfacing) on an existing non-freeway is intended 
to extend the service life of the existing facility and to enhance highway safety.  A 3R project 
should make cost-effective improvements to the existing geometrics, where practical.  This type 
of work on the mainline or at an intersection is on the existing alignment.  Minimal right-of-way 
acquisition is required.  Improvements for a 3R non-freeway project can include a combination 
of the following: 
 
1. pavement resurfacing or rehabilitation or a limited amount of pavement reconstruction 

(30% or less of the traveled-way area); 
 
2. bridge rehabilitation or replacement; 
 
3. lane or shoulder widening; 
 
4. upgrading the structural strength of shoulders; 
 
5. flattening an occasional horizontal or vertical curve; 
 
6. adjustments to the roadside clear zone; 
 
7. flattening side slopes; 
 
8. converting an existing median to a 2-way left-turn lane (TWLTL); 
 
9. adding a climbing lane; 
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10. converting an uncurbed urban street into a curbed street; 
 
11. revising the location, spacing, or design of existing drives along the mainline; 
 
12. adding or removing a parking lane; 
 
13. bridge widening and associated substructure work to accommodate the widening; 
 
14. bridge-railing upgrading or replacement; 
 
15. bridge-deck overlay; 
 
16. work to preserve the bridge substructure; 
 
17. adding a sidewalk; 
 
18. relocating utility poles; 
 
19. upgrading guardrail or other safety appurtenances to satisfy certain criteria; 
 
20. other geometric or safety improvements to an existing bridge within the project limits; 
 
21. drainage improvements; 
 
22. increasing vertical clearance at an underpass; 
 
23. intersection improvement (e.g., adding turn lanes, flattening turning radii, channelization, 

sight-distance improvements, etc.); 
 
24. adding a new or upgrading an existing traffic signal; or 
 
25. other spot improvements. 
 
Specifically related to the level of pavement improvement, the following definitions apply. 
 
1. Resurfacing.  Resurfacing consists of the placement of additional surface material over 

the existing restored or rehabilitated roadway or structure to improve serviceability or to 
provide additional strength. 

 
2. Restoration or Rehabilitation.  Restoration or rehabilitation is defined as work required to 

return the existing pavement to a condition of adequate structural support or to a 
condition adequate for the placement of an additional stage of construction.  This may 
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include milling the existing pavement. 
 
 
55-2.01(02) National Highway System (NHS) Project 
 
For long-range transportation planning purposes, INDOT has evaluated the State highway system 
to determine which routes warrant reconstruction, or 4R work, and which routes warrant a 3R-
type improvement.  Figure 55-2A shows a map of the State highway system which indicates 3R 
and 4R routes.  The following will apply to the use of Figure 55-2A for such routes on the NHS. 
 
1. General.  The factors which will determine if a project should be classified as 3R or 4R 

are as follows: 
 

a. If 70% or more of the existing pavement area of the traveled way can be retained 
and resurfaced, the project may be classified as 3R.  If not, the project is classified 
as a 4R project. 

 
b. An assessment of the level of service (LOS) for the 10-year traffic volume 

projection, which is based upon the expected service life of the pavement, can be 
used to determine if the project is 3R or 4R. 

 
Other factors should also be considered when making the project scope of work 
determination (e.g., accident rates). 

 
2. 4R Non-Freeway Route.  The Production Management Division’s Office of 

Environmental Services, or the local jurisdictional agency will determine the LOS for the 
10-year traffic volume projection based on the discussion in Section 40-2.0.  If this is 
LOS of D or better, it will be acceptable to design the project using the 3R geometric 
design criteria described in this Chapter.  If the projected LOS will not satisfy LOS of D, 
the facility will be designed according to the criteria for new construction or 
reconstruction.  Each bridge replacement, bridge deck replacement, or bridge-widening 
should be designed to satisfy new construction, or 4R, criteria. 

 
3. 3R Non-Freeway Route.  The project will be designed according to the 3R geometric 

design criteria described in this Chapter.  However, consideration could be given to using 
the 4R criteria. 

 
4. Combination Project.  Where a project will include both 3R and 4R work, the overall 

project scope-of-work classification should be based on the predominant type of work. 
 
For example, a 6-mi resurfacing project which includes the replacement of one of the mainline 
bridges to 4R criteria will be classified as a 3R project, unless the bridge is considered to be a 
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major structure and its replacement cost is equal to or greater than that of the 3R roadway work. 
 
 
55-2.01(03)  Non-NHS Project 
 
The project scope-of-work definitions in Section 40-6.01 and Figure 55-2A, 3R/4R Systems, are 
intended only as general guidance for a non-NHS project.  The decision on classifying a project 
that is not on the NHS should be made based on the future plans of the jurisdictional highway 
agency for the entire road between logical termini for the foreseeable future (20 years).  All 
future plans for a road must consider current and projected traffic volumes, anticipated land use, 
and accident experience.  The following provides examples of applying this concept to a non-
NHS project. 
 
1. Example 1.  Approximately 60% of the pavement on a 6-mi section of a county road will 

be replaced.  The remainder of the pavement is in reasonably good condition and only 
requires milling and resurfacing.  The 6-mi section is part of a 30-mi county road which is 
the main highway between two small towns.  The existing road has a LOS of A, and it is 
anticipated to provide a LOS of B based on 20-year projected traffic volume.  There is no 
adverse accident experience for the past three years.  Based on this information, a 
highway agency could decide to designate the 3R classification and construct the road to 
3R design criteria.  This is acceptable even though more than 30% of the pavement is 
being completely replaced. 

 
2. Example 2.  Approximately 40% of the pavement on a 6-mi section of county road will 

be replaced.  The remainder of the segment will be resurfaced.  This segment of road is 
part of a 25-mi county road which connects two small towns.  This county road is located 
approximately 20 mi from a major metropolitan area.  It is anticipated that, within the 
next 20 years, there will be considerable residential and commercial development 
adjacent to this stretch of county road because of its proximity to the rapidly expanding 
metropolitan area.  The current LOS is B, but projected traffic volume indicates that the 
LOS will drop to D in 10 years and to F in 20 years.  For this situation, the highway 
agency has two options.  It can design the project to 3R criteria for the present and, then, 
undertake a 4R project in 10 years when the pavement will likely be in need of major 
work.  Its second option is to construct the project to 4R criteria now to satisfy future 
traffic demands. 

 
3. Example 3.  A 6-mi section of highway, which is located on INDOT’s 3R highway 

system, requires complete pavement replacement because of poor drainage.  The Central 
Office has rechecked the status of this highway with the district office and verified that 
there are no plans for work on the remainder of this route in the future (20 years) except 
for 3R-type work.  The current LOS is B, and it is anticipated to remain at B for the next 
20 years.  There is no adverse accident experience and no anticipated major land 
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development along the route.  INDOT can decide to only construct the project to 3R 
design criteria, though all of the pavement is being replaced. 

 
4. Example 4.  A 200-ft-long bridge on the State’s 3R system requires complete 

replacement.  There are sharp horizontal curves on each end of the bridge where 
numerous accidents have occurred during the last three years.  It has been decided to 
correct the poor alignment on the bridge approaches and to construct the approaches and 
bridge on a new location.  The total length of the project is 1.5 mi.  The Central Office 
has discussed the status of this road with the district office and both agreed that it should 
remain on the 3R system.  The current LOS is B, and it is estimated that the LOS will be 
C in 20 years.  There are no plans except to perform 3R-type work to the remainder of the 
road for the future (20 years).  For this situation, INDOT can decide to construct the 
entire project to 3R design criteria. 

 
5. Example 5.  A 6-mi segment of a route on INDOT’s 3R system requires replacing 20% of 

the pavement and resurfacing the remaining 80%.  The current LOS is D and will 
deteriorate to E in 5 years.  There is rapid residential, commercial, and industrial 
development in the area.  Both the Central and district offices agree that the entire route 
was properly classified as a 3R route.  However, this one 6-mi segment is an exception 
because rapid growth adjacent to this segment is expected to occur. The appropriate 
solution in this situation is to upgrade the facility to accommodate anticipated traffic 
demand for the next 20 years and to design the project to 4R design criteria. 

 
 
55-2.01(04)  Procedures 
 
For an INDOT project, the project scope of work is selected based on the following procedure. 
 
1. The district office initially identifies the project scope. 
 
2. The project is programmed based on the project scope determined by the district. 
 
3. The Production Management Division’s Office of Environmental Services will make the 

final decision on the scope of work.  However, for an Interstate-system project which has 
an estimated construction cost exceeding $1 million, FHWA will meet with 
representatives of the Office of Environmental Services to cooperatively agree on the 
project classification.  This will occur as early in the project-scoping process as possible 
so that FHWA may have input on each project which is classified as 4R.  The meeting 
will be held as soon as an initial concept for the project design has been developed. 

 
4. The Production Management Division, during project design, may re-evaluate the project 

scope and request the Office of Environmental Services to modify the scope of work. 
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For a Federal-aid project not on the State highway system, the project scope of work 
determination will be based on the future plans of the local agency for improvements to its local 
road or street system.  The philosophy described in Section 55-2.01(02) Item 2 for a 4R non-
freeway State route should also be applied to a local project.  The local agency must submit a 
letter to the Planning Division to document the local agency's plans on that facility in the 
foreseeable future.  If the project is on the Interstate system and the estimated construction costs 
exceed $1 million, the Planning Division will schedule a meeting with the local agency and the 
FHWA to determine the project’s classification (3R or 4R).  This meeting should occur early in 
the scoping process so that the FHWA may have input on each project that is classified as 4R. 
 
 
55-2.02  Background 
 
The 1976 Federal-aid Highway Act made it possible for the Department and local agencies to use 
Federal funds to extend the service life for the maximum number of centerline miles possible for 
the total highway system.  On June 10, 1982, the FHWA issued its Final Rule entitled Design 
Standards for Highways; Resurfacing, Restoration and Rehabilitation of Streets and Highways 
Other Than Freeways.  This rule modified 23CFR Part 625.4 to adopt a flexible approach to the 
geometric design of a 3R non-freeway project.  Part 625.4 was modified again on March 31, 
1983, to explicitly state that one objective of a 3R project is to enhance highway safety.  In the 
rule, FHWA determined that it was not practical to adopt 3R design criteria for nationwide 
application.  Instead, each State was permitted to develop its own criteria or procedures for the 
design of a 3R project.  This approach is in contrast to the application of criteria for new 
construction and reconstruction, for which the AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of 
Highways and Streets provides nationwide criteria for application.  The flexible approach for 3R 
work permits Indiana to tailor its design criteria for its 3R program consistent with the conditions 
which prevail within the State.  A highway for which geometrics were established some time ago 
is still capable of providing useful transportation service.  Minor improvements will most often 
make such a highway serviceable for many more years. 
 
In 1987, the Transportation Research Board (TRB) published Special Report 214, SR214 
Designing Safer Roads; Practices for Resurfacing, Restoration and Rehabilitation.  The 
objective of the TRB study was to examine the safety cost-effectiveness of highway geometric 
design criteria and to recommend minimum design criteria for a 3R project on a non-freeway.  
See SR214 for more discussion. 
 
INDOT has developed its own criteria for the geometric design of a 3R non-freeway project.  Its 
objectives in developing these criteria may be summarized as follows: 
 
1. extend the service life of the existing facility and to return its features to a condition of 

structural or functional adequacy; 
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2. incorporate highway safety enhancements, where judged to be cost effective; and 
 
3. incorporate cost-effective, practical improvements to the geometric design of the existing 

facility. 
 
 
55-2.03  Geometric-Design Approach 
 
The Department’s approach to the geometric design of a 3R non-freeway project is to adopt, 
where justifiable, a revised set of numerical criteria.  The design criteria throughout the other 
Manual chapters provide the frame of reference for the 3R criteria.  The following summarizes 
the approach which has been used. 
 
1. Design Speed.  As discussed in Section 55-4.01, the design speed will be based on the 

existing posted or legal speed limit.  The selected 3R design speed will then be used to 
evaluate all geometric design features of the existing highway which are based on speed 
(e.g., horizontal and vertical curvature). 

 
2. Cross-Section Width.  The criteria shown in Chapter Fifty-three for new construction or 

reconstruction have been evaluated relative to the constraints of a 3R project.  Where 
justifiable, the cross-section width criteria have been reduced.  Where a range of values is 
provided in the Chapter Fifty-three figures, the upper values have been incorporated into 
the 3R criteria to provide a desirable objective.  This provides an expanded range of 
acceptable values for application on a 3R project.  See Section 55-4.05 for additional 
discussion on cross-section width. 

 
3. Other Design Criteria.  Part V includes other proper geometric design techniques.  These 

criteria are obviously applicable to new construction or reconstruction.  For a 3R project, 
these criteria have been evaluated and a judgment has been made on their proper 
application to a 3R project.  Unless stated otherwise in this Chapter, the criteria in other 
chapters applicable to a 3R project should be incorporated if practical. 

 
4. Evaluation.  Available data, e.g., accident experience, should be evaluated when 

determining the geometric design of a 3R project.  The following section discusses 3R 
project evaluation in more detail. 

 
 
55-2.04  3R Project Evaluation 
 
Sections 55-3.0 to 55-7.0 provide the specific geometric-design and roadside-safety criteria 
which will be used to determine the design of a 3R project.  In addition, other factors must be 
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considered in a 3R project design.  Applicable evaluations should be conducted as may be 
deemed necessary.  These evaluations are discussed below. 
 
1. Accident Experience.  The historical accident data within the project limits will be 

evaluated.  This is the most critical element of 3R project evaluation to determine the 
appropriate level of geometric and safety improvement.  Accident data is available from 
the Planning Division’s Office of Safety and Mobility.  Section 55-8.0 further describes 
the Department's accident-analysis procedures. 

 
2. Existing Geometrics.  The designer will review the as-built plans and combine this review 

with the field review and field survey to determine the existing geometrics within the 
project limits.  This includes lane and shoulder widths, horizontal and vertical alignment, 
intersection geometrics, and roadside-safety design. 

 
3. Speed Studies.  The designer will make the initial determination if a speed study is 

required for project design.  The speed study should be conducted before the field review. 
The speed study will be conducted by the district for an INDOT project, or by the local 
public agency or its consultant for a local-agency project. 

 
4. Physical Constraints.  The physical constraints within the limits of the 3R project will 

often determine what geometric improvements are practical and cost-effective.  These 
include topography, adjacent development, available right-of-way, utilities, and 
environmental constraints (e.g., wetlands). 

 
5. Field Review.  The designer will conduct a thorough field review of the proposed 3R 

project.  Other personnel should attend the field review as appropriate, including 
personnel from traffic, maintenance, construction, local agencies, etc.  The objective of 
the field review should be to identify potential safety hazards and potential safety 
improvements to the facility. 

 
6. Pavement Condition.  A 3R project is sometimes programmed because of a significant 

deterioration of the existing pavement structure, including subbase, base, and surface 
courses.  The extent of deterioration will determine the necessary level of pavement 
improvements.  This decision will also influence the extent of practical geometric 
improvements.  For a road to be eligible for resurfacing, the pavement should exhibit one 
or more of the following conditions such that a timely resurfacing is needed to prevent 
more serious deterioration. 

 
a. alligator cracking. 
b. bleeding. 
c. block (cracking). 
d. bumps (upheaval). 
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e. corrugation. 
f. depression and rutting. 
g. edge cracking. 
h. longitudinal and transverse cracking. 
i. patching or utility cut. 
j. polished aggregate; 
k. potholes. 
l. slippage cracking; or 
m. weathering and raveling. 

 
The proposed pavement improvement will be based on the design-year traffic volume.  
The design year is 10 years after construction for a resurface project, or 20 years after 
construction for a pavement-replacement project.  The pavement surface will be designed 
to incorporate skid resistance. 

 
7. Structures.  A 3R project may include bridges and culverts within the project limits or a 

3R project may be a bridge improvement.  Each bridge or culvert should be evaluated for 
possible structural improvements which may include the following: 

 
a. increasing the structural loading capacity; 
b. improving the roadside safety (e.g., upgrading the bridge railings); 
c. improving the horizontal and vertical alignments; 
d. widening the structure; or 
e. increasing the facility’s hydraulic capacity. 

 
8. Geometric Design of Adjacent Highway Sections.  The designer should examine the 

geometric features and operating speeds of highway sections adjacent to the 3R project. 
This will include investigating whether or not highway improvements are in the planning 
stages.  The 3R project should provide design continuity with the adjacent sections.  This 
involves a consideration of factors such as driver expectancy, geometric design 
consistency, and proper transitions between sections of different geometric designs. 

 
9. Early Coordination for Right-of-Way Acquisition or Utility Accommodation.  Field 

reviews and accident or speed studies may indicate the need for selective safety 
improvements which will require right-of-way purchases.  Right-of-way acquisition 
should be initiated as early as feasible. 

 
Utility relocation and accommodation is frequently encountered.  Therefore, early 
coordination with utility companies is essential. 

 
10. Traffic Operations.  The designer should evaluate existing traffic operations to determine 

where improvements can be reasonably implemented (e.g., adding turn lane, removing a 
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signal, adding additional lane through an intersection).  The designer should also review 
the effect construction will have on traffic operations.  This may require reprogramming 
signals, implementing a phased construction plan, etc.  Part VIII provides additional 
information on traffic management through a construction zone. 

 
11. Maintenance and Protection of Traffic.  A 3R project can only occur on an existing 

highway.  Therefore, maintenance and protection of traffic during construction will be an 
important consideration in 3R project development.  See Part VIII for criteria on the 
design of the work zone for traffic accommodation. 

 
12. Traffic-Control Devices.  All signing and pavement markings should be in accordance 

with Part VII and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).  The 
district traffic office or the local agency is responsible for selecting and locating the 
traffic-control devices.  However, the designer should work with the proper authority to 
identify possible geometric and safety deficiencies which will remain in place (i.e., no 
improvement will be made).  These may include the following: 

 
a. narrow bridge; 
b. horizontal or vertical curve which does not satisfy the 3R criteria; or 
c. roadside hazard within the obstruction-free zone. 

 
The proper authority will then determine if additional signing, traffic-control devices, or 
delineation treatments are warranted. 

 
13. Documentation of Design Process.  The designer should prepare an Engineer’s Report for 

an INDOT-route project or a Safety and Design Report for a local-agency project.  The 
report should include the following: 

 
a. existing geometric and roadside features, traffic volume and speed, and accident 

history; 
 

b. applicable minimum design criteria; 
 

c. specific safety problems or concerns raised by a review of accident data by a field 
inspection or by the public; 

 
d. design options for correcting safety problems and the cost, safety, or other 

relevant impacts of these options; 
 

e. proposed exceptions to applicable design criteria and the rationale to support the 
exceptions; and 
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f. the recommended design proposal. 
 

The designer must also prepare a list of potential design exceptions, which must be fully 
documented in accordance with Section 40-8.0. 

 
 
55-3.0  GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
Figures 55-3A through 55-3H provide the Department’s criteria for the design of a 3R non-
freeway project, either in a rural or urban area. 
 
The criteria are assigned the figure numbers and are titled as follows: 
 
55-3A   Geometric Design Criteria for Rural Arterial, 3R Project 
55-3B   Geometric Design Criteria for Rural Collector, State Route, 3R Project 
55-3C   Geometric Design Criteria for Rural Collector, Local-Agency Route, 3R Project 
55-3D   Geometric Design Criteria for Rural Local Road, 3R Project 
55-3E   Geometric Design Criteria for Urban Arterial, Four or More Lanes, 3R Project 
55-3F   Geometric Design Criteria for Urban Arterial, Two Lanes, 3R Project 
55-3G   Geometric Design Criteria for Urban Collector, 3R Project 
55-3H   Geometric Design Criteria for Urban Local Street, 3R Project 
 
The designer should consider the following in the use of the figures. 
 
1. Project Scope of Work.  The Department has adopted separate criteria for the geometric 

design of a new construction or reconstruction project.  See Chapter Fifty-three.  Chapter 
Forty provides definitions for a non-freeway project scope of work, which will determine 
which set of criteria to use for project design. 

 
2. Functional Classification.  The selection of design values depends on the functional 

classification of the highway facility.  This is discussed in Section 40-1.01.  Functional 
classification maps for all public roads in the State are available from the Planning 
Division. 

 
3. Urban Design Subcategories.  Within an urbanized or urban area, the selection of design 

values depends on the design subcategory of the facility.  Separate criteria are provided 
for suburban, intermediate, and built-up subcategories.  These classifications are defined 
as follows. 

 
a. Suburban.  This type of area is located at the fringe of an urbanized or small urban 

area.  The predominant character of the surrounding environment is residential, 
but it may include a considerable number of commercial establishments, 
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especially strip development along a suburban arterial.  There may also be a few 
industrial parks.  On a suburban road or street, motorists have a significant degree 
of freedom but, nonetheless, they must also devote some of their attention to 
entering and exiting vehicles.  Roadside development is characterized by low to 
moderate density.  Pedestrian activity may or may not be a significant design 
factor.  Right of way is often available for roadway improvements. 

 
A local or collector street is located in a residential area, but may also serve a 
commercial area.  The posted speed limit ranges between 30 and 50 mph.  The 
majority of intersections will have stop or yield control, but there will be an 
occasional traffic signal.  A suburban arterial will have strip commercial 
development and perhaps a few residential properties.  The posted speed limit 
ranges between 35 and 55 mph.  There will usually be a few signalized 
intersections along the arterial. 

 
b. Intermediate.  As the name implies, an intermediate area is between a suburban 

and a built-up area.  The surrounding environment may be either residential, 
commercial, or industrial or a combination of these.  The extent of roadside 
development will have a significant impact on the selected speeds of motorists.  
The increasing frequency of intersections is also a major control on average 
speeds.  Pedestrian activity has now become a significant design consideration, 
and sidewalks and crosswalks at intersections are common.  The available right of 
way will restrict the practical extent of roadway improvements. 

 
A local or collector street has posted speed-limit ranging between 30 and 45 mph. 
The frequency of signalized intersections has increased substantially if compared 
to a suburban area.  An arterial will have intensive commercial development along 
its roadside.  The posted speed limit ranges between 35 and 50 mph.  Such an 
arterial has several signalized intersections per mile. 

 
c. Built-up.  This type of area refers to the central business district within an 

urbanized or small urban area.  The roadside development has a high density and 
is often commercial.  However, a substantial number of roads and streets pass 
through a high-density environment (e.g. apartment complexes, row houses).  
Access to property is the primary function of the road network.  Pedestrian 
considerations may be as important as vehicular considerations, especially at 
intersections.  Right of way for roadway improvements is usually not available. 

 
Because of the high density of development, the distinction between the 
functional classifications (local, collector, or arterial) becomes less important in 
considering signalization and speeds.  The primary distinction among the three 
functional classifications is the relative traffic volumes and, therefore, the number 
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of lanes.  As many as half the intersections may be signalized.  The posted speed 
limits ranges between 25 and 35 mph. 

 
See Section 40-1.01 for definitions of the functional classifications. 

 
4. Rural-Area Figures.  These do not provide design criteria for sub-categories.  However, 

there are many rural facilities which pass through relatively built-up, but unincorporated, 
areas.  It may be inappropriate to use the rural-area design criteria.  The designer may, as 
an option, use the suburban criteria for a functional classification (e.g., arterial) in a 
relatively built-up rural area.  Therefore, if the area is urban in character (e.g., a densely 
populated area with a grid-like street system), it may be appropriate to use the urban-area 
design criteria, though the facility is rural.  This decision will be documented in the 
Engineer’s Report (see Chapter Seven). 

 
5. Cross-Section Elements.  Some of the cross-section elements included in a figure (e.g., 

sidewalk width) are not automatically warranted in the project design.  The value will 
apply only after the decision has been made to include the element in the highway cross 
section. 

 
A 3R project should not be designed with a narrower roadway width than the existing 
facility.  See Section 55-4.05. 

 
6. Indiana Design Manual Section References.  The figures are intended to provide a 

concise listing of design values for easy use.  However, the designer should review the 
Manual section references for greater insight into the design elements. 

 
7. Footnotes.  The figures include many footnotes, which are identified by a number in 

parentheses, e.g., (6).  The information in the footnotes is critical to the proper use of the 
figure. 

 
8. Controlling Design Criteria.  An asterisk indicates each controlling design criterion 

which, if not satisfied, requires a Level One design exception.  The discussion in Section 
40-8.0 on design exceptions applies equally to the geometric design of a 3R project.  
However, the designer will evaluate the proposed design against the criteria described in 
this Chapter. 

 
 
55-4.0  GEOMETRIC DESIGN 
 
55-4.01  Design Controls 
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55-4.01(01)  Traffic-Volume Analysis 
 
The following traffic-volume controls will apply. 
 
1. Design Year.  Pavement resurfacing should be designed using a 10-year design life.  

Pavement replacement and all other elements of the facility should have a design life of 20 
years beyond the expected construction date. 

 
2. Level of Service (LOS).  The appropriate figure in the 55-3 series provides the desirable and 

minimum LOS criteria. 
 
3. Traffic Data.  The designer should obtain, from the Production Management Division’s 

Office of Environmental Services, the traffic data necessary to determine the level of 
improvement.  At a minimum, this will include current and future (10 and 20 years) AADT, 
DHV, percent of trucks and buses, turning movements at intersections, accident data for the 
most recent 3-year period, and known future traffic impact. 

 
4. Capacity Analysis.  The analytical techniques described in the Highway Capacity Manual 

should be used to conduct the capacity analysis. 
 
 
55-4.01(02)  Design Speed 
 
The existing posted or legal speed limit will most often be selected as the design speed.  More 
specifically, the design speed should be the highest posted speed limit or legal speed limit existing 
on logical sections of the roadway consistent with the expectations for that section of roadway and 
future improvement plans.  Logical sections will be based on land use and topography.  If a road is 
not posted, it is desirable to perform an engineering study to determine an appropriate posted speed 
limit. 
 
If the facility is posted, it may be appropriate to perform an engineering study if there is sufficient 
reason to believe that the existing posted speed limit may change after project completion.  The 
designer may request, and the district traffic office or local jurisdiction may determine, that a 
speed study within the project limits is necessary to establish a 3R design speed. 
 
Section 40-3.02 discusses the relationship between the project design speed and the legal speed 
limit.  The Section also provides the legal speed limits from the State statutes which apply to all 
public roads. 
 
In summary, the selection of a 3R project design speed will be one of the following: 
 
1. the existing posted speed limit; 
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2. the legal speed limit on a non-posted facility; 
 
3. a revised posted speed limit or the anticipated posted speed limit on a currently non-posted 

facility; based on the results of a speed study; or 
 
4. a design speed which is higher than the posted or regulatory speed limit, where deemed to 

be appropriate. 
 
 
55-4.01(03)  Adherence to Design Criteria 
 
The discussion in Section 40-8.0 regarding design exceptions applies equally to the geometric 
design of a 3R project.  However, the designer will evaluate the proposed design against the criteria 
described in this Chapter.  A Level One design exception will be required where reconstructing a 
horizontal or vertical curve has been determined to be cost effective, but other factors would make 
the improvement impractical. 
 
 
55-4.02  Sight Distance 
 
The criteria described in Chapter Forty-two regarding sight distance applies equally to a 3R project. 
However, the application of the sight-distance criteria to each individual highway element (e.g., 
vertical curve) on a 3R project will differ from that applied to a new construction or reconstruction 
project.  These are discussed at the applicable locations elsewhere in this Chapter. 
 
 
55-4.03  Horizontal Alignment 
 
Engineering judgment or a cost-effectiveness evaluation will ultimately reveal the need for 
improvements to the horizontal alignment.  Improvements to the horizontal alignment should be 
considered if a specific problem is identified.  Examples include the following: 
 
1. a disproportionate run-off-the-road accident rate at a curve site; 
 
2. a disproportionate number of multi-vehicle accidents at a curve site; or 
 
3. the presence of an adverse accident history at an intersection within a curve. 
 
The evaluation of potential improvements will include a consideration of traffic volume, truck 
volume, right-of-way and utility impacts, environmental impacts, driver expectancy, construction 
costs, etc. 
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55-4.03(01)  Minimum Horizontal-Curve Radius 
 
The designer should determine the Computed Existing Design Speed (CEDS) of the each curve 
radius within the 3R project limits.  To determine the CEDS, the designer should determine the 
applicable maximum superelevation rate for the project location.  For a rural highway or an urban 
facility where V ≥ 50 mph, an emax of 8% should be used (see Figure 43-3A).  For an urban facility 
where V ≤ 45 mph, an emax up to 6% may be used (see Figure 43-3C).  An existing horizontal curve 
may be retained if the conditions exist as follows: 
 
1. the accident data does not indicate a problem at the curve site; 
 
2. the CEDS is not more than 15 mph below the 3R design speed; and 
 
3. the AADT is not greater than 750 vehicles per day. 
 
The existing radius will be retained on a curve where the above conditions are satisfied (i.e., the 
curve need not be evaluated).  However, proper signs and markings may be necessary to inform the 
motorist of non-conforming criteria.  If the above conditions are not satisfied on an existing 
horizontal curve, a safety benefit/cost study (B/C) should be conducted to determine if the proposed 
correction will be cost effective.  Chapter Fifty describes the Department’s procedures for 
conducting a benefit/cost analysis.  If the B/C ratio is less than 1.0, the existing horizontal curve 
may be retained.  Where the B/C ratio is greater than or equal to 1.0 and it is decided to reconstruct 
the curve to satisfy the minimum-radius criteria, the curve should desirably be reconstructed to 
satisfy all horizontal-alignment requirements for new construction or reconstruction (e.g., 
superelevation rate, superelevation transition length, distribution of superelevation between tangent 
and curve).  See Chapter Forty-three.  If reconstruction is shown to be cost effective and it is 
decided not to undertake the work, it will be necessary to request a Level One design exception. 
 
 
55-4.03(02)  Superelevation 
 
On a horizontal curve where the existing radius will be retained, it may be warranted to make 
improvements to the superelevation.  The following will apply. 
 
1. General.  The most desirable objective is to improve the horizontal curve to satisfy all 

superelevation criteria shown in Section 43-3.0. 
 
2. Rate.  Where the CEDS is less than the design speed, the superelevation rate should be 

increased to provide the design speed, up to a maximum of 8% (rural) or 6% (urban). 
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 In an urban area, it may be appropriate to remove or reduce the existing superelevation if the 
design speed of the revised curve will equal or exceed the project design speed (see Section 
43-3.02).  This may be advantageous to better satisfy the roadside development or drainage 
conditions, or to provide better operations at an at-grade intersection. 

 
3. Transition-Length Distribution.  The superelevation transition length will be distributed by 

placing 60% to 70% on the tangent and the remainder on the horizontal curve.  However, 
where this is not practical, a reduction to a 50% to 50% distribution is acceptable. 

 
4. Shoulder Superelevation.  The travelway-to-shoulder rollover break is placed at the edge of 

travelway on the outside of a horizontal curve.  However, where a paved shoulder of 4 ft or 
narrower is used, the break should occur at the outside edge of the paved shoulder. 

 
 
55-4.03(03)  Reverse Curves 
 
It may be acceptable to leave reverse curves in place if the PT and PC are coincident.  To determine 
if improvements are warranted, existing combined reverse curves should be evaluated using the 
criteria in Section 43-3.07, and for each individual curve, Sections 55-4.03(01) and 55-4.03(02).  
An evaluation of the accident history should be made for existing reverse curves (e.g., multi-vehicle 
accidents). 
 
 
55-4.03(04)  Broken-Back Curves 
 
For existing broken-back curves, the designer should, if practical, eliminate the curves and combine 
them into a single, continuous horizontal curve, especially where an evaluation of the accident 
history indicates a problem. 
 
 
55-4.03(05)  Curves in Series 
 
The alignment of a segment of a roadway often consists of a series of reverse curves or curves 
connected by short tangents.  A succession of curves may be analyzed as a unit rather than as 
individual curves, applying the criteria described in Section 55-4.03(01). 
 
1. The first substandard curve in a series should be analyzed individually as this change in 

alignment prepares the driver for the remaining curves in the series. 
 
2. An intermediate curve in a series of substandard curves that is significantly worse than the 

others in the series should also be analyzed individually. 
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2. These controlling curves can be used to determine the safety or other mitigation measures to 
apply throughout the series. 

 
3. Where improvements are considered to curves in a series, the effect on the series of curves 

as a whole should be evaluated. 
 
 
55-4.03(06)  Shoulder Treatment 
 
On a facility with relatively sharp horizontal curves and truck volume greater than 500 per day, a 
full-structural strength shoulder should be provided on both sides of a sharp horizontal curve in 
place of pavement widening.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Strengthened Length.  The strengthened shoulder should be available from the beginning of 

the superelevation transition before the curve to the end of the transition beyond the curve. 
 
2. Asphalt Traveled Way.  The pavement structure of the strengthened shoulder should match 

that of the traveled way. 
 
3. Concrete Traveled Way with Asphalt Shoulder.  The Office of Pavement Engineering will 

determine the pavement structure of the strengthened shoulder. 
 
4. Concrete Traveled Way with Concrete Shoulder.  The concrete-shoulder thickness should 

match that of the traveled way. 
 
 
55-4.03(07)  Horizontal Sight Distance 
 
Section 43-4.0 provides criteria for determining if the applicable sight distance is available at a 
horizontal curve.  If an existing longitudinal barrier interferes with the line of sight at a horizontal 
curve, the designer should review practical alternatives to alleviate the problem, such as eliminating 
the hazard that requires the barrier or offset the barrier further from the travel lane.  If it is 
determined to leave the barrier in its existing location, it will be necessary to seek a design 
exception for the stopping sight distance. 
 
 
55-4.03(08)  Traffic-Control Devices 
 
For an existing horizontal curve to remain as such, traffic-control devices that may be considered to 
improve motorist safety and comfort include the following: 
 
1. signing (e.g., advance warning, chevron); 
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2. raised pavement markers; or 
3. reflective marker posts or delineators. 
 
Part VII and the MUTCD discuss the selection and installation of traffic-control devices in more 
detail. 
 
 
55-4.04  Vertical Alignment 
 
55-4.04(01)  Grades 
 
The appropriate figure in the 55-3 series provides the Department’s criteria for maximum and 
minimum grades.  The maximum grade is 1% steeper than that for new construction or 
reconstruction on a rural arterial, or 2% steeper for another type of facility.  Improvements to an 
existing grade should be considered if a specific problem is identified (e.g., head-on accidents due 
to improper passing maneuvers, significant speed reduction for trucks). 
 
 
55-4.04(02)  Climbing Lane 
 
The warrants for a climbing lane shown in Section 44-2.0 are also applicable to a 3R project.  The 
following will apply to the design of a climbing lane. 
 
1. New.  The criteria shown in Section 44-2.0 should be used. 
 
2. Existing.  Desirably, the criteria shown in Section 44-2.0 should be used.  However, 

existing lane and shoulder widths may be retained if there is no adverse accident history that 
can be related to the narrower width. 

 
 
55-4.04(03)  Crest Vertical Curve 
 
Existing crest vertical curves will most often be incorporated into a 3R project.  An existing crest 
vertical curve may be retained if the conditions exist as follows: 
 
1. there is no history of accidents related to the vertical curve (e.g., rear-end accidents); 
 
2. the crest does not hide major hazards from view such as an intersection, sharp horizontal 

curve, or a narrow bridge; 
 
3. the CEDS of the existing crest (based on minimum sight distance for a passenger car) is not 

more than 20 mph below the 3R-project design speed using a 2-ft object height; and 
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4. the design-year AADT is not greater than 1500. 
 
If an existing crest vertical curve does not satisfy all of the criteria listed in Items 1 through 4 above, 
such that reconstruction may be warranted, a benefit/cost (B/C) study should be conducted to 
determine if the proposed correction will be cost effective.  Chapter Fifty provides the 
Department’s procedures for conducting a benefit/cost analysis.  If the B/C ratio is less than 1.0, 
then the existing vertical curve can be retained.  Where the B/C ratio is greater than or equal to 1.0 
and it is decided to reconstruct the vertical curve, it should be designed using the criteria for new 
construction/reconstruction (see Section 44-3.0).  If reconstruction is shown to be cost-effective and 
it is decided not to undertake the work, it will be necessary to request a Level One design exception. 
 
 
55-4.04(04)  Sag Vertical Curve 
 
Section 44-3.0 provides the Department’s criteria for the design of a sag vertical curve for new 
construction or reconstruction.  These criteria are based on designing the sag to allow the vehicular 
headlights to illuminate the pavement for a distance equal to the stopping sight distance for a 
passenger car.  An existing sag vertical curve may be evaluated using the comfort criteria shown in 
Figure 55-4A, K Value for Sag Vertical Curve (Comfort Criteria - 3R Project). 
 
The following options for evaluating a sag vertical curve are shown below in order from the most 
desirable to the least desirable. 
 
1. Improve the sag vertical curve to the new construction or reconstruction criteria shown in 

Section 44-3.0 if it is cost effective to do so. 
 
2. Improve the sag vertical curve to be in accordance with the K value for comfort criteria 

shown in Figure 55-4A.  An existing sag vertical curve that can be improved by wedge and 
level up to 18 in. depth to be in accordance with the comfort criteria shown in Figure 55-
4A, may be retained. 

 
3. Reconstruct the sag vertical curve to an improved level, but not in full accordance with the 

comfort criteria. 
 
4. Retain the existing sag vertical curve though it is not in accordance with the comfort 

criteria. 
 
If an existing sag vertical curve does not satisfy the comfort criteria shown in Figure 55-4A, or there 
is a history of accidents related to the curve such that reconstruction may be warranted, a 
benefit/cost study should be conducted to determine if the proposed correction will be cost 
effective.  Chapter Fifty provides the Department’s procedures for conducting a benefit/cost 
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analysis.  If improvement in accordance with Section 44-3.0 is shown to be cost-effective and it is 
decided not to undertake the work, it will be necessary to request a Level One design exception. 
 
 
55-4.04(05)  Curves in Series 
 
The vertical alignment of a segment of a roadway can consist of a series of sag and crest vertical 
curves or vertical curves connected by short grades.  A succession of vertical curves may be 
analyzed as a unit rather than as individual curves, applying the criteria in Sections 55-4.04(03) and 
55-4.04(04).  Analysis procedures similar to Section 55-4.03(05) Items 1 through 4 should be 
followed. 
 
 
55-4.04(06)  Angle Point 
 
It is acceptable to retain an existing angle point, with no vertical curve, of 0.5% algebraic difference 
for a crest situation, or 1.0% algebraic difference for a sag situation. 
 
 
55-4.05  Cross-Section Elements 
 
Chapters Forty-five and Fifty-three provide the Department’s criteria for cross-section elements for 
a new construction or reconstruction project.  The figures in Section 55-3.0 provide the cross-
section criteria for a 3R project.  The criteria were established as follows: 
 
1. Upper Limit.  The upper limit, or desirable, value in the range has been established as equal 

to the upper level for new-construction criteria.  This still provides a desirable objective for 
the design of the cross-section elements. 

 
2. Lower Limit.  The lower limit, or minimum, value in the range has been established by 

considering the minimum acceptable width for the element from an operational and safety 
perspective.  Consider what will be available for a practical improvement by also 
considering that it is better to improve a greater length of roadway to a lower level than to 
improve a shorter length of roadway to a higher level.  All of these considerations are 
consistent with the overall objectives of the Department’s 3R program. 

 
The width or steepness of the existing cross section should be evaluated against the criteria shown 
in the appropriate 55-3 series figure.  If the existing width or steepness does not satisfy the 
minimum 3R criteria, the designer should consider widening or flattening the element.  If the 
decision is made to widen or flatten the cross-section element, the designer should provide a design 
which at least satisfies the minimum 3R criteria.  This will ordinarily be sufficient.  However, if 
practical, it may be appropriate to widen or flatten the highway elements to satisfy the desirable 3R 
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criteria. 
 
The following summarizes the Department’s 3R criteria for cross-section elements. 
 
 
55-4.05(01)  Travel-Lane Width 
 
A 3R project should include practical improvements to the existing lane widths, if needed.  The 
designer should consider the following regarding trucks. 
 
1. Rural Arterial.  Each rural arterial is on the National Truck Network and should have 12-ft 

travel lanes.  Section 40-1.05 provides additional information on the National Truck 
Network. 

 
2.  Urban Arterial.  For each urban arterial on the National Truck Network, the right lane in 

each direction should be 12 ft.  For an arterial of four or more lanes, the centerline of 
roadway should not be shifted to accommodate the 12-ft right lane.  The additional 
pavement width should be obtained by widening on the outside only. 

 
3. Other Route.  For another type of route, a minimum of width of 11 ft should be provided, if 

there are more than 200 trucks per day in the design year. 
 
 
55-4.05(02)  Shoulder Width 
 
A 3R project should include widening of the existing shoulders, if needed. 
 
 
55-4.05(03)  Paved-Roadway Width 
 
The paved-roadway width should not be less than that of the existing facility. 
 
 
55-4.05(04)  Lane and Shoulder Cross Slopes 
 
Shoulder cross slopes on a horizontal curve should be in accordance with Section 43-3.06.  The 
low-side shoulder should desirably be sloped as described in Section 43-3.06(02).  At a minimum, 
the same cross slope on the shoulder should be kept in a tangent section. 
 
Restoring or improving the pavement cross slope is often cost effective, resulting in improved ride, 
safety, and drainage, and maintenance of roadway pavements. 
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55-4.05(05)  Parking Lanes 
 
For an urban-area project, the designer must evaluate the demand for, or the elimination of, on-
street parking.  Section 45-1.04 provides the Department’s policy for the removal or addition of on-
street parking. 
 
 
55-4.05(06)  Curbs 
 
The following will apply to the installation or retention of curbs. 
 
1. Types.  Where the work will disturb an existing curb, the curb is replaced in-kind. 
 
2. Height.  Pavement work may be included which does not affect the lateral location of 

existing curbs but will affect their finished height.  The curb height, or the pavement 
section, should be considered for adjustment as follows: 

 
 a. an analysis of the stormwater flow in the gutter indicates overtopping the curb for 

the design parameters (e.g., design-year frequency, ponding on roadway); 
 
 b. the existing curb is deteriorated; or 
 
 c. the curb height after construction will be less than 3 in. 
 
3. Safety Considerations.  On a facility with design speed of 50 mph or higher, existing curbs 

should be removed for safety considerations, if they are not needed for drainage. 
 
 
55-4.05(07)  Sidewalks 
 
Where the work will disturb an existing sidewalk, the sidewalk is reconstructed or replaced in-kind, 
including curb ramps.  Where a sidewalk does not currently exist, the need for a sidewalk will be 
determined as discussed in Section 45-1.06.  Sidewalk construction and maintenance funding are 
dependent upon the project location.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Town or Rural Area.  A new sidewalk constructed outside the town limits may be funded 

with State and Federal funds. 
 
2. City Limit.  For a sidewalk constructed within the corporate city limits with Federal funds, 

INDOT may elect to participate in the cost of constructing the sidewalk.  For a non-
Federally funded project, the city will be responsible for the costs of constructing the 
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sidewalk.  A reimbursement agreement will be required between the Department and the 
city prior to the project letting.  The State will be responsible for the cost of right-of-way 
and grading required specifically for the sidewalk. 

 
3. Bridge.  Regardless of location, the total cost for sidewalks on a bridge may be funded with 

State and Federal funds. 
 
Curb ramps should be provided at all pedestrian crosswalks within the project limits.  See Section 
51-1.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings for additional information on handicapped-accessibility 
requirements. 
 
 
55-4.05(08)  Median Width 
 
The following will apply to median width. 
 
1. Existing Median.  An existing divided non-freeway may be improved as a 3R project.  If so, 

the existing median width will be retained. 
 
2. Flush Median.  If the median width is 16 ft or less, the designer should consider using a 

continuous raised corrugated median.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide additional 
details for a corrugated median.  For additional information on a flush median, see Section 
45-2.02. 

 
3. Raised Median.  For additional information, see Section 45-2.02. 
 
 
55-4.05(09)  Fill or Cut Slopes 
 
The following will apply to fill or cut slopes. 
 
1. No Roadway Widening.  Existing fill or cut slopes of 2:1 or flatter will be retained. 
 
2. Roadway Widening.  If the lanes or shoulders are widened, this will produce a steeper fill 

slope or ditch foreslope, assuming the toe of fill slope or toe of backslope remains in the 
same location.  The roadside design should desirably be modified to provide a configuration 
which is the same as or flatter than the roadside cross section before the 3R project limits.  
At a minimum, the following will apply: 

 
a. Embankment slope.  The use of a 3:1 slope should be considered.  However, an 

effort should be made to construct up to a 6:1 slope at least within the obstruction-
free zone where a 6:1 or flatter slope already exists, or where the length of the 
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improvement is greater than 0.5 mi.  See Section 55-5.0 for obstruction-free zone 
dimensions.  If a steeper slope is required, a 2.5:1 slope should be considered before 
implementing a 2:1 slope.  The slope behind the guardrail at a bridge corner should 
not be routinely steepened to 2:1 even though the slope may be completely protected 
by the guardrail.  Locations or situations that may warrant a 2:1 slope are as follows: 

 
(1) roadway widening that encroaches into a wetland; 

 
  (2) an area with restrictive or very costly right of way; or 
 
  (3) a slope at the end of a large culvert, bridge spillslope, or other location 

where it is desirable to protect the slope with riprap. 
 

Where a 2:1 slope is specified, it should be protected with erosion control blankets.  
Capping soils suitable for growing vegetation should be provided. 
 
The use of a 2:1 slope in a local-agency project will be at the discretion of the local 
agency. 
 
Each location must be analyzed individually, and judgment should be used in 
selecting the slope rate. 

 
 b. Ditch.  If right of way is available, the existing ditch line should be moved and the 

slopes flattened as much as practical.  A drainage ditch in the obstruction-free zone 
should be regraded as much as practical to make it traversable for an errant vehicle.  
See Section 49-3.02 for information on traversable ditch. 

 
 c. Guardrail.  Consideration should be given to obtaining a 3:1 slope in a fill to 

minimize the need for guardrail.  An embankment should desirably be widened 
where guardrail will be installed as required by Section 55-5.0. 

 
 d. Embankment Stability.  Sod or other stabilizing materials or methods should be 

provided wherever erosion may be considered to be a problem. 
 
3. Roadside Safety.  Upgrading the roadside safety is often a major objective.  The designer 

should consider the safety benefits of flattening each fill or cut slope to eliminate guardrail 
and, at a minimum, to satisfy the criteria described in Item 2 above.  An evaluation of run-
off-the-road accidents will assist in the assessment (see Chapter Fifty).  See Section 55-5.0 
for more information regarding roadside-safety criteria. 
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55-4.05(10)  Right of Way 
 
Only minimal right-of-way acquisition should be required (e.g., lane and shoulder widening).  
More-extensive right-of-way involvement may be appropriate if, for example, a horizontal curve is 
flattened.  Where practical, additional right-of-way should be secured to allow cost-effective 
geometric and roadside-safety improvements. 
 
 
55-4.06  Intersection At-Grade 
 
Chapter Forty-six provides criteria for the detailed design of an intersection at-grade for new 
construction or reconstruction.  Where practical, these criteria apply to a 3R project and should be 
implemented.  The following indicates where modifications to the intersection design criteria may 
be made. 
 
 
55-4.06(01)  General Design Controls 
 
The criteria provided in Section 46-1.0 for intersection alignment, profile, design vehicle selection, 
etc., also apply to a 3R project, except as follows: 
 
1. Intersection Alignment.  Preferably, the angle of intersection should be within 20 deg of 

perpendicular.  An existing angle of intersection of up to 30 deg may be retained if there are 
no operational problems or adverse accident history. 

 
2. Y Intersection.  Each existing Y intersection should be converted to a T intersection. 
 
3. Design-Vehicle Selection.  An existing intersection should be checked to determine if the 

suggested design-vehicle criteria shown in Figure 46-1E can be accommodated using the 
criteria shown in Section 55-4.06(02) for turning radius.  An intersection which cannot 
accommodate the minimum design vehicle should be considered for reconstruction. 

 
 
55-4.06(02)  Turning Radius 
 
Unless alerted by district personnel or where there is physical evidence of problems at an 
intersection such as tire tracks over curbs, broken curbs, or scraped utility poles, it should not be 
necessary to reconstruct the intersection to improve the turning radii design as part of the 3R 
project.  However, once it has been determined to upgrade the intersection, the design should 
desirably be in accordance with Section 46-2.0.  In an urban area, however, space limitations and 
existing curb radii have a significant impact on selecting a practical design for a right-turning 
vehicle.  The designer should consider the following when determining the appropriate right-turn 
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treatment for an urban intersection. 
 
1. Inside Clearance.  The minimum inside clearance of the selected design vehicle may be 

zero; i.e., the inside tire track may touch the curb line or pavement edge. 
 
2. Encroachment.  Once the decision has been made to improve an intersection, the selected 

design vehicle’s path should be in accordance with the encroachment criteria discussed in 
Section 46-2.0.  Under restricted conditions, an additional 1-ft encroachment is permitted 
for each functional classification. 

 
3. Sweep-Path.  The designer should review the existing or redesigned intersection with the 

turning templates to ensure that there are no obstacles in the sweep-path of the turning 
design vehicle. 

 
4. Minor Intersection.  At an intersection with at least one leg considered a minor road, a 

school bus, garbage truck, or fire truck should physically be able to make the turn onto the 
minor road. 

 
The requirements regarding acceptable existing turning radius are as follows. 
 
1. Passenger Car.  A radius of 15 to 25 ft is adequate.  This may be retained on an existing 

cross street as follows: 
 
 a. intersection with a minor road where few trucks will be turning; 
 
 b. intersection where the encroachment of a single-unit truck or a tractor-and-

semitrailer combination onto adjacent lanes is tolerable; or 
 
 c. intersection where a parking lane is present, it is restricted for a sufficient distance 

from the intersection, and it is used as a parking lane for a specified period each day. 
 
2. Single-Unit Truck.  An existing radius of at least 30 ft or a radius with taper offsets for this 

vehicle may be retained. 
 
3. Tractor-and-Semitrailer Combination or Bus.  At an intersection where these vehicles turn 

frequently, an existing radius of at least 40 ft or a radius with taper offsets may be retained. 
 
 
55-4.06(03)  Turn Lane 
 
Section 46-4.0 provides warrants for a right- or left-turn lane and design requirements for an 
auxiliary turn lane.  These should be satisfied if practical.  However, the criteria for new 
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construction or reconstruction may be impractical due to restricted site conditions.  Specific 
examples of acceptable design criteria for an auxiliary turn lane are as follows. 
 
1. Shoulder.  An existing paved shoulder of sufficient width and pavement strength may be 

striped to indicate a separate right-turn lane at an intersection.  If so, it may be necessary to 
rebuild or redesign the curb return to accommodate the selected design vehicle. 

 
2. Reduced Travel-Lane Width.  In an urban area, the width of the approaching travel lane 

may be reduced at a signalized intersection to provide a reasonable width for a turn lane.  
However, travel lanes should be at least 10 ft wide at the intersection and may be warranted 
to be wider if truck traffic turns must be accommodated. 

 
3. Width.  This may be narrower than that for new construction or reconstruction work. 
 
4. Length.  The length should desirably include the components for taper, deceleration, and 

storage as described in Section 46-4.02.  These criteria may be impractical, particularly the 
length for the vehicular-deceleration component.  However, the minimum length shown in 
Section 46-4.02 applies. 

 
 
55-4.06(04)  Intersection Sight Distance 
 
Intersection sight distance should be in accordance with Section 46-10.0.  The location of the eye 
should be 14.5 ft from the edge of the travel lane with respect to a stop-controlled intersection. 
 
 
55-5.0  ROADSIDE SAFETY 
 
Many of the improvements will have a positive effect on highway safety.  In addition, a 3R project 
affords an opportunity to further enhance highway safety by accomplishing needed safety 
improvements at high-hazard locations and cost-effective adjustments or modifications to high-
hazard features.  Section 49-10.0 provides information on how to use ROADSIDE, a computer 
program which may be used to determine if roadside-safety improvements are cost effective.  The 
following discussion offers roadside-safety criteria which apply specifically to a 3R project. 
 
 
55-5.01  Analysis of Accident Data 
 
The designer should obtain the accident history for the three-year period immediately prior to the 
year in which project design is initiated.  The data may be summarized on the form included in 
Section 55-8.0 or in another convenient format. 
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The data should be analyzed to determine if there are any correctable accident patterns at a 
particular spot location of 1000 ft minimum length, intersection, or section of the highway.  If a 
pattern exists, probable causes should be identified and appropriate safety enhancements included 
in the work.  Each intersection or highway section which has an average of four or more accidents 
per year for the three-year period should be analyzed in accordance with the guidelines described in 
Section 55-8.0.  This will require obtaining copies of the accident reports for these locations and 
possibly the preparation of collision diagrams.  A short discussion of the probable causes and 
corrective action to be incorporated into the project for each intersection or highway section should 
be included in the Engineer’s Report for an INDOT project, or in the Safety and Design Report for 
a local public agency project.  An intersection or highway section may be experiencing the types of 
accidents that are correctable by highway improvements.  The analysis may reveal that there is no 
apparent safety enhancement that can be included in the project.  If this situation exists, a short 
discussion should be included in the Report to document that each such intersection or highway 
section was reviewed. 
 
A list of high-accident locations has been developed by the INDOT Safety Improvement Program.  
This list is available from the Planning Division.  Each 3R project should be coordinated with 
proposed safety projects, since the implementation of projects in one area may influence priorities 
in another.  A safety project and a 3R project should be accomplished at the same time as practical. 
 
 
55-5.02  Obstruction-Free Zone 
 
The obstruction-free zone is defined as the roadside area next to the travelway which should be free 
from hazards or obstructions.  This is not the same as the clear zone, so these two terms are not 
interchangeable.  Each obstacle within the obstruction-free-zone limits should be removed, made 
breakaway, or shielded with guardrail.  The obstruction-free-zone widths shown below are 
minimums and should be extended where accident experience indicates that a wider zone would 
further enhance safety.  The clear-zone width described in Section 49-2.0 should be provided, if 
practical.  The designer should review Section 49-2.0 for additional information on clear zone.  The 
following obstruction-free-zone requirements apply. 
 
1. Arterial with Shoulders.  Where the design speed is 50 mph or higher and the design-year 

AADT is greater than 1500, the minimum obstruction-free-zone width is 20 ft from the 
edge of the travelway, or from the edge of the travelway to the right-of-way line, whichever 
is less.  For all other situations, the minimum obstruction-free-zone width is 10 ft plus the 
minimum paved-shoulder width shown in Figure 55-3A, 55-3E, or 55-3F from the edge of 
the travelway, or from the edge of the travelway to the right-of-way line, whichever is less. 

 
2. Collector with Shoulders.  Where the design speed is 50 mph or higher and the design-year 

AADT is greater than 1500, the minimum obstruction-free-zone width is 10 ft plus the 
minimum paved-shoulder width shown in Figure 55-3B, 55-3C, or 55-3G from the edge of 
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the travelway, or from the edge of the travelway to the right-of-way line, whichever is less.  
For all other situations, the minimum obstruction-free-zone width is 6 ft plus the minimum 
paved-shoulder width shown in Figure 55-3B, 55-3C, or 55-3G from the edge of the 
travelway, or from the edge of the travelway to the right-of-way line, whichever is less. 

 
3. Local Road or Street with Shoulders.  The minimum obstruction-free-zone width is 6 ft plus 

the usable-shoulder width shown in Figure 55-3D or 55-3H from the edge of the travelway, 
or from the edge of the travelway to the right-of-way line, whichever is less. 

 
4. Curbed Roadway.  Where the design speed is 45 mph or lower, and curbs are at least 6 in. in 

height, the minimum obstruction-free-zone width from the face of the curb should be 1.5 ft. 
However, where traffic-signal supports are present, the minimum obstruction-free-zone 
width should be 2.5 ft.  Where the design speed is 50 mph or higher regardless of curb 
height, or curbs are less than 6 in. in height regardless of design speed, the minimum 
obstruction-free-zone width should be as defined in Item 1, 2, or 3 above. 

 
5. Appurtenance-Free Zone.  There should be a 1.5-ft appurtenance-free area from the front 

face of curb or from the edge of the travel lane if there is no curb.  Where traffic-signal 
supports are present, a 2.5-ft clear width should be provided.  The appurtenance-free zone is 
defined as an area in which nothing, including breakaway safety appurtenances, should 
protrude above the paved or earth surface (see Figure 55-5A, Appurtenance-Free Zone).  
The objective is to provide a clear area adjacent to the roadway in which nothing will 
interfere with extended side-mirrors on trucks, the opening of vehicular doors, etc. 

 
6. On-Street Parking. 
 
 a. Continuous 24-Hour Parking.  No obstruction-free zone is required where there is 

continuous 24-h parking.  However, the appurtenance-free zone shown in Figure 55-
5A should be provided from the front face of the curb or the edge of the parking 
lane if there is no curb. 

 
 b. Parking Lane Used as a Travel Lane.  The obstruction-free zone should be 

determined assuming the edge of the parking lane as the right edge of the farthest-
right travel lane. 

 
 
55-5.03  Treatment of Obstruction 
 
An obstruction or non-traversable hazard within the obstruction-free zone should be, in order of 
preference, as follows: 
 
1. removed or redesigned so that it can be safely traversed; 
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2. relocated outside of the obstruction-free zone to a point where it is less likely to be hit; 
 
3. made breakaway to reduce impact severity; 
 
4. shielded with a traffic barrier or impact attenuator; or 
 
5. delineated if the above treatments are not practical. 
 
 
55-5.03(01)  Application 
 
The following hazards should be eliminated or modified, according to the treatment hierarchy 
described above, if they are within the obstruction-free zone: 
 
1. Tree.  A tree maturing to a diameter of 4 in. or greater should be removed from the 

obstruction-free zone, unless shielded by a protective device required for other purposes.  A 
tree on a backslope may remain if it is unlikely to be impacted by an errant vehicle. 

 
2. Obstruction.  An obstruction such as a rough rock cut, boulder, headwall, foundation, etc., 

with projections that extend more than 4 in. above the ground line should be removed, 
relocated, made breakaway, or shielded with guardrail as appropriate.  A rough rock cut is 
one that presents a potential vehicular snagging problem. 

 
3. Sign or Light Support.  Each signpost or light pole to remain within the obstruction-free 

zone should be made breakaway.  In an urban area where pedestrian traffic is prevalent, a 
breakaway light support should not be used.  However, such a support should, as a 
minimum, be offset beyond the obstruction-free-zone width as described in Section 55-
5.02, desirably behind the sidewalk.  In a rural area where pedestrian traffic is prevalent, 
the use of a breakaway support will be considered by the field-review team.  Section 49-
3.06 provides additional information on the treatment of a sign or light support within the 
obstruction-free zone. 

 
4. Traffic Signal.  A traffic-signal support should be placed to provide the obstruction-free 

zone through the area where the traffic-signal supports are located.  However, the following 
exceptions will apply. 

 
 a. Channelized Island.  Installation of a signal support in a channelizing island should 

be avoided, if practical.  However, if a signal support must be located in a 
channelizing island, a minimum clearance of 30 ft should be provided in a rural area 
from all travel lanes, including turn lanes, or in an urban where the design speed is 
50 mph or higher.  In an urban area where the island is bordered by a vertical curb 
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and the design speed is 45 mph or lower, a minimum clearance of 10 ft should be 
provided from all travel lanes, including turn lanes. 

 
 b. Non-Curbed Facility, Design Speed ≥ 50 mph or AADT > 1500.  Where conflicts 

exist such that the placement of traffic-signal supports outside the obstruction-free 
zone is impractical (e.g., conflicts with buried or utility cables), the signal supports 
should be located at least 10 ft beyond the outside edge of the shoulder. 

 
 c. Non-Curbed Facility, Design Speed ≤ 45 mph or AADT ≤ 1500).  Where conflicts 

exist such that the placement of traffic-signal supports outside the obstruction-free 
zone is impractical (e.g., conflicts with buried or utility cables), the signal supports 
should be located at least 6 ft beyond the outside edge of the shoulder. 

 
5. Culvert.  A culvert end is considered to be within the obstruction-free zone if the point at 

which the top of the culvert protrudes from the slope is within the obstruction-free zone. 
Section 55-5.03(02) provides additional information for the treatment of a drainage 
structure. 

 
6. Transverse Slopes of Public Road Approach or Drive.  Steep transverse slopes should be 

considered for flattening, if practical.  Such slopes should desirably be 6:1 or flatter, not 
steeper than 4:1.  Transverse slopes on a median crossover should be 10:1 or flatter. 

 
7. Curbs.  Curbs should be removed from a rural highway where the design speed is 50 mph or 

higher.  The proper placement of traffic control devices must be considered in reviewing the 
removal of corner island curbs where such devices are located.  This is not intended to 
address divisional, or channelizing, islands separating two-way traffic or a curb placed at 
the edge of a shoulder for drainage.  For these situations, sloping curbs should be used. 

 
 Curbs of at least 4 in. in height should not be used in conjunction with guardrail.  The front 

face of a curb used in conjunction with guardrail should desirably be behind the face of the 
rail.  If this cannot be achieved, the front face of the curb may be located flush with the face 
of the rail. 

 
8 Utility Pole.  A utility pole within the obstruction-free zone which is not owned by INDOT 

or a local agency can constitute a significant hazard and should be removed or relocated.  
The utility company should be requested to relocate poles that are located in a high-
vulnerability area such as a channelizing island, or where the accident history indicates there 
has been a utility-pole-accident problem.  The field-review team, based on its judgment, 
will determine where such work is warranted. 

 
9. Mailbox Support.  Each new mailbox installation should be placed in accordance with the 

INDOT Standard Drawings, INDOT Standard Specifications, and Section 51-11.0. 
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10. Non-Traversable Hazard.  A fill slopes steeper than 1:1 with a height greater than 2 ft within 

the obstruction-free zone should be flattened to the extent practical.  If part of a drainage 
ditch appears within the obstruction-free zone, its cross section should be in accordance 
with the criteria described in Section 49-3.02. 

 
11. Drainage Ditch.  A ditch is considered inside the obstruction-free zone if the near side of the 

ditch bottom is within the obstruction-free zone. 
 

If a ditch is located inside the obstruction-free zone, the ditch should be traversable.  See 
Section 49-3.02.  If the ditch it is not traversable, a Level Two design exception is 
required.  If a traversable ditch is not provided, a 4-ft width bottom should be provided 
for the ditch with the backslope as flat as practicable. 

 
If a ditch is located outside the obstruction-free zone, it can be made traversable.  
However, it is not mandatory to provide a traversable-ditch section.  This can be 
accomplished but should only be pursued where the gentler section does not significantly 
affect the right-of-way needs.  This should be determined during the field review, and can 
be accomplished as follows: 

 
a. a 4-ft flat-bottom ditch should be provided; 

 
b. a flat-bottom ditch of less than 4 ft width should be provided; or 

 
c. a V ditch should be provided. 

 
The backslope should be designed to be as flat as practicable. 

 
12. Other Hazard.  The designer should review Section 49-3.0 to determine the appropriate 

treatment for other hazards not discussed above, such as a bridge pier or bridge-railing end. 
 
 
55-5.03(02)  Drainage Structure 
 
A mainline cross culvert of 60 in. diameter or less, or a pipe-arch 83 in. x 57 in. or smaller, should 
not be extended to locate the inlet and outlet ends outside the obstruction-free zone.  This practice 
can introduce undesirable embankment slope discontinuities.  A structure which is terminated 
within the obstruction free zone should be treated as follows: 
 
1. Standard metal culvert-end sections should be used within the obstruction-free zone with a 

circular culvert of 30 in. diameter or less, or with a pipe-arch culvert of 36 in. x 24 in. or 
less, either of which is skewed 10 deg or less from the perpendicular, towards the direction 
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of approaching traffic. 
 
2. Grated-box end sections should be used with a circular culvert of diameter of greater than 

36 in. through 60 in., or with a pipe-arch culvert of 45 in. x 27 in. through 83 in. x 57 in. 
 
3. Grated-box end sections should be used with a culvert which is skewed more than 10 deg 

from the perpendicular, towards the direction of approaching traffic. 
 
4. If the end of a culvert of 66 in. diameter or larger is within the obstruction-free zone, 

guardrail should be provided.  If the culvert end is outside the obstruction-free zone, the 
designer should use engineering judgment to determine if it is desirable to protect an errant 
motorist from the culvert end with guardrail.  If there is inadequate height of cover to drive 
the guardrail posts, the treatment shown for guardrail over a low-fill culvert in Section 49-
5.03 and the INDOT Standard Drawings should be used. 

 
5. If the point at which the top of a box culvert or three-sided structure protrudes from the 

slope is within the obstruction-free zone, guardrail should be provided.  Otherwise, 
Figure 55-5A(1), Clear Zone / Guardrail at Culvert, should be used to determine the 
appropriate treatment. 

 
Each culvert of 12 in. or 15 in. diameter that is parallel to the mainline and inside the obstruction-
free zone, or is within a median of 60 ft width or less, requires standard metal or concrete end 
sections.  Each culvert of greater than 15 in. diameter that is parallel to the mainline and inside the 
obstruction-free zone, or is within a median of 60 ft width or less, requires grated-box end sections. 
 
 
55-5.04  Roadside Barrier 
 
Each existing safety appurtenance should be examined to determine if it is in accordance with the 
current safety performance and design criteria.  This includes guardrail, median barrier, impact 
attenuator, sign support, luminaire support, or bridge railing.  Substandard safety appurtenances 
should be upgraded to be in accordance with the current safety performance and design criteria.  
Chapter Forty-nine and the INDOT Standard Drawings provide the Department’s criteria for the 
layout and design of safety appurtenances. 
 
 
55-5.04(01)  Existing Guardrail 
 
An existing guardrail installation should be removed where such installation is not in accordance 
with the location warrants described in Section 49-4.0 or where the obstacle or hazard can be 
removed at a cost of less than guardrail upgrading plus estimated guardrail maintenance costs over 
the life of the installation.  If existing guardrail is still warranted, it should be upgraded as follows: 
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1. Guardrail Components.  Each guardrail and end treatment which is not in accordance with 

Section 49-4.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings should be replaced or upgraded to the 
current criteria.  However, existing W-beam guardrail with U-channel rubrail may be 
retained.  An existing buried-end section may remain on a two-lane local-agency route if the 
design-year AADT is less than 1000. 

 
2. Transition.  Each substandard guardrail transition to a bridge pier or other obstruction 

should be upgraded or replaced to be in accordance with Section 49-4.0 and the INDOT 
Standard Drawings. 

 
3. Height.  Guardrail of less than 2’-3” height at the top of the rail element should be raised 

using adjustable blockouts, or reset or replaced as appropriate. 
 
4. Lateral Clearance.  Reduced post spacing should be provided where the distance between 

guardrail and an obstruction is less than the required deflection distance shown in Section 
49-5.0. 

 
5. Gap.  Each gap of 200 ft or less between guardrail runs should be closed, if practical. 
 
6. Length of Need.  Each guardrail run’s length of need should be in accordance with Section 

49-5.0.  The obstruction-free-zone width shown in Section 55-5.02 should not be used as 
the clear-zone width in determining the length-of-need requirement.  The clear-zone width 
for computing the length of need is shown in Section 49-2.01.  The length of need may be 
modified if deemed appropriate by the field-review team.  See Figure 55-5B, Runout 
Length, LR, (ft) for Restrictive Condition. 

 
 
55-5.04(02)  New Guardrail Installation 
 
New guardrail should be installed as follows: 
 
1. where it is not practical to eliminate an obstacle from the obstruction-free zone as defined in 

Section 55-5.03; 
 
2. where the guardrail is judged to be less hazardous than the obstacle; 
 
3. at each approach to a bridge railing; and 
 
4. where in the opinion of the field-review team, there is an extreme hazard which obviously 

warrants guardrail. 
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Each new installation of guardrail should be in accordance with Chapter Forty-nine and the INDOT 
Standard Drawings, except as follows. 
 
1. Length of Need.  The length of need may be modified by the field-review team if deemed 

absolutely necessary. 
 
2. Guardrail Offset.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder 

width, or the shy-line offset distance, whichever is larger.  See Figure 49-5F for shy-line 
offset.  The minimum guardrail offset distance is 4 ft from the edge of travelway.  In a 
restrictive situation, depending on functional classification, this distance may be 0 ft. 

 
3. Post Embedment and Earth Backup.  The desirable distance from the face of guardrail to the 

shoulder break point is 3 ft.  In a restrictive situation, this distance may be 0 ft. 
 
4. End Treatment.  The type I end treatment may not be used on an INDOT route, or other 

facility which has a design year-traffic volume of 1000 AADT or greater.  Section 49-5.04 
provides additional information on end treatments which may be used on a high-volume, 
high-speed road. 

 
5. Length of Need for Restrictive Condition.  Where a restrictive condition warrants, Figure 

55-5B, Runout Length, LR (ft), for Restrictive Condition, should be used 
 
One example of a restrictive condition is the close proximity of a drive to the end of a bridge, which 
cannot be relocated farther from the bridge. 
 
If it is decided at the field check to shorten a guardrail run’s length of need, the field check 
minutes must document the decision. 
 
 
55-6.0  BRIDGE 
 
55-6.01  General Requirements 
 
An existing bridge may remain in place if it satisfies, or is upgraded to satisfy, the structural and 
geometric requirements shown in the appropriate figure in the 55-3 series, and in Section 55-6.02.  
Upgrading a bridge to satisfy the criteria should only be undertaken if an engineering and economic 
analysis shows that the upgrading is cost effective.  Some of the considerations for such an analysis 
include the following: 
 
1. remaining service life; 
2. sufficiency rating; 
3. traffic volume; 
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4. clear-roadway width; 
5. snow storage; 
6. farm equipment clearances; 
7. design speed; and 
8. accident records. 
 
If it is decided that a bridge should be replaced or have major reconstruction (e.g., replace 
superstructure, widen superstructure, or widen substructure), the design should be done in 
accordance with the appropriate AASHTO criteria and load-carrying capacity (see Chapter Sixty).  
The only exception is that the bridge-width criteria shown in Section 55-6.03 may be used if the 
most likely level of future (20 to 30 years) highway improvement on the approaches and adjacent 
road sections will be to 3R criteria (i.e., the road will not be reconstructed in the foreseeable future). 
 Reasons for determining the use of the width shown in Section 55-6.03 must be documented in the 
Preliminary Engineering Study for an INDOT-route project, or in the Safety and Design Report for 
a local-agency-route project.  The width shown in Section 55-6.03 may also be used for a bridge 
which is part of a 3R project, an isolated bridge on existing alignment, or an isolated bridge where 
the alignment has been changed.  In the latter situation, the minor-roadway realignment may be 
constructed to 3R criteria as described in this Chapter. 
 
 
55-6.02  Bridge To Remain In Place 
 
If an existing bridge is structurally sound and if is in accordance with the appropriate AASHTO 
design loading for structural capacity, it is unlikely to be economical to improve the geometrics of 
the bridge.  If an existing bridge is not in accordance with the following, it should be evaluated for 
upgrading or replacing (see Section 55-6.01).  The following will apply to an existing bridge. 
 
1. Width.  The width should be evaluated against the criteria shown in the appropriate figure in 

the 55-3 series. 
 
2. Structural Capacity.  The structural capacity should be evaluated against the criteria shown 

in the appropriate figure in the 55-3 series. 
 
3. Vertical Clearance.  An existing structure should provide at least a 14.0-ft vertical clearance. 

If this vertical clearance is not available, consideration should be given to increasing the 
vertical clearance either as part of the 3R project or as a separate project.  Modifications 
should desirably provide for a clearance of 14.5 ft.  If it is necessary to retain a vertical 
clearance of less than 14.0 ft, a design exception request must be processed in accordance 
with Section 40-8.0.  Low-clearance signage is required for a vertical clearance of less than 
14.5 ft. 

 
4. Bridge Railing.  Only existing bridge railing that has been proven to be acceptable through 
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crash testing or that satisfies the structural and geometric requirements of the AASHTO  
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications may be retained.  Each new bridge-railing installation 
must be in accordance with Section 61-6.01.  Consideration should be given to widening the 
bridge at the same time the railing is replaced to achieve the full approach travelway and 
shoulder width. 

 
 A design exception to this criterion will only be considered if all of the conditions are 

satisfied as follows: 
 
 a. the project is a rehabilitation project on a non-NHS route; 
 
 b. the existing bridge railing and approach guardrail are considered to be satisfactory; 
 
 c. the accident history does not indicate that there may be a problem; 
 
 d. the design year AADT is less than 400; and 
 
 e. the design speed is 30 mph or lower. 
 
5. Narrow Bridge.  Each bridge which is narrower than the approach roadway width, and is not 

to be widened, should be signed and pavement-marked as shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  NCHRP 203 Safety at Narrow Bridge Sites provides criteria specifically for a 
narrow bridge, e.g., pavement markings. 

 
 
55-6.03  Bridge Requiring Replacement or Major Reconstruction 
 
The new-bridge clear-roadway width shown in the appropriate figure in the 55-3 series is intended 
to be applied only to a bridge where it has been determined that the 3R criteria is the most probable 
level of future (20 to 30 years) highway improvement on the approaches and adjacent roadway 
sections.  If the expected improvement will be reconstruction, the width shown in the appropriate 
figure in the 55-3 series should be used.  The 3R bridge work may include rehabilitation using 
structurally-sound elements of an existing bridge, complete bridge replacement on existing 
alignment, or a replacement bridge on a short relocation.  This width is a minimum, and a greater 
width should be used if deemed appropriate. 
 
The minimum clear-roadway width is the sum of the lane widths and shoulder widths (or curb-
offset widths) shown in the appropriate figure in the 55-3 series, plus the offset distance for 
guardrail.  The intent is to carry the 3R roadway cross section across the bridge.  The minimum 
clear-roadway width should be 30 ft on a rural INDOT route. 
 
Future bridge-deck rehabilitation work may necessitate a greater minimum clear-roadway width 
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than indicated above.  The width must be at least 30 ft if bridge-deck rehabilitation is to be done on 
one-half the width at a time.  However, on a local road or street, this 30-ft minimum width may not 
be necessary if it is determined that it is practical to close the bridge and detour traffic once such 
work becomes necessary. 
 
The use of the road by agricultural equipment may also necessitate the use of a clear-roadway width 
greater than the minimum prescribed herein.  The need for a greater width to accommodate such 
equipment will be determined for each project.  Approach guardrail should be offset to the same 
position as the bridge railing from the edge of the traveled way, if a clear-roadway width greater 
than that of the approach roadway (traveled way plus shoulders) is used. 
 
Each bridge must be designed to comply with the AASHTO load-carrying capacity requirement 
shown in the appropriate figure in the 55-3 series.  Each new bridge-railing installation must be in 
accordance with Section 61-6.01.  The waterway opening will be determined in accordance with the 
applicable environmental-permit requirements. 
 
 
55-7.0  MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN ELEMENTS 
 
55-7.01  Traffic-Control Devices 
 
All signs, traffic signals, and pavement markings on the mainline and intersections, and related 
traffic-control devices on public road approaches must be in accordance with Part VII and the 
MUTCD.  Center-line and edge-line pavement markings, no-passing zone warning signs, and 
regulatory signs are required.  It may be necessary to extend pavement markings and place related 
signs beyond the project limits to end them at a logical terminus (e.g., major intersection, end of a 
no-passing zone).  Center lines and edge lines need not be installed where they are not warranted, 
based on the opinion of the field-review team.  For example, pavement markings would not be 
warranted on a bridge-replacement project on a road that does not have pavement markings. 
 
 
55-7.02  Railroad Crossing Warning Devices and Surface 
 
The adequacy of existing warning devices and crossing surface should be investigated if the 3R 
project includes an at-grade railroad crossing within the project limits.  A railroad grade-crossing 
surface should provide for a reasonably smooth ride and should have a width equal to at least the 
approach traveled way plus shoulders plus 1 ft on each side.  A railroad crossing which does not 
satisfy the above surface requirements should be upgraded concurrent with the 3R work.  If an 
active warning-device installation or upgrading is determined to be necessary, it should also be 
done concurrent with the 3R project.  For more information on upgrading an at-grade railroad 
crossing, see Chapters Eleven and Forty-seven. 
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55-7.03  Trimming of Trees and Brush 
 
Trees and brush should be trimmed, as necessary, to obtain the required stopping, intersection, or 
railroad-crossing sight distance and signage visibility. 
 
 
55-7.04  Encroachment 
 
Each encroachment within the right of way should be treated in accordance with Section 86-2.0. 
 
 
55-8.0  ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS 
 
A primary measure of the safety of an existing highway is its accident history.  Once a highway 
location has been proposed, accident data should be collected and analyzed to determine the relative 
safety of the facility and to identify and describe the accident characteristics or patterns that have 
occurred.  Safety enhancements to alleviate safety deficiencies can be more-readily identified from 
this analysis, and the extent of minimum safety enhancement can be determined. 
 
 
55-8.01  Accident-Analysis Procedures 
 
55-8.01(01)  Responsibilities 
 
In conducting an accident analysis, the duties to be performed are as follows: 
 
1. be prepared to spend sufficient time conducting the accident study; 
 
2. study individual accident reports; 
 
3. check project termini, often at some logical point such as an intersection, to ensure that 

accident information is considered just beyond the project termini; 
 
4. relate accident data to field conditions, preferably if there are only a limited number of 

accidents reported.  Review the data in the field or on the videolog; and 
 
5. discuss the project with maintenance personnel.  Many single-vehicle or non-injurious 

accidents are unreported and yet are strong indicators of potentially hazardous situations. 
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55-8.01(02)  Accident Summaries 
 
Accident analysis study procedures involve determining the significance of the accident history and 
the development of summaries of the accident characteristics within the 3R project termini.  The 
project’s accident summaries are used to detect abnormal accident trends or patterns and to 
distinguish between correctable and non-correctable accident experience.  Analysis of these 
summaries is needed to identify probable safety deficiencies of the existing facility. 
 
In conducting the accident analysis, the following should be considered. 
 
1. Time Period.  The required time period for the collection of the accident history is three 

years.  In selecting the period, the accident data should represent reasonably current 
information, as related factors such as traffic volume, pavement condition, or other site-
related data can vary with time.  Likewise, the past changes in the character of the facility 
(e.g., physical changes, roadside development) should be accounted for when evaluating 
the accident activity. 

 
2. Vehicle Directions.  The accident data should be examined to determine the directions the 

vehicles were traveling. 
 
3. Location.  Accident data should be examined with respect to location.  Accidents occurring 

within an intersection area should be separated from those occurring outside the area of 
influence of the intersection.  Similar accident types occurring in differing situations should 
be separated.  For example, left-turn accidents into a drive should not be included with left-
turn accidents at an intersection. 

 
4. Accident Rate.  The accident data should be examined to determine the number of accidents 

and the accident rates within the project termini.  Limited accident data is likely on a rural 
2-lane highway with a low to moderate traffic volume.  The limited amount of such data can 
make traditional methods of analysis difficult.  Accident rates generated from a small 
sample can be misleading as they can be significantly influenced by small variances. 

 
5. Summary Form.  The accident data should be summarized by type and severity.  Figure 55-

8A, Accident Analysis Form, provides a typical accident summary form that may be used to 
analyze accidents.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s 
website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  Figure 55- 8B, Accident Analysis 
Form Codes, and Figure 55-8C, Collision Diagram Codes, provide the codes which are 
used in conjunction with Figure 55-8A. 

 
6. Accident Analysis.  Once the accident data has been compiled, the data should be reviewed 

to identify accident patterns and determine possible causes for the accident patterns.  The 
severity patterns should be examined to determine if a particular roadway or roadside 
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feature may have contributed to the overall severity of the accidents that have occurred.  
Section 55-8.02 provides additional information on probable accident causes and possible 
safety enhancements. 

 
7. Contributing Factors.  The Contributing Circumstances portion of the accident report should 

be summarized.  This identifies possible accident causes noted by the investigating police 
officer at the scene of the accident.  Contributing circumstances are categorized by human 
(driver), environmental, or vehicle-related factors.  The contributing-circumstances 
information is used to verify, add, or delete possible causes developed by the accident-
summary-by-type procedure.  The contributing-circumstances information can be used to 
separate correctable and non-correctable accidents.  In separating the accidents by these 
classifications, consideration should be made to ensure that the accidents are indeed non-
correctable.  Figure 55-8D lists the contributing circumstances found on most accident 
reports, and if they are correctable or non-correctable through highway improvements. 

 
8. Environmental Factors.  Accidents should be summarized by environmental conditions.  

This procedure identifies possible causes of safety deficiencies related to the existing 
condition of the roadway environment at the time of the accident.  Typical classifications 
used in the analysis include lighting conditions and roadway surface condition.  The 
summary is compared to average or expected values for similar locations or areas to 
determine whether the occurrence of a specific environmental characteristic is greater or 
less than the expected value at the location.  For example, a higher-than-expected number of 
wet-surface accidents may be an indication of slippery pavement. 

 
 
55-8.02  Probable Causes and Safety Enhancements 
 
Probable accident causes should be defined once the accident patterns are identified.  Field 
conditions, as determined by an on-site or videolog review, or from information on the police 
accident report or computerized accident form, should be used to refine the list of possible causes to 
the most probable.  The identified probable causes can then be used as a basis for selecting 
appropriate safety enhancements to alleviate the safety deficiency.  Figure 55-8E, Accident 
Analysis, provides a list of probable accident causes and possible safety enhancements.  This list is 
not all-inclusive.  However, it does provide a general list of possible accident causes as a function 
of accident patterns and appropriate safety enhancements. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2-Lane Multi-Lane 
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 Design-Year AADT 40-2.01 < 400 400 ≤ AADT 

< 3000 
3000 ≤ AADT 

< 5000 ≥ 5000 Undivided Divided 

 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed, mph (2) 55-4.01 Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit 
 Access Control 40-5.0 Partial Control / None Partial Control / None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D 

C
ro

ss
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ts
 

 Travel Lane  
*Width 55-4.05 12 ft 12 ft 12 ft 12 ft 12 ft. 
 Typical Surface Type (3) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Shoulder (4)  

*Width Usable 55-4.05 D:  6  ft 
M:  2  ft 

D:   8 ft 
M:  3 ft 

D:  8 ft 
M:  6 ft 

D:  11 ft 
M:   8 ft 

Desirable:  11 ft 
Minimum:    8 ft 

Rt:  D: 11 ft;  M: 9  ft 
Lt:  D: 4 ft;   M: 4  ft 

*Width Paved 55-4.05 D:  4 ft 
M:  0 ft 

D:  6 ft 
M:  2 ft 

D:  6 ft 
M:  2 ft 

D:  10 ft 
M:   2 ft 

Desirable:  10 ft 
Minimum:     8 ft 

Rt:  D: 10 ft;  M: 8 ft 
Lt:  D:   4 ft;  M: 3 ft 

 Typical Surface Type (3) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / Sealed Aggregate Asphalt / Concrete / Sealed Aggregate 

 Cross Slopes 
*Travel Lane (5) 55-4.05 2% 2% 

 Shoulder (6) 55-4.05 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft 2%; Paved Width > 4 ft 4% Asphalt / 

Concrete;  6% Sealed Aggregate 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft 2%; Paved Width > 4 ft 4% 

Asphalt / Concrete;  6% Sealed Aggregate 

 Auxiliary Lane 
 Lane Width 

55-4.05 
Desirable:  12 ft;  Minimum:  11 ft Desirable:  12 ft;  Minimum:  11 ft 

 Shoulder Width Des:  Same as Next to Travel Lane;  Min:  2 ft Des:  Same as Next to Travel Lane;  Min:  2 ft 
 Median Width 55-4.05 N/A 0.0 ft. Existing 
 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 

 Side Slopes 
 Cut 

Foreslope 

55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (7) 2:1 or Flatter (7) 
Ditch Width (7) (7) 

Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (7) 2:1 or Flatter (7) 
 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (7) 2:1 or Flatter (7) 

 Median Slopes 55-4.05 N/A Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  4:1 

Br
id

ge
s*

* 

 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural 
 Capacity Ch. 60 HL-93 (8) 

*Clear-Roadway Width (9) 55-6.03 Full Paved Approach Width 
 Existing Bridge 
 to Remain 
 in Place 

*Structural 
 Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 

*Clear-Roadway Width 55-6.02 Travelway Plus 2 ft on Each Side 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Arterial Under 
 (10) 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge 

55-6.0 

16.5 ft 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge (11) 14.0 ft 

 Sign Truss / 
 Pedestrian Bridges New:  17.5 ft;  Existing: 17.0  ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad (12) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 

D or Des:  Desirable;  M ot Min:  Minimum.  * Controlling design criterion.  ** Selection of cross section and bridge elements is based on design-year traffic volume irrespective of design speed. 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3A 
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Section 
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 Design Speed --- 50 mph 55 mph 60 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 425 ft 495 ft 570 ft 

 Decision Sight 
 Distance 

Speed / Path / 
Direction Change 42-2.0 

750 ft 865 ft 990 ft 

Stop Maneuver 465 ft 535 ft 610 ft 
 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 Existing Existing Existing 
Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (14) 55-4.06 P: 630 ft;  SUT: 780 ft P: 730 ft;  SUT: 890 ft P: 840 ft; SU: 1020 ft 
*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Superelevation Rate 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Vertical Curvature, 
 K-value 

Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 
Sag See Section 55-4.04 

*Maximum 
 Grade (13) 

Level 
55-4.04 

5% 4.5% 4% 
Rolling 6% 5.5% 5% 

 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum 0.0% 
 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
An operational or maintenance change, permanent or temporary, exclusive of work-zone traffic control, that in fact creates substandard conditions such as 
by re-striping to obtain added lane(s) by reducing existing land widths or shoulders, must be addressed in a design exception, whether or not actual 
construction or reconstruction is involved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3A (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3A 
 
(1) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  T he minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit a fter construction or the legal speed 

limit, 60 mph, on a non-posted multilane divided highway, or 55mph on a non-posted two-lane highway. 
 
(3) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering or by the local jurisdiction. 
 
(4) Shoulder.  The following will apply: 

a. On an INDOT facility, the shoulder should be paved to the front face of guardrail.  T he desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft  
from the ef fective u sable-shoulder w idth.  In a  r estrictive s ituation, th e g uardrail o ffset ma y b e 1 f t f rom t he ef fective 
usable-shoulder width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 

b. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from E.T.L. to the front face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the shy-
line distance, but should not be less than 4 ft.  See Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets. 

c. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 
(5) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  Value is for a tangent section. See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. See 

Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
 
(7) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
 
(8) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply: 

a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
b. Each State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
c. Each bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL ARTERIAL, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3A (Continued) 
 
(9) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  On a State highway, the minimum clear-roadway width 

should be 30 ft.  Otherwise, the bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(10) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for a future pavement overlay.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(11) Vertical Clearance, Existing Bridge.  See Section 55-6.02 for additional information on minimum allowable vertical clearance. 
 
(12) Vertical C learance, A rterial O ver R ailroad.  S ee C hapter S ixty-nine f or a dditional i nformation on r ailroad c learance unde r a  

highway. 
 
(13) Maximum Grade.  A grade that is 1% steeper may be used for a one-way downgrade. 
 
(14) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road.  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for 

value for a combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2-Lane 
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 Design-Year AADT 40-2.01 < 400 400 ≤ AADT 
< 1000 

1000 ≤ AADT 
< 3000 

3000 ≤ AADT 
< 5000 ≥ 5000 

 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed (mph) (2) 55-4.01 Posted Speed Limit 
 Access Control 40-5.0 None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D 

C
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 Travel Lane 
*Width 55-4.05 Des:  12 ft 

Min:   10 ft 
Des:  12 ft 
Min:  11 ft 

Des:  12 ft 
Min:  11 ft 12 ft (3) 12 ft. (3) 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete 

 Shoulder (5) 

*Width Usable 55-4.05 Des:  4 ft 
Min:   2 ft 

Des: 6 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  3 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  6 ft 

Des:  10 ft 
Min:  6 ft 

*Width Paved 55-4.05 Des:  2 ft 
Min:   0 ft 

Des:  4 ft 
Min:   0 ft 

Des:  4 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

 Typical Surface Type (4) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / Sealed Aggregate 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (6) 55-4.05 2% Typical;  3% Maximum 

 Shoulder (7) 55-4.05 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2% - 3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% Asphalt / Concrete;  6% Sealed Aggregate 

 Auxiliary Lane 
 Lane Width 

55-4.05 
Des:  Same as Travel Lane 

Min:  10 ft 
Des:  Same as Travel Lane 

Min:  11 ft 
 Shoulder Width Des:   Same as That Next to Travel Lane;  Min:  2 ft 

 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 

 Side Slopes 
 Cut 

Foreslope 
55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (8) 
Ditch Width (8) 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (8) 

 Fill 55-4.05 2:1 or Flatter (8) 

Br
id

ge
s*

* 

 New or Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 60 HL-93 (9) 
*Clear-Roadway Width (10) 55-6.03 Full Paved Approach Width 

 Existing Bridge 
 to Remain in Place 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-15 
*Clear-Roadway Width (11) 55-6.02 22 ft 22 ft 24 ft 28 ft 28 ft 

*Vertical Clearance, 
 Collector Under 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (12) 

55-6.0 
14.5 ft 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge (13) 14.0 ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad (14) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 

  Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
*  Controlling design criterion. 
** Selection of the cross section and bridge elements is based on the design-year traffic volume irrespective of the design speed. 
 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 

 
Figure 55-3B 
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Section 2-Lane 
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 Design Speed --- 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 60 mph 

*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 570 ft 

 Decision Sight Distance 
Speed / Path / Direction Change 

42-2.0 
525 ft 675 ft 750ft 865 ft 990 ft 

Stop Maneuver 275 ft 395 ft 465 ft 535 ft 610 ft 

 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 Existing Existing Existing Existing Existing 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (16) 55-4.06 
P: 390 ft 

SUT:490 ft 
P: 500 ft 

SUT: 630 ft 
P: 630 ft 

SUT:780 ft 
P: 730 ft 

SUT: 890 ft 
P: 840 ft 

SU: 1020 ft 

*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 

*Superelevation Rate 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 

*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 

*Vertical Curvature, 
 K-value 

Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 

Sag See Section 55-4.04 

*Maximum Grade (15) 
Level 

55-4.04 
9% 8% 8% 7.5% 7% 

Rolling 10% 9% 9% 8.5% 8% 

 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% 

 
*  Controlling design criterion  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
A deviation from a controlling design criterion should be addressed in an approved design exception.  An operational or maintenance change, 
permanent or temporary, exclusive of work-zone traffic control that in fact creates substandard conditions such as by re-striping to obtain added lane(s) 
by reducing existing lane widths or shoulders, must be addressed in design exceptions whether or not actual construction or reconstruction is involved. 
 
These criteria apply to each project regardless of funding source. 

 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3B (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3B 
 
(1) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal speed 

limit, 55 mph, on a non-posted highway. 
 
(3) Travel Lane, Width.  A minimum 11-ft travel lane may be used where truck volume is less than 200 trucks per day. 
 
(4) Surface Type.  The pavement type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
(5) Shoulder.  The following will apply: 

a. The shoulder should be paved to the front face of  guardrail.  T he desirable guardrail offset is  2  ft from the effective 
usable s houlder w idth.  I n a  r estrictive situation, the guardrail o ffset m ay be 1  f t from the e ffective usable shoulder 
width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 

b. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from E.T.L. to the front face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the 
shy-line distance, but not less than 4 ft.  See Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets. 

c. Usable shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  Value is for a tangent section. See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information. 

See Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
 
(8) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
 
(9) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply: 

a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
b. Each State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road Loading. 
c. Each bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading configurations. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, STATE ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3B (Continued) 
 
(10) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  On a State highway, the minimum clear-roadway 

width should be 30 ft.  Otherwise, the bridge clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(11) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  Clear width will be at least equal to the approach traveled way width or the value, 

whichever is greater. 
 
(12) Vertical C learance, Collector Under.  V alue includes an additional 6 -in. allowance for a f uture pavement overlay.  Vertical 

clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(13) Vertical Clearance, Existing Bridge.  See Section 55-6.02 for additional information on minimum allowable vertical clearance. 
 
(14) Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad.  S ee Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
(15) Maximum Grade.  For a grade less than 500 ft in length (PVT to PVC), the maximum grade may be up to 2% steeper than the 

value.  For a road with AADT < 400, the maximum grade may also be 2% steeper. 
 
(16) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road, P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G 

for value for combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2-Lane 
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 Design=-Year AADT 40-2.01 < 400 400 ≤ AADT 

< 1000 
1000 ≤ AADT 

< 3000 
3000 ≤ AADT 

< 5000 ≥ 5000 

 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (2) 
*Design Speed (mph) 55-4.01 See Section 55-4.01 (3) 
 Access Control 40-5.0 None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D 
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 Travel Lane 
*Width (4) 55-4.05 Des:  10ft 

Min:  9 ft (4a) 
Des:  11 ft 

Min:  10 ft (4b) 
Des:  11 ft 

Min:  10 ft (4b) 
Des: 12 ft 
Min:  11 ft 

Des:  12 ft 
Min:  11 ft.(4c) 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete 

 Shoulder (5) 

*Width Usable 55-4.05 Des:  4 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  3 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  6 ft 

Des:  10 ft 
Min:     8 ft 

*Width Paved 55-4.05 Des:  2 ft 
Min:  0 ft 

Des:  2 ft 
Min:  0 ft 

Des:  4 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Aggregate / Earth 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (6) 55-4.05 2%-3% 

 Shoulder (7) 55-4.05 Paved Width ≤ 4 ft 2% - 3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% Asphalt;  6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Lane Width 
55-4.06 

Des:  10 ft;  Min:  9 ft Des:  11 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  12 ft 
Min:  10 ft 

 Shoulder Width Des:  Same as Next to Travel Lane;  Min:  2 ft 
 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 

 Side Slopes 
 Cut 

Foreslope 
55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (8) 
Ditch Width (8) 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (8) 

 Fill 55-4.05 2:1 or Flatter (8) 

Br
id

ge
s*

* 

 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 60 HL-93 (8A) 

*Clear-Roadway Width (9) 55-6.03 Travelway 
+4 ft 

Travelway 
+6 ft 

Travelway 
+6 ft 

Travelway 
+8 ft 

Full Paved 
Appr. Width 

 Existing Bridge 
 to Remain in Place 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-15 (10) 
*Clear-Roadway Width (11) 55-6.02 22 ft 22 ft 24 ft 28 ft 28 ft 

*Vertical Clearance, 
 Collector Under 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (12) 55-6.0 

14.5 ft 

 Existing Overpassing Bridge 14.0 ft 
 Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad (13) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 

Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
*  Controlling design criterion.  ** Selection of cross section and bridge elements is based on design-year traffic volume irrespective of design speed. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 

 
Figure 55-3C 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2-Lane 
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 Design Speed --- 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

 Decision Sight Distance 
Speed / Path / Direction Change 

42-2.0 
450 ft 525 ft 675 ft 750 ft 865 ft 

Stop Maneuver 220 ft 275 ft 395ft 460ft 535 ft 
 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 Existing Existing Existing Existing Existing 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (15) 55-4.06 
P: 330 ft 

SUT: 420 ft 
P: 390 ft 

SUT: 490 ft 
P: 500 ft 

SUT: 630 ft 
P: 630 ft 

SUT: 780 ft 
P: 730 ft 

SUT:890 ft 
*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Superelevation Rate  55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 

*Vertical Curvature, 
 K-value 

Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 
Sag See Section 55-4.04 

*Maximum Grade (14) 
Level 

55-4.04 
9% 9% 8% 8% 7% 

Rolling 11% 10% 9% 9% 8% 
 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:  0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% 

 
* Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
An operational or maintenance change, permanent or temporary, exclusive of work-zone traffic control, that in fact creates substandard conditions such 
as by re-striping to obtain added lane(s) by reducing existing lane widths or shoulders, must be addressed in a design exception, whether or not actual 
construction or reconstruction is involved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3C (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3C 
 
(1) Applicability.  This figure is applicable only to a federal-aid funded project. 
 
(2) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(3) Design S peed.  T he minimum design speed should equal the an ticipated posted speed limit after construction or the 

legal speed limit, 55 mph, on a non-posted highway. 
 
(4) Travel Lane, Width.  A n 11-ft travel lane width should be used where t ruck volume exceeds 200 trucks per day.  I n 

addition, the following will apply: 

 a. Where V ≥ 50 mph, the minimum width is 10 ft. 
b. Where V ≥ 50 mph, the minimum width is 11 ft. 
c. Where V ≥ 50 mph, the minimum width is 12 ft. 

 
(5) Shoulder Width.  The following will apply: 

 a. The d esirable g uardrail o ffset is 2 ft fro m the ef fective u sable-shoulder w idth.  S ee S ection 49 -5.0 f or m ore 
information. 

 b. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from the E.T.L. to face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the 
shy-line offset distance, but not less than 4 ft (see Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets). 

c. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7) Cross S lope, Shoulder.  V alue i s for a t angent s ection. S ee F igure 4 5-1A(1) or  F igure 45 -1A(2) fo r m ore-specific 

information.  See Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
 
(8) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL COLLECTOR, LOCAL-AGENCY ROUTE, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3C (Continued) 
 
(8A) Structural Capacity, New or  Reconstructed Bridge.  HL-93 loading should be applied.  A bridge with an ADTT less 

than or equal to 1,000 may be designed for HL-93 or HS 20, whichever the LPA elects. 
 
(9) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  S ee Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of 

the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(10) Structural Capacity, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  If the AADT ≤ 50, an HS-10 loading is acceptable. 
 
(11) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  Clear-roadway width should be at least equal to the approach traveled way width 

or the value, whichever is greater.  F or a bridge of more than 100 f t in length, the value does not apply. The acceptability of 
such a bridge will be assessed individually. 

 
(12) Vertical C learance, Collector Under.  V alue i ncludes an additional 6 -in. allowance for a f uture pavement overlay.  V ertical 

clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(13) Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad.  S ee Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
(14) Maximum Grade.  F or a grade of less than 500 f t in length (PVT to PVC), the maximum grade may be 2% steeper than the 

value.  For a road with AADT < 400, the maximum grade may also be 2% steeper. 
 
(15) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road, P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G 

for value for a combination truck. 
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Design Element 
Manual 
Section 

2-Lane 
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 Design-Year AADT 40-2.01 < 400 
400 ≤ AADT 

< 1000 
1000 ≤ AADT 

< 3000 
3000 ≤ AADT 

< 5000 
≥ 5000 

 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (2) 
*Design Speed (mph)  55-4.01 See Section 55-4.01 (3) 
 Access Control 40-5.0 None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  B;  Minimum:  D 
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**
 

 Travel Lane 
*Width (4) 55-4.05 Des:  10 ft;  Min:  9 ft (4a) 

Des:  11 ft 
Min:  10 ft (4b) 

Des:  12 ft 
Min:  11 ft (4c) 

Des:  12 ft 
Min:  11 ft (4c) 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / Aggregate 

 Shoulder (5) 
*Width Usable 55-4.05 Min:  2 ft 

Des:  4 ft 
Min:  2 ft 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  3 ft 

Des:  6 ft 
Min:  4 ft 

Des:  8 ft 
Min:  6 ft 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Aggregate / Earth 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (6) 55-4.05 2%-3% Asphalt / Concrete;  6%-8% Aggregate 

 Shoulder (7) 55-4.05 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2% - 3%; 

Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% Asphalt;  6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Lane Width 
55-4.06 

Des:  Same As Travel Lane 
Min:  9 ft 

Des:  Same as Travel Lane 
Min:  10 ft 

 Shoulder Width Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft 
 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 

 Side Slopes 
 Cut 

Foreslope 
55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (8) 
Ditch Width (8) 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (8) 

 Fill 55-4.05 2:1 or Flatter (8) 

B
rid

ge
s*

* 

 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 60 HL-93 (8A) 

*Clear-Roadway Width (9) 55-6.03 
Travelway 

+4 ft 
Travelway +6 ft 

Full Paved 
Appr. Width 

 Existing Bridge 
 to Remain in Place 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-15 (10) 
*Clear-Roadway Width (11) 55-6.02 20 ft 22 ft 24 ft 28.ft 28 ft 

*Vertical Clearance, 
 Collector Under 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (12) 

55-6.0 
14.5 ft 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge 

14.0 ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Collector Over Railroad (13) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 

Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum.  *  Controlling design criterion.  ** Selection of cross section and bridge elements is based on design-year traffic volume 
irrespective of design speed. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD, 3R Project 

 
Figure 55-3D 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 2-Lane 
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 Design Speed --- 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 

*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 
 Decision Sight 
 Distance 

Speed / Path / Direction Change 
42-2.0 

450 ft 525 ft 675 ft 750 ft 865 ft 
Stop Maneuver 220 ft 275 ft 395 ft 465 ft 535 ft 

 Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 Existing Existing Existing Existing Existing 

 Intersection Sight Distance , -3% to +3% (14) 55-4.06 
P: 330 ft 

SUT: 420 ft 
P: 390 ft 

SUT: 490 ft 
P: 500 ft 

SUT: 630 ft 
P: 550 ft 

SUT: 780 ft 
P: 610 ft 

SUT: 890 ft 
*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Superelevation Rate  55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value 

Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 

Sag See Section 55-4.04 

*Maximum Grade  
Level 

55-4.04 
10% 9% 8.5% 8% 7% 

Rolling 12% 11% 10.5% 10% 9% 
 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable:   0.5%;  Minimum:  0.0% 

 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
An operational or maintenance change, permanent or temporary, exclusive of work-zone traffic control, that in fact creates substandard conditions such 
as by re-striping to obtain added lane(s) by reducing existing lane widths or shoulders, must be addressed in a design exception, whether or not actual 
construction or reconstruction is involved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3D (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3D 
 
(1) Applicability.  This figure is applicable only to a federal-aid funded project. 
 
(2) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(3) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal 

speed limit, 55 mph, on a non-posted highway. 
 
(4) Travel Lane, Width.  An 11-ft travel lane should be used where truck volume exceeds 200 trucks per day.  In addition, the 

following will apply: 
a. Where V ≥ 50 mph, the minimum width is 10 ft. 
b. Where V ≥ 50 mph, the minimum width is 11 ft. 
c. Where V ≥ 50 mph, the minimum width is 12 ft. 

 
(5) Shoulder Width.  The following will apply: 

a. The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  In a restrictive situation, the guardrail 
offset may be 1 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 

b. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from E.T.L. to face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the shy-line 
offset distance, but not less than 4 ft (see Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets). 

c. Usable-shoulder width is defined as the distance from the edge of the travel lane to the shoulder break point. 
 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7) Cross S lope, Shoulder.  V alue i s for a t angent s ection.  See F igure 4 5-1A(1) or F igure 45 -1A(2) fo r m ore-specific 

information.  See Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
 
(8) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
 
(8A) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  HL-93 loading should be applied.  A bridge with an ADTT less than or 

equal to 1,000 may be designed for HS 25 or HS 20, whichever the LPA elects. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROAD, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3D (Continued) 
 
(9) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  Where shoulders are paved, it is desirable to 

provide the full roadway width across the bridge.  Otherwise, the clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(10) Structural Capacity, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  If the AADT ≤ 50, an HS-10 loading is acceptable. 
 
(11) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  A minimum clear-roadway width that is 2 ft narrower than that shown may be used on 

a road with few trucks.  The clear-roadway width should be at least the same width as the approach travelway.  For a one-lane 
bridge, the width may be 18 ft.  For a bridge of more than 100 ft in length, the value does not apply.  The acceptability of such a 
bridge will be assessed individually. 

 
(12) Vertical Clearance, Local Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for a future pavement overlay.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulders. 
 
(13) Vertical Clearance, Local Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
(14) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road, P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G 

for value for a combination truck. 
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Design Values (By Type of Area) Design Element Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed, mph)(2) 55-4.01 Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit 
 Access Control 40-5.0 Partial Control / None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Des:  B;  Min:  D Des:  C;  Min:  D Des:  C;  Min:  D D

es
ig
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 On-Street Parking 45-1.0 None Optional (3) Optional (3) 

*Width (4) 55-4.05 Curbed:  Des:  12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des:  12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 

Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 
Uncurbed:   Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 10 ft  Travel Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (6) 55-4.05 Des:  2 ft;  Min: 1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft 

*Paved Width (7) 55-4.05 
Curbed, Rt.  Des: 10 ft; Min 1 ft 
Curbed, Lt.  Des: 4 ft; Min 1 ft 
Uncurbed, Rt.:  10 ft;  Lt.:  4 ft 

Curbed, Rt.  Des: 8 ft; Min 1 ft 
Curbed, Lt.  Des: 3 ft; Min 2 ft 
Uncurbed, Rt.:  8 ft;  Lt.:  3 ft 

Right:  6 ft;  Left:  3 ft  Shoulder 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Travel Lane (8) 55-4.05 2% - 3% 2% - 3% 2% - 3% 

 Cross Slope 
 Shoulder (9) 55-4.05 Rt.:  4% - 6%;  Lt.:  2% - 3% Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%-3%; 

Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%-3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% 

 Lane Width Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
 Curb Offset Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft 
 Shoulder Width 

55-4.05 
Des:  10 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  8 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
 TWLTL Width  46-5.0 Des:  16 ft; Min.  14 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  12 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  11 ft 
 Parking-Lane Width 45-1.04 N/A Des:  10 ft;  Min: 8 ft (10) Des:  10 ft;  Min:  8 ft (10) 

 Depressed Existing Existing N/A 
 Raised Island Des:  16 ft.;  Min:  2 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft  Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft  Median 

 Width 
 Flush / Corrugated 

55-4.05 
Des:  16 ft.;  Min:  2 ft Des: 16 ft;  Min: 2 ft   Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Sidewalk Width (11) 55-4.05 4 ft with 5 ft  Buffer (Des) Des:  6 ft.  Min:  4 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (12) 51-7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (13) 55-4.05 Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping 

Foreslope 2:1 or Flatter 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 
Ditch Width (14) (14) N/A  Cut 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 

 Fill 

55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 
 Cut, Backslope (15) (15) (15)  Side Slopes, 

 Curbed  Fill 
55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) 
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 Median Slopes, Depressed 55-4.05 Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  4:1 Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  4:1 Desirable:  8:1;  Maximum:  4:1 

Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum 
* Controlling design criterion. 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, FOUR OR MORE LANES, 3R PROJECT 

 
Figure 55-3E 
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Design Values (By Type of Area) 

Design Element Manual 
Section Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

*Structural Capacity (16) Ch. 60 HS-25 HS-25 HS-25  New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge *Clear Roadway Width(17) 55-6.03 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 

Uncurbed: Full Approach Width 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 HS-20 HS-20  Existing 
 Bridge to Re- 
 main in Place *Clear-Roadway Width 55-6.02 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width;  Uncurbed:  Travelway Plus 2 ft. on Each Side 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge 
 (18a & 18c) 

16.5 ft 16.5 ft (18b) 16.5 ft (18b) 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge (19) 14.0 ft 14.0 ft 14.0 ft 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Arterial 
 Under 

 Sign Truss / Pedestrian 
 Bridge (18a & 18c) 

55-6.0 

New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17.0 ft New: 17.5 ft;  Existing:  17.0 ft New: 17.5 ft;  Existing: 17.0 ft 

B
rid

ge
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 Vertical Clearance, Arterial over Railroad (20) Ch. 69 23.0 ft. 

 Design Speed  30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU:  800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:  890 ft 

U: 1135 ft 
SU:  980 ft  Decision Sight 

 Distance 
 Stop Maneuver 

42-2.0 
490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 910 ft 1030 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (21) 55-4.06 
P: 355 ft 

SUT: 450 ft 
P: 415 ft 

SUT: 525 ft 
P: 530 ft 

SUT: 675 ft 
P: 665 ft 

SUT: 825 ft 
P: 770 ft 

SUT: 950 ft 
*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Superelevation Rate 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 

 Crest See Section 55-4.04 *Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value  Sag 

55-4.04 
See Section 55-4.04 

 Level 10% 9% 8.5% 8%  7% *Maximum 
 Grade  Rolling 

55-4.04 
11% 10% 9.5% 9%  8% 
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 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Curbed Des:  0.5%;  Curbed Min:  0.3% 
Uncurbed:  0.0% 

SU:  Suburban.  U:  Urban. 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, FOUR OR MORE LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3E (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, FOUR OR MORE LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3E 
 
(1) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal speed 

limit on a non-posted highway.   This is 30 mph, but with an engineering study it may be raised to a maximum of 55 mph. 
 
(3) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(4) Travel Lane, Width.  For an arterial on the National Truck Network, the right lane must be 12 ft in width.  For a non-National-

Truck-Network route, a minimum 11-ft travel lane should be used where truck volume exceeds 200 trucks per day.  See Section 55-
4.05. 

 
(5) Surface Type.  The pavement type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering or by the local jurisdiction. 
 
(6) Curb Offset.  Vertical curbs which are either continuous or introduced intermittently may be offset 1 ft. 
 
(7) Shoulder Width.  The value applies to paved-shoulder width.  The following will also apply: 
 a. For an uncurbed section, the shoulder is paved to the face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the 

effective usable-shoulder width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. For an uncurbed section, a desirable additional 1 ft of compacted aggregate will be provided. 
 c. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from E.T.L. to face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the shy-line offset 

distance, but not less than 4 ft (see Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets).  In a restrictive situation, the guardrail offset may be 
1 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width. 

 d. For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(8) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(9) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  Value is for a tangent section.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information.  See 

Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, FOUR OR MORE LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3E (Continued) 
 
(10) Parking Lane Width.  The following will apply: 

a. Where the parking lane will be used as a travel lane during peak hours or may be converted to a travel lane in the future, the 
width should be equal to the travel lane width plus the curb offset width (if present). 

b. A parking lane for residential usage may be 7 ft narrower. 
c. The cross slope for a parking lane is typically 1% steeper than that of the adjacent travel lane. 

 
(11) Sidewalk Width.  Value is for the installation of a new sidewalk.  An existing sidewalk width of 3 ft or greater (with or without a 

buffer) may be retained.  A buffer strip of 4 ft or more is desirable. 
 
(12) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The value is in addition to the width of a parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(13) Curbing Type.  Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed lower than 50 mph. 
 
(14) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
 
(15) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The 

minimum width of a shelf desirably should be 6 ft.  Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the 
edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 

 
(16) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply: 

a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
b. Each State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
c. Each bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading criteria. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, FOUR OR MORE LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3E (Continued) 
 
(17) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The clear-roadway width is the algebraic 

sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(18) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Under Railroad.  The following will apply: 

a. Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for a future pavement overlay. 
b. In a highly-urbanized area, a minimum clearance of 14.0 ft may be provided if there is at least one route with a 16.0-ft 

clearance. 
c. Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulder. 

 
(19) Vertical Clearance, Existing Bridge.  See Section 55-6.02 for additional information on minimum allowable vertical clearance. 
 
(20) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
(21) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a two-way, 4-lane undivided roadway.  P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  

See Figure 46-10G for value for a combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 

Design Values (By Type of Area) 
Suburban Intermediate Built-up 
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 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed, mph (2) 55-4.01 Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit 
 Access Control 40-5.01 Partial Control / None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Des:  B;  Min:  D Des:  C;  Min:  D Des:  C;  Min:  D 
 On-Street Parking 45-1.0 None Optional (3) Optional (3) 
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 Travel Lane 
*Width (4) 55-4.05 Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 
Curbed:  Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 

Uncurbed: Des: 12 ft;  Min: 11 ft 
Curbed Des:  12 ft 
Curbed Min:  10 ft 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (6) 55-4.05 Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  2 ft.  Min:  1 ft 

 Shoulder 
*Paved Width (7) 55-4.05 

Curbed  Des: 10 ft;  Min. 1 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des: 10 ft;  Min. 6 ft 

Curbed:  Des: 8 ft;  Min: 1 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des: 8 ft;  Min. 4 ft 

Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (8) 55-4.05 2%-3% 2%-3% 2%-3% 

 Shoulder (9) 55-4.05 4%-6% 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%-3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% 

Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%-3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Lane Width 
55-4.05 

Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
 Curb Offset Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft 
 Shoulder Width Des:  10 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  8 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft 
 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 TWLTL Width  46-5.0 Des:  16 ft; Min.  14 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  12 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  11 ft 
 Parking-Lane Width 45-1.04 N/A Des:  10 ft;  Min:  8 ft (10) Des:  10 ft;  Min:  8 ft (10) 
 Sidewa k Width (11) 45-1.06 4 ft with 5 ft Buffer (Des) Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (12) 51-7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Obstruction-Free Zone 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (13) 55-5.0 Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 

 Cut 
Foreslope 

55-5.0 

2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 
Ditch Width (14) (14) N/A 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 

 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 

 Side Slopes, 
 Curbed 

 Cut, Backslope 
55-4.05 

(15) (15) (15) 
 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) 

Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
*  Controlling design criterion. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 

Design Values (By Type of Area) 
Suburban Intermediate Built-up 
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 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity (16) Ch. 60 HL-93 HL-93 HL-93 

*Clear-Roadway Width(17) 55-6.03 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 
Uncurbed:  Full Approach Paved Width 

 Existing 
 Bridge to Re- 
 main in Place 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-20 HS-20 HS-20 

*Clear-Roadway Width 55-6.02 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width;  Uncurbed:  Travelway Plus 2 ft. on Each Side 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Arterial 
 Under 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge 
 (18a & 18c) 

44-4.0 

16.5 ft 16.5 ft (18b) 16.5 ft (18b) 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge (19) 14 ft 14 ft 14 ft 

 Sign Truss / Pedestrian 
 Bridge (18a & 18c) New:  17.5 ft;  Existing: 17.0 ft New:  17.5 ft;  Existing: 17.0 ft New:  17.5 ft;  Existing:  17.0 ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Arterial over Railroad 
 (20) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 
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 Design Speed --- 25 mph 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

 Decision 
 Sight 
 Distance 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 42-2.0 

U:  515 ft 
SU:  445 ft 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU:  800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:   890 ft 

U: 1135 ft 
SU: 980 ft 

 Stop Maneuver 425 ft 500 ft 650 ft 825 ft 875 ft 1075 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance (21) 55-4.06 P: 280 ft 
SUT: 350 ft 

P: 330 ft 
SUT: 420 ft 

P:390 ft 
SUT:490 ft 

P: 500 ft 
SUT: 630 ft 

P: 630 ft 
SUT: 780 ft 

P: 730 ft 
SUT: 890 ft 

*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Superelevation Rate 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value 

 Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 

 Sag See Section 55-4.04 

*Maximum 
 Grade 

 Level 
55-4.04 

11% 10% 9% 8.5% 8% 7% 
 Rolling 12% 11% 10% 9.5% 9% 8% 

 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Curbed Des:  0.5%;  Curbed Min:  0.3% 
Uncurbed:  0.0% 

U:  Urban;  SU:  Suburban.  Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, TWO-LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3F 
 
(1) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal speed limit 

on a non-posted highway.  This is 30 mph, but with an engineering study it may be raised to a maximum of 55 mph. 
 
(3) On-Street Parking.   In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(4) Travel Lane, Width.  For an arterial on the National Truck Network, the right lane must be 12 ft in width.  For a non-National-

Truck-Network route, a minimum 11-ft travel lane should be used where truck volume exceeds 200 trucks per day.  See Section 55-
4.05. 

 
(5) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering or by the local jurisdiction. 
 
(6) Curb Offset.  The curb offset should be 2 ft.  Vertical curbs which are either continuous or introduced intermittently may be offset 1 

ft. 
 
(7) Shoulder Width.  The value applies to paved-shoulder width.  The following will also apply: 
 a. For an uncurbed section, the shoulder is paved to the face of guardrail.  T he desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the 

effective usable-shoulder width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. For an uncurbed section, a desirable additional 1 ft of compacted aggregate will be provided. 
 c. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from E.T.L. to face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the shy-line offset 

distance, but not less than 4 ft (see Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets).  In a restrictive situation, the guardrail offset may be 
1 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width. 

 d. For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(8) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(9) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  Value is for a tangent section.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information.  See 

Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, TWO LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3F (Continued) 
 
(10) Parking-Lane Width.   The following will apply: 

a. Where the parking lane will be used as a travel lane during peak hours or may be converted to a travel lane in the future, the 
width should be equal to the travel lane width plus the curb offset width (if present). 

b. A parking lane for residential usage may be 7 ft narrower. 
c. The cross slope for a parking lane is typically 1% steeper than that for the adjacent travel lane.  A buffer strip of 4 ft or wider 

is desirable. 
 
(11) Sidewalk Width.  Value is for the installation of a new sidewalk.  An existing sidewalk width of 3 ft or greater (with or without a 

buffer) may be retained.  A buffer strip of 4 ft or wider is desirable. 
 
(12) Bicycle-Lane Width.   The width is in addition to the width of parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(13) Curbing Types.  Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed lower than 50 mph. 
 
(14) Side Slopes.   Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
 
(15) Side Slopes, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The 

minimum width of a shelf desirably should be 6 ft.  Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the 
edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 

 
(16) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply: 

a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
b. Each State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
c. Each bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading criteria. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN ARTERIAL, TWO LANES, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3F (Continued) 
 
(17) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  On a State highway, the minimum clear-

roadway width should be 30 ft.  Otherwise, the clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(18) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Under Railroad.  The following will apply: 

a. Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for a future pavement overlay. 
b. In a highly-urbanized area, a minimum clearance of 14.0 ft may be provided if there is at least one route with a 16.0-ft 

clearance. 
c. Vertical clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulder. 

 
(19) Vertical Clearance, Existing Bridge.  See Section 55-6.02 for additional information on minimum allowable vertical clearance. 
 
(20) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad.  S ee Chapter S ixty-nine for additional information on r ailroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
(21) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road, P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for 

value for a combination truck. 
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Design Element 
Manual 
Section 

Design Values (By Type of Area) 
Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 
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 Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed, mph (2) 55-4.01 Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit Posted Speed Limit 
 Access Control 40-5.0 None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D 
 On-Street Parking 45-1.0 Optional (3) Optional (3) Optional (3) 
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 Travel Lane 
*Width (4) 55-4.05 Curbed:  Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
Curbed:  Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
Curbed Des:  12 ft 
Curbed Min:  10 ft 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (6) 55-4.05 Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min: 1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min: 1 ft 

 Shoulder 
*Paved Width (7) 55-4.05 

Curbed  Des: 8 ft;  Min. 1 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des: 8 ft;  Min. 4 ft 

Curbed  Des: 6 ft;  Min. 1 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des: 6 ft;  Min. 3 ft 

Des:  4 ft.  Min:  2 ft 

 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (8) 55-4.05 2%-3% 2%-3% 2%-3% 

 Shoulder (9) 55-4.05 
Paved Width ≤ 4 ft 2%-3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft 4%-6% 

Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%-3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% 

Paved Width ≤ 4 ft: 2%-3%; 
Paved Width > 4 ft: 4%-6% 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Lane Width 
55-4.05 

Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  12 ft;  Min:  9ft 
 Curb Offset Des:  1 ft;  Min:   0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft 
 Shoulder Width Des:  8 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft 
 Typical Surface Type (5) Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 

 TWLTL Width 46-5.0 Des:  16 ft;  Min:  12 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  11 ft Des:  14 ft;  Min:  10 ft 
 Parking-Lane Width 45-1.04 Des:  10 ft;  Min: 8 ft Des:  10 ft;  Min: 8 ft (10) Des:  10 ft;  Min:  8 ft (10) 

 Median Width 
 Raised Island 

55-4.05 
Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Flush / Corrugated Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft Des:  16 ft;  Min:  2 ft 
 Sidewa k Width (11) 55-4.05 4 ft with 5 ft Buffer (Des) Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (12) 51-7.0 Curbed:  5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed: 5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (13) 55-4.05 Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 

 Cut 
Foreslope 

55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 
Ditch Width (14) (14) N/A 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 

 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) N/A 
 Side Slopes, 
 Curbed 

 Cut, Backslope 55-4.05 (15) (15) (15) 
 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) 2:1 or Flatter (14) 

 Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
 * Controlling design criterion. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 

Design Values (By Type of Area) 
Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

B
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 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity (16) Ch. 60 HL-93 HL-93 HL-93 

*Clear-Roadway Width(17) 55-6.03 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 
Uncurbed:  Full Approach Paved Width 

 Existing 
 Bridge to Re- 
 main in Place 

*Structural Capacity Ch. 72 HS-15 HS-15 HS-15 

*Clear-Roadway Width 55-6.02 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 
Uncurbed:  Travelway Plus 2 ft on Each Side 

Curbed:  Full Approach Curb- 
to-Curb Width 

Uncurbed:  Travelway + 1 ft on 
Each Side 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Collector 
 under 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (18) 55-6.0 

14.5 ft 14.5 ft 14.5 ft 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge (19) 14.0 ft 14.0 ft 14.0 ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Collector over Railroad 
 (20) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 
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 Design Speed  25 mph 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 
 Decision 
 Sight 
 Distance 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 42-2.0 

U:  515 ft 
SU:  445 ft 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU:  800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:  890 ft 

U:  1135 ft 
SU:  980 ft 

 Stop Maneuver 430 ft 490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 910 ft 1030 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (22) 55-4.06 P: 280 ft 
SUT: 350 ft 

P: 330 ft 
SUT: 420 ft 

P: 390 ft 
SUT: 490 ft 

P: 500 ft 
SUT: 630 ft 

P: 630 ft 
SUT: 780 ft 

P: 730 ft 
SUT:890 ft 

*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.05 
*Superelevation Rate 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.05 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.05 
*Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value 

 Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 

 Sag See Section 55-4.04 
*Maximum 
 Grade (21) 

 Level 55-4.04 11% 11% 11% 10% 9% 8% 
 Rolling 14% 13% 12% 11% 10% 9% 

 Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Curbed Des:  0.5%;  Curbed Min:  0.3% 
Uncurbed:  0.0% 

SU:  Suburban;  U:  Urban.  Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3G (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3G 
 
(1) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal speed limit on 

a non-posted highway.  This is 30 mph, but with an engineering study it may be raised to a maximum of 55 mph. 
 
(3) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged. 
 
(4) Travel Lane, Width.  A minimum 11-ft travel lane should be used where truck volume exceeds 200 trucks per day.  See Section 55-4.05. 
 
(5) Surface Type.  The pavement-type selection will be determined by the Office of Pavement Engineering or by the local jurisdiction. 
 
(6) Curb Offset.  The curb offset should be 2 ft.  Vertical curbs which are either continuous or introduced intermittently should be offset 1 

ft. 
 
(7) Shoulder Width.  The value applies to paved-shoulder width.  The following will also apply: 
 a. For an uncurbed section, the shoulder is paved to the face of guardrail.  The desirable guardrail offset is 2 ft from the effective 

usable-shoulder width.  See Section 49-5.0 for more information. 
 b. For an uncurbed section, a desirable additional 1 ft of compacted aggregate will be provided. 
 c. If guardrail is present, the minimum offset from the E.T.L. to face of guardrail should desirably be equal to the shy-line offset 

distance, but not less than 4 ft (see Section 49-5.0 for shy-line offsets).  In a restrictive situation, the guardrail offset may be 1 ft 
from the effective usable-shoulder width. 

 d. For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width. 
 
(8) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(9) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  Value is for a tangent section.  See Figure 45-1A(1) or Figure 45-1A(2) for more-specific information.  See 

Figure 43-3M or Figure 43-3N for shoulder cross slope on a horizontal curve. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3G (Continued) 
 
(10) Parking-Lane Width.  A parking lane for residential usage may be 7 ft or less.  The cross slope for a parking lane is typically 1% steeper 

than that for the adjacent travel lane.  In a residential area, a parallel parking lane from 7 to 8 ft in width should be provided on one or 
both sides of the street.  In a commercial or industrial area, the parking-lane width should range from 8 to 11 ft, and should usually be 
provided on both sides of the street.  Where curb-and-gutter sections are used, the gutter-pan width may be considered as part of the 
parking-lane width.  Where practical, the parking-lane width should be in addition to the gutter-pan width. 

 
(11) Sidewalk Width.  Value is for the installation of a new sidewalk.  An existing sidewalk width of 3 ft or greater (with or without a buffer) 

may be retained.  A buffer strip of 4 ft or wider is more desirable. 
 
(12) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The width is in addition to the width of parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(13) Curbing Type.  Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed lower than 50 mph. 
 
(14) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
 
(15) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A  shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  T he 

minimum width of a shelf desirably should be 6 ft.  Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the edge of 
sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 

 
(16) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  The following will apply: 

a. HL-93 loading should be applied. 
b. Each State-highway bridge within 15 mi of a Toll-Road gate must be designed for Toll-Road loading. 
c. Each bridge on an Extra-Heavy-Duty Highway must be designed for the Michigan Train truck loading configuration. 
d. See Chapter Sixty for additional information on the loading criteria. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN COLLECTOR, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3G (Continued) 
 
(17) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  On a State highway, the minimum clear-roadway 

width should be 30 ft.  Otherwise, the clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(18) Vertical Clearance, Collector Under Railroad.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for a future pavement overlay.  Vertical 

clearance applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulder. 
 
(19) Vertical Clearance, Existing Bridge.  See Section 55-6.02 for additional information on minimum allowable vertical clearance. 
 
(20) Vertical Clearance, Arterial Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(21) Maximum Grades.  For a grade of less than 500 ft in length (PVT to PVC), a one-way downgrade, or a street with AADT < 400, the 

maximum grade may be 2% steeper than the value.  Where adjacent sidewalks are present, the maximum desirable grade is 5%. 
 
(22) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road, P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G for value 

for a combination truck. 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 

Design Values (By Type of Area) 
Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

D
es

ig
n 

C
on

tro
ls

  Design Forecast Period 55-4.01 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 20 Years (1) 
*Design Speed, mph (2) 55-4.01 See Section 55-4.01 See Section 55-4.01 See Section 55-4.01 
 Access Control 40-5.0 None None None 
 Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D Desirable:  C;  Minimum:  D 
 On-Street Parking 45-1.0 Optional (3) Optional Optional 

C
ro

ss
-S

ec
tio

n 
E

le
m

en
ts

 

 Travel Lane *Width (4) 55-4.05 Curbed:  Des: 11 ft;  Min: 10 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des: 11 ft;  Min: 10 ft 

Curbed:  Des:  10 ft;  Min:  9 ft 
Uncurbed:  Des:  11 ft;  Min: 10 ft 

Curbed Des:  10 ft 
Curbed Min:  9 ft 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete Asphalt / Concrete 
*Curb Offset (5) 55-4.05 Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  2 ft;  Min:  1 ft 

 Shoulder 
*Usable Width 55-4.05 Curbed  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 1 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 2 ft 
Curbed  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 1 ft 

Uncurbed:  Des: 4 ft;  Min. 2 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min:  2 ft 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

 Cross Slope 
*Travel Lane (6) 55-4.05 2%-3% 2%-3% 2%-3% 

 Shoulder (7) 55-4.05 2%-3% Asphalt / Concrete; 
6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 

2%-3% Asphalt / Concrete; 
6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 

2%-3% asphalt / Concrete; 
6%-8% Aggregate;  8% Earth 

 Auxiliary 
 Lane 

 Lane Width 
55-4.05 

Des:  11 ft;  Min:  10 ft Des:  11 ft;  Min:  9 ft Des:  10 ft;  Min: 9 ft 
 Curb Offset Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft Des:  1 ft;  Min:  0 ft 
 Shoulder Width Des:  4 ft;  Min:  1 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min: 1 ft Des:  4 ft;  Min: 1 ft 

 Typical Surface Type Ch. 52 Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

Asphalt / Concrete / 
Aggregate / Earth 

 Parking-Lane Width (3) 45-1.04 Des:  9 ft;  Min: 7 ft Des:  9 ft;  Min: 7 ft Des:  9 ft;  Min:  7ft 
 Sidewalk Width (8) 55-4.05 4 ft with 5 ft Buffer (Des) Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft Des:  6 ft;  Min:  4 ft 

 Bicycle-Lane Width (9) 51-7.0 Curbed: 5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft 

Curbed: 5 ft 
Uncurbed:  Shld. Width +4 ft Curbed:  5 ft 

 Obstruction-Free-Zone Width 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 See Section 55-5.02 
 Typical Curbing Type, where used (5) 55-4.05 Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping Vertical / Sloping 

 Side Slopes, 
 Uncurbed 

 Cut 
Foreslope 

55-4.05 

2:1 or Flatter (10) 2:1 or Flatter (10) N/A 
Ditch Width (10) (10) N/A 
Backslope 2:1 or Flatter (10) 2:1 or Flatter (10) N/A 

 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (10) 2:1 or Flatter (10) N/A 
 Side Slopes, 
 Curbed 

 Cut, Backslope 55-4.05 (11) (11) (11) 
 Fill 2:1 or Flatter (10) 2:1 of Flatter (10) 2:1 or Flatter (10) 

Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
 
*  Controlling design criterion. 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3H 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 

Design Values (By Type of Area) 
Suburban Intermediate Built-Up 

B
rid

ge
s 

 New or 
 Reconstructed 
 Bridge 

*Structural Capacity (11A) Ch. 60 HL-93 HL-93 HL-93 

*Clear-Roadway Width 55-6.03 Curbed:  Full Approach Curb-to-Curb Width 
Uncurbed:  (12) 

 Existing 
 Bridge to Re- 
 main in Place 

*Structural Capacity (13) Ch. 72 HS-15 HS-15 HS-15 

*Clear-Roadway Width 55-6.02 Existing Width (14) 

*Vertical 
 Clearance, 
 Local Under 

 New or Replaced 
 Overpassing Bridge (15) 

44-4.0 
14.5 ft 14.5 ft 14.5 ft 

 Existing 
 Overpassing Bridge (16) 14.0 ft 14.0 ft 14.0 ft 

 Vertical Clearance, Local over Railroad (17) Ch. 69 23.0 ft 

A
lig

nm
en

t E
le

m
en

ts
 

 Design Speed  25 mph 30 mph 35 mph 45 mph 50 mph 55 mph 
*Stopping Sight Distance, Desirable 55-4.02 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 360 ft 425 ft 495 ft 

 Decision Sight 
 Distance 

 Speed / Path / 
 Direction Change 42-2.0 

U:  515 ft 
SU:  445 ft 

U:  620 ft 
SU:  535 ft 

U:  720 ft 
SU:  625 ft 

U:  930 ft 
SU:  800 ft 

U:  1030 ft 
SU:   890 ft 

U: 1135 ft 
SU: 980 ft 

 Stop Maneuver 430 ft 490 ft 590 ft 800 ft 910 ft 1030 ft 

 Intersection Sight Distance, -3% to +3% (18) 55-4.06 P: 280 ft 
SUT: 350 ft 

P: 330 ft 
SUT: 420 ft 

P: 390 ft 
SUT: 490 ft 

P: 500 ft 
SUT: 630 ft 

P: 550 ft 
SUT: 780 ft 

P: 610 ft 
SUT: 890 ft 

*Minimum Radius 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Superelevation Rate 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Horizontal Sight Distance 55-4.03 See Section 55-4.03 
*Vertical 
 Curvature, 
 K-value 

 Crest 
55-4.04 

See Section 55-4.04 

 Sag See Section 55-4.04 

*Maximum 
 Grade 

 Level 
55-4.04 In a residential area, the maximum grade should not exceed 15%. 

In an industrial or a commercial area, the maximum grade should not exceed 8%.  Rolling 

 Minimum Grade 55-4.04 Curbed Des:  0.5%;  Curbed Min:  0.3% 
Uncurbed:  0.0% 

U:  Urban;  SU:  Suburban.  Des:  Desirable;  Min:  Minimum. 
 
*  Controlling design criterion.  A deviation from such is a design exception, and is subject to approval.  See Section 40-8.0. 
 
This figure applies only to a federal-aid funded project. 
 
 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET, 3R PROJECT 
 

Figure 55-3H (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3H 
 
(1) Design Forecast Period.  For a partial 3R project, the pavement should be designed for at least a 10-year design life. 
 
(2) Design Speed.  The minimum design speed should equal the anticipated posted speed limit after construction or the legal speed limit 

on a non-posted highway.  This is 30 mph, but with an engineering study it may be raised to a maximum of 55 mph. 
 
(3) On-Street Parking.  In general, on-street parking is discouraged.   However, if parking lanes are used, cross slopes are typically 1% 

steeper than that of the adjacent travel lane.  In a residential area, a parallel parking lane from 7 to 8 ft in width should be provided 
on one or both sides of the street.  In a commercial or industrial area, parking-lane width should range from 8 to 11 ft, and should 
usually be provided on both sides of the street.  Where curb-and-gutter sections are used, the gutter-pan width may be considered as 
part of the parking-lane width.  Where practical, the parking-lane width should be in addition to the gutter-pan width. 

 
(4) Travel Lane, Width.  A minimum 11-ft travel lane should be used where truck volume exceeds 200 trucks per day.  See Section 55-

4.05. 
 
(5) Curb Offset.  A vertical-curb offset should be 2 ft.  Vertical curbs which are either continuous or introduced intermittently may be 

offset 1 ft.  A  sloping-curb offset may be zero.  For a curbed section, the curb offset is included in the paved-shoulder width.  
Vertical curbs may only be used with design speed lower than 50 mph. 

 
(6) Cross Slope, Travel Lane.  Cross slopes of 1.5% are acceptable on an existing bridge to remain in place. 
 
(7) Cross Slope, Shoulder.  Value is for a tangent section.  See Section 43-3.06 for shoulder cross slopes on a horizontal curve. 
 
(8) Sidewalk Width.  Value is for the installation of a new sidewalk.  An existing sidewalk width of 3 ft or greater (with or without a 

buffer) may be retained.  A buffer strip of 4 ft or wider is desirable. 
 
(9) Bicycle-Lane Width.  The width is in addition to the width of parking lane, if present.  See Section 51-7.0 for additional details. 
 
(10) Side Slopes.  Section 55-4.05 provides additional information for side-slope criteria. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR URBAN LOCAL STREET, 3R PROJECT 
 

Footnotes to Figure 55-3H (Continued) 
 
(11) Side Slope, Curbed, Cut.  A shelf or sidewalk will be present immediately behind the curb before the toe of the backslope.  The 

minimum width of a shelf desirably should be 6 ft.  Where a sidewalk is present, the toe of the backslope will be 1 ft beyond the 
edge of sidewalk.  See Section 45-3.0 for more information. 

 
(11A) Structural Capacity, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  HL-93 loading should be applied.  A bridge with an ADTT less than or equal to 

1,000 may be designed for HS 25 or HS 20, whichever the LPA elects. 
 
(12) Width, New or Reconstructed Bridge.  See Section 59-1.01(01) for more information.  The clear-roadway width is the algebraic sum 

of the following: 
 a. the approach traveled-way width; 
 b. the approach effective usable-shoulder width without guardrail; and 
 c. a bridge-railing offset (see Figure 59-1G). 
 
(13) Structural Capacity, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  For a street with AADT ≤ 50, an HS-10 loading is acceptable. 
 
(14) Width, Existing Bridge to Remain in Place.  If the width of the existing bridge is less than the approach travelway width, the bridge 

should be widened to at least the travelway width. 
 
(15) Vertical Clearance, Local Under.  Value includes an additional 6-in. allowance for a future pavement overlay.  Vertical clearance 

applies from usable edge to usable edge of shoulder. 
 
(16) Vertical Clearance, Existing Bridge.  See Section 55-6.02 for additional information on minimum allowable vertical clearance. 
 
(17) Vertical Clearance, Local Over Railroad.  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a highway. 
 
(18) Intersection Sight Distance.  For left turn onto a 2-lane road, P = Passenger car; SUT = single unit truck.  See Figure 46-10G 

for value for a combination truck. 
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Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

Calculated K 
Value 

(K = V2/46.5) 

K Value 
Rounded For 

Design 
20 8.6 9 
25 13.4 14 
30 19.4 20 
35 26.3 27 
45 43.5 44 
50 53.8 54 
55 65.1 66 
60 77.4 78 
70 105.4 106 
75 121.0 122 

 
 

 KAAVL ==
5.46

2

 

 
Where: 
 L = Length of vertical curve, ft. 
 A = Algebraic difference between grades, % 
 K = Horizontal distance required to effect 
   a 1% change in gradient 
 V = Design speed, mph 

 
 

K VALUE FOR SAG VERTICAL CURVE 
(Comfort Criteria — 3R Project 

 
Figure 55-4A 
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Span Rise Treatment 
≤ 10 ft All B preferred; A acceptable 
> 10 ft < 5.5 ft B preferred; A acceptable 
> 10 ft ≥ 5.5 ft B 

 
A Provide a clear zone with 6:1 slopes or flatter at least a distance LR in advance 

of, and 100 ft beyond, the structure.  Taper 10:1 on both sides of the structure to 
tie back in. 

 
B Guardrail should be placed.  Use treatment A if guardrail is impractical due to 

the close proximity of a public road approach or drive.  The drive grade should 
be designed to be compatible with the clear-zone slope.  The drive sideslope 
should be 10:1. 

 
 

CLEAR ZONE / GUARDRAIL AT CULVERT 
 

Figure 55-5A(1) 
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Design Speed, 
mph 

AADT 
< 1,000 

1,000 ≤ 
AADT < 5,000 

5,000 ≤ 
AADT < 10,000 

AADT 
≥ 10,000 

70 220 260 299 361 
60 171 181 210 260 
55 151 164 190 237 
50 131 151 171 210 
45 115 131 151 184 
40 99 112 131 161 
30 69 79 89 112 

 
 

RUNOUT LENGTH, LR (ft) FOR RESTRICTIVE CONDITION 
 

Figure 55-5B 
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Spot, Section, 
or 

Intersection 

No. Accidents 
in Year No. No. 

V 
No. 

I 
No. 
F 

Accident Codes from 
IDM Figure 55-8B 

Reference 
Route 
No. 1 2 3 A B C D E F G 

               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               

V = Vehicles;  I = Injured;  F = Fatalities 

 
 

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS FORM 
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(A) WEATHER 
(D) COLLISION 
 INVOLVED: 

(E) LOCATION OF 
 FIRST DAMAGE 

1 Clear 
2 Cloudy 
3 Rain 
4 Snow 
5 Hail or Wintry Mix 

1 Animal 
2 Animal-Drawn Vehicle 
3 Bicycle 
4 Bridge Support 
5 Building Wall 
6 Culvert / Headwall / 
 Drainage Structure 
7 Curbing 
8 Deer (include quantity) 
9 Earth Embankment 
10 Fence 
11 Fire Hydrant 
12 Guardrail or Median 
 Barrier 
13 Impact Attenuator 
14 Light / Utility Pole 
15 Mailbox 
16 Other Fixed Object 
17 Other Nonfixed Object 
18 Other Motor Vehicle 
19 Pedestrian 
20 Railroad Train 
21 Signpost 
22 Snow Embankment 
23 Traffic Signal 
24 Tree 

1 Driveway Access 
2 Interchange Area 
3 Intersection 
4 Median 
5 Off Roadway 
6 Roadway 
7 Shoulder 

(B) SURFACE CONDITION 
 Required Codes 
1 Dry 
2 Wet 
3 Muddy 
4 Slush 
5 Snow or Ice 

(F) ROAD 
 CHARACTERISTICS 
1 Straight and Level 
2 Straight and On Grade 
3 Straight at Hill Crest 
4 Curved and Level 
5 Curved and On Grade 
6 Curved at Hill Crest 

(B) SURFACE CONDITION 
 Optional Codes 

  6 Sand or Gravel 
  7 Organic Material 
  8 Chemicals or Solvents 
  9 Grain 
10 Trash or Debris 

(G) COLLISION DIAGRAM 
1 Head-On 
2 Rear-End 
3 Same-Direction 
 Sideswipe 
4 Opposite-Direction 
 Sideswipe 
5 Off-Road 
6 see Figure 55-8C 

(C) LIGHT CONDITIONS 
1 Daylight 
2 Dawn or Dusk 
3 Dark, Streetlights On 
4 Dark, Streetlights Off 
5 Dark, No Streetlights 
 
 

ACCIDENT-ANALYIS FORM CODES 
 

Figure 55-8B 
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DRIVER-RELATED 
Correctable 
By Safety 
Enhancement 

Not Correctable 
By Safety 

Enhancement 
Unsafe Speed 
Sick 
Failed to Yield R/W 
Fell Asleep 
Following Too Close 
Lost Consciousness 
Improper Passing 
Driver Inattention 
Disregard Traffic Controls 
Distraction 
Turning Improperly 
Physical Disability 
Alcohol Involvement 
Drug Involvement 

X 
-- 
X 
X 
X 
-- 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-- 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-- 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

VEHICLE-RELATED   

Brakes Defective 
Tow Hitch Defective 
Headlights Defective 
Over or Improper Load 
Other Lighting Defects 
Oversized Load on Vehicle 
Steering Failure 
Tire Failure/Inadequate 

X 
-- 
X 
-- 
X 
-- 
-- 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

ENVIRONMENT-RELATED   

Animal on Roadway 
Holes/Deep Ruts/Bumps 
Glare 
Road Under Const. / Maint. 
View Obstructed/Limited 
Debris in Roadway 
Improperly Parked Vehicle(s) 
Improper/Non-Working Traffic Ctrls. 
Fixed Object(s) 
Slippery Surface 
Shoulders Defective 
Water Ponding 
Roadside Hazards 

X 
X 
X 
-- 
X 
-- 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

-- 
-- 
X 
-- 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

 
 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCES 
 

Figure 55-8D 
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Accident 
Pattern 

Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Run-off-roadway 

Slippery Pavement Improve skid resistance; provide adequate 
drainage; groove existing pavement 

Roadway Design 
Inadequate for Traffic 
Conditions 

Widen lanes/shoulders; relocate islands; 
provide proper super-elevation; 
install/improve traffic barriers; improve 
alignment/grade; flatten slopes/ditches; 
provide escape ramp 

Poor Delineation 
Improve/install pavement markings; install 
roadside delineators; install advance 
warning lights 

Poor Visibility Improve roadway lighting; increase sign 
size 

Inadequate Shoulder Upgrade roadway shoulders 

Improper Channelization Improve channelization 

Overturn 

Roadside Features 

Flatten slopes and ditches; relocate 
drainage facilities; extend culverts; provide 
traversable culvert end treatments; 
install/improve traffic barriers 

Inadequate shoulder 
Widen lane/shoulder; upgrade shoulder 
surface; remove curbing obstructions; 
revise cross slope 

Pavement Feature Eliminate edge dropoff; improve 
superelevation/crown 

 
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

 
Figure 55-8E 
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Accident Pattern Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Bridges 

Alignment 
Realign bridge/roadway; install advance 
warning signs; improve 
delineation/markings 

Narrow Roadway 
Widen structure; improve 
delineation/markings; install signing/ 
Signals 

Visibility 
Remove obstruction; install advance 
warning signs; improve delineation and 
markings 

Vertical Clearance 

Rebuild structure/adjust roadway grade; 
install advance warning signs; improve 
delineation and markings; provide height 
restrictor/warning device 

Slippery Surface (Wet/Icy) 
Resurface deck; improve skid resistance; 
provide adequate drainage; provide special 
signing 

Rough Surface Resurface deck; rehabilitate joints; regrade 
approaches 

Inadequate Barrier 

Upgrade bridge rail system; upgrade 
approach rail/terminals; upgrade bridge - 
approach rail connections; remove 
hazardous curb; improve delineation and 
marking 

Parked Vehicles Inadequate Road Design Widen lanes/shoulders 
 

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
 

Figure 55-8E (Continued) 
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Accident 
Pattern 

Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Fixed Object 

Obstructions In or Too 
Close to Roadway 

Remove/relocate obstacles; install 
breakaway features to light poles, 
signposts, etc.; protect objects with 
guardrail; install crash cushions; 
delineation/reflectorize safety hardware 

Inadequate Lighting Improve roadway lighting  

Inadequate Pavement Install reflectorized pavement marking 
lines/raised markers 

Inadequate Signs, 
Delineators and Guardrail 

Install reflectorized paint and/or reflectors 
on the obstruction; add special signing; 
upgrade barrier system 

Inadequate Road Design 
Improve alignment/grade; provide proper 
superelevation; install warning 
signs/delineators; provide wider lanes 

Slippery Surface Improve skid resistance; provide adequate 
drainage; groove existing pavement 

Sideswipe or 
Head-On 

Inadequate Road Design 

Provide wider lanes; improve 
alignment/grade; provide passing lanes; 
provide roadside delineators; sign and mark 
unsafe passing areas 

Inadequate Shoulder Improve shoulders 

Excessive Vehicle Speed Install median devices 

Inadequate Pavement 
Markings 

Install/improve centerlines, lane lines and 
edgelines; install reflectorized markers 

Inadequate Channelization 
Install acceleration and deceleration lanes; 
improve/install channelization; provide 
turning bays 

Inadequate signing Provide advance direction and warning 
signs; add illuminated name signs 
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Accident 
Pattern 

Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Intersection 
(Signalized/ 
Unsignalized) Left-
Turn, Head-On, 
Right Angle, Rear 
End 

Large Volume of Left/ 
Right Turns 

Widen road; channelize intersection; install 
stop signs; provide signal; increase curb 
radii 

Restricted Sight Distance 

Remove sight obstructions; provide 
adequate channelization; provide left/ right 
turn lanes; install warning signs; install 
stop signs; install signal; install advance 
markings to supplement signs; install stop 
bars 

Slippery Surface Improve skid resistance; provide adequate 
drainage; groove pavement 

Large Numbers of Turning 
Vehicles 

Create left- or right-turn lanes; curb radii; 
install signal 

Inadequate Lighting Improve roadway lighting 

Lack of Adequate Gaps Provide signal; provide stop signs 

Crossing Pedestrians Install/improve signing or marking of 
pedestrian crosswalks; install signal 

Large Total Intersection 
Volume Install signal; add traffic lane 

Excessive Speed on 
Approaches 

Install rumble strips; improve warning 
devices 

Inadequate Advance 
Warning Signs Install advance warning signs 

Inadequate Traffic Control 
Devices Upgrade traffic control devices 

Poor Visibility of Signals 

Install/improve advance warning devices; 
install overhead signals; install 305-mm 
signal lenses; install visors/back plates; 
relocate signals; remove sight obstructions; 
add illuminated/reflectorized name signs 

Unwarranted Signals Remove signals 

Inadequate Signal Timing Upgrade signal system timing/phasing 
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Accident 
Pattern 

Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Access Related 

Left-Turning Vehicles 
Install median devices; install two-way 
left-turn lanes 

Improperly Located 
Driveway 

Move driveway to side street; install 
curbing to define driveway location; 
consolidate adjacent driveways 

Right-Turning Vehicles 
Provide right-turn lanes; increase the width 
of driveways; widen through lanes; 
increase curb radii 

Large Volume of Through 
Traffic 

Move driveway to side street; construct a 
local service road 

Large Volume of Driveway 
Traffic 

Signalize driveway; provide acceleration 
and deceleration lanes; channelize 
driveway 

Restricted Sight Remove obstructions 

Inadequate Lighting Improve street lighting 

Nighttime 

Poor Visibility or Lighting 
Install/improve streetlighting; 
install/improve delineation/markings; 
install/improve warning signs 

Poor Sign Quality Upgrade signing; provide illuminated 
reflectorized signs 

Inadequate Channelization 
or Delineation 

Install pavement markings; improve 
channelization/delineation 
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Accident 
Pattern 

Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Pedestrian/ 
Bicycle 

Limited Sight Distance 
Remove sight obstructions; install/ 
improve pedestrian crossing signs and 
markings 

Inadequate Protection Add pedestrian refuge islands 

Inadequate Signals/Signs Install/upgrade signals/signs 

Mid-block Crossings Install warning signs/markings 

Inadequate Pavement 
Markings 

Supplement markings with signing; 
upgrade pavement markings 

Lack of Crossing 
Opportunity 

Install traffic/pedestrian signals; install 
pedestrian crosswalk and signs 

Inadequate Lighting Improve lighting 

Excessive Vehicle Speed Install proper warning signs 

Pedestrian/Bicycles on 
Roadway 

Install sidewalks; install bike lanes/path; 
eliminate roadside obstructions; install curb 
ramps 

Long Distance to Nearest 
Crosswalk 

Install pedestrian crosswalk; install 
pedestrian actuated signals 

Wet Pavement 

Slippery Pavement Improve skid resistance; groove existing 
pavement 

Inadequate Drainage Provide adequate drainage 

Inadequate Pavement 
Markings 

Install raised/reflectorized pavement 
markings 
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Accident 
Pattern 

Probable 
Cause 

Safety 
Enhancement 

Railroad Crossings 

Restricted Sight Distance 
Remove sight obstructions; reduce grade; 
install active warning devices; install 
advance warning signs 

Poor Visibility Improve roadway lighting; increase size of 
signs 

Inadequate Pavement 
Markings 

Install advance markings to supplement 
signs; install stop bars; install/improve 
pavement markings 

Rough Crossing Surface Improve crossing surface 

Sharp Crossing Angle Rebuild crossing with proper angle 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-SIX 
 

PARTIAL 3R PROJECTS 
 
 
56-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
Many highways c annot satisfy the v alues f or full R esurfacing, R estoration, a nd R ehabilitation 
(3R) criteria.  For these reasons, the Department has adopted a partial 3R concept with different 
limits for geometric design criteria for pavement rehabilitation on an existing highway.  T his is 
due to constraints in right-of-way, construction time, pavement conditions, or cost.  The criteria 
for r ehabilitation o f an e xisting h ighway is  based on s ound e ngineering practices, experience, 
and assessment of the basic principles of geometric design and how the criteria for other types of 
construction can be adapted to an existing highway within practical limits.  T he goal of partial 
3R is to preserve and maintain the existing highway system. 
 
This C hapter pr ovides the D epartment’s cr iteria an d guide t o t he de velopment of  a partial 3 R 
project.  T he obj ective of t his C hapter i s t o un ify and s tandardize t he project de velopment, 
design criteria, field data collection, and final presentation of plans and related documents used 
in t he de velopment of  a partial 3 R project.  T his C hapter s hould not be  i nterpreted a s 
specifications and should not replace sound judgment.  The designer should refer to the INDOT 
Standard Drawings or t he Standard Specifications to r esolve que stions concerning m aterials, 
standard details, workmanship, pay items, pay units, etc. 
 
See Chapter Fifty-two, or the AASHTO Policy for Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 
for additional information. 
 
Where a partial 3R project scope of work includes costly items such as bridge reconstruction or 
replacement or major alignment corrections which have a long service life, the project should be 
returned t o t he E ngineering A ssessment stage, f or c onsideration a s 3R , 4R , or  pos sibly ne w 
construction. 
 
 
56-2.0  ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT 
 
The d istrict O ffice of D esign, i n c ooperation with t he P lanning D ivision a nd i ts O ffice of  
Pavement E ngineering, will de termine t he ne ed f or a nd p ropose p artial 3R  w ork on a  given 
route.  The district will make a recommendation and justification regarding the type of partial 3R 
project.  T he r ecommendation w ill b e r eviewed b y t he P lanning Division’s Safety Team an d 
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Mobility Team.  The Teams will use their Pavement Management System to determine the needs 
of t he pa vement a nd t o doc ument t he c ondition of  t he pa vement pr ior t o a pproving t he 
appropriate type of treatment.  The Teams will then discuss their findings with the district.  The 
Planning Division a nd t he di strict a re t o ul timately concur i n w hether t he pa rtial 3R  pr oject 
should be designed as a preventative maintenance, functional, or structural treatment, or instead, 
a f ull 3R  pr oject.  The S afety T eam leader may make recommendations r elative t o h ighway 
safety needs.  The Planning Division then authorizes the project.  This information is provided to 
the district’s Office of Design, which then begins the design process. 
 
Right-of-way acquisition should not be required for partial 3R work. 
 
The following defines the scope of work to be performed for each type of partial 3R project. 
 
 
56-2.01  Types of Partial 3R Projects 
 
56-2.01(01)  Preventative Maintenance Treatment 
 
Preventative maintenance consists of a p avement-surface treatment used to preserve and extend 
the service life of the pavement.  It should be designed in accordance with Section 52-7.04(01). 
 
 
56-2.01(02)  Functional Treatment 
 
A functional t reatment s hould be  us ed t o correct pa vement d eficiencies such a s r oughness or  
poor f rictional pr operties.  T he i ntent is t o i mprove t he r oadway s erviceability b y correcting 
distresses caused b y t raffic o r environmental conditions.  I t s hould be  designed i n a ccordance 
with Section 52-7.04(02). 
 
 
56-2.01(03)  Structural Treatment 
 
A structural treatment should be used where the existing pavement structure has failed due to a 
load-related distress.  It should be designed in accordance with Section 52-7.04(03). 
 
 
56-2.02  Analysis of Accident Data 
 
Accident data should be analyzed in accordance with Section 55-5.01, except that a formal report 
is n ot n ecessary.  E ach l ocation with a d efinite a ccident p attern s hould be  i ndicated on  t he 
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accident-data computer pr intout.  S pot-improvements work a t such a l ocation should e ither be  
incorporated into the project or programmed separately. 
 
 
56-2.03  Project Classification 
 
Classification of  w ork a s pa rtial 3R , f ull 3R , p artial 4R , or  f ull 4R  m ust be  de termined i n 
accordance with Section 40-6.0. 
 
 
56-3.0  PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROCESS 
 
Preliminary project parameters and criteria are discussed and outlined below. 
 
56-3.01  Review of Earlier Work in the Project Site 
 
The designer should review the existing project files, plans, and resurface-contract documents, if 
applicable, f or a dditional in formation.  S uch pl ans i nclude original s tationing, r oadbed 
characteristics, structure information, and original drainage patterns.  Previous resurface-contract 
documents can include valuable supplemental information.  See Figure 5-2B for a blank Request 
for Traffic Projections form.  See Figure 5-2C for a blank Request for Accident Records form. 
 
 
56-3.02  Preliminary Project Schedule 
 
The de signer s hould pr epare a  pr eliminary s chedule with e stimated c ompletion d ates f or th e 
following key activities or mileposts. 
 
 005 Project Started 

040 Project Scope Complete 
060 Start Plan Development 
075 Survey Complete 
085 Preliminary Field Check 
110 Geotechnical Investigation (if required) 
115 Final Pavement Design Approval 
185 District Plans Complete 
205 Plans Signed 
215 Utilities Coordination 
245 Ready for Letting 
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56-3.03  Environmental Document 
 
The de signer s hould ve rify t he ne ed for an e nvironmental doc ument a nd i dentify t he r equired 
environmental pe rmits.  Each p roject requires a  level of  e nvironmental d ocumentation.  F or a  
partial 3R  pr oject, s uch doc umentation c onsists of  a  C ategorical E xclusion.  A C ategorical 
Exclusion is described in Section 7-1.01(01). 
 
 
56-3.04  Bridge Structure Considerations 
 
Where a br idge s tructure i s encountered w ithin t he pr oject l imits, t he d esigner s hould c onsult 
with t he d istrict b ridge en gineer co ncerning n eeded i mprovements o r n eeded r epairs.  A 
memorandum s hould be  w ritten t o t he P lanning D ivision’s Bridge M anagement T eam w ith a 
copy to the Production Management Division’s Bridge Rehabilitation and Ratings Team.  T he 
memorandum s hould pr ovide de tails a bout t he pr oposed pr oject, a nd should request t heir 
comments a nd recommendations.  T he m emorandum s hould a ddress proposed m illing, s pot 
pavement replacement, horizontal and vertical clearances if they are factors, weight restrictions, 
and all other factors which can affect the structures. 
 
 
56-3.05  Unusual Soil Conditions 
 
If t here a re i ndications of  pe at de posits, r ock o utcroppings, o r ot her un usual s oil c onditions, 
long-term repair of such items should be programmed separately through INSTIP. 
 
 
56-3.06  Stationing 
 
Stationing should match the existing plans where possible.  If the project limits extend beyond 
the stationing limits of the existing plans, the stationing should be extended to include the project 
limits.  Stationing should refer to the Reference Post System (RPS).  For known features, see the 
Physical F eatures Inventory.  S tations s hould be  m arked ont o t he pa vement w ith t raffic pa int 
rather than spray paint.  Stationing marking options are shown in Figure 56-3A. 
 
If new English-units stationing must be used, it should have an assumed starting station of 

100+00. 
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56-3.07  Field Notes 
 
The designer should ascertain that all field data is adequate to design the project.  See Figure 56-
3B, Collection of Field Data, for forms and format.  F ield notes should be collected in the form 
of a strip map showing all existing details including, but not limited to, intersecting roads, drives, 
and railroads, pipe structures, headwalls, curbs, manholes, survey monuments, guardrail, traffic 
detector loops, stop lines, crosswalk lines, raised pavement markers, areas of grading, patching, 
milling, utilities in the area, or other specialty items.  A ll items shown in the field notes should 
have a  s tation a nd of fset r eference.  F ield not es s hould be gin at t he bot tom of  t he pa ge a nd 
proceed upstation.  It is not necessary to strip-map sections of the project which are consistent 
and for which no w ork, ot her t han pa ving, i s s pecified.  F or t his s ituation, a  not e reading, 
Consistent section from Station ____ to Station ____. should be shown, thence continuing with 
the stationing.  Cross sections should be collected in a survey level field book, or in an approved 
electronic f ormat.  C ross s ections m ay i nclude sections f or pi pe r eplacement, l inear grading, 
drainage, profiles, or other miscellaneous information. 
 
If a f ield book i s us ed, t he f ront c over of  t he f ield book s hould be  l abeled a s s hown i n t he 
example as follows: 
 

FIELD NOTES 
DES NO. ________ 

__(route)__ 
FROM ___ mi _(dir.)_ of _(route)_ TO ___ mi _(dir.)_ of _(route)_ 

RP ___+__ TO RP ___+__ 
____________ DISTRICT 

 
The data collector should collect the f ield data in a logical manner.  Information regarding the 
content of the field book is shown in Chapters Twenty-two and Twenty-three.  The procedure for 
collecting field notes is as follows. 
 
1. Walk the roadway to ascertain that everything is logged. 
 
2. By c ategory, count a ll m ailbox a pproaches, f ield e ntrances, c ommercial dr ives, e tc.  

Those w ith unus ual s izes or  s hapes s hould be  l ocated b y s tation a nd of fset, a nd t he 
dimensions noted in detail. 

 
3. Indicate locations of underdrains and outlets. 
 
4. Indicate pavement and shoulder types and width changes by station or dimensions. 
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5. Indicate all o f th e in formation r equired r elative to  th e items l isted o n the R eview o f 
Traffic Items. 

 
6. The d istrict H ighway Management D ivision, prior t o t he f ield s urvey, s hould ha ve 

furnished a l ist of  s tructures t o b e replaced, side di tches t o be cleaned, e tc.  All 
dimensions, elevations, or other information needed to design the changes in these items 
should be gathered at this time. 

 
7. If gabions or riprap are required, obtain all of the data necessary to incorporate them into 

the design. 
 
8. If new or additional guardrail is required, information should be collected for design. 
 
9. If an outcropping is to be removed, gather enough information in the field to be able to 

calculate the quantity involved. 
 
10. If s ubgrade f ailures o r s lope f ailures ar e o bserved, t he P roduction M anagement 

Division’s Office of Geotechnical Services should be contacted for further evaluation. 
 
The ab ove i s n ot a f ull n or a co mplete l ist o f i tems n ecessary to c ollect f ield in formation.  
Additional field research may be needed to accomplish the design. 
 
Additional survey data may be required.  If so, a survey may be performed to gather additional 
information s uch a s s tructure i nlet a nd out let elevations, e xisting pa vement gr ades, d rainage 
areas, channel cross sections, horizontal or vertical realignment of existing facility, right-of-way 
needs, etc. 
 
 
56-3.08  Plans Development 
 
See Section 14-2.03 for these requirements. 
 
 
56-3.09  Field Check 
 
See Sections 14-2.03(03) and 14-2.03(08) for these requirements. 
 
 
56-3.10  Pavement Design 
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See Section 52-9.0 for these requirements. 
 
 
56-3.11  Revised Project Schedule 
 
The de signer s hould pr epare a  r evised s chedule for pr ocessing t he pr oject t hrough t he de sign 
phases including additional activities that were not included in the preliminary schedule.  T his 
revised schedule should be submitted to the district Office of Design and should be updated on a 
monthly basis or as required.  The revised schedule should allow a minimum of 14 weeks prior 
to the letting date as the time at which the contract documents should be complete and ready for 
transmittal. 
 
 
56-4.0  GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS 
 
56-4.01  General Standards Requirements 
 
All INDOT Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings will apply.  All deviations from the 
Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings will b e s ubject to a pproval b y t he C ontract 
Administration D ivision d irector.  A  d eviation from t he Standard Specifications will r equire 
detail d rawings and special pr ovisions s ubject t o t he a pproval of  t he Contract A dministration 
Division di rector.  T he designer s hould s ee S ection 19 -2.0 f or i nstructions on w riting s pecial 
provisions. 
 
 
56-4.02  References and Research Sources 
 
References and r esearch s ources available f or use as  d esign r eferences f or s upplemental 
information include the following: 
 
1. INDOT Standard Drawings; 
2. INDOT Standard Specifications; 
3. AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets; 
4. Chapter Fifty-two, Pavement and Underdrain Design Elements; 
5. Chapter Fifty-four, Geometric Design of Existing Freeway (4R); 
6. Chapter Fifty-five, Geometric Design of Existing Non-Freeway (3R); 
7. Road Logs and Bridge Logs; 
8. Pavement Management System; 
9. No-Passing Zone Logs; and 
10. Other miscellaneous sources including previous plans, pavement histories, etc. 
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56-4.03  Desirable and Minimum Pavement-Width Requirements 
 
The values shown in Figures 56-4A, 56-4B, 56-4C, and 56-4D should be used for the design of 
pavement, travel-lane, shoulder, and curb-offset widths. 
 
The figures are titled as follows: 
 
56-4A Pavement Width for Rural Two-Lane Road with Shoulders 
56-4B Pavement Width for Rural Road of 4 or More Lanes with Shoulders 
56-4C Pavement Width for Urban Two-Lane Road with Curbs 
56-4D Pavement Width for Urban Road of 4 or More Lanes with Curbs. 
 
If an existing width is greater than the value shown in the figures, the existing width should be 
used. 
 
The minimum width of pavement widening, where used, should be 2 ft for constructability.  The 
maximum width of pavement widening should not exceed that shown in Section 52-9.02(09).  If 
widening varies from side to side of the existing pavement, a strip map or a typical cross section 
showing w idening b y s tations s hould be  pr ovided.  If c ut or  f ill s lopes a re r equired, c ross 
sections should be provided. 
 
 
56-4.04  Mainline-Pavement Considerations 
 
Considerations to be made regarding specific mainline pavement and approaches items for each 
type of partial 3R treatment are shown in Figure 56-4E.  Some of these items are further detailed 
below. 
 
Work of a larger magnitude than that shown in Figure 56-4E for a given treatment may be done.  
Such work should be considered as a spot improvement, designed to the appropriate standards. 
 
 
56-4.04(01)  Auxiliary Lane 
 
Incorporating or  upgrading a turn lane, parking lane, passing bl ister, or  o ther auxiliary l ane to 
reduce the disruption of the flow of traffic should only be considered for a structural treatment.  
A geotechnical evaluation may be required.  A  partial 3R project involves few agreements and 
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should r equire no a dditional r ight of  way.  T he g uidelines i n C hapter Forty-six m ay not be  
attainable d ue t o budgetary c onstraints a nd r ight-of-way acquisition.  A n auxiliary lane which 
cannot be considered in the project may be separately programmed as a spot improvement or into 
a future full 3R or 4R project.  See Chapter Fifty-four or Fifty-five for appropriate requirements. 
 
 
56-4.04(02)  Castings 
 
Castings need not  be  reset i f the overlay depth i s equal to the milling depth.  H owever, i f the 
finished grade is  d ifferent f rom th e o riginal grade, th e adjustment o f th e c astings s hould b e 
incorporated into the work. 
 
In an unincorporated area, Department storm-sewer or sanitary-sewer castings should be adjusted 
to g rade a s required.  In a n i ncorporated a rea, the l ocal ut ilities s hould be  r equired t o a djust 
castings as required.  See Chapter Thirty-six for more information. 
 
In an area to be surface milled, all utility castings, and storm-sewer and sanitary-sewer castings, 
should be located and identified. 
 
 
56-4.04(03)  Cross Slopes 
 
1. Travel Lanes.  P avement cross slopes on a tangent section should be reviewed for each 

type of partial 3R treatment.  Improving pavement cross slope, where required, may be 
completed t hrough s taged c onstruction, e .g., c ombining s urface m illing w ith pa vement 
core i nvestigation w ith a v ariable-depth c ross section o f H MA Intermediate co urse i n 
accordance w ith t he INDOT Standard Specifications prior t o pl acing a uniform-depth 
HMA Surface course. 

 
A p reventative-maintenance t reatment i s ex empt f rom c rown correction onl y i f a n 
existing rural-pavement cross slope is 2%, or if an existing urban-pavement cross slope is 
1.5 t o 3% .  If t he s lope i s out side t his r ange, a c ombination of  s urface millin g a nd a 
uniform-depth HMA Surface course should be used. 

 
2. Shoulders.  For a p aved shoulder of 4 ft  or narrower, the cross s lope should match the 

mainline cross slope.  For a paved shoulder wider than 4 ft, the cross slope should match 
the existing shoulder slope, or should desirably be 4%.  An aggregate- or earth- shoulder 
slope should be 4% to 8%.  In a horizontal curve, shoulder slope should be determined in 
accordance with Section 43-3.0. 
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56-4.04(04)  Curbs 
 
In areas where the curb height is not  adequate for drainage, the pavement adjacent to the curb 
should be  m illed t o t he de pth r equired f or a dequate dr ainage.  If t he curb i s not  s tructurally 
adequate, curb r eplacement s hould be  considered.  T he pa vement in s uch an  ar ea should b e 
evaluated for possible future replacement. 
 
 
56-4.04(05)  Monuments 
 
All e xisting D epartment m onuments s hould be  perpetuated.  T he de signer i s r esponsible f or 
contacting the county surveyor for a list of monuments to be reset, witnessed, and monumented. 
Each af fected mo nument is  to be  s hown on t he pl ans, o r t he r equired i nformation i s t o b e 
provided prior to construction. 
 
 
56-4.04(06)  Sight-Distance Improvement 
 
Existing ge ometrics s hould be  m aintained i f no a dverse accident hi story exists.  S ee C hapter 
Fifty-five for desirable geometric criteria. 
 
 
56-4.04(07)  Subsurface Drainage 
 
Subsurface d rainage s hould be  c onsidered a nd perpetuated where i t cu rrently exists.  For a  
structural treatment, addition of subsurface drainage should be considered.  See Section 52-10.0 
for subsurface-drainage-design requirements. 
 
 
56-4.04(08)  Superelevation and Horizontal Curve 
 
For a  functional or  s tructural tr eatment, evaluation of an ex isting cu rve an d s uperelevation 
should be  pe rformed.  For a  s tructural t reatment, t he pavement s lope should be  i n accordance 
with the superelevation requirements shown in Section 43-3.0 where possible. 
 
 
56-4.04(09)  Surface Milling 
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Milling o f H MA p avement w ill be us ed t o a djust r oadway cross s ection, de velop o r m aintain 
curb e xposure, r emove wheel r uts, t ie t he ne w pa vement i nto e xisting pa vement, i mprove 
drainage, or remove undesirable areas or layers of pavement.  Surface milling will be required as 
described i n S ection 52 -7.05.  E xisting l ayers o f H MA S urface S and o n or  ne ar t he s urface 
should be  r emoved.  C ores s hould be  t aken a nd a nalyzed by th e d istrict O ffice o f T esting to 
ensure that the proposed milling can be performed.  Where milling is proposed near a signalized 
intersection, the designer should coordinate with the district Office of Traffic to either avoid or 
replace existing signal loops.  Details for milling at the project termini are shown in the INDOT 
Standard Drawings. 
 
 
56-4.04(10)  Urban Surface Drainage 
 
Improvements to an urban surface-drainage system to correct water ponding that may be causing 
pavement stability problems may be included in a partial 3R project.  W here surface milling is 
required t o a chieve dr ainage of  a lo w lo cation where w ater co llects, o r t o r emove ex isting 
asphalt, pavement cores should be obtained in the area to assess the pavement structure. 
 
 
56-4.05  Approaches 
 
It has been the practice of the Department to maintain the surfaces of the approaches to its routes.  
The limits and type of treatment vary with the type of approach.  The treatments and limits used 
to maintain these approaches in conjunction with partial 3R work are provided herein. 
 
Each approach should be in accordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications and Standard 
Drawings.  A pproach-data tables may be provided for supplemental information.  S ee Chapters 
Forty-six a nd F ifty-two for a pproach-design cr iteria w here approach i mprovements ar e t o b e 
made. 
 
 
56-4.05(01)  Public-Road Approach 
 
This type of approach should be overlaid to the apparent right-of-way line, unless the approach is 
another D epartment-maintained r oute w hich h as r ecently b een, o r i s s cheduled t o b e t reated 
within two years of  completion of  t he partial 3R project.  S houlders should be  constructed on 
each a pproach w here s houlders e xist or  a re be ing c onstructed on t he m ainline.  T he a pproach 
geometry should comply with the INDOT Standard Drawings as nearly as possible, especially 
where approaching a mainline pavement with AADT ≥ 3 ,000.  A n existing paved publ ic-road 
approach s hould be  ove rlaid t o m atch th e e xisting ma inline’s pavement-edge elevation, a nd 
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tapered to match the profile on the approach at the apparent right-of-way line through the use of 
a milled notch at the terminus.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for details. 
 
 
56-4.05(02)  Drive 
 
1. Asphalt.  T he partial 3R treatment o f an  asphalt drive consists of a 3-ft wide wedge of 

HMA for Approaches placed adjacent to the mainline or shoulder pavement as shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  This 3-ft width, depending on the depth of the mainline 
overlay, may not be practical and may need to be extended to prevent a hump or adverse 
rollover (grade break) that is unacceptable. 

 
2. Concrete.  For a concrete drive, a wedge of HMA for Approaches should be placed over 

the concrete terminating in a milled notch as shown on t he INDOT Standard Drawings.  
The a pproach d esign l ength i s ba sed on t he o verlay d epth on t he m ainline a nd a n 
acceptable resultant grade on the approach. 

 
3. Aggregate.  For an aggregate drive adjacent to a nonpaved shoulder, a 3-ft widening with 

HMA f or Ap proaches should be  pl aced a djacent t o t he out er e dge of  t he m ainline or  
shoulder p avement.  A fter p lacement o f th e widening, if  a  grade d ifferential e xists, it  
should be wedged out with compacted aggregate.  Rollover criteria should be considered. 

 
4. Field Entrance.  T his type of drive is earth.  Fill is placed as required and compacted to 

the edge-of-shoulder or -pavement elevation. 
 
 
56-4.05(03)  Mailbox Approach 
 
An existing mailbox approach may be substandard and most often cannot be corrected within the 
existing r ight o f w ay.  In a p reventative ma intenance o r f unctional tr eatment, th is t ype o f 
approach should be overlaid to match the mainline elevation by use of the same paving material 
specified for t he s houlder.  In a s tructural t reatment, a s ubstandard approach d eemed t o b e a  
hazard t hat c an be  i mproved s hould be  i mproved t o t he g eometrics shown i n t he INDOT 
Standard Drawings.  If t he s tandardized-approach limits  in tercept th e ma ilbox lo cation, the 
mailbox s hould be  r eset.  If t he s houlder i s not t o be  paved, a m ailbox ap proach should be  
provided as described in Section 52-9.02(08). 
 
 
56-4.06  Roadside Considerations 
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The designer must keep focused on the objectives of the scope of work that has been established 
for a n i ndividual pa rtial 3R  pr oject i n o rder t o apply t he ap propriate r oadside-safety 
improvements. 
 
Roadside-safety improvements s hould be  considered a s d escribed i n Figure 56 -4F.  Some o f 
these are further detailed below. 
 
 
56-4.06(01)  Guardrail 
 
Where r equired, a G uardrail S ummary Table s hould be  pr epared f or each ar ea with g uardrail 
placement or modification. 
 
The f ield not es a nd de sign calculations s hould be s ubmitted w ith t he p roject f ile.  G uardrail 
requiring modifications not shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings should be detailed on t he 
plans. 
 
A guardrail end treatment type I may be in place but is now inappropriate due to higher design-
year av erage an nual d aily traffic co unts t han i t w as w arranted f or.  S uch t reatment should be  
considered for replacement with a  t ype OS o r MS t reatment as appropriate for a  functional or  
structural treatment. 
 
 
56-4.06(02)  Linear Grading 
 
Linear gr ading may be  c onsidered only where ea rth i s w edged at t he o utside edge o f t he 
shoulder, the profile grade has been raised due to overlaying or widening the pavement, or earth 
is wedged behind guardrail to obtain the required earth backup for the posts. 
 
 
56-4.06(03)  Mailbox Assembly 
 
Existing ma ilbox a ssemblies ma y remain in  p lace d uring th e p erformance o f mo st p artial 3 R 
work.  If a mailbox assembly is to be moved to accommodate a functional or structural treatment, 
an assembly as s hown i n t he INDOT Standard Drawings should be  c onsidered f or t he 
replacement.  See Section 49-3.01(02) for design criteria. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 
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If a mailbox height relative to the profile grade is lessened by 
overlaying its approach, and the box need not be replaced, its height 

should be adjusted accordingly. 
 

 
 
56-4.06(04)  Side Ditches 
 
For a  s tructural t reatment, e fforts s hould be  m ade t o r e-establish d rainage p atterns an d grades 
similar to the original construction.  W here right of way is sufficient, efforts should be made to 
establish flow lines in accordance with Section 52-10.04(04) Item 2. 
 
 
56-4.06(05)  Side Slopes 
 
For a p reventative m aintenance o r a f unctional treatment, s ide s lopes of  s teeper t han 3: 1 a re 
acceptable. 
 
A r oadside s lope which ap pears to b e s teeper th an 3 :1 in  a  s tructural t reatment w ill r equire a  
survey pr eparation of  s houlder c ross-section t o de termine t he s lope.  Each l ocation which 
appears to be hazardous should be analyzed to determine if an adverse accident history exists, if 
it is cost effective to provide guardrail, or if a slope correction to a traversable level can be made.  
Possible guardrail locations will be identified at  the field check.  S ee Sections 45-3.01 and 45-
3.02 for guidance in determining side slope.  Where significant widening is proposed on the side 
of an existing embankment, preliminary plans with cross sections should be sent to the Office of 
Geotechnical Services for evaluation. 
 
 
56-4.06(06)  Sidewalk 
 
This w ork i s not  r outinely i ncorporated i nto a  partial 3 R p roject.  H owever, if  it b ecomes 
necessary to work where a sidewalk exists, curb ramps should be treated as shown in Figure 56-
4F. 
 
 
56-4.07  Culvert and Drainage-Structure Considerations 
 
Culvert modification or replacement requirements for structural-treatment work are described in 
Section 31-4.04. 
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56-4.08  Traffic-Related Work 
 
Traffic-related safety improvements should be considered as described in Figure 56-4F.  Some of 
these items are further discussed below. 
 
 
56-4.08(01)  Highway Signs 
 
Existing r egulatory a nd w arning s igns a nticipated to  b e imp acted b y structural-treatment 
construction operations should be  reset or  replaced as required in accordance with the INDOT 
Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings.  S ee C hapter S eventy-five f or guidelines 
regarding highway signs. 
 
A s ummary s heet or  de tails s hould be  i ncluded in th e p lans to  lis t the l ocations f or ne w and 
replacement sign types and required sign posts sizes and quantities. 
 
 
56-4.08(02)  Pavement Markings and Delineation 
 
1. Markings.  A ll permanent pavement markings, including transverse markings, should be 

replaced in kind.  The district Office of Traffic should review the locations and quantities 
for such m arkings.  T he de signer s hould contact t he di strict O ffice o f T raffic t o 
coordinate the desired pavement-marking plan.  New locations for markings should not 
be included in the project unless approved by the district Office of Traffic.  The designer 
should consider the use of pavement markings as described in Chapter Seventy-six. 

 
2. Snowplowable R aised P avement M arkers (RPMs).  T he d esigner s hould c ontact t he 

district Office of Traffic to confirm the existence of RPMs within the project limits and 
for layout p atterns that deviate f rom the INDOT Standard Drawings.  See S ection 76-
3.02(05) for design criteria, and the INDOT Standard Drawings for basic layouts.  If no 
existing RPMs are present, placement of new ones should be considered for a functional 
or structural treatment in accordance with Department policy. 

 
All existing RPMs should be reviewed for replacement.  Where RPMs exist, the designer 
has the following options for replacing removed RPMs. 

 
a. Install refurbished castings and new prismatic reflectors. 

 
b. Install new castings and new prismatic reflectors. 
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c. Replacements w ill b e programmed b y th e d istrict in to th e INSTIP a nnual 

replacement contract. 
 

The f irst opt ion is the most de sirable and t he t hird opt ion is th e mo st economical.  A  
detailed plan sheet should be provided for each layout that differs from those shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  A  sheet may be included in the plans to l ist the color 
combinations and quantities of RPMs required. 

 
 
56-4.08(03)  Traffic Signal 
 
Each detector-loop location should be identified and shown on the plans.  Each detector housing 
affected b y the overlay operation should be  adjusted t o grade.  Adjustments t o existing signal 
equipment such as signal-head reorientation, if required, may be incorporated into the work.  A 
summary s heet o r de tails s hould be  i ncluded i n the pl ans t o l ist or  de tail t he l ocations w here 
loops, detector housings, or hand holes are to be replaced or adjusted. 
 
A traffic signal should otherwise only be considered for upgrading or placement in a s tructural-
treatment project. 
 
 
56-4.09  Design Exception Criteria 
 
56-4.09(01)  Level One Criteria Subject to Design Exception 
 
If a work i tem is shown in Figure 56-4E or Figure 56-4F as A for a g iven type of t reatment, a  
Level One or Level Two design exception request is required.  A Level One exception is subject 
to approval of the Production Management Division director.  Such work items are listed below. 
 
1. Functional Treatment, A. 
 a. Cross-slope correction to 2% 
 b. Sidewalk curb ramp, repair existing 
 c. Sidewalk curb ramp, place in existing sidewalk per ADA requirements 
 
2. Structural Treatment, A. 
 a. Cross-slope, convert tilt section to crown section 
 b. Cross-slope correction to 2% 
 c. Sidewalk curb ramp, repair existing 
 d. Sidewalk curb ramp, place in existing sidewalk per ADA requirements 
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 e. Superelevation rate, improve to standard 
 
 
56-4.09(02)  Level One Criteria Not Subject to Design Exception 
 
Some work items shown in Figure 56-4E or Figure 56-4F as B or C for a given type of treatment 
are Level One criteria, but a  design exception request i s not  required.  Such B work i tems are 
listed below. 
 
1. Preventative Maintenance Treatment, B. 
 a. Cross-slope correction to 2% 
 b. Sidewalk curb ramp, repair existing 
 c. Sidewalk curb ramp, upgrade existing to ADA requirements 
 
2. Functional Treatment, B. 
 a. Cross-slope, convert tilt section to crown section 
 b. Shoulder width 
 c. Sidewalk curb ramp, upgrade existing to ADA requirements 
 d. Superelevation rate, improve to standard 
 
3. Structural Treatment, B. 

a. Lane width 
 b. Shoulder width 
 c. Sidewalk curb ramp, upgrade existing to ADA requirements 
 
The C work items are listed below. 
 
4. Preventative Maintenance Treatment, C. 

a. Bridge railing, upgrade to current standards 
 b. Cross-slope, convert tilt section to crown section 

c. Lane width 
 d. Shoulder width 
 e. Sidewalk curb ramp, place in existing sidewalk per ADA requirements 
 f. Superelevation rate, improve to standard 
 
5. Functional Treatment, C. 

a. Bridge railing, upgrade to current standards 
b. Lane width 

 
6. Structural Treatment, B. 
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a. Bridge railing, upgrade to current standards 
 
 
56-4.10  Maintenance of Traffic 
 
A partial 3R project should be able to be completed without a road closure.  If a road closure is 
necessary, the designer should follow the procedure described in Sections 82-2.0 and 82-7.02. 
 
The de signer s hould ascertain t hat t here i s s ufficient r oadway a nd s houlder w idth t o s afely 
accommodate both the contractor’s equipment and the flow of traffic.  If a roadway shoulder is 
to be utilized to carry traffic during construction, it must be capable of withstanding the expected 
traffic load and volume.  A  traffic-control plan should be developed as described in Section 82-
2.0.  T he designer should consider the use of temporary t raffic-control devices as described in 
Chapter Eighty-three. 
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EXISTING ROADWAY – FIELD NOTES 
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COLLECTION OF FIELD DATA 
 

Figure 56-3B 
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Total Paved 
Width 1,2,3 

Travel-Lane 
Width 2 

Paved-Shoulder 
Width 

Sealed-Agg. 
Shld. Width 

AADT 
≥ 5,000 

D = 28 ft 
M = 26 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 12 ft 

D= 6 ft 
M = 1 ft 

N / A 

3,000 ≤ 
AADT < 

5,000 

D = 28 ft 
M = 26 ft 

D= 12 ft 
M = 12 ft 

D = 4 ft 
M = 1 ft 

D = 3 ft 
M = 2 ft 

400 ≤ 
AADT < 

3,000 

D = 28 ft 
M = 24 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D= 2 ft 
M = 1 ft 

D = 3 ft 
M = 2 ft 

AADT 
< 400 

D = 26 ft 
M = 22 ft 

D = 11 ft 
M = 10 ft 

D= 2 ft 
M = 1 ft 

D = 2 ft 
M = 1 ft 

 
  D =Desirable, M = Minimum. 
 
 1 Includes widths of travel lanes and paved shoulders only. 
 2 Should be widened on a curve where possible as described in Section 43-2.06. 

   3 For a road with a TWLTL, the total width will be increased by the applicable width of a 
TWLTL. 

 
 

PAVEMENT WIDTH FOR RURAL 2-LANE ROAD WITH SHOULDERS 
 

Figure 56-4A 
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4 Lanes, 
Total 
Paved 

Width 1,2 

6 Lanes, 
Total 
Paved 

Width 1 

Travel- 
Lane 
Width 

Outside 
Paved- 

Shoulder 
Width 

Median 
Paved- 

Shoulder 
Width 

Divided 
D = 36 ft 
M = 29 ft 

D = 48 ft 
M = 40 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 8 ft 
M = 4 ft 

D = 4 ft 
M = 3 ft 

Undivided 
D = 32 ft 
M = 26 ft 

D = 44 ft 
M = 37 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 8 ft 
M = 4 ft 

N / A 

 
 D =Desirable, M = Minimum. 
 
  1 Includes widths of travel lanes and paved shoulders for one direction of travel on a 

divided road. 
  2 For a road with a TWLTL, the total width will be increased by the applicable width of 

a TWLTL. 
 
 

PAVEMENT WIDTH FOR RURAL ROAD 
OF 4 OR MORE LANES WITH SHOULDERS 

 
Figure 56-4B 
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Total Width 

1,2 
Travel-Lane 

Width 
TWLTL 

Curb-Offset 
Distance 

Suburban 3 
D = 26 ft 
M = 20 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 10 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 12 ft 

D = 1 ft 
M = 0 ft 

Intermediate 3
D = 26 ft 
M = 22 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 10 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 1 ft 
M = 0 ft 

Built-Up 3 
D = 26 ft 
M = 20 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 10 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 10 ft 

D = 1 ft 
M = 0 ft 

 
 D =Desirable, M = Minimum.  TWLTL = two way left turn lane. 
 
 1 Total width face to face of curb. 
 2 For a road with a TWLTL, the total width will be increased by the applicable width of 

a TWLTL. 
 3 See Section 40-1.02 for definitions. 
 
 

PAVEMENT WIDTH FOR URBAN 2-LANE ROAD WITH CURBS 
 

Figure 56-4C 
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4 Lanes, 

Total Width 
1,2 

6 Lanes, 
Total 

Width 1 

Travel-Lane 
Width 

TWLTL 
Curb-Offset 

Distance 

Suburban 3 
D = 28 ft 
M = 24 ft 

D = 40 ft 
M = 35 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 2 ft 
M = 1 ft 

Intermediate 3 
D = 28 ft 
M = 24 ft 

D = 40 ft 
M = 35 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 2 ft 
M = 1 ft 

Built-Up 3 
D = 28 ft 
M = 22 ft 

D = 40 ft 
M = 32 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 10 ft 

D = 12 ft 
M = 11 ft 

D = 2 ft 
M = 1 ft 

 
 D =Desirable, M = Minimum.  TWLTL = two way left turn lane. 
 
 1 Total width face to face of curb for one direction of a divided road. 
 2 For a road with a TWLTL, the total width will be increased by the applicable 

desirable or minimum width of a travel lane. 
 3 See Section 40-1.02 for definitions. 
 
 

PAVEMENT WIDTH FOR URBAN ROAD 
OF 4 OR MORE LANES WITH CURBS 

 
Figure 56-4D 
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Pavement Treatment → 
Prvnt. 
Maint.

Func- 
tional 

Structural

Approach, 
 Drive, Relocate or Redesign 
 Drive, wedge 3 ft adjacent to mainl. pvmt. 
 Mailbox, Improve to Standard or Incorporate
 Mailbox, Overlay Existing 
 Public Road, Treat to Mainline R/W Line 

C 
A 
C 
A 
A 

C 
A 
C 
A 
A 

B 
A 
B 
A 
A 

Auxiliary Lane, 
Improve to Current Standards or Incorporate 
 Channelization Lane 
 Climbing Lane 
 Parking Lane 
 Passing Blister 
 Turn Lane 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

B 
C 
B 
B 
B 

Casting, 
Adjust to Grade 

C B A 

Cross-Slope Correction, 
 Convert Tilt Section to Crown Section 
 Correct to 2% 

C 
B 

B 
A 

A 
A 

Curbs, 
 Repair 
 Replace 

B 
C 

B 
B 

B 
B 

Drainage Structure, 
Repair, Clean, or Adjust 

B B B 

Intersection, 
Improve Sight Distance and Radii 

C C B 

Lanes, 
Widen to Minimum or Desirable Standards 1 

C C B 

Median, 
Convert to Two-Way Left-Turn Lane 

C C B 

Monument, 
Perpetuate 

A A A 

 
Key to letters A, B, and C is shown at the end of the table. 
 

PARTIAL 3R WORK 
Mainline Pavement and Approach Considerations 

 
Figure 56-4E 
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Pavement Treatment → 
Prvnt. 
Maint.

Func-
tional

Structural 

Patching B A A 

Shoulders, 
Widen to Minimum or Desirable Standards 2

C B B 

Sight-Distance Improvement, 
 Horizontal 
 Vertical 

C 
C 

B 
B 

B 
B 

Subsurface Drainage, 
 Underdrain, Clean or Repair 
 Underdrain, Place or Replace 

B 
C 

B 
C 

B 
B 

Superelevation Rate, 
Improve to Current Standards 3 

C B A 

Underpass Vertical Clearance, 
Maintain Current Distance 

A A A 

Urban Surface Drainage, 
Mill as Required to Maintain or Correct 

B A A 

 
Key to letters in table: 
 
A = Item should be included as part of the project. 
B = Item may be included. 
C = Item should not be included.  If it is considered, it should be programmed separately as a 

spot improvement. 
 
Notes: 
 
1  Minimum and desirable standards are shown in Figures 56-4A, 56-4B, 56-4C, and 56-4D. 
2  Minimum and desirable standards are shown in Figures 56-4A, 56-4B, 56-4C, and 56-4D.  

Paved shoulders are desirable they can be placed without affecting drainage or side 
ditches. 

3  Current standards are shown in Section 43-3.0 
 
 

PARTIAL 3R WORK 
Mainline Pavement and Approach Considerations 

 
Figure 56-4E (Continued) 
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Pavement Treatment → 
Prvnt. 
Maint. 

Func- 
tional 

Struc- 
tural 

Culvert, 
 Extend 
 Modify 
 Place New 
 Repair and Clean 
 Replace 
 Headwalls, Remove 

B 
B 
C 
B 
B 
C 

B 
B 
C 
B 
B 
B 

A 
A 
C 
A 
A 
A 

Eroded Area, 
Grade and Seed or Sod 

B B A 

Guardrail End Treatment, 
Repair Damaged 
Replace product not on appvd. list with appvd. prod. 
Replace type I with type MS or OS as required. 

A 
B 
B 

A 
B 
A 

A 
B 
A 

Highway Sign, 
Replace 

C C B 

Impact Attenuator, 
Repair Damaged 
Replace product not on appvd. list with appvd. prod.

A 
B 

A 
B 

A 
B 

Linear Grading C C B 

Mailbox, 
Adjust Mounting Height Where Required 
Replace Where Required 

A 
B 

A 
B 

A 
A 

Obstruction-Free-Zone Clearance, 
Remove Fixed Object > 4 in. Above Ground 3 

C B B 

Pavement Markings and Delineation, 
 Pavement Markings, Place 
 Roadside Delineators, Place or Replace 
 Raised Pavement Markers, Place 
 Raised Pavement Markers, Replace 

A 
B 
C 
B 

A 
B 
B 
B 

A 
B 
B 
B 

Side Ditch, 
Reshape or Riprap 

B B B 

Key to work incidental to paving is shown at the end of the table. 
 

PARTIAL 3R WORK 
Roadside, Culvert, and Traffic Considerations 

 
Figure 56-4F 
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Pavement Treatment → 
Prvnt. 
Maint. 

Func- 
tional 

Struc- 
tural 

Side Slope, 
Flatten to Traversable Level 

C C B 

Sidewalk, 
Repair or Replace 

C C C 

Sidewalk Curb Ramp at Intersection, 
 Repair existing 
 Upgrade existing to ADA requirements 
 Place in exist. sdwk. per ADA requirements 

B 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 

Traffic Barrier, 
Bridge Railing, Upgrade to Current Standards 
Guardrail, Repair or Replace Damaged 
Guardrail, Replace Obsolete 1 or Weathered 
Guardrail, Place or Lengthen to Current Standards 2 
Guardrail to Bridge Railing, Connect 
Guardrail Transition, Upgrade to Current Standards 

C 
A 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
A 
B 
B 
A 
C 

C 
A 
B 
B 
A 
C 

Traffic Signal, 
 Add or Upgrade 
 Detector Loop or Handhole, Perpetuate 

C 
A 

C 
A 

B 
A 

 
Key to work incidental to paving: 
 
A = Item should be included as part of the project. 
B = Item may be included. 
C = Item should not be included.  If it is considered, it should be programmed separately as a 

spot improvement. 
 
Notes: 
1  Obsolete guardrail should be treated as shown in Section 49-4.02. 
2  Treat as described in Section 55-5.04. 
3  For example, tree, bush, post, rock, private sign, etc.  See Section 55-5.02 for obstruction-free-

zone information. 
 

PARTIAL 3R WORK 
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CHAPTER 49 

 

ROADSIDE SAFETY 
 
 
49-1.0  GENERAL 

 
49-1.01  Clear-Zone Concept 

 
The ideal roadway should be free from obstructions or hazardous conditions within the entire right 
of way.  This is not practical due to economic, environmental, or drainage needs.  The clear-zone 
concept was developed as a guide to determine how much obstruction-free recovery area should be 
provided for a run-off-the-road vehicle.  The clear-zone width estimates provided herein, as derived 
from the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide, provide adequate space for approximately 80% of the 
motorists who run off the road to gain control of their vehicles.  The clear-zone widths are only 
approximate values.  It is the designer’s responsibility to use engineering judgment, based on 
accident data when available, to determine if hazardous roadside features, including those outside 
the clear zone, warrant some type of treatment. 
 
 
49-1.02  Situation Requiring Greater Clear-Zone Width 

 
The basic clear-zone value assumes a tangent roadway section and level or near-level roadside 
slopes.  A steeper downslope requires a greater clear-zone width because a vehicle requires more 
distance to stop or turn on a downslope.  Therefore, the horizontal width of the clear zone on a 
downslope must be extended to be equivalent to a level clear zone.  Likewise, a sharp horizontal 
curve, the location of a non-traversable drainage ditch, or a similar situation affects the area 
alongside the roadway defined as a recovery area for an errant vehicle.  It is equally apparent that a 
slower-speed vehicle encroaching upon the roadside would not travel as far from the edge of the 
travel lane as one operating at a higher speed. 
 
 

49-1.03  Applicability 

 
The clear-zone requirements provided herein apply only to a project on a new location, a 
reconstruction project, or a 3R or partial 4R project on a freeway.  The roadside-safety requirements 
for a 3R non-freeway project are provided in Section 55-5.0. 
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Where reference is made to speed, it is intended that the design speed be used.  Design speed for a 
new construction or reconstruction project is provided in Chapter 53.  Design speed for a 3R or 
partial 4R project on a freeway is provided in Chapter 54. 
 
Where reference is made to AADT, it is intended to be the design-year traffic volume, which is 
assumed to be 20 years into the future.  See Section 40-2.02. 
 
 
49-1.04  Right of Way 

 
Right of way is established to clear the construction limits.  The construction limits are determined 
using a cross section that is traversable out to the right-of-way line or to the end of the clear zone, 
whichever is closer to the edge of the travel lane.  Reducing right-of-way width by designing a steep 
embankment slope that will require the installation of guardrail should be avoided unless necessary 
due to restricted conditions (e.g., environmental, dense development). 
 
 
49-1.05  Cost-Effectiveness of Safety Improvements 

 
Warrants for countermeasures should be in accordance with the appropriate sections in this Chapter.  
The cost-effectiveness of the countermeasures for hazardous roadside conditions should desirably 
be considered.  Therefore, the designer is encouraged to use the ROADSIDE computer program 
described in Section 49-10.0 as a tool in selecting an alternative safety treatment which offers the 
greatest anticipated return of safety benefits for the funds expended.  ROADSIDE can be used to 
evaluate many of the safety treatments outlined in this Chapter to determine if they are cost effective 
at a specific location.  ROADSIDE should not be used to determine whether or not countermeasures 
are warranted at a particular location.  Engineering judgment must be used in applying the results 
from ROADSIDE. 
 
 
49-1.06  Adherence to Design Criteria 

 
An effort should be made to satisfy the design criteria provided in this Chapter (e.g., clear zone, 
barrier length of need).  However, if this is not practical, a Level Two design exception is required.  
If the design criteria have not been satisfied, a brief rationale for not satisfying the criteria should be 
documented in the project file.  It will not be necessary to prepare in-depth documentation to justify 
the decision.  ROADSIDE can be used as part of the required documentation justification.  Section 
40-8.0 further describes the design-exception procedures. 
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Each new installation of a barrier device, barrier end treatment, transition device, or other safety 
hardware should satisfy the placement and installation criteria described in this Chapter and the 
INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
Environmental mitigation measures should not supersede roadside safety criteria.  However, 
environmental mitigation features may be considered and incorporated into the project consistent 
with the criteria provided in this Chapter. 
 
 
49-2.0  ROADSIDE CLEAR ZONE 

 
49-2.01  Clear-Zone Width 

 
Figure 49-2A, Clear-Zone Width for New Construction or Reconstruction, provides the clear-zone 
width for design.  This is an estimate of the traversable area required adjacent to the edge of the 
travel lane and is based on a set of curves from the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.  These 
curves are for a tangent section and various side slopes.  They were developed assuming an infinite 
length of side slope and 12-ft shoulders.  Intervening ditches or multiple slopes require further 
consideration. 
 
By referring to Figure 49-2A for a given side slope and design year AADT, the appropriate clear-
zone width for a given design speed can be determined.  For example, for a highway with a design 
speed of 60 mph, an AADT of 5000 vehicles and a 4:1 fill slope, the suggested clear-zone width is 
40 ft.  For a 4:1 cut slope, the required clear-zone width is 20 ft. 
 
A basic understanding of the clear-zone concept is critical to its proper application.  The value 
obtained from Figure 49-2A implies a degree of accuracy that does not exist.  The values are based 
on limited empirical data which was then extrapolated to provide data for a wide range of 
conditions.  Thus, the values obtained are neither absolute nor precise.  They do, however, provide a 
frame of reference for making decisions on providing a safe roadside area. 
 
In applying the clear-zone-width value, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Context.  The clear-zone width shown in Figure 49-2A is not absolute.  It is desirable to 

eliminate all hazards within the right of way.  However, this may not be practical because of 
economic or environmental constraints.  It can be reasonable to leave a fixed object within 
the clear zone.  An object beyond the clear-zone width may otherwise warrant removal or 
shielding.  The use of an appropriate clear-zone width is a compromise between maximum 
safety and minimum construction costs.  The designer should use engineering judgment in 
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determining if a roadside hazard should be removed or shielded if it is outside the clear zone 
but within the right of way. 

 
2. Adjustments.  The clear-zone-width value shown in Figure 49-2A can be used for a roadway 

with shoulders of less than 12.0 ft in width without applying adjustment factors.  The clear 
zone is measured from the edge of the travel lane, and slope averaging starts at the edge of 
shoulder. 

 
3. Right of Way.  If the clear-zone width extends beyond the right-of-way width, use the 

distance from the edge of the travel lane to the right-of-way line as the clear-zone width. 
 
4. Guardrail.  Where guardrail is required, the clear-zone width is used to determine the length 

of guardrail need. 
 
5. Boundary.  The clear-zone width should not be used as a boundary for introducing a 

roadside hazard such as a bridge pier, non-breakaway sign support, utility pole, or landscape 
feature.  These should be placed as far from the roadway as practical. 

 
6. Design Year AADT.  The Design Year AADT will be the total AADT on a two-way 

roadway or the directional AADT on a one-way roadway.  Examples of a one-way roadway 
include a ramp, or each directional roadway of a divided highway. 

 
 
49-2.02  Clear-Zone-Width Adjustments 

 
The clear-zone width should not vary with small variations in highway features.  It should be 
constant on a length of road with a fairly consistent roadside.  For a highway on new location, the 
clear-zone width should be constant for as much of the length of project as practical. 
 
 
49-2.02(01)  Horizontal-Curve Correction 

 
A horizontal curve increases the angle of exit from the roadway and thus increases the width of 
clear zone required.  Figure 49-2B, Clear-Zone-Width Adjustment Factor, Kcz, for Horizontal 
Curve, provides horizontal-curve correction factors that should be applied to the tangent clear-zone 
width to adjust it for roadway curvature.  Figure 49-2C, Clear-Zone Transition for Curve 
Adjustment, Radius ≤ 3000 ft, illustrates the application of the adjusted clear-zone width on a curve.  
A curve with a radius of greater than 3000 ft as measured along the roadway centerline will not 
require a curvature adjustment.  The horizontal-curve correction is required for a new construction 
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or reconstruction project, or a 3R or partial 4R freeway project.  If the correction cannot be 
practically applied, a Level Two design exception will be required. 
 
The transition between different-width clear zones along a tangent and a curve with radius greater 
than 3000 ft should be applied as shown in Figure 49-2D, Clear-Zone Transition for Tangent 
Section or Curve with Radius > 3000 ft.  The transition lengths between the beginning and the end 
of the narrower and wider clear zones may vary. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 49-2.1 

 
Given:  Rural Collector 
  Design Speed = 55 mph 
  Design-Year AADT = 2,000 
  Horizontal curve with a radius of 2000 ft 
  3:1 cut slope 
 
Problem: Find the adjusted clear-zone width. 
Solution: From Figure 49-2A, the clear-zone width on the tangent, CZt = 15 ft 
 
  From Figure 49-2B, the curve correction factor, Kcz = 1.2 
  Clear-zone width for the curve, CZc = 15 ft x 1.2 = 18 ft 
 
  The transition length, L =3.1 x 55 = 171 ft 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
49-2.02(02)  Slope Averaging 

 
Variable-fill slopes can be used along a roadway to provide a relatively flat recovery area 
immediately adjacent to the roadway followed by a steeper side slope.  Clear-zone widths for an 
embankment with variable side slopes ranging from essentially flat to 4:1 may be averaged, using a 
weighted average within the clear zone, to produce a composite clear-zone width.  The slope 
averaging should begin at the outside edge of the adjacent travel lane for opposing traffic.  See 
Figure 49-2E, Slope-Averaging Example. 
 
For a slope flatter than or equal to 10:1, a slope of 10:1 is used for slope averaging. 
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Slope averaging applies only to slopes in the same direction.  Slopes which change from a 
downslope to an upslope, as for a ditch section, cannot be averaged and should be treated as 
discussed in Section 49-2.03(01). 
 

 

49-2.03  Clear-Zone Applications 

 
49-2.03(01)  Roadway with Shoulders or Sloping Curbs and V ≥ 40 mph 

 
This Section applies to each project on a freeway, including 3R or partial 4R work, or to each new 
construction or 4R project on a rural or urban arterial, or a rural or urban collector with a design 
speed of 40 mph or higher.  Section 49-2.03(02) provides the clear-zone application for a rural or 
urban collector with a design speed of 35 mph or lower, a rural local road, or an urban local street.  
Section 49-2.03(03) provides the clear-zone application for an urban facility with vertical curbs. 
 
The designer should consider the following clear-zone applications. 
 
1. Criteria.  The clear-zone width provided in Figure 49-2A with the appropriate adjustments 

from Section 49-2.02 should be used. 
 
2. Fill Slope for Reconstruction Project.  To calculate the recommended clear-zone width, the 

following should be considered. 
 
 a. Figures 49-2A and 49-2B, with the applicable design speed, AADT, and foreslope, 

are used to determine the appropriate clear-zone width.  If the clear zone extends 
outside the right of way, use the right-of-way line as outside edge of the clear zone. 

 
b. For a variable fill slope of 4:1 or flatter, use a weighted average as discussed in 

Section 49-2.02(02) to determine the slope, then proceed as discussed in Item 2.a. 
above. 

 
 c. A fill slope steeper than 4:1 is considered non-recoverable and should not be 

included in slope averaging.  If a vehicle encroaches onto a non-recoverable slope, it 
can be assumed that the vehicle will continue to travel to the bottom of the slope.  
Therefore, if the clear-zone width extends onto the non-recoverable slope, a clear 
runout area should be provided at the bottom of the slope.  This clear runout area 
should be equal in width to the portion of the clear-zone width which extends onto 
the non-recoverable slope or 12 ft, whichever is greater.  See Figure 49-2F, Clear-
Zone Application for Non-Recoverable Fill Slope, for an illustration of this 
procedure. 
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3. Fill Slope for New Facility.  A 6:1 fill slope as shown in Figure 49-2G, Clear-Zone 

Application for Side Slope on New Facility, should be used adjacent to the roadway.  At a 
minimum, the criteria described for a reconstruction project in Item 2 above may be used. 

 
4. Cut Slope for Reconstruction Project.  To calculate the recommended clear-zone width, the 

following should be considered. 
 
 a. If a ditch is traversable, use Figure 49-2A with the applicable design speed and ADT 

to check the clear-zone width required for the foreslope and the backslope.  The 
foreslope clear-zone width will control.  However, if the toe of the backslope is 
within 10 ft of the shoulder edge, the clear-zone width for the backslope should be 
used.  See Section 49-3.03 to determine if the ditch is traversable. 

 
 b. If the ditch is not traversable, the ditch should be reconstructed to a section which is 

traversable.  The clear-zone width is then calculated as in Item 4.a above. 
 

c. A cut slope of 2:1 is not desirable.  However, if it will be retained or be constructed 
within the clear zone, the ditch in front of it should be made traversable.  Figure 49-
2H, Clear-Zone Application for Cut Slope (2:1 Backslope), illustrates the desirable 
cross section if a 2:1 backslope will be retained.  If it is not practical to construct a 
traversable ditch, the designer should consider the accident experience at the site and 
use engineering judgment to determine if guardrail is warranted. 

 
5. Cut Slope for New Facility.  A ditch section as shown in Figure 49-2G should be used.  At a 

minimum, the criteria described in Item 4 above for a reconstruction project may be used.  
However, 2:1 backslopes should not be used on a new facility. 

 
6. Auxiliary Lane.  Existing slopes adjacent to an acceleration or deceleration lane should be 

measured by averaging the slopes from the edge of the theoretical 12 ft shoulder.  The clear-
zone width is measured from the edge of the through travel lane, and is based on the 
mainline AADT and design speed.  The clear-zone width should also be checked for the 
auxiliary lane using the auxiliary-lane AADT and mainline design speed.  For the latter 
situation, the clear-zone width is measured from the outside edge of the auxiliary lane.  
Example 49-2.2 illustrates an example calculation of the clear-zone width from the edge of 
the through lane using slope averaging.  Figure 49-2 I, Clear-Zone Application for Auxiliary 
Lane or Ramp, illustrates the clear-zone application for an auxiliary lane next to the 
mainline. 
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7. Ramp.  If the obstacle is adjacent to a ramp, the clear-zone width should be determined the 
same as for the mainline, using the AADT and design speed of the ramp and the slope from 
the ramp shoulder.  Figure 49-2 I illustrates the clear-zone application for a ramp/mainline 
configuration. 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
Example 49-2.2 
 
Given:  Rural freeway with an exit ramp 
  Design-Year AADT = 7,000 
  Design speed = 70 mph 
  A 12-ft wide deceleration lane with an 8-ft right shoulder 
  A 4:1 slope adjacent to deceleration lane shoulder 
 
Problem: Determine the clear-zone width adjacent to the deceleration lane. 
 
Solution: Start slope averaging from edge of theoretical shoulder; see Figure 49-2J, Clear 

Zone / Slope Average, Example 49-2.2. 
 
First Trial: Assume that clear-zone width for the mainline ends 10 ft beyond the deceleration 

lane shoulder. 
 
  Therefore, assumed clear-zone width = 12 + 8 + 10 = 30 ft 
 
   
 
   
  From Figure 49-2A, the clear-zone width = 35 ft 
 
  35 ft > 30 ft; therefore, a second trial is necessary with a wider assumed clear zone. 
 
Second Trial: Assume that clear-zone width ends 20 ft from existing shoulder. 
 
  Therefore, assumed clear-zone width = 12 + 8 + 20 = 40 ft 
 

   or approximately 5:1. 
 

slope 1:6or  0.16 = 
18

.5)2(- + )32(-0. = 
18

)(-0.25)10( + )(-0.04)8( = Slope  
 

 0.19 = 
28

(-5) + )32(-0. = 
28

)(-0.25)20( + )(-0.04)8( = Slope  
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  From Figure 49-2A, the clear-zone width = 38 ft 
 
  40 ft is close enough to 38 ft; therefore, 38 ft is the required clear-zone width from 

the edge of the through travel lane. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
Example 49-2.3 

 
Given:  Rural facility with flat-bottom side ditch 

Design speed = 60 mph 
  Design-Year AADT = 1490 
   
Problem: Determine adjusted clear-zone width after slope averaging, and if obstacle must 

be removed if within such clear zone.  See Figure 49-2K, Clear-Zone / Slope 
Average, Example 49-2.3. 

 
Solution: 
 
1. To determine the clear-zone width for the foreslope in the side ditch, an average 

foreslope must be calculated.  See Figure 49-2E for an example of foreslope averaging. 
 

A ditch not having the desirable cross section (see Figure 49-3D, 49-3E, or 49-3F) should 
be located at or beyond the clear-zone limit.  However, a backslope steeper than 3:1 is 
typically located closer to the roadway.  If this slope is relatively smooth and 
unobstructed, it presents minimal safety problems to an errant motorist.  If the backslope 
consists of a rough rock cut or outcropping, shielding may be warranted as discussed in 
Section 49-5.04. 

 
The foreslope and the ditch-bottom slope should be averaged to obtain a weighted 
average foreslope run, Fw run, as follows: 

 

  
runrisedrunrisef

df

runw
DDWFFW

WW
F

//
   (Equation 49-2.1) 

 
   Where: Wf   = Width of foreslope, 10 ft 
    Wd  = Width of ditch, 4 ft 
    Frise = Foreslope rise, 1 
    Frun = Foreslope run, 6 
    Drise = Ditch slope rise, 1 
    Drun = Ditch slope run, since flat, use 10 
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10/146/110

410
runwF = 

07.2
14  = 6.8 

 
 The 6.8 weighted foreslope run affects a 6.8:1 foreslope, which is flatter than 6:1. 
 
2. Determine clear-zone width for flatter-than-6:1 foreslope (fill) from Figure 49-2A as 22 

ft. 
 
3. Calculate the percentage of the clear-zone width available from the edge of travel lane to 

the back of the ditch bottom, CZ%FD, as follows: 
 

  
F

dfs

FD
CZ

WWW
CZ

100
%      (Equation 49-2.2) 

 
   Where: Ws   = Width of shoulder, 6 ft 
    CZF = Clear-zone width for foreslope, 22 ft 
 

  %92
22

4106100
%FDCZ  

 
4. For a ditch within the desirable cross-section area shown in Figure 49-3D, 49-3E, or 49-

3F, the clear-zone width may be determined from Figure 49-2A.  However, where the 
clear-zone width exceeds the available clear-zone width for the foreslope, an adjusted 
clear-zone width may be determined as shown below. 

 
Determine clear-zone width for 4:1 backslope (cut) from Figure 49-2A as 16 ft. 

 
5. Subtract CZ%FD from 100%, divide by 100, and multiply the result by the clear-zone 

width for the backslope to obtain the required clear-zone width for the backslope, CZBR, 
as follows: 

 

  
100

100 %FDB

BR

CZCZ
CZ      (Equation 49-2.3) 

 
   Where CZB = clear-zone width for backslope, 16 ft 
 

  
100

921005
BRCZ  = 1.28 ft 
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6. Add the available clear-zone width on the foreslope to CZBR to obtain the adjusted clear-
zone width, CZADJ, as follows: 

 

  BR

FFD

ADJ CZ
CZCZ

CZ
100

%     (Equation 49-2.4) 

 

  28.1
100

2292
ADJCZ  = 21.5 ft 

 
The obstacle is actually located 6 + 10 + 4 + 16, or 36 ft from the edge of travel lane.  Since the 
adjusted clear-zone width is only 22 ft, the obstacle need not be removed.  However, removal 
should be considered if this one obstacle is the only fixed object this close to the edge of travel 
lane for a significant length. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
49-2.03(02)  Roadway with Shoulders or Sloping Curbs and V ≤ 35 mph 

 
This Section applies to each new construction or reconstruction project on a rural or urban collector 
with a design speed of 35 mph or lower, or to a local road or street.  The clear-zone width should be 
determined from Figure 49-2A, Clear-Zone Width for New Construction or Reconstruction, with 
the applicable adjustments.  The minimum clear-zone width is 10.0 ft for a tangent section and 
should be adjusted as discussed in Section 49-2.02 for a horizontal curve.  Where the clear-zone 
width extends onto a 3:1 fill slope, a clear recovery area as shown in Figure 49-2F, Clear-Zone 
Application for Non-Recoverable Fill Slope, should be provided. 
 
 
49-2.03(03)  Roadway with Vertical Curbs 

 
For an urban arterial, collector, or local street with vertical curbs at either the edge of the travel lane 
or the edge of shoulder, the minimum clear-zone width is 10 ft from the edge of the travel lane or to 
the right-of-way line, whichever is less. 
 

 

49-2.03(04)  Appurtenance-Free Area 

 
The roadway should have a 1.5 ft appurtenance-free area from the face of curb or from the edge of 
the travel lane if there is no curb.  However, for a traffic-signal support, the appurtenance-free area 
should be 2.5 ft.  The appurtenance-free area is defined as a space in which nothing, including 
breakaway safety appurtenances, should protrude above the paved or earth surface (see Figure 49-
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2L, Appurtenance-Free Zone).  The objective is to provide a clear area adjacent to the roadway in 
which nothing will interfere with extended side-mirrors on trucks, with the opening of vehicular 
doors, etc. 
 

 

49-2.03(05)  On-Street Parking  

 
The following clear-zone requirements will apply. 
 
1. Continuous 24-Hours Parking.  No clear zone is required where there is continuous 24-h 

parking, except that the appurtenance-free area of 1.5 ft should be provided from the face of 
the curb, or the edge of the parking lane if there is no curb. 

 
2. Parking Lane Used as a Travel Lane.  The clear-zone width should be determined assuming 

the edge of the parking lane as the right edge of the rightmost travel lane. 
 
 
49-3.0  TREATMENT OF OBSTRUCTIONS 

 
49-3.01  Roadside Hazards 

 
49-3.01(01)  Range of Treatments 

 
If an obstruction or non-traversable hazard is determined to be within the clear zone, it should be 
treated, in order of preference, as follows: 
 
1. removed or redesigned so that it can be safely traversed; 
2. relocated outside of the clear zone to a point where it is less likely to be hit; 
3. made breakaway to reduce impact severity; 
4. shielded with a traffic barrier or impact attenuator; or 
5. delineated if the above treatments are not practical. 
 
 
49-3.01(02)  Example Hazards 

 
The method for treating an obstruction should be based on an analysis of factors such as initial cost, 
maintenance cost, and the greatest safety return.  The following is a list of some of the obstructions 
and hazards which should be considered for treatment. 
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1. non-breakaway sign support or luminaire support.  A sign or luminaire in the clear zone 
should not be placed on a breakaway support if there is a sidewalk and there is a potential 
for the support falling on a pedestrian or bicyclist; 

 
2. bridge pier; 
 
3. bridge-railing end.  A bridge-railing end must have appropriate approach shielding whether 

or not the end is outside the clear zone; 
 
4. the end of each culvert which is transverse to the mainline road and does not have 

acceptable end treatments in accordance with Section 49-8.01; 
 
5. concrete headwall for a culvert; 
 
6. tree; 
 
7. retaining-wall end; 
 
8. mailbox support.  A mailbox support should be placed in accordance with the INDOT 

Standard Drawings, INDOT Standard Specifications, and Section 51-11.0; 
 
9. wood pole or post with a cross sectional area greater than 0.15 ft2; 
 
10. utility pole.  A utility pole should be installed as close as practical to the right-of-way line; 
 
11. steel pipe with an inside diameter greater than 2 in; 
 
12. large boulder; 
 
13. rough rock cut; 
 
14. bridge-cone slope that is 2:1 or steeper and can be hit head-on; 
 
15. severely rutted or eroded slope; 
 
16. transverse embankment slope for a drive, public road approach, ditch check, or median 

crossover that is steeper than shown in Figure 49-3A, Transverse Slopes, for the selected 
design speed and AADT level; 

 
17. ditch cross-section that is not in accordance with the criteria described in Section 49-3.02; 
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18. stream or body of water where the permanent water depth is 2 ft or greater; or 
 
19. slope steeper than 1:1 at the edge of shoulder and a height greater than 2 ft. 
 
 
49-3.02  Embankment 

 
The factors in determining the need for a roadside barrier at an embankment are the lateral 
clearances from the barrier to the hazard and from the barrier to the top of the embankment slope.  
They are based on distances from the face of the barrier, considering the rail-blockout-post 
thickness and the barrier deflection properties. 
 
The Figures 49-3B series describes the barrier warrant at an embankment for a 2-lane 2-way 
roadway for a design speed of 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, or 70 mph, respectively.  Figure 49-3C 
describes the barrier warrant at an embankment for a divided or undivided roadway of 4 or more 
lanes.  Though these figures were developed using 12-ft lanes and 10- to 12-ft shoulders, they can 
be used for another lane or shoulder width.  A barrier at an embankment is not warranted on a 
facility with a design speed of 30 mph or lower.  Slope-height combinations which appear on or 
below the curve do not warrant shielding.  To adjust for horizontal curvature and grade, use the 
factors shown in Figure 49-6B, Grade Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Kg, and Curvature Traffic-
Adjustment Factor, Kc.  The following example illustrates how to use the embankment-barrier 
warrant figures. 
 

* * * * * * * * * 

 
Example 49-3.1 
 
Given:  2-lane, 2-way highway 
  Design Speed = 55 mph 
  Design Year AADT = 3000 
  Tangent Section 
  Grade = 2% 
  Foreslope = 2.0:1 
  Fill Height = 10 ft 
 
Problem: Determine if guardrail is warranted at the embankment. 
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Solution: Using Figure 49-3B(55), it can be determined that a barrier is not warranted based 
on the embankment height.  However, the need for a barrier should be considered 
based on other factors (e.g., nearby hazards, accident history). 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
Example 49-3.2 
 
Given:  Same highway section as discussed in Example 49-3.1, but with a horizontal radius 

of 820 ft, the embankment of concern on the outside of the curve, and a fill height of 
10 ft. 

 
Problem: Determine if a barrier is warranted at the embankment. 
 
Solution: 
 
1. The Design Year AADT first must be adjusted by the horizontal curvature factor Kc = 4.0 

from Figure 49-6B, Grade Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Kg, and Curvature Traffic-Adjustment 
Factor, Kc. 

 
 Corrected Design Year AADT = 3,000 x 4.0 = 12,000 
 
2. Using Figure 49-3B(55), it can be determined that a barrier is now warranted based on the 

embankment height. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 

49-3.03  Roadside Ditch 

 

49-3.03(01)  General Guidelines 

 
Traversable-ditch cross sections are defined in Figure 49-3D, Preferred Ditch Cross Section, Width 
< 4 ft; Figure 49-3E, Preferred Ditch Cross Section, 4 ft ≤ Width ≤ 8 ft; and Figure 49-3F, Preferred 
Ditch Cross Section, Width > 8 ft.  Two curves are shown on each figure.  The area below the lower 
curve represents a ditch cross section which can be traversed by a vehicle containing unrestrained 
occupants and, thus, is considered to be desirable.  A ditch cross section which is between the upper 
curve and the lower curve is considered to be acceptable.  However, vehicle occupants must be 
restrained in order to safely traverse the ditch.  Minor encroachment into the area above the upper 
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curve may be necessary due to right-of-way restrictions or to avoid nominal changes the existing 
ditch.  In addition, the following should be considered. 
 
1. A slope of 3:1 should be used only where site conditions do not permit the use of a flatter 

slope. 
 
2. To permit traversability of a 3:1 slope, embankment surfaces should be uniform.  Vehicular 

rollover can be expected if the embankment is soft or rutted. 
 
3. A foreslope steeper than 4:1 is not desirable because its use severely limits the range of 

backslopes producing a safe ditch configuration. 
 
 
49-3.02(02)  Application 

 
If a ditch is outside the clear zone, it need not be checked for traversability.  For a ditch within the 
clear zone, the following describes the appropriate application of Figure 49-3D, 49-3E, or 49-3F. 
 
1. In Fill, Reconstruction Project.  Existing ditch-slope combinations which are within the 

desirable or acceptable range may be retained.  An area with ditch slope combinations which 
are not within the undesirable range should be evaluated for cost and accident history before 
deciding to make an improvement.  If an improvement is warranted, the slope combination 
should preferably be within the desirable range and at least within the acceptable range. 

 
2. In Fill, New Facility.  A foreslope, backslope, and ditch width should be selected that will be 

within the desirable range shown in Figure 49-3D, 49-3E, or 49-3F. 
 
3. In Cut, Reconstruction Project.  If the ditch is such that to flatten the slopes or move the 

ditch out farther means acquiring more right-of-way, this should be done only if considered 
to be cost effective.  Other means of making the ditch traversable can be evaluated as 
follows: 

 
 a. use of a pipe in the ditch; 
 
 b. raise the grade of the ditch; or 
 
 c. place uniform riprap in the ditch. 
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4. In Cut, New Facility.  The desirable ditch section is shown in Figure 49-2G, Clear-Zone 
Application for Side Slope.  For a minimum ditch section, a section should be provided 
which is within the desirable range shown in Figure 49-3D, 49-3E, or 49-3F. 

 
 
49-3.04  Drainage Structure [Rev. Sept. 2012] 

 
49-3.04(01)  Drainage Structure Perpendicular or Skewed to Roadway Centerline 

 
The following provides the criteria for a drainage structure which is perpendicular or skewed to the 
roadway centerline.  The point at which the top of the structure protrudes from the slope is within 
the clear zone. 
 
1. 12-in. Diameter Culvert.  This type of structure or equivalent pipe-arch culvert should 

include a metal culvert end section as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
2. 15-in. to 60-in. Diameter Culvert, 10-deg Skew or Less.  This type of structure or equivalent 

pipe-arch culvert should be installed with a safety metal culvert end section, or an optional 
grated box end section (GBES), as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  For a site 
with side slopes of 3:1 or steeper, a culvert of 15 in. to 30 in. diameter may include a safety 
metal culvert end section.  For a site with a side slope of 3:1 or steeper, a culvert of 36 in. to 
60 in. diameter may include a safety culvert metal end section or a GBES.  A GBES type I 
should be used at a high-accident location where it is anticipated that a vehicle will most 
likely traverse it based on previous accident experience.  This does not apply to where the 
culvert end is shielded with adequate length to shield the end from an errant vehicle. 

 
3. 15-in. to 60-in. Diameter Culvert, Greater Than 10-deg Skew.  This type of structure or 

equivalent pipe-arch culvert should have a GBES installed perpendicular to the roadway 
centerline as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  This applies except where the 
culvert end is shielded with adequate length to shield the end from an errant vehicle.  A 
large skew may require the use of a GBES that is intended for a larger pipe in order to 
provide an adequate opening in the GBES for the skewed pipe. 

 
 It may be necessary to maintain the direction of flow in a straight line at the inlet and the 

outlet in order to perpetuate the channel flow.  The GBES must be installed parallel to the 
pipe centerline, and the roadway embankment must be warped around the GBES to present 
a smooth slope profile. 

 
4. 66-in. or Larger-Diameter Culvert.  If the point at which the top of this type of culvert, pipe 

structure, or equivalent pipe-arch protrudes from the slope is within the clear zone, shielding 
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should be provided.  See Figure 49-3G, Large-Culvert End within Clear Zone.  If the culvert 
end is outside the clear zone, shielding should be placed to protect an errant motorist from 
the culvert end.  If there is inadequate cover over the culvert to drive guardrail posts, it will 
be necessary to use the detail for shielding over a low-fill culvert as shown in Section 49-
5.05 and the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
5. Pipe in the Median.  The adjoining ends of two transverse culverts in the median between 

divided travelways or between a main road and a frontage road should be connected if the 
ends are within the clear zone.  At a minimum, a pipe in the median should be treated the 
same as described above.  However, a pipe structure of 15 in. through 60 in. diameter should 
have a GBES type I.  A culvert with appropriate sloped grates should be installed in the 
parallel ditch as shown in Figure 49-3H, Culvert End Treatment, Median Section. 

 
6. Box Culvert or Three-Sided Structure.  See Figure 49-3 I, Clear Zone / Barrier at Culvert, 

for acceptable options.  The most cost-effective treatment should be considered. 
 

Removing sections of a box culvert and attaching metal circular or pipe arch adapters, a 
short section of metal culvert, and then a GBES is also an option if the span is less than or 
equal to 5 ft. 

 
 
49-3.04(02)  Drainage Structure Parallel to Roadway Centerline 

 
The following provides the criteria for a drainage structure which is parallel to the roadway 
centerline and is within the clear zone. 
 
1. 12-in. to 60-in. Diameter Culvert in the Median.  This type of pipe structure under a median 

crossover should be end-fitted with GBES type II with a slope satisfying the criteria shown 
in Figure 49-3A, Transverse Slope. 

 

2. 12-in. Diameter Culvert.  This type of pipe structure or equivalent pipe-arch culvert should 
include the metal culvert end section as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
3. 15-in. to 60-in. Diameter Culvert in Side Ditch.  This includes both ends of a culvert 

adjacent to a two-way roadway where both ends are within the clear zone for both the 
adjacent and opposing traffic.  This also includes the end-facing oncoming traffic on the 
outside of a divided highway.  It does not apply to the traffic downstream end of a culvert if 
it is outside the clear zone for opposing traffic.  See Figure 49-3J, Culvert End Treatment, 
Longitudinal Structure. 
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This type of pipe structure should be installed with a safety metal culvert end section.  If a 
10:1 slope is required parallel to the roadway, the 10:1 slope may be warped to match the 
6:1 slope of the safety metal culvert end section.  GBES type II, with a slope as shown in 
Figure 49-3A, should be used at each high-accident location where it is anticipated that a 
vehicle will most likely traverse it based on previous accident experience.  This does not 
apply where the culvert end is shielded with adequate length to shield the end from an errant 
vehicle. 

 
 
49-3.04(03)  Drainage Inlet 

 
The following provides the criteria for the placement of a drainage inlet within the clear zone. 
 
1. General.  A type 7 inlet with vertical projections of 4 in. or greater should not be used in a 

new installation.  An existing type 7 inlet should not be replaced unless its location is 
considered to be a safety hazard. 

 
2. Reconstruction Project.  A type E-7 inlet in a median should not be replaced unless its 

location is considered to be a safety hazard.  The type E-7 inlet should be replaced with an 
acceptable inlet type if the slopes adjacent to it must be re-graded to eliminate a hazardous 
depression.  If an existing type E-7 casting is broken, it should be replaced. 

 
3. New Facility or Reconstruction Project.  Only a type N-12 or P-12A inlet will be permitted, 

as follows: 
 
 a. in a median in advance of the 20:1 slope grading for an attenuation device at a 

median pier or overhead sign structure support; or 
 
 b. in a side ditch in advance of the 20:1 slope grading for a guardrail run that is buried 

in a backslope. 
 
4. Interstate Route.  A type N-12 or P-12A inlet that does not have a 10:1 slope and is parallel 

to the centerline should be replaced with a new 10:1 slope type N-12 or P-12A inlet as 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
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49-3.05  Curbs 

 
49-3.05(01)  General 

 
The use of curbs should be avoided.  However, they can be necessary to control drainage or to 
protect erodible soils.  Section 45-1.05 and the INDOT Standard Drawings provide detailed 
information on the warrants and types of curbs used.  If considering curbing relative to roadside 
safety, the following should be considered. 
 
1. Design Speed.  A facility with a design speed of 50 mph or higher should be designed 

without curbs.  However, if necessary, a 4-in. sloping curb may be used.  A facility with a 
design speed of 45 mph or lower may use either a sloping or vertical curb. 

 
2. Roadside Barrier.  The use of a curb with a roadside barrier is discouraged and, specifically, 

a curb higher than 4 in. should not be used with a barrier.  Terrain conditions between the 
traveled way and a barrier can have significant effects on barrier performance.  Curbs and a 
sloped median (including superelevated section) are two prominent features which deserve 
attention. 

 
3. Redirection.  Curbs offer no safety benefits to vehicular behavior following impact on a 

high-speed roadway.  Therefore, a curb should not be used for the purpose of redirecting an 
errant vehicle. 

 
 
49-3.05(02)  Curbs on a Ramp 

 
Existing curbs on a ramp should be removed and new stabilized shoulders should be constructed.  
Using 16 ft as the pavement width for the ramp, the shoulders should be constructed such that a 4-ft 
desirable, 2.5-ft minimum width stabilized shoulder is on the left side and an 8-ft desirable, 7.5-ft 
minimum width stabilized shoulder is on the right side.  If the existing pavement is more than 16 ft 
in width, that portion of the existing pavement over 16 ft should be considered as part of the 
shoulders.  For a new facility, see Section 48-5.0 and the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
49-3.06  Bridge Pier and Spillslope 

 
49-3.06(01)  New-Construction Project 

 
The following provides the criteria for bridge-pier or spillslope clearance for a new-construction 
project: 
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1. Divided Highway.  The spillslope clearance should be equal to the clear-zone width of the 

approach roadway. 
 
2. Vertical Clearance.  After establishing the clear-zone width beneath an overhead structure, 

the critical vertical clearance must be determined.  A critical vertical clearance of 14 ft 
should be provided at the edge of the clear zone.  The slope between the edge of shoulder 
and the edge of clear zone should not be steeper than 6:1.  If the slope is steeper than 6:1, it 
should be flattened to 6:1 to provide a greater vertical clearance.  See the following 
examples. 

 
 a. Example 1.  A county road crosses over a tangent freeway having a design speed of 

70 mph and a design-year projected AADT of 7500.  From Figure 49-2A, Clear-
Zone Width for New Construction or Reconstruction, the minimum clear-zone 
width to the face of pier or toe of the 2:1 spillslope, assuming a 6:1 approach fill 
slope, is 35 ft.  See Figure 49-3K, Bridge Pier or Spillslope Clearance, New 
Construction, illustration (A).  To maintain a minimum 14-ft vertical clearance at the 
outer edge of the clear zone, the maximum permissible upward slope beyond the 
shoulder is 8:1 (cut section). 

 
b. Example 2.  A county road crosses over a superelevated roadway having a design 

speed of 60 mph, a design-year projected AADT of 1200, and a horizontal curve 
with a 1500-ft radius.  To hold the 14-ft minimum vertical clearance at the outer 
edge of the clear zone, the maximum permissible slope beyond the shoulder line is 
6:1 (upward) and 10:1 (upward) on the high side.  See Figure 49-3K, illustration (B). 

 
  Basic clear-zone width of approach roadway: 
   low side, 6:1 fill = 25 ft  (Figure 49-2A) 
  Basic clear-zone width of approach roadway: 
   high side, 6:1 fill = 25 ft  (Figure 49-2A) 
  Horizontal-curve correction factor = 1.4 (Figure 49-2B) 
  Horizontal clearance to pier or toe of 2:1 spillslope (low side) = 25 ft 
  Horizontal clearance to pier or toe of 2:1 spillslope (high side) 
   = 25 ft x 1.4 = 35 ft 
 

The curve correction factor is applied only to the outside (high side) of a 
horizontal curve. 

 
 2. Shoulder-Pier Clearance.  The use of a shoulder pier should be avoided if possible.  

However, if it is considered necessary, it should be placed as far from the edge of the 
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traveled way as practical and shielded as described in Section 49-5.04, if located 
within the clear zone. 

 
 3. Median Pier.  A median pier should be shielded in accordance with the INDOT 

Standard Drawings. 
 
 
49-3.06(02)  Reconstruction Project 

 
If a pier or a bridge-cone spillslope is within the clear zone, the following procedures apply. 
 
1. Slopewall Set Back 30 ft from Edge of Travel Lane.  Establish the elevation of the bottom 

of the slopewall.  Below this elevation, the upstream bridge cone should be graded at a 
downward slope equal to the slope below the concrete slopewall to the intersection with the 
natural ground.  This slope should be constructed between the edge of the asphalt paved 
apron and as close as practical to the right-of-way line.  The built-up slope should be 
transitioned to the existing ground near the right-of-way line at a 4:1 or flatter slope.  See 
Section 49-3.04 for drainage-structure end-treatment requirements. 

 
 The area between the end of the slopewall, and bounded by the edge of the paved shoulder 

and the base of slopewall, should be paved.  At the downstream end of the paved apron, the 
new embankment should be graded at a 6:1 downward slope to approach the existing 
ground.  Typical details are provided in Figure 49-3L, Treatment at Existing Bridge Cone, 
Slopewall ≥ 30 ft from Travel Lane. 

 
2. Slopewall Set Back Less Than 30 ft from Edge of Travel Lane.  A spillslope located less 

than 30 ft from the travel lane should be graded in accordance with Figure 49-3M, 
Treatment at Existing Bridge Cone, 10 ft ≤ Slopewall < 30 ft from Travel Lane.  The 
upstream bridge cone should be graded at a downward slope to intersect the natural ground.  
This slope should be constructed between the edge of slopewall and as close as practical to 
the right-of-way line; see Figure 49-3M.  The built-up slope should be transitioned to the 
existing ground at a 4:1 or flatter slope.  See Section 49-3.04 for culvert end-treatment 
requirements.  At the downstream end, the embankment should be graded at a 6:1 
downward slope to meet the existing ground. 

 
 
49-3.06(03)  Longitudinal Side-Slope Transition 

 
If it is necessary to transition a side slope, the transition should be made such that the maximum 
longitudinal slope (with regard to the grade line) along the roadside does not does not taper at less 
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than 30:1.  The 30:1 taper should be based on the sideslope elevation differences at the edge of each 
respective clear zone. 
 
For example, a transition may be needed from a 6:1 fill slope to a 6:1 cut slope at a bridge overpass.  
This should be accomplished over a distance calculated as follows: 
 
1. Given:  Design Speed = 70 mph, Design-Year AADT = 7500. 
 
2. Distance to shoulder slope break = 11 ft from edge of traveled way 
 
3. Elevation differential from slope break for 6:1 fill slope at 35 ft is as follows: 
 

  341135
ft  = 

6

 -  

 
4. Elevation differential from slope break for 6:1 cut slope at 35 ft is as follows: 
 

  441135
ft  = 

6

 -  

 
5. Change in elevation along roadside at clear zone limits = 4 ft + 4 ft = 8 ft. 
 
6. Transition distance at 30:1 longitudinal slope = 8 x 30 = 240 ft. 
 
Therefore, the transition from the 6:1 fill slope to the 6:1 cut slope should occur over approximately 
a 240-ft distance along the roadway. 
 
 
49-3.07  Signing, Lighting, or Signalization 

 
The following provides the roadside-safety criteria for a sign support, or lighting or signal pole 
within the clear zone. 
 
1. Exit Sign in Gore Area.  An exit gore sign should be placed in each gore area, though 

outside the paved portion of the gore, on an expressway or freeway as shown on Figure 49-3 
O, Gore-Area Treatment. 

 
2. Breakaway Supports.  The stub of a breakaway sign or lighting support, or substantial 

remains of a barrier end-treatment post, which are intended to remain after the unit has been 
struck, should have a maximum projection of 4 in.  See Figure 49-3P, Breakaway Support 
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Stub Clearance Diagram, or Figure 49-3Q, Light-Standard Treatment, Fill Slope 4:1 or 
Steeper. 

 
3. Ground-Mounted Sign.  Supports for a ground-mounted sign should be breakaway or 

yielding, except those behind an adequate length of barrier to protect an errant motorist from 
the sign support, or those within a sidewalk.  New sign supports behind a barrier should 
have adequate clearance from the back of the barrier post to provide for the barrier’s 
dynamic deflection; see Section 49-4.01(03). 

 
4. Lighting.  A conventional light standard should be breakaway except that within a sidewalk.  

A breakaway light standard (except that shielded by a barrier) should not be placed where 
the opportunity exists for it to be struck more than 9 in. above the normal point of vehicular 
bumper impact.  Normal bumper height is 1.5 ft.  To avoid a light standard being struck at 
an improper height, it should be placed, and the area around it graded, as follows: 

 
 a. Fill Slope Flatter than 6:1.  There are no restrictions on location, nor is special 

grading required.  A light standard should be placed 20 ft from the edge of the travel 
lane or 10 ft from the edge of shoulder. 

 
 b. Fill Slope of 5:1 or 6:1.  Follow the grading plans shown in the INDOT Standard 

Drawings.  A light standard should be placed 20 ft from the edge of the travel lane 
or 10 ft from the edge of shoulder. 

 
 c. Fill Slope of 4:1 or Steeper.  A light standard should be offset 3 ft from the edge of 

shoulder or 12 ft from the edge of the travel lane, whichever is greater.  Grading 
should be provided as shown in Figure 49-3Q. 

 
 d. Cut Slope.  Follow the grading plans shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 

An existing breakaway light standard should be evaluated to determine if it is 
necessary to relocate it, re-grade around its base, or upgrade the breakaway 
mechanism to current AASHTO standards.  The determination of the extent of work 
necessary for treatment of an existing breakaway light standard involves a review of 
a number of variables.  Therefore, this determination must be made by the Highway 
Management Design Division’s Office of Traffic Review.  If Federal-aid funds will 
be used for construction and the project is on the National Highway System and is 
not exempt from FHWA oversight, the FHWA should also be consulted. 
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5. High-Mast Lighting.  High-mast lighting should be placed to provide a desirable clear-zone 
width of 80 ft.  The minimum clear-zone width will be the roadway clear-zone width 
through the area where the high-mast lighting is located. 

 
6. Traffic Signal.  A traffic-signal support for a new-construction or reconstruction project 

should be placed to provide the roadway clear zone through the area where the traffic-signal 
support is located.  However, the following exceptions will apply: 

 
 a. Channelizing Island.  Installation of a signal support in a channelizing island should 

be avoided.  However, if a signal support must be located in a channelizing island, a 
minimum clearance of 30 ft should be provided from all travel lanes (including turn 
lanes) in a rural area.  Such minimum clearance should be provided in an urban area 
where the posted speed limit is 50 mph or higher.  In an urban area where the island 
is bordered by barrier curb and the posted speed limit is 45 mph or lower, a 
minimum clearance of 10 ft should be provided from all travel lanes including turn 
lanes. 

 
 b. Non-Curbed Facility, Posted Speed Limit ≥ 50 mph or AADT > 1500.  Where 

conflicts exist such that the placement of a signal support outside of the clear zone is 
impractical (e.g., conflicts with buried or utility cables), the signal support should be 
located at least 10 ft beyond the outside edge of the shoulder. 

 
 c. Non-Curbed Facility, Posted Speed Limit ≤ 45 mph or AADT ≤ 1500.  Where 

conflicts exist such that the placement of a signal support outside of the clear zone is 
impractical (e.g., conflicts with buried or utility cables), the signal support should be 
located at least 6.5 ft beyond the outside edge of the shoulder. 

 
7. Large Sign.  A large sign of over 50 ft2 in area on slipbase breakaway supports should not be 

placed where the opportunity exists for it to be struck more than 9 in above the normal point 
of vehicular bumper impact.  Normal bumper height is 1.5 ft.  To avoid such a sign being 
struck at an improper height, it should be placed as follows: 

 
 a. Fill Slope 5:1 or Flatter.  The sign should be located a minimum of 30 ft from the 

edge of the travel lane to the nearest edge of the sign. 
 
 b. Fill Slope of 4:1 or Steeper.  The nearest sign edge should be located 6 ft from the 

edge of shoulder or 12 ft from the edge of the travel lane, whichever is greater. 
 
8. Roadside Appurtenances.  Roadside appurtenances such as a large breakaway sign or 

lighting support should not be located in or near the flow line of a ditch.  If these supports 
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are placed on a backslope, they should be offset at least 10 ft up the slope from the bottom 
of the ditch. 

 
Roadway signing and lighting plans for a project are often prepared separately by different 
INDOT designers or consultants.  Therefore it is possible that guardrail, guardrail end treatments, 
impact attenuators, light standards, or breakaway overhead sign supports within the clear zone 
may have been located too close to one another and are therefore clustered at one location.  An 
errant vehicle may have multiple impacts due to this clustering of such devices.  The multiple 
impacts may cause higher G forces than those recommended in National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program Report 350 (NCHRP 350), thus creating a hazardous condition for the 
occupants of the impacting vehicle. 
 
Where the devices are clustered, they should be separated and relocated as far from one another 
as conditions permit to avoid the possibility of multiple impacts to them while ensuring that each 
system performs properly.  For example, guardrail and end treatments may be relocated by 
extending each guardrail run beyond its length of need and then attaching the end treatment to 
the guardrail. 
 
The project manager should coordinate the review of all separately-developed sets of plans with 
the designer of the mother project and the reviewer before the final design stage. 
 
 
49-3.08  Miscellaneous Grading 

 
Considerations to be made regarding grading are as follows: 
 
1. Gore Area.  A gore area should be graded with a slope of not steeper than 10:1 parallel to 

the roadway. 
 
2. Median Cross Slope.  For a reconstruction project, the median cross slope should be 4:1 at 

steepest, but desirably 6:1 or flatter.  For a median cross slope on a new facility, see the 
INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
3. Shoulder Wedge.  On a reconstruction project, a wedge on the outside and inside shoulders 

should be constructed as shown on Figure 49-3R, Shoulder Wedges. 
 
4. Rock Cut.  As indicated in Section 49-3.01(02), a rough rock cut located within the clear 

zone may be considered a roadside hazard.  The following will apply to its treatment. 
 

a. Hazard Identification.  There is no precise method to determine whether or not a 
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rock cut is sufficiently ragged to be considered a roadside hazard.  This will be a 
judgment decision based on each evaluation. 

 
 b. Debris.  A roadside hazard may be identified based on known or potential 

occurrences of rock debris encroaching onto the roadway. 
 
 c. Barrier Warrant.  If the rock cut or rock debris is within the clear zone, a barrier may 

be warranted. 
 
 
49-4.0  ROADSIDE-BARRIER LATERAL OFFSET AND LONGITUDINAL EXTENT 

 
A roadside barrier should be placed to protect an errant vehicle from an obstacle which is within the 
clear zone and cannot be removed, or where described in Section 49-3.0. 
 
 
49-4.01  Lateral Placement 

 
49-4.01(01)  Barrier Offset 

 
Some of the factors to consider in the lateral placement of a roadside barrier include the following: 
 
1. clearance between barrier and hazard being shielded to allow for deflection of the barrier; 
 
2. effects of terrain between the edge of the traveled way and the barrier on an errant vehicle’s 

trajectory; 
 
3. probability of impact with barrier as a function of its distance off the traveled way; 
 
4. flare rate and length of need of transitions and approach barriers; and 
 
5. the need to offset a barrier from the edge of shoulder so that the full shoulder width can be 

used.  For new construction, the desirable offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder 
width.  The minimum offset is 1 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  For a 
reconstruction project, the desirable offset is 2 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  
The minimum offset is 0 ft from the effective usable-shoulder width.  However, if the 
design-year AADT exceeds 100,000, the offset should be 2 ft from the effective usable-
shoulder width. 
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A roadside barrier should be placed as far from the traveled way as conditions permit, thereby 
minimizing the probability of impact with the barrier.  The barrier should be placed beyond the shy 
line offset; see Section 49-4.02(01). 
 
The practicality of offsetting the barrier more than 2 ft beyond the edge of the required shoulder 
width should be evaluated.  This assessment must include a comparison of the additional costs of all 
work such as benching, borrow, or grading needed to construct the flat slopes required to install 
barrier on the embankment, against the reduced cost of installation and maintenance of the lesser 
amount of barrier which will be required by locating it farther from the roadway.  This assessment 
should also consider the location’s accident history and the area’s maintenance records regarding 
the repair of nuisance impacts. 
 
 
49-4.01(02)  Shoulder Section 

 
On an INDOT route, the outside shoulder should be paved to the face of the barrier if such face is 
located 14 ft or less from the edge of the travel lane.  On a local-public-agency route, the shoulder 
section at the barrier location may be designed as follows. 
 
1. Where the face of the barrier is less than 2 ft from the outside edge of the paved shoulder, 

the shoulder should be paved to the face of the barrier. 
 
2. Where the face of the barrier is 2 ft or more from the outside edge of the paved shoulder, the 

width of the paved shoulder may remain the same as in the sections without a barrier. 
 
 
49-4.01(03)  Barrier Deflection 

 
If the width between the front face of a barrier in its correct location and the front face of an isolated 
hazard is less than the dynamic deflection width shown in Figure 49-4A, Barrier Deflections, the 
barrier’s post spacing should be reduced to obtain a dynamic deflection width that is less than the 
width between the front face of the barrier in its correct location and the front face of the isolated 
hazard.  If this is not practical, either the hazard or the barrier should be moved to provide adequate 
deflection width.  A concrete barrier does not deflect. 
 
The deflection widths for nonstandard guardrail type B are provided so that an existing installation 
can be analyzed to determine whether or not the existing deflection width is sufficient. 
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49-4.01(04)  Shoulder- or Embankment-Slope Shielding Limits 

 
The adjacent shoulder slope or embankment slope in front of a semi-rigid roadside barrier should 
desirably be 10:1 or flatter.  Where site conditions dictate, a steeper such slope, though not steeper 
than 6:1, may be provided. 
 
 
49-4.01(05)  Barrier at Curb 

 

A curb in front of a barrier may cause an errant vehicle to vault over, break through, or impact the 
barrier.  However, there has been little research on which to recommend curb geometry or 
placement in the vicinity of a barrier.  For this reason, the best practice is to avoid using a curb in 
the vicinity of a barrier.  If a curb is essential for drainage, its effect can be minimized by using a 
maximum curb height of 4 in. and placing it so that the face of the curb is at or behind the face of 
the barrier. 
 
In an urban situation, the barrier-curb combination should be offset at least the shy-line distance 
from the edge of the travel lane.  This offset may either be continuous (curb with or without barrier) 
or variable as shown in Figure 49-4B, Barrier Placement at Curb.  A continuous offset should be 
used if there are numerous separate runs of barrier along a curb to provide a uniform curb-line 
offset. 
 
Where a barrier is to be installed in the vicinity of an existing curb, the curb should be removed 
unless the barrier can be placed as discussed above. 
 
 
49-4.01(06)  Lateral Placement for Large Drainage Structure on New Alignment, 

Excluding 3R Project 

 

A large drainage structure is defined as that with a clear span of at least 66 in., as measured parallel 
to the roadway centerline, or a three-sided structure. 
 
It is desirable to perpetuate as much of the clear zone as practical through a structure location.  
Where sufficient right-of-way will be acquired to provide the required clear-zone width, a barrier 
system described in Section 49-5.05 may be installed near the clear-zone limits.  This is to shield the 
structure ends which are located within the clear zone, thus maintaining most of the clear zone 
required over the structure.  However, where such barrier system is utilized near the edge of the 
clear zone, it should not be connected to another existing or proposed barrier that is located nearer to 
the pavement. 
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49-4.01(07)  Lateral Placement for Large Drainage Structure on Existing Alignment, or 3R 

Project on New Alignment 

 

Right-of-way may not be sufficient to perpetuate the clear-zone width through the structure 
location.  The barrier should be installed at an offset of up to 2 ft from the edge of shoulder. 
 
 
49-4.02  Barrier Length of Need 

 
Figure 49-4C, Barrier Length of Need, illustrates the total length of need of a barrier, which is based 
on the equation as follows: 
 
 LTOT = LADV + LHAZ + LOPP    [Equation 49-4.1] 
 
 Where: 
 
 LADV = The length of need in advance of the hazard 
 LHAZ = The length of the hazard itself 
 LOPP = The length of the trailing end or length needed to protect traffic in opposing 

lanes. 
 
 
49-4.02(01)  Length of Need in Advance of Hazard for Adjacent Traffic [Rev. Sept. 2011] 

 
Figure 49-4D, Barrier Length of Need in Advance of Hazard, illustrates the variables in the layout 
of an approach barrier to shield an area of concern for adjacent traffic.  A roadside barrier should be 
installed parallel to the roadway.  However, a flared installation may be appropriate where the 
barrier’s end is buried in the backslope.  Figure 49-4E, Design Elements for Barrier Length of Need, 
shows the runout length, LR, and shy line offset, LS, as a function of design year AADT and design 
speed.  Figure 49-4F, Barrier Flare Rates, provides the flare rate, a:b, relative to the shy line.  The 
shy line offset is defined as the distance beyond which a roadside obstacle will not be perceived as a 
threat by a driver.  The barrier should be placed beyond the shy line offset.  For a 3R project, it 
should be placed as described in Section 55-5.04(02). 
 
The following procedures are used to determine the barrier length of need. 
 
1. Graphical Solution, Tangent or Inside Horizontal Curve.  One method of determining the 

length of need is to scale the barrier layout directly on the plan sheets as shown on Figure 
49-4G, Barrier Layout, Bridge Approach.  First, the runout length, LR, is selected from 
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Figure 49-4E.  Then, the lateral distance to be protected is determined by calculating the 
clear-zone width, LC, and comparing it to the lateral distance from the edge of travel lane to 
the outside edge of the hazard, LH.  The lesser of LC or LH is used to calculate the length of 
need, though a wider area may be chosen to be protected.  Next, the runout length, LR, and 
the lateral distance to be protected are scaled on the drawing along the edge of the travel 
lane, and a line is drawn between the lateral point farthest from the edge of the travel lane 
and the end of the runout length farthest from the hazard.  This line simulates the vehicular 
runout path.  To shield the hazard, the barrier installation must intersect this line.  The 
barrier may be either flared or parallel to the roadway as dictated by site conditions. 

 
2. Graphical Solution, Outside Horizontal Curve.  For a length-of-need determination for the 

outside of a horizontal curve, the graphical solution should be used.  The barrier length of 
need is determined by scaling its intercept with the tangential runout path of an encroaching 
vehicle rather than using the approach runout length, LR.  This is illustrated in Figure 49-4H, 
Barrier Layout, Fixed Object on Horizontal Curve.  However, if the runout length measured 
along the edge of the driving lane is shorter than the distance to the tangential runout path 
intercept, the shorter distance should be used. 

 
3. Mathematical Solution, Tangent Section Only.  The required length of need may be 

calculated using the formulas as follows: 1 

 
  For a flared barrier installation: 
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  For a parallel barrier installation: 
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Where: 
 
   X = length of need in advance of the hazard 
   Y = lateral offset to beginning of length of need on a flared barrier 

installation 
 
 Other variables are defined in Figure 49-4D, Barrier Length of Need in Advance of Hazard. 

  
4. Minimum Length of Barrier.  The minimum guardrail length required in advance of a 

hazard should be as shown in Figure 49-4E(1). 
 
5. Guardrail Configuration at Approach to Bridge or Support.  See the following figures to 

determine the guardrail configuration and minimum pay length for each situation listed 
below. 

 
  49-4E(2) Guardrail Configuration for Outside-Shoulder Approach to Bridge 
  49-4E(3) Guardrail Configuration for Median-Shoulder Approach to Bridge 
  49-4E(4) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, 
 Two-Way Roadway, Single Overhead Structure 
  49-4E(5) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, 
 Two-Way Roadway, Twin Overhead Structures 
  49-4E(6) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, 
 One-Way Roadway, Single Overhead Structure, Outside Shoulder 
  49-4E(7) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, 
 One-Way Roadway, Twin Overhead Structure, Outside Shoulder 
  49-4E(8) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, 
 One-Way Roadway, Single Overhead Structures, Median Shoulder 
  49-4E(9) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, 
 One-Way Roadway, Twin Overhead Structures, Median Shoulder 
  49-4E(10) Guardrail Pay Length for Approach to Bridge Support 
 
The LET portion of a guardrail end treatment type OS or MS, shown on Figures 49-4E(2) through 
49-4E(9), should be considered as part of the guardrail length of need as described in Section 49-
8.01(04) item 2. 
 
49-4.02(02)  Length of Need for Opposing Traffic 

 
Figure 49-4 I, Barrier Length Beyond Hazard, 2-Lane Roadway, illustrates the layout variables of 
an approach barrier for opposing traffic.  The length of need and the end of the barrier are 
determined in the same manner as for adjacent traffic, but all lateral dimensions are measured from 
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the edge of the travel lane of the opposing traffic (e.g., from the centerline for a 2-lane roadway).  
For a 2-way divided roadway, the edge of the travel lane for the opposing traffic should be the edge 
of the driving lane on the median side.  If a barrier is necessary to protect traffic in the opposing 
lanes, the minimum length of need is determined as follows: 
 
1. If the design speed is 50 mph or higher, the required length in advance of the hazard for 

opposing traffic will be the greater of the calculated length or 100 ft. 
 
2. If the design speed is 45 mph or lower, the required length of guardrail in advance of the 

hazard for opposing traffic will be the greater of the calculated length or 50 ft. 
 
There are three ranges of clear-zone width, LC, to be considered for an approach barrier for opposing 
traffic.  In analyzing these situations, the type of treatment should be determined for a barrier or 
hazard where the barrier or hazard is just outside the clear zone.  These ranges are as follows: 
 
1. If the barrier is beyond the appropriate clear zone, no additional barrier is required.  

However, a crashworthy end treatment should be considered based upon AADT, distance 
outside the clear zone, and roadway geometrics. 

 
2. If the barrier is within the appropriate clear zone but the hazard is beyond it, no additional 

barrier is required, but a crashworthy end treatment should be used. 
 
3. If the hazard extends well beyond the appropriate clear zone (e.g., a river), the designer may 

choose to shield only that portion which lies within the clear zone, by setting LH equal to LC. 
 
 
49-4.02(03)  Length of Need Beyond Hazard for Divided Highway 

 
Figure 49-4J, Barrier Length Beyond Hazard, Divided Highway, illustrates the procedure for 
determining the length of need beyond the hazard on a divided highway. 
 
A gap of less than approximately 200 ft between barrier installations should be avoided, 
particularly if the cost of the additional barrier is about the same as the cost to install two 
separate end treatments, and access behind the barrier for maintenance or other purposes is not 
required.  See the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide. 
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**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Barrier limits should be shown on the 

Plan and Profile sheets and in the Guardrail Table. 
 

 
 
49-4.02(04)  Length of Need at Outside-Shoulder Bridge Support [Rev. Sept. 2011] 

 
Pier-protection barrier length for the right shoulder of a divided highway, or for both shoulders of a 
2-lane, 2-way highway are based on the clear zone and the lateral location of the pier end relative to 
the clear zone.  Depending on the lateral locations of the pier and the barrier, the barrier should 
either be fastened to the end of the pier or placed in front of the pier.  The location and attachment is 
discussed below. 
 
The additional barrier length required to protect another hazard in the area of the structure, such as a 
slopewall, bridge cone, or drainage structure under the slopewall, is computed separately. 
 
If the conditions described below require calculations to determine the pier-protection barrier 
length, the calculation should consider all hazards adjacent to the pier end.  These requirements 
apply to a pier for a single overhead structure, or twin (side-by-side) overhead structures spanning a 
2-lane, 2-way roadway or divided highway, or tandem (end-to-end) overhead structures spanning a 
divided highway.  The required length of pier-protection barrier is determined in accordance with 
the following: 
 
1. Support Located ≤ 16 ft from Edge of Travel Lane.  The support-shielding barrier is to be 

attached to the upstream traffic end of the support.  The minimum required barrier length is 
shown in Figure 49-4E(1), Minimum Guardrail Length Required in Advance of Hazard. 

 
 The length of need should be calculated using the equations shown in Section 49-4.02 and 

the clear-zone values from Figure 49-2A, Clear-Zone Width for New Construction or 
Reconstruction.  The calculated length should be rounded up to the nearer whole multiple of 
6.25 ft. 

 
 If the support end is located inside the clear zone and the design speed ≥ 50 mph, the 

amount of barrier required should be the greater of the calculated rounded length or 100 ft.  
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If the support end is located inside the clear zone and the design speed ≤ 45 mph, the 
amount of barrier required should be the greater of the calculated rounded length or 50 ft. 

 
2. Support Located > 16 ft from the Edge of Travel Lane.  The barrier length required in 

advance of the support is determined in the same manner as that required for each extended 
hazard along the roadway.  The support-protection barrier should be located between the 
support and the edge of travel lane and as far away from the edge of travel lane as feasible. 

 
 The lateral extent of the support foundation will dictate how close the barrier’s posts can be 

driven to the support face.  The barrier should be located such that the clearances from its 
face to the support face ≥ 4.25 ft and the clearance from its face to the pavement side edge 
of the support foundation ≥ 1.75 ft.  These clearances are needed to permit the barrier to 
deflect upon impact without impacting either the support face or the foundation and to 
permit the driving of the post.  If the clearance from the barrier face to the support face < 
4.25 ft, the post spacing must be reduced in accordance with Figure 49-4A, Barrier 
Deflections.  If the clearance from the barrier face to the support face < 2.75 ft, or the 
clearance from the barrier face to the pavement-side edge of the support foundation < 1.75 
ft, the barrier should be installed in accordance with Item 1. 

 
The required barrier length is shown in Figure 49-4K, Length-of-Need Requirement for Support 
Protection, and is described in Item 1 above.  The barrier length along the face of the outside 
shoulder support or frame bent on a divided roadway should be sufficient to continuously cover the 
full length of the support plus 25 ft.  For twin (in-line) supports, this length should also include the 
gap between the supports. 
 
 
49-4.03  Example Length-of-Need Calculations 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

Example 49-4.1 
 
Given:  Divided-highway structure over stream 
  Design speed = 65 mph 
  AADT = 7000 
  Foreslope = 4:1 
 
Problem: Determine the length of the barrier needed on the shoulder side for the approaching 

end of the structure. 
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Solution: See Figure 49-4L, Barrier Length of Need, Structure-Approach Example 49-4.1 
 
1. From Figure 49-3A, Transverse Slopes, determine clear-zone width, CZ = 46 ft. 
 
2. From Figure 49-4E, Design Elements for Barrier Length of Need, determine runout length, 

LR = 460 ft. 
 
3. To find the point of CZ, first determine the hazard.  In this situation, it is the stream.  An 

errant vehicle must be protected from it. 
 
4. To establish the point of CZ, first determine if the clear zone extends outside the right of 

way.  If it does, the right-of-way line becomes the point of CZ, and where it crosses the top 
of the bank of the stream it becomes the point of CZ. 

 
5. From the point of CZ, draw a line perpendicular to the edge of the travel lane and call this 

point EP. 
 
6. From point EP, scale off distance LR along the travel lane edge and call this point ER. 
 
7. From point ER, to the point of CZ, draw a line. 
 
8. Draw a line along the face of barrier parallel to the centerline from the bridge railing to 

where it crosses the line between ER and the point of CZ.  This is the barrier length of need 
for this particular bridge approach. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
Example 49-4.2 
 
Given:  2-lane highway with high fill 
  Design speed = 60 mph 
  AADT = 7000 
  Right shoulder width = 10 ft 
  Slope in high fill area = 2.5:1 
  Slope at toe of fill = flat 
  Tangent 
  Level Conditions 
 
Problem: Determine the length of barrier needed to protect the fill slope. 
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Solution: See Figure 49-4M, Barrier Length of Need, Fill-Slope Example 49-4.2 
 
1. Determine clear-zone width, CZ, from Figure 49-2A.  CZ = 30 ft based on flat slope at toe of 

fill.  Therefore, adjusted CZ = 30 - 10 shoulder; or 20 ft at toe of slope. 
 
2. Determine runout length from Figure 49-4E; LR = 425 ft. 
 
3. From Figure 49-3B(60), Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-lane, 2-Way Roadway, 60 

mph, determine the location where the barrier should start.  Interpolating between the 6000 
AADT and the 12,000 AADT lines, the fill height = 8.9 ft. 

 
4. At the point where the fill is 8.9 ft high, scale the LR distance to point ER. 
 
5. From point ER to point of CZ, draw a line. 
 
6. Draw a line along the face of barrier parallel to centerline from the point where the fill 

height is 8.9 ft to where it crosses the line, between ER and the point of CZ.  This is the 
length of need required to shield the driver from the fill height. 

 
8. The trailing end of a barrier run is determined in a similar manner, however, CZ is measured 

from the near edge of the opposing travel lane; see Section 49-4.02(02). 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
Example 49-4.3 
 
Given:  Divided highway with large box culvert within clear zone that cannot be extended 

(under fill). 
  Design speed = 65 mph 
  AADT = 7000 
  Foreslope = 5:1 
 
Problem: Determine the length of barrier needed to protect the driver from the culvert end. 
 
Solution: See Figure 49-4N, Barrier Length of Need, Box-Culvert Example 49-4.3 
 
1. Determine clear-zone width from Figure 49-2A; CZ = 38 ft. 
 
2. Determine runout length from Figure 49-4E; LR  = 475 ft. 
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3. Using the end of the wing on the approaching-traffic side of the box culvert, draw a line 
perpendicular to the edge of the travel lane from the point of CZ through the end of the wing 
to the edge of the travel lane and call this point EP. 

 
4. From point EP, scale along the travel lane the distance LR and call this point ER. 
 
5. From point ER to point of CZ, draw a line. 
 
6. Draw a line along the face of barrier parallel to centerline from point EP to where it crosses 

the line, between ER and the point of CZ.  This is the length of need on the approaching-
traffic side. 

 
7. The trailing end of a barrier run for the protection of the box culvert should be extended far 

enough to protect an errant vehicle from any hazard (for this example, a paved side ditch 
type F) when leaving the roadway at a 25-deg angle and missing the end of the barrier.  
Once this point has been established, add an additional 50 ft to establish the strength of the 
guardrail run. 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
 
49-5.0  ROADSIDE-BARRIER APPLICATIONS 

 
The basic parameter for roadside-barrier selection is the National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program Report 350 (NCHRP 350) Test Level (TL) required at the site.  This is a function of the 
following: 
 
1. highway design speed; 
2. adjusted construction-year traffic volume; 
3. barrier offset; 
4. highway geometry (grades, horizontal curvature); 
5. height of bridge deck where applicable; and 
6. type of land use below bridge deck, where applicable. 
 
This Section provides the detailed methodology for determining the Test Level selection for each 
roadside barrier type.  The methodology has been adapted from the AASHTO publication Guide 

Specifications for Bridge Railings.  The Guide Specifications methodology is based on a benefit-
cost analysis which considers occupant safety, vehicular types, highway conditions, and costs.  The 
overall objective is to match each barrier’s Test Level (and therefore costs) to site needs.  Because 
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of the similarities between the potential safety hazards from penetrating a roadside barrier, INDOT 
also applies this methodology to the Test Level selection for a median or shoulder barrier. 
 
The NCHRP 350 Test Levels for roadside barriers used by the Department are described by the 
crash-test criteria shown in Figure 49-5A, NCHRP 350 Test-Level Crash-Test Criteria.  Passage of 
a given crash test consists of a 75-ft length of a given device’s ability to contain and redirect the test 
vehicle such that, after impact and stopping, the vehicle has remained upright and is pointing in its 
original direction in its original traffic lane. 
 
A roadside barrier used on an INDOT-maintained route should be at minimum TL-3.  A TL-4 or 
TL-5 barrier should be used where warranted as described below. 
 
 
49-5.01  Roadside-Barrier Types 

 
The specific types of roadside barriers for each Test Level are described below.  Figure 49-4A, 
Barrier Deflections, provides the deflection distances for these barriers based on post spacing.  The 
desired distance from the face of a roadside barrier to the shoulder breakpoint is 3 ft (1’-5‖ of barrier 
width plus 1’-7‖ behind it).  In a restricted condition, this may be reduced to 1.5 ft. 
 
 
49-5.01(01)  TL-3 Barriers 

 
1. W-Beam Guardrail with Posts Spaced at 6’-3‖.  This barrier is used where the clearance 

between the guardrail face and the fixed object being shielded is 4.25 ft or greater. 
 
2. W-Beam Guardrail with Posts Spaced at 3’-1½‖.  This barrier is used where the clearance 

between the guardrail face and the fixed object being shielded is at least 3.25 ft but less than 
4.25 ft. 

 
3. W-Beam Guardrail with Posts Spaced at 1’-6¾‖.  This barrier is used where the clearance 

between the guardrail face and the fixed object being shielded is at least 2.75 ft but less than 
3.25 ft. 

 
4. Nested W-Beam Guardrail.  This configuration is used at a large drainage structure as 

described in Section 49-5.06.  Nested guardrail at the post spacing listed above is also a TL-
3 barrier. 
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5. Double-Faced W-Beam Guardrail with Posts Spaced at 6’-3‖.  This barrier is used on a 
divided roadway as a median-side bridge-approach guardrail to one of the bridge structures 
in a set of twins. 

 
6. High-Tension Cable-Barrier System (CBS).  A CBS is a flexible median barrier with a 

larger lateral deflection during a vehicle impact than a semi-flexible barrier such as a 
double-faced W-beam or thrie-beam guardrail.  A TL-3 CBS, if warranted, should be 
specified for a non-Interstate route.  Design criteria are provided in Section 49-5.01(04). 

 
 
49-5.01(02)  TL-4 Barriers 

 
1. Concrete Barrier, Shape F, Common Height.  This barrier should be considered on the 

roadside to shield a rigid object where no deflection distance is available. 
 

This barrier is used on an urban freeway where a barrier is required.  If a rigid object is not 
continuous (e.g., bridge support), a half-section barrier may be used.  To provide the 
necessary lateral support, backfill should be provided behind the half-section barrier, or the 
barrier should be tied to a concrete surface with reinforcing steel at its base.  If this is not 
practical, a full-section barrier should be used. 

 
2. Thrie-Beam Guardrail with Posts Spaced at 6’-3‖.  If a deflection distance of at least 3 ft is 

available, this barrier should be considered in one of the following situations. 
 

a. New Facility, Location within the Limits of a Horizontal Curve with a Radius of 
1435 ft or Less.  The conditions which must be satisfied are as follows: 

 

(1) a barrier is warranted; 
(2) design speed is 50 mph or higher; and 
(3) design-year AADT is equal to or greater than 10,000. 

 
b. New Facility, Location on Horizontal Curve with Radius of Greater Than 1435 ft 

or on Tangent Roadway.  The conditions which must be satisfied are as follows: 
 

(1) a barrier is warranted; and 
(2) design-year AADT is equal to or greater than 100,000. 

 
c. 3R or 4R Project, Location within the Limits of a Horizontal Curve with a Radius 

of 1435 ft or Less.  The conditions which must be satisfied are as follows: 
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(1) guardrail is in place and must be moved transversely to accommodate 
lanes or shoulders widened to 3R or 4R standards or horizontal curve 
improved to 3R or 4R standards, and such guardrail is still warranted; 

(2) design speed is 50 mph or higher; and 
(3) design-year AADT is equal to or greater than 10,000. 

 
d. 3R or 4R Project, Location on Horizontal Curve with Radius of Greater Than 

1435 ft or on Tangent Roadway.  The conditions which must be satisfied are as 
follows: 

 
(1) guardrail is in place and must be moved transversely to accommodate 

lanes or shoulders widened to 3R or 4R standards or horizontal curve 
improved to 3R or 4R standards, and such guardrail is still warranted; and 

(2) design-year AADT is equal to or greater than 100,000. 
 

e. Partial 3R Project.  The conditions which must be satisfied are as follows: 
 

(1) guardrail is currently in place; 
(2) guardrail is still warranted; and 
(3) a run of guardrail has been damaged, or gets impacted, on average, two or 

more times per year. 
 

Guardrail impacts should be determined from the reported accident data (for the 
most recent available 3-year period) provided by the Planning Division’s Office 
of Roadway Safety and Mobility.  This information may be unavailable or may 
not indicate an average of at least two impacts per year.  If so, the appropriate 
operations or maintenance personnel should be contacted for information which 
may reveal a history of an average of two or more impacts per year. 

 
Each existing guardrail run of 300 ft or shorter which has been damaged, or gets 
impacted, on average, twice per year should be replaced with thrie-beam 
guardrail.  An undamaged portion of at least 500 ft or longer of an existing W-
beam run should be left in place.  An undamaged portion of an existing W-beam 
run of less than 500 ft between high-impact areas should be replaced with thrie-
beam guardrail. 

 
f. Large Cross-Drainage Structure.  Nested thrie-beam guardrail should be used at a 

large cross-drainage structure where nested guardrail is required, but a TL-4 
device is warranted.  Details for such thrie-beam configuration have not yet been 
developed as INDOT Standard Drawings. 
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Thrie-beam guardrail should be used instead of W-beam guardrail where a curb and 
sidewalk approach a bridge railing. 

 
Thrie-beam guardrail should not be used for approaching a curved guardrail end 
treatment at a drive radius. 

 
3. High-Tension Cable-Barrier System (CBS).  This is the same type of system as described 

in Section 49-5.01(01) item 6.  A TL-4 CBS, if warranted, should be specified for an 
Interstate route.  Design criteria are provided in Section 49-5.01(04). 

 
 
49-5.01(03)  TL-5 Barrier 

 
The only TL-5 barrier used by the Department is the concrete barrier, shape F, truck height.  This 
barrier may be used on the approach to a bridge, where warranted, to contain a large truck which 
can depart from the roadway, resulting in a high risk of loss of life or severe injury to a 
pedestrian or a person in a vehicle on a crossroad or a parallel road. 
 
The TL-5 barrier should be used on the approach to a bridge where all of the following conditions 
exist. 
 
1. The warrants for a TL-5 concrete bridge railing have been satisfied.  See Section 61-6.01. 
 
2. The mainline or ramp has a radius of 1435 ft or less. 
 
3. The design-year AADT of the crossroad or parallel roadway below, which is within 120 ft 

of the edge of the overhead travel lane, is equal or greater than 7,500. 
 
4. The physical characteristics of the roadside are such that an errant truck crashing through a 

TL-3 or TL-4 barrier can be expected to reach the crossroad, parallel roadway, or other 
high-occupancy land use area below. 

 
For an existing facility, accident data should be obtained and analyzed.  If an adverse truck-accident 
history is found, consideration should be given to installing the TL-5 barrier if the listed warrants 
are not satisfied. 
 
Consideration should also be given to installing a TL-5 concrete barrier on each bridge approach of 
a new facility where motorist expectations are violated such as where a steep downgrade or long 
tangent section in advance of a curve over a crossroad will be constructed. 
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The length of need for a TL-5 barrier or TL-3 guardrail before and beyond the bridge is determined 
from the length-of-need equations for roadside barrier (see Section 49-4.02).  The length of the TL-
5 barrier should be based on the barrier length of need or the tangent runout path, whichever is less.  
Where a roadside barrier is warranted beyond the TL-5 concrete barrier, the additional barrier 
should be TL-3.  Where the TL-5 approach barrier is used, it must be tapered down to the common 
height.  Additional TL-3 guardrail beyond the concrete barrier must include a proper guardrail 
transition. 
 
 
49-5.01(04)  High-Tension Cable-Barrier System (CBS) Design Criteria 

 
This positive-protection device should be considered in the median of a high-speed roadway 
where fatal median-crossover crashes have been reported or are anticipated. 
 
1. Warrants.  The lateral deflection of a CBS is 6.6 ft to 9.2 ft.  A CBS may be used in a 

median of at least 36 ft width if the barrier is located close to the center of the median.  It 
should not be located in a ditch bottom or flow line, so as to avoid potential drainage 
problems. 

 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for information on locating a CBS in a median which 
includes a bridge support, existing concrete barrier or guardrail, impact attenuator, or 
other safety hardware. 

 
2. Advantages. 
 

a. A CBS can be installed in an existing median with a minimum of site work as one 
of the most cost-effective choices of median barrier. 

 
The cost of a CBS is almost the same as that of double-faced W-beam guardrail.  
Compared to double-faced W-beam guardrail, the repairs to a CBS are relatively 
simple, faster, and should not require driving posts or replacing rails. 

 
b. Vehicle containment and redirection are effective over a wide range of vehicle 

sizes and installation conditions.  Deceleration forces upon vehicle occupants are 
low. 

 
c. A vehicle impact results in less damage to the vehicle and barrier, and results in 

less injury to vehicle occupants.  The cable often remains at the proper height 
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after an impact that damages several posts.  A CBS can sustain multiple impacts 
and still remain effective. 

 
d. The posts are installed in sleeves in the ground to facilitate removal and 

replacement. 
 

e. Its open design does not generate drifting of sand or snow on or alongside the 
roadway. 

 
f. Once maintenance crews have developed the skills to rapidly repair a CBS, 

maintenance costs can be reduced. 
 
3. Disadvantages. 
 

a. A comparatively long length of CBS is non-functional, and is therefore in need of 
repair following a vehicle impact. 

 
b. A large clear area is needed behind the barrier to accommodate the design lateral 

deflection distance. 
 

c. A CBS has reduced effectiveness on the inside of a horizontal curve. 
 

d. There is little installation tolerance in obtaining the specified barrier height. 
 

e. Maintenance is often required. 
 
4. Design Considerations. 
 

a. Deflection.  A CBS redirects an impacting vehicle after sufficient tension is 
developed in the cable, with the posts in the impact area offering only slight 
resistance.  A deflection distance of 10 ft should be provided.  The clearance 
between the cable and the opposing traffic’s median edge of travel lane should be 
at least 10 ft. 

 
The use of a CBS where it is likely to be impacted frequently, such as on the 
outside of a sharp horizontal curve, is not recommended. 

 
b. Slope Requirement.  A CBS should not be constructed on a slope steeper than 6:1.  

The approach should be relatively flat, without a curb or a ditch. 
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c. Transverse Location in Median.  The post offset from the centerline of a median 
V ditch should desirably be at least 8 ft, or minimally within 1 ft of the centerline.  
The post offset from the edge of a median flat-ditch bottom should desirably be at 
least 8 ft or minimally within 1 ft of the ditch line.  The post offset from the edge 
of paved shoulder should desirably be at least 12 ft to avoid nuisance impacts.  
The desirable conditions described above require a minimum median width of 48 
to 52 ft for proper placement of a CBS assuming that the paved shoulder and flat-
bottom ditch widths are each 4 ft. 

 
d. Line Post and Anchor Foundations.  Each end of a CBS run must be anchored.  

The designer should initially prepare a layout plan and request a geotechnical 
investigation of soil conditions for approximate locations of the safety terminals 
and representative locations of the intermediate line-post foundations.  The 
geotechnical-investigation findings should be incorporated into the contract 
documents.  End-anchor and line-post-foundation sizes are determined by soil 
classification, condition, temperature extremes, etc. 

 
e. Line-Post-Foundation Size.  The foundation for an intermediate line post should 

have a minimum depth of 3.5 ft and a minimum diameter of 14 in., with the 
foundation top flush with the ground level. 

 
f. CBS Run Length.  The recommended minimum run length is 1000 ft.  The 

recommended maximum run length is 10,000 ft between anchors. 
 

The number of median crossovers for emergency vehicles should correspond to 
that required with a concrete or thrie-beam median barrier. 

 
g. Clearance to Rigid Obstacle.  The lateral clearance to a rigid obstacle such as a 

bridge support, sign support, utility pole, tree, etc., should be 10 ft. 
 

h. Placing CBS in the Vicinity of Another Barrier.  If the side slopes are not steeper 
than 6:1 and another barrier is parallel to the roadway, the CBS can be tapered on 
a 50:1 or flatter taper.  The end terminal should be placed behind the other barrier.  
A minimum lateral clearance of 10 ft from the end treatment of the parallel barrier 
is recommended.  If the other barrier is flared, the CBS may be connected to W-
beam or thrie-beam guardrail using an attachment to the guardrail end terminal 
that is available from the manufacturer. 

 
i. Placing CBS in Vicinity of Inlet or Dike.  If a drainage inlet, dike, etc., is 

encountered and cannot be adjusted to the proper grade, the CBS alignment 
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should be gradually transitioned around it to ensure that the correct cable height 
above the ground line will be maintained.  The horizontal transition should be on 
a taper of 50:1 or flatter. 

 
j. CBS at Crossover.  For a CBS termination at a median crossover, the CBS end 

terminal (end anchor) should be located beyond the tangent points of the 
crossover, preferably 3 to 5 ft from the tangent point. 

 
k. Changing Offset of CBS in a Median from Being Closer to One Roadway to 

Being Closer to the Opposing-Traffic Roadway.  If a CBS requires a change of 
lateral offset, the end anchors of the CBS should be overlapped for the minimum 
distance between the anchors in each direction as described below.  The minimum 
distance for the anchor located at the incoming end should be at least the runout 
length, LR, used for calculating the guardrail length of need.  An overlap distance 
of 500 ft should be used for a median width up to 60 ft, a design speed of 70 mph, 
and AADT > 6000.  For the anchor located at the outgoing end, the minimum 
overlap distance should be two times the anchor length.  Changing the lateral 
offset of a CBS at the anchor located at the outgoing end is the preferable method. 

 
l. Locating the End Anchor of CBS in the Vicinity of Impact Attenuator.  If a CBS 

is terminated in the vicinity of an impact attenuator, the entire end-anchor length 
should be located at the distance shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings behind 
and clear of the concrete attenuator pad. 

 
 
49-5.02  Existing Non-NCHRP 350 Guardrail to Remain in Place 

 
Existing non-NCHRP 350 guardrail may be retained, subject to the following conditions. 
 
1. A W-beam back-up plate is required at each W-beam-to-blockout connection where the W-

beam element units are not lapped. 
 
2. The height of guardrail should be a minimum of 2.25 ft with a maximum height of 2.5 ft as 

measured from the top of the W-beam to the ground surface at the face of rail. 
 
3. A rubrail must also be used, including that for a guardrail run with a radius of 50 ft or less. 
 
4. The flat-plate washers should be eliminated from under the head of the bolt holding the W-

beam to the blockout except where washers are needed to transmit the forces in the W-beam 
to the anchor posts to obtain end anchorage.  For example, if both ends of a guardrail run 
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have positive anchorage at a bridge support or through a guardrail end treatment, all of the 
flat-plate washers should be eliminated except those in the transition.  However, if the 
guardrail run ends without a positive connection, anchorage will have to be achieved 
through the last 5 posts and the washers must be left on these posts. 

 
5. It is considered safer for an errant vehicle to traverse an embankment slope as steep as 3:1 at 

any height, than it is for the vehicle to impact a traffic barrier which can shield that slope 
(see Section 49-3.02).  Therefore, on a reconstruction project, it may be necessary to remove 
portions of existing guardrail to be in accordance with to the concept that guardrail should 
be provided only where clearly warranted.  However, on a slope steeper than 4:1, the clear 
runout area shown in Figure 49-2F, Clear-Zone Application for Non-Recoverable Fill 
Slope, must be provided at the toe of slope. 

 
 
49-5.03  Roadside Barrier Requirement at Rock Cut 

 
Where a barrier is required to shield a rock cut, a concrete shape F median barrier as described in 
Section 49-6.02(02) should be placed. 
 
 
49-5.04  Roadside-Barrier Requirements at Bridge Pier 

 
A pier located within the clear zone should be protected with guardrail.  A pier located within 16 ft 
of the edge of the travel lane should be protected with a guardrail transition attached to the pier and 
the required length of guardrail.  A pier located beyond 16 ft but within the clear zone should be 
shielded with either a guardrail transition attached to the pier and the required length of guardrail, or 
a run of guardrail placed in front of the pier, as determined on the field check (see Section 49-3.06).  
See Section 49-8.02 for guardrail-transition information.  Where the run of guardrail is placed in 
front of the pier, the offset between the face of rail and the edge of the travel lane should be made as 
large as practical.  The clearance between the back of the guardrail posts and the pier should be 
checked to satisfy the guardrail-deflection criteria.  Figure 49-3N, Treatment at Existing Bridge 
Cone with Shoulder Pier, provides typical details for shoulder-pier protection. 
 
Where the offset distance between the face of pier and the edge of the travel lane is less than the 
minimum required usable-shoulder width, a design exception will be required for the shoulder 
width, though the pier is protected with guardrail.  A design exception will not be required if the 
face of pier is located beyond the minimum required usable shoulder width, and the guardrail 
transition projects into the shoulder area. 
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The methods of treatment at an existing pier or bridge cone described above and the details shown 
on Figures 49-3L and 49-3M provide satisfactory methods of treatment.  Because actual field 
conditions are variable, each location should be investigated at the field check to determine if 
alternative solutions may be more acceptable. 
 
 
49-5.05  W-Beam Guardrail Over Large Drainage Structure Under Low Fill 

 
A large drainage structure is defined as that with a clear span of at least 66 in., as measured parallel 
to the roadway centerline, or a three-sided structure.  For such structure ends within the clear zone 
which are costly to extend and whose end sections cannot be made traversable, shielding with 
guardrail should be provided to protect an errant motorist from colliding with a structure end.  If the 
structure end is outside the clear zone, guardrail should be placed to protect the errant motorist from 
the structure end. 
 
If there is inadequate cover over the structure to support the guardrail posts, it will be necessary to 
use the details for guardrail installation over a low-fill structure as shown in the INDOT Standard 

Drawings.  For this situation, full embedment of the guardrail posts is often impractical.  The 
locations of the types of standard or modified posts are to be used should be shown on the plans. 
 
Steel or concrete bridge railing in accordance with NCHRP 350 criteria also may be required over a 
low-fill structure where modified guardrail posts cannot be utilized.  An appropriate guardrail-to-
bridge-railing transition should be used. 
 
The nested-guardrail configuration shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings should be used where 
there is inadequate cover for driving full-length guardrail posts.  The configuration may be used 
within a longer run of W-beam guardrail, or may be used alone, depending on the length of 
guardrail need.  This configuration has been crash tested in accordance with NCHRP 350 
requirements, and approved for use by the FHWA on the National Highway System. 
 
The configuration may only be used as one complete 100-ft unit.  The number of modified posts 
should be determined, if they are required, to determine the pay quantity.  The end-treatment 
requirements should also be determined. 
 
The length of need for guardrail in advance of the structure or area of concern should be 
determined as described in Section 49-4.02.  If nested W-beam guardrail is used over the 
structure and is not sufficient for the calculated length of need, additional non-nested W-beam 
guardrail should be provided to satisfy the length-of-need requirement preceding the nested W-
beam guardrail installation as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  If there is a need for 
non-nested W-beam guardrail beyond the nested W-beam guardrail installation, the non-nested 
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W-beam guardrail (minimum length 25 ft) should be connected to the outgoing end of the nested 
W-beam guardrail installation in lieu of the cable-terminal anchor system. 
 
At an installation of guardrail for a large drainage structure on a 4R project constructed on new 
alignment, the shoulder should not be paved to the face of the guardrail.  The standard width of 
stabilized shoulder should be specified. 
 
Where W-beam guardrail is used to shield a structure, the following procedure should be used 
for each combination of overall structure width, W (ft), and depth of cover, C (ft), over the 
structure.  The overall structure width of a large drainage structure is defined as the width out-to-
out of structure parallel to the roadway centerline for a skewed or perpendicular structure. 
 
 
49-5.05(01)  Longitudinal Guardrail Placement 

 
1. W  24 and C < 4.  Use nested guardrail including a 25-ft span over the structure as 

shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
2. 24 < W  60 and 1.5  C < 4.  Use nested guardrail including a 25-ft span over the 

structure, and modified posts for the nested guardrail adjacent to the 25-ft span as shown 
on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The modified posts should be inserted into steel 
tubes, which are embedded into concrete bases.  The concrete post bases should not be 
attached to the structure.  The modified posts with concrete bases should only be used 
over the structure. 

 
3. W Not Limited and 4  C < 5.  Use TL-3 W-beam guardrail with 6-ft length posts at 6.25-

ft spacing over the structure, and 7-ft length posts at 6.25-ft spacing preceding and 
beyond the structure. 

 
4. W Not Limited and C  5.  Use TL-3 W-beam guardrail with 7-ft length posts at 6.25-ft 

spacing. 
 
 
49-5.05(02)  Cable-Terminal Anchor System 

 
The cable-terminal anchor system may be used at the outgoing end of a W-beam guardrail run 
that is not exposed to oncoming traffic.  It may be used as the equivalent of the W-beam 
anchorage guardrail ordinarily required 25 ft beyond the length of need, where space limitations 
do not permit placement of such a guardrail run. 
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49-5.05(03)  Grading Requirements 

 
Grading requirements for a structure carrying a rural divided highway on new alignment with a 
design speed of 70 mph are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  For a different design 
speed, a similar grading configuration should be designed using appropriate design criteria and 
dimensions. 
 
Grading requirements for a structure carrying a highway on existing alignment without regard to 
design speed are also shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings for grading requirements at 
guardrail end treatment. 
 
Guardrail length of need should be based on the clear-zone width. 
 
 
49-5.06  Guardrail at Curb 

 
If 2 ft of embankment (back of guardrail post to shoulder break point) cannot be provided behind a 
guardrail at a curb, nested guardrail should be used.  Therefore, the guardrail post must be driven 
immediately behind the back of curb. 
 
 
49-6.0  MEDIAN BARRIER 

 
49-6.01  Median-Barrier Warrants 

 
A median barrier should be used on a freeway or expressway where the design speed is 50 mph 
or higher, and median crossings are at least 1 mi apart.  If breaks in the median barrier will, on 
average, be less than 1 mile apart, a median barrier should not be installed because of the larger 
number of barrier end treatments required.  The hazards created by the end treatments are greater 
than the benefits derived from using a median barrier. 
 
Figure 49-6A, Median-Barrier Warrants, provides the warranting criteria for median barrier on a 
freeway or other divided highway which has a relatively flat, unobstructed median.  As indicated in 
Figure 49-6A, a median barrier is warranted for combinations of 20-year projected AADT and 
median width that appear within the crosshatched area.  At a low 20-year projected AADT, the 
probability of a vehicle crossing the median is relatively low.  For a relatively wide median, the 
probability of a vehicle crossing the median is relatively low.  These conditions are indicated by the 
shaded area under the curve.  For a 20-year projected AADT less than 20,000 and a median width 
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below the warranting curve, and for a median width 30 ft and below the warranting curve, median-
barrier use is optional. 
 
 
49-6.02  Median-Barrier Types 

 
49-6.02(01)  TL-3 Barrier 

 
A double-faced W-beam guardrail system should be considered where median-barrier use is 
identified as optional as described in Section 49-6.01. 
 
 
49-6.02(02)  TL-4 Barriers 

 
1. Concrete Barrier, Shape F, Common Height of 33 in.  This barrier is used in a paved median 

of 36-ft width or narrower on a non-freeway.  This barrier should be used where the impact 
frequencies are less than those described in Item 2.b. below, as this is a rigid system which 
will negligibly deflect upon impact. 

 
 A modified concrete barrier may be necessary where the median barrier must accommodate 

a fixed object in the median (e.g., bridge pier, sign support).  For details, see the INDOT 

Standard Drawings. 
 
2. Double-Faced Thrie-Beam Guardrail with Posts Spaced at 6’-3‖.  A median barrier must 

have been determined to be warranted as described in Section 49-6.01.  Double-faced 
thrie-beam guardrail should be considered for an unpaved median where the minimum 
distance from the front face of the guardrail to edge of the paved shoulder is 12 ft.  The 
designer should ascertain that the placement of guardrail posts does not interfere with 
sewer pipes, drainage structures, underdrains, etc. 

 
This barrier should be considered where a median barrier has been determined to still be 
warranted, and the following criteria are satisfied. 

 
a. New Facility.  A median barrier is warranted as indicated by Figure 49-6A. 

 
b. Impact Frequency Where No Barrier Currently Exists.  Impact data should be 

researched and applied as follows: 
 

(1) there is an average of 0.50 cross-median crashes per mile per year; or 
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(2) there is an average of 0.11 fatal crashes per mile per year. 
 

c. Impact Frequency Where W-Beam Guardrail Currently Exists.  Researched 
impact data indicate that a particular run of guardrail has been impacted two or 
more times per year. 

 
 
49-6.02(03)  TL-5 Barrier 

 
The only TL-5 barrier is the concrete barrier, shape F, truck height of 45 in.  It should be used on a 
freeway as indicated in Figure 49-6A, Median-Barrier Warrants. 
 
The following procedure should be used to determine if a truck-height median barrier is warranted 
on an expressway. 
 
1. Determine adjustment factors Kg and Kc from Figure 49-6B, Grade Traffic Adjustment 

Factor, Kg, and Curvature Traffic Adjustment Factor, Kc.  Use Ks = 0.7. 
 
2. Calculate the adjusted construction-year AADT by multiplying the construction-year AADT 

shown on the plans (total for both directions) by the three adjustment factors and dividing by 
1000 as shown below. 

 
 Adjusted construction-year AADT = (construction-year AADT shown on plans)(Kg)(Kc)(Ks). 
         1000 

 
3. Enter the Figures 49-6D series, Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection for 

the appropriate design speed, for the type of roadway on which the work is located. 
 
4. Locate the line in the figure that corresponds to the site conditions (% Trk and Edge of 

Travel Lane to Front Face Barrier, L2). 
 
5. Locate the adjusted construction-year AADT range, T, on the table. 
 
6. If the calculated adjusted AADT value from Step 2 exceeds the T range from the figure from 

Step 5, a TL-5 railing or barrier is warranted.  If the adjusted AADT is less, a lower Test 
Level railing or barrier is warranted. 

 
7. If a TL-5 median barrier is warranted, it should be used between logical termini, such as two 

bridge piers. 
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The minimum length of need for a TL-5 concrete barrier in a median can be determined as 
discussed in Section 49-4.02(03).  Other logical points of termination that should be considered 
include bridge pier or parapet, median crossover, or the beginning or end of project location. 
 
This barrier may be warranted where there is a high volume of truck traffic, above deep water, 
on a high-occupancy land use area, on a high fill, across a deep ravine, or for a combination of 
these. 
 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
49-6.03  Example for Determining Median-Barrier Test Level on an Expressway 

 
Example 49-6.1 See Figure 49-6E, Truck-Height Concrete-Median-Barrier Example 49-6.1. 
 
Given:  6-lane divided highway 
  Design speed = 70 mph 
  Construction-year AADT = 8,000 vpd 
  Percent trucks = 10% 
  Median width = 24 ft 
  Median-barrier offset = 11 ft 
  Horizontal curvature = tangent 
  Grade = 3% eastbound, -3% westbound 
 
Problem: Determine whether a TL-4 or TL-5 concrete median barrier is appropriate. 
 
Solution: Eastbound traffic, L2 = 11 ft: 
 
  From Figure 49-6B, Grade Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Kg, and Curvature Traffic-

Adjustment Factor, Kc, Kg = 1.0 and Kc = 1.0. 
From Figure 49-6C, Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Ks, Deck Height and Under-
Structure Shoulder Height Conditions, Ks = 0.7. 

 

  Adjusted construction-year AADT = 6.5
1000

7.00.10.1000,8  

 
 

From Figure 49-6D(65, 70), Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, 
Design Speed 70 mph, for % Trk 10 ≤ % < 15, 7 < L2 ≤ 12, and highway type as 
Divided, the appropriate T range is 2.6 < T ≤ 27.0. 
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The value of 21.0 is within this range; therefore, a TL-4 median barrier may be used, 
and a TL-5 barrier is not required. 

 
  Westbound traffic, L2 = 11 ft: 
 
  From Figure 49-4J, Kg = 1.25 and Kc = 1.0. 
  From Figure 49-4K, Ks = 0.7. 
 

  Adjusted construction-year AADT = 0.7
1000

7/00.125.1000,8  

 
 

From Figure 49-6D(65, 70), for % Trk 10 ≤ % < 15, 7 < L2 ≤ 12, and highway type 
as divided, the appropriate T range is 2.6 < T ≤ 27.0. 

 
The value of 26.25 is within this range; therefore, a TL-4 median barrier may be 
used, and a TL-5 barrier is not required. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
 
49-6.04  Median-Barrier Design 

 
49-6.04(01)  Median Slopes 

 
The slope in front of a median barrier should be 20:1 or flatter.  Where a median barrier is 
warranted, it should be placed such that its effectiveness is not diminished by the severity of the 
median slopes.  This may result in the placement of a median barrier along either or both inside 
shoulders instead of a single barrier along the center of the median. 
 
 
49-6.04(02)  Superelevated Section 

 
Where a median barrier is located on the high side of a superelevated section, its vertical axis of 
symmetry should be at 90 deg to the pavement surface.  On the low side of a curve, the axis of 
symmetry can be either vertical, or at 90 deg to the pavement surface.  See Section 43-3.08 for more 
information on superelevation development with a median barrier. 
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49-6.04(03)  Barrier-Mounted Obstacle 

 
If a truck or bus impacts a median barrier, their high center of gravity may result in a vehicular roll 
angle which may result in the truck or bus impacting an obstacle on top of the barrier (e.g., a 
luminaire support).  If practical, such an obstacle should be moved to the outside, or additional 
distance should be provided between the barrier and obstacle (e.g., a bridge pier). 
 
 
49-6.04(04)  Terminal Treatment 

 
As with a roadside-barrier terminal, a median-barrier terminal also poses a potential roadside hazard 
for a run-off-the-road vehicle.  Therefore, consideration must be given to the selection and 
placement of the terminal end.  See Section 49-8.04 for information on impact attenuators. 
 
 
49-6.04(05)  Concrete-Barrier Height Transition 

 
The truck-height concrete barrier should be tapered down to the common height where barriers of 
the two heights are connected as shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The transition should 
be sloped at 30:1 or flatter.  This taper should be accomplished outside the area where the truck-
height barrier is warranted.  If the truck-height barrier does not connect to the common-height 
concrete barrier, the ends must be tapered down to the common height and terminated with an 
appropriate impact attenuator. 
 
 
49-6.04(06)  Horizontal Sight Distance 

 
The use of a TL-4 or TL-5 barrier may limit stopping sight distance, SSD, on the inside of a 
horizontal curve.  Therefore, the SSD should be checked on a horizontal curve to determine if the 
required SSD is available (see Section 43-4.0).  If SSD requirements are not satisfied, the impacts of 
the reduced SSD on safety should be evaluated, and, if appropriate, a Level One design exception 
should be considered (see Section 40-8.0).  If, for example, safety is significantly reduced, the TL-5 
barrier may not be appropriate. 
 
 
49-6.04(07)  Intersection Sight Distance 

 
The use of a truck-height median barrier may limit intersection sight distance, ISD.  Therefore, 
the ISD should be checked as described in Section 46-10.03.  If ISD requirements cannot be 
satisfied, the barrier height must be tapered to the common height as described in Section 49-
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6.04(05) as it approaches the portion of the barrier to be placed within the sight triangle.  A 
common-height barrier and impact attenuator type SD may be extended into the sight triangle 
outside the limits of a public-road crossover or shoulder, and not beyond the stop line into the 
intersection.  Consideration should be given to the ISD required for a vehicle turning right on a 
red signal indication after stopping. 
 
 
49-6.04(08)  Interchange Entrance Ramp 

 
A motorist entering a freeway needs sufficient sight distance to locate gaps in the traffic stream in 
which to merge.  The presence of a truck-height barrier can interfere with the sighting of an entering 
motorist.  Therefore, the entrance ramp should be checked to ensure that adequate sight distance is 
available for the merge maneuver. 
 
 
49-6.04(09)  Median Barrier with Collector-Distributor Road 

 
A concrete barrier may be warranted between a highway mainline and a collector-distributor road.  
In this situation, a TL-4 concrete barrier should be used because of the importance of sight distance. 
 
 
49-6.04(10)  Temporary Opening in Barrier 

 
A temporary opening may be affected by using a gate device.  Such opening may be used to 
route traffic around an emergency scene.  An emergency opening may be required to route traffic 
around an emergency scene such that the roadway must be temporarily closed.  For this situation, 
a proprietary device may be used to provide a temporary opening.  It may be used in conjunction 
with a concrete median barrier to provide a temporary opening in the barrier for emergency 
vehicles or to temporarily reroute traffic.  The device is opened and closed by means of an 
electronic control mechanism that can be manually overridden during a power failure. 
 
 
49-6.05  Glare Screen 

 
Headlight glare from opposing traffic can be bothersome and distracting.  A glare screen can be 
used in combination with a median barrier to eliminate the problem.  Specific warrants have not yet 
been adopted for the use of a glare screen.  The typical application, however, is on an urban freeway 
with a narrow median and high traffic volume.  Another application is between on/off ramps at an 
interchange where the two ramps adjoin each other.  Here, the sharp radius or curvature and the 
narrow separation may make headlight glare bothersome.  The use of a glare screen should be 
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considered at either of these sites.  A key element warranting its use is the number of public 
complaints received regarding glare for a particular highway section. 
 
The following design criteria should be evaluated for a glare screen. 
 
1. Cutoff Angle.  A glare screen should be designed for a cutoff angle of 20 deg.  This is the 

angle between the median centerline and the line of sight between two vehicles traveling in 
opposite directions.  See Figure 49-6F, Cutoff Angle for Glare Screen.  The glare screen 
should be designed to block the headlights of oncoming vehicles up to the 20-deg cutoff 
angle.  On a horizontal curve, the design cutoff angle should be increased to allow for the 
effect of curvature on headlight direction.  The criterion is as follows: 

 
  Where R = horizontal radius (ft). 
 
2. Horizontal Sight Distance.  A glare screen may reduce the available horizontal sight 

distance.  For a curve to the left, the middle ordinate must be checked to determine if 
adequate stopping sight distance will be available.  See Section 43-4.0. 

 
3. Sag Vertical Curve.  In determining the necessary glare-screen height, the effect of sag 

vertical curvature need not be considered. 
 
4. Height of Eye.  The driver’s eye height is 3.5 ft. 
 
5. Glare-Screen Height.  To determine the appropriate height of the glare screen, NCHRP 

Synthesis 66, Glare Screen Guidelines should be reviewed. 
 
 
49-7.0  PIER OR FRAME-BENT COLLISION WALL 

 
49-7.01  Application 

 
A collision wall should be provided in new-construction or reconstruction work where the traffic 
face of an overhead-structure pier is not completely protected by guardrail or where there is a gap 
between adjacent piers that is not protected by guardrail. 
 

 
R

5731 + 20 = (deg) Angle Cutoff  
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For an overhead-structure frame bent (i.e., pier composed of columns), a collision wall should be 
constructed between the columns.  For twin overhead structures, a collision wall should be 
constructed between the twin frame bents. 
 
Such a wall is required for a shoulder-side or median-side pier or frame bent. 
 
 
49-7.02  Design 

 
The following provides the design criteria for a collision wall. 
 
1. Wall Height and Thickness.  The minimum height above the shoulder or ground surface 

should be 33 in.  The minimum thickness should be equal to the thickness of the adjacent 
piers or bents.  The height should be increased to match the height of the adjacent concrete 
median barrier. 

 
2. Traffic-Face Geometry.  The traffic-side face of the collision wall should be a vertical shape. 
 
3. Footing Design.  The footing should be 4 ft wide by 1 ft thick with the bottom 3 ft below the 

ground line.  A longitudinal keyway is required at the top of the footing.  The width of the 
keyway should be equal to one third the thickness of the wall, a minimum of 6 in., and with 
a depth of 3 in. 

 
4. Reinforcing Steel.  The longitudinal reinforcing steel should be #4 bars at 1’-0‖ spacing, the 

vertical reinforcing steel should be #5 bars at 1’-0‖ spacing, and the horizontal reinforcing 
steel at the top of the wall should be #4 bars at 1’-0‖ spacing. 

 
5. Impact Attenuators for Median Pier or Frame Bent.  An impact attenuator is required at each 

end of a median pier or frame bent for a single overhead structure.  For twin overhead 
structures, an impact attenuator is required at the incoming end of the first structure and the 
outgoing end of the second structure on a divided highway. 

 
6. Existing Collision Wall.  An existing collision wall which is less than 33 in. in height above 

the shoulder or ground should be extended to 33 in. by grouting vertical #5 reinforcing bars 
at 1’-0‖ spacing into the top of the existing wall along both faces and pouring concrete to the 
necessary height. 

 
7. Typical Collision-Wall Detail.  Figure 49-7A illustrates typical details of a new collision 

wall. 
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49-8.0  GUARDRAIL END TREATMENTS, TRANSITIONS, AND IMPACT 

ATTENUATORS 

 
49-8.01  Guardrail End Treatments (GRETs) and Usage 

 
49-8.01(01)  TL-3 Treatments 

 
1. Type OS – Outside Shoulder.  This type of GRET dissipates energy if hit head-on and 

has the ability to redirect an errant vehicle on one side only, where a backside impact is 
not anticipated.  It is used with single-faced guardrail. 

 
2. Type MS – Median Shoulder.  This type of GRET dissipates energy if hit head-on and 

has the ability to redirect an errant vehicle on two sides, where a backside impact is 
anticipated.  It is used with double-faced guardrail. 

 
3. Type II.  This type of GRET is used where a cut slope or backslope above the roadway 

grade is encountered along the roadside.  The details for GRET type II are shown in the 
INDOT Standard Drawings.  GRET type II is used to terminate single-faced guardrail in 
a backslope.  This type redirects an errant vehicle on one side only.  It is acceptable if the 
foreslope on the approach is 4:1 or flatter.  It may be necessary to modify the details on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings to adapt to unique conditions.  A deviation from the 
Standard Drawings should be shown on the plans.  The design characteristics relative to 
guardrail design and embankment slopes shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings 
should be considered in the design. 

 
 Where practical, it is desirable to bury the end of a guardrail run into the backslope.  The 

factors to consider in burying guardrail in a backslope are proper guardrail flare, 
maintaining the proper height of the guardrail, providing proper shoulder, embankment, 
and approach slopes in front of the guardrail, and maintaining drainage. 

 
The design considerations to be evaluated in the selection of a GRET type II are as 
follows: 

 
 a. A minimum 75-ft straight run of W-beam guardrail which may include a guardrail 

transition, is required preceding the area of concern (hazard). 
 
 b. If this 75-ft guardrail run is not adequate, the guardrail run should be extended to 

shield the hazard. 
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 c. The cut slope or backslope should be located laterally approximately 6.5 ft 
minimum and 17 ft maximum from the face of guardrail, at the end of the 75-ft 
guardrail run.  The backslope should be ascertained to extend parallel to the 
roadway for a sufficient distance to bury the end of the GRET type II, otherwise, 
a different type of GRET will be required. 

 
d. The total pay length of GRET type II includes both the WR-beam guardrail run 

and the guardrail-height taper to end anchorage.  This buried-in-backslope 
guardrail end treatment is made up of the components as follows: 

 
(1) The first component is 25 ft of WR-beam guardrail at the specified ratio a:b, 

depending upon the design speed at the specific location. 
 

(2) The length of the second component, which is also WR-beam guardrail, 
varies from 0 to 100 ft to fit field conditions at the specified ratio a:b, 
depending upon the design speed at the specific location. 

 
(3) The third component is 37.5 ft of W-beam guardrail plus the steel-post 

anchor system at the specified ratio of 8:1. 
 

e. For the buried-in-backslope guardrail system to be cost effective, the total length of 
the system should not extend approximately 150 ft beyond the guardrail length of 
need as determined in Section 49-4.02. 

 
 
49-8.01(02)  Non-NCHRP 350 Treatment 

 
GRET type I is a treatment that may be used only on a local-public-agency route or on a local 
approach to an INDOT route, where the design-year AADT < 1000 regardless of the design 
speed.  Double-faced GRET type I may be used in conjunction with a double-faced guardrail 
installation.  GRET type I details are shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings.  This guardrail 
end treatment type shall neither be used on the National Highway System nor an INDOT-
maintained route. 
 
This GRET should be flared.  The embankment in the flared area should be sloped at a 20:1 rate.  If 
the guardrail is on a taper, it is acceptable to continue the buried end on the same taper line without 
offsetting it further, provided the minimum 2-ft offset is obtained. 
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49-8.01(03)  Design Considerations 

 
The considerations which should be evaluated in the design of a GRET or guardrail transition are 
described below. 
 
1. Slopes.  All slopes in the area of a GRET should be graded in accordance with the INDOT 

Standard Drawings. 
 
2. Breakaway-Cable Terminal.  A breakaway-cable terminal end section should be removed 

and replaced with the NCHRP 350 GRET which is suitable for the location. 
 
3. Transition.  A guardrail transition to a bridge pier, bridge railing, etc., should be as shown on 

the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
4. Opening Near a Bridge.  A drive or a county road may intersect the highway a short distance 

from the end of a bridge.  Providing an opening in the guardrail for such an approach should 
be accomplished by using the curved W-beam guardrail terminal or connector system as 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
5. GRET Type OS or MS.  This GRET should be installed in alignment with the guardrail if 

the guardrail run is on a tangent.  For a curved guardrail run, the GRET should be 
constructed along a chord of the curve with the beginning and end of the GRET having the 
same offset from the edge of the travel lane (see Figure 49-8A, Guardrail End Treatment 
Type OS or MS for Curved Guardrail Run). 

 
6. W-Beam Guardrail Buried in Backslope.  Where practical, consideration should be given to 

burying the end of a guardrail run into the backslope.  Further considerations include proper 
guardrail flare, maintaining full design height of guardrail, and providing proper drainage 
and approach-terrain details.  In addition, the following should be considered. 

 
 a. Flare Rate.  The guardrail system should be flared away from the roadway at a rate 

not greater than 15:1 until the guardrail passes the clear zone or the center of the 
ditch, whichever is the greater distance.  At that point, it can then be flared back at 
8:1.  The foreslope in front of the guardrail should be 20:1.  A steeper slope, up to a 
maximum of 10:1, may be used if necessary to allow for ditch grading. 

 
 b. Guardrail Height.  The design height should be maintained across the slope to the 

point where the guardrail passes over the foreslope-backslope intercept.  Where this 
is not practical and if the gap between the ground and the bottom of the W-beam rail 
is 1.75 ft or more, it will be necessary to add a W-beam rubrail.  The rubrail should 
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be added for 50 ft downstream and 25 ft upstream of the area where the gap exceeds 
the 1.25-ft normal height.  The W-beam rubrail should be terminated behind the last 
post, similar to that shown for a guardrail transition type VH on the INDOT 

Standard Drawings. 
 

c. Anchors.  The end of the guardrail buried in the backslope will be anchored with a 
W-beam steel post anchor system as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
d. Transitions.  A foreslope transition zone will be needed to transition from the 

standard ditch cross-section in the cut section to the 10:1 desirable, 6:1 maximum, 
foreslope in front of the guardrail.  The approach slope to the 20:1 cross slope in 
front of the guardrail should be a 30:1 maximum longitudinal slope relative to the 
roadway grade.  The ground can then be warped from the standard ditch cross-
section to the desired 10:1 foreslope in front of the guardrail.  These conditions, if 
satisfied, should minimize the potential for a vehicle to vault over the guardrail or 
for wheels to snag on the guardrail. 

 
e. Drainage.  Where a ditch section providing the recommended guardrail approach 

terrain cannot be constructed without blocking flow in the ditch or where the 
resulting ditch grade is too slight, an acceptable inlet type and an outlet pipe will be 
required to carry the drainage under the guardrail.  Where an inlet is not needed in 
the vicinity of the guardrail because of approach-terrain requirements, there may be 
a need for a drainage structure behind the guardrail in the fill section to prevent 
erosion. 

 
7. Drive-Behind.  If an errant vehicle penetrates the guardrail end treatment section, the 

motorist should be able to guide his or her vehicle down the slope without difficulty.  
Therefore, a minimum recovery area behind the barrier end treatment must be provided.  
This recovery area is shown in Figure 49-8B, Clear Recovery Area Behind Guardrail. 

 
 
49-8.01(04)  Design Procedure  [Rev. Sept. 2011] 

 
After the design of a roadside barrier is completed, including the determination of the barrier 
length of need and the appropriate railing transitions in accordance with Section 49-8.03, it is 
necessary to select the proper GRET. 
 
In order to determine the appropriate GRET type, the following should be considered. 
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1. Relationship of GRET to Traffic.  It must be determined if there will be traffic on one or 
both sides of the guardrail end treatment.  The GRET may be located beyond the outside 
shoulder with traffic passing on one side only, or it may be in a median, gore, or other 
location where traffic passes on two sides.  If all traffic will pass a GRET only on one 
side, the GRET will not require redirective capability on more than one side.  If traffic 
will pass the GRET on two sides, it may be necessary for the GRET to be capable of 
redirecting errant vehicles from two sides. 

 
 a. GRET for Single-Faced Guardrail.  For this situation, the GRET must provide 

redirective capability only on the traffic side.  GRET type OS or type II should be 
selected for this situation. 

 
 b. GRET for Double-Faced Guardrail.  For this situation, the GRET must provide 

redirective capabilities on both sides.  GRET type MS should be selected for this 
situation. 

 
2. Relationship Between GRET and Guardrail Length of Need.  Some GRETs can function 

as typical guardrail as described below. 
 
 a. GRET Type OS.  A 37.5-ft portion of the downstream end of a GRET type OS 

can function as typical guardrail.  It therefore should be considered as part of the 
length of need in advance of the obstruction.  Where GRET type OS is warranted, 
the pay length for the guardrail run is equal to the required length of need for the 
guardrail minus 37.5 ft. 

 
 b. GRET Type MS.  A 12.5-ft portion of the downstream end of a GRET type MS 

can function as typical guardrail.  It therefore should be considered as part of the 
length of need in advance of the obstruction.  Where GRET type MS is warranted, 
the pay length for the guardrail run is equal to the required length of need for the 
guardrail minus 12.5 ft. 

 
 GRET type I or II cannot function as typical guardrail, so no portion of it should be 

considered as part of the guardrail length of need. 
 
 The reduced pay length should be reflected in the guardrail length shown on the plans. 
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49-8.02  Guardrail Transitions and Usage 

 
49-8.02(01)  TL-3 Transitions 

 
1. Type WGB – W-beam, Guardrail to, Bridge railing transition.  This transition type is used 

where the proximity of an intersecting road or drive prevents the proper installation of the 
guardrail transition type TGB described in Section 49-8.02(02).  Where at least one 
transition type WGB is required at a bridge, all bridge-railing ends should use the transition 
type WGB. 

 
2. Type GP – Guardrail to Pier.  This transition is used to connect guardrail to a bridge pier or 

a frame bent. 
 
 
49-8.02(02)  TL-4 Transitions 

 
1. Type TGB – Thrie-beam, Guardrail to, Bridge railing transition. – This is the preferred 

transition.  It should not be used only where an intersecting road or drive prevents the 
placement of a properly designed system.  To use the transition type TGB, there must be 
space to place at least 25 ft of roadside barrier between a curved W-beam guardrail 
connector terminal system or a curved W-beam guardrail system and the beginning of the 
transition. 

 
2. Type WGT – W-beam, Guardrail to, Thrie-beam guardrail transition. 
 

a. Outside Shoulder.  A thrie-beam section must be transitioned to a W-beam section, 
and a guardrail end treatment type OS should be attached to the end of the W-
beam section.  This transition connector is guardrail transition type WGT.  The 
details are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The WGT guardrail 
transition must be used to bring the thrie-beam guardrail to the W-beam guardrail 
height for proper attachment of a guardrail end treatment. 

 
b. Median-Side Shoulder.  Where thrie-beam guardrail is terminated in a median, two 

WGT transitions with staggered posts as shown on the INDOT Standard 

Drawings must be provided unless a median pier or barrier wall, etc., is 
immediately adjacent.  The two WGT guardrail transitions must be used to bring 
the double-faced thrie-beam guardrail to the double-faced W-beam guardrail 
height and width for proper attachment of a guardrail end treatment type MS. 
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49-8.02(03)  Non-NCHRP 350 Transition 

 
Type VH – Vertical Height adjustment – may be used to extend existing non-NCHRP 350 guardrail 
classes Bs, Ds, Es, or Hs if adding new TL-3 guardrail.  This transition involves the vertical 
adjustment of the first 25 ft of existing guardrail adjacent to the new guardrail.  The adjustment 
requires the posts in this 25-ft section to be driven deeper to compensate for the height difference 
between the two guardrail systems, and it also requires the proper termination of the rubrail.  This 
transition is also used where a GRET type MS or OS is being connected to an old railing system.  
To properly specify the required version of this transition, the post spacing of the existing guardrail 
adjacent to the proposed extension must be known. 
 
 
49-8.03  Bridge-Railing Transitions 

 
See Section 61-6.0 for more information on the location and design of a bridge-railing transition and 
its complementary bridge railing. 
 
 
49-8.03(01)  TL-2 Transitions 

 
A TL-2 transition should only be used on a non-INDOT-maintained route not on the National 
Highway System. 
 
1. Type TGS-1 – Transition, Guardrail, Side-mounted, 1 tube.  This transition is used with 

bridge railing type TS-1. 
 
2. Type TPF-2 – Transition, Pedestrian-height, Flush with deck, 2 tubes.  This transition is 

used with bridge railing type PF-2. 
 
3. Type TPS-2 – Transition, Pedestrian-height on, Sidewalk, 2 tubes.  This transition is used 

with bridge railing type PS-2. 
 
4. Type TTX – Transition, TeXas 411 ornamental.  This transition is used with bridge railing 

type TX. 
 
 
49-8.03(02)  TL-4 Transitions 

 
A TL-4 transition should be used on an INDOT-maintained route or the NHS where a TL-5 railing 
and transition is not warranted. 
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1. Type TBC – Thrie-beam, Bridge approach, Common height.  This transition is used with the 

common-height, shape F concrete bridge railing. 
 
2. Type TPF-1 – Transition, Pedestrian-height, Flush with deck, 1 tube.  This transition is used 

with bridge railing type PF-1. 
 
3. Type TPS-1 – Transition, Pedestrian-height on, Sidewalk, 1 tube.  This transition is used 

with bridge railing type PS-1. 
 
4. Type TGT – Thrie-beam, Guardrail, Truck height.  This transition is used with bridge railing 

type CF-1 
 
5. Type TTT, Thrie-beam guardrail, Transition to, Thrie-beam bridge-railing transition.  

This transition connects a bridge-railing transition to the thrie-beam guardrail by 
providing a height-adjustment transition.  The TTT transition details are shown on the 
INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
 
49-8.03(03)  TL-5 Transition 

 
Type TBT – Thrie-beam, Bridge approach, Truck height is used with concrete bridge railing, shape 
F, truck height, and with bridge railing type TR. 
 
 
49-8.04  Impact Attenuators 

 

49-8.04(01)  Types 

 
Impact-attenuator selection design is based on the appropriate Test Level for the design speed of 
the roadway under consideration. 
 
The types of TL-2 or TL-3 impact attenuators are described as follows: 
 
1. Type ED – Energy Dissipation.  This is an energy dissipation device. 
 
2. Type R1 – Redirective 1 side.  This is an energy dissipation device that has redirective 

capability on one side. 
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3. Type R2 – Redirective 2 sides.  This is an energy dissipation device that has redirective 
capability on two sides. 

 
4. Type CR – Clearance Restriction.  This is an energy dissipation device that has 

redirective capability on two sides.  This type is used where there are lateral clearance 
restrictions that make installation and maintenance of the attenuator difficult. 

 
The expected or experienced crash frequency should be considered in attenuator type CR 
selection. 

 
Type CR1 should be specified unless conditions exist as described below. 

 
Type CR2 should only be specified for a location that has been documented for an 
existing alignment, or anticipated for a new alignment, by the appropriate district 
maintenance engineer, to have an impact frequency of 3 or more per year.  A type CR2 
unit is largely self-restoring after a typical impact, and has the ability to partially absorb 
additional impacts that can occur before the unit can be serviced. 

 
The designer should solicit input from the appropriate district maintenance engineer on 
which type of CR attenuator to specify.  Use of a type CR2 attenuator must be authorized 
in writing by the maintenance engineer. 

 
5. Type SD – vertical Sight Distance limitation.  This is an energy dissipation device that 

has redirective capability on two sides.  This type is used at an intersection where there 
can be sight distance limitations if a taller attenuator is used. 

 
If the design speed is 45 mph or lower, the attenuator design should be in accordance with TL-2 

criteria.  A project with a design speed of 50 mph or higher will require an attenuator design 
which should be in accordance with TL-3 criteria.  An attenuator shielding an obstruction located 
between roadway facilities with different design speeds (e.g., gore area) should be in accordance 
with the Test Level requirement for the higher design speed. 
 
An impact attenuator type LS – Low Speed – is a low-speed energy dissipation device that has 
redirective capability on two sides.  This type should be in accordance with TL-1 criteria only.  
Attenuator type LS should be selected for a design speed of 30 mph or lower.  The type SD 
attenuator may also be used in this situation. 
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49-8.04(02)  Design 

 
After the design of a roadside barrier is performed in accordance with Section 49-5.0, it is 
necessary to determine whether there is an obstruction located within the clear zone that is not 
protected.  An obstruction that can be protected by extending a proposed barrier a short distance 
should be protected in this manner.  However, an impact attenuator should be utilized to protect 
an isolated obstruction. 
 
Unless transitioned to a roadside barrier, the end of a truck-height bridge railing should be shielded 
with an appropriate impact attenuator.  This applies whether the end is inside or outside the clear 
zone. 
 
If an impact attenuator is required for a median barrier near an at-grade intersection, intersection 
sight distance should be checked as described in Sections 46-10.03 and 49-6.04(07).  If sight 
distance is inadequate, an impact attenuator type SD should be placed to protect the median-barrier 
end. 
 
Figure 49-8C, Impact-Attenuator Offsets, illustrates common impact-attenuator installations.  The 
D1 dimension shown on the figure determines whether an attenuator is warranted and, if so, 
whether the attenuator requires redirective capability on the side adjacent to the traffic under 
consideration.  The D2 dimension shown on the figure is used to determine whether the attenuator 
requires redirective capability on its backside. 
 
For an obstruction in a gore or other similar area, the offset dimension from the edge of the 
obstruction face to the mainline outside travel lane edge must be compared to the similar 
measurement between the obstruction and the ramp inside travel lane edge.  The smaller of the two 
offsets is defined to be D1 and the larger offset is considered to be D2. 
 
The required attenuator-width designation is based on the width of the obstruction.  The standard 
available widths are as follows. 
 
1. W1.  This attenuator width is required for an obstruction that is not more than 3 ft wide. 
 
2. W2.  This attenuator width is required for an obstruction that is more than 3 ft wide but 

less than or equal to 6 ft wide. 
 
3. W3.  This attenuator width is required for an obstruction that is more than 6 ft wide but 

less than or equal to 8 ft wide. 
 
Impact attenuator type ED is limited to the W1 width only.  A width requirement greater than that 
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provided by width W1 will necessitate the selection of an impact attenuator type R1 or R2. 
 
Impact attenuator type LS is limited to the W1 width only.  A width requirement greater than that 
provided by width W1 will necessitate the selection of an impact attenuator type R2 or CR. 
 
For the terminal end of a concrete median barrier, an impact attenuator type R1 or R2 is used. 
 
For another impact-attenuator type, if the obstruction width is greater than 8 ft, the obstruction 
should be shielded with an attenuator specifically designed for that width, altered so the width is 
less than or equal to 8 ft, or moved to a location where shielding is not required. 
 
Figure 49-8D, Impact-Attenuator Type Determination, illustrates the space requirements for each 
approved impact attenuator.  For a roadway with a shoulder section, the attenuator footprint shown 
on the figure should not encroach onto the usable shoulder, as defined in Chapter 53, 54, or 55, as 
appropriate. 
 
For a roadway with curbs, the attenuator footprint should not encroach onto the 1.5-ft appurtenance-
free zone, as discussed in Section 49-2.03(04).  If the roadway section includes a sidewalk, the 
attenuator footprint should not encroach upon the sidewalk to reduce the remaining sidewalk width 
to less than 4 ft.  An impact attenuator should not be installed behind a curb.  Where necessary for 
drainage, a sloping curb not higher than 4 in. may be used for at least a distance of LR in advance of 
and alongside the attenuator.  If the attenuator footprint violates the encroachment limits described 
above, the obstruction should be shielded with a roadside barrier, altered so the footprint 
encroachment is satisfactory, or moved to a location where shielding is not required.  See Figure 49-
8E, Impact-Attenuator Footprint Requirements. 
 
 
49-8.04(03)  Requirements at a Median Pier 

 
The type of protection required for a pier or frame bent located in a median is determined by the 
configuration of the overhead structure.  The possible overhead-structure configurations are single, 
twin (side-by-side), or tandem (in-line).  The required pier protection is determined as follows and is 
summarized in Figure 49-8F, Pier-Protection Requirements. 
 
1. Single Overhead-Structure Pier or Frame Bent.  The protection required is based on the 

clearance from the face of the pier or frame bent to the median edge of the travel lane. 
 
2. Twin (End-to-End) Overhead-Structure Piers or Frame Bents.  The protection required is 

based on the clearance from the faces of the piers or frame bents to the median edge of the 
travel lane at the outermost ends of the piers or frame bents. 
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3. Tandem (In-Line) Overhead-Structure Pier or Frame Bent.  Due to the bridge-cone location 

behind the median-side pier or frame bent for this type of overhead structure, the pier 
protection should be the same as that required for outside-shoulder location described in 
Section 49-3.06. 

 
 
49-9.0  BRIDGE-RAILING END 

 
49-9.01  Curved W-Beam Guardrail System 

 
The curved W-beam guardrail system is composed of two subsystems.  The first is the curved W-
beam guardrail terminal system, which is used to terminate a guardrail run where the run is 
interrupted by a drive.  The second subsystem is the curved W-beam guardrail connector system, 
which is used to connect guardrail located along a main roadway to guardrail or a guardrail end 
treatment located along an intersecting public-road approach.  Each subsystem includes different 
types which can be specified based upon site conditions. 
 
The area behind the curved W-beam guardrail system should be cleared of all fixed objects which 
constitute hazards as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
49-9.02  Bridge-Railing-End Shielding [Rev. Sept. 2011] 

 
The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications requires that each bridge-railing end be shielded 
from direct collision by traffic.  The type and extent of protection required should be determined 
based on the location of the bridge-railing end relative to the clear zone.  The minimum extent of 
protection should be as shown in Figure 49-4E(1), Minimum Guardrail Length Required in 
Advance of Hazard.  Conditions in an urban area can preclude the protection as shown in Figure 49-
4E(1).  See LRFD Bridge Design Specifications Article 13.7.1.2 and its Commentary for other 
options. 
 
The required length of bridge-approach guardrail, including the guardrail transition, for both 
shoulders of a 2-lane, 2-way highway, or the outside shoulders of a divided highway, is based on the 
clear-zone requirement for the roadway and the design speed.  The calculated length should be 
rounded up to the nearer whole multiple of 6.25 ft.  The length shown in Figure 49-4E(1) is that 
required to shield the end of the bridge railing only and should be considered the minimum 
requirement.  All hazards adjacent to the bridge-railing end should be considered where bridge-
approach-guardrail length is to be determined. 
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49-9.03  Public Road Approach or Drive 

 
Each public road approach or drive that prohibits the installation of the required bridge-approach 
guardrail and guardrail end treatment should be relocated or closed.  Because this will not always be 
practical, each situation must be addressed individually, with emphasis placed on providing the 
maximum protection practical consistent with the restrictions. 
 
The appropriate guardrail layout at, and in advance of, the public-road approach or drive is dictated 
by the control line, which is established by the clear zone and the guardrail runout length, LR. 
 
 
49-9.03(01)  Public-Road Approach 

 
Where a public road approach cannot be relocated, the appropriate curved W-beam guardrail system 
should be specified, in accordance with the INDOT Standard Drawings and the guidelines included 
herein.  A minimum of 25 ft of W-beam guardrail should be provided between the guardrail 
transition type TGB and the curved W-beam guardrail system.  Where this is not practical, a bridge 
railing transition type TBC and a guardrail transition type WGB should be specified instead of the 
type TGB, to connect the concrete bridge railing to the curved W-beam guardrail system. 
 
A curved W-beam guardrail connector type 1 or type 2 should be used depending on the system 
radius required to come in contact with the approach radius.  The following should be considered. 
 
1. Curved W-Beam Guardrail Connector System, End Located At or Beyond the Control Line.  

Where the end of the curved W-beam guardrail connector system is at or beyond the control 
line, as shown in Figure 49-9B, Public-Road-Approach Application At or Beyond the 
Control Line, no additional guardrail is required along the public road approach.  An 
appropriate guardrail end treatment should be used to attach to the end of the curved W-
beam guardrail connector system.  The area in advance of the guardrail, bounded by the 
edge of travel lane and the control line, must be traversable.  The additional grading should 
be shown on the plans. 

 
2. Curved W-Beam Guardrail Connector System, End Located Within the Control Line.  

Where the end of the curved W-beam guardrail connector system is within the control line, 
as shown in Figure 49-9C, Public-Road-Approach Application Within the Control Line, 
additional guardrail will be required from the end of the curved W-beam guardrail connector 
system to the control line, terminated with an appropriate guardrail end treatment. 
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3. Guardrail Requirements for Public-Road Approach.  If additional guardrail is needed to 
satisfy the clear-zone requirements along a public-road approach, this guardrail should 
extend from the end of the curved W-beam guardrail connector system to the point of need 
along the public-road approach and be terminated with an appropriate guardrail end 
treatment. 

 
 
49-9.03(02)  Drive 

 
Except as described below, a curved W-beam guardrail terminal system type 1 or type 4 should be 
used depending on the system radius required to come in contact with the drive radius.  The 
following should be considered. 
 
1. Type 5 Anchor Located At or Beyond the Control Line.  Where the type 5 anchor of the 

curved W-beam guardrail terminal system, as shown in Figure 49-9D, Drive Application At 
or Beyond the Control Line, is at or is entirely beyond the control line, the bridge-approach 
guardrail should be terminated at that point.  However, the area in advance of the guardrail, 
bounded by the edge of travel lane and the control line, must be traversable.  The additional 
grading should also be shown on the plans. 

 
2. Type 5 Anchor Located Partially or Entirely Within the Control Line.  Where the type 5 

anchor of the curved W-beam guardrail terminal system, as shown in Figure 49-9E, Drive 
Application Within the Control Line, is partially or entirely within the control line, the 
guardrail run should be continued on the other side of the drive to the point of need.  This 
will require another curved W-beam guardrail terminal system along the other side of the 
drive, additional W-beam guardrail along the roadway shoulder in advance of the drive, and 
an appropriate guardrail end treatment.  This advance guardrail should be extended from the 
end of the curved W-beam guardrail terminal to the point of need and then connected to the 
guardrail end treatment.  However, if this guardrail length required in advance of the drive is 
less than 100 ft, the guardrail run and curved W-beam guardrail terminal system in advance 
of the drive will not be required.  However, the area in advance of the guardrail, bounded by 
the edge of the travel lane and the control line, must be traversable.  This additional grading 
should be shown on the plans. 

 
3. Restricted Right of Way.  Where the obtainable right of way is insufficient for use of the 

normal configuration, a modified version of the curved W-beam guardrail terminal system 
should be used.  A modified version has shorter legs along the side of the drive and is 
designated as type 2, 3, 5, or 6, as shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Types 2 and 5 
are 6.25 ft (one panel) shorter than the standard version.  Types 3 and 6 are 12.5 ft (two 
panels) shorter than the standard version.  The appropriate type should be chosen based on 
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the system radius required to come in contact with the drive radius and the amount of 
shortening required by the restricted right of way.  The restrictions concerning the location 
of the type 5 anchor and the need for additional guardrail in advance of the drive are still 
applicable to this situation. 

 
Examples of restricted right of way include avoidance of a wetland or other 
environmentally-sensitive area or a lawn.  An example of an area where additional right of 
way should be purchased to avoid removing guardrail panels is agricultural land.  For a 3R 
project, the criteria shown in Section 55-5.04(02) Item 5 should be considered.  The 
guardrail run may be shortened or the guardrail terminal system may be eliminated. 

 
 
49-9.04  Unfavorable Site Conditions 

 
Site conditions will frequently be encountered which prohibit or restrict the use of these treatments.  
The necessary drive or approach relocation, additional right of way, and clearance for each fixed 
obstacle should be obtained to provide the suitable protection.  If these efforts are not practical, a 
project-specific design may be necessary.  The Production Management Division’s Roadway 
Standards Team should be contacted for assistance. 
 
 
49-9.05  Median-Shoulder Bridge-Approach Guardrail Length 

 
The length of median-shoulder bridge-approach guardrail is based on the clear-zone requirements 
for the roadway.  The entire length of the median-shoulder bridge-approach guardrail, exclusive of 
the bridge railing transition type TGB, is double faced.  The required minimum length is shown in 
Figure 49-9F, Median Bridge-Approach Criteria.  The flare and offset shown is the desired layout of 
the guardrail.  The length of bridge-approach guardrail should be recomputed for site conditions 
other than those assumed and listed in Figure 49-9F. 
 
 
49-10.0  GUIDE TO THE ROADSIDE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

 
This Section supplements the information in AASHTO Roadside Design Guide, Appendix A, and 
in the README file of the ROADSIDE computer program.  It provides more detailed information 
and guidance on the use of ROADSIDE and an expanded listing of recommended severity indices 
and an example of a sensitivity analysis. 
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49-10.01  Introduction 

 
The program ROADSIDE is a useful tool for highway engineers making decisions for the design of 
roadsides and the placement of highway hardware.  It aids the designer in selecting an alternative 
treatment which offers the greatest anticipated return for safety benefits for funds expended. 
ROADSIDE is the microcomputer version in the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide, Cost-
Effectiveness Selection Procedure.  The program is written in Quick Basic 4 and is not copyrighted.  
Thus, modifications to the program can be made if the user has an understanding of basic 
programming and the assembled language of the program. 
 
 
49-10.01(01)  Using ROADSIDE 

 
With the computer turned on, insert the ROADSIDE disk into the CD drive.  At the DOS prompt, 
change to the appropriate drive, type ROADSIDE and press Enter. 
 
The program then reads the data files containing the lateral extent of encroachment probabilities and 
displays a note on the screen to that effect. 
 
The Basic Input Data Screen (Figure 49-10A) and global values are then shown, with an inquiry to 
the user regarding the value to be used.  If no changes to the basic input data are desired, type N (no) 
and press Enter.  The severity index versus cost relationship is displayed next for the user's 
information.  Press Enter to continue. 
 
The Variable Input Data Screen (Figure 49-10B) is the last screen displayed.  All data entry occurs 
on this screen.  To enter data, type the appropriate line number from the left-hand margin and press 
Enter.  A new screen will then be displayed showing the current value and asking the user to enter 
the new value for the field in question.  All calculations are automatically made as the user inputs 
values for each variable.  Whenever an input variable is changed, all calculations using that variable 
are automatically made and the new results are displayed. 
 
The Command Menu at the bottom of the Variable Input Data screen identifies the function keys 
listed below that are used in ROADSIDE. 
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49-10.01(02)  Function Keys 

 
The following function keys are used in the program: 
 
1. Function Key 1.  This key will print a copy of the Variable Input Data screen and the 

resultant computations.  The printout contains some information that does not appear on the 
computer screen.  The computer screen was modified so all data entry can be made on a 
single screen. 

 
2. Function Key 2.  This key will store the problem variables and basic input data. 
 
3. Function Key 3.  This key will retrieve a previously stored problem.  The user will be given 

two or three options.  If the problem was stored with the original default values, the user 
may have the problem recalled to the screen using the default data or using the basic input 
data values from the last problem shown on the screen (called the ―current‖ values).  If the 
problem was stored using altered values, then it may be recalled using those values 
(―dataset‖ values), using the ―default‖ values, or using the basic input values that were used 
on the last problem shown on the screen (―current‖ values). 

 
4. Function Key 4.  This key will let the user access the HELP menu which contains detailed 

information on every aspect of ROADSIDE. 
 
5. Function Key 5.  This key will display, and allow the user to change, the basic input (global) 

values. 
 
6. Function Key 6.  This key will display the relationship between severity index and cost as 

derived from the accident costs included in the basic input values. 
 
7. Function Key 7.  This key will list all file names on the ROADSIDE disk. 
 
8. Function Key 8.  This key lists the percentage of accident types included for each severity 

index value. 
 
9. Function Key 9.  This key will, for computers with graphic display capability only, provide 

a sketch of the highway roadside, and hazard parameters.  The ―Print Screen‖ key will allow 
the user to obtain a hard copy of this sketch if a dot matrix printer is used.  A ―daisy wheel‖ 
will not print correctly. 

 
10. Function Key 10.  This key is used to exit the program. No data are stored via this function. 

Data should be stored using Function Key 2. 
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49-10.02  Basic Input Data 

 
The first input screen (Figure 49-10A) shows all default values.  While these numbers represent the 
best judgment of the program developers, the user of this program has the option to change any 
default value as deemed appropriate based on new data or on local conditions.  If no changes are 
made in these variables, the program then prints out accident costs for each severity index based on 
the default accident costs by accident type. 
 
The swath width is the effective width of an encroaching vehicle that is not tracking.  Although this 
width naturally varies depending on vehicular length, width and yaw angle, a width of 12 feet is the 
default value used to represent a typical vehicle.  The yaw angle, shown in Figure 49-10C, is 
defined as the angle between the direction the vehicle is traveling and the direction the vehicle is 
pointing.  This value may be changed if desired, but it is considered both reasonable and 
representative for analysis purposes. 
 
Accident costs are assigned to each of three categories of accidents — fatal, injury and property 
damage only (PDO).  Injury and PDO accidents are further divided into different levels of severity. 
The default values in the program may be changed, but it is recommended that the default values be 
used for lack of more current information.  Accident costs used in economic evaluations differ 
significantly between agencies.  The default values in the model were selected as median values. 
Should they be changed, the values assigned to these, especially fatal accidents, will have a 
significant effect on the numerical values and the calculated cost-benefit ratios, but it will usually 
not change the relative ranking of the alternatives being considered.  The effect of using one set of 
values over another can be assessed using a sensitivity analysis.  This procedure is illustrated with 
the example problem where the same alternatives are analyzed using the default accident costs 
included in Figure 49-10A and with the FHWA-recommended costs from FHWA Technical 
Advisory T 7570.1. 
 
 
49-10.03  Variable Input Data 

 
The second input screen (Figure 49-10B) in the program includes specific roadway and roadside 
characteristics that must be entered by the user.  The program contains Lateral Extent of 
Encroachment Probability tables for 40, 50, 60, and 70 mph, and adjustment coefficients for 
horizontal curvature and grade. 
 
The following subsections describe each of the input data and explain how they are used in this 
program.  Figure 49-10D is provided for quick reference. 
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49-10.03(01)  Title 

 
Each alternative or iteration should be assigned a unique title if it will be saved for later retrieval and 
comparison to other alternatives.  When saving an alternative, a unique file name will also be 
required.  The title and file name need not be the same. 
 
 
49-10.03(02)  Traffic Volume and Growth 

 
Line  Input Data  Units 
2  Traffic Volume  two-way ADT 
  Growth Rate  percent 

 
Enter the current daily 2-way traffic volume and an estimated annual growth rate.  The traffic 
growth rate is entered as a percentage (0 to 10%).  In the absence of other guidance, a traffic-growth 
rate of 2.0% is suggested. 
 
The model assumes the characteristics of the highway facility are uninterrupted flow with no 
interaction among vehicles in the traffic stream.  Once the traffic volume reaches capacity, the 
characteristics change to interrupted flow and the volume-encroachment relationship is no longer 
valid.  Therefore, a default value limits maximum traffic volume to 10,000 vehicles per lane per 
day.  A volume higher than 10,000 is reduced to 10,000 vehicles per lane per day in the first year 
only.  The program does not limit or omit a volume which may exceed 10,000 vehicles per lane per 
day during the remaining project life.  ROADSIDE does not assign traffic to individual lanes on 
multi-lane highways.  This is discussed in Section 49-10.03(03). 
 
A divided-roadway facility will operate at uninterrupted flow except for peak hours.  The 10,000 
limit may be too low because the facility will operate at uninterrupted flow the majority of the time.  
A higher limit of 15,000 vehicles per lane per day may be used for a divided highway. 
 
Traffic volume is a significant factor for determining user costs; therefore, using accurate volumes 
is important.  The growth rate usually does not significantly affect the user and agency costs.  A 
general rate readily available should be used because of this. 
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49-10.03(03)  Roadway Type 

 
Line  Input Data    Units 
3  Roadway Type    undivided (U), divided (D), one-way (O) 

  Lanes of Adjacent Traffic  number of lanes 

  Width of Each Lane   feet 
 
Enter the type of highway being analyzed.  Three options exist — divided, undivided, and one-way. 
For undivided highways, encroachments on one side of the road by both adjacent and opposing 
traffic are calculated.  Encroachments from the opposite direction are not computed on divided and 
one-way highways.  The number of lanes of adjacent traffic and the width of each lane must also be 
entered.  Adjacent traffic is defined as all lanes traveling in the same direction on the roadway next 
to the obstacle.  A 2-lane undivided highway will have one adjacent lane of traffic whereas a 4-lane 
divided highway will have two adjacent lanes. 
 
The obstacle can be located in the median or to the right of the traveled way.  The model does not 
recognize whether the encroachments occur on the inside (median) or outside of the roadway.  The 
user should treat the median as if it is a roadside.  An analysis in the median may also require 
separate program runs so that encroachments are considered from both directions. 
 
The total traffic volume is split equally between both directions of travel, except for one-way 
roadways or ramps.  The directional volume is assigned to the lane closest to the obstacle.  In 
actuality, there is a distribution of total traffic between the travel and passing lanes for a multi-lane 
highway.  Most of the traffic in the travel lane will be an additional 12 feet from a hazard located in 
the median.  Therefore, the number of encroachments may be overestimated for a median-side 
analysis, where the lane closest to the obstacle normally carries lighter traffic volume.  An analysis 
more representative of the actual lane distribution could be obtained by running the program 
separately for each lane.  Figure 49-10E can be used to select approximate lane distributions for 4- 
and 6-lane highways.  With each program run, the only input variables that would change are traffic 
volume and the distance to the obstacle.  An alternative method is to apply the appropriate factor in 
Figure 49-10F and Figure 49-10G; this provides the same answer as the sum of separate program 
runs. 
 
 
49-10.03(04)  Geometric Adjustment Factors 

 

Line  Input Data    Units 
4  Roadway Curvature Adjustment degrees 

  Roadway Grade Adjustment  percent 
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There are two geometric adjustment factors for the encroachment rate.  These are listed below: 
 
1. Roadway Curvature Factor.  Curves to the right (for adjacent traffic) are assigned a (+) sign 

and can increase the basic encroachment rate by a factor of 2 (maximum) for curves of 6 
degrees or sharper.  Curves 3 degrees or flatter do not increase the basic rate. 

 
 A curve to the left (for adjacent traffic) is assigned a (-) sign and can increase the basic 

encroachment rate by a factor of 4 (maximum) for curves of 6 degrees and sharper.  A curve 
of 3 deg or flatter do not change the basic rate.  ROADSIDE selects the appropriate factor 
when the degree of curvature is entered. 

 
2. Roadway Grade Factor.  Negative grade (downgrade) in the direction of adjacent traffic 

increases the basic encroachment rate by a factor of 2 for a 6% or steeper grade.  A 
downgrade of 2% or less does not affect the basic rate.  The appropriate factor is selected 
once the grade is entered by the program user. 

 
 For example, a tangent highway section 1/3 mile in length with 6,000 AADT will have a 

calculated value of 1 encroachment for two years (1/3 mile x 3,000 AADT per direction x 
0.0005 encroachment rate x 2 years = 1).  This is neglecting opposite direction 
encroachments.  If that highway section was on a 6-degree curve with a 6% grade, there 
would be 8 encroachments on the outside downhill curve [4 (curve factor) x 2 (grade factor) 
x 1 encroachment = 8] and 2 encroachments on the inside uphill curve [1 (curve factor) x 2 
(grade factor) x 1 encroachment = 2]. 

 
 
49-10.03(05)  Encroachment Rate 

 
Using the data up to this point (lines 2, 3 and 4), the program automatically computes the total 
number of encroachments.  An encroachment begins when a vehicle leaves the roadway (i.e., 
crosses the edge of the travel lane and/or moves onto the shoulder).  The number of encroachments 
is shown for the total adjacent and opposing traffic (see Figure 49-10B).  Adjustments are made for 
roadway characteristics (horizontal and vertical alignment) which will increase the number of 
encroachments. 
 
The user adjustment factor allows the user to modify the basic rate if there are site specific 
conditions or an accident history that warrant a change.  The user factor can be used to adjust the 
predicted number of encroachments with actual conditions or historical data. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the user factor could be used to adjust for encroachments on multi-lane 
highways.  This saves a step in running the program once versus several times for each lane. 
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Figures 49-10F and 49-10G provide factors to use for analyzing either the median or outside of 
either a 4- or 6-lane highway. 
 
 
49-10.03(06)  Design Speed 

 
Line  Input Data    Units 
6  Design Speed    miles per hour 
 
The design speed of the roadway is used to select a lateral-extent-of-encroachment probability 
curve. Curves for speeds of 40, 50, 60, and 70 mph are used in the program.  For any input speed 
less than 40 mph, the 40-mph curve is used; the 50-mph curve is used for speeds between 40 and 
50; the 60-mph curve is used for speeds between 50 and 60, and the 70-mph curve is used for 
speeds above 60 mph.  These curves assume flat side slopes and underestimate the lateral extent of 
encroachment when slopes steeper than 10:1 exist.  They may also overestimate the lateral distance 
a vehicle is likely to travel on a backslope.  A design speed lower than the posted speed limit should 
not be used.  At site specific locations, generally use speeds that closely approximate the actual or 
anticipated operating speed of the facility.  At certain sites, such as some suburban highway sections 
with large peak hour volumes, the average operating speed may not accurately represent the design 
speed.  In these cases, use the low-volume operating or running speed which represents the most 
likely condition for a single vehicle off roadway accident. 
 
 
49-10.03(07)  Hazard Definition 

 
Line  Input Data      Units 
7  Hazard Offset from Driving Lane   A, feet 

  Hazard Length (parallel to road)   L, feet 

  Hazard Width (perpendicular to road)   W, feet 
 
ROADSIDE defines a roadside hazard as a rectangle that is laterally offset from the edge of the 
driving lane a distance of A feet, is L feet long in the direction of travel, and W feet wide.  The 
hazard can be a bridge pier, a large box culvert inlet and channel, an embankment, or a traffic 
barrier designed to shield a roadside obstacle or non-traversable terrain feature. 
 
Defining the area of concern for multiple obstacles can be difficult.  The program should not be run 
several times for each obstacle and composite costs added.  Such an analysis implies a degree of 
accuracy the model lacks.  In some cases the hazard may be behind another hazard (i.e., trees behind 
traversable ditch, 3:1 slope with trees at bottom, etc).  In some cases there may be multiple hazards 
(trees on slope, culvert outlet on slope, etc).  In defining these hazards, a single program run is 
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accurate enough.  This will require the user to select a rectangle that includes all significant hazards, 
a procedure similar to defining an area of concern for barrier layout (page 5-32, 1988 AASHTO 
Roadside Design Guide).  For varying or multiple offset distances, an average offset distance should 
be used.  The severity index may also need to be adjusted to account for various combinations of 
hazards; see Section 49-10.03(09). 
 
User costs are sensitive to the offset distance and length of obstacle.  The closer to the roadway and 
the longer the obstacle, the bigger the chance for collision.  Agency costs are also sensitive to 
obstacle length. The width of the obstacle does not significantly influence costs. 
 
 
49-10.03(08)  Collision Frequency 

 
Using the data supplied up to this point (lines 2 through 7), the program calculates the collision 
frequency.  Once you have defined an object and determined how far it is from the ETL, the number 
of vehicles which hit the object is automatically calculated.  The expected number of collisions with 
the hazard each year is the summation of collisions into the side, corner and longitudinal face of the 
hazard by adjacent and (where applicable) opposite-direction traffic.  The input screen shows the 
initial collision frequency (impacts per year) for the whole object and for each location on the 
hazard impacted (face, side and corner).  The collision frequency over the life of the project is only 
shown on the output screen. 
 
Collision frequency is basically an accident rate for the object’s exposure, because the number of 
impacts is determined over the length of the object.  For example, a 1,000-ft length of guardrail, 8 ft 
from the ETL on a 6,000 ADT 2-lane roadway, will have an estimated number of 0.22926 impacts 
for the first year.  Over five years, this equates into 1 accident (0.22926 x 5 years) for that 1000-ft 
section of guardrail. 
 
 
49-10.03(09)  Severity Index 

 
Line  Input Data 
9  Severity Index for: 

   upstream side of hazard (SU) 

   downstream side of hazard (SD) 

   upstream corner of hazard (CU) 

   downstream corner of hazard (CD) 

   longitudinal face of hazard (FACE) 
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To convert accidents to costs, a severity index (SI) must be assigned to impacts with the hazard. 
Essentially, assigning a SI to an object is determining the relative cost per accident.  The 
relationship between severity index and the percent accident type is shown on page A-12 of the 
RDG.  For example, assigning a SI of 5.0 for a tree is predicting that resulting impacts will be 8% 
fatalities, 77% injuries, 15% PDO.  Taking each percentage by accident costs (e.g., 8% x $500,000, 
etc.), the predicted cost per accident is $56,535. 
 
ROADSIDE has no capability to select an appropriate SI and is dependent upon the user for this 
information.  The more severe an object (higher SI), the higher the associated accident costs are. 
Once a SI is assigned to an object, the program automatically computes the resultant accident costs. 
 
Impacts into a given object may have different outcomes based on where the vehicle hits.  
Therefore, adjustments can be made for impacts into the side of the hazard, the upstream and 
downstream (for 2-way traffic) corners of the hazard, and the face of the hazard.  These will be 
equal for point objects such as trees and utility poles.  For barriers, the severity of the accident will 
be less for a face impact than for a side or corner hit. 
 
Figures 49-10H through 49-10P have been developed to provide more information to the user. 
Accident data was not used to develop the table.  To determine SI’s from accident records would 
require detailed accident data for each roadside object or obstacle.  Unfortunately, accident reports 
seldom contain all the information needed to identify the object or obstacle struck in detail.  The SI 
is a relative value, rather than an absolute or discrete number.  It does not represent an impact into a 
specific object at the selected design speed, but rather an average estimated impact speed, given the 
selected design speed.  This means that for most features there will be many low-severity accidents 
included.  A low-severity accident is one in which a vehicle is nearly stopped before reaching a 
feature, or strikes it such that its occupants are not seriously injured.  That is why the numbers are 
generally lower than the values in the 1977 Barrier Guide, which represented the severity of crashes 
at 60 mph.  The tables were developed by ranking each common object by speed (e.g., different 
types of guardrail, etc). 
 
The severity indices shown on Figures 49-10H through 49-10P incorporate ranges for each 
obstacle.  The range covers other performance factors beyond those considered in the model.  The 
user should read the information when selecting a value within the range.  The ranking was based 
on the anticipated performance and intuitive judgment from engineers with backgrounds in safety, 
design and research.  Based on historical data of relative relationships (guardrail and slopes, 
guardrail and ditches, etc.), the common objects were then compared to one another and 
adjustments were made as deemed appropriate.  Severity for the sides and corners are assumed to be 
the same values shown for the side.  Both mean that the severity for the face, corner, and side 
impacts are the same.  These objects have also been listed in the RDG Appendix A in order of 
ascending severity for each speed (40, 50, 60, and 70 mph). 
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There are many cases where different obstacles will appear within the clear area.  Each will have its 
own relative severity index (e.g., a tree on a 3:1 slope, headwall and culvert opening, curb and 
guardrail, culvert opening and 4:1 slope).  The severity table could not possibly provide a severity 
index for each situation.  The combination of hazards adds more uncertainty as to the collision 
outcome.  Adjustment to the severity index within the given range or even outside the range may be 
required. 
 
The severity index is a very significant factor in determining user cost.  Designers will need to use 
their best judgment in selecting a value.  The sensitivity of different values should be analyzed for 
their impact on resulting costs.  A sensitivity analysis over a range of values would be appropriate 
because of the variable’s significance.  In any case, the analyst should always apply the test of 
reasonableness to the output of ROADSIDE and be wary of using the results to compromise 
established safety practices or to justify costly or controversial new safety design practices or 
policies. 
 
Actual accident history can be used to determine a cost per accident.  One method for determining 
an average cost per accident is described in FHWA Technical Advisory T 7570.1, dated June 30, 
1988.  By using the SI - accident costs relationship, accident costs could be used to find a SI.  As 
mentioned above in using actual data several gross assumptions need to be made, one of which is 
the model’s prediction of collisions versus reported accidents.  Not all collisions will result in an 
accident.  Vehicles may drive away from an impact to a slope or guardrail.  An adjustment based on 
a ratio of actual accidents to predicted collisions needs to be made on the SI.  Additional 
information in this area is included in Appendix F in TRB Special Report 214. 
 
 
49-10.03(10)  Project Life and Discount Rate 

 
Line Input Data  Units 
10 Project Life  years 

 Discount Rate  percent 

 
The project life of a roadside design is the useful life of the design and is an input value selected by 
the user.  The discount rate is also a basic input to the economic analysis.  Once these variables are 
selected, the program calculates the economic factors needed to complete the analysis.  In the 
absence of other guidance, a discount rate of 4.0% is suggested. 
 
The project life is the time period from construction to replacement of each alternative.  This is also 
called the alternative’s useful life and may have a significant effect on the analysis.  There are many 
situations at a given location where alternatives will have different useful lives.  For consistency it 
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would be desirable to establish a common or national figure for useful lives for each alternative. 
Such values could not be applied at each situation because of the many uncertainties involved.  It is 
recommended that the useful life be established for the analysis by using the best information 
available to an agency.  Typically, 20 years is used; beyond 20 years the accuracy of the predictions 
is difficult to estimate.  A sensitivity analysis can be used to compare different periods of time for a 
given location. 
 
The discount rate usually is not a significant factor in the analysis.  High rates favor future 
investments and low rates favor current investments.  The discount rate is used to reduce various 
costs or benefits to their present worth or uniform annual costs so that the economics of different 
alternatives can be compared.  If the discount rate is set equal to the real interest rate (interest minus 
inflation), reasonable values are in the order of 3 to 5 percent. 
 
 
49-10.03(11)  Highway Agency Costs 

 
Line  Input Data     Units 
11  Installation Cost    dollars 

12  Repair Cost (per accident)   dollars 

13  Routine Maintenance Cost (per year)  dollars 

14  Salvage Value      dollars 
 
The installation (construction), repair, maintenance and salvage value costs are the final basic inputs 
to the program.  Once this information is provided, total present worth and annualized costs and 
highway agency present worth and annualized costs are computed.  This is the output of the 
program, which enables the design engineer to make direct comparisons between several proposed 
alternative safety treatments. 
 
Direct costs include construction, maintenance, repair and salvage.  The most important of these 
costs is construction cost.  Because this is a significant factor, the construction cost used in the 
analysis should be current and can be obtained from the latest INDOT Catalog of Unit Price 

Averages for Roads - Bridges - Traffic.  A sensitivity analysis comparing variations in cost may be 
desirable. 
 
Routine repair costs for a number of different types of barriers, end treatments and crash cushions 
are shown in Figure 49-10Q.  These should be used to estimate the repair costs for these items 
unless better information is available. 
 
Due to subjectivity and difficulty of determining routine maintenance costs and salvage values, the 
user can typically assume these to be $0 (or zero). 
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49-10.04  Analysis Methods 

 
The three common methods used to compare alternative proposals in an economic analysis are as 
follows: 
 
1. comparison of present worth of costs; 
2. comparison of equivalent uniform annual cost; and 
3. benefit/cost ratio. 
 
When properly applied and when the results are properly interpreted, each method will lead to the 
selection of the same project as being the most economically advantageous.  Each alternative must 
be compared with the others to determine the best selection when more than two alternatives are 
being compared. 
 
In the present worth method (PW), the objective is to compare the present worth of all cash flows 
for a selected time period.  The alternative having the minimum present worth is normally the best 
selection.  The present worth represents the sum which would be required in the base year to finance 
all future expenditures (agency and user’s) during the project life.  ROADSIDE automatically 
computes the total present worth for each alternative.  The analysis period for which the present 
worth costs are calculated must be equal for all alternatives. 
 
In the equivalent uniform annual cost method (EUAC), all alternatives are compared on the basis of 
their equivalent uniform annual cost.  The alternative having the minimum total EUAC is most 
often the selection of choice.  ROADSIDE automatically computes the EUAC for each alternative. 
Comparison of alternatives with different analysis periods can be made.  This is assuming 
construction replacement costs are the same in the future. 
 
The benefit/cost ratio method measures the ratio of expected benefits to cost.  These costs are 
usually expressed as a EUAC.  The B/C ratio method is an incremental solution; i.e., it compares the 
differences of a pair of alternatives.  Usually alternatives which include a safety improvement are 
compared with existing conditions (i.e., do nothing).  Benefits are the reduction in accident costs 
(accident costs for do nothing minus accident costs for the improvement).  Costs for the B/C ratio 
would be agency costs for that improvement. 
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49-10.05  Sensitivity Analysis 

 
There are many factors which influence traffic safety policies and the development of safety 
programs.  Rational decision-making processes combined with a cost-effective analysis are of 
crucial importance in the choice between competing social and economic goals.  The cost-effective 
selection procedures provide a basic tool to compare alternative roadside improvements at site-
specific locations.  It was intended for evaluating improvements to either reduce the chances of a 
crash (remove or relocate) or reduce the severity (retrofit or shield).  The decision between doing 
nothing and safety improvements is another question.  Existing policies and standards are the 
overriding force in this area.  ROADSIDE provides a basic tool for comparing alternative 
improvement options at specific locations.  However, it is a probability model and the ranking of 
options should be viewed as a relative ranking only.  Furthermore, the program is extremely 
sensitive to the selection of a severity index and to the costs assigned to each general type of 
accident. 
 
Sensitivity is the relative effect that a variable may have on the decision.  The sensitivity of each 
input variable on the user and agency costs are summarized in Figure 49-10R.  Use of the computer 
program makes it relatively easy to vary an input variable.  It may be desirable to test the effects of 
variations of the significant input variables on the selection of an alternative. 
 
 
49-10.06  Examples 

 
These examples are from the Federal Highway Administration’s August 1991 SUPPLEMENTAL 

INFORMATION FOR USE WITH THE ROADSIDE COMPUTER PROGRAM.  The options 
considered in these examples may not always correspond to those required by INDOT policy. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 49-10.1  Culvert and protruding headwall. 
 
Use the example problem (provided in the AASHTO RDG, Appendix A) and check the effects of 
changing accident costs and severity. 
 
Design options: Option 1 - do nothing 
   Option 2 - shield the culvert 
   Option 3 - extend the culvert 
   Option 4 - modify culvert inlet/outlet 
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Sensitivity Analysis: 
 
1. See how a change in accident costs affects the outcome (RDG default values vs. FHWA T 

7570.1 values) 
 
 FHWA T 7570.1: Fatal accident = $ 1,500,000 
    Injury = $39,000 - $12,000 - $6,000 
    PDO = $2,000 
 
2. See how changes in severity indices affect the outcome (RDG SI values vs. suggested SI 

values in this Section). 
 
Summary: 
 
1. Accident Cost.  Annualized cost using RDG accident cost default values. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $2,060 $0 $2,060 n/a 

Option 2 $858 $392 $1,250 3.1 

Option 3 $225 $625 $850 2.9 

Option 4 $591 $441 $1,032 3.3 

 
 Annualized Cost for FHWA T 7570.1 accident cost values. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $4,966 $0 $4,966 n/a 

Option 2 $1,661 $392 $2,053 8.4 

Option 3 $542 $625 $1,167 7.1 

Option 4 $1,240 $441 $1,681 8.4 

 
Discussion: 
 
 The sensitivity analysis shows that increasing the accident cost would increase the benefit-

cost (B/C) ratio 2 to 3 times.  The benefit (reduced accidents from existing condition - 
Option 1) increases for each option because of the higher relative accident cost.  In most 
cases, using a higher accident cost will not change the order of which option has the highest 
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B/C ratio, but the B/C ratio may change significantly for an object with a high severity 
index.  The example problem shows Option 4 has the highest B/C ratio when using default 
accident values but, when the accident costs are increased, both Option 4 and Option 2 have 
the same B/C ratio.  The two options in either case are close enough that there is no clear cut 
answer.  In fact, if another analysis method is used, equivalent uniform annualized cost 
(EUAC), Option 3 is the best choice.  The user should be aware that a change in any of the 
input variables may alter the order of which option has the best B/C ratio.  In making a 
decision, the analyst should obtain more information about existing practices and constraints 
of each option.  Selection of the best option should be based on results of the model, 
additional information and good engineering judgment. 

 
2. Severity Indices.  RDG SI values in example/modified SI values in this Section (using RDG 

default accident cost). 
 
 

Impact Location Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 

Upstream side 5.5/5.4 3.0/3.4 5.5/5.4 4.0/3.2 

Downstream side 5.5/5.4 3.0/3.4 5.5/5.4 4.0/3.2 

Upstream corner 6.0/5.5 3.0/3.4 6.0/5.4 4.0/3.2 

Downstream corner 6.0/5.5 3.0/3.4 6.0/5.4 4.0/3.2 

Face 4.8/4.2 2.7/3.2 4.8/4.2 4.0/3.2 

 
SI Selection: 
 
 Option 1 - Side:  high-range of culvert >3 feet 
    Corner:  mid-range projecting headwall >10 inches 
    Face:  high-range of vertical wall 
 Option 2 - Side and corner:  low-range of BCT 
    Face:  low-range W-beam guardrail 
 Option 3 - Side and corner:  high-range of culvert >3 feet 
    Face:  high-range of vertical wall 
 Option 4 - Side, corner and face:  slightly higher than high range for a 4:1 slope (10-

ft embankment) 
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Annualized cost using different severity indices (RDG accident cost values). 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $1,629     $0 $1,629 n/a 

Option 2 $1,395 $392 $1,787 0.6 

Option 3 $167 $625 $792 2.3 

Option 4 $310 $441 $751 3.0 

 
Discussion: 
 
 In changing from the RDG SI values to the modified SI values, the following changes occur 

— Option 2 (shield) drops from a B/C ratio of 3.1 to be less cost-effective than the do-
nothing option, Option 3 (extend) drops from a B/C ratio of 2.9 to 2.3; Option 4 (modify 
opening) drops from a B/C ratio of 3.3 to 3.0.  Option 4 has the lowest EUAC of $751. 
Option 2 (barrier) has a larger exposure area than the existing conditions and, therefore, the 
calculated number of accidents will increase.  Although the severity of the barrier is less 
than the existing culvert opening, the severity reduction is not enough to make the installing 
barrier cost-effective.  If FHWA accident costs are used, the B/C ratio for Option 1 (barrier) 
is 2.6, Option 3 (extend) is 5.6, and Option 4 (modify opening) is 7.3. 

 
 Option 4 (modified opening) appears to be the best alternative.  Constraints for this option 

include high potential for debris accumulation impeding water flow, soil erosion around the 
opening, and clear recovery area at the bottom of the slope.  In selecting Option 3 (extend to 
clear zone), safety hazards should not be built into or around the new location 
(depressions, pockets, raised headwalls, humps, etc).  Although Option 2 (shield with 
barrier) does not appear cost effective, barrier should be installed as a minimum if 
existing policies or practices dictate. 
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Example 49-10.2  Bridge Pier in Median. 
 
Given:  AADT = 30,000 with a 50% directional distribution 
  Growth = 4% 
  Design speed = 70 mph 
  4-lane divided highway/tangent section 
 
Design options: Option 1 - no protection 
   Option 2 - W-beam guardrail with bullnose 
   Option 3 - concrete safety shape with tapered end section 
   Option 4 - concrete safety shape with sand barrels 
 
Assumptions: 
 
 Use FHWA T 7570.1 accident cost 
 Project life = 20 years - 10 years for gravel barrels (Option 4) 
 Discount rate = 4% 
 No salvage value, except concrete safety shape (Option 4) where salvage value is 

approximately equal to new installation cost 
 
Sensitivity Analysis: 
 
1. See how changes to accommodate lane distribution affect the outcome. 
 
 a. without lane distribution 
 
 b. with lane distribution - run program separately for each lane (Figure 49-10E); 
 c. use 30%-70% lane distribution; 4,500 (median lane) - 10,500 (right lane); 
 
 d. with lane distribution - run program with user factor adjustment; 
 
 e. use 0.62 (between 0.64 and 0.60 in Figure 49-10F). 
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Calculations: 
 

Input Variable Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 

Lateral distance (A) 35′ 29′ 34′ 28′ 

Long. length (L) 50′ 130′ 210′ 100′ 

Width (W) 3′ 15′ 5′ 15′ 

Installation cost $0 $10,000 $7,000 $17,000 

Repair cost $0 $100/acc $0 $1000/acc 

Maintenance cost $0 $20/year $10/year $100/year 

Salvage value $0 $0 $0 $5,000 

Severity index (face) 6.5 4.0 3.8 3.8 

Severity index (side) 6.5 4.6 4.8 3.3 

 
Summary: 
 
 Annualized cost without accommodating for lane distribution. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $24,486 $0 $24,486 n/a 

Option 2 $12,154 $1,528 $13,682 8.1 

Option 3 $10,938 $1,050 $11,988 12.9 

Option 4 $5,154 $3,614 $8,768 5.4 

 
 Annualized cost with lane distribution - program run separately for each lane. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $15,946 $0 $15,946 n/a 

Option 2 $8,012 $1,528 $9,540 5.2 

Option 3 $7,152 $1,050 $8,202 8.4 

Option 4 $3,426 $3,576 $7,002 3.5 
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 Annualized cost with lane distribution - adjusting with user factor. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $15,180 $0 $15,180 n/a 

Option 2 $7,536 $1,522 $9,058 5.0 

Option 3 $6,780 $1,050 $7,830 8.0 

Option 4 $3,174 $3,594 $6,768 3.3 

 
Discussion: 
 
 Accident, agency and total equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) are shown for each 

option.  The B/C ratios compared with no protection (Option 1) are also shown.  The 
computer printout shows agency and accident cost for one direction.  These costs are 
doubled assuming the other side of the piers are treated the same for both directions and the 
piers are in the center of the median. 

 
 Changing the analysis method to accommodate lane distribution lowers the B/C ratio for 

each option.  The accident and agency costs are higher without lane distribution, because the 
model assigns 15,000 ADT to the lane closest to the obstacle (in this case the median lane).  
In adjusting for lane distribution, the EUAC are lower because most of the traffic will be in 
the right lane.  This is an additional 12 feet further and therefore less probable of reaching 
the obstacle.  EUAC and B/C ratios are slightly different between the user factor method 
and running the program separately for each lane.  The analyst could easily check the 
sensitivity between methods by changing the user factor.  The range would vary between 
running the model without lane distribution (user factor = 1.0) and with the lane distribution 
(user factor = value in Figures 49-10F and 49-10G). 

 
 All three improvements are cost effective compared with the no-protection alternative. 

Option 3 (concrete safety shape with tapered end section) has the highest B/C ratio.  Option 
4 (concrete safety shape with sand barrels) has the lowest EUAC.  Each of these options 
may have other advantages and disadvantages which should be investigated before making 
the final decision. 
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Example 49-10.3  Ditch Along Roadside of 4-Lane Divided Highway 
 
Determine the most cost-effective alternative. 
 
Given:  AADT = 13,000 with a 50% directional distribution 
  Growth = 2% 
  Design speed = 70 mph 
  4-lane divided highway/tangent section 
 
Design options: Option 1- no protection 
   Option 2- W-beam guardrail 
   Option 3- install pipe and re-grade to 6:1/6:1 ditch section 
 
Assumptions:  Use FHWA T 7570.1 accident costs 
   Project life = 20 years 
   Discount rate = 4% 
   No salvage value 
   User factor 0.89 to accommodate lane distribution 
 
Sensitivity Analysis: 
 
1. Maintenance has pipe in stock and can do Option 3 with a 20% savings.  See how a change 

in installation cost affects the outcome (Option 3a). 
 
2. See how a change in accident cost affects the outcome (RDG default values - FHWA T 

7570.1). 
 

Input Variable Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

Lateral Distance (A) 35′ 29′ 34′ 

Long. Length (L) 50′ 130′ 210′ 

Width (W) 3′ 15′ 5′ 

Installation Cost $0 $10,000 $7,000 

Repair Cost $0 $100/acc $0 

Maintenance Cost $0 $20/year $10/year 

Severity Index (Face) 6.5 4.3 4.3 

Severity Index (Side) 6.5 4.8 4.8 
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Summary: Annualized cost - FHWA T 7570.1 accident costs. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $3,913 $0 $3,913 n/a 

Option 2 $2,507 $759 $3,266 1.9 

Option 3 $2,410 $525 $2,935 2.9 

Option 4 $2,410 $422 $2,832 3.6 

 
  Annualized cost - RDG accident costs. 
 

Alternatives Accident Cost Agency Cost Total Cost B/C Ratio 

Option 1 $1,581 $0 $1,581 n/a 

Option 2 $1,117 $759 $1,875 0.6 

Option 3 $1,081 $525 $1,606 1.0 

Option 4 $1,081 $422 $1,503 1.2 

 
Discussion: 
 
 In changing from the FHWA T 7570.1 accident costs to the RDG accident costs, the 

following occurs: The decrease in the accident cost decreases the benefit-cost ratio by a 
factor of 3.  The benefit (reduced accidents from existing condition - Option 1) decreases for 
each option because of the lower relative accident cost.  In most cases, using a lower 
accident cost will not change the order of which option has the highest B/C ratio, but the 
B/C ratio may change significantly for an object with a high severity index.  In this case, 
Option 3a has the highest B/C ratio with either set of accident costs. 

 
 If the equivalent uniform annualized cost (EUAC) method is used, Option 3a is still the best 

choice.  In fact, using the RDG accident costs, Options 2 and 3 are both less desirable than 
Option 1.  Only Option 3a has an EUAC less than Option 1. 

 
 As mentioned in the previous examples, each option may have other advantages and 

disadvantages that should be studied before making the final decision.  Selection of the best 
option should be based on the results of the model, additional information and good 
engineering judgment. 
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* * * * * * * * * * 
 

 

49-10.07  Application of ROADSIDE to Non-Level Roadsides (Slope Correction for Cost-

Effectiveness Calculations) 

 
Figure 49-2A provides the recommended clear zone ranges for various design speeds and for 
various side slope conditions.  It also recommends different ranges for various traffic volumes, but 
this is a cost-effectiveness consideration rather than a safety need. 
 
Using the information, a series of factors have been developed to input into the ROADSIDE 
computer program to better describe the effective lateral clearance (the ―A‖ dimension). 
 
It would then seem logical that, to achieve the same degree of safety and probability of accidents, 
the relationship between required clear zone distances could be used to develop factors to be 
multiplied to the actual lateral offset distance to derive the effective lateral clearance. 
 
Assuming that the ROADSIDE program assumes a relatively flat side slope, the ―flatter than 
6:1‖ columns would have a correction factor of 1.0.  The values in the other columns would 
become the denominators, and the values in the ―flatter than 6:1‖ columns would become the 
numerators.  The resulting fraction would be the factor to multiply the actual lateral clearance by 
to get the effective clearance. 
 
Using the methodology described above, the factors become the following: 
 

Clear Zone Adjustment Factors 

Design 
Speed 

Cut Slopes Fill Slopes 

3:1 4:1 5:1 6:1 
Flatter 

Than 6:1 
6:1 5:1 4:1 

≤ 40 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.93 0.93 0.81 

45-50 1.23 1.14 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.89 0.80 0.62 

55 1.33 1.25 1.11 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.91 0.83 0.67 

60 1.63 1.44 1.18 1.08 1.0 1.0 0.87 0.81 0.65 

65-70 1.56 1.27 1.17 1.08 1.0 1.0 0.88 0.82 0.67 

 
When the ROADSIDE program asks for the lateral distance, A, one would multiply the plan or 
actual distance by the slope correction factor to get the effective lateral clearance.  For example, a 
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fixed object located 16 feet off the traveled way on a 5:1 fill slope on a highway with a design speed 
of 45 mph would be effectively 16 ft x 0.80 or 12.8 ft away.  The 12.8 ft should be the value used 
for cost-effectiveness calculations. 
 
 
49-11.0  ASSUMPTIONS FOR EMBANKMENT WARRANT FIGURES 

 
The Figures 49-3B series provides warrants for guardrail on an embankment based on embankment 
height, slope, and design-year AADT.  These figures were developed using the computer program 
ROADSIDE, as described in Section 49-10.0.  This Section discusses the variables and assumptions 
that were used to develop the Figures 49-3B series.  The line numbers listed below refer to the line 
numbers for imputing data into ROADSIDE; see Figure 49-10B.  The following steps were used in 
the calculations. 
 
1. Guardrail Calculations.  ROADSIDE was first used to determine the present worth of 

providing guardrail along a 100-ft embankment.  In addition to the following, Figures 49-
11A through Figure 49-11F provide the assumptions used to develop these figures. 

 
 a. Line 2.  Figures 49-11A through 49-11F provide the design-year traffic volumes 

selected by the Department.  The current traffic volumes were used in the program.  
A 2% traffic growth factor per year was assumed. 

 
 b. Line 3.  The calculations were run assuming a 2-lane, undivided facility with 12-ft 

width travel lanes. 
 
 c. Line 4.  The roadway was assumed to be on a tangent and in level terrain. 
  
 d. Line 6.  The English-units design speed was used. 
 
 e. Line 7.  The lateral location of the guardrail from the edge of the travel lane was 

assumed to be 10 ft for AADT between 700 and 1500, and 42 ft for AADT greater 
than 1500.  The longitudinal length of the guardrail was calculated to be 1000 ft + 
2*LR, where LR is from Figure 49-4E.  The width of guardrail was assumed to be 2 
ft. 

 
 f. Line 9.  The severity indices from Figures 49-10H and 49-10 I for the guardrail face 

and the terminal ends were interpolated.  The interpolations are shown in Figure 49-
11G, Severity Indices.  For an AADT less than 6000 and a design speed of 45 mph 
or lower, a buried-end terminal was used.  For an AADT of 6000 or greater and a 
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design speed of 50 mph or higher, a FHWA approved proprietary guardrail end 
treatment (CAT) was assumed.  No corner impacts were assumed. 

 
 g. Line 10.  The project life for the guardrail installation was assumed to be 10 years 

with a 4% discount rate. 
 
 h. Line 11.  The installation cost varies according to the design speed and AADT; see 

Figures 49-11A through 49-11F.  Installation costs were taken from the INDOT 

Catalog of Unit Price Averages for Roads - Bridges - Traffic. 
 
 i. Line 12.  The repairs costs in Figure 49-10Q were used. 
 
 j. Line 13.  No maintenance costs were assumed. 
 
 k. Line 14.  No salvage value was assumed. 
 
2. Embankment Calculations.  ROADSIDE was also used to determine an equivalent 

embankment severity index for an embankment without guardrail.  The severity index for 
the embankment was selected to match the present worth of the guardrail using the 
assumptions in Figures 49-11A through 49-11F and the following: 

 
 a. Line 2.  Figures 49-11A through 49-11F provide the design-year traffic volumes 

selected by the Department.  The current traffic volumes were used in the program.  
A 2% traffic growth factor per year was assumed. 

 
 b. Line 3.  The calculations were run assuming a 2-lane, undivided facility with 12-ft 

width travel lanes. 
 
 c. Line 4.  The roadway was assumed to be on a tangent and in level terrain. 
 
 d. Line 6.  The English-units design speed was used. 
 
 e. Line 7.  The lateral location of the embankment from the edge of the travel lane was 

assumed to be10 ft for AADT between 700 and 1500, and 12 ft for AADT greater 
than 1500.  The embankment was assumed to be 1000 ft long.  For calculation 
purposes, the width of the embankment was assumed to be 25 ft. 

 
f. Line 9.  For an embankment, the severity index was selected to match the present 

worth for the guardrail installation. 
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 g. Line 10.  The project life for the embankment was assumed to be 20 years with a 4% 
discount rate. 

 
 h. Line 11.  No installation costs were assumed because the embankment would also be 

in place for guardrail installations. 
 
 i. Line 12.  No repairs costs were assumed. 
 
 j. Line 13.  No maintenance costs were assumed. 
 
 k. Line 14.  No salvage value was assumed. 
 
3. Slope Equivalents.  Using Figure 49-10K and interpolating for the metric-units design 

speed, the slope indices were developed and are provided in Figure 49-11G, Severity 
Indices.  The higher-range indices were assumed to be for an embankment height of at least 
5.0 m.  The midrange indices were assumed to be for a height of 6.5 ft.  The lower-range 
indices were assumed to be for an embankment height of 1.5 ft.  Using Figure 49-11G and 
the equivalent embankment severity index shown in Figures 49-11A through 49-11F, the 
equivalent slope can be determined for each embankment height and AADT. 

 
3. Data Plotting.  The data points determined in Step 3 were used to develop the Figures 49-3B 

series.  AASHTO Roadside Design Guide Figure 5.1 was also imposed on the charts as a 
lower boundary for where guardrail is required.  The AADT of 18,000 was assumed to be 
the maximum traffic volume that can be reasonably obtained on a 2-lane facility and, 
therefore, is considered to be a lower boundary. 
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FIGURES 

49-2A Clear-Zone Width for New Construction or Reconstruction 
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49-2B Clear-Zone Adjustment Factor, Kcz, for Horizontal Curve 
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49-2C Clear-Zone Transition for Curve Adjustment, Radius ≤ 3000 ft 
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49-2D Clear-Zone Transition for Tangent Section or Curve with Radius > 3000 ft 
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49-2E Slope-Averaging Example 
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49-2F Clear-Zone Application for Non-Recoverable Fill Slope 
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49-2G Clear-Zone Application for Side Slope on New Facility 
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49-2H Clear-Zone Application for Cut Slope (2:1 Backslope) 
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49-2 I Clear-Zone Application for Auxiliary Lane or Ramp 
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49-2J Clear Zone / Slope Average, Example 49-2.2 
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49-2K Clear Zone / Slope Average, Example 49-2.3 
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49-2L Appurtenance-Free Zone 
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49-3A Transverse Slopes 
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49-3B(35, 40) Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-Lane, 2-Way Roadway, 35 or 40 mph 
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49-3B(45) Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-Lane, 2-Way Roadway, 45 mph 
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49-3B(50) Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-Lane, 2-Way Roadway, 50 mph 
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49-3B(55) Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-Lane, 2-Way Roadway, 55 mph 
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49-3B(60) Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-Lane, 2-Way Roadway, 60 mph 
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49-3B(70) Barrier Warrant for Embankment, 2-Lane, 2-Way Roadway, 70 mph 
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49-3C Barrier Warrant for Embankment for Roadway of 4 or More Lanes, Divided or Undivided 
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49-3D Preferred Narrow-Width Ditch Cross Section 
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49-3D(1) Clear Zone / Guardrail at Culvert 
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49-3E Preferred Medium-Width Ditch Cross Section 
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49-3F Preferred Wide-Width Ditch Cross Section 
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49-3G Large-Culvert End within Clear Zone 
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49-3H Culvert End Treatment, Median Section 
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49-3 I Clear Zone / Barrier at Culvert 
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49-3J Culvert End Treatment, Longitudinal Structure 
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49-3K Bridge Pier or Spillslope Clearance, New Construction 
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49-3L Treatment at Existing Bridge Cone, Slopewall ≥ 30 ft from Travel Lane 
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49-3M Treatment at Existing Bridge Cone, 10 ft ≤ Slopewall < 30 ft from Travel Lane 
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49-3N Treatment at Existing Bridge Cone with Shoulder Pier 
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49-3 O Gore-Area Treatment 
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49-3P Breakaway Support Stub Clearance Diagram 
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49-3Q Light-Standard Treatment, Fill Slope 4:1 or Steeper 
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49-3R Shoulder Wedges 
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49-4A Barrier Deflections 
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49-4B Barrier Placement at Curb 
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49-4C Barrier Length of Need 
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49-4D Barrier Length of Need in Advance of Hazard 
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49-4E Design Elements for Barrier Length of Need 
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49-4E(1) Minimum Guardrail Length Required in Advance of Hazard 
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49-4E(2) Guardrail configuration for Outside-Shoulder Approach to Bridge 
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49-4E(3) Guardrail Configuration and Length of Need for Median-Shoulder Approach to Bridge 
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49-4E(4) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, Two-Way Roadway, 
Single Overhead Structure 
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49-4E(5) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, Two-Way Roadway, 
Twin Overhead Structures 
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49-4E(6) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, One-Way Roadway, 
Single Overhead Structure, Outside Shoulder 
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49-4E(7) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, One-Way Roadway, Twin 
Overhead Structures, Outside Shoulder 
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49-4E(8) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, One-Way Roadway, 
Single Overhead Structure, Median Shoulder 
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49-4E(9) Guardrail Configuration for Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone, One-Way Roadway, Twin 
Overhead Structures, Median Shoulder 
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49-4E(10) Guardrail Pay Length for Approach to Bridge Support Inside Clear Zone 
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49-4F Barrier Flare Rates 
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49-4G Barrier Layout, Bridge Approach 
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49-4H Barrier Layout, Fixed Object on Horizontal Curve 
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49-4 I Barrier Length Beyond Hazard, 2-Lane Roadway 
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49-4J Barrier Length Beyond Hazard, Divided Highway  
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49-4K Length-of-Need Requirement for Pier Protection 
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49-4L Barrier Length of Need, Structure-Approach Example 49-4.1 
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49-4M Barrier Length of Need, Fill-Slope Example 49-4.2 
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49-4N Barrier Length of Need, Box-Culvert Example 49-4.3 
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49-5A NCHRP 350 Test Level Crash-Test Criteria 
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49-6A Median-Barrier Warrants 
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49-6B Grade Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Kg, and Curvature Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Kc 
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49-6C Traffic-Adjustment Factor, Ks, Deck Height and Under-Structure Shoulder Height Conditions 
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49-6D(30) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 30 mph 
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49-6D(40) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 40 mph 
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49-6D(45) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 45 mph 
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49-6D(50) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 50 mph 
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49-6D(55) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 55 mph 
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49-6D(60) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 60 mph 
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49-6D(65, 70) Median-Barrier or Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, Design Speed 65 mph 
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49-6E Truck-Height Concrete Median-Barrier Example 49-6.1 
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49-6F Cutoff Angle for Glare Screen 
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49-7A Collision-Wall Detail 
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49-8A Guardrail End Treatment Type OS or MS for Curved Guardrail Run 
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49-8B Clear Recovery Area Behind Guardrail 
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49-8C Impact-Attenuator Offsets 
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49-8D Impact-Attenuator Type Determination 
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49-8E Impact-Attenuator Footprint Requirements 
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49-8F Pier Protection Requirements 
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49-9A Bridge-Railing-End Protection Requirements 
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49-9B Public-Road Approach Application At or Beyond the Control Line 
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49-9C Public-Road Approach Application within the Control Line 
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49-9D Drive Application At or Beyond the Control Line 
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49-9E Drive Application within the Control Line 
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49-9F Median Bridge-Approach Criteria 
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49-10A Basic Data Input Screen 
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49-10B Variable Data Input Screen 
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49-10C Yaw Angle 
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49-10D Input Data Index 
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49-10E Suggested Lane Distribution 
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49-10F 4-Lane Divided Highway 
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49-10G 6-Lane Divided Highway 
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49-10H Severity Indices (Rigid Barrier and Guardrail Parallel to Roadway) 
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49-10P Severity Indices (Miscellaneous Fixed Objects) 
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49-10Q Repair Costs 
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49-10R Summary of Input Variable Relative Significance 
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49-11A Backup Data for Figure 49-3B(40) 
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49-11B Backup Data for Figure 49-3B(45) 
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49-11C Backup Data for Figure 49-3B(50) 
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49-11D Backup Data for Figure 49-3B(55) 
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49-11E Backup Data for Figure 49-3B(60) 
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49-11F Backup Data for Figure 49-3B(65) 
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49-11G Severity Indices 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-TWO 

 
PAVEMENT AND UNDERDRAIN 

DESIGN ELEMENTS 
 
 
52-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
This Chapter provides guidelines for the design of pavement for the State’s or a local roadway 
system.  The pavement-type selection and thickness is determined based on an economical 
analysis considering subgrade conditions, environmental conditions, pavement material 
properties, and traffic loadings.  Recent advances in technology have enabled the pavement 
designer to consider longer design life while staying within the economic constraints of the 
system.  Underdrains are specified for subgrade or pavement drainage purposes. 
 
 
52-2.0  HISTORY 
 
A pavement is usually constructed of either asphalt or portland cement concrete (PCC).  An 
asphalt pavement is referred to as a flexible pavement, and is composed of a liquid binder in 
combination with coarse and fine aggregates.  A flexible pavement is constructed using Hot Mix 
Asphalt (HMA).  A Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (PCCP) is referred to as a rigid 
pavement.  An aggregate pavement is constructed with compacted aggregate.  The pavement 
structure is considered to be that part of the road that is placed on the finished subgrade and 
includes all paved surfaces including shoulders. 
 
Surfaces used for roadways in the past have included bricks, aggregates, and Kentucky rock 
asphalt.  Bricks were commonly placed on a sand base and are still often discovered under layers 
of old pavement.  Aggregates were a common building material when roadways first were being 
built and can still be found on many county roadway systems.  Kentucky rock asphalt is a 
naturally-occurring asphalt that has not been used in recent years but can be found within an 
existing pavement structure when coring the roadway. 
 
Underdrains have been utilized since the 1950s.  Transverse underdrains were some of the first 
underdrains utilized.  This type of underdrain was typically a drain tile or perforated pipe 
constructed perpendicular to the pavement and spaced longitudinally throughout the project.  
Beginning in the 1960s, longitudinal pipes were constructed along the edges of the pavement and 
outlet to the side ditches.  Little or no maintenance was performed on the underdrain systems 
until a mid-1990s study showed that poor performance of the underdrain systems was causing 
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failures of pavement structures.  INDOT has improved on the design of underdrain systems to 
facilitate better maintenance. 
 
 
52-3.0  ABBREVIATIONS 
 
AADT  Average Annual Daily Traffic 
AADTT Average Annual Daily Truck Traffic 
AASHTO American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
AC  Asphaltic Concrete 
ACPA  American Concrete Pavement Association 
ADA  Americans With Disabilities Act 
APAI  Asphalt Pavement Association of Indiana 
ASR  Alkali-Silica Reactivity 
ASTM  American Society for Testing and Materials 
CAB  Compacted Aggregate Base 
CAP  Compacted Aggregate Pavement 
CBR  California Bearing Ratio 
CPR  Concrete-Pavement Restoration 
CRCP  Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement 
ESAL  18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Load 
EUAC  Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost 
FHWA  Federal Highway Administration 
FN  Friction Number 
FWD  Falling Weight Deflectometer 
GPR  Ground Penetrating Radar 
HMA  Hot Mix Asphalt 
ICM  Integrated Climatic Module 
ID  Identification 
INDOT Indiana Department of Transportation 
IRI  International Roughness Index 
JPCP  Jointed Plain Concrete Pavement 
LCC  Life-Cycle Cost 
LCCA  Life-Cycle Cost Analysis 
LPA  Local Public Agency 
LTE  Load Transfer Efficiency 
MEPDG Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide 
NCHRP National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
NMAS  Nominal Maximum Aggregate Size 
OG  Open-Graded 
PCC  Portland Cement Concrete 
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PCCP  Portland Cement Concrete Pavement 
PG Binder Performance-Graded Binder 
PM  Preventive Maintenance 
PMS  Pavement Management System 
PSC   Pavement Steering Committee 
PV  Present Value 
PVI  Point of Vertical Inflection 
PW  Present Worth 
QC/QA-HMA Quality Control / Quality Assurance Hot Mix Asphalt 
QC/QA-PCCP Quality Control / Quality Assurance Portland Cement Concrete Pavement 
RBL  Rich Bottom Layer 
RCBA  Reinforced-Concrete Bridge Approach 
RH  Relative Humidity 
SMA  Stone Matrix Asphalt 
SUPERPAVE Superior Performing Asphalt Pavements 
SV  Salvage Value 
UBWC Ultrathin Bonded Wearing Course 
USCS  Unified Soil Classification System  
 
 
52-4.0  PAVEMENT-DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 
Considerations for pavement design occur during the Planning and Preliminary Design phase and 
Final Design phase.  The pavement treatment is determined during the Planning and Preliminary 
Design phase.  The type and thickness are determined during the Final Design phase. The 
existing pavement history and thickness should be determined during the Planning and 
Preliminary Design phase for rehabilitation projects. 
 
 
52-4.01  Planning and Preliminary Design 
 
A project such as Added Travel Lanes, Interchange Construction, Road Rehabilitation (3R or 4R 
Project), New Construction, or Rest-Area / Weigh-Station Construction requires that a Planning 
and Preliminary Design phase identify a preliminary pavement design prior to design being 
started.  The preliminary pavement design describing the treatment and approximate thickness is 
to be recommended in the Planning and Preliminary Design phase. 
 
The Program Engineering Division’s Office of Pavement Engineering develops pavement 
recommendations based on Pavement Management System (PMS) data, testing (FWD and 
cores), and field visits for non-District Discretionary Program projects. 
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For a project within the District Discretionary Program, a pavement recommendation should be 
developed by the district based on an analysis of Pavement Management System data, testing 
(FWD and cores), and field visits.  For each project within the District Discretionary Program, 
the district’s Pavement Design Engineer will determine the pavement recommendation. 
 
 
52-4.02  Final Design 
 
The Office of Pavement Engineering designs a pavement recommendation at the request of the 
project designer for a non-District Discretionary Program project.  The district's Pavement 
Design Engineer designs a pavement recommendation at the request of the project designer for a 
District Discretionary Program project.  INDOT reviews a pavement design at the request of the 
LPA’s agent for a LPA project.  A pavement-design request should be submitted on the 
appropriate form for an INDOT or LPA project.  An LPA’s request should be prepared and 
signed by an Indiana professional engineer.  Consideration for the use of underdrains in the 
pavement section should be in accordance with Section 52-10.0. 
 
The pavement-design request form for either an INDOT or LPA project must include 
geotechnical recommendations and traffic data to enable the review process. 
 
 
52-5.0  PAVEMENT TYPES 
 
The types of pavement used are aggregate, asphalt, portland cement concrete, or composite. 
 
 
52-5.01  Aggregate Pavement 
 
An aggregate pavement consists of a dense-graded compacted aggregate placed on a prepared 
subgrade.  The pavement is typically composed of compacted aggregate, size No. 53 or 
compacted aggregate, size No. 73. 
 
 
52-5.02  Asphalt Pavement 
 
A new asphalt pavement typically consists of a HMA surface course, on a HMA intermediate 
course, on either HMA base or a compacted-aggregate base, directly on a prepared subgrade.  An 
asphalt-pavement overlay may consists of a surface course, a surface course on an intermediate 
course, or a surface course on an intermediate course on a base course, on either the existing 
pavement or a new base course. 
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HMA is a mixture of asphalt binder and aggregates.  A drainage layer may be utilized near the 
bottom of a new asphalt pavement.  Typical sections for HMA pavements are included in Section 
52-13.0. 
 
 
52-5.02(01)  HMA Surface 
 
The major function of the surface course is to limit the amount of water entering the pavement, 
to provide a friction course to ensure the correct friction properties throughout the design life, to 
provide a smooth riding surface, and to provide a structural layer to accommodate and distribute 
to the lower layers the anticipated design traffic loads.  The surface layer normally includes the 
highest quality materials among the HMA layers. 
 
 
52-5.02(02)  HMA Intermediate 
 
The major function of the intermediate course is as a leveling course to create a smooth 
pavement, and a structural course to accommodate and distribute to the lower layers the 
anticipated design traffic loads.  The intermediate layer consists of a structural HMA layer 
placed below the surface layer and above the base layer. 
 
 
52-5.02(03)  HMA Base 
 
The base course is designed as a structural layer to accommodate the anticipated design traffic 
loads concurrent with its role in handling or keeping water out of the pavement system and 
isolating the subgrade.  Base material is a dense graded, practically impermeable mixture.  The 
base layer consists of one or more HMA lifts. 
 
 
52-5.02(04)  Open-Graded Drainage Layer 
 
If open-graded drainage layers are required, QC/QA-HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, OG25.0 mm; or 
QC/QA-HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, OG19.0 mm are used as a conduit to remove water entering 
the pavement system, and as structural layers to help carry the anticipated design traffic loads.  If 
open-graded mixtures are specified, underdrains should be included. 
 
 
52-5.02(05)  Rich Bottom Layer 
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A Rich Bottom Layer (RBL) is a bottom HMA layer of a flexible, fatigue-resistant material to 
resist bottom-up cracking.  RBL is a HMA layer with base course gradation and increased 
asphalt content by 0.5%.  RBL increases fatigue resistance of the mixture. 
 
 
52-5.02(06)  Compacted Aggregate Base 
 
Compacted aggregate base, where used, functions as a structural layer while economically 
increasing the pavement thickness to help protect the pavement from the effects of frost action. 
 
 
52-5.03  Portland Cement Concrete Pavement 
 
Plain jointed Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (PCCP) consists of concrete materials on 
subbase on a prepared subgrade.  PCCP is composed of portland cement, pozzolanic materials, 
coarse and fine aggregates, water, and chemical admixtures. 
 
Subbase is a granular layer placed under PCCP to prevent pumping of erodable subgrade 
material and to provide support for the pavement.  Subbase may be classified as drainable or 
dense.  A drainable subbase provides a conduit to remove water that enters the pavement system 
and should be used for pavement where underdrains are required.  A dense subbase provides for 
a stable-working platform together with support for the pavement without drainage layers. 
 
1. Drainable Subbase.  A drainable subbase consists of an open-graded aggregate drainage 

layer over a dense graded compacted aggregate separation layer. 
 
2. Drainable Stabilized Subbase.  A drainable stabilized subbase consists of an asphalt-

stabilized or cement-stabilized layer over a dense graded separation layer.  Mixtures such 
as QC/QA-HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, OG19.0 mm may be used as an asphalt-stabilized 
open-graded layer.  A mixture of cement and open-graded coarse aggregate, size No. 8 
may be used as a cement-stabilized open-graded layer.  The dense graded separation layer 
may consist of dense graded HMA or coarse aggregate, size No. 53. 

 
3. Dense Subbase.  A dense subbase consists entirely of dense graded compacted aggregate 

such as coarse aggregate, size No. 53. 
 
 
52-5.04  Composite Pavement 
 
A composite pavement consist of multiple pavement types, i.e., HMA over PCC Base, PCCP 
over asphalt, asphalt/PCC composite pavement, or HMA over compacted aggregate base.  A 
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composite pavement may be used in widening where the existing pavement is considered to be in 
satisfactory condition.  The widened pavement will match the existing sections of the existing 
pavement.  A composite pavement should be designed in accordance with Section 52-9.04. 
 
 
52-5.05  Subgrade 
 
Subgrade is the upper portion of roadbed upon which the pavement structure and shoulders are to 
be constructed.  Each new pavement, reconstructed pavement, or widening should have a 
subgrade treatment. 
 
Subgrade should be prepared in accordance with recommendations from the Office of 
Geotechnical Engineering and the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-6.0  PAVEMENT-SURFACE DISTRESSES 
 
The strengths and limitations of each pavement system must be understood prior to designing a 
pavement.  Common pavement weaknesses, distresses, and their causes and recommended 
treatments are listed below. 
 
 
52-6.01  Aggregate Pavement 
 
1. Dusting.  Dusting, as shown in Figure 52-6A, is caused by the displacement of road fines 

by traffic causing a cloud of dust behind user vehicles.  The recommended treatment for 
dusting is to use a dust palative. 

 
2. Potholing.  Potholing is caused by traffic displacing weakened areas of the unbound 

pavement.  Insufficient structural strength, segregation in the aggregate surface, or soft 
subgrade conditions cause the weakened areas.  The recommended treatment for isolated 
potholes is regrading and compacting the surface.  However, the recommended treatment 
for numerous potholes in the pavement requires additional aggregate to be placed on the 
roadway prior to regrading and compacting. 

 
3. Rutting.  Rutting is caused by traffic displacing the unbound aggregate outside the wheel 

paths or to the sides of the road.  The recommended treatment is to regrade and compact 
the roadway to replace the displaced aggregate.  In a severe situation, the placement of 
additional aggregate may be required prior to regrading and compacting. 
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4. Washboarding.  Washboarding or corrugations develop across the road perpendicular to 
the direction of traffic.  The primary causes of washboarding are too-fast driving habits, 
lack of moisture, and poor quality aggregates.  It is most prevalent under heavy loads or 
where traffic accelerates or decelerates.  The recommended treatment for light 
washboarding is to correct it by regrading and compacting the roadway.  The 
recommended treatment for moderate to severe washboarding is milling 25 to 50 mm 
below the depth of the corrugations, adding water, then regrading and compacting.  
Compacted aggregate, size No. 53 or size No. 73 should be selected to resist 
washboarding. 

 
 
52-6.02  Asphalt Pavement 
 
1. Block Cracking.  Block cracking, as shown in Figure 52-6B, is a non-load-related distress 

that cracks the pavement into blocks that range in size from 10 ft2 to 100 ft2.  Block 
cracking is caused by hardening of the pavement combined with temperature cycling.  On 
a pavement with 4 or more lanes, block cracking can only occur in the passing lane as it 
is a non-load-related distress.  Traffic loadings in the travel lane tend to relieve the 
stresses.  The recommended treatment for block cracking is to remove the existing 
surface course by asphalt milling 1 to 1.5 in. and overlay the milled surface. 

 
2. Flushing.  Flushing, as shown in Figure 52-6C, is defined as free binder or binder and 

fine aggregate mastic which migrates to the surface of the pavement forming darkened 
areas principally in the wheel paths.  Severe flushing creates a tacky surface and may run 
downhill.  Flushing may occur due to excessive binder or moisture, low air voids in the 
mix, or stripping.  The recommended treatment for a flushed area is to mill the mixture 
causing the flushing prior to overlaying of the pavement.  Asphalt milling to the depth of 
the mixture causing the flushing should be completed prior to overlaying. 

 
3. Frost Heave.  Frost heave is defined as the differential displacement of the surface if a 

frost-sensitive subgrade freezes.  Frost heave is accentuated by moisture in the 
subgrade/subbase.  A surface allowing a large amount of water due to low density/high 
voids, segregation, etc., to enter the pavement structure with a frost-susceptible soil is 
prone to frost heave.  Frost heave dissipates during the spring once the subgrade/subbase 
thaws.  Future occurrences of frost heave may be lessened by covering the surface to 
minimize the amount of water entering the pavement system. 

 
4. Longitudinal Cracking.  Longitudinal cracks, as shown in Figure 52-6D, are cracks in the 

pavement surface that are parallel to the centerline of the roadway.  Longitudinal cracks 
may be caused by cracks reflecting through a pavement surface, poor paver controls 
during construction, poor construction practice at longitudinal joints, or by wheel 
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loadings.  The recommended treatment for longitudinal cracking is to seal, rout and seal, 
or in a severe situation, remove and replace the distressed area. 

 
5. Polishing.  Polishing is caused by the abrasion of the surface to the extent that the 

pavement surface becomes slick.  Polishing of the surface aggregate is traffic dependent.  
The INDOT Standard Specifications allow only certain types of aggregates for surface 
courses dependent on the number of ESALs specified.  The recommended treatment for a 
polished surface is either to remove the polished areas by scarification or profile milling 
prior to placing an overlay or to apply a surface treatment as described in Section 52-
11.0. 

 
6. Raveling.  Raveling, as shown in Figure 52-6E, is the loss of aggregate from the upper 

pavement layer exposed to traffic.  Raveling may be caused by insufficient binder 
material, insufficient compaction, or segregation of the mixture during construction of the 
pavement.  The recommended treatment for severe raveling is to remove the surface 
course by asphalt milling 1 in. or 1.5 in. prior to placing an overlay.  The recommended 
treatment for moderate raveling is to scarify or mill 1 in. and overlay the roadway.  The 
recommended treatment for minor raveling at isolated locations is to seal the raveled 
area. 

 
7. Reflective Cracking.  Reflective cracks, as shown in Figure 52-6F, are those cracks that 

have developed in an overlay resulting from the movement of the joints and cracks in the 
underlying pavement.  Cracking occurs once the movement of the underlying pavement 
exceeds the elasticity of the overlay resulting in the migration of the crack pattern from 
the underlying pavement to the surface of the pavement.  An extremely low temperature 
or a sudden drop in temperature can create tensile stresses in the pavement beyond the 
tensile properties of the binder material.  Differential movement at the existing crack as 
traffic travels across the crack increases the stress in the overlay.  If reflective or 
transverse cracking is left unchecked, the pavement adjacent to the area of the cracks will 
further deteriorate by raveling or stripping, and will result in a rough riding surface. 

 
For high-severity reflective cracking, an appropriate slab reduction technique such as 
crack-and-seat or rubblization should be considered to minimize the movement of the 
PCC base from traffic loadings.  The recommended treatment for moderate- to high-
severity occurrences of reflective cracking include sawing or routing and resealing the 
existing cracks, or asphalt removal milling and placement of an overlay.  The 
recommended treatment for low-severity reflective cracking is to seal the cracks with a 
sealant material to minimize the intrusion of water.  Undersealing may be used depending 
on falling weight deflectometer (FWD) test results.  However, undersealing is not used 
with slab reduction techniques. 
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8. Rutting.  Rutting, as shown in Figure 52-6G, is longitudinal deformation of the pavement 
in the wheel tracks.  Rutting is the result of an improper mix design, poor compaction, a 
soft subgrade, or stripping (water damage) in the underlying layers of the pavement.  The 
recommended treatment for rutting is to mill and replace the deformed material.  The 
type of milling specified is dependent on field measurements.  Scarification or profile 
milling is used for minor rutting of less than or equal to 0.25 in.  Asphalt milling is used 
for severe rutting of greater than 6 mm.  For rutting less than or equal to 0.5 in., 
preventative-maintenance alternatives listed in Section 52-11.0 may be considered. 

 
9. Shoulder Drop-off.  Shoulder drop-off, as shown in Figure 52-6H, is the difference in 

elevation between the driving lanes and the shoulders due to settlement or erosion.  The 
recommended treatment for a severe shoulder drop-off of greater than 0.25 in. is to fill in 
the depressed area with HMA patching materials or compacted aggregate, size No. 73. 

 
10. Stripping.  Stripping is the debonding of the binder film from the aggregate.  Visible 

signs of stripping include surface delamination, raveling, potholing, or surface 
discoloration.  Stripping is an aggregate-dependent distress caused by a combination of 
heat, pressure, and water.  Sources of heat, water, and pressure are rain, summer sun, or 
heavy trucks.  The recommended treatment for stripping is to remove the stripped 
material by asphalt milling and then to overlay the milled surface. 

 
11. Thermal Cracking.  Thermal cracking, as shown in Figure 52-6 I, is transverse cracking 

of a pavement.  The cause of thermal cracking is due to binder material that was 
originally too hard or has age-hardened.  The recommended treatment for severe thermal 
cracking is to remove the surface course by asphalt milling 1 in. or 1.5 in. prior to placing 
an overlay.  Minor to moderate areas of thermal cracking should be sealed. 

 
12. Alligator or Fatigue Cracking.  Alligator or fatigue cracking, as shown in Figure 52-6J, 

occurs with repeated traffic loadings and is considered to be a structural failure of 
pavement.  The cracking is best described as spider-web-type cracking on the surface of 
the pavement and occurs in the wheel paths.  The recommended treatment for the 
cracking is to remove and replace the failed area with adequate structure and then place 
an overlay on the pavement. 

 
13. Weathering.  Weathering consists of hardening and loss of binder material due to 

oxidation.  The hardening and the loss of the binder material may allow the displacement 
of aggregate particles from the riding surface similar to raveling.  The recommended 
treatment for this distress is to seal coat or overlay the surface. 
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52-6.03  Concrete Pavement 
 
1. Alkali-Silica Reactivity (ASR).  ASR, as shown in Figure 52-6K, occurs if silica in the 

aggregates and alkali in the cement react in the presence of water to form a gel-like 
substance.  The gel-like substance absorbs moisture and swells, causing the concrete 
surface to crack in a map-like pattern.  During later stages of ASR distress, the surface 
will begin to spall.  The recommended treatment for pavement in advanced stages of 
ASR distress is an overlay.  A slab-reduction technique such as crack-and-seat or 
rubblization should be considered for a high-traffic-volume road in accordance with the 
INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
2. Blowup.  A blowup is an isolated and sudden elevation change along the profile of the 

roadway.  A severe blowup occurs if adjacent panels rise off the ground in a tentlike 
manner.  A blowup is caused by the buildup of compressive stresses in the pavement due 
to the infiltration of incompressible materials into the joints and the growth and 
expansion of the PCCP.  A blowup occurs at a transverse crack or joint that is not wide 
enough to accommodate the expansion of the concrete slab.  Some coarse aggregates 
exposed to freeze-thaw conditions in the presence of free moisture will influence the 
growth of the concrete pavement.  Also, buildup of water within the pavement structure 
acts as a lubricant and catalyst for a blowup to occur.  The recommended treatment for 
repairing a blowup is to remove the affected area and patch with PCCP patching. 

 
3. Corner Break.  A corner break, as shown in Figure 52-6L, is a random diagonal crack at 

the intersection of transverse and longitudinal joints.  A corner break is caused by load 
repetition in combination with loss of support, poor load transfer across joints or thermal 
curling, or moisture-warping stresses.  The recommended treatment for a corner break is 
to remove the affected area for a full lane width and patch with PCCP.  A pavement with 
numerous corner breaks should be rehabilitated by using a slab-reduction technique and 
an overlay. 

 
4. "D" Cracking.  "D" cracking, as shown in Figure 52-6M, occurs at a transverse joint 

caused by the expansion of the aggregate in PCCP.  “D” cracking is caused by an 
expansive coarse aggregate in the PCCP under freeze-thaw conditions, and starts near the 
bottom of the slab and progresses up through the concrete.  Symptoms of "D" cracking in 
jointed PCCP are spiderweb cracks at the transverse joints.  "D" cracking detected at a 
surface location indicates that other locations are also "D" cracking.  The recommended 
treatment for PCCP with "D" cracking is to use a slab-reduction technique and an 
overlay. 

 
5. Faulting.  Faulting is a differential in elevation of two adjacent slabs.  Faulting can occur 

at a joint or at a random transverse crack in PCCP.  Faulting is caused by a loss of 
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aggregate or mechanical load transfer and the loss of support or the build-up of material 
under one of the slabs, causing the slabs to be displaced relative to each other.  The 
recommended treatment for an isolated faulted area is to remove the affected area and 
patch with PCCP patching, or to use retrofit dowel bars while reestablishing subgrade 
support and correcting the surface profile.  A pavement with significant faulted areas 
should be rehabilitated by using a slab-reduction technique and an overlay. 

 
6. Joint Failure.  Joint failure, as shown in Figure 52-6N, occurs in a contraction joint that 

has cracked or spalled, or does not perform as desired.  A joint failure is caused by 
misaligned dowel bars during construction or by fatigue from repetitive loads.  The 
recommended treatment for localized joint failure is to remove the affected area and 
patch with PCCP patching.  A pavement with significant areas of joint failure should be 
rehabilitated by using a slab-reduction technique and an overlay. 

 
7. Longitudinal Cracking.  A longitudinal crack, as shown in Figure 52-6 O, is a random 

crack oriented predominantly along the pavement.  A longitudinal crack may occur 
because of the loss of support or the improper sawing of the joints.  Longitudinal 
cracking is detrimental because it allows water flowing across the pavement to enter the 
pavement structure.  An isolated area of longitudinal cracking should be repaired in 
accordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications.  PCCP with excessive areas of 
longitudinal cracking should be rehabilitated by using a slab-reduction technique and an 
overlay. 

 
8. PCCP Joint-Seal Failure.  Joint-seal failure, as shown in Figure 52-6P, consists of the loss 

of adhesion between the seal material and the joint faces, puncturing of the seal material, 
or displacement of the seal material.  The recommended treatment for failed seal material 
is to remove the existing joint-seal material, clean the joint faces, and reseal the joint. 

 
9. Polishing.  Polishing, as shown in Figure 52-6Q, is caused by the abrasion of the surface 

to the extent that the surface becomes slick.  Polishing is traffic-dependent.  The 
recommended treatment for a polished surface is to profile the PCCP surface or PCCP 
mill and overlay. 

 
10. Poor Rideability.  Poor rideability is the result of a roughened pavement caused by poor 

construction techniques, unstable subgrade, or the deterioration of the riding surface.  
Poor ride quality can be corrected by profiling the surface if no other distresses are 
present in the pavement structure.  Appropriate rehabilitation or reconstruction 
techniques should be considered if other distresses are present. 

 
11. Popout.  A popout, as shown in Figure 52-6R, is a small hole, 0.5 to 1.5 in. diameter, in 

the pavement surface.  A popout is caused by soft or deleterious aggregate material in the 
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PCCP surface that disintegrates in the presence of water in freeze-thaw conditions.  A 
popout is considered an aesthetic problem and is not detrimental to the pavement’s 
performance.  A popout is not specifically repaired. 

 
12. Punchout.  A punchout, as shown in Figure 52-6S, is a failure in a continuously-

reinforced-concrete pavement (CRCP) caused by insufficient structural strength at a 
localized area.  This failure appears as a depression or hole in the pavement where 
longitudinal cracks have intersected transverse cracks.  The recommended treatment for a 
localized punchout is to remove the affected area for the full lane width and patch with 
PCCP patching.  A pavement with significant areas of punchouts should be rehabilitated 
by using a slab-reduction technique and an overlay. 

 
13. Transverse Cracking.  A transverse crack, as shown in Figure 52-6T, is a random crack 

oriented predominantly across the pavement away from the planned joint locations.  
Transverse cracking is caused by poor construction techniques or improper joint spacing.  
Poor support, a poor mix design, improper mixture, improper subbase placement, or 
untimely sawing of the pavement can also cause random transverse cracking.  The 
recommended treatment for high-severity transverse cracking is to remove and replace 
the affected area, or a slab-reduction technique and an overlay.  The recommended 
treatment for medium-severity or low-severity transverse cracking is to install retrofit 
load transfer with dowel bars. 

 
14. Scaling.  Scaling is the local flaking or peeling of a finished surface of hardened concrete 

as a result of freezing and thawing.  Scaling may be caused by improper mix design, 
over-finishing during construction, or improper curing and the application of excessive or 
detrimental deicing chemicals.  The recommended treatment for severe scaling is either 
to mill the surface and overlay the pavement or to correct by PCCP profiling.  Moderate 
scaling is not repaired. 

 
15. Spalling.  Spalling, as shown in Figure 52-6U, is the raveling of concrete at a joint face or 

at steel reinforcement.  Spalling may be due to improper sawing, improper concrete 
curing, excessive stresses at the joint, or poor installation of load-transfer devices.  The 
recommended treatment for severe spalling is to patch the affected area and replace the 
joint material.  Moderate spalling is patched with asphalt material. 

 
16. Structural Failure.  Structural failure is a load-related distress indicated by map cracking 

of the entire pavement and is caused by insufficient thickness.  The recommended 
treatment for structural failure is either to use a slab-reduction technique and an overlay 
or to replace the pavement. 
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52-7.0  PAVEMENT-DESIGN COORDINATION 
 
Each INDOT- or LPA-proposed project is evaluated for pavement treatment.  Project intent may 
be driven by non-pavement issues such as budget constraints, capacity, safety, drainage, short or 
long term needs, truck loadings, geometric deficiencies, ADA compliance costs, or utility costs.  
The intended project intent and its impacts on the existing or new pavement structure should be 
understood prior to developing the pavement-treatment recommendation.  Pavement distresses 
described in Section 52-6.0 should be considered in determining the appropriate treatment for the 
project.  Additional pavement investigation, i.e., core analysis, FWD, Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR), surface friction tests, condition survey, etc., of an existing pavement may be required to 
determine the appropriate pavement treatment including requirements for the milling of the 
existing pavement. 
 
A pavement-replacement project includes removal of the existing pavement structure, including 
subbase, and preparation of the subgrade prior to placing a new pavement structure.  Pavement 
damaged due to structural deficiencies should be considered for replacement.  A pavement that is 
structurally sufficient is a candidate for a rehabilitation-type project such as a preventative-
maintenance or functional-overlay.  All work being proposed for a project, i.e., utilities, added 
travel lanes, curve corrections, ADA compliance, etc., should be considered in evaluating the 
existing pavement. 
 
A Functional pavement treatment utilizes the existing pavement structure to significantly extend 
the service life of an existing pavement.  The pavement work on a rehabilitation project may 
include milling of the existing pavement, PCCP slab reduction, the placement of an overlay, or a 
combination of these elements. 
 
A Preventative Maintenance (PM) pavement treatment is intended to preserve and extend the 
service life of an existing pavement. The geometric design of the project should be designed in 
accordance with Chapter Fifty-six.  The pavement work on a PM project extends the riding and 
surface service lives of the pavement.  PM work includes preventative maintenance and 
pavement treatments as described in Section 52-11.0. 
 
A preservation treatment is intended to keep the pavement in a nearly new condition and is 
performed prior to distresses becoming evident in the pavement structure.  Preservation work is 
described in Section 52-11.0. 
 
The pavement design for a public-road-approach pavement should be in accordance with the 
INDOT Standard Drawings.  An individual pavement recommendation for a public road 
approach is required only where the AADT and the number of trucks exceed the values listed in 
the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
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Individual pavement recommendations are not required for a bridge-overlay project.  A HMA 
wedge to compensate for the bridge-overlay grade raise should be specified with HMA mixtures 
in accordance with Figure 52-9B, Mixture Type for HMA Mixtures. 
 
 
52-7.01  Composite Pavement 
 
52-7.01(01)  Structural 
 
A structural treatment will consist of a Base course, or courses, an Intermediate course, and a 
Surface course. The placement of the Base course should be preceded by milling.  The pavement 
should be designed in accordance with Section 52-9.0. 
 
 
52-7.01(02)  Functional 
 
A functional treatment consists of an Intermediate course and a Surface course.  The placement 
of the Intermediate course should be preceded by scarification and profiling or by milling.  The 
pavement should be designed in accordance with Section 52-9.0. 
 
 
52-7.01(03)  Preventative Maintenance 
 
The PM treatments commonly used for a composite pavement are described in Section 52-11.0. 
 
 
52-7.02  Asphalt Pavement 
 
52-7.02(01)  Structural 
 
A HMA structural treatment will consist of a Base course, an Intermediate course, and a Surface 
course, with milling of the existing pavement.  The pavement should be designed in accordance 
with Section 52-9.0. 
 
1. New.  A preliminary pavement thickness as shown in Figure 52-7A will be used during 

the Planning and Preliminary Design phase of the project. 
 
2. Replacement. A statement should be made that the existing pavement structure must be 

removed and replaced.  The preliminary pavement thickness for a replacement project 
will be as shown in Figure 52-7A. 
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3. Strengthening. A structural treatment of an asphalt pavement strengthens the existing 
structure to current design requirements and restores the pavement smoothness to a new 
condition. 

 
 
52-7.02(02)  Functional 
 
A functional-treatment project will include milling of an existing asphalt pavement and a 
functional overlay.  The preliminary pavement recommendation will include an approximate 
depth of milling and overlay. 
 
A functional overlay of an asphalt pavement restores pavement smoothness to near-new 
condition on structurally-sufficient pavement. 
 
A HMA functional treatment consists of an Intermediate course and a Surface course.  The 
placement of the Intermediate course should be preceded by milling.  The pavement should be 
designed in accordance with Section 52-9.0. 
 
 
52-7.02(03)  Preventative Maintenance 
 
A PM treatment is intended to arrest light deterioration, retard progressive damage, and reduce 
the need for routine maintenance.  The proper time for PM is before the pavement experiences 
severe distress, structural problems, and moisture or aging-related damage.  These activities can 
be cyclical in nature and may correct minor deficiencies. 
 
The HMA PM treatments most commonly used are described in detail in Section 52-11.0. 
 
 
52-7.03  Portland Cement Concrete Pavement 
 
52-7.03(01)  Structural 
 
A structural treatment of a PCCP strengthens the existing structure to current design 
requirements and restores the pavement smoothness to a new condition. 
 
A PCCP with structural failure may be rehabilitated with slab-reduction techniques like cracking 
and seating or rubblization and overlay or PCCP unbonded overlay.  Where rubblization is 
utilized as a slab-reduction technique, the preliminary pavement design should state that a 
geotechnical investigation and traffic data are required.  For a rubblization project, the 
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preliminary thickness for the HMA overlay will vary from 7 to 12 in. on rubblized concrete 
pavement or PCCP unbonded overlay. 
 
1. New.  A preliminary pavement thickness as shown in Figure 52-7B will be used during 

the Planning and Preliminary Design phase of the project. 
 

PCCP is always placed on either dense graded subbase or subbase for PCCP. 
 
2. Replacement.  A statement should be made that the existing pavement structure must be 

removed and replaced.  The preliminary pavement thickness for a replacement project 
will be as shown in Figure 52-7B. 

 
 
52-7.03(02)  Functional 
 
A functional treatment of a PCCP restores pavement smoothness to near-new condition on 
structurally-sufficient pavement. 
 
A PCCP functional treatment may consist of Concrete Pavement Restoration (CPR) to be used to 
correct functional distresses.  CPR may consist of crack sealing, partial or full depth patching, 
resealing of joints, undersealing, PCCP profiling, or retrofit dowel bars. A functional HMA 
overlay may also be used.  A HMA functional treatment consists of an Intermediate course and a 
Surface course.  The placement of the Intermediate course should be preceded by milling.  The 
pavement should be designed in accordance with Section 52-9.0. 
 
For a concrete pavement where a slab-reduction technique is not used, the preliminary pavement 
design should include elements required to correct the surface deficiencies including milling and 
overlay requirements. 
 
 
52-7.03(03)  Preventative Maintenance 
 
A PM treatment is intended to arrest light deterioration, retard progressive damage, and reduce 
the need for routine maintenance.  The proper time for PM is before the pavement experiences 
severe distress, structural problems, or moisture or aging-related damage.  These activities can be 
cyclical in nature and may correct minor deficiencies. 
 
The PCCP preservation treatments most commonly used are described in detail in Section 52-
11.0. 
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52-7.04  Testing of Pavement 
 
52-7.04(01)  Falling-Weight-Deflectometer (FWD) Testing 
 
The pavement designer should evaluate the need for FWD testing pertaining to concrete, asphalt, 
or composite pavement.  The FWD data is used to evaluate the structural adequacy of an existing 
pavement section, to evaluate pavement shoulder adequacy for temporary traffic, or to provide 
an estimated quantity of underseal to be included in the plans for PCCP over dense graded 
subbase.  The INDOT Deflection Testing Request Form is available on the Department’s website 
at http://rebar.ecn.purdue.edu/Indot Research Division/Intranet/deflection%20testing%20form.  
FWD testing is illustrated in Figure 52-7D. 
 
 
52-7.04(02)  Pavement Coring 
 
The pavement designer should evaluate the need for pavement coring.  If cores are required, the 
information should be requested in advance of the date it is required for project development.  
Cores must be obtained during non-freezing temperature periods due to equipment and safety 
concerns.  Pavement coring is illustrated in Figure 52-7E. 
 
 
52-7.05  Milling of Pavement 
 
An asphalt or concrete pavement may be milled to remove distressed layers of material, make 
crown corrections, maintain curb height or vertical clearance, scarify existing surface, surface 
profiling, removal of asphalt overlay, or to provide a pavement transition in accordance with the 
INDOT Standard Specifications.  The types of milling of pavements and their usages are as 
follows. 
 
1. Asphalt Milling.  This is used to remove distresses near the surface of the pavement or 

prior to placing a HMA inlay. 
 
2. Asphalt Scarification or Profile Milling.  This is used to roughen the surface or remove 

excessive crack sealant prior to placing a HMA overlay. 
 
3. Asphalt-Removal Milling.  This is used to remove asphalt materials down to a concrete 

or brick base. 
 
4. PCCP Milling.  This is used to roughen the existing surface or to provide crown or profile 

corrections prior to placing an overlay. 
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5. Transition Milling.  This is used to provide a transition to an adjoining section. 
 
 
52-7.05(01)  Asphalt Milling 
 
Asphalt milling is intended to remove material from an existing pavement to a specified average 
depth by milling the surface and creating a uniform profile.  An average depth of milling should 
be specified depending on the condition of the pavement or project requirements.  Asphalt 
milling is used as follows: 
 
1. prior to placing a HMA inlay; 
 
2. removal of stripped or distressed asphalt; 
 
3. correction of substandard cross slope or crown condition; 
 
4. profile correction; or 
 
5. maintaining vertical clearance or curb height. 
 
The average milling depth specified will be sufficient to accommodate the HMA inlay or the 
removal of distressed materials.  The average milling depths to be used will be 1, 1½, 2, 3, or 4 
in. 
 
For a variable milling depth to correct a cross-slope deficiency, the limits and associated milling 
depth must be shown on the typical cross sections in accordance with Section 52-13.0. 
 
 
52-7.05(02)  Asphalt Scarification or Profile Milling 
 
Asphalt scarification or profile milling is used to provide a roughened texture to an existing 
surface.  Asphalt scarification or profile milling will remove crack sealant to prevent slippage of 
the overlay materials, roughen the existing surface that has polished due to traffic, or correct 
minor profile or cross-slope deficiencies.  Correction of minor cross-slope deficiencies is limited 
to a 0.15-in. average rut depth as determined by the INDOT Pavement Management System.  
Milling operations to correct pavement conditions that require deeper milling should be in 
accordance with Section 52-7.05(01). 
 
Asphalt scarification or profile milling is used to prepare an existing pavement for a single-
course HMA overlay.  Asphalt scarification or profile milling is used to prepare an existing 
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pavement for a functional overlay if the existing pavement has excessive crack sealant or 
requires minor profile corrections. 
 
 
52-7.05(03)  Asphalt-Removal Milling 
 
Asphalt-removal milling is used to remove an entire asphalt overlay from a concrete or brick 
base.  The designer will designate the approximate existing asphalt thickness on the typical cross 
sections. 
 
 
52-7.05(04)  PCCP Milling 
 
PCCP milling is intended to remove material from an existing PCCP to a specified average depth 
to create a uniform profile.  An average depth of milling should be specified depending on the 
condition of the pavement or project requirements.  PCCP milling is used as follows: 
 
1. correction of substandard cross slope or crown conditions; 
 
2. profile corrections; 
 
3. maintaining vertical clearance or curb height; or 
 
4. preparation for a HMA overlay. 
 
The designer will designate the average milling depth on the typical cross sections.  For a 
variable milling depth to correct a cross-slope deficiency, the limits and associated milling 
depths must be shown on the typical cross sections in accordance with Section 52-13.0. 
 
 
52-7.05(05)  Transition Milling 
 
Transition milling is used to provide a connection between a HMA overlay and an adjoining 
pavement, drive, paving exception, or public-road approach.  The transition slope and notch 
depth in the existing asphalt or concrete pavement will be in accordance with the INDOT 
Standard Drawings. 
 
 
52-8.0  PAVEMENT DESIGN PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES 
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The Pavement Design Engineer should determine the pavement type and thickness of the 
pavement layers of the pavement structure based on subgrade conditions, materials, traffic, 
environment, and economic consideration.  The Pavement Design Engineer is also responsible 
for specifying HMA mixture properties for a project. 
 
 
52-8.01  Pavement Design Engineer 
 
The Program Engineering Division’s Office of Pavement Engineering prepares the pavement 
design for each non-District Discretionary Program project.  The district Pavement Design 
Engineer prepares pavement designs for the District Discretionary Program.  The Office of 
Pavement Engineering’s Pavement Design Engineer is available for consultation with each 
district. 
 
For an LPA project, the LPA’s agent prepares pavement recommendations for the pavement 
design if federal funding is involved. 
 
 
52-8.02  Pavement Design Request 
 
A pavement design request is submitted to the Pavement Design Engineer for each non-District 
Discretionary Program project.  For a District Discretionary Program project, the pavement 
design request is submitted to the district's Pavement Design Engineer.  Each submittal should be 
prepared on Figure 52-14A, Pavement Design Request - INDOT Project, in accordance with 
Section 52-14.0.  Instructions for the completion of the form are included in Section 52-14.0.  
Each District Discretionary Program project will be reviewed by the Pavement Steering 
Committee. 
 
A pavement recommendation for a LPA project utilizing federal funds designed by the LPA or 
its agent should be submitted to the Pavement Design Engineer for approval.  The proposed 
pavement design should be prepared on Figure 52-14B, Pavement Design Request - LPA 
Project, in accordance with Section 52-14.0.  Instructions for the completion of this form are 
included in Section 52-14.0.  A hardcopy of the MEPDG software output used to design the 
pavement should be submitted with the form. 
 
 
52-8.03  Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) 
 
The MEPDG, AASHTO's pavement design guide, should be used for the design of each 
pavement structure.  The design process is based on the predictive performance of a pavement 
section to be designed to predefined parameters identified as failing.  The pavement design itself 
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is an iterative process where the pavement designer selects a cross section for the pavement 
based on economic benefits, performance, maintenance, and constructability.  The objective of 
pavement design using the MEPDG process is to make iterative inputs to the input parameters 
identified as important and critical, process the inputs to determine the pavement performance 
prediction, and compare the pavement-performance prediction with a preset performance 
requirement.  Therefore, more than one design may satisfy the preset performance requirement.  
The final design must satisfy the performance-indicator criteria (threshold value) and design 
reliability level for the project and be economically justified. 
 
Below are the recommended factors and inputs to be used with the MEPDG.  The organization 
of the factors and inputs is based on the sections of the MEPDG software. 
 
 
52-8.03(01)  MEPDG General Inputs 
 
1. General Information. 
 

a. Design Life, Years.  See Figure 52-8A, Pavement Design Life, for pavement 
performance periods. 

 
b. Base/Subgrade Construction Month.  This is the month and year of the scheduled 

construction of the base or subgrade.  This input is only for a HMA pavement and 
is an important parameter used to calculate the predictive performance of the 
pavement.  For an INDOT project, it is to be assumed that the base or subgrade 
will be constructed in May. 

 
c. Pavement Construction Month.  This is the month and year of the scheduled 

placement of the HMA or PCCP.  This input is an important parameter used to 
calculate the predictive performance of the pavement.  For an INDOT project, it is 
to be assumed that the pavement will be constructed in July. 

 
d. Traffic Open Month:  This is the month and year of the scheduled opening to 

traffic upon finishing the project.  This input is an important parameter used to 
calculate the predictive performance of the pavement.  For an INDOT project, it is 
to be assumed that the pavement will be opened to traffic in September. 

 
2. Site and Project Identification. 
 

a. Location, Project ID, Section ID, and Date.  These parameters are optional 
parameters, but should be included for each specific design.  Example: Location = 
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SR 14 in Allen County, Project ID = Des No. 9700260, Section ID = SR 14 from 
Scott Road to I-69 Ramps, Date = date of analysis. 

 
b. Station or Mile Post Format.  Reference format of the design project for use with 

the MEPDG to calculate the pavement performance.  This input parameter is 
optional, but should be included for each specific design.  The recommended 
input is mile. 

 
c. Station or Mile Post Begin.  Station or Mile Post/Reference Post at the beginning 

of the project.  This is an important parameter used for MEPDG to calculate the 
performance criteria.  Example: RP 120.54. 

 
d. Station or Mile Post End.  Station or Mile Post/Reference Post at the end of the 

project.  This is an important parameter used for MEPDG to calculate the 
performance criteria.  Example: RP 122.78. 

 
e. Traffic Direction:  Direction of the design lane.  This is an important parameter 

used for MEPDG to calculate the performance criteria.  Example: Northbound. 
 
3. Analysis Parameter.  The input parameters in this section are important and sensitive to 

the analysis and the final design of the project. 
 

a. Initial IRI (in./mi).  This is the predictive International Roughness Index for 
newly-constructed pavement.  A typical value is from 65 to 75 in./mi.  A default 
value is 70 in./mi. 

 
b. Performance Criteria for Pavement Design.  These are the performance criteria 

used for acceptability of the iterative trials.  These parameters are the most 
important parameters, as additional parameters included in the MEPDG software 
are optional.  For asphalt pavement, this information is shown in Figure 52-8B.  
For concrete pavement, this information is shown in Figure 52-8C. 

 
4. Traffic Inputs.  Determine Traffic Group A, B, C, or D from item 5.a. below.  Prior to 

importing the AADTT and other inputs such as the number of lanes in the design 
direction, etc., import the site-specific Traffic Group data from the Traffic Input files. 

 
5. Standard Traffic-Distribution Input Files.  These are available to an INDOT designer on 

the Y:\ network drive, Program Engineering Division folder, MEPDG file.  The 
information is also available to a LPA’s designer on the Department’s website.  The user 
of the MEPDG software will be able to import the Traffic Volume Adjustment, Axle 
Load Distribution Factor, and the General Traffic Inputs. 
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a. Initial Two-Way AADTT.  This value is the Average Annual Daily Truck Traffic 

after the roadway is opened to traffic or the rehabilitation has been completed.  It 
represents both directions and all lanes.  Traffic is divided into four groups, based 
on the AADTT, as follows: 

 
(1) Traffic Group A, AADTT ≤ 3,000 
(2) Traffic Group B, 3,000 < AADTT ≤ 6,000 
(3) Traffic Group C, 6,000 < AADTT ≤ 20,000 AADTT) 
(4) Traffic Group D, AADTT > 20,000 

 
b. Number of Lanes in Design Direction.  This is the number of traveled lanes, not 

including the acceleration lanes. 
 

c. Percent of Trucks in the Design Direction.  This value represents the percentage 
of trucks in the design direction relative to all trucks using the roadway in both 
directions.  The recommended values are as follows: 

 
(1) 2-Lane Road, 52% 
(2) 4-Lane Road, 55% 
(3) 6-Lane Road, 55% 
(4) 8-Lane Road, 57% 
(5) 10-Lane Road, 55% 
(6) 12-Lane Road, 54% 
(7) One-way Ramp or Street, 100% 

 
d. Percent of Trucks in the Design Lane.  This value represents the percent of trucks 

of FHWA Class 4 and above in the design lane relative to all trucks of FHWA 
Class 4 and above in the design direction. 

 
(1) 2-Lane Road, 100% 
(2) 4-Lane Road, 90% 
(3) 6-Lane Road, 60% 
(4) 8-Lane Road, 45% 
(5) 10-Lane Road, 40% 
(6) 12-Lane Road, 40% 
(7) 1-Lane Ramp or Street, 100% 
(8) Multi-Lane Ramp, 90% 
(9) Multi-Lane One-Way Street, 90% 
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e. Operational Speed.  This value represents the posted truck speed limit.  The 
posted speed limit should be used for all traffic groups. 

 
f. Traffic Growth.  This value represents the growth of truck traffic during the 

pavement life.  Assuming that the growth rate is independent over time, the rate of 
increase remains the same throughout the design period.  If the 20-year projected 
AADTT is known, the growth factor is calculated using the equation as follows: 

 

1
050

−







=

AADTTYearCurrent
AADTTYearDesignFactorGrowth  

 
The recommended growth method is compounded growth.  The project-specific 
Traffic Growth Factor should be used. 

 
If the specific Traffic Growth Factor is not available, the default values are as 
follows: 

 
(1) Traffic Group A, 2.8% 
(2) Traffic Group B, 3.0% 
(3) Traffic Group C, 3.3% 
(4) Traffic Group D, 3.3% 

 
5. Climate.  The climate inputs in the MEPDG are based on the project location.  A climatic 

data file must be generated for each pavement design project in the MEPDG.  There are 
11 specific climate inputs from 11 weather stations in Indiana, and most are in major 
cities.  For a project outside one of these specific locations, a pavement designer can 
generate a climatic-data file. 

 
6. Generate New Climatic-Data File.  This option is available to generate a climatic-data file 

for a project. 
 

a. Climatic Data for a Specific Weather Station:  This option is available for a 
project that is in the vicinity of one of the 11 weather stations. 

 
b. Depth of Water Table.  Use a default value of 5 ft. 

 
c. Interpolate Climatic Data for a Given Location.  For a project that is not located 

close to one of the 11 weather stations, latitude, longitude, and elevation are 
needed to generate a climatic-data file.  At least three weather-station locations in 
the MEPDG should be selected to generate a climatic-data file.  Save the site-
specific weather data. 
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52-8.03(02)  Flexible-Pavement-Layer Design 
 
A flexible-pavement system consists of HMA (Surface, Intermediate, and Base) on an unbound 
base layer or prepared subgrade.  A final pavement-structure design in the MEPDG should 
include all of the layers shown in the Figure 52-13 series typical pavement sections.  Iterative 
runs in the MEPDG should be conducted to minimize the HMA Base thickness while satisfying 
the pavement performance prediction for the design life. 
 
Each flexible-pavement-structure design with the MEPDG should be performed using Dynamic 
Modulus and PG Binder properties imported from the Y:\ network drive or the Department’s 
website. 
 
1. Structure. 
 

a. Surface Shortwave Absorptivity.  Use the MEPDG default value of 0.85. 
 

b. Layers.  The MEPDG layer inputs should be based on the INDOT Standard 
Specifications and Figures 52-13D and 52-13E.  A maximum of 6 input layers is 
supported.  The maximum number of input layers that can be asphalt layers is 3.  
If the trial design includes a drainage layer, the 3 base layers should be input as 
one base layer.  The layer thicknesses should be in accordance with Figure 52-
13A or 52-13B. 

 
(1) Type, Material, and Thickness.  These are determined based on the 

INDOT Standard Specifications and Figures 52-13D and 52-13E for the 
trial design. 

 
(2) Thin Non-Structural Layers.  These should be combined with other layers 

(e.g. HMA open-graded friction) 
 

(3) Bedrock.  This can be ignored where the depth to it is greater than 20 ft. 
 

(4) Filter Fabrics.  For drainage purposes in the pavement structure, these 
should be ignored in the MEPDG design. 

 
2. Material Properties.  The Office of Pavement Engineering will maintain input files 

associated with material properties.  The input files will be available at Y:\Div.Program 
Development\Pavement Engineering\MEPDG file, or on the Department’s website.  The 
user of the MEPDG software will be able to import the following: 
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a. dynamic modulus; 

 
b. SUPERPAVE Asphalt Binder Test data; 

 
c. asphalt general inputs.  For 25.0 mm, 19.0 mm, 12.5 mm, 9.5 mm NMAS, or 

SMA 9.5 mm NMAS, values are provided in Figure 52-8D;and 
 

d. Creep Compliance data file. 
 
3. Thermal Cracking.  The MEPDG calculates average tensile strength, creep compliance, 

mixture VMA, and mix coefficient of thermal contraction, internally.  For aggregate 
coefficient of thermal contraction, use the value for limestone, 6.05 e-6. 

 
 
52-8.03(03)  Rigid-Pavement-Layer Design 
 
A rigid-pavement system consists of portland cement concrete pavement on granular subbase on 
prepared subgrade.  A final pavement-structure design in the MEPDG should include all the 
layers described in the Figure 52-13 series typical pavement sections.  Iterative runs in the 
MEPDG should be conducted to minimize the structural thicknesses while satisfying the 
pavement performance prediction for the design life.  A new rigid-pavement trial should be 
started by first creating a template identifying all subgrade and pavement layers. 
 
1. Design Features.  The design feature inputs in the MEPDG should be based on the 

INDOT Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings. 
 

a. Joint Spacing.  This is the parameter in the design that determines the pavement 
performance predictions as a requirement for the design.  The recommended 
initial trial value for joint spacing is 15 ft for pavement thickness less than 10 in., 
18 ft for pavement thickness of 10 in. but less than 12 in., or 16 ft for pavement 
thickness of 12 in. or greater.  The most economical design has the longest joint 
spacing that satisfies the performance criteria. 

 
b. Sealant Type.  Use the most predominant transverse sealant type, which is 

silicone sealant. 
 

c. Random Joint Spacing.  This technique is no longer used. 
 

d. Doweled Transverse Joint.  This option should always be selected. 
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e. Dowel Diameter and Dowel-Bar Spacing, and Tied PCC Shoulder.  These should 
be as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
f. Tied PCC Shoulder.  This is a project-specific input. 

 
g. Long Term LTE (Load Transfer Efficiency).  This should be 50% to 70% for a 

sawed longitudinal joint with tie bar, 30% to 50% for a longitudinal construction 
joint with tie bar, or 0% for no tie bar.  Use 60% as the default value. 

 
h. Widened Slab.  This option should be checked if the pavement slab is wider than 

12 ft.  The slab width should be input.  A slab width of less than 12 ft can be 
analyzed using a 12-ft slab width, but by decreasing the mean offset distance from 
the slab edge to outside of tire. 

 
i. PCC-Base Interface.  Unless specified otherwise, the interface is full-friction 

contact. 
 

j. Erodibility Index.  The value for a drainable base is Very Erosion Resistant (2).  
The value for  cement- or asphalt-stabilized base is Extremely Resistant (1). 

 
k. Loss of Full Friction.  Use 600 as default value (50-year life cycle times 12 

months per year). 
 
2. Layers.  The only input in this section is the Surface Short-Wave Absorptivity, which is 

the concrete surface absorptivity value from sunlight.  The default value is 0.85. 
 
3. PCC Thermal Properties.  This section requires input for thermal properties of concrete.  

The inputs should be typical values from samples in the field. 
 

a. Layer Thickness.  This is the thickness of the concrete layer for trial design.  The 
pavement designer should select a trial design thickness based on experience from 
past projects.  The selected trial design thickness should be in 0.5-in. increments. 

 
b. Unit Weight.  This is the dry unit weight of concrete based on AASHTO T 121.  

A value of 145 lb/ft3 is recommended. 
 

c. Poisson Ratio.  This is based on samples tested using AASHTO C 469.  A value 
of 0.20 is recommended. 

 
d. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion.  This is the coefficient based on samples tested 

using AASHTO TP 60.  A value of 5.4 x 10-6 per oF is recommended for 
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limestone.  A value of 6.1 x 10-6 per oF is recommended for gravel.  As a default 
value, use the value for limestone. 

 
e. Thermal Conductivity.  This is for concrete samples tested using ASTM E 1952.  

A value of 1.25 BTU/h-ft-oF is recommended. 
 

f. Heat Capacity.  This is for concrete samples tested using ASTM D 2766.  A value 
of 0.28 BTU/lb-oF is recommended. 

 
4. PCC Mix Properties.  This section requires input for mix properties of concrete based on 

the ingredients of the concrete.  The inputs are the typical values from a previous 
concrete-pavement project. 

 
a. Cement Type.  Select the appropriate cement type that is expected to be used in 

the project.  A recommended selection is Type I cement. 
 

b. Cementitious Material Content.  This value is from a typical mix design from a 
previous concrete-pavement project in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
Specifications.  A recommended value is 510 lb/yd3 including supplemental 
cementitious materials such as fly ash. 

 
c. Water/Cement Ratio.  This value is from a typical mix design from a previous 

concrete-pavement project in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
Specifications.  A recommended value is 0.42 including supplemental 
cementitious materials such as fly ash. 

 
d. Aggregate Type.  Select the type of aggregate to be potentially used in the project 

limits.  Limestone is the most common type of aggregate. 
 

e. PCC Zero-Stress Temperature.  This value depends on the Mean Monthly 
Temperature and Cement content to determine the temperature of PCC zero stress 
during concrete hardening.  The MEPDG provides a calculator option to calculate 
the default temperature. 

 
f. Ultimate Shrinkage at 40% Relative Humidity.  This value represents the ultimate 

shrinkage of a concrete sample in 40% relative humidity.  The default value is 
483 microstrain. 

 
g. Reversible Shrinkage.  This value represents the reversible shrinkage of a 

concrete sample as a percentage of the ultimate shrinkage.  The default value is 
50%. 
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h. Time to Develop 50% of Ultimate Shrinkage.  This value represents the time to 

develop 50% of the ultimate shrinkage.  The default value is 35 days. 
 

i. Curing method:  This option depends on the curing method during construction of 
the concrete pavement.  The default option is Curing Compound. 

 
5. PCC Strength Properties.  This section requires input based on the hierarchical inputs 

from the lowest of Level 3 to the highest Level 1.  The strength input for Level 3 is 
flexural strength.  For 28-day flexural strength, the default value is 700 psi.  The MEPDG 
software calculates the elastic modulus. 

 
 
52-8.03(04)  Unbound Granular Pavement Layer Design 
 
1. Unbound Material – Drainage Layer.  The purpose of this pavement layer is to move 

water from underneath the pavement surface and also to provide a platform to construct 
the subsequent PCCP. 

 
a. Unbound Material.  This input is related to the type of granular material to be 

used in the drainage layer.  The default option is crushed stone, although other 
materials also can be utilized based on geographical area and availability.  For 
asphalt-stabilized drainage layer, see Section 52-8.03(02). 

 
b. Thickness.  This is the thickness of the drainable granular layer only.  The default 

value is 3 in. 
 

c. Input level:  This option requires input based on the hierarchical inputs from the 
lowest of Level 3 to the highest Level 1.  The default value is Level 3. 

 
d. Poisson ratio:  This is for a representative sample of crushed stone.  The default 

value is 0.35. 
 

e. Coefficient of Lateral Pressure, Ko.  This is for a representative sample of crushed 
stone.  The default value is 0.5. 

 
f. Analysis Type – User Input Modulus.  This is an option to select a representative 
sample value for the resilient modulus in this unbound layer.  Select this option and input 
the value shown. 
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g. Material Property – Modulus.  This is the average resilient modulus for the 
expected in-place granular material based on representative samples.  The default value 
for Level 3 is 25,000 psi. 

 
2. Unbound Material – Separation Layer.  The purpose of this pavement layer is to provide 

a separation layer between the drainage layer and the subgrade soil to eliminate migration 
of fine particles from the subgrade soil if the subbase includes a drainage layer (coarse 
aggregate, size  No. 8), or to seal off the subgrade from moisture if using a dense-graded 
subbase. 

 
a. Unbound Material.  This input is related to the type of granular material to be 

used in the separation layer.  The default option is crushed stone. 
 

b. Thickness.  This is the thickness of the separation layer only.  The typical 
thickness is 6 in. 

 
c. Input Level.  This option requires input based on the hierarchical inputs from the 

lowest of Level 3 to the highest Level 1.  The default value is Level 3. 
 

d. Poisson Ratio.  This is for a representative sample of crushed stone.  The default 
value is 0.35. 

 
e. Coefficient of Lateral Pressure, Ko.  This is for a representative sample of crushed 

stone.  The default value is 0.5. 
 

f. Analysis Type – User Input Modulus.  This is an option to select a representative 
sample value for the resilient modulus in this unbound layer.  Select this option 
and input the value shown. 

 
g. Material Property – Modulus or CBR.  This is the average resilient modulus for 

the expected in-place granular material based on representative samples.  The 
default value for Level 3 is 30,000 psi. 

 
3. Unbound Material – Compacted Subgrade Layer and Natural Subgrade Layer.  These 

pavement layers are the bottom layers in the MEPDG pavement design.  The function of 
these layers is to provide a foundation for the subsequent pavement layers.  The natural 
subgrade layer is the untreated insitu material beneath the fill and subgrade treatment. 

 
a. Unbound Material.  This option is related to the type of expected soil in the 

project limits.  The type of soil can be obtained from the geotechnical 
investigation.  The default type is based on AASHTO classification. 
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b. Thickness.  For compacted subgrade the default value is 24 in.  For natural 

subgrade, check the Last Layer option to identify that this is the last layer with 
infinite thickness. 

 
c. Input Level.  This option requires input based on the hierarchical inputs from the 

lowest of Level 3 to the highest Level 1.  The default value is Level 3. 
 

d. Poisson Ratio.  This is for a representative sample of crushed stone.  The default 
value is 0.35. 

 
e. Coefficient of Lateral Pressure, Ko.  This is for a representative sample of crushed 

stone.  The default value is 0.5. 
 

f. Analysis Type – User Input Modulus.  This is an option to select a representative 
sample value for the resilient modulus in this unbound layer.  Select this option 
and input the value shown. 

 
g. Material Property – Resilient Modulus.  This is the average resilient modulus for 

the expected in-place subgrade soil based on representative samples.  The default 
values for Level 3 are based on the selection of the AASHTO or USCS soil 
classification.  By selecting the type of soil, the MEPDG will input a default 
value.  For compacted subgrade and natural subgrade layers use Level 2 input, 
and use the values from the geotechnical report.  If the natural subgrade layer 
value is not shown in the Geotechnical Report, use ½ of the compacted subgrade 
value. 

 
h. Analysis Type.  The select representative value is the design value. 

 
 
52-8.03(05)  Stabilized Pavement Layer Design 
 
1. Subgrade Treatment.  The purpose of this pavement layer is to support the subsequent 

upper pavement structural layers.  The strength and properties of the stabilized materials 
are based on the design strength of the materials.  For lightly-stabilized materials, such as 
lime or fly-ash stabilization, these materials are not classified as stabilized materials in 
the MEPDG.  Rather, such materials are treated as compacted subgrade soil with 
increased modulus values.  The following are the guidelines for inputs in the MEPDG. 
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a. Unbound Material.  This option is related to the type of expected soil in the 
project limits.  The type of soil can be obtained from the soil borings for a 
particular project.  The default type is based on AASHTO classification. 

 
b. Thickness.  For compacted subgrade, the default value is 24 in. 

 
c. Input Level.  This option requires input based on the hierarchical inputs from the 

lowest of Level 3 to the highest Level 1.  The default value is Level 3. 
 

d. Poisson Ratio.  This is for a representative sample of crushed stone.  The default 
value is 0.35. 

 
e. Coefficient of Lateral Pressure, Ko.  This is for a representative sample of crushed 

stone.  The default value is 0.5. 
 

f. Analysis Type – User Input Modulus.  This is an option to select a representative 
sample value for the resilient modulus in this unbound layer.  Select this option 
and input the value shown. 

 
g. Material Property – Modulus.  This is the average resilient modulus for the 

expected in-place subgrade soil based on representative samples.  For Level 2 
input, use values from the geotechnical report. 

 
h. Analysis Type.  The select representative value is the design value. 

 
2. Chemical Modification.  This type of stabilization is considered stabilized base in the 

MEPDG.  However, it is not typically used unless it is specifically required by the 
Geotechnical Report.  The purpose of this pavement layer is to support the subsequent 
upper pavement structural layers.  The strength and properties of the stabilized materials 
are based on the mix design of the materials.  For moderately stabilized materials, such as 
cement or asphalt stabilizations, these materials should be tested for their strength and 
physical properties.  This type of stabilization is considered stabilized base in the 
MEPDG. 

 
INDOT currently does not specify chemical modification.  The following are the 
guidelines for inputs in the MEPDG for information purposes only. 

 
a. Material Type.  This option is related to the type of expected stabilized material to 

be used in the project. 
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b. Layer Thickness.  This is the thickness of the stabilized material only, as it is 
based on trial design.  A preliminary value of 3 in. is appropriate. 

 
c. Unit Weight.  This is the unit weight of the stabilized material.  This value is a 

result of the laboratory testing.  The default value is 150 lb/ft3. 
 

d. Elastic/Resilient Modulus:  This is the modulus of elasticity or the resilient 
modulus of the stabilized material.  The default values are as follows: asphalt 
stabilized, 300,000 psi; cement stabilized, max. 5%, 400,000 psi; soil cement, 
max. 10%, 500,000 psi. 

 
e. Thermal Conductivity.  This is the thermal conductivity of stabilized material.  A 

value of 1.25 BTU/h-ft-oF is recommended. 
 

f. Heat Capacity.  This is the heat capacity of the stabilized material.  A value of 
0.28 BTU/lb-oF is recommended. 

 
3. Stabilized Drainage Layer.  Stabilized drainage layers are not currently specified.  The 

purpose of this pavement layer is to provide a durable pavement drainage layer to remove 
water from the body of the pavement.  The strength and properties of the stabilized 
materials are based on the mix design of the materials.  For fully-stabilized materials such 
as cement or asphalt stabilizations, these materials should be tested for their strength and 
physical properties.  For asphalt-stabilized drainage layer, the inputs are identical to those 
for the open-graded layer described in Section 52-8.03(02).  For cement-stabilized 
drainage layer, the following are the guidelines for MEPDG inputs. 

 
a. Material type:  This is the cement stabilized type. 

 
b. Layer Thickness.  This is the thickness of the cement stabilized drainage layer.  

The default value is 3 in. 
 

c. Unit Weight.  This is the unit weight of the cement stabilized drainage layer.  This 
value is aresult of the laboratory testing.  The default value is 150 lb/ft3. 

 
d. Elastic/Resilient Modulus.  This is the modulus of elasticity or the resilient 

modulus of the cement-stabilized drainage layer.  The default value is 1,500,000 
psi. 

 
e. Thermal Conductivity.  This is the thermal conductivity of stabilized material.  A 

value of 1.25 BTU/h-ft-oF is recommended. 
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f. Heat Capacity.  This is the heat capacity of the stabilized material.  A value of 
0.28 BTU/lb-oF is recommended. 

 
 
52-9.0  PAVEMENT CROSS SECTION DESIGN 
 
The Office of Pavement Engineering’s Pavement Design Engineer recommends the pavement 
type selection for each non-District Discretionary Program project. For a project within the 
District Discretionary Program, the district’s Pavement Design Engineer will be recommending 
the selection.  For a LPA project, the LPA or its designated representative will provide the 
selection. 
 
A new pavement, pavement replacement, or major rehabilitation project will be identified and 
recorded by the Pavement Design Engineer. The pavement type for each project will be selected 
based on specific project considerations which include the project budget, the geotechnical 
engineering report, the project design traffic, and the square measure of pavement and shoulders 
that will be constructed.  The pavement type will be selected by a panel composed of the 
Planning Operations Deputy Commissioner, the Business and Asset Management Deputy 
Commissioner, the Production Management Division Director, and the Pavement Engineering 
Manger.  The Pavement Design Engineer prepares designs and life-cycle costs for each project 
and provides them at a quarterly Pavement Type Selection meeting.  The Asphalt Pavement 
Association of Indiana (APAI) executive director, the American Concrete Pavement Association, 
Indiana Chapter (IN-ACPA) executive director, and the FHWA pavement and materials engineer 
are invited to this meeting as non-voting participants.  Copies of the pavement designs selected 
by the panel are distributed to the Pavement Steering Committee at the next Pavement Steering 
Committee meeting. 
 
The factors to be considered in selecting pavement types  include, but are not limited to, the 
preliminary pavement design, life-cycle cost analysis, and adjoining pavement types.  For a 
rehabilitation or partial 3R project, the factor to consider is the condition of the existing 
pavement. 
 
A new pavement structure is designed for a project where a new roadway or a replacement 
pavement structure will be constructed or where the existing pavement is being removed and 
replaced.  Pavements should be designed in accordance with the AASHTO MEPDG and should 
be detailed as shown in the Figures 52-13 series, Typical Pavement Sections.  An approved 
geotechnical report and traffic data report will be completed and submitted by the project 
designer for each new or replacement pavement structure. 
 
A rehabilitation design is the most varied and complicated of all pavement designs.  A structural 
or functional HMA overlay, or PCCP over existing pavement, is used where the existing 
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pavement is not structurally sufficient.  Rehabilitation of an asphalt pavement involves the 
placement of an overlay.  Rehabilitation of PCCP can involve a HMA overlay, a PCCP over 
existing PCCP, or a HMA overlay over PCCP with slab reduction.  Rehabilitation of a composite 
pavement should consider the required treatments for both asphalt and portland cement concrete 
pavements. 
 
 
52-9.01  Aggregate Pavement 
 
Requirements for Compacted Aggregate Pavement (CAP) are shown in the INDOT Standard 
Specifications.  CAP is constructed on a prepared subgrade. 
 
The subgrade should be designed in accordance with the geotechnical report and constructed in 
accordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications.  The geotechnical recommendations will 
identify the Subgrade Treatment to be specified for a project and all special geotechnical design 
considerations. 
 
The CAP thickness is 10 in., which is composed of 4 in. of compacted aggregate size, No. 73 on 
6 in. of compacted aggregate, size No. 53, Base on the prepared subgrade. 
 
 
52-9.02  HMA Pavement 
 
Requirements for HMA pavement are shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  HMA is 
constructed on a prepared subgrade. 
 
The subgrade should be designed in accordance with the geotechnical report and constructed in 
accordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications.  The geotechnical report will include 
recommendations for the subgrade treatment.  The designed thickness of HMA or HMA on 
compacted aggregate base is determined in accordance with the MEPDG and constructed on the 
prepared subgrade.  The minimum HMA or composite HMA and compacted aggregate thickness 
is 10 in. 
 
 
52-9.02(01)  Mixture Designation 
 
The Pavement Design Engineer will determine whether to use Quality Control/Quality 
Assurance (QC/QA) HMA mixtures, or HMA mixtures, both as described in the INDOT 
Standard Specifications.  The criteria for using QC/QA-HMA mixtures or HMA mixtures are 
based on the quantity of material to be used or location of high stress areas. 
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52-9.02(02)  QC/QA-HMA Mixtures 
 
QC/QA-HMA is specified for all projects, except those with limited pavement quantities, or 
where high traffic-volume conditions require that the mixture be engineered to withstand the 
traffic-induced stresses.  QC/QA-HMA should be specified for the following: 
 
1. a mixture that exceeds one sublot of material and is placed at least 4 ft width.  Shoulders 

with non-uniform widths that include areas of less than 4 ft width should not be specified 
as QC/QA-HMA mixtures because a representative random sample cannot be taken in an 
area of less than 4 ft width.  The INDOT Standard Specifications defines a sublot as 600 
tons for surface courses or 1000 tons for base or intermediate courses; 

 
2. an urban rehabilitation project that includes multiple- and closely-spaced intersections 

throughout its limits; 
 
3. an urban intersection project with mainline or approach ESALs > 3,000,000.  Such an 

intersection incurs high stresses in the pavement caused by heavy, slow moving, or 
stopped traffic.  Mixtures placed off the mainline are not required to be QC/QA.  Where 
small quantities of mixture off the mainline are required, the project designer should 
evaluate the number of mixtures specified to limit the number of mixture designations 
required in the contract.  Small quantity-mixture designations should be made as in 
described Section 52-9.02(03); 

 
4. a rural intersection project with mainline or approach ESALs > 3,000,000 that has stop 

conditions.  Such an intersection incurs high stresses in the pavement caused by heavy, 
slow moving, or stopped traffic, and are not part of an adjoining rehabilitation project.  
Mixtures placed off the mainline are not required to be QC/QA.  Where small quantities 
of mixture off the mainline are required, the project designer should evaluate the number 
of mixtures specified to limit the number of mixture designations required in the contract.  
Small quantity-mixture designations should be made as described in Section 52-9.02(03); 
or 

 
5. all open-graded mixtures are QC/QA and are either QC/QA-HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, 

OG19.0 mm; or QC/QA-HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, OG25.0 mm. 
 
The pay items for QC/QA-HMA mixtures specify the ESAL category, the high-temperature 
performance grade of asphalt binder, the mixture course, and the nominal aggregate size of the 
mixture.  The nominal aggregate size is a name designation and is always specified with a metric 
designation that agrees with the AASHTO SUPERPAVE designations. 
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A QC/QA-HMA pay item should use the format as follows: 
 
 QC/QA-HMA, _______, ______, _______, ______ mm 
   (ESAL  (PG  (Course) (Mixture 
   Category) Binder)   Designation) 
 
The ESAL categories are listed in Figure 52-9A, ESAL Category for QC/QA-HMA Mixtures. 
 
The high-temperature performance-grade (PG) binder will vary depending on the factors 
included in Section 52-9.02(04), and will be 64, 70, or 76.  However, for an open-graded 
mixture, the high-temperature performance-grade binder is always 76.  The low-temperature 
performance grade of -22 is always used and is specified in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
The course designation is the specific mixture and will be Surface, Intermediate, or Base. 
 
The mixture designation will be the mixture designed.  A surface course will be either 4.75, 9.5 
or 12.5 mm mixture.  An intermediate course will be 9.5, 12.5, 19.0, 25.0, OG 19.0, or OG 25.0 
mm mixture.  A base course will be 19.0 or 25.0 mm mixture. 
 
EXAMPLE:  The pay item QC/QA-HMA, 4, 76, Surface, 9.5 mm represents a QC/QA-HMA-
mixture with between 10,000,000 and 30,000,000 ESALs, a PG 76 high-temperature binder, a 
Surface course, and a mixture designation size of 9.5 mm. 
 
The project designer should use the pay-item descriptions shown in the INDOT Standard 
Specifications for QC/QA-HMA mixtures. 
 
 
52-9.02(03)  HMA Mixtures 
 
HMA is specified for a limited-quantities project or where construction constraints require that 
the material be placed in non-uniform widths or thicknesses.  HMA should be utilized for a 
project where the mixture does not exceed one sublot of material. 
 
For miscellaneous mixtures such as HMA for wedge and leveling, HMA for approaches, etc., the 
project designer should specify the applicable pay item and mixtures as listed in the INDOT 
Standard Specifications. 
 
A HMA pay item should use the format as follows: 
 
 HMA _______, Type _______ 
  (Course) (Type) 
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The mixture course designation is the specific mixture and will be Surface, Intermediate, or 
Base. 
 
The mixture type is determined from ESALs calculated for the project’s pavement design.  The 
type categories for HMA mixtures are listed in Figure 52-9B, Mixture Type for HMA Mixtures. 
 
EXAMPLE:  The pay item HMA Surface, Type B represents a HMA mixture for the range of 
0.3 million ≤ ESAL < 3 million, and Surface course. 
 
The project designer should use the pay item descriptions shown for HMA mixtures in the 
INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-9.02(04)  PG Binder and Traffic Groups 
 
Performance Graded (PG) Binders for QC/QA mixtures are designed based on their 
performance-related properties determined for the project’s climate (temperature) and location 
within the pavement structure.  Base mixtures are designed for a lower high-temperature than the 
surface and intermediate mixtures.  The PG binder should be adjusted based on the speed and 
amount of traffic for the project.  For an HMA overlay, the type and condition of the existing 
pavement should also be considered.  The computer program LTPPBIND should be used to 
select the grades of the PG Binder for a specific project.  The latest version of LTPPBIND may 
be downloaded from the web site http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/pavement/ltpp/ltppbind.cfm. 
 
PG binders are identified with high and low Celsius temperature values.  For example, PG 70-22 
identifies 70°C as the high-temperature design value and -22°C as the low-temperature design 
value.  The high-temperature value is the average seven-day maximum pavement temperature.  
The low-temperature value is the lowest air temperature recorded at the weather station(s) 
nearest the project site. 
 
The binder selection reliability is used to indicate the probability that the design high and low 
temperatures will not be exceeded during the design life.  A value of 64, 70, or 76 should be used 
for the high-temperature design and a value of -22 will be used for the low-temperature design.  
The value selected for design high temperature should be evaluated for 98% reliability.  
However, a design high-temperature value satisfying 90% reliability may be considered for a 
Traffic Group A roadway. 
 
The PG binder for a QC/QA project will be identified in the pay-item designation.  The INDOT 
Standard Specifications specify the PG binder for each non-QC/QA mixture. 
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Where shoulders are constructed full depth or where the shoulders will be used for traffic-
maintenance operations, the shoulder load spectra will be the same as those for the mainline.  
Where shoulders are not constructed full depth and will not be used for traffic-maintenance 
operations, the traffic load spectra should be Traffic Group A. 
 
 
52-9.02(05)  Asphalt-Pavement Rehabilitation 
 
An asphalt-pavement structure identified as having distresses listed in Section 52-6.02 should be 
rehabilitated by means of the treatment recommended therein.  The pavement designer will 
specify the type and limits of milling, and the type and thickness of an overlay.  The existing 
pavement plus the proposed rehabilitation will be designed for structural sufficiency by using 
FWD testing, coring, and the MEPDG. 
 
 
52-9.02(06)  Shoulders 
 
For a HMA paved shoulder of 4 ft or narrower, the project designer should specify the same 
HMA pay-item designations and thicknesses as those used for the adjacent travel lane.  For a 
HMA paved shoulder wider than 4 ft, the project designer should specify the thicknesses and 
HMA pay-item designations for the appropriate ESAL level identified in the Figures 52-13 
series. 
 
For a HMA paved shoulder of 4 ft or narrower consisting of 660 lb/yd2 over 6 in. of compacted 
aggregate, the project designer should specify the same HMA pay-item designation for the 
surface course as that of the travelway’s HMA Surface course. 
 
Shoulder corrugations should be in accordance with Section 45-1.02(06). 
 
 
52-9.02(07)  [Section Deleted] 
 
52-9.02(08)  HMA for Approaches 
 
HMA for Approaches is a mixture designated for a drive, public-road approach, crossover, turn 
lane, acceleration or deceleration lane, mailbox approach on a non-paved shoulder, etc.  It should 
be used for a short project where the HMA quantity is less than 200 tons, i.e., bridge replacement 
or overlay, small structure replacement, etc., where the paving involves a large amount of 
handwork or non-paving movement of the paver and rollers. 
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For a drive, public-road approach, or crossover, the limits and HMA section for HMA for 
Approaches, for each type, are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Where the AADT 
exceeds the amount shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings, the HMA section must be 
determined in accordance with Section 52-8.0. 
 
For a public-road approach, the limits for HMA mixtures for approaches may be extended to 
include up to an additional 100 ft of pavement to satisfy project requirements.  If the project 
requires more than 100 ft of additional pavement, the public-road approach will be designed as 
HMA for Approaches, of the type required.  The additional pavement will be designed in 
accordance with Section 52-8.0. 
  
For a HMA turn lane, HMA acceleration or deceleration lane, HMA wedges for a bridge deck 
overlay project, HMA approaches for a bridge-replacement project that requires less than 200 
tons of HMA material, or HMA pavement less than 200 ft in length on a small-structure-
replacement project, the pavement will be designed in accordance with Section 52-8.0 as HMA 
for Approaches, of the type required. 
 
For a mailbox approach on a non-stabilized shoulder, HMA for Approaches, of the type required, 
should be used as specified on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
52-9.02(09)  Widening with HMA 
 
An existing pavement may be widened to 5 ft or less on each side if widening with HMA.  
However, the minimum width of widening with HMA specified is 2 ft for constructability 
purposes.  This minimum width of widening may result in extra lane width or may require 
removal of existing pavement to satisfy the 2-ft minimum-width requirement.  The longitudinal 
joint of the widened pavement should not be located in the wheel path of the driving lane.  The 
pay-item designation for this work will be Widening with HMA, of the type required, regardless 
of the quantity involved. 
 
If specific project widening requirements exceed 5 ft, the widened pavement area will not be 
specified as HMA widening, but will be identified as HMA pavement.  The pay items specified 
will be either QC/QA-HMA or HMA in accordance with Section 52-9.0, and the excavation and 
subgrade treatment will be as described in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-9.02(10)  Seal Coat 
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Seal coat, or chip seal, is used to seal a shoulder, to seal a very low-traffic-volume roadway, or 
during construction to bond loose material to allow construction traffic to use the surface.  The 
requirements for seal coat are shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-9.02(11)  Prime Coat 
 
Prime coat is required for a rubblized base that is to be overlaid.  The prime coat binds the top 
portion of the rubblized base with the first HMA layer so that the HMA material will not slide 
relative to the base material during compaction of the HMA.  Prime coat should not be specified 
to be placed on a compacted-aggregate base to be overlaid with HMA material.  The 
requirements for prime coat are shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-9.02(12)  Tack Coat 
 
Tack coat is required beneath each course of HMA material that is placed on an existing 
pavement or newly-constructed HMA course.  The tack coat binds the new HMA material to the 
material already in place.  HMA or PCCP is to be tacked prior to placement of a HMA mixture.  
The requirements for tack coat are shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-9.03  PCCP Pavement 
 
The requirements for PCCP are shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  PCCP is 
constructed on subbase for PCCP (drainable subbase), or dense-graded subbase, on a prepared 
subgrade. 
 
The subgrade should be designed in accordance with the geotechnical report.  The geotechnical 
recommendations may include a soil modification or stabilization process, subgrade-treatment 
type, or a compacted-aggregate stabilization layer. 
 
Subbase for PCCP is placed on the prepared subgrade and is composed of 3 in. of coarse 
aggregate, size No. 8, on 6 in. of compacted aggregate, size No. 53.  The coarse aggregate, size 
No. 8 is a permeable layer that collects and removes water entering the pavement subbase 
system.  The compacted aggregate, size No. 53 is a dense layer that separates the subgrade from 
water entering the pavement subbase system.  Underdrains must be included where subbase for 
PCCP is specified.  Dense-graded subbase is used under miscellaneous PCCP such as a drive, 
reinforced-concrete bridge approach, etc., or may be used where underdrains are not warranted.  
Dense-graded subbase is composed of 6 in. of compacted aggregate, size No. 53. 
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The designed thickness of PCCP determined by the MEPDG is placed on the Subbase for PCCP.  
The minimum PCCP thickness is 7 in.  Transverse joints in the concrete pavement are spaced in 
accordance with the INDOT Standard Drawings and are constructed as contraction joints type 
D-1.  The D-1 contraction joints shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings have variable-size 
dowel bars dependent on the PCCP thickness.  The joint spacing should be modified to meet a 
drive, inlet, adjacent lane, etc., such that all joints are continuous across the entire width of 
pavement including shoulders.  The additional D-1 joints should be included in the contract 
quantities. 
 
Non-standard joints are not to be used in a pavement without approval of the Department’s 
Pavement Steering Committee (PSC).  If a project designer desires to utilize non-standard 
pavement joints in an individual contract, a submittal should be made to the PSC through the 
Office of Pavement Engineering.  The pavement designer should contact the Pavement Design 
Engineer to determine the required submittal contents.  The PSC may require the pavement 
designer to make a presentation to provide additional justification for the use of non-standard 
joints. 
 
Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QC/QA) PCCP pay items and PCCP pay items, as described 
in the INDOT Standard Specifications, are used for a project specifying PCCP.  The criteria for 
using QC/QA-PCCP or PCCP are based on the area of PCC pavement specified.  For a project 
PCCP quantity of 7200 yd2 or greater, the pay item should be QC/QA-PCCP, ___ in.  For a 
project PCCP quantity of less than 7200 yd2, the pay item should be PCCP, ___ in. 
 
 
52-9.03(01)  PCCP Rehabilitation 
 
A PCCP rehabilitation consists of Concrete Pavement Restoration (CPR), preventative 
maintenance, functional treatment, structural treatment, or undersealing.  CPR is used where the 
existing PCCP is structurally sufficient. 
 
1. Concrete-Pavement Restoration.  CPR of a PCCP may be used as recommended in 

Section 52-7.03 where the existing PCCP is considered to be structurally sufficient but 
has reduced serviceability.  CPR alternatives are full or partial depth patching, PCCP 
profiling, joint resealing, retrofit load transfer, shoulder restoration, slab stabilization 
(undersealing), longitudinal crack and joint repair, overlay, or combinations of these 
alternatives. 

 
The condition of the driving lane of PCCP is an indicator of the project’s suitability for 
CPR.  FWD testing and core investigation for “D” cracking at joints should be 
completed.  A PCCP where cores indicate a “D” cracking distress is not a candidate for 
CPR, functional, or PM treatment. 
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The limitation of patching for distresses other than “D” cracking for each pavement 
treatment is based on the full-depth patching area required.  The limits of the full-depth 
patching for each treatment are listed in Figure 52-9C, PCCP Patching Limits. 

 
2. Preventative Maintenance.  A preventative-maintenance treatment is specified for 

rehabilitation of a pavement with distresses listed in Section 52-6.03.  A preventative-
maintenance treatment may consist of HMA over concrete, PCCP profiling, PCCP 
patching, or joint repair. 

 
3. Functional Treatment.  A functional treatment is specified for rehabilitation of a 

pavement with distresses listed in Section 52-6.03.  A functional treatment may consist of 
HMA over concrete, PCCP profiling, PCCP patching, or joint repair. 

 
4. Structural Treatment.  A structural treatment is specified for rehabilitation of pavement 

with distresses listed in Section 52-6.03.  A structural treatment may consist of HMA 
over concrete or PCCP over concrete in accordance with Section 52-9.04.  The pavement 
designer will specify the limits of milling, if required, and the HMA overlay or PCCP 
thickness.  The structural sufficiency of the existing PCCP should be determined by 
means of FWD testing. 

 
5. Undersealing.  Undersealing consists of a localized activity where a fluid material is 

pumped under the concrete slab to add support and to fill voids under the pavement.  
PCCP or asphalt over PCC composite pavement should be tested with a FWD as 
described in Section 52-7.04 to determine size and limits of voids underlying the 
pavement.  PCCP on open graded subbase should not be undersealed. 

 
FWD testing must be requested 4 to 6 months in advance of the Ready For Contract date, 
depending on the time of year.  FWD testing cannot be performed during the winter months.  
The district should coordinate traffic-control activities for the FWD testing. 
 
The cost of the recommended rehabilitation should be compared to the cost of replacing the 
existing pavement or an alternate rehabilitation technique using life-cycle cost analysis. 
 
 
52-9.03(02)  Curbs and Shoulders 
 
PCCP is constructed with either integral concrete curbs, a widened outside lane with HMA 
shoulder, or tied full-depth concrete shoulders.  The integral curbs, widened outside lane, or tied 
shoulders stiffen the outside edge of pavement to reduce deflections.  D-1 joints are required 
across the entire PCCP.  Compacted aggregate or geotextile should be specified alongside PCCP 
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curbs or shoulders to prevent erodible material from infiltrating the underdrain system.  The 
typical sections for PCCP shoulders are included in the Figures 52-13 series. 
 
 
52-9.03(03)  Reinforced-Concrete Bridge Approach (RCBA) 
 
The requirements for a RCBA are shown the INDOT Standard Specifications.  RCBA is 
constructed on dense-graded subbase on prepared subgrade. 
 
A RCBA is used at a bridge to transition from PCC or HMA pavement to the bridge deck or 
mudwall.  For PCCP, the RCBA spans from the sleeper slab to the pavement ledge on the 
mudwall.  For HMA pavement, the RCBA spans from the end of the HMA pavement to the 
pavement ledge on the mudwall.  The RCBA is reinforced to account for unsupported conditions 
due to settlement at the end bent or abutment.  The RCBA and reinforcing-steel details are 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
52-9.04 Composite Pavement 
 
The design elements of composite pavements will be determined based on the work type 
determined from Section 52-7.0. 
 
 
52-9.04(01) New Construction 
 
HMA over aggregate composite pavement will be designed as flexible pavement in accordance 
with Section 52-8.0.  See Figure 52-13E for specific details. 
 
The project designer should use the appropriate mixture designations shown for QC/QA-HMA or 
HMA mixtures in accordance with Section 52-9.02.  The compacted aggregate should be as 
designed within the limits shown in the Figures 52-13 series. 
 
 
52-9.04(02) Rehabilitation 
 
HMA over asphalt and PCC composite pavement will be designed to match the existing 
pavement.  If widening of the pavement is needed and the existing subbase is open graded, the 
widened PCC base will utilize subbase for PCCP.  If the existing subbase is dense graded, the 
widened PCC base will utilize dense-graded subbase.  The minimum width of PCC base 
widening is limited to pavement widening of less than or equal to 5 ft.  An existing pavement 
may be widened up to 5 ft on both sides with PCC base.  The pay-item designation of this work 
will be Widening with PCC Base, ___ in., in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
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Specifications.  For constructability purposes, widening should be a minimum of 2 ft.  The 
longitudinal joint of the widened PCC base should not be placed in a wheel path of a travel lane. 
 
If the existing pavement has open-graded subbase with underdrains, the existing longitudinal 
underdrain system will be perpetuated with additional outlets added in accordance with Section 
52-10.0.  If the existing pavement has dense-graded subbase, underdrains will not be added. 
 
The existing asphalt over PCC composite pavement should be milled in accordance with Section 
52-7.05, and prepared in accordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
52-10.0  UNDERDRAINS 
 
An underdrain is a perforated pipe and coarse aggregate installed longitudinally in the vicinity of 
a pavement edge.  The purpose of an underdrain is to remove water from the subgrade and the 
pavement structure. 
 
 
52-10.01  Definitions 
 
Aggregate for Underdrains.  Coarse aggregate, size No. 8 or coarse aggregate, size No. 9 used 
to backfill an underdrain pipe trench. 
 
Dual-Access Underdrain.  A run of underdrain that features outlet pipes connected to both ends 
of the underdrain pipe.  The dual-access outlet pipes are installed to provide access to the 
underdrain pipe for inspection and maintenance purposes. 
 
Geotextiles for Underdrain.  An engineered geotextile fabric used to prevent soil particles from 
contaminating an underdrain pipe and aggregate for underdrains. 
 
HMA for Underdrains.  An open-graded HMA used to patch an existing asphalt shoulder over 
a retrofitted underdrain pipe or an outlet pipe. 
 
Intercept Elevation.  The invert elevation at the connection between an underdrain pipe and a 
PVC connection at a drainage structure or outlet pipe. 
 
Intercept Station.  The station at which the connection between an underdrain pipe and a PVC 
connection at a drainage structure or outlet pipe occurs. 
 
Obstacle.  A project feature, such as a paving exception, bridge, culvert, etc., that prevents the 
continuous installation of underdrain pipe. 
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Outlet Elevation.  The invert elevation of an outlet pipe or PVC pipe connection where the 
collected water leaves the outlet pipe. 
 
Outlet Pipe.  A non-perforated pipe that conveys water collected by the underdrain pipe to a side 
ditch, median ditch, or drainage structure.  An outlet pipe may also be installed at the high end of 
an underdrain pipe to create a dual-access underdrain. 
 
Outlet Protector.  A concrete slab constructed on a sideslope to protect the outlet-pipe end. 
 
Outlet Station.  The station where an outlet pipe discharges to the sideslope or is connected to a 
drainage structure. 
 
Retrofit Underdrain.  An underdrain pipe installed along an existing pavement edge in 
conjunction with a pavement rehabilitation operation, such as rubblization, cracking and seating, 
or overlaying. 
 
Single-Access Underdrain.  A run of underdrain that features an outlet pipe connected to the 
low end of the underdrain pipe only. 
 
Special Underdrain.  An underdrain pipe installed at a specified slope that is not parallel to the 
pavement profile or a constant depth that differs from that shown in the Figures 52-13 series. 
 
Tangent Grade.  The specified grade between two adjacent points of vertical inflection (PVIs) 
on the vertical alignment of the proposed pavement. 
 
Underdrain Pipe.  A perforated pipe installed at the bottom of a longitudinal underdrain trench. 
 
Underdrain Run.  An individual segment of underdrain pipe and its associated outlet pipe or 
pipes. 
 
Underdrain System.  The system that collects water from the subgrade and pavement structure 
and conveys it to the drainage system.  Underdrain-system elements include the underdrain 
trench, underdrain pipe, aggregate for underdrains, geotextiles for underdrain, outlet pipe, outlet 
protector etc. 
 
Video Inspection.  The process of inspecting an individual underdrain run after installation 
using a video camera. 
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52-10.02  Existing Underdrain Perpetuation 
 
A roadway with existing underdrains should have all outlet pipes perpetuated as part of the work.  
The project designer should determine if existing underdrains are present, and locate all existing 
outlet pipes to evaluate them for needed maintenance or repair.  Required repair or maintenance, 
such as unearthing and replacing an outlet pipe or reconstructing an outlet protector, should be 
included in the proposed work. 
 
 
52-10.03  Underdrain Warrants 
 
Underdrains are required for each project, including a LPA project, that satisfies either of the 
conditions as follows: 
 
1. new pavement or reconstructed pavement with a design-year Average Annual Daily 

Truck Traffic (AADTT) volume of 100 per day or greater, and a length of at least 1 mi; 
or 

 
2. the pavement sections adjacent to the project area have existing underdrains. 
 
Underdrains are also required where using subbase for PCCP, HMA class OG mixtures (QC/QA-
HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, OG 19.0 mm; or QC/QA-HMA 5, 76, Intermediate, OG 25.0 mm), or 
where an existing PCCP is to be cracked and seated or rubblized. 
 
Underdrains are not utilized on a preventative-maintenance or functional treatment project, as 
defined in Sections 52-7.04(01) and 52-7.04(02), respectively. 
 
Underdrain exceptions should be processed in accordance with Section 40-8.02(02) as a Level 2 
Exception. 
 
 
52-10.04  Design Criteria 
 
52-10.04(01)  Slope 
 
1. Underdrain Pipe.  Where the tangent grade is 0.2% or steeper, the underdrain pipe will be 

installed at a fixed depth below the pavement.  Where the tangent grade is flatter than 
0.2% or if the geotechnical report indicates that the underdrain pipe should be installed at 
a depth other than that shown in the Figures 52-13 series, special underdrains are 
required.  The special underdrain slope should be 0.2% or steeper. 
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2. Outlet Pipe.  The flattest outlet pipe slope permitted is 0.3%. 
 
 
52-10.04(02)  Size 
 
1. Underdrain Pipe.  Construction of new pavement requires underdrain pipe of 6 in. 

diameter.  Rehabilitation of existing pavement requires underdrain pipe of 4 in. diameter. 
 
2. Outlet Pipe.  Outlet pipe of 6 in. diameter is required.  If underdrain pipe of 4 in. diameter 

must be used, outlet pipe fittings will be utilized to increase the outlet pipe size to 6 in. 
 
 
52-10.04(03)  Outlet Spacing 
 
An outlet pipe is required at the low point of a sag vertical curve.  It is also required at other low 
points encountered along the vertical alignment, such as the project beginning or ending point, or 
at an obstacle location. 
 
Additional outlet pipes are likely to be required throughout the project limits.  The maximum 
underdrain-pipe length should not exceed 600 ft.  If the proposed underdrain-pipe length is 
greater than 400 ft, a dual-access underdrain is required.  If the outlet spacing results in an 
underdrain-pipe length that is 400 ft or less, a single-access underdrain may be utilized. 
 
 
52-10.04(04)  Location 
 
An underdrain, where warranted in accordance with Section 52-10.03, should be constructed 
along each pavement edge.  The underdrain should be continuous through each intersection, 
ramp, turn lane, taper, etc., and should be located in the pavement section as shown in the 
Figures 52-13 series.  For an approach where an underdrain is warranted in accordance with 
Section 52-10.03, the underdrain should extend from the mainline underdrain to the limit of the 
new approach pavement. 
 
1. Underdrain Pipe.  The underdrain-pipe location within each proposed cross section 

should be as shown in the Figures 52-13 series. 
 

If an inlet, catch basin, manhole, or similar structure is located along the alignment of an 
underdrain pipe, the underdrain pipe may be connected directly to the drainage structure.  
The connection should be at least 6 in. above the structure invert elevation. 
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A direct connection of an underdrain pipe to a pipe culvert or a precast-concrete culvert 
should be avoided. 

 
2. Outlet Pipe.  The connection between an outlet pipe and an underdrain pipe should be as 

shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Ninety-degree elbows or tees should not be 
utilized in these connections. 

 
One of the 45-degree elbows may be omitted if necessary to provide a satisfactory outlet. 

 
Separate outlet pipes should be provided for each underdrain pipe.  Outlet pipes for adjacent 
underdrain pipes at a sag-vertical-curve low point or for adjacent dual-access underdrains should 
be installed in a common trench as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Outlet pipes 
installed in a common trench should outlet at the same elevation. 
 
The outlet elevation should be at least 2 ft above the flowline elevation of a side ditch, 1 ft above 
the flowline elevation of a median ditch, or 0.5 ft above the invert elevation of an inlet, catch 
basin, manhole, or similar structure. 
 
If an underdrain pipe has no suitable outlet available at an adjacent ditch line or drainage 
structure, the outlet pipe may be installed under the pavement to an acceptable outlet on the 
opposite side of the roadway.  The outlet-pipe installation should be designed so as not to 
conflict with the underdrain-pipe installation along the opposite pavement edge. 
 
 
52-10.04(05)  Backfill 
 
1. Underdrain Pipe.  Aggregate for underdrains is used to backfill an underdrain pipe trench.  

A retrofit underdrain requires HMA for underdrains for patching an existing asphalt 
shoulder above the underdrain-pipe trench as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
2. Outlet Pipe.  Outlet-pipe backfill includes structure backfill and suitable material placed 

as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  HMA for underdrains is required for 
patching an existing asphalt shoulder above the outlet-pipe trench associated with a 
retrofit underdrain as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
 
52-10.04(06)  Outlet Protector 
 
An outlet protector is required at each location where an outlet pipe intersects a median or side 
slope.  An outlet protector may contain two outlet pipes. 
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The INDOT Standard Drawings include details for each available protector type. 
 
Figure 52-10A, Outlet Protector Slope Limits, includes acceptable slopes for construction of 
each outlet-protector type. 
 
The outlet protector selected should be the largest protector appropriate for the proposed slope 
that can be constructed considering all conflicts to the outlet location. 
 
 
52-10.04(07)  Geotextiles for Underdrain 
 
There are two applications where geotextiles are used in conjunction with underdrain-pipe 
installation.  The first application is as an underdrain-pipe trench liner.  Trench lining should be 
used only if the geotechnical report recommends such an installation or if it can be verified by 
other means that silt or loam soils exist within the project limits.  The second application for 
geotextile is to prevent the contamination of the underdrain-pipe backfill during the construction 
of embankment behind a concrete curb.  Installation of the geotextile should be as shown in the 
Figures 52-13 series, and is required in conjunction with curb construction above an underdrain 
pipe. 
 
 
52-10.04(08)  Video Inspection 
 
Video inspection of an underdrain system should be included in each project with at least 3000 ft 
of underdrain pipe.  The contract quantity should be as shown in Figure 52-10B, Video 
Inspection Contract Quantities. 
 
 
52-10.05  Contract-Document Preparation 
 
52-10.05(01)  Plans 
 
Information related to underdrains should be shown on the plans asfollows: 
 
1. Typical Cross Sections Sheet. 
 

a. The underdrain pipe location as illustrated in the Figures 52-13 series. 
 

b. Underdrain-pipe trench and backfill details. 
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2. Plan and Profile Sheet.  Special-underdrain limits and slopes should be shown on the 
profile portion of the sheet. 

 
3. Detail Sheets.  All project-specific details should be shown on these sheets. 
 
4. Underdrain Table. 
 

a. Underdrain Pipe. 
 

(1) Beginning and ending stations 
(2) Flowline elevations at beginning and ending stations 
(3) Pipe size 
(4) Special-underdrain grade, if applicable 
(5) Pipe quantity 
(6) Aggregate for underdrains quantity 
(7) HMA for underdrains quantity, if applicable 
(8) Geotextiles for underdrains quantity, if applicable 

 
b. Outlet Pipe. 

 
(1) Outlet station 
(2) Outlet elevation 
(3) Intercept station 
(4) Intercept elevation 
(5) Outlet protector or structure number at outfall 
(6) Outlet ditch or drainage structure invert elevation at outfall 
(7) Pipe quantity 
(8) Structure-backfill quantity 
(9) HMA for underdrains quantity 

 
c. Outlet Protectors. 

 
(1) Type 
(2) Location 
(3) Quantity 

 
 
52-10.05(02)  Specifications 
 
Requirements for underdrains are shown in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
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52-10.05(03)  Standard Drawings 
 
Details for underdrains and outlet protectors are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 
52-10.05(04)  Pay Items 
 
The project designer should determine the contract quantities for the appropriate pay items 
associated with the underdrain construction. 
 
 
52-11.0  PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
 
Preventative Maintenance (PM) treatments are part of the overall pavement preservation 
program.  A PM project is intended to arrest light deterioration, retard progressive damage, and 
reduce the need for routine maintenance.  Except for a one-lay HMA overlay over profile 
milling, a PM treatment typically does not add structural strength to the pavement.  The proper 
time for PM is before the pavement experiences severe distress, structural problems, moisture, or 
aging-related damage.  These activities can be cyclical in nature and may correct minor 
deficiencies as a secondary benefit.  For PM treatment service life, see Figure 52-8A, Pavement 
Design Life.  In considering a PM treatment, the overall program schedule of the pavement 
section should be considered.  To achieve the optimal benefit of the PM treatment, it should not 
be applied if a rehabilitation is planned within the service life of the PM treatment. 
 
A PM treatment is not used where the purpose of the project is to correct pavement cross slope, 
horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, superelevation problems, placement of a turn lane or 
auxiliary lane, improvement of public-road approach or drive, or guardrail adjustment or repair.  
A PM project may include incidental enhancements or combinations at an isolated location in 
accordance with Chapter Fifty-six. 
 
Regardless of the pavement type, proper drainage is essential to the performance of the 
pavement.  Drainage inspection and cleaning consists of the inspection of drainage structures, 
e.g., underdrain outlets, ditches, catch basins, inlets, and the cleaning of these structures to 
maintain or restore the flow of water.  The locations of underdrains should be identified and the 
outlets periodically cleaned.  The INDOT Maintenance Management Field Operations 
Handbook provides for drainage inspection and cleaning details. 
 
The most commonly used PM treatments are described below.  See Figure 52-11A for HMA 
pavement treatments, or Figure 52-11B for PCCP treatments. 
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52-11.01 HMA PM Treatments 
 
1. Crack Sealing.  Crack sealing is the cleaning and sealing of open cracks or joints in 

asphalt pavement and shoulders to prevent the entry of moisture and debris.  Cracks must 
be clean and dry and may be routed prior to sealing.  This technique may be used for 
sealing cracks on a newer composite pavement where reflective cracks have developed.  
This PM treatment may be periodic once more cracks develop as the pavement ages. 

 
a. AADT.  Crack sealing may be performed at any traffic volume, provided 

adequate traffic control is provided. 
 

b. Pavement Distresses.  Crack sealing may be used to correct low to medium 
severity surface cracks. 

 
c. Rutting.  Crack sealing does not correct rutting. 

 
d. Roughness.  Crack sealing does not affect roughness.  Roughness is typically not 

a consideration for crack sealing. 
 

e. Friction.  Friction is typically not a consideration for crack sealing.  However, 
overband crack sealing may lower the friction number (FN). 

 
f. Surface Aging.  Crack sealing does not correct surface aging deficiencies. 

 
2. Fog Sealing.  A fog seal is a method of adding asphalt to an existing pavement surface to 

improve sealing or waterproofing, prevent further stone loss by holding aggregate in 
place, retarding the age hardening of the asphalt, or to simply improve the surface 
appearance.  However, inappropriate use can result in a slick pavement and tracking of 
excess material.  The pavement section should show no structural deficiencies prior to 
fog sealing.  Fog sealing is generally recommended for shoulders or chip sealed surfaces. 

 
a. AADT.  Typically less than 5,000.  However, fog sealing may be considered on a 

higher volume road if traffic can be controlled. 
 

b. Pavement Distresses.  Low severity environmental-related surface cracks. 
 

c. Rutting.  Fog sealing does not correct rutting. 
 

d. Roughness.  Fog sealing does not improve roughness. 
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e. Friction.  Fog seal should not be applied to a road with a low FN.  Fog seal will 
reduce FN for a period until the material fully cures. 

 
f. Surface Aging.  A fog seal may be used to restore an aged, oxidized, or raveled 

surface. 
 
3. Seal Coat.  Seal coat is the treatment of the pavement surface with liquid asphalt material 

and coarse aggregate to prevent deterioration of the surface.  Seal coat is often called chip 
sealing.  It provides waterproofing, low-severity crack sealing, and improved friction.  
The pavement section should show no structural deficiencies prior to chip sealing.  
Isolated areas with structural deficiencies shall be repaired prior to chip sealing.  A 
previously seal-coated surface may be sealed a second time. 

 
For mainline pavement with AADT over 1,000, asphalt for seal coat type P should be 
specified. 

 
The type of seal coat should be specified as follows: 

 
a. Type 2, 3, 2P or 3P.  These are single-course seal coats appropriate for paved 

mainline or shoulders.  The P designation indicates that a polymer modified 
asphalt is specified. 

 
b. Type 5, 6, 7, 5P, 6P or 7P.  These are double-course seal coats appropriate for 

unpaved mainline or unpaved shoulders.  The P designation indicates that a 
polymer modified asphalt is specified. 

 
Guidelines for selecting a pavement section for seal coat are as follows: 

 
a. AADT.  Typically used if less than 5,000. A seal coat may be considered on a 

higher-volume road if traffic can be controlled (i.e. total road closure, extended 
lane closures).  A seal coat may be specified for the shoulders of any road 
regardless of AADT. 

 
b. Pavement Distresses.  A seal coat will mitigate low to medium severity surface 

cracking. 
 

c. Rutting.  Seal coat does not correct rutting and should not be used where existing 
ruts are greater than 0.25 in. 

 
d. Roughness.  A seal coat will not improve the IRI. 
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e. Friction.  A pavement with a low FN may be considered for a chip seal surface 
treatment.  A seal coat will restore surface friction. 

 
f. Surface Aging.  A seal coat may be used to stop future deterioration of an asphalt 

pavement due to age hardening, oxidation, or minor raveling. 
 
4. Microsurfacing.  Microsurfacing is a thin, polymer-modified asphalt emulsion mixture.  

Microsurfacing may be used to provide a new wearing course to arrest the oxidation of 
asphalt pavement, improve friction, or fill ruts.  An existing pavement should have no 
large cracks or excessive surface irregularities such as shoving.  Cores should be taken to 
determine the thickness and investigate if a stripping condition exists.  Core data and life-
cycle cost data should be reviewed with the Office of Pavement Engineering for specific 
recommendations. 

 
All pavement markings and raised pavement markers must be removed prior to 
placement of a microsurface.  This should be included in the appropriate pavement-
marking-removal pay items. 

 
Temporary removable markings may not adhere well to a microsurface.  Therefore, 
temporary paint should be included as a pay item. 

 
If a pavement cross section has irregularities that will require a leveling course, or ruts 
greater than 0.25 in. that will require a rut fill course, a multiple course microsurface 
should be specified.  Otherwise, a single course microsurface may be specified. 

 
a. AADT.  Microsurface may be used without regard to traffic volume. 

 
b. Pavement Distresses.  A microsurface may be used on a road with low severity 

surface cracks.  Cracks will typically reflect through the microsurface in a short 
time period.  Cracks should be sealed prior to the application of a microsurface.  
Cracks wider than ¼ in. may need to be routed prior to sealing. 

 
c. Rutting.  Microsurface may be used to correct rutting. 

 
d. Roughness.  The IRI should be 130 or less.  The pavement should not have severe 

distresses indicative of a pavement nearing the end of its life.  Microsurfacing will 
not significantly improve surface roughness. 

 
e. Friction.  A pavement with a low FN should be considered for a microsurface 

treatment.  A microsurface will restore surface friction. 
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f. Surface Aging.  A microsurface may be used to stop future deterioration of an 
asphalt pavement due to age hardening, oxidation, or minor raveling. 

 
Each microsurfacing project should be reviewed and approved by the Pavement Steering 
Committee.  A life-cycle cost analysis in accordance with Section 52-12.0 should be 
completed. 

 
5. Ultrathin Bonded Wearing Course.  Ultrathin bonded wearing course (UBWC) is a gap-

graded, ultrathin hot-mix asphalt mixture applied over a thick polymer-modified asphalt 
emulsion membrane.  The emulsion membrane seals the existing surface and produces 
high binder content at the interface of the existing roadway surface.  The gap-graded mix 
is placed with the emulsion membrane in one pass.  Core data and life cycle cost data 
should be reviewed with the Office of Pavement Engineering for specific 
recommendations. 

 
All thermoplastic pavement markings and raised pavement markers are to be removed 
prior to placement of a UBWC.  The removal quantities should be included in the 
appropriate pavement-marking-removal pay-items quantities. 

 
The pay item for UBWC should specify the gradation size as 4.75 mm, 9.5 mm, or 12.5 
mm. 

 
a. AADT.  UBWC may be used without regard to traffic volume. 

 
b. Pavement Distresses.  A UBWC may be used on a road with low to moderate 

severity surface cracks.  Cracks should be sealed prior to the application of a 
UBWC.  Cracks wider than ¼ in. may need to be routed prior to sealing. 

 
c. Rutting.  UBWC does not significantly correct rutting and should not be specified 

where existing ruts are greater than 0.25 in. 
 

d. Roughness.  The IRI should be 140 or less.  The pavement should not have severe 
distresses indicative of a pavement nearing the end of its life.  UBWC will 
moderately improve surface roughness. 

 
e. Friction.  A pavement with a low FN may be considered for a surface treatment.  

A UBWC will restore surface friction. 
 

f. Surface Aging.  A UBWC may be used to stop future deterioration of an asphalt 
pavement due to age hardening, oxidation, or moderate raveling. 
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A UBWC project should be reviewed and approved by the Pavement Steering 
Committee.  A life-cycle cost analysis in accordance with Section 52-12.0 should be 
completed. 

 
6. HMA Inlay.  A thin HMA inlay, or milling and filling, consists of milling the existing 

surface and replacing it with a new asphalt surface to the original surface elevation.  For 
PM, the surface condition may have minor defects but should not have significant 
potholes, depressed cracks, or major distresses.  Criteria to be used in considering a thin 
HMA inlay are as follows. 

 
a. AADT.  A HMA inlay may be used without regard to traffic volume. 

 
b. Pavement Distresses.  A HMA inlay will correct low to moderate severity surface 

cracks that may be associated with surface corrugations or washboarding. 
 

c. Rutting.  A HMA inlay will correct rutting. 
 

d. Roughness.  The IRI must be 150 or less.  A HMA inlay will significantly 
improve the surface roughness.  The designer should evaluate the condition of the 
existing pavement and adjust the design life accordingly. 

 
e. Friction.  A pavement with a low FN may be considered for a HMA inlay surface 

treatment.  A HMA inlay will restore surface friction. 
 

f. Surface Aging.  A HMA inlay may be used to replace an aged, oxidized, or 
raveled surface. 

 
7. HMA Overlay. A thin HMA overlay consists of profile milling the existing surface and 

overlaying it with a new asphalt surface.  For PM, the surface condition may have minor 
defects but should not have significant potholes, depressed cracks, or major distresses.  
Criteria to be used in considering a thin HMA overlay are as follows. 

 
a. AADT.  A HMA overlay may be used without regard to traffic volume. 

 
b. Pavement Distresses.  A HMA overlay will correct low to moderate severity 

surface cracks that may be associated with surface corrugations or washboarding. 
 

c. Rutting.  A HMA overlay will correct rutting. 
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d. Roughness.  The IRI must be 150 or less.  A HMA overlay will significantly 
improve the surface roughness.  The designer should evaluate the condition of the 
existing pavement and adjust the design life accordingly. 

 
e. Friction.  A pavement with a low FN may be considered for a HMA overlay 

surface treatment.  A HMA overlay will restore surface friction. 
 

f. Surface Aging.A HMA overlay may be used to treat an aged, oxidized, or raveled 
surface. 

 
 
52-11.02  PCCP PM Treatments 
 
1. Crack Sealing.  Crack sealing consists of the cleaning and sealing of open cracks or joints 

in PCCP to prevent the entry of moisture and debris.  Cracks must be clean and dry and 
may be routed prior to sealing.  This PM treatment may be periodic once more cracks 
develop as the pavement ages. 

 
2. PCCP Sawing and Sealing Joints.  Contraction joints and longitudinal joints should be 

inspected periodically and cleaned and resealed as required.  For PM, timely sealing of 
the joints prevents dirt and moisture from entering the joints.  Rigid pavement, 8 to 10 
years old, should be inspected.  If, on inspection, 10% of the joints have loose, missing, 
or depressed sealant, sawing and sealing of the joints should be considered.  The joints 
should be sawed to remove old sealant and to reshape the joint-seal reservoir. 

 
3. Retrofit Load Transfer.  This consists of the retrofitting of dowels in jointed PCCP to re-

establish load transfer across random cracks.  The pavement performance is improved by 
keeping the elevation of adjacent panels at the same elevation and stops increases in the 
IRI due to faulting.  This work consists of the cutting of slots, placing new dowels or 
reinforcing bars, then cementing them into place.  The pavement may be profiled to 
improve smoothness after the retrofit load transfer is complete. A Life-Cycle Cost 
Analysis should be applied to check for the cost-effectiveness of this PM treatment. 

 
4. Surface Profiling.  This is a procedure used to restore or improve pavement rideability by 

removing surface defects that develop based on traffic loading and environmental 
conditions.  Surface profiling enhances surface friction of an existing pavement surface.  
The resulting corduroy-like surface provides ample channels for water to escape the 
surface.  Surface profiling is recommended to restore rideability if faulting causes the IRI 
to exceed 150.  A faulted pavement must be repaired with retrofit load transfer prior to 
surface profiling. 
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5. Partial-Depth Patching.  This is primarily used to improve ride quality.  It should be 
limited to the upper one third of the concrete-pavement depth.  The area to be patched 
should be sawed, and all unsound material removed prior to placement of patch material. 

 
6. Full-Depth Patching.  This consists of complete removal of a deteriorated section of 

concrete pavement for a full lane width and patching it with new concrete.  Full-depth 
patching may be used to restore pavement rideability and to replace deteriorated joints 
and cracks.  Full-depth patching details are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  
"D"-cracked joints should not be patched.  If a pavement is “D” cracked, a slab-reduction 
technique and overlay should be used. 

 
7. Underseal.  This consists of pumping flowable asphalt or cement material into voids 

under concrete pavement.  This will stabilize the slab, prevent rocking and pumping, and 
extend the life of the pavement.  A pavements with open-graded subbase should not be 
undersealed.  Falling-weight deflectometer (FWD) testing must be done in advance of 
undersealing to determine locations and material quantities. 

 
8. Slab Jacking.  This consists of raising a settled slab to its original profile grade by 

pumping flowable material underneath.  This technique may be used on one or several 
panels to restore rideability.  Panels should be intact with no mid-panel cracking. 

 
 
52-12.0  LIFE-CYCLE COSTS 
 
52-12.01  General Requirements 
 
This Section provides the methodology to perform a Life-Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) for a 
pavement project.  Resources are available for further explanation of LCCA, such as FHWA SA-
98-079, Life-Cycle Cost Analysis in Pavement Designs.  FHWA RealCost, version 2 or higher, 
software should be used to perform LCCA. 
 
LCCA is an economic evaluation technique that builds on the principles of economic analysis to 
evaluate the overall long-term solutions for each type of project.  LCCA considers initial and 
future agency, user, and other relevant costs over the life of alternatives discounted to provide 
comparative costs.  This technique allows a project’s cost to be compared over a specified time 
period.  The selection of design alternatives should be made based on a LCCA sensitivity 
analysis for pavement life costs.  A LCCA will be completed on a project which includes more 
than one feasible alternative as directed by the INDOT Pavement Selection Panel or Pavement 
Steering Committee. 
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In the simplest situation, a LCCA evaluates costs associated with two or more particular 
strategies or design scenarios over an analysis period including the initial construction and at 
least one succeeding rehabilitation activity.  These costs for the alternate scenarios or money 
flows are discounted to the present time.  A comparison of the net present value of the scenarios 
is made to provide information regarding one of the factors involved in the selection of a 
pavement design. 
 
The economic evaluation of two feasible design strategies or design scenarios has no relation to 
the method of financing, or the total cost of the project.  Inflation is not a factor in the evaluation 
since two or more scenarios’ cash flows are being compared over the same time period with 
presumably the same inflation effects.  Constant real dollars should be used in the LCCA, then 
the budget analysis should decide funding sources, inflation rate, and cash-flow requirements. 
 
A LCCA will be required for a new-pavement, pavement-replacement, or major-rehabilitation 
project with mainline pavement of more than 10,000 yd2.  A LCCA is also required for each 
treatment identified in Section 52-11.0 to compare preventative-maintenance preservation 
treatments with differing design lives. 
 
Two scenarios being evaluated with a total net present value within 10% (15 % for a preservation 
project with an initial cost as calculated for the LCCA of less than $750,000) are considered to 
be essentially the same.  Other factors should be used to make the final selection such as initial 
costs, constructability, work-zone traffic control, user delay costs, etc. 
 
 
52-12.02  Definitions 
 
52-12.02(01)  Analysis Period 
 
The analysis period is the number of years over which the pavement-life-cycle analysis is 
conducted.  The analysis period should include the initial pavement cost and the cost of at least 
one subsequent rehabilitation.  The analysis period should be at least 50 yr in comparing new 
pavements.  In comparing treatments with lesser design lives the number of years may be less. 
 
 
52-12.02(02)  Discount Rate 
 
The discount rate is used to equate the cash flows to present worth and determine EUAC.  For 
general purposes, a 4% discount rate can be assumed.  However, a range of rates from 0% to 
10% should be used to determine if the alternate scenarios are discount-rate sensitive.  The 
results of the sensitivity analysis should be shown. 
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52-12.02(03)  Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost (EUAC) 
 
The EUAC is the combining of initial capital costs and all future expenses into equal annual 
payments over the analysis period. 
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 Where:  PW = present worth 
   i      = discount rate 
   n     = number of years from year zero. 
 
 
52-12.02(04)  LCCA Design Life 
 
LCCA design life is the estimated service life of the pavement.  The design life shown in Figure 
52-8A, Pavement Design Life, should be used for the initial, maintenance, or rehabilitation 
option. 
 
The design life of the pavement should be varied to test the LCCA for sensitivity based on the 
existing pavement condition, past performance, or the condition of the drainage system.  The 
design life used for the sensitivity analysis should be documented. 
 
The Office of Pavement Engineering will maintain a listing of historical bid summaries 
associated with pavement construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance contract costs identified 
as part of the proposed LCCA.  The pavement designer should utilize these costs to compare life-
cycle costs of different pavement treatments. 
 
 
52-12.02(05)  Life-Cycle Cost 
 
A factor in identifying and performing economic analyses of alternatives in the design of new 
pavement construction or the repair and rehabilitation of existing pavement is the life cycle of 
the alternative under consideration.  The life-cycle cost includes the initial capital cost of 
construction, future maintenance, and future rehabilitation cost estimates.  The life-cycle cost 
may also include user-delay costs during construction and rehabilitation, user vehicle operating 
and accident expenses, engineering fees, or other expenditures over the life of the pavement.  It 
may also include the residual value, or salvage value of the pavement, at the end of the analysis 
time period.  The pavement designer should use the service lives as shown in Figure 52-8A for 
the rehabilitation alternatives over the life of the pavement. 
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The cost of work-zone traffic control and the cost of user delays during construction between 
designs may have a significant effect on the analysis.  These costs should be quantified for the 
designs. 
 
LCCA costs can include the following. 
 
1. Agency Costs.  These include the following: 
 

a. initial construction costs; 
 

b. future construction or rehabilitation costs, i.e., overlays, seal coats, reconstruction, 
etc.; 

 
c. maintenance costs which recur throughout the design period; 

 
d. salvage return or residual value at the end of the design period, which may be a 

negative cost; 
 

e. engineering and administration costs; and 
 

f. traffic-control costs if they are involved. 
 
2. User Costs.  These include the following: 
 

a. travel time; 
 

b. vehicle operation; 
 

c. accidents; 
 

d. discomfort; and 
 

e. time delay and extra vehicle operating costs during resurfacing or major 
maintenance. 

 
 
52-12.02(06)  Present Worth (PW) 
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The PW is the value of money at year zero of future expenditures.  The future cash flow is 
discounted by the discount rate to determine PW.  The equation for the present worth of a future 
outlay is as follows: 
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 Where:  F = future construction cost 
   i  = discount rate 
   n = number of years from year zero. 
 
 
52-12.02(07)  Salvage Value (SV) 
 
Salvage value is the residual value of the pavement’s remaining service life at the end of the 
analysis period.  As an example, if the pavement surface has 5 yr of remaining life at the end of 
the analysis, the pavement has a remaining value which has not been used.  SV is defined as the 
construction cost of the last cycle times the ratio of the remaining service years to the last cycle 
design life.  The SV of the pavement is calculated from the equation as follows: 
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 Where:  $    = last cycle construction cost 
   RL = remaining service life, yr 
   DL = last cycle design life, yr 
 
 
52-12.03  Analysis Steps 
 
LCCA details should be input into RealCost as follows: 
 
1. Project Level Inputs. 
 

a. Project Details.  Establish project details, such as location and length. 
 

b. Analysis Options. 
 

(1) Determine the analysis period. 
(2) Determine the discount rate. 
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c. Traffic Data. 
 

(1) Enter construction year AADT for both directions. 
(2) Enter truck percentages, single unit and combination. 
(3) Enter growth rate (%). 

 
d. Value of User Time. 

 
(1) The recommended range for value of time for a passenger car is $10 to 

$13.  The value of time for a passenger car can be modeled as a 
probabilistic variable of 10%. 

 
(2) The recommended range for value of time for a single-unit truck is $17 to 

$20.  The value of time for a single-unit truck can be modeled as a 
probabilistic variable of 10%. 

 
(3) The recommended range for value of time for a combination truck is $21 

to $24.  The value of time for a combination truck can be modeled as a 
probabilistic variable of 10%. 

 
e. Traffic Hourly Distribution.  Use the default value unless actual data is available. 

 
f. Added Vehicle Time and Cost.  Use the default value. 

 
2. Alternative-Level Inputs.  For Alternative 1 or Alternative 2, enter the following: 
 

a. the alternative description; 
b. for each tab, the project-specific information; and 
c. for an input with a probabilistic tab, use a standard deviation of 10%. 

 
Once all of the information is entered, run the simulation. 

 
An example of LCCA strategy follows.  Differing pavement work types with different design 
lives may be used in alternate LCCA strategies: 
 
 
52-12.03(01)  HMA Pavement 
 
50-yr analysis period 
Design Life as shown on Figure 52-8A 
PM Treatment: Crack Seal, at Years 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 
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Rehabilitation: Mill and Functional Overlay, at Year 20 
PM Treatment: Joint Seal, at Years 23, 26, 29, and 32 
PM Treatment: Mill and Overlay, at Year 35 
PM Treatment: Crack Seal, at Years 38, 41, 44, and 47 
End LCCA, Salvage Value at Year 50 = $0.00 
 
 
52-12.03(02)  PCCP 
 
50-yr analysis period 
Design Life as shown on Figure 52-8A 
PM Treatment: Joint Seal, at Years 8, 16, and 24 
Rehabilitation: HMA Functional Overlay, at Year 30 
PM Treatment: Crack Seal, at Years 33, 36, and 39 
PM Treatment: Mill and Overlay, at Year 42 
PM Treatment: Crack Seal, at Years 45 and 48 
End LCCA, Salvage Value at Year 50 = $0.00 
 
For technical assistance, or for an example run of RealCost, contact the Office of Pavement 
Engineering. 
 
 
52-13.0  TYPICAL PAVEMENT SECTIONS 
 
52-13.01  HMA Pavement 
 
Typical HMA mainline pavement sections are shown in Figures 52-13A through 52-13E. 
 
 
52-13.02  PCC Pavement 
 
Typical PCC mainline pavement sections and joint locations are shown in Figures 52-13F 
through 52-13H.  Joint locations are shown in Figure 52-13R. 
 
 
52-13.03  Miscellaneous Pavement Sections and Details 
 
Overlay sections for an Interstate-route or a divided-roadway pavement are shown in Figures 52-
13 I and 52-13J. 
 
Underdrain details are shown in Figures 52-13K through 52-13Q. 
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Ramp sections are shown in Figures 52-13S through 52-13U. 
 
Concrete-curb sections are shown in Figures 52-13V and 52-13W. 
 
Parking-lot sections are shown in Figure 52-13X. 
 
 
52-14.0  PAVEMENT-DESIGN REQUEST AND INSTRUCTIONS 
 
A pavement-design request should be submitted on the appropriate forms to the appropriate 
pavement designer as described in Sections 52-4.02 and 52-8.01.  Instructions for completing the 
forms are shown in Section 52-14.03. 
 
 
52-14.01  Pavement-Design Request for INDOT Project 
 
A Pavement-Design Request instructional form for an INDOT project is shown as Figure 52-
14A.  An editable version of this form also appears on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
52-14.02  Pavement-Design Request for Local Public Agency Project 
 
A Pavement-Design Request instructional form for a LPA project is shown as Figure 52-14B.  
An editable version of this form also appears on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
 
52-14.03  Instructions For Completing Pavement-Design Request Form 
 
(1) For INDOT project, I, US, or SR and number.  For LPA project, CR and number, or 

name of road. 
 
(2) For INDOT project, County name or names.  For LPA project, name of county, city, or 

town making request. 
 
(3) Designation number. 
 
(4) Net length of project in an urban or rural area. 
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(5) Descriptive location of project limits including Reference Posts (RP).  The discussion 
should include the proposed intent of the project as it is related to the pavement and its 
general classification, e.g. preventative maintenance, functional or structural overlay, 
reconstruction, widening, added travel lanes, etc.  The discussion should indicate if 
milling or steep grades are included. 

 
(6) Descriptive listing of the history of the pavement, including year of original construction 

and subsequent overlays.  If the project is a resurfacing or rehabilitation-type project, 
then core depth reports, core pictures, FWD report, and color pictures of existing 
pavement are to be submitted. 

 
(7) The type of the existing pavement, i.e., aggregate, asphalt, PCCP, or composite 

pavement, should be identified, with the width and thickness of the existing pavement. 
 
(8) Identify the width, thickness, and condition of the existing shoulders or curbs. 
 
(9) Does the existing pavement have underdrains?  If Yes, identify the type and size of the 

underdrains. 
 
(10) Identification of adjacent pavement types. 
 
(11) The proposed posted speed limit for the project location. 
 
(12) Number of stop conditions, i.e., stop signs, traffic signals, intersections, etc. 
 
(13) List the number and width of the travel lanes and turn lanes to be paved. 
 
(14) Describe the type and width of shoulders or curbs planned. 
 
(15) Provide the appropriate CBR or Resilient Modulus for HMA; Modulus of Subgrade 

Reaction, k, for PCCP; the type of subgrade treatment; and other geotechnical 
recommendations such as peat areas, other settlement areas, or high water table 
condition. 

 
(16) The year the project is to be constructed. 
 
(17) Construction-year AADT. 
 
(18) Future year the project is to be designed for. 
 
(19) The design-year projected AADT. 
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(20) Percent trucks of the AADT that are FHWA Class 4 or higher. 
 
(21) Identify the desired pavement type and the engineering reason for the selection. 
 
(22) For an INDOT project, name of pavement designer or consultant. 
 
(23) If Yes, attached completed document. 
 
(24) Complete proposed pavement and shoulder description, including pay items, and amounts 

of each layer, for either QC/QA-HMA, HMA, QC/QA-PCCP, or PCCP.  Include as 
applicable, milling type and depth of milling, subgrade-treatment type, widening, subbase 
for PCCP, underdrains, etc. 

 
(25) Signature of professional engineer submitting the pavement design request. 
 
(26) Seal of professional engineer submitting the pavement design request. 
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AADTT (Trucks/Day) HMA Thickness Aggregate Thickness 
AADTT < 51 4 in. 8 in. 

51 ≤ AADTT < 510 7 in. 5 in. 
510 ≤ AADTT < 1700 10 ± 2 in. -- 
1700 ≤ AADTT < 5100 12 ± 2 in. -- 

AADTT ≥ 5100 14 ± 2 in. -- 
 
 

PRELIMINARY HMA PAVEMENT THICKNESS 
 

Figure 52-7A 
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AADTT (Trucks/Day) Thickness 
AADTT < 500 7 to 8 in. 

500 ≤ AADTT < 1500 8½  to 10 in. 
1500 ≤ AADTT < 3000 10½  to 12 in. 

AADTT ≥ 3000 12 ½ to 15 in. 
 
 

PRELIMINARY PCCP PAVEMENT THICKNESS 
 

Figure 52-7B 
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Pavement-Work Type Design Life, 
Years 

PCCP 30 
PCCP over Existing Pavement 25 
HMA Pavement with SMA 25 
HMA with SMA Surface Overlay on Rubblized PCC 25 
HMA Pavement 20 
HMA Overlay on CRCP 20 
HMA Overlay on Rubblized PCC 20 
HMA Overlay on Cracked and Seated PCC 15 
HMA Overlay over Perpetual Asphalt 1

 Structural 
 Functional 
 Preventative Maintenance 

 
n/a 
18 
15 

HMA Overlay over Built-Up Asphalt 1

 Structural 
 Functional 
 Preventative Maintenance 

 
18 
15 
9 

HMA Overlay over PCCP 1

 Structural 
 Functional 
 Preventative Maintenance 2

 
15 
12 
5 

HMA Overlay over JRCP or JPCP 1

 Structural 
 Functional 

 
15 
12 

PCCP Joint Sealing 8 
Ultrathin Bonded Wearing Course (UBWC) 8 
Microsurface Overlay 8 
Concrete Pavement Rehabilitation (CPR) Techniques 6 
Chip Seal 4 
Asphalt Crack Sealing, Rout and Seal 3 
Asphalt Crack Sealing 1 

 
 1 The performance period should be reduced from the value shown if the existing 

pavement is overly distressed. 
 2 The performance period should be increased to 8 yr for existing composite HMA over 

PCCP. 
 
 

PAVEMENT DESIGN LIFE 
 

Figure 52-8A 
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Performance 
Criteria 

Maximum Value at 
End of Design Life 

Reliability 

Terminal IRI 
(in./mi) 

Freeway:  160 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  190 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  200 85% 
Collector, Urban:  190 80% 
Collector, Rural:  200 75% 
Local:  200 70% 

AC Bottom- 
Up Cracking, 
Alligator 
Cracking 
(% lane area) 

Freeway:  10 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  20 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  25 85% 
Collector, Urban:  30 80% 
Collector, Rural:  35 75% 
Local:  35 70% 

Permanent 
Deformation – 
AC only 
Pavement (in.) 

Freeway: 0.40 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  0.40 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  0.40 85% 
Collector, Urban:  0.40 80% 
Collector, Rural:  0.40 75% 
Local:  0.40 70% 

AC Thermal 
Fracture 
(ft/mi/lane) 

Freeway:  50 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  70 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  60 85% 
Collector, Urban:  70 75% 
Collector, Rural:  60 80% 
Local:  700 70% 

 
 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR HMA PAVEMENT OR OVERLAY 
 

Figure 52-8B 
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Performance 
Criteria 

Maximum Value at 
End of Design Life 

Reliability 

Terminal IRI 
(in./mi) 

Freeway:  160 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  190 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  200 85% 
Collector, Urban:  190 80% 
Collector, Rural:  200 75% 
Local:  200 70% 

Percent 
Transverse 
Slab Cracking 

Freeway:  10 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  10 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  10 85% 
Collector, Urban:  10 80% 
Collector, Rural:  10 75% 
Local:  10 70% 

Mean Joint 
Faulting (in.) 

Freeway:  0.15 90% 
Arterial, Urban:  0.20 90% 
Arterial, Rural:  0.22 85% 
Collector, Urban:  0.25 80% 
Collector, Rural:  0.25 75% 
Local:  0.25 70% 

 
 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR CONCRETE PAVEMENT OR OVERLAY 
 

Figure 52-8C 
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Asphalt General Input Value 
Reference Temperature, °F 70 

Thermal Conductivity, Asphalt, BTU/h-ft-°F 0.63 
Heat Capacity, Asphalt, BTU/lb-°F 0.31 

Poisson Ratio 0.35 
 

Volumetric 
Properties as Built 

NMAS, 
mm 

Value 

25.0 8.7 
19.0 9.5 
12.5 10.7 
9.5 11.6 

Effective Binder 
Content, % 

SMA 9.5 13.4 
25.0 8 
19.0 8 
12.5 8 
9.5 8 

Air voids, % 

SMA 9.5 7 
25.0 144.4 
19.0 143.8 
12.5 143.08 
9.5 142.6 

Total Unit Weight, 
lb/ft3 

SMA 9.5 173.5 
 
 

MEPDG GENERAL INPUT VALUES 
FOR ASPHALT PAVEMENT 

 
Figure 52-8D 
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Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
QC/QA-HMA 

Category* 
AADTT < 51 < 0.3 1 

51 ≤ AADTT < 510 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 2 
510 ≤ AADTT < 1700 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 3 

1700 ≤ AADTT < 5100 10 ≤ ESAL < 30 4 
AADTT ≥ 5100 ≥ 30 5 

2-LANE ROAD 
 

Design AADTT, 
trucks per day 

Design ESALs, 
millions 

QC/QA-HMA 
Category* 

AADTT < 57 < 0.3 1 
57 ≤ AADTT < 570 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 2 

570 ≤ AADTT < 1900 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 3 
1900 ≤ AADTT < 5700 10 ≤ ESAL < 30 4 

AADTT ≥ 5700 ≥ 30 5 
4-LANE ROAD 

 
Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
QC/QA-HMA 

Category* 
AADTT < 87 < 0.3 1 

87 ≤ AADTT < 870 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 2 
870 ≤ AADTT < 2900 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 3 
2900 ≤ AADTT < 8700 10 ≤ ESAL < 30 4 

AADTT ≥ 8700 ≥ 30 5 
6-LANE ROAD 

 
Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
QC/QA-HMA 

Category* 
AADTT < 114 < 0.3 1 

114 ≤ AADTT < 1140 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 2 
1140 ≤ AADTT < 3800 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 3 
3800 ≤ AADTT < 11400 10 ≤ ESAL < 30 4 

AADTT ≥ 11400 ≥ 30 5 
8-LANE ROAD 

 
* For open-graded mixtures OG 19.0 and OG 25.0, the QC/QA-HMA category is 5. 

 
 

ESAL CATEGORY FOR QC/QA-HMA MIXTURES 
 

Figure 52-9A 
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Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
HMA 

Category 
AADTT < 51 < 0.3 A 

51 ≤ AADTT < 510 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 B 
510 ≤ AADTT < 1700 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 C 

AADTT ≥ 1700 ≥ 10 D 
2-LANE ROAD 

 
Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
HMA 

Category 
AADTT < 57 < 0.3 A 

57 ≤ AADTT < 570 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 B 
570 ≤ AADTT < 1900 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 C 

AADTT ≥ 1900 ≥ 10 D 
4-LANE ROAD 

 
Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
HMA 

Category 
AADTT < 87 < 0.3 A 

87 ≤ AADTT < 870 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 B 
870 ≤ AADTT < 2900 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 C 

AADTT ≥ 2900 ≥ 10 D 
6-LANE ROAD 

 
Design AADTT, 

trucks per day 
Design ESALs, 

millions 
HMA 

Category 
AADTT < 114 < 0.3 A 

114 ≤ AADTT < 1140 0.3 ≤ ESAL < 3 B 
1140 ≤ AADTT < 3800 3 ≤ ESAL < 10 C 

AADTT ≥ 3800 ≥ 10 D 
8-LANE ROAD 

 
 

MIXTURE TYPE FOR HMA MIXTURES 
 

Figure 52-9B 
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Treatment 
Maximum of Full-Depth 

Area to be Patched 
Preventative Maintenance 1% 

CPR 3% 
Functional 5% 
Structural * 8% 

 
 * LCCA should be completed and compared with slab-reduction techniques. 
 
 

PCCP PATCHING LIMITS 
 

Figure 52-9C 
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Outlet Protector 
Type 

Outside Median 
Flattest Steepest Flattest Steepest 

1 (large) 10:1 2:1 10:1 4:1 
2 (medium) 7:1 1:1 7:1 3:1 

3 (small) 3:1 1:1 3:1 1:1 
 
 

OUTLET PROTECTOR SLOPE LIMITS 
 

Figure 52-10A 
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Type 4 Pipe Used As 
Underdrain Pipe, ft 

Video Inspection 
Pay Quantity, ft 

3,000 ≤ Type 4 Pipe < 30,000 3,000 

30,000 ≤ Type 4 Pipe < 80,000 6,500 

80,000 ≤ Type 4 Pipe < 150,000 10,000 

150,000 ≤ Type 4 Pipe < 300 000 13,000 

≥ 300 000 16,000 

 
 

VIDEO INSPECTION CONTRACT QUANTITIES 
 

Figure 52-10B 
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Treatment AADT 1 Pavement 
Distresses 

Rutting,
in. IRI Friction 

Treatment? Surface Aging 

Crack Seal Any 
Low to Moderately 

Severe 
Surface Cracks 

n/a n/a No n/a 

Fog Seal < 5,000 2 
Low-Severity 
Environmental 
Surface Cracks 

n/a n/a No 3 

Reduces aging 
and oxidation; 
arrests minor 

raveling 

Seal Coat < 5,000 2 
Low-Severity 
Environmental 
Surface Cracks 

< 0.25 4 n/a 4 Yes 
Arrests aging, 
oxidation, and 
minor raveling 

Microsurface Any Low-Severity 
Surface Cracks Any < 130 Yes 

Arrests aging, 
oxidation, and 
minor raveling 

UBWC Any 
Low to Moderately 

Severe 
Surface Cracks 

< 0.25 < 140 Yes 

Arrests aging, 
oxidation, and 

moderate 
raveling 

HMA Inlay Any 
Low to Moderately 

Severe 
Surface Cracks 

Any < 150 Yes 
Replaces aged, 

oxidized, or 
raveled surface 

HMA 
Overlay Any 

Low to Moderately 
Severe 

Surface Cracks 
Any < 150 Yes 

Arrests aging, 
oxidation, and 

moderate 
raveling 

 
Notes: 
1.  For mainline pavement. 
2.  Unless traffic can be adequately controlled. 
3.  Treatment may reduce skid numbers. 
4.  Treatment does not address this. 
 
 

HMA PM TREATMENTS 
 

Figure 52-11A 
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Treatment AADT1 Pavement Distresses Rutting IRI 
Friction 

Treatment?
Surface 
Aging 

Crack Seal Any 
Midpanel cracks with 
aggregate interlock 

n/a n/a No n/a 

Saw and Seal 
Joints 

Any 
> 10% of joints with missing 
sealant, otherwise joints in 

good condition 
n/a n/a No n/a 

Retrofit Load 
Transfer 

Any 
Low to medium severity mid- 

panel cracks; pumping or 
faulting at joints < 0.25 in. 

n/a n/a No n/a 

Surface Profiling Any 
Faulting < 0.25 in.; poor ride; 

friction problems 
n/a n/a No n/a 

Partial-Depth 
Patch 

Any Localized surface deterioration n/a n/a Yes n/a 

Full-Depth Patch Any 
Deteriorated joints; faulting 

≥ 0.25 in.; cracks 
n/a n/a No n/a 

Underseal Any 
Pumping; voids under 

pavement 
n/a n/a No n/a 

Slab Jacking Any Settled slabs n/a n/a No n/a 

 
   Note: 
   1  On mainline pavement. 
 
 

PCCP PM TREATMENTS 
 

Figure 52-11B 
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Light-Duty HMA / Aggregate Composite Section 
(Equivalent to Class II Drive Section): 
 
 165 lb/yd2 HMA Surface Type A on 
 275 lb/yd2 Intermediate Type A on 
 8 in. min. Compacted Aggregate, size No. 53, Base 
 
 
Medium-Duty HMA / Aggregate Composite Section 
(Equivalent to Class IV Drive Section): 
 
 165 lb/yd2 HMA Surface Type B on 
 495 lb/yd2 Intermediate Type B on 
 6 in. min. Compacted Aggregate, size No. 53, Base 
 
 
Heavy-Duty HMA / Aggregate Composite Section 
(Equivalent to Class VI Drive Section): 
 
 165 lb/yd2 HMA Surface Type B on 
 605 lb/yd2 Intermediate Type B on 
 10 in. min. Compacted Aggregate, size No. 53, Base 
 
 
PCCP Section: 
 

6 in. min. PCCP on 
 6 in. Dense-Graded Subbase 
 
 

PARKING-LOT PAVEMENT SECTIONS 
 

Figure 52-13X 
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PAVEMENT DESIGN REQUEST – INDOT PROJECT 
 
Route: (1)       County: (2)       
Des No.: (3)        Project Length: (4) Rural        Urban       
Project Location and Pavement Scope: (5)       
Pavement History: (6)       
Existing Pavement: (7)  Type      ; Thickness       
Travel Lanes,       at       Width; Turn Lanes,       at       Width 
Existing Shoulder Condition or Curb Condition:  (8)       
Existing Underdrains: (9)  Yes   No .  If Yes, Type and Size:       
Adjacent Pavement Types: (10)  Before,      ; After,       
Posted Speed Limit: (11)       mph;  Number of Stop Conditions: (12)       
Proposed Shoulder Width or Curb Type: (14)       
 
Date Geotechnical Report Approved:       
Geotechnical Considerations (15) 

CBR:       
Resilient Modulus:       

 AASHTO Soil Class:       
Annual Average Water-Table Depth:       
Subgrade Treatment Type       
Other:       

 
Design Data: 
 Construction Year: (16)  20      , AADT: (17)       

Design Year: (18)  20     ;  AADT: (19)       
AADT Percent Trucks: (20)       

 
Desired Pavement Type:  PCCP   HMA  

 Reason: (21)       
 
Submitted By: (22)        Date:       
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PAVEMENT DESIGN REQUEST – LPA PROJECT 
 
Route Name or Number: (1)       Local Public Agency: (2)       
Des No.: (3)        Project Length: (4) Rural        Urban       
Project Location and Pavement Scope: (5)       
Pavement History: (6)       
Existing Pavement: (7)  Type      ; Thickness       
Travel Lanes,       at       Width; Turn Lanes,       at       Width 
Existing Shoulder Condition or Curb Condition:  (8)       
Existing Underdrains: (9)  Yes   No .  If Yes, Type and Size:       
Adjacent Pavement Types: (10)  Before,      ; After,       
Posted Speed Limit: (11)       mph;  Number of Stop Conditions: (12)       
Proposed Shoulder Width or Curb Type: (14)       
 
Date Geotechnical Report Approved:       
Geotechnical Considerations. (15) 

CBR:       
Resilient Modulus:       
AASHTO Soil Class:       
Annual Average Water-Table Depth:       
Subgrade Treatment Type       
Other:       

 
Design Data: 
 Construction Year: (16)  20      , AADT: (17)       

Design Year: (18)  20     ;  AADT: (19)       
AADT Percent Trucks: (20)       

 
Desired Pavement Type:  PCCP   HMA  

 Reason: (21)       
 
LCCA Completed: (23)  Yes   No  
 
Proposed Pavement Section: (24) 
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Recommended By: (25)        Date:       
 
      Registration Seal (26) 
  
  
  
  
 
 
Approved:       Date:       
 INDOT Pavement Engineering Office Manager 
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CHAPTER FORTY-SIX 
 

INTERSECTIONS AT-GRADE 
 
 
This Chapter discusses the geometric design of an at-grade intersection.  The intersection is an 
important part of the highway system.  The operational efficiency, capacity, safety, and cost of the 
system depend largely upon its design, especially in an urban area.  The primary objective of 
intersection design is to reduce potential conflicts between vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians while 
providing for the convenience, ease, and comfort of those traversing the intersection. 
 
 
46-1.0  GENERAL DESIGN CONTROLS 
 
46-1.01  Design Speed 
 
The design speed for the intersection approaches should be equal to the design speed of the 
approach facility.  However, this should not discourage the designer from using reduced geometric 
criteria if necessary to produce a more desirable result (e.g., to reduce driver speed prior to the 
intersection).  If the designer can reasonably justify the design exception, the reduced criteria should 
be considered.  To determine if reduced criteria may be applicable, the designer should consider the 
factors as follows: 
 
1. heavy development along the road; 
2. a posted speed limit lower than the design speed; 
3. stopping sight distance; 
4. adverse impacts to property owners; 
5. adverse impacts to the environment; 
6. low AADT; 
7. construction costs; 
8. adequate advance signing; 
9. stop-sign control; 
10. violation of driver expectancy; 
11. T intersection; 
12 short frontage road (See Section 45-7.04); or 
13. access road with only one outlet (See Section 45-7.04). 
 
For more information on using reduced criteria for a frontage road or local-road intersection, see 
Section 45-7.04. 
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46-1.02  Intersection Alignment 
 
All legs of an intersection should be on a tangent section.  Where a minor road intersects a major 
road on a horizontal curve, the geometric design of the intersection becomes significantly more 
complicated, particularly for sight distance, turning movements, channelization, and superelevation.  
If relocation of the intersection is not practical, the minor road may be realigned to intersect the 
major road perpendicular to the tangent at a point on the horizontal curve.  Although an 
improvement, this arrangement may still result in difficult turning movements if the major road is 
superelevated.  Intersection sight distance should be considered. 
 
Roadways should intersect at right angles.  An intersection at an acute angle is undesirable for the 
reasons as follows: 
 
1. Vehicular turning movements become more restricted. 
 
2. The accommodation of large trucks may require additional pavement and channelization. 
 
3. The exposure time for vehicles and pedestrians crossing the main traffic flow is increased. 
 
4. The driver’s line of sight for one of the sight triangles becomes restricted. 
 
The angle of intersection should be within 20 deg of perpendicular.  This amount of skew can often 
be tolerated because the impact on sight lines and turning movements may not be significant.  
Under restricted conditions where obtaining the right of way to straighten the angle of intersection 
would be impractical, an intersection angle up to 30 deg from perpendicular may be used.  A more-
acute intersection angle may warrant more positive traffic control (all-stop or traffic signalization) 
or geometric improvements (realignment, greater corner sight distance).  The practice of realigning 
roads that intersect at an acute angle as shown in Figure 46-1A, Treatment for Skewed Intersection, 
diagrams A and B, has proven to be beneficial.  The practice of constructing short-radius curves on 
the side-road approaches to achieve a right-angle intersection should be avoided where practical, 
because it may result in increased lane encroachments. 
 
 
46-1.03  Intersection Profile 
 
The designer should avoid combinations of grade lines that make vehicular control difficult at an 
intersection.  The following criteria will apply. 
 
 
46-1.03(01)  Approach Grade 
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The grades of the intersecting highways should be as flat as practical on those portions that will be 
used for storage of stopped vehicles.  This is referred to as the storage platform.  The storage 
platform grade should be 0.5%, not to exceed 2% where practical, on each intersecting leg within 
the expected storage distance on the leg (see Section 46-4.02).  At a minimum, the storage platform 
should be at least 50 ft long where there are less than 10% trucks, or 100 ft long where there are 
10% or more trucks.  A grade of steeper than 3% should be avoided, if practical.  However, a grade 
through the intersection must reflect the practicalities of matching the basic profiles of the 
intersecting roadways and shoulders.  The intersecting-roadway grade should not exceed the grade 
differences (∆G) as defined in Section 46-1.03(03) with respect to the mainline cross slope.  The 
mainline shoulder or turn-lane cross slope and the mainline cross slope should not exceed the 
breakover cross slope differences shown in Figure 46-3F. 
 
 
46-1.03(02)  Cross-Section Transition 
 
One or both of the approaching minor-road legs of an intersection may need to be transitioned (or 
warped) to meet the cross section of the major road.  The designer should consider the following: 
 
1. Stop-Controlled.  Where the minor road is stop controlled, the profile and cross section of 

the major road will be maintained through the intersection.  The cross slope of the stop-
controlled leg will be transitioned to match the major-road cross slope and profile. 

 
2. Signalized Intersection.  At a signalized or a potentially signalized intersection, the cross 

section of the minor road will be transitioned to meet the profile and cross slope of the major 
road.  If both intersecting roads have approximately equal importance, the designer may 
want to consider transitioning both roadways to form a plane section through the 
intersection.  Where compromises are necessary between two such major roadways, the 
smoother riding characteristics should be provided for the roadway with the higher traffic 
volume and operating speed. 

 
3. Transition Rate.  Where one or both intersecting roadways are transitioned, the designer 

must determine the length and rate of transition from the normal section to the modified 
section.  See Figure 46-1B, Pavement Transition Through Intersection.  The transition 
should be designed to meet the general principles of superelevation transition which apply to 
that roadway (i.e., open-road or low-speed urban street condition).  See Section 43-3.0 for a 
complete discussion on superelevation development.  Where these criteria are applied to the 
transition rate, the applied design speed is typically one of the following: 

 
 a. 30 mph for a stop-controlled leg; 
 b. the highway design speed for a free-flowing leg; or 
 c. the highway design speed for each leg of a signalized intersection. 
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 At a minimum, the approaching legs of an intersection should be transitioned within the 
curb or curve radius length of the intersection consistent with practical field conditions (see 
Figure 46-1B, Pavement Transition Through Intersection). 

 
 
46-1.03(03)  Vertical Profile 
 
Where the cross section of the minor road is warped to meet that of the major road, this will result in 
angular breaks for traffic on the minor road if no vertical curve is inserted.  If the vertical curve at 
the intersection cannot be designed for full stopping sight distance as discussed in Item 1 below, 
lighting of the intersection should be considered.  The following options are provided in order from 
the most desirable to the least desirable (see Figure 46-1C, Vertical Profile of Intersecting Road). 
 
1. Vertical Curve (SSD).  A vertical curve should be used through an intersection which meets 

the criteria for stopping sight distance as described in Chapter Forty-four.  For stop-
controlled legs, the vertical curve should be designed to meet a design speed of 30 mph.  At 
free-flowing legs or at a signalized intersection, the design speed of the roadway should be 
used to design the vertical curve. 

 
2. Sag Vertical Curve (Comfort).  For a sag vertical curve, the next most desirable option is to 

design the sag to meet the comfort criteria.  The length of vertical curve can be determined 
as follows: 

 
  Where: 
 
  L = length of vertical curve, ft 
  A = algebraic difference between grades, % 
  V = design speed, mph 
 
3. Vertical Curve (Minimum Comfort).  Under restricted conditions where a design based on 

SSD or comfort is not practical and where the design speed is 30 mph or lower, a vertical 
curve at an intersection approach may be based on the formulas as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
5
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2
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)V. ( = K 2100  (Sag Curve) 

 )V ( = K 207.0  (Crest Curve) 

  A K = L   
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  Where: 
 
  K = the horizontal distance in feet needed to produce a 1% change in the gradient 

along the curve 
  A = algebraic difference between the two tangent grades, % 
  V = design speed, mph 
  L = length of vertical curve, ft 
 
4. Angular Breaks.  Under restricted conditions, it may be impractical to provide vertical 

curves on the approaches, as angular breaks are necessary through the intersection.  
Angular breaks may allow other intersection geometric features, such as sight distance, 
storage platform, and drainage, to function better.  Figure 46-1C, Vertical Profile of 
Intersecting Road, provides a schematic of vertical profiles through an intersection.  The 
figure also indicates maximum angular breaks for a design speed of 30 mph or lower.  
For a higher design speed, a vertical curve as discussed in Items 1 and 2 above should be 
used.  Where angular breaks are used, the minimum chord distance between angle points 
should be at least 15 ft. 

 
 
46-1.03(04)  Drainage 
 
The profile and transitions at each intersection should be evaluated for impacts on drainage.  This 
may require spot elevations to be shown for an intersection which may have exceptional drainage 
problems (e.g., an intersection which occurs in a sag vertical curve). 
 
 
46-1.04  Capacity and Level of Service 
 
The Office of Environmental Services will perform a capacity analysis of the intersection during 
the preparation of the Engineer’s Report.  This analysis will influence geometric design features 
including the number of approach lanes, lane widths, channelization, and number of departure lanes.  
These determinations will be based on a selected level of service and design-year traffic (i.e., 20 
years into the future).  Level-of-service criteria are shown in the geometric-design figures in 
Chapters Fifty-three through Fifty-six.  Once the level of service and design traffic volume are 
determined, the detailed capacity analysis is performed using the Highway Capacity Manual and the 
criteria provided in Chapter Forty-one. 
 
 
46-1.05  Types of Intersections 
 
46-1.05(01)  Number of Legs 
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An at-grade intersection is usually a 3-leg (T or Y shape), 4-leg, or multi-leg design.  An individual 
intersection may vary in size and shape and may be non-channelized, flared, or channelized.  The 
principal factors which affect the selection of intersection type and its design characteristics are the 
design hourly traffic volume, turning movements, traffic character or composition, design speed, 
intersection angle, topography, desired type of operations, and safety. 
 
A multi-leg intersection is that with five or more intersection legs, and should be avoided where 
practical.  Where traffic volume is light and stop control is used, it may be satisfactory to have all 
legs intersect at a common paved area.  At other than a minor intersection, safety and efficiency are 
improved by rearrangement that removes some conflicting movements from the major intersection.  
This may be accomplished by realigning one or more of the intersecting legs and combining some 
of the traffic movements at adjacent subsidiary intersections or, making one or more legs one-way 
away from the intersection. 
 
 
45-1.05(02)  Public-Road Approach 
 
The warrants for each type of public-road approach are as follows: 
 
1. Public-Road Approach Type A.  This approach should be used where the mainline 

shoulder is unpaved, or, if paved, is less than 8 ft in paved width. 
 
2. Public-Road Approach Type B.  This approach should be used where the mainline 

shoulder is paved, and is 8 ft or wider in paved width.  A paved shoulder of this width or 
greater will encourage use by a right-turning vehicle to clear the mainline traffic lane 
when decelerating for the turn. 

 
Public-road approach types A and B are designed to accommodate a design vehicle of WB-50 or 
smaller, which makes a right-hand turn beginning and ending in the traffic lanes.  Right-turn 
lanes are not provided for these approaches.  Either of these approaches should be used for a 
public road serving a residential, light-commercial, or light-industrial area. 
 
3. Public-Road Approach Type C.  This approach should be used where the mainline 

shoulder is paved, is 8 ft or wider in paved width, and an auxiliary right-turn lane along 
the mainline is warranted due to the right-turning traffic volume.  This approach is 
designed to accommodate a design vehicle of WB-50 or smaller without encroaching 
onto the adjoining traffic lane.  It will also accommodate a WB-65 design vehicle if a 
portion of the adjoining traffic lane is utilized.  This approach should be used for a public 
road serving a residential, light-commercial, or light-industrial area. 

 
4. Public Road Approach Type D.  This approach should be used where the mainline 

shoulder is paved, is 8 ft or wider in paved width, and an auxiliary right-turn lane along 
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the mainline is warranted due to the right-turning traffic volume.  This approach is 
designed to accommodate a design vehicle of WB-65 or smaller.  This approach should 
be used where two Department-maintained routes intersect, or for a public road serving a 
commercial area, heavy-industrial area, or truck stop. 

 
Figure 46-1C(1), Public-Road Approach Types and Corresponding Design Vehicles, summarizes 
each type of public-road approach and the corresponding appropriate design vehicles it can 
accommodate. 
 
 
46-1.05(03)  Determining Pavement Section 
 
If, for a public-road approach type A, B, or C, the AADT is 1000 or less, or for a public-road 
approach type D, the ADTT of FHWA Class 5 trucks is 50 or less, the minimum pavement 
section shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be specified. 
 
If, for a public-road approach type A, B, or C, the AADT is greater than 1000, or for a public-
road approach type D, the ADTT of FHWA Class 5 trucks is greater than 50, ESALs must be 
determined as described in Section 52-8.03(01). 
 
For an HMA approach, the required mix type is determined based on ESALs as shown in Figure 
52-9B.  The courses and densities should be those identified in the minimum pavement section 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
For a PCCP approach, the pavement thickness is determined as described in Section 52-8.03(03). 
 
 
46-1.06  Intersection Spacing 
 
If creating a new intersection, the designer must ensure that there is sufficient distance between the 
new and adjacent intersections so that they form distinct intersections.  A short distance between 
intersections should be avoided, if practical, because it tends to impede traffic operations.  For 
example, if two intersections are close together and require signalization, they may need to be 
considered as one intersection for signalization purposes.  To operate safely, each leg of the 
intersection may require a separate green cycle, thereby greatly reducing the capacity for both 
intersections.  To operate efficiently, signalized intersections should be at least 1300 ft apart.  New 
intersections should preferably be at least 400 ft apart. 
 
A short gap between opposing T intersections should be avoided.  A driver tends to encroach into 
the opposing lanes (corner cutting) to make the turn in one movement. 
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46-1.07  Design Vehicle 
 
46-1.07(01)  Types 
 
The design vehicles used for intersection design are as follows. 
 
  1. P Passenger car, light panel truck, or pickup truck 
  2. SU Single-unit truck 
  3. CITY-BUS City transit bus 
  4. S-BUS-36 Conventional school bus (65 passengers) 
  5. A-BUS Articulated bus 
  6. WB-40 Intermediate semitrailer combination 
  7. WB-50 Intermediate semitrailer combination 
  8. WB-62 Interstate-route semitrailer combination 
  9. WB-65 (Indiana Design Vehicle, or IDV) Interstate-route semitrailer combination 
10. WB-100T Semitrailer combination with three trailers 
11. WB-109D Turnpike semitrailer combination with two trailers 
12. MH Recreational vehicle:  motor home 
13. P/T Recreational vehicle:  passenger car and camper trailer 
14. P/B Recreational vehicle:  passenger car and boat trailer 
15. MH/B Recreational vehicle:  motor home and boat trailer 
 
See Figure 46-1D, Typical Semitrailer Combination Design Vehicle illustrates a turning path of a 
semitrailer design vehicle.  Section 46-12.0 provides turning templates for the design vehicles 
which are used by the Department. 
 
 
46-1.07(02)  Selection 
 
The selected design vehicle should be based on the largest vehicle that will use the intersection with 
some frequency.  Figure 46-1E, Suggested Design-Vehicle Selection (Intersection), identifies the 
desirable and minimum design vehicle based on the functional classification of the intersecting 
highways which the vehicle is turning from and onto. 
 
Some portions of an intersection may be designed with one design vehicle and other portions with 
another vehicle.  For example, it is desirable to design physical characteristics such as curbs or 
islands for the IDV but to provide painted channelization markings for a passenger car.  This will 
provide a positive indicator for the more-frequent-turning vehicle. 
 
The SU vehicle is the smallest vehicle used in the design of an intersection.  This reflects that in a 
residential area, a delivery truck will be negotiating turns with some frequency.  On a facility 
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accommodating regular truck traffic, one of the semitrailer combinations should be used for design.  
For design purposes, the IDV is permitted to operate on each public highway. 
 
The WB-100T and WB-109D design vehicles are only permitted to operate on the Indiana Toll 
Road or within 15 mi of its toll gates. 
 
 
46-2.0  TURNING RADIUS FOR RIGHT TURN 
 
The turning-radius treatment for an intersection at-grade influences the operation, safety, and 
construction costs of the intersection.  Turning-radius design may not receive sufficient attention.  
Therefore, the designer should ensure that the design is compatible with the intersection operation.  
Section 46-2.01 provides guidance in determining an acceptable turning-radius design.  Section 46-
2.03 provides the turning-radius design which may be used for preliminary design purposes. 
 
 
46-2.01  Design for Pavement Edge or Curb Line 
 
Once the designer has selected the design vehicle (Section 46-1.07), the proper pavement-edge or 
curb-line location must be determined, as described below. 
 
 
46-2.01(01)  Inside Clearance 
 
The selected design vehicle will make a right turn while maintaining approximately a 2-ft clearance 
from the pavement edge or curb line and, at a minimum, will not come closer than 1 ft. 
 
 
46-2.01(02)  Encroachment 
 
To determine the acceptable encroachment, the designer should evaluate factors including traffic 
volume, one-way or two-way operation, urban or rural location, and functional classifications of the 
intersecting roads or streets.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Urban.  The selected design vehicle should not encroach into the opposing travel lanes.  

However, this is not always practical or cost effective.  Figure 46-2A provides 
recommended criteria for acceptable encroachment for a right-turning vehicle at an urban 
intersection.  The designer must evaluate these encroachment recommendations against the 
construction and right-of-way impacts.  For example, if the impacts are significant and if 
through or turning volume is relatively low, the designer may decide to accept an 
encroachment of the design vehicle which exceeds the criteria in shown Figure 46-2A. 
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2. Rural.  The selected design vehicle should not encroach onto the adjacent lane on the road 
from which the turn is made nor into the opposing lanes of traffic onto the road which the 
turn is made. 

 
If there are two or more lanes of traffic in the same direction on the road onto which the turn is 
made, the selected design vehicle can occupy both travel lanes.  The turning vehicle should be able 
to make the turn while remaining entirely in the right through lane. 
 
 
46-2.01(03)  Parking Lane or Shoulder 
 
A parking lane or shoulder will be available on one or both approach legs, and this additional 
roadway width may be carried through the intersection.  This will greatly ease the turning problem 
for a large vehicle at an intersection with a small curbed radius.  Figure 46-2B illustrates the turning 
paths of design vehicles where the radius is 15 ft or 25 ft and where an 8- to 10-ft parking lane is 
provided.  The presence of a shoulder of 8 to 10 ft width will have the same impact as a parking 
lane. 
 
The figure also illustrates the necessary distance to restrict parking before the PC (15 ft) and after 
the PT (20 to 40 ft) on the cross street.  The designer will, of course, need to check the proposed 
design with the applicable turning template and encroachment criteria.  The designer should not 
consider the beneficial effects of a parking lane if the lane will be used for through traffic for part of 
the day. 
 
Where the turning volume is low, the typical shoulder pavement structure may be used.  However, 
where the turning volume is high or where there is a significant number of turning trucks, a full-
depth shoulder pavement should be constructed.  Figure 46-2B also indicates where the parking 
lane or shoulder should have a full-depth pavement structure.  This treatment is critical to avoid 
pavement deterioration from trucks turning at the intersection. 
 
 
46-2.01(04)  Pedestrians 
 
The greater the turning radius, the farther a pedestrian must walk across the roadway.  This is 
especially important to a handicapped individual.  Therefore, the designer should consider the 
number of pedestrians when determining the pavement-edge or curb-line location.  This may lead 
to, for example, the decision to use a simple curve with taper offsets or a turning roadway (see 
Section 46-3.0) to provide a pedestrian refuge. 
 
 
46-2.01(05)  Type of Turning Design 
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Once the designer has determined the basic turning parameters (e.g., design vehicle, encroachment, 
inside clearance), it is necessary to select a type of turning design for the curb return or pavement 
edge which will be in accordance with the criteria described below and will fit the intersection 
constraints. 
 
The simple radius is the easiest to design and construct and is used at an urban intersection. 
However, the simple radius with an entering and exiting taper provides a better fit to the transitional 
turning path of a vehicle.  The simple radius with tapers should be used at a rural intersections, or, 
desirably, at an urban intersection.  A simple radius without tapers may be used for an urban 
intersection design.  Advantages of the simple radius with exiting and entering tapers as compared 
to the simple radius without tapers are as follows. 
 
1. To accommodate a specific design vehicle, a simple radius with tapers requires less 

intersection pavement than a simple radius without tapers.  Another benefit is the reduced 
right-of-way impact at the intersection corners.  For a large vehicle, a simple radius is often 
an unreasonable design, unless a channelized island is used and, in effect, a turning roadway 
is installed. 

 
3. A simple radius without tapers results in a greater distance for a pedestrian to cross than a 

simple radius with tapers. 
 
4. For an angle of turn greater than 90 deg, a simple radius with tapers is a better design than a 

simple radius without tapers, primarily because less intersection area is required. 
 
 
46-2.01(06)  Turning Template 
 
To determine the final design, the designer must use a turning template for the selected design 
vehicle.  The template will be applied to the intersection to determine how best to meet the 
criteria for turning-radius design. 
 
 
46-2.02  Summary 
 
Figure 46-2C illustrates the factors which should be evaluated in determining the proper design for a 
right turns at an intersection.  In summary, the following procedure applies. 
 
1. Select the design vehicle; see Figure 46-1E. 
 
2. Determine the acceptable inside clearance; see Section 46-2.01(01). 
 
3. Determine the acceptable encroachment; see Section 46-2.01(02). 
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4. Consider the benefits of a parking lane or shoulder; see Section 46-2.01(03). 
 
5. Consider impacts on pedestrians; see Section 46-2.01(04). 
 
6. Select the type of turning treatment see Section 46-2.01(05) (simple radius or simple radius 

with entering and exiting tapers). 
 
7. Check the proposed design with the applicable vehicular turning template. 
 
8. Revise the design as necessary to accommodate the right-turning vehicle or determine that it 

is not practical to meet this design because of adverse impacts. 
 
 
46-2.03  Turning-Radius Design 
 
Figure 46-2D provides recommended the minimum turning radius for various design vehicles, 
angles of turn, and acceptable encroachment which may be used in the preliminary design.  Figure 
46-2E illustrates the assumptions used to develop these figures.  As an alternative, the designer may 
want to consider using the public-road approach details in the INDOT Standard Drawings.  For the 
final design, the designer should check the intersection layout using the procedures described in 
Section 46-2.01. 
 
 
46-3.0  TURNING ROADWAY 
 
A turning roadway is a channelized area (separated by an island) at an intersection at-grade which 
allows for a moderate-speed, free-flowing right turn.  An interchange ramps is not considered to be 
a turning roadway. 
 
 
46-3.01  Guidelines 
 
1. Area Classification.  A turning roadway is provided in the areas as follows. 
 
 a. Rural.  At the intersection of two rural arterials, a turning roadway is provided for 

each right-turn movement.  At the intersection of other functionally-classified 
roadways, the need for a turning roadway will be determined as required. 

 
 b. Urban.  A turning roadway is provided at the intersection of two urban arterials if 

they are within the suburban or intermediate sub-classifications.  Because a turning 
roadway requires more right of way than a simple intersection, its use will rarely be 
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practical in a built-up area.  At the intersection of other functionally-classified 
roadways, the need for a turning roadway will be determined as required. 

 
2. Speed.  A turning roadway is desirable if the turning speed is 10 mph or higher. 
 
3. Angle of Turn.  A turning roadway should be considered if the angle of turn is greater than 

90 deg.  An intersection with an angle of turn of less than 90 deg does not lend itself to the 
use of a turning roadway. 

 
4. Island Size.  If there is a significant amount of unused pavement, the designer should 

consider using a turning roadway.  The island size should be at least 100 ft2.  The minimum 
island size in a rural area should be at least 75 ft2, or in an urban area should be at least 50 
ft2.  If the island will provide a refuge area for pedestrians, the minimum island size should 
be at least 160 ft2. 

 
5. Island Type.  An island of 75 ft2 or greater should be constructed as raised and corrugated, 

and delineated with paint or raised pavement markings, or color-contrasting pavements.  An 
island of less than 75 ft2 should only be painted. 

 
6. Traffic Volume.  A turning roadway should be considered if, during the design hour, there 

are 50 or more right-turning vehicles from a 2-lane facility or 100 or more right-turning 
vehicles from a 4-lane facility.  The design hour is considered to be 20 years in the future. 

 
7. Level of Service.  Installation of a turning roadway can often improve the level of service 

through the intersection.  At a signalized intersection, a turning roadway may significantly 
improve the capacity of the intersection by not requiring the right-turning vehicles to obey 
the signal.  Level-of-service criteria are provided in the geometric-design figures in Chapters 
Fifty-three and Fifty-five. 

 
8. Crash.  A turning roadway should be considered if there are significant numbers of rear-end 

type crashes at an intersection.  A turning roadway permits a vehicle to make the turning 
movement at a higher speed and, consequently, should reduce this type of accident. 

 
9. Pedestrians.  If pedestrian volume is high, a turning roadway provides a refuge area for a 

pedestrian crossing a wide intersection. 
 
10. Truck.  A turning roadway should be considered if the selected design vehicle is a semi-

trailer combination. 
 
11. Width.  A turning-roadway width should not be less than 14 ft. 
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Figure 46-3A illustrates a typical design for a turning roadway.  The figure illustrates a turning 
roadway with a simple-curve radius with entering and exiting tapers.  A turning roadway with a 
simple curve radius without entering and exiting tapers is also acceptable. 
 
 
46-3.02  Design Criteria 
 
46-3.02(01)  Design Speed 
 
The design speed on a turning roadway should be within 20 mph of the mainline design speed.  
However, a turning roadway with a low design speed (e.g., 10 mph) will still provide a significant 
benefit to the turning vehicle regardless of the speed on the approaching highway.  The design speed 
for a turning roadway will therefore be in the range of 10 to 20 mph. 
 
 
46-3.02(02)  Width 
 
The turning-roadway width is dependent upon the turning radius and design vehicle selected.  
Figure 46-1E provides the criteria for selection of the appropriate design vehicle.  Figure 46-3B 
provides turning-roadway pavement width for various design vehicles based on one-lane, one-way 
operation with no provision for passing a stalled vehicle.  The pavement width shown in Figure 46-
3B provides an extra 6-ft clearance beyond the design vehicle's swept path.  This additional width 
provides extra room for maneuverability and driver variances. 
 
In selecting the turning roadway width, the designer should also consider the possibility that a larger 
vehicle may also use the turning roadway.  The extra 6-ft clearance shown in Figure 46-3B will 
allow for the accommodation of the occasional larger vehicle, although at a lower speed and with 
less clearance.  For example, a turning-roadway for a WB-50 vehicle with a 10-ft radius will still 
accommodate an occasional WB-62 vehicle.  However, it would not accommodate a WB-65 
vehicle.  If there are a significant number of larger vehicles using the turning roadway, it should be 
selected as the design vehicle. 
 
A shoulder is provided on the right side of a right-turning roadway in a rural area.  The width of the 
shoulder should be the same as the preceding mainline shoulder.  However, at a restricted 
intersection, a narrower shoulder or none may be provided.  Where a shoulder is provided, a full-
depth shoulder pavement should be constructed. 
 
Additional information on turning-roadway width can be found in AASHTO’s A Policy on 
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, such as one-lane, one-way operation with provision for 
passing a stalled vehicle by another of the same type, or two-lane operation). 
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46-3.02(03)  Pavement Thickness 
 
The entire turning-roadway width, including shoulders and curb offsets, should have a uniform 
pavement thickness.  See Chapter Fifty-two for additional information on pavement design. 
 
 
46-3.02(04)  Horizontal Alignment 
 
The horizontal alignment differs from that of the open-roadway condition, which is discussed in 
Chapter Forty-three.  In comparison, a turning-roadway design is less restrictive, which reflects 
more-restrictive field conditions, and less-demanding driver expectation and driver acceptance of 
design limitations.  The following discusses the assumptions used to design horizontal alignment for 
a turning roadway. 
 
1. Curvature Arrangement.  A simple curve with an entrance and exit taper is the typical 

curvature arrangement. 
 
2. Superelevation.  A turning roadway is relatively short in length.  This greatly increases the 

difficulty of superelevating the roadway.  Therefore, a flexible approach is used for a 
superelevated turning roadway.  Figure 46-3C provides a range of superelevation rates that 
the designer may select for the appropriate combination of curve radius and design speed.  
For a turning roadway with a design speed of 10 to 20 mph, the superelevation rate will be 
2%, the normal cross slope.  The maximum superelevation rate for a turning roadway should 
not exceed 6%.  Selection of the appropriate superelevation rate will be based on field 
conditions. 

 
3. Superelevation Transition.  If a turning roadway is superelevated, the transition length 

should be in accordance with the criteria shown in Chapter Forty-three for the relative 
longitudinal slope.  For an open roadway, the relative slope is measured between the 
centerline of the roadway and either pavement edge.  The relative longitudinal slope is 
measured between the left edge of the turning roadway and the right pavement edge.  For a 
turning roadway, the axis of rotation is about the left edge of the traveled way. 

 
 Due to the restrictive nature of a turning roadway and its short length, the minimum 

transition length will be determined as required.  The designer should review the field 
conditions, deceleration and acceleration taper lengths, right-of-way restrictions, and 
construction costs to produce a practical design for the superelevation-transition length at a 
turning roadway. 

 
4. Superelevation Development.  Figure 46-3D illustrates a schematic of superelevation 

development at a turning roadway.  The actual development will depend upon the practical 
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field conditions combined with a reasonable consideration of the theory behind horizontal 
curvature.  The criteria to be considered are as follows. 

 
 a. No change in the normal cross slope is necessary up to Section B-B.  Here, the width 

of the turning roadway is about 2 ft. 
 
 b. The full width of the turning roadway should be attained at Section D-D.  The 

amount of superelevation at D-D will depend upon the practical field conditions. 
 
 c. Beyond Section D-D, the turning-roadway pavement should be rotated as needed to 

provide the required superelevation for the design speed of the turning roadway. 
 
 d. The minimum superelevation-transition length should meet the criteria set forth in 

Item 3 above. 
 
 e. The superelevation treatment for the exiting portion of the turning roadway should 

be similar to that described for the entering portion.  However, for a merge at a stop-
controlled intersection, the superelevation on the turning roadway should match the 
cross slope on the merging highway or street. 

 
 See the associated discussion shown in the AASTHO Policy on Geometric Design of 

Highways and Streets for more information regarding the specific situations as follows: 
 
 a. turning roadway leaves a through road that is on tangent; 
 
 b. turning roadway and through lanes curve in same direction; 
 
 c. turning roadway and through lanes curve in opposite directions; and 
 
 d. there is a speed-change lane. 
 
5. Minimum Radius.  The minimum turning-roadway radius is based on design speed, side-

friction factor, and superelevation (see Chapter Forty-three).  Figure 46-3E provides the 
minimum radius for various turning-roadway conditions.  As discussed in Item 2, a range of 
superelevation rates is available. 

 
6. Cross-Slope Rollover.  Figure 46-3F provides the maximum allowable algebraic difference 

in the cross slopes between the mainline and turning roadway where these are adjacent to 
each other.  In Figure 46-3D, these criteria apply between Section A-A and Section D-D.  
This will be a factor only where a superelevated mainline is curving to the left. 
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7. Stopping Sight Distance.  The value for stopping sight distance for the open highway 
condition is applicable to a turning-roadway intersection of the same design speed.  The 
value shown in Figure 42-1A, together with the value for a design speed of 10 mph, are 
shown in Figure 46-3E(1). 

 
The sight distance should be available at all points along a turning roadway.  Where 
practical, a longer sight distance should be provided.  It applies as a control in the design of 
both horizontal and vertical alignments. 

 
For a design speed lower than 40 mph, a sag vertical curve, as governed by headlight sight 
distance, theoretically should be longer than a crest vertical curve.  Because the design speed 
of a turning roadway is governed by the horizontal curvature, and the curvature is relatively 
sharp, a headlight beam parallel to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle ceases to be a control.  
Where practical, a longer length for either a crest or sag vertical curve should be used. 

 
The sight-distance control as applied to horizontal alignment has an equal, if not greater 
effect on design of a turning roadway than vertical control.  The sight line along the 
centerline of the inside lane around the curve, clear of obstruction, should be such that the 
sight distance measured on an arc along the vehicle path equals or exceeds the stopping 
sight distance shown in Figure 46-3E(1).  A likely obstruction may be a bridge abutment or 
line of columns, wall, cut sideslope, or a side or corner of a building. 

 
 
46-3.02(05)  Deceleration or Acceleration Lane 
 
A deceleration or acceleration lane is desirable where a turning roadway is used.  However, it may 
not always be practical when considering field conditions, right-of-way restrictions, and 
construction costs.  The following should be considered in determining the need for a deceleration 
or acceleration lane with a turning roadway. 
 
1. Turning-Roadway Design Speed.  The use of a deceleration or acceleration lane should be 

considered where the turning roadway design speed is more than 20 mph lower than that of 
the mainline. 

 
2. Mainline Design Speed.  A deceleration or acceleration lane should be considered if the 

mainline design speed is 50 mph or higher. 
 
3. Traffic Volume.  An acceleration or deceleration lane should be considered where the 

following conditions exist. 
 

a. Two-Lane Facility.  An acceleration or deceleration lane should be considered 
where the mainline AADT is 5000 or more and there are 75 or more turning 
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vehicles during the design peak hour. 
 
 b. Four-Lane Facility.  An acceleration or deceleration lane should be considered 

where the mainline AADT is 10,000 or more and there are 125 or more turning 
vehicles during the design peak hour. 

 
4. Storage Length.  A deceleration lane may be beneficial at a signalized intersection where the 

through-lane storage may limit access to the turning roadway.  The designer should consider 
a deceleration lane which extends upstream beyond the storage requirements of the 
intersection to allow access for a right-turning vehicle into the turning roadway (see Figure 
46-3G). 

 
5. Traffic Condition.  An acceleration lane should be provided if the merging-traffic condition 

is free-flowing.  An acceleration lane should not be considered for a yield- or stop-control 
condition. 

 
The length of a deceleration or acceleration lane is based on the design speed of the turning roadway 
and the design speed of the mainline.  The length should be in accordance with Section 48-4.0 for a 
ramp at an interchange. 
 
 
46-3.02(06)  Pavement Markings 
 
Figure 46-3H illustrates the pavement-marking details for a turning roadway.  For additional 
information on pavement markings, the designer should review Chapter Seventy-six. 
 
 
46-4.0  RIGHT- OR LEFT-TURN LANE 
 
Where the turning maneuver for a left- or right-turning vehicle occurs in a through travel lane, it 
disrupts the flow of through traffic.  To minimize potential conflicts, the use of a turn lane may 
be warranted to improve the level of service and safety at the intersection. 
 
 
46-4.01  Turn-Lane Warrants 
 
46-4.01(01)  Warrants for a Right-Turn Lane 
 
The use of a right-turn lane can significantly improve operations.  An exclusive right-turn lane 
should be considered as follows. 
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1. at an unsignalized intersection on a 2-lane urban or rural highway which satisfies the 
criteria shown in Figure 46-4A. 

 
2. at an unsignalized intersection on a high-speed 4-lane urban or rural highway which 

satisfies the criteria shown in Figure 46-4B; 
 
3. at an intersection where a capacity analysis determines that a right-turn lane is necessary 

to meet the level-of-service criteria; 
 
4. for uniformity of intersection design along the highway if other intersections have right-

turn lanes; or 
 
5. at an intersection where the accident experience, existing traffic operations, sight-distance 

restrictions (e.g., intersection beyond a crest vertical curve), or engineering judgment 
indicates a significant conflict related to a right-turning vehicle. 

 
 
46-4.01(02)  Warrants for a Left-Turn Lane 
 
The accommodation of left turns is often the critical factor in proper intersection and median-
opening design.  A left-turn lane can significantly improve both the level of service and 
intersection safety.  An exclusive left-turn lane should be provided as follows: 
 
1. at each intersection on an arterial, where practical; 
 
2. at each intersection on a divided urban or rural highway with a median wide enough to 

accommodate a left-turn lane, provided that adequate spacing exists between 
intersections; 

 
3. at a unsignalized intersection on a 2-lane urban or rural highway which satisfies the 

criteria shown in Figure 46-4C, Volume Guidelines for Left-Turn Lane on a Two-Lane 
Highway; 

 
4. at an intersection where a capacity analysis determines that a left-turn lane is necessary to 

meet the level-of-service criteria, including multiple left-turn lanes; 
 
5. at a signalized intersection where the design-hour left-turning volume is 60 veh/h or more 

for a single turn lane, or where a capacity analysis determines the need for a left-turn 
lane; 

 
6. for uniformity of intersection design along the highway if other intersections have left-

turn lanes in order to satisfy driver expectancy; 
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7. at an intersection where the accident experience, traffic operations, sight distance 

restrictions (e.g., intersection beyond a crest vertical curve), or engineering judgment 
indicates a significant conflict related to left-turning vehicles; or 

 
8. at a median opening where there is a high volume of left turns, or where vehicular speeds 

are 50 mph or higher. 
 
 
46-4.02  Design of Left- or Right-Turn Lane 
 
46-4.02(01)  Turn-Lane Width 
 
The width of the turn lane should be determined relative to the functional classification, urban or 
rural location, and project scope of work.  Chapters Fifty-three and Fifty-five provide the 
applicable width for an auxiliary lane.  Those chapters provide criteria for the applicable 
shoulder width adjacent to an auxiliary lane. 
 
 
46-4.02(02)  Turn-Lane Length 
 
The length of a right- or left-turn lane at an intersection should allow both safe vehicular 
deceleration and storage of turning vehicles outside of the through lanes.  However, it is often 
not practical to provide a turn-lane length which provides for deceleration.  Therefore, the full-
width length will often only be sufficient for storage. 
 
The length of an auxiliary lane will be determined by some combination of its taper length, LT, 
deceleration length, LD, and storage length, LS, and by the mainline functional classification.  
Figure 46-4H, Functional Length of Auxiliary Turn Lane, provides the length considerations for 
each functional classification.  See Figure 46-4 I, Typical Auxiliary Lane at an Intersection.  The 
following will apply. 
 
1. Taper.  For tangent approaches, the Department’s practice is to use a 100-ft straight-line 

taper at the beginning of a single turn lane, or a 150-ft straight-line taper at the beginning 
of dual turn lanes for an urban street.  On a curvilinear alignment, the entrance taper 
should be designed with a constant rate of divergence throughout the curve.  The entrance 
taper length should be at least 50 ft. 

 
2. Deceleration.  For a rural facility, the deceleration distance, LD, should meet the criteria 

shown in Figure 46-4J, Deceleration Distance for Turning Lane.  The values determined 
from Figure 46-4J should be adjusted for grades.  Figure 46-4J also provides the grade-
adjustment factor.  This distance is desirable on an urban facility.  However, this is not 
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always feasible.  Under restricted urban conditions, deceleration may have to be 
accomplished entirely within the travel lane.  For this situation, the length of turn lane 
will be determined solely on the basis of providing adequate vehicle storage, i.e., LD = 0 
ft. 

 
3. Storage Length for Signalized Intersection.  The storage length, LS, for a turn lane should 

be sufficient to store the number of vehicles likely to accumulate in a signal cycle during 
the design hour.  The following should be considered in determining the recommended 
storage length for a signalized intersection. 

 
a. The storage length should be based on the cycle length and the traffic volumes 

during the design hour.  For a cycle of less than 120 s, the storage length should 
be based on 2 times the average number of vehicles that would store during the 
cycle during the design hour.  For a cycle of 120 s or longer, the storage length 
should be based on 1.5 times the average number of vehicles that would store 
during the cycle during the design hour.  Average vehicle length is assumed to be 
20 ft.  At a minimum, space should be provided for two passenger cars. 

 
 b. Figure 46-4K(1), Recommended Storage Length for Signalized Intersection, 

illustrates an alternative method to determine the recommended storage length for 
a left-turn lane, or a right-turn lane where a turn on red is prohibited, for a 
signalized intersection for which the v/c ratio is known.  The values obtained from 
the figure are for a cycle length of 75 s and a v/c ratio of 0.80.  For other values, 
the length obtained in the figure should be multiplied by the appropriate 
adjustment factor shown in Figure 46-4K, Storage Length Adjustment Factor.  
The v/c ratio is determined from a capacity analysis as described in the Highway 
Capacity Manual. 

 
c. Where a turn on red is permitted or where a separate right-turn signal phase is 

provided, the length of the right-turn lane may be reduced due to less 
accumulation of turning vehicles. 

 
4. Storage Length for Unsignalized Intersection.  The storage length should be sufficient to 

avoid the possibility of a left-turning vehicle stopping in the through lanes and waiting 
for a gap in the opposing traffic flow.  The minimum storage length should have 
sufficient length to accommodate the expected number of turning vehicles likely to arrive 
in an average 2-min period within the design hour.  At a minimum, space should be 
provided for two passenger cars.  If truck traffic exceeds 10%, space should be provided 
for at least one passenger car and one truck.  See Figure 46-4L, Recommended Storage 
Length (LS) for Unsignalized Intersection. 
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5. Minimum Turn-Lane Length.  Under restricted conditions, the minimum full-width right- 
or left-turn lane length, including deceleration and storage, may be 50 ft where there are 
less than 10% trucks, or 100 ft where there are 10% or more trucks.  This is exclusive of 
the taper.  See Item 1 above for minimum taper length. 

 
At a signalized intersection, the right- or left-turn lane length should exceed the storage 
length of the adjacent through lane.  Otherwise, a vehicular queue in the through lane will 
block entry into the turn lane for turning vehicles. 

 
 
46-4.02(03)  Channelized Left-Turn Lane 
 
If a left-turn lane is required on a 2-lane highway, it should be designed as a channelized left-turn 
lane as illustrated in Figure 46-4M, Channelized Left-Turn Lane for 2-Lane Highway.  As an 
alternative, based on site conditions and turning volume, a passing blister may be used at a T 
intersection.  See Section 46-4.03. 
 
 
46-4.02(04)  Slotted Left-Turn Lane 
 
On a 4-lane facility with a wide median, slotted left-turn lanes are desirable where the median 
width is equal to or greater than 24-ft.  The advantages are as follows: 
 
1. better visibility of opposing through traffic; 
 
2. decreased possibility of conflict between opposing left-turning vehicles; and 
 
3. more left-turning vehicles are served. 
 
Figure 46-4N illustrates typical parallel and tapered slotted left-turn lanes.  The designer should 
consider the following. 
 
1. Slot Length.  The slotted section of the turn lane should be at least 50 ft long with a 

minimum of 100 ft.  The slotted section should not include the required deceleration 
distance for the turn lane. 

 
2. Nose Width.  The nose of the slotted lane should be a minimum of 4 ft plus shoulder- or 

curb-offset width (or return taper) from the opposing through lanes.  The nose position 
should be checked for interference with the turning paths from the cross street. 

 
3. Slot Angle.  The angle of the slot should not diverge more than 10 deg from the through 

mainline alignment. 
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4. Island.  To delineate the slotted portion, the channelized island for the slotted lane should 

be a raised corrugated island.  Raised pavement markers may be used for further 
delineation. 

 
 
46-4.02(05)  Turn-Lane Extension 
 
On a 2-lane highway, it may be desirable to extend the right-turn lane, if provided, beyond the 
intersection to allow mainline vehicles to bypass left-turning vehicles on the right.  See Section 
46-4.03 for passing-blister design at a three-legged intersection.  Upon determining the need for 
a turn lane extension, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Traffic Volume.  A turn-lane extension may be provided at the intersection of public road 

or street with a 2-lane State highway with a design-year AADT of 5000 or greater.  For a 
2-lane State highway with a design-year AADT of less than 5000, a turn-lane extension 
should be used only if one or more of the following occurs. 

 
a. There is an existing turn lane extension. 

 
b. There are 20 or more left-turning vehicles during the design hour. 

 
c. Accident reports or site evidence, such as skid marks in the through lane 

displaying emergency braking, indicate potential problems with left-turning 
vehicles. 

 
d. Shoulders indicate heavy use (e.g., dropped shoulders, severe pavement distress). 

 
2. Scope of Work.  A turn-lane extension should only be used in conjunction with a 3R or 

partial 3R project.  For a new or reconstruction project, a channelized left-turn lane 
should be provided; see Figure 46-4M. 

 
3. Right-Turn-Lane Warrant.  A turn-lane extension may be appropriate at a four-legged 

intersection if a right-turn lane is not warranted. 
 
4. Design.  If designing a turn-lane extension, the designer should consider the following. 
 

a. Geometrics.  The beginning of the turn lane should be designed as a right-turn 
lane including width and length (taper, deceleration, and storage).  The extension 
beyond the intersection should be designed as a 300-ft tapered acceleration lane; 
see Section 46-6.0.  Under restricted conditions, the turn-lane extension length 
may be shortened to meet field conditions, but not to less than 200 ft. 
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b. Pavement.  The turn lane and turn-lane extension should have the same color and 

pavement texture as the through lanes.  The shoulder adjacent to the turn-lane 
extension should be of contrasting color and texture.  The turn-lane extension 
pavement should be a full-depth shoulder with an additional 200 ft of full-depth 
shoulder provided after the exiting taper. 

 
c. Sight Distance.  Decision sight distance should be provided on the mainline to the 

intersection to allow a mainline driver enough time to consider whether to pass 
the left-turning vehicle or come to a stop.  Sufficient sight distance should be 
available so that a side-street driver will not encroach into the auxiliary lane.  A 
stop line should be provided to delineate the proper location for stopping. 

 
d. Concerns.  Consideration should be given at an offset intersection to ensure that 

the turn-lane extension will not lead to operational problems.  Distractions such as 
location of a drive, commercial background lighting, or highway lighting should 
also be considered in the design. 

 
5. Channelized Left-turn Lane.  The decision on whether to use either a channelized left-

turn lane or a turn-lane extension should be based on accident history, right-of-way 
availability, through- and turning-traffic volumes, design speed, and available sight 
distance.  A channelized left-turn lane should be provided if the left-turning volume is 
high enough that a left-turn lane is warranted as discussed in Section 46-4.01. 

 
 
46-4.03  Passing Blister 
 
At a three-legged intersection, it may be desirable to provide a passing blister to relieve 
congestion due to left-turning vehicles.  The designer should review the following when 
determining the need for a passing blister. 
 
1. Traffic Volume.  A passing blister may be provided at the intersection of a public road or 

street with a 2-lane State highway with a design-year AADT of 5000 or greater.  For a 2-
lane State highway with a design-year AADT of less than 5000, a passing blister should 
be used only if one or more of the following occurs. 

 
a. There is an existing passing blister. 

 
b. There are 20 or more left-turning vehicles during the design hour. 
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c. Accident reports or site evidence, such as skid marks in the through lane 
displaying emergency braking, indicate potential problems with left-turning 
vehicles. 

 
d. The shoulder indicates heavy use (e.g., dropped shoulder, severe pavement 

distress). 
 
2. Design.  Figure 46-4 O illustrates and provides the design criteria for a passing blister.  

An alternative design should be considered if successive passing blisters overlap each 
other or are within close proximity to each other. 

 
3. Channelized Left-turn Lane.  The decision on whether to use either a channelized left-

turn lane or a passing blister should be based on accident history, right-of-way 
availability, through- and turning-traffic volumes, design speed, and available sight 
distance.  A channelized left-turn lane should be provided if the left-turning volume is 
high enough that a left-turn lane is warranted as discussed in Section 46-4.01. 

 
 
46-4.04  Multiple Turn Lane 
 
46-4.04(01)  Warrants 
 
Multiple right- or left-turn lanes should be considered as follows: 
 
1. there is insufficient space to provide the necessary length of a single turn lane because of 

restrictive site conditions (e.g., closely spaced intersections); or 
 
2. based on a capacity analysis, the necessary time for a protected left-turn phase for a 

single lane becomes unattainable to meet the level-of-service criteria (average delay per 
vehicle). 

 
Two right-turn lanes do not function as well as two left-turn lanes because of the more restrictive 
turning movement for a two-abreast right turn.  If practical, the designer should find an 
alternative means to accommodate the high number of right-turning vehicles.  For example, a 
turning roadway may be more efficient. 
 
At an intersection with a very high volume of turning vehicles, two right-turn lanes and three 
left-turn lanes may be considered.  However, multiple turn lanes may cause problems with right 
of way, lane alignment, crossing pedestrians, and lane confusion for approaching drivers.  
Therefore, if practical, the designer should consider an alternative design, such as indirect left 
turns or an interchange. 
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46-4.04(02)  Design 
 
For multiple turn lanes to function properly, design elements must be evaluated.  Figure 46-4P 
illustrates both multiple right- and left-turn lanes.  The designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Throat Width.  Because of the off-tracking characteristics of a turning vehicle, the normal 

width of two turning lanes may be inadequate to properly receive two vehicles turning 
abreast.  Therefore, the receiving throat width may need to be adjusted.  The throat width 
should be determined from the application of the turning template for the design vehicle 
(see Item 4 below). 

 
2. Pavement Markings.  As illustrated in Figure 46-4P, pavement markings can effectively 

guide two lines of vehicles turning abreast.  The Office of Traffic Engineering will 
determine the selection and placement of pavement markings. 

 
3. Opposing Left-Turning Traffic.  If simultaneous, opposing multiple left turns will be 

allowed, the designer should ensure that there is sufficient space for all turning movements.  
This separation should be 30 ft (See Figure 46-4P).  Two left-turn lanes with their two-
abreast vehicles can cause problems.  Two turning lanes should only be used with 
signalization providing a separate turning phase. 

 
4. Turning Template.  The intersection-design elements for multiple turn lanes must be 

checked by using the applicable turning template.  The designer should assume that the 
selected design vehicle will turn from the outside lane of the multiple turn lanes.  The 
inside vehicle should be a single-unit truck but, as a minimum, the other vehicle can be a 
passenger vehicle turning side by side with the selected design vehicle. 

 
 
46-5.0  TWO-WAY LEFT-TURN LANE (TWLTL) 
 
A two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) is a cost-effective method to accommodate a continuous left-
turn demand and to reduce delay and accidents.  This type of lane will often improve operations 
on a roadway which was originally intended to serve the through movement but now must 
accommodate the demand for accessibility created by changes in adjacent land use. 
 
 
46-5.01  Guidelines 
 
The following provides guidelines for where a TWLTL should be considered. 
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1. General.  The physical conditions under which a TWLTL should be considered include 
the following: 

 
a. an area with at least 50 drives per mile, total for both sides; 

 
b. an area of high-density commercial development; or 

 
c. an area with substantial mid-block left turns. 

 
The applicability of the TWLTL is a function of the traffic conditions resulting from the 
adjacent land use.  The designer should evaluate the area to determine the relative 
attractiveness of a TWLTL as compared to an alternative access technique.  For example, 
a TWLTL may perpetuate more strip development.  If this is not desirable, a raised 
median may be more appropriate. 

 
2. Functional Classification.  An undivided 2-lane or 4-lane urban or suburban arterial is the 

most common candidate for the implementation of a TWLTL.  This is commonly referred 
to as a 3-lane or 5-lane facility, respectively.  The use of a TWLTL on a 6-lane arterial 
(i.e., a 7-lane facility) is not appropriate.  See Section 46-5.03. 

 
3. Traffic Volume.  Traffic volume is a significant factor in the consideration of a TWLTL.  

The design year which should be used to determine the traffic volume is 20 years.  The 
following should be considered. 

 
a. On an existing 2-lane roadway, a TWLTL will be advantageous for AADT 

between 5,000 and 12,500. 
 

b. On an existing 4-lane highway, a TWLTL will be advantageous for AADT 
between 10,000 and 25,000. 

 
c. For an AADT greater than 25,000, a raised median may be more appropriate.  For 

a 6-lane highway, a raised median is recommended. 
 

d. Pedestrian-crossing volume is also a consideration because of the large paved area 
which must be traversed where a TWLTL is present (i.e., no pedestrian refuge 
exists). 

 
4. Speed.  The design speed is a major factor in TWLTL application.  A design speed of 25 

to 50 mph will properly accommodate a TWLTL.  For a posted speed limit higher than 
50 mph, its use should be considered only as required. 
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5. Accident History.  On a high-volume urban or suburban arterial, traffic conflicts often 
result because of a significant number of mid-block left turns combine with significant 
opposing traffic volume.  This may lead to a disproportionate number of mid-block, rear-
end, or sideswipe accidents.  A TWLTL is likely to reduce these types of accidents.  The 
designer should review and evaluate the available accident data to determine if unusually 
high numbers of these accidents are occurring. 

 
 
46-5.02  Design Criteria 
 
46-5.02(01)  Lane Width 
 
Recommended lane width is shown in Chapter Fifty-three or Fifty-five. An existing highway that 
warrants the installation of a TWLTL is often located in an area of restricted right of way, so 
conversion of the existing cross section may be difficult.  To obtain the TWLTL width, the 
designer may have to consider the following: 
 
1. removing an existing raised median; 
 
2. reducing the width of existing through lanes; 
 
3. reducing the number of existing through lanes; 
 
4. eliminating an existing parking lane; 
 
5. eliminating or reducing the width of an existing shoulder; or 
 
6. acquiring additional right of way to expand the pavement width by the amount needed for 

the TWLTL. 
 
Item 1 or 6 listed above would be the most advantageous alternative.  If this is not practical, the 
designer will have to evaluate the trade-offs between the benefits of the TWLTL and the 
negative impacts of eliminating or reducing the width of one or more existing cross-section 
elements.  This may involve a capacity analysis or an in-depth evaluation of the existing accident 
history. 
 
 
46-5.02(02)  Intersection Treatment 
 
A TWLTL must either be terminated in advance of an intersection to allow the development of 
an exclusive left-turn lane or be extended up to the intersection.  Where the TWLTL is extended 
up to the intersection, the pavement marking will switch from two opposing left-turn arrows to 
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one left-turn arrow only.  In determining the intersection treatment, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. Signalization.  The TWLTL should be terminated, as this type of intersection will warrant 

an exclusive left-turn lane.  At an unsignalized intersection, the TWLTL may be extended 
through the intersection because an exclusive left-turn lane is usually not required. 

 
2. Turning Volume.  The left-turn demand into the intersecting road is a factor in 

determining the proper intersection treatment.  If the minimum storage length will govern 
(Section 46-4.02), it will probably be preferable to extend the TWLTL up to the 
intersection (i.e., provide no exclusive left-turn lane). 

 
3. Minimum Length of TWLTL.  The TWLTL should have sufficient length to operate 

properly.  The type of intersection treatment will determine the length of the TWLTL.  
The appropriate minimum length is influenced by the operating speed on the highway.  
The following guidance may be used. 

 
a. On a facility where V ≤ 30 mph, the minimum uninterrupted length of a TWLTL 

should be 500 to 1000 ft. 
 

b. On a facility where V > 30 mph, the minimum uninterrupted length of a TWLTL 
should be at least 1000 ft. 

 
The final decision on the length of the TWLTL will be based on site conditions. 

 
4. Operational or Safety Factors.  Extending the TWLTL up to an intersection could result 

in operational or safety problems.  A driver may, for example, pass through the 
intersection in the TWLTL and turn left just beyond the intersection into a drive which is 
within 30 ft of the intersection.  If operational or safety problems are known or 
anticipated at an intersection, it may be preferable to remove the TWLTL prior to the 
intersection (i.e., provide an exclusive left-turn lane). 

 
5. Pavement Markings.  Figure 46-5A illustrates the typical pavement markings for a 

TWLTL at an unsignalized or signalized intersection.  Chapter Seventy-six provides 
additional information for marking a TWLTL. 

 
 
46-5.03  6-Lane Section 
 
For AADT greater than 25,000, the designer should use a 6-lane section with a raised median.  
The decision on whether to provide a TWLTL instead of a raised median will be determined as 
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required for the project.  The following lists the factors the designer should consider in making 
this determination. 
 
1. A TWLTL tends to be safer under the existing or proposed conditions as follows: 
 

a. at least 70 drives per mile; 
 

b. fewer than 2 signalized intersections per mile; and 
 

c. a maximum of 4 to 6 approaches per mile, depending on the number of signals per 
mile. 

 
2. There may be insufficient gaps available in the oncoming traffic to allow a vehicle to 

make a left turn from the TWLTL in an acceptable period of time. 
 
3. A left-turning vehicle from a roadside drive may try to use the TWLTL as an acceleration 

lane or as a waiting area before merging in with the mainline traffic. 
 
4. There may be significant delays at a signal to handle crossing pedestrians with a TWLTL.  

A raised median may be able to provide a refuge area for crossing pedestrians. 
 
5. At a signalized intersection requiring two turn lanes, it will be more difficult to develop 

the additional lane with a TWLTL.  There may be more lane confusion at the intersection 
for the approaching driver. 

 
6. A raised median forces a driver to make all left turns at intersections, which may 

overload the capacity of the intersection and increase driver travel time. 
 
7. With a raised median, the left-turn movements are concentrated at the intersections, 

thereby reducing the conflict area of the overall facility. 
 
8. A raised median may discourage patrons from using facilities on the other side of the 

road (e.g., gas station, convenience store, restaurant). 
 
9. A raised median discourages new strip development, whereas a TWLTL may encourage 

such development. 
 
 
46-6.0  INTERSECTION ACCELERATION LANE 
 
It may be necessary to provide an acceleration lane for turning vehicles at an intersection to 
allow these vehicles to accelerate before merging with the through traffic. 
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46-6.01  Acceleration Lane for Right-Turning Vehicle 
 
An acceleration lane should be considered as follows: 
 
1. where the intersection is near or at capacity (LOS of E) in the design year; 
 
2. where a turning roadway is used (see Section 46-3.0); 
 
3. where the turning traffic at an unsignalized intersection must merge with a high-speed, 

high-volume facility; 
 
4. where there is a significant history of rear-end or sideswipe accidents; 
 
5. where there is inadequate intersection sight distance available; or 
 
6. where there is a high volume of trucks turning onto the mainline. 
 
 
46-6.02  Acceleration Lane in Median 
 
An acceleration lane should be considered for left-turning vehicles as follows: 
 
1. where the turning traffic at an unsignalized intersection must merge with a high-speed, 

high-volume facility.  The acceleration lane may reduce the need for a signalized 
intersection; 

 
2. where there is a significant history of rear-end or sideswipe accidents; 
 
3. where there is inadequate intersection sight distance available; or 
 
4. where there is a high volume of trucks turning onto the mainline. 
 
 
46-6.03  Design Criteria 
 
1. Types.  An acceleration lane is of the parallel design.  Chapter Forty-eight provides 

additional information. 
 
2. Length.  A right-turn or median acceleration lane should be in accordance with Chapter 

Forty-eight.  The controlling curve at an intersection is the design speed of the turning 
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roadway or the speed at which a vehicle can make the right or left turn, usually less than 
10 mph.  For a 2-lane mainline, the truck acceleration length should be considered where 
there are 20 to 50 or more turning trucks per day.  For a 4-lane facility, it should be 
considered where there are 75 to 100 or more turning trucks per day. 

 
3. Taper.  A 300-ft taper should be used at the end of a parallel acceleration lane. 
 
 
46-7.0  ADDITIONAL THROUGH LANE AT INTERSECTION 
 
To meet the level-of-service criteria for the design year, it may be necessary to add at least one 
through lane to an intersection approach.  However, an additional lane should be extended 
beyond the intersection to fully realize the capacity benefits.  Figure 46-7A provides criteria for 
determining how far such a lane should be extended beyond the intersection. 
 
The minimum full-width length of the through lane extension, DE, is that distance needed for the 
stopped vehicle to accelerate to 5 mph below the average running speed of the highway.  The 
full-width length of the through-lane extension will be the stored-vehicle length which will cross 
the intersection during a green cycle. 
 
The length shown in Figure 46-7A may or may not be sufficient for the vehicle to merge into the 
primary through lane.  Therefore, Figure 46-7A should only be used for preliminary design 
purposes.  The final design will be based on site conditions and traffic volume. 
 
The taper rate at the end of the additional through lane will be based on the criteria provided in 
Figure 46-7A.  If curbing is used within the taper area, the curbing should be painted to provide 
better delineation of the taper. 
 
 
46-8.0  MEDIAN OPENING 
 
46-8.01  Non-Freeway 
 
46-8.01(01)  Warrants 
 
A median opening should be provided on a divided non-freeway at each intersection with a public 
road or major traffic generator (e.g., shopping center).  However, this may result in close 
intersection spacing which impairs the operation of the facility.  The following minimum spacings 
should be evaluated when determining the warrant for a median opening. 
 
1. Rural Intersection.  An opening is provided at each public-road intersection.  An opening 

may not be provided at a minor public road. 
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2. Urban Intersection.  A median opening is provided at each intersection.  However, to 

improve capacity and traffic efficiency, the designer may elect not to provide an opening for 
a traffic generator if there are other points of access within a reasonable distance of the 
generator. 

 
The minimum spacing between median openings should be 400 ft.  The desirable spacing should be 
800 ft.  See Figure 46-8A.  This allows for the development of a future exclusive left-turn lane with 
the proper taper, deceleration, and storage length. 
 
If determining the median-opening location, the designer also needs to consider the available sight 
distance (see Section 46-10).  An opening with restricted sight distance may require additional 
design considerations (e.g., traffic signal, closing the opening). 
 
 
46-8.01(02)  Design 
 
Figure 46-8B illustrates the turning path for a semi-trailer design vehicle and other design criteria at 
a median opening.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Design Vehicle.  The path of each design vehicle making a minimum left turn at 10 to 20 

mph should be considered.  Where the volume and types of vehicles making the left-turn 
movement require a speed higher than the minimum, the radius of turn should correspond to 
the speed deemed appropriate.  However, the minimum turning path at low speed is required 
for minimum design, and for testing a layout developed for one design vehicle when used by 
an occasional larger vehicle. 

 
2. Radius.  The following control radius should be used for the design of a median opening. 
 

a. 40 ft.  Accommodates a P vehicle and an occasional SU vehicle sometimes 
swinging wide. 

 
b. 50 ft.  Accommodates an SU vehicle and an occasional WB-40 vehicle 

sometimes swinging wide. 
 

c. 75 ft.  Accommodates a WB-40 or WB-50 vehicle with only minor swinging 
at the end of the turn. 

 
3. Encroachment.  The design should be to allow the design vehicle to make a left turn and 

remain entirely within the inside travel lane of the divided facility (i.e., there will be no 
encroachment into the through lane adjacent to the inside travel lane).  It will be acceptable 
for the design vehicle to occupy both travel lanes in its turn. 
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4. Width. The median width will be determined by the design of the major highway and the 

available right of way.  The designer should consider the following: 
 
 a. If practical, the median width at the intersection should be wide enough to fully 

protect a stopped passenger car within the median. 
 
 b. A slotted left-turn lane may be used with a median width greater than 24 ft; see 

Section 46-4.02(04). 
 
 c. The median width should be wide enough to accommodate a left-turn bay and, 

where necessary, a two-left-turn-lanes bay. 
 
5. Median-Nose Design.  The median nose will have either a semicircular end or a bullet-nose 

end.  The median-nose design selection is dependent upon the median-opening function and 
the median width.  The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate the layout for a median nose. 

 
6. Length of Opening.  The length of a median opening should properly accommodate the 

turning path of the design vehicle.  The minimum median-opening length is 40 ft.  It should 
be as great as the width of crossroad’s traveled way plus its shoulders.  If the crossroad is a 
divided highway, the length of opening should be at least equal to the width of the 
crossroad’s traveled way plus that of the median.  However, each median opening should be 
evaluated individually to determine the proper length of opening.  Figures 46-8C, 46-8D, 
and 46-8E illustrate median-opening criteria for various design vehicles.  The designer 
should consider the following in the evaluation. 

 
 a. Turning Template.  The designer should check the proposed design with the turning 

template for the design vehicle most likely to use the intersection.  Consideration 
should be given to the frequency of the turn and to the encroachment onto adjacent 
travel lanes or shoulders by the turning vehicle. 

 
 b. Nose Offset.  At a 4-leg intersection, traffic passing through the median opening 

(going straight) will pass the median nose.  To provide a sense of comfort for such 
a driver, the offset between the nose and the through travel lane (extended) should be 
at least 2 ft. 

 
 c. Lane Alignment.  The designer should ensure that lanes line up properly for crossing 

traffic. 
 
 d. Location of Crosswalk.  A pedestrian crosswalk will intersect the median nose to 

provide some refuge for pedestrians.  Therefore, the median-opening design should 
be coordinated with the location of the crosswalk. 
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 A median opening longer than 80 ft should be avoided, regardless of skew. 
 
7. U-turn.  A median opening is sometimes used only to accommodate a U-turn on a divided 

non-freeway.  Where needed, the spacing should be 1300 to 2500 ft.  The design for a U-
turn maneuver on an arterial should permit the design vehicle to turn from an auxiliary left-
turn lane in the median into the lane next to the outside shoulder or outside curb and gutter 
on the roadway of the opposing traffic lanes.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide 
additional information on the Department’s U-turn median-opening. 

 
8. Pavement.  The median-opening pavement will be the same material type and design 

strength as the adjacent mainline.  Chapter Fifty-two provides additional information on 
pavement design. 

 
9. Drainage.  The designer should ensure that drainage from the mainline is not allowed to 

flow or pond within the median opening.  See Part IV for INDOT roadway drainage criteria. 
 
10. Skew.  A control radius for the design vehicle as the basis for the minimum design of a 

median opening results in a length of opening that increases with the skew angle of the 
intersection.  The skew introduces other variations in the shape of the nose.  At a skewed 
crossing, such control radius should be used in the acute angle used to locate the 
beginning of the nose on the median edge. 

 
A channelization lane, left-turn lane, or adjustment to reduce the crossroad skew may be 
required to limit the opening to the maximum length shown in Item 6 above.  An 
asymmetrical bullet nose is preferable. 

 
 
46-8.02  Median Opening on Freeway 
 
On a fully-access-controlled freeway, median crossing is denied to the public.  However, an 
occasional median opening or emergency crossover is required to accommodate a maintenance or 
emergency vehicle.  Section 54-6.0 provides the Department’s criteria for a median opening on a 
fully-access-controlled facility. 
 
 
46-9.0  CHANNELIZING ISLAND 
 
The treatments described in this Chapter may require a channelizing island within the intersection 
area (e.g., turning roadway).  The design of an island should consider site-specific functions, 
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including definition of vehicular path, separation of traffic movements, prohibition of movements, 
protection of pedestrians, and placement of traffic control devices. 
 
 
46-9.01  Types of Islands 
 
Islands are grouped into the following functional classes.  Most islands serve at least two of these 
functions. 
 
1. Directional Island.  A directional island (e.g., for turning roadways) controls and directs 

traffic movements and guides the driver into the proper channel. 
 
2. Divisional Island.  A divisional island separates opposing traffic flows, alerts the driver to 

the crossroad ahead, and regulates traffic through the intersection.  Such an island is 
introduced at an intersection on an undivided highway, and is particularly advantageous in 
controlling left turns at a skewed intersection. 

 
3. Refuge Island.  A refuge island at or near a crosswalk aids or protects a pedestrian crossing a 

wide roadway.  Such an island may be required for a pedestrian where complex signal 
phasing is used. 

 
4. Protection Island.  A protection island is used for the protection of a traffic control device. 
 
 
46-9.02  Selection of Island Type 
 
A channelizing island may be a combination of flush or raised; concrete, asphalt, or earth; or 
triangular or elongated.  Selection of an appropriate type of island should be based on traffic 
characteristics, cost considerations, and maintenance needs.  The following offers guidance as to 
where a flush or raised corrugated island is appropriate. 
 
A flush island is appropriate as follows: 
 
1. on a high-speed rural highway to delineate separate turning lanes; 
 
2. in a constrained location where vehicular path definition is desired, but space for a larger, 

raised island is not available; 
 
3. to separate opposing traffic streams on a low-speed street; or 
 
4. for temporary channelization either during construction or to test traffic operations prior to 

installation of a raised island. 
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A raised corrugated island is appropriate as follows: 
 
1. where a primary function of the island is to provide a pedestrian refuge; 
 
2. where a primary or secondary island function is the location of a traffic signal, sign, or other 

fixed object; 
 
3. where the island is intended to prohibit or prevent a traffic movement; 
 
4. on a low- to moderate-speed highway where the primary function is to separate high 

volumes of opposing traffic movements; or 
 
5. at a location requiring positive delineation of vehicular path, such as at a major-route turn or 

an intersection with unusual geometry. 
 
A channelizing island with curbs should not be used. 
 
 
46-9.03  Minimum Size 
 
An island should be large enough to command the driver’s attention.  Island shapes and sizes vary 
from one intersection to another.  For a triangular island, the minimum size is 50 ft2 (urban) or 75 ft2 
(rural).  Its area should be at least 100 ft2.  An island used for pedestrian refuge should be at least 
150 ft2.  An elongated island should not be less than 4 ft wide, and should be 20 to 26 ft long.  
Where space is limited, an elongated island may be reduced to a minimum width of 2 ft.  A curbed 
divisional island introduced at an isolated intersection on a high-speed highway should be at least 
100 ft in length. 
 
 
46-9.04  Delineation 
 
Delineation of a small island is effected primarily by a curb.  A large curbed island may be 
sufficiently delineated by color and texture contrast of vegetative cover, mounded earth, shrubs, 
reflector posts, or a combination of these.  In a rural area, an island curb should be sloping.  A 
vertical or sloping curb may be appropriate in an urban area, depending on the conditions. 
 
A channelizing island should be delineated based on its size, location, and function.  An island with 
raised corrugations presents the most positive means of delineation and may be used with any 
design speed.  For the layout of a raised corrugated island, see the INDOT Standard Drawings.  For 
a flush island, it may be appropriate to complement the pavement markings with raised reflectors. 
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Raised pavement markings, raised reflectors, roughened pavement, or paint striping is used in 
advance of and around the island to warn the driver.  These traffic control devices are important at 
the approach to a divisional curbed island for the direction of approaching traffic.  Figures 46-9A 
and 46-9B illustrate the pavement markings used with a channelizing island.  Section 76-2.03 
provides additional information for pavement markings around an island. 
 
 
46-9.05  Island Offset to Through Lanes 
 
In an urban area on an approach roadway without shoulders, the raised corrugated island should be 
offset 2 ft from the travel lane.  Where shoulders are present, the raised corrugated island should be 
offset a distance equal to the shoulder width.  In a rural area or where a separate turning lane is used, 
the island should be offset from the turning lane by 2 ft (see Figure 46-9A).  If there is no turning 
lane, the island should be offset a distance equal to the shoulder width.  If a corner island is 
preceded by a right-turn deceleration lane, the shoulder offset should be at least 8 ft. 
 
The designer should also ensure that the island will not interfere with the turning movement of a 
truck turning from the opposite side on a 4-legged intersection.  If there is a conflict, the island 
should be set back farther or made flush. 
 
 
46-9.06  Typical Channelizing Intersection 
 
Figure 46-9C illustrates an example of an island treatment at an intersection.  Each channelizing 
intersection must be studied individually considering turning volumes, traffic lane configurations, 
potential conflicts, and practical signing arrangements. 
 
 
46-10.0  INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE (ISD) 
 
For an at-grade intersection to operate properly, adequate sight distance should be available.  The 
designer should provide sufficient sight distance for a driver to perceive potential conflicts and to 
perform the actions needed to negotiate the intersection safely. 
 
The additional costs and impacts of removing sight obstructions are often justified.  If it is 
impractical to remove an obstruction blocking the sight distance, the designer should consider 
providing traffic-control devices or applications (e.g., warning signs, traffic signals, or turn lanes) 
which may not otherwise be warranted. 
 
The height of eye for a passenger car driver should be taken as 3.5 ft.  The height of eye for a single-
unit or combination-truck driver should be taken as 7.6 ft.  Its height of object should be taken as 3.5 
ft. 
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The sight line is shown on the plans in the plan and profile views.  The proposed profile grade 
line along the centerline is also shown, however, this is meaningless for intersection sight 
distance analysis.  The proposed ground line under the sight line is the relevant line. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Intersection sight distance should be analyzed for each local service 

road or frontage road in the same manner as a public road. 
 

 
46-10.01  No Traffic Control 
 
An intersection between a low-volume and a low-speed road or street should be either yield-
controlled or stop-controlled.  However, for a local-road or -street intersection with no traffic 
control, sufficient corner sight distance should be available to allow an approaching vehicle to see a 
potentially conflicting vehicle in sufficient time to stop before reaching the intersection.  Figure 46-
10A provides the ISD criteria for an intersection with no traffic control and approach grades 
between –3% and +3%.  For approach grades greater than 3%, multiply the sight distance value in 
Figure 46-10A by the appropriate adjustment factor from Figure 46-10B.  These Figures are not 
applicable to State highways. 
 
If the appropriate sight distance cannot be provided, consideration should be given to installing a 
“Stop” sign on one or more approaches. 
 
 
46-10.02  Yield Control 
 
46-10.02(01)  Intersection With Yield Control on the Minor Road 
 
A driver a approaching a Yield sign is permitted to enter or cross the major road without 
stopping, if there is no potentially conflicting vehicle on the major road.  The sight distance 
needed by a driver on a yield-controlled approach exceeds that for a stop-controlled approach. 
 
A yield-controlled approach needs greater sight distance than a stop-controlled approach, especially 
at a four-leg yield-controlled intersection where the sight distance needs of the crossing maneuver 
should be considered.  If sight distance sufficient for yield control is not available, use of a “Stop” 
sign instead of a “Yield” sign should be considered.  At a location where the recommended sight 
distance cannot be provided, consideration should be given to installing other traffic control devices 
at the intersection on the major road to reduce the speeds of approaching vehicles. 
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46-10.02(02)  Left- or Right-Turn Maneuver 
 
The length of the leg of the approach sight triangle along the minor road to accommodate a left 
or right turn without stopping should be 80 ft.  This distance is based on the assumption that a 
driver making a left or right turn without stopping will slow to a turning speed of 10 mph. 
 
The leg of the approach sight triangle along the major road is similar to the major-road leg of the 
departure sight triangle for a stop-controlled intersection.  However, the time gap for a left turn, 
as shown in Section 46-10.03 should be increased by 0.5 s to the value shown in Figure 46-10C.  
The appropriate length of the sight triangle leg is shown in Figure 46-10D for a passenger car.  
The minor-road vehicle needs 3.5 s to travel from the decision point to the intersection.  This 
represents additional travel time that is needed at a yield-controlled intersection, but is not 
needed at a stop-controlled intersection.  However, the acceleration time after entering the major 
road is 3.0 s less for a yield condition than for a stop condition because the turning vehicle 
accelerates from 10 mph rather than from a stop condition.  The net 0.5-s increase in travel time 
for a vehicle turning from a yield-controlled approach is the difference between the 3.5-s 
increase in travel time and the 3.0-s reduction in travel time. 
 
A departure sight triangle like that provided for a stop-controlled approach should also be 
provided for a yield-controlled approach to accommodate a minor-road vehicle that stops at the 
“Yield” sign to avoid a conflict with a major-road vehicle.  However, because the approach sight 
triangle for a turning maneuver at a yield-controlled approach is larger than the departure sight 
triangle used at a stop-controlled intersection, no specific check of departure sight triangle at a 
yield-controlled intersection should be needed. 
 
A yield-controlled approach needs greater sight distance than a stop-controlled approach, 
especially at a four-leg yield-controlled intersection where the sight distance needs of the 
crossing maneuver should be considered.  If sight distance sufficient for yield control is not 
available, use of a “Stop” sign instead of a “Yield” sign should be considered.  At a location 
where the recommended sight distance cannot be provided, consideration should be given to 
installing other traffic control devices at the intersection on the major road to reduce the speeds 
of approaching vehicles. 
 
 
46-10.02(03)  Turning Roadway 
 
Yield control may also exist, for example, at a freeway ramp terminal where the ramp traffic is 
provided a free-flowing right turn onto the minor road.  The assumptions as discussed in Section 46-
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10.02(01) are also applicable to turning-roadway yield conditions, except the eye location of the 
entering vehicle is on the turning roadway itself (see Figure 46-10E). 
 
If insufficient intersection sight distance is available for the operational characteristics of yield 
control, it may be appropriate to convert the intersection to stop control. 
 
 
46-10.03  Stop Control 
 
Where traffic on the minor road of an intersection is controlled by a “Stop” sign, the driver of the 
vehicle on the minor road must have sufficient sight distance for a safe departure from the stopped 
position assuming that the approaching vehicle comes into view as the stopped vehicle begins its 
departure.  The location of the eye should be as described in Section 46-10.03(01). 
 
 
46-10.03(01)  Departure Sight Triangle and Time Gap 
 
The departure sight triangle for an intersection with stop control on the minor road must consider 
the situations as follows: 
 
1. left turn from the minor road; 
2. right turn from the minor road; and 
3. crossing the major road from minor-road approach. 
 
A departure sight triangle for traffic approaching from either the right or left, like that shown in 
Figure 46-10F, Departure Sight Triangles, should be provided for a left turn from the minor road 
onto the major road for each stop-controlled approach. 
 
Field observations of the gaps in major-road traffic actually accepted by drivers turning onto the 
major road have shown that the values shown in Figure 46-10G, Intersection Sight Distance for 
Stop-Controlled Intersection, provide sufficient time for the minor-road vehicle to accelerate 
from a stop and complete a left turn without unduly interfering with major-road traffic 
operations. 
 
The intersection sight distance in both directions should be equal to the distance traveled at the 
design speed of the major road during a period of time equal to the time gap.  At a minimum, 
ISD should be checked for both a passenger car and a single unit truck turning from the minor-
road approach.  Where a substantial volume of heavy vehicles enter the major road, the use of 
combination trucks should be considered. 
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No adjustment is needed for the major-road grade.  However, if the minor-road design vehicle is 
a truck and the intersection is located near a sag vertical curve with a grade over 3%, an 
adjustment of the intersection sight distance should be considered. 
 
Figure 46-10G provides the criteria for intersection sight distance in both directions for a vehicle 
turning left. 
 
Intersection sight distance for a left turn at a divided-highway intersection should consider 
multiple design vehicles and median width.  If the design vehicle used to determine sight 
distance for a divided-highway intersection is larger than a passenger car, sight distance for a left 
turn will need to be checked for that selected design vehicle and for smaller design vehicles as 
well.  If the divided-highway median is wide enough to store the design vehicle with a clearance 
to the through lanes of 3 ft at both ends of the vehicle, no separate analysis for the departure sight 
triangle for a left turn is needed on the minor-road approach for the near roadway to the left. 
 
If the design vehicle can be stored in the median with adequate clearance to the through lanes, a 
departure sight triangle to the right for a left turn should be provided for that design vehicle 
turning left from the median roadway.  Where the median is not wide enough to store the design 
vehicle, a departure sight triangle should be provided for that design vehicle to turn left from the 
minor-road approach.  The median width should be considered in determining the number of 
lanes to be crossed.  The median width should be converted to an equivalent number of lanes. 
 
The sight triangle for a left or right turn onto the major road will also provide more than adequate 
sight distance for a minor-road vehicle to cross the major road.  However, the intersection sight 
distance for a crossing maneuver must be checked for the situations as follows: 
 
1. where left or right turns are not permitted from a particular approach and the crossing 

maneuver is the only legal maneuver; 
 
2. where the crossing vehicle would cross the equivalent width of more than 6 lanes; or 
 
3. where a substantial volume of heavy vehicles cross the highway, and steep grades that 

might slow such vehicles while their back portions are still in the intersection are present 
on the departure roadway on the far side of the intersection. 

 
The time gap shown in Figure 46-10H(1), Time Gap for Crossing Maneuver, may be used for the 
crossing-maneuver check. 
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Figure 46-10H, Intersection Sight Distance for Passenger Car to Turn Right provides the 
intersection sight distance for a passenger car making a right turn from a stop or a crossing 
maneuver. 
 
At a divided-highway intersection, depending on the median width and the length of the design 
vehicle, intersection sight distance may need to be considered for crossing both roadways of a 
divided highway or for crossing the near lanes only and stopping in the median before 
proceeding. 
 
The ISD value will establish one leg of the sight triangle which needs to be visible to the entering 
vehicle.  The leg on the stop-controlled road or street will be determined by the assumed location of 
the eye.  This is established as 18 ft behind the edge of the travel lane for a new or reconstruction 
project, or 14.5 ft for a 3R project (see Figure 46-10F, Departure Sight Triangle). 
 
 
46-10.03(02)  Measures to Improve Intersection Sight Distance 
 
The available ISD should be checked using the parameters described above.  If the line of sight falls 
above a bridge railing and guardrail and the ISD value from Figure 46-10G is provided, no further 
investigation is needed.  If the line of sight is restricted by the bridge railing, guardrail, or other 
obstruction, or the horizontal and vertical alignment of the major road and the ISD value is not 
available, one or more of the modifications, or a combination of them, should be evaluated to 
achieve the intersection sight distance as follows: 
 
1. relocate the minor road or drive farther from the end of the bridge; 
2. widen the structure on the side where the railing is restricting the line of sight; 
3. flare the approach guardrail; 
4. revise the grades on the major road or the minor road or drive; 
5. remove the obstruction that is restricting sight distance; 
6. close the minor road or drive; 
7. make the minor road or drive one-way away from the major road; or 
8. review other measures that may be practical at a particular location. 
 
If intersection sight distance along the major road cannot be achieved, consideration should be given 
to installing advance intersection signing with advisory speed plates. 
 
 
46-10.04  Left Turn From the Major Road 
 
Each location along the major road from which a vehicle is permitted to turn left across opposing 
traffic, including an intersection or drive, should have sufficient sight distance to accommodate the 
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left-turn maneuver.  A left-turning driver needs sufficient sight distance to decide when it is safe to 
turn left across the lanes used by opposing traffic.  Sight distance design should be based on a left 
turn by a stopped vehicle, since a vehicle that turns left without stopping would need less sight 
distance.  The sight distance along the major road to accommodate a left turn is the distance 
traversed at the design speed of the major road in the travel time for the design vehicle shown in 
Figure 46-10 I. 
 
The figure also includes appropriate adjustment factors for the number of major-road lanes to be 
crossed by the turning vehicle.  The unadjusted time gap shown in Figure 46-10 I for a passenger 
car was used to develop the sight distance shown in Figure 46-10J. 
 
If stopping sight distance has been provided continuously along the major road and if sight distance 
for stop control or yield control has been provided for each minor-road approach, sight distance will 
be adequate for a left turn from the major road. 
 
However, at a three-leg intersection located on or near a horizontal curve or crest vertical curve on 
the major road, the availability of adequate sight distance for a left turn from the major road should 
be checked.  The availability of sight distance for a left turn from a divided highway should be 
checked because of the possibility of a sight obstruction in the median. 
 
At a 4-leg intersection on a divided highway, an opposing vehicle turning left can block a driver’s 
view of oncoming traffic.  The designer should consider offsetting the opposing left-turn lanes and 
providing a left-turning driver with a better view of oncoming traffic. 
 
 
46-10.05  Signal-Controlled Intersection 
 
If a vehicle is allowed to turn right on red, or left from a one-way street onto a one-way street, after 
stopping, the minimum ISD requirement shown in Figure 46-10H will apply to a signalized 
intersection.  If this criterion cannot be met, consideration should be given to prohibiting right-turn-
on-red at the intersection.  This determination will be based on a field investigation and will be 
determined as required for each intersection leg.  Changing right-turn-on-red regulations at an 
intersection will require an official action by State or local officials. 
 
If the signal is to be placed on two-way flashing operation (i.e., flashing yellow on the major-road 
approaches and flashing red on the minor-road approaches) during off-peak or nighttime conditions, 
the appropriate departure sight triangle for stop control, both to the left and to the right, should be 
provided for the minor-road approaches (See Section 46-10.03). 
 
 
46-10.06  Effect of Skew 
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Where two highways intersect at an angle of less than 60 deg, some of the factors for 
determination of intersection sight distance may need adjustment. 
 
Each of the clear-sight triangles described above is applicable to an oblique-angle intersection.  
As shown in Figure 46-10K, the leg of the sight triangle will lie along the intersection approach, 
and each sight triangle will be larger or smaller than the corresponding sight triangle would be at 
a right-angle intersection.  The area within each sight triangle should be clear of potential sight 
obstructions. 
 
At an oblique-angle intersection, the length of the travel path for some turning and crossing 
maneuvers will be increased.  The actual path length for a turning or crossing maneuver may be 
computed by dividing the total of the widths of the lanes (plus the median width, where 
appropriate) to be crossed, by the sine of the intersection angle.  If the actual path length exceeds 
the total of widths of the lanes to be crossed by 12 ft or more, an appropriate number of 
additional lanes should be considered in applying the adjustment for the number of lanes to be 
crossed (See Section 46-10.03).  For a crossing maneuver from a minor road with yield control, 
the w term in the equation for the major-road leg of the sight triangle to accommodate the 
crossing maneuver should also be divided by the sine of the intersection angle to obtain the 
actual path length.  In the obtuse-angle quadrant of an oblique-angle intersection, the angle 
between the approach leg and the sight line may be so small that a driver can look across the full 
sight triangle with only a minor head movement.  However, in the acute-angle quadrant, a driver 
is often required to turn his or her head considerably to see across the entire clear-sight triangle.  
The sight distance criteria for an intersection with no control should therefore not be applied to 
an oblique-angle intersection.  Sight distance at least equal to that for an intersection with stop 
control on the minor road should be provided, where practical. 
 
 
46-11.0  DRIVE DESIGN 
 
46-11.01  General Information 
 
46-11.01(01)  Definitions of Drives and Types 
 
The definitions of types and classes of drives are as follows: 
 
1. Residential.  A residential drive provides access to a single-family residence, duplex, or 

apartment building with not more than four dwelling units.  A residential drive along a 
roadway with a raised curb is a class I drive.  A residential drive along a roadway with a 
paved or unpaved shoulder and no raised curb is a class II drive. 

 
2. Commercial.  A commercial drive provides access to an office, retail, or institutional 

building, or to an apartment building with five or more dwelling units.  A drive which serves 
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an industrial plant, but with a primary function to serve an administrators’ or employees’ 
parking lot, is considered to be a commercial drive.  A commercial drive along a roadway 
with a raised curb is a class III drive.  A commercial drive along a roadway with a paved or 
unpaved shoulder and no raised curb is a class IV drive. 

 
3. Industrial.  An industrial drive directly serves substantial numbers of truck movements to 

and from loading docks of an industrial facility, warehouse, or truck terminal.  A centralized 
retail development, such as a community or regional shopping center, may have one or more 
drives especially so designed, signed, and located to provide access for trucks.  This is also 
classified as an industrial drive.  An industrial drive may be designed either as a public road 
approach or as an industrial drive.  An industrial drive along a roadway with a raised curb is 
a class VII drive.  An industrial drive along a roadway with a paved or unpaved shoulder 
and no raised curb is a class VI drive. 

 
4. Field Entrance.  A field entrance provides access to an unimproved property, e.g., a farm 

field with no buildings.  Such a drive along a roadway with a paved or unpaved shoulder is a 
class V drive. 

 
 
46-11.01(02)  Drive Spacing and Corner Clearance 
 
Closely-spaced drives can cause operational problems, especially with a high-volume roadway or a 
high-volume drives.  These problems can also result if a drive is too close to an at-grade 
intersection. 
 
Any part of a drive, including its entrance radius, should not be placed within the radius of a public 
road at an intersection, including any auxiliary lanes.  Preferably, there should be a 20- to 40-ft 
tangent section between the drive radius and the public-road radius for greater separation.  If this 
criterion cannot be met for a property at an intersection corner, one solution may be to relocate the 
drive entrance from the major road to the minor road, if practical.  Another possible solution is to 
provide a right-turn lane at the intersection.  This will improve the operation of the intersection by 
removing the turning vehicles for the drive and intersection out of the through travel lane(s).  
However, a significant number of turning vehicles may impair egress from the property. 
 
Drives for the same owner should be located across from each other (e.g., a farm) where crossing 
traffic is significant or where it is not desirable to permit slow or large equipment to travel along the 
highway or shoulder. 
 
 
46-11.01(03)  Drive Sight Distance 
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Section 46-10.0 discusses intersection sight distance (ISD) criteria for an intersection with a public 
road.  These criteria will also apply to sight distance at a drive.  However, for a drive with low 
traffic volume, it is not warranted to explore extraordinary measures to improve sight distance.  
Each sight obstruction, e.g., large tree, hedgerow, etc., should be checked for in the vicinity of the 
drive entrance which may limit sight distance.  To perform the check, it is reasonable to assume an 
eye location of approximately 10 ft from the edge of travel lane. 
 
If drive sight-distance criteria with the eye location described above cannot be met, informal 
notification should be provided to the project reviewer for a consultant-designed project or to the 
supervisor for an in-house project. 
 
 
46-11.01(04)  Auxiliary Lane 
 
A deceleration or acceleration lane should be considered at each high-volume drive entrance, 
especially on a high-speed, high-volume arterial.  Sections 46-4.0 and 46-7.0 further discuss the 
design and warrants for such an auxiliary lane, which may also apply to a high-volume drive.  In 
addition to traffic-volume considerations, it may be warranted to provide a right-turn lane into the 
drive if the change in grade is abrupt at the drive entrance. 
 
 
46-11.01(05)  Joint Residential or Commercial Drive 
 
If practical and agreeable to the property owners, the use of a joint drive offers one option to reduce 
the number of access points along the highway.  The centerline of the joint drive should be located 
on the property line dividing the two owners.  This practice will not allow either owner the 
opportunity to deny or restrict access to the neighbor’s property and, depending on the traffic 
volume, may improve the traffic flow on the mainline.  For a commercial drive, this may require 
providing a drive wide enough to handle two-way traffic. 
 
 
46-11.02  Design Criteria 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the Department’s layout criteria for each drive class.  In 
addition, the following should be considered. 
 
 
46-11.02(01)  Class-Determination Considerations 
 
1. If it is determined from the survey or at the field inspection that a field entrance serves a 

barn or storage shed for farm machinery, it should be designed as a class II drive with a 24-ft 
minimum width instead of a class V drive. 
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2. Where there are positive indications that a private residence is being used for commercial 

purposes, the drive should be designed as a commercial drive. 
 
 
46-11.02(02)  Radii 
 
1. Radii for a Class II or class IV drive should start from the edge of the paved shoulder if the 

width of the paved shoulder is 8 ft or greater. 
 
2. Radii for a Class II or class IV drive should start from the edge of the traveled way if the 

width of the paved shoulder is less than 8 ft. 
 
3. Class VI drive tapers should start from the edge of the traveled way without regard to the 

shoulder’s width or whether or not the shoulder is paved. 
 
 
46-11.02(03)  Width 
 
1. Drive width should be measured perpendicular to the centerline of the drive. 
 
2. For each new drive constructed where no drive currently exists, the minimum width shown 

on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be used, unless determined otherwise at the field 
inspection or if the Office of Real Estate recommends a wider drive. 

 
3. The width of a reconstructed drive should be the same as the existing width but not less than 

the minimum width nor greater than the maximum width shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings. 

 
4. Each drive that serves a barn or storage shed for farm equipment should be a minimum of 

24 ft in width. 
 
 
46-11.02(04)  Drive Grade 
 
For a class I, III, VI, or VII drive, the maximum algebraic difference in drive grades should not 
exceed 8% for a crest vertical curve, or 12% for a sag vertical curve.  For a class II, IV, or V drive, 
the maximum algebraic difference in drive grades should not exceed 11% for a crest vertical curve, 
or 14% for a sag vertical curve. 
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If it is known that a large emergency vehicle or other large vehicle will be using a drive, or if the 
algebraic differences exceed those noted above, the fit of the drive grade should be checked against 
the vehicle templates. 
 
Drive grades should be shown and drive PVIs should be identified on the cross-sections sheets. 
 
 
46-11.02(05)  Grading 
 
A drive’s embankment slope within the mainline clear zone should be as shown in Figure 46-
11A, Drive Embankment Slope Within Clear Zone.  Outside the clear zone, the embankment 
slope should be 4:1, but should not be steeper than 3:1. 
 
 
46-11.02(06)  Paving 
 
1. Each residential, commercial, or industrial drive should have either an asphalt or concrete 

surface as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings from the edge of the mainline 
pavement to at least the highway right-of-way line.  The drive pavement should be 
replaced in kind beyond the right-of-way line only if required to match grade or 
alignment, and not to repair the drive due to condition. 

 
2. A field entrance typically has an unimproved soil surface within the right-of-way, except 

as discussed in Section 46-11.02(01) Item 1. 
 
 
46-11.02(07)  Intersecting-Sidewalk Treatment 
 
1. Sidewalk curb ramps should only be used with a signalized class III or class VII drive. 
 
2. For a class I drive or nonsignalized class III or class VII drive, a sidewalk elevation 

transition as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be used. 
 
 
46-11.03  Impacts to Project with Drive Design Complete and Right of Way Acquisition 
Under Way 
 
Each Class I or III drive should have its grade designed in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  However, if the profile-grade requirements shown on the Standard Drawings extend 
an already-designed drive outside the available right of way, such drive should have its grade 
detailed on the plans so that the drive remains inside the available right of way.  Such drive 
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should also be checked for accessibility by a large emergency vehicle or other large vehicle.  
Such drive should be identified as modified. 
 
 
46-12.0  TURNING TEMPLATES 
 
Figures 46-12A through 46-12P provide turning templates for the design vehicles most commonly 
used by INDOT.  At least one turning template is included for each design vehicle listed below. 
 
1. P   Passenger car, light panel truck, or pickup truck 
2. SU   Single-unit truck 
3. S-BUS-36  Conventional school bus (65 passengers) 
4. WB-40   Intermediate semitrailer combination 
5. WB-50   Intermediate semitrailer combination 
6. WB-62   Interstate semitrailer combination 
7. WB-65 (IDV) Indiana Design Vehicle:  Interstate semitrailer combination 
8. WB-109D  Turnpike semitrailer combination with two trailers 
9. MH/B   Recreational vehicle:  motor home and boat trailer 
 
The list of the figures is as follows: 
 
46-12A P - Design Vehicle (1” = 20’ Scale) 
46-12B P - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12C SU - Design Vehicle (1” = 20’ Scale) 
46-12D SU - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12D(1) S-BUS-36 - Design Vehicle (1” = 20’ Scale) 
46-12D(2) S-BUS-36 - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12E WB-40 - Design Vehicle (1” = 30’ Scale) 
46-12F WB-40 - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12G WB-50 - Design Vehicle (1” = 30’ Scale) 
46-12H WB-50 - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12 I WB-62 - Design Vehicle (1” = 30’ Scale) 
46-12J WB-62 - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12K WB-65 (IDV) - Design Vehicle (1” = 30’ Scale) 
46-12L WB-65 (IDV) - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12N WB-109D - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
46-12 O MH/B - Design Vehicle (1” = 30’ Scale) 
46-12P MH/B - Design Vehicle (1” = 50’ Scale) 
 
Each figure shows the turning path for an above-listed AASHTO design vehicles.  The path shown 
is for the left-front overhang and outside-rear wheel.  The left-front wheel follows the circular 
curve; however, its path is not shown. 
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MAXIMUM CHANGE IN GRADES WITHOUT A VERTICAL CURVE 

Design Speed 
(mph) 

Crest 
Vertical Curve 

Sag 
Vertical Curve 

 
20 
25 
30 

ΔG = 7.0% 
ΔG = 5.0% 
ΔG = 3.0% 

ΔG = 4.5% 
ΔG = 2.5% 
ΔG = 1.5% 

 
Notes: 
 
1. At a signalized intersection, the most desirable rotation option will be to transition all 

approach legs into a plane section through the intersection. 
 
2. The grade of the approach roadway where vehicles may be stored should not be steeper 

than 1%.  A grade steeper than 3% should be avoided. 
 
3. The minor-road profile should tie into the major road's travel lane cross slope as shown in 

the diagram.  However, it will be acceptable for the minor-road profile to tie into the major 
road’s shoulder cross slope.  Actual field conditions will determine the final design. 

 
 

VERTICAL PROFILES OF INTERSECTING ROADS 
 

Figure 46-1C 
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Note:  If one of these standard public road approach types cannot be used at a particular 
intersection site, the public-road approach should be designed and the intersection details 
should be shown on the plans. 
 
 

PUBLIC-ROAD APPROACH TYPE 
AND CORRESPONDING DESIGN VEHICLE 

 
Figure 46-1C(1) 

 

Public-Road Approach Appropriate Design Vehicle 
Type A 
● Paved- or unpaved-shoulder width < 8 ft. 
● Approach radius starts from edge of travel lane. 
● Right-turn lane along mainline is not warranted. 
● Serves residential, light-commercial, or light-
 industrial area. 

WB-50 or smaller 

Type B 
● Paved-shoulder width ≥ 8 ft. 
● Approach radius starts from edge of shoulder. 
● Right-turn lane along mainline is not warranted. 
● Serves residential, light-commercial, or light-
 industrial area. 

WB-50 or smaller 

Type C 
● Paved-shoulder width ≥ 8 ft. 
● Approach radius starts from edge of shoulder. 
● Auxiliary right-turn lane along mainline is 
 warranted. 
● Serves residential, light-commercial, or light-
 industrial area. 

WB-50 or smaller 
 
WB-65 if adjoining traffic lanes 
are utilized. 

Type D 
● Paved-shoulder width ≥ 8 ft. 
● Approach radius starts from edge of shoulder. 
● Auxiliary right-turn lane along mainline is 
 warranted. 
● Used at intersection of two Department-maintained 
 routes. 
● Serves commercial area, heavy-industrial area, or 
 truck stop. 

WB-65 or smaller 
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Suggested Design Vehicle For Turn 
Made From 

For Turn 
Made Onto 

Desirable Minimum 

Freeway Ramp Other Facility IDV WB-62 

Other Facility Freeway Ramp IDV WB-62 

Arterial 
Arterial 

Collector 
Local 

IDV 
IDV 
IDV 

WB-62 
WB-50 
WB-50 

Collector 
Arterial 

Collector 
Local 

IDV 
IDV 

WB-50 

WB-50 
WB-50 
WB-40 

Local 
Arterial 

Collector 
Local 

IDV 
WB-50 

SU* 

WB-50 
WB-40 

SU 

 
* WB-50 can physically make the turn. 
 
 

SUGGESTED DESIGN-VEHICLE SELECTION 
(Intersection) 

 
Figure 46-1E 
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Turn Made 
From 

Turn Made 
Onto 

Acceptable Encroachment for Design Vehicle for 
Road or Street Onto Which Turn Made 

Freeway Ramp Other Facility No encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 

Arterial 
Arterial 

Collector 
Local 

No encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 
1-ft encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 
2-ft encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 

Collector 
Arterial 

Collector 
Local 

No encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 
1-ft encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 
2-ft encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 

Local 
Arterial 

Collector 
Local 

No encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 
2-ft encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 
2-ft encroachment into opposing lanes of travel 

 
Notes: 
 
 1. See Figure 46-1E for the design-vehicle selection.  The encroachment criteria refer 

to the design vehicle. 
 
 2. Before the turn is made, the design vehicle is assumed to be in the outermost 

through travel lane or exclusive right-turn lane, whichever applies.  It is assumed 
that the vehicle does not encroach onto adjacent lanes on the road or street from 
which the turn is made. 

 
 3. If determining the acceptable encroachment, the designer should also consider 

turning volume, through volume, and the type of traffic control at the intersection.  
The desirable encroachment will be zero into the opposing lanes of travel. 

 
 4. The table indicates the amount by which the turning vehicle can encroach into the 

opposing lanes of travel.  If there are two or more lanes of traffic in the same 
direction on the road onto which the turn is made, the selected design vehicle can 
occupy both travel lanes.  The turning vehicle will be able to make the turn while 
remaining entirely in the right through lane. 

 
 5. Regardless of the selected design vehicle or the criteria for encroachment, the IDV 

should physically be able to make a turn at an intersection without backing up and 
without impacting a curb, parked car, utility pole, mailbox, or other obstruction. 

 
 6. Each proposed design should be checked with the applicable vehicular turning 

template. 
 
 

GUIDELINES FOR ENCROACHMENT FOR RIGHT TURN, 
URBAN INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 46-2A 
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Angle of 
Turn, 
deg 

Design 
Vehicle 

Curve 
Radius, 

ft 

Curve Radius with Taper Angle of 
Turn, 
deg 

Design 
Vehicle 

Curve 
Radius, 

ft 

Curve Radius with Taper 
Rad., 

ft 
Offset, 

ft 
Taper, 

H:V 
Rad., 

ft 
Offset, 

ft 
Taper, 

H:V 

30 

P 60 -- -- -- 

105 

P -- 20 2.5 8:1 
SU 100 -- -- -- SU -- 35 3 10:1 
WB-40 150 -- -- -- WB-40 -- 40 4 10:1 
WB-50 200 -- -- -- WB-50 -- 55 4 15:1 
WB-62 360 220 3 15:1 WB-62 -- 115 3 15:1 
WB-67 380 220 3 15:1 WB-67 -- 115 3 15:1 
WB-100T 260 125 3 15:1 WB-100T -- 75 3 15:1 
WB-109D 475 250 3.5 20:1 WB-109D -- 90 9.2 20:1 

45 

P 50 -- -- -- 

120 

P -- 20 2 10:1 
SU 75 -- -- -- SU -- 30 3 10:1 
WB-40 120 -- -- -- WB-40 -- 35 5 8:1 
WB-50 175 120 2 15:1 WB-50 -- 45 4 15:1 
WB-62 230 145 4 15:1 WB-62 -- 100 5 15:1 
WB-67 250 145 4.5 15:1 WB-67 -- 105 5.2 15:1 
WB-100T 200 115 2.5 15:1 WB-100T -- 65 3.5 15:1 
WB-109D -- 200 4.5 20:1 WB-109D -- 85 9.2 20:1 

60 

P 40 -- -- -- 

135 

P -- 20 1.5 10:1 
SU 60 -- -- -- SU -- 30 4 10:1 
WB-40 90 -- -- -- WB-40 -- 30 8 15:1 
WB-50 150 120 3 15:1 WB-50 -- 40 6.0 15:1 
WB-62 170 140 4 15:1 WB-62 -- 80 5 20:1 
WB-67 200 140 4.5 15:1 WB-67 -- 85 5.2 20:1 
WB-100T 150 95 2.5 15:1 WB-100T -- 65 5.5 15:1 
WB-109D -- 180 4.5 20:1 WB-109D -- 85 8.5 20:1 

75 

P 35 25 2 10:1 

150 

P -- 18 2 10:1 
SU 55 45 2 10:1 SU -- 30 4 8:1 
WB-40 -- 60 2 15:1 WB-40 -- 30 6 8:1 
WB-50 -- 65 3 15:1 WB-50 -- 35 7 6:1 
WB-62 -- 145 4 20:1 WB-62 -- 60 10 10:1 
WB-67 -- 145 4.5 20:1 WB-67 -- 65 10.2 10:1 
WB-100T -- 85 3 15:1 WB-100T -- 65 7.3 10:1 
WB-109D -- 140 5.5 20:1 WB-109D -- 65 15.1 10:1 

90 

P 30 20 2.5 10:1 

180 

P -- 15 0.5 20:1 
SU 50 40 2 10:1 SU -- 30 1.5 10:1 
WB-40 -- 45 4 10:1 WB-40 -- 20 9.5 5:1 
WB-50 -- 60 4 15:1 WB-50 -- 25 9.5 5:1 
WB-62 -- 120 4.5 30:1 WB-62 -- 55 10 15:1 
WB-67 -- 125 4.5 30:1 WB-67 -- 55 13.8 10:1 
WB-100T -- 85 2.5 15:1 WB-100T -- 55 10.2 10:1 
WB-109D -- 115 2.9 15:1 WB-109D -- 55 20 10:1 

 
EDGE-OF-TRAVELED-WAY DESIGN FOR TURN AT INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 46-2D 
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R P SU BUS- 
40 

BUS- 
45 

CITY
-BUS 

S-BUS 
36 

S-BUS 
40 

A-
BUS 

WB-
40 

WB-
50 

WB-
62 

WB-
65 

WB-
67D 

WB-
100T 

WB-
109D 

MH P / T P / B MH / 
B 

ONE-LANE, ONE-WAY OPERATION, NO PROVISION FOR PASSING A STALLED VEHICLE 
50 13 18 22 23 21 19 18 22 23 32 43 49 29 37 -- 18 19 18 21 
75 13 17 19 20 19 17 17 19 20 25 29 32 23 27 43 17 17 17 19 

100 13 16 18 19 18 16 16 18 18 22 25 27 21 24 34 16 16 16 17 
150 12 15 17 17 17 16 15 17 17 19 21 22 19 21 27 15 16 15 16 
200 12 15 16 17 16 15 15 16 16 18 20 20 18 19 23 15 15 15 16 
300 12 15 16 16 16 15 15 16 15 17 18 18 17 17 20 15 15 15 15 
400 12 15 16 16 16 15 15 16 15 17 18 18 17 17 20 15 15 15 15 
500 12 15 16 16 16 15 15 16 15 17 18 18 17 17 20 15 15 15 15 
Tan. 12 14 15 16 15 14 14 15 14 15 15 15 16 15 15 14 14 14 14 

ONE-LANE, ONE-WAY OPERATION, WITH PROVISION FOR PASSING A STALLED VEHICLE BY ANOTHER OF THE SAME TYPE 
50 20 30 39 42 38 31 32 40 39 56 79 93 50 67 -- 30 30 28 36 
75 19 27 32 35 32 27 28 34 32 42 52 56 38 47 79 27 27 26 30 

100 18 25 30 31 29 25 26 30 29 36 43 46 34 40 60 25 25 24 28 
150 18 23 27 28 27 23 24 27 26 31 35 37 29 33 45 23 23 23 25 
200 17 22 25 26 25 23 23 26 24 28 32 33 27 30 39 22 22 22 24 
300 17 22 24 24 24 22 22 24 23 26 28 29 25 27 33 22 22 21 23 
400 17 21 23 24 23 21 21 23 22 25 26 27 24 25 30 21 21 21 22 
500 17 21 23 23 23 21 21 23 22 24 25 26 23 25 28 21 21 21 21 
Tan. 17 20 21 21 21 20 20 21 20 21 21 21 21 21 21 20 20 20 20 

TWO-LANE OPERATION, EITHER ONE- OR TWO-WAY, SAME TYPE VEHICLE IN BOTH LANES 
50 26 36 45 48 44 37 38 46 45 62 85 99 56 73 -- 36 36 34 42 
75 25 33 38 41 38 33 34 40 38 48 58 62 45 53 85 33 33 32 36 

100 24 31 36 37 35 31 32 36 35 42 49 52 40 46 66 31 31 30 34 
150 24 29 33 34 33 29 30 33 32 37 41 43 35 39 51 29 29 29 31 
200 23 28 31 32 31 29 29 32 30 34 38 39 33 36 45 28 28 28 30 
300 23 28 30 30 30 28 28 30 29 32 34 35 31 33 39 28 28 27 29 
400 23 27 29 30 29 27 27 29 28 31 32 33 30 31 36 27 27 27 28 
500 23 27 29 29 29 27 27 29 28 30 31 32 29 31 34 27 27 27 27 
Tan. 23 26 27 27 27 26 26 27 26 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 

R = Radius on inner edge of pavement, ft.  Tan. = Tangent. 
 

DERIVED PAVEMENT WIDTH, ft, FOR TURNING ROADWAY FOR EACH DESIGN VEHICLE 
 

Figure 46-3B 
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Range in Superelevation Rate 
for Turning Roadway with Design Speed (mph) of Radius 

(ft) 
15 20 25 30 35 40 & 45 

50 
100 
150 

2%-6% 
2%-6% 
2%-5% 

— 
2%-6% 
2%-6% 

— 
— 

4%-6% 

— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 

225 
300 
450 

2%-4% 
2%-3% 
2%-3% 

2%-6% 
2%-4% 
2%-3% 

3%-6% 
3%-6% 
3%-5% 

6% 
5%-6% 
4%-6% 

— 
— 
6% 

— 
— 
— 

600 
1000 
1500 

2% 
2% 
2% 

2%-3% 
2%-3% 

2% 

2%-4% 
2%-3% 

2% 

3%-5% 
3%-4% 
2%-3% 

5%-6% 
4%-5% 
3%-4% 

— 
5%-6% 
4%-5% 

 
 

SUPERELEVATION RATE FOR TURNING ROADWAY 
 

Figure 46-3C 
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Angle of 
Turn, deg 

Design 
Classi- 
fication 

3-Centered 
Compound 

Curve 
Radii, ft 

3-Centered 
Compound 

Curve 
Offset, ft 

Lane 

Width, ft 

Approx. 
Island 

Size, ft2 

75 
A 
B 
C 

150-75-150 
150-75-150 
180-90-180 

3.5 
5.0 
3.5 

14 
18 
20 

60 
50 
50 

90 
A 
B 
C 

150-50-150 
150-50-150 
180-65-180 

3.0 
5.0 
6.0 

14 
18 
20 

50 
80 
125 

105 
A 
B 
C 

120-40-120 
100-35-100 
180-45-180 

2.0 
5.0 
8.0 

15 
22 
30 

70 
50 
60 

120 
A 
B 
C 

100-30-100 
100-30-100 
180-40-180 

2.5 
5.0 
8.5 

16 
24 
34 

120 
90 
220 

135 
A 
B 
C 

100-30-100 
100-30-100 
160-35-160 

2.5 
5.0 
9.0 

16 
26 
35 

460 
370 
640 

150 
A 
B 
C 

100-30-100 
100-30-100 
160-35-160 

2.5 
6.0 
7.1 

16 
30 
38 

1400 
1170 
1720 

 
1. An asymmetric three-centered compound curve or straight tapers with a simple curve may 

also be used without significantly altering the roadway width or the corner-island size.  
Painted island delineation is recommended for an island of less than 75 ft2 in area. 

 
2. Design classification is defined as follows: 

A:  Primarily P.  Permits occasional design single-unit truck to turn with restricted 
clearances. 
B:  Provides adequately for SU.  Permits occasional WB-50 to turn with slight 
encroachment onto  adjacent traffic lanes. 

  C:  Provides fully for WB-50. 
 
 

DESIGN FOR TURNING ROADWAY 
 

Figure 46-3E 
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Design Speed (mph) 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Stopping Sight Distance (ft) 50 80 115 155 200 250 305 360 

 
STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE FOR TURNING ROADWAY 

 
Figure 46-3E(1) 
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Design Speed of Curve 
at Section D-D* 

(mph) 

Maximum Algebraic 
Difference in Cross Slope 

at Crossover Line 
(percent) 

15 to 20 5 to 8 
25 to 30 5 to 6 

> 30 4 to 5 
 
* See Figure 46-3D 
 
Note: Figure is also applicable to a turn lane or where shoulder is anticipated to be used as a 

turn lane. 
 
 

PAVEMENT CROSS SLOPE AT TURNING-ROADWAY TERMINAL 
 

Figure 46-3F 
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Advancing Volume (veh/h) Operating 
Speed 
(mph) 

Opposing 
Volume 
(veh/h) 

5% 
Left Turns 

10% 
Left Turns 

20% 
Left Turns 

30% 
Left Turns 

800 330 240 180 160 
600 410 305 225 200 
400 510 380 275 245 
200 640 470 350 305 

40 

100 720 515 390 340 
800 280 210 165 135 
600 350 260 195 170 
400 430 320 240 210 
200 550 400 300 270 

50 

100 615 445 335 295 
800 230 170 125 115 
600 290 210 160 140 
400 365 270 200 175 
200 450 330 250 215 

60 

100 505 370 275 240 
 
 

VOLUME GUIDELINES FOR LEFT-TURN LANE 
ON TWO-LANE HIGHWAY 

 
Figure 46-4C 
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Classification Functional Length 

Rural Arterial LT + LD + LS 

Urban Arterial 
Other Facility 

Stop or T Facility 

LT + LD + LS (Desirable) 
LT + LS (Minimum) 

 
 LT = Length of Taper (100 ft or more) 
 LD = Length of Deceleration 
 LS = Length of Storage 
 
Notes: 
 
1. See Figure 46-4 I for an illustration of the terms. 
 
2. LD is a consideration only at a free-flowing leg of a stop-controlled intersection or 

signalized intersection, or at a free-flowing turning roadway with a turn lane. 
 
 

FUNCTIONAL LENGTH OF AUXILIARY TURN LANE 
 

Figure 46-4H 
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Design Speed 
(mph) 

Desirable LD, 
Full-Width 

Auxiliary Lane (ft) 
70 980 
65 880 
60 780 
55 680 
50 550 
45 430 
40 330 
35 280 
30 230 
25 200 

 
 

Grade-Adjustment Factor for Downgrade, Gd

0 ≤ Gd < 2 2 ≤ Gd < 3 3 ≤ Gd < 4 4 ≤ Gd < 5 5 ≤ Gd ≤ 6 
1.00 1.10 1.20 1.28 1.35 

Grade-Adjustment Factor for Upgrade, Gu

0 ≤ Gu < 2 2 ≤ Gu < 3 3 ≤ Gu < 4 4 ≤ Gu < 5 5 ≤ Gu ≤ 6 
1.00 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 

 
Note: The grade-adjustment factor multiplied by the length LD provided above will provide the 

deceleration-lane length adjusted for grade.  The adjustment factor applies to each 
design speed. 

 
 

DECELERATION DISTANCE FOR TURN LANE 
 

Figure 46-4J 
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CYCLE LENGTH, C (s) v/c RATIO, 

X 60 70 80 90 100 
0.50 0.70 0.76 0.84 0.89 0.94 
0.55 0.71 0.77 0.85 0.90 0.95 
0.60 0.73 0.79 0.87 0.92 0.97 
0.65 0.75 0.81 0.89 0.94 1.00 
0.70 0.77 0.84 0.92 0.98 1.03 
0.75 0.82 0.88 0.98 1.03 1.09 
0.80 0.88 0.95 1.05 1.11 1.17 
0.85 0.99 1.06 1.18 1.24 1.31 
0.90 1.17 1.26 1.40 1.48 1.56 
0.95 1.61 1.74 1.92 2.03 2.14 

 
 
Notes: 1. Table applies to an exclusive left-turn lane or an exclusive right-turn lane where 

a turn on red is not permitted. 
 

2. See minimum storage length discussion in Section 46-4.02(02). 
 

3. To determine the v/c ratio and the passenger car equivalent (PCE) values, see the 
Highway Capacity Manual. 

 
 

RECOMMENDED STORAGE LENGTH FOR 
SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 46-4K(1) 
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TURNING DHV 

(vph) 
LS (ft) 

≤ 60 50 to 75 
60 < DHV ≤ 120 100 
120 < DHV ≤ 180 150 

> 180 ≥ 200 
 

  Note:  See Section 46-4.02(02) for minimum storage-length criteria. 
 
 

RECOMMENDED STORAGE LENGTH, LS, FOR 
UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 46-4L 
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Minimum Length of 
Median Opening, L (ft) 

Median 
Width, M 

(ft) Semicircular Bullet Nose 

4 
16 
20 
28 
36 
50 
60 

130 
120 
115 
105 
95 
85 
75 

115 
75 
70 
55 
45 

40 Min. 
40 Min. 

 
 

MINIMUM DESIGN OF MEDIAN OPENING 
(Control Radius of 70 ft) 

 
Figure 46-8C 
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Minimum Length of 
Median Opening, L (ft) 

Median 
Width, M 

(ft) Semicircular Bullet Nose 
4 
16 
20 
28 
36 
50 
60 

165 
150 
145 
140 
130 
115 
105 

150 
105 
100 
80 
70 
55 
45 

 
 

MINIMUM DESIGN OF MEDIAN OPENING 
(Control Radius of 85 ft) 

 
Figure 46-8D 
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Minimum Length of 
Median Opening, L (ft) 

Median 
Width, M 

(ft) Semicircular Bullet Nose 
4 
16 
20 
28 
36 
50 
60 

195 
185 
180 
170 
160 
150 
140 

180 
135 
125 
105 
90 
75 
60 

 
 

MINIMUM DESIGN OF MEDIAN OPENING 
(Control Radius of 100 ft) 

 
Figure 46-8E 
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Design Speed (mph) Approach 
Grade (%) 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

-6 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
-5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 
-4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 

-3 to +3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
+4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
+5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
+6 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

 
Note:  Factor is based on ratio of stopping sight distance on specified approach grade to 
stopping sight distance on level terrain. 
 

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR SIGHT DISTANCE 
WITH NO TRAFFIC CONTROL 

 
Figure 46-10B 

 

2012



Design Vehicle Time Gap, tg (s) 
Passenger Car 8 

Single-Unit Truck 10 
Combination Truck 12 

 
Note: Time gap is for a vehicle to turn right or left onto a two-lane highway with no 

median. The table values require adjustments for a multilane highway as follows: 
 

1.  For a left turn onto a two-way highway with more than two lanes, add 0.5 s for 
a passenger car or 0.7 s for a truck for each additional lane, from left, in excess 
of one, to be crossed by the turning vehicle. 

 
2.  For a right turn, no adjustment is necessary. 

 
 

TIME GAP FOR LEFT OR RIGHT TURN, YIELD CONTROL 
 

Figure 46-10C 
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Design Speed 
(mph) 

Length of Leg, 
Passenger Car (ft) 

15 180 
20 240 
25 295 
30 355 
35 415 
40 475 
45 530 
50 590 
55 650 

 
 Note:  Distance shown is for passenger car making right or left turn onto two-lane road without 

stopping. 
 
 

DESIGN INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE, 
LEFT OR RIGHT TURN AT YIELD-CONTROLLED INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 46-10D 
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Passenger Car 
Local Road Collector or Arterial

Single-Unit Truck Combination Truck Vmajor 
(mph) 

tg (s) ISD (ft) tg (s) ISD (ft) tg (s) ISD (ft) tg (s) ISD (ft) 
15 7.5 170 7.5 170 9.5 210 11.5 260 
20 7.5 220 7.5 220 9.5 280 11.5 340 
25 7.5 280 7.5 280 9.5 350 11.5 430 
30 7.5 330 7.5 330 9.5 420 11.5 510 
35 7.5 390 7.5 390 9.5 490 11.5 600 
40 7.5 440 7.5 440 9.5 560 11.5 680 
45 7.5 500 7.5 500 9.5 630 11.5 760 
50 7.5 550 8.5 630 10.5 780 12.5 920 
55 7.5 610 9.0 730 11.0 890 13.0 1060 
60 7.5 670 9.5 840 11.5 1020 13.5 1190 
65 7.5 720 10.0 960 12.0 1150 14.0 1340 
70 7.5 780 10.0 1030 12.0 1240 14.0 1440 

 
 Vmajor = Design speed of major road 
 
 tg       = Time gap for minor road vehicle to enter major road 
 
 ISD   = Intersection sight distance (length of leg of sight triangle along major road) 
 
ISD is shown for a stopped vehicle to turn left onto a two-lane highway with approach grades of 3% 
or flatter.  For other conditions, the time gap should be adjusted and the required ISD recalculated 
using the formula ISD = 1.47 Vmajor tg . 
 
For a left turn onto a two-way highway with more than two lanes, add 0.5 s for a passenger car, or 
0.7 s for a truck for each additional lane from the left in excess of one, to be crossed by a turning 
vehicle. 
 
For the minor-road approach, if its grade is an upgrade that is steeper than 3%, add 0.2 s for each 
percent grade for a left turn.  The adjustment for the minor-road approach grade is required only if 
the rear wheels of the design vehicle would be on an upgrade steeper than 3%. 
 

INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE 
FOR STOP-CONTROLLED INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 46-10G 
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 Intersection Sight Distance 
For Passenger Car 

Design Speed
(mph) 

Calculated 
(ft) 

Design 
(ft) 

15 143.3 145 
20 191.1 195 
25 238.9 240 
30 286.7 290 
35 334.4 335 
40 382.2 385 
45 430.0 430 
50 477.8 480 
55 525.5 530 
60 573.3 575 
65 621.1 625 
70 668.9 670 

 
Note: Intersection sight distance shown is for a stopped passenger car to turn right onto 

or cross a two-lane highway with no median and grades of 3% or flatter.  For 
other conditions, the time gap should be adjusted and the required sight distance 
recalculated. 

 
 

INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE FOR PASSENGER CAR 
TO TURN RIGHT FROM A STOP OR TO MAKE A CROSSING MANEUVER 

 
Figure 46-10H 
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Design Vehicle Time Gap, tg (s)* 
Passenger Car 6.5 
Single-Unit Truck 8.5 
Combination Truck 10.5 

 
* For crossing a major road with more than two lanes, add 0.5 s for a passenger car, or 

0.7 s for a truck, for each additional lane or narrow median to be crossed.  A narrow 
median is one that cannot store the design vehicle. 

 
If the minor-road approach grade is an upgrade that is steeper than 3%, add 0.1 s for each 
percent grade. 
 
 

TIME GAP FOR CROSSING MANEUVER 
 

Figure 46-10H(1) 
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Design Vehicle Time Gap, tg (s)* 
Passenger Car 5.5 
Single-unit truck 6.5 
Combination truck 7.5 

 
Divided Highway:  For a left-turning vehicle crossing more than one opposing 
lane, add 0.5 s for a passenger car, or 0.7 s for a truck, for each additional lane to 
be crossed and for a narrow median that cannot store the design vehicle. 

 
Minor Road Approach Grade:  If the approach grade is an upgrade that is steeper 
than 3%, add 0.1 s for each percent grade. 

 
TIME GAP FOR LEFT TURN FROM THE MAJOR ROAD 

 
Figure 46-10 I 
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  Intersection Sight Distance 
For Passenger Car 

Design Speed 
(mph) 

Stopping Sight 
Distance (ft) 

Calculated 
(ft) 

Design 
(ft) 

15 80 121.3 125 
20 115 161.7 165 
25 155 202.1 205 
30 200 242.6 245 
35 250 283.0 285 
40 305 323.4 325 
45 360 363.8 365 
50 425 404.3 405 
55 495 444.7 445 
60 570 485.1 490 
65 645 525.5 530 
70 730 566.0 570 

 
 Note: ISD is shown for a passenger car making a left turn from an undivided highway.  

For other conditions and design vehicles, the time gap should be adjusted and the 
required ISD recalculated. 

 
 

INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE 
FOR LEFT TURN FROM MAJOR ROAD 

 
Figure 46-10J 
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Slope 
Divided 

Highway, 
≥ 4 Lanes 

Other Arterial Collector Local Road 

10:1 All All 
Design Speed 
≥ 50 mph 

n/a 

6:1 n/a All 
Design Speed 
≥ 50 mph 

n/a 

4:1 n/a n/a 
Design Speed 
≤ 45 mph 

All 

 
DRIVE EMBANKMENT SLOPES WITHIN CLEAR ZONE 

 
Figure 46-11A 
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CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT 
 

INTERCHANGES 
 

48-1.0  GENERAL 
 
An interchange is a system of interconnecting roadways in conjunction with one or more grade 
separations that provides for the movement of traffic between two or more roadways on different 
levels. 
 
 

48-1.01  INDOT Procedures 
 
The Environment, Planning and Engineering Division’s Engineering Assessment Section is 
generally responsible for determining the need for, location of and type of interchanges.  This 
assessment is based on a consideration of several factors which are discussed in Sections 48-1.0 and 
48-2.0.  The designer is responsible for determining the layout and design of the interchange as 
discussed in Sections 48-3.0 through 48-6.0. 
 
 

48-1.02  Guidelines 
 
Although an interchange is a high-level compromise for intersection problems, its high cost and 
environmental impact require that an interchange be used only after careful consideration of its 
benefits.  Because of the great variance in specific site conditions, INDOT has not adopted specific 
interchange warrants.  When determining the need for an interchange or grade separation, the 
following should be considered: 
 
1. Design Designation.  Once it has been decided to provide a fully access-controlled facility, 

each intersecting highway must be terminated, rerouted, provided a grade separation or 
provided an interchange.  The importance of the continuity of the crossing road and the 
feasibility of an alternative route will determine the need for a grade separation or 
interchange.  An interchange should be provided on the basis of the anticipated demand for 
access to the minor road. 

 
 On facilities with partial control of access, intersections with public roads will be 

accommodated by an interchange or with an at-grade intersection; grade separations alone 
are not normally provided.  Typically, an interchange will be selected for the higher-volume 
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intersecting roads.  Therefore, on a facility with partial control of access, the decision to 
provide an interchange will be, in general, based on the criteria in Section 48-1.04. 

 
2. Congestion.  An interchange may be considered where the level of service (LOS) at an at-

grade intersection is unacceptable, and the intersection cannot be redesigned at-grade to 
operate at an acceptable LOS.  Although LOS criteria is the most tangible of any 
interchange guideline, The Department has not adopted any specific levels which, when 
exceeded, would demand an interchange.  Even on facilities with partial control of access, 
the elimination of signalization contributes greatly to the improvement of flow. 

 
3. Safety.  The accident reduction benefits of an interchange should be considered at an 

existing at-grade intersection which has a high accident rate.  The elimination of railroad-
highway crossings should be considered in this factor.  Section 48-3.08 provides additional 
information on various safety considerations relative to interchange selection. 

 
4. Site Topography.  At some sites the topography may be more adaptable to an interchange 

than an at-grade intersection. 
 
5. Road-User Benefits.  Interchanges significantly reduce the travel time when compared to at-

grade intersections but may increase the travel distances.  If an analysis reveals that road-
user benefits over the service life of the interchange will exceed costs, then an interchange 
may be considered.  For more information on road-user benefit analysis, see Chapter Fifty. 

 
6. Traffic Volume.  Interchanges should be considered at crossroads with heavy traffic 

volumes because elimination of conflicts greatly improves the movement of traffic. 
 
7. Other Factors.  Other factors, which need to be considered, include construction costs, right-

of-way impacts and environmental concerns. 
 
 

48-1.03  New or Revised Access to the Interstate System 
 

48-1.03(01)  Applicability 
 
Each entrance or exit point to an Interstate route is considered to be an access point.  For 
example, a conventional diamond interchange has four access points, two on-ramps and two off-
ramps.  Locked-gate access is defined as an access point, and is described in Section 48-
1.03(02), Item 9. 
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Revised access to an Interstate route is considered to be a change in the existing essential form, 
even though the sheer number of access points does not change.  For example, adding a loop on-
ramp in concert with a collector-distributor (C-D) roadway linked with a downstream diagonal 
on ramp to an otherwise conventional diamond interchange, or changing a cloverleaf interchange 
into a fully directional interchange is considered to be a revised access.  Lengthening or adding 
auxiliary lanes at at-grade ramp terminals with crossroads or ramp-proper lanes is not, nor is 
converting a single-lane off- or on-ramp to dual-lanes.  This is clarified in Sections 48-1.03(02) 
and 48-1.03(03). 
 
The design of new or revised access must comply with AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric 
Design of Highways and Streets, AASHTO’s A Policy on Design Standards – Interstate System, 
and this Manual. 
 
Work determined to consist of new or revised access to the existing Interstate System will 
require development by INDOT to FHWA of a formal Request for New or Revised Access to the 
Interstate System, commonly referred to as an Interstate Justification (IJ) Study Report.  The IJ is 
a stand-alone document which constitutes a request from INDOT for FHWA approval of new or 
revised access.  The document will demonstrate that reasonable care has been taken in 
addressing eight criteria described in the Federal Register of February 11, 1998, and Section 48-
1.03(03), confirming that future traffic operations along the affected Interstate corridor will not 
be adversely affected by the proposed action.  The entire Interstate System in the state is under 
jurisdiction of INDOT.  Only the Department, and not a local public agency or private concern, 
may develop an IJ and submit it to FHWA for approval. 
 
The requirement for an IJ and such FHWA approval applies only for non-tolled Interstate routes 
and Interstate toll roads where federal-aid funds have been expended or where the tolled sections 
have been added to the Interstate System under the requirements of 23 USC 139(a).  Access to a 
non-Interstate freeway or to a new Interstate highway does not require an IJ.  The Department 
has the authority to approve new or revised access to all other types of routes where federal-aid 
funds were used to acquire the access control.  For this situation, the Department must obtain the 
value of the access from the appropriate property owner(s) and either credit the federal share 
under existing disposal requirements, or determine that the net proceeds can be handled in 
accordance with 23 USC 156.  The Department may request FHWA advice or assistance on the 
acceptability of these types of new or revised access if desired. 
 
 

48-1.03(02)  Actions Requiring an IJ 
 
The actions that require Department development and FHWA approval of an IJ are as follows: 
 
1. establishing a new freeway-to-freeway (system) interchange; 
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2. major modification of a freeway-to-freeway interchange; e.g., adding new ramp(s), 

removing ramp(s) from service, significantly relocating tie-in points (terminals) on the 
freeway, or, where all movements are not currently accommodated, adding ramps to 
provide for all movements; 

 
3. establishing a new or revised partial interchange of any form; 
 
4. establishing a new freeway-to-non-freeway (service) interchange; 
 
5. modification of an existing freeway-to-non-freeway (service) interchange, e.g., adding a 

new ramp, removing a ramp from service, significantly relocating tie-in points 
(terminals) on mainline freeway or crossroad, or adding or significantly altering 
collector-distributor (C-D) elements; 

 
6. removal from service of select access points or ramps or an entire interchange; 
 
7. changing the essential type of interchange, e.g., replace conventional diamond with 

partial cloverleaf; 
 
8. changing the essential form of a ramp, e.g., directional, semi-directional, loop, or 

diagonal; 
 
9. new or revised locked-gate access, or access via locked gates for privately or publicly 

employed personnel.  Locked-gate access is limited to use by utility or Department 
personnel and not the general public; or 

 
10. other forms of new or revised access not explicitly listed above, e.g., those rising to a 

level beyond incidental work. 
 
 

48-1.03(03)  Actions Not Requiring an IJ 
 
The actions that do not require development of an IJ are as follows: 
 
1. changing a single-lane freeway exit or entrance to a two-lane freeway exit or entrance; 
 
2. widening a single-lane on- or off-ramp (ramp proper) to two or more lanes; 
 
3. widening (adding auxiliary lanes to) an on- or off-ramp at its intersection with a 

crossroad (at-grade terminal) to provide two or more intersection approach lanes; 
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4. minor horizontal or vertical realignment of a ramp; 
 
5. converting a taper-type on- or off-ramp to one of a parallel-type; 
 
6. increasing the length of an on-ramp acceleration lane or an off-ramp deceleration lane; 
 
7. addition of one or more continuous auxiliary lanes between two adjacent interchange 

ramps; or 
 
8. other minor actions not explicitly listed above. 
 
An analysis of traffic operation should typically be conducted. The Department should 
informally consult with the appropriate FHWA Transportation Engineer even if such project is 
not subject to FHWA oversight. 
 
 

48-1.03(04)  Coordination with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Requirements 
 
When a federal agency is required to make an approval action, regardless of the funding source, 
the NEPA process must be followed.  Therefore, since FHWA approves from INDOT, a formal 
Request for New or Revised Access to the Interstate System (IJ analysis), the NEPA process 
must be followed when developing new or revised Interstate access.  The NEPA process should 
proceed concurrently with development and analysis of (existing) Interstate access alternatives to 
ensure that all decision-making regarding all viable alternatives that are expected to be 
acceptable by FHWA from a traffic-operations standpoint are analyzed and adequately 
considered.  FHWA final IJ approval can only be obtained after completion of the NEPA 
process.  The intention is to eliminate early alternatives that would not be acceptable from a 
transportation and safety operations standpoint.  The final decision on a preferred and selected 
alternative is to be made as part of the NEPA process. 
 
 

48-1.03(05)  General Steps in Revising or Adding Access to the Interstate System 
 
There are five major steps that normally should be followed for alternatives’ development of IJ 
development for a more-complex proposed new or revised access to the Interstate System.  
These proposed actions usually require an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or an 
Environmental Assessment (EA) to complete the NEPA process.  The first two steps effectively 
take place as a forerunner to the formal IJ process.  Not all of these decision points are necessary 
for IJ development for a less-complex proposed new or revised access.  In coordination with the 
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appropriate FHWA Project Management Team Leader, some or all of the early decision points 
may be determined to be unnecessary and that only final approval should be requested.  The 
basic steps, or decision points, are as follows: 
 
1. Development of Alternatives.  At the start of alternatives’ development for actions that 

may ultimately require IJ preparation and approval, the Department will meet with 
FHWA to identify any special process and operational requirements.  During the 
Engineering Assessment phase and early in the NEPA process, one or more alternative 
functional designs should be examined from primary aspects of traffic operation, safety, 
and cost-effectiveness in concert with overall social, economic, and environmental 
consequences.  Alternatives that would not function adequately from a safety or traffic 
operations standpoint should be eliminated.  During the NEPA alternatives’-screening 
process, appropriate intensity-of-alternatives’ development should be carried out, along 
with analysis and coordination with other parties having a stake in the screening and 
ultimate access decision.  The Production Management Division’s Environmental Policy 
Team oversees development of IJ activities.  The appropriate FHWA Project 
Management Team will serve as the Department’s point of contact for this process of 
developing and screening alternatives.  The Team’s Transportation Engineer will 
represent FHWA in providing opinion and review of alternatives from a transportation-
operations standpoint. 

 
2. Concept Approval.  A letter requesting concept approval of a new or revised access 

element will be submitted to FHWA once a single alternative has been identified as the 
conditionally recommended course of action emerging from the access concept’s 
development phase and ongoing NEPA process.  This may occur either before the Draft 
EIS is approved or before the final EIS, EA, or Categorical Exclusion (CE) is approved.  
If appropriate, the FHWA Project Management Team Leader will respond in writing 
within two weeks indicating the acceptability in concept of the recommended alternative 
and allow for the completion of the appropriate NEPA documentation and preparation of 
the formal IJ request.  This will represent FHWA’s Concept Approval, and is FHWA’s 
opinion with respect to the engineering and operational acceptability of the recommend 
alternative based on the information available at that time.  FHWA’s Concept Approval is 
given with the understanding that the proposal will be that which is reflected in the final 
NEPA document, either CE, Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), or Record of 
Decision (ROD). 

 
3. Draft IJ Report Development.  The Department will initiate a meeting with FHWA to 

determine the scope of assessment unique to the particular new or revised access element.  
The Department will then prepare the draft document, focusing on the eight points of the 
Federal Register of February 11, 1998.  The draft IJ will be submitted to the FHWA for 
comments. 
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4. Final IJ Submittal.  Upon written reply/comments on the draft IJ from FHWA, the 
necessary revisions should be made.  The Department may meet with FHWA to resolve 
significant issues, and/or upon request from FHWA.  The final IJ should not be 
forwarded to FHWA until the preferred alternative within the context of the NEPA 
process is identified.  By cover letter with the final IJ, the Department will request from 
FHWA a determination of engineering and operational acceptability of the new or revised 
access.  The letter will also include the status of the NEPA evaluation. 

 
5. Provisional and Final IJ Approval.  FHWA will respond in writing within four weeks to 

INDOT’s formal request for approval of new or revised access, effectively approving the 
final IJ.  The letter from FHWA will indicate approval or denial of the request.  It is 
understood that approval of the IJ proposal is provisional, if at that stage the NEPA 
process has not been fully executed.  Upon approval of the final environmental document 
(CE, FONSI, or ROD), FHWA will issue the Department final IJ approval in writing. 

 
 

48-1.03(06)  Content of the IJ 
 
The Request for New or Revised Access to the Interstate System, or IJ, must address the eight 
criteria outlined in the Federal Register of February 11, 1998, and described below.  These 
criteria will be the focus of attention in the IJ.  The IJ must directly respond to the eight criteria, 
in the order shown below.  Other background information may be presented to supplement that 
core element.  A clear description of the proposed new or revised access should be presented, 
generally in narrative form directing the reader to sketch-plan drawings.  All relevant notes, 
summary printouts, and/or electronic input/output files of traffic operations analysis should be 
appended to the IJ document, be they from HCM / HCS, or other method of analysis. 
 
Background information should be included that may help explain or support the proposal, 
including a description of the influence of the area’s regional transportation network, and any 
known areas of concern, e.g., environmental, safety, related projects, and long-range 
transportation plans.  A crash analysis summary must be included.  The analysis must include a 
summary of crash data for the previous three-year period.  There must be a discussion of the 
anticipated safety impact the access change will have on the Interstate-route mainline and 
interchange ramps.  The analysis must demonstrate that the access change will not compromise 
safety.  Any necessary design exceptions should desirably be identified.  In addition, the total 
estimated cost of the project should be provided.  A complex urban project may require a 
conceptual-stage signing plan if determined to be necessary by FHWA and the Department. 
 
The following lists and clarifies the criteria shown in the Federal Register of February 11, 1998.  
For each of the eight criteria, the first paragraph restates the language in the Federal Register, 
unedited.  The subsequent paragraphs serve to clarify the core statement. 
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1. Existing Facilities.  The existing interchanges and/or local roads and streets in the 

corridor can neither provide the necessary access nor be improved to satisfactorily 
accommodate the design year traffic demands while at the same time providing the 
access intended by the proposal. 

 
The IJ should demonstrate that an access point is needed for regional traffic needs and 
not to solve local transportation needs.  It is of utmost importance to maintain the 
integrity and primary function of the Interstate System.  The Interstate facility should not 
be permitted to become part of the local circulation system but should be maintained as 
the main regional and inter-state highway it was intended to be.  All reasonable measures 
should be made to provide local access and mobility by means of the non-Interstate 
network. 

 
Existing or possible future roads or streets in the vicinity of the Interstate facility should 
be evaluated or considered for use as connections to existing adjacent interchange ramps, 
in lieu of adding a new interchange or ramp(s). 

 
2. Transportation System Management (TSM).  All reasonable alternatives for design 

options, location, and transportation system management type improvements (such as 
ramp metering, mass transit, and HOV facilities) have been assessed and provided for if 
currently justified, or provisions are included for accommodating such facilities if a 
future need is identified. 

 
All TSM strategies, including those that involve improvements to the existing non-
Interstate roads and streets, should be fully explored in lieu of new or revised access to 
the Interstate system. 

 
3. Access Connections and Design.  The proposed access connects to a public road only 

and will provide for all traffic movements, except in only the most extreme circumstances.  
Less than full interchanges for special purpose access for transit vehicles, for HOVs, or 
into park and ride lots may be considered on a case-by-case basis.  The proposed access 
will be designed to meet or exceed current standards for federal-aid projects on the 
Interstate System. 

 
Except in the most extreme circumstances, all interchanges should provide for all basic 
movements.  Partial interchanges are generally unacceptable, in part because they have 
undesirable operational characteristics.  Private-road access is not permitted on the 
Interstate System. 

 
4. Transportation Land Use Plans.  The proposal considers and is consistent with local and 

regional land use and transportation plans.  Prior to final approval, all requests for new 
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or revised access must be consistent with the metropolitan and/or statewide 
transportation plan, as appropriate, the applicable provisions of 23 CFR 450 and 
transportation conformity requirements of 40 CFR 51 and 93. 

 
Coordination with strategic, long-term transportation plans should be ensured, so as not 
to have fragmented consideration of revised or added access.  The IJ should include a 
discussion as to how the proposal fits into the overall transportation plans for the area 
and, if it is an addition to the current plans for the area, how it affects the current plans.  
The IJ proposal does not have to be included in official transportation plans or approved 
by metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) or similar organizations prior to 
submittal to FHWA.  However, if the project is within an MPO area, coordination with 
the MPO must occur.  All such coordination must be completed before FHWA approval 
of the IJ.  This should form part of the normal project development process.  The 
expectation here is that any proposal is considered in view of currently known plans for 
transportation facilities or land use planning. 

 
5. Comprehensive Interstate Network Study.  In areas where the potential exists for future 

multiple interchange additions, all requests for new or revised access are supported by a 
comprehensive Interstate network study with recommendations that address all proposed 
and desired access within the context of a long-term plan. 

 
To the extent practicable, the Department will program, and thus allow coordinated 
analysis and project development, of logical Interstate segments which may include 
multiple access sites (interchanges). 

 
6. Coordination with Transportation System Improvements.  The request for a new or 

revised access generated by new or expanded development demonstrates appropriate 
coordination between the development and related or otherwise required transportation 
system improvements. 

 
It is incumbent upon the Department and FHWA to ensure that the Interstate System is 
preserved and improved in an orderly and coordinated manner to serve the public and 
maintain the essential function of this most important network of national highways.  
Therefore, if private development is the impetus behind the need for access, it is 
necessary to coordinate efforts with the private party in order to develop the access to 
achieve mutual benefits with no safety or operational adverse impacts on Interstate-route 
users. 

 
7. Status of Planning and NEPA.  The request for new or revised access contains 

information relative to the planning requirements and the status of the environmental 
processing of the proposal. 
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Information should be confirmed and reported relative to the status of the planning and 
NEPA processes with regard to the access request. 

 
8. Operational Analysis.  The proposed access point does not have a significant adverse 

impact on the safety and operation of the Interstate facility based on an analysis of 
current and future traffic.  The operational analysis for existing conditions shall, 
particularly in urbanized areas, include an analysis of sections of Interstate to and 
including at least the first adjacent existing or proposed interchange on each side.  
Crossroads and other roads and streets shall be included in the analysis to the extent 
necessary to assure their ability to collect and distribute traffic to and from the 
interchange with the new or revised access points. 

 
 Sufficient operational analyses should be made to determine the impact of the revised or 

new access on the Interstate-route operation.  The Transportation Research Board’s 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) analysis procedures should be used.  Analysis based on 
other methodologies is not acceptable.  The HCM’s companion software, HCS, may be 
used.  Other software tools that precisely replicate HCM methodologies may be used.  
Analysis by means of other (software) models that do not precisely employ HCM equations 
and logic may be presented but only as supplementary information. 

 
The operational analysis should be extended as far along the mainline and should include 
adjacent downstream interchanges as necessary to establish the extent and scope of the 
impacts.  This could be critical in an urban area with many interchanges spaced at less 
than 1 mi apart.  As a minimum, the operational impact on the mainline Interstate route 
between the proposed new or revised access and immediately adjacent existing 
downstream interchanges on either side must be analyzed.  The exact adjacent 
interchanges to be analyzed will be determined jointly by FHWA and the Department.  
Crossroad analysis is always required at the subject (core) interchange, between, through, 
and outside of ramp terminals on the crossroad.  Analysis of the crossroads of the 
adjacent downstream interchanges is normally not required in an IJ, unless circumstances 
dictate otherwise. 

 
Appropriate, sanctioned traffic data provided by the Program Development Division’s 
Traffic Statistics Unit should be used as the basis for operational analysis for the IJ 
process.  The traffic counts and projections should be approved by the Department, 
developed using acceptable industry and agency standards. 

 
a. Drawings.  A dimensioned drawing(s) of preferred scale 1:2000 to 1:4000 should 

be provided as an attachment to the IJ document.  The drawing(s) should show the 
functional elements of the existing and proposed conditions, including, as 
applicable, project limits, adjacent interchange(s) along the freeway, adjacent 
intersections along the crossroad, ramps to be added, ramps to be removed, 
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relocation of ramp gores, configuration, travel lanes, auxiliary lanes, ramp radii, 
acceleration and deceleration lanes, taper lengths, freeway ramp terminals, and C-
D roadways. 

 
A drawing or series of drawings should be provided showing the traffic volumes 
for all through and turning movements, as well as data on C-D roadways, local 
service roads, and origin-destination (O-D) travel particularly for weaving 
movements.  The base-year or open-to-traffic-year AADTs should be identified 
for the mainline, crossroads, ramps, and intersections.  The design year AADTs, 
morning and evening DHVs, and trucks percentages for each movement should be 
included. 

 
b. Highway Capacity Analysis.  A narrative of the assumptions used and reasons for 

any changes in the software default values should be included.  Results of 
operational analysis, in the form of service levels for each element of the 
Interstate-route access facility, and for multiple years and periods of the day, 
should be clearly presented on a drawing at a scale of 1:2000 to 1:4000. 

 
The summary results, typically in levels-of-service (LOS), should be provided for 
each element, e.g., weaving, basic freeway ramp merge and diverge, ramp proper, 
at-grade signalized and unsignalized ramp terminals (intersections), crossroad 
arterial and its intersections in the access influence area for existing (no-build) 
and proposed (build) conditions in the base year or open-to-traffic year, and in the 
design year for morning and evening peak periods. 

 
Queue analysis should be provided as part of the traffic operational analysis for 
those points where significant queuing might be expected, such as at ramp 
junctions with the crossroad and at major intersections on the crossroad adjacent 
to at-grade ramp terminals. 

 
All highway capacity and operations calculations must be included in an 
Appendix to the IJ.  If the nature of the project entails a level of traffic operations 
analysis generating inordinately large volumes of output, the bulk of the hand 
calculations and printout of the HCS or other software tools may be provided in 
electronic format (on a compact disc) if desired, rather than on a hardcopy.  
However, at least 10% of the points checked for LOS must be in hardcopy format.  
In this case, a variety of points should be selected for the sample to be printed in 
paper format, especially critical locations.  In addition, a hardcopy of all analyzed 
weaving areas must be included in the Appendix. 

 
Any adjacent interchange, or intersection adjacent to the core access 
point/interchange, which is found to have a LOS below D for any of its elements, 
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must be clearly identified.  The IJ must contain a discussion of the impact this will 
have, if any, on the new or revised interchange(s) and Interstate-route mainline.  
Potential mitigation measures to alleviate any adverse impacts to the core access 
point/interchange must be described to at least a concept level.  An alternative 
would be to describe the mitigation measures in the IJ transmittal letter to FHWA 
or in a separate correspondence with FHWA. 

 
c. Crossroad Highway Capacity Analysis.  Intersections at ramp terminals and along 

crossroads must be analyzed to determine if they could have a negative impact on 
Interstate-route operations.  Basically, the crossroads must be capable of 
collecting and distributing traffic to and from the Interstate route. 

 
All stop-controlled and signalized intersections within 1200 ft of the ramp 
terminal must be analyzed for traffic operation.  It may be necessary to analyze 
intersections on the crossroad beyond 1200 ft.  In some circumstances it may be 
beneficial to assess traffic operational conditions 2000 ft or 2500 ft beyond the 
ramp limits.  The exact intersections to be analyzed along the crossroad will be 
determined jointly by FHWA and the Department. 

 
If the analysis shows that any adjacent intersection will operate at LOS of E or F 
in the design year, a LOS analysis must be done to determine when the adjacent 
intersection becomes unacceptable, i.e., below LOS of D. 

 
Any intersection that is shown to have a LOS of E or F in the open-to-traffic year 
or 7 years beyond must be investigated to at least a concept level to determined 
what needs to be done to make it operate at LOS of D or better in the design year, 
e.g., add lanes.  In addition, it will be necessary to determine whether the failure is 
the result of normal traffic growth or the result of the interchange access change.  
The Department and the responsible local public agency will determine who will 
be responsible for any necessary intersection improvements outside of the 
interchange area (to adjacent intersections) and when they will be accomplished.  
The Department will notify FHWA of the action to be taken either in the IJ, the IJ 
transmittal letter, or by separate correspondence. 

 
Those intersections which are shown to have a LOS of E or F between years 7 and 
20 will be monitored for needed improvements.  The IJ, the IJ transmittal letter, or 
separate correspondence must identify who will be responsible for this activity. 

 
 

48-1.03(07)  FHWA Approval 
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Approval is required from the FHWA Washington, D.C., Headquarters office (HQ) for the major 
types of new or revised access requests listed below.  Two copies of the Final IJ must be sent to 
the FHWA Indiana Division office for those actions of a significant nature requiring 
coordination with HQ.  Advance coordination with HQ may be necessary for certain complex or 
controversial projects.  For these situations, the Department should coordinate directly with the 
Division office, specifically, the appropriate Transportation Engineer. 
 
1. FHWA Approval by HQ.  HQ approval is required for the types of Interstate System new 

or revised access as follows: 
 

a. establishing a new freeway-to-freeway (system) interchange; 
 

b. major modification of a freeway-to-freeway interchange; 
 

c. establishing a new partial interchange of any form; or 
 

d. establishing a new freeway-to-non-freeway (service) interchange in a 
Transportation Management Area (TMA).  A TMA is defined as an urbanized 
area with a current population of more that 200,000 as determined by the most 
recent decennial census, or as an area for which the TMA designation is requested 
by the governor and the MPO or affected local officials, and officially designated 
by the Administrators of the FHWA and the Federal Trade Administration. 

 
2. FHWA Approval by Division Office.  One copy of the Final IJ must be sent to the 

Division office for approval for the types of Interstate system new or revised access as 
follows: 

 
a. establishing a new freeway-to-non-freeway interchange not located in a TMA; 

 
b. modification of an existing freeway-to-non-freeway interchange configuration; 

 
c. establishing locked-gate access; or 

 
d. removal from service of ramps or interchanges. 

 
FHWA approval of an IJ is valid for 10 years from the date of the letter granting its final 
approval.  If 10 years have expired before proceeding with construction of the new or revised 
access, it will be necessary to re-evaluate the IJ.  This involves obtaining current traffic data for 
that time, projecting such data out to 20 years and determining if the originally approved IJ will 
still provide acceptable levels of service for the new design year.  Basically, it will be necessary 
to repeat the procedures outlined herein and produce a revised IJ for FHWA approval. 
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48-1.04  Grade Separation Versus Interchange 
 
Once it has been determined to provide a grade-separated crossing, the need for access between the 
two roadways with an interchange must be determined.  The following lists several guidelines to 
consider when determining the need for an interchange: 
 
1. Functional Classification.  Interchanges should be provided at all freeway-to-freeway 

crossings.  On fully access-controlled facilities, interchanges should be provided with all 
major highways, unless this is determined inappropriate for other reasons.  Interchanges to 
other highways should be provided if practical. 

 
2. Site Conditions.  Site conditions which may be adaptable to a grade separation may not 

always be conducive to an interchange.  Restricted right-of-way, environmental concerns, 
rugged topography, etc., may restrict the practical use of an interchange. 

 
3. Interchange Spacing.  When interchanges are spaced farther apart, freeway operations are 

improved.  Spacing of urban interchanges between interchange crossroads should not be less 
than 1 mile.  This should allow for adequate distance for an entering driver to adjust to the 
freeway environment, to allow for proper weaving maneuvers between entrance and exit 
ramps, and to allow for adequate advance and turnoff signing.  In urban areas, a spacing of 
less than 1 mile may be developed by grade-separated ramps or by collector-distributor 
roads.  In rural areas, interchanges should not be spaced less than 3 mi apart on the Interstate 
system or 2 mi on other systems. 

 
4. Access.  Interchanges may be required in areas where access availability from other sources 

is limited, and the freeway is the only facility that can practically serve the area. 
 
5. Operations.  Grade separated facilities without ramps will require all drivers desiring to turn 

onto the cross road to use other locations to make their desired moves.  This will often 
improve the operations of the major facility by concentrating the turning movements at a 
few strategically placed locations.  However, undue concentration of the turning movements 
at one location may overload the capacity of the exit or entrance facility. 

 
6. Overpass Versus Underpass Roadways.  A detailed study should be made at each proposed 

highway grade separation to determine whether the main road should be carried over or 
under the crossroad.  Often the decision is based on features such as topography or 
functional classification. 
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48-2.0  INTERCHANGE TYPE SELECTION 
 

48-2.01  General Evaluation 
 
Section 48-2.02 presents the interchange types which may be used at a given site.  The 
Environment, Planning and Engineering Division’s Environmental Services Section normally 
determines the type of interchange for the site.  Typically, this Section will evaluate several types 
for potential application.  Each type should be evaluated considering: 
 
1. compatibility with the surrounding highway system; 
2. route continuity; 
3. level of service for each interchange element (e.g., freeway/ramp junction, ramp proper); 
4. operational characteristics (single versus double exits, weaving, signing); 
5. road user impacts (travel distance and time, safety, convenience and comfort); 
6. driver expectancy (e.g, exits and entrances to the right); 
7. geometric design; 
8. construction and maintenance costs; 
9. potential for stage construction; 
10. right-of-way impacts and availability; 
11. environmental impacts; and 
12. potential growth of surrounding area. 
 
In addition, three other overall factors also influence the selection of an interchange type: 
 
1. Basic Types.  A freeway interchange will be one of two basic types.  A “systems” 

interchange will connect a freeway to a freeway; a “service” interchange will connect a 
freeway to a lesser facility. 

 
2. Urban/Rural.  In rural areas where interchanges occur relatively infrequently, the design can 

normally be selected strictly on the basis of service demand and analyzed as a separate unit. 
In urban areas where restricted right-of-way and close spacing of interchanges are common, 
the type selection and design of the interchange may be severely limited.  The operational 
characteristics of the intersecting road and nearby interchanges will be major influences on 
the design of an urban interchange. 

 
3. Movements.  All interchanges should provide for all movements, even when the anticipated 

turning volume is low.  An omitted maneuver may be a point of confusion to those drivers 
searching for the exit or entrance.  In addition, unanticipated future developments may 
increase the demand for that maneuver. 
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Figure 48-2A presents general guidance for the types of interchanges that are adaptable to freeways 
based on the functional classification of the intersecting facilities in rural, suburban or urban 
environments.  At other than a freeway-to-freeway intersection, the choice of interchange will likely 
be limited to a cloverleaf or a diamond or a variation thereof. 
 
 

48-2.02  Types 
 
This section describes the basic types of interchanges.  Each interchange must be custom-designed 
to fit the individual site considerations.  The final design may be a minor or major modification of 
one of the basic types or may be a combination of two or more basic types. 
 
 

48-2.02(01)  Diamond 
 
The diamond is the simplest and perhaps the most common type of interchange.  One-way diagonal 
ramps are provided in each quadrant with two at-grade intersections provided at the minor road.  If 
these two intersections can be properly designed, the diamond is usually the best choice of 
interchange where the intersecting road is not access controlled.  Figure 48-2B illustrates a 
schematic of a typical diamond interchange.  Some of its advantages and disadvantages include the 
following: 
 
1. Advantages. 
 
 a. All exits from the mainline are made before reaching the crossroad structure.  This 

conforms to driver expectancy and therefore minimizes confusion. 
 
 b. All traffic can enter and exit the mainline at relatively high speeds.  Adequate sight 

distance can usually be provided, and the operational maneuvers are normally 
uncomplicated. 

 
 c. Relatively little right-of-way is required. 
 
 d. Left-turning maneuvers require little extra travel distance. 
 
 e. The diamond configuration easily allows modifications to provide greater ramp 

capacity, if needed in the future.  A spread diamond interchange has the potential for 
conversion to a cloverleaf. 

 
 f. Their common usage has resulted in a high degree of driver familiarity. 
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2. Disadvantages. 
 
 a. There are potential operational problems with the two at-grade intersections at the 

minor road.  Signalization may be needed if the crossroad carriers moderate to large 
traffic volumes.  While a single-lane ramp may adequately serve traffic from the 
roadway, it may have to be widened to 2 or 3 lanes or be channelized for storage 
near the crossroad, in order to provide the required capacity. 

 
 b. There is greater potential than, for example, a full cloverleaf for wrong-way entry 

onto the ramps.  A median should be provided on the crossroad to facilitate proper 
channelization.  In most cases, additional signing to minimize improper use of the 
ramps should be included in the interchange design. 

 
 c. Sufficient intersection sight distance should be provided at the minor roads. 
 
 

48-2.02(02)  Single Point Interchange 
 
Figure 48-2C illustrates a special type of diamond interchange - a single point interchange. With this 
interchange, all legs of the interchange meet at a single point.  Some of the advantages and 
disadvantages of this interchange include the following: 
 
1. Advantages. 
 
 a. The right-turn movements are typically free-flow movements.  The design of free-

flow right turns should include an additional lane on the cross street beginning at the 
right-turn lane for at least 200 ft before being merged.  Free-flow right turns from 
the exit ramp to an arterial crossroad are not desirable where the nearest intersection 
on the crossroad is within 500 ft, because of weaving. 

 
 b. It can significantly increase the interchange capacity.  This arrangement can alleviate 

the operational problems of having two closely spaced at-grade intersections on the 
minor road. In particular, it overcomes the left-turning lane storage problem for 
drivers wishing to enter the freeway. 

 
 c. It reduces cross-street delays. 
 
 d. It only requires one signal instead of two at a typical diamond. 
 
 e. It reduces right-of-way needs. 
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 f. It can be used in rural areas where use of adjacent right of way is not desired due to 

environmental or other constraints. 
 
2. Disadvantages. 
 
 a. Channelization design must be carefully considered to minimize driver confusion 

and the likelihood of wrong-way maneuvers.  To provide positive guidance, at a 
minimum, dashed lines of 2 ft length should be placed through the intersection. 

 
 b. There is a significantly wider pavement area for pedestrians to cross the ramps.  

Preferably, the design should provide for pedestrians to cross the minor roadway at 
adjacent intersections, instead of the ramp terminal intersection. 

 
 c. Because of wide pavement areas, it requires longer signal clearance intervals. 
 
 d. It is difficult to accommodate frontage roads. 
 
 e. It has a higher construction cost than the typical diamond because of the need for a 

larger structure.  However, this is often offset by the reduced right-of-way cost. 
 
 f. The design process becomes more difficult if the skew angle of the interchanging 

roadways approaches 30 deg. 
 
 g. It is difficult to add capacity in the future. 
 

 

48-2.02(03)  Three-Level Diamond 
 
Figure 48-2D illustrates a special type of diamond interchange called a “three-level” diamond. With 
this interchange, all of the at-grade intersections are on a separate level than the two mainlines. 
Some advantages and disadvantages of this interchange type include the following: 
 
1. Advantages. 
 
 a. It can handle high traffic volumes. 
 
 b. At-grade intersections are removed from both mainlines, thereby significantly 

increasing the capacity of the intersection. 
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 c. It uses less right-of-way than loop ramps. 
 
 d. One-way frontage roads can be easily incorporated into the interchange 

configuration. 
 
2. Disadvantages. 
 
 a. To make a left turn, a driver needs to pass through three at-grade intersections and/or 

traffic signals. 
 
 b. The additional structures result in higher construction costs. 
 
 

48-2.02(04)  Full Cloverleafs 
 
Cloverleaf interchanges are used at 4-leg intersections and employ loop ramps to accommodate left-
turn movements.  Loops may be provided in any number of quadrants.  Full cloverleaf interchanges 
are those with loops in all four quadrants; all others are partial cloverleafs. 
 
Where two access-controlled highways intersect, a full cloverleaf is the minimum type of 
interchange design that will suffice.  However, cloverleafs introduce several undesirable operational 
features such as the double exits and entrances from the mainline, the weaving between entering and 
exiting vehicles with the mainline traffic and, when compared to directional interchanges, the 
additional travel time and distance for left-turning vehicles.  Therefore, a collector-distributor (C-D) 
road should be considered with a full cloverleaf, or a fully directional interchange should be 
provided.  Figure 48-2E provides typical examples of full cloverleafs with and without C-D roads. 
See Section 48-6.03 for a discussion on C-D roads. 
 
Operational experience with full-cloverleaf interchanges has yielded several conclusions on their 
design. Subject to a detailed analysis on a site-by-site basis, the following generally characterize the 
design of cloverleafs: 
 
1. Design Speed Impacts.  For an increase in design speed, there will be an increase in: 
 
 a. travel distance, 
 b. required right-of-way, and 
 c. travel time. 
 
2. Loop Radii.  Considering all factors, loops can be practically designed for approximate radii 

of 180 to 250-ft.  The smaller radii are normally used in urban areas while the larger radii 
are typically used in rural areas. 
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3. Loop Geometry.  Circular curve loop ramps are the most desirable geometrically because 

speeds and travel paths tend to be more constant and uniform. 
 
4. Loop Capacity.  Expected design capacities for single-lane loops range from 800 to 1200 

vph and, for 2-lane loops, 1000 to 2000 vph.  The higher figures are generally only 
achievable where the design speed is 30 mph or higher and few trucks use the loop. 

 
5. Weaving Volumes.  An auxiliary lane is typically provided between successive entrance/exit 

loops within the interior of a cloverleaf interchange.  This produces a weaving section 
between the mainline and entering/exiting traffic.  When the total volume on the two 
successive ramps reaches approximately 1000 vph, interference increases rapidly with a 
resulting reduction of the through traffic speed.  At these weaving volume levels, a 
collector-distributor road should be considered. 

 
6. Weaving Lengths.  The minimum weaving length between the exit and entrance gores of 

loops on new cloverleaf interchanges without C-D roads or those undergoing major 
reconstruction should be at least 1000-ft or the distance determined by a capacity analysis, 
whichever is greater. 

 
7. Advantages and Disadvantages.  Some of the advantages and disadvantages of full 

cloverleafs include the following: 
 
 a. Advantages. 
 
  (1) Full cloverleafs are intended to eliminate all vehicular stops through the use 

of merges. 
 

 (2) Full cloverleafs eliminate all at-grade intersections and, therefore, eliminate 
left turns. 

 
  (3) Where right-of-way is reasonably inexpensive and adverse impacts are 

minimal, full cloverleafs may be a practical option. 
 
 b. Disadvantages. 
 
  (1) Full cloverleafs require more right-of-way and are more expensive than 

diamonds. 
 
  (2) The loops in cloverleafs result in a greater travel distance for left-turning 

vehicles than do diamonds, and the loops operate at lower speeds. 
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  (3) Half the exits and entrances are located beyond the crossroad structure, 
which does not conform to driver expectancy. 

 
  (4) Full cloverleafs may introduce signing problems. 
 
  (5) Full cloverleafs result in weaving sections.  If the sum of traffic counts on 

two adjoining loops approaches 1,000 vehicles per hour, interference mounts 
rapidly, which results in a reduction of speed of through traffic.  
Consideration should be given to adding a collector-distributor road.  The 
use of acceleration- or deceleration lanes is an alternative to collector-
distributor roads. 

 
  (6) Generally, ramps at diamond interchanges can be easily widened to increase 

capacity; while, two-lane loop ramps, on the other hand, require at least two 
additional lanes (one on each side) through the separation structure, longer 
weaving distances and larger loop radii to operate. 

 
  (7) Pedestrian movements along cross streets are difficult to safely 

accommodate at cloverleaf interchanges. 
 
  (8) A loop rarely operates with more than a single line of vehicles, and thus has 

a design capacity of 800 to 1,200 vehicles per hour. 
 
 

48-2.02(05)  Partial Cloverleafs 
 
Partial cloverleaf interchanges are those with loops in one, two or three quadrants.  They are 
appropriate where right-of-way restrictions preclude ramps in one or more quadrants.  They are also 
advantageous where a left-turn movement can be provided onto the major road by a loop without 
the immediate presence of an entrance loop from the minor road.  Figure 48-2F illustrates several 
examples of partial cloverleafs.  In “B” and “C,” both left-turn movements onto the major road are 
provided by loops, a distinct preference. 
 
Interchange ramps in only one quadrant have application for an intersection of roadways with low 
traffic volumes and minimal truck traffic.  Where a grade separation is provided due to topography, 
and truck volumes don’t justify the separation, a single two-way divided ramp of near minimum 
design usually will suffice. 
 
Ramps should be arranged so that the entrance and exit movements create the least impediment to 
traffic flow on the major highway.  The ramp arrangement should enable major turning movements 
to be made by right-turn exits and entrances. 
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Several of the advantages and disadvantages listed for full cloverleafs also apply to partial 
cloverleafs (e.g., geometric restriction of loops).  Some specific advantages of partial cloverleafs 
include the following: 
 
1. Depending upon site conditions, partial cloverleafs may offer the opportunity to increase 

weaving distances. 
 
2. Partial cloverleafs are often appropriate where one or more quadrants present adverse right-

of-way and/or terrain problems. 
 
3. Partial cloverleafs may reduce the number of left-turn movements when compared to a 

diamond interchange. 
 
4. Partial cloverleaf designs with loops in opposite quadrants are very desirable because they 

eliminate the weaving problem associated with full cloverleaf design. 
 
 

48-2.02(06)  Three-Leg 
 
Three-leg interchanges, also known as “T” or “Y” interchanges, are provided at intersections with 
three legs.  Figure 48-2G illustrates examples of 3-leg interchanges with several methods of 
providing the turning movements.  See the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and 
Streets for additional variations of the three-leg interchange.  The trumpet type is shown in (A) 
where three of the turning movements are accommodated with direct or semi-direct ramps and one 
movement by a loop ramp.  In general, the semi-direct ramp should favor the heavier left-turn 
movement and the loop the lighter volume. Where both left-turning movements are fairly heavy, the 
design in (B) may be suitable.  A fully directional interchange (C) is appropriate when all turning 
volumes are heavy, or the intersection is between two access-controlled highways.  This would be 
the most costly type because of the necessary multiple structures.  A three-leg interchange should 
only be considered when future expansion in the unused quadrant is either impossible or highly 
unlikely.  They are very difficult to expand or modify in the future. 
 
 

48-2.02(07)  Directional and Semi-Directional 
 
The following definitions apply to directional and semi-directional interchanges. 
 
1. Directional Ramp.  A ramp that does not deviate greatly from the intended direction of 

travel (see Figure 48-2H). 
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2. Semi-Directional Ramp.  A ramp that is indirect in alignment, yet more direct than loops 

(see Figure 48-2 I). 
 
3. Fully Directional Interchange.  An interchange where all left-turn movements are provided 

by directional ramps (see Figure 48-2H). 
 
4. Semi-Directional Interchange.  An interchange where one or more left-turn movements are 

provided by semi-directional ramps, even if the minor left-turn movements are 
accommodated by loops (see Figure 48-2 I). 

 
Directional or semi-directional ramps are used for heavy left-turn movements to reduce travel 
distance, to increase speed and capacity and to eliminate weaving.  These types of connections 
allow an interchange to operate at a better level of service than is possible with cloverleaf 
interchanges.  Left-hand exits and entrances may violate driver expectancy and, therefore, should be 
avoided. 
 
Directional or semi-directional interchanges are most often warranted in urban areas at freeway-to-
freeway or freeway-to-arterial intersections.  They require less right-of-way than cloverleaf 
interchanges.  A fully directional interchange provides the highest possible capacity and level of 
service, but it is extremely costly to build because of the multiple-level structure required.  
Interchanges involving two freeways will almost always require directional layouts. 
 
 

48-3.0  TRAFFIC OPERATIONAL FACTORS 
 

48-3.01  Basic Number of Lanes  
 
The basic number of lanes is the minimum number of lanes designated and maintained over a 
significant length of a route based on the overall operational needs of that section.  The number of 
lanes should remain constant over significant distances.  For example, a lane should not be dropped 
at the exit of a diamond interchange and then added at the downstream entrance simply because the 
traffic volume between the exit and entrance drops significantly.  Likewise, a basic lane should not 
be dropped between closely spaced interchanges simply because the estimated traffic volume in that 
short section of highway does not warrant the higher number of lanes. 
 
 

48-3.02  Lane Balance 
 
Lane balance refers to certain principles which apply at freeway exits and entrances as follows: 
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1. Exits.  At exits the number of approach lanes on the highway should equal the sum of the 

number of mainline lanes beyond the exit plus the number of exiting lanes minus one.  An 
exception to this principle would be at cloverleaf loop ramp exits which follow a loop ramp 
entrance or at exits between closely spaced interchanges (i.e., interchanges where the 
distance between the end of the taper of the entrance terminal and the beginning of the taper 
of the exit terminal is less than 1500-ft and a continuous auxiliary lane between the 
terminals is being used).  In these cases, the auxiliary lane may be dropped in a single-lane 
exit with the number of lanes on the approach roadway being equal to the number of 
through lanes beyond the exit plus the lane on the exit. 

 
2. Entrances.  At entrances the number of lanes beyond the merging of the two traffic streams 

should be not less than the sum of the approaching lanes minus one.  It may be equal to the 
number of traffic lanes on the merging roadway. 

 
3. Traveled Way.  The traveled way width of the highway should not be reduced by more than 

one traffic lane at a time. 
 
For example, dropping two lanes at a 2-lane exit ramp would violate the principle of lane balance. 
One lane should provide the option of remaining on the freeway.  Lane balance would also prohibit 
immediately merging both lanes of a 2-lane entrance ramp into a highway mainline without the 
addition of at least one additional lane beyond the entrance ramp.  Figure 48-3B illustrates how to 
coordinate lane balance and the basic number of lanes at an interchange.  Figure 48-3A illustrates 
how to achieve lane balance at the merging and diverging points of branch connections. 
 
 

48-3.03  Route Continuity 
 
All highways with interchanges are designated by route number.  Desirably, the through driver 
should be provided a continuous numbered route on which changing lanes is not necessary to 
continue on the through route.  Route continuity is consistent with driver expectancy, simplifies 
signing and reduces the decision demands on the driver.  Interchange configurations should not 
necessarily favor the heavier traffic movement, but rather, the through route. 
 
 

48-3.04  Signing and Marking 
 
Proper interchange operations depend partially on the compatibility between its geometric design 
and the traffic control devices at the interchange.  The proper application of signs and pavement 
markings will increase the clarity of paths to be followed, safety and operational efficiency.  The 
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logistics of signing along a highway segment will also impact the minimum acceptable spacing 
between adjacent interchanges.  The Design Division’s Specialty Project Group will determine the 
use of traffic control devices at interchanges. 
 
 

48-3.05  Uniformity 
 
To the extent practical, all interchanges along a freeway should be reasonably uniform in geometric 
layout and appearance.  Except for highly specialized situations, all entrance- and exit ramps should 
be to the right. 
 
 

48-3.06  Distance Between Successive Freeway/Ramp Junctions 
 
Especially in urban areas, successive freeway/ramp junctions frequently may need to be placed 
relatively close to each other.  The distance between junctions should provide for vehicular 
maneuvering, signing and capacity.  The ramp-pair combinations are entrance followed by entrance 
(EN-EN), exit followed by exit (EX-EX), exit followed by entrance (EX-EN), entrance followed by 
exit (EN-EX).  The final decision on the spacing between freeway/ramp junctions will be based on 
the level-of-service criteria and on the detailed capacity methodology in the Highway Capacity 
Manual. 
 
 

48-3.07  Auxiliary Lanes 
 
As applied to interchange design, auxiliary lanes are most often used to comply with the principle of 
lane balance, accommodate speed change, increase capacity, accommodate weaving, or 
accommodate entering and exiting vehicles.  An auxiliary lane may be dropped at an exit if properly 
signed and designed.  The following statements apply to the use of an auxiliary lane within or near 
interchanges: 
 
1. Within Interchange.  Figure 48-3D provides the basic schematics of alternative designs for 

adding and dropping auxiliary lanes within interchanges.  The selected design will depend 
upon traffic volumes for the exiting, entering and through movements. 

 
2. Between Interchanges.  Where interchanges are closely spaced and an auxiliary lane is 

warranted at an entrance or exit, the designer should consider connecting the lane to the exit 
of the downstream interchange or entrance of the upstream interchange. 
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Design details for exits and entrances are provided in Section 48-4.0, and design details for lane 
drops are provided in Section 48-6.02. 
 
 

48-3.08  Lane Reductions 
 
A reduction in the basic number of lanes may be made beyond a principal interchange involving a 
major fork or at a point downstream from an interchange with another freeway.  This reduction may 
be made provided the exit volume is sufficiently large enough to change the basic number of lanes 
beyond this point on the freeway route as a whole.  Another situation where the basic number of 
lanes may be reduced is where a series of exits, as in outlying areas of a city, causes the traffic load 
on the freeway to drop sufficiently to justify the lesser number of lanes.  Dropping a basic lane or an 
auxiliary lane may be accomplished at a two-lane exit ramp or between interchanges. 
 
If a lane reduction of a basic lane or an auxiliary lane is made within an interchange, it should be 
made in conjunction with a two-lane exit, or in a single-lane exit with an adequate recovery lane.  If 
a basic lane or auxiliary lane is to be dropped between interchanges, it should be accomplished at a 
distance of 2000 to 3000-ft from the previous interchange to allow for adequate signing. 
 
Preferably, the lane reduction should be made on the driver’s right side following an exit ramp, 
since there is likely to be less traffic in that lane.  The end of the lane drop should be tapered into the 
highway in a manner similar to that at a ramp entrance.  Preferably, the rate of taper should be 
longer than that for a ramp.  The desirable taper rate should be 70:1, with a minimum rate of 50:1. 
 
 

48-3.09  Safety Considerations 
 
Safety is an important consideration in the selection and design of an interchange.  After many years 
of operating experience and safety evaluations, certain practices are considered less desirable at 
interchanges nationwide.  The following summarizes several major safety considerations. 
 
1. Exit Points.  Many interchanges have been built with exit points which could not clearly be 

seen by approaching drivers.  Decision sight distance should be provided where practical at 
freeway exits, and the pavement surface should desirably be used for the height of object 
(0.0 in.).  A 6-in. height of object is acceptable.  See Section 48-4.01 for the application of 
decision sight distance to freeway exits.  Proper advance signing of exits is also essential. 

 
2. Exit Speed Changes.  Freeway exits should provide sufficient distance for a safe 

deceleration from the freeway design speed to the design speed of the first governing 
geometric feature on the ramp, typically a horizontal curve. 
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3. Merges.  Rear-end collisions on entrance merges onto a freeway may result from a driver 

attempting the complicated maneuver of simultaneously searching for a gap in the mainline 
traffic stream and watching for vehicles in front.  An acceleration distance of sufficient 
length should be provided to allow a merging vehicle to attain speed and find a sufficient 
gap to merge into. 

 
4. Driver Expectancy.  Interchanges can be significant sources of driver confusion; therefore, 

they should be designed to conform to the principles of driver expectation.  Left-hand 
merges are less desirable.  It is difficult for a driver entering from a ramp to safely merge 
with the high-speed left lane on the mainline.  Therefore, left exits and entrances should not 
be used, because they are not consistent with the concept of driver expectancy when they are 
mixed with right-hand entrances and exits.  In addition, exits should not be placed in line 
with the freeway tangent section at the point of mainline curvature to the left. 

 
5. Fixed Objects.  Because of traffic operations at interchanges, a number of fixed objects may 

be located within interchanges, such as signs at exit gores or bridge piers and rails.  These 
should be removed, where practical, made breakaway or shielded with barriers or crash 
cushions.  Horizontal stopping sight distance should be considered.  With the minimum 
radius for a given design speed, the normal lateral clearance at piers and abutments of 
underpasses does not usually provide the minimum stopping sight distance.  Thus, above-
minimum radii should be used for curvature on highways through interchanges.  See 
Chapter Forty-nine. 

 
6. Wrong-Way Entrances.  In almost all cases, wrong-way maneuvers originate at 

interchanges.  Some simply cannot be avoided, but many result from driver confusion due to 
poor visibility, confusing ramp arrangement or inadequate signing.  The interchange design 
must attempt to minimize wrong-way possibilities. 

 
7. Weaving.  Areas of vehicular weaving may create a high demand on driver skills and 

attentiveness.  Where practical, interchanges should be designed without weaving areas or, 
as an alternative, with weaving areas removed from the highway mainline (e.g., with 
collector-distributor roads). 

 
8. Crossroad.  The crossroad at a rural freeway interchange should be a divided roadway 

through the interchange area. 
 
 

48-3.10  Capacity and Level of Service 
 
The capacity of an interchange will depend upon the operation of its individual elements as follows: 
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1. basic freeway section where interchanges are not present, 
2. freeway-ramp junctions, 
3. weaving areas, 
4. ramp proper, and 
5. ramp/crossing road intersection. 
 
The basic capacity reference is the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM).  The HCM provides the 
analytical tools to analyze the level of service for each element listed above. 
 
The interchange should operate at an acceptable level of service.  The values presented in Tables 
53-1 and 54-2A for freeways will also apply to interchanges.  The level of service of each 
interchange element should be as good as the level of service provided on the basic freeway section. 
Interchange elements should not operate at more than one level of service below that of the basic 
freeway section. In addition, the operation of the ramp/crossing road intersection in urban areas 
should not impair the operation of the mainline.  This will likely involve a consideration of the 
operational characteristics on the minor road for some distance in either direction from the 
interchange.  For State projects, the Environment, Planning and Engineering Division’s 
Environmental Services Section is responsible for conducting the preliminary capacity analyses at 
interchanges. 
 
 

48-3.11  Testing for Ease of Operation 
 
The designer should review the proposed design from the driver’s perspective.  This involves 
tracing all possible movements that an unfamiliar motorist would drive through the interchange. The 
designer should review the plans for areas of possible confusion, proper signing and ease of 
operation and to determine if sufficient weaving distances and sight distances are available.  The 
designer should have available the peak-hour volumes, number of traffic lanes, etc., to determine 
the type of traffic the driver will encounter. 
 
 

48-4.0  FREEWAY/RAMP JUNCTIONS 
 

48-4.01  Exit Ramps 
 

48-4.01(01)  Types of Exit Ramps 
 
There are two basic types of exit freeway/ramp junctions — the parallel design and the taper design.  
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Figure 48-4A illustrates these two exit freeway/ramp junction designs.  For all new and 
reconstructed ramps, it is INDOT policy to only use the parallel design (Illustration A).  Existing 
taper exit ramp designs (Illustration B) may be retained if deemed acceptable and there is not an 
adverse history of accidents at the ramp junction.  However, the designer may want to consider 
replacing an existing taper design with a parallel design where: 
 
1. a ramp exit is just beyond a structure and there is insufficient sight distance available to the 

ramp gore; 
 
2. a taper design cannot provide the necessary deceleration distance prior to a sharp curve on 

the ramp; 
 
3. the exit ramp departs from a horizontal curve on the mainline.  The parallel design is less 

confusing to through traffic and will normally result in smoother operation; 
 
4. the need is satisfied for a continuous auxiliary lane (see Section 48-3.07); and  
 
5. the capacity of the at-grade ramp terminal is insufficient and ramp traffic may back up onto 

the freeway. 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the detailed design information for the Department’s 
typical parallel exit freeway/ramp junction.  For design information on taper ramp junctions, the 
designer is referred to AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. 
 
 

48-4.01(02)  Taper Rates 
 
For a parallel-lane exit design, the taper rate applies to the beginning taper of the parallel lane.  This 
distance is typically 100-ft as illustrated in Figure 48-4A. 
 
 

48-4.01(03)  Deceleration 
 
Sufficient deceleration distance is needed to safely and comfortably allow an exiting vehicle to 
leave the freeway mainline.  All deceleration should occur within the full width of the parallel exit 
lane.  The 1000-ft length of deceleration as shown in Figure 48-4A and the INDOT Standard 
Drawings will accommodate all design speeds and grades.  It should always be used unless 
restricted conditions are present such as topographical features, adverse impacts, existing geometry, 
etc., which will not permit the use of the typical deceleration configuration. 
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48-4.01(04)  Sight Distance 
 
Decision sight distance should be provided for drivers approaching a freeway exit.  This sight 
distance is particularly important for exit loops immediately beyond a structure.  Vertical curvature 
or bridge piers can obstruct the exit points if not carefully designed.  When measuring for adequate 
sight distance, the desirable height of object will be 0.0 in. (the roadway surface); however, it is 
acceptable to use 6-in.  Chapter Forty-two discusses decision sight distance in more detail. 
 
 

48-4.01(05)  Superelevation 
 
Superelevation for horizontal curves in the vicinity of the mainline/ramp junction must be 
developed to properly transition the driver from the mainline to the curvature at the exit.  The 
principles of superelevation for open highways, as discussed in Chapter Forty-three, should be 
applied to the mainline/ramp junction.  If drainage impacts to adjacent property or frequency of 
slow-moving vehicles are important considerations, low speed urban criteria may be used if the 
design speed on the ramp is 45 mph or less.  The following will apply to superelevation 
development at exit ramps: 
 
1. emax.  On the exit ramp portion of the mainline/ramp junction, the typical emax is 8%. 
 
2. Superelevation Rate.  As discussed in Section 43-3.0, Method 5 is used for open highways 

to distribute superelevation and side friction.  Therefore, Figure 43-3A(1) will be used to 
determine the proper superelevation rate for horizontal curves at exit ramps.  The designer 
will use the ramp design speed and the curve radius to read into the tables to determine “e”, 
subject to Rmin for the ramp design speed.  The superelevation rate and radii used should 
reflect a decreasing sequence of design speeds for the exit terminal, ramp proper, and at-
grade terminal for diamond ramps. 

 
3. Transition Length.  The designer should use the superelevation transition lengths for 2-lane 

roadways as presented in Figure 43-3A(1) to transition the exit ramp cross slope to the 
superelevation rate at the PC. 

 
4. Distribution.  The superelevation transition length should be distributed such that 60 to 80% 

of the length is in advance of the PC and the remainder beyond the PC.  However, at 
freeway/ramp junctions, field conditions may make this distribution impractical, and a 
different distribution may be necessary.  However, it should not be less than 50/50. 
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5. Axis of Rotation.  The axis of rotation is typically about the centerline of the ramp 
travelway. 

 

48-4.01(06)  Cross Slope Rollover 
 
The cross slope rollover is the algebraic difference between the transverse slope of the through lane 
and the transverse slope of the exit lane and/or gore.  The following will apply: 
 
1. Up to Physical Nose.  The cross slope rollover should not exceed the ranges as follows: 
 
  Design Speed, mph  Rollover, % 
   >60   4 - 5 
   40, 50   5 - 6 
   <30   5 - 8 
 
2. From Physical Nose to Gore Nose.  The cross slope rollover should not exceed 8%. 
 
3. Drainage Inlets.  Where required, these are normally placed between the physical gore and 

gore nose.  The presence of drainage inlets may require two breaks in the gore cross slope. 
These breaks should meet the criteria in Item #’s 1 or 2 above, depending on the inlet 
location. 

 
See Section 48-4.01(08) for nose definitions. 
 
 

48-4.01(07)  Shoulders 
 
The right shoulder of the mainline will be transitioned to the narrower shoulder of the ramp.  As 
illustrated in Figure 48-4A and the INDOT Standard Drawings the shoulder width along the 
mainline will be maintained until 100-ft before the gore nose or ramp PC.  The shoulder width will 
then be transitioned to the ramp right shoulder width (typically 8-ft).  In restricted areas, it is 
acceptable to provide a 6-ft minimum right shoulder along the entire parallel exit ramp area. 
 
 

48-4.01(08)  Gore Area 
 
The term gore indicates an area downstream from the intersection point of the mainline and exit 
shoulders.  The gore area is normally considered to be both the paved triangular area between the 
through lane and the exit ramp, plus the graded area which may extend a hundred meters 
downstream beyond the gore nose.  The following definitions will apply (see Figure 48-4B). 
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1. Painted Nose.  This is the point (without width) where the pavement striping on the left side 

of the ramp converges with the stripe on the right side of the mainline travelway. 
 
2. Dimension Nose.  This is a point where the shoulder is considered to begin within the gore 

area.  For exit ramps, the dimension nose is 4-ft wide. 
 
3. Physical Nose.  This is the point where the ramp and mainline shoulders converge.  As 

illustrated in Figure 48-4B, the physical nose has a dimensional width of 14-ft. 
 
4. Gore Nose.  This is the point where the paved shoulder ends and the sodded area begins as 

the ramp and mainline diverge from one another.  As illustrated in Figure 48-4B, the gore 
nose has a dimensioned width of 6-ft and does not include the shoulders. 

 
The following should be considered when designing the gore. 
 
1. Obstacles.  If practical, the area beyond the gore nose should desirably be free of all 

obstacles (except the ramp exit sign) for at least 100-ft beyond the gore nose.  Any obstacles 
within 300-ft of the gore nose are to be made breakaway or shielded by a barrier.  See 
Section 49-3.0. 

 
2. Side Slopes.  The graded area beyond the gore nose should be as flat as practical.  If the 

elevation between the exit ramp or loop and the mainline increases rapidly, this may not be 
practical.  These areas will likely be non-traversable, and the gore design must shield the 
motorist from these areas.  At some sites, the vertical divergence of the ramp and mainline 
will warrant protection for both roadways beyond the gore (see Section 49-3.0). 

 
3. Cross Slopes.  The paved triangular gore area between the through lane and exit ramp 

should be safely traversable.  The cross slope is the same as that of the mainline (typically 
2%) from the painted nose up to the dimension nose.  Beyond this point, the gore area is 
depressed with cross slopes of 2-4%.  See Section 48-4.01(06) for criteria on breaks in cross 
slopes within the gore area. 

 
4. Traffic Control Devices.  Signing in advance of the exit and at the divergence should be 

according to the MUTCD and Chapter Seventy-five.  See Chapter Seventy-six for the 
pavement marking details in the triangular area upstream from the gore nose. 

 
 

48-4.02  Entrance Ramps 
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48-4.02(01)  Types 
 
There are two basic types of entrance freeway/ramp junctions — the parallel design and the taper 
design.  Figure 48-4C illustrates these two entrance freeway/ramp junctions.  It is INDOT policy to 
only use the parallel design on new and reconstructed ramps (Illustration A).  The parallel design 
offers several advantages when compared to the taper design.  The following lists a few examples: 
 
1. Where the level of service for the freeway/ramp merge approaches capacity, a parallel 

design can be easily lengthened to allow the driver more time and distance to merge into the 
through traffic. 

 
2. Where the acceleration length needs to be lengthened for grades and or trucks, the parallel 

design provides longer distances more easily than a taper design. 
 
3. Where there is insufficient sight distance available for the driver to merge into the mainline 

(e.g., where there are sharp curves on the mainline), the parallel entrance ramp allows a 
driver to use the side-view and rear-view mirrors to more effectively locate gaps in the 
mainline traffic. 

 
4. Where there is a need for a continuous auxiliary lane, the parallel-lane entrance can be easily 

incorporated into the design of the continuous auxiliary lane. 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the detailed design information for the Department’s 
typical parallel entrance freeway/ramp junction.  For design information on taper entrances, the 
designer is referred to AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. 
 
 

48-4.02(02)  Taper Rates 
 
For parallel-lane entrance ramps, the taper at the merge point is 300-ft minimum as illustrated in 
Figure 48-4C. 
 
 

48-4.02(03)  Acceleration 
 
Driver comfort, traffic operations and safety will be improved if sufficient distance is available for 
acceleration.  The length for acceleration will primarily depend upon the design speed of the last 
controlling horizontal curve on the entrance ramp and the design speed of the mainline.  When 
determining the acceleration length, the designer should consider the following: 
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1. Passenger Cars.  Figure 48-4D provides the minimum lengths of acceleration for passenger 
cars.  The acceleration distance is measured from the PT of the last controlling curve to the 
beginning of the taper (see Figure 48-4C).  Where upgrades exceed 2% over the acceleration 
distance, the acceleration length should be adjusted according to the values presented in 
Figure 48-4E. 

 
 The Department’s acceleration lengths provide sufficient distance for acceleration of 

passenger cars.  Where the mainline and ramp will carry traffic volumes approaching the 
design capacity of the merging area, the available acceleration distance should desirably 
total 1200-ft, exclusive of the taper, to provide additional merging opportunities.  This 
distance is measured from the PT of the ramp entrance curve. 

 
2. Trucks.  Where there are a significant number of trucks to govern the design of the ramp, the 

truck acceleration distances provided in Figure 48-4F should be considered.  Typical areas 
where trucks might govern the ramp design will include weigh stations, truck stops and 
transport staging terminals.  At other freeway/ramp entrances, the truck acceleration 
distances should be considered where there is substantial entering truck traffic and where: 

 
 a. there is LOS D or worse at the junction, 
 
 b. there is a significant accident history involving trucks which can be attributed to an 

inadequate acceleration length, and/or 
 
 c. there is an undesirable level of vehicular delay at the junction attributed to an 

inadequate acceleration length. 
 
 Where upgrades exceed 2%, the truck acceleration distances may be corrected for grades. 

Figures 44-2B and 44-2C provide performance criteria for trucks on accelerating grades. 
Before providing any additional acceleration lane length, the designer must consider the 
impacts of the added length (e.g., additional construction costs, wider structures, right-of-
way impacts). 

 
3. Horizontal Curves.  The specific application of the acceleration criteria to horizontal curves 

is as follows: 
 
 a. The design speed of the last horizontal curve on the ramp proper will be determined 

by open-highway conditions.  These are discussed in Section 43-2.0. 
 
 b. For relatively short entrance ramps, the acceleration distance may be determined by 

that distance needed to accelerate from zero (at the beginning of the ramp) to the 
mainline design speed.  The designer should check to determine if this distance 
governs. 
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48-4.02(04)  Sight Distance 
 
Decision sight distance should desirably be provided for drivers on the mainline approaching an 
entrance terminal.  They need sufficient distance to see the merging traffic so they can adjust their 
speed or change lanes to allow the merging traffic to enter the freeway.  Likewise, drivers on the 
entrance ramp need to see a sufficient distance upstream from the entrance to locate gaps in the 
traffic stream for merging.  Section 42-2.0 discusses decision sight distance in more detail. 
 
 

48-4.02(05)  Superelevation 
 
The entrance ramp superelevation should be gradually transitioned to meet the normal cross slope of 
the mainline.  The principles of superelevation for open highways, as discussed in Section 43-3.01, 
should be applied to the entrance design.  Section 48-4.01 provides the superelevation criteria for 
exit freeway/ramp junctions which are also applicable to entrance freeway/ramp junctions.  This 
includes emax, superelevation rate, transition lengths, the distribution of transition lengths between 
curve and tangent, and the axis of rotation. 
 
 

48-4.02(06)  Cross Slope Rollover 
 
The cross slope rollover is the algebraic difference between the slope of the through lane and the 
slope of the entrance lane, where these two are adjacent to each other.  The maximum algebraic 
difference is 4% - 5% beyond the physical nose.  Between the gore nose and physical nose, the 
maximum cross slope rollover is 8%.  See Section 48-4.02(08) for gore area definitions. 
 
 

48-4.02(07)  Shoulder Transitions 
 
At entrance terminals, the right shoulder must be transitioned from the narrower ramp shoulder to 
the wider freeway shoulder.  Figure 48-4C and the INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate this typical 
shoulder transition.  In restricted areas, it is acceptable to maintain the 6-ft right shoulder width on 
the ramp throughout the parallel lane until the merge with the mainline. 
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48-4.02(08)  Gore Area 
 
Section 48-4.01(08) provides the definitions for various nose types which are within the gore area. 
The following presents the nose dimensions for entrance gores. 
 
1. Painted Nose.  The painted nose dimension is considered to be 0.0 ft (i.e., the point where 

the two paint lines meet. 
 
2. Dimension Nose.  The dimension nose width for entrance ramps is 2-ft wide. 
 
3. Physical Nose.  The physical nose has a dimensioned width of 14-ft. 
 
4. Gore Nose.  The gore nose has a dimensioned width of 6-ft. 
 
 

48-4.03  Continuous Auxiliary Lanes 
 
For closely spaced interchanges, it may be warranted to provide a continuous auxiliary lane between 
the entrance ramp of one interchange and the exit ramp of the downstream interchange.  A 
continuous auxiliary lane should be considered as follows: 
 
1. the distance between the end of the entrance taper (without the connecting auxiliary lane) 

and the beginning of the downstream exit taper is relatively short (e.g., 1500-ft or less), 
and/or 

 
2. a capacity and operational analysis indicates the need. 
 
 

48-4.04  Multi-Lane Terminals 
 
Multi-lane terminals may be required when the capacity of the ramp is too great for single-lane 
operation.  They may also be used to improve traffic operations (e.g., weaving) at the junction.  The 
following lists several elements the designer needs to consider when a multi-lane terminal is 
required: 
 
1. Lane Balance.  Lane balance at the freeway/ramp junction should be maintained.  See 

Section 48-3.02. 
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2. Loop Ramps.  Where the capacity analysis indicates that a single-lane loop capacity is 
insufficient, consideration should be given to providing either a 2-loop ramp or a direct 
connection ramp.  For 2-lane loop ramps, the designer should consider the following: 

 
 a. Two-lane loop ramps with short radii are not recommended because, drivers are 

adverse to driving side-by-side with other vehicles and, therefore, tend to drive the 
ramp as a single-lane loop. 

 
b. Expected design capacities for single-lane loops range from 800 to 1200 vph and for 

2-lane loops, 1000 to 2000 vph. 
 
 c. Enough distance needs to be provided to properly design the exit and entrance for 

the second lane on the loop.  See Items 3 and 4 below. 
 
3. Entrances.  INDOT policy is that, for multi-lane entrance ramps, a parallel-lane design 

should be used.  Figure 48-4G illustrates a schematic of a typical multi-lane entrance ramp. 
 
4. Exits.  For a 2-lane exit ramp, the additional lane should be added at least 1300-ft prior to 

the terminal.  The total length from the beginning of the first taper to the gore nose will 
range from 2500-ft for turning volumes of 1500 vph or less upward to 3500-ft for turning 
volumes of 3000 vph.  Figure 48-4H illustrates a schematic of a typical parallel-lane multi-
lane exit ramp. 

 
Where a ramp splits or forks beyond the painted nose of the exit ramp, two parallel 
deceleration lanes should be provided prior to the gore nose for the 2500-ft length 
mentioned above.  The exit taper to the parallel deceleration lanes should be 200-ft in length.  
This parallel deceleration lane concept should also be considered where vehicle storage is 
anticipated in the ramp lanes and deceleration lanes in advance of the crossroad intersection. 

 
5. Signing.  The geometric layout of multi-lane exits must be coordinated with the Traffic 

Design Section because of the complicated signing which may be required in advance of the 
exit. 

 
 

48-4.05  Major Fork/Branch Connections 
 
Figures 48-4I and 48-4J illustrate typical design details for a major fork or branch connection.  The 
following lists a few geometric issues that the designer should consider when designing major 
divisions: 
 
1. Lane Balance.  The principle of lane balance should be maintained.  See Section 48-3.02. 
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2. Divergence Point.  Where the alignments of both roadways are on horizontal curves at a 

major fork, the painted nose of the gore should be placed in direct alignment with the 
centerline of one of the interior lanes.  This provides a driver in the center lane the option of 
going in either direction.  See Schematics A, B and C in Figure 48-4I.  Where one of the 
roadways is on a tangent at a major fork, the gore design should be the same as a 
freeway/ramp multi-lane exit.  See Schematic D in Figure 48-4I. 

 
3. Nose Width.  At the painted nose of a major fork, the lane should be at least 24-ft wide but 

preferably not over 28-ft.  The widening from 12-ft to 24-ft should occur within a distance 
of 1000-ft to 1800-ft.  See Schematic A in Figure 48-4 I. 

 
If a design hourly volume of greater than 1500 is anticipated on the exit ramp at a major fork 
on a systems interchange, the exit deceleration lanes, exclusive of the exit tapers, should 
begin approximately 5240-ft before the painted gore nose. 

 
4. Branch Connection.  When merging, a full lane width should be carried for at least 1000-ft 

beyond the painted nose.  See Schematic B in Figure 48-4J. 
 
 

48-5.0  RAMP DESIGN 
 

48-5.01  Design Speed 
 
Figure 48-5A provides the acceptable ranges of ramp design speed based on the design speed of 
the mainline.  The highway with the greater design speed should control in selecting the design 
speed for the ramp.  However, the ramp design speed may vary.  The portion of the ramp closer 
to the lower-speed highway should be designed for a lower speed.  In addition, the designer 
should consider the following: 
 
1. Freeway/Ramp Junctions.  The design speeds in Figure 48-5A apply to the ramp proper and 

not to the freeway/ramp junction.  Freeway/ramp junctions are designed using the freeway 
mainline design speed. 

 
2. At-Grade Terminals.  If a ramp will be terminated at an at-grade intersection with a stop or 

signal control, the design speeds in the figure may not be applicable to the ramp portion near 
the intersection.  For additional information on the design speed selection near at-grade 
intersections, see Chapter Forty-six. 
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3. Variable Speeds.  The ramp design speed may vary based on the two design speeds of the 
intersecting roadways.  Higher design speeds should be used on the portion of the ramp near 
the higher-speed facility while lower speeds may be selected near the lower-speed facility. 
When using variable design speeds, the maximum speed differential between controlling 
design elements (e.g., horizontal curves, reverse curves) should not be greater than 10 to 20 
mph.  The designer needs to ensure that sufficient deceleration distance is available between 
design elements with varying design speeds (e.g., two horizontal curves). 

 
4. Ramps for Right Turns.  Design speeds for right-turn ramps are typically in the mid- to high 

range.  This includes, for example, a diagonal ramp of a diamond interchange. 
 
5. Loop Ramps.  Design speeds in the high range are generally not attainable for loop ramps.  

Minimum values usually control.  For mainline design speeds greater than 50 mph, the loop 
design speed should not be less than 20 mph.  However, design speeds greater than 30 mph 
will require significantly more right-of-way and may not be practical in urban areas.  
Normally, a loop should not be designed for a speed greater than 35 mph.  Arterial loop 
ramp radii should desirably be greater than 150-ft. 

 
6. Semidirect Connections.  Design speeds between the mid- to high ranges should be used for 

semidirect connections.  Design speeds less than 30 mph should not be used.  Design speeds 
greater than 50 mph are generally not practical for short, single-lane ramps.  For 2-lane 
ramps, values in the mid- to high ranges should be used. 

 
7. Direct Connections.  For direct connections, the design speed should be in the mid to high 

range.  The design speed should desirably be at least 45 mph but, as a minimum, it should 
not be less than 35 mph. 

 
 

48-5.02  Cross Section 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings present the typical cross sections for tangent and for superelevated 
ramps.  The following will also apply to the ramp cross section: 
 
1. Width.  The minimum paved width of a 1-way, 1-lane ramp will be 28 ft.  The 28-ft width 

includes a 4-ft left shoulder, an 8-ft right shoulder and a 16-ft travelway.  Multi-lane ramp 
widths should be in multiples of 12 ft, with a 4-ft wide left shoulder and a 10-ft wide right 
shoulder.  The guardrail offset from the edge of shoulder should be 2 ft.  The bridge railing 
offset should be 1’-8”.  Full-depth paving equal to the ramp pavement thickness should be 
provided on the shoulders because of frequent use of shoulders for turning movements and 
passing stalled vehicles 
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2. Pavement Design.  Loop ramps and other ramps with curve radii less than or equal to 300-ft 
should be designed with full-depth pavement for the entire 28-ft width.  For ramps with 
curve radii greater than 300-ft, only the 16-ft traveled way will typically have a full-depth 
pavement structure.  Outer connector ramps at a cloverleaf-type interchange or the ramps at 
a diamond-type interchange should have full-depth shoulders.  For additional pavement 
design information, see Chapter Fifty-two and the ramp cross section figures in Section 45-
8.0. 

 
3. Cross Slope.  The traveled way cross slopes are typically 2%.  Shoulder cross slopes are 

typically 4% on the right and 2% on the left and slope away from the traveled way.  For all 
superelevated ramps, the entire 28-ft ramp width should have the same cross slope. 

 
4. Curbs.  In general, curbs should not be used on ramps.  However, bituminous mountable 

curbing may used for drainage or to prevent erosion on steep embankment slopes.  See 
Section 49-3.04 for additional curbing information. 

 
5. Bridges and Underpasses.  The full paved width of the ramp should be carried over a bridge 

or beneath an underpass.  The clear width under an underpass should also include the clear 
zone. 

 
6. Side Slopes/Ditches.  Side slopes and ditches should meet the same criteria as for the 

mainline.  Section 45-3.0 and Section 45-8.0 provide additional information on the design of 
these elements. 

 
7. Clear Zones.  The clear zone from the edge of the traveled way portion of the ramp will be 

determined from Figure 49-2A.  The design ADT will be the directional ADT on the ramp. 
 
8. Barriers.  Whenever practical, an additional 2-ft should be added to the shoulder width when 

a roadside barrier is used.  Where a barrier is present on a horizontal curve, the designer 
should determine the barrier impact on horizontal sight distance.  See Section 43-4.04. 

 
9. Right-of-Way.  The right-of-way adjacent to the ramp should be limited access right-of-

way. 
 
 

48-5.03  Horizontal Alignment 
 

48-5.03(01)  Theoretical Basis 
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Establishing horizontal alignment criteria for any highway element requires a determination of the 
theoretical basis for the various alignment factors.  These include the side-friction factor (f), the 
distribution method between side friction and superelevation, and the distribution of the 
superelevation transition length between the tangent and horizontal curve.  For horizontal alignment 
on the ramp proper, the theoretical basis will be one of the following: 
 
1. Open-Road Conditions.  Chapter Forty-three discusses the theoretical basis for horizontal 

alignment assuming open-road conditions.  In summary, this includes the following: 
 
 a. relatively low side-friction factors (i.e., a relatively small level of driver discomfort); 
 
 b. the use of AASHTO Method 5 to distribute side friction and superelevation; 
 
 c. relatively flat longitudinal gradients for superelevation transition lengths; and 
 
 d. typically distributing 50% to 70% of the superelevation transition length to the 

tangent and the remainder to the horizontal curve. 
 
2. Turning Roadway Conditions.  Section 46-3.02 discusses the theoretical basis for 

horizontal alignment assuming turning roadway conditions.  In summary, this includes 
the following: 

 
 a. higher side-friction factors than open-road conditions to reflect a higher level of 

driver acceptance of discomfort; 
 
 b. a range of acceptable superelevation rates for combinations of curve radii and design 

speeds to reflect the need for flexibility to meet field conditions for turning roadway 
design; and 

 
 c. the allowance of some flexibility in superelevation transition lengths and in the 

distribution between the tangent and curve. 
 
For interchange ramps, the selection of which theoretical basis to use will be based on the portion of 
the ramp under design. 
 
1. freeway/ramp junction, 
2. ramp proper (directional ramps), 
3. ramp proper (loop ramps), 
4. ramp terminus (intersection control), or 
5. ramp terminus (merge control). 
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In addition, several general controls will dictate horizontal alignment on interchange ramps.  The 
following sections discuss all horizontal alignment criteria for ramps. 
 
 

48-5.03(02)  General Controls 
 
The following will apply to the horizontal alignment of all ramp elements. 
 
1. Superelevation Rates (Rural).  For non-loop ramps in rural areas, the superelevation rate will 

be based on an emax = 8% and open-road conditions.  See Figure 48-5B for specific 
superelevation rates based on ramp design speed and curve radius. 

 
2. Superelevation Rates (Urban).  For ramps in urban areas, the superelevation rate will be 

based on an emax of 4%, 6% or 8%, depending on site conditions.  The highest rate practical 
should be used, especially for descending ramps.  Desirably, open-road conditions will be 
used; it is acceptable to assume turning roadway conditions.  Figure 48-5C presents specific 
superelevation rates for emax = 6% and Figure 48-5D for emax = 4% using open-road 
conditions.  For turning-roadway conditions, see Section 46-3.02. 

 
3. Superelevation Transitions.  Open-road conditions, as discussed in Section 43-3.0, will 

also apply for transitioning to and from the needed superelevation on ramps.  This 
includes the relative longitudinal gradients presented in Figure 43-3E, which have been 
used to calculate the superelevation runoff lengths presented in Figures 48-5B, 48-5C and 
48-5D.  The methodology presented in Section 43-3.0 is used to calculate the 
superelevation runoff and tangent runout distances with the following modifications. 

 
a. One-Lane Ramps.  The width of rotation (W) is assumed to be one-half the 

travelway width (0.5 x 16 = 8-ft).  With this assumption, the minimum lengths in 
Column A in Figures 48-5B, 48-5C and 48-5D apply to one-lane ramps. 

 
b. Two-Lane Ramps.  The width of rotation (W) is assumed to be one-half of the 

widest travelway, which is determined by the minimum radius (R = 180-ft) for the 
lowest ramp design speed (V = 25 mph) (0.5 x 27=13.5-ft). 

 
4. Minimum Length of Design Superelevation.  The designer should not superelevate curves 

on ramps such that the design superelevation rate is maintained on the curve for a very short 
distance.  As a general rule, the minimum distance for design superelevation should be 
about 100-ft. 

 
5. Axis of Rotation.  This will typically be about the centerline of the ramp travelway. 
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6. Shoulder Superelevation.  The criteria presented in Section 43-3.0 for superelevating the 
high side and low side of shoulders on open roadways will apply to superelevated curves on 
ramps.  The entire ramp width should have the same cross slope. 

 
7. Reverse Curves.  To meet restrictive right-of-way requirements, ramps may be designed 

with reverse curves.  Desirably, these reverse curves should be designed with a normal 
tangent section between.  For ramps, however, it is often necessary to provide a 
continuously rotating plane between the reverse curves.  If a continuously rotating plane is 
used, the distance between the PT and the succeeding PC should desirably be 100-ft.  It is 
acceptable for the PT and PC to be coincident.  See Section 43-3.0 for more information on 
superelevation at reverse curves. 

 
8. Sight Distance.  Section 43-4.0 presents the criteria for sight distance around horizontal 

curves based on the curve radii and design speed.  These criteria also apply to curves on 
ramps.  There should be a clear view of the entire exit terminal, including the exit nose and a 
section of the ramp roadway beyond the gore. 

 
 

48-5.03(03)  Freeway/Ramp Junctions 
 
Horizontal alignment at freeway/ramp junctions is based on open-road conditions.  This is discussed 
in Section 48-4.0. 
 
 

48-5.03(04)  Ramp Proper (Directional Ramps) 
 
Directional ramps refer to those ramps which are relatively direct in their alignment.  These include 
ramps at diamond interchanges, the outer ramps at cloverleaf interchanges and ramps at directional 
and semi-directional interchanges. 
 
The ramp proper, for the purpose of horizontal alignment, is considered to begin at the gore nose on 
exit ramps and to end approximately 150-ft before the dimension nose on entrance ramps.  See the 
discussion in Section 48-5.03(01) to determine whether open-road conditions or turning roadway 
conditions apply to the horizontal alignment on directional ramps. 
 

48-5.03(05)  Ramp Proper (Loop Ramps) 
 
Loop ramps are those ramps on the interior portions of cloverleaf and partial cloverleaf 
interchanges.  The ramp proper is considered to begin at approximately the physical nose on exit 
ramps and to end at approximately the physical nose on entrance ramps.  Because of the normally 
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restrictive conditions for loop ramps, the curve radii are typically less than 300-ft.  Therefore, it is 
desirable to use open-road conditions for horizontal alignment; although, typically, it is more 
practical to use turning roadway conditions. 
 
 

48-5.03(06)  Ramp Terminus (Intersection Control)  
 
Interchange ramps may end at at-grade intersections.  These may be stop control or signal control. If 
horizontal curves on the ramps are relatively close to the intersection, a design speed for the curve 
should be selected which is appropriate for expected operations at the curve.  For these curves, the 
radius will determine whether open-road or turning roadway conditions apply.  For R > 300-ft, use 
open-road conditions.  For R < 300-ft, open-road conditions are desirable; turning roadway 
conditions are acceptable. 
 
 

48-5.03(07)  Ramp Terminus (Merge Control)  
 
Interchange ramps may terminate with a merge into the intersecting road.  The horizontal alignment 
at the ramp merge (or junction) will typically be based on open-road conditions.  Profiles of 
highway ramp terminals should desirably be designed with a platform on the ramp side of the 
approach nose or merging end.  This platform should be at least 200-ft in length.  It should have a 
profile that does not greatly differ from that of the adjacent traffic lane. 
 
 

48-5.04  Vertical Alignment 
 

48-5.04(01)  Grades 
 
Maximum grades for vertical alignment on ramps cannot be as definitively expressed as those for 
highway mainline.  General values of limiting gradients are 3% to 5% but, for any one ramp, the 
selected gradient is dependent upon a number of factors.  These include the following: 
 
1. The flatter the gradient on the ramp, the longer it will be.  At restricted sites (e.g., loops), it 

may be necessary to provide a steeper grade to shorten the length of ramp. 
 
2. The steepest gradients should be designed for the center portion of the ramp.  Freeway/ramp 

junctions and landing areas at at-grade intersections should be as flat as practical. 
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3. Short upgrades of as much as 5% do not unduly interfere with truck and bus operations. 
Consequently, for new construction it is desirable to limit the maximum gradient to 5%. 

 
4. Downgrades on ramps should follow the same guidelines as upgrades.  They may, however, 

safely exceed these values by 1%, with 6% considered to be a maximum.  The 6% 
downgrade should only be used in extreme conditions and where restrictive geometric 
elements are clearly visible to the driver. 

 
5. The ramp grade within the freeway/ramp junction up to the physical nose should be 

approximately the same grade as that provided on the mainline.  However, adequate sight 
distance is more important than grade control. 

 
Design Speed, mph 20-25 25-30 35 45-50 
Desirable Maximum Grade, % 6 to 8 5 to 7 4 to 6 3 to 5 

 
 

48-5.04(02)  Vertical Curvature 
 
Vertical curves on ramps should be designed the same as those on the mainline.  At a minimum, 
they should be designed to meet the stopping sight distance criteria.  The ramp profile often assumes 
the shape of the letter S with a sag vertical curve at the lower end and with a crest vertical curve at 
the upper end.  In addition, the vertical curvature of the ramp should be compatible with that of the 
mainline up to the physical nose.  Where a crest or sag vertical curve extends onto the freeway/ramp 
junction, the length of curve should be determined using a design speed intermediate between those 
on the ramp and the highway.  See Chapter Forty-four for details on the design of vertical curves. 
 
 

48-5.05  Roadside Safety 
 
The criteria in Chapter Forty-nine (e.g., clear zones, barrier warrants) will apply to the roadside 
safety design of interchange ramps.  One special situation is the requirement for a median barrier 
between adjacent on/off ramps (e.g., between the outside directional ramp and inside loop ramp 
for a cloverleaf interchange).  This will be determined on a case-by-case basis.  This situation 
typically occurs at full of partial cloverleaf interchanges. 
 
 

48-6.0  OTHER INTERCHANGE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
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48-6.01  General 
 
The following lists several design issues the designer should consider. 
 
1. Design Year.  The design year for the minor road intersecting the freeway should be the 

same as used for the freeway.  The termination of other roads and streets in the area may 
generate a significant increase of traffic on the crossing facility. 

 
2. Over versus Under.  The decision on whether the freeway should go over or under the cross 

road is normally dictated by topography.  If the topography does not favor one over the 
other, the following factors can be used as a guide to determine which highway should cross 
over the other. 

 
 a. The designer should consider which alternative will be more cost effective to 

construct.  Some elements are the amount of fill, grading, span lengths, angle of 
skew, gradients, sight distances, geometrics, constructability, traffic control and 
costs. 

 
 b. One benefit of the cross road going over the freeway is that this may improve the 

ramp gradients.  As drivers exit the freeway, they will normally tend to slow down 
going up an exit ramp and speed up going down an entrance ramp. 

 
 c. The alternative which provides the highest design level for the major road should be 

selected.  Typically, the crossing road has a lower design speed; therefore, the minor 
road typically can be designed with steeper gradients, lesser widths, reduced vertical 
clearance requirements, etc. 

 
 d. If any crossings and/or structures are planned for a future date, the mainline should 

go under these future crossings.  Overpasses are easier to install and will be less 
disruptive to the major road when they are constructed in the future. 

 
3. Underpass Width.  The approach cross section, desirably including clear zones, should be 

carried through the underpass.  Including the clear zone allows for possible expansion in the 
future with minimal disruption to the overhead structure.  In addition, wider underpasses 
also provide greater sight distance for at-grade ramp terminals near the structure. 

 
4. Grading.  The designer should consider the grading around an interchange early in design. 

Properly graded interchanges allow the overpass structures to naturally blend into the 
terrain.  In addition, the designer needs to ensure that the slopes are not too steep to support 
the bridge and roadways and that they can support plantings which prevent erosion and 
enhance the appearance of the area.  Flatter slopes also allow easier maintenance. 
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48-6.02  Freeway Lane Drops 
 
Freeway lane drops, where the basic number of lanes is decreased, must be carefully designed. They 
should normally occur on the freeway mainline away from any other turbulence such as interchange 
exits and entrances.  However, it may be advantageous to drop a basic freeway lane at a 2-lane exit. 
 
Figure 48-6A illustrates the recommended design of a lane drop beyond an interchange.  The 
following criteria are important when designing a freeway lane drop. 
 
1. Location.  Desirably the lane drop should occur approximately 2000 ft – 3000 ft beyond the 

previous interchange.  Under restricted conditions, the MUTCD signing distance is 
acceptable. This distance allows adequate signing and driver adjustments from the 
interchange, but yet is not so far downstream that drivers become accustomed to the number 
of lanes and are surprised by the lane drop.  In addition, a lane should not be dropped on a 
horizontal curve or where other signing is required, such as for an upcoming exit. 

 
 In urban areas, interchanges may be closely spaced for considerable lengths of highway.  In 

these cases, it may be necessary to drop a freeway lane at an exit.  Where this is necessary, it 
is preferable to drop a freeway lane at a 2-lane exit rather than a single-lane exit.  As 
discussed in Section 48-3.0, a lane should not be dropped at an exit unless there is a large 
decrease in traffic demand for a significant length of freeway (e.g., 10 mph). 

 
2. Transition.  Desirably, the transition taper length will be 70:1.  The minimum taper rate that 

can be used is 50:1 (see Figure 48-6A). 
 
3. Sight Distance.  Decision sight distance (DSD) should be available to any point within the 

entire lane transition.  See Section 42-2.0 for applicable DSD values.  When determining the 
availability of DSD, the desirable height of object will be 0.0 in. (the roadway surface); it is 
acceptable to use 6-in.  This criterion would favor, for example, placing a freeway lane drop 
within a sag vertical curve rather than just beyond a crest. 

 
4. Right-Side versus Left-Side Drop.  Right-side freeway lane drops are preferred; however, a 

left-side lane reduction may be more practical at specific locations (e.g., where it is planned 
to continue the left lane in the median in the future. 

 
5. Shoulders.  The full-width right shoulder will be maintained through a right-side lane drop. 

If a left-side lane drop will be used to reduce the number of lanes from three to two, the left 
shoulder will be reduced from 10-ft (or 12-ft) to 4-ft.  The full 10-ft left shoulder should be 
maintained for a distance of approximately 300-ft beyond the merge point of the dropped 
lane.  This provides an area to allow a driver, who may have missed the signing, an 
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opportunity to safely merge with the through traffic.  A full-depth shoulder pavement needs 
to be provided for 300-ft beyond the merge point. 

 
 

48-6.03  Collector-Distributor Roads 
 
In general, interchanges that are designed with single exits are superior to those with two exits, 
especially if one of the exits is a loop ramp or the second exit is a loop ramp preceded by a loop 
entrance ramp.  Whether used in conjunction with a full cloverleaf or with a partial cloverleaf 
interchange, the single-exit design may improve the operational efficiency of the entire interchange. 
 
Collector-distributor (C-D) roads use the single exit approach to improve the interchange 
operational characteristics.  C-D roads will: 
 
1. remove weaving maneuvers from the mainline and transfer them to the slower speed C-D 

roads, 
 
2. provide high-speed single exits and entrances from and onto the mainline, 
 
3. satisfy driver expectancy by placing the exit in advance of the separation structure, 
 
4. simplify signing and the driver decision-making process, and 
 
5. provide uniformity of exit patterns. 
 
C-D roads are most often warranted when traffic volumes are so high that the interchange without 
them cannot operate at an acceptable level of service, especially in weaving sections.  They are 
particularly advantageous at full cloverleaf interchanges where the weaving between the 
ramp/mainline traffic can be very difficult.  Figure 48-2E illustrates a schematic of a C-D within a 
full cloverleaf interchange. 
 
C-D roads may be one or two lanes, depending upon the traffic volumes and weaving conditions. 
Lane balance should be maintained at the exit and entrance points of the C-D road.  The design 
speed of a C-D road usually ranges from 45 to 50 mph; however, it should desirably be within 10 
mph of the mainline design speed.  The separation between the C-D road and mainline should be as 
wide as practical but not less than that required to provide the applicable shoulder widths and a 
longitudinal barrier between the two (e.g., 20 to 25 ft). 
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48-6.04  Frontage Roads 
 
The designer must consider the impact of frontage roads, where present, on interchange design.  At 
some urban interchanges, it may be impractical to separate the intersections of the ramp and 
frontage road with the crossing road.  In these cases, the only alternative is to merge the ramp and 
frontage road before the intersection with the crossing road.  This can apply to either the exit or 
entrance ramp. 
 
Figure 48-6B provides the basic schematic for this design.  This design may only be used in 
restricted urban areas.  The critical design element is the distance A between the ramp/frontage road 
merge and the crossing road.  This distance must be sufficient to allow traffic weaving, vehicular 
deceleration and stopping, and vehicular storage to avoid interference with the merge point.  Figure 
48-6B also presents general guidelines which may be used to estimate this distance during the 
preliminary design phase.  A number of assumptions have been made including weaving volume, 
operating speeds and intersection queue distance.  Therefore, a detailed analysis will be necessary to 
firmly establish the needed distance to properly accommodate vehicular operation. Additional 
information can be found in a Transportation Research Record 682 report entitled, “Distance 
Requirements for Frontage-Road Ramps to Cross Streets: Urban Freeway Design.” 
Distance “B” in Figure 48-6B is determined on a case-by-case basis.  It should be determined based 
on the number of frontage road lanes and the intersection design.  This distance is typically 
determined by the weave distance from the intersection to ramp entrance.  For capacity analysis of 
the weave section, see the Highway Capacity Manual.  Under some circumstances this distance may 
be 0.0 ft. 
 
The following summarizes the available options for coordinating the design of the interchange 
ramps, frontage road and crossing road: 
 
1. Slip Ramps.  Slip ramps may be used to connect the freeway with 1-way frontage roads 

before (or after) the intersection with the crossing road.  Newly constructed slip ramps to a 
2-way frontage road are unacceptable because they may induce wrong-way entry onto the 
freeway and may cause accidents at the intersection of the ramp and frontage road. 

 
2. Separate Intersections.  Separate ramp/crossing road and frontage road/crossing road 

intersections may be accomplished by curving the frontage road away from the ramp and 
intersecting the frontage road with the crossing road outside the ramp limits of full access 
control.  Figure 48-6D provides an illustration of this separation.  This treatment allows the 
two intersections to operate independently, and it eliminates the operational and signing 
problems of providing the same point of exit and entrance for the frontage road and freeway 
ramp. 

 
Section 45-7.0 discusses overall design criteria for frontage roads (e.g., functional class, outer 
separation). 
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48-6.05  Ramp/Crossing Road Intersection 
 
At service interchanges, the ramp will typically end with an at-grade intersection at the cross road. 
In general, the intersection should be treated as described in Chapter Forty-six.  This will involve a 
consideration of capacity and the physical geometric design elements such as sight distance, angle 
of intersection, acceleration lanes, channelization and turning lanes.  However, several points 
require special attention in the design of the ramp/crossing road intersection: 
 
1. Capacity.  In urban areas where traffic volumes are often high, inadequate capacity of the 

ramp/crossing road intersection can adversely affect the operation of the ramp/freeway 
junction.  In a worst case situation the safety and operation of the mainline itself may be 
impaired by a backup onto the freeway.  Therefore, special attention should be given to 
providing sufficient capacity and storage for an at-grade intersection or a merge with the 
crossing road.  This may require adding addition lanes at the intersection or on the ramp 
proper, or it could involve traffic signalization where the ramp traffic will be given priority. 
The analysis must also consider the operational impacts of the traffic characteristics in either 
direction on the intersecting road. 

 
2. Sight Distance.  Section 46-10.0 discusses the criteria for intersection sight distance.  These 

criteria also apply to a ramp/crossing road intersection.  Special attention must be given to 
the location of the bridge pier, abutment, sidewalk, bridge rail, roadside barrier, etc.  These 
may present major sight distance obstacles.  The bridge obstruction and the required 
intersection sight distance may result in the need to relocate the ramp/crossing road 
intersection. 

 
3. Wrong-Way Movements.  Wrong-way movements may originate at the ramp/crossing road 

intersection.  The intersection must be properly signed and designed to minimize the 
potential for a wrong-way movement (e.g., channelization). 

 
4. Turn Lanes.  Additional turn lanes are often required at the end of ramp.  Section 46-4.0 

provides information on the design of turn lanes at intersections at-grade. 
 
5. Distance Between Free-Flow Terminal and Structure.  The terminal of a ramp should not be 

near the grade-separation structure.  If it is not practical to place the exit terminal in advance 
of the structure, the existing terminal on the far side of the structure should be well-removed.  
When leaving, drivers should be permitted some distance after passing the structure in 
which to see the turnout and begin the turnoff maneuver.  Decision sight distance is 
recommended where practical.  The distance between the structure and the approach nose at 
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the ramp terminal should be sufficient for exiting drivers to leave the through lanes without 
undue hindrance to through traffic. 

 
 

48-6.06  Access Control 
 
Proper access control must be provided along the crossing road in the vicinity of the ramp/crossing 
road intersection or along a frontage road where present.  This will ensure that the intersection has 
approximately the same degree of freedom and absence of conflict as the freeway itself.  The access 
control criteria should be consistent with these goals. 
 
Figures 48-6C, 48-6D and 48-6E illustrate the access control for several typical interchange designs.  
These figures provide INDOT policy for the location of the full-access control lines along the ramp, 
at ramp/crossing road intersections, across from the ramp terminal and along frontage roads. 
 
As indicated in the figures, the full-access control lines extend a distance along the crossing road 
beyond the ramp or frontage road taper extremity on both sides of the road.  The 100-ft to 200-ft in 
urban areas and 300-ft to 500-ft in rural areas should usually satisfy any congestion concerns. 
However, in areas where the potential for development exists which would create traffic problems, 
it may be appropriate to consider longer lengths of access control.  In addition, many areas have 
changed over the years from rural to urban.  As indicated, the Department has adopted different 
criteria for the access control at urban and rural interchanges.  However, a change in area character 
alone is not a sufficient justification to alter the location of the full-access control line when an 
existing interchange will be rehabilitated or when INDOT receives requests for additional access 
points from outside interests. 
 
The figures note that, on the crossing road, the full-access control line should extend the indicated 
distance beyond “the ramp terminal.”  For an exit ramp, this is defined as the tangent point (PT) of a 
radius return on the crossing road or the end of a taper for an entrance onto the crossing road (e.g., 
for an acceleration lane); i.e., the ramp terminal ends where the typical section of the crossing road 
resumes.  A similar definition applies to ramp terminals for entrance ramps. 
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Ratio of Length on Grade to Length on Level for 
Ramp Curve Design Speed (mph) 

Highway 
Design Speed 

(mph) 20 30 40 50 All Speeds 

3% ≤ Upgrade < 4% 3% ≤ Downgrade < 4%
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

1.30 
1.30 
1.30 
1.35 
1.40 
1.45 
1.50 

1.30 
1.35 
1.40 
1.45 
1.50 
1.55 
1.60 

-- 
-- 

1.40 
1.45 
1.50 
1.60 
1.70 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

1.60 
1.70 
1.80 

0.700 
0.675 
0.650 
0.625 
0.600 
0.600 
0.600 

4% ≤ Upgrade ≤ 6% 4% ≤ Downgrade ≤ 6%
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.60 
1.70 
1.85 
2.00 

1.50 
1.60 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.05 
2.20 

-- 
-- 

1.90 
2.05 
2.20 
2.40 
2.60 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

2.50 
2.75 
3.00 

0.600 
0.575 
0.550 
0.525 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 

 
Notes: 1. No adjustment is needed for grades of flatter than 3%. 
 
 2. The grade in the table is the average grade measured over the distance for which the 

acceleration length applies. 
 
Example 
 
Given:  Highway Design Speed   - 70 mph 
  Entrance Ramp Curve Design Speed - 45 mph 
  Average Grade    - 4.5% upgrade 
 
Problem:  Determine length of acceleration lane. 
 
Solution:  Figure 48-4D yields an acceleration length of 820 ft on the level.  According to the table 

shown above, this should be increased by the average of the increases shown for 40 mph 
(2.60) and 50 mph (3.00), or 2.80. 

 
  Therefore: L = (820 ft)(2.80) 
    L = 2300 ft 
 
  An additional 2150 ft (2300 ft – 150 ft) should be added to the ramp prior to the entrance 

taper.  See Figure 48-4C, Typical Entrance Types. 
 
 

GRADE ADJUSTMENT FOR ACCELERATION 
(Passenger Car) 

 
Figure 48-4E 
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Mainline Design Speed, mph * 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

 Ramp Design Speed, mph 
Upper Range, 85% 25 30 35 40 45 48 50 55 60 
Middle Range, 70% 20 25 30 33 35 40 45 45 50 
Lower Range, 50% 15 18 20 23 25 28 30 30 35 

 Corresponding Minimum Radius, ft 
All ranges 25 50 90 150 230 310 430 540 660 

 
* Only a value for 50 mph or higher may be applied to a freeway or expressway exit. 
 
 

RAMP DESIGN SPEED 
AND CORRESPONDING MINIMUM RADIUS 

 
Figure 48-5A 
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 Key: R     = Radius of curve 
   V  = Ramp design speed (mph) 
   e = Superelevation rate 
   L = Length of superelevation runoff 
     (from adverse crown removed to full superel.) 
   A = L for 1-way ramp rotated about the centerline 
     of the travelway 
   B  = L for 2-lane ramp rotated about the centerline 
     of the travelway 
   NC = Normal crown 
   RC = Remove (adverse) crown 

 emax = 8% 

V = 25 V = 30 V = 40 V = 45 V = 50 V = 55 V = 60 

L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) 
R* 
(ft) 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

23000 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
16400 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
13120 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
9840 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 
6560 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.026 80 80 
4920 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.024 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.034 80 100 
4100 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.023 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.033 80 100 0.040 80 120 
3280 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.034 80 100 0.040 80 120 0.048 100 140 
2960 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.024 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.037 80 100 0.044 80 120 0.052 100 140 
2620 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.027 80 80 0.034 80 80 0.041 80 100 0.048 80 140 0.057 120 160 
2300 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.030 80 80 0.038 80 100 0.045 80 120 0.053 100 140 0.063 120 180 
1960 RC 80 80 0.026 80 80 0.034 80 80 0.043 80 100 0.051 100 140 0.060 120 160 0.069 140 200 
1640 0.022 80 80 0.030 80 80 0.039 80 80 0.049 80 120 0.058 100 140 0.067 120 180 0.076 140 220 
1320 0.027 80 80 0.036 80 80 0.047 80 100 0.057 100 140 0.066 120 160 0.075 140 200 0.080 160 220 
1140 0.030 80 80 0.040 80 80 0.051 80 120 0.062 100 140 0.071 120 180 0.079 140 220 Rmin = 1300 
1000 0.034 80 80 0.045 80 100 0.056 80 120 0.067 100 160 0.076 140 200 Rmin = 1000    
820 0.040 80 80 0.051 80 100 0.062 100 140 0.073 120 180 0.079 140 200       
740 0.043 80 80 0.054 80 100 0.066 100 140 0.076 120 180 Rmin = 760       
660 0.046 80 80 0.058 80 120 0.070 100 160 0.079 120 180        
580 0.050 80 100 0.062 80 120 0.074 120 160 Rmin = 600          
500 0.054 80 100 0.067 100 140 0.078 120 160             
420 0.059 80 120 0.072 100 140 0.080 120 180             
320 0.065 80 120 0.078 100 160 Rmin = 410             
300 0.069 80 120 0.079 100 160                
260 0.072 100 140 Rmin = 280                
220 0.075 100 140                   
200 0.078 100 140                   

  Rmin = 180                   

 
 
 
 
 

SUPERELEVATION RATE 
(Interchange Ramp) 

Figure 48-5B 

* For curve radius intermediate 
between listed values, use a 
straight-line interpolation to 
determine superelevation rate. 
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 emax = 6% 

 Key: R     = Radius of curve 
   V  = Ramp design speed (mph) 
   e = Superelevation rate 
   L = Length of superelevation runoff 
     (from adverse crown removed to full super) 
   A = "L" for 1-way ramp rotated about the centerline 
     of the travelway 
   B  = "L" for 2-lane ramp rotated about the centerline 
     of the travelway  
   NC = Normal crown 
   RC = Remove (adverse) crown 

V = 25 V = 30 V = 40 V = 45 V = 50 V = 55 V = 60 
L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) R* 

(ft) e A B e A B e A B e A B e A B e A B e A B 
23000 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
16400 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
13120 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
9840 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 
6560 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.021 80 80 0.025 80 80 
4920 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.027 80 80 0.031 80 100
4100 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.026 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.036 80 100
3280 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.021 80 80 0.026 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.036 80 100 0.042 80 120
2960 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.023 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.034 80 100 0.039 80 100 0.045 80 120
2620 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.025 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.036 80 100 0.042 80 120 0.049 100 140
2300 RC 80 80 0.021 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.034 80 80 0.040 80 100 0.046 80 120 0.052 100 140
1960 RC 80 80 0.024 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.038 80 100 0.043 80 120 0.050 100 140 0.056 100 160
1640 0.021 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.035 80 80 0.042 80 100 0.048 80 120 0.054 100 140 0.059 120 160
1320 0.025 80 80 0.033 80 80 0.040 80 100 0.047 80 120 0.053 100 140 0.059 100 160 Rmin = 1440 
1140 0.028 80 80 0.035 80 80 0.043 80 100 0.050 80 120 0.056 100 140 0.060 120 160  
1000 0.031 80 80 0.039 80 80 0.046 80 100 0.054 80 120 0.059 100 160 Rmin = 1120  
820 0.035 80 80 0.042 80 80 0.050 80 120 0.057 100 140 Rmin = 840     
740 0.037 80 80 0.044 80 80 0.053 80 120 0.059 100 140      
660 0.039 80 80 0.047 80 100 0.055 80 120 0.060 100 140        
580 0.041 80 80 0.050 80 100 0.058 80 120 Rmin = 640          
500 0.044 80 80 0.053 80 100 0.060 100 140             
420 0.047 80 80 0.056 80 120 Rmin = 440           
320 0.052 80 100 0.060 80 120              
300 0.054 80 100 0.060 80 120                
260 0.056 80 100 Rmin = 300              
220 0.058 80 100                 
200 0.060 80 120                 

  Rmin = 180               
 
 
 
 

*For curve radius intermediate between listed
  values, use a straight-line interpolation to 
  determine the superelevation rate. 

SUPERELEVATION RATE 
(Interchange Ramp) 

Figure 48-5C 
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 Key: R     = Radius of curve 
   V  = Ramp design speed (mph) 
   e = Superelevation rate 
   L = Length of superelevation runoff 
     (from adverse crown removed to full super) 
   A = "L" for 1-way ramp rotated about the centerline 
     of the travelway 
   B  = "L" for 2-lane ramp rotated about the centerline 
     of the travelway  
   NC = Normal crown 
   RC = Remove (adverse) crown 

V = 25 V = 30 V = 40 V = 45 V = 50 V = 55 V = 60 

L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) L (ft) 
R* 
(ft) 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

e 
A B 

23000 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
16400 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
13120 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 
9840 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 60 60 
6560 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 RC 80 80 0.022 60 60 
4920 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 RC 80 80 0.023 80 80 0.026 60 60 
4100 NC 0 0 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.026 80 80 0.029 60 60 
3280 NC 0 0 NC 80 80 RC 80 80 0.022 80 80 0.025 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.032 60 100 
2960 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 RC 80 80 0.024 80 80 0.027 80 80 0.030 80 80 0.034 60 100 
2620 NC 0 0 RC 80 80 0.021 80 80 0.025 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.032 80 100 0.035 60 100 
2300 NC 80 80 RC 80 80 0.023 80 80 0.027 80 80 0.030 80 80 0.034 80 100 0.037 60 100 
1960 RC 80 80 0.021 80 80 0.025 80 80 0.029 80 80 0.032 80 80 0.036 80 100 0.039 60 120 
1640 RC 80 80 0.023 80 80 0.027 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.035 80 100 0.038 80 100 0.040 60 120 
1320 0.021 80 80 0.025 80 80 0.029 80 80 0.034 80 80 0.037 80 100 0.040 80 120 Rmin = 1620 
1140 0.023 80 80 0.027 80 80 0.031 80 80 0.036 80 80 0.039 80 100 Rmin = 1250    
1000 0.024 80 80 0.028 80 80 0.033 80 80 0.038 80 100 0.040 80 100       
820 0.026 80 80 0.030 80 80 0.036 80 80 0.039 80 100 Rmin = 920       
740 0.027 80 80 0.032 80 80 0.037 80 80 0.040 80 100          
660 0.028 80 80 0.033 80 80 0.038 80 80 Rmin = 710          
580 0.029 80 80 0.035 80 80 0.039 80 80             
500 0.031 80 80 0.037 80 80 0.040 80 100             
420 0.033 80 80 0.039 80 80 Rmin = 500             
320 0.036 80 80 0.040 80 80                
300 0.037 80 80 Rmin = 320                
260 0.038 80 80                   
220 0.039 80 80                   
200 0.040 80 80                   

 Rmin = 200                   

 
 

 

*For curve radius intermediate between listed 
values, use a straight-line interpolation to 
determine the superelevation rate.  

SUPERELEVATION RATE 
(Interchange Ramp) 

Figure 48-5D 

e max = 4% 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-ONE 
 

SPECIAL DESIGN ELEMENTS 
 
 
51-1.0  ACCESSIBILITY FOR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS 
 
Many highway elements can affect the accessibility and mobility of handicapped individuals.  
These include sidewalks, parking lots, buildings at transportation facilities, overpasses, or 
underpasses.  The Department’s accessibility criteria comply with the 1990 Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA).  The following provides accessibility criteria which are based on 
information presented in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADA 
Guidelines).  If local public agencies or local codes require standards which exceed the ADA 
Guidelines, the stricter criteria may be required.  This will be determined as required. 
 
 
51-1.01  Building 
 
For interior accessibility criteria, the following will apply: 
 
1. New.  Each new building, airport terminal, rest area, weigh station, or transit station (e.g., 

station for rapid rail, light rail, commuter rail, intercity bus, intercity rail, high-speed rail, or 
other fixed guideway systems) shall meet the accessibility criteria set forth in the ADA 
Guidelines.  The designer should review the ADA Guidelines to determine the appropriate 
accessibility requirements for the building interior, including rest rooms, drinking fountains, 
elevators, telephones, etc. 

 
2. Existing.  For alterations made to an existing building or facility, the design must meet the 

accessibility requirements for the alteration made to the facility, unless it is prohibitively 
expensive to do so.  The designer should review the ADA Guidelines to determine the 
appropriate criteria and, if required, where exceptions may be permitted. 

 
 
51-1.02  Bus Stop 
 
The following accessibility criteria apply to the construction of a bus stop. 
 
1. Bus-Stop Pad.  A new bus-stop pad constructed to be used in conjunction with a lift or ramp 

should be in accordance with the following: 
 
 a. A firm, stable surface must be provided. 
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 b. It must have a minimum clear length of 8 ft measured from the curb or roadway 

edge, and a minimum clear width of 5 ft measured parallel to the roadway, 
depending on the legal or site constraints. 

 
 c. It must be connected to the street, sidewalk, or pedestrian path by at least one 

accessible route. 
 
 d. The slope of pad parallel to the roadway must be the same as that of the roadway to 

the maximum extent practical. 
 
 e. For drainage purposes, a maximum cross slope of 2% perpendicular to the roadway 

is allowable. 
 
2. Bus Shelter.  Where a new or replacement bus shelter is provided, it must be installed or 

positioned to permit a wheelchair user to enter from the public way and reach a location 
within the shelter having a minimum clear floor area of 2.5 ft by 4 ft.  An accessible route 
shall be provided from the shelter to the boarding area. 

 
3. Signage.  Each new bus-route identification sign should be sized based on the maximum 

dimensions permitted by federal, State, or local regulations or ordinances.  The sign shall 
have an eggshell, matte, or other non-glare finish.  The characters or symbols shall contrast 
with the background (i.e., light characters on a dark background or dark characters on a light 
background). 

 
 
51-1.03  Parking 
 
51-1.03(01)  Off-Street Parking 
 
The following criteria apply to off-street handicapped-parking spaces. 
 
1. Minimum Number.  Figure 51-1A, Minimum Number of Accessible Spaces for 

Handicapped Users provides this criterion.  A typical handicapped-user stall layout is shown 
in Figure 51-1B. 

 
 One of every eight accessible spaces, but not less than one, shall have an access aisle of 8 ft 

wide and must be designated as van-accessible. 
 
2. Location.  Parking spaces for disabled individuals and an accessible passenger loading zone 

that serve a particular building should be the spaces or zone closest to the nearest accessible 
entrance on an accessible route.  In a separate parking structure or lot that does not serve a 
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particular building, parking spaces for disabled individuals should be located on the shortest 
possible circulation route to an accessible pedestrian entrance of the parking facility.  In a 
building with multiple access entrances with adjacent parking, accessible parking spaces 
shall be dispersed and located closest to the accessible entrances. 

 
3. Signage.  Each parking space for the handicapped should be designated with a sign with 

white lettering against a blue background.  The sign should bear the international symbol of 
access (see the MUTCD).  The sign should not be obscured by a vehicle parked in the 
space. A van-accessible space should have a supplemental “Van Accessible” sign below the 
symbol of accessibility. 

 
4. Dimensions.  Each parking space designated for the handicapped should be of 8 ft 

minimum width or 9 ft desirable width.  It should include an additional access aisle of 
minimum width of 5 ft.  For a van-accessible space, the access aisle should be of 8 ft width. 
 Or, the space should be parallel to a public roadway’s sidewalk (see Figure 51-1B).  Each 
parking-access aisle should be part of an accessible route to the building or facility entrance. 
 Overhangs on a parked vehicle should not reduce the clear width of an accessible 
circulation route.  A parking space and its access aisle should be level, with surface slopes 
not exceeding 2% in all directions.  A parking garage or terminal should have a 9.5 ft 
vertical clearance at its entrance, exit, and along the route to and from at least two parking 
spaces which have a 9.5 ft vertical clearance. 

 
5. Passenger-Loading Zone.  A passenger-loading zone should provide an access aisle at least 

5 ft wide and 20 ft long, adjacent and parallel to the vehicular pull-up space.  If there is a 
curb between the access aisle and the vehicular pull-up space, a curb ramp in accordance 
with Section 51-1.08 should be provided.  A vehicular standing space and its access aisle 
should be level.  Surface slopes should not exceed 2% in all directions. 

 
 
51-1.03(02)  On-Street Parking 
 
Where new on-street paid or time-limited parking is provided and designated in an area zoned for 
business use, the on-street parking design shall be in accordance with the accessibility criteria as 
follows. 
 
1. Minimum Number.  Figure 51-1A provides the criteria for the minimum number of on-

street accessibility spaces. 
 
2. Location.  On-street accessibility parking spaces should be dispersed throughout the project 

area.  To the maximum extent feasible, accessible on-street parking should be located in a 
level area. 
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3. Dimensions.  A parking space of minimum 8 ft width with an access aisle of 5 ft width 
should be provided.  This is illustrated in Figure 51-1C, Handicapped On-Street Parking.  
The travel lane should not encroach into the access aisle. 

 
4. Signage.  Each parking area for the handicapped should be designated with a sign with 

white lettering against a blue background.  The sign should bear the international symbol of 
access (see the MUTCD).  The signs should be located to be visible from a driver's seat. 

 
5. Curb Ramp.  If there is a curb adjacent to an on-street handicapped-accessible parking 

space, a curb ramp in accordance with Section 51-1.08 should be provided.  A parking 
space adjacent to an intersection may be served by the sidewalk curb ramp at the 
intersection, provided that the path of travel from the access aisle to the curb ramp is within 
the pedestrian crossing area. 

 
6. Parking Meter.  A firm, stable, and slip-resistant area of 2.5 ft by 4 ft, with the least possible 

slope, should be provided at the meter-controls location.  It should be connected to the 
sidewalk with a continuous passage that is a minimum of 3 ft wide.  The parking meter 
should be located at or near the head or foot of the parking space so that there is no 
interference with the operation of a vehicle side lift or a passenger-side transfer. 

 
 
51-1.04  Accessible Route 
 
An accessible route is a continuous, unobstructed path connecting all accessible elements and 
spaces in a building, facility, or site.  A site is defined as a parcel of land bounded by a property line 
or a designated portion of a public right of way.  A facility is defined as all portions of a building, 
structure, site improvement, complex, equipment, road, walk, passageway, parking lot, or other real 
or personal property on a site.  An interior accessible route may include a corridor, floor, ramp, 
elevator, lift, or clear floor space at a fixture.  An exterior accessible route may include parking 
access aisle, curb ramp, crosswalk at vehicular way, walk, ramp, or and lift. 
 
An accessible route should be provided as follows. 
 
1. At least one accessible route within the boundary of the site should be provided from each 

public-transportation stop, accessible parking, accessible passenger-loading zone, or public 
street or sidewalk to the accessible-building-entrance it serves.  The accessible route should, 
to the maximum extent feasible, coincide with the route for the general public. 

 
2. At least one accessible route should connect accessible buildings, facilities, elements, or 

spaces that are on the same site. 
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3. At least one accessible route should connect accessible buildings or facility entrances with 
all accessible spaces and elements and with all accessible dwelling units within each 
building or facility. 

 
The application of the accessible-route criteria applies to definitive sites which are related to 
highway purposes.  These include a rest area, recreational area, park-and-ride lot, etc. Sections 51-
1.05 and 45-1.06 provide the accessibility requirements for a sidewalk. 
 
 
51-1.05  Sidewalk 
 
Each sidewalk must comply with the ADA Guidelines as described as follows. 
 
The placement of a sidewalk should not require an exception to other Level One design criteria, 
such as shoulder width or travel-lane width.  Additional Information may be required. 
 
Replaced sections of sidewalk should be shown, with starting and ending stationing or starting 
stationing plus length. 
 
Where a new or replacement sidewalk begins from an existing one, the new or replacement 
sidewalk’s profile grade should approximate that of the existing sidewalk. 
 
Earth cross slopes on either side of a sidewalk should be flat enough that there are no dropoffs. 
 
Construction limits and right of way should be adequate to tie into the existing terrain. 
 
A paper survey line is acceptable. 
 
If a survey has not been made, the designer should determine appropriate elevations. 
 
If an intersection is not being entirely reconfigured, correct access should be indicated for each 
quadrant. 
 
Curb-ramp types should be shown, with their alignment with the existing or new sidewalk. 
 
All curb ramps should be field checked. The INDOT Standard Drawings will not address every 
situation. Curb ramps should not have to be field designed. 
 
 
51-1.05(01)  Sidewalk on Accessible Route 
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1. Width.  The minimum clear width should be 3 ft, except at a door, where the minimum 
width should be 5 ft. 

 
2. Passing Space.  If a sidewalk has less than 5 ft clear width, passing spaces of at least 5 ft by 

5 ft should be located at an interval not to exceed 200 ft.  A T-intersection between two 
walks is an acceptable passing space. 

 
3. Surface.  The sidewalk surface should be stable, firm, and slip-resistant.  The longitudinal 

gradient should be flush and free of abrupt changes.  However, a change in level of up to 
1/4 in. may be vertical and without edge treatment.  A change in level of 1/4 in. and 1/2 in. 
should be beveled with a slope not greater than 50%.  A change in level of 1/2 in. or greater 
should be accommodated with a ramp (see Section 51-1.07). 

 
 Gratings should not be placed within the walking surface.  If, however, gratings are located 

in the walking surface, they should have openings of not greater than 1/2 in. in one 
direction. If gratings have elongated openings, they should be placed so that the long 
dimension is perpendicular to the dominant direction of travel. 

 
4. Slope.  The cross slope should not exceed 2%.  If the longitudinal gradient exceeds 5%, the 

sidewalk must be in accordance with the accessibility criteria for a ramp (see Section 51-
1.07). 

 
5. Protruding Object.  An object projecting from a wall (e.g., sign, telephone, canopy) with its 

leading edge between 2 ft and 6.5 ft above the finished sidewalk should not protrude more 
than 4 in. into any portion of the sidewalk.  A freestanding object mounted on posts or 
pylons may overhang its mountings up to a maximum of 1 ft if located between 2 ft and 6.5 
ft above the sidewalk or ground surface.  An object of less than 2 ft or greater than 6.5 ft 
may protrude to any distance provided that the effective width of the sidewalk is 
maintained.  Where the vertical clearance is less than 6.5 ft, a barrier should be provided to 
warn a visually-impaired person. 

 
6. Separation.  A sidewalk should be separated from roadways with a curb, planted parkway or 

other barrier, which should be continuous except where interrupted by a drive, alley, or 
connection to a handicapped-accessible element. 

 
7. Bus Stop.  Where a bus-passenger loading area or bus shelter is provided on or adjacent to a 

sidewalk, it should be in accordance with the criteria described in Section 51-1.02. 
 
8. Curb Ramp.  Each curb ramp on an accessible route should be in accordance with the 

criteria described in Section 51-1.08. 
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51-1.05(02)  Sidewalk on Public Right of Way 
 
Each such sidewalk should be in accordance with the criteria described in Section 51-1.05(01).  
However, the ADA Guidelines provide some flexibility to meet the adjacent roadway conditions 
and to provide a practical design.  The criteria described in Section 51-1.05(01) should used, with 
the additional requirements as follows: 
 
1. Slope.  The flattest longitudinal slope practical should be provided.  Preferably, the 

longitudinal slope should not be steeper than 8% or the longitudinal slope of the adjacent 
street.  A sidewalk slope of 5% or flatter does not require the use of handrails as defined in 
Section 51-1.07. 

 
2. Separation.  A sidewalk adjacent to the curb or roadway may be offset to avoid a non-

conforming cross slope at a drive apron by diverting the sidewalk around the apron. 
 
3. Street Furniture.  Street furniture such as a signal-controller cabinet, light standard, strain 

pole, utility pole, mailbox, sign support, etc., should not be placed within the required 
sidewalk width.  In a location where it is impractical to provide the minimum sidewalk 
width, an accessible width of 3 ft should be maintained. 

 
 
51-1.06  Stairway 
 
A stairway should not be part of an exterior accessible route or a sidewalk on public right of way 
because it cannot be safely negotiated by an individual in a wheelchair.  Where a stairway is used as 
part of an access route to a building or facility not subject to the ADA requirements, it should be 
designed to be accessible by other handicapped individuals.  Therefore, the design of a stairway 
should be in accordance with ADA Guidelines Section 4.9.  This includes, for example, providing 
handrails.  The designer should review the INDOT Standard Drawings for additional details on the 
design of a stairway. 
 
 
51-1.07  Ramp 
 
A part of an accessible route with a slope steeper than 5% should be considered a ramp and should 
be in accordance with the ADA Guidelines.  This includes providing handrails.  The following 
criteria apply to a ramp on an accessible route. 
 
1. Slope and Rise.  The flattest possible slope should be used.  Figure 51-1D, Allowable 

Ramp Dimensions, New Construction, provides the maximum allowable ramp slope for 
new construction.  A curb ramp or ramp to be constructed on an existing site or in an 
existing building or facility may have the slope and rise shown in Figure 51-1E, Allowable 
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Ramp Dimensions for Existing Site, Building, or Facility, if space limitations prohibit the 
use of a slope of 8% or flatter. 

 
2. Width.  The minimum clear width should be 3 ft. 
 
3. Landing.  A ramp should have a level landing at the bottom and top of each run.  A landing 

should be in accordance with the following. 
 
 a. It should be at least as wide as the ramp run leading to it. 
 
 b. The clear length should be a minimum of 5 ft. 
 
 c. If a ramp changes direction at a landing, the minimum landing size should be 5 ft by 

5 ft. 
 
4. Handrail.  If a ramp run has a rise greater than 0.5 ft or a horizontal projection greater than 6 

ft, it should have handrails on both sides.  A handrail is not required for a curb ramp.  A 
handrail should be in accordance with the following. 

 
 a. Handrails shall be provided along both sides of a ramp segment.  The inside 

handrail on a switchback or dogleg ramp should be continuous. 
 
 b. If a handrail is not continuous, it should extend at least 1 ft beyond the top and 

bottom of the ramp segment and should be parallel with the floor or ground surface. 
 
 c. The clear space between the handrail and the wall should be 1½ in. 
 
 d. The gripping surface should be continuous. 
 
 e. The top of the gripping surface should be mounted between 2.8 ft and 3.2 ft above 

the ramp surface. 
 
 f. The end should be either rounded or returned smoothly to the floor, wall, or post. 
 
 g. A handrail should not rotate within its fittings. 
 
5. Cross Slope and Surface.  The cross slope of a ramp surface should not be steeper than 2%. 

 The ramp surface should be in accordance with the sidewalk-surface criteria described in 
Section 51-1.05. 
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6. Edge Protection.  A ramp or landing with a drop-off should have a curb, wall, railing, or 
projecting surface that prevents people from slipping off the ramp.  A curb should be of 
minimum height of 2 in. 

 
7. Outdoor Conditions.  An outdoor ramp and its approaches should be designed so that water 

will not accumulate on the walking surface. 
 
 
51-1.08  Sidewalk Curb Ramp 
 
Highway or street resurface, rehabilitation, or improvement work in a suburban, intermediate, or 
urban (built-up) area in a city or town often requires the providing of adjacent curbs and 
sidewalks, or the repair or replacement of these facilities.  In such an area, especially an urban 
(built-up) area, the faces of commercial or public buildings are often constructed on or in close 
proximity to the right-of-way or property line. 
 
The Department, along with each local public agency, under Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) Title II, is required to provide ADA-accessible facilities within the public right of way 
where a public facility such as a public building, curb and sidewalk, a rest area, a weigh station, 
etc., are currently located or are to be provided. 
 
Each private business which is considered to be a place of public accommodation such as a retail 
business, restaurant, doctor’s office, law office, etc., is required under ADA Act Title III to 
provide an ADA-accessible facility on its private property. 
 
Curb or sidewalk repair or replacement may require a change in the sidewalk elevation within the 
public right of way.  INDOT is responsible for ascertaining that ADA requirements are addressed 
on INDOT right of way.  A business that serves the public and has a building with the building 
face on or nearly on the right-of-way or property line is responsible for ensuring that each 
building entrance or walk, etc., is ADA-compliant and compatible with the adjacent public right-
of-way sidewalk. 
 
A project which includes curbs and sidewalks at pedestrian crosswalks will require sidewalk curb 
ramps to eliminate physical barriers for ease of access to such crosswalks.  A pedestrian crosswalk 
is defined as the portion of a street ordinarily included within the prolongation or connection of 
lateral lines of sidewalks at an intersection.  It also includes any portion of a highway or street 
distinctly indicated as a crossing for pedestrians by means of lines or other markings on the 
pavement surface. 
 
A curb ramp provides a sloped area within a public sidewalk that allows pedestrians to accomplish 
a change from sidewalk level to street level.  A curb ramp typically includes the ramp and flared 
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sides and specific surface treatments, but does not include the landings at the top and bottom of the 
ramp. 
 
A curb ramp should be placed at each crosswalk which extends from a paved sidewalk in each 
intersection with a curbed public roadway or curbed signalized commercial drive.  A curb ramp 
should not be used at a private drive, alley, or unsignalized commercial drive.  Instead, a 
sidewalk elevation transition as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be placed.  At a 
T-intersection, the designer should ensure that curb ramps are located on the side opposite the 
minor intersecting road if a sidewalk is present or is to be provided. 
 
For a partial 3R project, curb ramps should be considered as described in Chapter Fifty-six.  Curb 
ramps should not be considered for a signing, pavement marking, or roadway lighting project. 
 
 
51-1.08(01)  Location 
 
In determining the location of a curb ramp, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Curb ramps should be located directly opposite one another for each crosswalk, and should 

be placed within the transverse limits of crosswalk lines, where crosswalk lines are used. 
 

The placement of curb ramps affects the placement of crosswalk lines and vehicle stop 
lines. Conversely, the location of existing crosswalk lines and stop lines affect the 
placement of curb ramps.  Some of the crosswalk-line constraints are shown in Figure 51-
1F, Types of Curb Ramps at Marked Crossings, and on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices contains additional constraints on 
crosswalk- and stop-line placement. 

 
2. Each curb ramp should be designed and placed to provide continuity of the sidewalk 

corridor direction of travel while providing pedestrians the shortest but most direct route 
across a street. 

 
3. The designer should ensure that the landing area at the bottom of each curb ramp does not 

encroach upon through-lane vehicle traffic which has the right of way at the same time a 
pedestrian is attempting to use the crosswalk parallel to it. 

 
4. The curb ramp and associated landings should not be compromised by other highway 

features (e.g., guardrail, catch basin, utility pole, fire hydrant, sign or signal support, etc.). 
 
5. There should be full continuity of use throughout.  Opposing curb ramps should always be 

provided in all required intersection quadrants, including an intersection with some 
quadrants outside the project limits. 
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6. A curb ramp should be located or protected to prevent its obstruction by a parked vehicle. 
 
7. Approval of a Level One waiver of the accessibility requirements for physically-impaired 

individuals is required for each location where there are valid reasons to restrict or prohibit 
pedestrian access.  Such waiver is described in Section 40-8.04(01) Item 2. 

 
8. The normal gutter flow line should be maintained through the curb-ramp area.  Appropriate 

drainage structures should be placed as needed to intercept the flow prior to the curb-ramp 
area.  Positive drainage should be provided to carry water away from the intersection of the 
curb ramp and the gutter line, thus minimizing the depth of flow across the crosswalk. 

 
9. If modifications to the details shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings are required so that 

a curb ramp can be better accommodated, such details and the required pay quantities 
should be shown on the plans. 

 
10. The impact of utility location on curb-ramp placement and construction should be 

minimized.  The designer is responsible for being aware of potential utility conflicts.  If 
utilities are present, coordination should be in accordance with Section 10-2.0. 

 
 
51-1.08(02)  Types of Sidewalk Curb Ramps 
 
Details for placement of curb ramps and an illustration showing appropriate locations for each 
curb ramp type are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Determining which curb ramp is 
most appropriate depends on the exact conditions of the site.  Curb ramps are categorized below 
by their structural design and how they are positioned to the sidewalk or street. 
 
1. Perpendicular Curb Ramp.  This curb ramp is perpendicular to the curb and requires a 

wide-enough sidewalk to provide an 8% running slope.  This is the preferred design.  The 
length of the ramp depends on the height of the curb where the ramp is to be located.  
Details of a ramp with an integral curb and of a ramp with a separate curb are shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  A landing should be provided at the top of the ramp.  If 
site infeasibility precludes construction as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings, the 
level landing width my be decreased from 4 ft to 3 ft, and the running slope may be 
steepened to 10% for a maximum 6-in. rise.  New construction should provide adequate 
right of way for a perpendicular curb ramp.  Some portion of the curb ramp, typically one 
of the flared sides, may appear within the curved intersection corner.  See the INDOT 
Standard Drawings for details of improved access to a perpendicular curb ramp. 

 
The standard perpendicular curb ramps are as follows: 
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a. Type A.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required entirely 
within the pedestrian walkway.  It is the preferred type where the sidewalk is 
adjacent to the curb. 

 
b. Type C.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required outside the 

pedestrian walkway, in the utility strip.  It is the preferred type where there is a 
utility strip between the sidewalk and the curb. 

 
c. Type D.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required near an 

obstruction which can not be removed.  It is the preferred type for this situation, 
and may be used with or without a utility strip present. 

 
2. Diagonal Curb Ramp.  A diagonal curb ramp is a single curb ramp that is located at the 

apex of the corner at an intersection, and serves two intersecting crossing directions.  
Since the ramp is diagonal to the path of travel, it is only accessible if level landing or 
maneuvering spaces are provided at both the top and bottom of the ramp.  If creating a 
level landing is too difficult or a 4-ft clear space cannot be provided, a diagonal curb 
ramp should not be considered.  If site infeasibility precludes construction as shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings, the landing width may be decreased from 4 ft to 3 ft and 
the running slope may be steepened to 10% for a maximum 6 in. rise. 

 
A diagonal curb ramp should only be used where perpendicular or parallel curb ramps are 
infeasible and no other option is available, or if a field investigation warrants its use for 
alterations affecting existing sidewalks. 

 
If a diagonal curb ramp is to be used, durable crosswalk markings are required on the street 
pavement.  Specific constraints for crosswalk markings and stop-lines placement are shown 
on Figure 51-1F, Types of Curb Ramps at Marked Crossings.  Each diagonal curb ramp 
should be wholly contained within the crosswalk lines, including any flared sides.  There 
should be at least 4 ft between the gutter line and the corner of the two intersecting 
crosswalk lines as delineated within the intersection pavement area.  See Figure 51-1F for 
an illustration of these criteria. 

 
The standard diagonal curb ramps are as follows: 

 
a. Type B.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required entirely 

within the pedestrian walkway, the corner radius is greater than 10 ft, and 
placement of a Type A ramp is infeasible.  At the bottom of the ramp, the 
perimeter length is 8 ft, regardless of the corner radius. 
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b. Type E.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required outside the 
pedestrian walkway in the utility strip, the corner radius is greater than 10 ft, and 
placement of a Type B ramp is infeasible. 

 
This type should also be specified where a curb ramp is required outside the 
pedestrian walkway in the utility strip, the corner radius is greater than 10 ft, an 
obstruction which cannot be removed is present, and placement of a Type C ramp 
is infeasible. 

 
At the bottom of the ramp, the perimeter length is 8 ft, regardless of the corner 
radius. 

 
3. Parallel Curb Ramp.  A parallel curb ramp has two ramps leading down towards a center 

level landing at the bottom between both ramps and has level landings at the top of each 
ramp.  A parallel curb ramp may be specified for a narrow sidewalk, steep terrain, or at a 
location with a high curb, as the ramp can easily be lengthened to reduce the grades.  A 
parallel curb ramp should not be installed where it is possible to install two perpendicular 
curb ramps.  A wall or curb may be required along the back edge of the ramp as shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The designer should show details for such wall or curb 
on the plans and include a unique special provision. 

 
A parallel curb ramp should only be used where a perpendicular curb ramp is infeasible 
and no other option is available. 

 
The standard parallel curb ramp is type F.  This type should be specified where the corner 
radius at least 15 ft but less than 25 ft, and only if a field investigation warrants its use for 
alterations affecting existing sidewalks. 

 
4. Depressed-Corners Curb Ramp.  Depressed corners gradually lower the level of the 

sidewalk to meet the grade of the road, street, or signalized approach.  This curb ramp 
should be specified only at a corner where the sidewalk parallels only one of the 
intersecting roadways. 

 
The standard depressed-corners curb ramps are as follows: 

 
a. Type H.  This type should be specified where the sidewalk is adjacent to the curb. 

 
b. Type G.  This type should be specified where there is a utility strip between the 

sidewalk and the curb. 
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5. Mid-Block Curb Ramp, Type K.  This type should be specified at a mid-block location.  
It may be used where the sidewalk is adjacent to the curb or where there is a utility strip 
between the sidewalk and the curb. 

 
6. Median Curb Ramp, Type L.  This type should be specified where a raised paved or 

unpaved median of 8 ft or wider obstructs the crosswalk.  Where the median is narrower 
than 8 ft, a detail should be shown on the plans. 

 
 
51-1.08(03)  Selection Guidelines 
 
The following provides guidelines for selecting the appropriate curb ramp. 
 
1. Sidewalk or Utility-Strip Width.  The INDOT Standard Drawings show minimum sidewalk 

widths and utility-strip widths.  These minimum widths are intended for new construction 
and reconstruction, typically to construct a perpendicular curb ramp.  A parallel curb ramp 
type F may be used where an existing sidewalk cannot be widened to the minimum width. 

 
2. Obstruction.  It is desirable to move an obstruction wherever practical.  Where it is not 

practical to move the obstruction, the direction of traffic relative to the placement of the 
curb ramp should be considered.  It is important that drivers can see a physically-impaired 
person using a curb ramp.  Where an obstruction is present, such as a signal controller box, 
planter, signal pole base, etc., a perpendicular curb ramp type D should be used.  No 
obstruction should be permitted within flared paved curb-ramp sides. 

 
3. Best Practices.  The following should be considered. 
 

a. A level maneuvering area or landing should be provided at the top of each curb 
ramp. 

 
 b. The ramp slope should be perpendicular to the curb, with a maximum steepness of 

8.33%.  Details regarding curb-ramp slope are shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings. 

 
 c. The counterslope of the gutter area or street at the flat of a curb ramp should be a 

5% or flatter. 
 

d. Curb-ramp geometrics to be used are summarized in Figure 51-1G. 
 
 
51-1.08(04)  Curb-Ramp Lengths and Slopes 
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A curb ramp should be designed with a steepest slope of 8.33%.  See Figure 51-1H, Lengths of 
Perpendicular Curb Ramps, to determine the length of a curb ramp which is perpendicular to the 
curb.  The figure assumes a 2% sidewalk cross slope and a level longitudinal grade. 
 
For a curb ramp which is not perpendicular to the curb, the following formula should be used to 
determine its length.  The formula assumes a 2% sidewalk cross slope and a level longitudinal 
grade. 

 

 ( )SR
CR

GG
hL

−
=

θcos
      [Equation 51-1.1] 

 
Where: 

 
  LCR = Curb-ramp length, ft 
 
  H = Change in elevation, ft 
 
  GR = Curb ramp grade, % / 100 
 
  GS = Sidewalk cross grade, % / 100 
 
  θ = Angle to which the curb ramp is out of perpendicular to the curb 
 
 
51-1.08(05)  Algebraic Difference Between Curb Ramp and Gutter Slope 
 
The algebraic difference between a curb ramp slope and the gutter or pavement slope should be 
11% or flatter.  If this is not possible, a 2-ft wide level strip should be provided between the 
grades.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 ∆G = |GR - GG|       [Equation 51-1.2] 
 
Where: 
 
 ∆G = Algebraic grade difference, % 
 
 GR = Ramp grade, % 
 
 GG = Gutter grade, % 
 
 |GR - GG| = Absolute value of grade difference, % 
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A level strip is required if ∆G is steeper than 11%. 
 
 
51-1.08(06)  Detectable Warning Device 
 
Each sidewalk curb ramp is to include a detectable warning device.  This consists of a 
standardized surface feature to warn people with vision impairments that they are approaching a 
street or drive.  The color and texture of the device must contrast visually with adjoining 
surfaces.  Details and explanations are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings and the INDOT 
Standard Specifications, respectively. 
 
 
51-1.08(07)  Pedestrian Signal Control 
 
If a pedestrian crosswalk and curb ramp are present at an intersection with a traffic signal that has 
pedestrian-signal-activating pushbuttons, the following will apply. 
 
1. Location.  A pushbutton control should be located as close as practical to the curb ramp and, 

to the maximum extent feasible, should permit operation from a level area immediately 
adjacent to the controls.  The control should be placed so as not to create an obstruction to 
the curb ramp. 

 
2. Surface.  A sidewalk area of 4 ft by 4 ft should be provided to allow a forward or parallel 

approach to the control.  In a restricted area, such sidewalk area may be reduced to 3 ft by 3 
ft. 

 
 
51-2.0  REST AREA 
 
A rest area, information center, or scenic overlook is functional and desirable element of the 
complete highway development and is provided for the safety and convenience of the highway user. 
Many have been constructed along freeways and other major arterials.  The location and design of a 
rest area is based on individual highway facility and site needs.  The need for a new rest area will be 
determined by the Office of Environmental Services in conjunction with the district office. 
 
 
51-2.01  Location 
 
A rest area may be located on a freeway or other major arterial.  Along a freeway, two are usually 
paired together (i.e., one on each side of the freeway).  At a State line, only one rest area or 
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welcome center for the incoming traffic may be provided.  The following provides additional 
information in determining the need and location of a rest area. 
 
 
51-2.01(01)  Spacing on an Interstate Route 
 
The recommended average spacing of rest areas is approximately one hour of driving time or 50 to 
60 mi.  It may be desirable to provide closer spacing for special conditions (e.g., scenic view, 
information center).  Local conditions may warrant spacing which is greater than 50 to 60 mi (e.g., 
through a major metropolitan area). 
 
 
51-2.01(02)  Site Considerations 
 
Once it has been determined that a rest area is required and the general area has been selected, the 
actual location of the rest area is selected based upon the following considerations. 
 
1. Appeal.  A rest area is a showplace for out-of-State visitors.  If practical, it should be placed 

to take advantage of natural features (e.g., lakes, scenic views, points of special or historic 
interest). 

 
2. Welcome Center.  It is desirable to locate this facility close to a State line.  This location 

provides the opportunity to personally present information on the State along with local 
attractions.  A rest area located well within the State may only provide information racks for 
literature distribution. 

 
3. Geometrics.  The site should be located away from any other interference, such as an 

interchange or a bridge.  The rest-area entrance should desirably be at least 3 miles from the 
nearest interchange. 

 
4. Environmental Considerations.  The site should be located or designed so that surface 

runoff or treatment-plant discharges will not adversely affect streams, lakes, wetlands, etc. 
 
5. Median.  A rest area should not be located in a median unless it can be serviced via a left-

hand exit and entrance. 
 
6. Size.  The rest area should be large enough to provide sufficient parking capacity, needed 

facilities, picnic and stretch areas, and to retain existing landscaping features. 
 
7. Right of Way.  Right-of-way costs should be factored into the location decision.  To allow 

for future expansion, a 40-year design life should be considered based on a straight-line 
traffic projection. 
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8. Topography.  A rest area should be located where the natural topography is favorable to its 

development. 
 
9. Development.  A rest area should not be placed adjacent to or near an area which has been 

zoned as residential. 
 
10. Emergency.  The location choice should consider the proximity to emergency services. 
 
11. Water and Sewer.  The rest area should have an adequate water supply.  Water availability 

should be determined during the site selection process prior to the development of plans.  If 
a commercial sanitary-treatment plant is unavailable, the site must be large enough to 
provide for adequate sewage-treatment facilities.  Recreational-vehicle dumping facilities 
may be provided. 

 
12. Other Utilities.  Other utilities, such as telephone and electricity, should always be provided. 
 
 
51-2.02  Design 
 
51-2.02(01)  Exit and Entrance 
 
The access to and from the rest area should be designed in accordance with Section 48-4.0.  
Reverse curves should not be used.  If deemed necessary, they should be designed in accordance 
with Section 43-3.07.  Full-depth shoulders should be provided along both exit and entrance ramps 
to the ramp extremities (i.e., the ends of the ramp tapers). 
 
Adequate signing and pavement markings must be provided.  These traffic-control devices should 
be placed in accordance with Part VII, the INDOT Standard Drawings, and the MUTCD. 
 
 
51-2.02(02)  Buffer Separation 
 
The separation between the rest area facility and the highway mainline should be wide enough to 
discourage individuals from stopping on the mainline and crossing over to the facility.  At a 
minimum, a 35-ft buffer area should be provided between the mainline pavement and parking areas. 
A buffer separation of 175 ft or more is preferable.  Fencing should be provided in the buffer area 
between the ramps and should desirably be located beyond the mainline clear zone. 
 
 
51-2.02(03)  Rest-Area Usage 
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Predicting rest area usage is the key factor in determining the location and sizing of a rest area.  The 
designer must first determine the proportion of mainline traffic that will be using the rest area.  This 
determination is dependent upon rest-area spacing, trip length, rest-area location, time of year, 
traffic composition, highway classification, etc.  The designer should use data from nearby or 
similar rest areas to estimate the expected traffic entering the rest area.  In the absence of historical 
data, Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Rest-Area Facility (Interstate Route or Freeway), and the 
following may be used. 
 
1. Design Year.  The design year for traffic projection should be 20 years. 
 
2. Highway Characteristics.  A rest area on a highway that passes though recreational or 

historic areas tends to have fewer trucks and a higher percentage of passenger cars and RVs 
with trailers.  Where the general purpose of the highway is to move commercial traffic 
between cities, a rest area tends to have a higher truck usage. 

 
3. Trip Length.  On a highway where the trip length is typically less than 100 mi (e.g., between 

two major cities), there is a significant reduction in the proportion of the passing traffic 
using the facility. 

 
4. Temporal Factors.  In a recreational area, rest-area usage is the highest during a summer 

weekend.  During the day, passenger cars tend to make up a higher percentage of the rest-
area usage.  At night, trucks and RVs tend to make up the higher percentage of rest-area 
usage. 

 
 
51-2.02(04)  Parking 
 
Rest-area parking capacity depends upon the type of usage expected for the rest area.  Figure 51-
2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, provides the formula and other factors to 
consider when determining the appropriate design hourly volume for passenger cars, passenger cars 
with trailers, and trucks.  Consideration should be given to adding additional truck parking spaces if 
the rest area is located close to major delivery or distribution centers. 
 
Parking areas for passenger cars and trucks should be separated from each other within the rest area. 
This should be accomplished by providing separate parking areas on opposite sides of the building. 
However, a separator (e.g., curbing) or pavement markings may be used in a restrictive location.  
Figure 45-1B illustrates typical parking designs for a passenger car.  Angular parking is preferred to 
parallel parking because it requires less time to enter and exit. 
 
Figure 51-2B illustrates a typical angle-parking design for a truck or recreational vehicle.  The 
design vehicle for angular truck parking is the WB-20 vehicle. 
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51-2.02(05)  Pavement Design 
 
Pavements for exit and entrance ramps, truck parking area, and truck connector roadway should be 
designed using a 14-in. portland cement concrete pavement on 3 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 6 
in. of compacted aggregate No. 53.  The pavement area to be used only by passenger cars may be 
designed using a 10-in. portland cement concrete pavement on 3 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 6 
in. of compacted aggregate No. 53. 
 
 
51-2.02(06)  Cross Slopes 
 
All ramps and connector routes should have a 2% cross slope.  Parking areas typically should be 
designed with a 2% cross slope.  A 5% maximum grade may be used.  If practical, handicapped 
parking areas should not exceed 1%. 
 
 
51-2.02(07)  Facilities 
 
A rest area provides a building with rest rooms and public information services, picnic tables and 
shelters, benches, sidewalks, drinking fountains, and trash collectors.  It may also include vending 
machines, provided the machines are accessible from outside the building.  The designer should 
ensure that sufficient facilities are available to accommodate the expected usage of the rest area.  
Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, provides the recommended total 
number of comfort facilities.  Figure 51-2C, Guidelines for Comfort Facilities, should be used to 
determine the recommended number and types of fixtures.  Dual men’s and women’s facilities 
(minimum of 2 each) should be provided to allow for cleaning, maintenance, etc.  The total number 
of fixtures should be divided equally between the rest rooms.  If practical, the designer should also 
consider providing exclusive unisex rest rooms for handicapped individuals.  The building should 
be adequately sized to provide 120 ft2 of floor area for each sanitary facility plus an additional 200 
ft2 of floor space.  The rest-area building must be in accordance with all Indiana Department of Fire 
Prevention and Public Safety building codes. 
 
 
51-2.02(08)  Utilities 
 
Where permanent facilities are provided, an adequate drinking-water supply, a wastewater 
disposal system, and a power supply will be required.  These are required to bring the facilities 
into accordance with federal, Indiana Administrative Code (IAC), and Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management (IDEM) regulations, and local ordinances.  Where practical, 
connection to existing wastewater treatment facilities and drinking-water supplies is the most 
desirable option. 
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A dedicated drinking-water treatment system will require a security system, ozone addition for 
deposition of iron, chlorine treatment, phosphate treatment, and backflow prevention to prevent 
contamination of the stored water and the water from the well.  The drinking-water treatment 
system structure should be placed at least 4 ft horizontally clear of other structures.  For a 
purchased-water system, automated chlorine testing and addition will also be required.  Drinking-
water treatment should otherwise be in accordance with IAC 327. 
 
A dedicated wastewater disposal system will require a testing laboratory.  Wastewater treatment 
units will require protection from exposure to direct sunlight, covers, or other means that prevent 
animals, bird feces, or external debris from entering the system, and shelter or other means that 
keeps the wastewater temperature within a specified range.  A standby electric generator, surge 
control tank with dissolved oxygen sensor, trash collection tank, fixed film media filters, sand 
filters, ultraviolet disinfection, diffusers, and a splitter box are also required.  The wastewater 
disposal system trash collection tank should be placed upstream of the surge control tank.  
Wastewater treatment should otherwise be in accordance with IAC 327 and 329. 
 
A remote telemetry system will be required for the drinking-water and wastewater treatment 
facilities, lift stations, and locations where the water is purchased. 
 
As a minimum, the telemetry system should include the following: 
 
1. A portable laptop computer for data access and system interaction, including an operator 

training manual. 
 
2. The computer software should be compatible with and be able to enter data onto IDEM’s 

report forms.  The forms are accessible through IDEM’s website, at 
 http://www.in.gov/idem/5157.htm#waterforms. 
 
3. The interaction shall include an alarm to alert the plant operator (when the operator is 

both on-site and off-site) when the system’s conditions are not within the required 
parameter limits. 

 
4. A digital flow monitor. 
 
5. The interaction shall include the ability to automatically add treatment chemicals. 
 
The designer should develop appropriate specifications and call for appropriate pay items for this 
additional work.  The specifications should comply with the Ten State Standards requirements.  
The Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team will review and approve the 
specifications. 
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The IDEM is responsible for approval of the final wastewater treatment and drinking-water 
supply options. 
 
Telephones are usually also included.  Proper lighting provides the patron an added sense of 
security and safety.  Chapter Seventy-eight provides additional information on lighting design. 
 
51-2.02(09)  Landscaping 
 
The rest area should be landscaped to take advantage of existing natural features and vegetation (see 
Section 51-8.0).  Paths, sidewalks, and architectural style should fit naturally into the existing 
surroundings.  The designer should coordinate the landscaping plan with the Services and Cultural 
Resources Team.  A chain link fence should be placed between the parking areas and the adjacent 
roadway to enhance pedestrian safety. 
 
 
51-2.02(10)  Accessibility for the Handicapped 
 
A rest area must be designed to properly accommodate physically handicapped individuals; 
including grounds, picnic areas, ramps to picnic areas, buildings, automatic door openers, sidewalk 
ramps, and signage.  The designer must realize that an accessible route is required between the 
truck and RV parking area to the rest-area facilities.  Section 51-1.0 provides the handicapped 
accessibility criteria for exterior features within a rest area.  The ADA Accessibility Guidelines for 
Buildings and Facilities provides the handicapped-accessibility criteria for interior features. 
 
 
51-3.0  WEIGH STATION 
 
A truck weigh station installation is used to weigh trucks, to provide for vehicular safety inspection, 
or to provide a source of data for planning and research.  The determination of the need for a truck 
weigh station is a combined effort of INDOT, the Indiana State Police, the Department of Revenue, 
and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. 
 
 
51-3.01  Location 
 
Indiana has adopted the Point-of-Entry concept for locating a new weigh station.  A weigh station is 
to be located only at or near a State line for inbound trucks on an Interstate route. 
 
The actual selection of a truck weigh station site is controlled by right of way limitations and by 
geometric and topographic features (i.e., at the crest of a hill).  It is desirable to select a site in a 
location where there is adequate right of way and where geometric, topographic, or environmental 
features lend themselves to the most economical development without undue site preparation and 
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expense.  The possibility of truck traffic circumventing the facility is also considered in locating the 
site of the weigh station. 
 
 
51-3.02  Design 
 
Figure 51-3A illustrates a typical truck weigh-station layout.  In addition, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. Exit and Entrance Junctions.  Desirably, the exit and entrance should be designed for large 

trucks.  Section 48-4.0 provides design criteria for these elements, including truck 
acceleration and deceleration lengths. 

 
2. Exit and Entrance Ramps.  The minimum paved width is 28 ft, including a 4-ft left shoulder 

and 8-ft right shoulder.  The shoulders should be designed with a full-depth pavement 
structure along both exit and entrance ramps to the ramp extremities (i.e., the ends of the 
ramp tapers).  The cross slope will typically be 2% for the entire width, including shoulders. 

 
3. Pavement Design.  Pavements for ramps and the scale area should be designed using a 14-

in. portland cement concrete pavement on 4 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 3 in. of 
compacted aggregate No. 53.  The parking area should have 12 in. portland cement concrete 
pavement on 4 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 3 in. of compacted aggregate No. 53. 

 
4. Geometrics.  The weigh station area should be designed so that backing maneuvers are not 

required (e.g., pull-through parking).  All pavement geometrics should be designed to 
accommodate off-tracking for a WB-20 design vehicle (Indiana Design Vehicle). 

 
5. Maximum Grade.  A short upgrade of as much as 5% does not unduly interfere with truck 

or bus operations.  Consequently, for new construction it is desirable to limit the maximum 
grade to 5%.  The grades across a weigh-in-motion scale must be 0% for 100 ft before and 
after the weigh-in-motion scale. 

 
6. Buffer Separation.  There should be a 30-ft minimum buffer strip between the weigh station 

facility and the mainline pavement.  A wider separation is desirable. 
 
7. Storage Length for Scale.  There should be sufficient space to queue trucks waiting for the 

scale without backing up onto the mainline.  This distance will be based on the number of 
trucks on the mainline, length of trucks, expected hours of operation, and time required for 
actual weighing.  For design considerations, the design vehicle can be assumed to be the 
WB-20 truck.  With the rapid advance in research on scales (e.g., weigh-in-motion), the 
designer should check with other Department entities or other agencies to determine the 
most appropriate time factor. 
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8. Safety Inspection.  A weigh station will also be used by the Indiana State Police as a safety-

inspection station.  Therefore, a separate inspection building will be required.  This building 
should be designed to accommodate a total of two WB-20 design vehicles, one in each of 
the adjacent bays. 

 
9. Violation Storage.  A space should be provided to store trucks that are either overweight or 

which have failed the safety inspection.  These areas should be designed to accommodate 
the WB-20 design vehicle.  Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, 
provides the design criteria for a WB-20 angular truck storage area. 

 
10. Traffic Control Devices.  Adequate signing and pavement markings should be provided 

prior to and at the truck weigh station.  These traffic control devices should be designed and 
placed in accordance with the MUTCD and the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The designer 
should contact the Production Management Division’s Traffic Design Team for 
information regarding design for an electronic “Open / Closed” sign.  Special signing will 
also be necessary for the internal traffic flow through the weigh station, such as at the 
weigh-control area and the inspection building. 

 
11. Lighting.  Chapter Seventy-eight provides information on lighting design. 
 
12. Inspection Building.  An inspection building should be designed for year-round use with 

sufficient space for computer operations, a service counter for permit issuances, and an 
emergency shower facility for hazardous-material removal.  The inspection building should 
be in accordance with all local building codes and OSHA criteria. 

 
13. Hazardous Materials.  A 1600-gal. tank is required on site for the storage of hazardous 

materials from leaking or overflowing trucks.  A detention basin with flow-release controls 
is required to contain surface runoff from the parking area. 

 
14. Landscaping.  The weigh station should be designed to minimize the effect on existing 

vegetation.  The designer should also ensure that any new or existing plants will not affect 
the driver’s sight distance to the weigh station or any critical point within the weigh station. 
Section 51-8.0 provides additional information on the Department’s landscaping policy. 

 
 
51-4.0  OFF-STREET PARKING 
 
A proposed highway project may incorporate some form of off-street parking.  Typical applications 
may include the following: 
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1. providing off-street parking to replace on-street parking which will be removed as part of a 
proposed project; 

 
2. the construction of a park-and-ride lot for commuters; or 
 
3. the construction of a new rest area or improvement to an existing rest area. 
 
The following provides criteria specifically for an off-street parking lot.  Section 51-2.0 discusses 
that for a rest area. 
 
 
51-4.01  Location of Park-and-Ride Lot 
 
The Office of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the district office, determines the 
location of a park-and-ride lot during the planning stage.  However, the designer usually has some 
control over the best placement of the lot when considering layout details, entrance and exit 
locations, and traffic flow patterns. 
 
A park-and-ride lot should be located at a strategic point where transfers can conveniently be made 
from auto to carpooling or transit modes.  Considerations that will affect the location of the parking 
facility are as follows. 
 
1. Accessibility.  The lot should be convenient to residential areas, bus and rail transit routes, 

and the major highways used by commuters. 
 
2. Congestion.  The location should precede any points of congestion on the major commuting 

highway to maximize its benefits. 
 
3. Connections.  There should be sufficient capacity on connections between the lot and the 

major commuting highway. 
 
4. Design.  The site location must be compatible with the design and construction of the lot.  

The designer should consider property costs, terrain, drainage, sub-grade soil conditions, 
and available space in relation to the required lot size, visibility, and access. 

 
5. Land Use.  The location of the lot should be consistent with the present and future adjacent 

land use.  Visual and other impacts on surrounding areas should be considered.  Where 
necessary, site sizing and design should allow for buffer landscaping to minimize the visual 
impact. 
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6. Size.  The lot must be large enough to accommodate its expected usage.  Studies by the 
Office of Environmental Services will determine the size of the lot and will determine the 
number of bus-loading areas. 

 
 
51-4.02  Layout 
 
The following should be considered when laying out a park-and-ride facility. 
 
1. Entrances and Exits.  Entrances and exits should be located to have the least disruption to 

existing traffic (e.g., away from intersections) and still provide the maximum storage space. 
A combined entrance and exit should preferably be as close to mid-block as practical.  
Where entrances and exits are separated, the entrance should be on the upstream side of the 
traffic flow nearest the lot and the exit on the downstream side.  There should be at least one 
exit and entrance for each 500 spaces in a lot. 

 
 Each entrance or exit should be designed as a commercial drive according to the design 

criteria described in Chapter Forty-six.  The typical design vehicle will be a BUS or SU. 
 
2. Drop-off and Pick-up Zone.  Drop-off and pick-up zones for buses and autos should be 

clearly separated from each other and from the parking area to avoid as many internal traffic 
conflicts as possible.  The bus loading and unloading zone should be serviced by the 
innermost parking lanes.  Therefore this zone should be adjacent to the terminal loading and 
unloading area.  Handicapped parking and the separate kiss-and-ride area should be serviced 
by the next closest parking lane.  The number of parking spaces for a drop-off zone is 
between 20 and 60. 

 
3. Traffic Circulation.  Traffic circulation should be arranged to provide maximum visibility 

and minimum conflict between small vehicles (autos and taxis) and large vehicles (large 
vans and buses).  Also, adequate maneuvering room must be provided for larger vehicles. 
A counterclockwise circulation of one-way traffic is preferred.  This allows vehicles to 
unload from the right side. 

 
4. Pedestrian and Bicyclist Considerations.  The designer should consider pedestrian and 

bicycle routes when laying out a park-and-ride lot.  Entrance and exit points in an area with 
high pedestrian volume should be avoided, if practical.  Sidewalks should be provided 
between the parking area and the modal transfer points. 

 
 Crosswalks should be provided where necessary and clearly marked and signed.  In a high-

volume lot, fencing may be warranted to channel pedestrians to appropriate crossing points. 
A crossing at a major two-way traffic circulation lane should have a refuge island separating 
the travel directions. 
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 A bicycle parking area should be provided with stalls that allow the use of locking devices.  

If a large volume of bicycle traffic is expected, a designated bicycle lane to and from the 
bicycle parking area should be provided. 

 
5. Accessibility for Handicapped Individuals.  Section 51-1.0 discusses the accessibility 

criteria for handicapped individuals, which also apply to a park-and-ride lot. 
 
 
51-4.03  Design Elements 
 
The following elements should be considered in the design of a park-and-ride facility. 
 
1. Parking-Stall Dimensions.  Parking-stall dimensions vary with the angle at which the stall is 

arranged relative to the aisle.  Figure 51-4A, Parking-Stall Dimensions, provides the design 
dimensions for a 9 ft x 18 ft parking stall based on one-way circulation and angle parking.  
The typical stall width (measured perpendicular to the vehicle when parked) ranges from 
8.5 ft to 9.5 ft.  The recommended minimum stall width for self-parking of long-term 
duration is 8.5 ft.  For higher-turnover self-parking, a stall width of 9 ft is recommended.  
Stall width at a supermarket or other similar parking facility, where large packages are 
prevalent, should desirably be 9.5 ft to 10 ft. 

 
2. Bus Loading Area.  A bus loading and unloading area should be designed to provide for 

continuous counterclockwise circulation and for curb parking without backing maneuvers.  
The traffic lanes and the curb loading area should each be 12-ft wide.  Figure 51-4B 
provides criteria for the recommended length of a bus loading area. 

 
3. Sidewalk Dimensions.  The sidewalk should be at least 6 ft wide.  In a loading area, the 

width should be at least 12 ft.  The accessibility criteria for the handicapped must be met for 
a new lot (see Section 51-1.0). 

 
4. Cross Slope.  To provide proper drainage, the minimum cross slope on the parking lot 

should be 2%.  The maximum, cross slope should not exceed 5%. 
 
 The lot should be designed directing runoff into existing drainage systems.  If water 

impoundment cannot be avoided along a pedestrian route, bicycle route, or standing area, 
drop inlets and underground drainage should be provided.  In a parking area, drainage 
should be designed to avoid standing water.  Part IV provides additional information for the 
proper hydraulic design of drainage elements. 

 
5. Pavement.  A typical pavement design for the parking area is 3 in. of hot asphaltic concrete 

on 6 in. of aggregate base.  For a bus route, the minimum pavement section should be 3½ 
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in. of hot asphaltic concrete on 10 in. of aggregate base.  For additional information on 
pavement design, see Chapter Fifty-two. 

 
6. Lighting.  The lot should be lighted for pedestrian safety and lot security.  Chapter Seventy-

eight provides information on lighting design. 
 
7. Shelter.  A pedestrian shelter is desirable if loading areas for buses or trains are provided.  

The shelter should provide approximately 5.5 ft2 of covered area per person.  As a 
minimum, the shelter should provide lighting, benches, and trash receptacles.  Routing 
information signs and a telephone should also be considered.  For handicapped-accessibility 
requirements, see Section 51-1.0. 

 
8. Fencing.  The need for fencing around a parking lot will be determined as required. 
 
9. Signs.  Signs should be provided to direct drivers and pedestrians to appropriate loading 

zones, parking areas, bicycle facilities, handicapped parking, or entrances and exits. 
 
10. Landscaping.  Landscaping may be provided to minimize the visual impact of the parking 

lot by providing a buffer zone around the perimeter of the lot or to improve the aesthetics of 
the lot itself.  Space should be provided for a 10-ft to 20-ft buffer zone around the lot to 
accommodate vegetation screens.  Traffic islands and parking-lot separators provide 
suitable locations for shrubs and trees.  Landscaping should include low-maintenance 
vegetation which does not cause visibility or security problems.  For information on 
appropriate vegetation selections, the designer should contact the Services and Cultural 
Resources Team. 

 
 
51-4.04  Maintenance Considerations 
 
Maintenance should be considered in the design, including the following. 
 
1. A 10-ft to 20-ft snow shelf should be provided around the perimeter of the lot, at least on 

two sides, to provide storage space during snow removal.  This area can coincide with the 
buffer zone around the lot, provided that the entire area is not filled with shrubs or trees.  
Fencing should be placed outside the snow shelf. 

 
2. Raised traffic islands should be kept to a minimum.  Raised corrugated islands are 

preferred. 
 
 
51-5.0  BUS STOP AND BUS TURNOUT 
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51-5.01  Location 
 
51-5.01(01)  Bus Stop 
 
If local bus routes are located on an urban or suburban highway, the designer should consider their 
impact on normal traffic operations.  The stop-and-go pattern of local buses will disrupt traffic 
flow, but certain measures can minimize this disruption.  The location of a bus stop is particularly 
important.  It is determined not only by convenience to patrons but also by the design and 
operational characteristics of the highway and the roadside environment.  If the bus must make a 
left turn, for example, a bus stop should not be located in the block preceding the left turn.  
Common bus-stop locations are shown in Figure 51-5A, On-Street Bus Stop. 
 
Some considerations in selecting an appropriate bus-stop location are as follows. 
 
1. Far-Side Stop.  The far side of an at-grade intersection is superior to a near-side or mid-

block bus stop.  A far-side stop produces fewer impediments to through and right-turning 
traffic, it does not interfere as much with intersection sight distance, and it lends itself better 
to a bus turnout. 

 
2. Mid-Block Stop.  A mid-block bus stop may be advantageous where the distance between 

intersections is large or where there is a fairly heavy and continuous transit demand 
throughout the block.  It may be desirable if there is a high bus-stop demand located at mid-
block.  A mid-block bus stop may also be considered if right turns at an intersection are 
frequent (250 in peak hour) and a far-side stop is not practical. 

 
3. Near-Side Stop.  A near-side stop allows easier vehicle re-entry into the traffic stream where 

curb parking is allowed.  At an intersection where there is a high volume of right-turning 
vehicles, a near-side stop can result in traffic conflicts and should be avoided.  However, a 
near-side stop should be used where the bus will make a right turn at the intersection. 

 
 
51-1.01(02)  Bus Turnout 
 
Interference between buses and other traffic can be reduced significantly by providing a bus turnout. 
A turnout helps remove stopped buses from the through lanes and provide a well-defined user area 
for a bus stop.  A turnout should be considered under the following conditions. 
 
1. The street provides arterial service with high traffic speeds and volumes and high-volume 

bus patronage. 
 
2. Right-of-way width is sufficient to prevent adverse impact on sidewalk pedestrian 

movements. 
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3. Curb parking is permitted but is prohibited during peak hours. 
 
4. There are at least 500 vehicles per hour in the curb lane during peak-hour traffic. 
 
5. Bus volume does not justify an exclusive bus lane, but there are at least 100 buses per day 

and at least 10 to 15 buses during the peak hour. 
 
6. The average bus dwell time exceeds 10 s per stop. 
 
7. At a location where specially-equipped buses are used to load and unload handicapped 

individuals. 
 
 
51-5.01(03)  Selection 
 
The Office of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the district office and the local transit 
agency, will determine the location of a bus stop or bus turnout.  However, the designer usually has 
some control over the best placement of a bus stop or turnout location when considering layout 
details, intersection design, and traffic-flow patterns. 
 
 
51-5.02  Design 
 
51-5.02(01)  Bus Stop 
 
Figure 51-5A provides the recommended distance for the prohibition of on-street parking near a 
bus stop.  Where articulated buses are expected to use a stop, an additional 20 ft should be added to 
this distance.  An additional 50 ft of length should be provided for each additional bus expected to 
stop simultaneously at any given bus-stop area.  This allows for the length of the extra bus (40 ft) 
plus 6 ft between buses.  Changes in parking restrictions will require Official Action by INDOT. 
 
 
51-5.02(02)  Bus Turnout 
 
The following design criteria will apply. 
 
1. The desirable width is 12 ft, and the minimum width is 10 ft. 
 
2. The full-width area of the turnout should be at least 50 ft long.  Where articulated buses are 

expected, the turnout should be 70 ft.  For a two-bus turnout, add 50 ft. 
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3. Figure 51-5B illustrates the design details for a bus turnout.  In the transition areas, an 
entering taper not sharper than 5:1 and an exit taper not sharper than 3:1 should be 
provided. As an alternative, a horizontal curve of 100 ft radius may be used on the entry end 
and a horizontal curve of 50 ft to 100 ft radius may be used on the exit end.  When a turnout 
is located at a far-side or near-side location, the cross-street area can be assumed to fulfill 
the need for the entry or exit area, whichever applies. 

 
 
51-5.02(03)  Bus-Stop Pad 
 
Each new bus stop which is constructed for use with lifts or ramps must be in accordance with the 
handicapped-accessibility criteria set forth in Section 51-1.0. 
 
 
51-5.02(04)  Shelter 
 
The need for a bus-stop shelter will be determined by the Office of Environmental Services in 
conjunction with the local transit agency.  The designer should consider the following in the design 
of a shelter. 
 
1. Visibility.  To enhance passenger safety, the shelter sides should provide maximum 

transparency as practical.  The shelter should not be placed such that it limits the general 
public’s view of the shelter interior. 

 
2. Selection.  The local transit agency should be contacted to determine if it uses a 

standardized shelter design. 
 
3. Appearance.  The shelter should be pleasing and blend with its surroundings.  The shelter 

should also be clearly identified with transit-company logo symbols. 
 
4. Handicapped Accessibility.  A new shelter must be designed to be in accordance with the 

accessibility criteria set forth in Section 51-1.02. 
 
5. Placement.  The shelter should not be placed where it will restrict vehicular sight distance, 

pedestrian flow, or handicapped accessibility.  It should also be placed so that waste and 
debris are not able to accumulate around the shelter. 

 
6. Responsibility.  The local transit agency is responsible for providing and maintaining the 

shelter. 
 
7. Capacity.  The maximum shelter size is based upon the maximum expected passenger 

accumulation at a bus stop between bus runs.  The designer can assume approximately 5.5 
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ft2 per person to determine the appropriate shelter size.  See Section 51-1.02 for minimum 
handicapped-accessibility requirements. 

 
 
51-6.0  RECREATIONAL ROAD 
 
Recreational-road design criteria are applicable to a road on a scenic drive or a Department of 
Natural Resources property such as a State park or other recreational area.  The objective for this 
type of facility is to provide a safe highway and still retain the aesthetic, ecological, environmental, 
and cultural amenities of the area. 
 
 
51-6.01  Functional Classification 
 
A recreational road is functionally classified as a primary access road, circulation road, or area road. 
A primary access road provides access between a general-public-use highway and the recreational 
facility.  A circulation road provides for the movement between activity sites within the recreational 
facility.  An area road allows for the direct access to individual activity areas such as a campground, 
park area, boat-launching ramp, picnic area, scenic overlook, or historic site.  Figure 51-6A 
illustrates a typical recreational-road functional-classification network. 
 
 
51-6.02  Design 
 
Strict adherence to highway criteria for this type of road is usually inappropriate and unwarranted.  
Design speed is usually low and driver expectancy is such that the reduction of design criteria does 
not produce serious safety concerns.  Therefore, the designer should use engineering judgment to 
ensure that the design criteria fit the terrain and expected usage of the highway.  Figure 51-6B 
provides the recommended geometric design criteria for a recreational road.  However, for a 
primary access road which is a part of the county or State highway system, the geometric design 
criteria as described in Chapter Fifty-three or Fifty-five for the appropriate functional classification 
should be used.  In addition to Figure 51-6B, the designer should consider the following. 
 
 
51-6.02(01)  Design Vehicle 
 
Depending on the nature of the recreational area, the most common design vehicle may be a 
passenger car, passenger car with a travel trailer, passenger car with a boat trailer, motor home, a 
motor home with a boat trailer, or possibly a bus.  Where garbage pickup or other maintenance 
vehicles are required, an SU may be the most appropriate design vehicle. 
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The selected design vehicle should be used to determine lane widths, vertical clearances, 
intersection design, etc. 
 
 
51-6.02(02)  Stopping Sight Distance 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the minimum stopping sight distances for a 2-lane or a 1-lane road.  On a 2-
directional 1-lane road, sufficient sight distance must be provided to allow one vehicle to reach a 
turnout or for both vehicles to stop before colliding.  This distance is considered to be twice the 
stopping sight distance. 
 
 
51-6.02(03)  Vertical Alignment 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended K values for vertical curves, maximum grades, and 
vertical clearances.  Chapter Forty-four provides additional information on vertical-alignment 
design. 
 
 
51-6.02(04)  Horizontal Alignment 
 
Straight tangent sections are often aesthetically undesirable and often physically impractical.  
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended minimum radius based on an emax of 4%.  However, on a 
primary access road, an emax of 6% may be used.  For a design speed of 20 mph or lower, 
superelevation is often unnecessary and impractical.  Chapter Forty-three provides additional 
information on horizontal alignment for a paved roadway.  An unpaved roadway is not 
superelevated. 
 
For a narrow roadway with minimum radii, it may be necessary to provide travelway widening on 
the inside of a sharp curve.  AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 
provides information for the design of pavement widening.  The design vehicle for pavement 
widening will be the motor home with a boat trailer (MH/B). 
 
 
51-6.02(05)  Cross Section 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended cross-section widths for travel lanes, shoulders, and 
auxiliary lanes.  The use of wider pavements is often aesthetically objectionable and often 
unwarranted.  The designer must balance the safety benefits of a wider roadway with those of 
aesthetic and environmental concerns. 
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Where traffic volumes are less than 100 vehicles per day, it may be feasible to use a 2-directional, 
1-lane roadway.  This roadway type is often desirable from an economic and environmental 
standpoint.  Where a 1-lane roadway with 2-directional traffic is used, turnouts for passing should 
be provided.  Traffic convenience requires that such turnouts be intervisible, provided on each blind 
curves, and supplemented as necessary so that the maximum distance between turnouts is not more 
than 1000 ft.  A turnout should be a minimum of 10 ft wide for a length of 50 ft and should have a 
30-ft taper on each end.  For an extra-long or extra-wide vehicle, these dimensions may need to be 
adjusted. 
 
On a primary access road, the foreslopes and backslopes should be 4:1 or flatter.  However, on a 
circulation or area road this criterion is often aesthetically undesirable.  At a lower speed, steep 
slopes typically do not present a problem.  However, maintenance operations may be better 
facilitated by the use of flatter slopes.  The ditch section, typically a V ditch, should be deep enough 
to satisfactorily accommodate the expected design flow and provide for satisfactory drainage of the 
pavement base and sub base. 
 
 
51-6.02(06)  Roadside Safety 
 
On a primary access road, an obstruction-free zone of 10 ft should be provided from the edge of the 
travel lane.  However, use of a smaller width is appropriate where economic or environmental 
concerns dictate.  The use of an obstruction-free zone on a circulation or area road is less critical 
due to its lower speed and traffic volume.  Nevertheless, the designer should provide as wide an 
obstruction-free zone as practical where the accident potential is greater than normal (e.g., a sharp 
horizontal curve at the end of a long, steep downgrade).  Section 55-5.0 provides additional 
information on the application of obstruction-free zone. 
 
Roadside barriers should only be installed at points of unusual danger.  Where barriers are installed, 
they should blend in naturally with the surrounding environment (e.g., wood rails on wood posts). 
For information on acceptable roadside barriers along a recreational road, the designer should 
contact the Indiana Department of Natural Resources’ Engineering Division. 
 
 
51-7.0  NONMOTORIZED-VEHICLE-USE FACILITY 
 
This Section provides a source of guidance to implement the Indiana Trails, Greenways, and 
Bikeways plan.  A safe, convenient, and well-designed facility is essential to encourage public 
use.  This Section provides information on the development of facilities to enhance and 
encourage safe nonmotorized-vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle travel.  The majority of bicycling 
takes place on ordinary roads with no dedicated space for a bicyclist.  A bicyclist can expect to 
ride on most roadways, as well as separated shared-use paths or sidewalks, where permitted, if 
conditions warrant. 
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This Section provides information to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian shared-use traffic in 
most environments.  It provides guidelines that are valuable in attaining a facility design that is 
sensitive to the needs of the bicyclist or other user. 
 
This Section should be used in conjunction with the remainder of this Manual, the Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), and the AASHTO Guide for the Development of 
Bicycle Facilities. 
 
This Section is consistent with, and similar to, typical engineering practices which are described 
elsewhere in this Manual and the MUTCD. 
 
 
51-7.01  Definitions 
 
The following definitions will apply. 
 
1. Barrier.  A containment device used to separate a shared-use path from an adjacent roadway 

where motor-vehicle speeds are high.  A pedestrian/bicycle-type barrier is appropriate for 
placement along a facility where motor vehicles are not present. 

 
2. Bicycle.  Every vehicle propelled solely by human power upon which a person can ride, 

having two tandem wheels, except for a scooter or similar device.  The term also includes a 
three- or four-wheeled human-powered vehicle, but not a tricycle for a child. 

 
3. Bicycle Facility.  An improvement or provision made by a public agency to accommodate 

or encourage bicycling, including a shared roadway not specifically designated for bicycle 
use, or a parking and storage facility. 

 
4. Bicycle Lane.  A portion of a roadway which has been designated by means of signing, 

striping, or other pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists.  It is 
distinguished from the motor-vehicle travel portion of the roadway by means of a physical 
barrier or pavement marking.  A bicycle lane can also assume varying forms but it can be 
either of the following: 

 
 a. bicycle lane between parking lane and travel lane; or 
 
 b. bicycle lane between roadway edge and travel lane, where parking is prohibited. 
 
5. Bikeway.  A road, path, or way which is specifically designed for bicycle travel, regardless 

of whether such facility is designated for the exclusive use of bicyclists or is shared with 
other non-motorized transportation modes. 
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6. Rail-Trail.  A shared-use path, either paved or unpaved, built within the right of way of an 

abandoned railroad. 
 
7. Trail.  This term can have different meanings depending on the context, but it does not 

have the same meaning as the term shared-use path.  A trail can be used for exercise, 
transportation, recreation, or education. A trail user can be a hiker, bicyclist, skater, 
equestrian, snowmobiler, pedestrian, or other user.  A trail that is designed to provide a 
bicycle-transportation function while supporting multiple users is called a shared-use 
path.  Where a trail is designated as a bicycle facility, the design criteria for a shared-use-
path should be satisfied. 

 
8. Greenway.  This is a linear space established along a corridor, such as a riverfront, stream 

valley, or other natural or landscaped system.  A greenway can connect open spaces, 
parks, nature reserves, cultural features, historic sites with populated areas, or with one 
another.  A greenway can or cannot include a bikeway or shared-use path. 

 
9. Roadway.  The portion of a highway, including shoulders, intended for vehicular use. 
 
10. Shared Roadway.  A roadway which is open to both bicycle and motor-vehicle travel.  It can 

be an existing roadway or street with a wide curb lane or a road with paved shoulders. 
 
11. Shared-Use Path.  A facility that is physically separated from motorized-vehicular traffic 

with an open space or barrier and either within the highway right of way or within an 
independent right of way.  A shared-use path can also be used by pedestrians, skaters, 
wheelchair users, joggers, or other non-motorized users.  A shared-use path may assume a 
different form as conditions warrant.  It may be a 2-direction, multilane facility, or where it 
parallels a roadway with limited right of way, a single lane on each side of the roadway. 

 
12. Sidewalk.  The portion of a street or highway right of way designed for preferential or 

exclusive use by pedestrians. 
 
13. Signed Shared Roadway.  A shared roadway which has been designated by means of 

signing as a preferred route for bicycle use. 
 
 
51-7.02  Local Public Agency Coordination 
 
A local public agency will determine the type of bicycle facility and its location during the 
planning stages.  If it is determined that a bicycle facility is feasible and can be properly funded, 
the designer should coordinate with the agency in the design of the facility. 
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51-7.03  General Design Factors to be Considered 
 
The Department’s goals include encouraging and accommodating safe bicycling.  From a design 
perspective, these goals are achieved by first having an understanding of the dimensions of a 
bicycle and bicyclist and the operational characteristics.  These design considerations are critical 
in planning and designing an on-road or off-road shared-use facility. 
 
 
51-7.03(01)  Bicycle Operating Space and Characteristics 
 
Users other than bicyclists must be considered in the design of a shared-use path or greenway.  
Such other users include inline skaters, adult tricyclists, bicyclists with trailers, recumbent 
bicyclists, pedestrians (including runners, walkers, joggers, etc.), or wheelchair users.  Other user 
types that are allowed to share the same space as a bicyclist should be integrated into the initial 
planning stages and the design and selection of the type of shared-use facility.  See Figure 51-7A, 
User-Type Dimensions and Speeds. 
 
To ensure the safety of the bicyclist and promote efficient bicycling, the dimensions of the bicycle 
and bicyclist must be considered, along with the amount of lateral and vertical clearance needed, in 
the planning and design of a shared-use facility.  The bicycle and bicyclist dimensions and the 
lateral and vertical clearance have a direct bearing on the amount of right of way required to 
accommodate bicycle traffic. 
 
The dimensions of a typical bicycle are a handlebar height of 2.5 to 3.5 ft, handlebar width of 2 ft, 
and bicycle length of 5 to 6 ft.  A tandem or recumbent bicycle can have different dimensions.  A 
typical bicycle with an attached trailer is 3.7 to 4.3 ft wide and 8.5 to 9.5 ft long. 
 
A moving bicyclist requires a horizontal corridor at least 3 ft width to maintain balance if riding at a 
low speed or against a crosswind.  To ride comfortably and to avoid a fixed object such as a 
sidewalk, shrub, pothole, sign, signal, etc., or another user such as a pedestrian or in-line skater, a 
bicyclist requires at least an additional 1 ft of lateral clearance on each side, to make the total 
operating width of a one-way corridor as 5 ft. 
 
If space is restricted, such as in a tunnel or bridge, a width of at least 10 ft is recommended for two 
opposing bicyclists to comfortably pass each other.  See Figure 51-7B, Bicyclist Operating Space.  
More width may be required to accommodate an in-line skater, bicycle with trailer, etc.  Space is 
necessary for a bicyclist to react to an unexpected maneuver of another bicyclist or other user.  
Other users and their dimensions and operational characteristics should be considered in addition to 
bicyclists in designing the facility.  Pedestrians often walk or jog on paths or trails in pairs, side by 
side. 
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A bicyclist can maintain a cruising speed of 12 to 25 mph and can maintain a speed of 20 mph or 
higher on flat terrain and with windless conditions.  In a descent with a tailwind, a bicyclist can 
reach a speed in excess of 30 mph. 
 
A shared-use facility should be designed with the gentlest slopes practical to encourage its use.  
However, facility design and the bicyclist’s behavior can be adjusted to compensate for steep 
terrain.  Elevation changes can  appeal to some bicyclists. 
 
Stopping distance and lack of traction can influence the design of a curve on a shared-use facility. 
 
A motorist may not see, or expect to see, a bicyclist, especially after dark or in inclement weather.  
Each intersection or roadside requires adequate sightlines and lighting to help increase the 
motorist’s visibility of the bicyclist. 
 
 
51-7.03(02)  Types of Bicyclists 
 
Bicyclists’ skills, confidence, and preferences vary significantly.  A shared-use facility should be 
planned to provide continuity and consistency for all types of bicyclists. 
 
1. Advanced Bicyclist.  An advanced bicyclist is experienced, and uses his or her bicycle as he 

or she does a motor vehicle.  He or she is cycling for convenience and speed and wants 
direct access to the destination with minimum detour or delay.  He or she rides with motor-
vehicle traffic, on the roadway, but needs sufficient operating space to eliminate potential 
conflicts with passing motor vehicles. 

 
2. Basic Bicyclist.  A basic bicyclist is an adult or teenager, new or casual to cycling, who is 

less willing or able to ride in motor-vehicle traffic without a feature such as a bike lane, 
paved shoulder, or road with lower motorized-vehicle speeds or traffic volume.  He or she 
prefers to avoid a road with higher motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume unless there is 
ample roadway width to allow motor vehicles to pass.  He or she prefers direct access to the 
destination using a road with low motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume, a bike lane, a 
wide paved shoulder, or a shared-use path. 

 
3. Child Bicyclist.  A child is a teenager or younger, who rides with or without adult 

supervision.  A child’s cycling can be initially monitored by an adult.  The child is 
eventually allowed independent access to the road system.  A child still requires access to 
each destination relative to a residential area, including school, recreational facility, or 
shopping area.  A residential street with low motor-vehicle speeds, linked with shared-use 
paths and other streets with pavement markings between bicycles and motor vehicles, can 
accommodate a child bicyclist.  A child needs supervision, a basic knowledge of traffic 
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laws, and better than basic bicycle-operating skills before he or she can safely use an on-
road bicycle lane with high motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume. 

 
The selection of the facility type suited for a travel corridor depends on bicyclists’ abilities, corridor 
conditions, current and future land use, topography, population growth, roadway characteristics, 
and the cost to build and maintain the facility.  Within a travel corridor, more than one option may 
be needed to serve all bicyclists or other users as appropriate.  However, no single type of shared-
use facility or road design suits every bicyclist. 
 
For a basic or child bicyclist as described above, key travel corridors should be identified through a 
planning process, and bicycle accommodation should be provided through such corridors.  
However, roads and shared-use paths that are not on the bicycle-network plan that link residential 
areas to schools, libraries, shopping areas, employment centers, or parks are also critical in serving 
the basic or child bicyclist.  Development of a facility that includes wide curb lanes or paved 
shoulders to accommodate bicyclists will help build the continuity of the bicycle network. 
 
 
51-7.03(03)  Share-Use-Path Type Selection 
 
Guidelines are provided herein for the design of a shared-use path that accommodates the operating 
characteristics of a bicyclist as described in Section 51-7.03(01).  Modifications to a facility (e.g., 
width, curve radius, superelevation, etc.) that are necessary to accommodate an adult tricyclist, 
bicyclist with trailer, tandem bicyclist, recumbent bicyclist, or other special-purpose human-
powered vehicle user and accessories should be made in accordance with the expected use, using 
engineering judgment. 
 
 
51-7.03(04)  Accessibility Design 
 
A transportation facility such as a path, sidewalk, or bicycle facility shared with pedestrians is 
required to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) so that it is functional 
for all users, both with and without disabilities.  ADA is a law that protects the civil rights of 
persons with disabilities.  New construction with a bicycle or pedestrian facility must incorporate 
accessible pedestrian features in accordance with ADA. 
 
To optimize design for a person with a disability, surface cross slope, surface material treatment, 
minimum path width, maximum grade, curb-ramp locations and design, or other elements must be 
addressed that can create localized obstructions affecting the facility’s use.  Removal of all 
accessibility barriers will maximize opportunities for the largest number of people. 
 
The Access Board, the federal body responsible for drafting accessibility guidelines, is working to 
supplement such guidelines that it has issued for the built environment and will address unique 
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constraints specific to public rights of way.  Once finalized, such guidelines will become a part of 
the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).  The guidelines being 
developed include surface treatment, minimum path width, passing space, and changes in the level 
surface. 
 
 
51-7.04  Types of Bicycle Facilities 
 
Each type of facility has advantages and disadvantages.  The following guidelines are provided to 
assist in making decisions regarding bicycle-facility type.  The use of definite, numerical limits for 
warrants should be avoided.  Placing emphasis on a single concern should be avoided.  Each route 
is unique and must be evaluated individually. 
 
This Section is organized based on the classifications of bikeways as follows: 
 
1. bikeway; 
 
2. bicycle lane; 
 
3. shared roadway; 
 
4. signed shared roadway; 
 
5. trail or greenway; 
 
6. shared-use path; or 
 
7. path for other use. 
 
Where guidelines overlap across classifications, reference is made to the appropriate Section herein. 
 
 
51-7.04(01)  Bikeway 
 
A bikeway is constructed explicitly for the use of bicyclists.  The cyclist is provided with a clear-
cut route and is protected from hazardous conflicts.  However, this type of facility is expensive to 
construct due to right-of-way and construction costs compared to a bicycle lane, shared roadway, 
or signed shared roadway. A bicycle lane, shared roadway, or signed shared roadway does not 
typically require the acquisition of the extra right of way. 
 
Justifications for a bikeway include the following: 
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1. vehicular speed of 50 mph or higher on adjacent roadway; 
 
2. AADT of higher than 2000 on adjacent roadway; 
 
3. trucks 10% DHV or higher than on the adjacent roadway; 
 
4. high bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
5. substantial anticipated increase in vehicular- or bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
6. absence of suitable alternate routes; 
 
7. demonstration that the facility can serve a definite purpose; 
 
8. a large number of curb cuts on the adjacent roadway vs. a low number of curb cuts or 

intersecting streets on the bikeway; or 
 
9. reasonable indication that a bicycle path is the safest and most economical method of 

providing a bicycle facility. 
 
Items 1, 2, and 3 above are subject to the accepted roadway values for high speed, high traffic 
volume, or high percent trucks for a specific roadway type or locations. 
 
 
51-7.04(02)  Bicycle Lane 
 
The occupation of a portion of a roadway by a bicycle lane implies a reasonable degree of safety 
for the cyclist.  Conditions must be less severe than those which recommend a bicycle path.  The 
use of a bicycle lane is normally restricted to bicycles, but exceptions may be made.  A physical 
or symbolic barrier must be used to delineate the bicycle portion of the roadway.  This is 
ordinarily a non-skid painted stripe on the roadway surface. 
 
An advantage of a bicycle lane is the relatively minor right-of-way requirement.  It can be 
provided where the construction of a bicycle path is impractical.  A bicycle lane, although not 
ideal, may be the most practical means of developing a bikeway. 
 
Justifications for a bicycle lane include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 45 mph or lower on the adjacent roadway; 
 
2. AADT of 2000 or lower on the adjacent roadway; 
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3. moderate bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
4. sufficient land to construct bicycle lane without major disruptions on the surroundings; 
 
5. demonstration that the facility serves a definite purpose; or 
 
6. indication that a bicycle lane is safe and feasible. 
 
 
51-7.04(03)  Shared Roadway 
 
Having bicyclists and motorists share the same lane can be a practical method of establishing a 
bikeway if some of the justifications listed below can be satisfied.  Because a shared roadway is 
designated only by means of Bike Route signs, it is implied that the roadway provides safe 
conditions for both cyclist and motorist.  Where a bikeway is warranted, a shared roadway should 
be permitted only where the existing conditions either do not justify the greater expense of a 
higher type facility or prevent its installation. 
 
Justifications for a shared roadway include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 45 mph or lower on the roadway; 
 
2. AADT of 2000 or lower on the roadway; 
 
3. trucks 10% DHV or less on the roadway; 
 
4. moderate bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
5. demonstration that the facility serves a definite purpose; 
 
6. a higher-grade facility is not warranted for bicycles, or 
 
7. indication that a shared roadway is a safe and feasible method of providing this type of 

bikeway. 
 
 
51-7.04(04)  Signed Shared Roadway 
 
A signed shared roadway is designated with “Bike Route” signs.  It serves either to provide 
continuity to other bicycle facilities (usually bike lanes), or to designate a preferred route through 
a high-demand corridor. 
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As with a bike lane, signing of a shared roadway can indicate to a bicyclist that particular 
advantages exist to using such a route compared with an alternative route.  Signing also serves to 
advise vehicle drivers that bicyclists are present. 
 
 
51-7.05  Shared-Use Path 
 
Shared-use path is a term that has been incorporated into the AASHTO Guide for the Development 
of Bicycle Facilities in recognition that such a facility is used by multiple non-motorized users.  A 
shared-use path is located on exclusive right of way, with no fixed objects in it and minimal cross 
flow by motor vehicles.  Portions of a shared-use path may be within the road’s right of way but 
physically separated from the road by means of a barrier or landscaping.  Users include bicyclists, 
in-line skaters, wheelchair users (both non-motorized and motorized), and pedestrians including 
walkers, runners, or people with baby strollers or dogs.  In order to provide a sense of security and 
safety to pedestrians, bicyclists, or wheelchair users as well as other shared-use path users, 
equestrian use should not be permitted on a paved shared-use path as horses can behave 
unpredictably, and become uncontrollable.  This type of incident can become a safety hazard to the 
users. 
 
 
51-7.05(01)  Shared-Use-Path Special Guidelines 
 
The guidelines described below are intended to be applied using a flexible design approach.  
Design speed; path width; structural capacity for a new, rehabilitated, or existing bridge to 
remain in place; minimum vertical clearance; bridge-railing safety performance; and accessibility 
requirements for handicapped individuals are the only Level One design criteria.  All other 
design features are considered to be Level Two design criteria. Where the Level One design 
criteria cannot be satisfied, the designer should submit a design exception request to the 
Roadway Services Office manager for review and approval. Where the Level Two design criteria 
cannot be satisfied, the designer should document in the project file that such design criteria have 
not been satisfied, and should provide a brief rationale for not satisfying the Level Two design 
criteria. An in-depth documentation to justify a design decision involving failure to satisfy 
minimum design standards is not necessary.  The designer may review, for general information, 
Sections 40-8.0, which provides a discussion of Level One and Level Two design criteria and the 
design exception process for highways and streets where the design standards cannot be satisfied 
due to limited availability of right of way or other constraints. 
 
A shared-use path is designed for two-way travel except under certain conditions.  The guidance 
described herein is for a two-way facility unless otherwise stated. 
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51-7.05(02)  Shared-Use-Path Design Considerations 
 
1. Separation Between Path and Roadway.  Where a two-way shared-use path is located 

adjacent to a roadway, a wide separation between the shared-use path and adjacent 
highway is desirable, demonstrating to both the path user and the motorist that it 
functions as an independent facility.  The factors in determining how far away a shared-
use path should be separated from the roadway include the posted speed limit of the road, 
the types of signs between the path and roadway, the amount of space available, and 
whether the roadway has a rural shoulder-and-ditch cross section or an urban curb-and-
gutter cross section. 

 
The separation distance between a path and a roadway depends primarily on the posted 
speed limit of the road.  The recommended separation for a rural shoulder-and-ditch road 
cross section is identified in Figures 51-7C and 51-7D.  The recommended separation for 
an urban curb-and-gutter road cross section is identified in Figures 51-7E and 51-7F.  
Where space is limited or a constraint exists and the recommended separation distances 
between a path and a roadway cannot be attained, the Level Two design-criteria 
requirements as described in Section 51-7.05(01) will apply. 

 
A traffic barrier is desirable for path-user safety if the separation distance between the 
edges of the roadway and shared-use-path shoulders is less that indicated in Figure 51-7D 
or 51-7F.  The appropriate type of traffic barrier will depend on motor-vehicle speed. 
Where a concrete traffic barrier is adjacent to a shared-use path, a minimum clearance, 
paved width of 1 ft, is recommended, or a desirable width of 3 ft can be provided.  For 
guardrail supported on posts, a clearance of 3 ft or greater from the edge of the shared-use 
path’s pavement is recommended because of the greater risk of injury to a path user 
striking a post.  The back sides of posts next to or parallel to a shared-use path should be 
provided with a rubrail to minimize the possibility of a path user snagging on a post.  
Bridge railing must satisfy the guidelines provided in Section 61-6.0 or as otherwise 
required.  See Section 51-7.07 for additional information regarding bridge railing or 
barrier. 

 
2. Snow Storage in Separation Area.  Where snow storage is an issue, the designer should 

contact the district Office of Roadway Services.  The separation area between a road and 
a shared-use path may be used to store snow that has been removed from both the 
roadway and the path.  The separation-area width should be 18 ft.  Where space is 
limited, the likely amount of removed snow, the space needed to store it, and how stored 
snow will be managed should be considered in the overall road cross-section design.  If 
snow is stored in the separation area, at least 75% of the path’s width should remain 
usable. 
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3. Design Speed.  A bicycle minimum design speed of 15 mph is required.  A bicycle design 
speed of 20 mph is desirable.  For a descending grade of 500 ft or longer and 4% or 
steeper, a bicycle design speed of 30 mph is desirable.  The selected design speed should 
be maintained throughout the length of shared-use path.  Alternating design speeds are 
not recommended.  If site conditions will not allow the appropriate path geometrics for 
the selected design speed, a lower design speed should be selected for the path except 
where a portion of it is in a rural area and another portion is in an urban area. 

 
4. Width and Lateral Clearance.  The overall width of a shared-use path includes the 

pavement width, graded shoulders on both sides, and an additional clear width beyond the 
shoulders.  Determining an appropriate pavement width requires project-specific 
evaluation, as discussed below. 

 
Width, pavement design, and clearances should accommodate a maintenance or 
emergency vehicle, such as a pickup truck, mower, ambulance, etc.  The paved path 
should be wider than the widest anticipated vehicle to avoid pavement-edge deterioration. 

 
The desired paved width is 10 ft.  The minimum paved width is 8 ft.  It may be necessary 
or desirable to increase the width to 12 ft or 14 ft; see Figure 51-7G, Path Pavement 
Width Based on Path-User Travel Composition.  A clear width of at least 3 ft is desirable 
beyond the edge of the paved portion to provide clearance from trees, poles, walls, fences, 
guardrails, or other lateral obstructions. 

 
A minimum clear graded shoulder width of 2 ft beyond the edge of the shared-use-path 
pavement with a maximum slope of 6:1 should be maintained adjacent to both sides of 
the path.  Where the path is adjacent to a canal, ditch, or embankment downslope which 
is steeper than 3:1, a wider graded shoulder should be considered.  A clear width of 5 ft 
minimum from the edge of the pavement to the shoulder break point is desirable.  A 
physical barrier such as a railing, fence, or dense shrubbery may be required near the 
outer edge of the graded shoulder at the top of the embankment slope if obstacles are 
present on at the bottom of the embankment.  Where such clear width is less than 5 ft, the 
embankment slopes and associated dropoffs where a physical barrier should be 
considered are as follows: 

 
 a. the slope is 3:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 6 ft; 
 
 b. the slope is 2:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 4 ft; or 
 
 c. the slope is 1:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 2 ft. 
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The minimum standard safety-railing height is 42 in.  For parameters greater than those 
listed above, a 54-in. maximum safety-railing height should be considered.  The railing 
should not present an injury hazard to the shared-use path user. 

 
5. Vertical Clearance.  The design vertical height for a bicyclist is 8 ft.  Though a tall 

individual will not reach this height if seated on a bicycle, extra clearance must be allowed 
for a bicyclist pedaling upright or passing under an overpass.  Vertical clearance should be a 
minimum of 10 ft to allow for the clearance of a maintenance or emergency vehicle in an 
underpass or tunnel, and to allow for overhead signing.  A shared-use-path structure over a 
vehicular roadway should have a minimum vertical clearance of 17.35 ft plus 0.15 ft for 
future resurfacing of the vehicular roadway.  For additional information on vertical 
clearance, see Figure 44- 4A. 

 
Where an existing bridge structure, such as that on an abandoned railroad corridor, is to 
be utilized to cross over a vehicular roadway, pedestrian walkway, or trail, the vertical 
clearance should satisfy the applicable criteria shown in Figure 44-4A, Sections 54-
3.02(03), 54-5.02, 56-4.09(01), and 56-4.09(02), and Figures 56-4E and 56-4F, as 
applicable. 

 
6. Profile Grade

 

.  The profile grade should be kept to a minimum, especially on a long incline. 
A grade of steeper than 5% is undesirable because an ascent is difficult for many bicyclists 
to climb and a descent causes some bicyclists to exceed the speed at which they are 
competent or comfortable.  Where terrain dictates, the 5% grade may be exceeded for short 
lengths of the shared-use path. 

The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities acknowledges that on a 
recreational route, a 5% grade may be exceeded for a short length.  The methods for 
mitigation of a steep grade are as follows: 

 
 a. eliminate hazards to the path user near the end of a steep downgrade or ramp; 
 

b. warn the path user by means of signage ahead of a steep downgrade hazard; 
 
 c. provide signage stating the recommended descent speed; 
 
 d. exceed the minimum stopping sight distance; or 
 

e. provide a series of short switchbacks near the top of a descent to contain the speed 
of a descending bicyclist, or consider a portion of 10 to 20 ft length with a 1 to 2% 
grade at the point of direction change on the switchbacks to provide a resting area 
for the path user. 
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f. A grade steeper than 8.3% exceeds the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for a 
pedestrian facility, and should be avoided on a shared-use path unless significant 
physical constraints exist. 

 
See Figure 51-7H, Grade Restriction for Paved Shared-Use Path. 

 
7. Horizontal Curvature and Superelevation.  Unlike an automobile, a bicycle must be 

leaned while cornering to prevent it from falling outward due to the generation of 
centrifugal force.  The balance of centrifugal force due to cornering, and the bicycle’s 
downward force due to its weight, act through the bicycle and the cyclist’s combined 
center of mass and must intersect a line that connects the front- and rear-tire contact 
points. 

 
If a bicyclist pedals through a sharp curve and leans too far, a pedal will strike the ground 
due to a sharp lean angle.  Although pedal heights are different for different bicycles, a 
pedal will strike the ground once the lean angle reaches about 25 deg.  However, a basic 
bicyclist does not want to lean too drastically, therefore 15 deg is considered the maximum 
desirable lean angle.  The maximum 20-deg lean angle shown in Figure 51-7 I is applicable 
only if the bicyclist’s speed is 30 mph or higher.  For a bicyclist who sits straight and firmly 
in the seat, and whose body is aligned with the vertical axis of the bicycle while pedaling 
through a curve, the minimum curve radius can be determined from the equation as follows: 

 

  
θtan

067.0 2VR =        (Equation 51-7.1) 

 
  Where: 
   R = minimum radius of curvature (ft) 
   V = design speed (mph) 
   θ =  lean angle from the vertical (deg) 
 
  For the desirable maximum lean angle of 15 deg, R = 0.25V 2

 
. 

The cross slope should not exceed 2 to 3% to satisfy the ADA requirements.  Therefore, 
the maximum superelevation rate is 3%.  In transitioning a 3% superelevation, a 
minimum 25-ft transition distance should be provided between the end and the beginning 
of consecutive horizontal curves or reverse horizontal curves. 

 
The minimum curve radius for a paved shared-use path can be determined from Figure 
51-7 I, based on a desirable maximum lean angle of 15 deg. 

 
The coefficient of friction depends on speed; surface type, roughness and condition; tire 
type and condition; and whether the surface is wet or dry.  The coefficient of friction 
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should be selected based upon the point at which centrifugal force causes the bicyclist to 
recognize a feeling of discomfort and instinctively act to avoid higher speed.  The 
coefficient of friction can vary from 0.31 at 12 mph to 0.21 at 30 mph. 

 
Where a curve radius shorter than that shown in Figure 51-7 I must be used due to limited 
right of way, topographical features, or other considerations, a lower design speed should 
be used.  Curve warning signs and supplemental pavement markings should be installed 
in accordance with the MUTCD. 

 
The amount of lateral clearance required on the inside of a horizontal curve is a function 
of the design speed, the radius of curvature, and the grade.  The centerline of the inside 
lane is used in measuring the length of the bicyclist’s field of vision.  Lateral clearance 
should be calculated based on the sum of the stopping sight distances for bicyclists 
traveling in opposite directions around the curve.  If this sight distance cannot be 
provided, the path should be widened or a continuous centerline should be placed 
between the lanes for the entire length of the curve plus 30 ft beyond the curve at each 
end.  See Figure 51-7J, Lateral Clearance at Horizontal Curve. 

 
Figure 51-7K indicates the minimum lateral clearance that should be used to avoid line-
of-sight obstructions for a horizontal curve. 

 
8. Vertical Curvature and Stopping Sight Distance

 

.  To provide a path user with an 
opportunity to see and react to the unexpected, a shared-use path should be designed with 
adequate stopping sight distances.  The distance required to bring a bicycle to a full 
controlled stop is a function of the bicyclist’s perception and brake reaction time, the initial 
speed of the bicycle, the coefficient of friction between the tires and the pavement, 
temperature and moisture conditions, the braking ability of the bicycle, the grade, and the 
bicyclist’s weight and equipment. 

Figure 51-7L indicates the minimum stopping sight distance for the appropriate design 
speed and profile grade based on a total perception and brake reaction time of 2.5 s and a 
coefficient of friction of 0.25 to account for the poor wet-weather braking characteristics 
of many bicycles.  For a two-way shared-use path, the sight distance in the descending 
direction, where G is negative, will control the design. 

 
Sight distance at a grade crest can be checked using Figure 51-7M, Minimum Crest 
Vertical Curve Minimum Length, L, Based on Stopping Sight Distance, S, or its 
associated equations. 

 
A longer vertical curve should be provided where practical.  The equations are based on 
an eye height of 4.5 ft and an object height of zero.  An object as small as gravel on the 
surface can be hazardous to a bicyclist. 
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Figure 51-7N provides the stopping sight distance for a downgrade. 

 
 
51-7.06  Pavement Section [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
A hard, all-weather pavement surface is preferred to that of crushed aggregate, sand, clay or 
stabilized earth, since these materials provide a much lower level of service and require higher 
maintenance.  In an area that is subjected to frequent or occasional flooding or drainage 
problems, or in an area of steep terrain, an unpaved surface will often erode, so therefore it is not 
recommended. 
 
A quality all-weather pavement structure can be constructed of hot-mix asphalt or portland-
cement concrete.  It is not practical to provide specific or recommended typical pavement 
sections that are applicable statewide, due to variations in soils, loads, materials, construction 
practices, or varying costs of pavement materials. 
 
Designing and selecting the pavement section for a shared-use path is similar to designing and 
selecting a highway pavement section.  The pavement section for a shared-use path should be 
designed with consideration given to the quality of the subsoil and anticipated loads.  The 
principal loads will be from maintenance or emergency vehicles.  These vehicles should be 
restricted to axle loads of less than 4.5 tons, especially in the spring. 
 
The subgrade and pavement-section recommendations are subject to the approval of the Office of 
Pavement Engineering.  Such approval should be included in the project’s design documentation. 
 
A smooth riding surface should be constructed and maintained on a shared-use path.  For a 
portland-cement-concrete pavement, the transverse joints necessary to control cracking should be 
saw cut to provide a smooth ride.  However, skid-resistance qualities should not be sacrificed for 
the sake of smoothness.  A broom-finished or burlap-dragged concrete surface is preferred. 
 
If a motor vehicle is driven on a shared-use path, its wheels will often be at or near the edges of 
the path.  This can cause edge damage that, in turn, will reduce the effective operating width of 
the path.  A pavement width of less than 10 ft is not recommended.  If a facility width of less 
than 10 ft is necessary; only narrower-track-width motor vehicles should be permitted on it. 
 
At an unpaved roadway or drive crossing with a shared-use path, the roadway or drive should be 
paved for a minimum of 10 ft on each side of the crossing to reduce the amount of gravel being 
scattered onto the path by motor vehicles.  The pavement structure at the crossing should be 
adequate to sustain the expected loading at that location. 
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Standard nonmotorized-use-facility typical sections have been developed for HMA and PCCP.  
An HMA pavement section has also been developed for use on an abandoned railroad corridor.  
The selection of HMA or PCCP will be determined by the designer.  It will require neither a 
presentation to the Pavement Type Selection Committee nor an individual pavement-design 
review by the Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
The typical sections appear on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
51-7.07  Drainage 
 
The recommended minimum pavement cross slope of 2% adequately provides for drainage.  
Sloping in one direction instead of crowning is preferred, and simplifies the drainage and surface 
construction.  A smooth surface is essential to prevent water ponding or ice formation. 
 
Where a shared-use path is constructed on the side of a hill, a ditch of suitable dimensions should 
be placed on the uphill side to intercept the hillside drainage.  Such ditch should be designed so 
that an undue obstacle cannot interfere with bicycle traffic.  Where necessary, a catch basin with 
drains should be provided to carry the intercepted water under the path.  Drainage grates or 
manhole covers should be located outside the path.  Each drainage-structure grate should have 
openings sufficiently narrow and short to prevent bicycle or wheelchair tires from dropping into 
it regardless of the direction of travel.  To assist in preventing erosion in the area adjacent to the 
shared-use path, the design should include considerations for preserving the natural ground cover. 
 Seeding, mulching, or sodding of adjacent slopes, swales, or other erodible areas should be 
shown on the plans. 
 
 
51-7.07(01)  Culvert 
 
The minimum diameter of a culvert which conveys flow under a shared-use path is 15 in.  Each 
culvert should be designed to pass a minimum 2-year event.  The 100-year event is the design 
storm for backwater.  The INDOT backwater policy will apply. 
 
 
51-7.07(02)  Bridge Structure 
 
A structure crossing a stream with a drainage area of at least 1 mi2 is considered a bridge, as an 
IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit will be required.  A bridge should be designed to pass 
a minimum 10-year event through the structure.  The 100-year event is the design storm for 
backwater.  The INDOT backwater policy will apply. 
 
A trail crossing a stream should be designed so as not to create additional backwater for a 100-
year event.  A hydraulics model which satisfies the INDOT requirements will be required for the 
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existing and proposed conditions.  The trail crossing should be designed to prevent erosion and 
scour. 
 
 
51-7.08  Grade-Separation Structure 
 
A grade-separation structure can be necessary to provide continuity for a shared-use path. 
 
This can either be stand-alone or in conjunction with a vehicular bridge. 
 
For a new structure, it is desirable to match the approaching path width plus a 2-ft clear width on 
each side of the path. The minimum path width is 8 ft.  If the minimum cannot be provided, a 
design-exception request should be prepared.  Compromise in desirable design criteria can be 
inevitable due to the number of variables involved in retrofitting a shared-use path onto an 
existing grade-separation structure.  Therefore, the clear-structure width to be provided is best 
determined by the designer for each structure.  The following should be considered in 
determining the structure width: 
 
1. it provides a minimum horizontal shy distance from a railing or barrier; 
 
2. it provides needed maneuvering space to avoid a conflict with a pedestrian or other 

bicyclist who is stopped on the structure; and 
 
3. it provides access by an emergency, patrol, or maintenance vehicle. 
 
Vertical clearance is determined based on a motor vehicle’s use of the path.  Where practical, a 
vertical clearance of 10 ft is desirable for adequate shy distance. 
 
A railing, fence, or barrier on each side of a structure should be of at least 42 in. height.  
Increasing the barrier height to a maximum of 54 in. should be considered where conditions 
warrant. 
 
Compromise in desirable design criteria can be inevitable due to the number of variables 
involved in retrofitting a shared-use path onto an existing grade-separation structure.  Therefore, 
the clear-structure width to be provided is best determined by the designer for each structure, 
after considering the following. 
 
1. Where a shared-use path is to be carried on a structure which is also used by motorists, 

and the motor-vehicle speed limit is at least 45 mph, a traffic barrier is required between 
the shared-use path and the motor-vehicle travel lanes, with a bicycle/pedestrian railing or 
combination railing on the outside edge of the structure.  The type of required traffic 
barrier will depend on the speed of vehicular traffic.  Additional considerations in 
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selecting a barrier type include aesthetics, vehicular-traffic volume, or and the expected 
bicycle- and pedestrian-traffic volume. 

 
2. Where a shared-use path on a raised sidewalk, or in a lane striped on the roadway next to 

a raised sidewalk, is to be carried on a structure which is also used by motorists, and the 
motor-vehicle speed limit is 40 mph or lower, a combination railing may be used on the 
outside edge of the structure without a traffic barrier between the roadway and the shared-
use path.  The sidewalk curb height should be 8 in.  If there is no sidewalk, and the 
shared-use path is at the same elevation as the roadway, a traffic barrier or combination 
railing should be used between the roadway and the path, with a bicycle/pedestrian railing 
or combination railing at the outside edge of the structure. 

 
 
51-7.09  Path-Roadway Intersection Treatment Selection and Design 
 
A path-roadway intersection is among the most critical issues in shared-use-path design.  
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, more that half of all bicycle 
crashes occur at such intersections. 
 
At an intersection, a bicyclist on a path faces many of the same conflicts as on a roadway, 
complicated by integration with pedestrians.  Problems associated with an at-grade crossing often 
relate to the motorist’s expectation that crosswalk users will be traveling at pedestrian speeds 
rather than bicycle speeds. 
 
For a motorist entering a path-roadway intersection, the motor-vehicle stopping sight distance 
requirements described in Section 46-10.0 must be satisfied. 
 
A path intersection with a roadway offers many risks.  If approaching a free right turn, a motorist 
does not anticipate a conflict on the right, and is looking to the left for traffic entering the 
intersection, so he or she may not see a bicyclist approaching the intersection on a parallel path.  
A turning motorist may not consider that a bicyclist will be traveling off the road, yet will be 
within the right of way.  In encountering a motorist, a bicyclist is often compelled to stop and 
yield to a left- or right-turning vehicle.  To account for this, an appropriate balance is found by 
locating the crossing close enough to the intersection to allow adequate motorist visibility, yet far 
enough away to allow sufficient motorist reaction time, but not so far away that an approaching 
motorist is unaware of the crossing bikeway.  A one-way path at a signalized intersection can 
increase visibility and safety, especially regarding a right-turning motorist and a through-
traveling bicyclist. 
 
Figure 51-7 O indicates the treatment for a path-roadway intersection based on roadway speed 
and AADT, based on either a Good or Satisfactory crossing-safety class.  The Good class should 
be used if the roadway cross section is wider than 75 ft or the path is part of a main bicycle route, 
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or if future land development is likely to result in a significant increase of bicycle traffic or 
motor-vehicle traffic.  Figure 51-7 O lists guidelines, not absolute requirements, for intersection 
treatment.  Each intersection is unique and will require engineering judgment as to the 
appropriate solution. 
 
The following should be considered in using Figure 51-7 O to select an intersection treatment. 
 
1. The type of crossing used for bicycle or pedestrian traffic at an intersection between a 

main road and a secondary road is usually the same as for the main road. 
 
2. If the number of lanes to be crossed is greater than 3 in each direction, or the total 

intersection width is greater than 75 ft, the intersection should have a pedestrian refuge or 
median island.  Where a path user must wait on an island, a push button or bicycle-
sensitive traffic detection device should be considered. 

 
3. At an intersection of two high-traffic-volume roads, grade separation of pedestrian and 

bicycle traffic from both roads, rather than traffic-signal control, should be considered. 
 
4. If the speed limit for a section of road without traffic signals is 45 mph or higher and it is 

not practical to provide a grade separation, reduction of the speed limit to 40 mph before the 
crossing, along with proper signing and lighting, is satisfactory. 

 
5. In determining a location for a grade separation, the ramp grades on the path should be 

minimized, and the location should fit in with the rest of the path network. 
 
6. At an interchange for motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists may cross roadway ramp 

terminals along a minor road, or at a diamond interchange at grade.  However, an 
intersection with high motorized-traffic volume should be signalized. 

 
7. For a crossing of a shared-use path with a low-AADT roadway, the crossing treatment to be 

considered is as follows: 
 

a. Bicycle Crossing warning signs on the roadway, with “Stop” signs on the path; 
 

b. Bicycle Crossing warning signs on the roadway, plus user-actuated warning signals, 
with “Stop” signs on the path; or 

 
c. painted crosswalk markings. 

 
 
51-7.09(01)  Intersection Types 
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Each intersection type may cross a number of roadway lanes, divided or undivided, with varying 
motor-vehicle speed and traffic volume, and may be uncontrolled or sign- or signal-controlled.  
 
The types of path-roadway intersections are described below. 
 
1. Midblock Crossing

 

.  Figure 51-7P shows an example of a midblock crossing.  A midblock 
crossing should be far enough away from existing roadway intersections to be separated 
from an activity that can occur as a motorist approaches such an intersection, such as a 
merging movement, acceleration/deceleration, or preparation to enter a turn lane.  Other 
considerations include right-of-way needs, traffic-control devices, sight distance for the path 
user and motorist, refuge-island use, access control, and pavement markings.  These 
considerations are discussed below. 

2. Skewed Crossing.  A skewed crossing can be realigned to eliminate most or all of the 
skew.  Figure 51-7Q shows a path realignment to achieve a 90-deg crossing.  A maximum 
crossing angle of 45 deg is acceptable to minimize right-of-way requirements. 

 
3. Adjacent-Path Crossing

 

.  An adjacent-path crossing occurs where a path crosses a roadway 
near an existing intersection of two roadways, whether it is a T-intersection including 
driveways, or a four-legged intersection, as shown in Figure 51-7R.  This type of crossing 
should be located close to the roadway intersection so as to allow the motorist and path user 
to be able to recognize each other as intersecting traffic.  With this configuration, the path 
user is faced with potential conflicts with a motorist turning left (movement A) or right 
(movement B) from the parallel roadway, and across or onto the crossing roadway 
(movements C, D, and E). 

The major road may be either the parallel or crossing roadway.  Right-of-way assignment, 
traffic control devices, and separation distance between the roadway and the path can affect 
the design of this intersection type.  A further complication is the possibility of a conflict 
being unexpected by both the path user and the motorist.  Sight lines across corners should 
be unobstructed. 

 
For turning movement type A as shown in Figure 51-7R, left turns should be prohibited on 
a high-volume parallel roadway at a high-use-path crossing.  For turning movement type B, 
the smallest practical turning radius may be required to reduce the motor-vehicle speed.  A 
right turn on red should be prohibited for turning movement type B or D, with a stop line in 
advance of the path crossing. 

 
4. Complex Crossing

 

.  A complex crossing consists of a configuration in which the path 
crosses directly through an existing intersection of two or more roadways, and there may be 
a number of motor-vehicle turning movements. 
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The treatments which may be considered include the following: 
 

a. move the crossing; 
 

b. install a traffic signal; 
 

c. change the signalization timing; or 
 

d. provide a refuge island to effect a two-step crossing for the path user. 
 

Each situation should be treated as a unique challenge which requires creativity as well as 
engineering judgment.  The safe passage of all modes of traffic through the intersection is 
the goal to be achieved. 

 
5. At-Grade Railroad Crossing

 

.  Where a shared-use path crosses a railroad track, the safety of 
the path user should be ensured.  The path should be straight and at a right angle to the rails. 
The more the crossing deviates from 90 deg, the greater the potential for a bicyclist’s front 
wheel to be trapped in the flangeway (the open space next to the rail) causing loss of 
control.  If it is not practical for the crossing to be at 60 to 90 deg, the shared-use path 
should be widened to allow the user to cross as close to 90 deg as practical.  See Figure 51-
7S, Narrow-Wheeled-Vehicle-Safe Railroad Crossing. 

Narrow-wheeled vehicles, such as bicycles, wheelchairs, skateboards, etc., crossing rails 
at an angle of 30 deg or less are considered hazardous.  The surface between the rails 
should be based on the planned uses of the roadway.  A hot-mix asphalt or rubber surface 
is acceptable for an at-grade crossing. 

 
The flangeways can be a safety concern and should be minimized.  The field flangeway, 
or gap on the outside of a rail, can be reduced.  A filler material of rubber or polymer can 
be installed to nearly eliminate the field flangeway and provide a level surface.  The 
gauge flangeway, or the gap on the inside of the rail where the train wheel’s flange must 
travel, must be kept open.  The minimum gauge-flangeway width for a public crossing is 
2½ in., per American Railway Engineering and Maintenance Association regulations. 

 
 
51-7.09(02)  General Guidelines for Intersection of Shared-Use Path with Road 
 
The following should be considered. 
 
1. The shared-use path should intersect the road at a 90-deg angle. 
 
2. The path width should be increased at the intersection approach to reduce user conflicts. 
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3. Clear sight lines should be provided for both the motorist and the path user. 
 
4. Signage should be provided to alert the motorist of the path crossing. 
 
5. A visible crosswalk should be provided across the roadway to increase path-user and 

motorist awareness. 
 
6. Signs, both on the road and the path, should indicate whether the motorist or the path user 

has the right of way. 
 
7. Curb ramps with detectable-warning devices are required to alert a path user with vision 

impairments of the street crossing. 
 
8. An overpass, underpass, or facility on a highway bridge requires engineering feasibility 

and cost analysis to determine the most economical and effective means to provide 
continuity for a share-use path. 

 
 
51-7.09(03)  Other Intersection-Design Issues 
 
Considerations to be made without regard to the type of path-roadway intersection described in 
Section 51-7.06 are as follows. 
 
1. Approach Treatment.  The shared-use path approaches to a roadway intersection should 

be on relatively flat grades.  Stopping sight distance at an intersection should be 
evaluated.  Adequate warning signs should be provided to allow a path user to stop before 
reaching the intersection, especially on a downgrade. 

 
2. Curb Ramps.  Sidewalk-type curb ramps should be the same width as the path.  Curb cuts 

and ramps should provide a smooth transition between the path and the roadway. 
 

A 5-ft minimum or 10-ft desirable radius or flare should be considered to facilitate a right 
turn for a bicyclist.  This consideration should also be applied to an intersection of two 
shared-use paths. 

 
3. Traffic-Control Devices.  A regulatory traffic-control device should be installed at each 

path-roadway intersection.  The warrants described in the MUTCD, combined with 
engineering judgment should be considered in determining the type of traffic-control 
device to be installed. 
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a. Traffic Signal.  A traffic signal may be warranted.  The MUTCD lists warrants for 
a traffic signal.  It does not address a bikeway-roadway crossing.  However, path 
traffic should be functionally classified as vehicular traffic, and each warrant 
should be applied accordingly. 

 
For a manually-operated signal-activation mechanism, the path-user signal button 
should be located where is easily accessible from the path and 4 ft above the 
ground so that a bicyclist need not dismount to activate the signal.  For a 
signalized divided-roadway intersection, a push button should also be located in 
the median to account for a path user who is trapped in the refuge area. 

 
b. “Stop” Sign.  A “Stop” sign should be placed as close to the intended stopping 

point as possible and should be supplemented with a stop line.  A four-way stop is 
not recommended due to frequent confusion about, or disregard for, path-user or 
motorist right-of-way rules.  Sign type, size, and location should be in accordance 
with the MUTCD.  A shared-use-path “Stop” sign should be located such that a 
motorist is not led to stop at such a sign.  A roadway “Stop” sign should be 
located such that a path user is not led to stop at such a sign. 

 
4. Transition Zone at Path Termination.  Where a shared-use path terminates at an existing 

road, it should be integrated into the existing system of roadways.  The path terminal 
should be designed to transition path traffic into a safe merging or diverging situation. 
Appropriate signage is necessary to warn and direct both the path user and the motorist 
regarding the transition zone. 

 
5. Refuge Island.  A refuge island should be considered for a path-roadway intersection in 

which one or more conditions apply as follows: 
 

a. a high roadway traffic volume or speed creates unacceptable conditions for the 
path user; 

 
b. the roadway is wider than 75 ft, or a pedestrian walking at 2.5 ft/s cannot 

completely cross the street during the green traffic-signal phase; 
 

c. a mid-block shared-use-path crossing or a path-roadway intersection is located 
where there are limited gaps in traffic; or 

 
d. the crossing will be used by a number of people who cross relatively slowly, such 

as the elderly, schoolchildren, persons with disabilities, etc. 
 
The refuge area should be large enough to accommodate platoons of users, including groups of 
pedestrians, groups of bicyclists, individual tandem bicycles which are longer than standard 
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bicycles, wheelchair users, or people with baby strollers.  The area may be designed with the 
storage aligned across the island or longitudinally.  See the example in Figure 51-7T, Refuge 
Island at Roadway Intersection.  Adequate space should be provided so that those in the refuge 
area do not feel threatened by passing motor vehicles while waiting to finish crossing the 
roadway. 
 
A refuge island allows a path user to cross one direction of driving lanes, then rest and assess 
when he or she is able to complete the roadway crossing.  A refuge island provides a sense of 
security to a pedestrian crossing a busy roadway with few gaps in traffic.  A refuge island is 
typically used at a mid-block crossing, but is also acceptable to use at a path-roadway 
intersection. 
 
A raised island should be cut through level with the roadway, or have curb ramps at both sides to 
comply with ADA, and a level area of at least 4 ft width between the curb ramps.  A refuge 
island should be of at least 8 ft width where used by a path user.  There should be at least 6.5 ft 
on each side of the cut-through.  A path user should have a clear line of visibility on the island 
and should not be obstructed nor restricted by poles, sign posts, utility boxes, etc.  The desirable 
width of the island and the width of the crosswalk equal to the shared-use-path width at the island 
are illustrated in Figure 51-7T. 
 
 
51-7.09(04)  Restriction of Motor-Vehicle Traffic 
 
A shared-use path requires a physical barrier at a highway intersection to prevent an unauthorized 
motor vehicle from using the facility.  A lockable, removable, or reclining barrier post can be 
used to permit entrance by an authorized motor vehicle.  Each post or bollard should be set back 
outside the intersecting-highway clear zone or be of a breakaway design.  The post should be 
reflectorized for nighttime visibility and painted a bright color for improved daytime visibility.  
Striping an envelope around the post is recommended as shown in Figure 51-7U.  Where more 
than one post is used, an odd number of posts at 5 ft spacing is desirable.  A wider spacing can 
allow entry by a motor vehicle, but a narrower spacing can prevent entry by an adult tricyclist, 
wheelchair user, tandem bicyclist, recumbent bicyclist, or bicyclist with a trailer. 
 
Another method of restricting motor-vehicle entry is to split the entryway into 5-ft sections 
separated by low landscaping.  An authorized motor vehicle can still enter if necessary by 
straddling the landscaping.  The higher maintenance costs associated with landscaping should be 
considered before this method is selected. 
 
 
51-7.10  Signing and Marking 
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Adequate signing and marking are essential on a shared-use path, especially to alert the user to 
potential conflicts and to convey regulatory messages to both the path user and motorist at a 
highway intersection.  Guide signing to indicate direction, destination, distance, or route number 
or name of intersecting street, should be used in the same manner as on a highway.  A uniform 
application of traffic-control devices, as described in the MUTCD, provides minimum traffic-
control measures which should be applied. 
 
A yellow center line of 4 in. width should be considered to separate opposite directions of travel. 
 The stripe should be broken where adequate passing sight distance exists, and solid elsewhere, 
or where passing by bicycles is to be discouraged, as follows: 
 
1. for high traffic volume of bicyclists or other path users; 
 
2. on a horizontal or vertical curve with restricted sight distance; or 
 
3. on an unlighted path where nighttime riding is expected. 
 
White edge lines are beneficial where bicycle traffic is expected during early-morning or early-
evening hours. 
 
Further guidance on signing and marking is provided in the MUTCD. 
 
 
51-7.11  Lighting 
 
Lighting should be considered where night usage is expected, including an area serving college 
students or commuters, or at a highway intersection.  Fixed-source lighting reduces crashes along 
a shared-use path or at an intersection with a roadway, and allows the user to see the path’s 
direction, surface condition, or obstacles. 
 
Lighting a shared-use path permits some freedom in system and luminaire design.  Lighting 
should be provided that fits the site’s needs and satisfies the recommendations described below. 
 
The lighting system as a whole should provide adequate horizontal and vertical illumination 
along the entire length and width of the facility without significant variations in luminous 
intensity to which a path user or motorist can experience difficulty adjusting to.  Horizontal 
illumination, measured at pavement level, enables a path user to understand pavement markings 
and to be able to easily follow the path.  Vertical lighting, with illumination level measured 6 ft 
above the pavement, is most effective for illuminating the path and obstacles. 
 
To avoid sharp differences in brightness, the uniformity ratio of illumination is determined by 
dividing the average illumination level by the minimum illumination level. 
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At a roadway intersection, illuminating the shared-use path for 75 ft on either side of the roadway 
is desirable.  Transitional lighting is recommended on an unlit roadway crossed by a shared-use 
path. 
 
Figure 51-7V indicates the average maintained luminance level and should be considered a 
minimum, particularly if security or the ability to identify path users from a distance is important. 
Figure 51-7V should be used for a shared-use path that is straight and level or has only minor 
curves or grade changes.  Additional illumination is required where visibility is limited or where 
complex maneuvering can occur (i.e., abrupt curve, grade, roadway intersection, interchange, 
overpass, or underpass).  A shared-use path which crosses a roadway in the middle of a long 
block or at an intersection of two roadways should receive additional illumination.  Lighting 
should be provided at each warning-sign location where electricity is accessible.  A light pole 
must satisfy the recommended horizontal and vertical clearances as outlined for other 
obstructions along the path.  Lighting fixtures should be to a scale appropriate for a shared-use 
path. 
 
 
51-7.12  Bicycle-Parking Facility 
 
Providing a bicycle-parking facility is an essential element in an overall effort to promote 
bicycling.  Some people are discouraged from bicycling unless adequate parking is available.  A 
bicycle-parking facility should be provided at both the trip origin and trip destination and should 
offer protection from theft and damage.  Bicycle parking can be long-term or short-term.  The 
minimum requirements for each differ in their placement and protection. 
 
A short-term facility is for decentralized parking where the bicycle is left for a short period of 
time and is visible and convenient to a building entrance. 
 
A bicycle rack should be provided if it satisfies the following: 
 
1. does not bend wheels or damage other bicycle parts; 
2. accommodates a high-security U-shaped bicycle lock; 
3. is visible to passers-by to promote usage and enhance security; and 
4. has as few moving parts as possible. 
 
A parking facility should be able to accommodate a wide range of bicycle shapes and sizes, 
including tricycles or trailers if used locally.  A facility should be easy to operate.  If possible, 
signs depicting how to operate the facility should be posted. 
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51-8.0  LANDSCAPING 
 
51-8.01  General 
 
Roadside landscaping can greatly enhance the aesthetic value of a highway.  Landscaping 
treatments should be considered early in project development so that they can be easily and 
inexpensively incorporated into the project design.  This may require the acquisition of additional 
right of way to implement these treatments. 
 
Landscaping treatments are typically not included with other project types, but are generally 
completed as a separate project.  Landscaping treatments will be considered on a project-by-project 
assessment. 
 
 
51-8.01(01)  Responsibility 
 
The Production Management Division’s Services and Cultural Resources Team has the primary 
responsibility for determining or reviewing landscaping treatment.  During the final field check, a 
landscape architect will attend to determine the landscaping treatment.  The Services and Cultural 
Resources Team or landscape consultant will submit recommendations and landscaping details to 
the designer for incorporation into the project design. 
 
 
51-8.01(02)  References 
 
For information on landscaping procedures and plants, the designer should contact the Services and 
Cultural Resources Team for their expertise.  The designer should review the INDOT Standard 
Drawings, the AASHTO A Guide for Transportation Landscape and Environmental Design, and 
the Team’s reference library for more information on landscaping. 
 
 
51-8.02  Benefits 
 
Roadside landscaping can be designed advantageously to yield several benefits.  The most 
important objective is to naturally fit the highway into the existing terrain.  The existing landscape 
should be retained to the maximum extent practical.  The following is a brief discussion of the 
benefits of proper landscaping. 
 
1. Aesthetics.  Gentle slopes, hills, parks, bodies of water and vegetation have an obvious 

aesthetic appeal to the highway user.  Landscaping techniques can be used effectively to 
enhance the view from the highway.  In a rural area, the landscaping should be natural and 
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should eliminate construction scars.  The planting shape and spacing should be irregular to 
avoid a cosmetic appearance. 

 
 In an urban area, the smaller details of the landscape predominate and plantings become 

more formal.  The interaction between the occupants of slow-moving vehicles and 
pedestrians with the landscape determines the scale of the aesthetic details.  The designer 
may be able to provide walking areas, small parks, etc.  Landscaping should be pleasant, 
neat, and sometimes ornamental, and it should require low maintenance. 

 
2. Erosion.  Landscaping and erosion control are strongly interrelated.  Flat and rounded slopes 

and vegetation serve to both prevent erosion and provide aesthetic value.  Chapter Thirty-
seven provides additional information on erosion control. 

 
3. Maintenance.  Landscaping decisions will greatly affect roadside maintenance.  

Maintenance activities for mowing, fertilizing, or using herbicides should be considered 
when designing the roadside landscape.  Involvement by other public or private groups 
(except on an Interstate route) should be encouraged to enhance the roadside landscape 
(e.g., Adopt-A-Highway Program). 

 
4. Screening for Headlight Glare.  Depending upon roadway alignment and the selected type 

of vegetation, landscaping features may be used to effectively screen headlight glare, for 
example, in a freeway median. 

 
5. Screening for Noise Abatement.  Although the effect may be more psychological than real, 

landscaping features may have some masking benefits to sensitive receptors. 
 
6. Screening of Undesirable View.  Screening of a junkyard or other undesirable view may be 

enhanced through the use of landscaping features. 
 
7. Snow Drift.  Landscaping features may assist in preventing snow from drifting and 

accumulating on the roadway. 
 
 
51-8.03  Landscaping Considerations 
 
All landscaping activities should be properly coordinated with other project design elements.  The 
objectives are that other design elements should not be compromised by landscaping, and secondary 
benefits may be gained by the proper application of the landscaping features.  Examples of 
coordination between landscaping and project design are briefly discussed below. 
 
1. Geometric Design.  On a new-construction or reconstruction project, the geometric design 

of the highway should be blended to fit the natural topography and landscaping features of 
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the area.  As practical, existing landscaping elements should be preserved and enhanced.  
The roadway alignment and cross-section design should be compatible with the landscaping 
objectives.  The landscaping treatment should not be made to interfere with the driver’s 
horizontal and intersection sight distances. 

 
2. Roadside Safety.  The introduction of landscaping features should not compromise the 

objectives of roadside safety.  Chapter Forty-nine provides the Department’s criteria for 
roadside-safety design.  The most significant roadside-safety element relative to the use of 
landscaping features is the clear-zone concept.  Roadside hazards should not be located 
within the designated clear zone.  A tree is considered a roadside hazard. 

 
3. Environmental.  Every effort should be made to use vegetation that will survive in the area 

with minimum maintenance.  The selection of the vegetation will depend upon the soil 
conditions, drainage, amount of sun exposure, diseases and insects, road deicing chemicals, 
temperature, and pollution. 

 
4. Economics.  Plant selection, availability, quantity, and size greatly affect the cost of 

landscaping.  The selection of the plantings should be so as to provide a cost-effective 
design. 

 
 
51-8.04  INDOT Landscaping Policy 
 
51-8.04(01)  Plant-Establishment Policy 
 
A project which includes plantings may include a special provision which requires the contractor to 
be responsible for a plant-establishment period of at least one year.  A longer establishment period 
may be required where survival is considered essential to the function of the plantings (e.g., 
junkyard screening, urban landscaping). 
 
 
51-8.04(02)  Protection of Existing Vegetation 
 
Wherever practical, existing trees or other landscaping features should not be removed.  This 
objective, however, must be compatible with other considerations such as roadside safety, 
geometric design, utilities, terrain, public acceptance, and costs.  The plans should clearly designate 
all existing landscape features which will be retained.  If the existing plant material conflicts with 
these considerations, where applicable, the plant material should be evaluated by a landscape 
architect for possible relocation to a more suitable portion of the right of way. 
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51-8.04(03)  Disturbed Area 
 
In an area disturbed by construction work, the designer should specify that the turf be 
reestablished.  Turf establishment refers to the revegetation of a disturbed area.  The designer 
should use the following guidance to determine the appropriate turf establishment, depending 
upon individual site conditions. 
 
1. Topsoil.  Topsoil is placed in a disturbed area to a depth of 6 in. or greater depending upon 

the underlying soil conditions. 
 
2. Planting of Grass.  Each area disturbed by construction, except exposed rock surfaces and 

areas to be sodded, should be seeded, fertilized, and mulched. 
 
3. Sodding.  Where developed properties or areas of intensive mowing abut the project, each 

areas disturbed by construction should be sodded and watered sufficiently to establish 
growth. 

 
The INDOT Standard Specifications and Chapter Seventeen provide additional details on turf 
establishment. 
 
 
51-8.04(04)  Wildlife-Habitat Replacement 
 
To some extent, existing wildlife habitat will be disturbed due to project work.  Wildlife habitats 
may include woodlands, overgrown fields, and pastures and wetlands.  The Department’s policy is 
to replace any disturbed wetland.  This will often require the purchase of additional right of way.  
To determine the project’s effect on plants and animals, the designer should review the Design and 
Location Study Report or, where provided, the Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental 
Assessment.  These reports may also provide recommendations on the type and quantities of habitat 
to be replaced. 
 
The designer is responsible for incorporating the mitigation of the wildlife habitat into the plans.  
This may include revegetation with special grasses and woody species, wetlands grading, seed 
mixtures, etc.  However, wetland revegetation with aquatic and woody species is usually 
administered in a separate contract once the plans have been completed.  The Office of 
Environmental Services will assist in coordinating habitat types and quantities.  The Services and 
Cultural Resources Team will assist in the development of plans and specifications. 
 
 
51-9.0  SOUND BARRIER 
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A sound barrier is designed and erected to reduce the sound level of traffic adjacent to existing 
properties to an acceptable level as determined by Federal guidelines.  A barrier is considered the 
most practical option to reduce sound when compared to other mitigating options (e.g., wider buffer 
zone, reducing speed, eliminating or restricting traffic or vehicular types).  The Office of 
Environmental Services is responsible for determining the longitudinal limits of the barrier, the 
lateral location from the roadway, and the required height.  The designer is responsible for the type 
selection, design of the sound barrier, and evaluating the impacts of the sound barrier on the 
highway design and complying with the project intent of the Office of Environmental Services. 
 
 
51-9.01  Types 
 
An absorptive or reflective sound barrier is effective in reducing the environmental impact of noise 
from the highway.  The sound-barrier types that may be used are as follows. 
 
1. Earth Berm.  An earth berm is a graded mound of soil which redirects the highway sound 

from nearby sensitive areas. 
 
2. Masonry Wall.  A masonry wall is constructed from concrete blocks or bricks.  Very 

pleasing architectural designs can be developed with this type of wall. 
 
3. Concrete Wall.  A concrete wall may be poured in place or precast.  The advantage of s 

concrete wall is that decorative designs can be added to the face of the wall. 
 
4. Wood Wall.  A wood wall is less costly than a masonry or concrete wall and is often 

preferred by local residents.  However, its life expectancy is typically less than that of a 
masonry or concrete wall. 

 
5. Metal Wall.  A metal wall is constructed using galvanized or treated steel panels. Concerns 

relative to cost and corrosion have generally limited the use of steel walls. 
 
6. Other Materials.  New sound barrier materials are continuously being developed, such as 

recycled plastic, fiberglass, composites, etc.  Prior to their use, they should be reviewed by 
the New Products Evaluation Committee to ensure that each will meet INDOT criteria. 

 
7. Combination Wall.  This type uses a combination of an earth berm and one of the other 

material types.  A combination wall is used to reduce the height of another wall type and for 
aesthetic purposes. 

 
 
51-9.02  Design 
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1. Line of Sight.  Noise waves travel in a straight line.  A barrier which breaks the line of sight 
between the source and receiver will provide some attenuation.  For roadway sources, the 
line of sight is drawn perpendicular to the roadway.  The sound source for cars and medium-
sized trucks is assumed to be the roadway surface and, for large trucks, it is 8 ft high.  For 
the receiver, the line of sight is terminated at the expected ear height of the receiver (e.g., 8 
ft).  The designer must also consider that the receiver may be in a multi-storied building. 

 
2. Structural Design.  A sound barrier should either be in accordance with the AASHTO 

Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges or the AASHTO Guide Specifications for 
Structural Design of Sound Barriers.  See Chapter Seventy-three. 

 
3. Length.  To block the roadway noise from the sides, the ends of the barrier should exceed 

the receiver by four times the distance from the barrier to the receiver; see Figure 51-9A, 
Sound-Barrier Placement , detail (a). 

 
4. Location.  Moving the barrier closer to the receiver or source will increase the effectiveness 

of the barrier. 
 
5. Gap.  A gap in the barrier for pedestrian access, cross-streets, or maintenance purposes can 

compromise the barrier performance.  Where practical, the effects of a gap should be 
minimized by providing tight-fitting access doors, curving the ends of the barrier to shield 
nearby receivers, or overlapping sections of barrier.  Figure 51-9A detail (b) illustrates the 
minimum distance required to maintain the acoustical effectiveness of the wall for 
overlapping barriers. 

 
6. Right of Way.  Additional right of way may be required for the installation and maintenance 

of the sound barrier. 
 
7. Roadside Safety. 
 
 a. Clear Zone.  Section 49-2.0 provides the Department’s design criteria for clear zone. 

If practical, a sound barrier should be placed outside of the clear zone.  If the barrier 
is within the clear zone, an integral concrete barrier shape or a metal barrier rail 
should be considered to shield a run-off-the-road vehicle from the barrier. 

 
 b. Terminal.  A sound barrier should be terminated outside the clear zone.  However, if 

the end of the barrier is within the clear zone, the designer should consider 
protecting the end with guardrail or an appropriate impact attenuator.  Section 49-
6.0 discusses the design of impact attenuators. 

 
 c. Traversability.  If the sound barrier is an earth berm, the toe of the barrier should be 

traversable by a run-off-the-road vehicle (see Section 49-3.02). 
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d. Protrusion.  A protrusion may become a safety hazard if it are struck or is dislodged 

by a vehicle.  Figure 51-9B, Sound-Barrier Protrusions, illustrates the preferred 
practice for placing barrier protrusions and decorative facing. 

 
8. Emergency Access.  Where sound barriers are placed relatively close to the roadway (e.g., at 

the edge of shoulder), sufficient escape routes must be provided in the wall to allow 
individuals to quickly leave the roadway in an emergency.  These escape routes may be 
provided by inserting doors or overlapping walls.  Item 5 above discusses the preferred 
methods for providing gaps in the barrier design.  Where provided, access to fire hydrants 
should also be incorporated into the wall design. 

 
9. Sight Distance. 
 
 a. At-Grade Intersection.  A sound barrier should not be located in the triangle required 

for intersection sight distance.  Section 46-10.0 provides the criteria to determine the 
required sight-distance triangle. 

 
 b. Entrance Ramp.  A sound barrier should not block the line of sight between the 

vehicle on a ramp and an approaching vehicle on the major roadway.  Therefore, a 
sound barrier should not be located in the gore area between an entrance ramp and 
freeway mainline. 

 
 c. Horizontal Sight Distance.  A sound barrier can also restrict sight distance along the 

inside of a horizontal curve.  Section 43-4.0 provides the criteria to determine the 
middle ordinate value which will yield the necessary sight distance.  The location of 
the sound barrier should be outside this sight line. 

 
10. Interference with Roadside Appurtenances.  The proposed location of a sound barrier can 

interfere with proposed or existing roadside features, including signs, sign supports, utilities, 
or lighting facilities.  The designer must determine if these features are in conflict with the 
sound barrier. 

 
11. Sound Considerations.  The noise reduction provided by a barrier depends upon the 

diffraction of sound over the top and flanking around the sides of the barrier, the 
transmission of sound through the barrier, and the multiple reflection caused by double 
barriers.  Some barrier types can absorb some of the sound energy.  The contribution of this 
absorption depends on the barrier surface, shape, and material type.  A hard, smooth surface 
will generally reflect the noise off the wall.  If barriers are to be placed on both sides of the 
roadway, the designer also should consider the impact of the reflected noise on the receiver. 
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12. Drainage.  Drainage may be accomplished by leaving a gap on the bottom and backfilling 
with gravel, by providing a hinged flap, by providing a closed drainage system, etc.  The 
barrier’s acoustical design should be maintained (i.e., no open holes in the wall). 

 
13. Landscaping.  Consideration should be given to providing landscaping treatments that will 

enhance the aesthetics and design of a sound barrier.  Plantings should be provided, where 
practical, both in front of and behind the barrier.  Low-maintenance plantings should be 
used behind the wall. 

 
14. Aesthetics.  Appearance plays a critical role in the acceptance of the sound barrier.  The 

barrier should either be blended into the background or made aesthetically pleasing.  
Various types of materials, texture, and color should be considered.  Smooth surfaces are 
not recommended. 

 
 Due to the size of a sound barrier, the designer should strive to reduce the tunnel effect by 

using variations of form, wall types, and surface treatments. 
 
 From both a visual and safety standpoint, a sound barrier should not begin or end abruptly.  

It should be transitioned from the ground line to its full height.  This can be accomplished 
by using earth berms, curving the wall back, sloping the wall downward, or stepping the 
wall down. 

 
15. Public Involvement.  Early community participation in the selection of various sound barrier 

options is encouraged to ensure community acceptance of the wall. 
 
16. Maintenance Considerations.  The location and design of a sound barrier should reflect the 

following maintenance factors. 
 
 a. The sound barrier must be located so maintenance crews can easily access the wall 

for routine repairs. 
 
 b. The sound barrier should be constructed of materials that discourage vandalism 

(e.g., graffiti) and allow for easy cleaning.  The maintenance of barrier materials is 
less costly if unpainted surfaces such as weathering steel, concrete, pressure-treated 
wood, or naturally weathered cedar or redwood are used. 

 
 c. The sound barrier should be designed so that damage can be easily repaired.  The 

barrier materials should be commercially available to reduce the need for keeping 
large stocks of material on hand. 

 
 d. The sound barrier should be located so that other maintenance operations can be 

reasonably performed (e.g., mowing, light-bulb replacement, sign cleaning, 
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spraying).  If the barrier is located near the shoulder, access for maintenance behind 
the wall should be provided from local streets or through overlapping gaps. 

 
 e. The sound barrier should be located so that it will not impact snow removal 

operations.  A barrier located at the edge of the shoulder will require manual 
removal of snow from the roadway. 

 
 
51-10.0  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 
Hazardous-waste sites can impact all phases of highway activities, including project development, 
design, right of way, construction, and maintenance.  These impacts can increase costs and delay a 
highway project.  Ownership of a site from which there has been a release, or threat of a release of a 
hazardous substance, may indicate liability whether the contamination is the result of the agency’s 
actions or those of others. 
 
 
51-10.01  Responsibility 
 
The Office of Environmental Services is responsible for ensuring that the initial site assessment is 
performed during the environmental stage.  If the initial site assessment and coordination with other 
agencies identifies the need for additional work, a consultant will be used to conduct a preliminary 
site assessment.  The Production Management Division and Office of Real Estate will be provided 
with summaries or copies of the information gathered on hazardous waste by the Office of 
Environmental Services, typically at the time of environmental-document approval. 
 
If high levels of contamination have been detected, the Office of Environmental Services will 
forward the initial site assessment and the preliminary site investigation to the appropriate section 
of the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM), and it will request that they 
become involved with the property owner to characterize the site and develop a remedial plan to 
clean the site.  This will be concurrent with the development of the preliminary plans.  The Office 
of Environmental Services will monitor the progress of IDEM. 
 
At the time of the preliminary field check, the Office of Environmental Services should be able to 
inform both the Production Management Division and Office of Real Estate on the status of the 
efforts of IDEM.  At this stage, decisions can be made for the site.  This may include redesigning 
the project to avoid the site, considering various land-acquisition strategies, or delaying or dropping 
the project from further development due to significant hazardous-waste considerations. 
 
 
51-10.02  Location 
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Hazardous materials can emerge from almost anywhere.  Common possible locations include 
abandoned or active storage tanks, oil lines, illegal dumping sites, abandoned chemical plants, 
service stations, paint companies, machine shops, metal processing plants, electronic facilities, dry 
cleaning establishments, old railroad yards, auto junkyards, landfills, or bridges with lead base 
paints.  Early indicators of contamination include groundwater contamination of nearby wells, 
discarded barrels, soil discolorations, liquid discharges, odors, abnormalities in vegetation, and 
extensive filling and regrading.  If there is a chance that a site may contain hazardous materials, the 
Office of Environmental Services should be contacted to determine if detailed testing of the site is 
warranted.  If hazardous materials are suspected on a property, no attempt should be made to enter 
the property until the site has been cleared by IDEM. 
 
 
51-10.03  Cleanup 
 
Once the hazardous-material location is known, its location must be shown on the plans.  The type 
of contamination, if known, must also be provided.  The specifications or special provisions should 
include detailed instructions on the procedure for removing the material and properly disposing of 
the wastes.  For example, on a bridge with lead-based paint, waste materials from sandblasting will 
not be permitted into the air or onto the ground, but instead must be collected and properly 
disposed. 
 
Certain cleanup sites and materials may require a specialist contractor to determine the location and 
size of the contaminated site and to provide for the proper removal and disposal of the 
contaminated materials.  The specialist contractor will be required to complete the cleanup prior to 
construction. 
 
 
51-11.0  MAILBOXES 
 
A mailbox or newspaper tube that is serviced by a carrier in a vehicle may constitute a safety 
hazard, depending upon its placement.  Therefore, the designer should make every reasonable effort 
to replace all each non-conforming mailbox with one that is in accordance with the INDOT 
Standard Drawings and the AASHTO A Guide for Erecting Mailboxes on Highways.  Removal 
and replacement of a mailbox can be a sensitive issue and should be reviewed with the postage 
patron prior to its removal or replacement. 
 
 
51-11.01  Location 
 
A mailbox should be placed for maximum convenience to its patron, consistent with safety 
considerations for highway traffic, the carrier, and the patron.  Consideration should be given to the 
minimum walking distance in advance of the mailbox site and possible restrictions to intersection 
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sight distance at an intersection or drive entrance.  A new installation should, where feasible, be 
located on the far right side of an intersection with a public road or drive entrance. 
 
A box should be placed only on the right-hand side of the highway in the direction of travel of the 
carrier, except on a one-way street where it may be placed on the left-hand side.  It is undesirable to 
require pedestrian travel along the shoulder.  However, this may be the preferred solution for a 
distance of up to 200 ft when compared to constructing a turnout in a deep cut, placing a mailbox 
just beyond a sharp crest vertical curve with poor sight distance, or constructing two or more 
closely-spaced turnouts. 
 
Placing a mailbox along a high-speed, high-volume highway should be avoided if other practical 
locations are available.  A mailbox should not be located where access is from a freeway or where 
access, stopping, or parking is otherwise prohibited by law or regulation.  A mailbox should not be 
at a location that would require a patron to cross the lanes of a divided highway to deposit or 
retrieve mail. 
 
Placing a mail stop near an intersection will have an effect on the operation of the intersection.  The 
nature and magnitude of this impact depends on traffic speed and volume on each of the 
intersecting roadways, the number of mailboxes at the stop, type of traffic control, how the stop is 
located relative to the traffic control, and the distance the stop is from the intersection.  The INDOT 
Standard Drawings show the possible location of a mail stop at a rural intersection. 
 
A mailbox should be located such that a vehicle stopped adjacent to it is clear of the adjacent 
traveled way.  This need not apply to a low-volume, low-speed street or road.  However, a vehicle 
stopped at a mailbox should be clear of the travelway.  The higher the traffic volume or speed, the 
greater the clearance should be.  Figure 51-11A provides guidelines for the lateral placement of a 
mailbox. 
 
A turnout should be provided if a useable shoulder of 10 ft or wider is unavailable.  The INDOT 
Standard Drawings provide additional details for the design of a turnout for a mail stop. 
 
 
51-11.02  Design 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the design criteria for the proper placement of a mailbox.  
The designer should also consider the following. 
 
1. Height.  A mailbox is located such that the bottom of the box is 3 ft to 4 ft above the mail-

stop surface. 
 
2. Multiple Mailboxes.  To reduce the possibility of ramping, multiple mailboxes should be 

separated by a distance of at least three-fourths of their height above the ground. 
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4. Neighborhood Delivery and Collection Box Unit.  This consists of a cluster of 8 to 16 

locked boxes mounted on a pedestal or within a framework.  One cluster can weigh from 
100 lbs to 200 lbs and may be a roadside hazard.  It should be located outside the clear zone 
or only on a low-speed curbed facility.  It is located in a trailer park, apartment complex, or 
new residential subdivision. 

 
 
51-12.0  ROUNDABOUTS 
 
51-12.01  Introduction 
 
This Section is intended to assist the designer in the study, design, and construction of a modern 
roundabout.  The principles and direction identified herein should be used for each roundabout 
being planned, designed, or constructed on an INDOT-maintained route.  This Section is a 
supplement to FHWA RD-00-067, Roundabouts: An Informational Guide, which is available 
from http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/00068.htm.  Throughout this Section, such document is 
identified as FHWA Roundabout Guide, and is cited.  Other supplemental information is 
provided where relevant. 
 
This Section is not intended to serve as a comprehensive and rigid set of design standards.  
Rather, it is intended to provide general guidance and identify considerations related to some 
roundabout-design issues.  The designer should recognize that roundabout design does not entail 
a strict pre-defined process with repeated application of the same rules at each intersection 
considered.  Instead, it requires the judicious application of roundabout design principles that 
help to reach the optimal geometric design at each individual location.  This process often 
involves trade-offs between competing objectives to reach the best solution.  Roundabout design 
requires the use of engineering judgment and thought on the part of the designer.  The use of 
sound engineering principles and common sense are also vital to successful roundabout design.  
The use of this Section does not relieve the designer of his or her personal responsibility to 
produce a design for a roundabout that functions safely and efficiently within the context of a 
given location.  This Section does not address all of the specific situations which can arise during 
the course of roundabout design.  If a unique situation arises, the designer should see the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide and contact experienced roundabout designers. 
 
This Section includes information regarding roundabout planning, safety, geometric design, 
pavement markings, lighting, landscaping, signage, public involvement, and other design or 
operational considerations.  For each topic or issue, guidance is provided regarding goals and 
objectives, the location of relevant available standards, and related factors that should be 
considered.  Rather than repeat information that is included elsewhere, e.g., the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, the MUTCD, AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and 
Streets, etc., references are provided so that information can be obtained from each source. 
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51-12.02  Definitions 
 
The following definitions will apply. 
 
1. Approach Design Speed.  The design speed of the roadway leading into the roundabout. 
 
2. Bicycle Treatment.  This provides a bicyclist the option of traveling through the roundabout 
 either as a vehicle operator or by using a shared-use path around the exterior of the 
 intersection. 
 
3. Bypass Lane.  A lane that separates right-turn movements from the roundabout-circulating 

traffic (see Figure 51-12P). 
 
4. Central Island.  The area of the roundabout inside the circulatory roadway including the 

truck apron. 
 
5. Central-Island Diameter.  The diameter of the central island, including the truck apron (see 

Figure 51-12A). 
 
6. Circulatory Lane.  A lane used by vehicles circulating in the roundabout. 
 
7. Circulatory Roadway.  The travel lanes adjacent to the central island and outside the truck 

apron, including the entire circumference of the circle. 
 
8. Circulatory-Roadway Width.  The width between the outer edge of the inscribed diameter at 

the curb face of this roadway and the central island curb face.  It is typically 1 to 1.2 times 
the width of the widest entry width.  It does not include the width of a traversable apron, 
which is defined to be part of the central island.  The circulatory roadway width defines the 
roadway width, curb face to curb face, for vehicle circulation around the central island (see 
Figure 51-12A). 

 
9. Conflict Point.  A point where traffic streams cross, merge, or diverge. 
 
10. Deflection.  The change in the path of a vehicle imposed by the geometric features of a 

roundabout, resulting in a slowing of vehicles (see Figure 51-12JJ). 
 
11. Entry Angle.  The angle between the entry roadway and the circulating roadway, measured 

at the yield line.  See Ourston Roundabout Engineering. 
 
12. Entry Lane.  The lane or set of lanes for traffic approaching the roundabout (see Figure 
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51-12A). 
 
13. Entry Radius.  The radius of curvature of the outside curb face at the exit. 
 
14. Entry Width.  The width of the roadway where it enters the roundabout.  It is measured 

perpendicularly from the outside curb face to the inside curb face at the splitter-island point 
nearest the inscribed circle. 

 
 
15. Exit Lane.  The lane or set of lanes for traffic leaving the roundabout (see Figure 51-12A). 
 
16. Exit Radius.  The radius of curvature of the outside curb at the exit. 
 
17. Exit Width

 

.  This defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the right curb-face edge of the exit to the intersection 
point of the left curb-face edge and the inscribed circle (see Figure 51-12A). 

18. Fastest Path.  The shortest possible route that a single vehicle can travel through a 
roundabout in the absence of other traffic, and ignoring all lane markings.  The fastest path 
determines the fastest possible entering, exiting, and circulating speeds within a roundabout. 

 
19. Flare Length.  The distance over which the approach roadway widens to the entry width, if 

such flaring is present. 
 
20. Half Width, V.  The width of the existing approach roadway before it starts to widen, if 

flaring is present. 
 
21. Inscribed Circle.  The outer edge of the circulatory roadway. 
 
22. Inscribed-Circle Diameter, ICD.  The outside diameter of the inscribed circle measured 

from face of curb to face of curb (see Figure 51-12A). 
 
23. Landscaping Buffer.  Often provided to separate vehicular and pedestrian traffic and to 

encourage pedestrians to cross only at the designated crossing locations.  A landscaping 
buffer can also improve the aesthetics of the intersection. 

 
24. Natural Vehicle Path.  The path that a driver will navigate a vehicle given the layout of the 

intersection and the ultimate destination. 
 
25. Path Overlap.  This occurs where the natural path of a vehicle traveling through a 

roundabout overlaps the path of an adjacent vehicle.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, 
Section 6.4.2. 
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26. Pedestrian Crossing.  This is typically located about 10 ft before the yield line and is usually 

a painted crosswalk.  A pedestrian crossing allows a pedestrian to cross in one direction of 
vehicle travel at a time and provides median refuge in the splitter island. 

 
27. Roundabout.  A circular at-grade intersection with yield control of all entering traffic, 

channelized approaches with raised splitter islands, counterclockwise circulation, and 
appropriate geometric curvature. 

 
28. Splitter Island.  The raised island at each two-way leg between entering and exiting 

vehicles, designed primarily to control entry and exit speeds by providing deflection.  It also 
prevents wrong-way movements and provides pedestrian refuge. 

 
29. Truck Apron.  The paved portion of the central island located adjacent to the circulating 

roadway.  It is defined by a sloping curb on the outside and helps accommodate large trucks. 
 
30. Yield-at-Entry.  The requirement that vehicles on all entry lanes must yield to vehicles 

within the circulatory roadway. 
 
31. Yield Line.  A pavement marking used to mark the point of entry from an approach into 

the circulatory roadway and is marked along the inscribed circle. 
 
 
51-12.03  Roundabout Types 
 
51-12.03(01)  Mini-Roundabout 
 
A mini-roundabout is a small roundabout used in an urban environment, with speeds of 30 mph 
or lower.  Figure 51-12B provides an example of a typical mini-roundabout.  It can be useful 
where conventional roundabout design is precluded due to right-of-way constraints.  In a retrofit 
application, a mini-roundabout is relatively inexpensive because it typically requires minimal 
additional pavement at the intersecting roads, such as minor widening at the corner curbs.  It 
should be used where there is insufficient right of way for an urban compact roundabout. 
 
Because it is small, it is perceived as pedestrian-friendly with short crossing distances and low 
vehicle speeds on approaches and exits.  The mini-roundabout is designed to accommodate 
passenger cars without requiring them to be driven over the central island consisting of a dome of 
asphalt painted white.  To maintain its perceived compactness and low-speed characteristics, the 
yield lines are positioned just outside the swept path of the largest expected vehicle.  However, 
the central island is mountable, and larger vehicles can cross over the central island, but not to 
the left of it.  Speed control around the mountable central island should be provided by means of 
horizontal deflection.  Capacity for this type of roundabout is expected to be similar to that of the 
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urban compact roundabout.  For design assistance, see Mini-Roundabouts, A Definitive Guide by 
Clive Sawers. 
 
 

51-12.03(02)  Urban Compact Roundabout 
 
Like a mini-roundabout, this roundabout type is intended to be pedestrian- and bicyclist-friendly 
because its perpendicular approach legs require low vehicle speed to make a distinct right turn 
into and out of the circulatory roadway.  All legs have single-lane entries.  However, the urban 
compact treatment satisfies all of the design requirements of an effective roundabout. 
 
The geometric design includes raised splitter islands that incorporate at-grade pedestrian storage 
areas, and a non-mountable central island.  There is an apron surrounding the non-mountable part 
of the compact central island to accommodate larger vehicles.  Figure 51-12C provides an 
example of a typical urban compact roundabout. 
 
 
51-12.03(03)  Single-Lane Roundabout 
 
A single-lane roundabout has single-lane entries at all legs and one circulating lane.  It has non-
mountable raised splitter islands, a mountable truck apron, and a non-mountable central island 
(see Figure 51-12D).  Right-turn bypass/slip lanes can be added as required. 
 
 
51-12.03(04)  Multilane Roundabout 
 
A multilane roundabout has at least one entry or exit with two or more lanes and more than one 
circulatory lane (see Figures 51-12E and 51-12F).  To balance the needs of passenger cars and 
trucks and to provide safety, trucks should encroach on adjacent lanes within the circulating 
roadway.  However, the district or local public agency’s preference should be sought prior to 
assuming truck encroachment on adjacent lanes for design purposes. 
 
 
51-12.03(05)  Teardrop Roundabout 
 
A teardrop roundabout is used at an interchange.  See Figure 51-12G for possible configurations 
of such a roundabout. 
 
51-12.04  Planning 
 
51-12.04(01)  Introduction 
 
A roundabout should be considered as one potential intersection option within an INDOT-
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sponsored or -funded planning study or project since it offers improved safety, cost savings, and 
enhanced traffic operations.  This includes a proposed freeway interchange where an at-grade 
intersection currently exists or will be created at the ramp terminals.  A comparison of roundabout 
practicality or feasibility versus other intersection types should be conducted, considering safety, 
traffic operations, capacity, right-of-way impacts, and cost.  Other factors as described below can 
also be included in the evaluation if desired and deemed appropriate.  In conducting such 
comparisons, a roundabout is not always the optimal solution, but it can often offer significant 
benefits. 
 
 
51-12.04(02)  Planning Process 
 
The typical planning process includes consideration of the following: 
 
1. data collection including recent adverse-accident history and types of crashes; 
2. development of 20-year traffic projections; 
3. capacity analysis to analyze traffic operations and geometry; 
4. preparation of a roundabout-concept design; 
5. public involvement; 
6. comparison to other intersection types including the do-nothing alternative; 
7. documentation via a report or memorandum; 
8. selection of preferred option; and 
9. analysis of causes of a large number of crashes or potential for them. 
 
The goal of the planning process is to make a sound decision regarding whether a roundabout is 
feasible, whether it is a better solution than other intersection types, and whether it should be 
advanced into the preliminary design phase.  Early and ongoing coordination with the Production 
Management Division’s Office of Roadway Services, the Planning Division’s Safety Team, or the 
applicable local public agency should be carried out throughout the duration of the project at key 
milestones.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapters 2 and 3, provide additional information 
regarding planning for a roundabout. 
 
 
51-12.04(03)  Required Data 
 
Data that is typically required in order to evaluate a roundabout includes the following: 
 
1. existing morning and afternoon peak-hour turning-movement counts; 
2, major traffic generators, if present, with shift changes that occur during off-peak hours; 
3. INDOT-approved design-year morning and afternoon peak-hour turning-movement 

projections; 
4. design vehicle to be accommodated; 
5. base mapping, either aerial photograph, aerial mapping, or survey; 
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6. right-of-way mapping; 
7. crash data for the most recent three-year period available, though 5 years is preferred; 
8. location of nearby intersections and signal timing information, if applicable; 
9. location of major constraints near the intersection, i.e., right of way, major utilities, 

structures, railroad crossings, bodies of water; 
10. existing and future planned bicycle and pedestrian facilities; 
11, truck percentages; and 
12. accommodation of disabled persons. 
 
Data that is desirable to obtain, though not necessarily required for each situation, includes the 
following: 
 
1. existing pedestrian counts; 
2. previously prepared construction plans or as-built plans showing the existing intersection; 

and 
3. utilities information. 
 
 
51-12.04(04)  Evaluation Criteria 
 
In assessing the desirability of a roundabout relative to other intersection types, evaluation criteria 
should include the following: 
 
1. safety; 
2. capacity; 
3. traffic operations; 
4. cost; 
5. design life of 20 years; less than this is undesirable; 
6. right-of-way impacts; 
7. safe accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists; 
8. aesthetics; 
9. proximity to other intersections; 
10. drive accommodation and access-management opportunities; 
11. public input; 
12. constructability; 
13. traffic maintenance; or 
14. social, economic, noise, and environmental impacts. 
 
 
51-12.04(05)  Capacity Limitations 
 
As discussed further in Section 51-12.05, a roundabout’s capacity is determined based on its 
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geometry and peak-hour traffic volume and turning patterns.  Because geometry and peak-hour 
traffic volume can vary considerably within a single-lane, two-lane, or three-lane roundabout, it is 
not possible to develop a precise capacity that applies to each category.  However, Figures 51-12H 
and 51-12 I provide approximate maximum daily and hourly service-volume capacities, 
respectively, for each category.  The capacities provided in Figures 51-12H and 51-12 I are only a 
general guide.  There is no substitute for an intersection-specific capacity analysis. 
 
 
51-12.04(06)  Beneficial Location and Applications 
 
Implementation of a roundabout can be beneficial to the traveling public in a number of situations.  
The following identifies some of the most common locations or applications where installation of a 
roundabout can be advantageous.  However, the designer or other decision-maker should recognize 
that this list is general and will not apply to every situation.  There are useful applications of a 
roundabout that are not included below.  The applications shown below may not always be 
appropriate.  Site-specific analysis of roundabout feasibility should be conducted at each individual 
location, as follows. 
 
1. High-Speed Rural Intersection.  Studies and experience show that a roundabout is an 

exceptional safety countermeasure at this type of location.  Other states that have installed 
roundabouts at such locations have reported reductions in total crashes, injury crashes, 
and fatal crashes.  This is consistent with the experiences of other countries. 

 
2. Intersection with Crash History.  Studies and experience show that a roundabout can 

provide reductions in injury crashes and fatal crashes.  The specific types of crashes 
which can be reduced include left-turn head-on and angled crashes. 

 
3. Intersection with Traffic-Operational Problems.  A properly designed roundabout can be 

effective in eliminating congestion and delays. 
 
4. Closely-Spaced Intersections.  A roundabout can eliminate traffic queuing from one 

intersection into another.  It can also eliminate problems related to coordination of traffic-
signal timing between closely-spaced intersections. 

 
5. Intersection Near a Structure.  A roundabout most often does not require as many 

approach lanes as a signalized intersection for vehicle storage.  Where a bridge structure 
is located near an intersection, installing a roundabout can allow the use of a shorter or 
narrower bridge structure, resulting in significant cost savings.  The most common 
situation is at a freeway interchange. 

 
6. Freeway Interchange.  A roundabout can be beneficial at the ramp terminals of a freeway 

interchange.  Random spacing of vehicles exiting a roundabout can be beneficial as they 
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merge from an on-ramp into the stream of traffic of a freeway mainline.  This is similar to 
the effect achieved through ramp metering in a congested urban area. 

 
7. As a Part of an Access-Management Program.  Since a roundabout can accommodate U-

turns, it can be implemented as a part of an overall access management plan, especially at 
an intersection that displays other characteristics that make a roundabout desirable, such 
as crash problems or traffic-operational problems.  For this situation, a roundabout can 
function as a median turnaround. 

 
8. Intersection with Unusual Geometry.  Since roundabout geometry is relatively flexible, 
 an intersection with unusual geometrics can be improved with the installation of a 
 roundabout. 
 
9. Intersection at a Gateway or Entry Point to a Campus, Neighborhood, Commercial 
 development, or Urban Area. 
 
10. Intersection where Community Enhancement May Be Desirable. 
 
11. Intersection Near a School. 
 
 
51-12.04(07)  Non-Beneficial Locations and Applications 
 
There are locations or applications where a roundabout may not be beneficial. The listing 
provided below is general and will not apply to each situation.  A roundabout may still be a 
beneficial solution though the location includes some of the characteristics listed below.  Each 
situation should be independently analyzed.  Some of the circumstances listed below cause 
potential concerns at a traffic-signalized intersection. 
 
1. Intersection Within a System of Coordinated Traffic Signals.  If a corridor includes 

multiple traffic signals with a functioning progression, a roundabout may not be the best 
overall solution.  For this situation, a roundabout can result in the disruption of traffic 
platoons. 

 
2. Intersection with Steep Grade.  It is undesirable to construct a roundabout where the 

grade through the intersection is steeper than 5%.  Potential concerns include the ability 
for a driver to stop where the road is snow-covered or icy, or the potential for a truck to 
tip over.  This applies a roundabout and an intersection with traffic signals.  A roundabout 
can be constructed where the approach grades are steeper than 5% if the approaches’ 
grades within about 100 ft of their intersection with the roundabout are 5% or flatter. 

 
3. Intersection Where Stopping Sight Distance Cannot Be Achieved.  A driver should be 
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able to identify an intersection as such, and have adequate time to stop if necessary.  This 
concern is due to either a vertical or horizontal curve, with or without superelevation. 

 
4. Intersection Near Railroad Crossing.  If a roundabout is being considered near a railroad 

crossing, it should be designed to ensure that traffic will not queue from the roundabout 
onto the railroad tracks or vice versa.  Traffic queuing from a railroad crossing into the 
circulatory roadway of a roundabout can result in gridlock with the result being that 
motorists cannot enter or exit the roundabout from any direction. 

 
5. Closely-Spaced Intersections.  A roundabout should be designed to ensure that traffic in 

adjacent intersections will not back up into a roundabout.  This should be considered 
where a roundabout is installed to mitigate an existing congested intersection.  In this 
situation, the roundabout can usually process traffic more efficiently than the previous 
intersection, with the result being that traffic in downstream intersections can back up 
into the roundabout. 

 
 
51-12.04(08)  Comparison of Roundabout Categories 
 
Figures 51-12J and 51-12K summarize and compare the fundamental design and operational 
elements for each roundabout category.  The following provides a qualitative discussion of each 
category. 
 
 
51-12.05  Roundabout Operation 
 
51-12.05(01)  Introduction 
 
A roundabout brings together conflicting traffic streams and allows the streams to safely cross 
paths, traverse the roundabout, and exit to their desired directions at reduced speeds.  A modern 
roundabout does not have merging or weaving between conflicting traffic streams.  Compactness 
of circle size and geometric speed control make it possible to establish priority to circulating 
traffic.  The geometric elements of the roundabout reinforce the rule of circulating traffic priority 
and provide guidance to drivers approaching, entering, and traveling through a roundabout. 
 
Drivers approaching a roundabout must slow to a speed that will allow them to safely interact 
with other users and negotiate the roundabout.  The width of the approach roadway, the curvature 
of the roadway, and the volume of traffic present on the approach govern this speed.  As drivers 
approach the yield point, they must first yield to pedestrians and then to conflicting vehicles 
already in the circulatory roadway.  The widths of the approach roadway and entry determine the 
number of vehicle streams that can form side-by-side at the yield point and influence the rate at 
which vehicles can enter the circulatory roadway.  The size of the inscribed circle affects the 
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radius of the driver’s path, which in turn determines the speed at which the driver travels in the 
roundabout.  The width of the circulatory roadway determines the number of vehicles that can 
travel side-by-side in the roundabout. 
 
A capacity analysis is required prior to concept design.  To determine the required geometry and 
corresponding queues and delays for a roundabout, a capacity analysis should be conducted.  
INDOT does not mandate use of a particular software for capacity analysis.  There are a number of 
roundabout-capacity-analysis softwares available such as RODEL, SIDRA, ARCADY, VISSIM, 
PARAMICS, etc.  The designer has the discretion to utilize the most appropriate software for 
analysis based on his or her own research and knowledge.  Unless otherwise directed, INDOT-
approved 20-year traffic projections for morning and afternoon peak hours should be used for the 
capacity analysis. 
 
In conducting a capacity analysis, geometric parameters may require adjustment through an iterative 
process, i.e., numerous adjustments, to achieve the desired delays and LOS in each peak hour.  
During this optimization process, site constraints should be considered, such as major issues with 
regard to right of way, nearby bridges, utilities, etc., and other roundabout-design principles related 
to speed control. 
 
 
51-12.05(02)  Operational-Analysis Tools 
 
A roundabout-intersection analysis model can be empirical or analytical.  An empirical model relies 
on field data to develop relationships between geometric design features and performance measures 
such as capacity and delay.  An analytical model is based on the concept of gap-acceptance theory.  
Extensive research by TRL conducted in England supports the empirical-formula method over the 
gap-acceptance method.  RODEL is a software program that is based on this research and the 
empirical-formula method.  RODEL permits expedient testing of what-if scenarios, thus allowing 
optimization of design rather than the one that satisfies minimum criteria.  Small changes in 
roundabout geometry such as entry width or flare length may increase the probability that the 
roundabout will perform well at a high v/c ratio.  ARCADY is another empirical software.  
Softwares such as VISSIM and SIDRA are based on gap-acceptance techniques. 
 
 
51-12.05(03)  Single-Lane Roundabout Entry Capacity 
 
Roundabout capacity is site-specific, since it is related to the geometric features of each site.  For 
planning purposes, a single-lane roundabout can be expected to handle an AADT of up to 
approximately 25,000 and peak-hour flow between 2,000 vph and 2,500 vph.  These are the total 
entering volumes from all entries combined. 
 
RODEL assumes that an entry as wide as 18 to 20 ft to accommodate trucks can represent two 
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narrow lanes instead of one wide lane.  Where only one entering and one circulatory lane are 
present with such a width, this can result in overprediction of capacity and underprediction of 
delays and queues.  Therefore, a single-lane entry, if modeled using RODEL, should be evaluated 
for a width of 15 ft or less, with 13 to 14 ft being more conservative.  This capacity analysis 
procedure is reasonably conservative and should be used if the actual entry geometry is designed 
to be wider to accommodate trucks. 
 
 
51-12.05(04)  Single-Lane Exit Capacity 
 
It is difficult to achieve an exit flow on a single lane with a DHV of higher than 1,400 vph, under 
operating conditions for vehicles which include tangential alignment, and no pedestrians or 
bicyclists.  Under normal urban conditions, the exit-lane capacity will be in the range of 1,200 
vph to 1,300 vph.  Therefore, exit flow exceeding 1,200 vph can indicate a lower LOS or the 
need for a multilane exit. 
 
 
51-12.05(05)  Multilane-Roundabout Capacity 
 
For planning purposes, a multilane roundabout can be expected to handle an AADT of 25,000 to 
55,000 and a peak-hour flow of 2,500 vph to 5,500 vph.  However, peak-hour traffic for each 
individual location should be evaluated before final conclusions are reached.  The expected 
capacity can be higher with the implementation of bypass lanes. 
 
 
51-12.05(06)  Pedestrian and Truck Effects on Entry and Exit Capacity 
 
A pedestrian crossing at a marked crosswalk that has priority over entering motor vehicles can 
have an effect on the entry capacity.  Where pedestrian volume is relatively high, the effect on 
capacity is assessed by using the pedestrian-capacity reduction factors shown in the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, Exhibits 4-7 and 4-8.  These factors should be considered in the capacity 
analysis.  For example, these can be entered into the capacity factor field in using RODEL for 
each leg of the roundabout.  A similar concern can occur at the roundabout exit where 
pedestrians cross that cannot be modeled in RODEL.  The use of microsimulation models should 
be considered where high pedestrian volume is anticipated.  Microsimulation models are further 
discussed in Section 51-12.05(14). 
 
High truck volume can also reduce roundabout capacity and should be considered in the analysis. 
 In using RODEL, truck percentage should be represented by modifying the Passenger Car Units 
(PCU) field. 
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51-12.05(07)  Key Roundabout Parameters Affecting Operating Capacity 
 
The key roundabout-design parameters are shown in Figure 51-12L and defined in Figure 51-
12M
 

. 

Figure 51-12N shows typical relationships between the six geometric design parameters and 
roundabout capacity.  Figure 51-12 O

 

 shows that the inscribed-circle diameter has less impact on 
roundabout capacity than other geometric parameters.  These figures are shown for reference 
only and are based on the capacity results using RODEL software.  Other softwares may depict 
different results. 

Research indicates that approach width, entry width, effective flare length, and entry angle have 
the most significant effect on entry capacity.  Where circulating flow is high, increasing the 
inscribed-circle diameter (ICD) will also substantially increase capacity.  Figure 51-12 O

 

 shows 
that the capacity on one leg of the roundabout is increased by 401 vph if the ICD is increased 
from 130 to 195 ft.  This increased capacity can occur on more than one leg. 

The entry radius has little effect on capacity provided that it is 65 ft or longer.  Using an entry 
radius shorter than 45 ft reduces capacity with increasing severity.  A small entry radius tends to 
produce a large entry angle and vice versa.  A perpendicular entry of 70 deg or greater, and an 
entry radius of less than 50 ft will reduce capacity.  Thus, the geometric elements of a 
roundabout, together with the volume of traffic desiring to use a roundabout at a given time, 
determine the efficiency of the roundabout’s operation. 
 
 
51-12.05(08)  Lane Balance 
 
Lane balance and utilization is tested at a multilane roundabout for both peak hours after the 
geometry has initially been identified.  Incorrect lane assignments, i.e., right, through, left, will 
sometimes affect lane utilization enough to result in significant unbalanced lane use, long delays, 
and long queues.  Therefore, once roundabout geometry is identified at a multilane roundabout, lane 
usage should be analyzed in performing the capacity analysis.  For example, this can be done by 
manipulating the capacity factor function in the RODEL software.  This will result in identification 
of proper lane assignments and should be reflected in the concept design. 
 
In using RODEL software, the user should toggle from the flow factor to the capacity factor to 
test lane balance and identify lane assignments.  Once the capacity factor has been enabled, this 
value should be changed from the default 1.00 to 0.50 for a two-lane entry, or 0.33 for a three-
lane entry, for the leg to be analyzed.  This allows the capacity of one lane to be tested with the 
peak-hour traffic volume for a specific turning movement, i.e., right, through, left.  The 
movement to be analyzed should be isolated by zeroing out the other two movements.  If the 
predicted queues and delays for the movement are acceptable using one lane, the lane can either 
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assigned only for that movement, e.g., left only, right only, etc., or as a combined use which 
includes that movement, e.g., left or through, etc.  More than one lane may be needed for the 
movement, e.g., double left, etc., if queues and delays are not acceptable.  This process can be 
repeated for each movement and each leg to determine lane assignments for the intersection.  
Based on these results, the geometry and pavement markings can be adjusted.  Other software 
can also include the provision to evaluate the lane balance and lane assignments, which is 
recommended for multilane-roundabout analysis. 
 
 
51-12.05(09)  Bypass Lane 
 
A bypass lane allows vehicles to circumvent a roundabout, providing additional capacity.  It is used 
where a high percentage of turning movements are right turns.  A bypass lane should be used only if 
other geometric layouts fail to provide acceptable traffic operations.  The decision to use a bypass 
lane should consider pedestrian and right-of-way constraints.  A bypass lane can provide significant 
benefits.  The types of bypass lanes are a free-flow lane which allows vehicles to bypass the 
roundabout and then merge into the exiting stream of traffic, or a semi-bypass lane which requires 
approaching vehicles to yield to traffic leaving the adjacent exit.  For more information, see Section 
51-12.09(14) and Figure 51-12P. 
 
 
51-12.05(10)  Peak-Hour Factor 
 
A peak-hour factor, or flow ratio in the RODEL software, should be considered for capacity 
analysis and for calculating queues and delays.  This factor represents the rise and fall of traffic 
during a peak hour, which can impact the roundabout’s capacity and operations. 
 
51-12.05(11)  Diameter 
 
The ICD used for the capacity analysis must satisfy speed-control criteria, as further discussed 
below. 
 
 
51-12.05(12)  Effective Width 
 
The geometry used for capacity analysis should be measured curb face to curb face, or effective 
width. 
 
 
51-12.05(13)  Simulation Tools 
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A number of simulation tools are available to visualize the operation of a roundabout that are 
helpful for a complex situation.  The purpose of performing a microsimulation is for 
visualization and to provide the ability to visualize multiple intersection operations along an 
arterial with integrated signalized, stop-controlled, and roundabout intersections.  Simulation 
tools can be effective for showing general roundabout traffic operations to the public. 
 
 
51-12.05(14)  Entry Width 
 
The range of design values for roundabout geometrics are shown in Figure 51-12J.  These values 
are intended for general guidance only, as each roundabout design is unique with respect to 
location, design criteria, traffic flow, and other site specifics. 
 
1. Roundabout Performance Measures.  The measures that are used to estimate the 

performance of a roundabout design are delay and queue length.  Each measure provides 
a unique perspective on the quality of service of a roundabout under a given set of traffic 
and geometric conditions. 

 
Delay is a standard parameter used to measure the performance of an intersection or 
approach.  The Highway Capacity Manual identifies delay as the primary measure of 
effectiveness for both signalized and un-signalized intersections, with level of service 
determined from the delay estimate. 

 
Queue length is used in assessing the adequacy of the geometric design of the roundabout 
approaches.  The approach roadway should have adequate storage capacity so that the 
queue does not obstruct driveway access or another intersection.  Depending on location, 
a queue of 10 vehicles may be unacceptable at one site while a queue of 50 vehicles at 
another site may be acceptable. 

 
2. Volume Diagram and Lane Configuration Sketch.  Use Figure 51-12Q to determine 

traffic volume; existing peak-hour turning volume for the morning, afternoon, or 
weekend; and design-year peak-hour turning volume.  Compare the design-year flow with 
existing flow and check for anomalies.  The design-year flow should not exceed the 
capacity of the surrounding network.  Figure 51-12Q provides a format for a 3 or 4-leg 
intersection, or interchange ramp with a roundabout.  Place the existing or projected peak-
hour traffic volume, by movement, where indicated on the spreadsheet and it will 
calculate the circulating-traffic volume in the circulatory roadway adjacent to each splitter 
island, the exit volume, and entrance volume. Circulating flow will be shown in the boxes 
in the center of the diagram.  These are used in the initial analysis of the roundabout.  The 
spreadsheet will also provide the correct input placement and values for performing the 
capacity analysis. 
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U-turn traffic will be 1% of the entering traffic volume and can be much greater where 
there is no median opening between roundabouts.  The U-turn volume should be included 
in the traffic analysis. 

 
A lane configuration for each entry should accompany the volume diagram to facilitate 
the selection of the number of lanes and the lane assignments.  This step precedes the 
roundabout capacity analysis and the layout process since it affects the geometry.  In 
Figure 51-12R

 

, the assessment of lane assignments for Leg 1 can include three different 
options. 

Depending on the option, a spiral marking treatment to spiral out the westbound left turn 
may be required.  Spiral markings are discussed in Section 51-12.10(02) item 3.  The 
southbound exit may need to become a single lane.  Option 1 is the preferred and 
simplified lane configuration that works for both peak and off-peak periods.  Figure 51-
12S

 
 shows an example of the final roundabout layout. 

 
51-12.05(15)  Operations and Entry-Lane Pavement Markings 
 
A multilane roundabout should include entry-lane markings.  These markings have the potential 
to slightly increase capacity and decrease delays or queues.  However, these variations in capacity 
are relatively minor and are not quantifiable.  For this reason, the geometry should not be 
changed based on this assumed increase in capacity.  The correct use of lane arrows can be 
beneficial to help approaching traffic achieve a desirable distribution of traffic between lanes.  
Inappropriate use of lane arrows can also reduce capacity, if placed incorrectly. 
 
The reduction in capacity arising from the incorrect use of lane arrows can be severe if a high 
proportion of the approach volume uses one exit.  For example, assume an approach on a 4-leg 
roundabout has three lanes, with arrows pointing left, straight, and right.  If 60% of the approach 
flow is straight ahead, it is constrained to the middle lane, which only has one third of the 
approach capacity.  The resulting queues can quickly expand beyond the beginning of the flare 
preventing access to the left and right turn lanes, further reducing capacity. 
 
The use of appropriate lane arrows should encourage balanced lane use, thus improving capacity. 
 Traffic often has a bias towards the right-most lane.  Lane arrows can either encourage this bias, 
or can encourage lane balance.  Figure 51-12S shows an alternative pavement marking.  The best 
approach markings will depend on the turning volume.  The markings that produce the most 
balanced lane utilization are preferred.  The configuration shown in Figure 51-12T diagram (a) 
should be utilized for frequent right-turn and through movements.  The configuration shown in 
Figure 51-12T diagram (b) should be utilized for frequent left-turn and through movements.  
Lane arrows can produce subtle problems that can reduce capacity and cause accidents.  The 
design of pavement markings is further discussed in Section 51-12.10(02). 
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51-12.06  Roundabout Safety 
 
51-12.06(01)  Introduction 
 
Section 51-12.09 provides information regarding geometric design including information regarding 
sight distance, grades, cross slopes, etc.  Following the guidance provided therein ensures the safest 
possible geometric design.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapters 5 and 6, provides additional 
information regarding roundabout safety. 
 
The principles regarding geometry that will maximize roundabout safety are as follows. 
 
1. Minimize entry and circulatory-roadway widths, inscribed-circle diameter (ICD), and 

number of lanes. 
 
2, Keep entry and exit radii within the appropriate range.  Therefore, avoid very small exit 

and entry radii and very large entry radii. 
 
3, Vehicle speeds should be within an acceptable range based on roundabout type along the 

fastest path prior to the yield line.  This is further discussed in Section 51-12.09 and the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6. 

 
4. Keep the entry angle for each entrance between 20 deg and 30 deg. 
 
5. Where practical, increase capacity by using a longer flare length as opposed to a wider 

entry. 
 
6. Maximize the angle between adjacent legs of the intersection.  This is different than the 

entry angle. 
 
7. Avoid entry and exit path overlap at a multilane roundabout. 
 
These principles should most-often apply, but there are exceptions and circumstances where they 
will not apply.  For additional information regarding these principles and their application, see 
TRL Laboratory Report 1120, Accidents at 4-Arm Roundabouts, 1984. 
 
 
51-12.06(02)  Evaluation Process 
 
Evaluating a roundabout as a potential safety countermeasure can be accomplished by means of a 
cost/benefit (C/B) ratio, or examination of existing crashes versus anticipated reductions based on 
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roundabout-safety studies.  The potential safety benefits of a roundabout can also be evaluated by 
means of identifying the crash frequencies and types presently occurring at an intersection and 
determining whether these will likely be eliminated or reduced by use of a roundabout, assuming 
that average crash reductions will be realized.  The crash types that are of the most concern at an 
intersection are those that result in serious injuries and fatalities.  Left turn head-on crashes and 
angled crashes are the most dangerous types.  The potential for both of these crash types is 
essentially eliminated through the installation of a roundabout. 
 
Traffic at an intersection with approach speeds higher than 45 mph is likely to experience a 
significant safety benefit since crash severity is often high at such an intersection.  Roundabouts in 
other states have been shown to be an effective safety countermeasure at such an intersection.  
However, implementation of a roundabout should not be limited only to an intersection that 
experiences head-on and angled crashes, since other types of crashes are also reduced or eliminated 
where a roundabout is installed.  In evaluating the feasibility of a roundabout, at least three years of 
crash data should be collected and analyzed, with five years’ worth as preferable, if available.  
Crash frequencies, patterns, types, and severity should be identified.  Once this information is 
analyzed, it can be determined whether a placement of a roundabout is likely to reduce crashes. 
 
If another type of intersection control, i.e., traffic signal, four-way stop, two-way stop, is being 
considered and compared to a roundabout, typical crash frequencies, severities, and rates can be 
estimated based on the performance of the same intersection-control type at other existing 
intersections in the area.  Throughout the evaluation process, variables other than intersection type 
that are not substantially contributing to crashes should be considered. 
 
 
51-12.06(03)  Follow-Up Monitoring 
 
Once a roundabout is constructed, follow-up monitoring should be conducted periodically to 
determine safety performance after implementation.  Data for the first three to 12 months of 
operation should be excluded from consideration, as it should be expected that motorists are 
adjusting to the new intersection during this time frame.  Adjustments to pavement markings and 
signing may be warranted based on crash patterns after implementation.  The district Office of 
Traffic or the local public agency is responsible for monitoring the operations at a roundabout 
located within its service area.  The procedure for conducting a before-and-after safety-benefits 
evaluation is included in NCHRP Report 572. 
 
 
51-12.07  Multimodal Considerations 
 
51-12.07(01)  Introduction 
 
Accommodating non-motorized users is a Department priority.  Therefore, consideration should 
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be given to non-motorized use as follows: 
 
1. pedestrian volume is high; 
2. there is a presence of young, elderly, or visually impaired citizens wanting to cross the 

road; and 
3. pedestrians are experiencing particular difficulty in crossing and are being excessively 

delayed. 
 
The adjacent land uses near a proposed roundabout location should be considered.  Land use 
such as a school, playground, hospital, or residential neighborhood can warrant additional 
treatments as described below.  If it is determined that bicyclist or pedestrian concerns will be a 
factor in the design of the roundabout, the Production Management Division’s Office of 
Roadway Services should be contacted for input. 
 
 
51-12.07(02)  Pedestrians 
 
Research shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide indicates that fewer pedestrian accidents with 
less severity are occurring at roundabout intersections when compared to signalized or 
unsignalized intersections with comparable volume.  Relatively low-speed entries and exits 
should be provided to maximize pedestrian safety.  Due to relatively low operating speeds of 15 
to 20 mph, pedestrian safety is improved in a roundabout than in other intersection types.  Figure 
51-12U
 

 lists advantages and disadvantages of a roundabout as related to pedestrians. 

The pedestrian crossing should be located approximately 25 ft upstream from the yield point.  
This helps to reduce decision-making problems for drivers.  For pedestrian safety, the crossing 
should not be located too far from the yield line such that entering vehicle speeds are not yet 
sufficiently reduced or exiting vehicles are accelerating.  It may be appropriate to design the 
pedestrian crossing at 50 to 75 ft from the yield point at a multi-lane entry.  The crossing should 
be placed perpendicular to the direction of traffic in entrances and exits to minimize pedestrian 
travel and exposure time. 
 
At a roundabout with high traffic volume or high pedestrian volume, the pedestrian crossing can 
be enhanced with features such as crosswalk pavement markings, colored concrete with patterned 
borders, lighted bollards at entries and exits, and activated push-button or automatic-detection 
warning signals.  Where pedestrian volume is very high, consider accommodating pedestrians 
with an overpass or underpass.  Contact the district Office of Traffic or the local public agency in 
determining the appropriate pedestrian treatment. 
 
Pedestrians are faced with the continual movement of motor traffic, and their possible inability to 
judge gaps in an oncoming travel stream.  This is true of children, the elderly, the disabled, or the 
visually impaired.  These pedestrians often prefer larger gaps in the traffic stream, and walk at 
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slower speeds than other pedestrians.  A pedestrian crossing should be designed in accordance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 
5.3.3, and the MUTCD. 
 
The pedestrian hybrid signal should be considered where there is an identified or demonstrated 
need to accommodate the visually impaired.  This signal is currently experimental, therefore it 
requires a formal request from FHWA for installation. 
 
 
51-12.07(03)  Bicyclists 
 
The operation of a bicycle through a roundabout can be a challenge to a bicyclist similar to that 
of a signalized intersection, especially for turning movements.  As with a pedestrian, one of the 
difficulties in accommodating a bicyclist is the wide range of skills and comfort levels in mixing 
with vehicular traffic.  The complexity of vehicle interactions within a roundabout can leave a 
cyclist vulnerable.  Designated bicycle-lane markings within the circulatory roadway should not 
be used.  A design that constrains motor vehicles to speeds more compatible with bicycle speeds 
is preferred. 
 
Features such as proper entry curvature and entry widths to slow traffic entering the roundabout 
should be integrated into the roundabout design.  The addition of a ramp from a bicycle lane to a 
shared-use path prior to the intersection as shown in Figure 51-12V allows a bicyclist to exit the 
roadway and proceed around the intersection safely through the use of crosswalks if the bicyclist 
is uncomfortable with mixing with motor vehicles.  For additional information on bicycle-ramp 
design, see Section 51-12.09(21). 
 
Bicyclists are often less visible and more vulnerable when merging into and diverging from a 
multilane roundabout.  A wider, shared-use pedestrian-bicycle path should be provided separate 
from the circulatory roadway where significant bicycle volume is expected.  While this will 
likely be more comfortable for the casual bicyclist, the experienced bicyclist will be slowed down 
by having to cross at the crosswalk and may choose to traverse a multilane roundabout in the 
same manner as a motor vehicle. 
 
The following guidance is intended for a shared-use path at a roundabout. 
 
1. Construct a widened sidewalk, or separate shared-use path around the outside of a 

roundabout to accommodate bicyclists who prefer not to travel through the roundabout. 
 
2. Begin and end the shared-use path 50 to 150 ft upstream of the yield point to allow the 

bicyclist an opportunity to transition onto the path.  More space may be needed if a flared 
entrance is provided. 
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3. Right-turn bypass lanes for motor vehicles may be problematic for bicyclists.  The use of 
bypass lanes should be avoided in a high-bicycle-volume area if possible. 

 
4. Provide a ramp or other suitable connection between the sidewalk or path and the bicycle 

lane, shoulders, or roadway surface on the approaching and departing roadway.  The 
bicycle exit ramp should have a 25- to 35-deg departure angle away from the roadway.  A 
bicycle entrance ramp should have a 25- to 35-deg angle range toward the roadway.  See 
Figure 51-12W

 

. The bicycle-ramp entrance should be relatively flat such that bicyclists 
are not directed into the travel lane for motorized vehicles, but parallel to the bicycle lane. 

A grade-separation overpass or underpass for bicyclists should be considered for a high-motor-
vehicle-volume roundabout also with high bicyclist volume.  For information on a permanent 
public trail crossing a rural public road, see 
 

Section 51-7.08. 

 
51-12.08  Principle-Based Design Guidance 
 
51-12.08(01)  Introduction 
 
Roundabout design, due to the dynamic balancing of competing objectives and the effect that 
manipulation of geometric elements can have on roundabout performance tends to be iterative by 
its nature.  Roundabout design can require numerous iterations to achieve the desired balance 
between geometric, operational, and safety factors.  Though a design process is provided herein, 
the designer should understand that accordance with design principles and understanding of the 
inherent design tradeoffs are the central points of design regardless of the design procedure 
followed. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide foreword states the following: 
 
Roundabout operation and safety performance are particularly sensitive to geometric design 
elements.  Uncertainty regarding evaluation procedures can result in over-design and less 
safety.  The ‘design problem’ is essentially one of determining a design that will accommodate 
the traffic demand while minimizing some combination of delay, crashes, and cost to all users, 
including motor vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.  Evaluation procedures are suggested, or 
information is provided, to quantify cost and how well a design achieves each of these aims.  
Since there is absolutely no optimum design, this guide is not intended as an inflexible ‘rule 
book,’ but rather attempts to explain some principles of good design and indicate potential 
tradeoffs.  In this respect, the ‘design space’ consists of performance evaluation models and 
design principles such as those provided in this guide, combined with the expert heuristic 
knowledge of a design.  Adherence to these principles still does not ensure good design, which 
remains the responsibility of the designer. 
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Moreso than for a conventional intersection or other design form, the geometric design of a 
roundabout intersection dictates its capacity and operational performance.  The geometric and 
operational analyses, considered as distinct disciplinary pieces of project design and often 
performed separately for each project, are inseparable in roundabout design.  Therefore, much of 
the information included herein invokes traffic-engineering terms and subject matter that centers 
on achieving operational goals while balancing them with safety and other considerations. 
 
 
51-12.08(02)  Roundabout-Design Process 
 
As discussed previously, the general nature of the roundabout-design process is an iterative one.  
It is also a process in which minor adjustments in geometric attributes can have effects on the 
performance of the design.  In the execution of this process, there must be an awareness of this 
iterative nature as well as an understanding that the designer may need to revert back to an earlier 
step for adjustment. 
 
Due to the iterative process and the fact that the optimal position of the roundabout may not be 
finally determined until preliminary geometrics can be investigated, initial layout options should 
be prepared as rough concept drawings.  This method allows an investigation of feasibility and 
compatibility of individual components before significant effort is invested in determining design 
elements. 
 
Designing a roundabout can range from easy to complex.  There is no easy process for the 
intersection design.  A roundabout is not homogeneous in nature and cannot be standardized.  
There are many different types of roundabouts, such as single-lane, two-lanes, three-lanes, 
circles, ellipses, bypass lanes, snagged bypass lanes, double roundabouts, spirals, etc, in which a 
number of combinations or multiple combinations of the above can appear in one roundabout.  
Each roundabout is unique, with each potential type applied in different situations in which site-
specific problems require distinct solutions.  The major differences in design techniques and 
complexity appear between a single-lane roundabout and a multi-lane roundabout where different 
principles apply. 
 
Roundabout design is fundamentally holistic.  The whole is more important than the parts.  How 
the intersection functions as a single traffic-control device is more important than the actual 
values of the specific design components, e.g., a radius.  However, how the parts interact with 
each other is also important.  Although individual geometric values are not as important as the 
intersection operation as a whole, the values should be within ranges that succeed.  Figure 51-
12X 

 

provides an example of a holistic flowchart that guides a designer through the entire 
roundabout-design process. 
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51-12.08(03)  General Design Steps 
 
The following will most often apply.  However, each roundabout requires a different design and 
thought process that is dependent on the unique design constraints, traffic volume, roadway 
speeds, topography, and alignments of the roadways.  Not all aspects of design or the design 
process are included herein.  However, the general design steps provided should be sufficient. 
 
1. Review of Existing Conditions

 

.  Review the most recent site plans and roadway 
alignment information in an electronic format.  Review existing roadways with respect to 
surrounding topography, centerlines, curb faces, edge of pavement, roadway lane 
markings, existing or proposed bicycle lanes, nearby crosswalks, environmental 
constraints, buildings, drainage structures, adjacent access points, multi-use paths, 
railroad crossings, school zones, and right-of-way constraints.  This should include design 
constraints such as specific properties that may not be encroached upon or desired lane 
widths.  Review available traffic studies, which should include projected design-year 
volume and assumptions for the proposed intersection or corridor project. 

These should provide adequate background regarding traffic conditions as well as the 
level of detail, design parameters, right-of-way constraints, and location for the proposed 
roundabout. 

 
2. Review of Future Conditions

 

.  The future-intersection traffic operations and flows should 
be reviewed and discussed with the lead jurisdiction for the project.  Possible issues 
including excessive delays should be considered in the design process and geometric 
criteria.  Relevant future site plans, access points, and roadway cross-sections that can 
affect the roundabout design should be provided, reviewed, and incorporated into the 
analysis and design. 

Depending on the area, review the future projected morning, afternoon, off-peak, or mid-
day peak-hour turning-movement volumes at the intersection.  Use Figure 51-12Q,

 

 
Traffic-Flow Worksheet, and a schematic diagram consisting of the future peak-hour 
turning-movement volumes at the intersection.  To accurately identify the roundabout 
geometric and capacity needs, the information to be acquired prior to starting the capacity 
analysis or roundabout design is as follows: 

a. future morning, afternoon, off-peak, or mid-day peak-hour turning-movement 
volumes, as deemed appropriate for the study area; 

 b. future percent trucks by approach for each peak hour; 
c design-vehicle type by turning movement, i.e., WB-50, WB-65, or special design 

vehicle; 
 d. vertical-alignment constraints; 
 e. right-of-way constraints; 
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 f. base map, either aerial photo/mapping or topographic survey; 
 g. pedestrian volume, if significantly high; and 
 h. need for bicycle lanes or sidewalks. 
 
3. Understanding of Specific Design Concerns

 

.  Prior to commencing a design, the designer 
must first understand the design concerns listed above and incorporate the needs into the 
roundabout design.  After evaluating the traffic volumes, the designer should have an 
understanding of the number of lanes that will initially be required. 

An approximate roundabout diameter can be determined based on the traffic needs, 
proximity to constraints, design vehicle, and the relative speeds of the roadways entering 
the intersection. 

 
4. Performance of Capacity Analysis.  After all of the pertinent information regarding the 

roadways, site, and traffic volumes have been obtained and an approximate roundabout 
diameter has been identified, a geometric analysis of the proposed roundabout should be 
performed using a roundabout capacity analysis software.  See Figure 51-12Q, 

 

Traffic-
Flow Worksheet, for assistance in inputting the traffic-volume data. 

This will set the design requirements for the conceptual roundabout design.  The morning 
and afternoon traffic volumes, or possibly a weekend peak depending on the study area, 
should be analyzed for the intersection.  This will maximize the likelihood that the 
roundabout operates appropriately under all peak-hour traffic conditions.  The final 
results of this analysis will produce key information to include in the roundabout design, 
as follows: 

 
 a. initial estimated roundabout diameter; 
 b. entry-lane configurations at each approach; 
 c. future capacity for each approach; 
 d. minimum approach widths and entry radii; 
 e. delay in each approach and the overall delay for the intersection; 
 f. queue length for each approach; and 
 g. future level of service. 
 
5. Lane Configuration and Roundabout Placement

 

.  Once the minimum design requirements 
have been established, a roundabout can be sketched by initially identifying the flow of 
traffic, lane configuration, approach-lane assignment requirements, the circulatory 
roadway width, and the exit lanes.  This includes the placement of the roundabout’s circle 
to roughly determine the lane configuration and location of the proposed roundabout.  A 
skewed intersection angle or right-of way constraints should be considered. 

6. Planning Initial Layout.  Once the capacity requirements have been identified, the initial 
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conceptual layout should be refined further to satisfy the site’s specific design constraints. 
The concept should then be refined iteratively to develop a final concept drawing, without 
the use of exact values such as radii.  Visual inspection of the concept can then further 
identify fastest path, right of way, deflection, leg angles, and other issues.  The ability for 
the design vehicle to maneuver the roundabout should be checked.  The roundabout 
geometry should be adjusted accordingly at this stage of the design process. 

 
7. Formalization of Roundabout Geometrics

 

.  Once the general location and roundabout 
configuration have been preliminarily developed and all of the design issues have been 
resolved, a conceptual roundabout design can be completed.  A roundabout design should 
be completed with respect to the face of curb for the intersection.  For a multi-lane 
roundabout, the lane striping is as critical as the face-of-curb location to minimize entry- 
and exit-path overlap, provide proper lane widths and widening, and communicate the 
lane markings and possible spiral markings. 

The horizontal geometry should be in accordance with relevant safety and capacity 
parameters.  The design should incorporate the geometric roundabout parameters of 
entry-width, E; average effective flare length, L’; V; entry angle, φ; entry radius, R; and 
inscribed-circular diameter, ICD.  The values of E, L’, φ, R, and ICD all directly relate to 
the capacity and safety of a modern roundabout. 

 
8. Design-Vehicle Check and Modifications

 

.  Verify that the specific design vehicle is 
accommodated within the roundabout design.  A software program such as AutoTurn 
should be used to verify proper truck turning radii through the roundabout for each 
movement.  The truck-apron size, or width, should be identified.  See Section 51-
12.09(06) for assistance in sizing the truck apron.  The information provided therein 
should be used for guidance purposes only, and should not be considered as a standard 
sizing chart.  Each truck movement should provide a buffer space of 2 ft between the 
swept path of the truck and the face of curb. 

9. Safety and Fastest-Path Review

 

.  Fastest-path design speed and other safety factors and 
design features such as φ should be checked.  The specific fastest-path design should be 
developed and reviewed as adequate and reasonable, based on speed and deflection.  If 
deficiencies or deviations in the design features and safety factors appear, the roundabout 
should be reanalyzed and redesigned either with small changes or by completely shifting 
alignments and geometry or the placement of the circle with an entire redesign effort, as 
an iterative process.  See Section 51-12.09(03) for assistance in determining the fastest 
path. 

10. Accessorizing the Design.  Once a preliminary design with respect to the face of curb, and 
striping, if a multi-lane roundabout, has been completed, additional amenities should be 
considered at this stage.  These include crosswalks, detached sidewalks, bicycle paths, 
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and curb ramps. 
 
At this stage of the design process, a form of approval or review consultation should be 
performed if desired.  Once a roundabout has been properly designed with respect to horizontal 
geometry, other geometric and non-geometric design components must be completed for a 
roundabout to function as it was designed.  These design components are key to the public 
driving the roundabout as it was intended without further safety or operational issues.  These 
other elements include vertical profiles, signage, pavement marking, landscaping, lighting, and 
materials. 
 
 
51-12.08(04)  Design Principles 
 
Provision should be made for an operationally-adequate facility with desirable safety 
performance.  In the geometric design, these are often competing goals, as geometric elements 
that promote higher traffic flow often allow higher speeds into and through the roundabout.  
Issues relating to overall speed and speed consistency, between different traffic streams or 
between successive elements within the same traffic stream, are the most prevalent cause of 
safety problems. 
 
The speed, capacity, and safety relationship should be in balance.  The design process can require 
considerable iteration among geometric design, operational analysis, and safety evaluation.  
Minor adjustments in geometry can result in significant changes in safety or operational 
performance.  Thus, the initial design will likely require revision and refinement to enhance the 
roundabout’s capacity and safety. 
 
Since roundabout design is an iterative process, the initial concept drawings should be sketched.  
The individual components should be compatible with each other so that the roundabout will 
satisfy its overall performance objectives.  Before the geometric details are finalized, the 
fundamental elements to be determined in the Scoping and Feasibility stage are as follows: 
 
1. optimal size; 
2. optimal position; and 
3. optimal alignment and arrangement of the approach legs. 
 
The following should also be incorporated into the roundabout design. 
 
1. Fastest-Speed Path

 

.  This restricts operating speed by deflecting the paths of entering and 
circulating vehicles.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6 and Exhibit 6-12, for 
additional information on vehicle-path curvature. 

2. Circulatory-Roadway Width.  This is the width between the outer edge of the inscribed 
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diameter at the curb face of the roadway and the central-island-curb face.  It is 1.0 to 1.2 
times the widest entry width.  It does not include the width of a traversable apron, which 
is defined to be part of the central island.  The circulatory-roadway width defines the 
roadway width, curb face to curb face, for vehicle circulation around the central island. 

 
3. Exit Radius
 

.  This is the radius of curvature of the outside curb face at the exit. 

4. Exit Width

 

.  This defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the right curb-face edge of the exit to the intersection 
point of the left curb-face edge and the inscribed circle. 

 
51-12.08(05)  Design Composition 
 
Design composition consists of the selection and arrangement of geometric design elements and 
their relationships to one another.  In composing a design, the tradeoffs of safety, capacity, and 
cost should be recognized and assessed throughout the design process.  The effect of adding to 
one component of design often impacts another.  Figure 51-12Y
 

 identifies such tradeoffs. 

 
51-12.09  Geometric Design 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6, for fundamental design principles as guidance.  
This Section provides guidelines and details for geometric design which do not appear in the 
Guide.  This Section also provides information specific to a two-lane roundabout’s entries. 
 
 
51-12.09(01)  Design Speed 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.2.1.2. 
 
 
51-12.09(02)  Vehicle Path 
 
Determine the smoothest, fastest path, using a spline, possible for a single passenger car, in the 
absence of other traffic, without regard to lane pavement markings, traversing through the entry, 
around the central island, and out the exit.  The critical fastest path is most often the through 
movement, but can be a right-turn movement. 
 
Use the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibits 6-5 and 6-7, for a single-lane design with low 
pedestrian activity.  Use Exhibit 6-5 to determine the radius values for the R1, R2, and R3 
fastest-speed paths.  Use Exhibit 6-7 to determine the radius value for R5 fastest-speed path.  Do 
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not use Exhibit 6-6, as the lane lines should not be considered in a multi-lane roundabout for 
fastest-speed analysis.  See Section 51-12.09(03) for evaluating fastest-speed paths for a 
multilane roundabout.  The R4 value does not control the fastest-speed path but should be 
checked to determine speed consistency.  The vehicle-path offset of 5 ft as shown in Exhibits 6-5 
and 6-7 is measured from the concrete curb face, and not the edge of the pavement line.  If the 
approach to the roundabout has a centerline pavement marking on the left side and no curb face, 
the offset should be 3 ft from the centerline pavement marking.  Figures 51-12Z and 51-12AA 
describe the vehicle-path radii.  The entry-path curvature is measured on a curved path near the 
yield point over which the tightest radius occurs. 
 
See Figure 51-12LL for determination of the entry-path curvature. 
 
 
51-12.09(03)  Creating a Fastest-Speed Path, or Spline Curve 
 
1. Curb Offsets

 

.  Use the curb offsets shown in Figure 51-12CC.  To determine the speed, 
the fastest path allowed by the geometry should be as shown in Figure 51-12CC.  This is 
the smoothest, flattest path possible for a single vehicle, in the absence of other traffic 
and without regard to lane markings, traversing through the entry, around the central 
island and out the exit. 

2. Draw the Spline Curve
 

. 

See Figure 51-12DD, Spline Curve Through Movement, for the locations of the points 
described below. 

 
a. Choose points A through C on the first 5-ft curb offset from the splitter island.  

Choose three points that are approximately 5 ft apart that will approximate the 
path of an approaching vehicle. Choose a point outside the 165-ft line, and 
another inside the 165-ft line. 

 
b. Choose point D on the 5-ft curb offset from the entry curve. 

 
c. Choose point E on the 5-ft curb offset from the central island. 

 
d. Choose point F on the 5-ft curb offset from exit curve. 

 
e. Choose points G through I, or G1 through I1, on the 5-ft offset from the right side 

exit curb.  It can be appropriate to check the left side instead of the right side.  The 
side is dependent on the anticipated driving path of the vehicle and the roadway 
alignment.  Choose three points that are approximately 5 ft apart that will 
approximate the path of an exiting vehicle.  Choose a point outside the 165-ft line, 
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and another inside the 165-ft line. 
 

f. Establish a point just upstream from the start of the spline at point J.  The 
beginning of the spline will be tangent to the 5-ft curb offset. 

 
g. Establish a point just downstream from the end of the spline at point K.  The end 

of the spline will be tangent to the 5-ft curb offset. 
 

3. Modify the Spline Curve

 

.  Check the spline created in item 2 above to determine if it 
violates the 5-ft curb offsets.  Measure the distance between the face of curb and the 
spline curve at points A through I, or visually inspect whether the spline curve violates 
the curb offsets. 

The spline will likely slightly violate the 5-ft curb offset.  Use engineering judgment to 
determine if the spline should be modified. 

 
If the spline is between the curb offset and the curb or outside of the curb offset, as shown 
in Figure 51-12FF, it should be modified. 

 
Evaluate the spline as a whole to determine if it appears to be a path that a vehicle will 
use.  The beginning or end of the spline should likely be pulled farther away from the 
roundabout itself. 

 
4. Measure R Values
 

. 

a. Once an acceptable spline is created, fit arcs to the spline to measure the R values. 
 

b. Fit an arc onto the spline at a point that appears to be the tightest portion of the 
spline.  This should occur prior to the yield line and not more than 165 ft from the 
yield line. 

 
c. Check the arc length.  If the arc length is not 65 to 80 ft, recreate it to try to obtain 

an arc length within this range. 
 

d. Measure the radius of the arc. 
 

e. Repeat to find values for R1, R2, and R3. 
 

f. To find R4, measure the radius of the 5-ft curb offset from the central island. 
 

g. To find R5, create a spline that is tangent to the three curb offsets.  These are the 
5-ft splitter-island offset on the entry, the 5-ft offset on the inside of the right turn, 
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and the 5-ft splitter-island offset on the exit that define the R5 path, as illustrated 
in Figure 51-12 I I.  Check that the arc does not cross the curb offsets. 

 
 
51-12.09(04)  Speed Consistency 
 
In addition to achieving the appropriate design speed for the fastest movements, the relative 
difference in speeds between consecutive geometric elements should be minimized.  The relative 
difference in the speeds between conflicting traffic streams should also be minimized.  The 
maximum speed differential between movements should be not more than 12 mph as shown in 
the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.2.1.5.  The R2 values for radius and speed are lower 
than the R1 values for a single-lane entry.  However, this is seldom achievable for a multi-lane 
entry.  For either a single- or multi-lane entry, the R2 values should be lower than the R3 values. 
 
The R1 and R2 values should be used to control exit speed.  For the through path, R1 should be 
greater than R2.  R2 should be less than R3, but R3 should not be less than R1.  For the left-
turning path, R1 should be greater than R4. 
  
The R1 to R4 relationship will most often be the most restrictive for speed differential at each 
entry.  However, the R1, R2, and R3 relationship should also be reviewed, to ensure that the exit 
design is not overly restrictive in regard to speed.  Design criteria in the past advocated relatively 
tight exit radii to minimize exit speeds.  The current best practice suggests a more relaxed exit 
radius for improved drivability.  Speeds at roundabout exits are still low due to R2 speeds and the 
short distance between R2 and the exit leg, rendering R3 practically irrelevant as a speed control. 
 
For calculation of the exit speed at R3, NCHRP Report 572, Equation 5-4A should be used. 
 
 
51-12.09(05)  Design Vehicle 
 
The standard design vehicle is the WB-65.  Community-sensitive design considerations can 
suggest that larger or smaller vehicle accommodations are warranted.  The appropriate 
jurisdiction should be consulted for selecting a design vehicle.  Use of the facility by 
unconventional vehicles, e.g., farm vehicles, oversized loads, should be researched.  The design 
should be modified accordingly so that such vehicles can be accommodated.  The design vehicle 
can have an impact on the truck-apron width.  The inscribed-circle diameter, the width of the 
circulatory roadway, and the central-island diameter are interdependent.  Once two of these are 
established, the remaining measurement can be determined.  However, the circulatory-roadway 
width, entry and exit widths, entry and exit radii, and entry and exit angles should also be 
considered in accommodating the design vehicle and providing deflection. 
 
To ensure that smaller vehicles encounter sufficient entry deflection at a normal roundabout, a 
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truck apron, or a raised low-profile area around the central island, is usually necessary.  It should 
be capable of being mounted by a large truck’s trailer, but should be uncomfortable for a car or 
SUV to traverse.  The roundabout should be designed such that select vehicles, usually a school 
or transit bus, will not require use of the truck apron.  However, to keep entering and circulating 
speeds to a minimum, a vehicle larger than the select vehicle type may have to track onto the 
truck apron. 
 
The width of the circulatory roadway should be determined from the width of the entries and the 
turning requirements of the proposed design vehicle.  It should always be at least as wide as the 
maximum entry width, and can be up to 1.2 times the maximum entry width. 
 
A multilane roundabout can be designed to accommodate large trucks.  The most common 
method is to assume that a truck will use two lanes, by tracking into the adjacent lane, to enter, 
circulate, and exit the roundabout.  Alternatively, a roundabout can be designed so that a truck 
can remain in one lane as it traverses the intersection.  This approach is less commonly used, 
since the roundabout must be larger, possibly resulting in increased right-of-way needs, higher 
cost, and a potential for increases in certain types of crashes.  It can be applicable where truck 
volume represents a high percentage of the overall traffic. 
 
As with a single-lane roundabout, the left- or U-turn movements will determine the width of the 
truck apron.  In determining the apron width, a worst-case scenario should be assumed, where a 
truck’s cab and front tires stay completely within the inside circulatory lane.  Vehicle turning-
path templates or turning-path softwares can be used. 
 
 
51-12.09(06)  Considerations for Large Vehicles 
 
Field observations have shown that most semi-trucks entering a multi-lane roundabout take up 
two lanes at the entry, therefore not allowing another vehicle to travel beside the truck on a two-
lane circulatory roadway.  Depending on the angle of entry and the size of the roundabout, a truck 
can travel completely in the outside lane with sufficient space for another vehicle to travel next to 
the truck.  Where truck volume is high, it may be necessary to post a warning sign.  No other 
vehicles should drive next to or pass a truck in a roundabout, unless the roundabout has been 
designed to specifically allow for trucks to travel side-by-side with another vehicle.  Field 
observations have shown that where a car and truck enter a roundabout side-by-side, the smaller 
vehicle tends to accelerate ahead of the truck or slows to avoid driving beside the larger vehicle. 
 
A secondary consideration associated with a large truck in a roundabout is the potential for 
overturning or shifting loads.  There is no simple solution in relation to geometry to completely 
prevent load shifting or rollover.  Load shifting or load shedding can lead to property damage, 
congestion, and delay.  A vehicle whose load has shifted or has been shed is expensive to clear, 
especially if it occurs at a roundabout with high traffic volume.  Where such problems persist, 
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combinations of geometric features often exist, as follows: 
 
1. long, straight high-speed approach; 
 
2. inadequate entry deflection or too much entry deflection; 
 
3. low circulating flow combined with excessive visibility to the right; 
 
4. significant reduction of the turning radius on the circulatory roadway, due to spirals with 

arcs that are too short or elliptical geometries with too large a difference in the major and 
minor axes; 

 
5. cross-slope changes on the circulatory roadway or the exit; and 
 
6. outward sloping cross-slope on the inside lane of the circulatory roadway. 
 
A problem for some vehicles can occur if speeds are low due to a combination of grades, 
geometry, sight distance, and driver responsiveness.  An articulated large-load vehicle with a 
center of gravity at 8 ft above the ground can overturn in a 65-ft-radius curve at a speed as low as 
15 mph.  See TRL Report LR788. 
 
A layout designed to mitigate the characteristics describe above will be less prone to load shifting 
or load shedding.  Abrupt changes in the cross-slope should be avoided.  Pavement-surface 
tolerances should be complied with. 
 
 
51-12.09(07)  Non-Motorized Vehicles 
 
The splitter island’s desirable width from face of curb to face of curb is 8 ft, and the minimum 
width is 6 ft, within the pedestrian-refuge area.  The desirable crosswalk width in the splitter 
island, from outside to outside of white edge lines, is 10 ft, and the minimum width is 7 ft.  See 
the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 6-26, for more information. 
 
 
51-12.09(08)  Alignment of Approaches and Entries 
 
A key factor is deflection at entry, which is independent of roadway centerlines.  Entry deflection 
should not be generated by sharply curving the approach road to the left close to the roundabout, 
then sharply to the right at entry. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide Exhibit 6-18 and accompanying text do not represent current 
policy for roundabout design.  The centerline of roadway should not pass through the center of 
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the inscribed circle.  An offset should be provided in a multi-lane roundabout to the left of the 
center of the central island.  An offset of 40 to 60 ft can be provided between opposing entries, or 
the distance shown in Figure 51-12JJ can be provided to achieve proper deflection and 
appropriate fastest-path R1 speeds. 
 
 
51-12.09(09)  Entry Width 
 
Entry width is measured perpendicularly from the outside curb face to the inside curb face at the 
splitter-island point nearest to the inscribed circle. 
 
A narrow entry tends to promote safety.  However, a WB-65 design vehicle will require an 18- to 
22-ft width entry path for a single-lane approach, depending on skew angle, to be able to make a 
right turn.  A wide entry can cause confusion about whether the entry should be marked as multi-
lane or single-lane.  Increasing the effective flare length or entry width will increase capacity, or 
increasing both can produce a dramatic increase in capacity.  Effective flare length of an 
approach can be as short as 15 ft or as long as 330 ft.  Where the effective flare length exceeds 
330 ft, its impact on capacity can become minimal.  Therefore, a full approach should be added. 
 
 
51-12.09(10)  Circulatory-Roadway Width 
 
The circulatory-roadway width need not need remain constant.  A variable circulatory-roadway 
width should be used where a multi-lane entry is appropriate for the major road, but only single 
lane approaches are necessary on the minor road. 
 
 
51-12.09(11)  Central Island 
 
The central island is always a raised, non-traversable area encircled by the circulatory roadway.  
This area should also include a traversable truck apron, if necessary.  The island should be raised 
and can be landscaped to enhance driver recognition of the roundabout upon approach and to 
limit the ability of the approaching driver to see through to the other side of the roundabout.  The 
inability to see through the roundabout also reduces or can eliminate headlight glare at night and 
driver distraction caused by other vehicles in the circulatory roadway. 
 
The center or highest portion of the central island’s ground-surface should be raised.  The ground 
slope in the central island should not be steeper than 6:1.  Concrete, stone, wood, or other 
material used to make a wall within the central island may be prohibited in certain speed zones.  
Use of such treatments should be discussed with the Office of Traffic Safety or the local 
municipality prior to design.  Landscaping in the central island is further addressed in the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5. 
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The outside 6 ft of the central island, excluding the truck apron, should be a low-cut grass surface 
or other low-maintenance surface to maintain visibility to the left upon entry, and forward and 
circulatory visibility within the circulatory roadway. 
 
 
51-12.09(12)  Inscribed-Circle Diameter 
 
For the recommended inscribed-circle-diameter range, see Section 51-12.04(08), and Figures 51-
12K and 51-12J.  Also see the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.1. 
 
 
51-12.09(13)  Splitter Island 
 
The maximum overall height of a splitter island’s landscaping or hardscaping above the top of 
the curb should be approximately 1.5 ft.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.8. 
 
See Figure 51-12KK for details for a typical splitter island. 
 
 
51-12.09(14)  Entry Radius, Right-Turn Bypass Lane, Path Overlap, and Deflection 
 
The minimum entry radius should be as shown on Figure 51-12LL.  Capacity will increase with 
increased entry radius, but entry speed will also increase. 
 
Entry radius is not the same as R1.  R1 should be greater than R2, and not less than R2 as stated 
in the FHWA Roundabout Guide. 
 
A bypass lane allows vehicles to circumvent a roundabout, providing additional capacity.  A 
bypass lane should be used only if other geometric layouts fail to provide acceptable traffic 
operations.  The decision to use a bypass lane should consider pedestrian and right-of-way 
constraints.  A bypass lane can provide significant benefits to a roundabout’s function.  Provision 
for a large amount of right-turn demand can be made by means of a free-flow bypass lane, which 
allows vehicles to bypass the roundabout and merge into the exiting stream of traffic.  It can also 
be made by means of a semi-bypass or partial bypass lane, which can or cannot include a vane 
island, which requires approaching vehicles to yield to traffic leaving the adjacent exit. 
 
Choosing the proper alternative is determined from the volume of right turns and the available 
space.  Capacity analysis with or without the right-turn flows will confirm the best choice.  If 
there is high pedestrian volume, the use of a full-bypass lane should be avoided. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide’s Figures 6-42 and 6-43 illustrate two types of layouts for a 
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bypass lane.  The layout shown in Figure 6-43 is not recommended because right-turning drivers 
must look to the left at an angle of greater than 90 deg.  The layout shown in Figure 6-42 is 
preferred for a full-bypass because the right-turning traffic has an exclusive exit without conflicts 
between other exiting traffic if the merge distance is sufficient where the auxiliary lane must be 
dropped downstream. 
 
An alternative that can be superior to that shown in Guide Figure 6-43 is a partial right turn that 
still keeps the right-turning vehicle from making a through movement while preserving adequate 
sight to the left for circulating or exiting traffic.  A vane island or pavement markings can be 
used depending on space, alignment, entry angle, and the need to improve the vehicle-retention 
effect of the geometry.  Figure 51-12P shows the addition of a partial or vehicle-retaining bypass 
lane at the upper leg of a roundabout.  There are other features that can accompany this treatment. 
 Two such features are shown in the figure.  One is the narrowing of the downstream circulatory 
roadway by having the adjacent splitter island protrude into the circulatory roadway.  The other is 
to pull the far right-hand curb on the north approach off the inscribed circle to aid the separation 
between entering or circulating traffic and right-turning traffic. 
 
The addition of conflicts with multiple traffic streams entering, circulating, and exiting the 
roundabout in adjacent lanes, should be considered in designing a multi-lane roundabout. 
 
The natural path of a vehicle is the path a driver will take based on the speed and orientation 
imposed by the roundabout’s geometry.  While the fastest path assumes that a vehicle 
intentionally cuts across lane markings to maximize speed, the natural path assumes that there are 
other vehicles present, and all drivers will attempt to stay within their proper lanes.  The natural 
path should be determined by assuming that a vehicle will stay within its lane to the yield point.  
At the yield point, the vehicle will maintain its natural trajectory into the circulatory roadway, 
continue into the circulatory roadway, and exit with no sudden changes in curvature or speed.  
Roundabout geometry that tends to lead a vehicle into the wrong lane can result in operational or 
safety deficiencies. 
 
Path overlap occurs where the natural paths of vehicles in adjacent lanes overlap or cross one 
another.  It most commonly occurs at an entry where geometry of the right-hand entry lane tends 
to lead vehicles into the left-hand circulatory lane.  However, vehicle-path overlap can also occur 
at an exit where exit geometry or striping tends to lead vehicles from the left-hand circulatory 
lane into the right-hand exit lane.  Figure 51-12MM illustrates an example of entry-path overlap 
at a multi-lane roundabout.  The left-lane geometry directs the approach vehicle into the central 
island, and the right-lane geometry directs the approach vehicle toward the inside circulatory 
lane, creating entry-path overlap. 
 
Figure 51-12NN provides a method for checking entry- and exit-path overlap at a multi-lane 
roundabout.  To avoid path overlap, the desirable tangent length is 40 to 50 ft for the entry-path 
tangent and at least 40 ft for the exit-path tangent.  The minimum tangent length to avoid entry- 
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and exit-path overlap is 26 ft.  Path overlap can be avoided if approximately 5 ft of space is 
provided between the face of the central-island curb and the extension of the face of curb on the 
splitter island. 
 
Figure 51-12 OO shows the preferred method of avoiding path overlap.  This method is 
consistent with the FHWA Roundabout Guide Exhibit 6-46, and is the preferred design for a 
multi-lane entry.  An inner entry curve should first be drawn such that once the edge of the 
splitter-island curve is extended across the circulatory roadway, the line is tangent to the central 
island as shown.  Once the innermost-lane geometry has been designed, and it has been 
determined that there will be no path overlap, the adjacent lane can be designed.  The radius of 
the smaller entry curve will vary depending upon the approach geometry and the fastest-speed 
path, but will range from 65 to 110 ft.  A curve with a radius of greater than 150 ft, or a tangent 
section, is then fitted between the entry curve and the outside edge of the circulatory roadway. 
 
Another method is to start with a larger, sweeping inner curve and then provide a smaller-radius 
curve near the approach that is tangent to the central island.  This method is also described in the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.4.3.1. 
 
The objective of this design technique is to place the entry curve at the optimal location so that 
the extension of the inside entry lane at the yield point forms a line tangent to the central island.  
This concept should be used for a multi-lane entry design, and is also recommended for a single-
lane entry.  Figure 51-12PP illustrates the result of proper entry design. 
 
If the entry curve is located too close to the circulatory roadway, it can result in path overlap.  If 
it is located too far away from the circulatory roadway, it can result in inadequate deflection, i.e., 
entry speed which is too fast.  A multi-lane roundabout without path overlap can have adequate 
deflection to control entry speed.  Improved path overlap can result in increased fastest-path 
speed.  A technique for reducing the entry speed without creating path overlap is to increase the 
inscribed-circle diameter of the roundabout.  The inscribed circle of a double-lane roundabout 
should be of at least 140 to 200 ft diameter (see Figure 51-12J), to achieve a satisfactory entry 
design.  However, increasing the diameter will result in a slightly faster circulatory-roadway 
speed.  The entry speed and circulatory-roadway speed should be in balance.  This can require 
iteration of design, speed checks, and path-overlap checks. 
 
The technique of offsetting the approach alignment to the left of the roundabout center is 
effective at increasing entry deflection (see Figure 51-12JJ).  However, this also decreases the 
entry angle, which can create unsafe entry conditions, deficient line of sight, and unbalanced lane 
utilization if offset too far to the left.  It also reduces the deflection of the exit on the same leg, 
which will increase the fastest-path speed at the entry.  Therefore, the distance from the approach 
offset to the roundabout center should be kept to a minimum to maximize its effectiveness in 
design and safety for pedestrians.  A typical offset is 20 to 30 ft from the center of the inscribed 
circle. 
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51-12.09(15)  Lane-Drop Taper and Exit Design 
 
At a multi-lane roundabout, it is common to drop one travel lane downstream of an exit.  A vehicle 
leaving a roundabout is typically traveling between 15 and 25 mph and is accelerating away from 
the intersection.  The taper should not start until after the exit radius is complete.  There should also 
be a short parallel section before beginning the taper, if practical.  An exit taper should be designed 
assuming a 35-mph design speed using the appropriate formula for a lane drop at lower than 40 
mph.  If a different design speed is determined to be applicable, contact the Production 
Management Division’s Roadway Standards Team. 
 
The right, or outside, lane should be dropped.  The likely traffic volume exiting the roundabout on 
each individual exit lane should be evaluated.  If there is a substantially higher traffic volume that 
will be using the outside lane, it is beneficial to drop the left, or inside, lane instead. 
 
The exit lane should be designed to promote a smooth natural drive path for a right-turning 
vehicle.  The exit curve should start at the central island where the entry curve to the left ends, 
and extends past the pedestrian refuge to delineate the edge of the splitter island (see Figure 51-
12KK).  The lane will narrow from the circulating roadway width past the pedestrian refuge to 
match with the departing lane.  The radius of the exit curve is larger than the entry curve to 
improve the ease of exit.  A design that reduces the probability of a vehicle braking in the 
circulating lane or at the exit will minimize the likelihood of a crash at the exit.  This larger 
radius does not translate into a faster speed where the exit speed is controlled by the circulating 
speed, R4, plus acceleration to the exit crosswalk. 
 
Where a free-flow right-turn bypass lane is utilized, the design of the merge should consider the 
relative speeds of the two conflicting streams of traffic, and provide the necessary lengths for the 
parallel section and merge section. 
 
 
51-12.09(16)  Vertical-Alignment Considerations 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.11. 
 
 
51-12.09(17)  Clear Zone 
 
Clear-zone guidance for a roundabout installation requires consideration of the approach speed, 
fastest-path speed, adjacent side slopes leading into and through the roundabout, and AADT.  
Guidance for determination of the clear-zone width is provided in Section 49-2.0 and the 
AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.  The speed of a vehicle approaching an intersection and the 
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speed allowed through an intersection, along with the AADT and side slopes, will determine the 
required clear-zone width. 
 
A stop-controlled intersection located in a high-speed rural area will require less clear-zone width 
than a traffic-signal-controlled intersection, as drivers are required to slow down to stop.  As an 
approaching vehicle reduces speed, it can be appropriate and desirable to reduce the 
corresponding clear-zone width.  The need for a clear zone and right-of-way acquisition should 
be balanced.  The yield condition for a roundabout is similar to that for the stop-controlled 
intersection.  The horizontal geometry of the roundabout requires a driver to slow down on the 
approach and through the roundabout. 
 
The approaching speed transition distance is determined from the posted speed limit and the 
deceleration needed to enter the roundabout in accordance with the fastest-speed path calculation, 
R1 value.  Section 51-12.09(18) and Figure 51-12QQ describe how to determine the 
roundabout’s approach layout for a high-speed highway. 
 
The design speed used to determine the clear-zone width around the perimeter of the roundabout 
is the average of the entry speed, measured at R1, and the circulatory-roadway speed, measured 
at R2.  The average fastest-path speed, (R1 + R2)/2, of 25 to 30 mph, will produce a clear-zone 
width of 7 to 18 ft, depending on AADT.  The exit ramps of an interchange are also considered to 
be low speed in close proximity of the approach to the roundabout.  In an urban area, lateral 
clearance is used rather than clear-zone width to determine the minimum distance to a fixed 
object such as a utility pole, fire hydrant, tree, etc.  In a rural area, the clear-zone width is used, 
based on the design speed, AADT, and sideslopes. 
 
The sideslopes adjacent to a roundabout are relatively flat to accommodate a small terrace and a 
multi-use path around the perimeter.  If the multi-use path is not installed at the same time as the 
roundabout, the area can be graded so that a path can be installed in the future with minimal 
regrading.  On an approach where vehicle speeds are 40 mph or lower, and on the perimeter of 
the roundabout beyond the multi-use path, the sideslopes should be 4:1 or flatter.  They may be 
steeper if clear-zone requirements can be satisfied, or local impacts preclude the use of such 
gentle slopes. 
 
Central-island clear-zone width is considered to be within a low-speed environment, and 
therefore should be in accordance with the lateral-clearance requirements for an urban street, 2 ft 
back from the face of curb.  Certain landscaping materials and treatments which are dependent 
upon the approach speed should be considered in the central-island landscaping design.  See the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5, for additional guidance on central-island landscaping. 
 
 
51-12.09(18)  Approach Curbs 
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A low-speed approach requires vertical-face curbs of 6 in. height in the area of the splitter island 
on both sides of the roadway and on the splitter island.  The purpose of the vertical-face curbs is 
to control the fastest-speed paths at the roundabout entrances and exits. 
  
A high-speed approach is used with a rural cross section.  A rural cross section for an undivided 
highway has shoulders without curbs on the outside.  On a divided highway, the cross section has 
shoulders without curbs on both the inside and outside leading up to the roundabout.  A high-
speed approach requires a transition section to the roundabout, where the shoulders will narrow 
and vertical curbs will be introduced.  See Figure 51-12QQ for an example of the high-speed 
approach layout.  The figure

 

 shows the layout of the gore area for the beginning of the splitter 
island and the curb-and-gutter layout as the driver approaches the yield line.  The painted gore 
area transitions into a raised concrete center curb type C followed by a sloping curb and gutter of 
4 in. height for a short distance as shown.  The curb transitions both horizontally and vertically as 
it approaches the roundabout.  At the nose where the curb and gutter begins, the curb face is 4 to 
6 ft from the driving lane, or has a shoulder of 4 to 6 ft width on the left side of the approach. 

In a rural area, the painted gore and the curbs serve to alert a driver approaching a roundabout of 
changing roadway conditions, and that travel speed should be reduced.  Driver awareness that 
conditions are changing is accomplished through the use of roadway curvature, channelization, 
lighting, landscaping, or signage.  Total curb length starting from the yield line should be the 
deceleration distance required to reduce from the approach speed to the fastest-path design speed 
measured at R1. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
Example 51-12.1.  The posted speed limit is 55 mph, and deceleration to approximately 25 mph 
produces a desirable total raised-curb length distance of approximately 400 ft for the splitter-
island side of the roadway.  Approximately 230 ft of the 400 ft should include a sloping curb of 4 
in. height.  The remaining 170 ft should include a vertical curb of 6 in. height.  If the posted 
speed limit instead is 40 mph, deceleration to 25 mph will produce a desirable total raised-curb 
length of approximately 185 ft, all of which should be vertical curb of 6 in. height.  Deceleration-
distance is provided in the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
Exhibit 10-73.  In using this exhibit, the approach speed limit should be used as the design speed. 
 Differing approach conditions can produce different deceleration distances. 
 
On the roundabout approach, the minimum length of vertical curb on the right side of the 
travelway should be the greater of 25 ft prior to the bicycle-path ramp or 100 ft prior to the yield 
line.  The vertical-curb installation will enforce the fastest-speed path geometry.  On the exit, the 
curb on the right-hand side also should be long enough to control exit speed and minimally 
should be the greater of 25 ft past the bicycle-path ramp or 100 ft past the exit measured from the 
ICD. 
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Drainage should be considered in the area of the curb and gutter by providing curb turnouts or 
inlet structures. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
51-12.09(19)  Sight Distance 
 
Stopping sight distance should be provided so that a motorist can recognize the need to slow 
down and stop, if necessary.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.9, should be followed 
in calculating stopping sight distances for the approaches, circulatory roadway, and crosswalks. 
 
Regarding intersection sight distance, the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.10, provides 
one method for calculating required visibility to the left as a vehicle approaches a roundabout.  
However, the section recommends that an approaching driver should be able to see a 
considerable distance up the preceding approach, based on a conservative methodology for 
calculating sight distance, which can sometimes be undesirable. 
 
An alternative method for calculating sight distance to the left requires that a driver approaching 
a roundabout should be able to see only to the yield line of the entry to the left once the driver 
approximately 50 ft ahead of the yield line.  Either of these two methods is acceptable for 
calculating sight distance to the left. 
 
Restricting visibility to the left until a driver is approximately 50 ft ahead of the yield line on an 
approach reduces the possibility of a crash.  Restricting vision in this manner does not interfere 
with intersection stopping sight distance.  There are benefits to making the central island more 
visible and reducing sight lines through the central island to the opposite side of the roundabout.  
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5, for landscaping within the central island and 
approaches.  Where practical, visibility should be restricted through the central island so that the 
roadway on the opposite side of the island will not be visible to a motorist approaching the 
roundabout. 
 
Signs should be located such that they will not block clear-sight areas.  However, chevron signs 
located in the central island will likely be located within a sight area. 
 
In calculating the sight lines, adequate sight distance should be provided for snow of up to 1 ft 
depth in the central island.  If the roundabout is within or near a horizontal curve, adequate sight 
distance should also be provided. 
 
 
51-12.09(20)  Landscaping Considerations 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5. 
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51-12.09(21)  Bicycle Provisions 
 
The minimum bicycle-ramp width should be 4 ft between the roadway and the multi-use path, 
such that they angle 25 to 35 deg toward the path where the bicyclist exits the roadway, as shown 
in Figure 51-12W.  Where a bicyclist re-enters the roadway, the ramp should likewise angle 25 to 
35 deg toward the roadway.  For applications pertinent to a multi-use path, see Section 51-7.0 
and 51-12.07(03). 
 
A perpendicular ramp should not be provided between the multi-use path and the roadway that 
will require a bicyclist to stop or nearly stop forward motion to enter one facility or the other.  
Each roundabout location should include a bicycle ramp between the roadway and a shared-use 
path. Where the shared-use path is not installed with the initial construction, the designer should 
determine whether or not the perimeter of the roundabout should be graded for future path 
installation. 
 
 
51-12.10  Traffic-Control Design 
 
51-12.10(01)  Signage 
 
The overall concept for roundabout signage is similar to that for other intersection types’ signage. 
 Proper regulatory control, advance warning, and directional guidance are required to provide 
positive guidance to the roadway user.  Signs should be located where roadway users can easily 
see them when they need the information in advance of the condition.  Signs should not obscure 
pedestrians, motorcyclists, or bicyclists.  Urban and rural applications require different signs or 
sign spacing.  For the connecting highways, sign selection should be coordinated with the district 
Office of Traffic and the local public agency to maintain consistency on the facility. 
 
The MUTCD governs the design and placement of signs.  Also see the FHWA Standard 
Highway Signs manual and the INDOT Sign Design Guide for more information. 
 
1. Regulatory Signs.  The appropriate regulatory signs shown Figure 51-12RR are described 

below. 
 

a. “Yield” Sign, R-2A.  This should be placed both in the splitter island, and on the 
right side of each approach.  If sight distance is limited, a “One Way” sign, R6-
2R, should be placed under the splitter-island side’s “Yield” sign on each 
approach to establish the direction of traffic flow within the roundabout.  A “To 
Traffic From Left” sign, may be placed under the right-side “Yield” sign on each 
approach to reinforce that the circulating traffic has the right of way. 
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b. “One Way” Sign, R6-1R.  This should be placed in the central island opposite 

each entrance and mounted above the chevron sign to emphasize the direction of 
travel within the circulatory roadway.  A single sign along with four chevrons is 
recommended. 

 
c. “Keep Right” sign, R4-7.  This should be placed at the nose of each raised-curb 

splitter island. 
 

A lane-use sign, such as R3-8, should not be used for a single-lane entry.  For a multi-lane 
entry, operational requirements will dictate where the R3-8 sign should be used. 

 
The preferred R3-8 sign is modified to show a fishhook symbol to better identify 
roundabout-lane designations.  This sign incorporates the placement of a dot under the 
left-pointing arrow, if present, which graphically depicts the presence of the central 
island.  A dot under or beside the arrow should be used only for the left-most lane. 

 
2. Warning Signs.  The appropriate warning signs shown Figure 51-12SS are described 

below.  The amount of warning a motorist needs is related to site-specific intersection 
conditions and the vehicular speeds on the approach roadways. 

 
a. Circular Intersection Sign, W2-6.  This should be placed on each approach in 

advance of the roundabout.  An optional “Ahead” educational plate, W16-9p, 
should be placed below the W2-6 sign.  Below the W16-9p plate, if placed, but 
below theW2-6 sign if not, an advisory-speed plate, W13-1, should be placed.  
The speed shown on the advisory-speed plate should not be higher than the design 
speed of the circulatory roadway.  For closely spaced roundabouts, these signs 
may be omitted.  See item 4 below for guidance as to where these signs may be 
omitted. 

 
b. “Yield Ahead” sign, W3-2.  This should be placed on each approach.  For closely-

spaced roundabouts, this sign may be omitted.  See item 4 below for guidance as 
to where these signs should be omitted. 

 
c. “Pedestrian Crossing” Sign.  Use of this sign should be coordinated with the 

district Office of Traffic or the local public agency.  If there is a school crossing at 
the roundabout, the school advance-warning sign assembly with arrow, S1-1 and 
W16-7p, is required at the crosswalk location, and in advance of the school 
crosswalk.  If there is no school crossing at the roundabout, the pedestrian-
crossing sign assembly, W11-2 and W16-7p, or the school-crossing sign assembly 
should be placed in front of the crosswalk on the approach and on the exit.  A 
rural roundabout will not have pedestrian accommodations, and will not require 
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pedestrian-sign assemblies.  However, if pedestrians are anticipated, the 
pedestrian-sign assemblies described above are required.  If the crosswalk is not 
considered to be part of the intersection because of its distance from the 
circulatory roadway, pedestrian-crossing accommodations and their design should 
be in accordance with the MUTCD and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
guidelines for a mid-block crossing. 

 
Pedestrian-crossing signs should be located so as to not obstruct an approaching 
driver’s view of the “Yield” sign or pedestrians standing at the crosswalk. 

 
d. Bicycle Sign Assembly, D11-1 and M7-4.  This may be required to designate the 

exit to the bicycle path. 
 

Flashing beacons may be used with some warning signs as a long-term awareness 
technique for an area with approach speeds of 45 mph or higher, or for an area with 
limited sight distance where an emphasis on advance warning is deemed necessary. 

 
3. Guide Signs.  These provide drivers with needed navigational information.  They are 

particularly needed at roundabouts to reduce driver confusion.  Overhead guide signs can 
be considered at a high-capacity multi-lane roundabout approach to guide motorists into 
the proper travel lane to navigate the roundabout properly and help avoid lane changing 
within the roundabout.  The appropriate guide signs are described below. 

 
a. Intersection Destination and Direction Sign.  This should be placed at each 

approach in a rural location.  It should be considered in an urban or suburban 
location where space allows, and its use is not determined to be inappropriate.  
The decision to install this sign is based on available right of way, agency 
preference, roadway speed, and type.  This sign should be used only where 
necessary, and where it does not cause sign clutter.  This sign may not be 
necessary at a local-street roundabout or in an urban setting where there are no 
significant destinations and the majority of users are familiar with the site. 

 
The diagrammatic style is preferred over the text style, since the diagrammatic 
style reinforces the form and shape of the approaching intersection, and clarifies 
to the driver how to navigate the intersection.  Examples of both styles are shown 
in Figure 51-12TT.  If space is limited, or sign spacing becomes an issue, a text-
style sign or overhead diagrammatic guide sign may be used. 

 
b. Overhead Lane-Use Sign.  This should be used at high-traffic-capacity location on 

a National Highway System route, or at an interchange location with multiple 
approach lanes.  By providing destination guidance to the driver in advance, the 
vehicle will more likely be in the correct lane at the roundabout approach.  The 
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driver will be discouraged from making a lane change within the roundabout. 
 

Qualifying criteria include two or more approach lanes, higher AADT, lane splits 
approaching the roundabout, dual turn lanes, a major route that turns instead of 
continuing straight through the roundabout, closely-spaced roundabouts, 
unfamiliarity of drivers, and documented crash patterns related to improper lane 
usage.  All arrows should point up.  Each individual sign is placed over each 
travel lane.  See the urban roundabout layout example in Figure 51-12UU

 

.  The 
arrow is placed over the center of the lane.  Sign placement should be coordinated 
with the district Office of Operations, the Production Management Division’s 
Traffic Review team, and the local public agency.  If overhead lane-use signs are 
used on an approach, the diagrammatic-style sign is not required.  The 
diagrammatic-style sign shows destinations and directions, but it does not depict 
proper lane assignments.  See the MUTCD for the appropriate font style, vertical 
clearance, letter sizing, and other design and placement elements. 

See the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Support for Highway 
Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals

 
 for overhead-sign support design guidance. 

c. Exit Guide Sign in Splitter Island.  This reduces the potential for driver confusion. 
 It is used to designate the destination of each exit from the roundabout.  It is a 
conventional-intersection direction sign.  An exit guide sign with a route-number 
sign should include the cardinal direction and arrow.  The arrow should point to 
the right at 45 deg.  For a freeway ramp, the route continuation should be shown 
on the exit guide sign, as shown in Figure 51-12VV. 

 
d. Route Confirmation Sign.  For an intersection of one or more numbered routes, a 

route-sign assembly should be placed after the roundabout exit to reassure drivers 
that they have selected the correct exit at the roundabout.  A confirmation 
assembly should be placed not more than 500 ft beyond the intersection.  The 
assembly should be placed close enough to the intersection so that it can be seen 
by a driver in the circulatory roadway. 

 
A junction assembly consisting of a “Jct”, M2-1, auxiliary sign should be 

 considered with the appropriate route-number sign in advance of the roundabout.  
 See the MUTCD for additional guidance. 

 
4. Urban Signage Considerations.  An urban intersection tends to exhibit lower speeds.  

Consequently, fewer and smaller signs can be placed than in a rural setting.  However, 
some indication of street names in the form of exit guide signs or street-name signs 
should be included.  The proposed signage layout should be reviewed to ensure that sign 
clutter will not reduce its effectiveness.  Sign clutter can be avoided by prioritizing 
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signage and eliminating or relocating lower-priority signs.  A sample signage plan for an 
urban application is shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 7-15. 

 
5. Rural and Suburban Signage Considerations

 

.  Route guidance emphasizes destinations 
and numbered routes rather than street names.  The exit guide sign should be visible but 
discrete from within the roundabout.  A sample signage plan for a rural application is 
shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 7-16. 

6. Closely-Spaced Roundabouts.  Roundabouts can be installed less than 1/8 mile apart.  
This situation can cause signage challenges due to longitudinal space constraints between 
the roundabouts.  As a result, some signs may be eliminated between the roundabouts.  
Visibility distance is based on stopping sight distance.  The roundabout warning assembly 
signs W2-6, W2-6p, and W13-1, and “Yield Ahead”, W3-2, may be eliminated between 
roundabouts if the visibility distance between the roundabouts exceeds the minimum 
visibility distance shown in Figure 51-12WW.  Other signs may be eliminated after 
review with the district Office of Operations and the local public agency.  The warning 
assembly signs and “Yield Ahead” sign should be placed at the approaches to the first 
roundabout in the series. 

 
7. Roundabout in Close Proximity to Railroad Crossing.  This can present signage 

challenges due to safety concerns and the installation of additional signs where a number 
of signs are already required.  Since each railroad-crossing situation is unique, the 
Production Management Division’s Railroads Team, the district Office of Operations, 
and the local public agency should be contacted for approval of the signage and marking 
layout if the railroad crossing is 750 ft or less from the roundabout. 

 
8. Short-Term Awareness Techniques.  Once a roundabout is first installed, there can be a 

need to raise driver awareness of geometric features or signs.  There can be a need to 
mitigate a certain situation, such as a driver failing to yield on a certain approach, after a 
roundabout has been in operation.  The district traffic engineer should be contacted for 
guidance.  Traffic-control devices are not expected to accomplish what the geometric 
design cannot.  Available mitigation measures to increase driver awareness include 
providing portable changeable-message signs or installing orange flags on top of the 
“Yield” signs during the first six months of operation. 

 
9. Illuminated Bollard.  An illuminated bollard, as shown in Figure 51-12XX, has proven 

beneficial to roundabout safety.  Its use has thus far been limited as it is not shown in the 
MUTCD as a traffic-control device in the form shown in Figure 51-12XX.  It is installed 
at the nose of the splitter island, or the end of the island farthest away from the circulatory 
road, aiding drivers during periods of low visibility.  The use of an illuminated bollard 
which displays a traffic-control message is considered experimental and requires the 
necessary approvals for each project.  An illuminated bollard without a sign displayed on 
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it is permitted. 
 
 
51-12.10(02)  Pavement Markings 
 
Pavement markings for a single-lane roundabout are discussed in FHWA Roundabout Guide, 
Section 7.2, and the MUTCD. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide and the MUTCD do not address pavement markings for a multi-
lane roundabout, therefore, guidance is provided below.  Figures 51-12E and 51-12F show the 
terminology that is used for such pavement markings. 
 
1. Markings for a Multi-Lane Roundabout.  The objective of using such markings is to 

provide direction to motorists so that they can traverse a roundabout without changing 
lanes.  This improves safety and traffic operations, and educates drivers about proper lane 
use.  They can be critical to the successful functioning of a roundabout.  This is true 
where unusual peak hour turning patterns, i.e., double right turn, double left turn, occur.  
Pavement markings can also be used as a low-cost option to retrofit an older roundabout 
or traffic circle with problematic geometry. 

 
Pavement-marking principles include the following. 

 
a. Turning patterns or volumes should be accommodated without inconsistencies.  

The marking scheme should accommodate all of the individual movements 
without requiring drivers to change lanes inside the roundabout during different 
peak hours.  This can be accomplished by tracking each movement through the 
intersection for both peak hours.  If conflicts within the same peak hour or 
between different peak hours cannot be resolved after trying different pavement-
marking schemes, the designer should consider either of the following: 

 
(1) partial spiral markings that accommodate the major traffic streams as long 

as they do not create conflicts; or 
(2) markings not placed in the circulatory roadway. 

 
b. Lane-use control arrows should designate and reinforce correct lane usage.  The 

lane-designation pavement markings should match the lane designation signs used 
at the approaches.  The fishhook sign style and pavement marking should be used. 

 
c. Lane changing within the circulatory roadway should be discouraged.  

Discouragement is achieved by directing drivers into the correct lane before they 
reach the yield line and maintaining lane consistency throughout the intersection.  
Providing relatively long approach lanes facilitates this objective by allowing 
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drivers more time to get into the correct lane as they approach the yield line.  
Lane-use control arrows can be repeated on the approaches, with two or three sets 
of arrows being desirable. 

 
d. Approach arrows should be oriented relative to and should define the exit road 

that can be accessed from each specific approach lane, and should be consistent 
with lane-use signs.  Approach arrows or stripes should be consistent with 
circulatory-roadway arrows, stripes, and signs.  Unbalanced lane use, i.e., most 
vehicles using one lane instead of balancing out evenly on two or three lanes, 
should be discouraged by means of the selection of proper lane designations 
which achieve the most-even distribution of traffic possible. 

 
e. For a flared approach, where one or more lanes are added, lane stripes should 

extend back from the yield line as far as reasonably possible. 
 

f. Line types should convey the correct message.  A 2:1 ratio of 4-in.-width line to 
gap should be used with a 12-ft line and 6-ft gap for lane lines on the approaches, 
circulatory roadway, and exits.  The approach and circulatory-roadway marking 
may be a solid white line instead to discourage lane-change behavior. 

 
g. The yield line should be broken white, with a width of 12 to 24 in., with 2 ft of 

line and 2 ft of gap. 
 

h. Pavement markings and signs should be an integral part of the geometric design 
and should be developed concurrently with a concept’s design. 

 
i. Concentric-circles markings should not be used in the circulatory road.  These 

markings cause indecision, lane-use imbalance, decreased capacity, and the 
potential for exit crashes. 

 
j. Markings at closely-spaced roundabouts should function as one integrated system. 

 This provides guidance for drivers to select the lane they must use for their 
ultimate destination before entering the system and to be able to traverse multiple 
intersections without changing lanes.  Extra lanes that are not needed solely for 
capacity purposes may be added for lane continuity. 

 
k. Guide dots should be used to direct motorists from the yield line into the proper 

circulating lane.  A dotted white line of 6 in. width should be used, with a 1-ft line 
and a 10- to 15-ft gap. 

 
l. The triangles markings or the word “Yield” placed at each approach can be 

integrated into the pavement-marking layout to enhance the safety and visibility of 
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the yield on entry.  These should be placed perpendicular to the lane at the yield 
line. 

 
2. NCUTCD Guidelines.  The National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

(NCUTCD) has approved draft guidelines regarding pavement markings at a roundabout. 
While this information has not yet been formally adopted for use, it can be used if it does 
not conflict with the principles defined above or in the FHWA Roundabout Guide.  
Otherwise, there is no pavement-marking guidance regarding a multi-lane roundabout.  
The circulatory-road markings of a combination of a solid line and a short dashed line 
shown in the NCUTCD draft should not be used.  Instead, a 12-ft line with a 6-ft gap 
should be used for the circulatory road.  Adoption of the NCUTCD draft is subject to 
FHWA approval prior to implementation.  The designer should verify with INDOT or the 
local public agency prior to implementation. 

 
3. Spiral Hatching.  Where one lane of the circulatory road is to be spiraled out away from 

the central island, a spiral hatching near the central island should be used.  However, 
drivers often ignore these markings, drive over them, and do not transition into the 
desired lane.  Therefore, an irregularly-shaped central island with the curbed island at the 
same location should be placed instead of the spiral hatching.  If an irregularly-shaped 
central island is used, the design vehicle should still be able to circulate adjacent to the 
central island without overrunning the innermost curb. 

 
4. Curb Faces.  These may be painted with reflective paint.  This is used to aid drivers in 

identifying curb locations at night. 
 
 
51-12.10(03)  Lighting 
 
1. Introduction.  A driver should be able to perceive the general layout and operation of an 

intersection in time to make appropriate maneuvers.  If a facility is designed for use by a 
high volume of motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles, or mopeds, it should be 
illuminated.  Additional illumination guidance is available in Chapter 78, and the IESNA 
Publication DG-19-08, Design Guide for Roundabout Lighting. 

 
2. Need for Illumination.  The need varies depending on the location of the roundabout. 
 

a. Urban Area.

 

  An urban roundabout should be illuminated if all or most of its 
approaches are illuminated as necessary to improve the visibility of pedestrians 
and bicyclists, or if the facility is intended for use as a transition speed zone. 

b. Suburban Area.  Illumination should be considered for safe traffic flow if the 
conditions are present as follows: 
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(1) one or more approaches is illuminated; 

 
(2) competing non-roadway illumination in the vicinity can distract a driver's 

attention, e.g., parking lot, car-dealership lot, or filling station; 
 

(3) high nighttime traffic volume is anticipated; or 
 

(4) pedestrian traffic is anticipated, or approaches have sidewalks. 
 

A continuity of illumination level should be provided between the approaches and 
the roundabout to avoid distracting drivers and to minimize the need for drivers’ 
eyes to adjust to changing lighting levels. 

 
c. Rural Area.

 

  A rural roundabout should be illuminated.  Retroreflective pavement 
markings and signs should be placed whether or not illumination is provided. 

3. General Recommendations.  Illumination enables drivers to see and navigate the 
geometric features of the roundabout at night.  Lighting also facilitates mutual visibility 
among the users. 

 
Illumination should be provided on the approach nose of each splitter island, at all 
conflict areas where traffic is entering the circulating stream, and where the traffic 
streams separate to exit the roundabout. 

 
The roundabout should be illuminated from the outside in toward the center to improve 
the visibility of the central island and the visibility of circulating vehicles to vehicles 
approaching the roundabout.  Illumination from the central island outward should not be 
used, since vehicles become shadows against the light, and thus, less visible.  If it is 
desired to illuminate specific objects in the central island, ground-level lighting should be 
used within the central island that shines upward toward objects and away from the 
nearest roadway.  Accent lighting and roadway lighting should be placed on separate 
electrical disconnects for the purpose of blackout protection. 

 
Pedestrian crossings should be illuminated.  Illumination of bicycle merging areas should 
be considered. 

 
4. Light-Pole Placement.  The placement of a light pole relative to the curb should be 

determined from the speed environment in which the roundabout is located and the 
potential speed of an errant vehicle that can be expected.  The lateral placement of a light 
pole should be in accordance with the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide requirements for 
clearance, clear zone, or obstruction-free zone. 
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The crosswalks should be illuminated so that pedestrians are in positive contrast.  A light 
pole should be placed 10 to 30 ft ahead of the crosswalk.  A pole should be offset 10 ft 
from the roadway to allow adequate spacing for large vehicles such as trucks and farm 
equipment to safely maneuver the roundabout. 

 
Where pedestrian facilities do not exist, a layout that assumes a future multi-use path 
should be considered.  The layout should consider longitudinal light-pole placement as 
described above, and lateral offset to avoid major facility relocations where pedestrian or 
bicycle paths are provided in the future. 

 
Light supports or other poles or hazards should not be placed within a splitter island, or 
on the right-hand perimeter immediately downstream of an exit point. 

 
 
51-12.10(04)  Work-Zone Traffic Control 
 
Traffic maintenance can be accomplished by means of partial-width construction or intersection 
closure. 
 
If partial-width construction is used, traffic should be routed through the roundabout in a 
counterclockwise direction to train drivers as to the proper direction of travel at the intersection, 
especially during the final stages of construction prior to opening the intersection. 
 
 
51-12.11  Public Involvement 
 
51-12.11(01)  Introduction 
 
Although it is not always possible to achieve, the goal regarding public involvement should be to 
build consensus and support for the road improvements under consideration.  This Section provides 
information about educating the public and obtaining public input regarding a roundabout.  Figure 
52-12ZZ includes example materials that can be used in the public-involvement process.  See the 
Public Involvement Manual for more information.  The designer should coordinate with the local 
public agency. 
 
 
51-12.11(02) Educating the Public 
 
Public acceptance of a roundabout is required where it appears to be an acceptable technical 
solution.  Misconceptions still exist due to unfamiliarity and failure to distinguish a roundabout 
from an old-style traffic circle.  Therefore, public involvement and roundabout education should be 
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the first steps in leading the public toward acceptance of a roundabout.  Public resistance has been 
common prior to construction of a roundabout.  Once the roundabout has been constructed and is 
operating, public opinion has most often been favorable.  Due to public misunderstandings about 
roundabouts, a public-involvement campaign should include roundabout education for elected 
officials, staff members, and the general public.  These types of public-involvement processes allow 
local governments to partner with INDOT. 
 
In educating the public, topics for consideration are as follows: 
 
1. basic roundabout concepts and terminology; 
2. differentiation between a modern roundabout and a traffic circle (see Figure 51-12YY); 
3. data showing the increased safety benefits of a roundabout in comparison to other 

intersection types; 
4. existing accepted locations within the State; 
5. use at a high-speed intersection; 
6. cost and right-of-way impacts compared to other options; 
7. older or inexperienced drivers; 
8. how to maneuver a roundabout, or the understanding of how a roundabout operates; 
9. efficiency compared to other intersection types; 
10. trucks; 
11. snow removal; 
12. proximate drives; 
13. safe accommodation of pedestrians while in accordance with ADA requirements; and 
14. bicycles. 
 
 
51-12.11(03)  Public-Involvement Techniques 
 
These are similar to those utilized for another type of road project.  Input should be sought after 
initial investigations have been conducted, and a roundabout has been determined feasible by 
INDOT, but before design commences. 
 
Before design, consideration of public input should consider the degree to which public education 
has occurred.  Public-involvement processes should be adapted to each individual project based on 
coordination with local officials, the project manager, and the Public Information Division. 
 
A public-information meeting can be used to educate the public about a roundabout and to hear 
their feedback.  Such a meeting provides the opportunity to dispel roundabout myths, and it permits 
the public to be involved in the planning process and have its questions and concerns addressed.  
Informational materials at a public meeting can include the following: 
 
1. exhibits mounted on foamcore boards; 
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2. brochures; 
3. video photography from before and after; 
4. still photography from before and after; 
5. project-specific materials; or 
6. public-comment forms. 
 
Websites can also be used to provide the public with roundabout information. 
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Total No. of 
Parking Spaces 

Minimum Number of 
Accessible Spaces 

1 through 25 1 

26 through 50 2 

51 through 75 3 

76 through 100 4 

101 through 125 5 

151 through 200 6 

201 through 300 7 

301 through 400 8 

401 through 500 9 

501 through 1000 2% of Total 

1001 and Over 20 plus 1 for 
each 100 over 1000 

 
 Notes: 
 

a. If one or more passenger loading zones are provided, then at least one passenger 
loading zone should comply with Section 51-1.03(01) Item 5. 

 
b. Parking spaces for side-lift vans are accessible parking spaces and may be used to 

meet the requirements of Section 51-1.03(01). 
 

c. The total number of accessible parking spaces may be distributed among closely 
spaced parking lots, if greater accessibility is achieved. 

 
 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF ACCESSIBLE SPACES 
FOR PHYSICALLY-CHALLENGED USERS 

 
Figure 51-1A 
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Slope Maximum Rise Maximum Run 

Steeper than 16:1 but not 
steeper than 12:1 

30 in. 30 ft 

Steeper than 20:1 but not 
steeper than 16:1 

30 in. 40 ft 

 
  Note:  A slope steeper than 12:1 is not permitted. 

 
 

ALLOWABLE RAMP DIMENSIONS 
FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 

 
Figure 51-1D 
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Slope Maximum Rise Maximum Run 

Steeper than 10:1 but not 
steeper than 8:1 

3 in. 2 ft 

Steeper than 12:1 but not 
steeper than 10:1 

6 in. 5 ft 

 
  Note:   A slope steeper than 12.5% is not allowed. 

 
 

ALLOWABLE RAMP DIMENSIONS 
FOR AN EXISTING SITE, BUILDING, OR FACILITY 

 
Figure 51-1E 
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Type 
Ramp 

Width (ft) 
Ramp Slope 

Landing 
Width (ft) 

Landing 
Depth (ft) 

Flare 
Slope 

Clear 
Space (ft) 

PERPENDICULAR 
A 4 1 12:1 2 4 4 1 12:1, Pvmt. n/a 
C 4 1 12:1 2 4 4 1 12:1, Pvmt. n/a 
D 4 1 12:1 2 4 4 1 12:1, Pvmt. n/a 

DIAGONAL 
B 4 1 to 8 12:1 2 n/a 4 top & bot 12:1, Pvmt. 4 
E 5.5 to Vari. 12:1 2 0 to 5.5 4 12:1, Sod 4 

PARALLEL 
F Sdwk. 12:1 Sdwk. 4 n/a 4 

DEPRESSED-CORNERS 
H 6 12:1 6 6 12:1, Sod 3 4 
G 5 12:1 5 5 12:1, Sod 3 4 

MID-BLOCK 
K 4 12:1 4 1 Sdwk. n/a n/a 

MEDIAN 
L 5.25 50:1 5.25 n/a 12:1, MM 4 n/a 

 
1 If 4-ft width or depth is site-infeasible, it may be reduced to 3 ft. 
2 If 12:1 slope is site-infeasible, it may be steepened to 10:1 for a rise of not more than 6 in. 
3 If 6-ft depth is site-infeasible, it may be steepened or replaced with a vertical curb. 
4 MM = median material. 
5. The landing cross slope should be 50:1, but if it is site-infeasible, it may be steepened. 
6. The landing slope should be 50:1, the maximum longitudinal gutter slope should be 20:1, and 

the width of the area with detectable warning devices should be 2 ft. 
 
 

SUMMARY OF CURB-RAMP GEOMETRICS 
 

Figure 51-1G 
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Change in 
Elevation, in. 

Ramp 
Length, ft 

4 5.5 
5 6.5 
6 8.0 
7 9.0 
8 11.0 

 
 

LENGTH OF PERPENDICULAR CURB RAMP 
 

Figure 51-1H 
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Design Element Factor Cars 
Cars/ 

Trailers 
Trucks Total 

Mainline Traffic Data   
20 Year ADT (A)      
20 Year ADT, Directional (B)  A x 0.60     
DHV, Directional (DHV) B x 0.135 (1)     
Traffic Composition  
(20-year projected) 
    Cars (D1) ……………  1-(D2+D3) 
    Cars/Trailers (D2)………..….. 5% 
    Trucks (D3)…………...………. % 

(D1)       Cars 
 
(D2)       Cars/Trailers 
 
(D3)       Trucks 

C1=DHV x D1 C2=DHV x D2 

 
C3=DHV x D3 C=C1+C2 + C3 

Vehicles Per Hour @ Rest Area (VPH)   
Cars Stopping (E1) 
    Normal Routes……...……     .09 
    Tourist Routes…………..…  .13 
    Information & 
    Welcome Centers ……..….   .15 
Cars/Trailers (E2) 
    Normal Stopping ……..….    .15 
 Trucks (E3) 
    Normal Stopping ……..….    .15 

 
(E1)        Cars 
 
 
(E2)        Cars/Trailers 
 
(E3)        Trucks 
 

VPH1=E1 x C1 VPH2=E2 x C2 VPH3=E3 x C3 VHP=VHP1+
VHP2 + VHP3 

Parking Spaces   
Cars (T1) –  
Average Stop ……...   .25 to .33 hr. 
     @ info. centers …   .33 to .50 hr. 
Cars/Trailers (T2)…..   .50 hr. 
Trucks (T3) (2)……..   .50 hr. 

(T1)        Cars 
 
(T2)        Cars/Trailers 
 
(T3)        Trucks 

P1=VPH1 x T1 P2=VPH2 x T2 P3=VPH3 x T3 P=P1+P2 + P3 

Rest Room Requirements 
Persons/Hour (PH) VPH x 3.0 occupancy x .75 use 
Number of Comfort Facilities – 
Men’s Room (M)  PH x 0.5 

Number of Comfort Facilities – 
Women’s  Room (W)  PH x 0.5 

 
(1)        Assume 13.5% or the 20-year projected DHV, whichever is greater. 
(2)  Maximum of 80 truck and recreational vehicle parking spaces. 
 
 

DESIGN GUIDE FOR FREEWAY REST-AREA FACILITIES 
 

Figure 51-2A 
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Number of Facilities – Men’s Room (2) (M) 
Persons/Hour 

Using Rest Room 
During Design Hours (1) Urinals 

(3) 
Toilets 

(3) 

Wash 
Basins 

(3) 

Hand Air 
Dryers 

(3) 
0-105 

106-225 
226-315 
316-375 
376-435 
436-500 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 

2 
4 
6 
6 
6 
8 

2 
4 
6 
6 
8 
10 

2 
4 
6 
6 
8 
10 

Number of Facilities – Women’s Room (2) (W) 
Persons/Hour 

Using Rest Room 
During Design Hours (1) 

Toilets 
(3) 

Wash 
Basins 

(3) 

Hand Air 
Dryers 

(3) 
0-105 

106-225 
226-315 
316-375 
376-435 
436-500 

6 
10 
14 
18 
20 
24 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

 
Notes: 
 
(1) See Figure 51-2A to determine the number of persons/hours. 
 
(2) Dual men’s/women’s facilities (minimum of 2 each) should be provided.  The number of 

fixtures should be divided equally among the rest rooms. 
 
(3) At least one fixture should be handicapped accessible in each rest room provided.  For 

additional criteria, see ADA Guidelines. 
 
 

GUIDELINES FOR COMFORT FACILITIES 
 

Figure 51-2C 
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Parking Angle 
Dimension Diagram 

Location 45˚ 60˚ 75˚ 90˚ 
Stall width, parallel to aisle A 12.5 10.5 9.2 9 
Stall length of line B 27.6 23.6 21.0 18 
Stall depth to wall C 19.4 20.3 20.0 18 
Aisle width between stall lines D 12.1 12.8 23.0 19 
Stall depth, interior E 16.4 18.0 19.0 18 
Module, wall to interior F 47.9 55.1 62.0 63 
Module, interior G 44.9 53.1 61.0 63 
Module, interior to curb face H 45.9 52.5 59.4 60 
Bumper overhang (typical) I 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.5 
Offset J 6.6 2.5 0.7 0 
Setback K 13.1 9.2 4.9 0 
Cross aisle, one-way L 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 
Cross aisle, two-way --- 24.0 24.0 24.0 24 
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Area Road Circulation Road Primary Access Road 
Design Element Manual 

Section 1 Lane (1a) 2 Lanes (1b) 2 Lanes (1b) 2 Lanes (1b) 
Design-Year Traffic (Current AADT) 40-2.0 < 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 100 

Design Forecast Year 40-2.0 Current 
Design Speed (mph)  40-3.0 10-20 10-20 25-35 30-45 
Access Control 40-5.0 None (2) 

Design 
Controls 

Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable: B;  Minimum: D 

Width 12 to 14 ft 9 to 12 ft 10 or 11 ft 11 or 12 ft Travel Lane 
Typical Surface Type 

51-6.02(05), 
45-1.0 HMA / Aggregate HMA HMA 

Width (4) 1 ft 2 ft 2 to 4 ft 2 to 4 ft 
Shoulder 

Typical Surface Type 
51-6.02(05), 

45-1.0 Aggregate / Earth 
Travel Lane 2% if HMA; 6% if Aggregate 

Cross Slopes 
Shoulder 

45-1.0 
6% if Aggregate; 8% if Earth 

Lane Width Desirable: 10 ft 
Auxiliary Lane 

Shoulder Width 
51-6.02(05), 

45-1.0 Desirable: 2 ft;  Minimum: 1 ft 
Obstruction-Free Zone (5) 51-6.02(06) Desirable: 3 ft Desirable: 6.5 ft Desirable: 10 ft 

Foreslope Desirable: 4.1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

Ditch Width Minimum: 0 ft (V-Ditch) Cut 

Backslope Desirable: 4:1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

C
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Side Slopes 

Fill 

51-6.02(05), 
45-3.0 

Desirable: 4:1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

Structural Capacity 60-3.02 HS-20 New or Reconstructed 
Bridge Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Travelway + 5 ft Travelway + Shoulders

Structural Capacity 60-3.02 HS-15 Existing Bridge to 
Remain in Place Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Minimum:  Travelway 

New or Replaced 
Overpassing Bridge 15 ft Vertical Clearance 

(Recreational  Road 
Under) Existing Overpassing Bridge 

44-4.0 
14.5 ft 

Bridge 

Vertical Clearance (Recreational Road Over Railroad) (6) Ch. 69 23 ft 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 

 
Figure 51-6B 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 15 mph 20 mph 25 mph 30 mph 40 mph 50 mph 

2-Lane (1b) 80 ft 115 ft 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 305 ft 
Stopping Sight Distance 

1-Lane (1a) 

51-6.02(02), 
42-1.0 160 ft 230 ft n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 n/a n/a n/a 1090 ft 1470 ft 1835 ft 

Intersection Sight Distance 46-10.0 170 ft 225 ft 280 ft 335 ft 445 ft 555 ft 

Minimum Radius (e=4%) 51-6.02(04), 
43-2.0 

70 ft 125 ft 205 ft 300 ft 565 ft 930 ft 

Superelevation Rate 51-6.02(04), 
43-3.0 

n/a emax = 4% 

Horizontal Sight Distance 51-6.02(04), 
43-4.0 

(7) 

2-Lane (1b) 3 7 12 9 16 25 
Crest 

1-Lane (1a) 12 25 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

2-Lane (1b) 10 17 26 37 49 64 

Vertical 
Curvature 
(K-value) 

Sag 
1-Lane (1a) 

44-3.0 

27 44 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Level 8% 8% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
Maximum Grade 

Rolling 
44-1.02 

12% 11% 10% 10% 9% 8.5% 

Alignment 
Elements 

Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable: 0.5%;  Minimum: 0.0% 

 
 
 GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 
 

Figure 51-6B (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 
Footnotes to Figure 51-6B 

 
1. 1 Lane or 2 Lanes.  For Section 51-6.0 only, the following will apply: 
 
 a. The criteria for one lane refer to two-directional traffic on a one-lane road. 
 b. The criteria for two lanes refer to a two-lane roadway or a one-way roadway with either one or two lanes. 
 
2. Access Control.  Access to private individuals is not provided within the recreational area.  However, access may be provided on the primary 

access road. 
 
3. Travel-Lane Width.  A total roadway width greater than 14 ft is not recommended for a one-lane road.  For a one-lane road, the travel lane 

width is predicated upon the type of vehicle expected to use the facility. 
 
4. Shoulder Width.  Where a barrier is used, the graded width of shoulder should desirably be increased by 2 ft. 
 
5. Obstruction-Free Zone.  The minimum obstruction-free zone will be the shoulder width. 
 
6. Vertical Clearance (Recreational Road Over Railroad).  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
7. Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the minimum radius and the 

stopping sight distance which applies at the site. 
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User Type 
Average 

Width (ft)
Average 

Length (ft)
Average Eye 
Height (ft) 

Average 
Speed (mph) 

Bicycle 2.0 5.5 5.15 11 
Bicycle with Trailer 3.7 9.5 5.25 11 
Hand Cycle 2.1 6.0 3.15 9 
Inline Skates 1.7 1.3 5.51 10 
Kick Scooter 1.3 2.2 4.82 8 
Manual Wheelchair 2.0 3.3 3.97 4 
Power Scooter 1.9 3.7 4.33 6 
Power Wheelchair 2.1 4.0 4.07 6 
Power wheelchair & dog 4.3 3.9 3.84 4 
Recumbent Bicycle 2.0 6.2 4.13 14 
Segway5 2.1 1.8 6.17 9 
Skateboard 0.8 2.5 5.09 8 
Stroller 1.7 4.1 4.36 3 

 
 

USER-TYPE DIMENSIONS AND SPEEDS 
 

Figure 51-7A 
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Roadway Speed 

Limit (mph) 
Separation, b * (ft)

≤ 45 
20, desirable 
10, minimum 

≥ 50 24 to 35 
 

* or roadway clear-zone width, whichever is greater 
 
 

SHARED-USE-PATH SEPARATION WIDTH 
FROM ROADWAY WITH NO CURB 

 
Figure 51-7D 
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Roadway Speed 

Limit (mph) 
Separation, b * (ft) 

≤ 30 
5, minimum 

3, minimum if 
parking permitted 

35 or 40 5, minimum 
≥ 45 10, minimum 

 
* or roadway clear-zone width, whichever is greater 

 
 

SHARED-USE-PATH SEPARATION WIDTH 
FROM ROADWAY WITH CURB 

 
Figure 51-7F 
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Traffic Composition 
Recommended 

Pavement Width 
Bicycle use with low-volume pedestrian use 
Bicycle use with high-volume pedestrian use, 
segment length ≤ 300 ft where right-of-way is 
restricted 

10 ft 

Bicycle use where pedestrian use is likely to be 
infrequent 
Bicycle use with low-volume pedestrian use, 
segment length ≤ 300 ft where right-of-way is 
restricted 

8 ft 

Bicycle use with high-volume pedestrian use 
High-volume bicycle use with low-volume 
pedestrian use 

12 ft 

High-volume bicycle and pedestrian use 
Path segment where queuing occurs, such as a 
road crossing 

≥ 14 ft 

 
 

PATH PAVEMENT WIDTH BASED ON 
PATH-USE TRAVEL COMPOSITION 

 
Figure 51-7G 
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Grade, G (%) 
Maximum Length 

of Segment (ft) 
5 ≤ G < 7 800 
7 ≤ G < 8 400 
8 ≤ G < 9 300 

≥ 9 200 
 
 

GRADE RESTRICTION 
FOR PAVED SHARED-USE PATH 

 
Figure 51-7H 
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Design 
Speed (mph) 

Radius 
(ft) 

12 36 
15 56 
20 100 
25 156 
30 260 * 

 
 * radius is based on a lean angle of 20 deg 
 
 

DESIRABLE MINIMUM RADIUS OF HORIZONTAL CURVATURE 
FOR PAVED SHARED-USE PATH 

BASED ON LEAN ANGLE OF 15 DEG 
 

Figure 51-7 I 
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Stopping Sight Distance, S (ft) R 
(ft) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
25 2.0 7.6 15.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
50 1.0 3.9 8.7 15.2 23.0 31.9 41.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
75 0.7 2.7 5.9 10.4 16.1 22.8 30.4 38.8 47.8 57.4 67.2 -- -- -- -- 
95 0.5 2.1 4.7 8.3 12.9 18.3 24.7 31.8 39.5 48.0 56.9 66.3 75.9 85.8 -- 
125 0.4 1.6 3.6 6.3 9.9 14.1 19.1 24.7 31.0 37.9 45.4 53.3 61.7 70.6 79.7
155 0.3 1.3 2.9 5.1 8.0 11.5 15.5 20.2 25.4 31.2 37.4 44.2 51.4 59.1 67.1
175 0.3 1.1 2.6 4.6 7.1 10.2 13.8 18.0 22.6 27.8 33.5 39.6 46.1 53.1 60.5
200 0.3 1.0 2.2 4.0 6.2 8.9 12.1 15.8 19.9 24.5 29.5 34.9 40.8 47.0 53.7
225 0.2 0.9 2.0 3.5 5.5 8.0 10.8 14.1 17.8 21.9 26.4 31.3 36.5 42.2 48.2
250 0.2 0.8 1.8 3.2 5.0 7.2 9.7 12.7 16.0 19.7 23.8 28.3 33.1 38.2 43.7
275 0.2 0.7 1.6 2.9 4.5 6.5 8.9 11.6 14.6 18.0 21.7 25.8 30.2 34.9 39.9
300 0.2 0.7 1.5 2.7 4.2 6.0 8.1 10.6 13.4 16.5 19.9 23.7 27.7 32.1 36.7
350 0.1 0.6 1.3 2.3 3.6 5.1 7.0 9.1 11.5 14.2 17.1 20.4 23.9 27.6 31.7
390 0.1 0.5 1.2 2.1 3.2 4.6 6.3 8.2 10.3 12.8 15.4 18.3 21.5 24.9 28.5
500 0.1 0.4 0.9 1.6 2.5 3.6 4.9 6.4 8.1 10.0 12.1 14.3 16.8 19.5 22.3
565 -- 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.2 3.2 4.3 5.7 7.2 8.8 10.7 12.7 14.9 17.3 19.8
600 -- 0.3 0.8 1.3 2.1 3.0 4.1 5.3 6.7 8.3 10.1 12.0 14.0 16.3 18.7
700 -- 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.8 2.6 3.5 4.6 5.8 7.1 8.6 10.3 12.0 14.0 16.0
800 -- 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.2 3.1 4.0 5.1 6.2 7.6 9.0 10.5 12.2 14.0
900 -- 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.6 6.7 8.0 9.4 10.9 12.5
1000 -- 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.8 2.4 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.2 8.4 9.8 11.2

 
 

MINIMUM LATERAL CLEARANCE, M (ft), 
FOR HORIZONTAL CURVE 

 
Figure 51-7 K 
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If S > L, 
A

SL 9002 −=  

 If S < L, 
900

2ASL =  

 where A = Algebraic Grade Difference (%). 
 
The shaded area represents S = L. 
Height of cyclist’s eye = 4.5 ft.  Height of object = 0 ft. 
 
 

MINIMUM LENGTH OF CREST VERTICAL CURVE, L, 
BASED ON STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE 

 
Figure 51-7M 

 

S = Stopping Sight Distance (ft) A 
(%) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 
2            30 70 110 150 
3        20 60 100 140 180 220 260 300 
4      15 55 95 135 175 215 256 300 348 400 
5     20 60 100 140 180 222 269 320 376 436 500 
6    10 50 90 130 171 216 267 323 384 451 523 600 
7    31 71 111 152 199 252 311 376 448 526 610 700 
8   8 48 88 128 174 228 288 356 430 512 601 697 800 
8   20 60 100 144 196 256 324 400 484 576 676 784 900 

10   30 70 111 160 218 284 360 444 538 640 751 871 1000
11   38 78 122 176 240 313 396 489 592 704 826 958 1100
12  5 45 85 133 192 261 341 432 533 645 768 901 1045 1200
13  11 51 92 144 208 283 370 468 578 699 832 976 1132 1300
14  16 56 100 156 224 305 398 504 622 753 896 1052 1220 1400
15  20 60 107 167 240 327 427 540 667 807 960 1127 1307 1500
16  24 64 114 178 256 348 455 576 711 860 1024 1202 1394 1600
17  27 68 121 189 272 370 484 612 756 914 1088 1277 1481 1700
18  30 72 128 200 288 392 512 648 800 968 1152 1352 1568 1800
19  33 76 135 211 304 414 540 684 844 1022 1216 1427 1655 1900
20  35 80 142 222 320 436 569 720 889 1076 1280 1502 1742 2000
21  37 84 149 233 336 457 597 756 933 1129 1344 1577 1829 2100
22  39 88 156 244 352 479 626 792 978 1183 1408 1652 1916 2200
23  41 92 164 256 368 501 654 828 1022 1237 1472 1728 2004 2300
24 3 43 96 171 267 384 523 683 864 1067 1291 1536 1803 2091 2400
25 4 44 100 177 278 400 544 711 900 1111 1344 1600 1878 2178 2500
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Stopping Sight Distance, ft Design 
Speed, mph 0% Grade 5% Grade 10% Grade 

10 50 53 59 
12 63 68 76 
15 85 93 105 
20 127 140 162 
25 175 196 231 
30 230 260 310 

 
 

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE FOR DOWNGRADE 
 

Figure 51-7N 
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Motor- 
Vehicle 
Speed 

AADT Intersection Treatment 

Grade Separation  (Good) 
50 mph Any 

Traffic Signal and 40-mph Speed Zone  (Satisfactory) 
Grade Separation  (Good) 45 mph Any 
Traffic Signals  (Satisfactory) 
Grade Separation  (Good) 

≥ 7,000 
Traffic Signals  (Satisfactory) 
Traffic Signals  (Good) 

40 mph 
< 7,000 

Crosswalk and Median Refuge Island  (Satisfactory) 
Grade Separation  (Good) ≥ 9,000 
Traffic Signals  (Satisfactory) 
Traffic Signals  (Good) 5,000 ≤ AADT 

< 9,000 Crosswalk and Median Refuge Island  (Satisfactory) 
Crosswalk and Median Refuge Island  (Good) 

30 mph 

< 5,000 
Crosswalk  (Satisfactory) 

 
 

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT OF SHARED-USE 
PATH AND ROADWAY INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 51-7 O 
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Pavement 

Classification 
R1 R2 or R3 R4 

Eh (ft-cd) 1.4 2.0 1.8 
 

Notes: 
 R1 = portland-cement concrete 
 R2 = asphalt, aggregate consists of minimum 60% gravel passing 3/8-in. sieve 
 R3 = asphalt, rough texture (typical highway) 
 R4 = asphalt, smooth texture 
 
 The maximum uniformity ratio is 3:1. 
 
 Source: AASHTO Roadway Lighting Design Guide, October 2005 
 
 

MINIMUM AVERAGE MAINTAINED ILLUMINATION, Eh, 
BASED ON PAVEMENT CLASSIFICATION 

 
Figure 51-7V 
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Width, W, of All-Weather 
Surface of Turnout or 
Available Shoulder at 

Mailbox (ft) 

Distance Roadside Face of Mailbox 
is to be Offset Behind Edge of 

Turnout or Usable 
Shoulder (in.) 

Highway Type 
and 

Traffic Conditions 

Preferred Minimum Preferred Minimum 

Rural highway 
AADT >10,000 > 12 12 

Rural highway 
1,500 < AADT ≤ 10,000 12 10 

Rural highway 
400 < AADT ≤ 1500 10 8 

Rural road 
AADT ≤ 400 8 6 

0 

Residential street without 
curb or all-weather shoulder 6 0 

8 to 12 

8 * 

Curbed residential 
street Not Applicable 

8 to 12 
Behind Traffic 

Face 
of Curb 

6 
Behind Traffic 

Face 
of Curb 

 
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic  vpd = vehicles per day 
 
* If a turnout is provided, this may be reduced to zero. 
 
 

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR LATERAL PLACEMENT OF MAILBOXES 
 

Figure 51-11A 
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Number of Lanes Design-Year AADT 
Single < 25,000 
Two 40,000 < AADT < 45,000 
Three < 60,000 

 
 

DAILY SERVICE VOLUME 
FOR 4-LEG ROUNDABOUT 

 
Figure 51-12H 
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Number of Lanes 
Combined Vehicles per Hour 

For All Approaches 
Single ≤ 2,000 
Two ≤ 4,000 
Three ≤ 7,000 

 
 

HOURLY SERVICE VOLUME 
FOR 4-LEG ROUNDABOUT 

 
Figure 51-12 I 
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Geometric 
Parameter 

Single-Lane 
Entry 

Two-Lane 
Entry 

Three-Lane 
Entry 

Entry Width, E (ft) 18 to 22 24 to 28 34 to 40 
Effective Flare 
Length, L’ (ft) 

15 to 300, if required for capacity 

Half Width, V (ft) 
Travel-lane width approaching roundabout prior to 

flared section, or width between lane markings 
Entry Radius, R (ft) 55 to 90 55 to 100 65 to 100 
Entry Angle, φ (deg) 16 to 30 
Circulatory- 
Roadway Width 

1.0 to 1.2 times the width of the widest roundabout entry 

Exit Radius (ft) 
200 to 1000.  Exit-curve radius should be longer than entry- 

curve radius.  R3 speed should be higher than R2 speed. 
 
 

DESIGN-VALUES RANGES 
 

Figure 51-12J 
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Design 
Element 

Mini- 
Roundabout 

Urban Area Rural Area 
Compact Single-Lane Two-Lane Three-Lane Single-Lane Two-Lane Three-Lane 

ICD, ft 45 to 110 80 to 110 100 to 140 140 to 180 215 to 275 115 to 190 140 to 200 215 to 300 
Splitter- 
Island 
Treatment 

Raised if poss., 
crosswalk cut 

if raised 
Raised, with crosswalk cut Raised and extended, with crosswalk cut 

 
 

BASIC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Figure 51-12K 
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Parameter Description 
Half Width, V (ft) Width of the roadway used by approaching traffic 

upstream of changes in width associated with the 
roundabout.  It is not more than half of the total 
roadway width.  If the facility has a marked 
bicycle lane, this width is to the white line.  If there 
is no marked bicycle lane, this width is from the 
right-side curb face to the splitter-island curb face 
or marked centerline on the left side. 

Entry Width, E (ft) Width where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the outside-curb 
face to the inside-curb face at the splitter island’s 
nearest point to the yield line. 

Effective Flare 
Length, L’ (ft) 

Half the total distance between V and E.  At L’ the 
approach-roadway width equals the average of V 
and E.  The flare should be developed uniformly, 
without a sharp break where it starts.  Full flare 
length equals 2L’. 

Entry Radius, R (ft) The outside curbs’ minimum radius of curvature at 
the entry. 

Entry Angle, φ, (deg) Used in the empirical formula. 
Inscribed-Circle 
Diameter, ICD (ft) 

The basic parameter used to define a roundabout’s 
size.  It is measured between the outer edges of the 
circulatory roadway. 

 
 

KEY ROUNDABOUT-DESIGN PARAMETERS 
 

Figure 51-12M 
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ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Vehicle speed is reduced, compared to that for 
another intersection type. 

Vehicle traffic is yield controlled, so it does 
not necessarily come to a full stop.  Therefore, 
a pedestrian can be hesitant at first to use the 
crosswalk. 

A pedestrian has fewer conflict points that at 
another intersection type. 

A roundabout can be unsettling to a pedestrian, 
depending on age, mobility, visual impairment, 
or ability to judge gaps in traffic. 

A pedestrian is responsible for judging 
crossing opportunity.  This is still regarded as 
an advantage, though it requires more 
alertness. 

A pedestrian, at first glance, can have to adjust 
to roundabout operation.  This includes the 
crosswalk location, which is behind the first 
stopped vehicle, or 6 m from the yield point. 

The splitter-island refuge allows a pedestrian to 
cross entering and exiting traffic flows 
separately, and thus simplifies the task of 
crossing the roadway. 

 

Crossing can be accomplished with less 
waiting time than at a signalized intersection. 

 

 
 

ROUNDABOUT ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES FOR PEDESTRIANS 

 
Figure 51-12U 
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ELEMENT SAFETY CAPACITY 
Wider entry Reduced Increased 
Longer entry radius Reduced Increased 
Smaller entry angle Reduced Increased 
Larger angle between entries Reduced Increased 
Longer flare length Increased Reduced 
Wider circulatory roadway Reduced Increased 
Larger inscribed-circle diameter No Change Increased 

 
 

EFFECTS OF DESIGN ELEMENTS 
ON SAFETY AND CAPACITY 

 
Figure 51-12Y 
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RADIUS DESCRIPTION 
Entry-path, R1 Minimum radius on the fastest through path prior to the yield line. 

This is not the same as the entry radius. 
Circulating-path, R2 Minimum radius on the fastest through path around the central island. 
Exit-path, R3 Minimum radius on the fastest through path into the exit. 
Left-turn path, R4 Minimum radius on the path of a conflicting left-turn movement. 
Right-turn path, R5 Minimum radius on the fastest path for a right-turning vehicle. 

 
 

ROUNDABOUT-RADII DESCRIPTIONS 
 

Figure 51-12AA 
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Posted or 85th- 
Percentile Speed 

(mph) 

Minimum- 
Visibility 

Distance (ft) 
25 155 
30 200 
35 250 
40 305 
45 360 
50 425 
55 495 

 
 

MINIMUM VISIBILITY DISTANCE 
 

Figure 51-12WW 
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ILLUMINATED BOLLARDS 
 

Figure 51-12XX 
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In considering the modern roundabout as an intersection alternative, a number of common 
misconceptions are too-often presumed by the public, elected officials, consultants, or 
transportation experts who are unfamiliar with this type of intersection control. 
 
Some facts concerning the modern roundabout are as follows: 
 
1. The modern roundabout is significantly different than an old-style traffic circle or rotary. 
 
2. If designed properly, a modern roundabout is safer than a traffic circle or a traditional 

signalized intersection, and is often used as a calming effect to slow traffic. 
 
3. A roundabout increases a road’s capacity as it can handle high traffic volume.  It can also 

require fewer lanes or reduced median width as it can reduce congestion or backups. 
 
4. A roundabout is an effective treatment for a rural intersection where signalization may 

not be appropriate. 
 
5. A roundabout can provide adequate downstream gaps for motorists entering the roadway 

from side streets or drives. 
 
6. A roundabout is inexpensive to operate, is easily modifiable, and is low-maintenance. 
 
7. A roundabout safely accommodates high volumes of pedestrians and bicyclists. 
 
8. A roundabout reduces speed and causes fewer backups than stop-and-go traffic. 
 
9. A roundabout can be landscaped to be aesthetically attractive. 
 
 

THE FACTS ABOUT ROUNDABOUTS 
 

Figure 51-12YY 
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Figure 51-12ZZ, BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                              
 
                                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
HISTORY OF THE MODERN ROUNDABOUT 
 
The m odern r oundabout w as de veloped b y British e ngineers i n t he 
1960s and 1970s.  During that time, engineers analyzed traffic volumes 
and c rash r ecords f rom hundr eds of  i ntersections a nd e xperimental 
layouts.  Based on this research, they deduced the precise intersection 
shape an d characteristics t hat w ill serve vehicles m ost ef ficiently and 
safely.  Since 1987,  t he B ritish ha ve ha d t he l owest hi ghway f atality 
rate of any country in the world, 20% lower than the United States. 
 
Roundabouts are used often in Britain, France, Australia, Switzerland, 
and many other countries.  Modern roundabouts have been constructed 
at hundreds of intersections throughout the United States over the past 
ten years. 
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elatively n ew t o t he U nited S tates, m odern r oundabouts ha ve be en common 
throughout ot her p arts of t he w orld f or s everal d ecades as  an  al ternative to  s top-
controlled a nd s ignalized i ntersections.  The m ain ch aracteristic o f a m odern 

roundabout is the yield-at-entry rule, meaning that traffic entering a roundabout must yield to the 
traffic already within the roundabout. 
 
Studies show a roundabout to be one of the safest types of intersections available compared to a 
signalized intersection.  The introduction of a roundabout in lieu of a typical intersection, stop-
controlled or signalized, has resulted in the following: 
 
1. 40% reduction in total crashes; 
2. 80% reduction in injury crashes; 
3. 90% reduction in less serious injury or fatality crashes; and 
4. 50% reduction in vehicle-pedestrian crashes. 
 
The vehicular crashes that do occur at  a roundabout tend to be low-speed sideswipes or rear-end 
collisions versus typically, more serious head-on, left-turn and high-speed broadside collisions that 
are more frequently experienced at a signalized intersection. 
 
 
How does a roundabout differ from a traditional signalized intersection? 
 
A roundabout maintains efficient traffic operations by keeping vehicles moving.  This results in 
less de lay, f uel c onsumption, and pol lution.  The u se o f a r oundabout s aves money us ed t o 
maintain signal equipment and provide electricity.  A traffic signal tends to encourage drivers to 
accelerate their vehicles through the intersection in order to beat the red light, and thus results in 
speeds a veraging as h igh a s 35 m ph, w hich can u ltimately i ncrease t he n umber o f cr ashes, 
injuries, or fatalities. 
 
The co mparison ch arts shown below show th e d ifference in  c onflict p oints th at mo torists c an 
encounter at a typical signalized intersection versus at a roundabout. 
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How does a roundabout differ from a traffic circle? 
 
Although a traffic circle, sometimes referred to as a rotary, and a modern roundabout each utilize 
round circulating roadways, there are major differences in the design and operation of each type 
of intersection. 
 
A modern single-lane roundabout is typically smaller in diameter than a traffic circle.  This can 
result in lower speeds and safer conditions. A single-lane roundabout’s outer diameter is 100 to 
150 ft, as opposed to that of a traffic circle, of 150 to 300 ft or larger.  Because a traffic circle is 
larger, it can move more vehicles at higher speeds ranging from 30 to 45 mph.  A roundabout is 
smaller, and thus, forces vehicles to slow to speeds ranging from 15 to 20 mph.  This difference 
is significant due to the following. 
 
1. Vehicles en ter a roundabout m ore e asily du e t o l ower s peeds o f 15 to 20 m ph on t he 

circulating roadway. 
 
2. A traffic circle permits higher speeds making entering the circle more difficult, which can 

result in more frequent and severe traffic crashes. 
 
3. Higher speeds on a traffic circle make crossing for pedestrians more dangerous. 
 
4. The f lared approach and pr oper e ntry angle on a r oundabout a llows v ehicles t o s afely 

yield at the entry when merging into the circulating traffic.  This allows for shorter delays 
as vehicles easily m erge i nto t he ci rcle b y s lowing f or c irculating tr affic, and not 
stopping. 

 
5. A p roperly pl anned r oundabout is designed us ing r igorous s tandards ba sed on s pecific 

traffic turning volume.  However, the size of a traffic circle is based on land availability 
and distance needed to accommodate high-speed weave movements. 
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6. A r oundabouts c an a ccommodate l arge ve hicles, i ncluding f ire t rucks a nd ot her 
emergency vehicles. 

 
7. Since a roundabout is smaller th an a traffic c ircle, this results i n c ost s avings f or 

construction and maintenance. 
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CHAPTER FORTY-SEVEN 
 

RAILROAD-HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSINGS 
 
 
47-1.0  DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
A railroad-highway grade crossing on a 3R or 4R project should be in accordance with the 
design criteria as follows: 
 
1. The approach elevation should be the same elevation as the top of rails for a distance of 2 

ft outside the rails. 
 
2. The surface of the highway should not be more than 3 in. higher or 6 in. lower than the 

top of nearest rail at a point 30 ft from the rail unless track superelevation dictates 
otherwise. 

 
 
47-2.0  DESIGNER COORDINATION WITH RAILROAD COMPANY 
 
If a railroad company does not attend the preliminary field check and its input is essential, the 
designer should set up a separate meeting with the railroad company through the Production 
Management Division’s Railroads Team. 
 
For further information regarding railroad-company coordination, see Chapter Eleven. 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-ONE 
 

SPECIAL DESIGN ELEMENTS 
 
 
51-1.0  ACCESSIBILITY FOR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS 
 
Many highway elements can affect the accessibility and mobility of handicapped individuals.  
These include sidewalks, parking lots, buildings at transportation facilities, overpasses, or 
underpasses.  The Department’s accessibility criteria comply with the 1990 Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA).  The following provides accessibility criteria which are based on 
information presented in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADA 
Guidelines).  If local public agencies or local codes require standards which exceed the ADA 
Guidelines, the stricter criteria may be required.  This will be determined as required. 
 
 
51-1.01  Building 
 
For interior accessibility criteria, the following will apply: 
 
1. New.  Each new building, airport terminal, rest area, weigh station, or transit station (e.g., 

station for rapid rail, light rail, commuter rail, intercity bus, intercity rail, high-speed rail, or 
other fixed guideway systems) shall meet the accessibility criteria set forth in the ADA 
Guidelines.  The designer should review the ADA Guidelines to determine the appropriate 
accessibility requirements for the building interior, including rest rooms, drinking fountains, 
elevators, telephones, etc. 

 
2. Existing.  For alterations made to an existing building or facility, the design must meet the 

accessibility requirements for the alteration made to the facility, unless it is prohibitively 
expensive to do so.  The designer should review the ADA Guidelines to determine the 
appropriate criteria and, if required, where exceptions may be permitted. 

 
 
51-1.02  Bus Stop 
 
The following accessibility criteria apply to the construction of a bus stop. 
 
1. Bus-Stop Pad.  A new bus-stop pad constructed to be used in conjunction with a lift or ramp 

should be in accordance with the following: 
 
 a. A firm, stable surface must be provided. 
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 b. It must have a minimum clear length of 8 ft measured from the curb or roadway 

edge, and a minimum clear width of 5 ft measured parallel to the roadway, 
depending on the legal or site constraints. 

 
 c. It must be connected to the street, sidewalk, or pedestrian path by at least one 

accessible route. 
 
 d. The slope of pad parallel to the roadway must be the same as that of the roadway to 

the maximum extent practical. 
 
 e. For drainage purposes, a maximum cross slope of 2% perpendicular to the roadway 

is allowable. 
 
2. Bus Shelter.  Where a new or replacement bus shelter is provided, it must be installed or 

positioned to permit a wheelchair user to enter from the public way and reach a location 
within the shelter having a minimum clear floor area of 2.5 ft by 4 ft.  An accessible route 
shall be provided from the shelter to the boarding area. 

 
3. Signage.  Each new bus-route identification sign should be sized based on the maximum 

dimensions permitted by federal, State, or local regulations or ordinances.  The sign shall 
have an eggshell, matte, or other non-glare finish.  The characters or symbols shall contrast 
with the background (i.e., light characters on a dark background or dark characters on a light 
background). 

 
 
51-1.03  Parking 
 
51-1.03(01)  Off-Street Parking 
 
The following criteria apply to off-street handicapped-parking spaces. 
 
1. Minimum Number.  Figure 51-1A, Minimum Number of Accessible Spaces for 

Handicapped Users provides this criterion.  A typical handicapped-user stall layout is shown 
in Figure 51-1B. 

 
 One of every eight accessible spaces, but not less than one, shall have an access aisle of 8 ft 

wide and must be designated as van-accessible. 
 
2. Location.  Parking spaces for disabled individuals and an accessible passenger loading zone 

that serve a particular building should be the spaces or zone closest to the nearest accessible 
entrance on an accessible route.  In a separate parking structure or lot that does not serve a 
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particular building, parking spaces for disabled individuals should be located on the shortest 
possible circulation route to an accessible pedestrian entrance of the parking facility.  In a 
building with multiple access entrances with adjacent parking, accessible parking spaces 
shall be dispersed and located closest to the accessible entrances. 

 
3. Signage.  Each parking space for the handicapped should be designated with a sign with 

white lettering against a blue background.  The sign should bear the international symbol of 
access (see the MUTCD).  The sign should not be obscured by a vehicle parked in the 
space. A van-accessible space should have a supplemental “Van Accessible” sign below the 
symbol of accessibility. 

 
4. Dimensions.  Each parking space designated for the handicapped should be of 8 ft 

minimum width or 9 ft desirable width.  It should include an additional access aisle of 
minimum width of 5 ft.  For a van-accessible space, the access aisle should be of 8 ft width. 
 Or, the space should be parallel to a public roadway’s sidewalk (see Figure 51-1B).  Each 
parking-access aisle should be part of an accessible route to the building or facility entrance. 
 Overhangs on a parked vehicle should not reduce the clear width of an accessible 
circulation route.  A parking space and its access aisle should be level, with surface slopes 
not exceeding 2% in all directions.  A parking garage or terminal should have a 9.5 ft 
vertical clearance at its entrance, exit, and along the route to and from at least two parking 
spaces which have a 9.5 ft vertical clearance. 

 
5. Passenger-Loading Zone.  A passenger-loading zone should provide an access aisle at least 

5 ft wide and 20 ft long, adjacent and parallel to the vehicular pull-up space.  If there is a 
curb between the access aisle and the vehicular pull-up space, a curb ramp in accordance 
with Section 51-1.08 should be provided.  A vehicular standing space and its access aisle 
should be level.  Surface slopes should not exceed 2% in all directions. 

 
 
51-1.03(02)  On-Street Parking 
 
Where new on-street paid or time-limited parking is provided and designated in an area zoned for 
business use, the on-street parking design shall be in accordance with the accessibility criteria as 
follows. 
 
1. Minimum Number.  Figure 51-1A provides the criteria for the minimum number of on-

street accessibility spaces. 
 
2. Location.  On-street accessibility parking spaces should be dispersed throughout the project 

area.  To the maximum extent feasible, accessible on-street parking should be located in a 
level area. 
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3. Dimensions.  A parking space of minimum 8 ft width with an access aisle of 5 ft width 
should be provided.  This is illustrated in Figure 51-1C, Handicapped On-Street Parking.  
The travel lane should not encroach into the access aisle. 

 
4. Signage.  Each parking area for the handicapped should be designated with a sign with 

white lettering against a blue background.  The sign should bear the international symbol of 
access (see the MUTCD).  The signs should be located to be visible from a driver's seat. 

 
5. Curb Ramp.  If there is a curb adjacent to an on-street handicapped-accessible parking 

space, a curb ramp in accordance with Section 51-1.08 should be provided.  A parking 
space adjacent to an intersection may be served by the sidewalk curb ramp at the 
intersection, provided that the path of travel from the access aisle to the curb ramp is within 
the pedestrian crossing area. 

 
6. Parking Meter.  A firm, stable, and slip-resistant area of 2.5 ft by 4 ft, with the least possible 

slope, should be provided at the meter-controls location.  It should be connected to the 
sidewalk with a continuous passage that is a minimum of 3 ft wide.  The parking meter 
should be located at or near the head or foot of the parking space so that there is no 
interference with the operation of a vehicle side lift or a passenger-side transfer. 

 
 
51-1.04  Accessible Route 
 
An accessible route is a continuous, unobstructed path connecting all accessible elements and 
spaces in a building, facility, or site.  A site is defined as a parcel of land bounded by a property line 
or a designated portion of a public right of way.  A facility is defined as all portions of a building, 
structure, site improvement, complex, equipment, road, walk, passageway, parking lot, or other real 
or personal property on a site.  An interior accessible route may include a corridor, floor, ramp, 
elevator, lift, or clear floor space at a fixture.  An exterior accessible route may include parking 
access aisle, curb ramp, crosswalk at vehicular way, walk, ramp, or and lift. 
 
An accessible route should be provided as follows. 
 
1. At least one accessible route within the boundary of the site should be provided from each 

public-transportation stop, accessible parking, accessible passenger-loading zone, or public 
street or sidewalk to the accessible-building-entrance it serves.  The accessible route should, 
to the maximum extent feasible, coincide with the route for the general public. 

 
2. At least one accessible route should connect accessible buildings, facilities, elements, or 

spaces that are on the same site. 
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3. At least one accessible route should connect accessible buildings or facility entrances with 
all accessible spaces and elements and with all accessible dwelling units within each 
building or facility. 

 
The application of the accessible-route criteria applies to definitive sites which are related to 
highway purposes.  These include a rest area, recreational area, park-and-ride lot, etc. Sections 51-
1.05 and 45-1.06 provide the accessibility requirements for a sidewalk. 
 
 
51-1.05  Sidewalk 
 
Each sidewalk must comply with the ADA Guidelines as described as follows. 
 
The placement of a sidewalk should not require an exception to other Level One design criteria, 
such as shoulder width or travel-lane width.  Additional Information may be required. 
 
Replaced sections of sidewalk should be shown, with starting and ending stationing or starting 
stationing plus length. 
 
Where a new or replacement sidewalk begins from an existing one, the new or replacement 
sidewalk’s profile grade should approximate that of the existing sidewalk. 
 
Earth cross slopes on either side of a sidewalk should be flat enough that there are no dropoffs. 
 
Construction limits and right of way should be adequate to tie into the existing terrain. 
 
A paper survey line is acceptable. 
 
If a survey has not been made, the designer should determine appropriate elevations. 
 
If an intersection is not being entirely reconfigured, correct access should be indicated for each 
quadrant. 
 
Curb-ramp types should be shown, with their alignment with the existing or new sidewalk. 
 
All curb ramps should be field checked. The INDOT Standard Drawings will not address every 
situation. Curb ramps should not have to be field designed. 
 
 
51-1.05(01)  Sidewalk on Accessible Route 
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1. Width.  The minimum clear width should be 3 ft, except at a door, where the minimum 
width should be 5 ft. 

 
2. Passing Space.  If a sidewalk has less than 5 ft clear width, passing spaces of at least 5 ft by 

5 ft should be located at an interval not to exceed 200 ft.  A T-intersection between two 
walks is an acceptable passing space. 

 
3. Surface.  The sidewalk surface should be stable, firm, and slip-resistant.  The longitudinal 

gradient should be flush and free of abrupt changes.  However, a change in level of up to 
1/4 in. may be vertical and without edge treatment.  A change in level of 1/4 in. and 1/2 in. 
should be beveled with a slope not greater than 50%.  A change in level of 1/2 in. or greater 
should be accommodated with a ramp (see Section 51-1.07). 

 
 Gratings should not be placed within the walking surface.  If, however, gratings are located 

in the walking surface, they should have openings of not greater than 1/2 in. in one 
direction. If gratings have elongated openings, they should be placed so that the long 
dimension is perpendicular to the dominant direction of travel. 

 
4. Slope.  The cross slope should not exceed 2%.  If the longitudinal gradient exceeds 5%, the 

sidewalk must be in accordance with the accessibility criteria for a ramp (see Section 51-
1.07). 

 
5. Protruding Object.  An object projecting from a wall (e.g., sign, telephone, canopy) with its 

leading edge between 2 ft and 6.5 ft above the finished sidewalk should not protrude more 
than 4 in. into any portion of the sidewalk.  A freestanding object mounted on posts or 
pylons may overhang its mountings up to a maximum of 1 ft if located between 2 ft and 6.5 
ft above the sidewalk or ground surface.  An object of less than 2 ft or greater than 6.5 ft 
may protrude to any distance provided that the effective width of the sidewalk is 
maintained.  Where the vertical clearance is less than 6.5 ft, a barrier should be provided to 
warn a visually-impaired person. 

 
6. Separation.  A sidewalk should be separated from roadways with a curb, planted parkway or 

other barrier, which should be continuous except where interrupted by a drive, alley, or 
connection to a handicapped-accessible element. 

 
7. Bus Stop.  Where a bus-passenger loading area or bus shelter is provided on or adjacent to a 

sidewalk, it should be in accordance with the criteria described in Section 51-1.02. 
 
8. Curb Ramp.  Each curb ramp on an accessible route should be in accordance with the 

criteria described in Section 51-1.08. 
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51-1.05(02)  Sidewalk on Public Right of Way 
 
Each such sidewalk should be in accordance with the criteria described in Section 51-1.05(01).  
However, the ADA Guidelines provide some flexibility to meet the adjacent roadway conditions 
and to provide a practical design.  The criteria described in Section 51-1.05(01) should used, with 
the additional requirements as follows: 
 
1. Slope.  The flattest longitudinal slope practical should be provided.  Preferably, the 

longitudinal slope should not be steeper than 8% or the longitudinal slope of the adjacent 
street.  A sidewalk slope of 5% or flatter does not require the use of handrails as defined in 
Section 51-1.07. 

 
2. Separation.  A sidewalk adjacent to the curb or roadway may be offset to avoid a non-

conforming cross slope at a drive apron by diverting the sidewalk around the apron. 
 
3. Street Furniture.  Street furniture such as a signal-controller cabinet, light standard, strain 

pole, utility pole, mailbox, sign support, etc., should not be placed within the required 
sidewalk width.  In a location where it is impractical to provide the minimum sidewalk 
width, an accessible width of 3 ft should be maintained. 

 
 
51-1.06  Stairway 
 
A stairway should not be part of an exterior accessible route or a sidewalk on public right of way 
because it cannot be safely negotiated by an individual in a wheelchair.  Where a stairway is used as 
part of an access route to a building or facility not subject to the ADA requirements, it should be 
designed to be accessible by other handicapped individuals.  Therefore, the design of a stairway 
should be in accordance with ADA Guidelines Section 4.9.  This includes, for example, providing 
handrails.  The designer should review the INDOT Standard Drawings for additional details on the 
design of a stairway. 
 
 
51-1.07  Ramp 
 
A part of an accessible route with a slope steeper than 5% should be considered a ramp and should 
be in accordance with the ADA Guidelines.  This includes providing handrails.  The following 
criteria apply to a ramp on an accessible route. 
 
1. Slope and Rise.  The flattest possible slope should be used.  Figure 51-1D, Allowable 

Ramp Dimensions, New Construction, provides the maximum allowable ramp slope for 
new construction.  A curb ramp or ramp to be constructed on an existing site or in an 
existing building or facility may have the slope and rise shown in Figure 51-1E, Allowable 
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Ramp Dimensions for Existing Site, Building, or Facility, if space limitations prohibit the 
use of a slope of 8% or flatter. 

 
2. Width.  The minimum clear width should be 3 ft. 
 
3. Landing.  A ramp should have a level landing at the bottom and top of each run.  A landing 

should be in accordance with the following. 
 
 a. It should be at least as wide as the ramp run leading to it. 
 
 b. The clear length should be a minimum of 5 ft. 
 
 c. If a ramp changes direction at a landing, the minimum landing size should be 5 ft by 

5 ft. 
 
4. Handrail.  If a ramp run has a rise greater than 0.5 ft or a horizontal projection greater than 6 

ft, it should have handrails on both sides.  A handrail is not required for a curb ramp.  A 
handrail should be in accordance with the following. 

 
 a. Handrails shall be provided along both sides of a ramp segment.  The inside 

handrail on a switchback or dogleg ramp should be continuous. 
 
 b. If a handrail is not continuous, it should extend at least 1 ft beyond the top and 

bottom of the ramp segment and should be parallel with the floor or ground surface. 
 
 c. The clear space between the handrail and the wall should be 1½ in. 
 
 d. The gripping surface should be continuous. 
 
 e. The top of the gripping surface should be mounted between 2.8 ft and 3.2 ft above 

the ramp surface. 
 
 f. The end should be either rounded or returned smoothly to the floor, wall, or post. 
 
 g. A handrail should not rotate within its fittings. 
 
5. Cross Slope and Surface.  The cross slope of a ramp surface should not be steeper than 2%. 

 The ramp surface should be in accordance with the sidewalk-surface criteria described in 
Section 51-1.05. 
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6. Edge Protection.  A ramp or landing with a drop-off should have a curb, wall, railing, or 
projecting surface that prevents people from slipping off the ramp.  A curb should be of 
minimum height of 2 in. 

 
7. Outdoor Conditions.  An outdoor ramp and its approaches should be designed so that water 

will not accumulate on the walking surface. 
 
 
51-1.08  Sidewalk Curb Ramp 
 
Highway or street resurface, rehabilitation, or improvement work in a suburban, intermediate, or 
urban (built-up) area in a city or town often requires the providing of adjacent curbs and 
sidewalks, or the repair or replacement of these facilities.  In such an area, especially an urban 
(built-up) area, the faces of commercial or public buildings are often constructed on or in close 
proximity to the right-of-way or property line. 
 
The Department, along with each local public agency, under Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) Title II, is required to provide ADA-accessible facilities within the public right of way 
where a public facility such as a public building, curb and sidewalk, a rest area, a weigh station, 
etc., are currently located or are to be provided. 
 
Each private business which is considered to be a place of public accommodation such as a retail 
business, restaurant, doctor’s office, law office, etc., is required under ADA Act Title III to 
provide an ADA-accessible facility on its private property. 
 
Curb or sidewalk repair or replacement may require a change in the sidewalk elevation within the 
public right of way.  INDOT is responsible for ascertaining that ADA requirements are addressed 
on INDOT right of way.  A business that serves the public and has a building with the building 
face on or nearly on the right-of-way or property line is responsible for ensuring that each 
building entrance or walk, etc., is ADA-compliant and compatible with the adjacent public right-
of-way sidewalk. 
 
A project which includes curbs and sidewalks at pedestrian crosswalks will require sidewalk curb 
ramps to eliminate physical barriers for ease of access to such crosswalks.  A pedestrian crosswalk 
is defined as the portion of a street ordinarily included within the prolongation or connection of 
lateral lines of sidewalks at an intersection.  It also includes any portion of a highway or street 
distinctly indicated as a crossing for pedestrians by means of lines or other markings on the 
pavement surface. 
 
A curb ramp provides a sloped area within a public sidewalk that allows pedestrians to accomplish 
a change from sidewalk level to street level.  A curb ramp typically includes the ramp and flared 
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sides and specific surface treatments, but does not include the landings at the top and bottom of the 
ramp. 
 
A curb ramp should be placed at each crosswalk which extends from a paved sidewalk in each 
intersection with a curbed public roadway or curbed signalized commercial drive.  A curb ramp 
should not be used at a private drive, alley, or unsignalized commercial drive.  Instead, a 
sidewalk elevation transition as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be placed.  At a 
T-intersection, the designer should ensure that curb ramps are located on the side opposite the 
minor intersecting road if a sidewalk is present or is to be provided. 
 
For a partial 3R project, curb ramps should be considered as described in Chapter Fifty-six.  Curb 
ramps should not be considered for a signing, pavement marking, or roadway lighting project. 
 
 
51-1.08(01)  Location 
 
In determining the location of a curb ramp, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Curb ramps should be located directly opposite one another for each crosswalk, and should 

be placed within the transverse limits of crosswalk lines, where crosswalk lines are used. 
 

The placement of curb ramps affects the placement of crosswalk lines and vehicle stop 
lines. Conversely, the location of existing crosswalk lines and stop lines affect the 
placement of curb ramps.  Some of the crosswalk-line constraints are shown in Figure 51-
1F, Types of Curb Ramps at Marked Crossings, and on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices contains additional constraints on 
crosswalk- and stop-line placement. 

 
2. Each curb ramp should be designed and placed to provide continuity of the sidewalk 

corridor direction of travel while providing pedestrians the shortest but most direct route 
across a street. 

 
3. The designer should ensure that the landing area at the bottom of each curb ramp does not 

encroach upon through-lane vehicle traffic which has the right of way at the same time a 
pedestrian is attempting to use the crosswalk parallel to it. 

 
4. The curb ramp and associated landings should not be compromised by other highway 

features (e.g., guardrail, catch basin, utility pole, fire hydrant, sign or signal support, etc.). 
 
5. There should be full continuity of use throughout.  Opposing curb ramps should always be 

provided in all required intersection quadrants, including an intersection with some 
quadrants outside the project limits. 
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6. A curb ramp should be located or protected to prevent its obstruction by a parked vehicle. 
 
7. Approval of a Level One waiver of the accessibility requirements for physically-impaired 

individuals is required for each location where there are valid reasons to restrict or prohibit 
pedestrian access.  Such waiver is described in Section 40-8.04(01) Item 2. 

 
8. The normal gutter flow line should be maintained through the curb-ramp area.  Appropriate 

drainage structures should be placed as needed to intercept the flow prior to the curb-ramp 
area.  Positive drainage should be provided to carry water away from the intersection of the 
curb ramp and the gutter line, thus minimizing the depth of flow across the crosswalk. 

 
9. If modifications to the details shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings are required so that 

a curb ramp can be better accommodated, such details and the required pay quantities 
should be shown on the plans. 

 
10. The impact of utility location on curb-ramp placement and construction should be 

minimized.  The designer is responsible for being aware of potential utility conflicts.  If 
utilities are present, coordination should be in accordance with Section 10-2.0. 

 
 
51-1.08(02)  Types of Sidewalk Curb Ramps 
 
Details for placement of curb ramps and an illustration showing appropriate locations for each 
curb ramp type are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Determining which curb ramp is 
most appropriate depends on the exact conditions of the site.  Curb ramps are categorized below 
by their structural design and how they are positioned to the sidewalk or street. 
 
1. Perpendicular Curb Ramp.  This curb ramp is perpendicular to the curb and requires a 

wide-enough sidewalk to provide an 8% running slope.  This is the preferred design.  The 
length of the ramp depends on the height of the curb where the ramp is to be located.  
Details of a ramp with an integral curb and of a ramp with a separate curb are shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  A landing should be provided at the top of the ramp.  If 
site infeasibility precludes construction as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings, the 
level landing width my be decreased from 4 ft to 3 ft, and the running slope may be 
steepened to 10% for a maximum 6-in. rise.  New construction should provide adequate 
right of way for a perpendicular curb ramp.  Some portion of the curb ramp, typically one 
of the flared sides, may appear within the curved intersection corner.  See the INDOT 
Standard Drawings for details of improved access to a perpendicular curb ramp. 

 
The standard perpendicular curb ramps are as follows: 
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a. Type A.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required entirely 
within the pedestrian walkway.  It is the preferred type where the sidewalk is 
adjacent to the curb. 

 
b. Type C.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required outside the 

pedestrian walkway, in the utility strip.  It is the preferred type where there is a 
utility strip between the sidewalk and the curb. 

 
c. Type D.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required near an 

obstruction which can not be removed.  It is the preferred type for this situation, 
and may be used with or without a utility strip present. 

 
2. Diagonal Curb Ramp.  A diagonal curb ramp is a single curb ramp that is located at the 

apex of the corner at an intersection, and serves two intersecting crossing directions.  
Since the ramp is diagonal to the path of travel, it is only accessible if level landing or 
maneuvering spaces are provided at both the top and bottom of the ramp.  If creating a 
level landing is too difficult or a 4-ft clear space cannot be provided, a diagonal curb 
ramp should not be considered.  If site infeasibility precludes construction as shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings, the landing width may be decreased from 4 ft to 3 ft and 
the running slope may be steepened to 10% for a maximum 6 in. rise. 

 
A diagonal curb ramp should only be used where perpendicular or parallel curb ramps are 
infeasible and no other option is available, or if a field investigation warrants its use for 
alterations affecting existing sidewalks. 

 
If a diagonal curb ramp is to be used, durable crosswalk markings are required on the street 
pavement.  Specific constraints for crosswalk markings and stop-lines placement are shown 
on Figure 51-1F, Types of Curb Ramps at Marked Crossings.  Each diagonal curb ramp 
should be wholly contained within the crosswalk lines, including any flared sides.  There 
should be at least 4 ft between the gutter line and the corner of the two intersecting 
crosswalk lines as delineated within the intersection pavement area.  See Figure 51-1F for 
an illustration of these criteria. 

 
The standard diagonal curb ramps are as follows: 

 
a. Type B.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required entirely 

within the pedestrian walkway, the corner radius is greater than 10 ft, and 
placement of a Type A ramp is infeasible.  At the bottom of the ramp, the 
perimeter length is 8 ft, regardless of the corner radius. 
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b. Type E.  This type should be specified where a curb ramp is required outside the 
pedestrian walkway in the utility strip, the corner radius is greater than 10 ft, and 
placement of a Type B ramp is infeasible. 

 
This type should also be specified where a curb ramp is required outside the 
pedestrian walkway in the utility strip, the corner radius is greater than 10 ft, an 
obstruction which cannot be removed is present, and placement of a Type C ramp 
is infeasible. 

 
At the bottom of the ramp, the perimeter length is 8 ft, regardless of the corner 
radius. 

 
3. Parallel Curb Ramp.  A parallel curb ramp has two ramps leading down towards a center 

level landing at the bottom between both ramps and has level landings at the top of each 
ramp.  A parallel curb ramp may be specified for a narrow sidewalk, steep terrain, or at a 
location with a high curb, as the ramp can easily be lengthened to reduce the grades.  A 
parallel curb ramp should not be installed where it is possible to install two perpendicular 
curb ramps.  A wall or curb may be required along the back edge of the ramp as shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The designer should show details for such wall or curb 
on the plans and include a unique special provision. 

 
A parallel curb ramp should only be used where a perpendicular curb ramp is infeasible 
and no other option is available. 

 
The standard parallel curb ramp is type F.  This type should be specified where the corner 
radius at least 15 ft but less than 25 ft, and only if a field investigation warrants its use for 
alterations affecting existing sidewalks. 

 
4. Depressed-Corners Curb Ramp.  Depressed corners gradually lower the level of the 

sidewalk to meet the grade of the road, street, or signalized approach.  This curb ramp 
should be specified only at a corner where the sidewalk parallels only one of the 
intersecting roadways. 

 
The standard depressed-corners curb ramps are as follows: 

 
a. Type H.  This type should be specified where the sidewalk is adjacent to the curb. 

 
b. Type G.  This type should be specified where there is a utility strip between the 

sidewalk and the curb. 
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5. Mid-Block Curb Ramp, Type K.  This type should be specified at a mid-block location.  
It may be used where the sidewalk is adjacent to the curb or where there is a utility strip 
between the sidewalk and the curb. 

 
6. Median Curb Ramp, Type L.  This type should be specified where a raised paved or 

unpaved median of 8 ft or wider obstructs the crosswalk.  Where the median is narrower 
than 8 ft, a detail should be shown on the plans. 

 
 
51-1.08(03)  Selection Guidelines 
 
The following provides guidelines for selecting the appropriate curb ramp. 
 
1. Sidewalk or Utility-Strip Width.  The INDOT Standard Drawings show minimum sidewalk 

widths and utility-strip widths.  These minimum widths are intended for new construction 
and reconstruction, typically to construct a perpendicular curb ramp.  A parallel curb ramp 
type F may be used where an existing sidewalk cannot be widened to the minimum width. 

 
2. Obstruction.  It is desirable to move an obstruction wherever practical.  Where it is not 

practical to move the obstruction, the direction of traffic relative to the placement of the 
curb ramp should be considered.  It is important that drivers can see a physically-impaired 
person using a curb ramp.  Where an obstruction is present, such as a signal controller box, 
planter, signal pole base, etc., a perpendicular curb ramp type D should be used.  No 
obstruction should be permitted within flared paved curb-ramp sides. 

 
3. Best Practices.  The following should be considered. 
 

a. A level maneuvering area or landing should be provided at the top of each curb 
ramp. 

 
 b. The ramp slope should be perpendicular to the curb, with a maximum steepness of 

8.33%.  Details regarding curb-ramp slope are shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings. 

 
 c. The counterslope of the gutter area or street at the flat of a curb ramp should be a 

5% or flatter. 
 

d. Curb-ramp geometrics to be used are summarized in Figure 51-1G. 
 
 
51-1.08(04)  Curb-Ramp Lengths and Slopes 
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A curb ramp should be designed with a steepest slope of 8.33%.  See Figure 51-1H, Lengths of 
Perpendicular Curb Ramps, to determine the length of a curb ramp which is perpendicular to the 
curb.  The figure assumes a 2% sidewalk cross slope and a level longitudinal grade. 
 
For a curb ramp which is not perpendicular to the curb, the following formula should be used to 
determine its length.  The formula assumes a 2% sidewalk cross slope and a level longitudinal 
grade. 

 

 ( )SR
CR

GG
hL

−
=

θcos
      [Equation 51-1.1] 

 
Where: 

 
  LCR = Curb-ramp length, ft 
 
  H = Change in elevation, ft 
 
  GR = Curb ramp grade, % / 100 
 
  GS = Sidewalk cross grade, % / 100 
 
  θ = Angle to which the curb ramp is out of perpendicular to the curb 
 
 
51-1.08(05)  Algebraic Difference Between Curb Ramp and Gutter Slope 
 
The algebraic difference between a curb ramp slope and the gutter or pavement slope should be 
11% or flatter.  If this is not possible, a 2-ft wide level strip should be provided between the 
grades.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
 ∆G = |GR - GG|       [Equation 51-1.2] 
 
Where: 
 
 ∆G = Algebraic grade difference, % 
 
 GR = Ramp grade, % 
 
 GG = Gutter grade, % 
 
 |GR - GG| = Absolute value of grade difference, % 
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A level strip is required if ∆G is steeper than 11%. 
 
 
51-1.08(06)  Detectable Warning Device 
 
Each sidewalk curb ramp is to include a detectable warning device.  This consists of a 
standardized surface feature to warn people with vision impairments that they are approaching a 
street or drive.  The color and texture of the device must contrast visually with adjoining 
surfaces.  Details and explanations are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings and the INDOT 
Standard Specifications, respectively. 
 
 
51-1.08(07)  Pedestrian Signal Control 
 
If a pedestrian crosswalk and curb ramp are present at an intersection with a traffic signal that has 
pedestrian-signal-activating pushbuttons, the following will apply. 
 
1. Location.  A pushbutton control should be located as close as practical to the curb ramp and, 

to the maximum extent feasible, should permit operation from a level area immediately 
adjacent to the controls.  The control should be placed so as not to create an obstruction to 
the curb ramp. 

 
2. Surface.  A sidewalk area of 4 ft by 4 ft should be provided to allow a forward or parallel 

approach to the control.  In a restricted area, such sidewalk area may be reduced to 3 ft by 3 
ft. 

 
 
51-2.0  REST AREA 
 
A rest area, information center, or scenic overlook is functional and desirable element of the 
complete highway development and is provided for the safety and convenience of the highway user. 
Many have been constructed along freeways and other major arterials.  The location and design of a 
rest area is based on individual highway facility and site needs.  The need for a new rest area will be 
determined by the Office of Environmental Services in conjunction with the district office. 
 
 
51-2.01  Location 
 
A rest area may be located on a freeway or other major arterial.  Along a freeway, two are usually 
paired together (i.e., one on each side of the freeway).  At a State line, only one rest area or 
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welcome center for the incoming traffic may be provided.  The following provides additional 
information in determining the need and location of a rest area. 
 
 
51-2.01(01)  Spacing on an Interstate Route 
 
The recommended average spacing of rest areas is approximately one hour of driving time or 50 to 
60 mi.  It may be desirable to provide closer spacing for special conditions (e.g., scenic view, 
information center).  Local conditions may warrant spacing which is greater than 50 to 60 mi (e.g., 
through a major metropolitan area). 
 
 
51-2.01(02)  Site Considerations 
 
Once it has been determined that a rest area is required and the general area has been selected, the 
actual location of the rest area is selected based upon the following considerations. 
 
1. Appeal.  A rest area is a showplace for out-of-State visitors.  If practical, it should be placed 

to take advantage of natural features (e.g., lakes, scenic views, points of special or historic 
interest). 

 
2. Welcome Center.  It is desirable to locate this facility close to a State line.  This location 

provides the opportunity to personally present information on the State along with local 
attractions.  A rest area located well within the State may only provide information racks for 
literature distribution. 

 
3. Geometrics.  The site should be located away from any other interference, such as an 

interchange or a bridge.  The rest-area entrance should desirably be at least 3 miles from the 
nearest interchange. 

 
4. Environmental Considerations.  The site should be located or designed so that surface 

runoff or treatment-plant discharges will not adversely affect streams, lakes, wetlands, etc. 
 
5. Median.  A rest area should not be located in a median unless it can be serviced via a left-

hand exit and entrance. 
 
6. Size.  The rest area should be large enough to provide sufficient parking capacity, needed 

facilities, picnic and stretch areas, and to retain existing landscaping features. 
 
7. Right of Way.  Right-of-way costs should be factored into the location decision.  To allow 

for future expansion, a 40-year design life should be considered based on a straight-line 
traffic projection. 
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8. Topography.  A rest area should be located where the natural topography is favorable to its 

development. 
 
9. Development.  A rest area should not be placed adjacent to or near an area which has been 

zoned as residential. 
 
10. Emergency.  The location choice should consider the proximity to emergency services. 
 
11. Water and Sewer.  The rest area should have an adequate water supply.  Water availability 

should be determined during the site selection process prior to the development of plans.  If 
a commercial sanitary-treatment plant is unavailable, the site must be large enough to 
provide for adequate sewage-treatment facilities.  Recreational-vehicle dumping facilities 
may be provided. 

 
12. Other Utilities.  Other utilities, such as telephone and electricity, should always be provided. 
 
 
51-2.02  Design 
 
51-2.02(01)  Exit and Entrance 
 
The access to and from the rest area should be designed in accordance with Section 48-4.0.  
Reverse curves should not be used.  If deemed necessary, they should be designed in accordance 
with Section 43-3.07.  Full-depth shoulders should be provided along both exit and entrance ramps 
to the ramp extremities (i.e., the ends of the ramp tapers). 
 
Adequate signing and pavement markings must be provided.  These traffic-control devices should 
be placed in accordance with Part VII, the INDOT Standard Drawings, and the MUTCD. 
 
 
51-2.02(02)  Buffer Separation 
 
The separation between the rest area facility and the highway mainline should be wide enough to 
discourage individuals from stopping on the mainline and crossing over to the facility.  At a 
minimum, a 35-ft buffer area should be provided between the mainline pavement and parking areas. 
A buffer separation of 175 ft or more is preferable.  Fencing should be provided in the buffer area 
between the ramps and should desirably be located beyond the mainline clear zone. 
 
 
51-2.02(03)  Rest-Area Usage 
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Predicting rest area usage is the key factor in determining the location and sizing of a rest area.  The 
designer must first determine the proportion of mainline traffic that will be using the rest area.  This 
determination is dependent upon rest-area spacing, trip length, rest-area location, time of year, 
traffic composition, highway classification, etc.  The designer should use data from nearby or 
similar rest areas to estimate the expected traffic entering the rest area.  In the absence of historical 
data, Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Rest-Area Facility (Interstate Route or Freeway), and the 
following may be used. 
 
1. Design Year.  The design year for traffic projection should be 20 years. 
 
2. Highway Characteristics.  A rest area on a highway that passes though recreational or 

historic areas tends to have fewer trucks and a higher percentage of passenger cars and RVs 
with trailers.  Where the general purpose of the highway is to move commercial traffic 
between cities, a rest area tends to have a higher truck usage. 

 
3. Trip Length.  On a highway where the trip length is typically less than 100 mi (e.g., between 

two major cities), there is a significant reduction in the proportion of the passing traffic 
using the facility. 

 
4. Temporal Factors.  In a recreational area, rest-area usage is the highest during a summer 

weekend.  During the day, passenger cars tend to make up a higher percentage of the rest-
area usage.  At night, trucks and RVs tend to make up the higher percentage of rest-area 
usage. 

 
 
51-2.02(04)  Parking 
 
Rest-area parking capacity depends upon the type of usage expected for the rest area.  Figure 51-
2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, provides the formula and other factors to 
consider when determining the appropriate design hourly volume for passenger cars, passenger cars 
with trailers, and trucks.  Consideration should be given to adding additional truck parking spaces if 
the rest area is located close to major delivery or distribution centers. 
 
Parking areas for passenger cars and trucks should be separated from each other within the rest area. 
This should be accomplished by providing separate parking areas on opposite sides of the building. 
However, a separator (e.g., curbing) or pavement markings may be used in a restrictive location.  
Figure 45-1B illustrates typical parking designs for a passenger car.  Angular parking is preferred to 
parallel parking because it requires less time to enter and exit. 
 
Figure 51-2B illustrates a typical angle-parking design for a truck or recreational vehicle.  The 
design vehicle for angular truck parking is the WB-20 vehicle. 
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51-2.02(05)  Pavement Design 
 
Pavements for exit and entrance ramps, truck parking area, and truck connector roadway should be 
designed using a 14-in. portland cement concrete pavement on 3 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 6 
in. of compacted aggregate No. 53.  The pavement area to be used only by passenger cars may be 
designed using a 10-in. portland cement concrete pavement on 3 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 6 
in. of compacted aggregate No. 53. 
 
 
51-2.02(06)  Cross Slopes 
 
All ramps and connector routes should have a 2% cross slope.  Parking areas typically should be 
designed with a 2% cross slope.  A 5% maximum grade may be used.  If practical, handicapped 
parking areas should not exceed 1%. 
 
 
51-2.02(07)  Facilities 
 
A rest area provides a building with rest rooms and public information services, picnic tables and 
shelters, benches, sidewalks, drinking fountains, and trash collectors.  It may also include vending 
machines, provided the machines are accessible from outside the building.  The designer should 
ensure that sufficient facilities are available to accommodate the expected usage of the rest area.  
Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, provides the recommended total 
number of comfort facilities.  Figure 51-2C, Guidelines for Comfort Facilities, should be used to 
determine the recommended number and types of fixtures.  Dual men’s and women’s facilities 
(minimum of 2 each) should be provided to allow for cleaning, maintenance, etc.  The total number 
of fixtures should be divided equally between the rest rooms.  If practical, the designer should also 
consider providing exclusive unisex rest rooms for handicapped individuals.  The building should 
be adequately sized to provide 120 ft2 of floor area for each sanitary facility plus an additional 200 
ft2 of floor space.  The rest-area building must be in accordance with all Indiana Department of Fire 
Prevention and Public Safety building codes. 
 
 
51-2.02(08)  Utilities 
 
Where permanent facilities are provided, an adequate drinking-water supply, a wastewater 
disposal system, and a power supply will be required.  These are required to bring the facilities 
into accordance with federal, Indiana Administrative Code (IAC), and Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management (IDEM) regulations, and local ordinances.  Where practical, 
connection to existing wastewater treatment facilities and drinking-water supplies is the most 
desirable option. 
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A dedicated drinking-water treatment system will require a security system, ozone addition for 
deposition of iron, chlorine treatment, phosphate treatment, and backflow prevention to prevent 
contamination of the stored water and the water from the well.  The drinking-water treatment 
system structure should be placed at least 4 ft horizontally clear of other structures.  For a 
purchased-water system, automated chlorine testing and addition will also be required.  Drinking-
water treatment should otherwise be in accordance with IAC 327. 
 
A dedicated wastewater disposal system will require a testing laboratory.  Wastewater treatment 
units will require protection from exposure to direct sunlight, covers, or other means that prevent 
animals, bird feces, or external debris from entering the system, and shelter or other means that 
keeps the wastewater temperature within a specified range.  A standby electric generator, surge 
control tank with dissolved oxygen sensor, trash collection tank, fixed film media filters, sand 
filters, ultraviolet disinfection, diffusers, and a splitter box are also required.  The wastewater 
disposal system trash collection tank should be placed upstream of the surge control tank.  
Wastewater treatment should otherwise be in accordance with IAC 327 and 329. 
 
A remote telemetry system will be required for the drinking-water and wastewater treatment 
facilities, lift stations, and locations where the water is purchased. 
 
As a minimum, the telemetry system should include the following: 
 
1. A portable laptop computer for data access and system interaction, including an operator 

training manual. 
 
2. The computer software should be compatible with and be able to enter data onto IDEM’s 

report forms.  The forms are accessible through IDEM’s website, at 
 http://www.in.gov/idem/5157.htm#waterforms. 
 
3. The interaction shall include an alarm to alert the plant operator (when the operator is 

both on-site and off-site) when the system’s conditions are not within the required 
parameter limits. 

 
4. A digital flow monitor. 
 
5. The interaction shall include the ability to automatically add treatment chemicals. 
 
The designer should develop appropriate specifications and call for appropriate pay items for this 
additional work.  The specifications should comply with the Ten State Standards requirements.  
The Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team will review and approve the 
specifications. 
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The IDEM is responsible for approval of the final wastewater treatment and drinking-water 
supply options. 
 
Telephones are usually also included.  Proper lighting provides the patron an added sense of 
security and safety.  Chapter Seventy-eight provides additional information on lighting design. 
 
51-2.02(09)  Landscaping 
 
The rest area should be landscaped to take advantage of existing natural features and vegetation (see 
Section 51-8.0).  Paths, sidewalks, and architectural style should fit naturally into the existing 
surroundings.  The designer should coordinate the landscaping plan with the Services and Cultural 
Resources Team.  A chain link fence should be placed between the parking areas and the adjacent 
roadway to enhance pedestrian safety. 
 
 
51-2.02(10)  Accessibility for the Handicapped 
 
A rest area must be designed to properly accommodate physically handicapped individuals; 
including grounds, picnic areas, ramps to picnic areas, buildings, automatic door openers, sidewalk 
ramps, and signage.  The designer must realize that an accessible route is required between the 
truck and RV parking area to the rest-area facilities.  Section 51-1.0 provides the handicapped 
accessibility criteria for exterior features within a rest area.  The ADA Accessibility Guidelines for 
Buildings and Facilities provides the handicapped-accessibility criteria for interior features. 
 
 
51-3.0  WEIGH STATION 
 
A truck weigh station installation is used to weigh trucks, to provide for vehicular safety inspection, 
or to provide a source of data for planning and research.  The determination of the need for a truck 
weigh station is a combined effort of INDOT, the Indiana State Police, the Department of Revenue, 
and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. 
 
 
51-3.01  Location 
 
Indiana has adopted the Point-of-Entry concept for locating a new weigh station.  A weigh station is 
to be located only at or near a State line for inbound trucks on an Interstate route. 
 
The actual selection of a truck weigh station site is controlled by right of way limitations and by 
geometric and topographic features (i.e., at the crest of a hill).  It is desirable to select a site in a 
location where there is adequate right of way and where geometric, topographic, or environmental 
features lend themselves to the most economical development without undue site preparation and 
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expense.  The possibility of truck traffic circumventing the facility is also considered in locating the 
site of the weigh station. 
 
 
51-3.02  Design 
 
Figure 51-3A illustrates a typical truck weigh-station layout.  In addition, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. Exit and Entrance Junctions.  Desirably, the exit and entrance should be designed for large 

trucks.  Section 48-4.0 provides design criteria for these elements, including truck 
acceleration and deceleration lengths. 

 
2. Exit and Entrance Ramps.  The minimum paved width is 28 ft, including a 4-ft left shoulder 

and 8-ft right shoulder.  The shoulders should be designed with a full-depth pavement 
structure along both exit and entrance ramps to the ramp extremities (i.e., the ends of the 
ramp tapers).  The cross slope will typically be 2% for the entire width, including shoulders. 

 
3. Pavement Design.  Pavements for ramps and the scale area should be designed using a 14-

in. portland cement concrete pavement on 4 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 3 in. of 
compacted aggregate No. 53.  The parking area should have 12 in. portland cement concrete 
pavement on 4 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 3 in. of compacted aggregate No. 53. 

 
4. Geometrics.  The weigh station area should be designed so that backing maneuvers are not 

required (e.g., pull-through parking).  All pavement geometrics should be designed to 
accommodate off-tracking for a WB-20 design vehicle (Indiana Design Vehicle). 

 
5. Maximum Grade.  A short upgrade of as much as 5% does not unduly interfere with truck 

or bus operations.  Consequently, for new construction it is desirable to limit the maximum 
grade to 5%.  The grades across a weigh-in-motion scale must be 0% for 100 ft before and 
after the weigh-in-motion scale. 

 
6. Buffer Separation.  There should be a 30-ft minimum buffer strip between the weigh station 

facility and the mainline pavement.  A wider separation is desirable. 
 
7. Storage Length for Scale.  There should be sufficient space to queue trucks waiting for the 

scale without backing up onto the mainline.  This distance will be based on the number of 
trucks on the mainline, length of trucks, expected hours of operation, and time required for 
actual weighing.  For design considerations, the design vehicle can be assumed to be the 
WB-20 truck.  With the rapid advance in research on scales (e.g., weigh-in-motion), the 
designer should check with other Department entities or other agencies to determine the 
most appropriate time factor. 
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8. Safety Inspection.  A weigh station will also be used by the Indiana State Police as a safety-

inspection station.  Therefore, a separate inspection building will be required.  This building 
should be designed to accommodate a total of two WB-20 design vehicles, one in each of 
the adjacent bays. 

 
9. Violation Storage.  A space should be provided to store trucks that are either overweight or 

which have failed the safety inspection.  These areas should be designed to accommodate 
the WB-20 design vehicle.  Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, 
provides the design criteria for a WB-20 angular truck storage area. 

 
10. Traffic Control Devices.  Adequate signing and pavement markings should be provided 

prior to and at the truck weigh station.  These traffic control devices should be designed and 
placed in accordance with the MUTCD and the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The designer 
should contact the Production Management Division’s Traffic Design Team for 
information regarding design for an electronic “Open / Closed” sign.  Special signing will 
also be necessary for the internal traffic flow through the weigh station, such as at the 
weigh-control area and the inspection building. 

 
11. Lighting.  Chapter Seventy-eight provides information on lighting design. 
 
12. Inspection Building.  An inspection building should be designed for year-round use with 

sufficient space for computer operations, a service counter for permit issuances, and an 
emergency shower facility for hazardous-material removal.  The inspection building should 
be in accordance with all local building codes and OSHA criteria. 

 
13. Hazardous Materials.  A 1600-gal. tank is required on site for the storage of hazardous 

materials from leaking or overflowing trucks.  A detention basin with flow-release controls 
is required to contain surface runoff from the parking area. 

 
14. Landscaping.  The weigh station should be designed to minimize the effect on existing 

vegetation.  The designer should also ensure that any new or existing plants will not affect 
the driver’s sight distance to the weigh station or any critical point within the weigh station. 
Section 51-8.0 provides additional information on the Department’s landscaping policy. 

 
 
51-4.0  OFF-STREET PARKING 
 
A proposed highway project may incorporate some form of off-street parking.  Typical applications 
may include the following: 
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1. providing off-street parking to replace on-street parking which will be removed as part of a 
proposed project; 

 
2. the construction of a park-and-ride lot for commuters; or 
 
3. the construction of a new rest area or improvement to an existing rest area. 
 
The following provides criteria specifically for an off-street parking lot.  Section 51-2.0 discusses 
that for a rest area. 
 
 
51-4.01  Location of Park-and-Ride Lot 
 
The Office of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the district office, determines the 
location of a park-and-ride lot during the planning stage.  However, the designer usually has some 
control over the best placement of the lot when considering layout details, entrance and exit 
locations, and traffic flow patterns. 
 
A park-and-ride lot should be located at a strategic point where transfers can conveniently be made 
from auto to carpooling or transit modes.  Considerations that will affect the location of the parking 
facility are as follows. 
 
1. Accessibility.  The lot should be convenient to residential areas, bus and rail transit routes, 

and the major highways used by commuters. 
 
2. Congestion.  The location should precede any points of congestion on the major commuting 

highway to maximize its benefits. 
 
3. Connections.  There should be sufficient capacity on connections between the lot and the 

major commuting highway. 
 
4. Design.  The site location must be compatible with the design and construction of the lot.  

The designer should consider property costs, terrain, drainage, sub-grade soil conditions, 
and available space in relation to the required lot size, visibility, and access. 

 
5. Land Use.  The location of the lot should be consistent with the present and future adjacent 

land use.  Visual and other impacts on surrounding areas should be considered.  Where 
necessary, site sizing and design should allow for buffer landscaping to minimize the visual 
impact. 
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6. Size.  The lot must be large enough to accommodate its expected usage.  Studies by the 
Office of Environmental Services will determine the size of the lot and will determine the 
number of bus-loading areas. 

 
 
51-4.02  Layout 
 
The following should be considered when laying out a park-and-ride facility. 
 
1. Entrances and Exits.  Entrances and exits should be located to have the least disruption to 

existing traffic (e.g., away from intersections) and still provide the maximum storage space. 
A combined entrance and exit should preferably be as close to mid-block as practical.  
Where entrances and exits are separated, the entrance should be on the upstream side of the 
traffic flow nearest the lot and the exit on the downstream side.  There should be at least one 
exit and entrance for each 500 spaces in a lot. 

 
 Each entrance or exit should be designed as a commercial drive according to the design 

criteria described in Chapter Forty-six.  The typical design vehicle will be a BUS or SU. 
 
2. Drop-off and Pick-up Zone.  Drop-off and pick-up zones for buses and autos should be 

clearly separated from each other and from the parking area to avoid as many internal traffic 
conflicts as possible.  The bus loading and unloading zone should be serviced by the 
innermost parking lanes.  Therefore this zone should be adjacent to the terminal loading and 
unloading area.  Handicapped parking and the separate kiss-and-ride area should be serviced 
by the next closest parking lane.  The number of parking spaces for a drop-off zone is 
between 20 and 60. 

 
3. Traffic Circulation.  Traffic circulation should be arranged to provide maximum visibility 

and minimum conflict between small vehicles (autos and taxis) and large vehicles (large 
vans and buses).  Also, adequate maneuvering room must be provided for larger vehicles. 
A counterclockwise circulation of one-way traffic is preferred.  This allows vehicles to 
unload from the right side. 

 
4. Pedestrian and Bicyclist Considerations.  The designer should consider pedestrian and 

bicycle routes when laying out a park-and-ride lot.  Entrance and exit points in an area with 
high pedestrian volume should be avoided, if practical.  Sidewalks should be provided 
between the parking area and the modal transfer points. 

 
 Crosswalks should be provided where necessary and clearly marked and signed.  In a high-

volume lot, fencing may be warranted to channel pedestrians to appropriate crossing points. 
A crossing at a major two-way traffic circulation lane should have a refuge island separating 
the travel directions. 
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 A bicycle parking area should be provided with stalls that allow the use of locking devices.  

If a large volume of bicycle traffic is expected, a designated bicycle lane to and from the 
bicycle parking area should be provided. 

 
5. Accessibility for Handicapped Individuals.  Section 51-1.0 discusses the accessibility 

criteria for handicapped individuals, which also apply to a park-and-ride lot. 
 
 
51-4.03  Design Elements 
 
The following elements should be considered in the design of a park-and-ride facility. 
 
1. Parking-Stall Dimensions.  Parking-stall dimensions vary with the angle at which the stall is 

arranged relative to the aisle.  Figure 51-4A, Parking-Stall Dimensions, provides the design 
dimensions for a 9 ft x 18 ft parking stall based on one-way circulation and angle parking.  
The typical stall width (measured perpendicular to the vehicle when parked) ranges from 
8.5 ft to 9.5 ft.  The recommended minimum stall width for self-parking of long-term 
duration is 8.5 ft.  For higher-turnover self-parking, a stall width of 9 ft is recommended.  
Stall width at a supermarket or other similar parking facility, where large packages are 
prevalent, should desirably be 9.5 ft to 10 ft. 

 
2. Bus Loading Area.  A bus loading and unloading area should be designed to provide for 

continuous counterclockwise circulation and for curb parking without backing maneuvers.  
The traffic lanes and the curb loading area should each be 12-ft wide.  Figure 51-4B 
provides criteria for the recommended length of a bus loading area. 

 
3. Sidewalk Dimensions.  The sidewalk should be at least 6 ft wide.  In a loading area, the 

width should be at least 12 ft.  The accessibility criteria for the handicapped must be met for 
a new lot (see Section 51-1.0). 

 
4. Cross Slope.  To provide proper drainage, the minimum cross slope on the parking lot 

should be 2%.  The maximum, cross slope should not exceed 5%. 
 
 The lot should be designed directing runoff into existing drainage systems.  If water 

impoundment cannot be avoided along a pedestrian route, bicycle route, or standing area, 
drop inlets and underground drainage should be provided.  In a parking area, drainage 
should be designed to avoid standing water.  Part IV provides additional information for the 
proper hydraulic design of drainage elements. 

 
5. Pavement.  A typical pavement design for the parking area is 3 in. of hot asphaltic concrete 

on 6 in. of aggregate base.  For a bus route, the minimum pavement section should be 3½ 
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in. of hot asphaltic concrete on 10 in. of aggregate base.  For additional information on 
pavement design, see Chapter Fifty-two. 

 
6. Lighting.  The lot should be lighted for pedestrian safety and lot security.  Chapter Seventy-

eight provides information on lighting design. 
 
7. Shelter.  A pedestrian shelter is desirable if loading areas for buses or trains are provided.  

The shelter should provide approximately 5.5 ft2 of covered area per person.  As a 
minimum, the shelter should provide lighting, benches, and trash receptacles.  Routing 
information signs and a telephone should also be considered.  For handicapped-accessibility 
requirements, see Section 51-1.0. 

 
8. Fencing.  The need for fencing around a parking lot will be determined as required. 
 
9. Signs.  Signs should be provided to direct drivers and pedestrians to appropriate loading 

zones, parking areas, bicycle facilities, handicapped parking, or entrances and exits. 
 
10. Landscaping.  Landscaping may be provided to minimize the visual impact of the parking 

lot by providing a buffer zone around the perimeter of the lot or to improve the aesthetics of 
the lot itself.  Space should be provided for a 10-ft to 20-ft buffer zone around the lot to 
accommodate vegetation screens.  Traffic islands and parking-lot separators provide 
suitable locations for shrubs and trees.  Landscaping should include low-maintenance 
vegetation which does not cause visibility or security problems.  For information on 
appropriate vegetation selections, the designer should contact the Services and Cultural 
Resources Team. 

 
 
51-4.04  Maintenance Considerations 
 
Maintenance should be considered in the design, including the following. 
 
1. A 10-ft to 20-ft snow shelf should be provided around the perimeter of the lot, at least on 

two sides, to provide storage space during snow removal.  This area can coincide with the 
buffer zone around the lot, provided that the entire area is not filled with shrubs or trees.  
Fencing should be placed outside the snow shelf. 

 
2. Raised traffic islands should be kept to a minimum.  Raised corrugated islands are 

preferred. 
 
 
51-5.0  BUS STOP AND BUS TURNOUT 
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51-5.01  Location 
 
51-5.01(01)  Bus Stop 
 
If local bus routes are located on an urban or suburban highway, the designer should consider their 
impact on normal traffic operations.  The stop-and-go pattern of local buses will disrupt traffic 
flow, but certain measures can minimize this disruption.  The location of a bus stop is particularly 
important.  It is determined not only by convenience to patrons but also by the design and 
operational characteristics of the highway and the roadside environment.  If the bus must make a 
left turn, for example, a bus stop should not be located in the block preceding the left turn.  
Common bus-stop locations are shown in Figure 51-5A, On-Street Bus Stop. 
 
Some considerations in selecting an appropriate bus-stop location are as follows. 
 
1. Far-Side Stop.  The far side of an at-grade intersection is superior to a near-side or mid-

block bus stop.  A far-side stop produces fewer impediments to through and right-turning 
traffic, it does not interfere as much with intersection sight distance, and it lends itself better 
to a bus turnout. 

 
2. Mid-Block Stop.  A mid-block bus stop may be advantageous where the distance between 

intersections is large or where there is a fairly heavy and continuous transit demand 
throughout the block.  It may be desirable if there is a high bus-stop demand located at mid-
block.  A mid-block bus stop may also be considered if right turns at an intersection are 
frequent (250 in peak hour) and a far-side stop is not practical. 

 
3. Near-Side Stop.  A near-side stop allows easier vehicle re-entry into the traffic stream where 

curb parking is allowed.  At an intersection where there is a high volume of right-turning 
vehicles, a near-side stop can result in traffic conflicts and should be avoided.  However, a 
near-side stop should be used where the bus will make a right turn at the intersection. 

 
 
51-1.01(02)  Bus Turnout 
 
Interference between buses and other traffic can be reduced significantly by providing a bus turnout. 
A turnout helps remove stopped buses from the through lanes and provide a well-defined user area 
for a bus stop.  A turnout should be considered under the following conditions. 
 
1. The street provides arterial service with high traffic speeds and volumes and high-volume 

bus patronage. 
 
2. Right-of-way width is sufficient to prevent adverse impact on sidewalk pedestrian 

movements. 
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3. Curb parking is permitted but is prohibited during peak hours. 
 
4. There are at least 500 vehicles per hour in the curb lane during peak-hour traffic. 
 
5. Bus volume does not justify an exclusive bus lane, but there are at least 100 buses per day 

and at least 10 to 15 buses during the peak hour. 
 
6. The average bus dwell time exceeds 10 s per stop. 
 
7. At a location where specially-equipped buses are used to load and unload handicapped 

individuals. 
 
 
51-5.01(03)  Selection 
 
The Office of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the district office and the local transit 
agency, will determine the location of a bus stop or bus turnout.  However, the designer usually has 
some control over the best placement of a bus stop or turnout location when considering layout 
details, intersection design, and traffic-flow patterns. 
 
 
51-5.02  Design 
 
51-5.02(01)  Bus Stop 
 
Figure 51-5A provides the recommended distance for the prohibition of on-street parking near a 
bus stop.  Where articulated buses are expected to use a stop, an additional 20 ft should be added to 
this distance.  An additional 50 ft of length should be provided for each additional bus expected to 
stop simultaneously at any given bus-stop area.  This allows for the length of the extra bus (40 ft) 
plus 6 ft between buses.  Changes in parking restrictions will require Official Action by INDOT. 
 
 
51-5.02(02)  Bus Turnout 
 
The following design criteria will apply. 
 
1. The desirable width is 12 ft, and the minimum width is 10 ft. 
 
2. The full-width area of the turnout should be at least 50 ft long.  Where articulated buses are 

expected, the turnout should be 70 ft.  For a two-bus turnout, add 50 ft. 
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3. Figure 51-5B illustrates the design details for a bus turnout.  In the transition areas, an 
entering taper not sharper than 5:1 and an exit taper not sharper than 3:1 should be 
provided. As an alternative, a horizontal curve of 100 ft radius may be used on the entry end 
and a horizontal curve of 50 ft to 100 ft radius may be used on the exit end.  When a turnout 
is located at a far-side or near-side location, the cross-street area can be assumed to fulfill 
the need for the entry or exit area, whichever applies. 

 
 
51-5.02(03)  Bus-Stop Pad 
 
Each new bus stop which is constructed for use with lifts or ramps must be in accordance with the 
handicapped-accessibility criteria set forth in Section 51-1.0. 
 
 
51-5.02(04)  Shelter 
 
The need for a bus-stop shelter will be determined by the Office of Environmental Services in 
conjunction with the local transit agency.  The designer should consider the following in the design 
of a shelter. 
 
1. Visibility.  To enhance passenger safety, the shelter sides should provide maximum 

transparency as practical.  The shelter should not be placed such that it limits the general 
public’s view of the shelter interior. 

 
2. Selection.  The local transit agency should be contacted to determine if it uses a 

standardized shelter design. 
 
3. Appearance.  The shelter should be pleasing and blend with its surroundings.  The shelter 

should also be clearly identified with transit-company logo symbols. 
 
4. Handicapped Accessibility.  A new shelter must be designed to be in accordance with the 

accessibility criteria set forth in Section 51-1.02. 
 
5. Placement.  The shelter should not be placed where it will restrict vehicular sight distance, 

pedestrian flow, or handicapped accessibility.  It should also be placed so that waste and 
debris are not able to accumulate around the shelter. 

 
6. Responsibility.  The local transit agency is responsible for providing and maintaining the 

shelter. 
 
7. Capacity.  The maximum shelter size is based upon the maximum expected passenger 

accumulation at a bus stop between bus runs.  The designer can assume approximately 5.5 
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ft2 per person to determine the appropriate shelter size.  See Section 51-1.02 for minimum 
handicapped-accessibility requirements. 

 
 
51-6.0  RECREATIONAL ROAD 
 
Recreational-road design criteria are applicable to a road on a scenic drive or a Department of 
Natural Resources property such as a State park or other recreational area.  The objective for this 
type of facility is to provide a safe highway and still retain the aesthetic, ecological, environmental, 
and cultural amenities of the area. 
 
 
51-6.01  Functional Classification 
 
A recreational road is functionally classified as a primary access road, circulation road, or area road. 
A primary access road provides access between a general-public-use highway and the recreational 
facility.  A circulation road provides for the movement between activity sites within the recreational 
facility.  An area road allows for the direct access to individual activity areas such as a campground, 
park area, boat-launching ramp, picnic area, scenic overlook, or historic site.  Figure 51-6A 
illustrates a typical recreational-road functional-classification network. 
 
 
51-6.02  Design 
 
Strict adherence to highway criteria for this type of road is usually inappropriate and unwarranted.  
Design speed is usually low and driver expectancy is such that the reduction of design criteria does 
not produce serious safety concerns.  Therefore, the designer should use engineering judgment to 
ensure that the design criteria fit the terrain and expected usage of the highway.  Figure 51-6B 
provides the recommended geometric design criteria for a recreational road.  However, for a 
primary access road which is a part of the county or State highway system, the geometric design 
criteria as described in Chapter Fifty-three or Fifty-five for the appropriate functional classification 
should be used.  In addition to Figure 51-6B, the designer should consider the following. 
 
 
51-6.02(01)  Design Vehicle 
 
Depending on the nature of the recreational area, the most common design vehicle may be a 
passenger car, passenger car with a travel trailer, passenger car with a boat trailer, motor home, a 
motor home with a boat trailer, or possibly a bus.  Where garbage pickup or other maintenance 
vehicles are required, an SU may be the most appropriate design vehicle. 
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The selected design vehicle should be used to determine lane widths, vertical clearances, 
intersection design, etc. 
 
 
51-6.02(02)  Stopping Sight Distance 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the minimum stopping sight distances for a 2-lane or a 1-lane road.  On a 2-
directional 1-lane road, sufficient sight distance must be provided to allow one vehicle to reach a 
turnout or for both vehicles to stop before colliding.  This distance is considered to be twice the 
stopping sight distance. 
 
 
51-6.02(03)  Vertical Alignment 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended K values for vertical curves, maximum grades, and 
vertical clearances.  Chapter Forty-four provides additional information on vertical-alignment 
design. 
 
 
51-6.02(04)  Horizontal Alignment 
 
Straight tangent sections are often aesthetically undesirable and often physically impractical.  
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended minimum radius based on an emax of 4%.  However, on a 
primary access road, an emax of 6% may be used.  For a design speed of 20 mph or lower, 
superelevation is often unnecessary and impractical.  Chapter Forty-three provides additional 
information on horizontal alignment for a paved roadway.  An unpaved roadway is not 
superelevated. 
 
For a narrow roadway with minimum radii, it may be necessary to provide travelway widening on 
the inside of a sharp curve.  AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 
provides information for the design of pavement widening.  The design vehicle for pavement 
widening will be the motor home with a boat trailer (MH/B). 
 
 
51-6.02(05)  Cross Section 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended cross-section widths for travel lanes, shoulders, and 
auxiliary lanes.  The use of wider pavements is often aesthetically objectionable and often 
unwarranted.  The designer must balance the safety benefits of a wider roadway with those of 
aesthetic and environmental concerns. 
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Where traffic volumes are less than 100 vehicles per day, it may be feasible to use a 2-directional, 
1-lane roadway.  This roadway type is often desirable from an economic and environmental 
standpoint.  Where a 1-lane roadway with 2-directional traffic is used, turnouts for passing should 
be provided.  Traffic convenience requires that such turnouts be intervisible, provided on each blind 
curves, and supplemented as necessary so that the maximum distance between turnouts is not more 
than 1000 ft.  A turnout should be a minimum of 10 ft wide for a length of 50 ft and should have a 
30-ft taper on each end.  For an extra-long or extra-wide vehicle, these dimensions may need to be 
adjusted. 
 
On a primary access road, the foreslopes and backslopes should be 4:1 or flatter.  However, on a 
circulation or area road this criterion is often aesthetically undesirable.  At a lower speed, steep 
slopes typically do not present a problem.  However, maintenance operations may be better 
facilitated by the use of flatter slopes.  The ditch section, typically a V ditch, should be deep enough 
to satisfactorily accommodate the expected design flow and provide for satisfactory drainage of the 
pavement base and sub base. 
 
 
51-6.02(06)  Roadside Safety 
 
On a primary access road, an obstruction-free zone of 10 ft should be provided from the edge of the 
travel lane.  However, use of a smaller width is appropriate where economic or environmental 
concerns dictate.  The use of an obstruction-free zone on a circulation or area road is less critical 
due to its lower speed and traffic volume.  Nevertheless, the designer should provide as wide an 
obstruction-free zone as practical where the accident potential is greater than normal (e.g., a sharp 
horizontal curve at the end of a long, steep downgrade).  Section 55-5.0 provides additional 
information on the application of obstruction-free zone. 
 
Roadside barriers should only be installed at points of unusual danger.  Where barriers are installed, 
they should blend in naturally with the surrounding environment (e.g., wood rails on wood posts). 
For information on acceptable roadside barriers along a recreational road, the designer should 
contact the Indiana Department of Natural Resources’ Engineering Division. 
 
 
51-7.0  NONMOTORIZED-VEHICLE-USE FACILITY 
 
This Section provides a source of guidance to implement the Indiana Trails, Greenways, and 
Bikeways plan.  A safe, convenient, and well-designed facility is essential to encourage public 
use.  This Section provides information on the development of facilities to enhance and 
encourage safe nonmotorized-vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle travel.  The majority of bicycling 
takes place on ordinary roads with no dedicated space for a bicyclist.  A bicyclist can expect to 
ride on most roadways, as well as separated shared-use paths or sidewalks, where permitted, if 
conditions warrant. 
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This Section provides information to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian shared-use traffic in 
most environments.  It provides guidelines that are valuable in attaining a facility design that is 
sensitive to the needs of the bicyclist or other user. 
 
This Section should be used in conjunction with the remainder of this Manual, the Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), and the AASHTO Guide for the Development of 
Bicycle Facilities. 
 
This Section is consistent with, and similar to, typical engineering practices which are described 
elsewhere in this Manual and the MUTCD. 
 
 
51-7.01  Definitions 
 
The following definitions will apply. 
 
1. Barrier.  A containment device used to separate a shared-use path from an adjacent roadway 

where motor-vehicle speeds are high.  A pedestrian/bicycle-type barrier is appropriate for 
placement along a facility where motor vehicles are not present. 

 
2. Bicycle.  Every vehicle propelled solely by human power upon which a person can ride, 

having two tandem wheels, except for a scooter or similar device.  The term also includes a 
three- or four-wheeled human-powered vehicle, but not a tricycle for a child. 

 
3. Bicycle Facility.  An improvement or provision made by a public agency to accommodate 

or encourage bicycling, including a shared roadway not specifically designated for bicycle 
use, or a parking and storage facility. 

 
4. Bicycle Lane.  A portion of a roadway which has been designated by means of signing, 

striping, or other pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists.  It is 
distinguished from the motor-vehicle travel portion of the roadway by means of a physical 
barrier or pavement marking.  A bicycle lane can also assume varying forms but it can be 
either of the following: 

 
 a. bicycle lane between parking lane and travel lane; or 
 
 b. bicycle lane between roadway edge and travel lane, where parking is prohibited. 
 
5. Bikeway.  A road, path, or way which is specifically designed for bicycle travel, regardless 

of whether such facility is designated for the exclusive use of bicyclists or is shared with 
other non-motorized transportation modes. 
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6. Rail-Trail.  A shared-use path, either paved or unpaved, built within the right of way of an 

abandoned railroad. 
 
7. Trail.  This term can have different meanings depending on the context, but it does not 

have the same meaning as the term shared-use path.  A trail can be used for exercise, 
transportation, recreation, or education. A trail user can be a hiker, bicyclist, skater, 
equestrian, snowmobiler, pedestrian, or other user.  A trail that is designed to provide a 
bicycle-transportation function while supporting multiple users is called a shared-use 
path.  Where a trail is designated as a bicycle facility, the design criteria for a shared-use-
path should be satisfied. 

 
8. Greenway.  This is a linear space established along a corridor, such as a riverfront, stream 

valley, or other natural or landscaped system.  A greenway can connect open spaces, 
parks, nature reserves, cultural features, historic sites with populated areas, or with one 
another.  A greenway can or cannot include a bikeway or shared-use path. 

 
9. Roadway.  The portion of a highway, including shoulders, intended for vehicular use. 
 
10. Shared Roadway.  A roadway which is open to both bicycle and motor-vehicle travel.  It can 

be an existing roadway or street with a wide curb lane or a road with paved shoulders. 
 
11. Shared-Use Path.  A facility that is physically separated from motorized-vehicular traffic 

with an open space or barrier and either within the highway right of way or within an 
independent right of way.  A shared-use path can also be used by pedestrians, skaters, 
wheelchair users, joggers, or other non-motorized users.  A shared-use path may assume a 
different form as conditions warrant.  It may be a 2-direction, multilane facility, or where it 
parallels a roadway with limited right of way, a single lane on each side of the roadway. 

 
12. Sidewalk.  The portion of a street or highway right of way designed for preferential or 

exclusive use by pedestrians. 
 
13. Signed Shared Roadway.  A shared roadway which has been designated by means of 

signing as a preferred route for bicycle use. 
 
 
51-7.02  Local Public Agency Coordination 
 
A local public agency will determine the type of bicycle facility and its location during the 
planning stages.  If it is determined that a bicycle facility is feasible and can be properly funded, 
the designer should coordinate with the agency in the design of the facility. 
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51-7.03  General Design Factors to be Considered 
 
The Department’s goals include encouraging and accommodating safe bicycling.  From a design 
perspective, these goals are achieved by first having an understanding of the dimensions of a 
bicycle and bicyclist and the operational characteristics.  These design considerations are critical 
in planning and designing an on-road or off-road shared-use facility. 
 
 
51-7.03(01)  Bicycle Operating Space and Characteristics 
 
Users other than bicyclists must be considered in the design of a shared-use path or greenway.  
Such other users include inline skaters, adult tricyclists, bicyclists with trailers, recumbent 
bicyclists, pedestrians (including runners, walkers, joggers, etc.), or wheelchair users.  Other user 
types that are allowed to share the same space as a bicyclist should be integrated into the initial 
planning stages and the design and selection of the type of shared-use facility.  See Figure 51-7A, 
User-Type Dimensions and Speeds. 
 
To ensure the safety of the bicyclist and promote efficient bicycling, the dimensions of the bicycle 
and bicyclist must be considered, along with the amount of lateral and vertical clearance needed, in 
the planning and design of a shared-use facility.  The bicycle and bicyclist dimensions and the 
lateral and vertical clearance have a direct bearing on the amount of right of way required to 
accommodate bicycle traffic. 
 
The dimensions of a typical bicycle are a handlebar height of 2.5 to 3.5 ft, handlebar width of 2 ft, 
and bicycle length of 5 to 6 ft.  A tandem or recumbent bicycle can have different dimensions.  A 
typical bicycle with an attached trailer is 3.7 to 4.3 ft wide and 8.5 to 9.5 ft long. 
 
A moving bicyclist requires a horizontal corridor at least 3 ft width to maintain balance if riding at a 
low speed or against a crosswind.  To ride comfortably and to avoid a fixed object such as a 
sidewalk, shrub, pothole, sign, signal, etc., or another user such as a pedestrian or in-line skater, a 
bicyclist requires at least an additional 1 ft of lateral clearance on each side, to make the total 
operating width of a one-way corridor as 5 ft. 
 
If space is restricted, such as in a tunnel or bridge, a width of at least 10 ft is recommended for two 
opposing bicyclists to comfortably pass each other.  See Figure 51-7B, Bicyclist Operating Space.  
More width may be required to accommodate an in-line skater, bicycle with trailer, etc.  Space is 
necessary for a bicyclist to react to an unexpected maneuver of another bicyclist or other user.  
Other users and their dimensions and operational characteristics should be considered in addition to 
bicyclists in designing the facility.  Pedestrians often walk or jog on paths or trails in pairs, side by 
side. 
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A bicyclist can maintain a cruising speed of 12 to 25 mph and can maintain a speed of 20 mph or 
higher on flat terrain and with windless conditions.  In a descent with a tailwind, a bicyclist can 
reach a speed in excess of 30 mph. 
 
A shared-use facility should be designed with the gentlest slopes practical to encourage its use.  
However, facility design and the bicyclist’s behavior can be adjusted to compensate for steep 
terrain.  Elevation changes can  appeal to some bicyclists. 
 
Stopping distance and lack of traction can influence the design of a curve on a shared-use facility. 
 
A motorist may not see, or expect to see, a bicyclist, especially after dark or in inclement weather.  
Each intersection or roadside requires adequate sightlines and lighting to help increase the 
motorist’s visibility of the bicyclist. 
 
 
51-7.03(02)  Types of Bicyclists 
 
Bicyclists’ skills, confidence, and preferences vary significantly.  A shared-use facility should be 
planned to provide continuity and consistency for all types of bicyclists. 
 
1. Advanced Bicyclist.  An advanced bicyclist is experienced, and uses his or her bicycle as he 

or she does a motor vehicle.  He or she is cycling for convenience and speed and wants 
direct access to the destination with minimum detour or delay.  He or she rides with motor-
vehicle traffic, on the roadway, but needs sufficient operating space to eliminate potential 
conflicts with passing motor vehicles. 

 
2. Basic Bicyclist.  A basic bicyclist is an adult or teenager, new or casual to cycling, who is 

less willing or able to ride in motor-vehicle traffic without a feature such as a bike lane, 
paved shoulder, or road with lower motorized-vehicle speeds or traffic volume.  He or she 
prefers to avoid a road with higher motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume unless there is 
ample roadway width to allow motor vehicles to pass.  He or she prefers direct access to the 
destination using a road with low motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume, a bike lane, a 
wide paved shoulder, or a shared-use path. 

 
3. Child Bicyclist.  A child is a teenager or younger, who rides with or without adult 

supervision.  A child’s cycling can be initially monitored by an adult.  The child is 
eventually allowed independent access to the road system.  A child still requires access to 
each destination relative to a residential area, including school, recreational facility, or 
shopping area.  A residential street with low motor-vehicle speeds, linked with shared-use 
paths and other streets with pavement markings between bicycles and motor vehicles, can 
accommodate a child bicyclist.  A child needs supervision, a basic knowledge of traffic 
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laws, and better than basic bicycle-operating skills before he or she can safely use an on-
road bicycle lane with high motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume. 

 
The selection of the facility type suited for a travel corridor depends on bicyclists’ abilities, corridor 
conditions, current and future land use, topography, population growth, roadway characteristics, 
and the cost to build and maintain the facility.  Within a travel corridor, more than one option may 
be needed to serve all bicyclists or other users as appropriate.  However, no single type of shared-
use facility or road design suits every bicyclist. 
 
For a basic or child bicyclist as described above, key travel corridors should be identified through a 
planning process, and bicycle accommodation should be provided through such corridors.  
However, roads and shared-use paths that are not on the bicycle-network plan that link residential 
areas to schools, libraries, shopping areas, employment centers, or parks are also critical in serving 
the basic or child bicyclist.  Development of a facility that includes wide curb lanes or paved 
shoulders to accommodate bicyclists will help build the continuity of the bicycle network. 
 
 
51-7.03(03)  Share-Use-Path Type Selection 
 
Guidelines are provided herein for the design of a shared-use path that accommodates the operating 
characteristics of a bicyclist as described in Section 51-7.03(01).  Modifications to a facility (e.g., 
width, curve radius, superelevation, etc.) that are necessary to accommodate an adult tricyclist, 
bicyclist with trailer, tandem bicyclist, recumbent bicyclist, or other special-purpose human-
powered vehicle user and accessories should be made in accordance with the expected use, using 
engineering judgment. 
 
 
51-7.03(04)  Accessibility Design 
 
A transportation facility such as a path, sidewalk, or bicycle facility shared with pedestrians is 
required to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) so that it is functional 
for all users, both with and without disabilities.  ADA is a law that protects the civil rights of 
persons with disabilities.  New construction with a bicycle or pedestrian facility must incorporate 
accessible pedestrian features in accordance with ADA. 
 
To optimize design for a person with a disability, surface cross slope, surface material treatment, 
minimum path width, maximum grade, curb-ramp locations and design, or other elements must be 
addressed that can create localized obstructions affecting the facility’s use.  Removal of all 
accessibility barriers will maximize opportunities for the largest number of people. 
 
The Access Board, the federal body responsible for drafting accessibility guidelines, is working to 
supplement such guidelines that it has issued for the built environment and will address unique 
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constraints specific to public rights of way.  Once finalized, such guidelines will become a part of 
the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).  The guidelines being 
developed include surface treatment, minimum path width, passing space, and changes in the level 
surface. 
 
 
51-7.04  Types of Bicycle Facilities 
 
Each type of facility has advantages and disadvantages.  The following guidelines are provided to 
assist in making decisions regarding bicycle-facility type.  The use of definite, numerical limits for 
warrants should be avoided.  Placing emphasis on a single concern should be avoided.  Each route 
is unique and must be evaluated individually. 
 
This Section is organized based on the classifications of bikeways as follows: 
 
1. bikeway; 
 
2. bicycle lane; 
 
3. shared roadway; 
 
4. signed shared roadway; 
 
5. trail or greenway; 
 
6. shared-use path; or 
 
7. path for other use. 
 
Where guidelines overlap across classifications, reference is made to the appropriate Section herein. 
 
 
51-7.04(01)  Bikeway 
 
A bikeway is constructed explicitly for the use of bicyclists.  The cyclist is provided with a clear-
cut route and is protected from hazardous conflicts.  However, this type of facility is expensive to 
construct due to right-of-way and construction costs compared to a bicycle lane, shared roadway, 
or signed shared roadway. A bicycle lane, shared roadway, or signed shared roadway does not 
typically require the acquisition of the extra right of way. 
 
Justifications for a bikeway include the following: 
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1. vehicular speed of 50 mph or higher on adjacent roadway; 
 
2. AADT of higher than 2000 on adjacent roadway; 
 
3. trucks 10% DHV or higher than on the adjacent roadway; 
 
4. high bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
5. substantial anticipated increase in vehicular- or bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
6. absence of suitable alternate routes; 
 
7. demonstration that the facility can serve a definite purpose; 
 
8. a large number of curb cuts on the adjacent roadway vs. a low number of curb cuts or 

intersecting streets on the bikeway; or 
 
9. reasonable indication that a bicycle path is the safest and most economical method of 

providing a bicycle facility. 
 
Items 1, 2, and 3 above are subject to the accepted roadway values for high speed, high traffic 
volume, or high percent trucks for a specific roadway type or locations. 
 
 
51-7.04(02)  Bicycle Lane 
 
The occupation of a portion of a roadway by a bicycle lane implies a reasonable degree of safety 
for the cyclist.  Conditions must be less severe than those which recommend a bicycle path.  The 
use of a bicycle lane is normally restricted to bicycles, but exceptions may be made.  A physical 
or symbolic barrier must be used to delineate the bicycle portion of the roadway.  This is 
ordinarily a non-skid painted stripe on the roadway surface. 
 
An advantage of a bicycle lane is the relatively minor right-of-way requirement.  It can be 
provided where the construction of a bicycle path is impractical.  A bicycle lane, although not 
ideal, may be the most practical means of developing a bikeway. 
 
Justifications for a bicycle lane include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 45 mph or lower on the adjacent roadway; 
 
2. AADT of 2000 or lower on the adjacent roadway; 
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3. moderate bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
4. sufficient land to construct bicycle lane without major disruptions on the surroundings; 
 
5. demonstration that the facility serves a definite purpose; or 
 
6. indication that a bicycle lane is safe and feasible. 
 
 
51-7.04(03)  Shared Roadway 
 
Having bicyclists and motorists share the same lane can be a practical method of establishing a 
bikeway if some of the justifications listed below can be satisfied.  Because a shared roadway is 
designated only by means of Bike Route signs, it is implied that the roadway provides safe 
conditions for both cyclist and motorist.  Where a bikeway is warranted, a shared roadway should 
be permitted only where the existing conditions either do not justify the greater expense of a 
higher type facility or prevent its installation. 
 
Justifications for a shared roadway include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 45 mph or lower on the roadway; 
 
2. AADT of 2000 or lower on the roadway; 
 
3. trucks 10% DHV or less on the roadway; 
 
4. moderate bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
5. demonstration that the facility serves a definite purpose; 
 
6. a higher-grade facility is not warranted for bicycles, or 
 
7. indication that a shared roadway is a safe and feasible method of providing this type of 

bikeway. 
 
 
51-7.04(04)  Signed Shared Roadway 
 
A signed shared roadway is designated with “Bike Route” signs.  It serves either to provide 
continuity to other bicycle facilities (usually bike lanes), or to designate a preferred route through 
a high-demand corridor. 
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As with a bike lane, signing of a shared roadway can indicate to a bicyclist that particular 
advantages exist to using such a route compared with an alternative route.  Signing also serves to 
advise vehicle drivers that bicyclists are present. 
 
 
51-7.05  Shared-Use Path 
 
Shared-use path is a term that has been incorporated into the AASHTO Guide for the Development 
of Bicycle Facilities in recognition that such a facility is used by multiple non-motorized users.  A 
shared-use path is located on exclusive right of way, with no fixed objects in it and minimal cross 
flow by motor vehicles.  Portions of a shared-use path may be within the road’s right of way but 
physically separated from the road by means of a barrier or landscaping.  Users include bicyclists, 
in-line skaters, wheelchair users (both non-motorized and motorized), and pedestrians including 
walkers, runners, or people with baby strollers or dogs.  In order to provide a sense of security and 
safety to pedestrians, bicyclists, or wheelchair users as well as other shared-use path users, 
equestrian use should not be permitted on a paved shared-use path as horses can behave 
unpredictably, and become uncontrollable.  This type of incident can become a safety hazard to the 
users. 
 
 
51-7.05(01)  Shared-Use-Path Special Guidelines 
 
The guidelines described below are intended to be applied using a flexible design approach.  
Design speed; path width; structural capacity for a new, rehabilitated, or existing bridge to 
remain in place; minimum vertical clearance; bridge-railing safety performance; and accessibility 
requirements for handicapped individuals are the only Level One design criteria.  All other 
design features are considered to be Level Two design criteria. Where the Level One design 
criteria cannot be satisfied, the designer should submit a design exception request to the 
Roadway Services Office manager for review and approval. Where the Level Two design criteria 
cannot be satisfied, the designer should document in the project file that such design criteria have 
not been satisfied, and should provide a brief rationale for not satisfying the Level Two design 
criteria. An in-depth documentation to justify a design decision involving failure to satisfy 
minimum design standards is not necessary.  The designer may review, for general information, 
Sections 40-8.0, which provides a discussion of Level One and Level Two design criteria and the 
design exception process for highways and streets where the design standards cannot be satisfied 
due to limited availability of right of way or other constraints. 
 
A shared-use path is designed for two-way travel except under certain conditions.  The guidance 
described herein is for a two-way facility unless otherwise stated. 
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51-7.05(02)  Shared-Use-Path Design Considerations 
 
1. Separation Between Path and Roadway.  Where a two-way shared-use path is located 

adjacent to a roadway, a wide separation between the shared-use path and adjacent 
highway is desirable, demonstrating to both the path user and the motorist that it 
functions as an independent facility.  The factors in determining how far away a shared-
use path should be separated from the roadway include the posted speed limit of the road, 
the types of signs between the path and roadway, the amount of space available, and 
whether the roadway has a rural shoulder-and-ditch cross section or an urban curb-and-
gutter cross section. 

 
The separation distance between a path and a roadway depends primarily on the posted 
speed limit of the road.  The recommended separation for a rural shoulder-and-ditch road 
cross section is identified in Figures 51-7C and 51-7D.  The recommended separation for 
an urban curb-and-gutter road cross section is identified in Figures 51-7E and 51-7F.  
Where space is limited or a constraint exists and the recommended separation distances 
between a path and a roadway cannot be attained, the Level Two design-criteria 
requirements as described in Section 51-7.05(01) will apply. 

 
A traffic barrier is desirable for path-user safety if the separation distance between the 
edges of the roadway and shared-use-path shoulders is less that indicated in Figure 51-7D 
or 51-7F.  The appropriate type of traffic barrier will depend on motor-vehicle speed. 
Where a concrete traffic barrier is adjacent to a shared-use path, a minimum clearance, 
paved width of 1 ft, is recommended, or a desirable width of 3 ft can be provided.  For 
guardrail supported on posts, a clearance of 3 ft or greater from the edge of the shared-use 
path’s pavement is recommended because of the greater risk of injury to a path user 
striking a post.  The back sides of posts next to or parallel to a shared-use path should be 
provided with a rubrail to minimize the possibility of a path user snagging on a post.  
Bridge railing must satisfy the guidelines provided in Section 61-6.0 or as otherwise 
required.  See Section 51-7.07 for additional information regarding bridge railing or 
barrier. 

 
2. Snow Storage in Separation Area.  Where snow storage is an issue, the designer should 

contact the district Office of Roadway Services.  The separation area between a road and 
a shared-use path may be used to store snow that has been removed from both the 
roadway and the path.  The separation-area width should be 18 ft.  Where space is 
limited, the likely amount of removed snow, the space needed to store it, and how stored 
snow will be managed should be considered in the overall road cross-section design.  If 
snow is stored in the separation area, at least 75% of the path’s width should remain 
usable. 
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3. Design Speed.  A bicycle minimum design speed of 15 mph is required.  A bicycle design 
speed of 20 mph is desirable.  For a descending grade of 500 ft or longer and 4% or 
steeper, a bicycle design speed of 30 mph is desirable.  The selected design speed should 
be maintained throughout the length of shared-use path.  Alternating design speeds are 
not recommended.  If site conditions will not allow the appropriate path geometrics for 
the selected design speed, a lower design speed should be selected for the path except 
where a portion of it is in a rural area and another portion is in an urban area. 

 
4. Width and Lateral Clearance.  The overall width of a shared-use path includes the 

pavement width, graded shoulders on both sides, and an additional clear width beyond the 
shoulders.  Determining an appropriate pavement width requires project-specific 
evaluation, as discussed below. 

 
Width, pavement design, and clearances should accommodate a maintenance or 
emergency vehicle, such as a pickup truck, mower, ambulance, etc.  The paved path 
should be wider than the widest anticipated vehicle to avoid pavement-edge deterioration. 

 
The desired paved width is 10 ft.  The minimum paved width is 8 ft.  It may be necessary 
or desirable to increase the width to 12 ft or 14 ft; see Figure 51-7G, Path Pavement 
Width Based on Path-User Travel Composition.  A clear width of at least 3 ft is desirable 
beyond the edge of the paved portion to provide clearance from trees, poles, walls, fences, 
guardrails, or other lateral obstructions. 

 
A minimum clear graded shoulder width of 2 ft beyond the edge of the shared-use-path 
pavement with a maximum slope of 6:1 should be maintained adjacent to both sides of 
the path.  Where the path is adjacent to a canal, ditch, or embankment downslope which 
is steeper than 3:1, a wider graded shoulder should be considered.  A clear width of 5 ft 
minimum from the edge of the pavement to the shoulder break point is desirable.  A 
physical barrier such as a railing, fence, or dense shrubbery may be required near the 
outer edge of the graded shoulder at the top of the embankment slope if obstacles are 
present on at the bottom of the embankment.  Where such clear width is less than 5 ft, the 
embankment slopes and associated dropoffs where a physical barrier should be 
considered are as follows: 

 
 a. the slope is 3:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 6 ft; 
 
 b. the slope is 2:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 4 ft; or 
 
 c. the slope is 1:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 2 ft. 
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The minimum standard safety-railing height is 42 in.  For parameters greater than those 
listed above, a 54-in. maximum safety-railing height should be considered.  The railing 
should not present an injury hazard to the shared-use path user. 

 
5. Vertical Clearance.  The design vertical height for a bicyclist is 8 ft.  Though a tall 

individual will not reach this height if seated on a bicycle, extra clearance must be allowed 
for a bicyclist pedaling upright or passing under an overpass.  Vertical clearance should be a 
minimum of 10 ft to allow for the clearance of a maintenance or emergency vehicle in an 
underpass or tunnel, and to allow for overhead signing.  A shared-use-path structure over a 
vehicular roadway should have a minimum vertical clearance of 17.35 ft plus 0.15 ft for 
future resurfacing of the vehicular roadway.  For additional information on vertical 
clearance, see Figure 44- 4A. 

 
Where an existing bridge structure, such as that on an abandoned railroad corridor, is to 
be utilized to cross over a vehicular roadway, pedestrian walkway, or trail, the vertical 
clearance should satisfy the applicable criteria shown in Figure 44-4A, Sections 54-
3.02(03), 54-5.02, 56-4.09(01), and 56-4.09(02), and Figures 56-4E and 56-4F, as 
applicable. 

 
6. Profile Grade

 

.  The profile grade should be kept to a minimum, especially on a long incline. 
A grade of steeper than 5% is undesirable because an ascent is difficult for many bicyclists 
to climb and a descent causes some bicyclists to exceed the speed at which they are 
competent or comfortable.  Where terrain dictates, the 5% grade may be exceeded for short 
lengths of the shared-use path. 

The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities acknowledges that on a 
recreational route, a 5% grade may be exceeded for a short length.  The methods for 
mitigation of a steep grade are as follows: 

 
 a. eliminate hazards to the path user near the end of a steep downgrade or ramp; 
 

b. warn the path user by means of signage ahead of a steep downgrade hazard; 
 
 c. provide signage stating the recommended descent speed; 
 
 d. exceed the minimum stopping sight distance; or 
 

e. provide a series of short switchbacks near the top of a descent to contain the speed 
of a descending bicyclist, or consider a portion of 10 to 20 ft length with a 1 to 2% 
grade at the point of direction change on the switchbacks to provide a resting area 
for the path user. 
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f. A grade steeper than 8.3% exceeds the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for a 
pedestrian facility, and should be avoided on a shared-use path unless significant 
physical constraints exist. 

 
See Figure 51-7H, Grade Restriction for Paved Shared-Use Path. 

 
7. Horizontal Curvature and Superelevation.  Unlike an automobile, a bicycle must be 

leaned while cornering to prevent it from falling outward due to the generation of 
centrifugal force.  The balance of centrifugal force due to cornering, and the bicycle’s 
downward force due to its weight, act through the bicycle and the cyclist’s combined 
center of mass and must intersect a line that connects the front- and rear-tire contact 
points. 

 
If a bicyclist pedals through a sharp curve and leans too far, a pedal will strike the ground 
due to a sharp lean angle.  Although pedal heights are different for different bicycles, a 
pedal will strike the ground once the lean angle reaches about 25 deg.  However, a basic 
bicyclist does not want to lean too drastically, therefore 15 deg is considered the maximum 
desirable lean angle.  The maximum 20-deg lean angle shown in Figure 51-7 I is applicable 
only if the bicyclist’s speed is 30 mph or higher.  For a bicyclist who sits straight and firmly 
in the seat, and whose body is aligned with the vertical axis of the bicycle while pedaling 
through a curve, the minimum curve radius can be determined from the equation as follows: 

 

  
θtan

067.0 2VR =        (Equation 51-7.1) 

 
  Where: 
   R = minimum radius of curvature (ft) 
   V = design speed (mph) 
   θ =  lean angle from the vertical (deg) 
 
  For the desirable maximum lean angle of 15 deg, R = 0.25V 2

 
. 

The cross slope should not exceed 2 to 3% to satisfy the ADA requirements.  Therefore, 
the maximum superelevation rate is 3%.  In transitioning a 3% superelevation, a 
minimum 25-ft transition distance should be provided between the end and the beginning 
of consecutive horizontal curves or reverse horizontal curves. 

 
The minimum curve radius for a paved shared-use path can be determined from Figure 
51-7 I, based on a desirable maximum lean angle of 15 deg. 

 
The coefficient of friction depends on speed; surface type, roughness and condition; tire 
type and condition; and whether the surface is wet or dry.  The coefficient of friction 
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should be selected based upon the point at which centrifugal force causes the bicyclist to 
recognize a feeling of discomfort and instinctively act to avoid higher speed.  The 
coefficient of friction can vary from 0.31 at 12 mph to 0.21 at 30 mph. 

 
Where a curve radius shorter than that shown in Figure 51-7 I must be used due to limited 
right of way, topographical features, or other considerations, a lower design speed should 
be used.  Curve warning signs and supplemental pavement markings should be installed 
in accordance with the MUTCD. 

 
The amount of lateral clearance required on the inside of a horizontal curve is a function 
of the design speed, the radius of curvature, and the grade.  The centerline of the inside 
lane is used in measuring the length of the bicyclist’s field of vision.  Lateral clearance 
should be calculated based on the sum of the stopping sight distances for bicyclists 
traveling in opposite directions around the curve.  If this sight distance cannot be 
provided, the path should be widened or a continuous centerline should be placed 
between the lanes for the entire length of the curve plus 30 ft beyond the curve at each 
end.  See Figure 51-7J, Lateral Clearance at Horizontal Curve. 

 
Figure 51-7K indicates the minimum lateral clearance that should be used to avoid line-
of-sight obstructions for a horizontal curve. 

 
8. Vertical Curvature and Stopping Sight Distance

 

.  To provide a path user with an 
opportunity to see and react to the unexpected, a shared-use path should be designed with 
adequate stopping sight distances.  The distance required to bring a bicycle to a full 
controlled stop is a function of the bicyclist’s perception and brake reaction time, the initial 
speed of the bicycle, the coefficient of friction between the tires and the pavement, 
temperature and moisture conditions, the braking ability of the bicycle, the grade, and the 
bicyclist’s weight and equipment. 

Figure 51-7L indicates the minimum stopping sight distance for the appropriate design 
speed and profile grade based on a total perception and brake reaction time of 2.5 s and a 
coefficient of friction of 0.25 to account for the poor wet-weather braking characteristics 
of many bicycles.  For a two-way shared-use path, the sight distance in the descending 
direction, where G is negative, will control the design. 

 
Sight distance at a grade crest can be checked using Figure 51-7M, Minimum Crest 
Vertical Curve Minimum Length, L, Based on Stopping Sight Distance, S, or its 
associated equations. 

 
A longer vertical curve should be provided where practical.  The equations are based on 
an eye height of 4.5 ft and an object height of zero.  An object as small as gravel on the 
surface can be hazardous to a bicyclist. 
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Figure 51-7N provides the stopping sight distance for a downgrade. 

 
 
51-7.06  Pavement Section [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
A hard, all-weather pavement surface is preferred to that of crushed aggregate, sand, clay or 
stabilized earth, since these materials provide a much lower level of service and require higher 
maintenance.  In an area that is subjected to frequent or occasional flooding or drainage 
problems, or in an area of steep terrain, an unpaved surface will often erode, so therefore it is not 
recommended. 
 
A quality all-weather pavement structure can be constructed of hot-mix asphalt or portland-
cement concrete.  It is not practical to provide specific or recommended typical pavement 
sections that are applicable statewide, due to variations in soils, loads, materials, construction 
practices, or varying costs of pavement materials. 
 
Designing and selecting the pavement section for a shared-use path is similar to designing and 
selecting a highway pavement section.  The pavement section for a shared-use path should be 
designed with consideration given to the quality of the subsoil and anticipated loads.  The 
principal loads will be from maintenance or emergency vehicles.  These vehicles should be 
restricted to axle loads of less than 4.5 tons, especially in the spring. 
 
The subgrade and pavement-section recommendations are subject to the approval of the Office of 
Pavement Engineering.  Such approval should be included in the project’s design documentation. 
 
A smooth riding surface should be constructed and maintained on a shared-use path.  For a 
portland-cement-concrete pavement, the transverse joints necessary to control cracking should be 
saw cut to provide a smooth ride.  However, skid-resistance qualities should not be sacrificed for 
the sake of smoothness.  A broom-finished or burlap-dragged concrete surface is preferred. 
 
If a motor vehicle is driven on a shared-use path, its wheels will often be at or near the edges of 
the path.  This can cause edge damage that, in turn, will reduce the effective operating width of 
the path.  A pavement width of less than 10 ft is not recommended.  If a facility width of less 
than 10 ft is necessary; only narrower-track-width motor vehicles should be permitted on it. 
 
At an unpaved roadway or drive crossing with a shared-use path, the roadway or drive should be 
paved for a minimum of 10 ft on each side of the crossing to reduce the amount of gravel being 
scattered onto the path by motor vehicles.  The pavement structure at the crossing should be 
adequate to sustain the expected loading at that location. 
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Standard nonmotorized-use-facility typical sections have been developed for HMA and PCCP.  
An HMA pavement section has also been developed for use on an abandoned railroad corridor.  
The selection of HMA or PCCP will be determined by the designer.  It will require neither a 
presentation to the Pavement Type Selection Committee nor an individual pavement-design 
review by the Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
The typical sections appear on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
51-7.07  Drainage 
 
The recommended minimum pavement cross slope of 2% adequately provides for drainage.  
Sloping in one direction instead of crowning is preferred, and simplifies the drainage and surface 
construction.  A smooth surface is essential to prevent water ponding or ice formation. 
 
Where a shared-use path is constructed on the side of a hill, a ditch of suitable dimensions should 
be placed on the uphill side to intercept the hillside drainage.  Such ditch should be designed so 
that an undue obstacle cannot interfere with bicycle traffic.  Where necessary, a catch basin with 
drains should be provided to carry the intercepted water under the path.  Drainage grates or 
manhole covers should be located outside the path.  Each drainage-structure grate should have 
openings sufficiently narrow and short to prevent bicycle or wheelchair tires from dropping into 
it regardless of the direction of travel.  To assist in preventing erosion in the area adjacent to the 
shared-use path, the design should include considerations for preserving the natural ground cover. 
 Seeding, mulching, or sodding of adjacent slopes, swales, or other erodible areas should be 
shown on the plans. 
 
 
51-7.07(01)  Culvert 
 
The minimum diameter of a culvert which conveys flow under a shared-use path is 15 in.  Each 
culvert should be designed to pass a minimum 2-year event.  The 100-year event is the design 
storm for backwater.  The INDOT backwater policy will apply. 
 
 
51-7.07(02)  Bridge Structure 
 
A structure crossing a stream with a drainage area of at least 1 mi2 is considered a bridge, as an 
IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit will be required.  A bridge should be designed to pass 
a minimum 10-year event through the structure.  The 100-year event is the design storm for 
backwater.  The INDOT backwater policy will apply. 
 
A trail crossing a stream should be designed so as not to create additional backwater for a 100-
year event.  A hydraulics model which satisfies the INDOT requirements will be required for the 
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existing and proposed conditions.  The trail crossing should be designed to prevent erosion and 
scour. 
 
 
51-7.08  Grade-Separation Structure 
 
A grade-separation structure can be necessary to provide continuity for a shared-use path. 
 
This can either be stand-alone or in conjunction with a vehicular bridge. 
 
For a new structure, it is desirable to match the approaching path width plus a 2-ft clear width on 
each side of the path. The minimum path width is 8 ft.  If the minimum cannot be provided, a 
design-exception request should be prepared.  Compromise in desirable design criteria can be 
inevitable due to the number of variables involved in retrofitting a shared-use path onto an 
existing grade-separation structure.  Therefore, the clear-structure width to be provided is best 
determined by the designer for each structure.  The following should be considered in 
determining the structure width: 
 
1. it provides a minimum horizontal shy distance from a railing or barrier; 
 
2. it provides needed maneuvering space to avoid a conflict with a pedestrian or other 

bicyclist who is stopped on the structure; and 
 
3. it provides access by an emergency, patrol, or maintenance vehicle. 
 
Vertical clearance is determined based on a motor vehicle’s use of the path.  Where practical, a 
vertical clearance of 10 ft is desirable for adequate shy distance. 
 
A railing, fence, or barrier on each side of a structure should be of at least 42 in. height.  
Increasing the barrier height to a maximum of 54 in. should be considered where conditions 
warrant. 
 
Compromise in desirable design criteria can be inevitable due to the number of variables 
involved in retrofitting a shared-use path onto an existing grade-separation structure.  Therefore, 
the clear-structure width to be provided is best determined by the designer for each structure, 
after considering the following. 
 
1. Where a shared-use path is to be carried on a structure which is also used by motorists, 

and the motor-vehicle speed limit is at least 45 mph, a traffic barrier is required between 
the shared-use path and the motor-vehicle travel lanes, with a bicycle/pedestrian railing or 
combination railing on the outside edge of the structure.  The type of required traffic 
barrier will depend on the speed of vehicular traffic.  Additional considerations in 
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selecting a barrier type include aesthetics, vehicular-traffic volume, or and the expected 
bicycle- and pedestrian-traffic volume. 

 
2. Where a shared-use path on a raised sidewalk, or in a lane striped on the roadway next to 

a raised sidewalk, is to be carried on a structure which is also used by motorists, and the 
motor-vehicle speed limit is 40 mph or lower, a combination railing may be used on the 
outside edge of the structure without a traffic barrier between the roadway and the shared-
use path.  The sidewalk curb height should be 8 in.  If there is no sidewalk, and the 
shared-use path is at the same elevation as the roadway, a traffic barrier or combination 
railing should be used between the roadway and the path, with a bicycle/pedestrian railing 
or combination railing at the outside edge of the structure. 

 
 
51-7.09  Path-Roadway Intersection Treatment Selection and Design 
 
A path-roadway intersection is among the most critical issues in shared-use-path design.  
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, more that half of all bicycle 
crashes occur at such intersections. 
 
At an intersection, a bicyclist on a path faces many of the same conflicts as on a roadway, 
complicated by integration with pedestrians.  Problems associated with an at-grade crossing often 
relate to the motorist’s expectation that crosswalk users will be traveling at pedestrian speeds 
rather than bicycle speeds. 
 
For a motorist entering a path-roadway intersection, the motor-vehicle stopping sight distance 
requirements described in Section 46-10.0 must be satisfied. 
 
A path intersection with a roadway offers many risks.  If approaching a free right turn, a motorist 
does not anticipate a conflict on the right, and is looking to the left for traffic entering the 
intersection, so he or she may not see a bicyclist approaching the intersection on a parallel path.  
A turning motorist may not consider that a bicyclist will be traveling off the road, yet will be 
within the right of way.  In encountering a motorist, a bicyclist is often compelled to stop and 
yield to a left- or right-turning vehicle.  To account for this, an appropriate balance is found by 
locating the crossing close enough to the intersection to allow adequate motorist visibility, yet far 
enough away to allow sufficient motorist reaction time, but not so far away that an approaching 
motorist is unaware of the crossing bikeway.  A one-way path at a signalized intersection can 
increase visibility and safety, especially regarding a right-turning motorist and a through-
traveling bicyclist. 
 
Figure 51-7 O indicates the treatment for a path-roadway intersection based on roadway speed 
and AADT, based on either a Good or Satisfactory crossing-safety class.  The Good class should 
be used if the roadway cross section is wider than 75 ft or the path is part of a main bicycle route, 
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or if future land development is likely to result in a significant increase of bicycle traffic or 
motor-vehicle traffic.  Figure 51-7 O lists guidelines, not absolute requirements, for intersection 
treatment.  Each intersection is unique and will require engineering judgment as to the 
appropriate solution. 
 
The following should be considered in using Figure 51-7 O to select an intersection treatment. 
 
1. The type of crossing used for bicycle or pedestrian traffic at an intersection between a 

main road and a secondary road is usually the same as for the main road. 
 
2. If the number of lanes to be crossed is greater than 3 in each direction, or the total 

intersection width is greater than 75 ft, the intersection should have a pedestrian refuge or 
median island.  Where a path user must wait on an island, a push button or bicycle-
sensitive traffic detection device should be considered. 

 
3. At an intersection of two high-traffic-volume roads, grade separation of pedestrian and 

bicycle traffic from both roads, rather than traffic-signal control, should be considered. 
 
4. If the speed limit for a section of road without traffic signals is 45 mph or higher and it is 

not practical to provide a grade separation, reduction of the speed limit to 40 mph before the 
crossing, along with proper signing and lighting, is satisfactory. 

 
5. In determining a location for a grade separation, the ramp grades on the path should be 

minimized, and the location should fit in with the rest of the path network. 
 
6. At an interchange for motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists may cross roadway ramp 

terminals along a minor road, or at a diamond interchange at grade.  However, an 
intersection with high motorized-traffic volume should be signalized. 

 
7. For a crossing of a shared-use path with a low-AADT roadway, the crossing treatment to be 

considered is as follows: 
 

a. Bicycle Crossing warning signs on the roadway, with “Stop” signs on the path; 
 

b. Bicycle Crossing warning signs on the roadway, plus user-actuated warning signals, 
with “Stop” signs on the path; or 

 
c. painted crosswalk markings. 

 
 
51-7.09(01)  Intersection Types 
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Each intersection type may cross a number of roadway lanes, divided or undivided, with varying 
motor-vehicle speed and traffic volume, and may be uncontrolled or sign- or signal-controlled.  
 
The types of path-roadway intersections are described below. 
 
1. Midblock Crossing

 

.  Figure 51-7P shows an example of a midblock crossing.  A midblock 
crossing should be far enough away from existing roadway intersections to be separated 
from an activity that can occur as a motorist approaches such an intersection, such as a 
merging movement, acceleration/deceleration, or preparation to enter a turn lane.  Other 
considerations include right-of-way needs, traffic-control devices, sight distance for the path 
user and motorist, refuge-island use, access control, and pavement markings.  These 
considerations are discussed below. 

2. Skewed Crossing.  A skewed crossing can be realigned to eliminate most or all of the 
skew.  Figure 51-7Q shows a path realignment to achieve a 90-deg crossing.  A maximum 
crossing angle of 45 deg is acceptable to minimize right-of-way requirements. 

 
3. Adjacent-Path Crossing

 

.  An adjacent-path crossing occurs where a path crosses a roadway 
near an existing intersection of two roadways, whether it is a T-intersection including 
driveways, or a four-legged intersection, as shown in Figure 51-7R.  This type of crossing 
should be located close to the roadway intersection so as to allow the motorist and path user 
to be able to recognize each other as intersecting traffic.  With this configuration, the path 
user is faced with potential conflicts with a motorist turning left (movement A) or right 
(movement B) from the parallel roadway, and across or onto the crossing roadway 
(movements C, D, and E). 

The major road may be either the parallel or crossing roadway.  Right-of-way assignment, 
traffic control devices, and separation distance between the roadway and the path can affect 
the design of this intersection type.  A further complication is the possibility of a conflict 
being unexpected by both the path user and the motorist.  Sight lines across corners should 
be unobstructed. 

 
For turning movement type A as shown in Figure 51-7R, left turns should be prohibited on 
a high-volume parallel roadway at a high-use-path crossing.  For turning movement type B, 
the smallest practical turning radius may be required to reduce the motor-vehicle speed.  A 
right turn on red should be prohibited for turning movement type B or D, with a stop line in 
advance of the path crossing. 

 
4. Complex Crossing

 

.  A complex crossing consists of a configuration in which the path 
crosses directly through an existing intersection of two or more roadways, and there may be 
a number of motor-vehicle turning movements. 
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The treatments which may be considered include the following: 
 

a. move the crossing; 
 

b. install a traffic signal; 
 

c. change the signalization timing; or 
 

d. provide a refuge island to effect a two-step crossing for the path user. 
 

Each situation should be treated as a unique challenge which requires creativity as well as 
engineering judgment.  The safe passage of all modes of traffic through the intersection is 
the goal to be achieved. 

 
5. At-Grade Railroad Crossing

 

.  Where a shared-use path crosses a railroad track, the safety of 
the path user should be ensured.  The path should be straight and at a right angle to the rails. 
The more the crossing deviates from 90 deg, the greater the potential for a bicyclist’s front 
wheel to be trapped in the flangeway (the open space next to the rail) causing loss of 
control.  If it is not practical for the crossing to be at 60 to 90 deg, the shared-use path 
should be widened to allow the user to cross as close to 90 deg as practical.  See Figure 51-
7S, Narrow-Wheeled-Vehicle-Safe Railroad Crossing. 

Narrow-wheeled vehicles, such as bicycles, wheelchairs, skateboards, etc., crossing rails 
at an angle of 30 deg or less are considered hazardous.  The surface between the rails 
should be based on the planned uses of the roadway.  A hot-mix asphalt or rubber surface 
is acceptable for an at-grade crossing. 

 
The flangeways can be a safety concern and should be minimized.  The field flangeway, 
or gap on the outside of a rail, can be reduced.  A filler material of rubber or polymer can 
be installed to nearly eliminate the field flangeway and provide a level surface.  The 
gauge flangeway, or the gap on the inside of the rail where the train wheel’s flange must 
travel, must be kept open.  The minimum gauge-flangeway width for a public crossing is 
2½ in., per American Railway Engineering and Maintenance Association regulations. 

 
 
51-7.09(02)  General Guidelines for Intersection of Shared-Use Path with Road 
 
The following should be considered. 
 
1. The shared-use path should intersect the road at a 90-deg angle. 
 
2. The path width should be increased at the intersection approach to reduce user conflicts. 
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3. Clear sight lines should be provided for both the motorist and the path user. 
 
4. Signage should be provided to alert the motorist of the path crossing. 
 
5. A visible crosswalk should be provided across the roadway to increase path-user and 

motorist awareness. 
 
6. Signs, both on the road and the path, should indicate whether the motorist or the path user 

has the right of way. 
 
7. Curb ramps with detectable-warning devices are required to alert a path user with vision 

impairments of the street crossing. 
 
8. An overpass, underpass, or facility on a highway bridge requires engineering feasibility 

and cost analysis to determine the most economical and effective means to provide 
continuity for a share-use path. 

 
 
51-7.09(03)  Other Intersection-Design Issues 
 
Considerations to be made without regard to the type of path-roadway intersection described in 
Section 51-7.06 are as follows. 
 
1. Approach Treatment.  The shared-use path approaches to a roadway intersection should 

be on relatively flat grades.  Stopping sight distance at an intersection should be 
evaluated.  Adequate warning signs should be provided to allow a path user to stop before 
reaching the intersection, especially on a downgrade. 

 
2. Curb Ramps.  Sidewalk-type curb ramps should be the same width as the path.  Curb cuts 

and ramps should provide a smooth transition between the path and the roadway. 
 

A 5-ft minimum or 10-ft desirable radius or flare should be considered to facilitate a right 
turn for a bicyclist.  This consideration should also be applied to an intersection of two 
shared-use paths. 

 
3. Traffic-Control Devices.  A regulatory traffic-control device should be installed at each 

path-roadway intersection.  The warrants described in the MUTCD, combined with 
engineering judgment should be considered in determining the type of traffic-control 
device to be installed. 
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a. Traffic Signal.  A traffic signal may be warranted.  The MUTCD lists warrants for 
a traffic signal.  It does not address a bikeway-roadway crossing.  However, path 
traffic should be functionally classified as vehicular traffic, and each warrant 
should be applied accordingly. 

 
For a manually-operated signal-activation mechanism, the path-user signal button 
should be located where is easily accessible from the path and 4 ft above the 
ground so that a bicyclist need not dismount to activate the signal.  For a 
signalized divided-roadway intersection, a push button should also be located in 
the median to account for a path user who is trapped in the refuge area. 

 
b. “Stop” Sign.  A “Stop” sign should be placed as close to the intended stopping 

point as possible and should be supplemented with a stop line.  A four-way stop is 
not recommended due to frequent confusion about, or disregard for, path-user or 
motorist right-of-way rules.  Sign type, size, and location should be in accordance 
with the MUTCD.  A shared-use-path “Stop” sign should be located such that a 
motorist is not led to stop at such a sign.  A roadway “Stop” sign should be 
located such that a path user is not led to stop at such a sign. 

 
4. Transition Zone at Path Termination.  Where a shared-use path terminates at an existing 

road, it should be integrated into the existing system of roadways.  The path terminal 
should be designed to transition path traffic into a safe merging or diverging situation. 
Appropriate signage is necessary to warn and direct both the path user and the motorist 
regarding the transition zone. 

 
5. Refuge Island.  A refuge island should be considered for a path-roadway intersection in 

which one or more conditions apply as follows: 
 

a. a high roadway traffic volume or speed creates unacceptable conditions for the 
path user; 

 
b. the roadway is wider than 75 ft, or a pedestrian walking at 2.5 ft/s cannot 

completely cross the street during the green traffic-signal phase; 
 

c. a mid-block shared-use-path crossing or a path-roadway intersection is located 
where there are limited gaps in traffic; or 

 
d. the crossing will be used by a number of people who cross relatively slowly, such 

as the elderly, schoolchildren, persons with disabilities, etc. 
 
The refuge area should be large enough to accommodate platoons of users, including groups of 
pedestrians, groups of bicyclists, individual tandem bicycles which are longer than standard 
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bicycles, wheelchair users, or people with baby strollers.  The area may be designed with the 
storage aligned across the island or longitudinally.  See the example in Figure 51-7T, Refuge 
Island at Roadway Intersection.  Adequate space should be provided so that those in the refuge 
area do not feel threatened by passing motor vehicles while waiting to finish crossing the 
roadway. 
 
A refuge island allows a path user to cross one direction of driving lanes, then rest and assess 
when he or she is able to complete the roadway crossing.  A refuge island provides a sense of 
security to a pedestrian crossing a busy roadway with few gaps in traffic.  A refuge island is 
typically used at a mid-block crossing, but is also acceptable to use at a path-roadway 
intersection. 
 
A raised island should be cut through level with the roadway, or have curb ramps at both sides to 
comply with ADA, and a level area of at least 4 ft width between the curb ramps.  A refuge 
island should be of at least 8 ft width where used by a path user.  There should be at least 6.5 ft 
on each side of the cut-through.  A path user should have a clear line of visibility on the island 
and should not be obstructed nor restricted by poles, sign posts, utility boxes, etc.  The desirable 
width of the island and the width of the crosswalk equal to the shared-use-path width at the island 
are illustrated in Figure 51-7T. 
 
 
51-7.09(04)  Restriction of Motor-Vehicle Traffic 
 
A shared-use path requires a physical barrier at a highway intersection to prevent an unauthorized 
motor vehicle from using the facility.  A lockable, removable, or reclining barrier post can be 
used to permit entrance by an authorized motor vehicle.  Each post or bollard should be set back 
outside the intersecting-highway clear zone or be of a breakaway design.  The post should be 
reflectorized for nighttime visibility and painted a bright color for improved daytime visibility.  
Striping an envelope around the post is recommended as shown in Figure 51-7U.  Where more 
than one post is used, an odd number of posts at 5 ft spacing is desirable.  A wider spacing can 
allow entry by a motor vehicle, but a narrower spacing can prevent entry by an adult tricyclist, 
wheelchair user, tandem bicyclist, recumbent bicyclist, or bicyclist with a trailer. 
 
Another method of restricting motor-vehicle entry is to split the entryway into 5-ft sections 
separated by low landscaping.  An authorized motor vehicle can still enter if necessary by 
straddling the landscaping.  The higher maintenance costs associated with landscaping should be 
considered before this method is selected. 
 
 
51-7.10  Signing and Marking 
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Adequate signing and marking are essential on a shared-use path, especially to alert the user to 
potential conflicts and to convey regulatory messages to both the path user and motorist at a 
highway intersection.  Guide signing to indicate direction, destination, distance, or route number 
or name of intersecting street, should be used in the same manner as on a highway.  A uniform 
application of traffic-control devices, as described in the MUTCD, provides minimum traffic-
control measures which should be applied. 
 
A yellow center line of 4 in. width should be considered to separate opposite directions of travel. 
 The stripe should be broken where adequate passing sight distance exists, and solid elsewhere, 
or where passing by bicycles is to be discouraged, as follows: 
 
1. for high traffic volume of bicyclists or other path users; 
 
2. on a horizontal or vertical curve with restricted sight distance; or 
 
3. on an unlighted path where nighttime riding is expected. 
 
White edge lines are beneficial where bicycle traffic is expected during early-morning or early-
evening hours. 
 
Further guidance on signing and marking is provided in the MUTCD. 
 
 
51-7.11  Lighting 
 
Lighting should be considered where night usage is expected, including an area serving college 
students or commuters, or at a highway intersection.  Fixed-source lighting reduces crashes along 
a shared-use path or at an intersection with a roadway, and allows the user to see the path’s 
direction, surface condition, or obstacles. 
 
Lighting a shared-use path permits some freedom in system and luminaire design.  Lighting 
should be provided that fits the site’s needs and satisfies the recommendations described below. 
 
The lighting system as a whole should provide adequate horizontal and vertical illumination 
along the entire length and width of the facility without significant variations in luminous 
intensity to which a path user or motorist can experience difficulty adjusting to.  Horizontal 
illumination, measured at pavement level, enables a path user to understand pavement markings 
and to be able to easily follow the path.  Vertical lighting, with illumination level measured 6 ft 
above the pavement, is most effective for illuminating the path and obstacles. 
 
To avoid sharp differences in brightness, the uniformity ratio of illumination is determined by 
dividing the average illumination level by the minimum illumination level. 
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At a roadway intersection, illuminating the shared-use path for 75 ft on either side of the roadway 
is desirable.  Transitional lighting is recommended on an unlit roadway crossed by a shared-use 
path. 
 
Figure 51-7V indicates the average maintained luminance level and should be considered a 
minimum, particularly if security or the ability to identify path users from a distance is important. 
Figure 51-7V should be used for a shared-use path that is straight and level or has only minor 
curves or grade changes.  Additional illumination is required where visibility is limited or where 
complex maneuvering can occur (i.e., abrupt curve, grade, roadway intersection, interchange, 
overpass, or underpass).  A shared-use path which crosses a roadway in the middle of a long 
block or at an intersection of two roadways should receive additional illumination.  Lighting 
should be provided at each warning-sign location where electricity is accessible.  A light pole 
must satisfy the recommended horizontal and vertical clearances as outlined for other 
obstructions along the path.  Lighting fixtures should be to a scale appropriate for a shared-use 
path. 
 
 
51-7.12  Bicycle-Parking Facility 
 
Providing a bicycle-parking facility is an essential element in an overall effort to promote 
bicycling.  Some people are discouraged from bicycling unless adequate parking is available.  A 
bicycle-parking facility should be provided at both the trip origin and trip destination and should 
offer protection from theft and damage.  Bicycle parking can be long-term or short-term.  The 
minimum requirements for each differ in their placement and protection. 
 
A short-term facility is for decentralized parking where the bicycle is left for a short period of 
time and is visible and convenient to a building entrance. 
 
A bicycle rack should be provided if it satisfies the following: 
 
1. does not bend wheels or damage other bicycle parts; 
2. accommodates a high-security U-shaped bicycle lock; 
3. is visible to passers-by to promote usage and enhance security; and 
4. has as few moving parts as possible. 
 
A parking facility should be able to accommodate a wide range of bicycle shapes and sizes, 
including tricycles or trailers if used locally.  A facility should be easy to operate.  If possible, 
signs depicting how to operate the facility should be posted. 
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51-8.0  LANDSCAPING 
 
51-8.01  General 
 
Roadside landscaping can greatly enhance the aesthetic value of a highway.  Landscaping 
treatments should be considered early in project development so that they can be easily and 
inexpensively incorporated into the project design.  This may require the acquisition of additional 
right of way to implement these treatments. 
 
Landscaping treatments are typically not included with other project types, but are generally 
completed as a separate project.  Landscaping treatments will be considered on a project-by-project 
assessment. 
 
 
51-8.01(01)  Responsibility 
 
The Production Management Division’s Services and Cultural Resources Team has the primary 
responsibility for determining or reviewing landscaping treatment.  During the final field check, a 
landscape architect will attend to determine the landscaping treatment.  The Services and Cultural 
Resources Team or landscape consultant will submit recommendations and landscaping details to 
the designer for incorporation into the project design. 
 
 
51-8.01(02)  References 
 
For information on landscaping procedures and plants, the designer should contact the Services and 
Cultural Resources Team for their expertise.  The designer should review the INDOT Standard 
Drawings, the AASHTO A Guide for Transportation Landscape and Environmental Design, and 
the Team’s reference library for more information on landscaping. 
 
 
51-8.02  Benefits 
 
Roadside landscaping can be designed advantageously to yield several benefits.  The most 
important objective is to naturally fit the highway into the existing terrain.  The existing landscape 
should be retained to the maximum extent practical.  The following is a brief discussion of the 
benefits of proper landscaping. 
 
1. Aesthetics.  Gentle slopes, hills, parks, bodies of water and vegetation have an obvious 

aesthetic appeal to the highway user.  Landscaping techniques can be used effectively to 
enhance the view from the highway.  In a rural area, the landscaping should be natural and 
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should eliminate construction scars.  The planting shape and spacing should be irregular to 
avoid a cosmetic appearance. 

 
 In an urban area, the smaller details of the landscape predominate and plantings become 

more formal.  The interaction between the occupants of slow-moving vehicles and 
pedestrians with the landscape determines the scale of the aesthetic details.  The designer 
may be able to provide walking areas, small parks, etc.  Landscaping should be pleasant, 
neat, and sometimes ornamental, and it should require low maintenance. 

 
2. Erosion.  Landscaping and erosion control are strongly interrelated.  Flat and rounded slopes 

and vegetation serve to both prevent erosion and provide aesthetic value.  Chapter Thirty-
seven provides additional information on erosion control. 

 
3. Maintenance.  Landscaping decisions will greatly affect roadside maintenance.  

Maintenance activities for mowing, fertilizing, or using herbicides should be considered 
when designing the roadside landscape.  Involvement by other public or private groups 
(except on an Interstate route) should be encouraged to enhance the roadside landscape 
(e.g., Adopt-A-Highway Program). 

 
4. Screening for Headlight Glare.  Depending upon roadway alignment and the selected type 

of vegetation, landscaping features may be used to effectively screen headlight glare, for 
example, in a freeway median. 

 
5. Screening for Noise Abatement.  Although the effect may be more psychological than real, 

landscaping features may have some masking benefits to sensitive receptors. 
 
6. Screening of Undesirable View.  Screening of a junkyard or other undesirable view may be 

enhanced through the use of landscaping features. 
 
7. Snow Drift.  Landscaping features may assist in preventing snow from drifting and 

accumulating on the roadway. 
 
 
51-8.03  Landscaping Considerations 
 
All landscaping activities should be properly coordinated with other project design elements.  The 
objectives are that other design elements should not be compromised by landscaping, and secondary 
benefits may be gained by the proper application of the landscaping features.  Examples of 
coordination between landscaping and project design are briefly discussed below. 
 
1. Geometric Design.  On a new-construction or reconstruction project, the geometric design 

of the highway should be blended to fit the natural topography and landscaping features of 
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the area.  As practical, existing landscaping elements should be preserved and enhanced.  
The roadway alignment and cross-section design should be compatible with the landscaping 
objectives.  The landscaping treatment should not be made to interfere with the driver’s 
horizontal and intersection sight distances. 

 
2. Roadside Safety.  The introduction of landscaping features should not compromise the 

objectives of roadside safety.  Chapter Forty-nine provides the Department’s criteria for 
roadside-safety design.  The most significant roadside-safety element relative to the use of 
landscaping features is the clear-zone concept.  Roadside hazards should not be located 
within the designated clear zone.  A tree is considered a roadside hazard. 

 
3. Environmental.  Every effort should be made to use vegetation that will survive in the area 

with minimum maintenance.  The selection of the vegetation will depend upon the soil 
conditions, drainage, amount of sun exposure, diseases and insects, road deicing chemicals, 
temperature, and pollution. 

 
4. Economics.  Plant selection, availability, quantity, and size greatly affect the cost of 

landscaping.  The selection of the plantings should be so as to provide a cost-effective 
design. 

 
 
51-8.04  INDOT Landscaping Policy 
 
51-8.04(01)  Plant-Establishment Policy 
 
A project which includes plantings may include a special provision which requires the contractor to 
be responsible for a plant-establishment period of at least one year.  A longer establishment period 
may be required where survival is considered essential to the function of the plantings (e.g., 
junkyard screening, urban landscaping). 
 
 
51-8.04(02)  Protection of Existing Vegetation 
 
Wherever practical, existing trees or other landscaping features should not be removed.  This 
objective, however, must be compatible with other considerations such as roadside safety, 
geometric design, utilities, terrain, public acceptance, and costs.  The plans should clearly designate 
all existing landscape features which will be retained.  If the existing plant material conflicts with 
these considerations, where applicable, the plant material should be evaluated by a landscape 
architect for possible relocation to a more suitable portion of the right of way. 
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51-8.04(03)  Disturbed Area 
 
In an area disturbed by construction work, the designer should specify that the turf be 
reestablished.  Turf establishment refers to the revegetation of a disturbed area.  The designer 
should use the following guidance to determine the appropriate turf establishment, depending 
upon individual site conditions. 
 
1. Topsoil.  Topsoil is placed in a disturbed area to a depth of 6 in. or greater depending upon 

the underlying soil conditions. 
 
2. Planting of Grass.  Each area disturbed by construction, except exposed rock surfaces and 

areas to be sodded, should be seeded, fertilized, and mulched. 
 
3. Sodding.  Where developed properties or areas of intensive mowing abut the project, each 

areas disturbed by construction should be sodded and watered sufficiently to establish 
growth. 

 
The INDOT Standard Specifications and Chapter Seventeen provide additional details on turf 
establishment. 
 
 
51-8.04(04)  Wildlife-Habitat Replacement 
 
To some extent, existing wildlife habitat will be disturbed due to project work.  Wildlife habitats 
may include woodlands, overgrown fields, and pastures and wetlands.  The Department’s policy is 
to replace any disturbed wetland.  This will often require the purchase of additional right of way.  
To determine the project’s effect on plants and animals, the designer should review the Design and 
Location Study Report or, where provided, the Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental 
Assessment.  These reports may also provide recommendations on the type and quantities of habitat 
to be replaced. 
 
The designer is responsible for incorporating the mitigation of the wildlife habitat into the plans.  
This may include revegetation with special grasses and woody species, wetlands grading, seed 
mixtures, etc.  However, wetland revegetation with aquatic and woody species is usually 
administered in a separate contract once the plans have been completed.  The Office of 
Environmental Services will assist in coordinating habitat types and quantities.  The Services and 
Cultural Resources Team will assist in the development of plans and specifications. 
 
 
51-9.0  SOUND BARRIER 
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A sound barrier is designed and erected to reduce the sound level of traffic adjacent to existing 
properties to an acceptable level as determined by Federal guidelines.  A barrier is considered the 
most practical option to reduce sound when compared to other mitigating options (e.g., wider buffer 
zone, reducing speed, eliminating or restricting traffic or vehicular types).  The Office of 
Environmental Services is responsible for determining the longitudinal limits of the barrier, the 
lateral location from the roadway, and the required height.  The designer is responsible for the type 
selection, design of the sound barrier, and evaluating the impacts of the sound barrier on the 
highway design and complying with the project intent of the Office of Environmental Services. 
 
 
51-9.01  Types 
 
An absorptive or reflective sound barrier is effective in reducing the environmental impact of noise 
from the highway.  The sound-barrier types that may be used are as follows. 
 
1. Earth Berm.  An earth berm is a graded mound of soil which redirects the highway sound 

from nearby sensitive areas. 
 
2. Masonry Wall.  A masonry wall is constructed from concrete blocks or bricks.  Very 

pleasing architectural designs can be developed with this type of wall. 
 
3. Concrete Wall.  A concrete wall may be poured in place or precast.  The advantage of s 

concrete wall is that decorative designs can be added to the face of the wall. 
 
4. Wood Wall.  A wood wall is less costly than a masonry or concrete wall and is often 

preferred by local residents.  However, its life expectancy is typically less than that of a 
masonry or concrete wall. 

 
5. Metal Wall.  A metal wall is constructed using galvanized or treated steel panels. Concerns 

relative to cost and corrosion have generally limited the use of steel walls. 
 
6. Other Materials.  New sound barrier materials are continuously being developed, such as 

recycled plastic, fiberglass, composites, etc.  Prior to their use, they should be reviewed by 
the New Products Evaluation Committee to ensure that each will meet INDOT criteria. 

 
7. Combination Wall.  This type uses a combination of an earth berm and one of the other 

material types.  A combination wall is used to reduce the height of another wall type and for 
aesthetic purposes. 

 
 
51-9.02  Design 
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1. Line of Sight.  Noise waves travel in a straight line.  A barrier which breaks the line of sight 
between the source and receiver will provide some attenuation.  For roadway sources, the 
line of sight is drawn perpendicular to the roadway.  The sound source for cars and medium-
sized trucks is assumed to be the roadway surface and, for large trucks, it is 8 ft high.  For 
the receiver, the line of sight is terminated at the expected ear height of the receiver (e.g., 8 
ft).  The designer must also consider that the receiver may be in a multi-storied building. 

 
2. Structural Design.  A sound barrier should either be in accordance with the AASHTO 

Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges or the AASHTO Guide Specifications for 
Structural Design of Sound Barriers.  See Chapter Seventy-three. 

 
3. Length.  To block the roadway noise from the sides, the ends of the barrier should exceed 

the receiver by four times the distance from the barrier to the receiver; see Figure 51-9A, 
Sound-Barrier Placement , detail (a). 

 
4. Location.  Moving the barrier closer to the receiver or source will increase the effectiveness 

of the barrier. 
 
5. Gap.  A gap in the barrier for pedestrian access, cross-streets, or maintenance purposes can 

compromise the barrier performance.  Where practical, the effects of a gap should be 
minimized by providing tight-fitting access doors, curving the ends of the barrier to shield 
nearby receivers, or overlapping sections of barrier.  Figure 51-9A detail (b) illustrates the 
minimum distance required to maintain the acoustical effectiveness of the wall for 
overlapping barriers. 

 
6. Right of Way.  Additional right of way may be required for the installation and maintenance 

of the sound barrier. 
 
7. Roadside Safety. 
 
 a. Clear Zone.  Section 49-2.0 provides the Department’s design criteria for clear zone. 

If practical, a sound barrier should be placed outside of the clear zone.  If the barrier 
is within the clear zone, an integral concrete barrier shape or a metal barrier rail 
should be considered to shield a run-off-the-road vehicle from the barrier. 

 
 b. Terminal.  A sound barrier should be terminated outside the clear zone.  However, if 

the end of the barrier is within the clear zone, the designer should consider 
protecting the end with guardrail or an appropriate impact attenuator.  Section 49-
6.0 discusses the design of impact attenuators. 

 
 c. Traversability.  If the sound barrier is an earth berm, the toe of the barrier should be 

traversable by a run-off-the-road vehicle (see Section 49-3.02). 
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d. Protrusion.  A protrusion may become a safety hazard if it are struck or is dislodged 

by a vehicle.  Figure 51-9B, Sound-Barrier Protrusions, illustrates the preferred 
practice for placing barrier protrusions and decorative facing. 

 
8. Emergency Access.  Where sound barriers are placed relatively close to the roadway (e.g., at 

the edge of shoulder), sufficient escape routes must be provided in the wall to allow 
individuals to quickly leave the roadway in an emergency.  These escape routes may be 
provided by inserting doors or overlapping walls.  Item 5 above discusses the preferred 
methods for providing gaps in the barrier design.  Where provided, access to fire hydrants 
should also be incorporated into the wall design. 

 
9. Sight Distance. 
 
 a. At-Grade Intersection.  A sound barrier should not be located in the triangle required 

for intersection sight distance.  Section 46-10.0 provides the criteria to determine the 
required sight-distance triangle. 

 
 b. Entrance Ramp.  A sound barrier should not block the line of sight between the 

vehicle on a ramp and an approaching vehicle on the major roadway.  Therefore, a 
sound barrier should not be located in the gore area between an entrance ramp and 
freeway mainline. 

 
 c. Horizontal Sight Distance.  A sound barrier can also restrict sight distance along the 

inside of a horizontal curve.  Section 43-4.0 provides the criteria to determine the 
middle ordinate value which will yield the necessary sight distance.  The location of 
the sound barrier should be outside this sight line. 

 
10. Interference with Roadside Appurtenances.  The proposed location of a sound barrier can 

interfere with proposed or existing roadside features, including signs, sign supports, utilities, 
or lighting facilities.  The designer must determine if these features are in conflict with the 
sound barrier. 

 
11. Sound Considerations.  The noise reduction provided by a barrier depends upon the 

diffraction of sound over the top and flanking around the sides of the barrier, the 
transmission of sound through the barrier, and the multiple reflection caused by double 
barriers.  Some barrier types can absorb some of the sound energy.  The contribution of this 
absorption depends on the barrier surface, shape, and material type.  A hard, smooth surface 
will generally reflect the noise off the wall.  If barriers are to be placed on both sides of the 
roadway, the designer also should consider the impact of the reflected noise on the receiver. 
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12. Drainage.  Drainage may be accomplished by leaving a gap on the bottom and backfilling 
with gravel, by providing a hinged flap, by providing a closed drainage system, etc.  The 
barrier’s acoustical design should be maintained (i.e., no open holes in the wall). 

 
13. Landscaping.  Consideration should be given to providing landscaping treatments that will 

enhance the aesthetics and design of a sound barrier.  Plantings should be provided, where 
practical, both in front of and behind the barrier.  Low-maintenance plantings should be 
used behind the wall. 

 
14. Aesthetics.  Appearance plays a critical role in the acceptance of the sound barrier.  The 

barrier should either be blended into the background or made aesthetically pleasing.  
Various types of materials, texture, and color should be considered.  Smooth surfaces are 
not recommended. 

 
 Due to the size of a sound barrier, the designer should strive to reduce the tunnel effect by 

using variations of form, wall types, and surface treatments. 
 
 From both a visual and safety standpoint, a sound barrier should not begin or end abruptly.  

It should be transitioned from the ground line to its full height.  This can be accomplished 
by using earth berms, curving the wall back, sloping the wall downward, or stepping the 
wall down. 

 
15. Public Involvement.  Early community participation in the selection of various sound barrier 

options is encouraged to ensure community acceptance of the wall. 
 
16. Maintenance Considerations.  The location and design of a sound barrier should reflect the 

following maintenance factors. 
 
 a. The sound barrier must be located so maintenance crews can easily access the wall 

for routine repairs. 
 
 b. The sound barrier should be constructed of materials that discourage vandalism 

(e.g., graffiti) and allow for easy cleaning.  The maintenance of barrier materials is 
less costly if unpainted surfaces such as weathering steel, concrete, pressure-treated 
wood, or naturally weathered cedar or redwood are used. 

 
 c. The sound barrier should be designed so that damage can be easily repaired.  The 

barrier materials should be commercially available to reduce the need for keeping 
large stocks of material on hand. 

 
 d. The sound barrier should be located so that other maintenance operations can be 

reasonably performed (e.g., mowing, light-bulb replacement, sign cleaning, 
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spraying).  If the barrier is located near the shoulder, access for maintenance behind 
the wall should be provided from local streets or through overlapping gaps. 

 
 e. The sound barrier should be located so that it will not impact snow removal 

operations.  A barrier located at the edge of the shoulder will require manual 
removal of snow from the roadway. 

 
 
51-10.0  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 
Hazardous-waste sites can impact all phases of highway activities, including project development, 
design, right of way, construction, and maintenance.  These impacts can increase costs and delay a 
highway project.  Ownership of a site from which there has been a release, or threat of a release of a 
hazardous substance, may indicate liability whether the contamination is the result of the agency’s 
actions or those of others. 
 
 
51-10.01  Responsibility 
 
The Office of Environmental Services is responsible for ensuring that the initial site assessment is 
performed during the environmental stage.  If the initial site assessment and coordination with other 
agencies identifies the need for additional work, a consultant will be used to conduct a preliminary 
site assessment.  The Production Management Division and Office of Real Estate will be provided 
with summaries or copies of the information gathered on hazardous waste by the Office of 
Environmental Services, typically at the time of environmental-document approval. 
 
If high levels of contamination have been detected, the Office of Environmental Services will 
forward the initial site assessment and the preliminary site investigation to the appropriate section 
of the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM), and it will request that they 
become involved with the property owner to characterize the site and develop a remedial plan to 
clean the site.  This will be concurrent with the development of the preliminary plans.  The Office 
of Environmental Services will monitor the progress of IDEM. 
 
At the time of the preliminary field check, the Office of Environmental Services should be able to 
inform both the Production Management Division and Office of Real Estate on the status of the 
efforts of IDEM.  At this stage, decisions can be made for the site.  This may include redesigning 
the project to avoid the site, considering various land-acquisition strategies, or delaying or dropping 
the project from further development due to significant hazardous-waste considerations. 
 
 
51-10.02  Location 
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Hazardous materials can emerge from almost anywhere.  Common possible locations include 
abandoned or active storage tanks, oil lines, illegal dumping sites, abandoned chemical plants, 
service stations, paint companies, machine shops, metal processing plants, electronic facilities, dry 
cleaning establishments, old railroad yards, auto junkyards, landfills, or bridges with lead base 
paints.  Early indicators of contamination include groundwater contamination of nearby wells, 
discarded barrels, soil discolorations, liquid discharges, odors, abnormalities in vegetation, and 
extensive filling and regrading.  If there is a chance that a site may contain hazardous materials, the 
Office of Environmental Services should be contacted to determine if detailed testing of the site is 
warranted.  If hazardous materials are suspected on a property, no attempt should be made to enter 
the property until the site has been cleared by IDEM. 
 
 
51-10.03  Cleanup 
 
Once the hazardous-material location is known, its location must be shown on the plans.  The type 
of contamination, if known, must also be provided.  The specifications or special provisions should 
include detailed instructions on the procedure for removing the material and properly disposing of 
the wastes.  For example, on a bridge with lead-based paint, waste materials from sandblasting will 
not be permitted into the air or onto the ground, but instead must be collected and properly 
disposed. 
 
Certain cleanup sites and materials may require a specialist contractor to determine the location and 
size of the contaminated site and to provide for the proper removal and disposal of the 
contaminated materials.  The specialist contractor will be required to complete the cleanup prior to 
construction. 
 
 
51-11.0  MAILBOXES 
 
A mailbox or newspaper tube that is serviced by a carrier in a vehicle may constitute a safety 
hazard, depending upon its placement.  Therefore, the designer should make every reasonable effort 
to replace all each non-conforming mailbox with one that is in accordance with the INDOT 
Standard Drawings and the AASHTO A Guide for Erecting Mailboxes on Highways.  Removal 
and replacement of a mailbox can be a sensitive issue and should be reviewed with the postage 
patron prior to its removal or replacement. 
 
 
51-11.01  Location 
 
A mailbox should be placed for maximum convenience to its patron, consistent with safety 
considerations for highway traffic, the carrier, and the patron.  Consideration should be given to the 
minimum walking distance in advance of the mailbox site and possible restrictions to intersection 
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sight distance at an intersection or drive entrance.  A new installation should, where feasible, be 
located on the far right side of an intersection with a public road or drive entrance. 
 
A box should be placed only on the right-hand side of the highway in the direction of travel of the 
carrier, except on a one-way street where it may be placed on the left-hand side.  It is undesirable to 
require pedestrian travel along the shoulder.  However, this may be the preferred solution for a 
distance of up to 200 ft when compared to constructing a turnout in a deep cut, placing a mailbox 
just beyond a sharp crest vertical curve with poor sight distance, or constructing two or more 
closely-spaced turnouts. 
 
Placing a mailbox along a high-speed, high-volume highway should be avoided if other practical 
locations are available.  A mailbox should not be located where access is from a freeway or where 
access, stopping, or parking is otherwise prohibited by law or regulation.  A mailbox should not be 
at a location that would require a patron to cross the lanes of a divided highway to deposit or 
retrieve mail. 
 
Placing a mail stop near an intersection will have an effect on the operation of the intersection.  The 
nature and magnitude of this impact depends on traffic speed and volume on each of the 
intersecting roadways, the number of mailboxes at the stop, type of traffic control, how the stop is 
located relative to the traffic control, and the distance the stop is from the intersection.  The INDOT 
Standard Drawings show the possible location of a mail stop at a rural intersection. 
 
A mailbox should be located such that a vehicle stopped adjacent to it is clear of the adjacent 
traveled way.  This need not apply to a low-volume, low-speed street or road.  However, a vehicle 
stopped at a mailbox should be clear of the travelway.  The higher the traffic volume or speed, the 
greater the clearance should be.  Figure 51-11A provides guidelines for the lateral placement of a 
mailbox. 
 
A turnout should be provided if a useable shoulder of 10 ft or wider is unavailable.  The INDOT 
Standard Drawings provide additional details for the design of a turnout for a mail stop. 
 
 
51-11.02  Design 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the design criteria for the proper placement of a mailbox.  
The designer should also consider the following. 
 
1. Height.  A mailbox is located such that the bottom of the box is 3 ft to 4 ft above the mail-

stop surface. 
 
2. Multiple Mailboxes.  To reduce the possibility of ramping, multiple mailboxes should be 

separated by a distance of at least three-fourths of their height above the ground. 
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4. Neighborhood Delivery and Collection Box Unit.  This consists of a cluster of 8 to 16 

locked boxes mounted on a pedestal or within a framework.  One cluster can weigh from 
100 lbs to 200 lbs and may be a roadside hazard.  It should be located outside the clear zone 
or only on a low-speed curbed facility.  It is located in a trailer park, apartment complex, or 
new residential subdivision. 

 
 
51-12.0  ROUNDABOUTS 
 
51-12.01  Introduction 
 
This Section is intended to assist the designer in the study, design, and construction of a modern 
roundabout.  The principles and direction identified herein should be used for each roundabout 
being planned, designed, or constructed on an INDOT-maintained route.  This Section is a 
supplement to FHWA RD-00-067, Roundabouts: An Informational Guide, which is available 
from http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/00068.htm.  Throughout this Section, such document is 
identified as FHWA Roundabout Guide, and is cited.  Other supplemental information is 
provided where relevant. 
 
This Section is not intended to serve as a comprehensive and rigid set of design standards.  
Rather, it is intended to provide general guidance and identify considerations related to some 
roundabout-design issues.  The designer should recognize that roundabout design does not entail 
a strict pre-defined process with repeated application of the same rules at each intersection 
considered.  Instead, it requires the judicious application of roundabout design principles that 
help to reach the optimal geometric design at each individual location.  This process often 
involves trade-offs between competing objectives to reach the best solution.  Roundabout design 
requires the use of engineering judgment and thought on the part of the designer.  The use of 
sound engineering principles and common sense are also vital to successful roundabout design.  
The use of this Section does not relieve the designer of his or her personal responsibility to 
produce a design for a roundabout that functions safely and efficiently within the context of a 
given location.  This Section does not address all of the specific situations which can arise during 
the course of roundabout design.  If a unique situation arises, the designer should see the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide and contact experienced roundabout designers. 
 
This Section includes information regarding roundabout planning, safety, geometric design, 
pavement markings, lighting, landscaping, signage, public involvement, and other design or 
operational considerations.  For each topic or issue, guidance is provided regarding goals and 
objectives, the location of relevant available standards, and related factors that should be 
considered.  Rather than repeat information that is included elsewhere, e.g., the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, the MUTCD, AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and 
Streets, etc., references are provided so that information can be obtained from each source. 
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51-12.02  Definitions 
 
The following definitions will apply. 
 
1. Approach Design Speed.  The design speed of the roadway leading into the roundabout. 
 
2. Bicycle Treatment.  This provides a bicyclist the option of traveling through the roundabout 
 either as a vehicle operator or by using a shared-use path around the exterior of the 
 intersection. 
 
3. Bypass Lane.  A lane that separates right-turn movements from the roundabout-circulating 

traffic (see Figure 51-12P). 
 
4. Central Island.  The area of the roundabout inside the circulatory roadway including the 

truck apron. 
 
5. Central-Island Diameter.  The diameter of the central island, including the truck apron (see 

Figure 51-12A). 
 
6. Circulatory Lane.  A lane used by vehicles circulating in the roundabout. 
 
7. Circulatory Roadway.  The travel lanes adjacent to the central island and outside the truck 

apron, including the entire circumference of the circle. 
 
8. Circulatory-Roadway Width.  The width between the outer edge of the inscribed diameter at 

the curb face of this roadway and the central island curb face.  It is typically 1 to 1.2 times 
the width of the widest entry width.  It does not include the width of a traversable apron, 
which is defined to be part of the central island.  The circulatory roadway width defines the 
roadway width, curb face to curb face, for vehicle circulation around the central island (see 
Figure 51-12A). 

 
9. Conflict Point.  A point where traffic streams cross, merge, or diverge. 
 
10. Deflection.  The change in the path of a vehicle imposed by the geometric features of a 

roundabout, resulting in a slowing of vehicles (see Figure 51-12JJ). 
 
11. Entry Angle.  The angle between the entry roadway and the circulating roadway, measured 

at the yield line.  See Ourston Roundabout Engineering. 
 
12. Entry Lane.  The lane or set of lanes for traffic approaching the roundabout (see Figure 
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51-12A). 
 
13. Entry Radius.  The radius of curvature of the outside curb face at the exit. 
 
14. Entry Width.  The width of the roadway where it enters the roundabout.  It is measured 

perpendicularly from the outside curb face to the inside curb face at the splitter-island point 
nearest the inscribed circle. 

 
 
15. Exit Lane.  The lane or set of lanes for traffic leaving the roundabout (see Figure 51-12A). 
 
16. Exit Radius.  The radius of curvature of the outside curb at the exit. 
 
17. Exit Width

 

.  This defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the right curb-face edge of the exit to the intersection 
point of the left curb-face edge and the inscribed circle (see Figure 51-12A). 

18. Fastest Path.  The shortest possible route that a single vehicle can travel through a 
roundabout in the absence of other traffic, and ignoring all lane markings.  The fastest path 
determines the fastest possible entering, exiting, and circulating speeds within a roundabout. 

 
19. Flare Length.  The distance over which the approach roadway widens to the entry width, if 

such flaring is present. 
 
20. Half Width, V.  The width of the existing approach roadway before it starts to widen, if 

flaring is present. 
 
21. Inscribed Circle.  The outer edge of the circulatory roadway. 
 
22. Inscribed-Circle Diameter, ICD.  The outside diameter of the inscribed circle measured 

from face of curb to face of curb (see Figure 51-12A). 
 
23. Landscaping Buffer.  Often provided to separate vehicular and pedestrian traffic and to 

encourage pedestrians to cross only at the designated crossing locations.  A landscaping 
buffer can also improve the aesthetics of the intersection. 

 
24. Natural Vehicle Path.  The path that a driver will navigate a vehicle given the layout of the 

intersection and the ultimate destination. 
 
25. Path Overlap.  This occurs where the natural path of a vehicle traveling through a 

roundabout overlaps the path of an adjacent vehicle.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, 
Section 6.4.2. 
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26. Pedestrian Crossing.  This is typically located about 10 ft before the yield line and is usually 

a painted crosswalk.  A pedestrian crossing allows a pedestrian to cross in one direction of 
vehicle travel at a time and provides median refuge in the splitter island. 

 
27. Roundabout.  A circular at-grade intersection with yield control of all entering traffic, 

channelized approaches with raised splitter islands, counterclockwise circulation, and 
appropriate geometric curvature. 

 
28. Splitter Island.  The raised island at each two-way leg between entering and exiting 

vehicles, designed primarily to control entry and exit speeds by providing deflection.  It also 
prevents wrong-way movements and provides pedestrian refuge. 

 
29. Truck Apron.  The paved portion of the central island located adjacent to the circulating 

roadway.  It is defined by a sloping curb on the outside and helps accommodate large trucks. 
 
30. Yield-at-Entry.  The requirement that vehicles on all entry lanes must yield to vehicles 

within the circulatory roadway. 
 
31. Yield Line.  A pavement marking used to mark the point of entry from an approach into 

the circulatory roadway and is marked along the inscribed circle. 
 
 
51-12.03  Roundabout Types 
 
51-12.03(01)  Mini-Roundabout 
 
A mini-roundabout is a small roundabout used in an urban environment, with speeds of 30 mph 
or lower.  Figure 51-12B provides an example of a typical mini-roundabout.  It can be useful 
where conventional roundabout design is precluded due to right-of-way constraints.  In a retrofit 
application, a mini-roundabout is relatively inexpensive because it typically requires minimal 
additional pavement at the intersecting roads, such as minor widening at the corner curbs.  It 
should be used where there is insufficient right of way for an urban compact roundabout. 
 
Because it is small, it is perceived as pedestrian-friendly with short crossing distances and low 
vehicle speeds on approaches and exits.  The mini-roundabout is designed to accommodate 
passenger cars without requiring them to be driven over the central island consisting of a dome of 
asphalt painted white.  To maintain its perceived compactness and low-speed characteristics, the 
yield lines are positioned just outside the swept path of the largest expected vehicle.  However, 
the central island is mountable, and larger vehicles can cross over the central island, but not to 
the left of it.  Speed control around the mountable central island should be provided by means of 
horizontal deflection.  Capacity for this type of roundabout is expected to be similar to that of the 
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urban compact roundabout.  For design assistance, see Mini-Roundabouts, A Definitive Guide by 
Clive Sawers. 
 
 

51-12.03(02)  Urban Compact Roundabout 
 
Like a mini-roundabout, this roundabout type is intended to be pedestrian- and bicyclist-friendly 
because its perpendicular approach legs require low vehicle speed to make a distinct right turn 
into and out of the circulatory roadway.  All legs have single-lane entries.  However, the urban 
compact treatment satisfies all of the design requirements of an effective roundabout. 
 
The geometric design includes raised splitter islands that incorporate at-grade pedestrian storage 
areas, and a non-mountable central island.  There is an apron surrounding the non-mountable part 
of the compact central island to accommodate larger vehicles.  Figure 51-12C provides an 
example of a typical urban compact roundabout. 
 
 
51-12.03(03)  Single-Lane Roundabout 
 
A single-lane roundabout has single-lane entries at all legs and one circulating lane.  It has non-
mountable raised splitter islands, a mountable truck apron, and a non-mountable central island 
(see Figure 51-12D).  Right-turn bypass/slip lanes can be added as required. 
 
 
51-12.03(04)  Multilane Roundabout 
 
A multilane roundabout has at least one entry or exit with two or more lanes and more than one 
circulatory lane (see Figures 51-12E and 51-12F).  To balance the needs of passenger cars and 
trucks and to provide safety, trucks should encroach on adjacent lanes within the circulating 
roadway.  However, the district or local public agency’s preference should be sought prior to 
assuming truck encroachment on adjacent lanes for design purposes. 
 
 
51-12.03(05)  Teardrop Roundabout 
 
A teardrop roundabout is used at an interchange.  See Figure 51-12G for possible configurations 
of such a roundabout. 
 
51-12.04  Planning 
 
51-12.04(01)  Introduction 
 
A roundabout should be considered as one potential intersection option within an INDOT-
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sponsored or -funded planning study or project since it offers improved safety, cost savings, and 
enhanced traffic operations.  This includes a proposed freeway interchange where an at-grade 
intersection currently exists or will be created at the ramp terminals.  A comparison of roundabout 
practicality or feasibility versus other intersection types should be conducted, considering safety, 
traffic operations, capacity, right-of-way impacts, and cost.  Other factors as described below can 
also be included in the evaluation if desired and deemed appropriate.  In conducting such 
comparisons, a roundabout is not always the optimal solution, but it can often offer significant 
benefits. 
 
 
51-12.04(02)  Planning Process 
 
The typical planning process includes consideration of the following: 
 
1. data collection including recent adverse-accident history and types of crashes; 
2. development of 20-year traffic projections; 
3. capacity analysis to analyze traffic operations and geometry; 
4. preparation of a roundabout-concept design; 
5. public involvement; 
6. comparison to other intersection types including the do-nothing alternative; 
7. documentation via a report or memorandum; 
8. selection of preferred option; and 
9. analysis of causes of a large number of crashes or potential for them. 
 
The goal of the planning process is to make a sound decision regarding whether a roundabout is 
feasible, whether it is a better solution than other intersection types, and whether it should be 
advanced into the preliminary design phase.  Early and ongoing coordination with the Production 
Management Division’s Office of Roadway Services, the Planning Division’s Safety Team, or the 
applicable local public agency should be carried out throughout the duration of the project at key 
milestones.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapters 2 and 3, provide additional information 
regarding planning for a roundabout. 
 
 
51-12.04(03)  Required Data 
 
Data that is typically required in order to evaluate a roundabout includes the following: 
 
1. existing morning and afternoon peak-hour turning-movement counts; 
2, major traffic generators, if present, with shift changes that occur during off-peak hours; 
3. INDOT-approved design-year morning and afternoon peak-hour turning-movement 

projections; 
4. design vehicle to be accommodated; 
5. base mapping, either aerial photograph, aerial mapping, or survey; 
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6. right-of-way mapping; 
7. crash data for the most recent three-year period available, though 5 years is preferred; 
8. location of nearby intersections and signal timing information, if applicable; 
9. location of major constraints near the intersection, i.e., right of way, major utilities, 

structures, railroad crossings, bodies of water; 
10. existing and future planned bicycle and pedestrian facilities; 
11, truck percentages; and 
12. accommodation of disabled persons. 
 
Data that is desirable to obtain, though not necessarily required for each situation, includes the 
following: 
 
1. existing pedestrian counts; 
2. previously prepared construction plans or as-built plans showing the existing intersection; 

and 
3. utilities information. 
 
 
51-12.04(04)  Evaluation Criteria 
 
In assessing the desirability of a roundabout relative to other intersection types, evaluation criteria 
should include the following: 
 
1. safety; 
2. capacity; 
3. traffic operations; 
4. cost; 
5. design life of 20 years; less than this is undesirable; 
6. right-of-way impacts; 
7. safe accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists; 
8. aesthetics; 
9. proximity to other intersections; 
10. drive accommodation and access-management opportunities; 
11. public input; 
12. constructability; 
13. traffic maintenance; or 
14. social, economic, noise, and environmental impacts. 
 
 
51-12.04(05)  Capacity Limitations 
 
As discussed further in Section 51-12.05, a roundabout’s capacity is determined based on its 
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geometry and peak-hour traffic volume and turning patterns.  Because geometry and peak-hour 
traffic volume can vary considerably within a single-lane, two-lane, or three-lane roundabout, it is 
not possible to develop a precise capacity that applies to each category.  However, Figures 51-12H 
and 51-12 I provide approximate maximum daily and hourly service-volume capacities, 
respectively, for each category.  The capacities provided in Figures 51-12H and 51-12 I are only a 
general guide.  There is no substitute for an intersection-specific capacity analysis. 
 
 
51-12.04(06)  Beneficial Location and Applications 
 
Implementation of a roundabout can be beneficial to the traveling public in a number of situations.  
The following identifies some of the most common locations or applications where installation of a 
roundabout can be advantageous.  However, the designer or other decision-maker should recognize 
that this list is general and will not apply to every situation.  There are useful applications of a 
roundabout that are not included below.  The applications shown below may not always be 
appropriate.  Site-specific analysis of roundabout feasibility should be conducted at each individual 
location, as follows. 
 
1. High-Speed Rural Intersection.  Studies and experience show that a roundabout is an 

exceptional safety countermeasure at this type of location.  Other states that have installed 
roundabouts at such locations have reported reductions in total crashes, injury crashes, 
and fatal crashes.  This is consistent with the experiences of other countries. 

 
2. Intersection with Crash History.  Studies and experience show that a roundabout can 

provide reductions in injury crashes and fatal crashes.  The specific types of crashes 
which can be reduced include left-turn head-on and angled crashes. 

 
3. Intersection with Traffic-Operational Problems.  A properly designed roundabout can be 

effective in eliminating congestion and delays. 
 
4. Closely-Spaced Intersections.  A roundabout can eliminate traffic queuing from one 

intersection into another.  It can also eliminate problems related to coordination of traffic-
signal timing between closely-spaced intersections. 

 
5. Intersection Near a Structure.  A roundabout most often does not require as many 

approach lanes as a signalized intersection for vehicle storage.  Where a bridge structure 
is located near an intersection, installing a roundabout can allow the use of a shorter or 
narrower bridge structure, resulting in significant cost savings.  The most common 
situation is at a freeway interchange. 

 
6. Freeway Interchange.  A roundabout can be beneficial at the ramp terminals of a freeway 

interchange.  Random spacing of vehicles exiting a roundabout can be beneficial as they 
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merge from an on-ramp into the stream of traffic of a freeway mainline.  This is similar to 
the effect achieved through ramp metering in a congested urban area. 

 
7. As a Part of an Access-Management Program.  Since a roundabout can accommodate U-

turns, it can be implemented as a part of an overall access management plan, especially at 
an intersection that displays other characteristics that make a roundabout desirable, such 
as crash problems or traffic-operational problems.  For this situation, a roundabout can 
function as a median turnaround. 

 
8. Intersection with Unusual Geometry.  Since roundabout geometry is relatively flexible, 
 an intersection with unusual geometrics can be improved with the installation of a 
 roundabout. 
 
9. Intersection at a Gateway or Entry Point to a Campus, Neighborhood, Commercial 
 development, or Urban Area. 
 
10. Intersection where Community Enhancement May Be Desirable. 
 
11. Intersection Near a School. 
 
 
51-12.04(07)  Non-Beneficial Locations and Applications 
 
There are locations or applications where a roundabout may not be beneficial. The listing 
provided below is general and will not apply to each situation.  A roundabout may still be a 
beneficial solution though the location includes some of the characteristics listed below.  Each 
situation should be independently analyzed.  Some of the circumstances listed below cause 
potential concerns at a traffic-signalized intersection. 
 
1. Intersection Within a System of Coordinated Traffic Signals.  If a corridor includes 

multiple traffic signals with a functioning progression, a roundabout may not be the best 
overall solution.  For this situation, a roundabout can result in the disruption of traffic 
platoons. 

 
2. Intersection with Steep Grade.  It is undesirable to construct a roundabout where the 

grade through the intersection is steeper than 5%.  Potential concerns include the ability 
for a driver to stop where the road is snow-covered or icy, or the potential for a truck to 
tip over.  This applies a roundabout and an intersection with traffic signals.  A roundabout 
can be constructed where the approach grades are steeper than 5% if the approaches’ 
grades within about 100 ft of their intersection with the roundabout are 5% or flatter. 

 
3. Intersection Where Stopping Sight Distance Cannot Be Achieved.  A driver should be 
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able to identify an intersection as such, and have adequate time to stop if necessary.  This 
concern is due to either a vertical or horizontal curve, with or without superelevation. 

 
4. Intersection Near Railroad Crossing.  If a roundabout is being considered near a railroad 

crossing, it should be designed to ensure that traffic will not queue from the roundabout 
onto the railroad tracks or vice versa.  Traffic queuing from a railroad crossing into the 
circulatory roadway of a roundabout can result in gridlock with the result being that 
motorists cannot enter or exit the roundabout from any direction. 

 
5. Closely-Spaced Intersections.  A roundabout should be designed to ensure that traffic in 

adjacent intersections will not back up into a roundabout.  This should be considered 
where a roundabout is installed to mitigate an existing congested intersection.  In this 
situation, the roundabout can usually process traffic more efficiently than the previous 
intersection, with the result being that traffic in downstream intersections can back up 
into the roundabout. 

 
 
51-12.04(08)  Comparison of Roundabout Categories 
 
Figures 51-12J and 51-12K summarize and compare the fundamental design and operational 
elements for each roundabout category.  The following provides a qualitative discussion of each 
category. 
 
 
51-12.05  Roundabout Operation 
 
51-12.05(01)  Introduction 
 
A roundabout brings together conflicting traffic streams and allows the streams to safely cross 
paths, traverse the roundabout, and exit to their desired directions at reduced speeds.  A modern 
roundabout does not have merging or weaving between conflicting traffic streams.  Compactness 
of circle size and geometric speed control make it possible to establish priority to circulating 
traffic.  The geometric elements of the roundabout reinforce the rule of circulating traffic priority 
and provide guidance to drivers approaching, entering, and traveling through a roundabout. 
 
Drivers approaching a roundabout must slow to a speed that will allow them to safely interact 
with other users and negotiate the roundabout.  The width of the approach roadway, the curvature 
of the roadway, and the volume of traffic present on the approach govern this speed.  As drivers 
approach the yield point, they must first yield to pedestrians and then to conflicting vehicles 
already in the circulatory roadway.  The widths of the approach roadway and entry determine the 
number of vehicle streams that can form side-by-side at the yield point and influence the rate at 
which vehicles can enter the circulatory roadway.  The size of the inscribed circle affects the 
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radius of the driver’s path, which in turn determines the speed at which the driver travels in the 
roundabout.  The width of the circulatory roadway determines the number of vehicles that can 
travel side-by-side in the roundabout. 
 
A capacity analysis is required prior to concept design.  To determine the required geometry and 
corresponding queues and delays for a roundabout, a capacity analysis should be conducted.  
INDOT does not mandate use of a particular software for capacity analysis.  There are a number of 
roundabout-capacity-analysis softwares available such as RODEL, SIDRA, ARCADY, VISSIM, 
PARAMICS, etc.  The designer has the discretion to utilize the most appropriate software for 
analysis based on his or her own research and knowledge.  Unless otherwise directed, INDOT-
approved 20-year traffic projections for morning and afternoon peak hours should be used for the 
capacity analysis. 
 
In conducting a capacity analysis, geometric parameters may require adjustment through an iterative 
process, i.e., numerous adjustments, to achieve the desired delays and LOS in each peak hour.  
During this optimization process, site constraints should be considered, such as major issues with 
regard to right of way, nearby bridges, utilities, etc., and other roundabout-design principles related 
to speed control. 
 
 
51-12.05(02)  Operational-Analysis Tools 
 
A roundabout-intersection analysis model can be empirical or analytical.  An empirical model relies 
on field data to develop relationships between geometric design features and performance measures 
such as capacity and delay.  An analytical model is based on the concept of gap-acceptance theory.  
Extensive research by TRL conducted in England supports the empirical-formula method over the 
gap-acceptance method.  RODEL is a software program that is based on this research and the 
empirical-formula method.  RODEL permits expedient testing of what-if scenarios, thus allowing 
optimization of design rather than the one that satisfies minimum criteria.  Small changes in 
roundabout geometry such as entry width or flare length may increase the probability that the 
roundabout will perform well at a high v/c ratio.  ARCADY is another empirical software.  
Softwares such as VISSIM and SIDRA are based on gap-acceptance techniques. 
 
 
51-12.05(03)  Single-Lane Roundabout Entry Capacity 
 
Roundabout capacity is site-specific, since it is related to the geometric features of each site.  For 
planning purposes, a single-lane roundabout can be expected to handle an AADT of up to 
approximately 25,000 and peak-hour flow between 2,000 vph and 2,500 vph.  These are the total 
entering volumes from all entries combined. 
 
RODEL assumes that an entry as wide as 18 to 20 ft to accommodate trucks can represent two 
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narrow lanes instead of one wide lane.  Where only one entering and one circulatory lane are 
present with such a width, this can result in overprediction of capacity and underprediction of 
delays and queues.  Therefore, a single-lane entry, if modeled using RODEL, should be evaluated 
for a width of 15 ft or less, with 13 to 14 ft being more conservative.  This capacity analysis 
procedure is reasonably conservative and should be used if the actual entry geometry is designed 
to be wider to accommodate trucks. 
 
 
51-12.05(04)  Single-Lane Exit Capacity 
 
It is difficult to achieve an exit flow on a single lane with a DHV of higher than 1,400 vph, under 
operating conditions for vehicles which include tangential alignment, and no pedestrians or 
bicyclists.  Under normal urban conditions, the exit-lane capacity will be in the range of 1,200 
vph to 1,300 vph.  Therefore, exit flow exceeding 1,200 vph can indicate a lower LOS or the 
need for a multilane exit. 
 
 
51-12.05(05)  Multilane-Roundabout Capacity 
 
For planning purposes, a multilane roundabout can be expected to handle an AADT of 25,000 to 
55,000 and a peak-hour flow of 2,500 vph to 5,500 vph.  However, peak-hour traffic for each 
individual location should be evaluated before final conclusions are reached.  The expected 
capacity can be higher with the implementation of bypass lanes. 
 
 
51-12.05(06)  Pedestrian and Truck Effects on Entry and Exit Capacity 
 
A pedestrian crossing at a marked crosswalk that has priority over entering motor vehicles can 
have an effect on the entry capacity.  Where pedestrian volume is relatively high, the effect on 
capacity is assessed by using the pedestrian-capacity reduction factors shown in the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, Exhibits 4-7 and 4-8.  These factors should be considered in the capacity 
analysis.  For example, these can be entered into the capacity factor field in using RODEL for 
each leg of the roundabout.  A similar concern can occur at the roundabout exit where 
pedestrians cross that cannot be modeled in RODEL.  The use of microsimulation models should 
be considered where high pedestrian volume is anticipated.  Microsimulation models are further 
discussed in Section 51-12.05(14). 
 
High truck volume can also reduce roundabout capacity and should be considered in the analysis. 
 In using RODEL, truck percentage should be represented by modifying the Passenger Car Units 
(PCU) field. 
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51-12.05(07)  Key Roundabout Parameters Affecting Operating Capacity 
 
The key roundabout-design parameters are shown in Figure 51-12L and defined in Figure 51-
12M
 

. 

Figure 51-12N shows typical relationships between the six geometric design parameters and 
roundabout capacity.  Figure 51-12 O

 

 shows that the inscribed-circle diameter has less impact on 
roundabout capacity than other geometric parameters.  These figures are shown for reference 
only and are based on the capacity results using RODEL software.  Other softwares may depict 
different results. 

Research indicates that approach width, entry width, effective flare length, and entry angle have 
the most significant effect on entry capacity.  Where circulating flow is high, increasing the 
inscribed-circle diameter (ICD) will also substantially increase capacity.  Figure 51-12 O

 

 shows 
that the capacity on one leg of the roundabout is increased by 401 vph if the ICD is increased 
from 130 to 195 ft.  This increased capacity can occur on more than one leg. 

The entry radius has little effect on capacity provided that it is 65 ft or longer.  Using an entry 
radius shorter than 45 ft reduces capacity with increasing severity.  A small entry radius tends to 
produce a large entry angle and vice versa.  A perpendicular entry of 70 deg or greater, and an 
entry radius of less than 50 ft will reduce capacity.  Thus, the geometric elements of a 
roundabout, together with the volume of traffic desiring to use a roundabout at a given time, 
determine the efficiency of the roundabout’s operation. 
 
 
51-12.05(08)  Lane Balance 
 
Lane balance and utilization is tested at a multilane roundabout for both peak hours after the 
geometry has initially been identified.  Incorrect lane assignments, i.e., right, through, left, will 
sometimes affect lane utilization enough to result in significant unbalanced lane use, long delays, 
and long queues.  Therefore, once roundabout geometry is identified at a multilane roundabout, lane 
usage should be analyzed in performing the capacity analysis.  For example, this can be done by 
manipulating the capacity factor function in the RODEL software.  This will result in identification 
of proper lane assignments and should be reflected in the concept design. 
 
In using RODEL software, the user should toggle from the flow factor to the capacity factor to 
test lane balance and identify lane assignments.  Once the capacity factor has been enabled, this 
value should be changed from the default 1.00 to 0.50 for a two-lane entry, or 0.33 for a three-
lane entry, for the leg to be analyzed.  This allows the capacity of one lane to be tested with the 
peak-hour traffic volume for a specific turning movement, i.e., right, through, left.  The 
movement to be analyzed should be isolated by zeroing out the other two movements.  If the 
predicted queues and delays for the movement are acceptable using one lane, the lane can either 
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assigned only for that movement, e.g., left only, right only, etc., or as a combined use which 
includes that movement, e.g., left or through, etc.  More than one lane may be needed for the 
movement, e.g., double left, etc., if queues and delays are not acceptable.  This process can be 
repeated for each movement and each leg to determine lane assignments for the intersection.  
Based on these results, the geometry and pavement markings can be adjusted.  Other software 
can also include the provision to evaluate the lane balance and lane assignments, which is 
recommended for multilane-roundabout analysis. 
 
 
51-12.05(09)  Bypass Lane 
 
A bypass lane allows vehicles to circumvent a roundabout, providing additional capacity.  It is used 
where a high percentage of turning movements are right turns.  A bypass lane should be used only if 
other geometric layouts fail to provide acceptable traffic operations.  The decision to use a bypass 
lane should consider pedestrian and right-of-way constraints.  A bypass lane can provide significant 
benefits.  The types of bypass lanes are a free-flow lane which allows vehicles to bypass the 
roundabout and then merge into the exiting stream of traffic, or a semi-bypass lane which requires 
approaching vehicles to yield to traffic leaving the adjacent exit.  For more information, see Section 
51-12.09(14) and Figure 51-12P. 
 
 
51-12.05(10)  Peak-Hour Factor 
 
A peak-hour factor, or flow ratio in the RODEL software, should be considered for capacity 
analysis and for calculating queues and delays.  This factor represents the rise and fall of traffic 
during a peak hour, which can impact the roundabout’s capacity and operations. 
 
51-12.05(11)  Diameter 
 
The ICD used for the capacity analysis must satisfy speed-control criteria, as further discussed 
below. 
 
 
51-12.05(12)  Effective Width 
 
The geometry used for capacity analysis should be measured curb face to curb face, or effective 
width. 
 
 
51-12.05(13)  Simulation Tools 
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A number of simulation tools are available to visualize the operation of a roundabout that are 
helpful for a complex situation.  The purpose of performing a microsimulation is for 
visualization and to provide the ability to visualize multiple intersection operations along an 
arterial with integrated signalized, stop-controlled, and roundabout intersections.  Simulation 
tools can be effective for showing general roundabout traffic operations to the public. 
 
 
51-12.05(14)  Entry Width 
 
The range of design values for roundabout geometrics are shown in Figure 51-12J.  These values 
are intended for general guidance only, as each roundabout design is unique with respect to 
location, design criteria, traffic flow, and other site specifics. 
 
1. Roundabout Performance Measures.  The measures that are used to estimate the 

performance of a roundabout design are delay and queue length.  Each measure provides 
a unique perspective on the quality of service of a roundabout under a given set of traffic 
and geometric conditions. 

 
Delay is a standard parameter used to measure the performance of an intersection or 
approach.  The Highway Capacity Manual identifies delay as the primary measure of 
effectiveness for both signalized and un-signalized intersections, with level of service 
determined from the delay estimate. 

 
Queue length is used in assessing the adequacy of the geometric design of the roundabout 
approaches.  The approach roadway should have adequate storage capacity so that the 
queue does not obstruct driveway access or another intersection.  Depending on location, 
a queue of 10 vehicles may be unacceptable at one site while a queue of 50 vehicles at 
another site may be acceptable. 

 
2. Volume Diagram and Lane Configuration Sketch.  Use Figure 51-12Q to determine 

traffic volume; existing peak-hour turning volume for the morning, afternoon, or 
weekend; and design-year peak-hour turning volume.  Compare the design-year flow with 
existing flow and check for anomalies.  The design-year flow should not exceed the 
capacity of the surrounding network.  Figure 51-12Q provides a format for a 3 or 4-leg 
intersection, or interchange ramp with a roundabout.  Place the existing or projected peak-
hour traffic volume, by movement, where indicated on the spreadsheet and it will 
calculate the circulating-traffic volume in the circulatory roadway adjacent to each splitter 
island, the exit volume, and entrance volume. Circulating flow will be shown in the boxes 
in the center of the diagram.  These are used in the initial analysis of the roundabout.  The 
spreadsheet will also provide the correct input placement and values for performing the 
capacity analysis. 
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U-turn traffic will be 1% of the entering traffic volume and can be much greater where 
there is no median opening between roundabouts.  The U-turn volume should be included 
in the traffic analysis. 

 
A lane configuration for each entry should accompany the volume diagram to facilitate 
the selection of the number of lanes and the lane assignments.  This step precedes the 
roundabout capacity analysis and the layout process since it affects the geometry.  In 
Figure 51-12R

 

, the assessment of lane assignments for Leg 1 can include three different 
options. 

Depending on the option, a spiral marking treatment to spiral out the westbound left turn 
may be required.  Spiral markings are discussed in Section 51-12.10(02) item 3.  The 
southbound exit may need to become a single lane.  Option 1 is the preferred and 
simplified lane configuration that works for both peak and off-peak periods.  Figure 51-
12S

 
 shows an example of the final roundabout layout. 

 
51-12.05(15)  Operations and Entry-Lane Pavement Markings 
 
A multilane roundabout should include entry-lane markings.  These markings have the potential 
to slightly increase capacity and decrease delays or queues.  However, these variations in capacity 
are relatively minor and are not quantifiable.  For this reason, the geometry should not be 
changed based on this assumed increase in capacity.  The correct use of lane arrows can be 
beneficial to help approaching traffic achieve a desirable distribution of traffic between lanes.  
Inappropriate use of lane arrows can also reduce capacity, if placed incorrectly. 
 
The reduction in capacity arising from the incorrect use of lane arrows can be severe if a high 
proportion of the approach volume uses one exit.  For example, assume an approach on a 4-leg 
roundabout has three lanes, with arrows pointing left, straight, and right.  If 60% of the approach 
flow is straight ahead, it is constrained to the middle lane, which only has one third of the 
approach capacity.  The resulting queues can quickly expand beyond the beginning of the flare 
preventing access to the left and right turn lanes, further reducing capacity. 
 
The use of appropriate lane arrows should encourage balanced lane use, thus improving capacity. 
 Traffic often has a bias towards the right-most lane.  Lane arrows can either encourage this bias, 
or can encourage lane balance.  Figure 51-12S shows an alternative pavement marking.  The best 
approach markings will depend on the turning volume.  The markings that produce the most 
balanced lane utilization are preferred.  The configuration shown in Figure 51-12T diagram (a) 
should be utilized for frequent right-turn and through movements.  The configuration shown in 
Figure 51-12T diagram (b) should be utilized for frequent left-turn and through movements.  
Lane arrows can produce subtle problems that can reduce capacity and cause accidents.  The 
design of pavement markings is further discussed in Section 51-12.10(02). 
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51-12.06  Roundabout Safety 
 
51-12.06(01)  Introduction 
 
Section 51-12.09 provides information regarding geometric design including information regarding 
sight distance, grades, cross slopes, etc.  Following the guidance provided therein ensures the safest 
possible geometric design.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapters 5 and 6, provides additional 
information regarding roundabout safety. 
 
The principles regarding geometry that will maximize roundabout safety are as follows. 
 
1. Minimize entry and circulatory-roadway widths, inscribed-circle diameter (ICD), and 

number of lanes. 
 
2, Keep entry and exit radii within the appropriate range.  Therefore, avoid very small exit 

and entry radii and very large entry radii. 
 
3, Vehicle speeds should be within an acceptable range based on roundabout type along the 

fastest path prior to the yield line.  This is further discussed in Section 51-12.09 and the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6. 

 
4. Keep the entry angle for each entrance between 20 deg and 30 deg. 
 
5. Where practical, increase capacity by using a longer flare length as opposed to a wider 

entry. 
 
6. Maximize the angle between adjacent legs of the intersection.  This is different than the 

entry angle. 
 
7. Avoid entry and exit path overlap at a multilane roundabout. 
 
These principles should most-often apply, but there are exceptions and circumstances where they 
will not apply.  For additional information regarding these principles and their application, see 
TRL Laboratory Report 1120, Accidents at 4-Arm Roundabouts, 1984. 
 
 
51-12.06(02)  Evaluation Process 
 
Evaluating a roundabout as a potential safety countermeasure can be accomplished by means of a 
cost/benefit (C/B) ratio, or examination of existing crashes versus anticipated reductions based on 
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roundabout-safety studies.  The potential safety benefits of a roundabout can also be evaluated by 
means of identifying the crash frequencies and types presently occurring at an intersection and 
determining whether these will likely be eliminated or reduced by use of a roundabout, assuming 
that average crash reductions will be realized.  The crash types that are of the most concern at an 
intersection are those that result in serious injuries and fatalities.  Left turn head-on crashes and 
angled crashes are the most dangerous types.  The potential for both of these crash types is 
essentially eliminated through the installation of a roundabout. 
 
Traffic at an intersection with approach speeds higher than 45 mph is likely to experience a 
significant safety benefit since crash severity is often high at such an intersection.  Roundabouts in 
other states have been shown to be an effective safety countermeasure at such an intersection.  
However, implementation of a roundabout should not be limited only to an intersection that 
experiences head-on and angled crashes, since other types of crashes are also reduced or eliminated 
where a roundabout is installed.  In evaluating the feasibility of a roundabout, at least three years of 
crash data should be collected and analyzed, with five years’ worth as preferable, if available.  
Crash frequencies, patterns, types, and severity should be identified.  Once this information is 
analyzed, it can be determined whether a placement of a roundabout is likely to reduce crashes. 
 
If another type of intersection control, i.e., traffic signal, four-way stop, two-way stop, is being 
considered and compared to a roundabout, typical crash frequencies, severities, and rates can be 
estimated based on the performance of the same intersection-control type at other existing 
intersections in the area.  Throughout the evaluation process, variables other than intersection type 
that are not substantially contributing to crashes should be considered. 
 
 
51-12.06(03)  Follow-Up Monitoring 
 
Once a roundabout is constructed, follow-up monitoring should be conducted periodically to 
determine safety performance after implementation.  Data for the first three to 12 months of 
operation should be excluded from consideration, as it should be expected that motorists are 
adjusting to the new intersection during this time frame.  Adjustments to pavement markings and 
signing may be warranted based on crash patterns after implementation.  The district Office of 
Traffic or the local public agency is responsible for monitoring the operations at a roundabout 
located within its service area.  The procedure for conducting a before-and-after safety-benefits 
evaluation is included in NCHRP Report 572. 
 
 
51-12.07  Multimodal Considerations 
 
51-12.07(01)  Introduction 
 
Accommodating non-motorized users is a Department priority.  Therefore, consideration should 
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be given to non-motorized use as follows: 
 
1. pedestrian volume is high; 
2. there is a presence of young, elderly, or visually impaired citizens wanting to cross the 

road; and 
3. pedestrians are experiencing particular difficulty in crossing and are being excessively 

delayed. 
 
The adjacent land uses near a proposed roundabout location should be considered.  Land use 
such as a school, playground, hospital, or residential neighborhood can warrant additional 
treatments as described below.  If it is determined that bicyclist or pedestrian concerns will be a 
factor in the design of the roundabout, the Production Management Division’s Office of 
Roadway Services should be contacted for input. 
 
 
51-12.07(02)  Pedestrians 
 
Research shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide indicates that fewer pedestrian accidents with 
less severity are occurring at roundabout intersections when compared to signalized or 
unsignalized intersections with comparable volume.  Relatively low-speed entries and exits 
should be provided to maximize pedestrian safety.  Due to relatively low operating speeds of 15 
to 20 mph, pedestrian safety is improved in a roundabout than in other intersection types.  Figure 
51-12U
 

 lists advantages and disadvantages of a roundabout as related to pedestrians. 

The pedestrian crossing should be located approximately 25 ft upstream from the yield point.  
This helps to reduce decision-making problems for drivers.  For pedestrian safety, the crossing 
should not be located too far from the yield line such that entering vehicle speeds are not yet 
sufficiently reduced or exiting vehicles are accelerating.  It may be appropriate to design the 
pedestrian crossing at 50 to 75 ft from the yield point at a multi-lane entry.  The crossing should 
be placed perpendicular to the direction of traffic in entrances and exits to minimize pedestrian 
travel and exposure time. 
 
At a roundabout with high traffic volume or high pedestrian volume, the pedestrian crossing can 
be enhanced with features such as crosswalk pavement markings, colored concrete with patterned 
borders, lighted bollards at entries and exits, and activated push-button or automatic-detection 
warning signals.  Where pedestrian volume is very high, consider accommodating pedestrians 
with an overpass or underpass.  Contact the district Office of Traffic or the local public agency in 
determining the appropriate pedestrian treatment. 
 
Pedestrians are faced with the continual movement of motor traffic, and their possible inability to 
judge gaps in an oncoming travel stream.  This is true of children, the elderly, the disabled, or the 
visually impaired.  These pedestrians often prefer larger gaps in the traffic stream, and walk at 
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slower speeds than other pedestrians.  A pedestrian crossing should be designed in accordance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 
5.3.3, and the MUTCD. 
 
The pedestrian hybrid signal should be considered where there is an identified or demonstrated 
need to accommodate the visually impaired.  This signal is currently experimental, therefore it 
requires a formal request from FHWA for installation. 
 
 
51-12.07(03)  Bicyclists 
 
The operation of a bicycle through a roundabout can be a challenge to a bicyclist similar to that 
of a signalized intersection, especially for turning movements.  As with a pedestrian, one of the 
difficulties in accommodating a bicyclist is the wide range of skills and comfort levels in mixing 
with vehicular traffic.  The complexity of vehicle interactions within a roundabout can leave a 
cyclist vulnerable.  Designated bicycle-lane markings within the circulatory roadway should not 
be used.  A design that constrains motor vehicles to speeds more compatible with bicycle speeds 
is preferred. 
 
Features such as proper entry curvature and entry widths to slow traffic entering the roundabout 
should be integrated into the roundabout design.  The addition of a ramp from a bicycle lane to a 
shared-use path prior to the intersection as shown in Figure 51-12V allows a bicyclist to exit the 
roadway and proceed around the intersection safely through the use of crosswalks if the bicyclist 
is uncomfortable with mixing with motor vehicles.  For additional information on bicycle-ramp 
design, see Section 51-12.09(21). 
 
Bicyclists are often less visible and more vulnerable when merging into and diverging from a 
multilane roundabout.  A wider, shared-use pedestrian-bicycle path should be provided separate 
from the circulatory roadway where significant bicycle volume is expected.  While this will 
likely be more comfortable for the casual bicyclist, the experienced bicyclist will be slowed down 
by having to cross at the crosswalk and may choose to traverse a multilane roundabout in the 
same manner as a motor vehicle. 
 
The following guidance is intended for a shared-use path at a roundabout. 
 
1. Construct a widened sidewalk, or separate shared-use path around the outside of a 

roundabout to accommodate bicyclists who prefer not to travel through the roundabout. 
 
2. Begin and end the shared-use path 50 to 150 ft upstream of the yield point to allow the 

bicyclist an opportunity to transition onto the path.  More space may be needed if a flared 
entrance is provided. 
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3. Right-turn bypass lanes for motor vehicles may be problematic for bicyclists.  The use of 
bypass lanes should be avoided in a high-bicycle-volume area if possible. 

 
4. Provide a ramp or other suitable connection between the sidewalk or path and the bicycle 

lane, shoulders, or roadway surface on the approaching and departing roadway.  The 
bicycle exit ramp should have a 25- to 35-deg departure angle away from the roadway.  A 
bicycle entrance ramp should have a 25- to 35-deg angle range toward the roadway.  See 
Figure 51-12W

 

. The bicycle-ramp entrance should be relatively flat such that bicyclists 
are not directed into the travel lane for motorized vehicles, but parallel to the bicycle lane. 

A grade-separation overpass or underpass for bicyclists should be considered for a high-motor-
vehicle-volume roundabout also with high bicyclist volume.  For information on a permanent 
public trail crossing a rural public road, see 
 

Section 51-7.08. 

 
51-12.08  Principle-Based Design Guidance 
 
51-12.08(01)  Introduction 
 
Roundabout design, due to the dynamic balancing of competing objectives and the effect that 
manipulation of geometric elements can have on roundabout performance tends to be iterative by 
its nature.  Roundabout design can require numerous iterations to achieve the desired balance 
between geometric, operational, and safety factors.  Though a design process is provided herein, 
the designer should understand that accordance with design principles and understanding of the 
inherent design tradeoffs are the central points of design regardless of the design procedure 
followed. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide foreword states the following: 
 
Roundabout operation and safety performance are particularly sensitive to geometric design 
elements.  Uncertainty regarding evaluation procedures can result in over-design and less 
safety.  The ‘design problem’ is essentially one of determining a design that will accommodate 
the traffic demand while minimizing some combination of delay, crashes, and cost to all users, 
including motor vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.  Evaluation procedures are suggested, or 
information is provided, to quantify cost and how well a design achieves each of these aims.  
Since there is absolutely no optimum design, this guide is not intended as an inflexible ‘rule 
book,’ but rather attempts to explain some principles of good design and indicate potential 
tradeoffs.  In this respect, the ‘design space’ consists of performance evaluation models and 
design principles such as those provided in this guide, combined with the expert heuristic 
knowledge of a design.  Adherence to these principles still does not ensure good design, which 
remains the responsibility of the designer. 
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Moreso than for a conventional intersection or other design form, the geometric design of a 
roundabout intersection dictates its capacity and operational performance.  The geometric and 
operational analyses, considered as distinct disciplinary pieces of project design and often 
performed separately for each project, are inseparable in roundabout design.  Therefore, much of 
the information included herein invokes traffic-engineering terms and subject matter that centers 
on achieving operational goals while balancing them with safety and other considerations. 
 
 
51-12.08(02)  Roundabout-Design Process 
 
As discussed previously, the general nature of the roundabout-design process is an iterative one.  
It is also a process in which minor adjustments in geometric attributes can have effects on the 
performance of the design.  In the execution of this process, there must be an awareness of this 
iterative nature as well as an understanding that the designer may need to revert back to an earlier 
step for adjustment. 
 
Due to the iterative process and the fact that the optimal position of the roundabout may not be 
finally determined until preliminary geometrics can be investigated, initial layout options should 
be prepared as rough concept drawings.  This method allows an investigation of feasibility and 
compatibility of individual components before significant effort is invested in determining design 
elements. 
 
Designing a roundabout can range from easy to complex.  There is no easy process for the 
intersection design.  A roundabout is not homogeneous in nature and cannot be standardized.  
There are many different types of roundabouts, such as single-lane, two-lanes, three-lanes, 
circles, ellipses, bypass lanes, snagged bypass lanes, double roundabouts, spirals, etc, in which a 
number of combinations or multiple combinations of the above can appear in one roundabout.  
Each roundabout is unique, with each potential type applied in different situations in which site-
specific problems require distinct solutions.  The major differences in design techniques and 
complexity appear between a single-lane roundabout and a multi-lane roundabout where different 
principles apply. 
 
Roundabout design is fundamentally holistic.  The whole is more important than the parts.  How 
the intersection functions as a single traffic-control device is more important than the actual 
values of the specific design components, e.g., a radius.  However, how the parts interact with 
each other is also important.  Although individual geometric values are not as important as the 
intersection operation as a whole, the values should be within ranges that succeed.  Figure 51-
12X 

 

provides an example of a holistic flowchart that guides a designer through the entire 
roundabout-design process. 
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51-12.08(03)  General Design Steps 
 
The following will most often apply.  However, each roundabout requires a different design and 
thought process that is dependent on the unique design constraints, traffic volume, roadway 
speeds, topography, and alignments of the roadways.  Not all aspects of design or the design 
process are included herein.  However, the general design steps provided should be sufficient. 
 
1. Review of Existing Conditions

 

.  Review the most recent site plans and roadway 
alignment information in an electronic format.  Review existing roadways with respect to 
surrounding topography, centerlines, curb faces, edge of pavement, roadway lane 
markings, existing or proposed bicycle lanes, nearby crosswalks, environmental 
constraints, buildings, drainage structures, adjacent access points, multi-use paths, 
railroad crossings, school zones, and right-of-way constraints.  This should include design 
constraints such as specific properties that may not be encroached upon or desired lane 
widths.  Review available traffic studies, which should include projected design-year 
volume and assumptions for the proposed intersection or corridor project. 

These should provide adequate background regarding traffic conditions as well as the 
level of detail, design parameters, right-of-way constraints, and location for the proposed 
roundabout. 

 
2. Review of Future Conditions

 

.  The future-intersection traffic operations and flows should 
be reviewed and discussed with the lead jurisdiction for the project.  Possible issues 
including excessive delays should be considered in the design process and geometric 
criteria.  Relevant future site plans, access points, and roadway cross-sections that can 
affect the roundabout design should be provided, reviewed, and incorporated into the 
analysis and design. 

Depending on the area, review the future projected morning, afternoon, off-peak, or mid-
day peak-hour turning-movement volumes at the intersection.  Use Figure 51-12Q,

 

 
Traffic-Flow Worksheet, and a schematic diagram consisting of the future peak-hour 
turning-movement volumes at the intersection.  To accurately identify the roundabout 
geometric and capacity needs, the information to be acquired prior to starting the capacity 
analysis or roundabout design is as follows: 

a. future morning, afternoon, off-peak, or mid-day peak-hour turning-movement 
volumes, as deemed appropriate for the study area; 

 b. future percent trucks by approach for each peak hour; 
c design-vehicle type by turning movement, i.e., WB-50, WB-65, or special design 

vehicle; 
 d. vertical-alignment constraints; 
 e. right-of-way constraints; 
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 f. base map, either aerial photo/mapping or topographic survey; 
 g. pedestrian volume, if significantly high; and 
 h. need for bicycle lanes or sidewalks. 
 
3. Understanding of Specific Design Concerns

 

.  Prior to commencing a design, the designer 
must first understand the design concerns listed above and incorporate the needs into the 
roundabout design.  After evaluating the traffic volumes, the designer should have an 
understanding of the number of lanes that will initially be required. 

An approximate roundabout diameter can be determined based on the traffic needs, 
proximity to constraints, design vehicle, and the relative speeds of the roadways entering 
the intersection. 

 
4. Performance of Capacity Analysis.  After all of the pertinent information regarding the 

roadways, site, and traffic volumes have been obtained and an approximate roundabout 
diameter has been identified, a geometric analysis of the proposed roundabout should be 
performed using a roundabout capacity analysis software.  See Figure 51-12Q, 

 

Traffic-
Flow Worksheet, for assistance in inputting the traffic-volume data. 

This will set the design requirements for the conceptual roundabout design.  The morning 
and afternoon traffic volumes, or possibly a weekend peak depending on the study area, 
should be analyzed for the intersection.  This will maximize the likelihood that the 
roundabout operates appropriately under all peak-hour traffic conditions.  The final 
results of this analysis will produce key information to include in the roundabout design, 
as follows: 

 
 a. initial estimated roundabout diameter; 
 b. entry-lane configurations at each approach; 
 c. future capacity for each approach; 
 d. minimum approach widths and entry radii; 
 e. delay in each approach and the overall delay for the intersection; 
 f. queue length for each approach; and 
 g. future level of service. 
 
5. Lane Configuration and Roundabout Placement

 

.  Once the minimum design requirements 
have been established, a roundabout can be sketched by initially identifying the flow of 
traffic, lane configuration, approach-lane assignment requirements, the circulatory 
roadway width, and the exit lanes.  This includes the placement of the roundabout’s circle 
to roughly determine the lane configuration and location of the proposed roundabout.  A 
skewed intersection angle or right-of way constraints should be considered. 

6. Planning Initial Layout.  Once the capacity requirements have been identified, the initial 
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conceptual layout should be refined further to satisfy the site’s specific design constraints. 
The concept should then be refined iteratively to develop a final concept drawing, without 
the use of exact values such as radii.  Visual inspection of the concept can then further 
identify fastest path, right of way, deflection, leg angles, and other issues.  The ability for 
the design vehicle to maneuver the roundabout should be checked.  The roundabout 
geometry should be adjusted accordingly at this stage of the design process. 

 
7. Formalization of Roundabout Geometrics

 

.  Once the general location and roundabout 
configuration have been preliminarily developed and all of the design issues have been 
resolved, a conceptual roundabout design can be completed.  A roundabout design should 
be completed with respect to the face of curb for the intersection.  For a multi-lane 
roundabout, the lane striping is as critical as the face-of-curb location to minimize entry- 
and exit-path overlap, provide proper lane widths and widening, and communicate the 
lane markings and possible spiral markings. 

The horizontal geometry should be in accordance with relevant safety and capacity 
parameters.  The design should incorporate the geometric roundabout parameters of 
entry-width, E; average effective flare length, L’; V; entry angle, φ; entry radius, R; and 
inscribed-circular diameter, ICD.  The values of E, L’, φ, R, and ICD all directly relate to 
the capacity and safety of a modern roundabout. 

 
8. Design-Vehicle Check and Modifications

 

.  Verify that the specific design vehicle is 
accommodated within the roundabout design.  A software program such as AutoTurn 
should be used to verify proper truck turning radii through the roundabout for each 
movement.  The truck-apron size, or width, should be identified.  See Section 51-
12.09(06) for assistance in sizing the truck apron.  The information provided therein 
should be used for guidance purposes only, and should not be considered as a standard 
sizing chart.  Each truck movement should provide a buffer space of 2 ft between the 
swept path of the truck and the face of curb. 

9. Safety and Fastest-Path Review

 

.  Fastest-path design speed and other safety factors and 
design features such as φ should be checked.  The specific fastest-path design should be 
developed and reviewed as adequate and reasonable, based on speed and deflection.  If 
deficiencies or deviations in the design features and safety factors appear, the roundabout 
should be reanalyzed and redesigned either with small changes or by completely shifting 
alignments and geometry or the placement of the circle with an entire redesign effort, as 
an iterative process.  See Section 51-12.09(03) for assistance in determining the fastest 
path. 

10. Accessorizing the Design.  Once a preliminary design with respect to the face of curb, and 
striping, if a multi-lane roundabout, has been completed, additional amenities should be 
considered at this stage.  These include crosswalks, detached sidewalks, bicycle paths, 
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and curb ramps. 
 
At this stage of the design process, a form of approval or review consultation should be 
performed if desired.  Once a roundabout has been properly designed with respect to horizontal 
geometry, other geometric and non-geometric design components must be completed for a 
roundabout to function as it was designed.  These design components are key to the public 
driving the roundabout as it was intended without further safety or operational issues.  These 
other elements include vertical profiles, signage, pavement marking, landscaping, lighting, and 
materials. 
 
 
51-12.08(04)  Design Principles 
 
Provision should be made for an operationally-adequate facility with desirable safety 
performance.  In the geometric design, these are often competing goals, as geometric elements 
that promote higher traffic flow often allow higher speeds into and through the roundabout.  
Issues relating to overall speed and speed consistency, between different traffic streams or 
between successive elements within the same traffic stream, are the most prevalent cause of 
safety problems. 
 
The speed, capacity, and safety relationship should be in balance.  The design process can require 
considerable iteration among geometric design, operational analysis, and safety evaluation.  
Minor adjustments in geometry can result in significant changes in safety or operational 
performance.  Thus, the initial design will likely require revision and refinement to enhance the 
roundabout’s capacity and safety. 
 
Since roundabout design is an iterative process, the initial concept drawings should be sketched.  
The individual components should be compatible with each other so that the roundabout will 
satisfy its overall performance objectives.  Before the geometric details are finalized, the 
fundamental elements to be determined in the Scoping and Feasibility stage are as follows: 
 
1. optimal size; 
2. optimal position; and 
3. optimal alignment and arrangement of the approach legs. 
 
The following should also be incorporated into the roundabout design. 
 
1. Fastest-Speed Path

 

.  This restricts operating speed by deflecting the paths of entering and 
circulating vehicles.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6 and Exhibit 6-12, for 
additional information on vehicle-path curvature. 

2. Circulatory-Roadway Width.  This is the width between the outer edge of the inscribed 
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diameter at the curb face of the roadway and the central-island-curb face.  It is 1.0 to 1.2 
times the widest entry width.  It does not include the width of a traversable apron, which 
is defined to be part of the central island.  The circulatory-roadway width defines the 
roadway width, curb face to curb face, for vehicle circulation around the central island. 

 
3. Exit Radius
 

.  This is the radius of curvature of the outside curb face at the exit. 

4. Exit Width

 

.  This defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the right curb-face edge of the exit to the intersection 
point of the left curb-face edge and the inscribed circle. 

 
51-12.08(05)  Design Composition 
 
Design composition consists of the selection and arrangement of geometric design elements and 
their relationships to one another.  In composing a design, the tradeoffs of safety, capacity, and 
cost should be recognized and assessed throughout the design process.  The effect of adding to 
one component of design often impacts another.  Figure 51-12Y
 

 identifies such tradeoffs. 

 
51-12.09  Geometric Design 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6, for fundamental design principles as guidance.  
This Section provides guidelines and details for geometric design which do not appear in the 
Guide.  This Section also provides information specific to a two-lane roundabout’s entries. 
 
 
51-12.09(01)  Design Speed 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.2.1.2. 
 
 
51-12.09(02)  Vehicle Path 
 
Determine the smoothest, fastest path, using a spline, possible for a single passenger car, in the 
absence of other traffic, without regard to lane pavement markings, traversing through the entry, 
around the central island, and out the exit.  The critical fastest path is most often the through 
movement, but can be a right-turn movement. 
 
Use the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibits 6-5 and 6-7, for a single-lane design with low 
pedestrian activity.  Use Exhibit 6-5 to determine the radius values for the R1, R2, and R3 
fastest-speed paths.  Use Exhibit 6-7 to determine the radius value for R5 fastest-speed path.  Do 
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not use Exhibit 6-6, as the lane lines should not be considered in a multi-lane roundabout for 
fastest-speed analysis.  See Section 51-12.09(03) for evaluating fastest-speed paths for a 
multilane roundabout.  The R4 value does not control the fastest-speed path but should be 
checked to determine speed consistency.  The vehicle-path offset of 5 ft as shown in Exhibits 6-5 
and 6-7 is measured from the concrete curb face, and not the edge of the pavement line.  If the 
approach to the roundabout has a centerline pavement marking on the left side and no curb face, 
the offset should be 3 ft from the centerline pavement marking.  Figures 51-12Z and 51-12AA 
describe the vehicle-path radii.  The entry-path curvature is measured on a curved path near the 
yield point over which the tightest radius occurs. 
 
See Figure 51-12LL for determination of the entry-path curvature. 
 
 
51-12.09(03)  Creating a Fastest-Speed Path, or Spline Curve 
 
1. Curb Offsets

 

.  Use the curb offsets shown in Figure 51-12CC.  To determine the speed, 
the fastest path allowed by the geometry should be as shown in Figure 51-12CC.  This is 
the smoothest, flattest path possible for a single vehicle, in the absence of other traffic 
and without regard to lane markings, traversing through the entry, around the central 
island and out the exit. 

2. Draw the Spline Curve
 

. 

See Figure 51-12DD, Spline Curve Through Movement, for the locations of the points 
described below. 

 
a. Choose points A through C on the first 5-ft curb offset from the splitter island.  

Choose three points that are approximately 5 ft apart that will approximate the 
path of an approaching vehicle. Choose a point outside the 165-ft line, and 
another inside the 165-ft line. 

 
b. Choose point D on the 5-ft curb offset from the entry curve. 

 
c. Choose point E on the 5-ft curb offset from the central island. 

 
d. Choose point F on the 5-ft curb offset from exit curve. 

 
e. Choose points G through I, or G1 through I1, on the 5-ft offset from the right side 

exit curb.  It can be appropriate to check the left side instead of the right side.  The 
side is dependent on the anticipated driving path of the vehicle and the roadway 
alignment.  Choose three points that are approximately 5 ft apart that will 
approximate the path of an exiting vehicle.  Choose a point outside the 165-ft line, 
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and another inside the 165-ft line. 
 

f. Establish a point just upstream from the start of the spline at point J.  The 
beginning of the spline will be tangent to the 5-ft curb offset. 

 
g. Establish a point just downstream from the end of the spline at point K.  The end 

of the spline will be tangent to the 5-ft curb offset. 
 

3. Modify the Spline Curve

 

.  Check the spline created in item 2 above to determine if it 
violates the 5-ft curb offsets.  Measure the distance between the face of curb and the 
spline curve at points A through I, or visually inspect whether the spline curve violates 
the curb offsets. 

The spline will likely slightly violate the 5-ft curb offset.  Use engineering judgment to 
determine if the spline should be modified. 

 
If the spline is between the curb offset and the curb or outside of the curb offset, as shown 
in Figure 51-12FF, it should be modified. 

 
Evaluate the spline as a whole to determine if it appears to be a path that a vehicle will 
use.  The beginning or end of the spline should likely be pulled farther away from the 
roundabout itself. 

 
4. Measure R Values
 

. 

a. Once an acceptable spline is created, fit arcs to the spline to measure the R values. 
 

b. Fit an arc onto the spline at a point that appears to be the tightest portion of the 
spline.  This should occur prior to the yield line and not more than 165 ft from the 
yield line. 

 
c. Check the arc length.  If the arc length is not 65 to 80 ft, recreate it to try to obtain 

an arc length within this range. 
 

d. Measure the radius of the arc. 
 

e. Repeat to find values for R1, R2, and R3. 
 

f. To find R4, measure the radius of the 5-ft curb offset from the central island. 
 

g. To find R5, create a spline that is tangent to the three curb offsets.  These are the 
5-ft splitter-island offset on the entry, the 5-ft offset on the inside of the right turn, 
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and the 5-ft splitter-island offset on the exit that define the R5 path, as illustrated 
in Figure 51-12 I I.  Check that the arc does not cross the curb offsets. 

 
 
51-12.09(04)  Speed Consistency 
 
In addition to achieving the appropriate design speed for the fastest movements, the relative 
difference in speeds between consecutive geometric elements should be minimized.  The relative 
difference in the speeds between conflicting traffic streams should also be minimized.  The 
maximum speed differential between movements should be not more than 12 mph as shown in 
the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.2.1.5.  The R2 values for radius and speed are lower 
than the R1 values for a single-lane entry.  However, this is seldom achievable for a multi-lane 
entry.  For either a single- or multi-lane entry, the R2 values should be lower than the R3 values. 
 
The R1 and R2 values should be used to control exit speed.  For the through path, R1 should be 
greater than R2.  R2 should be less than R3, but R3 should not be less than R1.  For the left-
turning path, R1 should be greater than R4. 
  
The R1 to R4 relationship will most often be the most restrictive for speed differential at each 
entry.  However, the R1, R2, and R3 relationship should also be reviewed, to ensure that the exit 
design is not overly restrictive in regard to speed.  Design criteria in the past advocated relatively 
tight exit radii to minimize exit speeds.  The current best practice suggests a more relaxed exit 
radius for improved drivability.  Speeds at roundabout exits are still low due to R2 speeds and the 
short distance between R2 and the exit leg, rendering R3 practically irrelevant as a speed control. 
 
For calculation of the exit speed at R3, NCHRP Report 572, Equation 5-4A should be used. 
 
 
51-12.09(05)  Design Vehicle 
 
The standard design vehicle is the WB-65.  Community-sensitive design considerations can 
suggest that larger or smaller vehicle accommodations are warranted.  The appropriate 
jurisdiction should be consulted for selecting a design vehicle.  Use of the facility by 
unconventional vehicles, e.g., farm vehicles, oversized loads, should be researched.  The design 
should be modified accordingly so that such vehicles can be accommodated.  The design vehicle 
can have an impact on the truck-apron width.  The inscribed-circle diameter, the width of the 
circulatory roadway, and the central-island diameter are interdependent.  Once two of these are 
established, the remaining measurement can be determined.  However, the circulatory-roadway 
width, entry and exit widths, entry and exit radii, and entry and exit angles should also be 
considered in accommodating the design vehicle and providing deflection. 
 
To ensure that smaller vehicles encounter sufficient entry deflection at a normal roundabout, a 
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truck apron, or a raised low-profile area around the central island, is usually necessary.  It should 
be capable of being mounted by a large truck’s trailer, but should be uncomfortable for a car or 
SUV to traverse.  The roundabout should be designed such that select vehicles, usually a school 
or transit bus, will not require use of the truck apron.  However, to keep entering and circulating 
speeds to a minimum, a vehicle larger than the select vehicle type may have to track onto the 
truck apron. 
 
The width of the circulatory roadway should be determined from the width of the entries and the 
turning requirements of the proposed design vehicle.  It should always be at least as wide as the 
maximum entry width, and can be up to 1.2 times the maximum entry width. 
 
A multilane roundabout can be designed to accommodate large trucks.  The most common 
method is to assume that a truck will use two lanes, by tracking into the adjacent lane, to enter, 
circulate, and exit the roundabout.  Alternatively, a roundabout can be designed so that a truck 
can remain in one lane as it traverses the intersection.  This approach is less commonly used, 
since the roundabout must be larger, possibly resulting in increased right-of-way needs, higher 
cost, and a potential for increases in certain types of crashes.  It can be applicable where truck 
volume represents a high percentage of the overall traffic. 
 
As with a single-lane roundabout, the left- or U-turn movements will determine the width of the 
truck apron.  In determining the apron width, a worst-case scenario should be assumed, where a 
truck’s cab and front tires stay completely within the inside circulatory lane.  Vehicle turning-
path templates or turning-path softwares can be used. 
 
 
51-12.09(06)  Considerations for Large Vehicles 
 
Field observations have shown that most semi-trucks entering a multi-lane roundabout take up 
two lanes at the entry, therefore not allowing another vehicle to travel beside the truck on a two-
lane circulatory roadway.  Depending on the angle of entry and the size of the roundabout, a truck 
can travel completely in the outside lane with sufficient space for another vehicle to travel next to 
the truck.  Where truck volume is high, it may be necessary to post a warning sign.  No other 
vehicles should drive next to or pass a truck in a roundabout, unless the roundabout has been 
designed to specifically allow for trucks to travel side-by-side with another vehicle.  Field 
observations have shown that where a car and truck enter a roundabout side-by-side, the smaller 
vehicle tends to accelerate ahead of the truck or slows to avoid driving beside the larger vehicle. 
 
A secondary consideration associated with a large truck in a roundabout is the potential for 
overturning or shifting loads.  There is no simple solution in relation to geometry to completely 
prevent load shifting or rollover.  Load shifting or load shedding can lead to property damage, 
congestion, and delay.  A vehicle whose load has shifted or has been shed is expensive to clear, 
especially if it occurs at a roundabout with high traffic volume.  Where such problems persist, 
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combinations of geometric features often exist, as follows: 
 
1. long, straight high-speed approach; 
 
2. inadequate entry deflection or too much entry deflection; 
 
3. low circulating flow combined with excessive visibility to the right; 
 
4. significant reduction of the turning radius on the circulatory roadway, due to spirals with 

arcs that are too short or elliptical geometries with too large a difference in the major and 
minor axes; 

 
5. cross-slope changes on the circulatory roadway or the exit; and 
 
6. outward sloping cross-slope on the inside lane of the circulatory roadway. 
 
A problem for some vehicles can occur if speeds are low due to a combination of grades, 
geometry, sight distance, and driver responsiveness.  An articulated large-load vehicle with a 
center of gravity at 8 ft above the ground can overturn in a 65-ft-radius curve at a speed as low as 
15 mph.  See TRL Report LR788. 
 
A layout designed to mitigate the characteristics describe above will be less prone to load shifting 
or load shedding.  Abrupt changes in the cross-slope should be avoided.  Pavement-surface 
tolerances should be complied with. 
 
 
51-12.09(07)  Non-Motorized Vehicles 
 
The splitter island’s desirable width from face of curb to face of curb is 8 ft, and the minimum 
width is 6 ft, within the pedestrian-refuge area.  The desirable crosswalk width in the splitter 
island, from outside to outside of white edge lines, is 10 ft, and the minimum width is 7 ft.  See 
the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 6-26, for more information. 
 
 
51-12.09(08)  Alignment of Approaches and Entries 
 
A key factor is deflection at entry, which is independent of roadway centerlines.  Entry deflection 
should not be generated by sharply curving the approach road to the left close to the roundabout, 
then sharply to the right at entry. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide Exhibit 6-18 and accompanying text do not represent current 
policy for roundabout design.  The centerline of roadway should not pass through the center of 
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the inscribed circle.  An offset should be provided in a multi-lane roundabout to the left of the 
center of the central island.  An offset of 40 to 60 ft can be provided between opposing entries, or 
the distance shown in Figure 51-12JJ can be provided to achieve proper deflection and 
appropriate fastest-path R1 speeds. 
 
 
51-12.09(09)  Entry Width 
 
Entry width is measured perpendicularly from the outside curb face to the inside curb face at the 
splitter-island point nearest to the inscribed circle. 
 
A narrow entry tends to promote safety.  However, a WB-65 design vehicle will require an 18- to 
22-ft width entry path for a single-lane approach, depending on skew angle, to be able to make a 
right turn.  A wide entry can cause confusion about whether the entry should be marked as multi-
lane or single-lane.  Increasing the effective flare length or entry width will increase capacity, or 
increasing both can produce a dramatic increase in capacity.  Effective flare length of an 
approach can be as short as 15 ft or as long as 330 ft.  Where the effective flare length exceeds 
330 ft, its impact on capacity can become minimal.  Therefore, a full approach should be added. 
 
 
51-12.09(10)  Circulatory-Roadway Width 
 
The circulatory-roadway width need not need remain constant.  A variable circulatory-roadway 
width should be used where a multi-lane entry is appropriate for the major road, but only single 
lane approaches are necessary on the minor road. 
 
 
51-12.09(11)  Central Island 
 
The central island is always a raised, non-traversable area encircled by the circulatory roadway.  
This area should also include a traversable truck apron, if necessary.  The island should be raised 
and can be landscaped to enhance driver recognition of the roundabout upon approach and to 
limit the ability of the approaching driver to see through to the other side of the roundabout.  The 
inability to see through the roundabout also reduces or can eliminate headlight glare at night and 
driver distraction caused by other vehicles in the circulatory roadway. 
 
The center or highest portion of the central island’s ground-surface should be raised.  The ground 
slope in the central island should not be steeper than 6:1.  Concrete, stone, wood, or other 
material used to make a wall within the central island may be prohibited in certain speed zones.  
Use of such treatments should be discussed with the Office of Traffic Safety or the local 
municipality prior to design.  Landscaping in the central island is further addressed in the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5. 
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The outside 6 ft of the central island, excluding the truck apron, should be a low-cut grass surface 
or other low-maintenance surface to maintain visibility to the left upon entry, and forward and 
circulatory visibility within the circulatory roadway. 
 
 
51-12.09(12)  Inscribed-Circle Diameter 
 
For the recommended inscribed-circle-diameter range, see Section 51-12.04(08), and Figures 51-
12K and 51-12J.  Also see the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.1. 
 
 
51-12.09(13)  Splitter Island 
 
The maximum overall height of a splitter island’s landscaping or hardscaping above the top of 
the curb should be approximately 1.5 ft.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.8. 
 
See Figure 51-12KK for details for a typical splitter island. 
 
 
51-12.09(14)  Entry Radius, Right-Turn Bypass Lane, Path Overlap, and Deflection 
 
The minimum entry radius should be as shown on Figure 51-12LL.  Capacity will increase with 
increased entry radius, but entry speed will also increase. 
 
Entry radius is not the same as R1.  R1 should be greater than R2, and not less than R2 as stated 
in the FHWA Roundabout Guide. 
 
A bypass lane allows vehicles to circumvent a roundabout, providing additional capacity.  A 
bypass lane should be used only if other geometric layouts fail to provide acceptable traffic 
operations.  The decision to use a bypass lane should consider pedestrian and right-of-way 
constraints.  A bypass lane can provide significant benefits to a roundabout’s function.  Provision 
for a large amount of right-turn demand can be made by means of a free-flow bypass lane, which 
allows vehicles to bypass the roundabout and merge into the exiting stream of traffic.  It can also 
be made by means of a semi-bypass or partial bypass lane, which can or cannot include a vane 
island, which requires approaching vehicles to yield to traffic leaving the adjacent exit. 
 
Choosing the proper alternative is determined from the volume of right turns and the available 
space.  Capacity analysis with or without the right-turn flows will confirm the best choice.  If 
there is high pedestrian volume, the use of a full-bypass lane should be avoided. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide’s Figures 6-42 and 6-43 illustrate two types of layouts for a 
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bypass lane.  The layout shown in Figure 6-43 is not recommended because right-turning drivers 
must look to the left at an angle of greater than 90 deg.  The layout shown in Figure 6-42 is 
preferred for a full-bypass because the right-turning traffic has an exclusive exit without conflicts 
between other exiting traffic if the merge distance is sufficient where the auxiliary lane must be 
dropped downstream. 
 
An alternative that can be superior to that shown in Guide Figure 6-43 is a partial right turn that 
still keeps the right-turning vehicle from making a through movement while preserving adequate 
sight to the left for circulating or exiting traffic.  A vane island or pavement markings can be 
used depending on space, alignment, entry angle, and the need to improve the vehicle-retention 
effect of the geometry.  Figure 51-12P shows the addition of a partial or vehicle-retaining bypass 
lane at the upper leg of a roundabout.  There are other features that can accompany this treatment. 
 Two such features are shown in the figure.  One is the narrowing of the downstream circulatory 
roadway by having the adjacent splitter island protrude into the circulatory roadway.  The other is 
to pull the far right-hand curb on the north approach off the inscribed circle to aid the separation 
between entering or circulating traffic and right-turning traffic. 
 
The addition of conflicts with multiple traffic streams entering, circulating, and exiting the 
roundabout in adjacent lanes, should be considered in designing a multi-lane roundabout. 
 
The natural path of a vehicle is the path a driver will take based on the speed and orientation 
imposed by the roundabout’s geometry.  While the fastest path assumes that a vehicle 
intentionally cuts across lane markings to maximize speed, the natural path assumes that there are 
other vehicles present, and all drivers will attempt to stay within their proper lanes.  The natural 
path should be determined by assuming that a vehicle will stay within its lane to the yield point.  
At the yield point, the vehicle will maintain its natural trajectory into the circulatory roadway, 
continue into the circulatory roadway, and exit with no sudden changes in curvature or speed.  
Roundabout geometry that tends to lead a vehicle into the wrong lane can result in operational or 
safety deficiencies. 
 
Path overlap occurs where the natural paths of vehicles in adjacent lanes overlap or cross one 
another.  It most commonly occurs at an entry where geometry of the right-hand entry lane tends 
to lead vehicles into the left-hand circulatory lane.  However, vehicle-path overlap can also occur 
at an exit where exit geometry or striping tends to lead vehicles from the left-hand circulatory 
lane into the right-hand exit lane.  Figure 51-12MM illustrates an example of entry-path overlap 
at a multi-lane roundabout.  The left-lane geometry directs the approach vehicle into the central 
island, and the right-lane geometry directs the approach vehicle toward the inside circulatory 
lane, creating entry-path overlap. 
 
Figure 51-12NN provides a method for checking entry- and exit-path overlap at a multi-lane 
roundabout.  To avoid path overlap, the desirable tangent length is 40 to 50 ft for the entry-path 
tangent and at least 40 ft for the exit-path tangent.  The minimum tangent length to avoid entry- 
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and exit-path overlap is 26 ft.  Path overlap can be avoided if approximately 5 ft of space is 
provided between the face of the central-island curb and the extension of the face of curb on the 
splitter island. 
 
Figure 51-12 OO shows the preferred method of avoiding path overlap.  This method is 
consistent with the FHWA Roundabout Guide Exhibit 6-46, and is the preferred design for a 
multi-lane entry.  An inner entry curve should first be drawn such that once the edge of the 
splitter-island curve is extended across the circulatory roadway, the line is tangent to the central 
island as shown.  Once the innermost-lane geometry has been designed, and it has been 
determined that there will be no path overlap, the adjacent lane can be designed.  The radius of 
the smaller entry curve will vary depending upon the approach geometry and the fastest-speed 
path, but will range from 65 to 110 ft.  A curve with a radius of greater than 150 ft, or a tangent 
section, is then fitted between the entry curve and the outside edge of the circulatory roadway. 
 
Another method is to start with a larger, sweeping inner curve and then provide a smaller-radius 
curve near the approach that is tangent to the central island.  This method is also described in the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.4.3.1. 
 
The objective of this design technique is to place the entry curve at the optimal location so that 
the extension of the inside entry lane at the yield point forms a line tangent to the central island.  
This concept should be used for a multi-lane entry design, and is also recommended for a single-
lane entry.  Figure 51-12PP illustrates the result of proper entry design. 
 
If the entry curve is located too close to the circulatory roadway, it can result in path overlap.  If 
it is located too far away from the circulatory roadway, it can result in inadequate deflection, i.e., 
entry speed which is too fast.  A multi-lane roundabout without path overlap can have adequate 
deflection to control entry speed.  Improved path overlap can result in increased fastest-path 
speed.  A technique for reducing the entry speed without creating path overlap is to increase the 
inscribed-circle diameter of the roundabout.  The inscribed circle of a double-lane roundabout 
should be of at least 140 to 200 ft diameter (see Figure 51-12J), to achieve a satisfactory entry 
design.  However, increasing the diameter will result in a slightly faster circulatory-roadway 
speed.  The entry speed and circulatory-roadway speed should be in balance.  This can require 
iteration of design, speed checks, and path-overlap checks. 
 
The technique of offsetting the approach alignment to the left of the roundabout center is 
effective at increasing entry deflection (see Figure 51-12JJ).  However, this also decreases the 
entry angle, which can create unsafe entry conditions, deficient line of sight, and unbalanced lane 
utilization if offset too far to the left.  It also reduces the deflection of the exit on the same leg, 
which will increase the fastest-path speed at the entry.  Therefore, the distance from the approach 
offset to the roundabout center should be kept to a minimum to maximize its effectiveness in 
design and safety for pedestrians.  A typical offset is 20 to 30 ft from the center of the inscribed 
circle. 
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51-12.09(15)  Lane-Drop Taper and Exit Design 
 
At a multi-lane roundabout, it is common to drop one travel lane downstream of an exit.  A vehicle 
leaving a roundabout is typically traveling between 15 and 25 mph and is accelerating away from 
the intersection.  The taper should not start until after the exit radius is complete.  There should also 
be a short parallel section before beginning the taper, if practical.  An exit taper should be designed 
assuming a 35-mph design speed using the appropriate formula for a lane drop at lower than 40 
mph.  If a different design speed is determined to be applicable, contact the Production 
Management Division’s Roadway Standards Team. 
 
The right, or outside, lane should be dropped.  The likely traffic volume exiting the roundabout on 
each individual exit lane should be evaluated.  If there is a substantially higher traffic volume that 
will be using the outside lane, it is beneficial to drop the left, or inside, lane instead. 
 
The exit lane should be designed to promote a smooth natural drive path for a right-turning 
vehicle.  The exit curve should start at the central island where the entry curve to the left ends, 
and extends past the pedestrian refuge to delineate the edge of the splitter island (see Figure 51-
12KK).  The lane will narrow from the circulating roadway width past the pedestrian refuge to 
match with the departing lane.  The radius of the exit curve is larger than the entry curve to 
improve the ease of exit.  A design that reduces the probability of a vehicle braking in the 
circulating lane or at the exit will minimize the likelihood of a crash at the exit.  This larger 
radius does not translate into a faster speed where the exit speed is controlled by the circulating 
speed, R4, plus acceleration to the exit crosswalk. 
 
Where a free-flow right-turn bypass lane is utilized, the design of the merge should consider the 
relative speeds of the two conflicting streams of traffic, and provide the necessary lengths for the 
parallel section and merge section. 
 
 
51-12.09(16)  Vertical-Alignment Considerations 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.11. 
 
 
51-12.09(17)  Clear Zone 
 
Clear-zone guidance for a roundabout installation requires consideration of the approach speed, 
fastest-path speed, adjacent side slopes leading into and through the roundabout, and AADT.  
Guidance for determination of the clear-zone width is provided in Section 49-2.0 and the 
AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.  The speed of a vehicle approaching an intersection and the 
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speed allowed through an intersection, along with the AADT and side slopes, will determine the 
required clear-zone width. 
 
A stop-controlled intersection located in a high-speed rural area will require less clear-zone width 
than a traffic-signal-controlled intersection, as drivers are required to slow down to stop.  As an 
approaching vehicle reduces speed, it can be appropriate and desirable to reduce the 
corresponding clear-zone width.  The need for a clear zone and right-of-way acquisition should 
be balanced.  The yield condition for a roundabout is similar to that for the stop-controlled 
intersection.  The horizontal geometry of the roundabout requires a driver to slow down on the 
approach and through the roundabout. 
 
The approaching speed transition distance is determined from the posted speed limit and the 
deceleration needed to enter the roundabout in accordance with the fastest-speed path calculation, 
R1 value.  Section 51-12.09(18) and Figure 51-12QQ describe how to determine the 
roundabout’s approach layout for a high-speed highway. 
 
The design speed used to determine the clear-zone width around the perimeter of the roundabout 
is the average of the entry speed, measured at R1, and the circulatory-roadway speed, measured 
at R2.  The average fastest-path speed, (R1 + R2)/2, of 25 to 30 mph, will produce a clear-zone 
width of 7 to 18 ft, depending on AADT.  The exit ramps of an interchange are also considered to 
be low speed in close proximity of the approach to the roundabout.  In an urban area, lateral 
clearance is used rather than clear-zone width to determine the minimum distance to a fixed 
object such as a utility pole, fire hydrant, tree, etc.  In a rural area, the clear-zone width is used, 
based on the design speed, AADT, and sideslopes. 
 
The sideslopes adjacent to a roundabout are relatively flat to accommodate a small terrace and a 
multi-use path around the perimeter.  If the multi-use path is not installed at the same time as the 
roundabout, the area can be graded so that a path can be installed in the future with minimal 
regrading.  On an approach where vehicle speeds are 40 mph or lower, and on the perimeter of 
the roundabout beyond the multi-use path, the sideslopes should be 4:1 or flatter.  They may be 
steeper if clear-zone requirements can be satisfied, or local impacts preclude the use of such 
gentle slopes. 
 
Central-island clear-zone width is considered to be within a low-speed environment, and 
therefore should be in accordance with the lateral-clearance requirements for an urban street, 2 ft 
back from the face of curb.  Certain landscaping materials and treatments which are dependent 
upon the approach speed should be considered in the central-island landscaping design.  See the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5, for additional guidance on central-island landscaping. 
 
 
51-12.09(18)  Approach Curbs 
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A low-speed approach requires vertical-face curbs of 6 in. height in the area of the splitter island 
on both sides of the roadway and on the splitter island.  The purpose of the vertical-face curbs is 
to control the fastest-speed paths at the roundabout entrances and exits. 
  
A high-speed approach is used with a rural cross section.  A rural cross section for an undivided 
highway has shoulders without curbs on the outside.  On a divided highway, the cross section has 
shoulders without curbs on both the inside and outside leading up to the roundabout.  A high-
speed approach requires a transition section to the roundabout, where the shoulders will narrow 
and vertical curbs will be introduced.  See Figure 51-12QQ for an example of the high-speed 
approach layout.  The figure

 

 shows the layout of the gore area for the beginning of the splitter 
island and the curb-and-gutter layout as the driver approaches the yield line.  The painted gore 
area transitions into a raised concrete center curb type C followed by a sloping curb and gutter of 
4 in. height for a short distance as shown.  The curb transitions both horizontally and vertically as 
it approaches the roundabout.  At the nose where the curb and gutter begins, the curb face is 4 to 
6 ft from the driving lane, or has a shoulder of 4 to 6 ft width on the left side of the approach. 

In a rural area, the painted gore and the curbs serve to alert a driver approaching a roundabout of 
changing roadway conditions, and that travel speed should be reduced.  Driver awareness that 
conditions are changing is accomplished through the use of roadway curvature, channelization, 
lighting, landscaping, or signage.  Total curb length starting from the yield line should be the 
deceleration distance required to reduce from the approach speed to the fastest-path design speed 
measured at R1. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
Example 51-12.1.  The posted speed limit is 55 mph, and deceleration to approximately 25 mph 
produces a desirable total raised-curb length distance of approximately 400 ft for the splitter-
island side of the roadway.  Approximately 230 ft of the 400 ft should include a sloping curb of 4 
in. height.  The remaining 170 ft should include a vertical curb of 6 in. height.  If the posted 
speed limit instead is 40 mph, deceleration to 25 mph will produce a desirable total raised-curb 
length of approximately 185 ft, all of which should be vertical curb of 6 in. height.  Deceleration-
distance is provided in the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
Exhibit 10-73.  In using this exhibit, the approach speed limit should be used as the design speed. 
 Differing approach conditions can produce different deceleration distances. 
 
On the roundabout approach, the minimum length of vertical curb on the right side of the 
travelway should be the greater of 25 ft prior to the bicycle-path ramp or 100 ft prior to the yield 
line.  The vertical-curb installation will enforce the fastest-speed path geometry.  On the exit, the 
curb on the right-hand side also should be long enough to control exit speed and minimally 
should be the greater of 25 ft past the bicycle-path ramp or 100 ft past the exit measured from the 
ICD. 
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Drainage should be considered in the area of the curb and gutter by providing curb turnouts or 
inlet structures. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
51-12.09(19)  Sight Distance 
 
Stopping sight distance should be provided so that a motorist can recognize the need to slow 
down and stop, if necessary.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.9, should be followed 
in calculating stopping sight distances for the approaches, circulatory roadway, and crosswalks. 
 
Regarding intersection sight distance, the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.10, provides 
one method for calculating required visibility to the left as a vehicle approaches a roundabout.  
However, the section recommends that an approaching driver should be able to see a 
considerable distance up the preceding approach, based on a conservative methodology for 
calculating sight distance, which can sometimes be undesirable. 
 
An alternative method for calculating sight distance to the left requires that a driver approaching 
a roundabout should be able to see only to the yield line of the entry to the left once the driver 
approximately 50 ft ahead of the yield line.  Either of these two methods is acceptable for 
calculating sight distance to the left. 
 
Restricting visibility to the left until a driver is approximately 50 ft ahead of the yield line on an 
approach reduces the possibility of a crash.  Restricting vision in this manner does not interfere 
with intersection stopping sight distance.  There are benefits to making the central island more 
visible and reducing sight lines through the central island to the opposite side of the roundabout.  
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5, for landscaping within the central island and 
approaches.  Where practical, visibility should be restricted through the central island so that the 
roadway on the opposite side of the island will not be visible to a motorist approaching the 
roundabout. 
 
Signs should be located such that they will not block clear-sight areas.  However, chevron signs 
located in the central island will likely be located within a sight area. 
 
In calculating the sight lines, adequate sight distance should be provided for snow of up to 1 ft 
depth in the central island.  If the roundabout is within or near a horizontal curve, adequate sight 
distance should also be provided. 
 
 
51-12.09(20)  Landscaping Considerations 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5. 
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51-12.09(21)  Bicycle Provisions 
 
The minimum bicycle-ramp width should be 4 ft between the roadway and the multi-use path, 
such that they angle 25 to 35 deg toward the path where the bicyclist exits the roadway, as shown 
in Figure 51-12W.  Where a bicyclist re-enters the roadway, the ramp should likewise angle 25 to 
35 deg toward the roadway.  For applications pertinent to a multi-use path, see Section 51-7.0 
and 51-12.07(03). 
 
A perpendicular ramp should not be provided between the multi-use path and the roadway that 
will require a bicyclist to stop or nearly stop forward motion to enter one facility or the other.  
Each roundabout location should include a bicycle ramp between the roadway and a shared-use 
path. Where the shared-use path is not installed with the initial construction, the designer should 
determine whether or not the perimeter of the roundabout should be graded for future path 
installation. 
 
 
51-12.10  Traffic-Control Design 
 
51-12.10(01)  Signage 
 
The overall concept for roundabout signage is similar to that for other intersection types’ signage. 
 Proper regulatory control, advance warning, and directional guidance are required to provide 
positive guidance to the roadway user.  Signs should be located where roadway users can easily 
see them when they need the information in advance of the condition.  Signs should not obscure 
pedestrians, motorcyclists, or bicyclists.  Urban and rural applications require different signs or 
sign spacing.  For the connecting highways, sign selection should be coordinated with the district 
Office of Traffic and the local public agency to maintain consistency on the facility. 
 
The MUTCD governs the design and placement of signs.  Also see the FHWA Standard 
Highway Signs manual and the INDOT Sign Design Guide for more information. 
 
1. Regulatory Signs.  The appropriate regulatory signs shown Figure 51-12RR are described 

below. 
 

a. “Yield” Sign, R-2A.  This should be placed both in the splitter island, and on the 
right side of each approach.  If sight distance is limited, a “One Way” sign, R6-
2R, should be placed under the splitter-island side’s “Yield” sign on each 
approach to establish the direction of traffic flow within the roundabout.  A “To 
Traffic From Left” sign, may be placed under the right-side “Yield” sign on each 
approach to reinforce that the circulating traffic has the right of way. 
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b. “One Way” Sign, R6-1R.  This should be placed in the central island opposite 

each entrance and mounted above the chevron sign to emphasize the direction of 
travel within the circulatory roadway.  A single sign along with four chevrons is 
recommended. 

 
c. “Keep Right” sign, R4-7.  This should be placed at the nose of each raised-curb 

splitter island. 
 

A lane-use sign, such as R3-8, should not be used for a single-lane entry.  For a multi-lane 
entry, operational requirements will dictate where the R3-8 sign should be used. 

 
The preferred R3-8 sign is modified to show a fishhook symbol to better identify 
roundabout-lane designations.  This sign incorporates the placement of a dot under the 
left-pointing arrow, if present, which graphically depicts the presence of the central 
island.  A dot under or beside the arrow should be used only for the left-most lane. 

 
2. Warning Signs.  The appropriate warning signs shown Figure 51-12SS are described 

below.  The amount of warning a motorist needs is related to site-specific intersection 
conditions and the vehicular speeds on the approach roadways. 

 
a. Circular Intersection Sign, W2-6.  This should be placed on each approach in 

advance of the roundabout.  An optional “Ahead” educational plate, W16-9p, 
should be placed below the W2-6 sign.  Below the W16-9p plate, if placed, but 
below theW2-6 sign if not, an advisory-speed plate, W13-1, should be placed.  
The speed shown on the advisory-speed plate should not be higher than the design 
speed of the circulatory roadway.  For closely spaced roundabouts, these signs 
may be omitted.  See item 4 below for guidance as to where these signs may be 
omitted. 

 
b. “Yield Ahead” sign, W3-2.  This should be placed on each approach.  For closely-

spaced roundabouts, this sign may be omitted.  See item 4 below for guidance as 
to where these signs should be omitted. 

 
c. “Pedestrian Crossing” Sign.  Use of this sign should be coordinated with the 

district Office of Traffic or the local public agency.  If there is a school crossing at 
the roundabout, the school advance-warning sign assembly with arrow, S1-1 and 
W16-7p, is required at the crosswalk location, and in advance of the school 
crosswalk.  If there is no school crossing at the roundabout, the pedestrian-
crossing sign assembly, W11-2 and W16-7p, or the school-crossing sign assembly 
should be placed in front of the crosswalk on the approach and on the exit.  A 
rural roundabout will not have pedestrian accommodations, and will not require 
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pedestrian-sign assemblies.  However, if pedestrians are anticipated, the 
pedestrian-sign assemblies described above are required.  If the crosswalk is not 
considered to be part of the intersection because of its distance from the 
circulatory roadway, pedestrian-crossing accommodations and their design should 
be in accordance with the MUTCD and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
guidelines for a mid-block crossing. 

 
Pedestrian-crossing signs should be located so as to not obstruct an approaching 
driver’s view of the “Yield” sign or pedestrians standing at the crosswalk. 

 
d. Bicycle Sign Assembly, D11-1 and M7-4.  This may be required to designate the 

exit to the bicycle path. 
 

Flashing beacons may be used with some warning signs as a long-term awareness 
technique for an area with approach speeds of 45 mph or higher, or for an area with 
limited sight distance where an emphasis on advance warning is deemed necessary. 

 
3. Guide Signs.  These provide drivers with needed navigational information.  They are 

particularly needed at roundabouts to reduce driver confusion.  Overhead guide signs can 
be considered at a high-capacity multi-lane roundabout approach to guide motorists into 
the proper travel lane to navigate the roundabout properly and help avoid lane changing 
within the roundabout.  The appropriate guide signs are described below. 

 
a. Intersection Destination and Direction Sign.  This should be placed at each 

approach in a rural location.  It should be considered in an urban or suburban 
location where space allows, and its use is not determined to be inappropriate.  
The decision to install this sign is based on available right of way, agency 
preference, roadway speed, and type.  This sign should be used only where 
necessary, and where it does not cause sign clutter.  This sign may not be 
necessary at a local-street roundabout or in an urban setting where there are no 
significant destinations and the majority of users are familiar with the site. 

 
The diagrammatic style is preferred over the text style, since the diagrammatic 
style reinforces the form and shape of the approaching intersection, and clarifies 
to the driver how to navigate the intersection.  Examples of both styles are shown 
in Figure 51-12TT.  If space is limited, or sign spacing becomes an issue, a text-
style sign or overhead diagrammatic guide sign may be used. 

 
b. Overhead Lane-Use Sign.  This should be used at high-traffic-capacity location on 

a National Highway System route, or at an interchange location with multiple 
approach lanes.  By providing destination guidance to the driver in advance, the 
vehicle will more likely be in the correct lane at the roundabout approach.  The 
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driver will be discouraged from making a lane change within the roundabout. 
 

Qualifying criteria include two or more approach lanes, higher AADT, lane splits 
approaching the roundabout, dual turn lanes, a major route that turns instead of 
continuing straight through the roundabout, closely-spaced roundabouts, 
unfamiliarity of drivers, and documented crash patterns related to improper lane 
usage.  All arrows should point up.  Each individual sign is placed over each 
travel lane.  See the urban roundabout layout example in Figure 51-12UU

 

.  The 
arrow is placed over the center of the lane.  Sign placement should be coordinated 
with the district Office of Operations, the Production Management Division’s 
Traffic Review team, and the local public agency.  If overhead lane-use signs are 
used on an approach, the diagrammatic-style sign is not required.  The 
diagrammatic-style sign shows destinations and directions, but it does not depict 
proper lane assignments.  See the MUTCD for the appropriate font style, vertical 
clearance, letter sizing, and other design and placement elements. 

See the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Support for Highway 
Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals

 
 for overhead-sign support design guidance. 

c. Exit Guide Sign in Splitter Island.  This reduces the potential for driver confusion. 
 It is used to designate the destination of each exit from the roundabout.  It is a 
conventional-intersection direction sign.  An exit guide sign with a route-number 
sign should include the cardinal direction and arrow.  The arrow should point to 
the right at 45 deg.  For a freeway ramp, the route continuation should be shown 
on the exit guide sign, as shown in Figure 51-12VV. 

 
d. Route Confirmation Sign.  For an intersection of one or more numbered routes, a 

route-sign assembly should be placed after the roundabout exit to reassure drivers 
that they have selected the correct exit at the roundabout.  A confirmation 
assembly should be placed not more than 500 ft beyond the intersection.  The 
assembly should be placed close enough to the intersection so that it can be seen 
by a driver in the circulatory roadway. 

 
A junction assembly consisting of a “Jct”, M2-1, auxiliary sign should be 

 considered with the appropriate route-number sign in advance of the roundabout.  
 See the MUTCD for additional guidance. 

 
4. Urban Signage Considerations.  An urban intersection tends to exhibit lower speeds.  

Consequently, fewer and smaller signs can be placed than in a rural setting.  However, 
some indication of street names in the form of exit guide signs or street-name signs 
should be included.  The proposed signage layout should be reviewed to ensure that sign 
clutter will not reduce its effectiveness.  Sign clutter can be avoided by prioritizing 
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signage and eliminating or relocating lower-priority signs.  A sample signage plan for an 
urban application is shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 7-15. 

 
5. Rural and Suburban Signage Considerations

 

.  Route guidance emphasizes destinations 
and numbered routes rather than street names.  The exit guide sign should be visible but 
discrete from within the roundabout.  A sample signage plan for a rural application is 
shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 7-16. 

6. Closely-Spaced Roundabouts.  Roundabouts can be installed less than 1/8 mile apart.  
This situation can cause signage challenges due to longitudinal space constraints between 
the roundabouts.  As a result, some signs may be eliminated between the roundabouts.  
Visibility distance is based on stopping sight distance.  The roundabout warning assembly 
signs W2-6, W2-6p, and W13-1, and “Yield Ahead”, W3-2, may be eliminated between 
roundabouts if the visibility distance between the roundabouts exceeds the minimum 
visibility distance shown in Figure 51-12WW.  Other signs may be eliminated after 
review with the district Office of Operations and the local public agency.  The warning 
assembly signs and “Yield Ahead” sign should be placed at the approaches to the first 
roundabout in the series. 

 
7. Roundabout in Close Proximity to Railroad Crossing.  This can present signage 

challenges due to safety concerns and the installation of additional signs where a number 
of signs are already required.  Since each railroad-crossing situation is unique, the 
Production Management Division’s Railroads Team, the district Office of Operations, 
and the local public agency should be contacted for approval of the signage and marking 
layout if the railroad crossing is 750 ft or less from the roundabout. 

 
8. Short-Term Awareness Techniques.  Once a roundabout is first installed, there can be a 

need to raise driver awareness of geometric features or signs.  There can be a need to 
mitigate a certain situation, such as a driver failing to yield on a certain approach, after a 
roundabout has been in operation.  The district traffic engineer should be contacted for 
guidance.  Traffic-control devices are not expected to accomplish what the geometric 
design cannot.  Available mitigation measures to increase driver awareness include 
providing portable changeable-message signs or installing orange flags on top of the 
“Yield” signs during the first six months of operation. 

 
9. Illuminated Bollard.  An illuminated bollard, as shown in Figure 51-12XX, has proven 

beneficial to roundabout safety.  Its use has thus far been limited as it is not shown in the 
MUTCD as a traffic-control device in the form shown in Figure 51-12XX.  It is installed 
at the nose of the splitter island, or the end of the island farthest away from the circulatory 
road, aiding drivers during periods of low visibility.  The use of an illuminated bollard 
which displays a traffic-control message is considered experimental and requires the 
necessary approvals for each project.  An illuminated bollard without a sign displayed on 
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it is permitted. 
 
 
51-12.10(02)  Pavement Markings 
 
Pavement markings for a single-lane roundabout are discussed in FHWA Roundabout Guide, 
Section 7.2, and the MUTCD. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide and the MUTCD do not address pavement markings for a multi-
lane roundabout, therefore, guidance is provided below.  Figures 51-12E and 51-12F show the 
terminology that is used for such pavement markings. 
 
1. Markings for a Multi-Lane Roundabout.  The objective of using such markings is to 

provide direction to motorists so that they can traverse a roundabout without changing 
lanes.  This improves safety and traffic operations, and educates drivers about proper lane 
use.  They can be critical to the successful functioning of a roundabout.  This is true 
where unusual peak hour turning patterns, i.e., double right turn, double left turn, occur.  
Pavement markings can also be used as a low-cost option to retrofit an older roundabout 
or traffic circle with problematic geometry. 

 
Pavement-marking principles include the following. 

 
a. Turning patterns or volumes should be accommodated without inconsistencies.  

The marking scheme should accommodate all of the individual movements 
without requiring drivers to change lanes inside the roundabout during different 
peak hours.  This can be accomplished by tracking each movement through the 
intersection for both peak hours.  If conflicts within the same peak hour or 
between different peak hours cannot be resolved after trying different pavement-
marking schemes, the designer should consider either of the following: 

 
(1) partial spiral markings that accommodate the major traffic streams as long 

as they do not create conflicts; or 
(2) markings not placed in the circulatory roadway. 

 
b. Lane-use control arrows should designate and reinforce correct lane usage.  The 

lane-designation pavement markings should match the lane designation signs used 
at the approaches.  The fishhook sign style and pavement marking should be used. 

 
c. Lane changing within the circulatory roadway should be discouraged.  

Discouragement is achieved by directing drivers into the correct lane before they 
reach the yield line and maintaining lane consistency throughout the intersection.  
Providing relatively long approach lanes facilitates this objective by allowing 
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drivers more time to get into the correct lane as they approach the yield line.  
Lane-use control arrows can be repeated on the approaches, with two or three sets 
of arrows being desirable. 

 
d. Approach arrows should be oriented relative to and should define the exit road 

that can be accessed from each specific approach lane, and should be consistent 
with lane-use signs.  Approach arrows or stripes should be consistent with 
circulatory-roadway arrows, stripes, and signs.  Unbalanced lane use, i.e., most 
vehicles using one lane instead of balancing out evenly on two or three lanes, 
should be discouraged by means of the selection of proper lane designations 
which achieve the most-even distribution of traffic possible. 

 
e. For a flared approach, where one or more lanes are added, lane stripes should 

extend back from the yield line as far as reasonably possible. 
 

f. Line types should convey the correct message.  A 2:1 ratio of 4-in.-width line to 
gap should be used with a 12-ft line and 6-ft gap for lane lines on the approaches, 
circulatory roadway, and exits.  The approach and circulatory-roadway marking 
may be a solid white line instead to discourage lane-change behavior. 

 
g. The yield line should be broken white, with a width of 12 to 24 in., with 2 ft of 

line and 2 ft of gap. 
 

h. Pavement markings and signs should be an integral part of the geometric design 
and should be developed concurrently with a concept’s design. 

 
i. Concentric-circles markings should not be used in the circulatory road.  These 

markings cause indecision, lane-use imbalance, decreased capacity, and the 
potential for exit crashes. 

 
j. Markings at closely-spaced roundabouts should function as one integrated system. 

 This provides guidance for drivers to select the lane they must use for their 
ultimate destination before entering the system and to be able to traverse multiple 
intersections without changing lanes.  Extra lanes that are not needed solely for 
capacity purposes may be added for lane continuity. 

 
k. Guide dots should be used to direct motorists from the yield line into the proper 

circulating lane.  A dotted white line of 6 in. width should be used, with a 1-ft line 
and a 10- to 15-ft gap. 

 
l. The triangles markings or the word “Yield” placed at each approach can be 

integrated into the pavement-marking layout to enhance the safety and visibility of 
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the yield on entry.  These should be placed perpendicular to the lane at the yield 
line. 

 
2. NCUTCD Guidelines.  The National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

(NCUTCD) has approved draft guidelines regarding pavement markings at a roundabout. 
While this information has not yet been formally adopted for use, it can be used if it does 
not conflict with the principles defined above or in the FHWA Roundabout Guide.  
Otherwise, there is no pavement-marking guidance regarding a multi-lane roundabout.  
The circulatory-road markings of a combination of a solid line and a short dashed line 
shown in the NCUTCD draft should not be used.  Instead, a 12-ft line with a 6-ft gap 
should be used for the circulatory road.  Adoption of the NCUTCD draft is subject to 
FHWA approval prior to implementation.  The designer should verify with INDOT or the 
local public agency prior to implementation. 

 
3. Spiral Hatching.  Where one lane of the circulatory road is to be spiraled out away from 

the central island, a spiral hatching near the central island should be used.  However, 
drivers often ignore these markings, drive over them, and do not transition into the 
desired lane.  Therefore, an irregularly-shaped central island with the curbed island at the 
same location should be placed instead of the spiral hatching.  If an irregularly-shaped 
central island is used, the design vehicle should still be able to circulate adjacent to the 
central island without overrunning the innermost curb. 

 
4. Curb Faces.  These may be painted with reflective paint.  This is used to aid drivers in 

identifying curb locations at night. 
 
 
51-12.10(03)  Lighting 
 
1. Introduction.  A driver should be able to perceive the general layout and operation of an 

intersection in time to make appropriate maneuvers.  If a facility is designed for use by a 
high volume of motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles, or mopeds, it should be 
illuminated.  Additional illumination guidance is available in Chapter 78, and the IESNA 
Publication DG-19-08, Design Guide for Roundabout Lighting. 

 
2. Need for Illumination.  The need varies depending on the location of the roundabout. 
 

a. Urban Area.

 

  An urban roundabout should be illuminated if all or most of its 
approaches are illuminated as necessary to improve the visibility of pedestrians 
and bicyclists, or if the facility is intended for use as a transition speed zone. 

b. Suburban Area.  Illumination should be considered for safe traffic flow if the 
conditions are present as follows: 
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(1) one or more approaches is illuminated; 

 
(2) competing non-roadway illumination in the vicinity can distract a driver's 

attention, e.g., parking lot, car-dealership lot, or filling station; 
 

(3) high nighttime traffic volume is anticipated; or 
 

(4) pedestrian traffic is anticipated, or approaches have sidewalks. 
 

A continuity of illumination level should be provided between the approaches and 
the roundabout to avoid distracting drivers and to minimize the need for drivers’ 
eyes to adjust to changing lighting levels. 

 
c. Rural Area.

 

  A rural roundabout should be illuminated.  Retroreflective pavement 
markings and signs should be placed whether or not illumination is provided. 

3. General Recommendations.  Illumination enables drivers to see and navigate the 
geometric features of the roundabout at night.  Lighting also facilitates mutual visibility 
among the users. 

 
Illumination should be provided on the approach nose of each splitter island, at all 
conflict areas where traffic is entering the circulating stream, and where the traffic 
streams separate to exit the roundabout. 

 
The roundabout should be illuminated from the outside in toward the center to improve 
the visibility of the central island and the visibility of circulating vehicles to vehicles 
approaching the roundabout.  Illumination from the central island outward should not be 
used, since vehicles become shadows against the light, and thus, less visible.  If it is 
desired to illuminate specific objects in the central island, ground-level lighting should be 
used within the central island that shines upward toward objects and away from the 
nearest roadway.  Accent lighting and roadway lighting should be placed on separate 
electrical disconnects for the purpose of blackout protection. 

 
Pedestrian crossings should be illuminated.  Illumination of bicycle merging areas should 
be considered. 

 
4. Light-Pole Placement.  The placement of a light pole relative to the curb should be 

determined from the speed environment in which the roundabout is located and the 
potential speed of an errant vehicle that can be expected.  The lateral placement of a light 
pole should be in accordance with the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide requirements for 
clearance, clear zone, or obstruction-free zone. 
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The crosswalks should be illuminated so that pedestrians are in positive contrast.  A light 
pole should be placed 10 to 30 ft ahead of the crosswalk.  A pole should be offset 10 ft 
from the roadway to allow adequate spacing for large vehicles such as trucks and farm 
equipment to safely maneuver the roundabout. 

 
Where pedestrian facilities do not exist, a layout that assumes a future multi-use path 
should be considered.  The layout should consider longitudinal light-pole placement as 
described above, and lateral offset to avoid major facility relocations where pedestrian or 
bicycle paths are provided in the future. 

 
Light supports or other poles or hazards should not be placed within a splitter island, or 
on the right-hand perimeter immediately downstream of an exit point. 

 
 
51-12.10(04)  Work-Zone Traffic Control 
 
Traffic maintenance can be accomplished by means of partial-width construction or intersection 
closure. 
 
If partial-width construction is used, traffic should be routed through the roundabout in a 
counterclockwise direction to train drivers as to the proper direction of travel at the intersection, 
especially during the final stages of construction prior to opening the intersection. 
 
 
51-12.11  Public Involvement 
 
51-12.11(01)  Introduction 
 
Although it is not always possible to achieve, the goal regarding public involvement should be to 
build consensus and support for the road improvements under consideration.  This Section provides 
information about educating the public and obtaining public input regarding a roundabout.  Figure 
52-12ZZ includes example materials that can be used in the public-involvement process.  See the 
Public Involvement Manual for more information.  The designer should coordinate with the local 
public agency. 
 
 
51-12.11(02) Educating the Public 
 
Public acceptance of a roundabout is required where it appears to be an acceptable technical 
solution.  Misconceptions still exist due to unfamiliarity and failure to distinguish a roundabout 
from an old-style traffic circle.  Therefore, public involvement and roundabout education should be 
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the first steps in leading the public toward acceptance of a roundabout.  Public resistance has been 
common prior to construction of a roundabout.  Once the roundabout has been constructed and is 
operating, public opinion has most often been favorable.  Due to public misunderstandings about 
roundabouts, a public-involvement campaign should include roundabout education for elected 
officials, staff members, and the general public.  These types of public-involvement processes allow 
local governments to partner with INDOT. 
 
In educating the public, topics for consideration are as follows: 
 
1. basic roundabout concepts and terminology; 
2. differentiation between a modern roundabout and a traffic circle (see Figure 51-12YY); 
3. data showing the increased safety benefits of a roundabout in comparison to other 

intersection types; 
4. existing accepted locations within the State; 
5. use at a high-speed intersection; 
6. cost and right-of-way impacts compared to other options; 
7. older or inexperienced drivers; 
8. how to maneuver a roundabout, or the understanding of how a roundabout operates; 
9. efficiency compared to other intersection types; 
10. trucks; 
11. snow removal; 
12. proximate drives; 
13. safe accommodation of pedestrians while in accordance with ADA requirements; and 
14. bicycles. 
 
 
51-12.11(03)  Public-Involvement Techniques 
 
These are similar to those utilized for another type of road project.  Input should be sought after 
initial investigations have been conducted, and a roundabout has been determined feasible by 
INDOT, but before design commences. 
 
Before design, consideration of public input should consider the degree to which public education 
has occurred.  Public-involvement processes should be adapted to each individual project based on 
coordination with local officials, the project manager, and the Public Information Division. 
 
A public-information meeting can be used to educate the public about a roundabout and to hear 
their feedback.  Such a meeting provides the opportunity to dispel roundabout myths, and it permits 
the public to be involved in the planning process and have its questions and concerns addressed.  
Informational materials at a public meeting can include the following: 
 
1. exhibits mounted on foamcore boards; 
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2. brochures; 
3. video photography from before and after; 
4. still photography from before and after; 
5. project-specific materials; or 
6. public-comment forms. 
 
Websites can also be used to provide the public with roundabout information. 
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Total No. of 
Parking Spaces 

Minimum Number of 
Accessible Spaces 

1 through 25 1 

26 through 50 2 

51 through 75 3 

76 through 100 4 

101 through 125 5 

151 through 200 6 

201 through 300 7 

301 through 400 8 

401 through 500 9 

501 through 1000 2% of Total 

1001 and Over 20 plus 1 for 
each 100 over 1000 

 
 Notes: 
 

a. If one or more passenger loading zones are provided, then at least one passenger 
loading zone should comply with Section 51-1.03(01) Item 5. 

 
b. Parking spaces for side-lift vans are accessible parking spaces and may be used to 

meet the requirements of Section 51-1.03(01). 
 

c. The total number of accessible parking spaces may be distributed among closely 
spaced parking lots, if greater accessibility is achieved. 

 
 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF ACCESSIBLE SPACES 
FOR PHYSICALLY-CHALLENGED USERS 

 
Figure 51-1A 
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Slope Maximum Rise Maximum Run 

Steeper than 16:1 but not 
steeper than 12:1 

30 in. 30 ft 

Steeper than 20:1 but not 
steeper than 16:1 

30 in. 40 ft 

 
  Note:  A slope steeper than 12:1 is not permitted. 

 
 

ALLOWABLE RAMP DIMENSIONS 
FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 

 
Figure 51-1D 
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Slope Maximum Rise Maximum Run 

Steeper than 10:1 but not 
steeper than 8:1 

3 in. 2 ft 

Steeper than 12:1 but not 
steeper than 10:1 

6 in. 5 ft 

 
  Note:   A slope steeper than 12.5% is not allowed. 

 
 

ALLOWABLE RAMP DIMENSIONS 
FOR AN EXISTING SITE, BUILDING, OR FACILITY 

 
Figure 51-1E 
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Type 
Ramp 

Width (ft) 
Ramp Slope 

Landing 
Width (ft) 

Landing 
Depth (ft) 

Flare 
Slope 

Clear 
Space (ft) 

PERPENDICULAR 
A 4 1 12:1 2 4 4 1 12:1, Pvmt. n/a 
C 4 1 12:1 2 4 4 1 12:1, Pvmt. n/a 
D 4 1 12:1 2 4 4 1 12:1, Pvmt. n/a 

DIAGONAL 
B 4 1 to 8 12:1 2 n/a 4 top & bot 12:1, Pvmt. 4 
E 5.5 to Vari. 12:1 2 0 to 5.5 4 12:1, Sod 4 

PARALLEL 
F Sdwk. 12:1 Sdwk. 4 n/a 4 

DEPRESSED-CORNERS 
H 6 12:1 6 6 12:1, Sod 3 4 
G 5 12:1 5 5 12:1, Sod 3 4 

MID-BLOCK 
K 4 12:1 4 1 Sdwk. n/a n/a 

MEDIAN 
L 5.25 50:1 5.25 n/a 12:1, MM 4 n/a 

 
1 If 4-ft width or depth is site-infeasible, it may be reduced to 3 ft. 
2 If 12:1 slope is site-infeasible, it may be steepened to 10:1 for a rise of not more than 6 in. 
3 If 6-ft depth is site-infeasible, it may be steepened or replaced with a vertical curb. 
4 MM = median material. 
5. The landing cross slope should be 50:1, but if it is site-infeasible, it may be steepened. 
6. The landing slope should be 50:1, the maximum longitudinal gutter slope should be 20:1, and 

the width of the area with detectable warning devices should be 2 ft. 
 
 

SUMMARY OF CURB-RAMP GEOMETRICS 
 

Figure 51-1G 
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Change in 
Elevation, in. 

Ramp 
Length, ft 

4 5.5 
5 6.5 
6 8.0 
7 9.0 
8 11.0 

 
 

LENGTH OF PERPENDICULAR CURB RAMP 
 

Figure 51-1H 
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Design Element Factor Cars 
Cars/ 

Trailers 
Trucks Total 

Mainline Traffic Data   
20 Year ADT (A)      
20 Year ADT, Directional (B)  A x 0.60     
DHV, Directional (DHV) B x 0.135 (1)     
Traffic Composition  
(20-year projected) 
    Cars (D1) ……………  1-(D2+D3) 
    Cars/Trailers (D2)………..….. 5% 
    Trucks (D3)…………...………. % 

(D1)       Cars 
 
(D2)       Cars/Trailers 
 
(D3)       Trucks 

C1=DHV x D1 C2=DHV x D2 

 
C3=DHV x D3 C=C1+C2 + C3 

Vehicles Per Hour @ Rest Area (VPH)   
Cars Stopping (E1) 
    Normal Routes……...……     .09 
    Tourist Routes…………..…  .13 
    Information & 
    Welcome Centers ……..….   .15 
Cars/Trailers (E2) 
    Normal Stopping ……..….    .15 
 Trucks (E3) 
    Normal Stopping ……..….    .15 

 
(E1)        Cars 
 
 
(E2)        Cars/Trailers 
 
(E3)        Trucks 
 

VPH1=E1 x C1 VPH2=E2 x C2 VPH3=E3 x C3 VHP=VHP1+
VHP2 + VHP3 

Parking Spaces   
Cars (T1) –  
Average Stop ……...   .25 to .33 hr. 
     @ info. centers …   .33 to .50 hr. 
Cars/Trailers (T2)…..   .50 hr. 
Trucks (T3) (2)……..   .50 hr. 

(T1)        Cars 
 
(T2)        Cars/Trailers 
 
(T3)        Trucks 

P1=VPH1 x T1 P2=VPH2 x T2 P3=VPH3 x T3 P=P1+P2 + P3 

Rest Room Requirements 
Persons/Hour (PH) VPH x 3.0 occupancy x .75 use 
Number of Comfort Facilities – 
Men’s Room (M)  PH x 0.5 

Number of Comfort Facilities – 
Women’s  Room (W)  PH x 0.5 

 
(1)        Assume 13.5% or the 20-year projected DHV, whichever is greater. 
(2)  Maximum of 80 truck and recreational vehicle parking spaces. 
 
 

DESIGN GUIDE FOR FREEWAY REST-AREA FACILITIES 
 

Figure 51-2A 
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Number of Facilities – Men’s Room (2) (M) 
Persons/Hour 

Using Rest Room 
During Design Hours (1) Urinals 

(3) 
Toilets 

(3) 

Wash 
Basins 

(3) 

Hand Air 
Dryers 

(3) 
0-105 

106-225 
226-315 
316-375 
376-435 
436-500 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 

2 
4 
6 
6 
6 
8 

2 
4 
6 
6 
8 
10 

2 
4 
6 
6 
8 
10 

Number of Facilities – Women’s Room (2) (W) 
Persons/Hour 

Using Rest Room 
During Design Hours (1) 

Toilets 
(3) 

Wash 
Basins 

(3) 

Hand Air 
Dryers 

(3) 
0-105 

106-225 
226-315 
316-375 
376-435 
436-500 

6 
10 
14 
18 
20 
24 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

 
Notes: 
 
(1) See Figure 51-2A to determine the number of persons/hours. 
 
(2) Dual men’s/women’s facilities (minimum of 2 each) should be provided.  The number of 

fixtures should be divided equally among the rest rooms. 
 
(3) At least one fixture should be handicapped accessible in each rest room provided.  For 

additional criteria, see ADA Guidelines. 
 
 

GUIDELINES FOR COMFORT FACILITIES 
 

Figure 51-2C 
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Parking Angle 
Dimension Diagram 

Location 45˚ 60˚ 75˚ 90˚ 
Stall width, parallel to aisle A 12.5 10.5 9.2 9 
Stall length of line B 27.6 23.6 21.0 18 
Stall depth to wall C 19.4 20.3 20.0 18 
Aisle width between stall lines D 12.1 12.8 23.0 19 
Stall depth, interior E 16.4 18.0 19.0 18 
Module, wall to interior F 47.9 55.1 62.0 63 
Module, interior G 44.9 53.1 61.0 63 
Module, interior to curb face H 45.9 52.5 59.4 60 
Bumper overhang (typical) I 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.5 
Offset J 6.6 2.5 0.7 0 
Setback K 13.1 9.2 4.9 0 
Cross aisle, one-way L 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 
Cross aisle, two-way --- 24.0 24.0 24.0 24 
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Area Road Circulation Road Primary Access Road 
Design Element Manual 

Section 1 Lane (1a) 2 Lanes (1b) 2 Lanes (1b) 2 Lanes (1b) 
Design-Year Traffic (Current AADT) 40-2.0 < 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 100 

Design Forecast Year 40-2.0 Current 
Design Speed (mph)  40-3.0 10-20 10-20 25-35 30-45 
Access Control 40-5.0 None (2) 

Design 
Controls 

Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable: B;  Minimum: D 

Width 12 to 14 ft 9 to 12 ft 10 or 11 ft 11 or 12 ft Travel Lane 
Typical Surface Type 

51-6.02(05), 
45-1.0 HMA / Aggregate HMA HMA 

Width (4) 1 ft 2 ft 2 to 4 ft 2 to 4 ft 
Shoulder 

Typical Surface Type 
51-6.02(05), 

45-1.0 Aggregate / Earth 
Travel Lane 2% if HMA; 6% if Aggregate 

Cross Slopes 
Shoulder 

45-1.0 
6% if Aggregate; 8% if Earth 

Lane Width Desirable: 10 ft 
Auxiliary Lane 

Shoulder Width 
51-6.02(05), 

45-1.0 Desirable: 2 ft;  Minimum: 1 ft 
Obstruction-Free Zone (5) 51-6.02(06) Desirable: 3 ft Desirable: 6.5 ft Desirable: 10 ft 

Foreslope Desirable: 4.1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

Ditch Width Minimum: 0 ft (V-Ditch) Cut 

Backslope Desirable: 4:1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

C
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Side Slopes 

Fill 

51-6.02(05), 
45-3.0 

Desirable: 4:1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

Structural Capacity 60-3.02 HS-20 New or Reconstructed 
Bridge Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Travelway + 5 ft Travelway + Shoulders

Structural Capacity 60-3.02 HS-15 Existing Bridge to 
Remain in Place Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Minimum:  Travelway 

New or Replaced 
Overpassing Bridge 15 ft Vertical Clearance 

(Recreational  Road 
Under) Existing Overpassing Bridge 

44-4.0 
14.5 ft 

Bridge 

Vertical Clearance (Recreational Road Over Railroad) (6) Ch. 69 23 ft 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 

 
Figure 51-6B 
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Design Element Manual 
Section 15 mph 20 mph 25 mph 30 mph 40 mph 50 mph 

2-Lane (1b) 80 ft 115 ft 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 305 ft 
Stopping Sight Distance 

1-Lane (1a) 

51-6.02(02), 
42-1.0 160 ft 230 ft n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 n/a n/a n/a 1090 ft 1470 ft 1835 ft 

Intersection Sight Distance 46-10.0 170 ft 225 ft 280 ft 335 ft 445 ft 555 ft 

Minimum Radius (e=4%) 51-6.02(04), 
43-2.0 

70 ft 125 ft 205 ft 300 ft 565 ft 930 ft 

Superelevation Rate 51-6.02(04), 
43-3.0 

n/a emax = 4% 

Horizontal Sight Distance 51-6.02(04), 
43-4.0 

(7) 

2-Lane (1b) 3 7 12 9 16 25 
Crest 

1-Lane (1a) 12 25 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

2-Lane (1b) 10 17 26 37 49 64 

Vertical 
Curvature 
(K-value) 

Sag 
1-Lane (1a) 

44-3.0 

27 44 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Level 8% 8% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
Maximum Grade 

Rolling 
44-1.02 

12% 11% 10% 10% 9% 8.5% 

Alignment 
Elements 

Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable: 0.5%;  Minimum: 0.0% 

 
 
 GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 
 

Figure 51-6B (Continued) 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 
Footnotes to Figure 51-6B 

 
1. 1 Lane or 2 Lanes.  For Section 51-6.0 only, the following will apply: 
 
 a. The criteria for one lane refer to two-directional traffic on a one-lane road. 
 b. The criteria for two lanes refer to a two-lane roadway or a one-way roadway with either one or two lanes. 
 
2. Access Control.  Access to private individuals is not provided within the recreational area.  However, access may be provided on the primary 

access road. 
 
3. Travel-Lane Width.  A total roadway width greater than 14 ft is not recommended for a one-lane road.  For a one-lane road, the travel lane 

width is predicated upon the type of vehicle expected to use the facility. 
 
4. Shoulder Width.  Where a barrier is used, the graded width of shoulder should desirably be increased by 2 ft. 
 
5. Obstruction-Free Zone.  The minimum obstruction-free zone will be the shoulder width. 
 
6. Vertical Clearance (Recreational Road Over Railroad).  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
7. Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the minimum radius and the 

stopping sight distance which applies at the site. 
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User Type 
Average 

Width (ft)
Average 

Length (ft)
Average Eye 
Height (ft) 

Average 
Speed (mph) 

Bicycle 2.0 5.5 5.15 11 
Bicycle with Trailer 3.7 9.5 5.25 11 
Hand Cycle 2.1 6.0 3.15 9 
Inline Skates 1.7 1.3 5.51 10 
Kick Scooter 1.3 2.2 4.82 8 
Manual Wheelchair 2.0 3.3 3.97 4 
Power Scooter 1.9 3.7 4.33 6 
Power Wheelchair 2.1 4.0 4.07 6 
Power wheelchair & dog 4.3 3.9 3.84 4 
Recumbent Bicycle 2.0 6.2 4.13 14 
Segway5 2.1 1.8 6.17 9 
Skateboard 0.8 2.5 5.09 8 
Stroller 1.7 4.1 4.36 3 

 
 

USER-TYPE DIMENSIONS AND SPEEDS 
 

Figure 51-7A 
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Roadway Speed 

Limit (mph) 
Separation, b * (ft)

≤ 45 
20, desirable 
10, minimum 

≥ 50 24 to 35 
 

* or roadway clear-zone width, whichever is greater 
 
 

SHARED-USE-PATH SEPARATION WIDTH 
FROM ROADWAY WITH NO CURB 

 
Figure 51-7D 
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Roadway Speed 

Limit (mph) 
Separation, b * (ft) 

≤ 30 
5, minimum 

3, minimum if 
parking permitted 

35 or 40 5, minimum 
≥ 45 10, minimum 

 
* or roadway clear-zone width, whichever is greater 

 
 

SHARED-USE-PATH SEPARATION WIDTH 
FROM ROADWAY WITH CURB 

 
Figure 51-7F 
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Traffic Composition 
Recommended 

Pavement Width 
Bicycle use with low-volume pedestrian use 
Bicycle use with high-volume pedestrian use, 
segment length ≤ 300 ft where right-of-way is 
restricted 

10 ft 

Bicycle use where pedestrian use is likely to be 
infrequent 
Bicycle use with low-volume pedestrian use, 
segment length ≤ 300 ft where right-of-way is 
restricted 

8 ft 

Bicycle use with high-volume pedestrian use 
High-volume bicycle use with low-volume 
pedestrian use 

12 ft 

High-volume bicycle and pedestrian use 
Path segment where queuing occurs, such as a 
road crossing 

≥ 14 ft 

 
 

PATH PAVEMENT WIDTH BASED ON 
PATH-USE TRAVEL COMPOSITION 

 
Figure 51-7G 
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Grade, G (%) 
Maximum Length 

of Segment (ft) 
5 ≤ G < 7 800 
7 ≤ G < 8 400 
8 ≤ G < 9 300 

≥ 9 200 
 
 

GRADE RESTRICTION 
FOR PAVED SHARED-USE PATH 

 
Figure 51-7H 
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Design 
Speed (mph) 

Radius 
(ft) 

12 36 
15 56 
20 100 
25 156 
30 260 * 

 
 * radius is based on a lean angle of 20 deg 
 
 

DESIRABLE MINIMUM RADIUS OF HORIZONTAL CURVATURE 
FOR PAVED SHARED-USE PATH 

BASED ON LEAN ANGLE OF 15 DEG 
 

Figure 51-7 I 
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Stopping Sight Distance, S (ft) R 
(ft) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
25 2.0 7.6 15.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
50 1.0 3.9 8.7 15.2 23.0 31.9 41.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
75 0.7 2.7 5.9 10.4 16.1 22.8 30.4 38.8 47.8 57.4 67.2 -- -- -- -- 
95 0.5 2.1 4.7 8.3 12.9 18.3 24.7 31.8 39.5 48.0 56.9 66.3 75.9 85.8 -- 
125 0.4 1.6 3.6 6.3 9.9 14.1 19.1 24.7 31.0 37.9 45.4 53.3 61.7 70.6 79.7
155 0.3 1.3 2.9 5.1 8.0 11.5 15.5 20.2 25.4 31.2 37.4 44.2 51.4 59.1 67.1
175 0.3 1.1 2.6 4.6 7.1 10.2 13.8 18.0 22.6 27.8 33.5 39.6 46.1 53.1 60.5
200 0.3 1.0 2.2 4.0 6.2 8.9 12.1 15.8 19.9 24.5 29.5 34.9 40.8 47.0 53.7
225 0.2 0.9 2.0 3.5 5.5 8.0 10.8 14.1 17.8 21.9 26.4 31.3 36.5 42.2 48.2
250 0.2 0.8 1.8 3.2 5.0 7.2 9.7 12.7 16.0 19.7 23.8 28.3 33.1 38.2 43.7
275 0.2 0.7 1.6 2.9 4.5 6.5 8.9 11.6 14.6 18.0 21.7 25.8 30.2 34.9 39.9
300 0.2 0.7 1.5 2.7 4.2 6.0 8.1 10.6 13.4 16.5 19.9 23.7 27.7 32.1 36.7
350 0.1 0.6 1.3 2.3 3.6 5.1 7.0 9.1 11.5 14.2 17.1 20.4 23.9 27.6 31.7
390 0.1 0.5 1.2 2.1 3.2 4.6 6.3 8.2 10.3 12.8 15.4 18.3 21.5 24.9 28.5
500 0.1 0.4 0.9 1.6 2.5 3.6 4.9 6.4 8.1 10.0 12.1 14.3 16.8 19.5 22.3
565 -- 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.2 3.2 4.3 5.7 7.2 8.8 10.7 12.7 14.9 17.3 19.8
600 -- 0.3 0.8 1.3 2.1 3.0 4.1 5.3 6.7 8.3 10.1 12.0 14.0 16.3 18.7
700 -- 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.8 2.6 3.5 4.6 5.8 7.1 8.6 10.3 12.0 14.0 16.0
800 -- 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.2 3.1 4.0 5.1 6.2 7.6 9.0 10.5 12.2 14.0
900 -- 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.6 6.7 8.0 9.4 10.9 12.5
1000 -- 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.8 2.4 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.2 8.4 9.8 11.2

 
 

MINIMUM LATERAL CLEARANCE, M (ft), 
FOR HORIZONTAL CURVE 

 
Figure 51-7 K 
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If S > L, 
A

SL 9002 −=  

 If S < L, 
900

2ASL =  

 where A = Algebraic Grade Difference (%). 
 
The shaded area represents S = L. 
Height of cyclist’s eye = 4.5 ft.  Height of object = 0 ft. 
 
 

MINIMUM LENGTH OF CREST VERTICAL CURVE, L, 
BASED ON STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE 

 
Figure 51-7M 

 

S = Stopping Sight Distance (ft) A 
(%) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 
2            30 70 110 150 
3        20 60 100 140 180 220 260 300 
4      15 55 95 135 175 215 256 300 348 400 
5     20 60 100 140 180 222 269 320 376 436 500 
6    10 50 90 130 171 216 267 323 384 451 523 600 
7    31 71 111 152 199 252 311 376 448 526 610 700 
8   8 48 88 128 174 228 288 356 430 512 601 697 800 
8   20 60 100 144 196 256 324 400 484 576 676 784 900 

10   30 70 111 160 218 284 360 444 538 640 751 871 1000
11   38 78 122 176 240 313 396 489 592 704 826 958 1100
12  5 45 85 133 192 261 341 432 533 645 768 901 1045 1200
13  11 51 92 144 208 283 370 468 578 699 832 976 1132 1300
14  16 56 100 156 224 305 398 504 622 753 896 1052 1220 1400
15  20 60 107 167 240 327 427 540 667 807 960 1127 1307 1500
16  24 64 114 178 256 348 455 576 711 860 1024 1202 1394 1600
17  27 68 121 189 272 370 484 612 756 914 1088 1277 1481 1700
18  30 72 128 200 288 392 512 648 800 968 1152 1352 1568 1800
19  33 76 135 211 304 414 540 684 844 1022 1216 1427 1655 1900
20  35 80 142 222 320 436 569 720 889 1076 1280 1502 1742 2000
21  37 84 149 233 336 457 597 756 933 1129 1344 1577 1829 2100
22  39 88 156 244 352 479 626 792 978 1183 1408 1652 1916 2200
23  41 92 164 256 368 501 654 828 1022 1237 1472 1728 2004 2300
24 3 43 96 171 267 384 523 683 864 1067 1291 1536 1803 2091 2400
25 4 44 100 177 278 400 544 711 900 1111 1344 1600 1878 2178 2500
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Stopping Sight Distance, ft Design 
Speed, mph 0% Grade 5% Grade 10% Grade 

10 50 53 59 
12 63 68 76 
15 85 93 105 
20 127 140 162 
25 175 196 231 
30 230 260 310 

 
 

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE FOR DOWNGRADE 
 

Figure 51-7N 
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Motor- 
Vehicle 
Speed 

AADT Intersection Treatment 

Grade Separation  (Good) 
50 mph Any 

Traffic Signal and 40-mph Speed Zone  (Satisfactory) 
Grade Separation  (Good) 45 mph Any 
Traffic Signals  (Satisfactory) 
Grade Separation  (Good) 

≥ 7,000 
Traffic Signals  (Satisfactory) 
Traffic Signals  (Good) 

40 mph 
< 7,000 

Crosswalk and Median Refuge Island  (Satisfactory) 
Grade Separation  (Good) ≥ 9,000 
Traffic Signals  (Satisfactory) 
Traffic Signals  (Good) 5,000 ≤ AADT 

< 9,000 Crosswalk and Median Refuge Island  (Satisfactory) 
Crosswalk and Median Refuge Island  (Good) 

30 mph 

< 5,000 
Crosswalk  (Satisfactory) 

 
 

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT OF SHARED-USE 
PATH AND ROADWAY INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 51-7 O 
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Pavement 

Classification 
R1 R2 or R3 R4 

Eh (ft-cd) 1.4 2.0 1.8 
 

Notes: 
 R1 = portland-cement concrete 
 R2 = asphalt, aggregate consists of minimum 60% gravel passing 3/8-in. sieve 
 R3 = asphalt, rough texture (typical highway) 
 R4 = asphalt, smooth texture 
 
 The maximum uniformity ratio is 3:1. 
 
 Source: AASHTO Roadway Lighting Design Guide, October 2005 
 
 

MINIMUM AVERAGE MAINTAINED ILLUMINATION, Eh, 
BASED ON PAVEMENT CLASSIFICATION 

 
Figure 51-7V 
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Width, W, of All-Weather 
Surface of Turnout or 
Available Shoulder at 

Mailbox (ft) 

Distance Roadside Face of Mailbox 
is to be Offset Behind Edge of 

Turnout or Usable 
Shoulder (in.) 

Highway Type 
and 

Traffic Conditions 

Preferred Minimum Preferred Minimum 

Rural highway 
AADT >10,000 > 12 12 

Rural highway 
1,500 < AADT ≤ 10,000 12 10 

Rural highway 
400 < AADT ≤ 1500 10 8 

Rural road 
AADT ≤ 400 8 6 

0 

Residential street without 
curb or all-weather shoulder 6 0 

8 to 12 

8 * 

Curbed residential 
street Not Applicable 

8 to 12 
Behind Traffic 

Face 
of Curb 

6 
Behind Traffic 

Face 
of Curb 

 
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic  vpd = vehicles per day 
 
* If a turnout is provided, this may be reduced to zero. 
 
 

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR LATERAL PLACEMENT OF MAILBOXES 
 

Figure 51-11A 
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Number of Lanes Design-Year AADT 
Single < 25,000 
Two 40,000 < AADT < 45,000 
Three < 60,000 

 
 

DAILY SERVICE VOLUME 
FOR 4-LEG ROUNDABOUT 

 
Figure 51-12H 
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Number of Lanes 
Combined Vehicles per Hour 

For All Approaches 
Single ≤ 2,000 
Two ≤ 4,000 
Three ≤ 7,000 

 
 

HOURLY SERVICE VOLUME 
FOR 4-LEG ROUNDABOUT 

 
Figure 51-12 I 
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Geometric 
Parameter 

Single-Lane 
Entry 

Two-Lane 
Entry 

Three-Lane 
Entry 

Entry Width, E (ft) 18 to 22 24 to 28 34 to 40 
Effective Flare 
Length, L’ (ft) 

15 to 300, if required for capacity 

Half Width, V (ft) 
Travel-lane width approaching roundabout prior to 

flared section, or width between lane markings 
Entry Radius, R (ft) 55 to 90 55 to 100 65 to 100 
Entry Angle, φ (deg) 16 to 30 
Circulatory- 
Roadway Width 

1.0 to 1.2 times the width of the widest roundabout entry 

Exit Radius (ft) 
200 to 1000.  Exit-curve radius should be longer than entry- 

curve radius.  R3 speed should be higher than R2 speed. 
 
 

DESIGN-VALUES RANGES 
 

Figure 51-12J 
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Design 
Element 

Mini- 
Roundabout 

Urban Area Rural Area 
Compact Single-Lane Two-Lane Three-Lane Single-Lane Two-Lane Three-Lane 

ICD, ft 45 to 110 80 to 110 100 to 140 140 to 180 215 to 275 115 to 190 140 to 200 215 to 300 
Splitter- 
Island 
Treatment 

Raised if poss., 
crosswalk cut 

if raised 
Raised, with crosswalk cut Raised and extended, with crosswalk cut 

 
 

BASIC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Figure 51-12K 
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Parameter Description 
Half Width, V (ft) Width of the roadway used by approaching traffic 

upstream of changes in width associated with the 
roundabout.  It is not more than half of the total 
roadway width.  If the facility has a marked 
bicycle lane, this width is to the white line.  If there 
is no marked bicycle lane, this width is from the 
right-side curb face to the splitter-island curb face 
or marked centerline on the left side. 

Entry Width, E (ft) Width where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the outside-curb 
face to the inside-curb face at the splitter island’s 
nearest point to the yield line. 

Effective Flare 
Length, L’ (ft) 

Half the total distance between V and E.  At L’ the 
approach-roadway width equals the average of V 
and E.  The flare should be developed uniformly, 
without a sharp break where it starts.  Full flare 
length equals 2L’. 

Entry Radius, R (ft) The outside curbs’ minimum radius of curvature at 
the entry. 

Entry Angle, φ, (deg) Used in the empirical formula. 
Inscribed-Circle 
Diameter, ICD (ft) 

The basic parameter used to define a roundabout’s 
size.  It is measured between the outer edges of the 
circulatory roadway. 

 
 

KEY ROUNDABOUT-DESIGN PARAMETERS 
 

Figure 51-12M 
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ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Vehicle speed is reduced, compared to that for 
another intersection type. 

Vehicle traffic is yield controlled, so it does 
not necessarily come to a full stop.  Therefore, 
a pedestrian can be hesitant at first to use the 
crosswalk. 

A pedestrian has fewer conflict points that at 
another intersection type. 

A roundabout can be unsettling to a pedestrian, 
depending on age, mobility, visual impairment, 
or ability to judge gaps in traffic. 

A pedestrian is responsible for judging 
crossing opportunity.  This is still regarded as 
an advantage, though it requires more 
alertness. 

A pedestrian, at first glance, can have to adjust 
to roundabout operation.  This includes the 
crosswalk location, which is behind the first 
stopped vehicle, or 6 m from the yield point. 

The splitter-island refuge allows a pedestrian to 
cross entering and exiting traffic flows 
separately, and thus simplifies the task of 
crossing the roadway. 

 

Crossing can be accomplished with less 
waiting time than at a signalized intersection. 

 

 
 

ROUNDABOUT ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES FOR PEDESTRIANS 

 
Figure 51-12U 
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ELEMENT SAFETY CAPACITY 
Wider entry Reduced Increased 
Longer entry radius Reduced Increased 
Smaller entry angle Reduced Increased 
Larger angle between entries Reduced Increased 
Longer flare length Increased Reduced 
Wider circulatory roadway Reduced Increased 
Larger inscribed-circle diameter No Change Increased 

 
 

EFFECTS OF DESIGN ELEMENTS 
ON SAFETY AND CAPACITY 

 
Figure 51-12Y 
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RADIUS DESCRIPTION 
Entry-path, R1 Minimum radius on the fastest through path prior to the yield line. 

This is not the same as the entry radius. 
Circulating-path, R2 Minimum radius on the fastest through path around the central island. 
Exit-path, R3 Minimum radius on the fastest through path into the exit. 
Left-turn path, R4 Minimum radius on the path of a conflicting left-turn movement. 
Right-turn path, R5 Minimum radius on the fastest path for a right-turning vehicle. 

 
 

ROUNDABOUT-RADII DESCRIPTIONS 
 

Figure 51-12AA 
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Posted or 85th- 
Percentile Speed 

(mph) 

Minimum- 
Visibility 

Distance (ft) 
25 155 
30 200 
35 250 
40 305 
45 360 
50 425 
55 495 

 
 

MINIMUM VISIBILITY DISTANCE 
 

Figure 51-12WW 
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ILLUMINATED BOLLARDS 
 

Figure 51-12XX 
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In considering the modern roundabout as an intersection alternative, a number of common 
misconceptions are too-often presumed by the public, elected officials, consultants, or 
transportation experts who are unfamiliar with this type of intersection control. 
 
Some facts concerning the modern roundabout are as follows: 
 
1. The modern roundabout is significantly different than an old-style traffic circle or rotary. 
 
2. If designed properly, a modern roundabout is safer than a traffic circle or a traditional 

signalized intersection, and is often used as a calming effect to slow traffic. 
 
3. A roundabout increases a road’s capacity as it can handle high traffic volume.  It can also 

require fewer lanes or reduced median width as it can reduce congestion or backups. 
 
4. A roundabout is an effective treatment for a rural intersection where signalization may 

not be appropriate. 
 
5. A roundabout can provide adequate downstream gaps for motorists entering the roadway 

from side streets or drives. 
 
6. A roundabout is inexpensive to operate, is easily modifiable, and is low-maintenance. 
 
7. A roundabout safely accommodates high volumes of pedestrians and bicyclists. 
 
8. A roundabout reduces speed and causes fewer backups than stop-and-go traffic. 
 
9. A roundabout can be landscaped to be aesthetically attractive. 
 
 

THE FACTS ABOUT ROUNDABOUTS 
 

Figure 51-12YY 
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Figure 51-12ZZ, BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                              
 
                                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
HISTORY OF THE MODERN ROUNDABOUT 
 
The m odern r oundabout w as de veloped b y British e ngineers i n t he 
1960s and 1970s.  During that time, engineers analyzed traffic volumes 
and c rash r ecords f rom hundr eds of  i ntersections a nd e xperimental 
layouts.  Based on this research, they deduced the precise intersection 
shape an d characteristics t hat w ill serve vehicles m ost ef ficiently and 
safely.  Since 1987,  t he B ritish ha ve ha d t he l owest hi ghway f atality 
rate of any country in the world, 20% lower than the United States. 
 
Roundabouts are used often in Britain, France, Australia, Switzerland, 
and many other countries.  Modern roundabouts have been constructed 
at hundreds of intersections throughout the United States over the past 
ten years. 
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elatively n ew t o t he U nited S tates, m odern r oundabouts ha ve be en common 
throughout ot her p arts of t he w orld f or s everal d ecades as  an  al ternative to  s top-
controlled a nd s ignalized i ntersections.  The m ain ch aracteristic o f a m odern 

roundabout is the yield-at-entry rule, meaning that traffic entering a roundabout must yield to the 
traffic already within the roundabout. 
 
Studies show a roundabout to be one of the safest types of intersections available compared to a 
signalized intersection.  The introduction of a roundabout in lieu of a typical intersection, stop-
controlled or signalized, has resulted in the following: 
 
1. 40% reduction in total crashes; 
2. 80% reduction in injury crashes; 
3. 90% reduction in less serious injury or fatality crashes; and 
4. 50% reduction in vehicle-pedestrian crashes. 
 
The vehicular crashes that do occur at  a roundabout tend to be low-speed sideswipes or rear-end 
collisions versus typically, more serious head-on, left-turn and high-speed broadside collisions that 
are more frequently experienced at a signalized intersection. 
 
 
How does a roundabout differ from a traditional signalized intersection? 
 
A roundabout maintains efficient traffic operations by keeping vehicles moving.  This results in 
less de lay, f uel c onsumption, and pol lution.  The u se o f a r oundabout s aves money us ed t o 
maintain signal equipment and provide electricity.  A traffic signal tends to encourage drivers to 
accelerate their vehicles through the intersection in order to beat the red light, and thus results in 
speeds a veraging as h igh a s 35 m ph, w hich can u ltimately i ncrease t he n umber o f cr ashes, 
injuries, or fatalities. 
 
The co mparison ch arts shown below show th e d ifference in  c onflict p oints th at mo torists c an 
encounter at a typical signalized intersection versus at a roundabout. 
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How does a roundabout differ from a traffic circle? 
 
Although a traffic circle, sometimes referred to as a rotary, and a modern roundabout each utilize 
round circulating roadways, there are major differences in the design and operation of each type 
of intersection. 
 
A modern single-lane roundabout is typically smaller in diameter than a traffic circle.  This can 
result in lower speeds and safer conditions. A single-lane roundabout’s outer diameter is 100 to 
150 ft, as opposed to that of a traffic circle, of 150 to 300 ft or larger.  Because a traffic circle is 
larger, it can move more vehicles at higher speeds ranging from 30 to 45 mph.  A roundabout is 
smaller, and thus, forces vehicles to slow to speeds ranging from 15 to 20 mph.  This difference 
is significant due to the following. 
 
1. Vehicles en ter a roundabout m ore e asily du e t o l ower s peeds o f 15 to 20 m ph on t he 

circulating roadway. 
 
2. A traffic circle permits higher speeds making entering the circle more difficult, which can 

result in more frequent and severe traffic crashes. 
 
3. Higher speeds on a traffic circle make crossing for pedestrians more dangerous. 
 
4. The f lared approach and pr oper e ntry angle on a r oundabout a llows v ehicles t o s afely 

yield at the entry when merging into the circulating traffic.  This allows for shorter delays 
as vehicles easily m erge i nto t he ci rcle b y s lowing f or c irculating tr affic, and not 
stopping. 

 
5. A p roperly pl anned r oundabout is designed us ing r igorous s tandards ba sed on s pecific 

traffic turning volume.  However, the size of a traffic circle is based on land availability 
and distance needed to accommodate high-speed weave movements. 
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6. A r oundabouts c an a ccommodate l arge ve hicles, i ncluding f ire t rucks a nd ot her 
emergency vehicles. 

 
7. Since a roundabout is smaller th an a traffic c ircle, this results i n c ost s avings f or 

construction and maintenance. 
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CHAPTER 402 
 

STRUCTURE SIZE AND TYPE 
 
 
402-1.0  DEFINITIONS 
 
402-2.0  NOTATIONS 
 
402-3.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
The basic objective of this Chapter is to select the most appropriate structure type and 
configuration for the given project site conditions.  This selection process is a critical event in the 
project development.  The decision made in this process will impact the detailed structure design 
phase, construction costs, and maintenance costs over the life of the structure.  The designer shall 
perform the structure size and type analysis based on the information provided in this Chapter, 
available resources and through the use of sound engineering theory, practice, and judgment.  
The results from the analysis will permit final design of the structure through the rest of the 
project development. 
 
This Chapter describes available resources, abbreviated submission requirements for Stage 1 
Review, as it relates to the structure size and type process, and the use of evaluation factors and 
design criteria to determine the most appropriate structure size and type for the given project site.  
This information is provided throughout this Chapter while referencing applicable figures, design 
references, and other Manual Chapters.  The design memoranda can include additional 
applicable information for use in the structure size and type analysis. 
 
Design factors shown in this Chapter will depend primarily on project classification as 3R or 4R.  
The Engineer’s Assessment will be based on the direct use of 3R or 4R criteria and the 
appropriate geometric design tables.  See Chapters 53 and 55 for additional information. 
 
 
402-4.0  SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
 
The structure size and type analysis is performed as part of the Stage 1 design phase.  The Stage 
1 design phase shall be concurrent with or following the design phase for the roadway.  It is 
critical for the structure design to coordinate with the roadway design during the structure size 
and type process. 
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The Stage 1 design phase is described in Chapter 14.  A brief overview of the specific 
requirements of the Stage 1 Submission as it relates to the structure size and type analysis is 
described below. 
 
 
402-4.01  Design Information 
 
Applicable project and design information shall be presented in the form of a report and included 
as part of the structure size and type analysis within the Stage 1 Submission.  The structure size 
and type report shall provide a brief description of the project and include narratives discussing 
the following. 
 
 
402-4.01(01)  Discussion of Design Factors 
 
The design factors that contribute to the structure size and type analysis shall be discussed within 
the report narrative.  All existing conditions, such as existing structure, natural obstacles, 
utilities, unusable soil conditions, stream characteristics, traffic maintenance, hydraulic 
parameters, and clearance requirements shall be known at the time of the structure size and type 
selection process. 
 
Design and evaluation factors are explained below.  These factors are not all inclusive of the 
factors encountered.  Each project is unique and dependent on specific considerations, restraints, 
and conditions that shape the development of the project.  Such factors can include geometry and 
hydraulic considerations, environmental restrictions, right-of-way restraints, corridor 
consistency, aesthetics, construction costs, life cycle costs, maintenance of traffic, geotechnical 
considerations, and others.  These applicable and specific factors that are relevant to the structure 
size and type analysis performed shall be discussed within the report narrative. 
 
 
402-4.01(02)  Deviation from the Initial Engineer’s Report 
 
An initial Engineer’s Assessment is completed prior to the structure size and type phase.  
Deviation from the original Assessment will require an analysis to substantiate the need for the 
change.  The structure size and type narrative will include the justification for changes to the 
project cost. 
 
 
402-4.01(03)  Discussion of Alternates 
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A structure size and type analysis consists of investigating pertinent and logical structure types 
and sizes that fit the specific project site and its parameters.  Investigation into multiple alternates 
is encouraged so that a true best alternate can be chosen to be carried through final design.  
Typical alternates that can be investigated are a spill-through type configuration versus a bridge 
utilizing retaining walls at the end bents, a large-girder single-span bridge versus a three-span 
bridge, a small single-span bridge versus a three- or four-sided structure, or other possible 
configuration comparisons.  Superstructure-type alternatives such as, but not limited to, 
reinforced concrete slab, prestressed-concrete beams, steel girders, post-tensioned structures, 
steel U-tubs, or a post-tensioned slab shall be considered.  It is not necessary that all above types 
be evaluated, but a reasonable alternative shall be included. 
 
These different structure alternates shall be compared using the applicable evaluation factors, 
with the primary consideration being cost.  The advantages and disadvantages of each alternate 
shall be discussed, indicating the primary reasons for the selection of the recommended structure 
size and type. 
 
 
401-4.02  Economic Analysis 
 
An economic analysis shall be performed as part of the structure size and type analysis in order 
to determine the initial construction cost, the life cycle cost, and other costs associated with each 
alternate investigated.  This economic analysis shall be included as part of the structure size and 
type analysis within the Stage 1 submission. 
 
The purpose of this section is to provide the process to be used in evaluating the economics of 
various structural alternatives with the goal of selecting the most suitable alternative to proceed 
to the final design phase.  Cost comparisons required at the Structure Size and Type phase shall 
not be completed with only the initial capital cost considerations.  The lowest initial capital cost 
does not always lead to lowest cost for the owner.  Cost comparisons for structural alternatives 
shall, in addition to initial capital costs, include costs associated with long-range considerations.  
Cost comparisons for each alternative shall consider all aspects that can impact initial and future 
costs such as;  
1. the cost associated with the complexity of future inspections;  
2. future maintenance and life cycle costs;  
3. operating costs;  
4. the availability and familiarity of the structure type with local contractors, fabricators and 

suppliers;  
5. the impacts of the structure alternative to the roadway approaches and retaining walls;  
6. the impacts to utilities;  
7. costs associated with right-of-way requirements;  
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8. the costs required for additional environmental mitigation for a specific alternate; and  
9. the costs associated with unusual site conditions or constraints.   
 
All of these factors shall be calculated and included in the cost estimate for each structure 
alternative in order to properly identify the correct alternative to be chosen for the final design 
phase. 
 
 
402-4.02(01)  Construction Cost 
 
The economic analysis shall compare the estimated construction cost to complete the project for 
each alternate investigated.  To determine relative construction costs of each alternate, all 
quantities independent of the alternates shall be computed.  Quantities that are considered equal 
for each alternate need not be considered, as they do not contribute to the comparative 
construction cost computed. 
 
Current construction prices in materials and construction methods shall be obtained in order to 
obtain accurate costs. 
 
 
402-4.02(02)  Life-Cycle Cost 
 
Long-term life-cycle costs of each alternate shall be considered in the overall structure size and 
type analysis.  Different structure types and elements have different rehabilitation cycles or 
replacement schedules.  These factors can affect the overall cost of the structure and therefore the 
selection of the recommended alternate. 
 
 
402-4.02(03)  Summary 
 
The economic analysis performed will yield the respective construction costs, life-cycle costs, 
and overall costs of each alternate investigated.  This economic analysis shall be included as part 
of the structure size and type analysis.  A discussion of the recommended alternate, largely based 
on this analysis, shall be provided within the structure size and type report. 
 
 
402-4.03  Level One Checklist and Computations 
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A Level One Checklist, including computations, shall be developed for the roadway and bridge 
elements.  The apparent Level One and Level Two design exceptions shall be indicated.  See 
Section 40-8.02(01) for additional information regarding Level One Checklist requirements. 
 
 
402-4.04  Plans 
 
Stage 1 plans shall be submitted that show the recommended alternate determined from the 
structure size and type analysis.  See Section 14-2.01(03) for additional information regarding 
Stage 1 Plans requirements. 
 
 
402-4.05  Preliminary Cost Estimate for Selected Alternate 
 
A preliminary cost estimate shall be submitted for the recommended alternate determined from 
the structure size and type analysis.  At this stage of development, for the computation of the 
initial capital cost, the recommended alternative shall have approximately 70 to 85% of the 
major-quantities pay items identified, including the pay item-numbers.  The remainder of the 
items shall be included as a contingency item. 
 
 
402-4.06  Miscellaneous Forms 
 
A Quality Assurance form and a Scope/Environmental Compliance Certification/Permit 
Application form shall be provided with the submission.  See Section 14-2.01(03) for additional 
information regarding necessary forms required with the Stage 1 Submission. 
 
 
402-4.07  Computations 
 
The necessary calculations performed during the structure size and type analysis shall be 
submitted.  The following calculations are those that shall be included as part of the structure 
size and type analysis. 
 
 
402-4.07(01)  Structure-Sizing Calculations 
 
The design computations for determining the structure size and geometrics for the alternates 
investigated shall be included.  For a structure spanning a waterway, the waterway opening and 
freeboard calculations shall be included, along with the hydraulics-approval letter following the 
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Hydraulics Review Submission.  All applicable and necessary drawings and sketches shall be 
submitted to supplement the structure-alternate sizing calculations. 
 
 
402-4.07(02)  Structural Calculations 
 
The structural calculations performed during the structure size and type analysis will be included 
with the submittal.  These can include preliminary structural-member calculations performed to 
obtain the required structure depth of the structure.  If computer software is used, only the 
pertinent input and output shall be included in the submittal. 
 
 
402-4.07(03)  Quantities Calculations 
 
The quantities computations for each alternate investigated during the economic analysis will be 
submitted, so that the results of the economic analysis can be verified.  The preliminary 
quantities for the recommended alternate used to derive the preliminary cost estimate will be 
included with the submission. 
 
 
402-5.0  PRIMARY EVALUATION FACTORS 
 
402-5.01  Document Resources 
 
402-5.01(01)  Engineer’s Assessment 
 
The Engineer’s Assessment is developed to establish the minimum parameters for the project as 
follows: 
 
1. 3R or 4R criteria; 
2. project alternatives and recommended alternate; 
3. traffic maintenance; 
4. cost estimates; 
5. traffic data; 
6. crash data; 
7. survey requirements; and 
8. right-of-way impacts. 
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402-5.01(02)  Inspection Report 
 
The National Bridge Inspection Standards dictate that every bridge is to be inspected at a 
frequency not to exceed 24 months.  Inventory and condition data of all bridges is updated 
during biennial inspections in accordance with FHWA’s Recording and Coding Guide for the 
Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges. 
 
The inspection report includes inventory data such as:  
1. location description,  
2. bridge type,  
3. geometric dimensions,  
4. year built,  
5. year reconstructed,  
6. estimated remaining life,  
7. condition ratings and comments,  
8. pictures,  
9. deficiencies identified, and  
10. proposed improvements.   
 
This information included within a bridge-inspection report can be a useful piece of information 
for a structure size and type analysis being performed for the replacement structure at a project 
location. 
 
 
402-5.01(03)  Site Reconnaissance 
 
Site reconnaissance provides field information, changes from surveyed information, and project 
discussion with personnel from other offices and divisions. 
 
 
402-5.01(04)  Survey 
 
Aerial and topographical surveys provide ground information of all physical features including 
utilities. 
 
 
402-5.01(05)  Hydraulics 
 
Based on topographic-survey information, the Office of Hydraulics provides recommendations 
for the structure sizing.  It provides Q100 and Q500 elevations, design flow, velocity, waterway 
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opening requirements, and scour information.  See Section 203-3.04 for a typical hydraulics 
report. 
 
 
402-5.02  Constraints 
 
402-5.02(01)  Environmental 
 
The Environmental Services Division’s Environmental Assessment Team will perform the 
environmental studies.  A bridge over a waterway will likely require an IDEM 401 permit, ACE 
404 permit, and Rule 5 permit.  The following shall be considered in the analysis for structure-
type selection. 
 
1. Waterway Crossing.  Number and location of piers. 
 
2. Sensitive Area.  Environmental impacts shall be minimized in a sensitive area, e.g., near 

wetlands. 
 
3. Discharge of Fill.  Discharge of fill below the Ordinary High Water elevation will require 

a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit.  The need for this type of permit 
will depend upon the amount and type of fill discharged. 

 
4. Environmental Commitments.  Project specific criteria and commitments. 
 
 
402-5.02(02)  Historic and Archeological Resources 
 
Integrity of all residences, churches, bridges, or barns that are on or eligible to be on National 
Register of Historic Places must be maintained.  The Archeological Resources Protection Act 
(ARPA) prohibits the excavation of archeological resources, or anything of archeological interest, 
on federal or Native American lands.  Therefore, the project parameters may have to be altered to 
avoid impacting historic or archeological resources. 
 
 
402-5.03  Costs 
 
Costs of various alternates will determine the final recommendation.  Initial and-life cycle costs 
are a truer indicator of the final cost. 
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Figure 402-5A approximates the most economical structure for various span lengths.  Factors 
such as vicinity of fabricators, availability, reliability of materials, and cost of labor shall also be 
considered. 
 
 
402-5.04  Constructability 
 
Temporary falsework may be a consideration in the structure alternate analysis and can be a 
substantial item of the construction cost.  A superstructure system can include cast-in-place 
concrete.  Therefore, it can require elaborate temporary supports and formwork.  Such a system 
derives its economic feasibility from the relative simplicity of construction, or from the highly 
effective monolithic nature of the finished superstructure.  If the bridge is over a waterway or 
will have a high finished elevation, the cost of the falsework may become prohibitive, and 
therefore eliminate this alternate. 
 
A reduction below the minimum vertical highway clearance during construction is not 
permissible without a design exception.  For a 3R non-freeway project, the minimum vertical 
clearance value is documented in the appropriate geometric design criteria table shown in 
Chapter 55, under Existing Overpassing Bridge.  For another type of project, coordination is 
required with the appropriate district traffic engineer.  A design-exception request shall be 
processed. 
 
A cofferdam or temporary causeway can be another substantial item of the construction cost.  
These are often necessary for the contractor to build the substructure and foundation units.  
These shall be considered during the permitting process, and can be a limiting factor in the 
obtaining of the permits.  These factors shall be considered in the structure size and type 
selection process. 
 
 
402-5.05  Railroad 
 
Railroad geometric requirements shall be considered in the structure size and type selection for a 
highway bridge over a railroad.  Chapter 413 provides specific requirements which will apply to 
the bridge design. 
 
 
402-5.06  Utilities 
 
The bridge design shall be consistent with utility-accommodation policies.  These are 
documented in Chapter 104. 
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402-5.07  Other Considerations 
 
402-5.07(01)  Maintainability 
 
Open or inadequately-sealed deck joints have been identified as the foremost reason for 
structural corrosion of structural elements by permitting the percolation of salt-laden water 
through the deck.  To address this, a continuous deck, integral end bents, improvements in 
drainage, epoxy coatings, and concrete admixtures shall be considered.  The LRFD 
Specifications also requires that reasonable access be provided where other means of inspection 
are not practical. 
 
 
402-5.07(02)  Adaptability 
 
Nearly every superstructure type can be widened, but not with the same level of ease.  A slab, 
deck on beams or girders, or system consisting of prefabricated concrete or wood elements each 
lends itself to such reconstruction.  However, a large concrete box, through-type superstructure, 
or that with substantial wings does not.  If a definite need for future widening exists, these latter 
structural types shall not be considered. 
 
 
402-5.07(03)  Context-Sensitive Solutions and Aesthetics 
 
Transportation professionals and communities are working together to develop engineering 
solutions that fit the project setting.  Identifying potential issues and opportunities in the 
preliminary scoping phase, early in the process, can help develop the best project solution 
possible within the available budget.  Engaging stakeholders throughout the project-development 
process allows their input to be considered during the appropriate stages of the project, and helps 
to gain their cooperation and support.  A successful project will satisfy the purpose and need 
while preserving the scenic, aesthetic, historic, and environmental resources native to the project 
location. 
 
Each project shall employ a context-sensitive approach, while the resulting project solutions will 
vary according to the context.  The INDOT policy and definition of CSS, and additional 
information about CSS appears on the website at 
http://www.in.gov/indot/div/projects/indianacss/index.html. 
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LRFD Specifications Article 2.5.5 promotes uninterrupted lines, contours that follow the flow of 
forces, and the avoidance of cluttered appearances.  The requirements regarding aesthetics have 
been prompted because many bridges have been exclusively selected and designed on the basis 
of construction cost or engineering simplicity with disregard for their appearance and for their 
conformance with the environment.  The bridge design shall integrate the basic elements of 
efficiency, economy, and appearance.  Regardless of size and location, the quality of the 
structure, its aesthetic attributes, and the resulting impact on its surroundings shall be considered. 
 
 
402-6.0  DESIGN FACTORS 
 
402-6.01  Structure Location 
 
The sizing of a structure is dependent on the features being crossed, roadways, railroads, 
waterways, or a combination of these.  The key features that shall be addressed for each type of 
crossing are described below. 
 
 
402-6.01(01)  Stream Crossing 
 
Approval by the Office of Hydraulics will be required prior to the submittal of Stage 1 plans for 
each waterway crossing.  The requirements for the hydraulics submittal are defined in Section 
203-3.04. 

Chapter 203 provides criteria for the hydraulic design of a bridge waterway opening.  This will 
have an impact on the size and elevation of the structure.  Chapter 203 also discusses hydraulic 
policies on maximum backwater, freeboard, bridge sizing policy, maximum velocity, hydraulic 
scour and the use of analysis methodologies.  The structural considerations relative to waterway 
opening are described as follows. 
 
1. Substructure Displacement.  An allowance has already been made in the required 

waterway opening provided by the Office of Hydraulics Team for the area displaced by 
the substructure.  Therefore, the area of piers and bents below the Q100 elevation shall not 
be deducted from the gross waterway area provided.  The Office of Hydraulics shall be 
contacted if thicker substructure units, e.g. drilled shafts, or if more substructure units are 
proposed than anticipated by the Office of Hydraulics so that adjustments can be made to 
the required waterway-opening value. 

 
2. Existing Substructure Elements.  Removing existing pier or abutment footings can be a 

major expense.  Therefore, where practical at a stream crossing, the span lengths shall be 
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adjusted, or the entire structure shall be shifted so that new foundations or piles for the 
replacement bridge will avoid existing substructure elements. 

 
3. Interior Supports.  For a major waterway crossing, and if the foundation conditions allow, 

a single round, hammerhead-type pier supported by a deep foundation is preferred.  
Multiple round columns may be used, but they can require a solid wall between columns 
to avoid the collection of debris.  A single-wall pier aligned parallel to the flood flow 
direction can be a more suitable alternative. 

 
For a meandering river or stream, the most desirable pier type is normally a single, 
circular pier column. 

 
4. Freeboard.  Where practical, a minimum clearance of 2 ft shall be provided between the 

design water-surface Q100 elevation and the low-structure elevation to allow for passage 
of ice and debris.  Where this is not practical, the clearance shall be established based on 
the type of stream and level of protection desired.  For example, 1 ft shall be adequate for 
a small stream that normally does not transport drift.  An urban bridge with grade 
limitations may not provide freeboard. A freeboard of 3 ft is desirable for a major river 
which is known to carry large ice floes or debris.  Coordination with the Office of 
Hydraulics is essential. 

 
5. Low Channel-Clearing Elevation.  The low channel-clearing elevation shall be set as 

described in Section 203-3.04, normally at 1 ft above the Ordinary High-Water elevation.  
The OHW elevation shall be obtained from the survey or determined from U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers procedures. 

 
6. Span Lengths.  The minimum span length for a bridge with more than 3 spans shall be 

100 ft for those spans over the main channel.  A three-span bridge shall have the center 
span length maximized where debris may be a problem.  A two-span bridge shall be 
avoided at a stream crossing where the pier will be located in the center of the main 
channel.  The Office of Hydraulics shall be contacted if a two-span structure is necessary. 

 
 
402-6.01(02)  Grade Separation 
 
The geometrics of an underpass have an impact on the size of the overhead structure.  Figures 
402-6A, 402-6B, and 402-6C provide schematics of a bridge underpass.  The underpass shall be 
designed to satisfy the geometric design criteria described in Chapter 53 and as discussed in 
Section 402-6.02(01).  The geometric design of a bridge underpass is summarized as follows. 
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5. The full-approach-roadway section, including the median width, shall be provided 
through the underpass section. 

 
2. The roadside clear-zone width applicable to the approaching roadway section and 

auxiliary lanes will be provided through the underpass. 
 
3. Other roadside safety criteria may apply.  See Chapter 49. 
 
4. A collision wall to protect the bridge substructure from vehicular impact may be 

warranted through the underpass.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications discusses 
both the warrants for and the design of a collision wall.  See LRFD 3.6.5. 

 
5. In determining the cross-section width, the likelihood of future roadway widening shall 

be considered.  Widening an existing underpass in the future can be expensive, so it may 
be warranted, if some flexibility is available, to allow for possible future roadway 
expansion. 

 
 
402-6.02  Structure Sizing 
 
The sizing of a structure requires the evaluation of other factors in addition to structural 
considerations.  These include bridge and underpass geometrics, abutment dimensioning, and 
waterway opening.  Together, they will determine the overall size of the structure for analysis 
and design.  Each structure of longer than 20 ft in total span length is considered a bridge, and 
must have a structure file number and a separate Des. number. 
 
Chapter 53 provides criteria for roadway geometrics.  The road-design criteria will determine the 
proper geometric design of the roadway, and the bridge design will accommodate the roadway 
design across each structure within the project limits.  This will provide full continuity of the 
roadway section for the entire project.  This process will, of course, require proper 
communication between the road designer and bridge designer to identify and resolve problems. 
 
The bridge geometrics will be determined in the project scope of work.  For a new or 
reconstructed bridge on a 4R project, the criteria provided in Chapter 53 will determine the 
geometric design of the bridge.  For a bridge within the limits of a 3R project, the criteria 
provided in Chapter 55 will determine the bridge geometrics.  Chapter 53 provides project scope-
of-work definitions and a map of the State highway system with designated 3R and 4R routes. 
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402-6.02(01)  Cross Sections 
 
Figures 402-6D, 402-6E, 402-6F, and 402-6G each provide schematics of the bridge cross 
section for a specific highway type.  The following will apply to the bridge cross section. 
 
1. Bridge Clear-Roadway Width.  The geometric-design-criteria figure in Chapter 53 for the 

appropriate functional classification provides this information for a new or reconstructed 
bridge within the limits of a 4R project.  The geometric-design-criteria figure in Chapter 
55 for the appropriate functional classification provides this information for a bridge 
within the limits of a 3R project.  Figure 402-6H shows the required bridge-railing and 
approach-guardrail offset based on AADT, 4R, and 3R project requirements. 

 
Where a bridge clear-roadway width is permitted to be narrower than the travel lanes plus 
the effective-usable-shoulder width on each side, a guardrail transition, collinear with the 
bridge railing, shall be provided. Thereafter, the guardrail shall be flared at a 30:1 ratio 
until the guardrail length satisfies the length-of-need requirement or it intersects the 
approach guardrail. However, a continuous straight, without flare, run of guardrail is 
preferred for driving comfort and aesthetics.  For this situation, the bridge clear-roadway 
width will nearly match the face-to-face guardrail width of the approach road section. 

 
Chapter 53 discusses the design of a median for a long bridge with a sufficiently narrow 
median.  Increased safety benefits can be realized in construction of a single structure.  
Depending on site conditions, a single structure shall be used rather than twin structures 
where the median width is approximately 30 ft or less on a freeway, or 20 ft or less 
elsewhere.  The median width at an overpass shall match the median width on the 
approach. 

 
For the median shoulders of a divided facility with two or more lanes in each direction, 
each bridge shall have a 5’-8” median-shoulder width where a type FC, FT, or TF-2 
railing is used, or a 6’-0” median-shoulder width where another bridge-railing type is 
used.  An auxiliary lane may be required across a structure where warranted.  See 
Chapter 53 for the requirements. 

 
2. Cross Slope.  Each new or reconstructed bridge on a tangent section will be constructed 

with a cross slope of 2% sloping away from the crown.  The 2% applies to the entire 
width from the crown to the face of railing or curb.  The crown across the bridge will be 
in the same location as the approaching roadway crown.  A tangent-section cross slope 
may be increased to 3 to 4%, with only one slope break in the deck, if roadway 
geometrics require it. 
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3. Sidewalk.  Chapter 53 provides guidelines for sidewalk warrants and sidewalk 
requirements. Sidewalks are required on an overpass structure or on the road being 
overpassed if they are currently present, or if either roadway is a candidate for a future 
sidewalk according to Chapter 53.  A pedestrian fence may be required (see Chapter 
404). 

 
4. Bridge Width for Traffic Maintenance.  The figures in Chapter 53 provide criteria for the 

bridge width.  Additional permanent bridge width may be provided solely for the purpose 
of placing one lane of traffic across the bridge during construction.  This can eliminate 
the need for a detour or runaround, or the use of a local road to re-route traffic during 
construction.  See Chapter 83 for more information on maintenance and protection of 
traffic during construction. 

 
5. Bridge Width on Flat or Short Horizontal Curve.  Railings and copings on a bridge within 

a horizontal curve are built concentric with the roadway centerline.  However, where the 
bridge is on a flat curve, or if the bridge is short, it may be more practical to build the 
railing and coping parallel to the long chord if the curved roadway plus shoulders and 
barrier offsets is within the inner faces of the railings, and it is economically feasible to 
construct a wider tangent bridge deck.  It is considered economical if the bridge-deck 
width is increased by not more than 1 ft.  However, it can be increased if it is determined 
to be more economical.  Figure 402-6 I illustrates these criteria. 

 
 
402-6.02(02)  Alignment 
 
The horizontal and vertical alignment will be determined for the overall roadway within the 
project limits, and the bridge will be designed consistent with the roadway alignment.  See 
Chapter 53 for geometric-design criteria.  The desirable horizontal and vertical alignment 
objectives are as follows. 
 
1. Grade.  A minimum longitudinal grade of 0.5% on the bridge is desirable.  A flatter grade 

will be permitted where it is not physically or economically desirable to satisfy this 
criterion. 

 
2. Vertical Clearance.  The vertical clearance requirements are shown in Figure 402-6J.  

This clearance shall be provided for the elevation and alignment of the overhead 
structure.  The vertical clearance is determined at the low-steel or -concrete member 
elevation.  Figures 402-6A, 402-6B, and 402-6C illustrate where the clearance is 
measured.  Clearance shall be maintained across both the traveled way and the shoulders.  
The same minimum vertical clearance in the traveled way and shoulders is not required to 
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be maintained in the clear zone.  However, a separate minimum vertical clearance is often 
necessary within the clear zone.  For economy, the minimum vertical clearance shall not 
be exceeded by more than 6 in. unless project constraints require a higher clearance. 

 
Consideration of the vertical and horizontal clearance during construction phases shall be 
considered in setting the profile of the bridge.  See Chapter 83 for requirements during 
construction. 

 
3. End Bent.  The end-bent configuration impacts the required structure length and shall be 

accounted for in the sizing of the structure.  The following will apply. 
 

a. The clearance from the top of the berm to the bottom of the superstructure shall 
be at least 6 in., with a maximum of 1’-8”.  The minimum berm width is 3 ft.  See 
Figure 402-6K. 

 
b. Wingwalls will be required for each beam structure. 

 
c. The spillslope for a water crossing is limited to a maximum of 2:1, except for a 

structure located within the backwaters of the Ohio River, where the spillslope is 
3:1.  For an overpass structure, the required crossed-roadway-section clear-zone 
width shall be considered in the setting of spill slopes. 

 
d. Where utilizing MSE retaining walls at the end bents, adequate distance between 

the MSE retaining wall and the end bent shall be maintained.  See LRFD 11.10.4 
for more information. 

 
 
402-6.02(03)  Structure Width 
 
Structure width, or out-to-out coping, derives from providing a bridge clear-roadway width as 
outlined in Section 402-6.02(01).  Bridge railings, sidewalks, median, etc. shall be considered 
toward determining the required structure width. 
 
 
402-6.02(04)  Superelevation 
 
If practical, a horizontal curve or superelevation transition shall be avoided on a bridge.  A 
bridge may be superelevated if this results in a more desirable alignment on either roadway 
approach.  If properly designed and constructed, a bridge will function adequately where this 
occurs. 
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On a superelevated roadway section, a break may be provided between the traveled way and 
high-side shoulder.  However, on a superelevated bridge section, a constant cross slope shall be 
provided across the entire curb-to-curb or railing-to-railing width.  If the bridge is within the 
normal superelevation-transition length where the pavement slope varies on either side of the 
profile grade, the superelevation-transition diagram shall be modified to provide a constant cross 
slope.  See Figure 402-6L. 
 
The approach roadway will include a shoulder with a cross slope different from that on the 
bridge.  For example, the typical roadway-shoulder cross slope on tangent is 4%.  It will be 
necessary to transition the roadway shoulder slope to the bridge deck slope in the field.  Plan 
details are not required for this transition. 
 
 
402-6.02(05)  Structure Length 
 
Structure length shall be determined by considering the vertical elevations and horizontal 
dimensions at the high coping.  This is applicable to a superelevated bridge.  See figures 402-6M 
and 402-6N for a structure-length calculation method. 
 
 
402-6.02(06)  Clear Zone 
 
The geometrics of an underpass have an impact on the size of the overhead structure.  The 
roadside clear-zone width applicable to the approaching roadway section will be provided 
through the underpass.  Chapter 49 provides the clear-zone criteria, which are a function of 
design speed, traffic volume, highway alignment, and side slope.  If an auxiliary lane is provided 
through the underpass, this impacts the clear-zone-width determination. 
 
A collision wall to protect the bridge substructure from vehicular impact may be warranted 
through the underpass.  The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications discusses both the 
warrants and design of a collision wall. 
 
 
402-6.02(07)  Three Sided or Box Structure 
 
The bridge definition outlined in Section 402-6.02 also applies to each three-sided structure, 
oversize box culvert, set of multiple box culverts, or set of multiple pipe structures.  A large 
culvert having an opening width of 20 ft or less can also qualify as a bridge if the skew results in 
the span’s measurement along the centerline of the roadway to be greater than 20 ft.  If a three-
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sided-structure span length for either the flat-top or arch alternate is longer than 20 ft as 
described above, it shall be regarded as a bridge. 
 
 
402-7.0  SUBSTRUCTURE AND FOUNDATION 
 
This Section discusses types of substructure and foundation systems, and it provides their general 
characteristics.  This information shall be considered with the intent to select the combination of 
substructure and foundation which is suitable at the site to economically satisfy the geometric 
requirements of the bridge and to safely use the strength of the soil or rock present at the site. 
 
The demarcation line between substructure and foundation is not always clear, especially for 
extended piles or drilled shafts.  The foundation includes the supporting rock or soil and parts of 
the substructure which are in direct contact with, and transmit loads to, the supporting rock or 
soil.  This definition will be used to the greatest extent possible. 
 
A similar difficulty exists in separating substructure and superstructure where these parts are 
integrated.  This Section will refer to each component or element located above the soffit line as 
part of the superstructure. 
 
Chapters 408 and 409 discuss the design of foundations and substructure elements. 
 
 
402-7.01  Foundations 
 
The most economical design shall be established that accounts for structural criteria and intended 
function of the structure.  Whether it is for shallow or deep foundations, the foundation support 
cost shall be defined as the total cost of the foundation system divided by the load the foundation 
supports in tons.  The cost of a foundation system shall be expressed in terms of dollars per ton 
load that will be supported. 
 
Most currently-used systems can be categorized into the groups illustrated in Figure 402-7A.  
These groups are discussed below. 
 
For interior supports at a stream crossing, extended piles, piles with a pile cap, or drilled shafts 
are used.  Where scour is not expected and quality load-bearing soil is close to the surface, the 
use of spread footings shall be considered, provided that the geometric limitation as discussed in 
Section 402-6.01(02) is satisfied. 
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402-7.01(01)  Pier or Frame Bent Supported with Spread Footing 
 
Limiting the applied stress for a specified amount of settlement is the most controlling factor in 
the design of a spread footing.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications provides no dimensional 
restrictions for substructure settlement for a spread footing.  However, the design shall satisfy the 
geotechnical-report recommendations which are based on a specific amount of settlement.  
Unlimited settlement can impair the serviceability of the structure and can cause problems as 
follows. 
 
1. The superstructure can intrude into the required vertical clearance.  This can be prevented 

by increasing the as-built clearance to be in excess of the specified settlement value. 
 
2. Rideability can be impaired by introducing angular rotations in the longitudinal profile of 

the roadway due to differential settlement among the individual substructure portions.  
The substructure design shall limit such angular rotations to 0.005 rad.  This value shall 
be applied to the cumulative rotations between two adjacent spans.  Differential 
settlement shall be determined by means of assuming alternating maximum and 
minimum values of the calculated settlement range between adjacent supports.  Because 
settlement is a deciding factor, this calculation shall be made during the structure type 
and size determination.  The limit of 0.004 rad in relative rotation shall be applied to 
either a simply-supported or continuous superstructure.  For a fixed value of permissible 
rotation, the larger the span, the larger the settlement that can be accommodated. 

 
3. In a continuous superstructure, differential settlement results in force effects which are in 

addition to those due to gravity loads.  The LRFD Specifications incorporates both force 
and geometric effects of settlement in a number of load combinations which are 
mandated for investigation.  It does not prohibit the inelastic redistribution of the 
resulting force effects. 

 
4. The larger the span and the lesser its rigidity, the smaller are the force effects due to 

settlement.  Where settlement causes negative moments in the superstructure, the 
problems that can arise are related to cracking and ductility, rather than to strength. 

 
The LRFD Specifications address the danger of scour for a pier located in a waterway. LRFD 
Specifications Section 2 lists methods of minimizing this catastrophic potential, due to the large 
number of bridges that wash away each year.  A spread footing requires a quality foundation 
material close to the ground surface.  The bottom of a spread footing on soil shall be below the 
deepest frost level or at least 4 ft below the flow line.  See Chapter 408 and its applicable figures 
for more information. 
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402-7.01(02)  Pier or Frame Bent Supported with Deep Foundations 
 
Where conditions are not present which favor or permit the application of a spread footing, a 
deep foundation, such as drilled shafts or piles, shall be considered.  Prefabricated piles made of 
concrete, steel, or a combination of these, are driven into position by means of hammers.  Drilled 
shafts and drilled concrete piles are constructed with the same technique requiring specific skills.  
Drilled shafts, especially those with bell-shaped bottoms, can carry extremely large loads. 
 
The LRFD Specifications provides a two-level approach for the design of a deep foundation, in 
which the structural resistance of the pile or shaft and the structural resistance of the supporting 
soil or rock are investigated separately. 
 
 
402-7.01(03)  Extended-Pile Bent 
 
Under certain conditions, the economy of a substructure can be enhanced by means of extending 
the deep foundation above ground level to the soffit of the superstructure.  These conditions 
exclude the presence of large horizontal forces which can develop due to seismic activity, 
collision by vessels or vehicles, ice, or stream flow intensified by accumulated debris.  
Longitudinal braking forces, which are increased in the LRFD Specifications, shall be resisted at 
the abutment. 
 
The extended piles require a cap-beam for structural soundness.  This cap-beam may be an 
integral part of the superstructure.  An extended drilled shaft placed directly beneath each beam 
line can eliminate the use of a cap-beam.  Sufficient space shall be provided at the top of the 
shaft to allow for future jacking operations. 
 
 
402-7.02  End Bent or Abutment 
 
402-7.02(01)  Usage 
 
The types of end supports and their usage are as follows. 
 
1. Integral End Bents.  These, a subset of spill-through end bents, shall be used for a 

structure which is in accordance with the geometric limitations provided in Figure 409-
2A.  Integral end bents may be utilized where the structure configuration has the end bent 
behind and acting independently from a retaining wall such as a mechanically-stabilized-
earth retaining wall. 
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2. Non-Integral End Bents.  These shall be used where spill-through end bents or end bents 

independently placed behind a mechanically-stabilized-earth retaining wall are desirable, 
but integral end bents are not appropriate.  These include semi-integral end bents and 
shallow end bents utilizing an expansion joint. 

 
3. Abutments and Wingwalls.  For soil conditions or bridge geometric dimensions not 

suitable for spill-through end bents, abutments and wingwalls of the cantilever type, or a 
mechanically-stabilized-earth wall or other type of earth-retaining system, shall be used. 

 
See Chapter 409 for more information. 
 
 
402-7.02(02)  Spill-Through End Bent 
 
A spill-through end bent, either integral or non-integral, by its nature is supported by an 
individual deep foundation, which the fill flows through.  The end bent consists of a cap-beam 
and a non-integral mudwall which provides partial retaining for the fill at its top.  With this type 
of end bent, the fill is largely self-supporting.  Therefore, for the same fill slope, it requires more 
space in plan geometry and results in longer spans. 
 
 
402-7.02(03)  Integral End Bent 
 
The integral end bent eliminates the deck joint between the superstructure and the end bent by 
the structural integration of the two.  The vertical dimension of the cap beam can be minimized 
as the mudwall becomes a composite part thereof. 
 
Components of the deep foundation shall be flexible to accommodate the longitudinal movement 
of the pile bent.  Such flexibility can be provided with steel H-piles or steel-encased-concrete 
piles. 
 
The reinforced-concrete bridge approach shall be attached to the end bent.  The longitudinal 
bridge movements shall be accommodated at the outer end of the reinforced-concrete bridge 
approach by using a terminal joint of 2 ft width or a pavement relief joint if a portion of the 
adjacent pavement section is concrete.  No such joint is required if the entire adjacent pavement 
section is asphalt. 
 
The LRFD Specifications encourages minimizing the number of deck joints.  This end-bent type 
satisfies that requirement. If the superstructure is fully continuous, no deck joints remain. 
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Because of the difference in construction costs between an integral end bent and an abutment, 
and the less-than-desirable performance of bridge-deck joints, an integral end bent shall be used 
where possible.  See Chapter 409.  Limitations of continuous superstructure length are related to 
the flexural stresses caused in the piles by the expansion and contraction of the deck due to 
temperature, creep, and shrinkage. 
 
If the maximum distance from the zero point to the integral end bent does not exceed the criteria 
shown in Figure 409-2A, the effects of deck expansion and contraction may be neglected in the 
analysis of the bridge.  The piles are designed only for axial loads to satisfy specified stress 
limits.  If the continuous deck length exceeds these limits, or if a better understanding of the 
behavior of the end bent is desired, an in-plane frame analysis shall be performed and the 
components designed as specified in the LRFD Specifications. 
 
To minimize deformation-induced force effects, only one row of vertical piles is permitted in an 
end bent. If the resistance of the surrounding soil is larger than a specified value, the piles shall 
be driven into predrilled holes, which will be filled later with uncrushed granular material as 
described in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  This latter measure can be used effectively as 
the stiffness of the pile, hence the stresses are inversely proportional to the third power of the 
free-pile length. 
 
Unless approved by the Director of Bridges, temperature movement shall not exceed the 
predetermined deflection limit at either end of a bridge supported with integral end bents. 
 
 
402-7.02(04)  Non-Integral End Bent 
 
This consists of a semi-integral end bent or an end bent utilizing an expansion joint.  This end 
bent type shall be used where an integral end bent is not feasible based on the criteria shown in 
Figure 409-1A.  Further explanations of semi-integral-end-bent and expansion-end-bent usage 
are described in Chapter 409. 
 
 
402-7.02(05)  Abutment 
 
A concrete abutment may be supported with either a spread footing or a deep foundation.  It 
consists of a vertical stem which supports the superstructure by means of bearings with or 
without pedestals, or a mudwall which retains the embankment fill in the longitudinal direction 
of the bridge.  It can support the end of a reinforced-concrete bridge approach.  Wingwalls are 
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usually required to retain the fill in the transverse direction.  Continuity of the riding surface 
between the abutment and the superstructure is provided by means of a deck joint. 
 
For restricted geometry, a tall superstructure, or large relative longitudinal movement between 
the superstructure and the substructure, the abutment may be the only feasible alternative.  It is, 
however, expensive to construct.  For a small bridge, its cost can be out of proportion with 
respect to other components of the bridge.  With large abutments located close to the edge of 
roadway or waterway below, superstructure spans can be reduced.  Large abutments, however, 
can result in poor aesthetics of the bridge, and can impair visibility at an overpass. 
 
An abutment is affected by the bridge geometry and site conditions.  Therefore, it can be 
designed in an infinite variety of shapes and sizes.  Figure 402-7B indicates the parts of a typical 
cantilever abutment of rectangular layout supported with a spread footing.  If the wingwalls are 
large, they can be directly supported with spread footings or footings with piles. 
 
 
402-7.03  Pier or Frame Bent 
 
The above-ground portion of a substructure can be categorized as illustrated in Figures 402-7C 
and 402-7D.  These are discussed below.  See Section 409 for more information on interior 
supports. 
 
 
402-7.03(01)  Pier 
 
A pier is made of reinforced concrete. Where piers are directly exposed to public view, their 
appearance may be improved as discussed in Section 402-5.07. 
 
The round column shown in Figure 402-7C detail (a) is the most economical, because it is 
structurally efficient and easy to construct. 
 
The single, narrow wall shown in Figure 402-7C detail (d) is most suitable if its structural height 
is relatively small and the superstructure is a concrete slab; if the superstructure is made of 
longitudinally placed, precast concrete components; or if it includes closely spaced, longitudinal 
beams.  For a greater structural height, a hammerhead pier, as shown in Figure 402-7D detail (b), 
either with a rectangular or rounded stem, is more suitable. 
 
The use of twin walls shown in Figure 402-7C detail (e) permits the segmental construction of a 
medium-span superstructure made from longitudinal precast concrete components without 
falsework.  A larger pier located in a waterway susceptible to ice accumulation may be fitted 
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with a sharp icebreaker nose as shown in Figure 402-7C detail (f). A medium- or large-span, 
single-box superstructure may be supported by means of aesthetically-pleasing flared piers, as 
illustrated in Figure 402-7D detail (c).  In a debris-prone stream, the wall-type pier is preferred. 
 
 
402-7.03(02)  Frame Bent 
 
A frame bent, as shown in Figure 402-7E can be constructed from steel, concrete, or a 
combination of these materials.  Steel is used only for a temporary structure due to of problems 
associated with corrosion, the environmental impact of repainting, vulnerability to collision, and 
the difficulty in providing an appropriate pier head.  Steel is not the most competitive material 
for resisting force effects which are primarily compressive. 
 
A concrete frame bent shall instead be used to support steel or concrete structural members.  The 
columns of the bent can be either circular or rectangular in cross section.  Circular columns are 
usually more economical.  The columns shall be directly supported by the slab portion of a 
spread footing or by the pile cap. 
 
Figure 402-7E detail (a) illustrates the most common type of concrete bent consisting of vertical 
columns and a cap beam, used in an overpass structure.  Figure 402-7E detail (b) depicts a tall 
concrete bent which can be used in a cable-stayed bridge.  Concrete can provide an economical 
and visually attractive substructure. 
 
 
402-8.0  SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
This Section discusses the considerations in the selection of the superstructure type. 
 
402-8.01  General 
 
The State’s geography is relatively flat with predominately small waterways, therefore, the 
largest of the available bridge types is rarely appropriate.  The bridge types provided in Figure 
402-8A are those which are either traditional or which may have an application resulting from 
the introduction of the AASHTO LRFD Specifications. 
 
A minimum of four beam lines is required for a multi-beam application on a State route.  The 
minimum deck thickness is 8 in., including a 1/2-in. sacrificial wearing surface. 
 
The following provides guidance in selecting the bridge-superstructure type that is most 
appropriate for the highway geometry, span lengths, and site conditions. 
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1. Span Lengths.  Figure 402-8B indicates the typical ranges of span lengths for which each 

superstructure type will apply. 
 
2. Superstructure Depth.  See LRFD Table 2.5.2.6.3-1 for the traditional minimum depth for 

constant-depth superstructure for each structure type. 
 
3. Superstructure Characteristics:  Figure 402-8C tabulates basic characteristics of the 

superstructure types shown in Figure 402-5A. 
 
 
402-8.02  Superstructure Type 
 
402-8.02(01)  Type A: Reinforced Cast-in-Place Concrete Slab 
 
The reinforced cast-in-place concrete slab is used because of its suitability for short spans and its 
insensitivity to skewed or curved alignments.  It is the simplest among all superstructure systems, 
as it is easy to construct.  Structural continuity can be achieved without difficulty. 
 
Haunching is used to decrease maximum positive moments in a continuous structure by means of 
attracting increased negative moments to the haunches and providing adequate resistance at the 
haunches for the increased negative moments.  It is a simple, effective, and economical way to 
maximize the resistance of a thin concrete slab.  As illustrated in Figure 402-8D, there are three 
ways of forming the haunch.  The parabolic shape (a) is the most natural in terms of stress flow, 
and the most aesthetic.  It is preferred where the elevation is frequently in view.  The parabolic 
haunch, however, is difficult to form and, as alternatives, the straight haunch (b) and the drop 
panel (c) shall be considered where appropriate.  The narrow pile cap (d), used in conjunction 
with an extended-pile substructure, does not qualify as an effective haunch. 
 
Figure 402-8E depicts the elevation of a three-span, continuous-haunched slab bridge.  The 
preferable ratio between interior span and end spans is approximately 1.25 to 1.33 for economy, 
but the system permits considerable freedom in selecting span ratio.  The ratio between the 
depths at the centerlines of interior piers and at the point of maximum positive moment shall be 
between 2.0 and 2.5.  Except for aesthetics, the length of the haunch shall not exceed the kL 
values indicated in Figure 402-8D, where L is the end span length.  Longer haunches may be 
unnecessarily expensive or structurally counterproductive. 
 
 
402-8.02(02)  Type B: Longitudinally Post-Tensioned, Cast-in-Place Concrete Slab 
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The distinction between the type A and type B superstructures is the difference in how they are 
reinforced.  Therefore, most of the information described above for type A is applicable. 
 
A shallow post-tensioned slab can be a feasible structural system for a given situation.  Structural 
analysis shows that if the haunch ratio is about 2.5, the ratio between maximum negative and 
positive moments is also approximately 2.5.  This indicates that the amount of post-tensioning 
steel, as determined for positive moment, will be consistent with the requirements for negative 
moment, producing a balanced design.  As an alternative, the right-hand side of the elevation in 
Figure 402-8F is shown with a constant-depth soffit.  The constant-depth soffit does not produce 
a balanced design; therefore additional negative-moment reinforcement is required.  This results 
in a reduction in span range and increases the probability of spalling by providing a large amount 
of reinforcing steel close to the surface. 
 
By increasing the span-to-depth ratio to a maximum of 1:30 for simple spans and 1:40 for 
continuous spans, cost savings can be obtained in both superstructure and substructure.  The use 
of the potentially-extreme ratio shall be made with consideration, as appropriate, for deflection 
performance and dynamic response. 
 
There are two alternatives for transverse steel.  One is with normal reinforcement, for which the 
requirements are the same as for a type A deck system.  The second alternative is shown in 
Figure 402-8G which incorporates transverse post-tensioning.  The cross section can be with or 
without cantilever overhangs.  In the latter situation, two levels of post-tensioning instead of one 
can be used.  As illustrated in Figure 402-8F, transverse tendons shall be fanned in the end zones 
of a skewed bridge.  If the bridge railing is attached to a cantilever overhang at isolated points 
such as posts, both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement shall be provided therein.  The 
problem that often rises with transverse post-tensioning on a deck of width of less than 
approximately 30 ft is the control of excessive seating losses, which makes the reinforced 
alternative preferable. 
 
 
402-8.02(03)  Type C: Longitudinally Post-Tensioned, Cast-in-Place Concrete Box Girders 
 
This is a variation of type B, in which the deck system is considerably lighter and, therefore, 
more economical due to large, rectangular, and rhombic voids.  This creates a multicell box-type 
superstructure, as illustrated in Figure 402-8H.  This is often referred to as the California-type 
box girder.  To facilitate the forming of a thin-walled box, the majority of these structures have a 
straight soffit.  Consequently, considering longitudinal post-tensioning, this system is also 
unbalanced, requiring additional negative-moment steel.  Full diaphragms are required at all 
interior piers and abutments.  The preferred substructure type is the flared, rounded pier, which 
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provides direct support for the two internal webs and provides the potential for a solid transverse 
moment connection, if required for seismic force effects. 
 
For type A, B, or D, concrete is placed to full depth in a single operation.  For type C, it is 
poured in three stages.  First, the bottom slab is placed with dowels for connecting the web 
reinforcement as shown in Figure 402-8H.  Next, the web steel is assembled, to which the rigid 
tendon ducts are attached, and then the web concrete is placed between removable forms.  The 
last step is to construct a form for the top slab, assemble its reinforcement, and pour the concrete.  
Thus, a large structure can be built without the need for expensive machinery, if it is close to 
firm ground. 
 
The system is suitable for an alignment with moderate curvature and skew.  The structure is 
analyzed with the piers as a framed spine beam to obtain moment, shear, and torsion.  For the 
latter, this system offers excellent resistance. 
 
 
402-8.02(04)  Type D: Two-Way Post-Tensioned, Cast-in-Place Concrete Spine-Beam with 
Cantilevers 
 
Type D is most suitable for an excessively curved or skewed alignment, and is insensitive to the 
location of its piers.  The cross section is a variation of type B in which the application of large, 
cantilever overhangs reduces the weight of the superstructure.  Above a certain structural depth, 
it becomes economical to further reduce the structure weight with round voids which are formed 
by means of stay-in-place steel pipes. 
 
The voided deck has a tendency to crack at the top near the centerline of the voids.  To prevent 
the formation of cracks in the bridge, the top is transverse post-tensioned.  This transverse post-
tensioning lends itself to the formation of large cantilever overhangs and, thus, a dual use.  This 
improved version, with or without voids, is illustrated in Figure 402-8 I. 
 
Considering span range, the type D system is a transition between the type B solid slab and type 
C cellular deck.  Its cross section is not as effective as that of the cellular deck, but because its 
whole depth can be placed in one operation, it is less labor-intensive. 
 
The largest void used is approximately 4 ft diameter, providing for a structural depth of 
approximately 5 ft.  A narrow bridge, as illustrated in Figure 402-8 I, requires a minimum of two 
voids.  As the core widens or the structural depth decreases, the voids will be more numerous but 
of lesser diameter.  If the core-void ratio, with the area of the wings excluded, does not exceed 
approximately 30%, a solid cross section, as shown in Figure 402-8 I, shall be used.  To be 
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economical, the void ratio shall be approximately 35%.  If the ratio exceeds 40%, the LRFD 
Specifications considers the deck as a cellular, or box, construction. 
 
For the piers, slender, round columns may be used.  For a short bridge such as an overpass, the 
columns may be framed into the superstructure.  For a longer bridge, sliding bearings shall be 
applied.  A long structure with flat horizontal curvature requires intermittently-located wide piers 
with two bearings to provide torsional stability.  A sharply-curved structure has a high degree of 
inherent stability, therefore, stabilizing by means of two bearings or a line support, is required 
only at the abutments. 
 
 
402-8.02(05)  Type E: Prestressed, Precast Concrete Beams 
 
Precast, prestressed concrete I-beams were initially adopted as AASHTO types II, III, and IV.  
Later, types I, V, and VI were added to extend their span range at both the lower and upper ends 
of the spectrum. 
 
Currently, the AASHTO I-beam types I, II, III, and IV are used, along with the bulb-tee beams 
for longer spans.  Prestressed, precast concrete box beams are also acceptable for a shallow 
construction depth.  However, they shall not be placed either partially or entirely below the Q100 
elevation. 
 
Figure 402-8J illustrates a typical superstructure cross section with prestressed, precast concrete 
I-beams. 
 
For a preliminary selection of an I-beam size and spacing, see Figure 402-8K, Prestressed 
Concrete I-Beam Selection Chart.  The slab overhang shall be as wide as possible but shall be in 
accordance with the overhang criteria provided in Chapter 404. 
 
For a wide beam spacing, if foundation conditions permit, the beams can be individually 
supported by means of drilled shafts, as shown in Figure 402-7A detail (c), instead of a 
continuous pier cap. 
 
Figure 402-8L illustrates three variations of prestressed, precast concrete box beams.  Alternative 
(a) is an open-box cross section.  Its advantage over a closed box is in the forming of the beam.  
Alternative (b) is a closed, or spread, box, with a constant depth, cast-in-place deck.  Alternative 
(c) is a keyed-in design.  For transverse continuity of the deck, it shall have the top reinforcement 
shown, but not dedicated shear connectors.  All three alternatives can have beam spacings of up 
to approximately 15 ft. 
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Precast beams shall be continuous in the longitudinal direction for transient loads.  In this 
arrangement, the beams retain their individual bearings, but their ends are incorporated in a 
common diaphragm which is cast monolithically with the deck. 
 
The reinforcement for flexural continuity is located in the deck.  The strands are extended into 
the diaphragm to prevent separation at the bottom that can occur as a result of the upward 
bowing of the prestressed beam due to creep.  The tendency for creep can be minimized by 
permitting the beam concrete to mature prior to placing the deck.  The extended strands also 
increase the shear resistance of the prestressed beams. 
 
This system is adaptable without regard to skew.  Horizontal curvature cannot easily be matched 
with a continuous structure, but only by means of a series of chorded spans laid out in a 
segmental form. 
 
 
402-8.02(06)  Type F: Bulb-Tee Beams Made Continuous by Means of Post-Tensioning 
 
Precast beams can be made continuous for both permanent and transient gravity loads by means 
of the application of longitudinal post-tensioning.  However, the scheme is provided herein in 
conjunction with the bulb-tee because it appears to offer the best structural efficiency for this 
type of construction with reference to its large bottom flange required to resist high negative 
moments in compression.  This efficiency is achieved by means of a certain level of 
sophistication in construction technology which is within current practice, but not uniformly 
practiced nationwide. 
 
Figure 402-8M illustrates the cross section of the Indiana bulb-tee beam.  In addition to making 
the beam structurally effective, the wide top flange provides lateral stability, reduces the deck 
area to be formed, and furnishes a safe and comfortable walkway for the construction crew.  The 
limits of practical hauling shall be considered from the plant to the work site in selecting span 
length and beam type and size.  Fabricators shall be contacted early in project development for 
information regarding the feasibility of hauling to a specific site. 
 
The trajectory of the tendons follows that shown in Figure 402-8N.  The draped tendons shall be 
as close as practical to the outer fibers of the beam, as the structural effectiveness of a tendon is 
directly proportional to the vertical distance between its highest and lowest points.  If the 
sidespan is identical with the internal one and if the end is butted by another structure, the tendon 
anchorages may be located in the top of the beam.  This increases tendon efficiency to avoid 
congestion.  See Figure 402-8N.  In either situation, an end-block at the anchorage end of the end 
beam will be required.  One structure shall not include more than four continuous spans. 
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Figure 402-8 O illustrates an intricate but convenient system of relatively large spans built from 
transportable, precast bulb-tee elements.  The span element is the same as discussed above.  The 
pier element is also the bulb-tee cross section but with a haunched soffit for improved negative-
moment effectiveness.  To avoid temporary falsework, thin-walled twin piers, as shown in Figure 
402-7C detail (e) may be used.  For temporary stability, each set of pier elements shall be joined 
together with four diaphragms and the deck.  The span elements and the deck above them shall 
be constructed with two-stage post-tensioning.  Both systems accept unlimited skew but no 
curvature. 
 
 
402-8.02(07) Type G:  Deck System with Prestressed, Precast Longitudinal Elements 
 
Prestressed, precast concrete longitudinal members of various cross sections have been used to 
create a bridge deck.  The performance of these deck systems has not always been desirable due 
to the disintegration of longitudinal shear keys between the members.  The keys, unprotected by 
transverse pressure, become vulnerable due to shortening and warping of the prestressed 
members, and they fail to transfer live-load shear.  This results in potential overloading of the 
members and in an irresolvable maintenance problem for the deck. 
 
The beneficial effect of keeping the keys under transverse pressure had been recognized 
previously, and third-point transverse post-tensioning had been introduced as an option.  
Unfortunately, the combination of low prestress, the unmatched side surfaces of the members, 
and the quality of the keys, has rendered this improvement ineffective.  The grout in the key is 
impossible to inspect due to the way the key is formed. 
 
LRFD Specifications Article 5.14.4.3 requires a keyway joint of not less than 7 in. depth between 
the members.  In lieu of the traditional key, the LRFD Specifications prefers a V-shaped joint 
which is easy to fill and convenient to inspect.  The post-tensioning ducts shall be located at the 
mid-depth of the joint, and not at the mid-depth of the beam.  The minimum transverse prestress 
across the joint is 250 psi, or 20 kip/ft of length, which is a force nearly twice the traditional 
value.  If the deck is not transversely post-tensioned, it requires a structural overlay depth of not 
less than 4.5 in. 
 
The current practice is as follows. 
 
1. Precast members have a composite structural-concrete overlay with a minimum depth of 

5 in. 
2. Precast members are transversely post-tensioned whether or not a structural overlay is 

used. 
3. A traditional trapezoidal key is used instead of a V-shaped key. 
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4. The wet-joint depth between elements is 8 in. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 402-8P, there are four precast, prestressed concrete members which can 
be economically assembled into a simply-supported deck system.  In descending order of span 
length, these are the single tee, the double tee, the box, and the solid slab.  The LRFD 
Specifications also includes channel sections, but these will herein be considered as a double tee 
with truncated cantilever overhangs.  The precast members either serve as the finished roadway 
or provide an uninterrupted formwork for a structural-concrete overlay. 
 
The sections’ depth of the top flange, d, shall not be less than 6.5 in. if post-tensioned, and not 
less than 4 in. if overlaid.  If the member is transported by truck, its width shall not exceed 8 ft.  
There is an incentive to decrease the number of joints in the deck, but this results in larger 
members.  The transportability and erectability of the members shall be investigated considering 
both weight and geometry, early in project development, with potential contractors.  Although 
the double tee has a less than perfect cross section considering structural efficiency, this is offset 
due to ease of forming. 
 
For simplicity, only the box alternative is shown for the two methods of assembly as outlined 
above.  Figure 402-8Q is applicable to all four sections.  For a box or slab section, end 
diaphragms are not required.  For a single- or double-tee section, end diaphragms are required.  
Since it is nearly impossible to manufacture perfectly matched precast members, the surface of 
the grouted and post-tensioned deck shall be ground, where necessary.  For this, the minimum 
specified depth of the top flange shall be increased by 0.5 in. 
 
No variation of this system is applicable to a curved alignment.  Skew is possible, but forming 
and casting the ends of each member with an angle of other than 90 deg will cause difficulty in 
manufacturing.  The desirable limit for skew is 30 deg.  A skew angle of greater than 45 deg not 
permitted.  This system can also be made continuous in the longitudinal direction by using a 
monolithic diaphragm and continuity steel or longitudinal post-tensioning similar to precast-
concrete beams discussed above.  A double tee, however, which lacks an effective bottom flange, 
requires other measures to improve the compressive strength of the stems at the point of junction. 
 
 
402-8.02(08)  Type H: Segmental Concrete Box 
 
The use of a segmental concrete structure may be considered for the following: 
 
1. a bridge with long spans; 
2. a long bridge with medium-length spans and limited vertical and horizontal curvature 

designed with essentially identical precast segments; or 
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3. a sharply-curved bridge where cast-in-place operations are not permitted. 
 
The metal formwork, especially built for each construction, is expensive, and one of the above 
considerations shall be used to justify the use of this structure type. 
 
Figure 402-8R illustrates a typical cross section with a single cell.  This type of superstructure 
has its own technical literature with reference to long spans.  A summary appears in the 
AASHTO Guide Specifications for Design and Construction of Segmental Concrete Bridges.  
The segments can be assembled by means of either span-by-span or balanced-cantilever 
methods, using either precast or cast-in-place concrete segments.  The preferred method of 
longitudinal post-tensioning is by means of internal bonded tendons.  However, longitudinal 
post-tensioning with unbonded tendons is also permitted.  These are threaded through deviation 
blocks and anchored in the diaphragms of the adjacent spans.  To avoid longitudinal cracking, 
the top slab shall be transversely post-tensioned. 
 
The segmental interfaces shall be match-cast and shall include shear keys, which shall be bonded 
with epoxy adhesive. 
 
 
402-8.02(09)  Type I: Composite Steel Rolled Beam 
 
Low structural depth, thick webs, and wide flanges characterize most of the steel beams rolled 
today.  Therefore, most of these beams are considered compact sections that do not require 
intermediate web stiffeners and require minimum lateral support.  They are not economical based 
only on least steel weight.  Instead, economy is derived from low fabrication costs and minimal 
or sometimes nonexistent wind or sway bracing.  Spacing of diaphragms shall be in accordance 
with Chapter 407. 
 
The depth-to-span ratio for the beam plus slab shall not exceed 1:24 for simple spans or 1:33 for 
continuous spans.  For continuous spans, the span is the distance between points of dead-load 
contraflexure. 
 
Cover plates for rolled beams are prohibited on the flanges.  Weathering, or unpainted, steel shall 
be used to lower the future maintenance cost.  See Chapter 407 for steel-weight curves, which 
can be used to provide a preliminary estimate of steel weight.  With proper diaphragms, this 
structure type is suitable for a skewed or horizontally-curved alignment.  See Chapter 407 for 
more information. 
 
See Figure 402-8 S for a typical steel rolled beam section. 
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402-8.02(10)  Type J: Composite Steel Plate Girder 
 
Steel plate girders may be used in lieu of steel rolled beams for spans that are uneconomical, or 
not feasible, for that type of structure.  The depth-to-span ratio for the girder plus slab shall not 
exceed 1:20 for simple spans or 1:28 for continuous spans.  For continuous spans, the span is the 
distance between points of dead-load contraflexure.  Weathering, or unpainted, steel shall be 
used to lower the future maintenance cost.  See Chapter 407 for steel-weight curves, which can 
be used to provide a preliminary estimate of steel weight. 
 
It is seldom economical to use the thinnest web plate permitted by LRFD.  The use of a thicker 
web and few or no intermediate transverse or longitudinal stiffeners shall be investigated.  For 
appearance, transverse stiffeners shall be located on the inside of the outside girders.  With 
proper diaphragms, this structure type is suitable for a skewed or horizontally-curved alignment.  
See Chapter 407 for more information. 
 
See Figure 402-8T for a typical composite steel plate girder section. 
 
402-8.02(11)  Type K: Composite Open Steel Box Girder 
 
Single steel box girders, usually closed on the top due to an orthotropic steel deck, are used for 
large spans which are rarely required.  As illustrated in Figure 402-8U, the lack of fatigue-prone 
sway and wind-bracing connections make the open steel box less susceptible to fatigue damage, 
and the use of two girders as a minimum is permitted.  This system is adaptable to a curved 
alignment and where the available structural depth is limited.  Moderate skew causes no 
problems. 
 
During transportation and construction, the open box can require sway and internal, or wind, 
bracings.  The mechanically-connected sway bracings shall be removed after construction.  If too 
much torsional rigidity is provided to the boxes, they can cause longitudinal cracking in the slab, 
especially if the slab had been empirically designed.  A minimum of two bearings per girder 
shall be used to provide adequate torsional resistance.  A solid diaphragm with an access hole 
shall be placed at all bearing points. 
 
Transverse web stiffeners may be used, but the use of longitudinal web stiffeners shall be 
avoided. 
 
 
402-8.02(12)  Type L: Wood Superstructure 
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The use of a wood superstructure is limited to a low-volume, local road, and is subject to the 
approval of the Director of Bridges.  See Chapter 413.  A wood bridge can be an attractive 
alternative for a small span or a temporary bridge.  Wood can be used either as a deck and or can 
be directly supported by wood trestles, or piers. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 402-8V, there are two variations for use as a deck unsupported by other 
components.  The deck may be constructed from wood panels, prefabricated either by gluing or 
spiking, which are of full-span length and are connected together by means of bolting spreader 
beams to the underside of the panels at intervals not exceeding 8 ft.  The LRFD Specifications 
permits the use of this type of deck without spreader beams, but its use is not recommended.  The 
deck shall have an asphaltic wearing surface.  Because the use of this deck is limited to simply-
supported spans, it is recommended for a rural or secondary road where a rectangular layout can 
easily be achieved. 
 
Alternatively, the deck can be constructed from prebored longitudinal laminates which are laid 
out in a staggered design and assembled by means of transverse post-tensioning.  The laminates 
are held together by means of interface friction, and no other fasteners are required.  To improve 
rideability and surface friction, the use of an asphaltic surface treatment is mandatory.  The 
system lends itself to continuous construction with limited curvature, but with unlimited skew. 
 
Two other alternatives are also available for a transversely post-tensioned wood deck.  One 
includes glued wood ribs, by which the flat deck is transformed into a series of tee-beams.  The 
second is an extension of the first by the addition of a post-tensioned bottom flange by which a 
cellular cross section is created. 
 
Either flat deck can also be used as a transversely-positioned slab supported with longitudinal 
beams.  The post-tensioning will run longitudinally in the laminated deck. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 402-8W, wood can be used also as a primary longitudinal component as 
either sawn or native, in closely-spaced stringers or widely-spaced glue-laminated beams.  For 
composite construction, the concrete slab shall be keyed into the top of the wood component and 
secured with spikes.  Both alternatives permit skew, but neither permits curved alignment or 
continuous construction. 
 
 
402-8.02(13)  Type M: Structure Under Fill 
 
This type of structure can be an attractive alternative for a small stream or ditch crossing, a minor 
highway or street crossing, or a pedestrian or animal crossing.  This type of structure may be 
made of steel, aluminum, or concrete.  The most common configurations used are the three-sided 
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concrete or steel structure, four-sided precast concrete box structure, structural plate pipe arch, or 
circular pipe. 
 
The structure-sizing process is performed in accordance with a priority system.  This system 
consists of six trials where specific installations are considered prior to evaluating other structure 
types, such as a reinforced cast-in-place concrete slab.  The design priority system is as follows: 
 
Trial 1:  single circular-pipe installation. 
Trial 2:  single deformed-pipe installation. 
Trial 3:  single specialty-structure installation. 
Trial 4:  multiple circular-pipe installation. 
Trial 5:  multiple deformed-pipe installation. 
Trial 6:  multiple specialty-structure installation. 
 
The principles of the priority system are summarized below. 
 
1. A pipe structure is preferred to a precast concrete box section, precast concrete three-

sided structure, or structural plate arch. 
2. A circular pipe is preferred to a deformed pipe. 
3. A single-cell installation is preferred to a multiple-cell installation. 
 
See Chapters 202 and 203 for more information on the culvert-sizing process and the pipe-
material-selection process.  For pipe-material selection, use the Pipe Material Selection Software 
discussed therein.  Additional considerations and design criteria for each type of buried-structure 
system are provided in LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, Section 12. 
 
If a single or multiple specialty-structure installation is selected, manufacturers of such structures 
shall be contacted. See Section 31-4.05 for more information. 
 
 
402-9.0  ALTERNATIVE DESIGN PROCESS 
 
For a bridge project with an estimated construction cost of over $10 million, the project manager 
and the designer shall investigate the possibility of performing a dual set of contract documents 
for two different structure types.  The additional design fees for performing dual designs are 
minor in comparison to the results of a competitive contract letting.  Designs for alternative 
structures shall be of equal safety, serviceability, and aesthetic value.  Similarly, for foundations 
whose construction costs are expected to exceed $2 million, the project manager and the designer 
shall investigate the possibility of performing a dual set of foundation contract documents. 
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402.10  ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION 
 
The concept of accelerated construction is increasing in popularity and frequency of use.  If it is 
determined that a project can benefit from an accelerated-construction method, this shall be 
coordinated with the project manager.  This type of construction shall be evaluated individually 
for each project, and shall not be considered for each structure size and type analysis. 
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Material Superstructure Type 
Typical Span 
Length (ft) 

Precast 
Concrete 

3-Sided Structure  12 – 48 

Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 

Continuous Reinforced Slab 20 – 45 

Prestressed 
Concrete 

Box Beams, Depth 12 in. through 27 in. 30 – 60 
Box Beams, Depth 27 in. through 42 in. 60 – 85 
I-Beams, AASHTO Type I 35 – 50 
I-Beams, AASHTO Type II 40 – 65 
I-Beams, AASHTO Type III 55 – 85 
* I-Beams, AASHTO Type IV 70 – 110 
Bulb-T Beams, Top-Flange Width 48 in. or 60 in. 80 – 140 
Bulb-T Beams, Top-Flange Width 49 in. or 61 in. 65 – 165 
Post-Tensioned Bulb-T Beams 140 – 200 
Post-Tensioned Slab 50 – 80 

Structural 
Steel 

Steel Rolled Beams < 100 
Steel Built-Up Plate Girders > 70 

 
* These are generally used only in rehabilitating a structure.  Bulb-T beams are preferred 
 for a new or replacement structure. 
 
 

ECONOMICAL STRUCTURE-TYPE SELECTION 
 

Figure 402-5A 
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Figure 402-6C
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Figure 402-6D
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Figure 402-6E
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Figure 402-6 I
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Type 
Minimum Vertical 

Clearance (ft) 
Railroad Under Roadway 23’-0”  (1) 
Roadway Under Pedestrian Bridge 17’-6”  (2) 
Freeway Under Roadway 16’-6”  (2) (3) 
Arterial Under Roadway 16’-6”  (2) (4) 
Collector Under Roadway 14’-6”  (2) 
Local Facility Under Roadway 14’-6”  (2) 
Non-Motorized-Vehicle-Use 
Facility Under Bridge 

10’-0”  (5) 

 
Notes: 

 
(1) See Chapter 413 for additional information on railroad under roadway. 

 
(2) Value allows 6 in. for future resurfacing. 

 
(3) A 14’-6” clearance, which includes provision for future resurfacing, may be used 

in an urban area where an alternative freeway facility with a 16’-0” clearance is 
available. 

 
(4) In a highly-urbanized area, a minimum clearance of 14’-6”, which includes 

provision for future resurfacing, may be provided if there is at least one route 
available with a 16’-0” clearance. 

 
(5) Value allows for clearance of a maintenance or emergency vehicle. 

 
 

VERTICAL CLEARANCE 
 

Figure 402-6J 
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SUPERELEVATION TRANSITION DIAGRAM FOR BRIDGE
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A

A

SECTION A-A

ˆ Bent ˆ Bent

ˆ Structure

ˆ Bent ˆ Bent

E W F

2

1

2

1
A B

D

C

C

D

B A

El. A

El. B

El. A
El. B

Interior supports are not shown.

Waterway Area Required will be determined in the waterway opening analysis. NOTE:

El. C = Bottom of channel elevation

El. B = Elevation of top of slab

El. A = Elevation of top of slab

F      = (2) (El. B - C - D - El. C) 

E      = (2) (El. A - C - D - El. C) 

D      = Distance from bottom of slab to berm elevation

C      = Anticipated thickness of reinforced concrete slab

B      = Width of berm

A      = One half of the cap width

 El. D
100

Q

El. C

ˆ Channel Sta.

T

Required

Waterway Area 

% Grade

Figure 402-6M

 

REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE LENGTH FOR STREAM CROSSING

W     = Width of channel perpendicular to channel centerline

PERPENDICULAR TO CHANNEL

2 (El. D - El. C) 2 (El. D - El. C)

 channel^Structure Length, 
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AA

SECTION A-A

ˆ Structure

ˆ Bearing ˆ Bearing

C      = Construction depth plus height of bearing pad
D      = Distance from top of cap to berm elevation

W     = Width of traveled way plus width of obstruction-free or clear zone
El. A = Elevation of top of slab
El. B = Elevation of top of slab
El. C = Elevation of toe of slope
El. D = Elevation of toe of slope

Interior supports are not shown.NOTE:

Figure 402-6N

 

BEAM-TYPE SUPERSTRUCTURE

STRUCTURE LENGTH FOR HIGHWAY CROSSING

A      = (Distance from bearing to front face of cap) / cos T 
B      = (Width of berm) / cos T  

E      = (2) (El. A - C - D - El. C) / cos T  
F      = (2) (El. B - C - D - El. D) / cos T  

PARALLEL TO ˆ STRUCTURE

0

A B

C

D

E F

B A

D

C

El. B

El. A

El. A

El. C El. D

El. B

ˆ Bearing ˆ Bearing

flange of exterior beam

Outside edge of top 

Structure Length

W / cos T

 skew)(̂

2:1 Slope
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Superstructure

Soffit

Footing

Piles

Soffit

Bearings Soffit

Figure 402-7A

 

BASIC BENT TYPES

WITH SPREAD FOOTING

PIER OR FRAME BENT SUPPORTED (a)

WITH DEEP FOUNDATIONS

PIER OR FRAME BENT SUPPORTED (b) EXTENDED PILE BENT(c)

Connection

Framed 

Bearing or Pier or Bent

Ground

Connection

Framed 

Bearing or 

Superstructure Superstructure

Pier or Bent

Ground

Pile Cap Footing

Drilled Shafts

drilled shafts

Cap Beam for 

With or Without 

Ground

Drilled Shafts

Piles or 
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Figure 402-7B

 

CANTILEVER ABUTMENT

Deck Joint
Deck Slab

Beam

Mudwall
Bearing

Stem

Footing

Bridge Approach

Reinforced Concrete 
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ˆ Pier

ˆ
 B
rid

g
e

Angle

Skew 

(a)  ROUND COLUMN (b)  RECTANGULAR STEM (c)  ROUNDED STEM

(d)  SINGLE WALL (e)  TWIN WALLS (f)  STEM WITH ICEBREAKER NOSE

Figure 402-7C

 

PIER STEM AND COLUMN CONFIGURATIONS PLAN VIEWS
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Figure 402-7D

 

STEM TYPES FOR PIERS

(a) SINGLE WALL PIER (b) HAMMERHEAD PIER (c) FLARED PIER

structure

Super- 

Single-Box 
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Figure 402-7E

 

FRAME BENTS

Cap Beam

Rectangular 

Column

Ground

or Pile Cap

Spread Footing 

Bent

Deck

Ground

(a)  LOW CONCRETE BENT (b)  TALL CONCRETE BENT
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(Page 1 of 3)

 Figure 402-8A

SUPERSTRUCTURE TYPES

Type Structure Description Cross Section

A

B

C

D1

D2

E1

E2

Slab

Reinforced, Cast-in-Place Concrete

Cast-In-Place Concrete Slab

Longitudinally Post-Tensioned,

Girders

Cast-In-Place Concrete Box

Longitudinally Post-Tensioned,

with Cantilevers

Place, Solid Concrete Spine-Beam

Two-Way Post-Tensioned, Cast-In-

with Cantilevers

Place, Voided Concrete Spine-Beam

Two-Way Post-Tensioned, Cast-In-

or Closed Box Beams

Prestressed Precast Concrete Open

PT

PT

I-Beams or Bulb-Tees

Prestressed Precast Concrete

2012



(Page 2 of 3)

Figure 402-8A

SUPERSTRUCTURE TYPES

I

H

G4

G3

G2

G1

F

Type Structure Description Cross Section

Beams

Post-Tensioned Concrete Bulb-Tee

Longitudinal Concrete Single Tees

Jointed, Prestressed, Precast

Longitudinal Concrete Double Tees

Jointed, Prestressed, Precast

Longitudinal Concrete Boxes

Jointed, Prestressed, Precast

Longitudinal Concrete Slabs

Jointed, Prestressed, Precast

Segmental Concrete Box Girders

Composite Steel Rolled Beams

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT
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Structure DescriptionType

J

K

L1

L2

L3

L4

M

Cross Section

Composite Steel Plate Girders

Composite Steel Boxes

Beams

Wood Panel Decks with Spreader

Composite Native Wood Stringers

Glulam Beams

Structure Under Fill

Stressed Wood Decks
Plain Ribbed Boxed

Box Structure

Four-Sided 

Structure

Three-Sided Pipe

PT

(Page 3 of 3)

Figure 402-8A

SUPERSTRUCTURE TYPES 
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Range (ft) 

Type Structure 
Description Subgroup 

< 30 
30 ≤ 
L < 
100 

100 ≤ 
L < 
150 

150 ≤ 
L < 
300 

≥ 300

Straight X     
A Reinforced, Cast-in-Place 

Concrete Slab Haunched  X    

Straight X X    
B Longitudinally Post-Tensioned, 

Cast-in-Place Concrete Slab Haunched  X X   

C Longitudinally Post-Tensioned, 
Cast-in-Place Concrete Box Girder n/a   X X  

1. Solid  X    
D 

Two-Way Post-Tensioned, Cast-in-
Place Concrete Spine-Beams with 
Cantilevers 2. Voided  X X   

1. I-Beams  X    
2.  Bulb-Tee 

Beams   X   E Prestressed, Precast 
Concrete Beams 

3. Boxes  X    

Straight   X   
F Post-Tensioned, Bulb-Tee Beams 

Haunched    X  

1. Single Tees  X    
2. Double 

Tees  X    

3. Boxes  X    
G Jointed Prestressed Precast 

Longitudinal Concrete Elements 

4. Solid Slabs X     

H Segmental Concrete Box Girders n/a   X X X 

I Composite Steel Rolled Beams n/a  X X   

J Composite Steel Plate Girders n/a   X X X 

K Composite Steel Box Girders n/a  X X X X 

1. Panel Deck X X    
2. Stressed 

Deck X     

3. Stringers X     L Wood Structure 

4. Glulam 
Beams  X    

M Structure Under Fill n/a X     
 

SPAN LENGTHS 
 

Figure 402-8B 
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Type Structure Description Subgroup 
For 

Skew 

For 
Horiz. 
Curve 

Aes- 
thetics 

False- 
work 

Speed of 
Construction 

Maintenance Widening

Straight Good Good OK Yes Slow Good OK 
A 

Reinforced, cast-in-place 
concrete slab Haunched Good Good Good Yes Slow Good OK 

Straight Good Good OK Yes Slow Good OK 
B 

Longitudinally post-tensioned cast-
in-place concrete slab Haunched Good Good Good Yes Slow Good OK 

C 
Longitudinally post-tensioned cast-
in-place concrete box girders 

N/A OK OK Good Yes Slow Good No 

1. Solid Good Good Good Yes Slow Good No 
D 

2-way post-tensioned, cast-in-place 
concrete spine-bms. with cantilevers 2. Voided Good Good Good Yes Slow Good No 

1. I-Bms, Bulb-Ts OK Poor OK No OK Good OK 
E 

Prestressed 
precast concrete beams 2. Boxes OK Poor OK No OK Good OK 

Straight OK No OK No OK Good OK 
F Post-tensioned bulb-tee beams 

Haunched OK No Good No OK Good OK 
1. Single tees OK Poor OK No Good Good Good 
2. Double tees OK Poor OK No Good Good Good 
3. Boxes OK Poor OK No Good Good Good 

G 
Jointed prestressed precast 
longitudinal concrete elements 

4. Solid slab OK Poor OK No Good Good Good 
H Segmental concrete box girders N/A No OK OK Yes/No Good Good No 
I Composite steel rolled beams N/A OK OK OK No OK Expensive* OK 
J Composite steel plate girders N/A OK Good OK No OK Expensive* OK 
K Composite steel box girders N/A OK Good Good No OK Expensive* OK 

1. Panel deck Good No OK No Good OK Good 
2. Stressed deck Good Poor OK No Good OK Good 
3. Stringers Good No OK No Good OK OK 

L Wood structure 

4. Glulam beams Good No OK No Good OK OK 
M Structure under fill N/A OK Good OK No Good Good Good 

 
* Expensive if painted.  Good if unpainted. 

SUPERSTRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS 
Figure 402-8C 
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ELEVATION

End Span, L Interior Span End Span, L

t

ˆ

Steel

Negative-Moment 

Steel

Minimum Top 

2.0 t  to 2.5 t

Steel

Positive-Moment Steel

Minimum Bottom 

Extended Pile Bent

Frame Bent or 

Wall or 

Figure 402-8D

 

TYPE A, REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB SUPERSTRUCTURE
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(c) DROP PANEL

(b) STRAIGHT(a) PARABOLIC

(d) CAP BEAM *

~ 0.30 L ~ 0.25 L

~ 0.20 L

as a structural haunch.

This configuration should not be used *

Figure 402-8E

 

TYPE A, HAUNCH CONFIGURATIONS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE
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ˆ    DECK SYSTEM  

Figure 402-8F

 

TYPE B, ALTERNATIVES FOR TRANSVERSE POST-TENSIONING
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PLAN

ELEVATION

ˆ
 P
ie
r

ˆ Bridge ˆ
 P
ie
r

ˆ

not shown for clarity

Anchorage steel cage 
reinforcement

Additional 

Tendons

Draped 

for ducts (typ.)

Steel support 

Tendons

Transverse 

RECTANGULAR, SKEWED, OR CURVED LAYOUT

Figure 402-8G

 

TYPE B, POST-TENSIONED CONCRETE SLAB
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Web Steel

Minimum Steel

Flared Rounded Pier

ˆ DECK SYSTEM  

design

as required by 

Slab reinforcement 

Tendons

Draped 

abutments

at piers and 

Full diaphragm 

Joints

Cold 

Figure 402-8H

 

TYPE C, CALIFORNIA-TYPE BOX GIRDER
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Transverse Post-Tensioning

clarity

not shown for 

reinforcement is 

Cantilever 

Tendons

Draped 

Former

Void 

Steel 

ˆ Deck System

Core Width

TYPE D1 TYPE D2

Figure 402-8 I

 

CONCRETE SPINE-BEAM WITH CANTILEVER

TYPE D, TWO-WAY POST-TENSIONED CAST-IN-PLACE 
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I Beam

Precast AASHTO 

Beam

Bulb-Tee 

Indiana 

ˆ Deck System

ˆ Beam ˆ Beam ˆ Beam ˆ Beam

Deck

Cast-in-Place 

Figure 402-8J

 

TYPE E1, COMPOSITE DECK WITH PRESTRESSED, PRECAST CONCRETE BEAMS
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ILL 4

AASHTO I

AASHTO II

AASHTO III

AASHTO IV
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Figure 402-8K

 

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE I-BEAM SELECTION CHART
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(a)  OPEN BOX BEAM

ˆ Beam ˆ Beam ˆ Beam

Concrete Deck

Cast-in-Place 

(b)  NORMAL CLOSED BOX BEAM (c)  KEYED-IN CLOSED BOX BEAM

Figure 402-8L

 

TYPE E2, COMPOSITE DECK WITH PRESTRESSED, PRECAST CONCRETE BOX BEAMS
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Strands

Prestressing 

Varies 4’-0" or 5’-0"

  

position, draped

ducts in upper 

Post-tensioning 

position

ducts in lower 

Post-tensioning 

Prestressing Strands

2’-1"

Figure 402-8M

 

TYPE F, INDIANA BULB-TEE BEAM
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ˆ Bearing

Pockets

Top of Beam

Tendons

Beam

Block

End 

Post-Tensioning

Stage Two 

Post-Tensioning

Stage One 

Figure 402-8N

 

POST-TENSIONING

TYPE F, TOP ANCHORAGE FOR LONGITUDINAL 
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with Diaphragm

Field Joint 

Twin Wall Pier

 

Span Element

150’ Max.

Approx.

Pier Element

100’ Max.

Approx.

 

Approx. 250’ Max. Approx. 200’ Max.

Figure 402-8 O

 

CONSTRUCTED FROM LONGITUDINAL PRECAST-CONCRETE BEAM ELEMENTS

TYPE F, LARGE-SPAN BRIDGE
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SINGLE TEE DOUBLE TEE BOX SOLID SLAB

d d

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

~ 4’-0"

Figure 402-8P

TYPE G, ALTERNATIVE SECTIONS FOR PRECAST CONCRETE MEMBERS
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WITH CONCRETE OVERLAY WITH TRANSVERSE POST-TENSIONING ONLY

5
"

M
in
.

Post-Tensioning Tendon

Grouted Shear Key (joint)

Ground Surface

Post-Tensioning Tendon

ˆ

with Reinforcement

Structural Concrete Overlay 

Members

Precast-Concrete 

Members

Precast-Concrete 

Figure 402-8Q

 

TYPE G, ASSEMBLY OF PRECAST-CONCRETE MEMBERS
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ˆ

at piers

Walk-Through Diaphragms 

Figure 402-8R

 

TYPE H, TYPICAL CROSS SECTION FOR SEGMENTAL CONSTRUCTION

Transverse Post-Tensioning

unbonded tendons

Deviation Block for 

Bonded Tendons

Draped and 
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ˆ Beam ˆ Beam ˆ Beam ˆ Beam

ˆ Deck System

Concrete Deck

Channel Diaphragm

Rolled Beam

Connectors

Shear 

Figure 402-8 S

 

TYPE I, TYPICAL CROSS SECTION WITH COMPOSITE STEEL ROLLED BEAMS

2012



Cross Frame

 Beamˆ

 Deck Systemˆ

 Beamˆ  Beamˆ  Beamˆ

Connectors

Shear 

Deck

Concrete 

Plate

Stiffener/Connection 

Transverse 

Figure 402-8T

 

TYPE J, TYPICAL CROSS SECTION WITH COMPOSITE STEEL PLATE GIRDERS
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ˆ Deck System

ˆ Girder ˆ Girder

Concrete Deck

Shear Connectors

at piers

with access hole 

Solid Diaphragm 

Stiffeners

Transverse 

Sway Bracing

Removable 

Figure 402-8U

 

TYPE K, TYPICAL CROSS SECTION WITH COMPOSITE STEEL BOX GIRDERS
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ˆ Deck System
Wearing Treatment

Transverse Post-Tensioning

Bolts

Wood Panels

Spike-Laminated 

Glue- or 

Surface

Wearing 

Beam

Spreader 

Wood Deck

Stress-Laminated 

Bulkhead

Steel Channel 

Continuous 

Trestle

Wood 

Type L1 Type L2

Figure 402-8V

 

TYPE L, TYPICAL CROSS SECTION FOR LAMINATED WOOD DECK
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ˆ Deck System

Concrete or Wood Deck

Wood Beam

Glue-Laminated 

at Bearings

Solid Diaphragm 

Stringers

Native Wood 

Type L3 Type L4

Figure 402-8W

 

TYPE L, TYPICAL CROSS SECTION WITH WOOD BEAMS

2012
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CHAPTER SEVENTY 

 
BRIDGE DESIGN 

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 
70-1.0  MAJOR OR COMPLEX BRIDGE 
 
70-1.01  Major Bridge 
 
A Major INDOT Bridge consists of one of the structure types as follows: 
 
1. cable-stayed; 
2. moveable; 
3. owned by others (i.e., private, DNR, etc.) but inventoried by INDOT; 
4. that which includes pin-and-hanger connections; 
5. that which includes post-tensioned members or elements; 
6. single structure with deck area greater than 25,000 ft2; 
7. state-line crossing at Ohio River or Wabash River; or 
8. twin structure with combined deck area greater than 50,000 ft2. 
 
 
70-1.02  Complex Bridge 
 
A Complex INDOT / County Bridge consists of one of the structure types as follows: 
 
1. cable-stayed; 
2. that which includes curved steel beams or girders; 
3. moveable; 
4. open-spandrel arch; 
5. that which includes pin-and-hanger connections; 
6. that which includes post-tensioned members or elements; 
7. state-line crossing at Ohio River or Wabash River; 
8. that which includes steel box girders or pier caps; 
9. suspension; 
10. thru-truss with four or more main spans; or 
11. truss with pin-and-eyebar connections. 
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70-1.03  Construction, Maintenance, and Inspection Manual 
 
A Construction, Maintenance, and Inspection Manual may need to be developed or updated for 
each Major Bridge, or Complex Bridge, when built or if undergoing a major rehabilitation.  The 
lists of existing Major Bridges and Complex Bridges are available from the Planning Division’s 
Office of Technical Services bridge inspection program manager.  Such a m anual should be 
developed unless otherwise instructed by the Planning Division’s Office of Technical Services 
bridge inspection program manager, or the Production Management Division’s Office of 
Structural Services manager. 
 
A draft version of the manual should be developed prior to the structure’s opening to unrestricted 
traffic.  The manual should include similar information as listed in Figure 70-1A, Sample Outline 
of a Construction, Maintenance, and Inspection Manual, but tailored to the specific bridge type 
or complex details.  Work on the manual should be started during the early stages of the design 
of the bridge so that all required items are included and the long-term inspection and 
maintenance can be considered and incorporated into the design and construction. 
 
A bridge inspection should be conducted by the designer, the project engineer and his or her 
construction inspectors, the district bridge inspection engineer, and the county bridge engineer if 
a local-agency project, prior to the structure’s opening to unrestricted traffic.  T he designer 
should make all of the arrangements for this joint inspection.  A draft copy of the manual should 
be complete and provided for review to each attendee, prior to the inspection.  A ll comments 
from the inspection along with minutes should be included in the final manual.  The initial NBIS 
inspection should also be incorporated into a final version of the manual. 
 
The Planning Division’s Office of Technical Services bridge inspection program manager will 
approve the final manual as complete.  Once finalized, one copy each of the manual should be 
transmitted to the Planning Division’s Office of Technical Services bridge inspection program 
manager, the INDOT district bridge inspection engineer, and the county bridge engineer if a 
local-agency project. 
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Post-Tensioned Concrete Slab Bridge 
 
1.0  Bridge Description 
 1.1  Superstructure Slab and Post-Tensioning 
 1.2  Railings 
 1.3  Substructure 
 1.4  Bearings 
 
2.0  Design Records 
 2.1  Superstructure 
 2.2  Substructures 
 2.3  Design Records 
 2.4  Post-Tensioning Shop Drawings 
 
3.0  Construction Records 
 3.1  Falsework Design Calculations 
 3.2  As-Built Plans 
 3.3  Material Records 
  3.3.1  Concrete compressive strength 
  3.3.2  Admixtures 
  3.3.3  Post-Tensioning ducts 
  3.3.4  Anchorage assemblies 
  3.3.5  Post-Tensioning strands 
  3.3.6  Grout 
 3.4  Final Elevation survey 
 3.5  Calculations 
  3.5.1  Jacking Forces 
  3.5.2  Elongation 
  3.5.3  Anchorage Stresses 
 3.6  Grouting Records 
 3.7  Stressing Records 
 3.8  Friction Test 
 

SAMPLE OUTLINE OF A CONSTRUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE, AND INSPECTION MANUAL 

 
Figure 70-1A 
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 3.9  Qualifications 
  3.9.1  Qualification Requirements listed in Contract and Special Provision for Workers 
  3.9.2  Qualifications of Workers performing the Post-Tensioning and Grouting 
  3.9.3  Qualifications of  Inspectors overseeing the Post-Tensioning and Grouting 
4.0  Types and Causes of Distress 
 4.1  General 
 4.2  Cracking and Spalling in Concrete 
 4.3  Corrosion of Reinforcing and Post-Tensioning Steel 
 4.4  Relaxation of Post-Tensioning Steel 
 4.5  Post-Tensioning wire breaks 
 4.6  Creep and Shrinkage 
 4.7  Voids in Concrete 
 4.8  Improperly grouted tendons 
 4.9  Anchorage and Coupler Stresses 
 
5.0  Inspection Requirements and Procedures 
  5.0.1  Inspection Plan of Action 
  5.0.2  NDT / Testing Plan of Action 
   5.0.2.1  What to Test 
   5.0.2.2  Where to Test 
   5.0.2.3  How to Access Areas to Test 
   5.0.2.4  How to Re-cover Areas Tested 
 5.1  Qualifications of Inspectors and NDT Technicians 
 5.2  Equipment 
  5.2.1  Access Equipment 
  5.2.2  Inspection Equipment 
  5.2.3  Safety Equipment 
  5.2.4  Traffic Control and Miscellaneous Equipment 
 5.3  NBIS Condition Survey 
 5.4  Elevation Survey 
 5.5  NDT / Testing 
  5.5.1  Stresses in Strands 
  5.5.2  Corrosion Activity 
   5.5.2.1  Visual Rust Evaluation 
   5.5.2.2  Corrosion Rate 

 
 

SAMPLE OUTLINE OF A CONSTRUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE, AND INSPECTION MANUAL 

 
Figure 70-1A contd. 
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   5.5.2.3  Corrosion Potential 
   5.5.2.4  pH of Grout 
    5.5.2.4.1  At Duct Interface 
    5.5.2.4.2  At Wire Surface 
   5.5.2.5  Moisture Content of Grout 
   5.5.2.6  Chloride Content of Grout 
   5.5.2.7  Petrographic Examination 
 5.6  Inspection Checklist 
 5.7  Schedule 
  5.7.1  Regular Inspections 
  5.7.2  In-Depth Inspections 
  5.7.3  Elevation Surveys 
  5.7.4  NDT / Testing 
 
6.0  Bridge Load Capacity Ratings 
 6.1  Initial Load Rating from Design 
  6.1.1  Inventory and Operating Ratings 
   6.1.1.1  H-20 Truck 
   6.1.1.2  HS-20 Truck 
   6.1.1.3  HL-93 Truck 
   6.1.1.4  INDOT Group of Permitted Vehicles 
 6.2  Load Rating based on As-Built Conditions 
 6.3  Guidelines on when to Re-Load Rate 
 
7.0  Drawings of Details for use during Inspections 
 [Drawings should show all noted defects as of the date when the bridge was opened to 
 traffic.] 
 
8.0  Maintenance Requirements and Procedures 
 8.1  Maintenance Plan of Action 
 8.2  What to Maintain 
 8.3  How to Maintain 
 8.4  When to Maintain 
 8.5  Maintenance Log 
 
 

SAMPLE OUTLINE OF A CONSTRUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE, AND INSPECTION MANUAL 

 
Figure 70-1A contd. 
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INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION—2012 DESIGN MANUAL 

CHAPTER 403 

Load Analysis and 
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CHAPTER 403 

 

Load Analysis and Application 

 
 
403-1.0  GENERAL 

 
References shown are to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. 
 
 
403-1.01  Introduction 

 
This Chapter describes the loads to be applied to bridge structures. 
 
The following summarizes the discussion of structural loads and force effects. 
 
1. Permanent Loads.  This consists of the application of alternative sets of load factors 

specified for permanent loads and for imposed deformations. 
 
2. Gravitational Live Load.  This Chapter provides a treatment on vehicular live loads with 

reference to the following: 
 

a. the live-load regime as a tandem or truck coincident with a uniformly distributed 
load, as specified in the LRFD Specifications; and 

 
b. a description of heavy vehicles permitted to operate in the State for which certain 

bridges shall be investigated. 
 
3. Creep, Shrinkage, and Temperature.  The use of alternative load factors, introduced by 

the LRFD Specifications for the effects of creep, shrinkage, and uniform temperature, is 
discussed.  See Section 403-5.02. 

 
4. Earthquake.  Section 403-3.05 discusses earthquake effects. 
 
5. Ice.  Section 403-3.06 discusses ice forces on a pier. 
 
 
403-1.02  Limit States 
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LRFD 1.3.1 states that bridges shall be designed for specified limit states to achieve the 
objectives of constructibility, safety and serviceability, with due regard to issues of 
inspectability, economy and aesthetics.  Through this requirement, the Specifications expand the 
traditional family of design objectives of constructibility, safety, and economy by means of 
concerns for maintenance and social issues.  The first relates to the Specifications’ requirement 
of 75 years for a reasonably trouble-free service life, and the second reflects the pleasure and 
comfort of the highway user.  LRFD Section 2 provides guidance on how the 75-year target 
service life can be achieved, and thus emphasizes the significance of non-strength issues. 
 
For the purpose of this Chapter, the extreme-limit state applies to both maximum and minimum 
loads.  Components and connections of a bridge are designed for strength, or derivatives of 
strength, at various limit states.  The basic design relationship between load effects and structural 
performance for all limit states is as follows: 
 
 niii RQ        (Equation 403-1.1) 
 

Where: 
 i = load factor 
 Qi = load or force effect 
  = resistance factor 
 Rn = nominal resistance 
 
For a load for which a maximum value of γi is appropriate, 
 
 IRDi   0.95 
 
For a load for which a minimum value of γi is appropriate, 
 
 0.11

IRD
i  

 
where IRD ,, are load modifiers relating to ductility, redundancy, and operational 
importance, respectively. 

 
The left-hand side is the sum of the factored load, or force, effects of a type of effect acting on a 
component, and the right-hand side is the factored nominal resistance of the component for the 
type of effect.  Where various types of force effects interact at a section of a component, e.g., 
shear and moment in a concrete beam, or where a load produces both force effect and resistance, 
e.g., fill behind a retaining wall, either special interaction formulas are provided in the LRFD 
Specifications or the effects are artificially separated for design. 
 
The strength-limit-state factors to be used are as follows: 
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 D = 1.05 for components subject to brittle failure 
 D = 1.00 for conventional design in accordance with the LRFD Specifications 
 R = 1.05 for a simple span with non-integral supports or non-redundant structure 
 R = 1.00 for other type of bridge 
 I = 1.05 for a National Highway System bridge, or a bridge which provides single 
   access to a military base, medical facility, generating station, or a considerable 
   population 
 I = 0.95 for a highway classified as a local road or street 
 I = 1.00 for a bridge on another type of highway 
 
In addition to the LRFD Specifications, the following shall apply to the application of limit 
states. 
 
Limit State Investigation 
 
Strength II If special-permit vehicles, such as trucks carrying large transformers are 

anticipated, they shall be analyzed under this limit state.  Wind load need not 
be considered. 

 
 
403-2.0  PERMANENT LOADS 

 
403-2.01  General Requirements 

 
LRFD 3.5 specifies the types of permanent loads, which are either direct gravity loads or those 
caused by gravity loads.  These now include downdrag, DD, which is the result of soil 
consolidation around a deep foundation.  Prestressing is considered part of resistance and has 
been omitted from the list of permanent loads shown in LRFD 3.5.  However, in designing 
anchorage blocks and evaluating shear resistance, the prestressing force is contributing to load 
effects.  It can sometimes be the dominating load. 
 
As shown in LRFD Table 3.4.1-2, there are two sets of load factors for permanent loads.  They 
shall be applied where the sum of force effects can be both positive and negative.  For example, 
this situation can occur in the end bearing design of a continuous superstructure with relatively 
shortened spans.  Where the transient live load is in the end span, it causes compression and, if in 
the second span, uplift.  The following combinations shall be considered in this situation. 
 
1. If dead-load reaction is compressive, for extreme compression use the maximum load 

factor.  For extreme uplift, use the minimum load factor. 
 
2. If dead-load reaction is tensile, for extreme compression use the minimum load factor.  

For extreme uplift, use the maximum load factor. 
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The load factor for a given loading situation shall be the same for all spans. 
 
 
403-2.02  Uplift 

 
Uplift had been formerly treated as a separate loading situation.  With the introduction of 
variable load factors, uplift has been reduced to one of the load combinations. 
 
 
403-2.03  Concrete Deck Slab 

 
If a concrete deck slab is placed on stay-in-place corrugated metal formwork as described in 
LRFD 9.7.4, the specified net concrete design section shall be taken from the top of the form.  
The design dead load shall include 15 psf of deck area for a deck formed with permanent metal 
forms to accommodate the weight of the forms and of the concrete in the valleys of the forms’ 
corrugations. 
 
Clear spans between girders or beams exceeding 9.5 ft will require metal forms with the 
corrugations closed off, which prohibit concrete from entering the valleys of the corrugations.  
The girders or beams, however, shall still be designed for 15 psf of deck area. 
 
Although permanent metal deck forms, which provide a dead load of less than 15 psf, are 
available, the 15 psf shall be retained as the minimum design load.  In addition to the dead load 
of the initial structure, the design dead load shall be increased by 35 psf for a future wearing 
surface or overlay. 
 
 
403-2.04  Utilities 

 
Information shall be obtained concerning the weight and location of utilities that may be attached 
to the bridge. 
 
 
403-2.05  Dead-Load Values 

 
Figure 403-2A lists typical dead-load values. 
 
 
403-2.06  Dead-Load Distribution 

 
Typical practices for distributing dead load to beams or girders are as follows. 
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1. Future-wearing-surface load shall be applied equally to all beams. 
 
2 Dead loads due to barrier railings, curbs, sidewalks, or other attachments (structural or 

aesthetic) placed after the deck has set, shall be distributed with 60% of the load applied 
to the exterior beam and 40% of the load applied to the first adjacent interior beam.  The 
beams shall also be checked with the loads distributed equally to all beams. 

 
3. Concrete dead load of deck applied to the outside girder shall be in accordance with the 

lever rule described in LRFD 4.6.2.2.1. 
 
4. The capacity of outside beams shall not be less than the capacity of interior beams.  All 

interior beams shall be equally sized. 
 
5. For utilities, the lever rule can be used to compute the load to the adjacent beams. 
 
 
403-3.0  TRANSIENT LOADS 

 
403-3.01  Toll Road and Michigan-Train Design Trucks 

 
Each bridge shall be designed for the HL-93 vehicular live load described above.  In addition, a 
series of design truck loads shall be used as described as follows. 
 
1. Toll Road Live Load.  In addition to the Specifications’ live-load regime, the Toll Road 

live load shall be applied to each State-highway bridge located within 15 mi of an Indiana 
Toll Road gate.  A single truck with design lane load shall be used in each design lane.  
This loading shall be investigated under Strength II Limit State.  The configurations of 
the Toll Road live-load vehicles are shown in Figures 403-3A, 403-3B, and 403-3C.  
Factors for multiple presence and dynamic load allowance shall be the same as those used 
for regular design trucks. 

 
2. Michigan Truck-Train Live Load.  In addition to the Specifications’ live load regime, the 

Michigan Truck-Train live load shall be applied to each bridge located on the Indiana 
Extra-Heavy-Duty-Highway System.  A complete list of the locations of these highways 
appears at http://codes.lp.findlaw.com/incode/9/20/5/9-20-5-4.  The configurations of the 
Michigan Truck-Train vehicles are shown in Figures 403-3D and 403-3E.  A single truck 
with design lane load shall be limited to one design lane located so as to cause extreme 
force effects, while the other design lanes are occupied by regular design loads.  This 
loading combination shall be investigated under the Strength II Limit State.  Factors for 
multiple presence and dynamic load allowance shall be the same as those used for regular 
design trucks. 
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These design trucks shall not be considered for fatigue considerations, but they may be used for 
centrifugal and braking forces. 
 
 
403-3.02  Centrifugal and Braking Forces, and Wind Pressure on Vehicle 

 
Centrifugal forces, braking forces, and wind pressure on a vehicle shall be applied at 6 ft above 
the profile grade at the centerline of the pier or bent. 
 
 
403-3.03  Stream Pressure 

 
A drag coefficient, CD, shall be used as described in LRFD 3.7.3.1. 
 
 
403-3.04  Forces Due to Friction 

 
Chapter 409 discusses friction forces within the context of bearings. 
 
 
403-3.05  Earthquake Effects 

 
Earthquake Effects, EQ, shall be determined in accordance with AASHTO Guide Specifications 
for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design. 
 
 
403-3.06  Ice Forces on Pier 

 
The following describes criteria for determining ice forces on a pier. 
 
1. Effective ice crushing strength, p = 165 psi. 
2. Ice thickness, t = 1 ft. 
3. The horizontal force shall be applied midway between the Q100 elevation, i.e., the water 

elevation at the 100-year frequency flood event, and the low-water elevation. 
4. If the low-water channel width is less than 60 ft, a reduction factor, K1, of 0.75, and p = 

55 psi, shall be used. 
5. LRFD Specifications 3.9.3, 3.9.4, 3.9.5, and 3.9.6 do not apply. 
 
 
403-3.07  Vehicle or Train Collision with Structure 
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Unless the structure is protected as specified in LRFD 3.6.5.1, an abutment or pier located within 
30 ft of the edge of a roadway, or within 50 ft of the centerline of a railroad track, shall be 
designed for loads in accordance with LRFD 3.6.5.2. 
 
A mechanically-stabilized-earth-wall bridge abutment placed adjacent to a roadway need not be 
checked for vehicle-collision forces as described in LRFD 3.6.5.  However, if the wall must be 
placed inside the clear zone, roadway safety shall be addressed.  Such an abutment placed 
adjacent to a railroad track shall be checked as described in LRFD 3.6.5. 
 
 
403-3.08  Vessel Collision with Structure 

 
In a navigable waterway, a merchant ship or barge can collide with a bridge substructure.  The 
bridge structure shall be designed using load combination Extreme Event II to prevent collapse 
of the superstructure by considering the size and type of the vessel, available water depth, vessel 
speed, and structure response in accordance with LRFD 3.14.  For additional information, see the 
AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway 
Bridges.  The design water depth shall be computed from the bottom of the waterway to the 
annual mean high-water level. 
 
 
403-3.09  Pedestrian Live-Load Distribution 

 
Pedestrian live loads shall be evaluated for each of the conditions as follows. 
 
1. Based on the assumption that all sidewalks can be removed in the future; vehicles are 

permitted to travel from face-of-barrier to face-of-barrier.  A pedestrian live load is not 
applied to the structure. 

 
2. Pedestrian live load shall be distributed with 60% of the load applied to the exterior beam 

and 40% of the load applied to the first adjacent interior beam.  Vehicles are permitted to 
travel from face-of-curb to face-of-curb. 

 
 
403-4.0  CONSTRUCTION LOADINGS 

 
403-4.01  General Requirements 

 
Construction loadings shall be evaluated in accordance with LRFD 3.4.2. 
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Construction loadings are not accurately known during the project-design stage.  The magnitude 
and location of the assumed construction loadings used for design, however, shall be shown in 
the contract documents. 
 
For a beam or girder structure, the information shown in Figure 403-4A shall be shown on the 
General Plan.  The exterior beam or girder shall be checked for the specified construction 
loadings: 
 
All additional rotational resistance measures required as a result of the construction loading 
check shall be shown on the plans. 
 
 
403-4.02  Application of Construction Loadings 

 
1. Component Loads, DC. 

a. DC1, Concrete = 150 pcf 

b. DC2, Stay-in-place Formwork = 15 psf 
 
2. Construction Dead Loads, CDL. 
 a. CDL1, Removable Coping Deck Forms = 15 psf 

b. CDL2, Temporary Walkway = 15 psf, applied over a 2-ft width platform on 
outside of coping 

 
3. Construction Live Loads, CLL. 

a. CLL1, Construction Live Load = 20 psf extended the entire bridge width plus 2 ft 
outside of bridge coping over 30 ft longitudinal length centered on screed-
machine load 

b. CLL2, Screed Machine = 4500 lb over 10 ft longitudinal length applied 6 in. 
outside the bridge coping 

c. CLL3, Vertical Railing and Walkway Load = 75 plf applied 6 in. outside the 
bridge coping over 30 ft longitudinal length centered on screed-machine load 

 
4. Wind Load, WS.  WS, Wind on Structure = 50 psf in accordance with AASHTO Guide 

Design Specifications (1995) for Bridge Temporary Works, Fig. 2.1 
 
The angled bracket shall be assumed to extend from the flange/web intersection to 6 in. outside 
the edge of coping to maximize the horizontal force.  Figures 403-4B, 403-4C, and 403-4D 
depict the application of these loads and the resultant girder rotation. 
 
 
403-5.0  ELASTIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
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403-5.01  General 

 
This Section discusses the effects of imposed deformations such as elastic shortening, creep, 
shrinkage, temperature, and settlement. 
 
 
403-5.02  Superimposed Deformations 

 
Superimposed deformations include the following: 
 
1. elastic shortening; 
2. creep; 
3. shrinkage; 
4. temperature; and 
5. settlement. 
 
With the exception of settlement, all of these deformations are internally generated.  More 
discussion on sectional, i.e., internal, effects of these imposed deformations is provided in 
Chapter 406. 
 
The LRFD Specifications specify various load factors for these effects.  The 1.20 factor relates to 
the fact that the movement calculated on the basis of specified values may occasionally be 
exceeded and helps to avoid the undersizing of joints, expansion devices, and bearings. 
 
The poor performance of many deck joints and expansion bearings can be traced to an 
underestimate of extreme movements of retaining walls and abutments due to earth pressure or 
pavement expansion which can be cumulative with the effects of the other three.  Deck joints 
frozen due to substructure movements are often reported.  A pavement relief joint is provided at 
the end of each reinforced-concrete bridge-approach pavement, and the effect of pavement 
expansion can be neglected. 
 
The governing combinations of the effects of creep, shrinkage, and uniform temperature shall be 
determined in accordance with the LRFD Specifications.  The substructure displacement shall be 
determined considering strain or relative structural movement, whichever applies, and 
multiplying it by 1.20.  If a calculated force effect is a direct response to creep, shrinkage, and 
uniform temperature, a load factor of 0.50 for the strength-limit state, and one of 1.00 for the 
service-limit state shall be used.  In theory, a load factor of less than 1.00 signifies that the 
effects of superimposed deformation tend to dissipate at the strength-limit state due to inelastic 
action.  This may be further reduced if so justified by inelastic analysis.  If the calculated force 
effect is an indirect response, such as for altering eccentricity of gravitational or other loads, the 
load factors specified for these loads shall be applied, but the eccentricity caused by the 
deformation shall be upgraded by a factor of 1.2. 
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Indiana is considered to be in a cold climate.  A setting temperature of 60 F shall be used for the 
installation of expansion bearings and expansion deck joints. 
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Dead Load Value 

Future wearing surface 35 lb/ft

Permanent metal deck forms 

2 

15 lb/ft

Reinforced concrete 

2 

150 lb/ft

Earth 

3 

120 lb/ft

Water 

3 

62.4 lb/ft

Lateral soil pressure 

3 

 (Equivalent fluid pressure) 
32.5 lb/ft

 

3 

 
TYPICAL DEAD LOADS 

 
Figure 403-2A 
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INDICATES CENTER OF GRAVITY OF VEHICLE.

18 18 18 18 18

4’10’

14"

4’

b = 28’

10’

TOLL ROAD LOADING NO.1

(W = 90 kip)

Figure 403-3A
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INDICATES CENTER OF GRAVITY OF VEHICLE.

22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5

14’14’ 9’

4.5’

b = 37’

TOLL ROAD LOADING NO.2

(W = 90 kip)

Figure 403-3B
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INDICATES CENTER OF GRAVITY OF VEHICLE.

18 18 18 18 18 18 18

20’12’4’

5’-8.5"

10’ 4’ 26’

b = 76’

SPECIAL TOLL ROAD TRUCK

(W = 126 kip)

Figure 403-3C
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INDICATES CENTER OF GRAVITY OF VEHICLE

12 16 16

9’ 3’-6" 9’

18 18
1’-4.8"

9’ 9’

b = 57’-6"

18 18 18

9’9’

MICHIGAN TRUCK TRAIN NO. 5

(W = 134 kip)

Figure 403-3D
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INDICATES CENTER OF GRAVITY OF VEHICLE

12 13 13 11 11

9’ 9’3’-6"

11 11 11 11

3’-6"

2.9"

b = 57’

9’ 9’

15 15

MICHIGAN TRUCK TRAIN NO. 8

(W = 134 kip)

Figure 403-3E
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CONSTRUCTION LOADING 
 
The exterior girder has been checked for strength, deflection, and overturning using the 
constructions loads shown below.  Cantilever overhang brackets were assumed for support of the 
deck overhang past the edge of the exterior girder.  The finishing machine was assumed to be 
supported 6 in. outside the vertical coping form.  The top overhang brackets were assumed to be 
located 6 i n. past the edge of the vertical coping form.  T he bottom overhang brackets were 
assumed to be braced against the intersection of the girder bottom flange and web. 
 
Deck Falsework Loads: Designed for 15 l b/ft2 for permanent metal stay-in-place deck 

forms, removable deck forms, and 2-ft exterior walkway. 
 
Construction Live Load: Designed for 20 lb/ft2 extending 2 ft past the edge of coping and 75 

lb/ft vertical force applied at a distance of 6 in. outside the face of 
coping over a 30-ft length of the deck centered with the finishing 
machine. 

 
Finishing-Machine Load: 4500 lb distributed over 10 ft along the coping. 
 
Wind Load: Designed for 70 m ph horizontal wind loading of 50 l b/ft2 in 

accordance with AASHTO Guide Design Specifications for Bridge 
Temporary Works (1995), Figure 2.1. 

 
 

CONSTRUCTION-LOADINGS INFORMATION TO BE 
SHOWN ON GENERAL PLAN 

 
Figure 403-4A 
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(WS)

Wind

Overhang Bracket

2’-0"

Midpoint of

Coping
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Edge of Coping

(DC1)

Concrete

Construction Live Load (CLL1)

(CDL1) + Walkway (CDL2)] &

Formwork [SIP (DC2) + Removable

Deck Forms

Stay-in-Place

(CLL2 & CLL3)

Figure 403-4B

CONSTRUCTION LOADS

Rail Load      

Screed Machine,
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Overhang Bracket

Midpoint of

Coping
Deck Forms

Stay-in-Place

Figure 403-4C

CONSTRUCTION LOADS

Construction Loads & Formwork

Screed Machine, Rail Loads, Concrete

Horizontal and Vertical components of Concrete, Formwork, Construction Loads

Wind

Vertical Loads transmitted through bracket Vertical Loads directly to Girder
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Construction Loads & Formwork

Screed Machine, Rail Loads, Concrete

Horizontal and Vertical components of

Figure 403-4D

BEAM ROTATION

Equates To

Y-Axis

Y-Axis

Construction Loads

Concrete, Formwork,
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CHAPTER 404 

Bridge Decks 

 
404-1.0  STRIP METHOD 

 
This chapter addresses the design of typical bridge decks using approximate methods of analysis 
commonly referred to as the equivalent strip method. 
 
 
404-1.01  Description 

 
For the design of the deck, LRFD 4.6.2 provides guidance on the use of an approximate method 
of analysis which is analogous to those described in past LRFD Specifications.  The strip method 
is based on a structural simplification in which the deck is replaced by a parallel set of 
continuous beams running in the primary direction of the deck, supported by unyielding supports 
with the span lengths taken as the beam spacing.  The vehicular loading is represented by a 
single line of wheel loads acting on this beam.  The effective width of this beam is determined 
from LRFD Table 4.6.2.1.3-1. 
 
In analyzing a transverse strip, the following procedure may be applied. 
 
1. Determine the number of design lanes in accordance with LRFD 3.6.1.1.1. 
 
2. Position the loads on the strip in accordance with the following: 
 

a. only full axles of 32 kip (16 kip per wheel) are to be used; 
b. the center-to-center distance of the wheels is 6 ft; 
c. the center of the wheel does not become closer than 1 ft to the front face of the 

bridge railing or curb; 
d. the axle is positioned to obtain extreme moments irrespective of the position of 

the design or traffic lanes; and 
e. the wheel loads may be modeled as concentrated loads. 

 
Calculate the maximum moments by considering dynamic load, multiple lane loads, and 
multiple-presence factors.  For negative moment, see LRFD 4.6.2.1.6 for determination of the 
critical design section. 
 
Live-load moments for the strip method may be obtained from LRFD Table A4-1 in lieu of 
calculating them. 
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404-1.02  Application of the Strip Method to a Composite Concrete Deck 

 
The strip method is appropriate for each type of supporting members, including AASHTO 
I-beams, spread box beams, steel beams, or concrete beams with T-shaped flanges.  The 
following will apply to the application of the strip method of analysis. 
 
1. Reinforcing Bars.  It is not necessary to use the same bar size or spacing in the top and 

bottom of the bridge deck in the primary direction. 
 
2. Shear Effects.  By using the strip method, an 8-in. deck is designed for flexure, and shear 

effects can be neglected. 
 
Figure 404-1A illustrates the cross section of a typical beam-slab bridge with four beams spaced 
at 10 ft, a minimum-depth 8-in. concrete deck, and concrete railings.  The deck-overhang width 
of 4.5 ft shown in Figure 404-1A is intended only as an example.  For criteria for deck-overhang-
width limitations, see Section 404-3.02.  A dead load of 35 lb/ft2 shall be considered as a future 
wearing surface.  The 36-ft width clear roadway accepts three 12-ft width travel lanes. 
 

404-2.0  BRIDGE-DECK DESIGN 

 

404-2.01  General Requirements 

 
1. Load Modifier, η. Due to the conservative deck design produced by the strip method, the 

η value for a deck shall be 1. 
 
2. Thickness.  The depth of a reinforced-concrete deck shall not be less than 8 in. 
 
3. Reinforcement.  The bottom-reinforcement cover shall be 1 in.  The top-reinforcement 

cover shall be 2½ in.  The primary reinforcement shall be on the outside and shall be a #5 
bar or larger. 

 
4. Maximum Bar Spacing.  The maximum bar spacing for primary, distribution, and 

temperature reinforcement is 8 in.  This maximum bar spacing is used to control 
cracking.

 
5. Sacrificial Wearing Surface.  The top ½ in. of the bridge deck shall be considered 

sacrificial and shall not be included in the structural design or as part of the composite 
section. 

 
6. Class of Concrete.  Class C concrete shall be used. 
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7. Concrete Strength.  The specified 28-day compressive strength of concrete shall not be 
less than 4 ksi. 

 
8. Reinforcing-Steel Strength.  The specified yield strength shall not be less than 60 ksi. 
 
9. Epoxy Coating.  All reinforcing steel in both top and bottom layers shall be epoxy coated 

for a bridge deck supported on beams. 
 
10. Sealing.  All exposed roadway surfaces, concrete railings, and outside copings shall be 

sealed from drip bead to drip bead.  The underside of the copings and the exterior face of 
outside concrete beams shall also be sealed. 

 
11. Length of Reinforcing Steel.  The maximum length of individual reinforcing bars shall be 

40 ft.  All reinforcing-bar splice lengths shall be shown on the plans. 
 
12. Truss Bars.  Truss bars shall not be used in a concrete deck supported on longitudinal 

stringers or beams. 
 
 
404-2.02  Dimensional Requirements for Concrete Deck 

 
404-2.02(01)  Screed Elevations for Cast-in-Place Concrete Deck 

 
Screed elevations shall be furnished to ensure that the gutters, or the edges of deck on a bridge 
without curbs, will be at the proper final elevations.  Screed elevations are required for a beam or 
girder bridge, or a continuous reinforced-concrete slab bridge on a superelevation transition.  
Screed elevations, if not shown on the plans, shall be provided in tabular form on letter-size 
sheets. 
 
This information shall include a diagram or table showing the elevations at the top of the 
concrete deck that are required before the concrete is placed.  Elevations shall be shown for both 
curblines, or sidewalk gutter lines, and crown of the roadway, and above all beam or girder lines 
for the full length of the bridge, at all bearings, and at a maximum of 10-ft intervals.  Elevations 
at mid-span are optional and need be shown only for short spans where the nearest 10-ft station 
may be some distance from the point of maximum deflection.  Elevations at splice points are 
required. 
 
A structure on a horizontal curve or in a superelevation transition will require additional 
elevation points to define the concrete-deck screed elevations.  A sufficient number of screed 
elevations shall be provided so that the contractor is not forced to interpolate or make 
assumptions in the field. 
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All elevation points shall be furnished so as to allow the proper construction and finishing of the 
deck. 
 
Figure 404-2A illustrates the locations of screed elevations for a bridge deck with curbs and 
sidewalks.  Screed elevations shall be determined using the following criteria. 
 
1. Screed lines shall be established parallel to the skew and at approximately 10-ft intervals 

longitudinally within each span. 
 
2. Screed elevations shall be provided transversely at both copings and curb lines, at the 

centerline of each beam or flange tip for wide-flange beams, at the profile grade, crown 
line if not coincident with profile grade, and longitudinal construction joints. 

 
3. Deflections shall be computed on the basis of beam continuity at the time of deck 

placement. 
 
4. Screed elevations shall be rounded to the nearer 0.005 ft. 
 
 
404-2.02(02)  Fillet Dimensions for Steel Beams or Girders 

 
Figure 404-2B illustrates fillet dimensions for steel beams or girders.  The following will apply 
to the use of this Figure.  Let dimension Y equal the total depth of the deck and fillet. 
 
1. Control dimension Y shall be established so that the theoretical bottom of deck clears the 

thickest and widest top flange plate by ¾ in. to compensate for the allowed tolerance for 
beam camber, or so that the bottom reinforcement clears the field-splice plate by ½ in., 
whichever controls. 

 
2. Dimension Y shall be shown on deck details and rounded up to the nearer 1/8 in. 
 
3. Control dimension Y shall be calculated after the vertical curve, top-flange plate and 

slice-plate thickness and cross slope have been determined. 
 
4. Dimension Y shall be held constant at each beam or girder, where possible, throughout 

the structure. 
 
5. Once established, dimension Y shall be used for all elevation computations such as bridge 

seats, top-of-splice elevations, etc. 
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404-2.02(03)  Fillet Dimensions for Concrete Beams 

 
Figure 404-2C illustrates fillet dimensions for concrete beams.  The basic requirement is to have 
the top of beam not higher than 0.75 in. below the bottom of slab at the center of the span.  This 
allows the actual beam camber to exceed the calculated value up to 1.75 in. before the top of the 
beam can begin interfering with the deck steel. 
 
Dimension A at the center of the span represents an input item required for prestressed-beam-
design computer programs, and can be determined as follows: 

2
75.0 e

WA  

 Where: 
 W = beam top-flange width, in. 
 e = deck crown or superelevation slope 
 
The following may occur. 
 
1. The critical location of the ¾-in. minimum fillet will most often occur at the center of 

each span. 
 
2. The critical location of the ¾-in. minimum fillet will sometimes occur at the ends of the 

beam, for example, where either the residual beam camber is negative or where the 
residual beam camber allowance is less than the crest-vertical-curve effect. 

 
 
404-2.03  Forms for Concrete Deck 

 
Contractor options regarding the use of permanent metal forms and precast-concrete deck panels 
are provided in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  The following criteria apply to forms for a 
concrete deck. 
 
 
404-2.03(01)  Precast Deck Panels 

 
Precast prestressed-concrete deck panels may be used as an alternative forming method for 
certain types of prestressed-concrete I-beam structures.  If a prestressed-concrete I-beam bridge 
is located wholly or partially within a sag vertical curve or a superelevation transition, precast-
concrete deck panels may be used if the additional class C concrete deck thickness, t, as shown 
on Figure 404-2D, is 3 in. or less.  For such a prestressed-concrete I-beam bridge, a note shall be 
placed on the deck-slab details as follows: 
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 Precast prestressed concrete deck panels may be used as an alternate forming 

method on this structure. 
 
If deck panels are allowed for a multiple-span continuous structure, only the top mat of 
longitudinal steel shall be used to satisfy negative moment tensile forces. 
 
LFRD 9.7.4.3.1 recommends that the depth of stay-in-place concrete forms shall not be less than 
3.5 in.  However, based upon demonstrated satisfactory performance, a depth of 3 in. or 2.5 in., 
as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings, may be used. 
 
 
404-2.03(02)  Permanent Metal Forms 

 
Metal stay-in-place forms can be used to support the deck between beams. 
 
Plan details shall be prepared assuming that permanent metal forms will be used.  The 
attachment details are shown in Figures 404-2B and 404-2C.  Attachment details shall be shown 
on the plans. 
 
 
404-2.03(03)  Overhang 

 
Removable forms shall be used to support a deck overhang, and may be used to support the deck 
between girders. 
 
 
404-2.04  Skewed Deck 

 
Skew is defined as the angle between the end line of the deck and the normal drawn to the 
longitudinal centerline of the bridge at that point.  The two end skews can be different.  In 
addition to skew, the behavior of the superstructure is also affected by the span-length-to-bridge-
width ratio.  The LRFD Specifications implies that the effects of a skew angle not exceeding 25 
deg can be neglected, but only for a bridge with a relatively large span-length-to-bridge-width 
ratio.  Figure 404-2E shows four combinations of skew angles 25 deg and 50 deg, and length-to-
width ratios of 3:1 and 1:3.  Both the 50-deg skew and the 1:3 length-to-width ratio are 
considered extreme values, but this often occurs where the deck constitutes the top slab of a 
culvert.  It can be judged visually that both combinations with 25-deg skew may be orthogonally 
modeled for design. 
 
LRFD C9.7.1.3 provides valid arguments supporting the limit of 25 deg concerning the direction 
of transverse reinforcement.  It suggests that placing the transverse reinforcement parallel to a 
skew larger than 25 deg will create a structurally undesirable situation in which the deck is 
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essentially un-reinforced in the direction of principal stresses.  For a skew larger than 25 deg, the 
transverse reinforcement shall be placed perpendicular to the beams. 
 
The combination of 50-deg skew and length-to-width ratio of 1:3, as indicated in Figure 404-2E, 
produces a layout such that if the deck is a cast-in-place concrete slab without beams, the 
primary direction of structural action is one that is perpendicular to the end line of the deck.  
Because of the geometry of the layout, consideration shall be given to placing the primary 
reinforcement in that direction and fanning it as appropriate in the side zone.  With that 
arrangement, the secondary reinforcement can then be placed parallel to the skew, thus regaining 
the orthogonality of the reinforcement as appropriate for this layout. 
 
 
404-2.05  Shear Connectors and Vertical Ties 

 
Based on the LRFD Specifications, composite action between the deck and its supporting 
components shall be ensured where it is technically feasible.  The design of stud or channel shear 
connectors for steel sections and vertical ties for concrete beams or girders is discussed in the 
LRFD Specifications.  Shear connectors and vertical ties between the deck and its supporting 
members shall be designed for force effects calculated on the basis of full composite action, 
whether or not that composite action is considered in proportioning the primary members. 
 
 
404-2.06  Deck Joints 

 
404-2.06(01)  Longitudinal Open Joint 

 
A longitudinal open joint is not required in a concrete bridge deck with a width of 90 ft or less.  
If a deck of wider than 90 ft is required, a longitudinal open joint may be used, or a longitudinal 
closure pour not less than 2 ft wide, may be used.  Transverse-steel lap splices shall be located 
within the longitudinal closure pour.  Such a joint shall remain open as long as the construction 
schedule permits transverse shrinkage of the deck concrete to occur.  The bearings supporting a 
superstructure that has a deck width exceeding 50 ft shall be capable of allowing movement in 
the transverse direction due to temperature and shrinkage movements. 
 
 
404-2.06(02)  Construction Joint 

 
A construction joint creates planes of weakness that frequently cause maintenance problems.  
The use of deck construction joints is discouraged and their number shall be minimized.  The 
contractor, however, has the option of requesting additional joints if the number or locations 
shown on the plans are too restrictive. 
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1. Longitudinal Construction Joint. 
 

a. Usage.  Construction joints need not be used on a deck having a constant cross 
section where the pour width is less than 65 ft.  This applies if the constant cross 
section is rotated along the length of the deck, and the angular breaks within the 
cross section remain constant.  Where the angular breaks within the cross section 
are variable, as in the runout length of a superelevation transition, a construction 
joint shall be provided.  Longitudinal construction joints will also be required on a 
deck with phased construction. 

 
b. Location.  The following applies. 

 
(1) Where a construction joint is required, it shall preferably be placed along 

the edge of a traffic lane.  A joint which is close to a curb may be placed 
up to 1 ft outside the traffic lane. 

 
(2) A joint shall not be located over a beam flange, unless phased construction 

dictates otherwise. 
 

(3) The joint locations shall limit the maximum pour width to 50 to 55 ft. 
 

c. Transverse Reinforcing Steel.  The lengths of transverse reinforcing bars shall be 
selected so bar laps do not appear within a longitudinal construction joint. 

 
2. Transverse Construction Joint. 
 

a. Steel Beam or Girder Structure.  Concrete may be placed continuously on a deck 
requiring less than 260 yd3 of concrete.  A bridge deck that is poured integrally 
with the end bents may usually be placed with one pour. 

 
For a longer structure that exceeds the pour-volume limitation of 260 yd3, an 
alternative may be considered in which the deck length is subdivided into 
segments near the points of final dead load contraflexure, with segments in 
positive flexure placed first and those in negative flexure last. 

 
b. Prestressed-Concrete Structure.  A prestressed-concrete beam bridge made 

continuous for live load only shall be treated such that transverse construction 
joints located 2.5 ft on each side of the pier centerline shall be shown on the plans.  
The short deck segment and diaphragm over the support provide continuity for 
live load in the superstructure after the previously-poured center regions of the 
deck have been poured as simple-span loads. 
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c. Location.  Where used, transverse joints shall be placed parallel to the transverse 
reinforcing steel. 

 
3. Diaphragms.  For a prestressed-concrete beam bridge with a cast-in-place deck, the 

LRFD Specifications requires diaphragms at the bearing points.  These diaphragms shall 
be poured at the same time as the deck. 

 
4. Steel Structure.  A steel superstructure with short end spans relative to the adjacent 

interior span can be subject to uplift at the end bent during the deck pour.  This can occur 
where the far end span is 60% or less of the adjacent interior span.  Where this occurs, 
and if objectionable, a required transverse construction joint shall be placed in the far end 
span and a terminal portion of the end span poured first to counterbalance the uplift.  The 
deck may then be poured from the opposite end forward in the usual manner.  The effects 
of the deck pouring sequence shall be investigated, including its effect on camber, screed 
elevations, and stresses. 

 
5. End Bents.  The simply-supported end of a short end span can experience uplift under 

live load.  A counterweight may be poured near the end of the span to counterbalance the 
uplift, or positive hold-down devices may be installed.  The details of counterweights or 
tie-downs shall be shown on the plans.  Integral end bent concrete shall be considered as 
a counterweight. 

 
6. Pour Diagrams.  Figure 404-2F illustrates the pour diagrams for a continuous, 

prestressed-concrete beam structure.  The plans shall include a note similar to that shown 
on Figure 404-2F, revised as necessary.  Figure 404-2G illustrates the pour diagrams for a 
continuous steel beam or girder structure. 

 
 
404-2.06(03)  Expansion Joints 

 
Indiana is considered to have a cold climate for the purpose of expansion-joint design.  See 
LRFD Table 3.12.2.1-1 for temperature-range values to use to calculate joint movements due to 
temperature. 
 
The following provides criteria for the use of expansion joints. 
 
1. Compression Seal Type BS.  This type of seal has not performed well in the past and 

shall not be used as an expansion joint. 
 
2. Expansion Joint Sealing System.  This joint may be used on a bridge to be rehabilitated. 
 
3. Strip Seal Type SS. 
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a. Details.  The details are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
 b. Expansion Length.  This expansion joint may be used for an expansion length up 

to 400 ft.  The plans shall designate the expansion length for the contractor’s use 
of the Joint Setting Table shown in the INDOT Standard Drawings, which is 
dependent upon the ambient temperature while the deck is being poured (see item 
3.c.).  Therefore, the expansion length shall be computed in feet for each joint 
location.  This value shall be shown on the General Plan at each joint location. 

 
c. Width of Opening.  This joint is designed by the manufacturer to accommodate a 

minimum of 4 in. of movement.  The width of the joint opening at installation 
depends upon the ambient temperature while the deck is being poured, and the 
expansion length of the structure at the joint location. 

 
This joint-opening width is shown in the Joint Setting Table in the Standard 

Drawings for a range of ambient temperatures and expansion lengths. 
 
4. Modular Type M. 
 

a. Details.  Figures 404-2H and 404-2 I illustrate typical schematic details for this 
joint. 

 
b. Expansion Length.  This joint is used only where the anticipated expansion 

movement exceeds the length that can be accommodated by an expansion joint 
type SS.  For an expansion movement of greater than 4 in., a modular expansion 
joint is recommended. 

 
c. Splices.  Where practical, a modular joint shall be full length with no field splices 

across the roadway width.  If a field splice is required for traffic continuity, the 
support beams shall be spaced at a maximum of 2 ft.  See Figure 404-2 I, Section 
A-A. 

 
d. Elastomeric Seal.  The elastomeric seal will be one piece across the roadway 

width, regardless of traffic continuity considerations and the presence of a field 
splice in the steel armor.  See the INDOT Standard Specifications for more 
information. 

 
 
404-2.07  Drainage Outlets 
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Chapter 32 discusses the hydrological and hydraulic analyses for a bridge deck.  This includes 
the methodologies for calculating the flow of water on the bridge and for determining the 
necessary spacing of drainage outlets to prevent the spread of water on the deck from exceeding 
the acceptable limits.  Additional design criteria and details of drainage outlets on a bridge deck 
and closed drainage systems are also provided in Chapter 33. 
 
To make deck-drainage facilities operationally effective and insensitive to blocking by debris or 
ice, they shall be large in size and few in number as suggested by LRFD 2.6.6.  Where practical, 
the use of roadway drain type SQ is preferred to roadway drain type OS because it does not 
accumulate debris as easily.  Locations of roadway drains types SQ and OS shall be checked to 
verify that they clear the top flange of the outside beam or girder.  The large drainage facility, 
however, creates a discontinuity in the deck which shall be considered.  A deck acting 
monolithically is not too sensitive to this, and for a drainage facility whose maximum dimension 
does not exceed 1.33 ft, no additional deck reinforcement is required.  If the facility interrupts a 
main bar of a steel-grid deck, the facility shall be framed, and the frame shall support the 
interrupted element. 
 
 
404-3.0  MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURAL ITEMS 

 
404-3.01  Longitudinal Edge Beam 

 
The LRFD Specifications does not require the presence of side longitudinal edge beams but 
permits the utilization of solid concrete barriers as structural parts of the deck or deck system. 
Railing-type barriers consisting of wood, steel, or concrete beams and posts offer only negligible 
structural contribution, so the usable advantages relate exclusively to solid-concrete wall and 
safety-shape types.  However, the structural contribution of concrete appurtenances to the deck 
shall not be considered for the strength or extreme-event limit states per LRFD 9.5.1, because 
other than immediate repair of an accidentally-damaged railing will result in temporary, yet 
unacceptable, understrength of the bridge.  The structural contribution of the concrete railing 
shall only be considered for the service or fatigue-and-fracture limit states.  If the bridge railing 
is structurally discontinuous, i.e., beam and post, a longitudinal edge beam may be required. 
 
 
404-3.02  Deck Overhang 

 
Additional top reinforcement to resist the collision load transmitted through a railing may be 
required in a large overhang.  The width in inches of the primary strip for a cast-in-place 
concrete deck is 45 + 10X, where X is the distance from load to point of support, as described in 
LRFD 4.6.2.1.3. 
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404-3.02(01)  Design Methods 

 
Bridge-deck overhang-width restrictions apply only to a multi-girder type superstructure, as 
follows: 
 
1. Overhang width is defined as the distance from the centerline of the exterior beam to the 

face of the deck coping.  The suggested overhang-width criteria are as follows: 
 

a. not more than 0.45 times the beam spacing; and 
 

b. not more than 5 ft. 
 
2. The overhang width for a prestressed-concrete box-beam bridge shall not exceed 2 ft 

from the edge of the outside beam. 
 
If deck drains type OS are to be used on a beam or girder structure, the minimum overhang width 
shall be 1.75 ft plus one-half the flange width.  The deck-drain locations shall always be checked 
to verify that the drains clear the top flange. 
 
 
404-3.02(02)  Deck Overhang 

 
For curved deck copings with reference to segmentally spaced straight beams, the above limits 
on maximum width shall be interpreted as the average width within a span.  A ¾-in., half-round 
drip bead shall be placed 6 in. in from the edge of the coping.  The depth of the outside coping 
shall be a minimum of 8 in.  Once a coping depth is selected, it shall be maintained over the full 
length of the superstructure along that coping. 
 
Because of the geometry of construction jacks used to support an overhang, the bottom of the 
coping shall be made flush with the underside of the top flange of a steel structure.  The bottom 
of the coping may be sloped to match the slope of the top of deck, or at least be made level. 
 
The depth of the outside coping for a superelevated deck shall be greater than the minimum 8-in. 
deck thickness.  The coping depth will be dimension Y minus the superelevation rate times half 
the flange width at the low side, or, plus the superelevation rate times half the flange width at the 
high side.  See Figure 404-3A.  The slope of the bottom of the overhang will then be parallel to 
the top of the deck.  The coping depth selected at each coping shall be maintained over the full 
length of the superstructure along that coping. 
 
For a curved-deck layout, the distance from the centerline of the girder to the face of the coping 
along both copings shall be shown in a coping offset diagram.  These offsets shall be shown at 
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10-ft intervals measured along the centerline of the girder.  The offset at all break points of the 
girders shall also be shown. 
 
For the design of a deck overhang with a cantilever not exceeding 6 ft from the centerline of the 
exterior girder to the face of a structurally-continuous concrete barrier, LRFD 3.6.1.3.4 permits 
replacement of concentrated wheel loads with a line load of 1 kip/ft intensity, located 1 ft from 
the face of the railing.  Thus, an effective longitudinal distribution of wheel loads and an ease of 
design is realized.  If other railings are used, the strip method may be applied. 
 
The design approach, as described in LRFD CA13-4.2, is that the vehicular-collision loads are 
not specified and that the overhangs are designed for the maximum inelastic force effects which 
can be generated and transmitted by the railing resisting the vehicular impact.  LRFD CA13.4.2 
states, the crash testing program is oriented toward survival and not necessarily the 

identification of the ultimate strength of the railing system.  This could produce a railing system 

that is significantly over-designed leading to the possibility that the deck overhang is also over-

designed.  The computed railing capacity will be far greater than the required capacity.  
Designing the overhang for full railing capacity will result in an extremely conservative section 
that is not in accordance with observed field behaviors.  Based on observations of impacted 
bridge railings, an overhang designed according to previous AASHTO bridge-design 
specifications shows the desired behavior that the overhang does not fail if a railing failure 
occurs due to a collision.  Accordingly, the overhang shall be designed for a collision force of 
25% greater than the required capacity, which results in a design approximating present 
satisfactory practice. 
 
There is a normal concentration of force effects in the end zone of the railing, and the deck may 
need strengthening therein.  An extension of the end beam (hidden or otherwise) to the railing 
may be necessary to strengthen the overhang.  LRFD Equations A13.3.1-3 and A13.3.1-4 can be 
used to check the railing strength for impact near the end of the railing and to compute the 
magnitude of the loads to be transferred to the deck overhang and the need for extra top-deck 
reinforcement. 
 
The deck overhang is a cantilever slab that supports the barrier railing and can be designed 
independently of the deck spans.  Sufficient negative moment reinforcement must be provided 
for the design conditions.  The reinforcement must be adequately anchored into the first deck 
span. 
 
Two limit states are used for design, as described in LRFD A13.4.1 and A13.2.  Strength I and 
Extreme Event II requires the deck overhang to be designed for the vertical forces specified in 
the Extreme Event limit state.  However, for a continuous concrete railing, this never controls.  
The strength-limit state considers vertical gravity loads and will only govern the design if the 
cantilever span is very large.  The extreme-event-limit state considers horizontal forces caused 
by the collision of a vehicle with the railing, and will usually govern the deck-overhang design. 
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404-3.03  Transverse Edge Beam 

 
LRFD 9.7.1.4 requires the end zone of the deck to have adequate resistance against the increase 
of force effects due to the structural discontinuity at the deck joint.  This additional resistance is 
provided by the diaphragms that are commonly used for an integral end bent superstructure.  In 
the absence of diaphragms, a transverse edge beam, hidden or exposed, is acceptable.  The beam 
shall be designed as described in LRFD 4.6.2.1.4. 
 
Typical configurations of transverse edge beams are shown in Figures 404-3B through 404-3F 
for various types of superstructures.  For the positive-moment reinforcement, crankshaft bars 
shall be considered (see Figure 404-3F) instead of straight bars between beams, unless the 
requirements for tension development length provided in LRFD 5.11.2.1 can be satisfied by 
placement of straight bars between beams.  Crankshaft bars that extend from coping to coping 
can be difficult to handle and install.  They shall preferably consist of two bars that are lapped 
above the beam at the centerline of the roadway or above a beam that is adjacent to the centerline 
of roadway.  As shown in Figure 404-3F, past designs have included a 45-deg fillet along the 
inside face of the edge beam.  The 45-deg fillet is available as an option for additional resistance 
to force effects or assurance of a smooth flow of stress at a location where there is a significant 
change in section depth. 
 
For a deck with no skew or with a skew angle not exceeding 25 deg, the transverse deck 
reinforcement shall be placed parallel to the skew, but for a greater skew angle, it shall be placed 
perpendicular to the supporting beams.  For a greater skew angle, the transverse deck 
reinforcement shall be terminated at points encompassed by the edge beam.  Hence, it shall not 
be counted as part of the resistance.  For a skew angle not exceeding 25 deg, the top transverse 
deck steel may be included in the design of the edge beam.  For a skew angle exceeding 25 deg, 
the negative-moment reinforcement in the edge beam shall be placed below the top longitudinal 
deck steel. 
 
Although LRFD 4.6.2.4c specifies a strip width for positive and negative moment for the edge 
member, it is acceptable to use the thickened edge beam or diaphragm width.  The edge beam 
shall be assumed to carry one truck axle for each vehicle considered. 
 
 
404-3.04  Bridge Railing 

 
Section 404-4.0 discusses the types of bridge railings that may be used.  Section 404-3.04 
discusses the structural evaluation of concrete or steel railings at the copings of a bridge. 
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A concrete barrier railing is built monolithically and continuous with no contraction joints at 
either mid-span or over the interior supports.  Full-depth open joints shall be provided only 
between the end of the structure and the reinforced-concrete bridge approach and at expansion 
joints on a structure composed of two or more units. 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate concrete railings with the preferred arrangement of 
reinforcement.  This arrangement of railing reinforcement is a departure from traditional design 
in which the railing has essentially been considered as a vertical flexural element and the 
longitudinal reinforcement, as secondary, being compatible with frequent relief joints.  The 
uninterrupted railing becomes a primary longitudinal flexural element, playing a significant role 
in resisting both gravitational and impact loading.  The longitudinal steel is appropriate for this 
role, in addition to controlling shrinkage-caused cracking. 
 
Stirrups connecting continuously-placed, whether or not structurally continuous, concrete railing, 
curb, parapet, sidewalk, or median to the concrete deck shall be determined assuming full 
composite action at the interface, in accordance with LRFD 5.8.4. 
 
 
404-4.0  BRIDGE-RAILING DESIGN 

 
404-4.01  Test-Level Selection 

 
The basic parameter for bridge-railing selection is the Test Level required at the site.  This is a 
function of the following: 
 
1. highway design speed; 
2. average annual daily traffic and percent trucks; 
3. bridge-railing offset; 
4. highway geometry (grades and horizontal curvature); 
5. height of deck; and 
6. type of land use below deck. 
 
The detailed methodology for determining a bridge railing’s Test Level is described herein.  The 
methodology has been adapted from the AASHTO publication Guide Specifications for Bridge 

Railings.  The performance-level designations in the Guide Specifications have been converted 
to the Test-Level designations in National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 350 

(NCHRP 350) Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway 

Features.  The Guide Specifications methodology is based on a benefit/cost analysis which 
considers occupant safety, vehicular types, highway conditions and costs.  The overall objective 
is to match the bridge railing’s Test Level, and therefore costs, to site needs. 
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The Performance Level (PL-__) terminology applies to the AASHTO Guide Specifications for 

Bridge Railings.  Under the NCHRP 350 criteria, performance of each bridge railing and 
associated transition is measured in terms of Test Levels (TL-__).  A bridge-railing equivalency 
table for converting PL-1, PL-2 and PL-3 railings to TL-2, TL-4 and TL-5 railings is provided in 
Figure 404-4A, Bridge Railing Level Equivalency. 
 
NCHRP 350 identifies six Test Levels.  To limit the number of necessary bridge railings, three of 
these Test Levels have been selected, and warrants have been developed for their use. 
 
The Test Level is selected based on the following. 
 
 
404-4.01(01)  TL-2 

 
A TL-2 bridge railing is appropriate on a bridge which satisfies the following: 
 
1. the bridge is located on a route not on the State highway system, and the adjusted AADT 

in the construction year appears within the TL-2 range shown in Figure 49-6D(30), 49-
6D(40), 49-6D(45), 49-6D(50), or 49-6D(55), Median Barrier and Bridge Railing Test 
Level Selection, for the appropriate design speed; or 

 
2. the bridge is located on a State-highway-system route with a design speed of 45 mph or 

lower and the adjusted AADT in the construction year appears within the TL-2 range 
shown in Figure 49-6D(30), 49-6D(40), or 49-6D(45), for the appropriate design speed. 

 
 
404-4.01(02)  TL-4 

 
A TL-4 bridge railing is appropriate on a bridge which satisfies the following: 
 
1. the criteria for TL-2 are not satisfied; and 
 
2. the adjusted AADT in the construction year appears within the TL-4 range shown in 

Figure 49-6D(30), 49-6D(40), 49-6D(45), 49-6D(50), 49-6D(55), 49-6D(60), or 49-
6D(65), for the appropriate design speed. 

 
 
404-4.01(03)  TL-5 

 
A TL-5 bridge railing is appropriate on a bridge where the adjusted AADT in the construction 
year appears within the TL-5 range shown in Figures 49-6D(30) through 49-6D(65), whichever 
applies. 
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404-4.01(04)  TL-6 

 
A TL-6 bridge railing is intended to reduce to almost zero the probability that a large van-type, 
semi-trailer truck will penetrate the railing.  The TL-6 bridge railing is intended to contain and 
redirect a tanker trailer truck, which has a high point of contact with a bridge railing. 
 
The decision to use a TL-6 bridge railing is a policy decision based on a site-by-site evaluation; 
therefore no numerical thresholds are provided.  As an example, a TL-6 bridge railing may be 
selected on a highway with a high volume of large trucks, or tanker trucks, where rollover or 
penetration beyond the barrier will result in severe consequences. 
 
 
404-4.01(05)  Making Test-Level Determination 

 
Test-Level determination applies directly to a level roadway on tangent, with a bridge deck 
surface approximately 35 ft above the under-structure ground or water surface, and with low-
occupancy land use or shallow water under the structure.  The traffic volume used to determine 
the Test Level is the construction-year AADT. 
 
For highway conditions that differ from those described above, the AADT shall be adjusted by the 
correction factors shown in Figure 49-9B, Grade Traffic Adjustment Factor, Kg, and Curvature 
Traffic Adjustment Factor, Kc; and Figure 49-9C, Traffic Adjustment Factor,Ks, for Deck Height 
and Under-Structure Shoulder Height Conditions.  The high-occupancy land use referred to in 
Figure 49-9C applies to a site where there is a relatively high probability for injury or for loss of 
human life.  The low-occupancy land use applies to a site where the probability for injury or loss of 
human life is relatively low. 
 
Once the adjusted AADT is determined, the appropriate Test Level can be determined from Figure 
49-6D(30), 49-6D(40), 49-6D(45), 49-6D(50), 49-6D(55), 49-6D(60), or 49-6D(65), Median-
Barrier and Bridge-Railing Test-Level Selection, for the design speed shown in the figure 
designation. 
 
The following procedure will apply to the determination of the appropriate Test Level. 
 
1. Determine adjustment factors Kg and Kc from Figure 49-9B, and Ks from Figure 49-9C. 
 
2. Calculate the adjusted AADT by multiplying the construction-year AADT, total for both 

directions, by the three adjustment factors, as shown below. 
 
  Adjusted AADT = (Construction-year AADT) (Kg) (Kc) (Ks). 
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3. Determine the figure in the 49-6D figures series which is appropriate for the design speed.  

If the design speed is 35 mph, a straight-line interpolation between Figures 49-6D(30) and 
49-6D(40) shall be used to determine the adjusted AADT range. 

 
4. Locate the appropriate line in such figure under the Site Characteristics column. 
 
5. Move across to the columns corresponding to the appropriate Highway Type. 
 
6. Determine which of the three columns, TL-2, TL-4, or TL-5, includes the adjusted AADT 

value calculated in Step 2 to identify the appropriate Test Level. 
 
Each side of a bridge shall be checked against these criteria, especially if the bridge is on a 
horizontal curve.  The higher Test Level warrant shall be used for both sides of a structure. 
 
See Section 49-9.03 for example calculations for the selection of a TL-4 or TL-5 bridge railing. 
 
For a minor bridge rehabilitation project which does not include bridge-deck replacement or 
deck widening and the bridge currently has a crashworthy TL-4 bridge railing, the existing 
railing need not be upgraded to a TL-5 railing, though the warrants for the TL-5 railing are 
satisfied.  If there is no significant history of truck accidents, the installation of the TL-5 bridge 
railing shall be deferred until the time of deck replacement or deck widening. 
 
 
404-4.02  Bridge-Railing-Type Selection 

 
404-4.02(01)  INDOT Standard Railings 

 
Once the Test Level has been determined, a bridge-railing type shall be selected to match the 
required Test Level and other considerations, e.g., aesthetics, owner preference. 
 
Figure 404-4B, Bridge-Railing Types, summarizes the Department-standardized bridge-railing 
types for each Test Level.  Figure 404-4C summarizes the Department standardized bridge-
railing pay items. 
 
 
404-4.02(02)  FHWA-Approved Non-INDOT-Standard Railings 

 
There are other bridge railings which have passed NCHRP 350 crash tests for specified Test 
Levels, in addition to those which the Department has standardized.  These are identified on 
FHWA’s website, http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/.  If one of these devices is desired to be used for a 
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specific project, the required documentation to be downloaded from the website and provided is 
as follows: 
 
1. an acceptance letter from FHWA that approves the device for use; and 
 
2. details for the device as successfully crash tested. 
 
The device may be modified for specific-project use.  However, the shape, strength, and 
performance requirements cannot be changed.  If the device is to be modified, the additional 
required documentation to be provided is as follows: 
 
1. details showing the modifications; and 
 
2. calculations showing that the modified version still satisfies the strength and performance 

requirements of the crash-tested version. 
 
The appropriate transition or end treatment shall be determined.  This can be done by further 
investigating the bridge-railing details.  Such details shall be provided, along with documentation 
that the transition or end treatment is appropriate for the bridge railing.  If an appropriate 
transition or end treatment cannot be found, the bridge railing cannot be used. 
 
 
404-4.02(03)  Considerations if Sidewalk Present 

 
Including a sidewalk on a bridge can impact the selection or location of the bridge railing.  Once 
a vehicle strikes a curb, it can become airborne.  Depending upon the lateral offset of the bridge 
railing, the vehicle can impact the railing while airborne and thus, can interfere with the proper 
vehicle/bridge railing interaction. 
 
The following will apply to the selection and location of a bridge railing in combination with a 
sidewalk. 
 
1. Design Speed of 45 mph or Lower.  Only a railing shown to be crashworthy in the 

presence of a sidewalk may be used.  The bridge-railing type can be selected based on the 
Test Level required at the site as described above, or, a vertical concrete wall of the 
appropriate height may be provided at the back of the sidewalk.  The Test Level of such 
wall shall match that of a concrete shape F bridge railing. 

 
2. Design Speed of 50 mph or Higher.  The bridge railing cannot be placed at the coping 

side of the sidewalk; therefore it must be placed between the roadway and the sidewalk.  
A pedestrian- or bicycle railing shall then be placed at the coping side of the sidewalk as 
described below.  The height of the vehicular bridge railing between the roadway and the 
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sidewalk shall satisfy or exceed the minimum height requirement of a pedestrian railing, 
42 in., or a bicycle railing, 54 in., whichever applies.  Where the vehicular bridge railing 
is placed between the roadway and the sidewalk, the sidewalk need not be raised; i.e., the 
roadway surface and sidewalk surface may be at the same elevation.  However, the 
sidewalk drainage pattern shall be reviewed.  The guardrail transition and bridge-railing 
transition shall be connected to the pedestrian railing.  An impact attenuator type R1 shall 
be connected to the bridge railing. 

 
 
404-4.03  Bridge-Railing-Design Considerations 

 
404-4.03(01)  Superelevated Bridge Deck 

 
The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate the orientation of concrete shape F bridge railing with 
the bridge-deck surface for a bridge on a superelevated roadway section. 
 
 
404-4.03(02)  Barrier Delineators 

 
Barrier delineators are to be placed on each bridge railing.  However, barrier delineators are not 
to be placed on a bridge railing at the coping side of a sidewalk.  The location of the delineators 
along the bridge railing shall be as described in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  Barrier 
delineators shall be placed on each roadway face of a bridge-railing transition. 
 
 
404-4.04  Bridge-Railing Transition 

 
A steel-element roadside barrier will deflect upon impact, but a rigid bridge railing normally will 
not.  Therefore, where a steel-element roadside barrier approaches a rigid bridge railing, a 
transition is necessary to gradually strengthen the steel-element roadside barrier as it approaches 
and connects to the bridge railing.  The following will apply to such transitions. 
 
 
404-4.04(01)  Type 

 
The preferred transition for each bridge-railing type is shown in Figure 404-4B.  Most systems 
include both a guardrail transition and a bridge-railing transition.  The details are shown on the 
INDOT Standard Drawings identified in Figure 404-4B. 
 
A transition is typically used at each location, except where an intersecting road or driveway 
prevents the placement of a proper device.  To use the bridge-railing transition listed, there shall 
be space to place at least 25 ft of roadside barrier between a curved W-beam guardrail connector 
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terminal system or curved W-beam guardrail system and the beginning of a guardrail transition 
type TGB. 
 
Bridge-railing transition type WBC is not identified in Figure 404-4B.  It may be used with 
concrete bridge railing type FC, only where the proximity of an intersecting road or driveway 
prevents the proper installation of the preferred transition.  Where at least one bridge-railing 
transition type WBC is required, such transition shall be used for all bridge-railing ends. 
 
 
404-4.04(02)  Location 

 
The following will apply to the location of a bridge-railing transition. 
 
1. Reinforced-Concrete Bridge Approach (RCBA).  The ideal treatment is to locate a 

bridge-railing transition along the RCBA.  This will keep the deck drainage not collected 
in the deck drains from flowing down the spill slopes at the bridge corners, which can 
cause erosion at the end bents.  Placing the transition on the RCBA will require moving 
the connection between the bridge-railing transition and the guardrail transition a 
sufficient distance from the wing to allow placement of the posts required with the 
transition. 

 
2. Bridge Corner.  A transition shall be used at each bridge corner for each bridge-railing 

type, including the trailing end of a bridge railing on a one-way roadway, such as a ramp, 
or one roadway of a divided highway. 

 
3. Bridge Deck.  If it is necessary to locate the transition on the bridge deck, the wings shall 

be extended laterally a sufficient distance to provide a minimum clearance of 6 in. 
between the roadside face of the wing and the backs of the guardrail-transition posts. 

 
4. Intersecting Road or Drive.  The presence of an intersecting road or drive close to the 

bridge can complicate the location of the transition.  Where practical, the intersecting 
road or drive shall be relocated to allow placement of the bridge-railing transition on the 
RCBA.  Where this is not practical, the consideration of the bridge-railing transition shall 
be determined in the order of preference as follows: 

 
a. it shall be placed on the bridge deck if the structure has integral or semi-integral 

end bents; 
 

b. a modified version of the bridge-railing transition that may be used with guardrail 
transition type WGB shall be placed on the RCBA; 
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c. a modified version of the bridge-railing transition that may be used with guardrail 
transition type WGB shall be placed on the bridge deck if the structure has 
integral end bents; 

 
d. an impact attenuator shall be used at the end of the bridge railing; or 

 
e. since standard details for modified versions of bridge-railing transitions that may 

be used with the guardrail transition type WGB are not available, details of a 
modified version of the appropriate concrete-bridge-railing transition shall be 
included in the plans if an intersecting drive or public road approach cannot be 
relocated away from the end of the structure. 

 
5. Expansion Joint.  The bridge-railing transition may not be located on the bridge deck if a 

deck expansion joint is located between the bridge deck and the mudwall. 
 
6. Alternative Location.  In a situation with severe space restrictions, transition location or 

design modifications which do not comply with the above criteria may be necessary. 
 
 
404-4.05  Pedestrian Railing 

 
If a sidewalk is to be placed on a bridge, and the design speed is 50 mph or higher, a bridge 
railing shall be used to separate vehicular traffic from pedestrians, and a pedestrian railing shall 
be placed on the outside edge of the sidewalk. 
 
If the design speed is 45 mph or lower, the need for protection of pedestrians by means of a 
combination vehicular bridge railing/pedestrian railing shall be considered on a site-by-site basis.  
Additional considerations to be made are as follows: 
 
1. design speed; 
2. vehicular-traffic volume; 
2. pedestrian-traffic volume; 
4. accident history; 
5. geometric impacts (e.g., sight distance); 
6. practicality of providing proper end treatments; 
7. construction costs; and 
8. local preference. 
 
Figure 404-4D shows the typical reinforcement requirements for a bridge sidewalk. 
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404-4.06  Bicycle Railing 

 
If bicyclists are permitted to use a bridge, a bicycle railing may be warranted.  The following will 
apply. 
 
 
404-4.06(01)  Bicycle Path 

 
This is defined as a bikeway physically separated from motorized vehicular traffic by an open 
space or barrier and either within the highway right of way or within an independent right of 
way.  Each bridge which is a part of a bicycle path will require bicycle railing of 42-in. minimum 
height. 
 
 
404-4.06(02)  Other Facility 

 
The need for combination vehicular bridge railing/bicycle railing to protect bicyclists shall be 
considered on a site-by-site basis.  Additional considerations to be made are as follows: 
 
1. motor-vehicular traffic design speed; 
2. motor-vehicular traffic volume; 
3. bicycle traffic volume; 
4. accident history; 
5. geometric impacts (e.g., sight distance); 
6. practicality of providing proper end treatments; 
7. construction costs; and 
8. local preference. 
 
 
404-5.0  BRIDGE APPURTENANCES 

 
404-5.01  Outside Curbs 

 
Except for the base of a two-tubed curb-mounted bridge railing, outside curbs are only used on a 
bridge in conjunction with a sidewalk.  The typical curb height is 8 in. where used in conjunction 
with a sidewalk, unless a vehicular bridge railing is placed between the roadway and the 
sidewalk.  For this situation, the roadway and sidewalk will be at the same elevation. 
 
 
404-5.02  Center Curb or Median Barrier 
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A center curb or a median barrier on a structure shall be a continuation of the curb or median 
barrier on the approaching roadway.  The use of a roughened construction joint between the 
bridge deck and the center curb or median barrier shall be provided.  Curb or median barrier shall 
be anchored to the bridge deck with #5 bars spaced at 8 in. maximum. 
 
 
404-5.03  Lighting 

 
The Highway Management Division’s Office of Traffic is responsible for determining warrants 
for highway lighting.  The district traffic office can offer input regarding lighting requirements 
for an INDOT project in an urban area.  Warrants for, and the design of, lighting for a local-
public-agency project shall be determined by the designer and the LPA.  Section 78-2.07 
discusses warrants for lighting on a bridge structure.  Where lighting will be provided on an 
INDOT bridge, the Traffic Review Team will determine the pole size and spacing and submit 
this information to the project manager.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the details for 
attaching standard luminaire supports to a concrete bridge railing. 
 
 
404-5.04  Traffic Signal 

 
A traffic signal can currently be, or be proposed to be, located near a bridge.  Conduits may be 
provided across the bridge for the electrical service.  The following will apply. 
 
1. Bridge Location.  For each bridge located within an urbanized area, or within 2 mi of its 

boundary, the designer shall contact the Office of Traffic.  The Office will determine the 
need for conduits across the bridge. 

 
2. Junction Boxes.  Where conduits will be provided, junction boxes shall be located at 

approximately 250-ft intervals.  The Office of Traffic will provide details for the junction 
boxes for incorporation into the plans. 

 
 
404-5.05  Utilities Located on an INDOT Bridge 

 
The Office of Utilities and Railroads’ Utilities Team and the designer shall work together to 
determine the proper accommodation of utilities across a highway structure.  Chapter 10 
describes the policy regarding the attachment of utility lines to a bridge.  Chapter 10 also 
discusses procedures regarding permit applications and cost reimbursement.  For approved utility 
attachments to a bridge, the following procedure applies. 
 
1. Preparation.  The utility company must prepare the attachment details for the utility.  

These are submitted to the Utilities Team. 
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1. Review and Approval.  The Utilities Team reviews the attachment details and submits 

these to the designer for comment.  The Utilities Team will notify the utility company of 
needed revisions.  Once all changes have been made, the Utilities Team will approve the 
utility-attachment details and process the Utility Agreement. 

 
3. Plans Incorporation.  The Utilities Team will submit the approved utility-attachment 

details to the designer for incorporation into the final contract plans. 
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SUPPORT BOX

GROUT PAD UNDER

PLACE NON-SHRINK

STRIP SEAL

CONTINUOUS NEOPRENE

STUD ANCHOR

5/8" X 4"

Figure 404-2H

 

MODULAR EXPANSION JOINT
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PLAN

SECTION A-A

ˆ CONSTRUCTION JOINT

SPLICE IN RAIL

ˆ SUPPORT BOX
ˆ SUPPORT BOX

ˆ CONSTRUCTION JOINT

AA

 

1.

The elastomeric seal will be one piece across the roadway width and will not be spliced at the construction joint.

Where practical, a modular joint should be a one-piece rail across the roadway width.

2.

3.

BOX

ˆ SUPPORT

BOX

ˆ SUPPORT

MODULAR EXPANSION JOINT

(Field Splice)

 

Figure 404-2 I

- 0 - 0

- 0

- 0

9"

+ 3

+ 3

9"

9"
+ 3 + 3

9"

The ˆ of the support box will not be less than 9" nor more than 1’-0" from the construction joint.

Where modular joints are placed in the roadway, the following will apply:
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Figure 404-3A

(Superelevated Structures) 

DECK OVERHANG TREATMENTS
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SHALL BE EPOXY COATED.

NOTE:  ALL REINFORCING STEEL

(Page 1 of 2)

Figure 404-3B

 

(For Bulb-Tee Beams)

SUGGESTED TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

FOR NEGATIVE MOMENT

AS REQUIRED BY DESIGN

ADDITIONAL BARS IN TOP

FOR NEGATIVE MOMENT

REQUIRED BY DESIGN

BARS IN TOP AS

AS REQUIRED BY DESIGN

BARS BETWEEN BEAMS

BULB-T BEAM

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

AS REQUIRED BY DESIGN

BARS BETWEEN BEAMS

SKEW OVER 25°SKEW 25°  OR LESS

BAR

CONTINUOUS 

BULB-T BEAM

CONCRETE

PRESTRESSED 

BAR

CONTINUOUS 

TOP OF WEBTOP OF WEB

BETWEEN BEAMS

#4 @ 1’-0" MAX. SPA.

2’-0" MIN.

NOTCH

6"

NOTCH

6"

BETWEEN BEAMS

#4 @ 1’-0" MAX. SPA.

2’-0" MIN.
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SHALL BE EPOXY COATED.

NOTE:  ALL REINFORCING STEEL

FROM COPING TO COPING.

THE EDGE BEAM SHALL EXTEND

NOTE:

DRIP BEAD

FOR NEGATIVE MOMENT

AS REQUIRED BY DESIGN

ADDITIONAL BARS IN TOP

AS REQUIRED BY DESIGN

BARS BETWEEN BEAMS

BETWEEN BEAMS

#4 @ 1’-0" MAX. SPA.

SUGGESTED TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

(For Bulb-Tee Beams)

 

Figure 404-3B

(Page 2 of 2)
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SKEW 25° OR LESS

SKEW OVER 25°

Notch
6"

Notch
6"

2’-0" Min.

2’-0" Min.

(Page 1 of 2)

Figure 404-3C

 

(For AASHTO I-Beam)

SUGGESTED TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

Continuous Bar

Continuous Bar

shall be epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel NOTE:

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 

Concrete I-Beam

Std. AASHTO Prestressed 

as required by design

Bars between beams 

Web

Top of 

for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

Concrete I-Beam

Std. AASHTO Prestressed 

as required by design

Bars between beams 

Web

Top of 

for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 
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between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa.

Drip Bead
as required by design

Bars between beams 

SUGGESTED TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

(For AASHTO I-Beam)

 

Figure 404-3C

(Page 2 of 2)

for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

from coping to coping.

The edge beam shall extend NOTE:

epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel shall be NOTE:
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SKEW 25°  OR LESS SKEW OVER 25°

2’-0" Min. 2’-0" Min.

1’-0" Min. 1’-0" Min.

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 

for negative moment

as requried by design 

Additional bars in top 

Continuous Bar

as required by design

Bars between beams 

Plate Girder

Steel Beam or 

Plate Girder

Steel Beam or 

as required by design

Bars between beams 

design for negative moment

Bars in top as required by 

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 

Continuous Bar

shall be epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel NOTE:

SUGGESTED TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

(For Steel Plate Girder)

 

Figure 404-3D

(Page 1 of 2)
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SUGGESTED TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

(For Steel Plate Girder)

 

Figure 404-3D

(Page 2 of 2)

Drip Bead

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 
for negative moment.

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

as required by design

Bars between beams 

from coping to coping.

The edge beam shall extend NOTE:

shall be epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel NOTE:
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SUGGESTED ALTERNATE TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

(For Steel Plate Girder)

 

Figure 404-3E

Continuous Bar

1’-0" Min.

2’-0" Min.2’-0" Min.

1’-0" Min.

SKEW OVER 25°SKEW 25° OR LESS

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 

for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

as required by design

Bars between beams 

Plate Girder

Steel Beam or 

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. 

Bar

Continuous 

moment

by design for negative 

Bars in top as required 

as required by design

Bars between beams 

Plate Girder

Steel Beam or 

be epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel shall NOTE:
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(Page 1 of 2)

Figure 404-3F

 

(For Bulb-Tee Beam, AASHTO I-Beam, and Steel Plate Girder)

SUGGESTED ALTERNATE TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

Notch

6"

2’-0" Min.

Top of Web

Continuous Bar

2’-0" Min.

Top of Web

Notch

6"

SKEW OVER 25°SKEW 25° OR LESS

between beams

#4 @ 1-0" Max. spa. 

for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

by design

Bars as required 

Bar

Continuous 

Concrete I-Beam

Std. AASHTO Prestressed 

between beams

#4 @ 2’-0" Max. spa. 

by design

Bars as required 

for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

Concrete I-Beam

Std. AASHTO Prestressed 

be epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel shall NOTE:
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(Page 2 of 2)

Figure 404-3F

 

(For Bulb-Tee Beam, AASHTO I-Beam, or Steel Plate Girder)

SUGGESTED ALTERNATE TRANSVERSE EDGE BEAM DETAILS

Bars as required by design
Drip Bead

shall be epoxy coated.

All reinforcing steel NOTE:

between beams

#4 @ 1’-0" Max. spa. for negative moment

as required by design 

Additional bars in top 

from coping to coping.

The edge beam shall extend NOTE:
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TESTING CRITERIA ACCEPTANCE EQUIVALENCIES 

NCHRP Report 350 TL-1 TL-2 TL-3 TL-4 TL-5 TL-6
AASHTO Guide Specifications 
for Bridge Railings 

--- PL-1 --- PL-2 PL-3 --- 

 
 

BRIDGE-RAILING LEVEL EQUIVALENCY 
 

Figure 404-4A 
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Railing 
Designation 

TS-1 * CF-1 PF-2 PS-2 TX ** 

Height 
Designation 

Common Common Pedestrian Pedestrian Pedestrian 

Mounting 
Location 

On bridge 
coping 

Flush with 
bridge deck 

Flush with 
bridge deck 

Atop sidewalk 
of minimum 5 

ft width 

Either atop 
sdwk. of 5 ft 

min. width, or 
flush with 

bridge deck 

Railing 
Element 

Thrie-beam 
with steel 

posts 

2 steel tubes 
with steel 
posts on 
concrete 

curb 

2 steel tubes 
with steel 
posts on 
concrete 
parapet 

2 steel tubes 
with steel 
posts on 
concrete 
parapet 

Concrete 

Total Height 2’-9” 3’-0 3/4” 3’-6” 3’-6” 3’-6” 
Br. Rlg. 
Standard 
Drawings 

n/a 
706-BRTM-

01 
and -02 

706-BRPP-
02, 

and -05, -06 

706-BRPP-04 
through -06 

706-BRTX-
01 

through -04 
Bridge Railing 

Transition 
none none TPF-2 TPS-2 TTX 

Br. Rlg. Trans. 
Standard 
Drawings 

n/a n/a 
706-TTBP-

03, 
-04, and -09 

706-TTBP-07 
through -09 

706-TTTX-01
and -02 

Guardrail 
Transition 

TGS-1 TGT TGB TGB TGB 

Gdrl. Trans. 
Standard 
Drawings 

n/a 
601-TTGT-

01 
and -02 

601-TTGB-
01 

through -05 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

601-TTGB-01
through -05 

 
* Bridge railing type TS-1 may be used only on a local-public-agency collector or local road. 

Details for the bridge railing and transition are shown in INDOT Recurring Plan Detail 706-
B-140d. 

 
**  Bridge railing type TX should be considered for an aesthetically-sensitive area. 
 

BRIDGE-RAILING TYPES 
TEST LEVEL 2 

 
Figure 404-4B 
(Page 1 of 3)
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Railing 

Designation 
FC TR *** PS-1 PF-1 

Height 
Designation 

Common Common Pedestrian Truck 

Mounting 
Location 

Flush with 
bridge deck 

On existing 
concrete parapet

Atop sidewalk 
of minimum 5 ft 

width 

Flush with 
bridge deck 

Railing Element 
Concrete, 
shape F 

Thrie beam 
with steel posts 

1 steel tube with 
steel posts on 

concrete parapet 

1 steel tube with 
steel posts on 

concrete parapet
Total Height 2’-9” 2’-10” 3’-6” 3’-6” 

Br. Rlg. 
Standard 
Drawings 

706-BCBR-01, 
-03, and -04 

706-TBRC-01, 
-02, -03; 

-TBRE-01; 
-TBRF-01, -02 

706-BRPP-03, 
and -05, -06 

706-BRPP-01, 
and -05, -06 

Bridge Railing 
Transition 

TBC none TPS-1 TPF-1 

Br. Rlg. Trans. 
Standard 
Drawings 

706-CBRT-01 
through -03 

n/a 
706-TTBP-05 

and -06 
706-TTBP-01 

and -02 

Guardrail 
Transition 

TGB TGB TGB TGB 

Gdrl. Trans. 
Standard 
Drawings 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

 
*** Bridge railing type TR should be used only to replace existing aluminum bridge railing 

where no other modifications to a bridge are to be made, either as a spot improvement or 
within the limits of a 3R or 4R project. 

 
 

BRIDGE-RAILING TYPES 
TEST LEVEL 4 

 
Figure 404-4B 
(Page 2 of 3)
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Railing 

Designation 
FT TF-2 

Height 
Designation 

Truck Truck 

Mounting 
Location 

Flush with 
bridge deck 

Flush with 
bridge deck 

Railing Element 
Concrete, 
shape F 

2 steel tubes with 
steel posts on 

concrete parapet 
Total Height 3’-9” 4’-2” 

Br. Rlg. 
Standard 
Drawings 

706-BCBR-02, 
-03, and -04 

706-BRTF-01 
through -10 

Bridge Railing 
Transition 

TBT PBT 

Br. Rlg. Trans. 
Standard 
Drawings 

706-CBRT-01, 
through -03 

706-TPBT-01 
through -09 

Guardrail 
Transition 

TGB TGB 

Gdrl. Trans. 
Standard 
Drawings 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

601-TTGB-01 
through -05 

 
 

BRIDGE-RAILING TYPES 
TEST LEVEL 5 

 
Figure 404-4B 
(Page 3 of 3) 
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Railing 
Desig-
nation 

Railing Bridge-Railing Transition Guardrail Transition 

Pay Items Pay 
Units Pay Items Pay 

Units Pay Items Pay 
Units 

TS-1 Railing, TS-1 LFT none n/a Guardrail Transition, 
 TGS-1 

 
EACH 

CF-1 Railing, CF-1 LFT none n/a Guardrail Transition, 
 TGT 

 
EACH 

PF-2 

Railing, Concrete, PF-2 
Railing, Steel, PF-2 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
LFT 

 
LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TPF-2 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

PS-2 

Railing, Concrete, PS-2 
Railing, Steel, PS-2 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
LFT 

 
LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TPS-2 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

TX 
Railing, TX 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
 

LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TTX 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

Test Level 2 Railings 
 

FC 
Railing, Concrete, FC 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
 

LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TBC 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

TR Railing, TR LFT none n/a Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

PF-1 

Railing, Concrete, PF-1 
Railing, Steel, PF-1 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
LFT 

 
LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TPF-1 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

PS-1 

Railing, Concrete, PS-1 
Railing, Steel, PS-1 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
LFT 

 
LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TPS-1 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

Test Level 4 Railings 
 

FT 
Railing, Concrete, FT 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
 

LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, TBT 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

TF-2 

Railing, Concrete, TF-2 
Railing, Steel, TF-2 
Reinforcing Steel, 
 Epoxy Coated 

LFT 
LFT 

 
LBS 

Concrete Bridge Railing 
 Transition, PBT 

 
EACH 

Guardrail Transition, 
 TGB 

 
EACH 

Test Level 5 Railings 
 

BRIDGE-RAILING PAY ITEMS 
 

Figure 404-4C 
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SLOPE = 2%

BRIDGE RAILING

CONSTRUCTION JOINT

TYPE "A"

MOMENT AREAS

REQUIRED IN NEGATIVE

ADDITIONAL REINFORCEMENT

#5 @ 1’-0" MAX. RADIUS = 2"

* GENERALLY 8", 6" MINIMUM

#5 @ 1’-0" MAX.

(5’-0" MIN.)

SIDEWALK WIDTH

8
" 
*

1"

TYPICAL REINFORCEMENT IN BRIDGE SIDEWALK

 

Figure 404-4D
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CHAPTER 405 

REINFORCED CONCRETE 

The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications Section 5 specifies the design requirements for concrete 
in all structural elements.  This Chapter provides supplementary information specifically 
regarding the general properties of concrete and reinforcing steel and the design of reinforced 
concrete. 
 
References shown following section titles are to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications. 
 
 
405-1.0  GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

 
405-1.01  Material Properties 

 
The minimum yield strength for reinforcing steel shall be taken as 60 ksi. 
 
Figure 405-1A provides criteria for concrete materials in structural elements. 
 
 
405-1.02  Flexure 

 
To facilitate design, LRFD 5.7.2.2 provides a simplified sectional stress distribution for the 
Strength Limit state, the application of which is limited to an under-reinforced rectangular 
section.  Stresses in both top and bottom steel mats are taken at yield, while the concrete stress 
block is assumed to be rectangular with an intensity of 0.85fc  and a height as described by the 
equation as follows: 
 

 
bf
fAfA

a
c

ysys

85.0
 

Location of the neutral axis is calculated as follows: 
 

 
1

ac  

The factor 1 shall be taken as 0.85 for concrete strength not exceeding 4 ksi.  For concrete 
strength exceeding 4 ksi, 1 shall be reduced at a rate of 0.05 for each 1 ksi of strength in excess 
of 4 ksi.  However, 1 shall not be taken to be less than 0.65, in accordance with LRFD 5.7.2.2, 
and the nominal flexural resistance as follows: 
 
 Mn  = Asfy[ds – 0.5a] – )5.0( adfA sys  
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405-1.03  Limits for Reinforcing Steel 

 
The minimum reinforcement shall be checked in accordance with LRFD 5.7.3.3.2 at a section to 
be certain that the amount of prestressed and non-prestressed reinforcement is enough to develop 
a factored flexural resistance, Mr, at least equal to the lesser of at least 1.2 times the cracking 
moment, Mcr, or 1.33 times the factored moment required by the applicable strength load 
combinations.  Most often, 1.2Mcr controls in the maximum positive-moment regions.  In the 
region located approximately within the end one-third of the beam or span, 1.33 times the 
factored moment will control. 
 
The cracking moment is computed by means of LRFD Equation 5.7.3.6.2-2 as follows: 
 

 
t

gr
cr y

If
M  

 
 Where 
 
 Mcr = cracking moment, kip-in. 
 
 fr = modulus of rupture of concrete 
 
 yt = distance from the neutral axis to the extreme tension fiber, in. 
 
 
405-1.04  Shear and Torsion 

 
LRFD 5.8 allows two methods of shear design for prestressed concrete, the strut-and-tie model 
and the sectional-design model.  The sectional-design model is appropriate for the design of a 
typical bridge girder, slab, or other region of components where the assumptions of traditional 
beam theory are valid.  This theory assumes that the response at a particular section depends only 
on the calculated values of the sectional force effects such as moment, shear, axial load, and 
torsion, but it does not consider the specific details of how the force effects were introduced into 
the member. 
 
In a region near a discontinuity, such as an abrupt change in cross-section, opening, coped, or 
dapped, end, deep beam, or corbel, the strut-and-tie model shall be used.  See LRFD 5.6.3 and 
5.13.2. 
 
LRFD 5.8.3 discusses the sectional-design model.  Subsections 1 and 2 describe the applicable 
geometry required to use this technique to design web reinforcement. 
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The nominal resistance is taken as the lesser of the following: 
 
 Vn = Vc + Vs + Vp LRFD Equation 5.8.3.3-1 
 
 or 
 
 Vn = 0.25 cf bvdv + Vp LRFD Equation 5.8.3.3-2 
 
For a non-prestressed section, Vp = 0. 
 
LRFD Equation 5.8.3.3-2 represents an upper limit of Vn to ensure that the concrete in the web 
will not crush prior to yield of the transverse reinforcement. 
 
The nominal shear resistance provided by tension in the concrete is computed as follows: 
 
 Vc = 0.0316 vvc dbf  
 
The contribution of the web reinforcement is computed as follows: 
 

 
s

dfA
V vyv

s

sincotcot
 LRFD Equation 5.8.3.3-4 

 
Where angle  represents the inclination of the diagonal compressive forces measured from the 
horizontal beam axis, and angle  represents the web reinforcement relative to the horizontal 
beam axis, respectively. 
 
For where the web shear reinforcement is vertical,  = 90 deg, Vs simplifies to the following: 
 

 
s

dfA
V vyv

s

cot
 LRFD Equation 5.8.3.3-3 

 
Both  and  are functions of the longitudinal steel strain, x, which, in turn, is a function of .  
Therefore, the design process is an iterative one.  A detailed methodology, along with the design 
tables, is provided in LRFD 5.8.3.4.2.  For a section including at least the minimum amount of 
transverse reinforcement specified in LRFD 5.8.2.5, the values of  and  shall be taken from 
LRFD Table 5.8.3.4.2-1.  For a section that does not include the minimum transverse 
reinforcement requirements, LRFD Table 5.8.3.4.2-2 shall be used to determine  and . 
 
This process can be considered as an improvement in accounting for the interaction between 
shear and flexure and attempting to control cracking at the Strength Limit state. 
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For a non-prestressed concrete section not subjected to axial tension and including at least the 
minimum amount of transverse reinforcement specified in LRFD 5.8.2.5, or having an overall 
depth of less than 16 in., a value of 2 may be taken for  and a value of 45 deg may be taken for 

. 
 
Transverse shear reinforcement shall be provided if the following applies. 
 
 pcu VVV 5.0  LRFD Equation 5.8.2.4-1 
 
Where transverse reinforcement is required, the area of steel shall not be less than the following: 
 

 
y

v
cv f

sb
fA 0316.0  LRFD Equation 5.8.2.5-1 

If the reaction introduces compression into the end of the member, the critical section for shear is 
taken as the larger of 0.5dvcot  or dv, measured from the face of the support (see LRFD 5.8.3.2). 
 
Torsion is most often not a major consideration.  Where torsion effects are present, the member 
shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 5.8.2 and 5.8.3.6.  A situation that can require a 
torsion design includes the following: 
 
1. cantilever brackets connected perpendicular to a concrete beam, especially if a diaphragm 

is not located opposite the bracket; or 
 
2. concrete diaphragms used to make precast beams continuous for live load where the 

beams are spaced differently in adjacent spans. 
 
 
405-1.05  Strut-and-Tie Model 

 
Members, if loaded, indicate the presence of definite stress fields which can individually be 
represented by tensile or compressive resultant forces as their vectoral sums.  The load paths 
taken by these resultants form a truss-like pattern which is optimum for the given loading and 
that the resultants are in reasonable equilibrium, especially after cracking.  The compressive 
concrete paths are the struts, and the reinforcing steel groups are the ties.  The model is shearless. 
 
The model has application for bridge components and parts such as pier caps, beam ends, post-
tensioning anchorage zones, etc.  A presentation of the model appears in the PCI Precast 
Prestressed Concrete Bridge Design Manual, Chapter 8, Design of Highway Bridges based on 
AASHTO LRFD Design Specifications, and in Towards a Consistent Design of Structural 
Concrete, PCI Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3, 1987.  LRFD 5.6.3 provides adequately for design.  If the 
model is not used for actual proportioning, it provides a fast check to ensure that all 
considerations are made in the design, especially for the appropriate anchorage of the steel. 
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Application of the model for a hammerhead pier is demonstrated in Figure 405-1B.  There are 
five beams supported by the pier, of which two affect the design of a cantilever.  The truss 
geometry selected here ensures that the struts, being parallel, are independent from each other.  
The scheme is indicative of the significance of a well-proportioned haunch.  This design will 
yield approximately the same amount of steel in both ties.  The steel in both ties is extended to 
the boundaries of their respective struts, then hooked down.  The 90-deg hook of Tie No. 1 is 
further secured to the concrete by secondary steel, and the hook of Tie No. 2 is positioned in, and 
normal to, Strut No. 1. 
 
This example was selected because of the potential excessive cracking of a pier head invariably 
designed as a beam.  Normal beam design is not conservative for this application, due to the 
following: 
 
1. early discontinuity of steel; 
 
2. an erroneous estimate for the location of maximum moment, usually taken at the face of 

the pier-column; and 
 
3. anchoring the steel in cracked zones. 
 
Cracking is associated with at least partial debonding.  Thus, the bonding capacity of cracked 
concrete cannot be considered completely reliable.  Improperly-anchored steel is a design 
consideration in which mistakes are made, and the LRFD Specifications requires that steel shall 
not be anchored in cracked zones of concrete. 
 
The model can also be used for the approximate analysis of the beam end.  Figure 405-1C detail 
(a) shows a convenient method for checking the adequacy of reinforcement in the end zone and 
the magnitude of compressive stresses in the web.  In lieu of refined calculations, the angle  can 
be assumed as 30 deg. 
 
Figure 405-1C detail (b) indicates an application of the model to estimate the transverse forces in 
the bearing area to be resisted by the cage. 
 
 
405-1.06  Fatigue 

 
The constant-amplitude fatigue threshold for straight reinforcement is taken as follows: 
 
 (ΔF)TH = 24 - 0.33 f min     LRFD Equation 5.4.3.2-1 
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Assuming r/h = 0.3, LRFD Equation 5.5.3.2-1 can be rearranged for easier interpretations as 
follows: 
 
 ksiff f 4.2333.0 min  
 
LRFD 5.5.3 shows a change in computing ff.  It is the stress range due to 75% of a single truck 
per bridge, lane load excluded, with reduced impact of 15%, and with the major axles of the 
truck at a constant spacing of 30 ft, instead of all contributing lanes being loaded.  Also, LRFD 
5.5.3 specifies that, if the bridge is analyzed by means of the approximate distribution method, 
live-load distribution factors for one design lane loaded shall be used. 
 
 
405-1.07  Crack Control 
 
Crack-control design shall be as described in LRFD 5.7.3.4. 
 
 
405-2.0  REINFORCING STEEL 

 
405-2.01  Grade 

 
The yield strength of reinforcing bars shall be taken as 60 ksi.  The modulus of elasticity, Es, 
shall be taken as 29,000 ksi. 
 
 
405-2.02  Sizes 

 
Reinforcing bars are referred to by number, and they vary in size from #3 to #18.  Figures 405-
2A and 405-2B show the sizes, bar spacings, and properties of the types of bars used. 
 
To avoid damage due to handling, the minimum bar size shall be #4.  Longitudinal ties in 
compression members may be #3.  See Section 409-7.03(07). 
 
405-2.03  Concrete Cover 

 
See Figure 405-2C for criteria for minimum concrete cover for various applications.  The values 
shown in Figure 405-2C are based on 0.40  w/c  0.50.  All clearances to reinforcing steel shall 
be shown on the plans. 
 
 
405-2.04  Spacing of Reinforcement 
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For minimum spacing of bars, see LRFD 5.10.3 and Figure 405-2D. 
 
Fit and clearance of reinforcement shall be checked by means of calculations and large-scale 
drawings.  Skews will tend to aggravate problems of reinforcing fit.  Tolerances normally 
allowed for cutting, bending, and locating reinforcement shall be considered. 
 
The distance from the face of concrete to the center of the first bar shall be shown.  Where the 
distance between the first and last bars is such that the number of bars required results in 
spacings that are not to the nearer of ¼ in., the bars shall be shown to be equally spaced.  
Alternatively, one odd spacing may be used with spacings that are to the nearer of ¼ in.  
 
 
405-2.05  Fabrication Lengths 

 
See Figure 405-2A for maximum and normal bar lengths for fabrication.  For ease of hauling and 
handling, the maximum length shall be reduced where the location of the splice is arbitrary.  The 
maximum length of bars extending above a horizontal joint, e.g., from a footing into a wall, shall 
be 10 ft. 
 
 
405-2.06  Development of Reinforcement 

 
Development of reinforcement shall be as described in LRFD 5.11.2. 
 
 
405-2.06(01)  Development Length in Tension 

 
Development length, ld, or anchorage of reinforcement, is required on both sides of a point of 
maximum stress at each section of a member. 
 
Development of bars in tension involves calculating the basic development length, ldb, which is 
modified by factors to reflect bar spacing, cover, enclosing transverse reinforcement, top-bar 
effect, type of aggregate, epoxy coating, and the ratio of required area to provide the area of 
reinforcement to be developed. 
 
The development length, ld, including all applicable modification factors, must not be less than 
1’-0”. 
 
Figures 405-2E through 405-2H show the tension development length for both uncoated and 
epoxy coated bars for normal weight concrete with specified 28-day strength of 3 ksi or 4 ksi.  
For class A concrete with f c = 3.5 ksi, use the development lengths shown for f c = 3 ksi unless 
calculated independently. 
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Development lengths shown in the figures for both uncoated and epoxy-coated bars must be 
multiplied by a factor of 2 for bars with a cover equal to the bar diameter, db, or less, or with a 
clear spacing between bars of 2db or less.  Development lengths shown for epoxy-coated bars 
may be multiplied by a factor of 0.8, if the cover is 3db or more and the clear spacing between 
bars is 6db or more. 
 
 
405-2.06(02)  Development Length in Compression 

 
The standard procedure is to use tension development lengths for bars in either tension or in 
compression.  This ensures that an adequate development length will be provided in a 
compression member that will be primarily controlled by bending. 
 
 
405-2.06(03)  Standard End Hook Development Length in Tension 

 
A standard end hook, utilizing a 90-deg or 180-deg bend, is used to develop a bar in tension 
where space limitations restrict the use of a straight bar.  End hooks on compression bars are not 
effective for development-length purposes.  The values shown in Figures 405-2 I and 405-2L. 
and LRFD Figure C5.11.2.4.1 show the tension development lengths for both uncoated and 
epoxy-coated hooked bars for normal weight concrete with specified strength of 3 ksi or 4 ksi.  
For class A concrete with f c = 3.5 ksi, use development lengths shown for f c = 3 ksi unless 
calculated independently. 
 
 
405-2.07  Splices 

 
Splice-length determination shall be as described in LRFD 5.11.5. 
 
 
405-2.07(01)  General 

 
Lap splices or mechanical splices can be used to splice reinforcing bars:  Lap splicing is the most 
common method.  The plans shall show the locations and lengths of all lap splices.  Due to splice 
lengths required, lap splices are not permitted for #11 bars or larger.  However, if #11 bars or 
larger are necessary, mechanical bar splices shall be used.  Mechanical splices shall also be 
considered in lieu of lap splices in a highly-congested area.  Mechanical splices are required for 
tension tie members. 
 
Lap splices, for either tension or compression bars, shall not be less than 12 in.  See the INDOT 
Standard Specifications for additional splice requirements. 
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If transverse reinforcing steel in a bridge deck is to be lapped near a longitudinal construction 
joint, show the entire lap splice on the side of the construction joint that will be poured last. 
 
 
405-2.07(02)  Lap Splices in Tension 

 
Many of the same factors which affect development length affect splices.  Consequently, tension 
lap splices are a function of the bar development length, ld.  Tension lap splices are classified as 
A, B, or C.  Bars shall be spliced at points of minimum stress. 
 
For a tension splice, the length of a lap splice between bars of different sizes shall be governed 
by the smaller bar. 
 
Figures 405-2M through 405-2X show tension lap splices for both uncoated and epoxy-coated 
bars for normal weight concrete with specified strength of 3 ksi or 4 ksi.  For class A concrete 
with f c = 3.5 ksi, use splice lengths shown for f c = 3 ksi unless calculated independently. 
 
Splice lengths for spacing  6 in., shown in the Figures for both uncoated and epoxy-coated bars, 
must be multiplied by a factor of 2 for bars with a cover of equal to bar diameter, db, or less, or 
with a clear spacing between bars of 2db or less.  Splice lengths shown for epoxy-coated bars can 
also be multiplied by a factor of 0.8 if cover is 3db or more and clear spacing between bars is 6db 
or more. 
 
 
405-2.07(03)  Lap Splices in Compression 

 
Lap splices in a compression member are sized for tension lap splices.  The design of a 
compression member, such as a column, pier wall, or abutment wall, involves the combination of 
vertical and lateral loads.  Therefore, the policy of requiring a tension lap splice accounts for the 
possibility that the member design is primarily controlled by bending.  Also, the increase in cost 
of additional splice-reinforcement material is small. 
 
 
405-2.07(04)  Mechanical Splices 

 
A mechanical splice is a proprietary splicing mechanism.  The requirements for mechanical 
splices are described in LRFD 5.11.5.2.2, 5.11.5.3.2, and 5.11.5.5.2.  All mechanical connectors 
shall develop not less than 125% of the specified yield strength of the bar regardless of the stress 
level in the bar. 
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405-2.07(05)  Welded Splices 

 
Splicing of reinforcing bars by means of welding is not permitted. 
 
 
405-2.08  Hooks and Bends 

 
See LRFD 5.11.2.4 and Figure 405-2Y for standard hook or bend diameters.  The value of A 
shall be used for a standard 90-deg hook for longitudinal reinforcement with an end hook, and 
transverse reinforcement with a stirrup or tie hook.  For transverse reinforcement where the bar 
size is #3 or #4 and shorter tail lengths are required for constructability, a non-standard hook 
may be used.  Dimensions and bend diameters of non-standard hooks shall be shown on the 
plans and shall be in accordance with the CRSI Manual of Standard Practice.  The total length of 
each bent bar shall be rounded up to the next 1 in.  The legs of the bar shall add up to this total.  
The difference must be added to a leg of the bar. 
 
 
405-2.09  Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement 

 
Epoxy-coated reinforcement shall be used in accordance with LRFD 2.5.2.1.1 and 5.12.4, at the 
locations as follows: 
 
1. the bridge deck; 
2. the top 12 in. of a reinforced-concrete slab bridge; 
3. the end bents and wingwalls of an integral end bent beam and deck-type structure; 
4. the end bents and wingwalls of a beam and deck-type structure where deck expansion 

joints are located at the ends of the structure; 
5. above the footing of each interior substructure unit that is located below a deck expansion 

joint.  For a tall pier or bent, engineering judgment shall be used; 
6. concrete bridge railing; 
7. bars extending into the deck from the beams or substructure; or 
8. reinforced-concrete bridge approaches. 
 
For all other locations, use uncoated bars.  These include the following: 
 
1. piers, bents, or abutments that are located adjacent to a pavement surface; or 
2. a reinforced-concrete retaining wall. 
 
 
405-2.10  Reinforcement Detailing 
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405-2.10(01)  Standard Practice 

 
The following provides the standard practice for detailing reinforcing bars. 
 
1. Reinforcing bars shall be called out in the plan, elevation, and sections to indicate the 

size, location, and spacing of the individual bars.  The number of reinforcing bars shall be 
called out in only one view, usually the plan or elevation view.  In other views, only the 
bar size and length, or bar mark, shall be called out. 

 
2. In a plan or elevation view, only the first bar and the last bar of a series of bars shall be 

drawn, and the number of bars indicated between.  In a section view, all bars shall be 
shown. 

 
3. All dimensions on details are measured on centerlines of bars, except where cover, e.g., 2 

in. cl., is indicated. 
 
4. Straight bars will be designated by size and length, e.g., #4 x 15’-0”. 
 
5. Straight-bar lengths shall be in 3-in. multiples, except for short vertical bars in a railing or 

a parallel wing, which shall be in 1-in. multiples. 
 
6. Bent bars are assigned a bar mark of which the first one or two numbers indicate the size 

of the bar, and the last two numbers, 01 to 99, indicate the mark.  Each bar mark may be 
assigned a lower-case-letter suffix to indicate the location of the bar in the proper element 
of the structure (e.g., 801a, 802a).  The following letters may be used as suffixes: 

 
  a, b, c, d, f, h, k, m, n, p, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, and z. 
 
7. Assign letters in sequence with superstructure first and substructure last.  For the 

substructure, assign letters in sequence for each abutment or bent except where these are 
detailed in pairs.  The one letter is to apply to both. 

 
8. Epoxy-coated bars will be suffixed by the letter E (e.g., #6E x 15’-0”, 801aE).  If all bars 

are epoxy-coated, a note will suffice. 
 
The following shall be considered when selecting and detailing reinforcing steel. 
 
1. Where possible, make similar bars alike to result in as few different bars in a structural 

element as practical. 
 
2. If rounding off lengths of bars, one length shall not encroach upon the minimum 

clearances. 
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3. Consideration shall be given to ease of placement of bars.  A bar shall not have to be 

threaded through a maze of other bars.  The bars shall be located so that they can be 
easily supported or tied to other reinforcement. 

 
4. It may be more practical to lap two bent bars than to have a bar with five or six bends. 
 
 
405-2.10(02)  Bars in Section 

 
Figure 405-2Z provides a section through a hypothetical member showing some of the accepted 
methods for detailing reinforcing steel.  The following list describes some of the concerns and 
observations that shall be considered in detailing reinforcing steel. 
 
A section view shall be drawn to a large-enough scale to show reinforcing details. 
 
1. Stirrups or other bars not shown end-on shall be drawn as single broken or unbroken lines 

for a scale smaller than 1:10, or as double unbroken lines for a scale of 1:10 or larger. 
 
2. Bends of standard hooks and stirrups need not be dimensioned.  However, all bends shall 

be drawn to scale. 
 
3. Bars shown end-on shall be shown as small circles.  The circles may be left open or may 

be shown as a dot.  However, the symbol used shall be consistently applied on the 
drawing.  If bars and holes will be shown, the bars shall be shown as solid. 

 
4. An arrowhead pointing to the bar or a circle drawn around the bar are the acceptable 

methods of detailing for a bar shown end-on.  An arrowhead shall point directly to the 
bar. 

 
5. Sections cut at specific locations along a member are preferred to a typical section for a 

complex reinforcing pattern. 
 
6. Corner bars enclosed by stirrups or ties shall be shown at the corner of the bend (see 

Figure 405-2Z). 
 
 
405-2.11  Bending Diagrams 

 
The following is the standard practice for detailing bending diagrams. 
 
1. All dimensions are measured out-to-out of bars. 
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2. All bent-bar partial dimensions shall be shown to the nearer ¼ in. 
3. The overall length of a bent bar shall be rounded up to the next 1 in. 
 
See Figure 405-2AA for information on bending diagrams. 
 
 
405-2.12  Cutting Diagrams 

 
Two methods of showing cutting diagrams are provided.  Other methods may be used at the 
discretion of the designer.  The first is used where two sets of the same size bars are required and 
the second is used where only one bar of each size is required.  Cutting diagrams are given a bar 
mark like bent bars.  The first method is shown in an example of a skewed deck with the same 
bars in the top and bottom mats.  Figure 405-2BB applies to the transverse steel in a bridge deck.  
The pertinent information shall be determined as follows: 
 
1. Determine the longest, B, and shortest, A, bars required to the nearer 1 in. 
2. Determine the number of bars required. 
3. Divide the number of spaces, the number of bars minus 1, by the difference in length 

between the longest and shortest bars to obtain the increment.  Round the increment to 
the nearer inch. 

4. The length L is the sum of A + B. 
 
The second method shall be used such as in an asymmetric widening of a hammerhead pier.  An 
even number of bars will be provided by this cutting group.  Figure 405-2CC shows the 
cantilevered portion of a hammerhead pier. 
 
1. Determine the longest ,B, and shortest, A, bars required to the nearer 1 in. 
2. Determine the number of bars required. 
3. Divide the number of spaces, the number of bars minus 1, by the difference in length 

between the longest and shortest bars to obtain the increment N.  Round the increment to 
the nearer inch. 

4. Determine dimensions B and C as follows: 
 

N
DACorB
5.02

 

 
5. The length L = A + D = B + C.  Adjust dimensions as necessary to make them fit this 

equation. 
 
 
405-2.13  Bill of Materials 
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The following applies to the Bill of Materials. 
 
1. The bars shall be listed in descending order of size. 
2. For each bar size, bent bars shall be listed sequentially by number first followed by 

straight bars. 
3. Straight bars shall be listed in descending order of length. 
4. Subtotals of the weight shall be provided for each bar size. 
5. Plain and epoxy-coated bars shall be billed separately with totals for each. 
6. There shall be a separate Bill of Materials shown on the appropriate plan sheet for each 

structural element. 
7. If two structural elements are very similar in dimension and reinforcement, it is 

permissible to combine the quantities into one Bill of Materials. 
 
Figure 405-2DD illustrates a typical Bill of Materials for a reinforced-concrete bridge approach. 
 
 
405-3.0  REINFORCED CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE SLAB SUPERSTRUCTURE 

 
405-3.01  General 

 
The reinforced cast-in-place concrete slab superstructure is frequently used due to its suitability 
for short spans and its ease of construction.  It is the simplest among all superstructure systems. 
 
This Section provides information for the design of a reinforced cast-in-place concrete slab 
superstructure that amplifies or clarifies the requirements of the LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications. 
 
 
405-3.01(01)  Materials 

 
Class C concrete shall be used.  See LRFD 5.4 and Figure 405-1A for concrete properties. 
 
 
405-3.01(02)  Cover  

 
LRFD 5.12.3 and Figure 405-2C provides criteria for minimum concrete cover for all structure 
elements.  All clearances to reinforcing steel shall be shown on the plans. 
 
 
405-3.01(03)  Haunches 
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Straight haunches are preferred to parabolic haunches because straight haunches are relatively 
easy to form yet result in relatively proper stress flow. 
 
Haunching is used to decrease maximum positive moments in a continuous structure by 
attracting more-negative moments to the haunches and to provide adequate resistance at the 
haunches for the increased negative moments.  It is a simple, effective, and economical way to 
enhance the resistance of a thin concrete slab.  As illustrated in Figure 405-3A, there are three 
ways of forming the haunch.  The parabolic shape shown in detail (a) is the most natural in terms 
of stress flow, and certainly the most aesthetic.  It is preferred for where the elevation is 
frequently in view.  The parabolic haunch, however, is not the easiest to form and, as 
alternatives, the straight haunch shown in detail (b), and the drop panel shown in detail (c), shall 
be considered where appropriate. 
 
Figure 405-3B depicts the elevation and plan of a three-span, continuous haunched slab bridge 
with an extensive skew.  The preferable ratio between interior and end span is approximately 
1.25 to 1.33 for economy, but the system permits considerable freedom in selecting span ratio.  
The ratio between the depths at the centerlines of the interior piers and at the point of maximum 
positive moment shall be between 2.0 and 2.5.  Except for aesthetics, the length of the haunch 
need not exceed the kL value indicated in Figure 405-3A, where L is the end span length.  Longer 
haunches may be unnecessarily expensive or structurally counterproductive. 
 
 
405-3.01(04)  Substructures 

 
The following describes the practice for types of substructures used. 
 
1. End Supports.  Where possible, use integral end bents.  Their use is not restricted by 

highway alignment or skew.  The maximum bridge length is 200 ft for the use of integral 
end bents without a special analysis. 

 
2. Interior Supports.  See Section 402-6.03 for practices regarding the selection of the type 

of interior support (e.g., piers, frame bents). 
 
 
405-3.01(05)  Minimum Reinforcement 

 
In both the longitudinal and transverse directions, at both the top and bottom of the slab, the 
minimum reinforcement shall be determined in accordance with LRFD 5.7.3.3.2 and 5.10.8.  The 
first is based on the cracking flexural strength of a component, and the second reflects 
requirements for shrinkage and temperature.  In a slab superstructure, the two articles provide for 
nearly identical amounts of minimum reinforcement. 
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According to LRFD 5.14.4.1, bottom transverse reinforcement, with the minimum requirements 
described above as notwithstanding, may be determined either by means of a two-dimensional 
analysis or as a percentage of the maximum longitudinal positive moment steel in accordance 
with the following: 
 

  
 
The span length, L, in the equation shall be taken as that measured from the centerline to 
centerline of the supports.  For a heavily skewed or curved bridge, the analytical approach is 
recommended. 
 
Section 405-3.05 provides a simplified approach for shrinkage and temperature steel 
requirements. 
 
 
405-3.02  Computation of Slab Dead-Load Deflections 

 
For a concrete-deck-on-girder-type superstructure, the screed elevations shall be provided in 
accordance with LRFD 5.7.3.6.2 and Section 404-2.02(01).  For a simple span or a continuous-
spans reinforced-concrete slab superstructure, a dead-load deflection diagram showing the 
quarter-point deflections shall be shown on the plans.  The contractor uses this information to 
develop screed elevations that will enable it to place the concrete slab at the proper final 
elevations.  If a concrete-slab superstructure is located within a superelevation transition, or if 
other geometric complications are present, screed elevations are to be provided at 5-ft intervals. 
 
The following criteria shall be used in developing a dead-load deflection diagram. 
 
1. Compute dead-load deflections due to the weight of the concrete slab at the span quarter 

points or at a closer spacing if more accuracy is desired. 
2. Compute instantaneous deflections by the usual methods using formulas for elastic 

deflections. 
3. For determining deflections, use the gross moment of inertia and modulus of elasticity 

shown in Figure 405-1A. 
4. Round off deflections values to the nearer 0.1 in. 
5. The deflection of the concrete slab caused by the weight of a concrete railing is 

insignificant and may be ignored in developing the slab dead-load deflection diagram. 
6. Do not include the effects of form settlement or crushing.  This is the contractor’s 

responsibility. 
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405-3.03  Construction Joints 

 
Transverse construction joints are not permitted.  The INDOT Standard Specifications provide 
construction requirements where transverse construction joints are unavoidable if concrete 
placement is interrupted due to rain or other unavoidable event. 
 
Longitudinal construction joints are also undesirable.  However, the method of placing concrete, 
rate of delivery of concrete, and the type of finishing machine used by the contractor dictate 
whether or not a slab must be placed in one or more placements.  An optional longitudinal 
keyway construction joint shall be shown on the plans at the centerline of roadway.  The 
contractor may request permission to eliminate the construction joint by providing information 
specific to the proposed method of placing concrete and equipment to be used. 
 
Where phased construction is not anticipated, transverse reinforcing steel may be lapped at the 
optional longitudinal construction joint.  If the structure will be built in phases, show the entire 
lap splices for all transverse reinforcing steel on the side of the construction joint that will be 
placed last. 
 
 
405-3.04  Longitudinal Edge-Beam Design 

 
An edge beam must be provided along each slab edge.  Structurally-continuous barriers are 
considered effective only for the Service Limit state, and not the Strength or Extreme-Event 
Limit state.  An edge beam can be a thickened section or a more heavily-reinforced section 
composite with the slab.  The width of the edge beam may be taken to be the width of the 
equivalent strip as specified in LRFD 4.6.2.1.4b. 
 
 
405-3.05  Shrinkage and Temperature Reinforcement 

 
Evaluating the redistribution of force effects as a result of shrinkage, temperature change, creep, 
and movements of supports is not necessary. 
 
The required shrinkage and temperature reinforcement, as a function of slab thickness, is 
provided in Figure 405-3C. 
 
 
405-3.06  Reinforcing Steel and Constructibility 

 
The following practices for reinforcing-steel placement shall be considered to improve the 
constructability. 
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1. The maximum reinforcing-bar size shall be #11. 
2. The minimum spacing of reinforcing bars shall preferably be 6 in. 
3. Longitudinal steel shall be detailed in a 2-bar alternating pattern, with one of the bars 

continuous through the slab.  The maximum size difference shall be two standard bar 
sizes. 

 
Vertical steel, other than that required to keep the longitudinal negative-moment reinforcement 
floating, may not be required.  LRFD 5.11.1.2 provides requirements for the portion of the 
longitudinal positive-moment reinforcement that must be extended to the next support point in 
excess of that required by the factored maximum moment diagram.  Similarly, there is a more-
stringent requirement addressing the location of the anchorage for the longitudinal negative-
moment reinforcement. 
 
 
405-3.07  Drainage Outlets 
 
LRFD 2.6.6, Chapter 202, and Section 203-4.03(07) discuss the hydrological and hydraulic 
analyses for a bridge deck.  The following specifically applies to inlet selection. 
 
The deck drains shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings shall be specified.  The deck drains 
are designed for a reinforced-concrete slab bridge only.  The drain is a PVC pipe, 6 in. dia., set 
into the deck.  The small deck drains have limited hydraulic capacity.  Therefore, the standard 
spacing is approximately 6 ft.  A 1/2-in. depression, which extends 12 in. transversely from the 
face of the curb, slightly increases the capacity.  The PVC pipe must clear the bent-cap face by 2 
ft. 
 
 
405-3.08  Distribution of Concrete-Railing Dead Load 
 
Dead load due to barrier railings placed after the deck has set, shall be distributed  with  60% of 
the load applied to the exterior beam and 40% of the load applied to the first adjacent interior 
beam. The beams shall also be checked with the loads distributed equally to all beams. 
 
 
405-3.09  Shear Resistance 
 
The moment design in accordance with LRFD Specifications Article 4.6.2.3 may be considered 
satisfactory for shear. 
 
 
405-3.10  Minimum Thickness of Slab 
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The minimum slab thickness shall be in accordance with LRFD Table 2.5.2.6.3-1.  In using the 
equations in the LRFD Table, the assumptions are as follows. 
 
1. S is the length of the longest span. 
2. The calculated thickness includes the 1/2-in. sacrificial wearing surface. 
3. The thickness used may be greater than the value obtained from the Table. 
4. The thickness used may be less than the value obtained from the Table as long as the 

live-load deflection does not exceed the criteria shown in LRFD 2.5.2.6.2. 
 
 
405-3.11  Development of Flexural Reinforcement 

 
LRFD 5.11.1.2 provides requirements for the portion of the longitudinal positive-moment 
reinforcement that must be extended beyond the centerline of support.  Similarly, LRFD 
5.11.1.2.3 addresses the location of the anchorage, or embedment length, for the longitudinal 
negative-moment reinforcement. 
 
 
405-3.12  Skewed Reinforced-Concrete Slab Bridge 

 
For a skew angle of less than 45 deg, the transverse reinforcement is permitted to be parallel to 
the skew, providing for equal bar lengths.  For a skew angle of 45 deg or greater, the transverse 
reinforcement shall be placed perpendicular to the longitudinal reinforcement.  This requirement 
concerns the direction of principal tensile stresses as they develop in a greatly-skewed structure 
and is intended to prevent excessive cracking. 
 
Special slab-superstructure design or modifications to the integral end supports are not required 
for a greatly-skewed or -curved structure.  The requirements are based upon performance of 
relatively small span structures constructed to date.  Such slab superstructures have included 
skews in excess of 50 deg and moderate curvatures.  A significant deviation from successful past 
practice shall be reviewed.  See LRFD Table 2.6.2.6.3-1 and Figure 405-3B. 
 
 
405-3.13  Transverse Shrinkage and Temperature Reinforcement in the Top of the Slab at 

the Bent Caps 

 
Top longitudinal cap flexural reinforcement cannot be considered effective reinforcement for 
transverse shrinkage and temperature stresses described in LRFD 5.10.8 if this steel is located 
significantly below the surface of the concrete slab. 
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405-3.14  Fatigue-Limit State 

 
The design shall be as described in LRFD 5.5.3. 
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Concrete 
Yield Strength, 

fc’ 
(psi) 

Modulus of 
Elasticity, Ec 

(ksi) 

Modulus of 
Rupture, fr 

(psi) 
Class C 4000 3645 480 
Class A 3500 3410 450 
Class B 3000 3155 415 

 
 Notes: 
 1.  Thermal coefficient of expansion = 6.0 x 10-6/F 
 2.  Shrinkage coefficient = 0.0002 after 28 days 
      = 0.0005 after 1 year 
 3. Normal-weight-concrete density = 150 lb/ft3 for computing loads 
       = 145 lb/ft3 for computing properties 
 
 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 

 

Figure 405-1A 
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Bar-Size 

Designation 

Nominal Dimensions Maximum 

Bar Length 

for Fabrication 

(ft) 

Preferred Maximum 

Bar Length 

for Detailing 

(ft) 

Weight 

(lb/ft) 

Diameter 

(in) 

Area 

(in
2
) 

#3* 0.376 0.375 0.11 35 30 

#4* 0.668 0.500 0.20 35 30 

#5 1.043 0.625 0.31 45 40 

#6 1.502 0.750 0.44 45 40 

#7 2.044 0.875 0.60 45 40 

#8 2.670 1.000 0.79 45 40 

#9 3.400 1.128 1.00 45 40 

#10 4.303 1.270 1.27 45 40 

#11 5.313 1.410 1.56 45 40 

#14 7.650 1.693 2.25 45 40 

#18 13.600 2.257 4.00 45 40 

 

*Maximum bar length does not apply to spiral bars. 

 

 

REINFORCING-BAR SIZES 

 

Figure 405-2A 
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Bar 

Size 
Area 

(in.
2
) 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

#3 0.11 0.33 0.26 0.22 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 

#4 0.20 0.60 0.48 0.40 0.34 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.13 

#5 0.31 0.93 0.74 0.62 0.53 0.47 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.21 

#6 0.44 1.32 1.06 0.88 0.75 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.44 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.29 

#7 0.60 1.80 1.44 1.20 1.03 0.90 0.80 0.72 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.51 0.48 0.45 0.42 0.40 

#8 0.79 2.37 1.90 1.58 1.35 1.19 1.05 0.95 0.86 0.79 0.73 0.68 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.53 

#9 1.00 3.00 2.40 2.00 1.71 1.50 1.33 1.20 1.09 1.00 0.92 0.86 0.80 0.75 0.71 0.67 

#10 1.27 3.81 3.05 2.54 2.18 1.91 1.69 1.52 1.39 1.27 1.17 1.09 1.02 0.95 0.90 0.85 

#11 1.56 4.68 3.74 3.12 2.67 2.34 2.08 1.87 1.70 1.56 1.44 1.34 1.25 1.17 1.10 1.04 

#14 2.25  5.40 4.50 3.86 3.38 3.00 2.70 2.45 2.25 2.08 1.93 1.80 1.69 1.59 1.50 

#18 4.00  9.60 8.00 6.86 6.00 5.33 4.80 4.36 4.00 3.69 3.43 3.20 3.00 2.82 2.67 

 

 

REINFORCING BARS 

Area (in.
2
) Per One-Foot Section 

 

Figure 405-2B 
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Item Cover 

Deck or Reinforced-Concrete Slab: 
 Top Bars 

Bottom Bars 
Ends of Slab 
Faces of Copings 

 
2½ * 

1 
2 
2 

Footing: 
General 
Bottom Bars 

 
3 
4 

Columns, Ties, and Stirrups 1½ 
All Other Structural Elements 2 

 

   * Includes a ½-in. sacrificial wearing surface. 
 

 

MINIMUM CONCRETE COVER (in.) 

FOR DESIGN AND DETAILING 

 

Figure 405-2C 
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Bar Size 
Minimum Center-to-Center Spacing  
Unspliced Bars Spliced Bars 

#3 2 2¼ 
#4 2 2½ 
#5 2¼ 2¾ 
#6 2¼ 3 
#7 2½ 3¼ 
#8 2½ 3½ 
#9 3 4 
#10 3¼ 4½ 
#11 3¾ 5 
#14 4¼ n/a 
#18 5¾ n/a 

 
Note: Minimum spacing value, rounded up to the nearest 1/4 in., should be based on LRFD 

Specifications Articles 5.10.3.1.1 and 5.10.3.1.4.  The maximum size of coarse 
aggregate used in cast-in-place concrete is 1 in. 

 
 

MINIMUM CENTER-TO-CENTER SPACING OF BARS (in.) 

 

Figure 405-2D 
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Bar 
Size 

Area (in.2) 
Top 

Bars (1) 
Others 

(2) 
Top 

Bars (3) 
Others 

(4) 
#3 0.11 1’-1” 1’-0” 1’-0” 1’-0” 
#4 0.2 1’-5” 1’-0” 1’-2” 1’-0” 
#5 0.31 1’-9” 1’-3” 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#6 0.44 2’-3” 1’-8” 1’-10” 1’-4” 
#7 0.6 3’-1” 2’-2” 2’-6” 1’-9” 
#8 0.79 4’-0” 2’-11” 3’-3” 2’-4” 
#9 1 5’-1” 3’-8” 4’-1” 2’-11” 
#10 1.27 6’-5” 4’-7” 5’-2” 3’-8” 
#11 1.56 7’-11” 5’-8” 6’-4” 4’-7” 
#14 2.25 10’-11” 7’-10” 8’-9” 6’-3” 
#18 4 14’-2” 10’-2” 11’-4” 8’-1” 

 
 

Notes: 
   (1) 1.4 x ld 
   (2) ld 
   (3) 1.4 x 0.8 x ld 
   (4) 0.8 x ld 
 
  MODIFICATION FACTORS FOR NORMAL-WEIGHT CONCRETE 

 
1.4, for top horizontal or nearly-horizontal reinforcement, so placed that more 
than 12 in. of fresh concrete is cast below the reinforcement 
 
0.8, for reinforcement being developed in the length under consideration spaced 
laterally not less than 6 in. center-to-center, with not less than 3 in. cover 
measured in the direction of the spacing 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2E 
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Bar 
Size 

Area 
(in.2) 

Top 
Bars (1) 

Others 
(2) 

Top 
Bars (3) 

Others 
(4) 

#3 0.11 1’-1” 1’-0” 1’-0” 1’-0” 
#4 0.2 1’-5” 1’-0” 1’-2” 1’-0” 
#5 0.31 1’-9” 1’-3” 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#6 0.44 2’-2” 1’-6” 1’-9” 1’-3” 
#7 0.6 2’-8” 1’-11” 2’-2” 1’-6” 
#8 0.79 3’-6” 2’-6” 2’-10” 2’-0” 
#9 1 4’-5” 3’-2” 3’-6” 2’-6” 
#10 1.27 5’-7” 4’-0” 4’-6” 3’-3” 
#11 1.56 6’-10” 4’-11” 5’-6” 3’-11” 
#14 2.25 9’-6” 6’-9” 7’-7” 5’-5” 
#18 4 12’-3” 8’-9” 9’-10” 7’-0” 

 
 

Notes: 
   (1) 1.4 x ld 
   (2) ld 
   (3) 1.4 x 0.8 x ld 
   (4) 0.8 x ld 
 
  MODIFICATION FACTORS FOR NORMAL-WEIGHT CONCRETE 

 
1.4, for top horizontal or nearly-horizontal reinforcement, so placed that more 
than 12 in. of fresh concrete is cast below the reinforcement 
 
0.8, for reinforcement being developed in the length under consideration spaced 
laterally not less than 6 in. center-to-center, with not less than 3 in. cover 
measured in the direction of the spacing 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 
fc’ = 4 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2F 
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Bar 
Size 

Area 
(in.2) 

Top 
Bars (1) 

Others 
(2) 

Top 
Bars (3) 

Others 
(4) 

#3 0.11 1’-4” 1’-2” 1’-1” 1’-0” 
#4 0.2 1’-9” 1’-6” 1’-5” 1’-3” 
#5 0.31 2’-2” 1’-11” 1’-9” 1’-6” 
#6 0.44 2’-9” 2’-5” 2’-2” 1’-11” 
#7 0.6 3’-9” 3’-3” 3’-0” 2’-8” 
#8 0.79 4’-11” 4’-4” 3’-11” 3’-6” 
#9 1 6’-2” 5’-5” 4’-11” 4’-4” 
#10 1.27 7’-10” 6’-11” 6’-3” 5’-6” 
#11 1.56 9’-7” 8’-6” 7’-8” 6’-10” 
#14 2.25 13’-4” 11’-9” 10’-8” 9’-5” 
#18 4 17’-3” 15’-2” 13’-9” 12’-2” 

 
 

Notes: 
   (1) 1.7 x ld 
   (2) 1.5 x ld 
   (3) 1.7 x 0.8 x ld 
   (4) 1.5 x 0.8 x ld 
 
  MODIFICATION FACTORS FOR NORMAL-WEIGHT CONCRETE 

 
1.5, for epoxy-coated bars with cover less than 3db, or with clear spacing between 
bars less than 6db 
 
0.8, for reinforcement being developed in the length under consideration spaced 
laterally not less than 6 in. center-to-center, with not less than 3 in. cover 
measured in the direction of the spacing 

 
The product obtained in combining the factor for top reinforcement with the 
applicable factor for epoxy-coated bars need not be taken as greater than 1.7. 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 
fc’ = 3 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2G 
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Bar 
Size 

Area (in.2)
Top 

Bars (1) 
Others

(2) 
Top 

Bars (3) 
Others 

(4) 
#3 0.11 1’-4” 1’-2” 1’-1” 1’-0” 
#4 0.2 1’-9” 1’-6” 1’-5” 1’-3” 
#5 0.31 2’-2” 1’-11” 1’-9” 1’-6” 
#6 0.44 2’-7” 2’-3” 2’-1” 1’-10” 
#7 0.6 3’-3’ 2’-10” 2’-7” 2’-3” 
#8 0.79 4’-3” 3’-9” 3’-5” 3’-0” 
#9 1 5’-4” 4’-9” 4’-3” 3’-9” 
#10 1.27 6’-9” 6’-0” 5’-5” 4’-10” 
#11 1.56 8’-4” 7’-4” 6’-8” 5’-11” 
#14 2.25 11’-6” 10’-2” 9’-3” 8’-2” 
#18 4 14’-11” 13’-2” 11’-11” 10’-6” 

 
 

Notes: 
   (1) 1.7 x ld 
   (2) 1.5 x ld 
   (3) 1.7 x 0.8 x ld 
   (4) 1.5 x 0.8 x ld 
 
  MODIFICATION FACTORS FOR NORMAL-WEIGHT CONCRETE 

 
1.5, for epoxy-coated bars with cover less than 3db, or with clear spacing between 
bars less than 6db 
 
0.8, for reinforcement being developed in the length under consideration spaced 
laterally not less than 6 in. center-to-center, with not less than 3 in. cover 
measured in the direction of the spacing 

 
The product obtained in combining the factor for top reinforcement with the 
applicable factor for epoxy-coated bars need not be taken as greater than 1.7. 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 
fc’ = 4 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2H 
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Bar 
Size 

ldh Side Cover < 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook < 2 in. 

ldh = lhb 

ldh Side Cover ≥ 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook ≥ 2 in. 

ldh = 0.7 lhb 
#3 9” 6” 
#4 11” 8” 
#5 1’-2” 10” 
#6 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#7 1’-8” 1’-2” 
#8 1’-10” 1’-4” 
#9 2’-1” 1’-6” 
#10 2’-4” 1’-8” 
#11 2’-7” 1’-10” 
#14 3’-2” n/a 
#18 4’-2” n/a 

 
 

HOOKED UNCOATED-BAR DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS, TENSION 
fc’ = 3 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2 I 
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Bar 
Size 

ldh Side Cover < 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook < 2 in. 

ldh = lhb 

ldh Side Cover ≥ 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook ≥ 2 in.. 

ldh = 0.7 lhb 
#3 8” 6” 
#4 10” 7” 
#5 1’-0” 9” 
#6 1’-3” 10” 
#7 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#8 1’-7” 1’-2” 
#9 1’-10” 1’-4” 
#10 2’-1” 1’-5” 
#11 2’-3” 1’-7” 
#14 2’-9” n/a 
#18 3’-7” n/a 

 
 

HOOKED UNCOATED-BAR DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS, TENSION 
fc’ = 4 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2J 
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Bar 
Size 

ldh Side Cover < 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook < 2 in. 

ldh = lhb 

ldh Side Cover ≥ 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook ≥ 2 in. 

ldh = 0.7 lhb 
#3 10” 7” 
#4 1’-2” 10” 
#5 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#6 1’-8” 1’-2” 
#7 2’-0” 1’-5” 
#8 2’-3” 1’-7” 
#9 2’-6” 1’-9” 
#10 2’-10” 2’-0” 
#11 3’-2” 2’-2” 
#14 3’-9” n/a 
#18 5’-0” n/a 

 
 

HOOKED EPOXY-COATED-BAR DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS, TENSION 
fc’ = 3 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2K 
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Bar 
Size 

ldh Side Cover < 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook < 2 in. 

ldh = lhb 

ldh Side Cover ≥ 
2.5 in., or Cover 
on Hook ≥ 2 in. 

ldh = 0.7 lhb 
#3 9” 6” 
#4 1’-0” 8” 
#5 1’-3” 10” 
#6 1’-6” 1’-0” 
#7 1’-8” 1’-2” 
#8 1’-11” 1’-4” 
#9 2’-2” 1’-7” 
#10 2’-5” 1’-9” 
#11 2’-9” 1’-11” 
#14 3’-3” n/a 
#18 4’-4” n/a 

 
 

HOOKED EPOXY-COATED-BAR DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS, TENSION 
fc’ = 4 ksi 

 
Figure 405-2L 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-1” 1’-0” 1’-0” 1’-0” 
#4 1’-5” 1’-0” 1’-2” 1’-0” 
#5 1’-9” 1’-3” 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#6 2’-3” 1’-8” 1’-10” 1’-4” 
#7 3’-1” 2’-2” 2’-6” 1’-9” 
#8 4’-0” 2’-11” 3’-3” 2’-4” 
#9 5’-1” 3’-8” 4’-1” 2’-11” 
#10 6’-5” 4’-7” 5’-2” 3’-8” 
#11 7’-11” 5’-8” 6’-4” 4’-7” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  All splice lengths in feet and inches 
   2.  db < Cover 
   3.  2db < Clear Spacing 
   4.  Values are for normal weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS A SPLICE LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2M 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-1” 1’-0” 1’-0” 1’-0” 
#4 1’-5” 1’-0” 1’-2” 1’-0” 
#5 1’-9” 1’-3” 1’-5” 1’-0” 
#6 2’-2” 1’-6” 1’-9” 1’-3” 
#7 2’-8” 1’-11” 2’-2” 1’-6” 
#8 3’-6” 2’-6” 2’-10” 2’-0” 
#9 4’-5” 3’-2” 3’-6” 2’-6” 
#10 5’-7” 4’-0” 4’-6” 3’-3” 
#11 6’-10” 4’-11” 5’-6” 3’-11” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db < Cover 
   2.  2db < Clear Spacing 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS A SPLICE LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 4 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2N 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-4” 1’-2” 1’-1” 1’-0” 
#4 1’-9” 1’-6” 1’-5” 1’-3” 
#5 2’-2” 1’-11” 1’-9” 1’-6” 
#6 2’-9” 2’-5” 2’-2” 1’-11’ 
#7 3’-9” 3’-3” 3’-0” 2’-8” 
#8 4’-11” 4’-4” 3’-11” 3’-6” 
#9 6’-2” 5’-5” 4’-11” 4’-4” 
#10 7’-10” 6’-11” 6’-3” 5’-6” 
#11 9’-7” 8’-6” 7’-8” 6’-10” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db ≤ Cover < 3db 
   2.  2db ≤ Clear Spacing < 6db 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS A SPLICE LENGTH FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2 O 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-4” 1’-2” 1’-1” 1’-0” 
#4 1’-9” 1’-6” 1’-5” 1’-3” 
#5 2’-2” 1’-11” 1’-9” 1’-6” 
#6 2’-7” 2’-3” 2’-1” 1’-10” 
#7 3’-3” 2’-10” 2’-7” 2’-3” 
#8 4’-3” 3’-9” 3’-5” 3’-0” 
#9 5’-4” 4’-9” 4’-3” 3’-9” 
#10 6’-9” 6’-0” 5’-5” 4’-10” 
#11 8’-4” 7’-4” 6’-8” 5’-11” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db ≤ Cover < 3db 
   2.  2db ≤ Clear Spacing < 6db 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS A SPLICE LENGTH FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 4 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2P 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-5” 1’-0” 1’-2” 1’-0” 
#4 1’-10” 1’-4” 1’-6” 1’-1” 
#5 2’-4” 1’-8” 1’-10” 1’-4” 
#6 2’-11” 2’-1” 2’-4” 1’-8” 
#7 4’-0” 2’-10” 3’-2” 2’-4” 
#8 5’-3” 3’-9” 4’-2” 3’-0” 
#9 6’-7” 4’-9” 5’-4” 3’-10” 
#10 8’-5” 6’-0” 6’-9” 4’-10” 
#11 10’-3” 7’-4” 8’-3” 5’-11” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db < Cover 
   2.  2db < Clear Spacing 

3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS B SPLICE LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2Q 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-5” 1’-0” 1’-2” 1’-0” 
#4 1’-10” 1’-4” 1’-6” 1’-1” 
#5 2’-4” 1’-8” 1’-10” 1’-4” 
#6 2’-9” 2’-0” 2’-3” 1’-7” 
#7 3’-5” 2’-6” 2’-9” 2’-0” 
#8 4’-6” 3’-3” 3’-8” 2’-7” 
#9 5’-9” 4’-1” 4’-7” 3’-3” 
#10 7’-3” 5’-2” 5’-10” 4’-2” 
#11 8’-11” 6’-5” 7’-2” 5’-1” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db < Cover 
   2.  2db < Clear Spacing 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS B SPLICE LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 4 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2R 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-8” 1’-6” 1’-4” 1’-3” 
#4 2’-3” 2’-0” 1’-10” 1’-7” 
#5 2’-10” 2’-6” 2’-3” 2’-0” 
#6 3’-7” 3’-2” 2’-10” 2’-6” 
#7 4’-10” 4’-3” 3’-10” 3’-5” 
#8 6’-4” 5’-7” 5’-1” 4’-6” 
#9 8’-0” 7’-1” 6’-5” 5’-8” 
#10 10’-2” 9’-0” 8’-2” 7’-2” 
#11 12’-6” 11’-0” 10’-0” 8’-10” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db ≤ Cover < 3db 
   2.  2db ≤ Clear Spacing < 6db 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS B SPLICE LENGTH FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2 S 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-8” 1’-6” 1’-4” 1’-3” 
#4 2’-3” 2’-0” 1’-10” 1’-7” 
#5 2’-10” 2’-6” 2’-3” 2’-0” 
#6 3’-4” 3’-0” 2’-8” 2’-5” 
#7 4’-2” 3’-8” 3’-4” 3’-0” 
#8 5’-6” 4’-10” 4’-5” 3’-11” 
#9 6’-11” 6’-2” 5’-7” 4’-11” 
#10 8’-10” 7’-9” 7’-1” 6’-3” 
#11 10’-10” 9’-7” 8’-8” 7’-8” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db ≤ Cover < 3db 
   2.  2db ≤ Clear Spacing < 6db 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS B SPLICE LENGTH FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 4 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2T 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-10” 1’-4” 1’-6” 1’-1” 
#4 2’-5” 1’-9” 1’-11” 1’-5” 
#5 3’-0” 2’-2” 2’-5” 1’-9” 
#6 3’-10” 2’-9” 3’-1” 2’-2” 
#7 5’-2” 3’-9” 4’-2” 3’-0” 
#8 6’-10” 4’-11” 5’-6” 3’-11” 
#9 8’-8” 6’-2” 6’-11” 4’-11” 
#10 10’-11” 7’-10” 8’-9” 6’-3” 
#11 13’-5” 9’-7” 10’-9” 7’-8” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db < Cover 
   2.  2db < Clear Spacing 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS C SPLICE LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2U 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 1’-10” 1’-4” 1’-6” 1’-1” 
#4 2’-5” 1’-9” 1’-11” 1’-5” 
#5 3’-0” 2’-2” 2’-5” 1’-9” 
#6 3’-7” 2’-7” 2’-11” 2’-1” 
#7 4’-6” 3’-3” 3’-7” 2’-7” 
#8 5’-11” 4’-3” 4’-9” 3’-5” 
#9 7’-6” 5’-4” 6’-0” 4’-3” 
#10 9’-6” 6’-9” 7’-7” 5’-5” 
#11 11’-8” 8’-4” 9’-4” 6’-8” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db < Cover 
   2.  2db < Clear Spacing 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS C SPLICE LENGTH FOR UNCOATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 4 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2V 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 2’-3” 1’-11” 1’-9” 1’-7” 
#4 2’-11” 2’-7” 2’-4” 2’-1” 
#5 3’-8” 3’-3” 2’-11” 2’-7” 
#6 4’-8” 4’-1” 3’-9” 3’-3” 
#7 6’-4” 5’-7” 5’-1” 4’-6” 
#8 8’-3” 7’-4” 6’-8” 5’-10” 
#9 10’-6” 9’-3” 8’-5” 7’-5” 
#10 13’-3” 11’-9” 10’-8” 9’-5” 
#11 16’-4” 14’-5” 13’-1” 11’-6” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db ≤ Cover < 3db 
   2.  2db ≤ Clear Spacing < 6db 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS C SPLICE LENGTH FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 3 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2W 
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Bar 
Size 

Center to Center 
Spacing < 6 in., 
or Cover < 3 in. 

Center to Center 
Spacing  6 in., 
or Cover  3 in. 

Top Bars Others Top Bars Others 
#3 2’-3” 1’-11” 1’-9” 1’-7” 
#4 2’-11” 2’-7” 2’-4” 2’-1” 
#5 3’-8” 3’-3” 2’-11” 2’-7” 
#6 4’-5” 3’-10” 3’-6” 3’-1” 
#7 5’-6” 4’-10” 4’-5” 3’-10” 
#8 7’-2” 6’-4” 5’-9” 5’-1” 
#9 9’-1” 8’-0” 7’-3” 6’-5” 
#10 11’-6” 10’-2” 9’-3” 8’-2” 
#11 14’-2” 12’-6” 11’-4” 10’-0” 

 
  Notes: 
   1.  db ≤ Cover < 3db 
   2.  2db ≤ Clear Spacing < 6db 
   3.  Value is for normal-weight concrete. 
 
 

CLASS C SPLICE LENGTH FOR EPOXY-COATED BARS IN TENSION 

fc’ = 4 ksi 

 

Figure 405-2X 
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Figure 405-2BB

(Transverse Steel in Bridge Deck)
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Figure 405-2CC

(Hammerhead Stem Pier)
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R.C. BRIDGE APPROACH 
BILL OF MATERIALS 

Plain Reinforcing Steel 

Size and 
Mark 

No. of 
Bars 

Length 
Weight 

(lb) 

    
503 69 19’-10”  
591 144 20’-7”  
#5 48 31’-0”  
#5 54 29’-4”  
#5 2 26’-0”  
#5 1 24’-8”  
#5 2 22’-0”  
#5 1 20’-8”  
#5 2 18’-4”  
#5 49 16’-8”  
#5 2 14’-4”  
#5 1 12’-8”  
#5 2 10’-4”  
#5 1 9’-0”  
#5 2 6’-4”  
#5 1 5’-0”  

Total No. 5 8853 
    

401 14 3’-7”  
#4 2 19’-8”  

Total No. 4 63 
Total Plain Reinforcing Steel 8916 

 
Epoxy-Coated Reinforcing Steel 

    
#8 4 19’-8” 210 

    
#7 4 19’-8” 161 

    
502 5 20’-2”  
581 51 6’-9”  

591a 31 5’-7”  
593 62 4’-2”  

Total No. 5 914 
Total Epoxy-Coated Reinforcing Steel 1285 

 
Concrete 

Reinf.-Conc. Bridge Appr., 15 in. 2950 ft2 

Concrete Railing Class C 2.5 yd2 
 
 

REINFORCED-CONCRETE BRIDGE APPROACH BILL OF MATERIALS 

 

Figure 405-2DD 
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0.20 L

0.30 L 0.25 L

(b) STRAIGHT(a) PARABOLIC

(c) DROP PANEL (d) CAP BEAM *

BE USED AS A STRUCTURAL HAUNCH
* THIS CONFIGURATION SHOULD NOT

Figure 405-3A

CONCRETE SLAB SUPERTRUCTURES

HAUNCH CONFIGURATIONS FOR REINFORCED
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Slab Thickness (in.) 
Reinforcement, 
Top and Bottom 

< 18 #5 @ 1’-6” or #4 @ 1’-0”  

18 ≤ Thick. ≤ 28 #5 @ 1’-0” or #4 @ 8” 

> 28 Design per LRFD Article 5.10.8.2 

 
 

SHRINKAGE AND TEMPERATURE REINFORCEMENT 

FOR SLAB SUPERSTRUCTURE 

 
Figure 405-3C 
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3 @

NOTE:  Entire typical section to be detailed on plans.

ˆ Roadway

ˆ Roadway to Face of Concrete Barrier Railing

(Optional)

2" X  3  Keyway Construction Joint 
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� Bar

(as required by design)

Bar spacing (feet)

at 1’-0" Max.

 # 5E Stirrup bars

6" P.V.C. Pipe

Bar Spacing
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For depth of keyway, use on-third the slab thickness.3

 

minimum the same area of steel per foot as in slab.

Design edge beam in accordance with articles in the LRFD Specifications, but use as a 2

 

in remainder of slab.

Bar spacing and number of spaces to be determined to facilitate a constant bar spacing 1

Figure 405-3D

(Typical Half-Section)

INTEGRAL CAP AT SLAB SUPERSTRUCTURE
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CHAPTER 406 
 

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
 
 
406-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The requirements of this Chapter will apply to each bridge designed with normal or lightweight 
concrete reinforced with prestressed or post-tensioned strands.  Partial prestressing is not 
permitted.  The requirements described herein are based on a 28-day concrete strength, cf , of 4 
to 10 ksi. 
 
 
406-2.0  DEFINITIONS 
 
See LRFD 5.2. 
 
 
406-3.0  NOTATIONS 
 
See LRFD 5.3. 
 
 
406-4.0  MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
 
406-4.01  General 
 
The material properties cited herein are based on the construction materials specified in LRFD 
5.4.  The minimum acceptable properties and test procedures shall be specified in the contract 
documents. 
 
 
406-4.02  Normal-Weight and Semi-Lightweight Concrete 
 
The minimum cf  for prestressed or post-tensioned concrete components shall be shown on the 
plans.  Such a strength outside the range shown in Section 406-1.0 is not permitted without 
written approval of the Director of Bridges.  For lightweight concrete, the air dry unit weight 
shall be shown on the plans.  See LRFD 5.4.2.2 for the coefficient of linear expansion. 
 
The following will apply to concrete. 
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1. The design compressive strength of normal-weight concrete at 28 days, cf , shall be in the 
range as follows: 

 
a. prestressed box beam:  5 to 7 ksi 
b. prestressed I-beam:  5 to 7 ksi 
c. prestressed bulb-tee beam: 6 to 8 ksi 

 
An exception to the range shown above will be allowed for a higher strength if the higher 
strength can be documented to be of significant benefit to the project, it can be effectively 
produced, and approval is obtained from the Director of Bridges. 

 
2. At release of the prestressing strands, cf  shall not be less than 4 ksi, and shall be 

determined during the beam design.  The specified concrete compressive strength at 
release shall be rounded to the next higher 0.1 ksi. 

 
 
406-4.02(01)  Shrinkage and Creep 
 
Losses due to shrinkage and creep, for other than than a segmentally-constructed bridge, that 
require a more-precise estimate including specific materials, structural dimensions, site 
conditions, construction methods, and age at various stages of erection, can be estimated by 
means of the methods specified in LRFD 5.4.2.3.2 and 5.4.2.3.3.  Other acceptable methods are 
those described in the CEB-FIP 1978 / 1990 code.  The annual average ambient relative humidity 
shall be taken as 70%. 
 
 
406-4.02(02)  Modulus of Elasticity, Poisson’s Ratio, and Modulus of Rupture 
 
The modulus of elasticity shall be calculated as specified in LRFD Eqn. 5.4.2.4-1.  Poisson’s 
ratio shall be taken as 0.2. See LRFD 5.4.2.6 for modulus-of-rupture values depending on 
whether the concrete is normal weight or lightweight, and whether the intended application is 
control of cracking, deflection, camber, or shear resistance. 
 
 
406-4.03  Semi-Lightweight Concrete 
 
Normal-weight concrete has a unit weight between 135 lb/ft3 and 160 lb/ft3.  The use of semi-
lightweight concrete, with normal-weight sand mixed with lightweight coarse aggregate, is 
permitted with a specified density between 120 lb/ft3 and 130 lb/ft3.  Other unit weights may be 
used if approved by the Director of Bridges.  The use of semi-lightweight concrete shall be 
demonstrated to be necessary and cost effective during the structure-size-and-type study. 
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The structural performance of this concrete is equal to that of normal-weight concrete.  However, 
the potential problems that shall be addressed are the control of the water content in the 
lightweight aggregate and the frost-sensitivity of lightweight aggregate for a period of two weeks 
after casting.  Consideration shall be given to using the mix-design procedures for lightweight 
concrete described in ACI 211.2. 
 
The modulus of elasticity will be less than that for normal-weight concrete.  Creep, shrinkage, 
and deflection shall be appropriately evaluated and accounted for if semi-lightweight concrete is 
to be used.  The formula shown in LRFD 5.4.2.6 shall be used in lieu of physical test values for 
modulus of rupture.  The formula for sand-lightweight concrete shall be used for semi-
lightweight concrete. 
 
 
406-4.04  Prestressing Steel 
 
Prestressing strands shall be of the low-relaxation type with a minimum tensile strength of 270 
ksi.  Unless there is a reason to do otherwise, only the following three-strand diameters shall be 
used. 
 
1. Nominal 3/8 in., As = 0.085 in2, for use in a stay-in-place deck panel. 
 
2. Nominal ½ in., As = 0.167 in2, for use in an I, bulb-tee, or box beam, or post-tensioned 

member. 
 
3. Nominal 0.6 in., As = 0.217 in2, for use in a in a bulb-tee beam or post-tensioned member. 
 
See LRFD Table 5.4.4.1-1 for values of yield strength, tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity 
of prestressing strands or bars. 
 
Prestressing threadbars are used for grouted construction.  If the bars are used for permanent 
non-grouted construction, the bars shall be epoxy coated. 
 
 
406-4.05  Post-Tensioning Anchorage and Couplers 
 
See LRFD 5.4.5 regarding the use of anchorages or couplers.  Tendons, anchorages, end fittings, 
and couplers shall be protected against corrosion.  If couplers are used to connect bars, they shall 
be enclosed in duct housings long enough to permit the necessary movement. 
 
 
406-4.06  Ducts 
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See LRFD 5.4.6 for types of ducts, radius-of-curvature limits, general considerations for tendons, 
and size requirements.  Polyethylene ducts shall be used in a corrosive environment such as in a 
bridge deck or in a substructure element under a joint.  The contract documents shall indicate the 
type of duct material to be used. 
 
Ducts for a post-tensioned bulb-tee beam shall be of round, semi-rigid, galvanized-metal.  The 
wall thickness shall not be less than 28 gage.  A radius that requires prebending shall be avoided 
if possible. 
 
If the bridge is to be constructed by means of post-tensioning precast components together 
longitudinally or transversely by use of a cast-in-place concrete joint, the end of each duct shall 
be extended beyond the concrete interface for not less than 3 in. and not more than 6 in. to 
facilitate joining the ducts.  If necessary, the extension can be in a local blockout at the concrete 
interface.  Joints between sections of ducts shall be positive metallic connections, which do not 
result in angle changes at the joints. 
 
The plans shall show all pertinent geometry required for development of working drawings with 
the correct tendon alignment in both elevation and plan views.  This includes anchorage regions 
and areas where there are tight or reverse curvatures of the the tendons. 
 
Curved ducts that run parallel to each other or around a void or re-entrant corner shall be encased 
in concrete and reinforced as necessary to avoid radial failure, or pullout into another duct or 
void. 
 
Upon completion of post-tensioning, the ducts shall be grouted. 
 
Ducts or anchorage assemblies for post-tensioning shall be provided with a pipe or other suitable 
connection at each end for the injection of grout after prestressing.  A duct of over 200 ft in 
length shall be in accordance with the recommendations of the PTI.  Vents shall be ½-in. 
minimum diameter standard pipe or suitable plastic pipe.  Connections to the ducts shall be made 
with metallic or plastic fasteners.  Plastic components, if selected and approved, shall not react 
with the concrete or enhance corrosion of the prestressing steel, and shall be free of water-
soluble chlorides.  The vents shall be mortar tight, taped as necessary, and shall provide means 
for injection of grout through the vents and for positive sealing of the vents.  Ends of steel vents 
shall be removed at least 1 in. below the concrete deck surface, if appropriate, after the grout has 
set.  Ends of plastic vents shall be removed to the surface of the concrete after the grout has set.  
Grout injection pipes shall be fitted with positive mechanical shut-off valves.  Vents and ejection 
pipes shall be fitted with valves.  Caps shall not be removed or opened until the grout has set. 
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406-5.0  LIMIT STATES 
 
406-5.01  General 
 
In addition to service, fatigue, strength, and extreme-event limit states, prestressed or post-
tensioned components shall be investigated for stresses and deformations for each critical stage 
during construction, stressing, handling, transportation, and erection. 
 
 
406-5.02  Service-Limit State 
 
See LRFD 5.7.3.4 for control of cracking, 5.7.3.6 for deformations, and 5.9.4 for stress limits for 
concrete. 
 
 
406-5.03  Fatigue-Limit State 
 
See LRFD 5.5.3.1 to determine if fatigue shall be considered.  Use the stress ranges for 
prestressing tendons provided in LRFD 5.5.3.3 if necessary. 
 
 
406-5.04  Strength-Limit State 
 
See LRFD 5.5.4.2 and Table 5.5.4.2.2-1 for resistance factors for tension-controlled, 
compression-controlled, or transition prestressed concrete sections, shear, torsion, or anchorage 
zones.  For segmental construction, the resistance factors shall be modified for flexure and shear 
accordingly.  See LRFD 5.5.4.3 for required stability checks. 
 
 
406-5.05  Extreme-Event-Limit State 
 
See LRFD 5.4.6.2 and Table 3.4.1-1. 
 
 
406-6.0  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS, FLEXURE AND AXIAL FORCE EFFECTS 
 
See LRFD 5.6.3 and 5.10.9.4 for a strut-and-tie model overview that can be used in the design of 
an anchorage zone, deep beam, bracket, or corbel. 
 
The assumptions for service, fatigue, strength, and extreme-event-limit states are described in 
LRFD 5.7.1.  Strength equations provided in LRFD 5.7.2 are based on the rectangular-stress-
block approach. 
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For stress calculations in prestressing steel at nominal flexure resistance, the equations for 
components with bonded and unbonded tendons provided in LRFD 5.7.3.1.1 and 5.7.3.1.2 are 
acceptable.  For components with both bonded and unbonded tendons, the simplified analysis 
provided in LRFD 5.7.3.1.3b is acceptable. 
 
The flexural resistance may be computed with the equations provided in LRFD 5.7.3.2, or a 
more-precise calculation can be used as described in LRFD 5.7.3.2.5. 
 
The amount of prestressed tensile reinforcement is limited by the minimum reinforcement 
requirements provided in LRFD 5.7.3.3.2.  There is not a limitation in LRFD 5.7.4.2 for 
maximum prestressed tensile reinforcement for flexural members.  For compression members, 
the maximum and minimum reinforcement requirements provided in LRFD 5.7.4.3 are 
applicable.  Slenderness effects, computation of factored axial resistance, and biaxial flexure 
effects provided in LRFD 5.7.4.4 are applicable to prestressed concrete columns. 
 
Instantaneous deflections, long-term deflections, and cambers shall be computed with the 
modulus of elasticity, moment of inertia, and cracking moment specified in LRFD 5.7.3.6.2.  The 
methods provided therein to obtain long term deflections from instantaneous deflections are 
acceptable. 
 
 
406-7.0  SHEAR AND TORSION 
 
406-7.01  General 
 
LRFD 5.6.3 allows the strut-and-tie model and the sectional-design model for shear design of 
prestressed concrete,.  In a region near a discontinuity, the strut-and-tie model shall be used.  The 
sectional-design model is appropriate for the design of a girder, slab, or other region of 
components where the assumptions of traditional beam theory are valid.  See LRFD 5.8.3 and 
PCI Bridge Design Manual Section 8.12 for more information regarding the strut-and-tie model. 
 
Torsional effects shall be investigated only if the condition in LRFD 5.8.2.1 for normal weight 
concrete, or slightly modified for lightweight concrete, is satisfied.  If necessary, the torsional 
resistance obtained with the sectional-design model is provided in LRFD 5.8.2.2. 
 
Transverse reinforcement, minimum and maximum requirements, types of transverse 
reinforcement, and shear stresses of concrete are provided in LRFD 5.8.2.4.  They shall be 
satisfied in the design.  These are complemented by LRFD 5.8.2.9 for a segmental post-tensioned 
concrete box-girder bridge. 
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406-7.02  Sectional-Design Model 
 
LRFD 5.8.3 discusses the sectional-design model.  The general formulas used to calculate the 
nominal shear resistance are shown in LRFD 5.8.3.3-1.  The parameters used to evaluate these 
expressions depend on the adopted approach.  For a prestressed-concrete structure, the use of 
either the modified-compression field theory or the simplified procedure is acceptable. 
 
 
In order to account for the tension caused by shear, the longitudinal-reinforcement requirements 
shown in LRFD 5.8.3.6.3 shall be satisfied for sections subjected to combined shear and torsion. 
 
 
406-7.03  Interface Shear Transfer – Shear Friction 
 
A cast-in-place concrete deck designed to act compositely with precast-concrete beams shall be 
able to resist the horizontal shearing forces at the interface between the two elements.  LRFD 
5.8.4.1 discusses the requirements for shear transfer.  The nominal shear resistance of the 
interface and the factored interface shear force are provided in LRFD 5.8.4.2.  The most 
appropriate condition of the interaction between concrete-slab and concrete-girder surfaces shall 
be selected individulally from the six situations of cohesion and friction factors provided in 
LRFD 5.8.4.3.  The requirement for minimum area of interface shear reinforcement provided in 
LRFD 5.8.4.4 shall be satisfied. 
 
 
406-7.04  Segmental Concrete Bridge 
 
LRFD 5.8.5 states that principal stresses determined using classic beam theory and the principles 
of Mohr’s circle and local tensions in the web from anchorage of tendons shall be investigated. 
The principal tensile stress shall not exceed the tensile stress limits shown in LRFD Table 
5.9.4.2.2-1. 
 
The shear and torsion requirements shown in LRFD 5.8.3.6 supersede those for the design of a 
segmental post-tensioned concrete box girder bridge.  LRFD 5.8.2 applies, but with the 
modifications shown in LRFD 5.8.3 through 5.8.5. 
 
 
406-8.0  PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
 
406-8.01  General Considerations and Stress Limitations 
 
General requirements for design, concrete strength, buckling, section properties, crack control, 
location of tendon relative to the duct, and stresses due to imposed deformations are provided in 
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LRFD 5.9.1.  Contrary to the LRFD requirements, INDOT does not allow a transformed section 
for a pretensioned member. 
 
The stress limitations for prestressing tendons, deformed high-strength bars, and concrete before 
and after losses have occurred, are provided in LRFD 5.9.3. 
 
 
406-8.02  Loss of Prestress 
 
Total prestress losses in a member constructed and prestressed in a single stage are provided in 
LRFD 5.9.5.1.  The losses are defined as instantaneous losses such as anchorage set, friction, 
elastic shortening, and time-dependent losses.  The acceptable methods provided for determining 
the time-dependent losses are an approximate and a refined method.  The refined method can be 
used for the final design of a nonsegmental prestressed concrete member.  For a post-tensioned 
concrete member with multistage construction or prestressing, the prestress losses shall be 
computed by means of a time-dependent-analysis method such as that described in CEB-FIP 
(1978 / 1990).  The approximate lump-sum estimate method shall be used for preliminary design 
only. 
 
The values of the wobble and curvature friction coefficients, and the anchor-set loss assumed for 
the design shall be shown on the plans. 
 
 
406-9.0  PRESTRESSING-REINFORCEMENT REQUIREMENTS 
 
406-9.01  Spacing of Prestressing Tendons and Ducts 
 
The minimum and maximum spacing of pretensioned strands, and curved and straight post-
tensioning ducts in the horizontal plane are provided in LRFD 5.10.3.3.  However, bundling of 
ducts will not be permitted.  LRFD 5.10.3.5 provides requirements for longitudinal post-
tensioning couplers. 
 
 
406-9.02  Tendon Confinement and Effects of Curved Tendons 
 
LRFD 5.10.4 provides general requirements for tendon confinement, and in-plane and out-of-
plane force effects.  Shear resistance of the concrete cover against pullout shall be satisfied, or 
fully-anchored tiebacks shall be provided.  Local confining reinforcement shall be provided if 
out-of-plane forces exceed the factored shear resistance of concrete cover.  LRFD 5.10.5 
provides the maximum unsupported length of external tendons. 
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406-9.03  Post-Tensioned and Pretensioned Anchorage Zone 
 
LRFD 5.10.9 provides general requirements for the anchorage zones at the end and intermediate 
anchorages.  Requirements for design of general zones are provided in LRFD 5.10.9.3.  The 
strut-and-tie, elastic stress analysis, and approximate method are acceptable.  The design 
requirements for a local zone including special anchorage devices are provided in LRFD 
5.10.9.7.  For a pretensioned anchorage zone, LRFD 5.10.10 shall be followed. 
 
 
406-10.0  DEVELOPMENT OF PRESTRESSING STRANDS AND DEBONDING 
 
The transfer length of pretensioned components is shown in LRFD 5.11.4.1.  The specific 
requirements for development length and variation of pretensioned stress in strands for bonded 
or debonded strands are provided in LRFD 5.11.4.2 and 5.11.4.3.  Where debonded, or shielded, 
strands are used, the following apply. 
 
1. In a bulb-tee beam, not more than 25% of the total number of strands and not more than 

40% in each horizontal row shall be debonded.  The allowable percentage of debonded 
strands for an AASHTO I-beam or a box beam shall be not more than 50% of the total 
number of strands and of the strands in each horizontal row.  Strands placed in the top 
flange of the beam shall not be included in the percentages shown above. 

 
2. Exterior strands in each horizontal row shall not be debonded. 
 
3. Bonded and debonded strands shall preferably alternate both vertically and horizontally. 
 
4. Debonding termination points shall be staggered at intervals of not less than 3 ft. 
 
5. Not more than four strands, or 40% of the total debonded strands, whichever is greater, 

shall be terminated at one point. 
 

See LRFD 5.11.4.3 for additional guidelines. 
 
6. Two strands shall be considered in the top of a box beam, 2 or 4 strands in the top flange 

of an I-beam, or up to 6 strands in a bulb-tee beam.  This can significantly reduce the 
need for debonded strands in the bottom of the beam, and it facilitates the placement of 
the top mild reinforcement.  Where strands are placed in the top flange, a note shall be 
shown on the plans indicating that these strands are to be cut at the center of the beam 
after the bottom strands are released and the pocket is then to be filled with grout.  The 
top strands may not need to be cut if ultimate moment controls the number of strands in 
the bottom flange. 
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7. Top strands in a concrete box beam shall be placed near the sides of the box. 
 
Minimum concrete cover for prestressing strands and metal ducts, and the general protection 
requirements for prestressing tendons are described in LRFD 5.12. 
 
 
406-11.0  DIAPHRAGMS 
 
Design considerations for diaphragms are provided in LRFD 5.13.2.2. 
 
 
406-11.01  General Requirements 
 
A multi-girder bridge, except for one with adjacent box beams, shall have diaphragms 
provided at the abutments, end bents, and interior piers or bents, to resist lateral forces and 
transmit loads to points of support.  For certain span lengths, permanent intermediate 
diaphragms shall be provided to stabilize the beams during construction. 
 
To simplify the bill of materials, the longitudinal and transverse reinforcing bars in concrete 
diaphragms and transverse edge beams, except the #6 threaded bars, may be epoxy coated.  
 
 
406-11.02  Intermediate Diaphragms 
 
Intermediate diaphragms shall be provided for an I-beam or bulb-tee beam superstructure as 
follows. 
 
1. For a span greater than 80 ft but less than or equal to 120 ft, provide diaphragms at the 

midspan. 
 
2. For a span greater than 120 ft, provide diaphragms at the span third points. 
 
A spread-box-beam superstructure having an inside radius of curvature of less than 800 ft shall 
have intermediate diaphragms between the individual boxes.  The required spacing will depend 
upon the radius of curvature and the proportions of the webs and flanges.  The diaphragms 
shall be placed on the radial lines.  Other box-beam superstructures do not require intermediate 
diaphragms. 
 
 
406-11.03  Structural-Steel and Reinforced-Concrete Interior Diaphragms 
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Structural-steel interior diaphragms shall be specified if interior diaphragms are required.  This 
use of structural steel instead of concrete does not affect the bridge design.  Structural-steel 
interior diaphragms shall be shown on the plans.  The quantities in pounds shall be shown in the 
superstructure bill of materials and on the Bridge Summary sheet. 
 
If it is determined that cast-in-place concrete interior diaphragms shall be used, the Director of 
Bridges shall be provided with a written justification for the concrete diaphragms.  Once the 
Director concurs in the justification, such diaphragms shall be shown on the plans.  The required 
quantities of concrete and reinforcing steel shall be incorporated into those for the bridge deck. 
 
A note shall also be placed on the plans that states the following: 
 

Concrete in the intermediate diaphragms shall attain a compressive strength of 

3 ksi before the deck concrete is poured. 

 
 
406-11.04  End Diaphragms 
 
End diaphragms or edge beams are mandatory, though not on an adjacent precast-concrete 
box-beam superstructure.  Integral end bents function as full-depth diaphragms.  An end 
diaphragm serves the purposes as follows: 
 
1. as a perimeter beam for the deck; 
2. supports the deck-joint device; and 
3. transfers lateral loads to the end bent. 
 
For typical details of an end diaphragm, or transverse edge beam, see Section 404-3.03. 
For typical details of integral end bents, see Section 409-2.01. 
 
 
406-11.05  Interior Pier or Bent Diaphragms 
 
End diaphragms are mandatory at each interior pier or bent, except for an adjacent precast 
concrete-box-beam superstructure.  They serve the purposes as follows: 
 
1. transfer lateral loads to the piers or bents, and 
 
2. for beams made continuous for live load, strengthen the cast-in-place closure placement 

by providing lateral restraint. 
 
The minimum diaphragm width for bulb-tee beams shall be 36 in., for I-beams 30 in., or for 
spread box beams 24 in.  The clear distance between beam ends shall be 6 in. unless otherwise 
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approved.  This dimension shall always be determined parallel to the longitudinal centerline of 
the beam. 
 
See Section 406-16.0 for typical details of cast-in-place concrete pier and bent diaphragms.  The 
information illustrated in the figures therein is as follows: 
 
1. diaphragm widths; 
2. diaphragm reinforcement; 
3. cap-keyway details; 
4. clear distance between adjacent beam ends; 
5. bearing-pad location details; 
6. cap-sizing details; and 
7. beam threaded-bar-hole/insert location details. 
 
The figures in Section 406-16.0 also show bearing layouts for a skewed structure with I-beams, 
bulb-tee beams, or box beams.  For the same skew angle, the bearing pads are oriented 
differently in these figures.  The ideal orientation of the pads, between the direction of the beams 
and the normal drawn to the bearing line, is a function of the skew, the length-to-width ratio, the 
component rigidities, and the position of loads.  The structural significance of the orientation is 
small, therefore geometric requirements shall govern. 
 
 
406-12.0  ADDITIONAL DESIGN FEATURES 
 
406-12.01  General 
 
Design requirements are provided for beams and girders, segmental construction, arches and slab 
superstructures in LRFD 5.14.1 through 5.14.4. 
 
 
406-12.02  Prestressed-Concete-Member Sections 
 
406-12.02(01)  General 
 
The standard prestressed-concrete-member sections used are as follows: 
 
1. AASHTO I-beam type I, II, III, or IV; 
2. Indiana bulb-tee beams; and 
3. Indiana composite and non-composite box beams. 
 
To ensure that the structural system has an adequate level of redundancy, a minimum of four 
beam lines shall be used. 
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An alternative prestressed-concrete-beam section may be considered if its use can be justified.  
The use of a beam section not available through local producers will be more expensive if the 
forms must be purchased or rented for a small number of beams.  One or more beam fabricators 
shall be contacted early in project development to determine the most practical and cost-effective 
alternative beam section for a specific site. 
 
 
406-12.02(02)  AASHTO I-Beam Type I, II, III, or IV 
 
See Figures 406-13A through 406-13D for details and section properties.  I-beam type IV shall 
not be used unless widening of an existing bridge is required.  The 54-in.-depth beam shall be 
used for a new structure where this member depth and span length is required. 
 
 
406-12.02(03)  Indiana Bulb-Tee Beam 
 
See Figures 406-14A through 406-14F, and 406-14M through 406-14R for details and section 
properties.  For a long-span bridge, bulb-tee beams with a top-flange width of 60 in. shall be 
considered for improved stability during handling and transporting.  Draped strands may be 
considered for use in a bulb-tee beam, but shall only be considered if tensile stresses in the top of 
the beam near its end are exceeded if using straight strands.  The maximum allowable 
compressive strength, tensile strength, extent of strand debonding, and number of top strands 
shall be considered in evaluating the need for draped strands.  If draped strands are used, the 
maximum allowable hold-down force per strand shall be 3.8 kip, with a maximum total hold-
down force of 38 kip. For additional information on draped strands, see Section 406-12.03.  
Semi-lightweight concrete may be used for this type of beam if it is economically justified.  See 
Section 406-4.03. 
 
Prestressed-concrete bulb-tee members identified as wide bulb-tees have been approved for use.  
One of these sections shall be considered if it is deemed to be more economical or structurally 
adequate than an Indiana bulb-tee member.  See Figures 406-14G through 406-14L, and 406-14S 
through 406-14X for details and section properties. 
 
 
406-12.02(04)  Indiana Composite or Non-Composite Box Beam 
 
See Figures 406-15A through 406-15L for details and section properties of composite members.  
See Figures 406-15M through 406-15R for details and section properties of non-composite 
members.  It is not acceptable to use non-composite box beams for a permanent State highway 
bridge.  The use of non-composite box beams is limited to a non-Federal-aid local public agency 
bridge, or a temporary bridge.  The desirable limit for the end skew is 30 deg.  An end skew of 
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over 30 deg shall be avoided unless measures have been considered for potential warping or 
cracking of the beam at its ends and congested reinforcement in the acute angle corner of the 
beam. 
 
For a spread-box-beam structure, diaphragms of 8-in. thickness shall be placed within the box 
section for increased stability and torsion resistance during delivery and erection of the beams.  
The maximum spacing of the diaphragms is 25 ft. 
 
For an adjacent-box-beams structure, interior diaphragms shall be provided to accommodate the 
transverse tension rods or tendons.  Effective means for transferring shear between the box 
beams shall be provided (see Section 406-12.06).  Because the longitudinal joints between 
adjacent box beams have shown a tendency to leak, use of adjacent box beams shall be limited to 
where maintaining a thin construction depth is critical, where construction time is critical, or 
where substantial life-cycle cost savings can be demonstrated. 
 
Each void in a box beam shall be equipped with a vertical drainage pipe to prevent accumulation 
of water and ice therein.  The inside diameter of the pipe shall be approximately 5/8 in.  It shall 
be located at the lowest point of the void in the finished structure. 
 
If the cost of a superstructure using precast-concrete AASHTO I-beams or bulb-tees is close to 
the cost of precast concrete spread box beams, the I-beam or bulb-tee superstructure is preferred 
unless other factors such as a thin structure depth are critical. 
 
 
406-12.03  Strand Configuration and Mild-Steel Reinforcement 
 
406-12.03(01)  General 
 
Mild reinforcing steel shall be detailed to allow its placement after the strands have been 
tensioned.  If the reinforcement is a one-piece bar to be placed around the strands, it requires that 
the strands be threaded through the closed bars.  By using two-piece bars that can be placed after 
the strand is tensioned, the fabrication process is simplified. 
 
In specifying concrete cover and spacing of strands and bars, reinforcing-bar diameters and bend 
radii shall be considered to avoid conflicts.  Beam producers prefer to locate at least two strands 
in the top of each I-beam or bulb-tee beam below the top transverse bars and between the vertical 
legs of the web reinforcement to support the reinforcing-steel cage.  This will also reduce the 
need for debonded strands. 
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406-12.03(02)  Prestressing-Strands Configuration 
 
See Sections 406-13.0, 406-14.0, and 406-15.0 for typical strand patterns for standard 
prestressed beam sections.  Other strand patterns may be used if there is reason for deviation 
from the standard pattern, and the LRFD criteria for spacing and concrete cover are followed.  If 
11 strands are placed in a horizontal row in the bottom of a bulb-tee beam, the bending diagram 
for the vertical stirrup must be modified.  The strand pattern shown may be used for nominal ½-
in. or 0.6-in. diameter strands.  Section 406-4.03 provides criteria for the strand diameters used. 
 
The strand-pattern configurations shown in Sections 406-13.0, 406-14.0, and 406-15.0 were 
developed in accordance with the following. 
 
1. Minimum center-to-center spacing of prestressing strands equal to 2 in. 
 
2. Minimum concrete cover for prestressing strands shall be 1½ in., which includes the 

modification factor of 0.8 for a water/cement ratio equal to or less than 0.40 as described 
in LRFD 5.12.3. 

 
3. Minimum concrete cover to stirrups and confinement reinforcement shall be 1 in. 
 
The strand pattern has been configured so as to maximize the number of vertical rows of strands 
that can be draped.  Due to the relatively thin top flange of a bulb-tee beam, strands placed in the 
top of the beam shall be at least 6 in. from the outside edge of the flange. 
 
 
406-12.03(03)  Mild-Steel Reinforcement 
 
See Sections 406-13.0, 406-14.0, and 406-15.0 for typical mild-steel reinforcement 
configurations for the standard prestressed beam sections.  The vertical shear reinforcement shall 
be #4 stirrup bars where possible.  To fully develop the bar for shear, the ends of the stirrup bar 
shall include a standard 90-deg stirrup hook.  The maximum spacing of the vertical stirrups shall 
be in accordance with LRFD 5.8.2.7.  The maximum longitudinal spacing of reinforcement for 
interface shear transfer shall be in accordance with LRFD 5.8.4.1. 
 
A minimum of three horizontal U-shaped #4 bars shall be placed in the web of each bulb-tee at 
the ends of the beam.  See Section 406-14.0 for location and spacing of these bars.  This 
reinforcement will help reduce the number and size of cracks, which can appear in the ends of 
the beams due to the prestress force.  LRFD 5.10.10.1 requires that vertical mild reinforcement 
shall be placed in the beam ends within a distance of one fourth of the member depth.  This is to 
provide bursting resistance of the pretensioned anchorage zone.  Enough mild reinforcing steel 
shall be provided to resist not less than 4% of the prestress force at transfer.  The end vertical 
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bars shall be as close to the ends of the beam as possible.  The stress in the reinforcing steel shall 
not exceed 20 ksi. 
 
Confinement reinforcement in accordance with LRFD 5.10.10.2 shall be placed in the bottom 
flange of each I-beam or bulb-tee as shown in Section 406-13.0 or 406-14.0, respectively.  The 
reinforcement shall be #3 bars spaced at 6 in. for a minimum distance of 1.5 times the depth of 
the member from the end of the beam or to the end of the strand debonding, whichever is greater. 
 
 
406-12.04  Stage Loading for Pretensioned Construction 
 
406-12.04(01)  Strands Tensioned in the Stressing Bed 
 
It is the fabricator’s responsibility to consider seating losses, relaxation of the strands, and 
temperature changes in the strands prior to placement of the concrete during the fabrication of 
the beam and to make adjustments to the initial strand tension to ascertain that the tension prior 
to release satisfies the design requirements. 
 
406-12.04(02)  Strands Released and Force Transferred to the Concrete 
 
The region near the end of the member does not receive the benefit of bending stresses due to 
dead load, and can develop tensile stresses in the top of the beam large enough to crack the 
concrete.  The critical sections for computing the critical temporary stresses in the top of the 
beam shall be near the end and at all debonding points.  If the transfer length of the strands is 
chosen to be at the end of the beam and at the debonding points, the stress in the strands shall be 
assumed to be zero at the end of the beam or debonding point, and shall vary linearly to the full 
transfer of force to the concrete at the end of the strand transfer length. 
 
The accepted methods to relieve excessive tensile stresses near the ends of the beam are as 
follows: 
 
1. debonding, wherein the strands are kept straight but wrapped in plastic over a 

predetermined distance; 
 
2. adding additional strands in the top of the beam, debonding them in the middle third, and 

releasing them at the center of the beam; or 
 
4. draping some of the strands to reduce the strand eccentricity at the end of the beam. 
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406-12.04(03)  Camber Growth and Prestress Losses 
 
This condition occurs several weeks to several months after strand release.  If a cast-in-place 
composite deck is placed, field adjustments to the haunch-fillet thickness are needed to provide 
the proper vertical grade on the top of deck and to keep the deck thickness uniform.  Reliable 
estimates of deflection and camber are needed to prevent excessive fillet thickness or to avoid 
significant encroachment of the top of beam into the bottom of the concrete deck.  Stresses at this 
stage are not critical. 
 
Unless other more-accurate methods of determining camber are utilized (see PCI Bridge Design 

Manual, Section 8.7), the beam camber at the time of placement of the composite concrete deck 
shall be assumed to be the initial camber due to prestress minus the deflection due to the dead 
load of the beam times a multiplier of 1.75. 
 
 
406-12.04(04)  Maximum Service Load, Minimum-Prestress Stage 
 
At this stage, all prestress losses have occurred and loads are at their maximum.  The tensile 
stress in the bottom fibers of the beam at mid-span will likely control the design. 
 
 
406-12.05  Continuity for Superimposed Loads 
 
A multi-span bridge using composite beams shall be made continuous for live load if possible.  
The design of the beams for a continuous structure is approximately the same as that for simple 
spans except that, in the area of negative moments, the member is treated as an ordinary 
reinforced-concrete section.  The members shall be assumed to be fully continuous with a 
constant moment of inertia in determining both the positive and negative moments due to 
superimposed loads. 
 
The traditional method of making simply-supported beams continuous is to construct a closure 
joint between the adjacent beam ends over the pier, conveniently as part of the diaphragm, and to 
place extra longitudinal steel in the deck over the pier support to resist the negative moment.  
Spans made continuous for live load are assumed to be treated as prestressed members in the 
positive-moment zone between supports, and as conventionally-reinforced members in the 
negative-moment zone over the support.  The reinforcing steel in the deck shall carry all of the 
tension in the composite section due to the negative moment.  The longitudinal reinforcing steel 
in the deck that makes the girder continuous over an internal support shall be designed in 
accordance with LRFD 5.14.1.4.8. 
 
Continuity diaphragms shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 5.14.1.4.10 based on the 
compressive strength of the precast girder regardless of the strength of the cast-in-place concrete. 
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No allowable tension limit is imposed on the top-fiber stresses of the beam in the negative-
moment region.  However, crack width, fatigue, and ultimate strength shall be checked.  If 
partial-depth precast, prestressed concrete stay-in-place forms are to be used, such as for an 
AASHTO I-beam superstructure, only the top mat of longitudinal steel reinforcement shall be 
used to satisfy the negative-moment requirements. 
 
 
406-12.06  Effect of Imposed Deformations 
 
Potential positive moments at the piers shall also be considered in the design of a precast, 
prestressed-concrete beam structure made continuous for live load.  Creep of the beams under 
the net effects of prestressing, self-weight, deck weight, and superimposed dead loads will tend 
to produce additional upward camber with time.  Shrinkage of the deck concrete will tend to 
produce downward camber of the composite system with time.  Loss of prestress due to creep, 
shrinkage, or relaxation will result in downward camber.  Depending on the properties of the 
concrete materials and the age at which the beams are erected and subsequently made 
continuous, either positive or negative moments can occur over the continuous supports. 
 
Where beams are made continuous at the relatively young age of less than 120 days from time of 
manufacture, it is more likely that positive moments will develop with time at the supports.  
These positive restraint moments are the result of the tendency of the beams to continue to 
camber upward as a result of ongoing creep strains associated with the transfer of prestress.  
Shrinkage of the concrete deck, loss of prestress, or creep strains due to self-weight, deck weight, 
or superimposed dead loads all have a tendency to reduce this positive moment. 
 
For a span of over 150 ft or for concrete whose creep behavior is known to be poor, a time-
dependent analysis shall be made to predict positive restraint moments at the piers.  The PCI 

Bridge Design Manual, Section 8.13.4.3, describes two methods to evaluate restraint moments at 
the piers.  Positive-moment connections at the piers that have proven successful in the past shall 
be used based on experience with similar spans and concrete-creep properties. 
 
Unless positive-moment-connecting steel calculations are made, the minimum number of strands 
to be used for the positive-moment connection over the pier shall be one-half the number of 
strands in the bottom row of the bottom flange of a bulb-tee or an I-beam.  The minimum is 5 
strands for a bulb-tee or I-beam type IV, 4 strands for an I-beam type II or III, or 3 strands for an 
I-beam type I. 
 
The strands shall be extended and bent up without the use of heat to make the positive moment 
connection.  For a box beam, the minimum number of strands to be extended into the positive-
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moment connection and bent up shall be 6 strands for a beam deeper than 27 in., or 4 strands for 
a beam depth equal to or less than 27 in. 
 
The strands extended into the positive-moment connection between beams shall not be 
debonded.  The strands that are not used for the positive-moment connection shall be trimmed 
back to the beam end to permit ease of beam and concrete placement. 
 
The prestressing-strand and concrete strengths shall be as shown in Section 406-4.0.  The tensile 
and compressive stress limits shall be as shown in LRFD 5.9.4.  LRFD requires that only 80% of 
the live-load moment is to be applied in checking the tensile stress at service condition. 
 
 
406-12.07  Transverse Connection of Precast Box Beams 
 
The shear keys on adjacent, precast, prestressed box beams tend to crack and leak with a thin 
concrete deck placed composite with the beams.  The following methods shall be considered 
toward minimizing cracking in the shear keys between the beams. 
 
1. Use epoxy grout due to its high bond strength. 
 
2. Use a full-depth shear key to stop the joint from performing like a hinge and prevent the 

joint from opening.  In the past, the area below the key was open and free to rotate.  With 
this area grouted, the movement of the joint will be reduced. 

 
3. Apply compression across the joint by means of transverse tensioning rods.  This will 

help prevent opening of the joint. 
 
Figure 406-12A illustrates a method to minimize cracking in this type of structure. 
 
The joints between the beam shear keys, and the recesses for the transverse tensioning rods on 
the exterior face of the beam, shall be grouted with an epoxy grout as shown in the figure. 
 
After the joints between the beams are grouted, a preliminary tightening of the transverse 
tensioning rods shall be performed.  Once this is completed, a final tensioning of the rods shall 
be performed to yield 20 ksi. 
 
 
406-12.08  Segmental Construction 
 
Prestressed concrete beam lengths in the range of 100 ft to 120 ft are common.  For a continuous 
structure, the girders are fabricated in lengths to span from support to support.  A closure pour is 
then made over the piers to provide continuity for live load and superimposed dead loads.  This 
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type of construction is cost effective because the girders can be erected in one piece without 
falsework.  However, if girders are too long or too heavy to be shipped in lengths to 
accommodate the spans, spliced girders or segmental construction are options.  Construction 
techniques have been developed that reduce the cost and can make concrete girders competitive 
with steel girders for spans in excess of 250 ft.  The most commonly-used techniques are as 
follows: 
 
1. segmental post-tensioned box girders erected on temporary falsework or by means of the 

balanced cantilever method; or 
 
2. precast-concrete girders spliced at the construction site.  These girders can either be 

supported on temporary falsework or spliced on the ground and lifted into place onto the 
supports. 

 
Most spliced-girder bridges have bulb-tee beams with post-tensioning.  Cambers, deflections, 
stresses, and end rotations of the structural components shall be calculated during the stages of 
construction. 
 
For further information, see publications of the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute, Post-
Tensioning Institute, and the Segmental Concrete Bridge Institute. 
 
 
406-12.09  Dimensioning Precast Beams 
 
If a precast beam is to be placed on a longitudinal slope, its manufactured dimensions shall be 
modified to accommodate the geometric consequences of the grade.  The casting bed is always 
horizontal.  Consequently, the out-to-out beam length becomes LCL, as follows: 
 
 LCL = L/cos θ 

 where: 

  θ = arctan (S/100) = angle of slope of the beam 
  L = length of beam as it appears in plan view, ft 
  S = slope of beam as shown in elevation view, percent 
 
As shown in Figure 406-12B, the plans and the working drawings shall identify dimensions L, 
LCL, a, and b.  The seat surfaces are always horizontal and the end surfaces are always vertical 
once the beam is in place. 
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Maintaining vertical end surfaces of the in-place beams often has only a minimal effect on the 
constructability of this type of superstructure, and need be considered only where dimension b in 
Figure 406-12B exceeds 1½ in. 
 
If the slope of the beam between supports is more than 1.0%, a beveled recess will be required in 
the bottom of the beam at the supports.  For an integral end bent, a steel sole plate cast into the 
beam recess will be required.  The recess in the bottom flange of the beam shall have a minimum 
recess dimension of ¼ in.  The minimum concrete cover over the prestressing strands at the 
opposite end of the recess shall be 1 in. as shown in Figure 406-12B.  For a severe grade where 
use of the minimum ¼-in. recess results in less than 1 in. of cover, either the beam seat shall be 
sloped, or the bottom strand clearance shall be increased in ¼-in. increments until the 1-in. cover 
is achieved. 
 
For a beam length in excess of 80 ft, the length of the prestressing strands prior to release shall 
be increased due to the elastic shortening, creep, and shrinkage anticipated to occur prior to 
casting the deck slab.  Due to variables beyond the designer’s control, the beam fabricator is 
responsible for making this change. 
 
To avoid sharp corners which can be damaged during construction due to a skew of 15 deg or 
greater, a chamfer of at least 3 in. width shall be placed at each acute corner of a prestressed box 
beam. 
 
 
406-12.10  Other Design Features 
 
406-12.10(01)  Skew 
 
Although normal flexural effects due to live load tend to decrease as the skew angle increases, 
shear does not.  There is a considerable redistribution of shear forces in the end zone due to the 
development of involuntary negative moments therein.  For a skew angle of less than 30 deg, the 
skew may be ignored, and the bridge may be analyzed as a square structure whose span lengths 
are equal to the skewed span lengths. 
 
LRFD 4.6.2.2.2e and 4.6.2.2.3c provide tabulated assistance to roughly estimate these live-load 
effects.  The factors shown in the tables can be applied to either a simple span or a continuous-
spans skewed bridge.  The correction factors for shear apply only to support shears at the obtuse 
corner of an exterior beam.  Shear in portions of the beam away from the end supports need not 
be corrected for skew effects. 
 
To obtain a better assessment of skewed-structure behavior and to utilize potential benefits in 
reduced live-load moments, more sophisticated methods of analysis are required.  The refined 
methods most often used to study skewed-structure behavior are the grillage analysis and the 
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finite element method.  The finite element analysis requires the fewest simplifying assumptions 
in accounting for the greatest number of variables that govern the structural response of the 
bridge.  However, input preparation time and derivation of overall forces for a composite beam 
can be tedious.  Data preparation for the grillage method is simpler, and integration of stresses is 
not needed. 
 
 
406-12.10(02)  Shortening of Superstructure 
 
For a long continuous structure, the shortening of the superstructure due to creep, shrinkage, 
temperature, and post-tensioning, if applicable, shall be considered in the design of the beam 
supports and the substructure. 
 
 
406-13.0  AASHTO I-BEAMS 
 
Figures 406-13A through 406-13D show details and section properties for these beams. 
 
 
406-14.0  INDIANA BULB-TEE BEAMS 
 
Figures 406-14A through 406-14Z show details and section properties for these beams. 
 
 
406-15.0  INDIANA COMPOSITE AND NON-COMPOSITE BOX BEAMS 
 
 
Figures 406-15A through 406-15R show details and section properties for these beams. 
 
 
406-16.0  MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS 
 
Figures 406-16A through 406-16X show details for diaphragms, closure pours, support cap 
sizing, and bearing pad layouts for I beams, bulb-tees, and box beams. 
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ADJACENT BOX BEAMS WITH TRANSVERSE TENSIONING RODS

(Section View)

Figure 406-12A

OUT-TO-OUT COPINGS =  REQ’D BEAM WIDTHS + REQ’D JOINT WIDTHS.

NON-COMPOSITE COMPOSITE

HMA
Concrete
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BARS 301 AND 302 COMBINE TO FORM ONE STIRRUP.3.
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BARS 301 AND 302 COMBINE TO FORM ONE STIRRUP.3.

LOCATE HOLDDOWNS 5’-0" EACH SIDE OF CENTER LINE OF BEAM.2.
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BARS 301 AND 302 COMBINE TO FORM ONE STIRRUP.3.
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BARS 301 AND 302 COMBINE TO FORM ONE STIRRUP.3.
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BARS 301 AND 302 COMBINE TO FORM ONE STIRRUP.3.
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BARS 301 AND 302 COMBINE TO FORM ONE STIRRUP.3.
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BULB - TEE BEAM 

SECTION AT END SHOWING DRAPED STRANDS

Figure 406-14Z
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NOTES:
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A     = 647 in

S     = 5,168 in

S     = 5,269 in

Y     = 16.66 in

Y     = 16.34 in

Wt.  = 674 lbs/ft
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Figure 406-15E

TYPE CB 33 x 36

BOX BEAM
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NOTES:
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Figure 406-15F

TYPE CB 42 x 36

BOX BEAM

*401 x 10’-10"

1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:
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"

3"3" 5 Spa. @ 6" = 2’-6"

2 @ 2" = 4"
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I      = 161,496 in

S     = 7,618 in

S     = 7,764 in

Y     = 21.20 in

Y     = 20.80 in
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BEAM PROPERTIES

 

*401 x 6’-10"

1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:

20 @ 2" = 3’-4"

Figure 406-15G

TYPE CB 12 x 48

BOX BEAM

A     = 567 in

I      = 6,852 in

S     = 1,138 in

S     = 1,146 in

Y     = 6.02 in

Wt.  = 591 lbs/ft
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1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:
A     = 603 in

I      = 18,866 in

S     = 2,204 in

S     = 2,235 in

Y     = 8.56 in

Wt.  = 628 lbs/ft

Y     = 8.44 in
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Figure 406-15H

TYPE CB 17 x 48

BOX BEAM
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1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:
A     = 647 in

I      = 33,881 in

S     = 3,202 in

S     = 3,252 in

Y     = 10.58 in

Wt.  = 674 lbs/ft

Y     = 10.42 in
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Figure 406-15 I

TYPE CB 21 x 48

BOX BEAM
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1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:
A     = 713 in

I      = 66,216 in

S     = 4,865 in

S     = 4,945 in

Y     = 13.61 in

Wt.  = 743 lbs/ft

Y     = 13.39 in
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Figure 406-15J
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1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:
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Figure 406-15K

TYPE CB 33 x 48

BOX BEAM

A     = 779 in

I      = 111,384 in

S     = 6,694 in

S     = 6,808 in

Y     = 16.64 in

Y     = 16.36 in

Wt.  = 811 lbs/ft
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1.     *DENOTES EPOXY-COATED BAR

NOTES:
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A     = 878 in

I      = 205,798 in

Y     = 21.17 in

Y     = 20.83 in

Wt.  = 915 lbs/ft
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Figure 406-15L

TYPE CB 42 x 48

BOX BEAM

S     = 9,721 in

S     = 9,880 in
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BEAM PROPERTIES

 

20 @ 2" = 3’-4"

A     = 567 in

I      = 6,852 in

S     = 1,138 in

S     = 1,146 in

Y     = 6.02 in

Wt.  = 591 lbs/ft

401 x 6’-4"

3"4 Eq. Spa. = 3’-6"3"

Figure 406-15M
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A     = 564 in
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Figure 406-15N
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A     = 608 in

I      = 32,826 in

S     = 3,199 in

S     = 3,056 in

Y     = 10.26 in

Wt.  = 633 lbs/ft
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Figure 406-15 O
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A     = 713 in

I      = 66,216 in

S     = 4,865 in

S     = 4,945 in

Y     = 13.61 in

Wt.  = 743 lbs/ft
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Figure 406-15P
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Figure 406-15Q
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A     = 878 in
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TYPE WS 42 x 48

BOX BEAM
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DIMENSION.

*THIS IS A MINIMUM

I-BEAM PIER DIAPHRAGM

SECTION BETWEEN BEAMS

Figure 406-16A

BEARING PADS)

(SAME HEIGHT AS

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

(BONDED TO THE CONCRETE)

AND 1" EACH END OF KEYWAY)

(1/2" BOTTOM, 1" EACH SIDE

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

2
" 

C
l.

5" (Typ.)

2" Cl. (Typ.)

 #5 @ 1’-0" MAX.

 #5 BTWN. BEAMS

#6 THRU BEAM

1’-3"1’-3"

2’-6"

BETWEEN BEAMS

3" x 1’-0" KEYWAY
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BEARING PADS)

(SAME HEIGHT AS

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

DIMENSION.

*THIS IS A MINIMUM

5" (Typ.)

I-BEAM PIER DIAPHRAGM

SECTION AT BEAMS

Figure 406-16B

BEARING PAD

ELASTOMERIC

THRU BEAM
 HOLE W/ #6À1"

1’-3"1’-3"

2’-6"

BENT-UP STRANDS
#8
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3" (Typ.)

2" Cl. (Typ.)

2
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C
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9"

I-BEAM 

INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM

Figure 406-16C

 BTWN. BEAMS

 #5@1’-0" MAX.

#6 THRU BEAM

  #4@1’-0" MAX.
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PIER

INTERMEDIATE

#5

#5 @ 1’-0" Max.

 THREADED INSERTÀ"4
3

#6 THREADED BAR IN

 THREADED INSERTÀ"4
3

#6 THREADED BAR IN #5 @ 1’-0" Max.

  #4@1’-0" MAX.

HOLE

À#6 THRU 1"
#5 LAP

HOLE

À#6 THRU 1" #5 LAP

Figure 406-16D

DIAPHRAGMS

I-BEAM
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THIS DIMENSION SHOULD BE INCREASED FOR LARGE  EXPANSION LENGTH.

CHECK SEISMIC MINIMUM SUPPORT LENGTH FOR EXPANSION BENT.

USE FOR SIZING CAP ONLY.ROUND UP TO AN INCREMENT OF 3"

E  =  B + D 

ACTUAL D = E - B

F = B - (0.5E) 

G = F sec      

A  =  (1’-4") sec     + 10" + 0.5 (L + W tan    )

B  =  A cos

C  =  0.5 (L + W tan     ) + sec

D  =  C cos

 BENTˆ

 BEARINGˆ

BEARING PAD

ELASTOMERIC

6"

Min.
1"

4"

1’-
0"

6"

LEDGE

PAVEMENT
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L
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F
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B
B.F. MUDWALL

F.F. MUDWALL

I-BEAM: END BENT CAP SIZING
AND BEARING LAYOUT DETAILS

Figure 406-16E
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C  = B cos     

CAP WIDTH = 2AC

ACTUAL C = 1/2 CAP WIDTH - A 

USE FOR SIZING CAP ONLY.ROUND UP TO AN INCREMENT OF 3"

USE 6" FOR PIER BELOW EXPANSION JOINT.

 BEARINGˆ

BEARING PAD

ELASTOMERIC

 PIERˆ

BOTTOM FLANGE
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1" Min.

A  =  9" cos     

B  =  0.5 (L + W tan     ) + 4" sec 

Figure 406-16F

BEARING LAYOUT DETAILS

I BEAM: PIER CAP SIZING AND
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D
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c

b

a

1’-3
"
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2’-6" MIN. DIAPHRAGM

A = a + b

B = a + c

C = a - c

D = a - b

1. IF D < 2" USE LARGER DIAPHRAGM.

NOTES:

c  = 1/2 Web Thickness (tan    ) 

b  = 1/2 Bottom Flange Width (tan    )     

a  =  (10" - cos    ) - 3"

2. A MINUS B AND C MINUS D SHOULD BE MADE EQUAL

Figure 406-16G

HOLES AT PIER DIAPHRAGM 

I-BEAM

ARE NOT VERTICAL. SEE SECTION 406-12.0 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

THIS DIMENSION WILL INCREASE OR DECREASE SLIGHTLY IF ENDS OF BEAMS
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BEARING PADS)

(SAME HEIGHT AS

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

DIMENSION.

*THIS IS A MINIMUM

5" (Typ.)

2" Cl. (Typ.)
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" 

C
l.

 #5 BTWN. BEAMS

 #5 @ 1’-0" MAX.

(BONDED TO THE CONCRETE)

AND 1" EACH END OF KEYWAY)

(1/2" BOTTOM, 1" EACH SIDE

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

3’-0"

1’-6"1’-6"

#6 THUR BEAM

BETWEEN BEAMS

3" x 1’-0" KEYWAY

BULB-TEE PIER DIAPHRAGM

SECTION BETWEEN BEAMS

Figure 406-16H
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BEARING PADS)
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EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

BENT UP STRANDS
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DIMENSION.

THIS IS A MINIMUM
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#6 THRU BEAM
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BULB-TEE PIER DIAPHRAGM

SECTION AT BEAMS

Figure 406-16 I
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BULB-TEE

INTERMEDIATE  DIAPHRAGM

Figure 406-16J

#4 @ 1’-0" MAX.

3" (Typ.)

2" Cl. (Typ.)
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#5 BETWEEN BEAMS#6 THRU BEAM
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BULB-TEE

 DIAPHRAGM

Figure 406-16K

INTERMEDIATE

PIER

#5#5@1’-0" MAX.

INSERT

 THREADEDÀ"4
3IN 

#6 THREADED BAR

#5 LAP

 #5@1’-3" MAX.
#4@1’-0" MAX.

#5 LAP

 HOLEÀ1"

#6 THRU

INSERT

 THREADEDÀ"4
3IN 

#6 THREADED BAR

 HOLEÀ1"

#6 THRU
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THIS DIMENSION SHOULD BE INCREASED FOR LARGE  EXPANSION LENGTH.

CHECK SEISMIC MINIMUM SUPPORT LENGTH FOR EXPANSION BENT.

USE FOR SIZING CAP ONLY.ROUND UP TO AN INCREMENT OF 3"

E  =  B + D 

ACTUAL D = E - B

F = B - (0.5E) 
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CHAPTER 407 

 

STEEL STRUCTURE 
 
 
This Chapter addresses structural-steel requirements in the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, 
hereafter referred to as LRFD, which may require amplification, clarification, or an improved 
application.  This chapter is intended to provide general guidance in LRFD design and detailing 
practices.  The Chapter is structured as follows: 
 
1. Section 407-1.0 provides general information for which there is not a direct reference in 

LRFD Section 6. 
 
2. Sections 407-2.0 through 407-9.0 provide information which augments and clarifies 

LRFD Section 6.  To assist in using these Sections, references to LRFD are provided 
where applicable. 

 
The discussion in this Chapter is restricted to a multi-beam or multi-girder steel superstructure.  
Unless stated otherwise, the terms beam and girder are used interchangeably.  This reflects the 
popularity of these systems because of their straightforward design, ease of construction, and the 
potential for aesthetic appearance. 
 
 
407-1.0  GENERAL 
 
407-1.01  Economy 
 
Factors that influence the cost of a steel-girder bridge include, but are not limited to, the number 
of girders, the type of material, type and number of substructure units, amount of material, 
fabrication, transportation, and erection.  The cost of these changes periodically, in addition to 
the cost relationship among them.  Therefore, the guidelines used to determine the most 
economical type of steel girder on one bridge must be reviewed and modified as necessary for 
another bridge. 
 
Based upon market factors, the availability of steel can be an issue in satisfying the construction 
schedule.  It is the responsibility of the bridge designer to verify the availability of the specified 
steel.  The bridge designer should contact structural-steel producers to ensure the availability of 
rolled beams and plates. 
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A steel plate girder should be designed to optimize weight savings in correlation with fabrication 
and erection costs.  The top flanges of a compositely-designed plate girder are typically smaller 
than their bottom flanges.  The flange section is varied along the length of the bridge following 
the moment envelope to save cost by offsetting the increased fabrication costs of welded flange 
transitions with larger savings in material costs.  To save in total costs, minimum web 
thicknesses are increased to avoid the use of stiffeners. 
 
The load-carrying capacity of an exterior beam or girder shall not be less than that of the interior 
beams or girders as described in LRFD 4.6.2.2.1. 
 
Weathering steel, unpainted Grades 50W and HPS70W should be used if possible to lower the 
initial construction costs and future maintenance costs.  Aesthetic considerations limit the 
application of weathering steel in a high-visibility application, because the inherent staining of 
the substructures may not be desirable.  See Section 407-2.01(01) for other factors limiting the 
use of weathering steel. 
 
 
407-1.01(01)  Rolled Beams vs. Welded Plate Girders 
 
If rolled beams are specified, the selected sections shall be ensured to be available.  Welded plate 
girders should be specified instead of rolled beams for the conditions as follows: 
 
1. the bridge has a radius of less than 1200 ft. due to fabrication limitations; 
2. the span lengths exceed the span capacity of rolled sections, or 
3. the camber is too large to be accommodated in the natural camber of the beam. 
 
 
407-1.01(02)  Number of Beam or Girder Lines 
 
The lowest number of beam lines in the cross section, as compatible with deck design 
requirements, provides the most economical bridge in the absence of girder-depth restrictions.  In 
considering the economy of the bridge and number of beam or girder lines, the evaluations to be 
made are as follows: 
 
1. the available depth of superstructure governed by vertical clearance requirements; 
2. the increase or decrease in approach roadway costs; 
3. the increase or decrease in deck thickness and reinforcement requirements; and 
4. the cost of stiffeners versus increased web thickness. 
 
An INDOT-route bridge requires a minimum of four steel-beams or plate-girders lines, or four 
web lines for steel box girders.  Future maintenance and rehabilitation shall be considered in 
determining the number of beams or girders in a cross section. 
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407-1.01(03)  Spacing 
 
The beams or girders should be spaced uniformly across the width of the bridge.  The maximum 
spacing of rolled beams should not exceed 11 ft.  The maximum spacing of plate girders should 
not exceed 12.5 ft.  The location of the exterior beam or girder is controlled by the minimum and 
maximum overhang widths that are specified in Section 404-3.02 and the space required for deck 
drains if required. 
 
 

 
407-1.02  Plate-Girder Design Considerations 

In addition to the information shown in LRFD, the following applies to the design of structural-
steel plate girders. 
 
 
407-1.02(01)  General 
 
Plate girders shall be made composite with the bridge deck and should be continuous over 
interior supports where applicable. 
 
To achieve economy in the fabrication shop, all girders in a multi-girder bridge should be 
identical. 
 
 
407-1.02(02)  Haunched Girders 
 
Where practical, constant-depth girders, or girders with constant web depths, shall be used.  
Haunched girders are generally uneconomical for spans of less than 300 ft.  They may be used 
where aesthetics or other special circumstances are involved, but constant-depth girders will 
generally be more cost effective. 
 
 
407-1.02(03)  Longitudinally-Stiffened Web 
 
A longitudinally-stiffened web shall not be used.  In addition to being considered uneconomical, 
the ends of longitudinal stiffeners are fatigue sensitive if subject to applied tensile stresses.  
Therefore, where used, they must be ended in zones of little or no applied tensile stresses. 
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407-1.02(04)  Flange-Plate Size and Transitions 
 
The minimum flange-plate size for a plate girder is 12 in. by ¾ in.  For curved girders, the 
minimum flange thickness is 1 in.  As wide a flange plate as practical should be used, consistent 
with stress and flange width/thickness ratio, b/t, requirements.  The wide flange contributes to 
girder stability and reduces the number of passes and weld volume at flange butt welds.  The 
flange width should be in increments of 2 in.  Typically,the maximum flange thickness is 3 in.  
Figure 407-1A provides commonly-specified plate thicknesses. 
 
Within a single field section, i.e., an individual shipping piece, the width of each flange should 
be of constant width.  Typically, only flange thicknesses, not widths, are varied within a field 
section.  A design of multiple identical girders with constant-width flanges minimizes fabrication 
costs. 
 
Flanges shall be proportioned so that the fabricator can economically cut them from structural 
plate steel between 60-in., preferably 72-in., and 96-in widths.  Flanges should be grouped to 
provide an efficient use of the plates.  Because structural-steel plate is most economically 
purchased in these widths, it is advantageous to repeat plate thicknesses as much as practical.  
Many of the plates of like width can be grouped by thickness to satisfy the minimum-width 
purchasing requirement, but this economical purchasing strategy may not be possible for thicker, 
less-used plates. 
 
The most efficient method to fabricate flanges is to groove-weld together several wide plates of 
varying thicknesses received from the mill.  After welding and non-destructive testing, the 
individual flanges are stripped from the full plate.  This method of fabrication reduces the 
number of welds, individual runoff tabs for both start and stop welds, the amount of material 
waste, and the number of X-rays for non-destructive testing.  The obvious objective, therefore, is 
for flange widths to remain constant within an individual shipping length by varying material 
thickness as required.  Figure 407-1B illustrates the efficient fabrication of girders. 
 
Constant flange width within a field section may not always be practical in a span of over 300 ft 
where a flange-width transition may be required in the negative bending region.  Though not 
preferred, if a width transition must be provided, the butt splice shall be shifted a minimum of 3 
in. from the transition into the narrower flange plate.  This 3-in. shift makes it simpler to fit run-
off tabs, weld, and test the splice and then grind off the run-off tabs. 
 
 
407-1.02(05)  Field and Shop Splices 
 
Field and shop splices shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.13.6.  Field splices are 
expensive and their number should be minimized.  Field splices are used to reduce shipping 
length.  The flange cross-sectional area should be reduced by not more than approximately 25% 
of the area of the heavier flange plate at the splice location. 
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Not more than two shop flange splices, or three plate thicknesses, should be included in the top 
or bottom flange within a single field section.  Constant flange widths should be maintained 
within a field section for economy of fabrication as specified in Section 407-1.02(04).  In 
determining the points where changes in plate thickness occur within a field section, the cost of 
groove-welded splices should be compared against the extra plate area.  The National Steel 
Bridge Alliance (NSBA) or local fabricators should be consulted if possible to ascertain current 
costs.  The flange cross-sectional area should be reduced by not more than 50% of the area of the 
heavier flange plate at the shop splices to reduce the buildup of stresses at the transition.  
Typically 400 to 700 lb of steel must be saved to justify the cost of a groove-welded shop splice. 
 
The thicker plate can often be continued beyond the theoretical step-down point to avoid the cost 
of the groove-welded splice. 
 
To facilitate testing of the weld, flange shop splices shall be located at least 2 ft away from web 
splices.  Flange and web shop splices shall be located at least 6 in. from transverse stiffeners.  
See Figure 407-1C for typical plate-girder welded-splice details. 
 
 
407-1.02(06)  Web Plate 
 
Preliminary design services available through the NSBA and some steel companies can be used 
for the optimization of the web depth as a starting point.  Preliminary line-girder analysis shall be 
performed to optimize the girder geometrics for cost.  Other programs or methods can also be 
used if they are based upon material use and fabrication unit costs.  Web depth should be in 1-in. 
or, preferably, 2-in. increments.  Web thickness should be in 1/16-in. increments.  The web of a 
plate girder is typically deeper and thinner than that of a rolled beam. 
 
Web design can have a significant impact on the overall cost of a plate girder.  Considering 
material costs, it is desirable to make the girder web as thin as design considerations will permit.  
However, this may not always produce the greatest economy, since fabricating and installing 
stiffeners is one of the more labor-intensive of shop operations. 
 
The use of transverse stiffeners should be determined using the following guidelines and, except 
for diaphragm connections, should be placed on only one side of the web. 
 

WEB DEPTH, d STIFFENER USAGE 
< 4’-4” None 

4’-4” ≤ d ≤ 5’-6” Partial 
> 5’-6” Full 
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An unstiffened web is the thinnest web allowed by LRFD without transverse stiffeners.  A 
partially-stiffened web is approximately 1/16 in. thinner than an unstiffened web.  A fully-
stiffened web is the thinnest web allowed by LRFD in combination with the maximum number 
of transverse stiffeners.  A minimum web thickness of 1/2 in. shall be used. 
 
For webs of at least 72 in. depth, safety handrails shall be considered for future inspection.  See 
Figure 407-1D for details. 
 
 

 
407-1.03  Continuous Structure 

Span-by-span continuity enhances both the strength and rigidity of the structure.  However, the 
most significant benefit of structural continuity is the reduction in the number of deck expansion 
joints.  Open or leaking deck joints can cause damage to beam ends, diaphragms, bearings, bent 
caps, or pier caps.  See Section 404-2.06 for more discussion on bridge-deck expansion joints. 
 
 

 
407-1.04  Composite Action 

Composite action enhances both the strength and rigidity of the beam.  Composite action is 
mandatory in the positive-moment region.  Composite action is preferred in the negative-moment 
regions. 
 
Deck concrete should be considered effective in the negative-moment region for determining 
live-load deflection at the Service Limit state.  For design, concrete in tension is ignored in 
checking the Strength Limit state.  The deck reinforcing steel can be considered to act with the 
steel section if shear connectors are provided.  The composite-section slab depth shall be reduced 
by 0.5 in. due to the wearing surface. 
 
 

 
407-1.05  Horizontally-Curved Steel Girder 

407-1.05(01)  General 
 
LRFD 6.10 includes horizontally curved girders as a part of the requirements for the resistance of 
I-shaped girders.  Analysis methodologies that describe the required levels of analysis are also 
specified, including the following. 
 
1. The span, radius, and skew of the girder determine whether the curvature must be 

considered in the analysis. 
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2. Curved steel girders are always considered noncompact in the positive-moment region.  
Therefore, the maximum nominal bending stress is Fy. 

 
3. LRFD Appendix A or B shall not be used. 
 
4. Lateral flange bending stresses due to torsion must be considered.  As a result, a curved 

steel plate-girder bridge usually has wider flanges than a straight steel bridge. 
 
5. Horizontal curvature causes a variable load distribution that increases from inside to 

outside of the curve.  Theoretically, flange and web sizes can be different for each girder.  
The economic benefits associated with grouping plate sizes shall be considered.  The 
girders shall be grouped, using identical flange sizes for the exterior and first interior 
girder, the second and third interior girder, etc.  Incrementally increasing the web depth 
from inside to outside of curve shall be considered.  This practice can cause the outside 
girders to become too stiff, drawing too much moment to the outside exterior girder. 

 
 
407-1.05(02)  Details 
 
Cross frames and diaphragms shall be considered primary members.  A curved steel simple-span 
or continuous-span bridge shall have its diaphragms directed radially, except for end diaphragms, 
which should be placed parallel to the centerline of bearings. 
 
Diaphragms, including their connections to the girders, shall be designed to carry the total load 
to be transferred at each diaphragm location.  Cross frames and diaphragms should be as close as 
practical to the full depth of the girders. 
 
A bridge expands and contracts in all directions.  For a bridge that is long in relationship to its 
width, the transverse expansion is ignored.  For an ordinary geometric configuration where the 
bridge length is long relative to the bridge width and the curvature is moderate, the unique 
expansion characteristics of a curved structure need not be considered.  In an urban area, a wide 
sharply-curved structure may be required.  For this situation, multi-rotational bearings shall be 
considered, and restraint shall selectively be provided either radially or tangentially to 
accommodate the thermal movement of the structure as the bridge tries to expand in all 
directions.  See Figure 407-1E for additional geometric information. 
 
Flange splices shall be designed to carry flange bending or lateral bending stresses and vertical 
bending stresses in the flanges. 
 
 

 
407-1.06  Integral or Semi-Integral End Bent 
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Section 409-2.01 discusses the design of an integral or semi-integral end bent.  The following 
applies to the use of integral or semi-integral end bents in combination with a steel 
superstructure. 
 
1. Bridge Length

 

.  Integral end bents may be used with a structural-steel bridge where the 
superstructure expansion length from the superstructure point of no movement to the 
integral end bent does not exceed the value shown in Figure 409-2A. 

2. Deck Pour

 

.  An interior diaphragm shall be placed within 10 ft of the end support to 
provide beam or girder stability during the deck pour. 

3. Anchorage

 

.  Each steel beam or girder should have stiffener plates of 1/2-in. thickness 
welded to both sides of the web and the flanges over the supports to anchor the beam into 
the concrete cap.  A minimum of three holes should be provided through the web to allow 
#6 bars to be inserted to further anchor the beam to the cap. 

 

 
407-1.07  Fracture-Critical Member 

A fracture-critical member is a steel component in tension whose failure is expected to result in 
the collapse of the bridge or the inability of the bridge to perform its function. 
 
The member or member components which are Fracture Critical Members (FCM) shall be 
determined.  Such members or member components should be identified on the plans.  The 
INDOT Standard Specifications address non-fracture-critical members.  If a structure includes 
fracture-critical members or steel main members with yield strength of greater than 50 ksi, a 
unique special provision must be prepared to specify the Charpy V-notch requirements.  All 
member or member components designated as FCM shall be in accordance the 
ANSI/AASHTO/AWS D1.5 Bridge Welding Code, Section 12. 
 
Indiana is in temperature-zone designation 2, minimum service temperature 0 °F to -30 °F, with 
respect to Charpy V-notch impact requirements. 
 
 

 
407-1.08  Other Design Considerations 

At the stress-limit state, a beam should be designed for the sum of the steel and concrete-slab 
dead loads acting on the beam alone, plus the superimposed dead load and live load acting on the 
composite section.  Shrinkage shall be considered only for a long span or other unusual 
configurations.  At the Strength Limit state for a compact section, large-scale inelastic activity is 
presumed to rearrange stress distributions in a section such that the history of stress build-up 
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need not be considered.  In a non-compact section where the factored flexural resistance is 
limited to the yield stress, the history of stress build-up must be considered. 
 
LRFD Appendix D6 provides formulas for computing the plastic moment for both the positive- 
and negative-moment section.  It also explains procedures for determining the yield moment of a 
composite section.  LRFD Appendix C6 provides a step-by-step approach for the design of a 
steel-bridge superstructure. 
 
 
407-2.0  MATERIALS 
 

 
407-2.01  Structural Steels 

407-2.01(01)  Selection 
 
The most common steel-grade choice is unpainted ASTM A709 Grade 50W weathering steel.  
Its initial cost advantage compared to painted high-strength steel, e.g., A 709 Grade 50, can 
range up to 15%.  If compared to painted ASTM A709 Grade 36 steel, the cost advantage is 
approximately 20%.  If future repainting costs are considered, the cost advantage is more 
substantial.  This reflects, for example, environmental considerations in the removal of paint, 
which can make the use of painted steel prohibitive.  Grade 36 steel is becoming less used and 
thus less available.  The higher-strength ASTM A 709 Grade HPS 70W often carries a cost 
premium of approximately 10% compared to Grade 50W.  AASHTO Guide Specification for 
Highway Bridge Fabrication with HPS 70W Steel should be used as a reference.  A new high-
performance steel with a minimum specified yield strength of 100 ksi has been introduced.  It 
has yet to be proven cost-effective for girder bridge applications. 
 
Despite its cost advantage, the use of weathering steel is not appropriate in every environment or 
at every location.  The application of weathering steel and its potential problems are discussed in 
the FHWA Technical Advisory: Uncoated Weathering Steel in Structures, October 3, 1989.  
Also, the proceedings of the Weathering Steel Forum, July 1989, are available from the FHWA 
Office of Implementation, HRT-10.  Weathering steel should not be used where the following 
adverse conditions exist. 
 
1. Environment

 

.  Weathering steel should not be used in an industrial area where 
concentrated chemical fumes can drift onto the structure.  Its suitability should be 
determined by a corrosion consultant. 

2. Location.  Weathering steel should not be used at a grade separation in a tunnel, which is 
produced due to a depressed roadway section with narrow shoulders between vertical 
retaining walls, with a shallow vertical clearance, with deep abutments adjacent to the 
shoulders, or with a wide bridge.  This tunnel effect prevents roadway spray from being 
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dissipated and spread by air currents.  There is no evidence of salt-spray corrosion where 
the longitudinal extent of the vertical walls is limited to the abutment itself and roadway 
spray can be dissipated on both approaches. 

 
3. Low-Level Water Crossing

 

.  Sufficient clearance over a body of water should be 
maintained so that water-vapor condensation does not result in prolonged periods of 
wetness on the steel.  For weathering steel, clearance to the bottom flange should be at 
least 10 ft over sheltered, stagnant water and at least 8 ft above the average low-water 
level for a running stream. 

Where unpainted weathering steel is inappropriate, and a concrete-members alternative is not 
feasible, the most economical painted steel is ASTM A709 Grade 50 steel in both webs and 
flanges. 
 
FHWA Technical Advisory: Uncoated Weathering Steel in Structures is a source of information, 
but its recommendation for partial painting of the steel in the vicinity of deck joints should not be 
considered the first choice.  The best solution is to eliminate the deck joints.  In a shorter bridge, 
the end joint is replaced with an integral or semi-integral end bent (see Chapter 409). 
 
 
407-2.01(02)  Hybrid Girder 
 
The use of HPS 70W steel in the top and bottom flanges of the negative flexure regions and the 
bottom flange of the positive moment regions, with Grade 50 steel in the top flange of the 
positive moment regions and in the web throughout is generally considered to be the most 
economical design. 
 
 
407-2.01(03)  Details for Unpainted Weathering Steel 
 
For integral or semi-integral end bents, the girder shall be painted for a distance of 1 ft from the 
front face of the each concrete diaphragm as shown in Figure 407-2A detail 1.  If a joint is used, 
all superstructure steel shall be painted within 10 ft of the joint or within 1.5 times the web depth, 
whichever is greater as shown in Figure 407-2A detail 2.  For an end bent surrounded by MSE 
walls, all superstructure steel shall be painted for a distance of 10 ft beyond the MSE wall as 
shown in Figure 407-2A detail 3.  For interior bents or piers supporting continuous spans, all 
superstructure steel shall be painted for a distance of 10 ft beyond each side of the centerline of 
bent or pier as shown in Figure 407-2A detail 4. 
 
The following drainage treatments should be considered to avoid premature deterioration. 
 
1. A drip bead should be provided at the end of each deck overhang. 
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2. The number of bridge-deck drains should be minimized, the drainage pipes should be 

generous in size, and they should extend below the steel soffit as specified in Chapter 
203. 

 
3. Water or debris traps shall be eliminated.  Overlapping surfaces exposed to water shall be 

sealed or painted.  This applies to non-slip-critical bolted joints.   Slip-critical bolted 
joints or splices should not produce rust-pack where the bolts are spaced according to 
LRFD, and, therefore, do not require protection. 

 
4. A drip bar shall be placed transversely across the top of the bottom flange and across the 

bottom of the bottom flange downslope of the top plate in front of the substructure 
elements to prevent water from running off the flange onto the concrete; see Figure 407-
2B. 

 
5. Piers and abutments shall be wrapped with polyethylene sheeting during construction to 

minimize staining while the steel is exposed to rainfall. 
 
6. If an expansion joint is used, the superstructure steel shall be painted within 10 ft of the 

joint. 
 
7. Cold joints shall be located away from the beams or girders. 
 
 

 
407-2.02  Bolts, Nuts, and Washers 

High-strength bolts should be specified as follows. 
 
1. Weathering Steel
 

: 7/8 in. dia., A 325 Type 3.  Open holes of 15/16 in. dia. 

2. Painted Steel
 

:  7/8 in. dia., A 325 Type 1.  Open holes of 15/16 in. dia. 

For a large structure, A 325 or A 490 bolts may be used of 1-in. diameter, with open holes of 1 
1/16-in. diameter.  A 490 bolt cannot be plated, galvanized, or mechanical zinc coated. 
 
 

 
407-2.03  Stud Shear Connectors 

Stud shear connectors shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.4.4. 
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407-2.04  Weld Metal 

Weld metal shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.4.5. 
 
 

 
407-2.05  Other Elements 

If painted, ASTM A 709 Grade 50 steel is to be used in the web and flanges, all steel for 
stiffeners, secondary members, connections, and diaphragms should be ASTM A 709 Grade 36, 
unless a higher strength is justified due to significant forces in these members.  Grade 36 steel 
shall not be used for these secondary members if unpainted weathering steel is used in the webs 
and flanges.  Steel for all splices should be the same material as used in the web and flanges of 
the controlling section in a built-up girder. 
 
For a steel bridge to be painted, the color shall be shown on the plans.  See the INDOT Standard 
Specifications for a table of colors.  For unpainted weathering steel, the color shall be as 
specified in Section 407-2.01(03). 
 
 
407-3.0  LOADS AND LIMIT STATES 
 

 
407-3.01  Limit States 

See Section 403-1.02 for a discussion on limit states. 
 
 

 
407-3.02  Distribution of Dead Load 

See Section 403-2.0 for a discussion on the distribution of dead load. 
 
 

 
407-3.03  Live-Load Deflection 

Live-load deflection consideration is optional, as described in LRFD 2.5.2.6.2.  Live-load plus 
dynamic-load allowance deflection is limited to 1/800 of the span length for the design of a steel 
beam or plate girder structure of simple or continuous spans.  For a structure in an urban area 
used by pedestrians or bicyclists, live-load deflection should be limited to the 1/1000 of the span 
length.  The span length used to determine deflection should be assumed to be the distance 
between centers of bearings or other points of support. 
 
Live-load deflection should be evaluated in accordance LRFD 2.5.2.6.2.  The deflection of the 
girders should be based on the stiffness of the short-term composite section, assuming the entire 
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concrete deck to be fully effective over the entire span length.  In effect, the distribution of live 
loads is the number of loaded lanes divided by the number of girders.  The concrete deck should 
be considered to act compositely with the girder, though sections of the girder may not be 
designed as composite.  If multiple lanes are loaded, multiple presence factors shall be applied as 
shown in LRFD Table 3.6.1.1.2-1. 
 
For horizontally-curved girders, uniform participation of the girders should not be assumed.  
Instead, the live load should be placed to produce the maximum deflection in each girder 
individually in the span under consideration. 
 
 
407-4.0  FATIGUE CONSIDERATIONS 
 

 
407-4.01  Load-Induced Fatigue 

LRFD 6.6.1.2 provides the framework of analysis to evaluate load-induced fatigue.  This Section 
provides additional information on the implementation of LRFD 6.6.1.2 and defines 
interpretation of its requirements. 
 
Load-induced fatigue is determined by the following: 
 
1. the stress range induced by the specified fatigue loading at the point under consideration; 
 
2. the number of repetitions of fatigue loading a steel component will experience during its 

75-year design life.  This is determined by using anticipated truck volumes; and 
 
3. the nominal fatigue resistance for the Detail Category being investigated. 
 
The use of Fatigue I or Fatigue II load combinations shall be in accordance with LRFD 6.6.1.2.3.  
Fatigue I load combination is utilized for a higher traffic volume and provides for infinite life.  
Fatigue II load combination is used in designing for a finite life.  Components of fracture-critical 
members should be designed for an infinite life using Fatigue I load combination. 
 
 
407-4.01(01)  Fatigue Stress Range 
 
1. Range.  The fatigue stress range is the difference between the maximum and minimum 

stresses at a point subject to a net tensile stress, as described in LRFD 3.6.1.4.  The stress 
range is caused by a single design truck that can be placed on the deck within the 
boundaries of a design lane.  If a refined-analysis method is used, the design truck shall 
be positioned to maximize the stress at the point under consideration.  The design truck 
should have a constant 30-ft spacing between the 32-kip axles.  The dynamic load 
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allowance is 0.15, and the fatigue load factor is 0.75. 
 
2. Regions

 

.  Fatigue should be considered only in those regions of a steel member that 
experience a net applied tensile stress, or where the compressive stress of the unfactored 
permanent load is less than twice the maximum fatigue tensile stress. 

3. Analysis

 

.  Unless a refined analysis method is used, the single-design-lane load 
distribution factor in LRFD 4.6.2.2 should be used to determine fatigue stresses.  These 
tabularized distribution-factor equations incorporate a multiple presence factor of 1.2 that 
should be removed by dividing either the distribution factor or the resulting fatigue 
stresses by 1.2.  This division does not apply to distribution factors determined using the 
lever rule. 

For a flexural member with shear connectors provided throughout its entire length, and 
with slab reinforcement satisfying LRFD 6.10.1.7, the live-load stress range may be 
computed using the short-term composite section assuming the concrete slab to be fully 
effective for both positive and negative flexure. 

 
 
407-4.01(02)  Fatigue Resistance 
 
LRFD 6.6.1.2.5 groups the fatigue resistance of structural details into categories A through E′, 
which include two categories for axial tension in bolts.  Detail Categories A, B, and B′ are 
seldom critical.  Investigation of a detail with a fatigue resistance greater than Category C may 
be only occasionally appropriate.  For example, Category B applies to base metal adjacent to 
slip-critical bolted connections and should be evaluated if thin splice plates or connection plates 
are to be used. 
 
The fatigue resistance for a Fatigue I load combination and infinite life appears as LRFD 
Equation 6.6.1.2.5-1, as follows: 
 
 (ΔF)n = (ΔF)TH 
 
The fatigue resistance for a Fatigue II load combination and finite life appears as LRFD Equation 
6.6.1.2.5-2, as follows: 
 
 (ΔF)n = (A/N)1/3 
 
LRFD 6.6.1.2.5 should be referenced for additional fatigue checks for welds and base metal. 
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Fatigue resistance is independent of the steel strength.  The application of a higher-grade steel 
causes the fatigue stress range to increase, but the fatigue resistance remains the same.  This 
implies that fatigue can become a controlling factor where a higher-strength steel is used. 
 
 
407-4.01(03)  Stress Cycles 
 
LRFD defines the number of stress cycles, N, in Equation 6.6.1.2.5-3, as follows: 
 

N = (365)(75) n (ADTT)SL 
 
 where: 
 
 n = number of stress range cycles per truck passage.  As defined in LRFD 

6.6.1.2.5, for a simple or continuous span of less than 40 ft, n = 2.0.  For a 
span of 40 ft or longer, n = 1.0.  For a location within 0.1 of the span length 
from a continuous support, n = 1.5. 

 
(ADTT)SL = Average Daily Truck Traffic in a single lane = (p)(ADTT), which is LRFD 

Equation 3.6.1.4.2-1. 
 
 p = the fraction of truck traffic in a single lane.  This is defined in LRFD 

3.6.1.4.2.  If one direction of traffic is restricted, p should be taken as 
follows: 
 1 lane, p = 1.00 
 2 lanes, p = 0.85 
 3 or more lanes, p = 0.80 

 
ADTT  = the number of trucks per day in one direction averaged over the design life 

of the structure. 
 
The portion of LRFD Equation 6.6.1.2.5-2 that is (365)(75)(ADTT)SL represents the total 
accumulated number of truck passages in a single lane during the 75-year design life of the 
structure.  If site-specific values for the fraction of truck-traffic data are unavailable from the 
Planning Division, the values provided in LRFD Table C3.6.1.4.2-1 may be used. 
 
Figure 407-4A provides the annual growth rate based on recommendations of the Planning 
Division’s Traffic Monitoring Team.  The designer should contact the Traffic Monitoring Team 
for more-specific and up-to-date annual growth rates which can be available. 
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407-4.02  Distortion-Induced Fatigue 

LRFD 6.6.1.3.1 and 6.6.1.3.2 provide detailing practices for transverse and lateral connection 
plates intended to reduce significant secondary stresses which can induce fatigue-crack growth. 
 
 

 
407-4.03  Other Fatigue Considerations 

The designer is responsible for ensuring compliance with fatigue requirements for all structural 
details, e.g. stiffeners, connection plates, lateral bracing, etc., shown on the plans. 
 
During construction, field personnel will desire to field-weld attachments, either permanent or 
temporary, to the top flange to facilitate setting deck forms and other appurtenances.  The plans 
for a continuous structure should include a detail showing the location of compression, reversal, 
and tension regions along the girder top flange.  The length of each stress region shall be shown.  
Each shall be referenced to the point of support.  Figure 407-4B illustrates the information 
required.  This detail will provide the field personnel with the necessary information to prevent 
welding in tension or reversal zones which can be detrimental to the fatigue life of the structure. 
 
The fatigue requirements described elsewhere in LRFD Chapter 6 should be considered.  They 
include the following: 
 
1. fatigue due to out-of-plane flexing in web of plate girder, LRFD 6.10.5.3. 
2. fatigue in shear connectors, LRFD 6.10.10.2 and 6.11.10; and 
3. bolts subject to tensile fatigue, LRFD 6.13.2.10.3. 
 
 
407-5.0  DIMENSIONING AND DETAILING REQUIREMENTS 
 

 
407-5.01  Dead-Load Camber 

Dead-load camber shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.7.2. 
 
 
407-5.01(01)  General 
 
Steel beams or girders shall be cambered to compensate for the profile grade and offset the 
deflections due to applied dead loads.  Camber shall be displayed in inches with a precision of 
two decimal places.  Dead load should include the weight of the steel, and deck and railing, but 
not the future wearing surface.  The effects of superelevation, where applicable, should also be 
considered.  Unfactored force effects shall be used to determine the deflections. 
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407-5.01(02)  Diagram 
 
The plans should include a diagram and an optional table showing total camber due to the effects 
listed in Section 407-5.01(01).  Figure 407-5A illustrates an example of the no-load camber and 
reaming diagram for bolted field splices and the table of cambers.  Camber should be computed 
assuming the girder is lying on its side; i.e., not loaded.  This information is required for 
fabrication.  The detail should reference dimensions to the bottom edge of the web; i.e., 
assuming that flanges have not been attached. 
 
The basic reference line should extend as a straight line from the two end supports along the 
centerline of the girder.  At each support, a blocking dimension shall be provided from this 
reference line to the bottom of the web.  This dimension is numerically equal to the offset of the 
profile grade from a straight line extending through the end bent stations along the profile-grade 
line.  These are control dimensions for assembling the girder sections for reaming. 
 
Within each span, another reference line shall be established extending between supports.  
Camber ordinates shall be referenced to this line.  Camber is cut into the webs of plate girders 
using these dimensions.  Camber ordinates are shown in inches at a minimum of the each span’s 
tenth points and at each splice location. 
 
 

 
407-5.02  Minimum Thickness of Steel 

The thicknesses of steel elements shall be as described in LRFD 6.7.3, and should not be less 
than the following. 
 
1. Plate girder webs, ½ in.  
2. Plate-girder flange, 3/4 in., or 1 in. for horizontally-curved girders. 
3. Rolled beam or channel webs, 1/4 in. 
4. Stiffener plates, 3/8 in. 
5. Connection plates, ½ in. 
6. All other structural-steel elements, 5/16 in. 
 
 

 
407-5.03  Diaphragms and Cross Frames 

The use of diaphragms and cross-frames shall be considered as described in LRFD 6.7.4 and 
6.6.1.3.1.  Their purpose is to stabilize the beams during and after construction and to distribute 
gravitational, centrifugal, and wind loads. 
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407-5.03(01)  General 
 
1. Location

 

.  Diaphragms or cross-frames shall be placed at each support and throughout the 
span at an appropriate spacing.  The location of the field splices should be planned to 
avoid conflict between the connection plates of the diaphragms or cross-frames and the 
splice material. 

2. Spacing

 

.  The maximum spacing of diaphragms and cross-frames shall be based on an 
analysis as outlined in LRFD Article 6.7.4.  Where integral or semi-integral end bents are 
used, the first interior diaphragm shall be placed within 10 ft of the centerline of bearing 
to provide beam stability prior to and during the deck pour. 

3. Skew

 

.  All intermediate diaphragms and cross-frames shall be placed perpendicular to the 
beams or girders.  For a skew of less than 20 deg, the intermediate diaphragms and cross-
frames should be continuous and not staggered. 

4. Ends

 

.  End diaphragms and cross-frames should be placed along the centerline of 
bearing.  The top of the diaphragm shall be set below the top of the beam or girder to 
accommodate the joint and the thickened slab at the end of the superstructure deck, where 
applicable.  The end diaphragms should be designed to support the edge of the slab 
including live load plus impact. 

5. Curved Structure

 

.  Diaphragms or cross-frames connecting curved girders are considered 
primary members and should be oriented radially. 

6. Design

 

.  LRFD refers to the AISC Specification for Load and Resistance Factor Design 
of Single Angle Members, included in its Specification for Load and Resistance Factor 
Design Manual of Steel Construction.  Therefore, design of single angle members shall 
be in accordance with the AISC LRFD Specifications. 

 
407-5.03(02)  Diaphragm Details 
 
For a span composed of rolled beams, diaphragms at continuous supports and at intermediate 
span points may be detailed as illustrated in Figure 407-5B.  Figure 407-5C illustrates the typical 
end-diaphragm-connection details for rolled beams.  Plate girders with web depths of 42 in. or 
less should have the same diaphragm details.  For plate girders with webs deeper than 42 in., use 
cross-frames or K-frames as detailed on Figure 407-5D at continuous supports and at 
intermediate span points.  Figure 407-5E and Figure 407-5F illustrates the typical end cross-
frame or K-frame details. 
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Intermediate diaphragms should be designed and detailed as non-load bearing.  Diaphragms at 
points of support should be designed as a jacking frame, if needed. 
 
 
407-5.03(03)  Cross-Frame Details 
 
Figure 407-5D illustrates typical intermediate cross-frame details for plate-girder webs of more 
than 42-in. depth.  The X-frame at the top of the Figure is more cost effective than the K-frame 
at the bottom.  However, the K-frame should be used instead of the X-frame where the girder 
spacing becomes much greater than the girder depth, for example, where the angle of the 
diaphragm is less than 30 deg, and the X becomes too shallow.  A solid bent-plate diaphragm 
with a depth equal to ¾ the girder depth is an option for a plate girder of less than 48-in. depth. 
 
The rolled angles that comprise the cross frames are of minimum sizes based upon the limiting 
slenderness ratios shown in LRFD 6.8.4 and 6.9.3. 
 
Cross-frame transverse connection plates, where used, shall be welded to both the tension and 
compression flanges.  The connection-plate welds to the flanges should be designed to transfer 
the cross frame forces into the flanges. 
 
The width of the connection plates should be sized to use bar stock, and shall be not less than 5 
in.  Where the connection plate also acts as a transverse stiffener, it shall satisfy LRFD 6.10.11.1. 
 
If the design permits, gusset plates shall be eliminated by means of bolting cross frame members 
directly to the stiffeners. 
 
Figures 407-5G through 407-5 I illustrate the stiffener and connection plate details that can be 
used. 
 
 

 
407-5.04  Jacking 

Jacking shall be as described in LRFD 3.4.3.  The plans shall show jack-point locations and 
design loads.  The beam, girder, or jacking frame shall be capable of resisting 1.3 times the dead-
load reactions at those points.  A slender beam may require web stiffeners at the jacking point.  
Such stiffeners may be fastened to the girder if jacking is required.  Jacking frames will not be 
required at the supports unless there is insufficient clearance between the bottom of beam and 
top of cap to place a jack.  If insufficient clearance is provided for the jack, it shall be determined 
whether the jack can be supported by means of temporary falsework.  If temporary falsework is 
not feasible, a jacking frame should be provided, or the cap widened and the bearings placed on 
pedestals to provide sufficient space for a jack to be placed under the beam.  Other locations 
where jacking may be required are as follows: 
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1. at supports under the expansion joints where joint leakage can deteriorate the girder  

bearing areas; or 
 
2. at large-displacement expansion bearings where deformation-induced fatigue is possible. 
 
If a jacking frame is not provided, the cross-frame at the support shall be capable of transferring 
lateral wind forces to the bearings.  For a continuous structure with integral or semi-integral end 
bents, providing jacking frames at interior supports should not be considered. 
 
 

 
407-5.05  Lateral Bracing 

Lateral bracing should be eliminated where practical.  The measures which may eliminate lateral 
bracing for straight I-beams are reducing the cross-frame spacing and increasing the flange 
width. 
 
LRFD 6.7.5 requires that the need for lateral bracing be investigated for all stages of assumed 
construction procedures.  If the bracing is included in the structural model used to determine 
force effects, it should be designed for all applicable limit states. 
 
LRFD 4.6.2.7 provides for alternatives relative to lateral wind distribution in a multi-beam 
bridge. 
 
 

 
407-5.06  Heat-Curved Rolled Beam and Welded Plate Girder 

These shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.7.7. 
 
 

 
407-5.07  Shims 

Shims shall be included and the minimum thickness shall be 1/8 in.  The shim packs shall be 1/2 
in. minimum in total thickness, with multiple shim plates in a pack. 
 
 
407-6.0  I-SECTIONS IN FLEXURE 
 

 
407-6.01  General 

407-6.01(01)  Negative Flexural Deck Reinforcement 
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LRFD 6.10.1.7 requires that, in the negative-moment region where the longitudinal tensile stress 
in the slab, due to factored construction loads or the Service II load combination, exceeds the 
factored modulus of rupture, the total cross-sectional area of the longitudinal steel should not be 
less than 1% of the total cross-sectional area of the deck slab excluding the 1/2-in. sacrificial 
wearing surface.  However, sufficient negative-moment steel shall be provided for the applied 
loads. 
 
 
407-6.01(02)  Stiffness in Negative-Moment Areas 
 
LRFD 6.10.1.5 permits assuming uncracked concrete in the negative-moment areas for member 
stiffness.  This is used to obtain continuity moments due to live load, future wearing surface, and 
barrier weights placed on the composite section. 
 
The transformed-section properties should be calculated based on three times the modular ratio 
for composite dead loads of railing, future wearing surface, utilities, etc., and one times the 
modular ratio for composite live loads. 
 
For the Service Limit state control of permanent deflections described in LRFD 6.10.4.2 and the 
Fatigue Limit state described in LRFD Article 6.6.1.2, the concrete slab may be considered fully 
effective for both positive and negative moments for a member with shear connectors throughout 
its full length and satisfying LRFD 6.10.1.7. 
 
 

 
407-6.02  Strength Limit State 

Moment redistribution will be permitted for continuous spans of I-section members, if Fy ≤ 70 
ksi and if members satisfy the requirements of LRFD Appendix B6.2. 
 
 

 
407-6.03  Service Limit State Control of Permanent Deformations 

Moment redistribution as described in LRFD 6.10.4.2 and Appendix B6 is permitted for the 
investigation of permanent deformations. 
 
 

 
407-6.04  Shear Connectors 

Shear connectors shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.10.10.  They shall consist of 
welded studs, with a preferred diameter of 7/8 in., and a minimum diameter of 3/4 in.  The 
minimum height is 4 in.  Shear connectors should have a minimum 2.5-in. concrete cover and 
should penetrate at least 2 in. above the bottom of deck slab.  The stud length should be 
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increased in 1-in. increments where necessary to maintain a 2-in. minimum penetration of the 
stud into the deck slab.  The stud height may need to be modified at splice locations for 
minimum cover requirements.  The minimum longitudinal shear connector pitch is six stud 
diameters.  The maximum such pitch is 2 ft.  See Figure 407-6A for additional information. 
 
The minimum number of studs in a group is two in a single transverse row.  The transverse 
spacing, center to center, of the studs should be not less than four stud diameters.  The minimum 
clear distance between the edge of the beam flange and the edge of the nearest stud should be 1 
in.  Details and spacing of stud shear connectors shall be shown on the plans. 
 
If the structure is skewed 5 deg or less, the rows of shear connectors shall be placed 
perpendicular to the centerline of the roadway.  If the skew is greater than 5 deg but less than or 
equal to 25 deg, the rows of shear connectors shall be placed along the skew.  If the skew is 
greater than 25 deg, the rows of shear connectors shall be placed perpendicular to the centerline 
of the roadway, which will be the same as that of the transverse reinforcing steel in the deck. 
 
 

 
407-6.05  Stiffeners 

407-6.05(01)  Transverse Intermediate Stiffeners 
 
A straight girder may be designed without intermediate transverse stiffeners, if economical, or 
with intermediate transverse stiffeners placed on one side of the web plate.  Due to the labor 
intensity of welding stiffeners to the web, the unit cost of stiffeners by weight is approximately 
nine times that of the web.  It is seldom economical to use the thinnest web plate permitted.  
Therefore, the use of a thicker web and fewer intermediate transverse stiffeners, or no 
intermediate stiffeners, should be investigated. 
 
Intermediate transverse stiffeners should be welded near side and far side to the compression 
flange.  A tight fit shall be used for the tension flange including stress-reversal areas.  This 
exceeds the requirements of LRFD 6.10.11.1.  See Figure 407-6B for details. 
 
Transverse stiffeners, except at diaphragm or cross-frame connections, should be placed on only 
one side of the web.  The width of the projecting stiffener element, moment of inertia of the 
transverse stiffener, and stiffener area should be in accordance with LRFD 6.10.11.1.2 and 
6.10.11.1.3. 
 
Longitudinal stiffeners used in conjunction with transverse stiffeners on a longer span with 
deeper webs should be placed on the opposite side of the web from the transverse stiffener.  
Where this is not practical, e.g., at an intersection with cross-frame connection plates, the 
longitudinal stiffener should not be interrupted for the transverse stiffener. 
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407-6.05(02)  Bearing Stiffeners 
 
Bearing stiffeners are required at the bearing points of each rolled beam or plate girder.  Bearing 
stiffeners at integral end bents may be designed for dead and construction loads only. 
 
The bearing stiffeners shall be designed as columns.  The stiffeners shall be extended to the outer 
edges of the bottom flange plate.  LRFD 6.10.11.2 does not specify an effective column length 
for the design of bearing stiffeners.  Because the reaction load applied at one end of the stiffener 
pair is resisted by forces distributed to the web instead of by a force concentrated at the opposite 
end, as in columns, it is not necessary to consider the stiffeners as an end-hinged column where 
the flanges are free to rotate.  An effective column length of ¾ of the web depth shall be used. 
 
The weld connecting the stiffener to the web should be designed to transmit the full bearing force 
from the stiffener to the web due to the factored loads. 
 
The bearing stiffeners may be either milled to bear plus fillet welded against the flange through 
which they receive their reaction, or welded to the flange with full-penetration groove welds.  
See Figure 407-5G for details.  All bearing stiffeners under full dead load shall be vertical to 
within applicable fabrication and construction tolerances. 
 
 

 
407-6.06  Cover Plates 

Cover plates will not be permitted for a new, rehabilitated, or widened bridge. 
 
LRFD 6.10.12.1 requires that partial-length cover plates should not be used with flange plates 
whose thickness exceeds 3/4 in. in a non-redundant-load-path structure.  According to LRFD 
1.3.4, those elements and components whose failure is not expected to cause collapse of the 
bridge should be designated as not failure-critical, and the associated structural system as 
redundant.  The thickness of a single cover plate should not exceed twice the thickness of the 
flange plate.  Multiple cover plates should not be used.  The width of the cover plate should be 
different from that of the flange plate to allow for proper placement of the weld.  The ends of 
partial-length cover plates should be terminated with a bolted connection according to LRFD 
6.10.12.2.3. 
 
 

 
407-6.07  Constructability 

LRFD 6.10.3 and its commentary provide additional information regarding constructability of a 
steel I-girder bridge. 
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See Chapter 403 for additional guidance for construction loading. 
 
 
407-7.0  BOX SECTIONS IN FLEXURE 
 

 
407-7.01  General 

LRFD 6.11 addresses most aspects of steel-box-girder design, fabrication, inspection, and 
maintenance.  However, additional designing and detailing issues to be considered are described 
below and in the AASHTO/NSBA Steel Bridge Collaboration, Task Group 1.4, Guidelines for 
Design Details. 
 
Due to the high torsional rigidity and resistance associated with a closed section, box girders are 
particularly suitable for a curved bridge in which torsional moments resulting from curvature can 
be high. 
 
Steel box girders are economical only if their total number of webs is fewer than those in a 
comparable steel-plate-girder bridge.  Box girders should have a constant trapezoidal or 
rectangular shape and should be rotated with the cross slope.  The top of slab to top of web 
dimension shall be kept constant.  See Figure 407-7A for preferred horizontal geometry.  
Departure from the shown geometry can result in difficulties in generating shop drawings.  The 
profile-grade line and horizontal-control line locations shown in Figure 407-7A are for 
demonstration purposes only.  The centerline-of-bearing offset shall be considered in detailing 
substructure elements. 
 
 

 
407-7.02  Flanges 

In addition to the requirements of LRFD 6.11.2.2, the top flanges for box girders should be in 
accordance with the requirements for plate girder flanges. 
 
For the bottom flange, plate distortion during fabrication and erection can be a problem.  If using 
a bottom tension flange plate of less than 1-in. thickness, a fabricator shall be contacted to 
determine whether practical stiffness needs are satisfied.  A bottom tension flange should not 
have a thickness of less than ¾ in.  The bottom tension flange should have a b/t ratio of 80 or 
less.  The bottom flange’s edges should extend at least 1½ in. beyond the web centerline to 
facilitate automated welding. 
 
A wide box can have thin bottom flanges in the tension region resulting in a visible deflection in 
the transverse direction due to the weight of the plates.  If the deflection affects the appearance of 
the bridge, it may be reduced to an acceptable limit by transversely stiffening the plate.  If using 
longitudinal stiffeners, a clear distance shall be maintained between longitudinal stiffeners of not 
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less than 24 in. to accommodate automated welding equipment.  Therefore, the minimum flange 
width between webs is 48 in. if using one stiffener, or 72 in. if using two stiffeners.  More than 
two stiffeners shall not be used per flange.  If not using longitudinal stiffeners, the minimum 
width should be 48 in. to facilitate welding for the web-to-bottom-flange connection. 
 
For straight girders, plates or bars shall be used instead of WT shapes for longitudinal stiffeners 
as long as they satisfy LRFD criteria.  Plate and bar sections are less expensive and easier to 
splice than WT sections.  For curved girders, WT sections shall be used.  If WT sections are 
used, the ratio of depth to one-half the WT flange width should be greater than 1.5 to provide 
welding access.  Termination of longitudinal stiffeners shall be at a bolted field splice so that 
fatigue is not a concern at the stiffener’s end. 
 
 

 
407-7.03  Webs 

A minimum web depth of 60 in. should be used for the purposes of maintenance and inspection.  
Other LRFD 6.11.2.1 requirements for plate girders are applicable to box girders. 
 
 

 
407-7.04  Stiffeners 

Stiffeners shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.11.11.  For stiffeners and connections 
plates for internal cross frames, an option to provide fabricators is shown in Figure 407-7B.  
Cutting stiffeners short of the bottom flange facilitates automated welding of the web to the 
bottom flange.  After this welding is complete, the stiffener can then be attached to the bottom 
flange with an additional plate. 
 
Complete-penetration groove welds shall not be specified to connect bearing stiffeners to bottom 
flanges.  Weld-induced flange distortion is more of a problem with box-girder flanges than those 
for plate girders. 
 
 

 
407-7.05  Top-Flange Horizontal Lateral Bracing 

Lateral bracing shall be used in straight or curved box girders.  The top lateral bracing should be 
designed to resist force effects caused by the dead-load torsional moments.  The section shall be 
analyzed and designed as a closed section by using the deck slab as the top member in 
considering live load and superimposed dead loads.  Stresses due to flexure and torsion should be 
combined in the design. 
 
Lateral bracing shall be bolted directly to the top flange.  Enough slab haunch shall be provided 
so that formwork does not interfere with the bracing.  Shims or fill plates shall not be used 
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between the lateral bracing and girder top flange which will increase eccentricity of the 
connection. 
 
Single-laced lateral bracing is preferred over double-laced bracing.  The angle between the girder 
flange and the bracing should be at least 35 deg.  An angle closer to 45 deg is desirable. 
 
 

 
407-7.06  External Diaphragms and Cross Frames between Piers 

External diaphragms shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.7.4.3.  Cross frames shall be 
designed in accordance with LRFD 6.7.5.3.  External diaphragms or cross frames are used to 
control relative displacement and twist of girders during slab placement.  Once the slab has 
sufficiently cured, they may be removed, which is done primarily for aesthetic reasons.  If they 
are to remain in place, they should complement the overall structural aesthetics and should 
include fatigue-resistant features. 
 
For curved box girders, external diaphragms or cross frames at the span quarter or third points is 
usually sufficient, so, adding more is unnecessary.  With straight box girders, one external cross 
frame or diaphragm at mid-span should be sufficient.  External diaphragms or cross frames shall 
be backed up with an internal diaphragm or cross frame. 
 
 

 
407-7.07  Internal Diaphragms and Cross Frames Between Piers 

Internal diaphragms and cross frames are used to control cross-section distortion.  For curved 
box girders, an internal cross frame or diaphragm shall be placed at every other lateral-bracing 
point, which should result in a spacing of 14 to 18 ft.  Horizontal struts, usually angle sections, 
shall be placed at the lateral brace point between internal cross frames to control horizontal 
bending of the flange during concrete placement.  Like lateral bracing, they should be attached 
directly to the flanges. 
 
For straight box girders, internal diaphragms or cross frames can be spaced at every third or 
fourth lateral-bracing point. 
 
 

 
407-7.08  Pier Diaphragms and Cross Frames 

Assuming one bearing per girder, diaphragms at a pier should be plate-girder sections that are 
approximately the same depth as the girders.  They should connect to the box-girder flanges and 
web if their span-to-depth ratio is 3 or more.  With two bearings, a cross frame is preferred at the 
pier.  Bearing assemblies shall not interfere at the bottom-flange connection.  Constructability of 
diaphragms shall be considered at the girder ends, as the presence of abutment backwalls or other 
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girders can complicate bolting the diaphragms in place.  An inspection-access hole shall be 
provided through the diaphragm web plate at the intermediate supports.  See Section 407-7.11 
for recommended opening sizes.  See Figure 407-7C for a typical pier diaphragm between 
girders with one bearing per girder. 
 
 

 
407-7.09  Field Splices 

Field splices shall be bolted.  The requirements for plate girders also apply.  Overall girder 
width, including sweep, should be not more than 14 ft for ease of shipping. 
 
 

 
407-7.10  Bearings 

One bearing per girder is preferred.  A girder may not bear evenly on both bearings or, on only 
one of the bearings with two bearing supports.  This is true for skewed piers or curved spans.  An 
uplift force can occur at one of the two bearings of an individual box, so a separate investigation 
should be made to determine if uplift does occur. 
 
High-Load Multi-Rotational (HLMR) or pot bearings may be necessary.  Neoprene elastomeric 
bearings are preferred over HLMR bearings.  HLMR bearings shall be used for reactions of more 
than 1200 kip, or for a large-span curved bridge. 
 
Bearings without anchor bolts, or with anchor bolts through masonry plates only, are preferred.  
Anchor bolts shall not pass through the girder’s bottom flange.  An external alignment device 
shall be used for restraint that is flexible in terms of placement after girder erection. 
 
Bearings should be designed to accommodate bearing replacement with a minimal amount of 
lifting. 
 
 

 
407-7.11  Electric Service and Inspection Access 

Electric-service access should be provided in accordance with LRFD 6.11.1.4, on the insides of 
the girders, with outlets spaced at not more than 100 ft to facilitate maintenance and inspection 
during the life of the bridge.  The long girder length between access holes or doors necessitates 
this requirement. 
 
An access hole shall be provided with a lockable door or cover in the bottom flange near each 
end support for inspector access.  The door or cover shall weigh 25 lb or less, to be usable by an 
inspector. 
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At the girder ends, in the bottom flange, a minimum 30-in. diameter access door shall be placed.  
In a pier diaphragm at an intermediate support, the minimum access-hole opening shall be 36 in. 
by 18 in.  This opening shall desirably be 36 in. by 32 in.  The holes shall be placed at mid-depth 
and concentric with the box.  The opening corners should have a minimum radius of 6 in. 
 
 

 
407-7.12  Constructability 

Stay-in-place forms are used inside a steel box due to the difficulty of removing forms.  Stay-in-
place forms, however, have a limiting span length which can be exceeded in a wide box.  For this 
situation, the plans should provide for an intermediate support.  The intermediate support is at 
the option of the contractor and need not be detailed.  However, an optional diaphragm to carry 
the reaction of the intermediate-form support should be designed and shown on the plans. 
 
See Chapter 403 for additional guidance on construction-loading criteria. 
 
 
407-8.0  CONNECTIONS AND SPLICES 
 

 
407-8.01  Bolted Connections 

Bolted connections shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.13.12.  The following also 
applies. 
 
1. Type

 

.  High-strength bolts shall be used.  See LRFD 6.4.3.  For unpainted weathering 
steel, ASTM A 325 Type 3 bolts should be used.  For other than weathering steel, A 325 
Type 1 bolts should be used.  For a large or curved-girder structure, A 490 bolts shall be 
used. 

2. Design

 

.  A bolted connection should be designed as slip-critical at the Service II Limit 
state and for construction loading, except for secondary bracing members. 

3. Slip Resistance

 

.  LRFD Table 6.13.2.8-3 provides values for the surface condition.  Class 
B surface condition shall be used for the design of a slip-critical connection. 

 

 
407-8.02  Welded Connections 

LRFD 6.13.3 specifies fatigue and welding requirements.  The AASHTO/AWS D1.5/D1.5 Bridge 
Welding Code specifies requirements for welded connections.  Welding symbols shall be as 
specified in AWS Publication A2.4. 
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The following requirements apply to welding. 
 
1. Accessibility

 

.  Accessibility shall be provided to welded joints.  Sufficient clearance shall 
be provided to enable a welding rod to be placed at the joint.  An isometric drawing of 
the joint can reveal difficulties in welding or indicate where critical weld stresses shall be 
investigated. 

2. Minimum Fillet Weld

 

.  The weld should be designed economically, but its size should 
not be less than 1/4 in., and not less than that shown in LRFD 6.13.3.4 for the thicker of 
the two parts joined. 

3. Field Welding
 

.  Field welding is prohibited for all splices. 

4. Intersecting Welds

 

.  These should be avoided.  There should be a gap equal to four times 
the web thickness, 4tw, or 2 in., whichever is larger, between vertical and horizontal 
welds. 

A bridge that includes intersecting vertical and horizontal welds or that has gaps of less 
than 4tw or 2 in. is prone to fatigue cracks. 

 
5. Intermittent Fillet Welds
 

.  These are prohibited. 

6. Partial-Penetration Groove Welds

 

.  These are prohibited except as permitted in LRFD 
9.8.3.7.2. 

 

 
407-8.03  Splices 

In addition to the requirements of LRFD 6.13.6, the following will apply. 
 
1. Location

 

.  Field splices should be located at low-stress areas and near the points of dead-
load contraflexure for continuous spans.  Numerous butt welds or butt welds located in 
high-stress regions are not desirable.  The location of shop butt splices is normally 
dependent upon the length of plate available to the fabricator.  This length varies 
depending upon the rolling process.  The maximum length of normalized and quenched 
and tempered plates is 50 ft.  Other plates can be obtained in lengths of greater than 80 ft 
depending on thickness.  Shop availability should be verified for lengths and thicknesses 
of plate material.  The cost of adding a shop-welded splice instead of extending a thicker 
plate should be considered in designing members.  Discussion with a fabricator or the 
NSBA during the design is recommended. 
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2. Field Splices

 

.  For a girder longer than 100 ft, additional field splices may need to be 
shown on the plans. 

3. Swept Width

 

.  For a curved girder, the swept width between splices should be limited to 
10 ft to accommodate the shipment of the steel. 

4. Bolts

 

.  Bolt loads should be calculated by means of an elastic analysis method.  Not less 
than two lines of bolts shall be provided on each side of the joint for both the web and 
flange splice. 

5. Composite Girder

 

.  If a composite girder is spliced at a section where the moment can be 
resisted without composite action, the splice may be designed as noncomposite.  If 
composite action is necessary to resist the loads, the splice should be designed for the 
forces due to composite action. 

6. Top-of-Field-Splice Elevations

 

.  A table showing the erection elevation of the top-flange 
splice plate should be provided for all field splices.  This elevation is determined by the 
following: 

(Top of slab elevation immediately above centerline splice) – (distance from top 
of slab to top of splice plate) + (concrete and superimposed dead-load deflection 
at the splice). 

 
The table will allow the erector to properly position the girder sections at the time of 
erection to maintain the vertical alignment. 

 
7. Design

 

.  A bolted splice shall be slip-critical under Service II and construction loads and 
shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.13.2.2 for the Strength Limit state. 

8. Welded Splice

 

.  Figure 407-1C illustrates welded-splice details.  See LRFD 6.13.6.2 for 
more information regarding splicing different widths of material using butt welds. 

 
407-9.0  TRUSSES AND ARCHES 
 
A truss shall be designed in accordance with LRFD 6.14.2.  A solid-web arch shall be designed 
in accordance with LRFD 6.14.4. 
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< 1 in. ≥ 1 in. 
3/16 1 1/8 
1/4 1 1/4 
5/16 1 3/8 
3/8 1 1/2 
7/16 1 5/8 
1/2 1 3/4 
9/16 1 7/8 
5/8 2 

11/16 2 1/8 
3/4 2 1/4 

13/16 2 3/8 
7/8 2 1/2 
1 --- 

 
Notes: 

1. For thickness of < 1 in., use 1/16-in. increments. 
2. For thickness of ≥ 1 in., use 1/8-in. increments. 
3. Based on ANSI Standard B32.3.  Mills can produce a plate 

size upon request. 
 
 

PLATE THICKNESSES 
 

Figure 407-1A 
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1 - INTEGRAL END BENT 2 - JOINED END BENT

End of Girder

Ending of Bridge

Beginning or

End of Girder

End of Girder

MSE Wall

4 - INTERIOR BENTS3 - MSE WALL

 Figure 407-2A
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SECTION B-B 

30°

B

B

B

B

TYPICAL DRIP BAR DETAIL (PIER)

TYPICAL DRIP BAR DETAIL (END BENT) 

2
"

(Typ.)

1/2" Min.

(Typ.)

1 3/4" Stop Weld

Bottom Flange

 Brg. of Piersˆ

Brg. Stiffener (Typ.)

Brg. Stiffener (Typ.)

5’-0"  (Min.)

ˆ Brg. of Bent

Bott.  of Bott. Flange
1/2" x 1/2" Drip Bar

Bott.  of Bott. Flange
1/2" x 1/2" Drip Bar

5’-0"  (Min.)
 

3"  (Typ.)

 

3"  (Typ.)

2" x 3/8" Dip Bar

3/4" x 3/4" Clip

1/2" x 1/2" Drip Bar

1/4

1/4

Grade

Grade

Exterior Side

Exterior Side

EXTERIOR SIDE INTERIOR SIDE

Interior Side

Interior Side

Top of Bott. Flange
2" x 3/8" Drip Bar

Top of Bott. Flange
2" x 3/8" Drip Bar

30°

 against flange, web and fillet welds.                        

 Drip Bars shall be caulked with dark brown caulking

 

 of all exterior girders adjacent to End Bent or Piers.

 Drip Bars shall be located on the upward slopeNote:

Figure 407-2B

DRIP BAR DETAILS 
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Facility Annual Growth Rate 
Rural or Urban Freeway 3.07 % 
Divided Rural Non-Freeway 1.51 % 
Divided Urban Non-Freeway 1.32 % 
Undivided Rural Arterial 1.51 % 
Rural Collector or Local Road 2.45 % 
Undivided Urban Facility 1.32 % 

 
 

ANNUAL TRAFFIC GROWTH RATE 
 

Figure 407-4A 
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NOTE:  LENGTH OF COMPRESSION, TENSION AND REVERSAL LIMITS TO BE SHOWN TO NEAREST INCH.

SCHEMATIC OF TOP FLANGE STRESS

Figure 407-4B

COMPRESSIONTENSION

SPAN BSPAN A

COMPRESSION

(REVERSAL)

COMPRESSION

TENSION AND

(REVERSAL)

COMPRESSION

TENSION AND
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LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Dead Load - Steel

Dead Load - Railing

Subtotal - Dead Load

Geometric Camber

Total Camber

11

103 4 5 6 7 8 9

"A" "B" "C"

2013 14 15 16 17 18 1912 3023 24 25 26 27 28 2922

NO LOAD CAMBER AND REAMING DIAGRAM
(SKETCH SHOWN FOR CREST VERTICAL CURVE)

"D"

           

   

          2                                   

 

Reference Line

10 Equal Spaces10 Equal Spaces10 Equal Spaces

 
Splice 1-1

   
Splice 2-1 Splice 2-2 Splice 3-1

Splice

TABLE OF CAMBERS (in) EACH SPAN

LOCATION

BLOCKING DIMENSIONS (in)

A B C D

Girder Line #

Bent  #1

ˆ Brg.

Bent  #4

ˆ Brg.ˆ Pier  #3ˆ Pier  #2

Figure 407-5A

BEAM CAMBER & BLOCKING DETAILS

Dead Load - Slab and Forms

1 11 21 31
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LEVEL

TYP.

TYP.
D

E
P
T

H 1
/2
 D

E
P
T

H
1
/2
 D

E
P
T

H

*

*

ˆ DIAPHRAGM

         Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.

Note: All member sizes shown are minimum.

CHANNEL (SEE TABLE 1)

VARIES

"2
11 "4

31

INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM FOR ROLLED SECTIONS

TABLE 1

STRINGER SIZE DIAPHRAGM SIZE NO. OF BOLTS

= 27" DEPTH

UP TO 24" DEPTH

C 15 x 33.9

C 12 x 25

8

6

" CONNECTION PLATE2
1

3"

CHANNEL (DIAPHRAGM)

BEAM

FOR CONNECTION SEE DETAIL

" CONNECTION PLATE2
1

FOR NUMBER OF BOLTS REQUIRED
EQUAL SPACES SEE TABLE 1

*- WHEREVER POSSIBLE

3
"

BEAM WEB

Figure 407-5B

ROLLED BEAM INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM DETAILS

CONNECTION DETAIL
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1" MIN.

3
"

SLAB SUPPORT BEAM

" CONNECTION PLATE2
1

"2
11 3" "4

31

         Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.
Note: All member sizes shown are minimum.

PARALLEL TO DECK SLAB

DECK SLAB SUPPORT BEAM
TYP.

TYP.

INDICATE ON SHOP DRAWINGS.
2" MIN. OR AS GOVERNED BY EXPANSION DAMS.

END DIAPHRAGM FOR ROLLED SECTIONS

Figure 407-5C

 

ROLLED BEAM END DIAPHRAGM DETAILS

BEAM

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR BEAM

FOR CONNECTION SEE DETAIL

SEE FIGURE 407-5G

" CONNECTION PLATE2
1

TABLE 1

BEAM SIZE DIAPHRAGM SIZE

8

6

NO. OF BOLTS

= 27" DEPTH

UP TO 24" DEPTH

C 15 x 33.9

C 12 x 25

END DIAPHRAGM CONNECTION DETAIL

BOLTS REQUIRED
FOR NUMBER OF
SEE TABLE 1
EQUAL SPACES
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DETAIL E

"2
1

4" MIN. (TYP.) WHEN WELDED

INSTALLATION

ALTERNATE

INSTALLATION

ALTERNATE

TYP.

" PLATE8
3

" CONNECTION PLATE2
1

BOLT OR WELD AS NECESSARY

"4
3

" CONNECTION PLATE8
3

WHEN BOLTED
6" MIN. (TYP.)

30° MIN.

" FILL PLATE8
3

6" MIN.

" PLATE8
3

         Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.
Note: All member sizes shown are minimum.

3" (TYP.)

3" (TYP.)

WELDING (TYP.)

DETAIL E FOR

 Figure 407-5D

TYPICAL INTERMEDIATE CROSS FRAME DETAILS

ALTERNATE INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM DETAIL

INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM DETAIL

8
3 x 2

1 x 32
1/ 3

8
3 x 2

1 x 32
1/  3

ANGLE LEGS 6" OR LESS

WELD NOT REQUIRED FOR

(TYP.)    
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END DIAPHRAGM DETAIL

BEARING STIFFENER (TYP.)

4" MIN.

VARIOUS SKEWS, FIGURE 407-5H
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"
2

1
1
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)

4
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Q
. 
S
P
.

"
2

1
1
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"
4

3
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TO CONNECTION PLATE

COPE FLANGE ADJACENT
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"4
31

"2
11

K
+

1
"
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SLAB SUPPORT BEAM

"2
11

6
"

ANCHOR BOLTS

LOCATE TO CLEAR

"
2

1
4

MIN.

6"
MIN.

6"

2
5
" 

M
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.

SEE DETAIL F

SEE DETAIL G

DETAIL

ALTERNATE

DETAIL

TYPICAL

W 16 x 45

4" MIN. WHEN WELDED

" PLATE8
3

         Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.
Note: All member sizes shown are minimum.

(TYP.)

STIFFENER

BEARING

SLAB SUPPORT BEAM CONNECTION PLATE

" CONNECTION PLATE BENT TO MATCH2
1

6" MIN. (TYP.)

1" MIN. (TYP.)

SLAB SUPPORT BEAM PARALLEL TO DECK

 Figure 407-5E

TYPICAL END CROSS FRAME DETAILS

"4
31

3"

"4
3

8
3 x 2

1 x 3 2
1/  3

DETAIL F DETAIL G

4" MAX.
2" MIN.

6" MIN.

3"

Flange Thickness+1"
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Figure 407-5F

ALTERNATE END CROSS FRAME DETAILS 
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STIFFENER
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X

2. CJP WELD
    FILLET WELD OR
1. MILL TO BEAR PLUS

BEARING AREAS
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PLATE

CONNECTION
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tw
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X

1
1

 

X   *

(TYP.)

1�"

 

X   *

Y

(TYP.)

Z

6 (tw) MAX.

4 (tw) MIN.

*

 Figure 407-5G

PLATE DETAILS

STIFFENER AND CONNECTION

         Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.
Note: All member sizes shown are minimum.

WHERE STRESS RANGE EXCEEDS CATEGORY C

ALTERNATE DETAIL @ TENSION FLANGE

(WHERE INDICATED ON DETAIL)
WELD

(FOR SKEWED STIFFENERS)

STIFFENER WELDING DETAIL

ˆ WEB

    SHOW STIFFENER PLATE AND
    FILLET WELD SIZE ON THE PLAN

 

        2 1/2" FOR 1/2" WEB

         4" FOR 3/4" WEB    
        3 1/2" FOR 5/8" WEB    
Z =

3" FOR 9/16" WEB

X =   1/4" – 1/8"
Y =   1/2" – 1/4"

*= 0" FOR GROOVE WELD
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EXCEPT AS NOTED
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         Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.

Note: All member sizes shown are minimum.

               SIZE HOLES ARE PERMITTED.

               DIAMETER ASTM A325 BOLTS STD.

               CONNECTING MEMBER FOR �"

               PLATE; �" DIAMETER HOLE IN

NOTES: 1�" DIAMETER HOLE IN CONNECTION

 (TYP.)

 
(TYP.)

 
(TYP.)

BEARING STIFFENER TO MINIMIZE OFFSET

PLATE MAY BE PLACED BEHIND THE 

FROM ˆ BRG. DIAPHRAGM CONNECTION

COMPONENTS TO CREATE MIN. OFFSET

POSITION DIAPHRAGM CONNECTING

(TYP.)

Figure 407-5H

CONNECTION PLATE DETAILS
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DETAIL L SKEW 0” TO 20”

SKEWS > 20”

1"

"2
11

3"

"4
31

CONNECTION PLATE DETAILS

 

Figure 407-5 I

CONNECTION PLATE DETAILS

Skew Angle

Bolt or shop weld bent plate

ˆ Beam

Bolt or shop weld bent plate

Weld Option: Top, Bottom, and Nearside only.

90° (typ.)

See Detail L

Skew Angle

ˆ Diaphragm

ˆ beam
Symmetrical about 

ˆ Beam

Std. size holes are permitted

ASTM A325 bolts.for �" diameter

�" diameter hole in connecting member 

1�" diameter hole in connection plate.NOTES:

Designer shall verify actual sizes by design.

All member sizes shown are minimum.  NOTE:
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BOLTED SPLICE DETAIL

" DIA STUDS8
7" DIA FOR 8

31  

" DIA STUDS4
3" DIA FOR 4

11

4
" 

M
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.

" 
M
IN
.

8
3

STUD DETAIL

STUD DIAMETER

(TYP.)

" MIN.2
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S
L
A

B

OF LOWER FLANGE SPLICE

PLACE NUTS ON TOP SURFACE

SIDE OF EXTERIOR BEAM

PLACE BOLT HEAD ON EXPOSED

M
IN
.

2
"

TOP OF DECK

SHEAR CONNECTOR DETAIL

   STUDS EQUAL 2

* MINIMUM NUMBER OF

ˆ STUDS *

"  Min.   (Typ)2
12

M
IN
.

3
"

Figure 407-6A

STUD AND BOLTED SPLICE DETAILS
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TYPE II

TYPE I

TENSION FLANGE

TENSION FLANGE

TIGHT FIT

COMPRESSION FLANGE

BOTH ENDS

TIGHT FIT

COMPRESSION FLANGE

 

 

 

 

TIGHT FIT

 

BEFORE WELDING

" CLEARANCE8
1MAX. 

BEFORE WELDING

" CLEARANCE8
1MAX. 

COMPRESSION FLANGE

TENSION OR 

COMPRESSION FLANGE

TENSION OR 

 Figure 407-6B

STIFFENER PLATE DETAILS

(IN STRESS REVERSAL ZONE)

TYPE III
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Varies
Varies

ˆ Brg. Offset

Constant

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

Grid Spacing Measure Horizontal
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o
n
s
ta

n
t

D
e
p
th

Cross Slope Va
ries

ˆ Girder

C
o
n
s
ta

n
t

D
e
p
th

 

Horizontal Control

ˆ Brg. Offset

ˆ Girder

w/t ratio of 80 or less.
never be less than � inch thick. In addition, the bottom tension flanges should have a
to determine whether practical stiffness needs are met. Bottom tension flanges should
Check with fabricators when using bottom tension flange plates less than  1  inch thick
For bottom flanges, plate distortion during fabrication and erection can be a problem.

Figure 407-7A

BOX GIRDER HORIZONTAL CONTROL

Grid Spacing

Use Horizontal

Grid Spacing

Use Horizontal

Horizontal  Control

See Note

See Note
See Note See Note

PG

suggestions for plate girder flanges in Section 407-1.02
In addition to AASHTO requirements, top flanges for box girders should follow the

Note: Maintain constant top of slab to top of web dimension.
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Figure 407-7B

BOX GIRDER STIFFENER OPTION

 

" G
a
p

2
1

3

 
with box girder flanges than with plate girder.

Weld-induced flange distortion is even more of a problem

connect bearing stiffeners to bottom flanges.

Do not specify complete penetration groove welds to
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for top lateral bracing forces, see note.
Bolt to top flange to provide load path

One bearing per girder

No shear studs on splice plate

Access hole

Figure 407-7C

MOMENT - CONNECTED PIER DIAPHRAGM

External DiaphragmPen Welds
No Full

Stiffeners
Bearing

Check bottom splice plate for interference with bearing components

            skewed and / or diaphragms are plumb with girders on a vertical guide. 
Note :  May not be possible to bolt splice plate to girder flange if piers are 

Longitudinal Stiffener

AT END BENT AT INTERIOR BENT
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CHAPTER 408 
 

FOUNDATIONS 
 
A consideration for the satisfactory performance of a structure is the proper selection and design 
of its foundations that will provide adequate bearing resistance, tolerable lateral and vertical 
movements, and aesthetic compatibility.  This Chapter discusses criteria for the design of 
structural foundations relative to spread footings, driven piles, and drilled shafts. 
 
 
408-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The design of a bridge foundation is best accomplished by an interdisciplinary team of structural, 
hydraulic, and geotechnical engineers.  Foundations shall be designed for the specified limit 
states described in LRFD. 
 
The following summarizes the concepts described in LRFD. 
 
 
408-1.01  Introduction 
 
Loads generated as a result of earth pressures can be determined with assistance from LRFD 
Section 11.  Then the nominal and factored resistance of the substructure is computed in 
accordance with LRFD Section 10, the INDOT Geotechnical Manual (IGM), and the INDOT 
Load and Resistance Factor Design Policy for Structural Foundations. 
 
 
408-1.02  Informational Needs 
 
The expected geotechnical-exploration project requirements shall be developed in accordance 
with LRFD and IGM. 
 
 
408-1.03  Selection of Foundation Type 
 
A spread footing is typically the most cost effective, with the right set of conditions.  It functions 
best in hard or dense soils that have adequate bearing resistance and exhibits tolerable 
settlements under load.  A spread footing is most appropriate where shallow bedrock is 
encountered. 
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A spread footing shall be avoided where loss of lateral support and lack of overall stability is a 
possibility.  A spread footing shall be avoided on soft soil or weak rock to support design loads 
that can create excessive settlements or loss of stability. 
 
If a spread footing is unsuitable or uneconomical for foundation support, driven piles shall be 
considered. 
 
Drilled shafts may be considered where a deep foundation is required but piles are unsatisfactory 
due to obstructions, noise, vibrations, voids, or steeply dipping rock.  Drilled shafts can be an 
economical alternative to driven piles where the use of cofferdams is anticipated. 
 
Chapter 402 discusses those types of foundations and the criteria which influence the selection of 
a foundation type.  Other factors to be evaluated in choosing the type of foundation are discussed 
in Chapter 402. 
 
 
408-1.04  Load Factors and Load Combinations 
 
The LRFD loads, load combinations and load factors for use in foundation design shall be in 
accordance with LRFD Sections 3 and 4. 
 
 
408-1.05  Limit States and Resistance Factors 
 
The limit state shall be that specified in LRFD 1.3.2.  The foundation-specific requirements are 
provided in LRFD 10.5 and herein.  For the Service and Extreme Limit states, the resistance 
factor shall be taken as 1.0.  A foundation shall be proportioned so that the factored resistance is 
not less than the effect of the factored loads specified in LRFD Section 3. 
 
 
408-1.05(01)  Service Limit State 
 
Foundation design shall be in accordance with LRFD 10.5.2. 
 
The resistance factor shall be taken as 1.0, except as provided for overall stability in LRFD 
11.6.2.3. 
 
A resistance factor of 1.0 shall be used to assess the ability of the foundation to satisfy the 
specified deflection criteria after scour due to the design-flood event , Q100. 
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408-1.05(02)  Strength Limit State 
 
The design of a foundation element shall include consideration of the nominal geotechnical and 
structural resistances.  Deformations required to mobilize the nominal resistance need not be 
considered. 
 
The resistance factors for each type of foundation system shall be taken as specified in LRFD 
10.5.5.2.2, 10.5.5.2.3, 10.5.2., or 10.5.5.2.5, and the Indiana-specific values shown in Figure 
408-1A. 
 

The design of a foundation shall consider structural resistance, which includes axial, lateral, and 
flexural consideration in addition to loss of lateral and vertical support due to scour at the design-
flood event, Q100. 
 
Foundation design shall be in accordance with LRFD 10.5.3. 
 
 
408-1.05(03)  Extreme Limit State 
 
The design of a foundation shall be consistent with the expectation that structure collapse is 
prevented and that life safety is protected.  It shall be checked as specified in LRFD 10.5.4. 
 
 
408-1.06  Foundation Approval 
 
The procedure and guidelines for a foundation review, the Foundation Review Form, and pile-
tip-elevation guidelines are described below. 
 
 
408-1.06(01)  Guidelines for Foundation Review 
 
A foundation review shall be conducted by the designer for each bridge replacement, bridge 
reconstruction, box structure that can be classified as a bridge, or three-sided structure including 
that which cannot be classified as a bridge.  It shall be conducted once actual loads are available, 
but not later than the Stage 3 submittal. 
 
The guidelines for conducting a foundation review are as follows. 
 
1. Minimum pile-tip elevations for scour for the interior substructure shall be determined in 

accordance with the method outlined in Figure 408-3D, the Pile Tip Elevation Guidelines 
flowchart. 
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2. The minimum pile-tip elevation for a pile footing shall be determined using the check 
flood, Q500 scour elevation. 

 
3. Where the bottom of a pile footing is located above the design flood, Q100 scour 

elevation, the piling shall be designed as free-standing for the unsupported pile length 
above the design flood, Q100 scour elevation.  The resistance factors shall be as described 
in Section 408-5.0.   The piling shall also be checked for the same criteria using the check 
flood, Q500 scour elevation, with the resistance factors described in Section 408-5.0. 

 
4. The minimum pile-tip elevation for scour shall not be confused with the estimated pile-

tip elevation theoretically required to obtain the required bearing.  The estimated pile-tip 
elevation appears in the Geotechnical Report.  The lower of these two pile-tip elevations 
shall be used for determining the pay quantity. 

 
5. Proposed top and bottom footing elevations shall be determined in accordance with the 

procedure described in Figure 408-3D. 
 

6. The mudsill of approximately 12-in. thickness for a wall pier that has a single row of 
piles can be considered as an open pile bent with a deep cap.  Hence, the mudsill need not 
be placed below the scour elevation. 

 
7. A pier in a floodplain shall be designed as a river pier.  Its foundation shall be located at 

the appropriate depth if there is a likelihood that the stream channel will shift during the 
life of the structure, or that channel cutoffs are likely to occur.  For a structure or portion 
thereof that qualifies as an overflow structure, contact the Office of Hydraulics. 

 
8. Engineering judgment shall be used in conjunction with Figure 408-3D in recommending 

pile-tip and footing elevations. 
 
 
408-1.06(02)  Foundation-Review Procedure 
 
The designer will receive the Geotechnical Report.  Once actual loads are available and before 
Stage 3 submittal, the designer shall propose the foundation using Figure 408-1B, the Foundation 
Review form. 
 
An editable version of this form appears on the Department website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
 
1. The information to be provided is as follows. 
 
 a. Spread footing. 
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 Type: Spread Footing on Rock, or Spread Footing on Soil 
Size: N/A 

  Factored Design load: The factored bearing resistance, qR, shall be shown 
  Nominal Design Load: The nominal bearing resistance, qn, shall be shown 

Minimum pile tip elevation: n/a 
Use pile tips: n/a 
Bottom of Footing Elevation 
Top of Footing Elevation 

 
b. Footing supported on piles or pile bent. 

Type: Bent or Pier 
  Size: dimensions of H or pipe piles, and the shell thickness of pipe piles 
  Factored Design load: The factored bearing resistance, RR, shall be shown 
  Nominal Design Load: The nominal bearing resistance, Rn, shall be shown 

Minimum pile tip elevation: As recommended in the geotechnical report 
Use of pile tips: As recommended in the geotechnical report 
Bottom of Footing Elevation 
Top of Footing Elevation 

 
2. The designer shall then transmit the calculated foundation loads and the form to the 

geotechnical engineer who developed the Geotechnical Report. 
 
3. If the geotechnical engineer approves, he or she signs, dates, and returns the form to the 

designer.  If the geotechnical engineer disagrees with the recommendations, the marked-
up form is returned to the designer for resubmission. 

 
4. Once the geotechnical engineer approves the form, the designer transmits a request for a 

foundation review, with the Stage 3 submittal, which includes the following: 
 

a. Geotechnical Report’s summary of bridge-related items; 
b. General Plan and Layout sheets; 
c. Foundation Review form; and 
d. Scour Review memorandum. 

 
5. The project reviewer reviews the Foundation Review form and signs and dates it once he 

or she concurs. 
 
6. The project reviewer submits the form to the appropriate Bridge Design supervisor, who 

transmits it to the Division director.  If the Division director concurs with the 
recommendations, he or she signs and dates the form. 
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7. The Bridge Design supervisor transmits the completed Foundation Review form to the 
project manager.  The Office of Geotechnical Services shall receive a copy of the 
approved Foundation Review form. 

 
 
408-2.0  SPREAD FOOTING 
 
Reference: LRFD 5.8, 5.13, 10.5, 10.6 
 
 
408-2.01  General 
 
A spread footing is considered early on in the design process as a possible economical 
foundation option if the foundation conditions are suitable.  The design of a spread footing is 
usually an interactive process between the geotechnical and structural designers. 
 
A spread footing shall not be constructed on soils that can liquefy under earthquake loading. 
 
If a spread footing is recommended, the geotechnical engineer will provide the following design 
recommendations in the geotechnical report: 
 
 
408-2.01(01)  Footing Elevations 
 
The elevations of the proposed footing will be provided along with a description of the 
foundation materials that the footing is to be constructed on. 
 
 
408-2.01(02)  Nominal and Factored Bearing Resistances 
 
The nominal and factored bearing resistances will be provided for each effective footing width 
likely to be used. 
 
 
408-2.01(03)  Bearing Resistance and Settlement 
 
Bearing resistance corresponding to 0.5 in. and 1 in. of settlement at the Service Limit state shall 
also typically be provided unless other settlement limits are established by the designer.  The 
designer shall communicate all footing-settlement limits to the geotechnical engineer. 
 
For soil conditions, the bearings resistance provided assumes that the footing pressures are 
uniform loads acting over effective footing width, B', and length, L', with (B or L)-2e as 
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determined by the Meyerhof method.  For a footing on rock, the resistances provided assume 
triangular or trapezoidal stress distribution and maximum toe bearing conditions. 
 
Minimum footing setback on a slope or embedment depth shall be provided. 
 
 
408-2.01(04)  Sliding Stability and Eccentricity 
 
The soil parameters shall be provided for calculating frictional sliding resistance and active and 
passive earth pressures as follows: 
 
 Soil Unit Weight, γ, for soil above footing base; 
 Soil Friction Angle, φ, for soil above footing base; 
 Active Earth Pressure Coefficient, Ka; 
 Passive Earth Pressure Coefficient, Kp; and 
 Coefficient of Sliding, tan δ. 
 
The eccentricity of loading at the Strength Limit state, evaluated based on factored loads shall 
not exceed the following: 
 
1. 1/4 of the corresponding dimension B for a footing on soil; or 
 
2. 3/8 of the corresponding dimensions B or L for a footing on rock. 
 
 
408-2.01(05)  Overall Stability 
 
The designer shall evaluate overall stability and provide the maximum footing load which can be 
applied to the design slope.  A resistance factor of 0.65 shall be used if a structure is supported 
over the slope.  This shall be as described in LRFD 11.6.2.3. 
 
 
408-2.02  Minimum Dimensions and Materials 
 
408-2.02(01)  Spread Footing 
 
The minimum thickness is 1.5 ft. 
 
 
408-2.02(02)  Class of Concrete 
 
The concrete shall be class B. 
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408-2.02(03)  Concrete Strength 
 
The specified 28-day compressive strength, f’c, is 3000 psi. 
 
408-2.02(04)  Reinforcing Steel 
 
The specified minimum yield strength, fy, is 60 ksi. 
 
 
408-2.03  Footing Thickness and Shear Design 
 
The footing thickness may be governed by the development length of the footing dowels from 
the footing to the wall or column, or by concrete-shear requirements.  Shear reinforcement shall 
be avoided.  If concrete shear governs the thickness, it is usually more economical to use a 
thicker footing unreinforced for shear instead of a thinner footing with shear reinforcement.  
Requirements for determining the shear resistance are provided in LRFD 5.8.3 and 5.13.3.6. 
 
 
408-2.04  Depth and Cover 
 
The vertical footing location shall satisfy the following criteria. 
 
 
408-2.04(01)  Bottom of Footing 
 
The bottom of a footing on soil shall be set below the deepest frost level which is approximately 
4 ft. 
 
Where a footing is founded on rock, the bottom of the footing shall be embedded a minimum of 
2 ft below the top of the rock.  However, if the rock surface slopes more than 1 ft, the minimum 
embedment shall be 1 ft at the low end and 2 ft at the high end of the footing.  Lesser minimum 
embedments may be used if recommended in the Geotechnical Report. 
 
The bottom of a spread footing shall be at least 4 ft below the flowline of the streambed unless 
non-erodible bedrock is present.  The bottom of a spread footing shall also be below the 
estimated depth of the check flood scour, Q500 scour elevation. 
 
 
408-2.04(02)  Top of Footing 
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The top of the footing shall have a minimum permanent earth cover of 1 ft. 
 
Where the footing is founded in a rock streambed, the top of the footing shall not protrude above 
the top of the rock. 
 
The top of the spread footing shall be below the estimated depth of design flood scour, Q100 
scour elevation. 
 
At a stream crossing where stream-bed materials are susceptible to scour, the top of a pile 
footing shall be set below what is defined by as the Q100 contraction scour. 
 
The top of the footing shall be set sufficiently low to avoid conflicts with the pavement section, 
including subbase or underdrains. 
 
 
408-2.05  Soil Pressure 
 
The resultant of triangularly vertical pressures between the footing and the foundation shall be 
within the middle one-half and middle three-fourths of a footing on either soil or rock, 
respectively.  The soil pressures for such distributions may be calculated according to the 
formulas provided in LRFD 10.4 and 10.6. 
 
The soil-pressure formulas can be used for a footing loaded eccentrically about one axis, e.g., 
retaining wall or wingwalls.  LRFD 10.4 and 10.6 provide additional information on the 
treatment of a footing loaded eccentrically. 
 
The factored bearing resistance and the nominal bearing resistance shall be shown on the General 
Plan sheet. 
 
 
408-2.06  Settlement 
 
If varying conditions exist, settlement will be addressed in the Geotechnical Report and the 
following effects shall be considered. 
 
 
408-2.06(01)  Structural 
 
The differential settlement of the substructure causes the development of force effects in a 
continuous superstructure.  These force effects are directly proportional to structural depth and 
inversely proportional to span length, indicating a preference for a shallow, large-span structure.  
They are normally smaller than expected and tend to be reduced in the inelastic phase.  
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Nevertheless, they are considered in the design, especially negative movements which can either 
cause or enlarge existing cracking in the concrete deck slab. 
 
 
408-2.06(02)  Joint Movements 
 
A change in bridge geometry, especially for a deep superstructure, due to settlement causes 
movement in deck joints which shall be considered in their detailing. 
 
 
408-2.06(03)  Profile Distortion 
 
Excessive differential settlement can cause a distortion of the roadway profile that may be 
undesirable for a vehicle traveling at high speed. 
 
 
408-2.06(04)  Appearance 
 
Excessive settlement can create an appearance of decay, neglect, or lack of safety. 
 
 
408-2.07  Reinforcement 
 
Reinforcement shall be as described in Chapter 405.  Bar-development lengths shall be as shown 
in Figure 408-2A. 
 
 
408-2.08  Joints 
 
A footing shall not require expansion joints.  Footing construction joints shall be offset 2 ft from 
expansion joints or construction joints in a wall. 
 
 
408-2.09  Stepped Footing 
 
The difference in elevation of adjacent stepped footings shall not be less than 0.5 ft.  The lower 
footing shall extend 2 ft under the adjacent higher footing, or an approved anchorage system may 
be used. 
 
 
408-2.10  Addition to an Existing Footing 
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At the interface between an existing footing and a new one, existing concrete shall be removed 
as necessary to provide adequate development length for lap splicing of existing reinforcement 
or an approved anchorage system may be used. 
 
Where the substructure of an existing structure is extended, the old footing with respect to the 
new footing shall be shown on the New Footing Details sheet. 
 
 
408-2.11  Cofferdam 
 
The purpose of a cofferdam is to provide a protected area within which an abutment or a pier can 
be built.  A cofferdam is a structure consisting of steel or wooden sheeting driven into the ground 
below the bottom of the footing elevation and braced to resist pressure.  It shall be practically 
watertight and be capable of being dewatered.  The sheeting used shall be wood or steel 
depending upon the depth and the pressure encountered.  For more information, see the INDOT 
Standard Specifications.  A cofferdam is designed and detailed by the contractor. 
 
 
408-2.12  Concrete Foundation, or Tremie, Seal 
 
A bridge with foundations located in water requires sheet-pile cofferdams to provide dry 
conditions for construction of the pier foundations.  Under certain conditions, such as loose 
granular soil, the cofferdam cannot be pumped dry due to high-infiltration flows through the 
bottom of the excavation.  A foundation seal must therefore be placed inside the cofferdam and 
below the proposed bottom of footing to reduce or eliminate the water infiltration. 
 
At the preliminary field check, the designer shall check with the district construction 
representative and the geotechnical engineer to determine if a foundation seal shall be 
investigated for the foundation in question.  The geotechnical engineer shall determine the need 
for a seal and include the recommendation in the Geotechnical Report. 
 
Because the unreinforced seal slab is primarily to provide dry working conditions, its design is 
based upon the uplift force due to the amount of water displaced by the cofferdam.  If a seal is 
specified as part of the design, the assumed water-surface elevation during foundation 
construction shall be shown on the plans.  This elevation is assumed to be approximately 2 ft 
above the normal water-surface elevation. 
 
The seal thickness shall be determined such that the weight of the concrete in the seal plus 
friction, or bond, on the steel foundation piling is equal to 100% of the weight of the water 
displaced.  The minimum thickness of the seal slab shall be 2 ft. 
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The assumed weight of the concrete shall be 140 lb/ft3.  The resistance force due to friction on 
the pile shall be equal to FbDp, if D < d, or Fbdp, if D ≥ d, where Fb is the allowable friction, or 
bond, stress, d is the H-pile-section depth or the pipe-pile diameter, p is the perimeter, and D is 
the depth of the seal slab.  The allowable service-load bond stress between the steel H-pile or 
pipe pile and the seal concrete shall be taken as 36 psi. 
 
Tension shall be checked in the concrete seal due to bending moments induced by the force of 
the water pressing upward on the bottom of the slab minus the weight of the seal concrete.  The 
piles shall be treated as the points of support for the slab.  The concrete slab shall be treated as an 
unreinforced-concrete beam.  The maximum service load tension in the seal concrete shall be 
25% of 7.5(

cf )1/2. 
 
 
408-2.13  Proof Testing of Rock 
 
Excavation for a spread footing on rock shall be proof tested to check the integrity of the rock.  
See the INDOT Standard Specifications for the proof-testing procedure. 
 
 
408-3.0  PILES 
 
Reference:  LRFD 5.13, 6.9, 6.12, 10.7 
 
408-3.01  General 
 
If underlying soils cannot provide adequate bearing capacity, scour resistance, or tolerable 
settlements, piles may be used to transfer loads to deeper suitable strata through friction or end 
bearing.  The selected type of pile is determined by the required bearing capacity, length, soil 
conditions, and economic considerations.  Steel pipe piles and steel H-piles are most commonly 
used.  Other pile types, such as auger-cast piles or timber, may be considered. 
 
If a spread footing is unsuitable or uneconomical for foundation support, driven piles shall be 
considered.  The geotechnical engineer shall be contacted to determine the most-appropriate pile 
type, size and nominal resistance to support the desired pile loads.  The maximum nominal 
geotechnical resistances provided in Figure 408-3A are based on past experience of INDOT, 
dynamic and static load tests, and the factored structural resistance of the pile.  These maximum 
nominal geotechnical resistances shall be used in preliminary design only.  The geotechnical 
engineer shall verify these resistances, based on drivability, for the final design, and shall 
provide the nominal geotechnical resistances required to achieve the factored design soil 
resistance. 
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Typical pile types, sizes, and nominal axial resistances for piles terminating in soil, soft rock, or 
shale, are listed in Figure 408-3A. 
 
The factored design soil resistance may be increased if the field method of resistance/capacity 
determination is by static load test and if approved by the Office of Geotechnical Engineering. 
 
For piles seated on hard rock, such as limestone, etc., the maximum nominal geotechnical 
resistance shall be less than or equal to 0.65AsFy.  The maximum factored geotechnical resistance 
shall be less than or equal to 0.46AsFy. This does not apply to piles seated in soft rock, such as 
shale, weathered rock, etc. 
 
For friction piles, the geotechnical resistance factors for pile analysis shown in Figure 408-1A 
shall be reduced by 20% if the number of piles in a pile group is 4 or less. 
 
 
408-3.02  Types 
 
408-3.02(01)  Steel-Pipe Piles 
 
LRFD 5.13.4.5, and 5.13.4.6 for a seismic zone, provide requirements for steel-pipe piles.  
Additional information appears in LRFD 6.9.5 and 6.12.2.3.  The following will apply to steel-
pipe piles. 
 
1. Usage.  These are best suited as friction piles.  Depending on the subsurface conditions, 

the geotechnical engineer shall anticipate that such piles will achieve their capacity 
through a combination of skin friction and end bearing. 

 
2. Diameter.  This shall normally be 14 in.  However, 16 in. is also used. 
 
3. Class of Concrete.  Pile shells shall be filled with class A concrete. 
 
4. Material Strength.  The specified 28-day compressive strength of concrete, cf , is 3500 

psi.  Pile shells shall have a minimum yield strength of 45 ksi for Grade 3. 
 
5. Nominal Axial Capacity and Wall Thickness.  The maximum nominal axial geotechnical 

capacity is provided in Figure 408-3A.  The minimum wall thickness for a 14-in. pile 
shall be 0.25 in.  For a 16-in. pile it shall be 0.312 in. 

 
The designer is expected to perform a preliminary feasibility analysis where a higher 
bearing capacity is desired, and to notify the Office of Geotechnical Services of the 
desired bearing capacity prior to the beginning of the soils investigation, which is usually 
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at the preliminary field check stage.  This shall also be documented in the field check 
minutes. 

 
If requested by the designer, the Office of Geotechnical Services may allow nominal 
geotechnical capacities greater than those shown in Figure 408-3A based on drivability 
and static-load-test requirement. 

 
The designer shall use a single steel-shell wall thickness where the piling for the different 
substructure elements is in different nominal bearing-capacity ranges.  The recommended 
wall thicknesses to be used shall be based on assurance of availability. 

 
6. Protection for Exposed Piles.  Only fusion-bonded, or powdered epoxy resin, epoxy 

coating shall be used.  The epoxy coating shall be extended to 2 ft below the flow-line 
elevation.  The epoxy coating is vulnerable to handling and driving.  Because of the 
vulnerability of the epoxy coating near the flowline, reinforcing steel shall be included in 
the top part of the pile.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
7. Construction.  The designer shall consider the drivability of pipe piles. 
 
 
408-3.02(02)  Steel H-Piles 
 
The following will apply to steel H-piles. 
 
1. Usage.  These are used either where the pile obtains most of its bearing capacity from end 

bearing on rock or as recommended in the Geotechnical Report.  These are also used 
where there are hard layers that must be penetrated in order to reach an adequate point-
bearing stratum. 

 
A steel H-pile can act efficiently as friction piling due to its large surface area.  However, 
steel H piling shall not be used where the soil consists of only moderately dense material.  
In such conditions, it can be difficult to develop the friction capacity of the H-piles.  
Excessive pile length can result. 

 
2. Size.  Pile size designations may be HP10, HP12, or HP14.  HP12 is used most often. 
 
3. Protection for Exposed Piles.  Only reinforced-concrete encasement shall be used.  The 

concrete encasement shall be extended a minimum of 2 ft below the flow-line elevation 
or as specified in the Geotechnical Report. 

 
4. Steel Strength.  The yield strength, Fy, shall be a minimum of 50 ksi. 
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5. Nominal Resistance and Bearing Capacity.  The maximum nominal structural resistance 
or bearing capacity for steel H-piles shall be as described in LRFD Section 6, and based 
on the structural resistance factors allowed as described in LRFD 6.5.5.  However, this 
shall be less than or equal to the maximum nominal geotechnical resistance as shown in 
Figure 408-3A or in the geotechnical report. 

 
 
408-3.03  Pile Length 
 
408-3.03(01)  Minimum Length 
 
The minimum pile length for an integral end bent shall be that shown in Figure 408-3B.  If the 
minimum length shown in the figure cannot be attained, the designer shall provide calculations 
to support the use of a shorter length.  A minimum core depth of 3 ft into scour-resistant rock 
shall be used.  Pedestals shall not be used. 
 
 
408-3.03(02)  Tip Elevation for Friction Piles 
 
The minimum pile-tip elevation shall be shown on the General Plan sheet’s elevation view, 
based on the scour requirements or the minimum pile-tip elevation requirements specified in 
Figure 408-3D. 
 
 
408-3.03(03)  Tip Elevation for Point-Bearing Piles 
 
The approximate rock elevation shall be shown at each support location on the General Plan’s 
elevation view. 
 
 
408-3.03(04)  Pile-Tip Elevation for Billed Length 
 
The minimum pile-tip elevation shown on the General Plan for a stream crossing is established 
to provide adequate penetration to protect against scour.  It does not necessarily indicate the 
penetration needed to obtain the required bearing, which is shown only in the Geotechnical 
Report.  Therefore, the billed length of piling shall be computed based on the lower of the 
minimum tip elevations shown on the General Plan or the estimated bearing elevation shown in 
the Geotechnical Report.  For a spill-through end bent, the billed length of piling will be based 
upon the estimated bearing elevation shown in the Geotechnical Report. 
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408-3.03(05)  Pile-Tip-Elevation Guidelines 
 
Figure 408-3D lists pile-tip-elevation guidelines for setting piles for an interior substructure in a 
body of water.  Minimum pile-tip elevations are not shown for the end bents unless 
recommended in the Geotechnical Report, e.g., due to voids in the bedrock or soft-soil strata 
located below where the pile capacity is reached. 
 
 
408-3.04  Design Requirements 
 
408-3.04(01)  Battered Piles 
 
Piles may be battered to a maximum of 4 vertical to 1 horizontal.  For the outside row of piles in 
a footing, a batter shall be provided on alternating piles.  Where closely-spaced battered piles are 
used, the pile layout shall be checked to ensure that battered piles do not intersect.  Battered piles 
in a bent cap or a footing shall be centered on the bottom of the cap or footing.  Therefore, the 
tops of such piles will be off-center. 
 
Battered piles shall not be used where extensive downdrag load is expected because such a load 
causes flexure in addition to axial-force effects.  Approximately one-half of the piles in a non-
integral end bent cap shall be battered. 
 
 
408-3.04(02)  Spacing and Side Clearance 
 
For H-piles, the enter-to-center spacing shall not be less than the greater of 3 ft or 3 times the pile 
width.  For pipe piles, it shall be not less than the greater of 3.5 ft or 3 times the pile diameter or 
width.  For H-piles used as friction piles in cohesive soil, the center-to-center spacing shall not 
be less than the greater of 2.5 ft or 3 pile widths.  This requirement does not apply to piles driven 
into shale.  A larger pile spacing 6 ft or 6 times the pile width is required.  The distance from the 
side of a pile to the nearest edge of a footing shall be greater than 0.75 ft. 
 
The maximum pile spacing shall not exceed 10 ft.  However, if the cap or footing is properly 
designed for a larger spacing, this restriction need not apply.  At a pile end bent, at least one pile 
shall be placed beneath each beam.  The need for this requirement lessens with the increase in 
depth of the pile cap. 
 
 
408-3.04(03)  Embedment 
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LRFD 10.7.1.5 specifies that pile tops shall project not less than 1.5 ft into the footing after all 
damaged pile material has been removed.  Embedment of piles into the stem of a wall pier with a 
single row of piles shall be a minimum of 5 ft. 
 
 
408-3.04(04)  Downdrag, DD, Load 
 
Where a pile penetrates a soft layer subject to settlement, the force effects of downdrag or 
negative loading on the foundations shall be evaluated.  These force effects are fully mobilized at 
relative movements of approximately 1/4 in. to 1/2 in.  Downdrag acts as an additional 
permanent axial load on the pile.  If the force is of sufficient magnitude, structural failure of the 
pile or a bearing failure at the tip is possible.  At a smaller magnitude of downdrag, the pile can 
cause additional settlement.  For piles that derive their resistance mostly from end bearing, the 
structural resistance of each pile must be adequate to resist the factored loads including 
downdrag.  Battered piles shall be avoided where downdrag loading is possible due to the 
potential for bending of the pile.  If the downdrag force is too large to be included as part of the 
pile load, the force shall be reduced or eliminated through the use of predrilled holes, special 
coatings, etc. 
 
 
408-3.04(05)  Uplift Forces 
 
Uplift forces can be caused by lateral loads, buoyancy, or expansive soils.  Piles intended to 
resist uplift forces shall be checked for resistance to pullout and structural resistance to tensile 
loads.  The connection of the pile to the footing shall also be checked.  Piles may be designed for 
uplift if specified in the Geotechnical Report.  Pile-construction methods that require preboring, 
jetting, or spudding will reduce uplift capacity. 
 
 
408-3.04(06)  Laterally-Loaded Piles 
 
The capacity of laterally-loaded piles shall be estimated according to approved methods.  
Investigations are waived if a sufficient number of battered piles are used to resist the lateral 
loads. 
 
 
408-3.04(07)  Reinforcing Steel for Pile Footing 
 
Reinforcing steel shall be placed within a minimum of 4 in. cover from the bottom of the pile 
cap. 
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408-3.04(08)  Pile Tips 
 
To minimize damage to the end of the pile, cast-in-one-piece steel H-pile tips shall be used and 
shown on the General Plan sheet if recommended in the Geotechnical Report or if recommended 
during the Foundation Review. 
 
 
408-3.04(09)  Pile-Loads Table 
 
The nominal resistance, Rn, and the nominal driving resistance, Rndr, shall be shown in a table on 
the Soil Borings sheet.  See Figure 408-3C.  This information will help ensure that pile-driving 
efforts during the construction process will result in a foundation adequate to support the design 
loads.  The information to be included in the table is as follows. 
 
1. Factored Design Load, QF.  This is the factored load from the design computations. 
 
2. Factored Design Soil Resistance, RR.  This is the factored geotechnical soil resistance. 
 
3. Resistance Factor, φdyn.  This shall be based on the method of field construction selected 

to drive the piles.  It shall be as described in Figure 408-1A unless otherwise instructed 
by the Office of Geotechnical Services. 

 
4. Downdrag Load, DD.  This is the downdrag load per pile. 
 
5. Nominal Soil Resistance, Rn.  This is the long-term nominal pile-bearing resistance. 
 
6. Downdrag Friction, Rsdd.  This is the skin friction that must be overcome during pile 

driving.  It is obtained from the Geotechnical Report. 
 
7. Scour-Zone Friction, RS scour.  This is the skin friction due to scour that must be overcome 

during pile driving.  It is obtained from the Geotechnical Report. 
 
8. Relaxation, Rrelax.  This is the relaxation in shale that must be overcome during pile 

driving.  It is obtained from the Geotechnical Report. 
 
9. Nominal Driving Resistance, Rndr.  This is the nominal pile driving resistance including 

all geotechnical losses, or bearing. 
 
10. Testing Method.  This is the recommended method reported in the Geotechnical Report 

and as described in the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
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The nominal driving resistance, Rndr, shall be shown on the General Plan’s elevation view using a 
notation similar to the following:  Piling driven to ______ kip nominal driving resistance, Rndr.  
The notation shall match the nominal driving resistance shown in the Soil Borings sheet table.  It 
will not be necessary to show the nominal driving resistance on the other detail sheets. 
  
H-piles are not to be driven to refusal.  They are instead to be driven to the required ultimate 
bearing in bedrock.  If the Geotechnical Report shows the elevation of the top of the bedrock, it 
shall be shown on the General Plan’s elevation view. 
 
The information regarding piles shall be shown on the plans in the example format shown in 
Figure 408-3C. 
 
 
408-3.04(10)  Pile-Load Test 
 
The method of pile testing will be specified in the Geotechnical Report.  The designer shall 
contact the Office of Geotechnical Services in specifying the level of pile testing.  The locations 
of the pile-load test shall be shown in the plans. 
 
 
408-3.04(11)  Pile Footing 
 
The minimum thickness under a pier, frame bent, abutment, or retaining wall is 2.5 ft. 
 
 
408-3.05  Pile Design for End Bent 
 
Chapter 409 discusses the design of piles for an end bent. 
 
 
408-4.0  DRILLED SHAFTS 
 
Drilled shafts shall be designed as described in LRFD 5.7.4, 10.8 
 
 
408-4.01  Usage 
 
Drilled shafts may be considered where a deep foundation is required but piles are unsatisfactory 
due to obstructions, noise, vibrations, voids, or steeply-dipping rock.  They can be an economical 
alternative to driven piles where the use of cofferdams is anticipated.  They shall also be 
considered to resist large lateral or uplift loads where deformation tolerances are relatively small.  
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Drilled shafts derive load resistance either as end-bearing shafts transferring load by tip 
resistance or as floating, or friction, shafts transferring load due to side resistance. 
 
 
408-4.02  Socketed Shaft 
 
A schematic drawing of a rock-socketed shaft is shown in Figure 408-4A.  Where casing through 
the overburden soils is required, the socket diameter shall be at least 6 in. less than the inside 
diameter of the casing.  Reinforcement is required within the rock sockets.  For a shaft not 
requiring casing, the socket diameter may be equal to the shaft diameter. 
 
 
408-4.03  Belled Shaft 
 
Figure 408-4A also shows a belled section.  In stiff, cohesive soil, an enlarged base, bell, or 
underarm may be used to increase the tip-bearing area to reduce unit end-bearing pressure or 
resistance to uplift.  Where practical, extension of the shaft to a greater depth shall be considered 
to avoid the difficulty and expense of the belled shaft. 
 
 
408-4.04  Column Design 
 
Because soft soils provide sufficient support to prevent lateral buckling of the shaft, it may be 
designed according to the criteria for short columns described in LRFD 5.7.4.4.  If the drilled 
shaft is extended above ground to form a pier or part of a pier, it shall be analyzed and designed 
as a column.  The diameter of the column supported by a shaft shall be smaller than the diameter 
of the shaft.  The effects of scour around the shaft shall be considered in the analysis.  LRFD 
10.7.3.13.4 provides criteria for determining the depth to fixity below the ground line for a shaft 
that extends for a portion of its length through water or air. 
 
 
408-4.05  Reinforcement 
 
Reinforcement shall satisfy the requirements of LRFD 10.8.3.9, 5.7.4, 5.10.11, and 5.13.4.6. 
 
 
408-4.06  Acceptance Testing 
 
The designer shall work with the geotechnical engineer in developing a special provision for 
acceptance of the drilled draft. 
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408-5.0  SCOUR AND FOUNDATION CONSIDERATION 
 
An assessment shall be made of the bridge’s vulnerability to undermining due to potential scour.  
Section 32-3.02 discusses the hydraulic design of a bridge, including the hydraulic scour 
calculations that will significantly impact the design of its foundations.  It discusses scour types, 
e.g., contraction, local, scour-resistant materials, analytical methods for scour evaluation, and 
countermeasures for alleviating potential scour.  These calculations shall be approved by the 
Office of Hydraulics. 
 
Bridge-foundation scour shall be designed for considering the 100-year event and the 500-year 
event that generate the maximum scour depth. 
 
For scour conditions, the following resistance factors, φ, shall be used unless otherwise justified. 
 
1. Design flood, 100-yr scour or overtopping flood: φ = 0.70/0.55. 
 
2. Check flood, 500-yr scour or overtopping flood: φ = 1.0. 
 
3. Extreme Event Limit I, earthquake loading: φ = 1.0. 
 
 
408-6.0  STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Reference:  LRFD 2.6.4.4.2, 3.7.5, 10.6, 10.7.3.13, 10.8.3.9.2 
 
Scour is not a limit state in the context of LRFD.  It is a change in foundation condition.  All of 
the applicable LRFD limit states shall be satisfied for both the as-built and scoured bridge-
foundation conditions. 
 
The consequences of the change in foundation conditions resulting from the design flood for 
scour shall be considered at all applicable strength- and service-limit states.  The design flood for 
scour is the more severe of the 100-year flood or an overtopping flood of lesser recurrence.  The 
consequences of the change in foundation conditions resulting from the check flood for scour 
shall be considered at the Extreme Event limits.  The check flood for scour shall not exceed the 
500-year flood or an overtopping flood of lesser recurrence. 
 
A spread footing shall be used only where the stream bed is extremely stable below the footing, 
and where the spread footing is founded at a depth below the maximum scour computed in 
Section 32-3.02(06).  A footing may be founded above the scour elevation where it is keyed into 
non-erodible rock. 
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The pile cap for a deep foundation, driven-open-pile bent, or drilled shaft, shall be located such 
that the top of the cap is below the estimated contraction-scour depth.  A lower elevation shall be 
considered where erosion or corrosion can damage the piles or shafts.  Where the cap cannot be 
located below the maximum scour depth, soil loss surrounding the deep foundation results in 
piles or shafts with unbraced lengths.  The unbraced length is equal to the length of the pile or 
shaft exposed by the scour, plus an estimated depth to fixity.  The depth to fixity shall be 
determined as specified in LRFD 10.7.3.13 for driven piles, or LRFD 10.8.3.9.4 for drilled 
shafts.  The piles or shafts exposed due to scour shall be designed structurally as unbraced-length 
columns in accordance with LRFD Section 5 for a concrete foundation, or LRFD Section 6 for a 
steel foundation.  Unscoured piles or shafts can be considered in structural design as 
continuously-braced columns. 
 
 
408-6.01  Pile Lateral Design 
 
The Strength Limit state for lateral resistance is only structural, though the determination of pile 
fixity is the result of soil-structure interaction. 
 
 
408-6.02  Battered Piles 
 
Battered piles may be used to resist static lateral loads.  However, battered piles shall not be used 
to resist dynamic lateral loads for a new-bridge foundation.  Battered piles shall be avoided 
where extensive downdrag loads are expected. 
 
 
408-6.03  Pile-Tip Elevations and Quantities 
 
Pile-length quantities provided are based on the estimated tip elevation shown in the 
Geotechnical Report, or the depth required for design, whichever is greater.  If the estimated tip 
elevation shown in the Geotechnical Report is greater than the design tip elevation, overdriving 
the pile will be required.  The geotechnical engineer shall be contacted to evaluate driving 
conditions.  A unique special provision may be required to alert the contractor of the additional 
effort required to drive these piles. 
 
Minimum pile-tip elevations provided in the Geotechnical Report may need to be adjusted lower 
depending on the results of the lateral, axial, and uplift analysis.  This becomes the minimum 
pile-tip-elevation requirement for the contract specifications.  If adjustment in the minimum tip 
elevations is necessary, or if the required pile diameter is different than what was assumed for 
the Geotechnical Report, the Office of Geotechnical Services shall be informed so that pile 
drivability can be re-evaluated. 
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Lateral loading and uplift requirements can influence the number of piles required in the group if 
the capacity available at a reasonable minimum tip elevation is not adequate.  This will depend 
on the soil conditions and the loading requirements. 
 
The total factored pile axial loading shall be less than the geotechnical factored resistance, RR, 
i.e., φRn, for a simple situation with no geotechnical losses. 
 
 
408-6.04  Other Pile-Design Considerations 
 
1. Pile Resistance.  Nominal pile resistances shall be provided according to LRFD design 

procedures.  The resistance factor shall be provided according to the construction quality-
control method recommended in the Geotechnical Report, i.e., dynamic formula, wave 
equation, pile-driving analyzer, etc.  The pile types and sizes selected shall optimize the 
design, and hence take advantage of the available geotechnical and structural resistances. 

 
2. Downdrag Loads.  Pile downdrag loads, due to soil settlement other than that caused by 

dynamic, or seismic, loading, are added to the factored vertical dead loads on the 
foundation in the Strength Limit state. Load Factors for downdrag loads will be those 
recommended by the designer.  Transient loads shall not be included with the downdrag 
loads in either the Strength or Service Limit state calculations.  Downdrag loads resulting 
from liquefaction or earthquake-induced soil settlement shall be considered in the 
Extreme Event limit state pile design.  Downdrag loads resulting from soil liquefaction 
are different than those caused due to static loading.  They shall not be combined in the 
Extreme Limit state analysis. 

 
Where downdrag conditions exist, the pile must overcome the frictional resistance in the 
downdrag zone during installation.  Such resistance shall not be included in the 
calculation of available factored resistance, since, after installation, it reverses over time 
becoming the static downdrag load. 

 
3. Uplift Capacity. The uplift resistance is the same as the pile friction, or side, resistance.  

Resistance factors and factored uplift resistances will be provided in the Geotechnical 
Report.  Friction resistance in a downdrag zone shall be considered available for uplift 
resistance.  The geotechnical engineer shall be consulted regarding the ability of the piles 
to resist uplift forces under static or dynamic loading conditions. 

 
4. Minimum Pile-Tip Elevation. Minimum pile-tip elevations are required to satisfy one or 

more of the design requirements as follows: 
 

a. lateral load; 
b. scour; 
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c. liquefaction; 
d. uplift loads; 
e. settlement or downdrag; or 
f. required soil/rock bearing strata. 

 
The required pile-tip elevations shall be shown on the plans and labeled as Required Pile 
Tip Elevations.  Large lateral loads or other conditions can result in the need for 
additional piling, or larger piles, in order to satisfy lateral deflection criteria or other 
requirements.  This may result in individual axial pile loads being much less than the 
maximum factored resistances available, either geotechnical or structural.  If pile-tip 
elevations are needed to satisfy scour, uplift, or other requirements, the piles may need to 
be driven through dense materials to nominal resistances much higher than needed for 
supporting only the axial loads.  The designer shall contact the geotechnical engineer to 
determine the most economical foundation design under these conditions. 

 
5. Pile-Group Settlement.  Pile-group settlement shall be compared to the maximum 

allowable settlement.  Pile depths or layout shall be adjusted if necessary to reduce the 
estimated settlement to an acceptable level. 

 
6. Pile-Group Effects.  For pile-group lateral-load analysis, use the p-y multiplier methods 

described in LRFD and the FHWA Manual on the Design and Construction of Driven 
Pile Foundations. 

 
7. Pile Spacing.  For H-piles in soil, use a minimum spacing of 3 times the pile width.  For 

piles placed in shale bedrock, use 6 times the pile width. 
 
8. Pile-Tip Treatment.  Where pile-tip reinforcement is required, specify commercial-cast 

steel points or shoes, or conical pile tips. 
 
9. Pile-Foundation-Design Recommendations. The geotechnical engineer will provide final 

geotechnical recommendations in the Geotechnical Report, or earlier in the design 
process as needed.  The following minimum recommendations will be provided. 

 
a. Pile Resistance.  The maximum nominal pile resistance, Rn max, will be provided 

along with estimated pile lengths for one or more pile types. A modified Rn max 

value will be provided as necessary to account for scour or liquefaction 
conditions.  The resistance factor will be provided along with the recommended 
method of construction control, i.e., dynamic formula, wave equation, etc.  
Downdrag loads, if present, will be provided along with an explanation of the 
cause of such loads.  The depth or thickness of the downdrag zone will be 
provided. 
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b. Nominal Pile-Uplift Resistance.  This will be provided either as a function of 
depth or for a given pile length, typically associated with the minimum tip 
elevation.  The pile-uplift resistance will be provided for normal static conditions 
and for a reduced-capacity condition such as scour or liquefaction.  The resistance 
factor will be provided. 

 
c. P-Y Curves.  The geotechnical engineer shall provide the geotechnical design 

parameters to develop p-y curves for lateral load analysis using a p-y analysis 
computer program.  Two sets of data may be required, one for static conditions 
and one for dynamic, or liquefied-soil, conditions.  

 
d. Required Pile-Tip Elevations.  These will be provided along with an explanation 

of their basis. The tip elevations, or minimum pile embedments, shall be checked 
to see if they shall be modified to satisfy other design requirements, such as: 

 
(1) lateral loading requirements,  
(2) settlements,  
(3) liquefaction,  
(4) scour,  
(5) seismic and  
(6) axial uplift condition.   

 
Changes to the recommended required tip elevations shall be reviewed by the 
geotechnical engineer. 

 
e. The following geotechnical-related items will be provided, as necessary. 

 
(1) Wave Equation input, if drivability is performed; 
(2) pile tip treatment; 
(3) pile-restrike time after initial pile drive; or 
(4) recommendations regarding pile setup, relaxation, jetting, preboring, 

precoring, etc.  
 
 
408-7.0  SEISMIC DESIGN 
 
Seismic design of each foundation shall be in accordance with the AASHTO Guide 
Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design, except as otherwise indicated below. 
 
The effects of wall inertia and probable amplification of active earth pressure or mobilization of 
passive earth masses due to an earthquake shall be considered. 
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The effects of geotechnical seismic hazard shall be considered.  A liquefaction-potential 
assessment shall be conducted for soils that have been screened to be potentially liquefiable.  The 
liquefaction potential shall be evaluated according to the procedures described in the IGM. 
 
The effect of liquefaction-induced down drag can have an effect on the substructure.  The 
additional load on the pile or column elements shall be considered in the design. 
  
The designer shall contact the geotechnical engineer regarding minimization of the effect of soil 
liquefaction and adaptation of mitigation measures, such as ground modification, utilization of 
different substructure types, etc., to achieve an economical design. 
  
The settlement of end bents and interior bents shall be considered along with the lateral motions 
accompanying the design event.  The vertical settlement of the substructure can result in 
additional load on substructure elements, increased rotation of bearing elements, uplift of 
continuous structures, or excessive superstructure grade changes. 
 
The geotechnical engineer is responsible for evaluating earthquake-induced soil settlement in 
accordance with the IGM. 
  
The bridge-approach embankment is defined as 150 ft from the beginning or end of the bridge in 
the longitudinal direction.  Slope failure of the embankment due to earthquake loads can lead to 
damage to end-bent components or complete bridge failure.  Global stability of the embankment 
shall be determined utilizing the procedures prescribed in the IGM. 
 
Piles may be used to resist both axial and lateral loads. The minimum depth of embedment, 
together with the axial and lateral pile capacities required to resist seismic loads, shall be 
determined by means of the design criteria established in the site investigation report.  The 
nominal capacity of the piles shall be used in designing for seismic loads. 
 
Where reliable uplift pile capacity from skin friction is present, and the pile/footing connection 
detail and structural capacity of the piles are adequate, uplift at a pile footing is acceptable, 
provided the magnitude of footing rotation will not result in unacceptable performance.  Friction 
piles may be considered to resist intermittent, but not sustained, uplift.  For seismic loads, uplift 
resistance of piles, and shafts, the resistance factor shall be taken as 0.80 or less.  The uplift shall 
not exceed the weight of material, with buoyancy considered, surrounding the embedded portion 
of the pile. 
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Condition / Resistance Determination Method Resistance Factor 

Nominal Resistance of Single Pile 
in Axial Compression, Rn 

Driving criteria established by 
INDOT Dynamic Formula at the 

end of initial drive condition 
(EOID) only. 

φdyn = 0.55 

Nominal Resistance of Single Pile 
in Axial Compression, Rn 

Driving criteria established by 
dynamic test with signal matching 
at the beginning of re-drive (BOR) 
INDOT Dynamic Pile Load Test, 

PDA with CAPWAP 

φdyn = 0.70 

Nominal Resistance of Single Pile 
in Axial Compression, Rn 

Driving criteria established by 
Static Load Test in combination 
with INDOT Dynamic Pile Load 

Test, PDA with CAPWAP 

φdyn = 0.80 

For all other conditions, as described in LRFD 10.5 --- 
 
Notes: 
 
1. The resistance factors shown above are higher than those included in the AASHTO 

LRFD Specifications. 
 
2. The resistance factors were calibrated based on data developed under the ASD 

methodology.  Since no reliability analysis has been performed on the test data used to 
develop these factors, the actual reliability obtained by using the factors is unknown, and 
can be less than what was used to develop the resistance factors included in the AASHTO 
LRFD Specifications. 

 
3. The bases for the calibrated resistance factors are as follows: 

a. INDOT Final Report of the Pile Driving Analysis Demonstration Projects, 
November 1995; 

b. INDOT’s long-term successful use of the resistance factors since being adopted as 
standard practice in 1996; 

c. exclusive use of the Gates driving formula; and 
d, INDOT Standard Specifications Section 701.05(a), which requires a re-strike at 

each bent or pier. 
 
 

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR DRIVEN PILES 
 

Figure 408-1A 
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FOUNDATION REVIEW, LRFD 
 

     , 20      
 
TO:       
 Manager, Office of Geotechnical Services 
 
FROM:       
       
 
Route:       
Structure No.:       
Des. No.:       
Construction Project No.:       
Over:       
 
It is recommended that the following foundations be used for the structure identified above. 
 
Support No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
Type                         
Size, incl. Shell Thickness                         
Factored Design Load, QF (kip)                         
Nominal Design Load, QN (kip)                         
Min. Pile Tip Elev. for Scour                         

Pile Tips 
Yes  
 No  

Yes  
 No  

Yes  
 No  

Yes  
 No  

Bottom of Footing Elevation                         
Top of Footing Elevation                         
 
The structure is on piles, so the Summary of Pile Loading for Geotechnical Testing is completed 
as shown below.  Yes   No   n/a  
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SUMMARY OF PILE LOADING FOR GEOTECHNICAL TESTING 
 

Support No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
Pile Size, Type, and Grade                         
Factored Design Load, QF (kip)                         
Factored Design Soil Resistance, RR (kip)                         
Resistance Factor φdyn                         
Downdrag Load, DD (kip)                         
Nominal Soil Resistance, Rn (kip) *                         
Downdrag friction, Rs dd (kip)                         
Scour Zone Friction, Rs scour (kip)                         
Relaxation of Tip in Shale, Rrelax (kip)                         
Nominal Driving Resistance, Rndr (kip)                         
Testing Method Standard Specifications Section 701.05(     ) 

 
The MSE-wall or modular-block-wall factored applied pressure shown on the wall envelope is 
less than the factored bearing resistance.  Yes   No   n/a  
 
Notes: 

* In Calculation of DD, γp = 1.4 
 

QF ≤ QF max 
QF ≤ RR 

 

To calculate Rn: 
dyn

PR
n

DDRR  

 
To calculate Rndr: Rndr = Rn + (Geotechnical Losses) (Rs scour or Rs dd or Rs liq) 
 
Other:       
 
 
Approved by: ____________________________ Date:       
   (Signed) Geotechnical Engineer 
 
Reviewed by: ____________________________ Date:       
   (Signed) Reviewer,  INDOT   Consultant,       
 
Reviewed by: ____________________________ Date:       
   (Signed) Director, Bridge 
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 TIMES STANDARD TENSION DEVELOPMENT LENGTH (MIN.)2
1

B = 1 

A = STANDARD TENSION DEVELOPMENT LENGTH (MIN.)

OR STANDARD ABUTMENT

TYPICAL FOR WING

RETAINING WALL

BACK OF

A

B

Figure 408-2A

BAR DEVELOPMENT LENGTH
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Notes: 
 
1. The resistance factor, Φdyn, should be used for calculating a pile’s geotechnical capacities by 

means of the field methods.  For PDA, Φdyn = 0.70.  For Gates’ formula, Φdyn = 0.55. 
 
2. The maximum nominal capacity and the maximum factored capacity should be dependent on 

drivability and shell thickness.  For a pipe pile of outside diameter 14 in., the minimum shell 
thickness should be 0.25 in.  For a pipe pile of outside diameter 16 in., the minimum shell 
thickness should be 0.312 in. 

 
3. Rn max should be taken from the above table.  From this value, the maximum factored design soil 

resistance, RR max, should be back-calculated with applicable geotechnical losses. 
 
4. The maximum nominal driving resistance, Rndr max, should be calculated from Rn max with the 

applicable geotechnical losses included. 
 
5. Factored design load, QF, should be less than the factored design soil resistance, RR. 
 RR should be less than or equal to RR max. 
 Nominal soil resistance, Rn, should be less than or equal to Rn max. 
 Nominal driving resistance, Rndr, should be less than or equal to Rndr max. 
 
 

MAXIMUM NOMINAL SOIL RESISTANCE 
 

Figure 408-3A 

Pile Type Section Area, 
in.2 

Maximum Nominal 
Soil Resistance, 

Rn max, kip 
HP 10x42 12.4 341 
HP 10x57 16.8 462 
HP 12x53 15.5 426 
HP 12x63 18.4 506 
HP 12x74 21.8 600 
HP 12x84 24.6 677 
HP 14x73 21.4 589 
HP 14x89 26.1 718 
HP 14x102 30.0 825 
HP 14x117 34.4 946 

Pipe pile, 14 in. n/a 420 
Pipe pile, 16 in. n/a 480 
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Pile Size 
Minimum Length, ft 
Clay Sand 

HP 10 30 25 
HP 12 35 25 
HP 14 40 30 

CFT 14 50 35 
 
 

MINIMUM PILE LENGTH FOR INTEGRAL ABUTMENTS 
 

Figure 408-3B 
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Support No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
Pile Size, Type, and Grade HP 12 x 53 HP 12 x 53 HP 12 x 53 HP 12 x 53 
Factored Design Load, QF (kip) 120 160 200 120 
Factored Design Soil Resistance, RR (kip) 120 160 200 120 
Resistance Factor φdyn 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 
Downdrag Load, DD (kip) 12 0 0 0 
Nominal Soil Resistance, Rn (kip) * 240 290 363 218 
Downdrag friction, Rs dd (kip) 12 0 0 0 
Scour Zone Friction, Rs scour (kip) 0 7 7 0 
Relaxation in Shale (kip) 50 50 50 50 
Nominal Driving Resistance, Rndr (kip) 311 348 421 268 
Testing Method Standard Specifications Section 701.05(a) 

 
 
 

SAMPLE SUMMARY OF PILE LOADING 
 

Figure 408-3C 
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FIGURE 3FIGURE 2FIGURE 1

BELOW FLOWLINE.

 

BELOW SCOUR RESISTANT ROCK.

THE TOP OF THE FOOTING MUST BE BELOW

THE FLOWLINE.

 

NOTE 3:  TOP OF THE FOOTING TO BE BELOW 

FLOWLINE.  IF BOTTOM OF THE FOOTING IS ABOVE

TOTAL SCOUR DEPTH, PILES MUST BE

DESIGNED AS COLUMNS.

INTERIOR SUBSTRUCTURE

FRICTION

SHALLOW INTERMEDIATE  DEEP

FRICTION FRICTION

X

Y

FLOWLINE

ROCK Z

FOOTING

FLOWLINE

ROCK

FOOTING

FLOWLINE

ROCK

Y

LEGEND:

PILE BENTS PIERS WITH FOOTINGS

DRIVE TO ULTIMATE BEARING IN ROCK

POINT BEARING POINT BEARING

Q      CONTRACTION SCOUR ELEVATION.  BOTTOM

(FIGURE 3)

DEPTH

TOTAL SCOUR

FOOTING ABOVE

(FIGURE 2)

DEPTH

TOTAL SCOUR

FOOTING BELOW

SCOUR DEPTH

TOTAL

SCOUR DEPTH

TOTAL

DEPTH

SCOUR

TOTAL

(NOTE 2)

ON ROCK

(NOTE 3)

ON PILES

(FIGURE 1)

POINT BEARING

500

100

X < 5’  5’>X 

Y < 10’

 5’>X 

Y > 10’

B
A

C

D

B

A

B C

D

Z < 10’  10’>Z 

C

A

Y < 10’

B

 10’>Y 

C

B MINIMUM 3’-0" CORE INTO SCOUR RESISTANT ROCK

BELOW BOTTOM OF THE FOOTING

MINIMUM PILE TIP ELEVATION TO BE 10’-0"

NOTE 1:  BOTTOM OF THE PILE TO BE 5’-0"

NOTE 2:  BOTTOM OF THE FOOTING TO BE 2’-0"

OF THE FOOTING SHALL BE 6’-0" BELOW 

BELOW Q      TOTAL SCOUR DEPTH

MINIMUM PILE TIP ELEVATION TO BE 10’-0"

Figure 408-3D

(For Body of Water)

PILE TIP ELEVATION GUIDELINES

(NOTE 1)

 

     MORE THAN 2’-0" BELOW EXISTING CHANNEL BOTTOM.

4.  THE BOTTOM OF DEBIS WALLS SHALL BE 6’-0" BELOW ORDINARY HIGH WATER BUT NOT

     FLOWLINE ELEVATION.

     BELOW THE CONTRACTION SCOUR ELEVATION BUT NOT MORE THAN 6’-0" BELOW THE

3.  THE BOTTOM OF MUD SILL FOR A WALL PIER ON A SINGLE ROW OF PILES SHALL BE

2.  SPREAD FOOTING SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED WHEREVER FEASIBLE.

     SIDE FRICTION OBTAINED ABOVE TOTAL SCOUR ELEVATION SHALL BE NEGLECTED.

1.  CORED HOLE IN ROCK SHALL BE BACKFILLED WITH CONCRETE. FOR FRICTION PILE, 

GENERAL NOTES:
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CHAPTER 409 

 

ABUTMENTS, BENTS, PIERS, 

AND BEARINGS 
 
 
References shown following section titles are to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications. 
 
LRFD Section 11 discusses the design requirements for bents, piers, and abutments.  Section 14 
discusses the design requirements for bearings.  This Chapter describes supplementary 
information on the design of these structural components.  See Chapter 402 for more information 
on substructure types and their selection. 
 
 
409-1.0  LIMIT STATES, RESISTANCE FACTORS, AND LOADS 

 
409-1.01  Limit States 

 
The design of abutments, bents, piers, and bearings shall be in accordance with LRFD. 
 
 
409-1.01(01)  Service-Limit State 

 
Abutment, bents, and piers shall be investigated for excessive vertical and lateral displacement, 
and overall stability, at the service-limit state. 
 
LRFD 10.6.2.2, 10.7.2.2, and 10.8.2.2 apply to the investigation of vertical movements. 
 
 
409-1.01(02)  Strength-Limit State 

 

Abutments, bents, and piers shall be investigated at the strength-limit state using LRFD Equation 
1.3.2.1-1 for bearing resistance failure, lateral sliding or excessive loss of base contact, pullout 
failure of anchors or soil reinforcements, or structural failure. 
 
 
409-1.01(03)  Extreme-Event-Limit State 
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Substructure elements for seismic loading shall be designed in accordance with AASHTO Guide 
Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design.  For all other extreme events, substructure 
elements shall be designed in accordance with AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. 
 
 
409-1.02  Resistance Factors 

 
For abutments, bents, and piers, see LRFD 11.5.6.  The resistance factor for bearings shall be 
taken as 1.0. 
 
 
409-1.03  Load Combinations and Load Factors 

 
See LRFD 3.4.1 and 11.5.5. 
 
 
409-2.0  INTEGRAL END BENT 

 
409-2.01  General 

 
An integral end bent eliminates the expansion joint in the bridge deck, which reduces both the 
initial construction costs and subsequent maintenance costs. 
 
Integral end bents shall be used for a new structure in accordance with the geometric limitations 
provided in Figure 409-2A.  Minimum support-length requirements need not to be investigated 
for an integral-end-bent bridge. 
 
For an existing bridge without integral end bents, the design criteria shown in Figure 409-2A 
shall be used in evaluating the conversion to an integral-end-bent structure.  For additional 
information, see Chapter 412. 
 
 
409-2.02  Materials 

 
Class C concrete and epoxy-coated reinforcing steel are required. 
 
The wingwalls concrete shall be Class C. 
 
 
409-2.03  Design Criteria 
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Although each end of the superstructure is monolithically attached to an integral end bent, the 
rotation permitted by the piles is sufficiently high, and the attendant end moment is sufficiently 
low, to justify the assumption of a pinned-end condition for design.  The following design 
assumptions shall be considered. 
 
 
409-2.03(01)  Ends 

 
The ends of the superstructure are free to rotate and translate longitudinally. 
 
 
409-2.03(02)  Passive Earth Pressure 

 
The restraining effect of passive earth pressure behind the end bents may be neglected in 
considering superstructure longitudinal force distribution to the interior piers.  Alternatively, the 
effect of passive earth pressure behind the end bents may be considered by distributing the 
longitudinal forces between the interior supports, end bent supports, and the soil behind the end 
bents.  The resultant soil resistance shall also be checked against the available passive earth 
pressure.  The effect of passive earth pressure behind the end bent shall be considered in 
evaluating thermal-force effects and seismic forces. 
 
 
409-2.03(03)  Interior Pile Bent 

 
All longitudinal forces from the superstructure shall be distributed among the interior supports, 
end bents, and soil behind the end bents based on relative stiffness in designing an interior pile 
bent or a thin-wall pier on a single row of piles. 
 
 
409-2.03(04)  Shear and Moment 

 
Force effects in the cap beam may be determined on the basis of a linear distribution of vertical 
pile reactions.  For minimum reinforcement, the cap shall be treated as a structural beam. 
 
 
409-2.04  Design Requirements 

 
409-2.04(01)  General Requirements 

 

The following requirements must be satisfied. 
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1. Backfill.  Each integral end bent for a beam- or girder-type superstructure shall be 
backfilled with aggregate for end-bent backfill.  Each reinforced-concrete-slab bridge end 
bent shall be backfilled with flowable-backfill material.  The INDOT Standard Drawings 
provide backfill details for both concrete-slab and beam- or girder-type structures. 

 
2. Bridge Approach.  A reinforced-concrete bridge approach, anchored to the end bent with 

#5 bars, epoxy coated, and spaced at 1’-0” centers, shall be used at each integral end bent 
regardless of the traffic volume.  The bars shall extend out of the pavement ledge as 
shown in Figures 409-2B and 409-2C.  Two layers of polyethylene sheeting shall be 
placed between the reinforced-concrete bridge approach and the subgrade.  A rigid 
reinforced-concrete bridge approach is necessary to prevent compaction of the backfill 
behind the end bent. 

 
3. Bridge-Approach Joint.  A terminal joint of 2 ft width, as shown on the INDOT Standard 

Drawings, or a pavement relief joint, shall be used at the roadway end of the reinforced-
concrete bridge approach if a portion of the adjacent pavement section is concrete.  A 
joint is not required if the entire adjacent pavement section is asphalt. 

 
4. Wingwalls Configuration.  Wingwalls shall extend parallel to the centerline of roadway.  

This configuration reduces the loads imposed upon the bridge structure due to passive 
earth pressure from the end-bent backfill.  See Figure 409-5A for suggested wingwall 
dimensioning details.  The minimum thickness of a wingwall used with an integral end 
bent shall be 1 ft.  The wingwall length shall not be greater than 10 ft.  A longer wingwall 
will require additional analysis. 

 
5. Wingwall Connection.  Force effects in the connection between the wingwall and cap, 

and in the wingwall itself, shall be investigated, and adequate reinforcing steel shall be 
provided. 

 
6. Interior Diaphragms for Steel Structure.  Where steel beams or girders are used, an 

interior diaphragm shall be placed within 10 ft of the end support to provide beam 
stability prior to and during the deck pour. 

 
 
409-2.04(02)  Pile Connection and Plans Details 

 
An integral end bent may be constructed using either of the methods as follows (See Figures 
409-2B and 409-2C). 
 
1. Method A.  The superstructure beams are placed on and attached directly to the end-bent 

piling.  The entire end bent is then poured at the same time as the superstructure deck.  
This is the preferred method. 
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2. Method B.  The superstructure beams are set in place and anchored to the previously cast-

in-place end-bent cap.  The concrete above the previously cast-in-place cap shall be 
poured at the same time as the superstructure deck. 

 
Optional construction joints may be placed in the end bent cap to facilitate construction.  An 
optional joint below the bottom of the beam may be used regardless of bridge length.  The 
optional construction joint at the pavement-ledge elevation shown in Figures 409-2B and 409-2C 
allows the contractor to pour the reinforced-concrete bridge approach with the bridge deck. 
 
Regardless of the method used, the end bent shall be in accordance with the following. 
 
1. Width.  The width shall not be less than 2.5 ft. 
 
2. Cap Embedment.  The embedment of the piles into the cap shall be 2 ft.  The embedded 

portion shall not be wrapped with polystyrene. 
 
3. Beam Attachment.  The beams shall be physically attached to the piling if using Method 

A, or to the cast-in-place cap if using Method B. 
 
4. Beam Extension.  The beams shall extend at least 1.75 ft into the bent, as measured along 

the centerline of the beam. 
 
5. Concrete Cover.  Concrete cover beyond the farthest-most edge of the beam at the rear 

face of the bent shall be at least 4 in.  This minimum cover shall also apply to the 
pavement-ledge area.  The top flanges of structural-steel or prestressed-concrete I-beams 
may be coped to satisfy this requirement.  Where the 4-in. minimum cover cannot be 
maintained within a 2.5-ft cap, the cap shall be widened. 

 
6. Stiffener Plates.  Structural-steel members shall have stiffener plates welded to both sides 

of their webs and to the flanges over the supports to anchor the beams into the concrete. 
 
7. Reinforcement Through the Webs of Beams.  A minimum of three holes shall be 

provided through the webs of steel members near the front face of the bent for #6 bars to 
be inserted through.  Two holes shall be provided through prestressed-concrete I-beam 
webs near the front face of the bent, to allow #6 bars to be inserted to further anchor the 
beam to the cap.  Box beams shall have two threaded inserts placed in each side face for 
anchorage of #7 threaded bars. 

 
8. End-Bent Reinforcement.  The minimum size of stirrups shall be #6 spaced at a 

maximum of 1’-0”.  Longitudinal cap reinforcement shall be at least #7 at 1’-0” 
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maximum spacing along both faces of the bent.  All reinforcing steel shall be epoxy 
coated. 

 
9. Corner Bars.  Corner bars shall extend from the rear face of the cap into the top of the 

deck at not more than 1’-0” spacing as shown in Figures 409-2B and 409-2C.  The 
figures show suggested details for an integral end bent with a structural-members bridge.  
Other reinforcement and connection details shall be used where they are structurally 
sound and afford an advantage if compared to that shown in the figures. See Figures 409-
2B and 409-2C for drainage-pipes placement behind an end bent.  See LRFD 11.4.1 and 
11.6.6 for additional drainage information. 

 
 
409-3.0  SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT 

 
409-3.01  General 

 
Semi-integral end bents shall be considered if integral end bents are not practical or feasible.  For 
a skew angle of greater than 30 deg or an expansion length of 250 ft or longer, twisting or 
racking of the bridge shall be investigated. 
 
Minimum support-length requirements shall be investigated for semi-integral end bent Method 2. 
 
 
409-3.02  Materials 

 
Semi-integral end bents and wingwalls will require the use of class C concrete and epoxy-coated 
reinforcing steel. 
 
 
409-3.03  Details 

 
Figure 409-3A shows details for Method 1.  Figure 409-3B shows details for Method 2.  Figure 
409-3C shows details for the joint-protection sheeting.  Figure 409-3D shows details pavement-
ledge details for integral and semi-integral end bents.  All applicable information shown in the 
figures shall be shown on the plans. 
 
Wingwalls details are similar to those for an integral end bent except for the connection method.  
The wingwall is connected to the bent below the seat elevation.  See Figure 409-5A for 
suggested wingwall-dimensioning details.  The minimum wingwall thickness of a wingwall shall 
be 1 ft. 
 
See LRFD 11.4.1 and 11.6.6 for additional drainage information. 
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409-4.0  PILES, DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS, AND DETAILS FOR END BENTS 

 
409-4.01  Piles 

 
The following criteria apply to piling for an integral, semi-integral, or non-integral end bent. 
 
 
409-4.01(01)  Pile Spacing 

 
Pile spacing shall not exceed 10 ft.  If the cap is properly analyzed and designed as a continuous 
beam, this restriction need not apply.  If practical, one pile may be placed beneath each girder.  
See Chapter 408 for minimum pile spacing.  For an integral end bent within the limits defined in 
Figure 409-2A, or for a non-integral end bent, the piles are considered to be free-ended and 
capable of resisting only horizontal and vertical forces. 
 
 
409-4.01(02)  Number of Piles 

 
See Chapter 408 for the minimum number of piles. 
 
 
409-4.01(03)  Cap Overhang 

 
The minimum cap overhang shall be 1.5 ft measured from centerline of pile. 
 
 
409-4.01(04)  Pile Overload 

 

If an individual pile is overloaded due to the maximum beam or girder loads, the overload 
amount may be considered equally distributed to the two adjacent piles provided that this 
distribution of overloads does not cause either of the adjacent piles to exceed its allowable 
bearing capacity.  This distribution of overload will be permitted only if the allowable bearing 
value for the pile is based upon the capacity of the soils and not on the structural strength of the 
pile, and if the pile cap has enough beam strength to distribute the overload to the adjacent piles. 
 
 
409-4.01(05)  Live-Load Distribution 
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The wheel loads located out in the span shall be distributed to the substructure in accordance 
with the live-load distribution factors shown in LRFD 4.6.2.2.2.  For wheels located over the 
support, a simple-span transverse distribution shall be used. 
 
 
409-4.02  Design Considerations 

 
409-4.02(01)  Integral End Bent 

 
The following criteria apply specifically to piles and loads. 
 
1. Loads and Forces.  Only vertical loads shall be considered in designing end-bent piling 

for a structure which satisfies the requirements provided in Figure 409-2A.  Force effects 
in the end-bent piles due to temperature, shrinkage, and creep may be neglected. 

 
An alternative analysis shall be used if the criteria in Figure 409-2A are not satisfied.  
The analysis to be made is as follows. 

 
a. The point of zero movement shall be established by considering the elastic 

resistance of all substructure elements, bearing devices, and passive earth 
pressure. 

 
b. The effects of creep, shrinkage, and temperature shall be considered. 

 
c. Movement at a point on the superstructure shall be taken as being proportional to 

its distance to the point of zero movement. 
 

d. Lateral curvature of the superstructure may be neglected if it satisfies LRFD 
4.6.1.2. 

 
e. Vertical force effects in the end-bent piles shall be distributed linearly with load 

eccentricities properly accounted for. 
 

f. Lateral soil resistance shall be considered in establishing force effects and 
buckling resistance of piles. 
Force effects shall be combined in accordance with LRFD 3.4.1. 

 
2. Pile Type.  Only steel H-piles or pipe piles shall be used with an integral end bent.  Steel 

H-pile webs shall be placed perpendicular to the centerline of the structure to minimize 
flexural forces in the piling.  All end bent piling shall be driven vertically.  Only one row 
of piling is permitted. 
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409-4.02(02)  Semi-Integral End Bent 

 
1. Pile Spacing.  The minimum pile spacing shall be as specified in Chapter 408.  For a 

structure with deep girders, two rows of piles with staggered pile spacing shall be 
considered. 

 
2. Batter.  Up to one-half of the piles may be battered to increase the resistance to horizontal 

movement of the structure. 
  
3. Overturning.  If the pile spacing is less than 10 ft and one-half of the piles are battered, 

overturning need not be investigated.  If less than one-half of the piles are battered, or if 
the pile spacing is 10 ft or greater, the stability due to overturning pressures shall be 
investigated. 

 
 
409-4.02(03)  Wingwalls 

 
With respect to a spill-through end bent, the following applies to wingwalls. 
 
1. Usage.  Each structural-steel or prestressed-concrete beam bridge requires wingwalls.  A 

reinforced-concrete slab bridge usually does not require wingwalls. 
 
2. Dimensions.  Wingwalls shall be of sufficient length and depth to prevent the roadway 

embankment from encroaching onto the stream channel or clear opening.  The slope of 
the fill shall not be steeper than 2:1, perpendicular to the skew.  Wingwall lengths can be 
established on this basis.  For more information, see LRFD 11.6.1.4 for more 
information.  See Figure 409-5A for suggested wingwall-dimensioning details.  The 
minimum thickness of a wingwall used with an end bent shall be 1 ft. 

 
3. Pile Support.  If the wingwalls for a non-integral or semi-integral end bent have a total 

length of more than 10 ft, pile support shall be investigated.  Pile-supported wings shall 
not be used with an integral end bent. 

 
4. Design.  A non-pile-supported wingwall shall be designed as a horizontal cantilevered 

wall.  Because the wingwalls are rigidly attached to the remainder of the bent, the bent is 
restrained from deflecting except laterally as a unit.  Due to the lack of the usual 
retaining-structure rotation, the active-soil-pressure condition cannot develop, and the 
design soil pressure must be increased to a value between the active and at-rest condition.  
Therefore, the horizontal earth pressure to be used in design shall be equal to 150% of the 
value determined assuming an active-soil condition.  Live-load surcharge shall be added 
to the soil loads in accordance with LRFD3.11.6.2. 
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409-4.03  Details 

 
409-4.03(01)  Construction Joint 

 
The following applies to a construction joint at a spill-through end bent. 
 
1. Type.  Construction joint type A shall be used for each horizontal construction joint.  See 

the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 
2. Integral.  See Figures 409-2B and 409-2C for construction-joint use at an integral end 

bent. 
 
 
409-4.03(02)  Longitudinal Open Joint 

 
If the bridge deck includes a longitudinal open joint, an expansion joint shall also be placed in 
the end bent.  Also, flashing shall be placed behind the joint in the end bent.  See the INDOT 
Standard Drawings. 
 
 
409-5.0  CANTILEVER ABUTMENT AND WINGWALLS 

 
409-5.01  General 

 
See Chapter 402 and LRFD 11.6 for more information on the selection and design of abutments. 
 
An abutment functions as both an earth-retaining and vertical-load-carrying structure.  A parapet 
abutment is designed to accommodate thermal movements with strip-seal expansion devices 
between the concrete deck and abutment end block.  An integral abutment shall be designed to 
accommodate movements at the roadway end of the approach panel. 
 
A mechanically-stabilized-earth-wall bridge abutment placed adjacent to a roadway need not to 
be checked for vehicle-collision forces as described in LRFD 3.6.5.  However, if the wall must 
be placed inside the clear zone, roadside safety shall be addressed.  Such an abutment placed 
adjacent to a railroad track shall be checked as described in LRFD 3.6.5. 
 
A mechanically-stabilized-earth-wall bridge abutment placed within 50 ft of the centerline of a 
railroad track shall be shielded with a crashwall.  The crashwall size shall be as specified in the 
AREMA Manual for Railway Engineering.  The crashwall shall be designed for a static collision 
load of 400 kip. 
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For soil conditions or bridge geometric dimensions not suitable for a spill-through end bent or 
mechanically-stabilized-earth abutment, an abutment with wingwalls of the cantilever type shall 
be used.  Such a cantilever structural unit shall be founded on a spread footing, drilled shafts, or 
a driven-pile footing with a minimum of two rows of piles.  The front row of piles may be 
battered a maximum of 1:4 to provide additional horizontal resistance. 
 
 
409-5.02  Materials 

 
For a mechanically-stabilized-earth abutment, the required materials are described in the INDOT 
Standard Specifications. 
 
For an abutment or wingwall, class A concrete shall be used for all components above the 
footing.  Class B concrete shall be used in the footing. 
 
If an expansion joint is located directly over the abutment cap, all reinforcement in the abutment 
wall shall be epoxy coated. 
 
 
409-5.03  Design Considerations 

 
409-5.03(01)  Integral Abutment 

 
An integral abutment shall be designed to resist and absorb creep, shrinkage, and thermal 
deformations of the superstructure.  Movement calculations shall consider temperature, creep, 
and long-term prestress shortening in determining potential movements.  See LRFD 11.6.1.3 for 
more information. 
 
 
409-5.03(02)  Expansion Joints 

 
Vertical expansion joints shall be considered for an abutment whose width exceeds 90 ft, as 
indicated in LRFD 11.6.1.6. 
 
 
409-5.03(03)  Abutment-Wingwall Junction 

 
The junction of the abutment wall and wingwall is a critical design element, requiring the 
considerations as follows. 
 
1. If the abutment wall and wingwall are designed using active earth pressure, the two 

elements shall be separated by a filled expansion joint of ½-in. width to permit the 
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expected deformations.  If the abutment is designed using at-rest earth pressure, an 
expansion joint between the wingwall and abutment wall is not required. 

 
2. If the wingwall is tied to the abutment wall with no joint, all horizontal steel 

reinforcement shall be developed into both elements such that full moment resistance can 
be obtained. 

 
 
409-5.03(04)  Stem Batter 

 
Where a batter is used, it shall range from 1:10 through 1:15. 
 
 
409-5.03(05)  Concrete Cover 

 
See LRFD Table 5.12.3-1 for more information. 
 
 
409-5.03(06)  Keyway 

 

A keyway shall be used in each vertical expansion joints.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings 
for details. 
 
 
409-5.03(07)  Backfill 

 
The abutment and wingwalls shall be backfilled with structure backfill.  The neat-line limits shall 
be shown on the Layout sheet. 
 
 
409-5.03(08)  Toe 

 
The fill on the toe of footing shall be ignored in investigating sliding resistance. 
 
 
409-5.03(09)  Soil Weight 

 
Only the weight of the soil which is vertically above the heel of the footing shall be included in 
the overturning-stability analysis and the structural design of the footing. 
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409-5.03(10)  Minimum Footing Thickness 

 
The minimum thickness shall be 1.5 ft. 
 
 
409-5.03(11)  Piles 

 
A footing on piles shall be analyzed to consider the structural contribution of the concrete below 
the tops of the piles.  Bottom-mat reinforcement shall be placed 4 in. above the bottom of the 
footing. 
 
The pile type shall be based on the recommendations provided in the geotechnical report.  Pile 
spacing shall be as described in Chapter 408.  Pile embedment into the footing shall be at least 
1.5 ft. 
 
 
409-5.03(12)  Loads 

 
An abutment stem shall be designed for the imposed gravitational loads, weight of the stem, and 
horizontal loads.  The static earth pressure shall be determined in accordance with LRFD 3.11 
and 11.6.1.2.  Passive earth pressure shall not be assumed to be generated by the prism of earth 
in front of the wall. 
 
 
409-5.03(13)  Details 

 
Figure 409-5A shows typical wingwall details for integral, semi-integral, or non-integral end 
bents.  Figure 409-5E illustrates the preferred methods for determining the geometrics for a 
flared wingwall for a square structure.  Figures 409-5C and 409-5F illustrate this for a structure 
skewed to the right.  Figures 409-5D and 409-5G illustrate this for a structure skewed to the left.  
Figure 409-5B provides an example for determining a flared-wing length and elevations. 
 
Figure 409-5H provides suggested typical abutment details. 
 
 
409-5.03(14)  Drainage 

 
Positive drainage shall be provided behind each abutment or wingwall.  See the INDOT 
Standard Drawings for a weephole detail.  See LRFD 11.6.6 for more information.  Drains shall 
be located in an abutment or wingwall as follows. 
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1. Abutment with Wingwalls of 15 ft or Shorter.  Drains shall be spaced at 12 ft maximum 
in the abutment.  Drains shall be omitted from the wingwalls. 

 
2. Abutment with Wingwalls of Longer Than 15 ft.  Drains shall be spaced at 12 ft 

maximum in the abutment, with a 12-ft maximum distance from the ends of the 
wingwalls. 

 
3. Location of Drain Outlet.  The outlet shall be placed 1 ft above the low-water elevation or 

the proposed ground-line elevation. 
 
 
409-5.03(15)  Construction Joints 

 
A construction joint type A shall be used for all horizontal construction joints in both the 
abutment and wingwalls.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Vertical construction joints shall 
be placed as follows. 
 
1. Abutment.  Preferably at 30 ft center to center, with a maximum of 40 ft. 
 
2. Wingwall of 20 ft or Longer.  At 20 ft center-to-center and one batter face cut. 
 
3. Wingwall Shorter than 20 ft.  In the abutment section so that the combined length of 

wingwall and abutment between joints is approximately 20 ft. 
 
4. Either the Wingwall or the Abutment.  Not less than 1.5 ft from the intersection of batter 

faces at the top of the footing. 
 
Joints shall not be placed under bridge bearing areas. 
 
The horizontal reinforcing steel shall continue through the construction joint.  Vertical bars shall 
be placed at a minimum of 3 in. from the centerline of the joint. 
 
 
409-6.0  INTERIOR SUPPORTS 

 
409-6.01  General 

 
409-6.01(01)  Types of Interior Supports 

 
1. Extended-Pile or Drilled-Shaft Bent.  The economy of a substructure can be enhanced 

under certain conditions by means of extending a deep foundation, such as a single row 
of driven piles or drilled shafts above ground level to the superstructure.  An extended-
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pile bent may be of the integral type or the non-integral type.  See Figure 409-6A for 
details. 

 
2. Stem-Type Pier.  The types of stem piers are as follows. 
 

a. Single-Wall.  This is a relatively thin wall, set on a single row of piles, a spread 
footing, or a pile cap with multiple rows of piles.  The single-wall is most suitable 
if its structural height is less than 20 ft.  See Figure 409-6B for a wall pier on a 
single row of piles. 

 
b. Hammerhead.  For a larger structural height or pier width, a hammerhead pier, 

either with a rectangular or rounded stem, is often more suitable.  See Figure 409-
6C for a hammerhead pier. 

 
3. Frame Bent.  A concrete frame bent may be used to support a variety of superstructures.  

The columns may be either circular or rectangular in cross section.  The columns may be 
directly supported by the footing or by a partial-height wall.  Figures 409-6D and 409-6E 
illustrate a frame bent.  If the columns rest directly on the footing, the footing shall be 
designed as a two-way slab.  Construction joints may be required in the cap if the 
concrete-shrinkage moment introduced into the columns becomes excessive. 

 
 
409-6.01(02)  Usage 

 
The selection of the interior-support type shall be based on the feature passing beneath the 
bridge, as follows. 
 
1. Major Water Crossing.  A hammerhead, wall, or single round column-type pier supported 

by a deep foundation or a spread footing on rock is preferred.  Multiple round columns 
may be used, but they may require a solid wall between columns to avoid the collection 
of debris.  This decision shall be coordinated with the Office of Hydraulics.  A single-
wall pier may be a more suitable alternative. 

 
2. Meandering River.  For a meandering river or stream, or where the high flow is at a 

different skew than the low flow, the most desirable pier type is normally a single, 
circular pier column. 

 
3. Highway- or Railroad-Grade Separation.  A thin-wall or frame bent with multiple 

columns shall be used.  The aesthetics of the pier shall be considered.  Solid wall piers 
under a wide superstructure can lead to a tunnel effect for a motorist passing under the 
structure, and may require the placement of a lighting system under the structure.  
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Surface treatments using form liners or other means shall be investigated, especially for a 
wall pier. 

 
 
409-6.02  Materials 

 
409-6.02(01)  Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement Under Expansion Joint 

 

All reinforcing steel in the concrete above the footing, where an expansion joint is located 
directly over the cap shall be epoxy coated.  This includes the stem, cantilevers, and cap.  This 
applies only to a substructure which supports the ends of two superstructure units with an 
expansion joint located directly over the cap. 
 
 
409-6.02(02)  Concrete 

 

Class A concrete shall be used above the footing.  Class B concrete shall be used in the footing. 
 
 
409-6.03  General Design Considerations 

 
409-6.03(01)  Pier in Waterway 

 
A stem-type pier shall have a solid wall to an elevation of 1 ft above the Q100 high-water level. 
Depending on aesthetics and economics, the remainder of the wall may be either solid or 
multiple columns.  The dimensions of the wall may be reduced by providing cantilevers to form 
a hammerhead pier.  Round noses shall be considered for a pier in a waterway. 
 
 
409-6.03(02)  Roadway-Grade Separation 

 
A new-bridge pier located within 30 ft of the edge of roadway shall be designed for a vehicular 
collision-static force of 400 kip, as indicated in LRFD 3.6.5.2. 
 
 
409-6.03(03)  Railroad-Grade Separation 

 
The design shall be in accordance with the AREMA Manual for Railway Engineering if the pier 
is within 25 ft of a present-track or a future-track centerline.  If the pier is located within 50 ft of 
a present-track centerline, it shall be designed for a vehicular collision-static force of 400 kip, if 
applicable, as described in LRFD 3.6.5.2. 
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409-6.03(04)  Pier-Cap Reinforcement 

 
Multiple layers of negative-moment reinforcement are permitted to minimize cap dimensions. 
 
 
409-6.03(05)  Column Reinforcement 

 
The area of steel reinforcement provided across the interface between the base of the column or 
pier stem and the top of footing shall not be less than 0.5% of the gross area of column or stem as 
described in LRFD 5.13.3.8.  According to LRFD 5.10.11.4.2, the minimum reinforcement ratio, 
both horizontally and vertically in a pier, shall not be less than 0.0025.  The vertical 
reinforcement ratio shall not be less than the horizontal reinforcement ratio.  The reinforcement 
spacing, either horizontally or vertically, shall not exceed 1’-6”. 
 
 

409-6.03(06)  Reinforcing-Steel Splicing 

 
If a pier-stem height is less than 10 ft, the steel extending out of the footing shall not be spliced.  
See LRFD 5.11.5 for more information. 
 
 
409-6.03(07)  Compression Reinforcement 

 
Compression steel tends to buckle once the concrete cover is gone or where the concrete around 
the steel is weakened by compression.  The criteria shown in LRFD 5.7.4.2 and 5.7.4.6 for ties or 
spirals shall be used.  See Figure 409-6G for suggested hammerhead- and wall-type-pier 
reinforcement in columns without plastic hinging capability.  Ties may be #3 bars for 
longitudinal bars up to size #10. 
 
Where column and pier-wall reinforcement is controlled by seismic requirements, see the 
AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design Articles 8.6 and 8.8 for limits 
of reinforcement. 
 
 
409-6.03(08)  Piles 

 
For a pier on multiple rows of piles with a footing, pile embedment shall be at least 1.5 ft inside 
the footing.  Bottom-mat reinforcement shall be placed 4 in. above the bottom of the footing. 
 
For a pier on a single row of piles, pile embedment inside the wall shall be 5 ft. 
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409-6.04  Specific Design Considerations 

 
409-6.04(01)  Extended-Pile Bent 

 
1. Limitations.  This type of support has little resistance to longitudinal forces, particularly 

seismic forces, and shall not be used unless such forces are resisted by other substructure 
units such as integral end bents or abutments.  This support shall also not be used if the 
stream carries large debris, heavy ice flow, or large vessels.  If steel H-piles are used for 
support, they shall be encased in concrete.  The concrete encasement shall be extended to 
2 ft below the flow-line elevation.  Encasement details are provided on the INDOT 
Standard Drawings.  Scour shall be considered in establishing design pile lengths and for 
the structural design of the piles. 

 
2. Cap Beam.  Extended piles require a cap beam for structural soundness, which may be an 

integral part of the superstructure.  Extended drilled shafts shall be arranged to support, 
for example, widely-spaced beams without the presence of a cap beam if sufficient space 
is provided at the top for mandatory jacking operations. 

 
3. Loads.  Girders may be fixed or semi-fixed at an extended pile bent.  Because the piles 

are relatively flexible compared to the end bent or abutment, the force effects induced in 
the piles by lateral displacement is small.  Where practical, one pile shall be placed 
beneath each girder.  The vertical load carried by the piles shall be the girder reaction and 
the appropriate portion of the pile-cap dead load.  Assuming the bent acts as a rigid frame 
in a direction parallel to the bent, force effects due to lateral displacement and lateral 
loads may be uniformly distributed among the extended piles. 

 
4. Cap Design.  The minimum reinforcement shall be #5 bars at 1’-0” spacing on all faces, 

and shall be in accordance with LRFD 5.7.3.3.  The cap shall be designed as a continuous 
beam. 

 
 
409-6.04(02)  Hammerhead Pier 

 
1. Cofferdam.  If a cofferdam is anticipated to be required, the hammerhead portion of the 

pier shall be above the average low-water level of the stream. 
 
2. Bottom Elevation.  The bottom of the hammerhead portion shall be a minimum of 6 ft 

above the finished ground line at a stream crossing to help prevent debris accumulation. 
 
3. Effective-Length Factor.  LRFD Table 4.6.2.5-1 provides criteria for the effective length 

factor, K.  For beams on rockers or sliding bearings, K shall be taken as 2.1.  For an 
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expansion pier with beams on a single row of neoprene pads, K shall be taken as 1.5.  For 
prestressed-concrete beams on semi-fixed bearings on a fixed pier, K shall be taken as 
1.2.  K shall be taken as 1.0 for the strong or transverse direction. 

 
4. Pier Wall.  A pier wall shall be designed as columns for biaxial bending. See LRFD 

5.7.4.5 for more information. 
 
 
409-6.04(03)  Frame Bent 

 
1. Column Fixity.  The columns founded on a spread- or multiple-piles footing shall be 

assumed to be fixed at the bottom. 
 
2. Cantilevered Cap.  The moments used for the cap design shall be calculated at the face of 

the support for a square or rectangular column, or at the theoretical face of a circular 
column. 

 
3. Effective-Length Factor.  The same K factors shall be taken as described for a 

hammerhead pier in Section 409-6.04(02), in the weak, or longitudinal, direction.  K shall 
be taken as 1.0 for the strong, or transverse, direction. See LRFD 4.6.2.5 for more 
information. 

 
4. Structural Design.  If the number of columns is kept to a minimum, and the components 

are reasonably small, frame analysis is both appropriate and safe for a frame bent. 
 
 
409-6.04(04)  Compression 

 
Reinforced-concrete piers, pier columns, and piles are referred to as compression members 
although their design is normally controlled by flexure.  Tall, slender columns or pier shafts are 
relatively rare due to topography.  The use of the moment magnification approach in LRFD 
5.7.4.1 is most-often warranted.  For exceptionally tall or slender columns or shafts, a refined 
analysis, as outlined in LRFD 5.7.4.1, shall be performed. 
 
For limits of reinforcement in compression members, see LRFD 5.7.4. 
 
 
409-6.05  Details 

 
409-6.05(01)  Size 
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Columns can be rectangular, square, or round, with a minimum diameter or thickness of 2 ft. 
Diameter increments shall be in multiples of 0.5 ft.  A solid pier wall shall have a minimum 
thickness of 2 ft, and may be widened at the top to accommodate the bridge seat. 
 
 
409-6.05(02)  Cap Extension 

 
The width of the cap shall project beyond the sides of the columns.  The added width of the cap 
shall be a minimum of 1½ in. on the outside the columns.  This width will reduce the 
reinforcement interference between the column and cap.  The cap shall have cantilevered ends to 
balance positive and negative moments in the cap. 
 
 
409-6.05(03)  Step Cap 

 
Where one end of the cap is on a considerably different elevation than the other, the difference 
shall be accommodated by means of increasing the column heights as shown in Figure 409-6F.  
The bottom of the cap shall be sloped at the same rate as the cross slope of the top of the bridge 
deck.  The top of the cap shall be stepped to provide level bearing surfaces. 
 
 
409-6.05(04)  Construction Joints 

 
A construction joint type A shall be used for all horizontal construction joints.  See the INDOT 
Standard Drawings. 
 
409-6.05(05)  Reinforcement Clearance 

 
The reinforcement clearances shall be checked to ensure that there is adequate space for the 
proper placement of the concrete during construction. 
 
 
409-6.05(06)  Backfill 

 
An interior bent or pier at the base of a slopewall shall be backfilled with structure backfill as 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  For an interior bent or pier adjacent to a railroad 
track, the area shall be backfilled with structure backfill to a point 1.5 ft outside the neat lines of 
the footing.  Structure backfill shall not be provided as backfill material around a pier that is 
located in a stream. 
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409-7.0  BEARINGS 

 
409-7.01  General 

 
Bearings ensure the functionality of a bridge by allowing translation and rotation to occur while 
supporting the vertical loads.  However, the use of integral abutments and possibly integral piers 
shall be considered prior to deciding upon the use of bearings to support the structure. 
 
 
409-7.01(01)  Movement 

 

Movement shall be considered.  Movement includes both translations and rotations.  The sources 
of movement include bridge skew and horizontal-curvature effects, initial camber or curvature, 
construction loads, misalignment or construction tolerances, settlement of supports, thermal 
effects, creep, shrinkage, or traffic loading.  Bearing pads on a skewed structure shall be oriented 
parallel to the principal rotation axis. 
 
 
409-7.01(02)  Effect of Bridge Skew and Horizontal Curvature 

 

A skewed bridge moves both longitudinally and transversely.  The transverse movement 
becomes significant on a bridge with a skew angle of greater than 20 deg and bearings not 
oriented parallel to the movement of the structure. 
 
A curved bridge moves both radially and tangentially.  These complex movements are 
predominant in a curved bridge with a small radius and with an expansion length of longer than 
200 ft. 
 
 
409-7.01(03)  Thermal Effects 

 
Thermal translation, Δo, is estimated as follows: 
 

Δo = αLΔT 
 

where L is the expansion length, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion of 6.0 x 10-6/ F for 
normal-density concrete, or 6.5 x 10-6/ F for steel, and ΔT is the change in the average bridge 
temperature from the installation temperature. 
 
A change in the average bridge temperature causes a thermal translation.  A change in the 
temperature gradient induces bending and deflections.  The design temperature changes are 
specified in LRFD 3.12.  Maximum and minimum bridge temperatures are defined depending 
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upon whether the location is viewed as a cold or moderate climate.  Indiana is considered a cold 
climate.  See LRFD 3.12 for temperature-range values.  An installation temperature of 60 F 
shall be assumed.  The change in average bridge temperature, ΔT, between the installation 
temperature and the design extreme temperature is used to compute the positive and negative 
movements.  A given temperature change causes thermal movement in all directions.  This 
means that a short, wide bridge can experience greater transverse movement than longitudinal 
movement. 
 
 
409-7.01(04)  Loads and Restraint 

 

Restraint forces occur if part of a movement is prevented.  Forces due to direct loads include the 
dead load of the bridge and loads due to traffic, earthquakes, water, or wind.  Temporary loads 
due to construction equipment and staging also occur.  The majority of the direct design loads 
are reactions of the bridge superstructure on the bearing.  Therefore, they can be estimated from 
the structural analysis.  The applicable LRFD load combinations shall be considered. 
 
 
409-7.01(05)  Serviceability, Maintenance, and Protection Requirements 

 
Bearings under a deck joint collect large amounts of dirt and moisture, which promotes problems 
of corrosion and deterioration.  As a result, such bearings shall be designed and installed to have 
the maximum possible protection against the environment and to allow easy access for 
inspection. 
 
The service demands on bridge bearings are severe and result in a service life that is typically 
shorter than that of other bridge elements.  Therefore, allowances for bearing replacement shall 
be part of the design process.  Lifting locations shall be provided to facilitate removal and re-
installation of bearings without damaging the structure.  No additional hardware shall be 
necessary for this purpose.  The primary requirements are to allow space suitable for lifting jacks 
based on the original design and to use devices that permit quick removal and replacement of the 
bearing. 
 
 
409-7.01(06)  Clear Distance 

 

The minimum clear distance between the bottom shoe of a steel bearing and the edge of the 
bearing seat or cap shall be 3 in.  For an elastomeric pad resting directly on the concrete bridge 
seat, the minimum edge distance shall be 6 in. under a deck expansion joint, or 3 in. with 4 in. 
desirable for all other locations.  Seismic support lengths shall also be checked. 
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409-7.01(07)  Bearing Selection 

 

Bearing selection is influenced by factors such as loads, geometry, maintenance, available 
clearance, displacement, rotation, deflection, availability, policy, designer preference, 
construction tolerances, or cost. 
 
Vertical displacements are prevented, rotations are allowed to occur as freely as possible, and 
horizontal displacements may be either accommodated or prevented.  The loads shall be 
distributed among the bearings in accordance with the superstructure analysis. 
 
Unless conditions dictate otherwise, conventional steel-reinforced elastomeric bearings shall be 
used for a girder bridge.  Where the practical limits of an elastomeric bearing pad are exceeded, 
flat polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) slider plates shall be considered in conjunction with a steel-
reinforced elastomeric bearing.  See Figure 409-7A for a general summary of expansion-bearing 
capabilities.  The values shown in the figure are for guidance only. 
 
The final step in the selection process consists of completing a design of the bearing in 
accordance with LRFD 14.7.  The resulting design will provide the geometry and other pertinent 
specifications for the bearing. 
 
For a structure widening, bearing types shall not be mismatched.  Yielding type bearings, such as 
elastomeric, shall not be used in conjunction with steel rockers or other non-yielding type 
bearings. 
 
A steel-beam bridge without integral end bents must have at least one fixed bearing line.  Due to 
the presence of the interior-diaphragm keyway, semi-fixed interior supports are allowed for a 
prestressed-concrete beams bridge.  If integral end bents in accordance with the empirical design 
limits are used, interior fixed bearings are not required. 
 
409-7.01(08)  Anchor Plates and Anchor Bolts 

 

Anchor plates shall be used only to attach the bottom steel shoe of an expansion bearing to the 
concrete beam seat.  Anchor bolts shall be used to connect fixed steel bearings to the concrete 
beam seat. 
 
 
409-7.02  Elastomeric Bearing Pads and Steel-Reinforced Elastomeric Bearings 

 
Elastomers are used in both elastomeric bearing pads and steel-reinforced elastomeric bearings.  
The behavior of both pads and bearings is influenced by the shape factor, S, as shown in LRFD 
14.7.5.1. 
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Elastomeric bearing pads and steel-reinforced elastomeric bearings have fundamentally different 
behaviors and, therefore, they are discussed separately.  Elastomeric pads and bearings shall be 
oriented so that the long side is parallel to the principal axis of rotation, as this facilitates the 
accommodation of rotation. 
 
Holes shall not be placed in an elastomeric bearing pad due to increased stress concentrations 
around the hole.  These increased stresses can cause tearing of the elastomer during an extreme 
event, such as an earthquake.  If holes are placed in a steel-reinforced bearing, the steel-
reinforcement thickness shall be increased in accordance with LRFD 4.7.5.3.7. 
 
 
409-7.02(01)  Elastomer 

 
For details and material properties of elastomeric bearings, see the INDOT Standard Drawings, 
and INDOT Standard Specifications, respectively. 
 
 
409-7.02(02)  Steel-Reinforced Elastomeric Bearing Pad 

 
For design requirements, see LRFD 14.7.6. 
 
 
409-7.02(03)  Elastomeric Bearing Pad 

 
For design requirements for PEP, FGP, and CDP bearing pads, see LRFD 14.7.6. 
 
 
409-7.03  Standardized Elastomeric Bearing Pads and Assemblies 

 
Standardized elastomeric bearing pads and assemblies have been developed for use with 
AASHTO prestressed-concrete I-beams, Indiana prestressed-concrete bulb-tee beams, 
prestressed-concrete hybrid bulb-tee beams, prestressed-concrete spread and adjacent box beams, 
and structural-steel members.  They have been designed based on LRFD 14.7.6, Design Method 
A. 
 
 
409-7.03(01)  Standard Pad and Assembly Types 

 
1. AASHTO Prestressed-Concrete I-Beam.  Elastomeric bearing pads are designated as type 

1, 2, 3, or 4 for this type of member.  The details are shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings. 
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2. Prestressed-Concrete Box Beam.  Elastomeric bearing pads are designated as type 5, 6, or 
7, and shape A or B, for this type of member.  For a spread box beam, shape A or B may 
be used.  For an adjacent interior box beam, shape A shall be used.  For the outside edge 
under an adjacent exterior box beam, shape B shall be used.  The details are shown on the 
INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
3. Prestressed-Concrete Bulb-Tee Beam.  Elastomeric bearing pads are designated as type 

T, and shape 1, 2, 3, or 4, for this type of member.  The details are shown on the INDOT 
Standard Drawings. 

 
4. Prestressed-Concrete Wide Flange Bulb-Tee Beam.  Elastomeric bearing pads are 

designated as type TH, and shape 5, 6, 7, or 8, for this type of member.  The details are 
shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
5. Steel Beam or Girder.  Elastomeric bearing assemblies are designated as type S, with 

bearing-area designation 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7, and effective-elastomer-thickness 
designations a or b, for this type of member.  The details and designations are shown on 
the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
The locations of elastomeric-bearing devices shall be shown on the plans with their type and 
shape designations.  However, they are not separate pay items. 
 
 
409-7.03(02)  Design Parameters 

 
The design of bearing devices is governed by the parameters as follows: 
 
1. dead-load plus live-load reaction at service limit state, impact not included; 
 
2. expansion length, or distance from fixed support to expansion support; and 
 
3. grade percentage due to nonparallel surfaces, considering dead-load rotation, profile 

grade of member, and camber of member. 
 
 
409-7.03(03)  Determining Standard Bearing-Device Type 

 
The procedure for determining the applicable standard elastomeric bearing device is the same for 
each structural-member type. 
 
1. Step 1: Determine the Required Bearing-Device Type.  Determine the dead-load plus 

live-load reaction, and calculate the maximum expansion length for the bridge at the 
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support for which the device is located.  Then enter Figure 409-7B, 409-7C, 409-7D, or 
409-7E, Elastomeric Bearing Pad or Assembly Types, Properties, and Allowable Values, 
for the appropriate structural-member type, with the reaction and maximum expansion 
length.  The required bearing-device size is that which corresponds to the reaction and 
expansion-length values shown in the figure which are less than or equal to those 
determined.  If the reaction or expansion length is greater than the figure’s value, use the 
next larger device size.  If the reaction or expansion length is greater than the maximum 
value shown on the figure, the pad must be properly resized and designed. 

 
2. Step 2: Check Compressive Stress due to Total Load Associated with Rotational 

Deflection.  The rotational deflection, θS, is the sum of the total service-load rotation due 
to imposed loads about the transverse axis, θX, or about the longitudinal axis, θZ, initial 
lack of parallelism due to grade, θG, and the rotation due to uncertainties, θU. 

 
The rotation of the beam due to imposed loads, θX or θZ, shall be the value, in radians, 
determined in the dead-load-plus-live-load analysis from the beam design about the 
transverse x-axis or about the longitudinal z-axis. 

 
The total service-load rotation due to lack of parallelism, θG, in radians, shall be 
determined from Equation 409-7.1 as follows: 

 

 
180

2.1.tan 1

e
G L

ElEl     [Equation 409-7.1] 

 
   
 

 Where: El. 1 = Bridge seat elevation of one support, ft  
  El. 2 = Bridge seat elevation of adjacent support, ft 
  Le     = Span length between the two centerlines of bearings 

along the bridge seat, ft 
 

The rotation due to uncertainties, θU, shall be taken as 0.005 rad (LRFD 14.4.2.1) in the 
longitudinal direction unless an approved quality control plan justifies a smaller value.  
For a bearing of 36-in. width, the rotation in the transverse direction due to uncertainties, 
θU, shall be neglected. 

 
The values of θS,X or θS,Z can be obtained from the equations as follows: 

 
 θS,X = θX + θG+ θU      [Equation 409-8.2] 

 
 θS,Z = θZ + θG+ θU      [Equation 409-8.3] 
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The value of θS,X or θS,Z shall be incorporated into the appropriate equation below. 
 
Rectangular pads shall satisfy the following: 

 

 
nh

LGSi XS

ri
S

,
2

5.0    [LRFD Equation 14.7.6.3.5d-1] 
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WGSi ZS

ri
S

,
2

5.0    [LRFD Equation 14.7.6.3.5d-2] 

 
where W, L, S, and n are as indicated in Figure 409-7B, 409-7C, 409-7D, or 409-7E, for 
the appropriate structural-member type.  The values of hri and n shall be taken as shown 
on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  G shall be taken as 0.139 ksi. 

 
If the above conditions are not satisfied for standard bearings, the pad dimensions shall 
be changed, or a beveled stainless steel plate shall be provided between the beam and 
bearing pad at the supports.  For details, see Figure 409-7F. 

 
 
409-7.04  Nonstandardized Elastomeric Bearing Device 

 
The design shall be based on LRFD 14.7.6, Method A. 
 
Each pad or assembly shall be sized according to the load capacities and expansion lengths that it 
can accommodate. 
 
An elastomeric bearing device not shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings may be used if its 
parameters check, or its design is in accordance with LRFD 14.7.6.  LRFD defines certain 
limitations in terms of allowable stresses, movements, or minimum dimensions.  These 
limitations are as follows. 
 
1. Shear Modulus.  See LRFD 14.7.6.2.  The design of an elastomeric bearing pad shall 

include, but shall not be limited to, the consideration of increased G at a temperature 
below 73 °F; see LRFD 14.6.3.1. 

 
2. Design Shear Force.  The elastomer with the lowest temperature tolerance shall be used.  

The total elastomer thickness shall be sufficient to resist twice the design shear force. 
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3. Relationship of Device Dimensions.  Both the width and the length of the device shall be 
at least three times the total thickness of the pad.  For a circular pad, the diameter of the 
pad shall be at least four times the total thickness of the pad. 

 
4. Stress Due to Dead Load Plus Live Load without Impact.  This stress shall be less than or 

equal to the lesser of 1.25 ksi or 1.25GS. 
 
5. Rotational Deflection.  Sufficient pad thickness or a beveled plate shall be provided to 

prevent a liftoff condition on the leading edges of the device. 
 
6. Anchorage.  The pad or assembly shall be secured against seismic or other extreme-event 

resistant anchorage to defy the horizontal movement in excess of that accommodated by 
shear in the pad, unless it is intended to act as a fuse as required by LRFD 14.7.6.3.8.  
The calculations are performed in the Strength-Limit state.  The load modifiers for 
ductility (LRFD 1.3.3), redundancy (LRFD 1.3.4), and importance (LRFD 1.3.5) must be 
accounted for. 

 
 
409-7.05  Connections for Elastomeric Bearing or PTFE Bearing 

 
An elastomeric bearing or PTFE bearing shall be provided with adequate seismic-resistant 
anchorage to resist the transverse horizontal forces in excess of those accommodated by shear in 
the bearing.  The restraint may be provided by one of the methods as follows: 
 
1. steel side retainers with anchor bolts; 

2. concrete shear keys placed in the top of the pier cap, or channel slots formed into the top 
of the cap or mudwall at the end bent; or 

 
3. concrete channels formed in the top of the end bent cap or expansion pier cap. 
 
Steel side retainers and anchor bolts shall be designed to resist the minimum transverse seismic 
force for the seismic category in which the bridge is located.  The number of side retainers shall 
be as required to resist the seismic forces.  They shall be placed symmetrically with respect to the 
cross section of the bridge.  Side retainers will often be required on each side of the girder flange 
of each beam line.  The strength of the beams and diaphragms shall be sufficient to transmit the 
seismic forces from the superstructure to the bearings.  A minimum of two anchor bolts of 1 in. 
diameter shall be provided for each side retainer. 
 
Concrete channels formed around each beam in the top of the end bent cap or expansion pier cap 
represent an acceptable alternative to steel side retainers.  The top of the top shoe shall be set a 
minimum of 4 in. below the top of the concrete channel.  If a top shoe is not present, the bottom 
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of the beam shall be placed 4 in. below the top of the channel.  The minimum depth of the 
channel shall be 6 in.  The horizontal clearance from the side of the top shoe or edge of the beam 
to the side wall of the channel shall be at least 1 in. 
 
Integral end bents are an effective way of accommodating horizontal seismic forces.  An 
integrally-designed end bent will inherently resist the transverse seismic forces. 
 
 
409-7.06  Shear Keys at Semi-Fixed Support 

 
Unreinforced shear keys shall be provided between the beams at each semi-fixed supports.  The 
shear keys rest in recessed keyways of 1 ft width by 3 ft length by 3 in. depth, the edges of which 
are also unreinforced.  Although the shear keys are not structurally designed, they are expected 
to adequately resist the anticipated horizontal seismic forces. 
 
To ensure that the shear keys will function as intended, keyways shall be provided between each 
beam line at each semi-fixed support, and an expanded-polystyrene sheet, with a maximum 
thickness of 1/2 in., shall be provided in the bottom of the keyway resulting in a minimum shear-
key extension of 2 1/2 in. into the keyway. 
 
Seismic restraint for an adjacent-box-beams bridge shall be provided with retaining blocks at the 
ends of the pier caps and end bent caps.  The blocks shall be designed as reinforced shear keys 
and shall be in accordance with LRFD 5.8.4. 
 
 
409-7.07  Fixed Steel Bearing 

 
The top shoe of a steel bearing shall be at least as wide as the beam flange, but not more than 2 
in. wider.  The maximum reaction is shown for each shoe type on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  An independent design is required if the design reaction is greater than the maximum 
reaction shown, or if the beam or girder flange width is not in accordance with the Standard 
Drawings. 
 
If the flexibility of tall, slender piers is sufficient to absorb the horizontal movement at the 
bearings due to temperature change without developing undue force in the superstructure, the 
bearings, one pier, or two or more piers, may be fixed to distribute the longitudinal force among 
the piers. 
 
The connection between a fixed steel shoe and the pier cap shall be made with anchor bolts.  The 
ultimate shear resistance in the anchor bolts, pintles, and high-strength bolts in the top shoe shall 
be verified that it is adequate to resist the calculated seismic forces.  See LRFD 6.13.2.7 and 
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Figure 409-7G for determining the nominal shear resistance of anchor bolts and pintles.  The 
minimum connections shall be as shown in Figure 409-7 I. 
 
Masonry anchor bolts shall extend into the concrete a minimum of 1’-3”.  Anchor bolts shall be 
in accordance with LRFD 14.8.3. 
 
Anchor bolts shall be located beyond the limits of the bottom beam flange and interior 
diaphragm to ensure adequate clearance for anchor-bolt installations and impact wrenches.  The 
grade of structural steel used for the anchor bolts or pintles shall be shown on the plans. 
 
Where the pintles cannot be designed to accommodate the minimum seismic force of seismic 
category A, a hooded top shoe as shown in Figure 409-7 I shall be provided.  A hooded top shoe 
is also an acceptable seismic restrainer.  If seismic forces are large, a restraining device will be 
required instead of the hooded shoe. 
 
 
409-7.08  Pot Bearing 

 
A fixed pot bearing shall be in accordance with the connection requirements for a fixed steel 
shoe.  The top bearing plate and lower masonry plate shall be bolted to the beam flange and the 
pier cap respectively.  Where welds are required between plates in the pot bearing, they shall be 
made continuous around the perimeter of the smaller plate. 
 
 
409-7.09  Miscellaneous  Bearing-Connection Details 

 
The following figures provide suggested details for acceptable connections for bearing 
assemblies. 
 
1. For a fixed-shoe assembly, see Figure 409-7 I. 
 
2. For an elastomeric bearing assembly, see Figures 409-7J, 409-7K, and 409-7L. 
 
3. For a PTFE bearing assembly, see Figure 409-7M. 
 
The suggested details may be revised as necessary for each project.  Also, see the INDOT 
Standard Drawings for more bearing details. 
 
 
409-8.0  BRIDGE-SEAT ELEVATIONS 
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In establishing bridge-seat elevations at both end and interior supports, the following shall be 
considered. 
 
1. Bridge-deck depth. 
 
2. Fillet of ¾ in.  The fillet distance is measured from bottom of the deck to the top of beam.  

This distance is included to allow for variation in beam camber. 
 
3. Residual beam camber. 
 
4. Vertical curve effect: + for sag vertical curve, - for crest vertical curve. 
 
5. Beam depth. 
 
6. Middle-span correction for curved bridge with straight beams.  Due to the distance 

variation from the bridge centerline and beam centerline, this shall appear at the supports 
and at the middle of the span. 

 
7. Bearing thickness, including shims and taper plate. 
 
The accuracy for establishing bridge-seat elevations shall be to the nearer 0.001 ft. 
 
 
409-9.0  REFERENCES 

 
AASHTO. LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, Fifth Edition, 2010 with all subsequent Interim 
Revisions, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, Washington, 
DC. 
 
AASHTO, 2009 Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design, Edition 1 with all 
subsequent Interim Revisions, American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials, Washington, DC. 
 
NHI course No. 130082A, LRFD for Highway Bridge Substructures and Earth Retaining 
Structures, 2006, with all subsequent Revisions, US Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration. 
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Structure 
Type 

Highway Alignment 
Across Bridge Maximum Skew 

Maximum 
Bridge Length 

Maximum 
to Zero Point 

Reinforced 
Concrete Slab 

No Restrictions No Restrictions 500 ft * 250 ft * 

Structural 
Steel 

Tangent Only ** 30 deg *** 500 ft * 250 ft * 

Prestressed 
Concrete 

No Restrictions 30 deg *** 500 ft * 250 ft * 

 
Notes: 
* The maximum length indicated may be increased, subject to approval by the Structural 

Services Office manager, if a rational analysis of induced pile loads indicates that the 
piles are not overloaded.  See Section 409-2.0 for more information. 

 
** The horizontal alignment may be curved as long as curved beams are not used. 
 
*** A skew of greater than 30 deg but equal to or less than 45 deg will be permitted if the 

maximum bridge length does not exceed 250 ft, or if the maximum to zero point does not 
exceed 125 ft. 

 
 

USE OF INTEGRAL END BENTS 

 

Figure 409-2A 
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(Method 1)

SUGGESTED SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT DETAILS
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Type "A"

Constr. Joint,

Penetration Weld in Shop
Prepare End for Full

Typ.

(Cast in Beam)
 1#2" x 1’-0"˜

"16
5

Welded Stud
Headed Automatic

" x 6" long (Min.)8
7 (Bar 6" x 1")

Anchor Plate

2" (typ.)

3" Min. (typ.)

ANCHOR PLATE DETAIL

(Page 3 of 4)

Figure 409-3A

(Method 1)

SUGGESTED SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT DETAILS
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1

" high-density plastic bearing strip with smooth side up.8
1

over 

3 Layers of medium weight roofing felt with grease between layers

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

4

by designer, spa. @ 1�-0 min.

Main cap reinf.  Reinforce for dead and live loads. Stirrups size determined

Construction joint type A.

Anchor plate, see Detail.

" x 1’-0", full width of beam, cast in beam.2
1

Plate 

#6E x 6’-0" through  1" Ø holes cast in beams, lapped with #7E between beams.

10 Prestressed strand extension.

epoxy grout, min. pullout 26,500 Lb.

#6 reinforcing bar set in 1’-0" depth field-drilled hole filled with

Top of sleeve to be sealed before concrete is poured.

PVC sleeve, size determined by designer.

Expanded polystyrene, Size to be determined by designer.

that beam does not come in contact with construction-jointed concrete.

" outside limits of beam, so2
1

1" thickness expanded polystyrene, to be extended to 

Polychoroprene joint membrane attached to concrete, See Figure 409-3C

Used only if uplift is expected, or if bridge is in Seismic Category B.

(Page 4 of 4)

Figure 409-3A

(Method 1)

SUGGESTED SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT DETAILS
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(Method 2)
SUGGESTED SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT DETAILS
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(Method 2)
SUGGESTED SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT DETAILS
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1

2

3

5

6

7

8

4 Elastomeric bearing pad.

Optional construction joint type A.

Prestressed strand extension.

1" expanded polystyrene (vertical face).

" expanded polystyrene (horizontal face),2
1

Stirrups size determined by designer, spa. @ 1�-0" min.

Main cap reinf.  Reinforce for dead and live loads.

".2
1Expanded polystyrene cut to clear bearing pad by 

9

10

epoxy grout, min. pullout 26,500 Lb.

#6 reinforcing bar set in 1’-0" depth field-drilled hole filled with

Top of sleeve to be sealed before concrete is poured.

PVC sleeve, size determined by designer.

(Page 3 of 3)
Figure 409-3B

(Method 2)
SUGGESTED SEMI-INTEGRAL END BENT DETAILS

Polychloroprene joint membrane attached to concrete, see Figure 409-3C

Used only if uplift is expected, or if bridge is in Seismic Category B.
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Varies

Min. Overlap

1’-0"

1
’-
6
"

1
’-
6
"

Figure 409-3C

JOINT MEMBRANE DETAIL

 Jointˆ

" thick., Min.8
1

Joint Membrane,
Polychloroprene
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Figure 409-5H

TYPICAL ABUTMENT DETAILS
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ELEVATION SECTION
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Note:  Elevation of bottom of mudsill shall be below the contraction scour elevation but not more than 6’-0" below 

GEOTECHNICAL REPORT.
DETERMINED BY 
PILES TYPE AND SIZE AS 

 

Figure 409-6B

WALL PIER ON SINGLE ROW OF PILES
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CAP PLAN
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NOTES

ABOVE PROPOSED GROUND LINE.

LINE

GROUND

PROP.

IF REQUIRED BY ANALYSIS

CONSTRUCTION JOINT

MIN.

M
IN
.

MIN.

(TYP.)

CONSTRUCTION JOINT AT

"A"

"A"

"B"

"B"

JOINT

CONSTR.

3. BENT TO BE DESIGNED AS FRAME BENT.

4. COLUMN STEEL TO EXTEND INTO FOOTING.

5. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS IN CAP TO BE PLACED TO MISS BEARINGS AND COLUMNS.

WALL

STUB

MIN.

MIN.

COLUMN SPACING

25% TO 50% OF

DESIGN

REQUIRED BY

HOOKS MAY BE

WIDTH DETERMINED BY DESIGN

ELEVATION

SECTION

SECTION "A-A" SECTION "B-B"

KEYWAY
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BARS TO BE DETERMINED BY DESIGN
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1
 1
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"
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2
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"
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1
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6
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M
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4
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C
L
.

2. MINIMUM OF 3 COLUMNS.

6.  PILES TYPE AND SIZE AS DETERMINED BY GEOTECHNICAL REPORT.

Figure 409-6D

GEOMETRICS FOR FRAME BENT WITH SOLID STUB WALL
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Bearing Type 
Load Translation Rotation Costs 

Min. 
(kip) 

Max. 
(kip) 

Min. 
(in.) 

Max. 
(in.) 

Limit 
(rad) 

Initial Maint. 

Elastomeric Pad 
 Plain (PEP) 
 Cotton Duck (CDP) 
 Fiberglass (FGP) 

 
0 
0 
0 

 
100 
315 
135 

 
0 
0 
0 

 
0.5 
0.25 

1 

 
0.010 
0.003 
0.015 

 
Low 
Low 
Low 

 
Low 
Low 
Low 

Steel Reinforced Elastomeric 50 1007 0 4 0.04 Low Low 
Flat Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) Slider 0 > 2250 1 > 4 0 Low Moderate 
Curved Sliding Cylindrical 0 1575 0 0 > 0.04 Moderate Moderate 
Pot 270 2250 0 0 0.02 Moderate High 
Rocker 0 405 0 4 > 0.04 Moderate High 
Single Roller 0 100 1 > 4 > 0.04 Moderate High 
Curved PTFE 270 1575 0 0 > 0.04 High Moderate 
Multiple Rollers 112 2250 4 > 4 > 0.04 High High 

 
 

SUMMARY OF EXPANSION-BEARING CAPABILITIES 

 

Figure 409-7A 

2012



Maximum 
DL + LL 
Reaction, 

(kip) 

Maximum 
Expansion 

Length, 
(ft) 

Bearing- 
Pad 

Type 

W 
(in.) 

L 
(in.) 

Area 
(in.2) 

Shape 
Factor, 

S 

hrt 

(in.) 

Number of 
Internal 

Elastomeric 
Layers, n 

Allowable 
Compressive 

Stress, 
σTL (psi) 

124 230 1 14 10.5 147 6.00 2.0625 3 844 

143 285 2 14 11.5 161 6.31 2.5625 4 887 

190 285 3 18 11 198 6.83 2.5625 4 960 

324 340 4 24 12 288 8.00 3.0625 5 1125 

 
 

ELASTOMERIC BEARING PAD TYPES, PROPERTIES, AND 

ALLOWABLE VALUES FOR AASHTO I-BEAMS 

 

Figure 409-7B 
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Maximum 
DL + LL 
Reaction, 

(kip) 

Maximum 
Expansion 

Length, 
(ft) 

Bearing- 
Pad 

Type 

W 
(in.) 

L 
(in.) 

Area 
(in.2) 

Shape 
Factor, 

S 

hrt 

(in.) 

Number of 
Internal 

Elastomeric 
Layers, n 

Allowable 
Compressive 

Stress, 
σTL (psi) 

249 285 5A 22 11 242 7.33 2.5625 4 1031 

122 285 5B 12 12 144 6.00 2.5625 4 844 

213 285 6A 22 10 220 6.88 2.5625 4 968 

107 285 6B 12 11 132 5.74 2.5625 4 807 

178 230 7A 22 9 198 6.39 2.0625 3 899 

92 230 7B 12 10 120 5.45 2.0625 3 766 

 
 

ELASTOMERIC BEARING PAD TYPES, PROPERTIES, AND 

ALLOWABLE VALUES FOR BOX BEAMS 

 

Figure 409-7C 
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Maximum 
DL + LL 
Reaction, 

(kip) 

Maximum 
Expansion 

Length, 
(ft) 

Bearing- 
Pad 

Type 

W 
(in.) 

L 
(in.) 

Area 
(in.2) 

Shape 
Factor, 

S 

hrt 

(in.) 

Number of 
Internal 

Elastomeric 
Layers, n 

Allowable 
Compressive 

Stress, 
σTL (psi) 

306 341 T1 23 12 276 7.89 3.0623 5 1109 

394 396 T2 23 14 322 8.70 3.5625 6 1224 

452 532 T3 23 17 391 8.23 4.7812 7 1157 

570 598 T4 24 19 456 8.93 5.3750 8 1250 

547 341 TH1 36 12 432 9.00 3.0623 5 1266 

714 396 TH2 36 14 504 10.88 3.5625 6 1418 

837 532 TH3 36 17 612 9.72 4.7812 7 1367 

1007 598 TH4 36 19 684 10.47 5.3750 8 1472 

 
  Note:  Bearing pads with T designation are for Indiana bulb-tee members.  Bearing pads with TH designation 
 are for wide bulb-tee members. 
 

ELASTOMERIC BEARING PAD TYPES, PROPERTIES, AND 

ALLOWABLE VALUES FOR INDIANA BULB-TEE AND WIDE BULB-TEE MEMBERS 

 

Figure 409-7D 
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Maximum 
DL + LL 
Reaction, 

(kip) 

Maximum 
Expansion 

Length, 
(ft) 

Bearing- 
Assembly 

Type 

W 
(in.) 

L 
(in.) 

Area 
(in.2) 

Shape 
Factor, 

S 

hrt 

(in.) 

Number of 
Internal 

Elastomeric 
Layers, n 

Allowable 
Compressive 

Stress, 
σTL (psi) 

57 174 S1-a 11 8 88 4.63 1.5625 2 651 

57 230 S1-b 11 8 88 4.63 2.0625 3 651 

78 174 S2-a 12 9 108 5.14 1.5625 2 723 

78 230 S2-b 12 9 108 5.14 2.0625 3 723 

103 230 S3-a 13 10 130 5.65 2.0625 3 795 

103 285 S3-b 13 10 130 5.65 2.5625 4 795 

147 285 S4-a 15 11 165 6.35 2.5625 4 893 

147 341 S4-b 15 11 165 6.35 3.0625 5 893 

185 285 S5-a 16 12 192 6.86 2.5625 4 965 

185 341 S5-b 16 12 192 6.86 3.0626 5 965 

288 341 S6-a 20 13 260 7.88 3.0625 5 1108 

288 396 S6-b 20 13 260 7.88 3.5625 6 1108 

362 396 S7-a 20 15 300 8.57 3.5625 6 1205 

362 452 S7-b 20 15 300 8.57 4.0625 7 1205 
 
 

ELASTOMERIC BEARING ASSEMBLY TYPES, PROPERTIES, AND 

ALLOWABLE VALUES FOR STRUCTURAL-STEEL MEMBERS 

 

Figure 409-7E 
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Nominal Shear Resistance, Rn, (kip) * 
Anchor Bolts, threads 

included ** 
Threads excluded, 

or pintles included ** 
Grade of Steel 

Minimum 
Tensile 

Strength, FU, 
(ksi) 1 in. 1 1/8 in. 1 3/8 in. 1 in. 1 1/8 in. 1 3/8 in. 

A 307 60 17.9 22.7 33.9 17.9 22.7 33.9 

120 35.8 n/a n/a 45.2 n/a n/a A 325 
High Strength 105 n/a 39.7 59.2 n/a 50.1 74.8 

 
* One shear plane is assumed.  Resistance value should be multiplied by number of shear 

planes. 
 
** Value should be multiplied by 0.80 for a connection longer than 50 in. 
 
 

NOMINAL SHEAR RESISTANCE OF ANCHOR BOLTS AND PINTLES 
 

Figure 409-7G 
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No. of 
Anchor Bolts

Diameter
(in) 

Span Length 
Range (ft) 

4 1 20 ≤ Span < 100 
4 1 1/8 100 ≤ Span < 150
4 1 3/8 Span ≥ 150 

 
 

MINIMUM CONNECTIONS FOR FIXED STEEL SHOES 
 

Figure 409-7H 
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CHAPTER 410 
 

Earth-Retaining Systems 
 
 

410-1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
The intent of this chapter is to inform designers, and earth-retaining-system manufacturers and 
suppliers, of the procedures and responsibilities associated with the preparation of plans for an 
earth-retaining system. 
 
 
410-1.01  Consideration of an Earth-Retaining System 
 
An earth-retaining system shall be considered in the situations as follows. 
 
1. Right-of-way is too limited for constructing side slopes. 
2. There is a proximate live-load surcharge which must remain in place.  Such 
 surcharges can include buildings, highways, or railroads. 
 
 
410-1.02  Aesthetics Considerations 
 
An earth-retaining system or retaining wall is one of the key road-design elements.  Along with 
the direct function of holding back earth, it provides opportunities for aesthetic enhancement of 
transportation systems.  A retaining wall acts as a link between various highway structures and 
adjacent land forms.  Where multiple walls exist along a corridor, repetition of a similar design 
will provide continuity throughout that corridor.  Therefore, the designer shall be aware of the 
total impact of retaining walls within the roadway corridor and determine how to treat them 
aesthetically so that they blend into the surrounding environment.  The designer shall be 
conscious of the traveler’s view of the wall as well as the view of those adjacent to the corridor. 
 
Aesthetic elements surrounding a particular retaining wall are key to public acceptance of a wall 
project.  Early in the wall-design process, all comments about the wall generated from public 
meetings shall be reviewed during the preliminary design and environmental-documentation 
process.  Where possible, such comments shall be considered in the design. 
 
There is often uncertainty associated with aesthetics and there is no universally accepted theory.  
Aesthetic qualities are the visual qualities that contribute to a perception of well-being and 
quality of life as defined by a cross-section of society. 
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Because of the uncertainties surrounding aesthetics, and the lack of a universally accepted theory 
of aesthetics, the following three-step process has been established toward full consideration of 
the aesthetic elements of a retaining wall.  These steps shall be integrated and considered 
together, not as discrete individual actions.  Aesthetics consists of a blending and balancing of 
materials such as wood, concrete, or steel, with design elements such as line, form, color, and 
texture, and architectural elements such as wall caps, parapets, fencing, etc. 
 
 
410-1.02(01)  Architectural Considerations 
 
Determination shall be made as to whether to involve a landscape architect.  Consideration shall 
be given to involving a landscape architect as follows. 
 
1. The wall will exceed 10 ft in height. 
 
2. Extenuating circumstances are present, regardless of wall height.  For example, in a rural 

area, the public may request special aesthetic treatments to enhance a scenic area.  Other 
examples include, but are not limited to, historic areas, tourist areas, or other public 
requests. 

 
A landscape architect can provide important information, guidance, and early assistance with 
aesthetic considerations.  Involving a landscape architect in the design process for an earth-
retaining system will not only result in a more aesthetically-pleasing design, but it can also result 
in cost-savings.  It is easier and more cost-effective to determine the real costs of a design rather 
than requiring expensive add-ons later. 
 
 
410-1.02(02)  Earth-Retaining Structure Adjacent to Sidewalk or Shared-Use Facility 
 
A functional or decorative retaining wall can be placed where an existing retaining wall must be 
extended or replaced and matched.  The need for such a wall will mostly likely occur in an urban 
or suburban area.  Such a wall can be adjacent to a sidewalk, multi-use path, or trail that provides 
access to adjoining homes, businesses, or public-recreation facilities.  Where the wall height is 
greater than 2.5 ft above the adjacent ground or walk, etc., a railing will be required to prevent 
pedestrians or children from falling from the wall to a lower level which can result in injury.  A 
chain-link fence fabric shall be attached to the railing to prevent a person from crawling between 
or trapping their head between the horizontal railing members.  The chain-link fence fabric shall 
be vinyl coated.  The color of such coating shall be dark green, dark brown, or black to minimize 
the visibility of the fence fabric to a passer-by, property owner, etc. 
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410-1.02(03)  Stairway Access through Earth-Retaining Structure to Property 
 
A handrail shall be placed along each side of a stairway that provides pedestrian access to a 
property on the other side of a retaining wall.  The width of the wall opening shall match the 
width of the existing stairway, but it shall not be less than 4 ft between handrails.  The handrail-
gripping surface shall be a minimum of 1½ in. from the adjacent surface of a wall, etc. 
 
 
410-1.02(04)  Use of Earth-Retaining Structure versus Steep but Maintainable Lawn 
 
A retaining wall shall be considered along a street or highway to provide a more level lawn or to 
retain an embankment due to space restrictions, etc.  Where the wall height is less than 2.8 ft 
above the adjacent ground, the property owner shall be consulted to determine if he or she 
prefers a steeper, but maintainable, lawn slope in lieu of a retaining wall.  A maintainable slope 
shall not be steeper than 3:1.  A stairway or, if necessary, an alternate ADA-compliant 
pedestrian-access route is still required. 
 
 
410-1.02(05)  Urban- or Rural-Area Considerations 
 
Determination shall be made as to whether the wall will be placed in an urban or rural setting. 
 
An urban setting is one generally dominated by structures with a variety of colors, textures, and 
architectural styles.  The surrounding landscape is often more orderly and manicured, and 
involves incorporated areas. 
 
A rural setting is more natural, may include agricultural or forested areas, and generally involves 
unincorporated areas. 
 
1. Aesthetic Treatment of Wall in Urban Area.  Aesthetic treatment shall be considered for a 

wall placed in an urban area.  The large volume of users, as well as adjacent land owners, 
who view such a structure are increasingly demanding that it be aesthetically treated so as 
to reduce negative visual impacts that can result.  See Figure 410-1A, General Aesthetic 
Guidelines for Retaining Wall in Urban Area. 

 
2. Aesthetic Treatment of Wall in Rural Area.  The extent of aesthetic treatment for a wall 

placed in a rural setting is dependent upon further classification.  A rural highway can be 
classified as either a commercial or scenic route. 

 
a. A commercial route carries high levels of commercial traffic, medium levels of 

commuter traffic and medium to low levels of tourist traffic.  It can be either 2 
lanes, or 4 lanes divided or undivided.  It requires minimal aesthetic treatment. 
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b. A scenic route carries high levels of tourist traffic, and medium to low levels of 

commercial and commuter traffic.  It is highly scenic, and passes through, links, 
or is adjacent to parks, tourist areas, recreational areas, or historic areas.  It can be 
either 2 lanes, or 4 lanes divided or undivided.  Priority will be given to the 
recreational driving experience and aesthetic treatment. 

 
See Figure 410-1B, General Aesthetic Guidelines for Retaining Wall in Rural Area. 
 
 
410-1.02(06)  Miscellaneous Factors 
 
Other factors to consider are as follows. 
 
1. A wall shall not dominate the area of effective vision of the driver. 
 
2. The wall shall be used to accommodate the mounting of necessary lighting fixtures. 
 
3. The walls shall be extended to meet overpasses and bridge abutments. 
 
4. The wall elevation shall follow the natural grade of the land. 
 
5. The ends of the wall shall be tapered to meet adjacent slopes. 
 
6. The wall shall be aligned to follow adjacent landforms or as required by  roadway 

alignment. 
 
7. Where possible, wall alignment shall be varied. 
 
8. Backfill slopes shall not exceed 2:1 for revegetation. 
 
9. Drainage shall be provided at the base of an upslope wall. 
 
10. For consistency, fixtures, wall finishes, patterns, line, form, color, and texture shall be 

coordinated and repeated to emphasize continuity for the entire transportation system 
within a given locality. 

 
 
410-1.03  Earth-Retaining System Classification 
 
For a highway application, an earth-retaining system can be used for a grade separation, bridge 
abutment, slope stabilization, or excavation support.  A system can be designed to provide 
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adequate lateral support.  However, the most important factors in design are cost and efficiency.  
Therefore, common wall systems are classified based on the factors that will govern their 
selection and use. 
 
Earth-retaining systems are classified as shown in Figure 410-1C according to construction 
method such as fill or cut, and the mechanisms of lateral load support such as externally 
stabilized or internally stabilized.  Fill wall refers to bottom-up construction.  Cut wall refers to 
top-down construction.  Using Figure 410-1C, each wall system is classified in two manners.  
For example, a soldier pile and lagging wall is classified as an externally-stabilized cut-wall 
system.  A mechanically-stabilized-earth wall is classified as an internally-stabilized fill-wall 
system. 
 
 

410-2.0  PLANS-PREPARATION PROCEDURES 
 
410-2.01  Wall Types 
 
The earth-retaining systems that have been approved by INDOT for inclusion into project plans 
are categorized into two groups.  For a Group 1 system, the designer shall develop a complete 
design and set of plan details.  For a Group 2 System, the designer will make only a conceptual 
application.  The designer will review a contractor-chosen propriety design after the letting, 
through working drawings and computations.  Figure 410-2A provides a listing of systems in a 
fill section by classification and group category.  Figure 410-2B provides such a listing of 
systems in a cut section. 
 
 
410-2.02  Applications 
 
The cast-in-place reinforced-concrete retaining wall will be considered the basic system for each 
application.  Another system type may be considered if it is more economical or provides unique 
solutions to site-specific problems. 
 
A Group 1 system is non-proprietary, while a Group 2 system is proprietary.  A Group 1 system 
may be solely included in a project.  A Group 2 system must have competitive alternatives to be 
included in a project. 
 
Many earth-retaining systems have proprietary features.  Some companies provide services 
including design assistance, preparation of plans and specifications for the structure, supply of 
the manufactured wall components, and construction assistance. 
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410-2.03  Design Procedure 
 
An appropriate earth-retaining system design shall be developed in accordance with this chapter.  
The project manager shall be provided with documentation of these decisions prior to the 
geotechnical investigation.  A copy of all correspondence and computations for each suggested 
earth-retaining system shall be included.  A copy of these documents shall be submitted with the 
structure type and size plans. 
 
 
410-2.03(01)  Responsibility 
 
The designer will be responsible for all design and detailing where a cast-in-place rigid, semi-
gravity wall or a non-gravity cantilever wall is specified. 
 
The designer will be responsible for the conceptual application, external stability, and review of 
the proprietary design for another type of earth-retaining system. 
 
At the Field Check Plans submission, the designer will provide the Office of Geotechnical 
Services with a set of plans including cross sections and the information as follows: 
 
1. top and bottom elevations; 
2. beginning and end stations; and 
3. stations of step locations in the bottom of the wall. 
 
 
410-2.03(02)  Design Methods 
 
An earth-retaining system shall be designed in accordance with the AASHTO LRFD Bridge 
Design Specifications, AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design, FHWA 
retaining-walls manuals, INDOT Geotechnical Manual, and the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
 
410-2.03(03)  Wall-Selection Criteria 
 
Other considerations in determining the acceptability of a particular earth-retaining system shall 
include the following: 
 
  1. geotechnical constraints; 
  2. future uses of the site; 
  3. differential deflection or settlement of wall sections; 
  4. project-specific special features; 
  5. long- and short-term wall stability; 
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  6. comparable degree of safety; 
  7. accessibility to construction site; 
  8. staged-construction limitations; 
  9. right-of-way limits; 
10. site-imposed physical limitations; 
11. seismic activity; 
12. wall inundation; 
13. aesthetics; 
14. economics; 
15. environment; and 
16. construction-time constraints. 
 
The decision to select an earth-retaining system shall consider technical feasibility and its 
economy compared with a cast-in-place retaining wall.  With respect to economy, the factors to 
be considered are as follows: 
 
1. earthwork situation, cut or fill; 
2. wall area; 
3. average wall height; 
4. foundation conditions; 
5. availability and cost of select backfill material; 
6. availability and cost of required right of way; 
7. complex horizontal and vertical alignment changes; 
8. need for a temporary excavation support system; 
9. traffic maintenance during construction; and 
10. aesthetics. 
 
Each earth-retaining system has different performance histories, and this can create difficulty in 
adequate technical evaluation.  Some systems are more suitable as a permanent wall, others are 
more suitable as a low-height wall; some are more applicable for a rural area, while others are 
more suited for a suburban area.  The selection of the most appropriate system will thus depend 
on the specific project requirements.  See Figure 410-2D, Wall Types and Classification of 
Earth-Retaining Systems; Figure 410-2A, Fill-Section Wall-System Selection Chart; and Figure 
410-2B, Cut-Section Wall System Selection Chart, for system-selection guidelines. 
 
The Office of Geotechnical Services shall be informed of each potential system to be considered 
for a project, so that it can provide site-specific recommendations. 
 
 
410-2.03(04)  Contract-Documents Requirements 
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1. Final Plans and Design Requirements.  Plans for a conventional cast-in-place reinforced-
concrete retaining wall or a permanent sheet-pile wall shall be fully detailed to include, 
but not be limited to, plan view, elevation view, sections as required, reinforcement 
schedules, detail clarification, allowable bearing pressure, and bill of materials. 

 
Plans for another earth-retaining system shall include the project-specific information as 
follows: 

 
a. beginning and ending wall stations; 

 
b. elevations of top of wall at beginning and end of wall at 50-ft intervals, all profile 

break points, and roadways profile data at wall line; 
 

c. original and proposed ground profiles in front of and behind the retaining wall; 
 

d. cross sections at retaining-wall locations showing limits of excavation and 
backfill; 

 
e. horizontal wall alignment; 

 
f. details of wall appurtenances such as traffic barriers, copings, and drainage 

outlets; 
 

g. the locations and configurations of signs and lighting including conduit locations; 
 

h. right-of-way limits; 
 

i. construction-sequence requirements including traffic control, access, and staged-
construction sequences; 

 
j. elevation of highest permissible level for foundation construction.  Location, 

depth and extent of all unsuitable material to be removed and replaced; 
 

k. quantities table showing estimated wall area and quantities of appurtenances and 
traffic barriers; 

 
l. elevations of bearing pads, locations of bridge seats, skew angle, and all 

horizontal and vertical survey control data at abutments including clearances and 
details of abutments; 

 
m. extreme high water and normal water levels at stream locations; 
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n. allowable soil bearing pressure for a retaining wall with reinforced backfill;. 
 

o. magnitude, location, and direction of external loads due to bridges, overhead signs 
or lights, and traffic and slope surcharges. 

 
p. limits and requirements for drainage features beneath, behind, or through the 

earth-retaining structure; 
 

q. special facing-panels treatments and module finishes or colors; and 
 

r. critical soil properties that do not satisfy the minimum requirements set out in the 
INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
The plans shall be sealed and signed by a professional engineer.  Such engineer will be 
responsible for the complete design of a cast-in-place concrete retaining wall or a 
permanent sheet-pile wall, and for the conceptual application and location of another 
earth-retaining system. 

 
The maximum factored applied bearing pressure shall be calculated and compared to the 
factored soil-bearing resistance recommended in the geotechnical report.  If the 
recommended factored soil-bearing resistance is less than the maximum factored applied 
bearing pressure, the Office of Geotechnical Services shall be contacted for additional 
guidance. 

 
The limits for establishing pay quantities for each wall-system group shall be as shown in 
Figure 410-2C. 

 
2. Special Provisions.  A unique special provision shall be provided for an earth-retaining 

system not included in the INDOT Standard Specifications or the recurring special 
provisions.  See Section 19-3.0 for the unique-special-provision preparation and approval 
procedure. 

 
The feasibility of using an earth-retention system depends on the existing topography 
subsurface conditions and soil and rock properties.  A comprehensive subsurface 
exploration program is required to evaluate site stability, settlement potential, need for 
drainage, etc., before repairing a slope or designing a new type of earth-retaining system. 

 
 

410-3.0  LIMIT STATES, LOAD FACTORS, AND RESISTANCE FACTORS 
 
410-3.01  Limit States 
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410-3.01(01)  Service Limit State 
 
An earth-retaining system shall be investigated for excessive vertical and lateral displacement, 
and overall stability, at the service-limit state.  Tolerable vertical and lateral deformation criteria 
shall be developed based on the function and type of wall, anticipated service life, and 
consequences of unacceptable movements to the wall and potentially affected nearby structures, 
both structural and aesthetic.  Overall stability shall be evaluated at the service-limit state using 
limiting equilibrium methods of analysis. 
 
The requirements of LRFD 10.6.2.2, 10.7.2.2, and 10.8.2.2 shall apply to the investigation of 
wall movements.  For an anchored wall, deflections shall be estimated in accordance with LRFD 
11.9.3.1.  For an MSE wall, deflections shall be estimated in accordance with LRFD 11.10.4.  
The effects of wall movements on adjacent facilities shall be considered in the development of 
the wall design. 
 
 
410-3.01(02)  Strength Limit State 
 
An earth-retaining system shall be investigated at the strength-limit state for bearing resistance 
failure, lateral sliding, excessive loss of base contact, pullout failure of anchors or soil 
reinforcements, and structural failure. 
 
 
410-3.01(03)  Extreme Event Limit State 
 
The Extreme Event Limit state shall be considered in the design.  The applicable load 
combinations and load factors specified in LRFD Table 3.4.1-1 shall be investigated.  Unless 
otherwise specified, all resistance factors shall be taken as 1.0 in investigating the Extreme Event 
Limit state. 
 
 
410-3.02  Load Factors 
 
Load factors and load combinations shall be as described in LRFD 11.5.5 and LRFD Tables 
3.4.1-1 and 3.4.1-2.  The maximum and minimum load factors specified in LRFD Table 3.4.1-2 
shall be considered in performing the stability analysis on the earth-retaining system.  All 
applicable load combinations shall be investigated. For maximum and minimum load-factors 
applications, see LRFD Figures C11.5.5-1 and C11.5.5-2. 
 
 
410-3.03  Resistance Factors 
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In conducting wall-stability analysis, resistance factors for sliding and bearing resistance shall be 
as described in LRFD 10.5.  Resistance factors for a permanent earth-retaining system shall be as 
specified in LRFD Table 11.5.6-1. 
 
 

410-4.0  CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED-CONCRETE CANTILEVER FILL WALL 
 
410-4.01  Foundation Information 
 
A cantilever wall consists of a base slab or footing from which a vertical wall or stem extends 
upward.  Reinforcement is provided in both members to supply resistance to bending.  A 
cantilever wall can be founded on spread footings or on piles.  Pertinent soils information on 
loading conditions, foundation considerations, consolidation potential, and external stability is 
included in the geotechnical report. 
 
Installation of structure backfill material behind a cantilever wall shall be with 1:1 backfill 
slopes.  If site restrictions do not allow for the use of 1:1 structure-backfill slopes, a 
memorandum shall be submitted to the Office of Geotechnical Services requesting soil properties 
at the site.  The memorandum shall be submitted at the Preliminary Field Check stage if possible.  
If 1:1 backfill slopes are not being used, more vigorous design methods shall be used. 
 
 
410-4.01(01)  Overall Stability 
 
The overall stability shall be evaluated using limiting methods of analysis as described in LRFD 
11.6.2.3. 
 
 
410-4.01(02)  Bearing Resistance 
 
Bearing resistance shall be investigated at the Strength Limit state using factored loads and 
resistances, assuming the soil-pressure distributions as follows: 
 
1. Wall Supported with a Soil Foundation.  The vertical stress shall be calculated assuming 

a uniformly-distributed pressure over an effective base area as shown in LRFD Figure 
11.6.3.2-1.  LRFD Equation 11.6.3.2-1 shall be used to calculate vertical stress. 

 
2. Wall Supported with a Rock Foundation.  The vertical stress shall be calculated assuming 

a linearly-distributed pressure over an effective base area as shown in LRFD Figure 
11.6.3.2-2.  If the resultant is within the middle one-third of the base, LRFD Equations 
11.6.3.2-2 and 11.6.3.2-3 shall be used.  If the resultant is outside the middle one-third of 
the base, LRFD Equations 11.6.3.2-4 and 11.6.3.2-5 shall be used. 
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410-4.01(03)  Limiting Eccentricity, or Overturning 
 
In investigating wall overturning, vertical moments shall be taken about the centerline of the 
spread footing.  Horizontal moments shall be taken about the bottom of the spread footing.  The 
vertical effect of surcharge acting above the footing shall not be included in considering 
overturning.  For a foundation on soil, the location of the resultant of the reaction forces shall be 
within the middle one-half of the base width.  For a foundation on rock, the location of the 
resultant of the reaction forces shall be within the middle three-fourths of the base width. 
 
 
410-4.01(04)  Sliding Resistance 
 
The requirements of LRFD 10.6.3.4 will apply. 
 
The factored resistance against failure by sliding shall be taken as 
 

RR =  φRn = φτ Rτ + φep Rep 
 
If the soil beneath the footing is cohesionless, the nominal sliding resistance between soil and 
foundation shall be taken as 
 

Rτ = V tan δ 
 
Where 
 

tan δ = tan Фƒ for concrete cast against soil, or 
 
 0.8 tan Фƒ for a precast-concrete footing. 
 
For a footing on clay, the sliding resistance shall be taken as the lesser of the following: 
 
1. the cohesion of the clay, or 
 
2. where the footing is supported on at least 6 in. of compacted granular material, one-half 

the normal stress on the interface between the footing and the soil. 
 
For a spread footing on rock, the footing shall be embedded into the rock a minimum of 6 in. 
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410-4.01(05)  Passive Resistance 
 
Passive resistance shall be neglected in wall-stability computations.  Passive resistance may be 
considered only if the wall extends below the depth of maximum scour, freeze-thaw effect, or 
other disturbances.  Only the embedment below the greater of these depths shall be considered. 
 
 
410-4.01(06)  Structural Design 
 
The structural design of individual wall elements and the wall foundation shall be as described in 
LRFD Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8.  Flexural and shear design is based on LRFD load factors of 1.35 
for vertical earth pressure, 1.50 for lateral earth pressure, and 1.75 for lateral earth pressure from 
live-load surcharge.  Concrete shall be class B for the footing and class A for the stem.  
Reinforcing-steel yield strength shall be 60,000 psi.  Reinforcement required to resist the 
formation of temperature and shrinkage cracks shall be as described in LRFD 5.10.8. 
 
 
410-4.01(07)  Seismic Design 
 
For a gravity or semi-gravity retaining wall, the pseudo-static approach developed by Mononobe 
and Okabe may be used to estimate the equivalent static forces of seismic loads.  This method is 
described in LRFD Appendix A11. 
 
 
410-4.01(08)  Drainage 
 
Backfill behind a retaining wall shall be properly drained.  If drainage is not provided, the wall 
shall be designed for loads due to earth pressure, plus full hydrostatic pressure due to water in 
backfill. 
 
If a wall is adjacent to a roadway or sidewalk, pipe drains shall be placed in back of the wall 
instead of weep holes.  A pipe underdrain of 6 in. dia. shall be used, with the flow line at the 
bottom of a square course of fine aggregate, 2-ft by 2-ft.  This system shall be discharged into a 
storm sewer or ditch.  For rehabilitation of an existing retaining wall, plan details shall be 
developed to replace inadequate pipe underdrain systems.  A minimum slope of 0.5% shall be 
used for pipe underdrains. 
 
 
410-4.02  Stem Design 
 
The criteria to be considered in designing the stem are as follows. 
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1. For stem height of at least 16 ft through 26 ft, the back face shall be battered 12V:1H.  
The rear face can be battered depending on the site requirements. 

 
2. The minimum stem thickness is 12 in. for a stem with a constant thickness.  The 

minimum stem thickness at the top is 10 in. for a battered stem.  Stem thickness at the 
bottom is based on the load requirements or batter. 

 
3. Stem height is determined from site conditions. 
 
4. The stem shall be located so as to produce the most economical footing. 
 
5. Shear stress in the wall shall be checked at the base of the stem. 
 
6. No. 4 reinforcing bars spaced at 1’-6” shall be placed in the front of the stem as 

longitudinal and vertical temperature reinforcement. 
 
7. Moment shall be determined at the base of the stem and where required for bar cutoffs. 
 
8. Loads due to a railing or parapet on top of the wall shall not be applied simultaneously 

with loads from earth pressure.  These are dynamic loads which are resisted by the mass 
of the wall and passive earth pressure. 

 
9. For a wall within roadway clear zone, the stem shall be shielded with a TL-5 barrier, or 

designed to withstand the LRFD collision force. 
 
 
410-4.03  Footing Design 
 
For footing-design criteria, see Chapter 408.  Additional criteria to be considered in designing 
the footing are as follows. 
 
1. Minimum footing thickness is 1.5 ft for a spread footing, or 2 ft for a pile footing. 
 
2. The bottom of the footing shall be placed at 3 ft below the finished ground line.  If the 

finished ground is on a grade, the bottom of the footing shall be sloped to a maximum 
grade of 5%.  If the grade is steeper than 5%, the footing shall be placed level and steps 
shall be used. 

 
3. Maximum pile spacing in each row is 10 ft. 
 
4. Maximum pile batter is 4V:1:H. 
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5. Piles shall be embedded 1 ft into the footing.  Reinforcing steel shall be placed on the 
tops of the piles. 

 
6. For a spread footing, reinforcing steel shall be placed with a 4 in. clearance from the 

bottom of the footing.  The edge clear distance shall be 2 in. 
 
7. The footing moment shall be determined at the face of the stem based on vertical loads 

and resultant soil pressure. 
 
8. A design for heel moment without considering the upward soil or pile reaction is not 

required unless such a condition actually exists. 
 
9. For the toe, shear shall be determined at a distance from the face of the stem equal to the 

effective distance, d, of the footing.  For the heel, shear shall be determined at the face of 
stem. 

 
 
410-4.04  Shear-Key Design 
 
The criteria to be considered in designing the shear key are as follows. 
 
1. The key shall be placed in line with the stem except under severe loading conditions. 
 
2. The key width shall be 1 ft.  The minimum key depth is 1 ft. 
 
3. The key shall be placed in unformed excavation against undisturbed material. 
 
4. The key shall be analyzed for the forces shown in Figure 410-4A, Factor of Safety 

Against Sliding for Spread Footing – Example. 
 
5. The shape of a shear key in rock is determined from the site conditions. 
 
 
410-4.05  Miscellaneous Design Information 
 
Optional transverse construction joints are permitted in the footing.  Footing joints shall be offset 
a minimum of 1 ft from the wall joints.  Reinforcing steel shall be placed through the footing 
joints. 
 
A vertical expansion joint shall be provided at intervals not exceeding 90 ft for a conventional 
retaining wall, as indicated in LRFD 11.6.1.6. 
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410-5.0  RETAINING WALL WITH GROUND REINFORCEMENT, OR FILL WALL 
 
410-5.01  Mechanically-Stabilized-Earth (MSE) Wall 
 
An MSE wall is a cost-effective alternative where a reinforced-concrete or gravity-type wall has 
traditionally been used to retain earth.  This includes a bridge abutment and wingwalls, or an area 
where the right of way is restricted, such that an embankment of cut backslope with stable side 
slopes cannot be constructed.  It is suited to economical construction in steep-sided terrain, 
ground subject to slope instability, or an area where foundation soils are poor.  An MSE wall is 
not suitable for some applications as listed in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. 
 
Some additional uses of an MSE wall include the following: 
 
1. a temporary structure which has been cost-effective for a detour necessary for a highway 

reconstruction project; or 
 
2. phased construction. 
 
The relatively small quantities of manufactured materials required, rapid construction, and 
competition among the developers of different proprietary systems has resulted in a cost 
reduction relative to traditional types of retaining walls.  An MSE wall is likely to be more 
economical than another wall system for a wall height of about 10 ft or where special 
foundations are required for a conventional wall. 
 
One advantage of an MSE wall is its flexibility and capability to absorb deformations due to poor 
subsoil conditions in the foundations.  Also, based on observations in seismically-active zones, 
this type of structure has demonstrated a higher resistance to seismic loading than a cast-in-place 
concrete structure. 
 
Precast-concrete facing elements can be made with various shapes and textures, with little extra 
cost, for aesthetic considerations.  Masonry units, timber, and gabions can also be used with 
advantage to blend into the environment. 
 
 
410-5.01(01)  Advantages and Disadvantages 
 
1. Advantages. 
 

a. uses simple and rapid construction procedures and does not require large 
construction equipment; 
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b. does not require experienced craftsmen with special skills for construction; 
 

c. requires less site preparation than another alternative; 
 

d. requires less space in front of the structure for construction operations; 
 

e. reduces right of way acquisition; 
 

f. does not require rigid, unyielding foundation support because an MSE structure is 
tolerant to deformations; 

 
g. it is s cost-effective; and 

 
h. it is technically feasible to a height in excess of 80 ft. 

 
2. Disadvantages. 
 

a. requires a relatively large space behind the wall or outward face to obtain enough 
wall width for internal and external stability; 

 
b. requires select granular fill.  At a site where there is a lack of granular soils, the 

cost of importing suitable fill material can render the system uneconomical; 
 

c. suitable design criteria are required to address corrosion of steel reinforcement 
elements and deterioration of certain types of exposed facing elements, such as 
geosynthetics, to ultraviolet rays and potential degradation of polymer 
reinforcement in the ground; and 

 
d. the design can require a shared design responsibility between material suppliers 

and the owner, and greater input from geotechnical specialists in a domain often 
dominated by structural engineers. 

 
 
410-5.01(02)  Constraints and Conditions 
 
The primary environmental condition affecting reinforcement type selection and potential 
performance of an earth-retaining structure with reinforced backfill is the aggressiveness of the 
backfill material that can cause deterioration to the reinforcement. 
 
The lower limit to height is usually dictated by economy.  Where used with a traffic barrier, a 
low wall on a foundation of less than 10 to 13 ft is often uneconomical, as the cost of the 
overturning moment leg of the traffic-barrier approaches one-third of the total cost of the MSE 
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structure in place.  For a cantilever retaining wall, the barrier is simply an extension of the stem 
with a smaller impact on overall cost. 
 
The total size of structure, or area of facing elements, has little impact on economy compared 
with other retaining-wall types.  However, the unit cost for an MSE wall of less than 3000 ft2 is 
likely to be 10 to 15% higher. 
 
 
410-5.01(03)  Relative Costs 
 
Site-specific costs of an MSE wall are a function of factors including cut-fill requirements, wall 
size and type, in-situ soil type, available backfill materials, facing finish, or temporary or 
permanent application.  An MSE wall with a precast-concrete facing is usually less expensive 
than a reinforced-concrete retaining wall for a height of greater than about 10 ft and average 
foundation conditions.  A modular-block wall is competitive with a concrete retaining wall at a 
height of less than 15 ft. 
 
 
410-5.01(04)  Description of MSE-Wall System 
 
1. Systems Differentiation.  Since the expiration of the fundamental process and concrete-

facing-panels patents obtained by the system’s first proprietary manufacturing company, 
the engineering community has adopted the generic term mechanically-stabilized-earth to 
describe this type of retaining wall construction. 

 
A system for an MSE-wall structure is defined as a complete supplied package that 
includes design, specifications, and all prefabricated materials of construction necessary 
for the complete construction of a soil-reinforced structure.  Technical assistance during 
the planning and construction phase is also included. 

 
2. Ground Reinforcement.  An MSE-wall system can be described from the reinforcement 

geometry, stress transfer mechanism, reinforcement material, and the type of facing and 
connections. 

 
a. Reinforcement Geometry.  The types of reinforcement geometry that can be 

considered are as follows. 
 

(1) Linear Unidirectional.  These include strips, including smooth or ribbed 
steel strips. 

 
(2) Composite Unidirectional.  These include grids or bar mats characterized 

by grid spacing greater than 6 in. 
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(3) Planar Bidirectional.  These consist of continuous sheets of welded wire 
reinforcement, or woven wire mesh.  The reinforcement or mesh is characterized 
by means of element spacing of less than 6 in. 

 
b. Reinforcement Material.  Reinforcement material consists of metallic 

reinforcements, typically of mild steel.  The steel is galvanized or epoxy coated.  
Where non-metallic reinforcement material must be used, it shall be inextensible, 
and it must be approved by INDOT. 

 
c. Reinforcement Extensibility.  The classes of extensibility are as follows. 

 
(1) Inextensible.  The deformation of the reinforcement at failure is much less 

than the deformability of the soil.  INDOT permits only inextensible 
reinforcement in an MSE-wall system. 

 
(2) Extensible.  The deformation of the reinforcement at failure is comparable 

to or greater than the deformability of the soil. 
 
3. Facing Systems.  The types of facing elements used in MSE systems control their 

aesthetics because they are the only visible parts of the completed structure.  A wide 
range of finishes and colors can be provided in the facing.  The facing provides protection 
against backfill sloughing and erosion, and can provide a drainage path.  The type of 
facing influences settlement tolerances.  The facing types are as follows. 

 
a. Segmental Precast-Concrete Panels.  These have a minimum thickness of 5½ in., 

and are of cruciform, square, rectangular, diamond, or hexagonal geometry.  
Temperature and tensile reinforcement are required, but will vary with the size of 
the panel.  Vertically-adjacent units are connected with shear pins. 

 
b. Welded-Wire Grids.  Wire grid can be bent up at the front of the wall to form the 

wall face.  This type of facing is used mainly for a temporary structure. 
 

c. Gabions.  Gabions, or rock-filled wire baskets, can be used as facing with 
reinforcing elements consisting of welded wire reinforcement, welded bar-mats, 
geogrids, geotextiles, or the double-twisted woven mesh placed between or 
connected to the gabion baskets. 

 
d. Post-Construction Facing.  For a wrapped faced wall, the facing, whether geogrid, 

geotextiles, or wire reinforcement, can be attached after construction of the wall 
by means of shotcreting, or placing cast-in-place concrete or other materials.  This 
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approach adds cost but is advantageous where significant settlement is 
anticipated. 

 
Facings using welded wire or gabions have the disadvantages of uneven surface, exposed 
backfill materials, more tendency for erosion of the retained soil, possible shorter life 
from corrosion of the wires, and more susceptibility to vandalism.  These disadvantages 
can, be countered by providing shotcrete or by hanging facing panels on the exposed face 
and compensating for possible corrosion.  The advantages of such facings are low cost, 
ease of installation, design flexibility, positive drainage depending on the type of backfill 
that provides increased stability, and possible treatment of the face for vegetative and 
other architectural effects.  The facing can be adapted and blended with a natural country 
environment.  The facings, and geosynthetic-wrapped facings, are advantageous for 
construction of a temporary or other structure with a short-term design life. 

 
4. Reinforced-Backfill Material.  An MSE wall requires structure backfill for durability, 

positive drainage, constructability, and soil-reinforcement interaction which can be 
obtained from structure backfill. 

 
5. Miscellaneous Construction Materials.  A wall with precast-concrete panels requires 

bearing pads in the horizontal joints that provide some compressibility and movement 
between panels and precludes concrete-to-concrete contact.  Such materials shall be in 
concordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
All joints shall be covered with a polypropylene geotextile strip to prevent the migration 
of fine aggregates from the backfill. 

 
 
410-5.01(05)  Selection Criteria 
 
Each topic described below shall be considered at the preliminary design stage.  The appropriate 
elements and performance criteria shall be determined.  The process consists of the successive 
steps as follows. 
 
1. Consider all possible alternatives, and choose an earth-retaining system.  Cantilever, 

gravity, semigravity, or counterforted concrete wall, or reinforced-soil slopes are the 
usual alternatives to an MSE wall and abutments. 

 
2. In a cut situation, an in-situ wall such as a tieback anchored wall, soil-nailed wall, or 

nongravity cantilevered wall is often more economical.  Where limited right of way is 
available, a combination of a temporary in-situ wall at the back end of the reinforcement 
and a permanent MSE wall is often competitive. 
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3. Consider facing options.  The development of project-specific aesthetic criteria is 
principally focused on the type, size, and texture of the facing, which is the only visible 
feature of an MSE structure. 

 
4. For a permanent application, an MSE wall with precast-concrete panels shall be 

considered.  It is constructed with a vertical face.  The precast-concrete panels can be 
manufactured with a variety of surface textures, colors, and geometrics. 

 
5. At a more remote location, a gabion, timber faced, or vegetated MSE wall may be 

considered. 
 
6. For a temporary wall, significant economy can be achieved with wire facings, 

geosynthetic wrapped facings, or wood-board facing.  It can be made permanent by 
applying shotcrete or cast-in-place concrete in a post-construction application, provided 
that the wall design satisfies the criteria for a permanent wall. 

 
7. Develop performance criteria for loads, design height, embedment, settlement tolerances, 

foundation capacity, effect on adjoining structures, etc.  Performance criteria for an MSE 
structure with respect to design requirements are governed by design practice or the 
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and the INDOT Standard Specifications. 

 
8. Consider site effects on corrosion or degradation of reinforcement. 
 
9. Consider site effects with regard to river banks or a floodplain area. 
 

a. River Banks or Floodplain Area.  The top of the leveling pad shall be at least 1 ft 
above the ordinary high-water elevation.  No. 8 stone shall be placed behind the 
wall instead of structure backfill up to the Q100 high-water elevation. 

 
b. Wall Embedment.  The minimum embedment depth to the top of the leveling pad 

shall be 3 ft, except for a structure founded on rock at the surface, where no 
embedment is required.  A minimum horizontal bench width of 4 ft shall be 
provided in front of a wall founded on slopes.  For a wall constructed along a 
river or stream where the depth of scour has been reliably determined, a minimum 
embedment of 2 ft below the Q500 scour depth is recommended. 

 
 
410-5.01(06)  Design Criteria 
 
The recommend minimum resistance strengths with respect to failure modes are as follows. 
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1. External Stability.  Sliding eccentricity, e, at base, plus bearing capacity, deep-seated 
stability, and seismic stability shall be checked based on LRFD 11.10.5. 

 
2. Internal Stability.  Pullout resistance shall be checked based on LRFD 11.10.6. 
 

a. Design Limits and Wall Height.  The length and height required to satisfy the 
project’s geometric requirements shall be established to determine the type of 
structure and external loading configurations. 

 
b. Length of Ground Reinforcement.  The minimum reinforcement length for an 

MSE wall is the greater of 0.7H or 8 ft.  A greater length may be required for a 
structure subject to surcharge loads, or if the factored MSE-wall loads are more 
than the factored bearing resistance. 

 
c. External Loads.  The external loads can be surcharges required by the geometry, 

adjoining footing loads, line loads from traffic, traffic impact loads, or sound-
barrier loads.  Traffic live loads and impact loads are applicable where the traffic 
lane is located horizontally from the face of the wall within a distance of less than 
one half the wall height. 

 
d. Wall Embedment at End Bent or Longitudinal-Edge Encroachment where Stream 

Parallels Roadway.  The minimum embedment depth to the top of the leveling 
pad shall be 3 ft. However, for a structure founded on rock at the surface, no 
embedment is required.  A minimum horizontal bench width of 4 ft shall be 
provided in front of a wall founded on slopes.  Typical abutment scour-protection 
countermeasures will be required in front of the wall. 

 
3. Seismic Activity.  Due to an MSE wall’s flexibility, it is resistant to dynamic forces 

developed during a seismic event.  See the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications for 
seismic-design considerations. 

 
4. Protection of MSE Wall Against Collision.  An MSE-wall bridge abutment placed 

adjacent to a roadway shall be checked for vehicle-collision forces as described in 
Section 403-3.08. 

 
 
410-5.02  Modular-Block Facing Units with Reinforced Backfill 
 
A concrete modular-block retaining wall is a Group 2 system.  The maximum height shall be 15 
ft, measured from the top of the leveling pad to the top of the wall.  See Figure 410-5A for a 
modular-block-wall typical section. 
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A concrete modular-block retaining wall is constructed from blocks which are available in a 
variety of facial textures and colors, providing a variety of aesthetic appearances.  See Figure 
410-5B, Types of Modular Blocks.  They range in facial area from 0.5 to 1 ft2.  An integral 
feature of the facing is a front batter ranging from nominal to 15 deg.  The shape of the blocks 
permits the wall to be built along a curve, either concave or convex.  The blocks are dry-stacked, 
therefore mortar or grout is not used to bond the units together, except for the top two layers. 
 
 
410-5.02(01)  Design Procedure 
 
1. Earth-Pressure Considerations.  The backslope is either horizontal such that B = 0 deg, or 

with sloping backfill such that B > 0 deg.  The modular-block wall can be vertical such 
that A = 0 deg, or with setback such that A > 0 deg. 

 
The angles A and B are shown in Figure 410-5C or 410-5D. 

 
For a wall with a setback of 0 deg, the active earth pressure coefficient for external 
stability, Ka, can be determined from Equation 410-5.1, Rankine’s formula. 
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For a wall with a setback of 1 deg, Ka can be determined from Equation 410-5.2, 
Coulomb’s formula, with δ = 0. 
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where φr = angle of internal friction of the retained soil (from geotechnical report) 
A = wall setback angle from vertical 
δ = interface friction angle between reinforced soil zone and retained soil, which shall be 
taken as 0 deg 
B = backslope angle (see Figure 410-5C or 410-5D) 
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2. External Stability. 
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a. Analysis of Overturning.  Eccentricity, e, at the base shall be checked based on 
LRFD 11.10.5. 

 
b. Analysis of Sliding.  Sliding at the base shall be checked based on LRFD 11.10.5.  

Sliding shall also be checked at the level of the first geogrid from the bottom 
using the geogrid coefficient of direct sliding, but including the shear strength 
between modular-block units.  If the geogrid coefficient of direct sliding is 
unknown, use 0.65 tan S. 

 
c. Analysis of Soil Bearing Pressure.  The bearing pressure at the bottom of the 

reinforced-soil mass and blocks, BP, is determined by using the Meyerhof stress 
distribution. 
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     (Equation 410-5.3) 
 
  where e is determined by taking moments about the center of the base length L2. 
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  BP ≤ Factored bearing resistance 
 

The factored bearing resistance is provided by the Office of Geotechnical Services. 
 

If a break in the slope behind the wall is located horizontally within a distance of 2H, 
broken-back backfill may be used.  If the break is located at 2H or greater from the wall, 
a horizontal backslope shall be used. 

 
The only difference between broken-back backfill and horizontal backslope is the 
magnitude of forces H1 and H2.  The magnitude of these forces is a function of Ka, which 
is shown at the beginning of the design procedure.  Both procedures use this formula for 
Ka.  However, for broken-back backfill, angle I shall be substituted for angle B.  Where 
the break in the slope behind the wall is located 0.5H from the back face of the reinforced 
soil mass, live load surcharge, Sur, shall be considered in the design.  If the break is 
located at 0.5H or greater from the back face of the reinforced soil mass, Sur shall not be 
considered in the design. 

 
The failure plane for a modular-block wall with geogrid, or extensible, reinforcement is 
defined as a straight line passing through the heel on the retained-earth side of the 
lowermost bock at an angle ά from the horizontal.  The angle ά is calculated from 
Equation 410-5.4. 
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  (Equation 410-5.4) 
 
  where 

( )BX i −= φtan  
  ( )AY i += φcot  
  φi = angle of internal friction of reinforced infill soil 
  δ = angle of friction at back of wall, assume 2/3 φi 
  See Figures 410-5E and 410-5F for definitions of A, B, and ά. 
 

The failure plane for broken-back backfill and horizontal backslope with extensible 
reinforcement is based on angle ά as shown above. 

 
The horizontal stress, σh, at each reinforcement level for extensible reinforcement can be 
computed by multiplying the vertical stress, σv, at that level, by the active earth pressure 
coefficient Ka. 
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   (Equation 410-5.5) 
 
  where 

  ( ) ( )BZ ii −+= φδφ sinsin  
  ( ) ( )BAAY +−= coscos δ  
  φi = peak angle of internal friction of the reinforced soil zone, or 34 deg 

δ = interface friction angle which is assumed to be two-thirds of the angle of 
internal friction of the reinforced infill soil, or 22.7 deg 

 
The vertical stress, σv, is based on the vertical loads being distributed over a length 
determined by the Meyerhoff formula.  The same procedure shall be applied to calculate 
the maximum bearing pressure at the bottom of the reinforced-soil mass shown in the 
external-stability equations.  The same equations can be used, except h and H shall be 
decreased by the distance from the top of the leveling pad to the level of the extensible 
reinforcement where vertical earth pressures are being calculated.  If this procedure 
results in R appearing to the right of center of L2 (see Figure 410-5D), then calculate σv 
based on the height of overburden plus surcharge at the center of the contributing area, 
La, for the geosynthetic reinforcement being considered.  The values of δh and La are 
shown in Figure 410-5F. 

 
3. Internal Stability. 
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a. Soil-Reinforcement Forces.  For both extensible and inextensible reinforcements, 
the surcharge shall be included for stress calculations.  The force in the soil 
reinforcement is determined at the location of the failure plane as follows: 
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          (Equation 410-5.6) 
  where: 

  HLWV i5.03 =  
  raWZSurKH =1  

δ = external friction angle, the lesser of φi or φr 
φi = internal friction angle of reinforced infill soil 
φr = internal friction angle of retained soil 
C = δ – A [C cannot exceed B.] 

  raWZKH 5.02 =  
Ka (see Equation 410-5.5) 
Wr = unit weight of retained soil 
L = length of soil reinforcement 

  iLSurWV =1  
  iZLWV =2  

Wi = Unit weight of reinforced infill soil 
 

  eL
R

v 2−
=σ

       (Equation 410-5.7) 
 
  If an alternate method is required to calculate φv,  
 

  ( )SurdWiv +=σ       (Equation 410-5.8) 
 
  where d and its location are shown in Figure 68-5F. 
 

  For extensible reinforcement, avh Kσσ = , where Ka is based on Equation 68-5.4. 
 

  For extensible reinforcement, avh Kσσ = . 
 

Multiplying σh by its contributing area will provide the force in the soil 
reinforcement, Fg.  This is the force in the reinforcement at the failure plane.  
Because geogrid reinforcement is continuous, the contributing area is the vertical 
spacing, and the resulting force is on a per-foot basis. 
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The vertical forces V1, V2, and V3, and horizontal forces H1 and H2 shall be 
determined using calculations accompanying the stability check.  However, V3, 
H1, and H2 are based on the soil plane above the reinforcement.  The procedure 
outlined above shall be followed to find the force in the soil reinforcement. 

 
The forces in the geogrid at the back face of the blocks and at the failure plane are 
assumed to be equal at the bottom of the wall.  They vary linearly to a point at 
one-half the wall height where the force is equal to 85% of the force at the failure 
plane.  For the upper half of the wall, the force at the back face of the blocks is 
assumed to equal 85% of the force at the failure plane. 

 
The force F in the geogrid is equal to σh times the contributing area.  Since 
geogrid reinforcement is continuous, the contributing height is used. 

 
The connection strength between the geogrid and the blocks shall be determined 
from National Concrete Masonry Association Test Method SRWU-1.  The 
service-state-condition strength shall be based on a deformation of the geogrid 
relative to the block, measured at the face of the blocks, or ½ in.  The connection 
strength used for design shall be the lesser of the peak-connection strength or the 
service-state-connection strength. 

 

   
5.1≥

F
StrengthConnection

 
 

The allowable force, F, in the geogrid reinforcement shall be in accordance with 
the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  The values of Limit State 
tensile load, T1, and serviceability state tensile load, Tw, as described in the 
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, shall be determined. 

 
A factor of safety or reduction factor for extensible reinforcement with respect to 
environmental and aging losses, FD, and a factor of safety or reduction factor for 
extensible reinforcement with respect to construction damage, FC, are required.  
If project-specific test results are available, FD shall be taken as 2.0.  If tests are 
not available, FD shall be taken as 1.1 minimum.  If project-specific test results 
are available, FC shall be taken as 3.0.  If tests are not available, FC shall be taken 
as 1.3 minimum.  An overall factor of safety, FS, shall be taken as 1.78. 

 
b. Pullout Capacity of Extensible Reinforcement.  The pullout capacity is developed 

by extending the geogrid beyond the failure plane for a sufficient distance to 
develop a force FU, equal to 1.5F.  The minimum length of soil reinforcement is 
0.7H, 6 ft, or the distance to the failure plane plus 3 ft, whichever is greater.  FU 
shall be calculated as follows: 
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   idAvU fLF φσ tan2=      (Equation 410-5.9) 
 
   where: 
   σv = vertical stress, or 120δ as shown in Figure 410-5E 
   LA = length of reinforcement beyond the failure plane 
   fd = equivalent coefficient of direct sliding derived from pullout tests 
   φi = angle of internal friction of the reinforced-soil zone, or 34 deg 
 

Geogrid pullout can occur as a result of a combination of soil shearing on plane 
surfaces parallel to the direction of geogrid movement and soil bearing on 
transverse geogrid surfaces perpendicular to the direction of geogrid movement.  
Ultimate pullout capacity shall be based on a maximum elongation of the 
embedded geogrid of ½ in., measured at the leading edge of the compressive zone 
within the soil mass. 

 
4. Pay-Quantities Determination.  The surface area of modular-block units and wall erection 

to be shown on the plans is based on the neat-line limits of the wall-system envelope.  
The neat-line limits shall be considered as the vertical distance from the top of the 
leveling pad to the top of the modular-block units, and the horizontal distance from the 
beginning to the end of the leveling pad. 

 
 
410-5.02(02)  Summary of Design Requirements 
 
1. Blocks Data. 
 
 a. A block shall consist of one piece. 
 b. Minimum thickness of front face = 4 in. 
 c. Minimum thickness of internal cavity walls other than front face = 2 in. 
 d. fc’ = 5000 psi 
 
2. Traffic Surcharge.  Live load surcharge = 2 ft = 1.7 psi 
 
3. Retained Soil. 
 
 a. Unit weight = 120 lb/ft3 

b. Angle of internal friction, φi, shall be determined from test information shown in 
the geotechnical report. 

 
4. Design Life.  Design life shall be 75 years minimum. 
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5. Soil-Pressure Theory.  Either Coulomb’s or Rankine’s theory shall be used at the 
designer’s discretion. 

 
6. Soil Reinforcement. 
 

a. Shall be either inextensible or extensible. 
b. Minimum length shall be 70% of the wall height, and not less than 6 ft. 
c. Length shall be equal throughout the wall height. 

 d. Maximum vertical spacing between layers = 2 ft. 
 e. Shall extend a minimum of 3 ft beyond the failure plane. 
 
 
410-5.03  Modular-Block Gravity Wall without Ground Reinforcement 
 
The proprietary modular blocks used in combination with ground reinforcement can also be used 
as a pure gravity wall (see Section 410-4.02).  The height to which it can be constructed is a 
function of the width of the blocks, the setback of the blocks, the backslope angle, and the angles 
of internal friction of the retained earth behind the wall.  The base of the block wall shall be 
placed at least 3 ft below the finish-grade elevation.  A wall of this type is limited to a height of 5 
ft or less, and is limited to a maximum differential settlement of 1 in 200.  However, a wall of 
this type shall not be used to support a highway or other structure. 
 
Dry-cast modular-block wall units are relatively small, squat concrete units that have been 
designed and manufactured for retaining-wall application.  The weight of a unit ranges from 30 
to 100 lb, with units of 60 to 100 lb used for highway work.  Unit height ranges from 4 to 8 in.  
Exposed-face length varies from 8 to 18 in.  Nominal width, or dimension perpendicular to the 
wall face, of a unit ranges between 9 and 24 in.  Units are manufactured solid or with cores.  
Full-height cores are filled with aggregate during erection.  Units are dry-stacked without mortar 
in a running-bond configuration.  Vertical adjacent units are interconnected to prevent sliding. 
 
The material specifications for the blocks used for a gravity wall are identical to those for the 
blocks used for a modular-block wall with ground reinforcement. 
 
The design of a modular-block gravity wall shall be in accordance with the project requirements 
and the procedures described herein. 
 
The modular-block manufacturer shall check the wall for overturning and internal stability and 
make certain that the factored bearing-resistance requirements are satisfied.  The Office of 
Geotechnical Services will check the wall for sliding, global stability, and settlement, and will 
provide the factored bearing resistance and the equivalent fluid pressure acting on the back of the 
wall. 
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The pay quantities shall be determined as described in Section 410-5.02(01) item 4. 
 
 
410-5.03(01)  Design Procedure 
 
In designing a modular-block gravity wall without setback, the active-earth-pressure coefficient, 
Ka, can be determined from the Rankine formula. 
 
In designing a modular-block gravity wall with setback, the active-earth-pressure coefficient, Ka, 
can be determined from the Coulomb formula.  The interface friction angle between the blocks 
and soil behind the blocks shall be assumed to be zero. 
 
The forces acting on a modular-block gravity wall are shown in Figure 410-5G, Modular-Block 
Gravity-Wall Analysis.  The unit weight of the block shall be taken as 140 lb/ft3.  The unit 
weight of the drainage aggregate inside or between the blocks shall be taken as 120 lb/ft3.  
Passive soil pressure is not permitted to resist sliding.  Sheer between the blocks shall be resisted 
by friction, keys, or pins. 
 
 
410-5.03(02)  Design Considerations 
 
1. Overturning.  For overturning, moments are taken about the outside corner of the block.  

The vertical components of the soil pressure forces can be conservatively ignored. 
 
2. Sliding.  Sliding resistance is similar to that for a modular-block gravity wall with ground 

reinforcement, except that ground reinforcement is not provided for this type of wall. 
 
3. Bearing Pressure.  The maximum factored bearing pressure at the bottom of the lower 

block shall be less than or equal to the factored bearing resistance which is provided in 
the geotechnical report. 

 
 

410-6.0  PREFABRICATED MODULAR GRAVITY WALL, OR CUT WALL 
 
410-6.01  General 
 
The design of a prefabricated modular gravity wall shall be in accordance with the AASHTO 
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  The requirements of LRFD 11.11 will apply. 
 
The use of this type of wall shall be coordinated with the Office of Materials Management. This 
type of wall consists of proprietary modular structural elements and the fill material within these 
elements. 
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The approved prefabricated modular gravity wall types are as follows: 
 
1. prefabricated concrete modular gravity wall, bin type, without ground reinforcement; 
 
2. metal binwall; and 
 
3. gabion wall. 
 
 
410-6.02  Advantages and Limitations 
 
A modular gravity wall may be used where a conventional cast-in-place gravity, cantilever, or 
counterfort concrete retaining wall will be considered.  In addition to the cost comparison, the 
advantages and limitations in selecting a prefabricated modular gravity wall shall be investigated 
as an earth-retaining system. 
 
 
410-6.02(01)  Advantages 
 
The advantages are as follows: 
 
1. low construction cost; 
2. fast and easy construction; 
3. no temperature effect on the erection; 
4. flexibility and tolerance to differential settlement; and 
5. units can be economically disassembled and re-used. 
 
 
410-6.02(02)  Limitations 
 
The limitations are as follows. 
 
1. It shall not be used with a radius of less than 800 ft, unless the curve can be substituted 

with a series of chords. 
2. A steel modular systems shall not be used where the groundwater or surface runoff is 

acid-contaminated, or where deicing spray is anticipated. 
3. Available systems are proprietary. 
4. Limited to a bottom-up construction method. 
5. Corrosion of exposed metallic bins, and wires used in gabion walls, is possible. 
6. Storage space is required at the site for relatively large prefabricated units. 
7. Possible unavailability of required fill material, especially for a gabion wall. 
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8. Some systems are susceptible to vandalism. 
9. Not suitable for use with a deep foundation. 
 
 
410-6.03  Drainage 
 
Measures shall be taken to drain the material within and behind the modules or bins using 
underdrain pipe.  The pipe shall be wrapped in a geotextile fabric. 
 
 
410-6.04  Design Considerations 
 
The design shall be in accordance with the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  Similar to a 
conventional retaining wall, a prefabricated modular gravity wall shall be evaluated for sliding, 
overturning due to limiting eccentricity, and bearing resistance at the Strength Limit state.  Wall 
settlement shall be evaluated at the Service Limit state. 
 
 
410-6.04(01)  Load Factors and Load Combinations 
 
Load factors and load combinations shall be as specified in LRFD Tables 3.4.1-1 and 3.4.1-2.  
Maximum and minimum load factors as specified in LRFD Table 3.4.1-2 shall be considered in 
performing a stability analysis.  All applicable load combinations shall be investigated. 
 
 
410-6.04(02)  Resistance Factors 
 
In conducting a wall-stability analysis, resistance factors for sliding and bearing resistance shall 
be as specified in LRFD 10.5.  In conducting the structural design for the modular-structural-wall 
elements, resistance factors shall be as described in LRFD Section 5 for concrete members, or 
Section 6 for steel members. 
 
 
410-6.04(03)  Lateral Earth Pressures 
 
The magnitude of active earth pressure and the location of resultant loads shall be as shown in 
LRFD Figures 3.11.5.9.-1 and 3.11.5.9-2.  Where the back face of the modules forms an irregular 
shape, or stepped surface, the earth pressure shall be computed on a plane surface drawn from 
the upper back corner to the lower back corner of the wall.  For stability analysis of sliding and 
overturning, the system shall be assumed to act as a rigid body. Passive earth pressure shall be 
neglected in stability calculations, unless the base of the wall extends below the depth of 
maximum scour, freeze-thaw, or other disturbance.  Lateral earth pressures due to live-load 
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surcharge and earth-loading surcharge shall be investigated.  Appropriate live-load surcharge as 
specified LRFD 3.11.6.4 shall be considered where applicable.  Rankine’s theory or Coulomb’s 
theory shall be used at the discretion of the designer. 
 
The angle of friction, δ, between the back of the modules and backfill is stated in LRFD for three 
possible situations.  For friction-angle selection, see LRFD Table C3.11.5.9-1.  This angle affects 
the magnitude and direction of the resulting lateral earth-pressure force.  In performing an 
external analysis of the system, only the forces acting on or inside the pressure plane may be 
utilized. 
 
 
410-6.04(04)  Sliding Resistance 
 
Resistance to sliding is provided by infill to the foundation-material interface friction at the base 
of the module.  In performing sliding analysis, the following shall be considered. 
 
1. Sliding shall be evaluated at the Strength Limit state. 
 
2. The requirements of LRFD 10.6.3 and 11.11.4.2 will apply. 
 
3. Calculation methods are similar to those for a cast-in-place concrete wall. 
 
4. Load factors shall be as shown in LRFD Figure C11.5.5-2. 
 
5. Passive resistance on the front of the wall due to wall embedment is most-often 

neglected. 
 
6. The coefficient of sliding friction between the infill and foundation material at the wall 

base shall be the lesser of the friction angle of the infill and the friction angle of the 
foundation soil. 

 
7. For granular soil, a friction angle of 30 deg maximum shall be used. 
 
For a precast-concrete modular binwall with footings, 80% of the weight of the soil in the 
modules is transferred to the footing supports, with the remaining soil weight being transferred to 
the area of the wall between the footings. 
 
 
410-6.04(05)  Limiting Eccentricity Due to Overturning 
 
Resistance to limiting eccentricity due to overturning is provided by the infill within the module.  
In performing a sliding analysis, the following shall be considered. 
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1. Eccentricity shall be evaluated at the Strength Limit state. 
 
2. The requirements of LRFD 10.6.3 and 11.11.4.4 will apply. 
 
3. Calculation methods are similar to those for a cast-in-place concrete wall. 
 
4. Load factors shall be as shown in LRFD Figure C11.5.5-2. 
 
5. The location of the resultant of the reaction forces shall be within the middle one half of 

the base with. 
 
6. Passive resistance on front of the wall due to wall embedment is most-often neglected. 
 
7. Unless a structural bottom is provided to retain the soil within the module, a maximum of 

80% of the soil fill for a precast-concrete modular binwall, or a metal binwall within the 
modules, is effective in resisting overturning moments. 

 
 
410-6.04(06)  Bearing Resistance 
 
In performing bearing-pressure analysis, the following shall be considered. 
 
1. Bearing-resistance analysis shall be evaluated at the Strength Limit state. 
 
2. The requirements of LRFD 10.6.3 and 11.11.4.3 will apply. 
 
3. Calculation methods are similar to those for a cast-in-place concrete wall. 
 
4. Load factors shall be as shown on LRFD Figure C11.5.5-1. 
 
5. If a footing is provided at the rear and at the front of a precast-concrete modular binwall, 

the dead loads and earth-pressure loads are transferred to these point supports per unit 
length of the wall.  A minimum of 80% of the soil weight inside the modules shall be 
considered to be transferred to the front and rear support points.  If a foundation is 
provided under the total area of the module, all soil weight shall be considered. 

 
 
410-6.04(07)  Structural Design 
 
In performing structural design or selecting a structural wall system, the following shall be 
considered. 
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1. Structural design shall be performed at the Strength Limit state. 
 
2. The requirements of LRFD 11.11.5.1 will apply. 
 
3. The structural demand, including compression, shear, bending stresses, etc., of the wall 

elements shall be compared to the manufacturer’s recommended structural capacity. 
 
4. Prefabricated modular units shall be designed for the difference between the factored 

earth pressure behind the wall and the factored pressures developed inside the modules. 
 
5. During construction, the rear face of the wall shall be designed for the earth pressure 

inside the module. 
 
6. For concrete modules, strength and reinforcement requirements shall be in accordance 

with LRFD Section 5. 
 
7. For steel modules, strength requirements shall be in accordance with LRFD Section 6. 
 
 
410-6.04(08)  Overall Stability 
 
The overall stability shall be evaluated using limiting-equilibrium methods of slope stability 
analysis.  The following shall be considered. 
 
1. Overall stability shall be investigated at the Service Limit state. 
2. The requirements of LRFD 11.6.2.3 will apply. 
3. Calculation methods are similar to those for a cast-in-place wall. 
4. The resistance factors shall be as described in LRFD 11.6.2.3. 
 
 
410-6.04(09)  Lateral and Vertical Displacement 
 
The lateral and vertical displacement shall be evaluated at the Service Limit state, and compared 
with tolerable wall-movement criteria.  The tolerable differential movement in terms of a 
horizontal differential settlement is most often 1/300 along the alignment of the wall.  However, 
for a gabion wall, this is most often 1/50. 
 
 
410-6.05  Prefabricated Concrete Bin Wall 
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410-6.05(01)  General 
 
A prefabricated concrete modular gravity wall consists of interlocking reinforced precast 
concrete cells or modules, a cast-in-place concrete floor or dense-graded aggregate base, an 
optional reinforced-concrete parapet placed on top of the wall or concrete cap, and structural 
infill inside the modules.  The parapet can be placed and held rigidly to a cast-in-place concrete 
slab. 
 
The height and width shall be as determined based on the site-specific conditions, site 
constraints, and as required by the design.  The proposed length and width of the modules shall 
be submitted to the Office of Geotechnical Services for review and approval during the design 
stage. 
 
Foundation preparation shall include removing unsuitable material and vegetation, stabilizing 
weak or compressible material and replacing it with B borrow, then proof-rolling the foundation 
area.  The wall base shall be constructed using dense-graded crushed aggregate or concrete.  The 
concrete base shall have a 28-days compressive strength of 3,000 psi. 
 
The fill material within and behind the modules shall be structure backfill.  A geotextile filter 
layer shall be placed behind the front vertical joints and behind the modules to prevent migration 
of fines and allow passage of water.  Drainage details for the wall system shall be shown on the 
plans. 
 
Polyethylene foam rod and a rubber pads shall be placed in the front horizontal joint. 
 
 
410-6.05(02)  Design Procedure 
 
The design shall be as described in Section 410-6.04.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
permit 80% of the weight of the soil to be effective in resisting limiting eccentricity due to 
overturning moments.  The basis of this practice is empirical and recognizes the fact that some of 
the soil in the modules is in direct contact with the foundation soil.  A value of greater than 80% 
is permitted if the actual value can be verified from full-scale field tests or if the bins are 
constructed with structural floors. 
 
Longitudinal differential settlements tolerance along the face of the wall shall result in a slope of 
less than 1/300.  A system can be relatively rigid, and is therefore subject to structural damage 
due to differential settlements, especially in the longitudinal direction.  Therefore, the ultimate 
bearing capacity for the footing design can be comparable to that for a cast-in-place wall because 
both are relatively sensitive to differential settlements. 
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LRFD Equation 11.11.5.1-1 is provided for determining the factored pressure inside the bin 
module, in addition to other design provisions.  A value of 2 T/yd3 may be used for the soil 
density. 
 
Sliding and limiting eccentricity due to overturning stability computations shall be made by 
assuming that the system acts as a rigid body.  The lateral earth-pressure force per unit width 
behind a prefabricated modular binwall shall be taken as specified in LRFD 3.11.5.9, and applied 
at the height and direction specified therein. 
 
Structural design shall be as described in Section 410-6.04(06).  For material properties and 
structural design, LRFD Section 5 will apply.  The concrete shall have a minimum 28-days 
compressive strength of 4,000 psi.  Reinforcement shall be grade 60 uncoated bars or welded 
wire fabric. 
 
 
410-6.06  Metal Binwall 
 
410-6.06(01)  General 
 
A prefabricated metal modular binwall system functions as a gravity wall utilizing its own 
weight and the weight of the soil inside the modules to resist overturning and sliding.  It is a 
proprietary wall system whose design is provided by the wall supplier.  A steel modular wall 
system shall not be used where the groundwater or surface runoff is contaminated with acid or 
where deicing spray is anticipated. 
 
Foundation preparation shall include removing unsuitable material and vegetation, stabilizing 
weak or compressible material and replacing it with B borrow, then proofrolling the foundation 
area.  The wall base shall be constructed of dense-graded crushed aggregate. 
 
Bins consist of adjoining closed-face cells filled with structure backfill to form a gravity-type 
wall.  The cells are constructed of lightweight steel members that are bolted together at the site.  
The steel structure is flexible to allow for minor ground movements.  The steel structure consists 
of S-shaped steel stringers and spacers, vertical connectors, grade plates, and stringer stiffeners. 
 
The wall height ranges from 5 to 35 ft.  The base width of a binwall ranges from approximately 
40 to 60% of the wall’s height, depending on surcharges, backslopes, batter, etc.  The base of the 
binwall shall be placed at least 3 ft below the finish-grade elevation. 
 
The fill for the interior of the bin and behind the wall shall be structure backfill.  Drainage details 
for the wall system shall be shown on the plans. 
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410-6.06(02)  Design Procedure 
 
The design shall be as described in Section 410-6.04.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
permit 80% of the weight of the earth to be effective in resisting overturning moments.  The 
basis of this practice is empirical and recognizes the fact that some of the earth in the modules is 
in direct contact with the foundation soil.  A value of greater than 80% is permitted if the actual 
value can be verified from full-scale field tests, or if the bins are constructed with floors. 
 
Longitudinal differential settlements along the face of the wall shall result in a slope of less than 
1 to 200.  A system can be relatively rigid, and is therefore subject to structural damage due to 
differential settlements, especially in the longitudinal direction.  Therefore, the ultimate bearing 
capacity for footing design can be comparable to that for a cast-in-place wall because both are 
relatively sensitive to differential settlements. 
 
LRFD Equation 11.11.5.1-1 is provided for determining the factored pressure inside the bin 
module, in addition to other design provisions.  A value of 2 T/yd3 can be used for the soil 
density. 
 
Sliding and overturning stability computations shall be made by assuming that the system acts as 
a rigid body.  The lateral earth pressure force per unit width behind the wall shall be taken as 
specified in LRFD 3.11.5.9, and applied at a height and in a direction as specified therein. 
 
Structural design for the metal bins wall shall be as described in Section 410-6.04(07).  For 
material properties and structural design, LRFD Section 6 will apply. 
 
The concrete for a precast-concrete modular binwall shall have a minimum 28-days compressive 
strength of 4000 psi.  Reinforcement shall be grade 60 uncoated bars or welded wire 
reinforcement.  Infill soil shall be structure backfill.  Drainage details for the wall system shall be 
shown on the plans. 
 
 
410-6.07  Gabion Wall 
 
410-6.07(01)  Background 
 
A gravity retaining wall can be constructed from rock-filled wire baskets commonly called 
gabions or gabion baskets.  The gabions are manufactured from a heavy wire mesh formed into 
rectangular baskets.  Common basket sizes include a standard depth of 3 ft; heights of 1, 1.5, or 3 
ft; and lengths of 3 to 12 ft.  Individual baskets are placed on the prepared earth surface, 
reinforced with internal tie wires, and filled with riprap stone.  After the baskets are filled, the 
lids are closed and wired shut to form a relatively rigid block.  Succeeding rows of gabions are 
laced to the filled underlying gabions and are filled in the same manner until the wall reaches the 
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design height.  A proprietary gabion-basket manufacturer will supply details for the wires, 
lacing, and lid closure.  However, the manufacturer does not provide internal or external wall 
design.  External stability considerations are determined by the Office of Geotechnical Services. 
 
Foundation preparation shall include removing unsuitable material and vegetation, stabilizing 
weak or compressible material and replacing it with B borrow, then proofrolling the foundation 
area.  The wall base shall be constructed of dense-graded crushed aggregate. 
 
A gabion wall can be used for a variety of applications.  A wall on a grade can be accommodated 
by either putting steps in the wall or by sloping the base of the wall.  A gabion wall on a grade of 
5% or more has a more pleasing appearance if steps are utilized.  A gabion wall can be 
constructed adjacent to a stream or lake so that at least a portion of the wall is below the water 
line.  For this application, it is necessary to dewater the wall site during construction.  For an in-
water installation, the wall shall be protected against erosion or scour by the use of riprap or 
other suitable protection.  A gabion wall can also be constructed along a curved alignment.  
However, a sharp curve with a radius of less than 25 ft can be difficult to construct and shall be 
avoided.  A layer of geotextile fabric shall be placed on the back side of the wall prior to 
backfilling to prevent soil migration and loss.  The minimum embedment for a gabion wall is 1’-
6”. 
 
The durability of a gabion wall is dependent upon maintaining the integrity of the gabion 
baskets.  Galvanized steel wire is required for all each gabion installation.  In an area of high 
corrosion potential due to soil, water, salt spray, or abrasion conditions, a polyvinyl chloride 
coating is required in addition to galvanizing.  Conditions at each individual site shall be 
assessed to determine corrosion potential.  Although gabions are manufactured from a heavy 
gage wire, there is a potential for damage due to vandalism.  The potential for such vandalism 
shall be considered at each specific site. 
 
In gabion-wall design, the mass of a wall will increase disproportionately with increases in 
height;. therefore, doubling the height of a wall will more than double the mass of the wall.  The 
ratio of the base width to height will vary, but this value shall not be below 0.5.  In practice, this 
value will range from 0.5 to 0.75 depending on backslope, surcharge, and angle of internal 
friction of retained soil.  A gabion wall has shown to be economical for a low to moderate height, 
but is less economical as height increases.  A height of about 18 ft shall be considered as a 
practical limit for a gabion wall. 
 
A gabion wall is tilted back into the slope for design stability.  A declination of 6 deg is used, but 
another angle is acceptable.  A geotechnical investigation and analysis is conducted by the Office 
of Geotechnical Services to determine soil-design parameters for retained and foundation soils.  
Consolidation potential due to wall loads is considered in determining foundation design 
parameters. 
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The rough texture of the gabion baskets provides an attractive surface for climbing vines and 
plants.  Plantings of this type at the base of the wall can provide a more natural appearance 
within a few growing seasons. 
 
 
410-6.07(02)  Design Procedure 
 
The design of a gabion wall shall be as described in Section 410-6.04.  It is not specifically 
addressed in the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  It shall, however, be designed in 
accordance with the applicable portions of LRFD Article 11.11. 
 
Design of a gabion wall shall consider lateral earth pressure and all surcharges. Resistance to 
such loads is developed by proportioning the cross-sectional area of the wall to achieve a 
sufficient mass to ensure stability.  The analysis is similar to that for another type of modular 
gravity wall.  Sliding and rotation shall be considered for the full height of the wall and at each 
gabion layer in the wall. 
 
The factored base pressure of the wall cannot exceed the foundation-soil bearing resistance.  
Wall-base pressure can be determined by using the Meyerhoff method in which vertical loads are 
distributed over a base area reduced for eccentricity.  This method is shown in Figure 410-6A, 
Broken-Back Slope, Simplified Example, and Figure 410-6B, Sloping Backfill, Simplified 
Example.  More-precise base pressures can be determined from a static analysis of all forces 
acting about location of the resultant.  Global stability can be determined from conventional soil 
mechanic methods or programs. 
 
Lateral earth pressures are determined by multiplying vertical loads by the coefficient of active 
earth pressure, Ka.  This value can be determined by either the Rankine method or the Coulomb 
method at the discretion of the designer. 
 
In addition to the actual weight of the gabions, all earth backfill bearing directly on the gabions 
shall be included as part of the wall system.  Lateral earth pressure shall be assumed to act on a 
vertical plane rising from the back of the wall base.  These conditions are illustrated in Figures 
410-6A and 410-6B. 
 
Gabion-wall analysis is simplified by separating the wall into individual sections based on 
gabion placement.  Surcharge loads shall be added in determining driving loads but shall not be 
included in computing resisting values. 
 
 
410-6.07(03)  Summary of Design Requirements 
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1. Foundation-Design Parameters.  Use values provided by the Office of Geotechnical 
Services. 

 
2. Traffic Surcharge.  Traffic live load surcharge = 2 ft = 240 lb/ft3 
 
3. Retained Soil. 
 
 a. Unit weight = 120 lb/ft3 

b. Angle of internal friction as determined from tests made by the Office of 
Geotechnical Services. 

 
4. Soil-Pressure Theory.  Rankine’s Theory or Coulomb’s Theory shall be used at the 

discretion of the designer. 
 
 

410-7.0  SPECIAL EARTH-RETAINING SYSTEMS 
 
410-7.01  Steel-Sheet-Piling Nongravity Cantilever Wall 
 
A steel-sheet-piling wall is used as a temporary wall, but it can also be used in a permanent 
location.  See Figure 410-2C, Cut-Wall System Selection Chart, for characteristics, including 
advantages and disadvantages, of a sheet-piling wall. 
 
 
410-7.01(01)  Design Procedure 
 
A description of the design of a sheet-piling wall along with some simplified earth-pressure 
distributions is shown in the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  This type of wall is also 
referred to as a flexible cantilevered wall.  A steel-sheet-pile wall can be designed as a 
cantilevered wall up to approximately 15 ft height.  A steel-sheet-pile wall of greater height can 
require tiebacks with either prestressed soil anchors or deadman-type anchors.  Anchored-wall 
design and details are discussed in Section 410-7.02.  The preferred method of designing 
cantilever sheet piling is shown in the United States Steel Sheet Piling Design Manual, 
Conventional Method.  The Office of Geotechnical Services will provide the soil-design 
parameters including cohesion values, angle of internal friction, angle of wall friction, soil 
densities, and water-table elevations. 
 
Areas of permanent steel sheet piling above the ground line shall either be coated or painted prior 
to driving, or made from weathering steel.  Corrosion potential shall be considered in steel-sheet-
piling design. 
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The appearance of a permanent steel-sheet-piling wall can be enhanced by applying either 
precast-concrete panels or cast-in-place concrete surfacing.  Welded stud-shear connectors can 
be used to attach cast-in-place concrete to a sheet of piling.  See Figure 410-7A, Sheet-Piling 
Wall, Concrete-Facing Detail.  Surface finishes obtained by using form liners or other means, 
and concrete stain or a combination of stain and paint are recommended for the concrete facing. 
 
For information on steel sheet piling required for railroad protection, see Section 17-5.04. 
 
 
410-7.01(02)  Summary of Design Requirements 
 
1. Foundation-Design Parameters.  Use values provided by the Office of Geotechnical 

Services. 
 
2. Traffic Surcharge.  Traffic live-load surcharge = 2 ft = 240 lb/ft3 
 
3. Retained Soil. 
 
 a. Unit weight = 120 lb/ft3 

b. Angle of international friction as determined from tests from the Office of 
Geotechnical Services. 

 
4. Steel-Design Properties.  Minimum yield strength = 39,000 psi. 
 
 
410-7.02  Soldier-Pile and Lagging Wall 
 
410-7.02(01)  General 
 
Wall elements shall be designed to resist all horizontal and vertical loads in accordance with the 
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.  If anchor inclination is required, the structural analysis of 
the soldier piles shall consider the interaction effects of combined axial load and flexure in 
accordance with the Specifications. 
 
 
410-7.02(02)  Embedment Depth 
 
For cantilever piles without anchors, the embedment shall be determined to satisfy horizontal 
force equilibrium and moment equilibrium about the bottoms of the piles. 
 
For piles with anchors, the depth of the embedment is determined by means of moment 
equilibrium of lateral forces about the lowest anchor level. 
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The moment resistance of the soldier-pile member shall be neglected at the level of the lowest 
anchor. 
 
Depth of embedment, D, shall also be sufficient to provide necessary vertical capacity or 
adequate kick-out resistance through development of passive pressure. 
 
 
410-7.02(03)  Design of Timber Lagging 
 
The lagging thickness is determined from past construction experience as related to depth of 
excavation, soil condition, and soldier-pile spacing.  Otherwise, soil-pressure distribution 
recommended by the Office of Geotechnical Services shall be used to determine the lagging 
thickness. 
 
 
410-7.02(04)  Design of Fascia Wall 
 
The fascia wall shall be reinforced concrete.  It shall be designed in accordance with the LRFD 
Bridge Design Specifications.  The minimum structural thickness of fascia wall shall be 9 in.  
Architectural treatment of facing shall be addressed in the special provisions. 
 
Concrete strength shall not be less than 3000 psi at 28 days.  The wall shall extend a minimum of 
2 ft below the ground line adjacent to the wall. 
 
Permanent-drainage systems shall be provided to prevent hydrostatic pressures from developing 
behind the wall.  A cut which slopes toward the proposed wall will invariably encounter natural 
subsurface drainage. 
 
Vertical chimney drains, prefabricated drains, or porous engineering fabrics can be used for 
normal situations to collect and transport drainage due to a weep hole or pipe located at the base 
of the wall.  Concentrated areas of subsurface drainage can be controlled by means of installing 
horizontal drains to intercept the flow at a distance well behind the wall. 
 
 
410-7.02(05)  Stage-Construction Check 
 
The earth-pressure distribution for an anchored wall changes during wall installation.  The 
procedure for checking the stability of the wall system for temporary construction loadings shall 
be the responsibility of the anchored-wall specialty contractor subject to Department approval. 
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410-7.02(06)  Design of Bond Length 
 
The bond length shall not be shown on the plans. 
 
For design purposes, the required bond length shall be approximated with sufficient accuracy so 
that cost estimates and right of way acquisition can be confidently made. 
 
The bond transfer values for soil grout length, or bond length, shall be verified by means of 
testing to determine the required bond length. 
 
Other considerations are as follows. 
 
1. A minimum bond length shall be specified.  The recommended value is 15 ft in soil, or 

10 ft in rock. 
 
2. A bond length exceeding 40 ft in soil or 25 ft in rock does not efficiently increase the 

anchor capacity. 
 
3. At a site with restricted right of way, the maximum bond length is the distance from the 

end of unbonded length to within 2 ft of the right-of-way line. 
 
4. To permit high-pressure grouting without damage to existing facilities and to ensure 

adequate overburden pressure to mobilize the full friction between soil and grout, a 15-ft 
minimum overburden cover over the bond zone is recommended for anchors of average 
capacity, i.e., 150 kip or less. 

 
5. Anchors founded in mixed ground condition shall be designed assuming the entire 

embedment is the weakest deposit. 
 
6. The minimum unbonded length is 15 ft. 
 
 
410-7.03  Drilled-Shaft Wall 
 
Drilled shafts can be used to stabilize soil slopes.  The shafts must be able to withstand the 
bending stress exerted on them from the unstable mass, and extended a sufficient depth below 
the critical failure surface in order to develop enough passive resistance to withstand the driving 
force.  Drilled shafts can also be used as an earth-retention wall in different forms.  The drilled 
shafts can touch each other as a tangent-piles wall, they can overlap each other as a secant-piles 
wall, or they can be spaced with a gap between shafts as an intermittent-pile wall.  Drilled shafts 
increase the stability of slopes and embankments by increasing the shear resistance across the 
potential failure surface.  If the drilled-shaft wall is an intermittent wall, the spacing of the shafts 
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shall be designed so that soil from the unstable mass does not squeeze through the gap between 
shafts.  A design procedure is provided in NHI 132036 Earth Retaining Structures, and FHWA 
IF-99-025 Drilled Shafts: Construction Procedures and Design Method. 
 
An unstable slope can be stabilized as shown in Figure 410-7B.  Some of the forces from the 
downward-moving mass are transferred to the upper portion of the drilled shafts, which serves to 
increase the resisting forces in the soil, with a resulting increase in the factor of safety. 
 
The portion of the drilled shaft below the sliding surface shall be designed to resist the applied 
forces without excessive deflection or bending moment.  Technology is being developed to allow 
a rational solution for the design of the drilled shafts. 
 
Drilled shafts have some advantages in stabilizing a slope.  The drilling of an excavation and the 
placing of concrete will cause fewer disturbances than driving a pile.  Also, a crane-mounted 
drilling machine can be rigged so that it can sit above the slope and reach 50 ft or more to make 
the boring. 
 
 
410-7.04  Anchored Wall 
 
An anchored wall uses vertical members as main load carrying members, such as soldier piles, 
i.e., rolled steel sections, cylinder piles, sheet piles, or slurry walls to resist forces.  The main 
members are connected to high-strength steel bars or strand anchors, which are fixed into soil or 
rock with high-strength grout and stressed to counteract the horizontal earth-pressure loads.  
Figure 410-7C provides an anchored-wall typical section.  This type of wall is most practical in a 
cut section and is best suited for a situation where excavation for a retaining wall with a footing 
is impractical because of traffic, utilities, existing structures, or right of way restrictions.  An 
advantage in using an anchored wall is that it causes minimal disturbance to the soil behind the 
wall and structures resting on this soil.  Non-stressed anchors, called deadman anchors, rely on 
passive pressure of the soil in front of the deadman panel to resist horizontal forces.  An 
anchored wall shall be designed by an anchored-wall specialty contractor subject to Department 
approval. 
 
 
410-7.04(01)  Principles of Anchored-Wall Design 
 
Anchored-wall design includes the following: 
 
1. evaluation of the feasibility of anchors; 
2. selection of an anchor system; 
3. estimation of anchor capacity; 
4. determination of unbonded length, bonded length; and 
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5. selection of corrosion protection. 
 
The economical use of anchors shall be determined for a particular site based on installation 
ability and development of anchor capacity.  The presence of utilities or other underground 
facilities can affect whether anchors can be installed. 
 
Anchors can consist of bars, wires, or strands.  The choice of appropriate type is usually left to 
the contractor but may be specified by the designer if site conditions exist which preclude the use 
of certain anchor types.  Strands and wires have advantages with respect to tensile strength, 
limited work areas, ease of transportation, and storage.  Bars are more easily protected against 
corrosion, and are easier to stress and transfer load. 
 
A reliable estimate of the safe anchor capacity shall be provided by a geotechnical engineer to 
determine the feasibility of anchoring.  The capacity of each anchor shall be verified through 
testing.  Requirements for test methods and frequency are provided in the AASHTO LRFD 
Bridge Construction Specifications.  Typical system design values are as follows. 
 
1. Design loads shall range from 60 to 240 kip. 
 
2. The anchor-wall system shall be analyzed to ensure long-term stability.  The minimum 

unbonded length of 15 ft for soil or rock anchors shall be shown on the plans.  A longer 
free length may be required in plastic soil.  The designer shall contact the Office of 
Geotechnical Services. 

 
3. The angle of inclination shall be between 10 deg and 45 deg.  A 15-deg angle is preferred 

to simplify grouting and to minimize vertical forces imposed on the wall by the anchors. 
A steeper angle of up to 45 deg is recommended only to reach deep bearing strata or 
avoid existing substructures. 

 
The ultimate anchor transfer load per unit length can be preliminarily estimated using the 
guidelines shown in the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications for soil or rock.  The final 
anchored-wall design will be the responsibility of the anchored-wall specialty contractor selected 
for wall construction. 
 
The maximum allowable anchor design load in soil can be determined by multiplying the bonded 
length by the ultimate transfer load and dividing by a Factor of Safety of 2.5. 
 
The maximum allowable anchor design load in rock can be determined by multiplying the 
bonded length by the ultimate transfer load and by dividing by a Factor of Safety of 3.0. 
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410-7.04(02)  Earth-Pressure Distribution 
 
For an anchored wall with two or more anchors constructed from the top down, the earth-
pressure force resultant per unit width of wall, pounds per inch, can be determined from the 
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. 
 
The design shall first consider the active earth-pressure coefficient, Ka, unless structures exist 
within a lateral distance equal to twice the wall height.  For this situation, the average earth-
pressure coefficient, K, shall be computed as follows: 
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 Where: x = Distance from structure to wall, ft 
  H = Height of wall, ft 
  K0 = Coefficient of at-rest earth pressure 
 
Ka permits lower wall-design pressure if small wall displacements can be tolerated, i.e., ground 
subsidence occurs. 
 
K0 increases wall-design pressure but limits wall displacement, i.e., ground subsidence is limited. 
 
 
410-7.04(03)  Corrosion Protection 
 
See the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications for corrosion-protection guidelines.  
Corrosion-protection requirements for the anchor head, the unbonded length, and the anchor 
length shall be included in the specifications for the anchored wall. 
 
 
410-7.04(04)  Determination of Anchor Spacing 
 
Suggested temporary test loads are between 75 and 80 percent of Guaranteed Ultimate Tensile 
Strength (GUTS).  Suggested limits for design loads are between 0.5 and 0.6 of GUTS, or 
typically 53%. 
 
Typical horizontal-pile spacings of 6 to 10 ft and vertical-anchor spacings of 8 to 12 ft are 
commonly used.  The minimum spacing of 4 ft in both directions is not recommended for 
considering the effectiveness and disturbance of anchors due to installation. 
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410-7.04(05)  Drainage 
 
An anchored wall shall have weepholes of 4 in. diameter, located a minimum of 1 ft above the 
final ground line and spaced about 10 ft apart. 
 
Drainage panels shall be installed at each weephole and shall extend from the base of the wall to 
a level that is 1 ft below the top of the wall as described in the LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications.  A drainage panel consists of a strip of prefabricated geocomposite drain material 
of 2 ft width.  Drainage features shall be shown on the plans. 
 
 
410-7.05  In-Situ-Reinforced Wall 
 
410-7.05(01)  Soil-Nailed Wall 
 
A soil-nailed wall is an earth-retaining system consisting of reinforced in-situ material which can 
be either original ground or an existing embankment.  Construction is accomplished by means of 
excavating from the top of wall elevation down in stages of typical height of 4 to 6 ft.  After each 
stage of excavation, soil-reinforcing elements, or soil nails, generally consisting of reinforcing 
bars, are placed and grouted into drilled holes which have been drilled at a slight downward 
inclination from level into the in-situ material.  The face of each stage of excavation is protected 
by a layer of reinforced shotcrete.  After the full height of the wall has been excavated and 
reinforced, a finish layer of concrete facing is placed for the full head of the wall. 
 
Soil nailing is most applicable for retaining excavations and for increasing the stability of slopes. 
 
The designer is responsible for the structural design and preparation of the contract documents.  
The Office of Geotechnical Services is responsible for the geotechnical design.  The geotechnical 
aspect of the design establishes the soil-nail size, length, spacing, and minimum drilled-hole 
diameter. 
 
This type of wall shall be considered experimental where the conditions exist as follows: 
 
1. the wall height is greater than 30 ft; 
2. the wall is to be built in clay or soils with sufficient clay content such that the soil mass 

will behave as a clay, based on engineering considerations; and 
3. the wall has an unusual surcharge load. 
 
A permanent facing system is required.  The permanent face of the wall shall be vertical, 
although the shotcrete facing of the soil nailed wall may be battered. 
 
Soil nailing has technical and economic advantages over an MSE retaining wall as follows. 
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1. A soil-nailed wall is constructed incrementally from the top down, which will eliminate 

the cost of temporary sheeting or shoring systems required for MSE wall excavation. 
 
2. The volume of excavation is significantly reduced as compared to that for an MSE wall. 
 
3. B borrow is not required for a soil-nailed wall. 
 
4. Soil-nailed wall construction and excavation shall proceed significantly faster than MSE-

wall construction due to less excavation volume and elimination of shoring. 
 
5. Only light construction equipment and simple grouting equipment are required to install 

the nails.  Grouting of the boreholes is generally accomplished by gravity.  This feature is 
significant for a project site in a traffic congested area. 

 
However, the specific details of the nail length and location shall be developed by the contractor 
and submitted for review and approval by the Department.  The soil parameters for soil-nailed-
wall design are listed in Figure 410-7D. 
 
A soil-nailed wall in clay soil requires nail lengths between 0.7 and 1.0 times the wall height, H, 
with 0.85H as a typical ratio.  Permanent wall easements may be necessary to accommodate the 
soil nails. 
 
Ultimate pullout resistance, or friction limit, of each nail is a function of the size and shape of the 
drill hole, strength characteristics and density of the soil in which it is placed, drilling method, 
length tested, method to clean the drill hole, and grouting method or pressure used. 
 
The construction of a soil-nailed mass results in a composite coherent mass similar to that of an 
MSE wall.  The locus of maximum tensile forces separates the nailed soil mass into the zones as 
follows: 
 
1. an active zone, or potential sliding soil wedge, where lateral shear stresses are mobilized 

and result in an increase of the tension force in the nail; and 
 
2. a resistance, or stable, zone where the generated nail forces are transferred into the 

ground. 
 
The design of a soil-nailed retaining structure is based on evaluation of the following: 
 
1. global stability of the structure and the surrounding ground with respect to a rotational or 

translational failure along potential sliding surfaces; and 
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2. local stability at each level of nails. 
 
A computer program shall be used for soil-nailed-wall analysis.  Global-stability analysis 
consists of evaluating the global stability of the soil-nailed retaining structure and the 
surrounding ground with respect to a rotational or translational failure along potential sliding 
surfaces.  It requires determination of the critical sliding surface which can be dictated by the 
satisfaction of the subsurface soil and intensity of surcharge loads, as well as the specific design 
of the reinforcing elements’ spacing, length, and location.  Because global stability is a function 
of the nail length and spacing, it is evaluated as part of the design of the wall, and cannot be 
evaluated independently of reinforcement spacing, as is typical for an MSE wall. 
 
Requirements for the installation of a prefabricated vertical wall drain shall be included in the 
contract documents. 
 
A soil-nailed wall shall be designed by a specialty contractor based on its knowledge and 
experience in the practice of soil-nailed-wall construction. 
 
 
410-7.05(02)  Micropile Wall 
 
1. General.  A micropile wall, including a root-pile wall or an insert wall, consists of an 

array of drilled and grouted micropiles that penetrate below a potential surface of sliding.  
For this wall system, the micropiles are connected at the ground surface to a reinforced-
concrete cap beam.  The design of a root-pile wall uses small-diameter piles spaced 
closely together in a complex three-dimensional network.  The purpose of the micropile 
system is to knit the soil into a coherent mass that behaves as a gravity-retaining 
structure.  The vertical and battered piles of an insert wall are larger in diameter and are 
spaced farther apart in comparison to a root-pile wall.  This wall system provides sliding 
resistance through tensile and flexural resistance developed in the piles. 

 
Micropiles are drilled piles of less than 12 in. dia., constructed with steel reinforcement, 
and bonded to the ground with grout using gravity or pressure-grouting techniques.  
Micropiles can be used for structural support, slope stabilization, or a retaining system.  
Information on the design and construction of micropiles for structural support and slope 
stabilization is provided in Sabatini and Tanyu, 2006. 

 
A micropile wall can be used for temporary shoring or as a permanent earth-retaining 
system.  Micropiles are relatively expensive compared to other forms of deep foundation 
elements such as driven piles or drilled shafts.  Inasmuch as drilled shafts and driven-pile 
elements are used as vertical wall elements, e.g., a secant-pile wall consi8sts of driven 
steel soldier piles, the use of micropiles for a wall system will likely be a viable and cost-
effective system only where driven piles or drilled shafts cannot be installed. 
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The principal components of a micropile wall consist of vertical micropile elements 
installed from the ground surface at or near the final excavated wall-face line, and sub-
horizontal elements installed from the ground surface which resembles a ground anchor.  
Figure 410-7E shows a cross section of a micropile retaining wall.  The A-frame system 
formed by the vertical and sub-horizontal micropiles is structurally connected with a 
reinforced-concrete grade beam. 

 
The advantages of a micropile wall are as follows. 

 
a. It can be constructed in a remote area or where there is restricted access. 

 
b. It can be installed in difficult and variable ground conditions, e.g., karstic area, 

uncontrolled fill, cobbles, boulders, etc. 
 

c. Unlike another drilled-shaft system, the construction of micropiles is less affected 
by soft clays, running sands, or a high groundwater table. 

 
d. Vibration and noise is minimal. 

 
e. No significant spoil is generated during construction of the micropiles. 

 
f. Due to high tension and compression capacities of micropiles, a relatively tight 

frame configuration can be used allowing for construction under limited right-of-
way constraints. 

 
The limitations of a micropile wall are as follows. 

 
a. An underground easement is required for installation. 

 
b. Vertical micropiles have limited lateral capacity. 

 
c. Micropiles may not be suitable where liquefaction can occur due to concerns of 

buckling resulting from loss of lateral support, though this effect can be evaluated. 
 

d. Design methods are not well developed primarily due to limited performance data 
for wall applications. 

 
2. Construction Materials and Methods.  A micropile retaining wall is constructed from the 

top-down and follows this sequence. 
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a. At the ground surface, an area is excavated that is wide and deep enough to 
accommodate the cap beam. 

 
b. The formwork is installed for the cap beam and the cap-beam steel reinforcement 

is placed. 
 

c. The corrugated plastic sleeves are placed for installation of the micropiles through 
the cap beam. 

 
d. The concrete cap is poured. 

 
e. Micropiles are installed through the plastic sleeves. 

 
f. Excavation, application of temporary shotcrete facing, and installation of 

geocomposite drains and other drainage systems are made until final excavation 
grade is reached. 

 
g. The cast-in-place wall facing is installed, if required. 

 
Excavation in front of the wall is performed in lifts of typically not more than 6 ft.  
During excavation, shotcrete is applied to the excavation face to temporarily prevent 
raveling of the soil face.  Connection to the micropiles is performed via head studs that 
are welded to the front-line micropiles.  Following completion of the excavation, a 
leveling pad is poured to allow erection of one-sided forms.  Once the leveling pad is 
completed, the wall face is constructed from CIP concrete.  Headed studs welded to the 
micropiles are embedded in the CIP grade beam and wall face to provide connection of 
the micropile structure to the CIP wall face. 

 
The typical construction sequence for simple gravity-grouted and pressure-grouted 
micropiles includes drilling the pile shaft to the required tip elevation, placing the steel 
reinforcement, placing the initial grout with a tremie, and placing additional grout under 
pressure as applicable.  The drilling and grouting equipment and techniques used for the 
micropile construction are similar to those used for the installation of soil nails or ground 
anchors. 

 
3. Typical Micropile Construction Sequence Using Casing.  The amount of steel 

reinforcement placed in a micropile is determined based on the loading it supports and 
stiffness required to limit elastic displacements.  Reinforcement can consist of a single 
reinforcing bar, a group of reinforcing bars, a steel pipe casing, or rolled structural steel.  
Reinforcement can be placed either prior to grouting, or placed into the grout-filled 
borehole before the temporary casing, if used, is withdrawn. 
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4. Micropile-Wall Design.  There is no generally-accepted procedure available for the 
design of this system.  It can be analyzed using soil-structure interaction analyses in 
which the axial stiffness and bending stiffness of the vertical and battered micropiles are 
explicitly modeled.  All stages of excavation in front of the wall can be modeled.  With 
this approach, other potential failure mechanisms shall be considered separately, 
including the potential for soil to squeeze in between the small-diameter micropiles and 
the potential for structural failure of the vertical micropiles due to buckling.  Buckling is 
checked since the relatively small-diameter vertical micropiles will experience 
compressive loads as they are close to the exposed ground surface. 

 
The design approach is described as follows. 

 
a. The micropiles section is assumed, and the ultimate bending capacity of the 

micropile sections shall be calculated.  The flexural rigidity, EI, of the micropiles 
shall be calculated.  These values can later be used in numerical analyses.  
Micropiles that consist of a centralized reinforcing bar in a drilled and grouted 
hole can be analyzed using LPILE’s ultimate bending-analysis module.  The 
tensile and compressive capacity of each section shall be calculated. 

 
b. The system can be analyzed as a rigid gravity wall.  The wall geometry is defined 

as ground-enclosed by the micropile-system envelope. Earth pressures are 
calculated using classical earth pressure theories, assuming that the wall deforms 
sufficiently to allow the soil to reach the active state.  Sliding of the system shall 
be analyzed to include the shear capacity of the front micropile.  The embedment 
of the micropile shall be checked to evaluate whether sufficient passive resistance 
can be developed in front of the micropile to mobilize the required micropile 
shear strength.  Overturning shall be checked by means of summing overturning 
moments about toe of micropile wall.  The bond length of the rear row of battered 
micropiles required to resist the overturning moment with respect to tensile 
rupture and pullout failure shall be computed. 

 
c. The micropile-wall system shall be analyzed using the free-earth-support method, 

as used for anchored-bulkhead design.  The front row of closely-spaced 
micropiles is considered to be analogous to a sheet-pile wall.  The battered rows 
of micropiles are analogous to deadman anchors.  The analysis shall be modified 
such that it is assumed that one-half of the calculated active earth load is applied 
to the vertical micropile row as a triangular pressure distribution.  One-half of the 
calculated active earth load is applied to the rear-battered micropile row.  A lateral 
pile analysis shall be completed for both the vertical and battered micropiles using 
an appropriate computer program, such as LPILE.  Global stability of the 
micropile system shall be evaluated. 
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d. Finite-element analyses can be performed to predict deformations in the structure.  
Worst-case geometries and construction stages of the temporary excavation 
support for the wall shall be analyzed. 

 
e. The potential for soil flow in between the relatively closely-spaced micropiles 

shall be evaluated. 
 
5. Load Testing of Micropiles.  Load testing is performed in the field to verify the 

following: 
 

a. the design loads can be carried by the micropiles without excessive movements; 
b. the contractor’s equipment and installation procedures are adequate; and 
c. the long-term behavior of the micropiles is as anticipated. 

 
Micropiles are tested individually using the same conventional static-load testing 
procedures as are used for driven piles and drilled shafts.  These tests include incremental 
loading which can be applied in compression, tension, or laterally, and which may be 
cycled, i.e., load/unload, until the micropile reaches the selected maximum test load; 
structural displacement limit; or ground creep, i.e., movement under constant load, 
threshold. 

 
Well-defined testing programs, consistent with a well-developed design approach, are 
available. Load testing shall be performed to verify the displacement response and 
capacity of micropiles used for a wall system.  Such a testing program shall be developed 
on a project-specific basis. 

 
Performance data, including micropile load transfer, axial loads, bending moments, and 
displacements shall be collected for a micropile wall system to enable design methods to 
be updated. 

 
 

410-8.0  REINFORCED SOIL SLOPES 
 
Reinforced soil slopes (RSS) are a cost-effective alternative for new construction where right of 
way or other considerations can make a steeper slope desirable.  As shown in Figure 410-8A, 
Slope Reinforcement Using Geosynthetics to Provide Slope Stability, multiple layers of 
reinforcement are placed in the slope during construction or reconstruction to reinforce the soil 
and provide increased slope stability.  Reinforced soil slopes are a form of mechanically-
stabilized earth that incorporates planar reinforcing elements in constructed earth sloped 
structures with face inclinations of usually 45 deg or less.  Geosynthetics are used for 
reinforcement. 
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410-8.01  Purpose of Reinforcement 
 
The principal purpose for using reinforcement is to construct an RSS embankment at an angle 
steeper than can otherwise be safely constructed with the same soil as shown in Figure 410-8A.  
The stability allows for construction of steepened slopes on a firm foundation for a new highway 
and as a replacement for a flatter unreinforced slope or a firm foundation for a retaining wall.  A 
roadway can also be widened over existing flatter slopes without encroaching on existing right-
of-way.  In repairing a slope failure, the new slope will be safer, and reusing the slide debris 
rather than importing higher quality backfill can result in substantial cost savings.  The minimum 
Factor of Safety for internal stability is 1.3. 
 
Another purpose for using reinforcement is at the edges of a compacted fill slope to provide 
lateral resistance during compaction as shown in Figure 410-8B, Slope Reinforcement Providing 
Lateral Resistance During Compaction.  The increased lateral resistance allows for an increase in 
compacted soil density over that normally achieved and provides increased lateral confinement 
for the soil at the face.  A modest amount of reinforcement in compacted slopes can prevent 
sloughing and reduce slope erosion.  Edge reinforcement also allows compaction equipment to 
more safely operate near the edge of the slope. 
 
Right-of-way savings can be a substantial benefit, especially for a road-widening project in an 
urban area where acquiring new right of way is always expensive and maybe impossible.  RSS 
also provide an economical alternative to a retaining wall.  RSS can be constructed at about one-
half the cost of an MSE wall structure. 
 
Further compaction improvements have been made in cohesive soils through the use of 
geosynthetics with in-plane drainage capabilities, e.g., nonwoven geotextiles, which allow for 
rapid pore pressure dissipation in the compacted soil. 
 
Compaction aids placed as intermediate layers between reinforcement in steepened slopes can 
also be used to provide improved face stability and to reduce layers of more expensive, primary 
reinforcement as shown in Figure 410-8A. 
 
The use of vegetated-faced RSS that can be landscaped to blend with a natural environment can 
also provide an aesthetic advantage over a retaining-wall-type structure.  However, there are 
maintenance issues to be addressed such as mowing grass-faced, steep slopes. 
 
For an RSS structure, the choice of slope facing can be controlled with climatic and regional 
factors.  For a structure of less than 30 ft height with slopes of 1:1 or flatter, a vegetative green 
slope can be constructed using an erosion-control mat or mesh and local grasses.  Where 
vegetation cannot be successfully established or where significant runoff may occur, armored 
slopes using natural or manufactured materials shall be used to reduce future maintenance. 
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In terms of performance, due to inherent conservation in the design, RSS are actually safer than 
flatter slopes designed at the same Factor of Safety.  As a result, there is a lower risk of long-
term stability problems developing in the slopes.  Such problems can occur in compacted fill 
slopes that have been constructed to low Factors of Safety or with marginal materials, e.g., 
deleterious soils such as shale, fine grained low cohesive silts, plastic soils, etc.  The 
reinforcement can also facilitate strength gains in the soil over time from soil aging through 
improved drainage, further improving long-term performance. 
 
 
410-8.02  Economics 
 
RSS are not normally constructed with rigid facing elements.  Slopes constructed with a flexible 
face can thus readily tolerate minor distortions that can result from settlement, freezing and 
thawing, or wet-drying of the backfill.  As a result, soil which satisfies the requirements for 
embankment construction can be used in a RSS system.  However, a higher-quality material 
reduces concerns for the durability of the reinforcement, and is easier to handle, place, and 
compact, which speeds construction. 
 
The performance of RSS is generally not affected by differential longitudinal settlements. 
 
RSS construction with an organic vegetative cover shall be chosen to be consistent with native 
perennial cover that establishes itself quickly and thrives with available site rainfall, and is 
maintenance free. 
 
RSS can be cost effective in a rural environment, where right-of-way restrictions exist, or on a 
widening project where long sliver fills are necessary.  In an urban environment, they shall be 
considered where existing right of way is sufficient for construction, as they are always more 
economical than a vertically-faced MSE-wall structure. 
 
 
410-8.03  References 
 
Reference publications regarding RSS include the following. 
 
1. Publication FHWA-RD-89-043, Reinforced Soil Structures, Volume I: Design and 

Construction Guidelines, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration. 

 
2. Publication FHWA-SA-93-025, Guidelines for Design, Specification, and Contracting of 

Geosynthetic Mechanically Stabilized Earth Slopes and Embankments, U.S. Department 
of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. 
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3. National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 290, Reinforcement of Earth 

Slopes and Embankments, National Research Council, Transportation Research Board. 
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Line and Form Curvilinear, cords of a wall that reflect adjacent landforms 

Color Respond to local setting using the following: 

 Colored concrete blocks 

 Concrete stain or paint 

 Natural or stained wood 

 Painted or weathering steel 

 Dip treatment to turn steel dull or gray 

Texture Respond to local setting using the following: 

 Stone 

 Barnboard concrete 

 Bush-hammered concerete 

 Ribbed rustication 

 Form liner 

 Cribbing 

 Binwall with textured concrete veneer 

Level of Detailing Can be highly detailed 

Accents Pilasters 

Arches and caps 

Contrasting lines, colors, or textures 

Fencing Can include custom design 

 

 

GENERAL AESTHETIC GUIDELINES 

FOR RETAINING WALL IN URBAN AREA 

 

Figure 410-1A 
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 Scenic Route Commercial Route 

Line and 

Form 

Curvilinear, cords of a wall that reflect 

adjacent landforms 

Angular 

Color Respond to local setting using the 

following: 

 Colored concrete blocks 

 Concrete stain or paint 

 Natural or stained wood 

 Painted or weathering steel 

 Dip treatment to turn steel 

 dull or gray 

Economically respond to local setting 

using the following: 

 Colored concrete blocks 

 Natural, stained, or 

 painted concrete 

 Natural, stained, or 

 painted wood 

 Weathering steel 

Texture Respond to local setting using the 

following: 

 Stone 

 Barnboard concrete 

 Bush-hammered concrete 

 Ribbing 

 Form liner 

 Cribbing 

 Rustication 

 Binwall with textured 

 concrete veneer 

Economically match local setting using 

the following: 

 Rubbed-finish concrete 

 Blasted concrete 

Level of 

Detailing 
Can be highly detailed Simple 

Accents Pilasters 

Arches and caps 

Contrasting lines, colors, or textures 

Minimal 

Fencing Can include custom design Simple design 

 

 

GENERAL AESTHETIC GUIDELINES 

FOR RETAINING WALL IN RURAL AREA 

 

Figure 410-1B 
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FILL-SECTION WALL 

EXTERNALLY STABILIZED INTERNALLY STABILIZED 

Rigid Gravity or Semi-Gravity Wall: 

 Cast-in-Place Concrete Gravity Wall 

 Cast-in-Place Concrete Cantilever / 

  Counterfort Wall 

Retaining Wall with Reinforced Backfill: 

 Segmental, Precast Facing Mechan- 

  ically-Stabilized-Earth Wall 

 Prefabricated Modular-Block Facing 

  With Soil Reinforcement 

 Geotextile / Geogrid / Welded-Wire- 

  Facing MSE Wall 

Prefabricared Modular-Gravity Wall: 

 Crib Wall 

 Bin Wall 

 Gabion Wall 

Reinforced Soil Slopes 

CUT-SECTION WALL 

EXTERNALLY STABILIZED INTERNALLY STABILIZED 

Nongravity Cantilevered Wall: 

 Sheet-Pile Wall 

 Soldier-Pile and Lagging Wall 

 Drilled-Shaft Wall 

In-Situ Reinforced Wall: 

 Soil-Nailed Wall 

Anchored Wall: 

 Ground Anchor, or Tieback 

 Deadman Anchor 

 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF EARTH-RETAINING SYSTEMS 

 

Figure 410-1C 
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Wall Type Perm. Temp. Cost Effective 
Height Range (ft) 

Wall Face Cost 
($/ft2) (1) 

Required 
R / W (2) 

Differential 
Settlement 

Tolerance (3) 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Concrete Gravity X  3 - 10 25.00 – 35.00 0.5 – 0.7H 1 / 500 
● Durable 
● Requires small quantity of select 
    backfill than MSE wall 
● Concrete satisfies aesthetic rqmts. 

● Deep foundation support can be 
    necessary 
● Relatively long construction time 

Concrete 
Cantilevered X  5 – 30 25.00 – 60.00 0.4 – 0.7H 1 / 500 

● Durable 
● Requires small quantity of select 
    backfill than MSE wall 
● Concrete satisfies aesthetic rqmts. 

● Deep foundation support can be 
    necessary 
● Relatively long construction time 

Concrete 
Counterfort X  30 – 60 25.00 – 60.00 0.4 – 0.7H 1 / 500 

● Durable 
● Requires small quantity of select 
    backfill than MSE wall 
● Concrete satisfies aesthetic rqmts. 

● Deep foundation support can be 
    necessary 
● Relatively long construction time 

Concrete Crib X  5 – 35 25.00 – 35.00 0.5 – 0.7H 1 / 300 
● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 
● Rapid construction 

● Difficult to make height adjustments 
    in field 

Metal Bin X  5 – 35 25.00 – 35.00 0.5 – 0.7H 1 / 300 
● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 
● Rapid construction 

● Difficult to make height adjustments 
    in field 
● Subject to corrosion in aggressive 
    environment 

Gabion X  5 – 25 25.00 – 50.00 0.5 – 0.7H 1/ 50 
● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 

● Needs adequate stone source 
● Construction requires significant 
    labor 

MSE (Precast 
Facing) X  10 – 65 20.00 – 35.00 1.7 – 2.0H 1/ 100 

● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 
● Flexibility in facing choice 

● Requires select backfill 
● Subject to corrosion in aggressive 
    environment 

MSE (Geotextile / 
Geogrid / Welded 

Wire Facing) 
X X 5 – 50 15.00 – 35.00 0.7 – 1.0H 1 / 60 

● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 
● Flexibility in facing choice 

● Facing may not be aesthetically 
    pleasing 
● Geosynthetic reinf. subject to 
    degradation in some environments 

Modular Block with 
Soil Reinforcement X  5 – 25 15.00 – 25.00 0.7 – 1.0H 1 / 200 

● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 
● Flexibility in facing choice 
● Blocks are easily handled 

● Requires select backfill 
● Metal reinf. subject to corrosion in 
    aggressive environment 
● Difficult to achieve positive reinf. 
    connection to blocks 

Reinforced Soil 
Slopes X X 10 – 100 10.00 – 25.00 0.5 – 1.0H 1 / 60 

● Does not require skilled labor or 
    specialized equipment 
● Flexibility in facing choice 
● Vegetation provides ultraviolet 
    light protection to geosynthetic 
    reinforcement 

● Facing may not be aesthetically 
    pleasing 
● Geosynthetic reinf. subject to 
    degradation in some environments 
● Vegetated soil face requires 
    significant maintenance 

Notes: (1)  Total installed cost in 1998 U.S. dollars. 
 (2)  R/W requirements expressed as distance, as fraction of wall height H, behind the wall face where fill placement is generally required for flat backfill conditions. 
 (3)  Ratio of the difference in vertical settlement between two points along the wall to the horizontal distance between the points. 

 
FILL-SECTION-WALL-SYSTEM SELECTION CHART 

 
Figure 410-2A 
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Wall Type Perm. Temp. 
Cost Effective 
Height Range 

(ft) 

Wall Face 
Cost 

($/ft2) (1) 
Required 
R / W (2) 

Lateral 
Movements 

Water 
Tightness Advantages Disadvantages 

Sheet Piles X X 0 – 15 15 – 130 None Large Fair ● Rapid Construction 
● Readily available 

● Difficult to construct in hard 
    ground or through obstructions 

Soldier Piles / 
Lagging X X 0 – 15 10 – 35 None Medium Poor 

● Rapid Construction 
● Soldier beams can be drilled or 
    driven 

● Difficult to maintain vertical 
    tolerances in hard ground 
● Potential for ground loss at 
    excavated face 

Anchored X X 15 – 65 (3) 15 – 75 
0.6H + 
anchor 

bond lgth. 
Small to medium N / A 

● Can resist large horizontal 
    pressures 
● Adaptable to varying site 
    conditions 

● Requires skilled labor and 
    specialized equipment 
● Anchors can require permanent 
    easements 

Soil Nailed X X 10 – 65 15 – 55 0.6 – 1.0H Small to medium N / A 
● Rapid construction 
● Adaptable to irregular wall 
    alignment 

● Nails can require permanent 
    easements 
● Difficult to design and construct 
    below water table 

 
Notes: (1)  Total installed cost in 1998 U.S. dollars. 
 (2)  R/W requirements expressed as distance, as fraction of wall height H, behind the wall face where wall anchorage components, i.e., gound anchors and soil nails, are installed. 
 (3)  For soldier-pile and lagging wall only. 

 
 

CUT-SECTION-WALL-SYSTEM SELECTION CHART 
 

Figure 410-2B 
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Dimension B Dimension B

EncasementEncasement

Structure Backfill

Backfill

Structure
 

Dimension A
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Quantity Limits for Group 1 System
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Subgrade Treatment
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Ground Reinforcement

            designs.

            be used as the limit for computing pay quantities for all other alternate wall

            be indentical. The outermost limit of construction for an individual wall should

Note:    The limits for establishing pay quantities for an alternate wall design should 

Figure 410-2C

PAY QUANTITY LIMITS FOR WALL-SYSTEM GROUPS
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CLASSIFI- 
CATION 

WALL TYPE GROUP 

Externally- 
stabilized fill 

Bin, metal or concrete 2 
Cantilever, cast-in-place-concrete  1 
Crib 2 
Gabion 1 
Gravity, cast-in-place-concrete 1 
T-wall 2 

Internally- 
stabilized fill 

Mechanically-stabilized earth, 
prefabricated facing, inextensible 
ground reinf. 

2 

Modular-block, prefabricated 
facing, with or without ground reinf. 

2 

Reinforced-soil slope 2 

Externally- 
stabilized cut 

Anchored 1 
Sheet-pile 1 
Slurry, or diaphragm 1 
Soil-mixed 1 
Soldier-pile and lagging 1 
Drilled Shaft 1 

Internally- 
stabilized cut 

Micropile 1 
Soil-nailed 1 

 
WALL TYPES AND CLASSIFICATION 

OF EARTH-RETAINING SYSTEMS 
 

Figure 410-2D 
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FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST SLIDING
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Figure 410-5B

TYPES OF MODULAR BLOCKS
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BROKEN-BACK SLOPE - SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE
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Depth Ranges Undrained (3) Drained (4) 
Soil Type Top of 

Stratum (ft) 
Bottom of 

Stratum (ft) 

Total Unit 
Weight 
(lb / ft3) 

Cohesion, C 
(lb / ft2) 

Friction 
Angle, φ (deg)

Cohesion, C 
(lb / ft2) 

Friction 
Angle, φ (deg)

Fill – Sandy Loam 
with Slag and Cinders 

0 2 to 4 115 0 28 0 28 

Soft to Medium Stiff 
Clay Loam 

2 to 4 6 to 8 (1) 115 1500 0 200 25 

Stiff to Hard 
Clay Loam (2) 

6 to 8 (1) 13 to 24 120 3000 0 200 28 

Stiff to Hard 
Clay (2) 

8 to 13 12 to 24 120 2500 0 200 25 

Stiff to Hard 
Loam 

14 to 24 30 to 40 130 4000 0 200 32 

 
Notes: (1) Medium stiff clay loam extends to a depth of 15 ft below grade. 
 (2) Clay loam and clay strata are interbedded.  See specific soil boring logs for details of stratifications at specific locations. 
 (3) Undrained strength parameter estimated from unconfined compression tests and calibrated penetrometer tests. 
 (4) Drained strength parameter estimated from approximate correlations with Plasticity Index. 
 
 

SOIL PARAMETERS FOR SOIL-NAILED-WALL DESIGN 
 

Figure 410-7D 
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Existing Grade

Figure 410-7E

MIRCOPILE RETAINING WALL DETAILS
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CHAPTER SEVENTY-TWO 

 
BRIDGE REHABILITATION 

 
The State contains approximately 18 000 bridges on its public roads and streets.  Over 5500 of 
these are on the State highway system.  These bridges are designed and constructed to provide an 
adequate margin of safety and service life for the traveling public through the application of 
stringent design criteria and construction specifications.  Nevertheless, all structural elements 
deteriorate over time, sometimes prematurely, and they will eventually present a hazard to the 
bridge users.  Periodically, these bridges require repair or rehabilitation work which exceeds the 
scope of normal maintenance.  In these situations, the bridge work is programmed as a capital 
improvement project.  For the purpose of this Chapter, rehabilitation refers to the following: 
 
1. restoration to its former state or capacity; 
2. improving serviceability (structural or traffic); 
3. strengthening; or 
4. widening. 
 
This Chapter describes procedures and design criteria for a bridge rehabilitation project.  The 
Chapter addresses the following: 
 
1. overall activities which may lead to a bridge rehabilitation project; 
2. condition surveys and analyses; 
3. rehabilitation techniques; and 
4. widening. 
 
 
72-1.0  BRIDGE INSPECTION AND BRIDGE MANAGEMENT 
 

 
72-1.01  National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) 

The National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS), a nationwide inspection and inventory 
program, is intended to detect structural problems to minimize the probability of structural 
failure.  The Federal Highway Administration has promulgated regulations to establish the 
applicable criteria which must be met. 
 
The following is brief discussion of the operational requirements of the NBIS. 
1. Frequency of Inspections

 

.  Each bridge must be inspected at regular intervals not to 
exceed two years.  Examples of structures requiring more frequent inspections include 
the following: 
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a. new structure types; 
b. those with details without known performance history; 
c. those with potential foundation or scour problems; 
d. nonredundant structures; and 
e. bridges with structural problems. 
 
The NBIS, however, allows the State to inspect certain bridges at less often than a two-
year interval, if properly justified by the State and approved by the FHWA. 

 
2. Qualifications of Personnel

 

.  The key element of the State's bridge inspection program is 
the qualifications of its inspection personnel.  This includes both the individual in charge 
of the overall organization and the field inspection personnel.  The NBIS Federal 
Regulation lists the minimum qualifications for all bridge inspection personnel. 

3. Inspection Procedures and Reports

 

.  The State must have a systematic strategy for 
conducting field inspections and reporting their findings.  It must be clear to the 
inspection team which structural elements to investigate and what to look for.  The bridge 
inspection report should accurately and clearly record all findings and should include 
photographs of the overall structure and of significant defects. 

4. Records

 

.  The State must have a systematic means of entering, storing, and retrieving all 
bridge inspection data.  The records must meet the requirements of the NBIS and the 
Structure Inventory and Appraisal (SI&A) data.  They should contain a full history of the 
structure including the following: 

a. all inspections; 
b. recommendations for maintenance or repair work; 
c. maintenance or repair work performed; 
d. calculations; and 
e. structure ratings. 

 
5. Ratings

 

.  Each bridge must be rated according to its load-carrying capacity.  This includes 
both the Operating and Inventory Ratings.  See Section 72-1.02 for definitions.  The 
ratings provide an indication of the bridge's capacity to safely resist the loads it is likely 
to be subjected to.  This information assists in the determination of necessary posting, the 
issuance of special overload permits, and the scheduling for rehabilitation or replacement. 

 

 
72-1.02  Definitions 

The following definitions apply to the NBIS and its implementation. 
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1. Damage Inspection

 

.  This is an unscheduled inspection to assess structural damage 
resulting from environmental or man-inflicted causes.  The scope of inspection should be 
sufficient to determine the need for emergency load restrictions or closure of the bridge to 
traffic and to assess the level of effort necessary to effect a repair. 

2. In-Depth Inspection

 

.  This is a physical inspection of the bridge above or below water 
level (where applicable) to detect a deficiency not readily detectable using Routine 
Inspection procedures. 

3. Interim Inspection

 

.  This is an inspection scheduled at the discretion of the individual in 
responsible charge of bridge-inspection activities.  An Interim Inspection is typically used 
to monitor a particular known or suspected deficiency, e.g., foundation settlement or 
scour, member conditions, the public's use of a load-posted bridge. 

4. Inventory Inspection

 

.  This is the initial inspection of a bridge intended to determine the 
SI&A data and all other relevant information required by the Department, and to collect 
basic structural data, e.g., identification of structure type, fracture critical members. 

5. Inventory Rating

 

.  This is the load level which can be safely resisted by a structure for an 
indefinite period of time. 

6. National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS)

 

.  These consist of federal regulations 
establishing requirements for inspection procedures, frequency of inspections, 
qualifications of personnel, inspection reports, and preparation and maintenance of the 
State’s bridge inventory.  The NBIS apply to each structure defined as a bridge located on 
a public road. 

7. National Bridge Inventory (NBI)

 

.  This consists of the aggregation of structure inventory 
and appraisal data collected to fulfill the requirements of the National Bridge Inspection 
Standards which require that the State prepares and maintains an inventory of all bridges 
subject to the NBIS. 

8. National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Record

 

.  This consists of data which have been coded 
according to the Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal 
of the Nation’s Bridges for each structure carrying highway traffic or each inventory 
route which passes beneath a structure.  These data are stored within the Planning 
Division and are also furnished to the FHWA. 

9. Operating Rating

 

.  This is the maximum permissible load level to which a structure may 
be subjected. 
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10. Routine Inspection

 

.  This is a regularly scheduled, intermediate-level inspection 
consisting of observations or measurements sufficient to determine the physical and 
functional conditions of a bridge; to identify developing problems or changes from 
Inventory or previously recorded conditions; and to ensure that the bridge continues to 
satisfy present service requirements. 

11. Structure Inventory and Appraisal (SI&A) Sheet

 

.  This consists of the graphic 
representation of the data recorded and stored for each NBI record in accordance with the 
Guide. 

12. Sufficiency Rating

 

.  A numerical value from 0 to 100% which indicates a bridge’s overall 
sufficiency to remain in service.  The Rating is calculated from the SI&A data and 
reflects the factors as follows: 

a. structural adequacy and safety; 
b. serviceability and functional obsolescence; 
c. essentiality for public use; and 
d. special considerations. 

 
 

 
72-1.03  INDOT Bridge-Inspection Program 

The Planning Division’s Bridge Management Team is responsible for collecting, maintaining, 
and reporting bridge-inspection information and also for ensuring that the Indiana Bridge-
Inspection Program is in compliance with the requirements of the NBIS. 
 
 

 
72-1.04  Bridge-Rehabilitation Project 

As determined through the INDOT Bridge-Inspection Program, the need for bridge rehabilitation 
may be based on a number of deficiencies.  This may include the following: 
 
1. deterioration of structural elements; 
2. insufficient load-carrying capacity; 
3. inadequate seismic resistance; 
4. insufficient traffic-carrying capacity; 
5. safety hazard, e.g., substandard bridge railing, substandard guardrail-to-bridge-railing 

transition; or 
6. geometric deficiency (e.g., narrow bridge width, inadequate horizontal alignment). 
 
The Production Management Division’s Bridge Rehabilitation Team is responsible for 
rehabilitation projects included in the Department’s capital-improvement program. 
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72-1.05  INDOT Bridge Management System (IBMS) 

The INDOT Bridge Management System (IBMS) will be used as a planning tool to identify 
proposed projects with a recommended action, cost, priority ranking, and optimized listing based 
on a set budget.  Programming of bridge projects is based on recommended actions of the IBMS, 
district review and recommendations, and integration with other management systems.  See 
Section 4-2.02 for more information on IBMS. 
 
 
72-2.0  CONDITION SURVEYS AND TESTS 
 
To identify the appropriate scope of bridge rehabilitation work, the designer should select and 
perform the proper array of condition surveys, tests, and analyses, as described below. 
 
 

 
72-2.01  Selection of Surveys and Tests 

The decisions on the type and extent of bridge rehabilitation are based on information acquired 
from condition surveys and tests.  The selection of these condition surveys and tests for a 
proposed project is based on a per-project assessment of the specific bridge site.  The structural 
factors to be considered are as follows: 
 
1. age; 
2. estimated remaining life (i.e., before bridge replacement is necessary); 
3. size; 
4. historic significance; and 
5. potential investment in bridge rehabilitation. 
 
The information normally available that may be requested if deemed pertinent is as follows: 
 
1. original design plans and previous rehabilitation plans; 
2. as-built plans; 
3. shop drawings; 
4. pile-driving records; 
5. geotechnical report; 
6. previous surveys; 
7. accident records; 
8. flood and scour data, if applicable; 
9. traffic data; 
10. roadway functional classification; 
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11. bridge inspection reports; 
12. structural ratings (sufficiency, operating, inventory); and 
13. maintenance work performed to date. 
 
The condition surveys and tests to be selected will be those are appropriate for the bridge site 
conditions based on an assessment of the structural factors and the available information. 
 
 
72-2.01(01)  Office of Materials Management Involvement 
 
The Office of Materials Management may be consulted if the designer believes such consultation 
is warranted.  The Office of Materials Management can offer support in the areas as follows: 
 
1. geotechnical evaluation and foundation recommendations; 
2. pavement design and analysis; 
3. subgrade design; 
4. concrete corings, and strength and chloride determination; 
5. slope stability analysis and recommendations; 
6. geologic information such as Karst or mine subsidence; 
7. foundation geometry and type, if unknown; 
8. existing loading conditions; and 
9. cohesiveness of existing embankment. 
 
Where little or no bridge widening is planned, the existing substructure condition, supplemented 
with the pile-driving records, may be used to determine foundation types.  Foundations will be 
widened with the same system as the original construction.  Spread footings will be designed 
next to existing spread footings, H piles will be driven to anticipated rock, and 14-in. shell piles 
will be used where friction piles exist.  Friction piles of 80 kip may be used where existing 
timber piles were driven.  The time and cost associated with geotechnical investigations do not 
normally justify their use where only one or two pile spaces will be driven outside the existing 
foundations.  Where more extensive widening is required, foundation settlement is noted, 
additional pile capacity is sought, the existing foundation type cannot be determined, or any 
other unusual situation occurs, a geotechnical investigation will be requested. 
 
Where more than 200 ft of total pavement replacement beyond the RCBA is anticipated or where 
added lanes are included, a geotechnical investigation and pavement design should be requested.  
Where such pavement length is 200 ft or less, the existing pavement section may be reproduced 
and the Geotechnical Section may provide the subgrade-treatment requirements. 
 
If it is determined after the preliminary field check that further information on the concrete 
strength or chloride content is needed, testing may be requested from the Office of Materials 
Management.  The designer and the testing engineer should work together to determine the 
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number and location of samples needed.  Additional traffic maintenance will be required if cores 
are to be taken in the traveled way. 
 
If soil instability is observed on the preliminary field check, the Office of Materials Management 
should be notified and given the opportunity to perform the necessary testing and analysis to 
make recommendations for remediation. 
 
Many older bridge embankments were constructed with steeper sideslopes than would be used 
today.  Narrow widening of these embankments may be necessary to meet modern roadside 
safety criteria.  Geotechnical slope stability should also be considered where an existing slope is 
widened, especially if the widening is relatively narrow.  Narrow widenings should include a 
benching detail.  Figure 72-2A, Sideslope Acceptability, indicates slopes that are geotechnically 
acceptable based on slope inclination and Plastic Index of the existing embankment material.  
Final slope-stability recommendations must be made by the Office of Materials Management. 
 
If a new retaining wall is required, the Office of Materials Management should be contacted to 
provide the appropriate soil-design parameters.  Also, if fill is added to an embankment where 
the designer is aware of underlying peat deposits, the Office of Materials Management should be 
contacted for recommendations. 
 
If the Office of Materials Management is involved in a rehabilitation project, the schedule should 
be re-evaluated to account for the time required for the investigation. 
 
For additional information on geotechnical investigation, see Chapter Eighteen and Section 3-
1.04. 
 
 
72-2.01(02)  Field Survey 
 
If a rehabilitation project involves deck replacement, superstructure replacement, or widening of 
the substructure, a field survey will be required.  A typical survey will involve a structure profile 
extending approximately 6 in. from each end of the bridge and a check of features such as cap 
and bridge seat elevations. 
 
The purpose of the survey is to verify elevations so that datum corrections can be made in the 
plans and do not have to be determined in the field during construction.  The Bridge 
Rehabilitation Team will approve the extent of survey before field work begins. 
 
Vertical and horizontal railroad clearances must be measured and included in the bridge 
inspection report if the project involves a railroad. 
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72-2.02  Bridge Deck 

For the purpose of this Chapter, the deck includes the structural continuum directly supporting 
the riding surface, deck joints and their immediate supports, curbs, barriers, reinforced-concrete 
bridge approaches, and utility hardware.  The bridge deck and its appurtenances provide the 
services as follows: 
 
1. support and transmittal of wheel loads to the primary structural components; 
2. protection for the structural components beneath the deck; 
3. lateral bracing for girders; 
4. a smooth riding surface; 
5. drainage of surface runoff; and 
6. safe passageway for vehicular and bicycle or pedestrian traffic, e.g., skid-resistant 

surface, bridge railings, guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions. 
 
Deterioration in these services warrants investigation and possible remedial action.  The most 
common cause of bridge-deck deterioration is the intrusion of chloride ions from roadway 
deicing salts into the concrete.  The chloride causes formation of corrosive cells on the steel 
reinforcement, and the corrosion product (rust) induces stresses in the concrete resulting in 
cracking, delamination and spalling.  Chloride-ion (salt) penetration is a time-dependent 
phenomenon.  There is no known way to prevent penetration, but it can be decelerated such that 
the service life of the deck is not less than that of the structure.  Salt penetration is, however, not 
the only cause of bridge-deck deterioration.  Other significant problems include the following: 
 
1. Freeze-Thaw

 

.  This results from inadequate air content of the concrete.  Freezing of the 
free water in the concrete causes random, alligator-type cracking of the concrete and then 
complete disintegration.  There is no known remedy other than replacement. 

2. Impact Loading

 

.  This results from vehicular kinetic energy released by vertical 
discontinuities in the riding surface, such as surface roughness, delamination, and 
inadequately-set or damaged deck joints.  Remedial actions include surface grinding, 
overlaying or replacement of deck concrete, or rebuilding deck joints. 

3. Abrasion

 

.  This results from contact with metallic objects, such as chains or studs 
attached to tires.  Remedial actions include surface grinding or overlaying. 

The objective of the condition surveys and tests is to quantify the extent of deterioration based on 
INDOT criteria to determine the appropriate remedial action.  Methods are discussed below to 
establish the level and extent of deterioration after the deterioration is visually detected.  The first 
test to be performed is sounding.  This may be followed by half-cell measurement.  If 
permeability is measured, a reading of less than 2000 coulombs indicates that the concrete is 
capable of resisting intrusion of chlorides.  Then, either by coring or by chemical analysis of 
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pulverized samples, the chloride-concentration profile is established.  Other methods, such as 
thermographic (infrared) testing, are also becoming established as reliable tools for mapping 
delaminations. 
 
 
72-2.02(01)  Visual Inspection 
 
1. Description
 

.  A visual inspection of the bridge deck should establish the following: 

 a. the approximate extent of cracking, delamination, spalling and joint opening; 
 b. evidence of corrosion; 
 c. evidence of efflorescence, discoloration, or wetness at the bottom of deck; 
 d. deformation in the riding surface or ponding of water; 
 e. operation of deck joints; 
 f. functionality of deck drainage system; 

g. bridge railings’ and guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions’ accordance with 
current Department standards. 

 h. deterioration and loss in a wood deck; and 
i. geometric compatibility with design criteria. 

 
2. Purpose
 

.  The visual inspection of the bridge deck will achieve the following. 

a. By establishing the approximate extent of cracking, corrosion, delamination, and 
spalling, and by having evidence of other deterioration, one can determine if a 
more-extensive inspection is warranted. 

 
b. The inspector will identify substandard roadside safety appurtenances. 

 
3. Consideration

 

.  Visual inspection should be used for each potential deck rehabilitation 
project. 

4. Analysis of Data

 

.  Based on the extent of bridge-deck delamination, the following will 
apply. 

a. Five percent delamination of surface area is a rough guide for triggering remedial 
action. 

 
b. Thirty to 40% delamination is a rough guide for triggering bridge-deck 

replacement. 
 

In addition, the following should be considered. 
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 a. traffic control; 
 b. timing of repair; 
 c. age of structure; 
 d. AADT; 
 e. slab depth; 

f. structure type; and 
g. hazard potential to other traffic (vehicular, cyclist, pedestrian, etc.). 

 
 
72-2.02(02)  Sounding 
 
1. Description

 

.  Sounding establishes the presence of delamination, based on audible 
observation by chain drag, hammer, or electromechanical sounding device.  It is based on 
the observation that delaminated concrete responds with a hollow sound when struck by a 
metal object. 

2. Purpose
 

.  Its purpose is to determine the location and area of delamination. 

3. Consideration

 

.  Sounding should be used on each deck rehabilitation project, except 
where proper traffic control cannot be provided during the test. 

4. Analysis of Data

 

.  Quantities are approximate for bid purposes only and should be 
rounded off to the nearest 5%. 

 
72-2.02(03)  Half-Cell Method 
 
1. Description

 

.  Copper or copper-sulphate half-cell method for the measurement of 
electrical potential is used as an indicator of corrosive chemical activity in the concrete. 

2. Purpose

 

.  Its purpose is to determine the level of activity of corrosive cells in the bridge 
deck. 

3. Consideration
 

.  The method should be used if non-destructive testing is warranted. 

4. Analysis of Data

 

.  A potential difference of -0.35 V or greater indicates active corrosion.  
A potential difference of -0.20 V or less indicates a state of no corrosion.  The range 
between -0.20 and -0.35 V is considered questionably active. 

 
72-2.02(04)  Coring 
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1. Description

 

.  Cores of 4 in. or 6 in. diameter are taken by means of a water-cooled, 
diamond-edged rotating shell.  In an older deck with a large amount of reinforcement, it 
is difficult to avoid cutting steel if 6-in. diameter cores are used. 

2. Purpose

 

.  Its purpose is to establish strength, composition of concrete, crack depth, 
position of reinforcing steel, delamination, and profile of chloride content and gradient. 

3. Consideration

 

.  Coring should be done if questions exist relating to the compressive 
strength or soundness of the concrete, or if the visual condition of the reinforcement is 
desired.  Also, coring should be done if compression or chloride analysis tests are 
requested. 

4. Analysis of Data

 

.  Concrete cover of less than 2 in. is considered inadequate for corrosion 
protection.  A concrete compressive strength of less than 3000 psi is considered 
inadequate.  If a 4-in. diameter core of undelaminated concrete is extracted intact, the 
concrete quality can be assumed to be acceptable.  Core locations can have a significant 
impact on the findings. 

 
72-2.02(05)  Chloride Analysis 
 
1. Description

 

.  This consists of a chemical analysis of pulverized samples of bridge-deck 
concrete extracted from either slices of cores or in-place drilling. 

2. Purpose

 

.  Its purpose is to determine the chloride content profile from the deck surface to 
a depth of about 3 in. or greater. 

3. Consideration

 

.  This analysis should be used if a visual inspection does not clearly 
indicate the corrosive potential of the deck.  The analysis is relatively inexpensive once 
cores have been obtained. 

4. Analysis of Data.  A chloride content of 0.06 lb/ft3

 

 of concrete at the level of top 
reinforcement is a rough threshold value for indicating a potential for corrosion occurring 
in the uncoated reinforcing steel of the deck.  The locations of cores can have a 
significant impact on the findings. 

 

 
72-2.03  Superstructure 

For the purpose of this chapter, the superstructure includes all structural components located 
above the bearings, except the deck.  For a bridge without bearings, such as a rigid frame, fixed 
arch, etc., this includes every visible structural component, except the deck.  The following 
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describes condition surveys and tests which may be performed on the superstructure elements to 
determine the appropriate level of rehabilitation. 
 
 
72-2.03(01)  Visual Inspection 
 
1. Description

 

.  A visual inspection of the superstructure should include an investigation of 
the following: 

 a. surface deterioration, cracking, and spalling of concrete; 
 b. major loss in concrete components; 
 c. evidence of efflorescence; 
 d. corrosion of reinforcing steel or prestressing strands; 
 e. loss in exposed reinforcing steel or prestressing strands; 
 f. corrosion of structural-metal components; 
 g. loss in metal components due to corrosion; 
 h. cracking in metal components; 
 i. excessive deformation in metal components; 
 j. loosening and loss of rivets or bolts; 
 k. deterioration and loss in wood components; 
 l. damage due to collision by vehicles, vessels, or debris; 
 m. damage due to leakage through deck joints; 
 n. ponding of water on abutment seats; 
 o. state and functionality of bearings; and 
 p. presence of low-fatigue-life components. 
 

Structural-steel members should be checked to ensure that there are no intersecting 
welds.  There should be a gap of 4 times the web thickness with 2 in. as the absolute 
allowable minimum between two weld toes.  If such welds are found, it should be noted 
in the inspection report, and the Planning Division’s bridge inspection engineer should be 
notified in writing. 

 
2. Purpose

 

.  Its purpose is to record all deterioration and signs of potential distress for 
comparison with earlier records and for initiating rehabilitation procedures if warranted. 

3. Consideration
 

.  It should be used on each bridge rehabilitation project. 

4. Analysis of Data
 

.  Analysis should be made as required. 

 
72-2.03(02)  Fracture-Critical Member 
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A fracture-critical member is defined as a structural metal component in tension whose failure 
would render the bridge dysfunctional or cause its collapse.  A major portion of this 
determination relates to redundancy.  For example, loss of a girder in a multi-girder or 
continuous girder structure may not be critical, while inadequate welding of a stiffener in other 
situations may be critical. 
 
If the issue arises, criticality should be investigated by an experienced structural engineer. 
 
 
72-2.03(03)  Tests for Cracking in Metals 
 
Such tests are used to determine the appropriate remedial action if the visual inspection revealed 
the existence of cracking in a steel structure.  The extent and size of cracks should be established.  
The following are the most common test methods used in locating cracks in a steel structure, and 
for measuring their extent and size: 
 
1. Dye-Penetration Test

 

.  The surface of the steel is cleaned, then painted with a red dye.  
The dye is wiped off.  If a crack is present, the dye penetrates the crack.  A white 
developer is painted on the cleaned steel and cracks are indicated where the red dye 
bleeds from the crack. 

2. Magnetic-Particle Test

 

.  The surface of the steel is cleaned and sprinkled with fine iron 
filings while a strong magnetic field is induced in the steel.  Magnetism is not resisted by 
the void in the cracks; therefore, the particles form a footprint thereof. 

3. Acoustic Test

 

.  Although the above two methods require no special equipment, the 
acoustic method needs both a transmitter and a receiver.  The method works on the 
principle that cracks reflect acoustic waves.  It can only establish the presence of cracks. 

4. Radiogram

 

.  This is a highly reliable but cumbersome and expensive test because it 
requires a medium for producing x-rays which penetrate the cracks and mark the film 
located at the other side. 

5. Ultrasonic Test

 

.  This consists of the use of testing devices that use high-frequency sound 
waves to detect cracks, discontinuities, and flaws in materials.  The testing depends a 
great deal on the expertise of the one conducting the test to interpret the results. 

All tests must be conducted by, at a minimum, a Level II ANSI approved technician.  For more 
information, see FHWA-RD-89-167, Fatigue Cracking of Steel Bridge Structures; AASHTO 
Guide Specifications for Fatigue Evaluation of Existing Steel Bridges; or FHWA-NH1-90-043, 
Economic Design of Fracture Critical Members. 
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72-2.03(04)  Fatigue Analysis 
 
1. Description

 

.  Fatigue is defined as a progression in the crack size caused by cyclical 
loading to a critical dimension at which cracking is no longer effectively resisted, thus, 
leading to fracture of the component.  The progression is a function of the following: 

 a. crack size; 
 b. location of crack (i.e., structural detail); 
 c. energy absorbing characteristics of metal; 
 d. temperature; and 
 e. frequency and level of stress range (transient stresses). 
 
2. Purpose
 

.  Its purpose is to establish type and urgency of remedial action. 

3. Consideration

 

.  This analysis should be used where cracks, found by visual inspection, 
are believed to be either caused by fatigue or are progression-prone under transient 
loading.  It should also be used if members are known to have a low fatigue life. 

4. Analysis of Data

 

.  For the analysis, fatigue characteristics of the metal should be 
established.  For the stress range, the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications provides an 
upper-bound criterion of 75% of the weight of one design truck plus impact per bridge.  
The actual stress range of a given bridge component may be far lower than that specified 
by the Specifications, and it may be warranted to establish it by physical means.  See 
Section 64-4.0 for further discussion. 

 

 
72-2.04  Substructure or Foundation 

The substructure transfers loads to the foundation such as rock or earth.  Substructures include 
unframed piers, bents or abutments, footings, piles, and drilled shafts.  A substructure including 
piles and drilled shafts is referred to as a deep foundation.  They also include fenders and 
dolphins used in navigable waterways.  The following briefly describes those condition surveys 
and tests which may be performed on these elements to determine the appropriate level of 
rehabilitation. 
 
 
72-2.04(01)  Visual Inspection 
 
1. Description

 

.  A visual inspection of the substructure components should address the 
following: 
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a. surface deterioration, cracking, and spalling of concrete; 
b. major loss in concrete components; 
c. distress in pedestals and bearing seats; 
d. evidence of corrosion of reinforcing steel; 
e. loss in exposed reinforcing steel; 
f. deterioration or loss in wood components; 
g. leakage through joints and cracks; 
h. dysfunctional drainage facilities; 
i. collision damage; 
j. changes in geometry such as settlement, rotation of wingwalls, tilt of retaining 

walls, etc.; 
k. compliance with current INDOT seismic-design standards; 
l. accumulation of debris; 
m. erosion of protective covers; 
n. changes in embankment and water channel; 
o. evidence of significant scour; and 
p. underwater inspection (as needed). 

 
2. Purpose

 

.  Its purpose is to record all deterioration and signs of potential distress for 
comparison with earlier records and for initiating rehabilitation procedures if warranted. 

3. Consideration
 

.  It should be used on each bridge rehabilitation project. 

4. Analysis of Data
 

.  Analysis should be made as required. 

 
72-2.04(02)  Other Test Methods 
 
Other test methods described in Section 72-2.02 for a bridge deck may be used to determine the 
level and extent of deterioration of the substructure components. 
 
 
72-2.04(03)  Scour Analysis 
 
A scour analysis should be included for each bridge that crosses over water.  INDOT’s 
methodology for performing this analysis is discussed in Section 32-5.0.  The specific 
performance criteria for this analysis are discussed in Section 32-3.02(06). 
 
Scour analysis for a consultant-designed bridge-rehabilitation project should be performed by the 
consultant.  Scour analysis for an INDOT-designed project should be performed by the 
Production Management Division’s Hydraulics Team. 
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Scour countermeasures may be deemed necessary based on the results of the scour analysis.  All 
scour countermeasures must be approved by the Hydraulics Team leader. 
 
 

 
72-2.05  Bridge Field Inspection and Inspection Report 

The procedures for the field inspection and the suggested format and content of the Bridge 
Inspection Report are described below. 
 
 
72-2.05(01)  Field Inspection 
 
After assimilation of the relevant background material, e.g., as-built plans, SI&A data, traffic 
data, the designer will conduct a field inspection of the bridge site.  The primary objective is to 
conduct the visual inspections for the various structural elements as described in the condition 
tests and surveys in Section 72-2.0.  The following guidelines apply to the field inspection. 
 
1. Attendees

 

.  If the project is consultant-designed, personnel from both the consultant and 
the Production Management Division will attend the field inspection.  Depending on the 
nature of the bridge rehabilitation, attendees may include the representatives as follows: 

a. consultant (not more than two representatives, unless there are special 
circumstances); 

b. Production Management Division’s Bridge Rehabilitation Team; 
c. Production Management Division’s Railroads Team; 
d. district office, construction area engineer; 
e. district office, operations engineer; 
f. district office, development engineer; 
g. FHWA (if bridge is subject to oversight); or 
h. local public agency (if bridge is not on the State highway system). 

 
2. As-Built Plans

 

.  The designer should request a set of the existing plans from the Planning 
Division’s Records Team at least three weeks before the field inspection. 

3. Schedule

 

.  The Bridge Rehabilitation Team will schedule the date of the field inspection, 
and will notify all attendees.  For a project not on the State highway system, the 
consultant must notify the attendees. 

4. Equipment
 

.  The items which should be available are as follows: 

a. plans for existing structure; 
b. inspection forms filled in with all available information; 
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c. camera and film; 
d. clipboard, pencils, eraser, scale, and scratch pad; 
e. tape measure; 
f. hammer, cold-chisel; 
g. chain or other sounding device; 
h. safety gear; and 
i. other equipment as may be necessary. 

 
5. Procedure
 

.  Before the inspection, the designer should perform the following: 

a. study the existing plans, maintenance or repair history, and other items described 
in Section 72-2.01; 

b. review the design requirements for the roadway classification; and 
c. note particular concerns, e.g., fatigue-critical components, guardrail, width of 

structure, alignment, utilities (overhead), age of structure. 
 

After arriving at the site, the designer should perform the following: 
 

a. complete the Inspection Report, noting unusual conditions not covered under 
general categories; 

b. take necessary photographs showing approaches, side view, all four quadrants of 
the bridge, the feature being crossed, and deficient features to be highlighted in 
the report; and 

c. ensure that all information is gathered as necessary to complete the Bridge 
Inspection Report. 

 
 
72-2.05(02)  Bridge Inspection Report 
 
The Bridge Inspection Report has the purposes as follows: 
 
1. document the findings from the field inspection, including photographs; 
2. make recommendations on the proposed bridge-rehabilitation improvements; 
3. provide a preliminary project cost estimate; 
4. identify a proposed strategy for maintenance and protection of traffic during construction; 
5. serve as design-approval documentation including compliance with Level One design 

criteria; and 
6. document findings from the scour analysis, if the bridge is over water. 
 
The format, content, and order of the Bridge Inspection Report to be used should match that 
shown in Figure 72-2B.  Not all features described therein will pertain to each project.  However, 
unusual features will require more in-depth coverage in the Report than described as follows. 
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The following guidelines will apply to the Bridge Inspection Report. 
 
1. Structure

 

.  Prepare a separate Bridge Inspection Report for each structure, i.e., for each 
Des number. 

2. Page Size
 

.  Prepare the Report on 8.5-in. x 11-in. paper. 

3. Font
 

.  Use a 12-point font size.  The font may be either Times New Roman or Arial. 

4. Page Numbering

 

.  Number the pages consecutively through the Report, including the 
pages with schematics and photographs.  The page number should be at the bottom of the 
page. 

5. Page Header

 

.  Place the bridge file number and Des number at the top of each page, 
including those with schematics and photographs. 

6. Presentation of Information

 

.  The objective of the Report is to communicate critical 
information on the existing bridge and proposed scope of rehabilitation.  Statements 
should be direct, clear, and concise.  The Report should be formatted as shown in Figure 
72-2B. 

7. Timeliness

 

.  Prepare and submit the Report as soon as practical after the field inspection, 
but not later than 30 days after the field inspection, unless otherwise approved by the 
project manager. 

8. Number of Copies and Submission

 

.  Submit the required number of copies of the Report 
as stated in the project manager’s letter to the Bridge Rehabilitation Team. 

 
72-3.0  BRIDGE REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES 
 
As discussed in Section 72-2.0, the bridge-condition surveys, tests, analyses, and reports will 
indicate the extent of the problems and the objectives of rehabilitation.  This Section provides 
specific bridge-rehabilitation techniques which may be employed to address the identified 
deficiencies.  This Section is segregated by structural element.  For each technique, Section 72-
3.0 presents a brief description. 
 
Where applicable, several typical Department practices are provided which apply to each bridge-
rehabilitation project.  The discussion in Section 72-3.0 is not intended to be all-inclusive, but it 
provides a starting point on the more-common bridge-rehabilitation techniques used by INDOT.  
For each individual project and individual application, the designer is encouraged to review the 
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highway-engineering literature for more information.  The INDOT Standard Specifications 
should also be consulted for more detailed information. 
 
 

 
72-3.01  Bridge Deck 

72-3.01(01)  Indiana Design Manual Reference 
 
Chapter Sixty-one provides an in-depth discussion on the design of the deck for a new bridge.  
Many of the design and detailing principles provided in the Chapter also apply to deck 
rehabilitation.  Therefore, the designer should review Chapter Sixty-one to determine its 
potential application to a bridge rehabilitation project. 
 
 
72-3.01(02)  Typical Department Practices 
 
The Department has adopted the following typical practices for bridge-deck rehabilitation. 
 
1. Bridge Deck Overlay
 

. 

a. Patching.  Patching the bridge deck should be considered a temporary measure to 
provide a reasonably-acceptable riding surface until a more-permanent solution 
can be applied. 

 
b. Latex-Modified Overlay.  This is typically applied in conjunction with deck 

patching.  Since the early 1970s, the latex-modified overlay has been the most-
common bridge-overlay technique used, and it has provided an average service 
life of 15 years. 

 
c. Microsilica Concrete.  A microsilica-concrete overlay may be used if providing a 

low diffusivity concrete overlay is desirable.  This method has been used since the 
early 1990s. 

 
d. Asphalt Overlay with Sheet Membrane.  This method was used in the 1960s and 

early 1970s with limited success.  The difficult construction tolerances for surface 
preparation, membrane discontinuities, and application temperature have caused 
poor results. 

 
A damaged waterproofing system is counterproductive in that it retains salt-laden 
water and continues supplying it to the deck which, thus, never dries out.  Also, 
rain water or washing efforts cannot remove the salt.  Due to its low reliability, 
INDOT no longer uses this rehabilitation technique. 
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e. Low-Slump Concrete.  A dense low-slump concrete overlay, of 2¼-in. depth, has 

been specified as an alternative to a latex-modified overlay for over 25 years.  
This option has been seldom used.  Because this product has the same 
characteristics as the latex-modified overlay and is more expensive, it is no longer 
specified. 

 
f. Second Overlay.  It is acceptable to remove an existing overlay and replace it with 

a new one.  Department policy is to not allow a new overlay to be placed over an 
existing bridge deck overlay, because it is counterproductive and adds to the dead 
weight of the structure. 

 
2. Joints

 

.  The Department recognizes that the service life of bridge-deck expansion joints is 
much shorter than that of the bridge.  Leaking and faulty joints represent a hazard for the 
deck and the main structural components.  Therefore, the standard procedure is to 
eliminate all expansion joints as part of a bridge-rehabilitation project where practical.  
The elimination of joints may require substantial alterations and may have structural 
implications which should be investigated.  Where applicable, the bridge-deck 
rehabilitation should be consistent with the criteria described in Section 61-4.06(03) 
relative to the design of bridge-deck expansion joints. 

Compression seals (type BS joints) are not permitted on a bridge-deck rehabilitation 
project.  Therefore, all such existing joints should be removed. 

 
3. Minimum Patching Quantities.  The quantity summaries for a bridge-rehabilitation 

project only include an estimate of the percent of bridge-deck patching.  The exact 
amount of patching needed is determined in the field during construction.  However, the 
minimum amount of bridge-deck patching shown in the quantities summary will be either 
5% of the bridge deck area, or 300 ft2

 
, whichever is greater. 

4. Additional Bridge-Deck Overlay

 

.  The Estimate of Quantities will include a pay item for 
additional bridge-deck overlay.  The estimate for this quantity should be calculated as 
follows: 

Additional Bridge-Deck Overlay (yd3

(0.00617)(Patching, ft
) = 

2) + (0.00292)(Overlay, ft2

 
) 

 
72-3.01(03)  Rehabilitation Techniques 
 
Brief descriptions of bridge-deck rehabilitation techniques which may be considered are shown 
below.  The designer should review the technique, determine its applicability to the project, and 
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discuss implementation of the technique with the Production Management Division’s Bridge 
Rehabilitation Team.  The techniques include the following: 
 

BD-1 Patching 
BD-2 Epoxy Resin Injection 
BD-3 Low Viscosity Sealant for Crack Repair 
BD-4 Concrete Overlay 
BD-5 Cathodic Protection 
BD-6 Deck Drainage Improvements 
BD-7 Upgrade Bridge Railings 
BD-8 Upgrade Guardrail-to-Bridge-Railing Transitions 
BD-9 Joint Elimination 
BD-10 Concrete Sealants 
BD-11 Corrosion Inhibitors 
BD-12 Prefabricated Bridge Deck 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-1 
Title
 

: Patching  

Description
The area to be patched is defined by sounding.  The concrete is then removed by means of an 
approved method that will not damage sound concrete.  Exposed reinforcing steel is cleaned 
and coated with a thick, viscous epoxy from a point where it projects from the existing 
concrete for a distance of about 18 in.  The existing concrete surface should remain free from 
this material because it will destroy the bond. 

: 

A bonding agent is then applied to the existing concrete surface.  Usually, a sand-cement grout 
is brushed onto the concrete surface.  If polymer concrete is used for patching, a coating of 
epoxy or other polymer is applied to prime the existing concrete surface. 
Although conventional portland cement concrete is often used, many other materials have been 
developed to permit early opening of the deck to traffic, such as accelerators, fast-setting 
cements and polymer compounds.  It is essential that the manufacturer’s specifications for 
mixing, placing, and curing be followed. 
For inorganic concrete, wet curing with a vapor barrier should be used if possible.   
Overheating and excessive evaporation may cause debonding of the patch regardless of how 
well it has performed. 
For a bridge deck, partial-depth patching quantities are estimated during the field check and 
subsequent testing.  The estimated percentage of the deck to be patched should be shown on 
the General Plan.  Traditionally, more patching is needed during construction than is 
determined by chaining the deck on a field check.  If partial-depth patching is required, a 
minimum of 5% should be estimated.  Full-depth patching should be estimated as the number 
of square feet to be replaced.  A minimum of 3% of the deck area or 270 ft2

If a large contiguous area of the structure is to be replaced, consideration should be given to 
providing details including replacement of reinforcing steel.  The remaining concrete should be 
capable of resisting its own weight, superimposed dead load, live load (if the bridge will be 
repaired under traffic), formwork, equipment, and the plastic concrete. 

 should be 
estimated if full-depth patching is required. 

Deck patching alone is usually only moderately successful, extending the service life of the 
deck from one to three years. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-2 
Title
 

: Epoxy Resin Injection 

 
Description
 

: 

Epoxy resin injection is seldom used in correcting delamination, because the liquid pressure 
applied in the process may increase the severity of the problem.  Its primary use is to fill cracks 
in selected areas.  Holes are drilled into the cracks between reinforcing bars by pachometer to a 
depth as appropriate.  A suitable epoxy system capable of bonding to a wet surface is injected 
into the entry hole under pressure until it appears in the exit hole.  A pumping system, in which 
the two components of the epoxy are mixed at the injection nozzle, is usually employed. 
 
Epoxy resin injection can also be used for re-attaching a loose non-composite deck to beams. 
 
For selecting the epoxy resin and for the method of application, advice from the suppliers of 
the resin should be sought. 
 

 
 

Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 
BRIDGE DECK 

 
Reference Number: BD-3 
Title: Low-Viscosity Sealant for Crack Repair 
Description
 

: 

A low-viscosity epoxy or other organic liquid compound is brushed into the crack, and it fills 
the crack by gravity.  Accordingly, the success of this operation depends on the crack size, 
selection of the appropriate compound, temperature, contamination on the crack walls, and the 
skill of the operator.  Its success rate is typically low. 
 
These products are also known as sealer/healers.  Acceptable products are included on 
INDOT’s Approved List of Sealers/Healers. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-4 
Title: Concrete Bridge-Deck Overlay 
Description
 

: 

Latex modified bridge-deck overlays have been successfully used by INDOT since the 1970s.  
These overlays typically protect the bridge deck for 15 ± 5 years.  The variation depends on the 
quality of the placement, annual truck traffic, and amount of winter salting.  An overlay 
protects the deck by providing a non-permeable sacrificial layer that prevents water and 
chlorides from penetrating to the reinforcing steel in the deck.  An overlay is placed at 1¾ in. 
thick after 1/4 in. of the deck is removed, producing a net 1½-in. grade raise.  The grade is 
adjusted by adding an HMA wedge on each approach. 
 
An overlay is not to be used over an existing overlay.  The existing overlay must be milled off 
the deck prior to other preparation.  Removal of a ¼-in. layer of the bridge deck, either by 
milling or hydrodemolition, creates a clean, rough surface for the latex-modified overlay to 
adhere to.  After this removal, additional milling or patching may be required to create a sound 
base surface. 
 
Microsilica-based overlays have been used on a trial basis by INDOT.  This type of overlay 
may be considered with the approval of the Bridge Rehabilitation Team. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-5 
Title: Cathodic Protection 
Description
 

: 

The advantage of cathodic protection is that it can halt the progress of corrosion without the 
removal of chloride-contaminated concrete.  Corrosion requires an anode, a point on the 
reinforcing steel where ions are released.  Cathodic protection is the application of direct 
current such that the steel becomes cathodic to artificial anodes located on the deck.  These 
anodes usually consist of sheets of thin wire mesh.  A relatively small DC rectifier operating 
on AC line voltage and a control panel are located beneath the bridge. 
 
A cathodic protection system need not operate 24 h per day to be beneficial.  Therefore, it can 
be powered by means of solar panels or in line with the highway-lighting system. 
 
A cathodic protection system should be considered for a location where traffic-maintenance 
costs are very high and where a few years of additional service between repairs would be 
advantageous. 
 
Cathodic protection is seldom used due to the disadvantages as follows: 
 
1. need for expertise in design and construction; 
2. need for periodic adjustment; 
3. power requirement; and 
4. possible debonding of the overlay. 
 
For more information, see Guide Specifications for Cathodic Protection of Concrete Bridge 
Decks, 1994, AASHTO Task Force 29. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-6 
Title: Deck Drainage Improvements 
Description
 

: 

The most common drainage problems are as follows: 
 
1. deterioration of and around drainage facilities; 
 
2. an inappropriate number of facilities; 
 
3. clogging of the facility due to lack of grating and insufficient size; and 
 
4. spilling water onto other structural components or the roadway below or causing 

erosion. 
 
The drainage facility should be positively attached to the existing structure and should permit 
proper consolidation of the new concrete in the deck.  Abandoned drainage facilities should be 
permanently sealed such that no ponding will occur at their locations. 
 
For more information, see the following: 
 
1. AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications Section 2, which includes information on 

drains.  Its relevant requirements should be followed as practical. 
 
2. Chapter Thirty-three. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-7 
Title
 

: Upgrade Bridge Railings 

Description
 

: 

The evaluation and disposition of existing bridge railings will be as follows. 
 
1. Operational

 

.  Section 61-6.01(02) describes those bridge railings which are operational.   
If the existing bridge railing is not operational, the designer must upgrade the railing to 
an operational type.  If the system is operational, see the next step. 

2. Test Level

 

.  Section 49-9.0 provides the methodology for determining the required Test 
Level (TL) based on specific site conditions.  If a new railing will be installed, its TL 
will be based on this methodology.  If an existing bridge railing is operational and 
serviceable but does not meet the TL requirements of Section 49-9.0, a decision on its 
replacement will be based on a per-project evaluation, considering the following: 

a. implications of other necessary work (e.g., need to upgrade guardrail-to-bridge-
railing transition, bridge widening, curb removal); and 

 
b. other relevant factors, such as accident history. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-8 
Title
 

: Upgrade Guardrail-to-Bridge-Railing Transitions 

Description
 

: 

Section 61-6.01(05) describes those guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions which are 
operational.  All existing transitions should be upgraded to the current operational systems.   
This includes both the type of system and the location/design requirements shown in Section 
61-6.01(05). 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-9 
Title
 

: Joint Elimination 

Description
 

: 

The deck joint may often be eliminated by making the concrete deck continuous.  This can be 
achieved by removing sufficient concrete on both sides of the joint to permit adequate lap 
joints in the longitudinal steel, then form and place the concrete. 
 
Making the concrete deck continuous may not succeed because the new concrete is likely to 
crack due to the concentrated rotation at this point of the superstructure.  For this situation, a 
properly-conducted rehabilitation should include deck-joint considerations as follows: 
 
1. the beams or stringers supporting the deck should be made continuous; 
 
2. a portion of the deck concrete is removed to permit placement of negative-moment steel; 
 
3. the effects of additional longitudinal movements are investigated at the end of the non-

continuous deck; 
 
4. for an integrated superstructure, the effects of these movements on the substructure 

should be considered; 
 
5. the need for discontinuity in the barriers should be considered at the points where the 

joints are eliminated; and 
 
6. if two bearings are used, the effects of increased eccentricity of reaction forces on the 

substructure should be considered. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-10 
Title
 

: Epoxy or Silane Seal 

Description
 

: 

One method of preventing entry of chloride ions into the concrete is sealing its surface.  This 
can be achieved by removing and rebuilding all deteriorated concrete in the surface, 
sandblasting the surface, and applying a thin organic compound with brooms or mechanical 
means.  Then, the surface is seeded with hard granular aggregate to increase its skid-resistance 
and wearing resistance. 
 
The success of this method depends on the adherence of the seal to the concrete.  This can only 
be attained under ideal conditions and, therefore, the rate of success has been rather 
disappointing. 
 
The useful life of this sealant is usually not more than three years.  However, the minor costs 
associated with this technique give it a favorable cost-benefit ratio.  It also adds protection 
during the early period of the concrete’s curing. 
 
INDOT maintains a List of Approved Portland Cement Concrete Sealers which includes 
information identifying the manufacturer, sealer designation, and additional requirements for 
specific sealers. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-11 
Title: Corrosion Inhibitors 
Description
 

: 

Corrosion inhibitors are added to the concrete mix.  They bond to the chloride ions to stop or 
slow their migration through the concrete. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

BRIDGE DECK 
 
Reference Number: BD-12 
Title
 

: Prefabricated Bridge Deck 

Description
 

: 

Lack of adequate detours, or seasonal or other time limitations, may preclude traditional 
methods of rehabilitation including the use of cast-in-place concrete.  The prefabricated-deck 
systems available for these applications are described as follows. 
 
1. Solid-Concrete Slab

 

.  This is prefabricated as traditionally reinforced, prestressed, or a 
combination of the two.  Panels are placed on the tops of the beams in a mortar bed with 
space or opening for shear connectors.  Panels are joined by wet joints wide enough to 
permit lapping of steel.  If the deck is post-tensioned, epoxied match-cast joints may be 
used. 

2. Steel Grid

 

.  Normally employed only on steel beams, this is lightweight and easy to 
install.  It does, however, deny protection to other structural components.  It is noisy, 
slippery when wet, and can lead vehicular wheels.  At the expense of cost and lightness, 
these problems can be rectified if the grid is partially or fully filled with concrete. 

3. Exodermic Deck

 

.  This is similar to a filled-steel grid, except that the concrete slab is 
reinforced and is located on top of the steel grid to which it is connected by means of 
shear connectors. 

 
 

 
72-3.02  Steel Superstructure 

72-3.02(01)  Indiana Design Manual Reference 
 
Chapter Sixty-four provides a detailed discussion on the structural design of a steel 
superstructure for a new bridge.  Many of the design and detailing practices provided therein also 
apply to the rehabilitation of an existing steel superstructure.  Therefore, the designer should 
review Chapter Sixty-four to determine its potential application to a bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
 
72-3.02(02)  Rehabilitation Techniques 
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Brief descriptions of steel-superstructure-rehabilitation techniques which may be considered are 
shown below.  These include the following: 
 

SS-1 Grinding 
SS-2 Peening 
SS-3 Gas Tungsten Arc Remelt 
SS-4 Drilled Holes 
SS-5 Bolted Splices 
SS-6 Welding 
SS-7 Addition of Cover Plates — Strengthening 
SS-8 Introduction of Composite Action — Strengthening 
SS-9 Addition of New Stringers — Strengthening 
SS-10 Bearings 
SS-11 Post-Tensioning — Strengthening 
SS-12 Heat-Straightening 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-1 
Title
 

: Grinding 

Description
 

: 

If the penetration of surface cracks is small, the cracked material can be removed by means of 
selective grinding without substantial loss in structural material.  Grinding should be 
performed parallel to the principal tensile stresses.  Surface striations should be removed 
because they may initiate future cracking. 
 
The most common application of grinding is to the toe of the fillet weld at the end of the cover 
plate so that it is in accordance with the fatigue requirements.  Grinding can also be used where 
beams have been nicked due to the sawing off of an old deck. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GRINDING 
Figure 72-3A 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-2 
Title
 

: Peening 

Description
 

: 

Peening is an inelastic reshaping of the steel at the surface locations of cracks, or of potential 
cracks, by using a mechanical hammer.  This procedure not only smoothens and shapes the 
transition between weld and parent metal, it also introduces compressive residual stresses that 
inhibit the cracking.  Peening is most commonly used at the ends of cover plates to reduce 
fatigue potential. 
 

 
 

Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 
STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 

 
Reference Number: SS-3 
Title
 

: Gas Tungsten Arc Remelt 

Description
 

: 

This process remelts the metal at the toe of a weld and eliminates cracks that are present.  The 
tungsten electrode, which does not melt, is manually moved along the weld toe at a constant 
rate causing a small volume of the weld and the parent metal to melt and, thus, fuse together.  
The melted metal transits local irregularities and removes non-metallic intrusions.  This 
technique can be used in lieu of bolting over the connections. 
 
This process does not correct a fatigue-prone connection but does reset the fatigue cycles back 
to zero. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-4 
Title: Drilled Holes 
Description
 

: 

At the tip of a crack, the tensile stress exceeds the ultimate strength of the metal, causing rapid 
progression if the crack size attains a critical level.  The concept the use of drilled holes is in 
removing the tip.  The location of the tip should therefore be established by means of one of 
the crack-detection methods provided in Section 72-2.03.  Missing the tip renders this process 
useless.  Drilling holes at the crack tip may be a final solution for a distortion-induced fatigue 
crack, but it is not a final solution for a load-induced fatigue crack. 
 
Sections must be checked to ensure that the reduced-member capacity due to the crack and the 
drilled hole is still adequate, but this is typically not a critical concern.  The mitigation of the 
stress concentration at the tip is much more critical than the loss of net section.  As such, the 
hole should be as large as can be tolerated in terms of net section.  Drill bits of 13/16 in. and 1 
1/16-in. diameter are common due to their use for fabricating bolt holes.  Larger-diameter 
holes should be avoided to reduce loss of cross-sectional area. 
 
If holes overlap, the sides of the slots should be ground smooth to remove projecting surfaces.  
This will create one oblong hole. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-5 
Title
 

: Bolted Splice 

Description
 

: 

Where rivets or bolts in a connection are replaced, or where a new connection is made as part 
of the rehabilitation effort, the strength of the connection should not be less than 75% of the 
capacity or the average of the resistance of and the factored force effect in the adjoining 
components.  Almost exclusively, the connections are made with high-strength bolts.  The 
connection should be designed by a structural engineer. 
 
This method can also be used to span a cracked flange or web, provided that such connection is 
designed to replace the tension part of the element or component. 
 

 
Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-6 
Title
 

: Welding 

Description
 

: 

It is common practice to use welding for shop fabrication of steel members and for welding 
pieces in preparation for rehabilitation work.  Field welding is often difficult to perform 
properly in a high-stressed area.  Individuals with the necessary skill and physical ability are 
required.  The proper inspection of field welds is equally difficult. 
 
Field welding should only be permitted on secondary members, for temporary repairs, or 
where analysis shows minimal fatigue-stress potential. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-7 
Title
 

: Beam Strengthening:  Addition of Cover Plates 

Description
 

: 

If the deck is deteriorated and removed, adding cover plates to strengthen a beam becomes a 
viable alternative.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications places fully-welded cover plates 
into category EΝ at the ends of the cover plates, which is the lowest fatigue designation.  
Therefore, the process may be counterproductive from the design perspective.  If bolts 
designed in accordance with LRFD Article 6.10.12.2.3 are used at the ends of the cover plates, 
fatigue category B is applied.  Because this requires the presence of drilling equipment and 
work platforms, consideration should be given to fully-bolted cover plate construction. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-8 
Title
 

: Beam Strengthening:  Introduction of Composite Action 

Description
 

: 

Introducing composite action between the deck and the supporting beams is a cost-effective 
way to increase the strength of the superstructure.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
mandate the use of composite action wherever current technology permits.  Composite action 
can be achieved by means of welded studs or high-strength bolts.  Shear connectors should be 
designed in accordance with LRFD Article 6.10.10. 
 
Composite action considerably improves the strength of the upper flange in a positive-moment 
area, but its beneficial effect on the beam as a whole is only marginal.  The combination of 
composite action in conjunction with selective cover plating of the lower flange is the most 
effective way of beam strengthening. 
 
Introducing composite action near joints prevents the deck from separating from the beams, 
thus increasing the service life of the deck.  This should be done on each bridge that will have 
its deck removed for other reasons. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-9 
Title
 

: Beam Strengthening:  Addition of New Stringers 

Description
 

: 

If the deck is removed, a new set of stringers added to the existing bridge is one alternative to 
strengthen the superstructure.  To ensure proper distribution of live load, the rigidity of the 
new stringers should be close to that of the existing ones. 
 
The old stringers may also need rehabilitation, in which case, their replacements may be 
considered as both a structurally and economically more proper alternative.  Using modern 
deck designs and composite action, continuous stringers with a large spacing should be 
considered as an alternative. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-10 
Title
 

: Beam Strengthening:  Post-Tensioning 

Description
 

: 

External post-tensioning can be applied to either steel or concrete beams to reduce tensile 
stresses, to strengthen beams, or to make simply-supported beams continuous.  There is a 
variety of successful methods of post-tensioning in the literature. 
 
The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications requires that resistance at the ultimate-limit state be 
established, at which the interaction between the parent and the post-tensioning systems should 
be investigated. 
 
Because they are always close to the beam ends, post-tensioning anchorages are vulnerable to 
salt-laden water seeping through imperfectly-sealed deck joints.  The tendons should be 
protected with corrosion-resistant ducts, either grease filled or grouted, especially if being 
exposed to airborne salts such as at an overpass.  The post-tensioning system is basically a put-
on harness which is difficult to conceal or to make architecturally appealing.  It should not be, 
therefore, the first choice in a high-visibility area. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-11 
Title
 

: Bearings 

Description
 

: 

The existing bearings may often only need to be cleaned or repositioned.  Extensive 
deterioration, or the recurrence of frozen bearings, may indicate that the design should be 
modified.  A variety of commercially-available elastomeric devices may be substituted for 
sliding- or roller-bearing assemblies.  If the reason for deterioration is a leak in the deck joint, 
it should be sealed. 
 
Rocker bearings and elastomeric bearings should not be mixed on the same pier or bent, due to 
differences in movement. 
 
If the bearing is seriously dislocated, its anchor bolts badly bent or broken, or the concrete seat 
or pedestal is structurally cracked, the bridge may have a system-wide problem usually caused 
by temperature or settlement, and should be so investigated. 
 
The bearing design may require alteration if so warranted by seismic effects. 
 
See Section 67-4.0 for more information on bearings. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

STEEL SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: SS-12 
Title: Heat-Straightening 
Description
 

: 

This technique is restricted to hot-rolled steels.  Steels deriving their strength from cold 
drawing or rolling tend to weaken when heated.  The premise of heat-straightening is that the 
steel, when heated to an appropriate temperature, usually to cherry color, loses some of its 
elasticity and deforms in a plastic (inelastic) manner.  This enables the steel to rid itself of 
built-up stresses or permits forcing the steel into a desirable shape or straightness.  The steel 
should not be overheated.  Accordingly, this technique should be implemented only by those 
individuals having experience with it.  The heating temporarily reduces the resistance of the 
structure.  Measures such as vehicular restriction, temporary support, temporary post-
tensioning, etc., may be applied as appropriate. 
 

 
 

 
72-3.03  Concrete Superstructure 

72-3.03(01)  Indiana Design Manual References 
 
Chapters Sixty-two and Sixty-three provide a detailed discussion on the design of a concrete 
superstructure for a new bridge of reinforced concrete or prestressed concrete.  Many of the 
design and detailing principles provided therein also apply to the rehabilitation of an existing 
concrete superstructure.  Therefore, these Chapters should be reviewed to determine their 
potential application to a bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
 
72-3.03(02)  Rehabilitation Techniques 
 
Brief descriptions of concrete-superstructure rehabilitation techniques which may be considered 
are shown below.  These include the following: 
 

CS-1 Remove or Replace Deteriorated Concrete 
CS-2 Pneumatically-Placed Mortar 
CS-3 Epoxy Injection 
CS-4 Low-Viscosity Sealant 
CS-5 Grouting 
CS-6 Concrete-Bridge-Seat Extension 
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CS-7 Beam Strengthening:  Post-Tensioning Tendons 
 
 

Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 
CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 

 
Reference Number: CS-1 
Title
 

: Remove or Replace Deteriorated Concrete 

Description
 

: 

A clean, sound surface is required for each repair operation; therefore, all physically unsound 
concrete, including all delaminations and previous patches, should be removed.  The 
construction engineer will mark these areas in the field.  If additional sections, such as those 
known to have high chloride counts, are to be removed, they should be shown on the plans. 
 
If a large contiguous area of the substructure is to be replaced, consideration should be given to 
providing details including those for replacement of reinforcing steel.  The remaining concrete 
should be capable of resisting its own weight, superimposed dead load, live load (if the bridge 
will be repaired under traffic), formwork, equipment, and the plastic concrete. 
 
Substructure patching should be by means of repointing masonry in structure.  This method of 
patching has historically had some bonding problems, but it is adequate for a small area.  For a 
larger area to be surface patched, pneumatically-placed mortar should be used. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: CS-2 
Title
 

: Pneumatically-Placed Mortar 

Description
 

: 

Instead of placing new concrete in forms, it may be applied at high velocity by means of a 
pump through a hose and nozzle.  For this application, the concrete should have a high cement 
content, low water-cement ratio, and the coarse aggregates replaced with fine aggregates. 
 
Forming a thin patch on a vertical or overhead surface is often difficult, as is placing and 
consolidating a thick layer.  This method is not economical for a small piece of work because 
of the high mobilization costs. 
 
Troweling or other finishing should be discouraged because they tend to disturb bonding.  
Scraping or cutting may be used to remove a high point or material that has exceeded the limits 
of the repair after the concrete has become sufficiently stiff to withstand the pull of the cutting 
device. 
 
Dimensions are difficult to control with this method, and the finish is often rough.  It should 
not be used on an exposed surface in an urban area. 
 
For additional information, see the Guide Specifications for Shotcrete Repair of Highway 
Bridges, 1998, AASHTO Task Force 37. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: CS-3 
Title
 

: Epoxy Injection 

Description
 

: 

See the discussion for Technique BD-2, Epoxy Resin Injection. 
 

 
 

Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 
CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 

 
Reference Number: CS-4 
Title
 

: Low-Viscosity Sealant 

Description
 

: 

See the discussion for Technique BD-3, Low-Viscosity Sealant for Crack Repair.  This 
technique cannot be used on a vertical surface. 
 

 
 

Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 
CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 

 
Reference Number: CS-5 
Title
 

: Grouting 

Description
 

: 

Because of the availability of epoxy injection, grouting is no longer used in crack repair unless 
the crack width is greater than 3/8 in.  Its application is limited to filling post-tensioning ducts 
and to provide mortar-beds for precast concrete deck components, barriers, or bearings. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: CS-6 
Title
 

: Concrete-Bridge-Seat Extension 

Definition

 

: Concrete-bridge-seat extension refers to widening the bridge seat to increase the 
bearing area for the longitudinal concrete beams. 

Application

 

: Where a concrete beam has deteriorated from scaling and spalling induced by 
water, salt, or corrosion, or has been damaged due to breakout or cracking in the bearing area, 
a repair of the beam is often inadequate.  The following procedure is most effective. 

Procedure
 

: At a minimum, the steps that apply are as follows. 

1. Determine the cause of beam damage and include corrective measures to ensure that 
damage will not progress to the new bearing area. 

 
2. Complete a structural evaluation of the suggested method to ensure that the extension 

will support the beams. 
 
3.  Perform a structural evaluation of the existing seat or cap to ensure that it is capable of 

supporting the extension and the nonsymmetrical loading that will result from the 
extension. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
Reference Number: CS-7 
Title
 

: Beam Strengthening:  Post-Tensioning Tendons 

Definition

 

: The addition of post-tensioned tendons is used to restore the strength of a 
prestressed-concrete beam where original strands or tendons have been damaged.   
Strengthening by means of post-tensioning is also applied to unprestressed-concrete beams and 
steel girders, and not only as a result of a collision. 

Application

 

: Collision of an over-height vehicle or equipment with a bridge constructed with 
prestressed-concrete beams may result in breaking off the concrete cover and subsequent 
damage to or severing of the beam tendons.  Exposure to water and salt may also cause 
damage, particularly if the concrete cover is damaged or cracked.  Because the steel tendons 
determine the load-carrying capacity of the beam, damage impairs resistance and must be 
repaired. 

Procedure
 

.  At a minimum, the steps that apply are as follows. 

1. Conduct a structural evaluation to determine the extent of the damage. 
 
2. Evaluate the existing diaphragms to ensure their adequacy to support the end anchorage 

of the tendons. 
 
3. Determine the placement of the temporary load to be applied to the existing beams prior 

to removal and the placement of concrete in prestressed concrete beams, if any. 
 
The post-tensioning system should be designed and constructed in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendations.  All wedge-type anchorages are susceptible to seating 
losses.  Therefore, for short lengths, rolled steel bars are preferred. 
 
A special provision should be developed for setting forth the work to be accomplished for 
completion of this technique. 
 

 
 

 
72-3.04  Substructure or Foundation 

72-3.04(01)  Indiana Design Manual Reference 
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Chapters Sixty-six and Sixty-seven provide a detailed discussion on the structural design of the 
substructure and foundation for a new bridge.  Many of the design and detailing principles 
provided therein also apply to the rehabilitation of the substructure or foundation of an existing 
bridge.  Therefore, these chapters should be reviewed to determine their potential application to a 
bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
 
72-3.04(02)  Integral End Bents 
 
Section 67-1.0 discusses the geometric conditions, e.g., skew angle and continuous deck length, 
where integral end bents may be considered for a new bridge.  For an existing bridge, the design 
criteria described in Section 67-1.0 should be used if converting an existing structure to an 
integral-end-bent structure.  As an example, if the mudwalls of existing end bents will be 
removed as part of the project, it may be cost effective to convert the structure to an integral- or 
semi-integral-end-bent structure.  For additional information, see Technique BD-9. 
 
 
72-3.04(03)  Rehabilitation Techniques 
 
Brief descriptions of substructure- and foundation-rehabilitation techniques which may be 
considered are shown below.  These include the following: 
 

SF-1 Remove or Replace Deteriorated Concrete 
SF-2 Enlarge Footing 
SF-3 Riprap 
SF-4 Wingwall Repair 
SF-5 Deadman Anchorage 
SF-6 Drainage Improvements 
SF-7 Grout-Bag Underpinning 
SF-8 Pile-Section-Loss Repair 
SF-9 Jacketing Piers and Piles 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-1 
Title
 

: Remove or Replace Deteriorated Concrete 

Description
 

: 

A clean, sound surface is required for each repair operation.  Therefore, all physically unsound 
concrete, including all delaminations and previous patches, should be removed.  The 
construction engineer will mark these areas in the field.  If additional sections, such as those 
known to have high chloride counts, are to be removed, they should be shown on the plans. 
 
Patching quantities are estimated during the field check and subsequent testing.  The estimated 
area to be patched should be shown on the plans.  Traditionally, more patching is needed 
during construction than is determined visually on a field check. 
 
If a large contiguous area of the substructure is to be replaced, consideration should be given to 
providing details including those for replacement of reinforcing steel.  The remaining concrete 
should be capable of resisting its own weight, superimposed dead load, live load (if the bridge 
will be repaired under traffic), formwork, equipment, and the plastic concrete. 
 
Each area of the substructure requiring patching should be by means of Patching Concrete 
Structures.  This method of patching is adequate for a small area.  For a larger area of surface 
patching, pneumatically-placed mortar should be used. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-2 
Title: Enlarge Footing 
Description
 

: 

The most common needs to enlarging a footing are widening the structure, inadequate strength, 
excessive settlement, or scour. 
 
The method of rehabilitation is enlargement of the spread footing, enlargement of the spread 
footing with piles, or enlargement of the pile cap with additional piles. 
 

 
Enlarging an Existing Spread Footing: 

1. The preferred alternative is to design the spread-footing extensions using the original 
soil or rock bearing pressure.  For wide extensions, the designer should contact the 
Office of Geotechnical Services for additional geotechnical information. 

 
2. Where a scour condition exists at a spread footing in a stream, the footing should be 

extended by means of piles.  The designer should contact the Office of Geotechnical 
Services for additional geotechnical information.  Piles should be designed to carry all 
loads. 

 
Enlarging an Existing Pile-Supported Footing
 

: 

1. The footing should be extended with additional piles of similar capacity to the original 
piles.  For example, if original 12-in. diameter piles were designed with a 70-kip bearing 
capacity, 14-in. diameter piles should be used with a bearing capacity of 80 kip.  Pile-
driving records for the existing structure should be checked. 

 
2. For a large extension, the Office of Geotechnical Services should be requested to 

investigate. 
 
Overhead clearances from beams, deck, or cantilever caps should be checked upon 
determining the locations of new piles. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-2 (Continued) 
Title
 

: Enlarge Footing 

Description
 

: 

The use of a chemical anchorage system is the preferred method for tying the new footing to 
the existing footing.  Such an anchorage system is adequate for transferring shear and pull-out 
forces, but is not long enough to transfer moment to the existing reinforcement.  The entire 
height of the footing, stem, plus cap connections should be considered for transmitting 
moments.  See Section 72-5.0 for more detailed information. 
 
For forming, placement of steel, pouring and curing concrete, the same criteria apply as for 
new construction. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-3 
Title
 

: Riprap 

Description
 

: 

The stability of a streambed and banks is largely a function of water velocity and the size of 
the material constituting such bed and banks.  If the size exceeds critical dimensions, scour 
will not likely occur. 
 
Artificially placed protective material can be of natural stone, specially-made concrete, or 
recycled (crushed) concrete.  The weight of the riprap material should be considered in the 
design of footings and foundations.  For steeper embankments, the riprap may be enclosed in 
galvanized, wire mesh envelopes called gabions. 
 
For more information, see Chapter Thirty-eight. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-4 
Title
 

: Wingwall Repair 

Description
 

: 

In many old concrete abutments, the wingwalls tend to break off and separate from the main 
body due to earth pressure and differential settlement.  If the opening has been stable, the do-
nothing option may be the best policy.  If not stable, the wings should be removed and 
completely rebuilt.  Footings for the new walls should be at the same level as that of the main 
body.  The entire new concrete structure should be attached to the old one by means of anchors 
as described in Section 72-5.0. 
 
If the wingwall is deteriorated, the impaired concrete should be removed and the structure 
jacketed.  The application of jacketing is a variation of enlargement as discussed for Technique 
SF-2, Enlarge Footing.  Stabilization of existing wingwalls can also be attained with the 
application of gabions or, alternatively, replaced by gabions or by installing sheet piling. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-5 
Title
 

: Deadman Anchorage 

Description
 

: 

The lateral force exerted by retained earth or stone, and superimposed gravitational loads 
thereon, tends to push forward and rotate an abutment or retaining wall.  One solution for this 
problem is the application of a deadman. 
 
A deadman is a heavy solid mass, usually concrete blocks that are connected to the retaining 
structure by long steel rods.  A deadman is located in a stable earth mass well behind the 
structure.  For wingwalls, or walls located on both sides of the roadway, they can be connected 
together by steel rods. 
 
The rods should be protected against corrosion, and the effects of differential settlement should 
be considered. 
 
Since this stabilization technique modifies the wall support from a cantilever to simple span 
pinned, the wall reinforcement should be checked for the revised moments. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-6 
Title
 

: Drainage Improvements 

Description
 

: 

Water is the primary cause of instability of a fill or embankment.  As the water content of a fill 
behind a retaining structure increases, lateral pressure on the structure is amplified. 
 
If the fill contains excessive amounts of silt or clay, it should be internally drained.  This can 
be achieved either by means of perforated plastic pipes or french drains.  The latter is a deep 
trough, the bottom of which is filled with crushed stone or riverbed gravel of equal size.  The 
gravel is covered with a plastic sheet to prevent intrusion of the fill above.  Both systems 
should have exits to ditches permitting unimpaired gravity flow. 
 
Water retention behind a retaining structure, such as an abutment or wall, is caused either due 
to non-existing or undersized drainage pipes or by clogging thereof.  New weep holes of 
adequate size can be drilled into the concrete if so required.  Clogged holes should be cleaned. 
 
To prevent future clogging, the entry sides of the holes should be provided with a filter or a 
lump of crushed stone or gravel, covered with a plastic sheet. 
 
Drainage-improvement measures that should be considered for preventing erosion of the 
embankment surfaces at the corners of a structure caused by surface runoff include erosion 
control mats, riprap drainage turnouts, and curb inlets with piping.  Only the resodding of these 
areas has limited short-term benefits. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-7 
Title
 

: Grout-Bag Underpinning 

Description
 

: 

Scour may cause excessive settlement or tilting of a spread footing.  Grout-filled bags offer a 
reasonably simple and economical method of rehabilitation.  The construction procedure is as 
follows: 
 
1. Install a concrete leveling sill to ensure pier stability during excavation.  The sill 

consists of an appropriately-positioned, concrete-filled grout bag extending the entire 
width of the pier. 

 
2. Remove protruding boulders under the footing. 
 
3. Using high-pressure water jets, excavate to level footing.  This will lower the pier. 
 
4. Install preformed-grout bags and fill with pressurized concrete to mold to and 

completely fill the cavity under the pier. 
 
5. Place grout bags around the periphery of the pier to increase footing size and depth, 

thereby reducing further potential for undermining. 
 
6. Install horizontal and vertical reinforcement through the grout bags. 
 
7. Drill and grout dowels on 3-ft centers into the existing stem and footing to anchor new 

work to old. 
 
8. After jacking and blocking superstructure, build new seats or pedestals and install 

bearings. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-8 
Title
 

: Pile-Section-Loss Repair 

Description
 

: 

For section loss in a steel pile, the following will apply. 
 
1. Small Loss

 

.  Remove all oxidized material, sandblast the area to be repaired, then build 
up the section with layers of welding and grind the new surface to reasonable 
smoothness. 

2. Medium Loss

 

.  The missing cross section is rebuilt by adding plates to the flanges or 
web as appropriate by either welding or bolting. 

3. Extensive Loss

 

.  Install the new pile whether the damaged pile may or may not be 
removed.  This method can only be used where the clearance for pile driving can be 
obtained. 

For a wood pile, section loss may be repaired by means of partial replacement, epoxy injection, 
or jacketing. 
 
More information on wood piling can be found in Timber Bridges - Design, Construction, 
Inspection and Maintenance, Chapter 14, by M. A. Ritter, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Forest Service, EM 7700-8, or Evaluation, Maintenance and Upgrading of Wood 
Structures – A Guide and Commentary, by American Society of Civil Engineers. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SUBSTRUCTURE OR FOUNDATION 
 
Reference Number:  SF-9 
Title
 

: Jacketing Pier or Piles 

Description
 

: 

This technique is applied in the surface rehabilitation of a steel, concrete, or wood 
substructure.  It includes removing all deteriorated material, constructing a formwork for the 
jacket, placing a reinforcing-steel cage of appropriate size in the formwork and filling it with 
compacted concrete.  The technique has extensive literature on its application.  A treatment 
similar that shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings may be used. 
 

 
 

 
72-3.05  Seismic Retrofit 

72-3.05(01)  Seismic Evaluation 
 
An earthquake causes what is best described as a shaking of the entire bridge structure.  The 
ability to predict the forces developed by this motion is limited by the complexity of predicting 
the acceleration and displacements of the underlying earth material and the response of the 
structure.  The motion can be described as independent rotation, in any direction, of each bridge 
abutment or pier, in or out of phase with each other, combined with sudden vertical 
displacements.  The ground between piers can distort elastically and sometimes rupture or 
liquefy. 
 
The bridge failures induced by the motions of the abutments and piers stem from two major 
inadequacies of many bridge designs:  the lack of adequate connections between segments of a 
bridge, and inadequately-reinforced columns or hinge points.  Other deficiencies include 
inadequately-reinforced footing or bent cap concrete; insufficiently reinforced, or too few, shear 
keys; and inadequate design-force levels considering the likelihood of an earthquake at the 
location. 
 
Fortunately, tying the segments of an existing bridge together is an effective means of preventing 
a prevalent failure, such as the spans falling off the bearings, abutments, or piers.  It is also the 
least expensive of the inadequacies to correct.  A bridge with single-column bents is particularly 
vulnerable if segments are not connected. 
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Columns which are inadequately reinforced, because of too few and improperly-detailed ties and 
spirals or short-lapped splices, do not sufficiently confine the concrete.  This is particularly 
critical in a single-column bent.  Low flexural strength is an inadequacy of some columns. 
 
Determining the retrofit technique to use involves the considerations as follows: 
 
1. mode of failure anticipated; 
2. influence on other parts of the bridge under seismic and normal loadings; 
3. interference with traffic flow; and 
4. cost of fabrication and installation. 
 
Some retrofit procedures are designed to correct inadequacies a bridge as related to earthquake 
resistance.  The procedures may be categorized by the function the retrofit serves, including the 
following: 
 
1. restraining uplift; 
2. restraining longitudinal motion; 
3. restraining hinges; 
4. widening bearings; 
5. strengthening columns; and 
6. restraining transverse motion. 
 
For more information, see Seismic Design and Retrofit Manual for Highway Bridges, FHWA-IP-
87-6, and Seismic Retrofitting Manual for Highway Bridges, FHWA-RD-94-052. 
 
 
72-3.05(02)  Application 
 
The policy for seismic evaluation of an existing bridge is as follows: 
 
1. Seismic Zone 2

 

.  Zone 2 includes the counties of Gibson, Posey, and Vanderburgh.  For 
the rehabilitation of an existing bridge within Zone 2, a seismic evaluation of the 
structure should be performed if major rehabilitation, i.e., deck replacement or 
superstructure widening, is anticipated. 

2. Seismic Zone 1

 

.  All other counties are in Zone 1.  The performance of a seismic 
evaluation on these existing bridges will be made as required considering, for example, 
the following: 

a. the scope of the rehabilitation work, i.e., for more extensive rehabilitation work, a 
seismic evaluation may be appropriate; and 
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b. the importance of the structure, i.e., for a major structure, a seismic evaluation 
may be appropriate even if the proposed scope of work is limited. 

 
 
72-3.05(03)  Typical Practices 
 
The following summarizes the typical practices for the seismic evaluation of an existing bridge. 
 
A bridge that is selected for seismic retrofitting should be investigated for the same basic criteria 
as that required for a new bridge, including minimum support length and minimum bearing force 
demands.  Bridge failures have occurred at relatively low levels of ground motion. 
 
For a Zone 2 bridge, the retrofitting measures should include modification or elimination of 
existing steel rollers.  A major reconstruction project in Zone 1 may also be a candidate for the 
elimination of existing steel rollers.  Decisions concerning the elimination of steel rollers on a 
Zone 1 bridge will be made as required. 
 
See Section 67-4.0 if considering the use of seismic isolation bearings. 
 
 
72-3.05(04)  Seismic-Retrofit Techniques 
 
Brief descriptions of seismic-retrofit techniques which may be considered are shown below.  
These include the following: 
 

SR-1 Jacketing of Columns 
SR-2 Other Techniques for Increasing Seismic Resistance of Columns 
SR-3 Seat-Width Extension 
SR-4 Structural Continuity 
SR-5 Restrainers and Ties 
SR-6 Bearing Replacement 
SR-7 Seismic Isolation Bearings 
SR-8 Integral End Bents 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-1 
Title
 

: Jacketing of Columns 

Description
 

: 

Jacketing consists of adding confinement steel to round columns and covering it with concrete 
or the use of a fiber wrap.  The steel may be either individual reinforcing hoops tensioned with 
special turnbuckles or prestressing wire spirally wound by special equipment.  Anchorage of 
the wire should be made to the original concrete core, because the first distress is normally the 
separation of cover.  Additional information regarding fiber-wrap systems may be obtained 
from the Bridge Rehabilitation Team. 
 
Jacketing should be located only at the points of potential column hinge formations.  It 
increases column rigidity, which amplifies global seismic forces, and attracts more of it to the 
column.  Consequently, it should be limited to a height which is the greater of the following: 
 
1. maximum cross-sectional dimensions of the column; 
2. one-sixth of the clear height of the column; or 
3. 1.5 ft. 
 
The spacing of steel should not exceed 3½ in.  The steel wire should be of at least 1/4 in. 
diameter. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-2 
Title
 

: Other Techniques for Increasing Seismic Resistance of Columns 

Description
 

: 

The following techniques may be used to increase the seismic resistance of columns. 
 
1. Steel Jacket

 

.  Non-circular columns cannot be retrofitted by the method provided in 
Technique SR-1, Jacketing of Columns, or its use may not be advisable due to increased 
rigidity.  Instead, a solid-steel shell may be placed around the column with a small space 
which is pressure grouted for a perfect fit. 

2. Flexural Reinforcement

 

.  Because of conservative design requirements, concrete 
columns have often been both over-designed and over-reinforced in the past.  Over-
reinforcement means that the steel does not yield at ultimate, resulting in both higher 
compressive and shear forces on the concrete.  If other design criteria permit, some of 
the flexural steel may be cut to induce yield therein. 

If circumstances warrant, the flexural reinforcement may be increased.  The vertical bars 
are located in a concrete jacket, which is shear-connected to the column by means of 
drilled and grouted dowels.  This also increases the rigidity of the column, potentially 
rendering it counterproductive. 

 
3. Infill Shear Wall

 

.  A concrete shear wall can be added between the individual columns 
of a frame bent.  If the existing footing is not continuous, it should be made so.  The 
wall should be connected to the columns by means of drilled and grouted dowels.  This 
method substantially changes the seismic-response characteristics of the structure, 
requiring a complete reanalysis. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-3 
Title
 

: Seat-Width Extension 

Description
 

: 

Seat-width extensions allow larger relative displacements to occur between the superstructure 
and substructure before support is lost and the span collapses.  The LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications, relative to the design of seat widths, should be followed as practical. 
 

 
 

Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 
SEISMIC RETROFIT 

 
Reference Number:  SR-4 
Title
 

: Structural Continuity 

Description
 

: 

Some older bridges have been constructed without longitudinal continuity.  Structurally-
unconnected units of the superstructure tend to respond to seismic excitation differently, 
resulting in the dropping of the bearings or, more severely, sliding of the substructure. 
 
In an older structure, shrinkage, creep, and settlement have already occurred, and only the 
effects of temperature need be considered.  There are no major structural reasons not to make 
the structure continuous.  Seismic continuity is no different from continuity for gravitational 
loads.  The structural behavior of a bridge made continuous, however, is fundamentally 
different from a non-continuous one and, therefore, it should be re-analyzed from every 
relevant perspective as if it were a new structure. 
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Bridge Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-5 
Title
 

: Restrainers and Ties 

Description
 

: 

Restrainers are add-on structural devices which do not participate in resisting forces other than 
seismic-force effects.  These components are made mostly of steel.  They should be designed 
to remain elastic during seismic action, and they should be protected against corrosion. 
 
There are three types of restrainers:  longitudinal, transverse, and vertical.  The purpose of the 
first two is to prevent unseating of the superstructure.  The objective of the third is to preclude 
secondary dynamic (impact) forces that may result from the vertical separation of the 
superstructure. 
 
The restraint devices should be compatible with the geometry, strength, and detailing of the 
existing structure. 
 
Ties are restrainers which connect only components of the superstructure together.  They are 
activated only by seismic excitation. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-6 
Title
 

: Bearing Replacement 

Description
 

: 

Damaged or malfunctioning bearings can fail during an earthquake.  Steel rockers and roller 
bearings perform poorly for obvious reasons.  One option is to replace these bearings with 
steel-reinforced elastomeric bearing pads.  To maintain the existing beam elevation, either a 
steel assembly is inserted between the beam and the elastomeric pad, or the elastomeric pad is 
seated on a new concrete pedestal.  Existing anchor bolts may assist in resisting shear between 
the pedestal and the pier. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-7 
Title
 

: Seismic Isolation Bearings 

Description
 

: 

There is a broad variety of patented seismic isolation bearings which are commercially 
available.  They permit either rotation or translation or both.  They have special characteristics 
by which the dynamic response of the bridge is altered, and some of the seismic energy is 
dissipated.  The primary change in structural response is a substantial increase in the period of 
the structure’s fundamental mode of vibration.  The LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
determine the equivalent lateral static design force as a function of this period.  The devices are 
designed to perform elastically in response to normal service conditions and loads. 
 
Seismic isolation bearings sometimes included an elastomeric element.  The inelastic element 
is a lead core, viscous liquid, or other mechanical damper whose resistance is a function of the 
velocity of load application.  They are effective for seismic loads due to their high velocity.  
The liquid dampers are prone to leakage, thus requiring back-up safety devices. 
 
The application of seismic isolation bearings substantially changes the response characteristics 
of the bridge.  Because of the inelastic behavior of the bearings, non-linear time-history 
analysis should be performed, and at least three ground motion time histories should be used to 
account for the different frequency content and duration of excitation that may actually occur. 
 
If considering these bearings, the designer should check with suppliers for available 
performance data and prepare a performance specification.  An example specification may be 
obtained from the Bridge Rehabilitation Team.  The bearing supplier will provide the final 
design calculations and shop drawings for its proprietary system. 
 
See Section 67-4.0 for more information on seismic isolation bearings. 
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Bridge-Rehabilitation Technique 

SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
Reference Number:  SR-8 
Title
 

: Integral End Bents 

Description
 

: 

One method to provide continuity between the superstructure and substructure is the integral 
end bent.  Minimum design requirements for integral end bents are provided in Section 67-1.0.  
Integral end bents are only feasible if pile supported and if the arrangement of piles permits the 
longitudinal temperature movement of the bridge.  Existing piling that is battered should be cut 
off below grade. 
 
A more common rehabilitation situation is the construction of semi-integral end bents.  This 
allows the reuse of the lower cap and existing piles.  The new, upper portion of the cap is 
allowed limited movement, but is positively connected to the lower component, thereby 
providing seismic restraint. 
 

 
 

 
72-3.06  Miscellaneous Approach Items 

The following describes typical practices for bridge-approach work as part of a bridge-
rehabilitation project. 
 
1. Asphalt Wedge

 

.  Where an asphalt wedge is used at the end of a project, the wedge 
should be designed as illustrated in Figure 72-3B.  Quantities should be determined as 
follows: 

a. transition milling, in square feet; 
b. tack coat, in square feet; and 
c. asphalt wedge, in tons. 

 
2. Other Asphalt Materials

 

.  Asphalt materials are used for wedges, minor shoulder 
widening, relief joints, etc.  If a Typical Cross Sections sheet is not required, the asphalt 
materials should be shown on the General Plan or the Traffic Maintenance Details, as 
appropriate.  The sheet will include Materials Notes, which will be placed below the 
General Notes or near the title block.  As an alternate, the Materials Notes may be placed 
on the bridge-approach details sheet. 
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Asphalt materials used for widening shoulders, as asphalt wedges, etc., will be measured 
by the ton.  They are not be included as part of the traffic-maintenance quantities. 

 
 
72-4.0  BRIDGE WIDENING 
 

 
72-4.01  Introduction 

It may be necessary to widen an existing bridge for the reasons as follows. 
 
1. The existing bridge may provide an inadequate roadway width, especially substandard 

shoulder width. 
 
2. The project may include adding travel lanes to a highway segment to increase the traffic-

carrying capacity of the facility. 
 
3. A bridge may be widened to add an auxiliary lane across the structure, e.g., increasing the 

length of an acceleration lane for a freeway entrance, adding a truck-climbing lane, or 
adding a weaving segment at the interior of a cloverleaf interchange. 

 
A bridge widening can present a multitude of problems during the planning and design stages, 
during construction, and throughout its service life.  The overall design and detailing of the 
widening should consider minimizing construction and maintenance problems. 
 
The widening of a structure should be designed to coordinate with the appearance of the original 
bridge.  If possible, the bridge’s appearance should be enhanced by the work. 
 
The following briefly summarizes the basic objectives of bridge widening. 
 
1. Match the components of the existing structure. 
2. Match the bearing types under the existing beams. 
3. Do not perpetuate fatigue-prone details. 
 
It is not warranted to modify the existing structure solely because of revisions in the LRFD 
Bridge Design Specifications which are not reflected in the existing structure. 
 
 

 
72-4.02  Existing Structure with Substandard Capacity 

A bridge to be rehabilitated should be designed for HL93 or HS-20 loading, whichever was used 
in the original design.  The Planning Division’s Bridge Inspection/Bridge Inventory Team should 
be consulted on the condition and the load resistance of the structure.  Based on this information, 
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the designer will determine whether the existing structure should be strengthened to the same 
load-carrying capacity as the widened portion.  The criteria for structural capacity of existing 
bridges to remain in place are provided in Chapters Fifty-three, Fifty-four, and Fifty-five.  The 
information is segregated by functional classification, urban or rural location, and project scope 
of work.  For the evaluation, the criteria to be considered, if appropriate, are as follows: 
 
1. cost of strengthening the structure; 
2. physical condition, operating characteristics, and remaining service life; 
3. seismic resistance; 
4. other site-specific conditions; 
5. the structure is the only one that restricts permit loading on the route; 
6. width of widening; and 
7. traffic accommodation during construction. 
 
 

 
72-4.03  Girder-Type Selection 

In selecting the type of girder for a structure widening, the widened portion of the structure 
should be of a construction type and material type consistent with that of the existing structure.  
For a conventionally-reinforced-concrete girder structure it is preferable to use prestressed-
concrete I-beams or box beams for the widened portion. 
 
 

 
72-4.04  Bridge-Deck Longitudinal Joints 

Past performance indicates that longitudinal expansion joints in a bridge deck between a widened 
portion and the existing portion have been a continuous source of bridge-maintenance problems.  
Therefore, longitudinal expansion joints should not be used, except for locations where concrete 
barrier railing is to be placed on both sides of the joint. 
 
Experience has shown that a positive attachment of the widened and original decks by means of 
lapping reinforcing steel provides a better riding deck, usually presents a better appearance, and 
reduces maintenance problems.  A positive attachment of the old and the new decks should be 
made for the entire length of the structure. 
 
It may sometimes be desirable to use a type of anchorage system other than lapping reinforcing 
steel.  Lapped reinforcing steel may be more expensive than other options because of the need to 
provide adequate bond length. 
 
The following recommendations should be considered if widening an existing beam- or girder-
and-deck-type structure. 
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1. A structure with large overhangs should be widened by removing the concrete from the 
overhang to a width sufficient to develop adequate length for lapping the original 
transverse deck reinforcing to that of the widening. 

 
2. A structure with small overhangs, where removal of the overhang will not provide 

sufficient bond length, should be either doweled to the widening or have transverse 
reinforcing exposed and extended by means of a mechanical lap splice. 

 
3. A structure with no overhangs should be attached by doweling the existing structure to 

the widening.  Double-row patterns for the dowels are preferred over a single row.  
Benching into the existing exterior girder as a means of support has proven to be 
unsatisfactory and should be avoided. 

 
4. A longitudinal construction joint should not be located over a beam flange. 
 
5. Removal of the deck past the outside beam line will result in a cantilever slab condition.  

The design must ensure that the deck can resist the loadings anticipated during 
construction. 

 
6. Longitudinal construction joints should preferably be aligned with the permanent lane 

lines.  These joints tend to be more visible than the pavement markings during adverse 
weather conditions. 

 
See Section 72-5.0 for detailed information on anchoring reinforcing bars into existing concrete. 
 
 

 
72-4.05  Effects of Dead-Load Deflection 

Unless the widened structure is completely prefabricated, deflection of the beams or girders will 
occur due to superimposed dead loads, such as the deck slab, diaphragms, railings, etc.  To 
prevent the undesirable effects of this deflection, the widening should initially be built above the 
grade of the existing structure to allow for dead-load deflection.  The deflected widening should 
approximate the grade of the existing structure.  If proper provisions are not made to 
accommodate the dead-load deflection, construction and maintenance problems will ensue.  
Where the dead-load deflection exceeds 2 in., a closure pour should be considered to complete 
the attachment to the existing structure.  A closure pour serves two useful purposes:  it defers 
final connection to the existing structure until after the deflection from the deck-slab weight has 
occurred, and it provides the width needed to make a smooth transition between differences in 
final grades that result from design or construction imperfections. 
 
In terms of the effects of dead-load deflection, two groups of superstructure types can be 
distinguished:  precast-concrete-beam or steel-beam construction.  The largest percentage of 
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deflection occurs when the deck concrete is placed.  For cast-in-place construction, e.g., a 
reinforced-concrete slab bridge, the deflection occurs after the falsework is released. 
 
In precast-concrete-beam construction, dead-load deflection after placement of the deck is 
usually insignificant.  In a cast-in-place structure, the dead-load deflection continues for a 
lengthy time after the falsework is released.  In a conventionally-reinforced-concrete structure, 
approximately one half to three quarters of the total deflection occurs over a four-year period 
after the falsework is released due to shrinkage and creep.  A theoretical analysis of differential 
deflection that occurs between the new and existing structures after closure will usually 
demonstrate that it is difficult to design for this condition.  Past performance indicates, however, 
that theoretical overstress in the connection reinforcing has not resulted in maintenance 
problems, and it is assumed that some of the additional load is distributed to the original 
structure with no difficulty, or its effects are dissipated by inelastic relaxation.  The closure width 
should relate to the amount of dead-load deflection that is expected to occur after the closure is 
placed.  A minimum closure width of 20 in. is recommended. 
 
At the present time, INDOT is satisfied with the performance of its bridge decks that are 
widened without the use of deck-closure pours.  This satisfactory performance also applies to a 
deck replacement that is poured in two phases while maintaining traffic and without the use of 
deck-closure pours.  Consequently, deck widening and phased deck replacement do not require 
deck-closure pours unless the designer or district representative recommends otherwise.  An 
example of where a closure pour may be warranted is for a steel beam or girder structure where 
uplift could occur. 
 
 

 
72-4.06  Vehicular Vibration During Construction 

All structures deflect when subjected to live loading, and many bridge widenings are constructed 
with traffic on the existing structure.  Fresh concrete in the deck is subjected to deflections and 
vibrations caused by traffic.  Studies such as NCHRP 86 Effects of Traffic-Induced Vibrations on 
Bridge-Deck Repairs have shown the following: 
 
1. good-quality reinforced concrete is not adversely affected by jarring and vibrations of 

low frequency and amplitude during the period of setting and early strength development; 
 
2. traffic-induced vibrations do not cause relative movement between fresh concrete and 

embedded reinforcement; and 
 
3. investigations of the condition of a widened bridge have shown the performance of 

attached widenings, with and without the use of a closure pour, to be satisfactory. 
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Therefore, no additional measures must be taken to prevent movement and vibration during 
concrete pouring or curing. 
 
 

 
72-4.07  Substructure 

An existing structure will ordinarily not be subjected to settlement of its footings by the time the 
widening is completed.  Pile capacities for an existing structure should be investigated if 
additional loads will be imposed on it by the widening.  It is possible for newly-constructed 
spread footings under a widened portion of a structure to settle.  The new substructure should be 
tied to the existing substructure to prevent differential foundation settlements.  If the new 
substructure is not tied to the existing substructure, suitable provisions should be made to prevent 
possible damage where such movements are anticipated. 
 
 

 
72-4.08  Details 

Figures 72-4A and 72-4B illustrate details which should provide satisfactory results.  Because 
each widening project is unique, these details present candidate ideas rather than solutions for 
bridge widening. 
 
New diaphragms for widenings should line up with the existing diaphragms. 
 
 

 
72-4.09  Design Criteria Historical Background 

When preparing plans to modify an existing structure, it is often necessary to know the live-load 
and stress criteria used in the original design.  Since approximately 1927, with few exceptions, 
structures have been designed for loads and stresses specified by AASHTO. 
 
The designer should be aware of the historical perspective of design criteria, such as live loads, 
allowable stresses, etc., when analyzing a rehabilitated structure.  For accurate and complete 
information on a specific structure, see the General Notes of as-built plans, old standard 
drawings and special provisions, and the appropriate editions of the AASHTO Specifications. 
 
Throughout the years, modifications to steel-beam sections have occurred.  The designer should 
refer to the construction-year American Institute of Steel Construction’s Steel Construction 
Manual for beam properties and other data. 
 
 
72-5.0  CHEMICAL ANCHOR SYSTEMS 
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It may not always be possible or cost effective to expose sufficient existing reinforcing steel to 
lap with new reinforcement.  If so, an anchor system may be used to attach the new 
reinforcement.  The allowable materials that can be used to anchor the reinforcement are found 
on the Approved Materials List of Steel-Reinforcement Anchors.  The pay item for this work is 
field-drilled holes in concrete, which includes creating the hole and applying the grout. 
 
Grout material for field-drilled holes should be either a high-strength, non-shrink, non-metallic, 
cementatious grout in accordance with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Specification CRD-C 621 
or an approved 100% solids chemical anchor system.  Chemical, or epoxy systems, may be either 
sealed capsules that contain pre-measured amounts of resin, small aggregate, and catalyst, or a 
two-part epoxy resin injected into the hole through a mixing nozzle. 
 
The embedment requirement to obtain a given tensile pullout value will vary somewhat between 
products.  To maintain consistency, the plans should show the minimum required pullout value, 
and the reinforcing steel sized to project 6 in. into the hole.  Necessary adjustments to the hole 
depth or diameter or reinforcement length is the responsibility of the contractor. 
 
Where vertical holes are to be drilled into the top of a concrete bridge deck, a minimum 
clearance of 2 in. should be maintained between the bottoms of the holes and the bottom of the 
slab.  Where vertical holes are to be drilled over a concrete- or steel-beam flange, the holes may 
be extended to the top of the flange.  Where grouted holes are specified, the diameter and length 
of the holes should be in accordance with the grout manufacturer’s recommendations. 
 
Figure 72-5A lists the tensile and shear design strengths required for 60-ksi reinforcing steel.  
These values are for the embedment of reinforcing bars.  Threaded or smooth dowels and headed 
studs can obtain significantly different values.  The designer should review the manufacturers’ 
literature before specifying these types of connectors. 
 
If an anchorage is to be required, a note should be placed on the plans identifying the connection 
as follows: 
 

Field drilled hole in concrete.  Embed bar 6 in. with an approved anchor system.  
Minimum pullout = _______ kip. 

 
The value should be obtained from Figure 72-5A, Design Data for Anchor Systems.  The values 
shown are for ultimate loads.  If the full strength of the reinforcing steel is required, the values 
for 125%Fy should be used.  For all other connections, 100%Fy

 
 may be used. 

If the anchorage design spacing of the holes or edge distance is not provided, a reduction in 
capacity occurs.  See Figure 72-5B, Edge Distance and Spacing Requirements. 
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72-6.0  OTHER BRIDGE-REHABILITATION-PROJECT ISSUES 
 
A bridge-rehabilitation project requires the consideration of issues other than structural design.  
These include the following: 
 
1. plan-preparation conventions; 
2. geometric design issues; 
3. roadside-safety issues; 
4. maintenance and protection of traffic through the construction zone; 
5. project development; 
6. environmental procedures; 
7. permits; and 
8. circular-crown cross slope. 
 
These topics are discussed elsewhere in this Manual. 
 
 

 
72-6.01  Plans Preparation 

Chapter Fourteen discusses the preparation of plans, e.g., content of individual sheets, scales, 
symbols.  These apply to each bridge-rehabilitation project.  See Section 14-2.04 for detailed 
information on the submittal of construction plan sheets, and other appropriate information, at 
the various design stages for a bridge-rehabilitation project. 
 
 

 
72-6.02  Geometric Design 

Part V describes geometric design criteria.  The geometrics which apply to a bridge-
rehabilitation project are based on urban or rural location, functional classification, and project 
scope of work. 
 
Section 40-6.0 describes the project scope of work.  Bridge rehabilitation is most often 
considered a 3R project on either a freeway or non-freeway.  See Chapter Fifty-four or Chapter 
Fifty-five to determine the applicable geometric design criteria. 
 
 

 
72-6.03  Roadside Safety 

The primary roadside-safety issues are the operational characteristics of the bridge railing, the 
guardrail-to-bridge-railing transition, and guardrail end treatments.  All bridge railings, 
guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions, and guardrail end treatments must be upgraded to meet 
current criteria.  Section 61-6.01, and Section 72-3.01, Bridge Rehabilitation Techniques BD-7 
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and BD-8, discuss current criteria for bridge railing and guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions.  
Other roadside-safety issues, e.g., clear zones, obstructions, roadside barriers, impact attenuators, 
collision walls, bridge-railing ends, are described in Chapter Forty-nine. 
 
 

 
72-6.04  Maintenance and Protection of Traffic During Construction 

The proposed strategy for maintaining traffic during construction can include alternating one-
way traffic with signals, lane restrictions, median crossovers, or diverting the traffic to a detour 
route.  See Part VIII for detailed information on policies and procedures. 
 
 

 
72-6.05  Project-Development Procedures 

Chapter Two discusses the project development process for a bridge rehabilitation project, and it 
provides a project development flowchart. 
 
 

 
72-6.06  Environmental Procedures and Permits 

The Office of Environmental Services will evaluate the environmental impacts of the proposed 
project and determine the environmental class of action.  A bridge rehabilitation project will 
most often be a Categorical Exclusion.  The designer should prepare all permit applications.  The 
Production Management Division’s Ecology and Permits Team leader will secure all necessary 
environmental permits or certifications related to a waterway.  See Chapters Seven and Nine for 
more information on environmental considerations and permits. 
 
 

 
72-6.07 Circular-Crown Cross Slope 

The cross slope may sometimes be that of a circular crown or other irregular form.  The options 
to be considered are as follows: 
 
1. overlay the deck and retain the existing circular crown; 
2. overlay the deck and change the crown to a 1.5% cross slope; or 
3. replace the deck. 
 
Factors to consider include the following: 
 
1. condition of the existing deck; 
2. cost to overlay the existing deck versus cost of a new deck; 
3. overlay thickness required to achieve a 1.5% cross slope; 
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4. crash frequency; 
5. average annual daily traffic; 
6. existing approach-pavement condition; 
7. future plans to upgrade the approach pavement; and 
8. need to minimize traffic disruption by coordinating road and bridge work. 
 
If it is decided to overlay the deck and retain the existing circular crown, a design exception is 
required.  Each of the factors listed above should be addressed in the design exception request.  
See Section 40-8.0 for additional information. 
 
 
72-7.0  HISTORIC BRIDGE ON LOW-VOLUME LOCAL ROAD 
 
A historic bridge is one which was built prior to 1966, and is in, or is eligible for inclusion in, the 
National Register of Historic Places.  The Department has developed a listing of all publicly-
owned historic bridges that are National Register-eligible or -listed. 
 
The purpose of this Section is to define standards to be used to determine if a historic bridge on a 
low-volume local road can be rehabilitated for continued vehicular use.  A low-volume road is 
defined as having a design-year ADT of less than or equal to 400. 
 
A historic-bridge owner must first consider rehabilitating the bridge in accordance with these 
requirements.  The rehabilitation alternatives must include the option of a one-way pair that 
involves rehabilitating the existing bridge and constructing a new parallel bridge.  If the bridge 
cannot be rehabilitated in accordance with one or more of the design criteria described in Section 
72-7.02, the owner may request design exception(s). 
 
 

 
72-7.01  Types of Historic Bridges [Rev. Jan. 2011] 

A historic bridge will be classified as either Select or Non-Select.  The Department has 
determined each bridge’s classification in accordance with the Programmatic Agreement Among 
the Federal Highway Administration, the Indiana Department of Transportation, the Indiana 
State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Regarding the Management and Preservation of Indiana’s Historic Bridges (PA).  A listing of 
Select and Non-Select bridges is available at 
http://www.in.gov/indot/files/List of Select and Non-Select Bridges by County mar5.pdf. 
 
 
72-7.01(01)  Select Bridge 
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A Select bridge has been identified as a historic bridge that is an excellent example of its 
structure type to be a suitable candidate for preservation.  The intent of the PA is to preserve 
Select bridges in place for continued vehicular use.  If rehabilitation alternatives are not in 
accordance with Section 72-7.02, and the owner is not granted a design exception or does not 
request one, the Select bridge must be bypassed or relocated for another use.  See the PA for 
further guidance on bypassing or relocating the bridge. 
 
 
72-7.01(02)  Non-Select Bridge 
 
A Non-Select bridge has been identified as a historic bridge that is not an excellent example of 
its structure type, nor is a suitable candidate for preservation.  If the rehabilitation alternatives are 
not in accordance with Section 72-7.02, and the owner is not granted a design exception or does 
not request one, the Non-Select bridge must be marketed for re-use.  In accordance with the PA, 
if no party steps forward to assume ownership of the bridge, the bridge may be demolished.  See 
the PA for further guidance on marketing or demolishing the bridge. 
 
 

 
72-7.02  Design Criteria 

72-7.02(01)  Structural Capacity 
 
The structural capacity should be in accordance with Figure 72-7A, Historic-Bridge Structural 
Capacity.  The required capacity designations are those described in AASHTO Standard 
Specifications for Highway Bridges. 
 
 
72-7.02(02)  Hydraulic Capacity 
 
Improvements may consist of removal of sand bars or debris, channel clearing, or adding a 
supplemental structure.  If a bridge is to remain in place and its approaches are realigned, the 
removal of existing roadway fill is an option toward improving the hydraulic capacity. 
 
 
72-7.02(03)  Bridge Width 
 
The minimum bridge width should be in accordance with Figure 72-7B, Historic-Bridge 
Minimum Clear-Roadway Width. 
 
 
72-7.02(04)  Bridge Railing 
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Bridge railing may be left in place if there is no documented crash history or other evidence of 
crash history within the past 5 years such as damaged railing or concerns by local police 
agencies.  If only slightly damaged, railing should be replaced in kind.  If there is evidence of 
crash history within the past 5 years, the possible causes should be corrected, or new bridge 
railing provided as described in Section 61-6.0. 
 
 
72-7.02(05)  Approach Guardrail 
 
Approach guardrail, if in place, should remain.  If not in place, it may be omitted if there is no 
documented crash history or other evidence of crash history within the last 5 years, such as 
vehicles hitting the ends of the bridge railing or vehicles leaving the roadway.  Crash history, 
such as that regarding damaged ends of bridge railings, may be an indicator of the need for 
approach guardrail. 
 
In addition to those guardrails which the Department has standardized, there are others which 
have passed NCHRP 350 crash tests for specified Test Levels.  If one of these devices is desired 
to be used for a specific project, the documentation to be provided is as follows: 
 
1. an acceptance letter from FHWA that approves the device for use; and 
 
2. complete details for the device as successfully crash tested. 
 
 
72-7.02(06)  Design Speed 
 
The existing posted speed should be used as the design speed.  If the road is not posted, an 
engineering speed study should be performed and the road should be posted between logical 
termini. 
 
 
72-7.02(07)  Approach Roadways’ Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 
 
These should be analyzed within 300 ft of either side of the bridge in accordance with Sections 
55-4.02, 55-4.03, and 55-4.04. 
 
 

 
72-7.03  Economic and Other Criteria 

72-7.03(01)  Select Bridge 
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To determine the appropriateness of rehabilitating a Select bridge, the cost effectiveness should 
be assessed as follows: 
 
1. if the initial rehabilitation cost is less than 80% of the replacement cost, rehabilitation is 

warranted; or 
 
2. if the initial rehabilitation cost is equal to or greater than 80% of the replacement cost, the 

owner may request further consultation with FHWA to determine rehabilitation 
eligibility. 

 
A rehabilitation project should result in a 20-year design life for the rehabilitated bridge. 
 
A Select bridge may be rehabilitated and left in place, and a new bridge and new approaches may 
be built adjacent to it.  This effectively creates one bridge and approaches for each direction of 
travel.  For this situation, the new bridge must meet all design standards for a new bridge.  
Where appropriate, the new 1-way bridge must be able to accommodate future widening to 
provide for 2-way travel. 
 
 
72-7.03(02)  Non-Select Bridge 
 
To determine the appropriateness of rehabilitating a Non-Select bridge, the cost effectiveness 
and other criteria should be assessed as follows. 
 
If the initial rehabilitation cost is greater than or equal to 40% of the replacement cost, or the 
bridge meets any two of the following criteria that cannot be economically corrected as part of a 
rehabilitation project, then replacement is warranted. 
 
1. The bridge’s waterway opening is inadequate (i.e., National Bridge Inventory Item 71 is 

rated 2 or 3). 
 
2. The bridge has a documented history of catching debris due to inadequate freeboard or 

due to piers in the stream. 
 
3. The bridge requires special inspection procedures (i.e., the first character of National 

Bridge Inventory Item 92A or 92C is Y). 
 
4. The bridge is classified as scour-critical (i.e., National Bridge Inventory Item 113 is rated 

0, 1, 2, or 3. 
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5. The bridge has fatigue-prone welded components that are expected to reach the end of 
their service lives within the next 20 years.  See Section 72-2.03(04) for information on 
conducting a fatigue analysis. 

 
6. The bridge has a Sufficiency Rating of lower than 35. 
 
A rehabilitation project should result in a 20-year design life for the rehabilitated bridge. 
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I. COVER SHEET/TITLE PAGE 
 

Provide a cover sheet or title page as illustrated below. 
 
 

INSPECTION REPORT 
 

PROJECT NUMBER:  __________________ 
 

BRIDGE FILE NUMBER:  __________________ 
 

DESIGNATION NUMBER:  __________ 
 

ROUTE IDENTIFICATION AND FEATURE CROSSED: 
________ over _______________ 

 
 

PROJECT LOCATION:  _______________________________________ 
 

REFERENCE POINT:  ___________ 
 
PREPARED BY:  ______________________  (of INDOT or name of consultant) 
DATE:  _________________ 
 
 
II. TABLE OF CONTENTS 
 

If the magnitude of the Report warrants, provide a Table of Contents segregated 
by major Report sections, e.g., Existing Structure Data, Recommendations. 

 
 
III. FIELD INSPECTION DATA 
 

Date of Inspection 
 Time of Inspection 
 Attendance (Name, Organization, Unit within Organization) 
 
 
IV. EXISTING STRUCTURE DATA 
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A. Identification/History 
 
 Project No.:  (Federal-aid No.) 
 Bridge File No.:  (As determined) 

Project Location:  (Route Number, Feature Crossed, City / County, District) 
 Reference Point:  (As determined) 
 Designation No.:  (As determined) 
 Year Built 
 Years Repaired 
 
B. Structure/Dimensions 
 

Surface Type:  (Original concrete deck, asphalt overlay, etc.) 
 Out to Out of Copings:  (Width, feet-inches) 

Out to Out of Bridge Floor:  (Length, feet-inches) 
 Skew:  (Angle and Direction; i.e., Left or Right) 
 Type of Superstructure:  (Reinforced Concrete Slab, Prestressed Concrete, 

Structural Steel, etc.) 
 Spans:  (No. and length of each span, feet-inches) 
  Type of Substructure/Foundation: (Pier Type & Shape, Abutment/End Bent Type, 
  Piles or Spread Footings, etc.) 
 Seismic Zone (only if in Zone 2): 
 
C. Geometrics 
 

The geometrics which apply to the bridge rehabilitation project are based on the 
following: 

 
 1. urban or rural location; 
  2. functional classification; and 
 3. project scope of work. 
 

Section 40-6.0 describes the project scope of work.  Bridge rehabilitation is 
considered a 3R project on either a freeway or non-freeway.  See Chapter Fifty-
four or Chapter Fifty-five to determine the applicable geometric-design criteria.  If 
the bridge rehabilitation is considered a reconstruction 4R project on either a 
freeway or non-freeway, the applicable geometric-design criteria provided in 
Chapter Fifty-three should be used. 
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Use the table shown in Figure 40-8B to document the bridge rehabilitation Level 
One design criteria in the Bridge Inspection Report. 

 
D. Appurtenances 
 
 Bridge Railing:  (Type, height in inches, measured from roadway surface) 
 Curbs:  (Presence, one or both sides, height in inches, width in inches) 
 Sidewalks:  (Presence, one or both sides, height in inches, width in inches) 

Utilities:  (Power, telephone, etc.) 
 Railroad:  (Presence, if affected by project construction or maintenance of traffic) 
 
E. Approaches 
 

Roadway Width (feet-inches) 
 Surface Type:  (Asphalt or Concrete) 
 Guardrail:  (Type) 
 Guardrail Transition:  (Type) 
 
 
V. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
 

Document the environmental factors which are likely to be involved, including the 
following: 

 
1. impact on wetlands (a color photograph of each quadrant should be 

labeled and included); 
 

2. need for all applicable permits (if no permits are required, state the 
reasons why not); and 

 
3. historical significance of the bridge, if applicable. 
 
The Bridge Rehabilitation Scope/Environmental Compliance Certification/Permit 
Application Certification form will be submitted with the inspection report.  Two 
copies are required.  If no permits are required, only the form need be 
resubmitted with the report.  If permits are required, the form will be updated and 
included with all submittals. 

 
See Chapter Seven and Chapter Nine for more information on environmental 
considerations and permits. 
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VI. EXISTING CONDITIONS 
 

Provide brief statements on the condition of the structural elements.  The 
following provides guidance on the content of this Report section. 

 
A. Bridge Deck 
 

1. General.  Indicate the overall condition of the bridge deck (excellent, fair, 
poor). 

 
2. Overlay.  If applicable, indicate the type, depth, condition, and year 

installed. 
 

3. Surface Condition.  Describe the extent and location of spalling, presence 
of existing patches, extent and location of cracking, relative indication of 
available skid resistance, etc. 

 
4. Underside Condition.  Describe the overall condition of the deck 

underside, extent and location of cracking, signs of leakage, etc. 
 
 5. Joints.  Indicate the type, number, location, and condition. 
 

6. Drainage.  Indicate the condition of bridge-deck inlets.  Describe the 
adequacy and condition of the drainage-conveyance system beneath the 
bridge deck.  If known, state deck drainage problems, e.g., excessive 
ponding. 

 
7. Bridge Railing.  Indicate the type, condition, and height of the bridge 

railing, and provide a statement on whether or not the railing satisfies 
INDOT’s current performance criteria.  If curbs or sidewalks are present, 
the satisfying INDOT criteria must be evaluated within this context. 

 
8. Curbs or Sidewalks.  If present, provide a statement on the overall 

condition and, for sidewalks, their current level of pedestrian usage.  If 
sidewalks are not present, indicate problems, i.e., unsafe movements by 
pedestrians. 
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9. Other.  See Section 72-2.02(01) for more information on bridge-deck 
elements which should be considered and reported in the Bridge 
Inspection Report. 

 
B. Superstructure 
 

1. General.  Indicate the overall condition of the superstructure (excellent, 
fair, poor). 

 
2. Repair/Maintenance Work.  If known or if visible, identify prior repair or 

maintenance work performed.  If applicable, indicate date when structure 
was painted. 

 
3. Specific Deficiencies.  Where applicable, identify the extent and location of 

specific structural deficiencies, e.g., cracking, spalling of concrete, rust on 
metal components, deformation, loss in concrete or metal components. 

 
4. Fracture-Critical Member or Low-Fatigue-Life Details.  Identify fracture-

critical or fatigue-prone members. 
 
 5. Damage.  Identify damage due to collision by vessels, vehicles, etc. 
 

6. Bearings, Pedestals.  State the functionality of these elements and 
indicate deficiencies, including seismic compatibility. 

 
7. Other.  See Section 72-2.03(01) for more information on superstructure 

elements which should be considered and reported in the Bridge 
Inspection Report. 

 
C. Substructures and Foundations 
 

1. General.  Indicate the overall condition of the substructures and 
foundations and slope protection (excellent, fair, poor).  Also indicate the 
substructure and foundation types and materials. 

 
2. Repair/Maintenance.  If known or if visible, identify prior repair or 

maintenance work performed, e.g., patching of concrete. 
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3. Specific Deficiencies.  Where applicable, identify the extent and location of 
specific structural deficiencies, e.g., cracking, leaching, deterioration, 
settlement, rotation, exposed reinforcement. 

 
4. Seismic.  Indicate the structure’s ability to satisfy the current INDOT 

criteria for seismic load-carrying capacity based on the Seismic Zone, e.g., 
adequate or inadequate support length. 

 
5. Drainage.  Indicate overall adequacy of drainage with respect to the 

substructure and foundation and identify problems, e.g., erosion. 
 

6. Scour.  If known for a bridge in a waterway, indicate evidence (or lack of 
evidence) for scour, either from visual inspection or from an underwater 
inspection report. 

 
7. Other.  See Section 72-2.04(01) for more information on substructure or 

foundation elements which should be considered and reported in the 
Bridge Inspection Report. 

 
D. Approaches 
 

1. General.  Indicate the overall condition of the approaches (excellent, fair, 
poor).  All features within the project limits should be checked for 
compliance to the current safety standards. 

 
2. Wedge.  If applicable, indicate the type, depth, condition, and year 

installed. 
 

3. Approach Pavement.  Indicate the condition of the original reinforced-
concrete bridge approach, pavement relief joints, and the approach 
pavement immediately adjacent to the bridge. 

 
4. Guardrail.  For each quadrant, indicate the type, length(s), and condition 

of the guardrail, guardrail transition (or the absence of one), and guardrail 
end treatment, and provide a statement on whether or not the system 
satisfies the current performance criteria. 

 
5. Drive or Public Road.  Indicate the location with respect to the bridge of 

each drive or public road which intersects the main facility near the bridge 
or within the traffic-maintenance limits. 
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6. Traffic-Control Devices.  Describe the existing permanent traffic control 

devices on or approaching the bridge, e.g., signing, pavement markings, 
raised pavement markers, traffic signals, highway lighting. 

 
7. Roadway Drainage and Pipes.  Indicate the location and condition of 

ditches and pipes within the traffic-maintenance limits.  Describe the end 
sections and whether or not they satisfy the current safety criteria. 

 
8. Miscellaneous.  Describe other pertinent features that affect driveability 

and safety.  Mailboxes, trees, vegetation, or other features within the 
obstruction-free zone for a 3R project, or clear zone for a 4R project, 
should be identified. 

 
E.  Slopewalls.  Indicate the overall condition and material of existing slopewalls 

(excellent, fair, poor). 
 
F. Utilities.  Identify all apparent existing utilities which are attached to structural 

elements, and their locations, e.g., conduits, electrical boxes, gas lines, water 
lines. 

 
 
VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
A. Additional Condition Surveys and Tests 
 

Section 72-2.0 identifies the more-sophisticated condition surveys and tests.  
Indicate which of these, should be undertaken before definitive recommendations 
are made. 

 
B. Bridge Railings and Transitions 
 

All bridge railings and guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions must be upgraded to 
satisfy current INDOT criteria.  Section 61-6.01 discusses such criteria.  Identify 
the bridge railings and guardrail-to-bridge-railing transitions which will be used. 

 
C. Bridge Deck 
 

Identify the proposed work to the bridge deck.  Where applicable, document the 
following: 
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 1. patching or removal of the existing bridge deck; 
 
 2. the proposed bridge-deck overlay in conjunction with deck patching; 
 
 3. removal, replacement, or addition of curbs, sidewalks, or median; 
 
 4. bridge expansion-joint repair or replacement; 
 

5. elimination of deck expansion joints and reconstruction with integral-bent 
type construction at end bents; 

 
 6. drainage improvements; and 
 
 7.  installing other safety enhancements. 
 

Section 72-3.01 identifies bridge deck rehabilitation techniques and the 
Department practices for bridge-deck treatment. 

 
D. Superstructure 
 

Identify the proposed work, to the existing superstructure.  Where applicable, 
document the following: 

 
1. removing, replacing, or adding structural members; 
2. patching concrete structural members; 

 3. installing shear studs on structural-steel girders; 
4. replacing or repairing bearing assemblies; and 
5. cleaning and painting structural-steel beams. 

 
Sections 72-3.02 and 72-3.03 identify rehabilitation techniques for a steel or 
concrete superstructure. 

 
E. Substructure and Foundation 
 

Identify the proposed work, to the existing substructure and foundation.  Where 
applicable, document the following: 

 
1. widening end bents and interior piers or bents; 
2.  providing seismic retrofit; 
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3. removing and replacing pier portions; 
4. repointing deteriorated concrete; 
5. implementing solutions to hydraulic scour; and 
6.  constructing or repairing slope protection. 

 
Section 72-3.04 identifies rehabilitation techniques for the substructure and 
foundation.  See Section 72-3.05 for information on seismic retrofit rehabilitation 
techniques. 

 
F.  Approaches 
 

Identify the proposed work to the reinforced-concrete bridge approaches 
(RCBAs).  Where applicable, document the following: 

 
 1. patching or removal and replacement of the existing RCBAs; 
 
 2. installing pavement relief joints or terminal joints at ends of RCBAs; 
 

3. removal, replacement, or addition of approach guardrail and related end 
treatments; and 

 
 4. installing asphalt wedges at ends of RCBAs. 
 

Section 72-3.06 identifies the Department practices for bridge-approach work as 
part of a bridge-rehabilitation project. 

 
G. Utilities 
 

Identify known utility adjustments necessitated by the bridge-rehabilitation work.  
See Chapter Ten for more information on INDOT policies and procedures for 
utility adjustments. 

 
H. Maintenance and Protection of Traffic During Construction 
 

Identify the proposed strategy for maintaining traffic during construction.  This 
can include alternating one-way traffic with signals, diverting the traffic to a 
detour route, or use of a temporary runaround.  Inclusion of preliminary sketches 
is recommended for a complex traffic-control scheme.  The sketches should be 
included with other schematics described in Section XI of the Bridge Inspection 
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Report.  See Part VIII for more information on Department policies and 
procedures. 

 
 
VIII. PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE 
 

Provide a preliminary cost estimate for the proposed bridge rehabilitation work.  
Minor miscellaneous items may be combined into one lump-sum item. 

 
The preliminary cost estimate, projected to the scheduled contract letting, should 
be based on INDOT’s current construction-cost-estimating software system. 

 
 
IX. ECONOMIC COST COMPARISON 
 

A major bridge rehabilitation should include a cost estimate for rehabilitation 
versus replacement.  The graph shown in Figure 72-2C, Evaluating Alternative 
Improvement Strategies, demonstrates the cost-effective relationship between 
the bridge rehabilitation cost, the total replacement cost and the extended service 
life.  For example, a bridge rehabilitation project that will extend the structure life 
by 10 years should not cost more than 43% of the total replacement cost. 

 
 
X. ESTIMATED REMAINING LIFE 
 
 A statement will be included such as the following: 
 

The estimated remaining life of this structure without additional 
repairs is ___ years.  After the recommended repairs, the remaining 
life will be ___ years. 

 
The estimated remaining life is the period of time, without additional repairs, 
which the structure can safely accommodate the anticipated vehicular traffic 
volume.  The critical component may be the driving surface of the deck or 
another bridge component.  The estimated remaining life should not be 
interpreted as the time to structural failure. 

 
 
XI. SCHEMATICS 
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Provide schematics for the existing bridge cross section and the proposed bridge 
cross section.  As necessary, provide separate schematics according to spans.  
The bridge sections should indicate the following: 

 
1. width for: 

 a. travel lanes; 
b. shoulders; 

 c. clear roadway; 
d. out-to-out coping; and 

 e. overhangs; 
2. roadway cross slope; 
3. height of curb; 
4. sidewalk width; 
5. bridge railing type and basic dimensions; and 
6. girder type and spacing. 

 
 
XII. PHOTOGRAPHS 
 

Provide color photographs depicting in sufficient detail the overall condition of the 
structure and its elements.  The pictures can then be used in reviewing and 
evaluating the existing condition and rehabilitation recommendations.  The 
following procedures apply to photographs. 

 
1. Log all photographs as taken. 

 
2. A set of prints should accompany each Inspection Report. 

 
3. Mount photographs on 8-in. x 11-in. sheets. 

 
4. Beneath each photograph, identify the following: 

 
  a. the photo vantage point, 
  b. the direction the photographer is looking, and 
  c. the description of the picture. 
 

5. For a project involving an IDNR permit, prepare a plan view of the bridge, 
to be placed in advance of the photographs, illustrating the photo location 
by photo number and the direction the photographer is looking. 
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INSPECTION-REPORT LAYOUT 

 
Figure 72-2B 
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Bar 
Size 

Hole 
Diameter 

(in.) 
Embedment 

(in.) 

Tension Ultimate 
Bond Strength (kip) 

Shear 
Strength 

(kip) 100% Fy 125% Fy 

#4 5/8 4½ 12.0 15.0 2.6 

#5 3/4 5¾ 18.6 23.2 4.8 

#6 1 6¾ 26.4 33.0 7.4 

#7 1 1/8 8 36.0 45.0 10.6 

#8 1 1/4 9 47.4 59.2 14.4 

#9 1 3/8 10½ 60.0 75.0 18.7 

 
1. Values are based on the use of 60-ksi reinforcement. 
2. Embedment shown is considered as deep. 
3. Anchors are considered 100% effective if the edge distance is equivalent to, or 

greater than, the standard embedment depth.  The edge distance may be reduced 
to half the standard embedment depth if the strength is reduced linearly to 70%. 

4. Anchors are considered 100% effective if the spacing is equivalent to, or greater 
than, the standard embedment depth.  Spacing may be reduced to half the 
standard embedment depth if the strength is reduced linearly to 50%. 

 
 

DESIGN DATA FOR ANCHOR SYSTEMS 
 

Figure 72-5A 
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Embedment, E, in 
Anchor Diameter, d 

Spacing Edge Distance 

E < 6d (shallow) 2.00 E 1.00 E 

6d ≤ E ≤ 8d (standard) 1.50 E 1.00 E 

E > 8d (deep) 1.00 E 0.75 E 

 
 

EDGE DISTANCE AND SPACING REQUIREMENTS 
 

Figure 72-5B 
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Detour Length 

< 5 mi 
5 mi ≤ Detour 

Length < 10 mi 
Detour Length 

≥ 10 mi 
Design- 

Year ADT 
< 100 

100 ≤ ADT 
≤ 400 

< 100 
100 ≤ ADT 

≤ 400 
< 100 

100 ≤ ADT 
≤ 400 

AASHTO 
Loading 

H-15 HS-15 HS-15 HS-15 HS-15 HS-20 

Required 
Capacity 

15 tons 27 tons 27 tons 27 tons 27 tons 36 tons 

 
 Notes: 
 

1. Detour length is defined as the total additional travel a through-bound vehicle 
would experience from closing the bridge.  This is determined by the shortest 
route on which a vehicle with a loading of HS-20 (36 tons) is legally capable of 
traveling. 

2. Vehicles that may use a bridge with AASHTO loading of H-15 (15 tons) or HS-15 
(27 tons) include typical farm vehicle (15 tons), school bus carrying up to 84 
passengers (15 tons), loaded garbage truck (27 tons), and single-unit fire engine 
(27 tons). 

3. Vehicles that may use a bridge with AASHTO loading of HS-20 (36 tons) include 
all of the H-15 and HS-15 vehicles, plus payloaded ready-mix-concrete truck (30 
tons), and tractor-apparatus fire engine (36 tons). 

4. A bridge on a dead-end road will be considered as having a detour length greater 
than 10 miles. 

5. The annual traffic growth factor used in determining Design-Year ADT must be 
justified. 

 
 

HISTORIC-BRIDGE STRUCTURAL CAPACITY 
 

Figure 72-7A 
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Lanes on Bridge 
Design-Year ADT 

< 100 
100 ≤ Design-Year 

ADT ≤ 400 
One 1 15 ft 16 ft 
Two 18 ft 20 ft 

 
Notes: 

 
1. Use the given values for rehabilitation of a Select bridge in a one-way-pair or 

two-way configuration.  Use the given values for rehabilitation of a Non-Select 
bridge in a one-way-pair configuration.  For rehabilitation of a Non-Select bridge 
in a two-way configuration, the owner must obtain a design exception. 

2. The minimum bridge width is defined as the most restrictive minimum distance 
between curbs, railings, or other obstructions on the bridge roadway. 

3. The annual traffic growth factor used in determining Design-Year ADT must be 
justified. 

 
 

HISTORIC-BRIDGE MINIMUM CLEAR-ROADWAY WIDTH 
 

Figure 72-7B 
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CHAPTER SIXTY-FIVE 

 
WOOD SUPERSTRUCTURES 

 
The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, Section 8, describes criteria for the design of 
a wood superstructure.  Requirements for the design of wood decks and deck systems are 
described in the LRFD Specifications, Article 9.9.  A useful reference book, Timber Bridges, 
Design, Construction, Inspection and Maintenance, is listed at the end of Sections 8 and 9.  This 
Chapter describes general guidance in the design of a wood superstructure.  T he Chapter is 
structured as follows: 
 
1. Section 65-1.0 provides general information for which there is not a direct reference in 

LRFD Specifications Sections 8 or 9. 
 
2. Sections 65-2.0 and 65-3.0 provide information which augments and clarifies LRFD 

Specifications Sections 8 a nd 9.  T o assist in using these Sections, references to the 
Specifications are provided herein immediately following section titles, where applicable. 

 
See Section 59-3.0 for additional information on wood superstructures. 
 
 
65-1.0  GENERAL 
 

 
65-1.01  Background 

Most of the first highway bridges constructed were made from native untreated wood and were 
subject to insect and decay damage.  Decay fungi have the basic requirements for growth and 
production of decay in wood, as follows: 
 
1. air (they are aerobic organisms); 
2. water; 
3. a favorable temperature; and 
4. a food source. 
 
Wood can be protected by the elimination of just one of these favorable conditions.  The food, of 
course, is the wood itself.  This food may be made unavailable to the fungus by impregnating 
substances into the wood, making it unpalatable to attack organisms.  P ressure treatment with 
approved wood preservatives is the only acceptable and effective method of wood preservation.  
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The fire potential of wood superstructures can be substantially reduced by better design choices, 
such as by using bridge members and components that have low surface-to-volume ratio.  This 
can be done by using large solid sawn members and by laminating individual wood members 
into large components, such as beams and panels. 
 
There are a number of different species of both softwoods and hardwoods that can be used for 
bridge construction.  The choice of species is influenced by several considerations.  For example, 
the availability of the cross-sectional sizes and lengths necessary for the actual structure is a 
consideration.  The sizes used for highway bridges available in hardwoods are severely limited. 
 
The availability of large, long members is considerably greater in western softwoods, especially 
Douglas fir-larch.  A  more important issue, from an engineering standpoint, is not necessarily 
availability, but rather certified grading and material certification.  M ost softwood production 
comes from mills that have a certified grading system in-place, whereas much of the hardwood 
production comes from mills that normally grade production based on a ppearance and not on 
strength. 
 
Also, with respect to the choice of species, most of the commercially-available softwood stress 
grades can be readily treated with wood preservative to current specifications.  The one softwood 
species that cannot be adequately treated is spruce.  Hardwoods, in contrast, do not have a long 
historical record of treatment and performance for many of the species and wood preservatives. 
 
Wood as a bridge construction material offers some advantages over steel and concrete.  It 
responds well to impact loading and, unlike crystalline material, it fatigues at a very low rate, so 
low that fatigue considerations are not included in the design process.  Treated wood is immune 
to the destructive actions of deicing chemicals.  Treated wood is unaffected by freeze-thaw 
cycles. 
 
Some disadvantages to the use of a wood superstructure are that it can burn and is generally not 
suitable for long spans.  Many wood preservatives may be harmful to the environment; and the 
preservatives may not prevent long-term decay of the wood.  A  wood deck is generally not 
suitable for a high-traffic volume road due to spalling, cracking, or delamination of the asphalt 
wearing surface. 
 
 

 
65-1.02  Usage 

A wood superstructure should be limited to a low-volume, local road.  Its use is subject to the 
approval of the Production Management Division’s Office of Structural Services manager.  A  
request to utilize a wood structure should address the items as follows: 
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1. cost; 
2. AADT; 
3. ADTT; 
4. bridge-railing requirements; 
5. local experience with wood structures; and 
6. local maintenance capabilities. 
 
A wood bridge, because of its rustic appearance, is very appropriate for use in a park, 
environmentally-sensitive location, or recreational-area project.  A treated wood bridge may be 
used for a short-span locally-funded project, or for a trail or temporary structure.  S tructural 
components made of wood may be used on a rehabilitation project, wood-covered bridge, or a 
deck system for use on a steel truss.  Figure 59-3B shows the approximate span-length range for 
the different types of treated wood structures. 
 
There are practical considerations that are unique to wood structures that should be followed in 
the ultimate location and configuration of a wood structure.  In addition to the transverse crown, 
it is advisable to have a profile grade of at least 0.3% to ensure complete deck drainage.  The 
profile grade in the deck can be provided by means of a vertical curve.  Longitudinal timber deck 
panels cannot be cambered to offset dead-load deflection.  One of the recognized hazards of a 
timber bridge is fire.  The potential for fire damage can be reduced by the use of large members 
and components with a low surface-to-volume ratio.  A  design features that will reduce fire 
potential is the proper placement of riprap.  Properly placed riprap, in addition to providing 
protection from erosion, prevents the growth and accumulation of combustibles around the 
wingwalls and abutments. 
 
Each wood superstructure should have a minimum of 6 in. freeboard above the design high water 
elevation based on the Q100

 
 discharge. 

 

 
65-1.03  Wood Bridge Railings 

Bridge railings for a wood structure should be in accordance with the Test Level selection 
requirements provided in Section 61-6.01(01).  T here are no INDOT Standard Drawings for 
bridge railings that can be used on a  wood structure.  H owever, a u seful reference regarding 
crash-tested wood bridge railings is a CD-ROM entitled The National Wood in Transportation 
Program, Information on Modern Timber Bridges in the United States, 1988-2001. 
 
Where roadside barriers are installed at bridge railing ends, the barriers should blend in naturally 
with the surrounding environment, e.g., wood rails on wood posts. 
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65-2.0  BASIC CRITERIA 
 

 
65-2.01  Materials 

Reference:  Article 8.4.1 
 
The AASHTO LRFD Specifications provide design information on most of the commonly-used 
species and stress grades of wood-based products for a treated wood structure.  A more complete 
listing may be found in the American Wood Council of the American Forest and Paper 
Association’s LRFD Load and Resistance Factor Design Manual for Engineered Wood 
Construction.  That publication includes references to AF&PA / ASCE 16-95, Standard for Load 
and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) for Engineered Wood Construction. 
 
The extensive listing of a specific stress grade in either of the above-referenced sources does not 
imply that all of the listed stress grades are commercially available in the sizes and lengths 
required in bridge construction.  T he designer should check with regular suppliers of wood 
components for availability and cost in the final selection of size and stress grade of major bridge 
components. 
 
 

 
65-2.02  Preservative Treatment 

Reference:  Article 8.4.3 
 
All wood components used at a site conducive to decay and insect damage, such as a highway 
bridge, should be preservative-treated.  S urfaces which are expected to be touched often by 
humans, e.g., pedestrian railings, should be treated with waterborne preservatives.  A ll other 
components should be treated with oil-borne preservatives. 
 
Details should be developed to show where all of the possible cutting and drilling will be done 
prior to pressure treatment.  A spike or nail can provide access to the untreated interior portion of 
the wood component. 
 
 

 
65-2.03  Metal Components 

Reference:  Article 8.4.2 
 
The LRFD Specifications describe the design requirements for metal parts and attachments to a 
wood structure and their respective source specifications.  Metal components employing forms 
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of corrosion protection, such as weathering steel, epoxy coating, or cadmium plating, can be used 
where determined by the designer to be appropriate for the intended exposure condition. 
 
Light-gage toothed metal connector plates are permitted by LRFD Specifications Article 
8.4.2.2.8, but they should not be used in the superstructure as they tend to pull out under 
repetitive loading. 
 
The design of structural-steel components should be in accordance with LRFD Specifications, 
Section 6. 
 
 
65-3.0  DESIGN 
 

 
65-3.01  General 

Reference:  Article 8.4.4 
 
Considering strength versus weight, wood is a very efficient structural material.  For example, an 
ultimate tensile strength of 13 ksi is obtained in testing straight-grained British Columbia fir.  
The same wood provides an ultimate compressive strength of approximately 11 ksi, indicating a 
slight compressive cellular instability of the material under compression parallel to grain.  
Because of the presence of knots, slope of grain, splits and checks, and other discontinuities, 
only a fraction of straight-grain specimen strength can be used in actual design. 
 
Lumber grading is the process of separating lumber at the mill into categories that have the same 
strength-reducing characteristics or, groups that have the same strength properties.  T he size, 
extent, and combination of strength-reducing characteristics permitted within a s pecific stress 
grade are formalized and are then published in the form of Grading Rules.  Grading Rules unique 
to each species or combination of species are approved by the Board of Review of the American 
Lumber Standards Committee and certified for conformance with U.S. Department of Commerce 
Voluntary Product Standard PS 20-94 (American Softwood Lumber Standard). 
 
The primary purpose of lumber grading is to ensure that populations of wood products specified 
as being a specific stress grade will all exhibit material properties that are consistent with the 
published values for that specific stress grade.  The process of grading takes place at the point of 
production of the product.  T he only method presently used to improve the strength 
characteristics of wood is by means of laminating.  In this process, the discontinuities become 
randomly distributed.  If the number of laminations in a cross section is sufficiently large, the 
component strength can increase as it approaches the average strength of the species. 
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The designer must optimize the use of wood components in a wood superstructure.  The cost of 
wood components is a function of many factors.  Unlike steel and concrete, the unit cost of wood 
products is not closely related to volume or strength, but it includes factors related to the volume 
of various stress grades and sizes recovered in the milling process.  Therefore, the judgment and 
knowledge of the designer, when addressing the classic question of a smaller-sized, higher-
strength component or a larger cross section with lower strength, is central to economic wood 
bridge design. 
 
The design of wood components includes a number of modification factors not normally 
associated with steel or concrete.  Some of these factors address the variability inherent in wood.  
Others concern the response of the wood member to all of the environmental factors under which 
it is to perform.  M ost of these factors are applied to the base resistance side of the design 
equation. 
 
One of the modification factors unique to wood-bridge design is the deck factor, CD

 

.  This factor 
recognizes the load sharing between individual members under certain circumstances.  It is 
applied only to solid sawn members, 2 in. to 4 in. thick, that are used in a structural system that 
creates load sharing between individual members.  LRFD Specifications Article 8.4.4.4 
recognizes only two applications for this factor, a stressed-wood deck, or a n ail-laminated or 
spike-laminated wood deck. 

Another modification factor is the moisture content factor, CM, as used and specified in LRFD 
Specifications Article 8.4.4.3.  For glued-laminated wood, it is considered to be wet if the in-
service moisture content is greater than 16%.  For such conditions, CM = 1.0.  If the in-service 
moisture content is less than 16%, as indicated in LRFD Specifications Table 8.4.4.3-1, the 
values for CM

 
 are greater than 1.0. 

The dynamic load allowance values specified in LRFD Specifications Table 3.6.2.1-1 may be 
reduced 50% for a wood structure. 
 
 

 
65-3.02  Solid Sawn Stringers and Glued-Laminated Beams 

Reference:  Section 8, Various Articles 
 
Analysis of stringers for a stringer-type bridge is specified in Article 4.6.2.2.  The distribution of 
wheel loads for moment in interior beams is shown in Table 4.6.2.2.2b-1.  The distribution of 
wheel loads for moment for exterior beams is shown in Table 4.6.2.2.2d-1.  Requirements for the 
analysis of a wood deck for a stringer-type bridge are included in Article 9.9. 
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Bracing requirements for wood stringers and glued-laminated beams are provided in Article 
8.11. 
 
 

 
65-3.03  Spike-Laminated Deck 

Reference:  Article 9.9.6 
 
A spike- or dowel-laminated deck system consists of longitudinal panels that extend from 
support to support and produced in a manufacturing process where full-length individually 
treated planks are mechanically laminated into panels using metal spikes or dowels.  The panels 
are generally 72 in. to 92 in. in width and range in thickness from 8 in. to 16 in.  The effective 
span for design should be taken as the clear distance between supports, plus one-half of the 
bearing length at each support, but the effective design span should not exceed the clear span 
plus the deck thickness.  For a multi-span bridge, all spans should be designed as simple spans. 
 
The deck is made using a category of solid sawn members classified as dimension lumber.  
These are planks that are 2 in. to 4 in. in thickness and range in width from 8 in. to 16 in.  The 
base-resistance value for this material is shown in LRFD Table 8.4.1.1.4-1.  T he correct size 
classification should be used for the material in question.  T he table includes base-resistance 
values for size classifications including beams and stringers (B&S), post and timbers (P&T), and 
dimension lumber.  T he individual members are cut to length and drilled for the connection 
hardware prior to treatment with an approved wood preservative. 
 
Calculation of the equivalent strip width for analysis of a spike or dowel-laminated longitudinal 
deck, for spans greater than 15 ft, is described in Article 4.6.2.3.  Determination of equivalent 
strip width for spans of 15 ft or less is shown in Article 4.6.2.1.3. 
 
The connection between adjacent longitudinal panels should be accomplished using a 
longitudinal ship-lap joint.  The configuration of this type of joint consists of attaching one-half 
of a laminate to the top half of the facia edge of one panel and the other half of the splice plank 
to the lower half of the adjacent panel.  The primary design consideration for this connection is 
to provide sufficient shear resistance on the horizontal interface between the two portions of the 
splice plank to recreate single-member bending resistance of the splice plank.  T he horizontal 
shear resistance is developed by driving vertical spikes through the longitudinal ship-lap joint.  
The spikes are spaced closer together near the supports. 
 
This type of deck design system offers some advantages over other designs.  All of the individual 
laminates are treated prior to assembly into panels so that the resulting bridge component has a 
large percentage of its volume impregnated with wood preservative over glued-laminated panels.  
The basic material for the panels is rough sawn planks.  By definition, rough sawn material has 
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some dimensional variability.  The variability in member thickness is eliminated by surfacing on 
one side (S1S). 
 
The variability in the depth of the individual members is used to create a surface which is 
conducive to the adhesion of the asphalt mixture.  Once the panels are fabricated, the bottoms of 
the panels are made smooth, thus forcing all of the variability to the top surface of the completed 
panel.  This provides many gripping surfaces for the asphalt mixture to adhere. 
 
 

 
65-3.04  Glued-Laminated Longitudinal Deck 

Reference:  Article 9.9.4 
 
A glued-laminated deck system consists of vertically-laminated panels which are prefabricated 
by gluing adjacent laminations together with water-resistant adhesives.  The effective span for 
design should be taken as the clear distance between supports plus one-half of the bearing length 
at each support.  T he effective design span should not exceed the clear span plus the deck 
thickness.  For a multi-span bridge, all spans should be designed as simple spans. 
 
This type of longitudinal deck system employs longitudinal glued-laminated panels that extend 
from support to support and are interconnected with transverse stiffener beams if the span 
exceeds 8 ft.  The panels are about 4 ft in width and vary in depth from 5 in to 14 in.  The deck 
panels are treated prior to shipping to the bridge site.  LRFD Specifications Article 4.6.2.1.2 
provides that, for a slab-type bridge spanning more than 15 ft and that the span is primarily in the 
direction parallel to traffic, Article 4.6.2.3 should apply for determining equivalent strip widths.  
For a slab-type bridge spanning 15 ft or less, Article 4.6.2.1.3 should apply.  Article 9.9.4.3.1 
applies to the design and location of transverse stiffener beams for this type of longitudinal deck 
system. 
 
 

 
65-3.05  Transversely Prestressed Deck 

Reference:  Article 9.9.5 
 
This type of construction uses solid sawn members that are made to function as an orthotropic 
plate.  O ne of the advantages of this construction technique is that it allows the use of non-
continuous wood laminations, providing that the butt joints are staggered in accordance with 
LRFD Article 9.9.5.3.  The controlling attribute in this system is deflection.  Consequently, stress 
grades of material with relatively low strength design values can be used.  The additional cost of 
the rather elaborate post-tensioning system is offset by the use of less costly wood components 
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as described above.  The primary load transfer mechanism is the friction between the individual 
laminates created by the normal force imparted by the post-tensioning system. 
 
There are some concerns to be overcome in the design process.  The most serious of these is the 
loss of post-tension force in the stressing bars due to the non-recoverable creep in the wood 
components.  The level of long-term stress remaining in the bars is a function of many factors, 
including the number of times the bars are restressed, the time interval between restressing, the 
stressing sequence, relationship between the stiffness of the prestressing system and the 
transverse stiffness of the wood, and the type of wood preservative used.  T he difference 
between the moisture content of the wood at the time of fabrication, and the resulting equilibrium 
moisture content (EMC) of the structure, impacts the long-term stress in the bars in the 
prestressing system.  LRFD Specifications Commentary C9.9.5.6.3 includes suggestions for 
restressing to offset long-term relaxation effects and creep losses. 
 
Deck tie-down requirements for ensuring proper contact of the deck along each support are 
provided in LRFD Article 9.9.5.5. 
 
 

 
65-3.06  Wearing Surface for Wood Deck 

Reference:  Article 9.9.8 
 
An asphalt wearing surface should be used on a wood deck.  The asphalt should have a minimum 
depth of 2 in. and should provide for the cross slope across the bridge.  See LRFD Specifications 
Article 9.9.8 for methods of improving the adhesion of the asphalt wearing course and methods 
to provide a positive connection between the wood deck and the wearing course. 
 
A spike-laminated or stress-laminated wood deck provides an irregular surface with many 
gripping surfaces for the asphalt mixture to adhere to.  The geotextile or tack coat on a spike-
laminated or stress-laminated deck should be used if recommended by the manufacturer. 
 
Tension cracks will develop at each bridge support.  T raffic tends to create a camelback-type 
hump at these cracks.  This type of crack problem can be prevented by sawing a joint in the 
wearing surface over each pier and at the ends of the bridge.  T he joints are then filled and 
routinely maintained with a rubberized joint material. 
 
A paving strip should be placed along the full length of the bridge at each curbline.  The paving 
strip is to be of treated wood, of width equal to the depth of the asphalt wearing surface at the 
curbline.  T his strip has two functions.  First, it ensures a uniform thickness at the curbline.  
Second, it provides a dam in front of the scupper opening that prevents the asphalt mat from 
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yielding and deforming into the scupper opening during the compaction of the asphalt wearing 
surface on the bridge deck. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTY-FIVE 
 

HIGHWAY SIGNS 
 
 
The majority of the information required for the selection, design, and placement of highway signs is 
shown in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  The intent of this chapter is not to reiterate the information presented in these sources, 
but rather to supplement these references and, where deemed necessary, to provide the user with 
additional guidance. 
 
 
75-1.0  MUTCD CONTEXT 
 
Throughout the MUTCD, the words shall, should, and may are used to describe the appropriate 
application for various traffic-control devices.  The MUTCD defines these terms as follows: 
 
1. Shall.  A mandatory condition.  Where certain requirements in the design or application of 

the device are described with this stipulation, it is mandatory where an installation is made 
that such requirements be met. 

 
2. Should.  An advisory condition.  Where this stipulation is used, it is considered to be 

advisable usage, recommended but not mandatory. 
 
3. May.  A permissive condition.  No requirement for design or application is intended. 
 
The MUTCD shall prevail on each public highway or street in which Federal funds will be or were 
used. 
 
The MUTCD shall prevail on the National Highway System regardless of the funding source. 
 
 
75-2.0  GENERAL CRITERIA 
 
A sign should only be used where it is warranted by the MUTCD criteria, accident history, or field 
studies.  A sign should provide information on special regulations, for hazards which are not self-
evident, or for highway routes, directions, destinations, or points of interest.  Each traffic-control 
device should be in accordance with the basic requirements as follows. 
 
1. It should be capable of fulfilling an important need. 
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2. It should command attention. 
3. It should convey a clear, simple meaning. 
4. It should command respect of road users. 
5. It should be located to give adequate time for response. 
6. It must be sanctioned by law if it controls or regulates traffic. 
 
 
75-2.01  References 
 
The following is the recommended list of publications for selecting, designing, manufacturing, or 
installing highway signs. 
 
1. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, FHWA; 
 
2. Traffic Control Devices Handbook, FHWA; 
 
3. Standard Highway Signs, FHWA; 
 
4. INDOT Standard Highway Signs; 
 
5. Standard Alphabets for Highway Signs and Pavement Markings, FHWA; 
 
6. Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires and Traffic 

Signals, AASHTO; 
 
7. INDOT Standard Specifications; 
 
8. Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Transportation Engineers; 
 
9. Chapter Forty-nine of this Manual; and 
 
10. Manual of Steel Construction, American Institute of Steel Construction. 
 
The INDOT publications may be obtained by contacting the Traffic Control Systems Division.  For 
other publications, the indicated source should be contacted. 
 
 
75-2.02  Reflectorization 
 
All signs should be reflectorized.  The INDOT Standard Specifications and Standard Drawings 
provide the reflectorization criteria for signs.  Illumination will be required only as described in 
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Section 75-2.03.  The reflective-sheeting type should not be shown on the plans, and is not included 
in the pay-item names.  For a local facility, reflectorization of signs will be based on the city or 
county’s preference.  For additional information on reflective materials, the publications that can be 
reviewed are as follows: 
 
1. Retroreflectivity of Roadway Signs for Adequate Visibility: A Guide, FHWA/DF-88/001, 

November 1987. 
 
2. NCHRP Report 346, Implementation Strategies for Sign Retroreflectivity Standards, TRB, 

April 1992. 
 
3. ASTM Designation:  D4956 Standard Specification for Retroreflectivity Sheeting for Traffic 

Control, latest version. 
 
 
75-2.03  Illumination 
 
Most signs are designed to be illuminated by vehicular headlights and the sign message reflected 
back to the driver.  Therefore, external sign lighting and related appurtenances such as a sign 
walkway will not be required for an overhead-sign or box-truss structure, and should not be shown 
on the plans. 
 
However, conduit should be specified to be installed in the foundations.  A structure handhole should 
be specified to be placed toward the base of the sign support.  A grounding system should be 
specified. 
 
Sign-structure mounting height should be specified as described in Section 75-2.03, if a lighting-
support assembly or walkway must be retrofitted. 
 
Lighting may be provided for the sign preceding a truck weigh station which indicates that the station 
is open or closed.  This is accomplished with an internally-lighted sign. 
 
 
75-2.04  Sign Placement 
 
The MUTCD and the INDOT Standard Drawings provide criteria for the placement of a sign next to 
or over the roadway.  These sources also provide criteria for the maximum and minimum allowable 
sign heights. 
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A warning sign is to be placed in advance of the condition to which it calls attention.  A regulatory 
sign is placed where its mandate or prohibition applies or begins.  A guide sign is placed at a variable 
location to inform drivers of their route of travel, destination, or point of interest. 
 
The uniform position of each sign, although desirable, is not always practical to achieve because the 
alignment and design of the road often dictates the most advantageous position for the sign.  For 
determining the sign location, the designer should review the guidelines as follows. 
 
1. A sign should be placed on the driver’s right side.  A sign may sometimes be placed on a 

channelizing island or overhead or, where there are short sharp curves to the right, it may be 
placed on the driver’s left side directly in front of the driver. 

 
2. A dual-mounted sign may be considered for additional emphasis where it is anticipated that a 

single sign may not provide adequate warning, such as at an intersection just beyond a sharp 
horizontal curve or at a location where a driver may be required to make an unexpected 
maneuver. 

 
3. Sign placement and the roadway geometric design should be coordinated as early as practical 

during the project planning and design stages.  If a roadway design does not permit adequate 
placement of the required signs, the geometric design may need to be revised accordingly.  
An improper geometric design cannot always be corrected by signing. 

 
4. Where lane control is desired, a sign should be placed directly over its affected lane. 
 
5. Each sign should be located to optimize nighttime visibility. 
 
6. Adherence to the criteria provided in the MUTCD and INDOT Standard Drawings is not 

always practical.  Actual sign placement may be adjusted to meet field conditions.  The 
placement problem areas that should be avoided are as follows: 

 
a. at a short dip in the roadway; 

 
b. beyond the crest of a vertical curve; 

 
c. where a sign may be obscured by parked cars; 

 
d. where a sign would create an obstruction for pedestrians or bicyclists; 

 
e. where a sign would interfere with a driver’s visibility to hazardous locations or 

objects; 
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f. where sign visibility would be impaired due to existing overhead illumination; 
 

g. where a sign is vulnerable to roadside splatter or to being covered with snow by 
plowing operations; or 

 
h. too close to trees or other foliage that could cover the sign face now or in the future. 

 
7. A sign’s location can sometimes be shifted longitudinally without compromising its intended 

purpose.  This may improve its visibility, avoid blocking other signs, enhance safety, or 
enhance traffic operations (e.g., by providing more distance between signs in a series). 

 
8. Each sign should be erected individually on separate posts or mountings.  However, it may be 

appropriate to group signs (e.g., route-marker assemblies) with consideration for wind 
loading and breakaway characteristics. 

 
9. The INDOT Standard Drawings provide criteria for the lateral clearance of roadway signing. 

The designer should also review Section 75-2.05. 
 
10. Each wide-flange post installation should include a perforated fuse plate as well as a 

perforated hinge plate.  A note on the plan sheet and wide-flange sign summary sheet should 
also be included, so that the contractor will install the structure accordingly. 

 
 
75-2.05  Roadside Safety 
 
Chapter Forty-nine describes the Department’s criteria for clear zones, roadside barriers, impact 
attenuators, and other roadside safety issues.  These are also applicable to roadside signs.  The 
designer should also consider the following. 
 
1. Ground-Mounted-Sign Support.  The support for each ground-mounted sign should be made 

breakaway or yielding, including that outside the clear zone.  Posts should be of the square 
cross section type shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  However, for a local agency 
project, channel posts may be used if desired by the local agency.  A new sign support behind 
guardrail should have adequate clearance to the back of the guardrail post to provide for the 
guardrail’s dynamic deflection (see Section 49-4.0). 

 
2. Overhead-Sign Support.  The support for each overhead sign should be non-breakaway.  

Each overhead-sign structure inside the clear zone must be protected with guardrail or, where 
applicable, with an impact attenuator.  In a median, an overhead-sign support should be 
protected as follows. 
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a. If the distance between the sign support and the edge of the travel lane or auxiliary 
lane is 25 ft or less, an impact attenuator should be used. 

 
b. If the distance between the sign support and the edge of the travel lane or auxiliary 

lane is greater than 25 ft, a gravel barrel array should be used. 
 

See Section 49-6.0 for additional information on the design and layout of impact attenuators. 
 
3. Ground-Mounted Panel Sign.  A sign of over 48 ft2 in area on slipbase breakaway supports 

should not be placed where the opportunity exists for it to be struck at a point that is more 
than 9 in. above the normal point of vehicular bumper impact.  Normal bumper height is 1’-
6”.  To avoid being struck at an improper height, a sign should be placed as follows. 

 
a. Fill Slopes Flatter than 4:1.  A sign should be located a minimum of 30 ft from the 

edge of the travel lane to the nearest edge of the sign. 
 

b. Fill Slopes 4:1 or Steeper.  The nearest sign edge should be located 6 ft from the edge 
of shoulder or 12 ft from the edge of the travel lane, whichever is greater. 

 
4. Roadside Appurtenance.  A large breakaway sign support should not be located in or near the 

flow line of a ditch.  If such a support is placed on a backslope, it should be offset at least 3 ft 
from the toe of the backslope of the ditch. 

 
5. Exit Gore Sign.  An exit gore sign should be placed in each gore area of a freeway as shown 

on Figure 75-2C, Sign Gore Treatment. 
 
 
75-2.06  Overhead Panel Sign 
 
The following provides guidelines to consider in whether to place an overhead or ground-mounted 
panel sign. 
 
1. Lane Control.  An overhead sign should be considered where the message is applicable to a 

specific lane.  If the sign is placed over the lane, lane use can be made significantly more 
effective, especially where additional guidance is required for a driver who is unfamiliar with 
the area. 

 
2. Visibility.  An overhead sign should be considered where traffic or roadway conditions are 

such that an overhead mounting is necessary for adequate visibility (e.g., vertical or 
horizontal curve, closely spaced interchanges, three or more through lanes in one direction). 
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3. Divergent Roadways.  An overhead sign should be considered at, or just in advance of, a 
divergence from a heavily traveled roadway (e.g., at a ramp exit where the roadway becomes 
wider and a sign on the right side is usually not in the line of sight for the driver). 

 
4. Exit.  An overhead panel sign should be considered where left-hand or multi-lane exit ramps 

are in place. 
 
5. Interchange.  An overhead panel sign should be considered at a complex interchange where 

there may be driver confusion, where there are closely-spaced interchanges, Interstate-to-
Interstate interchanges, or where there are lane drops on the exit ramp or mainline within the 
interchange. 

 
6. Trucks.  An overhead sign should be used where there are significant numbers of large trucks 

which may block a passenger-car driver's visibility to a ground-mounted sign. 
 
7. Limited Right of Way.  An overhead panel sign should be considered where there is limited 

space for a sign on the roadside (e.g., where right of way is narrow). 
 
8. Roadside Development.  An overhead sign should be considered where roadside 

development seriously detracts from the effectiveness of a roadside sign (e.g., a brightly-
lighted area). 

 
9. Uniformity.  An overhead sign may be used to be consistent with other signs on a given 

section of highway. 
 
Each new overhead sign installation will require a minimum vertical clearance of 17’-6” above the 
roadway and shoulders but not greater than 18’-0”.  This includes an additional 6 in. clearance for a 
future overlay.  An existing overhead sign may have a vertical clearance of 17’-0”. 
 
Where sign lighting is used, an overhead sign should not be placed on a bridge overpass.  A non-
lighted sign may be placed on an overcrossing structure provided that the vertical clearance of the 
sign exceeds the vertical clearance of the overcrossing structure by at least 6 in. 
 
 
75-2.07  Sign Priority 
 
Providing motorists with too much information may cause improper driving and impair safety.  
Therefore, some sign information should be removed, replaced, or relocated.  Where sign-
information overload may be a problem, the following lists the recommended priority for sign types. 
 
1. regulatory (e.g., speed limit, stop, turn prohibition); 
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2. warning (e.g., curve, crossroad, narrow bridge); 
3. guidance (e.g., destination, routing); 
4. emergency services (e.g., hospital, telephone); 
5. motorist services (e.g., fuel, food, camping); 
6. public-transportation (e.g., park and ride, bus stop); 
7. traffic-generators (e.g., museum, stadium, historic building); and 
8. general information (e.g., county line, city limit). 
 
Within the various sign groups, the sign bearing the most important message should supersede the 
others. 
 
 
75-2.08  Computer Software 
 
There are many computer software programs available that may be used in the design of highway 
signing including sign layouts, legends, quantities, structural supports, etc.  The designer should be 
aware that not all software packages are applicable to Indiana.  Therefore, the user should first 
contact the Traffic Control Systems Division to determine which programs and versions are 
acceptable for use for a project.  The following is a brief summary of the programs currently 
acceptable to the Department. 
 
1. SignCAD 2000.  This program helps the designer determine the appropriate panel size for 

each guide sign along a freeway.  The program was developed by Berg and Effrem, Inc. 
 
2. GuidSIGN.  This program provides the designer with standardized guide-sign layouts, text 

fonts, letter spacing, and sign sizes.  The program was developed by Transoft Solutions. 
 
Addresses or contacts for the software companies listed above may be obtained from the Traffic 
Control Systems Production Management Division. 
 
 
75-2.09  Symbology 
 
Where the MUTCD permits the use of either words or symbols on the sign, the preferred practice is 
to use only the symbol message. 
 
 
75-2.10  Structural Design 
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The INDOT Sign Design Guide provides the Department’s criteria for foundation design, sign 
structure design, I-beam post selection, etc.  Copies of this publication can be obtained from the 
Traffic Control Systems Division. 
 
 
75-2.11  Applications 
 
All placement and usage of signs should follow the criteria described in the MUTCD and INDOT 
Standard Drawings.  The use of an experimental traffic control device is acceptable provided that its 
approval is in accordance with the criteria shown in the MUTCD.  Figure 75-2D, Sign Types, 
provides guidelines for general usage of each sign type.  The following sections on regulatory, 
warning, and guide signs provide additional guidance or supplementary information for specific 
signs.  For all signs, including those in the following sections, the references in Section 75-2.01 
should be reviewed to determine the appropriate sign application. 
 
 
75-3.0  REGULATORY SIGNS 
 
75-3.01  Official Action 
 
An Official Action will be required if there is a proposed change in the regulatory nature of a sign or 
situation affecting a facility.  For example, an Official Action is required if changes are made to the 
intersection control, parking restrictions, no-passing zones, traffic signals, or certain work-site speed 
zones (e.g., installing a stop sign at an existing uncontrolled intersection).  For a Department-
maintained facility, the designer must obtain an approval for the proposed change from the 
appropriate district traffic engineer prior to implementation of the change.  For a local facility, 
approval must be obtained from the appropriate jurisdiction prior to implementation. 
 
 
75-3.02  “Stop” or “Yield” Sign 
 
75-3.02(01)  General 
 
A “Stop” sign should be installed at each at-grade, non-signalized local road or street which 
intersects a Department-maintained highway.  A “Yield” sign may be used if the intersection is 
operating in a merge condition (e.g., channelized intersection with a turning roadway) or at an 
entrance ramp to an access-controlled facility. 
 
For a local facility, the warrants provided in the MUTCD should be followed.  For additional 
information, the following publications may be reviewed to determine the need for a “Stop” or 
“Yield” sign. 
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1. Stop, Yield, and No Control at Intersections, Report No. FHWA/RD-81/084, FHWA, June 

1981; or 
 
2. NCHRP 320, Guidelines for Converting Stop to Yield Control at Intersections, TRB, 

October 1989. 
 
 
75-3.02(02)  Multiway Stop Control 
 
The MUTCD describes the warrants for where a multiway “Stop” sign installation may be 
considered.  However, it should not be used unless the traffic volume for each approach leg of the 
intersection is approximately equal.  A traffic signal is the preferred traffic-control device for an 
intersection with heavy traffic volume. 
 
A multiway stop control is frequently used in a residential area.  The following lists guidelines for 
the installation of a multiway stop control in a residential area. 
 
1. Collector Streets.  At the intersection of two collector streets that are primary to the area. 
 
2. Four-Way Intersection.  Where there is a 60-40 percent (or closer) volume split for the 

intersection. 
 
3. Three-Way Intersection.  Where there is a 75-25 percent (or closer) volume split for the 

intersection. 
 
4. Accidents.  Where there are three or more accidents in one year’s time. 
 
 
75-3.02(03)  Stop Sign at Railroad Crossing 
 
A “Stop” sign may be placed at each roadway approach to a railroad crossing where two or more 
trains cross per day and is without automatic traffic-control devices.  For a crossing with passive 
protection, a “Stop” sign may be placed after a need has been established by a traffic-engineering 
study.  The study should consider such factors as volume and character of highway and train traffic, 
adequacy of stopping sight distance, crossing accident history, and need for active control devices.  
Where a “Stop” sign is installed, a “Stop Ahead” advance warning sign should also be installed. 
 
 
75-3.03  Speed Limit Sign 
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The district traffic engineer is responsible for determining the speed limits on each Department-
maintained facility.  Each request for a speed-limit determination must be transmitted to the 
appropriate district office.  For a local facility, each local jurisdiction is responsible for determining 
the appropriate speed limits within its boundaries.  This typically occurs after a speed study has been 
conducted.  When determining a speed limit, the considerations are as follows: 
 
1. the 85th-percentile speed; 
2. the design speed used during project design; 
3. the road-surface characteristics, shoulder condition, grade, alignment, and sight distance; 
4. functional classification and type of area; 
5. type and density of roadside development; 
6. the accident experience during the previous 12 months; 
7. parking practices and pedestrian activity; and 
8. the maximum or minimum speed permitted by State law. 
 
The MUTCD indicates the elements that should be reviewed in an engineering study.  The ITE 
Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies provides guidance on how to conduct a speed study.  Each 
public road’s speed is controlled by means of a regulatory speed limit, either through a “Speed 
Limit” sign or a speed limit established by State law.  Section 40-3.02(03) lists the maximum and 
minimum legal speed limits for a rural or urban area and for a State or local facility. 
 
 
75-3.04  “No U-Turn” Sign 
 
On a freeway, the “No U Turn” sign should be placed at each median crossover.  This sign should be 
placed at the far side of the median crossover for oncoming traffic. 
 
 
75-3.05  Lane-Use Control Signs at Intersection 
 
An overhead lane-use control sign should be placed at a major urban intersection where left- and 
right-turn lanes are provided or where there is the possibility of confusion at the intersection. 
 
 
75-3.06  “Right Turn Only” Sign 
 
Where an exclusive right-turn-only lane is provided, the use of an overhead sign should be 
considered where background clutter may be a problem.  If background clutter is not a problem, a 
ground-mounted sign may be as visible and may be more cost effective. 
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75-3.07  Two-Way Left Turn Only (TWLTO) Signs 
 
An overhead lane-control sign should be provided at the beginning and end of a two-way left-turn-
only lane.  In an urban area, one should also be placed at approximately every 1000 ft along the lane. 
In a suburban or built-up rural area, the intermediate TWLTO sign spacing may be increased to 1200 
ft.  For the beginning and end, the supplementary “Begin” and “End” plates should also be included. 
 
A TWLTO sign should also be used on the back side of a “Left Turn Only” sign where a two-way 
left-turn-only lane is transitioned into a one-way left-turn lane.  The supplementary “Begin” and 
“End” plates are not included for this situation.  Section 76-2.05(02) illustrates the pavement 
markings used for this transition. 
 
The preferred practice is to install the signs as ground-mounted.  Signs should be placed on an 
overhead structure only if the district traffic engineer deems necessary. 
 
 
75-3.08  “No Passing Zone” Sign 
 
The beginning of a no-passing zone is marked with a “No Passing Zone” sign on the driver’s left side 
of the roadway.  The end of the zone is indicated with a sign post installed on the driver’s right side 
of the roadway with three white delineators attached.  A “No Passing Zone” sign is not required for a 
zone marked due to presence of a railroad crossing, nor at a zone marked due to presence of an 
intersection or in an urbanized area. 
 
 
75-3.09  Parking Signs 
 
The generic “No Parking” sign should be used where practical on a Department-maintained facility. 
Where necessary, signs with other messages regarding parking restrictions or permissions may be 
used as shown in the MUTCD. 
 
 
75-3.10  “No Turn On Red” Sign 
 
A right turn at a red light after a stop is permitted at each intersection leg unless the leg is signed to 
prohibit it.  Where two one-way streets intersect, a left turn at a red light after a stop is permitted at 
each applicable intersection leg unless the leg is signed to prohibit it.  After conducting an 
engineering study as defined in the MUTCD, the designer will submit a recommendation on the need 
for eliminating turn-on-red movements to the district traffic engineer or to the appropriate local 
jurisdiction.  The district traffic engineer or local jurisdiction will have final approval for each turn-
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on-red restriction.  Once the decision has been made to eliminate the turning movement, the proper 
“No Turn On Red” sign should be placed as specified in the MUTCD. 
 
 
75-4.0  WARNING SIGNS 
 
A warning sign is used where it is deemed necessary to warn a driver of an existing or potentially 
hazardous condition on or adjacent to a highway or street.  Each warning sign must be located in 
advance of the condition to which it applies.  The use of warning signs should be kept to a minimum. 
Overuse of warning signs at an obvious hazardous location tends to cause non-compliance for all 
signs.  The following provides additional guidance for the placement of warning signs. 
 
 
75-4.01  Placement of Advance Warning Sign 
 
Figure 75-4A, Suggested Minimum Distances for Placement of Advance Warning Signs, provides 
the suggested minimum distances for preliminary placement of advance warning signs.  The final 
location for each warning sign will be determined during the field check in conjunction with INDOT 
or local agency personnel.  The distances in Figure 75-4A are based on the conditions which are 
defined by the MUTCD as follows. 
 
1. Condition A.  A high driver-judgment condition which requires the driver to use extra time in 

making and executing a decision because of a complex driving situation. 
 
2. Condition B.  A condition in which the driver will likely be required to stop. 
 
3. Condition C.  A condition in which the driver will likely be required to decelerate to a 

specific speed. 
 
If these distances cannot be achieved, other measures should be considered to attract the motorist’s 
attention to the sign.  These additional measures will be determined as required for each site. 
 
For those warning signs typically used by the Department, Figure 75-4B indicates which of the three 
Conditions will most likely apply.  The following examples illustrate how to use Figures 75-4A and 
75-4B, Conditions for Placement of Advance Warning Sign. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
Example 75-4.1 
 
Given:  Stop-controlled intersection 
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Posted speed limit on stop-controlled leg is 50 mph 
 
Problem: Where to place a “Stop Ahead” sign 
 
Solution: From Figure 75-4B it is determined that the “Stop Ahead” sign is a Condition B 

category (i.e., the driver must stop).  From Figure 75-4A, the set-back distance from 
the “Stop” sign should be 375 ft. 

 
If the sign cannot be adequately placed at a set-back distance of approximately 375 ft, 
then other measures may be required to provide additional emphasis to the warning 
sign. 

 
 
Example 75-4.2 
 
Given:  A 45-mph horizontal curve 

Posted speed limit 55 mph 
 
Problem: Where to place an Advance Curve symbol sign 
 
Solution: From Figure 75-4B it is determined that the Advance Curve symbol sign is a 

Condition C category (i.e., the driver must slow down from 55 mph to 45mph).  
From Figure 75-4A, the minimum set-back distance from the horizontal curve’s PC 
is shown to be 180 ft. 

 
An Advisory Speed “45 MPH” plate indicating that the maximum recommended 
speed for negotiation of the curve is 45 mph should also be used. 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 
 
75-4.02  Advance Turn or Advance Curve Symbol Sign 
 
The MUTCD describes several horizontal-alignment signs, but it does not fully identify where to use 
these signs.  The decision on using an advance turn or curve symbol sign is dependent upon many 
factors including posted speed, alignment, accident history, etc.  It would be impractical and 
uneconomical to place an advance warning sign at every horizontal curve.  Before using an advance 
turn or curve sign, the designer should consider the following: 
 
1. Speed Determination.  In determining whether or not to place an alignment warning sign and 

advisory speed plate, the designer first must determine the appropriate speed for negotiating 
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the curve.  If the curve radius and superelevation rate are known (e.g., from construction 
plans), then the appropriate negotiation speed can be calculated (see Section 43-2.0).  If the 
radius of the curve is unknown, then a field study is warranted.  This type of study is done 
using a ball-bank indicator. 
 
The ball-bank indicator test involves driving a test vehicle around a curve at various speeds 
and reading a curved level to determine an appropriate negotiation speed for the curve.  
Figure 75-4C, Ball-Bank Indicator Readings, lists the various maximum recommended 
negotiation speeds for a curve based on several ball-bank readings.  Test runs should be 
conducted in both directions. 

 
2. Highway Alignment.  The designer should review the overall highway alignment to 

determine if advance curve signs are warranted.  An unexpected curve after a long tangent 
section is a likely candidate for placement of an advance curve sign.  Conversely, curves on a 
winding highway may not warrant the use of an advance curve sign because the driver will be 
expecting the curve.  An advance curve sign should always be provided where the vertical 
alignment obstructs the driver’s vision of the horizontal curvature. 

 
3. Posted Speed.  Relative to the posted speed, the designer should consider the following: 
 

a. A highway with a posted or statutory speed limit of lower than 30 mph will not 
warrant an advance warning sign. 

 
b. An advance curve sign should be considered if the maximum recommended 

negotiation speed of the curve is found to be more than 12 mph below the posted 
speed limit. 

 
4. Accident History.  The accident history should be reviewed to determine if there is a 

disproportionate number of run-off-the-road accidents that can be attributed to the horizontal 
curve.  A high-accident location will most likely warrant an advance curve sign, an Advisory 
Speed plate, or Chevron symbol signs. 

 
5. Driver Familiarity.  A highway serving local needs (e.g., collector or local road) will rarely 

warrant advance curve signs because the typical driver will be aware of the restrictive 
alignment.  However, on an arterial or a recreational road, the typical driver may be less 
familiar with the highway, so it may require additional warnings. 

 
6. Area Classification.  An urban area will not warrant the use of advance curve signs because 

speeds tend to be lower and there is greater driver familiarity and awareness. 
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7. Public Reaction.  Local residents have some indication of how drivers are reacting to a 
horizontal curve.  If there are no complaints relative to near misses or accidents, the curve 
will probably not warrant the need for signing.  Frequent complaints usually warrant further 
investigation. 

 
8. Advance Turn Versus Advance Curve Symbol Sign.  If it is determined that an advance 

alignment warning sign is warranted, the MUTCD recommends that an Advance Turn 
symbol sign be used if the curve’s maximum recommended negotiation speed is 30 mph or 
lower.  An Advance Curve symbol sign should be used if the curve’s maximum 
recommended negotiation speed is higher than 30 mph. 

 
9. Advisory Speed Plate.  If an Advance Turn symbol sign is to be placed, an Advisory Speed 

plate should also be placed showing the maximum recommended speed.  For an Advance 
Curve symbol sign, an Advisory Speed plate should be placed if the recommended 
negotiation speed of the curve is more than 12 mph lower than the posted speed limit.  An 
Advisory Speed plate is not required where the curve-negotiation speed is equal to or higher 
than the posted or statutory speed limit. 

 
10. Combination Curve.  A combination curve consists of two or more successive curves.  They 

may be connected with or without a short tangent section, and they may be in the same or in 
opposite directions.  If either of the curves requires an Advance Curve or Advance Turn 
symbol sign, a Reverse Curve symbol sign should be used instead.  For three or more 
successive curves, the Winding Road symbol sign should be used.  If an Advisory Speed 
plate is necessary, the lowest recommended negotiation speed for all of the curves should be 
shown on the plate. 

 
 
75-4.03  Chevron Symbol Sign 
 
A Chevron symbol sign should be used where there is a history of run-off-the-road accidents in 
conjunction with a horizontal curve.  The Department’s practice is to install at least three Chevron 
symbol signs.  The MUTCD provides the criteria for placement of such signs. 
 
 
75-4.04  Signal Ahead Symbol Sign 
 
The need for the Signal Ahead symbol sign will be determined for each signalized intersection based 
on the accident history and sight-distance restrictions.  Typical locations for a Signal Ahead symbol 
sign include an isolated signalized intersection or in advance of the first intersection in a series of 
signalized intersections.  They are not used in an urban area with multiple signalized intersections. 
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75-4.05  Advisory Exit Speed Sign 
 
An Advisory Exit Speed sign should be placed at each exit-ramp gore where the ramp design speed 
is lower than the mainline design speed.  The “Exit ____ MPH” sign may be used on the ramp.  If 
the ramp connects two freeways or expressways, the “Ramp ____ MPH” sign should be used. 
 
 
75-4.06  Advance Street or Road Name Sign 
 
An Advance Street or Road Name sign may be provided before each major street crossing.  On a 
Department-maintained facility, a sign is usually not provided for a minor street crossing.  This 
supplementary sign is used in conjunction with the Cross Road, Side Road, or Signal Ahead symbol 
sign. 
 
 
75-5.0  GUIDE SIGNS 
 
The MUTCD provides the criteria for the placement and design of guide signs.  In addition, the 
following provides supplemental information relative to guide signs. 
 
 
75-5.01  Distance Sign 
 
A Distance sign can display two or three destination points and the distances to these destinations.  
Destination points should be arranged on the Distance sign as follows: 
 
1. Top Line.  The top line should include the name of the next meaningful community, number 

of the next intersecting route, or name of the next intersecting highway, and distance in miles 
to it, on which the traveler’s route passes. 

 
2. Middle Line.  The middle line, if used, should include the name of a community, number of 

an intersecting route, or name of an intersecting highway, and distance in miles to it, that is 
beyond the destination listed in the top line and is of general interest to the traveler.  Figure 
75-5A provides a list of the regional control cities for use on distance signs along the 
Interstate system.  Regional control cities are the intermediate cities between the major 
control cities that are located within the State’s boundaries. 

 
3. Bottom Line.  The bottom line should include the name of the next national control city and 

the distance in miles to it.  Figure 75-5B provides a list of the major control cities for use on 
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distance signs along the Interstate system.  National control cities are those cities which have 
national significance for the through traveler. 

 
 
75-5.02  Logo Signing 
 
A Logo sign is a specific-informational panel that has a separately-attached sign consisting of a 
single or multicolored symbolic design unique to a product, business, or service facility.  It is used to 
identify traveler services that are available on a crossroad at or near an interchange or an intersection. 
Information on INDOT’s logo signing policy can be found in the State statutes or by contacting the 
Highway Operations Division.  These signs are placed and maintained through a contract with 
INDOT.  However, Logo signs are a part of the INDOT signing system.  They may be relocated or 
temporarily removed as deemed necessary by the contractor.  The MUTCD should be consulted in 
the design, layout, and placement of each Logo sign. 
 
 
75-5.03  Supplemental Guide Signs 
 
Figure 75-5C describes the Department’s general guidelines for determining the eligibility of traffic 
generators (cities, attractions, other major traffic generators) to place a permanent tourist-oriented 
directional sign or other supplemental information guide sign along a Department-maintained 
highway.  If the designer is requested to install new such signage, he or she should contact the 
Highway Operations Division or the district traffic engineer for more information on the 
Department’s supplemental-guide-signage policy. 
 
 
75-5.04  Guide Signs for Interchange Crossroads 
 
The design and layout criteria for Advance Exits and Directional signs on a freeway are clearly 
defined and shown in the MUTCD.  Figures 75-5D through 75-5Q illustrate INDOT’s preferred 
practice for the placement of Directional signs along the crossroad approaching an interchange.  
Figure 75-5D lists the guidelines for which sign layout plans shown in Figures 75-5E through 75-5Q 
should be used for the various interchanges and crossroad types.  The figures and the titles are listed 
below. 
 
 75-5D Typical Crossroad Signing at Freeway Interchange 
 75-5E Diamond Interchange Signing (Freeway Under Divided Highway) 
 75-5F Diamond Interchange Signing (Freeway Over Divided Highway) 
 75-5G Diamond Interchange Signing (Freeway Under Undivided Highway) 
 75-5H Diamond Interchange Signing (Freeway Over Undivided Highway) 
 75-5 I Full Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Under Divided Highway) 
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 75-5J Full Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Over Divided Highway) 
 75-5K Full Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Under Undivided Highway) 
 75-5L Full Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Over Undivided Highway) 
 75-5M Partial Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Under Divided Highway) 
 75-5N Partial Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Over Divided Highway) 
 75-5 O Partial Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Under Undivided Highway) 
 75-5P Partial Cloverleaf Interchange Signing (Freeway Over Undivided Highway) 
 75-5Q Trumpet Interchange Signing System (One Road Terminates) 
 
See the INDOT Standard Drawings for ground-mounted panel-sign wide-flange posts quantities, 
length, and size determination. 
 
 
75-5.05  Street Name Sign 
 
A Street Name sign is very helpful to the motorist and should be legible for a sufficient distance in 
advance of the cross street to permit the motorist to perceive and react in time to make the desired 
maneuver in a safe manner.  In order to provide adequate sign visibility, sign letter heights should be 
as follows: 
 
1. Ground-Mounted Sign. 
 
 a. Posted speed limit ≥ 30 mph. 

 (1) Upper-case letters:  Series C or D, 6 in. height 
(2) Lower-case letters:  Series C or D, 4½ in. height 

 
b. Posted speed limit ≤ 25 mph:  Upper-case letters only, Series C or D, 4 in. height. 

 
2. Overhead Sign. 
 
 a. Upper-case letters:  Series EM, 8 in. height. 
 b. Lower-case letters:  Series EM, 6 in. height. 
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Sign Type  Intended Use  Typical Uses 

Regulatory 
To inform motorist of traffic law 

or regulation which applies at 
definite location or specific time. 

4  Intersection control 
4  Designating legal right-of-way 
4  Speed limit 
4  Turning movement control 
4  Pedestrian control 
4  Exclusion or prohibition 
4  Parking control and limits 
4  Regulations for maintenance or 

construction area 

Warning 

To warn motorist of unusual or 
potentially hazardous condition(s) 

on or adjacent to a street or 
highway. 

4  Horizontal alignment 
4  School area 
4  Crossing or entrance to street, 

highway, or freeway 
4  Intersection 
4  Road construction or maintenance 

Guide 
To provide simple and specific 
information to aid motorist in 

reaching his or her destination. 

4  Route markings 
4  Destination 
4  Information 
4  General services 
4  Parks and recreational signing 

 
 

SIGN TYPES 
 

Figure 75-2D 
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Figure 75-4A 
 
 
 
 

Posted 
or 85th 

percentile 
speed 
(mph) 

Condition A: 
High 

Judgment 
needed1, 2 

(ft) 

General Warning Signs1, 3 
Condition 

B: 
Stop 

Condition 
(ft) 

Condition C:  Deceleration to indicated advisory 
speed or desired speed (mph) at condition (ft) 

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

20 150 Note 4 Note 
4 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

25 250 75 30 Note 
4 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

30 325 150 100 75 Note 
4 -- -- -- -- -- 

35 425 200 175 150 100 50 -- -- -- -- 
40 500 300 250 225 200 150 75 -- -- -- 
45 550 350 300 300 250 200 125 75 -- -- 
50 600 375 350 350 275 225 150 100 75 -- 
55 700 450 425 400 350 300 250 175 150 100 
60 800 550 500 500 450 400 350 275 250 200 
65 875 625 600 575 550 500 450 375 350 95 

Notes: 
 
1. Distance shown is for a level roadway.  Distance is based on placement of a 36 in. x 36 in. 

sign.  If a 48 in. x 48 in. sign is placed, the legibility distance may be increased to 200 ft. 
This would permit reducing the above distance by 65 ft. 

 
2. Distance is based on 10-second perception/reaction time and 125 ft sign legibility distance.  

In an urban area, a supplementary plate underneath the warning sign should be used 
specifying the distance to the condition if there is an intersection between the sign and the 
condition which might confuse the motorist. 

 
3. Distance provides for 125 ft sign legibility distance, 3 s in gear and comfortable braking 

distance as indicated in the AASHTO A Policy on G eometric Design of Highways and 
Streets. 

 
4. No suggested minimum distance provided.  At this speed, sign location depends on physical 

conditions at site. 
 
5. The suggested minimum distance is for preliminary placement of an advance warning sign.  

The final location will be determined during the field check in conjunction with INDOT or 
local agency personnel. 

 
SUGGESTED MINIMUM DISTANCES FOR 

PLACEMENT OF ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS 
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CONDITION A CONDITION B CONDITION C 
W4-1 (L) 
W4-1 (R) 
W4-2 (L) 
W4-2 (R) 
W4-3 (L) 
W4-3 (R) 
W5-3 
W9-1 (L) 
W9-1 (R) 
W9-2 (L) 
W9-2 (R) 
W9-13 (L) 
W9-13 (R) 
W12-2 
W6-1 
W6-1a 
W6-2 
W6-2a 

W2-1 
W2-2 (L) 
W2-2 (R) 
W2-4 
W2-5 
W3-1 
W3-3a 
W8-6 
W8-6A 
W8-6S 
W10-1 
W11-1 
W11A-2 
W11-3 
W11-4 
W11-5 
W11-6 
W11-8 
W11-9 

W1-1 (L) 
W1-1 (R) 
W1-2 (L) 
W1-2 (R) 
W1-3 (L) 
W1-3 (R) 
W1-4 (L) 
W1-4 (R) 
W1-5 (L) 
W1-5 (R) 
W5-1 
W5-2 
W6-3 
W6-3A 
W7-1 
W7-1a 
W8-1 
W8-2 
W8-5 
W13-1 
W13-2 
W13-3 

 
Note: This list only applies to those warning signs typically used by the Department.  See 

Section 75-4.01 for definitions of each Condition when determining conditions for 
other warning signs. 

 
 

CONDITIONS FOR PLACEMENT OF ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS 
 

Figure 75-4B 
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VEHICULAR SPEED BALL-BANK READING 
MAXIMUM 

RECOMMENDED 
SPEED OF CURVE 

20 mph or lower 14º or greater 
Speed at which the 14º 

reading occurs 

25 or 30 mph 12º 
Speed at which the 12º 

reading occurs 

40 mph or higher 10º 
Speed at which the 10º 

reading occurs 

 
 

BALL-BANK INDICATOR READINGS 
 

Figure 75-4C 
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ROUTE REGIONAL CONTROL CITIES 
64 Evansville 
65 Gary, Columbus, Lafayette 
69 Anderson, Angola 
70 Terre Haute, Richmond 
74 Crawfordsville, Shelbyville 
80 (none) 
94 Michigan City, Gary 

 
 

REGIONAL CONTROL CITIES FOR INTERSTATE ROUTES 
 

Figure 75-5A 
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ROUTE NATIONAL CONTROL CITIES 
64 St. Louis, Louisville 
65 Louisville, Indianapolis, Chicago 
69 Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Lansing 
70 St. Louis, Indianapolis, Dayton, Columbus 
74 Peoria, Indianapolis, Cincinnati 
80 Chicago 
94 Chicago, Detroit 

 
 

NATIONAL CONTROL CITIES FOR INTERSTATE ROUTES 
 

Figure 75-5B 
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TYPE OF 
GENERATOR 

SPECIFIC CRITERIA 
Distance From Interchange (mi) 

SIGN 
COLORS 

Airports and Colleges 
MAJOR METRO 
AREA 100,000 

OR OVER 

URBAN AREA 
UNDER 
100,000 

RURAL  

Airport: 
 City or county owned with 
 regularly scheduled airline service 

5 5 5 White on 
Green 

College or University: 
 Fully accredited by Indiana State 
 Regents for Higher Education (Full-
 time with 700 student enrollment) 

5 5 25 White on 
Green 

Vocational-Technical School: 
 Fully accredited by Indiana State 
 Dept. of Vo.-Tech. Education (Full- 
 -time with 700 student enrollment) 

5 5 5 White on 
Green 

Military Base 
MINIMUM 5000 EMPLOYEES AND PERM- 

ANENTLY ASSIGNED MILITARY PERSONNEL  

 5  White on Green 

Tourist Attractions ANNUAL ATTENDANCE  

Amusement Park 
Arena 
Auditorium 
Convention Hall 
Fairground 
Major Recreational Area 
Monument 
Museum 
Park 
Stadium 
State or National Park 
Zoo 

50,000 50,000 50,000 

White on 
Brown 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF SEATS (If Applicable) 
6,000 6,000 6,000 

5 5 5 

Distance may be increased one-half mi 
for each 15,000 people over the annual 

attendance listed up to maximum 
of 25 mi. 

Hospital MINIMUM NUMBER OF BEDS  
400 100 100 

 Must have at least one resident 
 physician on duty 24 h per day; 7 
 days per wk 

3 5 5 White on 
Blue 

Central Business District 
POPULATION (City of 300,000 or More)  

 5  White on Green 

Other Incorporated City 
POPULATION (City of 3,000 or More)  

 5  White on Green 

Toll Highway 

LOCATION:  DIRECT ACCESS FROM STATE 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM  

Toll facility name or marker may be included as part 
of the major guide sign, where applicable. White on Green 

 
 

GUIDELINES FOR SIGNING TRAFFIC GENERATORS ON A FREEWAY 
 

Figure 75-5C 
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HIGHWAY 
FACILITY 

INTERCHANGE TYPE 

DIAMOND 
PARTIAL 

CLOVERLEAF 
TRUMPET 

FULL 
CLOVERLEAF 

Divided highway 
with partial 

control of access 
within limits of 

signing 

Figure 75-5E 
Figure 75-5F 

Figure 75-5M 
Figure 75-5N 

Figure 75-5Q 
Figure 75-5 I 
Figure 75-5J 

Multi-lane 
approach with no 
control of access 
within limits of 

signing 

Figure 75-5G 
Figure 75-5H 

Figure 75-5 O 
Figure 75-5P 

Figure 75-5Q 
Figure 75-5K 
Figure 75-5L 

One-lane 
approach 
(Two-lane 
highway) 

Figure 75-5G 
Figure 75-5H 

Figure 75-5 O 
Figure 75-5P 

Figure 75-5Q Not Applicable 

 
Note: Sign spacing shown in Figures 75-5E through 75-5Q may be varied to fit local 

geometric, land use, or traffic conditions. 
 
 

FIGURE REFERENCES FOR TYPICAL CROSSROAD SIGNING 
AT FREEWAY INTERCHANGE 

 
Figure 75-5D 
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CHAPTER SEVENTY-SIX 
 

PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
 
 
76-1.0  GENERAL 
 
Markings must be uniform in design, position and application.  As with all other traffic control 
devices, it is imperative that markings be uniform so that they may be recognized and understood 
instantly.  The proper use of pavement markings will reduce accidents on most facilities.  New 
and improved markings have been demonstrated to significantly reduce nighttime and wet-
pavement accidents. 
 
This Chapter provides the Department’s criteria for the application of permanent pavement 
markings.  Chapter Eighty-three provides criteria for the use of temporary pavement markings 
through a construction zone. 
 
 
76-1.01  MUTCD Context 
 
Throughout the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), the words shall, should, 
and may are used to indicate the appropriate application of traffic control devices.  Section 75-1.0 
defines the Department’s application for these qualifying words, which also apply to pavement 
markings. 
 
 
76-1.02  Line Types 
 
Figure 76-1A, Types of Pavement Lines, identifies typical pavement stripes and their application. 
Section 76-2.0 provides additional information on the applications of these pavement markings. 
 
 
76-1.03  References 
 
For additional information on pavement markings, the designer is referred to the publications as 
follows: 
 
1. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, FHWA; 
 
2. Traffic Control Devices Handbook, FHWA; 
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3. Traffic Engineering Handbook, ITE; or 
 
4. NCHRP Synthesis 138, Pavement Markings: Materials and Application for Extended 

Service Life. 
 
 
76-1.04  Official Action 
 
Where a new or revised pavement marking alters the regulation of an existing condition, an 
Official Action is required.  For a State-maintained highway, the designer must coordinate and 
obtain an approval for the proposed change from the appropriate district traffic engineer before 
implementation of the proposed change.  For a locally-maintained facility, approval must be 
obtained from the appropriate jurisdiction before implementation.  Adding a new no-passing 
zone or revising the length of an existing no-passing zone will require an Official Action.  
Because pavement markings, in general, supplement signs, an Official Action will only be 
required for changing the sign and will not be required for changing the pavement markings. 
 
 
76-2.0  APPLICATIONS 
 
The following provides guidelines for the application of pavement markings.  The MUTCD 
provides additional guidance and illustrations for the placement of pavement markings. 
 
 
76-2.01  Travelway Markings 
 
76-2.01(01)  Center Line 
 
Each INDOT-maintained highway requires a center line.  Based on the highway type, the 
following will apply. 
 
1. On an undivided rural highway or city street of 4 or more lanes where there are a 

minimum of two lanes of moving traffic in each direction at all times, the center line 
consists of two 4-in.-width solid-yellow lines, separated by a space of approximately 8 in. 

 
2. On a 2-way, 2-lane highway or street, the center line should be a yellow broken line; a 

double line consisting of a yellow broken line and a solid yellow line; or double solid 
yellow line.  The line type depends upon the allowable passing condition at each specific 
site. 

 
3. The center line is not continued through intersections with public roads but is continued 

across driveways. 
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5. At a signalized intersection, a 50-ft-length center line should be provided on the minor 

facility if it has no markings. 
 
The center line marking is placed 4 in. on either side of the longitudinal joint of the roadway.  
This will minimize the need for repainting after a joint-sealing operation. 
 
For a non-INDOT highway, a center line is recommended at each of the following locations. 
 
1. Roadway Width.  In a rural area, a center line should be provided on a 2-lane roadway 

which has a surface width of 16 ft or more with the prevailing speed higher than 30 mph. 
 
2. Divided Highway.  A center lines should be provided if the highway has four or more 

lanes. 
 
3. Urban Area.  In a residential or business district, a center line should be provided on each 

through highway or on other highways where there is a significant traffic volume. 
 
4. Low-Volume Road.  On a paved low-volume road, a center line should be provided 

where the AADT is at least 300. 
 
5. Horizontal Curve.  If not provided elsewhere, a center line marking should be provided 

on a horizontal curve with a radius of 2300 ft or less.  The marking should begin about 
1000 ft in advance of the PC, continue through the curve and end about 1000 ft beyond 
the PT. 

 
7. Bridge.  If not provided elsewhere, a center line marking should be provided at a narrow 

bridge where the approaching roadway’s width is 18 ft or greater, including paved 
shoulders, or where the bridge width is less than the approaching roadway’s width.  The 
marking should begin about 1000 ft in advance of the restricted bridge, continue across 
the bridge and end about 1000 ft beyond the bridge. 

 
8. Field Conditions.  A center line marking should be provided as necessary to meet field 

conditions or where engineering studies indicate a need. 
 
 
76-2.01(02)  Lane Lines 
 
Lane lines are used to separate lanes of traffic traveling in the same direction.  The facility may 
be one roadway of a divided highway, or a one-way street.  For a non-freeway facility, the lane 
line is a 4-in.-with, broken white, reflectorized line.  A lane line on a freeway is a 5-in.-with, 
broken white, reflectorized line.  A solid white line may be used if lane switching is to be 
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discouraged (e.g., approach to a signalized intersection).  A lane line should be offset 4 in. from 
the longitudinal construction joint to facilitate future maintenance operations.  A lane line is not 
continued through intersections with public roads but is continued across driveways. 
 
 
76-2.01(03)  Edge Lines 
 
Edge lines are to be used on each INDOT-maintained highway.  For a non-INDOT paved 
highway, the use of edge lines should be considered as follows: 
 
1. along each facility of 4 or more lanes; 
2. along a roadway having a paved surface width of 20 ft or greater; 
3. across a bridge with a width of 18 ft or greater; 
4. where run-off the road accidents are disproportionately high; or 
5. where engineering judgment indicates a need. 
 
The left-hand edge line is a median line and is discussed in Section 76-2.01(04).  The right-hand 
edge line is a 4-in.-width, solid white, reflectorized line.  The following provides guidelines for 
the placement of edge lines on an INDOT or a non-INDOT facility. 
 
1. Intersection or Driveway.  Gaps must be provided at each public-road intersection but are 

not provided at driveways. 
 
2. Interchange.  For edge lines at an interchange, see Section 76-2.04. 
 
3. Paved Shoulder or Curb Offset.  Edge lines should be placed approximately 4 in. from the 

longitudinal construction joint to eliminate the need for repainting after joint-sealing 
operations.  For a roadway with curbs and no curb offsets, the curb itself may be painted 
with reflectorized solid white paint, or a 4-in.-width, solid white line may be applied to 
the pavement adjacent to the curb. 

 
4. Unpaved Shoulders.  For a roadway with unpaved shoulders, the edge line should be 

placed approximately 4 in. from the pavement edge.  See Figure 76-2A, Location of Edge 
Lines with Unpaved Shoulders.  However, the edge line should be placed 1 ft from the 
edge of pavement if one of the conditions exists as follows: 

 
a. if placing the edge line approximately 4 in. from the pavement edge would result 

in a lane width greater than 12 ft; or 
 

b. the width from the center line to the pavement edge is a minimum of 11 ft and the 
road section is without at least a 2-ft stabilized (compacted aggregate or asphalt) 
shoulder, or a minimum 4-ft usable earth shoulder. 
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If the above criteria results in lane widths greater than 13 ft, consideration should be 
given to revising the placement of the center line and edge line so that only a 12-ft lane is 
provided. 

 
5. Uniformity.  An edge line should be located to provide a constant lane width, as practical, 

throughout the roadway section.  The widest lane practical, up to 12 ft, should be 
provided. 

 
6. Bridge.  Edge lines should be continued straight across a structure if the lane widths 

across the bridge are as wide as or wider than the lane widths approaching the bridge.  
Where the lane width on the structure is less than the approaching lane width, the edge 
line alignment should to be tapered to meet the narrower roadway width across the 
bridge.  Section 76-2.01(06) provides the taper lengths.  The INDOT Standard Drawings 
provide additional information on the placement of traffic-control devices, including edge 
lines across a bridge structure. 

 
 
76-2.01(04)  Median Lines 
 
Median lines are required on each divided highway of 4 lanes or more.  Gaps are to be provided 
at each at-grade intersection or median crossover.  The following provides the median line 
applications based on the median-curb type. 
 
1. No Curbs.  Provide a 4-in.-width, solid yellow, reflectorized median line at the left edge 

of the travelway. 
 
2. Curb Offsets.  For a facility with curbs and curb offsets, provide a 4-in.-width, solid 

yellow, reflectorized median line at the left edge of the travel lane.  The median marking 
should be placed a minimum of 4 in. on either side of the longitudinal joint between the 
roadway and the curb and gutter. 

 
3. No Curb Offsets.  For a facility with curbs but no curb offsets, the curb itself may be 

painted with solid yellow, reflectorized paint, or a 4-in.-width, solid yellow line may be 
applied to the pavement adjacent to the curb. 

 
 
76-2.01(05)  Channelizing Line 
 
A channelizing line may be a solid white or solid yellow reflectorized line.  It may vary in width 
from 4 in. to 24 in. depending on field conditions and the emphasis required.  Yellow 
channelizing markings are used between opposing traffic.  White channelizing markings are used 
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for separating traffic traveling in the same direction.  Section 76-2.03 provides information on 
channelizing lines at an intersection.  Section 76-2.04 provides information on channelizing lines 
at an interchange. 
 
Channelizing lines may also be used to indicate a flush median or to emphasize a continuous 
mounded corrugated median.  Channelizing lines are not used unless the median is at least 4 ft or 
wider. 
 
 
76-2.01(06)  Lane Transition 
 
Where a lane reduction is required, pavement markings are used to guide the motorist through 
the transition area.  Figure 76-2B provides the minimum taper rates and lengths that should be 
used for a lane reduction.  Figure 76-2C, Taper Length Criteria (Application), illustrates the 
application of the various taper types.  These transition lengths are also appropriate for the 
pavement markings. 
 
For a downstream taper (e.g., the beginning taper for a left- or right-turn lane, freeway exit), as 
defined in the MUTCD, the minimum taper should be 100 ft. 
 
Figure 76-2D, Transition Markings (4-Lane Undivided to 2-Lane Undivided), Figure 76-2E, 
Transition Markings (4-Lane Divided to 2-Lane Undivided - Right), and Figure 76-2F, Transition 
Markings (4-Lane Divided to 2-Lane Undivided - Left), illustrate the typical pavement marking 
patterns used for transitioning from 4 to 2 lanes. 
 
 
76-2.01(07)  Truck-Climbing Lane 
 
Section 44-2.0 provides the Department’s criteria for truck-climbing lane warrants and design.  
Figure 76-2G illustrates the pavement markings that should be used with a truck-climbing lane. 
 
 
76-2.02  No-Passing Zone 
 
76-2.02(01)  Warrants 
 
The following are the Department’s warrants for a no-passing zone. 
 
1. Horizontal or Vertical Curve.  Where center lines are installed, no-passing zones will be 

established at each vertical or horizontal curve or elsewhere on a 2- or 3-lane highway 
where an engineering study indicates passing must be prohibited due to inadequate sight 
distance or other special conditions.  Figure 76-2H provides the minimum distances that 
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should be used for determining no-passing-zone markings placement.  These values 
provide sufficient distance for the passing vehicle to abort the passing maneuver.  These 
values should not be confused with the minimum passing sight distances provided in 
Section 42-3.0, which are used for geometric design purposes and are based on the 
assumption that the passing vehicle will be able to complete the passing maneuver. 

 
2. Roadway Obstacle.  Passing should not be allowed prior to or around an obstacle which is 

located next to or within the roadway (e.g., bridge pier).  The pattern of the no-passing 
zone in the immediate vicinity of such an obstruction will be reviewed and determined by 
the district traffic engineer for an INDOT highway or the local authority for a non-
INDOT facility. 

 
3. Transitions from 4 to 2 Lanes.  Figure 76-2D, Transition Markings (4-Lane Undivided to 

2-Lane Undivided), Figure 76-2E, Transition Markings (4-Lane Divided to 2-Lane 
Undivided - Right), and Figure 76-2F, Transition Markings (4-Lane Divided to 2-Lane 
Undivided - Left), illustrate the typical placement of no-passing zone markings in the 
transition area. 

 
4. Bridge.  The following no-passing zone determinations will apply at a bridge. 
 

a. For a bridge width that is narrower than the full approach-roadway width or for a 
1-lane bridge, passing will not be allowed on the bridge.  Figure 76-2 I provides 
minimum lengths for implementing the no-passing criteria in advance of the 
structure. 

 
b. For a bridge width which matches the full approach-roadway width or for narrow 

bridges where the full approach-lane widths are carried across the bridge, the need 
for no-passing markings will be determined based on the criteria in Item 1. 

 
5. Intersection or Railroad Crossing.  Passing is not allowed prior to or through a major 

intersection or railroad crossing.  Figure 76-2 I provides the minimum lengths for 
implementing the no-passing criteria in advance of a major intersection or railroad 
crossing. 

 
6. Gap.  Figure 76-2J provides the minimum distances for passing between successive no-

passing zones.  If these distances cannot be attained, the no-passing zones should be 
connected.  If the distance from the end of a preceding zone and the no-passing zone for 
the intersection is less than the minimum allowable gap shown in Figure 76-2J, Minimum 
Passing Zone Gaps, the no-passing line should be continued to the intersection. 

 
7. Traffic Volume.  A no-passing zone may be established where opposing traffic volumes 

are such that it would be impractical or unsafe to allow passing maneuvers (e.g., urban 
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area).  This determination will be determined for each project. 
 
8. Boundaries.  A review of the no-passing zones should be conducted for a sufficient 

distance prior to and beyond the marking area to ensure that the area will be properly 
marked (e.g., eliminating less-than-minimum gaps). 

 
 
76-2.02(02)  Design Criteria 
 
The following are the Department’s design criteria for determining the location of a no-passing 
zone. 
 
1. Design Speed.  If known, the highest of the posted speed, the 85th percentile speed, or the 

design speed should be used to establish the no-passing zone.  If the posted speed limit is 
used, the speed used in determining the distances in Figures 76-2H and 76-2 I should be 
approximately 5 mph higher than the posted speed.  For example, if the posted speed 
limit is 55 mph, use the appropriate sight distance for 60 mph. 

 
2. Passing Distance.  Figures 76-2H and 76-2 I provide the various distances used to mark 

no-passing zones.  The beginning of a no-passing zone is that point at which the distance 
first becomes less than that specified in Figures 76-2H and 76-2 I.  The end of the zone is 
that point at which the distance again becomes greater than the minimum specified in 
Figures 76-2H and 76-2 I. 

 
3. Minimum Length.  The minimum length for a no-passing zone is 500 ft.  If the no-

passing zone length, as determined above, is less than 500 ft, additional no-passing 
markings must be added to the beginning of the no-passing zone until the 500-ft 
minimum criteria is attained. 

 
4. Eye and Object Height.  For determining no-passing zone location, the distance is 

measured from a 3.5-ft height of eye to a 3.5-ft height of object. 
 
 
76-2.02(03)  Pavement Markings 
 
A no-passing zone line is a 4 in.-width, solid yellow, reflectorized line.  It is separated from a 
broken yellow center line with an 8-in. gap. 
 
 

**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 
 

The no-passing pavement markings should be extended to the end 
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of the no-passing zone, regardless if the zone extends beyond the 
project limits. 

 
 
Section 75-3.07 provides Department practices for supplementing no-passing lines with “No 
Passing Zone” signs and delineators. 
 
 
76-2.02(04)  No-Passing-Zone Record 
 
A no-passing-zone record is required for Official Action purposes on an INDOT roadway and is 
recommended for a non-INDOT roadway.  This also assists in the remarking of each no-passing 
zone due to worn out markings or after resurfacing.  Developing the record involves taking field 
measurements and recording the location of the beginning and ending points of each no-passing 
line.  In developing the written no-passing-zone record, the following should be noted for 
INDOT highways. 
 
1. Beginning and Ending Points.  The record should begin and end at each county line or at 

the extreme points of the road within the county.  For an even-numbered route, the record 
should begin at the west county line or at the westerly beginning point of the route within 
the county.  The record should proceed easterly and terminate at the east county line or at 
the easterly termination point of the route within the county.  For an odd-numbered route, 
the record should begin at the south county line or at the southerly beginning point of the 
route within the county.  The record should proceed northerly and terminate at the north 
county line or at the northerly termination point of the route within the county. 

 
2. Measurements.  The beginning reading is at zero and measurements will be made in feet. 

The measuring device should be calibrated to measure within 10 ft per mile.  For a survey 
route of longer than 10 mi, the record should be stopped at an intersection and reset to 
zero to eliminate any accumulated errors resulting from distance measuring.  All of the 
elements noted in Item 3 below should be referenced in feet from the beginning of the 
record. 

 
3. Elements to be Recorded.  The recorder should note the following elements in the no-

passing-zone record. 
 

a. The center line of each intersecting city street, county road, or State highway 
should be measured and recorded.  The name or number of the street or road 
should also be recorded.  The name or number of each facility which is not signed 
in the field should be obtained from local official agency maps or records.  
Federal-aid route numbers should not be recorded. 
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b. The recorder should locate and identify each permanent-type landmark, including 
railroad crossing, narrow or 1-lane bridge, obstruction, or city or town limits (as 
identified by a sign designating such limits). 

 
c. Each major bridge not included above should be noted in the record under the 

Special Reference notation.  This will allow the name of a stream or river to be 
identified in the record. 

 
d. All reference markers from the roadway reference system should be noted. 

 
A record for a non-INDOT facility may be prepared similarly to that for an INDOT highway. 
 
 
76-2.03  Intersection Markings 
 
Figure 76-2K provides an example of the markings used at intersections.  The following provides 
additional information on intersection pavement markings. 
 
 
76-2.03(01)  Stop Line 
 
For a State facility, the stop line is a 24-in.-width, a solid white, reflectorized line.  The stop line 
should extend across each approach lane, usually to the center line.  It should be placed 4 ft in 
advance of the nearest crosswalk line and should be perpendicular to the center line.  The stop 
line will be parallel with the crosswalk lines.  In the absence of a marked crosswalk, the stop line 
should be placed at the desired stopping point and perpendicular to the line of travel.  The stop 
line should not be placed more than 30 ft or less than 4 ft from the nearest edge of the crossing 
travel lane or point of potential conflict (e.g., crosswalk, turn lane, turning vehicle path). 
 
The location of the stop line may be adjusted to fit field conditions.  For example, where turning 
trucks are known to encroach into the opposing lane, the stop line should be placed beyond the 
point of potential conflict.  On a facility of 4 or more lanes that intersects the cross road at an 
angle, it may be appropriate to stagger the stop line for each lane.  This may be especially 
important at a signalized intersection where clearance times may be substantial. 
 
 
76-2.03(02)  Crosswalk Line 
 
Crosswalk lines are solid white, reflectorized lines of not less than 6 in. width.  They are used to 
mark both edges of the crosswalk.  The distance between lines is determined by the width of the 
sidewalks to be connected.  However, they should not be spaced less than 6 ft apart.  The 
crosswalk must encompass all curb ramps.  For information on curb ramps and the crosswalk 
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width, see Section 51-1.08.  The MUTCD provides additional information on other crosswalk 
types. 
 
 
76-2.03(03)  Channelized Island 
 
Figure 76-2L illustrates the typical pavement markings used to delineate a raised, corrugated, 
triangular island.  Figure 76-2M illustrates the typical pavement markings used to delineate a 
raised corrugated and a painted, flush elongated island. 
 
 
76-2.03(04)  Multiple Turn Lanes 
 
For multiple turn lanes (e.g., dual left-turn lanes), a series of single dotted lines may be used to 
guide the turning traffic through the intersection considering the turning path of the design 
vehicle.  These lines are the extension of the lane lines and, therefore, are the same color as the 
lane line. 
 
 
76-2.03(05)  Word or Symbol Marking 
 
A word or symbol marking on the pavement may be used to guide, warn, or regulate traffic.  It 
should be limited to not more than a total of three lines of information.  It must be white in color. 
For additional information on the design and layout of word or symbol markings, see the INDOT 
Standard Drawings or the FHWA Standard Alphabets for Highway Signs and Pavement 
Markings, which are used in conjunction with the MUTCD. 
 
An arrow symbol may be used to convey either guidance or a mandatory message.  However, 
where a movement that would otherwise be legal is prohibited, the arrow marking must be 
accompanied by the pavement-marking word “Only.”  Signs should be considered in addition to 
the markings where determined necessary by a field investigation.  Signs or markings may be 
repeated in advance of mandatory turn lanes when necessary to prevent entrapment and to help 
the motorist select the appropriate lane before reaching the end of the line of waiting vehicles. 
 
Pavement-marking words are 8 ft height, except where the traffic speed is very low.  If the 
message consists of more than one word, it should be read up (i.e., the first word should be 
nearest to the approaching driver).  At an intersection, the marking is placed approximately 20 ft 
from the point where traffic stops.  The space between words of a single message should be 
approximately four times the height of the characters for a low-speed road, and up to ten times 
the height of the characters for a high-speed road.  Typical layouts are shown in Figure 76-2N, 
Traffic-Control Word or Symbol Markings. 
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76-2.04  Interchange Markings 
 
The following provides the Department’s practice for installing pavement markings at an 
interchange. 
 
1. Exit Ramp.  Figures 76-2 O and 76-2P provide the typical pavement markings used for a 

parallel or tapered exit ramp, respectively. 
 
2. Entrance Ramp.  Figures 76-2Q and 76-2R provide the typical pavement markings used 

for a parallel or tapered entrance ramp, respectively. 
 
3. Gore Markings.  Figure 76-2S illustrates the supplemental gore markings.  For an 

Interstate route or other facility with a design speed of 50 mph or higher, the gore 
markings should consist of 24-in.-width stripes at 40-ft spacing.  For a facility with a 
design speed of 45 mph or lower, the gore markings should consist of 12-in. width stripes 
at 20-ft spacing. 

 
4. Ramp or Cross Road Junction.  Figure 76-2T illustrates the placement of supplemental 

exit-ramp markings that may be used where wrong-way movements may occur.  The 
design of these markings should be as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings or the 
FHWA Standard Alphabets for Highway Signs and Pavement Markings. 

 
 
76-2.05  Miscellaneous Markings 
 
76-2.05(01)  Railroad Crossing 
 
In a rural area, the minimum distance from the railroad-crossing marking to the stop line should 
be the stopping sight distance.  In an urban area, this distance will vary depending on the signal 
location and city-blocks spacing.  The minimum distance should be the same as for a rural area.  
However, this distance is often not practical due to the need to maintain the markings within the 
same city block or between the nearest track and the adjacent traffic signal.  This spacing should 
not be less than 50 ft.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide additional details for the location 
of railroad-crossing markings. 
 
On a highway of 4 lanes or more, the transverse lines should be extended across all approach 
lanes.  The individual railroad-crossing symbols should be provided in each lane. 
 
For a 2-way left-turn lane, the center lane should be discontinued across the railroad crossing and 
marked as a flush median or as a 1-way left-turn lane. 
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76-2.05(02)  Two-Way Left-Turn Lane (TWLTL) 
 
A TWLTL is a center lane reserved for the exclusive use of left-turning vehicles in either 
direction.  The center lane is marked to delineate the bi-directional, left-turn movement.  Section 
46-5.0 provides the design requirements for a TWLTL.  Figure 76-2U illustrates the typical 
marking pattern for a TWLTL.  The pavement word and symbol marking groups should, at a 
minimum, be at least 400 ft apart.  In a rural area, the marking groups should not exceed 1200 ft. 
At a signalized or other major intersection, the TWLTL should be transitioned to an exclusive 
left-turn lane.  Figure 76-2V illustrates the pavement markings used for this transition.  See 
Section 75-3.05 for information on the appropriate signing for use in conjunction with a TWLTL. 
 
 
76-2.05(03)  School Crossing 
 
Pavement markings for a school crossing should only be used with the appropriate signing, so 
therefore should not be used without the signing.  The need for school-crossing signing and 
markings will be determined as required in conjunction with the local school officials.  INDOT’s 
practice is to replace the school-crossing markings if they are removed or covered during a 
project.  The INDOT Standard Drawings and the MUTCD provide additional guidance for the 
placement of school-crossing markings. 
 
 
76-2.05(04)  Bicycle Facility 
 
The color and type of lines used for a bicycle facility will be the same color and type as 
determined for automobiles (e.g., yellow broken line for a 2-way bicycle facility).  Broken lines 
for a bicycle facility should have a 1 to 3 ratio (e.g., 3-ft line with a 9-ft gap).  A solid white line 
should be used to separate pedestrians and bicycles if they share a common facility.  The 
preferential lane symbol as defined in the MUTCD must be provided where bicycles and motor 
vehicles share the same facility and a separate bike lane is provided.  Figure 76-2W, Bicycle 
Markings (Intersection), illustrates the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities 
recommendations on how to mark an intersection with vehicles turning right across a bike lane.  
The MUTCD and the AASHTO Guide provide additional guidance for marking bicycle facilities. 
 
 
76-2.05(05)  Parking Markings 
 
On-street parking markings placement will be determined based on local requirements.  If local 
requirements are unavailable, the designer should reference the MUTCD for details.  Section 51-
4.0 provides information on the design and layout of parking stalls for off-street parking.  Solid 
white lines, of 4 in. to 6 in. width, are used for marking parking stalls.  Section 51-1.0 provides 
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the criteria for laying out a handicapped-parking stall.  The pavement markings will be white or 
blue. 
 
 
76-3.0  PAVEMENT-MARKING MATERIALS 
 
76-3.01  Material Types 
 
The pavement marking materials used by INDOT are described below. 
 
1. Paint.  Quick-drying paints are applied as a 4-in. or wider white or yellow stripe.  Glass 

beads are dropped onto the wet paint which then bond to the paint surface when it dries.  
The use of glass beads greatly enhances the reflectivity of the paint stripe.  Per unit cost, 
paint-applied markings are significantly cheaper than another method.  One of the major 
disadvantages of paint is that it can be quickly worn away on a high-traffic-volume 
roadway, and, therefore, often needs to be reapplied more than once a year. 

 
2. Thermoplastic.  Thermoplastic markings are made from hydrocarbon or alkyd resins, 

pigment, and filler.  The materials are heated to a high temperature and are applied in 
thicknesses of 0.1 in. to 0.2 in.  The material is applied to the surface and, while it is still 
hot, glass beads are dropped onto the mixture.  Once the material cools, the glass beads 
are then bonded to the surface.  Thermoplastic markings must be applied to a clean, dry 
asphalt pavement.  A primer may be required to ensure satisfactory performance.  
Thermoplastic markings are significantly more expensive than paint, but often can last 5 
or more years if applied properly.  Thermoplastic is the preferred marking for a high-
traffic-volume roadway due to its long life. 

 
3. Epoxy Paint.  Epoxy markings are made from a two-component epoxy resin, pigment, 

extenders, and fillers.  The two epoxy resin components are mixed together just prior to 
being applied to the roadway surface.  The two epoxy components produce a chemical 
reaction which binds them together.  Materials using this type of chemical reaction are 
called thermoset materials.  Epoxy markings are applied in thicknesses of 0.1 in. to 0.2 in. 
and can also be applied to a wet pavement.  Glass beads are dropped onto the mixture.  
However, they may be applied by several different means depending on the epoxy 
material types used. 

 
4. Preformed Plastic.  Preformed plastic markings are premade in a factory from vinyl, 

pigment, and fillers and can come in strips, words, or symbols.  Glass beads are 
embedded into the surface of the markings at the factory.  Application of the marking 
involves removing a protective strip, laying the marking in place, and applying pressure 
with a roller.  Temporary tape is commonly used in a construction zone because the tape 
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can be easily removed.  However, a common problem with some temporary preformed 
plastics is that they tend to break up easily and must be routinely checked for adequacy. 

 
5. Raised Pavement Marker.  A raised pavement marker (RPM) is a cube-cornered acrylic 

lens, tempered-glass lens, or glass-bead lens, mounted in either a plastic or iron base.  It is 
placed with an adhesive to either the pavement surface or into a precut groove.  For a 
temporary application, it may be placed in a plastic base and applied directly to the 
pavement with an adhesive.  RPMs are designed to reflect the appropriate striping color 
(e.g., white, yellow, red) and are used as a supplement to other markings and as position 
guidance devices.  To enhance the service life, the marker is recessed to allow a snow 
plow to pass over it without damage. 

 
6. Experimental Markings.  With the continued advancement of technology in pavement 

markings, there will always be new materials or methods available in the placement of 
pavement markings.  The designer is encouraged to pursue the use of these new materials 
or procedures.  However, the use of an experimental pavement marking material on a 
State-maintained facility must be first approved by the Highway Operations Division. 

 
 
76-3.02  Applications 
 
Figure 76-3A provides the recommended applications for the pavement-marking materials used 
by the Department.  The following provides additional guidance on the application of the 
materials.  For the purpose of the following discussion, transverse markings include, but are not 
limited to, those for a crosswalk, railroad crossing, stop line, or pavement words or symbols. 
 
 
76-3.02(01)  Paint 
 
Paint should be used where it can provide satisfactory, year-round visibility and where the 
additional cost of durable pavement markings cannot be justified.  Paint should be used as 
follows: 
 
1. where the average daily traffic is less than 1000 vehicles per lane; 
 
2. where the remaining surface life of the pavement is less than three years, or where the 

pavement is scheduled for resurfacing within three years; or 
 
3. for marking non-mountable islands and raised curbs. 
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76-3.02(02)  Thermoplastic 
 
Hydrocarbon and alkyd thermoplastic markings may be used on asphalt pavement under the 
following conditions. 
 
1. Travelway Lines.  Thermoplastic markings may be used for the center line or lane lines at 

a location that is not proposed or scheduled for resurfacing within the next four years.  
Where used for edge lines, the standard pattern is 25 ft of line with a 1-ft break for 
drainage. 

 
2. Transverse Markings.  Thermoplastic markings may be used for a location that is not 

proposed or scheduled for resurfacing within the next three years and where the average 
daily traffic is in excess of 1000 vehicles per lane. 

 
3. Painting Cycles.  Thermoplastic markings may be used on a road that requires two or 

more applications of paint lines per year, or on a road which requires one application of 
paint lines per year and the average daily traffic exceeds 3500 vehicles per lane. 

 
4. Decision Point.  Thermoplastic markings may be used where there is a need for more 

positive lane identification because of alignment, transitions, or channelization. 
 
 
76-3.02(03)  Epoxy Paint 
 
Epoxy markings may be used for the center line, lane lines, or edge lines.  They are not used for 
transverse markings or for marking a non-mountable island or raised curb because of problems 
that can develop with the intermittent application.  Epoxy markings may be used as follows: 
 
1. at a location where the average daily traffic is in excess of 1000 vehicles per lane, and the 

location is not proposed or scheduled for resurfacing within the next three years; or 
 
2. at a location that is not proposed or scheduled for resurfacing within the next two years, 

and requires two or more applications of paint lines per year, or requires one application 
of paint lines per year and the average daily traffic exceeds 3500 vehicles per lane. 

 
 
76-3.02(04)  Preformed Plastic 
 
The criteria for epoxy markings provided in Section 76-3.02(03) is also applicable for a 
permanent application of preformed plastic markings.  However, they should only be used as 
follows: 
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1. there is highway illumination; 
2. they can be supplemented by RPMs; or 
3. they are permitted, by special provisions, on a bridge-deck overlay project. 
 
Temporary preformed plastic markings are commonly used in a construction zone.  Temporary 
preformed plastic markings should not be used for a permanent application. 
 
 
76-3.02(05)  Raised Pavement Markers (RPMs) 
 
Snowplowable RPMs provide a supplemental method of delineation and are a positive position 
guidance device.  They should not be used as a replacement for standard pavement markings or 
conventional roadside delineation.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide details on the 
placement and color locations for RPMs.  In addition, the following placement considerations 
should be reviewed. 
 
1. Location.  Site selection should be based primarily on the need for additional alignment 

delineation specifically in an area of frequently inclement weather (e.g., fog, smoke, rain) 
and in an area of low roadway illumination.  RPMs placement should be considered 
where vehicles are leaving the roadway, an area showing excessive wear of existing 
pavement markings, an area with excessive skid marks, interchange ramp, etc. 

 
2. Pavement Life.  RPMs should not be placed at a location that is scheduled for resurfacing 

or reconstruction within the next four years. 
 
3. Illumination.  RPMs may not be required at a location that is illuminated. 
 
4. Traffic Volume.  RPMs should be considered where ADT exceeds 2500 for a 2-lane 

roadway, or 6000 for a 4-lane roadway.  On a lower-volume road, an engineering 
investigation should be conducted to determine whether RPMs are appropriate to 
supplement the standard traffic-control devices. 

 
5. Spacing.  The spacing for RPMs on a tangent section is 80 ft.  Spacing for center line 

RPMs used in conjunction with a no-passing zone may be reduced to 40 ft.  Six RPMs at 
40-ft spacing (640 ft) may be used in advance of and following a delineated no-passing 
zone.  Consideration should be given to connecting two locations or zones of RPMs 
where the distance between them is less than 3000 ft.  See the INDOT Standard 
Drawings for additional details for spacing at other locations. 

 
6. Special Locations.  RPMs should not be used exclusively with edge lines or gore 

markings.  RPMs may be used at a pavement transition, 1-way or narrow bridge, special 
channelization area, or where there is strong justification for installation of the devices. 
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7. Blue Retroreflectors.  An RPM with blue retroreflectors should be specified where a fire 

hydrant is located within the roadway’s right of way.  Such an RPM should be specified 
only for a roadway where RPMs with yellow or white retroreflectors are to be installed. 

 
The RPM should be placed at an approximately right angle to the fire-hydrant location.  It 
should be a two-way marker visible in both directions of travel.  It should be placed in 
addition to RPMs with yellow or white retroreflectors. 

 
 For a two-lane, two-way roadway, the RPM should be placed within the transverse limits 

of the center-line marking. 
 

For a 3-lane roadway with a bidirectional left-turn lane, the RPM should be placed within 
the transverse limits of the yellow markings on the hydrant side of the bidirectional left-
turn lane. 

 
 For a roadway of 4 lanes or more, the RPM should be placed within the transverse limits 

of the lane-line marking nearest the fire hydrant, but should not be placed within the 
transverse limits of the pavement-edge line. 

 
Local-public-agency (LPA) standards, if such exist, should be applied to a road under 
LPA jurisdiction.  The district traffic engineer should be contacted to determine if an 
LPA’s standards, if such exist, should apply on a Department-maintained route within the 
LPA’s jurisdiction. 

 
The locations of RPMs with blue retroreflectors should be shown on the plans.  
Quantities for such RPMs should therefore be incorporated into the quantities for other 
RPMs. 

 
 
76-3.02(06)  Surface Conditions 
 
Most pavement markings can be placed on either an asphalt or concrete pavement.  Pavement 
markings on an asphalt surface tend to last longer than those on a concrete surface.  Hot-applied 
thermoplastic pavement-marking materials should not be placed on a concrete surface. 
 
 
76-4.0  OBJECT MARKERS AND DELINEATORS 
 
76-4.01  Object Markers 
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76-4.01(01)  Types 
 
An object marker is used to mark an obstruction which is within or adjacent to the roadway.  
Where deemed necessary, one or more of the following object markers should be used. 
 
1. Type 1.  A type 1 object marker consists of an 18-in. or larger diamond-shaped panel with 

one of the arrangements as follows. 
 

a. Reflectors with Yellow Background.  This marker consists of 9 yellow, 3-in. 
diameter reflectors arranged symmetrically on a yellow diamond-shaped panel. 

 
b. Reflectors with Black Background.  This marker consists of 9 yellow, 3-in. 

diameter reflectors arranged symmetrically on a black diamond-shaped panel. 
 

c. Reflectorized Sheeting.  This marker is a yellow diamond-shaped panel with 
reflective sheeting and no reflectors. 

 
2. Type 2.  A type 2 object marker can be either a 6-in. x 12-in. reflectorized, yellow 

rectangular panel, or a 6-in. x 12-in. white rectangular panel with three, yellow 3-in. 
diameter reflectors.  Either type can be arranged vertically or horizontally.  A type 2 
marker may be made larger to meet special conditions. 

 
3. Type 3.  A type 3 object marker consists of a 12-in. x 36-in. rectangular panel with 

alternating black and reflectorized yellow stripes sloping downward at an angle of 45 deg 
toward the side of the obstruction on which traffic is to pass.  For an object on the right-
hand side, the stripes should begin at the upper right side of the panel and slope 
downward to the lower left side.  For an object on the left-hand side, the stripes should 
begin at the upper left side and slope downward to the lower right side. 

 
4. End-of-Road Marker.  An end-of-road marker is similar to a type 1 marker except that the 

reflectors and background colors are red instead of yellow.  This marker is used at the end 
of a roadway where there is no alternative vehicular path. 

 
 
76-4.01(02)  Application 
 
The following provides guidelines for the application of an object marker. 
 
1. Mounting Height.  For marking an object which is 8 ft or less from the roadway, the 

bottom of the marker should be approximately 4 ft above the surface of the nearest travel 
lane.  For an object which is greater than 8 ft from the roadway, the bottom of the marker 
may be 4 ft above the ground.  Adjustments may be made to the mounting height to meet 
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field conditions. 
 
2. Object in the Roadway.  An obstruction within the roadway should be marked with either 

a type 1 or a type 3 object marker.  An obstacle with large surfaces (e.g., bridge pier) may 
be painted with reflectorized paint in a pattern similar to the Type 3 object marker.  
Appropriate signing may be used instead of the object marker to direct traffic to one or 
both sides of the obstruction. 

 
3. Object Adjacent to the Roadway.  A type 2 or type 3 object marker may be used where an 

object is relatively close to the roadway (e.g., bridge pier, bridge abutment, culvert 
headwall, shoulder drop-off, gore, small island).  The inside edge of the marker should be 
in line with the inner edge of the obstruction. 

 
 
76-4.02  Delineators 
 
Delineators are light retro-reflecting devices mounted along the roadside, which are used to guide 
the motorist, particularly where the alignment might be confusing, or at a pavement-width 
transition.  Delineators are defined according to the number of reflecting devices on the post.  For 
example, a type D2 delineator consists of two yellow or white delineators on a post.  The 
delineator itself can be either a 3-in. diameter reflective element or a rectangle unit that 
substitutes for two circular units. 
 
 
76-4.02(01)  Application 
 
The following are the guidelines for the application of delineators. 
 
1. Color.  The delineator color should match the color of the edge line.  For example, if the 

edge line is white, the delineator will be white.  For the median side of a divided 
highway, the delineator, if used, must be yellow.  Red delineators may be used on the 
reverse side of a delineator post to alert a motorist who may be traveling the wrong way 
on a one-way roadway (e.g., ramp). 

 
2. Freeway.  Single delineators should be provided on the outside-shoulder side of a freeway 

or on at least one side of each interchange ramp.  Yellow single delineators may also be 
provided on the left side of the ramp. 

 
3. Interchange.  Single delineators should be provided along the outside of each curve on an 

interchange ramp.  Double or vertically-elongated delineators should be installed at 100-ft 
intervals along each acceleration or deceleration lane. 
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4. Detour.  Delineators should be provided along a temporary roadway (e.g., crossover, 
temporary runaround) to guide the motorist through the construction zone.  See the 
INDOT Standard Drawings for additional details. 

 
5. Median Crossover.  For a median crossover, a double yellow delineator should be placed 

on the median side of the through roadway and on the far side of the crossover. 
 
6. Transition.  Delineators should be used to guide the motorist through a lane-narrowing 

transition or lane merge.  Figure 76-2D, Transition Markings (4-Lane Undivided to 2-Lane 
Undivided), Figure 76-2F, Transition Markings (4-Lane Divided to 2-Lane Undivided - 
Left), Figure 76-2G, Truck-Climbing Lane Markings, and the INDOT Standard Drawings 
provide illustrations on where to place delineators within these transition areas.  Where 
continuous delineation is provided on one or both sides of the highway, the delineation 
should be continued through the transition area and a closer spacing may be warranted. 

 
7. Lighting.  Where lighting is provided, the need to use delineators in the area will be 

determined as required for each project. 
 
8. Guardrail.  Barrier delineators are required on each run of median barrier, temporary 

concrete barrier, or concrete railing or metal beam guardrail. 
 
9. Island.  Delineators may be used to outline a raised island.  A solid yellow reflectorized 

panel should be used where the island channelizes traffic to the right.  Where traffic may 
pass on either side of the island, a solid white reflectorized panel should be used.  A 
continuous median island is not delineated unless deemed necessary. 

 
10. No-Passing Zone.  The end of the no-passing zone is indicated on the right side of the 

roadway with three, horizontally aligned, white delineators. 
 
11. Raised Pavement Markers.  Delineators may be removed along a roadway where raised 

pavement markers are used for a substantial distance. 
 
 
76-4.02(02)  Delineator Placement and Spacing 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide criteria for the placement of delineators next to a 
roadway with curbs or a roadway with no curbs.  They also illustrate the placement of delineators 
next to a roadway approaching a narrow bridge.  In addition to the INDOT Standard Drawings, 
the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Height.  The top of the delineator should be placed so that the top of the reflecting head is 

approximately 4 ft above the surface of the nearest travel lane. 
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2. Placement.  Delineators should be placed at a constant distance from the roadway edge 

unless guardrail or another obstruction intrudes into the space between the pavement edge 
and the extension of the line of delineators.  Delineators should not be placed less than 2 
ft or more than 8 ft from the outside edge of the shoulder.  

 
3. Spacing.  For a tangent section, delineators should be spaced from 200 ft to 500 ft apart.  

On a freeway or other divided facility, the delineator spacing should be 400 ft.  Where 
normal uniform spacing is interrupted by a driveway, cross road, etc., the delineator 
should be moved to either side provided the distance does not exceed one-quarter of the 
normal spacing.  If this criterion is exceeded, the delineator should be deleted. 

 
For a horizontal curve, the delineator spacing should be adjusted so that several 
delineators will always be visible to the driver.  Figure 76-4A provides the recommended 
maximum spacing for delineators around a horizontal curve. 
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APPLICATION 

Separation of lanes on which travel is in the same direction, with crossing from one lane to the 
other permitted (e.g., lane lines on multilane roadways).  The broken or dashed line is formed by a 
pattern of segments and gaps.  The typical pattern is a 10-ft segment followed by a 30-ft gap for a 
total cycle length of 40 ft. 

Separation of freeway lanes on which travel is in the same direction, with crossing from one lane 
to the other permitted.  The broken or dashed line is formed by a pattern of segments and gaps.  
The typical pattern is a 10-ft segment followed by a 30-ft gap for a total cycle length of 40 ft. 

Separation of lanes on which travel is in opposite directions, and where overtaking with care is 
permitted (e.g., centerline on 2-lane, 2-way roadways).  The broken or dashed line is formed by a 
pattern of segments and gaps.  The typical pattern is a 10-ft segment followed by a 30-ft gap for a 
total cycle length of 40 ft. 

Separation of lanes, or of a lane and shoulder, where lane changing is discouraged (e.g., lane lines 
at intersection approaches, right-edge stripes). 

Lane lines separating a motor vehicle lane from a bike lane. 

Delineation of locations where crossing is strongly discouraged (e.g., separation of turn lanes 
from through lanes, gore areas at ramp terminals, paved turnouts, edge lines at lane drops, painted 
island edges). 

Delineation of left-edge lines on divided highways, 1-way roads and ramps. 

Separation of lanes on which travel is in same direction, with crossing from one side to the other 
prohibited (e.g., channelization in advance of obstructions which may be passed on either side). 

Separation of lanes on which travel is in opposite directions, where overtaking is prohibited in 
both directions.  Left-turn maneuvers across this marking are permitted.  Also used in advance of 
obstructions which may be passed only on the right side. 

Separation of lanes on which travel is in opposite directions, where overtaking is permitted with 
care for traffic adjacent to the broken line, but prohibited for traffic adjacent to solid line.  Used 
on 2-way roadways with 2 or 3 lanes.  Also used to delineate edges of a two-way left-turn lane — 
solid lines on the outside, broken lines on the inside. 

Delineates the edges of reversible lanes.  The broken or dashed line is formed by a pattern of 
segments and gaps.  The typical pattern is a 10-ft segment followed by 30-ft gap for a total cycle 
length of 40 ft. 

WIDTH (in.) 

4 

5 

4 

4 

6 

8 

4 

4-8-4* 

4-8-4* 

4-8-4* 

4-8-4* 

COLOR 

White 

Yellow 

White 

Yellow 

White 

Yellow 

Yellow 

Yellow 

DESCRIPTION 

Single Broken 
Line 

Single Solid Line 

Double Solid Lines 

Solid Line Plus Broken 
Line 

Double Broken Line 
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APPLICATION 

Extension of lane lines through intersections.  Color same as that of line being extended.  Also 
used to extend right-edge line of freeway shoulder lanes through off-ramp diverging areas in 
problem locations.  The broken or dashed line is formed by a pattern of segments and gaps.  The 
typical pattern is a 2-ft segment followed by 8-ft gap for a total cycle length of 10 ft. 

Separation of through lane and auxiliary lane or dropped lane.  The broken or dashed line is 
formed by a pattern of segments and gaps.  The typical pattern is a 2-ft segment followed by 8-ft 
gap for a total cycle length of 10 ft. 

Crosswalk edge lines (minimum 6-ft apart). 

Limit lines or stop lines. 

Crosshatch markings for 1-way traffic, placed at an angle of 45°, at 6-m apart, on shoulders or 
channelization islands to add emphasis to these roadway features for design speeds less than 45 
mph. 

Crosshatch markings for 1-way traffic, placed at an angle of 45°, at 40 ft apart, on shoulders or 
channelization islands to add emphasis to these roadway features for design speeds of 70 km/h or 
greater. 

Crosshatch markings for 2-way traffic, placed at an angle of 45°, at 20 ft apart, on shoulders or 
channelization islands to add emphasis to these roadway features for design speeds less than 45 
mph. 

Crosshatch markings for 2-way traffic, placed at an angle of 45°, at 40 ft apart, on shoulders or 
channelization islands to add emphasis to these roadway features for design speeds of 45 mph or 
greater. 

WIDTH (in.) 

4 

8 

6 (min) 

24 

12 

24 

12 

24 

COLOR 

Either 

White 

 
 

White 
  

White 

Yellow 

DESCRIPTION 

Single Dotted Line 

 
Transverse Lines 

 

Diagonal Lines 

 

Types of Pavement Lines 
Figure 76-1A 

*100-200-100 indicates typical width in mm of the lines and the 200-mm unpainted gap between them 
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Design Speed 

(mph) 
Merging- 

Taper Rate 
20 10:1 
25 10:1 
30 15:1 
35 20:1 
40 30:1 
45 45:1 
50 50:1 
55 55:1 
60 60:1 
65 65:1 
70 70:1 

 
 

Taper Type 
Minimum 

Taper Length 

Upstream 

Merging Taper (Lane Drop) L 
Lane-Shift Taper ½ L 
Shoulder Taper 1/3 L 
Two-Way-Traffic Taper 100 ft 

Downstream 50 ft / lane 2 
 

Notes: 
 
 1. Taper Length, L = Merging-Taper Rate x Offset Distance 

2.  The desirable length is 100 ft / lane. 
 3. Figure 76-2C illustrates the various types of tapers. 
 
 

LONGITUDINAL TAPER RATE AND LENGTH 
 

Figure 76-2B 
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Speed 
(mph) 

Minimum Distance (ft) 

Passing Sight 
Distance 1 

Stopping 
Sight Distance 2 

Aborted Passing 
Maneuvers 3 

APM-A APM-B 
25 900 155 290 295 
30 1090 200 430 365 
35 1280 250 560 430 
40 1470 305 675 495 
45 1625 360 745 530 
50 1835 425 805 560 
55 1985 495 920 625 
60 2135 570 1050 675 
65 2285 645 1185 740 
70 2480 730 1320 810 

 
1. AASHTO Passing Sight Distance; see Section 42-3.01. 
2. AASHTO Stopping Sight Distance; see Section 42-1.02. 
3. Report No. FHWA RD-81-093, No-Passing-Zone Treatments for Special Geometrics and 

Traffic-Operational Situations. 
 
Notes: 
 
APM-A is the distance for a vehicle which is aborting a pass, slows down, gets behind the 

slower vehicle, then both vehicles come to a stop.  Both vehicles decelerate but at 
different rates.  This is measured from where the pass-aborting vehicle begins to slow 
down to where it stops. 

 
APM-B is the distance for a vehicle which is aborting a pass, slows down, then gets behind the 

slower vehicle.  The slower vehicle maintains a constant speed, and the passing 
vehicle decelerates to the speed of the slower vehicle.  This is measured from where 
the pass-aborting vehicle begins to slow down to where it reaches the slower vehicle’s 
speed. 

 
 

NO-PASSING-ZONE DISTANCES 
 

Figure 76-2H 
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FEATURE 
MINIMUM 

CRITERIA (1) 

MARK 
NO-PASSING 

ZONE THROUGH 
FEATURE 

Horizontal or Vertical Curve MUTCD Yes 
Major Intersection SSD No 
Minor Intersection 0 n/a 
Obstruction (center-of-roadway or median 
underpass pier, etc.) 

(2) Yes 

Railroad Crossing (Rural) SSD + 75 ft Yes 
Railroad Crossing (Urban) Variable Yes 
One-Lane Bridge APM-A No 
Narrow Bridge APM-B Yes 
Stop Intersection (where required) SSD No 

 
(1) See Figure 76-2H for minimum length 
(2) See MUTCD Section 3B-13 for additional information 
 
 

NO-PASSING-ZONE DISTANCE APPLICATIONS 
 

Figure 76-2 I 
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Design 
Speed 
(mph) 

Minimum 
Allowable 
Gap (ft) 

30 400 
35 475 
40 550 
45 575 
50 600 
55 725 
60 850 
65 1000 

 
 

MINIMUM PASSING-ZONE GAP 
 

Figure 76-2J 
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  Material Type 

Application 1 Paint Thermo- 
plastic 

Multi- 
Component 

Preformed 
Plastic 

Ext.-Warranty 
Preformed 

Plastic 

Raised 
Pavement 
Markers 

ADT per lane < 1000 > 1000 > 1000 > 1000 > 6000 
> 2500, 2-lane 
> 6000, 4-lane 

Pavement 
Surface Life 

< 3 Years ≥ 3 Years ≥ 3 Years ≥ 3 Years ≥ 4 Years ≥ 4 Years 

Edge Lines X X X X  X 

Center Line X X X X  X 

Transverse 
Markings 

X X  X   

Concrete 
Pavement 

X  X X X 2 X 

Asphalt 
Pavement 

X X  X X 2 X 

 
 Notes: 
  1

 Other applications or restrictions may apply; see Section 76-3.02 for additional information. 
  2

 Broken lines only. 

 
 

RECOMMENDED PAVEMENT-MARKING APPLICATIONS 

 

Figure 76-3A 
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CURVE 

RADIUS (ft) 
SPACING ON 

CURVE (ft) 
100 20 
150 30 
200 40 
300 50 
400 55 
500 65 
600 70 
700 75 
800 80 
900 85 
1000 90 

 
 
Note: Spacing for a specific radius not shown may be interpolated from the table and rounded 

to the nearer 5 ft.  The minimum spacing should not be less than 20 ft nor greater than 
300 ft.  The spacing of the first delineator approaching a curve should be placed at 2S, 
the second 3S, and the third 6S, but the distance should not exceed 300 ft.  S refers to 
the delineator spacing for a specific radius computed from the formula . - R  = S 504.3  

 
 

SUGGESTED MAXIMUM SPACING FOR DELINEATORS 
ON A HORIZONTAL CURVE 

 
Figure 76-4A 
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CHAPTER SEVENTY-SEVEN 
 

TRAFFIC SIGNALS 
 
 
77-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The design of traffic signals is one of the most dynamic fields of traffic engineering.  Although 
this Chapter will address most traffic-signal-design issues, it is impractical to provide a complete 
traffic-signal-design guide.  For detailed design information, the references listed in Section 77-
1.02 should be reviewed.  The intent of this Chapter is to provide the user with an overview of the 
traffic-signal-design issues and to provide INDOT’s applicable positions, policies, and 
procedures. 
 
 
77-1.01  MUTCD Context 
 
Throughout the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), the words shall, should, 
and may are used to describe the appropriate application for traffic-control devices.  Section 75-
1.0 provides the Department’s position on these qualifying words. 
 
 
77-1.02  References 
 
For additional information on traffic-signal design, see the publications as follows: 
 

Equipment and Material Standards of the Institute of Transportation Engineers, ITE; 
 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board (TRB); 
 ITE Journal (published monthly), ITE; 

Manual of Traffic Signal Design, ITE; 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, FHWA; 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Indiana; 

 manufacturers’ literature; 
National, State and local electrical codes; 
Standard Drawings, INDOT; 

 Standard Specifications, INDOT; 
Traffic Control Devices Handbook, FHWA; 
Traffic Control Systems, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA); 
Traffic Detector Handbook, FHWA; 
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Traffic Engineering Handbook, ITE; and 
Traffic Signal Installation and Maintenance Manual, ITE. 

 
 
77-1.03  Official Action 
 
Where a new traffic signal is installed or an existing traffic signal is removed, an Official Action 
is required.  For a State-controlled highway, the designer must obtain an approval for the 
proposed change from the Highway Management Deputy Commissioner.  The request for an 
Official Action should be sent to the appropriate district traffic engineer before implementation of 
the proposed change.  If the district traffic engineer concurs with the request to install or 
remove a traffic signal, an Official Action will be drafted and sent to the district Deputy 
Commissioner for approval of the new traffic signal or existing traffic signal removal.  For a 
locally-controlled facility, approval must be obtained from the appropriate jurisdiction before 
starting design.  An Official Action may also be required where other regulatory-controlled items are 
revised in association with a traffic signal, e.g., “No Turn On Red” sign. 
 
 
77-1.04  Project and Plan Development 
 
Chapter Two provides the Department’s procedures for preparing a typical traffic-signal project. 
Chapter Two also indicates the responsible unit for each activity.  Part II provides the 
Department’s criteria for developing a set of plans, which are also applicable to a traffic-signal 
project.  Part II also includes information on scale sizes, drafting requirements, plan-sheet 
requirements, quantities, specifications, etc. 
 
 
77-1.05  Definitions 
 
The following are definitions for the more commonly used terms in traffic-signal design. 
 
1. Controller Assembly.  A complete electrical device mounted in a cabinet for controlling 

the operation of a highway traffic signal. 
 
2. Cycle.  For a pretimed controller, it is the period of time used to display a complete 

sequence of signal indications.  For an actuated controller, a complete cycle is 
dependent on the presence of calls on all phases. 

 
3. Cycle Length.  The time required for one complete sequence of signal indications. 
 
4. Delay.  A measure of the time that has elapsed between the stimulus and the response. 
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 a. Traffic Delay.  The time lost while traffic is impeded by some element over which 
  the motorist has no control. 
 

b. Fixed Delay.  The delay caused by traffic controls. 
 

c. Operational Delay.  The delay caused by interference between components of 
traffic. 

 
5. Demand.  The need for service, i.e., the number of vehicles desiring to use a given 

segment of roadway during a specified unit of time. 
 
6. Detection.  The process used to identify the presence or passage of a vehicle at a specific 

point, or to identify the presence of one or more vehicles in a specific area. 
 
7. Detector.  A device for indicating the presence or passage of vehicles or pedestrians, e.g., 

loop detector, microloop detector, push button. 
 
8. Indecision Zone.  A range of distances from the intersection where a driver can react 

unpredictably to a yellow signal indication, i.e., deciding to stop or to continue through 
the intersection. 

 
9. Interconnected.  The situation in which traffic signals, signs, or computers are designed 

to work in coordination with each other. 
 
10. Interval.  The part of a signal cycle during which signal indications do not change. 
 
11. Interval Sequence.  The order of appearance of signal indications during 

successive intervals of a signal cycle. 
 
12. Interval Timing.  The passage of time that occurs during an interval. 
 
13. LED.  A light-emitting diode used to illuminate signal indications.  It is the only 

illumination device that complies with the U.S. Energy Policy Act of 2005. 
 
14. Loop Amplifier.  A device capable of sensing a change in the inductance of a loop 

detector. 
 
15. Loop Detector.  A device embedded in the roadway that senses the presence of a vehicle 

by changes in magnetic lines of flux that are generated around the loop, thereby increasing 
the inductance so that a change is detected as monitored by the loop amplifier. 
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16. Offset.  The time difference or interval in seconds between the start of the green 

indication at one intersection as related to the start of the green interval at another 
intersection or from a system time base.  It may also be expressed in percent of cycle 
length. 

 
17. Pattern.  A unique set of timing parameters (cycle length, split, and offset) associated with 

each signalized intersection within a predefined group of intersections. 
 
18. Phase.  A part of the traffic-signal-cycle length allocated to a combination of traffic or 

pedestrian movements receiving the right of way simultaneously during one or more 
intervals. 

 
19. Phase Overlap.  A phase that operates concurrently with one or more other phases. 
 
20. Phase Sequence.  The order in which a controller cycles through all phases. 
 
21. Point Detection.  The detection of a vehicle as it passes a point on a roadway. 
 
22. Preemption.  Interruption or alteration of the normal signal sequence at an intersection in 

deference to a situation such as the passage of a train, bridge opening, or the granting of 
the right of way to an emergency vehicle. 

 
23. Presence Detection.  The ability of a vehicular detector to sense that a vehicle, whether 

moving or stopped, has appeared in its detection area. 
 
24. Recall.  An operational mode for an actuated intersection controller whereby a phase, 

either vehicular or pedestrian, is displayed during each cycle whether the demand exists or 
not. 

 
25. Signal Coordination.  The establishment of timed relationships between adjacent 

traffic-control signals. 
 
26. Signal Head.  An arrangement of one or more signal lenses in one direction. 
 
27. Signal Indication.  The illumination of a signal lens or equivalent device. 
 
28. Split.  A percentage of the cycle length allocated to each of the various phases in a signal 

sequence. 
 
29. Yield Point.  The point at which the controller permits the existing phase to be terminated 
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to service a conflicting phase. 
 
 
77-2.0  PRELIMINARY DESIGN ACTIVITIES 
 
The district Office of Traffic is responsible for making the determination regarding the need for 
a new or existing traffic signal.  This determination is based on factors including traffic volumes, 
accident history, schools, pedestrians, local needs, driver needs, construction costs, and maintenance 
costs.  The following provides information on the guidelines, policies, procedures, and factors 
used by INDOT to make these determinations. 
 
 
77-2.01  Signal-Study Request 
 
A request for a new signal can be generated by FHWA, the district Office of Traffic, other 
INDOT divisions, local officials, or developers or local citizens.  Each request for a new traffic-
signal installation should be first forwarded to the appropriate district traffic engineer.  If the 
district traffic engineer determines that the request merits further investigation, he or she will then 
begin coordinating the collection of the necessary traffic data. 
 
For an in-house request, the district traffic engineer, possibly in conjunction with others, will 
conduct the appropriate traffic studies to obtain accurate and up-to-date traffic data and 
projections.  For another type of request, the latest traffic data and projections should be 
forwarded with the request.  The data collector should refer to the MUTCD, which provides the 
warrants for traffic signals, to determine the appropriate information required.  For additional 
information on the collection of traffic data, the ITE publication, Manual of Traffic Engineering 
Studies, should be reviewed, or the Environmental Services Division should be contacted. 
 
If it is determined that a traffic signal is warranted, the district traffic engineer, the District 
Office of Design, the Division of Highway Design and Technical Support, or a consultant, will 
prepare the design for the proposed traffic signal.  The district traffic engineer will be responsible 
for determining the traffic-signal timings.  The local agency or consultant may sometimes be 
responsible for determining the traffic-signal timings. 
 
 
77-2.02  Signal Warrants 
 
Each new traffic signal should satisfy one or more of the primary warrants listed below.  The 
MUTCD traffic signal warrants are as follows: 
 

Warrant 1, Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume 
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Warrant 2, Four-Hour Vehicular Volume 
Warrant 3, Peak-Hour Volume 
Warrant 4, Pedestrian Volume 
Warrant 5, School Crossing 
Warrant 6, Coordinated Signal System 
Warrant 7, Crash Experience 
Warrant 8, Roadway Network 

 
The MUTCD provides the criteria and procedures that should be used to determine if the warrant 
is satisfied. 
 
 
77-2.03  Warrant Analysis 
 
Though traffic volume may be sufficiently high to satisfy one or more of the warrants, the 
installation of a traffic signal may not always be the most prudent choice.  In addition to the 
MUTCD warrants, the following information should be considered. 
 
1. Minimums.  The MUTCD warrants are considerations for determining the need for a 

traffic signal.  The intent of the MUTCD thresholds is to establish a minimum boundary 
below which a traffic signal should not be installed.  The satisfaction of one or more 
traffic-signal warrants should not in itself require the installation of a traffic control signal. 

 
2. Benefits.  The benefits of the traffic signal should outweigh its disadvantages.  A 

traffic signal will cause delays for at least one leg of the intersection while serving the 
needs of another.  A traffic signal should be installed only if the safety or the operations of the 
intersection or system are improved. 

 
3. Crash History.  A traffic signal is often installed to reduce certain types of crashes, e.g., 

right-angle collision, pedestrian crossing.  However, the installation of a traffic signal can 
increase the number of rear-end collisions and can fail to reduce turning conflicts between 
vehicles and pedestrians.  Consideration should be given as to whether a change in crash 
types and their severity will be an actual improvement for the intersection.  Crash data for 
the location should be available for at least the past three years.  Consideration should be 
given to alternative solutions to the problem of crashes, e.g., no longer permitting 
parking, using larger signs. 

 
4. Geometrics.  The geometric design of the intersection can affect the efficiency of the 

traffic signal.  A traffic-signal placed at a poorly-aligned intersection may increase driver 
confusion and thereby reduce the overall efficiency of the intersection.  If practical, the 
intersection should be properly aligned and have sufficient space to adequately provide 
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turning lanes, through lanes, etc.  Chapter Forty-six provides information on the geometric 
design of an at-grade intersection. 

 
5. System Analysis.  The control of traffic should be conceived and implemented on a 

systematic system/route/intersection basis.  This may sometimes result in compromises at 
an individual intersection in order to optimize the overall system.  The presence of a 
traffic signal also may encourage drivers to use local unsignalized facilities so as to 
bypass the signal.  Intersection controls should favor the major streets to move traffic 
through an area. 

 
6. Location.  The intersection should be considered relative to the context of the land use, 

density of development (e.g., urban, suburban, rural), and the potential for future 
development.  The location of the intersection should be considered within the context of 
the transportation system such as isolated locations, interrelated operations, and functional 
classification.  An isolated location is an intersection where the distance to the nearest 
signalized intersection or potential future signalized intersection is greater than 0.5 mi. 

 
7. Existing Signal.  For a project that includes at least one existing signal, it will rarely be 

required to conduct a detailed study to determine if the existing signal should be 
removed, retained, or upgraded.  This determination will be made during the preliminary 
field review.  If it is determined during the field review that a detailed analysis may be 
required, the designer should consult with the district Office of Traffic to determine if 
there may be a need to remove the traffic signal. 

 
 
77-2.04  Responsibilities 
 
It is the Department’s policy to fund the design and installation of a traffic signal only where the 
intersection is on a State-maintained highway, or where a freeway exit or entrance ramp 
intersects with a local facility.  For a State highway intersecting a private drive or road, or a public 
road where a high traffic volume is generated from a private source, the private entity will 
typically be responsible for funding the design, installation, and energy costs of the new signal. 
 
Each traffic signal on a State highway is maintained by INDOT or through a contract agreement with 
others.  A local municipality, through a formal contract, will rarely assume responsibility for the 
maintenance of a traffic signal on a State highway. 
 
 
77-3.0  FLASHER OR FLASHING BEACON 
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77-3.01  Guidelines for Hazard-Identification Beacon 
 
A hazard-identification beacon should only be used to supplement an appropriate warning or 
regulatory sign or marker.  Typical applications include the following: 
 
1. identifying an obstruction in or immediately adjacent to the roadway; 
2. as a supplement to an advance warning sign, e.g., school crossing; See MUTCD Part 7; 
3. at a mid-block pedestrian crossing; 
4. at an intersection where a warning device is required; or 
5. as a supplement to a regulatory signs, excluding a “Stop,” “Yield,” or “Do Not Enter” 

sign. 
 
The need for a hazard-identification beacon will be determined as required for each site.  The 
following provide additional guidance for the use of a hazard-identification beacon. 
 
 
77-3.02  Speed-Limit-Sign Beacon 
 
Where applicable, a flashing beacon with an appropriate accompanying sign may be used to indicate 
the time periods or conditions in which the speed limit shown is in effect. 
 
A speed-limit-sign beacon consists of one or two circular yellow lenses, each having a minimum 
visible diameter of 8 in.  Where two lenses are used, they should be aligned vertically at the top 
and bottom of the sign.  If the sign is longer horizontally than vertically, the lenses may be aligned 
horizontally.  The beacons should flash alternately.  If the speed limit is for a school zone, the 
beacon indications may be positioned within the face of the sign. 
 
 
77-3.03  Intersection-Control Beacon 
 
This is intended for use at an intersection where traffic or physical conditions do not justify a 
traffic signal, but where conditions indicate a hazard potential.  The installation of this device 
with yellow flashing for the preferential street and red flashing for the stop-condition street may be 
warranted where two or more of the following conditions exist. 
 
1. Crash History.  At an intersection with five or more reported crashes during a 12-

month period that have a predominance of crash types that may be corrected by 
cautioning and stopping traffic. 

 
2. Sight Distance.  In conjunction with “Stop” signs where sight distance is limited or where 

other physical or traffic conditions make it especially desirable to emphasize the need for 
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stopping on one street and for proceeding with caution on the other. 
 
3. Traffic Volume.  Where the minimum vehicular volume entering an urban intersection 

from all directions averages 400 vehicles per hour for two 1-h periods of one day, and 
where vehicular traffic entering the intersection from the minor-street approaches averages 
at least 50 vehicles per hour for the same hour.  For a rural area or a community with a 
population of 500 or less, the traffic volume is 70 percent of the urban volume, i.e., 280 
vehicles per hour and 35 vehicles per hour, respectively. 

 
4. Speed.  At an intersection where excessive speed prevails.  This warrant should not be 

considered where the 85th percentile speed is equal to or less than 40 mph. 
 
5. School.  At an intersection having at least 50 school children crossing the major 

approaches as pedestrians, or where 10 school buses, each transporting one or more 
children crossing, turning onto or turning from the major approaches per hour for any two 
1-h periods of one day during regular school arrival and dismissal periods. 

 
Where based on engineering judgment, a supplemental beacon may be used at a multi-way, stop-
controlled intersection.  The intersection-control beacon should be red for all approaches.  An 
intersection-control beacon consists of one or more sections of a standard traffic-signal head, having 
flashing, circular yellow or circular red indications in each face.  Each intersection should have at 
least two indications for each approach.  Indications normally flash alternately, but may flash 
simultaneously.  Supplemental indications may be required on one or more approaches to provide 
adequate visibility to approaching motorists. 
 
 
77-3.04  “Stop” Sign Beacon 
 
This beacon is used to draw attention to a “Stop” sign.  The beacon uses one or two sections of a 
standard traffic-signal head with a flashing, circular red indication in each section.  The lenses 
may be either 8 in. or 12 in. diameter.  Where they are aligned horizontally they should flash 
simultaneously.  Where they are aligned vertically they should flash alternately.  The bottom of the 
housing for the beacon should be located 1 to 2 ft above the top of the “Stop” sign. 
 
 
77-3.05  General Beacon Design 
 
A flashing-beacon unit and its mountings should satisfy the general design specifications for traffic-
control signals.  These include the following. 
 
1. Lens.  Each signal-unit lens should have a visible diameter of at least 8 in.  Red or 
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yellow lenses should satisfy the ITE Standard for Adjustable Face Vehicle Traffic 
Control Signal Heads. 

 
2. Sight Distance.  While illuminated, the beacon should be visible to all drivers it faces 

for a distance of 1200 ft under normal atmospheric conditions, unless otherwise physically 
obstructed. 

 
3. Flashing.  The flashing contacts should be equipped with filters for suppression of radio 

interference.  Beacons should flash at a rate of at least 50 but not more than 60 flashes per 
minute.  The illumination period of each flash should be between one-half and two-
thirds of the total cycle.  Where hazard identification beacons have more than one 
section, they may flash alternately. 

 
4. Hours of Operation.  A hazard-identification beacon should be operated only during those 

hours during which the hazard or regulation exists, e.g., school arrival and dismissal 
periods; see MUTCD Part 7. 

 
5. Lamp Dimming.  If a 150-W lamp is used in a 12-in. dia. flashing yellow beacon and the 

flashing causes excessive glare during night operation, an automatic dimming device may 
be necessary to reduce the brilliance during night operations. 

 
6. Traffic Signal.  A flashing yellow beacon used with an advance traffic signal warning 

sign may be interconnected with a traffic-signal controller. 
 
7. Alignment.  If used to supplement a warning or regulatory sign, individual flashing 

beacon units should be horizontally or vertically aligned.  The edge of the housing should not 
be located closer than 1 ft outside of the nearest edge of the sign. 

 
8. Location.  The obstruction or other condition warranting the beacon will largely 

govern the location of the beacon with respect to the roadway.  If used alone and located 
at the roadside, the bottom of the beacon unit should be at least 8 ft, but not more than 
16 ft above the pavement.  If suspended over the roadway, the beacon clearance above the 
pavement should be at least 17 ft, but not more than 19 ft. 

 
 
77-4.0  TRAFFIC-SIGNAL EQUIPMENT 
 
All traffic-signal equipment should satisfy the criteria set forth in the MUTCD, NEMA Traffic 
Control Systems, INDOT Standard Drawings and INDOT Standard Specifications.  The 
following provides additional information regarding traffic-signal equipment.  For an INDOT 
location, the equipment choice should be made at the preliminary field inspection with the 
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approval of the designer and the district traffic engineer. 
 
 
77-4.01  Traffic-Signal Controller 
 
A traffic-signal controller is a microprocessor-based, menu-driven, fully-actuated device, 
including internal coordinator and preemption, mounted in a cabinet for controlling the sequence 
and phase duration of the traffic signal.  Right of way is assigned by turning the green indication 
on or off.  A controller’s operation mode can be pretimed, semi-actuated, or fully-actuated.  In the 
pretimed mode, the controller operates according to pre-determined schedules.  In the semi-
actuated and fully-actuated modes, the controller operates with variable vehicular and 
pedestrian timing and phasing intervals which are dependent upon traffic demands.  If there is 
no demand for a phase, an actuated controller may omit that phase in the cycle.  For example, if 
there is not a demand for left turns, the left-turn phase will not be activated.  The following 
provides information on the modes of operation used by the Department.  Section 77-5.0 
describes the phasing and timing aspects of controllers.  INDOT typically uses fully-actuated 
operation for its new traffic signals. 
 
 
77-4.01(01)  Pretimed Operation Mode 
 
In the pretimed mode, the controller can be programmed to provide several different timing 
plans based on the time of day or day of week. 
 
The pretimed mode is best suited where traffic volume and pattern are consistent from day-to-
day, e.g., downtown area, where variations in volume are predictable and where control timing 
can be preset to accommodate variations throughout the day. 
 
The primary advantage of the pretimed mode is the cost savings realized by not installing traffic-
detection equipment around the intersection.  The primary disadvantages of the pretimed mode 
are the lack of flexibility in timings, the inefficiency of traffic movements where vehicle arrivals 
are largely random, and the inability to automatically count traffic volume. 
 
The pretimed mode should not be used where the posted speed limit on at least one approach is 40 
mph or higher. 
 
 
77-4.01(02)  Semi-Actuated Operation Mode 
 
The semi-actuated mode requires detection on one or more, but not all, approaches.  Vehicular 
detectors or pedestrian detectors are installed only for the minor approaches, the left turns on the 
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major approaches, and where traffic is light and sporadic.  The through movements on the major 
approaches are kept in the green phase until a vehicle on a minor approach, or a major 
approach left turn, is detected.  If there is a demand on a detected approach or movement, and 
the minimum green time for the major approach has elapsed, the right of way will then be assigned 
to the detected approach or movement.  Controller timings are set to provide enough time to 
clear two vehicles.  Additional time is added for each new detection up to the predetermined 
limit for the maximum green time.  Once the detected approach demand has been satisfied, or 
once the maximum green time has been reached, the right of way returns to the major approaches 
and the cycle begins again. 
 
The primary advantage of the semi-actuated mode is the reduced cost of installation because 
detection is not needed on some approaches and more-efficient operations. 
 
The semi-actuated mode should not be used where the posted speed limit of at least one approach 
is 40 mph or higher due to the lack of indecision-zone protection.  See Section 77-5.08 for further 
discussion of the indecision-zone requirements. 
 
 
77-4.01(03)  Fully-Actuated Operation Mode 
 
The fully-actuated mode requires detection devices for all approaches or movements at the 
intersection.  The green interval for each street or phase is determined on the basis of volume 
demand.  Continuous traffic on one street is not interrupted by an actuation demand from the 
side street until a gap in the traffic appears or once the preset maximum green time has elapsed.  
Once the minor approaches’ or movements’ demand has been satisfied, the right of way is 
typically returned to the major approaches. 
 
The fully-actuated mode is the appropriate design choice for the conditions as follows: 
 
1. the posted speed limit on at least one approach is 40 mph or higher; 
2. an isolated location where the traffic volume on each approach is sporadic; 
3. where a traffic signal is warranted for only short periods of the day; or 
4. where turning movements are heavy only during specific time periods and are light the 

remainder of the time. 
 
The advantages of the fully-actuated mode are as follows: 
 
1. it can efficiently control a high traffic volume; 
2. it is very efficient at an isolated intersection; 
3. it can handle varying traffic demands such as a complex intersection where one or more 

movements are sporadic or subject to wide variations in traffic volume; and 
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4. it can count traffic volume for all detected movements. 
 
The primary disadvantages of the fully-actuated mode are the additional costs associated with 
installing and maintaining detection equipment on all of the approaches. 
 
 
77-4.01(04)  Pedestrian Feature 
 
The pedestrian feature commonly works in conjunction with the signal controller.  This feature 
allows for the timing of the Walk and Don’t Walk cycles and can be actuated by pedestrian push 
buttons.  The use of an accessible pedestrian signal should be considered where visually-impaired 
pedestrians use the crosswalks at a signalized intersection. 
 
The advantages and disadvantages of the pedestrian feature are as follows: 
 
1. Advantages. 
 

a. It provides additional time for crossing pedestrians. 
b. Where there is minimal pedestrian demand, disruption to the vehicular phases can 

be minimized. 
 
2. Disadvantages. 
 

a. Where pedestrian push buttons are required, they must be located in a convenient, 
accessible location. 

b. Pedestrian cycles concurrent with green time may marginally delay right-turning 
vehicles. 

c. They can significantly increase the required minimum green time on the minor 
street if the major street is substantially wider than the minor street. 

 
 
77-4.01(05)  Enhanced Modes of Operation 
 
Coordination is an enhanced mode which is used to provide progression through a system of two 
or more signals.  Coordination can be achieved with either a timed-based coordination (TBC) 
system or a closed-loop system.  A TBC system operates on an internal time clock which is used 
to automatically select timing plans based upon the time of day and day of week.  In a closed-loop 
system, the signals are interconnected using cables or other communication mechanism. 
 
Preemption is the modification of a signal’s normal operation to accommodate a special 
occurrence, such as the approach of an emergency vehicle, the passage of a train through a nearby 
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grade crossing, priority passage of a transit vehicle, or the opening of a moveable bridge. 
 
 
77-4.01(06)  Controller-Design Concepts 
 
As established by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), a controller has 
standard functions and input/output formats, and uses microprocessing to provide the functions.  
NEMA controllers are interchangeable between manufacturers, except where used in a 
coordinated system.  If changes or upgrades to the controller are desired, the controller unit 
hardware is typically replaced. 
 
INDOT uses the NEMA criteria for all of its traffic signal controllers.  At a minimum, each 
INDOT-maintained traffic controller must satisfy the INDOT Standard Specifications and 
NEMA TS-2 criteria.  Each controller is subject to approval per the requirements of the 
Department’s Traffic Signal Control Bench Test Procedures.  A list of all approved controller 
equipment is provided in the Department’s approved-materials list, which can be obtained from 
the INDOT website. 
 
A NEMA controller is configured to operate as a dual-ring controller unless special 
circumstances warrant the use of additional rings.  Section 77-5.06 provides information on the 
selection of phases for an intersection.  Figure 77-4A illustrates the appropriate phasing 
sequence for an 8-phase dual-ring controller.  A multi-ring controller unit includes two or more 
rings that are arranged to time in a preferred sequence and to allow concurrent timing of all rings, 
subject to the restraint of a barrier.  For the controller to advance beyond each barrier, a set of 
phases must cross the barrier line at the same time, i.e., no conflicting phases are displayed at 
the same time). 
 
 
77-4.01(07)  Associated Controller Equipment 
 
Each controller unit will require a TS-2 power supply, Buss Interface Unit (BIU), load switches, 
and Malfunction Management Unit (MMU).  Detection and communications devices may be 
added to enhance operation of the controller, depending on the intersection.  All associated 
controller equipment must appear on the Department’s approved materials list. 
 
 
77-4.01(08)  Malfunction Management Unit (MMU) 
 
With solid-state equipment, there is a potential for the display of erroneous indications, e.g., green 
indications for conflicting movements.  The MMU monitors the signal indications and, should 
such an error occur, the MMU switches the control of the signal indications to the flashing mode. 
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77-4.01(09)  Controller Cabinet 
 
A controller cabinet is an enclosure designed to house the controller unit and its associated 
equipment, providing for its security and environmental protection.  Each controller cabinet must 
satisfy the INDOT Standard Specifications.  Section 77-5.02 provides roadside-safety 
considerations for the placement of the cabinet.  Foundation requirements for each cabinet type 
are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The following discusses the cabinet types used by 
the Department. 
 
1. Type G Cabinet.  This is a pedestal-mounted or pole-mounted cabinet.  The 

Department no longer uses this cabinet due to its limited size.  However, this cabinet type 
may be used, if practical, for matching or upgrading existing local signals. 

 
2. Type M Cabinet.  This is a ground-mounted cabinet.  This cabinet should be used where 

space limitations or sight restrictions are a factor at the intersection. 
 
3. Type P-1 Cabinet.  This is a ground-mounted cabinet.  This cabinet is the preferred 

cabinet. 
 
4. Type R-1 Cabinet.  This is a taller version of the P-1 cabinet.  It is used only where 

equipment needs warrant the additional space. 
 
 
77-4.01(10)  Preemption 
 
Preemption-sequences details should be shown in the plans or described in the special provisions.  
For information on preemption equipment, the manufacturer should be contacted.  The following 
describes situations where preemption is used. 
 
1. Railroad Crossing.  The purpose of the preemption is to clear vehicles from a railroad 

crossing before the arrival of a train.  Where a signalized intersection is within 200 ft of a 
railroad grade crossing with active warning devices, preemption is required.  If this 
distance 200 to 600 ft, a queue analysis should be performed to determine if a highway-
traffic queue has the potential for extending across a nearby rail crossing.  If the analysis 
indicates that this potential exists, consideration should be given to interconnecting the 
traffic signal with active warning devices at the railroad crossing.  The MUTCD and the 
FHWA Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook describe preemption strategies and 
define the requirements for grade-crossing preemption. 
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Railroad-crossing preemption requires interconnection between the traffic-signal controller 
and the grade-crossing signal equipment.  The preemption routine at the traffic-signal 
controller is initiated by the approach of a train, as detected by the railroad’s 
controller, and starts with a transition from the current phase into the Clear Track Green 
interval (CTG).  The CTG interval is used to clear motorists who may be stopped between 
the railroad-crossing stop line and the intersection.  Subsequent signal displays include 
only those that are not in conflict with the occupied grade crossing.  Once the railroad 
preemption call is cleared, after the train has passed, the traffic signal is returned to 
normal operations.  For a State route, this type of preemption requires an agreement 
between the State and the railroad company. 

 
Railroad-crossing preemption should be designed using either simultaneous or advance 
preemption sufficient to provide for Right-of-Way Transfer Time (RTT), to transition into 
the CTG interval.  The CTG interval should be sufficient to clear the last vehicle in the queue 
past the Minimum Track Clear Distance (MTCD), avoid vehicle-gate interaction, and 
provide separation time as required. 

 
The designer should consider best- and worst-case scenarios with regard to the signal phase 
state and all known preemption traps, such as the advance, second-train, failed-circuit, and 
vehicular-yellow preemption traps.  The designer should consider pre-signals and queue-
cutter signals as options where an engineering study determines that the queue extends into 
the track area. 

 
Other options to consider are blank-out signs for protected/permitted left turns, optically 
programmable heads for pre-signals, and pavement markings and signage to prevent vehicles 
from stopping on the tracks if inadequate storage distance exists for the design vehicle. 

 
2. Fire Station or Fire Route.  The most common form of this preemption is the 

activation of the preemption sequence at a fixed point, e.g., a push button located 
within the fire station.  For a State route, this type of preemption requires an agreement 
between the State and the appropriate local governmental agency. 

 
The simplest form of fire station preemption is the installation of a traffic signal at the 
fire-station driveway intersection with a major through street.  The signal indication for 
the through street is green until called by an actuation in the fire station.  The signal 
then provides a timed green indication to the driveway to allow emergency vehicles to 
enter the major street. 

 
Where the fire station is near a signalized intersection, a preemption sequence can be 
designed to display a movement permitting the passage of emergency equipment through 
the intersection. 
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Where emergency vehicles frequently follow the same route through more than one 
nearby signal, it may be desirable to provide a fire route-preemption operation.  
Actuation of the fire-station push button will be transmitted to all the signals along the 
route and, after a variable timed delay, each signal will provide a preempt movement 
display.  This will provide a one-way green wave away from the fire station, allowing 
the optimal movement of emergency equipment. 

 
3. Moving Emergency Vehicle.  The preemption equipment causes the signals to 

advance to a preempt movement display.  For a State route, this type of preemption 
requires an agreement between the State and the appropriate local governmental agency. 

 
The system used on a State route for identifying the presence of the approaching 
emergency vehicle uses a light emitter on the emergency vehicle and a photocell receiver 
for each approach to the intersection.   The emitter outputs an intense strobe-light flash 
sequence, coded to distinguish the flash from lightning or other light sources.  The 
electronics package in the receiver identifies the coded flash and generates an output that 
causes the controller unit to advance through to the desired preempt sequence. 

 
This system requires a specialized transmitting device on each vehicle for which 
preemption is desired.  It requires that the driver activates the transmitter during the run 
and turns off the transmitter after arriving at the scene.  This system also provides 
directionality of approach and a confirmation light at the signal that notifies the 
approaching emergency vehicle that the preemption call has been received by the 
equipment in the traffic-controller cabinet. 

 
4. Transit Vehicle.  Most transit-preemption systems are designed to extend an existing 

green indication for an approaching bus and do not cause the immediate termination of 
conflicting phases, as can occur for emergency-vehicle preemption.  For a State route, this 
type of preemption requires an agreement between the State and the appropriate local 
governmental agency. 

 
Two transit-vehicle preemption systems are similar to the moving-emergency-vehicle 
preemption system.  One is a light emitter/receiver system, using the coded, flash-
strobe light emitter.  An infrared filter is placed over the emitter, so that the flash is 
invisible to the human eye, and a flash code is used to distinguish the transit 
preemption call from that for an emergency vehicle.  The intersection receiver can be 
configured to provide both emergency-vehicle and transit preemption with the same 
equipment.  The second system uses the same type of radio transmitter/receiver 
equipment as used for emergency-vehicle preemption. 
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Two other types of transit-vehicle detectors have been used and are available.  One, 
identified as a passive detector, can identify the electrical signature of a bus traveling 
over an inductive loop detector.  The other, identified as an active detector, requires a 
vehicle-mounted transponder that replies to a roadside polling detector. 

 
5. Preemption Equipment.  With a microprocessor-based controller, virtually all 

preemption routines are performed by the controller software.  The only necessary 
external equipment is the preemption call-detection device. 

 
 
77-4.02  Detector 
 
77-4.02(01)  Operation 
 
The purpose of a detector is to determine the presence or the passage of a vehicle, bicyclist, or 
pedestrian.  This presence or passage detection is sent back to the controller which adjusts the 
signal accordingly.  INDOT uses only an inductive loop detector in its signal design.  The 
inductive loop detector is preferred because it can be used for passage or presence detection, 
vehicular counts, speed determinations, and it is accurate and easy to maintain.  Although the 
inductive loop detector is usually the system of choice, this does not prevent the designer from 
recommending the use of newly-developed devices in the future.  If, in the designer’s opinion, 
a different detector should be considered, its use must be first coordinated with the district traffic 
engineer to determine special maintenance requirements or equipment needs. 
 
The controller’s detection device can operate in the modes described below. 
 
1. Passage (Pulse) Detection.  A passage detector detects the passage of a vehicle moving 

through the detection zone and ignores the presence of a vehicle stopped within the 
detection zone.  The detector produces a short output pulse once the vehicle enters the 
detection zone.  The short loop design is a single 6 ft by 6 ft loop at a location upstream of 
the stop line. 

 
2. Presence Detection.  A presence detector is capable of detecting the presence of a 

standing or moving vehicle in any portion of the detection zone.  A signal output is 
generated for as long as the detected vehicle is within the detection zone.  This is 
subject to the eventual tuning out of the call by some types of detectors.  The long loop, 
or long detection area, is considered to be a presence detector. 

 
3. Locking Mode.  The controller memory holds the call once a vehicle arrives during 

the red or yellow signal indication, or after the vehicle leaves the detection zone 
until the call has been satisfied by a green display. 
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4. Non-locking Mode.  For this operation, the call is held only while the detector is 

occupied.  The call is voided once the vehicle leaves the detection area.  The 
non-locking mode is used with a presence detector. 

 
5. Delayed Detection.  This requires the vehicle to be located in the detection area 

for a certain set time before a detection is recorded.  If a vehicle leaves the area 
before the time limit is reached, no detection is noted.  This application is 
appropriate where a right turn on red is allowed. 

 
6. Extended-Call or Stretch Detection.  The detection is held by the detector after a 

vehicle has left the detection area.  This operation is performed to hold the call until 
the passing vehicle has time to reach a predetermined point beyond the detection 
zone.  With a solid-state controller, the extended-call detection is handled by the 
controller software. 

 
Where the controller is part of a coordinated signal system design, extended or delayed detection 
should be used to ensure that the local controller will not adversely affect the timing of the 
system. 
 
 
77-4.02(02)  Inductive Loop Detector 
 
An inductive loop detector consists of four or more turns of wire embedded in the pavement 
surface.  As a vehicle passes over the loop, it changes the inductance of the wire.  This change is 
recorded by an amplifier and is transmitted to the controller as a vehicular detection.  NEMA criteria 
define the requirements for the detector unit and the INDOT approved materials list identifies 
the detector units approved for use. 
 
The advantages of an inductive loop detector are as follows: 
 
1. It can detect vehicles in both presence and passage modes. 
2. It can be used for vehicular counts and speed determination. 
3. It can be easily designed to satisfy various site conditions. 
 
A disadvantage of the loop detector is that it is vulnerable to pavement-surface problems such 
as potholes which can cause breaks in the loops.  To alleviate this problem, a sequence of loops 
should be used. 
 
Along rectangular loop is 6 ft by 20 ft to 65 ft.  A short octagonal or circular loop is 6 ft by 6 ft.  
INDOT normally uses the short loop. The long loop, as a single entity, is being supplanted by a 
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sequence of short loops which emulate the long loop.  The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate 
loop layouts and installation details.  The typical layouts shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings are for illustrative purposes only.  Each intersection should be designed individually to 
satisfy local site conditions. 
 
A sequence of loops is used at the intersection itself for presence detection of vehicles stopped at 
the traffic signal.  A set of loops before the intersection is used to determine the passage of 
vehicles.  The distance from the stop line to these loops is based on the posted speed limit.  
Section 77-5.08 provides additional information on detector location.  Section 77-5.09 provides 
information on loops set up to count traffic. 
 
A preformed loop is a detector loop constructed of the designated number of turns of wire 
contained inside a protective conduit.  It is paved over with concrete or asphalt pavement.  A 
preformed loop may be installed in a 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-loop configuration.  Wires from a preformed 
loop are spliced to the 2-conductor lead-in cable in a handhole or detector housing.  INDOT’s 
approved materials list identifies the preformed loops approved for use. 
 
 
77-4.02(03)  Other Detector Types [Rev. May 2011] 
 
INDOT uses the inductive loop detector.  However, other detector types are available, as described 
below. 
 
1. Magnetic Detector.  This consists of a small coil of wires located inside a protective 

housing embedded into the roadway surface.  As vehicles pass over the device, the 
detector registers the change in the magnetic field surrounding the device.  This signal 
is recorded by an amplifier and relayed back to the controller as a vehicular detection.  
A problem with this detector is that it can only detect the passage of a vehicle traveling at 
a speed of 3 mph or higher.  It cannot be used to determine a stopped vehicle's presence.  
The advantages are that it are simple to install and is resistant to pavement-surfacing 
problems. 

 
2. Magnetometer Detector.  This consists of a magnetic metal core with wrapped 

windings, similar to a transformer.  This core is sealed in a cylinder of about 1 in. 
diameter and 4 in. length.  The detector is placed in a drilled vertical hole of about 1 ft 
depth into the pavement surface.  This detector senses the variation between the magnetic 
fields caused by the passage or presence of a vehicle.  The signal is recorded by an 
amplifier and is relayed to the controller as a passage or presence vehicle.  This 
detector is sufficiently sensitive to use to detect bicyclists or as a counting device.  A 
problem with the magnetometer detector is that it does not provide a sharp cutoff at the 
perimeter of the detection vehicle, i.e., it may detect a vehicle in an adjacent lane. 
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3. Microloop Detector.  This is similar to a magnetometer detector, but it can work with a 

standard inductive-loop-detector amplifier.  The microloop is installed by drilling a 3-in. 
diameter hole of 1.5 ft depth into the pavement structure, by securing it to the underside 
of a bridge deck, or inserting a 3-in. diameter conduit under the pavement to 
accommodate a series of microloops (non-invasive microloop system).  A 
disadvantage of the microloop detector is that it requires some motion to activate the 
triggering circuitry of the detector and does not detect a stopped vehicle.  This type of 
detector requires two detectors placed side-by-side per lane due to its limited field of 
detection. 

 
4. Video-Image Detection.  This consists of one to six video cameras, an automatic 

control unit, and a supervisor computer.  The computer detects a vehicle by comparing the 
images from the cameras to the images stored in its memory.  The detector can work in 
either the presence or passage mode.  This detector also allows the images to be used for 
counting and vehicular classification.  A housing is required to protect the camera from 
environmental elements.  Early models experienced problems with the video detection 
during adverse weather conditions such as fog, rain, or snow.  INDOT currently allows 
video detection only for a temporary signal. 

 
5. Wireless Vehicle-Detection System.   
 
 A wireless vehicle detector is similar to a magnetometer detector except that it uses a low-

power radio to transmit the signal to a wireless repeater or receiver processor.  The signal 
is recorded by an amplifier and is relayed to the controller as a passage or presence 
vehicle.  The detector is placed in a drilled vertical hold of 0.2 ft depth in the pavement 
surface.  The wireless repeaters and receiver processors should be mounted to the signal 
structures.  The Ethernet cable for the receiver processors may be run across span wire on 
a span-and-strain-pole installation.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Wireless vehicle 
detectors are sufficiently sensitive to detect bicyclists or for use as a counting device.  A 
disadvantage of a wireless vehicle detector is that it should be replaced at least every 10 
years, and the wireless repeater’s batteries should be replaced every 2 years.  See Figure 
77-4B for wireless-system typical installation details, or Figure 77-4C for hybrid wireless-
system typical installation details. 

 
 
77-4.02(04)  Decision-Making Criteria for Use of Detection System Other than Inductive 
Loops [Added Jan. 2011] 
 
Such a system will require plans details.  In specifying such a system, the designer should submit 
documentation that two of the following conditions have been satisfied. 
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1. An inductive loop design will not function due to a physical limitation such as right-of-
way limitations, geometrics, pavement conditions, obstructed conduit paths, etc. 

 
2. A full inductive loop design has been considered and there is a post-design lifecycle cost 

advantage to using a detection system other than loops.  Design-time cost or labor savings 
will not be considered in lifecycle-cost calculations. 
 

3. A hybrid design using loops at the stop line and wireless magnetometers for advance 
vehicle detection has been considered and evaluated where wireless magnetometers have 
been evaluated for advance vehicle detection only, and the hybrid design is the most cost 
effective, based on post-design lifecycle cost. 
 

Written concurrence will also be required from the Office of Traffic Control Systems and the 
district traffic engineer, before wireless vehicle detection may be used at a specific location.  For 
a local-agency project, such concurrence will be required from the local agency. 
 
 
77-4.02(05)  Pedestrian Detector 
 
The most common pedestrian detector is the pedestrian push or call button.  A pedestrian call 
button should be placed so that it is convenient to use, is reachable by the handicapped, and is 
not placed in the direct path for the blind.  Inconvenient placement of a pedestrian detector is why 
pedestrians may choose to cross the intersection illegally or unsafely. 
 
 
77-4.02(06)  Bicycle Detector 
 
The methods of bicycle detection are as follows. 
 
1. Pedestrian Push-Button Detector.  The bicyclist must stop and push the detector button 

for the controller to record the detection.  This may require the bicyclist to leave the 
roadway and proceed to the sidewalk to reach the detector. 

 
2. Inductive Loop Detector.  This can detect the bicycle without the bicyclist’s interaction.  

For the greatest sensitivity of the detector, the bicycle should be guided directly over the 
wire.  A problem with this detector is that it requires a significant amount of metal to be 
activated.  A bicycle includes a substantial amount of non-magnetic, man-made 
materials to increase its strength and reduce its weight.  This has substantially reduced 
the metal content that can be detected. 
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77-4.03  Signal Mounting 
 
The Department’s preferred practice is to install a traffic signal using span, catenary, and tether 
cables, or cantilever structures with poles on all four corners.  A pedestrian signal is mounted on a 
pedestal or pole. A pedestal- or pole-mounted supplemental signal may be used if there is a left-
turn signal head in a median or on the near side of the intersection if the intersection is 
significantly wide.  Figures 77-4D, 77-4E, and 77-4F list the advantages and disadvantages of the 
post-mounted signal, cable-span signal mounting, and the cantilever signal mounting, 
respectively. 
 
For spans, steel strain poles are used. Steel strain poles provide greater strength, are easier to 
maintain, and require less space. Wood poles require the use of down-guy cables and are limited 
to a temporary installation. 
 
A cantilever structure must be designed to satisfy the AASHTO Standard Specifications for 
Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals. 
 
Overhead highway lighting may be provided, where warranted (see Section 78-2.0), at a rural 
signalized intersection.  Traffic-signal span-support poles or cantilever poles may be used for 
overhead highway lighting.  Figure 77-4G provides an illustration of a combination signal-
luminaire pole.  INDOT does not use combination poles.  Figure 77-4H provides the heads’ 
orientation for a cable-span-mounted signal. 
 
 
77-4.04  Signal Display 
 
The traffic-signal display consists of parts including the signal head, signal face, optical unit, 
visors, etc.  The criteria set forth in the MUTCD Part IV, the INDOT Standard Specifications, and 
ITE’s Equipment and Material Standards of the Institute of Transportation Engineers should be 
followed in determining appropriate signal-display arrangements and equipment.  The 
following provides additional guidance for the selection of the signal display equipment. 
 
1. Signal-Head Housing.  This are made of polycarbonate (plastic). 
 
2 Signal Faces.  Section 77-5.01 provides INDOT’s preferred signal-face arrangements 

for use on a State highway.  The signal lenses should be placed in a vertical line rather 
than horizontally except where overhead obstructions may limit visibility.  Where 
protected left turns are followed by permissive left turns, the five-section signal head is 
the recommended arrangement choice.  The MUTCD Part IV provides additional 
information on the arrangement of signal heads. 
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3. Lens Size.  INDOT’s preferred practice is to use only 12-in. diameter lenses.  INDOT 
specifications require the use of plastic lenses in its signal displays. 

 
4. Signal Illumination.  Only Light-Emitting Diodes (LED) should be used. 
 
5. Visors.  A visor should be used with each lens.  A visor is used to direct the signal 

indication to the appropriate approaching traffic and to reduce sun phantom.  A tunnel 
visor provides a complete circle around the lens. A cutaway visor is a partial visor, with 
the bottom cut away.  A partial visor reduces water and snow accumulation and does 
not let birds build nests within the visor.  The decision on which visor type should be 
used is determined on a site-by-site basis.  For a Department installation, partial visors 
are normally used.  Visors are made of the same material as the housing. 

 
6. Louvers.  Louvers are sometimes used to direct the signal indication to a specific lane.  

Louvers are used where several signal heads may cause confusion for the approaching 
driver.  One example of this problem is where an intersection has its approaches at angles 
less than 90 deg and the signal indications can be seen from both approaches.  The 
decision on whether to use louvers depends on site conditions and will be determined for 
each site. 

 
7. Optically-Programmable Signal.  Like louvers, an optically-programmable signal is 

designed to direct the signal indication to specific approach lanes and for specific 
distances.  An advantage is that they can be narrowly aligned so that motorists from other 
approaches cannot see the indications.  Applications include closely-spaced intersections 
or an intersection where the approaches have acute angles.  An optically-programmable 
signal requires rigid mountings to keep the indicator properly directed.  The cost is higher 
than for louvers but the improved visibility often makes it a better choice. The decision on 
whether to use an optically-programmable signal depends on site conditions and will be 
determined for each site. 

 
8. Backplate.  A signal indication loses some of its contrast value if viewed against a 

bright sky or other intensive background lighting such as advertising lighting.  A 
backplate placed around a signal assembly enhance the signal’s visibility and have 
been shown to provide a benefit in reducing crashes.  However, a backplate adds 
weight to the signal head and can increase the effect of wind loading on the signal.  The 
decision on whether to use a backplate depends on site conditions and will be 
determined for each site. 

 
 
77-5.0  TRAFFIC-SIGNAL DESIGN 
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77-5.01  Design Criteria 
 
INDOT has adopted the MUTCD criteria for the placement and design of a traffic or pedestrian 
signal.  This includes, but is not limited to, signal indications, color requirements, number of 
lenses per signal head, number and location of signal heads, height of signal heads, location of 
signal supports, etc.  In addition to the MUTCD, the INDOT Standard Drawings, and the 
references in Section 77-1.01, the following provides further information on traffic-signal design. 
 
Once a signal is determined to be warranted, or completely modernized, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. All electric service should be metered. 
 
2. All parking regulations should be reviewed for a distance of at least 150 ft from the stop 

line or back to a detector. 
 
3. All signal-head indications should be placed within 40 to 180 ft from the stop line. 
 
4. The necessary signal heads should be verified for the traffic movements as shown in the 

phase diagram. 
 
5. All signal equipment should satisfy the lateral clearances as specified in Chapter Forty-

nine for a 4R project, or Chapter Fifty-five for a 3R project. 
 
6. The height of a steel-strain-pole support is 30 ft or 36 ft. 
 
7. Preformed loop detection should be used where new pavement is constructed or where 

pavement is to be replaced. 
 
8. All existing signal components should be field verified. 
 
9. Position and direction of aiming for all signal heads should be in accordance with Section 

77-5.01(01). 
 
10. A detector should be provided that counts vehicles in each travel lane approaching the 

signalized intersection.  The count loops should be identified in the loop tagging table. 
 
11. The detection-setback-distance value shown in Figure 77-5 Z should be used. 
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77-5.01(01)  Signal Displays 
 
The MUTCD requires at least two signal indications for each through approach to an 
intersection or other signalized location.  A single indication is permitted for control of an 
exclusive turn lane, provided that this single indication is in addition to the minimum two for 
through movements.  For multiple left turn lanes, one indication per lane shall be provided. 
 
Supplemental signal indications may be used if the two signal indications are marginally visible 
or detectable.  One signal head per approach lane has been shown to provide a benefit in 
reducing crashes.  Situations where supplemental indications can improve visibility include the 
following: 
 
1. approach in excess of two through lanes; 
2. location where there may be driver uncertainty; 
3. where there is a high percentage of trucks which can obscure the signal indications; or 
4. where the approach alignment affects the continuous visibility of normally-positioned 

signal indications. 
 
The following figures illustrate the placement for signal heads. 
 

Figure 77-5A, offsetting intersection 
Figure 77-5B, urban street with parking on the near side, no left-turn lane 
Figure 77-5C, urban street with parking on the far side and a near-side left-turn lane 
Figure 77-5D, left-turn lanes with permissible left turns, but no separate left-turn phase 
Figure 77-5E, left-turn lanes with protected left-turn phase 
Figure 77-5F, left-turn lane with both protected-phase and permissible left turns, and 
5-section head.  This figure also illustrates the preferred 5-section head display 
Figure 77-5G, multiple-lanes approach with left-turn lanes and protected left-turn phase 
Figure 77-5H, multiple-lanes approach with both left- and right-turn lanes and protected 
phases 
Figure 77-5 I, multiple-lanes approach z-span with supplemental far-side heads 
Figure 77-5J, rural one-lane approach with truck obstruction 
Figure 77-5K, rural one-lane approach with obstructed sight distance, near-side signal 
indication, advance warning sign, and flasher. 

 
 
77-5.01(02)  Visibility Requirements 
 
The minimum visibility for a traffic signal is defined as the distance from the stop line at which a 
signal should be continuously visible for various approach speeds.  Figure 77-5L provides the 
MUTCD minimum visibility distance.  If the visibility distance cannot be satisfied, an advance 
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warning sign should be used to alert an approaching motorist of the upcoming signal. 
 
A driver’s vision is vertically limited by the top of the vehicle’s windshield.  This restriction 
requires the signal to be located far enough beyond the stop line to be seen by the driver.  The 
MUTCD requires a minimum distance of 40 ft from the stop line.  The lateral location of the 
indication should be in the driver’s cone of vision.  Research indicates that this cone of vision 
should be desirably within 5 deg on either side of the center line of the eye position (i.e., a cone of 
10 deg).  The MUTCD requires that at least one, and preferably two, signal faces be located within 
20 deg on each side of the center of the approach extended (i.e., a cone of 40 deg).  There may be 
confusion on where to measure the center of the approach lanes for a multilane approach. 
 
Figure 77-5M, Vision Cone, illustrates INDOT’s interpretation of this requirement.  The right- and 
left-turn lanes and parking lanes are included. 
 
The following discusses other requirements in determining the location of a signal indication. 
 
1. Where a signal indication is meant to control a specific lane or lanes of approach, its 

position should make it readily visible to the drivers making the specific movement. 
 
2. Near-side signal heads should be located as near as practical to the stop line. 
 
3. Signal heads for one approach should be mounted not less than 10 ft apart between the 

centers of the heads, measured perpendicular to the direction of travel. 
 
4. At least one, and preferably both, signal heads that control through traffic should be 

located not less than 40 ft nor more than 180 ft beyond the stop line. 
 
Where the nearest signal head is more than 150 ft, but 180 ft or less, beyond the stop line, 
engineering judgment of the conditions, including the worst-case visibility conditions, should 
be used to determine if a supplemental near-side signal head should be provided.  Where the 
nearest signal head is more than 180 ft beyond the stop line, a supplemental near-side signal head 
should be used. 
 
 
77-5.02  Placement of Signal Equipment 
 
There are limited options available in determining acceptable locations for the placement of 
signal pedestals, signal poles, pedestrian detectors, and controller cabinets.  Considering roadside 
safety, these elements should be placed as far back from the roadway as practical.  However, due 
to visibility requirements, limited mast-arm lengths, limited right of way, restrictive geometrics, 
or pedestrian requirements, traffic-signal equipment often must be placed relatively close to the 
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travelway.  The following should be considered in determining the placement of traffic-signal 
equipment. 
 
1. Clear Zone.  If practical, the placement of traffic-signal equipment for a new-

construction or reconstruction project should satisfy the clear-zone criteria described in 
Section 49-2.0.  For a 3R project, the equipment should be located outside of the 
obstruction-free zone as described in Section 55-5.02.  A new-signal installation on an 
existing route or a signal-modernization project is considered to be a 3R project. 

 
2. Controller Cabinet.  In determining the location of the controller cabinet, the following 

should be considered. 
 

a. It should be placed in a position so that it is unlikely to be struck by an errant 
vehicle.  It should be located outside the obstruction-free zone. 

 
b. It should be located where it can be easily accessed by maintenance personnel. 

 
c. It should be located so that a technician working in the cabinet can see the 

signal indications in at least one direction. 
 

d. It should be located where the potential for water damage is minimized. 
 

e. It should not obstruct intersection visibility. 
 

f. The power-service connect should be reasonably close to the controller cabinet. 
 
3. Traffic-Signal Supports.  These should be placed to provide the obstruction-free 

zone through the area where the traffic-signal supports are located.  However, the 
following exceptions will apply. 

 
a. Channelizing Island.  Installation of a signal support in a channelizing island 

should be avoided, if practical.  However, if a signal support must be located in a 
channelizing island, a minimum clearance of 30 ft should be provided from all 
travel lanes including turn lanes in a rural area, or in an urban area where the 
posted speed limit is 50 mph or higher.  In an urban area where the island is 
bordered by a barrier curb and the posted speed limit is 45 mph or lower, a 
minimum clearance of 10 ft should be provided from all travel lanes including 
turn lanes. 

 
b. Non-Curbed Facility with Posted Speed Limit of 50 mph or Higher, and 

ADT > 1500.  Where conflicts exist such that the placement of the signal 
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supports outside of the obstruction-free zone is impractical (e.g., conflicts with 
buried or utility cables), the signal supports should be located at least 10 ft beyond 
the outside edge of the paved shoulder. 

 
c. Non-Curbed Facility with Posted Speed Limit of 45 mph or Lower, or ADT ≤ 

1500.  Where conflicts exist such that the placement of the signal supports outside 
of the obstruction-free zone is impractical (e.g., conflicts with buried or utility 
cables), the signal supports should be located at least 6 ft beyond the outside 
edge of the paved shoulder. 

 
d. Curbed Facility.  See Section 55-5.02.  For a facility with curbs of less than 6 in. 

height, see items 3.a. and 3.b. above. 
 
4. Location of Signal Heads Relative to Stop Line.  Figure 77-5M shows this 

information, and the appropriate lens diameters. 
 
5. Pedestrians.  If the signal pole must be located in the sidewalk, it should be placed to 

minimize pedestrian conflicts.  The signal pole should not be placed such that will 
restrict a handicapped individual’s access to a curb ramp.  Pedestrian push buttons must be 
conveniently located.  Section 51-1.0 provides criteria for handicapped accessibility. 

 
 
77-5.03  Pedestrian Signal 
 
Pedestrian-signal indications should be provided for each new or modernized traffic-signal 
installation in accordance with the MUTCD. 
 
An INDOT pedestrian-signal installation should satisfy the INDOT Standard Specifications.  
For a local-agency facility, a pedestrian-signal installation should satisfy ITE criteria and local 
practice.  A location where visually-impaired pedestrians are anticipated may warrant the 
supplemental use of an accessible pedestrian signal.  The use of an accessible signal will be 
determined on a site-by-site basis. 
 
 
77-5.04  Pavement Marking and Signing 
 
Cantilevers and span cables often include regulatory and informational signs, e.g., left turn 
only, name of cross street.  The effect of the weight of the sign and additional wind loading on 
the cantilever or the span cables should be considered.  The number of signs on a traffic-signal 
structure should be limited.  Chapter Seventy-five provides additional guidance on the placement 
and design of signs. 
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For a cable-span signal installation, a lane-use-control sign should be placed over the lane on the 
near-side span.  A street-name sign should be placed on right side of the far-side span. 
 
An internally-illuminated street-name sign provides increased visibility at night.  INDOT does not 
install such a sign, but a local agency may request its installation on an INDOT-controlled traffic 
signal.  Its installation requires a contract between INDOT and the appropriate local governmental 
agency. 
 
Chapter Seventy-six provides the criteria for the application of pavement markings at an 
intersection.  Pavement markings are used to supplement the traffic-signal indication and lane-
use signs. 
 
 
77-5.05  Electrical System 
 
The electrical system consists of electrical cables or wires, connectors, conduit, handholes, etc.  
Electrical connections between the power supply, controller cabinet, detectors, and signal 
poles are carried in conduit.  The following should be considered in developing the traffic-signal-
wiring plan. 
 
1. Service Connections.  Service connections from the local utility lines should go directly 

to the service disconnect and then to the controller cabinet.  The lines should be as 
short as practical.  The service disconnect should be located as close to the controller 
cabinet as practical.  These installations will be placed underground in separate conduits 
from other signal wires.  Easy access to a shut-off device in the controller is required to 
turn the power supply off while performing system maintenance. 

 
2. Electric Cables.  All electric cables and connections must satisfy national, State, and 

local electrical codes, in addition to the NEMA criteria, except for the green wire, which 
is used for the green indication or interconnect function and not for the system ground.  
The number of conductor cables should be kept to a minimum, usually only 3 or 4 
combinations, to reduce inventory requirements.  A 7- or greater-conductor cable is used 
between the controller cabinet and the disconnect hangers or cantilever base.  A 5-
conductor cable is used between the disconnect hanger or cantilever base and 3-section signal 
indication.  A 7-conductor cable is used between the disconnect hanger or cantilever base and 
5-section signal indication.  A 5-conductor cable is used between the controller cabinet and 
the pedestrian-signal indication.  A 5-conductor cable is used between the controller cabinet 
and each pair of pedestrian push buttons located in the same corner of the intersection.  
Connections to flashers use only a 3-conductor cable.  The INDOT Standard Drawings 
illustrate the correct procedures for wiring and splicing cables. 
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3. Cable Runs.  All cable runs should be continuous between the following: 
 

a. controller cabinet to base of cantilever structure or pedestal; 
b. controller cabinet to disconnect hangers; 
c. controller cabinet to service disconnect; 
d. disconnect hanger to signal indications; 
e. base of cantilever structure to signal indications; and 
f. controller cabinet to detector housing. 

 
4. Handhole.  A handhole should be located adjacent to the controller cabinet, each 

signal pole, and each detector location.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide 
additional handhole and wiring details.  The maximum spacing between handholes in the 
same conduit run is 250 ft. 

 
5. Underground Conduit.  Underground conduit is used to connect the controller 

cabinet, traffic signals, and loop detectors together.  Conduits run underneath the 
pavement and between the handholes, using a 2-in. diameter conduit.  For a run with 
additional cables, the conduit size may need to be increased. The NEC should be 
checked to determine the appropriate conduit size for the number of electric cables that 
can be contained within the conduit.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide 
additional placement details of underground conduit. 

 
6. Grounding.  Each metal pole, cantilever structure, controller cabinet, etc., should be 

grounded.  The INDOT Standard Drawings illustrate the correct methods for 
grounding these devices. 

 
7. Detector Housing.  A detector housing should be a cast-aluminum box encased in 

concrete.  A detector housing is used to splice the wires from the loops to the lead-in cable 
to the detector amplifier.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide additional information 
on detector housings, including wiring details. 

 
8. Disconnect Hangers.  Disconnect hangers are used for a cable-span-mounted signal to 

provide a junction box between the signal heads and the controller. 
 
9. Loop Tagging.  Each loop-detector cable should be tagged in the controller cabinet to 

indicate which loop detector wire belongs to which loop detector.  Each should be 
labeled according to street, direction, lane, and distance from the stop line, and if the loop 
is a count loop. 

 
10. Interconnect Cable.  A 7-conductor signal wire is used for hard-wiring interconnected 
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signals.  For a closed-loop system, the hard-wired connection should use a telecommunication 
cable consisting of either a fiberoptic cable or a 6-pair twisted cable. 

 
 
77-5.06  Phasing 
 
The designer, in consultation with the district Office of Traffic, is responsible for determining the 
initial phasing plan.  The selected phase diagram should be shown on the plans and should 
include the roadway preferentiality. 
 
 
77-5.06(01)  Phasing Types 
 
A signal phase is defined as the part of the traffic-signal cycle allocated to a combination of traffic 
movements receiving the right of way simultaneously during one or more intervals.  Each cycle can 
have 2 or more phases.  For practicality, there should not be more than 8 phases per cycle and 
there should desirably be fewer.  An 8-phase dual-ring controller should be used with a new or 
modernized traffic signal.  As the number of non-overlapping phases increases, the total vehicular 
delay at the intersection will increase due to the lost time of starting and clearing each phase.  The 
minimum number of phases practical that will accommodate the existing and anticipated traffic 
demands should be used.  A capacity analysis should be conducted to determine if the 
proposed phasing is appropriate.  Phases 2 and 6 are considered to be the preferential phases.  
The following provides the applications for phased operations. 
 
1. Two-Phase Operation.  A 2-phase operation is appropriate with a 4-way intersection that 

has moderate turning movements and low-pedestrian volume.  Figure 77-5N illustrates a 
typical 2-phase operation.  A 2-phase operation is also appropriate for the intersection of 
two one-way streets.  Disadvantages of a 2-phase operation are that left turns are in 
conflict with traffic from opposite directions, and that right- and left-turning traffic is in 
conflict with pedestrian flows. 

 
2. Three-Phase Operation.  The following describes where a 3-phase operation may be 

used. 
 

a. Major or Minor Street with Separate Phases.  A 3-phase operation with separate 
phases on a major or minor street (split phase) may be used where there is heavy 
left-turning demand on the major or minor street from one or both directions and 
there is inadequate pavement width to provide a left-turn lane.  See Figure 77-5 
O, Three-Phase Operation, Separate Split Phases for Major Street, or Figure 77-
5P, Three-Phase Operation, Separate Split Phases for Minor Street.  This phase 
selection is not an efficient operation for a multilane street because it reduces 
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capacity and increases delay. 
 

b. Major Street with Left-Turn Lanes.  A 3-phase operation should be considered 
where separate left-turn lanes are provided on the major street (see Figure 77-
5Q).  A left-turn lane will reduce the number of left-turn accidents.  Left-
turning traffic from both directions should be nearly equal. 

 
c. Exclusive Pedestrian Phase.  This option is used where there are a significant 

number of pedestrians (e.g., college, downtown business district) and where the 
signal normally operates in a 2-phase operation (i.e., minimum number of left-
turns).  Figure 77-5R illustrates a 3-phase operation with an exclusive pedestrian 
phase.  During the exclusive pedestrian phase, pedestrians can use all crosswalks 
or walk diagonally across the intersection. 

 
d. T Intersection.  A 3-phase operation will be required if there is a large turning 

volume on the through street.  The 3-phase operation allows a number of options 
depending on the traffic volume and geometrics of the intersection, e.g., left- and 
right-turn lanes.  Figure 77-5S illustrates the options for single-lane approaches.  
Figure 77-5T illustrates the options for multiple-lane approaches. 

 
3. Four-Phase Operation.  A 4-phase operation may be used where left-turn lanes are 

provided on all four approaches and the left-turn volume for each set of opposing turns 
is approximately equal.  However, an 8-phase controller is more efficient for this type of 
operation.  This phase operation may be used at the intersection of multilane major routes.  
It is most appropriate for actuated control with detection on all approaches. 

 
4. Eight-Phase Operation.  An 8-phase operation provides the maximum efficiency and 

minimum conflicts for a high-volume intersection with many turning movements.  A left-
turn lane should be provided on each approach.  It is most appropriate for actuated 
control with detection on all approaches.  The 8-phase operation allows for the skipping 
of phases or selection of alternate phases depending upon traffic demand.  Figure 77-5U 
illustrates an 8-phase operation, dual ring.  An 8-phase operation uses the NEMA dual-
ring controller. 

 
5. Other Phases.  For other phase operations, e.g., a 6-phase operation, one of the phase 

operations described above can be used by eliminating the nonapplicable phase from the 
sequence. 

 
Figures 77-5N through 77-5U also illustrate the movements that should be assigned to the 
numbered phases.  On a 4- or 8- phase operation, the through phases are assigned to the even-
numbered phase-diagram locations, and the left turns are assigned to the odd-numbered phase-
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diagram locations.  See Section 77-5.06(02) for more information on phase assignment. 
 
The controller accommodates control of each individual phase.  Each phase is programmed as a 
single-entry operation in which a single phase can be selected and timed alone if there is no 
demand for service in a non-conflicting phase.  There are phases that can be timed concurrently 
with a dual-ring controller.  For example, a through movement can be timed concurrently with its 
accompanying left turn or its opposing through movement, but not with another phase or vice 
versa.  For example, Phase 2 can be timed concurrently with Phase 5 or Phase 6.  This 
concurrent timing is not an overlap because each phase times individually.  An overlap is 
dependent on the phase or phases with which it is overlapped for time and is terminated as the 
phase or phases terminate. 
 
There are computer programs available that can assist the designer to determine the appropriate 
phasing requirements (see Section 77-5.10).  The Application Development Division can be 
contacted for more information on the latest software packages or versions used by INDOT. 
 
 
77-5.06(02)  Phase Numbering and Conventions 
 
Phase numbers are the labels assigned to the individual movements around an intersection.  For 
an 8-phase dual-ring controller, it is common to assign the main street’s through movements as 
phases 2 and 6.  Also, it is common to use odd numbers for left-turn signals and even numbers for 
through signals.  The sum of phase numbers of the through movement and the adjacent left turn is 
equal to seven or eleven.  Figure 77-5V shows typical phase-numbering schemes.  Figure 77-5W 
shows typical phase diagrams. 
 
For signals in a coordinated system, phases 2 and 6 are the coordinated phases. 
 
Intersection approach directional labels and corresponding NEMA phase assignments should be 
shown on the plans according to standard route-numbering convention and priority routes as 
defined below. 
 
1. Highest-Priority Intersecting Route.  This should be determined based on route 

classification (US Route; State Route; local route, respectively).  For equally-classified 
routes, the higher-priority route has the higher vehicular volume. 

 
2. Labeling Approaches NB, SB, EB, or WB.  For route-numerical designation, an odd-

numbered route should be labeled NB and SB.  An even-numbered route should be labeled 
EB and WB, for the highest-priority route (phases 2 and 6) on the intersection-design plan.  
All remaining minor-approach directional labels should be assigned as relative directions 
to the highest-priority NB or EB route.  If two equally-classified routes, both even- or odd-
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numbered, intersect, phase 2 should be assigned to the higher-volume NB or EB through 
movement.  The remaining directional labels should be relatively assigned to the 
remaining movements. 

 
 
77-5.06(03)  Phase Assignments 
 
1. 4- or 8- Phase Intersection.  Phase 2 should be assigned to the highest-priority arterial NB 

or EB route at the intersection.  The remaining even-numbered through phases should be 
assigned to vehicle movements clockwise around the 4-approaches intersection.  Phase 4 
should be immediately to the left of phase 2, followed to the left by phase 6 (opposing 
phase 2), and followed by phase 8 immediately left of phase 6 or right of phase 2.  Odd-
numbered phases should be assigned to each corresponding left-turn phase by standard 
NEMA convention, also increasing numerically in the clockwise direction. 

 
Deviation from the priority convention described above is permitted to maintain the 
integrity of an existing or planned coordinated system by assigning phase 2 and 6 as the 
coordinated phases. 

 
2. T Intersection.  A three-legged or T intersection should follow the 4- or 8- phase 

intersection convention, skipping those phases that are otherwise assigned to the missing 
vehicle movements. 

 
3. Split-Phase Intersection.  Phase assignments should follow the 4- or 8- phase intersection 

to the extent possible.  NB and EB movements should be assigned a lower phase number 
than the phase number assigned to SB and WB movements, respectively. 

 
4. Grade-Separated Intersection or Interchange.  Grade-separated intersection or interchange 

ramps that terminate and intersect at numbered US and State arterial routes should use the 
through surface arterial route numerical designation to determine the NB/EB phase 2 
assignment regardless of route priority.  NB/WB ramp movements will be assigned to 
phase 8.  SB/EB ramps will be assigned to phase 4. 

 
A ramp terminating at a local street may use either the numbered Interstate or State route 
as directional reference, or the nearest actual NB/EB cardinal direction of the local arterial 
movement in determining arterial orientation for assigning phase 2 as NB or EB.  
Regardless, phase 2 should be labeled NB or EB, and the remaining conventions described 
above should be applied. 

 
5. TTI 4-Phase and Single-Controller Diamond Interchange.  A single-controller diamond 

interchange should incorporate a flexible ring structure that allows TTI 4-phase, extended 
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3-phase, standard 3-phase, or two separate intersection modes by time-of-day selection in 
the controller.  Phases will not strictly follow the convention described above. 

 
 
77-5.06(04)  Examples 
 
1. SR 32 at SR 38 east or west side of Noblesville.  SR 32 is the through movement.  Phase 2 

is EB SR 32. 
 
2. SR 32 at SR 37 in Noblesville.  SR 37 is the higher-volume route.  Phase 2 is NB SR 37. 
 
3. I-465 at US 31 in Hamilton County.  US 31 is the odd-numbered NB route.  Phase 2 is NB 

US 31. 
 
4. I-465 at Allisonville Road in Indianapolis.  Phase 2 is NB Allisonville Road. 
 
5. US 30 at SR 15 in Warsaw.  This is grade separated.  SR 15 is the arterial route.  Phase 2 

is NB SR 15. 
 
 
77-5.06(05)  Left-Turn Phase 
 
The most commonly added phase is for protected left-turns, for which left-turning vehicles are 
given a green arrow without conflicting movements.  A left-turn phase can be either a leading left, 
where the protected left turn precedes the opposing through movements, or a lagging left, where 
the left-turn phase follows the opposing through movements.  Opposing left turns may both be 
leading, lagging, or a combination of leading and lagging.  The decision on whether to use either 
a leading-left or a lagging-left turn will be determined for each situation.  The preferred 
practice is to use leading left turns.  A combination of leading and lagging or lagging left 
turns can provide more-efficient operation in a coordinated signal system.  Figure 77-5X 
provides a comparison for each left-turn phase alternative. 
 
Not all signalized intersections will require a separate left-turn phase.  The decision on whether to 
provide exclusive left-turn phases is dependent upon traffic volume, delays, and crash 
history.  This will be determined on a site-by-site basis.  For an intersection with exclusive left-turn 
lanes, the following can be used to determine the need for a left-turn phase. 
 
1. Capacity.  A left-turn phase should be considered where the demand for left turns 

exceeds the left-turn capacity of the approach lane.  The left-turn capacity of an approach 
lane is 1,200 vehicles times the percent of green time minus the opposing volume, but not 
less than two vehicles per cycle. 
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2. Delay.  A left-turn phase should be considered where the delay time for left-turning 

vehicles is excessive for 4 h during an average day.  Delay is considered excessive if left-
turning vehicles are delayed for more than two complete signal cycles. 

 
3. Miscellaneous.  Intersection geometrics, total volume demand, crash history, posted 

speeds, etc., should also be considered. 
 
4. Non-INDOT Facility.  The ITE Manual of Traffic Signal Design provides alternative 

guidelines for consideration of left-turn phasing. 
 

On an approach without an exclusive left-turn lane, the decision on whether to include a 
left-turn phase is determined on a site-by-site basis.  The inclusion of a left-turn phase at 
an intersection without an exclusive left-turn lane will require split phasing.  Where 
practical, opposing left-turn arrows should also be provided. 

 
 
77-5.06(06)  Assignment of Right of Way 
 
The assignment of right of way, also referred to as preferentiality, at a traffic signal determines 
which signal indications will flash amber if the traffic signal goes to a flash condition. 
 
None of the signal indications should flash amber.  Therefore, none of the approaches should have 
preferentiality over the others.  This condition is also referred to as all-red flash. 
 
A local agency is permitted to assign preferentiality to one of the roads at an intersection.  This 
will permit the preferential road’s indication to flash amber while the crossroad’s indication will 
flash red. 
 
 
77-5.07  Pretimed Traffic-Signal Timing 
 
77-5.07(01)  Guidelines for Signal Timing 
 
For a State highway, the district Office of Traffic will be responsible for timing the signal after 
it has been installed.  For a local facility, the consultant will be responsible for determining 
the signal timing.  However, designer must still understand the aspects of traffic-signal timing so 
that the appropriate equipment will be selected and an efficient design can be provided. 
 
The following should be considered in determining pretimed-signal timing. 
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1. Phases.  The number of phases should be kept to a minimum.  Each additional phase 
reduces the effective green time available for the movement of traffic flows, such as 
increased lost time due to starting delays and clearance intervals.  Adding concurrent 
phases may not reduce capacity. 

 
2. Cycle Length.  A short cycle length yields the best performance by providing the lowest 
 average delay provided the capacity of the cycle to pass vehicles is not exceeded.  The 
 following should be considered relative to cycle lengths. 
 

a. Delay.  For a 2-phase operation, a shorter cycle length of 50 to 60 s produces 
the shortest delays. 

 
b. Capacity.  A cycle length of longer than 60 s will accommodate more vehicles 

per hour if there is a constant demand during the entire green period on each 
approach.  Such a cycle length has higher capacity because, over a given time 
period, there are fewer starting delays and clearance intervals. 

 
c. Maximum.  A maximum cycle length of 120 s should be used, irrespective of 

the number of phases.  For a cycle of longer than 120 s, there is an insignificant 
increase in capacity and a rapid increase in the total delay. 

 
3. Green Interval.  The division of the cycle into green intervals will be approximately 

correct if made proportional to the critical lane volume for each signal phase.  The 
critical lane volume can be determined by using the Highway Capacity Manual’s Planning 
Methodology, or the of the Highway Capacity Software’s Signalized Intersections 
Module.  The green interval should be checked against the following. 

 
a. Pedestrians.  If pedestrians are to be accommodated, each green interval should be 

checked to ensure that it is not less than the pedestrian clearance time required for 
pedestrians to cross the respective intersection approaches plus the initial walk 
interval time. 

 
b. Minimum Lengths.  Major movements relative to driver expectations should not 

have green intervals which are less than 15 s.  An exception to this may be 
appropriate for special turn phases. 

 
4. Capacity.  For an intersection approach with many left turns, the capacity should be 

checked to determine the need for a separate left-turn lane; see Section 77-5.06(03). 
 
5. Phase-Change Interval.  Each phase-change interval (yellow plus all-red) should be 

designed to satisfy Section 77-5.07(02) item 2 to ensure that approaching vehicles can 
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either come to a stop or clear the intersection during the change interval. 
 
6. Coordination.  Traffic signals within 0.5 mi of each other should be coordinated together 

in a system.  Section 77-6.0 further discusses signal-system coordination. 
 
7. Field Adjustments.  Each signal-timing program should be checked and adjusted in the 

field to satisfy the existing traffic conditions. 
 
 
77-5.07(02)  Cycle Determination 
 
In determining the appropriate cycle length and interval lengths, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. Cycle Length.  Cycle length should be within the range as follows: 
 

a. 2-Phase Operation, 50 to 80 s. 
b. 3-Phase Operation, 60 to 100 s. 
c. 4-Phase Operation, 80 to 120 s. 

 
2. Phase-Change Interval.  The yellow change interval advises the driver that the phase 

has expired and that he or she should stop prior to the stop line, or allows entry to the 
intersection if too close to stop.  The phase-change interval length should be 
determined using Equation 77-5.1.  The yellow change interval should be followed by 
a red-clearance interval, or all-red phase, of sufficient duration to permit traffic to clear the 
intersection before conflicting traffic movements are released.  For a more-efficient 
operation, start-up time for the conflicting movements may be considered in setting the 
length of the all-red interval. 
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4.642
..     (Equation 77-5.1) 

 
Where: 
Y + A.R. = Sum of the yellow and all-red intervals, s 
t = perception/reaction time of driver, s, assumed to be 1 s 
V = approach speed, ft/s 
W = width of intersection, ft 
L = length of vehicle, ft, assumed to be 20 ft 
a = deceleration rate, ft/s2, assumed to be 10 ft/s2 
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The yellow change interval is in the range of 3 to 6 s.  The all-red interval is in the range 
of 1 to 4.4 s. 

 
3. Green Interval.  To determine the cycle division, the green interval should be 

estimated using the proportion of the critical lane volume for each phase.  The following 
equations illustrate how to calculate this proportion for a 2-phase system.  The green 
interval for a signal with additional phases can be determined in a similar manner. 

 
  ba YYCG −−=       (Equation 77-5.2) 
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Where: 
G = total green time available for all phases, s 
C = cycle length, s 
Ya and Yb = yellow and all-red phase-change interval, s, on streets A and B 
Ga and Gb = green interval, s, calculated for streets A and B 
Va and Vb = critical-lane volumes on streets A and B 

 
The effect that the pedestrian clearance interval will have on the green interval should 
be considered where there is an exclusive pedestrian phase, or if the pedestrian phase runs 
concurrently with traffic at a wide intersection with a short green interval.  If pedestrians 
walk with the green indication or a walk indication, the minimum green interval should be 
determined using Equation 77-5.5.  The walking distance is from the edge of the near 
roadway to the center of the farthest travel lane. 

 
  Y

S
DPG −+=       (Equation 77-5.5) 

 
Where: 
G = minimum green time, s 
P = pedestrian start-off period, 4 to 7 s 
S = walking speed, 4 ft/s 
D = walking distance, ft 
Y = yellow interval, s 

 
Where there are fewer than 10 pedestrians per cycle, the lower limit of 4 s is adequate as a 
pedestrian start-off period.  A walking speed of 4 ft/s can be assumed for an adult 
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pedestrian.  Where a significant volume of elderly, handicapped, or child pedestrians is 
present, a reduced walking speed should be considered. 

 
4. Recheck.  After the cycle length and interval lengths have been selected, the design 

should be rechecked to ensure that sufficient capacity is available.  Several cycle 
lengths should be checked to ensure that the most-efficient cycle length and interval 
lengths are used.  If the initial design is inadequate, the designer should perform the 
following: 

 
a. select a different cycle length; 
b. select a different phasing scheme; or 
c. make geometric or operational changes to the intersection approaches, such as 

adding left-turn lanes. 
 

There are software programs available to assist in determining the most efficient design.  
Section 77-5.10 discusses these. 

 
 
77-5.08 Actuated-Controller Setting 
 
As with a pretimed controller, the district Office of Traffic will be responsible for timing each 
actuated controller on a State highway after it is installed.  However, the designer should 
understand how the signal timing will affect the efficiency of the actuated signalized 
intersection.  The designer should also understand how the signal timing will affect the placement 
of the traffic detectors. 
 
The design of actuated control is a trade-off process where the location of vehicular detection is 
optimized to provide safe operation while providing controller settings that will minimize 
intersection delay.  The compromises that should be made among these conflicting criteria 
become increasingly difficult to resolve as approach speeds increase.  For example, for an 
approach speed of 40 mph or higher, the detector should be located in advance of the indecision 
zone.  The indecision zone is the decision area, on such an approach, where the driver must decide 
whether to go through the intersection or stop once the yellow interval begins.  Depending on the 
distance from the intersection and vehicular speed, the driver may be uncertain whether to stop or 
continue through the intersection, thus, creating the indecision problem.  Figure 77-5Y further 
defines the indecision zone.  The following discusses the design considerations for an actuated 
controller. 
 
 
77-5.08(01)  Basic-Actuated Controller 
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Basic-actuated control with passage detection is limited in application to an isolated intersection 
with fluctuating or unpredictable traffic demands and approach speeds of 35 mph or lower.  Basic-
actuated control includes fully-actuated and semi-actuated control equipment.  INDOT does not 
use this type of signal control; see Section 77-5.08(02). 
 
Because of the small area covered by the small loop detector and its location relative to the stop 
line, this type of detection is used only with a controller that has a locking memory feature for 
detector calls.  The controller remembers the actuation of a detector on the yellow or red interval, 
or the arrival of a vehicle that did not receive enough green time to reach the intersection. 
 
In developing the timing criteria and the detector placement for basic-actuated controllers, the 
following should be considered. 
 
1. Minimum Assured Green (MAG).  Although there is no timing adjustment labeled 

MAG on the controller, the MAG should still be calculated.  The minimum green time is 
composed of the initial green interval plus one vehicle extension.  A long minimum green 
time should be avoided.  The minimum assured green time should be between 10 and 20 
s for a major movement.  The actual value selected should be based on the time it takes to 
clear all possible stored vehicles between the stop line and the detector.  If the MAG is 
too short, the stored vehicles may be unable to reach the stop line before the signal 
changes.  This time can be calculated using Equation 77-5.6. 

 
  MAG = 3.7 + 2.1n      (Equation 77-5.6) 
 

Where 
MAG is in s 
n = number of vehicles per lane which can be stored between the stop line and 
the detector 

 
The minimum green time selected should be able to service at least two vehicles per lane.  
Using Equation 77-5.6, this translates into a time of approximately 8 s.  Assuming two 
vehicles occupy approximately 45 ft, the detector should not be placed closer than 45 ft 
from the stop line.  Closer placement will not reduce the MAG. 

 
Where pedestrians must be accommodated, a pedestrian detector, e.g., push button, 
should be provided.  Where a pedestrian call has been detected, the MAG must be 
sufficient enough for the pedestrian to cross the intersection.  The minimum time for a 
pedestrian, as discussed in Section 77-5.07, is also applicable to an actuated system. 

 
2. Vehicular Extension.  The vehicular-extension setting fixes both the allowable gap 

and the passage of time at one value.  The extension should be long enough so that a 
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vehicle can travel from the detector to the intersection while the signal is held in 
green.  However, the allowable gap should be kept reasonably short to ensure quick 
transfer of green to the side street.  Headway between vehicles in platoons average 
between 2 and 3 s.  Therefore, the minimum vehicular extension time should be at 
least 3 s.  For the maximum gap, studies have shown that a driver waiting on red finds 
that a gap of 5 s or longer is too long and inefficient.  Therefore, the vehicular 
extension should be set between 3 and 5 s.  For a quicker phase change, a shorter gap 
of 3 to 3.5 s should be used. 

 
3. Initial Green.  The initial green setting is the MAG minus one vehicular 

extension.  The initial green should be limited to a maximum of 10 s. 
 
4. Detector Placement.  The detector setback distance should be set equal to the time 

required for a vehicle to stop before entering the intersection.  The vehicular passage time 
is used to determine this placement, e.g., 5 s.  The posted speed limit of the approach 
roadway should be used to determine the appropriate setback. 

 
5. Maximum Green Interval.  This is the maximum time that the green should be held for 

the green phase, given a detection from the side street.  For a light to moderate 
traffic volume, the signal should gap out before reaching the maximum green time.  
However, for a period with higher traffic volume, the signal may rarely gap out.  
Therefore, a maximum green interval is set to accommodate the waiting vehicles.  The 
maximum green interval can be determined assuming a pretimed intersection (see Section 
77-5.07).  It may be somewhat longer to allow for peaking. 

 
6. Clearance Interval.  The clearance interval should be determined as for a pretimed signal 

(see Section 77-5.07). 
 
7. Left-Turn Lane. A left-turn lane should be treated like a side street with semi-actuated 

control.  Short allowable gaps and minimum greens should be used.  A vehicle may 
enter the left-turn lane beyond the detector.  If this is a problem, a presence detector 
should be considered at the stop line; see Section 77-5.08(03). 

 
8. Semi-Actuated Controller.  For a minor street with semi-actuated control, the signal is 

held on green for the major street.  To ensure that the mainline is not interrupted too 
frequently, a long minimum green interval should be used on the major street.  The minor 
street will experience delay. 

 
9. Intermediate Traffic.  Where a vehicle can enter the roadway between the detector and 

intersection, e.g., driveway, side parking, or where a vehicle may be traveling so slow 
that it does not clear the intersection in the calculated clearance time, the signal controller 
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will not register its presence.  A presence detector at the stop line may be required to 
address this situation; see Section 77-5.08(03). 

 
 
77-5.08(02)  Advanced-Design Actuated Controller 
 
An advanced-design controller is used at an isolated intersection with fluctuating or unpredictable 
traffic demands, and approach speeds of 40 mph or higher.  INDOT uses this type of controller, 
irrespective of the approach speed.  An advanced-design actuated controller is one that has a 
variable initial interval.  It can count waiting vehicles beyond the first one and can extend the 
initial interval to meet the needs of the number of vehicles actually stored between the stop line 
and the detector.  As with basic-actuated control, the small-area detection requires that the 
controller have a locking memory. 
 
The timing for an advanced-design actuated controller requires judgment.  Therefore, field 
adjustments are often required after the initial setup.  The following discusses considerations 
regarding the signal timing and detector placement. 
 
1. Detector Placement.  For an approach speed of 40 mph or higher, the detector should be 

located in advance of the indecision zone (see Figure 77-5Y).  This will place the detector 
about 5 s of passage time from the intersection.  The speed selected should be the posted 
speed limit of the approach roadway.  Figure 77-5 Z provides the appropriate detector 
setback distance for each combination of passage time and approach speed.  Figure 77-5 Z 
also provides the passage time that is appropriate for other types of detection. 

 
2. Minimum Initial Time.  Because the advanced-design actuated controller can count the 

number of vehicular arrivals, the minimum initial time should be long enough only to 
satisfy driver expectancy.  The minimum initial interval is set at 8 to 15 s for a through 
movement, or 5 to 7 s for a left-turn movement. 

 
3. Variable Initial Time.  The variable initial time is the upper limit to which the minimum 

initial time can be extended.  It should be long enough to clear all vehicles that have 
accumulated between the detector and the stop line during the red interval.  The 
variable initial time is determined in the same manner as the minimum assured green 
for the basic-actuated control; see Section 77-5.08(01). 

 
4. Number of Actuations.  The number of actuations is the number of vehicles that can be 

accommodated during the red interval that will extend the initial green to the variable initial 
limit.  This is a function of the number of approach lanes, average vehicle length, and lane 
distribution.  It should be set based on the worst-possible condition, in which vehicles 
are stored back to the detector. 
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5. Passage Time.  The passage time is the time required for a vehicle to pass from the 
 detector to the stop line.  This is based on the posted speed limit of the approach 
 roadway. 
 
6. Maximum Green Interval.  The maximum green interval should be set the same as for the 

basic controller; see Section 77-5.08(01). 
 
7. Allowable Gap.  A density-type controller permits a gradual reduction of the 

allowable gap to a preset minimum gap based on cross-street traffic parameters such 
as time waiting, vehicles waiting, or density.  Time waiting has been determined to be 
the most reliable and usable.  As time passes after a conflicting call, the allowable gap time is 
gradually reduced.  The appropriate minimum gap setting will depend on the number of 
approach lanes, the traffic volume, and the time of day.  Adjustments will need to 
be made in the field. 

 
8. Clearance Interval.  The clearance interval should be determined in the same manner as for 

a pretimed signal (see Section 77-5.07). 
 
 
77-5.08(03)  Actuated Controller with Large Detection Area 
 
A large-area detector is used with an actuated controller in the non-locking memory mode and 
with the initial interval and vehicular extension set at or near zero.  This is referred to as the loop 
occupancy control (LOC).  A large-area detector is used in the presence mode, which holds the 
vehicle call for as long as the vehicle remains over the loop.  One advantage of a large-area 
detector is that it reduces the number of false calls due to right-turning-on-red vehicles.  The 
large-area detector consists of four octagonal 6 ft by 6 ft or circular 6-ft diameter small loops, 
9 ft apart connected in series; see the INDOT Standard Drawings.  With a large-area detector, 
the length of the green time is determined by the time the area is occupied.  However, a minimum 
initial time should be provided for driver expectancy.  The following discusses the 
applications for LOC. 
 
1. Left-Turn Lane.  An LOC arrangement is appropriate for a left-turn lane where a left 

turn can be serviced on a permissive green or yellow clearance, or where a vehicle can enter 
the left-turn lane beyond the initial detector.  The following should be considered in 
using the LOC for a left-turn. 

 
a. To ensure that the driver is fully committed to making the left turn, the initial loop 

detector may need to be installed beyond the stop line to hold the call. 
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b. Where motorcycles are a significant part of the vehicular fleet, the vehicular 
extension may need to be set to 1 s so that a motorcycle will be able to hold the 
call as it passes from loop to loop.  An alternative is to use an extended-call 
detector. 

 
2. Through Lanes, Approach Speed of 35 mph or Lower.  The indecision zone 

protection is not considered a significant problem.  The detection-area length and 
controller settings are determined based on the desired allowable gap.  For example, 
assuming a 30-mph approach speed and 3 s desired allowable gap, the LOC area is 
calculated as follows: 
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The vehicular length of 20 ft should be subtracted from the LOC, so that the required 
detector area is 112 ft.  A loop layout is only 45 ft in length; therefore, for a 30-mph 
approach speed, the vehicular extension setting should be set at 1.5 s to provide the 3 s 
gap. 

 
If the initial interval is set at zero and the vehicular extension is between 0 and 1 s 
then, under low-traffic-volume conditions, a green interval as short as 2 or 4 s may occur.  
Pedestrians or bicyclists presence should be determined.  If so, the minimum green times for 
their crossings should be provided.  Driver expectancy should also be considered.  A 
driver for a major through movement expects a minimum green interval of 8 to 15 s. 

 
3. Through Lanes, Approach Speed of 40 mph or Higher.  It is not practical to extend 

the LOC beyond the indecision zone of 5 s of passage time back from the stop line.  To 
address the indecision-zone problem, an extended-call detector is placed beyond the 
indecision zone.  This detector is used in a non-locking mode.  The time extension is 
based on the time for the vehicle to reach the LOC area.  An intermediate detector may be 
used to better discriminate the gaps. 

 
The concerns with using the LOC concept for this approach speed include the 
following. 

 
a. The allowable gap is higher than the desired 1.5 to 3 s.  The controller’s ability to 

detect gaps in traffic is substantially impaired.  As a result, moderate traffic will 
routinely extend the green to the maximum setting, which is undesirable. 

 
b. An LOC design should be used only if the AADT is 8,000 to 10,000.  This 

approach speed with a greater AADT is better served with a density controller.  
The intersection of a higher-speed artery with a lower-speed crossroad is better 
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served with a density controller on the artery and LOC for the crossroad. 
 
 
77-5.09  Vehicle-Counting Loop 
 
A new or modernized traffic signal should include vehicle-counting loops.  This is an inductive 
loop detector that, in addition to detecting the presence or passage of a vehicle, provides a count 
pulse once a vehicle passes over the loop.  The traffic-signal controller stores the counts in a 
format that can be uploaded either remotely or onsite to a personal computer. 
 
 
77-5.09(01)  Considerations for Counting-Loop Use 
 
The configuration of counting loops and determination of which loops are used to count vehicles 
at a signalized intersection are dependent on the geometry of the intersection.  The considerations 
include the following. 
 
1. Encroachment.  A vehicle from one movement drives over a loop providing vehicle count 

for another movement, causing that movement to over-count.  A lane with an 
encroachment issue should use only loop numbers 4 or 1 to count, depending on the area 
of encroachment. 

 
2. Late Entrance or Early Departure.  A vehicle enters or exits the side of a count loop series 

and does not cross every count loop in the series, causing that movement to under-count. 
 
3. Lane Change Within the Loop System.  A vehicle changing lanes within 50 ft of the stop 

line is unpredictable and cannot be eliminated.  This is a minor issue.  For a lane where 
this is a major issue, use loop numbers 1 or 4 to count, avoiding issues 1 and 2 above. 

 
4. Tractor-Trailer.  A tractor-trailer may be counted once or multiple times due to the 

difference in height of the bed and the axles.  This is inconsistent between trucks and there 
are too many variables to eliminate this issue.  For a lane where this is a major issue, using 
all four loops to count may minimize over-counting. 

 
5. Shared Lane for Through and Right Movements.  Figure 77-5AA shows two methods of 

counting through and right-turn movements if they share a lane.  The minimum distance 
between the loops in the through lane and the loop in the radius for a right-turning vehicle 
should be 6 ft.  Method A should be chosen if the radius is large enough that a right-
turning vehicle will not cross the front loop in the lane.  If a right-turning vehicle will pass 
partially or completely over the front loop in the lane, method B should be used. 
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Figures 77-5AA, 5BB, and -5CC illustrate the effects of the considerations described 
above, and show suggested counting-loop configurations. 

 
 
77-5.09(02)  Preferred Counting-Loop Configurations 
 
One loop will provide the most accurate count but at a higher cost in hardware and detector lead-
ins than for a four-loop series.  Some detectors are not as accurate with one loop. 
 
Two loops may increase accuracy for a detector that is not as accurate in counting with one loop.  
Counting with two loops is equal in cost to counting with one loop of a four loop series.  
Counting with two loops may decrease accuracy due to encroachment, late entrance, early 
departure, or lane changes within the count zone.  Therefore, counting with two loops is subject to 
approval of the district Office of Traffic. 
 
Four loops provide an accurate count installation with the lowest cost.  However, this may 
decrease count accuracy if there are encroachments, late entrances, early departures, or lane 
changes within the count zone. 
 
The preferred counting configurations, listed from most to least desired, are as follows: 
 
1. Four loops: Loops 1, 2, 3, and 4 
2. One loop: Loop 4 
3. One loop: Loop 1 
4. Two loops: Loops 3 and 4; requires district Office of Traffic approval 
5. Two loops: Loops 1 and 2; requires district Office of Traffic approval 
 
Only one movement can be counted per lane.  As many movements as feasible should be counted 
at the intersection. 
 
 
77-5.10  Computer Software 
 
There are many software programs available to help assist in preparing a traffic-signal design or 
timing plan.  New programs, as well as updates to existing programs, are continuously being 
developed.  Before using these programs, the Traffic Control Systems Division should be 
contacted to determine which software packages or versions INDOT is currently using.  The 
following programs are used for signal-timing optimization. 
 
1. SYNCHRO and SIMTRAFFIC.  SYNCHRO is a traffic-signal simulation program that 

develops a timing plan for either an isolated signal or an arterial signal system.  It will 
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optimize timing for either a fixed or an actuated traffic signal.  SIMTRAFFIC is a 
companion microscopic simulation and animation program that uses SYNCHRO files.  
Both programs will estimate measures of effectiveness for a timing plan. 

 
2. PASSER II.  This is Progression Analysis and Signal System Evaluation Routine II, a 

bandwidth-optimization program.  It develops a timing plan that maximizes the through 
progression band along an arterial for up to 20 intersections.  It works best in 
unsaturated traffic conditions and where turning movements onto the arterial are 
relatively light.  PASSER II can also be used to develop arterial phase sequencing for 
input into a stop-and-delay optimization model such as TRANSYT-7F. 

 
3. TRANSYT-7F.  This is Traffic Signal Network Study Tool  7F, which develops a signal-

timing plan for an arterial or grid network.  The objective of this program is to minimize 
stops and delays for the system as a whole, rather than maximizing arterial bandwidth. 

 
4. AAP.  This is Arterial Analysis Package, which allows the user to easily access 

PASSER II and TRANSYT-7F to perform a complete analysis and design of arterial 
signal timing.  The package includes a user-friendly forms display program so that data 
can be entered interactively on a microcomputer.  Through AAP, the user can generate 
an input file for two of the component programs to quickly evaluate an arterial signal-
timing design or strategy.  The package also links to the Wizard of the Helpful 
Intersection Control Hints (WHICH) to facilitate detailed design and analysis of the 
individual intersections.  This program interfaces with TRANSYT-7F, PASSER II, and 
WHICH. 

 
5. HCS.  This is Highway-Capacity Software, which replicates the procedures described in the 

Highway Capacity Manual.  It is a tool that increases productivity and accuracy, but it 
should only be used in conjunction with the Highway Capacity Manual and not as a 
replacement for it. 

 
6. Passer IIITM-98.  This is a diamond-interchange optimization software.  The program can 

evaluate an existing or proposed signalization strategy, determine a signalization strategy 
which minimizes the average delay per vehicle, and calculate a signal-timing plan for 
interconnecting a series of interchanges on one-way frontage roads. 

 
Most of these software programs can be purchased from McTrans Center, 512 Weil Hall, Gainesville, 
Florida 32611-2083, or from PC-TRANS, Kansas University Transportation Center, 2011 Learned 
Hall, Lawrence, Kansas 66045. 
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77-5.11  Maintenance Considerations 
 
After a signal is installed, the district Office of Traffic will be responsible for the maintenance of 
the traffic signal.  Therefore, it should be consulted early in the design process for the selected signal 
equipment and its location (e.g., controller, cabinet, signal heads, etc.). The selected 
equipment must satisfy the operator’s capability to adjust the signal and maintain it. 
 
For a signal on a local facility, it will be the responsibility of the local municipality or county to 
operate and maintain the signal.  The designer should review the local jurisdiction's existing 
traffic-signal hardware and maintenance capabilities.  If practical, the designer should attempt to 
match the local jurisdiction’s existing hardware.  This will reduce the municipality’s need for 
additional resources and personnel training.  However, this should not limit the designer’s 
options, as there are consultants who can help a local government operate and maintain a traffic 
signal. 
 
 
77-6.0  SIGNAL-SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
As traffic volume continues to increase, installation of a coordinated signal system is an 
important tool to improve traffic flow.  By coordinating two or more traffic signals together, the 
overall capacity of the highway can be significantly increased.  Traffic signals which are 0.5 mi or 
closer should be considered for coordination.  Although not a perfect solution, the use of a 
coordinated traffic-signal system can satisfy the traffic needs of a highway for many years.  It is 
also a relatively inexpensive method of improving capacity, thereby reducing delay, with minimal 
disruption to the highway as compared to the construction of additional lanes. 
 
 
77-6.01  System-Timing Parameters 
 
The basic system-timing parameters used in a coordinated system include the following. 
 
1. Cycle.  The period of time in which a pretimed controller, or an actuated controller, with 

demand on all phases, displays a complete sequence of signal indications.  The cycle 
length is common to all intersections operating together and is called the background 
cycle. 

 
2. Split.  The proportioning of the cycle length among the phases of the local 

controller. 
 
3. Offset.  The time relationship determined by the difference between a specific point in 

the local signal sequence, the beginning of the major-street green interval, and a system-wide 
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reference point. 
 
4. Time of Day or Day of Week. This system selects a system-timing plan based on a 

predefined schedule.  The timing-plan selection may be based not only on the time of 
day but also on the day of week and week of year.  Some systems permit the selection of 
the plan based upon a specific day of the year. 

 
5. Traffic-Responsive.  A traffic-responsive system implements timing patterns 

based on varying traffic conditions in the street.  Most traffic-responsive systems select 
from a number of predefined patterns.  This system uses a computerized library of 
predefined timing patterns that are based on data collected by the system to develop the 
timing plan for the system. 

 
 
77-6.02  System Types 
 
The methodologies available to coordinate traffic signals take advantage of computer technology.  
As new signal controllers, computers, and software are developed, the design of a coordinated 
traffic-signal system will continue to improve.  These systems should match existing systems or 
be coordinated with nearby systems.  A traffic-signal system is designed by a consultant who 
specializes in this work.  To maintain consistency, each traffic-signal-system design must be 
coordinated through the Highway Design and Technical Support Division.  These systems are 
described below. 
 
 
77-6.02(01)  Interconnected Time-of-Day System 
 
This system is applicable to either a pretimed or actuated controller, in either a grid system or along an 
arterial system.  The configuration for this type of system includes a field-located, time-clock-based 
master controller generating pattern selection and synchronization commands for transmission along 
an interconnecting cable or via radio modem.  Local intersection coordination equipment interprets 
these commands and implements the desired timing. 
 
An interconnected time-of-day system can use the physical interconnection solely for the purpose 
of synchronizing the time clocks in the local controller.  The local controller selects the desired 
timing from pre-programmed plans stored in the local controller. 
 
 
77-6.02(02)  Time-Based Coordinated Time-of-Day System 
 
Operationally equivalent to the interconnected time-of-day system, this type of system uses 
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accurate timekeeping techniques to maintain a common time of day at each intersection without 
physical interconnection.  Time-base coordination is tied to the 60-Hz AC power supply, with a 
battery backup in case of a power failure. 
 
Time-based coordination allows for the inexpensive implementation of a system, because the need 
for an interconnect cable is eliminated.  However, a time-based system requires periodic 
checking by maintenance personnel, because the 60-Hz power-company reference is 
sometimes inconsistent.  Power outages sometimes affect only portions of a system, resulting in 
drift between intersections that continue to operate on power-company lines and those that 
maintain time on a battery backup. 
 
Time-based coordination often is used as a backup for a computerized signal system. 
 
 
77-6.02(03)  Traffic-Responsive Arterial System 
 
This system is used with a semi-actuated controller along an arterial.  The field-located system 
master selects predetermined cycle lengths, splits, and offsets based upon current traffic-flow 
measurements.  These selections are transmitted along an interconnect cable or radio modem to 
coordination equipment at the local intersections. 
 
Cycle lengths are selected based on traffic-volume and possibly occupancy-level thresholds on 
the arterial.  The higher the volume, the longer the cycle length.  Splits are selected based on 
the side-street traffic-volume demands.  Offsets are selected by determining the predominant 
direction of flow along the arterial. 
 
System-sampling detectors, located along the arterial, input data back to the master controller 
along an interconnect cable or radio modem.  Most systems have the capability to implement 
plans on a time-of-day basis as well as through traffic-responsive techniques. 
 
 
77-6.02(04)  Distributed-Master, or Closed-Loop, System 
 
This system advances the traffic-responsive arterial system one step further by adding a 
communications link between the field-located master controller and an office-based 
microcomputer.  Most systems are designed to interface with a standard personal computer 
over dial-up telephone lines.  This connection is established only if the field master is generating 
a report or if the operator is interrogating or monitoring the system.  With proper equipment, many 
systems can share a single office-based microcomputer. 
 
The system permits the maintenance of the complete controller database from the office.  The 
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controller’s configuration data, phase and timing parameters, and coordination patterns can be 
downloaded directly from the office. 
 
The distributed-master system provides substantial remote monitoring and timing-plan updating 
capabilities for only a minor increase in cost.  This consists of only the expense of the personal 
computer and the monthly costs of a standard business telephone or cellphone line.  Graphics 
displays are provided to assist in monitoring the system. 
 
 
77-6.02(05)  Central Computer, or Interval-Command System 
 
This system can control large numbers of intersections from a central digital computer.  This 
system requires constant communications between the central computer and each local 
intersection.  The central computer determines the desired timing-pattern parameters, based 
either on time-of-day or traffic-responsive criteria, and issues commands specific to each 
intersection once per second.  These commands manipulate the controller into coordinated 
operation. 
 
The system also monitors each intersection once per second.  Detector data, current-phase green, 
and other information is transmitted back to the computer for necessary processing.  Many 
systems include a large wall-size map display, with indicators showing controller and detector 
status and other informational displays.  Many systems include a color-graphics monitoring 
system. 
 
A system of this type requires a large minicomputer, complete with a conditioned, 
environmentally-controlled computer room. 
 
 
77-6.02(06)  Central Database-Driven Control System 
 
This system draws from the quality points of the distributed-master system and the central-
computer system.  Although communications are maintained continuously with each 
intersection, timing-pattern parameters are downloaded to each controller, eliminating most of 
the second-by-second approach.  This allows a greater number of intersections to be controlled 
by a less-powerful computer. 
 
The reduction in communications data required also allows an increase in monitoring data to be 
returned to the computer.  Thus, the complex graphics displays normally found in distributed-
master systems can also be implemented in a large-scale system. 
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77-6.03  Communications Techniques 
 
A system other than a time-based coordinated system requires a communications medium to 
maintain synchronized operation between intersections.  The primary options available for system 
interconnection are hardwired communications and through-the-air frequency.  Hardwired 
communications can include leased telephone lines, cable-television lines, fiber optics, or direct 
wiring.  Through-the-air interconnections can include radio, microwave, or cellular 
telephones.  The requirements for the communications network are dependent on the needs of the 
system.  Therefore, the decision on which interconnection method to use will be determined on a 
system-by-system basis. 
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Advantages 

• Low installation costs. 
• Easy maintenance, no roadway interference. 
• Generally considered most aesthetically acceptable. 
• Generally correct locations for pedestrian signals and push buttons. 
• Provides adequate visibility where a wide median with left-turn lanes and phasing exist. 
• Unlimited roadway vertical clearance. 

Disadvantages 

• Requires underground wiring which can offset initial cost advantages. 
• Generally does not provide adequate visibility of signal indications for motorist due to 

lateral placement of signal indications. 
• May not provide mounting locations such that a display with a clear meaning is provided. 
• Height limitations may provide problems where approach is on a vertical curve. 
• Subject to vehicular impact if installed close to the roadway, particularly in a median. 

 
 

POST-MOUNTED SIGNAL, 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

 
Figure 77-4D 
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Advantages 

• Easy to install, less underground work required. 
• Allows excellent lateral placement of signal heads for maximum visibility. 
• Allows for easy future adjustments of signal heads. 
• Allows correct signal-placement location with respect to stop line. 
• Can provide convenient post locations for supplemental signal heads and pedestrian 
 signals and push buttons. 
• Permits bridles to reduce distance from stop line at wide intersection (see Figure 77-4F) 

Disadvantages 

• Seen by some users as aesthetically unpleasing. 
• Requires periodic maintenance for span tightening. 
• Prevents passage of an overheight vehicle. 

 
 

CABLE-SPAN-MOUNTED SIGNAL, 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

 
Figure 77-4E 
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Advantages 

• Allows correct lateral placement of signal heads and placement relative to stop line for 
 maximum visibility of signal indications. 
• Can provide post locations for supplementary signals or pedestrian signals and push 
 buttons. 
• Accepted as an aesthetically-pleasing method for installing overhead signals in a 
 developed area. 
• Rigid mountings provide the most positive control of signal movement in wind. 
• Allows for clearance to overhead obstructions. 

Disadvantages 

• Costs are generally the highest. 
• It may be difficult to properly place signal heads over a wide approach. 
• Limited flexibility for addition of new signal heads or signs on existing cantilevers. 

 
 

CANTILEVER-, OR MAST-ARM-, MOUNTED SIGNAL, 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

 
Figure 77-4F 
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85th Percentile 

Speed, mph 
Minimum Visibility 

Distance, ft 
20 175 
25 215 
30 270 
35 325 
40 390 
45 460 
50 540 
55 625 
60 715 

 
 

MINIMUM-VISIBILITY DISTANCE 
 

Figure 77-5L 
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LEADING-LEFT-TURN PHASE 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

• Increases intersection capacity of a 1- or 2-lane 
approach without a left-turn lane if compared with 
2-phase traffic-signal operation. 

 
• Minimizes conflicts between left-turn and 

opposing straight-through vehicles by clearing the 
left-turn vehicles through the intersection first. 

 
• A driver tends to react quicker than with lagging-

left operation. 

• A left-turning vehicle completing its movement 
may delay the beginning of the opposing through 
movement once the green is exhibited to the 
stopped opposing movement. 

 
• Opposing movement may make a false start in 

response to the movement of a vehicle given the 
leading green. 

 
• Where there is no left-turn lane, an obstruction to 

the left-turn movement is created if a through 
vehicle is present. 

LAGGING-LEFT-TURN PHASE 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

• Both directions of straight-through traffic start at 
the same time. 

 
• Approximates the normal driving behavior of a 

vehicle operator. 
 
• Provides for vehicle/pedestrian separation as 

pedestrians usually cross at the beginning of 
straight-through traffic. 

 
• Where pedestrian signals are used, pedestrians 

have cleared the intersection by the beginning of 
the lag-green interval. 

 
• Cuts off only the platoon stragglers from adjacent 

interconnected intersections. 

• A left-turning vehicle can be trapped during the 
left-turn yellow change interval as opposing 
through traffic is not stopping as expected. 

 
• Creates conflicts for opposing left turns at start of 

lag interval because an opposing left-turning 
driver expects both movements to stop at the same 
time. 

 
• Where there is no left-turn lane, an obstruction to 

the through movement during the initial green 
interval is created. 

 
Notes: 
 
1. The disadvantages inherent in the lagging-left operation are such that its use is restricted to 

an interconnected or pre-timed operation, or to an actuated-control operation, such as a T 
intersection. 

 
2. The lagging-left turn phase is acceptable where both opposing through movements are 

stopped at the same time. 
 
 

COMPARISON OF LEFT-TURN-PHASE ALTERNATIVES 
 

Figure 77-5X 
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Approach 
Posted Speed 

(mph) 

Passage Time from Detector to Stop Line (s) 

1 2 3 4 5 1 6 7 

20 29 53 87 116 145 174 193 
25 36 78 108 144 180 216 252 
30 44 88 132 2 176 220 264 308 
35 51 102 153 204 255 306 357 
40 59 113 177 236 295 354 413 
45 66 132 198 264 330 396 462 
50 73 146 219 292 365 438 511 
55 81 162 243 324 405 486 567 
60 88 176 264 352 475 528 616 
65 95 190 285 380 550 570 665 

Legend: 
000 Basic Ctrlr. 000 Variable Initial Only 
000 Density 000 Indecision Zone 

 
1   INDOT uses 5 s passage time. 
2   This value is also in the indecision zone. 
 

DETECTION SETBACK DISTANCE (ft) 
 

Figure 77-5 Z 
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CHAPTER SEVENTY-EIGHT 
 

HIGHWAY LIGHTING 
 
 
78-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The purpose of highway lighting is to provide a safe and comfortable environment for the night- 
time driver.  Due to the voluminous nature of highway-lighting-system design, it is impractical 
for this Chapter to provide a complete highway-lighting-design guide.  For additional design 
information, the designer is encouraged to review the latest edition of the references listed in 
Section 78-1.01.  The intent of this Chapter is to provide the user with a synopsis of the highway-
lighting-design process and to provide INDOT’s criteria, policies, and procedures regarding these 
issues. 
 
 
78-1.01  References 
 
For additional information on highway lighting, the designer should review the publications as 
follows; 
 
1. An Informational Guide for Roadway Lighting, AASHTO; 
 
2. Roadway Lighting Handbook, FHWA; 
 
3. Roadway Lighting Handbook, Addendum “Designing the Lighting System - Using 

Pavement Luminance,” FHWA; 
 
4. Roadway Lighting, RP-8, Illuminating Engineering Society (not used on an INDOT 

project); 
 
5. NCHRP Report No. 152, Warrants for Highway Lighting, TRB (not used on an INDOT 

project); 
 
6. NCHRP Report No. 256, Partial Lighting of Interchanges, TRB (not used on an INDOT 

project); 
 
7. Chapter Forty-nine, “Roadside Safety,” Indiana Design Manual, INDOT; 
 
8. Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires and 

Traffic Signals, AASHTO; 
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9. INDOT Standard Drawings, INDOT; 
 
10. INDOT Standard Specifications, INDOT; 
 
11. National Electrical Code; and 
 
12. National Electric Safety Code. 
 
 
78-1.02  Definitions of Terms 
 
The following defines the more commonly used terms in highway lighting. 
 
1. Average Maintained Illuminance.  The average level of horizontal illuminance on the 

roadway pavement once the output of the lamp and luminaire is diminished by the 
maintenance factors; expressed in average footcandles for the pavement area. 

 
2. Candela (cd).  The unit of luminous intensity. 
 
3. Candela per Square Foot (cd/ft2).  The unit of photometric brightness (luminance).  The 

unit is equal to the uniform luminance of a perfectly diffusing surface emitting or 
reflecting light at the rate of one1 lm/ft2 or the average luminance of a surface emitting or 
reflecting light at that rate. 

 
4. Effective Mounting Height.  The vertical distance between the foundation of the light 

standard and the center of the light source in the luminaire. 
 
5. Glare.  The optical sensation produced by luminance within the visual field that is 

sufficiently greater than the luminance to which the eyes are adapted and which causes 
annoyance, discomfort, or loss in visual performance and visibility. 

 
6. Illuminance.  The density of the luminous flux incident on a surface.  It is the quotient of 

the luminous flux divided by the area of the surface where the latter is uniformly 
illuminated. 

 
7. Lamp Lumens Depreciation Factor (LLD).  A depreciation factor that indicates the 

decrease in a lamp’s initial lumen output over time.  For design calculations, the initial 
lamp lumen value is reduced by an LLD to compensate for the anticipated lumen 
reduction. 
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8. Longitudinal Roadway Line.  A line along the roadway parallel to the curb or shoulder 
line. 

 
9. Lumen (lm).  A unit of measure of the quantity of light. 
 
10. Luminaire.  A complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp or lamps together with the parts 

designed to distribute the light, to position and protect the lamps, and to connect the 
lamps to the power supply. 

 
11. Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor (LDD).  A depreciation factor that indicates the 

expected reduction of a lamp’s initial lumen output due to the accumulation of dirt on or 
within the luminaire over time. 

 
12. Luminance.  The luminous intensity of a surface in a given direction per unit of projected 

area of the surface as viewed from that direction. 
 
13. Footcandle.  The illuminance on a surface of 1 ft2 in area on which there is uniformly 

distributed a light flux of one lm, or the illuminance produced on a surface for which all 
points are at a distance of 1 ft from a uniform point source of one cd. 

 
14. Maintenance Factor (MF).  A combination of light-loss factors used to denote the 

reduction of the illumination for a given area after a period of time compared to the initial 
illumination on the same area (MF = LLD x LDD). 

 
15. Mounting Height.  The vertical distance between the roadway surface and the center of 

the light source in the luminaire. 
 
16. Nadir.  The vertical axis which passes through the center of the luminaire light source. 
 
17. Spacing.  The distance in feet between successive lighting units. 
 
18. Transverse Roadway Line.  A line across the roadway that is perpendicular to the curb or 

shoulder line. 
 
19. Uniformity Ratio.  The ratio of average maintained lux of illuminance on the pavement to 

the maintained lux at the point of minimum illuminance on the pavement.  A uniformity 
ratio of 3:1 means that the average lux value on the pavement is three times the lux value 
at the point of least illuminance on the pavement. 

 
 
78-1.03  State and Local Responsibilities 
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The following describes the responsibilities between the Department and a local government 
agency for a lighting installation along a State-maintained highway. 
 
1. INDOT Jurisdiction.  The Department may illuminate a portion of a State, U.S., or 

Interstate highway outside incorporated city or town limits that satisfies the warranting 
conditions provided in Section 78-2.0.  INDOT will not provide illumination inside city 
or town incorporated limits, except along an Interstate route. 

 
2. Local Jurisdiction.  A local governmental agency may install lighting along a State 

highway within its jurisdictional limits provided the agency finds sufficient benefit in the 
form of convenience, safety, policing, community promotion, public relations, etc.  The 
local agency will develop appropriate warranting guidelines for installing lighting.  If the 
city or town has not developed warrants, the Department warrants in Section 78-2.0, or 
those listed in the references in Section 78-1.01, should be considered.  The local agency 
will be responsible for installing, maintaining, and operating the lighting facilities.  The 
plans for lighting a State highway within local jurisdictional limits must meet Department 
criteria and must receive INDOT approval through a formal agreement prior to 
installation.  The plans should be submitted for review to the Highway Operations 
Division’s Office of Traffic Engineering. 

 
3. Installation.  Installation by the Department will be done under the Department’s normal 

programming and contracting procedures.  The installation, however, may be performed 
through an agreement with a utility company. 

 
4. Operation.  For each location where the Department is responsible for paying the energy 

costs, an agreement must be negotiated between the local utility company and the 
Department for payment of the electrical current.  The current may or may not be 
metered.  All bills should be submitted through the district Office of Traffic for payment. 

 
5. Maintenance.  Maintenance of a Department lighting system may be furnished by 

agreement with a local utility company, by an independent lighting contractor, or by 
trained INDOT personnel. 

 
6. Agreement.  An agreement for a Department lighting system should be prepared 

according to INDOT agreement policy.  According to Indiana Code (IC, 8-23-22-2, and 
amendments thereto), the Department is required to enter into an agreement for sharing 
the utility costs. 

 
7. Existing System.  Where an agreement between INDOT and a local agency on 

maintenance and operation of an existing lighting system along a State-maintained 
highway cannot be resolved, the following will apply. 
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a. If a system installed by the Department is annexed into the city or town corporate 
limits and the local agency does not agree to take over the maintenance and 
operation costs, the system should be considered for removal if a cost analysis 
shows such action to be cost effective.  A removal study as defined in Section 78-
2.10 should be conducted. 

 
b. If the system was installed by the local agency and the local agency is no longer 

willing to pay for the operation and maintenance costs, INDOT will determine if 
the system is warranted.  If it is warranted and is outside the incorporation limits, 
the Department may take over the responsibilities for maintaining and operating 
the system.  If the system is not warranted, the local agency may be requested to 
remove the system.  If the local agency will not remove the system, the 
Department may remove it as described in Section 78-2.10. 

 
c. If the system was installed in accordance with an agreement entered into between 

the Department and the local governmental agency, and the agency is no longer 
abiding by the stipulations of the agreement, the Department may conduct a study 
to determine if the system is warranted.  If continuation of the system is not found 
to be cost effective, INDOT may remove it as described in Section 78-2.10. 

 
8. Other Construction Project.  Where a proposed construction project (e.g., roadway 

reconstruction project) is within city or town incorporation limits, the following will 
apply relative to lighting. 

 
a. If the existing lighting system is owned by the local agency and the project 

requires the system to be relocated, INDOT will be responsible for all relocation 
expenses. 

 
b. If the existing lighting system is owned by a utility company and the project 

requires the system to be relocated, the utility company will be responsible for all 
relocation expenses. 

 
c. If there is no existing lighting and it is requested by the local agency, INDOT will 

include the lighting system in the project if the local agency agrees to pay for all 
installation costs and will take responsibility for the operation and maintenance of 
the system. 

 
d. If the existing luminaire arms are mounted on utility company poles and the 

lighting hardware is owned by the local agency, INDOT will be responsible only 
for the relocation expenses associated with the lighting hardware, if requested by 
the local agency.  No upgrades in the existing lighting are accomplished under this 
option. 
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78-1.04  Lighting Studies 
 
If a request is made for a new lighting installation along a State-maintained highway outside of 
incorporation limits, the following procedure should be used. 
 
1. Lighting Request.  The local agency or other local group seeking the lighting system is 

required to submit a request to the district Traffic Team petitioning the Department to 
consider the installation of a new lighting system along the State highway. 

 
2. Lighting Study.  The district Traffic Team will conduct a study to determine if the request 

justifies further action.  Each lighting study report should include the Highway Lighting 
Accident Warrant Analysis. 

 
3. Programming.  If the location warrants lighting and it is outside the corporate limits, the 

district Traffic Team will request the Planning Division to initiate a project to provide 
lighting at the location. 

 
 
78-2.0  WARRANTS 
 
Providing lighting along every highway is not practical or cost effective.  The district Traffic 
Team will be responsible for determining if the lighting system is economically justified along a 
State-maintained highway.  It is the Department’s practice to only provide lighting if there is an 
average of seven night accidents per year, and the night-to-day ratio of accidents is greater than 
0.5.  A blank Highway Lighting Accident Analysis Worksheet is shown as Figure 78-2B.  An 
editable version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  The appendices referred to in the worksheet are 
shown in Figure 78-2C.  Local officials may determine the feasibility of providing lighting within 
city or town limits.  A location which satisfies these warrants does not obligate INDOT to 
provide funding for the requested highway lighting project.  INDOT’s objective is to identify 
each roadway which should be considered in the process of setting priorities for the allocation of 
available funding to a roadway-lighting project.  For a lighting system to be considered, it should 
satisfy the warrants provided below. 
 
 
78-2.01  Freeway 
 
Where warranted, INDOT is responsible for providing highway lighting along each Interstate 
route or other State-maintained freeway outside corporate limits.  A city or town is responsible 
for lighting along a non-Interstate-route freeway which is within its corporate limits.  Continuous 
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freeway lighting (CFL) should be considered where one or more of the following warrants are 
satisfied. 
 
1. Accidents.  CFL should be considered where there are a significant number of nighttime 

accidents that can be attributed to the lack of lighting and where it can be supported by a 
cost-effective analysis. 

 
2. Nearby Development.  CFL should be considered, for a length of at least 2.0 mi, where 

the freeway passes through a substantially-developed suburban or urban area, and where 
one or more of the conditions exist as follows: 

 
a. the nearby local traffic operates on a street system that has some form of complete 

street lighting and which has some parts that are visible from the freeway; 
 

b. the freeway passes through a series of developments such as a residential, 
commercial, industrial, or civic area, college, park, terminal, etc., that has roads, 
streets and other areas that are lighted; 

 
c. separated cross streets, both with and without connecting ramps, are within 0.5 mi 

of each other and are lighted as part of the local street system; or 
 

d. the freeway cross-section elements (e.g., median, right of way) are substantially 
narrower than desirable widths used for a rural section due to high right-of-way 
costs and adjacent developmental restrictions. 

 
3. Interchange.  CFL should be considered where 3 or more successive interchanges are 

illuminated and have an average spacing of 1.5 mi or less between them.  Where CFL is 
provided through the interchange, complete interchange lighting should also be provided. 
See Section 78-2.02 for additional information on interchange lighting. 

 
 
78-2.02  Interchange 
 
Interchange lighting can consist of either complete interchange lighting (i.e., all ramps, the 
mainline, and the cross street are lighted) or partial interchange lighting (e.g., gores, intersection). 
The Department’s practice is that, once it has been determined that continuous freeway lighting 
is warranted, complete interchange lighting should also be provided.  Interchange lighting along 
an unlighted freeway should be considered where the following conditions occur. 
 
1. Accidents.  Lighting may be warranted where there are significant numbers of nighttime 

accidents that can be attributed to the lack of lighting and where it can be supported by a 
benefit/cost analysis.  Once lighting is considered warranted, the choice between 
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complete and partial interchange lighting will be determined based on ramp traffic 
volume.  Complete interchange lighting will be provided where the total current average 
nighttime volume of all ramp traffic entering or leaving the freeway within the 
interchange area exceeds the value shown in Figure 78-2A, Minimum Traffic Volume for 
Complete Interchange Lighting.  If only partial lighting is considered cost effective, then 
only partial lighting should be provided regardless of the traffic volume. 

 
2. Nearby Development.  Complete interchange lighting should be considered where nearby 

development, commercial or industrial, is lighted and is located within the immediate 
vicinity of the interchange, or where the crossroad approach legs are lighted for 0.5 mi or 
more on each side of the interchange. 

 
3. Ramp Terminal.  The intersection of the ramps and the crossroad at an interchange may 

be considered as a separate intersection or as part of the interchange depending on the 
condition and location of accidents. 

 
 
78-2.03  Warrants for Street or Highway Other Than a Freeway 
 
Where warranted, the Department is responsible for installing and maintaining a lighting system 
on a State-maintained highway outside city or town corporate limits. 
 
Lighting should be considered where a highway section or intersection has a significant number 
of accidents (an average of at least seven nighttime accidents per year) that can be attributed to 
the lack of lighting and where the night-to-day accident ratio is greater than 0.5.  The lighting 
system must also be shown to be cost effective using the Highway Lighting Accident Warrant 
Analysis Worksheet shown as Figure 78-2B.  A highway section where lighting should be 
considered is that with a relatively high potential for numerous accidents, such as a section with 
numerous driveways, channelized islands, significant commercial or residential development, a 
high percentage of trucks, or geometric deficiencies. 
 
Where a State-maintained highway intersects with or closely parallels local streets with existing 
lighting or which may have future lighting, provisions should be made for possible future 
illumination on the State-maintained highway. 
 
 
78-2.04  Highway-Sign Lighting 
 
A sign may be internally illuminated or externally illuminated by a direct source.  Street or 
highway lighting does not satisfy the requirements for sign illumination.  Section 75-2.03 
provides the Department guidelines for sign illumination. 
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78-2.05  Rest Area 
 
Lighting will be provided for all areas within a rest area that have pedestrian activities.  Rest area 
ramps are also lighted, especially if continuous lighting is provided on the freeway.  Highway-
type light standards and luminaires should be used to light the parking areas as well as the ramps. 
 
 
78-2.06  Truck Weigh Station 
 
Each permanent truck weigh station should be lighted where weighing will occur after daylight 
hours.  Highway-type light standards and luminaires should be used to light the weighing area, 
parking areas, speed change lanes, and ramps.  Lighting may be provided for the sign preceding a 
truck weigh station which indicates that the station is open or closed. 
 
 
78-2.07  Bridge Structure 
 
The designer should consider the following in determining the need for lighting on a bridge 
structure. 
 
1. Lighted Approaches.  Lighting should be placed across or under a bridge where one or 

both approaches have or are planned to have lighting.  Ownership of the lighting will be 
determined in the same manner as for a roadway. 

 
2. Geometrics.  Lighting may be considered for a long, narrow bridge even though the 

approaches are not lighted.  Lighting should be considered where there is unusual or 
critical roadway geometry under or adjacent to the underpass area. 

 
 
78-2.08  Tunnel 
 
The lighting of a tunnel should be in accordance with the AASHTO An Informational Guide for 
Roadway Lighting. 
 
 
78-2.09  Other Location 
 
In addition to the above, lighting should be considered at the locations as follows: 
 
1. commuter park-and-ride lot; 
2. bikeway; 
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3. walkway; or 
4. other pedestrian facility. 
 
The need for lighting at one of these locations will be determined as required for each situation. 
 
 
78-2.10  Reduction or Removal of Lighting 
 
Where an existing highway lighting system is no longer warranted, feasible, or cost effective, it 
should be considered for reduction in the lighting level or be removed.  Where light levels are 
reduced, they should not be reduced below the criteria described in Section 78-6.0.  Prior to 
reducing lighting or removing the system, an engineering investigation will be required.  
Concurrence by the Production Management Division and approval by the Commissioner will be 
required.  If Federal-aid funds were used for the original installation and the project is on the 
National Highway System and is not exempt from FHWA oversight, a copy of the report should 
be submitted to the FHWA. 
 
If determining whether an existing lighting system should be removed or the lighting reduced, the 
designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Freeway Lighting.  Remove or reduce continuous freeway lighting where a cost analysis 

shows that such action would be cost effective.  The cost analysis will be similar to the 
one prepared for the installation of a new lighting system, however, this study will need 
to consider the increase in accidents and cost to remove the system.  Assume a 50 percent 
increase in nighttime accidents over a period of three years for analysis purposes. 

 
2. Interchange Lighting.  Reduce complete interchange lighting to partial interchange 

lighting where the average ramps’ traffic volume falls below that shown in Figure 78-2A, 
Minimum Traffic Volume for Complete Interchange Lighting.  An engineering analysis 
will be required to determine the extent of lighting reduction.  Removal of complete or 
partial lighting will require a cost analysis to determine the cost effectiveness of removing 
the lighting system.  Assume a 50 percent increase in nighttime accidents for analysis 
purposes. 

 
3. Non-Freeway Lighting.  Where lighting is no longer warranted on a non-freeway section, 

a benefit/cost analysis should be conducted to confirm that the lighting is no longer 
warranted.  Section 78-1.03 describes the procedures for removal of lighting if the local 
agency no longer can or is willing to pay the maintenance and operation costs for the 
lighting system. 

 
4. Sign Lighting.  Removal of sign lighting may be considered where the traffic volume for 

a ramp falls below that shown in Figure 75-2A.  A minimum of three traffic-volume 
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counts should be conducted to justify the removal of lighting.  Counts should not be taken 
less than 9 months or more than 2 years apart.  The counts should show either steady or 
declining nighttime volumes.  Counts from other studies may be used. 

 
5. Obsolete or Substandard System.  Where it has been determined that a lighting system is 

obsolete, substandard, or is beyond its useful service life, it should be removed, replaced, 
or modified.  An engineering investigation should be conducted to determine the 
appropriate action.  If removal is considered, local input should be included in the 
investigation.  A new replacement system should only be installed if it satisfies the 
warrants for a new system.  Current accident data may be used for the analysis.  However, 
the data should be adjusted to reflect the expected increase in accidents if the system is 
removed. 

 
To study the effects of removing or reducing lighting, the Department may turn off part or all of 
the system.  This may only be performed after an engineering analysis has been conducted to 
determine the expected effect of turning the lights off.  This study period should not be less than 
one year or more than four years.  After the study has been completed, the system may be either 
re-energized or removed. 
 
After the decision has been made to remove or reduce the level of highway lighting, the lights 
should be turned off but left in place for a period of at least one year and not longer than four 
years.  An accident analysis study will be required during this time period to determine the 
effects of the reduced lighting.  A final cost analysis will be required with the updated accident 
and capital-improvement data.  A system removal will be accomplished either by State forces or 
by a contractor as part of other project work. 
 
 
78-3.0  LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
 
A number of options are available to the designer in selecting luminaire equipment that will 
satisfy the desired design criteria.  Figure 78-3A, Typical Luminaire, provides an illustration of 
the various parts of the lighting standard and luminaire.  In addition to the INDOT Standard 
Drawings and the INDOT Standard Specifications, the following provides guidance regarding 
INDOT’s preferred lighting equipment. 
 
The designer should ensure that the selected equipment is in accordance with standard hardware 
designs.  Specialized equipment and designs can significantly increase the installation and 
maintenance costs, thereby reducing the cost effectiveness of the lighting system. 
 
 
78-3.01  Foundation 
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Upon determining the foundation design, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Material.  Each foundation for a permanent installation should be of Class A concrete.  It 

may be either cast-in-place or precast. 
 
2. Design.  The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the details for depth, width, 

reinforcing, etc., for both conventional and high-mast light standards.  For a high-mast 
foundation, a soil survey may be required to determine if additional support may be 
required. 

 
3. Placement and Grading.  The INDOT Standard Drawings and Section 78-6.05 provide 

the Department’s criteria for the placement of a light standard relative to the roadway and 
ditch lines.  They also provide criteria for grading around the light-standard foundation. 

 
 
78-3.02  Light Standard, or Pole 
 
A major factor in highway lighting design is the selection of the luminaire and the mounting 
height.  A higher mounting height will reduce the number of light standards required.  The 
INDOT Standard Specifications and the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural 
Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals provide the Department’s criteria 
for light standards.  The following describes the light standards used by the Department. 
 
1. Conventional.  This pole type is used most often.  It has a mounting height ranging from 

30 ft to 50 ft.  INDOT practice is to use a light pole with a mounting height between 40 ft 
and 50 ft.  The recommended minimum mounting height is 40 ft. 

 
2. High-Mast.  A high-mast pole can range from 80 ft to 200 ft in height.  This is an 

excellent choice where there is a large area that requires lighting (e.g., interchange).  The 
use of high-mast lighting and higher-wattage lamps greatly reduces the number of poles, 
yet retains the quality of the lighting.  The designer should consider using high-mast 
lighting where practical. 

 
3. Materials.  Light standards for a permanent installation are made of galvanized steel, 

stainless steel, or aluminum.  Wood poles are used as service poles or for temporary 
lighting (e.g., in a construction zone).  High-mast poles are made of weathering steel.  
The INDOT Standard Specifications provide the material requirements for light standards 
used by INDOT. 

 
4. Base.  Unless otherwise protected, a breakaway base should be provided for all each light 

pole within the clear zone along a rural or high-speed urban highway.  However, where 
pedestrians are commonly present, a breakaway base should not be used.  Section 78-6.05 
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provides additional criteria on the appropriate application of where to use a breakaway or 
non-breakaway base.  Each breakaway base should be in accordance with the AASHTO 
Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and 
Traffic Signals.  The base types include the following. 

 
a. Breakaway Transformer Base.  A transformer base consists of an aluminum apron 

between the concrete foundation and the base of the pole.  The breakaway 
transformer base is designed to be struck by a car’s bumper.  Once hit, the base 
deforms and breaks away.  All wiring inside the base must also be connected to 
the breakaway device.  INDOT’s practice is to use the cast-aluminum transformer 
base. 

 
b. Non-Breakaway Steel Transformer Base.  A steel transformer base is similar in 

design to an aluminum base.  However, it is not in accordance with the AASHTO 
breakaway criteria.  Section 78-6.05 discusses the appropriate locations where a 
breakaway base is not required. 

 
c. Breakaway Support Coupling.  A breakaway support coupling is an aluminum 

connector or sleeve which is designed to shear when the pole is hit.  The bottom 
of the coupling is threaded onto the foundation anchor bolts, and the light standard 
is attached to the top of the coupling.  Four couplings are used with each light 
standard.  Support couplings are 5 in. long. 

 
d. Anchor Base.  An anchor base is a metal plate which is welded to the bottom of 

the luminaire support.  The plate allows the post to be bolted to the foundation 
without an intermediate breakaway device or to a breakaway coupling, slip plate, 
or transformer base. 

 
5. Structural Design.  Each light standard should be in accordance with the structural-design 

criteria described in the INDOT Standard Specifications, including the criteria for wind 
loading, maximum horizontal deflection, maximum stresses, luminaire loads, material 
strengths, welds, bolts, etc. 

 
6. Effective Mounting Height.  A light standard must be constructed so that it provides a 

luminaire mounting height above the roadway pavement as shown in Figure 78-3A, 
Typical Luminaire.  After determining the mounting height, the appropriate pole length 
can then be determined. 

 
 
78-3.03  Mast Arm 
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A mast arm allows placement of the light source near the edge of the travel lane.  The use of a 
longer mast arm is recommended, although the initial costs may be higher.  A longer mast arm 
allows the pole to be placed farther from the traveled way, thus providing a safer roadside 
environment.  Otherwise, the use of a longer mast arm may have a negative effect on the loading 
capabilities of the base.  In addition to the INDOT Standard Specifications, the following 
provides information and design guidance on the mast arms used by INDOT. 
 
1. Material.  Mast arms are made of the same material as the light standard. 
 
2. Aluminum Mast Arm.  The following should be used to determine the appropriate mast-

arm type. 
 
a. Less than 8 ft.  This may be either of the single-member or the truss-type design.  

The design should be consistent with other nearby mast arm types. 
 

b. 8 ft or Longer.  This should be of only the truss-type design. 
 
3. Galvanized Steel Pole.  A constant-cross-section mast arm may be used.  The mast arm 

should be of the truss-type design, fabricated from a 2-in. diameter steel pipe. 
 
4. Bridge.  Each mast arm for a bridge-deck light standard should be of the truss-type 

design. 
 
5. Rise.  Figure 78-3B, Mast Arm Rise Versus Length, provides the maximum rise (see 

Figure 78-3A) that should be used based on the mast-arm length. 
 
 
78-3.04  Luminaire 
 
A luminaire is defined as a complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp or lamps together with the 
parts designed to distribute light.  The following and the INDOT Standard Specifications provide 
the Department’s criteria for luminaire hardware.  Section 78-6.03 discusses the various light 
distributions for a luminaire.  For additional information, the designer should contact the 
Highway Operations Division’s Office of Traffic Engineering for the latest products and 
specifications. 
 
 
78-3.04(01)  Light Source 
 
There are numerous light sources for highway lighting.  However, there are only a few practical 
choices when considering availability, size, power requirements, and cost effectiveness.  Only a 
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high-intensity discharge light source should be used.  The following provides information on the 
recommended light sources that may be used. 
 
1. High-Pressure Sodium (HPS).  Due to its excellent luminous efficiency, power usage, and 

long life, HPS is the only light source that INDOT is using for each new installations of 
conventional or high-mast lighting.  The HPS lamp produces a soft, pinkish-yellow light 
by passing an electric current through a sodium-and-mercury vapor. 

 
2. Low-Pressure Sodium (LPS).  Low-pressure sodium is considered one of the most 

efficient light sources.  Its disadvantage is that it requires long tubes and has poor color 
quality.  INDOT does not allow the use of LPS in a State-controlled system.  However, a 
local agency may consider the use of an LPS lighting source.  The LPS lamp produces a 
yellow light by passing an electrical current through a sodium vapor. 

 
3. Mercury Vapor (MV).  Prior to the introduction of HPS, mercury vapor was the most 

commonly used light source.  A local agency may still install the MV light source for a 
new installation to match an existing installation.  However, INDOT does not allow the 
use of MV for conventional or high-mast lighting in a new installation.  MV usage by 
INDOT is limited to overhead-sign lighting.  The mercury-vapor lamp produces a bluish-
white light. 

 
4. Metal Halide (MH).  A metal-halide lamp produces better color at higher efficiency than 

an MV lamp.  However, life expectancy for an MH lamp is shorter than for HPS or MV.  
An MH lamp is also more sensitive to lamp orientation than another light source.  The 
MH lamp is used for lighting a sports arena or major sports stadium, for high-mast 
lighting, or for lighting a downtown area or park.  Metal halide produces good color 
rendition.  Light is produced by passing a current through a combination of metallic 
vapors. 

 
 
78-3.04(02)  Optical System 
 
The optical system consists of a light source, a reflector, and usually a refractor.  The following 
discusses the optical system of a luminaire. 
 
1. Light Source.  Section 78-3.04(01) discusses the recommended high-intensity light 

sources that should be considered. 
 
2. Reflector.  The reflector is used in optical control to change the direction of the light rays. 

Its purpose is to take that portion of light emitted by the lamp that otherwise would be 
lost or poorly utilized, and to redirect it to a more desirable distribution pattern.  A 
reflector is designed to work either alone or with a refractor.  Reflectors can be classified 
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into two types, specular or diffuse.  A specular reflector is made from a glossy material 
that provides a mirror-like surface.  A diffuse reflector is used where the intent is to 
spread the light over a wider area. 

 
3. Refractor.  The refractor is another means in optical control to change the direction of the 

light.  A refractor is made of a transparent, clear material, usually high-strength glass or 
plastic.  Plastic is used in a high-vandalism area.  However, plastic may yellow over time 
due to heat and ultraviolet exposure.  The refractor, through its prismatic construction, 
controls and redirects both the light emitted by the lamp and the light reflected off the 
reflector.  It can also be used to control the brightness of the lamp source. 

 
 
78-3.04(03)  Ballast 
 
Each luminaire must include a built-in ballast.  A ballast is used to regulate the voltage to the 
lamp to ensure that the lamp is operating within its design parameters.  It also provides the proper 
open-circuit voltage to start the lamp.  INDOT uses the auto-regulator type ballast with an input 
voltage variation of ±10% of the rated operating voltage specified.  Figure 78-5A, Lamp Data, 
provides the approximate expected operating wattage for a ballast based on the lamp wattage. 
 
 
78-3.04(04)  Housing Unit 
 
Luminaire housing requirements are dependent upon the application type.  When selecting a 
luminaire housing, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Roadway-Lighting Luminaire.  A roadway-lighting-luminaire housing or specular-

reflector holder is made of aluminum with a weatherproof finish.  The housing unit 
should allow access from the street side and allow for adjustments to the light.  The 
luminaire should also have a high-impact, heat-resistant, glass, prismatic refractor.  The 
unit should be sealed to ensure that dust, moisture, and insects will not be able to enter 
the inside of the luminaire. 

 
2. Sign Luminaire.  A sign luminaire requires the same housing as a roadway-lighting 

luminaire, except that it should also provide a durable, plastic, vandal-resistant shield and 
an aluminum shield that blocks the view of the refractor from an approaching motorist.  
The unit is attached to the sign walkway as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  
The mounting attachment is adjustable to allow for directing the light onto the sign. 

 
3. Underpass Luminaire.  An underpass luminaire requires the same housing as a roadway-

lighting luminaire, except that it should also provide a durable, plastic, vandal-resistant 
shield.  The ballast may be placed as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  An 
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underpass luminaire may be attached to the vertical-side surface of a bridge bent 
structure, or may be suspended by the use of a pendant. 

 
4. High-Mast Luminaire.  A high-mast luminaire is an enclosed aluminum unit with a 

reflector and a borosilicate glass refractor.  The unit should be sealed to ensure that dust, 
moisture, or insects will not be able to enter the inside of the luminaire.  The luminaire is 
attached to the mast ring.  The mounting attachment is adjustable to allow for directing 
the light. 

 
 
78-3.05  Other Equipment 
 
In developing a highway-lighting system, there are numerous components of the equipment 
design that can affect the design.  Many of these elements are addressed in the INDOT Standard 
Drawings, the INDOT Standard Specifications and the manufacturer’s criteria.  Some of these 
elements include the following. 
 
1. Electric Components.  The above sources discuss electrical components, including 

ballasts, fuses, photoelectric controls, wiring, conduit, handholes, connections, breaker 
boxes, circuit breakers, relay switches, etc. 

 
2. High-Mast Light Standard.  Some of the additional components for a high-mast standard 

include the luminaire ring assembly for attaching a luminaire, head frame assembly, 
winch assembly, external drive system used to lower the luminaire for maintenance, cable 
terminator, and lightning rod. 

 
 
78-4.0  LIGHTING METHODOLOGIES 
 
The lighting-design methodologies are those for illuminance, luminance, and small-target 
visibility.  The Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) of North America has been the leader in 
the development of these procedures.  INDOT policy is to use only the illuminance methodology 
in its design of highway lighting.  For additional information on these procedures, the designer 
should review the references listed in Section 78-1.01. 
 
 
78-4.01  Illuminance 
 
The illuminance methodology is the oldest and simplest to use.  Illuminance is defined as the 
density of the luminous flux incident on a surface measured in footcandles.  The methodology is 
concerned with the measurement of the light’s intensity striking a particular point on the 
pavement.  The brightest spot will occur directly under the luminaire and diminish the farther a 
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motorist is away from the source.  The disadvantage of this methodology is that one does not see 
incident light, but instead sees the light reflected from an object or surface.  This sensation is 
known as brightness, with objects distinguished by the difference in brightness or contrast.  
Brightness can be expressed mathematically as luminance, or the luminous intensity per unit area 
directed towards the eye. 
 
The factors in illuminance methodology are the measurement of average maintained horizontal 
illumination, Eh, and the uniformity ratio of the average-maintained illuminance to the minimum-
maintained illuminance. 
 
 
78-4.02  Luminance 
 
Luminance is defined as the luminous intensity of a surface in a given direction per unit of 
projected area of the surface as viewed from that direction.  It is measured in candelas per square 
foot.  The luminance methodology is concerned with the measurement of light from the 
luminaire reflecting off the pavement surface to the motorist’s eyes.  This measurement is 
affected by the pavement’s reflectivity characteristics.  To obtain the lighting measurements for 
the roadway, readings are taken from a set of observation points spread across the roadway in a 
grid pattern.  Compared to the illuminance methodology, the luminance methodology is 
considered a more-accurate representation of the motorist’s visibility requirements.  However, 
the methodology is significantly more complicated to understand and use.  Also, the pavement 
reflectivity must be estimated for the current time and for the future. 
 
The design factors in luminance design include average maintained luminance Lavg, minimum 
luminance, Lmin, maximum luminance, Lmax, maximum veiling luminance, Lv, and ratios of Lavg 
to Lmin, Lmax to Lmin, and Lv to Lavg.  The Department is not using this methodology in lighting-
determination design. 
 
 
78-4.03  Small-Target Visibility (STV) 
 
IES has proposed the STV methodology in an effort to better-define actual visibility requirements 
of the motorist.  This methodology is similar to the luminance methodology in measurement of 
the light’s reflectivity but, instead of measuring the pavement’s reflectivity, it measures the 
reflectivity of a 7-in. diameter flat, square target with 20% diffuse reflectance against the 
pavement background.  The target is perpendicular to the roadway surface and is always located a 
fixed distance of 270 ft ahead of the observer.  The observer’s target sight line is parallel to the 
centerline of the roadway.  The STV methodology is significantly more complex than the other 
methodologies and is considered impossible to calculate manually, therefore, a computer is 
required.  INDOT does not recommend the use of the STV methodology. 
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78-5.0  DESIGN PROCEDURE 
 
The following provides guidelines on the lighting-design procedure used by INDOT.  For 
additional design information, the designer should also review the references listed in Section 78-
1.01. 
 
Lighting-system design may require several iterations to produce an acceptable design.  After the 
first run, if the design criteria are not satisfied the designer will need to change the initial 
parameters (e.g., pole spacing, mounting height, luminaire wattage) and recheck the design to 
determine if it then satisfies the criteria.  This process is repeated until the design is optimized 
and all criteria are satisfied. 
 
 
78-5.01  Computerized Design 
 
To determine an acceptable lighting system requires numerous iterations using numerous 
variables.  The chance for error in manually solving its equations is high.  Therefore, the designer 
should use one of the commercial computer software packages that are available. 
 
Each software package requires the same input and performs the same calculations.  However, 
the method of input may vary significantly.  With the proliferation of software programs, the user 
should first determine which programs are currently acceptable to INDOT.  The Department is 
using the PC-based program ILLUM$, developed by General Electric, for its lighting 
calculations.  ILLUM$ is used to generate templates for design and to check lighting levels and 
uniformity. 
 
For a lighting design prepared by a consultant, it should provide the Production Management 
Division’s Traffic Review Team with the design data inputs and reports. 
 
 
78-5.02  Design Process 
 
The following provides the procedural steps in designing a lighting system. 
 
1. Assemble Information.  Assemble all necessary information.  This includes the following: 
 

a. contact the Traffic Review Team for the current design policies and procedures 
applicable to the project, sample plans, schedules, pay quantities, and example 
calculations; 
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b. gather roadway and bridge plans including plan and profile sheets and details 
sheets (e.g., those for overhead signs); 

 
c. determine existing and expected utility locations; 

 
d. discuss special considerations with the road or bridge designer; 

 
e. conduct field reviews; and 

 
f. if a local-agency project, hold discussions with local officials. 

 
2. Determine Classifications.  Determine the roadway classification and environmental 

conditions.  If not already included in the project report, this information can be obtained 
from the Environmental Policy Team.  The roadway classifications, for lighting purposes, 
are defined in Section 78-6.01. 

 
3. Select Design Criteria.  Based on the above information, the designer will select the 

pertinent design methodology (see Section 78-4.0) and the appropriate criteria based on 
the classification selected in Step 2; see Section 78-6.02.  For an INDOT-route lighting 
project, only the illuminance design methodology should be used. 

 
4. Select Equipment.  In the preliminary design, the designer will need to make some initial 

assumptions regarding the equipment composition.  This includes mounting height, pole 
setback distance, light source, mast-arm length, lamp wattage, etc.  INDOT’s practice is 
to use a 40-ft height pole with HPS lamps of 250-W or 400-W.  Figure 78-5A, Lamp 
Data, provides the information on lighting levels for various lighting sources.  See 
Sections 78-3.0 and 78-6.03 for additional details on equipment selection.  After selecting 
the luminaire equipment, the designer will also need to obtain the photometric data sheet 
from the manufacturer for the luminaire selected. 

 
5. Select Layout Arrangement.  Section 78-6.04 provides information on the commonly 

used lighting arrangements.  The selection of the appropriate layout design depends upon 
local site conditions and the engineer’s judgment.  Section 78-6.05 provides the roadside-
safety considerations in selecting the lighting arrangements.  Section 78-6.06 provides 
other layout considerations. 

 
6. Luminaire Spacing.  For an INDOT-route lighting project, use the illuminance 

methodology to determine the appropriate luminaire spacing.  This step is conducted by 
the computer.  For hand calculation, Equation 78-5.1 should be used.  Sections 78-1.02 
and 78-6.03 define the variables used in the equation. 
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LDDLLDCULLS =      (Equation 78-5.1) 

 
Where:  S = Luminaire Spacing (ft) 

LL = Initial Lamp Lumens 
CU = Coefficient of Utilization 
LLD = Lamp Lumen Depreciation Factor 
LDD = Lamp Dirt Depreciation Factor 
Eh = Average Maintained Level of Illumination (ft-cd) 
W = Width of Lighted Roadway (ft) 

 
7. Check Uniformity.  Once the spacing has been determined, the designer should check the 

uniformity of light distribution and compare this to the criteria selected in Step 3.  Use 
Equation 78-5.2 to determine the uniformity ratio.  Section 78-7.0 provides an example 
for calculating the uniformity ratio. 

 
8. Select Optimum Design.  Because recalculations by computer are relatively quick and 

easy, the designer should try several alternatives even if one design satisfies the criteria.  
There is often more than one satisfactory alternative. 

 
9. Electric Design.  Once the number, size, and location of the luminaires are determined, 

the designer will need to determine the appropriate electric voltage drop for the system.  
Section 78-6.07 provides information on how to determine the voltage drop for the 
lighting system. 

 
10. INDOT Pre-Design Approval.  For a consultant-designed project, the consultant should 

discuss the optimum alternatives with the Traffic Review Team prior to preparing the 
plans in order to expedite project development.  Upon approval from INDOT, FHWA if 
necessary, and the local utility company, the final development of the plans may proceed. 

 
11. Prepare Plans.  Once the final design has been selected, the lighting designer will prepare 

and submit to the Traffic Review Team the plan sheets, quantities, cost estimate, voltage 
drop calculations, circuit schematic layouts, and special provisions that are required for 
review. 

 
 
78-6.0  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Value onIlluminati d MaintaineMinimum
Value onIlluminati d MaintaineAverage = Ratio Uniformity  (Equation 78-5.2) 
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In designing a lighting system, there are many elements or factors the designer must consider.  To 
help the designer in this process, the IES has standardized many of these elements.  However, not 
all elements are appropriate.  In addition to the following, Figure 78-6A, INDOT Lighting Design 
Parameters, provides guidance regarding the design values used for a lighting design. 
 
 
78-6.01  Roadway Classification 
 
In selecting the appropriate design criteria, the designer must determine the highway’s functional 
classification (Section 78-5.02, Step 2).  The following definitions are used to define roadway 
classification for highway-lighting purposes only. 
 
1. Freeway.  A divided major roadway with full control of access and with no crossings at 

grade.  This definition applies to a toll or non-toll road.  An Interstate highway is a 
freeway. 

 

2. Expressway.  A divided major roadway for through-traffic with partial control of access 
and with interchanges at major crossroads.  An expressway for noncommercial traffic 
within a park or park-like area is considered a parkway. 

 
3. Arterial.  That part of the roadway system which serves as the principal network for 

through-traffic flow.  Such a route connects areas of principal traffic generation and 
important rural highways entering a city.  For an INDOT project, use the city-street 
design criteria. 

 
4. Collector.  This is a distributor or collector roadway servicing traffic between an arterial 

and local roadway.  This is used for traffic movements within a residential, commercial or 
industrial area.  For an INDOT project, use the city-street design criteria. 

 
5. Local Road.  This is used for direct access to residential, commercial, industrial, or other 

abutting property.  It does not include a road which carries through traffic.  A long local 
road will be divided into short sections by collectors.  For an INDOT project, use the city-
street design criteria. 

 
6. Sidewalk.  A paved or otherwise improved area for pedestrian use, located within the 

public-street right of way which also includes the roadway for vehicular traffic. 
 
7. Pedestrian Walkway.  A public walk for pedestrian traffic not necessarily within the right 

of way for a vehicular-traffic roadway.  This includes a skywalk or pedestrian overpass, 
sub walk or pedestrian tunnel, walkway providing access to a park or block interior, or 
mid-block street crossing. 
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8. Isolated Interchange.  A grade-separated roadway crossing which is not part of a 
continuously lighted system, with one or more ramp connections with the crossroad. 

 
9. Isolated Intersection.  The area where two or more non-continuously lighted roadways 

join or cross at the same level.  This area includes the roadway and roadside facilities for 
traffic movement in that area.  One type of isolated intersection is the channelized 
intersection in which traffic is directed into definite paths by means of islands with raised 
curbs. 

 
10. Bikeway.  A road, street, path, or way that is specifically designated as being open to 

bicycle travel, regardless of whether such facility is designed for the exclusive use of 
bicyclists or will be shared with other transportation modes. 

 
a. Type A:  Designated Bicycle Lane.  A portion of roadway or shoulder which has 

been designated for use by bicyclists.  It is distinguished from the portion of the 
roadway for motor-vehicle traffic with a paint stripe, curb, or other similar device. 

 
b. Type B:  Bicycle Path.  A separate trail or path from which motor vehicles are 

prohibited and which is for the exclusive use of bicyclists or the shared use of 
bicyclists and pedestrians.  Where such a trail or path forms a part of a highway, it 
is separated from the roadway for motor-vehicle traffic with an open space or 
barrier. 

 
 
78-6.02  Design Criteria 
 
The lighting criteria vary according to the design methodology, highway classification, area 
classification, and pavement type.  The following provide AASHTO and INDOT lighting design 
criteria. 
 
1. Figure 78-6B provides the recommended INDOT roadway-illuminance-design criteria. 
 
2. The AASHTO An Informational Guide for Roadway Lighting provides the recommended 

illuminance-design criteria for a pedestrian walkway, bikeway path, or local-agency 
project. 

 
 
78-6.03  Equipment Considerations 
 
Figure 78-6C, Luminaire Geometry, illustrates the common terms used in defining and designing 
luminaires (e.g., mounting height, overhang, rotation).  The following discusses other equipment 
considerations for design. 
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78-6.03(01)  Light Distribution 
 
In determining the lighting-design layout, the designer must know the expected light distribution 
for the luminaire.  The designer may obtain photometric data from luminaire manufacturers.  The 
proper distribution of light from the luminaire is a major factor in the design of efficient lighting. 
Figure 78-6D, Luminaire Classification System, provides three IES classifications for luminaire 
light distributions:  width, spacing, and glare control.  Figure 78-6E, Guide for Luminaire Lateral 
Light Type and Placement, provides additional guidance on the selection of luminaires based on 
these classifications.  Figure 78-6F, Plan View for Luminaire Coverage, illustrates a plan view of 
a roadway which has been modified to present a series of Longitudinal Roadway Lines (LRL) 
and Transverse Roadway Lines (TRL) and how these distribution factors are interrelated to each 
other.  The following briefly describes these classifications. 
 
1. Vertical Light Distribution.  Vertical light distribution can be short, medium, or long.  

The selection of a vertical light distribution is dependent upon the mounting height and 
light source.  Pavement brightness is increased if the vertical light angle is increased.  The 
following defines the vertical-light distribution types. 

 
a. Short Distribution.  The maximum luminous intensity strikes the roadway surface 

between 1 and 2.25 mounting heights from the luminaire.  The theoretical 
maximum spacing is 4.5 mounting heights. 

 
b. Medium Distribution.  The maximum luminous intensity is between 2.25 and 3.75 

mounting heights from the luminaire.  The theoretical maximum spacing is 7.5 
mounting heights.  This is the most commonly-used distribution type. 

 
c. Long Distribution.  The maximum luminous intensity is between 3.75 and 6.0 

mounting heights from the luminaire.  The theoretical maximum spacing is 12 
mounting heights. 

 
2. Lateral Light Distribution.  The IES has developed the lateral light distributions which are 

provided in Figure 78-6F.  The following provides information on the placement for 
lateral light distribution. 

 
 a. Type I.  The luminaire is placed in the center of the street or area where lighting is 

required.  It produces a long, narrow, oval-shaped lighted area.  Some types of 
high-mast lighting are also considered a modified form of Type I. 

 
b. Type I, 4-Way.  The luminaire is placed in the center of the intersection and 

distributes the light along the four legs of the intersection.  This type applies to 
high-mast lighting. 
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c. Type II.  The luminaire is placed on the side of the street or edge of the area to be 

lighted.  It produces a long, narrow, oval-shaped lighted area which is applicable 
to a narrow-width street. 

 
d. Type II, 4-Way.  The luminaire is placed at one corner of the intersection and 

distributes the light along the four legs of the intersection. 
 

e. Type III.  The luminaire is placed on the side of the street or edge of area to be 
lighted.  It produces an oval-shaped lighted area and is applicable to a medium-
width street. 

 
 f. Type IV.  The luminaire is placed on the side of the street or edge of area to be 

lighted.  It produces a wider, oval-shaped lighted area and is applicable to a wide 
street. 

 
g. Type V.  The luminaire is placed in the center of the street, intersection, or area 

where lighting is required.  It produces a circular, lighted area.  Type V can be 
applied to high-mast lighting. 

 
3. Control of Distribution.  As the vertical light angle increases, discomforting glare also 

increases.  To distinguish the glare effects on the motorist from the light source, IES has 
defined the glare effects as follows. 

 
a. Cutoff.  This occurs where the luminaire’s light distribution is less than 25,000 lm 

at an angle of 90 deg above nadir (vertical axis), and less than 100,000 lm at a 
vertical angle of 80 deg above nadir. 

 
b. Semi-cutoff.  This occurs where the luminaire’s light distribution is less than 

50,000 lm at an angle of 90 deg above nadir, and less than 200,000 lm at a vertical 
angle of 80 deg above nadir.  This is the distribution used for lighting design. 

 
c. Non-cutoff.  This occurs where there is no limitation on the zone above the 

maximum luminous intensity. 
 
 
78-6.03(02)  Mounting Height 
 
A higher wattage bulb allows the use of a higher mounting height, fewer luminaries, and fewer 
support poles, and still maintains the lighting quality.  A higher mounting height tends to produce 
the most efficient design.  For practical and aesthetic reasons, the mounting height should remain 
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constant throughout the system.  The manufacturer’s photometric testing results are required to 
determine the appropriate adjustments for mounting height. 
 
 
78-6.03(03)  Coefficient of Utilization 
 
The coefficient-of-utilization curve defines the percentage of bare lamp lumens that are required 
to light the desired surface.  Figure 78-6G illustrates a sample coefficient-of-utilization curve.  
The curve and the Isolux diagram are used to determine the amount of illumination to a given 
point on the pavement.  The curve provides a value for the street side of the luminaire and the 
private-property side.  If the luminaire is located over the roadway, the private-property-side 
value should also be used to determine the level of illumination.  The manufacturer is required to 
provide these charts with its photometric testing results. 
 
 
78-6.03(04)  Light-Loss Factor (Maintenance Factor) 
 
The efficiency of a luminaire is reduced over time.  The designer must estimate this reduction to 
properly estimate the light available at the end of the lamp-maintenance life.  The maintenance 
factor may range from 0.50 to 0.90, with the optimum range from 0.65 to 0.75.  Figure 78-6A, 
INDOT Lighting Design Parameters, provides the factors used for designing a lighting system.  
The maintenance factor is the product of the following. 
 
1. Lamp Lumen Depreciation Factor (LLD).  As the lamp progresses through its service life, 

the lumen output of the lamp decreases.  The initial lamp lumen value is adjusted by 
means of a lumen depreciation factor to compensate for the anticipated lumen reduction.  
This ensures that a minimum level of illumination will be available at the end of the 
assumed lamp life, even though lamp lumen depreciation has occurred.  This information 
should be provided by the manufacturer.  An LLD factor of 0.90 should be used.  If 
deemed necessary, another value may only be used with approval from the Office of 
Traffic Engineering. 

 
2. Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor (LDD).  Dirt on the exterior and interior of the 

luminaire, and to some extent on the lamp, reduces the amount of light reaching the 
roadway.  Various degrees of dirt accumulation may be anticipated depending upon the 
area in which the luminaire is located.  Industry; exhaust of vehicles, especially large 
diesel trucks; dust; etc., all combine to produce dirt accumulation on the luminaire.  A 
higher mounting height, however, tends to reduce vehicle-related dirt accumulation.  
Information on the relationship between the area and the expected dirt accumulation is 
shown in Figure 78-6H.  An LDD factor of 0.87 should be used.  This is based on a 
moderately-dirty environment and three years’ exposure time.  If deemed necessary, 
another value may only be used with approval from the Office of Traffic Engineering. 
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78-6.04  System Configuration 
 
Figure 78-6 I, Lighting-System Configurations, illustrates the layout arrangements used.  Figure 
78-6 I also illustrates the recommended illuminance calculation points for the arrangements 
(Section 78-5.02, Step 7).  INDOT does not place light standards in the median, as described 
below. 
 
1. If no barrier is present, the light standards can be struck by traffic in both directions. 
 
2. If a concrete barrier is present, the light standards are placed atop the barrier.  A truck or 

bus hitting the barrier will lean substantially over the barrier and may strike the light 
standard. 

 
3. Maintenance of the standards can be a safety concern for a maintenance crew situated in 

the median lane. 
 
Figure 78-6J illustrates a layout for partial lighting of an interchange. 
 
 
78-6.05  Roadside-Safety Considerations 
 
The placement of a light standard should be such that it will not reduce roadside safety.  
However, the physical roadside conditions often dictate the light-standard location.  The designer 
should consider such limitations in the design process.  An overpass, sign structure, guardrail, 
roadway curvature, right-of-way limitation, gore clearance, proximity of another existing 
roadside obstacle, or the limitations of the lighting equipment are all factors that must be 
considered in design.  The designer also must consider the roadway and area classification, 
design speed or posted speed limit, safety, aesthetics, economics, environmental impacts, etc., 
while accounting for the physical limitations. 
 
There should be adequate right of way, driveway control, or utility clearance to allow the 
placement of the proposed light standards according to the safety requirements.  Otherwise, 
additional right of way, driveway control, or utility relocations will be required.  The designer 
should consider the following when determining the location of light poles relative to roadside 
safety. 
 
1. Breakaway.  A conventional light pole placed within the clear zone or the obstruction-free 

zone will be provided with a breakaway device except at a location with a sidewalk.  In 
addition, the designer should consider the following. 
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a. Pedestrians.  A pole should not be mounted on a breakaway device in an area, 
including a rest area, where pedestrian traffic exists or is expected. 

 
 b. Support.  The maximum projection of the portion of a breakaway lighting support 

that remains after the unit has been struck is 4 in. (see Figure 78-6K, Breakaway 
Support Stub Clearance Diagram). 

 
c. Breakaway Device.  Each breakaway device should be in accordance with the 

applicable AASHTO requirements for structural supports.  It may be one that has 
been approved for use as a breakaway device; see Section 78-3.0. 

 
d. Wiring.  Each pole that requires a breakaway device should be served by 

underground wiring and should be designed with breakaway connections. 
 
2. Grading.  A breakaway light standard, except one shielded by guardrail, should not be 

located where the opportunity exists for it to be struck more than 9 in. above the point of 
vehicular bumper impact.  Normal bumper height is 1’-6”.  To avoid a light standard 
being struck at an improper height, it should be placed as follows. 

 
 a. Fill Slope Flatter than 6:1.  There are no restrictions on placement of the light 

standard nor is special grading required.  A light standard should be placed 20 ft 
from the edge of the travel lane or 10 ft from the edge of shoulder. 

 
b. Fill Slope of 5:1 or 6:1.  The grading plan shown on the INDOT Standard 

Drawings should be followed.  A light standard should be placed 20 ft from the 
edge of the travel lane or 10 ft from the edge of shoulder. 

 
 c. Fill Slope of 4:1 or Steeper.  A light standard should be offset 3 ft from the edge 

of shoulder or 12 ft from the edge of the travel lane, whichever is greater.  
Grading should be provided as shown on Figure 78-6L, Light-Standard Treatment 
(Fill Slope of 4:1 or Steeper). 

 
d. Cut Slope.  The grading plan as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings should 

be used to determine the placement of a light standard. 
 
3. Gore Area.  A pole should be located to provide adequate safety clearance in the gore area 

of an exit or entrance ramp, with a minimum of 50 ft (see Figure 78-6M, Pole Clearance 
for Ramp Gore). 

 
4. Horizontal Curve.  A pole should be placed on the inside of a sharp curve or loop. 
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5. Maintenance.  In determining a pole location, the designer should consider the hazard 
which will be encountered while future maintenance is being performed on the lighting 
equipment. 

 
6. Barrier.  The placement of a light standard in conjunction with a roadside barrier should 

be as described in Section 49-5.0.  In addition, the designer should consider the 
following. 

 
a. Placement.  A light standard should be placed behind the barrier. 

 
 b. Deflection.  A pole behind guardrail should be offset by at least the deflection 

distance of the guardrail (see Section 49-5.01).  This will allow the railing to 
deflect without hitting the pole.  If this clearance distance is not available, such as 
in an extreme side-slope condition, or if the pole is located within the approach 
end of the railing, a breakaway device should be added.  INDOT practice is to 
always use a breakaway device behind guardrail. 

 
 c. Concrete Median Barrier.  A pole that is shielded by a rigid or non-yielding barrier 

will not require a breakaway device.  However, INDOT practice is to always use a 
breakaway device behind a rigid or non-yielding barrier. 

 
 d. Impact Attenuator.  A pole, either with or without a breakaway device, should be 

located such that it will not interfere with the functional operation of an impact 
attenuator or other safety breakaway device. 

 
7. Protection Feature.  A feature such as a curb, barrier, or other obstacle constructed 

primarily to protect a light pole, should not be used. 
 
8. High-Mast Tower.  An unprotected high-mast tower should be at least 75 ft from the 

nearest edge of the mainline or ramp travel lane.  The minimum clear distance will be the 
roadway clear-zone width through the area where the high-mast lighting is located.  
Access for service vehicles should be provided for each high-mast tower or service pole. 

 
9. Existing Installation.  An existing breakaway light standard should be evaluated to 

determine if it is necessary to relocate it, re-grade around its base, or upgrade the 
breakaway mechanism to current criteria.  The determination of the work necessary on an 
existing breakaway light standard involves a review of numerous variables.  Therefore, 
this decision must be made by the Office of Traffic Engineering.  If Federal-aid funds will 
be used for construction, the project is on the National Highway System, and it is not 
exempt from FHWA oversight, then the FHWA should also be consulted. 
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78-6.06  Other Considerations 
 
The designer should review the following if designing of a lighting system. 
 
1. Sign.  A pole should be placed to minimize interference with the motorist’s view of a 

highway sign.  The luminaire brightness should not detract from the legibility of the sign 
at night. 

 
2. Overhead Sign.  An existing overhead sign’s lights should be tied into the new lighting 

system’s circuits. 
 
3. Structure.  A pole should be placed sufficiently far enough away from an overhead bridge 

or overhead sign structure so that the light from the luminaire will not cast distracting 
shadows on the roadway surface or produce unnecessary glare for the motorist. 

 
4. Tree.  A tree should be sufficiently pruned so that it do not cause shadows on the roadway 

surface or reduce the luminaire’s efficiency.  The luminaire should be designed with the 
proper height and mast-arm length to reflect the effect a tree will have on lighting 
distribution. 

 
5. Retaining Wall.  A pole may be located either on top of or behind a retaining wall.  A 

pole mounted atop a retaining wall will require consideration in the retaining-wall design. 
 
6. Median.  Although not desirable, a pole may be placed in a median where the width of the 

median is adequate or if a barrier will be used.  The median width should be equal to or 
greater than the pole’s mounting height.  Where used, twin poles should have the same 
mast-arm lengths on each side. 

 
 
78-6.07  Voltage Drop Determination 
 
A highway-lighting distribution circuit consists of two 240-V circuits provided by a multiple-
conductor armored cable.  Power supply to the lighting system is 240/480 V, single phase, 60-
cycle alternating current.  The lights are alternately connected to each side of the four-wire 
circuit.  Ground rods are provided at each light standard.  Voltage drop should not be over 10% 
to the last light in the circuit.  Figure 78-6N provides the design amperages for various 
luminaires.  Figure 78-6 O provides resistances for various wire types.  Equation 78-6.1 should 
be used to determine the voltage drop between two adjacent luminaires. 
 

 
Where: 

IR = E         (Equation 78-6.1) 
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E = voltage, or electric potential (volt) 
I = current (ampere/mile) 
R = resistance (ohm) 

 
The following example illustrates how to calculate the voltage drop for a lighting system. 
 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Example 78-6.1 
 
Given:  Figure 78-6P, Voltage Drop Calculations (Example 78-6.1), illustrates a single-phase, 

three-wire balanced load circuit.  The circuit includes eight 400-W HPS roadway 
luminaires with a branch circuit to two 250-W MV sign luminaires.  The wire for 
roadway luminaires is #4 copper and to the sign luminaires #10 copper. 

 
Problem: Determine the voltage drop of the circuit and the percent voltage drop to the last 

lamp. 
 
Solution: Working from the last luminaire on each branch, the voltage drop can be determined 

for each circuit branch using Equation 78-6.1 and Figures 78-6N and 78-6 O. 
 
1. Determine the voltage drop for Branch Circuit A: 
 

Luminaire #9 to Luminaire #7: ( )( )( ) VE 123.0
5280

20062.12
9 ==  

Luminaire #7 to Luminaire #5: ( )( )( ) VE 245.0
5280

20062.14
7 ==  

Luminaire #5 to Luminaire #3: ( )( )( ) VE 368.0
5280

20062.16
5 ==  

Luminaire #3 to Luminaire #1: ( )( )( ) VE 491.0
5280

20062.18
3 ==  

Luminaire #1 to Service Point: ( )( )( ) VE 920.0
5280

30062.110
1 ==  

 
Total voltage drop for Branch Circuit A: 

 
0.123 + 0.245 + 0.368 + 0.491 + 0.920 = 2.147 V 

 
2. Determine the voltage drop for Branch Circuit B: 
 

Luminaire #8 to Luminaire #6: ( )( )( ) VE 123.0
5280

2000162.02
8 ==  
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Luminaire #6 to Point H:  ( )( )( ) VE 184.0
5280

15062.14
6 ==  

Luminaire #11 to Luminaire #10: ( )( )( ) VE 021.0
5280

1255.64.1
11 ==  

Luminaire #10 to Point H:  ( )( )( ) VE 174.0
5280

5055.68.2
10 ==  

Point H to Luminaire # 4:  ( )( )( ) VEH 104.0
5280

5062.18.6
==  

Luminaire #4 to Luminaire #2: ( )( )( ) VE 540.0
5280

20062.18.8
4 ==  

Luminaire #2 to Service Point: ( )( )( ) VE 491.1
5280

45062.18.10
2 ==  

 
Total voltage drop for Branch Circuit B: 

 
0.123 + 0.184 + 0.021 + 0.174 + 0.104 + 0.5405 + 1.491 = 2.636 V 

 
3. Determine the percent voltage drop: 
 

From observation, Branch Circuit B has the most critical voltage drop, 2.636 V versus 
2.147 V. 

 

   ( ) %099.1%100
240
636.2

=





 , which is less than10%. 

Therefore, the design is within the allowable voltage drop. 
 
 * * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
78-7.0  HIGH-MAST LIGHTING DESIGN [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
The design of a high-mast lighting system consists of the same design procedures as discussed in 
Section 78-5.02.  The following should also be considered: 
 
1. Lighting Source.  A 1000-W high pressure sodium light source should be used.  The 

number of required luminaires should be determined based on the area to be lighted as 
shown in Figure 78-7A. 

 
2. Estimated Mounting Height.  This can range from 100 to 200 ft.  Once determined, it 

should be specified to the higher 5-ft increment.  An EMH of 100 to 160 ft has proven to 
be the most practical.  An EMH of 165 ft or greater requires more luminaires to maintain 
the illumination level.  However, such an EMH allows for fewer towers and provides 
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better uniformity.  Use of such an EMH should be confirmed with the district traffic 
engineer. 

 
3. Location

 

.  In determining the location for a tower, the plan view of the area should be 
reviewed to determine the more critical areas requiring lighting.  In selecting the 
appropriate location for a tower, the following should be considered. 

a. Critical Area.  A tower should be located such that the highest localized level of 
illumination occurs within a critical-traffic area, e.g., freeway/ramp junction, ramp 
terminal, merge point. 

b. Roadside Safety.  A tower should be located a sufficient distance from the 
roadway so that the probability of a collision is virtually eliminated.  It should not 
be placed at the end of a long tangent. 

c. Sign.  A tower should be located so that it is not within a motorist's direct line of 
sight to a highway sign. 

 
4. Design

 

.  The methodologies for checking the adequacy of uniformity are the point-by-
point method and the template method.  The point-by-point method checks illumination 
by using the manufacturer’s Isolux diagram.  The total illumination at a point is 
determined as the sum of the contributions of illumination from all luminaire assemblies 
within the effective range of the point.  The template methodology uses isolux templates 
to determine the appropriate location for each tower.  The templates may be moved to 
ensure that the minimum-maintained illumination is provided, and that the uniformity 
ratio has been satisfied.  Section 78-8.0 provides an example of using the template 
methodology. 

A retaining wall should be included with the concrete pad at the base of the tower if the 
surrounding ground’s slope is steeper than 5:1.  The height of the retaining wall should be 
determined from Figure 78-7B. 

 
5. Foundation and Soil Test

 

.  After the final location of each tower is determined, a 
geotechnical investigation should be requested from the Office of Geotechnical 
Engineering.  The standard foundation of 20-ft depth and 4-ft diameter should be 
specified for each tower with the soil properties as follows. 

a. Soft Clay.  Undrained shear strength of 750 lb/ft
2
, density of 120 lb/ft

3
, and strain 

of 0.01 at half the maximum stress for an undrained triaxial test.  The soil should 
not include excess rock. 
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b. Sand.  Angle of internal friction of 30 deg, density of 115 lb/ft
3
, and modulus of 

subgrade reaction of 20 lb/in.
3

 

  The soil should include a minimum of gravel or 
clay. 

If a tower of 180 ft or higher is required where soil is sandy, a foundation of 22-ft depth 
and 4.5-ft diameter should be specified, and its details should be shown on the plans. 
 
The standard foundation has been designed with the assumption that no groundwater is 
present.  The Office of Geotechnical Engineering should be contacted if groundwater is 
present or if excess rock is present in clay soil. 
 
For other soil conditions or properties, the Office of Geotechnical Engineering may 
recommend an alternate foundation.  Such alternate foundation should be shown on the 
plans. 
 

6. Information to be Shown on Plans.  This includes the tower location, foundation details if 
not standard, estimated mounting height, retaining-wall height if applicable, and number 
of luminaires. 

 
 
78-8.0  EXAMPLE COMPUTATIONS 
 
The following examples are provided to illustrate how to manually design a lighting system using 
the illuminance methodology.  Example 78-8.1 illustrates a design using conventional light 
standards.  Example 78-8.2 illustrates the template methodology for high-mast lighting.  
Although these examples use the manual-calculation procedures, a computer should be used to 
design the system. 
 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Example 78-8.1 
 
Given:  Urban collector through a commercially-developed area. 
 
Problem: Design a lighting system. 
 
Solution: Using the steps provided in Section 78-5.02 and the design considerations in Section 

78-6.0, the design should proceed as follows. 
 
1. Assemble Information.  Plan and profile sheets should be provided by the road designer.  

A field review is held with local officials on-site.  From the plans the following 
information is determined. 
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Roadway Width:  60 ft, consisting of four 12-ft lanes with a 12-ft two-way left-turn lane 
in the median.  See Figure 78-8A, Urban Collector Highway (Example 78-8.1). 

 
Design Speed:  45 mph 

 
Surface Type:  HMA pavement with 6-in. height concrete curbs on both sides 

 
Pedestrians:  No pedestrians are expected near the roadway 

 
Terrain:  Flat 

 
2. Determine Classification.  Using the data collected in Step 1 and Section 78-6.01, the 

roadway classification is a collector/city street. 
 
3. Select Design Criteria.  From Figure 78-6B, Illuminance Design Criteria, the lighting 

design should satisfy the criteria as follows: 
 

 Average Illuminance, Eh = 97 ft-cd 
 Uniformity Ratio = 4:1 

 
4. Select Equipment.  The equipment is selected as follows: 
 

Light Source = 400-W HPS (Figure 78-6A, Lighting-Design Parameters) 
Mounting Height, MH = 40 ft (Figure 78-6A) 
Mast-Arm Length = 10 ft 
Luminaire Distribution:  Medium, Type II, Semi-Cutoff glare control (M-S-II) 
Effective Mounting Height = 40 ft 
Initial Lamp Lumens, LL = 50,000 lm (Figure 78-5A, Lamp Data) 
Coefficient of Utilization, CU = 0.48 (Manufacturer’s Data, Figure 78-8B, Coefficient-of-
Utilization Curve, M-S-II Luminaire) 
Lamp Lumen Depreciation Factor, LLD = 0.90, from Section 78-6.03(04) 
Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor, LDD = 0.87, from Section 78-6.03(04) 

 
5. Select Layout.  The roadway-width to mounting-height ratio is 60/40 = 1.5.  From Figure 

78-6E, Guide for Luminaire Lateral Light Type and Placement, use Type II with a 
staggered arrangement.  Due to right-of-way restrictions, the poles can only be placed 10 
ft behind the curb. 

 
6. Determine Luminaire Spacing.  Using Equation 78-5.1, the luminaire spacing can be 

determined as follows: 
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  ( )( )( )( )
hWE

LDDLLDCULLS =  

 

  ( )( )( )( )
( )( )6084.0

87.090.048.0000,50
=S  

 
  S = 380 ft 
 
7. Check Uniformity.  Using Equation 78-5.2, the manufacturer’s isolux diagram, from 

Figure 78-8C, Sample Isolux Diagram (Example 78-8.1), and Figure 78-6 I, Lighting 
System Configurations, the following steps are used to check the lighting uniformity. 

 
a. Setup.  The roadway geometrics are superimposed on the isolux diagram.  With 

the 10-ft mast arm length, the luminaire is directly over the curb line.  The curb 
line can be placed on the line directly below the luminaire (the 0 line).  The lateral 
width of the roadway is 60 ft and the mounting height is 40 ft, the lateral (or 
transverse) ratio is 60/40 = 1.5.  This is marked opposite the curb line on the 
Isolux diagram. 

 
b. Determine Checkpoints.  From Figure 78-8A, determine the necessary 

checkpoints (S = 680 ft). 
 

c. Determine Contributing Luminaries.  For a staggered arrangement, the lighting 
levels need only be checked for the selected luminaire and the luminaires directly 
opposite the luminaire on both sides.  Lighting levels from other luminaires will 
have a minimal effect and therefore are not considered. 

 
 d. Determine Transverse and Longitudinal Ratios.  The ratios for each of the three 

luminaires are shown in Figure 78-8D, Unadjusted Illumination Value (Example 
78-8.1).  These ratios are determined by measuring the distance and dividing it by 
the mounting height. 

 
 e. Determine Illumination Level.  Using the ratios determined in Step 7d and the 

Isolux diagram in Figure 78-8C, the illumination level is determined and shown in 
Figure 78-8D.  From Figure 78-8D, the critical location is found to be at Point B 
(0.03 ft-cd). 

 
 f. Adjust Minimum Level.  The value shown in Figure 78-8D is based on 1000 

initial lamp lumens, 30-ft mounting height, and clean lamps.  Therefore, Point B 
must be adjusted as follows: 

 
LL  = 50 (50,000 Initial Lamp Lumens, Step 4) 
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 MH = 0.58 (Figure 78-8C) 
LLD = 0.90 (Step 4) 
LDD = 0.87 (Step 4) 
Eh  = (0.03)(50)(0.58)(0.90)(0.87) =6.8 ft-cd 

 
g. Determine Uniformity Ratio.  Using Equation 78-5.2, the uniformity ratio is 

determined as follows: 
 

 
This ratio is greater than the 4:1 maximum determined in Step 3; therefore, this 
design arrangement would not be acceptable. 

 
8. Optimize Design.  From Step 7, it can be seen that the design would not satisfy the light-

illumination criteria.  However, if this design did satisfy these criteria it may not be the 
most cost-effective design.  Two or three runs assuming different mounting heights, 
spacings, wattages, etc., should be performed to determine the most efficient design.  The 
system with the highest mounting height and longest spacing will provide the most cost-
effective design. 

 
* * * * * * * * 

 
Example 78-8.2 
 
Given:  Urban cloverleaf interchange (see Figure 78-8E, Urban Interchange Lighting). 
 
Problem: Design a lighting system using high-mast lighting and the template methodology. 
 
Solution: Using the steps described in Section 78-5.02 and the design considerations in Sections 

78-6.0 and 78-7.0, the design should proceed as follows. 
 
1. Assemble Information.  Plan and profile sheets should be provided by the road designer.  

A field review is held on-site.  The following information gained from the plans. 
 

Area:  9,700,000 ft2 (see Figure 78-8E) 
Design Speed:  70 mph 
Surface Type:  Concrete pavement with concrete shoulders 
Terrain:  Flat 
Clear Zone:  30 ft (see Figure 49-2A) 

 

1:4.4 = 
.86

30 = Ratio Uniformity  
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2. Determine Classification.  Using the data collected in Step 1 and Section 78-6.01, the 
roadway classification is freeway. 

 
3. Select Design Criteria.  From Figure 78-6B, Illuminance Design Criteria, the lighting 

design should satisfy the criteria as follows. 
 

Average Illuminance, Eh = 86 ft-cd 
Uniformity Ratio = 4:1 

 
4. Select Equipment.  The equipment is selected as follows: 
 

Light Source = 1000-W HPS (Section 78-7.0) 
Mounting Height (MH) = 100 ft (assumed) 
Luminaire Distribution = Short, Type V, Cutoff glare control (S-C-V) 
Effective Mounting Height = 100 ft 
Initial Lamp Lumens, LL = 140,000 
Lamp Lumen Depreciation Factor, LLD = 0.90 (Section 78-6.03(04)) 
Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor, LDD = 0.87 (Section 78-6.03(04)) 

 
5. Design Template.  A template is required which shows the minimum-initial illumination 

required from one luminaire with a perimeter of one-half that value.  The following steps 
are used. 

 
a.  Determine the Minimum-Maintained Illumination, MMI: 

 

 
b.  Determine the Minimum-Initial Illumination, MII: 

 

 
 c.  Determine the MII from one luminaire.  Assume 4 luminaires per pole. 
 

 
d.  At least two poles will contribute to the minimum illumination. 

cdft 2 = 
1:4

cdft 8 = 
Ratio Minimum-to-Average

onIlluminati d MaintaineAverage = MMI −
− 26.  

( )( ) ( )( ) cdft 52 = 
0.870.90

2 = 
LDDLLD

MMI = MII −.72  

cdft  = 
4

cdft 2 = 
pole/Luminaires No

MMI = Luminaire / MII −
− 9.65.7

.
 

( )( ) cdft  =  = Luminaire /  MII −5.39.62/12/1  
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e.  From the Isolux diagram for a 1000-W HPS luminaire (see Figure 78-8F), the MII 

per luminaire and 2 MII per luminaire distances are determined. 
 

If the mounting height selected for the installation differs from that on the 
photometric test report, the proper correction factor has to be applied.  Also, if the 
value on the test report is per 1000 lamp lumens, a factor for actual initial lamp 
lumens has to be included in the computations. 

 
f.  Using the longitudinal- or transverse-distance-to-mounting-height ratio of the 

Isolux diagram as a scale, make a template to fit the scale of the plans used for the 
lighting layout.  Use 2 MII / luminaire as the perimeter of the template and show 
MMI / luminaire as a broken line on the template. 

 
6. Determine Pole Locations.  Start by placing the poles at the critical points.  For an 

interchange, this is the gore area.  The poles should be placed at least 75 ft from the edge 
of the mainline travel lane.  The minimum clear-zone width will be acceptable, as shown 
in Figure 78-8G, Interchange Lighting Layout (Example 78-8.2). 

 
7. Determine the Coefficient of Utilization.  Using the 2 MII / luminaire line in Figure 78-

8F, the coefficient of utilization can be determined (CU = 0.25).  For Type V light 
distribution, the value for the street and private-property side is the same.  Because the 
street and private-property sides are fully utilized, the CU value can be doubled (CU = 
0.50). 

 
8. Determine Average-Maintained Illumination, AMI. 

 
From Step 6, 9 poles were used; therefore: 

 

 
9. Check MMI.  The designer must check the layout to ensure that the minimum 

requirements are satisfied.  This will involve checking the points where the lowest 
illumination levels appear to be.  The actual values are determined using Figures 78-8F 
and 78-8G.  Figure 78-8H, Unadjusted Illumination Value (Example 78-8.2), provides the 
illumination calculations for the selected points.  The critical location is found to be at 
Point B (7.3 ft-cd).  This value must be adjusted by the light loss factors as follows: 

 

( )( )( )( )( )( )
Area Total

3.2796LDDLLDCULLPoles No = AMI .  

( )( )( )( )( )( ) cdft  = 
ft 00,0009

3.27960.870.900.50140,0009 = AMI −4.19
7, 2  
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 MMI = (7.3)(0.90)(0.87) = 5.7 ft-cd 
 
10. Determine Uniformity Ratio.  Using Equation 78-5.2, the uniformity ratio is determined 

as follows: 

 
This ratio is less than the 4:1 maximum determined in Step 3; therefore, this design 
arrangement would be acceptable. 

 
11. Final Check.  Because 4 luminaires per pole were assumed, the average-maintained 

illumination would be as follows: 
 

 (4)(1.80) = 78 ft-cd 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 

1:3.40 =  = Ratio Uniformity
7.5
4.19  
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Interchange Type 
Night Volume of Ramp 1 
(Avg. / Ramp / Night) 2 

Diamond 750 
Cloverleaf 375 

Directional / 
Semi Directional 

375 

 
Notes: 
 
1. For a volume lower than that listed, the interchange should only have partial lighting. 
 Partial lighting may also be used at an interchange with a volume higher than that shown 

in the table. 
 
2. For design purposes, night consists of the time between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. 
 
 

MINIMUM TRAFFIC VOLUME FOR 
COMPLETE INTERCHANGE LIGHTING 

 
Figure 78-2A 
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HIGHWAY-LIGHTING ACCIDENT-WARRANT ANALYSIS 
WORKSHEET 

 
Route:         Location:       
 
Municipality:         County:       
 
Analysis Made By:         Date:       
 
 
1. Determination of Need for an Accident Analysis 
 
 This analysis section must be completed for each individual intersection, interchange, or 

continuous section of roadway of 1.5 km (1 mi) or less excluding intersections or 
interchanges.  Intersections, interchanges, or continuous sections of roadway should not be 
combined for a single analysis for all. 

 
a. Accident Study Year:                      TOTAL 

b. Number of months studied in each year:       +       +       =       

c. Number of Nighttime Accidents:       +       +       =       

d. Number of Daytime Accidents:       +       +       =       

e. Total Number of Accidents: 
 (Lines 1c + 1d.) 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

f. Night to Day Ratio: 
 (Line 1c divided by 1d.) 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

g. Number of Years Studied: 
 (Line 1b Total divided by 12.) 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
/ 

 
12 

 
= 

 
      

h. Average Number of Nighttime Accidents Per Year: 
 (Line 1c Total divided by Line 1g.) 

 
      

 
/ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

i. Average Number of Daytime Accidents Per Year: 
 (Line 1d Total divided by Line 1g.) 

 
      

 
/ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

j. Average Night to Day Ratio: 
 (Line 1h divided by Line 1i.) 

 
      

 
/ 

 
      

 
= 
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2. Type of light standards to be used: 
 
  Conventional Unit Only 
  Combination Tower and Conventional Units 
 
3. Type of Lighting System:  (Check One) 
 
  Intersection 
  Partial Interchange 
  Full Interchange 
 
4. Installation Costs:  (Use Appendix A) 
 
 a. Construction Cost: $      
 
 b. Mobilization-Demobilization and Maintenance of Traffic Costs: 
  (Line 4a) $       x  0.07  =  $      
 
 c. Design and Construction Administration Costs: 
  (Line 4a) $       x  0.10  =  $      
 
 d. Total Installation Costs: 
  (Line 4a + 4b + 4c)  $      
 
5. Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost:  (Use Appendix B) 
 
 a. Operation and Maintenance Costs: $      
  
 b. Administration Costs: 
  (Line 5a) $       x  0.10  =  $      
 
 c. Operating and Maintenance Cost Per Year: 
  (Line 5a + 5b)  $      
  
 d. Total Operating and Maintenance Cost = Present worth of costs over the 20-year 

service life. 
 
  = Yearly Cost (Line 5c) x Present Worth Factor 
 
  = $       x  13.5903  =  $      
 
 e. Total Cost = Total Installation Cost + Total Operating and Maintenance Cost 
 
  = (Line 4d) $     + (Line 5d) $       = $      
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6. Annual Safety Benefits:  (Use Appendix C) 
 

a.  Accident Study Year 
 (Same as Section 1)                      TOTAL 

b. Number of Months Studied in Each Year 
 (Same as Section 1)       +       +       =       

c. Number of Vehicles Involved, 
 Nighttime Only 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
+ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

d. Number of Injuries, Nighttime Only       +       +       =       

e. Number of Deaths, Nighttime Only       +       +       =       

f. Number of Years Studied: 
 (Line 6b Total divided by 12.)  

 
 

 
      

 
/ 

 
12 

 
= 

 
      

g. Average Number of Nighttime Vehicles Involved Per 
Year:  (Line 6c Total divided by Line 6f.) 

 
      

 
/ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

h. Average Number of Nighttime Injuries Per Year: 
 (Line 6d Total divided by Line 6f.) 

 
      

 
/ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

i. Average Number of Nighttime Deaths Per Year: 
 (Line 6e divided by Line 6f.) 

 
      

 
/ 

 
      

 
= 

 
      

j. Accident Reduction Factor (from Appendix D):  =        

k. Reduction in Accident Costs Per Average Year due to Highway Lighting Being Installed: 

Type of Damage:  (No./Yr.)  Unit Cost 
(Appendix C) 

 Reduction 
Factor 

 Savings 
Per Year 

Vehicles (Line 6g)        x $      x        = $      

Injuries (Line 6h)        x $      x        = $      

Deaths (Line 6i)        x $      x        = $      

Total Yearly Benefit:  (sum of all three lines) $      

 
 l. Assumptions: Service Life  = 20 Years 
     Interest Rate  = 4% 
     Inflation Rate  = 0% 
     Net Salvage Value = $0 
 
 m. Traffic Growth Factor  =         (from Appendix E) 
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 n. Total Benefits: 
 
  B = Present worth of the benefits over the 20-year service life 

   = Total Yearly Benefit (Line 6k) x Present Worth Factor x Traffic Growth Factor 
   (Line 6m) 

 
   = $       x  13.5903  x        
 
   = $      
 
 
7. Benefit / Cost Ratio, B/C: 
 
 B/C = (Line 6n divided by Line 5e) 
   = $      / $      
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APPENDICES FOR HIGHWAY LIGHTING 
ACCIDENT WARRANT ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

 
Figure 78-2C 

APPENDIX A 
INSTALLATION COSTS (1994 Figures) 

 
Fully-Lighted Interchange 
 
1. Diamond:  Conventional  $324,000 
      Tower and Conventional 280,000 
 
2. Cloverleaf:  Conventional  $416,000 
      Tower and Conventional 350,000 
 
3. Partial Cloverleaf: Conventional  $208,000 
      Tower and Conventional 175,000 
 
 
Partially-Lighted Interchange (Conventional Devices Only) 
 
1. Diamond: $50,000 
 
2. Cloverleaf: 104,000 
 
3. Partial Cloverleaf: 50,000 
 
 
Continuous and Intersection Lighting 
 
1. Continuous, per kilometer 4 Lanes $95,000 
    2 Lanes 47,000 
 Continuous, per mile 4 Lanes $153,000 
    2 Lanes 76,000 
 
2. 4-Way Intersection 4 Lanes $40,000 
    2 Lanes 25,000 
 
3. T-Intersection  $20,000 
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APPENDICES FOR HIGHWAY LIGHTING 
ACCIDENT WARRANT ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

 
Figure 78-2C (Cont’d.) 

APPENDIX B 
ANNUAL OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS (1994 Figures) 

 
Fully-Lighted Interchange 
 
1. Diamond:  Conventional  $25,700 
      Tower and Conventional 19,300 
 
2. Directional:  Conventional  $52,700 
      Tower and Conventional 37,800 
 
3. Cloverleaf:  Conventional  $51,200 
      Tower and Conventional 37,400 
 
4. Partial Cloverleaf: Conventional  $31,300 
      Tower and Conventional 19,500 
 
 
Partially-Lighted Interchange 
 
1. Diamond: $12,100 
 
2. Directional: 30,800 
 
3. Cloverleaf: 35,300 
 
4. Partial Cloverleaf: 8,800 
 
 
Continuous and Intersection Lighting 
 
   Per Kilometer Per Mile 
1. Continuous 4 Lanes $12,700 $20,400 
    2 Lanes 5,800     9,300 
 
2. 4-Way Intersection 4 Lanes / 4 Lanes $5,600 
    4 Lanes / 2 Lanes 4,200 
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APPENDICES FOR HIGHWAY LIGHTING 
ACCIDENT WARRANT ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

 
Figure 78-2C (Cont’d.) 

3. T-Intersection 4 Lanes / 4 Lanes $3,300 
       4 Lanes / 2 Lanes 2,700 
       2 Lanes / 2 Lanes 2,300 
 
 

APPENDIX C 
COST OF MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS (1994 Figures) 

 
Cost per Vehicle Involved: $1,400 
 
Cost per Injured Person: $11,000 
 
Cost Per Each Death $450,000 
 
 
 APPENDIX D 
 ACCIDENT REDUCTION FACTORS 
 
Improvement Factor 
 
Install New Lighting at Intersection / Interchange 0.37 
Modernize Lighting at Intersection / Interchange 0.25 
Install New Lighting at Bridge 0.59 
Install New Lighting at Underpass 0.10 
 
 
 APPENDIX E 
 TRAFFIC GROWTH FACTORS 
 
Determination of factor assumes 4% interest rate and 20-year service life. 
Unless otherwise specified, assume a traffic growth rate of 2%. 
 
 Traffic Growth Rate Traffic Growth Factor 
 1% 1.075 
 2% 1.150 
 3% 1.225 
 4% 1.300 
 5% 1.375 
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Mast-Arm 
Length (ft) 

Maximum 
Rise (ft) 

9 or Less 4 
10 to 14 5 
15 to 19 5.5 
20 to 25 6 
26 to 30 8 

 
 

MAST-ARM RISE VERSUS LENGTH 
 

Figure 78-3B 
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Lamp 
Wattage a 

Approx. 
Ballast 

Wattage b 

Total 
Wattage 

Initial 
Lumens 

Mean 
Lumens 

Average 
Life (h) 

MERCURY VAPOR 
100 35 135 4040 3415 24000+ 

100 DX 35 135 4425 3620 24000+ 
175 35 205 7975 7430 24000+ 

175 DX 35 205 8600 7640 24000+ 
250 c 35 285 11825 10625 24000+ 

250 DX 35 285 12775 10790 24000+ 
400 55 455 21000 19150 24000+ 

400 DX 55 455 23125 19840 24000+ 
700 65 765 40500 36250 24000+ 

700 DX 65 765 42750 36045 24000+ 
1000 90 1090 56150 48400 24000+ 

1000 DX 90 1090 63000 48380 24000+ 
HIGH-PRESSURE SODIUM 

50 18 68 3650 3285 24000 
70 20 90 5800 5220 24000 

100 d 35 135 9500 8550 24000 
150 45 195 16000 14400 24000 
200 50 250 22000 19800 24000 

250 e 60 310 27500 24750 24000 
250 S 60 310 30000 27000 24000 
310 70 380 37000 33300 24000 

400 e 85 485 50000 45000 24000 
1000 f  1100 14000 12600 28500 

LOW-PRESSURE SODIUM 
18 14 32 1800 1720 10000 
35 25 60 4800 4570 18000 
55 30 85 8000 7610 18000 
90 35 125 13500 12850 18000 
135 40 175 22500 21400 18000 
180 50 230 33000 31400 18000 

 
Notes: 
 
a The common wattages are shown.  For others refer to the IES Lighting Handbook. 
b Shown as the highest loss found for the commonly-used ballast types. 
c Used for sign illumination. 
d Used for a highway underpass. 
e Used for conventional highway lighting. 
f Used for high-mast lighting. 

 
LAMP DATA 

 
Figure 78-5A 
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Lamp Lumen Depreciation Factor, LLD 0.90 

Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor, LDD 0.87 
Percent of Voltage Drop Permitted 10% 

Pole Height 40 ft 

Lamp Size 
150 W, HPS (Underpass) 

250 W or 400 W, HPS (Conventional) 
1000 W, HPS (High-Mast) 

 
 

LIGHTING-DESIGN PARAMETERS 
 

Figure 78-6A 
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Roadway 
Classification 

Average Maintained 
Horizontal 

Illuminance, Eh (ft-cd) 

Uniformity 
Ratio 

Interstate Route 
or Other Freeway 

0.7 4:1 

Expressway 1.1 3:1 
Intersection or 

City Street 
0.8 4:1 

Weigh Station or 
Rest Area Ramp 

0.6 3:1 

Weigh Station or 
Rest Area Parking Area 

1.0 4:1 

 
 

ILLUMINANCE DESIGN CRITERIA 
 

Figure 78-6B 
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Spacing 
Classification 

Definition Spacing Distance 

S Short 4 times MH or less 
M Medium 5 times MH or less 
L Long More than 5 times MH 

Width 
Classification 

Pavement 
Mounting Location 

Roadway Width Served 

Type I Center 2 times MH or less 
Type II Edge MH or less for one-side mounting 

2 times MH or less for both-sides mounting 
Type III Edge 1.5 times MH or less for one-side mounting 

3 times MH or less for both-sides mounting 
Type IV Edge 2 times MH or less for one-side mounting 

4 times MH or less for both-sides mounting 
Type V Center 4 times MH or less 

Glare-Control 
Classification 

Definition Control Requirement 

C Cutoff Strict control of lighting above 80 deg vertical 
S Semi-Cutoff Medium control of lighting above 80 deg vertical 
N Non-Cutoff No control of lighting above 80 deg vertical 

 
Notes: 
 
1. MH = mounting height. 
 
2. The complete luminaire classification consists of the spacing, width type, and glare 

control, in sequence.  Example:  M-III-S. 
 
3. There is no assurance that these values will be achieved by a luminaire which satisfies 

the classification requirements and is used as shown above. 
 
4. INDOT does not use all of the IES classifications listed above.  The designer should 

review Section 78-6.03(01) or contact the Office of Traffic Engineering to determine the 
luminaire classifications used by INDOT. 

 
 

LUMINAIRE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 

Figure 78-6D 
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Arrangement 
One Side 

or 
Staggered 

Staggered 
or 

Opposite 

Twin Mast Arms 
(Median 

Mounting) 

At-Grade 
Intersection 

or High-Mast 

Lateral 
Placement 

Pavement Width 
to 1.5 MH 

1.5 MH plus 
Pavement Width 

Pavement Width 
to 1.5 MH, 

Each Pavement 

Pavement Width 
to 2.0 MH 

Light Type II, III, or IV III or IV II or III IV or V 
 
 

LUMINAIRE LATERAL PLACEMENT AND LIGHT TYPE 
 

Figure 78-6E 
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LAMP WATTAGE, 
TYPE 

LINE VOLTAGE 

120 240 480 

250 W, MV 
400 W, MV 
150 W, HPS 
250 W, HPS 
400 W, HPS 
1000 W, HPS 

2.7 
4.2 
1.7 
2.9 
3.9 
9.0 

1.4 
2.1 
0.9 
1.4 
2.0 
5.0 

0.7 
1.1 
0.5 
0.7 
1.0 
2.5 

 
 

DESIGN AMPERAGES FOR VARIOUS LUMINAIRES 
 

Figure 78-6N 
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WIRE SIZE 
(AWG) 

RESISTANCE 
(ohms/mile) 

10 6.55 

4 1.62 

 
 

COPPER-WIRE RESISTANCE 
 

Figure 78-6 O 
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Estimated Mounting 

Height, EMH (ft)  
Lumens Number of 

Luminaires 
100  400,000  4  

105 ≤ EMH ≤ 120  600,000  4 or 6  
125 ≤ EMH ≤ 150  800,000  6 or 8  
155 ≤ EMH ≤ 200  1,600,000  6, 8, 10, or 12  

 

 
NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES FOR 

HIGH-MAST TOWER  
 

Figure 78-7A 
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Slope, S:1  Height (ft) 

2:1 ≤ S ≤ 3:1 3 

3:1 < S ≤ 4:1 2 

4:1 < S < 5:1 1.5 

 

HEIGHT OF RETAINING WALL AT  
HIGH-MAST-TOWER CONCRETE PAD 

Figure 78-7B 
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Check- 
point Luminaire 

Transverse Longitudinal Illumination (ft-cd) 
Dist. (ft) Ratio Dist. (ft) Ratio Contrib. Total 

A 
1 60 1.5 380 9.67 NEG. 

13.45 2 0 0 0 0 13.45 
3 60 1.5 380 9.67 NEG. 

B 
1 -- -- --- --- NEG. 

0.33 2 0 0 190 4.83 0.11 
3 60 1.5 190 4.83 0.22 

C 
1 -- -- --- --- NEG. 

0.44 2 30 0.75 190 4.83 0.22 
3 30 0.75 190 4.83 0.22 

D 
1 0 0 380 9.67 NEG. 

1.94 2 60 1.5 0 0 1.94 
3 0 0 380 9.67 NEG. 

 
 Notes: 
 1.  The transverse ratio is the transverse distance divided by the mounting height. 
 2.  The longitudinal ratio is the longitudinal distance divided by the mounting height. 
 3.  Neglig. = negligible contribution. 
 
 

UNADJUSTED ILLUMINATION VALUES, EXAMPLE 78-8.1 
 

Figure 78-8D 
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Check- 
point 

Mast No. 
Distance 

from Mast (ft) 
Illumination (ft-cd) 

Contribution Total 

A 
1 290 4.41 

9.79 5 290 4.41 
9 400 0.97 

B 
3 300 3.66 

7.32 
6 300 3.66 

C 
4 300 3.66 

9.04 7 300 3.66 
9 360 1.72 

 
 

 
UNADJUSTED ILLUMINATION VALUES 

(EXAMPLE 78-8.2) 
 

Figure 78-8H 
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CHAPTER EIGHTY-ONE 
 

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLANS 
 
 
81-1.0  GENERAL 
 
81-1.01  Purpose 
 
A transportation management plan (TMP) is an overall strategy for accommodating traffic during 
construction.  The TMP not only must address the alternatives confined to the project site, but it 
must also evaluate the impact traffic will have on the entire corridor.  The TMP will address the 
proposed traffic-control plan, alternative traffic control applications, the effect traffic will have on 
other facilities, local concerns, cost effectiveness of various alternatives, etc.  For a large project, a 
TMP team may be organized during the preliminary-engineering stage to study the traffic-control 
alternatives and their effect on the corridor. 
 
The TMP includes the traffic-control plan (TCP).  The major difference between a TMP and a TCP 
is that the TCP focuses on the maintenance and protection of traffic within the construction zone, 
and the TMP addresses project-related impacts throughout the project corridor and sometimes 
beyond.  The designer will be responsible for incorporating the TMP objectives into the TCP.  
Changes made during the preparation of the TCP will affect the overall TMP.  For example, a lane 
closure which causes a large queue on a freeway may cause traffic to divert to a nearby urban arterial. 
 This may require signal coordination, lane widening, turn restrictions, etc., on the arterial to improve 
its capacity.  Chapter Eighty-two discusses INDOT criteria for a TCP.  If the TMP was not developed 
during the preliminary-engineering stage, it will be the designer's responsibility to ensure that a 
reasonable transportation-management strategy has been incorporated into the TCP. 
 
 
81-1.02  Application 
 
A formal transportation-management plan will most often not be required.  However, the concepts 
discussed in this Chapter should be considered for each project.  A formal TMP, including a TMP 
team, may be considered for a project that has one or more of the characteristics as follows: 
 
1. the project scope of work consists of major reconstruction or new construction (e.g., 4R 

Interstate-route); 
 
2. high traffic volume; 
 
3. is in an urban or suburban area; 
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4. there may be significant detrimental impacts on mobility for either through or local trips in 

the corridor; 
 
5. the facility’s capacity will be significantly reduced (e.g., lane, ramp, or interchange closure); 
 
6. alternate routing will be necessary (e.g., detour routing for hazardous materials); 
 
7. there will be significant impacts on local communities and businesses (e.g., emergency 

vehicles, school buses); 
 
8. timing and seasonal impacts may be significant; or 
 
9. there will be significant grade changes. 
 
Where a series of proposed projects are along the same corridor or along corridors of close 
proximity, a single TMP covering all such projects should be used.  If circumstances prohibit a single 
TMP, the individual TMPs should be coordinated. 
 
 
81-1.03  TMP Development 
 
81-1.03(01)  Procedure 
 
Where a TMP is used, the following procedure applies. 
 
1. TMP Determination.  The Environmental Policy Team, with input from the district, the 

Office of Urban and Corridor Planning, and the Office of Pavement Engineering, will 
determine if there is a need for a TMP during the scoping process.  The Environmental 
Policy Team will collect the initial data and conduct the initial analyses to determine whether 
or not a TMP will be required. 

 
2. TMP-Team Selection.  Once it has been determined that a TMP is required, the 

Environmental Policy Team will initially recommend who the TMP team representatives will 
be, based on the purpose, goals, and constraints of the TMP.  Section 81-1.03(02) lists the 
members for a TMP-team project. 

 
3. TMP-Team Responsibilities.  Section 81-1.03(03) discusses the TMP-team responsibilities 

during the scoping process, project design, and construction.  The expected level of traffic 
impact will dictate the extent and nature of the TMP team’s responsibilities. 
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4. Preliminary Engineering Studies Report.  The Office of Environmental Services’ 
Environmental Policy Team will incorporate the TMP recommendations into the Engineer’s 
Report.  If improvements are required to other facilities (e.g., widening of detour route), it is 
important that these improvements be implemented as soon as practical prior to construction 
of the mainline facility.  Local agencies should be provided sufficient opportunity to 
complete their improvements before construction begins.  Agreements may be necessary 
between the State and local agencies to determine cost sharing arrangements or approval of a 
local road as an alternate route. 

 
5. Design.  During the design phase, it will be the designer’s responsibility to implement the 

recommendations of the TMP team.  The designer may be required to collect additional data 
and conduct additional analyses, as necessary.  The TMP team should be consulted if design 
or TCP decisions dictate a revision to the proposed TMP.  During this project stage, 
representatives from local agencies, businesses, homeowner associations, etc., may be added 
to the TMP team. 

 
6. Construction.  The TMP will be implemented during construction.  All significant proposed 

changes to the TMP by the district or the contractor must be reviewed with the TMP team 
prior to implementation.  For a larger project, the district will appoint a TMP coordinator.  A 
public-relations campaign may be required prior to construction.  During construction, the 
district will be responsible for collecting data on the TMP so that the TMP team can prepare 
a report on the successes and failures of the TMP.  See Item 7 below to determine the 
applicable data to be collected. 

 
7. Final Report.  Upon project completion, the TMP team will prepare a report identifying the 

successes and failures of the TMP.  This report should discuss the following: 
 

a. an overall statement reflecting the usefulness of the TMP; 
b. where changes were necessary to correct oversights in the TMP; 
c. what changes were made to the original plan and if they were successful; 
d. public reaction to the TMP; 
e. the average delay time encountered (e.g., average queue length, slowdown extent); 
f. identification of the peak loading times; 
g. frequency of legitimate complaints and the nature of the complaints; 
h. types of accidents that occurred during construction; 
i. suggested improvements or changes for similar future projects; and 
j. what areas of the TMP were successfully implemented. 

 
 
81-1.03(02)  TMP Team 
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A well-balanced TMP team is an important ingredient for a successful project.  The variety of 
disciplines represented presents an effective liaison group to meet the various needs of a TMP.  
Depending on the project logistics, the team composition may vary from project to project.  The 
Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team will determine the team's 
composition.  The TMP team may include representatives from the entities as follows: 
 
1. Office of Traffic Engineering; 
2. Office of Environmental Services, Environment Assessment Team; 
3. Production Management Division; 
4. district Office of Traffic; 
5. district Office of Design; 
6. District Construction Team; 
7. Traffic Control Review Committee; 
8. FHWA; 
9. Local government agency; 
10. Planning Division; 
11. Office of Communications; and 
12. others as deemed necessary (e.g., State Police, hospitals, etc.). 
 
 
81-1.03(03)  TMP-Team Responsibilities 
 
The anticipated traffic impacts will dictate the extent and nature of the TMP team’s responsibilities.  
These may include all or part of the functions as follows: 
 
1. collecting data (e.g., traffic counts, accident history, roadway geometrics, proposed 

developments, operating speeds); 
 
2. conducting analyses (e.g., capacity analyses, traffic impact studies, safety studies, queuing 

analysis); 
 
3. reviewing design alternates; 
 
4. reviewing traffic-control alternates; 
 
5. reviewing the adequacy of alternate routes (e.g., geometrics, capacity, safety, structural); 
 
6. reviewing on-site and off-site traffic operational improvements (e.g., signal improvements, 

parking restrictions); 
 
7. reviewing construction phasing and scheduling alternates; 
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8. determining the cost of various options and improvements; 
 
9. determining which options are the most cost effective; 
 
10. coordinating with local officials and businesses; 
 
11. coordinating funding and timing with other projects within the corridor; 
 
12. coordinating the design with other TMP plans in the region; 
 
13. planning for emergency responses (incident management); 
 
14. planning rideshare and transit strategies; 
 
15. providing recommendations for the Engineer’s Report; 
 
16. reviewing design and TMP changes made by the designer to ensure that they satisfy the TMP 

objectives; 
 
17. reviewing proposed changes made by the contractor or project engineer during construction; 

and 
 
18. evaluating and preparing a report on the successes and failures of the TMP after construction. 
 
 
81-1.04  Public-Relations Information 
 
For a TMP to be successful, it often requires public involvement and revision of its traveling habits.  
The following discusses how the public can become informed and involved in the TMP. 
 
1. Public-Relations Campaign.  It is important that the public be informed initially and be kept 

informed in a timely manner to ensure that the TMP will work.  The elements of a public-
relations campaign to be considered where significant impacts to traffic are expected are as 
follows: 

 
a. information provided to news media; 
b. television advertisements; 
c. radio advertisements; 
d. brochures to be passed out to motorists at key locations; 
e. information given to motorists at rest area or welcome centers; or 
f. contacting local businesses with large numbers of affected employees or customers. 
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2. Car and Van Pooling.  Car and van pooling campaigns may be considered where it may be 
expected to reduce the number of vehicles through a work zone and where it appears 
practical to expect a successful campaign. 

 
3. Charter Bus.  A charter bus may be considered where it could be expected to draw a large 

number of users along a corridor and where it can be shown to be more cost effective than 
other alternatives. 

 
4. Transit Incentives.  Transit incentives provided to transit customers and companies may be 

considered where it can be shown to be more cost effective than other alternatives. 
 
 
81-2.0  TRAFFIC-CONTROL MANAGEMENT 
 
81-2.01  Terminology 
 
The following definitions are used to define the time required for construction, maintenance, or 
utility work. 
 
1. Mobile Work Zone.  A work site that is continuously being moved during the period while 

work is actively in progress. 
 
2. Short-Duration Work Zone.  A work site that occupies a location for up to 1 hour. 
 
3. Short-Term Stationary Work Zone.  A work site that requires traffic control in the same 

location and where the activity lasts from 1 to 12 hours. 
 
4. Intermediate-Term Stationary Work Zone.  A work site that requires traffic control in the 

same location and occupies a location from overnight to 3 days. 
 
5. Long-Term Stationary Work Zone.  A work site that requires traffic control in the same 

location and where the activity lasts longer than 3 days. 
 
 
81-2.02  Work-Zone Type 
 
The work zone types that may be considered in a TMP are described below.  A work site which is 
completely off the roadway and does not disrupt traffic is not addressed, as it will not have a major 
effect on traffic. 
 
1. Lane Constriction.  This work-zone type is configured by reducing the width of one or more 

lanes to retain the number of lanes normally available to traffic.  An example of lane 
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constriction is shown in Figure 81-2A.  This application is the least disruptive work-zone 
type, but it is only appropriate if the work area is mostly outside the normal traffic lanes.  
Narrow lane widths may reduce the facility’s capacity, especially where there is significant 
truck traffic.  The use of a shoulder as part of the lane width will help reduce the amount of 
lane-width reduction that may be required.  Where this application is applied for a long-term 
work zone, the current lane markings must be obliterated to avoid motorist confusion.  
Section 82-3.02 discusses the minimum lane width that must be provided. 

 
2. Lane Closure.  This work-zone type closes one or more normal traffic lanes.  A lane-closure 

example is shown in Figure 81-2B.  Capacity and delay analyses may be required to 
determine whether serious congestion will result from a lane closure.  Use of the shoulder or 
median area as a temporary lane will help mitigate the problems arising from the loss in 
capacity.  Upgrading or replacement of existing pavement or placement of temporary 
pavement may be necessary. 

 
3. One-Lane, Two-Way Operation.  This work-zone type involves utilizing one lane for both 

directions of traffic.  Figure 81-2C illustrates a one-lane, two-way operation work zone.  
Flaggers or signals are used to coordinate the two directions of traffic.  Signing alone may be 
sufficient for a short-term work zone on a very low-volume, 2-lane road.  This work-zone 
type is applicable only for a low-volume road or for a short-term.  INDOT has developed a 
computer program, WORK, which determines the expected delays and queue lengths for this 
work-zone type. 

 
4. Runaround.  This work-zone type involves the total closure of the roadway (one or both 

directions) where work is being performed and the traffic is rerouted to a temporary roadway 
constructed within the highway right-of-way.  A runaround example is shown in Figure 81-
2D.  This application may require the purchase of temporary right of way and requires 
extensive preparation of the temporary roadway. 

 
5. Intermittent Closure.  This work-zone type involves stopping all traffic in one or both 

directions for a relatively short period of time to allow the work to proceed.  This application 
is illustrated in Figure 81-2E.  After a specific time, depending on traffic volume, the 
roadway is re-opened and all vehicles can travel through the area.  This application is 
appropriate only on a low-volume roadway or at times of very low volume (e.g., Sunday 
morning). 

 
6. Use of Shoulder or Median.  This work-zone type involves using the shoulder or the median 

as a temporary traffic lane.  Figure 81-2F illustrates an example.  To use this technique, it 
may be necessary to upgrade the shoulder to adequately support the anticipated traffic loads. 
This technique may be used in combination with other work-zone types or as a separate 
technique. 
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7. Crossover.  This work-zone type involves routing all or a portion of one direction of the 
traffic stream across the median to the opposite traffic lanes.  This application can also 
incorporate the use of the shoulder or a lane constriction to maintain the same number of 
lanes.  Examples of crossovers are shown in Figure 81-2G.  Section 82-3.0 discusses the 
geometric design criteria that should be used to develop a crossover.  Item 8 below addresses 
two-way traffic on a divided facility. 

 
8. Two-Way Traffic on Divided Facility.  This work-zone type involves transferring traffic 

from a divided facility to two-way operations on one roadway.  This application requires 
consideration in the planning, design, and construction phases.  This application should be 
used only if one or more conditions can be applied as follows: 

 
a. an alternate suitable detour is unavailable or is not cost-effective; 
b. the use of temporary lanes or shoulders are impractical; 
c. construction cannot reasonably occur with one lane open; 
d. construction time will be significantly reduced using this option; 
e. all safety issues can be reasonably addressed; or 
f. pavement and shoulder structures can be reasonably upgraded. 

 
A crossover as discussed in Item 7 above will be required for this application.  Section 82-
6.02 discusses the design issues relative to designing a two-way application (e.g., maximum 
length).  If this application is used, opposing traffic must be separated with positive barriers, 
drums, cones, or vertical panels throughout the length of the two-way operation.  Section 83-
3.0 discusses the channelization devices that may be used with this layout.  One construction 
technique involves the reconstruction of the shoulder to allow it to be used as a travel lane.  
Once traffic is shifted to a two-way operation, the availability of the shoulder as a third lane 
provides for an improved buffer between the bidirectional traffic and may facilitate 
emergency access. 

 
9. Detour.  This work-zone type involves total closure of the roadway (one or both directions) 

where work is being performed and rerouting the traffic to existing alternate facilities.  This 
application is desirable where there is unused capacity on a road running parallel to the 
closed roadway.  In addition to maintaining an official detour, INDOT may be required to 
repair a county highway being used as an unofficial detour, per current detour policy. 

 
 
81-2.03  Work-Zone Traffic-Control Strategy 
 
Selection of the appropriate work-zone type represents one of the most significant elements of a 
control strategy.  Other elements of a control strategy that should be considered include length of the 
work zone, time of work, number of lanes, widths of lanes, traffic speeds, or right of way.  
Considering these and other factors, reasonable alternatives can be narrowed to a select few for 
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further review.  Only a small number of feasible work-zone alternatives will emerge for a particular 
project and only one may be practical.  Identification of these alternates at an early stage in the 
planning process can significantly reduce the analysis effort necessary. 
 
Figure 81-2H provides guidelines for identifying feasible work-zone alternates based on roadway 
type, lane closure requirements, shoulder width, traffic volume, availability of right of way, and 
detour routes.  However, every work-zone location will have a wide variation of conditions and an 
all-inclusive selection matrix is not practical. 
 
In using Figure 81-2H, local policy and regulations should be recognized.  Many jurisdictions have 
adopted safety regulations and public convenience policies as safeguards against the unacceptable 
impacts of work-zones.  These regulations and policies may impose additional constraints regarding 
the types of control strategies that can be implemented.  Knowing these constraints can help 
eliminate infeasible alternates from consideration.  The public convenience policies or local 
regulations may specify peak hour restrictions, access requirements, noise level limitations, material 
storage and handling, excavation procedures, work-zone lengths, and number of traffic lanes that 
must remain open. 
 
 
81-3.0  TRANSPORTATION-MANAGEMENT-PLAN STRATEGIES 
 
In addition to the traffic-control strategies discussed in Section 81-2.0, the following provides brief 
summaries of the strategies that may be considered during the development of a TMP.  These 
strategies must be reviewed and adjusted to meet each project location and situation.  The strategies 
discussed below are not all-inclusive, and that other options may be applicable for the location under 
consideration. 
 
 
81-3.01  Construction Phasing 
 
How a project is constructed can greatly impact the traffic flow through the work area.  The 
following discusses the basic construction phases for freeway reconstruction. 
 
 
81-3.01(01)  Reconstruction by Halves or Sides 
 
This approach involves the reconstruction of all lanes in one direction while the opposing lanes share 
the same roadway with traffic in the other direction.  This basic concept is illustrated in Figure 81-
3A, Reconstruction by Halves or Sides.  For a 6-lane facility, traffic is restricted to two lanes in each 
direction.  This may require using the shoulders, reducing the lane widths, or providing minor 
widening.  Under certain circumstances, depending on the median width and shoulder configuration, 
the inner lane of the two-way operation may not be readily accessible during an emergency.  
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Providing for emergency turnouts or emergency-vehicle access at appropriate intervals on the 
segment under construction may be considered.  Some advantages and disadvantages of this strategy 
include the following. 
 
1. Advantages. 
 

a. It provides an effective work area. 
b. Workers are well-separated from the traffic stream. 

 c. Work-site access can be arranged with minimal interference from the general traffic 
flow. 

 
2. Disadvantages. 
 

a. Crossovers are required. 
b. There is a need for positive separation of the traffic streams. 

 c. There are potential emergency access problems in the inner lane. 
d. There may be problems at interchanges with traffic crossing the work zone. 

 
 
81-3.01(02)  Parallel or Adjacent Reconstruction 
 
This approach involves a variety of lane-closure sequences.  A typical sequence of this approach is as 
follows, which is also illustrated in Figure 81-3B, Parallel or Adjacent Reconstruction. 
 
1. The existing shoulders are widened and strengthened. 
 
2. Traffic is shifted to the shoulders to allow construction of the inner lanes and median 

reconstruction. 
 
3. Traffic is then shifted to the newly-constructed inner lanes to allow reconstruction of the 

outer lanes. 
 
4. After construction is completed, traffic is returned to the normal travel lanes. 
 
An advantage of this strategy is that traffic need not cross over the median and does not operate in a 
two-way operation.  Some of the disadvantages include the following: 
 
1. it provides a more constrained work area for the contractor; 
2. work crews are closer to moving traffic; and 
3. access to the construction zone involves entry and exit from the travel lanes. 
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A 6-lane facility is reduced to 2 lanes in each direction and the above sequence is used.  If closing the 
middle lane, it is preferable to keep the two through lanes on the same side of the construction zone 
(e.g., by using the shoulder) versus splitting the two lanes on either side of the construction zone. 
 
 
81-3.01(03)  Serial or Segmental Reconstruction 
 
This strategy consists of permitting only short segments of the facility to be under construction at one 
time.  This also requires one or more of the other concepts for traffic accommodation.  An example 
of this application may include a bridge-deck replacement where each segment can be completed 
within a 12-hour time period.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 81-3C, Serial or Segmental 
Reconstruction. 
 
The advantages of this strategy include relatively short work zones, and few if any interchanges are 
impacted at one time.  A disadvantage of this strategy is that the overall time period that the facility 
is under construction may be lengthened considerably because the construction for each segment will 
proceed independently.  Therefore, the exposure to the potentially hazardous conditions of a work 
zone for both the traveling public and the work force may be substantially greater than with one of 
the other strategies. 
 
81-3.01(04)  Complete Closure 
 
Complete closure of the facility or closure of one direction of travel may be an effective strategy.  
This strategy may also be effective for only certain hours of the day (e.g., 8 p.m. to 6 a.m. on 
weekdays and from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. on weekends).  Some of the advantages and disadvantages of 
this strategy include the following. 
 
1. Advantages. 
 

a. Increases the safety for construction workers. 
 b. Provides cost and time savings. 
 c. Reduces the overall travel impacts to the public due to reduced construction time. 
 
2. Disadvantages. 
 
 a. Potentially significant short-term travel impacts to the public. 
 b. Potential increase in traffic congestion on other routes. 
 c. May need to construct a detour or runaround. 
 d. Potential adverse impact on businesses due to trip suppression (not enough traffic). 
 e. Potential adverse impact to businesses on alternate routes (too much traffic). 
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81-3.01(05)  Combinations 
 
A combination of construction sequences may be the best strategy.  An example is reconstructing 
existing shoulders prior to the initiation of parallel construction activities.  The sequence of 
construction can be as follows. 
 
1. Phase A.  Reconstruct shoulders as appropriate to allow one side of the roadway to 

accommodate four lanes. 
 
2. Phase B.  Shift traffic to the four available lanes on one side of the roadway. 
 
3. Phase C.  Shift traffic to the newly constructed side of the roadway using the additional 

reconstructed shoulder lane. 
 
Other combination-type construction sequences involve the reconstruction of interchanges where 
both sequential and parallel activities may occur simultaneously.  Ramps are reconstructed in a 
sequential arrangement, involving closure during construction with temporary detours to adjacent or 
alternate freeway-access points. 
 
 
81-3.02  On-Site Strategies 
 
81-3.02(01)  Traffic-Control Devices 
 
The following traffic-control devices applications may be considered when developing a TMP. 
 
1. Changeable-Message Sign.  This device may be used where a static sign message is not 

sufficient to handle the changing conditions of a work zone (e.g., lane closure, ramp closure, 
advise motorists of conditions for which they must possibly react). 

 
2. Additional-Information Panel Sign.  This may be used to give the motorist additional 

information about a work zone.  The message should be pertinent to the likely conditions the 
motorist will encounter. 

 
3. Traffic-Signals Interconnection.  Consider interconnecting traffic signals where the benefit of 

moving traffic through a work zone more efficiently will be enhanced by adding 
interconnection between the traffic signals on the system. 

 
4. Traffic-Signal Timing.  Traffic-signal timing changes should be considered for all traffic 

signals within a work zone for which capacity improvements can be gained.  Adding or 
deleting signal phases may be required for changes in travel patterns. 
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5. Highway-Advisory Radio.  Consider using highway-advisory radio where changing work-
zone conditions make it important to give the motorist a longer, more accurate message than 
can be obtained through the use of signs or other means.  This option requires additional 
information and signing to alert motorists. 

 
6. Temporary Work-Site Speed-Limit Sign.  A reduced regulatory speed limit may be warranted 

where work activity may constitute a hazard to traffic, especially for a lane closure.  The 
Indiana Statutes permit INDOT to establish a reduced work-site speed limit without an 
Official Action.  Section 83-2.03 provides the criteria for establishing speed-limit signing in 
a construction zone. 

 
7. Flashing-Arrow Sign.  A flashing-arrow sign is used to supplement conventional traffic 

control devices.  It is warranted where additional warning or directional information is 
required to assist in merging and controlling traffic through and around the work activity.  
Section 83-2.07 provides additional guidance for the use of a flashing-arrow sign. 

 
 
81-3.02(02)  Capacity 
 
Each construction site will affect the capacity of the existing facility.  The extent that the roadway is 
occupied for work and safety purposes will determine the number of strategies required to 
compensate for the loss of capacity.  Some of the following capacity strategies may be considered 
when developing a TMP. 
 
1. Temporary Parking Restriction.  One option to increase capacity is to eliminate on-street 

parking to create an additional lane or to reduce traffic conflicts.  However, the concerns of 
on-street parking for local businesses must be addressed.  The elimination can be for only 
during a peak traffic-volume period or for the entire 24-h day. 

 
2. Restriction of Trucks.  Restriction of trucks may increase the facility’s capacity.  However 

consideration must be given to State or local ordinances, and the availability and suitability 
of alternate routes that the restricted trucks would be required to take. 

 
3. Turn Restrictions.  Turn restrictions should be considered where it may be necessary for 

capacity or safety reasons.  The turn restrictions may be at intersections or drives.  Turn 
restrictions can be for only during a peak traffic-volume period or for the entire 24-h day. 

 
4. Reversible or Contra-Flow Lane.  Consider the use of a reversible or contra-flow lane where 

the peak-traffic flow distribution is in one direction for a specified period of time.  The use of 
such a lane may be limited in use due to the cost of providing and maintaining the daily 
changes required.  There also may be safety considerations which will need to be evaluated if 
such a lane is contemplated. 
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5. High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane.  An HOV lane may be considered where a dedicated 

lane for high-occupancy vehicles is available and it is desired to discourage use of single-
occupancy vehicles.  The use of an HOV lane can be during a peak traffic-volume period or 
for the entire 24-h day.  Due to the lack of driver familiarity with this type of lane, it is 
unlikely that its use will be appropriate. 

 
6. Ramp Metering.  Ramp metering may be considered where it is necessary to restrict the 

amount of traffic entering a freeway for capacity and safety reasons.  Ramp metering may be 
used during peak traffic-volume period or for the entire 24-h day.  The impact of ramp 
metering on an intersecting road will also need to be considered (e.g., traffic backup). 

 
7. Six-Lane Facility.  Where three lanes cannot be maintained in both directions, determine if 

three lanes can be provided in one direction with two lanes in the other direction. 
 
 
81-3.02(03)  Other On-Site Considerations 
 
In addition to the above strategies, the following other on-site strategies may be considered in 
developing a TMP. 
 
1. Ramp Closure (Short or Intermediate Term).  This may be necessary for construction 

purposes.  If a closure is required, additional signage will be necessary to forewarn the 
motorist.  Signs should be posted on the affected ramp two weeks in advance to advise the 
motorist of the closure date or portion of the day during which the ramp will be closed. 

 
2. Ramp Closure (Long Term).  This may be necessary to construct or to improve traffic flow 

on the mainline.  Local access and business impacts should be considered before deciding on 
a long-term ramp closure.  Also consider the user costs for a detour route and the capacity 
and safety impact of the detour route.  Two adjacent ramps should not be closed at the same 
time unless necessary for safety reasons. 

 
3. Incident Management.  Consider the use of on-site tow trucks for a freeway work zone with 

limited to unavailable shoulder width.  They should also be considered where an accident or 
breakdown would seriously impact traffic flow and cause significant backups and delays. 

 
4. Special Materials.  Examine the use of fast-setting or precast concrete, or other special 

materials where traffic restrictions must be minimized (e.g., ramp, intersection). 
 
5. Lane Rental by Contractor.  In this application, a contractor formulates its bid around the 

number of hours that it expects to keep a number of lane-miles closed, and then can earn or 
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lose money if the actual number is higher or lower than that bid.  This concept has not yet 
had widespread use. 

 
6. Police Patrol for Speed Control.  A police patrol may be required to ensure that vehicular 

speeds are at or below the posted speed limit, or for other safety reasons.  Because this 
requires a special funding mechanism and special provisions, the designer will need to 
coordinate this with the Highway Operations Division. 

 
7. Incentive/Disincentive.  Consider adding an incentive/disincentive provision to minimize the 

time that a facility may be affected by construction.  Section 81-3.05 discusses the types of 
work for which an incentive/disincentive provision should be considered. 

 
8. A + B Bidding.  If the impact of the construction on traffic is significant, the designer should 

consider the A + B bidding incentive.  Section 81-3.06 provides information on A + B 
bidding. 

 
 
81-3.03  Off-Site Strategies 
 
Where construction will significantly impact the traffic flow away from the work zone, the following 
off-site strategies may be considered in the TMP. 
 
1. Capacity Improvement.  Additional improvements on the alternate route may be necessary 

for capacity reasons to handle the expected diversion of traffic.  Examples of capacity 
improvement include prohibiting or restricting parking, turn restrictions, and truck 
restrictions, all as described in.81-3.02(01), additional pavement width, or adding a turn lane. 

 
2. Trailblazing to Attraction or Point of Interest.  Trailblazing may be necessary to guide the 

motorist to an attraction or point of interest where the normal route is closed or seriously 
restricted, or where an alternate route to the attraction or point of interest would assist traffic 
which would otherwise travel through the work zone. 

 
 
81-3.04  Scheduling 
 
Project scheduling can affect the overall success of the TMP.  For example, restrictive scheduling 
may be required to facilitate the opening of a highway prior to a special event.  In determining a 
construction schedule, the following should be considered. 
 
1. Short Schedule.  A schedule to minimize construction activities and disruption to traffic may 

be required if motorist user costs are expected to be excessive.  However, a short schedule 
may increase the cost of the project. 
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2. Longer Schedule.  A longer schedule of construction activities may be cost effective if it does 

not significantly increase the adverse impact to the motorist.  The contractor may offer to 
provide a lower price for a longer schedule. 

 
3. Time-of-Day or Day-of-Week Restriction.  This type of restriction may be necessary if the 

work-zone capacity cannot accommodate the expected demand during a peak traffic period 
and other measures are not as cost effective.  For example, night work may be required to 
allow longer work hours than can be provided between morning and afternoon peaks and to 
decrease the excessive traffic delays or congestion associated with lane closures during the 
daytime. 

 
4. Project Staging.  Project staging or completing smaller portions of a project one portion at a 

time may be necessary to limit disruption to traffic.  However, construction activity in the 
same area over several seasons should be discouraged. 

 
5. Combining with Other Work.  Projects within a corridor may be combined or scheduled at 

the same time where practical, pending available funding, to minimize impacts to the 
motoring public. 

 
 
81-3.05  Incentive/Disincentive Justification 
 
Incentive/disincentive is used to minimize the time that a facility may be affected by construction.  
The contractor is provided additional funds if the project is completed early, or is assessed damages 
if the project is not completed on time.  Due to administrative concerns of implementing this 
concept, limit incentive/disincentive to a project that has one or more of the characteristics as 
follows: 
 
1. high traffic volume occurs in an urban area; 
2. it completes a gap in the highway facility; 
3. it severely disrupts traffic or highway services; 
4. it significantly increases road user’s costs; 
5. it significantly impacts adjacent neighborhoods or businesses; 
6. it replaces a major bridge that is out of service; or 
7. it includes lengthy detours. 
 
Figure 81-3D consists of the Department’s worksheet for determining the appropriate 
incentive/disincentive amount.  An editable version of this form may also be found on the 
Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  An incentive/disincentive 
justification request should be forwarded to the Contract Administration Division’s Office of 
Contracting as soon as practical due to the time required for the Central Office to process the request. 
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81-3.06  A + B Bidding 
 
Where the impact of the work site is significant, an A + B bidding incentive may be used to 
encourage the contractor to minimize these impacts by reducing the exposure time.  A + B bidding 
consists of two parts as follows. 
 
1. Part A.  The total dollar amount required to complete the work. 
 
2. Part B.  The total dollar amount based on peak- and non-peak-traffic-volume lane-closure 

periods, and the total contract days proposed by the contractor to complete the work. 
 
Part A is determined using the contractor’s unit prices and the estimate of quantities determined by 
the Department.  Part B is established by adding together the costs for each of the following: 
 
1. peak-traffic-volume lane-closure periods = (no. of periods) x (cost / lane / period); 
2. non-peak-traffic-volume lane = (no. of periods) x (cost / lane / period); plus 
3. Contract days = (no. of days) x (cost / day) 
 
The contractor is required to estimate the number of periods that the facility will be closed during 
peak- and non-peak-traffic-volume hours and the overall number of calendar days required to 
complete the contract.  The cost for each of the above items is determined by the Department and is 
the same for each bidder. 
 
A + B bidding is used only for comparison purposes to determine a successful bidder.  It is not used 
to determine payments to the contractor.  A + B bidding is used in conjunction with 
incentive/disincentive as discussed in Section 81-3.05.  Before adding an A + B bidding special 
provision to a contract, the designer should coordinate its use with the Highway Operations Division 
and the district construction engineer. 
 
 
81-4.0  COST-EFFECTIVE ANALYSES 
 
81-4.01  General 
 
There may be more than one option that will address the problem of traffic congestion during 
construction.  To determine the most appropriate option, the user will need to compare the benefits 
and costs of each to determine the most appropriate option.  Chapter Fifty provides information on 
economic analyses relative to benefit/cost analysis and safety-cost analysis.  The user should review 
Chapter Fifty in conjunction with the following to determine which option will be the most cost-
effective. 
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A project may not have alternate methods of maintaining traffic.  The user-cost calculations will not 
be required.  However, for a project with incentive/disincentive, the user costs must still be 
determined. 
 
There are computer programs available which the designer may use to determine the cost 
effectiveness of the various options and alternates.  For a freeway, INDOT uses the QUEWZ 
program.  The Department’s application of this program is further described in Section 81-4.03. 
 
 
81-4.02  Cost Evaluation 
 
81-4.02(01)  On-Site 
 
If determining the costs of on-site options (e.g., runaround, lane closure, shoulder use), the designer 
should consider the following: 
 
1. right-of-way cost (temporary and permanent); 
2. additional construction costs; 
3. effect on wetlands; 
4. vehicular delay; 
5. user costs (including detour user costs); 
6. accident potential; and 
7. driving time. 
 
If determining the effect of each on-site option, the designer should also consider the effect the 
selected option will have on an unofficial detour (i.e., a detour which a motorist selects on his or her 
own to avoid the construction area).  The designer should see the INDOT Detour Policy regarding an 
unofficial local detour. 
 
 
81-4.02(02)  Detour 
 
For an official detour or unofficial detour, the designer must determine the total cost of the detour.  
To determine the daily detour user costs, use the following equations. 
 
1. Detour User Cost = (Cost in Lost Time) + (Cost in Extra Distance Traveled). 
 
2. Cost of Lost Time = (No. of vehicles detoured) x (increase in travel time per vehicle, h) x 

(value of motorist's time) 
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3. Increase in travel time = (length of detour, mi / average detour travel speed, mph) – (length of 
construction zone, mi / average travel speed through construction zone, mph) 

 
4. Cost in Extra Travel Distance = (net increase in length of travel, mi) x (vehicle operating 

expense), 
 

Where: 
 

The net increase in length of travel distance is the difference between the detour and 
non-detour distances. 
 
The value of motorist time not only considers lost wages but also lost free time.  A 
value from $10 to $15 per hour is used. 
 
The vehicular operating expense includes fuel, maintenance, and depreciation costs, 
and is set at $0.25 per mile. 

 
In addition to the above detour user costs, the designer must add the cost for improvements needed to 
the detour route (e.g., repaving, pavement widening, signal improvements).  The designer should 
also consider the effect the detour will have on the community and local businesses. 
 
 
81-4.03  QUEWZ Program 
 
The Department uses the computer program QUEWZ for a freeway project to determine the queue 
length and user costs that are associated with work-zone lane closures.  Based on the type of lane 
closure, traffic volume, time schedules, etc., the program will provide the user with the expected 
queue length and estimated user costs.  The Office of Environmental Services’ Environment 
Assessment Team may use this program during the preliminary-engineering stage to compare the 
various options.  The designer may use this program to ensure that the proposed traffic-control plan 
is still cost effective.  The program user should review the user’s manual to determine how to use the 
program. 
 
 
81-4.03(01)  Inputs 
 
The user must provide inputs into the program as follows: 
 
1. lane-closure configurations; 
2. the schedule of work activities (e.g., work activity hours, lane-constriction hours); and 
3. the traffic volume approaching the freeway segment. 
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The program provides default values for the following: 
 
1. cost update factor; 
2. percentage of trucks; 
3. speeds and volumes at various points on a speed-volume curve; 
4. capacity of a lane in the work zone; 
5. maximum acceptable delay to the motorist; and 
6. critical length of queue. 
 
To obtain meaningful results, the designer should consider revising the default values to satisfy the 
site location.  For example, the program assumes that if a queue lasts longer than 20 min some 
motorists will divert.  To account for actual queues and the corresponding user costs, the designer 
may need to adjust the 20-min time frame to satisfy the project situation.  The designer should 
review the user’s manual to determine if the default values are applicable to the location under 
consideration. 
 
 
81-4.03(02)  Outputs 
 
QUEWZ has two output options:  road-user cost and lane-closure schedule.  The road-user-cost 
output option analyzes a specified lane-closure configuration and schedule of work activities, and 
provides estimates of traffic volume, capacity, speed, queue length, diverted traffic, and additional 
road user costs for each hour affected by the lane closure.  The lane-closure-schedule option 
summarizes the hours of the day during which a given number of lanes can be closed without causing 
excessive queuing. 
 
In addition to the values obtained from the program, supplemental user-cost calculations may be 
required where changes are expected based on existing traffic patterns and volume.  Supplemental 
calculations for a detour are required where an exit or entrance ramp within the construction zone 
(including that using crossovers) will be closed and where the designer judges that the QUEWZ 
program is not properly estimating the full amount of diverting mainline traffic. 
 
Additional detour user-cost calculations should be conducted if an exit ramp is to be closed.  
Experience has shown that most or all of the traffic that would have used a ramp if it was open will 
divert from the mainline before the construction zone.  Therefore, the exit-ramp volume should be 
deleted from the input mainline volume before using QUEWZ. 
 
A closed entrance ramp may or may not lead to changes in the input values for QUEWZ. 
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INCENTIVE / DISINCENTIVE (I/D) AMOUNT DETERMINATION 
English-Units Project 

 
I. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Route        Contract No.        Project No.       
Des. No.        District:       
National Highway System (NHS) Route?   Yes   No 
Location:       
Estimated Start Date of Work:       
Estimated Completion Date Without I/D:       
Estimated Contract Amount: $      
* Estimated Local-Traffic AADT:        Trucks      % 
* Estimated Through-Traffic AADT:        Trucks      % 
** Length of Local-Traffic Detour:       mi 
** Length of Through-Traffic Detour:       mi 
 

* Use best judgment for breakdown of traffic. 
** Use official detour for through traffic. 

 
 
II. I/D CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Contract restrictions (e.g., utility adjustments, R/W acquisitions, permits, environmental 
constraints, closure times, special fabrication requirements): 
      

 
Reasons for proposing I/D: 
      

 
Critical construction elements: 
      

 
Estimated Completion Date With I/D:       
Estimated I/D Amount: $      per day 
Proposed I/D Time:       Calendar Days 

 
Maximum I/D Adjustments = (I/D Amount) x (I/D Time): 

 
$      x       days = $      
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User Vehicle Costs (UVC):  $0.25 / mi / veh (Autos & Trucks) 
User Time Value (UTV):  $5.00 / h / veh 
Local Design Speed:         mph 
Through Design Speed:        mph 
Traffic Adjustment Factor (TAF):  Suggested Value 0.35 

(TAF normal range is 0.30 to 0.45) 
 

NOTE: Use either of the following analyses depending on the type of project (road 
closure-detoured or through-traffic project).  Various computer programs are 
available such as QUEWZ for estimating queue lengths and user costs that can 
be used in lieu of the following for freeway work-zone lane closures.  Contact 
the Highway Operations Division’s Traffic Control Team for details. 

 
A. User Costs for Closure-Detoured Project 

 
Local Traffic: 

 
Vehicle Costs = (UVC) (AADT) (Local-Detour Length) 

($0.25) (     ) (      mi) = $      
 

User Costs = (UTV) (AADT) (Local-Detour Length) (1/Design Speed) 
($5.00) (     ) (      mi) (1/     ) = $      

 
Local-Road User Costs (LRUC) = (Vehicle Costs + User Costs) 

$      + $      = $      
 

Through Traffic: 
 

Vehicle Costs = (UVC) (AADT) (Through-Detour Length) 
($0.25) (     ) (      mi) = $      

 
User Costs = (UTV) (AADT) (Through-Detour Length) (1/Design Speed) 

($5.00) (     ) (      mi) (1/     ) = $      
Through-Road User Costs (TRUC) = (Vehicle Costs + User Costs) 

$      + $      = $      
 

Site RUC = LRUC + TRUC 
$      + $      = $      
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B. Disruption Costs for Through-Traffic Project 

 
NOTE:  The following analysis provides delay cost for through traffic only.  If 

the project includes ramp or intersection closures, the analysis from 
Part A above can be added to the through-traffic disruption costs or 
other factors commensurate upon the scope of the particular project. 

 
Vehicle Costs = (UVC) (AADT) (TAF) 

($0.25) (     ) (     ) = $      
 

User Costs = (UTV) (AADT) (TAF) 
($5.00) (     ) (     ) = $      

 
Traffic Disruption Costs  = (Vehicle Costs + User Costs) 

$      + $      = $      
 

C. General Comments 
       

 
D. Other Factors to Consider.  Is the route on or near one or more of the following? 

 
 School:  Yes   No  Hazardous-Materials Route:  Yes   No 
 Hospital:  Yes   No  Special or Seasonal Event:  Yes   No 
 Emergency Route:  Yes  No Local Business:  Yes  No 

 
 
III. SUMMARY 
 

Recommended Maximum I/D Time:       Calendar Days 
Recommended I/D Date:       
Recommended Maximum I/D Amount: $      per Day 
Is I/D amount > 5% of contract amount?   Yes   No 

 
NOTE: If the I/D amount per day is greater than the Site RUC or Traffic User Costs, I/D 

is not justified. 
 
 
IV. APPROVALS 
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A. Non-NHS Project 
 

Prepared By:        Date       
 

Recommended By: ____________________________  Date __________ 
Field Construction Engineer, Construction Mgmt.. Div. 

 
If I/D ≤ 5% of contract amount, 

 
Approved By: ____________________________  Date __________ 

Director, Construction Management Division 
 
 

If I/D > 5% of contract amount, 
 
  Approved By: ____________________________  Date __________ 

Chief Highway Engineer 
 

Received By: ____________________________  Date __________ 
Contracting Office Manager, Contract Administration Division 
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B. NHS Project 
 

Prepared By:        Date       
 

Recommended By: ____________________________  Date __________ 
Field Construction Engineer, Construction Mgmt.. Div. 

 
 
  Approved By: ____________________________  Date __________ 

Chief Highway Engineer 
 

Received By: ____________________________  Date __________ 
Contracting Office Manager, Contract Administration Division 

 
NHS Exemption:  Yes   No 

   If No, this document must be submitted to FHWA for approval. 
 
Approved By: ____________________________  Date __________ 

Federal Highway Administration 
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CHAPTER EIGHTY-TWO 
 

TRAFFIC-CONTROL-PLAN DESIGN 
 
 
To some extent, highway construction disrupts the normal flow of traffic and poses safety hazards to 
motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians and workers.  Therefore, to alleviate potential operational and safety 
problems, INDOT requires that work-zone traffic control be considered on each highway 
construction project.  The work-zone traffic-control plan may range in scope from very detailed 
plans, incorporation of unique or recurring special provisions, or to merely referencing the INDOT 
Standard Drawings, Standard Specifications, or Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(MUTCD).  This Chapter provides the necessary information to develop a well-conceived work-zone 
traffic-control plan that minimizes the adverse effects of traffic disruption and hazards. 
 
 
82-1.0  PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING 
 
82-1.01  Responsibilities 
 
The Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team is responsible for initially 
addressing work-zone traffic control.  This information is to be included in the Engineer’s Report.  In 
determining the initial work-zone traffic control, the Environmental Policy Team will perform the 
following: 
 
1. collect all necessary data (e.g. traffic counts, accident history, roadway geometrics, proposed 

development, operating speeds); 
 
2. coordinate planning and scoping meetings with the applicable participants (e.g., designer, 

Office of Traffic Engineering, district Office of Design, Highway Operations Division, local 
officials); 

 
3. conduct analyses (e.g., capacity analyses, traffic impact studies, safety studies, queuing 

analysis); 
 
4. review design alternates; 
 
5. review traffic-control alternates (e.g., detour, crossovers, runaround, lane closure).  The 

preferred plan will be incorporated into the Report; 
 
6. estimate the construction cost and economic impact of various options and improvements; 
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7. coordinate funding and timing with other projects within the corridor; and 
 
8. if required, form a transportation-management-plan team and include the team’s 

recommendations in the Report.  Chapter Eighty-one provides information on the 
development of a TMP. 

 
 
82-1.02  District Input 
 
During the development of the Engineer’s Report, the Environmental Policy Team will obtain the 
following information from the district. 
 
1. The district’s concurrence in the selected traffic-control alternate; 
2. detour-route location and additional travel distance; 
3. traffic projections anticipated to use detour; 
4. anticipated delays to fire, police, emergency-medical, or postal service; 
5. number of school buses using facility (additional delay and distance); and 
6. local roads which may be used for official or unofficial detour. 
 
 
82-1.03  Engineer’s Report 
 
The Environmental Policy Team will be responsible for incorporating the proposed work-zone traffic 
control plan in the Engineer’s Report and ensuring that the following have been considered. 
 
1. Traffic-Control Alternates.  The Report will address the work-zone traffic-control 

information as follows: 
 

a. Applicability of INDOT Standard Drawings; 
b. alternate traffic-control strategies; 
c. alternate detour types and locations; 
d. construction scheduling and phasing requirements; 
e. alternate geometric design features; 
f. estimated costs for alternate traffic-control strategies; and 
g. special requirements of the work-zone traffic control. 

 
2. Construction Operation Selection.  The construction applications which may be considered 

are as follows: 
 

a. work beyond the shoulder; 
b. shoulder work and partial lane closure; 
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c. lane closure for a 2-lane highway; 
d. single-lane closure for a 4-lane highway; 
e. two-way traffic on a divided highway; 
f. work within or near an intersection; 
g. offset alignments; and 
h. official or local detour (e.g., runaround, crossovers). 

 
Chapter Eighty-one provides additional guidance for determining which of these construction 
applications may be appropriate. 

 
3. Detour Location.  The use of a detour (e.g., runaround, crossovers, alternate route) should be 

determined on a project-by-project basis.  The detour location should be in accordance with 
the following: 

 
a. minimize impacts to adjacent developments (e.g., site access); 
b. minimize the magnitude and cost of utility relocations; 
c. minimize environmental impacts; and 
d. be offset a sufficient distance so that it will not interfere with construction. 

 
The Department may be required to repair local highways that may be damaged while being 
used as unofficial detour routes.  See the INDOT Detour Policy for additional information.  
Investigations, details, and agreements with local officials may be required in subsequent 
phases. 

 
4. Community Impact.  The Report should address the impacts on neighborhoods, parks, 

schools, businesses, etc.  A detour can significantly increase traffic through a community 
such that local traffic can no longer use the detour route.  The Report should also address 
how the work-zone traffic control will affect fire, ambulance, police, and school-bus routes. 

 
5. Interest Groups.  The Report should address the concerns of local governments, agencies, 

public officials, or special interest groups (e.g., homeowner associations).  If reasonable, 
changes should be made to the work-zone traffic control to address their concerns.  Working 
with local officials and organizations early in project development can significantly reduce 
opposition to, or create support for, a project by addressing local concerns. 

 
6. Transportation-Management Plan.  Where a project does not warrant the development of a 

Transportation Management Plan (TMP), the Environmental Policy Team should still review 
Chapter Eighty-one for applicable guidelines and criteria that should be discussed during this 
phase.  The conclusion of this phase should result in a reasonable traffic-control strategy for 
the project. 
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82-2.0  TRAFFIC-CONTROL-PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
 
82-2.01  Responsibilities 
 
It is the designer’s responsibility to ensure that an adequate traffic-control plan (TCP) is developed.  
If the traffic-control requirements are not entirely included in the INDOT Standard Drawings or 
Standard Specifications, the designer should prepare a TCP that will adequately address all required 
non-standard traffic-control work for the project.  The designer will be responsible for the following. 
 
1. reviewing the information in the Engineer’s Report or, if not available, contacting the 

appropriate entity or agency (e.g., traffic-design, FHWA) to obtain the necessary information; 
 
2. evaluating the proposed design alternates (e.g., detour, crossovers, runaround, lane closure); 

see Chapter Eighty-one; 
 
3. developing the geometric design for a specially-constructed detour (e.g., crossovers, 

runaround, offset alignment); see Section 82-3.0; 
 
4. addressing the roadside-safety concerns within the construction zone (e.g., construction clear 

zone, temporary concrete barrier); see Section 82-4.0; 
 
5. selecting and locating the required traffic control devices (e.g., pavement markings, 

barricades, signs); see Chapter Eighty-three; 
 
6. developing and evaluating alternate construction sequences; 
 
7. performing the necessary capacity and queuing analyses, if not already provided; 
 
8. making a written request to the Office of Pavement Engineering regarding use of a shoulder 

or a portion of it for traffic maintenance.  A copy of the request should be sent to the project 
manager.  The request should include the construction-year AADT, percent trucks of AADT, 
and the approximate duration of traffic’s shoulder use; 

 
9. ensuring that the proposed traffic-control plan is discussed and reviewed during the 

Preliminary Field Check; and 
 
10. coordinating with public-information officials to inform the public of proposed road closure, 

detour route, etc. 
 
 
82-2.02  Plan Development 
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The TCP should be developed through the phases described below before it can be incorporated into 
the contract and approved for letting.  The following describes the development of the TCP at each 
project phase. 
 
1. Engineer’s Report.  The Environmental Policy Team will be responsible for determining the 

initial work-zone traffic control strategies to be used on the project.  These should be shown 
in the Engineer’s Report.  If changes are made to the recommendations in the Report, the 
designer should notify the Environmental Policy Team of these changes. 

 
2. Structure Type and Size (Bridge-Replacement Project) or Grade Review (Sight-Distance 

Improvement or Small Structure Replacement.  At this plan development stage, the designer 
is responsible for contacting the appropriate district to obtain its input regarding traffic 
maintenance.  Figure 82-2B is a blank memorandum copy which the designer should 
download, fill in the project information blanks, then transmit to the district.  An editable 
version of this form may also be found on the Department’s website at 
www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/.  District input should be solicited if a TCP is 
specified in the Engineer’s Report.  The district should provide the requested information to 
the designer. 

 
3. Preliminary Field Check.  During the Preliminary Field Check, review the proposed traffic-

control strategy against actual and anticipated field conditions and be prepared to perform the 
following tasks. 

 
a. drive the local detour; 

 
b. determine the environmental effects of a crossover or runaround; 

 
c. estimate the extent and cost of property damage caused by a crossover or runaround, 

including additional right-of-way requirements and costs; 
 

d. determine the feasibility of maintaining traffic on the facility (e.g., roadway, bridge) 
while work is in progress; 

 
e. evaluate the need for scheduling work activities to avoid traffic delays during peak 

commute hours or local events; 
 

f. determine the effects on project constructability; and 
 

g. review the physical and operational elements of the TCP with other projects in the 
area to ensure that there are no conflicts with the proposed TCP. 
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At the conclusion of this phase, the preliminary geometric design, safety, and capacity 
analyses should be completed, and suggested plan modifications evaluated and reviewed.  
The designer should determine the proposed location of all traffic-control elements and 
special design elements (e.g., runaround, crossovers) and should establish the proposed 
construction phasing.  The designer should contact the district for its input, even if the 
proposed TCP is recommended in the Engineer’s Report. 

 
4. Hearing.  The plan and profile, cross-sections, construction schedule and phasing, and impact 

reports should be completed at this stage.  Begin preparation of the required special 
provisions and the permit process.  Prepare an estimate of the time required to re-open the 
facility (e.g., roadway, bridge) to traffic after construction starts. 

 
5. Final Field Check.  Review all issues emerging from the hearing stage and complete 

subsequent plan modifications.  Review the project’s physical and operational elements of 
the TCP with other projects in the area to ensure that there are no conflicts with the proposed 
TCP.  Examples include detouring traffic onto a local road which is scheduled for 
reconstruction during the same time period, or closing a highly-traveled highway during 
special events or seasons.  Coordinate with the Office of Communications so that they can 
begin to inform the public of road closures or alternate detour routes. 

 
6. District Construction Engineer Review.  After design approval, the designer should submit 

the proposed TCP to the district construction engineer.  The district construction engineer 
will provide written comments or concurrence regarding the proposed TCP to the designer, 
with a copy to the appropriate Production Management Division office manager.  The office 
manager will provide written comments or concurrence regarding the proposed TCP to the 
designer.  If necessary, the designer will revise the proposed TCP until both district 
construction engineer and office manager concur. 

 
7. Final Plans Review.  Determine and check all quantity estimates.  Complete the detail 

drawings and include all relevant special provisions in the contract documents.  Do not show 
unofficial detour routes in the plans or special provisions. 

 
The Department requires a coordinated team effort to develop and successfully implement a TCP.  
Figure 82-2A lists the participants involved in each phase of its development. 
 
 
82-2.03  Traffic-Control Plan Content 
 
The type and size of a project greatly impacts the amount of information required in the TCP.  For 
example, for a traffic-signs project, the TCP may only be a listing of the appropriate INDOT 
Standard Drawings.  However, for a freeway reconstruction project, the TCP may include full-size 
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drawings, special details, special provisions, special task forces, etc.  The TCP content will be 
determined on a project-by-project basis.  The TCP may include the following. 
 
1. Construction Plan Sheets.  A reconstruction project will require detailed plans for 

accommodating traffic at each construction stage (e.g., specially-built detour, crossovers, 
staged construction).  These plans may include geometric layout details, positive-protection 
strategies, the traffic-control devices, etc.  A smaller project (i.e., partial 3R, traffic signs, 
signals, or a spot improvement) will rarely require this level of detail.  Chapters Fourteen and 
Fifteen provide the Department’s plans-preparation criteria (e.g., sheet sizes, scales, line 
weights, CADD symbols) which are also applicable to a TCP.  The INDOT Typical Plan 
Sheets document provides traffic-maintenance detail sheet examples. 

 
A traffic-maintenance plan that requires at least one shoulder to carry traffic on a temporary 
basis during construction should include information regarding shoulder-corrugation 
installation requirements.  A note should be included that reads, “Corrugations shall not be 
milled into the _____ shoulder between Sta. _____ and Sta. _____ until after traffic is no 
longer temporarily using the shoulder.” 

 
2. Special Provisions.  Special provisions are used to explain special procedures, materials, or 

equipment used in the TCP that are not addressed in the INDOT Standard Specifications.  
The TCP may only consist of special provisions.  Prior to developing a new special 
provision, the designer should first ensure that its requirements do not already appear in the 
INDOT Standard Specifications or recurring special provisions.  Chapter Nineteen provides 
information on the requirements for preparing a special provision. 

 
3. Traffic-Control Devices.  Include a complete listing of the traffic-control devices required to 

direct traffic through the work zone in the TCP.  This may include the number of drums, 
barricades, cones, signs, temporary pavement markings, warning lights, flashing-arrow signs 
or other devices required to implement the construction.  Chapter Seventeen provides the 
Department’s criteria for determining plan quantities. 

 
4. Construction Sequence and Time.  The TCP should include a proposed construction 

sequence. 
 
5. Work Schedule.  A special provision should identify restricted work schedules which the 

contractor will be required to follow (e.g., no construction work during specified hours or 
days). 

 
6. Telephone Numbers.  A special provision should require the contractor to provide names and 

telephone numbers of the contractor’s superintendent and one other responsible employee. 
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7. Permits.  For restricted-lane width, the district Office of Construction will be responsible for 
coordinating with the Planning Division’s Office of Roadway Safety and Mobility after the 
contract is let to obtain the necessary permits to allow oversize vehicles through the work 
zone. 

 
8. Agreement or Legal Release.  An agreement or legal release may be required before INDOT 

can use a local facility as a detour route.  The designer should initiate this process early in the 
design of the work-zone traffic control. 

 
9. Media.  The designer should inform the Office of Communications as to when and where 

there will be a major road or ramp closure or detour. 
 
10. Pedestrians and Bicyclists.  The TCP should address the safe accommodation of pedestrians 

and bicyclists through the work area.  Construction phasing may need to be scheduled around 
non-peak pedestrian-traffic times. 

 
11. Local Businesses and Residents.  Maintain at least one reasonable access to each site of 

business establishment or residency.  The designer should also ensure that these entities are 
kept informed of planned street, ramp or driveway closures. 

 
12. Emergency Vehicles.  The TCP should address the safe and efficient accommodation of 

emergency vehicles through the construction area. 
 
13. Checklist.  Section 82-7.0 provides a checklist which should be reviewed to ensure that all 

applicable work-zone traffic-control elements have been addressed in the TCP. 
 
 
82-2.04  Design Considerations 
 
The objective of the TCP is to provide an implementation strategy that will minimize the adverse 
effects of traffic disruption on motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists, or workers.  Therefore, the designer 
should consider the following design considerations when developing the TCP.  For a more in-depth 
analysis of these elements, the designer should review Chapter Eighty-one. 
 
 
82-2.04(01)  Engineering 
 
The designer should consider the following engineering elements in developing the TCP. 
 
1. Geometrics.  The TCP should provide adequate facilities for a motorist to safely maneuver 

through the construction area, day or night.  The design should avoid frequent and abrupt 
changes in roadway geometrics, such as lane narrowing, a lane drop, or a transition which 
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requires a rapid maneuver.  Section 82-3.0 provides geometric design criteria for a 
construction zone. 

 
2. Roadside Safety.  Motorist, pedestrian, bicyclist, and worker safety is a priority element of a 

TCP and should be an integral part of each phase of the construction project (i.e., planning, 
design, and construction).  Section 82-4.0 addresses the roadside-safety issues which are 
encountered during construction. 

 
3. Highway Capacity.  The TCP should, where practical, provide the capacity necessary to 

maintain an acceptable level-of-service for the traveling public.  This may require converting 
a shoulder to a travel lane, eliminating on-street parking, constructing a temporary lane, 
opening additional lanes during peak traffic-volume periods, or expanding public 
transportation.  Section 82-5.0 provides further information on highway-capacity issues. 

 
4. Traffic-Control Devices.  Traffic-control devices should be included in the TCP to safely 

direct vehicles through or around the construction zone.  Chapter Eighty-three provides 
guidance on the selection and location of traffic-control devices. 

 
5. Overhead Lighting.  The design should maintain existing overhead lighting and consider the 

need for supplemental roadway lighting at a potentially hazardous site within the work area.  
Chapter Eighty-three discusses the use of construction-zone lighting. 

 
 
82-2.04(02)  Constructability 
 
The designer should evaluate the construction sequence to identify safety, operational, or logistical 
problems and to facilitate the timely completion of the project.  Some of the elements which should 
be evaluated include the following: 
 
1. the maneuverability of traffic through horizontal or vertical alignments during all 

construction phases; 
 
2. the separation of opposing traffic, workers, equipment, or other hazards; 
 
3. the work area which will be used for equipment maneuverability; and 
 
4. the access points to work sites or material-storage sites. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Adequate working space between the traffic and the work area 
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should be provided.  This applies especially where construction is 
phased or if the project includes a temporary runaround. 

 
 
82-2.04(03)  Construction Design 
 
Available construction options that may improve the TCP include the following: 
 
1. the use of special materials (e.g., quick-curing concrete that can support vehicular loads 

within hours after pouring); 
 
2. the use of special designs (e.g., using a precast box structure instead of a bridge or cast-in-

place box structure); 
 
3. scheduling requirements which will reduce traffic disruptions (e.g., working at night and 

during off-peak traffic-volume hours); 
 
4. project phasing which will allow traffic to use the facility prior to project completion; or 
 
5. contractor cost incentives/disincentive for early or late completion of construction for a 

facility with a high AADT.  For a project with FHWA oversight, a contractor incentive is 
subject to approval by the FHWA. 

 
Chapter Eighty-one provides additional information on construction alternates. 
 
 
82-2.04(04)  Economic or Business Impact 
 
The designer should consider the economic impacts a TCP may have on road users, adjacent 
businesses, or residential developments.  The designer should consider the following: 
 
1. vehicular travel time; 
2. fuel consumption; 
3. vehicular wear; 
4. air pollution; 
5. access to residential developments; 
6. patron access to businesses (e.g., restaurants, gas stations, stores); 
7. employee or delivery access to commercial developments; and 
8. shipments to manufacturing companies. 
 
The designer should also review the TCP to ensure that it does not restrict access to businesses 
during peak retail shopping periods.  For example, a road closure should not be made in the vicinity 
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of a regional retail mall during the period from Thanksgiving to Christmas.  Coordination with local 
businesses, developers, or other land owners should be made early in the development of the TCP.  
At least one access should be maintained to each development throughout the contract time. 
 
 
82-2.04(05)  Pedestrians and Bicyclists 
 
Address the safe accommodation of pedestrians or bicyclists through the construction zone early in 
project development.  Locations that would warrant pedestrian or bicyclist considerations include the 
following: 
 
1. where a sidewalk traverses the work zone; 
 
2. where a designated school route traverses the work zone; 
 
3. where significant pedestrian or bicyclist activity or evidence of such activity exists; or 
 
4. where existing land use generates such activity (e.g., park, school, shop). 
 
The considerations to be made in addressing pedestrian or bicyclist accommodation through a 
construction zone are as follows: 
 
1. physical separation of pedestrians and vehicles where practical; 
 
2. providing temporary lighting for each walkway that is currently lighted; 
 
3. directing pedestrians or bicyclists to a safe location (e.g., the other side of a street) where a 

pedestrian walkway or bicycle path cannot be provided; 
 
4. staging construction operations such that if there are two walkways they are both not out of 

service at the same time; 
 
5. planning the construction such that temporary removal of a sidewalk will occur in the 

shortest practical time or is scheduled around non-peak pedestrian traffic-volume times; or 
 
6. for information on handicapped-accessibility criteria, see Section 51-1.0. 
 
 
82-3.0  GEOMETRIC DESIGN 
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The following provides design criteria which apply to temporary crossovers on a divided highway, an 
existing roadway through a construction zone, or a detour specifically designed for construction 
project (e.g., crossovers, runaround).  These criteria do not apply to a detour over existing routes. 
 
 
82-3.01  Construction-Zone Design Speed 
 
The construction-zone design speed applies to the design of the geometric elements through the work 
zone.  It does not apply to the regulations that are used for posting the speed limit through the work 
zone.  Regulatory speed limit is discussed in Section 83-2.03.  In selecting the construction-zone 
design speed, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Posted Speed Limit.  The construction zone design speed should take into account the 

following: 
 

a. the posted speed limit of the facility immediately prior to the work zone; 
 

b. the anticipated posted work-zone speed limit through the work zone (see Section 83-
2.03); and 

 
c. the posted speed limit of the facility before construction begins.  The construction-

zone design speed should not be more than 10 mph lower than the posted speed limit 
prior to construction. 

 
2. Urban or Rural Area.  The construction-zone design speed in a rural area should be higher 

than that in an urban area.  This is consistent with the fewer constraints in a rural area (e.g., 
less development). 

 
3. Terrain.  A lower construction-zone design speed may be applicable to a rolling terrain.  This 

is consistent with the higher construction costs as the terrain becomes more rugged. 
 
4. Traffic Volume.  The construction-zone design speed may vary according to the traffic 

volume.  Therefore, consider a higher design speed as traffic volume increases. 
 
The designer should work with the appropriate district traffic engineer to establish the construction-
zone design speed for an INDOT route, or a local public agency’s representative for a local-agency 
route.  The designer should show the construction-zone design speed on the first sheet of the TCP. 
 
If crossovers are used to maintain one lane of traffic in each direction on a rural Interstate route, the 
following will apply. 
 
1. Use temporary concrete median barrier. 
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2. Unless the median shoulder is full depth, it is to be removed and replaced with a 6-ft width 

section with its pavement design to be requested by the designer. 
 
3. The traffic maintenance should be as shown in Figure 81-3A(0). 
 
4. Shoulder corrugations are to be milled into the new shoulder after traffic is crossed over to 

the other side. 
 
 
82-3.02  Lane or Shoulder Width 
 
There should not be a reduction in the roadway-cross-section width through the construction zone.  
However, this may not be practical.  Section 83-3.02 provides the minimum taper rate that should be 
used on an approach to a lane-width reduction.  The following lane and shoulder widths should be 
used in a construction zone. 
 
1. Divided Highway.  For a freeway or other divided highway, maintain a minimum 11-ft lane 

width with shoulders of 2 ft or wider.  Under restrictive conditions, however, the designer 
may consider a 10-ft lane width if an alternate route is provided for wide vehicles. 

 
2. Undivided Highway.  Maintain a minimum 10-ft lane width and 1-ft shoulder width. 
 
3. Runaround.  Design a runaround with 12-ft lane width and 6-ft shoulder width. 
 
4. Temporary Crossover.  For 1-lane, one-way operations, the lane width should be 16 ft with 5-

ft shoulder widths.  For a multi-lane or multi-directional operation, each lane width should be 
12 ft with 5-ft shoulder widths. 

 
 
82-3.03  Transition Taper Rate 
 
A lane closure, lane-width reduction, or lane shift requires the use of a transition taper to safely 
maneuver traffic around the encroaching restriction.  Section 83-3.02 provides the minimum taper 
length for each taper application in a construction zone (e.g., lane closure, lane shift).  Use the 
construction-zone design speed in selecting the appropriate taper rate from Section 83-3.02. 
 
 
82-3.04  Sight Distance 
 
For the approach to the first physical indication of the construction zone, the sight distance available 
to the motorist should be based on the decision-sight-distance criteria provided in Section 42-2.0 
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and, at a minimum, based on the stopping-sight-distance criteria provided in Section 42-1.0.  
Through the construction zone itself, the designer should ensure that at least the minimum stopping 
sight distance is available to the motorist.  Unfortunately, the locations of many design features are 
often dictated by construction operations.  However, an element may have an optional location.  For 
example, a lane closure or transition should be located where the approaching motorist has decision 
sight distance available to the lane closure on transition.  Throughout a horizontal curve in the 
construction area, the designer should check the horizontal clearance (i.e., the middle ordinate) of the 
horizontal curve using its radius and the minimum stopping sight distance for the construction-zone 
design speed (see Section 43-4.0).  Figure 43-4B provides the horizontal-clearance criteria for each 
combination of minimum stopping sight distance and curve radius.  The designer should also 
consider the percentage of trucks and other heavy vehicles in determining the controlling sight 
distance. 
 
Computations must be submitted for horizontal stopping sight distance at the Grade Review or 
Structure Type and Size stage, or the next plan submission if the project is already beyond the Grade 
Review or Structure Type and Size stage, for a temporary runaround or other traffic-maintenance 
means.  A statement that a temporary runaround is in accordance with the INDOT Standard 
Drawings is not sufficient to verify that adequate horizontal-alignment stopping sight distance is 
provided. 
 
Computations must be submitted for intersection sight distance for each traffic-maintenance phase. 
 
 
82-3.05  Horizontal Curvature 
 
Design the horizontal curvature using the selected construction-zone design speed.  Use AASHTO 
Method 2 for distributing superelevation and side friction to determine the radius and superelevation 
rate of the horizontal curve.  In this method, superelevation is introduced only after the maximum 
allowable side friction has been reached.  If compared to AASHTO Method 5, this approach results 
in no superelevation on a flatter curve (i.e., maintaining the normal crown through the curve) and a 
reduced rate of superelevation on a sharper curve.  Figure 82-3A, Minimum Radius for Horizontal 
Curve in Construction Zones, provides the minimum radius (including the radius for retention of the 
normal crown section) for a horizontal curve through a construction zone based on AASHTO 
Method 2.  For other horizontal-curvature elements (e.g., superelevation transition length), the 
criteria described in Chapter Forty-three is also applicable to a construction zone. 
 
Where it is necessary to use the shoulder as a travel lane, the shoulder cross slope may be a concern 
on a horizontal curve (i.e., the slope may be in opposite direction than the superelevated section).  
One or more of the following options may be considered to alleviate this problem. 
 
1. Rebuild the shoulder so that it has the proper superelevation rate based on the selected 

construction-zone design speed. 
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2. Install an advisory-speed plate for the horizontal curve, 
 
3. Install buzz strips in conjunction with Item 2 above in advance of the temporary travel lane 

(see Figure 83-4A, Flare Rate for Temporary Concrete Median Barrier. 
 
4. Prohibit trucks or other large vehicles from using the temporary travel lane. 
 
5. Detour such large vehicles to other facilities. 
 
 
82-3.06  Vertical Curvature 
 
Design a sag vertical curve using the selected construction-zone design speed and the comfort 
criterion provided in Figure 82-3B.  The comfort criterion is based on the comfort effect of change in 
vertical direction through a sag vertical curve because of the combined gravitational and centrifugal 
forces.  The ride through a sag vertical curve is considered comfortable if the centripetal acceleration 
does not exceed 1 ft2. 
 
 
82-3.07  Cut or Fill Slope 
 
Design a temporary cut or fill slope to satisfy the design criteria shown in Chapter Fifty-three and 
Section 45-3.0.  However, a 3:1 fill slope may be used where there is sufficient clear-zone width 
available at the bottom of the slope (see Section 82-4.04).  The use of a steeper fill slope may be 
considered, but it may require the installation of a roadside barrier. 
 
Although a detour rarely involves excavation, a 3:1 cut slope is acceptable in place of the flatter 
slope required in Chapter Fifty-three.  The use of a slope steeper than 3:1 for a cut depth of less than 
10 ft may be acceptable under restrictive conditions. 
 
The anticipated traffic volume and the length of time that the detour will be in place should be 
considered in determining the final cut or fill slope.  Stable embankment material must be used and 
placed in accordance with the INDOT Standard Specifications. 
 
Drainage should be considered between the work zone and the traffic in establishing the phases of 
construction. 
 
 
82-3.08  Maximum Grade 
 
The vertical grade should be designed using the 3R criteria for the appropriate functional 
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classification, rural or urban environment, and construction-zone design speed. 
 
 
82-3.09  Through-Lane Cross Slope 
 
The 3R criteria should be used for the appropriate functional classification and rural or urban 
environment.  If the existing shoulder is used for through traffic, a 4% cross slope will be acceptable. 
 
 
82-3.10  Vertical Clearances 
 
The 3R criteria should be used for the appropriate functional classification and rural or urban 
environment. 
 
If the design for a temporary runaround or other traffic-maintenance consideration excluding a detour 
over existing roads is not in accordance with the criteria for Level One elements, a design exception 
will be required. 
 
 
82-4.0  ROADSIDE SAFETY 
 
Through a construction zone, a motorist is often exposed to numerous hazards (e.g., restrictive 
geometrics, construction equipment, opposing traffic).  A complete elimination of construction-zone 
hazards is impractical.  A motorist’s exposure to potential hazards should be reduced.  The following 
lists roadside-safety criteria which apply only to the roadside elements within the construction zone. 
These criteria do not apply to a detour over existing routes. 
 
 
82-4.01  Positive Protection 
 
The designer should consider a traffic-control method which does not require the use of positive 
protection, minimizes the hazard exposure, or maximizes the separation of workers and traffic.  
However, positive protection is often required. 
 
Psitive-protection devices should be considered in each work-zone situation that places workers at 
increased risk from motorized traffic, and where positive-protection devices offer the highest 
potential for increased safety for workers and road users.  The decision regarding the use of positive 
protection is to be documented and placed in the project file.  Locations where positive protection 
should be considered include the following: 
 
1. exposed end of temporary concrete barrier; 
2. untreated guardrail end in a 2-way, 2-lane operation; 
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3. bridge pier; 
4. bridge-railing end; 
5. structure foundation (e.g., bridge falsework, sign foundation); 
6. excavation or rock cut; 
7. gap in median between dual bridges; 
8. pavement edge or shoulder dropoff in excess of 12 in.; or 
9. other location where construction will increase the potential hazards of existing conditions. 
 
Each location listed above should be addressed separately in the documentation.  Because each TCP 
is project-specific, the Department has not developed criteria for positive protection within a 
construction zone.  However, considerations for assessing the need for positive protection are as 
follows: 
 
1. duration of construction activity (14 days or less); 
2. traffic volume (including seasonal and special-event fluctuations); 
3. nature of hazard; 
4. length and depth of dropoff; 
5. construction-zone design speed; 
6. highway functional classification; 
7. length of hazard; 
8. proximity between traffic and construction workers; 
9. proximity between traffic and construction equipment; 
10. adverse geometrics which may increase the likelihood of a run-off-the-road vehicle; 
11. two-way traffic on one roadway of a divided highway; 
12. transition area at crossover;  
13. lane closure or lane transition; 
14. work zone that provides workers no means of escape from motorists; or 
15. construction-zone design speed is 45 mph or higher. 
 
Other considerations may apply, as the above list is not considered to be all-inclusive.  The decision 
regarding the use of positive protection should be documented and placed in the project file. 
 
 
82-4.02  Appurtenance Type 
 
In addition to Chapter Forty-nine and the INDOT Standard Drawings, the following provides 
additional information on roadside-safety appurtenances. 
 
Positive guidance for crossed-over two-lane two-way traffic should be provided as follows. 
 
1. Temporary concrete barrier and temporary solid yellow lines are to be used on a freeway. 
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2. Temporary tubular markers and temporary double solid yellow lines are to be used on a 
multi-lane divided roadway that is not a freeway. 

 
3. Temporary double solid yellow lines are to be used on an urban or rural multi-lane undivided 

roadway. 
 
Temporary asphalt divider is not to be used for separating traffic. 
 
 
82-4.02(01)  Guardrail 
 
A temporary guardrail installation for an Interstate-route project should be in accordance with the 
permanent installation criteria described in Chapter Forty-nine and the INDOT Standard Drawings, 
except as shown in Figure 82-4B, Work-Zone Clear-Zone Width (ft).  For short-term construction, 
the installation of new temporary guardrail is not practical. 
 
The following should be used to determine the temporary guardrail length at each corner of a 
temporary bridge in a two-lane runaround.  For a construction-zone design speed of 45 mph or lower, 
the minimum guardrail length is 50 ft.  For a construction-zone design speed of 50 mph or higher, 
the minimum guardrail length is 100 ft. 
 
A temporary guardrail run should continue until the guardrail warrant for an embankment as shown 
in Section 49-4.04 is satisfied.  The design speed, and not the construction-zone design speed, should 
be used to determine the guardrail warrant for an embankment. 
 
 
82-4.02(02)  Temporary Traffic Barrier (TTB) 
 
A TTB is used to provide protection to the motorist and the workers in the work zone.  The primary 
functions of TTB are as follows: 
 
1. to separate two-way traffic; 
2. to protect workers and pedestrians; 
3. to keep traffic from entering a work area (e.g., excavation, storage site); and 
4. to protect construction elements (e.g., bridge falsework, exposed objects). 
 
1. Types of TTB. 
 

a. Type 1.  This type is used only to separate two-way traffic. 
 

b. Type 2.  This type is used to separate traffic from the work zone.  It should be used to 
protect traffic from an obstruction, including an elevation differential of greater than 
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6 in., which is inside the construction clear zone.  It should also be used to shield 
traffic from an extreme hazard during construction that may necessitate consideration 
of a barrier between the construction clear zone and the permanent clear zone.  For 
this situation, the designer should consider the construction-zone design speed, the 
extent of the obstruction, and the potential for an elevation differential, and use 
engineering judgment in determining whether a TTB is necessary. 

 
c. Type 3.  This is type 1 TTB which is to be left in place upon completion of the 

contract and becomes the property of the Department. 
 

d. Type 4.  This type is used as a readily-movable device to accommodate the shifting of 
traffic lanes possibly on a daily basis to better facilitate the directional distribution or 
other changing traffic volume during a day’s peak traffic-volume hours.  The barrier 
layout and signage for each phase, a staging-area diagram, and the location of the 
barrier-moving apparatus when it is not in use should be shown on the TCP.  The size 
of the barrier-moving apparatus should be taken as 50 ft long by 16 ft wide. 

 
2. Construction Clear Zone and Flaring Considerations.  The terminal end of a TTB type 1, 2, 

or 4 should be flared away from the traveled way to a point outside the construction clear 
zone.  Construction clear-zone width is shown in Figure 82-4B.  The potentially hazardous 
conditions found within a construction zone warrant the use of considerable judgment when 
applying one of these widths.  It is not necessary to adjust such width for horizontal 
curvature. 

 
Figure 82-4A, Flare Rate for Temporary Traffic Barrier, should be used to determine the 
desirable flare rate for the TTB based on the construction-zone design speed, and not a lower 
worksite speed limit. 

 
If a flared portion of TTB type 1 cannot be designed to end outside the construction clear 
zone, an acceptable construction-zone energy absorbing terminal as described in Section 83-
4.02(03), Item 1, is required.  A unit which has been successfully crash tested in accordance 
with NCHRP 350 Test Level 2 should be specified if the construction-zone design speed is 
45 mph or lower.  A unit which has been successfully crash tested in accordance with 
NCHRP 350 Test Level 3 should be specified if the construction zone design speed is 50 
mph or higher. 

 
For a TTB type 2 or 4, if a field condition such as a public-road approach or drive renders the 
desirable flare rate impractical, the flare rate may range between 10:1 and 6:1.  For a TTB 
type 2, the flare may be eliminated if the sharper flare rate cannot be attained.  Such location 
and flare treatment should be shown on the TCP. 

 
3. Glare Screen.  A glare screen may be used in combination with TTB type 1 or type 3 to 
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eliminate headlight glare from opposing traffic.  The application is at a crossover transition 
or in a 2-way, 2-lane operation.  Guidance regarding consideration of a glare screen is 
described in Section 49-4.05(03), though INDOT has not adopted specific warrants for the 
use of a glare screen. 

 
4. Anchoring.  TTB type 1, 2, or 3 should be anchored where indicated on the INDOT Standard 

Drawings.  The locations of anchored TTB should be shown on the plans. 
 
5. Traffic-Control-Plan Information.  Types, locations, and quantities of TTB, including 

locations and quantities of glare screens and energy absorbing terminals, along with flare 
rates should be shown on the TCP for each traffic-maintenance phase. 

 
See Section 17-3.13 for information regarding determination of pay quantities. 
 
 
82-4.02(03)  End Treatment or Impact Attenuator 
 
The following discusses the end treatments or impact attenuators that may be used. 
 
1. Energy-Absorbing Terminal.  The use of a construction-zone energy-absorbing terminal 

should be based on National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 350 Test 
Levels.  The Test Level 3 (TL-3) terminal should be specified for an Interstate or other route 
with a construction-zone speed limit of 50 mph or higher.  The TL-2 terminal should be 
specified for a non-interstate route with a construction-zone speed limit of 45 mph or lower.  
If a lower temporary worksite speed limit is to occasionally apply, each terminal’s Test Level 
should still correspond to that for the construction-zone speed limit.  The location of each 
terminal with its Test Level should be shown on the TCP. 

 
2. Guardrail.  The treatment for an exposed end of guardrail includes the following: 
 

a. connection to existing barrier; 
b. using an acceptable end treatment.  Use the construction year AADT, and see Section 

49-5.04(01); 
c. flaring the end to a point outside the construction clear zone; or 
d. burying the end in the backslope. 

 
3. Gravel-Barrel Array.  Due to the size of the array, a gravel-barrel array has limited 

application in a work zone. 
 
4. Other.  Other INDOT-approved end treatments may be applicable.  Chapter Forty-nine 

provides information on some of the end treatments used by the Department.  Provide the 
most applicable end treatment consistent with cost and geometric considerations. 
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82-4.03  Design/Layout 
 
Where practical, a temporary roadside-safety appurtenance should be designed and located as 
determined in Chapter Forty-nine (e.g., deflection distance, length of need).  However, it is not cost 
effective to satisfy the permanent-installation criteria due to the limited time a motorist is exposed to 
a construction hazard.  The designer will need to evaluate the exposure time of the hazard in 
determining the need for installing a roadside-safety appurtenance.  The following provides 
alternatives the designer may consider in designing and locating a temporary roadside-safety 
appurtenance within a construction zone. 
 
1. Construction Clear Zone.  Applying the clear-zone width as described in Chapter Forty-nine 

to a work zone is often impractical.  Therefore, construction clear-zone width is shown in 
Figure 82-4B.  However, the potentially hazardous conditions found within a construction 
zone warrant the use of engineering judgment in applying the construction clear-zone 
distance.  It is not necessary to adjust the clear-zone-width value shown in Figure 82-4B for 
horizontal curvature. 

 
2. Shoulder Widening.  Where a temporary barrier is placed adjacent to a shoulder, it is not 

necessary to provide extra shoulder widening. 
 
3. Flare Rate.  A TCB terminal should be flared beyond the traveled way to a point outside the 

construction clear zone.  Figure 82-4A provides the desirable flare rate for the TCB based on 
the selected construction-zone design speed.  The designer should provide the flare rate 
unless extenuating circumstances render it impractical (e.g., stop condition, drive, 
intersection).  See Section 82-4.03. 

 
4. Opening.  An opening in the barrier should be avoided.  Where an opening is necessary, the 

barrier end should be shielded with acceptable end treatment as discussed in Section 83-
4.03(03). 

 
 
82-4.04  Pavement Edge Dropoff on Multilane Divided Highway 
 
A pavement edge dropoff should be avoided immediately adjacent to a lane open to traffic during a 
construction activity such as shoulder rehabilitation or crossover construction. 
 
In developing a traffic-maintenance plan, the desirable option is to close the lane adjacent to an edge 
dropoff.  This will ensure that the edge dropoff is located outside the construction clear zone. 
 
If the traffic lane adjacent to the edge dropoff cannot be closed for an extended period of time, a full-
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depth rehabilitated shoulder section should be provided that can be placed to within 3 in. of the top 
of pavement elevation before the end of a day’s work.  This should be done, for example, where the 
shoulder work is to be done at night so that all of the existing traffic lanes can be kept open during 
daylight hours.  The pavement section required to fill a shoulder dropoff to within 3 in. of the top 
before exposure to adjacent traffic should be obtained from the Office of Pavement Engineering.  A 
unique special provision will be required to address the time frame imposed on the contractor for 
bringing the shoulder paving up to the required grade.  Also, drums should be placed on the shoulder 
dropoff, spaced as shown in Figure 83-3D, Suggested Maximum Spacing of Channelization Devices. 
 
Where it is not feasible to limit exposure to the edge dropoff by the means described above, and the 
edge dropoff is greater than 3 in., one of the mitigating measures should be considered as follows: 
 
1. Placing a temporary wedge of material along the face of the dropoff.  The wedge should 

consist of asphalt material placed at a 45-deg angle or flatter.  Warning signs should be 
placed in advance of and throughout the treatment.  A 6-in. width solid edge line should be 
used to delineate the edge of the travel lane. 

 
2. Placing drums along the traffic side of the dropoff and maintaining, if practical, a 3-ft width 

buffer between the edge of the travel lane and the dropoff.  Warning signs should be placed 
in advance of and throughout the treatment. 

 
3. Installing a temporary concrete barrier or other acceptable positive protection device with a 

buffer between the barrier face and the traveled way.  An acceptable crashworthy terminal or 
flared barrier should be installed at the upstream end of the section.  For nighttime use, 
standard delineation devices must supplement the barrier.  Specifying the use of a temporary 
movable concrete barrier system will involve the use of proprietary materials. 

 
If the work is to include deep milling or asphalt-pavement replacement, and the dropoff between 
adjacent lanes is greater than 1.5 in., mitigating measure No. 1 or No. 2 should be considered. 
 
 
82-5.0  HIGHWAY CAPACITY 
 
82-5.01  Traffic-Capacity Analysis 
 
The need for a traffic-capacity analysis during the development of the TCP will be determined on a 
project-by-project basis.  A freeway reconstruction project is a candidate for analysis, as is another 
project type under similar conditions.  Maintaining an acceptable level-of-service during construction 
is especially important on a freeway or other high-speed rural highway. 
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The operational elements of a facility under construction (e.g., lane segments, ramp, intersection) 
should maintain a level-of-service which is not less than that provided by the facility prior to 
construction, although this is not always attainable.  Achieving this may require the following: 
 
1. converting a shoulder to a travel lane; 
2. eliminating on-street parking (during peak traffic-volume hours or at all times); 
3. constructing a temporary lane; 
4. opening additional lanes during peak traffic-volume periods; 
5. providing public transportation; 
6. constructing a jug-handle type configuration for an indirect left-turn at an intersection; 
7. closing or metering ramps at an interchange; 
8. providing a turnout along long, restrictive stretch of highway construction; 
9. constructing a passing blister at a T intersection; 
10. providing a two-way, left-turn lane on an urban facility; 
11. adjusting signal phasing and timing at an intersection; 
12. providing an additional turn lane at an intersection; 
13. lengthening a turn-lane storage bay; 
14. adjusting acceleration or deceleration length at an interchange ramp; 
15. closing an intersection; 
16. restricting turns at an intersection; 
17. providing extra pavement width; 
18. providing signal or flagger control in a 1-lane, two-way operation; 
19. public information; or 
20. providing a temporary ramp connection. 
 
 
82-5.02  Queuing Analysis 
 
A TCP developed for a freeway reconstruction project should include, at a minimum, a queuing 
analysis to determine the anticipated traffic backups at particular times of the day.  The results of the 
queuing analysis should be included with the proposed TCP and should be used to determine 
whether or not to consider the following: 
 
1. restricting construction operations to off-peak traffic-volume hours or nighttime; 
2. closing a ramp; 
3. using alternate routes; 
4. developing public relations strategies; or 
5. temporary widening for an extra lane or for roadway capacity. 
 
If a queuing analysis is required, the designer should use the FHWA computer program QUEWZ or 
other approved program to accomplish the task.  QUEWZ is designed to evaluate a freeway work 
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zone, but the designer may find it useful for another type of highway with 4 or more lanes.  Section 
81-4.0 provides additional information on the program.  The program can provide the following: 
 
1. estimation of vehicular capacity through a work zone; 
2. calculation of average speed; 
3. calculation of delay through a lane-closure section; 
4. calculation of queue length; 
5. estimate of percentage of diverted traffic; and 
6. total user cost. 
 
 
82-6.0  APPLICATIONS 
 
Section 81-2.0 discusses the factors to consider in determining which construction application to use. 
 The following provides the design considerations for such applications. 
 
 
82-6.01  Lane or Shoulder Closure 
 
In addition to the INDOT Standard Drawings, the designer should consider the following for a lane 
or shoulder closure. 
 
1. Taper.  A lane closure, lane-width reduction, or lane shift requires the use of a transition 

taper to safely shift traffic around the encroaching restriction.  The designer should review 
Sections 82-3.03 and 83-3.02 regarding a transition taper. 

 
2. Sight Distance.  Provide decision sight distance to the beginning of the lane closure or 

transition.  Section 82-3.04 provides additional information on sight distance within a 
construction zone. 

 
3. Lane Width.  Section 82-3.02 provides the Department’s criteria for reduced lane width. 
 
4. Shoulder Usage as Travel Lane.  If the TMP involves placement of traffic on the shoulder or 

a portion of the shoulder, the designer should make a written request to the Office of 
Pavement Engineering, regarding the shoulder’s use.  The construction year AADT, percent 
trucks of AADT, and the approximate length of time during which traffic is expected to use 
the shoulder should be provided. 

 
The median shoulder should be replaced with a 6-ft width section.  See the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  The proposed median shoulder for the new pavement section constructed in the 
first phase should also be 6 ft wide.  Its pavement design should be provided by the Office of 
Pavement Engineering.  Such shoulder will carry traffic during subsequent phases.  The 
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entire 6-ft width should remain in place.  Shoulder corrugations are to be milled into the new 
shoulder after traffic is crossed over to the other roadway. 

 
5. Lane Closure.  The length of a lane closure should be held to a minimum so that the motorist 

is not passing a long section of a closed lane where no work activity is occurring. 
 
6. Roadside Safety.  A roadside barrier should not be used as a transition device.  A transition 

should be provided with the appropriate traffic-control devices (see Chapter Eighty-three).  
Provide sufficient distance between the transition devices and roadside barrier to allow an 
errant motorist to safely return to the traveled way.  A roadside barrier (e.g., temporary traffic 
barrier) may be used as a channelization device beyond the taper.  When shifting traffic to be 
next to a roadside barrier, the shy distance, as discussed in Section 49-5.0, should be 
provided. 

 
7. Traffic-Control Devices.  Chapter Eighty-three and the INDOT Standard Drawings provide 

the Department’s criteria for the placement of traffic-control devices. 
 
8. Bridge.  Figure 82-6A, Lane Closure on a Bridge, illustrates a TCP for closing a lane on a 

bridge-reconstruction or -rehabilitation project.  Figure 82-6A is applicable to a 30-ft wide 
structure on a 4-lane divided facility.  The designer will need to adjust the design for another 
situation.  Figure 82-6A provides the detail for a left-lane closure.  This detail may also be 
used for a right-lane closure. 

 
9. Roadway Under Overpass Structure.  Work may include full-depth bridge-deck patching, 

structure removal or placement not protected by a bridge railing, or other work activity that 
affects under passing lanes that are open to traffic.  Such work may not take place directly 
above such lanes.  Appropriate warning signs and traffic-control devices should be provided 
on the under passing roadway to warn motorists of lane closures for such work.  Such signs 
and devices are required if no work is being done on the under passing roadway. 

 
 
82-6.02  Two-Way Traffic on a Divided Highway 
 
The following provides the considerations for where two-way traffic is to be placed onto a single 
roadway of a divided highway. 
 
1. Length.  The optimum segment length is less than 4 mi.  Where the segment length exceeds 4 

to 5 mi, operational efficiency may be severely reduced as traffic backs up behind slower 
vehicles. 

 
2. Positive Protection. 
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a. Freeway.  Temporary traffic barrier along with temporary solid yellow lines as shown 
on the INDOT Standard Drawings should be used within each crossover and 
between the crossovers to separate opposing traffic. 

 
b. Other Multilane Roadway.  Tubular markers should be used to enhance the 

delineation and separation of the opposing traffic flows on each side of a temporary 
double solid yellow line.  The tubular markers are placed onto the pavement between 
the solid yellow lines as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 

 
Where construction activities require temporary revision of traffic patterns within the 
construction zone to two-lane two-way operation at or near an intersection, the end of 
the temporary double solid yellow line should match the end of the existing broken 
white lane line. 

 
For a roadway with lanes which are narrower than 12 ft without paved or aggregate 
shoulders, compacted aggregate size No. 73 is required where slope and ditch 
conditions permit, as shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Such conditions 
must be assessed when developing the traffic-control plan.  The cross slope of each 
temporary compacted aggregate shoulder is to be as shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings.  Quantities for the compacted aggregate must be determined. 

 
3. Roadside Safety.  Where traffic is directed onto the opposing roadway, the designer should 

consider the effect this will have on the operational characteristics of roadside appurtenances. 
 For example, an existing trailing end of an unprotected bridge railing may require an 
approach-guardrail transition or impact attenuator.  A blunt guardrail terminal may need to be 
protected with an acceptable end treatment. 

 
4. Crossover.  The following should be considered in the design of a crossover. 
 

a. The taper for a lane drop should not be contiguous with the crossover.  See Section 
82-3.03 for the acceptable taper rate and length. 

 
b. The crossover should have a construction-zone design speed that is not more than 10 

mph below the posted speed limit before the construction zone; see Section 82-3.01. 
 

c. The crossover design should accommodate the anticipated truck traffic of the 
roadway (e.g., surfacing width, loads). 

 
d. A clear recovery area should be provided adjacent to the crossover; see Section 82-

4.04. 
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e. Temporary traffic barrier and the excessive use of traffic-control devices cannot 
compensate for a poor geometric design of a crossover. 

 
 f. Provide signing prior to the crossover to indicate the length of the 2-way, 2-lane 

section.  In addition, signing may be provided within the 2-lane section indicating the 
remaining distance of the 2-lane section. 

 
5. Interchange.  Maintain access to a freeway interchange ramp if the work space is in the lane 

adjacent to the ramps.  An additional crossover for the purpose of maintaining full 
interchange access may be required.  If interchange access is not feasible or presents a 
capacity problem, a ramp should be closed using proper detour signing for alternative routes. 
Where a ramp closure is deemed necessary, early coordination should be conducted with 
local officials having jurisdiction over the affected crossroad or street.  The designer should 
also check that sufficient deceleration or acceleration distance is maintained where there is 
work in the vicinity of an interchange ramp.  If this is not practical, additional traffic control 
devices or closing the ramp may be required.  The designer should review the safety aspects 
and conduct a capacity analysis to determine the appropriate action. 

 
7.  Capacity.  Conduct a capacity analysis to ensure that traffic can be reasonably handled in the 

one lane.  If not, an alternate construction application should be considered (e.g., lane shift to 
the shoulder). 

 
The needs of a left-turning motorist should be considered in developing a phased-
construction scheme that reduces a 4-lane road to one lane in each direction. 

 
 
82-6.03  Interstate-Highway Lane Closure 
 
Past work-zone traffic-maintenance practices should be consolidated with new requirements to 
eliminate or reduce traffic delay caused by a work zone on an Interstate route.  Central to this 
consolidation is managing the capacity to maintain traffic flow.  Ultimately this will enhance 
customer satisfaction while traveling through such a work zone. 
 
1. General Requirements.  Figure 82-6B, Interstate-Route Lane-Closure Policy – Statewide, and 

Figure 82-6C, Interstate-Route Lane-Closure Policy – Selected Urban Areas, define the 
allowable times of the week or day during which lanes may be closed on an Interstate route.  
This policy is based on the threshold of lane restrictions which may generate up to a 1-mi 
queue or 10-min road user delay, and applies to each contracted expansion, preventative-
maintenance, or planned-maintenance activity, except for a work activity denoted in 
INDOT’s Work Management System as Performance Standards performed by INDOT 
personnel. 
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At the times when an Interstate route is designated as an alternate or detour route for another 
Interstate route, the allowable times for lane closure shown in the figures will not apply.  
Only work designated as an emergency may be performed during this time. 
 

2. Determining Lane Closure Based on Maps in Figures.  Figures 82-6B and 82-6C illustrate 
where and at what times a restriction may be present along a rural portion of an Interstate 
route. 
 

Time descriptions are defined as follows: 
 
a. Anytime.  One lane may always be closed in each direction. 
 
b. Weekend or Nighttime Only.  One lane may be closed in each direction from Friday 

9:00 p.m. through Monday 6:00 a.m., and weekdays from 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. 
along a route with significant commuter traffic. 

 
c. Weekday or Nighttime Only.  One lane may be closed in each direction except from 

Friday 6:00 a.m. to Sunday 9:00 p.m. along a route which experiences significant 
increases in traffic during the weekends. 

 
d. Nighttime.  One lane may be closed in each direction nightly from 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 

a.m. along a route with heavy traffic where a queue longer than 1.0 mi can be 
expected during the daylight hours. 

 
e. Executive Approval.  Such approval is required for one lane to be closed in each 

direction along a rural four-lane route with Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) 
greater than 50,000.  Except for a condition designated as an emergency, approval by 
the Chief Engineer for a Production Management Division-developed project, or the 
District Operations and Traffic Management Deputy Director for a district-developed 
project, is required before a lane closure may be shown on the TCP. 

 
f. Minimum Two Lanes in Each Direction.  A minimum of two lanes in each direction 

should be open at all times along an urban route with six total lanes and AADT 
greater than 100,000. 

 
g. Minimum Three Lanes in Each Direction.  A minimum of three lanes in each 

direction should be open at all times along an urban route with eight total lanes or 
more. 

 
3. Determining Lane Closure Independent of Maps in Figures.  If an operation is to restrict or 

extend a lane closure during times not shown on Figure 82-6B or 82-6C, the designer or 
planner should complete a quantitative analysis and a TMP with the request for an exception. 
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For each repair deemed an emergency, see Item 6 below. 
 

The Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team, or district Office of 
Design should analyze the impact on the motoring public of a proposed lane closure not 
permitted by Figure 82-6B or 82-6C. 

 
For contract work, the analysis should occur during the planning process after the pavement 
recommendation has been formulated, or if the need for bridge work has been determined.  
The analysis should always occur before beginning scoping of the final design. 

 
For a Design-Build project, the Traffic Management Plan will be completed, approved, and 
reflected in the scope of services. 

 
Analysis of a permit or force-account work-zone impact should occur prior to the 
implementation of a lane restriction. 

 
4. Qualitative Analysis.  A quantitative analysis should be performed to determine the queue 

length that will be generated if a lane closure is proposed for times not shown on Figure 82-
6B or 82-6C. 

 

a. Projected Queue Shorter than Threshold Length.  The final development process may 
commence.  Documentation of the analysis must be retained on file.  A work-zone 
strategy chosen that will result in impacts of less than the allowable delay thresholds 
but increases the project cost by 20% or $1,000,000 should be submitted to the Chief 
Engineer for approval. 

 
b. Projected Queue Equal to or Longer than Threshold length.  An exception request 

should be submitted to the Chief Engineer or Deputy Commissioner of Highway 
Management.  The exception request should identify the alternative selected as the 
preferred option and the reasoning for the selection.  The exception request should 
also address the impact on the current INSTIP program if the request were to be 
denied. 

 
5. Traffic Management Plan (TMP).  The TMP should be completed for the strategy selected 

and should incorporate the applicable additional elements as follows: 
 

a. consideration of stakeholders’ needs during the decision-making process; 
 

b. incident-management strategies; 
 

c. public-relations campaign; and 
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d. identification of alternate routes. 

 
6. Emergency Repairs.  Repair work deemed as an emergency which occur at times not shown 

on Figure 82-6B or 82-6C will not require prior approval before a lane closure action is 
taken.  Such work includes, but is not limited to, pavement or bridge-deck failure, bridge-
structure impact damage, roadside appurtenance, or slope stability.  Notification of the 
closure must satisfy current Departmental procedures. 

 
7. Routine District Maintenance.  Some non-contractual routine maintenance activities, such as 

crack sealing, pavement markings, raised-pavement-markers restoration, etc., are performed 
on a recurring basis by district maintenance forces.  Such activities are exempt from this 
policy and are addressed under a separate District Maintenance Interstate Lane Closure 
Policy developed by the districts and the Highway Operations Division. 

 
8. Queue Analysis.  The criterion used to determine the impact of a proposed work zone will be 

queue length.  QuickZone, Quewz-92, Synchro/Simtraffic, Corsim, or a similar computer 
program may be used to model the expected queue that may be generated.  Multiple stages of 
construction should be analyzed for each traffic-maintenance phase.  The speed limit used in 
the computer models should be the posted legal construction-zone speed limit.  Volume data 
supplied by INDOT for input into the models should be current (not older than three years), 
should account for seasonal traffic surges that may occur during construction, and should 
reflect current regional traffic patterns.  Traffic volume should be expanded to the 
construction-year level through the use of growth factors.  In an urban area where congestion 
occurs under normal unrestricted conditions, the queue length should be considered. 

 
Use of a microscopic model (Synchro/Simtraffic, Corsim, etc.) is encouraged for modeling of 
a work zone queue.  The effect of a significant ramp merge on a queue should be included in 
the model. 

 
A vehicle will be considered part of a queue if its average operating speed is approximately 
10 mph or lower.  Discretion is required during both the analysis portion and field evaluation 
of the implemented work zone in determining what constitutes a queue.  A condition that 
causes driver frustration due to stop-and-go operations should be considered a queue. 

 
The following thresholds should be used for the evaluation of a queue length as determined 
by the computer model. 

 
a. For a queue shorter than 1.0 mi., the work zone impacts are acceptable. 

 
b. For a queue of 1 mi or longer but shorter than 1.5 mi, the work-zone impacts are 

acceptable if the queue length exceeds 1 mi for 2 h or less.  Where a queue is 
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expected, additional advanced work-zone warning signing should be specified. 
 

c. For a queue of 1 mi or longer for more than 2 h, or for a queue of 1.5 mi or longer for 
any period of time, the work-zone impacts are unacceptable.  Alternate strategies 
should be considered based on this policy. 

 
 
82-6.04  Runaround or Detour 
 
In addition to the criteria shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings, a temporary runaround or 
specially-built detour should satisfy the geometric and roadside-safety criteria provided in Sections 
82-3.0 and 82-4.0. 
 
The embankment for a temporary runaround should be shown on the mainline cross sections. 
 
If the AADT is 5,000 or greater, or if the percent trucks is 10% or greater, a project-specific 
pavement design is required for a temporary runaround.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for the 
pavement section to be used if the AADT is less than 5000, or if the percentage of trucks is less than 
10%. 
 

 
**  PRACTICE POINTER  ** 

 
Unofficial detour routes should not be shown 

on the plans or described in the special provisions. 
 

 
 
A temporary runaround should be in accordance with the design criteria included herein.  The 
following Level One elements should satisfy the criteria as follows. 
 

Element     Design Criterion 
 

1. Design speed     Section 82-3.01 
2. Lane width     Section 82-3.02 
3. Shoulder width    Section 82-3.02 
4. Bridge width     Standard Specifications 
       Section 713.04 
5. Structural capacity    Standard Specifications 
       Section 713.04 
6. Horizontal curvature    Figure 82-3A 
7. Superelevation transition length  Section 82-3.05 and Chapter 43 
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8a. Stopping sight distance   Section 82-3.04.  Design speed 
at horizontal curve    should be used in the construction 

zone.  Section 43-4.0 
 8b. Stopping sight distance at   Sag:  Section 82-3.06; 
  vertical curve     Crest:  Section 82-3.04 and Chapter 44. 
 9. Maximum grade    3R criteria for the design 
        speed for the construction zone, 
        appropriate functional classification, 
        and rural or urban environment. 

10. Through lane cross slope   3R criteria for the 
       appropriate functional classification 

and rural or urban environment.  If the 
existing shoulder is used for through 
traffic, 4% cross slope will be 
acceptable. 

11. Superelevation rate    Section 82-3.05 
12. Vertical clearance    3R criteria for the  
       appropriate functional classification. 
13. Americans with Disabilities Act  Section 51-1.08, where sidewalk 

requirements     exists prior to construction. 
14. Bridge-railing safety performance  Standard Specifications 

        Section 713.04 
 
If the design for a temporary runaround or other traffic-maintenance means does not satisfy the above 
criteria, a design exception must be requested.  The procedure established in Section 40-8.0 should 
be followed. 
 
The INDOT reviewer should verify that the above criteria are satisfied as part of the limited review 
of a consultant-designed project. 
 
A TCP checklist is shown as Figure 82-7A.  An editable version of this form may also be found on 
the Department’s website at www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
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Participant 

Project Stage 
Scoping 

of 
Project 

Prelim. 
Field 
Check 

Hearing 
Final 
Field 
Check 

Final 
Plan 

Review 
Designer X X X X X 
Office of Environmental Services X X X X X 
Consultant (if applicable)  X X X X 
District X X  X X 
Federal Highway Administration 
(if applicable) 

X X  X  

Communications Division (if applicable) X  X X  
Local Public Agency (City or Town, 
County, School, Fire Department) 

X X X  X 

Highway Operations Division (TMP) X X  X  
 
 

PARTICIPANTS DURING TRAFFIC-CONTROL-PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
 

Figure 82-2A 
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TRAFFIC-MAINTENANCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
English-Units Project 

 
     , 20      

 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:         

District Deputy Director 
 
ATTENTION:       

District Traffic Office Manager 
 
ATTENTION:       

District Design Office Manager 
 
FROM:        

Project Manager 
 
SUBJECT:  Traffic Maintenance for English-Units Project 
 

Route:        
Des.:        
Project No.:       
Bridge File:       
Location:       
County:       

   Description:       
 
We are preparing plans for the project identified above and are in the process of evaluating the 
relative merits of a temporary bridge and runaround, maintaining traffic through the project limits, or 
a detour during the construction period.  In order that district input may be considered in this 
decision, we ask that you complete the blanks in this memorandum and return it to: 
 

      
Project Manager 
Indiana Department of Transportation 
100 North Senate Ave., Room N642 
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2216 

 
If a detour is recommended, please submit the official detour map and signage with this 
memorandum with the blanks filled in.  If the official detour route is totally over local roads, please 
initiate early coordination with the affected local public agency or agencies regarding the unofficial 
detour route. 
 
The Engineer’s Report recommended the following: 

a temporary runaround should be used; 
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 traffic should be maintained through the project limits; 
an official detour should be used. 

 
The AADT during the construction year is       

 
 
A. TRAFFIC-MAINTENANCE OPTIONS ANALYSIS 
 

1. OPTION 1:  TEMPORARY RUNAROUND 
 

RUNAROUND COMPUTATIONS FURNISHED BY DESIGNER 
Length of Runaround, ft*  x  Cost per Foot**       ft  x  $      = $      
Length of Temporary Bridge  x  $1,000/ft 
or 
Cost of Pipe 

      ft  x  $1,000 = $      
 

$      
Total Runaround Cost (Total Cost Option 1) $      

 
*  Length of Runaround = Distance from tie-in point to tie-in point minus Length of 

Temporary Bridge. 
 

** For average fill height ≤ 6 ft, use $120/ft 
For average fill height > 6 ft, increase as necessary 

 
 2. OPTION 2:  TRAFFIC MAINTAINED THROUGH PROJECT LIMITS 
 

Length of Roadway Treatment, ft*  x 
Cost per Foot*       ft  x  $      = $      
Length of Temporary Concrete Barrier  x   
Cost per Foot       ft  x  $      = $      
Cost of Crossovers $      
Total Maintained-Traffic Cost 
(Total Cost Option 2) 

$      

 
3. OPTION 3:  INDOT-ROUTES OFFICIAL DETOUR 
 
a. Best available official detour route over INDOT routes: 

      
 
b. Extra distance to be traveled by through traffic using this route:       mi 

 
c. Percent of the traffic which would use this detour route:      % 
 
d. Road(s) that would be used as an unofficial detour route: 
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(1) Existing condition and type of pavement for each road, (i.e., good, very good, 

rutted, gravel, asphalt, etc.) 
      

 
(2) Distance over the above unofficial detour route:       mi 

 
INDOT-ROUTES OFFICIAL-DETOUR COMPUTATIONS 

Detour Through Local 
Detour Duration (days)             
Extra Distance (mi)             
Vehicles per Day             
User Cost per Mile $0.30 $0.30 
Total User Cost  $      $      

 
User Cost = Detour Duration  x  Extra Distance  x  Vehicles per Day x $0.30/mi 

 
e. Total User Cost = Through User Cost + Local User Cost.  Therefore, Total User Cost 

= $     . 
 
f. Estimated payment to local public agencies due to use of unofficial detour route 

= $     . 
 

Total Cost Option 3 (e + f) $      
 

4. OPTION 4: LOCAL-ROADS OFFICIAL DETOUR 
 

a. Best available official detour route over local roads.  It is feasible for this route to 
include one or more INDOT routes. 
      

 
b. Extra distance to be traveled by through traffic using this route:       mi 

 
c. Percent of the traffic which would use this detour route:      % 
 
d. Cost to upgrade the local roads to accommodate INDOT traffic: 

$      
 
e. Existing condition and type of pavement for each road. (i.e., good, very good, rutted, 

gravel, asphalt, etc.) 
      

 
LOCAL-ROADS OFFICIAL DETOUR COMPUTATIONS 

Detour Through Local 
Detour Duration (days)             
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Extra Distance (mi)             
Vehicles per Day             
User Cost per Mile $0.30 $0.30 
User Cost $      $      
Cost to Improve Local 
Roads (See Item 3b) 

$      n/a 

 
User cost = Detour Duration  x  Extra Distance  x  Vehicles per Day  x  $0.30/mi 

 
Total User cost = Through User Cost + Local User Cost + Cost to Improve Local 
Roads. Therefore, Total Cost Option 4 = $      

 
 
B. AFFECTS OF PROJECT WORK ON PUBLIC SERVICES 
 

1. TIME DELAYS 
Fire and police protection:       min 
Emergency medical service:       min 
Postal service:       min 

 
2. SCHOOL BUSES 

Number of school buses using the facility per day:       
Additional travel distance required per bus:       mi 
Total additional school-bus travel distance required       mi 

 
 3. BUSINESSES AND PUBLIC FACILITIES 

Businesses or public facilities which are sensitive to the presence of this road work, 
and the degree of impact the work would have: 
      

 
 
C. DISTRICT RECOMMENDATION 
 

1. RECOMMENDATION:       
Rationale for this recommendation if it is different than what is included in the 
Engineer’s Report: 
      

 
2. DETOUR ROUTE MARKER ASSEMBLIES: 

If an official detour is recommended,       detour route marker assemblies will be 
required. 

 
3. MAP OF OFFICIAL DETOUR: 

If an official detour is recommended, a map of the detour with sign locations is 
shown on an accompanying sheet. 
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Construction 
Zone Design 

Speed, V (mph) 

fmax for 
Open-Roadway 

Conditions 

Normal Crown 
Section Minimum 
Radius, Rmin (ft), 

e = -0.02 

Superelevated 
Section Minimum 
Radius, Rmin (ft), 

e= +0.08 
20 0.17 180 110 
25 0.17 280 170 
30 0.16 430 250 
35 0.15 630 360 
40 0.15 820 470 
45 0.14 1130 620 
50 0.14 1390 760 
55 0.13 1840 960 

 
Notes: 
1. Curve Radius.  The radius is calculated from the equation as follows: 
 

; 
)f + (e 1

V = R
2

max
min 5

 

 
Value shown in the table for design has been rounded up to the next higher 10-ft increment. 

 
2. Normal-Crown Section.  If the normal-crown section is maintained through the horizontal 

curve, the superelevation rate is -0.02 assuming a typical cross slope of 2%.  Therefore, the 
Rmin column with e = -0.02 lists the minimum radius which can be used if retaining the 
normal section through the horizontal curve. 

 
3. Other Radius.  For a proposed radius or superelevation rate intermediate between the table 

values, the equation in Note 1 may be used to determine the proper curvature layout.  For 
example, if the construction-zone design speed is 55 mph and the proposed curve radius is 
1000 ft, the superelevation rate is determined as follows: 

 

f - 
R 1

V = e
2

5
 

 

.12 - 
))((1

)( = e
2

0
10005

55  

 
07.0+ = e  

 
MINIMUM RADIUS FOR HORIZONTAL CURVE 

IN CONSTRUCTION ZONE 
 

Figure 82-3A 
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Construction-Zone 

Design Speed 
(mph) 

Calculated K 
Value 

(K = V2/46.5) 

K Value 
Rounded For 

Design 
20 8.6 9 
25 13.4 14 
30 19.4 20 
35 26.3 27 
40 34.4 35 
45 43.5 44 
50 53.8 54 
55 65.1 66 

 

KA = AV = L
2

5.46
 

 
Where: 
 

L = Length of vertical curve, ft 
A = Algebraic difference between grades, % 
K = Horizontal distance required to effect a 1% change in gradient 
V = Design speed, mph 

 
 

K VALUE FOR SAG VERTICAL CURVE 
(Comfort Criteria in a Construction Zone) 

 
Figure 82-3B 
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Construction-Zone 
Design Speed 

Cut Slope Fill Slope 

3:1 4:1 5:1 6:1 
Flatter 

Than 6:1 
6:1 5:1 4:1 3:1 

40 mph or lower 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 
See 
Note 

2 

45 mph 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 12 
50 mph 8 10 10 10 10 10 12 13 15 
55 mph 8 12 12 12 12 12 13 15 18 

 
Notes: 

 
 1. Width is measured from the edge of traveled way. 
 

2. For a facility with 3:1 fill slopes, the clear-zone width shown above should be used in 
conjunction with the procedures described in Section 49-2.03(01). 

 
 

CLEAR-ZONE WIDTH (ft) 
FOR CONSTRUCTION ZONE 

 
Figure 82-4B 
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Interstate Lane Closures
 
Anytime

Executive Approval
Minimum 3 Lanes All Times
Nighttime Only

Weekday Nighttime Only or Executive Approval
Weekday or Nighttime Only
Weekend or Nighttime Only

INDOT Maintained Routes
District Boundaries
Incorporated Areas

Interchange Locations
"J Primary
"J Secondary

FORT WAYNE AREA
INDIANAPOLIS AREA

FALLS CITY AREACALUMET AREA

See I-90 Table

See I-65 Table
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TRAFFIC-CONTROL-PLAN CHECKLIST 
Route       Des       GENERAL INFORMATION 

YES NO n/a On Plans 

1. Has a transportation management plan been developed?     

 
a. Have all recommendations been implemented?     
b. Has Environmental Policy Team been notified of 

major changes?     

2. Have all applicable work-zone types listed below been 
adequately considered? 

 

 

a. Work outside of roadway     
b. Lane constriction     
c. Lane closure     
d. One-lane, two-way operation     
e. Runaround     
f. Intermittent closure     
g. Use of shoulder or median as travelway     
h. Crossovers     
i. Two-way traffic on one roadway of divided facility     
j. Detour     

3. Has all information listed below been incorporated into 
the contract plans? 

 

 

a. INDOT Standard Drawings     
b. INDOT Standard Specifications     
c. Recurring special provisions     
d. Unique special provisions     
e. Detail plans     

4. Will extra publicity be required prior to letting (e.g., 
radio, T.V., newspaper, clubs)?     

5. The contractor can restrict the roadway during:  

 

a. Morning or evening rush hour  
i. One direction     
ii. Both directions     

b. Local celebration     
c. Holidays or weekends     
d. Other special event:           
e. Overnight     

6. Nighttime hours of operation required?  If Yes, When?     
 a. Between       p.m. and       a.m.  

 b. Are special precautions needed (e.g., lighting, 
clearance lights on equipment)?     
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GENERAL INFORMATION (Cont’d.) YES NO n/a On Plans 
7. Are there changes that cannot be made concurrently for 

traffic routing, fire, police, etc.? If Yes, What? 
       

    

8. Can two adjacent street or road crossings be closed at 
the same time?  If Yes, where or which ones? 

       
    

9. Will the source of material from off the project site 
interfere with traffic?     

 

a. On and off project limits     
b. Certain roads may not be used (e.g., environmental, 

recreational).  If Yes, which ones? 
       

    

10. Is the contractor required to provide advance notice for a 
change in traffic pattern?     

11. The starting or completion date is controlled by:  

 

a. School closings or openings     
b. Holiday:           
c. Other projects     
d. Sporting event:           
e. Other:           

12. Are there present or future contracts in the immediate 
area that may affect traffic or the Contractor’s 
operations? 

    

DETOUR YES NO n/a On Plans 
1. Will traffic be detoured?  If Yes, is the detour adequate 

in terms of:     

 

a. Weight restriction     
b. Height – width     
c. Wide load     
d. Capacity     
e. Adequate traffic-control devices     
f. Railroad crossing and controls     
g. Geometrics (turning radius, etc.)     
h. Restriction on bridge or other structure     

If No for a. through h., what correctives can be taken? 
      

 

2. Will trucks using the detour conflict with other traffic 
using the detour?     
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DETOUR (Cont’d.) YES NO n/a On Plans 
3. Will there be other construction along the detour that 

can influence traffic flow?     

4. Have other affected Districts or States been notified?     
5. If the detour is to be established on ot her than a State 

highway, has contact been made with: 
 

 
a. County?     
b. City?     
c. Town?     

6. Will there be an unofficial detour?     
If Yes, has a Letter of Understanding been sent to the 
local officials?     

7. Will all fronting businesses have acceptable ingress and 
egress?     

8. Can the detour be continued over winter (snow 
removal)?     

9. Are alternate routes available to local motorists?     
10. Should the following be contacted?  

 

a. Public-school system     
b. Public-transit system     
c. Police, fire, or ambulance services     
d. Postal mail-route service     
e. Others:           

If any Yes, list who and when, with telephone numbers. 
      

 

11. Has the District established a detour route?     
WORK ZONE YES NO n/a On Plans 
1. Will capacity be restricted?  If Yes, what is extent of 

restriction?            

 
a. Where will excess traffic be diverted? 
       

 

b. Can an alternate route handle the traffic?     
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WORK ZONE (Cont’d.) YES NO n/a On Plans 
2. How will staging be addressed (e.g., lengths of times of 

permitted construction)? 
 

 

a. As shown on plans     
b. Have the contractor provide a plan     
c. The contractor may stage work differently than 

shown on plans     

3. Where runaround or temporary widening is required:  

 

a. What criteria should be applied regarding:  
i. Design speed?       mph 
ii. Lane widths?       ft 
iii. Alignment?       
iv. Pavement thickness?       in. 
v. Pedestrian traffic?       

b. Has the location been determined?     
4. Number of lanes maintained in each direction:  

 
a. At all times,  One   Two  
b. During rush hours,  One   Two   Three  
c. Reversible lanes required,  One   Two  

5. What is the facility’s traffic-carrying capability 
considering the effect of winter: 

 

 

a. Adequate     
b. Special traffic-control devices are required     
c. Procedure modifications are necessary for snow 
 removal and maintenance     

d. Modifications are required to the pavement 
 structure: 

 

 i. HMA Base     
 ii. HMA Base and Surface     

TRAFFIC-CONTROL DEVICES YES NO n/a On Plans 
1. Traffic-control signing layout will be:  

 

a. Shown on the plans     
b. Available prior to contract letting     
c. Consisting of special traffic delay or advance signs     
d. That for temporary crossover, designed to match 

INDOT Standard Drawings     

2. Will the effects of construction operation require sign 
message modifications to permanent signage?     
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TRAFFIC-CONTROL DEVICES (Cont’d.) YES NO n/a On Plans 
3. Are temporary traffic signals required?     

 

a. Equipment type:  
 i. Manual     
 ii. Fixed timed     
 iii. Actuated     
b. Will existing signals need to be kept operational?     
c. Has an agreement been reached with the local 

municipality? 
    

4. Will temporary street lighting be needed? 
If Yes, what type of equipment?     

 
a. Wood poles     
b. Breakaway poles     
c. Agreement with power company required?     

5. Which temporary pavement markings are required?  

 
a. Paint     
b. Tape     
c. Raised pavement markers     

6. Striping removal required of:  

 

a. Center line / Lane lines     
b. Right edge line     
c. Left edge line     
d. Both edge lines     

7. Flashing warning lights required for:  

 

a. Equipment kept overnight within 30 ft of traveled 
way     

b. All barricades and warning signs     
c. Construction roadside hazards     

8. Steady-burn warning lights required for:  

 
a. Edge of travelway, dropoff of       in.     
b. Channelizing traffic     

9. Have speed limits been considered?  If Yes, what limits?     

 

a. Work zone,       mph  
b. Worksite,       mph  
c. Minimum,       mph  
d. Advisory,       mph  
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ROADSIDE SAFETY YES NO n/a On Plans 
1. Temporary barriers  

 

a. Required for traffic protection     
b. Required for workers’ protection     
c. Delineation of barriers provided by:  
 i. Electrical devices     
 ii. Reflectorization     
d. Upon completion of project, retained by:  
 i. Department     
 ii. Contractor     

2. Will temporary impact attenuators be required? 
 If Yes, Type       

    

3. Extra protection will be required for:  

 

a. Pedestrians     
b. School area and crossings     
c. Playground or park     
d. Type of protection: 
      

 

4. Where may the contractor store equipment, construction 
material, or waste material? 

 

 
a. On site with flashers or other protection     
b. 30 ft or more from edge of traveled way     
c. Designated storage site     

5. Where may contractor’s employees park personal 
vehicles? 

 

 
a. On-site     
b. Off-site     
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CHAPTER EIGHTY-THREE 
 

TRAFFIC-CONTROL DEVICES 
IN A CONSTRUCTION ZONE 

 
 
83-1.0  GENERAL 
 
The proper use of traffic control devices is critical to both public and worker safety and has been 
proven to significantly reduce accidents in a construction zone.  This Chapter provides supplemental 
information on these devices and provides specific Department policies and procedures.  For 
additional information, the designer is encouraged to review the references listed in Section 83-1.01. 
 
 
83-1.01  References 
 
For additional information on the design, application, and placement of traffic control devices in a 
work area, the designer is referred to the latest editions of the publications as follows: 
 
1. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), FHWA; 
2. INDOT Standard Drawings; 
3. INDOT Standard Specifications; 
4. Indiana Design Manual, Chapter Seventy-five – Highway Signs; 
5. Indiana Design Manual, Chapter Seventy-six – Pavement Markings; 
6. Indiana Design Manual, Chapter Seventy-seven – Traffic Signals; 
7. Indiana Design Manual, Chapter Seventy-eight – Highway Lighting. 
 
The INDOT publications can be obtained by contacting the Contract Administration Division.  For 
other publications, the indicated source should be contacted. 
 
 
83-1.02  MUTCD Context 
 
Throughout the MUTCD, the words shall, should, and may are used to describe the appropriate 
application each traffic-control device.  The MUTCD defines the terms as follows: 
 
1. Shall.  A mandatory condition.  Where certain requirements in the design or application of a 

device are described with the “shall” stipulation, it is mandatory that if an installation is 
made that these requirements be met. 
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2. Should.  An advisory condition.  Where the word should is used, it is considered to be 
advisable usage, recommended but not mandatory. 

 
3. May.  A permissive condition.  No requirement for design or application is intended. 
 
 
83-1.03  Official Action 
 
An Official Action is required if a proposed change is made to a facility’s regulatory control.  For 
example, an Official Action is required where a proposed change is made regarding a parking 
restriction, intersection control, no-passing zone, traffic signal, or work-zone speed limit.  However, 
Indiana Statutes provide for the establishment of an enforceable reduced speed limit in a work site 
without an Official Action (see Section 83-2.03).  For a State-controlled facility, the designer must 
contact the appropriate INDOT district traffic engineer and obtain a copy of the approved Official 
Action, and include it in the contract documents.  For a locally-controlled facility, approval (i.e., 
local ordinance) must be obtained from the appropriate jurisdiction. 
 
 
83-2.0  HIGHWAY SIGNS 
 
In a construction zone, a regulatory sign is used to temporarily override an existing mandate or 
prohibition (e.g., reduced speed limit).  A warning sign is used in advance of the construction area to 
indicate a potentially-hazardous condition.  A guide sign is used to inform the motorist of a detour 
route, destination, or point of interest. 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings, the INDOT Standard Specifications, and MUTCD Part VI provide 
the Department’s criteria for the design, application, and placement of signs in a construction zone.  
This Section provides the designer with supplemental information on the application of a highway 
sign.  The designer should review Chapter Seventy-five and the MUTCD regarding permanent signs. 
 
 
83-2.01  Sign-Legend Measurement Units 
 
Regulatory or advisory speed limit, distance message, or other sign legend displayed in a 
construction zone will remain in English units until notified otherwise.  Figure 83-2A provides 
guidelines for converting English units to metric. 
 
 
83-2.02  Placement 
 
The uniform placement of construction signing, although desirable, is not always practical.  Road 
geometrics or other factors often dictate a more advantageous placement.  The designer should 
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consider the following guidelines together with established criteria in determining the placement of 
construction signing. 
 
1. Permanent Sign.  A construction sign in close proximity to a permanent sign should be 

reviewed after the theoretical temporary sign location has been determined.  For example, the 
permanent sign should not block the view of the temporary sign nor convey conflicting 
information.  The designer should also avoid creating an information overload by placing too 
many signs near each other. 

 
2. Intersection.  If construction signing is warranted near an intersection, the designer should 

consider placing the temporary sign beyond the intersection.  On the intersection approach, a 
permanent sign provides control and directional information to the motorist.  Locating a 
construction sign beyond the intersection will usually enhance a motorist’s comprehension of 
the sign. 

 
3. Roadside Barrier.  The designer should consider placing a temporary construction sign 

behind an existing roadside barrier if practical.  This will reduce the probability that it will be 
impacted. 

 
 
83-2.03  Regulatory Signing 
 
83-2.03(01)  Work-Zone and Work-Site Speed Limit Signing [Rev. Mar. 2011] 
 
Different speed limits may apply based on whether the speed limit is within the work zone or if it is 
within a work site.  The work-zone speed limit applies throughout the project.  A work-site speed 
limit applies to a specific location within the work zone where work is actually occurring.  The 
following provides guidance in the selection and implementation of a work-zone or work-site speed 
limit. 
 
1. Work-Zone Speed Limit.  The work-zone speed limit will be determined based on the 

construction-zone design speed, traffic volume, work type, geometrics, project length, etc.  
The work-zone speed limit should not exceed the construction-zone design speed through the 
construction area.  Section 82-3.01 provides guidance on the selection of a construction-zone 
design speed.  If the work-zone speed limit is different than the existing posted speed limit 
prior to the start of construction, an Official Action as discussed in Section 83-1.03 will be 
required. 

 
2. Work-Site Speed Limit.  Indiana Statutes permit INDOT to establish a work-site speed limit 

without an Official Action.  They also stipulate that the work-site speed limit will either be 
45 mph, or 10 mph below the original posted speed limit, whichever is lower.  The work-site 
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speed limit will only be applicable where and while work is actually in progress and workers 
are present. 

 
3. Sign Size and Assembly.  A work-zone or work-site speed-limit-sign assembly should be 

placed according to the MUTCD and should be of a size specified for the facility.  Each 
work-site assembly should include a “Worksite” plate mounted above the regulatory sign. 

 
4. Flashing Beacon.  Each work-site speed-limit-sign assembly should incorporate strobe-type 

flashing beacons with one mounted at each upper corner of the regulatory sign.  A “When 
Flashing” plate should be placed below the sign.  The beacons should be activated only while 
work is in progress and workers are present.  The device provides for both worker and public 
safety without imposing unnecessary travel delays during non-working periods. 

 
5. Selection.  Figure 83-2B provides suggested work-zone and work-site speed limits for a 

freeway based on the type of facility and the proposed construction application. 
 
6. Location and Spacing.  In determining the location and spacing of signs, the following will 

apply. 
 

a. Work-Zone Sign.  The designer should coordinate with the district traffic engineer to 
determine the appropriate beginning and ending locations for the work-zone speed 
limit.  A work-zone speed limit signs should be placed prior to the construction zone 
and after each interchange entrance ramp within the construction zone.  The reduced-
speed zone should begin prior to an expected queue backup due to a lane closure, 
lane restriction, etc. 

 
b. Work-Site Sign.  The INDOT Standard Specifications provide the guidelines for 

determining the appropriate location for a work-site speed-limit-sign assembly. 
 
7. Rural Area.  The regulatory sign, R2-15b, “Reduced Speed XX Ahead” should not be 

specified.  Instead, reduced-speed-limit warning sign W3-5 or W3-5a should be specified.  
The details are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings.  Only one of the sign designations 
should be specified for the entire project. 

 
8. Divided Facility.  An assembly should be placed on each side of each roadway. 
 
 
83-2.03(02)  “Stop” or “Yield” Sign 
 
Each specific site may warrant the use of other regulatory-sign changes.  For example, the 
installation of a “Stop” or “Yield” sign may be considered at a previously uncontrolled merge and 
acceleration area if the taper length is reduced during construction operations.  An Official Action, as 
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described in Section 83-1.03, must be coordinated through the district traffic engineer.  Based on 
MUTCD guidelines, the implementation of a “Stop Ahead” or “Yield Ahead” sign may also be 
considered. 
 
 
83-2.03(03)  Selective-Exclusion Sign 
 
Where a lane shift occurs through a construction zone and the lane shift requires the use of the 
shoulder as a travel lane, the designer may consider the use of a selective-exclusion sign to assign 
heavy-truck traffic to lanes on the pavement proper (i.e., a heavy truck is not be permitted to use the 
shoulder as a travel lane).  An Official Action, as described in Section 83-1.03, must be coordinated 
through the district traffic engineer. 
 
 
83-2.04  Advance-Warning Sign 
 
A warning sign is used to alert the motorist of a potentially hazardous condition on or adjacent to the 
roadway.  The unnecessary use of this type of sign may breed motorist disrespect for signing in 
general.  The designer should therefore only use the minimum number of warning signs necessary to 
adequately warn the motorist.  The following provides additional information on the sequence and 
placement of advance warning signs. 
 
A warning sign is used in an advance warning, transition, or activity areas of a construction zone.  
The advance-warning area is the first opportunity to inform a motorist regarding the safe negotiation 
of the upcoming construction activity.  The designer should consider the following in determining 
the sequence and placement of advance-warning signs. 
 
1. road facility type and location; 
2. traffic volume and mix; 
3. posted speed limit; 
4. construction activity type and location; and 
5. actual or anticipated field conditions. 
 
Based on these factors, the advance-warning area may warrant either a single warning sign or a 
multiple sign sequence.  An advance-warning sign sequence may be classified as A, A-B, or A-B-C.  
Figure 83-2C, Advance-Warning Signs, and the MUTCD provide applications for each sequence 
classification.  The following describes each sign sequence category and its application. 
 
1. A Sequence.  This consists of a single sign placed upstream from the nearest point of 

transition or restriction.  The designer should consider the sequence for work outside a 
shoulder. 
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2. A-B Sequence.  This is a two-sign configuration within the advance-warning area.  The B 
sign is placed upstream from the A sign.  The sequence should be considered for a 
construction activity as follows: 

 
a. work on a shoulder; 
b. interior-lane closure on a roadway with 3 or more lanes; or 
c. lane closure on a minor street. 

 
3. A-B-C Sequence.  This consists of three or more signs within the advance-warning area.  The 

C sign is placed upstream from the B sign.  The sequence should be considered for a 
construction activity as follows. 

 
a. road closure with traffic diversion; 
b. lane closure for one-lane, two-way traffic control; or 
c. lane closure for a highway with 4 or more lanes or a freeway. 

 
The use of a multiple advance-warning sign sequence is required on a limited access facility with a 
higher speed or a facility with construction activities which present the motorist with major decision 
points (e.g., lane closure, multiple-lane shift, queue backup).  Advance warning signs tend to be 
spread out over a greater distance on such a facility to provide the motorist with adequate time and 
distance to safely negotiate the downstream construction activity. 
 
Figure 83-2C provides the suggested sign-placement distance for each facility type.  The columns 
headed A, B, and C represent the distances between signs and should be used to mark the theoretical 
sign location.  The designer should use these distances as a starting point and adjust each sign 
location as necessary based on actual and anticipated field conditions (e.g., sign location relative to a 
crest vertical curve, line of sight obstruction).  Figure 83-2C should be used in conjunction with each 
construction activity discussed above and with the diagrams shown in the MUTCD.  The warning-
sign placement distances shown in Figure 75-4A are not directly applicable to a work-zone 
application. 
 
 
83-2.05  Guide Sign 
 
The references in Section 83-1.01 provide the Department’s criteria for the placement, design, and 
application of a guide sign.  The designer should also review applicable criteria for permanent guide 
signs in Section 75-5.0 and in the MUTCD.  The following provides supplemental information on the 
use of a guide sign in a construction zone. 
 
1. Panel Sign.  A guide sign is warranted in a construction zone or alternate route where a 

temporary route change is necessary.  For example, the designer may consider using a large 
panel sign for a ramp or lane closure, e.g., “Ramp ___ Closed Use Ramp ___,” “Ramp ___ 
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Closed (date)”.  See the INDOT Standard Drawings for information for determining the size 
of a panel-sign support. 

 
2. Other.  Route markers, street-name signs, special-information signs, directional, or detour 

signs may also be warranted based on the particular work on the facility. 
 
3. Worksite Increased-Penalty Signs.  Signs are required which inform the motorist of increased 

penalties for moving violations. 
 

Sign messages and details are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings. 
 

The XG20-7 sign, 78 in. x 42 in., should be specified for a rural area with sufficient right of 
way to accommodate the sign.  It should be specified for an urban area with a posted speed 
limit of 40 mph or higher, and sufficient right of way to accommodate the sign. 

 
The XG20-7a sign, 60 in. x 36 in., should be specified for an urban area with a posted speed 
limit of 35 mph or lower, under one of the conditions as follows: 

 
a. the existing conditions outside the edge of pavement make installation of driven 

posts impractical, or 
 

b. the width of the right of way outside of the edge of pavement is not sufficient to 
accommodate the XG20-7 sign. 

 
The XG20-7b and XG20-7c signs, both 48 in. x 48 in., should be specified to be used in 
series with each other, and should be used under one of the conditions as follows: 

 
a. the project is in a rural area where the right-of-way width outside of the edge of 

pavement is not sufficient to accommodate the XG20-7 sign; or 
 

b. the project is a moving operation where construction signs are set and removed each 
day to accommodate the changing location of the work. 

 
The following guidelines should also be used to determine the location and quantity of the 
signs. 

 
a. Signs are required for each project in which traffic will travel through an active 

construction zone marked by “Road Construction Ahead” and “End Construction” 
signs. 

 
b. An XG20-7 or XG20-7a sign, where warranted, should be placed in advance of the 

first “Road Construction Ahead” sign for each direction of travel on the project 
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mainline.  The advance distance should be 500 ft in a rural area, or 100 ft in an urban 
area. 

 
c. XG20-7c and XG20-7b signs, where warranted, should be placed in advance of the 

first “Road Construction Ahead” sign for each direction of travel on the project 
mainline.  The advance distance for the XG20-7c sign should be 1000 ft in a rural 
area, or 200 ft in an urban area.  The advance distance for the XG20-7b sign should 
be 500 ft in a rural area, or 100 ft in an urban area. 

 
d. Signs should not be placed on side roads or ramps leading into a construction zone. 

 
e. Signs are not required if the active construction zone is completely isolated from live 

traffic, i.e., a full road closure with a detour, or construction along a new alignment. 
 

The location of each sign should be indicated as for other construction signs shown on the 
traffic-maintenance plan. 

 
 
83-2.06  Portable Changeable Message Sign 
 
A portable changeable message sign (PCMS) is effective in communicating the construction-zone 
information to the general public.  INDOT’s practice is to use PCMS on each applicable freeway 
construction project.  The use of a PCMS on another type of facility should be determined on a 
project-by-project basis based on road alignment, traffic routing, or other situation requiring advance 
warning and information.  For each facility, the applications where the PCMS device may be 
effectively used in construction zones are as follows: 
 
1. where speed is expected to drop substantially; 
2. where significant traffic queuing and delays are expected; 
3. where a change in road alignment or surface conditions are present; 
4. to provide advance notice of a ramp, lane, or road closure; 
5. to notify or direct motorists to alternate routing; or 
6. to show a work-site speed limit as supplemental to other regulatory signs. 
 
The MUTCD provides the design and application criteria relative to a PCMS.  The designer should 
also consider the following in specifying a PCMS. 
 
1. Display.  The display should provide not more than the maximum amount of information that 

can be read and comprehended by the motorist at a quick glance (i.e., no rolling message).  A 
PCMS is capable of displaying three lines of eight characters each.  There should be not than 
three messages phased in order to provide readability and comprehension. Each message 
should be able to stand alone.  For a multiple message, use two signs. 
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2. Location.  The sign should be visible from 2500 ft under ideal day or night conditions.  The 

first message should be legible at a minimum distance of 650 ft from each lane.  A PCMS 
should be placed in advance of other advance-warning signs.  If two signs are needed to 
communicate a multiple message, they should be placed on the same side of the roadway and 
separated by at least 1000 ft.  A PCMS is placed on the shoulder, but if practical may be 
farther from the traveled way.  Overhead placement may also be considered. 

 
3. Traffic-Control Devices.  A PCMS may be used as a supplement, but it should not be used as 

a substitute to the proper use of other traffic-control devices. 
 
4. Flashing-Arrow Sign.  A PCMS should not be used as an alternative to a flashing-arrow sign. 

However, a PCMS may be used to simulate an arrow display in a message. 
 
 
83-2.07  Flashing-Arrow Sign 
 
A flashing-arrow sign is used to supplement other traffic-control devices.  It is used where additional 
warning and directional information is required to assist in merging and controlling traffic through or 
around the work activity.  A flashing-arrow sign should be used on each freeway construction project 
requiring a lane closure.  For another site, the designer will determine the need for a flashing-arrow 
sign on a project-by-project basis.  The applications where a flashing-arrow sign may be considered 
are as follows: 
 
1. work in vicinity of an entrance or exit ramp; 
2. median crossover on a freeway; 
3. interior or double-lane closure on a freeway or other roadway of 4 or more lanes; 
4. right-lane closure on the far side of an intersection; or 
5. mobile operation on a shoulder or roadway of 4 or more lanes. 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings, the INDOT Standard Specifications, and the MUTCD provide the 
Department’s criteria for the placement, design, and application of a flashing arrow sign.  The 
MUTCD also includes application diagrams.  The following provides the designer with supplemental 
information on the use of a flashing-arrow sign. 
 
1. Display.  The applicable display modes are as follows. 
 

a. Flashing Arrow or Sequential Arrow.  This is used for a left- or right-lane shift or 
diversion. 

 
b. Flashing Double Arrow.  This is used for an interior-lane closure where traffic is 

permitted to either travel left or right around the work activity. 
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2. Use and Location.  The flashing-arrow sign should be located at the beginning of a lane-

merge taper.  For a stationary activity, locate the sign on the shoulder or in the closed lane 
behind a channeling or barricade device.  For a mobile operation, locate a mounted sign at 
the rear of the activity upstream of the maintenance vehicles.  Where used in the vicinity of a 
ramp, median crossover, or side-road intersection, the flashing-arrows sign placement should 
not confuse the motorist.  Figure 83-2D provides the recommended usages and the minimum 
legibility distances under ideal day or night conditions. 

 
3. Two-Lane, Two-Way Operation (TLTWO).  A flashing-arrow sign should not be used to 

shift traffic in a TLTWO. 
 
4. Shoulder or Roadside Activity.  A flashing-arrow sign should only be used in the flashing 

caution mode for a shoulder or roadside work activity. 
 
5. Flagger.  A flashing-arrow sign should not be used if a flagger is used for traffic control at 

the work site. 
 
6. Multiple-Lane Closure.  The designer should consider using multiple flashing-arrow signs for 

a multiple-lane closure.  In this situation, a flashing-arrow sign should be located at the 
beginning of each lane-merge taper.  The designer should not use a flashing-arrow sign to 
laterally shift multiple lanes of traffic. 

 
7. Traffic-Control Devices.  The flashing-arrow sign may be used as a supplemental traffic-

control device, but it should not be used as a substitute to the proper use of signs, pavement 
markings, or lighting in a construction zone.  The flashing-arrow sign should not replace 
other required signing. 

 
 
83-3.0  CHANNELIZATION DEVICES 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings, the INDOT Standard Specifications, and the MUTCD provide the 
Department’s criteria for the selection, application, and placement of channelization devices.  The 
MUTCD also includes application diagrams for the use of these devices. 
 
 
83-3.01  Types 
 
There are a number of channelization devices available, each having its specific application in a 
construction operation (e.g., crossover, runaround, lane closure, road closure, or 2-lane, two-way 
operation).  The following channelization devices are used in a construction zone. 
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1. Barricade. 
 

a. Type I or Type II Barricade.  INDOT does not use this type of barricade. 
 

b. Type III Barricade.  This is used to close a roadway.  Section 83-3.04 provides the 
guidelines for its application and placement. 

 
2. Drums.  Drums are used in a linear series to channelize and delineate the desired travel path. 

They may also be used individually or a group to mark a specific location.  They are used for 
channelization and can be easily shifted to accommodate changing conditions within the 
construction zone.  However, for a temporary lane closure during daylight hours, cones, 
tubular markers, or vertical panels may be used in lieu of drums. 

 
3. Cones.  Traffic cones are channelization devices used to delineate a travel path, divide 

opposing traffic lanes, divide traffic lanes in the same direction, or delineate a short-duration 
construction, maintenance, or utility activity. 

 
4. Tubular Markers or Vertical Panels.  These devices are used to channel traffic, divide 

opposing lanes of traffic, or divide travel lanes in place of drums where space is limited.  
Tubular markers and vertical panels have less visible area than other devices and should be 
used only where space restrictions do not allow for use of more-visible devices.  These 
devices are to be used a divided non-freeway. 

 
5. Temporary Asphalt Divider.  This device should not be used for separating traffic. 
 
6. Temporary Concrete Barrier (TCB).  TCB should only be used where positive protection is 

desired, and not based on channelization needs.  This device should be used on a freeway.  
The TCB should be located behind and in conjunction with supporting channelization 
devices, delineators, or pavement markings.  Section 82-4.03 provides information on the 
application and placement of the TCB.  Delineators and steady-burning lamps should also be 
attached to the TCB.  However, where used between lanes in a 2-lane, two-way operation, 
experience has shown that opposing vehicular headlights wash out the lamp and cannot be 
safely maintained.  Therefore, lamps should not be used in this situation. 

 
7. Delineators.  Delineators provide retro-reflection from headlights and are supplemental 

devices used to indicate the roadway alignment and the intended path through the 
construction zone.  Delineators are used along the pavement edge in a runaround operation 
and are attached to the TCB. 

 
8. Longitudinal Pavement Markings.  The application of pavement markings is provided in 

Section 83-4.0.  Longitudinal pavement markings should only be used in combination with 
other primary channelization devices to delineate the desired travel path.  A temporary 
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double solid yellow line should be used in conjunction with tubular markers or vertical 
panels or TCB.  Markings should also be used on each undivided roadway of 4 or more 
lanes.  Revisions to existing pavement markings are not required for a temporary daylight 
lane closure. 

 
Channelization devices are used in a construction zone to warn the motorist of work activities in or 
near the traveled way, to protect workers in the area, and to guide the motorist or pedestrian safely 
through and around the work site.  Because each construction project differs, the selection, 
application, and location of these devices should be determined on a project-by-project basis. 
 
 
83-3.02  Taper Length 
 
The required length of tapered section delineated by channelization devices is shown on the INDOT 
Standard Drawings.  Figures 83-3B and 83-3C provide the minimum taper requirement for each 
taper application in a construction zone (e.g., lane closure, lane shift). 
 
 
83-3.03  Spacing 
 
As with a transition taper, the longitudinal spacing of channelization devices is dependent on 
vehicular speed.  In a 1-lane, two-way traffic operation, the spacing at a tapered section should be 10 
ft for a 50-ft taper length, or 20 ft for a 100-ft taper length.  A device spacing of 20 ft should be used 
for an Interstate-route taper.  Tubular markers should be at 50-ft spacing.  Figure 83-3D provides 
suggested spacing of channelization devices for other conditions.  Unless otherwise specified, the 
maximum spacing of drums, cones, or vertical panels should be based on Figure 83-3D. 
 
 
83-3.04  Type III Barricade 
 
The Department uses a type III-A or type III-B barricade for a road closure.  The Type III-A barricade 
is used where traffic is not allowed behind the barricade.  Reflectorized rails are used only on the 
side facing traffic.  The Type III-B barricade is used where traffic is allowed behind the barricade.  
Reflectorized rails are required on both sides of the barricade.  The designer should also consider the 
following. 
 
1. Materials.  A type III barricade is constructed with three 12-ft sections mounted on skid-type 

supports or on posts driven into the ground.  Use a skid-mounted barricade where the 
barricade is to be located on the traveled way or shoulder.  Use a post-driven barricade where 
the barricade is to be outside of the paved portion of the roadway. 
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2. Complete Closure.  A type III-A barricade should extend completely across the roadway and 
across a roadway side slope that is 3:1 or flatter within the right of way.  During non-working 
hours, openings are not allowed within the barrier assembly. 

 
3. Divided Highway.  Where one set of lanes of a divided facility is closed to traffic, a type 

III-A barricade will be required across the pavement area and on slopes which are 3:1 or 
flatter from the right-of-way line to the centerline of the median.  An additional barricade 
will be required across the closed portion where the facility intersects with a local road 
(e.g., county road, drive).  An additional barricade will be required where a bridge or pipe is 
to be removed; see Item 6. 

 
4. Crossover.  Specify a type III-B barricade where a crossover on a divided facility is required 

because one set of lanes is closed for construction and two-way traffic is being maintained 
on the other set. 

 
5. Local Traffic.  If local traffic is allowed to use the facility under construction, use a type III-

B barricade at the beginning and end portions of the closed road.  Each barricade should 
extend onto side slopes of 3:1 or flatter, within the highway right-of-way.  An additional 
barricade will be required where a bridge or pipe is to be removed, see Item 6. 

 
6. Bridge or Pipe Removal.  Where there is a possibility that a vehicle could be on a closed 

facility and where there is a bridge removal, pipe removal, or other hazard location, provide 
an additional type III barricade within 150 ft of the hazard. 

 
7. Road-Closure-Sign Assembly.  Where a type III barricade is used, the designer is required to 

show a road-closure-sign assembly on the plans.  However, do not use such a sign assembly 
next to a lane closure where adjacent lanes remain open to traffic, or where a barricade is 
specified for closure of a lane on an undivided facility of 4 or more lanes where the remaining 
lanes are being used to maintain traffic. 

 
 
83-4.0  PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings and the MUTCD provide the Department’s criteria for the selection, 
application, and placement of pavement markings in a construction zone.  The INDOT Standard 
Specifications provides additional information on temporary-pavement-marking material usage.  The 
following provides supplemental guidelines to these sources. 
 
 
83-4.01  Types 
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83-4.01(01)  Paint 
 
Quick-drying traffic paint is a low-cost, temporary pavement marking.  To improve reflectivity, glass 
beads are required.  Temporary paint is a non-removable type of temporary pavement marking.  The 
Department does not desire the use of temporary paint markings on a final pavement surface.  
However, temporary paint may be the most suitable choice under certain conditions, particularly if 
temporary markings are anticipated to be in place through the winter months. 
 
 
83-4.01(02)  Temporary Raised Pavement Markers 
 
In a high-traffic-volume location, raised temporary pavement markers should be considered as a 
supplemental device to improve delineation through the construction zone.  Typical locations include 
canter line, lane line, gore area, or where there are changes in the alignment (e.g., lane closure, lane 
shift).  For a center line or lane line, temporary raised pavement markers are placed at the midpoint 
in the each gap, i.e., every 40 ft.  For a taper, gore, etc., the raised markers should be spaced at 20 ft.  
Temporary raised pavement markers must be removed prior to the placing of the next pavement 
course. 
 
 
83-4.01(03)  Temporary Pavement-Marking Tape 
 
Temporary pavement-marking tape is an excellent material choice where there is a change to the 
traffic pattern during construction (e.g., crossover switch).  Temporary tape can be easily and quickly 
installed and, if necessary, easily removed.  Disadvantages of temporary tape are that it tends to 
move or break up under heavy traffic volume, and that it is not suitable for usage during the winter 
months.  Temporary pavement-marking tape requires significant maintenance in comparison to 
temporary paint.  The following describes the temporary pavement-marking tapes used by the 
Department. 
 
1. Type I.  Type I tape may be used as a temporary center line, lane line, or no-passing-zone line 

that is placed parallel to the normal pavement marking pattern, or as a temporary transverse 
marking or pavement-message marking.  It should also be used where pavement markings 
are placed at an angle to the normal pavement-marking pattern (e.g., taper for lane closure, 
lane shift).  Type I tape is a removable type of temporary pavement marking. 

 
2. Type II.  Type II tape is used on a pavement which is expected to be removed or covered by 

additional pavement courses.  It may be used as a center line, lane line, or edge line that is 
parallel to the normal pavement markings.  It also may be used as a center line or lane line on 
a resurfacing overlay course.  Type II tape is a non-removable type of temporary pavement 
marking. 
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83-4.01(04)  Thermoplastic or Epoxy Markings 
 
Thermoplastic or epoxy markings are used in a construction zone only if the traffic volume is high, 
and the temporary traffic pattern will be in place for over one year.  Thermoplastic or epoxy 
markings are non-removable types of pavement markings. 
 
 
83-4.01(05)  Buzz Strips 
 
Buzz strips are used on a high-speed facility of 4 lanes or more in advance of a lane closure, 
alignment change, or stop condition to warn the motorist of the impending change.  They are made 
with extruded material or repeated passes of pavement-marking tape to reach a ¼-in. height.  Figure 
83-4A illustrates the typical layout for buzz strips with a lane closure.  The spacing criteria are also 
applicable to the other conditions listed above. 
 
 
83-4.02  Application 
 
The application of temporary pavement markings in a construction zone depends on facility type, 
project duration, project length, and anticipated traffic volume.  The phasing of temporary traffic 
control during construction should be considered.  The temporary pavement markings should be 
selected that are best suited to the anticipated conditions and are most economical for the project.  
The removal of a removable temporary pavement marking is included in the removable-temporary-
pavement-marking quantity.  If non-removable markings that must be removed are selected as part of 
the planned traffic-maintenance plan, a quantity for removal of the non-removable markings is 
required.  If non-removable temporary pavement markings are necessary on a final surface, 
placement of the temporary markings should be indicated to be as near as possible to the location of 
the final permanent pavement markings. 
 
 
83-5.0  TRAFFIC SIGNAL 
 
83-5.01  Location 
 
The use of a temporary traffic signal in a construction zone will be determined on a project-by-
project basis.  The warrant criteria for permanent installations in Section 77-2.0 should be used to 
help determine if a temporary traffic signal is warranted.  However, the traffic volume expected 
during construction should be used for the warrant analysis.  An Official Action, as described in 
Section 83-1.03, must be coordinated through the district traffic engineer.  Locations where a 
temporary-signal installation may be used include the following: 
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1. intersection where an existing signal must be maintained; 
 
2. existing non-signalized intersection or drive where construction patterns and traffic volume 

now warrant a signal; 
 
3. temporary haul road or other temporary access point; 
 
4. long-term one-lane, two-way traffic operation (e.g., bridge lane closure); or 
 
5. crossroad or ramp intersection where there is an increase in traffic or there is a decrease in 

capacity due to the construction. 
 
 
83-5.02  Application 
 
The designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Design.  The designer should determine the impacts that a construction activity has on 

existing signal operations and should attempt to maximize the level-of-service.  For example, 
the designer should consider the following: 

 
a. recommend re-timing or re-phasing the signal to compensate for changes in traffic 

volume, mix, or patterns, and for changes in lane designation or intersection-
approach geometrics; and 

 
b. physically relocating poles or adjusting signal heads to maintain compliance with the 

MUTCD. 
 

Chapter Seventy-seven and the MUTCD provide design information for a traffic signal. 
 
2. Bridge.  If a lane is expected to be closed overnight, a temporary signal should be considered. 
 
3. Plan Sheets.  Show each temporary-signal installation in the traffic-maintenance plan. 
 
 
83-6.0  HIGHWAY LIGHTING 
 
83-6.01  Types 
 
The lighting devices that are used in a construction zone are as follows: 
 
1. hazard-identification beacons (flashing warning lights); 
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2. steady-burning warning lamps; 
3. warning lights; 
4. floodlights; and 
5. conventional highway lighting. 
 
 
83-6.02  Warrants 
 
Hazard-identification beacons, steady-burning electric lamps, and warning lights are used to 
supplement signs, barriers, or channelization devices, and emphasize specific signs, hazard areas, 
and the desired travel path.  The warrants for lighting devices should satisfy the MUTCD.  
Floodlights are used to illuminate the work area during a nighttime operation (e.g., flagger station, 
equipment crossing, area requiring supplemental lighting). 
 
For conventional highway lighting, the need for temporary lighting will be determined on a project-
by-project basis.  Existing highway illumination should be maintained unless discontinuance of the 
highway illumination is specifically permitted.  The warrants provided in Section 78-2.0 for 
permanent highway lighting should be reviewed to assist in determining the need for temporary 
lighting.  The designer should consider the use of temporary lighting with the characteristics as 
follows: 
 
1. high traffic volume; 
2 high traffic speed; 
3. heavy queuing or congestion; 
4. area with complicated traffic maneuvers (e.g., freeway crossover, intersection); and 
5. other area where a hazardous location may exist. 
 
If existing light standards are removed or if bulbs are shut off during construction, the designer 
should consider providing temporary lighting until permanent lighting is reinstalled.  In a 
construction zone, the Department uses high-pressure sodium lamps mounted on temporary wood 
posts.  However, the designer may consider portable lighting as an option.  Chapter Seventy-eight 
provides additional information on the design of highway lighting. 
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English-Units 

Value 
Metric-Units 
Equivalent 

SPEED LIMIT 
30 50 

35 or 40 60 
45 70 
50 80 
55 90 

60 or 65 100 
70 110 

LONGITUDINAL DISTANCE 
500 ft 150 m 
1000 ft 300 m 
1500 ft 450 m 
¼ mi 400 m 
½ mi 800 m 
1 mi 1.5 km 
2 mi 3 km 

 
 

ENGLISH-TO-METRIC UNITS CONVERSION 
 

Figure 83-2A 
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Existing Facility and 
Construction Type 

Existing Posted Speed 
50 mph 55 mph 65 mph 

4-lane Interstate with 
crossover to a 2-lane 

facility 
n/a 

WZ 45 mph with 
TCB 

 
WS 45 mph 

WZ 55 mph with 
TCB 

 
WS 45 mph 

4-lane Interstate with 
lane closure without 

a crossover 
n/a WS 45 mph 

WZ 55 mph 
 

WS 45 mph 
6-lane Interstate with 
crossover to a 4-lane 

facility with TCB 
WS 40 mph WS 45 mph 

WZ 55 mph 
 

WS 45 mph 
6-lane Interstate with 
lane closure without 

a crossover 
WS 40 mph WS 45 mph 

WZ 55 mph 
 

WS 45 mph 

Non-Interstate 
divided highway with 

crossover 
Project-by-project 

WZ 45 mph with 
TTM & TDSYL 

 
WS 45 mph 

WZ 55 mph with 
TCB or TTM & 

TDSYL. 
WS 45 mph 

Non-Interstate 
divided highway with 
lane closure without 

a crossover 
Project-by-project WS 45 mph 

WZ 55 mph 
 

WS 45 mph 

 
Where: 

WS = Work-Site Speed Limit (Indiana Statutes) 
WZ = Work-Zone Speed Limit (Official Action) 
TCB = Temporary Concrete Barrier 
n/a = Not Applicable 
TTM = Temporary Tubular Markers 
TDSYL = Temporary Double Solid Yellow Line 

 
Note: Speed limit may vary based on circumstances and actual field conditions. 
 
 

SUGGESTED DIVIDED-HIGHWAY SPEED LIMIT 
IN WORK ZONE OR WORK SITE 

 
Figure 83-2B 
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Panel Type 1 Permitted Use 
Minimum Legibility 

Distance 2 

A 
Permitted on facility with speed lower than 35 
mph.  Appropriate for use on low-speed urban 
facility. 

2600 ft 

B 
Appropriate for intermediate-speed facility, or 
for maintenance or mobile operation on high-
speed roadway.  Not used by INDOT. 

4000 ft 

C 
Permitted on every facility.  Appropriate for use 
on a high-speed, high-volume traffic-control 
project. 

5200 ft 

 
Notes: 
 
1. For panel type, see the INDOT Standard Specifications and Federal MUTCD Part VI. 
2. Minimum legibility distance under ideal day or night conditions. 
 
 

SUGGESTED USE AND LOCATION OF FLASHING-ARROW SIGN 
 

Figure 83-2D 
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Taper Type Minimum Length 

Upstream 

Merging L 
Shifting 3 ½ L 
Shoulder 1/3 L 
Two-Way Traffic 100 ft 

Downstream (optional) 100 ft per Lane 
 
  Notes: 
 
  1. See the INDOT Standard Drawings for L. 
  2. Figure 83-3C illustrates the permissible taper types. 
  3. May be used for determining buffer-zone length. 
 
 

TAPER-LENGTH CRITERIA FOR CONSTRUCTION ZONE 
 

Figure 83-3B 
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Construction-Zone 

Design Speed 
(mph) 

Suggested Maximum Spacing (ft) 
Tapered 
Section 

Tangent 
Section 

25 * 20 * 40 
30 30 60 
35 35 70 
40 40 80 
45 45 90 
50 50 100 
55 55 110 
60 60 120 

 
  *  For a speed of 25 mph or lower, spacing should not be less than 20 ft. 
 
 

SUGGESTED MAXIMUM SPACING OF CHANNELIZATION DEVICES 
 

Figure 83-3D 
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